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Royal Society, 214

Sale, 179

Saturn's Rings. 469

Site of Oath, 179

Tokio, Notes from, 678

Zoological Record for 1878, 747

President's Address, 263 ; Sectional Proceedings, 309 ;

Swansea, 229

Societies.

Anthropological Institute— Prof. W. H. Flower on a Col

lection of Crania from the Fiji Islands, 21. Mr. B.

Lewis on Antiquities in the Museum at Palermo, 51.

Dr. P. Topinard's Observations upon the Methods and

Processes of Anthropometry. 782. Also 678

Archaeological Institute—645, 781

Aristotelian—Elections, 611. President's Address, 503.

Also 679, 748, 821

Asiatic—Elections, 21, 86, 678, 869. Brandreth on the

Gaurian and the Romance Languages, 86

Astronomical—Elections, 678. Ranyard on the Velocity

of Gaseous Matter projected from the Sun, 819
British Archaeological Association—712, 781

Chemical-64G, 713, 781, 870

Entomological—Elections, 712. Alio 118, 241, 373, 574,

819

Folk lore Socitlu—679, 820

Geographical—Elections, 615, 712

Geological—Elections, 20, 615, 712, 781, 869

Index Society—Annual Meeting, 86

Institution of Civil Engineers — Elections, 645, 782.

Annual General Meeting, 870. Also 713

Institution of Surveyors—678

Library Association—52

Linnean—Elections, 678, 712

Mathematical—Elections, 678, 819

Meteorological—Elections, 713, 870

Microscopical—713. 819

New Shahpere—678

Numismatic— Elections, 712, 870

Philological—Mr. Sweet's Notes on the Partial Correc

tion of English Spellings, 86, 118. Spelling Reform,

645, 713. Also 781, 870

Photoi/raphic—782

Physical-21, 678, 748

Quetctt Microscopical—52. Anniversary Meeting, 150.

Also 311, 4o8, 574, 748

Royal—Anniversary Meeting, 717. Also 712, 819, 869

Royal Institution— Elections, 52, 782. AIbo 611

Royal Society of Literature—Elections, 713. Sir P. de

Colqulioun on the Pelasgi and Albanians, 86

Society of Antiquaries—Mr. E. Fresbfield on Christian

Antiquities at Constantinople, 781. Also 21, 748

Society of Arts—Annual Meeting, 21. Also 713, 748,

782, 819

Society of Biblical Archaology—52, 645, 782

Spelling Reform Association—52, 645, 820

Statistical—Anniversary Meeting, 86

Zoological—21, 712, 781, 870

Obituaries.

Andrews, Pror. E. B., 405. Rorchardt, Prof. C. W.,

118. Broca, Dr. P., 85. Brodie, Sir B. C, 746.

Buckland, Frank, 870. Chasles. M., 870. Chiarini,

Signor, 118. D'Almeida, M., 713. Erhard, M., 610.

Gaugain, J. M., 22, 87. Godron, M , 374. Halde-

man, Prof. 8. S., 438. Hauer, K. R. von, 438.

Johnson, C, 469. Jones, Prof. T. R., 820. Lassell.

W., 469. Lissajous, Prof., 180. Lloyd, W. A., 118.

Lund, Prof. P. W., 87. Motay. C. T. du, 21. Mulsant,

E., 782. Myer, General A. J., 405. Peirce, Prof. B.,

611. Petersen, C. 19. Ponton. M., 214. Wagner,

H. von, 537. Ward, Rev. J. C, 215. Watson,

Prof. J. C, 818. Wood, S. V., 611

Gossip.

Bequest of Mr. Ludlam's Collection of Minerals to the

Geological Museum—Paris Academy of Sciences, 21

Substances possessing the Power of developing the

Latent Photographic Image, 52

Memorial to the late Prof. Garrod, 86

Meteorological Station in Staffordshire, 87

Appointment of I>r. Woodward as Keeper of the

Geological Department in the British Museum, 118

Prizes of the Midland Union of Natural History Societies

—Monument to Karl Koch, 151

Faye's and Winnecke's Periodical Comets, 180

Handbook of Jamaica, 214

Exhibition of the Glasgow Philosophical Society, 215

Fifty-first Birthday of the British Association, 244

Science Teaching to Working Men in Waist, 276

Testimonial to Prof, von Cotta, 277

Statue of Denis Papin at Blois, 311

Paris Academy of Sciences, 841

The Aristotelian Society, 373

American Association for Advancement of Science, 405

Dr. Siemens's Electrical Locomotive Engine, 438

Special Scholarships at Cirencester College, 469

Diamonds in India—New Comet, 170

Resignation of Mr. Major—New Planets, 503

Manufacture of Portland Cement in India, 537

Edison's Demestic Electric Lighting, 574

Meteorological Station on Ben Nevis, 611

Growing French Grapes in Cashmere, 612

Influence of Light on Germination, 646

Royal Society's Medals—New Comets, 679

The Safety Lamp as a Means of revealing Fire-damp, 713

City and Guilds of London Institute, 748

Yorkshire College of Science at Leeds, 782

Deceased Fellows of the Royal Society, 820

Irvine's New Safety Lamp—Statue to Becquerel, 870

FINE ARTS.

Reviews.

Adler's (F.) Excavations at Olympia, 811

Atkinson's (J. B.) Schools of Modern Art in Germany, 646

Audsley (G. A.) and Bowes'a (J. L.) Keramic Art of

Japan, 87

Aunt Louisa's Magic Modeller, 680

Barker's (Mrs. 8.) Little Wide Awake Picture Book, 750

Baye's (Baron J. de) L'Archeologie Prehistorique, 871

Beerestraaten, P. de Hooch, P. Codde, by Uavard, 215

Bertolotti's (Cav. A.) Artisti Belgi ed Olandesi a Roma

nei Secoli XVI. e XVII., 219

Bloomfield's (R.) Bird's and Insect's Post Office, 680

Bower's (G.) Leaves from a Hunting Journal, 821

Bowes's (J. L.) Keramic Art of Japan, 87

British Painters of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth

Centuries, 714

Burn's (R.) Old Rome, 151

Caldecott's (R.) The Three Jovial Huntsmen and Sing a

Song of Sixpence, 680

Champier's (V.) L'Annee Artistique, 1879, 278

Children's Singing Lancers, with Music by Parker, 750

Clement's (C.) Michael Angelo, Lionardo da Vinci, and

Raphael, 53 ; Michael Anuelo, 89

Clermont Ganneau's (0.) L'Imageric Phenicienne—La

Coupe Phenicienne de Palestrina, 277

Compte-Rendu de la Commission lmperiale Archeo-

logique pour l'Annee 1877, 244

Cunningham's (A.) Lives of the Most Eminent British

Painters, revised, 4ic, by Mrs. Heaton, 277

Curtius's (E.) Excavations at Olympia, 311

Dalziel's Bible Gallery : Illustrations from the Old

Testament, 016

Day's (L. F.) Instances of Accessory Art, 89

Delamardello's (Madame la Ilaronne) Fan Painting, 54

Demay's (G.) Costume au Moyen Age d'apres les Sceaux,

52

Dictionnaire V6ron. Section des Beaux-Arts, 407

Dumas's (F. G ) Illustrated Catalogue of the Paris

Salon, 1880, 54

Egerton's (Hon. W.) Illustrated Handbook of Indian

Arms, 342

Enypt, Descriptive, Historical, and Picturesque, £38

Eliot's (G.) Roinola, 782

Emmerson's (H. H.) Afternoon Tea, 680

Farrer's (R.) The Granta and the Cam, from Byron's

Pool to Ely, 646

Favorite Album of Fun and Fancy, 749

France's (A.) (Kuvres de Bernard Palissy, 22

Gardner's (P.) Coins of Elis, 576

Gower'i (Lord R.) Great Historic Galleries of England,

119

Great Artists, The : Michael Angelo, by Clement—

Horace Vernet and Paul Delaroche, 89 ; Giotto, by

Quilter, 152; Leonardo, by Richter, 181; Sir Joshua

Reynolds, by Pulling, 216

Great Historic Galleries of England, edited by Lord R.

Gower, 119

Grego's (J.) Rowlandson the Caricaturist, 119

Havard's (H.) L'Art et les Artistes Hollandais : Les

Palamedes, Govert Flinck, 22 ; Beerestraaten, P. de

Hooch, P. Codde, 215

Head's (B. V.) Guide to Select Greek and Roman Coins

in Electrotype in the British Museum, 676

Heads (P. R.) Classic and Italian Painting, 713

Hooe's (W.) Sculptors of the Present Day, 120

Horace Vernet and Paul Delaroche, 89

Howitt's (M.) With the Birds, Songs of Animal Life, 680

Ilios, by Schliemann, 748, 820

Irving's (W.) Little Britain, The Spectre Bridegroom,

and The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, 680

Jahrbuch der kuniglich Preussischen Kunstsammlungen,

612

Kains-Jackson'i (C. P.) Our Ancient Monuments, 186

Keats's (J.) Eve of St. Agnes, illustrated by Murray, 783

L'Art et les Artistes Hollandais, hy Havard : Les Pala

medes, Govert Flinck, 22; Beerestraaten, P. de

Hooch, P. Codde, 215

Lays of Ancient Rome, illustrated by Weguelin, 714

Leland's (J.) Views of Ancient Buildings illustrative of

the Domestic Architecture of Halifax, 182

Lillie'a (G. and J.) Splashes of Ink. 680

Little Buttercup's Picture Book, 750

Little Lottie's Picture Gallery, 680

Lives of the Most Eminent British Painters, by Cun

ningham, revised, &c, by Mrs. Heaton, 277

Locker's (Mrs. FJ What the Blackbird Said, 750

Lydon'i (A. F.) English Lake Scenery, 714

Magazine of Art, 714

Men of Mark, 714

Merry Ballads of the Olden Time, 680

Muckley's (W. J.) Handbook for Painters, 216

Musterbuch Altdeutscher Leinen Stickerei, 576

Natural History Series, 749

Northern Fairy Tales, 749

Norwegian Antiquities, arranged by Prof. O. Rygh, 341

Notes by Mr. Ruskin on Samuel Prout and William

Hunt, 54

Notices of Deceased Members of the Institute of

Architects, 505

Olympia, Excavations at, 311

Our Ancient Monuments, by Rains-Jackson, 180

Our Boys' Little Library—Our Girls' Little Library, 680

Our Little World of Child-Life, 680

Our Own Country, 54

Overbeck's (J.) Geschichte der Griechischen Plastik, 470

Papa's Picture Album, 680

Patch's (O.) Familiar Friends, 750

Petrie's (W. M. F.) Stonehenge, 374

Pictures to Paint for Little Folks, 749

Poynter (E. J.) and Head's (P. R.) Classic and Italian

Painting, 713

Pretty Peggy, and other Ballads, 630

Prince Darling's Story Book, 750

Pulling's (F. S.) Sir Joshua Reynolds, 216

Read's (T. B.) Drifting, 783

Richter's (J. P.) Leonardo, 181

Richter (J. P.) and Sparkes's (J. C. L.) Catalogue of

Pictures in the Dulwich College Gallery, 139

Routledge's Singing Quadrilles, with Music by Foster, 750

Rowlandson the Caricaturist, by Grego, 119

Ruskin's Notes on Samuel Prout and William Hunt, 54

Rygh's (O.) Norwegian Antiquities, 311

St. Paul's (A.) L'Annee Archcologique, 216

Schliemann's (Dr. H.) Ilios, 748, 820

Schulze's (E.) Mykenai, 244

Sculptors of the Present Day, edited by Hooe, 120

Seccombc's (Major T. 8.) Military Misreadings of

Shakspere, 821 ; Story of Prince Hildebrand and the

Princess Ida, 719

Smith's (J. M.) The Wooing of the Water-Witch, 714

Soldi's (M. E.) L'Art Egyptien d'aprus les Dernieres

Dccouvertee. S9

Sowcrby (J. G.) and Emmerson's (H. H.) Afternoon

Tea, 680

Sparkes's (J. C. L.) Catalogue of Pictures in the Dulwich

College Gallery, 439

Stevenson's (J. J.) House Architecture, 574

Sumner's (H.) The Itchen Valley from Tichborne to

Southampton, 821

Switzerland, its Scenery and its People, 714

Thomas's (E.) The Indian Swastika and its Western

Counterparts, 576

Tilsley's (M. J.) Ups and Downs, All Smiles, No Frowns,

679

Tim Trumble's Little .Mother, 749

Treu's (G.) Excavations at Olympia, 31 1

Two Bears, The, 680
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FINE ARTS.

Reviews -ct-ntinucd.

Vanity Fair Album, 821

Ward k Lock's Pussie Cat's A B C—Punch and Judy

Alphabet. 576

Weekes's (H.) Lectures on Art delivered at the Royal

Academy, 182

Original Papers.

Ancient Pharos at Alexandria, 472, 681

Ancient Sculptured Monuments, 283

Athens, Notes from, 54, 814, 822

Binck, Jaknb, 577

British Archajological Association, 246, 273

Cologne Cathedral, 576, 614

' Jacob's Dream,' 537, 614

' La Vierge aux Rochers,' 783

Midianite and Hittite Inscriptions, 750

Mycena?, 376

Naples, Notes from, 614, 680

National Collection of Coins at Athens, 472

National Portrait Gallery, 23

New Etching*. Photographs, &c, 872

New Prints. 22, 55, 680, 783

Private Collections of England : Wentworth Castle,

Barnsley, 353; Wortley Hall, Sheffield, 216; Went

worth Woodhousc, Rotherham, 247, 280; Duncombe

Park, Helmsley, 313, 343; Nostel Priory, Wakefield,

374, 405, 439, 503 ; Grantley Hall, Ripon, 503
Proposed Society of Painter-Etchers, 184

Roman Remains at Sandown, 471

Roman Spain, £22

Rome, Notes from, 24, 715

Roval Archaeological Institute, 152, 182

St. Huch of Lincoln, 184

Sales, 25, 55, 89, 121, 716, 750, 823

' Sir Thomas More and his Family,' 472

Society of Painter-Etchers, 872

' The Bearded Archer,' 282

Torlonia Museum at Rome, 120

Underground Cities in Syria, 872

Volterra Casket, The, 646

Exhibitions.
Dudley Gallery, 714

Fine-Art Society, 614

French Gallery, 613

Institute of Painters in Water Colours, 821

Society of Painters in Water Colours, 783

Obituaries.

Anschiitz, Prof. H., 345. Asias, Don M., 2S3. Bale,

C. S., 785. Boklund, J. K., 823. Campana, Mar

chess G. P., 533. Cogniet, L., 715. Compte-Calix,

F. C, 219. D'Egville, J. F. H., 315. De Saulcy,

L. F. J. C, 681. Ferry, B., 31S. Guillemin, A. M.,

578. Haas, W. F. de, 441. Harrison, W. F., 823.

Herpin, L., 615. Jacquemart, J. F., 472, 615.

Labarte, C. J., 407. L'AIlemand, Herr, 578. Land-

seer, Miss J., 345. Lemaire, M., 219. Moore, J. C,

121. Pidgeon, H. C, 248. Piesse, M., 538. Robins,

T. S., 248. Sclmpin, H., 578. Timbal, C, 751.

Tuion, G. E., 71 /. Visconti, Baron P. E., 578.

Walton, E., 314. AVyatt, T. H., 219

Gossip.

British Museum, Additions to the Print Room, 25

Dundee Fine-Art Exhibition, 55

Alterations at the British Museum, 89

Prof. Sayce on the Objects discovered at Mycenae, 90

Election of Mr. G. B. Brown to the Watson-Gordon

Professorship in the University of Edinburgh, 122

" Limited Liability " Company for tho Manufacture of

Pure Pigments, 154

Acquisitions by the Louvre, 155

Dr. Schliemann's Excavations, 185

British Museum, Antiquities from Kouyunjik, 218

Annual Report of the National Portrait Gallery, 219

Completion of the Great Dom at Cologne, 249

New York International Exhibition, 283

New Edition of Gilchrist's ' Life of Blake,' 314

Increased Facilities for Viewing the Tower, 315

Restorations of St. Gregory's Church, Kirkdale, 345

Restoration of the Bargate at Southampton, 377

Sir F. Leighton's " Arab Hall " at Kensington, 407

The Semper Museum in Zurich, 442

Sir R. Ker Porter's ' Battle of Agincourt,' 472

Temple Bar Memorial, 473

Art Exhibition at Leek, 505

British Museum, Additions to the Print Room, 537

Fine-Art Exhibition at Simla, 538

Exhibition of Thomas Bewick's Original Drawings, 577

Water-Colour Society at Madrid, 578

Tomb of Mahmud of Ghuzni, 615

Winter Exhibition of the Royal Academy, 647

Preservation of St. Mark's, Venice—Constable's Picture

in Nay land Church, 681

British Museum, Antiquities from Babylon, 717

Additions to the Musee de Cluny, 718

The "Sir Paul Pindar" in Bishopsgate Street, 751

Admissions to National Gallery on Students' Days, 785

Sir F. Leighton's Pictures for next Academy—Mr. E. B.

Jonee'a Contributions to the Grosvenor Gallery, 823

Pictures for the next Salon—Constable's Altar-piece at

.Nay land Church, 873

MUSIC.

Reviews,

Beethoven, by Wagner, translated by Dannreuther, 408

Chorley's (H. F.) National Music of the World, edited by

Hewlett 249

Hueffer's (P.) Musical Studies, 249

National Music of the World, by Chorley, edited by

Hewlett, 249

Rudall, Carte & Co.'s Professional Pocket-Book, 825

Smart's (Henry) Compositions for the Organ, analyzed

by Broadhouse, 249

Wagner's (R. ) Beethoven, translated by Dannreuther, 408

Original Papers and Notes.

Berlioz's ' Faust,' 718

Gardner Legacy, The, 57, 122

Gloucester Musical Festival, 346, 377

Her Majesty's Opera : Boito's ' Mefistofele,' 55 ; Madame

Gerster, 90 ; ' Faust,' ' La Favorita,' and ' La Sonnam-

bula,' 538 ; ' Lucia,' ' Norma,' and ' Faust,' 578 ;

' Rigoletto,' 615 ; ' Les Huguenots ' and ' La Favorita,';

647; 'Lucrezia Borgia' and '11 Barbiere,' 6S2, 718
• Maria di Gand,' 751 ; ' Maritana,' 823

Italian Opera Season, 122

Leeds Triennial Musical Festival, 505, 538, 753

Miscellaneous Musical Publications, 315

New Musical Publications, 155, 185

New Sheet Music, 219

New Vocal Publications, 57

Pianoforte Music, by Xavier Scharwenka, 283

Religious Verses printed in the ' Spectator ' for 1712, 186

Royal Italian Opera: ' Le Pre aux Clercs,' 25; Cohen's

' Estella,' 55; Benefit Nights, 90

Vienna, Notes from, 752. 786

" When all thy mercies," 58, 186

Concerts.

Bache's (W.) Recital, 615

Boosey's Ballad Concerts, 753

Borough of Hackney Choral Association, 719

Brinsmead Pianoforte Recital, The, 185

Brixton Choral Society, 873

Cowen's (Mr.) Concerts, 682, 751, 785, 873

Crystal Palace Concerts, 505, 538, 578, 615, 647, 682,

718, 751, 785, 823, 873

Ganz's (Mr.) Orchestral Concerts, 25

Halle's (C.) Recital, 27

Handel Festival. 25 ,

Highbury Athenaeum, 823

Hopekirk's (Miss H.) Pianoforte Recital, 579

Janotha's (Mdlle.) Pianoforte Recitals, 718, 825

Lawrence's (Miss E.) Concert, 753

Leslie's (Mr.) Choir, 90

Monday Popular Concerts, 647, 753

Musical Union, 25

North London Philharmonic Society, 825

Philharmonic Society, 25

Promenade Concerts, 1S5

Pupils' Concert of the College for the Blind, 90

Riseley's (G.) Orchestral Concerts, 507, 579, 648, 753

Royal Academy of Music, 579, 873

Sacred Harmonic Society, 785, 874

Saturday Popular Concerts, 682, 718, 753, 823, 873

Stratton's (S. S.) Concerts, 507. 825

Trio Concerts at St. Georue's Hall, 753

Wynne's (Miss G.) (Mrs. Dallas) Matinee Musicale, 27

Obituaries.

Bull, Ole B., 2S4. Capponi, Signor, 541. Forberg,

Herr R., 541. Girod, li, 719. Gueymard, L., 91.

Hollberger, E., 347. Ivanoff, Mr., 156. Offenbach,

J . 473. Pascal, P., 378. Reber. H„ 753. Remusat.J.,

683. Saint-IStionne, S., 617. Weitzmann, C. F., 633.

Wenzel, E. F., 347. Wieprecht, F., 474. Wolff, E., 579.

Gossip.

The Grand Prix of the Academic des Beaux-Arts, 27

Benefit Concerts, 58

Concert of Students of the Royal Normal College, 59

Mr. Macfarren's Resignation of the Conductorship at the

Royal Academy of Music, 91

" International Singing Competition" at Cologne, 122

Gardner Legacy to the Blind, 123

Promenade Concerts at Covent Garden Theatre, 155

Musical Examination) at Trinity College, London, 156

Madame Patti's American Engagement, 186

Proceedings of the Musical Association, 187

Promenade Concerts—New Freneh Operas, 220

Prize Competitions for Symphonies at Turin, 250

Welsh National Eisteddfod, 284

Prizes at Welsh National Eisteddfod, 316

Report of the Birmingham Musical Association, 347

' Mefistofele ' in America, 378

Close of the Season of the Promenade Concerts, 409

Triennial Musical Festival at Wolverhampton, 441

Autumn Season of Italian Opera at Her Majesty's, 473

Vanloo and Leterrier's ' Le Beau Nicolas,' 507

Herr Brahms' a New Overtures, 541

Schumann's' Genoveva'—Mr. Buck's ' Deseret," 579

' Les Mousquetaires au Convent ' at the Globe, 616

Festival Service of the London Church Choir Association

in St. Paul's, 648

Mr. E. Aguilar's New Cantata, 683

Cambridge University Musical Society, 718

Saturday Concerts at the Brighton Aquarium, 719

Result of the Leeds Festival, 753

Madame Norman-Neruda at the Popular Concerts, 787

Leon Caron's Cantata ' Victoria,' 825

Madame Sainton-Dolby 's Students' Concert, 875

DRAMA.

Reviews.

Boysse's (E.) Le Theatre des Jesuites, 250

Comedie-Francaise a Londres, par G. d'Heylli, 378

Ginevra and The Duke of Guise, 347

Halliwell-Phillipps'8 (J. O.) Shakespeare Memoranda, 284

Hamlet, Prince de Danemark, traduite par Reiuach, 441

Heylli's (G. d') La Comedie-Francaise a Londres, 378

Lucas's (D. B.) Maid of Northumberland, 347

Matthews's (J. B.) Theatres of Paris, 608

Monatsschrift fiir Ueschichte und Wissenschaft des

Judenthums, 252

Reinach's (T.) Hamlet, Prince de Danemark, 441

Original Papers and Notes.

'Agamemnon,' The, at St. George's Hall, 875

Greek Drama in English Dress, 123

Theatres.

Adelphi—Boucicault's ' Forbidden Fruit,' 69. Bouci-

eault's ' The O'Dowd,' 579. ' The Green Bushes,' 753

Court—Hon. L. Wingfield's 'Mary Stuart,' 507. Mor

timer's ' Two Old Boys,' 787. Scribe and Legouvc's

' Adrienne Lecnuvreur,' 825

Criterion—Albery's ' Where 's the Cat ? ' 719

Drury Lane—Meritt, Pettitt, and Harris's ' The World,'

187

Folly—Revival of Boucicault's ' Dot,' 442. Byron's ' The

Light Fantastic,' 719

Gaiety— Representations of the Palais Royal Company,

59. ' La Revue,' 91. Mark Twain's ' Colonel Seilars,'

123. Woolfs ' The Mighty Dollar,' 316. Burnand

and Stephens's ' The Corsican Brothers k Co., Limited,'

579. 'Captain Cuttle,' 719. Revivals of Burnand's

'The Musical Box,' Boucicault's 'Kerry' and 'Andy

Blake,' 753. Archer's 'Quicksands,' 875

Haymarhl—Boucicault's 'A Bridal Tour'—Rae's 'A

Fair Encounter,' 187. Buckstone's 'Leap Year' and

Stirling Coyne's ' A Widow Hunt,' 409. 1 The Rivals '

and ' Toodles,' 617. ' The Vicarage ' and ' School,' 753

Lyceum—Mr. Irving's Benefit, 187. Revival of Bouci

cault's ' Corsican Brothers '— Pinero's ' Bygones,' 409

Olympic—Hay's ' Mabel,' 541

Prince of Wales's—' Forget-Me-Not' and Grundy's 'In

Honour Bound,' 442. English Version of ' Anne-.Mie,"

617. 'A New Trial,' from the Italian of Giacometti,

675

Princess's—Mr. Booth as Hamlet, 648. Mr. Booth in

' Richelieu,' 719

Royally—Reece's ' Parlours,' 156. Byron's ' Bow Bells '

— Rose's ' Wild Flowers ' — Grundy and Solomon's

' Popsy Wopsy,' 474

Sadler's Wells— 'A Midsummer Night's Dream,' 27.

Mr. Marsden's ' Otto,' 91. ' Othello,' 409. Sheridan

Knowles's ' William Tell,' 507. ' Romeo and Juliet,'

541. ' The Son of the Wilderness,' 787

St. James's—Wills's ' William and Susan,' 507. Coghlan's

' Good Fortune,' 787

Surrey—Sheridan Knowles's ' Virginius,' 474

Vaudeville—Lankester's ' The Guv'nor,' 27, 442. Dilly's

' Auld Acquaintance,' 442

Obituaries.

Charly, M., 720. Choler, Saint-Agnan, CS3. Hartzen-

busch, J. U, 220. Kean, Mrs. C, 281. Neilson,

Miss, 252. Palleske, E., 649. Rosier, B., 5S0.

Gossip.

' The Danites' at the Globe, 60

Prohibition by the Censure of Raymond and Boucheron's

' Le M6nage Popincourt,' 92

Close of the Season at the Lyceum, 124

Revival of ' Good for Nothing ' at the Gaiety, 156

Revival of ' She Stoops to Conquer ' at Sadler's Wells, 188

Granville's ' Falsely Judged ' at the Connaught, 220

' Les Femmes Savantes 1 at the Theatre Francais, 252

Revival of ' The Maid of Croissey ' at the Adelphi, 284

Revival of ' Jo ' at Sadler's Wells, 316

Revival of ' Mad ' at the Imperial, 348

Debut of M. Leloir at the Comedie Francaise, 380

Gaiety .Matinees, 410

' Britannicus ' and ' Tartuffe ' at the Odeon, 442

Reece's ' The Half-Crown Diamonds ' at the Imperial, 474

Calmour's ' Tru-t and Trial ' at the Gaiety, 608

Revival of ' Which is Which 1 ' at the Olympic, 541

Gondinet and Margallier's ' Les Grands Kniants,' 642
Revival of • The Lady of Lyons ' at Sadler's Wells, 580

' Don Juan, Junior,' at the Royalty, 617

' Delilah ' at the Olympic, 618

The New Princess's Theatre, 649

Ponsard's ' Charlotte Corday ' at the Odeon, 650

Holcroft's ' Road to Ruin ' at Sadler's Wells, 683

Revival of ' The Honeymoon ' at the Gaiety, 720

Performance for Harcourt Testimonial Fund, 788

Ellis's ' Our Relatives ' at the Olympic, 826

MISCELLANEA

Abuse of Language, 60

Pound of Flesh, The, 380, 410
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CIR JOHN SOANK'S MUSEUM, 13, Lincoln's
0 lan-IMds — ANriUUITIBS, PICTURES, and SCULrTUKB.—
1 I'1- FUUK, from 11 to 5. e,ery Turtday. Wednesday. Thumday. and
haiarday Id July. Cards of admission for Private Days and for Students
to be obtained from the Ci-a.Toa, at ine Museum.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION for the ADVANCE
MENT of SCIENCE, 22, Albernarlc-stTeet. London, W

The NEXTANNUALQENEHAL MEETING will be held at SWANSEA,
•romnienclng ou WEDNESDAY. August 25.

President-Elect,
ANDREW CROMBTB RAMSAY, Esq , LL.D. F R B. V.P.O.8.,

IhroctoiMieneral of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom and
of the Museum of Practical Geology.

NOTICE to CONTRIBUTORS of MEMOIRS —Anthori art? reminded
that, under an arrangement dating from I8T1, the acceptance of Memoirs,
and the day* on which they are to be read, are now, as far as possible,
determined by Organizing Committees for the several Sections btfort IA«
iV-7imitfif o/u« M • ting It has therefore become neceeaary, in order to
irlvc aa opportunity to the Committee* of doing Justice to the several
t mimunicat ions, that each Auinor ahould prepare an Abatract of his
Memoir, of a length suitable for Insertion in the published Transactions
of the Association, and the Council request that he will send It, together
m ith the onuinal Memoir, by book-post, on or before July 24, addressed
thus " General Secretaries, British Association. 22, Albemarlc-streel,
London. W. For Section " Authors who comply with this
request, and whose Papers are accepted, will be furnished bejore the
Meeting with printed copies of their Reports or Abstracts. If It
should be inconvenient to the Author that his Paper should be read on
Stay particular days, he is requested to send information thereof to the
>:■..» in a separate note.
Report* on the Progress of Science, and of Reaearchea entrusted to

Individuals or Committees, must be forwarded to the Ami*takt-Hkee-
tut. for presentation to toe Organising Committees, accompanied by a
statement whettier the Author will be present at the Annual Meeting.
No Report, Paper, or Abstract can be Inserted in the Report of the

Association unless it is la the Assistant-Secretary's hands before the
tuiKlu.-j.iii of the Meeting.

J. E. II. GORDON, Assistant-Hocretary.

SOCIETY of ARTS. John-street, Adelphi, London,
W.C.-A PUBLIC MEETINO will be held by the SOCIETY of

ARTS on WEDNESDAY, the 14th of July, at which a Lecture on the
subject of National Insurance will be delivered by the Rev. W, L.
1ILACKLEY. M A.
The Lecture will be followed hy a Discussion.
The EARI, of hHAFrE.sBURY. K G will take the Chair at S r.u.

i ■ interested In the subject can obtain Tickets of admission by
j.pplylug to the Secretary of the Society of Arts.

By order, H. TRUEMAN WOOD,

I NDEX SOCIETY.—The SECOND ANNUAL
V MEETING of the INDEX SOCIETY will be held on FRIDAY,
July Oth, in the Rooms of the Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi, at
4 pm.

His Excellency the AMERICAN MINISTER In the Chair.

Application for Tickets should be made to Hkxbt B. Whxatlxt, Hon.
Sec., 3, MInford-gardens, West Kensington Park, W.

TXSTITUTE of CHEMISTRY.—An EXAMINA-
1 TION in PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY In connexion with the Insti
tute will be held on MONDAY. Stith July, and Four Following Days.
J>aminer—Dr. W. R. HOIM3KIN*>ON. Candidates are requested to
• oiiimunicate with the Secretary, Mr. Cusaun E. Gaovn, Somerset
Huuac-terrace, London, W.C.

1}
OROUGH of LEICESTER.

LEICESTER MUSEUM.-CURATOR.

WANfED, a CURATOR, to take the Practical Maaairemenf of the
Leicester Museum. The Candidates nut to be more than 33 years of a*e,
and to have had some experience in a London. l*roTincial, or Private
Mu*eum. Honorary Curators will advise in each Department.
Salary. 1501. per annum, and the person appointed will be required to

•devote the whole of his time to the duties of his office.
Applications and testimonials to be sent on or before the 20th July

n. \t. addressed to the Town Clerk . Leicester, endorsed " Application for
i umu.rship." By order. JOHN STOREY, Town Clerk,

luwn HaU, Leicester, 30th June, 1880.

^RT3 ASSOCIATION, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

AUTUMN EXHIBITION OF PICTURES IN OIL AND WATER
COLOUR.

NOTICE to ARTISTS. -The EXHIBITION WILL OPEN in the
Awmbly Kooms. on FRIDAY, the 27th of August, and REMAIN OPEN
iil.out I WO MONTHS. Mr. W. A.Smith, 22, Mortim^r-strect. Regent-
Mreet. will Collect between 6th and 12th August, both Inclusive. All
particulars on application to Jo- i Chiwhall, Secretary.

PICCADILLY GALLERY (next door to St.
*.,,.J£ai*Jl'H»ll),-Ttie G™ Picture. 'At the FRONT-PLEVNA :
,'u, J'Y.J*°i"".N6wbJ »'v'NO MONTAOU. from Sketches taken by
(iilleVl! Hu*,'an 0N VLEW 10 '» 6 -Admlsslon to the

(
JA^S?™R0UGH's MRS- GRAHAM.—An im-
"... ponao- Hate .f u,to celebrated Picture is now being Etched by

.Paulo. r0 . The Blue Hoy.' Karl. Imnr«u,l„„. ™i

\TR. RUSKIN'S NOTES on SAMUEL PROUT
- , . I"" WILLIA«« HUNT. Larse-Paper Edition. Illustrated » th
- i "KW' pr.'Ce "I «•-"■»■ The number ol foples'wUl boated to
. ■ The Fma-Aar Societt, 143, New Bond-street. """""'".w

I IBKR STUDI0RUM.-Mes9rs.P.&D.CoLNAQHl

S'fl \>lOKVUJ'"!^'"" *°r the PLA1ES 01 TUKNKB'S

FA?;?^."JLES in COLOUR, produced by the

r*hll^«1?^5?SIETi bom the OLD MASTERS.™ Sold to the
111 Iu. Ahr w.Sl.tS,!?,?'.ben'i*t. Vlu7'tu! fr»m I0»- to 48... and

DRAWINGS by JAPANESE ARTISTS. — A
SERIES of JAPANESE DRAWINGS. Reproduced In Autotype

and Coloured by Hand, with Descriptive Letter-press hy F. DILLON, are
now ready.—Published by J. H»ons & Sons, 96, Mount-street, Gros-
Tcnor-square, W.

N EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY offers, in a
L Sculptor's Studio, for a YOUTH wishing to learn tb» ART, under

the Immediate care of the Sculptor Premium. 400f —Arranftement*
could be made to live with the Family
street, W.

-ScuUToa, »a, Suctville-

TO SECRETARIES of INSTITUTES. — Miss
EMILY FAITHFPI.L, hftTinK POSTPONED her Visit to America,

will be able to LECTURE during the Autumn and Winter in England
and Scotland.—Apply, by letter, to Ti^rm Mauaune Office, 117, l'racd-
strcet, W.

MAHOMMEDAN and HINDU LAW.—The Pbo-
FESSOR of INDIAN JURISPRUDENCE at King s College pro

poses to hold a VACATION CLASS In July and August. For purtlculars
apply to the SncarTART. King's College, W.C; or to Professor Ruuset,
10, Old-square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

A COURSE of SIX ELEMENTARY LECTURES
on OEOLOOY and PALEONTOLOGY will be given by J. TEN-

NANT, F.O B,, Professor of Geological Mineralogy at Kings College,
London. Mineralogist to Her Majesty and to the Karoness Hurdett-Coutts,
on JULY S, 6, 7. 8, i». and 10. at 10a m . at his Residence. 149. Strand.—A
COURSE of SIX ELEMENTARY LECTURES on MINERALOOY. so
adapted as to facilitate the Study of Geology and of tho Mineral Sub
stances used hi the Arts, on JULY 12. 13, U. 15. 16, and 17 —To be
followed by SIX ELEMENTARY LHCTURES on HOCKSnnd METALLIC
MINERALS, on JULY 19 -JO. 21, 22, 23, and 24. Terms. 10«. 6d for each
Course, or One Guinea for the Three Courses.—Private Instruction on the
above Subjects is also given at 149, Strand, W.C, by Prof. T»w>iakt.
Terms, 7s. lor Lesson of One Hour.

SECRETARY.—WANTED by a GENTLEMAN,
mlddla-aged.or good position, who can write Shorthand, a post as
TARY orAM.VNUBNSIS—T. A. C.,9, St. Philips-terrace, Strat-

CECRETARYSHIP. — WANTED by a YOUNG
KJ LADY, with unexceptionable references, a Post as PRIVATE
SECRETARY to a Nobleman or Clenrymon of position. Thorough
French Scholar and good Writer—Address F. L. O care of Messrs
Ask in, Oabbltas A Killlk , Da, Sockville-sireet, W.

A PUBLISHING FIRM require the LITERARY
SERVICES of a LADY thoroughIt acquainted with subjects con

nected with Cookery and Household Matters —Address A. P. v.. care of

, May's Advertising Offices,

Messrs. Adams'* Francis, Advertising Agents, W^Fl'm-street, E C

TO EDITORS and PUBLISHERS. — A Lady
WRITER, of culture and experienee raccepted In flrst-class Maga

zines), desiresa permnneot POST on a Liberal Newspaper or Mogarine.
Essavs. leading Articles, or Fiction -F. E. A , ITiday's Library, 73,
Church-street, Kensington, W.

TO EDITORS.—A most attractive SPECIALITY
may be arranir d for on reasonable terms. Suitable for either

Dally or Weekly Paper -Address B. M. W. "
l.v.i, Piccadilly.

EDITOR or SUB-EDITOR.—A Gentleman, en-
gaged on a high-class Weekly. DESIRES a CHANGE Reviewer,

Musical Critic. Ac. Teetotaler — VrRAJt, care of Mr. E. Streachan,
Advertising Agent, 168, Fleet-street, E C.

REPORTER desires SITUATION. — Verbatim,
good Condenser, and Paragraph int. First-class testimonials —

Apply, stating Work, Salary, a ■ to W. P, M-J.. can; of Messrs. Adams
A Francis, Advertising Agents, W, Fleet-street, E C.

JUNIOR REPORTER. — APPOINTMENT RE-
QUlREDTAge 23; thoromrhlv steady ; unexceptionable references,

—Address Phoko, Albert Cottages, Hulmer-road, Ipswich,

A GENTLEMAN about to leave for BERLIN, in
/*. a capacity offering special facilities forcommunicatingintelligenco,
wishes to contribute WEEKLY LETTER to Scotch or Provincial News
paper.—B. K, 2. Selsdon-vitlas, South Croydon.

PERIODICAL.—PARTNER REQUIRED to carry
on a WEEKLY CLASS-PUBLICATION, which promises soon to

be a very remunerative undertaking About 1,000.. required successively.
—Apply, by letter only, to F. H., 9, Oerrard-street, Sono, W.

PARTNER with 500^. WANTED in an estab
lished NON-POLITICAL JOURNAL, filling an acknowledged

want, and capable of very large extension. Estimated share of profits,
fiOOf. to 1,000/. per annum.—C. Waisu & Co., Business Brokers, 4, New
gate-street, London.

rj.OOD NEWSPAPER PROPERTY.—A Gentle-
VJ man mav acquire a SHARE or the WHOLE of one of the best and
oldest LONDON WEEKLY NEWsPAFEltS.—For particulars address
A. B., care of — Stoker, Esq., Solicitor, 14, Gray's Inn-square.

AUTHORS. Poets, Clergymen, and Schoolmasters
desirous of PUBLISHING their WORKS are invited to address

Messrs. M> - . ■ v fUcKDKM A Co., Publishers, 22, Henrietta-street, Covent-
garden, London, W.C.

AUTHORS desirous of bringing their WORKS
before the Public are invited toeomniunkate with Mr. ARTHUR

I'I*ANTA at the following Address, who Is prepared to undertake the
production of WORKS of FICTION. HISTORY. BIOGRAPHY, and
1 RAVELS, on terms that cannot be other than satisfactory and advan
tageous. Manuscripts of untried Authors will be submitted to com
petent Literary Gentlemen for a wrltien opinion, and their Publication
ik-termlntd upon only alter due consideration w ith the Author as to the
probability of their success. Mr Planus unremitting efforts will be
devoted to the production of a result which will, he trusts, be found
•rneiicial to all who may honour him with their favoi

32, la vis lock -street, Strand, W.C.F^JfTA, J

C.

MITCHELL 4c CO., Agents for the Sale and
Purchase of Newspaper Property, beg to Notify that they have
Newspaper Properties for Disposal, both in Landou and the

I. Principals only treated with.

c.
MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to NEGO
TIATE a PARTNERSHIP in a WEEKLY NEWSPAPER In

the Midland Counties. Amount required, 2,0001.

C.
MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to NEGO-

, TIATB a PARTNERSHIP In a WEEKLY NEWSl'APEll in a
popular South ot England watering-place, binail capital only required.

C.

MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for
ase. Investigations, and Audit of Accounts, Ac.Probate or Purchase,

MAGAZINE and NEWSPAPER PRINTING.—
WYMAN ft SONS, Printers of many of the Leading Newspapers

of the day, beg to call attention to the Facilities presented by their
' ' nt lor t* 'j Rapid and Economic Production of every d

lion of Periodical Literature, in the beat style.
WYMAN & SONS will be happy to forward Estimates, and to place

their large and varied experience at the command of those engaging in
Newspaper enterprise.

London : Wthah & Sokb, 74 and 75, Great Qu<

THE MULTIPLEX COPYING PROCESS
gives Forty Conies of Circulars, Music. Drawings, Plans.

This Process has been adopted by Her Majesty's Government, who
have paid the inventor (Mr. FeUoVs) SOU. for the privilege of using it
throughout all tlieir Departments. No tedious washing off. Suits aU
climates. Negatives uvullnble fur rears. Full particulars post free.

CHARLES FELLOWS, 18, Tettanhall-road. Wolverhampton.

BRADFIELD COLLEGE, BERKS.— For
Admlasion apply, by letter, to the Wabsex, Terms, 120 Guineas.

LEAMINGTON COLLEGE. — There are Threk
DEPARTMENTS (1) CLASSICAL; {2) MILITARY and CIVIL .

(3j JUNIOR. Honours gained hint Year include .Scholarship at Rill ml.
Entrances at Woolwich and Cooper s Hill.—Apply to the Hxad Maxm.

HIGH - CLASS SCHOOL for GIRLS, at the
Seaside. Large Detached House. Resident English and Foreign

Governesses and Visit inn Musters.—For particulars nnd terms (which
are moderate) address Mrs. Dimkl Tomki.ns, Sutherland House, Grcit
Yarmouth.

THE GRAMMAR SCHOOL, Eye, SufEolk. —
HEAD MASTER WANTED —After the present Term, which will

end on the 31st of July, a HEAD MASTER mot in Holy Order*) will be
required for the above School. The Master will have Free Residence In
the School-house, which has nccoininodutUjn for in Boarder* and it number
of Day Boys. Will receive a stipend of about rn*r annum, with a
Capitation Grant of ^1 per Head on the average number of Scholars for
the Year -, also allowance for Under-Master, &<• — Applications, with
testimonials, to be sent, by the l.'»th of J ULY, to Mr. Rohi.rt Bi»uor, Bye,
Suffolk, by whom any other particulars will be furnished.

EDUCATION, Germany. — LADIES' COLLEGE,
WALTERSHAUSEN, Ootha.—A desirable HOME, with especial

advantages, is offered to English Giils. One of the I^idy Principals, Miss
CcMBiraLAXD. will be In London In Jolv.—Particulars und 1'riispectus
may be obtained by writing to Miss Cumdkelaxd, Saxe Cuburg-Btree:,
Leicester.

New
hvpam-

EDUCATION in SWITZERLAND.-
FRAUENSTEIN ACADEMY, ZUO. Established 1AW. :

tlon for the Universities, Commercial Department, (.crman,
Italian. Large Modern Huiidlng, Gymnasium, l'lay-rruuud und tr.n-dcii.
Cold and Warm Raths. Iliehest references. Pros]>uctus on appliutnu.-t.
— W, Fuchs. l*roprietor; M. K.unz, Principal, late ihu,ter of the Swiss
International School, Genoa.

PASTOR RTAHL, Holzappcl, near Ems, Nassau,
RECEIVES into his family TWO ENGLISH YOUNO OENTLB-

MEN. Thorough Education in German. French. Classics. &c. Christian
Influence, every home comfort, substantial diet, healthy situation, best

GENTLEMEN backward in EDUCATION are
RECEIVED by a successful TUTOR of many years' standing.

Only SLx can be taken. Healthy and beautiful situation.—Address, by
letter, to A. M. It., Messrs Orellana & Co., Scholastic Agents, 32a,
George-street, Hanover-square, W.

THD the GUARDIANS of the MENTALLY
X AFFLICTED, or those requiring constant Medical Supervision.—
There is a VACANCY for a Resident Patient in the house of a Medical
Man, In a pleasant country town In Oxfordshire, X miles from London.
Cheerful society, good boat In f and fishing.— For turins, dfce. , address
Mznices, care of Mr. Llndley, t>, Catlieiinc-strect, Strand.

GEOLOGY.—In the Preface to the Student's
'ELEMENTS of GEOLOGY," hy Sir CHARLES LY1JLL f 1374).

he soys :—" As it is impossible to enable the reader to recognise rocks
and minerals at sight by the aid of verbal descriptions or figures, he
will do well to obtain a well-arranged collection of specimens, such
may be procured lrom Mr TESNANT ( 149. Strand >. Teacher of Mun ml-
ogy ana Geology at King's College, London " These Collections uio
supplied on tbe following terms, in plain Maliopiny Cabinets : —

1U0 Specimens, in Cabinet, with :J Trays £2 2 0
200 Specimens, In Cabinet, with S Trays 5 5 0
300 Specimens, in Cabinet, with ft Drawers 10 10 0
400 Specimens, in Cabinet, with la Drawers 21 0 0

More extensive Collections at 'r0 to 5,000 Guineas each.

ALEXANDRITES.—A few magnificent SPECI
MENS of this remarkable GEM FOR «ALE. Green bv Dav and

Red by Ni(tht. Also a magnificent Cat s liie. surrounded h ith .triLliants,
one of the finest, if not the finest , known —Bavce Wright, Mineralogist
and Expert in Cuius and Precious Stones, Great Rimull-btruL-t,
London, W.C.

THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected «;th every

reeard to the safest and most cautious treatment, uv MATTHEW It.
THOMPSON, Studio, 43, George-street, Portmailsquare, W.
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THE WOODBURYTYPE COMPANY have had
great experience In the Reproduction of Portrait! from Life,

Ooplet of Painting*. Drawings, Engravings, *c ., for BOOK ILLUSTRA
TIONS, and their Process la very extensively employed by all the leading
Publishers.
"WOODBURYTYPE Prints are obtained from a Metal Block made from

a Photographic Negative; they far excel tn delicacy and detail those
produced by any other Method, while they are printed with extreme
rapidity ana cheapness, and are absolutely permanent.
ESTIMATES furnished for every kind of Permanent Photographic

Printing, and Specimens sent, on application to the SEcarr&KT, loL,
Great Portland-street, W. w,^^-,-^*^

NOTICE.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY has removed from
Rathbone-placfl tasultable premises, 531, OXFORD-STREET, W C.

(Twenty doors West of Mudle'a Library).

The AUTOTYPE COMPANY are producers of Book Illustrations by
the Autotype and Sawyer's Collotype Processes. Employed by the
Trustees oi the British Museum, I*alieographicsJ, Numismaticai, Royal
Geographical, and other Learned Societies.
Foe-simile* of Medals and Coins, Ancient MSB., Paintings, Drawings,

Sketches, Views, and Portraits from Nature, Ac
Nat*.—The special advantages of the Autotype Process lor Book Illus

trations are :—
1st. The absolutely fac-simile nature of the result.
2nd. Its Cheapness for Small Editions of 250, 000, &c.
3rd. The Prints being direct on the Paper there is an absence of all

cockling and that disagreeable effect inherent to all Mounted Prints.
"," For Termt and Sptcimrnt mpptf to th* Mlanaeer.

NOW OPEN, EXHIBITION of the PAINTINGS by F. W. LAWSON,
Illustrating " CHILDREN of the GREAT CITY."

• DAWN.'—This important Painting, by F. W. LAWSON, is exhibited
by the courtesy of the Baroness Rurdett-C'outts.
RICHARD ELMORE S fine Paintings, ' WINDSOR CASTLE—SUN

RISE.1 'CARNARVON CASTLE—TWILIGHT,' on View at the Auto
type Fine-Art Gallery.

- Mr. IRVING as HAMLET,' drawn by F W. LAWSON, and kindly
lent by Hy. Irving, Esq., at the Autotype Fine-Art Gallery.
Descriptive Catalogue, Sixpence.
To adorn the wails of Home at little cost with artistic Masterpieces,

visit THE AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY,
£31, Oxford-street, W.C.

Director of the Works, I. JL SAWYER.
General Manager, W. S. BIRD.

CATALOGUE (No. 69, July) of AUTOGRAPH S
and HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS on SALE by P. NAYLOR,

4, Mill man-street, Bedford-row, London.—Sent on application.

IfKENCH LITERATURE fAncient and Modern);
also Italian. Spanish, Welsh, &c. Catalogue just ready.—William

Gxoboe, Antiquarian and Historical Bookseller, Bristol.

EFERENCE LIST (1880-1) of FIRST-CLASS
1 BOOKS, moderately priced, reudy in July. Sixty-eight pages, 8vo.

post free, two stamps Includes European literature. Standard British
Authors, Well-bound Sets, Selected Poetry, Ax.—William Ot»aox, Anti
quarian and Historical Bookseller, Bristol-

ECUND-HAND BOOK STORK, 2b, Loseby-lane,
LEICESTER

WITHERS t FOWLER'S
MONTHLY CATALOGUES,

Gratll and post tree.

R

S

B
OOKS! BOOKS! liOOKSIl!

Interesting
engkavinc

Just published (pp. S4), price fief, free by post,

and instructive CATALOGUE of CHOICE BOOKS and
i chiefly to the History, Antiquities, Topo-
Uad Poetry of Scotland, with an extensive

vately-prlnted Books; also, an extraordinary Collection
J Tracts in Volumes, Civil and Criminal Trials, &c.

Tkomas Gboooe Stkveksok, Frederick-street, Edinburgh.

Just published,

ALBERT JACKSON'S CATALOGUE (Part 12)
of Fine-Art and Miscellaneous BOOKS, containing many rare and

interesting Works, including the CHRONICLES of LONDON BRIDGE,
by RtcHA.au Thomson (with a Continuation to the Present Time),
b vols, folio, half-morocco, extra Illustrated, and containing extra MS.
Notes. Ac., Illuminated Titles, 175 Guineas. These magnificent volumes
consist of a copy of Thomson's ' Chronicles,' inlaid in folio cartridge, and
have been most elaborately and extensively illustrated by the addition
of nearly 600 Views, Portraits, &c. (many of the former being Folding or
Coloured Plates ) , and comprise very many rare, curious, and quaint
Views, Prints in two or three states, fine impression* on India paper.
Original Drawings. Ac. In the last two volumes (being the History
of New London Bridget ore included a splendid (India proof) Set of E w.
Cooke's Etchings of 'Old and New London Bridges, besides Nineteen
Pencil Drawings, copied expressly for these volumes from the Unpub-
puollshcd Drawings by Cooke, now tn the Guildhall Library (the Library
Committee having accorded the compiler leave to copy, and, if necessary,
publish them). As a Frontispiece to the First Volume will be found a
Fur-simile of " an i ntcresting and sweetly-touched portraiture ' ' of Loudon
Bridge about the year 1500. This is the celebrated Illumination on
Vellum representing the Duke of Orleans tn the Tower, while in the
background appears the East tide of London Bridge, with Its numerous
houses, dec. Toe original of this View Is in the Royal Library in the
British Museum, and Is the earliest known View of the Bridge. The
Frontispiece to the Fourth Volume is represented by an Original Water-
Colour Drawing, by Major Yates, of the Bridge and adjacent neighbour
hood, taken from the top of St. Saviour's Church in 1838. There has
also been inserted In MB. large additions to the History of the Old
Bridge; in fart, so large Is the quantity that there is quite sufficient new
matter to form (with the published 'Chronicles ') a second volume of
equal interest to the antiquarian and general reader. Besides this
addition to the book already published, there Is a large mass of matter,
views, dec., which has been put in chronological order, and forms a
History of the present Bridge from the laying of the foundation stone
down to the present time. This Illustrated and enlarged Copy may be
as truly said to present a portrait of Old London Bridge in infancy,
manhood, and old age, and to be in itself a collection altogether unique
on this, one of the most interesting subjects In London topography.—
SM, Great Portland Street, London, W.

SUSSEX HILLS.—Two Miles from Haslemere
Station —TO BE LET, Furnished, by the Year, a charming

COUNTRY RESIDENCE, suitable lorn muderuieEstabiishment, standlur
In 00 acres of ground, half of which Is laid out In Lawns, Woods, and
Plantations, abounding in Walks of great beauty, and
of the finest Views in the South of England. Dry Si "

-/.P., SI,Good sporting.—For particulars apply to A. J L.HydeParkplace.W.

gtdts hp. faction

Several Small Collections of Books.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street, St. James's -square, on MONDAY,
July 5, at 1 o'clock precisely, a SELECTION of BOOKS from different
private Collections ; comprising Books relating to Architecture, Decora
tion, and Furniture, including Ornemens lnventes par J. Bcrain—Chip
pendale s Gentleman and Cabinet Maker's Director— Hepplewhtte's
Cabinet Maker and Upholsterer's Guide—lncc and Mayhew'a System of
Household Furniture—Adams's Works in Architecture; also Roberts's
Views in the Holy Land, Ac., 4 vols.—Lodge's Portraits of Illustrious
Personages, * vols.—and other Books of Pri nts—English and Foreign
Theology, and Works in General Literature.

.May be viewed, and Catalogues had.

Threefine Italian Chssones, a large Bronze Croup,, and the Ser
vice of Plate of the late ALLANMORRISON, Esq.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms. Kins-street. St James s-square, on TUESDAY.
July (J, at 1 o'clock prociselv (by order of the Administrator), the SER
VICE of SILVER and SILVER-GILT PLATE of ALLAN MORRI
SON, Esq., deceased, late of Hall Barn Park, near Beaconsfleld ;
comprising Silver-gilt Dessert Dishes—Candelabra and Vases—Service
of Table-plate—Tea and Coffee Services—Soup Tureen—Sauce Boats—
Waiters and Candlesticks—Plated Articles. Ac. Also three fine Italian
Cassuucs, richly carved and gilt, the fronts painted with fhrurea . anda
largo Bronze Group of a Negro Boy Attacked by an Eagle, by P.

May be viewed, and Catalogues had.

The Service of Plate of Captain COVENTRY.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
respcctfnUy give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, KlnR-street, St. James's-square, on TUESDAY,
July 6. at 1 o'clock, the handsome SERVICE of PLATE, the Property
of Captain COVENTRY, made by Messrs. Garrard ; comprising a pair of
handsome Soup Tureens and Covers—Entree and Second Court Dishes—
a Set of 14 Meat Dishes— Venison Dish—Vegetable Dishes—Seven Doxen
Dinner Plates—Two Doxen and a half Soup Plates, with shell and god-
roon borders—a handsome Tea and Coflee Service, chased with Chinese
figures—Breakfast Dishes—Eggstond—Saltcellars— Bread-Basket—a Set
of seven handsome Walters—a Pair of Icepails, formed a* copies of the
Warwick Vase—a Centre Piece and a Pair of Candelabra Candlesticks—a
Service of King's Pattern Table Plate, including MService of King's Pattern Table Plat.
Spoons, Plated Articles. Ac.

May be viewed, and

The Cellar of Wines of the late ALLAN MORRISON, Esq.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON fit WOODS
respectfully give notice tha

their Great Rooms, King-street. St
by AUCTION, at
n WEDNESDAY.

ui v 7, at
CELLAR of choice WINES of ALLAN MORRISON, Esq. . deceased,
late of Hall Barn Park, near Beaconsfleld, consisting of upwards of
600 dozens, and comprising 70 dozens of fine Sharry—Madeira—60 dozens
of Port, of the vintages of 183*, ISO, 1843. and 1S46—110 doxens of Claret,
Chateau I.ante of 1H58, IBM. and 1*63. Chateau Latour of 1H54 and 1874,
Chateau Margaux of ISf&and 1870, Moutonde Rothschild of 18M, Chateau
Giscours of 1665, St. Bstephe, Ac—300 dosens of Champsume of 1865,
1808, 1870, and 1874. Rutnort, Heldaieck, Irrov. Perrier Jooet. Farre.
Bollinger. Perlnet et Flls, and Dagonet et Fils—Fine White and
Red Burgundy. Hock, Saoterne, Ac. Also HO dozens of Otard's Brandy of
1875, and 50 downs of Otard's Liqueur Brandy (in Champagne bottles),
fine Old Brandies of Justerial and Brooks, Whiskey, and Liqueurs.
Samples may be had on paying for the same, and Catalogues at

Chbistik, Huisoh A Wood's offices, 8 King-street, St. James's, 8.

of Drawings, Pictures, and Engravings the Property
of A. O. BAYLY, Esq.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms. Kimr-street, St. James's-square. oa FRIDAY,
July 0, at I o'clock precisely, a small COLLECTION of MODERN PIC
TURES, WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS, and ENGRAVINGS, the
Property of A. O. BAYLY, Esq. ; comprising examples of R. Hayes,
R.H.A., T. Foed. R.A., W. P Frith. H.A.. P. R. Morris, A.R.A . W.
Linton, A. Fnhri. &c ; also Artists' Proof Engravings after Sir E. Land-
seer. R A. J. Phillip. RJl., Sir F. Leighton, F.R.A., J. E. MiUais, R.A.,
and Sir J. Reynolds, by S. Consuls, R.A

May be viewed two days preceding, and Catalogues had.

THIRD and FINAL PORTIONof the Collection of high-doss
Continental Pictures of Mr. P. L. EVERARD.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON Sc WOODS
respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street, St. James's-square. on SATURDAY,
July 10, at 1 o'clock precisely (by order of Mr. P. L EVERARD, who is
leaving England), the THIRD and FINAL PORTION of his well-known
COLLECTION of PAINTINGS by the leading artists of the various
Continental Schools, together with a choice selection of WATER-
COLOUR DRAWINGS by Italian and other artists . the Pictures com
prise the Sheep Market, an important work by C, Troyon—La Danse des
Al races, hy Gerome—L'Arrestatlon, by J. Coomana, from the Paris
Saton—several examples of Duverger, Ed. Frere, Pint, and other dis
tinguished artists, including

Accord
Axenfeld
Baugniet
Beyle
Brellng

De Jonghe
Detti
Denduyts
Duuiingo
Duverger

Flchel
Frere
J oris
Levy
Marchcttl

Plot
Tirotelli
Trayer
Verlat
Verboeckhoren
Wahlberg, Ac.

May be viewed three days preceding, and Catalogues had.

Valuable Cellar of old Wines, the Property of a Gentleman.

SSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON Ac WOODS
respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

Great Rooms, King-street, St. James s-square. on WEDNESDAY
July 14. at 1 o'clock precisely, a valuable CELLAR of OLD WINES, the
Property of a GENTLEMAN, deceased ; including luOdozens of Sherry—
LVjU doxens of Port of the vintages of 1840, 1847. 1851, 18S3. 1868, 1870, and
1873—Madeira of 1816—00 dozens of Claret, including Chateau Morgans
and Leoville of 18C4, Chateau Lafitte of 1874, Chateau D AnnaiUiac of
1888 ; also Burgundy, Chablia, Hock, Spirits, Ac.

The Cellar of chou Wines of the late THOMAS HOWARD
EDWARDS, Esq.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street. St Jamas's-square, on THURSDAY,
July at 1 o'clock precisely (by order of the Executrix), the valuable
CELLAR of WINES of THOMAS HOWARD EDWARDS. Esq.,
deceased, late of Madeira and London; including GO dozens of fine old
Sherry. Golden. Brown, Cavexa. Hoiena, Amontillado, and Sen cilia—
IjO do/ens of very choice old Madeira—40 doxens of old Port—30 dozens
of Claret. Chateau Lafitte of 1858, Leoville, Lascazes. Cos d'Estournel of
1856, Medoc die.—20 dozens of Champagne, Irroy, Perrier Jonet,
Pomenery—Hock, Chablis, and Sauterne; also 40 dozens of old Solera
Sherry, bottled by Flasket * Co. in 1»;m, the Property of a Nobleman ;
a small quantity of Golden Sherry of Gonzalez's shipping, the Property
of the late JOHN ERASMUS ROE. Esq. ; and 50 dozens of fine Sauterne,
Chateau Contet of 1861. Chateau Y'quem of 1865. Chateau Peraguny of
1865. and Chateau Vigneari of 1867, the Property of a Gentleman In the
Country,

Important Boo/c Sale.

TO be SOLD by AUCTION, at the Mart, Rose
mary-street, BELFAST, on WEDNESDAY, July 7, and Following

Days, at 11 o'clock, a COLLECTION, including HISTORICAL and
ARCH.to LOGICAL and MISCELLANEOUS WORKS (the Property of
a BELFAST GENTLEMAN]; amongst which are O'Donovan's Four
Masters—ConneJlan's Four Masters—Transactions of the Royal Irish
Academy, first 8 vols.—Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy—Har
rington ■ Historic Memoirs—Harris's William III.—Fync's Moryson's
Itynerarie—Thomas Carve * Itinerarium— Irish History : Tasfe, Keating,
Glra'dus Cambrensis (black letter), Leland. Story. Borlase, Temple.
Plowden, Ac.—Pocata Hibernia. by Station! (first edition)—Dunraven's
Architecture—Kilkenny Society's Transactions— Ant holocia Hlbemi
Camden's Britannia. Ac. Also, the LIBRARY «f a CLERGYMAN, and
a number of valuable Architectural Works, to close an Executor's
Account.
On view two days prior to Sole. Catalogues will be ready after the 1st

of July. HUGH C. CLARKE & SON, Auctioneers.

Valuable Law Books, including the Library of a Barrister,
deceased.

M
ESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION*.

sat, 115, Chaneery,lane, W.C, en WEDNESDAY,
July 7. and Two Following Days, at 1 o'clock, valuable LAW BOOKS .
including the Law Journal, 35 vols.— M orison's Dictionary of IVecisi'ina,
43 vols.—Pickering's Statutes, 121 vols —Hansard's Parliamentary His
tory and IVbotes to the end of 1879. 351 vols.—Reports in Common Law
and Equity, Bankruptcy, Crown, and House of Lords Cases, and some
useful practical Works. To whlrh is added, a Collection of MiacW-
lancous and Modern Books, including a selection from an Editor a
Library.

To be viewed, and Catalogaes had.

Valuable Library of the late ALLANMORRISON, Esq.,
of Hall Barn, Beaconsfaeld, Bucks.

MESSRS. DEBENHAM, ST0RR & 80NS will
SELL by AUCTION, at the Great Metropolitan Mart. Kixwc-

street, Covent-trarden. London. W.C. on TUESDAY. July fl at I* o'clock
n COLLECTION of MANY THOUSAND VOLUMES of BOOKS, includ
ing the valuable LIBRARY of the late ALLAN MORRISON. Esq , and
comprising the best Editions of valuable Histories by Macaulay, Hume
Freeman. Froude. Ac.—Books of Reference- Encyclops-d la Rntannic*,'
new edition—Antiquities—Class**—Modern Theology and Church His-
t.>ry- Jurisprudence— Politics—Recent Science—Logic—Poetry and the
Drama - Biographies—Holbein's Portraits of the Court of Henry VIII —
the Works of Max M tiller, J. 8. Mill, Walter Scott, Thackeray, Dickens
and other Eminent Writers on voriows subjects, mostly being in fine
condition and beautifully bound.
On view the day before and morning of Sale. Catalogues forwarded

post free.

Valuable Pianofortes, Harmoniums, Harps, Violins, VioUm-
ceUos, Wood and Brass Wind Instruments, and other valuable

Property.

"E8SR8. DEBENHAM, ST0RB & SONS will
SELL by AUCTION, at the Great Metropolitan Mart. Kinc-

street. Covent-garden, on THURSDAY, July 8. at 12 o'clock, SIXTY
MODERN GRAND and COTTAGE PIANOFORTES, by Erard, Collard,
Broadwood, Kirksoan, and other first- class Makers — recent Gothic
Harps, by Erard — costly Honuonlums and Musical Boxes —a Large
A*s«'iiil>lajre of Wood and Brass Wind Instruments of the must a *
Models -also valuable Old China and 1

M

Valuable Engravings, Drawings, and Fin* Oil Paintings.

ESSRS. PUTTICK k SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C. on

MONDAY, July 5. at 12 o'clock precisely, a lame and valuable COLLEC
TION of ANCIENT and MODERN ENGRAVINGS, Btchl

and Foreign Portraits — Topographical

TOR. recently de
fine oil Painting)

Classical Subjects. Ac., part ....
a few Water-Colour Drawl

>ings.
Illu

Woodcuts.

Property of a COLLEC-

by modern artists ol eminence.
Catalogues (by post), two stamps.

Large Collection of Specimens of Natural History, Conckology,
Mineralogy, drc. , and an Assemblage of Miscellaneous Effects.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47. Leicester-square. W.C, on TUES

DAY, Jnly 6, at 12 o'clock (In consequence of the large number of lots),
a valuable COLLECT ION of SMELLS from all parts, MINERALS and
FOSSILS, Interesting Cold Specimens—Stuffed Birds, comprising some
rare specimens from the Collection of Dr. Martin Barry, includinir the
Great Black- headed Gull (lArus ichthyactosj, the Great Buzzard I Fulco
gallicus), and the Harlequin Duck (Ctanirula histronica), from the Isle
of Arran, 1844—Twenty well-made Cabinets and Show-Cuses for above,
Ac. ; also an Assemblage of Miscellaneous l*roperty—Four Sewing
Machines by Wheeler & Wilson, Howe, and Grover A Baker --Rare
Chelsea and Derby China—Ancient Guns. Swords, and Daggers—Wedg-
wood Plaques—Polished Stones—Piece of Tapestry- Paintl
— Medals-Chemical Balance—Drawing Instruments—Fine l
Wood Goblet—Ivurles—a lot of Useful Household Furniture.

Catalogues (by post), two si

Mexican Books arid Manuscripts collected by the late Don JOSE

F. RAMIREZ.

MESSRS. rUTTICK U SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47. Leicester-square, W.C, on WED

NESDAY. July 7. and Four Following Days (Saturday and Sunday
excepted), fll lu minutes past 1 o'clock precisely, the LIBRARY of rare
BOOKS and IMPORTANT MANUSCRIPTS relating to MEXICO and
other port* of SPANISH AMERICA, formed by the late Senor Don
JOSE FERNANDO RAMIREZ, I'rtndetxt of the late hmocror M«xi
mtlum't First Mimtirti comprising fine Specimens of the l'resses of the
Early Mexican Typ«»grnphers. Juan Cromberger, Juan Pablos, Antonio
Espinosa, Pedro Ocharte, Pedro Balli, Antonio Rlcnrdo, Melchoir
Ocharte—a lante number of Works, both printed and manuscript, cm
the Mexican Indian Ijuiguages and Dialects—the Civil and Ecclesiastical
History of Mexico snd it* l'raviuccs— Collection* of Laws and Ordinances
relating to the Indies—valuable unpublished Manuscripts relating to
the Jesuit Minions In Texas, California, China, Peru. Chili, Brazil, *c.
—Collections ol Documents—Sermons preached In Mexico, Ac.

Catalogues, price 5*.

Library of the late WILLIAM MEREDITH BROWNE, cyC.

MESSR6. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
ALCriON, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C, on

WEDNESDAY, July 14. and Three Following Days, at 1 o'clock
precisely MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS, including the LIBRARY of the
late WILLIAM MEREDITH BROWNE. Esq. (removed from his resi
dence at Putney); comprising Shaftesbury 's Characteristics Raskervllle s
line edition. 3 vols.—Scott s Isavelsand Poetical Works. ao vols. —Scrope s
Dcer-Stalklng and Salmon-Fishing— Lowe's British and Exotic Ferns
U vols— Yarrclls Birds and Fishes, 5 vols.—UewiUon's Nests and Eggs ol
British Biids, 2 vols —Van Voorst's Zoologist. 34 vol*. ; and many other
ol Van Voorst sScientili. Publications—Publications of the Ray >oaety
and the Pala-oul-wniphlcal Society—Lane's Arabian Nights—a Com
plete Set Of PswcA-Hamcrton's Portfolio, 10 vol*-—Grose's Antiqu^*,
10 vols—Hansard's Parliamentary Debates. Ill vols.—Lytton-s/-°j^lp;

library edition, 47 vol*.—Criuvres de Paul de Kock, 93 voU^1100"01
Scenery—Works on Astrology—Medical and Chemical Wot*»t *c-

Catalogues (by post), t

A Collection of choice Antique SUm Withe jtoprty of

that Eminent Connoisseur. PRICE, Esq.

ESSRS. 80THE»y, WILKINSON & HODGE

M
bi AUCTION. «t Uelr Home, No. 13, Welllmmn-
on MONDAY. July S, «t 1 o'clock pneUcljr, o C'OL-

c ANTKH'K H1IAKR PLATE. Ihe r- -

_ _ will BELL t

Jmioait Coon..l»cur. LAKE PRICE. E«. , .mow which nMh
■Mxi-lally noted Purrimren. « Mimtcilh, uml nt 'laMe, ol the end of
hi "eitttnlh Cci.lurv-u line frt of three Chined Uu,tor«. ol Uncen
Anne'K period-* beautiful Mi|tiu- Viue. ornamented with Kama Head.
: ,, l il " de.ina,^ b, Adami. hall mark ol 1776-jn eleeMt r«i
Lra ol'lZ "'-r lia,. o( line deaiga aud workaunlrip. by . .•eleb.M.U
i™;-rV,..lth Vlv TiiWc CluidleMirt.. heyeral Hoe SaH. r.. Timkard..
Ouffee Pol., ol the middle ol the Eiil.tee.th Cen nr. e l al • « » "d

German 1'nw.uln. Aaleiiaoir.. and Hanana, of the i.''^/1'1'.;"" S „.
teenS, Centnrlee-a pair of Cinqu^eento fy*^*S!^ SS£\£l

-Mluialurca of Smart. Ac.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be n
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The Library ofthe late HEPWORTHDIXON, Esq., A
'New America,' * her Majesty's Tower,' ' Royal Winds*

street, Strand W C,
o'clock precise!

HE!■WORTH DIXON. E*q

utharof

"\fESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HOlXJE
jjl±. will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Welhngton-

TUESDAY. July fi. and Following Day, at
t and valuable LIBRARY of the late
ulnar of 'New A■erica.' 'Her Majesty's

Tower,' 'Royal Wiiidaor.' Ac. -. comprising Hooks in all (lames of Litera
ture, including Illustrated Voyages and Travels to all parts of tike World
—Works relating to the History and Topography of the United States—
Reprints of rare Editions of Shakspmre's Worts, and others Illustrating
the History and Criticism of Shakspeare—a large Collection of privately
printed Reprints .if Early English Poetrv—an extensive Series of
Chronicles of the Middle Ages—Calendar of State Papers, State Trials. Ac.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogue* may be had ; if by post, on

receipt of two stamps.

A valuable Collection of Etchings by Rembrandt, the Property

of GEORGE HARRIS, Esq.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON lc HODGE
wiU SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13, Wellington-

street, Strand, WC. on THURSDAY. July 3, at 1 o'clock precisely.
th« valuable COLLECTION of ETCHINGS by REMBRANDT, the
ITopertv of GEORGE HARRIS, Esq., F.S.A., many of which hare been
ohtairted from sonic of the must celebrated Collections dispersed In this
country and on the Continent, including the Howard, Cambridge
Museum. Dauby Seymour, ftc.

a may be had ; If by post, on

A CoUectUm of Book* illustrated by the late GEORGE

CRUIKSHANK.

M
ESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13. Wellington-

street. Strand, WC. on FRIDAY, July 9 at 1 o'clock precisely, a select
and valuable COLLECTION of HOOKS. Illustrated by the late C.EOROF.
CRUIKSHANK ; comprising First Editions of Sketches by Box. Oliver
Twist, and Life of Orimaldi—fine Copies of the Omnibus. Points of
Humour, Idle in Paris, and other scarce Works ; also an extenalTe Series
of hla Early Caricatures. Songs, Ac., many of which are of the greatest
rarity, some undescr.bed in Mr. Hem's Catalogue, coloured and in perfect
prcm*r ration—Proofs on India paper. Rook Plates. Ac—and a beautiful
Water-Colour Drawing by the same eminent artist. Sikcs attempting to
Drown his Dog. site, b by llj in.—a few Studies In Pen and Pencil, Ac

rjr be had , if by

A Collection of Caricatures by CRUIKSHANK, GILLRAY,

ROWLANDSON, dtc, the Property of a Collector.

"VfESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
JJJL will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13, Welllngtop-
street, Strand. WC. on 8ATURDAY, July M), at 1 o'clock precisely, an
extensive COLLECTION of CARICATURES by CRUIKSHANK. GILL-
KAY. ROWLANDSON. WOODWARD, and others, old coloured im
pressions, the Property of a distinguished Collector.

May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had ; If by post, en
receipt of two stamps.

The valuable Library of the late Rev. SAMUEL LYSONS,
M.A. F.S.A.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their Hoass. No. LI, Weitlngton-

street. Strand. W C . on MONDAY. Jnly 12, and Following Day. at
1 O'clock precisely, the valuable LIBRARY of the late Rev SAMUEL
LYSONS. M A. PH A. Ac . Author of ■ Gloucestris Illustrate,' Glouces-
terslikrn Achievements,' ' Model Merchant.' 'Our Vulgar Tungue,' Ac
comprising Hlble In English, by Coverdale first edition. 1.135— Bible,
translated by Matthews. Ii6l—Bible, the Standard Edition, by lilayney—
Bible, by Mack! in. 4 vols —Beauties of Eugland and Wales. M vols.—
Universal History. t» vols —Chalmers's Biographical Dictionary. M vols.
—Hoare's Reeolleetiona Abroad, 2 vols —Annual Itegister, K8 vols.—
Sweet's Geraniacesr and British Flower Garden, 7 vols -Ross's Cyclo
paedia. 40 vols —Raplo and Tlodals Historv of England. 5 vols —
Atkyna's Gloucestershire, first and best edition-, and numerous Theo
logical and Miscellaneous Works in all Classes of Literature

May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had ; If by post, on
receipt of two ~~

M

The Library of the late ARCHIBALD JOHN STEPHENS,
Esq. LL.D.

ESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELLby AUCTION, at their House, No. 13. Wellington-street,

strand. WC, on WEDNESDAY. July 14, and Following Day, at
oVIoek precisely, the valuable THEOLOGICAL. ECCLESIASTICAL.
LEGAL, ,-tml MISCELLANEOUS LIBRARY of the lute ARCHIBALD
JOHN STEPHENS, Esq . LL.D.; comprising an extensive and impor
tant Collection of Ritualistic and Controversial Divinity—Various Edi
tlons of the Bible and Common Prayer-Rook—Books on the Kites and
Ceremonies of the Roman Catholic Church—numerous Works on Eucha-
ri*ti<-al Subjects—several Collections of Controversial and Ritualistic
Tracts and Pamphlet*—numerous Coltectious of Cases in the Eccle
siastical Courts, with Notes and References by Dr. Stephens ; also a very
large Collection of Law Reports. In octavo, quarto, and folUt. Including
the Law Reports from lWJo to 1H79 -Statutes, in 8vo. and folio—Carious
Old and Modern Works on all Legal Subjects, Ac.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had of the Auc

tioneers, and ol Messrs. Hort.non. Foster A Dowao.v, 17a, Whitehall-
pluce, S.W. ; if by poet, on receipt of two stamps.

The THIRD PORTIONof the esten-ivr. and valuable Library

of the late DA VJD LA/XG, Esq., LL.D.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13, WWIlngton-

strect. 5*tr«nd. W C ..on TUESDAY. July -JO, and Four Following Dhvs.
at I oViock nreciselv. the THIRD TORTION of the extensive snd
■valuable LIBRARY of the late DAVID LAING, Esq.. LL D.. Lihrnrian
«'t the Signet Library, Sevretarv of the Ittinnatvne I'liib, Foreign
i-'.vrr»ary to the SoWety of Antiquaries of Scotland. Professor of History
to the UojhI Scuttish Academv, Editor of Knox's Works and other
Important Publications; comprising an extraordinary collection of
works by >cotu«|, Writers or relntinir to Scotland, many of grcut mrlty,
including \\nting»«f eminent Divines. Historians, and Tepogrnphrrs—
-■■Icbnited Novelists. Poets, and Dramatists — Bibliogmphlcal and
Di'v.-rnplin*al Publications—Books printed for private circulation only—
v o> .iges ;tml Traveis. Ac.
M.ir be viewed two days prior. Catalogue* may be obtained of the

An. tiouecrs; and of Messrs Al'i.n & Mm i><>n.,i.u, Writers to the Signet
L'l, Thistle-street. Edinburgh, price •U.toL. each.

The Select Library of the late Hon. SPENCER COWPER

Ty|ESSRS. ^SOTHEBT, WILKINSON & HODGE
SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13, Welling ton-

etrcct. strand. WC. on FRIDAY, July 10, ni 1 o'clock precisely thi
select and valuable LIBRARY of the hue Hon. SPENCER COWrF.K ;

n. Dickens. Froude. Lord Macautay, Scott,
Early Printed Books-Standard Foreign

including the Works of Di
tSwilt, Watt, aud others-
Aulb<.rs incluJing ttoc.mccio. Daograu. Hugo. l^martln». Saint-Simon,
lliiers, Cornell !e. Molicre. Veltaire, liiographie llniverselle, 52 vote. Ac ,
chiefly in (too. 1 an. I elegant bindings—rare and choice Copies of the Aldlne
and EUevir Editions of the Classics, some presenting choice rpecim
of llihh.megisfie *V;I11 L and In folio. Chaim. <-v s Hertfordshire. Fnlh
worthies. GuMIms Heraldry, King's Yale Horal I of Enndand -an
tensive Collection of Military Costumes—and Lord Vernon's Edition of
Dante s Inferno. 3 vols, uncut, Ac.
May be viewed two days previously. Catalogues may be had : If by

1 est, on receipt of two stamps. ' '

HE EDINBURGH REVIEW, for July, will
be published on THURSDAY, July 1.1th. ADVERTISEMENTS

□ded inr insertion cannot be received by the Publishers later than
DAY NEXT, the 9th instant.

London : Longmans A Co. 39, Paternoster-row, B.C.

HE QUARTERLY REVIEW. — Advertise-
MENTS for insertion In the forthcoming Number of the above
Heal must be forwarded to the Publisher by the ith, and BILLS byPeriodical

the ;u of JULY.

M

Price 3s. Quarterly ; Yearly, 12s. pott free,

N D. No. XIX. July.

L STATISTICS ol MENTAL IMAGERY. By F. Oalton, F.R.8.

2. The UNITY o« the OHOAN'IC INDIVIDUAL. By E.

3. On the FORMS of LOGICAL PROPOSITION. By J. Venn.

4. PERFECTION U an ETHICAL END. By T. Thornely.

5. JEWISH PHILOSOPHY and SPINOZA. By W. R.

With Notes and Discussions, Critical Notices, £c.

Williams £

1)

Now reedy,

UBLIN REVIEW, for July, 1880.
CeeMtanea,

The CHARACTER of CICERO. By Robert Ornsby, M.A.

The GREEK CHURCH. By Professor Lane;, of Loaratn.

The APOSTLE of IRELAND, and his MODERN CRITICS.

CHURCH and SCHOOL la MAURITIUS.

DR. WARD'S DOCTRINAL ESSAYS.

ST. CATHERINE of SIENA
The DISSOLUTION of the CONGREGATIONS In FRANCE.

Notices of Catholic Continental Period lcsls.rBook of Devotion
ual KeadinR —General Notices of

Sad Oates.17,

Price Half-a-Crown,

MODERN REVIEW: a New Quarterly

ConltrUs o/Xo. III. JVLT.

1. CRITICAL METHOD. I. By Proles
2. The LATER STONE AGE in EUROPE. By Edward Clodd. F it A S.

I. 8YNESIUS of CYRENE. II. By R Crompton Jones, B.A.

4. NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE and RELIGIOUS INTERNATION
ALISM. By Professor Albert Hevillc

3. FRANCE and the JESUITS By Professor Rauwenhoff.

6. SOME TENDENCIES of MODERN BIOLOGY. By Andrew WUson,
Ph.D F.R.8 E.

T. The MONKS of BOLTON. By Robert Collyer.
8. The AUTHORSHIP of the ■ EIKON BASILDXE ' By W. Blake

Odffers. LL.D.

5. The TWELFTH GERMAN PROTESTANTENTAQ. By Fsator J. R.
Hamae.

10. NOTF.S and NOTICES. By Francis J Garrison, Mark Wflks, die.

Published for the Proprietors by James Clarke ft Co. London ; John
Hey wood. Manchester ; and may be had by order oi all Booksellers.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, for July, 1880,
price 2s. 6<f.

The FUTURE of LIBERALISM. By Matthew Arnold

ATHEISM and REPENTANCE: a Familiar Colloquy. By W. H.
Matlock.

The CLOTURE In PARLIAMENT. By E. D. J. WUson.

MODERN FRENCH ART. By Gerard Baldwin Brown

A STRANGER In AMERICA. By George Jacob Holyoakc.

STORY-TELLrNO. By James Payn.

The COMMERCIAL TREATY between FRANCE and ENGLAND. By
E. Raonl Duval.

The IIOUXE of LOBDS and NATIONAL INSURANCE. By the Rev.
W. Lewery Btockley.

The FRENCH CLERGY and the PRESENT REPUBLIC. By the Abbd
Martin.

The PALAIS ROYAL THEATRE. By Franclsque Sarcey.

BLEEDING to HEATH. By H. M. Hyndman.

C. Kegan Paul & Co. London.

J^LACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE, for July, 1880.

Dr. WORTLE-8 SCHOOL. Part III.

BEATTIB.

A LAY CONFESSIONAL.

COUNTRY LIFE in PORTUGAL.

SCHOOL and COLLEGE.

The LEWS : its SALMON and HERRING.

BUSH-LIFE in QUEENSLAND. Part VIII.

WELLINGTON and REFORM.

The FINANCIAL SITUATION in INDIA.

William Blackwood * Sons, Edinburgh and London.

The JULY* NUMBER commences a New Volume.

Monthly, price Is. in crown 4lo. tastefully printed
paper, with rough edges, and occasionally illustramade paper, with rough edges, and occasionally

No. VII. is now ready.

THE ANTIQUARY : a Magazine devoted to the
Study ol the Past Edited by EDWARD WALFORD, M.A.

&»Mlmleo/IAp JULY Number.

OLD ST PAUL'S. Part II. By Edmund B. Ferrey. K.R.I.B.A.

A CHAPTER on GLOVES. By I. 8. Leadam.

A SUPPLEMENTARY CHAPTER on BOOK-PLATES.

RUSSIA in the YEAR 1670. By an Eminent TraveUer.

ART TREASURES at the MANSION HOUSE^^ .

OUR EARLY BELL8. (With Illustrations.)

rANNlER AT.LEY Ily Thomas Kerslake.
REVIBWS.-Early Christian Architecture In Ireland (with Illustra

tions)—Memorial* ol Troublous Times—The Reader's Handbook.

MEETINGS ol ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETIES.

The ANTIQUARY'S NOTE-BOOK.
ANTIQUARIAN NBWS — CORRESPONDENCE—The ANTIQUARY

EXCHANGE
London : Elliot Stock, 02, Paternoster-row.

Sixpence, Monthly.

WINDWHISTLE HILL.—The Opening Chap
ters of thli admirable NOVEL appear In the JULY Number of

HOME, Edited by Mrs. J. H. KIDDELt. Also, the Continuation of
' ,s~iiiies and Buttercups,' by the Author of ' George Geith of Fen Court.'

Trafford & Co. 15, "Wine Office-court , B.C.

THE ART JOURNAL, for July (price 2s. 6d.),
contains the following :—

Line Engraving*.
1. GREEKS AT PRATER After J. L. Gtfrome, U.R A.

2. FEEDING TIME. After A. Peolettl.

3. THE REAPER AND THE FLOWRR. From the Statue by L. A.

Lit«rary Contents.

The Mermaid of Legend and Art. By L. J
Etching : its Relation to the Artist, the A

J. Bearliujton Atkinson.
Original Designs for Art Manufacture. Illustrated.
The ./Esthetics of Dress. By Mrs. Haweis. Illustrated.
Royal Academy Exhibition.
American Painters: B. C Porter—G. L. Brown. Illui
Street Scenes, Cairo. By E. T. Rogers and Miss Rogers. 11
Chapters on River Scenery. III. Riven in the Oolites. 1

D. T. Ansted. F.R.8.
Art at Home and Abroad, dec

London : Art Journal Office, 36, Ivy-lane, E.C.

Now ready (One Shilling >, No. 347,

rHE CORNHILL MAGAZINE, for JuLT.
With Illustrations by George Do Maurier and W. Small.

HITS WINGS : a Yachting Romance. ("With
38. A Parable. 3y. A Release. 40. "While
Sands of Oold "

an Illustration.) Chap.

A NEW STI DY of TENNYSON. Part II.

GIOVANNI BATTTSTA BELZONI. By I

STUDIES in KENTISH CHALK.

CIMABUE and COAL-SCUTTLES.

UNREFORMED CORPORATIONS.

HOURS in a LIBRARY. No. XXII.

WASHINGTON SQUARE. By Henry James, Jun. (With an Illustra
tion.) Chaps. 7-13.

der & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

M
ACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE, No. 249, for

JULY, price la.

1. HE TT1AT WILL NOT WHEN HE MAY. By Mrs.
Chapters 29-32.

2. The DECLINE of the GERMAN UNIVERSITIES. By A. T.
Goodrick.

8. A MONTH In AUVERGNE. By Miss M. Betham-Edwards.

«. The ALBANIANS ana the ALBANIAN QUESTION. By C. L. Fit

5. PEASANT LIFE in BENGAL. By 1. Talboys Wheeler.

6. The NORTHERN SHEPHERD. By GUMd Hartley.

7. IRELAND—its SOCIAL STATE. By W. Bencc Jones.

Macmlllan & Co. London.

Price One Shilling, JULY, 18X0.

T'HE MONTHLY PACKET. Edited by Chab-
X LUTTE M YONGE, Author ol ' The Heir of Redclyffe.'

The BASILICA. By the Rct. R. St John Tyrwhltt.

CAMEOS from ENGLISH HISTORY.

An ENGLISH SQUTRB. By C. R. CtHeridge.

WORKHOUSE VISITING. By Caroline M. Hallett. Part II. Chap 1 .

FRENCH LITERATURE In the EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY.

SHORT PATERS on the LAWS ot ENGLAND.

ROMANTIC PROBLEMS : A TANGLED TALE. By Lewis Caroll.

SHAKSPERE TALKS with UNCRITICAL PEOPLE. By Constance

London : Walter Smith (late Mozley dt Smith ), 6, 1

THE MUSICAL TIMES for July contains:
Coffee Music lulls—Heritor and his Critics—The Great Composers :

Hpohr—Music of Hie Gipsies— ' The Lyrical Drama,' ov Professor Mac-
farren—The Haudcl Festival—The Opera—Rlchter and London Musical
Society's Concern—Reviews—Foreign and Country News—Correspon
dence, &c. Price 3d.; post free, id. Annual Subscription, 4s., Including

1THE MUSICAL TIMES for July contains:
■■ O ftlve thanks nnto the Lord," Anthem (Alto, Solo, and Chorus),

oy William Jackson, Jun. (Masham). Fries, separately, \^d.

NoTello. Ewer & Co. 1, Berners-street, W.; and 80 and 61,
- ~.C.

J^OTKS and QUERIES. (Sixth Series.)

Thi* Dcy t Kumb«r contains—
NOTES:—A Conversation with Thomrs Moore—Proposed Edition of

Sbakspesvre In Old Spellinjr — The Pink—'* Anglo-Saxon -> Etymolo-
frles—Election Expenses- Errors of Authors— Cleopatra's Needle and
its proposed Additions— Local Antiquities—Things Evil symbolised
by the Signs ol the Zodiac—" Eisell "—Folk-Lore of the Itlver Bine
and of the Crayfish—binding in Chinta.

QUERIES: Chancer and Camden—" Captain Lieutenant "—A Roman
Breviary—A Witty Schoolboy—Birthdays of Insane Tenons Wanted
—The longest Day—Usajre on the Death of a King—Boswoll s * Matri
monial Thought —" Pariah "—" Giaour " — Donne's 'Satires' — A.
Marvel — Curtain lectures — Cider—Mtsletoe and Mandrake—Cala-
wampus—Ooonre Glttlngs—Rear-Admiral Low—Rats—Kcr. I>. Mare
—R. Overton—The Keoghs—The ' Albiun Magazine '—■ l»uck and the

Folk-Lore ol 8

REPLIES:—Church Registers—The Father of Robert fitz Harding—
A " rodges-blast "—Stewart Kyd—Old Houses with Secret Chambers
—"Scots," Ac—Evening Maw—Grants 'Saturday Review Dei-
Bfaavin's ' Ode to God '—Hastings of Willesley—Thackeray s 1 Snobs'—
" Shick-shack Day "—American Hymns—" Scarborough Warning"
—Goethe—" Men of light and leading "—Quassia—Zulu Pillows—Fly-
leaves—Bolton House—live-shilling Piece of Cromwell—Naogeorgus
—Powlett : Shakespeare— Foreign Heraldry—Gospel Oaks—Female
Churchwardens—" Vfaiden "—" Folk " — Needwood Forest — When
were Trousers lint worn in England—Authors Wanted.

NOTES ON BOOKS -.-Early English Text Society's Ful
Freeman's ' Historical Essays '—Duff s * Fragments ol V ei

Notfees to Correspondents, &c.
Published by John Francui, 20. WcUlngton-etreet, Strand, W.C.
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THE CAKISBROOKE MAGAZINE.—PORTRAIT
ol Mrs. J. H. RIDDELL, Author ol • George Gclth ol Fon Court,'

*c—See JULY Number.

MODERN THOUGHT.
Threepence Monthly.

CbntmU, Xf>. 7, VcL II. Iul> 1, 1880.

LEADERS of MODERN THOUGHT-WILLIAM ELLERY CHAI
NING. Ry Moncure D. Conway, M.A.

FOOD THRIFT. By Dr. B. W. Richardson, F.R.S.
Tho WHITEWASHING ot SHYLOCK. Ry J. Lalstar.
RELieiON without THEISM. By Edward C. Conner.
Tho LATE ELECTIONS and PARLIAMENTARY REFORM. By O.

Harris, LL.D. F.8.A.
CONTINENTAL TOURS-CORRESPONDENCE
Richardson A Best, 5, Queen's Head-passage, Paternoster-row ; ol all

Booksellers ; and at the Railway Bookstalls.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS in the BUILDER (id.;
or by post, 4W.) Include Views of an Abode for the Aged, Leipzig ;

Interior of St. Mildred s, Bread-street ; Teddington Vicarage, with Plan ;
Chelsea Hospital for Women ; and Lodjte at Denzell—Improvements in
London—Ironwork at South Kensington—Excavations, Asia Minor-
Three Bridges—Illuminative Gas—Art Text-Books, with. Illustrations,
Ac.—16, Catherine-street ; and all Newsmen,

THE DRESDEN GALLERY.— The publication
of a Series of elaborate Reproductions, on a large scale, of the cele

brated Paintings in the Dresden Gallery will be commenced in the
ARCHITECT of THIS 1>AY. July 3rd, when Two Engravings of
' The Adoration of the Magi ' and ' The Marriage of Cana,* by Paul Vero
nese, will be given. Each will measure 23 in. by 13 In.—Price 4d.-t or bv
post, M.—Publishing Unices, 173, Strand, London, W.C. ; and of all
Newsagents.

w

Fourth Edition, cloth, free by post, 1*. 3d.

ILLS of their OWN : Curious, Eccentric, and
Benevolent. With a Chapter on Doctors' Commons.

" Let 's choose executors and talk of wills."—Shaktpear*.

This book must not be mistaken for a work lately published under
the title of 1 Curiosities of the bearch-lloou,' the above book being pub-

i lisbed long before.

London : William Tegg & Co. Cheapsulc. E C.

AMERICA AND WEST INDIES, 1GG1-1668.

Now ready, In imperial flvo. pp. BIS, price 15s. cloth,

CALENDAR of STATE PAPERS, COLONIAL
SERIES. America and West Indies, 166M6UH, preserved in H M

Public Record Office. Vol. V. of the Colonial Series. Edited by W
NOEL SAINSMJRY.and published under the Direction of the Master
of the Rolls, with the Sanction of H.M. Secretary ol Slate for the Colo
nial Department.

V Vo1- of this Series f the three intermediate Volumes relate to the
East Indies, China, and Japan) comprises Statu Papers concerning Ame
rica and the West Indies between the years 1 i and l(*k). The present
Volume, in continuation, begins with the vear 1661, and In nearly 2 000
Abstracts of Documents summarizes our Colonial History lor the next
eight years to the end of the Year 1603.

London : Longmans & Co and Trubner «£ Co. Oxford : Tarker A Co
Cambridge r Macmillan & Co. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black aud Douirlas
&. Foulis. Dublin i A. Thorn & Co.

B/EDEKER'S

TOURISTS' GUIDE-BOOKS.

Norway and Sweden. With 15 Maps and 3

Belgium and Holland, With 6 Maps and

16 Plans. Fifth Edition. St.

The Rhine from Rotterdam to Con-
STANCE ftho Seven Mountains. Valley of the Ahr. Nlederwald,
Moselle. Volcanic EUel, Vostre* Mountains, Valatinate, Black. Forest,
&cj. With Ki Maps aud 19 Plans. Seventh Edition. 6s.

Northern Germany. With 15 Maps and 27

Flans. Sixth Edition. 5s.

Southern Germany, Austria, Hungary,

and TRANSYLVANIA. With 13 Maps and 24 Plans. Fourth
Edition. 6s.

Southern Germany: The Eastern Alps,

Including the Bavarian Highlands, the Tyrol, the SalzkammerKUt,
Htyria, and Carintnla. With 20 Maps, 10 Plans, and 7 Panoramas.
Fourth Edition. 6s.

London and its Environs. With 4 Maps

and 15 Plans. 6s.

Switzerland, and the adjacent Portions of Italy,

Knvoy, and the Tyrol. With 24 Maps, 10 Plans, and 9 Panoramas.
Eighth Edition. 7s.

Paris and its Environs. With 11 Maps and

18 Plans. Sixth Edition. 6s.

Northern Italy, including Leghorn, Florence,

Ravenna, and the I»laud ol Corsica, and Routes throuah France,
Switzerland, and Austria. With 8 Maps and 32 Plans. Filth
Edition. 6«.

Central Italy and Rome. With 7 Maps, 27

Plans, and a l'anorama of Rome. £lxth Edition. 6s.

Southern Italy and Sicily. With Excur

sions to the I.iparl Inlands, Malta. Sardinia, Tunis, and Corfu. With
6 Mupsuud 12 Plane. Seventh Edition. 7s.

Lower Egypt, with the Fayum and the Penin

sula of Sinai. \\ nil 16 Maps, 29 Pious, 7 Views, and 76 Vignettes.
15s.

Palestine and Syria. Handbook for Travel

lers. With IB Maps, 43 Plans, a Panorama of Jerusalem, and 10
II.

The Traveller's Manual of Conversa-
TION, In English, Gcrutun, French, and Italian. Twenty-third
Lditiua. 3... •

Dui.AU k Co. 37, Soho-fqnarc.

TINSLEY BROTHERS' NEW PUBLICATIONS.

TINSLEYS' MAGAZINE for JULY, containing

Instalments of the New Serial Stories, 1 FROM the WINGS,' by

B. H. Buxton, and < UNDER ST. PAULS,' by Richard Bowling,

is now ready.

BERLIN under the NEW EMPIRE : its Institu-

tions. Inhabitants, Industry, Monuments, Museums, Boclal Life, Manners, and Amusements. By HENRY VIZE-
TELLY, Author of ' The Story of the Diamond Necklace,' Ac. 2 vols. Illustrated with upwards of 400 Engravings.

DAYS and NIGHTS in LONDON : | In KENT with CHARLES DICKENS.

Studies in Black and Gray. By J. EWING RITCHIE,
Author of ' The Night Side of London,' Ac. 1 vol.

By THOMAS FROST, Author of ' The Life of Lord
Lyttleton/ 'Secret Societies,' Ac. 1 vol.

LONDON TOWN. By Marcus FaU. With IUus-

trations by Harry Furniss. 2 vols, crown 8vo.

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS by an I TYPICAL WORKING MEN and

OLD ACTOR. By F. BELTON. 1 vol. 8vo. | WOMEN. By a WOKKING MA>". 1 vol.

MEMOIRS of a CYNIC. By William Gilbert,

Author of ' Shirley Hall Asylum,' Ac. 3 vols.

MANY LOVES. By B. H. Buxton, Author of

•Jennie of the Prince's/ 'Nell—On and Off the Stage,' Ac. 3 vols.

FASHION'S GAY MART. By

ANNIE THOMAS (Mrs. PENDER CUDLIP). Author of
* Denis Donne,' ' County People,' Ac. 3 vols.

POOR WISDOM'S CHANCE. By

Mrs. H. LOVETT CAMERON, Author of 'Juliets.
Guardian,' Ac. 3 vols.

INNOCENCE at PLAY. By Jean Middlemass,

Author of 1 Sealed by a Kiss,' 1 Wild Georgie/ Ac. 3 vols.

A CRUEL SECRET : a New Novel

by a New Author. 3 vols.

MY LAND of BEULAH. By Mrs.

LE1T1I ADAMS, Author of ' Madelon Lemoine,' ic.
3 vols.

WINGED WORDS. By Henry Spicer, Author of

' Brought to Book,* Ac. 2 vols, crown 8vo.

A FIRESIDE KING. By G. M. Stistid. I BETTY : a Sketch. 3 vols.

3 vols. J

A PEAL of MERRY BELLS. By Leopold Lewis,

Author of the Drama of ' The Bells.' 3 vols.

WHAT WILL SOCIETY SAY?

By MERVYN MERRITON, Author of ' The Ringwoods
of Ringwood,' Ac. 3 vols.

[Immedutteh/.

An , ARTFUL WIDOW. By Vernon

BT. CLARE, Author of ' Bough, but True.' 3 vols.

NOTICE. — This Month will be published a New

Work of Fiction, in 3 vols., entitled 'The SPORT of FATE,' by

Richard Bowling, Author of 1 The Mystery of' KiUardf 1 The Weird

Sisters,' ' Under St. Paul's,' &c.

On the 20th July will he published, price One Shilling,

SEASIDE MAIDENS.

By G. A. HENTY, Author of 'March to Magdala,' &c.

Being the SUMMER NUMBER of

TINSLEY MAGAZINE.

THE NUMBER WILL EE BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTBATED BY HAKEY FURNISS.

TINSLEY BROTHERS, 8, CATHERINE-STREET, STRAND.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY was established in 1842 in order

to meet the growing demand of the age for a Higher Class of Books

than could then be readily obtained on moderate terms from the

ordinary Circulating Libraries.

From its commencement the original purpose of the Library has

been kept steadily in view. The best Books of every shade of opinion,

on all subjects of general interest, have been taken in large numbers,—

Hundreds, and in some instances Thousands, of Copies of the Leading

Works of every Season having been placed in circulation.

Great care has always been taken in the selection of Books to study

the wishes of Subscribers, and to make the Library not only “Select,”

but comprehensive.

THE WHOLE COLLECTION NOW EXCEEDS ONE MILLION WOLUMES.

Additional Copies of all the Best New Works in History, Biography,

Religion, Philosophy, Travel and Adventure, and the Higher Class of

Fiction continue to be added as the demand increases; and arrange

ments are made with the leading Publishers for an ample supply of all

Forthcoming Books of general interest as they appear.

F I R S T – C L A S S S UBS C R | PT I ON,

ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM.

This Subscription allon's of a Constant Succession of the Nencest Books.

Lo N Do N Boo K S O C IETY SU B scRIPTIo N,
TWO GUINEAS PER ANNUM.

For the Free Delivery of Books in every part of London.

C O U N T R Y S UBS C R P T | ON,

TWO GUINEAS PER ANNUM, AND UPWARDS,

According to the Number of Volumes required.

B00K SOCIETIES AND LITERARY INSTITUTIONS SUPPLIED ON

LIBERAL TERMS.

THE NAMES OF NEW SUBSCRIBERS ARE ENTERED DAILY.

Revised Lists of Works recently added, and Catalogues of Surplus Copies withdrawn

for Sale at greatly Reduced Prices, are now ready, and will be forwarded postage free on

application.

*...* All the Books in Circulation and on Sale at MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY may

also be obtained, with the least possible delay, by all Subscribers to

MUDIE's LIBRARY, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER,

And (by order) from all Booksellers in connexion with the Library.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (LIMITRD), NEW OXFORD-STREET, LONDON.

CITY OFFICE–2, KING-STREET, CHEAPSIDE.

HRESTOS; a Religious Epithet: its Import and
its Influence. By J. B. MITCHELL, M.D., 8vo, cloth, 1s.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta-street, Covent-garden, London; and

20, South Frederick-street, Edinburgh.

Ready, in 2 handsome vols (1,200 pp.), 12s. 6d.

"HE LIFE, TIMES, and CORRESPONDENCE of

BISHOP DOYLE (J. K. L.), long out of print, but now£y
Enlarged, and enriched with striking Revelations. By W. J. FITZ

PATRICK, M R.I.A. See Athenaeum of Jan. 31, 1880, on its “interest

and importance.”

J. Duffy & Son, 1, Paternoster-row; and Dublin.

4to. cloth, 12s.; morocco, gilt edges, 21s.

HE GREEK SEPTUAGINT. With an English

Translation, and with various Readings and Critical Notes. A

New Edition, specially prepared for Students.

This is the only edition of the Greek Septuagint Version with an

English translation side by side. An historical account of the Version is

given in the Introduction, and this, with the various readings and notes,

makes the work one of surpassing value to those who are studying the

Greek text.

Samuel Bagster & Sons, 15, Paternoster-row, London.

Just ready, 1s, cloth, 1s. 6d. half bound, red edges,

DICTIONARY of DAILY BLUNDERS, con

taining Mistakes often made in Speaking and Writing; Corrected

according to the best Authorities, and arranged Alphabetically. By the

Author of ‘A Handy Book of Synonyms, &c.

Same size and price,

The SECRETARY'S ASSISTANT and COR

RESPONDENT'S GUIDE, showing the correct Modes of addressing

Persons of Rank and Station.

London: Whittaker & Co.

NEW BOOKS.

Large crown 8vo. cloth, price 9s.

FOUR CENTURIES of ENGLISH

LETTERS; a Selection of 350 Letters by 150 Writers, from the

Period of the Paston Letters to the Present Time. Edited and

Arranged by W. BAPTISTE SCOONES.

“No one who takes the slightest interest in English history, in English

literature or in human nature can fall to receive increase of delight

from the perusal of this volume....Mr. Scoones's editorial apparatus is

excellently calculated to assist the'' of a singularly enjoyable

book—a book that Chesterfield would, we think, have included among

his ideal books for spare half-hours.”—Pali Mail Gazette.

“Mr. Scoones has in truth given the world a rich store of English

epistolatory treasure, culled from all epochs—the Lancastrian to the

Victorian age; and he has done the work of selection with rare patience
and exquisitely good taste....Those who read Mr. Scoones's work will

rise from its perusal full of a genuine respect for the author as one who

is not only a thorough worker, but who brings, to his work the tast.

taste, sympathy, and culture necessary for the iulniment of the task he

set himself to perform.”—Daily Telegraph.

Crown 8vo, cloth, price 7s.

A STUDY of SHELLEY. By John

ToDHUNTER, Author of . Laurella, and other Poems, ‘Alcestis,'

&c.

THE PARCHMENT LIBRARY.

TENNYSON'S The PRINCESS: a

Medley. Choicely printed on hand-made paper, limp parchment

antique, price 6s.; vellum, 7s.6d. with a Miniature Frontispiece

by H. M. Paget, and a Tailpiece in outline by Gordon Browne.

Large post 8vo, parchment antique, 10s. 6d.

The SONG of ROLAND. Translated

into English Verse by JoHN o'HAGAN, Q.C.

Small crown 8vo, cloth, price 3s.6d.

ECHOES from the ORIENT. With

Miscellaneous Poems by EDWARD KING, Author of ‘The Southern

States of North America,’ &c.

Large crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

ANTIOPE: a Tragedy,

New and Cheaper Edition.

The EGOIST: a Comedy in Narrative.
By GEORGE MEREDITH, Author of ‘The Ordeal of Richard

Feverel,' &c. With Frontispiece, crown 8vo, cloth, price 6s.

New and Cheaper Edition,

THROUGH a NEEDLE'S EYE. By

HESBA STRETTON. With Frontispiece, crown 8vo, cloth, price 6s

Crown 8vo, cloth, price 3s 6d.

SPEECHES of LORD HARTINGTON

at the TIME of the GENERAL ELECTION of 1880.

Small crown, cloth.

A SKETCH of the KAFFIR and ZULU

WARs, GUADANA to ISANDHLWANA. By Captain HENRY

HALLAM PARR, Military Secretary to H.E. Sir Bartle Frere.

C. KEGAN PAUL & Co. 1, Paternoster-square.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

LIST.

Now ready, price One Shilling,

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE.

Contents for JUL l\ 1880.

1. ADAM and EVE. (Continued.)

2. The ROMANCE of CHINESE SOCIAL LIFE,

a. In TOWN.

4. BKANTOME.

5. The STRANGE STORY of KITTY CANTIAM.

6. The CONNEXION BETWEEN POETRY and FAINT

ING.

7. The PORTRAIT of a PAINTER by HIMSELF. Part II.

8. The UNIVERSAL SOCIETY of DWINDLEDOWN.

9. FttRED.

10. ACTING, NATURAL and ACQUIRED.

11. The REBEL of the FAMILY. By Mid. Lynn Linton.

(Continued.)

SIX NEW NOVELS,

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

BY MISS BROUGHTON.

SECOND THOUGHTS.
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The IRISH CRISIS ; being a Narra-

tive of the Measures for Believing the Distress caused by
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^—burgh Renew, January, 1848.

jMODERN GREECE. Two Lectures

I delivered before the Philosophical Institution of Edin-
\ burgh, with Papers on the * Progress of Greece ' and
\ * Byron in Greece.' By R. C. JEBB, M.A. LL.D. Edln.,
I Professor of Greek In the University of Glasgow. Crown
( 8vo. hs.
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way conceivable. It is at once a book of history, a book
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applied to Greece. It is needless to say that the "his
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Slall G
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MOSCHUS. Done into
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Grown Svo. 6».

English, with an E&sav on

By AXDHEW LANG, M.A.
[7his dity.

The TRIAL and DEATH of

SOCRATES; being the Euthyphron, Apology, Crito,
and Phaedo of Plato. Translated into English by F. J.
CHUKCH. Crown 8vo. •»». 8d.

MARTIAL-SELECT EPIGRAMS.

Edited by Rev. H. W. STEPHENSON, M.A., Head
Master of 8t.* Peter's School, York. Fcap. Svo. 6*.

"Macmillan's Classical Series." [Ayu- ready.

On ANEUEISM; especially of the

Thorax and the Root of the Neck. By R. BARWELL,
F.R.C.8., Surgeon to Charing Cross Hospital. Crown
Svo. 3*. 6a*. \\ow ready.

ENGLISH MEN of LETTERS.

Edited by JOHN MOKLEY. New Volume :

POPE. By Leslie Stephen. Crown 8vo. 2*. Gd.

"The writer's eminent qualities as a critic, his judg
ment, his wit, his abundant knowledge of eighteenth-
century literature, and his keen enjoyment <n literary
form, have equipped him handsomely for the task he
has undertaken. Readers who have made Pope a study
and found bis poetry a delight are not likely to accept
all the terse and incisive criticisms scattered through
these pages. Every reader, however, will acknowledge
that, an extremely 'difficult task has been well accom
plished."—Ht. James's Gazette.

NEW NOVEL.-ENGA. By the

Author of ' The Harbour Bar.' 2 vols, crown Svo. 21s.

* This tale is one of Scottish life and character, and its
arm ot nationality is maintained with genuine feeling

and an unaffected homeliness of diction full of heart,
and purity. That detestable tone of deliberately-assumed
vulgarity which enters into the modern love-making
of t he novel of artificial society does not taint a sentence
of this graceful tale."—Daily leieijraph.

Macmillan & Co. London.
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LITERATURE

The Song of Roland. Translated into English

Verse byJohn O'Hagan, M.A. (C. Kegan

Paul & Co.)

It is natural that French critics should be

inclined to place the ' Chanson de Holand ' on

the same level as the Homeric poems. But,

as we said last week, one need not attempt

to dispute the claims of the ' Chanson,' as Mr.

Arnold does, by quoting passages that are

essentially dissimilar. It is better to take

such poems as a whole, and place the vast,

the universal range of Homer, his humour,

his pathos, his fascinating touches, his un

equalled sympathy with human life, his

"strong-winged music," on the one side,

and on the other the narrow range, the

monotonous tune of that poem of an iron age,

the ' Chanson.' Some such process of com

parison, though generally odious enough, is

necessary if we are to have a clear, steady

view of the precise position in literature

which the ' Chanson ' holds. A view of this

sort is necessary for readers who would

appreciate Mr. O'Hagan's careful and

unaffected translation. Mr. O'Hagan's

task has certainly difficulties like thoso

which are encountered by the translator of

Homer. People who know the 'Chanson' in

the original, like those who make Homer

their companion, are generally enthusiasts

and hard to satisfy. Again, our language

has no measure which answers to the pro

longed assonances of the laisse, any more

than it has a measure which corresponds to

the Homeric hexameter. Mr. O'Hagan has

chosen "the mixed iambic and anapcostic

metre," which we find to have a not very

agreeable jig in it. Let us print Mr.

O'Hagan's version of the most pathetic in

cident in the ' Chanson ' and the original

laisse :—

See Roland there on his charger swooned,

Olivier smitten with his death wound.

His eyes from bleeding are dimmed and dark,

Nor mortal, near or far, can mark ;

And when his comrade beside him pressed,

Fiercely he smote on his golden crest ;

Down to the nasal the helm he shred,

Hut passed no further, nor pierced his head.

Koland marvelled at such a blow,

And thus bespake him soft and low :

" Hast thou done it, my comrade, wittingly 1

Roland who loves thee so dear, am I,

Thou hast no quarrel with me to seek ? "

Olivier answered, " I hear thee speak,

But I see thee not. God seeth thee.

Have I struck thee, brother ? Forgive it me."

" I am not hurt, O Olivier ;

And in sight of God, I forgive thee here."

Then each to other his head hath laid,

And in love like this was their parting made.

As vns Rollant sur sun cheval pasmet,

E Oliver ki est a mort naffret,

Tant ad seinet li oil li sunt trublet,

Ne loinz ne pres ne poet vedeir si cler

Que reconoistre poisset nul horn mortel ;

Bun cumpaignun, cum il l'at encuntret,

Si l'tiert amunt sur l'elme a or gemet,

Tut li detrenchet d'ici que al nasel,

Mais en la teste ne l ad mie adeset.

A icel colp l'ad Rollanz reguardet,

Si li demandet dulcement e suef :

" Sire cumpain, faites le vos de gred T

Ja c'est Rollanz, ki tant vos soelt aruer ;

Par nule guise ne m'avez destiet."

Dist Oliver : " Or vos oi jo parlor ;

Jo ne vos vei : veied vus dainne Deu !

Ferut vos ai : car le me pardunez."

Rollanz respunt : " Jo n'ai nient de ruel ;

Jo l'vos parduins ici e devant Den."

A icel mot l'un al altre ad clinet;

Par tel ainur as lea vus desevred.

The prolonged assonances of the long

laisse are here but poorly represented by

the shorter lines and tinkling rhymes of

Mr. O'Hagan's system. The laisse was

meant to be chanted, probably in a high

monotone, and was well adapted to that

purpose. Mr. O'Hagan's verso is on a far

lower level as an instrument of song.

Closely comparing the version with the

original, we might object to the rendering

of lines five and six, which turn two long

into one short verse. Again,

Roland marvelled at such a blow

does not give the sense of the action indi

cated in

A icel colp l'ad Rollanz reguardet.

Once more, the stately courtesy of

A icel mot l'un al altre ad clinot

disappears in

Then each to other his head hath laid,

which might represent the action of two

friendly ponies.

These, and such as these, are the blemishes

which any critic can find in any translation.

That thankless task of translating is never

so well done but that it might be bettered

—a fact best known to all who have them

selves attempted to render the naive master

pieces of an early age and a sonorous tongue

into our battered modern English. Thus

we might find fault with Mr. O'Hagan's use

of the word " consult "—

So was the fatal consult begun ;

and we may hint that history does not

justify him in saying

Turpin of Rhcims rote from the ranks.

We have indicated the typieal short

comings of this translation. But how does

it strike the English reader ? We have no

hesitation in saying that the version offers

him an adequate rendering of the ' Chanson ' ;

that it sets before him in a perfeotly lucid

way the characters of the old poem, the

fierce temper, the courage, the courtesy, the

loyalty and the treason, the strange horoic

readiness to weep, the dolight in the joy

of battle, the weariness of laborious life,

the imperial statebness, which mark Holand,

OHver, Ganelon, and Charles.

As an example we may choose the famous

passage where Holand strikes his last

blow :—

He saw the Saracen seize his sword ;

His eyes he oped, and he spake one word—

" Thou art not one of our band, I trow,"

And he clutched the horn he would ne'er forego ;

On the golden crest he smote him full,

Shattering steel and bone and skull,

Forth from his head his eyes he beat,

And cast him lifeless before his feet.

" Miscreant, makest thou then so free,.

As, right or wrong, to lay hand on me ?

Who hears it will deem thee a madman born ;

Behold the mouth of mine ivory hom

Broken for thee, and the gems and gold

Around its rim to earth are rolled."

Roland feeleth his eyesight reft.

Yet he stands erect with what strength is left ;

From his bloodless cheek is the hue dispelled,

But his Durindana all bare he held.

In front a dark brown rock arose—

He smote upon it ten grievous blows.

Grated the steel as it struck the flint;

Yet it brake not, nor bore its edge one dint.

" Mary, Mother, be thou mine aid 1

Ah, Durindana, my ill-starred blade,

I may no longer thy guardian be !

What fields cf battle I won with thee I

What realms and regions twas ours to gain,

Mow the lordship of Carlemaine !

Never shalt thou possessor know

Who would turn from face of mortal foe ;

A gallant vassal so long thee bore,

Suoh as France the free shall know no more."

Even here we cannot but note that

From his bloodless cheek is the hue dispelled

seems artificial. Indeed, one must read

the Engbsh translation rapidly, and get into

the swing of passions and events, otherwise

the critical fiend will spoil our pleasure by

whisporing censure of details. In this

respect the translator has the same chances

and the same excuses as the translator of

Homer. Perhaps any one who could write

Malory's prose would render the ' Chanson '

in the fittest manner ; in the mean time

Mr. O'Hagan supplies nearly the best sub

stitute that we can expect to obtain. The

metre, whatever its defects, is that of the

old English imitation of the fourteenth cen

tury :—

Durendall his sword gird hym about,

With a schyning shield on his shoulder stout ;

He took with him his sper and went to hoss,

But lep on lightly without any boss.

Did they call horse " hoss" in the fourteenth

century ?

The translator's preface is a sufficient in

troduction to the study of the English ver

sion. It is written in a plain, unpretentious

style, and Mr. O'Hagan has escaped the

temptation to excessive enthusiasm, and has

not wandered, as one might so easily bo

induced to wander, into a long dissertation

on the nature of national epics. The book

is beautifully printed on hand-made paper.

The parchment cover is too easily soiled,

and is not improved by a mechanical imita

tion of the illumination of old manuscripts.

The Religions of China : Confucianism and

Tdoistn described and compared with Chris

tianity. By James Legge, D.D. (Hodder

& Stoughton.)

Chinese Buddhism : a Volume of Sketches,

Historical, Descriptive, and Critical. By

the Eev. Joseph Edkins, D.D. (Triibner

& Co.)

The Chinese are not naturally a religious

people. They are matter-of-fact, pains

taking, and ingenious, but, as Capt. Gill has

lately pointed out, they are utterly devoid

of imagination. Thoir minds are richly

stored by study and strengthened by exercise,

but thoy are devoid of that liigher quality

which inspires as well as illumines. The

dull routine of daily life mid the mechanionl

acquisition of knowledge in vogue among-
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of August, 1789, he obtained a commis

sion on the 24th of June, 1795.

" Capt. John Willshire, being desirous that

his sons should follow the profession of arms,

procured commissions for them in his own regi

ment when they were children—a custom which

was abrogated by the Duke of York—and we

find the name of Thomas Willshire enrolled as

an officer in the 38th Regiment at the early age

of five years and ten months, his commission as

an ensign bearing date the 24th of June, 1795,

and as a lieutenant the 5th of September fol

lowing. To meet the question of efficiency—as

the time for the annual inspections drew near,

when the names of officers wore called over by

the inspecting officer—the youthful aspirants for

military honours were sent away from home, and

the answer given at the roll-call was that they

were ' absent on leave ' or ' recruiting. ' The

fiction was a transparent one, and when the

abuse was animadverted upon in the House of

Commons, O'Connell, we believe, gave utterance

to some pleasantries at the expense of the young

gentlemen in the nursery who were enjoying the

contents of the pap-boat. In January, 1798,

Lieut. Willshire, though only a child in his

ninth year, appears to have joined the regiment,

then stationed at Saintes, in the West Indies,

and his name does not again appear in the list

of absent officers."

At the age of fifteen years and four days

he became a captain.

The life of Sir George Whitlock, which

follows, is chiefly valuable for a succinct

account of the shameful manner in which

the army was treated with regard to the

Banda and Kirwee prize money. The

brief sketch of Sir Charles Pearson's career

is dry, as is also that of Major-General tho

Hon. Sir Henry Clifford, the feat which won

the latter the Victoria Cross being told in

the bald official words of the gazette. The

life of Sir George Macgregor is little more

than a dry abridgment from Sir John

Kaye. Kaye and Malleson's accounts of the

Indian Mutiny have told us more, and in

a pleasanter style, than Mr. Low narrates

concerning the succour of Arrah. Lord

Gough's life is heavy and commonplace,

with little in it that every well-read soldier

did not know before; but it may be regarded

as a usefid compilation. Vol. ii. contains

biographies of Sir Herbert Edwardes, Sir

Henry Durand, Lord Chelmsford, Sir James

Outram, Lord Strathnairn, Sir Neville

Chamberlain, Sir Hope Grant, Lord Napier,

and Lord Clyde.

Sir Herbert Edwardes's own account of

his achievements in 1847-49 is much

more interesting and full than the narrative

in tho book before us, which, moreover,

tells little about Sir Herbert's career after

the second Sikh war. The biography of

Sir Henry Durand passes over with but

scant notice the two most important events

of his life, the blowing in of the gates of

Ghuznee und the mutiny at Indore. Thoso

who wish to know about this accomplished

soldier and political will do better to read

his life by his son than the bald narra

tive of Mr. Low. The biography of Sir

James Outram is one of the best parts of

the book, for however well known are Sir

James's exploits during the Persian war

and tho Mutiny, such is not tho caso with

his earlier career. "We could have wished,

however, that wo had been told in more

detail the history of Sir James's rise, his

wonderfid feats as a tiger-slayer, and his

history when Commissioner of the Bheel

country. This, however, Sir P. Goldsmid

will probably tell the world in a few days.

Pew British officers have ever enjoyed a

greater or better earned reputation as

a sabrrur than Sir Neville Chamberlain.

A splendid horseman and swordsman, he

has had scores of hand-to-hand fights in

the course of his soldiering, and has been

wounded times out of number. There is,

therefore, much to be said of his personal

adventures, but Mr. Low has told next to

nothing. Neither do we get more than a

brief abstract of Sir Neville's stirring life

on the Punjab frontier and at the siege

of Delhi. Still, in tho absence of a better

biography, this one has its value. Sir Hope

Grant's life has been told by Capt. Knollys,

and told well. Mr. Low merely supplies

an abridgment of Capt. Knollys's work.

Of the four remaining biographies the best

is that of Lord Clyde, for it gives some in

teresting particulars regarding his little

known life as a regimental officer. Here

again, however, Mr. Low will be presently

superseded, and in fact his book is in

general a mere collection of articles taken

from a biographical dictionary and expanded.

Such work is book-making, not book-writing.

Still, for purposes of convenient reference

the volumes might be usefid were they pro

vided with an index.

Les Elzevier. Par Alphonse Willems.

(Brussels, Van Trigt.)

Bibliooraphy, or, as its enemies are pleased

to call it, bibliomania—though the two

things are different enough—is one of those

subjects which have, one does not quite

know why, been surrendered to cheap wit

for a prey. To anybody whose wit is of

this kind it will bo sufficient to say that

M. Willems has written some nine hundred

closely printed royal octavo pages, many

of which are filled by such records as that

one copy of a certain edition of a certain

book is a hundred andthirty-two thousandths

of a metre in length, while no other copy is

known to exceed a hundred and thirty-one.

Having thus disposed of this class of pos

sible readers, wo can assure the remainder

that thoy will find here a remarkably in

teresting and well-written account of one of

the greatest families of book producers that

the world has seen ; a considerable mass of

interesting detail about many men of the

first importance in literature during the

century when literature was, perhaps more

than at any other epoch, pursued for it

self ; and a catalogue rakonne of some of

the most convenient and beautiful editions

of the chief works of tho same time as

well as of classical antiquity. There is no

need to enter into an argument as to the

absolute or relative merits of tho little

volumes on which, to the almost entire ex

clusion of their more portly productions, the

fame of the Elzevirs rests. Perhaps M.

Willems, though usually a sober man in

expressing his admiration, goes a little too

far wheu ho says that " les in-douze Elze-

viriens sont en leur genre ce que l'art typo-

graphique a produit du plus parfait." Some

of the pocket classics of Plantin, some of the

exquisite italic volumes in which the French

poets of the later sixteenth century had tho

luck to get printed, must, we think, be

allowed equality, if not superiority. But

in such caso comparison is equally odious

and unnecessary. As we write there is a

row of Elzevirs before us, including one—

the Pliny of 1635—of the four generally

acknowledged masterpieces of the Elzevir

press, and we are not at all disposed to

undervalue their beauty. The production

of theso things went on for the best part*

of a century, and M. Willems, after ruth

lessly casting out doubtful items, has suc

ceeded in drawing up an Elzevirian

catalogue of 1,G00 articles, besides a con

siderable list of what, in tho language of

another urt, might be called school copies.

The extent of the subject, therefore, gives

it additional importance, and doserves

that it should have patient and exhaustive

handling.

M. Willems, as all lovers of books know,

is by no means the first to attempt the task

of a history of the Elzevirs and their works,

many sketches und essays in the same direc

tion having been made before, and having

resulted in the work of Pieters twenty years

ago. But all these works put together

woidd by no means furnish the information

given in this volume, while, on the other

hand, they would contain a good deal of

information of a decidedly untrustworthy

character. The mere fact that " there was

many a man of the Elzevir clan," and that

they had three or four principal places of

business, is the least part of the difficulty.

In the first place, as they were booksellers

as well as printers, and frequented the great

fairs of Germany, .a very large number of

works got attributed to them which were

not oven, as we should say, published, and

still less printed, by themselves ; in the

second placo, as their fame rose and spread

direct imitations became common ; in the

third, they themselves had in some cases a

habit of issuing books under pseudonyms

or in the names of other printers and

publishers. The task of exclusion and ad

mission is therefore decidedly delicate

as well as very complicated. M. Willems

seems to have proceeded with a commend

able mingling of scepticism and of openness

to conviction, and though it would bo impos

sible to endorse his conclusions as a whole

without a long process of minute verification,

they appear to be generally sound.

The book consists of two parts. The first,

some two hundred and fifty pages long, con

tains a general account of the Elzevir press and

its characteristics; a history of the different

establishments at Leyden, Amsterdam, the

Hague, and elsewhere ; and, lastly, a de

tailed biography of each member of tho

family who took an active part in the busi

ness, from Louis the founder, who settled

at Leyden five years boforo the Spanish

Armada sailed, to the degenerate Abra

ham, his great-great-grandson, who died at

the same place just before tho Peace of

Utrecht, after thirty years of " pot-boiling "

printing for the University, in which he

allowed the famous press to sink to such

a condition that not a single reader was

employed, and that the work (University

theses and such like things) which his

privilege secured to him was turned out

with the utmost delay and in the worst of

conditions. Nothing, indeed, but the said

privilege and his position as ecfuvin of the

town kept the business going.

The second or larger part of the took
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contains, first, a catalogue raisonni of un

doubted Elzevir work, the palmy days of
■which were in the reigns of Bonaventure

and the first Abraham at Leyden, from

1621 to 1652, and of Daniel at Amsterdam,

from 1 655 to 1 680 ; then an appendix of what

may be called sub-Elzevirian and pseudo-

Elzevirian books ; and last, but not least—

what is too rare in books written in the

French language—an excellent index. Thus

the first part is rather suited for continuous

reading, the second for reference on the

part of the bibliographer and collector. The

former is enriched with not a few illustra

tions, including a full folio page copy of the

sample alphabets of the Elzevirs, which M.

Willems discovered in the Plantin Museum

at Antwerp, and which enabled him to settle

the long vexed question as to the designer

of the famous types. French bibliographers

(with the same cool assumption which has

made them claim 'Amadis of Gaul' as

a French book, because no one but a

Frenchman could have written anything

so good) had usually argued that the

Elzevir type designs were too good for

any one but a Frenchman to have devised.

M. Willems's discovery, however, assigns

them in a manner not to be questioned to

Cornelius Van Dyck. In the biographical

part, perhaps the most interesting among

many interesting details is the indication, so

early as the reign of Bonaventure and

Abraham, of the beginning of the quarrel

between publishers and authors. As every

body knows, actual pecuniary relations in

the way of sale of copyright were not

common so early as this, the second quarter

of the seventeenth century. The Elzevirs

rarely paid their authors, and pirated with

out the least scruple, and often without

any indignation on the authors' part.

Balzac, indeed, sent a most polite letter of

thanks to the already famous printers for

their elegant counterfeit of him. But then

Balzac was a person of quality who amused

himself by writing for the sake of writing,

much as it turned out to the benefit of his

country and her language. The savants of

the Low Countries were not usually in this

magnificent position, and their complaints

of the natural enemy were frequent and

bitter. Some of the unpopularity of the

Elzevirs with their authors arose from the

fact that their confidential literary adviser,

Heinsius the elder, was himself bitterly

disliked by his brethren. But Heinsius

is not a universal scapegoat, and any one

who chooses may read in M. Willems's pages

how the avaricious publishers allowed

Cluverius's widow and children to starve in

' London, though the geographer had worked

for them for years ; how they made Gro-

novius pay for the presentation copies of his

Seneca ; how they were astutissimi mortales,

and so forth. Fortunately all these things

are long past, and the Pliny and the Csesar

non oUnt at this distance of time, though it

may be doubted whether this reflection of a

selfish nineteenth century possessor would

have consoled Gronovius. Meanwhile we

can recommend M. Willems's volume as

likely to be of considerable use to collectors

and of great interest to lovers of literature.

Vox Vulgi : a Poem in Censure of the Parlia

ment of 1661. By George Wither. Now

first edited by the Bev. W. Dunn Macray,

M.A. (Parker & Co.)

Of George Wither's many verses, one song

only, ' The Manly Heart,' has escaped

oblivion, and, considering his slender claim

to remembrance, he retains an almost dis

proportionate celebrity. Hallam enshrines

him amidst 'The Literature of Europe,'

and deplores his fall into "a grovelling

Puritanism"; and successive critics have

in turn distinguished the poet as " poor

Wither," the "wretched Wither," and

" melodious Wither."

"Observant Wither" is our contribution

to the list of epithets by which the poet has

been distinguished, and it is based upon his

' Censure of the Parliament of 1661 .' The new

House of Commons met in May, and before

the 1st of August Wither perceived that it

was a congregation of " brutes," of " giddy

rattlebrains," "quick-witted things," who

"without a reason, Reason overthrow," and

were, in fact, running "headlong to the

devill." This discovery was too much for

his prudence. In the fulness of his vanity

Wither at once directed against them 732

verses, intended to act as a " chymick pill ' ' for

their purgation, dedicated the MS. to the Lord

Chancellor, and received by way of return two

years' seclusion in Newgate and the Tower.

Ia Wither's ' Vox Vulgi ' worth a place

among Mr. Macray's " Gleanings from Bod

leian MSS." ? This question, upon the first

impression, must be answered in the nega

tive. It is a poem only in name, and hardly

even a satire ; the verses, to use tho language

of Carlyle, do not rise above ' ' splay-footed

doggerel," and the sarcasm- is blunted by

pedantic absurdity. Nor does Wither

attempt to grapple with the political action

of 1661. He ajjproves the law which vested

the military power in the Crown ; he does

not disapprove, if our interpretation be

correct, the ecclesiastical legislation of the

session ; nor does he condemn the restric

tions placed by Parliament upon the ancient

right of petitioning.

Wither almost wholly confines his satire

to the moral aspect of the House of Commons ;

he puts into rhymo the gossip with which

the member for Cambridge amused Pepys

during a Sunday in the country:—

" 4th August, 1661.—To church again, and

after supper to talk about publique matters,

wherein Roger Pepys told me how basely things

have been carried in Parliament by the young

men, that did labour to oppose all things that

were moved by serious men ";

and who were " the most profane, swearing

fellows that he ever heard in his life."

Here lies the value of the ' Vox Vulgi.'

No evidence could be more convincing than

Wither's clumsy verse of the sudden change

which camo over England during 1661, and

of the moral and social gulf by which it

was separated from the England of 1660.

During 1660 the military oppressor was

still almost an actual presence in society ;

the "red spectre" was not wholly exorcised.

In 1661, on the contrary, the terror of the

Bevolution had utterly passed away. That

year was the true date of the Restoration ;

then began the wild revolt against the

Puritan past, and that social crisis occurred,

so ably doscribed by Mr. J. R. Green, when,

for the first time for twenty years,

" the young squires [in the House of Commons]

felt that now their time had come. The Puritan,

the Presbyterian, the Commons-wealth-man, all

were at their feet."

But that the Parliament of 1661 was one

of evil augury was by no means generally

apparent to Wither's contemporaries. He

may justly claim to be observant in so soon

perceiving what stuff the new House of

Commons was made of. "The impudence"

which " in them appeareth," to him so visible,

was wholly invisibletoEvelyn duringAugust,

1661, and he was of public morality a censor

as sensitive as any. To another chronicler of

that era, even of the Puritanic school, the first

session of the Pensionary Parliament seemed

to promise well. It certainly showed few

symptoms, during the first three months of

its existence, of tho intolerance and venality

which it so quickly displayed. And though

from that Parliament soon sprang ' ' taxes,

impositions, and Court expenses," and con

sequent "domestic and political unquiet-

ness and discontent," yet the session of 1661

was marked, according to Ralph, that most

unlaudatory of historians, by an " economy

which justly reproached the profusion of

later times."

The author of the ' Vox Vulgi ' had

correctly appreciated the Parliament of the

Restoration. Barely readable as is his

poem, it thus possesses even more historic

importance than the editor assigns to it.

Nor does he notice how eminently the fato

that befell the poet was characteristic of

1661. This last attempt to " strip and whip

abuses" was precisely that kind of offence

against which Clarendon's policy was di

rected ; for the speech from the throne,

after warning Parliament not to touch " the

happy act of indemnity and oblivion," con

tained the gracious suggestion that " you

may be as severe as you will against new

offenders," especially if they were, like

Wither, offenders "upon the old prin

ciples " of Puritanism.

In conclusion, it maybenoticed that marked

as is the family likeness which exists between

the House of Commons under the Stuarts and

the House of Commons of the present cen

tury, still surprise may be felt at finding,

among AVither's comments upon the Earl of

Clarendon's Long Parliament, the following

appropriate epitaph upon the Long Parba-

ment of the Earl of Beaconsfield :—

This Parliament hath doubtlesly effected

What could from such a medly be expected,

And their Obstructers we will not condemn

In all things wherewith some have charged them.

An acting by or beyond Precedent

To blame them for, it is not our intent,

Though Precedent is no Law nor Warranty

Nor Kule at all times to be guided by,

And though the things that have been done, we own

When done : Deeds are made good or ill,

Better or worse, according to the Will.

An Introduction to Roman Law. By William

A. Hunter. (Maxwell & Son.)

The concentration of so large a proportion

of the national intellect as the Romans

devoted to the production of a legal litera

ture raises one of the most interesting pro

blems in the history of human thought, and

whoever solves it will throw bight on many

other questions. He will account, among

other things, for the production of the ex

cellent text-book before us. The Greek

produced no systematic jurisprudence
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written or unwritten. Justinian's com

missioners, on tlio other hand, extracted

the Digest from nearly two thousand

Roman law books, according to Mr.

Hunter's computation, and these were

selected from a larger number. We can

not regard Mr. Hunter's explanation of

the great productiveness of the Romans

in this field as adequate or satisfactory.

Augustus, as he says, gave a higher

authority to the opinions of the juris

consults, and admitted to the exercise of

the profession only those who had obtained

imperial sanction, so that the_;tw re*pondendi

was thenceforward confined to a privileged

class of authorized jurists.

"The authority given to the opinions natur

ally extended to the writings of the juriscon

sults. Hence an extraordinary impetus was

given to the production of legal literature, and

to the activity that followed we owe the rich

store of juridical reasoning that constitutes the

permanent value of the mature Roman law."

Privilege and monopoly are not wont to

foster mental activity. A limitation of the

general right of authorship to men of letters

licensed by the Government would surely

neither augment the quantity nor improve

the quality of English literature. The rate

of production of law books in the United

Kingdom during the last hundred years

was probably not exceeded during the most

fertile age of Roman jurisprudence. If the

quality of Roman jurisprudence was highei

—a point which we are not called upon

to determine—we must look deeper for the

cause, that is to say, to fundamental dif

ferences in polity and society, such as the

different position of the wife in the two

systems, and the English distinction between

real and personal property, resulting chiefly

from feudalism. It did not fall within tho

plan of Mr. Hunter's treatise to compare the

broad features of the two systems of law,

but his incidental comparisons on particular

points might easdy have been fuller and have

gone a little further below the surface.

As an example of exposition at once clear

and concise we may refer to Mr. Hunter's

account of the changes in the law of intes

tate succession during the period beginning

with the XII. Tables and ending with

Justinian's Corpus Juris, although we

think it would have been desirable to en

large the statement so as to show the exact

place of the father and mother in the line

of inheritance before and after Justinian's

reforms. The account of the changes with

respect to testamentary succession is still

more instructive. Positive law is a dry

study except in so far as it possesses the

attraction of logical symmetry and scientific

arrangement, but the philosophy of the

history of law is not dry, as Sir Henry

Maine's works have abundantly shown.

We have an example of the interest sur

rounding it in Mr. Hunter's account of the

Roman will. The primary purpose of the

Roman will was to appoint an heir or a

universal successor. The reason, as he

points out, was that tho heir was the person

bound to perform the duties of filial piety

to the deceased, including originally the

performance of the proper funeral rites.

Ancient law shows many traces of the horror

with which tho forefathers of our race con

templated dying without an heir. The first

remedy in the case of childlessness was

adoption. The testamentary appointment of

an heir was the next step. This theory of

the origin of the will differs from Sir Henry

Maine's, but the latter is not irreconcilable

with it. Mr. Hunter's account of the original

absence of agency from Roman law and its

subsequent limited development is likewise

of interest. The actual person who inter

vened in a legal act and no other would

originally benefit from it. This is connected

with the strict formalism of the old law.

Every legal act involved elaborate core-

monies, and possessed in the eye of the

Roman law a sort of sacramental efficacy.

The benefit could not be given to a person

who had not gone through the regular

forms. The patria potestas and slavery,

however, supplied a partial substitute for

agency. Slaves and sons under power could

acquire for the paterfamilias, though not for

themselves. In later times the necessities

of commerce introduced agency in two other

cases, namely, the contracts of the captain

of a ship and of the manager of a shop.

In another work Mr. Hunter has disputed

Savigny's doctrine that the later Reman

law admitted agency in the case of all non-

formal contracts, and he may be excused for

not repeating hia arguments in the present

introductory treatise. But he would have

done well to explain in it how the contract

of mandate differed from agency. A person

might, he says, under the headof ' ' Mandate,"

give you a mandate to manage his business

or to buy a farm for him. It will not be at

once obvious to students how the person

empowered to do these things differed in

that respeet from an agent. The writer of

a text-book should always proceed on the

assumption that the reader knows nothing,

and that his ideas on the subject, if he has

any, are wrong. He should above all things

avoid Gibbon's unpleasant trick of telling a

story by allusion.

Mr. Hunter is justified in speaking of the

interest attaching to the Roman law of pro

cedure as in the main historical ; but it is a

little wide and vague to say that " the his

tory of procedure is, in one word, the his

tory of the efforts of the State to control

the transactions of men." While procedure

is growing, and the jurisdiction of the State

extending itself in that respect, its control

may be relaxed over some other departments

of human affairs. It may be withdrawing

from the sphere of religion ; or, again, it

may cease to regulate prices at the very

time that it assumes jurisdiction to enforce

contracts in respect of them.

Mr. Hunter has, we think, dono well in

this treatise to follow in the main the order

of the Institutes of Gaius and Justinian,

instead of distributing the Law of Persons

under jura in rem and jura in personam, as

in his larger work on Roman Law.

NOVKLS OF T1IK WEEK.

Lad;/ Laura. By Mary E. Christie. 3 vole.

(Strahan & Co.)

The Actor's Wife. By Edmund Leathes.

3 vols. (S. Tinsley & Co.)

Jack Align*s Friends. By G. Webb Appleton.

3 vols. (Same publishers.)

Grisel Romneg. By M. E. Frascr -Tytler.

2 vols. (Marcus Ward & Co.)

The Mistress of Coon Hall. By Margaret

R. Cartmell. (Walter Smith.)

Wanlering Will. (Remington & Co.)

Cross Purposes. By Cecilia Pindlay. (Marcus

Ward & Co.)

The Story of Heritage. By Herbert Gough.

(Remington & Co.)

The. Challenge of Barletta. By Massimo

d'Azeglio. Translated by Lady Louisa

Magenis. 2 vols. (Allen & Co. )

Les Amours a"un Pianiste. Par Hippolyte

Audeval. (Paris, Calmann Levy.)

Rhapsodical yearnings after the religion

of the future woven into a romance of

modern life do not offer a tempting feast to

ordinary novel - readers. ' Lady Laura '

proves that proselytes cannot prudently

embrace the new faith so long as most

people recognize distinctions of meum and

tuum in matrimony as well as property. On

the other hand, the creed is free from dog

matic difficulties, and is adapted by its

vagueness to the wants of progressive

societies. It is nowhere precisely formulated,

but we are told that "love is God," and

that " somewhere in some one soul the

highest is revealed to each of us. And that

soid becomes to us a temple for evermore, a

slirine at which we kneel, a holy of holies

where we meet the Eternal face to face."

The threeprincipal characters in the story—

Maurice Herne, his wife, Lady Laura, and

Cassandra Gwynne—have all drifted from

orthodoxy into the haven of this new

religion. Complications arise when Lady

Laura discovers that her husband is Cas

sandra's divinity, and that he returns the

flattering worship. The struggle in Cas

sandra's mind between love for Maurice and

loyalty to his wife is depicted with con

siderable force and power of expression.

But it is difficult to regard the chief charac

ters except as fictions created to exemplify

the propositions of the author, and the pro

minence of the purpose degrades her art

into artifice. Still, in spite of this defect,

Cassandra Gwynne is a powerful, and Lady

Laura an attractive, study, and some of the

smaller figures are lightly and effectively

sketched. The Engbsh is good throughout,

and flashes of something like eloquence

counterbalance the occasional lapses into

iucoherency.

Mr. Leathes tells his story freshly, buoy

antly, not to say boyishly, without pretence

of wisdom or affectation of fine writing, and

thus he has quite as much chance of being

read and approved as if his art and his style

had boen five times better than they are.

No doubt his language is a little turgid and

artificial, his fun a little forced, and his

machinery somewhat clumsy, but these are

precisely the faults which might be ex

pected in a young author and in his first

attempt. There is all the more hope that

time and practice may bring Mr. Leathes

greater success if he has the heart to repeat

his experiment ; and the critic may forgive

himself for offering what would otherwise

be a cruel encouragement in view of these

hopeful indications, and in view also of the

fact that an actor could not more naturally

and legitimately occupy the intervals of his

histrionic work than in creating out of his

own mind a stage, a plot, a company, in

which he can constitute himself his own

prompter, his own manager, and his own

deus ex vtachind.

Jack Allyn has a friend called Sandford,
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and when they were at Oxford tho latter

was familiarly known as ' ' Sandford and

Morton "—a sobriquet which, as Mr. Appleton

informs us on his first page, gave riso among

feeble-minded undergraduates to "more or

less badinage about the immortal Barlow."

"Why it should have done so, or why Mr.

Sandford should be called himself and some

body else at the same time, the casual reader

may be able to determine from the state

ment as it stands above ; and if not, there

is nothing else in the story to indicate a

solution of the difficulty. In point of fact,

" Sandford and Merton " and "the immortal

Barlow" seem to constitute the elements of

what Mr. Appleton desires us to understand

as a humorous sally. Another sally occurs

six pages later (with many intervening),

which runs in the following terms :—

" If Swift didn't get his idea of Liliput from

Conway, then he must have travelled out of his

way for a model and an idea, that is all."

These are fair samples of the wit that

sparkles throughout the three volumes

which record the story of Jack Allyn and

his friends, and no one who does not appre

ciate it sufficiently to relish it for some

seven hundred pages can hope to unravel

tho mystery which is here woven together

for him. The result, however, will be

thought worthy the effort by all who like

a good string of sensations and lively in

cidents, without greatly troubling themselves

about what is probable and what is the re

verse. Sandford (and Merton), who is the

chief of Mr. Allyn's pleiad of friends, falls

in lovo with Ethel Leighton, concerning

whose parentage a great deal of unnecessary

mystery is kept up until we are well into

the third volume. "The heart of him" is

completely captivated by "the face of her";

but, in accordance with the most approved

rules of fiction, the course of their mutual

affection is disturbod by the intervention

of a young (and needless to say a myste

rious) French "compte." The supposed

rival is promptly murdered. Sandford (and

Merton) is suspected of the crime, and in

order to release him from the embarrass

ment it is found necessary to have another

murder attempted in the same house, and

thus to discover the mysterious culprit. Mr.

Appleton cannot be highly complimented on

tho ingenuity or verisimilitude of his plot,

nor oven on the general tone of his narra

tive. Both might have been refined by the

devotion of another six months to the task

of revision ; and it is surely better to spend

two or three years over the production of a

careful work of art than to multiply the

number of one's deliverances at the expense

of their literary value.

It is a pity Miss Eraser-Tytler does not

amend a few slipshod expressions, for she

is not without ease and fluency of style.

" A letter, which when it came only brought

the news of the engagement being at an end,

but giving no reason how sucfi had come to pass.

Reggie wished to start for home at onco ; but

such could not be. "

The little pronoun "it" might have served

h'?r turn bettor in the above passage. The

story is harmless ; and if it contain no

moral, except that Jack Hunt is rightly

punished for his fickleness or self-confidence

in thinking he could supply the void left

by Lenore's desertion within ten days of

that misfortune, it is sometimes well to take

one's fiction thoughtlessly. The incidents

which support the plot are a commonplace

piece of mistaken self-sacrifice—one of the

heroines marrying an ancient peer for her

father's sake—and a commonplace piece of

self-deception—a girl getting so accustomed

to sisterly nonsense with a youth that she

does not find out she is in love with him till

he is on the point of being lost to her. The

kindly author brings all things right: the

filial duty of Lenore is rewarded, and the

old lord made happy ; Grisel jilts Jack

Hunt, and marries her boy ; and the

wretched Jack, who is at the bottom of all

the mischief, is taken in hand for the third

time by a lady of some spirit and a spice of

temper.

Miss Cartmell has a strange taste in

nomenclature. Coon Hall, the Wybeers,

Cumston, and Burkley are among her ideal

names. The Wybeers are an old family,

represented by a lady, the last of the line.

The mistress of Coon Hall, as "last of

the "Wybeers," travels about the country

at mysterious times and in strange guises,

speaks in a weird and stilted fashion, and

is generally accompanied by a black cat.

She adopts this line of conduct in order

to protect her nephew, on whose union

with one Miss Berriton the fulfilment of

certain prophecies depends, from his culp

able weakness with regard to one Alice

Montague. As that very weak and second-

rate young person abandons him when

wounded by the too zealous agents of his

aunt, and leaves Miss Berriton to the brunt

of what she supposes to be danger, Max,

the nephew, has no difficulty in the end in

meeting Miss "Wybeer's wishes. It is dis

covered, too, that Alice and he are the grand

children of twins, which is thought a great

obstacle to their union. Isabella Berriton,

having got over the sulky dignity which

was the consequence of being the victim of

prophecy, makes him an excellent wife.

This is partly a sublime book, but often

touches the ridiculous.

The author of 'Wandering Will' acknow

ledges that his tale is foolish, so criticism is

perhaps superfluous. It is the narrative,

"founded on fact," of a runaway journey

to America of a lad of sixteen, who is some

what weary of a too decorous home. Leav

ing the shelter of a cathedral close and the

unrequited attentions of a rather fussy aunt,

he embarks in an emigrant ship for the

States. It is wonderful how little he sees in

his travels. Having exhausted his funds he

is walking into Canada, when a mysterious

voice tells him to go back. The narrative is

relieved with poetry, cf which the following

may suffice as a specimen :—

Flow'r-sweets shall thy bed

Visit vagrantly,

Breezes blossom-fed

Woo thee fragrantly.

From another passage it appears that the

accent of these adverbs is placed on the last

syllable.

A very young-lady-like story is ' Cross

Purposes.' Else Bertram and Alice Heath-

cote are two damsels who share the same

home (Else being Alice's " companion "

fromstress of circumstances), and are carrying

on a sort of triangular duel with the same

lover. Frank Heathcote, Alice's first cousin,

has been unjustly disinherited, and in order

to make restitution and carry out what she

believes to be her dying father's wishes,

Alice proposes to marry Frank, although she

is consumed by an attachment to the parish

clergyman. Frank, for his part, is ardently

in love with Else, a state of mind which has

been produced in him by a combination of

irresistible circumstances very deftly put

together, but for Alice's sake endeavours to

subdue his feelings. Else, in love with

Frank, magnanimously endeavours to pro

mote his marriage with her friend. Of

course all these self-denying schemes break

down, and every one is made happy. There

is nothing remarkable in the book, except

perhaps an abnormal amount of blushing by

the ingenuous youth of both sexes.

Heritage is the name of • a girl who

describes in a short and rather feeble

volume her emotions on encountering a

gentleman who seemed to her to be a very

Apollo in looks and a Hercules in strength,

and the consequences of the meeting. Mr.

Esdale is a man of family and wealth, and

the motto of alte volo has been acted on con

scientiously in matrimonial matters by his

family. When Heritage discovers, on the

death of Colonel Dare, that she is only his

adopted daughter, and really the orphan

child of his servant, she is so overwhelmed

with shame as to desert tho too magnifi

cent Mr. Esdale, to whom she is by this

time engaged to be married. Like most

heroines of modern times, she becomes a

governess, but her probation is not dwelt

upon at great length, for the Hercules-

Apollo soon comes upon the scene, and

behaves (strange to say) like any other

gentleman. It is difficult to say whether

the supreme awe felt by the lady for the

gentleman's social standing or the extremely

impressionable heart concealed beneath his

formidable exterior be the more edifying

part of the story.

Of the novels to which the influenco of

Scott, and more immediately the success of

the ' Promessi Sposi,' gave birth in Italy,

one of the best known in this country is

probably that written by D'Azeglio as a

dutiful disciple of his father-in-law. The

period of Spanish power in Italy seems to

have attracted them both ; but while Man-

zoni's story has, as all the world knows, its

scene in Lombard}', ' Ettore Fieramosca,' as

the original title of the book before us runs,

' La Disfida di Barletta ' being its second

only, takes us far down the Adriatic coast.

The structure of the younger story is

slighter and more conventional, but the

inspiration is obviously the same, and a

translator should " train " for his work on

a course of Scott. Lady Louisa Magenis

seems to have attacked her work with little

aid beyond a dictionary ; hence, though we

do not find many faults of translation (and

those chiefly in proper names, as where

Raona and Puglia are left in their Italian

form, in which the English reader would

hardly recognize Aragon and Apulia), there

is a lack of style about the book which

makes it rather heavy reading. Slang

phrases also, such as "low form," " a tip,"

and slipshod expressions, such as " while

these events were transpiring," " attractive

female relatives," " lataille a Voutrance" are

particularly out of place in the romantic-

historical novel. Perhaps the most serious

fault is that in chapter iv. of the second

| volume, where a letter of Alexander VI. to
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his son, instead of being translated in full,

is, for reasons at which we can only guess,

reduced to a bald abstract, whereby the

remarks of the author which follow are

rendered perfectly unintelligible. As the

substance of the letter is given there is

nothing particularly "horrible" about it,

and there is nothing to show that any

treachery against "the cardinal of Corneto"

is proposed in it. Not only a translator's

duty to the original, but her author's own

reasons for giving the letter in full, might

have saved Lady Louisa Magenis from what

may be almost called a breach of fuith with

her readers.

M. Audeval is a novelist of some talent,

but we wish he had not read ' Fanny ' and

' La Comtesse do Chalis.' ' Los Amours

d'un Pianiste ' is an attempt to beat those

masterpieces on their own ground, and in a

way, perhaps, it succeeds. The hero is a

more amiable and more childish, though a

less petulant, person than the hero of the

work which recommended the late M. Fey-

<leau to some people, and the heroine is very

much more detestable than the heroine of

the book which (if we may be allowed the

phrase) unrecommended him to a good many

othors. Cordelia Wittmore (we must admit

■that the precise form of the surname has

not come under our notice in this country)

is an Englishwoman, and a very amiable

specimen of our race, being simply a model

of cold-blooded vice. Her lover is a young

artist, we fear it must be added also a young

fool, and his autobiographic relation of his

folly is neither edifying nor pleasant. The

inevitable husband, however, is a study

not wanting in power, and shows that M.

Audeval can do better things than this if

he chose. The "common form" of the

■eccentric Briton is taken as a foundation,

but upon this unpromising basis a really

finished study is elaborated. M. Audeval

saves his man from being contemptible

while avowedly making him ridiculous,

and exhibits him as possessing just enough

of manly feeling and spirit to preserve

the reader's respect while endowing him

with weaknesses and faults sufficient to

excuse to a certain extent the crime of

his companions, to take the story out of

the class of the wholly preposterous, and

to satisfy in some measure the purposes

of fictitious justice. The study is of a kind

not common in French novels, and has very

decided merits. Nor are we prepared to

say that there is nothing to be said for the

musical hero. The failure lies in the heroine,

who is one of those monstrosities which only

the highest genius can render possible or

tolerable. This genius M. Audeval can

hardly be said to possess.

PHILOLOGICAL BOOKS.

Sliropshire Word-book : a Glossary of Archaic

and Provincial Words, d-c, used in the .County.

ByGeorginaF. Jackson. Part II. (Triibner&Co.)

—We noticed the first part of Miss Jackson's

glossary soon after its appearance, and have

little to add to what we then said. In compila

tions of this kind it is not uncommon to find

the earlier letters of the alphabet have received

much more careful treatment than those nearer

the end. This is not the case here. The part

before us extends from "E" to the middle of

" N," and it seems to be in many ways an im

provement on that which went before it. The

specimens of the local speech are, we think,

more numerous, and are certainly selected with

equal care ; there is also a greater body of

examples taken from printed books and manu

scripts. It might be objected that some of the

former, the quotations from Burns, for example,

are out of place, inasmuch as Burns was by no

means a Shropshire man. In the majority of

cases, however, Miss Jackson has exercised a

wise discretion in this particular. The first

duty of the compiler of a local glossary is to

give all the information that is to be had as to

the special uses of each word in the district to

which the glossary relates, but it is also impor

tant, though in a far less degree, that the reader

should be informed how widely its use extends

—whether, like gie, to give, and gallows, mis

chievous, it is to be heard throughout the whole

of the English-speaking parts of the island, or,

like many agricultural and mining terms, is

restricted to one narrow locality. Copiousness

may be carried too far. AU words that vary in

sound or meaning, however slightly, from the

current forms should undoubtedly find a place

in such a book as this, but we can see no use

in inserting gocd book-English words, such as

lag, to fall behind, and lap, to fold up, both of

which occur in Shakspeare and Sir Walter Scott

and scores of authors between them. Under

"Humber," aShropshire namefor the cockchafer,

Miss Jackson gives additional currency to the

old notion that the river Humber took its name

from the humming noise made by its waters.

This is certainly wrong. The Humber does not

hum more than other rivers, nor nearly so much

as the Parret, the Ouse, the Trent, and other

rivers on which the high tidal wave known as

the bore or eagre manifests itself. The origin

of the name is at present an unsolved enigma,

but we are certain that the guess quoted by

Miss Jackson has no more to be said for it than

Geoffrey of Monmouth's fancy that the Severn

was so called because Sabrina was drowned

therein.

A Sanskrit Grammar, including both the Clas

sical Language and the Older Dialects of Veda

and Brdhmana. By W. D. Whitney. (Leipzig,

Breitkopf & Hartel ; London, Triibner & Co.)

—Whereas heretofore all Sanscrit grammars

written for Europeans in European languages—

from that of Carey down to those of Bopp,

Wilson, Benfey, Williams, Kielhorn, and Miiller

—have been more or less closely based on their

Hindu predecessors, Prof. Whitney's work en

tirely breaks with the traditional method. His

attempt is as novel as it is bold, but he has

successfully grappled with the difficulties of his

problem. With good practical sense he has

given a digest of the main facts of the language,

treating them historically and on the principles

of modern linguistic science. For this purpose

he has included in his scheme the forms and

constructions exhibited in the older language,

and has, as far as practicable, given full and

elaborate details as to the changes of accent in

combinations and inflection. Since much of

this additional matter might appear cumbersome

and deterrent to a beginner, and be reserved by

most teachers for a higher course of grammar,

the author has mado provision for the require

ments of the various stages of progress by the

use of different sizes of type. His remarks on

the use of the cases and tenses are very valu

able, and far better than what we have met with

on the subject in other Sanscrit grammars. We

think, however, that he has allowed himself to

be carried too far by his reformatory spirit in

omitting to add, in brackets, under their

respective heads, the native technical terms and

anubandhas, a knowledge of which is indispens

able for a correct understanding of the native

commentaries. As a philosophical exposition

of the Sanscrit language in its various stages,

and a trustworthy guide to its forms as exhi

bited throughout the wide range of Sanscrit

literature, Prof. Whitney's work deserves un

qualified praise, and may be said to mark an

epoch in the history of Sanscrit philology.

A Grammar of the Chinyanja Language as

spoken at Lake Nyassa, ivith Chinyanja-English

and English-Chinyanja Vocabularies. By Alex

ander Riddel. (Edinburgh, Maclaren & Son.)

—This excellent little book is an illustra

tion of the rapid way in which the interior of

Africa is being opened up. Lake Nyassa was

an almost unknown region but a few years ago ;

it is now a centre of missionary work, for the

sake of which Mr. Riddel's 'Grammar' has been

published at the expense of the Free Church

of Scotland. Chinyanja is the language spoken

throughout the greater part of the country in

the neighbourhood of Lake Nyassa, and belongs

to a Kafir tribe which a short time ago occupied

an area of no less than 40,000 square miles. It

belongs to the family of speech termed Ba-ntu

by Dr. Bleek, of which Zulu is the best known

example, and, like its allied dialects, marks the

concord between substantives, adjectives, pro

nouns, and verbs by means of prefixes. Unlike

the southern and western dialects, however, it

does not seem to possess any clicks. This may

be regarded as confirming the view that wherever

clicks are found in a Ba-ntu language they have

been borrowed from the Hottentots. According

to Rebman, Chinyanja takes a middle place

between the southern or Zulu branches of the

Ba-ntu family and the middle or Zangian branch,

and it is considered by Mr. Riddel to be a

typical example of a special group radiating from

Lake Nyassa.

The Lay of the Himyarites. Translated and

Edited by Capt. W. F. Prideaux. (Sehore.)—

The history of the wild and barren country

of the Hijaz and of its holy city Mecca has

become familiar to the whole civilized world,

thanks to the wide-spread influence of the

Mohammedan religion, which had its origin

there. Of the ancient and powerful kingdoms

of the south of Arabia, on the other hand,

scarcely a trace remains, and their very existence

is remembered only as a vague tradition. At

the present day, however, scientific investiga

tion and exploration are rapidly supplying the

missing links in the chain of the history of civi

lization. Egyptian, Phoenician, and Assyrian

monuments have yielded up information almost

as precise as the archives of a modern European

state ; the so-called Hamath inscriptions, which

are being brought to light in great numbers,

will, when deciphered, as they soon must be,

tell us the story of the once mighty empire of

the Hittites ; and Orientalists have for some

time past turned their serious attention to the

Himyaritic inscriptions which record the deeds

of the successors of that Queen of Sheba who

came from Yemen, in the south of Arabia, to

pay her tribute of admiration to the glory of

King Solomon. But although wo look to the

inscriptions themselves for precise data, the

interpretation of these is greatly aided by the

vaguer notices found in the literature, poetry,

and folk-lore of the various countries where the

inscriptions occur. Scattered fragments of Him

yaritic poetry, and incidental notices of Him

yaritic history and genealogy, occur throughout

Arabic literature, but the great sources of in

formation are some ancient manuscripts which

have within the last twenty years been rescued

from the neglect in which they had for centuries

remained in the mosques and private libraries of

the chief cities of South Arabia. These works

are for the moBt part based on those of Arab

authors compiled within a few years of the con

quest of the Himyaritic kingdom by the Muslims,

when Himyaritic was yet a spoken language and

the Himyaritic writing was still in use. They

not only give valuable historical details, but

furnish a complete key to the language and cha

racters of the inscriptions. Amongst these manu

scripts is one containing a poem by a certain

Cadhi Neshwan ibn Sa'id, himsolf the descendant

of a long line of Himyaritic princes, who died

about the end of the twelfth century of our era.

It is called ' Al Casldat al Himyarlyeh,' and has

for its subject the transitory nature of earthly
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happiness and glory. As this theme is, how

ever, illustrated by the enumeration of the

sovereigns of Yemen in chronological order, and

the list further explained by a commentary,

apparently written by the poet himself, it will

be easily seen that we have in this production

materials for most valuable research. Amongst

the princes mentioned it is interesting to notice

£1 Harith, a name that, like Pharaoh and Caesar,

became a dynastic title, and under the form

Aretas appears in the New Testament ; Balkis,

the traditional name of the Queen of Sheba

spoken of in the Bible, and whose visit to

Solomon is recounted in this poem ; Ifrikls, the

founder of a city in West Africa, and from whom

the very name of Africa is derived, as those of

America and Columbia are from the early dis

coverers, Amerigo and Columbus ; and Sham-

mar, who pushed his conquests into Asia

and founded the city of Samarcand, also named

after him. The Himyaritic princes, indeed,

seem to have carried their victorious arms at

different periods into remote parts of the East,

even establishing colonies in China and Thibet.

Here, too, is commemorated the bursting of the

dyke at Maareb, which suddenly put an end to

the prosperity of the south of the peninsula, and

the stirring story of which is mentioned in the

Koran and is a favourite theme with Arab

historians. Dhu Nawwas, another king, who

professed the Jewish religion and persecuted the

Christians, throwing numbers of them into pits

of fire in Nejran, is another character- familiar

to students of Arab history who reappears

in the bardic register. Of course, this list of

kings and the epitome of their deeds which

the poet gives have yet to be checked by the

collateral evidence of history and inscriptions ;

but, although much of it is mere legend, there

is a sufficient residue of undoubted fact to make

it well worth more careful study. The poem

has been edited by Capt. Prideaux, of the Uni

versity of Bombay, with an excellent translation,

and is furnished with a commentary and gene

alogical tables explanatory of the text. It is

published at Sehore, and the impression, which

is limited to twenty-five numbered copies,

though the work of a comparative amateur in

the school press of an Indian village, is quite an

oiit km de luxe. The work is a most valuable

contribution to the studies which M. Halevy,

by his large "corpus" of Himyaritic inscrip

tions, and Dr. H. S. Miiller in his ' Siidarab-

ische Studien,' have already brought within

the realm of accurate scientific investigation. A

popular account of the results of these explora

tions in the hitherto untrodden fields of Him

yaritic history could not fail to be both interesting

and profitable.

M. Leroux sends ns the first number of the

Revue Egyptologique, and also Inscriptions et

Notices recueillies a Edfou, par le Vte. Jacques de

Rouge". The first of these publications is a French

Egyptological journal, resembling in its scopo the

Zeitschrift fur JEgyptische Sprache und Alter-

thumkunde, and, it may be added, by the same

writers, the two contributors to both being

Brugsch Bey and M. Eugene Revillout. Emi

nent as these two Egyptologists are, it is to be

hoped that in some of the future numbers other

Egyptologists will appear as co-operators in the

undertaking. M. Chabas, whose name appears

on the title-page, has not written anything in

this number, nor has M. Maspero, Le Vte. J.

de Rouge", M. Pierret, nor M. Naville. As the

interest of such a journal is that it should

have numerous writers, it is to be hoped that

they will be forthcoming to support the enter

prise. There is always a great difficulty in sup

porting journals of this class, and the German

journal already mentioned seems hardly to leave

room for another of the same kind, except for

the French school of Egyptology. The subjects

treated in the Revue are not altogether new,

but given in a more extended form. M. Revil-

lout's ' Chronological Notes on the History of

the Ptolemies ' will interest those who study

that difficult subject, especially as his unrivalled

knowledge of the Coptic and demotic will throw

considerable light from sources hitherto only

imperfectly touched. Brugsch Bey's memoir

on the word " Adon " is phUoIogically interest

ing, although he does not in it press the analogy

of "adon" or "aten" to "Adonai" as for

merly, but considers it equivalent to " wakeel "

or "vakil." His geographical study of Lake

Moeris is also important, although some of the

ideas there put forth have been already given

in his geographical dictionary. The mythological

part of the article is most attractive, and his

account of the god Socharis a good study of the -

Memphite deity.

M. de Rouge"s inscriptions from Edfou are

not accompanied by any text, but are useful

to Egyptologists, especially in relation to the

geography of the Nomes and the study of the

later texts, which begin to be analyzed, and

are useful as scholia on the older mythology.

Several of these have been published, but those

that are here given have been carefully com

pared and improved. M. de Rouge has already

rendered the greatest service to Egyptology by

the numerous inscriptions he has published in

the Etudes Egyptologiques, and this last publica

tion is invaluable for the inscriptions of Edfou,

those of Denderah and Abydos having been

published by Marietta Pasha. The quantity of

inscriptions available for the study of the

Egyptian monuments is now so great that it

has become almost impossible to go through

the whole in detail. The later texts are also

particularly difficult to translate, from the

numerous and unusual hieroglyphs used for

ordinary words. The texts of Edfou, although

not so interesting as the historical inscrip

tions, yet contain most important information

about the products of the Nomes of Egypt

and their arrangement under the Ptolemies,

with a few mythological notices of the period.

M. de Rouge" has not only published inscrip

tions, but his labours have been formerly

directed to the explanation of the geographical

texts of the later temples.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.

Seven Stories. By Ascott R Hope. (Griffith &

Farran.)

The Otter's Story, and other Stories. By the

Author of ' Friends in Fur and Feathers. '

(Walter Smith.)

Jemima: a Story of English Family Life. By

Adelaide. (Whittingham & Co.)

The Tapestry Room: a Child's Romance. By

Mrs. Molesworth. (Macmillan & Co. )

Mb. Hope understands and writes about boys

so well that every one who has been a boy

must like and value his work. Of these seven

stories of his at least five are thoroughly good

reading. The best is, perhaps, "The Amateur

Dominie," a confession in which the struggles of

a proud young theorist in education with a

restive and sniggering class are narrated with

ever so much of liveliness and point. Very

good in its way, too, is " Calf Love," which is

enriched with some incomparable specimens of

schoolroom amatory verse ; and far too meri

torious to be passed over in silence are " The

Watch," "Dark Doings," and "The Great

Unknown," the last as moving a record of the

horrible dangers of youthful impertinence as can

well be imagined. Mr. Hope's boys, it may be

noted, are not prigs all sentiment, nor apes all

mischief, nor athletes all muscle and wholesome

ideas ; they are boys, and there are few or none

but will be glad to make their acquaintance.

The stories by the author of 'Friends in

Fur and Feathers,' some of which have already

seen the light in periodicals, make a charm

ing volume now that they are gathered together

and ornamented with illustrations fit for the

drawing-room table. In ' The Otter's Story '

there is a most spirited description of an

otter hunt, and one's sympathies are with i

the otter. The story of the tame cockatoo

Jacob will be a favourite. Jacob was a per

fectly bewitching bird of his species, and his

naughty mischievous tricks only endear him the

more. There is something pathetic in Jacob's

attempts, invariably defeated, to make holes in

trees to receive imaginary nests, and when at

last Jacob achieves the laying of an egg, and

thus reveals the fact that all along Jacob has

been a hen -bird whose maternal instincts had.

been baffled, the reader will feel a pang of sym

pathy. The story of the tame chinchilla is very

charming also ; in fact, the book itself will be a,

welcome gift to all who receive it.

' /emima ' is a most delightful book, and it is

hard to say which of the characters one likes the

most. Boy readers will certainly fall deeply in

love with the heroine Jemima, who, as the elder

sister and as leader of the revels, conies first in

everything—books, work, play, and especially

mischief.

Mrs. Molesworth is the queen of children's

fairyland. She knows how to make use of the

vague, fresh, wondering instincts of childhood,

and to invest familiar thing* with fairy glamour.

This is a companion story to 'The Cuckoo Clock,'

and Dudu, the old raven, may take his place

beside the cuckoo. Elder people will read

the book with as much interest as children, or

perhaps even more, for children will want to-

handle the fine gossamer threads, the "fancies

strange and sweet," out of which the story is

spun, and which will not abide handling or

close questioning.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

A biography of the late Rev. R. W. Sibthorpr

by the Rev. J. Fowler, has been published by

Messrs. Skeffington. Some unusual circum

stances in his life made Mr. Sibthorp's conduct

discussed and disputed about on more than one

occasion. Ordained in 1815, he began as an

Evangelical of an extreme type. Five-and-twenty

years afterwards he joined the Church of Rome -r

in that communion he remained two or three

years, and then returned to the Protestant

Establishment. Another interval of twenty

years passes away, and in 1865 Mr. Sibthorp is

again reconciled to Rome. He died in 187!) at

the great age of eighty-seven, having received

the last sacraments of the Roman Church. But

as if determined to exhibit his inconsistency to-

the very end, he was, by his own desire, buried

in the Protestant cemetery and with the funeral

service of the Common Prayer Book. Of the

honesty of purpose, the genuine piety, and

thorough conscientiousness of Mr. Sibthorp's

character, there has never been the slightest

doubt. But a biography of the man, spun out

to 400 pages, is quite uncalled for, nor is it easy

to understand what possible good can be expected

to result from this publication. Let admiration

of Mr. Sibthorp's sincerity be carried ever so

high, few will agree with the opinion of Mr.

Fowler that he is to bo regarded as a saint.

Judging from what we read in this " Life," Mr.

Sibthorp seems never to have been able quite to

make up his mind when he was an Anglican

that the Reformation was to be justified, or

when he happened to be a Catholic whether

the Pope is or is not Antichrist. The book is

hardly a record, therefore, of the life of a man

whose life is worth the reading. Its literary

merits scarcely deserve criticism. The author,

writing in a loose and confused kind of way,

whilst certainly there is little to tell about

Mr. Sibthorp, yet manages to put that little as

obscurely as well may be. He seems to be him

self what Mr. Sibthorp was in his early years,

a Calvinist of the Evangelical school. As to

dates or any clear narrative of facts the reader

will be constantly disappointed. No index of

any kind is given, except a list of the headings

of the different chapters. A short chapter of

four or five leaves contains all that Mr. Fowler

i thinks it necessary to devote to the most im
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portant part of Mr. Sibthorp's life, his first re

ception into the Roman Church, and a large

part even of this brief space is taken up with

an account of a couple of pamphlets. The book

may very safely be recommended to anybody

who finds it difficult to go to sleep, but we cannot

discover of what other use or benefit it is likely

to be.

The French bibliographical journal I* Lime,

of which a description was given in the Athe-

nmtm for the 24th of January, published by

M. Quantin and edited by M. Octave Uzanne,

has completed its first stage. The partie moderne,

separated from the other portions of each

number already issued, now forms an entire

volume, the cover and index of which will be

supplied in the next number. The several sec

tions of each livraison, having distinct pagina

tion, are intended to be bound up separately ;

and the first part, devoted to the bibliography

of ancient or rare books, and printed with orna

mentation on special paper, will form at the end

of the year a sumptuous volume, containing

from sixteen to twenty plates, besides illus

trations in the text. A new prospectus accom

panies the present number, and the proprietors

chronicle very considerable success as the imme

diate result of their arduous and costly under

taking. We trust this may continue, as the

work richly deserves support. Mr. Arthur

O'Shaughnessy writes in the journal every

month. His letter this time is occupied almost

entirely with Mr. Swinburne's new volume of

poems, and gives an account of a recent reading

of them by the poet himself to a select circle

of friends. M. Jules Claretie also contributes

a pleasant article on the love of books, entitled

4 Mes Livres. '

LIST OP NEW BOOKS.

Theology.

Wood's (W. S.) An Eastern Afterglow, or Prctent Aspects of
Sacred Scenery, 8vo. 16/ el.

Law.

Coulson (H. J. W.) and Forties's (TJ. A.) Law relating to
Waters, Sea, Tidal, and Inland. 8vo. 28/ cl.

Klein's ( Dr. J.) Student's Manual of the History, laws, and
Constitution of England, or. 8vo. 4/6 ol.

Hacalpin's (D. It.) Law relating to Money Lenders and
Borrower*, cr. 8vo. 9/ cl.

Pye's (H. J.) Notes on the Conflicting Claims to the Pro
perty of a Debtor, cr. 8vo. 3/d cl.

Poetry.

Browning's (R.) Dramatic Idyls. Second Series, 12mo. 5/ cl.

Fanny. Sonnets and Poems by Claude Duval, 12mo. 3 <! cl.
Mat-Hales (liev. M. J.) Songs for Freedom, and other

Poems, 12mo. 4/6 cl.

Monck's ( W. H. S.) Introduction to Logic, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.

History and Biography.

Gossip's (R. ) History of Russia, 12rno. 2/ cl.
Montague's (Capt. W. E.i Campaigning in South Africa,

Reminiscences of an Officer in 1878, or. 8vo. 10/6 cl.

Geography and Tmrel.

Walford's (E.) Holidays In Home Counties, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.

Scienoe.

Beal (L. 8.) On Slight Ailments, their Nature and Treat
ment, 8vo. 5/ cl.

Elliot's (J.) Advanced Algebra for the Use of Schools and
Colleges, 8vo. 5/ cl.

General Literature.

Arnold (Matthew). Passages from the Prose Writings of, 7/6
Doudney's >S.) Strangers Vet, a Story, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Emerton's (W. P.) Analysis of Adam Smith's Wealth of

Nations, Part 2, Books .1, i. and 5, or. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Maclear's (Mrs.) Cottage Garments, and How to Cut them

Out, with Eight large Diagrams, 8/ liook and sheets.
Murscil's (Rev. A.) Addresses to the Working People of

Birmingham, cr. Hvo. 2/6 cl.
Noel's (Lady A.) From Generation to Generation, 8/ el.
Taylor's (J. E.) Nature's Byepaths, a Series of Recreative

Papers in Natural History, cr. 8vo. 7/rt el.
Tuer's (A. W.) Luxurious Bathing, a Sketch, Eight Etchings

by Tristram Ellis, cheap edition. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Wood's (8.)Tree Planter and Plant Propagator ; Tree Primer,

l>eing a Practical Manual on the Pruning of Fruit Trees,
Unto. 2/6 each, cl.

FOREIGN.

TAeology.

Luthnrdt (E.)t Die Modernen Weltanschauungen u. ihrc
praktischen Konsetmcnsen, 5m.

Philosophy.

Janet (P.): Tratte Elementally de Phllosophie 1 l'tjsage des
Classes, 8 fr. 75.

Philology.

Brugsch Bey (H.); Hieroglyphisch - demotisches Wftrter-
buch. Vol. 5, 116m.

Nicephori Archicpiscopi Constant. Opuscula Historlca, ed.
Car. de Boor, 3m. 30.

Pomponil Mela? de Chorographia, Libri Tres, recogn. C. Frick,
lm. 20.

History and Urography.

Kocrting (O.): Geschichte der Literatur Italiena im Zeltalter
der Renaissance, Vol. 2 ( Boccaccio's Leben), 16m.

Maurer (Ron.) : Zur Politischen Geschichte Islands, 6m.
Monumenta Medii Mv\ res Gestas Polonia? filustraiitia, Vol. 5,

Codicis dlplomatici Civitat. Cracovlensis, Ps. 1, 16m.
Raunie (E.): Recucil Clairambault-Maurcpas, Vol. 4, 10 fr.

Geography.

Paulltachke (P.): Die Geographische Erforachung d. Afri-
kanischen Continents von d. aatesten Zaiten bis auf
unaere Tage, Om.

Adolph (O. E.): TJeb Insectenfliigel, 8m.
Fischer (H.): Nephrit u. Jadeit n. ihren Mineralogischen

Eigenschaften so wie nach ihrer Ethnograph. Bedeutg.,

14m. 40.
Greef (R.): Die Eehluren (Gephyrea Armata), 16m.
Hansen (A.): Die Quehracho-Rlnde, 3m.
Ubaghs (C): Description Geologique et Palebntologloue du

General Literature.
Boisgobey (F. du): La Main Coupee, 2 Vols., 7 fr.
Uianne (O.): Contes de Charles Pinot-Duclos, publics avec

une Notice Bio-bibliographique, 10 fr.

MILTON NOTES.

Edinburgh, June 29, 1880.

It is about twenty years since one heard first

of the existence of records relating to an action

in the Westminster Court of Requests, in 1037,

by Sir Thomas Cotton, baronet, against Milton's

father, the retired scrivener, and his partner or

servant, Thomas Bower, charging them with

having, some years before, fraudulently per

suaded the complainant's uncle, John Cotton,

then an old and infirm man, to accept a sum

of 2,000t\ for money to the amount of 3,600?.,

which he had put in their hands to be let out

for him at interest. There was further attention

to the case in 1874, when details were brought

to light from preserved documents of the Court

in the Public Record Office. In an article by

Mr. T. C. Noble in the Sun newspaper of

Nov. 12th, 1874, and in other articles elsewhere

about the same time, the substance of the docu

ments was given very clearly, and especially the

substance of the most interesting of thom, viz.,

the scrivener's own answer to the complaint.

This answer explained his old business con

nexions with the daceased John Cotton, re

pudiated utterly and with touching indignation

the charge of fraudulent dealing in his pro

fession, and, though intimating that there had

been some private arrangement between Bower

and old Cotton, of which the respondent knew

nothing save by report, left a distinct impression

that the ex-scrivener had thoroughly cleared

himself, and that his son's well-known post

humous character of him as "a man of the

utmost integrity " could receive no stain from

this disinterred accusation.

As the story connects itself with the last year

of Milton's life at Horton, and with the very

week of the death of Milton's mother there, I

have recently, for the purposes of a revised

edition of a former volume of mine, examined

the documents in the Record Office for myself.

The search was facilitated by very exact refer

ences kindly furnished me by Mr. Noble, and

by courteous official assistance in the reading-

room. With the results, in the shape of the

tissue of new incidents to be inserted into

Milton's life at Horton between 1C3G and 1638,

I need not trouble you ; but two matters are of

a kind to be made public at once.

One of these is not a direct result of the

inspection of the Record Office documents, but

is an addition for which I am indebted to Mr.

Noble in a communication to me since that in

spection. The reading of the documents amply

confirmed the impression that the scrivener had

cleared himself perfectly by his answer. It

even conveyed the idea that this was the opinion

of the Court, and that the case was deserted in

its first form of Cotton it. Milton and Bower,

and was continued, so far as it was continued

at all, only in the form of Cotton v. Bower.

Still, from defect of positive paper evidence,

there was a haze over the conclusion of the case

in court as it respected Milton. Mr. Noble's

communication sets that matter at rest. He

has just found, in the Cottonian collection of

charters in the British Museum, "five docu

ments carefully placed under one cover," all

appertaining to Sir Thomas Cotton's suit. These

are : (1) the original draft of Sir Thomas's com

plaint ; (2) Bower's answer ; (3) Bower's further

answer ; (4) a letter from Henry Perry, Sir

Thomas's agent in the case, to Sir Thomas,

dated April 3rd, 1637, giving an account of

what had been done in the case up to that date ;

(5) final order of the Court so far as Milton was

concerned, dated February 1st, 1637/8. It seems

to me likely that these papers have been looked

at before, and, indeed, that the first public

knowledge of the case about twenty years ago

came from this source. But Mr. Noble, I

believe, has been the first to perceive the im

portance of those of the papers that supply

information additional to that yielded by the

Record Office documents. These are Nos. 4

and 5, of both of which he has obligingly sent

me copies. Much of what is contained in No. 4

was ascertainable from the Record Office docu

ments or might have been inferred from them ;

but No. 5 is a real discovery. With Mr. Noble's

permission I here transcribe it: " Pritno die

Jj'ebruarii Anno R. Caroli decimo teriio.—
Whereas Sr Thomas Cotton, Kt., long since

exhibited his bill of Compl't unto the Kings
Ma''' before his highnes Councell in his hobl€

Court of Whitehall att Westm' ag' John

Milton, defend1, unto wch bill the sd def the

same tearme answered ; with w0*, as it seemeth,

the sd compl' resteth satisfyed, for that he

hath by the space of two whole tearmes last

past and upwardes fayled to replye or other

wise to p'ceede in the said cause, whereby to

bring the same to hearinge, as by the ordinary

course of this Court he ought to have done :

Therefore it is, by his Ma'»' said Councell of

this Court, Ordered that the same matter shalbe

from henceforth out of this Court cleerely and

absolutely dismissed for ever (for want of

p'secucion) ; and the said defend', as concerninge

the same, is discharged of any further attend

ance in this behalfe, and lycensed to depart att

his lib'tie (sine die) ; and that the said compl'

Sr Thomas Cotton shall p'sentlie, uppon sight or

knowledge hereof, content and pay unto the

said defend' Milton, or to his assigncs demaund-

inge the same, the full some of Twentie Shillings

of current english money, for his costs herein

wrongfully susteynod."

The other matter that may interest your

readers at present concerns the age of Milton's

father. The well-known tradition from Aubrey

makes him to have been at least eighty-four

years of age at his death in March, 1646/7, and

so would make him at least seventy-four at the

time of Sir Thomas Cotton's suit. Although

the concurring evidences to the truth of this

tradition are all but irresistible, it has been

perseveringly called in question of late, on the

ground that, if it is correct, Milton's father

must have been thirty-six or thirty-seven years

of age when he was admitted of the Scriveners'

Company in February, 1599, whereas such ad

mission was possible at the age of twenty-one,

and customary at little over that age. True,

the difficulty is met by the accompanying tradi

tion, from Aubrey and also from Phillips, that

the poet's father had entered the profession in

special circumstances and in a somewhat irregular

manner ; but incredulity has extended to that

tradition too. Henceforth, however, all mere

speculation on the subject must cease, and

Aubrey's tradition as to the age of the scrivener

has to stand to the very letter. The scrivener

was allowed, in the spring of 1637, to give his

answer in the Cotton suit at Horton, instead of

coming up personally to Westminster, and the

reasons for this indulgence are expressed in the

following affidavit in his behalf, dated April 1st,

1637, which I found in the preserved Affidavit

Book of the Court in the Record Office :—

"Whereas John Milton, gen., hath been

served with his Majesty's process of Privy Seal

issuing forth of this honourable Court to answer
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to a bill of complaint against him exhibited by

Sir Thomas Cotton, baronet, plaintiff, Chris

topher Milton, son of the said defendant, maketh

oath that his said father, being aged about

seventy-four years, is not, by reason of his said

age and infirmity, able to travel to the city of

Westminster, to make his perfect answer to the

said bill, without much prejudice to his health,

he living at Horton in the county of Bucks,

about seventeen miles distant from the city of

Westminster. "

This settles the question. The poet's father

was born not later than 1563, and was, therefore,

almost exactly Shakspeare's coeval. He was

about thirty-six or thirty-seven years of age

when he became a London scrivener and married

Milton's mother, whose age was then not less

than about twenty-eight ; he retired from the

active business of scrivenership in or about

1C31, when he was about sixty-eight ; he became

a widower in April, 1637, when he was about

seventy-four ; and he lived ten years beyond

that, and died in his son's house in Barbican,

when, as Aubrey tells us, he was eighty-four

years of age at least. David Masson.

ANTIOCHU8 THE GREAT.

21, Charles Street, Berkeley 8quarc, June 29, 1880.

It will be interesting to Assyrian scholars to

learn that among the antiquities recently re

ceived at the British Museum from the excava

tions at Babylon is a fine clay cylinder of

Antiochus the Groat, containing sixty lines

of cuneiform writing in a perfect state of pre

servation. The royal titles recorded on the

cylinder are, with the exception of the ethnic

distinction of Makldddunai, "Macedonian," the

same as were borne by the old kings of Babylon,

and furnish no special evidence as to which of

the Antiochi may be designated ; but as the

king's father and son both bear on the cylinder

the name of Seleucus—the orthography, how

ever, being throughout employed of tHkuJcku, as

if the Babylonians, like the Armenians, substi

tuted a guttural for the Greek liquid—there can

be no hesitation in identifying the monarch with

Antiochus the Great, whose father was Seleucus

Ceraunus, and whose son and successor was

Seleucus IV. or Philopator. A date is also

given on the cylinder—" the 20th day of the

month Adar, in the 43rd year "—for the execu

tion of certain works at Babylon, which would

soem to show that the so-called Parthian epoch

of b. o. 248 had been already adopted at Babylon

as the national era, and in supercession of the

better known Syrian "era of the Seleucidte,"

the year indicated on the cylinder being thus

equal to b c. 205, when Antiochus the Great is

known to have been wintering at Babylon after

his return from his famous Indian expedition.

The inscription is written in the ornate cunei

form character, which we have been hitherto

accustomed, on perhaps insufficient evidence, to

term hieratic, and presents a good deal of variety

from the alphabet of the same type which was

used in the time of Nebuchadnezzar, but the

language is to all intents and purposes the

same that is found in Babylonian documents

dating threo centuries earlier ; and the legend

itself, recording the repairs by the king of the

two great temples of Babylon, together with

prayers for the royal protection to the tutelary

divinities Nebo and Merodach, exhibits the

stereotyped phrases with which all Assyriologists

are familiar. Tho chief interest, therefore, of

the document consists, not in any direct his

torical discovery, but in the evidence which is

afforded that official records, of the same typo

as the early cylinders of Niniveh and Chaldrca,

were deposited in the temples of Babylon long

after the date of the Macedonian conquest, and

in tho hope which we are thus authorized to

entertain that contemporary accounts of the

campaigns of Alexander and his successors will

be brought to light as excavations are continued

in tho mounds of Amran and Jamjtfmeh, from

whence, it is understood, all the recent relics,

including the cylinders and tablet of Cyrus the

Great, have been exhumed. I am further glad

to bo able to announce that, at the personal

solicitation of Sir Henry Layard before ho

left Constantinople, H.M. the Sultan was

pleased to extend for another two years, dating

from next spring, the period during which the

employes of the British Museum are to be per

mitted to continue their excavation of the

mounds of Assyria and Babylonia.

S H. C. PwAWXINSON.

THE NEW SHAKSPEIiE SOCIETY.

London Hospital, June 29, 18P0.

With reference to a paragraph in last week's

Athenccum, I shall be glad of your permission to

mention that Dr. Nicholson has allowed me to

consider his contemplated resignation as with

drawn, and that he will remain upon the Com

mittee, at any rate for the present.

A. G. Snelcrove, Hon. Sec.

SALE.

The sale of Mr. Cecil Dunn-Gardner's choice

library was brought to a conclusion on Saturday

last, at the rooms of Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson

& Hodge. Amongst the lots were Le Sage's Gil

Bias, 8 vols., illustrated with COO engravings,

which sold for 30?. ; Lodge's Portraits, 4 vols. ,

large paper, 52?. 10s. ; Manning and Bray's Surrey,

3 vols., large paper, 31/. 10s. ; Nash's Mansions,

4 vols. , 30?. ; Ovide, Metamorphoses, par Banier, 4

vols. , 25?. 10s. ; Purchas's Pilgrimcs, 5 vols. , 74?. ;

Quintiliani Opera curante Spalding, 6 vols.,

28?. 10s. ; Shakspeare's Plays, first edition, with

title-page in fac-simile, and wanting Ben Jouson'B

verses, &c. , 75?.; second edition, 37?.; and

fourth edition, 32?. ; Shakspeare's Henry V., the

1608 edition, 30?. 10s. , or thrice the sum it sold

for in Sir W. Tite's sale ; King John, 1622,

10?. 10s. ; King Lear, 1655, 7?. 5s. ; Love's Labour

Lost, 1631, 3?. 3s. ; Othello, 1630, 15?. 10s. ;

Taming the Shrew, 1631, 14?. 10s. ; Sir John

Oldcastle, 1600, 6?. 15s. ; Yorkshire Tragedie,

1619, 11?. ; Two Noble Kinsmen, by Fletcher

and Shakspeare, 1634, 13i. ; Voltaire, GSuvres,

70 vols. , large paper, 41?. ; Walpole's Anecdotes

of Painting and Engraving, 6 vols., 31?. 10s.

The six days' sale brought 4,734?. 4s.

NOTES FROM PARIS.

I adore my country and I sincerely like yours.

I am, therefore, truly glad to witness the

rapprochement between England and France.

Perhaps it would be an exaggeration to say that

the two nations are throwing themselves into

one another's arms. The movement is not

so brusque ; it is measured, continuous, unin

terrupted ; it proceeds with the wise slowness

that presides over logical matters.

Do you remember that last year at this season

there was still a black spot between the two

countries ? It was the question of the Hellenic

frontiers. Our actors had gone to London, and

you had applauded them. Our men of letters

had paid you a visit, and you had received

them with the most graceful and liberal hos

pitality. One felt that an invisible current of

sympathy was passing tho Channel. But our

Governments were not of the same mind regard

ing the little kingdom of Greece. You thought

as wo did that it was necessary to give breath

ing space to an unlucky people confined within

too narrow limits. Only the Beaconsfield

Cabinet considered that wo were over liberal.

On no consideration would it extend Greece to

Janina. On this question the disagreement

was so decided that I could not refrain from

mentioning and regretting it. In a letter to

tho Times I offered my farewell thanks to all

those among you who had received us so cor

dially, and I was led on in spite of myself, so

to say, to plead the- oause of Greece, which in

our eyes was mixed u-p with tho cause of the

Anglo-French alliance. Was I so very wrong ?

Is it not evident to-day that tho Cabinet headed' j

by the illustrious Mr. Gladstone has, by en-J

suring the triumph of the Philhellenic causeri

brought the two countries nearer? Jr

I am not suspected of a blind tenderness for

the Greek people. When I made its acquaint

ance I was very young and it too, for we were-

about tho same age, and youth is not exactly

the indulgent age. But men, and peoples too,,

resemble fruits that, as they ripen, get rid of

their acidity. A sincere observer, who had fol

lowed them step by step for fifty years, would

certainly recognize that their little faults are.

almost all the effects of several centuries of

slavery and of tmr "too narrow limits assigned

to them by Europe on their emancipation: On

tho other hand, the grand qualities which dis

tinguish them from all contemporary peoples

are their own. The Greeks, in truth, are a

noble race, worthy of a better lot, and I am

happy to sec that England and France are agreed

to do them justice.

The French diplomatist who has the honour

of aiding Mr. Goschen in this work of redress

is one of my friends and schoolfellows. Ho

came to us late, about sixteen, at the Colle'go

Charlemagne, and he at once took his place in

tho first ranks. His father, Professor of

Philosophy in the Faculty of Dijon and

author of a learned translation of Kant, had

preferred to teach him luinself. This worthy

man had taught his son not only Greek and

Latin, but also German and English. Charles

Tissot, thus equipped, fell into the middle of us

like an aerolite : he had great advantages over

all his companions. Besides, he drew as other

people wrote, as easily, as quickly, throwing off

with a few touches clear and spiriiuel sketches.

It was on seeing him that I came to understand

that drawing is the writing of objects, as writing

is the drawing of ideas. 1848 separated its.

Charles Tissot entered the Ecole d'Administra

tion with Charles Floquet and many other dis

tinguished young fellows, who have made their

way in the world in different manners. I know

one of them who manages La Belle Jardiniere,

a well-known establishment: it competes with

the great English clothiers in disguising the

Japanese.

The Ecole d'Administration was suppressed

by Bonaparte in 1849, and the young men whom

it had assembled shifted for themselves as they

best could. Charles Tissot entered, not without

difficulty, the Commercial Department of the

Foreign Office ; he came out as an Mere consul

in 1852, and set off for Tunis when I was leaving

the Ecole Nornialo for AthenB. I should liko

to have still in my desk the brilliant letters ho

used to write to me from Africa in that happy

time. Alas ! they were stolen from me—stolen

for the delightful drawings which illustrated

every page.

M. Challemel Lacour, who takes possession

to-day of the Embassy house at Albert Gate, is

one of my friends of the Ecole Normale. Per

mit me to recommend him to the lettered publis

of England, as Mr. O'Donnell has performed his

task but imperfectly.

In our dear old school in the Rue d'Ulm,

Challemel Lacour was the companion of Beule,

Mezieres, Taine, Assollant, Provost Paradol,

and many other budding writers, who all of

them had a high esteem for his character and

/talents, and with one accord prophesied a

| brilliant career for him. I muBt confess that

; none of us took tho trouble to inquire if this

profound thinker, correct speaker, lively and

concise writer, had had a grocer or a marquis

for his great-grandfather. We used to judge

one another without going so far back, and we

were not often deceived. England will not be

slow to confirm our verdict, more equitable and

less prejudiced than that of certain magistrates

and sundry unscrupulous politicians. We his

old schoolfellows only laughed when it was

asserted that Challemel Lacour had written,
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" Fusillez-moi tout ca." Tho accusation was as

comic as if they had said, " M. Challemel

Lacour is as bloodthirsty as a pupil of tho

Ecole Normale. " But wo did not laugh when

we saw that a civil court had condemned our

friend to pay exorbitant damages to a house of

the Jesuits, which he had not been able to

attack or defend, as at the time of the plunder

ing he was himself a prisoner in the Prefecture at

Lyons. Luckily the Cour de Cassation has not

yet said its last word in this strange affair, and

the judges who have stewed our friend will

before long be judged in their turn.

It is a very great event in our eyes, the d£but

of this ambassador of tho nouvellrs couches in a

capital so proud, so aristocratic, but also so just

and so thoroughly honest, as London. I am

not uneasy about the upshot, for we have sent

you as the representative of New France one

of the most upright men who have been living

for the last fifty years under the full light of

the sun. But the nations do not know one

another sufficiently. One could find in London

thousands of rich traders who deem Gambetta

a species of wild beast. They will soon change

their opinion, for the wild beast told me this

morning, June 29th, at breakfast that he hoped

to pay you a visit immediately after the signing

of the new treaty of commerce.

Since I last wrote to you we have lost a

scholar, a connoisseur, and a fino critic, whose

reputation was French rather than European,

M. Edouard Fournier. Paul de Musset has

gone to rejoin his brother, the French Byron—

a less powerful Byron than yours, yet a poet to

the tips of his fingers. Paul, who was not desti

tute of ability, was sacrificed all his life through

to the glory of Alfred, yet he never complained.

His house, respectable and modest, was full

of relics piously preserved, a true temple of

brotherly love.

Gustave Flaubert, who wrote a masterpiece,

'Madame Bovary,' and made a mistake in not

stopping there, has died suddenly on his property

in Normandy, where he often shut himself, to

hide even from his friends the convulsions of a

terrible malady, the morbus sacer of the Romans.

He was a big man, with a face covered with

pimples ; his character was all of a piece, and

his heart tender. The son of a surgeon, the

brother of a noted surgeon, having inherited

wealth, and with all his connexions by birth

among the middle classes, he used to profess a

horror of the middle classes, and took a sly

pleasure in shocking their sense of propriety.

He nevertheless showed himself as good and as

generous as the best specimens of the middle

classes in France and England, for he did not

hesitate to sacrifice his whole fortune to save

the honour of one of his relations, an unlucky

speculator. He has left the inheritance of a

' fair portion of his ability to a young writer,

his nephew or cousin, M. Guy de Maupassant.

/A volume of beautiful verses and a strange

/novel that has strayed into a naturalist mis

cellany, ' Les_Soirees, de Me'dan,' prove M. Guy

de Maupassant to have a brilliant future before

him. '

I am much obliged for the kind way in

which the Athenaeum has spoken of 'Le

Boman d'un Brave Homme.' All the re

viewer's remarks are just, and I accept them

with humility, except one. My dear sir, I

am not guilty of injustice towards the Germans.

"Put yourself for a moment in my place. Sup

pose that the battle of Dorking had actually

been fought ; that the Germans had seized, by

the right of the stronger, the tomb of your

/ fathers and the cradle of your children ; that,

having returned for a day to your house to

/ settle your affairs, you had been seized by the

gendarmes, haled to prison, locked up in

the same cell with a murderer, and finally

acquitted because the conqueror could detect

no other crime in you than patriotism, and say

if you could speak of the Germans without a

touch of anger. Edmond About.

TUterarg CHossfp.

Tire ' Life of Colin Campbell, Lord Clyde,'

■which has been announced by Messrs. Wil

liam Blackwood & Sons, has been long ex

pected by bis lordship's old friends and

companions in arms. Tho work has been

entrusted to General Lawrence Shadwell,

C.B., who was Sir Colin Campbell's aide-de

camp throughout the Punjab campaign of

1849, and also in the Crimea and at the

action of the Alma. General Shadwell has

had the full command of all the materials

left by Lord Clyde, and tho volumes ought

to prove a very complete biography.

A memoir of Mr. Bradlaugh, which will

contain particulars furnished by himself of his

early struggles, is now in tho press, and will

be published in the course of a few weeks.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. will publish

immediately a small volume entitled ' The

Irish Crisis,' being a narrative of the

measures for relieving the distress caused

by the great Irish famine of 1845-6, by

Sir Charles Trevelyan, Bart., K.C.B. This

narrative originally appeared in the Edin

burgh Review of January, 1848, when it

excited such attention that it became neces

sary to reprint it separately. The author

brings it forward again now in the idea that

it may be of suggestive value in the present

crisis. _ ^

Mr. Hilary Skinner, the veteran special

Correspondent, is now investigating, onM

behalf of the Daily News, the condition

of the Albanians who object to be subjected

to the dominion of Montenegro, and of the

Greeks in Turkey who are about to be trans- .

|Nferred to Greece. '

NSIirfi'*annual meeting of the members of

the Index Society will take place next week,

Mr. Lowell, the American ambassador, in

the chair. The Report of the Council speaks

cheerfully of tho work done and ot the

work in hand, but is rather desponding on

the subject of subscriptions as being in

adequate to the most important objects of

the Society. Among the gifts received by

the Council is a MS. index to the European

Magazine, containing the following note by

the unknown compiler : "Laus Deo! Com

menced taking out 3rd March, 1824.

Finished, after taking two copies, 26th

January, 1833, generally devoting three

months thereto."

Mr. Henry J. Mathews, M.A., Exeter

College, Oxford, has been appointed by

the Rev. II. 0. Coxe, Head Librarian of the

Bodleian Library, as his Tocum ienens. This

nomination will allow Mr. Coxe to take a

rest from time to time, rest well deserved

after forty-two years' service in the library,

but which was up to the present time out

of his reach, owing to the comparatively

small staff of librarians in this great library.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. have in the

press and will shortly publish ' The Rebecca

Rioter,' a tale by Miss E. A. Dillwyn,

daughter of the member for Swansea. The

story is founded on what actually happened

at the time of the so-called "Rebecca"

riots in "Wales in 1843.

The Syndics of the Cambridge University

Library printed 14,047 titles for their general

catalogue in 1879, the titles of English new

books being 3,771, foreign 2,078, and addi

tions from donations and purchases 1,252;

the remaining 6,946 are tides printed from

the old manuscript, carefully revised. Special

attention is called to the Rev. E. W. Blore's

present of ' Collectanea Bloreana,' relating

almost exclusively to the history of Derby

shire, the greater part in tho handwriting

of Mr. Thomas Blore, but also containing

some earlier collections and a few original

documents : twenty volumes folio and fifteen

volumes quarto, besides three boxes of

papers sorted according to parishes and

hundreds.

The library of Brasenose College, Oxford,

has just acquired a copy of Dean Nowell's

'Middle Catechism' bearing date 1586, no

edition having been previously known as

published between 1581 and 1595. The

book contains the Latin only, and the sig

natures run from A to H in eights. W»

hear that a complete bibliography of Dean

Nowell's three catechisms, with their various

translations, will shortly appear in Notes and

Queries.

A Committee has been formed for the-

erection of a monument to tho late Karl

Gutzkow. Justizrath Karl Braun, of Leipzig,

is the president, and a number of literary

men, university professors and journalists',

with the principal theatre managers of

Vienna, Berlin, Stuttgart, Frankfort, and

Carlsruhe, have consented to act as local

secretaries and receive subscriptions. As

Gutzkow was one of the most prominent

1 intellectual leaders of "young Germany"

\in criticism, the drama, and romance, there

jean be little doubt of a wide answer to the

yappeal of the Committee.

On Saturday, June 26th, a monument

to Adalbort von Chamisso, in the form of a

bronze medallion portrait of the poet (after

David's relievo), was placed on the house

in which ho lived and died, 235, Friedrich-

strasse, Berlin.

' I and my King : Quill-sallies by Charles

J. Dunphie and Albert King,' is the title of

a book which will shortly be published by

Messrs. Tinsley Brothers.

Mr. "W. Swan Sonnenschein is now en

gaged upon two Danish stories which he is

adapting to English readers. Both wero

published quite recently and have met with

success in Denmark.

The following anecdote of General Gar

field, the Republican candidate for the

Presidency of the United States, has a

special literary interest. Once he was

visited at "Washington, and found sur

rounded with a huge pile of books. He

explained his occupation by saying, " I

find I am overworked and need recreation.

Now, my theory is that the best way to rest

the mind is not to let it be idle, but to put

it to something quite outside of the ordinary

line of its employment. So I am resting by

learning all the Congressional Library can

show about Horace and the various editions

and translations of his poems."

Prof. Foerster, of the University of

Rostock, has been entrusted by the German

Government with a mission to collate tho

MSS. of Libanius for a definite critical edi

tion. For that purpose he will spend the

summer vacation in the libraries of England.

In bringing out a fifth edition of his useful

and interesting ' Lehrgang der Russischen

<-
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when he further talks of mental phenomena

■which lie outside consciousness, and asserts

that "the recognition of this fact neces^

sitates the absolute rejection of the word

' mind ' in its old signification," his readers

will be tempted to ask whether he might

not better invent a new term than so ill

use an old one. He blames others for

employing the expression "unconscious

sensation," on the ground that " to feel

and not know that we feel is an impos

sibility," yet himself talks of " uncon

scious cognition," which seems to us at least

equally a contradiction in terms. Conscious

ness in lower animals he is inclined to restrict

very greatly to the higher forms. As to the

j nature of instinct and its relations to reason,

he follows pretty closely in the steps of Mr.

Spencer and Mr. Douglas Spalding. The

main result reached in these chapters

amounts to this, that mind is to be identi

fied with co-ordinated nervous action, con

scious or unconscious, and that the brain is

an organ, not the organ, of mind.

The central portion of the book, extending

over more than two hundred pnges, contains

full descriptions and illustrations of the brain

and its various parts in quadrupeds, quadru-

mana, and the various races of man. Here

the author is at home, and shows his wide and

accurate knowledge of the subject to great

advantage. The only criticism to be urged

against his minute description is the obvious

one that these structural details hardly help

us at all, in the present fragmentary state of

our knowledge, towards the understanding

of the brain as an organ of mind. By far the

greater part of them still possess a purely

anatomical interest. Of their physiology

and their subjectivo correlatives even the

most ardent speculators must admit that we

are in most cases absolutely ignorant.

The functions of the brain form the

subject of the last six chapters, and are

expounded with an intentional blending of

the physiological and psychological aspects.

On the vexed question of the cerebellum,

Dr. Bastian decides that it is " a supreme

organ for the reinforcement and regulative

distribution of out-going cm-rents," a deci

sion which has at least the merit of being

vague enough to embrace most of the partial

and conflicting views now prevalent. In

the localization of faculties and functional

mapping out of the cerebral regions he

chiefly follows Dr. Terrier, though agreeing

to some extent with Brown-Sequard in his

theory of tho diffuse and interblended

arrangement of cells related to the various

faculties. He certainly recognizes far more

clearly than Dr. Ferrier tho very complex

nature of even the simplest mental acts, which

renders their absolute localization in a single

restricted region almost absurd ; and in the

special case of aphasia and its cognate dis

orders he has taken great pains to point out,

in an admirable analytical study, the immense

number of separate lesions which may pro

duce distinct defects of verbal memory, all

liable to be carelessly lumped together under

the one head. But we still feel that he

has not fully realized the inexpressible com

plexity of even a single perception or the

endle >s number of separate nerve fibres and

cells i n all parts of the brain which must be

excit s d to a moro or less definito activity by

the i . ght of a cherry or a daisy, with its

asso iited emotions. The "faculties" of

modern brain-mappers are a little less gross

and artificial than those of the early phreno

logists, but they are yet far from that deep-

reaching analytical subtlety which we must

command before we can hope to unravel

the workings of so wonderfully complicated

and intricately organized a labyrinth as the

human brain.

On the whole Dr. Bastian's volume is a

valuable and highly original contribution to

the science with which it deals. The phy

siology of the brain is still for the most part

known to us only in the roughest and most

hypothetical way; diagrammatic ideas still

take the place of ascertained fact ; and it is

not the author's fault if he can give us little

more than shadowy outlines in the place of

solid knowledge. But his work has been

well done, so far as the materials permitted

it ; and though we may differ from him in

places as to the exact sort of mental localiza

tion which it is reasonable to expect, we

must allow that his researches are calculated

to advance the science of nervous physiology,

and that his present work has collected all

tho known facts into a most readable and

comprehensive form.

THE QUARRELS OF CHEMISTS.

Leamington.

The following letters may probably interest

your readers. They are preserved in the family

of the late Prof. Cumming, by whose kind per

mission I beg to send them to you. I add some

extracts from the ' Life of Dr. E. D. Clarke,'

which appear to explain the circumstances.

From Prof. A. De Morgan to Prof. Cumming.

7. Camden Street, Camden Town, July 8, 1854.

Dear Sik,— Nearly thirty years ago, we had a

slight acquaintance with each other—but I do not

presume upon this, for I think I should have sent

you the accompanying copy of a letter which I find

among Mr. Freud's (my late father-in-law's) papers,

whether or uo.

I dare say you remember all about it, for though

metals are ho plenty that an old discussion about one

of them might have escaped memory, yet I should

suppose that Milncr and Wollaston righting the

nature of things in their nightcaps in a leuture-room

would not so easily evaporate.

I cannot well understand how such a discussion

could have arisen so late as 1817—but tho postmark

is elear, aud my knowledge of the history of che

mistry is not.

J examined the date of your appointment—which

tallies well.

Hoping you arc in good health and determined to

see your half ceutury out in your chair, at least,

I remain, Dear Sir,

Yours truly,

A. De Morgan.

From Dr. E. D. Clarke to W. Frond, Exq.

Mv Dear Sir,—I will attend most punctually to

all you direct to be done.

Never was there such a scene as that which took

place in my lecture-room—present—

Dean Milner, ei-decant I'rofessor of Chemistry,

Dr. Wollaston,

Prof, dimming. Professor of Chemistry,

Mr. Holme, Indefatigable Chemist,

E. D. Clarke, Workman.

The Drama opened with Milner's taking off his

wig and putting on a nightcap. Dr. Wollastou then

put on also a nightcap, and thus armed, these mighty

leaders of the dispute sate dowu to discuss, or rather

to define, what each of them intended by the word

metal. About an hour passed before this could be

determined. Then I was permitted to exhibit the

supposod metal of Barytes. Milner swore that it

was as much a metal as Iron. Holme agreed with

Milner. Wollaston and Cumming both allowed it

to be 9 Metallic Body but not a Metal. Here I

offered to pause ; because this was granting all I

have maintained: but Miluer and Wollaston fell

warmly into dispute. Milner filed the end of a file :

saying he saw no difference between my metal and

the metal of the File. Wollaston then rested upon

his grand argument, that my Metal would not eon-

duet Electricity. An Electrometer was brought ;

when Miluer triumphantly proved that my Metal

does conduct Electricity.

Thus, driven from every point, you would suppose

that the London Philosopher ought to have made us

the amende honorable, and acknowledged our victory

— but not a jot of this. He returned to London as

obstinate as ever ; confessing, however, that he had

seen things which he did not before believe in, nor

expect to see.

This tine day I am going with my family, to use

the Telescope you so kindly gave us, upon the Castle

Hill. Very sincerelv yours,

£. D. Clarke.

(Note by Prof. De Morgan : " No date ; postmark

8 April, 1817, from Cambridge.")

Prof. Cumming rendered great assistance to

Dr. Clarke in his experiments with the blow

pipe, for after a very serious accident, caused by

the explosion of a copper gas reservoir, Prof.

Cumming invented the safety cylinder as a

means of preventing the recurrence of such

danger.

The discussion described in the letter is

referred to in Dr. Clarke's ' Life ' (vol. ii.

p. 349) with the circumstances that led to it,

bu)t without any of the details here made

known : "It was the effect of his labours upon

Barytes that led. to a difference of opinion

between Dr. Clarke and his friends on one side,

and the chemists of the Royal Institution on the.

other. The metallic nature of the earths had

been already discovered by Sir Humphry Davy,

who had given the name of Barium to the

metallic base of Barytes. In the course of his

experiments on this earth, Dr. Clarke was con

vinced that he had obtained the metal Barium,

or Plutonium, as he afterwards called it, by

fusion with his gas blowpipe. This result was

questioned by the chemists of the Royal Insti

tution, as they had tried similar experiments

without producing the metal, and they con

cluded that Dr. Clarke had been deceived by

pseudo-metallic appearances. Dr. Clarke con

tended that the experiments at the Royal Insti

tution had not been properly conducted ; and

he appealed for the truth of his conclusions to

his numerous pupils and friends who had been

the spectators in his lecture-room. After various

discussions, Dr. Wollaston himself came to Cam

bridge, in April, 1817, to bo present at the opera

tion, observing that one pair of experienced eyes

would bo as good as the two hundred of the

audience at the lectures. What his opinion was

after this meeting does not appear, though it is

probable that his doubts, which rested on the

substance not answering certain nice metallic

tests, remained unshaken." Reference is then

made to the account of Dr. Clarke's discovery

in Thomson's ' Chemistry,' vol. i. p. 342, ed.

1817. E. E. Estcourt.

CARL PETERSEN.

The death of Carl Petersen, which occurred

near Copenhagen on the 24th of June, removes

from the contemporary annals of Arctic explora

tion a once familiar name. Petersen was neither

a man of science nor a sailor ; yet for at least

ten years he was almost continuously engaged

in expeditions of discovery in the circumpolar

lands, and to his share in these adventures

owes his claim to the grateful remembrance of

posterity. Born in 1813, he early left Denmark

to push his fortunes in the settlements which the

hardy Danes have planted along the western

shores of Greenland from Cape Farewell to

Tassinsak, in 73° north latitude. Here he lived

until he was a man of thirty-seven, all the time

industriously engaged in his trado of cooper, and

anxious only to provide for his family by

" heading up " blubber casks for the Kongelige

Gronlandske Handel. But in the year 1850

there arrived off Upernivik the expedition of

Capt. Penny on board the Lady Franklin and

Sophia, bound for Lancaster Sound and Wel

lington Channel in search of the long missing

ships of Sir John Franklin. The commander of

tho expedition was a Baffin's Bay whaler, well

acquainted with tho skill of the Upernivik

cooper as a dog-driver and Eskimo interpreter,

and, greatly to his astonishment, invited Peter

sen to join the party. Petersen hesitated for a
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moment, as well he might. Greenland is far

enough in the outer world, but Wellington

Channel is still further afield. Moreover, the

Royal Board of Trade, whose servant he was,

had to be consulted. But Inspector Olrik threw

no obstacles in the way, and the British

sovereigns were potent solvonts of any doubts

which the middle-aged cooper might have enter

tained regarding the prudence of the step he

was taking ; and how well he served Penny and

the English, Dr. Sutherland's narrative relates.

Accordingly, when Dr. Kane arrived in the ill-

fated Advance on his expedition to Smith's

Sound, Petersen was again in requisition, and

required still less pressing to take Uncle Sam's

■dollars than he did to pocket John Bull's sove

reigns. The story of Kane's expedition need not

be recapitulated. It was not a fortunate adven

ture, nur, indeed, did it deserve to be a success.

But the true history of those dreary winters in

Smith's Sound requires still to be told, in spite

■of the commander's picturesque narrative and

Dr. Hayes's more circumstantial "BoatJourney. "

Petersen, nevertheless, even by Kane's own

account, came well out of. an ordeal which

tested some of the party rather severely. He

had scarcely returned to Upernivik, after that

voyage of which Kane has given so dramatic

an account, than Sir Leopold M'Clintock asked

him to accompany him in the Fox to King

William Land. On this expedition he was

engaged two years, and yet in 1861 we find

hiin again off with Profs. Torrell and Nor-

denskiold in their voyage to Spitzbergen, on

board the Magdalena, about which a voluminous

narrative was written by the late Dr. Chydenius.

After that date Petersen remained at home,

having obtained from the Government the post

■of lighthouse keeper on the Seejland coast. It

is almost needless to say that the veteran ex

plorer was not an educated man. He was,

however, the reputed author of a narrative of

M'Clintock's search, under the title of ' Den

■Sidste Franklin - Expedition,' 18G0 ; and in

Lieut. Deichman's ' Erindringer fra Polarlanden

Optegnede af 1850-1855' will be found many

■details of the adventures which Petersen shared

in, though neither work has unfortunately been

translated into English. Petersen's example

induced several other Greenland Danes and

Eskimo to join Arctic expeditions ; but, with

the exception of his quondam companion,

Hans Heindrik, the Eskimo whose curious

narrative of his travels we noticed two years

ago, none of these was fortunate enough to

attain Petersen's well-deserved reputation or

honours. He was decorated by Frederick VII.

with the Dannebrogsmand Cross, by the English

Admiralty with the Arctic Medal, and by the

Swedish Government with the medal "pour le

merite." When his old shipmate Nordenskiold

arrived at Copenhagen in the Vega, Petersen

was among those waiting to shake his hand.

But he did not long survive the reception, heart

disease, from which he had long suffered, having

cut him olf a few weeks later.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

The eclipse of the sun on Wednesday next,

the 7th inst. , will be central and annular only

in high latitudes in the South Atlantic Ocean.

At the Cape of Good Hope there will be visible

a partial eclipse, the greatest phase of which

will be at 3" 50m in the afternoon, when 0'236

of the sun's diameter will be eclipsed.

The planet Mercury will be at its greatest

eastern elongation on the 8th inst., at about

10 o'clock in the morning. It is of north decli

nation, in the constellation Cancer, and may

become visible for a short time soon after sunset.

Although the Report circulated not long

since by Admiral Mouchez of the condition of

the Paris Observatory during the year 1879 does

not present any features of special interest, yet

it i3 satisfactory to note that the admiral con

siders tliat, notwithstanding the unfavourable

weather experienced at Paris as well as else

where, " les travaux accomplis a 1'observatoire

pre'senteront un sensible accroissement sur les

annexes pre'ee'dentes, par suite d'une organisation

plus complete du service meridien et de la

ponctualite avec laquelle il a e'te' toujours

accompli par les astronomes qui en sont

charge's." A much-wanted addition to the

territory of the observatory is being acquired,

and new instruments are in course of construc

tion for the purpose of carrying out classes of

observation which the progress of astronomy has

made it desirable to undertake. Vigorous efforts

have been made to proceed well with the re-obser

vation on the meridian of the star catalogue of

Lalande, a work begun indeed in 1854, but with

which little progress had been made until 1878.

There are 48,000 stars in the catalogue ; the in

tention is to observe each of them three times,

and it is hoped that this scheme will be com

pleted in six or seven years. The meridian

observation of the sun, moon, and planets has

not been neglected ; and the Paris observers

appear to have paid more attention than others

to that of the small planets. With the equatoreal

instruments active work has been continued in

the formation of the ecliptical atlas of stars, but

there does not seem to be much else of a posi

tive character to report. The mirror of the great

reflecting telescope has been resilvered, and

further experiments have been made in its use,

but the admiral remarks, " On peut considerer

que cet instrument est encore a la periode

d'essai et d'etude ; il n'a donne" en 1879 aucun

resultat qui merite d'etre public"." He appears

almost to wish that it had been set up in Algeria,

where the fine sky would have permitted obser

vations to be made with it far more frequently

than in Paris, where it can seldom be used on

more than forty or fifty nights in a year. Spec

troscopic observations were commenced at Paris

by M. Thollon with a new kind of spectroscope

contrived by himself ; but finding, after repeated

trials, that the climatic conditions there were

very unfavourable for the purpose (which re

quires a cloudless sky for lengthened periods),

Admiral Mouchez has arranged with M. Bischoffs-

heim that they shall be carried on during the

greater part of the year at the Observatory at

Nice, and for three months only of the fine

season at Paris. Magnetic observations have

been interrupted for several years at Paris ; it

is in contemplation to resume them, and record

regularly and carefully the diurnal variations

when the new acquisition of ground shall have

afforded an appropriate position for so doing.

It is always pleasing to hear of the progress of

the French National Observatory, which is well

known to date from a few years prior to our

own, although for several reasons the regularity

of its observations did not commence until a con

siderably later period. But there has certainly

been no lack of activity there since the appoint

ment of the late M. Le Verrier in 1854, the con

tents of the Annales de V Observatoire de Paris, I

published from time to time by him, forming a

noble monument to his memory, and the greatest

contribution ever made to the perfecting of the

theories of the movements of the principal

planets.

It is stated that M. Coggia, of the Marseilles

Observatory, is to remove to Algiers as director

of the observatory there, where scarcely any

thing has been hitherto done, although the

climate seems to be so well adapted to astro

nomical observing.

M. Gylden has published an interesting paper

on an attempt at a mathematical theory of the

cause of the periodic changes of light in the

variable stars, founded on that of Prof. Zollner,

which connects the phenomena with a slow

rotation of the stars on their axes whilst the

condensation is still in progress. But he re

marks that observations are not yet available

which could enable him to make a satisfactory

comparison of his theory with them, as it

requires a knowledge of all the circumstances of

the variability of the stars of long period.

In No. 2319 of the Astronomische Nachrichte?i,

Prof, von Oppolzer returns to the subject of

the effects of an assumed resisting medium in

space on the motions of some comets ; his former

paper was referred to in the Alhenceum of

June 12th. His special object in this is to

ascertain whether the hypothesis can throw any

light upon the presumed identity of the first

comets of 1843 and 1880 (the great southern

comet of the present year), it being difficult

exactly to reconcile the observations in 1843 with

a period of thirty-seven years, if the comet is

moving only according to the ordinary law of

gravity. Hitherto, however, the investigation has

only led to a negative result. Different hypo

theses may be formed as to the way in which the

assumed force might act on different bodies at

different perihelion distances from the sun ; but

the professor thinks that the identity of those

comets had better not be looked upon as

proved, especially as it is not so very rare a

circumstance for comets certainly different to be

moving in orbits very similar to each other. In

fine, he remarks that " the anomalous pheno

mena in the motions of Encke's and Winnecke's

comets may be attributed with some probability

to a resisting force acting on their progress, but

that nothing definite can as yet be asserted con

cerning the form of that resistance, the medium

which produces it being apparently not perfectly

continuous." It must be recollected that the

extremely close approach of the comet or comets

of 1843 and 1880 to the sun might well account

for peculiarly large effects of a resisting medium

of probably increasing density in that region,

and we still think the comets of those years are

identical.

Mr. Burnham publishes some further obser

vations of that highly interesting double star,

85 Pegasi, the duplicity of which was discovered

by himself in the month of July, 1878. That

the star is a physical binary results very clearly

from a comparison of the observations made

then with others made about nine months after

wards, showing both a common proper motion

amounting to about 14" annually. They indi

cate also a rapid orbital motion, but the diffi

culty of observing such an object accurately

precludes at present any certain determination

of its circumstances. The large star is of the

sixth magnitude ; whilst the small star was

estimated to be only of about the twelfth mag

nitude of Struve's scale. The latter is, Mr.

Burnham remarks, somewhat uncertain, for

"few observers know how difficult to detect

and measure a double star becomes when two

stars, so widely different in light, are brought

within a distance of 1" of each other. Possibly

I may have under-estimated the magnitude of

the companion, but it is certainly a very minute

poiut when compared with the larger star, and

will require, I think, an aperture of at least

twelve inches to show it."

SOCIETIES.

Geological.—June 23—R. Etheridge, Esq., Pre

sident, in the chair.—Messrs. E. Muir, B. Sykes, aud

J. Thorburu were elected Fellows.—The following

communications were read : ' On the Skull of an

Ichthyosaurus from the Lias of Whitby, apparently

indicating a New Species (/. Zetlandicus, Seeley),

preserved in the Woodwardian Museum of the Uni

versity of Cambridge,1 and 'Note on the Cranial

Characters of a large Teleosaur from the Whitby

Lias, preserved in the Woodwardian Museum of the

University of Cambridge,' by Prof. H. G. Seeley,—

' On the Discovery of the Place where Palaeolithic

Implements were made at Crayford,' by Mr. P. C.J.

Spurrell.—' On the Geology of Central Wales,' by

Mr. W. Keeping, with an appendix by Mr. C. Lap-

worth on a new species of Cladophora,—' On New

Erian (Devonian) Plants,' by Dr. J.W. Dawson,—

' On the Terminations of some Ammonites from the

Inferior Oolite of Dorset and Somerset,' by Mr. J.

Bucktnan,—' Faroe Islands : Notes upon the Coal

found at Suderoe,' by Mr. A. H. Stokes,—' On somo

New Cretaceous Comatula?,' by Mr. P. H. Carpenter,

—' On the Old Ked Sandstone of the North of Ire

land,' by Mr. F. Nolan,—'A Review of the Family

Vincularida;, Recent and Fossil, for the Purpose of

I Classification,' by Mr. G. R. Vine,—'On the Zones
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of Marine Fossils in the Calciferous Sandstone Series

of Fife,' bv Mr. J. W. Kirkl>v.—and ' On the Glacia-

tion of the Orkney Islands,' by Messrs. B. N. Peach

and J. Home.

Asiatic.—Jvne 21—Sir H. C. Rawlinson in the

chair.—The following gentlemen were elected Mem

bers : Mr. G. le Strange as Resident, and Mr. F. W.

Fallon, Prof. Lnnmann, and Fardunjee Jamshedji

ns Non-Resident.— Mr. R. N. Cust laid before the

Society a revised translation, by Prof. Kern, of

Leiden, of the additional Edicts of King Asoka at

lihauli and .laugada, on the east coast of India, and

at the same time gave a general description of the

other inscriptions of that monarch which have been

met with not only on rocks but in caves, and on

pillars especially set up to receive them. Having

stated that the date of Asoka's reign was fairly

certain, as he is known to have been the grandson

of Chandra Gupta (Sandracottus), Mr. Cust men

tioned the various localities in the north and west

of India where the inscriptions have been copied,

find added that, while in his opinion both the forms

of characters used could be traced back to a Phoe

nician original, the language of the inscriptions was

:m early form of the Prakrit, into which the Sanscrit

bad degenerated. He then read Prof. Kern's transla

tion ; and a discussion ensued, in which Sir \V. Elliot,

the discoverer of the Jaugada tablet, and others

took part.

Society of Antiquaries—June 24.—n. Reeve.

Esq.. V.P., in the chair.—The Hon. C. L. Wood and

Mr. W. J. Cripps were admitted Fellows.—The Ash-

liuriihani manuscript of the Gospels was again on

view.— Mr. E. W. Brabrook presented a squeeze of

an inscription of an Irish tombstone in the county

of Wicklow. It appeared to read OROIT DO ECHTAIN,

f. e., "Pray for the soul of Echtan." hut the name

was somewhat obscure.—Mr. W. J. Thorns presented

n patent (being an assignment of the next presenta

tion of the parish church of Hasting, in the county

of Sussex) under the Great Seal of Queen Katherine

Parr, dated 30th of March, 37 Hen. VIII., lolli — Mr.

C. E. Davis communicated an elaborate paper on

recent excavations on the site of the Roman baths

at Bath.—At the conclusion of the paper a resolu

tion was passed expressing a hope that the Mayor

and Corporation of Bath—the citizens of no mean

city—might see their way to throw open the large

Roman baths as a memorial of one of the most

Interesting periods in the annals of that city.

ZOOLOGICAL.—June 15.—Prof. W. H. Flower, Pre

sident, in the chair.—The Secretary read a Report

on the additions to the Menagerie during May, and

exhibited the skin of an antelope received from the

Gaboon, and remarked that it appeared to belong to

the female of an undescribed species of Tragelaphus,

allied to Tragelaphu* Spekii, which he proposed to

name T. gratus.—Dr. A. Giinther exhibited and made

remarks on a series of horns of the Sanibur deer of

Borneo.—Mr. W. T. Blanford made some remarks

on the proper name of the Himalayan marmots

now living in the Society's Gardens, which he

believed to be Arctimiys Jlodgmmi. — l'Tof. Mivnrt

called attention to the Medusie now living in the

Victoria-Lily house, in the Botanic Gardens, Regent's

Park.—Papers were read : by Mr. E. R. Alston, 'On

Autechinomys and its Allies, in which he described

the anatomy of that little known marsupial : he

regarded the four genera, Phascologale, Antechinus,

Podabrus, and Autechinomys, as constituting a sub

family of the Dasyuridie, the first and second

and the third and fourth being most nearly related

to one another,—by Mr. G. E. Dobson, on some new

or rare species of Chiroptera iu the collection of tho

Gottingen Museum : amongst these was a new species

of Megadenna from Australia, which, on account of

its large size, Mr. Dobson proposed to name Mega-

derma g!ga*,—\i\' Mr. W. A. Forbes, on the anatomy

of Lej/toxvma tli*culnr} adducing further evidence

to show that this bird is related not to Cuculida;, but

to the Rollers (Coraciiche),—by Mr. Forbes, on two

rare Pliocene birds in the Society's collection ( Vidua

sjtlendrn* and l'i/telia Wieneri), and on the anatomy

of a male Den nam's bustard, lately living in the

Society's Gardens, and ou its mode of "showing off "

when alive,— bv Mr. E. A. Smith, on twelve new

species of shells from various localities : specimens

of all hut two were in the collection of the British

Museum,—by Sir W. Elliot, on the Indian bustard

and its manner of "showing off," as observed by

him in India,—by Mr. F. H. Waterhouse, on the

dates of publication of the several parts of Sir

Andrew Smith's 'Illustrations of the Zoology of

South Africa,'—by Mr. A. W. E. O'Shaughnessy, on

anew species of lizard of the genus Auolis, from

Ecuador, which he proposed to call Anolis Buckleyi,

after its discoverer, Mr. C. Buckley.—by Mr. Sclater,

on the certainly known species of Anatidas, with

notes on such as have been introduced into the

Zoological Gardens of Europe,—and by Mr. W.

Powell, on the habits of the Mooroop (Camariut

Bennetti of New Britain).—This meeting closes the

present session.

Society of ARTS.—Jvne SO.—Annual Meeting.—

The business consisted in the election of new

members of the Society, numbering sixty-six, the

election of the new Council, and the reading of the

Report for the past session. H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales was re-elected President of the Society, an

office he has held since 18fi.'> ; Mr. H. T. Wood was

re-elected Seercta ry. The names of the Yiee-Preti-

dentil and Member* af the Council who have not

served the office before are Sir It. Aleock, Sir F.

Leighton, W. H. Perkin, Lord Reay, W. Spottis-

woode, A. Cassels, Rear-Admiral Mayne, Admiral

Sir F. W. Nicolson, Bart., W. H. 1'reece. and Lieut-

Col, Webber ; and as Trtaxurcr, Mr. O. Roberts.—The

Report dealt with the action of the Society during

the past year.

Anthropological Institute.—June 22.—E. B.

Tylor, Esq., President, in the chair.—Mr. W. Powell

exhibited a collection of ethnological objects from

New Britain and New Ireland ; amongst them a

mask formed from a human skull, and a sling re

markable for its great length.—Don F. P. Moreno

exhibited two skulls from Patagonia (Rio Negro).—

Prof. \V. H. Flower gave the substance of a paper

on a collection of crania from the Fiji Islands. The

two principal islands of this group are Viti Levu

and Vanna Levu ; until very recently we have had

no skulls from either of these islands, all that have

reached Europe having come from one or other of

the small eastern islands. There has been for some

time in the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons

one skull which was said to be Fijian, but this speci

men is not at nil typical, but rather misleading in

its characters. These skulls (fourteen in number)

were all found by the Baron Anatole von Hiigel in

the same cave in the Landongo district, quite the

southern end of Viti Levu. No skull has ever been

brought from the northern island, Vanna Levu. The

most noticeable feature is the great similarity be

tween the skulls ; in every essential particular they

are precisely alike, proving that they belong to a

pure race. They are the longest and narrowest of

any known, the average cephalic index being 06 ;

they are also very high skulls. All these skulls are

prognathous and platvrhine, the alveolar index

being 102 and the nasal index 57 ; they are also

mesosemes, having an orbital index of 85. A great

difference is seen between these skulls and Samoan

skulls ; and five skulls from Vanna Velava, where

the two races are brought into contact, show cha

racters between these two extremes :—

, Bi. Hi. Ai. Ni. Oi.

Fijian 06 74 102 57 85

Vanna Velava 72 75 101 50 88

Samoan 83 78 <J8 44 02

Physical.—June 2C—Prof. W. G. Adams in tho

chair.—A paper, by Prof. Guthrie and Mr. C. V. Boys,

'On Measuring the Conductivity of Liquids by Mag

neto-Electric Induction,' was read.—Dr. Gladstone

made a communication on the refraction equivalents

of isomeric bodies.—Dr. Huggins described his recent

observations on star spectra.— Mr. Liveing exhibited

his electric incandescence fire-damp indicator.—Dr.

Stone explained his new vacuum shuntforinduction

currents.—Mr. M. Gray read a paper on specific heats

calculated from eutropy.—Mr. Clark communicated

a paper 1 On the Behaviour of Liquids and Gases

near their Critical Temperature,1 and Messrs. Gee

and Stroud one 'On a Modification of Buusen's

Calorimeter.'

MEETINGS roll THE ENSUINO WEEK.
Mow. Asiatic 4.
— Royal Institution. 5 —npnernl Monthly.

Teas. Society of Kililical Arclurolotry, H},— ■ Hlttlte Monuments." rrof.
A. H. Sayce ; ' Common Origin of tlie Akkadian una Chinese
Writing,' M T. up Ijirouperic ; ' Contract Tahlct of the Seven
teenth of Nnbonidu*.' Kev. j. N. strnssiiialer; ' Form and
Function of the Infinitive Mood In Asa, rum,' Mr. u Cull.

Wr.D. Medical Council, 2.
— Literature. • Tho Ancient l'eiosjri and their Descendants,' Sir

'. de Co uh.
Fb.1. Index Socit-ty, 4 - Annual Meeting.
— Quekett Microscopical. 7.

Bit. Botanic, 3^-Klectiun of Fellows.

%titnct tgosaij;.

Under the auspices of the Government of

Ceylon an elaborate illustrated work on the

Lepidoptera of that island is in active prepara

tion, edited by Mr. F. Moore, F.Z.S. The

publication is entrusted to Messrs. L. Reeve

& Co., from whom the first instalment may be

expected shortly.

Mr. Henry Ludlam, F.G.S., late of Picca

dilly, has given by will his select and most

valuable collection of minerals to the Royal

Geological Museum in Jermyn Street. This

collection is said to have cost Mr. Ludlam

15,000i.

The Imperial Leopoldino-Carolina German

Academy of Naturalists has created Mr. Stanley

Doctor of Philosophy, " for his high merits con

cerning the exploration of Africa."

Mr. W. Saville Kent's long promised

' Manual of the Infusoria ' will be published by

Mr. David Bogue. The complete MS. and

drawings are in tho printer's hands. The work

will be issued in six monthly parts, the first of

which is to bo ready in October.

Mr. Frank Buckland has received from the

managers of the Berlin International Fishery-

Exhibition a gold medal and a diploma of

honour.

The Records of the Geological Survey of

India for May has reached us. This part con

tains some important geological notes by Mr.

C. L. Griesbach, and a paper by the Deputy

Superintendent of the Geological Survey of

India, Mr. Wm. King, ' On the Artesian Wells

at Pondicherry, and the Possibility of Finding
such Sources of Wrater Supply at Madras.'

M. Cyprien Tessie du Motay died in New

York on the 10th ult. M. Tessie" du Motay

was born in Brittany of an aristocratic family.

He devoted himself to science and studied with

much assiduity in Germany. He practised as

a chemist in Paris, and made himself first known

as a manufacturer of ferro-manganese, and for

some improvements in the manufacture of Bes

semer steel. He was the first to introduce

baryta in refining beet-root sugar. He was also

the inventor of a process for the manufacture

of water pis, and the Municipal Gas Company

of the United States induced him to take up his

abode in New York, and become the engineer

and chemist to their company. He patented

a process for obtaining oxygen on a large scale,

for which ho was rewarded by Napoleon III.

with the Legion of Honour. Only in February

last he patented in America a new process for

the manufacture of ice.

M. Reiset communicated to the Academie

des Sciences on the 17th of May a second set of

researches ' On the Proportion of Carbonic Acid

in the Air. ' The average of ninety experiments

made in the country from June to November,

1879, was 29 78 C03 in volume for 100,000

dry atmospheric air ; and M. Schloesing, on

the 14th of Juno, brought before the Aca

demie a paper on the constancy of the pro

portion of carbonic acid in the air. He esti

mates that the sea holds a quantity of carbonic

acid ten times greater than the entire quantity

of that gas in tho atmosphere, which is dispos

able for exchange, and therefore regulates the

quantity of atmospheric carbonic acid.

Mr. \V. O. Crosby contributes to the Occa

sional Papers of the Boston Society of Natural

History a volume on the ' Geology of Eastern

Massachusetts,' the result of a long and careful

survey. There is a good geological map, and

several graphic illustrations of the country.

MM. Delesse and De Lapparent have in the

Annates des Mines, first livraison of 1880, given

' Extraits de Ge'ologie pour les Annees 1877 et

1878.' Under the heads " Go'ologie," "Phy-

siographique," " Lithologique," " Historique,"

" Gebgraphique," and " Dynamique " they have

given a very complete analysis of the scientific

inquiries which havo been carried out by the

geologist in all parts of the world.

H. v. Juptner, in Chemiker Zeitung, No. 12 for

1880, states that the beautiful scarlet iodide of

mercury appears quite white when viewed by

the yellow light of the flame of sodium.

We have received the sixth decade of the

'Prodromus of the Palaeontology of Victoria,'

by Prof. F. McCoy. In this decade we have

illustrations of tho extinct gigantic kangaroo

and the curious extinct marsupial, Procoptodon,

the ear-bones of whales of the same age as those

of the Suffolk Crag, and the teeth of a gigantic

fossil extinct species of spermaceti whale, with

figures of Silurian mollusca and Tertiary sea-
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These are all most carefully drawn

and admirably lithographed.

Prof. Joseph Henry is to have a statue

erected to his memory in the grounds of the

Smithsonian Institute, the United States Con

gress having voted the sum of 15,000 dollars

in aid.

M. J. M. Gatjgain, the French electrician,

died last week at the age of seventy-seven.

Messrs. Dawson Brothers, of Montreal, an

nounce for early publication a new work of

travel in north-western North America. The

route lies along the coast of the Pacific, starting

from Victoria, as far as Port Essington. Here

the party took canoes, and ascended the Skeena

to the Forks, through the Rocky Mountains by

the Peace River Pass, down the Peace and its

tributaries to Dunvegan, and thence across the

Great Prairie region to Winnipeg. The writer

travelled with one of the Dominion Government

surveying parties. A number of illustrations

are given, and in addition maps relating to the

route. The book is to be published in London

by Messrs. Sampson Low & Co.

FINE ARTS

INSTITUTE of PAINTERS !n WATER COL0UR8.—The FORTY-
SIXTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION Is NOW OPEN, from Nine till Dusk.
—Admission, lji.; Oilalu-Kuc. 6d.

Gallery, 53, Pall Hall, 8.W. H P. PHILLIPS, Secretory.

SIXTEENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION ot CABINET PICTlTiES
by Artists ol the British and Foreign Schools is NOW OPEN, at
THOMAS M'LEAN'S Gallery, "
latum ol Address Card.

, Hayinarkct.—Admission on preaen-

EXHJBITION of WORKS of ART In BLACK nnd WHITE,
Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hall. Piccadilly, consisting of Drawings.
Etchings, anil Engravings. OPEN DAILY from Ten till Six —Admis
sion, U.; Catalogue, (Id. R. F. M'NAIH, bee.

GREAT WORKS, 'CHRIST LEAVING Ihe ITl.ETOKIUM,'
' CHRIST ENTERING JERUSALEM.' and ' The BRAZEN SBKl'ENT '
(the latter lust completed), each 33 by 22 feet, with ' Dream of Fllata's
Wife.' 'Soldiers of the Cross.' 'Night of the Crucifixion,' 'House of
Calaphaa,'&c., at the DOKB OALLEH" '
Ten to Six.—Is.

KY, 35, New Bond Street. Dally,

FRENCH BOOKS ON ART.

L'Art et les Artistes Hollandais. Par H. Ha-

vard.—II. Xes Palamedes, Govert Flinck. (Paris,

Quantin.)—This is the second instalment of a

series of books, the former portion of which,

dealing with Mierevelt and Titus Van Rhyn, we

recently praised highly. The subjects of this

volume, which is quite equal in interest to its

forerunner, are three of tho " Little Dutch

Masters," the two admirable Palamedes and

Flinck tho elder, who, with Bol and De

Koningh, was a pupil of Rembrandt. It was

the more needful that recent researches into

the history of the Palamedes should be made

available because there exists, even in the minds

of well-informed people, considerable confusion

about the lives and works of Antony Palamedes

and Palamedes Palamedesz. Both were ex

cellent painters, and their works are worthy of

the care and discrimination of M. Havard. To

each biographyisattachedacatalogue, which is un

avoidably more or less incomplete, of pictures by

tho artists in question. Of Govert Flinck ampler

details were obtainable than of his companions

here, but not enough to prevent us from desiring

more than 120 pages of this volume can contain,

although they include a careful catalogue of

paintings, and an account of the deplorable

autopsy of Ingitta, /born Thovelingh, \ the

first wife of Flinck, who suffered a dropsical

martyrdom before she became a "subject "of

the skill of Prof. Tulp, the famous anatomist,

whom Rembrandt painted more than once, and

pre-eminently in the ' Anatomy Lesson. ' Ample

materials exist for this capital biography of

Flinck, who is scarcely known in England,

although some of his works doubtless bear

tho names of other members of the school of

Rembrandt or of that magnificent master him

self. Of this latter misapplication of names

there are but too many instances—too many

false apologies for the fact that several much-

admired paintings have been thus falselyassigned.

Nevertheless it is certain that Flinck was a

very able painter and a man of good birth, who

married Ingitta, a damsel of good fortune ; she

brought him 10,000 florins. It is a pity that

M. Havard was not permitted to pursue his

researches into the history of Flinck's first

marriage, for the man deserved much atten

tion ; he married again Sophia, born Van der

Hoeve, a girl of good family, of whom we know

no more, unless it be she who is represented in

the portrait of the ' Wife of Flinck ' which is

at Munich, and bore the name of Rembrandt

till Reynolds suggested that Flinck painted it.

The documents printed in the appendix to the

volume are very interesting ; they refer to the

Palamedes, A. Van den Tempel, Lingelbach and

A. Van de Velde, Bronckhorst, Metsu, Camp-

huysen, Waterloo, and Flinck.

Les CEnvres de Bei-nard Palissy, publiees

d'apr&s les Textes Originaux. Par Anatole

France. (Paris, Charavay Freres.)—A new

edition of ' Les GSuvres de Bernard Palissy,'

by M. Anatole France, has this year appeared

at Paris, where a new edition was wanted,

for not only has that published by M. Cap

in 1844 become rather scarco, but we are

now in possession of fresh material, which

requires to be incorporated into Palissy 's works

and life. The discovery by M. Fillon of the

MS. ' Devis de la Grotte des Tuileries ' has

given us a few more pages to add to the list of

his writings ; and one or two other documents,

also published by M. Fillon, and a curious

petition from one Bastide de Launoy to the

magistrates of Zaintes, printed by MM. Delange

and Borneman, throw light on a hitherto obscure

period of Palissy's life. M. Anatole France has

edited the texts of his author with care, and he

has, of course, included in the collection the

'Devis de la Grotte' previously published by

M. Fillon (' Lettres e"crites de la Vendue ') ;

the bibliographical notice prefixed is precise

enough, but what was our astonishment, on

turning to the short biography with which the

volume opens, to find that M. France had not

only omitted all mention of the documents now

in our hands, but repeats the old glo«ses con

cerning Palissy's life during the years 15G4 and

1566 without comment. In 15C4, says M.

Anatole France, Catherine de Me"dicis was at

Zaintes, and Palissy presented her with his

' Devis de la Grotte des Tuileries '; sent for by

her to Paris in 1566, he left Zaintes never to

return. Now, it is most unlikely that Palissy

saw Catherine at Zaintes, for the accounts of

some citizens of La Rochelle, published by M.

Fillon, show that Palissy was actually in that

town (where he had printed his ' Recepte

Veritable ' in 1563), borrowing money, in

August, 1564, and as Catherine arrived at

La Rochelle in the following month of the same

year, it was probably at La Rochelle, if at all,

that Catherine saw Palissy ; and, again, we

learn from documents which we owe to M.

Fillon that Palissy was at La Rochelle in 1567,

and we also know from the petition of Bastide

de Launoy, published by M. Delange, that he

retained his atelier in Zaintes as late as 1570,

so that the old story, repeated by M. France,

that Palissy left that town in 1566, never to

return, is demonstrably false. Nor is this all.

M. France, by neglecting to use the accounts

published, has let slip the chance of citing the

first certain date that can be given of Palissy's

residence in Paris ; it occurs in a payment made

by him in 1570 to one of the citizens of La

Rochelle, from which, coupled with the fact

of his being still in possession of an atelier at

Zaintes, it is now inferred that he did not

finally break up his establishment at Zaintes

until some timo after he was called to Paris.

These documents have all been used in recent

work published in England, but one never

expects French writers to be cognizant of any

thing not in their own tongue ; the originals,

however, exist in French, and that which is

really surprising is that an author who sets out,

like M. France, with the air of being about to

do the thing more correctly and completely than

it has ever been done before, should show such

inconceivable negligence as actually to consult,

without reading, the authors whom he cites.

He cites Delange and he cites Fillon, but the

most important facts which we owe to their

investigations escape his notice. It is another

instanco, if another were wanted, of the extra

ordinary way in which all love of truth and

accuracy is destroyed when, as in France, the

sole test of an author's merits consists in the

elegance of his phrases, and so long as they

please the ear no one inquires whether he has

anything to say or any right to speak.

' / NEW PRINTS.

Messrs. Colnaohi & Co. have sent us a

proof on vellum, with the re-mark, from a plate

etched by M. Brunet-Debaines after the famous

picture by Rembrandt called ' The Mill,' which

is at Bowood. It is an extremely brilliant and

powerful transcript of this very characteristic

and impressive landscape, and renders with

sympathetic tact and taste that grandeur which

the painter imparted when dealing with homely

buildings, a somewhat commonplace landscape,

and a lowering sky, just after sundown, with

lights and shadows flying past. The situation

of the mill, on a low bluff above a little river,

gave the painter an opportunity for displaying

two of the great vans of the structure against

the gloomy clouds ; on the two other vans there

is an accidental shadow, and they appear against

the white glare of the lower cumulus, which

rolls before the wind. This arrangement is

primitive and obvious enough, but its irnpres-

siveness is as undeniable as its simplicity. The

wan lustre of the evening sky and its more

brilliant reflection by the river are most happily

introduced. The boat in the foreground looks

like an afterthought. The picture was formerly

in the Orleans Gallery, when it was engraved.

Mr. W. Smith bought it for 500 guineas. Lord

Lansdowne gave 800 guineas for it. It was

engraved by C. Turner, and exhibited at the

Academy in 1878. Smith numbored it 601.

The print gains on the student prodigiously,

because the tine balancing of the tones in the

original has been so ably rendered that the solid

bluff and buildings on it stand differently dark

and variously solid against the somewhat con

fused and undefined clouds ; the latter, although

in texture quite as like packs of wool as masses

of vapour, are very majestic and impressive.

The same publishers have sent us a portrait

engraved in mezzotint, by Mr. T. L. Atkinson,

after Mr. Richmond's 'Earl Granville.' It is

remarkable for the care and completeness of the

engraving of the face. The original picture is

a little prosaic ; still it is an excellent likeness.

From the Fine-Art Society we have a re-mark

proof of a plate etched by M. C. Waltner, re

producing W. Hunt's drawing in water colour

representing an old Sussex farmer seated at

table before a meal, and, with liands joined in

his lap, looking upwards slightly while he says

grace to himself. It is called. ' The Blessing,'

and the original is one of Hunt's best works, so

pathetic in its intense simplicity as to dispose

of the notion that this painter had no poetical

inspiration or grave motive in design. On the

contrary, this is one of many drawings known

to Hunt's admirers which place him high on

the roll of poetical artists. The expression

of the picture is most happily reproduced and

understood ; the face could hardly be better as

a piece of handling giving the peculiar mode of

the painter. The draughtsmanship is perfect.

The action and treatment throughout are com

plete, with the exception of an excess of dark

ness which seems inherent in M. C. Waltner's

work. In this instance that defect is injurious

to the chiaroscuro and general keeping of the

translation, and deprives it of some of the clear

ness and luminosity which are very important

elements of Hunt's art.

From the same publishers we have an impres
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sion with the re-mark of a plate engraved by

Mr. Herkoiuer from his picture called ' Grand

father's Pet.' The process is that of mixed

etching and mezzotint, which has already been

successfully employed by M. Gaillard and others.

The print has the great advantagu of being

entirely autographic. Accordingly it is an

admirable reproduction of the picture, one ver

sion of which, if not the only one, is now in

the Royal Academy. We could have wished

that Mr. Herkomer had used the opportunity

of reproduction to revise thoroughly the defec

tive drawing, to rectify the questionable pro

portions of the figures, and so far to readjust

their joints so as to assure the spectator, who

fears that the old man may be immovable and

the little girl fall to pieces before his eyes.

This opportunity has not been seized, therefore

we have the loose joints, the large bodies of both

figures, and the feeble legs of the elder one just

as they are in the picture. Such fidelity is

laudable in an engraver from another man's pic

ture, not so when a painter is his own engraver.

The same extreme faithfulness has preserved

the better elements of the original, the sweet

and naive expression of the girl's face, the rich

and pure tonicity of her carnations ; the vigorous,

if rough, treatment of the man's countenance,

and it has reproduced the peculiar, but by no

means quite satisfactory, keeping of the dresses,

their textures and tones. The use of so larjfe

a plate is the contrary of an advantage One

quarter of the size would have been ample for

all there is worth reproducing in a picture which

is big out of all proportion to its importance.

It is right to add that some portions of the

drawing are not blameworthy, though none are

admirable.

Lovers of Turner will be thankful to those

who have issued, through M. Thibaudeau, im

pressions from three unpublished plates of the

' Liber Studiorum,' being a, the finished mezzo

tint of ' GI&ucus and Scylla '; b, the first etching

of ' Ploughing, Eton '; and c, the nenrly finished

mezzotint from the latter plate. We have re

ceived impressions from these plates, together

with one from the plate of ' Shcepwashinjf,

Windsor,' which was bought by Mr. W. G.

Rawlinson, and has been the subject of an

interesting experiment for the recovery of the

autographic etched work of Turner, that is,

the clear and delicate outline of the design

proper. The mezzotint, being so much worn

that it would yield no more valuable impressions,

was rubbed otF the copper until the outlines

alone remained. Original impressions from the

plate as etched being very scarce, the experi

ment was worth trying, and the result is so far

satisfactory that the plate gives an excellent

idea of the etching, defective mostly in the

more subtly drawn distance and finer touches

of the rest of the work. What there is is

genuine and estimable. The ' Glaucus and

Scylla' is a coast view, with a late afternoon

effect in serene weather illuminating rocks, cliffs,

and foliage near the sandy shore of a little

cove, where a hole in a promontory of stone

gives a glimpse of another cove and sloping

downs. In the distance are detached rocks on

the edge of the land, rising downs, and a golden

haze. The sea falls in wavelets on a strand

strewn with shells. Glaucus is near the shore,

and Scylla appears in flight, frightened, and half

dressed. There is exquisite beauty and per

fect repose in the landscape ; nothing of

the romantic sort could be more charming

than the impression produced on our minds

by the motive of the design ; the large trees

that stand in the calm air cast long, in

tense, yet clear shadows on the under cliff

and the sands at its feet. The loftier cliff,

crowned and enriched with foliage, seems to

bask in the sunny air, while the distance is a

delighful mystery of light laden with vapour.

It detracts from our pleasure in the design to

observe that, whereas the sun faces us, and

should project shadows directly to the front,

the shadows are actually projected—see the long

shadow of Scylla on the sand—at right angles

to the light, and parallel to the plane of the

picture ! Discovery of this strange mistake

may havo led to the postponement of publica

tion until the plate was corrected. Otherwise

it is a lovely composition, beautifully executed,

exquisite in tho treatment of the sky. ' Plough

ing, Eton,' has a fine sky, and a great wealth of

suggestive expression ; but the promise of a

fine, delicate, and sombre evening effect is so

far from being complete that it would be unfair

to speak of it. The etching shows where the

plate has been beaten up for alterations before

it was put aside.

From Messrs. Dowdeswell we have an artist's

proof of a plate from which they say only fifty

copies were printed, after having been etched

by Mr. L. B. Phillips,— ' In Harbour.' The

print shows that the artist is endowed with

excellent intentions and some insight into the

sentiment and beauty of nature. It is plain,

however, that he has a great deal to learn. The

outlines of his work need filling with fruits of

knowledge and practice ; his drawing is loose

and indecisive ; vague modelling can be remedied

only by strenuous studies. At the same time

it is only fair to say that this plate is consider

ably above the average of amateurs' work.

THE NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY.

It is a pleasant task to record the pro

gress of one of the most valuable and enter

taining of our public institutions. Mr. Scharf's

learning and energy, the care and liberality

of the trustees, and tho patriotism of nume

rous donors, have formed in a brief space of

time an unparalleled gallery of likenesses of

men and women, famous and infamous in the

history of the country, works which illustrate

its arts even more than its arms, its people even

more than the Court. From Britton the Small-

Coal man to Queen Elizabeth, from Sir Isaac

Newton to Gilly \\ illiams, the notables of our

nation are hero so happily brought face to face

with us that it must be an embarrassment for the

men of our time who see them and look forward

to the hour when the indefatigable director shall

hang up their portraits, each in its niche in his

Temple of Fame ; for Mr. Scharf is bound to

think of posterity, and to have his eye on those

makers of history who are still among us.

Although not in the confidence of the mrant

to whom the world owes so much of its know

ledge of English portraiture, it is from time to

time our duty to record what he has done,

and indicate what old memories have received

fresh lustre at South Kensington—whose niche is

filled, and whoso face made known to this gene

ration. We are glad that the gallery of engraved

portraits has a distinct existence, and we triiBt that

no opportunity will be lost of augmenting it. In

the British Museum is an ever-increasing collec

tion of engraved portraits, but it need not inter

fere with this one, and it will be long before

space can be found at Bloomsbury for such a col

lection as that which is now to be seen at the

younger institution. Apart from this collection,

and wisely placed in the picture gallery proper,

is a capital impression of Faithorne's engraving,

made ail rivum in 1670, from Milton at the

age of sixty-two, and designed as a frontispiece

to the ' History of Britain. ' It is, perhaps, the

most pathetic of all the portraits of that " blind

old man."

Near this hangs a noble life-size three-quarters

length effigy of Endymion Porter, painted by

Dobson in a manner which gives force to King

Charles's description of this artist as "my

English Tintoret." Though Van Dyck was

Dobson's master, it is far more like a Tintoret

than a Van Dyck, and was executed with

sharply defined purplish shadows in the

face, full, deep, and almost tawny carnations,

brought into fine harmony with the black

clothes and the strongly-coloured accessories.

The last comprise a table, on which the Gentle

man of the Bedchamber rests his right hand

while holding a written petition to the king ; a

bust of Seneca is behind the figure, and there is

a glimpse of landscape, including a house and

trees. It is among the curiosities of engraved

portraiture that a plate by Faithorne, after

Dobson's picture of the third Earl of Essex,

was inscribed with the name of Endymion

Porter, and sold as his likeness. Than these

two few men could be more unlike ; between

their pictures there is not the least resemblance.

Not far from the Dobson hangs a capital por

trait, by an unknown artist, of Francis, Lord

Cottington, the " Hispaniolized courtier" of

the bitter and resentful Englishmen of his day.

It is a bust, in three - quarters view to our

left, and shows the full features; the stiff,

pointed beard and moustaches attest that he

was one of the "king's men." Some of the

best judges think that the peculiar ruddiness

of the higher tints of the carnations prove that

this is the work of a Spanish artist ; this surmise

is strengthened by the career and predilections

of the original. The picture is dated 1031, the

age of the sitter being given as fifty-two years.

' Mrs. Jane Middleton ' represents one of the

notorious "cattle," as Pepys called them, of

King Charles the Second. She was the subject

of one of tho sharpest delineations of the pen

of Grammont, and lives still in the king's letter

to his sister of Orleans, in which, while recom

mending the lady to the duchess's favour, he

deplored the fact that since she had had a child

much of her beauty had departed, but that she

was a good creature, so that his dear Henrietta

must needs "be kind to her," poor thing ! The

portrait is a masterpiece of Lely's, and shows

a shepherdess in brilliant white satin, holding

a crook, with abundant fair hair, wonderfully

flattened out at the sides of her head, the too

exuberant contours freely displayed by a low

dress, and " crumby " and extremely blanched

forms, exactly answering to the very " white and

fair " of Grammont. As well it might, an

innocent lamb stands in front of, and stares hard

at, this strange shepherdess, who lolls back with

a lackadaisical air, and gazes at the sky. The

picture is sumptuously painted ; handled with

great firmness and precision ; a rich and solid ira-

pasto distinguishes it, and it is further remark

able because the light is represented as coming

from below. It must have been the rUe of this

damsel to be painted as a shepherdess. There

is another portrait of her, by Gascar, seated in

a landscape, holding across her lap that spud

like implement we are accustomed to call a

crook ; more lambs graze in the distance of this

portrait. There is at Windsor a fine Lely of

" Lady," or Miss, Middleton, engraved by

M'Ardell, showing how she looked before the

event the " merrie " monarch deplored to his

sister, and standing, with eyes very

long, languishing, and lazy.

She is in the character of Ceres, and loaded

with fruits. There is a third Lely (?) of the

lady, seated, with one hand in her lap.

Lely painted the portrait of Prince Rupert, in

the robes of the Garter, which has been hung

lately at South Kensington, and shows him

about the time when Pepys heard of this worthy

scion of royalty in the hands of the surgeons,

who did trepan him terribly ; he wears a

dark, voluminous wig. Near it is a good like

ness of Pepys's patron, the Earl of Sandwich,

a duplicate of the picture at Hinchingbrook.

Not far off are two contrasted portraits of

Katherine of Braganza, showing the luckless

queen as Stoop saw her in that quaint and

hideous Portuguese coiffure which so startled

her graceless bridegroom, and by Huysman, in

the ordinary court dress which, at the king's

instigation, she assumed soon after her arrival

here.

Of an earlier date, and painted in a crude,

primitive manner, is the curious and valuable

portrait of Henry Carey, Lord Hunsdon,

Elizabeth's minister, holding his white staff as
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Lord Chamberlain, and wearing the gold collar

of knots and suns. In this portrait the badge

of knighthood is remarkable, because it is sus

pended by a chain from the neck, independently

from the collar. We conclude by calling atten

tion to Boxall's timid picture of Copley Fielding

and Beechey's portrait of himself.

NOTES FROM ROME.

The tomb of C. Sulpicius Platorinus, the dis

covery of which was announced in my last

" Notes," has not been fully excavated, because

the engineers for the embankment of the Tiber

prevent us from doing so. Since I wrote last

three more cinerary urns and three inscriptions

have been found. One of the urns, exquisitely

carved in white Carrara marble, contained

" OBsa . A . Crispini Crepionis " ; another, cut

in alabaster, and inscribed " Su[lpicise . c . f .

Platojrinoe," belongs to the daughter, or

perhaps to the niece, of C. Sulpicius. Two

inscriptions are engraved on the outside wall of

the tomb, facing the river ; the third is scratched

on the inner wall. They are exceedingly im

portant from an historical point of view. They

give the names of personages either buried in

the mausoleum or connected with its owners.

Suetonius, speaking of Marcia Furnilla, the

second wife of Titus, the mother of Julia, de

clares her to be "splendidi generis," of the

noblest birth ; but nothing else was known

about the lady and her pedigree. Her name is

not mentioned by other historians ; no inscrip

tion, no coin belonging to her had yet been

found. From the documents discovered in the

tomb of C. Sulpicius Platorinus, we are informed

that her father was Q. Marcius Barea Sura,

son of Marcius Barea, consul a.d. 18, grandson

of C. Marcius, and great-grandson of M. Artorius

Geminus, prefect of the cerarium militare of the

Temple of Concord, a magistrate well known

from the inscription discovered among the ruins

of that temple on July 31st, 1817. Her mother

was Antonia a. f. Furnilla, who may be the

daughter of an Aulus Furnius and an Antonia,

or else of an Aulus Antonius and a Furnia.

The other important names mentioned in the

inscriptions are those of Crispinus or Cris-

pinius Caapio, and of Crispina, his daughter,

who had married into the Sulpician family.

According to Tacitus, Crispinus Csepio was

under- Governor of Bithynia a.d. 15; he ac

cused his Governor, Granius Marcellus, of con

spiring against Tiberius. See 'Annal.,' i. 74. He

was also a botanist, and studied especially the

family of the Centifolise (Pliny, xxi. 10). Of

Cornelius Priscus, mentioned in another in

scription, we know nothing, except that he

belonged to the equestrian order. His son is

mentioned on a tombstone found centuries ago

near the Porta S. Sebastiano.

Between the tomb of Platorinus and the

Ponte Sisto other discoveries have been made.

Six thousand four hundred and three coins

were found buried together underground. They

belong to the end of the fourth and the beginning

of the fifth century, and are of no importance.

Next came an altar dedicated " Silvano Sancto,"

and another also dedicated to Silvanus by

a M. Cuppius, who, besides the altar, had

built at his own expense the chapel and

the wall (maceria) enclosing the sacred area.

All this ground between the tomb and the

bridge was occupied by private dwellings of

modest appearance, with narrow lanes crossing

each other at right angles. From the water-

pipes, running underneath the pavement of the

streets, we gather that one of the adjoining

houses belonged to L. Sempronius Rufus and

another to Rufinianus. Between the two

houses there was a shrine of the Lares Com-

pitales, with a marble altar, inscribed "Laribus

Augustis Sacrum."

The banks of the Tiber"were public property.

A line of cippi ran on each side of the river,

from above the Ponte Molle down to the Navalia,

marking the extent of each strip of public land.

The cippi were set up for the first time a.u.c.

700 by the Censors P. Servilius Isauricus and

M. Valerius Messalla. Forty- six years after

wards Marcius Censorinus and Asinius Gallus,

who had been created "curatores alvei et

riparum Tiberis," concluded the operation by

erecting new stones, and raising again those

which had been overthrown. Vespasian, a.d. 73,

Trajan, 102, Hadrian, 122, and M. Aurelius,

161, restored also this line of stones, fifty of

which have come down to us. The fifty-first

was found the other day, forty-two metres above

the Ponte Sisto on the Transtiberine side. It

speaks, for the first time, of another restoration,

made a.d. 197, by Septimius Severus and Cara-

calla, who was then Prince Imperial (imperator

destinatus), under the curatorship of Valerius

Macedo.

The temple of Romulus, son of Maxentius,

on the Sacra Via, has been excavated down to

the old level ; all the houses, granaries, and

churches surrounding the temple have been

demolished. The architecture of the building

is rather peculiar, its decorations tasteless and

poor. The round cella, which Felix IV.

occupied as a vestibule to his church of SS.

Cosma e Damiano, stands between two rect

angular halls. The facade was ornamented

with four large columns of Cipollino marble,

two of which still stand on their huge pede

stals ; the third was taken away by Urban

VIII. ; of the fourth the pedestal alone remains

in situ. The bronze door, with its couple of

porphyry columns (which had been raised to

the modern level of the quarter by the same

Pope), has been restored to its original place.

Several inscriptions have come to light in the

process of the works. A Latin epigram, in the

style of Pope Damasus, speaks of the im

provements made in the church by Pope Ser-

gius I., a.d. 695. According to the ' Liber

Pontificalis,' Sergius built the ambones and the

ciborium above the confessional, and covered

with lead tiles the cupola of the Rotunda of

Romulus, which was then called trullum. This

lead covering must have been stolen at an early

date, because in restoring the roof of the trullum

we have found roots and trunks of trees, six

inches in diameter, which show that for many

centuries the building had been completely left

to decay. Opposite the door, on the other side

of the Sacra Via, are to be seen the remains of

a memorial shrine, raised in honour of Gordian

the younger by the people of Tarsus ; the in

scription, however, praises the town itself more

than the unfortunate emperor they wanted to

honour. Tarsus is styled " the town of Gor

dian, of Severus Alexander, of Antoninus Cara-

calla, of Hadrian, the most excellent, the largest,

the handsomest, the metropolis of three pro

vinces (Cilicia, Isauria, and Lycaonia)," and so

on. They could have said less and done better,

because the very pedestal, for instance, which

supported the Btatue of Gordian is a piece of

marble not worth a farthing, and bought second

hand, having been used before for some other

purposes, as shown by another inscription, which

the citizens of Tarsus did not even take the

trouble to obliterate.

Two boys have found a curious statue on the

slope of the Viminal which stretches between

the Via Nazionale and the new botanical gardens.

The statue, without doubt, had been stolen from

some private grounds, and concealed in that

remote spot ; but before the would-be thieves

could get any chance of securing or selling the

stolen figure, it was discovered by these lads

and handed over to the Municipality. It repre

sents a shepherd or a pilgrim, a dry old thing,

labouring under the weight of years and of a

basket which he carries in the left hand. The

bald head is shaded by a straw hat, in the shape

of a petasus ; the lower portion of the body is

covered with rags. Altogether it is a remark

able piece of work, although marked by the

characteristics of the decline of art.

Another statue, a headless, life-size Minerva,

was found opposite the church of S. Callisto in ;

the Transtevere, twenty-seven feet under ground.

A third, a sitting female goddess, was found

beyond the Villa Pamphily, in the ditch of the

new fortress of Bravetta. In the gardens of S.

Martino ai Monti were found two inscriptions

and a bust. One of the inscriptions is datt-!

from the empire of Libius Severus, who reigfnec

from 461 to 46", and whose name is hardly tve:

mentioned in epitaphs. Rare, also, is the nunr

of Flavins Dioscorus, a consul of the fifth cen

tury, which occurs in the other inscription. The

bust, very nicely worked and well preserved,

represents Otacilia Severa.

The Ministry of Public Instruction, thanks

to the energetic efforts of Senatore Fiorelli, is

actively engaged in rescuing from captivity those

monuments of Rome which had become private

property, and turned to every use which specu

lation could suggest. Nearly one half of the

Baths of Titus will be opened to the public next

autumn, and also that portion of the Forum of

Augustus which extends from the Via Bonella

and the Arco de' Pantani to the Tone dei Conti

and the Forum Transitorium. The Government

expects, also, to buy the Vigna Bernab<5, which

occupies one of the most beautiful sections of

the Baths of Caracalla. At the eleventh mile

stone of the Via Tiburtina, the pavement of thv

old road was discovered for some hundred feet

There are remains of tombs on cacli side of the

highway, in one of which a bronze statuette was

found, eighteen inches high.

In the course of the winter campaign fully one

acre of ground was excavated at Ustia. The

results are rather important as regards the his

tory and the topography of the commercial pan

of the town. The "down town,' the busy

quarters of Ostia, extended along the main

branch of the Tiber, and inland as far as the forum

and temple of Vulcan. The docks are all built

on the some pattern—I dare say by the same

architect and the same contractor. Imagine a

network of streets, twelve feet wide, running

from north to south and from east to west, with

rows of stores or magazines on each side, built

of reticulated work with layers of bricks. The

ground floor was exclusively used for storing

supplies, mostly grain cargoes ; in the floor

above were the offices and the residence of trad

ing companies, and of the collegia of working

men connected with the port. These upper

rooms are better arranged, their pavements are

ornamented with chiaroscuro mosaics, their walls

coated with painted Btucco. Commercial men, as

a rule, never cared for aesthetics ; accordingly

not a single fragment of a work of art was found

in this dry and lonesome region of docks. I will

mention, however, one object—the bone handle

of a pocket-knife — which is not without a

certain interest. On one side of the handle are

engraved the whip and the cap of a jockey, and

his name, evprepbs ; on the other, the palm of

victory, the head of a horse, and its name,

nereo. Now we must recollect that other

handles, perfectly alike, have been found in

Rome—one five years ago in the Via di Porta S.

Lorenzo—inscribed with names of the same

jockey and horse ; another, seven years ago,

sold by Pennelli to an antiquary in Paris, in

winch the name of the horse is evmelo. It seems

that the gallant agitator of the circus won his race

with a biga, and this race must have been so

famous, so popular, that tradesmen availod them

selves of the opportunity to bring forth objets a

la mode, such as pocket-knives and children's

toys. In 1872, while excavating near the church

of S. Eusebio on the Esquiline, we discovered

the remnants of a diminutive biga, on the

wheels of which (cut in lead) the name of

evprepes was engraved. I expect to see very

soon in the market pocket-knives and children's

toys with the names of Archer and Bend Or

engraved upon them. Rodolfo Lancianl
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SALES.

Ox tho 25th ult. Messrs. Christie, Manson &

Woods sold by auction the original water colours

prepared for the steel plates to ' Picturesque

Europe' and Cassell's 'Illustrated Shakspearo.'

Among the Shakspeare illustrations were five

water-colour drawings by Mr. F. Dickseo :

Antony and Cleopatra, 148 guineas ; Bertram

and Helena, 110 gs.; Othello and Desdemona,

Ol gs. ; Csesar and Calphurnia, 105 gs. ; Con

stance and Salisbury, 90 gs. Among the ' Pictu

resque Europe' drawings were some water colours

toy Birket Foster : St. Michael's Mount, Corn

wall, 66 gs. ; Windsor Castle, 61 gs. ; Old Houses

in Strasbourg, 51 gs.; Turnbury Castle, 51 gs. ;

Lauffenberg, 54 gs. ; Verona, 60 gs. ; Edinburgh,

from Calton Hill, 58 gs. ; Market Place at Orta,

<J4 gs. ; Moi.lin Huet Bay, Guernsey, 50 gs. ;

Innspruck, 69 gs.

On Saturday last the same auctioneers sold

the following water-colour drawings and

pictures. Drawings : H. W. B. Davis, Sand

Hills, with a Shepherd and Sheep, 1572. J. B.

Burgess, Youth and Age, 1592. L. Haghe,

Hums in the Forum, Rome, 131/. Pictures :

P. Bouvier, L'Occasion, 1262. V. Chevilliard,

A Game at Cards, 1622. G. Roller, Albert

Durer receiving a Message from the Duchess

of Parma, 1362. C. Seiler, "Official Orders,"

2412. J. E. Saintin, " Treasured Mementoes,"

1052. F. Domingo, The Cardplayers, 5462.

A. Toulmouche, L'Attente, 1152. ; White Lilacs,

1152. E. Castres, Outside the Ambulance, 2412.

Li. C. Midler, Mecca Pilgrims, 7352. Jules

Breton, A Breton Woman, 4512. J. G. Vibert,

An Unequal Match, 1572. B. W. Leader, On

the Llugwy, North Wales, 1572. T. S. Cooper,

Cows and Sheep, 2462. ; Noon, Cattle Reposing,

2312. E. Frere, The Drum Lesson, 2622. E.

Nicol, The School, 2102. W. Etty, The Triumph

of Cleopatra, 5252.

M. Rajon has finished his plate after Mr.

Watts's portrait of Herr Joachim, much to the

satisfaction of the painter, and Messrs. Agnew

& Co. will shortly publish it. The same pub

lishers are about to issue another etching by

this engraver from the same painter's picture,

' Joan of Arc,' which is now in the Grosvenor

Exhibition. Messrs. Pilgeram & Lefevre will

soon issue an etching from the little upright

picture of Roman ladies in a balneum, which

Mr. Alma Tadema has recently finished and

called ' The Bath.' Our readers will remember

that the women are standing in a white marble

bath, in wliich the water pours from a dolphin

of bronze.

The Print Room has been lately enriched by

the purchase on the Continent of a numerous

collection of German broadsides, illustrated with

engravings and woodcuts of historical and sati

rical subjects, dating from 1534, and includ

ing a considerable proportion of anti-papal

Batires, e.g., a striking one of the Pope driving

his clergy in a chariot to hell ; behind are many

briefs hanging in a tree ; in front devils are

tormenting a monk. A similar work is dated

1588. Among other subjects of these prints are

the great clock at Strasbourg, 1574, views of

towns, castles, and other buildings, arms,

armorials, costumes, and some good specimens

of early stencil colouring of a vivid kind.

The Society for the Protection of Ancient

Buildings held its third annual meeting on

Monday last, in the Great Room of the Society

of Arts, AdelphL The Report of the Com

mittee, enlarging on the continued activity of

the Society, and describing its efforts, many of

which have been fortunate, some fruitless, was

read, and showed that the chief object of the

body, the awakening public attention to the

dangers of "restoration," as distinct from pre

servation of buddings, was being rewarded with

a large measure of success. No greater proof

of this is needed than the foundation of a

similar society in France. The labours of the

Committee in regard to St. Alban's have been

unhappily defeated, and the building has been

handed over to tho caprice of Sir E. Beckett.

With regard to St. Mark's at Venice, the

Society's efforts had been strengthened by

the support of a large and educated body of

Italians, who deprecate the deplorable treat

ment to which that building has been sub

jected. No doubt a change has taken effect, and

the wholesale abolition of antiquity which was

threatened is, fur tho time at least, modified, if

not stayed ; the recent operations are of a loss

destructive nature than before. The efforts of

the Society, backed by Mr. Street's and Mr.

J. J. Stevenson's remonstrances, elicited many

testimonies to the same effect, one of the most

valuable of which is a letter published in the

Building News of the 18th ult. by a practical

mason, Mr. S. B. Burton, of Newcastle-on-Tyne.

The City Church and Churchyard Protection

Society is in general alliance with the Society

for tho Protection of Ancient Buildings, and

has similar, but not identical, objects. Three

hon. secretaries havo been added to the last-

named body, in order to relieve Mr. W. Morris

of part of those increasing duties which he has

generously performed. These gentlemen are

Mr. Eustace Balfour, the Hon. R. C. Grosvenor,

and Mr. C. G. Vinall. Mr. S. Leighton, M.P.,

was in the chair, and the meeting was addressed

by that gentleman, Lord Talbot do Malahide,

Prof. Colvin, Mr. W. B. Richmond, and others.

The meeting was largely attended. It was

pressed on members that they should endeavour

to add to their number, in order to strengthen

the hands and extend the influence of the

Society.

Mr. Wilfred Cripps, the author of ' Old

English Plate,' has just completed a companion

volume on 'French Plate,' giving tho date,

letters, and marks. This book, which is tho

result of much original research, will be pub

lished shortly by Mr. Murray.

Prof. Charles Eliot Norton has just com

pleted a new work, entitled ' Historical Studies

of Church Building in the Middle Ages—Venice,

Siena, Florence.' The work is already in tho

press, and will be issued simultaneously in New

York and London.

The Fourth Annual Fine-Art Exhibition at

Dundee is now opon. Many English Royal

Academicians are represented, as well as

members of the Royal Scottish Academy.

Amongst the contributors are Sir Noel Paton,

Mr. Alma Tadema, Mr. M'Whirter, Sir Daniel

Macnee, and Mr. Pettie. Last year the sales

realized 10,0002.

The details of the coming Congress of Archeo

logy in Wiltshire have just been arranged.

Visits will be made to the churches of St. John

and St. Mary and the remains of the Old Castle,

Devizes, Potterne Church, Eastwell, Eddington

Church, Bratton, Steeple Ashton, Keevil,

Poulshot, Bishops-Cannings Church, tho Wans-

dyke, Abury, Silbury and its Btone circle,

Chippenham, Bradenstoke Priory, Mahnesbury

Abbey, Amesbury, Vespasian's Camp, Stone-

henge, Bowood House, Lacock Abbey, Melks-

ham, and other places of antiquarian and his

torical interest in the county.

A special general meeting of the Glasgow

Archa.'ological Society was held last week.

Papers by Mr. James Napier, F.R.S.E., 'On

Folk-lore among the Upper and Middle Classes,'

and by the Secretary on the canoe recently dis

covered in a small island in the Clyde, were read.

Prof. Young exhibited coins in the Hunterian

Museum which have not yet been catalogued.

The following pictures were lately sold, for

francs, in Paris : Goya, La Toilette, 3,150.

Diaz, Chien au repos dans un Bois, 4,100.

Millet, L'Heure de Midi, 6,300. Saint-Jean,

Bouquet de Flours, 11,400. Bronze: Barye,

These'e et le Minotauro, 4,000.

The annual general meeting of the Arundel

Society was held on Wednesday, in tho Society's

rooms. Sir Henry Layard took the chair. The

formal business having been concluded, Sir

Henry gave a resum.6 of the history of the

Society. He reported that the balance at the

end of 1879 amounted to upwards of 1,3002.,

and he called attention to some remarkable

mosaics in a mosque on the shores of the Bos

porus, apparently by an Italian artist of the

fourteenth century, which he thought might be

advantageously copied. Sir William Gregory

added some observations on some monuments

and frescoes he had lately seen in Italy, which

he thought desirable to bo copied. Mr. Oscar

Browning urged the importance of copying

some more of those Italian frescoes which were

peculiarly liable to injury or decay. Some

explanations were given by the Treasurer, and

after a few observations by Sir Coutts Lindsay

and Mr. Burton, the Director of the National

Gallery, the meeting separated.

An exhibition of the works of Thomas Couture

is preparing in Paris by M. Barbdienne.

The exhibition of the Fine Arts at Milan will

be opened in the Brera from the 26th of August

tdl the 30th of September next.

M. Chapu is to execute a statue of Auber to

be erected in Caen, the composer's native town.

This sculptor has lately finished a statue of Jean

Cousin, which will be uncovered at Sens, his

birthplace, in September next.

M. Champfleury's last portion of his 'His-

toire de la Caricature,' the second part of which

we reviewed some time ago, will shortly be issued

by the Librairie Dentu, Paris.

The German papers announce that the exca

vations at Olympia stopped on the 18th ult.

They have been most fruitful. Late in the

autumn, before the explorers finally quit the

Morea, it is proposed to make further search in

the south-east corner of the Altis and on the

southern side of the Byzantine church.

An exhibition has been opened at Carlsruhe

of the sketches and drawings left by the late

K. F. Leasing. Some of these date as far back

as 1824.

MUSIC

TIIE WEEK.

Royal Italian Opera.—' Lc Pre1 aux Clercs.'
Chystal Palace.—The Handel Festival.
Br. James's Hall.—Mr. G-anz's Orchestral Concerts.
St. James's Hall.—The Musical Union.
Sr. James's Hall.—Philharmonic Society.

It is idle to speculate upon the possible

work which Louis Joseph Ferdinand Herold

might have wrought for the French lyric

stage had he not fallen a victim to consump

tion at the ago of forty-two. He lived long

enough to leave an indelible impression at

a time when opera comique was considered

a worthy field of labour by musicians of

genius. 'Marie,' 'Zampa,' and ' Le Pre

aux Clercs ' will serve to keep alive the

memory of Herold so long as comic opera

obtains recognition as a legitimate form of

art. Of the three works mentioned the last

is perhaps the most unexceptionable for

continuous melodic interest and unity of

style, notwithstanding the indications in

' Zampa ' of dramatic intensity which might

eventually have been turned to the best

account. ' Lo Pro aux Clercs' was produced

on December 15th, 1832, and on January

19th following Herold died. If we pos

sessed in London a thoatre devoted to comic

opera of the purest type, this work would

enjoy the utmost popularity both with musi

cians and the general public, for its never

failing tunefulness is equalled by the skill

and grace displayed in the concerted music
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and the orchestration. But if it be asked

■whether Mr. Gye was wise to select the

opera for production at Covent Garden we

are forced to reply in the negative. Its

pristine delicacy and subtlety suffer by trans

plantation to a stage many sizes too large

for the display of such qualities. The sub

stitution of recitative for the dialogue of

the original tends to monotony, notwithstand

ing the interest of the drama, and many

charming points of detail are of necessity

lost in the new locale. The work was far

more effective when presented at the Gaiety

Theatre in 1875 by the French company,

whose efforts failed to meet with apprecia

tion owing to some caprice on the part of

the public. Whether Signor Vianesi feels

no sympathy with this typically French

opera we cannot undertake to say, but, what

ever the cause, the playing of the orchestra

on Saturday last was strangely coarse and

unrefined. Herold's score is not overladen

with brass and percussion, nor devoid of

nuances, as might be supposed from this

performance. With regard to the cast,

though it would be unfair to term it in

adequate, yet it is undeniable that its lead

ing members did not succeed in rousing the

audience from a more than normal state of

apathy. MadameAlbani as Isabelle produced

some effect in the celebrated aria " Jours de

mon enfance," but otherwise her perform

ance was by no means remarkable, and M.

Engel was neither vocally nor dramatically

equal to the part of Mergy. The best piece

of acting was that of Signor Cotogni as

CantarelU, and a word of approval may be

given alike to Mdlle. Valleria as Nicette,

and to M. Gailhard as Girod. Signor Gorsi

made little of his opportunities as Com-

minge. The general unsuitability of the

opera to its present purpose was curiously

illustrated by the cold reception accorded to

some of the most charming numbers, as, for

example, the two trios, "Vous me disiez

sans cesse" and " C'en est fait." In order

to secure at least one of the essential

features of grand opera, Signor Vianesi has

interpolated a ballet with music by some

very inferior hand. Herold wrote several

ballets, and one or more of them might

surely have been utilized for the occasion.

It is but duo to the stage manager, Signor

Tagliafico, to acknowledge the judicious

and effective liberality displayed in the

mounting of the work ; the second and third

acts give conclusive proof of his skill and

taste in such matters. ' Le Pre aux Clercs '

will yet enjoy a career of popularity, but

not on the Covent Garden stage nor in the

Italian language. Madame Sembrieh has

followed up her initial success by appearing

as Amina, a character affording similar

opportunities for purely vocal display to

that of Lucia, while possessing still less

dramatic significance. Madame Sembrich's

exceptional ability as a singer of florid

Italian music has been placed further be

yond dispute by her new assumption, but it

is still impossible to speak with safety as to

her dramatic resources. Her third and last

impersonation this season will be that of

Marguerite de Valois in ' Les Huguenots.'

The Handel Festival at the Crystal Palace

was brought to a close yesterday week by

what, in the unanimous opinion of all con

noisseurs present, was one of the finest per

formances—possibly the finest—of ' Israel

in Egypt ' ever heard. There is no work

of Handel's, nor indeed in the whole reper

toire of music, so well fitted for a monster

festival as this. Of the thirty-nine numbers

which it contains, twenty-eight are choruses;

and it is no disparagement to the eminent

Boloists engaged on these occasions to say

that by far the greatest effects produced in

the central transept of the Crystal Palace

are those made by the choral portions of

the music. In ' Israel,' moreover, more

than in any other of Handel's works, double

choruses abound, and very remarkable effects

are obtained by the antiphonal treatment of

the vocal masses. It will suffice to refer to

such numbers as "He spake the word,"

" He gave them hailstones," " The horse

and his rider," and " Thy right hand, 0

Lord," as illustrations of this point. No

where else is it possible to realize these

effects to anything like the extent which is

done at Sydenham, because no other orchestra

in the country allows the two choirs to be

placed at such a distance from one another.

The choruses yesterday week were, on the

whole, magnificently rendered. The few slips

which we noticed were, with hardly an excep

tion, precisely the same as have been made at

everyHandel Festivalwithin our recollection.

This is likely to continue to be the case until

the rehearsal becomes one in reality as well

as in name. If the time devoted to some

of the more popular numbers, which every

member of the chorus knows perfectly, were

given to the practice of the more difficult

pieces, manyof which are never byany chance

rehearsed at all, there might be a hope of

future improvement. This, however, is, we

fear, hardly to be looked for, as, although

the artistic benefit would be indubitable,

the financial result of such a change of pro

cedure would probably be less satisfactory.

We referred last week to Sir Michael Costa's

alterations of Handel's text, and shall not

again enlarge on this painful subject, merely

saying that some of the liberties taken with

' Israel ' were even more unwarrantable and

repugnant to every artistic feeling than those

already commented upon. The solo music

was excellently given by Madame Lemmens-

Sherrington, Miss Anna Williams, Madame

Patey, Mr. Edward Lloyd, Mr. Bridson,

and Mr. Frederic King. Sir Michael Costa

received an ovation at the close of the

festival, which, as a conductor at least, he

certainly fairly earned. We are glad to

learn that the attendance compares favour

ably with that of previous festivals, upwards

of 79,000 persons having been present during

the four days.

The last of the present series of Mr.

Ganz's Orchestral Concerts, which was

given at St. James's Hall last Saturday

afternoon, was in more respects than one

the best that has been heard during the

season. The central point of attraction, at

least to musicians, was the announcement of

Berlioz's symphony ' Harold en Italie,' a

masterpiece to which the public seldom have

an opportunity of listening. It was per

formed at the Crystal Palace in 1878, and

was also given at St. James's Hall last

season under Mr. Ganz ; but with these ex

ceptions it had not been heard in London

since the composer himself conducted it at

the New Philharmonic Concerts in 1855.

The work is essentially programme music,

the idea being suggested by Byron's 'Childe

Harold,' and a solo viola being employed

throughout the score as the representative

of the hero. The four movements of which

the symphony consists are respectively en

titled " Harold in the Mountains—Scenes of

Melancholy, Happiness, and Joy," " March

and Evening Prayer of the Pilgrims," ' ' Sere

nade of the Mountaineer of the Abruzzi to

his Loved One," and " Eecollections of the

Scenes preceding—Orgy of Brigands." The

form of the work is based on that of the

classical symphonies, though with such im

portant modifications of detail as to render

the similarity by no means obvious without

close examination of the music. The cha

racteristics which strike the hearer most

forcibly are the originality and wealth of

the melodic invention, the remarkable bold

ness of the harmonies, and the rare beauty

of the orchestration. In all these respects

' Harold ' is a not unworthy companion of

the ' Damnation de Faust.' The most

pleasing and readily appreciable movements

are the Pilgrims' March and the Serenade,

while the final Orgy of Brigands, though

of unquestionable power, seems in many

parts to seek for truth of painting at the

expense of musical beauty. The perform

ance of the symphony under Mr. Ganz de

serves high praise, as being by far the most

satisfactory rendering of an orchestral work

which we have yet heard under his direc

tion. The first and third movements were

especially well played. The important and

difficult viola solo was admirably rendered

by Herr Hollander, one of the most finished

artists now before the public. The remain

ing orchestral pieces at this concert were

M. Saint-Saens's not particularly interesting

Prelude to ' Le Deluge,' and the Overtures

to the 'Wood Nymph* (Bennett) and 'Tann-

hauser.' Mendelssohn's Concerto in o minor

was brilliantly played by M. Alphonse

Duvernoy ; and the vocalists were Mr. Sims

Peeves and Miss Carlotta Elliot. Mr.

Beeves sang " H with all your hearts " and

' Adelaida ' in his own unapproachable

style ; Miss Elliot, who has an excellent

voice, should be counselled not at present to

attempt such pieces as "Bel raggio" from

' Semiramide,' which was obviously beyond

her power.

There is no occasion to linger over the

final programme of the Musical Union, as

it consisted, according to recognized prece

dent, of items selected for their inherent

attractiveness. Allowing for an unfortunate

contretemps in the scherto, we have seldom

heard Beethoven's Septet better played.

One point worthy of notice was the judicious

tempo adopted in the minuet, a movement

frequently taken too fast. M. Alphonse

Duvernoy's crisp touch and vivacious style

told exceedingly well in the Septet of

Hummel, and unstinted praise may be

accorded to his rendering, with Herr Auer,

of the two final movements of Beethoven's

Kreutzer Sonata. The Musical Union was

one of three institutions whose existence it

was supposed would be terminated by their

several promoters after this season. But,

as in the instance of the Sacred Harmonic

Society, it seems that, in place of " Requiescat

in pace," we should rather say " Resurgani ! "

After thirty-six years of unremitting labour

for art—labour which we are assured has

had extremelybeneficial results—the director

evinces a not unnatural desire to retire, and
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as the executive of the Musical Union lies

solely in his hands, the adoption of this

course would, it was naturally assumed,

prove fatal to the further continuance of the

undertaking. But it would seem that the

subscribers and others interested in the

matter have taken counsel, and a proposal

lias been made that a well-known musician,

one of the regular executants at the

Matinees, should assume the direction of

the enterprise, or at any rate the more

laborious part thereof, leaving the editing

of the ■qrogrammes, &c, still in the hands

of Mr. Ella. We may be permitted to ex

press the hope that an arrangement of this

nature may be carried into effect. The

Musical Union performances are among the

most artistic and enjoyable of the summer

season, and have been the means of intro

ducing many continental musicians of note

to the London public. A mere glance at

the list of executants who have appeared

<iuring past seasons will serve to prove this.

Musical institutions based on the most rigid

art principles are not so common with us

that we can afford to lose one of them with

out making at least an effort to maintain its

existence.

The eighth concert of the Philharmonic

Society (the last for the present season),

•which was given at St. James's Hall on

"Wednesday evening, was noteworthy for the

introduction into the programme of an im

portant work by a young English composer.

As a general rule the Committee treat our

younger race of musicians with such super

cilious neglect that they deserve credit when

for once they recognize the possibility that a

native composer with a comparatively un

known name may perchance have written

something worth hearing. We trust that

the precedent set on Wednesday may be

followed in coming seasons, because the

impression undoubtedly exists (whether

deservedly or not it is not our present busi

ness to inquire) that the Philharmonic

Society does little or nothing for the en

couragement of rising talent. The fortunate

exception on Wednesday was Mr. Arthur H.

Jackson, whose Pianoforte Concerto in d

minor was played by Miss Agnes Zimnier-

mann. Mr. Jackson was formerly a student

at the Royal Academy of Music, where he

received instruction in composition from

the late Sir Sterndale Bennett and Dr.

Sullivan, and he is now one of the professors

of harmony in that institution. It is with

sincere pleasure that we record the complete

success of Mr. Jackson's work. It is not

only a most musicianly and well-written

composition, but it contains many passages

of real charm and beauty. The slow move

ment is especially admirable ; but the entire

concerto deserves unqualified praise. The

solo part, the treatment of which shows a

thorough acquaintance with the technique of

the piano, was most excellently rendered by

Miss Zimmermann, and the hearty applause

which greeted each movement ought to con

vince the directors of the Society that they

will do well to pay more attention than they

have hitherto done to the claims of English

music at their concerts. Another English

piece was included in Wednesday's pro

gramme, a pretty, but rather fragmentary,

canzonet, ' ' I prithee send me back myheart, ' '

composed by Miss Maud Valerie White,

and capitally sung by Mr. Santley. Sir

Julius Benedict's Overture to ' Twelfth

Night,' composed expressly for the Phil

harmonic Society, was performed for the

first time at the same concert. Like all its

author's works, it is extremely well written

and very effectively scored ; but it shows

more constructive skill than inspiration.

Madame Norman - Neruda created great

enthusiasm by her really splendid perform

ance of the Adagio and Eondo from Vieux-

temps's Concerto in e (music, it may be

remarked in passing, which is quite un

worthy of her abilities) ; and the ' Pastoral '

Symphony, Weber's ' Jubilee ' Overture, and

vocal music by Madame Antoinette Sterling

completed a very interesting selection.

gjusiral 6osshj.

Mr. Stephen S. Stratton, of Birmingham,

who during the past season has given a series of

chamber concerts at the Masonic Hall, an

nounces a second series for next season. The

prospectus which he has issued states that the

number of concerts will be increased from four

to six, each concert consisting entirely of in

strumental music, and occupying rather less

than two hours. No fewer than thirteen novel

ties are announced, of which six are by English

composers—a fact for which Mr. Stratton

deserves especial praise. The prices are so ex

tremely low as to place the opportunity of

hearing high-class music within the reach of all ;

and Mr. Stratton deserves the wannest support

of his townspeople in his endeavours to diffuse

the knowledge of his art

At Mr. Charles Halle's Recital on the 18th

ult. the novelty was Kiel's Quintet in a, Op.

75, a musicianly but not remarkably interesting

work. At the next performance, on the 24th,

there were two items marked " first time,"

neither of which, however, could be considered

an absolute novelty. Goetz's Quintet in c minor,

Op. 16, for piano and strings, was first per

formed in this country at the Popular Concerts,

March 31st, last year. It is perhaps the most

satisfactory of the lamented composer's chamber

works, the themes being charmingly fresh and

melodious and the development clear and un

laboured, though tinged with Schumannlike

earnestness and poetic feeling. Mr. Halle played

Schumann's ' Kinderscenen, Op. 15, a composi

tion which by its nature is unfitted for frequent

public performance. Each of the thirteen

sketches is a gem in itself, but the bond of

union between the whole is but slight. It was

noted that Mr. Halle took several of the

numbers at a much slower pace than that in

dicated by the metronomic directions ; and

having regard to the style of the music and the

fanciful titles bestowed by the composer it can

not bo denied that there was ample justification

for this course. For example, No. 12, ' Kind im

Einschlummern,' would be meaningless if taken

at the marked tempo. The remainder of the

programme of Friday week must pass without

comment.

Miss Gertrude Wynne (Mrs. Dallas) gave a

matinie musicale at 32, Craven Hill Gardens, on

Wednesday, when she was assisted by Madame

Edith Wynne, M. Sainton, and other artists.

Miss Gertrude Wynne is a soprano of consider

able promise, and a pupil of Madame Sainton-

Dolby.

At the Paris Academic des Beaux-Arts the

first Grand Prix for musical composition has

been awarded by the judges to M. Lucien Hille-

macher, the second to M. Marty, and honourable

mention to M. Bruneau. All three gentlemen

were pupils of M. Massenet.

It had been settled that M. Ambroise Thomas's

new opera ' Francoise de Rimini ' was to be pro

duced next winter at the Paris Opera, Gounod's

' Le Tribut de Zamora ' having given place to it.

It is now stated by the Revue et Gazette Musicale

that this arrangement has been altered, as M.

Thomas finds it impossible to secure an adequate

cast for his work, and therefore withdraws it till

a more favourable opportunity. Under these

circumstances it at present appears likely that

M. Gounod's work will be the first given. Next

January or February is spoken of as the

probable date.

DRAMA

I.YCRt'M THEATRE —SOLE LESSEE and MANAGER. MR HENRY
IRVINO. Every Evening (except KAturdayal.iit 7.4.'i, • Ttie MEHCHANT
uf VENICE. 'Mich Tiuiedernilnatlnir with the Trial Scene). 8HYLOCK,
MK. IKV1XG; PORTIA, MISS ELLEN TERRY. Concluding with
lOLANTHE.' MISS ELLEN TKHRY and MR. IRVING. Katnrday

KvooiiiKS. July 3rd. loth. 17th. and :Mth. at H.ai, 'The HKI.I.S 1 (MAT
THIAS. Mr. IRVINGi aad • lOLANTHE ' (Mr. IRVING and Mix
ELLEN TERRY |. The MERCHANT of VENICE ' every Katunlar
at ! oelork SHYI.OCK. MR IRVING; PORTIA, MISS ELLEN
TERRY.—Box OUce (Mr. Hunt) open 10 to 5.

THE WEEK.

Vaudeville.—' The Guv'nor,' a Farcical Comedy, In Three
Acts. By E. Q. Lankest«r.
Sadler's Wells.—'A Midsummer Night's Dream.'

Wtiile to France we are indebted for two-

thirds of our acting drama, German comedy

is practically neglected. A few dramas of

serious interest have during times compara

tively recent been transferred from the Ger

man stage to the English, the most important

beingDr.Westland Marston's ' Donna Diana,'

which, though Spanish in origin, reaches us

through the German of Joseph Schreyvogel,

Mr. Oxenford's adaptation of Dr. Mosen-

thal's ' Deborah,' and Mr. Wills's two plays

' Hinko the Headsman ' and ' The Man of

Airlie.' German humour has seldom, how

ever, commended itself to the English public,

and it is difficult to recall before the appear

ance of ' The Guv'nor ' a single instance of

a German comedy or farce which has found

acceptance upon our boards. The specimen

now afforded is likely to lead to further

explorations of the source whence it is

derived. Through an adaptation which is

weak, undramatic, and juvenile penetrates

enough of genuine drollery to stir an English

public to paroxysms of laughter, and to

secure for the play a complete success. That

' The Guv'nor has even in the original any

great merit, dramatic or literary, may be

doubted. In its present shape, in addition

to being feebly written, it is wholly pre

posterous in action, and its best effects are

produced by the employment of unpleasant

moans. Physical imperfections are, so to

speak, the mainspring of the action. But

for the deafness of one of the characters

the entire plot would drop to the ground ;

but for the stammer of a second the rdle he

plays would be that of a walking gentleman.

Now of all means of bringing about equivoke,

that of making one of the characters deaf

is' the cheapest and the most common ; of

all methods of giving an appearance of

comicality to a character not intrinsically

comic, that of assigning it a peculiarity of

speech is the simplest. In spite of these

defects and the occasional vulgarity and the

constant strain after wit which leads the

English adapter to furnish his dialogue

with the worst puns he can appropriate or

invent, ' The Guv'nor ' is a success. It

has an intrigue which, though impossible

from beginning to end, is diverting, and

it has two or three scenes in which the

fun is "fast and 'furious." It may, of

course, be objected that the action from first
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to last is that of an assemblage of lunatics.

Since, however, the appearance of the

‘Chapeau de Paille d'Italie, the most cele

brated, if not the first, work of the class—

a work which might safely be commended

to the company of the Palais Royal during

its stay at the Gaiety–pieces of this

description have won acceptance and recog

nition. While modest enough, then, to

permit of its being played in a boarding

school, this specimen of a Teutonic comédie

vaudeville is as diverting as the most fashion

able French obscenity. A certain readiness,

not always found, to yield to the empire of

absurdity is an indispensable condition of

enjoyment. Those who can so yield, and

in the pursuit, and it may be said the

gratification, of laughter can send their

reason to sleep, may reap such amusement

as they do not often obtain. The applica

tion, however, of the test of reason would

be like that of the spear of Ithuriel to the

hidden demon, or rather, perhaps, like a

pinch of salt to a snail, effecting less of

change than of apparent annihilation.

A singularly fine performance of a comic,

jolly, and bibulous old boatman was afforded

y Mr. James, who in parts of this descrip

tion has now no equal on the English stage.

As a picture of ineffable and good-hearted

vulgarity and radiant self-content the im

personation cannot easily be surpassed.

Mr. Maclean acted in a style equally mode

rate and effective as a retired confectioner

who is the victim of an almost interminable

series of delusions, and Mr. Thorne elicited

much laughter in a scene of comic anger

and bewilderment. An interpretation ade

quate throughout was afforded, and the per

formance from the point of view of farce

must be regarded as satisfactory.

The revival of ‘A Midsummer Night's

Dream’ at Sadler's Wells is creditable in

some respects. Mr. Edmund Lyons as

Bottom, though he is over emphatic in the

later scenes, acts with intelligence and judg

ment. Mr. Hendrie is a satisfactory Quince,

Miss Rosa Kenney plays Hermia, and Miss

Ella Dietz Helena. For the fairy scenes

meanwhile juvenile exponents have been

secured, some of whom display remarkable

£ Miss Laura Lawson is a

spirited Oberon, and Miss Addie Blanche

a diminutive and also a most impish Puck.

So well trained are the tiny exponents in

general, that the ordinary objections to the

employment of children disappear. Their

delivery of the lines assigned them is, on

the whole, equal to that of their elders, and

the contrast between the fairies and the

human beings in whose loves and feuds

they take an interest, mischievous or senti

mental, is effective. Against the plan

adopted little can be urged. ‘A Midsummer

Night's Dream” lends itself to fanciful

treatment, and musical or spectacular effects

may be introduced almost ad libitum. An

attractive and amusing exhibition is afforded.

It may, perhaps, be urged that there is

more of scenery than of Shakspeare and

more of music than of both. Fortunately
most of the music is Mendelssohn's.

To CoRRESPONDENTs.-H. M. E. D.—A. H.-H. M. W.–

A. B.-W.L.-R. I.-J. M.–G. W.-J. H. P.–G.R.—G. B.

-F. J. F.-P. B.—received.

No notice can be taken of anonymous communications.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO.'S

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

---

G. I O T T O.

By HARRY QUILTER, M.A.,

Trinity College, Cambridge.

Illustrated with Photographs of the Frescoes in the Cappella d'Arena,

Padua; a Fac-simile in Colour of a Madonna in the lower Church of

Assisi, and Engravings from the Bas-reliefs of the Giotto Campanile at

Florence.

Small 4to, handsomely bound in cloth, with gilt top, price 15s.

(Now ready.

ILLUSTRATED TEXT-B00KS OF

ART EDUCATION.

Edited by EDwARD J. PoyNTER, R.A.

Each volume contains numerous Illustrations, and is strongly bound for

the Use of Students. 1"rice 5x,

The Volumes now ready are

PAINTING.

CLASSIC and ITALIAN. By Edward
J. POYNTER, R.A.; and PERCY R. HEAD, Lincoln College,

Oxford. Upwards of 80 Full-Page and other Illustrations. Bound

in extra cloth limp, 5s. (Ready.

"." This Volume contains an Introductory Preface on Art Education

by Mr. Poynter, who also contributes a chapter on Egyptian Art, and

succinct notices of the various Italian Schools, &c.

ARCHITECTURE.

GOTHIC and RENAISSANCE. By
T. ROGER SMITH, F.R.I.B.A. 120 Illustrations. Cloth''

easis.

"." This Volume treats of the history of Architecture from the rise of

the Gothic style to the general depression which overtook the Renais

sance style at the close of the eighteenth century.

A SECOND EDITION is ready of Mr. R. D. BLACKMORE’s

NEW NoveL,

MARY ANERLEY: a Yorkshire Story.
3 vols. crown 8vo. 31.s. 6d.

“One of his happiest productions.”—Saturday Review.

“A better novel we have not read for a long time.....Racy language,

quaint conceits, rich humour, keen observation, and a talent for apt

allusions are not every man's gifts.”-Athenaeum.

“Mary Anerley' is not so much a story, though it is an admirably

constructed story, as a fund of deep studies, of splendid pictures, of

most amusing and graphic sketches of the£ queerest people that

ever believed themselves to be the salt of the earth"—Daily News.

“‘Mary Anerley' is Yorkshire throughout, racy of the soil.”

Hull News.

The STORY of an HONEST MAN.

By EDMOND ABOUT. 3 vols, price als. 6d. [At all Libraries.

LEAVES from the ASH. “Igdrasil,
is not every leaf of it a biography?" By MARGARET FIELD.

Small 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Elegantly bound in cloth, gilt edges, 446 pages, price 12s. 6d.

SYLVAN SPRIN G. By Francis
GEORGE HEATH, Author of “The Fern World,' &c, Illustrated

by 12 Coloured Plates by F. E. Hulme, F.L.S., by 16 Full-Page and

other Wood Engravings of Flowers and Ferns, &c.

“Admirers of the beauties of nature owe another debt of gratitude to
Mr Heath for this handsome volume."—Globe.

“An ideal educational book. It is rare to meet with a work in which

botanical lore and power of word-painting are so happily combined as

they are in this volume. Such a book as 'Sylvan Spring' is an addition
to our literature."—The Pen.

“This is aaother elegant volume from the familiar pen of Mr. Heath.”

Academy.

A PHYSICAL TREATISE on ELEC

TRICITY and MAGNETISM. By J. E. H. GoRDON, B.A., Cam

bridge, Assistant-Secretary of the British Association. 2 vols. demy

8vo. cloth extra, 30s.

A RIDE in PETTICOATS and

SLIPPER8 from FEZ to the ALGERIAN FRONTIER. s: Captain

H. E. COLVILE, of the Grenadier Guards. With Map Illustra

tions. Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 12s.

Now ready, No. 55, Vol. W. 4to, in Wrapper, price 1s 6d.

MEN of MARK, for July. Containing,
with brief Biographical Notices, very fine Permanent Cabinet Photo

graphs by Lock & Whitfield, taken from Life for this work only, of–

The BISHOP of LICHFIELD.

Rev. CANON LIDDON.

Joseph CoweN, M.P.

“The photographs are very fine specimens of their art.”—Times.

ST. NICHOLAS, for July, will be
ready shortly, full of Illustrations and Stories, 4to, price 1s.

Miss Alcott's New Story.—An appreciative critic writes as follows to

the publishers of St Nicholas:-"# ou good gentlemen realize what a

capital serial Miss Alcott is givin d' St. Nicholas boys and girls this

year? If not, I would like to£ your special attention to it. ‘Jack

and Jill' is decidedly the best story she has written, hardly excepting

that first book which led her in triumph into the very heart of American

and English home-life. Indeed, it closely resembles ‘Little Women' in

spirit, though it has a wider scope in action and treatment. It seems to

me the strongest and tenderest current child-story in the language, full

of rollicksome heartiness and beautiful sympathies—a story in which

the girl-readers are honestly and safely delighted to meet live, manly

boys; and boy-readers actually find themselves capable of being as in

terested in a home-scene as in a tiger-hunt—in a bright-faced, noble girl

as in a gorilla."

8tories, Poems, scasonable and humorous, and£ of fun and

frolic appear here and there in the Number, and the pages devoted to

very young readers, to “Jack-in-the-Pulpit's" remarks, the “Letter

box” and the “Riddle-box" are filled with fresh, varied, and amusing

items, stories, letters from the boys and girls, and puzzles.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE & RIVINGTON,

|

GEOLOGICAL PUBLIGATIONS.

-

BY A. C. RAMSAY, LL.D. F.R.S.,

Director-General of the Geological Surveys of the United Kingdom

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF THE

BRITISH ISLES.

Scale, 11 miles to an inch; size, 50 inches by 58.

Mounted on Rollers, Varnished, 42s.

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF ENGLAND

AND WALES.

This Map shows all the Railways, Roads, &c., and when Mounted in Case

folds into a convenient pocket size, making an excellent Travelling Map.

Scale, 12 miles to an inch, size, 36 inches by 42.

Fourth Edition, in Sheet, 25s. , Mounted in Case, 30s. ; on Roller,

Varnished, 32s., Spring Roller, 3.13s.6d.

THE PHYSICAL GEOLOGY AND

GEOGRAPHY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Fifth Edition, greatly Enlarged, post 8vo, with Geological Map printed

in Colours, and numerous Additions, Illustrations of Fossils,

Sections, and Landscapes, 15s.

BY EDWARD HULL, B.A. F.R.S.,

Director of H.M.'s Geological Survey of Ireland.

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF IRELAND.

Founded on the Maps of the Geological Survey of Sir RICHARD

GRIFFITH and of Professor J. B. JUKES This Map is constructed

on the basis of the Ordnance Survey, and Coloured Geologically. It also

shows the Railways, Stations, Roads, Canals, Antiquities, &c., and when

Mounted in Case forms a good and convenient Travelling Map.

Scale, 8 miles to 1 inch; size, 31 inches by 38.

On Two Sheets, 25s.; Mounted in Case, 30s.; on Roller, Warnished, 32s.

THE PHYSICAL GEOLOGY AND

GEOGRAPHY OF IRELAND.

Part I. Geological Formation of Ireland. Part II. Physical Geography
of Ireland. Part III. The Glaciation of Ireland.

Post 8vo, with Maps and Illustrations, cloth, 7s.

BY JAMEs B. JORDAN,

of the Mining Record Office.

STANFORD’S LIBRARY MAP OF

LONDON.

Geologically Coloured from the Maps of the Geological Survey.

Scale, 6 inches to a mile; size, 65 inches by 76.

-four Sheets in a Portfolio, 21. 12s. 6d. , Mounted in Morocco

, or on Roller, Warnished, 4l., Spring Roller, 6.6s.

Twen

A GEOLOGICAL SECTION.

Showing the Order of Superposition and Approximate Maximum

Thickness of Sedimentary Strata in the British Islands.

Scale, 3,000 feet to 1 inch; size, 11 inches by 40.

Price, folded in book form, 4s., Mounted on Roller, Warnished, 6s.

By H. W. BRISTOW, F.R.S. F.G.S.,

Director of the Geological Survey of England and Wales.

TABLE

BRITISH SEDIMENTARY AND

FOSSILIFEROUS STRATA.

The Description of Life Groups and Distribution by R. ETIIERIDGE,

F.R.S. Second Edition, Revised.

Price, folded in book form, 4s. ; Mounted on Roller, Warnished, 6s.

GEOLOGICAL DIAGRAMS.

Price of each, Mount d on Roller and Warnished, 6s.; or folded in book

form, 4s.

CHARACTERISTIC BRITISH

Exhibits nearly 600 of theFOSSIL8. By J. W. LOWRY, F.R.G.S.

more prominent forms of Organic ltemains found in British Strata,

arranged in the order of their occurrence, and accompanied by a

column showing the succession and thickness of the Strata, and the

mineral character of each formation.

CHARACTERISTIC BRITISH

TERTIARY FossILs. By J.W. LowRY, F.R.G.S. This Diagram is

similarly arranged to No. 1, and illustrates upwardsof 800 Speciment

of the Tertiary Formation, indicating the Local Series to which they

belong, the formation in which they exist, the proportions of the

£ to the natural size, and whether still found living.

FOSSIL CRUSTACEA. By J. W.
SALTER, A.L.S. F.G.S., and H. WOODWARD. F.G.S. F.Z.S. Con

sisting of about 500 Illustrations of the Orders and Sub-Orders, and

showing their range in Geological Time. Some recent types are in

troduced, and the Natural History succession is observed as nearly a
possible, each group being commenced in the lower strata and carried

upwards to its close or to modern times, thus indicating through

'' period any genus existed.

London: -

EDwARD STANFORD, 55, Charing Cross, S.W.
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GR0SVEN0R GALLERY.

SUMMER EXHIBITION,

NOW OPEN, from NINE till SEVEN.

ADMISSION, ONE SHILLING.

WILL CLOSE SATURDAY, JULY 31st.

GKOSVENOB, GALLERY LIBRARY,

NEW BOND-STREET,

NOW OPEN

Available for both Ladies and Gentlemen.

COMPRISES AN

EIGLISH AND FOREIGN CIRCULATING

LIBRARY,

Provided with all the best and Xewest Literature; a

LIBRARY OF VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC ;

A REFERENCE LIBRARY;

READING, WRITING, AND NEWS ROOMS,

Supplied with the Daily and "Weekly Journals ;

LADIES' DRAWING-ROOM,

DINING AND LUNCHEON ROOMS, SMOKING-ROOM,

And all the appliances and comforts of a FIRST-CLASS CLUB.

Subscription to the Circulating Library, OKK GUINEA per Annum.

Subscription for Club Membership, TWO GUINEAS per Annum.

Subscription for Club Membership, together with Six Volumes delivered free from the Circulating

Library, THREE GUINEAS per Annum.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIBERS.—An Annual Subscription of FIVE GUINEAS entitles a Country Sub

scriber to Fifteen Volumes and the use of the Club for himself and one other member of the

Family.

SUBSCRIPTIONS CAN COMMENCE FROM ANY DATE.

The Directors beg to Inform the Subscribers to the Circulating Library that a constant endeavour will be made to
provide a punctual and ample supply of all new works of interest and authority ; and in order to carry out this intention
efficiently^ they must rely in some measure upon the co-operation and assistance of the Subscribers th
notorious that a large number of new books of a wholly trivial character arc now put into circulation, tor wl
real demand, and the publication of such works is in many instances only rendered possible by the sysh
Circulating Libraries ha\e hitherto been conducted. The expenditure upon works of this class will be st
and the funds will be applied as far as possible to the purchase and circulation of books of a higher on
popular character, such as the majority of readers are anxious to obtain upon the date of their p

Tisclves. It is
•h there is no

i upon which
.;tly curtailed,
r and a really
The Directors

trust by this means to rei der the Circulating Library, in the truest sense of the word, select, while they wi
sam*> time to avoid the kii-d of interested ana arbitrary censorship that lias been found alike vexatious to authors and the

public.

All the Books in the Library are available for Subscriber*;, -without distinction as to amounts of Subscription

Full details of Subscriptions, r oth forTownand Country Iffem1 ers, on application to Mr. CHAI LES ALLEN",

the Gl OSVBNOR GALLERY LIBRARY (Limited), 135, Naw Bond-stbbkt, W. •

Fcap- Syo. cloth. U. 6d.-, royal 31'mo. cloth, 3i.

^HE DAILY ROUND. Meditation, Prayer, and
', adapted to the Course of the Christian Year.

London : J. Whitaker, Waxwlck-lauc.

D

2 toU. crown 8vo. Ut. with Map and Oround-Han*,

pHDRCH WORK and LIFE in ENGLISH
\J MIN8TER8. ud the ENOLISH STVDENT'B MO.NAKTILON.
Br m.vi m.n/,]. s. c. walcott. B. u. , FnntHr ol CkkkMUr.Chatto * WIpdiM, I'lecxllllf

Now ready, price 1*.

R. WEDGWOOD on PROGRESS of DEN-
TISTRY : the Mouth and Teeth In Relation to Eating, Speaking.

Hearing, and Hrvathluir — Conservative Treatment — Kepliuitatlon, of
Teeth, By J. J. WEDGWOOD. M.D. D O S. L.D.8., &c, of University
of New York State and Royal College of .Surgeons.

London : C. L. Marsh & Co. 138, Fleet-street.

Ninth Edition, pott free, 1*.

R. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the
only Successful Method of Curing this Disease. By ROBERT Q.

WATTS, M.D. F.R.S.L., Ac., I, Buistrude-etreet, Cavendish • square,
W
London : C. Mitchell A Co- Red Lion-court, Fleet-street.

D

Eighty-eighth Thousand, fcap. 8vo. 2i. Cd.

ADVICE to a MOTHER on the MANAGEMENT
of her CHILDREN, and on the Treatment on the Moment of some

of their more pressing lllnuwes and Accidents, ily l'\ E 11. CHAVASbE,
F.R.C.8.

J. A A. Churchill, London ; and nil Booksellers.

One Hundredth Thousand, fcap. trm. 2s. Gd.

ADVICE to a WIFE on the MANAGEMENT o£
her own HEALTH, and on the Treatment of some of the Com

plaints incidental to 1'regnancy, Labour, and NucWiug. By I'Yli H.
CH.AYAS8K, F.R-C.H.

J. ft A. Churchill, London . and all Rooksellers.

Enlarged to pp. 360, bound, In. or 14 stamps,

TTOMCEOPATHIC FAMILY INSTRUCTOR. Bjr
JLA Dr. R. EPFS. Revised by WASHINGTON El'FS, L.R.C.P.
Describes fully and Prescribes for a Hundred Diseases.

James Epps ft Co. 48, Threadneedle-street, and 170, PtctadUlj.

Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 1* 0sl

EALITIES of the FUTURE LIFE.
R

C. Regan Paul ft Co. I, l'aternottcr-squ.ire.

N O W READ Y,

Price Is.

LETTER on "THE EXACT GOD."
A

I V

A MECHANIST.

C. Kegan Paul & Co. 1, raternostcr-nciuare.

MESSRS. WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS*

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

THIS DAY 18 PUBLISHED,

I.

TROUBLESOME DAUGHTERS. By
L. B. YVALFORD. Author of • Cousins,' • P»n]iiu>,' ' Mr.

Smith : a Fart of his Lite,' &e. 3 vols, post 8vo,
25». lid.

II.

CAMPAIGNING in SOUTH AFRICA.

Reminiscences of an Officer in 1879. Bv Captain \V. El
MONTACHJE, 94t)i lieghneut, Author ul • Cluude .M«i-

dowlciKh,' &c. 8vo. IUj. M.

Fifth Edition. Revised throughout and giv.irly Enlarged,

The MOOR and the LOCH. Con-

talning Minute Instructions in all Highland Sports.
With Wanderings over Crag and Correi, T lood and Fell-,
By JOHN COLQUHOUN. Fifth Edition, to which is
added, Recollections ol tlie Author's Early Life. 2 vols,
post 8vo. with 2 Portraits and other Illustrations, ?t5«.

DAVID ARMSTRONG; or, Before the

Dawn. 2 vols, crown 8vo. IT*.

" This 1b a novel of no common order."—Morning Vo-t.

REATA: What's in a Name P By

E. D. GERARD. 3 vols. post 8vo. 25s. tftf. Originally
pubiished in BkickuooiV* Magazine.

" It Is long since we h«ve rend a story In which excellence of plot and.
excellence of character-painting are lovrdl combined. From the first
pagu to the last the reader is thoromriily interested in the story
Such evenness of execution, such adniinilile bnl;ui' <- mvn the- julcrmt
of the story, the Interest of the characters, and tiio mere inUT«f ul tin-
local colouring luclf, is very rare.*'—-Vert^w.

A DREAMER. By Katharine Wylde.

3 vols, post 8vo. 26*. &?.

" Here Is the unmistakable contagions tnnch of ceriTilne
Toluuicc ol ingenuity and folios of clevt rncs*.'-— Spectator.

WM. Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.
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In 1 vol. demy Sto. 282 pages, price 7*. 6d\; pontage, 6d.

JESUS of HISTORY and the JESUS of
TRADITION IDENTIFIED. Hy GEORGE SOLOMON.

London i Reeres & Turner, 190, strand , "W.C.

12rao. cloth, price St.

THE THOROUGH GUIDE to the ENGLISH
LAKE DISTRICT, containing an original Description of all the

Localities. Carriage DrlTft, Pony Tracks, Footpath*. Mountain Accents
within the District ; a full account of the various Approaches ; Tablas
•showing cost or Tourists' Tickets, Ac. Illustrated with 13 Maps. By
M. J. it BADDELEY, B.A. The Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew,
FJELC.8., Edinburgh.

Dulan ft Co. 37, Sobo-aqnare.

Beery SATURDAY, 21 Pages, Price 44. of all

SooJtttellers,

NOTES AND QUERIES.

A Medium of Intercommunication for Literary

lien, Artists, Antiquaries, Genealogists, &o.

' When found, a note of."—Captain Cuttle.

CONTAINING EVERY WEEK AMUSING ARTICLES

ON SOME OF THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH

HISTORY,

Illustrated by Original Communications

Inedited Documents.

and

BIOGRAPHY,

Including unpublished Correspondence of

eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected

-with them.

BIBLIOGRAPHY,

More especially of English Authors, with

Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their

Works, and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous

Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK

LORE,

Preserving the fast-fading Belies of the old

Mythologies.

BALLADS and OLD POETRY,

With Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL SAYINGS,

Their Origin, Meaning, and Application.

PHILOLOGY,

Including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes

on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY AND HERALDRY,

Including Histories of Old Families, completion

of Pedigrees, &c.

Published by John Francis, 20, Wellington-street,

Strand, W.C.

AW LIFE A8SDBANCE SOCIETY,
-d Fleet-street, London.

TRUSTIES.
The Right Honourable BARON CAMPBELL.
The Right Honourable VISCOL'NT CRANHROOK.
Ttie Bight Honourable LORD JUSTICE THESIGER.
The Honourable VICE-CHANCELLOR Sir CHARLES HALL.
WILLIAM FREDERICK H1GGIN8, Esq.
EDMOND ROBERT TURNER, Esq.

DIRECTORS.

Edward Bailey, Esq.
Franris Thomas Bircham, Esq.
The Hon. Halliburton G. Campbell.
John Clerk, Esq. Q.C.
Frederick George Davidson, Esq.
John l>-edes, Esq.
"William James Farrcr, K*q.
Henry Kay FreshAeld. Esq.
Sir Farrcr Hcnchell. Q.C. M P.
William Frederick Higglns. Esq.
firoayenor Hodgkinson, Esq.
Holdsworth Hunt, Esq.

John James Johnson. Esq. Q.C.
William Hollc Malcolm. Esq.
Richard Nicholson. Esq.
Charles ManIcy Smith, Esq.
John Swift. Esq.
The Right Honourable Lord Justice

Thesiger.
Edward Toinpsnn. F-sq.
Sir William Henry Walton.
Arnold William While. Esq.
Basil Thomas Woodd, Esq.

Invested assets on 31st December, 1879, 5,501, 78U.
Income for the year 1879, 474.M5M
Amount paid in claims to 31st December lost. 12.aw.4C71.
Reversionary Bonus allotted lor the five years ended 3

lost, W75,*507.
Agarcirate Revcrninnary Bonuses hitherto allotted. 6,196,9911.
The Expense* of Management (Including commission) are under 4J

per cent, of the annual income.
Attention Is specially directed to the revised lYospectus of the Society

to the new rates of Premium, which are materially lower for young live
than heretofore; to Ibe new conditions as to extended limits of free
travel and residence ; and to the reduced rates of extra Premium.

1 on security of Life Interests and Reversions in con
" f assurance.

a of Proposal will be sent on application.
GRIFFITH DAVIES, Actuary.

"CANITAS" and DISINFECTION.—The Pine
k_7 Forest at Home.—The SANITAS PREPARATIONS ara In use

In more than 300 Boards of Health. Hospitals, ftc. Non-poisonous,
stainless, agreeable, and healthful. Disinfecting Fluids, Powders, and
Household SoapB; Toilet Soaps and Fluids; Tooth and Nursery Powders.
Of all Chemists, or of the tinnitus Company, Limited, Bethnal Green,
London E. Testimonials of highest Medical and Sanitary Authorities
free. Of universal necessity as the most perfect Purifier and Disln-

S
P E C I A L DEPOSIT

CO.

BATES.

O. BARKER &

BAXKERS,
39 and <0, MAUK-LANE, LONDON.

(Eotablliliod 18K1.)

Clearing Bankers—The BANK cf ENOLANT).

DEPOSITS ol 101. and upward! rewired and Receipt! Inacd—
On demand .. .. .. 3i per cent, per annum. \
Seven Itovn- Notice .. .. 4 ,. „ 83 fe

<t .. >. \%d

I :: :: MM
30 Davs' Notice
3 Months' Notice

._ jf I per
Twelve complete Months.
Current Accounts opened on the usual terms, and every description of

THE LIVERPOOL and LONDON and GLOBE
INSURANCE COMPANY.

1, Dale-street, Liverpool ; Comb ill and Charing Cross, London.

FIRE-LIFE—ANNUITIES.

The Report and Accounts for 1879 showed the net Yearly
£1,863,493

e Capital fpaid up) .. .. 245,640
The General Reserve and Fire Re-Insurance Fund . . . . 1,350,000
The Balance of l*roflt and Loss Account alter paying Divi

dend, 1870 .. .. 62,634
The Life and Annuity Fund .. .. .. 3,051.921
The last Actuarial Valuation showed that the New Life Participating

Class had been very successful, enabling the Company to declare the hign
Reversionary Bonus of 35a. per cent, per annum on the Policies effected
In that class during the quinquennium.
All descriptions of Fire Insurance* effected upon favourable terms.
FIRE RENEWAL PREMIUMS falling DUE at MIDSUMMER should

be paid within fifteen days therefrom.

>HCENIX FIBE OFFICE,
aad CHARING CROS8, LONDON

Prompt and Liberal horn L
Intumncea effected in all parts of the WorldJOHN J BKOOMF1ELD.

Lombard-street
kbilahed 1782.

u
NION ASSURANCE SOCIETY, Instituted in
the Reign of Queen Anne, *..n. 1714. Chief Office, 81, Cornhill,
Western Branch. 70, Baker-street. W. London.

DIRECTORS, TRUSTEES, \c.
JOHN MORLEY. Esq., Chairman.
STEPHEN SOAMES, Esq., Deputy-Chairman.

Daniel Britten, Esq.
William James Ford, Esq..
John Hibbert. E^q.
Edmund Holland. Esq.

Charles Mortimer, Esq.

John Thornton Rogers, Esq.
I<eonard Shutcr, Esq.
James Thompson, Esq.
Alderman sir Sydney H. Water-
low, Bart.

E. Heyshorn Wood, Esq.
, r*q.

Fire Insurance* falling due at MIDSUMMER should be paid within
fifteen days from the 34th of June.
The published accounts give the fullest details as to the position of

the Society.
WILLIAM BURROWES LEWIS, Managing Director.CHARLES DARRELL, Secretory.

GUARDIAN FIRE AND LIFE OFFICE,
*.A 11, LOMBARD-STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Established 1821. Subscribed Capital, Two Millions.
DIRECTORS.

Chairman—AUGUSTUS PREVOST, Esq.
Dtputf-Chairman—JOHN G. TALBOT, Esq.. M P.

Henry Hulse Berens, Esq.
Henry Bonham-Carter, Esq.
Charles Wm. Curtis, Esq.
Charles F. Devns, Esq.
Kir Walter R. Farquhar, Bart.
Alban G. H. Glbbe. Esq.

Richard M. Harvey, Esq.
Rt. Hon. John G. Hubbard, M.F.
Frederick H. Janson. Esq.
G. J. Shaw Lefevre, Esq. M.P,
Beaumont W. Lubbock, Esq.
John B. Martin. Esq.
Henry John Norman. Esq.
David P1 Powell, inn., Esq.
Henry Vlgne, Esq.

Archibald Hamilton, Esq.
Thomson Hunkey, Esq.

Manager of Fire Department—F. J. Marsden.
Actuary and Secretary—T. G. C. Browne.

Share Capital at present paid up and invested £1.000,000
Total Funds upwards of £i,**M,D0O
Total Annual Income nearly £500.000

N.B. — Fire Policies which EXPIRE at MIDSUMMER should be
renewed at the Head Office, or with the Agents, on or before the 9th day
of JULY.

H. S0THERAN & CO.'S CATALOGUE for JUNE,

published this day, contains a large assortment (extending

to 64 pages) of FINE, RARE, and CURIOUS BOOKS,

Ancient and Modern, including Work3 in all Classes,

Picture Galleries and other Books of Prints, many fine

and expensively illustrated Works, Natural History, Books

printed on Vellum, Old Manuscripts, Facetiae, Productions

of George Cruikshank, Collections of Portraits, many Books

with MS. Notes by II. T. Buckle, die.

Subscription, 3s. per annum. A Specimen Number sent gratis and post free.

H. S0THEBAN & CO. Ancient and Modern Booksellers, 36, Piccadilly (opposite St. James's

Church), London.—Established 1816.

NOW READY,

In crown ito. tastefully printed on Dutch hand-made paper, and handsomely bound in Roxburgh, gilt top, lettered,

price 7*. 6d. post free.

THE FIRST VOLUME

THE ANTIQUARY

CONTAINS,

Among others, Interesting Articles on the following subjects :—

The VALUE and CHARM of ANTIQUARIAN STUDY.
By O. C. Swayne.

INSTRUCTIONS from JAMES II. to EARL of TYR-
CONNELL. By Lord Talbot de Malahide.

HISTORICAL MEMORIES of TEWKESBURY ABBEY.
By Dr. Hayman.

FOLK-LORE, and the FOLK-LORE SOCIETY. By G. L.

Gomme, F.S.A.

LAST RELICS of the CORNISH TONGUE. By Rev. W.

Lach-Szyrma.

The CANTERBURY COINS of EDWARD L, II., III.

By H. W. Henfrey.

OLD PAROCHIAL REGISTERS of ENGLAND. By Geo.

Beton.

The 8CHOOLMA8TEB PRINTER of ST. ALBANS. By
W. Blades.

A VALHALLA of SOMERSET WORTHIES. By A. Klnglake.

On the IMITATION of CHRIST by THOMAS A KEMPI8.
By E. Waterton, F.S.A.

CIVIC and other MACES. By G. Lambert, F.S.A.

The OXFORD of PAST AGES.

NOTES on BOOK PLATES. By a Collector.

The ANCIENT EARLDOM of MAR. By Harrington Beau

mont.

CERAMICS of the ANCIENT BRITONS. By Llewellynn

Jowitt, F.S.A.

On COLOUR in FOLK MEDICINE. By W. G. Black.

NOTES on SOME NORTHERN MINSTERS. By Rev.

Mackenzie E. C. Walcott, F.S.A.

The CIVIL WAR in HEREFORDSHIRE.

The EARLY HISTORY of ROME. By J. H. Parker. C.B.

EXPENDITURE of EDWARD III. By Sir J. H. Ramsay.

JADE. By T. F. Thiselton Dyer.

The RUSSELL MONUMENTS at CHENIES.

CELTIC SUPER8TITIONS in SCOTLAND and IRELAND.

AUTOGRAPH PRAYER of CHARLES I. By F. B. Marsh.

LEGEND or HISTORY? By T. Morgan Owen.

Also a large Collection of Miscellaneous Gleanings, Notes, and Jottings on subjects of interest to the Antiquary; a
Monthly Chronicle of current Antiquarian News ; Art, Antiquarian, and Bric-a-brac Notes ; Reviews of Books interesting to
the Antiquary ; condensed Reports of the Meetings and Transactions of the Antiquarian and Learned Societies for the half
year; interesting Correspondence on various subjects which claim the attention of the Student of the past, Sc., with

copious Index.

*„» A Prospectus of Volume II. (now in course of publication) will be sent post free on application to the Publisher.

Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster-row, London, E.C.
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NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

B. &J. BECK have BEHOVED to 68, COBNHILL,

LONDON, E.C.

%* Enlarged Illustrated CATALOGUE of MICKOSCOPES, &c, sent post free on

application.

Just out, 8vo. 5*.

A HANDBOOK TO POLITICAL QUESTIONS

OF THE DAY;

BEING THE ARGUMENTS ON EITHER SIDE.

By SYDNEY C. BUXTON.

John Murray, Albemarle-street.

SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S NEW WORKS.

On July 6th, 2 vols, demy 8vo.

LIFE OF LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR JAMES OUTRAM.

Ry Majnr-General Sir FREDERIC J. GOLDSMID, C.B. K.C.S.I.

With

NEW VOLUME BY ROBERT BROWNING.

Kow ready, leap. 8vo. 6*.

DRAMATIC IDYLS. Second Series.

By ROBERT BROWNING.

NEW VOLUME BY MATTHEW ARNOLD.

PASSAGES FROM THE PROSE WRITINGS OF

MATTHEW ARNOLD.

Crown 8vo. 7*. ML

NEW NOVEL AT ALL THE LIBRARIES.

BEAUTY'S DAUGHTERS.

By the Author of ' MolJy Bawn,' ' Airy Fairy Lilian,' ' Phyllis.' 3

London: Smith, Elder & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

NEW WORK BY LIONEL S. BEALE.

Now ready, demy 8vo. pp. 230, price bs.

SLIGHT AILMENTS:

THEIR NATURE AND TREATMENT.

By LIONEL S. BEALE, M.B. F.R.S. F.R.C.P.,

Prof, of the Principle! and Practice of Medicine in King's College, London.

J. 4c A. Churchill.

TO BOOK COLLECTORS.

A CATALOGUE of RARE OLD BOOKS and

Early Illuminated and other MANU8CKIPTS, comprising a great number of Volume* of Old English Poetry, many

Early English Books in Black Letter, and a great many very rare and curious Books relating to Scotland ; also a most

valuable and important Collection of Official Documents and Private Papers of Sir Philip Francis, the Author of

1 Junius's Letters.' Free by post for six stamps.

Ellis & White, 29, New Bond-street, London, W.

EPPS'S COCOA.

GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

" By a thorongh knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our

breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong

enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us ready to

attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well

fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."—Civil Service Gazette.

James Epps & Co. Homeopathic Chemists, Lomooir.

MAKERS OF EPPS'S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.- Soldi* Lnbelivl Eoxet only.

NORWICH UNION FIRE INSDRANCE
SOCIETY.

1787.

NORWICH.

LONDON OFFICE : 60, FLEET-STREET, B.C.

Amount Insured £135,000,000

Claims Patd 3,611,000

Norwich, June 34th, 1SH0. U. E. BIQNOLD, Secretary.

J^OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,
And mar b« Provided acalnat by a Poller of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY.
The OldoK and Largest Accidental Assurance Company,

Rtaht Hon Lord KINNAIRD, Chairman.
Babacrlbed Capital, l.OOO.OOOt. Moderate Premlnma.
Bono, allowed to Insurer, of Fire Yean' standing.

A fixed sum In case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance
In the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stallone, the Local Agents, or 64,

Cornhlll. London. WILLIAM J. VIA*, Secretary.

NOTICE.—MARKS, DURLACHER BROS.,
3K, OXFORD-STREET, W.

ANTIQUB WORKS of ART and general Objects of Decoration. The
authenticity of every Object guaranteed.

INEXPENSIVE BOOKCASES, Oak or Mahogany,
X with Movable Shelves, 8J In. deep, Embowed Leather under
Front*. 1/. "». W. to W. Forty Bookcases, Thirty Library Tablet, In Stock
to select from. Price Lists, post free -BRUCE, SMITH A Co , 307 ui
208, Tottenham Court-road, and 1, Chenles-street, W.

OSEPH GILLOTT'S

Sold by all B

s
TEEL PENS.

IjHJBNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
THROUGHOUT oa

MOEDBR'S HIHB SYSTEM.
The Original, Best, and most I

Cash Prices.
No extra chars1* for t

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars of terms, past free ,
F. MOEDER, 248 219. 300, Tottenham Court-road , and 19, 30, and 21.

Morwell-street. W.C. Established 18uZ.

FMOKDER begs to announce that the whole of
• the above Premises have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture Trade, aud now form one of the most commodious
Warehouses in the metropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from 61. 8s. to SO Guineas.
Drawing-room Suites, from 91. 9s. to 46 Guineas.
Dining-room Suites, from 71. 7s. to 40 Guineas.

And all other Goods in great variety.

F. MORDER, 348, 249, 250, Tottenham Court-road; and 19, 30, sod 31.
Morwell-streel. W.C. Established W62.

PROTECTION FROM FIRE.

JgRYANT & MAT'S

PATENT SAFETY MATCHES.
EIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

ADVANTAGES :—

Are not POISONOUS.
Are free from SMELL.
Are manufartured
Without Phosphorus.
Are perfectly harmless
To the Operatives employed.
Are very DAMP PROOF.
LIGHT ONLY ON THE BOX.

EIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

>ROTECTION TO HEALTH.

M
li. G. H. JONES,

57, GREAT RUSSELL-STREET, LONDON

(Opposite the British Museum),

Will be glad to forward his Pamphlet on Painless Dentistry, free,
enclosed by post, which explains the most unique system of the adjust

ment of Artificial Teeth without pain.
Consultation free, from 10 to 5.

APOLLINARIS WATER.
" Laurea donandus Apollinari.'-—Iloraee, Book lv. Ode 2.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1879.
ANNUAL SALE, 8,000,000.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY, Limited, 19, Regent-street, London, 8.W.

T OTS 110 and 111. — Lot 110. very soft Old
X J PALE SHERRY, at 30«.; and LOT 111 very soft OLD OLOROSO
SOLERA, pale gold, at 33s. per dozen.—SHERRIES olthe old style, mel
lowed by sge, very soft, and entirely free from the tieryness which has-
been so detrimental to the consumption of Sherry. These exceptionally
large Lots ore placed In the hands of the Association fur forced realiza
tion, and are offered to the Public, while on the special lot List, at
ereatly reduced prices, instead of beinsrSoId by Auction.—The LONDON
CO-OPERATIVE WINE ASSOCIATION, Limited, 10 and 12, John-street,

f.C. (i

INNEFORD'S MAGNESIA,
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years hare

approved ol this Pure Solution as the best remedy lor
ACIDITY of the STOMACH, HEARTBURN, HEAD
ACHE. GOVT, and INDIGESTION ; and as the safest
Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and

'— -iu.
DIKKEFORD'S MAGNESIA.

AY- FEVER. — ANTHOXANTHUM. — This
Tincture Is sold in bottle., U. W. Iby poat. 3« >. *«■ and Us.

A Hpray-lTodurer. for its perfect application, 5. -Prepared 0nly by
JAMES EPFS & Co., Homeopathic Chemists, 170, Piccadilly ; and 16,

H
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31, Southamptojt-street, Strand, July 3rd, 1880.

SAMUEL TINSLEY & CO.'S NEW PUBLICATIONS.

THE NEW WORKS OF FICTION AT ALL LIBRARIES,

EACH IN THREE VOLUMES.

NOTICE.—New Novel by the popular Author of * Love's Conflict,' ' Woman against Woman,' 'Pctronel,' &c.

The FAIR-HAIRED ALDA. By Florence Marryat,

Author of ' Love's Conflict,' ' Woman against Woman,' Ac. 3 vols. 31s. id.

CHARLIE : a Waif's History, told by Himself. By

Mrs. WOODWARD. 3 vols. 31». 6d.

The DEAN'S WIFE. By Mrs. Eiloart, Author of

' Tiie Curate's Discipline," ' How He Won Her,' 4c. 3 vols. 31s. ad.

CARMELA. By the Princess Olga Cantacuzene,

Author of ' In the Spring of My Life.' Translated by EUGE NTE KLAUS, with the Author's approval. 3 vols. 31». Gd.

JACK ALLYN'S FRIENDS. By G. Webb Appleton,

Author of 4 Catching a Tartar ' and * Frozen Hearts/ 3 vols. 31*. Gd.

The Examiner saya:—4' There is a great deal of cleverness in tliis book. The quality in the work which most im
pressed ui is the liveliness and 4 go ' which pervade it throughout."

The Graphic says :—*' A novel which combines the msrits of Miss Braddon with those of Bret Harte * Jack Allyn's
Friends' is just the kind of book to oom.nend itielf to thousands of holiday-seekers this summer weather."

The Scotsman says :—" Mr. Appleton knows how to write novels oE absorbing and unflagging interest, and of remark
able cleverness, and his latest effort, ' Jack Allyn's Friends,' unmistakably possesses these qualities."

KINGS in EXILE. By Alphonse Daudet. From

the French by authority of the Author. 3 v ols. 31*. Gti.

The Scotsman say* :—*' A very competent and well-executed translation."

HOLLYWOOD. By Annie L. Walker, Author of £A

Canadian Heroine,' * Against Her Will,* 4c. 3 vols. 31*. Qd.

T ie Spectator says:—" * Hollywood' is the best novel which its author has yet written ; the plot is the most cleverly
< ont rived and carefully worked out, and the people of the book arc the most interesting and real with whom Miss Walker
has made us acquainted,."

The Graphic says:—*' 4 Hollywood' is a book that deserves to be read. There is nothing in It which jars on the feelings,
-and Oi"re is a great deal to interest in its well-written pages. We must congratulate Miss Walker on a steady improve

ment."

The Athensenm says :—"A good book, simple in plot and unobjectionable in its manner of narration 4 Hollywood'
is likely to please its readers without taking them by storm ; it is a book which cannot offend and cannot leave a bad
impression."

Tuf Morning: Post says :—44 This story is exceptionally well written."

The Scot»ma a says :—" A well-written and emphatically readable book. The style is easy and bright."

LORD GIARLFORD'S FREAK. By James B.

BAYNAED. Author of 4 The Hector of Oxbury.' 3 vols. 31*. GJ.

The Morning; Post says**—44 Mr. Baynard may be complimeuted upon having produced in * Lord Garlford's Freak *
y verv amusing novel, which deserves, for more reasons than one, to rank higher than the ordinary run of current works of

Action."

The Spectator says :—44 This novel has the crowning meiit of using distinctly readable. We found it above the average
ol merit. The characters are cleverly drawn, and the plot is well conceived."

The Scotsman says :—" A rallying, amusing story, which is likely to find many readers."

The ACTOR'S WIFE. By Edmund Leathes, Actor.

.! vols. 3ls. 6d.

The Graphic says:— 'Mr. Leathes possesses both culture and good feeling. His work bears evidence of careful
thought and no small amount of interest."

HARRINGTON'S FORTUNES. By Alfred RandaU.

voli. 31«. id.

Pie (standard says:—"The episode of the execution of O'Gorman, the traitor. Is told with weird power."

The Athenaeum says:—" There is interest and vigour in this story."

The BURTONS of DUNROE. By M. W. Brew.

ioli. 31*. 6d.

POPULAR BOOKS OF THE DAY,

EACH COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME.

NOTICE.—A Third Edition of this important Work, with

New Preface, is now ready.

DON GARCIA in ENGLAND. Scenes

and Characters from English Life. By GEORGE

WINDLE SANDY3. 8vo. handsomely bound, 12».

The Spectator says i—" To those who enjoy a book of
social criticism, neither tame nor offensive, full of happy
remarks, we can honestly recommend Mr. Sandys's book.

UNDER the ROSE: a Prose Idyll.

By Mrs. HERBERT DAVY. Crown 8vo. 7*. 6rf.

"The Graphic says:—"The work of a gentlewoman
who has the soul of a poet and the reAnement of genius
Apleasanter companion for a railway or yachting journey
than ' Under the Rose ' we cannot conceive. It is impossf bit
to find any fault with it."

EVELINE ; or, the Mysteries. A

Talc of Ancient Britain. By M. J>E TEBE SMITH.

Crown 8vo. 7.. ad.

The Graphic says :—" The buuK is decidedly a success."

FROZEN, BUT NOT DEAD: a

Novel. By A. B. WOODWARD. Crown 8vo. 7a. M.

The Morning Post says :—" A clever story of fashion
able life, interesting and even exciting."

A YEAR in INDIA. By Anthony

GEORGE SIIIELL. 1 vol. demy Svo. 14*.

The Ath.enneo.tn says :—"The reader who desires merely
a rapid but effective glance at the principal sights of India
will hardly find them more vividly and pleasantly portra3*ed
than in these pages A clever and agreeable book."

SQUATTERMANIA; or, Phases of

Antipodean Life. By EURO. Crown Svo. 7*. 6d.

The Graphic says :—"The intending emigrant would do
well to peruse this work, for it contain* a few lessons which
it is well that he should learn."

The Liverpool Athlon says:—"Gives a graphic and
fairly realistic view of Antipodean l'Ce. The story is a

lengthy one and full of information.

The Scotsman says :—" He has

unquestionable vigour and narrative

The Shrewsbury Chronicle =•

ing work, and gives a good picture o;
early period of its colonization."

formed his task witttf
•J descriptive power." •

'.—" This is a charm-
i in Australia at an

DONA PERFECTA: a Tale of Modern

Spain. By B. PEREZ GALDO i. Translated by

D. P. W. Crown Svo. 7». td.

MILDRED FORRESTER: a Tale of

OurTimes. By ADNA. Crown Svo. 7«.6<l.

The RED CROSS. Translated from

the German by E. J. FELLOWES. Crown 8vo. 7«. 6d.

VOICES in SOLITUDE. By Roland

GEORGE HILL. Fcap.8vo. 4».

The BATTLE of SENLAC, and other

Poems. By the Bev. J. M. ASHLEi", B.C.L. Crown

8vo. 8».

Mr. ARCHIBALD FORBES and the

ZULU WAR. By N. L. WALFORD, Captain Royal

Artillery. In wrapper, with Map, is.

* *
Other important Works nearly ready. Full Lists, <&c, on application.

London : SAMUEL TINSLEY & CO. 31, SOUTHAMPTON-STREET, STRAND.

should buMnwdto* The Editor "—Adrertuements and Bnatnees Letters to "TOe Publisher''—at the Ofnce, 30, Wellington-street. Strand, London, W.C.

Printed by E. J. Fsaxcu. Athens-urn Press, Took '.-court. Chancery-lane, B.C. ; and Published by Jon Faucis, at No. a), Wellington-street, Sirand, W.C.

Bell 4 BradlnU, and Mr. John Menzics, Edinburgh ,—tor laiunn, Mr. John Robertson, Dublin.-Satantay, July 3, U80.
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THREEPENCE!

REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

Jact published, price 21. 5j.

PHILOSOPH ICAL TRANSACTIONS.—
The PBLLOWB of the HOYAL SOCIETY are hereby Informed

that the First Part of the PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS, Vol 171,
for the Tear 1»0, Is now published, and ready for delivery on application
at the Office of the Society la Burlington House, daily, between the
hours of la and 4. WALTER WHITE.
Hurlington House. Assistant-Secretary R.S.

ORPORATION OF LIVERPOOL.
(J

AUTUMN EXHIBITION OF PICTURES IN OIL AND WATER
COLOURS.

NOTICE to ARTISTS —The Exhibition will OPEN on MONDAY.
September 6th. and CLOSE on SATURDAY. December 4th. Receiving
days. August 2nd to the 14th, both inclusive. London Agent, Jmrs
Boi blht. 17, Nassau-street. Middlesex Hospital Works of Art intended
for Exhibition, and all communications, must be addressed to the
Curator. Mr. Cmaus Dtall. Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool —Forms
and further particulars may bo had on upplicatlon.

JOSEPH RAY.NER, Town Clerk, Hon. Sec.

UTS ASSOCIATION, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
A

AUTUMN EXHIBITION OF PICTURES IN OIL AND WATER
COLOUR.

NOTICE to ARTISTS. — The EXHIBITION WILL OPEN In the
Awmblr Rooms, on FRIDAY, the tfth of August, and REMAIN OPEN
about TWO MONTHS. Mr. W A. Smith, 23. Mortimer-street, Regent-
street, will Collect between 6th and 12th August, both Inclusive. All
particulars on application to Jobli-h Csawuill, Secretary,

I^AC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
ARUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the

Public a* well as to Members, at prices varying from )0s. to 48* . aad
Include th« Works of Giotto, Fra Angelico, Perugmo, Andrea del Sarto,
Michael Angelo. Raphael. Holbein. Albert Durer, Ac —Priced Lists,
with particulars of membership, will be sent, post free, on application
at 34, Old Bond-street, London, w.

LIBER STUDIORUM.—Mr. A. W. Thibaudbau
begs to announce for SALE impressions of two~hltherto unpub

lished Plates, Til.. ' Olaucns and Scy 11a,' price* from Twdjlo Six Guineas ;
1 Ploughiug, Etna,' prices from Two to live Guineas Abo the Etchings
of 1 Plotghlng, Eton ' and 1 Miecpwasliing, Windsor,' price One Guinea

:h. They may be seen at 18, Green-street, Leicsstrr-square, or full
-'—s will be forwarded by post

AY

rASt> TESTIMONIAL FUND. — The under-

signed, having been
AORTH WASH have I

... the services of Mr. C.
have been dispensed with as Superintendent of

the Picture Gallery at the Crystal I'alace after a period of twenty-two
years, desire to present to bfm some Testimonial, in order to mark their
appreciation of his lotig services to Art, to Artists, and to the general
public. WMM deploring hi* removal, in vigorous health and with
matured experience, from an important post, as prejudicial to a most
valuiible Art institution, they would take other grounds in applying to
you for co-operation. They attribute almost entirely to Mr. Was* the
admirable conduct and consequent utility of this Gallery, and trace to
hit knowledge, experience, indefatigable energy, and courtesy the suc
cess it has achieved Under hu management it has proved not only a
sourer of pleasure to Visitors, but has enabled Artist* to prosper by the
sale of their productions ; and, by the judicious award of Medals, many
of them have attained honour and distinction. Thus it will be seen that
Artiste and Art-lovers alike are equally indebted to him.
The Gallery at the <*T*t«l Palace has long been ranked among the

most attractive Picture Exhibitions of the Metropolis, for to London It
may be said properly to belong It has been the means of delighting
and instructing many thousands of persons who are not habitual fre
quenters of Art institutions, and it is welt known that many have there
imbibed a tasic for Art. and u desire to obtain productions of Art.
which have led to their becoming extensive collectors. Thus the Crystal
1'aiaee Gallery has been in many ways a great Art-teacher, and its
deterioration or cessation would be a public calamity. It may be stated
thatduringthe first l<.ur years after the appointment of Mr Wash, in
1>&6, Oie sales amounted to less thuu U,tU>'. ; they have gradually in
creased, and in the last lour years have reached nearlv in.OOUt*. During
thetwenty-two years of Mr. W^, management the" sales or Pictures,
Ihrltlsh and Foreign, have ex.-t-eded ;.Voujf.—Ave hundred Artists of the
former school and three hundred of the latter having annually exhibited
in this Gallery. Admission having been free, there Is no evidence as to
the number of Visitors during these periods; but there has certainly
been ■ proportionate augmenra'iun. On public us well as on private
grounds, therefore, it may b» regarded as a duty to join in a lubxtantUU
recognition of Mr. Wash a long mid valuable services, and to offer him
such a Testimonial as will emphatically mark the general appreciation
of his labours In promoting not only the Interests of Artists, but those
also of the great national institution ui Sydenham in one of Its most
Important branches.

P. H Morris, Esq., A R.A., 8t John's Wood-road.
B. Standrlng. Esq., hou thill. Crystal Palace-park,
r*. C Hall. Esq.. F.8.A., Uolliinit -street. Kensington.
J. A. Houston, Eatr. R.S A., In, Upper Fhilllniorc-pUce.
Henry A. Palmer, Esq , Uueen s Hotel, Norwood.
]>r Thos, A. Wise Thornton, The Beulah. Norwood.
J. G Naish.Fsq.. Rminaclenve. Ilfracombe.
Klehard Thornton, Esq , The Hoo. Sydenham-hUL
E. Harper, Esq., 8 Brunswick-terrace, Brighton.
<.n.ptaln B. Louwlck, Lelghton, Vlctorla-road. Norwood.
Rev. J Meek Clark, M.A , St Stephen's Parsonage. Dulwlch.
James reel. Esq , The Drive. Walthamstow.
A. C. SUnn ii* , Esq., 57, Wood-Line. Shepherd 's-buih .
J. B. like, Esq., ElleraJie, Sydenhain-hM.

- \ Williams, Esi| .JnnsMMMHd-i
. uearTKfbv.
rolmcr, M.A., F.S.A., Oxford and Cam-

«T
E*qv. (^^nwoeM^VOJpsy-b'ill.

:Wtbrd-park. Chtiwick.

treathani-common.
Lower Sydenham.

andring, Esq.
Hon. Secretory.—J. F. Terry, Esq.

Subscriptions may be paid to any member of the Committee, or at the
Upper Norwood Branch of the London and County Bank.

LIBER STUDIORUM.—Messrs. P.&D.Colnaghi,
13 and 14, Pall Mall Bast, are prepared to PURCHASE, at good

prices. One lmprossious of any of the PLATES of TURNER'S ' LIBER
STUDIORUM'

LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC. — A Special
DEPARTMENT for SCIENCE nnd LETTERS Is being organized

in the DILETTANTE CIRCLE. 7, Argyll-street, Regent-circus The
Grand Hall, seating 350 persons, will be used for its Discussion* and
Papers. Arrangements are also being made for the cheap publication of
Literary and Musical Compualtions. The Subscription of M. &s. will give
all the accommodations of other Scientific dubs, besides the privilege of
attending and introducing Friends to the Entertainments of the Musical,
Dramatic, and Artistic Departments The names of Gentlemen willing
to serve on the Council will be gladly received by the Secretary. F W
TmasTAJ*. M A., who will supply all Information. Educational Work is
also commencing, under good Professors, at moderate terms.

HAKLUYT SOCIETY, Established for the pur-
pose of Printing Rare and Unpublished Voyages and Travels.

The following Works have been recently Issued to Members :—

The BONDAGE and TRAVELS of JOHANN
SCHILTBERGER. from his Capture at the Buttle of NlcopoH* In
1306 to his Escape and Return to Europe In 1417. Translated from
the Heidelberg MS. by Commander J. BUCHAN TELFEE, R.N.

Tho VOYAGES and WORKS of JOHN DAVIS
Uf> NAVIGATOR. Edited, with an Introduction and Notes, by
Captain ALBERT H. MARKHAM, K.N. F.R.G.8

The NATURAL and MORAL HISTORY of the
INDIES. By Father JOSEPH de ACOSTA. Reprinted from the
English Edition of 1U)4 , and ivlln-d. with Note* ami an Introduction,
bv CLEMENTS It MAKK.HAM, C.B. F R.S. Vol. I. The NATURAL
HISTORY.

Prospectuses and Lists of Works Issued may be obtained from the
Society's Agent, Mr. Richasm, 37, Great Queen-street, w C.

B
OROUGH of LEICESTER.

LEICESTER MUSEUM —CURATOR.

WANTED, a CURATOR, to take the Practical Management of the
Leicester Museum The Candidates not to be more than 3i years of age,
and to have had some experience in a I ■ a ■ h Provincial, or Private
Museum. Honorary Curators will advise in each Department

Salary, 1XW per annum, and the person appointed will be required to
devote the whole of his time to the duties of his office.

Applications and testimonials to be sent on or before the 20th July
next, addressed to the Town Clerk, Leicester, endorsed " Application for
Curatorshlp." By order. JOHN STOREY, Town Clerk.
Town Hall, Leicester, 30th June, IBM).

TO SECRETARIES of INSTITUTES. — Miss
EMILY FAITH FULL, baring POSTPONED her Visit to America

will be able to LECTURE during the Autumn and Winter In England
and Scotland.—Apply, by letter, to J'ttSorM Mugmnt Office, 117, Praed-
street, W.

T
HE MILLIONTH of an ATMOSPHERE.'
Mr. A. B. HAKDTNG Is preparing a new torture on Radiant

Matter, with the above title. The experiments will be of the most
brilliant character. Another new Lecture, ou ' INVISIBLE LIGHT.'
with fine effects In Fluorescence ant Phosphorescence, including the
new Luminous Paint. last year's ' From Cloud to Glacier,' ' Electric
Light,' Ac , with Illustrations on the largest scale.

1, Alb ion- villas, Forest-hill, 8.E.

TO EDITORS.—A most attractive SPECIALITY
may be arranged for on reasonable terms. Hultable for either

Dally or Weekly Paper —Address It. M. W., May s Advertising Offices,
13U, Piccadilly.

EDITORIAL.—A Gentleman, just returned from
South Africa, where he has edited two Colonial Journals with great

success. Is open to n» Immediate ENGAGEMENT in London or the
l*rovinces. First-class 1 eader - Writer, Reference* to distinguished
members of the Metropolitan Press. — Address F. It. 8 , care of Messrs.

A Co., 30, l"atexnostcr-row, L C.

CECKETARY.—A GENTLEMAN, Middle-aged,
of Good Position, who can Write Shorthand, wishes to Supple

ment his Income by TAKING the POST of SECRETARY or AMANU
ENSIS. Tortus reasonable.—T. A. C, 9, St. Philips-terrace, Stratford-
road, Kensington.

CORRESPONDENT. —A large German Paper
WANTS • GERMAN C0RKB8P0NDLNT. staying In London, tor

Three Letter, the Week. 1'lease Itmte prlrc and curcuDutaDcea under
K., 19, Pofttc Keatante, Frank fort-on-the-Maine

A GRADUATE wishes to act as REVIEWER of
NEW BOOKS, Ac, for a Magazine or Newspaper, at a small

■alary.—Address S. L. Holland, Gayton Lodge, Wimbledon.

A LITERARY MAN, of great experience, would
iA be happy to READ the MSS of YOUNG AUTHORS, and report
as to their merits, chances of success. Ac. Arrangements for publi
cation facilitated. Fees moderate.—Address Hunts, Scaly. Stationer,
High-street, Nottlng-hiil.

PARIS.—A LITTERATEUR, about leaving for
X Puis, baring unusual facilities for procuring intelligence, wishes

""2ND LETTERS to a GOOD WEEKLY
vincial).—H. O. A., 7, Thanct-place, Temple

Y or DAILY (London or Pro-

AB.Sc. with Honours of London University
requires an APPOINTMENT as SCIENCE or ASSISTANT

MASTER. Fiveyears' experience In Teaching First-class testimonials.
—Address A. E. T., care of Key. G. II. To\ey, Noimacot, Stoke-on-Trent.

WANTED, by a GERMAN of good abilities and
extensWe Scholastic acquiremenu,a SITUATION an LIRKAHIAN

orOENEKAL ASSISTANT. Excellent references.—Address r. E., Iia,

WANTED, a first-rate COACH for the LONDON
UNIVERSITY MATRICULATION EXAMINATION, January.

1881.—Apply by letter, stating terms and references, to Z., care of Messrs.
Dawson X Sons, IL'1, Cannon-street, Londoo. E C.

TO NEWSPAPER CLERKS.—WANTED, on a
Prorlnclal Journal, an energetic man, well acquainted with the

routine duties of Advertising. Publishing, Ac.—Apply, glring parti
culars, toC. H , care of R F. White A bon, S3, Fleet-street, E.C.

PUBLISHE R.—Advertiser is open to an
ENGAGEMENT. Actlre and stead* —Address K. T , care of C.

MitcheU ACo., 12 and 13, Red Lion-court, Fleet-street, EC.

PARTNER WANTED for a PUBLISHING
BUSINESS - Address A. 18, at C. H. May A Co. a General Adrer

tl&lng offices, 78, Oracechurch-street, London.

PROPRIETORSHIP of a NEW and rising
PUBLICATION TO BE DISPOSED OF, at nominal price, con

ditionally upon its being conducted upon certain original lines -Full
reasons for surrender on application to EniToa or the X., cart' of Messrs.
Adams A Francis, Advertising Agents, SO, Fleet-street. E.C.

C MITCHELL Ac CO., Agents for the Sale and
• Purchase of Newspaper Property, beg to Notify that they hare

several Newspaper Properties for Disposal, both in London and the
Provinces. Principals only treated with.

c.
MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to DISPOSE

. of the COPYRIGHT of a LONDON LOCAL NEWSPAPER. An
excellent opportunity lor a Reporter. Small capital only required.

C MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to NEGO-
• TIATE a PARTNERSHIP in a WEEKLY NEWSPAPER in

the Midland Counties. Amount required, 1,5001.

c.
MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to NEGO
TIATE a PARTNERSHIP in a WEEKLY NEWSPAPER in a

popular South of England watering-place. Small capital only required.

C MITCHELL & CO.. .igents for the Sale and
• Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

Probate or Purchase, Investigations, and Audit of Accounts, Ac.

w
7ANTED, the MS. of a ROOK on NORTH

GERMANY, or a Gentleman to Translate and He-Edit a French
Book on the same subject.—W. M., May s Advertisement Offices, VJ»,
Piccadilly.

AUTHORS, POETS, CLERGYMEN, and
SCHOOLMASTERS desirous of PVB LI hHINO their WORKS, are

Invited to addrens Messrs. Muxon, Sacndi.iu & Co., Publishers, 22, Hen
rietta-street, Covent-garden, W.C.

rPO PROPRIETORS of PROVINCIAL NEWS-

JL PAPERS —FAITHLESS and TRUE, a New Novel, by 3. T.
DENNY, has Just completed a very successful run In a London Maga
zine. Exceptional terms are offered to Newnpnpers taK Ing the Story.
Three Dramas are being written on the NoTel by J. F. McArdle, Esq ,
and the Author. One Is now in actual rehearsal.—Address J. T. Uut>v
Hare Chambers. Hare-place, Fleet-street, E.C.

A LADY' seeks a NON-RESIDENT KNWAGE-
MRNT as GOVERNESS or AMANUENSIS. Is experienced and

accomplished. Reads well and writes legibly.—R. N., Mowsl's Library,
bloane-streei.

TO PARENTS and GUARDIANS.—A Superior
EDICATION In all its branches is offered in a Private Family

at Krhwerin, Germany. The npp.irtunii.es for studying Music and
German arc special. Orphsn Children would here hud a home and a
true in other'* care. References are permitted to the Rev. J. It Smith
and Mrs. Palmer Smith. 15, Warwick-place, Leamington. Terms ar
ranged accordiug to requirements.

A GERMAN PROTESTANT LADY, who has
XV lived many years an Governess In English families, is returning to
Darmstudi In August, and wishes to TAKE CHAKUK of Til It KE or
FOUR YOUNG LADIES to educate. She Is thoroughly competent her
self In evi ry branch of Education, except music, and Is a very clever
and also a most conscientious person, nnd thoroughly to be trusted with
the charge of young pirlf lu e> t ry respect The lady who inserts this
Advertisement 'in whose family she has lived as governess; will be most
happy to give auy information tlist might be required.—Addreal Miss
D'OiLT, U, HarIcy -street, W.

ENTLEMEN backward in EDUCATION are
RECEIVED by a successful TUTOR of many years' standing.

Only Six can be taken. Hralthy and beautiful situation.—Address, by
letter, to A. M. B.. Messrs. Oiellana A Co., Scholastic Agents, 3- a.
George-street, Ilanover-squure, W.

The Next Term will
ber Hist.

F. W\ MADDLN, M.U.A S , Secretary.

RADFIELD COLLEGE, BERKS.— For
Admission apply, by letter, to the Wakdm. Terms, llX) Guineas.

G1

BRIGHTON COLLEGE
commence on TUESDAY

B

IEAMINGTON COLLEGE. — There are Three
^ DEPARTMENTS:—(1 ) CLASSICAL; (2) MILITARY and CIVIL;

(3) JUNIOR. Honours gained last Year include Scholarship at liilllol.
Entrances at Woolwich aud Couper ■ Hill.—Apply to the Kkxd Masilr.

EDUCATION in SWITZERLAND. — New
FRAUKNSTEIN ACADEMY, ZUG. Established 1S.V,. Prfipan--

tlon for the Universities. Commercial Department. German. Fieudi,
Italian. Large Modern Building, Gymnasium. Play-ground and Gnrdeu.
Cold and Warm Baths. 11 i it he*t references. Prospectus on appli. .m.-n.
—W. Fcc HS. l"roprletor; M. Ki ni, Principal, late Master ol the iss
International .School, Genoa.
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GREAT YARMOUTH COLLEGE.—Head Master,
,T, mvIPI, TOMKIN8 Five Resident Assistant-Masters.

194 PoStatavVpS^th."Sri and Cambridge Local Exammat on*
101 in Honours, StFirst Cuu».-For term., whlcn are moderate, apply a«

above. ^ ,

EDUCATION, Germany.— LADIES' COLLEGE
WALTBBSHAUSEN, Oothi.-A desirable HOMK with ejpejM

Say *fobuM by writing to Mta C.um», Sa.e Coburg-rtreet,

Leicester.

ORMANDY.—A French Family RECEIVES
YOUNG LADIES or FAMILIES W BOARDERS by the Week

xt^X h ,.Sii th» situation on the coast between Honfleur and Trou-
%E°n^Uto*& ™ *^l*rt scenery -Addres. Madame D.

SiLixrL, a CMcquebW, par VlllervlUe, Calvado..

f ONDON LIBRARY,

-a-4 1}, ST. JAMES S-SQUARE.-Founded In 1S41.
Patron—H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

President—THOMAS CARLVLE, Eaq.
Thlfl Library contains 90,ooo Volumes of Ancient and Modern Lite

rature. In various Languages. Subscription, SI. a year, or 31, with

Enlrance-fee of SJ.( Life Membership. 267.Fifteen Volumes are allowed to Country, and Ten to Town Members.
Rcading-Koom open from Ten to half-past Six. Prospectus on appli
cation ROBERT HARRISON, Secretary and Librarian.

rpHE UNITED LIBRARIES, 307, Regent-
-1- street, W.—Subscription* from One Gaines to any amount,
according to the supply required. Ail the beat New Books, English,
French, and German, immediately on publication, l'roapeetu**, with
Lists of New Publications, gratis and post free.—\* A Clearance
Catalogue of Surplus Hooks offered for Sal* at greatly reduced prices,
may also be had. free, on application.—Booth's, Cm-aTon*. Hodoboh's,
and .SAtiNDta'a & Orlay's United Libraries, aoT, Regent-street, near the

Polytechnic

inURIOSITIBS from the UPPER AMAZON for
VV SALE comprising War Spears, Clubs, Hows, &c„ made by Incas
Plans' ^SS?I-rl«fTed Snakes, to., collected by Ady^rper-
sona^.-AoSress \. 16, at C. H. Hay & Co. s General Advertising Offices,

7S, Gnicecburch-etreet, London,

HERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
Official and Corporate Seals, Dies. Diplomas. Certificate., Medals,

Itook-l'latra, Curds, Illuminated Address, *c. , execute* In nneat.style
Prise Medal. Paris, 1878 ; Sydney, 18i9.-H»aa»

PRLNTLNG.—JOHN BALE k SONS, Printers of
the Dental Mst the EtvaUiluootnins JbWne, and other Period-

IraU, ar , p^Jatxedto undertake tie PRINTING of Mag,mn», Pamphl.^
nri- (Cnlo-.ues Ac on the most reasonable terms. EftUmatas

f£e'-S^m^lnlutg OOeU 87-69, Oreat Titchfleld-street, Oxlotd-

street, London.

TO AUTHORS AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. WYMAN & SONS, Printers, Litho
grapher.. Bookbinder., and Publishers, Invite the attention oi

Author, to the Facilities offered by their Establishment for the U»l
? 1 K pllOllfcnoNomoOKSor every description all lleparlmenu
if I , lo.m i. belnK carried on under the Immediate Personal Sviperm-
l, „ i n "e of the Finn. In. lu.ivc Estimates, Litarularnuigemcnt. made
w i, \uthori lor the publication of their MSS.. whether hcientinc,
ArtdWlc o° Work. .[W-W.au, as So™, Great ttueetwtreet,

STUDIO.40 by 25 feet,North-East Light.—Si ttinpr-
Room, Two Red-Rooms, Servants-Room. Offices, tasteful and com

fortable Decorations and Furniture. Rent 1201. for about six months,
including nttendance.—E. & F. Sv.i,, Agent*. S2, High-street. Notling-

hlll-gnte, W. (7842.)

MIDLAND RAILWAY.—TOURIST ARRANGE
MENTS, 1SH0.—First and Third Class TOURIST TICKETS, avail

able, with M ine exceptions, until 31sl of December, 1S80, will be issued

from May 1st to the 31st of October, 1W80,
For particulars, sec Time Table, and Programmes Issued by the Com

pany. JOHN NOIiLE, General Hammer.

Derby, April, 1S80

tSalts ^uctiffn

Porcelain, Bronzes, Enamels, and Screensfrom China and

Japan.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
respectfully Rive notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms. King-street, St. James's-squarc. on MONDAY,
July 12, at I o'clock precisely, PORCELAIN and other OBJF.C1S from
CHINA and JAPAN, including Specimens of Blue and White Nankin—
hnuunia Figures—Enamel Vases and Dishes—Bron.ea—Carvings la Jade
—Cabinets—Screens with embroidered satin panels, &c
May be viewed Friday and Saturday preceding, and

GEOLOGY.—In the Preface to the Student's
• ELEMENTS ol GEOLOGY,' by Sir CHARLES LYELL (18741.

he says^' As It is Impossible to enablo the reader to recopnlwrock.
and muerah at sight by the aid ol verbal oVscrlptious or flgnre. he
will do well to obtain a well-arranged collection of specimens such as
mit be procured from Mr TENNaSjT (149. Strand).JegchOT o! Mmcral-
•»iv and Geology at King's College, London " These Collections are
supplied onfollowing forms, iu plain.Mahogany Cabinet.:-

HO Specimens. In Cabinet, with 8 Trays £2 2 °
:■ 0 Specimen., in Cabinet, with 5 Trays « •> 0
s . i Specimens, In Cabinet, with 9 Drawers 10 10 0
*u specimens, in Cabinet, with 13 Drawers Jl 0 o

More extensive Collection, at 50 to 5,000 Guinea, each.

ALEXANDRITES.—A few magnificent SPECI
MENS of this remarkable GEM FOR SALE. Green byDn. Mi

Red bv NUtht AI«o a magnlllcent Cat s Eye, surrounded with Brill anls
loeoi the tines i"not the finest, known -Have* Wnioirr Mine™ osist
an!l Expert S Gem. and ITeclous Stones, 90, Great Rmwdl-Mreet,

London, W.C.

street, Strand, W.C., on miimui juii .,,
1 o'clock precisely, the valuable LIBRARY of the late Rot. SAMUEL
IA SONS. M.A. P8.A. to.. Author of -Gloucestria Illustrata.' Glouces
tershire Achievements.' ' Model Merchant.' 1 Our Vulgar Tongue,' to.

May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had ; il by post, on

receipt of two stamps.

The Library of the late ARCH/BALD JOHNSTEPHENS,

Esq. LL.D.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELLby AUCTION, at their House, No. 13.Wellington-street

Strand. W.C., on WEDNESDAY, July 14. and Following Day, at
I o'clock precisely, the valuable THEOLOGICAL, ECCLESIASTICAL,
LEGAL, and MISCELLANEOUS LIBRARY of the late ARCHIBALD-
JOHN STEPHENS. Esq., LL.D. ; comprising an extensive and Impor
tant Collection of Ritualistic and Controversial Divinity—Various Edi
tions of the Bible and Common Prayer-Book—Books on the Rites and
Ceremonies ol the Roman Catholic Church ; also a very large Collection
of law Reports, in octavo, quarto, and folio, including the Law Report*
from IWt io 1ST* dtelOIK, In »vo. and folio—Curious Old and Modern

Works on all Legal Subject*, to.
May be viewed two day* prior. Catalogue* may be had of the Auc

tioneers, and of Messrs. Horooon. Fostkh St Dowaatt, I7a, Whitchall-

place, S.W. ; if by post, on receipt of two stamps.

THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

rcvard to the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R.
THOMPSON, Studio, 43, George-street, PonouUMquare, W.

NOTICE.

'THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY has removed from
-L IUithbone-placc tosnltable premiwa. Ml, OXFORD-STREET, W.C.
(Twenty doors West of Mudle's Library).
The AUTOTYPE COMPANY are producers of Book Illustrations by

the Autotype and Sawyer's Collotype Processes. Employed by the
Trustee* of the British Museum, Pafa'ographicai, N umismatical. Royal
Geographical, and other Learned Societies,
Facsimiles of Medals and Coins, Ancient mss , Paintings, Drawings,

Sketches, Views, and Portraits from Nature, to
iVotV —The apecial advantages of the Autotype Process for Book Illus

trations are:—
1st. Ths absolutely fac-simile nature of the result.
2nd. Its Cheapness for Small Editions of 230, 500, to.
3rd. The Prims being direct on the Paper there is an absence of all

cockling and that disagreeable effect inherent to all Mounted Prints.
",* For Terms and Sptcimtnt mppip to th* Managtr.

NOW OPEN. EXHIBITION of the PAINTINGS by F. W. LAWSON,
illustrating ' CHILDREN of the GREAT CITY."

DAWN.'—This Important Painting, by F. W. LAW80N, Is exhibited
by the courtesy of the Baroness Burdett-Contts.
RICHARD ELMORE'S line Paiinling*. 1 WINDSOR CASTLE—SUN

RISE.' 'CARNARVON CASTLE—TWILIGHT,' on View at the Auto-

tvpe Fine-Art Gallery.■ Mr. IRVING as HAMLET,' drawn by F. W. LAWSON, and kindly
lent by Hy. Irving, Esq., at the Autotype Fine-Art Gallery.
Descriptive Catalogue, Sixpence.
To adorn the walls of Home at little cost with artistic Masterpieces,

visit TUB AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY,
631, Oxford-street, W.C.

Director of the Works, J. R. SAWYER.

General Manager, W. 8. BIRD.

THE MULTIPLEX COPYING PROCESS
JL gives Forty Copies of Circulars. Music. Drawings, Plans.
This iTocess has been adopted by Her Majesty's Government, who

Valuable Cellar of old Wines, the Property of a

deceased.

-VTESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS

1868 ; also Burgundy. Cbablis, Hoca. Spirits &c.

'InVceuaVofc'koice Wines of the late THOMAS HOWARD
j_lu>^^ j EDWARDS, Esq.

toeM^ la e of Madeira and London ; ineludin* «, dozen, of;Bne old

square, S.W

The Select Library of ths late Hon. SPENCER COWPER.

MESSRS SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODCiE
„IU SELL by AUCTION.'at tbeir Hou*. No. 13, We'llnjtton-

Dante's Inferno. 3 vols, uncut, to. w
X be viewed two day. prevloudy. Catalogues may be had ; 11 hy

post, on receipt of two stamps. ,

A small but choice Collection of Engravings, the Property of

a Gentleman.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
win "EM. by AUCTION at their House, No. 13, Welllnrttm-

Uri%boinprr.lnrimSnVpe.^.ter

J.Ortade, Kowlandson, &c.
May be viewed two day. prior. Catalogue, may be had ; 11 by post,

on receipt of two stamps. ^

The
Collection of Engravings and Drawings of the late

GEORGE SMITH, Esq.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
respeelfnlly give notlee that they will SELL by AUCTION at

VT ,S^t K5?R^^CoS^iE^S!n%
^^nRAWISGS ol oIoitOR SMITH, Esq.. deceased, late ol 1-addock-

W„rss'of Ko^anoSon^ldT En.mviuss. meludimt a lante number o

Eiignivings^ ^ ^^VTect3aijig, and Catalogues had.

The THIRD PORTIONof the extennve and valuable Librarv

of the late DA VID LAING, Esq., LL.D.

ATESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
ATX wilt SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13, Wellington-
street, Strand. W.C. on TUESDAY, July 20, and Four Following Dava
at 1 o'clock precisely, the THIRD PORTION of the extensive and
valuable LIBRARY of the lare DAVID LAING, Esq., LL.D., Librarian,
of the Signet Library, Secretary of the Bannatyne Club, Foreign:
Secretary tothe Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, Professor of History
to the Royal Scottish Academy, Editor of Knox's Works and other
important Publications ; comprising an extraordinary collection of
work* by Scottish Writers or relating to Scotland, many of great rarity,
including Writings of eminent Divines, Historians, and Topographers—
celebrated Novelists. Poets, and Dramatists — Bibliographical and
Biographical Publications—Books printed for private circulation only-

Voyages and Travels, to.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be obtained of the

Auctioneers; and of Messrs. Aci.d A M v ..\ u u, Writers lo the Niiaici .
t oi :*ii'iwn». at- "-" — --~ -
Edinburgh, price 2s. 6d. eacn.

s

have paid the Inventor (Mr. S'rllow.) for the privilege of using it
tttrouKhout all their Department.. No tedious washing off. Suits all
cltmutea Negative, available for years. Full particular, post free.

CHAHLL8 FELLOWS, 18, Tettranall-road, Wolvernampton.

ECOND-HAND BOOK STORE, 25, Loseby-lane,

LEICESTER.
WtTHEKS at FOWLER'S

MONTHLY CATALOGUES,
Grail, and peat free.

( 1HKAP BOOKS.—Now ready, a CATALOUUK
\j *,t several Thousand Volumes, comprir-ing Travels, BJ'rgraphleJi,
lltstori'ts. Reviews, Miscelhtncous Works, Theology, to., most of which
atf out of priutand icarec (Including a Selection from the Librarv of
i ' - iat» Serjeant I'nrry). Forwarded free on application to l\si* Rotitc,

■ b'.awller, 1, Southampton-row, Hoitorn.

Small Collection of Drmoinas, and a fine Statue by Maclean,

the Property of a Gentleman.

MESSRS CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
^tful.y give notiee that tl.ey will SELL ^ AUCTION «t

their OrejS fJSfS^E^irS
COLOUR DRAWraOsfSe' Vfoperty of a OENTLE^N. ittgndlw,

Statue by T. Nelwm Maclean.

Pictures and Scolpture from the Collection of WILLIAM

HERBERT, Esq., of Clytha.

MESSRS CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
r^eetfully "ve notice th'.t they .ill SELL by AUCTION .at

ISNan°F.;i»e4LeL^m tKl^V.^W S"tue by the eelebrated

sculptor Kissel, of Brussels.
May be viewed two .lay. preceding, ana Cataloguesjiad.

Plate Porcelain, and Decorative Objects,from the CoUectimi

of WILLIAM HERBERT, Esq-, °f Oytha

MESSRS CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
^'.fillivVlve m,U,e that ti.er will SEI.I. by AUCTION at

.heir .ffi..;..

WIILIAM liEIlllEKT. K.q.. of Clythn, Monmouthshire.
M.I te viewed Frl ley an! Saturday precnlim,, and Catalognc had.

UbraryofthelaUJOSEsPHHELNRyGREEK,m..

T./rH'SSRS SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE

Coleridge « Puhl, rations- huffon. ni»u ™ jJJjJJ1^,.,^,,,, Waltonl ot
finely coloured Plates, in red f^^^- Pn,,!ognomy, 5 vols,
cstelli l/-i>eon Heptaglotton. ~ vols. La Hegel.

May bo viewed two day. prior. Catalogue, may be had , U by port,

on receipt of lour stamps.

Miscellaneous Boolcs, including a Portion, of the Stock of a

Bookseller.

•»/rwKSR8 HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,

,ulJ,l4V.'SVJ,\V, ori'mrnKs fn 'every depaSm"^! Literature ; in-
of MlSCbLLAM.ol * IK" [?-„! '" 'nooks of lTinu-Standard
cl,„l,nK some hne us ^t^ ^erks and HOOK anJ „e
Works in History, Divinity, Clasmcs ™ '"J"^., Printed Work, by

To be viewed, and Catalogues had.

Library of the late WILLIAM MEREDITH BROWNE, -$r.

MEStSKS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47. I*icester-square, W.C, on

WEDNESDAY. Julv 14. and Three Following Days, at I o'clock
prwiw'ly Mist F.U.ANKOUS ROOKH. including the LIRRARY of the
late WILLIAM MEREDITH RROWNE. Esq. (removed from his rtwi-
dence at Pntney k comprising Sbaftesbiiry'K Characteristics, Raskerville's
fine edition, 3 vols,— Scott's >ovelsand Poetical Works, 30 vols —Scrope's
Ueer-Ktolking and Saltuon-Fishing—Lowe b Rrllish and Exotic Ferns,
y mis —Yarrell s Ifirds und Fishes, j vols.—Hewltson * Nests and Eggs of
Hri.i»h Hmls. L' vole— Vau Voorst's Zoologist. 34 vols.; and many other
of Van Voorst's Scicntiii Publications—l'ublications of the Ray Society
and Die Palffontographical Society—lane's Arabian Mghts—a Com
plete Set of 1 ujirA—Hsmertons Portfolio, 10 vols.—Grose * Antiquities,
10 vote.—Hansard's Parliamentary IK'butes, 111 vols,—Lvtton's Novels
lihrnry etliiion, vols —lEuvres do Paul de Kock, 93 vols.—Hooks of
Scenery—Works on Astrology—Medical and Chcniiail Works, Ac.

CaialoguL* (by postj, two stamps.
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Library of Music ; Copyright of Mackay and Bishop's English
Songs and Melodies, Hfc.

MESSRS. PUTTICK k SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47, Leicester-square. W.C . on MON

DAY. July lit, at 1 o'clock, an extensive LIBRARY of Ml'SlO. in
cluding « C0IA8CTION of early INSTRIMENTS .the Property of a
OENTLEMAN of TITLE), fte. ; also the valuable COPYRIGHT of the
■COL1.ECTION of ENGLISH SONGS and MELODIE* written by
fharles Mackay. Esq , with Symphonies and Accompaniment!, by Sir
Tt- K. Bishop. Km . part of which were originally published in the
Illustrated London N'ewa

Catalogues on receipt ol two stamps.

Monthly Sale of valuable Musiad Property.

ESSRS. PUTTICK ic SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House 47, Leicester- square. W.C. on

.a large ASSEMBLAGE of MUSICAL
' "b Pianofortes, Harmoniums. Auieri-

M
TUESDAY Jaly 20, at 1 o'
INSTRUMENTS, including

n Organs. Harps. Collection of Italian Violins, Violas, Violoncellos,
muss and Wood wind Instrument*.

Catalogues (by post), two stamps.

Portion of the Library of the late J. R. PLANCUE, Esq.,
Somerset Herald, dec.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47. Leicester-square. W.C, on

WEDNESDAY, July 21. and Two Following Days, at ten minutes post
\ o'clock precise] t. a COLLECTION of BOOKS, including the DRA
MATIC PORTION' of the LIBRARY of the late JAMES ROBINSON
PLANCHE. Somerset Herald, a fine Chippendale
Ac. , also the Taluable LIBRARY or a GENTLEMAN. .„
Xcnt, comprising Gould's Birds of Asia, and other tine Books.

Catalogues are preparing.

Valuable Engravings, the Property of a
Collector giving up the pursuit.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47, Leicester-square, W.C, on

SATURDAY, July 24. and Three Following Day* (Sunday excepted),
valuable and rare ENGRAVINGS (some being unique) formed during
many years by a COLLECTOR, consisting of Works by and after the
Masters of the Italian. German, Flemish. Dutch. French, Spanish, and
English Schools, scarce Chiaroscuro and Wood Prints, and rare British

Now ready, price 6s. for JULY,

PHE BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIEW,
L No. CXLIII. containing :

1. The TWO NATIONS and the COMMONWEALTH.

1. FATHEll CLKCI on the ROMAN CHURCH.
3. RELIOION and MORALITY.

4. EVOLUTION in RELATION to THEOLOGY.

«. INSPIRATION.

6. IRISH LAND REFORMS.

I. The LONDON WATER QUESTION

8. The GENERAL ELECTION and Ite RESULTS.

». CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

r & KtoughtoD. 77, Paternoster-row.

^HE EDINBURGH REVIEW, for JULY,
Will be published on THUR8DAY NEXT.

Cmtmtt.
1. The PRECURSORS of NEWTON.

3. MIND In the LOWER ANIMALX.

J. NAVAL POWER In the PACIFIC.

4. MEMOIRS ol toe PRINCE CONSORT.

5. SABIANS and CHRISTIANS of ST. JOHN.

6. LANDLORDS, TENANTS, and LABOURERS.

7 MEMOIRS of MADAME DE REMUSA'K.

8. HODDK IN - INVADERS of ITALY.

». BR10HTS EDITION of PEPYS'S DIARY.

10 The DIVORCB of KATHARINE of ARAGON.

11. The NEW PARLIAMENT in BESSION.

a tc Co. Edinbunth : A & C I

Now ready.

»"PHE WESTMINSTER REVIEW. New Series,
JL No. CXV. JULY, 1880. Price 6».

Contentl.
1. The SCOTCH PBERAOE.

S. Tha PLACE of SOCRATES in GREEK PHILOSOPHY.

S. The PEASANT POETS of RUSSIA.

4. MARRIAGE with a DECEASED WIFE 8 SISTER.

5. The LIFE of the PRINCE CONSORT.

6 GAME LAWS and OAME PRESERVING.

7. STATE l'APERS: FOREIGN SERIES.

8. A NEW VIEW of the INDIAN EXCHANGE DIFFICULTY.

INDIA and our COLONIAL EMPIRE.

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

London : Triibner A Co. 57. LudRate-hlll.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, for July, 1880,
price •Js. Crf.

The FUTURE of LIBERALISM By Matthew Arnold.

The CLOTURE in PARLIAMENT. By E. D. J. WiUon.

MODERN FRENCH ART. By Gerard Baldwin Brown.

A STRANGER in AMERICA. By George Jacob Holyoake.

STORY-TELLING By James Payn.

The COMMERCIAL TREATY between FRANCE and ENGIAND. By
E. Raoul Duval.

The HOUSE of LORDS and NATIONAL INSURANCE. By the RcT.
W. I^wery Blackley.

The FRENCH CLERGY and the PRESENT REPUBLIC. By the Abb6
Martin.

The PALAIS ROYAL THEATRE., By Franclsqne Sarcey.

BLEEDING to DEATH. By H. m' Hyndman.

C. Kegan Paul £ Co. London.

»THE DRESDEN GALLERY.-The Publication
^.k^'.il ¥r,le!,°' e|»b»™tc.Reproduction., on a large scale, of the
p?I?!?i-^? ^L?'rai.n th," V*"** Gallery was commenced in the

ARi It 11 FA r ol Saturday last. July 3rd. when Two Engravings, of the
Adoration of the Magi and the • Marriage of Cann,- by Paul Veronese

^ measures 25 In. by 13 In. Price 4s!. ; or, by post, id
i, 1*5, Strand, London, W C and of all "~

was given.
Publishing

M

lYIce 3s. Quarterly ; Yearly, 12s. post free,

I N D. No. XIX. Jul y.

1. STATISTICS of MENTAL IMAGERY By F. Gallon, F.R S.

2. The UNITY of the ORGANIC INDIVIDUAL. By E. Montgomery.

3. On the FORMS of LOGICAL PROPOSITION. By J. Venn.

4. PERFECTION as an ETHICAL END. By T. Thomcly.

5. JEWISH PHILOSOPHY and SPINOZA. By W. R. Sorley.

With Notes and Discussions, Critical Notices, Ac.

Williams & Norgate. London and Edinburgh.

Price Holf-a-Crown,

THE MODERN REVIEW: a New Quarterly
Magazine.

Conical., ■>/ ,Vo III. JFLT.

1. CRITICAL METHOD. I. By Professor Kuencn.

J. The LATER STONE AGE in EUROPE. By Edward Clodd, F.R.A.8.

S. 8YNESIC8 of CYRENE. II. By R. Crompton Jonos. B.A.

4. NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE and RELIGIOUS INTERNATION
ALISM. By Professor Albert Kevllle.

5. FRANCE and the JESUITS.

8. SOME TENDENCIES of MODERN BIOLOGY. By Andrew Wilson,
Ph.D. F.R.8 E.

7. The MONKS of BOLTON. By Robert Collyer.
8. The AUTHORSHLV of the • EtKON BASILIKEV By W. Blake

Odgers. LLC

9. The TWELFTH GERMAN PROTESTANTENTAG By Pastor J. R.

10. NOTES and NOTICES. By Francis J Garrison. Mark Wllks, 4c.

for the Proprietors by James Clarke & Co London ; John
Heywood, Manchester ; and may be had by order of all Booksellers.

s

Now ready. Part II. Vol. XLIII. JUNE, 1880, price 5s.

TATISTICAL SOCIETY'S JOURNAL.

On the EDUCATION and TRAINING of the CHILDREN of the POOR.
By P. J. Mouat, M.D. F.K.C 6.

VITAL STATISTICS of CAVALRY
T Qraham Balfour. M.D F.R 8.

TEN YEARS* STATISTICS of BRITISH AGRICULTURE. 1870-79. By
Captain P. G. Cragie.

On the HOME PRODUCE IMTORTS. CONSUMPTION, and PRICE of
WHEAT over the HARVEST YEARS 1852-53 to 187D.80 Inclusive.
By J. B. Lawes, LL.D F E.8 .. and J H. Gilbert, Ph.D. F.R 8

MISCELLANEA :—General Results of the Commercial and Financial
History of 1K"9—The Movement of the Population in Russia during
lS«7-70—Lloyd's Statistics of Marine Casualties for 1*7!*— An Iron
Trade Chart for the Past Fifty Years—Notes on Economical and
Statistical Works—Additions to the Library, Ac.

Edward Stanford, A3, Charing Cross. 8.W.

c

Now ready, price Gd. ; by post, 7d.

No. 7, for JULY, of the Third Hcriea of the

OVENT GARDEN MAGAZINE.
Conducted by W, II. C. NATION.

I. A Train of Thought
St. The Metropolitan Water Supply.
3. A Happy Queen.
4. Built upon Sand. A Story.
6. The Rating and Wages of Merchant Seamen.
8. The Dogmatints
7. In t)i»> Outer Circles.
6. The Truest of Timekeepers.
9. Called to Arcount A Story.

10, Ships and shipping.
II Gardening in Different Parterres.

Office: 44a. Catherine-street, Strand,

Edited by Rev SAMUEL COX —It. Monthly.

THE EXPOSITOR for July, commencing the
-1- TWELFTH Volume, contains Articles by l>ean PEKOWNE
Canon FARHAR. Dr A. M. FAIRBAlltN, Dr. MORISON. Rev J A'
BEET, and the EDITOR. '

This day, In 8vo. pp. 488, price 7*. Go*.

The ELEVENTH VOLUME of

T
H E K X P 0

The Contributors to this Volume 1
SIT
iclude

0 R.

Rev. R. Balgarnie, M.A.
Rev. J. A Beet.
Rev. A. B. Bruce, D.I).
Iter. T. K. Choyne, M.A.
Rev. Samuel Cox.
Rev. A. B. Davidson, D.D.
Rev. A. M. Fairbairn, D.D.

Rev. George Flndlay, B.A.
Rev. Professor Mastic, M A.
Rev. George Matheson, D.D.
Rev. J Moriwm, D.D.
Rev. E. H. Plumplre, D.D.
Rev. W. Sanday.D.D.
Rev. I'. Thomson, M.A.

London : Hodder & Stoughton, 27, Paternoster-row.

^THE MUSICAL TIMES for July contains:
-ML Coffee Music HnllA-Berlioz and his Critics—The Great Composers •
Spolir—Music of i he Gipsies—' The Lyrical Drama.' by I*rofesnor Mac-
fnrrpn—The Handel Festival—Ttic Opera- Kichter and London Musical
Society's Concerts—Reviews—Foreign and Country News—Corrcspon-
dence, &c. l*rice 3d., poet free, 4d. Annual Subscription's., Including

^THE MUSICAL [TIMES for July contains:
X •' O give thanks unto the Lord," Anthem < Alto, Solo, and Chorus)

by William Jackson, Jun. (Mashamj. Price, aeparatciy, IJd.

London: Novello, Ewer dt Co. 1, Berners-street, W.: and 80 and 81
Queen-street, E.C. 1

pENTRAL SCHOOLS, SHEFFIELD.—See the
\J BUILDER (Ad. ; by post. 4j<i.) for View. Plans, and Section
\iews of House in Bucklernbury and House at Bowdon -I'rogress of
Invention—Tay Bridge Rep<jrt-Stained GlaNs from Modern Point of
Mew—Exploration, Asia Minor—Industrial Arts In Germany—Greek
Invention—Tay
View—Ex
Vast's, ic

46, Catherine-street ; and all Newsmen.

Reduced in price,

THE ENGLISHMAN'S HEBREW CONCORD
ANCE, from 31. 131. Bd to a. 2».

DAVIDSON'S HEBREW CONCORDANCE, from

31. 3». to a. 2».

The ENGLISHMAN'S' GREEK CONCORDANCE,
from 21. 2i. to U. Is. '

A Sons, 15, Paternoster-row, London.

Now ready, tastefully printed on liand-nuvie papeT and bound In ttjx
buri<ti. Kilt top. price 7s. 6'/. p<tst free,

THE ANTIQUARY. Volume I. Containing
Articles on Subjpcts of Interest to the Anti'iuary, by the following

amonL-fcl iiumy other wf ll-KiinMu Writers ;- ]>r Havniau O L Gomme
W. Blades. Lleivellynn Jewitt, John Ilcnrv Parker, Rev. M. E. C
Walcott.nnd Lord Talhol de Mulaliide.
Prospectus of Vol II (now pul)lir,liin? ) sent post free.

London : Elliot Stock, G'2, PaternosU-r-row, E.C.

Nearly ready f Prospectuses will be forwarded on application),

'THE TREATYSE of FYSSHYNGE WYTH an
JL ANGLE. By I>ame Jt'LIANAtBKRNERS. A Fac-slmile repro
duction of the First Book printed on the subject of Angling. Taken
from the First Edition printed by AVynkyn de Worde, at Westminster,
in 14£W.

London : Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster-row, E C.

1 vol. crown Bvo. IM pages, price 5*.

THE CITY of DREADFUL NIGHT, and other
Poems. By JAMES THOMSON ("B. V.").

" It is at least ten years since a real unmistakable poet has revealed
himself in England."—Vide "A New Poet," In Fvrtnig/uljf H<neu>,
July, 1880.

London i Reeves & Turner, 196, Strand, W.C.

Now ready, in 1 vol. cloth gilt, price 10a. 6ot.

THE ROMANCE of the YOUTH of ARTHUR :
a First Trilogy of Music- Dramas. 1. The Advent of Merlin. 2.

7 Vow ol Perceval By J. S. STUART-
Muslc-

The Twelfth Battle. 3. The ^
GLENN1E, M.A.

Moxon, Saunders & Co. 22, Henrietta-street, Covent-gardcn.

PAR PALIMPSESTORUM DUBLINENSIUM.

In royal 4to. with 4 Fac-slmile Pages, price 21s. cloth,

THE CODEX RESCRIPTUS DUBLINENSIS of
St. MATTHEW'S GOSPEL (Z). first published by Dr. Barrett In

1801. A New Edition. Revised and Augmented. Also. Fragment* of
the Book of Isaiah in the LXX. Version, from an Ancient Palimpsest,
now first published. Together with n newlv-diseovered Fragment ol
the Codex lWattnue. By T. K. ABBOTT. 1> D , Fellow of Trin Coll
and Prof, of Bibl. Lit. in the Vnlv. of Dublin

Green & Co. Dublin : Hodges, Foster & Figgis.

Now ready, medium Svo. cloth, price 14s.

STUDIES

OF THE

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

IN ITALY.

By VERNON LEE.

COXTENTS.

The ARCADIAN ACADEMY.

The MUSICAL LIFE.

METASTASIO and the OPERA.

The COMEDY of MASKS.

GOLDONI and the REALISTIC COMEDY.

CARLO GOGGI and the VENETIAN

FAIKY COMEDY.

" These studies show a wide range of knowledge

of the subject, precise investigation, abundant

power of illustration, and healthy enthusiasm

The style of writing is cultivated, neatly adjusted,

and markedly clever Can be cordially recom

mended as treating an important and little-known

theme with conspicuous ability."—Atheneeum.

" Amusing and interesting Clever and read

able."—Saturday Revtere.

"Mr. Lee has brought to his subject a great

amount o£ curious and recondite learning."

Sptetatcr.

W. Satchell & Co.

ALL the YEAR ROUND.—Conducted by Charles
Dickens.—Advertisemen til lor All tht Ytar Round should be scut

before the loth of each Month to

Aduu & Faucis, £9, Fleet-street, E.C.

IN AND OUT OP LONDON.

The New Alphabetical Railway G ulde (price Ad. ) lor Travellers.

On the First ol every Month,

THE LONDON and PROVINCIAL BRADSHAW:
by Alphabetical and Tabular Arrangement.—Advertisements should

he sent to
Abahs ft FaAKcis, », Fleet rtrcct, E.C.
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CHATTO & WINDUS, PUBLISHERS

COLLECTED STORIES BY OUIDA.

Crown Svo. cloth extra, 10s. G4.,and at eTery Library,

PIPISTRELLO, and other Stories. By Ouida

Author of 1 Moths,' Ac.

'- Written with all the power and beauty oi which the gllted
authoress ii car/able."—Graphic.

Crown Sto. cloth extra, 5*., a New and Cheaper Edition of

MOTHS. By Ouida.

" Not only the author's finest work, but one which marks a new epoch
in fiction.'1—Hunting Pott

MRS. LINTON'S NEW NOVEL.—3 vols, at every Library,

WITH a SILKEN THREAD, and other
Stories. By E. LYNN LINTON.

"All the stories have the grace and nervous simplicity of style, the
imaginative richness, the power in the creation oi distinct character
typos, and the peculiar skill in construction which arc tho character
istics of her larger \»urks."—Scotsman.

Fourth Edition, 2 vols, crown 8vo. 21s., and at every Library,

A TRAMP ABROAD. By Mark Twain.

" The Iun and tenderness of the conception, its irnvco and fantasy and
slyness, moke of all this episode of Jim Baiter and his joys a piece of
work that is not only tleliithtfal as mere reading, but also of a hUrh
degree of merit as literature—The book Is full ofgood things."

Ata4n<cum

CHABLES GIBBON'S NEW NOVEL —Crown 8to. cloth ran, I". 6d.

IN PASTURES GREEN, and other Stories.
By CHAKLE3 GIBBON. [In Ih, prtil.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION -Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 3s. Gd.

UNDER ONE ROOF. By James Payn.

NEW AND CHEAr-EB, EDITION.—Crown 8T0. cloth extra, 3j. M.

The SEAMY SIDE. By the Authors of
■ Tho Golden Butterfly ,' ' The Monks of Theleuta,' Ac.

BRET HARTE S COLLECTED "WORKS,

ARRANGED AND REVISED BY THE AUTHOR.

Now ready, 1 vol. crown Svo. cloth extra, 6*.

The COMPLETE POETICAL and
DRAMATIC WORKS of BRETE HARTE, including a fine Steel-
plate Portrait , specially emrraved for this Edition, and a Bio-
frrupliicnl Introduction by the AUTHOR. The entire Series, which
will include everything written by Bret Horte, will consist of Five
handsome Library Volumes, to be issued at short intervals. Crown
Svo. cloth extra, iis. per vol.

MR. SWINBURNE'S NEW POEMS.—Crown Svo. cloth extra, 6*.

SONGS of the SPRINGTIDES. By
ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE.

Small Svo. cloth limp, 4s 64.

HANDBOOK of POTTERY and P0RCE-
LA1N. By HODDER M. WESTROPP. With numerous beautiful
Illustrations, and a list of Marks.

Crown flvo. cloth limp, 2s. Gd.

VOICE PRODUCTION and VOICE
l'HKSERVATION : a Manual for Speakers and Singers. By
GORDON HOLMES, L.R.C.P.E. With Illustrations.

Post 8vo. cloth limp, Is. Gd.

A POPULAR HANDBOOK of PARLIA
MENTARY PROCEDURE. By HENRY W. LUCY.

Crown svo. cloth extra, 7s Gd.

CURIOSITIES of PURITAN NOMENCLA
TURE By CHARLES W. BARDSLEY, Author of ' Our English
Kilt-nit hi '

Crown Svo. cloth extra. 7s. Gd.

MEMOIRS of BARTHOLOMEW FAIR. By
HENKY MOllLEY. A New Edition, with nearly One Hundred

Fl-tce Is. with 4 Illustrations,

BELGRAVIA HOLIDAY NUMBER.

Conttntt.
The BIT1EOVT8. By Percy FlURCrald. Illustrated by O. L. Seymour.

MY CIKCULAU TOl'It. By J. Arbuthnot Wilson.

KITTY. Illustrated by F. ». Walker.

BEYOND BECALL. By M. Hcpworth Dixon.

DK. OATE8 and the RENOBITAH. By Frederick Boyle.

BEAUTY and the BtTTKUFLlES. By B. Mont^onicrlo Banking.
Illustrated by F. S. "Walker.

An OVEBHATED ruESCRHTlON'. By James Fayn.

The CASE of HFOII MAYNAKD. By Dntton Couk.

MAJOR MULLINEK By J. W. Shercr.

BALLADE of JUNE. By W. E. Henley. Illustrated by Agnes
Furnlrall.

A OAME of HAZARDS By Sydney Wilson.

DIVIDED. By Louisa E. Ward.

MY LADY. By Vlolit nunt.

CiliTTO i; Windcs, I'iccatli'ilv, \Y,

This dav is published, Fifth Edition, Revised throughout and greatly Enlarged,

THE MOOR AND THE LOCH.

Containing MINUTE INSTRUCTIONS in all HIGHLAND SPORTS, with WANDERINGS OVER CRAG and CORREI.

FLOOD and FELL.

By JOHN COLQUHOUN.

FIFTH EDITION, to which is added, RECOLLECTIONS of the AUTHOR'S EARLY LIFE.

2 vols, post Svo. with 2 Portraits and other Illustrations, price 26>.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF 'COUSINS,' &c.

This day is published,

TROUBLESOME DAUGHTERS.

By L. B. WALFORD,

Author of ' Cousins,' ' Pauline,' ' Mr. Smith : a Part of his Lift-,' &C.

3 vols, post 8vo. 25s. 6d.

William Blackwood k Sons, Edinburgh and London.

NEW NOVEL BY MISS M. BETHAM-EDWARDS.

Now ready, at all the Libraries, In 2 vols, crown 8vo. 2U.

FORESTALLED. By M. Betharn -Edwards,

AUTHOR OF

'KITTY,' 'BRIDGET,' 'A SUMMER IN EASTERN FRANCE,' &c.

Hurst & Blackett, Publishers, 13, Great Marlborough-street.

A FEMALE NIHILIST.

By ERNEST LAVIGNE.

Translated from the French by G. SUTHERLAND EDWARDS.

Crown Svo. 9*.

London : W. H. Allen 4c Co. 13, Waterloo-place.

On Tuesday, in paper covers, Is.; cloth, Is. 6d.

POPULAR FRENCH NOVELS;

Translations of Masterpieces of recent French Fiction, perfectly unobjectionable in tone, and unabridged. Carcfully
printed in type of a good size, and in post Svo. form.

FROMONT the YOUNGER and RISLER the ELDER. By Alphonse Daudet.

(Translated from the Fiftieth French Edition.)

SAMUEL BROHL and PARTNER. By Victor Cherbuliez.

MAUGARS JUNIOR. By Andre Theubiet.

The DRAMA of the RUE DE LA PAIX. By Adolphe Belot.

To be followed shortly by other striking Works.

Vizetellt & Co. 10, Southampton-street, Strand.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

MtXDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY was established in 1842 in order to meet the growing demand of the age for a Higher
Class of Books than could then be readily obtained on moderate terms from the ordinary Circulating Libraries.

Great care has always been taken in tho selection of Books to study the wishes of Subscribers, and to make the Library
not only '* Select" but comprehensive.

THE COLLECTION NOW EXCEEDS ONE MILLION VOLUMES.

Additional Copies of all the best New Works in History, Biography, Religion, Philosophy, Travel and Adventure, and
the Higher Class of Fiction continue to be added as the demand increases ; and arrangements are made with the leading

Publishers for an ample supply of all the principal Forthcoming Books as they appear.

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS PER ANNUM AND UPWARDS,

According to the number of Volumes required.

Book Societ ies and Literary Institutions supplied on Liberal Terms.

THE NAMES OF NEW SUBSCRIBERS ARE ENTERED DAILY.

Prospectuses postage free on application.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), NEW ONFORD-STREET, LONDON.

CITY OFFICE—2, KING-tSTREET, CnEAPSIDE.

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY.

NOW OPEN.

Subscription to the CIRCULATING LIBRARY, from ONE GUINEA per annum.

Subscription to ALL THE CLUB PRIVILEGES, available for both Ladies and Gentlemen, and comprising Reading
and Writing Rooms, and a Reference Library, TWO GUINEAS per annum.

Subscription to ALL THE CLUB PRIVILEGES, as above, together with the right to Six Volumes, delivered free, from
the Circulating Library, TIIKEK GUINEAS per annum.

Fuller details of Subscription on application to Sir. CHARLE3 ALLEN.

THE GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY (Limited), NEW BOND-STREET.
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NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

R. dJ. BECK have REMOVED to 68, CORNHILL,

LONDON, E.G.

%* Enlarged Ulustruted CATALOGUE of MICROSCOPES, &c, sent post free on

application.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION.

NOTICE. — Now ready, THROUGH a

NEEDLE'S EYE, By HESBA STRETTON With Frontis

piece, crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

C. Kegax Paul k Co. 1, Paternoster-square.

BARBARA : MISS BRADDON'S LATEST NOVEL.

CHEAP EDITION OF MISS BRADDON'S LATEST NOVEL.

Early in August, price 2a. ; cloth, 2s. (W.

B A

THE STORY OF

R B A R A

HER SPLENDID MISERY AND HER GILDED CAGE.

By the AUTHOR of ' LADY AUDLEY'S SECBET,' &c.

London : John Sc Roubbt Maxwell.

BARBARA: MISS BRADDON'S LATEST NOVEL.

SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

Now ready, 2 vols, demy 8vo. 32*.

LIFE OF LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR JAMES OUTRAM.

By Major-General Sir FREDERIC J. GOLDSMID, C.B. K.C.S.I.

With Illustrations and Maps.

NEW VOLUME BY ROBERT BB0WNINO.

DRAMATIC IDYLS. Second Series. Fcap. 8vo. 5s.

By ROBERT BROWNING.

NEW VOLUME BY MATTHEW ARNOLD.

PASSAGES FROM THE PROSE WRITINGS OF

MATTHEW ARNOLD.

Crown 8vo. 7*. Crf.

Contents: 1. Literature.—2. Politics and Society.—3. Philosophy and Religion.

RENAISSANCE IN ITALY : Age of the Despots.

By JOHN ADDINGTON SYMONDS, M.A.

Second Edition. Demy 8 vn. 16s.

NEW NOVEL AT ALL THE LIBRARIES.

BEAUTY'S DAUGHTERS.

By the Author of ' Molly Bawn,' ' Airy Fairy Lilian,' ' Phyllis.' 3 vols, post 8vo.

London : Smith, Elder & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

E p p S's

CHOCOLATE

ESSENCE.

Product of a special refining

process. It is Chocolate devoided

of its over-richness and substan

tiality. Sugarless, and, when made,

of the consistence of Coffee. An

Afternoon Chocolate. Each packet

is labelled

JAMES EPP8 & CO.

Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

WEALE'S RUDIMENTARY SERIES.

NEW VOLUMES AND NEW EDITIONS.

The Construction of Gas Works, and the

Manufacture nnd Distribution of Coal Gas. Originally written by
HAMl'KL HIGHRS. V E. Sixth Edition. Rewritten and much
eniar»*d by WILLIAM KICHAKDS, C.B. With VX Illustrations,
U. W. [Just tndtKshsd.

The Tree Pruner: a Practical Manual on the

Pruning of Fruit Tree*. Shrubs, Climbers, and Flowering Plants, liy
SAM 1 U. WOOL), Author of 'Good Gurdeniug,' Ac. 2s.

[Jutt published.

The Tree Planter and Plant Propagator : a

J*mrticttl Manual on the Propagation of Forest and Fruit Trees.
Shrubs. Plants, Pot-herbs, &c. By SAMUEL WOOD. Si.

[Just published.

The Tree Planter, Propagator, and Pruner.

Br -am. l : WOOD. Author of 'Good Gardening.' Ac. ConsUtit
of the above two book* in one lutndsome volume, ii half bound.

[Just pvbiigfted.

Outlines of Farm Management. By Robert

sco IT BURN, Author of ' Modern Farming,* Ac. 2s. fid.
[Just published.

Outlines of Landed Estates Management.

By KOBEKT SCOTT BURN. 2s. fid. [Just published.

Landed Estates and Farm Management. By

R. SCOTT BURN, Author of ' Outlines nf Modem Farming,' Editor
of • The Complete Grazier,' &c. With Ulustiatlons. Committing of
the ubove two Hooka in one handsome volume, t>*. half bound.

[Just published.

The Boiler Maker's Assistant, in Drawing,

Tcmplatlng, and Calculating Boiler Work and Tank Work. Bv
JOHN cm RTNEY. Practical Boiler Maker. Revised and Mlted
by D. KINNEAR CLARK, M.I.C.E., Author of Railway Machi
nery,' Ac. [Xearij/ read*.

Pioneer Engineering: a Treatise on the Engi-

nerfug Operations connected with the Settlement of Waste Ijinds
in N. w Cuutm* Ity I.DWARI) HOltsoN. Assoc Inst I K.
Second Edition, Revised. With numerous Plates and Wood Engrav.
lags. [AsurJy read)/.

Slate and Slate Quarrying (a Treatise on):

Scientific. Practical, and Commenial. By D. C. DAVIK8, FG.8..
Mining Engineer, Ac . Author of ' Metalliferous M tiling,* Ac. Second
Edition, Revised. With numerous Illustration* and Voiding Mates.

[Xtarlu ready.

Fuel : its Combustion and Economy. By C. W.

WILLIAMS, A.I.C.E. With extensive udditlons on Recent
Practice In the Combustion and Economy of Fuel—Coal, Coke,
Wood, Petroleum, Ac—by D. KiNNEAR CLARK, M I C E. With
numerous Illustrations. Second Edition, 3s. td. [Xea>ly readf.

A Book on Building, Civil and Ecclesiastical:

including Church Hestorntlon. Ity Sir EDMUND BECKETT, Bart.
LL.D. Second Edition, Enlarged, 4s. fid..

Plumbing : a Text-Look to the Practice of the Art

or Craft of the Ptumbur. Second Edition, Revised and much Enlarged.
Containing 3Ut Illustrations. By WM. l'ATON EtCHAN, Sanitary
Engineer. 3*. Gd.

Hints to Young Architects. By George

WIOHTWICK, Architect. N'ew Edition, Revised and Enlarged by
G. Ht sKIssoN GUTLLAUME, Architect. With nmmrou. ll'ui-
trattons, 3s. fid.

Electro-Metallurgy ; Practically Treated. By

ALEXANDER WAIT, F R H.8.A. 6eventh Edition, Revised, with
important Additions, including the Electro- DepositIon of Nickel,
Ac., St.

The Sailor's Sea Book : a Rudimentary Treatise

on Navigation. Ity JAMES GREENWOOD, B A. New Edition.
Adapted to the Daily I'm- of Yachtsmen and Shipmasters on I ■■: -
and Short Voyages Hy W. H. EOS.SER. With numerous Woodcuts
and Coloured Plates, 2s. fid.

Mathematical Tables for Trigonometrical,
AKTHO.NOM1CAL, and NAITICAL CALCULATIONS. With a
Treatise on l.ogarithms by HEMIY LAW, C K . and a Series of
Tables bj Pro! J. It YOUNG. .New and KcvUed Edition, 3s. U.

Practicil Navigation. Consisting of the Sailors

Sea Book. By GREENWOOD and ROSSElt. Toiethsr witb Ma
thematical and Nuutlcid Tables. By LAW and YOUNG, it. half
bound.

Steam and the Steam Engine, stationary and

Portable. Being an Extension of Mr. John Sewell'r 'Treatise on
Steam.' By V. K. CLAUK, M.l.C.E. Second Edition, KcYiscd,
3s. sd.

Locomotive Engines. By G. D. Dempsey, c.e.

With large Additions treating of the Modern I,oeomotlvc by D .
KINNEAR CLARK, M.l.C.E. With nnmcrous Illustrations, 3s.

Sanitiry Work in the Smaller Towns and in
VILLAGES. In Three Parts. I. Someof the more Common Forms
of Nuiiuince, andtbeir Remedies. II Drainage. III. Water Supply.
By CHARLES SLAGG, A.I.C.E. 2s. Gd.

The Rudiments of Practical Bricklaying.

General Principles of Bricklaying; Arch Drawing. Cutting, and
Setting ; Pointing ; Paring. Tiling, Materials ; Slating and PLo-n rimr,
l-rnctuai Geometry, Mensuration, Ac. By ADAM HAMMOND.
Willi u>> Woodcuts, Is. Ui.

The Art of Letter Painting Made Easy. By

JAMES GREIO BADKNOCH.
Engravings ul Examples, Ac., Is.

Illustrated with 13 Full-live

WEALE'S RTTHMENTABY SERIF*! comprises, besides the above,
upwards of 3UO Rooks in nil D- itartmi^nts of SCIENCE, ART. and
EDI'CATION. Complete dctailci Lii,ts ol the whole Series post free on
application to the Publishers.

London : Crosby Lockwood & Co.

^ Hall- ;ol rt, E.C.

7, Stationers'
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

I, I S. T.

--

F O U R N E W N O V E L S,

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

MISS THOMAS'S NEW NOVEL.

The VIOLIN PLAYER. By Bertha
THOMAS. In 3 vols. crown 8vo.

II.

LADY M. MAJENDIE'S NEW NOVEL.

FASCINATION. By Lady Margaret
MAJENDIE. In 2 vols. crown 8vo.

Iti.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF • ROBIN ADAIR.’

ALAN DERING. By the Hon. Mrs.

FETHERSTONHAUGH, Author of “Kilcorran,” “Robin

Adair,’ &c. In 2 vols. crown 8vo.

IV.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF ‘LADY GRIZEL,’ &c.

IN HER MAJESTY'S KEEPING.

By the Hon. LEWIS WINGFIELD, Author of “My

Lords of Strogue,’ &c. In 3 vols. crown 8vo.

“Mr. Wingfield has given us a novel that surpasses any of

his former efforts, and that is saying a great deal.”—Graphic.

THE BURLINGTON LIBRARY.

Each Volume to be had separately, with few

ecceptions, in crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

THIERS HISTORY of the FRENCH RE

VOLUTION. 5 vols. 30s.

Sir E. CREASY'S HISTORY of the OTTO

MAN TURKS. 6s.

Sir E. CREASY'S FIFTEEN DECISIVE

BATTLES. 6s.

BARHAM'S LIFE of THEODORE HOOK.

6s.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES of CELE

BRATED WIOLINISTS. 6s,

The DEAD CITIES of the ZUYDER

ZEE. 6s.

GUIZOT'S LIFE of OLIVER CROM

WELL, 6s.

MIGNET'S LIFE of MARY, QUEEN of

13, Great Marlborough-street.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

I, I S. T.

---

MR. WALFORD’S NEW WORK.

Now ready, in 2 vols. 21s.

TALES of OUR GREAT FAMILIES.

SECOND SERIES.

By EDWARD WALFORD, M.A.

Contents: The Old Countess of Desmond – The Edg

cumbes of Edgcumbe and Cothele–The Lynches of Galway

—A Cadet of the Plantagenets—The Proud Duke of Somer

set—Lady Kilsyth—The Dalzells of Carnwath—The Ladies of

Llangollen–The Floxes—The Stuarts of Traquair–Belted

Will Howard—An Episode in the House of Dundonald–The

Ducal House of Hamilton–The Chief of Dundas—The Duke

of Chandos and Princely Canons—The Spencers and Comp

tons—All the Howards—The Lockharts of Lee—A Ghost

Story in the Noble House of Beresford—A Tragedy in Pall

Mall—An Eccentric Russell—The Lady of Lathom House

Two Royal Marriages in the Last Century—The Boyles—The

Merry Duke of Montagu–The Romance of the Earldom of

Huntingdon – Lady Hester Stanhope–The Countess of

Nithsdale–The Romance of the Earldom of Mar—Margaret

Duchess of Newcastle–Lord Northington—The Cutlers of

Wentworth–The Earldom of Bridgewater—The Carews of

Beddington—A Chapter on the£ Kirkpatricks

of Closeburn–The Cliffords, Earls of Cumberland –The

Homes of Polwarth—The Ducal House of Bedford–Trage

dies of the House of Innes—The Ducal House of Leinster–

The Royal House of Stuart—The Great Douglas Case—The

Radcliffes of Derwentwater—The Rise of the House of

Hardwicke—Field-Marshal Keith.

MIONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE

LIFE (1787-1874). By his Daughter, MADAME DE WITT. Trans

lated by Mrs. SIMPSON. 1 vol. 8vo. (Just ready.

The WILLAGE of PALACES; or,
CHRONICLES of CHELSEA. By the Rev. A. G. L'ESTRANGE.

2 vols, crown 8vo. 21s.

“This work has considerable value as a record of a most interesting

portion of London. It may be read with pleasure and profit.”—Post.

“Mr L'Estrange tells us much that is interesting about Chelsea. We

take leave of this most charming book with a hearty recommendation

of it to our readers.”—Spectator.

ROYAL WINDSOR. By W. Hep
WORTH DIX.ON. Vols. III. and IV. demy 8vo. 30s. COMPLETING

the Work. SECOND EDITION.

CONVERSATIONS With DISTIN

GUISHED PERSONS during the SECOND EMPIRE, from 1860 to

1863. # the late NASSAU W. SENIOR. Edited by his Daughter,

M. C. M. SIMPSON 2 vols. 8vo. 30s.

THE NEW NOVELS.

F 0 R E S TAL L E D. By M.
BETHAM-EDWARDS, Author of ‘Kitty,’ ‘Bridget,” “Holidays in

Eastern France,’ &c. 3 vols.

Mr.S.W00ERS and WINNERS. By
#. 'Navs BANKS, Author of ‘The Manchester Man,’ &c.

Vois.

“‘Wooers and Winners' will add to Mrs. Banks's literary fame. The

characters are original, the plot is cleverly conceived, and the incidents

are startling and deeply interesting.”—Court Journal.

A MODERN GREEK HEROINE.

3 vols.

“‘A Modern Greek Heroine' is one of the most clever and original

works of fiction of the year. Indeed, it is some time since we have been

more amused and interested by a modern novel. Its freshness and un

conventionality are very attractive.”—John Bull.

“A very interesting novel. The characters are admirably drawn, the

incidents rivet attention, and the whole book is replete with dramatic

intensity. Few novels will be read with more interest than the life and

adventures of this ‘Modern Greek Heroine.”—Court Journal.

MERWYN O'CONNOR. By the Earl
of DESART, Author of ‘Kelverdale,’ &c. 3 vols.

“Lord Desart shows his accustomed liveliness in description, which is
never£ so as to become wearisome.”—Atheneum.

“A bright, lively story, full of interest and action. The reader will

find ample amusement throughout the volumes.”—Sunday Times.

MISS BOUVERIE. By Mrs.
MoLESWORTH, Author of ‘Hathercourt Rectory,’ &c. 3 vols.

“‘Miss Bouverie' is one of the prettiest stories which has appeared for

years. It is sure to be widely read, and no one who takes it up will lay

it down unfinished.”—Post.

“A very charming story. . In these delightful volumes Mrs. Moles

worth has produced a capital book.”-Graphic.

P00R ZEPH. By F. W. Robinson,
Author of ‘Grandmother's Money,' &c. 3 vols.

“The author has written many good stories. He has done well to

reproduce these charming studies and sketches.”—Athenaeum.

POET and PEER. By Hamilton
AiDí. 3 vols. Dedicated to Lord Lytton.

“A novel of unusual merit, the work of a cultivated man of the world,

who describes what he has seen. It is the best of Mr Aide's novels, and

will interest and amuse every reader who takes it up.”—Athenaeum.

THREE RECRUITS, and the GIRLS
THEY LEFT BEHIND THEM. By JOSEPH HATTON. 3 vols.

The TENTH EARL. By John Ber
WICK HARWOOD, Author of ‘Lady Flavia, ‘Young Lord Pen

rith,' &c. 3 vols. [Just ready.

CHEAP EDITION Of SIR GIBBIE.

SCOTS. 6s.

Dr. McCAUSLAND'S SERMONSin STONES.

6s.

Dr. McCAUSLAND'S ADAM

ADAM1TE. 6s.

Dr. McCAUSLAND’S BUILDERS of

BABEL 6s.

Lord DALLING and BULWER'S HIS

TorICAL CHARACTERS. 6s.

TIMBS'S LIVES of PAINTERS. 68.

TIMBS'S LIVES of STATESMEN. 68.

TIMBS'S WITS and HUMORISTS.

12s.

TIMBS'S LATER WITS and HUMORISTS.

2 vols. 12s.

TIMBS'S DOCTORS and PATIENTS. 68.

The BENTLEY BALLADS. 68.

SOUTH SEA BUBBLES, by the EARL and
the bootout. 6s.

}UILLEMIN’S The SUN. 68.

BESANT and PALMER'S HISTORY of

JERUSALEM. 6s.

CROWEST'S the GREAT TONE POETS. 6s.

The WIT and WISDOM of Lord CHESTER

FIELD, 6s,

and the

2 vols.

RICHARD BENTLEY & SoN, New Burlington-street,

Publishers in Ordinary to Her Majesty the Queen.

# GEORGE MACDONALD, LL.D. Forming the New Volume of

URST& BLACKETT'S STANDARD LIBRARY. Price 5s bound

and illustrated.

GUIDE-BOOKS AND MAPS FOR TOURISTS.

---

y

J E N KIN SON'S PRA CT I C A L

GUIDES. Feap. 8vo. cloth.

ENGLISH LAKE DISTRICT with 9 Maps and 3 Panoramic views,

7s. Also in Four Sections, with Maps 1s 6d each. 1. Keswick;

2. Windermere and Langdale, 3 Conston, Buttermere, and

Wastwater; 4. Grasmere and Ullswater.

NORTH WALES. With 2 Maps, 6s. 6d. Also in Five sections,

Chester, Llandudno, Bettws y Coed and Snowdon, Dolgelly and

kala, Llangollen, and Aberystwith. With Maps, 1s. 6d. each.

ISLE of MAN. With Map, 5s.

CARLISLE, GILSLAND, the ROMAN WALL, and Neighbourhood.

With Map and Frontispiece, 5s.

ISLE of WIGHT. With Frontispiece and 6 Maps, 5s.

JENKINSON'S SMALLER PRAC

TICAL GUIDES. Feap. 8vo.

ENGLISH LAKE DISTRICT with Map, 1s 6d.

NORTH WALES. With Map, paper, 2s. 6d. , cloth, 3s.6d.

ISLE OF MAN. With Map, paper, 2s., cloth, 2s. 6d.

CARLISLE. GILSLAND, the ROMAN WALL, and Neighbourhood.

With Map, 2s.

ISLE OF WIGHT. With 2 Maps, paper, 2s., cloth, 2s. 6d.

STANFORD’S TWO - SHILLING

#####£ GUIDES. Fcap. 8vo.

Channel Islands. By B. Clarke. Norfolk. By Walter Rye.

Cornwall. By W. H. Tregellas. Round about London. By Rev.

Derbyshire. By J. Charles Cox. W. J. Loftie, B.A. F.S.A.

"Devon (North). By R. N. Worth, Surrey. By G. P. Bevan, F.G.s.

F.G.S. Sussex. By G. F. Chambers,

"Devon (South). By R. N. Worth, F.R. A.S.

F.G.8. Yorkshire (North and East

By H. I. Ridings). By G. P. Bevan, F. G.8.

Jenkinson, F.R.G.S. Yorkshire (West Riding). By G. P.

Kent. By G. P. Bevan, F.G.S. Bevan, F.G.S.

* These are also published in One Volume, price 3s.6d.

LONDON MAP and GUIDE for both

VISITORS and RESIDEnTS. – COLLINS'S

STANDARD MAP of LONDON, Enlarged and Corrected

from a recent survey,and delineating the Postal Districts,

the Railways with the latest Extensions, theOmnibus and

Tramway Routes, and the Steamboat Piers. The facili

ties for tracing any locality are greatly enhanced by the

addition of an Alphabetical List of nearly 4,000 Refer

ences, the Map being divided into One Mile Sections for

this purpose. It also contains an Illustrated Guide to

the principal Places of Interest, and Notes relating to

the Public Conveyances. Scale, 4 inches to a mile; size,

34} inches by 34}. Price, plain, in case, 1s., coloured,

ls. 6d. ; mounted on linen, in case, 3s.6d., on roller,

varnished, 7s.6d.

ISLE of WIGHT.—VISITORS GUIDE

and Mi a P.–STANFORD’S TOURISTS' MAP of the

ISLE of WIGHT, showing the Roads, Railways, Landing

places for Boats, and Popular References to Fossiliferous

Localities, Antiquities, &c.; and an inset Map, showing

the Island, Southampton Water, and the adjacentcountry.

Size, 27 inches by 21; scale, 1 mile to an inch; with a

Visitors' Guide, 32 pp., containing Introduction, Ap

proaches, Means of Locomotion, Hotels and Inns, Lodg

ings, Outline Tours, Walking Tours, Dictionary of Places.

Plain, folded in case, 1s., coloured, folded in case, 1s. 6d.;

coloured, mounted, in case, 3s.6d.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOKS for ENG

LAND, WALES, SCOTLAND, IRELAND, ENGLISH

COUNTIES, &c. List on application.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOKS to the

CONTINENT, FRANCE, GERMANY., SWITZERLAND,

ITALY, SPAIN, ALGERIA, EGYPT, &c. List on appli"

cation.

BLACK'S GUIDES to ENGLAND,

WALES, SCOTLAND, IRELAND, ENGLISH COUN

TIES, &c. List on application.

BAEDEKER'S GUIDESto SWITZER

LAND, EASTERN ALPS, the RHINE, GERMANY.,

ITALY, PARIS, &c. List on application.

ENGLAND and W.A L E S.–ORD

NANCE SURVEY MAP. Any sheet may be pur

chased separately; large sheets, each 2s. 6d.; small

sheets, each 1s. Size of each large sheet, 40 inches

by 27. Mounted for pocket, full sheets, 4s. 6d.; coloured,

6s. 6d. ; cloth case, 6d. extra. Sections, composed of

four small sheets, 6s.; coloured, 8s. ; cloth case, 6d.

extra. An Index Map, defining the contents of each

sheet, may be had gratis on application, or by post for

penny stamp. Stanford's Selected List of the Ordnance

Survey Maps, gratis; by post for penny stamp.

E N G L A N D and W A L E S. -

oRDNANCE SURVEY.

New General Map, on the scale of 1 inch to a mile,

with contoured elevations. In course of publication, in

1s. sheets. The following are ready, embracing portions

of Middlesex, Kent, Surrey, Essex, Herts, Wilts, Sussex,

Hampshire, and the Isle of Wight: Nos. 256, 270,211,

272, 373, 274,285, 286, 287,288, 28, 290, 299, 300, 304,305,

306, 315, 316, 320, 321, 330, 331, 344, 345. Size of each

sheet, 21 inches by 16. Index Map, by post, 4d.

English Lake District.

•. EDwARD STANFORD supplies all the best MAPS and Books

(irrespective of Publisher) suitable for the British and Continental

Traveller.

London:

EDwARD STANFORD, 55, Charing Cross, S.W.
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LITERATURE

Dramatic Idyls. Second Series. By Robert

Browning. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

Anecdotical poetry is in the nature of its

appeal unlike any other form of poetic art ;

yet in the hands of a narrative poet endowed

with that most precious of all artistic gifts,

the gift of selection, there are few forms of

minor poetry more effective. It has a charm

of its own—a charm quite unlike that of

any other kind of poetry—the charm which

attaches to any incident known to be a fact.

Not that the incident need in every ease be

based on historic evidence ; it may be legend

ary, and yet the poem will not miss this

charm if the legend has been accepted for

ages, and if there does not appear on the

face of the poetic rendering any sign that

the poet has tampered with the story for

ethical or tosthetic purposes. In this lies the

difficulty of anecdotical poetry. An anecdote

is rarely so complete, so all smooth and

round, as to be fit for artistic handling

before it has been "dressed," and when

" dressed " it has lost its peculiar charm.

Leigh Hunt is the greatest master of

anecdotical poetry in our language. Such

poems as ' Jaffier,' ' Solomon,' and ' Mah-

moud ' it would bo difficult indeed to

match ; and that such excellence is not to

be attained without much artistic care

and much self - criticism is seen when wo

compare ' Mahmoud ' as wo now have it with

the original draft, ruined by a polemical pro

logue, as it appeared in the Liberal in 1823.

And Leigh Hunt, even when compared with

Schiller in that story of the ' Glove ' which

Hunt and Mr. Browning have both handled,

or with such masters of anecdote as Victor

Hugo and Musset, must still, perhaps,

be put at the head of anecdotical poets.

The fact seems to be that Hunt had just

enough reflective power and incisiveness of

intellect to perceive what amount of sugges

tive " richness"—to use Edgar Poe's useful

word—there might be latent in any given

anecdote, without having that irresistible im

pulse to "tease" a subject into a sermon

which a poet of a more vigorous intellect,

like Mr. Browning, is pretty sure to display.

If it may be said of a man that ho is too

clever to tell a story, how much more

truly may the same thing be said when

the thing to be told is an anecdote ! It is

a pity the age is so clever : Homer and

Dante and Chaucer were not clever ; that,

at least, is a comfort. To keep on the

simple lines of his anecdote is impossible

to a writer who is clever ; for his impulse

is not that of the story-teller at all—it is that

of the symbolizer, the writer of parables.

The mistake of such a writer lies in his

choice of his line of work. To invent a

new motif for oneself—a new motif and a

new story that shall, apart from the treat

ment of them, represent the soul that would

unfold itself to others, as l)r. Hake does—is

to show a higher gift than the power of

rendering an anecdote, and yet might be

sometimes successfully exercised by men

who fail in writing anecdotical poetry.

Wo will not deny that in these strictures

we are glancing at certain infirmities in the

brilliant little volume before us. The anec

dotes which it has pleased Mr. Browning to

call idyls, passed through the crucible of

Mr. Browning's inquisitive intellect, lose,

as did his rendering of the anecdote of the

glove, some of their charm as anecdotes,

whatever they may gain as sermons.

The short prologue prefixed to the volume

characterizes its contents more fully and, at

the same time, more pointedly than we can

hope to do ; so wo cannot do better than

quote it :—

" Yon are sick, (hat 's sure "—they say :

" Sick of what f "— they disagree.

"Tis the brain "—thinks Doctor A.,

" 'Tis the heart "'—holds Doctor B.,

" The liver—my life I 'd lay ! "

" The lungs I" " The lights ! "

Ah me !
So ignorant of man's whole

Of bodily organs plain to see—

So sage and certain, frank and free,

Abont what 's under lock and key—

Man's soul !

Hero Mr. Browning tells us frankly that,

like Bluebeard's wife, he enjoys nothing

that is not " under lock and key," and the

poem called " Clive " illustrates this. Clive,

while he was still young and obscure,

was challenged by an officer to whom he

had refused to pay a gambling debt, on the

ground that ho had detected the officer in the

act of cheating. Clive fired too quickly,

and missed. His opponent, walking up to

him, presented his pistol to Clive's forehead,

and told him to ask his life. This, accord

ing to the anecdote, Clive did ; but when the

officer went on to demand a retractation of the

charge of unfair play, Clive refused with an

oath, crying out, " Eire! I said you cheated;

I say so still ; and I will never pay you."

The officer threw down his pistol,—according

to the ordinary version of the story,—because

he "thought Clive must be mad"; but ac

cording to Mr. Browning's vorsion because,

knowing that he had cheated, he dared not

face the dreadful responsibility of commit

ting a murder.

The simple rendering into verse Clive's

courage and obstinacy does not content

Mr. Browning. He is so determined to

exhibit what is " under lock and key " that

he proceeds to tell what was the real feeling

which all tho while underlay Clive's apparent

intrepidity :—

Suppose the man,
Cheeking his advance, his weapon still extended,

not a span

Distant from my temple, curse him 1—quietly had

bade me " There !

Keep your life, calumniator ! — worthless life I

freely spare :

39

Mine you freely would have taken—murdered me

and my good fame

Both at once—and all the better 1 Go, and thank

your own bad aim

Wliich permits me to forgive yon ! " What if, with

sueh words as these,

He had cast away his weapon ? How should I hate

borne me, please ?

Nay, I '11 spare you pains and tell you. This, and

only this, remained—

Pick his weapon up and use it on myself. I so had

gained

Sleep the earlier, leaving England probably to pay

on still

Rent and taxes for half India, tenant at the French

man's will.

Again, take Mr. Browning's story of

" Pietro of Abano," the longest poem in this

volume. The famous Paduan alchemist and

physician was, it is well known, the victim

of a morbid antipathy to cheese ; and he

could neither see nor smell milk without

falling into a fit. Whence it was inferred by

the laity that he never had a mother, and by

the Church that, never having had a mother,

his only possible father—if even he was pos

sible under such circumstances—was Anti

christ himself. Mr. Browning's alert in

telligence could not fail to see that the

anecdote of an all-powerful magician, save

that he was debarred from tasting milk,

could be symbolized very prettily for a

poem,—the word "milk" being sugges

tive not only of the "drink of Paradise,"

but of an equally scarce milk, " the

milk of human kindness." A great magi

cian, whose power brought him everything

but love, is as pathetic a figure as can be

desired. Accordingly Pietro becomes, in

Mr. Browning's poem, the good mage of

Abano, one disgusted at the ingratitude of

a people for whose benefit his wonderful

powers had been exercised.

Returning home one night, he is greeted

at his door by a stranger, who has come from

far to give advice, and also to ask a favonr.

The advice is that as Pietro's soul is yearn

ing for milk, that is to say, for sympathy

and love, he shoidd bind to himself some

other soul in the same predicament by invest

ing it with his own knowledge and magical

power ; the favour is that the person to bo

so invested should be tho stranger himself.

Pietro in a weak moment yields, sheds

his magical influence over his visitor, and

then goes into his house, leaving the

stranger in a state of bewilderment out

side. Hiving gained Fietro's secret, the

stranger begins to reason with himsell'

after a fashion familiar to Mr. Browning's -

readers :—

" What, he 's safe within door ?—would escape—no

question—

Thanks, since thanks and more I owe, and mean to

pay in time befitting.

What most presses now is—after night's digestion,

Peter, of thy precepts !—promptest practice of the

same.

Let me see ! The wise man, first of all, scorns

riches :

But to scorn them must obtain them: none believes

in his permitting

Gold to lie ungathered : who picks up, then pitches

Gold away—philosophizes: none disputes his claim.

" So with worldly honors : 'tis by abdicating,

Incomes! ably he proves he could have kept the

crown discarded.

Sylla cuts a figure, leaving off dictating:

Simpletons laud private life.' 'Thi? grapes are

sour," laugh we.

So, again- but why continue ? All 's tumultuous

Here: my head's a-whirl with knowle lgc. Speedily

shall be rewarded
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He who taught me ! Greeks prove ingxates ? So

insult you us ?

When your teaching bears its first-fruits, Peter-

wait and see ! "

As the word, the deed proved ; ere a brief year's

passage,

Fop—that fool he made the jokes on—now he

made the jokes for, gratis :

Hunks—that hoarder, long left lonely in his crass

age-

Found now one appreciative deferential friend :

Powder-paint-and-patch, Hag Jezebel—recovered

Strange to say, the power to please, got courtship

till she cried Jam latU !

Fop be - flattered, Hunks be - friended, Hag be-

lovered—

Nobody o'erlooked, save God—he soon attained his

end.

As he lounged at ease one morning in his villa,

(Hag's the dowry) estimated (Hunks' bequest) his

coin in coffer,

Mused on how a fool's good word (Fop's word)

could fill a

Social circle with his praise, promote him man of

mark,—

All at once—" An old friend fain would see your

Highness 1 "

There stood Peter, skeleton and scarecrow, plain

writ Phi-lo-to-pher

In the woe-worn face—for yellowness and dryness,

Parchment—with a pair of eyes—one hope their

feeble spark.

By acting upon this principle—by fostering

men's vices under the pretence that virtues
•will spring from them—Pietro's pupil rises

in the world till at last he becomes prime

minister to the Kaiser. After the pupil has

enjoyed ten years of success Pietro calls upon

him again, and asksprotection of theminister.

The pupil's answer is a further demand—a

demand for spiritual power, the power of

a pope,—compared with which all other

power is weakness : let Pietro give his

pupil that, and the debt of gratitude shall

Be paid—"each penny in the pound."

By aid of Pietro's mysterious power the

hero becomes pope, and again his bene

factor intrudes upon him, this time to ask

his pupil not for protection for himself (for he

is now ninety years old), but for his book :—

" I 've an author's pride : I want my Book's survival :

See, I 've hid it in my breast to warm me mid the

rags and tatters I

Save it—tell next age your Master had no rival I

Scholar's debt discharged in full, be ' Thanks ' my

latest breath I "

" Faugh, the frowsy bundle—scribblings harum-

scarum

Scattered o'er a dozen sheepskins ! What 's the

name of this farrago ?

Ha—' Conciliator Itifferentiarum '—

Man and book may burn together, cause the world

no loss !

Stop—what else ? A tractate—eh, ' De Speciebut

Cerenurnialit Ma-gi-a: ? ' I dream sure ! Hence,

away, go,

Wizard, —quick avoid me I Vain you clasp my

knee, buss

Hand that bears the Fisher's ring or foot that boasts

the Cross !

*' Help ! The old magician clings like an octopus I

Ah, you rise now—fuming, fretting, frowning, if I

read your features 1

Frown, who cares? We're Pope—once Pope, you

can't unpope us 1

Good—you muster up a smile : that 's better I Still

so brisk ?

All at once grown youthful? But the case is plain 1

Ass—

Here I dally with the fiend, yet know the Word—

compels all creatures

Earthly, heavenly, hellish. Apage, Sathanatt

Dicam tcrbum Salomonis— " " —dicite ! " When

—whiak I—

What was changed ? The stranger gave his eyes

a rubbing :

There smiled Peter's face turned back a moment at

him o'er the shoulder,

As the black-door shut, bang ! " So he scapes a

drubbing I "

(Quoth a boy who, unespied, had stopped to hear

the talk).

" That 's the way to thank these wizards when they

bid men

Benedicite ! What ails you ? You, a man, and yet

no bolder ?

Foreign Sir, you look but foolish ! " " Idmen,

idmen ! "

Groaned the Greek. " 0 Peter, cheese at last I

know from chalk ! "

Now the chief interest of this poem is

that it is offered as an anecdote of one of the

most remarkable figures among those strange

Paduan mystics who in the thirteenth cen

tury founded a school based on the teaching

of Averroes the Arabian. But that interest

is destroyed when we contrast Mr. Brown

ing's conception of the character of Pietro

withthe common conception of the real Pietro.

A physician of acknowledged skill, Pietro

refused (so it is said) to exercise his talents

except in consideration of fees so exor

bitant that, considering the value of money

in the Italy of those days, it is marvellous

how they could have been paid. He would

see no patient outside the city walls under

fifty crowns a visit, and when Pope Hono-

rius rV. sent for him, he refused to attend

until he had been promised four hundred

ducats a day. If such a curmudgeon was

persecuted, it may almost be said that he

deserved it, and for once we feel a certain

sympathy with the Inquisition, which

having captured him, and being prevented

by his death from burning him, decided to

burn his dead body, and, on this being

stolen in the night by a friend, captured

his portrait and burned that. As a parable

showing the self-sophistications of the in-

grate, Mr. Browning's story—whether he

invented it or dug it from mines unknown

save to such learning as his—is no doubt

rich ; while the received story of Pietro's

life inculcates nothing, unless it be that,

even when the cook is the Inquisition itself,

the hare, after it has been caught, is never

safe till it is well in the pot ; but perhaps

Mr. Browning would have done better had

he written a parable, and left Pietro alone.

This idyl is preceded by an Arabian anec

dote of Hoseyn's love for his mare, which is

much more successfully treated ; in fact, it

is the most pleasing poem in the volume.

Hoseyn, though apparently the poorest, was

the richest of men. Though he had neither

flocks nor herds, "neither salt nor bread"

to give to the stranger, he loved passionately

" Muleykeh, the Pearl," the mare who for

fleetness and for beauty had no rival and

no second ; and Muleykeh was his. Not all

the wealth of the Euby Hills would have

bought her, as every one knew ; yet so

envious of Hoseyn's good fortune was Duhl,

the son of Sheyban, that he made effort after

effort to obtain her. He offered Hoseyn the

price of a thousand camels. This was refused,

as were all the offers made by Duhl in his

desire to possess the wonderful mare, for

A certain poet has sung, and sealed the same with

an oath,

" For the vulgar—flocks and herds I The Pearl is

a prize apart."

Duhl determined at last to steal the mare :—

Through the skirt-fold in glides Duhl,—so a serpent

disturbs no leaf

In a bush as he parts the twigs entwining a nest :

clean through,

He is noiselessly at his work : as he planned, he

performs the rape.

He has set the tent-door wide, has buckled the girth,

has clipped

The headstall away from the wrist he leaves thrice

bound as before,

He springs on the Pearl, is launched on the desert

like bolt from bow.

Up starts our plundered man : from his breast

though the heart be ripped,

Yet his mind has the mastery : behold, in a minute

more,

He is out and off and away on Buheyseh, whose

worth we know !

And Hoseyn—his blood turns flame, he has learned

long since to ride,

And Buheyseh does her part,—they gain—they are

gaining fast

On the fugitive pair, and Duhl has Ed-Ddrraj to

cross and quit,

And to reach the ridge El-Saban,—no safety till

that be spied I

And Buheyseh is, bound by bound, but a horse-

length off at last,

For the Pearl has missed the tap of the heel, the

touch of the bit.

She shortens her stride, she chafes at her rider the

strange and queer :

Buheyseh is mad with hope—beat sister she shall

and must,

Though Duhl, of the hand and heel so clumsy, she

has to thank.

She is near now, nose by tail—they are neck by

croup—joy I fear I

What folly makes Hoseyn shout " Dog Duhl, Damned

son of the Dust,

Touch the right ear and press with your foot my

Pearl's left flank I "

And Duhl was wise at the word, and Muleykeh as

prompt perceived

Who was urging redoubled pace, and to hear him

was to obey,

And a leap indeed gave she, and evanished for ever

more.

And Hoseyn looked one long last look as who, all

bereaved,

Looks, fain to follow the dead so far as the living

may :

Then he turned Buheyseh's neck slow homeward,

weeping sore.

The lesson inculcated by the poem

called "Doctor " is of a more prac

tical kind. It teaches that the only way

to conquer the devil is to give him a wife.

The devil (who, it seems, is also death) grew

jealous of a certain proverb, which said that

there is one thing stronger than death, a

bad wife; whereupon the Deity suggested

that, as the truth of the proverb was pro

blematical, it would be best for the devil to

marry a woman and try. This the devil

did, and the issue was a son, who when he

reached manhood set up as a doctor of

medicine, and, though entirely ignorant of

his art, soon became rich and famous, as it

is said most men do who " have a devil of a

father." The fact was that the devil had

given his son a hint as to how to distinguish

a doomed from an undoomed patient. When

the devil (oxercising the functions of death)

had decided that a sick man should die, he

would make his appearance by the side of

the victim's head. When the patient was

to recover the devil used to simply show

himself at the window. The doctor, acting

upon this secret knowledge, was reputed to

have in his hands the keys of life and death.

All went pleasantly between father and son

till, on a certain occasion, the emperor fell

sick, and promised the doctor as a reward

for curing him not only boundless wealth,

but his lovely daughter in marriage. Now,

for the first time, the doctor, who perceived

that the emperorwasdoomed, asked his father

to spare a victim. The devil, however, resisted

all entreaties, and the emperor was fast dying

when the doctor thought of a means of cir
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cumventing the Great Circumventer himself.

He secretly sent for his mother, the devil's

wife. The catastrophe is easily imagined :

in the direst dismay the devil flew out of

the window hefore that power which is

stronger than death—a wife—and the em

peror rapidly recovered. However, the

spectacle of a wife's awful power so ap

palled the doctor that he declined even a

princess and her dowry, and left the em

peror a sadder and a wiser man.

"Echetlos" tells the story of tho man

who, according to the Athenian tradition,

appeared in a mysterious manner at the

battle of Marathon, dressed as a rustic and

armed with a plough, with which weapon ho

did such execution among the barbarians as

to materially affect the issue of the battle.

The last poem in the volume is a render

ing in otfava rima of the legend alluded to

by Virgil ('Georg.' iii. 390), that the naked

Moon, seeking to hide herself from gaze,

was entrapped by Pan into taking refuge in

a cloud where he himself was concealed.

The volume is full of power, picturesque-

ness, and beauty, and displays the astonishing

agility of intellect which has always been

a characteristic of Mr. Browning's poetry,

and which years seem not to weaken, but

rather to strengthen. In point of humour,

however, it is not equal to the first series

of ' Dramatic Idyls,' while its metrical pecu

liarities are more pronounced. It is not for

a critic to dictate to a poet in what metres

he should write ; it is perhaps hardly within

his function to suggest, unless the poet

shall, either from wilfulness or from defec

tive ear, transgress those fundamental laws

of verbal melody without regard to which

metre cannot exist. It is an error to

think that Mr. Browning's genius naturally

falters in metrical expression. Hundreds of

passages might be culled from his poems in

which the music is quite new, quite his own,

and entirely beautiful ; but there are times

when his persistent quest of original move

ments leads him astray. Of the metre in

which is written " Pietro of Abano," Mr.

Browning says :—

I have—Oh, not sung ! but lilted (as—between us—

Grows my lazy custom) this its legend. What the

lilt?

And being apparently aware that it is beyond

scansion, he tries to indicate what he himself

meant it to be in two lines of musical nota

tion.

No poet of his time has taken such

liberties with metro as Mr. Browning, but

in "Pietro of Abano" he seems to go out

of his way to force the rhythm of the

thought into an opposite direction from

that of the rhythm of the metre. Like two

opposing currents, ono impedes the other,

and the result is a whirlpool of sound. At

this important subject we can but glance

here. Among the many good reasons for

the existence of verse this is perhaps tho

chief, that the natural emphasis of the

matter should not be weakened but

strengthened by the artificial emphasis

of metre. The Anglo-Saxon alliterative

poetry shows this more decisively than even

the rhymed poetry which in our country

followed it. That the eighteenth century

poets were too careful of this adjustment—

that their lines beat on the caesura and the

rhymes too monotonously—is true, but the

reaction which set in with the first quarter

of this century, and which culminated per

haps in ' Endymion,' went sufficiently far—

and more than sufficiently far apparently ;

for, when he came to write ' Lamia,' Keats

himself—who understood emphasis more

thoroughly than any modern poet except

Coleridge,—was as careful almost as an

eighteenth century poet to make tho rhythm

of the sense meet the rhythm of the sound.

When Mr. Tennyson in ' Maud ' and the

' Grandmother ' made his metrical experi

ments with long lines having a hexametrical

basis, he saw what effects might, by a poet

with a fine ear such as his, be produced by

occasionally playing with tho metrical em

phasis, and showing—what it is quito legiti

mate, and even in a deep sense essential, in

art to show—tho struggle going on between

freedom and law, and which had been so

magnificently shown by the tumultuous

splendours of Mrs. Browning. From that

moment almost all poets began to write

in long lines and to play with tho rhyth

mical emphasis, with an effect, it must

be conceded, which it is often grievous to

think of. That Mr. Browning is a groat

sinner in this direction is but natural, seeing

how deep is his passion for tho grotesque.

Of the grotesquerie of rhythm as well as of

rhyme he is certainly the greatest master

in our language ; for, the truo grotesque—

that is to say, Teutonic grotesque, which

lies in the expression of deep ideas through

fantastic forms—not Butler nor Swift nor

Hood nor Barham attempted. In Italian and

French grotesque the incongruity through

out all art lies in a simple departure from

the recognized line of beauty ; but in the

Teutonic mind the instinctive quest is really

not—save in music—beauty at all, but the

wonderful, the profound, the mysterious ;

and the incongruity of Teutonic grotesque

lies in expressing the emotions aroused by

these qualities in forms that are odd, unex

pected, bizarre. Rabelais, with all his mas-

siveness of intellect, shows once only any real

sense of the mysterious, and then he merely

recounts a legend. Mr. Browning, not

withstanding his genuino passion for Italy,

and perhaps for the Latin races generally,

is more Teutonic in genius than any other

English poet of our century ; and in tho

matter of grotesquo ho effects by rhymes

entirely incongruous with tho ideas what

Richter and Mr. Carlyle effect by the

incongruity of their deep sayings with the

prose quips and cranks which embody

them. However, this at least must be said,

that ho has produced a new thing in Eng

lish literature.

A Dictionary of Christian Antiquities. Edited

by W. Smith, D.O.L., and S. Cheotham,

M.A. 2 vols. (Murray.)

Like commentaries on tho New Testament,

dictionaries increaso in number. Tho age

needs instruction, and instruction, too, sup

plied in a condensed form which makes

independent research superfluous. Tho

good derived from cyclopaedias and dic

tionaries is so palpable as to outweigh

the inconveniences. An accumulation of

knowledge brought together and presented

in a readable shape saves the time and

labour of inquirers. For the production

of such a work tho association of writers

has many advantages. 11 topics be judi

ciously distributed among them, they will

treat them with ability because of their

previous acquaintance with the department

of knowledge of which they make a speci

ality. Division of labour usually issues in

ultimate success. A further improvement is

to have various editors with certain depart

ments under their control. A single

editor must necessarily pass perfunctory

articles, because he is unacquainted with all

the subjects treated, if not, at times, with

tho competence of writers selected. But

while there is advantage in having many

contributors, a plethora of writers is apt

to be an evil. It is not unusual to find

one contributor treading on the province of

another, and expressing a different opinion.

To secure consentaneousness it is necessary

to have as few authors as possible, their

multiplication weakening the effect of the

wholo. Thero are not many cases in

which ten well-chosen contributors would

not suffice—men of tried and acknowledged

ability.

The present work professes to be a con

tinuation of the ' Dictionary of the Bible '

formerly issued under tho superintendence

of Dr. W. Smith. The first volume ap

peared in tho year 1875, giving five years

for tho preparation of tho second. What

ever may bo thought of the competency

of the editors, it will be generally admitted

that the number of contributors is excessive.

No less than a hundred and thirty-three

names compose the list of writers in this

work and ' A Dictionary of Christian Bio

graphy ' issued from the same publishing

house. A dozen would have done the work

bettor.

The kind of information supplied is mis

cellaneous and curious, and it is so various

that everybody will find here something to

instruct and interest him. The title ' Chris

tian Antiquities ' suggests no adequate idea

of tho contents. A store of knowledge is de

posited in the two thousand and sixty closely

printed pages. We do not suppose that

the Biblical critic will care for the lore of

this book ; but many divines and laymen

will probably prize the work highly. All

who possess antiquarian tastes or ritualistic

tendencies, who love an ornamental public

worship and decorated churches, all who

are curious to learn the peculiarities of re

ligious orders and the practices that havo

prevailed in tho services of different churches,

will find entertainment, if not edification, in

the dictionary. In the words of the editors,

" the work treats of the organization of tho

Church, its officers, legislation, discipline,

and revenues ; the social lifo of Christians ;

their worship and ceremonial, with tho

accompanying music, vestments, instru

ments, vessels, and insignia ; their sacred

places ; their architecture and other forms

of art ; their symbolism ; their sacred days

and seasons ; the graves or catacombs in

which thej- were laid to rest." Commencing

at tho period at which the ' Dictionary of the

Biblo ' leaves off, it ceases at the age of

Charlemagne, and thus stops short of what

are commoidy called the Middle Ages.

Tho reader who expects elaborate articles

on tho subjects specified and looks for a

tolerable approach to completeness will not

be disappointed. The information pre

sented under the different letters of tho

alphabet shows that tho writers have en
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deavoured to give a full view of the topics

on which they undertook to write. Not a

few of the articles are long ; and the long

articles are generally the best, although

their length is often excessive Thus under

"Monastery" there are fifty-one pages;

twenty-eight are devoted to "Holy Orders,"

and nearly seventeen to " Kings." "Ordi

nation" fills twenty -two pages, and

"Liturgy" nineteen. Numerous extracts

might have been dispensed with, such as

the decree of Gelasius, which is given at

length from Hardouin so far as it contains

a list of prohibited books. Tho oxtracts, too,

axe sometimes of little value, as is that

from Conybeare's Bampton Lectures about

Clement's Epistle to the Corinthians, in which

it is said that the Church addressed had

largely consisted of such as had been Jews

or Jewish proselytes, because the writer

often quotes the Old Testament. There is

no logical connexion between Clement's use

of the Septuagint and the Jewish Christian

constitution of the Corinthian Church.

In perusing the pages of this interesting

dictionary the reader is struck with the

amount of research which must have been

spent upon it, all tending to one result, that

is, a pretty full account of each subject.

Many articles are excellent specimens of

concise and satisfactory description, such as

those on the apostolical canons and con

stitutions, which leave nothing to be desired.

Those on ' ' Exorcism ' ' and ' ' Inscriptions ' ' are

also excellent. But it would be tedious to

single out and characterize even the majority

of the topics which are discussed in a way

worthy of the highest commendation. If

we have been occasionally disappointed, tho

incompetence of a few contributors is not to

be wondered at. Thus the articlo " Agapto"

fails to satisfy because the connexion betweon

these feasts and the Lord's Supper is ob

scurely alluded to. If the opinion of Chrys-

ostom and other fathers be correct, the

agape preceded the eucharist in apostolic

times. Abuses led to their separation and

the putting of the agape after the supper—

a separation which afterwards became a

considerable interval, as appears from

councils held at Laodicea, Carthage, Orleans,

and elsewhere. The writer of "Agapro"

does not clearly describe the relation of the

two repasts in successive times and various

lands.

It would be unreasonable to expect free

dom from error. In a multitude of writers

there is no safety from it, especially if

they happen to be of no repute for learning

or undistinguished in the knowledgo of par

ticular subjects. A weakness in the exami

nation of Scripture and its bearings is often

observable, when post-Scripturalopinionsand

practices are correctly given. For example,

under the phrase "Angels of Churches," it

is asserted that bishops are meant, and that

St. John is believed on other grounds to

have been " pre-eminently the organizer of

episcopacy throughout the Church." The

interpretation and belief are undoubtedly

wrong. In the remarks on marriago, where

the directions to Timothy and Titus respect

ing a bishop being the husband of one wife

are noticed, an incorrect view is adopted,

viz., that they should be persons "faithful

to the marriage tie," whereas the meaning

is that they should be but once married.

Under "Prohibited Degrees" there is an

argument upon Leviticus xviii. 18, in which

various interpretations are cursorily noticed

and dismissed in favour of one which is in

correct, viz., "one wife to another." The

true rendering is that of our common ver

sion, and tho marginal one cannot be

allowed, though it is pronounced " gram

matically unassailable," and objections to it

are characterized as " minute and arbitrary."

In this instance the idiom is adverse to the

translation "one wife to another"; and to

be accurate in grammatical niceties often

demands minuteness. The fatal objection

to the proposed rendering, which is not

arbitrary, but advanced by all good

Hebraists, is that the phrase here differs

from analogous cases by the absence of

reciprocal action or relation. Elsewhere a

number of things contained in a plural

nominative, followed by a plural verb, are

said to be added to one another ; they are

inanimate objects feminine, and the subject

of discourse is first mentioned, governing

the import of the phrase. The grammatical

idiom in the present instance differs from

those cases where tho rendering is " one to

another," so that the writer's argument

misses its mark. In accepting the inter

pretation of Revelation i. 10, which finds

in it a reference to the weekly Lord's day

as a well-known and established festival in the

apostolic Church, more is assumed than is

warranted or probable. The festival was not

established so early.

Critical infirmity appears also in eccle

siastical history. In the article " Baptism"

we find this paragraph about Tortullian :—

" He was of full age before the death of

Irenteus, and in knowledge of antiquity and

of tho usages of the Church was second to none

then living. And he gives absolutely conclusive

proof that baptism of infants was a common

practice of the Church in his own time, towards

the close of the second century. With charac

teristic freedom he expresses his own opinion

that the practice might wisely be altered, stating

reasons for his opinion (' De Bapt.,' c. 18). But

he nowhere says one word to imply that the prac

tice of his own contemporaries was an innova

tion upon the earlier usage of the Church. "

As Tertullian was an opponent of infant

baptism ho did not look upon it as an

apostolic institution. His language fur

nishes no " conclusive proof that baptism

of infants was a common practice of tho

Church " in his day. Bather does his

zealous opposition to it indicate that it

was not common.

In speaking of the list of canonical Scrip

tures determined by the third Council of

Carthage, the writer states that the con

firmation of Borne was probably obtained.

This is in opposition to the decree of Pope

Gelasius (about 496), which forbids the

reading of the deeds of martyrs. It is not

accurate to speak of the Papal lists attri

buted to Gelasius and Hormisdas as dif

ferent. The text which lies at the basis

of both is sometimes referred to Damasus,

sometimes to one or other of the two just

mentioned.

The statement that "certainly from the

time of the Maccabees, and probably before,

one lesson from the Pentateuch and another

from the prophets wero read in the syn

agogues every Sabbath day" is rash.

Lessons from the prophets were not read

so early; and the division into Haphtaroth

was much later. The conjecture of Elias

Levita about the origin of prophetic lessons,

baseless as it is, has led many astray.

Regarding St. Isidore of Seville and his

enumeration of the canon, it is stated that

he acknowledged but one epistlo of John.

This is incorrect. In his book of Etymo

logies three are expressly ascribed to the

apostlo. He followed Jerome rather than

Augustino in treating of the canonical

writings. In the letter of Polycrates to Victor,

where John is described as a priest wearing

the golden plate (ireTaXov), the language is

taken allegorically for two reasons, both

unsatisfactory. The literal acceptation alone

is evidently that which the original writer

intended, though it is a stumbling-block in

the way of many. In regard to the date

of the council at Laodicea, the writer does

not seem acquainted with the fact that

Mansi, Spittler, and Gieseler concur in

making it 363. His putting it not earlier

than a.d. 375 is. erroneous.

Nor have we to complain only of weak

reasoning and incorrect assertions ; there

are not a few statements which need to

be supplemented for the sake of com

pleteness. Thus the Psalter of Jerome

after the Hebrew, published by Dela-

garde in 1874, is unnoticed, though it is

the best and most accurate edition. The

citations of councils respecting prohibited

degrees of marriages should have been given

more fully. Omissions are observable, such

as the Council of Valence, a.d. 374, that said

to be held under St. Patrick, the capitula of

Gregory the Great between 590 and 604, &c.

The language is capable of great improve

ment, being often slovenly and awkward.

Take this as an example :—

" In one of the appendices to the works of

Augustine is a letter from Avitus, a Spanish

priest then living in Palestine, to Palchonius,

Bishop of Bracara in Spain, which was to be con

veyed to him by Orosius the historian, then

about to return to Spain, which was his native

land."

Or this :—

" Though it is impossible to feel positive and

maintain that St. John certainly wore no such

ornament, we feel that it is far more likely," &c.

English Men of Letters.—Alexander Pope. By

Leslie Stephen. (Macmillan & Co.)

Me. Leslie Stephen has not collected any

new materials for his pleasant monograph

on Pope, nor, indeed, did the scope of his

work necessitate his doing so, but he has

given a clear statement of the facts of Pope's

life as established by the researches of tho

late Mr. Dilke and Mr. Elwin. Not very

much matter regarding Pope has turned up

in the last six years ; still Mr. Stephen

would have done well to have examined it.

Had he, for instance, consulted the ' Curll

Papers ' of a well-known authority, he would

hardly have spoken of Curll as he has done.

Curll was not spotless, but he was not such

a villain as Popo chose to consider him.

Nichols long ago said :—

" The memory of Edmund Curll has been

transmitted to posterity with an obloquy more

severe than he deserved. Whatever were his

demerits in having occasionally published works

that the present age would very properly con

sider too licentious, he certainly deserves com

mendation for his industry in preserving our

National Remains."

The author of the ' Curll Paperp .' points
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out that the Clarendon Press still prints

Curll's memoir of South, and adds :—

"Those who denounce Curll as a publisher

of books of an offensive character—and the

charge is true enough—would do well to re

member that indecency was one vice of the age

in which he lived ; and that nothing that Curll

ever issued from the press did, or could, exceed

in coarseness and indecency those satirical

articles in Pope and Swift's ' Miscellanies ' in

which Curll figures as the hero."

Mr. Stephen, too, is hardly accurate when

he follows Mr. Elwin (who has been misled

by a note to the ' Dunciad ') in saying that

Curll threatened to publish the ' Town

Eclogues,' and that "Pope with Lintot

had a meeting with Curll." The ' Eclogues '

were published before the interview—" on

Monday, the 26th," says the 1 Full and True

Account,' and the interview was "on the

Wednesday ensuing." But as a rule Mr.

Stephen's narrative may be depended on ;

and readers who wish to obtain a general

idea of the tortuous ways adopted by Pope

to secure the publication of his corre

spondence cannot do better than read Mr.

Stephen's clear and concise account. Mr.

Stephen is naturally disgusted at Pope's

dishonesty, and in consequence, though he

recognizes it, he has hardly brought out with

sufficient clearness Pope's extremo generosity.

As Mr. Dilke says :—

" His pleasure was in scattering, not in hoard

ing, and that on others rather than himself :

he was generous to the Blounts generous to

his half-sister, generous to her sons, generous to

Dodsley, then struggling into business, nobly

generous to Savage."

Nor, on the other hand, does Mr. Stephen

make quite clear to the modern reader Pope's

independence of character. People nowadays

scarcely realize what a noble act it was of

Pope's to decline the pension Craggs offered

him, and how valuable to literature was the

example he set. Mr. Stephen says that

" Pope deserves the credit of preserving his

independence"; but at a time when Gay

openly wrote,

Places, I found, were daily given away,

And yet no friendly Gazette mentioned Gay,

Pope deserved far more than credit. It is

always to be remembered to Pope's honour

that he preferred to give

Ten years to comment and translate

rather than add to his means by accepting a

pension, or by changing his religion and

obtaining a place.

Mr. Stephen's estimate of Tope as a poet

seems to be lower now than when he wrote

the two agreeable articles which appear in

the ' Hours in a Library,' and he adopts

an expedient for depreciating Pope that is

scarcely generous. He quotes the famous

close of the ' Dunciad,' telling the reader

that Johnson and Thackeray admired it, and

leaving him to infer that Mr. Stephen does

not. In the same way he hints, but does

not say, that the lines " By foreign hands "

are much overrated. An iconoclast should

have the courage of his opinions. The truth

seems to be that Mr. Stephen is before all

things ethical ; and he is growing dissatisfied

with Pope because he sees but too clearly

the weakness of the ' Essay on Man.' The

' Essay on Man ' has certainly been por

tentously overrated, and Pope' is not the

first poet who has not understood his own

strength ; but the poverty of the ' Essay

on Man ' does not prove the badness of

' Eloisa to Abelard.'

Having said so much in the way of fault

finding, let us quote a passage which may

show what excellent criticism Mr. Stephen

can write :—

"I fancy that under Pope's elaborate masks

of hypocrisy and mystification there was a heart

always abnormally sensitive. Unfortunately it

was as capable of bitter resentment as of warm

affection, and was always liable to be misled by

the suggestions of his strangely irritable vanity.

And this seems to me to give the true key to

Pope's poetical as well as to Mb personal

characteristics. To explain either, we must re

member that he was a man of impulses ; at one

instant a mere incarnate thrill of gratitude or

generosity, and in the next of spite or jealousy.

A spasm of wounded vanity would make him

for the time as mean and selfish as other men

are made by a frenzy of bodily fear. He would

instinctively snatch at a lie even when a

moment's reflection would have shown that the

plain truth would be more convenient, and

therefore he had to accumulate lie upon lie,

each intended to patch up some previous

blunder. Though nominally the poet of reason,

he was the very antithesis of the man who is

reasonable in the highest sense ; who is truthful

in word and deed because his conduct is regu

lated by harmonious and invariable principles.

Pope was governed by the instantaneous feeling.

His emotion came in sudden jets and gushes,

instead of a continuous stream. The same

peculiarity deprives his poetry of continuous

harmony or profound unity of conception. His

lively sense of form and proportion enables him

indeed to fill up a simple framework (generally

of borrowed design) with an eye to general

effect, as in the ' Rape of the Lock ' or the first

' Dunciad.' But even there his flight is short ;

and when a poem should be governed by the

evolution of some profound principle or com

plex mood of sentiment, he becomes incoherent

and perplexed. But on the other hand he can

perceive admirably all that can be seen at a

glance from a single point of view. Though he

could not be continuous, he could return again

and again to the same point ; he could polish,

correct, eliminate superfluities, and compress

his meaning more and more closely, till he has

constructed short passages of imperishable ex

cellence."

Again, of the audience to which Pope

addressed himself :—

"The standard of good writing always im

plicitly present to his mind is the fitness of his

poetry to pass muster when shown by Gay to

his duchess, or read after dinner to a party com

posed of Swift, Bolingbroke, and Congreve.

That imaginary audience is always looking over

his shoulder, applauding a good hit, chuckling

over allusions to the last bit of scandal, and

ridiculing any extravagance tending to romance

or sentimentalism It is only too easy to ex

pose their shallowness, and therefore to overlook

what was genuine in their feelings. After all,

Pope's eminent friends were no mere tailor's

blocks for the display of laced coats. Swift and

Bolingbroke were not enthusiasts nor philo

sophers, but certainly they were no fools. They

liked in the first place thorough polish. They

could appreciate a perfectly turned phrase, an

epigram which concentrated into a couplet a

volume of quick observations, a smart saying

from Rochefoucauld or La Bruyere which gave

an edge to worldly wisdom ; a really brilliant

utterance of one of those maxims, half true and

not over profound, but still presenting one aspect

of life as they saw it, which have since grown

rather threadbare."

The only thing wanting in these remarks

is a clearer recognition of the fact that Pope

was greater than his audience ; that some

times he rose above the limitations he sought

to impose on himself, and allowed scope to

the emotional side of his genius. Words

worth, an admirable critic, clearly saw this,

and has acknowledged it, but done so in his

habitually ill-natured way.

This monograph may fairly be reckoned

one of the best of the series to which it

belongs, and it is in a great measure free

from those curiouB slips which disfigure so

many of the series. An exception may he

mentioned. On p. 85 Mr. Stephen says,

" Pope, indeed, did not enjoy the honour of

any personal interview with royalty," a

sentence which is rather startling, but oil

the next page it is said, "Pope was natu

rally more allied with the Prince of Wales,

who occasionally visited him," which shows

that Mr. Stephen has used the word

" royalty " in a peculiar fashion.

Tales of our Great Families. By Edward

Walford, M.A. Second Series. 2 vols.

(Hurst & Blackett.)

The editor of ' The County Families ' seems

indefatigable in his endeavours to keep him

self before the reading public, and never to

be at a loss for materials for a fresh com

pilation. The printer's ink of this second

series of ' Tales of our Great Families ' is

hardly dry when it is announced that its

author has a fresh work in the press, entitled

' Holidays in the Home Counties.' It is to

be hoped that the forthcoming work may be

better than the present. It can hardly be

worse.

Most of the tales here brought together

are either singularly uninteresting or mar

vellously trite, and few, if any, of them are

worth the most careless perusal. The

romances of the peerage and aristocracy

have already been pretty well exhausted by

Sir Bernard Burke and other writers, and

the present collection, which first appeared

in a ladies' weekly newspaper, should never

have been republished.

The best of these tales are the Countess of

Nithsdale's narrative, in her own words, of

how she contrived the escape of her husband

from the Tower the evening before he was

to have been executed; and the " Romance

of the Earldom of Huntingdon," which Mr.

Walford has condensed from tho late Mr.

Nugent Bell's interesting account of the

arduous researches he undertook in 1817-18

in order to get together the proofs that were

necessary to establish the claim of his

friend Capt. Francis Hastings to the Hunt-

ingdon peerage, which was supposed to

have become extinct on the death of Francis,

the tenth earl, in 1789; but the story as

briefly told by Mr. Walford is not nearly

so interesting as when it is read in Mr.

Bell's quarto. The episodes of the ride

in a market cart with an old female de

pendent of the Hastings family, who sup

plied information of the utmost value, and

the encounter with a ghost in a church, are

amusing, but they, too, were better told by

Mr. Bell.

Through haste in writing and carelessness

in revising, Mr. Walford commits himself

in these tales to many inaccuracies and

misleading statements. For instance, he

twice calls Josceline, eleventh Earl of North

umberland, who died in 1670, a duke, though

there was no Duke of Northumberland till

1G74 ; and he makes Gerald, eighth Earl of
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Kildare, live in the reigns of Edward III.

and Henry VII. Again, ho says that the

ancestors of the Dunbars, Earls of March,

derive their descent from the Saxon princes

of England, when he means that they were

descended from the Saxon Earls of North

umberland, a female ancestress of whom

was a daughter of Ethelred the Unready.

One is tempted to smile, too, when one reads

Mr. Walford's statement that the healing

powers of the famous heirloom of the

Lockharts of Lee, the "Lee-penny," "are

one of the very few supernatural matters

which are still regarded as true north of

the Grampians." Many such inaccuracies

might easily be pointed out in these tales,

but they are dwarfed into insignificance by

others of far greater moment.

Before adverting to the worst errors in

this book, attention may be directed to a

common mistake that ought to be refuted.

At p. 201 of the first volume of these tales

Mr. Walford says:—

" It is not given to many of our nobility to

boast of a legitimate descent from royalty,

whether English or foreign ; but the present

Duke of Norfolk can look back without a blush,

and point to a French as well as English king

among his progenitors."

Putting aside the absurdity of limiting

his Grace of Norfolk to one royal ancestor

in each of the countries named, this state

ment is most inaccurate. As a member of

the Genealogical Society, Mr. Walford ought

to know that a large proportion of our

nobility, as well as very many untitled

families in our own country, can trace with

perfect legitimacy, through female ancestors,

to our Plantagenet kings, and consequently

to Charlemagne and the early kings of

France. No one can work much at tracing

pedigrees without being struck by the

number of persons in this country who,

though ignorant of the fact themselves, and

often in very humble circumstances, can be

traced through female ancestors to John of

Gaunt and his brothers, or to earlier Plan-

tagenets. The reasons for this are not far

to seek. In the first place, our national

records are wonderfully copious, through

our country having enjoyed a most happy

immunity from invasion, and through the

care that was taken of them during our

Civil War. Secondly, the issue of John of

Gaunt in particular, and of other Plan-

tagenets in a lesser degree, has been very

prolific ; whilst in this country the younger

sons of peers are commoners, and there has

never been any rigid separation of classes,

as on the Continent, to act in restraint of

marriages between the nobly born and those

of humbler origin. Lastly, so many cen

turies have elapsed since the reign of

William I., and indeed sinco that of Ed

ward III., that the blood of our early

kings has had ample time to filter down

through all ranks of society, even to the

very lowest.

Assuming that none of the ancestry of

a person now living had ever married a

blood relation, and taking a generation at

thirty years (which is very near the mark),

he or she would be descended from more

than one million of persons contemporary

with Edward III., and would be descended

from upwards of sixty millions of persons

contemporary with William I. ; that is, per

haps, from sixty times as many individuals

as composed the population of England

at the time of the Domesday survey. Con

versely, supposing William I. had but two

children and four grandchildren, and that

the number of his descendants always in

creased from generation to generation at

that very moderate rate, he would now be,

if none of his descendants had ever inter

married, the common ancestor of upwards

of sixty millions of persons; Putting these

facts together, and making every allowance

for far more marriages of thoso of the royal

blood amongst themselves than with out

siders, there seems reason for believing that

an immense number of Englishmen must be

descended from the Conqueror. However

that may be, it is unquestionably the fact

that the genealogist is often able to prove

that the blood of the Plantagenets runs in

the veins of persons in the humblest circum

stances ; and amongst the well born a great

proportion can be traced by many different

lines to our early kings. At present com

paratively few of our countrymen can claim

descent from Henry VII., though he

flourished four hundred years ago, and his

issue seems to have been singularly un-

prolific ; nevertheless there are at the pre

sent time a sufficient number of them to

make it not improbable that four hundred

years hence their number will be immense.

Of course, whilst correcting Mr. Walford's

mistaken assertion, we do not wish to dis

parage the blue blood of the Duke of

Norfolk, who is undoubtedly the lineal

representative of Thomas of Brotherton, a

younger son of Edward I., and who also

shares with a limited number of English

men and foreigners the right to quarter the

royal arms of England. All we maintain is

that if descent through females who are not

heiresses is to be taken into account, a vast

number of our countrymen at the present

day are descended from our early kings.

The worst errors in this work are to be

found in the "Eomance of the Earldom of

Mar," which gives as one-sided and as mis

leading an account of the claim that was

litigated for some years, and finally decided

in 1875, as it is possible to conceive. Mr.

Walford has, apparently, never seen the

cases that the Earl of Kellie and the oppos

ing petitioner submitted to the Committee

of Privilege, nor the evidence adduced in

support of them, nor the judgments of Lord

Cairns, Lord Bedesdale, and the late Lord

Chelmsford, which, on the strength of Lord

Crawford and Balcarres's ex parte pleadings,

he ventures to impugn. It would be an

endless task to expose all the ill-founded

statements contained in this "Eomance";

but by pointing out one or two of them we

can easily show that the account of the Mar

peerage case here given is untrustworthy,

and that the most charitable view to take

of this performance is to assumo that its

author has never had time to look into the

matter about which he expresses such a

decided opinion. But, even if this be so,

he ought never to have committed himself

to violent partisanship in so complicated a

matter, or to have cast reflections in the

way he does at the conclusion of his tale

on the peers who decided the case after a

most patient hearing.

The facts relating to the main point in

dispute in the Mar case can be stated in a

few words. It is admitted on all hands that

one of Mr. Erskine-Goodeve's maternal

ancestors received a grant of the territories

of Mar from Queen Mary of Scotland by

a Latin charter which is extant, and which

was produced before the Lords. (It is

printed in the Minutes of Evidence, p. 121.)

This charter is dated June 23rd, 1565, and

it purports to grant " the comitatus lordship

and regality" of Mar, together with "the

lordship and regality of Garveach " (or

Garioch), to Mr. Erskine-Goodeve's ancestor,

John, Lord Erskine, to hold, &c, all the

lands, castles, towers, &c, to the said Lord

Erskine, his heirs and assigns, ' ' in free

comitatus fee and inheritance for ever."

Belying upon this charter, Mr. Erskine-

Goodeve assumes that Queen Mary, along

with her grant of the comitatus of Mar,

restored to the Erskines the ancient title of

Earl of Mar, which was descendible through

females, and out of which the family had

been wrongfully kept for a hundred and

thirty years. The Lords who sat on the

Committee of Privilege decided that this

assumption was unproved, and rested their

decision on one given by Lord Mansfield in

" the Sutherland Case," which ruled that

when a claim to a title is made through a

female, the fact that the title can so descend

must be proved by the claimant ; and further

ruled that in default of such proof the title

must be presumed to have been limited on

its creation to heirs male. The Mar peerage

case fell completely within this rule, and

must have been decided in the way it was

settled five years ago had no evidence at

all been forthcoming against Mr. Erskine-

Goodeve's contention. Evidence, however,

was produced tending to show that Queen

Mary made a distinct grant of the title of

Earl of Mar to Lord Erskine some weeks

after the charter of infeoffment, and that

she limited the title to his heirs male. In

the first place, although Lord Erskine took

the grant of the lands of Mar and the

lordship of the Garioch, as above stated, on

Juno 23rd, it is proved, by the Bcgister of

the Scottish Privy Council, that he sat at the

Council till nearly the end of the next month

as Lord Erskine and not as Earl of Mar,

and that he did not sit as Earl of Mar until

August 1st, on which date his attendance

is recorded in the Begister as follows :—

"Johannes Comes de Mar. (ye first tynie he

sits earle)." It is to be noted, too, that the

opposing petitioner did not allege that his

ancestor ever bore the title of Lord Garioch,

which must have passed to him by the

charter had the title of Earl of Mar done

so. In the next place, as mentioned by

Lord Bedesdale, Queen Elizabeth's envoy

Bandolph wrote from Scotland, in a letter

still extant, that is dated July 31st, 1565 :

" Two things I have almost forgotten.

Thone was to honour the feast [that is, on

the occasion of the marriage of Queen

Mary and Darnley, which took place about

July 27th] the Lord Earsken was made

Earle of Marre"; and lastly, though first

in point of time, Queen Mary, when she

conferred the title of Earl of Mar upon her

brother, the Begent Murray, four years

before the date of the charter on which

Mr. Erskine-Goodeve and his friends rely,

limited it strictly to his heirs male.

These being the salient facts that bear

upon the maiu point of Mr. Erskine-Good

eve's contention, Mr. Walford does not
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hesitate to quote, at p. 84 of his second

volunio, from Lord Crawford and Balearres

the following passage :—

" At length, after a lapse of one hundred and

thirty years, Queen Mary, ever desirous of re

dressing injustice, restored, ;>er modum jiutitur,

by charter, 23rd June, 1565, to John, Lord

Erskine, the direct descendant of Earl Robert

(and his heirs general), the Vomitatns of Mar,

or dignified tie/, which, at that time, and till tho

close of the century carried the honours."

On the preceding pago Mr. Walford's

partisanship is equally conspicuous, and his

ignorance of the case he is writing about

is so thorough that he unconsciously refutes

one of his misstatements almost as soon as

he has made it. On p. 83 he writes :—

"He [that is, Sir Robert Erskine, who

claimed to be co-heir to a moiety of the lands

of the Countess Isabel of Mar, who died about

1407] was 'returned heir,' in 1438, to the whole

Earldom [these italics, which are Mr. Walford's,

are noticeable], and in accordance with law and

custom became Earl of Mar."

Here tho truth is that Sir Robert Erskine,
■who was, or who nt all events asserted him

self to be, co-heir to the Countess Isabel,

was only retoured heir at that date (by his

friend the sheriff of Aberdeen) to a moiety

of tho lands of Mar, and that tho sheriff's

retour could have no effect upon the title,

which, as a matter of fact, was nover

accorded to Sir Robert Erskine by the

Crown or by his contemporaries. Tho

author apparently does not see that the

passage he quotes from Lord Crawford, to tho

■effect that at the date of 1 ;>(>.3 one hundred

and thirty years had elapsed since the title

had been held by its rightful owner, conflicts

with his assertion that Sir Robert Erskine

became Earl of Mar in 1438 ; and the bold

misrepresentation which he emphasizes by

italics is sufficient by itself to show that any

of his statements about tho Mar peerage

must be accepted with caution.

It is surely unnecessary to adduce further

instances of the misstatements and mis

representations contained in this ' ' Romance."

We think we have conclusively shown that

Mr. "Walford's statements about the Mar

peerage case do him no credit, and we

sincerely hope that before he again ventures

to give to the public an account of mattors

in disputo he will strive to be impartial,

and will at least consider the evidence of

both sides before pronouncing his opinion.

NOVELS OK THE WEEK.

The Violin Player. By Bertha Thomas.

3 vols. (Bentley & Son.)

A Cruel Secret. By Lolo. 3 vols. (Tinsley

Brothers.)

Eros: Four Tales. 2 vols. (Chapman &

nail.)

The Red Cross. Translated from the Ger

man by E. J. Fellowes. (S. Tinsley & Co.)

The Rival Doctors. Translated from tho

French of A. Lnpointe by Henri Van

Laun. (Ximmo & Bain.)

Miss Thomas's new novel is a success. She

has now chosen a satisfactory theme and

produced a well - constructed story, ner

ability was obvious in her former books ;

but ' Cressida ' was unfortunate, and even

in ' Proud Maisie ' the reader coidd see that

the writer was capable of doing much better.

This she has undoubtedly done in ' The

Violin l'layer.' She has, for one thing,

moderated the exuberance of her descrip

tion—arranged her epithets and figurative

phrases a full tone lower, so to speak ; and

with greatersimplicity of stylethere have come

greater vigour and a decided condensation

of thought. The restraint placed, whether

consciously or not, upon her expression has

not impeded the progress of the story, but

rather made it easier and more rapid. The

interest is well sustained. Miss Thomas

seems to have borne in mind the obvious

rule, so simple to lay down, so difficult to

observe in the heat of writing, that the essen

tial thing in a novel is tho story, and that

comment and description must only be acces

sory. In studies of character her book is

unusually rich. She understands the artistic

temperament thoroughly, and has traced it

in a musician and in a sculptor, in a woman

and in a man, with very great skill. No

less able is her delineation of tho character

of Lady Brereton, a fascinating woman of

the world, a person with artistic taste but not

an artist. It is clear that Miss Thomas

possesses tho gift of novel-writing and that

she has the ability to improve it. She has still

a tendency to extravagance which must be

kept in check ; but ' The Violin l'layer '

gives firm ground for hope that she may in

future improve still further.

' A Cruel Secret,' by Lolo, portends to

the experienced reader something thrilling

and at tho same time not too realistic. Tho

most lifelike portrait in these volumes is

that of Master Jacky, a fiend in childish

form, who sticks darning needles into the

calves of his mother's guests, and disguises

himself as a bolster in order to disturb the

rest of an ill-tempored old lady. These

gentlo quips are matched by the humour of

his parent, who addresses those she admires

as "dear little devils," and storms and

swears herself into a commanding position

among her unhappy acquaintances. The

sister of this virago is the hero's mother,

and it is to her disingenuous manoeuvring

that the complications of the story are due.

These are so circumstantial and so many

that tho plot really centres more in her than

in the gentle heroine, who conceals a murder,

or tho stately rival, whose conscience is

fettered by an untimely vow. Clara is of

the two tho less lymphatic, though tho

scruples of both are of tho feeblest sort. It

is well for tho hero, however, that Clara's

religious vacillation prevents her marriage,

for he would have been incapable himself

of coming to an}' practical decision between

the adoring and the admirable cousin. This

will be a successful book among those who

like plenty of commonplace action in their

novels, and cannot be bored with sentiment

or character.

'Eros,' as a little co-operative attempt in

literature is prettily named, consists of four

tales, all daintily written and suited to tho

average taste of the novel - reader. Mr.

Wingfield's story is garnished with the

drapery at least of the Court of Louis XIV.

The incident on which it turns is tho failure

of the Duke of Maine before Namur, and

tho aged king is depicted storming and

caning his courtiers, alter tho approved

modern fushion of taking the valet's view

of royalty. Miss Tytler's is a story with

more pith in it ; the bravo lass whose self-

devotion is bent on proving her husband's

innocence is a gracious figure, and tho

manner of its proof is dramatic enough.

Misses G. and B. M. Butt contribute two

Highland stories, of which the plots are

better than the execution. They have not

any gift for northern speech, northern

names, or northern traditionary politics,

and the result in such a tale as " Pearls "

destroys the interest which might well have

been excited by a more "educated" pen.

Nor is the author of the last-named tale

more happy in the English which is put in

the mouth of the eighteenth century heroine.

It is laboured but unreal, and an anachron

ism. An historical writer, too, might have

remembered the motto of the Fairfax.

' The Red Cross ' is highly romantic and

highly improbable. It is, however, read

able, and will, no doubt, fulfil its purpose

of whiling away an empty hour, but whether

it merited, the honour of translation is ques

tionable. The story is laid in France at tho

time of the Franco-German War. The hero

is a member of the Red Cross fraternity,

who is quartered in a French house and

falls in love with tho photograph of a

young French girl. Her brother, a prisoner

of war in Germany, returns the compliment

by falling in love with a German girl.

After the usual complications all ends with

marriage bells. There are some freshly

described scenes, giving an idea of the feel

ing of hatred in tho two camps, that furnish

to the book a moro solid background.

With 'The Rival Doctors' Mr. Van Laun

leads off the new series of translations from

foreign novels which he edits, and which is

conducted on the principles of international

copyright. The type and paper of the book

aro excellent, and the question whether

these advantages will reconcile railway

travellers and the rest of the class of readers

to whom the series appeals to paying

moro than the shilling which has become

recognized as the price of paper-covered

books has, no doubt, been diily considered

by the publishers. As for the present

volume, it is a good specimen of the French

novel of the provinces. Mr. Van Laun has

done unwisely in aflixing the English titles

Mr., Mrs., and Miss to his characters.

"Mrs. Malicorno " and "Mr. Fromeutin"

look very odd in type. In the sentence

' ' It is very funny that tho patients who are

attended by tho new doctor do not die, while

yours All the same you have no chance,"

wo fail to perceive the meaning, and wre

have not tho original at hand. Of course

the French of that original cannot be, as

one is tempted to think, "pas do chance,"

because Mr. Van Laun must know better

than wo do that the English of "pas de

chance" is "no luck," and not "no chance."

It is odd, though, that "no luck" would

mako perfect sense.

HISTORICAL AND ANTIQUAIUAN PUBLICATIONS.

Messrs. C. Kegan Paul & Co. send us A

ChiUle to Modern English History, by Mr. Wil

liam Cory, Part I. , 1815-1830. There is room

for a good history of England which, without

being too diffuse, shall furnish a thoroughly

intelligent and intelligible, and, if possible, an

impartial, account of the events of the past two

or three generations. Sir Erskine May's able

continuation of Hallam deals too exclusively

with constitutional changes, and Mr. Justin

McCarthy writes rather for circulating-library

readers than for students. Mi'. Cory's volume,

therefore, is welcome, though, even if lie con-
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tinues Mb work as well as he has begun it, it

will not stand in the way of the more complete

and comprehensive one that we hope may soon

be written. It professes only to be " a guide,"

and is, at best, only a clever review. It is always

readable, and generally sound in its judgments.

It clearly explains many of the forces that have

been at work in the recent progress of our

country, and is suggestive where it is not ex

planatory. But it omits some important points

and slurs over others, while of others, again,

which are especially interesting to the writer, it

takes too much account. It is rather a series of

short and disjointed essays than a consecutive

narrative, and the usual absence of dates, which

is not atoned for by a chronological summary or

even a table of contents, much impairs its value

as a text-book. Readers who are not familiar

with the events of three quarters of a century

ago, or who are embarrassed by the profuse and

often contradictory memoirs of prominent per

sons and particular episodes which are plentiful,

and who wish for something shorter and fresher

than Miss Martineau's ' History of the Peace,'

may turn to it with profit. It should be espe

cially serviceable to those " English gentlefolks

and educated voters " for whose use it is chiefly

intended, and among whom, Mr. Cory reasonably

complains, "there is but little knowledge about

the meaning of terms employed in political

writings." In this first small volume, or half-

volume, Mr. Cory has a manageable period to

deal with. He starts with a good sketch of what

he calls ' ' the complete settlement of rights and

limits made for all Europe and its dependencies

by the chief nations " in 1815, saying most about

those parts of the settlement which directly con

cerned England. He thinks highly of Lord

Liverpool as "a patient and discreet man," who,

" by the conscientious exercise of authority, did

as much as any of his successors, and more than

any of his predecessors, to mako statecraft

acceptable to virtuous citizens"; and he appears

to have a yet higher opinion of Lord Castle-

reagh, who, in spite of his being no orator and

" not over scrupulous," was " the most dignified

and courageous of all those personages, whether

emperors or ministers, who invaded France in

1814," not " a reactionist, a bigot, nor a

blockhead," but "a good-natured, passionless,

enlightened gentleman," and much ill-used in

being "hated by English reformers and lam

pooned by the fashionable poet, Lord Byron."

Mr. Cory does not allow himself to understand

how the domestic troubles caused by the long

war with France and its injurious effects on trade

and agriculture encouraged the movements in

favour of political reform that were started in

the early years of the peace, but he traces with

a tolerably impartial hand the growth of those

movements down to 1830, and his closing chapter

contains a lively description of the various classes

of anomalies and abuses under which the last

unreformed House of Commons was elected.

Ho touches also on the pernicious working of

the Corn Laws, and on the necessity shown for

improvements both in the spirit of the laws and

in the methods of their administration by such

troatment as Hone received and such action as

Lord Ellenborough adopted on the bench. His

account of the circumstances under which

Catholic emancipation was effected is lucid and

instructive. One of Mr. Cory's chapters is

devoted to the literary history of the period, and

points to the good influences exerted on society

by some of the men who " followed their own

pursuits outside the lines on which warriors and

politicians moved." Coleridge he ranks first,

"as a sort of prophet testifying that man

does not live by reason alone." Of Bentham,

though a "philosophical Radical," he thinks

well, and about Scott he is enthusiastic, regard

ing him as Shakspeare's successor, the great

teacher in whose writings, " by the spirit of

romance, the sense of duty was heated " through

out the land. Wordsworth had almost ceased

to be a poet before 1815, but " the poetry of

Mr. Keats ripened in a corner, and twenty years

later bore such fruit as no other nation could

match." Of Keats's contemporaries Mr. Cory

has no great admiration ; but he tolerates Byron,

because ' ' he was the only man of fashion who

loudly proclaimed rebellion against Church and

State formalism," and because, though "he did

not gather round him a company of liberal re

formers," yet " he was able to keep up a run

ning fire against tyranny and hypocrisy, and

such an ally must be taken into account" ; and

he is lenient towards the "unmeasured fluency

and literary self-indulgence of Mr. Shelley,"

because he "contributed not a little to the stock

of indignation which was gathering for the day

of freedom."

Messrs. Houlston & Sons send us a History

of Stamford, by the Rev. C. Nevinson, published

at Stamford by Mr. H. Johnson. The lot of

Stamford has been happier than that of many

towns of superior rank ; there are four or five

books which treat of it with more or less success ;

no one of them is absolutely bad, and Peck's

' Annals ' falls but little short of being good.

It, however, ends at so early a period that many

of the more important events in the history of

the old borough are left without notice. Mr.

Nevinson's book contains little that is original.

He modestly says in his preface that his work

presents " the old ascertained facts from the old

established sources arrayed, indeed, in a

new dress, but still substantially the same as

those which have already appeared in print."

This is straightforward enough, but one cannot

help asking why, if Mr. Nevinson was moved

to write a history of Stamford at all, he did not

give something new. He cannot think that

Peck, Drakard, and the smaller men have told

all there is to be known about that town, which

was once the rival of Oxford. He must be

aware that a few days in the British Museum

or the Bodleian would supply him with numerous

interesting facts unknown to the older autho

rities, and we cannot but believe that he has

some vague notion as to the value of the con

tents of the Public Record Office and the

diverse repositories where wills are kept. Not

one of these obvious sources of information

seems to have been used. It is but just to say,

however, that as a mere compilation from com

pilations Mr. Nevinson's book is not ill done.

Without any pretensions to style, he tells his

tale in a direct manner, and no doubt many of

the inhabitants will thank him for giving them

something of what may be known about their

town in small compass. The best part of the

book is that which treats of Browne's Hospital,

of which Mr. Nevinson is warden. Portions

of the history are well told, and hints are given

as to the nature of the changes which were

made when this interesting building underwent

the process called restoration.

Mr. E. Peacock sends us a reprint of a paper

On the Churchwardens' Accounts of the Parish of

titration, in the County of Cornxcall, which he

communicated to the Society of Antiquaries. The

true "history of the English peoplo" has not

yet been written ; the manners and customs, in

doors and out of doors, public and private, in

the village and in the cultivated lands, in the

town and the city, all have to be investigated.

The labour of comparing the village and church

accounts of all parts of the country might be

lessened by the Index Society if they would take

in hand an index of the published local accounts

as a companion volume to their contemplated

index to the Household Books. Mr. Peacock has

done his work of editingwell. By wayoffoot-notes

he has in many instances compared tho Stratton

accounts with those of other places, and he has

explained many obsolete terms. "Stratton is

a very ancient market town in the hundred of

the same name, in Cornwall. It consists mainly

of one street, lying upon the Roman way,

whence the name The volume in which these

accounts are contained is an ordinary foolscap

folio in limp parchment binding. It is entitled

' The counte boke of the hye crosse wardenys

of Stratton.' It begins in 1512 and ends in

1577. The first thing that strikes us, on even

the most cursory examination of the record, is,

the strange and very varied manner in which

money was raised for the support of the

church and its services. Nothing like a church-

rate seems to have been in use ; the income

of the wardens came from the voluntary

contributions of the people." A large portion

of the income arose from payments made for

having names put upon the bede-roll. Then

there was the custom of selling the right to have

a grave in the church, the ringing of a knell

for the dead, church-ales, the letting of

funeral vestments, and the letting of the

" church house," all of which brought money

into the coffers of Stratton Church. Mr. Pea

cock is rather inclined to doubt the heathen

origin of church-ales. ' ' Speculative archaeology,' '

he says, "is one of the least useful of mental pro

cesses, and there is a very long time to bridge

over between the church-ale of the late mediseval

time and its heathen prototype. " But long as

this time is, it has been bridged over by other

"survivals" from primitive times. We have

old village assemblies, old methods of agricul

tural life ; wo have the village pound, tha»

which, says Sir Henry Maine, there is no more

ancient institution in the country. So long as

these various " survivals " are kept apart and

considered apart, they will appear now and then

to be the outcome of "speculative archieology."

But it is, or should be, the chief object of the

student of early English institutions to place

together in historical relationship all the frag

ments of olden times which have been restored

to knowledge. Besides church-ales, there are

many entries which tell much of social life in

small towns. " Payd for a loke to the vonte,

vjd.," reveals the superstition of getting the

water of the font to use it for purposes of magic.

The "expenses for makyng cross yn the towne"

are curious. The villagers heard something of

the great outside world when they "paid for the

lone of a horso to Ryde to London, vjs. viijti."

And if they occasionally "paid for iij new bockes

notyd for matens & evensong & matens yn yng-

glyssh xvjrf. ," the}' also "rec for ij peces of olde

bockes sold xijti. " The entry, "paid to the

ycryshman for menden of the dark ys chamber

iiijrf. ," is, perhaps, an unconscious satire upon

the natives of the Emerald Isle. Then we have

a few town officials named,—the bearward, the

warden (a fine is received "for the refusing of

the wardynshep iijs. iiijei."), the baylee ; and

the surname of "maior" exemplifies the in

fluence of official life on the origin of surnames.

There are two little matters, moreover, which,

take us away from local and social history.

Readers of Mr. Coote's remarkable book,

'Romans of Britain,' will remember his curious

identification of "Welsh" and "Roman" as.

synonymous terms in the language of the

people. A curious entry in these accounts seems

to restore the old meaning of "foreigner" for

Welsh : " rec of Wylliam Olyuer for a walch

bord iij'i" And this leads Mr. Peacock to

say, with much force, " probably a board

of 'foreign' timber." Again, in Sir. Coote's

illustrations of the pronunciation of v as

«-, he instances the old spelling of " velvet "

as " welvet." In the Churchwardens' Accounts

of Hammersmith the word is spelled " welwet."

At Stratton, however, a town on the Roman

road, all trace of the «; is lost in the spelling

"felvott." Such gleanings as these are found

throughout the accounts, and they should be

studied by all who wish to be perfect in English

social history.

Sir George Duckett has done good service

in compiling tho tWo interesting papers, Penal

Laws and the Test Act in 1(588, and King James

II. 's Proposed Repeal of the Penal Laws and

Test Act in 1C88. The penal laws against Dis

senters and Roman Catholics and the struggles

to maintain and to abolish them form an in
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structive chapter of English history. We think

we are not rash in saying that until Lord

Macaulay published his history no one was well

informed on the subject, and even now there is

a dense mass of ignorance on the matter which

it would be most useful to have removed. To

the ordinary nineteenth century mind it still

seems a passing strange thing that those persons

who most nearly answered to what we should

now call political Liberals were on the side of

religious intolerance. It cannot be too often

and too strongly impressed on the minds of

men that, although we have grown much in our

ideas as to religions freedom since the reign

of James II., our forefathers then had as

strong a desire for civil liberty as we have, and

that while the latter passion is dormant with us,

because there is not the least fear of political

rights being invaded, it was passionately active

with them, because they knew that it was the

desire of the king to become absolute if he

could, and had the best grounds for feeling

assured that there were many, both in the Dis

senting and the Romanist camps, who would be

willing to barter their birthright as free Eng

lishmen for some concessions far short of reli

gious equality. James II. was unsuccessful,

and therefore it has been the custom to speak

indiscriminately of all his acts as if they were

foolish. This is probably an error. His object

was bad, and it is well that ho was foiled, but many

of the steps he took to accomplish his design

were sufficiently astute. The canvass which ho

had carried out in 1G87 of all the magistrates

and deputy-lieutenants in England and Wales

was certainly a politic move, as it was calculated

to induce almost all the more prominent land

owners to commit themselves to a definite line

of action. He hoped the Court influence was

stronger than he found it to be, and the returns

made on that occasion, if he ever saw them,

should have demonstrated to him how thin was

the ice on which he was treading. A manu

script volume among the Rawlinson books in the

Bodleian contains the answers given in by the

justices of peace and deputy-lieutenants for

"most of the counties of England and Wales."

Sir George Duckett has printed them for

Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Yorkshire.

It is important to have them in any form, anil

we cannot be too thankful to Sir George for

giving us the fragments he has done, but an im

portant historical document of this kind should

not be split up and divided among the Tratu-

actiont of local societies. Cannot he be induced

to edit the whole series f His knowledge of

family history gives him peculiar qualifications

for the task.

Mr. Kerslake, of Bristol, in the Proceeding* of

the Dorset Natural History and Antiquarian

Field Club, tries to prove the existence of a sort

of island of Welsh inhabitants in the interior of

Dorsetshire as late as tho time of Athelstan.

How far his reasoning will stand the searching

criticism of Mr. Freeman or Dr. Stubbs we do

not know, but his remarks are highly suggestive.

Among other things which we should like to

mention, Langport on the Parret must surely

be the Llongborth of Welsh poetry, where a

great battle was fought between the men of

Devon, headed by Geraint, and the West Saxons

(see Skene's 'Four Ancient Books of Wales,'

ii. 37). It is probably the engagement with

Ine, under the year 710, in the Anglo-Saxon

Chronicle.

Mr. Stock sends us tho first volume of the

AntU[uary, the handsome appearance of which

does him credit. The journal has improved as

it has gone on, and we trust it may succeed in

establishing itself ; but considering how liberally

he helps himself to the "Gossip" of the Athe

na -<»., the editor might be less chary of his

acknowledgments of his indebtedness.

We have received two interesting monographs

relating to mediteval history and extracted from

Arabic authors : 1. Prof. J. de Goejes's (of Ley-

den) pamphlet in Dutch, containing an account

of the Slavs about 965_a.d., according to al-

Bekri (who lived in the second half of ttio eleventh

century). The Arabic text in estenso as well as

Russian and a German translation will appear

at St. Petersburg. 2. Prof. A. F. Mehren's

(of Copenhagen) pamphlet, in Danish, relating

to the history of mediioval philosophy, with the

title of Den Arabiske Filosof Ibn-Sabin's Sen-

debrev til Kejser Frederik II. af Hohenstaufen

eller de Sicilianske Sporgsmaal, according to a

MS. in the Bodleian Library. Both pamphlets

have appeared in the Transactions of academies.

Dr. Hermenegild Jirecek has just published

at Prague, in a convenient form, a collection of

the chief Slavonic codes (Snod Zakotmr Slo-

mnslcijch) in the original languages, which will

be of great service to all students of Slavonic

history.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

The Diary of an Early Methodist, by the late

Richard Rowo (Strahan & Co.), is on the whole

a successful attempt at reviving the style and

manner of thought of the early Methodists.

Mr. Pidgeon's adventures, though not remark

able otherwise than from tho effect produced

upon his mind by their occurrence, are ably told,

and the glimpses of family life which we obtain

throughout are natural and touching. The

writer, though obviously a warm partisan, does

not commit the error of making his hero fault

less ; in credulity Nathaniel is not beyond the

standard of his class and age, nor in the charity

of his judgments on his neighbours does he excel

the level of his sect. But we can respect his

religious faith, though it is combined with a

strong belief in witches and a persuasion of

the Satanic possession of a certain squire's

household ; and can recognize the traits of a

loving spirit, though he considers the shocking

deaths which befall certain unbelievers as pro

videntially ordained to point a moral on theo

logical subjects. The language, on the whole,

is not badly handled, though it may be doubted

whether the barbarism "a wage" for " wages"

was current in Nathaniel Pidgeon's time.

Under the title of Glimpses through the

Cannon Smote Mr. Archibald Forbes has re

printed from various magazines a series of lively

sketches. These stories are capital light read

ing and ought to be popular. Messrs. Rout-

ledge publish the volume.

A Years Cookery. By Phillis Browne. (Cas-

sell & Co.)—A year's cookery, with bills of fare

for every day in the year, with directions for

cooking, for marketing, and for making arrange

ments for the next day, makes up an invaluable

present for young housekeepers, which will save

much worry and vexation on the part of the

young wife and much grumbling on tho part of

the husband. The book is suited to "the

meanest capacity " and the most inexperienced

housekeeper. A judicious wife, using this book

with discretion, may keep her husband in per

petual good humour. Ho need not then fear

" the inflammation of his weekly bills."

Breakfasts and LnucJieons at Home, by Short

(Kerby <fe Endeon), is full of intelligible receipts

for preparing delicious dishes and how to make

the most of scraps and fragments. The familiar

demon of cold mutton on a washing day ought

to undergo a splendid transformation process,

making it more acceptable than in its first

estate.

The Marvellous Little Housekeepers: What

They Did, and H<rw They Did It. By Ida Jos-

celyne. (Kerby & Endean.)—Verily these were

"marvellous little housekeepers"; for they re

member what to do upon every emergency, and

are the most dainty-fingered little household

brownies that ever blessed a home with their

presence. The little book is full of the most

valuable receipts, hints, and observations, and

though few readers will be able to carry their

performance to the same perfection as these

"marvellous housekeepers," yet practice and

painstaking would enable them to follow in

their steps.

Sir H. Thompson has reprinted, with addi

tions, the articles on Food and Feeding which

he contributed to the Nineteenth Century, and

which now form a useful and amusing volume,

published by Messrs. Warne. The same firm

send us a manual intended to show the way of

acquiring the money for paying for the dinners

on which Sir H. Thompson descants. Our Sons :

How to Start them in Life, by Mr. A. King, is

one of the best books of its class. It does not,

of course, solve or profess to solve the problem

that perplexes so many middle-class parents,

but it supplies a great deal of useful informa

tion. Mr. King falls into the usual mistake of

rather under-estimating expense, still he writes

very sensibly. About schools he might have

given more information, and a note of warning

regarding its expensive character ought to have

been put to Wellington as well as Eton. In

speaking of the Universities some notice should

have been taken of Cavendish College.

A handsomely printed Catalogue of the Printed

Books in the Library of the Middle Temple has

just appeared. It is alphabetically arranged

under authors, has an index of subjects, and

covers more than a thousand pages of thick

paper. It is unluckily impossible to say more

in its favour. The general rule is followed of

making tho most significant word in the title

in anonymous books the leading ' word. Thus

' Acts of the Legislature of Bermuda ' finds a

natural place in the alphabet under "Bermuda."

But the very first title in this Catalogue, ' A

Collection of Statutes, 'appears under- "A," This

ou the threshold of the work is a blot, made all

the darker by the fact that further on there are

nearly four pages of entries under " Statutes."

Amono the various publications which have

appeared in commemoration of the Camoens ter

centenary we take note of Fragmentos d'uma

1'entativa de Estudo Scoliasiico da Epopea Portu-

gueza, by D. G. de Vasconcellos Abreu, Reader

in Sanscrit in the University of Lisbon. The

volume is valuable on account of the elucidation

it contains of passages in the 1 Lusiadas ' relating

to localities and myths in Further India and

Ceylon. More especially does the author's

novel and interesting exposition of certain

Buddhistic legends to which allusion is made in

the tenth canto commend itself to the notice of

the Folk-lore Society.

Hymns and other Poetry of the Latin Church,

translated by Mr. D. T. Morgan, published by

Messrs. Rivington, is a small volume which

scarcely fulfils the promise of the title-page.

Mr. Morgan may be said to have produced a

somewhat dull and heavy paraphrase, rather

than a poetical translation, of tho hymns which

he has selected. In fact, the less said of the

poetical quality of Mr. Morgan's version the

better ; it can take rank, perhaps, with the

exercises of tho higher classes of boys in our

public schools. But a more serious objection

to tho usefulness of the book as a translation

is the fact that, with regard to the majority

of the hymns, it can scarcely even claim the

name. In many instances the original thoughts

and sentiments are passed over and new ideas

mode to fill their place. Take the first two

stanzas of Mr. Morgan's first hymn ; few who

remember the famous "Primodierum omnium"

would allow such lines as these to be a trans

lation :—

Welcome ! thou chiefest of all days
That on the new made world didst shine,

When heaven and earth cume fortli to praise,
And God approved ilia work Divine.

Or again :—

Almighty Father, gracious Lord,
Fountain whence purity doth spring—

To Thee our every thought and word,
Through Thy dear Bon, we dare to bring.

Mr. Morgan says in his preface that "about

half of these translations were printed for

private circulation only, and so would have re

mained had not a valued friend, to whose judg-
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legally as their last resource, it must be their

own fault." This censure greatly distressed

both Sir John Fielding and the magistrates, the

more so as they declared that they had never

taken more pains in their life to discharge a

public trust than at that time. By a ruse of the

magistrates, after his trial Wilkes was quietly

conveyed to Lambeth by water, while the mob

at Westminster Hall door were kept amused,

waiting for his expected appearance. Lord

Weymouth wrote to Sir John Fielding, on the

following day, that he was sorry to have given

the magistrates any degree of uneasiness. His

lordship was very sensible of the trouble Sir

John had been at, and of the diligent attendance

of the magistrates at Guildhall on those occa

sions when their presence was thought to be

necessary. At the same time, if Sir John could

justify what happened upon the occasion of Mr.

Wilkes'a rescue, his lordship would be glad to

have reasons for changing his opinion of it.

Till then, he must continue to think that Mr.

Wilkes's rescue was a disgrace to civil govern

ment, which called for his animadversion when

he had to give instructions on a similar occasion.

But he was as happy now in an opportunity of

being able to bear favourable testimony to their

diligence and activity as he was mortified when

he found it his duty to disapprove. "

Wilkes was sentenced to one year's imprison

ment for the 1 Essay on Woman,' ten months

for the North Britr/n (No. 45), 500/. fine for each

offence, and to give security for seven years' good

behaviour. No movement was made by the

mob. In reporting this, Sir John Fielding

wrote to Lord Weymouth's private secretary

that, as he hoped it was the last time he should

have any occasion for troubling Mr. Wood on

Mr. Wilkes's coming to Westminster Hall, ho

felt himself in duty bound to the magistrates of

the city and liberty of Westminster (who had

done him the honour to make him their chair

man) to assure Mr. Wood that their zeal, atten

tion, and attendance (often to the injury of their

private affairs) in the late unhappy disturbances

deserved every commendation, and, he flattered

himself, had been of infinite service in preserv

ing tho public peace ; and that, when leisure

would permit, ho did not doubt but that he

could convince him (Mr. Wood) that tho mis

representation of some facts had thrown blame

where praise was due. The magistrates met on

the 18th, and their resolutions, with Sir John's

letter, were communicated to Lord Weymouth.

This quarrel between the Secretary of State and

the W estminster magistrates and their chairman

was concluded to the satisfaction of all parties

by a letter written on behalf of Lord Weymouth

by Mr. Wood. The writer conveyed to Sir

John Fielding and the magistrates who had

acted with him his lordship's hearty thanks for

their assistance, together with an assuranco that

he would not fail to do them ample justice, in

taking the first opportunity of stating their ser

vices to the king in a proper light.

G. Barnett Smith.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, GOWER 8TREET.

The admission of women to the Arts and

Science classes at University College, London,

has been justified in every way. There has

been during the session now closed a perfect

working of the system ; the number of men in

the College, instead of being diminished, has

considerably increased ; and at the late distribu

tion of prizes in the Faculty of Arts tho women

took a very honourable place among their fellow

workers. Of 68 prizes the men took 52, the

women 16 ; of 103 first class-certificates the

men took 65, the women 38 ; of 50 second-class

certificates the men took 40, and the women 10 ;

of 52 third-class certificates the men took 50,

and the women 2. Although in a former year

the highest mathematical prize, a scholarship

of 50/. , has been taken by a woman, this year

the women have not distinguished themselves

in mathematics ; they have been distanced also

by the men in the fine-art classes ; but they

have won first places in political economy and

in Latin and Greek.

Tho College will open next October a new

section of its north wing, with large additions to

tho space available for the Fine-Art School and for

the Schools of Chemistry, Zoology, and Physio

logy. The basement floor and a large laboratory

annexed will give room for the development

of the School of Chemistry ; the space available

for students of zoology will extend from the

present Museum of Comparative Anatomy into

the north wing. There will be a new suite of

rooms at the disposal of the Professor of Physio

logy ; and the new fine-art studios will be the

best in England.

Additions lately made will also strengthen

the professoriate of University College. Prof.

Henrici having been appointed to the chair of

Applied Mathematics, left unoccupied after the

death of Prof. Clifford, the chair of Pure

Mathematics became vacant. To this the

Council has appointed Mr. R. C. Rowe,

Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, who was

not only third Wrangler at Cambridge, but

also, when graduating as M.A. in mathematics

at the University of London, took the gold

medal. After the resignation of the Greek

chair by Prof. Wayto a year ago, Prof. Good

win undertook for a session the conduct of both

Greek and Latin classes in the College, and they

have prospered much under his management.

Prof. Goodwin, who held formerly the Latin

chair, will in future hold the professorship of

Greek ; and a scholar well known even to the

general public for the taste with which he has

brought home to English readers a sense of the

genius of Homer, of Virgil, and of the Greek

tragedians, the Rev. Alfred J. Church, is now

the Professor of Latin. These changes, with the

addition of Mr. Newton's services, both to the

classical teaching and to the study of fine art, as

Professor of Archieology, and the appointment

of a new Professor of Italian, who yet remains to

be chosen from among fifteen candidates, give

assurance of vigorous work next year in the

great London college, which has more than

doubled the number of its students during the

last fifteen years, and is now asking of London

85,000/. to provide yet further accommodation.

University College and Hospital already possess

invested endowments to tho value of 300,000/. ,

but these have all been appropriated by their

founders to educational and benevolent uses.

None of them supplies money for building.

ILtlfrnrn ffiowfp.

The lion. Mrs. Hardcastlo is preparing

for the press a life of her father, the lato

Lord Campbell. Tho work, which will fill

two volumes, will contain selections from

Lord Campbell's autobiography as well as

from his journals and letters. Mr. Murray

will publish the book.

Mr. Murray further promises several

works that ought to bo of interest. ' India

in 1 880 ' is the namo of a book by Sir

Richard Temple. Lady Eastlake is busy

with a sketch of Mrs. Grote's life. Dr.

Smiles is writing, under the title of ' Duty,'

a companion volume to ' Self-Help ' and

other popular works of his of the same

class. The Dean of Westminster is pre

paring a series of essays on ecclesiastical

subjects, which will be called ' Christian

Institutions.' Mr. Clements Markham pro

mises a book on a subject he has made

peculiarly his own : ' A Popular Account of

the Introduction of Peruvian Bark into

British India and Ceylon,' and he will give

particulars of the progress and extent of its

cultivation.

The memoir of Francis Deak, the Hun

garian statesman, which was lately published

by Messrs. Macmillan & Co. with a preface

by Mr. Grant Duff, is from the pen of Miss

Florence Arnold Forster.

We hear that the friends and pupils of

the late Mr. Long intend to found a scholar

ship for Roman law at the University of

Cambridge, in memorial of their friend and

master.

Alt, students of our literature and history

will be glad to hear that Mr. Murray has in

the press a volume of collected essays by the

late Prof. Brewer. His ' English Studies '

(that is the title chosen) comprise such sub

jects as " New Sources of English History,"

" Green's Short History of the English

People," "Hatfield House," "The Stuarts,"

and " How to study English History."

The Bishop of Deny promises, through

Mr. Murray, a life of St. John.

Mr. John Dennis is at work on a new

edition of his pleasant collection of English

sonnets.

A change is about to take place in tho old

publishing and bookselling firm of Hodges,

Foster & Figgis, of Dublin, formerly Hodges,

Smith & Co. Messrs. Hodges and Smith

have been dead for some years, and prior to

the death of the latter gentleman (who sur

vived his partner), Mr. William Foster, who

had been for a very long period connected

with the house, became a partner. Mr.

Foster now, on account of long-continued ill

health, is about to retire, the entiro business

falling into the hands of Mr. Samuel Figgis,

who has been in this house for more than

twenty years, and who came into a share of

the business shortly after Mr. Smith's death.

A society for tho study of philosophy

has recently been formed, under the title

of the Aristotelian Society, and Mr. Shad-

worth H. Hodgson, LL.D., has accepted an,

invitation to become the president. During

tho present session the members have de

voted their attention to ancient Greek philo

sophy, and they hope during the next

session to take a summary view of tho

leaders of philosophical thought from Anselm

to Comte. Afterwards the Society looks for

ward to discussing modern problems apart

from the works of individual philosophers.

The Bodleian Library has just acquired

a Persian MS. which contains the journal

kept by Mir Izzot Ullah, the intelligent

native friend and travelling companion of

William Moorcroft. This MS. is, perhaps,

one of the two from which the late Prof.

H. II. Wilson made his English translation

of this interesting diary.

Prof. John Rhys, of Jesus College,

Oxford, has undertaken to write the history

of the Breton Celts for tho series of the

Christian Knowledge Society.

The wooden coffin in which the remains

of Kant are enclosed, being found to be de

cayed and broken when the vault at Konigs-

berg was lately opened, is to be replaced by

a metal one.

Mr. Pierce Egan, the son of Pierce

Egan, tho well-known sporting writer, died

on the 6th inst. He was educated for an

artist, but soon turned his attention to writ

ing, becoming one of the pioneers of cheap

literature. His earlier works, ' Robin Hood,'

1 Wat Tyler,' and ' Quintyn Matsys,' first
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published in 1837 and the following years

in penny weekly numbers, illustrated by

himself, were enormously popular. After

contributing to the Illustrated London News,

he started in 1847, and edited during the

five years of its existence, the Home (Jii:ck.

Subsequently he wrote tales Tor The" how

defunct Reynolds's Miscellany, and afterwards

for the London Journal, which he joined in

1857, and with which, until quite recently,

his name has been intimately associated as

its leading writer of fiction. Mr. Egan was

a Liberal in politics, and was for some time

connected with the Weekly Times.

Since the accession of Lord Selborne to

the Chancellorship he has not been present

at the meetings of the Oxford Commissioners,

and Mr. Mountague Bernard now presides.

Mb. Reginald Hanson, who was the

other day elected Alderman of Billingsgate

Ward, deserves a line of mention in a literary

journal, as he published in 1876 a history

of tea and the tea trade, and he has also been

for somo time past engaged in collecting

materials, from the records of the Corpora

tion, the Public Record Office, &c.,for a series

of biographical notices of the aldermen of

his ward from the earliest times.

Me. A. R. Adamson, of Kilmarnock, is

preparing a work on the graveyards of

Ayrshire. Of somewhat similar interest,

and following up the present celebrations in

Scotland, is the ' Tales and Sketches of the

Covenanters,' to be issued shortly at New

castle as a memorial of the Covenanting

struggles in Scotland. In connexion with

this subject we may also mention the death

of the Bev. Dr. Stewart, of Wigtownshire,

one of Mr. Mark Napier's opponents some

years ago in the discussion on the " Wig

town Martyrs."

The Governing Body of Westminster

School have been summoned to deliberate

on a matter that will materially affect the

future of College. It is to be hoped that

no fresh \63ted interests may be created

to obstruct tho changes which are contem

plated.

The Rector of Lincoln College, Oxford,

presented on Wednesday, the 30th ult., the

first diplomas granted to students of the Bed

ford College, York Place. These diplomas

are granted to regular students who have

been at the College for three sessions, and

who have obtained at least two-thirds of

the possible number of marks in four sub

jects at the annual examinations. Alice

Elizabeth Lee, Sophie Elise (Lita) Marshall,

and Laura Gulliver received diplomas. It

may be remembered that Miss Lee was at

the head of the list at the matriculation

examination of the University of London in

December.

/ ' The Regeneration of Roumania ; or, the

Days of Renaissance amongst the Rouma

nians,' by Kalixt Wolski, is being trans

lated by Mr. Oxley, and will be shortly

issued by Messrs. Kerby & Endean.

Father Bollio, one of the librarians at

the Vatican Library, is engaged upon an

edition of Samaritan prayers and hymns

according to a MS. in the Vatican Library.

If we are not mistaken, this MS. is not only

the oldest but also the completest in existence

, in any European library.

Felix Dahn is engaged upon a new

work, which will be issued shortly. It is

of a purely historical character, free from

romance, and deals with the battle fought

byThfi Alemanni near Strasbourg in the

year 357 a.d.

We"owe an apologyto Mr. Webb Appleton,

tho author of ' Jack Allyn's Friends,' for

having misread one of the names in his novel,

and having consequently charged him last

week with perpetrating a bad joke, of which

he is really innocent. Jack Allyn's chief

friend is styled, not " Sandford and Merton,"

as we supposed, but " Sandford of Merton."

"Though the entire matter for the pro

posed ' Bibliography of Ohio ' (Cincinnati,

P. G. Thomson) is," the New York Nation

says, " ready for the printer, tho subscrip

tions, we regret to learn, fall short some

two hundred of the requisite number. The

author renounces his profits in favour of

the better manufacture of the volume, which

is promised to be the handsomest of the

kind ever published in this country."

Hekr J. Cohn, Stud. Philosophise at

Berlin, is preparing an edition of R.

Saadyah Gaon's Arabic commentary on

Job, from MSS. in the Bodleian and the

Berlin Library. -V-^

The death is announced of Mr. Frederic

Blaekett, of Woodhouse, near Leeds, in

his forty-seventh year. Mr. Blaekett was a

well-known Yorkshire antiquary, and pos

sessed a vast fund of curious information.

" The Wool Trade Review, which has hither

to been published monthly, is to be incor

porated with Wool, and will be issued on

the 7th of August as a weekly trade journal,

devoted to the interests of wool merchants

and manufacturers.

SCIENCE

A Physical, Historical, Political, and Descrip

tive Geograjrfty. By Keith Johnston, F.R.G.S.

With Maps. (Stanford.)

Mu. Keith Johnston's text-book of geography

is a work of much thought, wide research, and

no inconsiderable literary skill. The last por

tions of the manuscript, we are told in the pre

face, were sent home from Zanzibar, and proofs

were forwarded by tho return mail, that they

might be revised during the author's halt there

or on his onward journey ! But before they

arrived Mr. Johnston had fallen a victim to ex

posure and the climate, and a career already

marked by good work done for geography and

giving great promise of future achievement was

suddenly brought to an end. Specially qualified

by training, possessed of an acute critical faculty,

and endowed with the power of giving expres

sion to his conceptions in a lucid and attractive

manner, Mr. Keith Johnston, had ho been

spared to us, would no doubt have won a posi

tion in the foremost rank of scientific geographical

writers. All that has proceeded from his pen is

distinguished by a breadth and massiveness, a

thorough knowledge of his subject, and a dis

criminating use of the multifarious materials at

his disposal, which very broadly mark off his

productions from the superficial performances

of the bulk of our writers on geography, whose

every page bears witness to the small grasp they

have of the subject they venture to deal with.

The author has succeeded in presenting us with

a perspicuous account of all that it is essential

to know about the earth, its physical features,

productions, and inhabitants. He has not

attempted to place on record every locality

likely to be mentioned in a newspaper or that

may possibly turn up when planning a continental

tour. It cannot be the business of a text-book

to furnish information of this kind, which must

be sought for in gazetteers or other works of

reference. But, so far as we are able to judge

from a somewhat careful perusal of his book,

he has omitted no locality or place which plays

a leading part in the economy of nature or in

that of any of the states into which the earth's

surface has been parcelled out. Even thus his

nomenclature is considerable, and there certainly

is no occasion to burden the pupils' memories

with the barren names of towns, provinces, or

rivers whose importance is altogether local, and

which could be introduced only by sacrificing

other matters which it is really essential they

should know. The introductory chapter on the

rudiments of astronomical geography and map

ping is tersely and lucidly written, and deserving

of attentive study, for it lays the foundations

for a proper appreciation of maps, which play so

conspicuous a part in the teacher's geographical

apparatus. In the next chapter, however, the

author appears to us to have wandered some

what away from his subject. His "Sketch

of Historical Geography" fills eighty pages of

a volume not at all too large for an adequate

treatment of the subject to which it is devoted.

Not content with supplying a sketch of the pro

gress of geographical exploration, the author

furnishes a complete abstract of universal his

tory. We might object, too, to the historical

periods which he has adopted, for they mostly

embrace one or more full centuries, and no

notice is taken of the fact that historical events

and the achievements of our great discoverers

are not controlled by the dates of the Gregorian

Calendar. The excision of a considerable por

tion of this chapter, we believe, would enhance

the value of the work. It would throw into

greater relief the leading events of geographical

exploration, and leave space for dealing in a

somewhat more ample manner with our colonies.

The bulk of the volume is devoted to descrip

tive and political geography, and in a condensed

yet readablo form it contains a vast amount

of information on the physical features of the

countries of the world, their climate and pro

ductions, commerce and industry, political in

stitutions, administrative divisions, and leading

towns. A set of maps, coloured so as to distin

guish forest regions, agricultural lands, steppes,

and deserts, forms a welcome addition to this

judiciously planned and carefully written text

book.

The Great Navigators of the Eighteenth Century.

By Jules Verne. With Maps and Illustrations.

(Sampson Low & Co.)

This second volume on " celebrated travels and

travellers" is quite equal to its predecessor

in interest. The accounts furnished of the

voyages of Cook, Bougainville, and other

navigators and explorers are very readable,

and the illustrations numerous and for the most

part selected with judgment. The book cannot,

however, take rank as a scientific work. We

are not prepared to accept the author's state

ment that " D'Anville was the first to construct

a map by scientific methods," nor ean we agree

with him when, only a few lines lower down on

the same page, we are bid remember that his

great countryman "was neither a man of science

nor even well versed in classic authorities."

It is a pity, too, that the French author's quota

tions from English books should have been re

translated, instead of being given in accordance

with the original versions. Many serious errors,

wholly due to the double translation, have

arisen from this practice. Dr. Kippis, for in

stance, is quoted as having said that " the sea

ran so high that the water was above Cape San

Diego, and the vessel was so driven by the

wind that her bowsprit was constantly under

water Dr. Solander was seized with vertigo."

Turning to the pages of Kippis's somewhat tame

narrative of Cook's voyages, we find that "the

tide drove the ship out with so much violence,
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and raised such a sea off Cape St. Diego, that

Bhe frequently pitched, so that the bowsprit was

under water Dr. Solander was seized with a

torpor." There are, besides, many errors in

the spelling of proper names. For " Richter "

. read Richer, for " Delisle de la Ceyere" read

/ Delisle de la Croyere, for "Walknaer" read

Walckenaer, for " Hally " read HaTIey, &c.

TTie Wandering Katnralists: a Story of Adven

ture. By J. A. Lawson. (Remington & Co.)

Some years ago the author of this book tried to

play a practical joke on the reading public by

publishing a fictitious narrative of adventures

in New Guinea in the guise of a true story of

travel. We hardly know whether the present

book is intended as another attempt at a similar

joke, which scarcely bears repetition, or whe

ther it is intended as a story-book for boys.

On the whole, we prefer to believe that it is

designed for the latter purpose, and it may

fairly succeed in interesting boys with a

turn for adventure. The title of the book is a

misnomer ; for the author certainly cannot claim

the title of naturalist, as is shown in many ways

by the very marvellous descriptions which he

gives of the animals of Northern India, many

of which he identities with European species.

The adventures, the scene of which is laid in an

unexplored region of Northern India and the

Himalayas, more especially in Bhotan and

Nepaul, recall forcibly the late performance of

the Hanlon-Lees at a London theatre. Through

out the book the author and his one companion

are seen to fall through one surprising adventure

into another. They meet and slay, or are them

selves mauled by, quite countless tigers, with

boars, bears, cheetahs, and other wild beasts.

The author now sits upon a cobra, not upon its

head, but, with great want of forethought, upon

its tail, so that it inflicts three bites ; now,

unseen by his companion, he falls into a chasm,

so inaccessible that he is on the point of com

mitting suicide to avoid a lingering death by

starvation ; now, the flesh of his calf having

been laid open by a blow from the paw of a

tiger, he sews up the wound himself ; now he

leads laden horses and mules over impossible

bridges, though not always successfully, for the

animals have a knack of falling off these bridges

into measureless abysses. The mules and horses

of the party become almost used to being

crushed by falling rocks or dying in some

equally tragical way. On one occasion the author

was enabled to run his lance through the flanks

of a boar. ' ' The weapon broke, leaving the head

and three feet of the staff sticking in the beast,

which was run through from side to side. Not

withstanding the serious nature of the wound,

its activity was not at all diminished, and its

fierceness seemed considerably increased

After more than an hour of this fiddling work,

the boar made a determined effort to escape,

and broke across country." After these and

innumerable other similar adventures, it is not

surprising to read the writer's statement that

' ' the number of escapes I have myself had

from the jaws of wild creatures is, if I may

say so with a due regard to modesty, extra

ordinary ; and every part of my body is marked

with scars, the result of fights with tigers, bears,

and boars. " Perhaps the most startling adventure

is that told in the following passage. The effect

of the story is much heightened by the abrupt

way in which it is introduced, without any

previous or subsequent allusion to the author's

mental habit. Capt. Lawson, in telling of his

ascent of " the highest mountain in the world,

Mount Everest,"—by the way, it is not the first

time that we have heard of this atithor ascend

ing a " highest mountain in the world,"—says :

" Our view of the snow-capped mountains and

ranges was sublime, but a mass of dark-coloured

clouds hid the valleys below from sight. About

four o'clock in the afternoon we observed that

the sun reflecting on these clouds lit them up

with all the colours of the rainbow. The sight

was marvellous, wonderful, grand. I am not

exaggerating when I say that the effects of it

on my mind were such as to inspire a gravity

I had never experienced before. I was at this

time a very young man, not gifted with much

wisdom, and holding the doctrines of an atheist ;

but I came down from that mountain a firm

believer in a Supreme Being, the majesty of

whose wisdom was inexplicable and awful, and

my conviction was permanent. No greater

testimony, I think, can be given of the grandeur

of the scene which met our view."

Catalogue of Books and Papers relating to Elec

tricity, Magnetism, the Electric Telegraph, <£r. ,

including tlie Ronabls Library. Compiled by

Sir Francis Ronalds, F.R.S. With a Bio

graphical Memoir. Edited by Alfred J.

Frost. (Spon.)

Sir Francis Ronalds left an electrical library

and an electrical catalogue, both of which have

been given to the Society of Telegraph Engineers,

on condition of their publishing the one

and binding the other. They have not been

allowed to make any additions to the catalogue,

so it is now published just as it was left at the

author's death in 1873. It is not a catalogue of

the library merely, but of every electrical work

of which he could learn the title, and contains

13,000 entries arranged in alphabetical order of

authors' names. Sir Francis laboured hard for

many years, both at home and abroad, to make

it as complete as possible, and it forms a

valuable contribution to electrical history. The

printing and editing are well done, and a few

copies have been printed on one side only for

library use.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

By the mail from Zanzibar we learn that Mr.

Thomson, in command of the Royal Geogra

phical Society's expedition, has carried out his

design of exploring the course of the Lukuga

outlet of . Lake Tanganyika. He has followed

the stream for many days' journey downwards,

but was prevented from reaching its junction

with the Congo by the hostility of the natives.

Returning to Mtowa (the London Missionary

Society's new station on the western shores of

the lake), he dismissed a large number of his

native followers, who proceeded to Zanzibar.

With his party thus reduced, and in lighter

marching order, he has started on his long

return journey, via the southern end of Tangan

yika, to Kilava, on the Indian Ocean.

Dr. Lenz has reached Fum el Hosan, a small

town on a tributary of the Wad Draa. Sheikh

Ali received the German traveller kindly, and

promised to forward him to Timbuktu, for

which a caravan was to have started towards the

end of April.

The Algerian journal El Aklibar is concerned

at the progress made by the English factory

recently established at the mouth of the Sakiet

el Hamra, near Cape Juby, and predicts that

England will absorb the whole of the trade of

the Sahara unless France occupies Arguin or

some other locality on the west coast. The

English factory is described as a fort armed with

cannon and enclosing several stone buildings.

A pier has been constructed, and a small steamer

keeps up daily communication with the Canaries.

Commercial relations have been established with

Adrar, Wad Nun, and more distant places, and

the trade is growing in importance. This trans-

Saharan commerce, however, is after all but a

small affair. Dr. Ollive, in the Bulletin of the

Geographical Society of Marseilles, supplies

some interesting particulars on the trade of

Tinduf, the most important emporium for the

commerce between Morocco and Timbuktu.

The Tajakant of that town purchase sugar, tea,

powder, tobacco, English cottons, Ac, in Mo

rocco for export to Timbuktu. At Taudeni the

caravans barter a portion of their merchandise

for salt. At Timbuktu they purchase gold,

slaves, ostrich feathers, and ivory. The great

annual caravan numbers 300 or 400 men, well

armed, and 1,000 to 1,200 camels. It spends

sixty-eight days on the journey from Timbuktu

to Mogador, and imports merchandise to the

value of 31,000?. The ostrich feathers are mostly

exported to London ; the ivory and slaves re

main in Morocco. The freight for a hundred

weight of merchandise amounts to Gl.

Prof. H. Fritz, in a paper to be published in

the forthcoming number of the Oeographische

Mittheilungcn, deals with the "variability in

the volume of rivers." Berghaus and others

since his time had asserted that the volume of

European rivers was steadily decreasing, and

they ascribed this phenomenon mainly to the

destruction of forests. The author of the present

paper carefully considers this question, and

arrives at quite a different conclusion. Accord

ing to him the volume fluctuates with the quan

tity of rain, but in no European river can a

diminution be traced since the beginning of the

century.

' Johnston's Half-Crown National Atlas ' (W.

& A. K. Johnston) consists of thirty-two quarto

maps, neatly printed and accompanied by an

index of names. The features of the ground

are merely indicated by bold black lines, in

tended to mark the direction of mountain

ranges. This expeditious method is not without

its advantages, but in the present instance these,

lines have been engraved somewhat at haphazard,

and we must assume either that the author has

been very careless or that his knowledge of

physical geography is somewhat limited. On

the map of Europe, for instance, we miss the

range of the Alps which stretches to Vienna,

the Little Carpathians, and the Tatra.

We have received Parts XII. to XV. of the

now edition of Stieler's ' Hand-Atlas. ' The maps

of Asia and North-western Germany, as well as

a sheet illustrative of the distribution of land

and water (by H. Berghaus), havobeen expressly

engraved for this edition. Of the excellence

of Vogel's new map of Germany we have spoken

before. Asia, by Habenicht, is fully entitled

to a place in this set of maps. It is coloured

politically, but the depth of the sea is indicated by

tints, and several other physical features have

been introduced with much judgment. We once

more draw attention to the praiseworthy practice

of attaching the names of compilers, draughts

men, and engravers to the maps issued by Herr

Perthes. We should liko English publishers to

imitate this example.

SOCIETIES.

Archaeological Institute.—July 1.—The Lord

Talbot de Malahide in the chair.—Mr. B. Lewis read

a paper 'On Autiquities in the Museum at Palermo.'

After some introductory remarks on the history of

Sicily nud the monuments of the various races that

have occupied it, Mr. Lewis invited attention to the

following objects: — 1. A bronze caducens from

Imachara, bearing the inscription IMAXAPAION

AAM02ION ; it may be compared with a herald's

staff from I<onganus in the British Museum. 2.

Three lions' heads, used as gargoyles, from a temple

at Himera ; they belong to the best period of Greek

art. and. while there is a general resemblance, differ

in details. 3. Urseco-Koman mosaics from the Piazza

Vittoria, Palermo, discovered in the year 18(>8. The

grand mosaic appears to be nearly contemporary

with those at Pompeii. It contains many mytho

logical subjects ; amongst them the heads of Apollo

and Neptune are the finest. The representations of

the seasons are like Ceres, Flora, and Pomona at

Corinium. In the same building was discovered a

mosaic in which Orpheus is portrayed surrounded

by birds and beasts. The workmanship in this case

is inferior, and suggests the age of the Antonines as.

a probable date. 4. A Byzantine gold ring found

at Syracuse, with a sacred personage (Christ or the

Virgin .') standing between an emperor and empress.

This device occupies the bezel, and round it are

the words + OOwTIAONEYAOKIACECTE*-

ANOCAUHMAC. Outside the hoop of the ring

are seven facets, each containing a scene from the

Gospel history, viz., the Annunciation, Visitation of

Elizabeth, Nativity, Adoration of the Magi, Baptism

of Christ. Kcce Homo, and Women at the Sepulchre.

Salinas says that Eudocia mentioned in the motto is

wife of Heraclius I., but seems more likely that
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Eudocia Macrembolitissa is intended, and that the

ring commemorates her marriage with Romanus

Diogenes. According to this supposition, the ring

should be assigned to the latter part of the eleventh

century.—Mr. F. C. J. Spurrell gave an account of

implements and chips from the floor of a palaeolithic

flint workshop at Crayford, Kent, and showed in

the clearest manner, from the flint objects which he

exhibited, that he had found a spot£ a “palaeo

lithic man” sat down on the then sandy foreshore

and fashioned his weapons. Having done his work,

the man appears to have been disturbed either by

an enemy, a storm, or beasts, and never returned to

claim his property. The evidences of his handicraft

had, however, been most skilfully again brought

together by Mr. Spurrell, who showed not only the

manner of the man's proceedings, but also the tools

he worked with, which were found on the same site.

—Mr. W. M. F. Petrie exhibited and explained a

large series of plans of earthworksand stone remains

in Kent, Wiltshire, and Cornwall.–Mr. W. T. Watkin

sent some notes and photographs illustrating recent

discoveries at Maryport and Beckfoot.—Mr. J. Night

ingale exhibited a pair of large wooden stirrups,

bound with iron, of the sixteenth century, from the

Spanish main, and another pair of open ironwork

footed stirrups of the same period.—Mr. W. J. B.

Smith sent a repoussé steel knee-cap, representing

a lion's face, with engraved and etched details.

RoyAL, INSTITUTION.—July 5.—G. Busk, Esq.,

Treas. and V.P., in the chair.–Messrs. W. H. Hudle

ston, R. Johnson, H. O. Lindsay-Bucknall, C. H.

Linklater, C. Montefiore, and S. Winkworth were

elected Members.

QUEKETT MICRoscoPICAL.—June 25.—Dr. T. S.

Cobbold, President, in the chair.—Nominations for

officers to be elected at the ensuing annual meeting

were made, and notices given as to some proposed

alterations in the by-laws.-Several short communi

cations by Mr. J. Debey were read by the Secretary.

—A new paraboloid gas slide, devised by Dr. Ed

munds, was exhibited and described.-Mr. R. T.

Lewis read a note On some Peculiarities in the

Pygidium of a Flea, and presented some drawings

* the same in illustration.—A new swinging sub

stage was described by Mr. M'Kenzie.—Mr. W. H.

Gilburt read a paper. On the Histology of the Pitcher

Plant, illustrating the subject by numerous diagrams.

-The President read Some further Observations

on Filariae, by Dr. Manson, in continuance of the

subject opened at the meeting in February last;

also, some short papers and translations bearing upon

the same subject by eminent continental helmin

thologists.—The President remarked that it was

curious to find that the hearts of birds as well as of

carnivora were found literally crowded with nema

toid worms, and he exhibited a bottle containing

a number of the hearts of Chinese magpies which

were very obviously so infested.

SoCIETY OF BIBLICAL ARCHAEoLoGY.—July 6–

Dr. S. Birch, President, in the chair.—The following

communication was read by the author, “The Hittité

Monuments.' by Prof. A. H. Sayce.—A communica

tion from M. Terrien de Lacouperie, ‘On the Common

£n of the Akkadian and Chinese Writing, was
read.—The Rev. J. N. Strassmaier communicated

the translation of a contract tablet of the seven

teenth year of Nabonidus.–Mr. R. Cull contributed

“Remarks on the Form and Function of the Infini

tive Mood in the Assyrian Language.'

LIBRARY AssociaTION.—July 2.—Mr. R. Harri

son, Treasurer, in the chair.–A paper by Mr.

... E. A. Axon was read, the subject being

‘The Poetry of Bibliomania. , Besides the well

known versifications of Dr. Dibdin, Dr. F. Ferriar

(the zealous member of the Manchester Literar

and Philosophic Society), and Mr. J. Haslewood,

specimens were given of anonymous and pseudony

mous verses, some of which were very quaint.—An

excellent Catalogue, by Mr. Knapman, of the Library

of the Pharmaceutical Society was exhibited.

SPELLING REFORM, AssocIATION.—July 6.—Mr.

C. B. Arding in the chair.—Mr. H. Woollen read a

paper “On Speech-Production : its Proximate Bases

and Symbols, which was intended as a contribution

to the settlement of some points still doubtful in

phonetics. After describing the organs of speech,

the lecturer discussed the formation of vowels and

consonants, laying special emphasis upon what ap

peared to him to be the basal sounds, and the influ

ence of accentuation in modifying the basal sounds

into those of actual speech. A principal point of

interest was the lecturer's novel resolution of the

vowels, which, however, was not unsupported by

authority, and in some essential points resembled

that effected by the Hindu grammarians for San

scrit. The lecture was illustrated with numerous

tabies and diagrams, and excited considerable in

terest among the audience.

$cience (50.55ip.

MR. MIVART is preparing a monograph on

the Cat, “an introduction to the study of

backboned animals.” Mr. Murray is the pub

lisher.

A PETITION from the medical profession is to

be presented to Parliament shortly, praying for

the revival of the Medical School at Oxford,

which is now practically in abeyance.

AMONG the papers in Part I. of Philosophical

Transactions for the present year, just pub

lished, a few are of especial interest. Capt.

Noble and Mr. Abel give the second instalment

of their ‘Researches on Explosives: Fired Gun

powder. ‘On the Determination of the Rate

of Vibration of Tuning Forks’ is contributed

by Prof. M'Leod and Lieut. Clarke of Cooper's

Hill College. Messrs. W. De La Rue and

Müller carry their “Experimental Researches

on the Electric Discharge with the Chloride of

Silver Battery’ to a third part, including

‘Tube-Potential, and Potential at a Constant

Distance and under Various Pressures, to which

they add “Remarks on the Nature and Pheno

mena of the Electric Arc.” Prof. C. Niven, a

recently elected F.R.S., has a paper ‘On the

Conduction of Heat in Ellipsoids of Revolution”;

and the part ends with the first section of

Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert's ‘Agricultural,

Botanical, and Chemical Results of Experiments

on the Mixed Herbage of Permanent Meadow,'

conducted for more than twenty years in suc

cession on the same land.

Two eggs of the great auk, discovered in an

old private collection in Edinburgh, were sold

by Mr. J. C. Stevens on Friday, the 2nd inst.,

and fetched 100l. and 102 guineas respectively.

MR. CAREY LEA, of Philadelphia, has commu

nicated to the American Philosophical Society

a paper “On Substances possessing the Power

of developing the Latent Photographic Image.’

The most active agents were found to be the

borate, phosphate, sulphide, and oxalate of iron,

respectively, dissolved, the phosphate in neutral,

oxalate of ammonium, and the others in neutral

oxalate of potassium. -

THE official return gives the value of diamonds

exported from the South African diamond fields

in 1879 as 3,685,610l., the value of those obtained

in 1878 being 3,084,7111.

DR. ANGUs SMITH brought before the Man

chester Geological Society on Tuesday, the 29th

ult., what he calls a “spark tube” for detecting

inflammable gas in collieries. Producing ignition

by the compression syringe is well known. Into

a tube similarly arranged, the bottom of it being

of strong glass, some spongy platinum was

placed. The syringe was filled with air in any

suspected place, and the piston, being driven

home powerfully, ignited the gas if any were

present. By this instrument 21 per cent. of

marsh gas had been detected.

PROF. BAEYER has discovered and patented a .

method of obtaining artificial indigo, which is to

be worked on a commercial scale by the Baden

Aniline Company. The indigo is obtained from

chloride of isatine, which is produced from
benzole.

PROF. SoPHUs TROMHoLT, of Bergen, has been

organizing a system for observing the aurora

borealis in Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, and

he desires to extend it to Iceland and to Great

Britain. There are reasons for believing that

we are approaching a period of maximum

auroreal coruscations, and Prof. Tromholt is

desirous of enlisting observers on the same

system as he has introduced into Scandinavia.

The necessary instructions will be sent to any

one applying to him at Bergen before the end

of August.

M. JANSSEN brought before the Académie

des Sciences on June 24th some examples of

a curious reversal of the photographic image.

With a certain length of exposure a negative

image is obtained, but if the exposure is pro

longed this image disappears, and a positive one

results. This is, we believe, due entirely to the

reduction by the actinic rays of the oxide of

silver formed in the first place, and the develop

ment of metallic silver as the result.

FINE ARTS

-

INSTITUTE of PAINTERs in WATER Corot its —the Forty

SIXTH ANNUAL Exili Bit 10N is Now OPEN, from Nine till lousk.

-Admission, 1s; Quilogue: 6d.

Gallery, 53, Pall Mall, S.W. H. F PHILLIPs, Secretary.

ExHIBITION or WoRKs of ART in BLACK and WHITE,

Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, consisting of Drawings,

Etchings, and Engravings. 01 EN DAILY from Ten till Six-Admis

slon, 1s., Catalogue, 6d. R. F. M“NAIR, Sec.

DoRp's GREAt works, ‘Chitist LEAVING the PRM toRIUM,'

• ChitisT ENTERING JERUSALEM, and . The BRAZEN SE1.1°ENT"

(the£ completed, each 33 '. 22 feet, with ‘Dream of Pilate's

wife,' ‘Soldiers of the Cross. “Night of the Crucifixion,' ' House of

Caiaphas,' &c., at the DoRE GALLERY, 33, New Bond Street. 10aily,

Ten to Six.-is.

Le Costume au Moyen Age d'après les Sceaux.

Par G. Demay. (Paris, Dumoulin.)

M. DEMAY, “Archiviste aux Archives

Nationales,” is a great authority on the

subject he has chosen, and this book is a

first-rate contribution to our knowledge of

costume. He writes clearly, and with that

enthusiasm which enables a learned man

to compress valuable matter into the smallest

space possible if the work is to be readable. l.

Others have written upon seals “au point

de la vue diplomatique”; some have treated

them as heraldic records; and many have

occasionally borrowed details concerning

costume from them. But we do not know

that any one has treated seals alone as

sources of information on costume with

anything like our author's completeness.

The subject is so rich that it would

supply half-a-dozen volumes like this

one, and as well furnished with capital

drawings. The figures on seals vary

most oddly. The Evil One himself occurs

in the seals of the Dean of St. Marcel,

1284, and of the Abbey of Cerisy, 1222;

Satan quits the mouth of a man pos

sessed in the seal of the Abbey of St.

Tibéry, 1303. It is difficult to say what

a diligent inquirer might not find in

les sceaux. The seal of Pamiers, 1267,

shows the soul of St. Anthony de Pamiers

afloat in a barque, attended by two angels

in the form of birds; the sigillary of the

redoubtable Roger de Quincy, second Earl

of Winchester, shows him in the act of com

bating a lion, and doubtless symbolizes the

strength of his religious faith, but in later

times this seal became the foundation of a

story of a veritable combat. In his curious

paper on the descent of the earldom of Lin

coln, Mr. J. Gough Nichols figured the

vesica-shaped seal of Hawise de Quincy,

Countess of Lincoln, 1232, which, besides

the mascles of her husband's ancient name,

bears the impress of an inserted Gnostic

gem of still greater antiquity. Henry de

Lacy, Earl of Lincoln, who gave his name

to Lincoln's Inn, is represented on his

seal charging in battle while standing in

the stirrups, and bending his head below

the margin of his shield. On the housings

of the horse are the rampant lions of his

earldom. The untimely fate of his two sons

had to do with the course of English history.

The elder was accidentally drowned in the

well of Denbigh Castle; the other fell from

one of the towers of Pontefract while at

tempting to run round the battlements.

Earl Henry's heir, Alice, married Thomas
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minous toga-like mantle.

of Lancaster, Derby, Leicester, Lincoln,

and Salisbury. Defeated at Borough

bridge, he for his liberty offered his captor

one of these five earldoms, but he was be

headed at Pontefract in 1322. The inherit

ance of the Countess Alice passed to her

husband's nephew, Henry, Earl of Lancaster,

and helped to make up the great appanage

of his namesake who became Henry IV.

The seal of Hawise de Quincy was not

the only one which included an antique gem.

Among other instances are those which M.

Demay has pointed out. The Carlovingian

kings bore the effigies of antique gods in

their sigilla; Charlemagne employed the

head of M. Aurelius, and, later, that of Se

rapis; Pepin f. stamped with a head of

Augustus; Louis leI' used that of

Commodus; Lothaire I, the figure of Alex

ander Severus. Artistically speaking there

was not very much to be said for these

antique works. On the other hand, a large

proportion of the mediaeval seals are not

only masterpieces of beautiful design, but

delicate in their execution. The graceful

ness of such figures is charming, and the

draperies they wear are most elegant. Scores

of instances must be known to every student

of seals, more than enough to make us wonder

why some accomplished critic has not con

sidered seals from the artistic point of view,

which, except incidentally, is not the inten

tion of M. Demay. Not only have such relics

an intrinsic charm, but they perfectly illus

trate the state of sculpture in the days of

their execution. For example, the seated

figure of Louis Hutin, 1315, could hardly

have a finer cast of drapery, the attitude

could hardly be more stately. There is

characteristic portraiture in the effigy of

Louis XII., 1498, fig. 29. With all the

quaintness in the execution of the form

of Adèle de Champagne, third wife of

Louis le Jeune, 1190 (see fig. 31), the style

of the design is good. The seal of Alix

de Nesle, fig. 34, is a capital example of

sculpture of the first decade of the fourteenth

century, of which the effigies of Queen

Eleanor of Castile on the famous crosses, the

brass of Joan de Cobham, and an effigy in St.

Denis are admirable specimens. The figure

of Yolande of Flanders, No. 35, 1373, dis

plays the progress of sculpture, and is almost

identical with the weepers about the tomb of

John of Eltham. Very beautiful is the figure

of Jeanne de France, 1336, fig. 54, standing

in the attitude of Queen Eleanor, holding

with one hand her sceptre, with the other the

band of her mantle. This was a favourite

action (see the sceaux of Yolande of Bre

tagne, No. 43, and Perrenelle de Maubis

son, No. 42, 1247). No sculptor of the best

time of the Renaissance designed a more

graceful statue than the effigies, No. 57,

of Jeanne, Lady de Sainte-Croix, 1286, a

date which may stand for the flowering time

of the loveliest Gothic art.

Among the curiosities of manners dis

played in M. Demay's book, we may notice

that Adèle, Countess of Soissons, rode astride

while hawking in 1186, and wore a volu

Alix, Duchess of

Brabant, went hawking and hunting, but

she rode in a side saddle, 1260, while twenty

years earlier the lady of Pierre-Pertuse

mounted a pillion, but rode alone. The

swords of Louis I., Count of Flanders,

1322, and others are secured from the

ommels to the wearers’ breast armour

y strong chains, and this is the case with

Philip de Rouvre, Duke of Burgundy,

1361, and John I., Duke of Lorraine. The

lozenge shape, which still distinguishes the

escutcheon of a lady from that of a man,

has been noticed by our author so long ago

as 1262, for Isabelle de St. Vrain thus en

closed her two-headed eagle; Jeanne de

Bourbon, Countess of Auvergne, did the

like in 1504.

M. Demay, writing on costume, and not

on seals per se, has wisely classified his

records, not with regard to their sources, but

according to his intention to illustrate each

article of dress or weapon or furniture. He

begins with a very interesting introductory

chapter on gold, silver, tin, lead (used by

the Popes), bronze, and wax seals; fashions

and usages in respect to colouring the

wax are not neglected; then follow notes

on the use of the imprints when they were

made, the means adopted for their preserva

tion in boxes of iron, wood, ivory, and tex

tiles or chemises. We are next led to con

sider the forms of seals, round, ogival, oval,

shield-shaped, polygonal, or otherwise; the

filatures which secured them to the docu

ments they attested and the modes of secur

ing each to each come next. The use of

counter-seals, secreta, and the custody of

seals are all discussed, and some notes are

given on the authenticity of seals; “Teste

sigillo,” “Tesmoing mon scel ci mis,” are

the usual forms of attestation.

Common in classical antiquity were

the tickets of admission to circuses and

amphitheatres. These are frequently little

“squeezes” of baked clay, the material

having been pressed into moulds bearing

the effigies appropriated to certain stages,

as tiers of seats in the theatre, or such as

were proper to the city to which each be

longed. For example, an elephant stood

for one place or tier, an eagle for another.

On the back of many of these tickets are to

be seen the imprints of the thumbs of the

makers, veritable signs-manual of classical

antiquity—marks of thumbs that perished

two thousand years ago. In mediaeval

practice something that is still more curious

OCCull'S:

“Quelquefois l'empreinte seule des doigts

remplaçait l'image gravée d'un sceau. Nous

lisons dans le registre du Trésor des chartes

coté J J 170, No. 108: ‘Et scellées en cire

vermeille oil la jointe de l'un de ses dois fut

emprainte sans autre signet'; tandis que dans

certaines circonstances on accompagnait le sceau

d'un symbole particulier, de poils de barbe,

d'un fêtu.”

As to the use of straws, we observe that it

was no uncommon practice to attach seals

to documents by their aid.

So much for signs-manual proper, but we

have not found in M. Demay's book any

reference to a very interesting and pathetic

circumstance connected with the seals which

are attached to many documents, the peculiar

nature of which adds prodigiously to the

attraction of a study of seals, either as

regards their historical or their artistic

characters. The thumb-mark of a slave of

the amphitheatre is by no means without

interest. What, then, shall we think of im

pressions made with their own hands of the

secreta of Charlemagne and St. Louis? M.

Demay records how carefully seals were kept.

We know how “Master Roger,” Vice-Chan

cellor of Richard I., being wrecked at sea,

was found dead with the royal secretum tied

round his neck. We know that a certain

faithful servant of a great king, being trusted

with the private signet of the monarch, on

hearing of the death of the latter instantly

cast the seal into the sea. Owners of seals

guarded them as almost sacred, and used

them with their own hands. How great,

then, is the interest of the imprint of St.

Louis's signet or that of Charlemagne, to

say nothing of innumerable other such

relics |

One of the rights of the Priory de la

Saussaie, near Willejuif, was that of in

heriting the matrices of the royal seals after

the death of a sovereign. The matrix of the

seal of Charles the Bold is preserved at

Berne, likewise that of the grand bâtard

Antoine.

Michael Angelo, Lionardo da Vinci, and

Raphael. By C. Clément. Translated by Louisa

Corkran. (Seeley & Co.)—This is a spirited

and complete translation of a work which was

originally published in 1861, and has since been -

reprinted. The book has been revised, and new

notes added. In some respects it is, even now,

a little behind the state of knowledge in the

present day. This is particularly obvious in the

excellent and comprehensive introductory essay.

The three biographies are rather memoirs and

criticisms than simply lives of the painters, and

they are good examples of their kind. They

will prove agreeable to the general reader as

well as to the already informed student who

is not an artist. Eight illustrations include

two capital transcripts from Raphael by Marc

Antonio, and fac - similes from drawings by

Leonardo are suitable and welcome. It is a

pity, however, that some competent person has

not revised Miss Corkran's pages. We turn

to p. 48, and find a reference –just as the

author left it—to the “Madonna and Infant

Christ, St. John the Baptist, and Angels, as

“the admirable picture in tempera, which a

short time ago [1857 l) was the great attraction

in the Exhibition at Manchester.” Again,

in the catalogue, p. 307, of M. Angelo's

works, this picture is spoken of in just terms,

but it is said to be “at Mr. Labouchere's, Stoke

Park.” This was not quite correct even in 1861,

for it was in 1859 that Mr. Labouchere became

Lord Taunton. He died long since, and the

picture was bought ten years ago by the nation,

so that it is now No. 809 in-the National

Gallery! Again, on p. 313 the famous bas-relief

which Buonarrotti executed for Taddeo Taddei,

and which belonged to Wicwar the painter, is

described as “now in the National Gallery,

London.” It certainly once was in Trafalgar

Square and in the National Gallery building,

but it belonged then, as now, to the Royal

Academicians, and left Trafalgar Square with

its owners. In the catalogue of Raphael's

works, p. 329, a beautiful drawing in red chalk, a

so-called “lavis,” representing “The Vices shoot

ing at Innocence, is said to be in the National

Gallery, whereas it has long been an important

feature of the royal collection at Windsor. M.

Clément doubtless now knows more about the

‘Mona Lisa’ of Da Vinci than when he wrote

about the reputed “restorations” of that picture,

and did not notice that it has been rubbed. In

the catalogue of Raphaels the pen sketch of the

‘Dream of the Young Knight' is said to be in

the National Gallery, but not a word is said

about the far more important picture for which

it was made, and which is in the same frame in

Trafalgar Square. To our surprise the same

page, 360, speaks of a ‘Portrait of a Young

Man’ in the Kensington Museum as one of the

works of Raphael. These are obvious errors,
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but they are not all, and the whole book needs

revising so as to mclude those facts, and the

inferences to be drawn from them, which it is

the pride and glory of modern artistic archseo-

logy to have employed itself upon, not unfre-

quently to very little profit. M. Clement,

although happy in the logical consequences he

draws from his knowledge and his impressions, is

not well grounded in technical matters, and is

a little out of his depth now and then, so that

unconsciously, as usual in such cases, he writes

more like a dilettante professor than a painter,

and is not a safe guide in darksome ways. For

instance, at p. 342 he speaks of Lord Suffolk's

' La Vierge aux Rochers ' as " a very fine copy

or duplicate [of the picture in the Louvre],

which some persons consider original " ( !). Again,

he says the MSS. of Da Vinci are " hardly

legible." We frequently read of "Mr. Wood-

burn's Collection " as if it still existed ; nume

rous details of this class are out of date. On

p. 352 we read of the London Gallery of the

Fine Arts as the place of deposit for the cartoon

of St. Anne by Da Vinci. We read a transla

tion of a well-known name in " Jean-Jacques-

Trivulce." On p. 312, the group, the ' Virgin

and Child,' in the church at Bruges, is spoken

of in terms which show that M. Clement had

not, when they were written, so far cultivated

his aesthetic sense as he should do, and he was

not aware of the latest particulars of this group.

Notwithstanding these anachronisms and short

comings, the spirit of the book is so sound and

good, and the author's tasto so sensitive and his

judgment so just, that we should not hesitate

to place it in the hands of any young amateur

—any one desiring to inform himself about

Michael Angelo, Leonardo, and Raphael.

Our Own Country, Descriptive, Historical,

Pictorial. Illustrated. (Cassell & Co.)—This

is the second volume of an interesting popular

work, remarkable for the judgment exercised

in selecting historical and pictorial subjects for

illustration by pen and pencil, and for the bright

ness and clearness of the letter-press as well as

the woodcuts. The chosen subjects comprise

Chester, Charnwood, Bedford, Durham, Derby

shire, the Menai Straits, Skye, the Wye, Cam

bridge, Exmoor, and the like. Each section is

enriched with neatwoodcutsof well-chosen scenes.

Notes by Mr. Raskin on Samuel Front and

William Hunt. Illustrated with Autotypes.

(The Fine-Art Society.)—This handsome volume

is a reprint of notes on drawings exhibited lately

in Now Bond Street, and it is accompanied by

photographic fac-siiniles from fifteen drawings

by Prout and five by W. Hunt. It is a

handsome volume, but it ranges badly with a

former issue by the same publishers, containing

Mr. Ruskin's Notes on his Turner Drawings,

which we reviewed last year. We are com

pelled to differ from Mr. Ruskin's estimate of

Prout, believing that he rates that dexterous

drawing-master beyond his merits. A graceful

anecdote the author relates of his own youth

probably accounts for this. His bias is due to

memories of his boyish admiration for a draw

ing of Prout's which hung in "the old house

at home." This difference of opinion does not

forbid us from admiring the exquisite critical

sense the author displays in dealing "with his

own impressions of Prout and the character

istics of that artist. On the other hand, we

agree heartily with the opinions Mr. Ruskin

has expressed about Hunt's works, and differ

from him only in ranking tho painter still

higher than he has done. There is much more

to be said for Hunt as a pathetic designer in a

fine though homely and simple mood than is

said here. Our estimate of Hunt as a humourist,

not a caricaturist, is very high : we could

hardly expect Mr. Ruskin to admire such a

quality, but surely no criticism of the artist

ought to be without any recognition of it. The

following remark, on a drawing of Hunt's re

presenting an old man praying, is true and finely

put ; it is described as one of the ' ' tilings that

the old painterwas himself unspeakablyblessed in

having power to do." This is almost as good as

Hunt saying in a reverential mood of himself,

"I feel really frightened when I sit down to

paint a flower." The author's analysis of Hunt's

technique has all that exquisite acumen and

power which, it appears to us, is wanting in

his estimate of Prout. Within its range how

true and just is the following criticism on a

drawing called 'Tho Butterfly':—"Now this

little brown-red butterfly is a piece of real

painting ; and it is as good as Titian or anybody

else ever did. And if you can enjoy it you can

enjoy Titian and all other good painters ; and if

you can't see anything in it, you can't see any

thing in them, and it is all affectation and pre

tence to say that you care about them. And

with this butterfly, in the drawing I put first,

please look at the mug and loaf in the one I

have put last, of the Hunt series, No. 171. The

whole art of painting is in that mug—as the

fisherman's genius was in the bottle. If you

can feel how beautiful it is, how ethereal, how

heathery and heavenly, as well as to the utmost

muggy, you have an eye for colour, and can

enjoy heather, heaven, and everything else

below and above." The photographs in this

book are admirable.

Illustrated Catalogue of the Paris Salon, 1880.

Published under the direction of M. F. G. Dumas.

(British and Foreign Artists' Association.)—

This is the English version of the second issue

of a serial of which we lately noticed the first

issue in French, referring to the Salon of 1879.

It contains nearly four hundred reproductions

in fac-simile of drawings made for the book by

the artists whose works are represented. These

include pictures, drawings, and sculptures, and

they have the inestimable advantage of giving,

so far as they go, autographic expressions of

the motives of the larger number of the

artists who have supplied the Salon with

its greatest attractions. Here is a collec

tion of excellent memoranda, by aid of which

the student may refresh his memory of the

designs, compositions, and incidents of the

works which he saw this year in the Champs

Elysees. So much praise, and it is great, may

be freely given to a very acceptable book

—a work the difficulty of producing which

no one who has not had to deal with the

thousand-and-one interests, whims, piques, and

passions of artists is in a position to estimate

fairly. The serpent, whose wisdom is pro

verbial, must be a perfect fool to M. Dumas,

who has succeeded so far as this volume attests

he has done. On the other hand, we are bound

to say that the reproductions are frequently of

a most limited kind, generally bare, if spirited

and spontaneous, outlines of the examples,

and lack the proper and nobler elements of

the pictures. For example, M. Chabry's

sketch of his 'Au Mois d'Aout h Valiere,' a

landscape of the most gorgeous enamel-like

coloration, most forceful contrasts of tone

and light and shade, is no better than a dia

gram. The effect and chiaroscuro of the

pictures are almost invariably absent. In short,

good as these diagrams' are, they serve to show

not only how much has been done, but that

more has yet to be achieved, and that the art of

making complete memoranda of pictures on a

small scale has yet to be brought into general

use. It may be done, and M. Dumas's con

tributors are in tho right way. Wo need hardly

add to our testimony of admiring wonder at the

success of the editor who has secured the aid

of so many artists by saying that tho absence

of transcripts of a considerable number of good

pictures testifies how, in some cases, even he

has failed.

The AH of Fan Painting. By Madame la

Baronne Delamardelle. Translated by G. A.

Bouvier. (Lechertier, Barbe & Co.)—This is

an artists' colourman's price list, with a few notes

added on the history and uses of fans, and very

brief instructions as to the modes of painting

those dainty articles. Some of the instructions

are exquisitely primitive, e.g., "Trees on fans

do not resemble a bit those trees painted after

the laws of nature." We are not quite sure we

understand this fragment. The next is plainer,

but surely not infallible :—" The representa

tion of water looks well on a fan. It is always

done horizontally, excepting, however, when it

is a waterfall or spring." Temerarious critics

might demand of Madame la Baronne Delamar-

deDe, " How about the sea in a storm ? "

NOTES FROM ATHENS.

June 28, 1880.

The Archaeological Society has lately recom

menced the excavations at Dipylum at the

ancient cemetery "of the Ceramicus. " Till the

other day the researches yfelded nothing of

interest ; the Society, however, continued to lay

bare a considerable mass of earth which covered

a double wall, which appears to have formed

part of the rampart of the town. One of these

walls was most carefully built, but the other,

which was in front of it and ran parallel to it,

is not so well constructed. But two weeks ago a

monument of great value was found. This is a

funeral stele, which served as cover to a water

conduit, broken unluckily at the top and oni;he

right side, at a height of about two metres. In

the centre is sculptured a great vase, which is

shaped like a hydria : on the left is a KyjKvdos

of very small dimensions. On the right is seen

the foot only of a third vase, which formed, no

doubt, a pendant to the bottle on the left.

Above is a bandlet in the form of a garland ; in

the left corner is suspended an alabastrum. The

large vase is decorated with a bas-relief repre

senting a farewell. A young man standing

erect before a horse holds two lances of un

equal length, and gives his right hand to an old

man, behind whom is a draped child. Above

this bas-relief is read—

HavaiTios 'A/ia£avTe[i.'s].

Upon the Ai;ki'#os is represented a child, who

runs trundling a hoop. The work on these two

bas-reliefs is careful, and belongs to a good

epoch of Greek art. The characters of the

inscription belong to the first half of the fourth

century.

Another piece of sculpture has been found

lately in some excavations undertaken near the

Military Hospital, in the street which leads to

Phalerum. It iB a statue of a Maenad, who is

lying asleep upon a rock. It is made of white

Pentelic marble, and the excution, although

of Roman times, is very careful, and is marked

by many excellent points. Tho figure lies on her

right side, and above her one sees a panther's

skin, and the head of the animal is hung at

the corner. Her hair is very carefully executed,

and the tresses divided with great art ; her eyes

are closed. In the same locality has been dis

covered an ancient altar. Since formerly the

dibris of a great house were found here, it is

believed that this statue belonged to somo

wealthy owner.

Other very interesting relics have been found

by a German architect, Herr Bohn, at the

entrance to the Acropolis, wliere he was making

purely scientific researches. They consist of a

new fragment of the balustrade which bordered

tho terrace of the Temple of Nike Apteros.

This fragment, like those previously known,

represents a Victory. The face looks almost

straight to the front ; the wings are extended,

the right leg slightly advanced. The head is

missing, and the upper part of the body is much

injured. At the same place has been unearthed

a little statue of Victory, of which the moulage

is in one of the museums of Athens, and which

was supposed to be lost ; but the head has dis

appeared. At the same time Herr Bohn has

removed almost all the earth accumulated on

the slope of tho Propylesa, and he has laid bare

tho rock at the lelt of tho lateral staircase.

Besides this, he has opened a trench at the
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foot of the gate, and of the wall of which it

forms the centre. Near the gate, on tho

right, at a depth of half a metre, there has been

found embedded in the wall a bas-relief of small

dimensions, representing a quadriga, in a perfect

state of preservation. The charioteer is perched

before the car on the pole, while a young

warrior in the rear Beems to be in the act of

placing his foot on the ground. Another fragment,

found near the wall, represents, in relief, a ser

pent, which coils itself round an olive tree laden

with fruit. It is supposed to represent tho

serpent of the Erechtheum.

At the same time with the discoveries made

at Athens, two others, of some importance, have

to be mentioned. The one is the discovery at

the Piraeus, quite close to the Bay of Zea, of the

theatre mentioned in Xenophon (Uellen. ii. 4),

quite distinct from that of Munychia, the ruins

of which are to be seen much further on to the

north-east of Zea. On this find I put otf writing

for the present, as the excavations are still in

progress, and I pass on to the discovery made

in the island of Paros.

At Parikia, the principal port of Paros, the

company which works the quarries was digging

for a railway. In a field near the Monastery

Hecatontapyliani has been found an ancient

cemetery, which contains numbers of sarcophagi

and bas-reliefs in a very good style of art. In

the sarcophagi have been found several skele

tons, ancient vases, and various ornaments.

Unfortunately the excavations have been sus

pended, because over the ancient cemetery is

situated the modern, and it has to be removed.

M. P. Lambroh.

BALM.

Messrs. Christie, Manson & Woods sold,

last week, the following pictures and water-

colour drawings. Drawings : D. Cox, A Hay-

field, 79/. ; A View in Wales, with Castle and

Peasant with Sheep, 88/.; A Gipsy Encamp

ment, 90/. ; A Hayfield, 50/. G. Barrett, Tra

velling Peasants, near the Coast, 55/. P. De

Wint, A Lake Scene, 69/. Pictures : Bernardo

Caneletti, View of Dresden, 178/. ; The Com

panion, 189/. G. Poussin, A Landscape, with

Apollo and the Muses, 183/. A. Cuyp, Portrait

of the Artist's Father, 110/.

.dfhu-girt ©ossip.

Mr. Dvall, the curator of the Walker Art

Gallery at Liverpool, writes:—"I see in the

' Fine - Art Gossip ' column of last week's

Atheiueum that the Dundee Exhibition made

sales last year to the amount of 10,000/. In

making this statement you have no doubt been

misled by the wording of the Dundee advertise

ment inviting artists to contribute, in which is

given tho amount of 10,000/. as the result of

two years' sales. No provincial exhibition sold

10,000/. worth last year as far as I know ; the

only one that approached that sum was the

Liverpool Corporation Exhibition, the sales

there amounting to 9,159/. 15<."

A Return to an Order of the House of Lords

has been published, and comprises resolutions

of the Trustees of the National Gallery, with

remarks on the same by the Director in respect

to the proposed increase in the public usefulness

of tho institution. The Trustees recommend

the abolition or considerable modification of the

practice of closing the Gallery in the autumn,

provided the staff is increased commensurately

to the public demands. They see no objection i

to extending the hours of admission during the

summer on a similar condition. They deprecate

the indiscriminate admission of the public on

the students' days, because that practice might

endanger the pictures and would cause great in

convenience to the students. But, if the Govern

ment desires to curtail the privileges of the

students, the Trustees are willing to consider

and report on the subject. Mr. Burton says

that, as everybody already knew was the fact,

the extension is purely a financial question.

He agrees with the Trustees that an extension

of hours of opening the Gallery during the

summer would be unattended with benefit,

because that class of tho public in whose

favour this would be done would least use it

in practice. Ho energetically urges tho claims

of tho students to those facilities which

were given them 43 essential conditions at the

foundation of the Gallery, to deprive them

of which would be to depart from one of

the purposes of such an institution, and limit

the means provided for direct artistic edu

cation. The easels would be in the way of

the visitors and endanger the pictures if the

public were indiscriminately admitted while the

students were at work. He contemns the

alleged example of continental practice in this

respect, because abroad the number of visitors

is much less than in England. With us the

number of students is much greater than in

Dresden, Munich, and Vienna. Reserved days

are needed, as Mr. Burton avers, for dusting

and cleaning the pictures. In Paris, Berlin,

Vienna, and Munich one day in each week is

strictly reserved, and, except at Vienna, where

students are admitted on that day, no visitor

has entrance to any of those national galleries.

Mr. Burton might have added that no other

gallery exhibits pictures in such small rooms

as those which are thoroughfares in Trafalgar

Square, and could hardly be simultaneously

devoted to the students and the public. On

the whole, the Trustees and Director trust that

abolition of the autumnal closing will satisfy

the reasonable demands of the public. We

should have added among the desiderata an

extension of the hours in the summer and ad

mission of the public for a small fee on tho

students' days, a plan which has worked admir

ably at South Kensington. The practice of

admitting the public and students together in

the British Museum is not applicable 'to the

National Gallery, while the rooms are smaller

and the attractions greater in Trafalgar Square,

the risks of damage being much more consider

able than in Bloomsbury.

Mr. F. Seymour Haden's brochure on the

' Etched Work of Rembrandt ' has been trans

lated into French, and published in tho form of

a rider to the July number of the Gazette des

Beaux-Arts.

We shall shortly resume publication of "Tho

Private Collections of England," and propose

successively to deal with the fine galleries at

Wentworth - Woodhouse, renowned for Van

Dycks, at Wortley Hall, at Duncombo Park, at

Nostel Priory, and at Grantley Hall. These

collections belong to Earl Fitzwilliam, the Earls

of Wharnclitfe and Faversham, to Mr. Winn,

and Lord Grantley respectively. Although

most of the galleries are exceptionally rich in

fine works, even the moro important of them

has been overlooked, except in the perfunctory

notices of Dr. Waagen. Wentworth-Woodhouse

is historical, and Earl Fitzwilliam has given

exceptional facilities for our studies ; at Nostel

are many undescribod things of very great

value. In seeing these the advantages wo owe

to the owner are many.

M. Bastiex- Lepacie, who is at present at

work on a portrait of Mr. Henry Irving, pro

poses to make a tour in Scotland.

Mr. A. S. Murray is engaged on a ' History

of Greek Sculpturo' from the earliest times to

the ago of Phidias. The book, which will be

illustrated, will be published by Mr. Murray.

We are indebted to Messrs. J. Hogarth &

Sons for a portfolio of ' Drawings by Japanese

Artists,' reproduced with admirable fidelity,

coloured in fac-simile by the autotype process,

and comprising descriptions by Mr. F. Dillon,

one of the most conscientious of our artists.

These works were not long since exhibited

privately by the Burlington Club, and it is pro

posed, should this portfolio be welcomed, to add

further collections of tho same kind, and thus

more completely illustrate the survival of one

of the most remarkable forms of art the world

knows, of which it is but too probable this is

the final instance. Mr. Dillon has contributed

a very intelligent and highly appreciative preface

to the portfolio. It is one of the best essays on

Japanese art, where few are even tolerable, so

great is the presumption of the authors. We

cordially recommend tho portfolio to the student

of art in general, not only for its own sake, but

because of the great advantages which intelligent

studies of the subject offer to inquirers into the

history of lesthetics. These fac-similes are not

unworthy of Da Vinci, for they render nature

with exceptional felicity, and reproduce her

beauties in tho finest, most faithful style. As

specimens of pure draughtsmanship they are

exemplary, for they embody the principles of

the noblest modes of execution ; some of them

are like Albert Durer's sketches.

MUSIC

THE WEEK.

Roval Italian Opeba.—Cohon's 'Kttella.'
Hfcit Majesty')* Tueatbk.—Boito's ' Metigtofele.'

It would servo no useful purpose to criticize

M. Jules Cohen's ' Estella ' with the same

minuteness observed below in dealing with

' Mefistofele.' Here we have to do not with

the work of an original thinker, but with the

product of a well-read and earnest musician,

apparently incapable of taking the lead in

any hitherto untrodden path, or of even sug

gesting an idea not already appropriated by

some one else. M. Cohen wrote several

works for tho Parisian stage between 1860

and 1870, including ' Maitre Claude,' 'Jose

Mario,' 'Dea,' and 'Los Bluets' ('Estella').

For the last decade he has added nothing to

this list, and is now one of the professors at

the Conservatoire. ' Les Bluets ' was pro

duced at the Theatre Lyriquo in 1867 ; but

in spite of the advantage gained by the co

operation of Mdllo. Christino Nilsson, and

tho fact of its being the year of the Paris

Exhibition, the opera was only performed

about ten times, and has never been revived in

the French capital. The present Italianized

version was written for Nice in 1873, the

dialogue being exchanged for recitative, a

comic character eliminated in favour of

on© extremely serious, and other changes

effected with a view of rendering the work

moro imposing. The story, by Messrs. Cor-

mon and Trianon, is not objectionable on

either moral or sesthetic grounds, but it

labours under the disadvantage of being

entirely unsynvpathetic, the principal charac

ters having no marked individuality, and the

hero being singidarly destitute of the quality

of heroism. The final scone, wherein tho

coronation of the new king of Castile is seen

simultaneously with that of tho assumption

of tho black veil by the girl he has weakly

deserted, borders on caricaturo. The music

is, as a rule, rather cleverly manufactured,

the various strains intended to be bucolic,

amorous, religious, or heroic generally an

swering their purpose most appropriately.

But of freshness of idea or troutment not a

trace is to bo noted. Reminiscences abound

in every number, and especially in those

portions which, judged by themselves, are

the most effective in the opera. There is

over all an air of artificiality which is de

structive of all charm. It would be unjust

to term ' Estella ' a worthless opera, but it
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is in no sense a great one, and it must be

added to the already lengthy list of failures

identified with the recent history of the

Royal Italian Opera. As to the performance,

we have little but praise to offer. The part

of the heroine makes no undue strain on

either the vocal or dramatic powers of

Madame Patti, and she invests it with all

the charm of which it is capable. Signor

Nicolini as Fabio, the uninteresting hero, is

perhaps less objectionable than usual, and

the other parts are, on the whole, adequately

interpreted. As usual at this house, the

mise en seine is elaborate and splendid, but

this liberality will not save the opera.

The production of Signor Boito's ' Mefis-

tofele ' will not only serve to render an

otherwise dreary opera season memorable,

but it will impress many minds with the

welcome truth that Italy must not yet be

erased from the list of productive musical

nations. The condition of affairs had,

indeed, become desperate, and even now it

would be rash to assume that the mantle of

genius is about to pass from the relaxing

'grasp of Signor Verdi to the shoulders of

another, instead of falling to the ground, as

onco seemed to be inevitable. But if the

promise shown by the composer of ' Mefis

tofele ' is happily fulfilled, a new school of

Italian opera may arise, nobler and loftier

than that of previous generations, but no

less calculated to charm by mere force of

sensuous beauty. Signor Arrigo Bo'ito was

born in 1840, and ' Mefistofele ' was pro

duced at La Scala, Milan, in 1868. For a

musician of twenty-eight years the work

must be considered a wonderful achieve

ment, if not wholly without precedent in

the annals of the lyric drama. Previous to

this, however, Boito had given evidence of

his individuality. After leaving the Milan

Conservatoire in 1862, ho commenced to

publish a series of articles on music, re

markable for their daring flights of fancy,

and also a quantity of original verse, includ

ing a work entitled ' II Ee Orso,' equally

unconventional, not to say extravagant.

' Mefistofele ' achieved a fiasco equal to

that of Berlioz's ' Benvenuto Cellini '; and

the result is not surprising, for a work more

at variance with the ordinary style of an

Italian opera it would be impossible to con

ceive. Thus temporarily discouraged, Sig- i

nor Boito devoted himself chiefly to literary

composition for a time, producing the

libretto of an opera, ' Amleto,' for Franco

Faccio, a kindred spirit with himself, and

other poems for music. A two-act operetta,

' Ero e Leandre,' of which he wrote the

words and music, has not yet been repre

sented, and he is at present engaged on a

grand opera on the subject of Nero, which

is to see the light at La Scala in 1882, not

withstanding the insulting reception ac

corded in that theatre to the earlier work.

The success of Wagner's 'Lohengrin' at

Bologna paved the way for a resuscitation

of 'Mefistofele' in 1875 at that place, and

the judgment of the Milanese public was

promptly reversed. The fame of tho work,

which, it is fair to say, had undergone exten

sive revision, quickly spread through Italy,

but until this week no other country had had

an opportunity of pronouncing an opinion

on the composer. A glance at the score is

sufficient to impress a musician with a sense

of tho extreme boldness and independence of

the author, and a similar feeling must have

dominated the minds of those present at the

performance on Tuesday. But the descrip

tion of Signor Bo'ito as an ardent disciple of

Wagner is far from being accurate or ex

haustive. The abandonment of the stereo

typed forms of musical structure in opera is

one of the principles of the German re

former, but there are others which the

Italian composer evinces no disposition to

adopt, at least in the present work. In

Wagner's libretti—or, more properly speak

ing, poems for music—dramatic consistency

is a salient feature. The story proceeds

steadily to its climax, and the attention

is not for an instant diverted to side issues

or by the introduction of extraneous matter

having no bearing on the main theme.

It is just in this respect that Signor Boito

departs most widely from his alleged teacher,

even to the extent of damaging his work in

the eyes of critics and the general public.

The six sections into which ' Mefistofele ' is

divided are identical in spirit, though not in

letter, with scenes in Goethe's 'Faust'; but

the want of continuity is obvious, and it is a

considerable advantage that the non-literary

portion of the public has been already ren

dered familiar with the details of the grand

conception of the German poet through the

medium of the cleverly arranged libretto of

Messrs. Barbier and Carre utilized by M.

Gounod. Tho " Prologue in Heaven," the

scenes on the Brocken and with Helen of

Troy, have but little significance except as

aids to the picturesque. The general effect

at first acquaintance is that of a series of

dream-like tableaux disunited and bewilder

ing to the mind. It is to be fervently wished

that in his next lyric drama Boito will show

that he is not wholly indifferent to the advan

tages of symmetry and unity in design. But

it is time that we should speak more particu

larly of the music. The Prologue is to a

large extent eccentric rather than original,

and altogether lacks nobility until the climax,

which is undeniably effective, though the art

displayed is not of a very lofty description.

The objections taken to the stage represen

tation of Goethe's paraphrase of Job i. have

all the more weight because the music is

mostly of the earth, earthy. The Kermesse

scene is fragmentary, and the same effort

to be unconventional is apparent. The

prolonged bass notes at the change of scene

are unmeaning, and to tho orchestra might

surely have been allotted more interesting

work during the inevitable pause in the ac

tion. Tho ensuing cantabile for Faust is in

agreeable contrast to the preceding music,

and the song of Mephistopheles, "Son lo

spirito che nega sempre," has some character.

But it is in the garden scene that Boito's

genius first manifests itself free from all

trammels. The entire treatment of this

episode is delightfully piquant and fresh,

and in curious contrast to the dreamy senti

mentality of M. Gounod's setting. Perhaps

the Italian composer has erred on the side of

flippancy, but only to a slight extent. In

the arrangement of the music to the Witches'

Sabbath on the Brocken there was a risk

of plagiarizing from Weber or Meyerbeer.

Tho first danger has been avoided, but there

are some faint reminiscences of ' Robert le

Liable.' Nevertheless, the scene is powerful,

and in the main original, especially the final

fuga infernale, than which we can call to mind

nothing more wild, surging, or impetuous,

save Wagner's " Walkiirenritt." Still more

admirable is the succeeding prison scene.

Gretchen's air, " L'altra notte in fondo al

mare," is genuinely pathetic; the colloquy

with Faust shows intense dramatic feeling,

and the reprise of the celestial motive from

the Prologue has an exquisite effect. But

the greatest charm is to be found in the

scene of the " Classical Sabbath," wherein

Signor Boito was enabled to follow the bent

of his own mind uninfluenced by memories

of what other composers had done. The duet,

" Canta la serenata," now familiar enough

in our concert-rooms, is a mere trifle, but it

has an ineffable charm, and the subsequent

ensemble is remarkable for sensuous beauty.

In the final scene the attempt to portray

by means of orchestral motivi Goethe's four

ghostly figures which trouble Faust when his

last hour is nigh is not particularly successful ;

but the climax, in which the themes of the

Prologue and of the Classical Sabbath return,

the former prevailing, is very effective.

From a technical point of view the music

presents some striking features. Progres

sions of consecutive fifths are made with

unblushing audacity alike in the celestial,

terrestrial, and infernal scenes, and extra

neous modulation is used with the utmost

excess. But the phrasing is essentially

Italian, and the writing for the voices is

generally flowing and grateful. In the

matter of orchestration Signor Lo'ito shows

himself a master. He is evidently well

versed in modern scores, and his effects are

almost invariably felicitous and certainly

never vulgar, though when noise seems to

be demanded he does not spare. Recurring

to the main question as to whether the work

is an adequate musical illustration of its great

original, a conclusive answer cannot be given

either way. That Bo'ito looks at ' Faust '

through Italian spectacles is manifest alike

by his literary and musical treatment of the

theme. Schumann and Liszt were fascinated

by the philosophical and mystical aspects of

the subject ; M. Gounod evolved from it an

infinity of sentiment and passion ; Berlioz

and after him Bo'ito have sought to depict its

picturesque and dramatic possibilities. Only

a colossal genius could grasp the wondrous

creation from all these diverso points of

view. Temperament and nationality have

to be considered if we would render justice

to tho various commentaries of the musicians

named.

The production of ' Mefistofele ' and the

manner in which it has been accomplished

are circumstances in the highest degree

creditable to tho Impresario of Her Majesty's

Theatre and his various subordinates. The

work is one of exceptional difficulty to all

concerned, but the general performance on

Tuesday was marked by singularly few

hitches in any department. Even the stage

management, of which wo have had frequent

occasion to complain at this house, was ex

ceptionally good, and the scenery by Signor

Magnani is in the purest taste. The orches

tra under Signor Arditi was very praise

worthy, and the chorus sang with unwonted

vigour, though with a sad want of delicacy,

a good piano being seldom if ever obtained.

Owing to the peculiar arrangement of the

libretto, only five principals are required, so

that tho difficulties in the way of securing a

good cast are not great. Madame Christino
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Milsson's embodiment of Margherita was a

triumph; but this was by no means a fore

gone conclusion, as the part differs strongly

from that in Gounod’s ‘Faust. In the

garden scene the freshness and naiveté of

Gretchen'snature werecharminglyexpressed,

and the death scene was almost painful in

its intensity. In a psychological sense the

representation was perhaps the most vivid

we have witnessed for many years on the

lyric stage. From this to the calm and

statuesque beauty of the Elena episode was

a great step, but Madame Nilsson conquered

the difficulty, and thus her entire share in the

performance gave the highest satisfaction.

Madame Trebelli was perfectly artistic in

the small parts of Marta and Pantalis, and

Signor Campanini as Faust sang and acted

very effectively, the part being already

familiar to him. Signor Nannetti was even

more successful as Mefistofele. The charac

her is more of a demon and less of a buffoon

than in Gounod's opera, and Signor Nannetti,

who first performed the rôle at the Bologna

Mevival in 1875, realized all its dramatic

apabilities. The reception of the opera

was never for an instant in doubt. From

the Prologue until the climax the applause

was enthusiastic, but the composer modestly

#fused all calls until the end, when he had

it appear three times. We do not for an

stant contend that this flattering verdict

*s undeserved. Even making allowance

# all the faults to which we have unhesi

Hingly called attention, “Mefistofele' is

*work of extreme significance. Its imper

#tions are due to the fact that at the age

#twenty-eight originality generally resolves

itself into mere peculiarity. That so much

* inspiration is to be found in a youthful

*k speaks loudly for the genius of the

"mposer. To paraphrase the words in

*ibed on Schubert's tomb at Vienna, it may

* said of Signor Boito's score, “Herein is

"ntained a rich treasure, and fairer hopes.”

NEW WOCAL PUBLICATIONS.

* Year: a Cantata. The Words selected

from various Poets; the Music composed by

William Jackson (Masham). (Novello & Co.)

^ristmas Eve. A short Cantata for Alto Solo,

Chorus, and Orchestra. Composed by Niels

W. Gade. Op. 40. (Same publishers.)

Miss in C, for Four Voices and Organ. Com

posed by E. Silas. Op. 62. (Same publishers.)

Händel's Opera Songs. A Collection of Fifty

two Songs, selected from Handel's Italian

Operas, with Italian and English Words; the

latter by M. X. Hayes. Edited, with a Piano

forte Accompaniment arranged from the Score,

by W. T. Best. (Boosey & Co.)

THE large number of important musical works

pablished of late years by English composers

must be a source of gratification to all who

desire to see native art take a worthy place in

public estimation. We have been as a nation far

to much inclined to undervalue what may be

*scribed as the musical products of our own

Nowhere has a more striking illustration

seen of the proverb that a prophet has no

£nour in his own country. The common

*um that the English are not a musical

*tion has been repeated ad nauseam; and

'ugh we can point to such names as those of

Rucell, Gibbons, Wilbye, Croft, and Boyce in

past, and in our own day to those of

unett, Macfarren, and many others, the

is only lately exploded, and is probably

* now believed in to some extent. It is for

reason that we have placed an English

"k first on the list of new publications now

under review. True, Mr. Jackson's cantata is

not a novelty, having been produced at the

Bradford Festival of 1859; but the fact of its

republication more than twenty years after its

first performance is none the less significant.

The career of William Jackson, known as “Jack

son of Masham,” to distinguish him from his

namesake, the composer, William Jackson of

Exeter, is a remarkable instance of what

enthusiasm and industry can accomplish, even

when unaided by the slightest spark of genius.

From the short biography given in Dr. Grove's

‘Dictionary of Music and Musicians, we learn

that he was the son of a miller, and that his

love for music induced him to teach himself

nearly every instrument, besides harmony and

counterpoint ; that while engaged in business at

Masham as a tallow-chandler he wrote two ora

torios, “The Deliverance of Israel from Babylon’

and ‘Isaiah’; that he subsequently gave up his

business, and adopted music as a profession,

becoming successively chorus - master at the

Bradford Festivals, and conductor of the Fes

tival Choral Society. The present cantata,

£ as already said, for one of the

Bradford Festivals, is in its subject similar to

Haydn's ‘Seasons. The selection of the words

made by Mr. Jackson, ranging from Fletcher

and Herrick down to Leigh Hunt and Thomas

Hood, has the disadvantage, inseparable from

the plan pursued, of an entire want of unity of

style. The music has a considerable amount

of melody, which, though showing no in

dividuality of thought, is at least free from

obvious reminiscences. It is nowhere great;

and when the composer attempts a high

flight, as, for example, in the Storm Chorus

(No. 15), he fails; but many of the numbers are

decidedly pleasing. Among the best may be

named the duet “The earth smiles greenly **

(No. 6); the chorus “Pack clouds away” (No. 9),

in which the orchestration (to judge from the

indications in the piano score) appears rather

vulgar; the part-song (No. 18) “Let us quit the

leafy arbour,” the trio “Now the pale moon”

(No. 19), and the “Harvest Home” chorus (No.

21), all of which are effective. Two waltz

numbers, one for soprano solo and one for

chorus, are also pretty, though decidedly trivial.

As a whole, the cantata is a creditable specimen

of good amateur work, and will be found accept

able, on account of its pleasing character and

only moderate difficulty, to choral societies of

limited resources.

Gade’s ‘Christmas Eve, though new in an

English version, is not one of its composer's

most recent works. Under its German title,

“Die heilige Nacht, it was published at Leipzig

some fifteen years ago. The English translation

is from the skilled hands of the Rev. J. Trout

beck, which is equivalent to saying that it is

excellently done. The cantata is one of Gade's

most charming works, full of beautiful melody,

and very effectively written both for solo and

chorus. The latter is mostly in eight parts, a

fact which may hinder its acceptance by small

choral societies; but those who have the needful

resources will certainly be delighted with it.

In popularity it ought at least to equal the same

composer's well-known ‘Spring's Message.”

We learn from the title-page of Herr Silas's

Mass that it was written for the great Inter

national Competition of Sacred Music held in

Belgium in 1866, and that it obtained, among

seventy-six competitors of twelve different

nations, the first prize, consisting of a gold medal

and 1,000 francs. Though described as “for

four voices and organ,” it is evident from the

foot-note “Full score in MS.” that it was

originally written with orchestral accompani

ment. The work displays great talent and

thorough mastery of composition, but there is

little inspiration in it. It is very effectively

written, and can hardly be called dry; yet there

is nothing which particularly impresses either

with the sense of power or beauty. Real genius

is, however, so rare that, in default of it, we

may be content to accept such excellent work

manship as we find in this Mass. It is some

what remarkable that throughout the work there

are no fugues. In the “Pleni sunt coeli” and

in the “Dona” we meet with imitative passages

in the fugal style, but in neither of these is the

subject strictly answered according to the laws

of fugal composition. No one would doubt

Herr Silas's ability to write a fugue if he wished;

but his refraining from doing so under such

circumstances is none the less curious.

Mr. Best has earned the gratitude of singers

by rescuing from oblivion many of the fine

songs to be found in Handel's operas. Public

taste has so changed as regards dramatic music

that there is hardly the remotest chance of any

of Handel's operas being revived in this country,

though as we write we recall the fact that, at a

series of historical opera performances recently

given at Hamburg, his first opera, ‘Almira, was

performed as a curiosity. Though seldom con

taining more than one short chorus, Handel's

operas are, as regards their songs, fully equal

in merit to his oratorios. It is well known that

he frequently, in the latter part of his life, trans

ferred songs from his secular to his sacred

works with little or no alteration; and perhaps

the first thing that will strike those who examine

the present volume will be the identity of style

in these songs with those to be met with in such

works as “Samson' or ‘Judas Maccabaeus.' The

selection which has been made by Mr. Best,

comprising the finest numbers from twenty-two

operas, is most excellent; to specify all the gems

to be met with, it would be needful to catalogue

the larger number of the titles. The pianoforte

accompaniments are very judicious, and faithful

to the intentions of the composer. In a few

cases Mr. Best has changed the time-notation

(e.g. in the songs “Verdi prati” and “Lascia ch'io

pianga”), but he is fully justified in doing so,

as the old method of writing would have con

veyed an erroneous impression to those not

accustomed to ancient music. All lovers of

Handel will heartily welcome the appearance

of the present admirable collection.

THE GARDNER LEGACY.

33, Cambridge Square, Hyde Park, July 5, 1880.

THERE probably never was a time when more

attention was given to the improvement of the

condition of the blind; and owing to the general

diffusion of the Braille system of embossed

writing, the young and the intelligent blind of

all ages have an instrument of self-culture placed

in their hands which much reduces the dis

advantages under which they labour. A litera

ture is at their disposal only limited by the

necessary bulk and cost of embossed books.

Maps and other educational apparatus have also

been brought to perfection, and are obtainable

at a small cost, while for the old and hard-handed

embossed books suitable to their wants are pro

vided on Moon's system.

Never have there been so many blind success

fully maintaining themselves by basket-making

and other handicrafts, as well as in business,

and even in the liberal professions. It is but a

few years since not more than about one per

cent. of the old pupils of our various institutions

succeeded in earning a living by the profession

of music, and this proportion is still maintained

in many of the older and more backward insti

tutions; but the last report of the Royal Normal

College shows that, after careful training, about

80 per cent of the old pupils of that institution

succeed in maintaining themselves.

For the old and infirm blind there are many

excellent societies which, by granting them

pensions at their own homes, make their lot

more tolerable, though what is done in this way

still falls short of what is required; indeed, the

same want of funds hampers the operation of

almost every agency which is doing good work

for the blind; and it would be a great benefit

to them if sufficient funds existed to place
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within the reach of all the advantages now

enjoyed by a comparatively limited number,

and experienced persons were to check waste,

and see to the proper application of the money.

Such a happy state of things appeared to dawn

upon the blind when the late Mr. Henry

Gardner in his will provided for all classes of

the blind, and appointed five trustees, some of

whom were men of whose judgment and capa

city there could be no doubt. The provisions

were briefly as follows : he bequeathed 300,000?.

to be invested for the benefit of the blind of

England and Wales ; the interest is to be applied

partly to the education of the young, especially

in the profession of music ; partly in assisting

others in learning and exercising handicrafts ;

lastly, he did not forget those who from age or

infirmity are unable to do much towards their

own support, as he directed a portion to be set

apart for pensions. The trustees were the

Bishop of London, Lord Kinnaird, the Hon.

Arthur Kinnaird, the testator's nephew, Capt.

Beaumont, and his only daughter, Mrs. Richard-

Bon-Gardner. So far everything seemed satis

factory ; but it soon appeared that the trustees

could not agree. Mrs. Richardson-Gardner,

whose husband is M.P. for Windsor, wished to

found a large blind school in that place espe

cially devoted to the teaching of music, while

the help to the older blind was to take the

shape of almshouses connected with this Gardner

institution. The other trustees thought that, as

the will directs that the money should be dis

tributed between education (especially musical),

handicrafts, and pensions, and since excellent

institutions already exist for the carrying out

of these objects, it would be more in accordance

with the will of the testator, and more to the

advantage of the blind, if the money was given

to existing institutions, attaching to them the

donor's name, as a memorial of his munifi-

conce. In this view four out of the five trustees

concurred, but Mrs. Richardson-Gardner would

not yield, and the decision of the matter rests

with the Court of Chancery.

Most, if not all, of the blind institutions of the

country have now been consulted, and, although

differing on matters of minor detail, appear to

be all but unanimous in condemning the Windsor

scheme. In the first place the majority of the

blind lo3e their sight after the period of child

hood, and being, therefore, incapable of taking

up music as a profession, are compelled to prac

tise some form of handicraft, by which many are

able to support themselves, while others, though

not earning sufficient for their maintenance,

can make from five to ten shillings a week,

which keeps them from the tedium and de

moralization of idleness, and enables them, with

a little further help, to live comfortably. All

these people, who form the majority of the

working class, and who were distinctly provided

for by the will of the testator, would be excluded

from participation in his bounty if the Windsor

scheme be carried out.

For the aged and infirm, who can only be

assisted by direct charity, pensions are more

acceptable than almshouses. No one who has

had much experience among the poor can

doubt this, and it has been acted upon with

great advantage in the case of Greenwich

Hospital and other old foundations. It seems

quite unnecessary to return to a form of charity

which is condemned by most competent autho

rities, especially as it is not enjoined, or even

hinted at, by the testator. There remains now

to be considered the musical part of the scheme.

There is no doubt that the late Mr. Gardner

was right in attaching great importance to the

musical education of the blind. Indeed, during

his lifetime he was a liberal benefactor to the

Royal Normal College, certainly the foremost

and most successful school of its kind in Europe.

The most natural and economical way of apply

ing that part of the Gardner fund which is set

apart for musical training seems to be to found

a certain number of Gardner scholarships, tenable

at the college and open by competition to blind

children wherever educated. Such an arrange

ment would ensure the maximum good at the

minimum cost, and would stimulate the musical

education of the blind throughout the country.

The present buildings of the college can accom

modate about 120 pupils, and it would be dan

gerous to train many more just now, as there is a

veryrealrisk of sending out more teachers, tuners,

and organists than are required to supply the

demand ; but independently of this objection to

a new institution, a large sum would have to be

spent in buildings, staff, &c. The founders of

the Normal College saw distinctly that the cause

of the comparative failure of the older schools

was that they did not aim sufficiently high. The

founders, therefore, provided an adequate num

ber of new first-class pianos, instead of the old

jingling abominations so often seen in schools

for the blind. They also spared neither trouble

nor money, obtaining the very best resident

teachers that could be found, and fixed on a site

within easy reach of London, so that the best

professors for organ, piano, singing, &c. , are

easily accessible ; and the young men in the

tuning department who are sufficiently advanced

can go up daily to tune in the London factories.

Besides this, the Crystal Palace is within a few

minutes' walk of the college, and the pupils

have the right not only of attending the concerts,

but also the rehearsals given there. It is gene

rally acknowledged that there is no place in

England where so much first-rate music can be

heard as at the Crystal Palace, and the advantage

to the pupils of constantly living in such an atmo

sphere is incalculable. There is no really great

musical school in Europe which is not within

easy reach of first-rate concerts, and if this is

found necessary for the fullest development of

musical talent in the seeing, why should not the

blind enjoy similar privileges ? Windsor in all

these respects possesses no advantages over the

neighbotirhood of the Crystal Palace, but, on the

contrary, is far inferior to it in all the require

ments for a musical training college.

This subject has been brought rather pro

minently before the public during the last week

by two concerts, given on June 28th and July

1st, at the Mansion House and St. James's Hall

respectively. The performers were the blind

pupils of the Institution des Jeunes Aveugles

of Paris. Several orchestral pieces were effec

tively rendered, such as the National Anthem,

the ' Marseillaise,' Mendelssohn's ' Wedding

March,' &c, while the blind professors per

formed solos on the clarinet, violin, &c. The

concerts were very pleasing, and those who

were invited had good reason to thank Mr. and

Mrs. Richardson-Gardner, who brought the

performers over at their own expense.

On June 30th another concert was given by

the pupils of the Royal Normal College at

Grosvenor House. This was in many respects

different from the French performances. Nothing

but chamber music was given, and a great

number of the pupils were tested in their know

ledge of the piano by having to play difficult

classical music, in which they acquitted them

selves to the satisfaction of a somewhat critical

audience. The first piece was Mozart's Sonata in

F major, arranged for two pianos, three move

ments of which were played, and at the clos;

of each movement the pupils were changed,

thus testing the musical capabilities of six pupils

in this piece.

The last report states that about eighty per

cent, of the former pupils are at the present

moment entirely self-supporting. It is scarcely

reasonable to expect that a better result will

ever be obtained.

Though it is impossible to withhold our

sympathy and admiration from our French

neighbours who have so lately been our guests,

we must not forget that, though the school has

been established for nearly a century, and

though the blind are deeply indebted to Paris

for the introduction and development of em

bossed characters, yet in the great problem of

self-maintenance they have been already dis

tanced by our own Royal Normal College, which

is not yet ten years old.

T. R. Armitage, M.D. ,

Hon. Sec. British and Foreign

Blind Association.

"when aix thy mercies."

In No. ccccliii. of the Spectator, published on

Saturday, AuguBt 9th, 1712, appeared a hymn in

thirteen stanzas, which from that day to the

present has always been attributed as an original

composition to Addison himself, and wherever

it has been printed in the various hymn-books

of religious sects in England it has had his

name appended to it. There are, however, a

few words of introduction to the piece, as it

appeared for the first time in the pages of the

Spectator, which might have led to a different

conclusion : "I have already obliged the Pub-

lick with some Pieces of Divine Poetry which

have fallen into my Hands, and as they have

met with the Reception which they deserved, I

shall from time to time communicate any Work

of the same Nature which has not appeared in

Print and may be acceptable to my Readers."

Then follows the well-known hymn, beginning,

When all thy Mercies, O my God,
My rising Soul surveys ;

Transported with the View, I 'm lost
In Wonder, Love and Praise.

Some time ago, however, having occasion to

examine a manuscript volume of political, reli

gious, and satirical pieces in prose and verse

among the papers of John Ellis, Under-Secre

tary of State during the reign of Queen Anne,

I came on an original letter, without date,

addressed to John Ellis, and signed Richard

Richmond, and the writer encloses as his own

composition the above hymn, and founds thereon

a plea for preferment in the Church. The letter

runs as follows :—

For

The R' Worshipfull

M* Justice Ellis

In Pall Mall
Most Honored Sr

Your Piety And Prudence Your Charity and Can

dor Engrave Your Name for Posterity : As well as

the Present Age to Admire Therein Appropriate thU
Most Excellent Hymn Suitable Sr to Your Excellent

Virtues. And hope it may prove A Motive for Your

Houors Christian Benevolence To the Author in

Adversity To Comfort the Sorrows in Life. Shall

be ThnnKfull to Heaven And Your Worships Most

Gracious hand Richard Richmond

The hymn is headed "A Divine Hymn, In

Praising The Almighty Jehova For the Mani

fold Mercies And Blessings Wee have Received.'"

The author, Richard Richmond, seems to have

been rector of the parish of Walton-on-the-Hill,

co. Lancaster, from 1690 to 1720, and subse

quently patron of the same living. He also, so

far as I can make out, was grandfather of

Richard Richmond, vicar of Walton, who is

curiously described in Baines's 1 History and

Antiquities of Lancashire ' as Bishop of " Soda "

in 1773. I suppose that Ellis on the receipt of

the hymn handed it over to Addison to make

what use of it he pleased.

Edward J. L. Scott.

The Royal Society of Musicians will give its

annual performance of the ' Messiah ' at St.

James's Hall this afternoon, under the direction

of Mr. W. G. Cusins. The soloists announced

are Mrs. Osgood, Miss Adela Vernon, Madame

Bolingbroke, Miss Marian Mackenzie, Mr. W. H.

Cummings, Mr. Sidney Tower, Mr. Lewis

Thomas, and Signor Foli. Mr. J. T. Willy

will lead the orchestra, Mr. T. Harper will be

the solo trumpet, and Mr. E. J. Hopkins will

preside at the organ.

Amono the concerts of the week have been

that of Mr. Edward Plater, at St. George's Hall,

on Wednesday afternoon ; Mdlles. Wanda and

I Jadwiga de Bulewski's morning concert, on the
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same day, at Willis's Rooms ; Mr. J. Nied-

zielski's concert, at Steinway Hall, on the same

evening ; Mr. John Thomas's harp concert, at

St. James's Hall, on Thursday afternoon ; and

Mdlle. Leona Fabre's Matine'e, at the Grosvenor

Hall, yesterday.

The annual prize concert of the students of

the Royal Normal College and Academy of

Music for the Blind at Upper Norwood will

be given at the Crystal Palace this afternoon,

when the pupils will be assisted by the Satur

day band of the Palace. Mr. F. J. Campbell,

the principal of the school, has, as usual, pro

vided a very interesting programme, including,

among other works, Gade's rarely heard fifth

Symphony, with pianoforte obUigato.

We have received a prospectus of the Scottish

Musical Society, an institution the chief objects

of which are stated to be the promotion of the

study and practice of music in Scotland, the

forming and maintenance of a permanent pro-

essional orchestra in one or more cities or towns

of Scotland, the conferring of scholarships on

ctersons of musical ability, the giving an oppor-

ranity to composers of producing their works,

Jid the general raising of the status of the

ausical profession in Scotland. The list of

ice-presidenits and of the council of the Society

i a strong one. It would be premature to ex-

ress any opinion as to the probability of its

access, but the objects it has in view are such

is to deserve all sympathy and encouragement.

The programme of Mr. Charles Halle's last

recital yesterday week contained Beethoven's

rarely played Variations for pianoforte, violin,

and violoncello, Op. 44 ; Chopin's Sonata in

b minor, Op. 58 ; and other works of greater

familiarity.

On the anniversary of Robert Schumann's

birth (June 8th), his opera ' Genoveva ' was

performed at Wiesbaden for the fiftieth time in

that town. The Musikalisches Wochenblatt re

marks that on no other stage has tho opera

secured so firm a place in the repertoire.

The experiment tried last January at the

Vienna Opera of giving a series of representa

tions of Mozart's operas has just been repeated

with great success. The principal singers have

been Madame Pauline Lucca, Fraulein Mari

anne Brandt from Berlin, Madame Prochaska

Erom Hamburg, Madame Schuch-Proska from

Dresden, Mdlle. Bianchi, Friiulein Ehnn, and

Messrs. Walter, Scaria, Rokitanski, and Bignio.

DRAMA

LYCEUM THEATRE —SOLE LESSEE ud MANAGER. MR HENRY
.RVINCJ. E*ery Evening (except Saturday*). at 7 !.'», • The M Klti 'KANT
If VENICE zttth Timefterminatlnff with the Trial Scene). SHYLOCK,
«R. IRVING PORTIA. MISS ELLEN TERRY. CnrlmUw with
IOLANTHE ' MISS ELLEN TERRY and MR. IRVING Saturday
Sventnn .TulT 10th, 17th. and 24th, at R.», "The RELLS ' (MATTHIAS,
tr IRVTNG) and 'IOLANTHE' (Mr. IRVING and Mis* ELLEN
rERRYl. The MERCHANT of VENICE ' ererr Saturday In July,
it .'"clock. SHYLOCK. MR. IRVING; PORTIA, MISS ELLEN
IHRBVY.—Box Office ( Mr. Hunt) open 10 to 5

THE WEEK.

iDELPni.—• Forbidden Fruit,* a Comic Drama, in Three

Lets. By Dion Boucieault.
Gaikty.—Representations of the Palais Royal Company:
Oelimare le Bien-AIme,' ' Le Panache.' Reappearance of
tfadamo Charmont : * Genevieve; ou, La Jalousie Pater-
lelle,' ' Mad: mm attend Monsieur,' ' Le Homard,' 'L'AlT.ure
le la Rue de Lourcine," Lolotte,' ' Le Roi Candaule.'

0.VE merit must be conceded Mr. Bouci-

:ault's new adaptation, ' Forbidden Fruit,'

ivhich now holds temporary possession of the

Weiphi. It is lighter in touch and sharper

a dialogue than any previous work of its

:lass which has been seen on the English

stage. From that besetting infirmity of the

English adapter, the disposition to stop the

action of a play while he puts a word

through all the forms of torture of which it

is capable, Mr. Boucieault is free. When

his dialogue is witty, as it occasionally is,

the wit, instead of depending upon mere

rerbal quibble and dealing with subjects

outside the interest of the story, is concerned

with things, and has direct reference to what

is before the spectator. Tho effect of treat

ment like this in reconciling the audience

to what is extravagant in plot cannot easily

be overrated. Action seems seldom pre

posterous to the extent of shocking our

sense of probability except when characters

are inconsistent, and act as wo cannot con

ceive of their acting under the conditions

presented. To apply, for the purpose of

illustration, to small things the standard of

great, literature is full of characters which

conform to no known experience and yet

win recognition as true to themselves and so

conceivable. Such are, for instance, Ariel

and Caliban, and a score of beings, faneiftd

or human, from Mephistopheles and Don

Quixote down to Gulliver or even Mun

chausen. Our dramatic humourists would fail

in tho attempt to give us a Munchausen even,

did they make tho effort, tho marsh light

which would mislead them from the track

being the pursuit of brilliancy of language.

When Mr. Boucieault puts a joke into the

mouth of one of his characters, it is always

appropriate to the individual and natural

under the situation.

In his hands, then, a work like ' Forbidden

Fruit ' wins a favourable verdict, although

it presents no scene nor situation with which

the playgoing world is not familiar. If

there is one thing indisputable with regard

to the drama, it is that the public, so far

from boing offended at repetition, is pleased

with it. A rechauffe, well seasoned and

served hot, is more to its taste than a newly

cooked dish. In the hands of Mr. Bouci

eault, a plot, the whole idea of which consists

in a husband going at night, unknown to

his wife, to some public gardens, and find

ing there his spouse supping tete-a-tete with

a stranger, is enough for three acts, the

interest in which does not flag. All is, from

the standpoint of art, trifling and inconsider

able ; it is none tho less thoroughly amusing.

Action so easy in its absurdity and dialogue

so whimsical in its extravagance aro not ob

tained without careful workmanship. What

farces and vaudevilles have supplied Mr.

Boucieault with characters and incidents it

is needless to inquire. In a note which

appears on the playbill he confesses to

indebtedness to an old French vaudeville.

If the vaudeville is more than six or eight

years of ago, recent writers in France must

have anticipated Mr. Boucieault in turning

to it. Plays which cannot well be described

as old have at least a strong resemblance to

it. Not altogether a novelty is ' Forbidden

Fruit,' the first performance having been

given in 1876 at Wallack's Theatre, New

York. In an interpretation which is brisk

there is one performance which is thoroughly

comic: this is tho Serjeant Buster of Mr.

J. G. Taylor.

With tho arrival of Madame Chaumont

a change has como over the performances

of tho Palais Eoyal company. Previous to

her arrival MM. Geoffrey, Lhoritier, and

other members of the troupe were seen in

' Celimare le Bien-Aimc,' by MM. Labiche

and Delacour, and ' Le Panache,' by M.

Edmond Gondinet. Not especially note

worthy is the piece last named, which deals

with matters so exclusively French it is not

easy for an Englishman to feel any special

interest in them. So strongly flavoured

with Gallic salt meanwhile, or with what

it would, perhaps, be more just to call Palais

Eoyal salt, is ' Celimare le Bien-Ainie,' it

is difficult to understand how it passed

through those portals of censure firmly shut

upon ' Le Mari de la Debutante ' and ' La

Sensitive.' It was finely played, and its

performance inspired high interest. Much

has been said concerning the age of the

chief members of the Palais Eoyal com

pany. It is truo that one or two of these

are older than is desirable in their own

interest or in that of tho public. Some

suggestions of overripeness may be found

in the acting of M. Hyacinthe, who, owning

to sixty-six years, still plays quasi-] uveuile

parts, and in that of M. Lheritier, who is

half-a-dozen years older. Our stage would

bo the richer, however, if we had a single

actor capable of exhibiting a performance

as droll in its extravagance as the Bocardon

of the former, or as mellow and as full of

colour as tho Vernouillet of tho latter. M.

Geoffroy as Celimare is inimitable in breadth

and in sincerity.

Upon her first appearanco in ' Madame

attend Monsieur ' Madame Chaumont dis

played somo nervousness and some con

sequent exaggeration. Not until her second

appearance in 'Lolotte,' a piece in which

she has not previously been seen in London,

was the full worth of her method disclosed,

or the fact that there is little fulling off

from former days established. Lolotte is

an actress whom, for the purpose of study

ing a rdle to be played in amateur theatricals,

a lady of rank invites to her house. All

proceeds quietly at first, and the baroness

is surprised at the distinction of speech and

bearing of her guest. After a time Mdlle.

Lolotte discovers that her hostess is her

rival in the affections of her lover. The

true woman then discloses herself, and in

place of the successful copyist of aristocratic

manners we see a truo " Jille de Madame

Angot." The scene in which Lolotto aban

dons her fine airs and shows in her language

tho blood she has in her veins parodies

amusingly tho famous scene in ' Adrienne

Lecouvreur ' wherein tho actress confounds

and denouncesheraristocraticrival. 'Lolotte,'

written by MM. Meilhac and Halevy espe

cially for Madamo Chaumont, is suited in

all respects to her talents and offers them

happy opportunity for development. Its first

production at tho Yaudevillo took place last

October. Of the pieces whicli have been

given by the Palais Eoyal company during

the present week little needs to be said.

' Genevieve ; ou, la Jalousie Paternelle,' an

old-fashioned vaudeville of Scribe, served for

the first appearanco of Mdlle. Legault, the

most distinguished among the female mem

bers of the company of the Palais Eoyal ;

and ' L'Affaire de la Eue do Lourcine,' a

brilliantly extravagant piece of M. Labiche

and two collaborators, was tho means of in

troducing M. Daubray. The artist last

named is an excellent comedian. Millie.

Legault has a thin voice, but her stylo is

artistic and natural. ' Lo Homard' and ' Le

Eoi Candaule ' are already familiar to the

London playgoer.

graraxtii: tossiff.

London is at present well stocked with

American actors, who may be expected to make

before long their appearance here. Among
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the more prominent of these is Mr. M'Cullough,

a tragedian who brings a high reputation from

the shores of the Pacific. Mr. Edwin Booth,

who has already been seen in London, is daily

expected. Mr. Hollingshead's season of Ame

rican performances, it is now well known, will

commence on the 19th inst., with Mr. Raymond

as Colonel Sellers in Mark Twain's dramatic

sketch ‘The Gilded Age.”

Two new dramas by Mr. Dion Boucicault will

shortly be produced. One will be given at the

Haymarket, which theatre will pass, during the

tempo absence of Mr. and Mrs. Bancroft,

into the hands of Mr. John S. Clarke. In the

second, which is announced for the 2nd of

August at the Adelphi, Mr. Boucicault will

reappear at that theatre.

* THE drama of ‘The Danites, produced a few

weeks ago at Sadler's Wells Theatre, has now

been transferred to the Globe. A few changes

have been made in the cast, but the general

features of the representation are the same that

were previously exhibited.

ON Tuesday week Mr. Joseph Hatton gave, at

the Steinway Hall, a reading from a dramatized

version of his own novel, “The Queen of

Bohemia. In the arrangement of this he had

been assisted by Mr. James Albery. The read

ing was received with marked favour by a large

audience.

MISCELLANEA

An Abuse of Language.—Will you allow me

to protest through your pages against the mis

use and abuse of a word fast becoming a nuisance

in the English language, to suppress which all

true conservators of the mother tongue should

heartily join hands? The word which now does

duty on so many inappropriate occasions is

amount. The definition attached to it in my

dictionary, and, I apprehend, the correct one,

is “the sum total of two or more particular

sums or quantities.” But in how few cases

would this coincide with its present use ! We

read or hear of an amount of heat or cold, for

degree; an amount of land, for extent; an

amount of energy, for measure or power; an

amount of steam, for volume; an amount of

light, for intensity; an amount of time, for

space or period; an amount of pressure, for

force; an amount of provisions, for quantity;

an amount of constituents, for number; a

large or small amount of rain, for a great deal

or a little; and so on. In fact, it would astonish

any one who would undertake to weed out a

list of the abounding misapplications of the term

in our current literature, both high and low.

In nine cases out of ten where it is met with

it is a pleonasm, there being no necessity what

ever for its use or that of a substitute, as in

these phrases, taken at random from publica

tions at this moment under my eye: “For

which it requires a great amount of culture to

make allowance,” and “He had enjoyed a con

siderable amount of admiration in Paris”; the

use of the word and its adjuncts here being

not only superfluous, but inelegant, as may

be seen by omitting the italics. I do not

mean to say no good authority could be

adduced for the occasional use of it in the

form complained of, but it is surely overworked,

and so used must tend to cripple and impoverish

our full and many-shaded language. It pro

bably had its origin in the shop or counting

house, and should be relegated thither. It is

quite time that the inordinate and far too

general adoption of one word in a common

sense, to the exclusion of the more correct and

specially appropriate term, should be reformed

altogether, and I am sure you will do good ser

vice by advancing such an object. W. DAVIES.

To CORRESPONDENTs.-R. T. S.–L. J. R.-R. R. K.

F. A. P.--A. T. I.-E. G. H.-W. I. B.-received.

No notice can be taken of anonymous communications.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO.S

NEW LIST.

--

Now ready, price 1s. Part IV. of

SUNRISE; a Story of these Times.

By WILLIAM BLACK.

Now ready, small post 8vo. cloth extra, 4s. 6d.

NOTES On the N ORT H E R N

ATLANTIC, for the USE of TRAVELLERS. Compiled from

Authentic Sources by RICHARD BROWN, F.G.S. F.R.G. S. With

a Map.

Passengers by the Atlantic steamers will find this little work a

valuable companion on the voyage.

G. I O T T O.

By HARRY QUILTER, M.A.,

Trinity College, Cambridge.

Illustrated with Photographs of the Frescoes in the Cappella d'Arena,

Padua; a Fac-simile in Colour of a Madonna in the lower Church of

£ ; and Engravings from the Bas-reliefs of the Giotto Campanile at
'lorence.

Small 4to, handsomely bound in cloth, with gilt top, price 15s.

1.Now ready.

ILLUSTRATED TEXT-B00KS OF

ART EDUCATION.

Edited by EDwARD J. PoyNTER, R.A.

Each volume contains numerous Illustrations, and is strongly bound for

the Use of Students. Price 5s.

The Volumes now ready are

PAINTING.

CLASSIC and ITALIAN. By Edward
J. POYNTER. R.A.; and PERCY R. HEAD, Lincoln College,

Oxford. Upwards of 80 Full-Page and other Illustrations. Bound

in extra cloth limp, 3s. [Ready.

"." This Volume contains an Introductory Preface on Art Education

by Mr. Poynter, who also contributes a chapter on Egyptian Art, and

succinct notices of the various Italian Schools, &c.

ARCHITECTURE.

GOTHIC and RENAISSANCE. By
T. R0GER SMITH, F.R.I.B.A. 120 Illustrations. Cloth limp, 5s.

[Ready,

"." This Volume treats of the history of Architecture from the rise of

the Gothic style to the general depression which overtook the Renais

sance style at the close of the eighteenth century.

The STORY of an HONEST MAN.

By EDMOND ABOUT. 3 vols, price 31s. 6d. [At all Libraries.

“A fresh view of the French character....Messrs. Low & Co. have

been well advised in publishing an English version of this novel."

Pall Mall Gazette.

A PHYSICAL TREATISE on ELEC

TRICITY and MAGNETISM. # J. E. H. GORDON, B.A., Cam

bridge. Assistant-Secretary of the British Association. 2 vols. demy

8vo. cloth extra, 36s.

“Perhaps the best text-book ever done.”-Vanity Fair.

A RIDE in PETTICO ATS and

SLIPPERs from FEz to the ALGERIAN FRONTIER, By Captain

H. E. COLVILE, of the Grenadier Guards. With Map and Illustra

tions. Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 12s.

LEAVES from the ASH. “Igdrasil,
is not every leaf of it a biography?” By MARGARET FIELD.

Small 8vo. cloth extra, 6s,

Now ready, No. I. Vol. 131, price 2s. 6d.

The NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW.

Contents.

1. PRINCE BISMARCK as a FRIEND of AMERICA and as a STATES

MAN. By Moritz Busch.

CANADA and the UNITED STATES. By Professor Goldwin Smith.

. The Exodus of ISRAEL. By President S. C. Bartlett.

. The ENGLISH HOUSE of LORDS. By J. G. Thorold Rogers, M.P.

. The ETHICS of SEX. By Miss M. A. Hardaker.

. The PANAMA CANAL. By Count F. de Lesseps.

PROFLIGACY in FICTION. By A. K. Fiske.

II. Ouida's ‘Moths."

2

-

: I. Zola's ‘Nana."

EPISODES of FRENCH HISTORY.

-1, CHARLEMAGNE and the CARLOWINGLANS. --- (Reads.

2. LOUIS IX. and the CRUSADES. [Near's ready.

Edited, with Notes, Genealogical, Historical, and other Tables,

by GUSTAVE MAssoN, B.A.

"." Other Volumes in preparation.

The above Series is based upon M. Guizot's ‘History of France." The

volumes are choicely illustrated, with Maps, printed and bound in a

handy form, price 2s. 6d. each.

The Pol ITICAL comEDY of
EUROPE. By DANIEL JOHNSON. Small post 8vo. cloth, 6s. ;

paper covers, 5s.

“Suppressed by the Berlin police....Our Paris Correspondent an

nounces that the French Government, to oblige the German Govern

ment, has refused to authorize the sale of the French translation of

‘The l’olitical Comedy of Europe' at the railway stations. Mr. Daniel

Johnson's work may thus be helped to further notoriety.”-Times.

London:

SAMPSON Low, MARSTON, SEARLE & RIVINGTON,

Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet-street, E.C.

WM. H. ALLEN & CO.’

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.

-

OUR SCIENTIFIC FRONTIE

By W. P. ANDREW, Author of “India and her Neighbonrs,’ ‘’

Indus and its Provinces. “Memoir on the Euphrates Route,"

With Sketch-Map and Appendix, 8vo. 6s.

INDIAN INDUSTRIES. I

A. G. F. ELIOT JAMES, Author of "A Guide to Indian housel

Management,’ &c. Crown 8vo. 9s.

Contents: Indian Agriculture – Beer – Cacao – Carpets– Cereal

Chemicals–CInchona – Coffee-Cotton-Drugs–Dyeing and Coloul

Materials - Fibrous Substances– Forestry– hides-Skins and Hor

Gums and Resins-Irrigation – Ivory - Mining–Oils-Opiutn–Pap

Pottery–Ryots-Seeds-Silk – Spices –Sugar-Tea-Tobacco-Wor

Wool-Table of Exports—Index.

PICKED UP in the STREETS; c
Struggles for Life amongst the London Poor. By RICHA

ROWE, Good Words Commissioner, Author of “Jack Afloat

Ashore, &c. With Illustrations, crown 8vo, 6s,

TWENTY-ONE DAYS in INDIA

being the Tour of Sir Ali Baba, K.C.B. By GEORGE ABERI.

MACKAY. Post 8vo. 4s.

The CONJURER'S DAUGHTER :

Tale. By J. W. SHERER, C.S.I., Author of “Who is Mary?" W

illustrations, crown 8vo. 3s. [Nearly read

The GARDEN of INDIA; or, Cha
ters on Oudh listory and Affairs. By H. C. IRWIN, B.A., Ox

Bengal Civil Service. Svo. 12s.

The EYE-WITNESSES ACCOUN

of the DISASTRot's RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN againt the AKH

TEKKETURCOMANS. Describing the March across the Burn.

Desert, the Storming of Dengeel Tepe, and the l’isastrous Retr

to the Caspian. By CHARLES MAltWIN. 8vo, with numerous M.

and Plans, 18s.

A PLEASURE TRIP to INDI.

DURING the VISIT of H.R.H.. the PRINCE of WALES, a

AFTERWARDS to CEY LON. By Mrs. CORBET. Illustrated w!

Photographs, 7s. 6d.

ROUND EUROPE. With the CROWI

By J. MAGGS. Cloth gilt, 5s.

INDIAN REMINISCENCES. B

Colonel S. DEWE WHITE, late Bengal Staff Corps. 8vo, with

Photographs, 14s.

HISTORY Of the INDIAN MUTIN"

1857–1858. Commencing from the Close of the Second Volume of

John Kaye's ‘History of the Sepoy War. By Colonel G.

MALLESON, C.S.I. [In Augus

WoLUME III,

BOOK XIII. Bombay in 1857–Lord Elphinstone–March of W.

burn's Column–Mr. Seton-Karr and the Southern Maratha Count:

Mr. Forjett and Bombay -Asirgarh – Sir Henry Durand– March

Stuart's Column–Holkar and Durand–Malwa Campaign-Haidarab:

Major C. Davidson and Salar Jang-Sagar and Narbadi Territory.

BOOK XIV. Sir Robert Hamilton and Sir Hugh Rose-Central Il

£w' and Kirwi-Sir Hugh Rose and Gwaliar-Le Gr

Jacob and Western India.

BOOK XV. Lord Canning's Oudh Policy – Last£ in.

Pacification of, Oudh–Sir Robert Napier, Smith, Michell, and Ta

Topi.

B00K XVI. Civil Districts during the Mutiny—Minor Action

Out-stations.

BOOK XVII. Conclusion.

KANDAHAR in 1879; being t
Diary of Major Le MESSURIER, R.E. [In the pre:

COLONEL GRODEKOFF"S RID

from SAMARCAND to HERAT. By CHARLES MARWIN.

[In the pre:

In ZULU LAND With the BRITIS.

By NORRIS. Illustrated. [Short

THREE NEW NOVELS.

The CHALLENGE of BARLETT
By MASSIMO D'AZEGL10. Rendered into English by LA

s *LOUISA MAGENIS. 2 vols.

SIGNOR MIONALDINI'S NIEC.

A Novel of Italian Life. 1 vol.

The SHADOW Of a LIFE. I

BESSIE HATCH, 3 vols. [In a few day
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CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN & CO.'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Now ready, the SECOND SERIES (complete in 1 vol. price 12t. (id.) of

FAMILIAR WILD FLOWERS. By F. E. Hulme, F.L.S. F.S.A.,

Art Master in Marlborough College. With 40 FULL-PAGE COLOURED PLATES, and Descriptive Text.

" The coloured figures are exquisitely beautiful ; they arc more like finished paintings than prints, and the appearance of the work is

elegant throughout."—Gardener's Magazine.

" The beauty and fidelity of the illustrations to ^lis work, the pleasant mode of instruction on a delightful subject, and the handsome-

binding, combine to make of it a charming gift-book."—Court Circular.

Now ready, complete ia 1 vol. demy 4to. price 35«. ; half-raorocco, 45«.

CANARIES and CAGE BIRDS, The ILLUSTRATED BOOK of.

With 56 BEAUTIFUL FACSIMILE COLOURED PLATES, and numerous Wood Engravings.

" We do not know a book in which so many varieties of the canary family are so brilliantly depicted, and in which they are so fully-

described and dealt with from every point of view. Its attractive aspect, its splendid illustrations, and its numerous merits as a guide to

bird fanciers, ought to make it very popular."—Queen.

Now ready, price Is. 6d.

OUR OWN COUNTRY. Vol. II. With upwards of 200 Original

ILLUSTRATIONS.

" Capital woodcuts of famous and beautiful, historical and legendary sites in Great Britain are joined to spirited and varied descriptions,

which develope the main points in the history of each place."—Athenaeum.

Now ready, complete in 3 vols. 7s. 6d. each,

GREAT INDUSTRIES of GREAT BRITAIN. With nearly 400

ILLUSTRATIONS.

" Supplies a vast deal of information with regard to many of the great branches of our manufacturing enterprise."—Economist.

"Of the work itself wo need not say much ; hundreds of pens have borne testimony to its rare worth Exceedingly handsome,

replete with illustrations, and of absorbing interest to students of industrial and economic science."—Nottingham Daily Guardian.

Now ready, Two Volumes (each complete in itself) of

SCIENCE for ALL. Edited by Dr. Robert Brown, M.A. F.L.S., &c,

assisted by Eminent Scientific Writers. Each containing about 350 Illustrations and Diagrams. Extra crown 4to. cloth, 'J». each.

All branches of science equally find a place in the work The illustrations are very good, and the work entirely maintains its-

original high standard."—Academy,inal

NOW READY,

Price Qd. ; or cloth giit, 5*.

THE MIDSUMMER VOLUME OF

"LITTLE POLK S,"

WITH NEARLY 500 ILLUSTRATIONS,

AND A COLOURED FRONTISPIECE.

Now ready, price 1«. ; er cloth gilt, 2s.

The "LITTLE FOLKS" NATURE PAINTING BOOK.

With numerous Illustrations intended for Water-Colour Painting, consisting oil
well-known British Flowers, Butterflies, Birds, and Animals.

%* Two Editions of 15,000 copies of this Work have already been disposed of, and a
Third Edition is now ready.

" ' Little Folks ' Nature Paint ing Book contains an excellent serins of outline engravings
for water-'-oIour painting, with stories and verses. Prizes for competitions are offered, and
the books sent in will be given to the children's hospitals."— 1 'ur/ishire 1'ost.

CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN & CO. Ludgate-hill, London.

ENLARGEMENT OF THE

LIVE STOCK JOURNAL

AND

FANCIERS' GAZETTE.

CHRONICLE FOR COUNTRY GENTLEMEN, BREEDERS, AND EXHIBITORS.

EVERY FRIDAY, Price 4d.

Contains FULL HEP0RTS OF ALL SHOWS AND i-TOCv SALES, AND ARTICLES OX

HORSES,

CATTLE,

SHEEP,

PIGS,

D0G.S,

DAIRV FARMING,

MARKET GARDENING,

POULTRY FARMING,

PASTURES, UTILIZATION OF,

&c. &c.

POULTRY,

PIGEONS,

AVIARY,

RABBITS,

PET?.

Tublisbing Office and Office for Advertisements : LA BELLE SAUVAGE-YAUD, LT7DGATE-HILL, E.C.
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STUDY of SHELLEY.

By JOHN TODUUNTEE,

Author of 'Laurella, and other Poems,' ' Alccstis,' &c.

Crown Svo. cloth, price 7*.

C. Xegan Paul & Co. 1, Paternoster-square.

En Vse at Eton, Westminster, Harrow. Cheltenham College, Christ's
Hospital, Si. Paul b. Merchant Taylors', City of London School,
Greenwich Hospital School, Edinburgh Academy, &c.

iELILLE'S NEW GRADUATED COURSE.

W

Fourth Edition, cloth, fre

ILLS of their OWN : C

by post, 1». 2d.

irious, Eccentric, and
Benevolent. With a Chapter on Doctor*' Commons.

" I.et 's choose executors and talk of wills."—Shakspcar*.

This book must not be mistaken for n work Intely published under
the title of 1 Curiosities ol the Search-Room , ' the above book being pub
lished long before.

Londou : William TcftK * Co. Pancras-lane, Cheapside, E.C.

PHCENIX FIRE OFFICE, LOMBARD-STEEET
and CHARING CROSS, LONDON.—Established 1782.

Prompt and Liberal Loss Settlements.
Insurances effected in all parts of the World

JOHN J. HROOMFIELD,

l)1

The Beginner's Own French Book. 2s.—Key to the

same, "j .

Easy French Poetry for Beginners. 2s.

French Grammar. 5s. Gd.—Key to the same, 3*.

Repertoire des Prosateurs. 6s. Gd.

Modeles de Poesie. 6x.

Manuel Etymologique. 2s. Gd.

A Synoptical Table of French Verbs. Gd.

Whlttaker & Co. Ave Maria-lane.

Ready, la 2 handsome vols. (1,'JOO pp.), I2i. Gd.

rTHE LIFE, TIMES, and CORRESPONDENCE of

JL BISHOP DOYLE (J. K. L.). long out of print, but now greatly
^Enlarged, and enriched with striking Revelations. By W, J. FITZ-
tfATRlCX. M K.I.A. See Athtnaum of Jan. 31, l-s*», on its "interest
and importance."

J. Duffy & Son, 1, Paternoster-row | and Dublin.

Fcap. Svo. cloth, 4s. 6d.\ royal 32mo. cloth, 3*.

^HE DAILY ROUND. Meditation, Prayer, and
-. Praise, adapted to the Course of the Christian Year.

London: J. Whitaker, 12, Warwick-lane.

Ninth Edition, post free, lj,

\R. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the
onlv Successlul Method of Curing this Disease. By ROBERT O.

■WATTS, 'M.D F.R.S.L., &c., i. Bulstrode-etreet, Cavendish - square,

'Loudon, W
London : C. Mitchell ft Co. Bed Lion-court, Fleet-street.

D1

Eighty-eighth Thousand, fcap. Svo. 2s. Gd.

ADVICE to a MOTHER on the MANAGEMENT
of her CHILDREN, and on the Treatmonton the Moment of some

■of their more pressing Illnesses and Accidents. By PYE H. CHAVASSE,
F.R.C.8.

J. & A. Churchill, London , and all Booksellers.

One Hundredth Thousand, fcap. 8ve. 2s. Gd.

ADVICE to a WIFE on the MANAGEMENT of
her own HEALTH, and on the Treatment of some of the Com

plaints incidental to Pregnancy, Labour, and Suckling. By PYE II.
CHAVASSE, F.K.C.S.

J. & A. Churchill. London ; and all Booksellers.

COMPANION TO MUNICH AND THE AMM1SRGAU

PASSION PLAT.

ART-STUDENT in MUNICH. By Anna
MARY HOWITT - WATTS. New Edition, Revised by

Authoress; with several new Chapters. 01 all Booksellers. Crown Svo.
.2 vols, cloth, price 10*. Gd.

Thomas De La Rue & Co. London.

Crown (Svo. 2 vols, cloth, price 15s.

8TRANGE STORIES from a CHINESE STUDIO.
Translated and Annotated by HERBERT A. GILES, of H.M

Consular Service. Of all Booksellers. ■

-r~- Thomas De La Rue & Co. London.

HE ANGLO - EGYPTIAN BANKING COM-
PANY (Limited), having Brnnches at Alexandria, Cairo, and

Larnaca (Cyprus), is prepared to transact every description of General
Ranking liusiness with those Plates. " 1 '■

London ''7, Clemcnt's-lane, E.C.

T

. l'OA. Secretary.

E

AGLE INSURANCE COMPANY,

79, PALL MALL.
For LTVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1807.

Accumulated Funds £-1.0 in..14 2
Also a Subscribed Capital of more than .. £1,500.000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the Oftice, or from
any of the Company's Agents, post free.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS, Actuary and Secretary.

UNION ASSURANCE SOCIETY, Instituted in
the Reign of Queen Anne, vn. 171 1. Chief Office, 81, Cornhill,

E.C.; Western Branch, 70. Baker-street, W. Loudon.
DIRECTORS, TRUSTEES, \c.

JOILN MORLEY, Esq.. Cliairman.
STEPHEN SOAMES, Esq., Deputy.Chairman.

John Thornton Rogers, Esq.
Leonard Shuter, Esq.
James Thompson. Esq.
Alderman Sir Svdney H. Water-
low. Bart.M.P.

E. Hcysham Wood, Esq.

Daniel Britten, Esq
William James Ford, Esq.
John Hlbbert. E*q.
Kdruund Holland, Esq.
Wm. Burrowes Lewis, Esq.
J. Trueman Mills, Esq.
Charles Mortimer, Esq.
Fire Insurances falUng due at MIDSUMMER should he paid within

fifteen days from the 24th of June.
The published accounts give the fullest details as to the position ot

the Society. WILTjLVM BURROWES LEWIS, Managing Director.

CHARLES DAltRELL, Secretary.

AW LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,

Fleet-street. London.

TRUSTEES.
The Right Honourable BARON CAMPBELL.
The Right Honourable VISCOUNT CRANBKOOK.
The Right Honourable LOUD JUSTICE Til KSIC KR.
The Honourable VICE-CHAN t "ELI OR Sir CHARLES HALL.
WILLIAM FREDERICK HIOGISS, Esq.
EDMOND ROBERT TURNER, Esq.

DIRECTORS.

John James Johnson, Esq. Q-C.
William Rolle Malcolm. Esq.
Richard Nicholson, Esq.
Charles Manley Smith, Esq.
John Swift. Esq.
The Right Honourable Lord Justice
Theslger.

Edward Tompson, Esq.
Sir William Henry Walton.
Arnold William White. Esq.
Basil Thomas Woodd, Esq.

Now ready, Second Edition, crown Svo. price 7s. Gd.

CARD ESSAYS, CLAYS DECISIONS, and
CARD-TABLE TALK. Tly "CAVENDISH." With Portrait of

Author. Ol all Booksellers, and at the Libraries.
Thomas De La Rue & Co. London.

Demy Svo. cloth, price 2hs. with Map, and Illustrations on Wood,

JUNGLE LIFE in INDIA: or, the Journeys and
Journals of uu Indian Geologist. By V. BALL, M A. F.O.S., tie.

Of all Booksellers.
Thomas De La Rue & Co. London.

Crown f»vo. cloth, price 7s.

"IJOSWELL'S CORRESPONDENCE with the
I > HON ANDKEW EltSKINE. and his JOURNAL of a TOUR to
CORSICA. By GEORGE BIRKEECK HILL, D.C.L. Of all Book
sellers.

Thomas De Ln Rue & Co. London.

Crown Svo. 2 vols, cloth, price \0s. Gd.

ERNESTINE : a Novel. By the Authoress of the
'Vulture-Maiden.' Translated from the German by the Rev. S.

BAKING-GOULD. Of all Booksellers.
Thomas De La Rue & Co. London.

A

Crown Svo. cloth, price 10*.

SIMPLE STORY, and NATURE and ART.
By Mrs. INCHBALD. With a Portrait and Introductory Memoir

fcy WILLIAM BELL SCOTT. Of all Booksellers.
Thomas De La Rue & Co. London.

In 1 vol. demy Svo. 2*2 pages, price 7#. Gd.; postage, Gd.

*T<HE JESUS of HISTORY and the JESUS of
A TRADITION IDENTIFIED. By GEORGE SOLOMON.

London : Reeves St Turner, 196, Strand, W.C.

Demy Svo. cloth, 10s. Gd.

*THE BIRDS, FISHES, and CETACEA com-
JL monly frequenting Belfast Lough. By ROBERT LLOYD PAT
TERSON, Vtce-Preitident of the Belfast Natural History Society. Ac.
"With a Map and Tables.
London : Dav d Bogne, 3. St. Martin'8-pUce, W.C.

Ward * Co.

Edward Bailey, Esq.
Francis Thomas liircham, Esq.
The Hon. Halli burton G. Campbell
John Clerk, Esq. U-C
Frederick George Davidson, Esq.
John Deedes, Esq.
William James Farrer, Esq.
Henry Rav Freshfield. Esq.
Sir Farrer Herechell. Q.C. M P.
William Frederick Higglns, Esq.
Grosvenor Hodgklnson, Esq.
Holdsworth Hunt, Esq.

Invested assets on 31st December, 1S79, 5,501,7311.
Income for the vear Vi7'J. 471.KW.
Amount paid in claims to ;ilst December last. 12.3
Reversionary Bonus allotted for the five years

^Aggregate Reversionary Bonuses hitherto allotted. 6,108,9911.
The Expenses of Management (including commission) are under 4J

percent, of the annual income.
Attention is specially directed to the revised Prospectus of the Society ;

to the new rates of Premium, which are materially lower for young lives
than heretofore; to the new conditions as to extended limits of tree
travel and residence; and to the reduced rates of extra Premium.
Loans are granted on security of Life Interests and Reversions in con

nexion with policies of assurance.
l*roapcciu* and Form of Proposal will be sent on application.

GRIFFITH DAVIES, Actuary.

31st December

Loss OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,
And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY.
The Oldest, and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon. Lord KINNAIRD, Chairman,
Subscribed Capital, l.OOO.OOUt. Moderate Premiums,

Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five Vears' standing.

A fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance
ln the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.
AnDlv to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local Agents, or 64,

Cornhill. London. WILLIAM J. VIAN . secretary.

S

FECIAL DEPOSIT KATES.

CO.

X"OTICE.—MARKS, DURLACHER BROS.

J-l 3M. OXFORD-STREET. W.
ANTIQUE "WORKS of ART and general objects ol Decoration. The

authenticity of every Object guaranteed.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

gTEEL PENS.

Sold by all Stationers throughout the World.

IBURNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
THROUGHOUT on

MOEDERS HIRE SYSTEM.
The Original. Best, and most Liberal.

Cash Prices.
No extra charge for time given.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particular), of terms, post free.
F. HOEDER, 318, 249. 230. Tottenham Court road ; and 19, 20, and 31,

Morwell-atreet, W.C. Established UNI

f1 MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
• the above Premises have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture Trade, and now form one of the most commodious
Warehouses in the metropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from Gi. 6s. to SO Guineas.
Drawing-room Suites, from 91. to 43 Guineas.
Dining-room Suites, from 71. 7s. to 40 Guineas.

And all other Goods in great variety.

F. MOEDER, 348, 349, 250, Tottenham Court-road; and 19, 20, and 21,
Harwell-street. W.C. Established 1M12.

WILLIAM S. BURTON, General Furnishing
T T Ironmonger, by appointment to H.R.H. the lYince or Wales,

SENDS a CATALOGUE GRATIS and POST PAID.

It contains upwards of 8j0 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, with
Lists of Prices, and plans of the 30 large Show-rooms

At 39, Oxford-street : 1, 1a, 2. a, and 4, Newman-street ; 4, 5, and 6,
Perry's-place ; and 1, Newman-yard. London, W.

LENDERS, FIRE-IRONS, STOVES, RANGES,&c.
X £. $. d £. s. d.
REGISTER STOVES from 0 U 0 to 36 0 0
CHINA-TILED ditto „ 3 8 0 „ 36 0 0
DOG-8TOVB8 ,, 0 12 0 „ 20 0 0
FENDERS. Bronzed or Black 0 3 9 „ 10 0 O
Ditto STEEL and ORMOLU 2 2 0 ,, 20 15 O
FENDER FRAMES for TILE HEARTHS .. „ 110 „ 10 0 0
MARBLE ditto, ditto , 2 0 0 ,, 10 0 O
PIERCED BRASS FENDERS „ 2 2 0 „ 10 0 O
FIRE-IRONS. Set of Three 0 4 3 „ 6 10 O
Ditto RESTS for TILE HEARTHS, per Pair.. ,. 0 12 0 ,. 15 10 0

OAS and HOT-WATER WORK.-ESTIMATES FREE.

JgEDSTEADS, BEDDING, and FURNITURE.

BEDSTEADS of Best Make only, from 10s. Gd.
BEDDINO of every description made on the Premises, and gua

ranteed of pure materials and good workmanship.
AMERICAN WALNUT machine-made CABINET FURNITURE.
A large Stork of CHEAP. USEFUL, and SOUND FURNITURE

of the above make on view at prices usually charged for ordinary

deal.
FURNITURE for BED, DINING, and DRAWING ROOMS and

every article necessary for HOUSE FURNISHING.
EASY TERMS of PURCHASE.—Special Arrangements made br

WILLIAM S. BURTON with reference to CREDIT, without in any way
altering the system of PLAIN FIGURES and FIXED PRICES
retaining to the PURCHASER all the advantages of prices arranged for
NET CASH, and charging only such Interest as may be necessary lor
the time over which the payments are extended.

COL2.
KEIU

w

the time over which the payments a
COLZA OIL, highest quality 2s. 10d. per gallon.
KEROSENE, ditto «■ 3«-

ILLIAM S. BURTON.

AP O L L I N A
" Laureadonandus Apolllnarl.

R I

Belfast: Marcus

>er Cent, allowed on Sums remaining on Deposit

m

G. BARKER &

EAXKERS,
39 and 40, MARK-LANE, LONDON.

(Established 1863.)
Clearing RUfOaa—The BANK cf ENGLAND

DEPOSITS of 10/. and npwards received and Receipts Issued

On demand .. .. .. :ij per cent, per annum.
Seven Days' Notice .. 4 „ „
11 Days' Notice .. 4)
30 Days' Notice
3 Mouths' Notice

An Extra Itonus of 1 ;
Twelve complete Monti
Current Accounts opened on the usual terms, and every description of

Ranking transacted.

ALLEN'S SOLID LEATHER

PORTMANTEAUS.
ALLEN'S VICTORIA DRESSING BAG.
ALLEN'S STRONG DRESS BASKETS.
ALLEN'S REGISTERED ALBERT DESPATCn BOX.

ALLEV'S NEW CATALOGUE of W0 Articles lor Continental Travel
ling, post fru«.

8T, West Strand, London.

S WATER.
Uoraa, Book iv. Ode 2.

GOLD MEDAL. PARIS. 1870.
ANNUAL SALE, 8,000,000.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY, Limited. 19. Regent-street, London. S.W.

"CANITAS" and DISINFECTION.—The Pine
O Forest at Home.-Thc SANITA8 PREPARATIONS are In use

In more than 300 Boards ol Health. Hospitals, Sx Non-poi»onous.
sttlnlcv agreeable. mild healthlul. Disinfecting Huids. Powders, and
HouMoold Soape ; toilet Soaps and Fluids ; Tooth and N nrserr Powders.
Of all Chemist*, or of the Sanitas Company, Limited, Bethnal Green,
London E Testimonials of highest Medical and Sanitary Authorities
free. Of universal necessity as the most perfect Puriner and Disin-

fectant.

LOTS 110 and 111.— Lot 110, very soft Old
PALE SHERRY, at 30s.; and LOT 111, very soft OLD OLOROSO

SOLERA pale gold, at 33s. per dozen.-SHERRltS of the old style mel
lowed bv agiT. very nott, and entirely free from the Hcryness which has
been so 'denluunlal to the consumption ol Sherry. These exceptionally
large Lots are placid in the hands of the Animation for forced realisa
tion and arc ollered to the Public, while on the specuU Lot Lo>t; nt
irmitlv reduced price*, instead of being Sold by Auction
CO-OPKH VT1YE WINK ASSOCIATION. Limited. "' -
Adelphi.W C. (removed from 416, Strundi.

The LONDON
10 and 1J, John-street,

M

D

R. O E S,G. H. J
SURGEON DENTIST,

57, GREAT RUSSELL-STREET, LONDON

(Opposite the British Museum),

Will be glad to forward his Pamphlet on Painless Dentistry, free,
enclosed by post, which explains the most unique system of the adjust

ment of Artificial Teeth without pain.
Consultation free, from 10 to 5.

INNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have

approved of this Pure Solution as the best reinedv tor
ACIDITY of the STOMACH. HEARTBURN, HEAD
ACHE. GOUT, and INDIGESTION! and as the safest
Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladles, Children, and

Infants.
DLVNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.

CONSUMPTIVES of all DEGREES.

Yorlt-
Dr.

rpo

Read hovr a Working Man (W. Saunders, Devonshire Cottage Y
souarc, London. E.) was cured of Hereditary Consumption by
IOCOCK'S PULMON IC WAFERS. See small books of thousands of
cures, to be had of all Agents, price Od.

Dr. LOCOCK'S WAFERS give Instant relief, and taste pleasantly
Sold by mil Druggists, at Is. L}d. per box.
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Now ready, price 6s.

T H E G E N E R A L I N D E X
*

TO THE

FIFT H S E R IES

N 0 T E S A N D Q U E R I E S.

Wols. I. to XII. 1874 to 1879.

(TWO WOLS. IN EACH YEAR.)

MR. THOMs has kindly contributed the following Preface:—

“If there be any truth in the old proverb, ‘Practice makes perfect, this ought to be a capital Preface,

smuch as it is the Fifth to an Index of a twelve-volume Series of dear old NOTES AND QUERIES which I have

n called upon to write.

“The first three it was my duty to prepare, as I was responsible for the several collections of literary

terial to which they were the keys. I was urged to undertake the Fourth because to a certain extent

various articles to which it referred had been garnered under my superintendence. But now that I

ye neither the responsibility nor the credit for the store of varied, useful, and amusing information here

y sorted and labelled ready for use, to be compelled by the importunity, not to say tyranny, of my

*cessor to repeat an old story, and so expose myself to the risk of being taunted by some captious critic

# the profanity of Jack F£ and told ‘Oh, thou hast damnable iteration l’ is a little hard upon an

ditor who has ‘retired from business.” -

“I must, however, run the risk, inasmuch as by so doing I shall put myself in a position to make an

#nowledgment which I ought to have made long since. My distinguished and warm-hearted friend Lord

tougham (who, I may here say, had on more than one occasion furnished me with some interesting Replies),

*aking to me of the great value and utility of this Journal, was pleased to add that ‘that value and utility

ere increased tenfold by its capital Indexes. Lord Brougham was right; and if the critic in the Saturday

'tiew who declared of “that little farrago of learning, oddities, absurdities, and shrewdnesses, NoTEs AND

tERIES, that it was perhaps the only weekly newspaper that would be ‘consulted three hundred years

ince,” should also prove to be right, I do not hesitate to declare my belief that these Indexes will have

*atly contributed to that success.

“What a pleasant retribution it is for one who has for years been so mercilessly quizzed and jeered for

. exposure of pretended Centenarians to think that he should be credited with the merit of having called

to existence a something that shall be continuing its useful existence some three centuries hence!

“But let that pass. I have on more than one occasion expressed my sense of how much these Indexes

red to the care, intelligence, and experience of their original compiler, the late Mr. James Yeowell, as these

w owe to his successor in this important department. I have not, however, in any of these Prefaces

knowledged as I ought to have done that their existence is due to the suggestion of another highly esteemed

1 friend, one of the earliest contributors to ‘N. & Q., Mr. William Bernard Mac Cabe, the learned author of

1 Catholic History of England. It was he who, when some few volumes had appeared, urged upon me the

vantage of taking stock of the information recorded in them by the publication of a General Index, and

advisability of doing so at stated intervals. The suggestion was one so full of common sense that I did

thesitate to adopt it. I am pleased to avail myself of the opportunity which is thus afforded me of doing

"ice to my old friend. Readers who share my regret at not seeing his name so frequently as they were

it in these pages may feel assured that it is from no diminished attachment to NoTES AND QUERIES, but

in the fact that he is, like the original Editor, conscious of increasing years, but, unlike him, careful not

trespass too much on the good nature of the Public.”

Publishel by JOHN FRANCIS, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.
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BOOKS TO TAKE TO THE SEASIDE

BENTLEY'S FAVOURITE NOVELS.

Each Work can be had separately, neatly bound and well printed, price 6«. of all Booksellers in Town or Country.

NEW AND POPULAR EDITION, in crown 8vo. price 6*.

PBOBATION. By the Author of ' The First Violin.'

By Mrs. HENRY WOOD.

EAST LYNNE. (95th Thousand.)

THE CHANNINGS. (35th Tliousand.)

MRS. HALLIBURTON'S TROUBLES.

THE MASTER OF GREYLANDS.

VERNER'S PRIDE.

WITHIN THE MAZE.

LADY ADELAIDE.

BESSY RANE.

ROLAND YORKE.

LORD OAKBURN'S DAUGHTERS.

SHADOW OF ASHLYDYAT.

OSWALD CRAY.

DENE HOLLOW.

GEORGE CANTERBURY'S WILL.

TREVLYN HOLD.

MILDRED ARKELL.

ST. MARTIN'S EVE.

ELSTER'S FOLLY.

ANNE HEREFORD.

A LIFE'S SECRET.

RED COURT FARM.

ORVILLE COLLEGE.

PARKWATEE.

EDINA.

POMEROY ABBEY.

By Miss AUSTEN.

(The only Complete Edition.)

SENSE AND SENSIBILITY.

EMMA.

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE.

MANSFIELD PARK.

NORTHANGER ABBEY and PERSUASION.

LADY SUSAN and THE WATSONS.

By ANTHONY TROLLOPE.

THE THREE CLERKS.

By ANONYMOUS AUTHORS.

THE FIRST VIOLIN.

JOHNNY LUDLOW.

By Mrs. AUGUSTUS CRAVEN.

A SISTER'S STORY.

By RHODA BROUGHTON.

JOAN.

NANCY.

GOOD-BYE, SWEETHEART!

RED AS A ROSE IS SHE.

COMETH UP AS A FLOWER.

NOT WISELY BUT TOO WELL.

By Mrs. ALEXANDER.

THE HERITAGE OF LANGDALE.

HER DEAREST FOE.

THE WOOING O'T.

WHICH SHALL IT BE?

By Mrs. ANNIE EDWARDES.

LEAH : A WOMAN OF FASHION.

OUGHT WE TO VISIT HER ?

SUSAN FIELDING.

STEVEN LAWRENCE : YEOMAN.

By HAWLEY SMART.

BREEZIE LANGTON.

By HELEN MATHERS.

COMIN' THRO' THE RYE.

CHERRY RIPE.

By Mrs. NOTLEY.

OLIVE VARCOE.

By MARCUS CLARKE.

FOR THE TERM OF HIS NATURAL LIFE.

By Baroness TAUTPHOSUS.

THE INITIALS.

QUITS.

CYEILLA.

By Lady G. FULLERTON.

CONSTANCE SHERWOOD.

TOO STRANGE NOT TO BE TRUE.

LADYBIRD.

By E. WERNER.

SUCCESS : AND HOW HE WON IT.

UNDER A CHARil.

SECOND THOUGHTS. The New Novel by RHODA BBOTJGHTON, Autho

of 1 Nancy,'' 1 Red as a Rose is She,' 1 Good-bye, Sweetheart ! ' &c.

SPECTATOR.

" Miss Broughton sets forth in a pleasant and persuasive manner the advan- I the book, and Miss Broughton's ridicule of the 'excessive cvlUliarv ' school

tages of beginning with a little aversion. All the personages of the slight very amusing indeed. Women have in this case, as in almost all

but carefully written story are entertaining. A charming freshness pervades J power of solving the social question.''

RICHARD BENTLEY & SON, New Burlington-street, Publishers in Ordinary to Her Majesty the Queen.

Editorial CominunlcailoM should be addressed to "The Editor"—AdTertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher "—at the Office, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.

Printed by E. S. Francis. Athena-am Press, Took's-court, Chancery-lane, E.C. ; and Published by Johx Frawcis, at No. 20, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.

Affests: for Bcotuitd, Messrs. Sell * Bradfute, and Mr. John Meuztes, Edinburgh for Iseuxd, Mr. John Kobcrwon, Dublia.-Saturdar, July 10, 1E8Q.
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PRICE

THREEPENCB

REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

CGOVERNMENT GRANT of 1,000/.—A Meeting
J of the GOVERNMENT GRANT COMMITTER will be held in

FEBRUARY, ls*l. ll la requested that appllcatloiH to be conaldrmi at
thnc Meeting be forwarded to the Brcamam of thi Rot.l "
BurltD^ioo Rouse, befure the 3l«t of DECEMBER, 1*».

GOVERNMENT FUND of 4,000/. for the Pro
motion of SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH. — A MEETING of the

GOVERNMENT FUND COMMITTEE will be held In FEBRUARY.
1881. It li requeued that application* to be considered at that "
be forwarded to the 6ecaetabibs or the RoiaX Socurr,
Houae. befure the 3 1st of DECEMBER. 1880.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION for the ADVANCE
MENT of SCIENCE. K, Alberasj-le-street, London, W.

The NEXT ANNUAL GENERAL MEETINO wUl be held at 8WANSEA,
I on WEDNESDAY, Augus

Prealdent-Eleet,
ANDRBW CROMRIE RAMSAY. Esq., LL D F R.». V.P.O.B.,

IHrettor-General of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom and
of the Museum of Practical Geology.

NOTICE to CONTRIBUTORS of MEMOIRS —Author* are reminded
that, under an arrangement dating from 1*71. the acceptance of Memoir*,
unii tb « days on which they are to be read, are now, a* far a* possible,
determined by Organ i sing Committee* for the several Section* before the

• i ■>■ the V- It ha* therefore become nr< eaaarr, in order to
a n opportunity to the Commit tee* of doing Justice to the several
mbunlcatlon*. that each Author ehould prepare an Abstract of hU

Memo tr. of a length suitable for Insertion In the pubiuhed Transaction*
ol the Association, and the Council request that be will send It. together
with t he orliriaal Meoioir. by boo* -post, on or before July 24. addressed
thus .—"General Serretarie*, British Association. 21', Albemarle-street,
London, W. For Section " Authors who comply with this
request, and whose i'apers are accepted, will be furnished before the
Meeting with printed copies of their Reports or Abstract*. If it
should be inconvenient to the Author that his Paper should be read on
any particular days, he Is requested to send Information thereof to the
BsrarrARitJi Id a separate note.
Reports on th« Pn«re*s of Science, and of Researches entrusted to

individuals or Committee*, must "be forwarded to the Amurrurr-SEca*-
rsav. for presentation to the Organizing Committees, accompanied by a
statement whether the Author will be present at the Annual Meeting.
No Report. Paper, or Abstract can be Inserted In the Report of t>

S'
OCIETY of BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY.—
Vol. VII. Part I. of the TRANSACTIONS h)

not having received their Copies are requested to
", Hart-street, Bloonssbary, W C.

OVAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE of
GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND.

Patrons
HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY the QUEEN.

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS the PRINCE of WALES, K..O. P.8.A.

The LORD TALBOT DB MALAHIDE, F.R.S. F.S.A-

ANNUAL MEETING at LINCOLN. 1880.
TUESDAY, July 27, to MONDAY, August 2, inclusive.

GENERAL PROGRAMME.
President of the Meeting.

The Right Rot. the LORD BISHOP of LINCOLN.

Prttidnti of Sections.
Antiquities —President : Sir C Anderson, Bart.; Vice-Presidents, Her. J

Collingwood Bruce. LL.D. F.S.A. ; J. L. Ffytche, Esq. F8.A.
History.—President. The Right Hon. A. J. B Bercsford Hope, M P,

LL.D. D.C.L. FR.fl. FS.A. ; Vlce-Presldenu, the Very Rut. the
Dean of Ely.D.D. ; E. Peacock . Esq F.S A.

Architecture — President, the Hlifht R»-v. the Bishop SuflTnumn of Not
tingham, I) 1). F.S.A. : Vice- Presidents, M. H. Bloxan, Esq. F.S.A. ;
Rev. Precentor Venables.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETINO.
TUESDAY. July 17.—The Mayor and Corporation will receive the

InstituU* at on Inaugural Meeting. President s Address. Luncheon by
the Mayor and Corporation. Afternoon, visit to Lincoln Castle, and
general inspection of the City. Sectional Meetings at 8.30.
WEDNESDAY. July ^ —Morning. Sectional Meetings. Excursion by

rail to Gainsborough, by road to Stuw Home by rail from Stow Part
Stutitm. Conversazione at 9 In the County Assembly Rooms by the
Royal Archaeological Institute.

THURSDAY. July 39 —Annual Meeting of the
of the Cathedral. Afternoon. Sectional Meetings,
holme by the Right Rev. the President, at 8.30.
FRIDAY. July_30.—Excursion by rail to Grantham, Sleaford, Hocking

Inspection
n at Rise-

FRIDAY. Julv
ton. Ronton, and "
SATURDAY. July 31.-Morning, Sectional Meetings. Excursion by

rail to Southwell, Newark, and Huwton. Sectional Meetings at 8.30.
SUNDAY. August 1.—Service In the Cathedral.
MONDAY, August S. — Morning, Excursion by road to Navenby,

"Welbourn, leaden ham. Brant Broughton, and Somerton Castle. Even-
tug, General Concluding Meeting.

Information regarding the general and local arrangements of the
Meeting may be obtained from the Hev. O. T. Harvey or the Rev. A R.
MaddiMin, \ K ant* Court. Lincoln. Tickets lor the Meeting will be Issued
and all information required during the Meeting will be given at the
County Awmhly Rooms. Price of Tickets, for Gentlemen. II. Is. (not
tran* lernblcj. for Ladies (transferable). K'i. 6d . entitling the bearer to
take part In all the Meetings and Proceedings of the week, to visit the
Museum and all other objects of interest which may be thrown open to
the Institute. Two Tickets of Admission, to hear the Address of the
President of the Meeting, will be presented to each purchaser of a
^.ulnwi Ticket, and one such Ticket to each purchaser of a Half-Guinea
Ticket.

Tickets of Admission to all the Sectional Meetings and the Museum
only, price ji I trans erablej.
Extended particulars of each day's proceedings will be Issued on

July LTth. together with an Illustrated Handbook of the places visited
-during the Meeting.
Accommodation may be obtained at the White Hart, near the

Ouhoimi. ihe Saracen * Head, near the Stone Bow, and the Greet
northern and Albion Hotels, near the Station. Information respecting
L'tdttings may beobtalnel frjtn Mr. J. Bvaa».cLoui>H, Exchequer Gate.
Lincoln. By Order of the Council.

ALBERT UARTSHORNE, Secretary.
16. New Burlington-street, London. W.

MISS LOUISE WILLES, of Theatres Drury
lane. Gaiety, Olympic, arc., glTea LESSONS in DRAMATIC

DF.ci.AMA r ION and ELOCUTION, both for Professional and Private:
purpose* -u\ et. Augustlne's-road, Camden-squiire, N.W.

YORKSHIRE FINE-ART SOCIETY, LEEDS.—
The AUTUMN EXHIBITION wiU OPEN on SEPTEMBER 13th,

and close on December 31st. WORKS will be received from the 10th to
the 30th of AUGUST. —Mr. J. Bsdadhead. Albion-street, and Mtvsrs,
Nxwtox BaoTBsss, Bond-street, Lees's, will act a* Artisu' Agents.

A BTS ASSOCIATION, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

AUTUMN EXHIBITION OF PIC
COL
PICTURES IN OIL AND WATER
>LqUR. ,

NOTICE to ARTISTS. —The EXHIBITION WILL OPEN In the
Assemblr Rooms, on FRIDAY, the tfth of August, and REMAIN OPEN
about TWO MONTHS. Mr. W A dmlth, 23. Mortimer-street, Regent-
street, will Collect between 6th andlllth August, both iocloslre. All
particulars on application to Jossra <fm* whall, Secretary.

TO COLLECTORS.—A very valuable Collection
of about 300 Ancient Japanese embossed Sword Hilts ha* been

presented for SALE at the Bazaar, to be held on Wednesday and Thurs
day, the L'lst and 22nd July, in behalf of the Royal Home* for Ladle*
with limited Incomes, by permission of Sir Henry and Lady Peek, in the
grounds of Wimbledon House.

TO COLLECTORS of FINE ORIENTAL CHINA.
-On VIEW, at Mr. ALLEN COTTBRELL'S ART-STUDIO, 1*3.

Inverness- terrace, W , opposite the Royal Oak, a PAIR of very fine
CHINESE VASES, with subject of the Eight Emortal* on a brilliant
green ground, formerly the Property of a well-known Indian Official.

IBERSTUDIORUM.—Messrs. P.&D.Colnaohi,
13 and 14. Pall Mall Eaat, are prepared to PURCHASE, at good

* ".e PLATES of TURNERS 'LIBERprices, tine Impressions of any of the 1
BTUDIORUM.*

I
IBER 8TDDI0RUM.—Mr. A. W. Thibaudbau
J begs to announce for SALE impressions of two hitherto unpub

lished Plates, vis., 'Glaucus and Scylla.' prices Trom Two to Six Guineas;
- Ploughing, Eton,' prices from Two to five Guineas. Also the Etchings
of ' Ploughing, Eton,' and ' Shecpwasbing, Windsor,' price One Guinea
each. They may be seen at 19, Green-street, Leicester-square, or full
particulars will be forwarded by post.

FAC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
ARUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the

Public as well as to Members, at prices varying from 10s. to iSj. . sad
Include the Works of Giotto, Fra Angel ico, Perugtno, Andrea del Sarto,

' membership, will be sent, post free, on application
Michael Angelo. Raphael. Holbein. Albert Ddrer, Ac —IMeed Lists;
with particulars of membership, '
at 34, Old Bond-street. London, W

HAKLUYT SOCIETY, Established for the pur
pose of Printing Hare and Unpublished Voyages and Travels.

The following Works have been recently issued to Members i—

The BONDAGE and TRAVELS of JOHANN
SCHILTBERGER, from his Capture at the Battle of Nlcopolis in
13S6 to his Escape and Keturn to Europe In 14*7. Translated from
the Heidelberg MS. by Commander J. RUCHAN TBLFER, R.N.

The VOYAGES and WORKS of JOHN DAVIS
the NAVIGATOR. Edited, with an Introduction and Notes, by
Captain ALBERT H. MARKKAM, R N. F.R.G.S

The NATURAL and MORAL HISTORY of the
INDIES By Father JOSEPH de ACOSTA. Reprinted from the
English Edition of 1804 ; snd Edited, with Notes and sn Introduction
by CLEMENTS R. MARKHAM, C.B. F.R.B. Vol. L The NATURAL
HISTORY.

Prospectuses and Lists of Works leaned may be obtained from the
Society * Agent, Mr. RicunaM, 37, Great Queen-street. W C.

OROUGH of LEICESTER.

LEICESTER MUSEUM.—CURATOR.

WANTED, a CURATOR, to take the Practical Managemenf of the
Leicester Museum. The Candidates not to be more than 3S years of age.
and to nave had some experience In a London, Provincial, or Private
Museum. Honorary Curators will advise In each Department.
Salary. ViOl. per annum, and the person appointed will be required to

devote the whole of his time to the duties of his office.
Applications and testimonials to be sent on or before the 20th July

next, addressed to the Town Clerk , Leicester, endorsed " Application for
Cnratorshlp." By order. JOHN STOREY, Town Clerk.
Town Hall, Leicester, 30th June, 1980.

TO SECRETARIES of INSTITUTES. — Miss
EMILY FAITH FULL, having POSTPONED her Visit to America,

will be able to LECTURE during the Autumn and Winter in England
and Scotland.—Apply, by letter, to Victoria Magamm Office, 117, Praed-
atreet, W.

SECRETARY, AMANUENSIS,&c—Gentlewoman
(28), good English and Classical Scholar, gr»-:it experience In Re

vising MSS . Correction of Proofs, Reducing Extracts, Ac. desires
DAILY EMPLOYMENT. Clear and rapid Writer. Knows French,
some Germanand Latin. High testimonial*.—R. W , May's, 159, Picca
dilly.

LITERATURE and the PRESS.—A Gentleman,
of over twenty years' experience In all branches of Newspaper

Work. VOLUNTEERS his SERVICES, wholly « r in part He is a
thoughtlul Writer, a Descriptive Repor cr. an experienced Sub-Editor,
and Contributor to the best Journal*. He has been specially successful
In the organisation and development of new undertakings.—ExrsaiKMca,
10, Windermere-road, Upper Holloway, N.

BOOK and PERIODICAL INDEXING. — To
AUTHORS, EDITORS, and PUBLISHEBS. - Antiquarian and

other Works skilfully and comprehensively INDEXED on moderate
terms.—Address T. B. TaowansLs, Sevenoaks, Kent.
Some recent Press Opinions: — ' The very elaborate Index."—Brief.

" Copious and well arrangfd."—Nnceattli Weekly Chrotticie. " Very valu
able."—Nottingham Daily Guardian. "A model index." — Derbyshire,
Times. " Laboriously complied and very complete." — Gloucester Journal.
"An excellent Index."—Raitwoy Official Gazette. "A copious Index,
arranged so that every subject dealt with may be easily traced. "—Brad
ford Chronicle end Mail. "Very carefully compiled and complete."
Hereford Time/.

M
USICAL CRITICISM.—A Gentleman, who has
made a special study of the History and Esthetics of Music,

desires to CONTRIBUTE CRITICISMS to a LONDON JOURNAL.
Experience asa Critic on a Weekly.—R. G. I., care of Adams &. Francis,
Advertising Agents, 66, Fleet-street.

NORTH of ENGLAND.—To PROFESSORS of
MUSIC — A well-established and high-class MUSICAL CON

NEXION for SALE in a populous Town. The Income has been €001 per
annum. Premium, tbOt. Residence, with Furniture at valuation, can
be had —Address F. S. de CsaTsarr Bissok ft Co., 3, Berners-strcct,
London, W.

A GENTLEMAN, intending to visit the Upper
Knicndjne during the season, and later tn make a tour through

ItalT, would like to MKKT with another GENTLEMAN, travelling la
the nunc direction, to arcompan7 hint. References given and required.
—Address In the first Instance, by letter, to Q. C. \\ ., 14, Sandringham-
gardens, Ealing, W.

BOTANICAL ABSTRACTS.—WANTED, a
BOTANIST to ABSTRACT French and Gorman Botanical Papers —

Address, by letter, C B. B. K . 14, Henrietta-street, Cortmt-gsrden, w C.

A SCHOLAR is ready to INSTITUTE RE-
SEAKCHES. or undertake any Literary Work i

moderate -Address K. Z., May's, 156, Piccadilly.

CORRESPONDENT. — A large German Paper
WANTS a CiEBMAN CORRESPONDENT, staying In London, for

Three Letters the Week, riosse state price and circumstances under
K., 19, Poste Reatante, Frankfort-on-the-Malne.

CUB -EDITOR (experienced) WANTED for an
KJ Evening Paper. Must be a smart I*nragraphist and Verbatim
Reporter —Apply Editob, Evening Star, Wolverhampton.

CUB-EDITOR WANTED for a Monthly Trade
tO Paper, age not to exceed 25. State quadLocations to Emroa, British,
Trade Journal, 42, Cannon-street, London.

A GENTLEMAN (a^ed about 30), who has had
considerable experience in Newspaper Work, requires the Post of

ASSISTANT or SUB- EDITOR on a Daily or Weekly Paper in Lon
Perfect knowledge of French and German. The highest recommc
tlons will be glren.—Answor to G. B. D., May's, 150. Piccadilly. W.

TOPROVINCIAL NEWSPAPER PROPRIETORS.
—A GRADUATE of the LONDON UNIVERSITY, who is anxious

to obtain an introduction to lYrss Work. Is willing to GIVE his
SF.RVICES for Six or Twelve Months as JUNIOR REPORTER or SUB
EDITOR—Application, in flrsi Instance by letter, to S. P., care of
C Mitchell ft Co. , Advertising Agents, 12 and 13, Red Lion-court, Fleet-
street. EC

PARTNER WANTED for a PUBLISHING
BUSINESS —Address A. 18. at V. H. MaydtCo.'s General Adver

tising Offices, 78, Gracechurch-street, London. i

WANTED, JUNIOR CLERK, age about 18 to
20, in a Publliher'a Counting-house.—Apply, by letter, stating

experience and Salary required, to Messrs. 8ami-son Low & Co., lw,
Fleet-street, London, E C.

PROPRIETORSHIP of a NEW and rising
PUKLICATION TO KB DISPOSED OF. nt nominal price, con

ditionally upon its being conducted upon certain original lines l ull
reasons for sum-ndcr on application to Editor of ths X , rare of Mutant.
Adams A Francis. Advertising Ageuts, to. Fleet-street, E.C.

WANTED, the MS. of a BOOK on NORTH
GERMANY, or a Gentleman to Translate and Re-Edit a French

Rook on the same subject.—W. M., May's Advertisement Offices, 150,
Piccadilly.

"TO PROVINCIAL NEWSPAPERS.—First-class
-i STOlt Y. ' Eve the Foundling,' very successful, supplied In Proof

at li. Is , or Stereo 21. 5s. per Set of Sixteen New* Columns. Metal at
id. per lb., or returnable.—Editor, Mid-Surrey Mirror, RedhlU. Surrey. ,

TO PUBLISHERS.- For SALE, MS. and Copy
right of valuable little work on the REPUBLIC of PLATO. Books

I.—IV.. tor students.—B A. Oxon,, care of Messrs. Adams ft T
Advertising Agents, 59, Fleet-street.

I^O EDITORS, PUBLISHERS, &c—To be DIS-
1 POSED of. an ORIGINAL TALE, by an Author who has made his
mark. Sixe, 1 vol. 8vo.—Apply to A. Z. Z., Canterbury.

MITCHELL & CO., Agenta for the Sale and
.Jm Purchase of Newspaper Property, beg to Notify that they hava-
rveral Newspaper Properties Tor Disposal, both in Lendoa and ths

Provinces. Principals only treated with.

C.

C.

MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to DISPOSE
ol the COhYRIOHToI a LONDON LOCAL NBWSPAPBS. AH

excellent oppori unity lor a Keporter. Small capital only required.

MITCHELL & CO. are instructed toNEGO-
TIATB a PARTNERSHIP In a WEEKLY NEWSPAPER in

the Midland Counties. Amount required, 2,6001.

C.

MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to NEGO-
TIATB a PARTNERSHIP in a WEEKLY NEWSPAPER In A

of England watering-place. bmaU capital only required.

C MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale an(.
• Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations lor

Probate or Purchase, Investigations, and Audit of Account.,, &c
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PUPIL WANTED by undersigned. Preference
given to knowledge of French or German and legible Writing.

Premium moderate, according to acquirement*.—Apply to Herbert A
Co , Civil and Mechanical Engineers, Fatcnt Agents, Ac, established
thirty yean, 67, Strand, W.C., London.

B

RIGHTON COLLEGE.—The Next Teem will
on TUESDAY, September 2lst.

F. W. MADDEN, M.R.A.8., Secretary.

LEAMINGTON COLLEGE. — There are Three
DEPARTMENTS:—(1) CLASSICAL; (2) MILITARY and CIVIL,

(3) JUNIOR. Honours gained last Year include Scholarship at Balliol.
Entrances at Woolwich and Cooper's Hill.—Apply to the Hnu> Mahteb.

TRAINING COLLEGE for TEACHERS in
MIDDLE and HIGHER SCHOOLS for GIRLS. Skinner-sin

Bishopwrate. E C. - The NEXT ENTRANCE EXAMINATION wlU be
held on SEPTEMBER 15th.
Candidates for admission should send in thetr Names to the SrcaiTrtaY

without delay. Several Scholarships will be awarded in September.
LOUISA RROUGH, Secretary.

Office : I, Queen-street, Brampton, S.W.

STRATFORD-ON-AVON.—TRINITY COLLEGE
SCHOOL.—The Warden, RICHARD F, CURRY, M.A.. is assisted

by Seven Resident Graduate Masters, Two being spceially for Modem
Languages. Classical and Modern Sides. Junior Department for Young
Boys. Large Flavgrounds, Fives Courts, Gymnasium, Ac Terms, 90
and (iO Guinea.—Apply to the Wabdkx.

MANCHESTER NEW COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY
HALL, GORDON-SQUARE, LONDON.

The College adheres to its original principle of freely Imparting Theo
logical Knowledge without insisting on the adoption of particular
Theological Doctrines.

PROGRAMME OF LECTURES FOR THE SESSION 1660-81.
Principal : Rot. JAMES MARTINEAU, D.D. LL.D.

Grounds and Truths of Religion , or other subject, according to the Class
that may be formed.

Greek (Plato or Aristotle).

Professor Rer. JAMES DRUMMOND, B.A.

Introduction to the Textual Criticism of theNew Testament.
Catholle Epistles : Introduction, Criticism, and Exegesis.
History of Doctrines.
Reading from a Latin Father.

Professor Rev. J. ESTLIN CARPENTER, H A

Ecclesiastical History : (1) General Survey of the History of the Church
till the Reformation ; (2) History of the Church in England.

Hebrew i Senior—2 Kings and Isaiah.
Middle—Deuteronomy.

Professor Rev. C. B. UPTON, B.A. B.Sc.
Junior Psychology and Logic (with reference to the requirements for

Graduation in the University of London;
Senior Mental Philosophy.
Ethical Philosophy : The Chief Theories Described and Examined.
latin Reading from some Philosophical Writer.

These Lectures, or any of them, arc open to Students of either sex, on
payment of the usual Fees.—For particulars, apply to

R. D. DARBISHIRE. 26, George-street, Manchester, l „M aII. ENFIELD DOWSON, Gee Cross, Manchester, J«on. «»■

IGH - CLASS SCHOOL for GIRLS, at the
Seaside. Large Detarhed House. Resident English and Foreign

Governesses and Visiting Masters.—For particulars and terms (which
are moderate) address Mrs. Diniel Tomkims, Sutherland House, Great
Yarmouth.

II

ANTED, at the END of AUGUST NEXT, a
HEAD MISTRESS for the HIGH SCHOOL for GIRLS, BOLTON,

Lancashire: a Lady holding Cambridge, Oxford, or London University
First-class Certificate. Requirements: English. Latin, Mathematics;
must have had experience in School Tuition. Salary, 150/. per annum.
A Capitation of lJ.per annum for every Pupil in excess of Forty.—
Apply, by letter, to T. W. Red-food, Secretary.

SCHOLASTIC — To GRADUATES in ARTS.—
The PRINCIPAL of a long-established high-class School In London

is. In consequence of falling health, desirous of meeting with a well-
qualifit'd GENTLEMAN who. acting for a probationary period as Vice-
Principal, would be willing to succeed him on equitable terms. It 1b
requested that no Agent will reply to this Advertisement.—Apply, by
letter only, to Y. Z., care of Messrs. Itclfc Brothers, 0, Charterhouse-
buildings, B.C.

PARIS.—HAVET'S INSTITUTE for the SONS
of GENTI.EMEN. 125. Rue de Longchamps. close to the Bois de

Boulogne.—M. Hwrrand his Sons are assisted by French. English, and
German Graduates. Pupils prepared for the University. Army, and
Civil Service. .Comfort, Gentlemanly Treatment, Healthful Exercise
Sulist:mtial Diet, and Modern Sanitary Arrangements. The LADIES'
SCHOOL, established i860, is conducted by Madame Havet. 0, Rue de
Longchamps, Trocadero.—Prospectuses from M. Havet. Paris; or from
the Publishers of his French and German School-Books, Messrs. Sijirxtx,
Marshall A Co., 4, Stationers' Hall-court. London.

GERMANY, STUTTGART. — Superior German
\T BOARDING SCHOOL for YOUNG LADIES, conducted by fl
HOCHSTETTBR, A. MUHLENItKUCH. S v 1 RIESER. This estab
lishment, situated In one of the most beautiful and healthy parts of
Germany. RECEIVES a few ENGLISH PUPILS of good families
among the German boarders, and offers them all the advantages of a com
fortable home and superior education. Beginning of the next Term,
1st September. Excellent references.—Inquiries to be addressed to Miss
MruLtNhatcH, Stuttgart.

PRIVATE TUITION. — Rev.
(M.A. F.G.S.. Ac, Double Honours.

PUPILS far Army. V

St. Aiidrews-street, Cambridge.

les. Legal. Medical, and other
SUMMER TERM

F. C. LAMBEET
Cambridge) PREPARES

AUGUST 1st.—

A YOUNG GERMAN LADY desires an
ENGAGEMENT. Accomplished Musician. Singing (Dresden

Crmservatorium). French.—F. 8., Warden-court, Cuckneld, Hayward's
Heath.

A LADY, holding a First-Class Certificate in the
Cambridge Higher Local, dlstins-nished in Hlstorv. Arithmetic.

French, and German, is desirous of PREPARING CANDIDATES for the
Cambridge Loral and Women's Examinations.—Address K. S. M., May's
Advertising Office*, 139, Piccadilly . «

READING at the SEASIDE.—Resident Pupils
prepared for the Oxford or Cambridge Pass Examinations,

Matriculation, Army. Civil Service, Ac. bv a Married Oxford MA.,
formerly Assistant Classical Master in a Public School. List of Pupils
and Terms on application.—Rev. MA., Cambridge Villa, Norfolk-road,
LutU-liamptou.

TTOME.—A Married Medical Man OFFERS a
II quiet and refined HOME to n Lady or Gentleman neediDg con
stant medical supervision. Large house and garden, with statdint-.
picturesque and health v neighbourhood, 5j miles from London, Good
boating and fishing. Terms from 'JtxX., according to requiremenu.—
Address MiLicts, care of Mr. Llnley, 6, Catherlnc-Mrcet, strand.

E
DUCATION in SWITZERLAND. — New
FRAUENSTEIN ACADEMY, ZUG. Established 1853. Prepara

tion for the Universities, Commercial Department, German. French,
Italian. Large Modern Building, Gymnasium. Play-ground and Garden.
Cold and Warm
—W. Fccns,
International School,

in Baths, llisrhest references. Prospectus on application.
Proprietor; M. Kvxz, Principal, late Master of the Swiss

"VTORMANDY.—A French Family RECEIVES
±y YOUNG LADIES or FAMILIES as BOARDERS, by the Week
or Month. Healthy situation on the coast between Honfleur and Trou-
villc. Good bathing and beautiful Bcenery.—Address Madame Di:
Bajluecl, ft CricquetHcui, par Villerville, Calvados.

A YOUNG ASSISTANT-MASTER, whose services
are disengaged during the last week of July and the whole of

August, is desirous of meeting with a VACATION ENGAGEMENT as
TUTOR to YOUNG GENTLEMEN. Terms moderate. Country or Sea
side preferred, hut not Indispensable.—Address A. S. M. , 157, Lesideiihtdl-
street, London, E.C.

AUTHORS, POETS, CLERGYMEN, and
SCHOOLMASTERS desirous of PUBLISHING their WORKS are

invited to address Messrs. Moxon, Saumdiks & Co., Publishers, 22, Hen
rietta-street, Covent-gaTden. W.C.

MAGAZINE and NEWSPAPER PRINTING.—
WYMAN & SONS, Printers of many of the Leading Newspapers

of the day, beg to coll attention to the Facilities presented bv their
Establishment for the Rapid and Economic Production of every descrip
tion of Periodical Literature, in the best style.
WYMAN & SONS will he happy to forward Estimates, and to place

their large and varied experience at the command of those engaging in
Newspaper enterprise.

Loudon : Wtmah A Sons, 74 and 75, Great Queen-street. W.C.

HERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
Official and Corporate Seals, Dies, Diplomas, Certificates, Medals,

Book-Flates, Cards, Illuminated Addresses, Ac, executed in finest style.
Prize Medal, Paris, 1S78 ; Silver Medal, Sydney, l»a0.—Haabt Soknx,
8, Green-street, Leicester-square, London.

THE WOODBURY PERMANENT PHOTO-
GRAPHIC PRINTLNG COMPANY have now brought their

WOODBURYTYPE Process to such perfection that it is generally recog
nized as the best means of Reproducing Works of Art, Portraits from
Life, Views from Nature, Architectural subjects, &c.

It* advantages are :—
1. Extreme delicacy in the half-tones, depth and brilliancy of the

shadows, and perfect detail in every part.
2. Rapidity with which thousands of Impressions of equal quality can be

produced.
3. Eeonomv and Permanency.
The processes known as the CARBON and COLLOTYPE are also

extensively worked by this Company; but, though useful for certain
subjects, the Prints by these processes do not possess the brilliancy und
uniformitv of Woodburytvpes.
The WOODBURYTYPE PROCESS is largely used In BOOK. ILLUS

TRATION by all the leading Publishers, including—
Maemillan & Co.
Chapman & Hall.
Bentley A Son.
Geo. Bell & Sons.

Messrs. Sampson Low & Co.
John Murray.
Bickers & Son.
Daldy, iKbisteri: Co., 4c.Geo. Bell & Sons. I ,, Daldy, Isbister A Co., Ac.

Estimates, Specimens, and all information furnished on application to
the Secretary.

157, GREAT PORTLAND-STREET, LONDON, W.

^ H E AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
531, OXFORD-STREET.

(Midway between Tottenham Court-rood and Mudies Library.)

U T

SYSTEM OF PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHY,
In T~

Class 1.—The REPRODUCTION of PICTURES,
DRAWINGS, and ORIGINAL WORKS of ART, in so perfect a
manner as to make it difficult in some esses to distinguish the Copy
from the Original Work.
The Fac-simlles are produced In permanent pigments, which may

be of the same kind as those used in the Original. Black, Brown,
Sepia, Blue. Red, are all available Colours.
By this process Artists can have their Pictures Reproduced with

out the expense and delay of engraving, and with the minimum of
risk.

Class 2.—The PRODUCTION of PHOTOGRAPHIC
ROOK ILLUSTRATIONS In PRINTING INK by means of the
ordinary Printing Press,
Employed by the Trustees of the British Museum, Palapograph ical,

Numlsmatieal, Royal Geographical, and other Learned Societies.
Fae-similes of Medals and Coins, Ancient MBS., Paintings, Draw

ings, Sketches, Views, and Portraits from Nature, Ac
A*o(#.—The special advantages of the Autotype Process for Book

Illustrations arc :—
1st. The alwolutelv Fac-simile nature of the result.
2nd. Its Cheapness for Small Editions of 250, 500, Ac"~ iltable margins.
3rd. The Prints direct on the Paper, with suitable

Class 3.—The PRODUCTION of PERMANENT
PHOTOGRAPHS by the WOODRt RY or RELIEF PROCESS.
This process Is admirably

Manufactures, Illustrations for
panics. Advertising Cards, Ac,

ting not an objection.
For terms and particulars apply to the Munager.

adapted for Portraits, Machinery, Art
for Trade Catalogues. Steam-Ship Com-

raounti

TN the AUTOTYPE GALLERY will be found
X a noble COLLECTION of FAC-SIMILES of the OLD MASTERS,
Including the most celebrated Works of Fra Angclico. Fnv Bartolomeo,
Corregio. Durer. Holbein, Michael Angelo, Raphael, Rubens, Andrea del
Sarto. Titian, Leonardo da Vinci, &c., selected from tho principal
Galleries of Europe.
Fine examples of the Modern School, including Poyntcr, R.A., Meis-

sonnier. De Neuvtlle. Rosset:i. Burne-Jones, Ac.
A visit to the Autotype Gallery will prove how readily the walls of

home can be adorned with artistic masterpieces at little cost.

Pictures and Photographs Mounted and Framed.
Pictures carefully Cleaned and Restored.

Send for the AUTOTYPE COMPANY'S New Catalogue, price Gd.
Gratis to purchasers,

J. R. SAWYER, Director of Works.
W. S. BIRD. General Manager.

THE MULTIPLEX COPYING PROCESS
gives Forty Copies of Circulars. Music. Drawings. Plans.

This Process has been adopted by Her Majesty's Government, who
have paid the inventor (Mr. Fellows) H*¥. for the privilege of using It
throughout all their Departments. No tedious washing off. Suits all
climates. Negatives available for years. Full particulars post free.

CHARLES FELLOWS, 16, TettMibftll-ruud, Wolverhampton.

FAMILY HISTORY, Heraldry, Topography,
America, Witchcraft, First Editions. Cruikshank, Tennyson, Ac.

CATALOGUE, just published, gratis and post free.—J. F. Meohn,
Pnlteney Bridge, Bath.

T1HEAP HOOKS.—Now ready, a CATALOGUE
KJ of several Thousand Volumes, comprising Travels, Biographies,
Histories, Reviews, Miscellaneous Works, Theology. Ac, most of which
ore out of print and scarce (including a Selection from the Library of
the late Serjeant Parry), Forwarded free on application to J&sus Roche,
Bookseller, 1, Southampton-row, Holborn.

OOKS! BOOKS!! BOOKS!! !
B

Just published (pp. M), price 6d. free by post,

Interesting and Instructive CATALOGUE of CHOICE BOOKS and
ENGRAVINGS pertaining chiefly to the History, Antiquities, Topo
graphy, Scenery, aad Ballad Poetry of Scotland, with an extensive-
Collection of privately-printed Books; also, an extraordinary Collection
of Pamphlets and Tracts in Volumes, Civil and Criminal Trials, Ac.

Thomas Gsosoe Btbvxmsov, Frederick-sen

Jiare and Valuable Books, infine condition.

ADAM SMAIL, Bookseller, 19, North Bruntsfield-
ptuee, EDINBURGH, offers the under-noted at the affixed Cosh

prices, carriage free to London :—Ruskin *s Academy Notes, complete
Set, tree calf gilt, Ruskin's Pamphlets (18), including some privately
printed. 3 vols. 8vo. tree calf gilt, 6/.—Oolf, 4to. cloth, WJ. —Stirling-
Maxwell's Antwerp Delivered, .V i also. Procession at bologna, 1&30, 51.—
Philelfl Oratloues Medlolanl. i It 1 . u M ul r - Lighthouse (24. printed),
18s.—Daniel's Italian Painting, large paper, 5 vols, halt-morocco, 1836,
50« — Didot s Virgil, with Photos. 183& (pub. 40 fr.), 30s. — Michael
Anpt'lo n MMini' Frescoes. 42 Etchings by Linnell, oblong 4to. h.ilT-
morocco, H4«.—Ruskin's Selections, 1W5, cloth, 30s.—The Surtees Society,
Vols. 3, 10. Id, 1U, ft!, .1 vols, cloth, 80s.—George Manson and his Work's,
26 Plates, folio, cloth. S4s. (400 copies privately printed).
V Arundel Society's Prints and Rooks :—a few now on Sale. Lists free.

SCHOOL PRIZES.

BICKERS & SON invite attention to
STOCK ofHOOKS.iuit
ibers over 3u,ooo Volu.

MESSRS
their exu

PRIZBS. which at pr. ».—Catal

CHOOL PRIZES.—A greatly increased space in
' the Gallery of their Establishment Is now devoted to the display of

Rooks suitable for Prizes, the choice presented for selection being, they
believe, unequalled in London, while the Prices ore fixed at the smallest
remunerative rates of profit.—Catalogues free by post.

SCHOOL PRIZES.—In the Binding Department
they have, for over forty years, maintained a very high reputation,

and are prepared to execute Orders in any style, and in a superior
manner and very moderate pricos.—Lists free by post.

ALEXANDRITES.—A few magnificent SPECI
MENS of this remarkable GEM FOR SALE. Green by Day and

Red by Night. Also a magnificent Cat's Eye, surrounded with Brilliant*,
one of the finest, if not the finest, known —Hstcx Wsigmt, Mineralogist
and Expert in Geais and Precious Stones, 90, Great Russell-street,
London, W.C.

THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

regard to the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R.
THOMPSON, Studio, 43, G -

TO AUTOGRAPH COLLECTORS, NOBLEMEN,
and GENTLEMEN.—Messrs. T. & W. BANTING are instructed

to 6ELL (by Private Contract) a very fine COLLECTION of AUTO
GRAPHS, Kngruved Portraits. Letters, Ac, of and by eminent Persons,
Ancient and Modern ; amongst others those of Kings Henry VII. and
VIII.. Edward VI.. Queen Elizabeth, Charles I. and II., Kings James I.
and II., Prince Rupert, Oliver Cromwell, William and Mary. Queen
Anne, Kings George I., II., III., and IV., Queen Charlotte, Princess
Charlotte. William IV. and Queen Adelaide, Her Majesty Queen Victoria,
Prince Albert. &c. (also Henry IV. of Franco); the Duke* of Bucking
ham and Marlborough, Earl ox Rochester, Archbishop Cranmer, most of
the celebrated Bishops and Judges, Noblemen, Gentlemen, Statesmen.
Artists. Poets, &r. (some thousands in all, many of them being most
carefully :ind beautifully mounted, with a Manuscript Description, Ac.).
N.H.—This collection being unique is very valuable. It formed the-

evening occupation of a lifetime to a gentleman in " "
under Government, and can be seen at any time,
10 and a, at 26 and 27, St. Jamess-street, London.

cSaUs bin ^tttciion

Books and Natural History Specimens.

MR. J. 0. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38. King-street. Covent-garden, on TUES

DAY. July 20, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a COLLECTION of
BIRDS, sot up In gloss cases—several lots of Insects—Eggs—Fossils—
Bird and Animal Skins—Insect Store Boxes—Setting Boards—Elephant*"
Feet, and other Natural History Specimens ; also a Library of ScientifiV
Works, by Linnaius, Lamarck, Hooker, Gray, Swaiuson, Jardlne, Kirby
and Spence, Buckhind, ond other good authors ; also Transactions of
Geological, Geographical, Linnsean, and other Societies—Bookcases, Ac.

May be viewed the morning of Sole, and Catalogues had.

rn.

Photographic Apparatus, Fishing Tackle, SfC.

J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
M at his Great Rooms, 38, King-street, Covent-garden, on FRI
DAY July 23. at half-post 12 o'clock precisely. CAMERAS and LENSES
(by first-class makers), Tents, Stands, Printing Frames, Ac— Micro
scopes and Objects—Opera and Race Glosses—Telescopes—Galvanic and
Electrical Apparatus—Model Engines—quantity of Fishing Tackle, and
Miscellaneous Articles.

May be viewed the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Sahntge Stock of Modern Booksfrom the recent Fire at the Civd

Service Supjjly Association's Store, Bedford-street, W.C.,
very slightly injured by smoke or damp, on behalf of the
Westminster and North British and Mercantile Insurance

OJ?ic<>*.

A fESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
JL'JL nt their Rooms. 115, Chanccry-lane. W.C, on WEDNESDAY,
July 21, and Two Following Days, at I o'clock, STANDARD MODERN
BOOKS (many In handsome bindings), rescued from the recent Fire at
Bedford-*tr<*t, and but very slightly injured by smoke or damp ; com
prising Copies of various Editions of Dickens's Works—Scott's Novels
and Poems— Tennyson's Works — Itrowning'B Poems— Shokespmrc's
Plays—Thornbury's Old and New London—Oosseirs Popular Educator
and other Publications—Chambers's Encyclopaidia, 10 vols —Blackie s
India. 3 vols.—Keith Johnston's Atlases—Mrs. Brassey's Storm and
Sun«hlue. and a variety of well assorted Lots of Illustrated Juvenile
Books. To which is added, u Stock of Modern Novels, in cloth and
quires. ov*T-subscribfd Copies of Standard \Vorkn, and a Salvoac stock
of lirsWrlass Paper and other Stationery from a recent Fire in the City.

To be viewed, and Catalogues liad.
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To Antiquaries, and all interested in the Antiquities of Kent.

A CURIOUS, RARE, and VARIED COL
LECTION of OLD and CHOICE ENGRAVINGS, DRAWINGS,

and MAI'S of KENTISH ANTIO.IIT1KS, particularly rich In View* of
* .■ in !' men's Seals imanyof which ha*e uiNtppearcdi to be SOLD bv
AUCTION od July 23. with ihe HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE and
EFFECTS of the late EDWIN BRIDGE, Esq. J. P.. at the Residence,
No. Hiirh-atreet, Strood.
May seen bv application to the Auctioneer* Main. Thomas &

IIomam, Kastgute, Rochester.

Plate, Ihrcebtin, and ftscorntire Olgcct*,from the (Election

of WILLIAM HERBERT, /*./., of Cytha.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, HANSON & WOODS
respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms. King -street, St. James's - square, on MONDAY.
Julv 19. at 1 o'clock precisely, u 1-OUTION of th*- valuable ( til.LEC
TION of PLATE. PORCELAIN, and DECORATIVE OBJECTS of
WILLIAM HEKHERT, Esq.. of Clytha, Moiimoutlishire The Piute
conipnw-s a handsome Centre-piece—a pair of Candelabra a. pair of
Soup Tureens—Entree Dishes—a Set of Meat Dishes and Dish Covers—
Tankards—Candlestick!—salvers—a pair of Wine (Coolers—Tea I'm—
Breadbasket. Ac : also a t urved Ivory Tea-caddy, with Silver Caddies,
Silver Filigree, Agates. Ac. ; a fine Limoges Enamel Casket—Ta/xe of
Egyptian Porphyry aud Statuary Marble—Oriental Dishes and Va*e* -a
beautiful small Blue and Gold Chelsea Vase—Bronzes- and a richly-
embroidered Cope.

May be viewed, and Catalogues had.

A smalt Collection of Blue and White l*orcelam.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street, St. James's-souare. on TUESDAY.
July *.m. at 1 o'clock preeiselv, a small COLLECTION of BLUE and
WHITE ORIENTAL PORCELAIN. consisting of Vases. Buttles, and
liasins , also old Japan and other Porcelain. &e.

May be viewed, and Catalogues had.

IHate aud Jewels.

TlfESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
jLYX. respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at
their Great Rooms. Kina-street. St. James s-square. on THURSDAY.
July 2"-', at 1 o'clock precisely. Handsome SIL\ ER PLATS) Including
a pair of copies of the Warwick Vase—a pair of Candelabra for seven
lights each—beautiful Statuettes of Hebe and Aurora, lu oxydized sliver
—a Two-handled Cup—SauceboaU—Tea Urn—Walters—ltreiid basket, Ac.
—Plated Articles, aud a few Jewels.

May be viewed two days preceding, and Catalogues had.

The Collection of Pictures, Plate, Library, and Engravings of
the Right Hon. the Earl of HARDWICKE.

"\TESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON Sc WOODS
J-V-L respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at
their Great Rooms, King-Street. St. James s-squnre, on FRIDAY,
August 'i.aud Following Davs.the COLLECTION o? HIsTOlili A I. I'Oll-
TRAITS and other PICTURES. Service of silver and silver-gilt PLue,
extensive Library of Rare Hooks, and Collection of Engravings of the
Right Hon. the Earl of HARDW1CKK, removed from Vliupole, Cam
bridgeshire.

Further notice will be (riven.

Large Library of Music, valuable Copyrights, Autographs of
ComjMjters, dVc.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Lelcester-sq uare. W.C.. on

MONDAY, July 19, at lu minutes past 1 o'clock precisely, a large and
interesting LIBRARY of MUSIC; consisting of valuable Instrumental
Sets i from the Collection of u well-known Amateur )—a capital selection
of Concerted Music for the Flute and other Instruments—Sets of Parts
lor full Orchestra—Operas—Oratorios— English and I -atin Church Music
—Old Manuscripts, Ac. ; also the valuable Copyrights of Mackay and
Bishops English Songs aud Melodies (part originally published In the
Illustrated London News), together with the original Mss, for con
tinuation of same In the Autograph of sir H. R Itishup- -Interesting

s in the handwriting of Mendelssohn and Spohr, Ac.
Catalogues (by post;, two stamps.

'lonthly Utile of valuable Musical Projierty.

ESSRS. PUTTICK Sc SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47, Leicester- square. W.C.. on

TUESDAY. July SO, at 1 o'clock, a large ASSEMBLAGE of MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS, Including valuable Pianofortes, Harmoniums, Ameri
can organs. Collection of Italian Violins, Violas, ""
and Wood Wind Instruments.

Catalogues (by post), two

M

Dramatic Portion of the Library of the late J. R. PLAXCHE,
Esq. . Library of a Gentleman (removedfrom Kent), dVc.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square. W C, on

WEDNESDAY. July i'l, and Two Following Days, at ten minutes puM
1 o'clock precisely, the DRAMATIC PORTION of the LIBRARY of the
late JAMES HOHINsoN FLANCHE. Esq., Somerset Herald . comprising
.standard Plays by celebrated English and Foreign Authors- Shirley and
Ford, by Gilford -Shakespeare Society's Publicatlons-Dodsley's Old
Plays—Dryden's Works, by Scott, 11 vols.—Ducange, Glossarlum Latlnl-
tatis. 6 vol*., IMO-ti—a large Collection ol French Plays—Magasin
Thciitral, Ac. ; also a fine old Chippendale SecrOlalrc liookcnae Ac
the valuable LIBRARY of a GENTLEMAN, removed from Kent; com
prising Robert* » ILdy Land -Encyclopaedia ilritannica. Mb Edition—
.Smyths Celestial Cycle—British Association Reports, £i vols.— In-
giddsby legends, rj vols —Intellectual Observer, U' vols, Gould's Birds
of Asia— Roses Biographical Dictionary—Smith's Dictionaries—Notes
and Uucrii-s— British Association Catalogue ol Stars-RuKkiu's .Modern
Painters. Stones of Venice, and Seven Lamp*—Lowe's Ferns—British
Awwiatitm Reports— Yarrell'i Birds— Books on the Occult Sciences—
Uuartcrly Journal of Microscopical Science, 1S57-W"—Meyrlck's Antient
Armour. 2 vols. Is30—Stafford Gallery, l.p,. Coloured Copy—Wyatt's
Industrial Arts and Mt tal Work—LMT Rook Illustrations bv Moreau
Jeune. proofs—M usee Francals—Skeltou'a Oxonia-Ijifontaine, Pables

plates, I vols. 174G—Collection of Book Illustrations, by O. Cruik-
ahank, Ac.

Catalogues (by post ). two stamps.

Valuable Engravings, the Pnn^erty of a well-known
Collector giving up the pursuit.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47. I,eicester-square, W.C., on

SATURDAY. July M, and Three Following Days i Sunday excepted!,
valuable and rare ENGRAVINGS isome being unique} formed during
many years bv a COLLECTOR, consisting of Works by and after the
Masters of the Italian, German, Flemish. Dutch. French. Spanish, and
English Schools, scarce Chiaroscuro and Wood Prints, and rare British
and Foreign Portraits.

Catalogues (by post), two •tamps.

Valuable Books, including somefrom the Library of the late

E. V. KEXEALV, LL.D.

ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
.at their House, 47. Leicester-square, WConTHUTtS-
id Two Following Days, at ten minutes past 1 o'clock

precisely, 'valuable BOOKS, including some from the LIBRARY of the
late Dr. EDWARD VAUOHAN KENKALY ; comprising Hansard s
l*arliamentary Debates, complete to 1870—Encyclopaedia Britaniitca,
Ninth Edition. VoU. 1-8—Bell's British Poets—Morris's British Birds
and Moths—Waring s Masterpieces— Stothard's Monumental Effigies—

1 Craven-Shaw's

M

Turner's England and Wales—Whltaker's \
Dresses—and many other fine Illustrated Books, Ac.

A small but choice Collection of Engravings, the Projterty of

a Gentleman.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON k HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13. Wellington-

street, Strand. W C . on MONDAY. July 19, at 1 o'clock precisely,
a small but fine COLLECTION of PRINTS, chiefly of the English
School; comprising important Series alter Sir Joshua Reynolds, George
Romney, and George Morland, many of them Proofs—and a large
gathering of Bnilolo/zi a most pleasing subjects ; also Examples of
tine Mcz/ottnto Engraving, bv P. Dnwe, J. Dean. W. Dickenson,
R. Earlon, J. Faber. V. Green. M. Houghton. R. Houston. J. Jones,
D. Lucas. J. Smith. J. R. Smith. J. aud W. Ward, S. W. Reynolds, and
J Watson ; besides a lew good Drawings, by- Boucher, Gristst. Lancrct,
J. Oslodc, Howlaudson. &c.
May lw viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had ; if by post,

on receipt of two stamps.

Tim TJIIliD POltTIOXof the ertensive and valuable Library
of the late DA VID LAIXG, Esq., LL.D.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13. Wellington-

street, Strand, W.C.. on TUESDAY . Julv 'S3, and Four Following Days,
at 1 o'clock prccinelv. the THIRD 1'ORTION of the extensive aud
valuable LIBRARY of the late DAVID LA1NG, Kau... LL.D.. Librarian
of the Signet Library. Secretary of the Banuatyne Club. Foreign
Secretary to the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, Professor of History
to the Royal Scottish Academy. Editor of Knox's Works and other
importnot Publications; comprising an extraordinary collection of
works by Scottish Writers or relating to Scotland, many of great rarity,
including Writings of eminent Divines. Historians, anil Topographers-
celebrated Novelists, Poets, and Dramatists — Bibliographical and
Biographical Publications—books printed for private circulation only—
Voyages and Travels, ic.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be obtained of the

Auctioneers; and of Messrs At lp t Macihjnald, Writers to the Signet,
1*1. Thistle-street, Edinburgh, price lii. 6d, each.

Library of the late JOSEPH HEXR V GREEX, Esq.,
F.R.S. D.C.L. 8fc.

\TESSItS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON Sc HODGE
1TJ. win SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington-
street. Strand, W C. , on TUESDAY. July 1'7. aud Two Following Days,
the LIBUARY of the uuc JOSEPH HENRY OltEEN, Esq.. F.R.S.
D C.L..&C ; comprising a valuable Collection or Metaphysical. Philo
sophical, Theological, aud Miscellaneous 'Writings, comprising many
volumes enriched with the Autograph Notes of S. T. Coleridge, the
poet, and J. II, Green, Including Coleridge's Manuscript Note-Book—
Coleridge's Publications—BuKOn. Hlstoire Nuturelledcs Oiseaux, 10 vols,
finely coloured plates, in red morocco— Biblia Polvglotta Walton! et
Castclli Lexicon Ileptagiotton, * vols.—Lavater's Physiognomy, 5 vols,
with Holloway's Engravings— Works of Fichte, Garve, Ileeren. Hegel,
Herder. Kuut. Goethe, Grimm. Joan Paul Richter. Schelling, TcDncmann,
&v .. and other Standard Works in all classes of Literature.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be hod ; if by poet,

on receipt of four stamps.

May Ik- viewed two days p

Library of the late I^rofessor THOMAS HELL, F.R.S. F.Z.S.
F.G.S., and late Secretary of the Royal Society.

AfESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
lvJ_ will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13. Wellington-
street, Strand. WC, on FRIDAY. July 30, and Following Day at
1 orlock prectsel', the LIBRARY of the late Professor THOMAS
HELL, F.R.S. F.Z S. F.G.S., and late Secretary of the Royal Society ;
comprising valuable Works on Natural History and Miscellaneous Lite
rature, including Gould's Birds of Europe, 5 vols.—Gray's Genera of
Birds, Illustrated bv D. Mitchell, 3 vol*.—Lear'• Knowslt-y Menagerie-
Ray Society 's Publications. 04 vols.—l*ala>ontogTaphical Society's Mono
graphs,;H vols, in Ilrts—Reeves's Conchologia Iconica, ito I*arts— Moore's
Ferns—Bell's Teetudtnata. the original Drawings—Bell's various Publi
cations—Annates des Sciences Naturcllea. 130 vols.—Annals of Natural
History, if vols —DIctlonuairedesSt icncesNaturelles. 71 vols.—Edwards's
Botanical Register, H) vols — Forties and Hanley's British Molluscs,
4 vols —Camden Society's Publications, 151 vols.—Encyclopaedia Metro-
polltana, is.* vols.—Hoibrook's North American Herpetology, i Tola.—
Art Union I'ubllcatlons— Bonaparte—Fauna Italica.3 vols —Transactions
of the various learned Societies—Raskin's Seven Lamps of Architecture
—Sowerby 's English Botany, with Supplement. 40 vols. In 24— Yarrell's
Birds and Fishes, 9 vols, large paper—Lodge's Portraits. 6 Tols. large
paper—Owen's OdontogTaphv. 2 vols —Meyer's British Birds, 4 Tout.—
and numerous other standard Works in all Classes of Literature.

Catalogues may be had ; if by post, on

A real old Freehold Queen Anne House at Croydon, in perfect
preservation; also Two spacious Freehold Modern Residences,
and a Plot of Building Land; let at rents amounting to 5001.
}>er annum, with considerable reversionary value.

ATESSRS. EDWIN FOX & BOUSFIELD will
JJA SELL, at the Mart, on WEDNESDAY, August 11, at 1' o'clock, a
valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE, pleasantly and conveniently situate at
Croydon. Surrey, Just out of Park-lane, one mile from the East Croydon
Station on the main line, and close to the South Croydon Railway Station.

Lot 1.—Grove House, a rare specimen of the architecture of the early
port of the seventeenth century, In perfect preservation, and for sub-
ntantiallty and completeness forming a perfect residence for a family of
modern Ideas. All the rooms are well proportioned, the walls panelled
In wainscot with solid dados, the principal story being twelve feet high,
and the bed-room floor about eleven feet. There are eight bed-rooms,
two dressing-rooms, bath-room, three water-closets, linen and store
room, handsomo entrance-hall, tine oak staircase, four reception-rooms,
complete domestic offices ; stabling for four horses, coach-house, con
servatory. Ac. The grounds, about 2£ acres in extent, are beautifully
laid out, aud there are sloping lawn, productive kitchen gardens, ana
paddock. Let to a responsible tenant for three years unexpired, at 2101.
The land has a frontage to existing roads of 728 feet, and can hereafter
be devoted with profit to building operations.
Lot 2 —A hanusomc Modern Freehold Residence, distinguished as The

Clone, containing first-rate accommodation. It has a large garden and an
extra recreation ground laid down In lawn and tennis court, stabling,
and couch-house. Let to a first-class tenant at the low rent of ISO*, per
annum.
Lot 3.—The adjoining Freehold Residence, somewhat smaller, but

equally pleasantly placed and judiciously planned. Possession can be
had on completion of the purchase, or a rental of 1201. may be antici
pated. There is also ^tabling and pleasure garden.

Lot 4.—A valuable Plot of Freehold Land, with a frontags of 255 feet,
available for the erection of six pair of modem villas, now used as
garden ground to the houses above described, and let at 331. a year.

Particulars of T. M. H\nv>:y, Esq.. Solicitor. 6, Old Jewry ; at the Mart j
and of Messrs. Euwis Fox 4 Boi-sni-u*, 99, Gresbam-strect, Bank.

rPHE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. 311, JULY,

X w«a published on THUltSDAY LAST.

(MM

1. The PRECURSORS ol NEWTON.

2. MIND In the LOWER ANIMALS.

3. NAVAL POWER In the PACIFIC.

t. MEMOIRS ol the PRINCE CONSORT.

6. 8A11IAN8 nnd CHRISTIANS of ST. JOHN.

6. LANDLORDS, TENANTS, and LABOURERS.

7 MEMOIRS ol MADAME DE REMUSAT

8. HOOOKLN S INVADERS of ITALY.

9. HEIGHT'S EDITION of PEPYS'S DIARY.

10. The DIVORCE of KATHARINE of ARAGON.

11. The NEW PARLIAMENT In SESSION.

London : Longmans & Co. Edinburgh ; A. & c. Black.

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. 299, is just
publ t.lied.

Cotttentt.
L The FIRST LORD MINTO.
2 MIDDLESEX.
3. THOMAS CHATTERTON.
4. RECENT and FUTURE ARCTIC VOYAGES.
5. MARIE ANTOINETTE.
0. The UNIVERSITIES and their CRITICS
7. AROUND the WORLD with GENERAL GRANT.

. 8. ST. PAUL and RENAN.
0. WHIGS. RADICALS, and CONSERVATIVES

John Murray, Albeniarle-ctreet.

No. XX. price Six Shillings,

THE CHURCH QUARTERLY REVIEW, for
X JULY, 16*0.

1. CASSIODORUS.

2. ANGLO ISKAEI.ISM.

3. SEPULCHRAL MONUMENTS of the ITALIAN RENAISSANCE.

4. The AUTHORSHIP of the El'ISTLE to the HE11REWS.

5. HEROINES of CHARITY.

0. The SYSTEM of LAND TENURE In ANCIENT PALESTINE.

7. Tho SUPPLY of CLERGY.

8. On some MODERN PHILOSOPHY, and the SUPERNATURAL Is
NATURE.

S. LIFE of BISHOP MILMAN.

10. The BURIALS BILL.

SHORT NOTICES.

Spottlawoode ft Co. Ncw-stteet-aqnare. London.

Now ready, price 6#. forJULY,

THE BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIEW,
No. CXLIII. ,

1. The TWO NATIONS and the COMMONWEALTH.

2. FATHER CURCI on the ROMAN <
3 RELIGION and MORALITY.

4 EVOLUTION In RELATION to '

5. INSPIRATION.

6. IRISH LAND REFORMS.

7. The LONDON WATER QUESTION.

8. The GENERAL ELECTION and Its RESULTS.

8. CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.
t mi: i .n : Hodder ft Stoughton. 27, Paternoster-row.

Edited by Rey SAMUEL COX —U Monthly.

TPHB EXPOSITOR for July, commencing the
L TWELFTH Volume, contains Articles by Dean PEROWNE,
Canon FAI1BAR. Dr. A. M. FAIRBAIRN, Dr. MORISON, ReT. J. A
BEET, and the EDITOR.

This day. In 8ro. pp. 488, price 7s. Crf.

The ELEVENTH VOLUME of

E EXPOSIT
The Contributors to this Volume include :—

O B.

Hot
Itev
Kcv.
Key.
lie,
Kcv.
Kcv.

It Baltfarnle, M A.
J. A. Beet.
A. B. Bruce, D.D.
T. K. Cheyne, M.A.
8amuel Cox.
A. B. Davidson, D.D.
A M. Ealrbalrn, D.D.

Rer. George Flndlay, B.A.
Itev. Professor Massie, M.A.
Itev. George Matheson, D.D.
Her. J. Morison. D.D.
Rev. E. H. PIumpire, D.D.
Rev. W. Sanday.D.D.
Rev. P. Thomson, M.A.

Londo: Hodder & Stoughton, '27, Paternoster-re

Price 3d. ; post free, 3Jd., the JULY Number of

EDUCATION: the Journal of Trinity College,
London, and Institutions in Union (being the commencement of a

New Volume).

nart Musical ___
2. The Discipline of Adult (Students.
3. The City and Guilds Institute.
4. The Annual Register for 1U79. (Review.)
6. " Model" Examination Papers.
6. Guide to Higher Musical Examinations.
7. The Trinity College Festival.
8. Official Intelligence.
9. Monthly Notes on Education, Music, Literature, Science, and Art.

London : W. Reeves, 185, Fleet-street, EC; and through all Booksellers.

Now ready, price 6d. ; by post, "d.. No. 7, for JULY, of the Third
oerios of the

OVENT GARDEN MAGAZINE.
Conducted by W. H. C. NATION.

" Every page gives evidence of careful editing.*'—Sunday Times.
" Quite as entertaining as many of Its more expensive rivals."

"Altogether readable and entertaining.'—h'eurs of the World.
" Hal/the usual price of magazines, and as compared with some worth,

four times as much."—Halifax Courier.
" There is plenty of room for such a capital magazine."

Western Daily Mercury.
" Mr. W. H. C. Nation is continuing in the Corent (warden Maaoxin* the

laudable work he has undertaken of exposing shams and of advocating
the cause of the people."—Devon Weeldy Times.

Office : AAa., Catherine-street, titrand, London.

Now ready, tastefully printed on hand-made paper and bound In Rox
burgh, gilt top, price Is. 6d. post free.

THE ANTIQUARY. Volume I. Containing
Articles on Subjects of Interest to the Antiquary, by the following

amongst many other well-known Writers :—Dr. Hayman , G, L. Gomme,
W. Blades, Llewellynn Jewltt, John Henry Parker, ReT. M. E. C.
Walcott, and Lord Talbot de Malahide.
Prospectus of Vol. II. (now publishing) sent post free.

London : Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster-row, E.C.

c

Nearly ready f Prospectuses will be forwarded on application),

^HE TREATYSE of FYSSHYNGE WYTH an
ANGLE. By Dame JULIANA BERNERS. A Fac simile repro

duction of the First Book printed on the subject of Angling. Taken
from the First Edition printed by Wynkyn de Wo: '
In U98.
from the First Edition printed by Wynkyn de Worde, at Westminster,

London : Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster-row, E.C.

THE HISTORICAL CONCEPTION of JESUS
X and HIS DISCIPLES traced to JOSEPHUS. New Book.—See
Review in the JEWISH WORLD, July 16th. The same Number contains
Leafier on Christian Monotheism. Post free, l|aV

Offices-. 8, South-street, Finsbury, London, E.C.

THE DRESDEN GALLERY.—The Publication
of a Series of elaborate Reproductions, on a large scale, of the

LU'eiebrated Paintings in the Dresden Gallery was commenced in the
f^LRcHITSCT of Saturday. July 3rd. when Two Engravings. ■ of the

' Adoration of the Magi ' and the ' Marriage of Cans,' by Paul Veronese,
were given. Each measures 25 In, by 13In. Price Ad. ; or by post, &d.
Publishing Offices, 175, Strand, London, W.C., and ol all Newsagents.
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B/EDEKER'S

TOURISTS' GUIDE-BOOKS.

Norway and Sweden. With 15 Maps and s

Flans. 0«.

Belgium and Holland. With 6 Maps and

Id Flani. Fifth Edition, fit.

The Rhine from Rotterdam to Con-
KTANCE fthe SeTen Mountains, Valley of the Ahr. Nicderwold,
Moselle. Volcanic Eifel, Vostres Mountains, Palatinate, Block Forest,
Ac.}. With 23 Maps and 19 1'laus. Seventh Edition, (is.

Northern Germany. With 15 Maps and 27

Flans. t*ixth Edition. ft*.

Southern Germany, Austria, Hungary,

and TRANSYLVANIA. With 13 Maps and 24 Plant. Fourth
Edition. 6s.

Southern Germany: The Eastern Alps,
Including the Bavarian Highlands, the Tyrol, the Salikoramersrut,
fltyria. and Carlnthia. With 20 Maps, 10 Plans, and ; Panoramas.
Fourth Edition. £*.

London and its Environs. With 4 Maps

and 15 Plans. 6s.

Switzerland, and the adjacent Portions of Italy,

Savor, and the Tyrol. With 24 Maps, 10 Flans, and 9 Panoramas.
Eighth Edition. 7s.

Paris and its Environs. With 11 Maps and

is Plans. Blxth Edition, 6s.

Northern Italy, including Leghorn, Florence,

Ravenna, and the Island of Corsica, and Routes through France,
fwitK-rland, and Austria. With B Maps and X! Flans. Fifth
Edition. 6s.

Central Italy and Rome. With 7 Maps, 27

Plans, and a Panorama of Home. Sixth Edition. 6s.

Southern Italy and Sicily. With Excur

sions tothe l.lpari Islands, Malta. Sardinia. Tunis, and Corfu. With
8 Mapcand lyVlaus. Seventh Edition. 7s.

Lower Egypt, with the Fayum. and the Penin

sula of Sinai. With 10 Maps, 29 riaus, 7 Views, and 7C Vignettes.
13j.

Palestine and Syria. Handbook for Travel-

lera With 18 Maps, W Plans, a Panorama of Jerusalem, and 10
Views. 11.

The Traveller's Manual of Conversa-
TION, In English, German, French, and Italian. Twenty.tlurd
Edition. 3*.

Dulau & Co. 37, Soho-square.

THE CLARENDON PRESS LIST OF

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

INTERNATIONAL LAW. By William

EDWARD HALL, M.A., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo.
cloth, 21s.

The CONSTRUCTION of HEALTHY

DWELLINGS; namely, Houses, Hospitals, Barracks,
Asylums, &c. By DOUGLAS GALTON, late Royal
Engineers, C.B. F.R.S., Jte. Demy 8vo. cloth, 10». 6d.

ENGLISH PLANT NAMES from the

TENTH to the FIFTEENTH CENTURY. By J. EABLE,
M.A., Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the University of
Oxford. Small fcap. cloth, 5*.

A SHORT HISTORY ofthe NORMAN

CONQUEST of ENGLAND. By E. A. FREEMAN,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2a. id.

An ETYMOLOGICAL DIC-

TIONART of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE, arranged on
an Historical Basis. By W. \V. SKEAT, M.A., Elring-
ton and Dosworth Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the
University of Cambridge. To be completed in Four
Parts. Parts I.— III. 4to. 10». 6<f. each.

Part IV. In the press.

Minion 8vo. on India paper, best morocco, with clasp, 21*.

The MEMORIAL EDITION of the

OXFORD BIBLE for TEACHERS, as presented by the
Archbishop of Canterbury to the Superintendents of all
the Schools represented at the great Sunday School
Gathering at. Lambeth Palace. This Edition lias been
8[>ei'ial!y printed to commemorate the Centenary of
Sunday Schools.

Fear! I611.0. on India paper, Persian morocco, limp, 8s.

The CENTENARY EDITION of the

OXFORD BIBLE for TEACHERS. This is the smallest
Bible for Teachers ever printed. Its 1,416 pages measure
barely an Inch in thickness, and it weighs 12j ounces, in
cluding binding. It corresponds page for page with the
larger Editions, and contains all the additional matter
which has made the Oxford Bible for Teachers so famous.

London : Henry Frowde, Oxford University Press

Warehouse, 7, Paternoster-row,

THE MUSICAL TIMES for July contain*:
Coffee Music Halls—Berlioz and his Critics—The (.rent Compowrs :

Ppohr—Music of the Gipsies— • The Lyrical Drama." by Professor Mae-
farren—The Handel Festival—The Opera—Rirhter and London Musical
Boclety'i Concerts—Reviews—Foreign and Country News—Correspon
dence, ftc. Price 3t/.; post free, 4d. Annual Subscription, 4s ., including
postage.

rTHE MUSICAL TIMES for Jult contains:

X. "'0 give thanks unto the Lord," Anthem (Alto Solo, and Chorusj,
by William Jackson, Jun. (Mashoni). Price, separately, l£(f.

London: Novello, Ewer & Co. 1, Bcrnera-street, W.; and 80 and 81,
Queen-street, EC.

GASWORKS and EXPLOSIONS. — See the
VJT BUILDERfW; or by posted.) for Articles ou the Construction
of Gasworks, with View, Viang, and Section of Tunhrldec Wells Gas
works, and on the recent Explosion ; Views <jf Jerusalem UofTee-House—
Vrban Architecture—Survey of Palestine—Brick and Tile Making—His
tory of Stained Glass—Taris—Opening Museums on Sunday, Ac.

40, Catherine-street -, and all Newsmen.

''HE

'jcdy's' new seaside volume.

Now ready, price li.; post free, Is. ?Jci.

HUSBANDS'

BOAT.

CONTAINING

EIGHT FCLL-PAGE COLOURED FLATES,

And other Illustrations on every Page ; and about

FORTY PAGES of HUMOROUS DESCRIPTIONS of POPULAR

SEASIDE RESORTS.

Judy Office, 99, Shoe-lane, Fleet-street, London, E.C.

Second Edition, with Additions and a Glossary, small Svo. 12s.

ZOOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION: a. Handbook
of Reference, Ac. By FRANCIS P. PASCOE. F E B., ftc.

"A useful, portable, and trustworthy compendium of systematic
zoology."—^inn. and Mag. Hat. Httt.

J. Van Voorst. Paternoster-row.

Just published, Svo. cloth, 7s. Od.

CANON CHARLES CH0LM0NDELEY. — The

PASSAGE of the FOUR 1*A P. A New Explanation of Romans

11. 11-10. with its bearing on the Intrinsic and Extrinsic Systems of Jus
tification by Faith, and on the Pauline Views of the Tdbingcn Critics
and others.

Williams & Norgatc, 14, Henrietta-street, Covent-garden, London ; and
SO, South Frederick-street, Edinburgh.

The following important Work—quite ready in Manuscript—will be put
to press as soon as One Hundred Subscribers, aiOne Guinea per copy,
shall have entered thfir Names. The price to be rsisea to O-e
Guinea and a Half on publication.

AN ALPHABETICAL INDEX of the NAMES of
all the EXHIBITORS ol WOUKS ot AKT who have contributed to

The GALLERIES ol tho INCORPORATED SOCIETY ol ARTISTS
(17c»—1790) ;

The FREE SOCIETY of ARTISTS (1701-1783) ; and
The ROYAL ACADEMY ol ARTS (1767—1879).

QlTlhft the Names In full when they are known, with References to
Dates, and the Numbers of the Pictures. Sc.. as indicated

by the Catalogues of the Exhibitions.

By CEOROE W. KEID, F.S.A., of the British Museum.

Intending Subscribers arc requested to send their Name early as
possible to Messrs. Trubner A Co.

: Trubner & Co. Ludgate-hiil.

TUST published, price 4rf., LETTER to the Right
•J Hon W F. GIJUISTONE M P., on the SPEEDY EXTINCTION of
the NATIONAL DEliT.— London : E. W. Allen, II. Are Marla lans. E.C.

Fcap. 8vo. clolh. 4... 6d.,

THE DAILY ROUND. M
Praise,

il 32mo, cloth, 3s.

;ditation, Prayer, and
Praise, adapted to the Course of the Christian Year.

Ixnidon : J. Whilaker, \2, Warwick-lane.

Ninth Edition, post free. Is.

DR. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the
only Successful Method of Curing this Disease. By ROBERT G.

WATTS, M.D. F.R.S.L.. Ac., b, Bulstrode-strcet, Cavendish • square,
■ i, W

London : C. Mitchell ft Co. Red Lion-court, Fleet-street.

Eighty-eighth Thousand, fcap. 8vo. 2*. 6d,

ADVICE to a MOTHER on the MANAGEMENT
of her CHILDREN, and on the Treatment on the Moment of some

of their more pressing Illnesses and Accidents. By PVE U. CUAVA5SE,
F.R.C.S.

J. ft A. Churchill, London ; and all )

One Hundredth Thousand, feap. Bv«, 2m. 6d.

ADVICE to a WIFE on the MANAGEMENT of
her own HEALTH, and nn the Treatment of some of the Com

plaints incidental to Pregnancy. labour, and Suckling. By PVE H.
CHAVAKSE. F R.C.S.

J. ft A. Churchill, I^ondon | and all Hooktellers.

Now readr. lu 1 vol. cloth gilt, price 10*. 6d.

rPHE ROMANCE of the YOUTH of ARTHUR:

X a First TrllogY of Music Dramas I . The Advent of Merlin. 2 The
Twelfth Battle. 3. The Vow of Perceval. By J. S. STUART-GLENNIE^
M.A.

Moxon. Saunders ft Co. 22, Henrietta-street. Covent-gardcn.

1 vol. crown 8vo. 1M pages, price it,

THE CITY of DREADFUL NIUHT, and other
Poems. By JAMES THOMSON B. V.").

" It Is at least ten years since a real unmistakable poet has r
himself in England."— Vide "A New Poet," in ForUiigMg
July, lmso.

London : Reeves ft Turner. 1£W, Strand, W C.

Ready, in 2 handsome vols (1.200pp.), 12*. 8a*.

^HE LIFE, TIMES, and CORRESPONDENCE o£
BISHOP DOYl£ (J. K. L.j. long out of print, but now greatly

ilarged. and enriched with striking K- velatlons By W J. F1T2-
PATKICK. M R.l.A. Sec Athentmm ol Jan. 31, 1*W, on iLtt "interett
and importance."

J. Duffy ft Son, 1, Patcrnoster-row ; and Dublin.

Now ready, in 1 vol. demy flvo. with 1-48 Woodcuts. 15*.

THE PAST in the PRESENT: WHAT is CIVI-
LIZATION T Being the Khind Lectures in Arclia-oloffy. dellvere*

in IBTGand 1978 By ARTHl'R MITCHELL, M.D. LL.D. , ftc, Secretary
to the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.Edinburgh: David Douglas; and all Booksellers.

THE BLANK-PAGED BIBLE.—The Holy Scrip-
tures of the Old and New Testaments, with roplous Reft rem-"* lo

i'tfrallcl and Illustrative 1-aswigrs, and the alternate Pages ruled for
MS. Notes, fivo eloth. U.j Turkey morocco, plain. 1/. 13j. (id
The great feature of this edition is that the ruled puifo isalwavs on the

right-hand side, thus facilitating the entry of MS. Notes.
8. Ragster ft Sons, 15, I*aternoster-row, London.

Now ready, royal Svo. 3*. Co*.

ALCOHOL TABLES, giving for all Specific
Gravities. 100000 to 0-;i*tt. the Pcr-cenuici-s of Absolute Alcohol,

by Weight and by Volume, and of Proof Spirit. Founded upon the
Tahsjcs of Fowncs and Drtakwater, and calculated

By OTTER HEHNER. P C S.. F.I C .
One of the Council of the Society of Public Analysts ; Public Analyst for

the Isle of Wight, and the l!orou«hs of Derby and Ryde.
J. ft A. Churchill, New liurllngtou-atreei.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY AND THE SEASIDE.

BOXES and PARCELS of the best and newest BOOKS are forwarded Daily from MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY to

every part of the Kingdom.

REVISED LISTS of WORKS in CIRCULATIOrT and CATALOGUE of SURPLUS COPIES WITHDRAWN for SALE

at greatly Reduced Prices, are now ready, and may be obtained gratis and post free.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), NEW OXFORD-STREET.

CURIOSITIES of the SEARCH-ROOM. A Col-

lection of Serious and Whimsical Wills. By the Author of 1 Flemish Interiors,' 4c. Demy 8vo. 16s.

SOLDIERS of the VICTORIAN AGE. By C. R,

LOW. 2 vols, demy 8vo. 30*.

NEW NOVELS.

EROS : Four Stories. By Sarah Tytler, Hon. Lewis

WLNOPIELD, Miss B. M. BUTT, and Miss Q. BUTT. 2 vols.

THERE'S RUE for YOU. By Mrs. Arthur Kennard.

2 vols. Second Edition.

The DUKE'S CHILDREN. By Anthony Trollope.

Chapmajt & Hall (Limited), 193, Piccadilly.
3 vols.
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GEORGE BELL & SONS'

BOO KS.

AN EASTERN AFTERGLOW;

Or, Present Aspects of Bacred Scenery.

By W. S. WOOD, Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.

Demy 8vo. with Illustrations, 16s.

(Cambridge : Deighton, Bell 5c Co.)

LECTURES AND LESSONS ON

. ART;

Being an Introduction to a Practical and Comprehensive

Scheme.

By F. W. MOODY, Instructor in Decorative Art at South
Kensington Museum.

With Diagrams to illustrate Composition and other matters.

Third Edition, Revised. Demy 8vo. 4*. Bd.

CHANGE-RINGING DISEN

TANGLED.

With Hints on the Direction of Belfries, on the Manage
ment of Bells, Ac.

By the Rev. WOOLMORE WIGRAM, M.A., of Trinity
College, Cambridge ; Rector of St. Andrew, with

St. Nicholas and Bt. Mary, Hertford.

Second Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo. Zs.

THE GOLDEN HIND:

A TALE OF THE INVINCIBLE ARMADA.

(The scene chiefly laid at Studland, Poole, and on the
Dorset Coast.)

THESSALE, and other Poems.

By C. E. RORINSON, M.A., Barrister-at-Law, Author of
• The Cruise of the Widgeon.'

Fcap. Svo. price ~s. &f.

BALLADS OF HELLAS.

By Rev. W. H. MILLS. M.A., Head Master of Buthin
Grammar School.

Fcap. 8vo. la. W.

Price 3s.

THE AUTOMATIC CALCULATOR,

For cwts., qrs., lbs., at per It)., supplying the Coat of any
Weight at any Price up to 11*. 7^.

By JOHN SAWYER.

Price 4*., 2e. 6d.t or 1*. 6rf., according to size and scope,

THE AUTOMATIC MULTIPLIER,

For performing Multiplication without Calculation,
and without writing down any figures except the answer.

By JOHN SAWYER.

BOTANICAL WORKS.

SOWERBY'S ENGLISH BOTANY.

Containing a Description and Life-size Coloured Draw
ing of every British Plant. Edited by T. BOSWELL
(late Stme), LL.D. F.L.8., Ac. 11 vols. 221. 8s.; or in 83
Parts, fw. each.

The COTTAGE GARDENERS' DIC-

TIONARY. With a Supplement, containing all the
New Plants and Varieties down to the Year 1869. Edited
by G. W. JOHNSON. Post 8vo. 6s. 6rf.

MY GARDEN : its Plan and Culture.

Together with a General Description of its Geology,
Botany, and Natural History. By ALFRED 8MEE,
F.K.8. Illustrated with more than l.oOO Engravings on
Wood. Fourth Thousand. Imperial Svo. 21*.

The BOTANISTS' POCKET BOOK.

By W. R. HAYWARD. Containing, arranged in a tabu
lated form, the Botanical Name, Common Name, Soil
and Situation, Colour, Growth, and Time of Flowering
of every Plant, arranged under its own Order. Second
Edition. Fcap. Svo. fimp cover, 4j. 6d.

RAMBLES in SEARCH of WILD

FLOWEB3, and HOW to DISTINGUISH THEM. By
MARGARET PLUES, Author of 'Rambles in Search of
Flowerless Plants," British Grasses,' 4c. With 96 Coloured
Figures and numerous Cuts. Third Edition. Large post
8vo. it. Id.

London : George Bbll & Sons, York-street,

Covent-garden,

RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

Filth Edition. prcntlT Enlarged, post 8ro. with Geological Map printed
la Colour*, and numerous Addition*, Illustration! of FokLLb, Section*,
and Landwapes, Us.

THE PHYSICAL

GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY OP

GREAT BRITAIN.

By Andrew C. Ramsay, LL.D. F.R.S.

Director-General of the Geological Survey* of the United Kingdom.

principle* of Geolog" No better introduction to th
recommended to the English res
and one worthy to take a fore:
Kiencc."—Xattire .

ould povibly be
rora of the highest value,
uong popular manual* of

BY THE SAME AITHOK,

GEOLOGICAL MAP of ENGLAND and WALES.

RceJe. 12 miles to an inch; size. 3(1 inches by 42. In cheet, 25s.;
mounted on linen, In case, 30s. ; on roller, varnished, 32>.

* and 21 Map*, cloth, I •

PHYSICAL, HISTORICAL,

POLITICAL, AND DESCRIPTIVE

GEOGRAPHY.

By Keith Johnston, F.R.G.S.,

Editor of the 'Africa' Volume in "Stanford's Compendium of
Geography and Travel "; late Leader of the Koyal Geographical

Society '■ East African Expedition.

"It la a text-book of geography, revealing in its every page the
author's thorough knowledge of the subject be deal* with. It can be
warmly recommended for the use of schools, and may be perused with
profit and pleasure also by those whose school-days are passed, and whose
knowledge of geography has grown somewhat misty aud antiquated, but
who, for these
and of obtaiotng, within the limited time at their command, a general
Idea of the extent to which we arc at present acquainted with the earth's
surface features. Very ample details arc given of the natural and
industrial productions, and a set of maps very much enhance* the
interest of these descriptions, and conveys at a glance what even pages
of letter-press would fail to render equally clear."—Academy.

Crown Svo. 570 pp. cloth, 12s. 64.

THE PROGRESS OF THE WORLD,

IN ARTS, AGRICULTURE, COMMERCE, MANUFACTURES,

INSTRUCTION, RAILWAYS, AND PUBLIC WEALTH, SINCE THE

BEGINNING OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

By Michael G. Mulhall, F.S.S.,

Author of 'The English in Sooth America,' 'Handbook to the River
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LITERATURE

A New Variorum Edition of Shakespeare.

Edited by Howard Furness, Ph.D.—

Vol. V. King Lear. (Lippincott & Co.)

Slowly but surely the great task under

taken by America of providing an edition

of Shakspeare authoritative as regards

text and exhaustive in respect of comment

advances. Five volumes, comprising the

four tragedies of ' Romeo and Juliet,' ' Mac

beth,' ' Hamlet,' and ' King Lear,' have

been seen through the press, and Dr. Fur

ness is now, we may safely assume, at

work upon ' Othello.' Nine years have

elapsed since the first instalment appeared.

It is in the very nature of things that a

task of this description shall furnish un

comfortable reflections upon the vanity of

human effort, since, apart from other con

ditions, there can be few subscribers to the

volumes who can hope to see the completed

book grace their shelves. Work of this

class can, moreover, never be final, since

the very appearance of a new volume of

a variorum Shakspeare may furnish occa

sion for criticism which merits and will

obtain a place in following editions. It

must not, however, be assumed that future

progress will always be at the rate already

indicated. "When once ' Othello ' has seen

the light the task of tho editor will bo

easier, since the remaining plays, with the

exception of three or four, nave provoked

less abundant comment and call for less

arduous reading.

The system adopted in ' King Lear ' is

the same as in the previous volumes, with

the exception of the first, in which Dr.

Furness took as the basis of his text or as

the " point of departure " the Variorum

Edition of 1821, a course he subsequently

abandoned. Following virtually the text

of the first folio, which, with all its defects,

is immeasurably better than the quartos,

Dr. Furness supplies in foot-notes on the

same page the various readings " from the

earliest quarto to the latest critical edition

of the play." When the folio is defective

the assistance of the quartos is called in,

and the scenes and portions of scenes which

do not appear in the first folio are of course

given. In such cases, however, the portion

of the text not to be found in the folio is

marked by asterisks at the commencement

of each line. To the " modern Manicheeisin,

the worship of the printer's devil," Dr.

Furness claims to havo made no absolute

surrender. He retains, however, such words

ns " moe," " and " (when equivalent to if),

" vilde," " strook," &c, when they occur in

the folio. "It" in place of its and the

abbreviation "th"' for the are also pre

served. That "than" is substituted for

the then of the folio is a matter of regret to

the editor, who promises that such concession

to slovenly readers shall not bo made in

future.

This method of treatment Dr. Furness

justifies on the ground that we do not

modernize Spenser. "Is Shakespeare's

text," he asks, " worthy of less reverence ?"

Now we are not going to join issue with the

editor upon the course he has adopted. Still

it may be pointed out that the analogy

between Spenser and Shakspeare which he

indicates does not exist. Spenser's phraseo

logy is intentionally antiquated. With a

deliberate purpose he stuffs his text with

archaisms, and he affects a style of spelling

which is a portion of his method in art.

There is every reason to suppose that most

poems of Spenser underwent the author's

personal revision ; there is something little

short of certainty that no line of Shakspeare's

plays enjoyed any such advantage. That the

folios did not is obvious, since the earliest

bears date long after his death. The spell

ing, then, of that edition which is held to

possess most authority, tho first folio, is

that either of Hominge and Condell, by

whom it was given to tho world, or more

probably of the printers. What special

sanctity attaches to this may not easily be

seen. How careless in matters of ortho

graphy were most writers of tho seventeenth

century is, of course, known to students. A

single instance which we recall may make

this evident to all. We have seen the word

"beauty," when it occurred twice in the

same line of a drama, spelled so differently

that there were only two letters, the b and

the t, similarly placed in the two words. If

we remember rightly, the bne ran

When bewty cherished butie,

the spelling, for which assumably the

printer was responsible, suggesting a

charge of venality against tho fair sex

which the author did not intend to bring.

It may then be assumed that, although it

may be, and probably is, expedient in the

case of works intended for scholars to pre

serve the spelling which comes nearest to

that the author was likely to employ, there

is no call for slavish reverence of the ortho

graphy. The attempt, in editions intended

for general circulation, to perplex the reader

by needless difficulties is mere folly or

perversity.

Where no help to the method of pro

nunciation is afforded Dr. Furness modern

izes the text as boldly as his predecessors.

How slight and unimportant are practically

the changes that are made may be seen by

comparing the text of Dr. Furness with

that of Dyce's tliird edition, known to

scholarly readers for its entire trustworthi

ness. We take a passage with which all

readers are familiar. Lear speaks to Cor-

deba, both of them being prisoners :—

No, no, no, no. Come, let 's away to prison :

We two alone will sing like birds i' th' cage.

When thou dost ask me blessing, I '11 kneul down

And ask of thee forgiveness. So we 11 live,

And pray, and sing, and tell old tales, and laugh

At gilded butterflies, and hear poor rogues

Talk of court news ; and we '11 talk with them too,

Who loses and who wins, who 's in, who 's out ;

And take upon 's the mystery of things,

As if we were God's spies, &c.

Thus far Dr. Furness. Dyce gives the same

lines :—

No, no, no, no ! Come, let 's away to prison :

We two alone will sing like birds i' the cage :

When thou dost ask me blessing, I '11 kneel down,

And ask of thee forgiveness : so we '11 live,

And pray, and sing, and tell old tales, and laugh

At gilded butterflies, and hear poor rogues

Talk of court news; and we'll talk with them too,—

Who loses and who wins : who 's in, who 's out; —

And take upon 's the mystery of things,

As if we were God's spies : &c.

Except as regards punctuation, in which

respect Dr. Furness's edition is better than

Dyce's as simpler, the difference between

these two versions is as slight as may be.

In the first folio meanwhile the lines run

thus :—

Xo, no, no, no : come let 's away to prison,

We two alone will sing like Birds i' th' Cage :

When thou dost aske me blessing, lie kneele downe

And aske of thee forgiuenesse : So wee'l Hue,

And pray, and sing, and tell old tales, and laugh

At gilded Butterflies : and heere (poore Rogues)

Talkeof Court newes, and wee'l talkewith them too,

Who looses, and who wins ; who 's in, who 's out ;

And take vpon 's the mystery of things

As if we were Gods spies : &c.

As tho final e in such words as " aske " and

"heere" and "talke," unlike that which

occurs in Chaucer, is of no metrical value,

and as it has no more significance than tho

substitution of v for u or vice versd, it would

be preposterous to retain it. In Act iii.

ec. 4, Dr. Furness reverts unnecessarily to

the reading of the folio. He prints thus

two lines spoken by Edgar :—

Pillicock tat on Pillicock-hill,

Alow ; alow, loo, loo,

stating in a foot-note, " I see no reason

why in nondescript words we should desert

the spelling of the original texts, and change

' alow ' into Halloo. In such words it is

more likely than not that tho compositors

' followed copy.' " This is possible, no

doubt. If, however, it were the custom in

editions without notes to print tho lines as

now given, there are but few readers who

would arrive at an idea of their meaning.

The ordinary acceptance of tho speech of

Gloucester, Act iii. sc. 3, " There is part

of a power already footed," that there is

a power on foot, is simpler and more authori

tative than the explanation advanced on tho

authority of Schmidt, that " footed " means

"landed"—an assertion which appears to

rest on no other authority than the fact that

the quartos employed tho word "landed" in

place of " footed."

Apropos of the phrase "last and least," used

by Lear (Act i. sc. 1) when addressing Cor-

deba, a warm controversy has been waged,

commentators down to the time of Dyce

holding that the words should be "last, not

least." Dr. Furness, with White and Hud

son, thinks thero is a special reference in

tended to the fact that Cordelia was diminu

tive compared with her sisters, a creature to

bo petted. This is plausible enough. It is,

however, more probable tltat the allusion

was suggested by the stature of the boy

who played Cordelia. Many cases occur in

Shakspeare in which a similar allusion

springs from a similar cause. See the

quarrel between Hermia and Helena in
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' A Midsummer Night's Dream,' and mark

the allusion by Hamlet to the increasing

stature and more manly appearance of the

boy who took female parts in the company

of players : " What, my young lady and

mistress ! By 'r Lady, your ladyship is nearer

to heaven than when I saw you last by the

altitude of a chopine. Pray God your voice,

like a piece of uncurrent gold, be not cracked

within the ring." It is possible that viragoes

like Began and Goneril were played by

members of the company who, though still

young, were not mere boys. It would be

indeed, a matter of interest to ascertain

how many youths formed part of a company

in the time of Shakspeare.

In the difficult speech spoken by Cor

delia (Act i. sc. 1), in which she asks her

father to tell France and Burgundy that

It is no vicious blot, murther or foulness,

No unchaste action, or dishonoured step,

That hath deprived me of your grace and favour,

the editor makes a desperate plunge, print

ing in his text the emendation of Mr. Collier,

" It is no vicious blot nor other foulness.'"

In defence of this course he has a note

commencing, " If ever emendation be neces

sary, here seems to be the occasion. Rather

than suppose Cordelia could be accused of

murder, I would adopt Walker's far-fetched

'umber' or Keightley's prosaic 'misdeed.

Instead, we have what is to me an emendatio

certissima, restoring the rhythm, according

with the ductus literarum, and offering no

violence to the consistency of Cordelia's

character." This is all very well. When,

however, the text affords a meaning which

is clear and distinct, all emendation, how

ever certain it may appear to an individual

is to be avoided. The phrase "restoring

the rhythm " is surely misapplied, since the

line as it stands in the play is perfectly

rhythmical. Of emendations it may almost

be said, as of derivations, that the most

plausible are the most dangerous. Cordelia

may well employ the word " murder," hold

ing that her suitors France and Burgundy

will suppose the offence visited by so extreme

a punishment must indeed be terrible.

In opposition to the view generally main

tained, Dr. Furness holds with White that

the Fool in ' Lear ' is not a boy, but a man—

"one of the shrewdest, tenderest of men,

whom long life had made shrewd, and

whom afflictions had made tender ; his

wisdom is too deep for any boy, and could

be found only in a man removed by not

more than a score of years from the king's

age." He seems to forget that to speak

sharp things has been a portion of the

training of a fool, and that one promoted

to the office had doubtless natural qualifica

tions. A share in the burden of humanity

is doubtless the lot of the old, but is not

their exclusive possession. The wisdom of

the Fool and his devotion are both prepara

tions for his early death: " Whom the gods

love die young." The constant use by Lear

of such phrases as " my pretty knave,"

" my boy," and the like, is not to be ex

plained away. In a note on " seven stars,"

Act i. sc. 5, Dr. Furness asks if the Fool

may not refer to the " Great Bear, whose

seven stars are the most conspicuous group

in the circle of perpetual apposition in the

northern hemisphere." More probably the

allusion is to the mystic affinity assigned the

more brilliant of the celestial luminaries—

an affinity indicated by Chaucer in the pro

logue of the ' Chanonnes Temans Tale,'

272-6 :—

The bodies seven, eek, lo hem heer anoon.

Sol gold is, and Luna silver we threpe ;

Mars yren, Mercurie quyksilver we clepe ;

Saturnus leed, and Jubitur is tyn,

And Venus coper, by my fader kyn.

The interpretation of two lines on p. 119,

Act ii. sc. 2—

Edmund. How now! What 's the matter? {Part

ing them.)

Kent. With you, goodman boy, if you please ;

come, 1 11 flesh ye'; come on, young master—

will seem easier if with the form of address

there employed is compared that of Macbeth

to Donalbain (' Macbeth,' Act ii. sc. 3) :—

Don. What is amiss ?

Macb. You are, and do not know 't.

A further instance of accepting a suggested

reading when the first editions are intel

ligible is supplied at p. 137. Act ii. sc. 3,

Edgar speaks

Of Bedlam beggars who with roaring voices

Strike in their numb'd and mortified bare arms

Pins, wooden pricks, nails, sprigs of rosemary ; &c.

For the word "strike" in the second of

these lines, which is the reading of all the

early editions, Dr. Furness, acting on the

suggestion of Walker, substitutes "stick."

The line becomes then easier to modern

comprehension. If, however, in the case of

Milton's ' Ode on the Nativity ' it were sug

gested to read instead of the two lines,

And waving wide her myrtle wand

She strikes an universal peace through sea and land,

she " signs " an universal peace, &c, would

Dr. Furness have accepted the reading? It

is only in the case of Shakspeare that the

debauch of emendation finds acceptance.

Here we must draw the line in our com

ments, though but a small portion of the

play has been investigated. The subject,

however, is practically inexhaustible. It is

pleasant to have in one volume the utter

ances of men like Coleridge, Johnson,

Lamb, and other critics and commentators

upon Lear, together with a full record of

the views that have been taken by actors

like Kean or Devrient. Everything that

can well be said concerning Lear has now

been said. It seems worth while, however,

to notice how full-blooded and high-mettled

old men habitually are in Shakspeare.

Borneo and Juliet ' is supposed to be one

of the earliest of the tragedies and ' King

Lear ' one of the latest. Who, however,

can fail to see in old Capulet a species of

prototype of Lear, equally hot-blooded and

violent, and equally ready when his paternal

wishes are disobeyed to turn upon the

daughter whom he loves ?

An you be mine, I '11 give you to my friend ;

An you be not, hang, beg, starve, die i' the streets.

The language and the temper are analogous

to what we find in Lear when he speaks of

Cordelia as

Unfriended, new adopted to our hate,

Dower'd with our curse and stranger'd with our

oath.

The same kind of impetuosity, though there

is more cause and justification for it, dis

tinguishes Leonato and Antonio in ' Much

Ado about Nothing ' when they challenge

Claudio and Don Pedro, and it is ready to

break out in Brabantio. So common is it,

indeed, in Shakspeare that the very play

before us supplies two instances in addition

to Lear. Gloucester's readiness to accept

against Edgar the word of Edmund, who

seeks to supplant him, and the violence of

his language and actions are intended to set

off Lear's kindred behaviour. Kent, too,

is as impetuous as Lear, and the manner in

which he treats Oswald shows what fire still

burns within his frame. That such mettle-

someness was more current when each man

had in his time followed the profession of

arms than now it is may, of course, be

assumed. Shakspeare seems, however, to

have always had a respect for age greater

than is displayed by any of his contem

poraries. It is Lear himself who, with the

magnificent adjuration to the heavens—

If you do love old men, if your sweet sway

Allow obedience, if yourselves are old—

urges them to espouse the cause of old age.

A History of Classical Greek Literature. By

the Rev. J. P. Mahaffy, M.A. 2 vols.

(Longmans & Co.)

Few books have been more wanted of lata

years by students of the classics than a brief

encyclopaedic manual, giving a careful resume

of the most recent biographical and critical

work, and at the same time indicating charac

teristic passages of the less known authors.

Mr. Cruttwell last year supplied the want

for Roman literature, but Prof. Mahaffy's

volumes are the more opportune as the mass

of Greek literature and its bibliography are

larger than those of Latin. Admirable works,

it is true, already existed on the same

subject in English, but their information on

many important topics is now out of date,

they are rather too voluminous for students

worried by the stress of impending exami

nations, and, besides, a prejudice has arisen

in this fastidious generation against the

literary criticism of a colonel and against any

criticism whatever by the late Dr. Donaldson.

Except Prof. Jebb, perhaps no writer could

be named who would so well discharge the

manifold duties of a guide to Greek litera

ture as Mr. Mahaffy. An excellent scholar,

a practised litterateur, a traveller, and a man

of very large general culture, he writes with

full knowledge of his subject and with

enthusiasm still untainted by the pedantry

that too often clings to the collegiate cap

and gown. His book, in fact, apart from its

intrinsic value as a history, is excessively

entertaining. Its pages are everywhere

enlivened by the author's well-known omni

science, as, for instance, where he compares

the metaphysical abstruseness of Plato's

' Phsedon ' with the contrapuntal difficulties

in the 'Requiem' of the dying Mozart, or

where, in discoursing of Aristotle's tendency

to digression, he remarks in a note that he

knows of no great discoverer who puts his

points so neatly and formally as Cham-

pollion in his ' Precis du Systeme Hiero-

glyphique.' Nor is the piquancy of such

information at all spoiled to the humorous

reader by uneasy doubts "how one small

brain could hold the all he knew," for Prof.

Mahaffy's illustrations are always such as no .

one would care to verify. The incidental

egoistic gossip is still more amusing, and

undergraduates will be pleased to learn

that Prof. Mahaffy was once presented

with a photograph by the Earl of Leicester,

and to observe that he has been to Syra

cuse and Colonus, and that a man of his

parts disdains to be identified with "the
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critics." We have failed attention to these

points in order to show how eminently read

able the book is, and to make it so was the

more difficult because in a short treatise on

so vast a subject there was obviously little

room for originality of thought or brilliancy

of style.

By " literature " Prof. Mahaffy means

artistic writing, in which the form is of

importance apart from the matter, and by

" classical " Greek literature he means,

practically, works produced before about

250 B.C. Consequently he does not profess

to discuss the science or philosophy of

Greece or to give any account of such late

authors as Polybius, Plutarch, or Lucian.

He devotes his first volume to poetry, the

second to prose, and in eacli the authors are

treated in their chronological order, the only

exceptionsworthnoting being that Apollonius

is taken immediately after the Homeric

hymns and Theocritus is discussed paren

thetically, after the account of Sicilian mimes

and before the history of Attic comedy.

When this is said, nothing remains to be

done, within the scope of this article, but to

run hastily through the two crowded volumes,

noting here and there the author's original

views upon special topics, which, indeed, are

not inconspicuously labelled, or his general

opinion of a writer, which is usually more

covertly expressed. Prof. Mahaffy's belief

on the subject of Homer may be summarized

shortly as follows. He holds that there was

a famous rhapsode called Homer, who lived

about 800 b.c. near Smyrna, " and in contact

with both iEolic and Ionic legends." The

poems of this Homer being in especial favour,

certain later rhapsodes enlarged them into

the Iliad, the plot of which was in the

main suggested by an older epic on the

subject of Meleager, alluded to by Phoenix

in II., ix. 529, sqq. The minutiro of the

story, however, could not have been ela

borated without the assistance of writing,

and it is probable from the evidenco that
■writing was in considerable use about 700

B.C. The success of the Iliad suggested the

Odyssey, which was constructed later out

of older stories about Odysseus and Tele-

machus. It will be seen that this theory

differs in some important respects from every

other, but has most general resemblance to

Grote's and most antagonism to Mr. Paley's.

Criticism here would, of course, be out of

place, but it may be of some practical use

to remark that Prof. Mahaffy does not col

lect all the evidence obtainable for the

antiquity of writing, as he omits a very

strong argument which may be derived

from the history of the Latin alphabet. It

is part of the author's theory of the develop

ment of Greek poetry "that each species of

composition was thoroughly exhausted when

the next in order sprang up," and that the

new species is merely the result of " a

periodical return to folk-song." Hence ho

sees nothing specially remarkable in the

sudden outburst of lyric poetry after the

epic age. But this easy - going theory

ignores the real difficulty, which is that

the rhapsode, who seems to have been

little more than a strolling reciter, sud

denly gives way to poets, who claim to

be endowed with more divine insight and

more passionate susceptibilities than ordinary

mortals ; and this fact must clearly have

suggested itself to Prof. Mahaffy when he

speaks of " lyrical " and " personal " poetry

as convertible terms. We can suggest no

other Unlr between these two phases of

poetry among the Greeks than this, that

the later rhapsodes aspired to win fame by

the number and vividness of their similes,

and so acquired a personal reputation apart

from that of their repertoire ; and our theory,

if it be true, would account also for that

excess of similes in the Hind which Mr.

Mahaffy himself notices. After a rather

depreciatory account of Pindar the reader

comes to the history of tragedy, and here

it may be observed that our author gives his

intellectual esteem to Sophocles, his awe

to iEschylus, but his closest and warmest

sympathy to Euripides. Comedy is then

discussed, but nothing calls for further

mention, except that Prof. Mahaffy is of

opinion that the reputation of Menander is

exaggerated, and that the greatest loss to

Greek literature is that of the older lyrists,

such as Alcrous, Sappho, and Mimnermus.

Before dismissing this volume it seems

worth while to suggest that some account

of the Greek dialects, and of their relative

dignity in ancient times, might well have

been inserted. It is 6urely somewhat sur

prising that an Attic tragedian should con

descend to express his most fervent thoughts

in Doric, whereas in other countries one

dialect, e. g., the Latin in Italy, the East

Midland in English, the Parisian in France,

tho Oastilian in Spain, has become the in

variable literary tongue. The second volume

commences with the customary notice of the

old codes and the logographers, and then

proceeds to treat of the prose writers from

Herodotus to Aristotle in strict chronological

order. There is little to remark on this

portion of tho work, except that the author

is decidedly of opinion that Thucydides'

logical power and the consequent value of

his speeches as expositions of policy have

been grossly overrated, and is rather in

clined to depreciate both the morality and

the critical power of Aristotle. It is mani

festly impossible within the limits of our

space to do anything like justice to Prof.

Mahaffy's learning or to the ability with

which he has compressed his facts into a

narrow and convenient compass. Of his

merits his book itself is the best and the

only possible advertisement. Were the

criticism as bad as could be, the paragraphs

on bibliography would redeem it and make

the work valuable ; but the criticism is good

and honest and happily expressed, and may

be recommended with the heartiest approba

tion. In conclusion it should be added that

tho first volume is enriched by Mr. Sayce

with a remarkably neat essay on Homeric

diction, where the intermixture of various

dialects and of real and spurious archaisms

is admirably dissected.

The Exchequer Rolls of Scotland, a.d. 1264-

1406. 3 vols. Edited by George Burnett.

Text of Vol. I. edited by Dr. John Stuart.

(Treasury Publications.)

To the popular mind the history of Scotland

is lktle more than a series of romantic

biographies ; nevertheless, it is tolerably

obvious that Scotsmen no more than the

inhabitants of other countries could live

on sword blades, and if they did win and

maintain their independence, they had not

merely to shed their blood, but also to pay

heavy dues, and sometimes even to 6tarve.

The three portly volumes before us present

the dismal side, and contain a tragedy of

finance. Prom the Treaty of Northanijiton

till hard upon the close of tho fourteenth

century the hands of England were scarcely

ever well off the revenues of her northern

neighbour. There was, first of all, the

penalty of 20,000/. to be raised after 1328.

Quick on Randolph's death came the seizure

of the crown by Balliol, immediately followed

by the disastrous battle of Halidon Hill,

and by an almost total absence of revenue

during the young king's residence in France.

Within a few years after his return, the

battle of Durham threw Scotland again into

a state of disorganization, from which she

was only relieved in 1357 by a contract to

pay 100,000 marks for the ransom of her

gallant and spendthrift sovereign. These

volumes are lightened by few gleams of quiet

prosperity, and the voice of the nation is

heard crying from under its burden, even

in these dry accounts, till at last, towards

the close of the fourteenth century, the back

of Scottish commerce cracks under the strain

of taxation. In addition to this pressure there

was the terrible famine of 1340, when canni

balism is said to have existed in Scotland ;

and there were pestilences during the next

decade and afterwards which utterly de

stroyed the poultry and more than decimated

the people. Pathetic enough is the follow

ing entry in the account rendered by the two

prepositi of Cullen in 1 340 :—

" To a chaplain ministering in the church of

Cullen for the souls of the king and queen

et ex nunc nihil quoad hoc, quousque Deus

dederit tempora prosperiora. "

Mr. Burnett deserves thanks for present

ing to us these valuable records. They cover

a few years of the reign of Alexander III.,

a period which Scottish chroniclers of the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries looked

back upon as "the good old times"; the

years 1288-1290; and thereafter, with some

gaps, from 1326 to 1406, when the reign of

the lame, imbecile, and broken-hearted

Robert III. had its pitiful close. A great

part of the material is already familiar to

students of Scottish history through the

' Compota Camerariorum Scotiae,' edited by

Thomas Thomson, but these volumes will

certainly displace that rare and costly work

because of their several merits—their ex

traordinary cheapness, the fact of their being

printed without contractions, their elaborate

indexes, the addition of many valuable rolls,

and the extensive and acute prefaces

furnished by their editor. Of the fifty-five

rolls in the third volume, as many as twenty-

eight have been brought to light since the

appearance of Thomson's ' Compota,' eight

of which, containing accounts by tho

Chamberlains, Sir John Lyon and Robert,

Duke of Albany, were discovered "in

private custody." By the way, Mr. Burnett

omits to mention the former depository of

these national muniments, and whether they

have been recovered for the public, by being

placed in the Register House in Edinburgh.

To give an idea of the value of these

records, we must premise that the office of

Chamberlain in Scotland, whichwas not here

ditary, was of higher dignitythan in England,

and that, until the distribution of his duties

and power by James I. in 1424, the entire
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revenues of the Crown were under his con

trol. It will thus be obvious how wide a

field is covered by the accounts of the

Chamberlain and the subordinate collectors,

and how broad is the light thrown by them on

the condition of the country at large as well

as on the domestic habits of the sovereign.

" The ordinary sources of the royal revenue

may be described generally as consisting of the

rents of the Crown lands, with the payments

due from the thanages, the casualties of ward,

marriage, relief, and non-entry, exigible from

time to time from the Crown vassals, the fines

imposed by the justiciary and sheriffs, the

escheat of attainted persons, the fermes or maills

of the royal burghs, and the customs on merchan

dise, with occasional compositions for letters of

gift, remissions, and legitimations, and castle

wards Taxation was an extraordinary source

of income, to which the king was not expected

to have recourse except on the occurrence of

great national emergencies. Out of the revenues

in his hands the Chamberlain had to provide for

all the different branches of public expenditure,

including the charges of the royal household,

and such military expenses as were not covered

by the obligation under which the community

lay to defend their country. He further exer

cised a jurisdiction over burghs : it was one of

his duties to hold a yearly ayre or circuit, for

the purpose of regulating all that related to their

trade and good government."

In these volumes there is, of course, a

large amount of material for the genea

logist, the local annalist, the student of

ecclesiastical institutions, and not a little

by the way of lighter gossip to amuse

those who are interested in royal scandal,

in the boots, books, cooks, and tombstones

of kings, and in their birthdays, playing,

joustings, hunting, and other festive occa

sions and occupations. But all these are

parerga ; the great subjects are the revenue

of the country, and the condition of the

people as revealed by the accounts of the

sheriffs, custumars, and bailies.

These local officers were not only col

lectors, they were also direct payers of

charges against the Crown ; hence it will

be easily understood that the Chamberlain's

own accounts, as presented to the auditors

appointed by the sovereign, do not exhibit

anything like the entire revenue, but merely

the surplus from those local payments, his

own expenditure out of his receipts, and,

finally, the balance of the entire revenue.

The total revenue is to be obtained by

summing up the amounts collected by the

various officers throughout the country. By

means of tables giving the entire revenue

and expenditure, always separating the

returns from tho burghs and the returns

from other quarters, we should have an

easy mode of ascertaining the ingress

of tho country. Mr. Burnett has preferred

to be discursive ; and, if tho idea ever

occurred to him of the importance of a clear

and systematic presentation of such results,

he may have been driven from the task by

tho extreme paucity of sheriffs' accounts.

"Were there space for such discussion, wo

might present a series of summaries of

Chamberlains' accounts, showing fluctuations

of incomo and expenditure of quite an

astounding character ; and, further, we

should discover the changes in the sourco of

revenue, from the time when it was mainly

derived from tho Crown lands till, conse

quent on their dilapidation, it was almost

wholly drawn from tho customs of the

burghs. The Chamberlain of Alexander III.

presented his account at Martinmas, 1264

(accounts were generally presented annually,

at the close or in the early months of the

year, from December to April); and for a

period apparently covering the three pre

ceding terms his receipts were over 5,3007.,

out of which 2,224/. went for household

expenses, 795/. for the queen's pin-money,

while the other payments, for national as

well as domestic purposes, more than swal

lowed the remainder. The Chamberlain's

receipts from June, 1328, to August, 1329,

amounted to more than 12,000/., yet there

was a deficit of more than 1,000/. In re

ference to David's sojourn in France, Mr.

Burnett writes :—

'"The King and Queen of Scots,' says Frois-

sart, ' had everything that they wanted delivered

to them, for but little came from Scotland to

support their state'; an assertion hardly corro

borated by the accounts. That the King of

France was generous and hospitable is true ;

also that he sent material aid to Scotland in the

way of ships and men at arms. In addition to

1,000(. given him before setting out, it appears

that David received from Philip at various times

during his stay in France sums amounting in all

to 2,200i. It is, however, surprising to find poor

distracted Scotland managing to remit for the

expenses of the kingly household between May,

1334, and January, 1339/40, sums amounting

to 4,333?. 18s. Id., in addition to which continual

supplies of salted salmon from Aberdeen and

elsewhere were provided for the royal table. "

It is puzzling to know how Mr. Burnett

gets the sum, 4,333/. 18*. Id.; and the

salmon, we fear, were not in addition to the

receipts of the Chamberlain stated in money,

but were actually valued and entered in the

account according to that estimate. The

doubling, trebling, and quadrupling of tho

customs, with the other means of raising

the revenue adopted later in David's reign,

proved insufficient to meet the instalments

of the ransom due to England ; and the

absorption by the king of the revenuo

allotted for this end is believed by Mr.

Burnett to afford in itself an adequate

explanation of the rebellion of Douglas

and the Steward in 1363. He shows that

the rebellion was not preceded by David's

proposal to the Parliament that, in case of

his failing to have male issue, an English

prince should be placed on the Scottish

throne ; and in the preface to vol. iii. ho

maintains, in opposition to the common

opinion (which he had himself adopted in

the preface to vol. ii.), that 24,000 marks

of the ransom were never paid. The

Chamberlain's accountpresented in February,

1370/1, showing receipts of 15,359/., is a

flagrant example of misapplication of special

funds; for with this ample revenuo only

a portion of the instalment due was set

apart. In this year we find the sum of

66/. 13*. 4<Z. devoted to the payment of the

expenses of Agnes of Dunbar, who, although

the daughter of a heroine well known in

Scottish story, does not appear to have been

altogether a saint. After David's death the

Chamberlain's receipts dwindled down so

low as to become little more than 1,000/.

The strictness of tho audits is strikingly

apparent throughout the various volumes,

and it may sometimes be observed that the

rights of the country as against tho Crown

were watohed with jealousy. Although King

David had granted certain remissions, the

auditors in 1359 order the sheriff to distrain

for the second tithes on behalf of the prior

of Bestennot, " quia dominus noster rex

nihil remittit nisi quod suum est "; and in

1387 it is stated of Bobert II. that "fecit

levari ad usus suos indebite per suggestionem

quorundam." The name of John Barbour,

author of ' The Bruce,' frequently appears

in the second and third volumes as an

auditor and clerk of audit, and in connexion

with pensions he received from the Crown.

A list of the Chamberlains down to 1406 is

furnished by Mr. Burnett in vol. ii. It is

scarcely necessary to state that much infor

mation will be found regarding the fees of

the chief officers of state, and regarding the

lesser officers of the royal household and the

subordinate officials throughout the country.

It would be impossible even to mention

in an adequate way the leading events and

persons on which and whom these records

cast more or less light. "With such points as

the battle of Largs and the subsequent

negotiations with the King of Man, the re

bellion of the father and grandfather of King

Bobert Bruce, the marriage and divorce of

Margaret Drummond, commonly known as

Margaret of Logie, mistress and wife of

David II., and the alleged murder of the

Duke of Bothesay, Mr. Burnett has dealt at

considerable length. But there are few sub

jects of those which suggest themselves

when we think of mediaeval Scotland that

are not in some way alluded to in these

records. Things so different as guns and

frying-pans will be found here almost side

by side ; .the problems about waitings,

thanages, and abthaneries thrust themselves

among our notes on eels (in later days ab

horred in Scotland), herrings, salmon, por

poises, and other articles of food. We find

minstrels and jesters relieving tho mono

tonous labours of the auditors, and, doubtless

pleasant for advocates of women's rights to

learn, women acting as bailies and cus

tumars at the close of the fourteenth cen

tury, about the same period that 13/. 2s. lid.

was expended by tho Crown for making an

enclosure on the Inch of Perth for the

famous duel of two Highland clans.

Strangely enough, these records are not

without touches of humour or pathos, e.g.,

in the pungent and ironical " Besponsiones"

of Adam of Buthirgask, the justiciary and

previously chamberlain - depute, to the

c harges advanced against him by Beginald

More, Chamberlain to David II., and a man

of somewhat questionable integrity, or ia

the close of More's account in 1340—" In

factura scaccarii, cum panno, co-opertorio,

et percameno, xxs. Et clerico scribenti

rotulos, dupplicando, xxs.," to which is

appended the clerk's lament:—

"Et memorandum, quod dictus Reginaldus

nihil soluit adhuc de feodo predicto, sibi allo-

cato in compoto suo pro scriptura rotulorum ; et

sic in vanum laborauit clericus supradictus."

Mr. Burnett will pardon us for calling his

attention to the following statement :—

" While Bower and the ' Extracta e variis

Cronicis Scocie' place the murder [of Sir John

Lyon] among the events of 1382, and Crawford

among those of 1383, it is shown by the rolls to

have occurred on the 4th of November, 1381."

The rolls distinctly place it in 1382 (iii. 657),

and Lyon actually rendered an account,

contained in this same volume, in March,

1381/2. The sum of 30,000/. (i.ev) should
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be 30,000 marks. How does Mr. Burnett

know that Eugene de Garancieres accidetitalhj

burned a house or houses in Aberdeen

(i. exlviii) ? About that timo many inhabi

tants of Aberdeen, where the act was com

mitted, attached themselves to the English.

The editor has rightly judged it best to treat

patronymics as surnames ; but it seems

strange that John Gibson, bailie, of Bute,

doubtless the person who assisted the young

Steward in escaping with his family muni

ments from Bute to Dumbarton, should

appear in the index as " Gilbert's son " and

" son of Gilbert," and that Robert David

son, custumar of Aberdeen and the well-

known hero of Harlaw, with his probable

ancestor, William Davidson, should become

" David's son." The abbey of Cupar is

certainly not in Fifeshire. Tho discovery

of Bruce's tomb (should not Mr. Burnett,

notwithstanding the jubilation of the time

and the wondrous waste of pitch, have

written "the supposed discovery"?) took

place in 1818, not in 1821. Apropos of

Bruce, Mr. Burnett tells us that " various

references occur in the accounts to a lion,

which appears to have been a pet of the

warrior king." Perhaps the lion might soon

be found disporting itself in our popular

histories if this statement were allowed to

pass as true ; and it may be as well to

observe that there is no ground for assert

ing that Robert Bruce even saw the lion

which Mr. Burnett supposes to have been

a favourite, for the first mention of it occurs

in an account of the custumars of Perthbegin

ning two months after the king's decease.

"When the editor informs his readers that

" St. Monan is understood to have been one

of a company of Hungarian missionaries to

tho Picts in the end of the eighth century,

who suffered martyrdom at the hands of the

Danes in the island of May," he seems un

aware that this is simply a myth, the origin

of which is an interesting but quite solvable

historical puzzle.

Irish Songs and Ballads. By Alfred Perceval

Graves. (Manchester, Ireland & Co.)

SrxcE the author of ' Songs of Killarney '

seems to have set beforo himself as the goal of

his ambition the reproduction of the peasant

poetry of his native land, with as much of

the national naivete, fancy, and artlessness

as he can command or is by nature gifted

with, he has reason to regret that his lot

was not cast in the beginning of the present

century, rather than in its fourth quarter.

He would then have been well-nigh first in

the field, and stood in a different position

with respect to Irish literature from that he

is now likely to occupy. As it is, the ground

has been cut from under his feet. Such a

number of writers of the Sam Lover stamp

have familiarized us with the saucy, fanciful,

or facetious prattlings of Pat about his col

leen, Mary or Moll, his pig, his praties, and

his priest,—prattlings already moro than half

lyrical as one hears them from the cabin door

or along the roadway,—that we woidd rather

refer to the ' Cabinet of Irish Literature ' of

the late Mr. Read, recently finished by Mr.

T. P. O'Connor, than attempt any enumera

tion of these bards. Mr. Graves, when he is

not an echo of some one of them, is generally

an industrious gatherer of the crumbs which

they have left. In the present volume he

gives not only the words, but the melodies

also to which he has set them in a musical

appendix, and invites by so doing a com

parison with Moore, wherein he stands at a

considerable disadvantage. He has, as he

says in an introduction, taken oidy such

melodies as were untouched by Moore.

These ho found mainly in Bunting's col

lection, side by side with those which he

was bound to look on as fair but forbidden

fruit. Some others aro culled from Petrie's

and Hoffmann's later collections. Moore

probably made a fair selection of the gems

of Irish melody; few of those presented

here have more than the average quality of

Hibernian tunes. They lose, doubtless, some

times through not being harmonized. But

for singing the lyrics which Mr. Graves

has adapted to these melodies are often of

quite disproportionate length, and, unless

mercifully curtailed by the singer, must have

the effect of long yarns chanted to a mono

tonously recurring rhythm.

On the whole, it is perhaps a pity that

Mr. Graves did not give greater prominence

to the musical part of his book, printing the

tunes in full with the words under them,

as, upon Voltaire's principle that what is too

silly to be said may be sung, some of his

songs might perhaps acquire through the

music a value which in themselves thoy

do not possess. Anything more inane than

most of those which he has grouped under

the head of " Songs and Ballads," and

intended for music, it would be difficult

to find even in poetry of this class. In a

vocal rendering a spirited " Ochone ! " at the

beginning and a prolonged Irish howl at the

end of every verse may bo made to cover

many a failing, but seriously printed tho

thing affects us differently, and no amount

of such ad libitum refrains as " Shohoen sho

lo ! Shoheen hoo lo ! " can conceal the

nothingness of such a piece, for instance, as

' Hush Song.'

A ridiculous ballad called ' Katie Mooney,'

as sung by the late Mr. Blewitt, used to be

a diverting performance ; but taken as a

literary production few things could be

found more audaciously approaching non

sense than tho following :—

I courted Katie Mooney dear,

A girl so nice and cosy,

Her eyes they were so shining bright,

Her lips so red and rosy.

I bought a pig to live wid lis,

And 1 bought a stick to mind him ;

'Twas a diver pig, but like the rest

He carried his tail behind him.

Och ! Hubbaboo. Och ! Philaloo, &c.

Yet low in the scalo of sense as such stuff

as this must be ranked, it almost compares

favourably with verses which Mr. Graves,

of course, intends seriously :—

I would hush my lovely laddo

In the green arbutus shadow,

O'er the fragrant flowering meadow,

In the smiling spring time.

Shoheen sho lo,

Shoheen hoo lo !

I "d hush my boy beside the fountain,

By the soothing, silvery fountain,

On the pleasant, purple mountain,

In tho sultry summer.

Shoheen sho lo,

Shoheen hoo lo !

I would smooth my darling's pillow,

By the blue Atlantic billow,

On the shores of Panka«7/rt,

In the golden autumn.

Shoheen sho lo,

Shoheen hoo lo !

I would soothe my child to slumber,

liy the rosy rustling ember,

Through the days of dark December

In the stormy winter.

Shoheen sho lo,

Shoheen hoo lo !

It will be noticed that Mr. Graves is not

particular as to rhymes. In other places

he rhymes "lesson" with "confessing,"

"shadows" with "meadows," "billows"

with "swallows," "was it" with "oppo

site " (spelled ' ' oppossite ") ; while in a poem

in which "beacon" (to be pronounced

"bacon," we suppose) rhymes with"waken"

he writes, speaking of girls :—

Yes, your charms into our arms

Yield whilst you can still be patrons.

Or too late you '11 mourn your fate.

Poor ould maids among the matrons.

In this instance he has sacrificed every

thing to the rhyme ; but here was, at

least, a strong argument, which need not

have been weakened by defective expres

sion. Indeed, he seems to think that

homeliness and familiarity of subject and

stylo warrant carelessness of every kind.

Several of the pieces in his earlier volume

showed, nevertheless, that he could work

moro conscientiously. His ' Spinning-wheel

Song,' reprinted here in the musical ap

pendix, is decidedly dainty and rhythmical.

Vet the refrain,

Show me a sight

Bates for delight

An ould Irish wheel wid a young Irish girl at it.

Oh, no ;

Nothing you '11 show

Aquals her sittin' and uikin' a twirl at it,

seems to contain a reminiscence of Dr.

Waller's ' Kitty Neil' :—

Search the world round from the sky to the ground,

No such sight can be found as an Irish lass dancing.

Is this accidental ? Dr. Waller, who is also,

we believe, a Kerrynian, has, moreover,

himself written a pretty rhythmical ' Spin

ning-wheel Song.'

Mr. Graves shows in his " notes " that

many of the poems in the volume are

founded upon or suggested by native

originals of greater or less antiquity. Were

all tho flaws and irregularities wo have

indicated to be traced to these sources, they

would be none the less inexcusable. The

true poet or artist, in working with rude or

elementary materials, does not reproduce the

crudeness or grotesqueness, nor imitate the

laxity of rough craftsmen, who had no

artistic standards to guide them. He har

monizes and combines, taking the gold only.

In a song presented to us as an antiquarian

curiosity wo may accept without question

such conceits as

I once loved a boy, and I trusted him true,

And 1 built him a bower in my breast ;

but the instinct of a modern poet would

lead him to avoid anything so strained and

false. Yet so smitten is Mr. Graves with

this particular fancy that he immediately

reproduces it in another poem, in which he

has no excuse for it. He seems to revel in

such words as "sunburst," which he does

not explain ; and, allowing even for extra

vagance, what is the meaning of " 0 sweet

sea-spice " ?

After finding so much fault, it is pleasant

to be able to say that in this volume, along

with a great deal that is singularly weak

and blundering, there are some good things.

Indeed, the bad and the good are thrown
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together with an apparent want of percep

tion which is surprising. We can quote

with pleasure the following :—

We have dark lovely looks on the shores where the

Spanish

From their gay ships come gallantly forth,

And the sweet shrinking violets sooner will vanish

Than modest blue eyes from our north ;

But oh ! if the fairest of fair-daughtered Erin

Gathered round at her golden request,

There 's not one of them all that she 'd think worth

comparing [!]

With Nancy, the pride of the west.

You 'd suspect her the statue the Greek fell in love

with,

If you chanced on her musing alone.

Or some goddess great Jove was offended above with,

And chilled to a sculpture of stone;

But you 'd think her no colourless classical statue

When she turned from her pensive repose,

With her glowing grey eyes glancing timidly at you,

And the blush of a beautiful rose.

Have you heard Nancy sigh ? then you 've caught

the sad echo

From the wind harp enchantingly borne.

Have you heard the girl laugh ? then you 've heard

the first cuckoo

Carol summer's delightful return.

And the songs that poor ignorant country folk fancy

The lark's liquid raptures on high

Are just old Irish airs from the sweet lips of Nancy,

Flowing up and refreshing the sky.

And though her foot dances so soft from the heather

To the dew-twinkling tussocks of grass,

It but warns the bright drops to slip closer together

To image the exquisite lass ;

We 've no men left among us, so lost to emotion.

Or scornful, or cold to her sex,

Who'd resist her, if Nancy once took up the'notion

To set that soft foot on their necks.

Yet for all that the bee flies for honey-dew fragrant

To the half-opened flower of her lips,

And the butterfly pauses, the purple- eyed Vagrant,

To play with her pink finger-tips;

For all human lovers she locks up the treasure

A thousand are starving to taste,

And the fairies alone know the magical measure

Of the ravishing round of her waist.

The following song indicates a higher

and purer faculty than the author hiinself

has perhaps become aware of:—

Some go smiling through the grey time,

Under naked, songless bowers :

Some go mourning all the May time,

Mid the laughing leaves and flowers.

Why is this,

Kosy Bliss

Comes to kiss Winter grey ?

Why, ah ! why

Doth Sorrow sigh

On the lap of lovely May ?

Happy Love with song and smiling,

Through the withered woodland goes:

Hapless Love hath no beguiling

From the redbreast or the rose.

This is why

Woods may sigh,

Blowers die and hearts be gay :

This alas !

The piteous pass

That leaves us mourning all the May.

Of quite another kind, 'Father O'Flynne'

is less original than it is humorous and

spirited ; but it will have many admirers.

On tho other hand, ' The Fairy Branch,' an

attempted rendering of some length in blank

verse of a Celtic tale, shows the weakness

of a hanft inexperienced in that form of

poetic expression.

Pugilistica: being One Hundred and Forty-

four Years of the History of British Boxing,

&c. By Henry Downos Miles. Vol. I.

(Weldon & Co.)

Mn. Miles is obviously well equipped by

inclination and exceptional qualifications to

become the historian of the ring. His

acquaintance with its doings and his per

sonal knowledge of the professors of pugilism

" extend over a retrospect of more than

forty years," for a considerable period of

which he was a reporter of prize-fights for

Bell's Life in London and other journals.

Such a vocation would not be voluntarily

chosen by many men with his ability ; but

Mr. Miles found pleasure in his work,

and devoted his attention to the " noble

art" of self-defence and all that con

cerned it. His work may be accepted as the

most elaborate and interesting on the subject

treated, and, considering the condition and

prospects of pugilism, it will probably be

the last. The scheme is logical and

methodical. After an introduction, which

deals with boxing in its various forms

among the ancients, and the revival of the

art in Italy, when Torrigiano, doubling his

fist, gave such a violent blow to the nose of

Michael Angelo Buonarrotti that he felt the

cartilages yield " as if they had been made

of paste," we are presented with a series of

biographies of the principal English boxers,

grouped chronologically in periods, the first

of which extends from the championship of

Fig to the appearance of Daniel Mendoza

(1719-1791), and the last will reach from

the appearance of Tom Sayers to the de

cisive battle of Heenan and King (1856-

1863). In addition there is a bibliography

of boxing and a list of the champions of

England from Fig to Tom King, who is

still alive, amusing himself in "taking

prizes as a floriculturist at horticultural

shows."

Mr. Mil ah would not seek to revive "the

glory " of the ring. That, he thinks, is

past. The " misconduct of its members

and the degeneracy and dishonesty of its

followers led," he freely admits, to its ex

tinction. Still, he is of opinion that the

ring had its "glory." We fail to see it.

It is true prizefighters were once favoured

by people of rank and tolerated by the

general public. It was thought that the

ability to batter and be battered till, as in

the case of poor Sayers, nose, arm, and

every rib in the body were in turn broken

fostered in some way the manly qualities,

and the most eminent professors of the

practice were applauded from a spirit of

patriotism. Majesty, itself, in the person

of King George IV., was a patron, and on

the day of his coronation Tom Cribb and

Tom Spring and other prizefighters,

dressed as pages, guarded the entrance

of Westminster Hall ; and Mr. Miles re

lates with pride that his gracious Majesty,

in passing down the Hall during the pro

cession to the Abbey, "cast a pleasing

glance upon the person of Mr. Jackson by

way of recognition, which convinced the

commander-in-chief of the P.R. that he

still lived in the memory of his beloved

sovereign and former patron." At this

period pugilists had their portraits painted

by Royal Academicians, their praises sung

by Byron, and their fights described by

Hazlitt. This was the golden age of the

ring. It must be confessed, however, that

we have been unable to discover at any

time during its prosperity that respecta

bility which Mr. Miles claims for it and its

supporters. The rough element was in its

prime even more rough than in its decline,

while " the misconduct of its members "

and "the dishonesty of its followers " at the

most recent fight were more than equalled

in its earliest years. The gallery of portraits

here presented to us is an elaborate monu

ment to what was an ugly ulcer in the body

politic.

' Mr. Miles has, of course, a friendly feeling

for his heroes, whose vices he would have

us suppose leaned to virtue's side. He seems

especially desirous to keep well in view their

manly and their gentlemanly conduct. So far

as an unprejudiced reader can discover from

the materials before him, the heroes exhibited

their gentility only in a negative way. As a

rule the successful pugilist becameapublican,

and in this position he had unusual opportu

nities of showing his gentlemanly nature " by

refusing to sponge on his customers." Jack

Randall, than whom " the prize ring in its

palmiest day never oxhibited a more accom

plished boxer," and who acquired the sobri

quet of "the Nonpareil," was perhaps an

exception. He opened the Hole in the

Wall, Chancery Lane, where "his constitu

tion—he was a persistent drinker of ardent

spirits—gave way." He was a martyr to

gout, ' 1 complicated with a disorganization

of the liver and a fatty degeneration of tho

heart," and, as " he never possessed the moral

courage to say ' No ' to a drop with every

customer," he was carried off at the early

age of thirty-four years. Cribb was a dif

ferent sort of man. He refused to sponge

—at least more than he could help. He,

moreover, on various occasions " showed

traits of a feeling, humane, and charitable

disposition." Once, during his residence in

the north of Scotland, he was accosted by

a woman in distress :—

" Her story affected him, and the emotions

of his heart became evident in the muscles of

hia face. He gave her all the silver he had in

hia pocket."

It is right to add that he was then living

with the renowned Capt. Barclay at Ury,

from whom we have the story and he pro

bably had the silver.

George Maddox, who fought more battles

than any other man of his time (1792-1809),

was another hero who possessed many

amiable qualities :—

"He never had a spark of resentment in hia

composition. His hardihood and resolution in

the battle were not more remarkable than

the coolness, almost stoical, with which he

spoke of victory or defeat."

Indeed,

"George Maddox was as modest and indepen

dent as he was courageous. He never hung

about sporting public-houses or low tap-rooms,

and never aponged upon gentlemen, nor aought

the patronage of the great. After a memorable

fight he sunk into his desired obscurity, follow

ing his humble occupation, and content with his

moderate earnings, as an industrious coster-

monger, a calling much more lucrative and

numerous than in our times."

Champions and would-be champions, as

might be expected, have for the most part

been of the lowest class, mentally and

socially. But there have been exceptions.

Jackson, for instance, was the son of a

builder, " by whom the arch was thrown

over the Old Fleet Ditch, near the mouth of

the River Fleet." He was " one of nature's

gentlemen," and

" took a higher position in the social scale than

any boxer who preceded or followed him, no
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less from the firmness and urbanity of his

manners, than the high requisites he possessed

for shining as an athlete."

Mr. John Gully was another of " nature's

gentlemen "; so much so that Mr. Miles

expresses his inahility to conclude a sketch

of his life without remarking that,

" with the knowledge of the world, he united

the manners of a well-bred man ; intelligent

and quick of observation, he united with

those qualifications, when moving in a less

■elevated sphere, that proper sense of his own

capabilities which generally attends intelligence

and merit."

Mr. Gully became a publican ; tut, after

for a few years earning general respect and

some money, he retired from business, and

was returned by l'ontefract to the first

Eeform Parliament.

Would the reader like to read an extract

from an account of a set-to in the palmy

days of the ring before its degeneracy had

begun ? Here is a description, conceived

and executed in the style familiar to our

fathers, of the final rounds of the famous

fight in September, 1811, between Tom

Cribb and Molineaux the Black :—

"9. Lombard Street to a China orange.

Molineaux was dead beat, and only stood up to

encounter Cribb's ponderous blows. He ran in,

Cribb met him with hir> left hand; the blow was

tremendous, being doubled in force by the

black's impetuous rush, Molineaux's jaw was

fractured, and he fell like a log. He did not

come to time within the half minute, but Cribb,

wishing to show his superiority, gave away this

chance, dancing a hornpipe about the stage,

until—10. With great difficulty Molineaux got

off his second's knee, only for fresh punishment.

His rush was desperate, but equally unsuc

cessful, and he fell evidently from distress. 11.

Here ended the contest. Cribb gave away

another chance in the time. Molineaux's

senses, however, were absolutely hit out of him ;

he was perfectly unable to stand, and a Scotch

reel by Gully and Cribb announced the victory,

while the very welkin echoed with applause."

No one will wonder at the result when

one learns that while Cribb was under the

care of Capt. Barclay, tho first trainer in

the country, Molineaux was

" left to the government of Tom Belcher and

Richmond, who made him an instrument of

getting money, by carrying him round the

country to exhibit sparring, and, to keep him

in good temper and pliable to their wishes,

allowing him to drink stout and alo by gallons.

It is said that on the morning of the tight he

bolted a boiled fowl, an apple pie, and a tankard

of porter for his breakfast."

There are supposed to be some points of

resemblance between this account and the

first report, furnished by Homer, of a prize

fight at tho funeral of Patroclus, which,

according to Mr. Miles, ' ' came off 1 1 84

years B.C., in the last year of the siege of

Troy, anno mundi 3530." The learned

reader curious in parallels may refer to

the twenty-third book of the Iliad.

Mr. Miles has collected a vast mass of

collateral information which serves to make

his work valuable to others besides the

admirers of the extinct ring. He is un

doubtedly the most industrious historian of

British boxing.

NOVELS OF THE WEEK.

A Modern Greek Heroine. 3 vols. (Hurst

& Blaekett.)

Clear Shining after Rain. By C. G. Hamil

ton. 2 vols. (S. Tinsley & Co.)

Stravffers Yet. By Sarah Doudney. (Isbis-

ter & Co.)

Memories of Troublous Times : being the His

tory of Dame Alicia Chamberlayne of Ravens-

holme, Gloucestershire. By Emma Marshall.

(Seeley, Jackson & Halliday.)

Le Farestier. Par Jules de Glouvet. (Paris,

Calmann Levy.)

Ines Parker. Par Mario TJchard. (Same

publisher.)

Tire author of 'A Modern Greek Heroine'

has chosen an attractive title for a very

attractive story, but, with every desire to

give full latitude to a writer who is capable

of excellent work, we cannot admit the

claim of such a story to such a title. It is

needless to say what kind of thing would

naturally bo expected in a romance or an

historical narrativo dealing with the acts

and fortunes of a modern Greek heroine. The

reader who soes a three-volume novel an

nounced with this name looks forward,

perhaps, to a story based on an episode of

the revolutionary war, or to a pure fiction

with an historical setting, or, at least, to a

fiction possessing the local colour and tone

of modern Greok life. If he sends for the

book to the circulating library, and finds

a couplet on tho title-page from a Cretan

poem—" Bourbachokatzouli with the long

tresses, who fought bravely though she was

but a girl,"—and, glancing through the

volumes, perceives that Bourbachokatzouli

is indeed tho namo of the horoine, his

first expectations aro strengthened, and he

sits down with definito anticipations. His

disappointment is justified when ho dis

covers that the story is, after all, thoroughly

English ; that Bourbachokatzouli's experi

ences are gained amongst English end

French people, clergymen and artists ; that

tho narrativo clings to England all through ;

and that tho only approach to a modern

Greek colouring, beyond the name of the

horoine, is an occasional scrap of Greok, a

Greek song in English dress, and a remote

allusion or two to the land of Greece. So

much it is necessary to say, if only because

it would be unfair to the author to leave a

false impression on the mind of any ono who

might turn to his book for what is not to be

found there. But it would be equally un

fair not to add that this romance is quite

strong enough to stand on its merits, without

any assistance from its title, and also (which

is more to the purpose) that Miss Valettas

is carefully drawn after an ideal which has

several distinctly Greek characteristics. She

is subtlo, ingenious, full of resource, large-

hearted in adversity ; she is insincere, un

truthful when it serves her turn, a schemer,

and an actress—yet frank and candid at

intervals, and especially with those whom

she Hkes. Whether sincere or insincere,

her creator moulds her in such form that

the reader loves her throughout, and

admires her even more than he loves. The

author may be congratulated on a pretty

and clever story, which, if it be a first essay

in fiction, is unusually successful. It is the

work of a refined and perhaps scholarlymind,

and is carried out with considerable skill.

" A great peace fell upon Lucia's spirit

after she had despatched her letters to Aline

and Henry." Lucia, the heroine of Mr. (?)

Hamilton's story, is a singer in the opera

at Berlin, and has a very sorrowful past.

" Like some odorous plant bowed to the earth

with the weight of its own flowers, saturated

with night-dew, Lucia had been crushed ; now

the drooping tendrils were raised, and twined

around their strong support. She leant as of

old upon her guardian, reposed as calmly as a

child in its mother's arms.

This is the exordium of an impassioned and

religious love story, made up of heavy rain

and ardent sunshine, and, to pursue the

metaphor a step further, of stout umbrellas

and dainty parasols. In the first few pages

we learn that Henry loves Lucia, that Aline

loves Henry, that Eivcrs loves Aline, and

that Aline is Lucia's sister. This is the

framework of the plot, and the perversity of

Henry gives rise to a good deal of compli

cated weaving. Lucia, who begins by

returning Henry's love, sets herself heroic

ally to divert his affections from herself to

her sister, who had a prior claim upon him.

How she succeeded, with what result to

Aline and to her own heart, the author tells

quite well enough to make ' Clear Shining

after Eain ' a passable story. To its pages,

therefore, the curious reader may be re

ferred, and if he can overcome a certain

notion of incongruity in the strong expres

sions of sensuous and of spiritual exaltation,

he will find sufficient in these two volumes

to reward him.

Miss Doudney's story, that of a wife who

conceals hor humble parentage from her

husband, from an unworthy fear of his pride

being greater than his love, is better told

than tales of the semi-religious kind often

are. In the sharp-tempered Dissenting

sister, who mingles with her jealousy of her

sister's advancement in marrying Canon

Charter indignation at the " heaven-dis

honouring, soul-destroying pride of these

clergy," wo have an excellent sketch of

character. Through the benign influence

of Emily's own " pastor " and husband,

the externally bitter rind is removed from

what is at bottom an honest and not un

loving nature, and Emily is reconciled,

though not united, with her sister's family.

Madeline is less satisfactory. There is so

little of her altogether that a purely repul

sive portrait seems inartistic. Winifred,

the heroine, is well matched with her clergy

man. For tho rest, the descriptive passages

are good, especially of tho fen district round

Ely, and the illustrations pretty.

Mrs. Marshall has written many works

of fiction, we cannot at the present moment

call to mind how many. Such of them

as we have read do not seem calculated for

any large measure of success among the

novel-reading public. They are too home

like and their realism of far too quiet a

nature to suit tho excitable brains which

require the strong stimulant of the sensa

tion novel. There are, however, people

who, all moral considerations apart, do

really prefer tales wherein domestic life is

made, on the whole, to seem the lovely

thing which it usually is among good people

rather than to have it pictured to them as

a fierce tempest. Villainy is, after all, rare

and virtue not uncommon, and it is not to

be expected that what Mr. Henry Kenelm
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Digby called the " common things in rela

tion to beauty, virtue, and truth " should be

entirely unrepresented in literature. Mrs.

Marshall usually does this with a fair measure

of success. The book before us certainly

does not reach the high standard of her

'Christabel Kingscote,' but it is nevertheless

a very pretty tale. The times are those of

Charles I. and the Commonwealth, and the

manners are very fairly represented. Of

course, people did not speak then in the

sort of sentences which Mrs. Marshall has

constructed for her characters, but a similar

objection applies to every work of fiction

which deals with by-past times. A far greater

error than any blunder in mere verbal

costume has been avoided : there is no

violent political or religious partisanship.

Mrs. Marshall thinks the act of putting the

king to death evil, and she has some sym

pathy with the early members of the Society

of Friends, but further than this it would

not be easy to extract from her tale any of

her personal opinions. The account of the

siege of Gloucester is well done. There are

some illustrations, too, which do not detract

from the value of the book.

M. de Glouvet is to be congratulated

upon having hit on a very fresh subject

and having treated it with no little skill.

Only in some of the earlier and happier

efforts of Paul Feval has the forest life of

the great woods which stretch westwards

from the Beauce and the Orleanais towards

Brittany and Maine been handled so

lovingly, while not even there has it been

set forth with such elaborate precision. M.

de Glouvet is a realist in so far as this

elaborate description goes, and for once it

is completely in place. Except Mr. Jefferies,

we know no living writer either in France

or in England who has treated the wild life

which is still possible in civilized countries

with such minuteness, and at the same time

with so artistic a touch. ' Le Forestier '

has, moreover, a central interest of cha

racter sufficient to give to it unity and narra

tive interest, and to take it out of the class

of mere collections ofpaysages and naturalist

sketches. The figure of Jean Renaud,

woodman and poacher—the latter because

of a natural hunting instinct, not because

of any sordid love of illicit gain—does the

author nearly as much credit as his drawings

of the forest and of the beasts that inhabit

it, though the latter aro vivid enough to

remind one of M. Lan$on's etchings. The

account of a wild boar hunt, with which

the book opens, is particularly attractive to

English readers because of the unfamiliar

nature of the sport. In the sketch of Bes-

nardeau, the libertine timber merchant, M.

de Glouvet has perhaps permitted himself

Borne rather corrupt followings of M. Zola ;

but, after all, these traits are fairly con

nected with the general story and with the

fate which, in the war of 1870, befalls tho

" king of the forest," who sacrifices himself

for his enemy the ranger. Good work as

has already been done in tho way of work

ing up the endless diversities of local colour

in the vast country called France, there is

room for much more. Nor have we lately

seen a better specimen of such work than

M. de Glouvet's book.

The admirable Paul de Florae somewhero

suggests that it is a mistake to adopt the

moral institutions of another country d demi.

M. Uchard's novel may be said to illustrate

this sagacious dictum. Marcel Chabal, his

hero, is a very Parisian young man, and

Ines Parker, his heroine, is an exceedingly

American young lady. Without venturing

to pronounce positively [on American man

ners, we should say that even in that country

of liberty it would be thought odd for a

young man and a young woman to make

a two days' trip by railway without chaperon

or dragon. At any rate, M. Chabal fails

to adjust himself to the situation and is

famously punished, though of course things

come right in the end. M. TJchard has

managed his story with some skill and

some power. The hero must, indeed, be

pronounced rather a shabby person, not so

much by reason of the unlucky slip already

alluded to as because he avowedly tries to

get out of what he thinks may be a com

promising affair, and then avowedly returns

to his allegiance, having in the interval

ruined himself by gambling, and having

heard that the fair Ines is an heiress. Also,

M. Uchard, in trying to be knowing in

things English, has made some very ludi

crous blunders. For instance, Ines, in one

of her caprices, arrays herself in male aquatic

garments. Then says her biographer, " On

eut dit quelque joli fettotv echappe d'Oxford

ou de Cambridge en costume de yachting."

Where, we wonder, did M. Uchard get the

notion that personal beauty was a sine qua

non for a fellowship? The prettiness of

Dons is certainly a delightful imagina

tion, and their escape from the rigid pro

prieties of the universities " en costume de

yachting " is also sufficiently pleasing. It

is much to be feared that some wicked

person has been hoaxing the guileless M.

Uchard.

THEOLOGICAL BOOKS.

The Imitation of Christ. Being the Autograph

Manuscript of Thomas a Kempis reproduced in

Fac-simile. (Elliot Stock.)—This is a repro

duction in fac-simile of the well-known manu

script of tho very famous book ' De Imitatione

Christi,' in the autograph of Thomas a Kempis.

The whole volume, which is entirely in the

same handwriting, is not given—only that por

tion at the beginning which contains the four

books of tho ' Imitation '; nine other short devo

tional treatises follow it. The original volume

is small, about four inches and a half by three

and a half ; with the exception of a few leaves

on vellum, the material is paper. The hand

writing is good and generally clear ; the cha

racter that of a practised, if not of a professional,

transcriber. Originally the manuscript belonged

to the monastery of Mount St. Agnes, near

Zwolle, which Thomas a Kempis entered as

a novice in his twenty-first year, and he lived

there all his life. He was employed in their

Scriptorium, for other manuscripts are known to

have been transcribed by him for the use of the

community, some of whioh have been destroyed

or lost sight of, among them especially a Bible

and a Missal, to which were appended the same

kind of note as at the end of this manuscript,

that they were " finished by the hand of brother

Thomas a Kempis." About tho year 1570,

during the troubles in the Netherlands, the

monastery was destroyed and many of the

brethren took refuge at Louvain. Their visitor-

general, Johannes Latomus, carried the present

volume away with him to Antwerp, giving it in

1578 to Jean Belliere, one of the chief printers

in that city. This Belliere had two sons, who

were members of the Society of Jesus, and,

probably under their influence or advice, he

gave it to their house at Antwerp, whence it

passed, on the suppression of the order, into the

Burgundian Library at Brussels, and there it is

now preserved. The history of the manuscript

is, therefore, certain, and few books of the

same date can show so good a pedigree. In

June, 1877, we reviewed a trashy book, written

by a Mr. Kettlewell, on " the authorship of the

1 De Imitatione. ' " His object was to prove the

claim of Thomas a Kempis ; and the impression

left by the author was not merely that he

utterly failed in the attempt, but that, if he

could be said to have proved anything at

all, it was against, instead of in behalf of, his

client. This fac-simile is preceded by a short

introduction by Mr. Charles Ruelens, Keeper

of the Manuscripts in the Royal Library at

Brussels. Naturally Mr. Ruelens insists upon

the fact that the ' Imitation ' was written, not

as a mere transcriber, but as the author, by

Thomas a Kempis. The manuscript is impor

tant from its date, even if he were only the

copyist ; but if he could be proved to have been

the author, the interest and value of the book

would be increased a thousandfold. Few libraries

in the world could show a more desirable pos

session. And, in its degree, the same increase

of interest would attach itself to the fac-simile

published by Mr. Stock. Of course, nobody pre

tends that this is tho first copy of the ' Imita

tion,' the first draft of it from the hand of the

author. That it is a mere transcript is beyond

all doubt or dispute. Still, if a Kempis were

the author, there would be an equal interest

and an equal authority given to the text which

would be given to a play of Shakspeare, fairly

copied in liis later years by his own hand,

without erasures or corrections. The same

kind of reckless assertion is to be observed in

this preface or introduction as in Mr. Kettle-

well's book. For example, Mr. Ruelens tells

us that "a controversy arose in 1604" about

the authorship of the ' Imitation,' as if it were

then for the first time called in question. Yet

every one knows, who has ever heard anything

about it, that even before the death of a Kempis.

himself the claim of John Gerson had spread

widely abroad. Again, we are assured that "the

last embers of the controversy are dying out,"

and that " the attempts of those who still try to

rekindle tho fire are powerless." But there is

not a single new argument, even of the lightest

weight, proposed to support all this unquali

fied assertion. In fact, the manuscript is in

sisted on, and nothing more. The signature at

the end, common enough in medueval manu

scripts, is nothing new ; " Finitus et completus

per manus fratris thome Kempis " suggests no

argument which would not equally prove the

transcriber to have been the original author of

the Bible. We would repeat what was said in our

review of Mr. Kettlewell's inquiry, that where so

much difficulty and obscurity exists, we are dis

posed to believe in the claim of John Gerson

rather than that of Thomas a Kempis ; and we

cannot reasonably account for the existence of

copies of the 'Imitation,' published during the

lifetime of a Kempis, which bear Gerson's name as

the undoubtedauthor, unless there had been good

grounds at the time for knowing it. And—much

more than this—the book has internal evidence,

over and over again, that the author must have

had large experience of life in the world and

amongst men and women. That a mere monk,

who entered a monastery in his youth and never

left its walls, could have written the ' Imitation '

cannot possibly be accounted for by any amount

of natural abilities or personal piety ; inspira

tion alone could have supplied the power.

Nevertheless, though we regard a Kempis as

nothing more than the copyist of the 'Imita

tion,' our hearty thanks are due to the publisher

of the fac-simile and to M. Louis Alvin, the

chief librarian of the Brussels Library, by whose

permission this celebrated manuscript has been

reproduced. Nothing can be more praise

worthy than the care and accuracy which have

been spent upon it : the ink and paper are ex
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cellent, so good that we may almost suppose we

have the original in our hands. So far as accu

racy is concerned, photography adds the assur

ance that there can be no possible error of tran

scription. A pretty and suitable style of binding

(taken from a contemporary Dutch Horse) com

pletes the merits of a very charming and de

sirable little volume. One omission alone is to

be regretted, viz., the inscription at the end.

A fac-simile of this, " per manus fratris thome

Kempis," &c, might easily have been given in

the preface.

Le Pasteur aVHermas: Analyse accompagnte

d'une Notice, oVExtraits et de Notes, par M. C,

comes to us from Messrs. Fischbacher, of Paris.

A great impetus was given to the study of the

apostolic fathers by the labours of Von Tischen-

dorf, Dressel, HilgenfeluV, and especially by the

exhaustive edition elaborated by De Gebhardt,

Harnack, and Zahn. In England, since Bishop

Jacobson's now antiquated work, Bishop Light-

foot has made some contributions, and Dr.

Donaldson has traversed the whole field with a

competent knowledge of its varied contents.

The French work bearing the initials "M. C."

is confined to the Shepherd of Hermas. Without

giving the text either in Greek or Latin, it pro

duces large extracts in French and subjoins

notes. The editor's object is the production of

Hermas's views of religion and morals, the pic

ture he gives of the Roman Church, A.D. 130-

160, the conduct of its members, and its theology

so far as Hermas reflects it. The subject is well

handled, the opinions of the Roman writer being

clearly and fully shown. Henco the treatise

forms a supplement to the editions of De Geb

hardt and Hilgenfeld, which are chiefly occu

pied with the restoration of the Greek and

Latin texts. The commentary founded on the

latest edition is good and valuable. Who

ever wishes to know the state of opinion and

practice in the Roman Church at the close

of Hadrian's reign will derive much informa

tion from its pages. The picture of the

Roman Church here presented is a dark one.

Society was corrupt. Bad men belonged to it,

not merely such as were heretical in doctrine,

but those whose conduct was disgraceful.

Vicious men dishonoured the Christian name.

The Church had lost its original purity and

integrity. Some critics think that Hermas

presents an exaggerated description of the

community, and that his view is gloomier than

the facts could have warranted. They find it

difficult to believe that there was so much

deterioration and corruption in the Church

towards the middle of the second century. It

is impossible to determine the accuracy of the

author's statements on this head, just as it

is impossible to say whether his theological

belief was the prevailing one. It is well known

that the Shepherd of Hermas is divided into

three parts, consisting of visions, command

ments, and similitudes. It is, in fact, an Apo

calypse, a series of revelations made to Hermas

by celestial beings. The fact is worthy of

notice that some of the fathers whose

authority in settling a canon of the New

Testament was not small cited the work of

Hermas as Scripture. It was extensively

read in churches during the second half of

the second century, and often classed with

the canonical productions. No distinct line was

drawn between it and them. This is a sufficient

proof of the absence of critical sagacity in the

men who took the initiative in forming a canon

ical list. Another noticeable fact is the omis

sion of all express quotation of the New Testa

ment, and the citation of an apocryphal produc

tion called 'Eldad and Modad. ' We may con

jecture that Hermas was acquainted with the

gospels and St. Paul's epistles ; but it can hardly

be proved that he was. Nor can it well be

asserted that his work exhibits any clear token

of his having used the epistles of Peter, though

Zahn confidently affirms it. Instead of familiarity

with the New Testament, he leans upon the Old

and upon Jewish Apocalypses. A good deal of

space is given in ' Le Pasteur d'Hennas ' to the

point that Hermas's belief is purely monotheistic,

and that he betrays no knowledge of the doc

trine of the Trinity. The notes A, B, C, discuss

this topic not only with reference to Hermas,

but to the New Testament and the early fathers.

Here the commentator is doctrinal and partly

controversial. But he is evidently master of

the subject, and brings together appropriate

testimonies. Another point which receives full

examination is the early episcopate of Rome.

It is easy to show the non-existence of an epis

copate there in the time of Hermas. One

bishop did not preside over the church of the

metropolis when this work was written. There

were presbyters striving for mastery, but a

monarchical organization did not yet exist.

On this matter the Shepherd's testimony is

weighty, if the Muratorian fragment be correct

in saying that Hermas was the brother of Bishop

Pius. But it contradicts Irenseus's statement,

and can hardly be reconciled with internal evi

dence furnished by the work itself. The little

book of M. C. will amply repay perusal, and may

be recommended not only to the scholar but

the general reader. All who are interested in

the progress of early ecclesiastical literature

may read it with profit.

The Ilibbert Lectures, 1879.—Lectures on the

Growth and Origin of lielitjwn as Illustrated

hy the Religion of Ancient Egypt. Delivered

in May, 1870, by P. Le Page 'Renouf. (Wil

liams & Norgate.)—The Hibbert Lectures as

hitherto treated must be considered a philo

sophical inquiry into religions of different

kinds, and the result of the investigations

has not been tested by theologians. As yet

few religious systems have been examined,

and a large crop of faiths remains behind to

complete the curriculum of comparative reli

gions. The religion, or, as it is called in com

mon parlance, mythology, of Egypt has properly

been taken early. It is probably the oldest

form of religious thought that existed amongst

the different nations of the Asiatic world, and is

only rivalled by Chaldean myths. The mytho

logy of Egypt has lately received much atten

tion from the Egyptologists, but hitherto

different opinions have prevailed, and to the

plurality of gods is added the diversity of theories.

The general principle which has been adopted

appears to be to examine all the texts on the

subject and deduce from them a general view

of Egyptian religion or mythology. There is

another mode of investigation yet to be tried,

the examination by periods, the careful con

sideration of the religious ideas developed

during the earlier and later periods of the

Egyptian monarchy, and the changes due to

different ages and various schools, the rise and

fall of ideas introduced by Semitic or other

influence, and the monotheism of a later age,

also the esoterical ideas of a falling faith.

To supply the reader with a knowledge of the

subject, Mr. Renouf has gone over a deal of

extraneous, but probably necessary, matter,

which forms an introduction to the subject.

There is, no doubt, great difficulty in deter

mining the exact meaning of abstract terms or

metaphysical ideas in Egyptian, and accordingly

Mr. Renouf has devoted considerable research to

finding the philological origin and exact meaning

of the word nuter or god. This he supposes meant

" power" or " force," and he maintains that in

the ethical treatises it means the sole or universal

Being, and that under the polytheism lay perdu

the monotheistic idea of one god. He follows

in this respect the ideas of the late De Rouge.

In the contemporaneous monuments, however,

gods swarm over the sculptures. It must not,

however, be supposed that Mr. Renouf has not

treated on the gods in detail, as he discusses

such questions as the Triads, Enneads, local

deities, the anthropomorphic nature of the

gods, and the esoterical explanations of certain

deities, their genesis, genealogy, and functions.

Some of the esoterical explanations of the

types of the Pantheon are of the oldest period1

others of the more recent age of the Greek

and Roman dominion, when explanation was

deemed an apology against adverse faiths.

Connected witli the mythology was the idea of

the soul, its nature and destiny. Mr. Renouf

has touched on these points, especially the prin

cipal ones ; but the scenes of the Egyptian Hell

would require another series of lectures, and

research into the rise and fall of the dogmas

relating to the soul, the future judgment, the

metempsychosis, and the changes undergone by

the soul itself in the future state. Mr. Renouf

has pointed out that no Egyptian ideas of any

importance are to be discovered in Greek, Roman,

or Hebrew literature ; yet there can hardly be

a doubt that Neo-Platonism derives to some

extent developments from Egyptian ideas.

Altogether the work of Mr. Renouf is an

excellent contribution to the subject, for,

without degenerating into a mere exposition of

details, it grasps the entire subject ; and the

general inquirer will find enough to suit his

purpose and give him a sound comprehension of

the condition of investigation into the mythology

and the mystical and leading doctrines found in

Egyptian texts. No point of interest has been

omitted, and several are admirably elucidated.

In fact, it is the last word on the subject, and,

like most last words, is the best, as it does not

embody, but rejects, the errors of its predecessors.

SCHOOL-BOOKS.

A Manual of English Composition, with copious

Illustrations and Practical Exercises. By T. D.

Hall, M.A. (Murray.)

Mr. Hall is scarcely justified in assuming that

there was no such thing in existence as "a

really serviceable class-book of English composi

tion " when he undertook to prepare one. At

the same time it must be admitted that his work

is fairly entitled to be so described. It con

tains a larger number of exercises than are in

tended to be written by any one student, each

being left to make his own selection from them.

This is a good feature, as is also the abundance

of hints for the assistance of the young writer.

More than a third of the volume is occupied by

"Various Practical Rules and Suggestions,"

which consist in a great measure of warnings

against prevalent erroneous forms of expression,

with numerous illustrative extracts, the faults of

which are pointed out, as also the various modes

in which they might be avoided. It may be ques

tioned whether it wasnecessary to devote so much

space to the exposure of faults which are obvious

to any one properly grounded in the principles

of grammar. Mr. Hall rightly says : " Style,

it cannot be too strongly urged, is no mere

mechanical thing "; but the prominence he gives

to the mechanical structure of sentences in this

portion of the work is likely to excite in the

mind of the reader the very idea against which

he so strongly protests.

Class-Book of French Composition. By L. P.

Blouet, B.A. (Hachette & Co.)

The English which M. Blouet gives to be trans

lated into French consists of amusing anecdotes

and interesting extracts from standard authors

and periodical literature. These are accom

panied by notes containing proper renderings of

technical words and idiomatic phrases. As a

means of acquiring skill in writing French for

ordinary purposes the work is all that could be

desired ; but its value would have been still

greater if it had contained a larger proportion of

passages in a higher literary style.

Das Wirthshaus im Spessart von W. Hauff.

Edited, with Notes, by A. Schlottmann, Ph.D.

(Cambridge Warehouse.)

This is a great improvement on the German

reading books with which teachers are familiar.

It consists of a main story, complete in itself,
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shirts to make, I opine that it cannot be I

And Matilda Betham wrote, " I was sent to

school as a child to learn sewing, and to pre

vent my too strict application to books."

We have on our table three college calendars

—that of the University of St. Andrews, pub

lished by Messrs. Blackwood, which contains,

besides the usual matter, the examination papers

set for the L.A. certificate granted to women ;

that of the University College of Wales, which

seems still to impose too many subjects on its

professors (how can one man teach all the

"ologies"f); and that of the University of

Tokio, from which we gather that young Japan

is expected to know " the nature and incidents

of the Roman Patria Potestas."

We have received from Calmann Le"vy, of

Paris, an excellent work by " Henri Riviere,'

apparently a captain in the French navy, entitled

Souvenirs de la Nouvelle Caledonie, which gives

a very picturesque description of the islands

and of the recent Kanaka insurrection.

We have on our table The Resources of Queens

land, by J. Bonwick (Silver),—Phonetic Method

of learning French, by D. Smith (Haughton),

An Elementary Grammar for Standard II., by

J. B. Whicker (Bideford, E. H. Ridley),

Studies for Candidates in Select Plays of Shak-

speare: ' Hamlet ' and ' King Henry V.,' by the

Rev. John Hunter (Longmans),— Melody Piece

Book, compiled by Rev. W. J. Denman (Murby),

—On the Classification of Languages, by G.

Oppert (Triibner),—The Geological Antiquity of

Insects, by H. Goss (Van Voorst),—Proceedings

on Laying the Memorial Stone of Wilson Hall of

the University of Melbourne by the Hon. Sir S.

Wilson (Melbourne, Stillwell & Co.),—Bicycles

and Tricycles of the Year 1879-80, by H. H.

Griffin ('The Bazaar' Office),—Destruction ofLife

by Snakes, Hydrophobia, in Western India, by

an Ex-Commissioner (Allen),—A System ofMoral

Science, by L. P. Hickok (Boston, U.S., Ginn

& Heath),—The Scientific Stnicture of the Uni

verse, by J. A. Moncrieff (Marcus Ward),—The

Potato Disease and How to Prevent It, by F.

Bravender (' Farm Journal ' Office),—The Secret

of a Good Memory, by J. Mortimer-Granville

(Bogue),—Politics and Art, by T. H. H. Caine

(Liverpool, Notes and Queries Society),—

Working and Living Essays, by J. Cromb

(Dundee, J. Leng), — The Spell-bound Fiddler,

by K. Janson (Triibner),—Through Prairie and

Forest, by J. S. C. Abbott (Ward, Lock & Co.),

—and Rodman the Keeper, by C. F. Woolson

(New York, Appleton & Co.).

LIST OP NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Adamson'fl (W.) The Nature of the Atonement, 12mo. 2/6 cl.
Brodie's (F.) Revelation viewed by the Light of the Old

Testament Scriptures, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Green's (S. G.) Notes for Lessons in Gospel History for Sun

day-School Teachers, Fart 1, or. 8vo. 3/ cl. Ip.
Solomon's (G.) The Jesus of History and the Jesus of Tradi

tion Identified, 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Tanner's (Rev. J. G.) Sevenfold Blessing, or Perfect Salva

tion through the Blood of Christ, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Taylor's (W. II.) The Gospel Miracles in their Eelation to

Christ and Christianity, cr. 8vo. 5' cl.
Whately's (E. J.) Clear the Wav, or Hindrances to Mission

Work Considered, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Willis's (Rev. E. F.) Worship of the Old Covenant, con

sidered more especially in Relation to that of the New, 5/

Lmc.

Andrews (R. W.) and Stoncy's (A. B.) Supreme Court of
Judicature Acts, and the Appellate Jurisdiction Act,
1876, cr. 8vo. 7/6 cl.

Hall's ( W. E ) International Law, demy 8vo. 21/ cl.
Walpole's (C. G.) Rubric of the Common Law, evo. 14/ cl.

Fine Art.

Cripps's (W. J.) Old French Plate. 8vo. 8/6 cl.
Illustrated Biographies of Great Artists : Sir Edwin Land-

seer, by F. G. Stephens ; Sir Joshua Reynolds, by F. J.

Fulling, cr. 8vo. 3/6 each, cl.

Poetry.

Robinson's (C.) The Golden Hind, and other Poems, 7/6 cl.
Stuart-Glennie's (J.) Romance of the Youth of Arthur, 10/6

History and Biography.

Blanqui's (J. A.) History of Political Economy in Europe,
translated by E. J. Leonard, with Preface by D. A.

Wells, 8vo. 12/ cl.
Cooper's (C. H.) Memorials of Cambridge, greatly enlarged

from the work of J. Le Keux, 8vo. 25/ cl.
Freeman's (E. A.) Short History of the Norman Conquest of

England, 12mo. 2/6 cl.

Geography and Travel.

Baddeley's (M. J. B.) Thorough Guide to the English Lake
District, with Map, 12mo. 5/ cl.

Brown's (R.) Notes on the Northern Atlantic, for the Use of
Travellers, with a Map, cr. 8vo. 4,6 cl.

Philology.

Earle's (J.) English Plant Names from the Tenth to the
Fifteenth Century, 18mo. 5/ cl.

Gantillon's (Rev. P. J. F.) Meletemata, Belect Latin Pas
sages in Prose and Verse for unprepared Translation,
cr. 8vo. 4/6 cl.

M. Tullii Ciceronis de Natura Deorum, Libri Trea, by J. B.
Mayor and J. H. Swainsou, Vol 1, 8vo. 10/6 cl.

Mason's (P. H.) Key to the Examples for Practice and
Reading Lessons in the Easy Introductory Hebrew
Grammar, 8vo. 3/6 cl.

Xenophon'sCyropredia (Books 1 to 3), literally translated by
R. Mongan, 12mo. swd. 2/

Science.

Galton's (D.) Observations on the Construction of Healthy
Dwellings, 8vo. 10/6 cl.

Jackson's (L. D'A.) Pocket Logarithms and other Tables, 2/6
Patterson's (R. L. ) Birds, Fishes, and Cetacea commonly

frequenting Belfast Lough, 8vo. 10/6 cl.
Bodd's (E. H.) Birds of Cornwall and the Scllly Islands,

edited by J. E. Harting, with Portrait and Map, 14/ cl.
Spon's Encyclopedia of the Industrial Arts, Manufactures,

and Commercial Products, Div. 2, roy. 8vo. 13/6 cl.

General Literature.

Ablett's (W. H.) Stock-Keeping for Amateurs, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Christian World Pulpit, Vol. 17, January to June, 1880, 5/ cl.
Davies's (G. C.) Practical Boat-Sailing for Amateurs, 5/ cl.
Edwards's (M. B.) Forestalled, or the Life Quest, 2 vols. 21/
Indennaur's (J. ) Self-Preparation for the Intermediate Ex

amination, 8vo. 5/6 el. limp.
Lavigne's (E.) A Female Nihilist, translated from the French

by G. Sutherland Edwards, cr. 8vo. 9/ cl.
Lennox's (Lord W. P.) Lord of Himself, a Novel, 3 vols. 21/
Oldcastle's (J.) Journals and Journalism, 3/6 vellum.
Walsh's (J. H.)The Horse, in the Stable and In the Field,

illustrated, 8vo. 12/6 cl.

FOREIGN.

Theology.

Fleury : Histolre de l'Eglfse de Geneve, 2 vols., lOfr.
Wieseler (K.): Zur Geschichte dcr NeutestamentUchen

Schrift. u. d. Urchristenthums, 8m.

Geaammelte dramatische Werke,

Lea Annales du TheAtre, 5th

Blrch-Pfeiffer (Charlotte)
Vol. 22, 4m.

Noel (E.) and Stoulllg (E.)
year, 3fr. 50.

History and Biography.

Dcnlcke (H.) : Die Hansestadte, Danemark u. Norwegen
von 1369 bis 1376, 7m.

Fleury (M.): Lea Drapeaux Francais, 50c.
Herrmann (E.): Zeitgenossische Berichte zur Geachichte

Russlands, Vol. 2, 6m. 40.
Kopp : Geschichte der Eidgendsslschen Biinde, second edi

tion, Vol. 4, Fart 2, 16m.
Muhlbacber: Regesta Imperii nach J. F. Bohmer neu

bearbeltet, Part 1, 6m.
Werunsky (E.) : Kaiser Karl TV. u. seine Zeit, Vol. 1, 1316-

1346, 10m.

Philology.

Demattlo (F.): Grammatica della Lingua Provenzale, 3m. 30.
Tacitl Cornelii Opera, intcrpretatus est J. C. Orellius,

2nd edition, curaverunt Schweixer-Sidler, Andresen,
Meiser, Parts 2 and 3, 7m. 50 each.

Science.

Ahlfcld (F ): Die Mlsshlldungen d. Menschen, Part 1, 24m.
Henle (J.): Grundriss der Anatomic d. Menschen, Part 2,

14m.
Schmidt (O.): Die Spongien d. Meerbusen v. Mexico, 10m.

spondent for thirty others, penning political,

historical, biographical, and critical reviews, aa

well as light social articles and novels. His

purely literary labours comprised (between 1845

and 1878) a picturesque itinerary from Madrid to

Paris, ' Las Percances de la Vida,' and other

works more or less popular, besidos translations

from Goldsmith, Eugene Sue, Lamartine, Karr,

and Laurent.

His more important works are ' El Estudio-

Politico y Biografico sobro Olozoga,' ' La Guia

de Madrid,' ' Mi Mision en Portugal,' and 'Las

Luchas Politicas en la Espaiia del Siglo Diez y

nueve.'

The ' Guia de Madrid ' and ' Madrid Futuro '

have been widely circulated, and will hand

down Los Rios's name to posterity, while his

journalistic work will cease to be remembered.

In his preface to ' Madrid Futuro ' he writes :

" We have penned this work with a view to

place in strong relief abuses, and to propose

improvements and reforms in this early period

of the revolution." Of this work a friendly

critic observes : " The reforms he advocated

with so much force and conviction were on one

side material and local, and on the other poli

tical, administrative, economical, and national ";

while he attacked monarchies, believing his mis

sion to be to create institutions which he con

sidered to be indispensable.

Los Rios lived and died a consistent Repub

lican. His character was unsullied, and he was

essentially, in act and feeling, an hidalgo of

unblemished reputation, liaving the courage of

his opinions. F. W. C.

DON A. FERNANDEZ DE LOS RIOS.

Don Anoel Fernandez de los Rios, whose

death in Paris (on the 18th June last) was lately

recorded, and whose mortal remains have found

their last resting-place in the closely packed

cemetery of La Corte, was born at Madrid in

1821. Like many of Spain's greatest publicists,

commenced his literary life as a political

writer, and made his debut early in 1844. In

1848 we find him proprietor and editor of the

now forgotten Seminario Pintoresco, which under

his direction reached a circulation of 3,500 copies,

having previously circulated some 400. Between

that date (1848) and 18C0 he founded and edited

three or four daily papers with more or less of

success.

In 1860 he became editor of La Iberia, and

during the three years he occupied the editorial

chair penned no less than four hundred leading

articles of a political or social character.

Between 1864 and 1866 he founded and directed

La Soberania Nacional, the fearless anti-dynastic

articles in which resulted in the suppression of

the paper and the destruction of the material

(in June, 1866). After founding and directing for

a short period Los Sucesos, he was compelled to

emigrate, returning again to Spain until 1875,

when he finally settled in Paris.

During his literary life he founded and edited

no less than eight journals, and acted as corre-

THREE UNPUBLISHED LETTERS OF SIR

ISAAC NEWTON.

Library, British Museum.

Sir David Brewster, in his ' Memoirs of

the Life of Sir Isaac Newton,' Edinburgh, 1855,

publishes a letter, dated January 16th, 1727/8,

from Mr. Nicholas Wickins, son of John Wickins,

the early and dear friend of Newton, in which

the following passage occurs :—

" I guess from a small book I found among

my father's papers that he had a design to

collect into one all that he had of Sir Isaac's

writing ; but he went no farther than tran

scribing three short letters he received from him

and a Common Place of his, part of which I

find under Sir Isaac'B own hand ; the rest, with

the original of these three letters, is lost. "

The "small book" here referred to has been

recently placed in my hands by Capt. Verney,

R.N., of Rhianva, in whose library it was found.

The three letters of Sir Isaac spoken of were

not published by Brewster, nor, so far as I am

aware, have they ever been printed ; and as

I cannot but think that any unpublished record,

however slight, of so great a man must be of

interest, I beg leave, with the kind permission

of Capt. Verney, to send a transcript of tha

letters for publication in the Athena-urn.

W. R. Wilson.

Coppies of some letters from my Chamber-fellow

Mr. Isaac Newton when I was at Monmouth.

Cambridge.

As for my dispute with y' Leige Jesuites [see

Brewster, vol. i. chap, iv.] ; when I had printed a

sheet or two I unhappily burnt all my papers about

it. And upon writing for new copies of their Letters

they sent me false ones. Whereupon I sent 'em an

answer to the substance of their letters k laid open

their shuffling tricks, & so I think I have made art

end of the business without printing.

A Glass-grinder in Loudon had this spring under

taken to make a two foot Telescope after my way,

but meeting with Mr. Hook & some other of that

sort of virtuosi they disswaded him from attempting

it. So Cooper & I are going to work. Mr. Cooper

hath a tool made Sc we are going to cast y'smettal to

polish. Since you are so near y* Iron mines prav do

me y" favour to send ine two or 3 pounds of Iron

Stone. If there be several sorts pray send me about

two pound of a sort. If there be any transparent
stones growing upon y* Iron Stones like y" spar wca

is found in lead-mines or any other remarkable &

ponderous stones found in y' Iron mines, pray send

me i pound or a pound of each. Mr. Arrowsmith
hath sent you what news wlb a combination wherein
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vou are concerned & so I shall add no more but that

1 am Yo' very loving Chamber-fellow

Is : Newton.

Mr. Wickins,—After a silence w* you will think
too long, I begin with y" latter part of yor Letter

wherein you ask my ideas about y* Fathers. Justin

Martyr, lrenieus, Origen against Celsus it Clemens

Alexandrinus are y* chief of the Ante-Nicene

fathers. To these you may add Tertullian and

Cyprian. Erasmus's Jc the Basil editions are usually

y* best. Usher's edition of Ignatius's Epistles

Londini 1647 is best. Feuardentius of Irenieus is

fullest but scarce so faithfull as that of Erasmus.

For the times of those first 300 years, Eusebius is

the only historian. In Bibl. Or. Patr. there are

things of good note. You may add St. Augustine

De Civitate Dei. The History of y" 4"1 & part of
the 5lh century is best done by Socrates, if you

would have aty ecclesiastical History collected into

one volume, consult y* Historia Magdeburgensis.

Salvian in his Book de Providentia Dei hath excel

lently described y* manners of the fifth century.
I think not of y* Telescope. Mr, Lucas plays yc

Sophistor more & more & I intend to lay him

open. My Act is long since past & forgotten. I

moved y* Bp. of Salisbury to intercede with my

Lord of Hereford for a Licence for you but have

not yet heard with what effect. Dr. Dove wen t out
Dr this Com'encem1. Our Library hath gone on well

hitherto, what it will do for y* Future I know not.

And this is y" summe of what at present occurs to

Yo' affectionate Chamber-fellow

Cambridge, July 19, 1077. 18: Newton.

Mr. Wickins,—At the opening of your last letter

I expected to have met with a chide for my deferring

so long to write to you. I will not stand to excuse

it, though in one point !t was hard for me to write

you an answer, Sc that is about buying Books ; for

what pleases me may not after perusal please you

& then they will be but lumber to you. But how

ever I '11 venture to give you the best advice I can.

If you have a mind to look into Ecclesiastical His

tory, the ground work is Eusebius's History with

Socrates, Sozomon, Theodoret and some other Frag

ments bound up with them in Valesius's edition.

The price about £5. But in Socrates, Sozomon &

Theodoret there is little to be confided in besides

the Letters & Edicts recorded by them. If you

would see the state & temper "of y" Primitive
Church • All y* Ante-Nicene Fathers are good,

chiefly Justin Martyr, Irenaius & the Epistles of

Clemens, Barnabas & Ignatius, if you can have

those last of Vossius edition. Then Cyprian &

for varietie of learning Clemens Alexandrinus &
Origen agl Celsus. If you would be guided in

understanding the Scriptures I will com'end Eras

mus's Paraphrase of the New Testament, A: next

the Criticks, not Pools Synopsis, but the former edi

tion w* were it not for the price I would com'end

to you in y« first place, for (if 1 mistake not) it will

cost about £10. lrenaeus of Feuardentius edition

(though he be a very hot Papist) is best & easiest

to be had. After all those Jerome is worth having

for his Learning though not for his Religion, &

St. Austin De Civitate Dei. Chrysostoni followed

Origen much in interpreting the" Scriptures, & so

is the best Interpreter of those times extant &

accounted usefull for a Preacher because his writings

are in the way of Sermons, but I doubt he is too

voluminous for you.
I do not find in my Book y' I paid Goodwife

Tyne's son, but now you put me in mind of it, I '11
send for him. So wlh my Service to all w* you I

rest Your ever loving Chamber-fellow

T. C. C, Aug. 19, 1682. Is: Newton.

SALE.

Some time ago we mentioned that Messrs.

Puttick & Simpson were going to sell by auction

an extraordinary collection of books and MSS.

relating to Spanish America, formed by the late

Don Jose" Ramirez. The sale has been finished this

week, and many of the lots realized exceedingly

high prices. Mr. Quaritch was a particularly

large buyer. Libros de las Actas del Cabildo de

Mexico, an important collection of municipal

documents dating from 1529 to 1564, some of

which have been printed in the ' Boletin Muni

cipal de Mexico,' 140/. Beristain, Biblioteca

Espanola, with MS. additions, 4 vols, folio, 80/.

Cabeca de Vaca, Relacion y Comentarios de

Alvar Nunez, printed in Valladolid, 1555,

321. 10s. Noticias de la Nueva California, a

collection of MS. reports of missionaries made

in the last century, 3 vols, folio, 65J. Docu

ments Historicos sobre Durango, MSS. col

lected by Senor Ramirez, 30/. 10s. Gerson (J.),

Tripartite del Christianissimo Doctor, Mexico,

por Juan Oromberger, 1544, 54/. Guillevila,

El Pelegrino de la Vida Humana, Tolosa, 1490,

80Z. A Collection of Documents relating to the

Inquisition of Mexico, from 1571 to 1802, 70/.

Instituta Ordinis B. Francisci, Mexico, por A.

de Spinosa, 1507, 37/. Documents relating to

the Jesuits in Mexico, 1640-1747, 31/. History

of Jesuit Missions in Mexico, 55/. Documents

relating to the History of the Jesuits in Mexico,

MSS., 7 vols., 115/. MSS. relating to the mal

treatment of the Indians, 53/. Manual para

Administrar los Sacramentos, second edition,

Mexico, por P. Ocharte, 1568, 35/. 10s. Peter

Martyr de Orbe Novo, first edition, Compluti,

1530, 51/. Mexican Paintings, 56/. Vocabu

lary in Spanish, Latin, and Mexican, MS. of the

sixteenth century, 38/. Missale Romanum,

Mexico, por A. de Espinosa, 1561, 155!.

Molina's Works in the Mexican Tongue, 1555-

1578, 141/. Ordenanzas y Copilacion de Leyes,

Mexico, por Juan Pablos, 1548, 55/. Orde

nanzas de las Indias (1543-1612), 100/. Ordi-

narium Sacri Ordinis Heremitorum Sancti

Augustini, Mexico, 1556, 76/. Ortega, Descrip-

cion de las Mas Californias, MS., 2411. folio, 52/.

Reales Cedulas, in 24 vols., 76/. Relacion y

Description de la Provincia del Sancto Evangelio

que es de la Orden de S. Francisco en la Nueva

Espafia, &c, MSS. of the sixteenth century,

150 leaves, 90/. Rickel, Compendio Breve, &c. ,

Mexico, Juan Cromberger, 1544, 41/. Sermones

en Mexicano, an original MS. of the sixteenth

century, on paper made by the Indians from the

agave, with notes by the Jesuit Father Sahagun,

210/. Viages Apostolicos en California de los

Religiosos de Propaganda Fide por Fratres

Serra y Crespi, MSS., 317 leaves, 71/. Gil-

berti, Doctrina Christiana en la Lengua de

Michuaca, Mexico, Juan Pablos, 1559, 91/.

Gilberti, Thesoro Spiritual en Lengua de Michu

aca, Mexico, por A. de Spinosa, 1575, 57Z. Lom-

bardo, Arte de la Lengua Teguima, Mexico,

1702, 40/. Spanish Documents relating to

Texas, 43/. Guerra de Mexico contra Texas, a

series of official and other documents, 105/.

Veracruce, Recognitio Summularum, with the

Dialectica Resolutio, Mexico, por Juan Pablos,

1554, 71/. Veracruce, Physica Speculatio,

Mexico, Juan Pablos, 1557, 75?. Vigo Libro o

Practica en Cirurgia, and two other rare Spanish

books on medicine, 1547-8, 50/. Misiones del

Norte y de Yucatan, a series of MS. Jesuit nar

ratives, &c, relating to the northern provinces

of Mexico in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, 135/. Cordova, Arte en Lengua

Zapoteca, Mexico, P. Balli, 1578, 50/. Zumar-

raga, Doctrina Breve, first edition, Mexico,

1543-1544, 84/. Zumarraga, Doctrina Christiana,

Mexico, 1546, 52/. Zumarraga, Doctrina Chris

tiana, a later edition, Mexico, Juan Pablos,

1548, 59/. Zumarraga, Regla Christiana Breve,

Mexico, 1547, 42/. The whole of the Ramirez

collection, numbering 934 lots, realized

6,395/. 5s.

MB. TOM TAYLOR.

The death of Mr. Tom Taylor deprives lite

rature of an industrious journalist and a prolific

dramatist. During close upon forty years Mr.

Taylor has been before the London public, and

in the course of that time he has carried off not

a few journalistic prizes and won more reputa

tion than usually falls to the lot of those the

major portion of whose work is unsigned. As

a dramatist he is best known. In that capacity

he has supplied the stage with many of the most

conspicuously successful pieces of modern times,

and has extorted recognition from some who

were not too ready to accord it. The gift of

dramatic perception was his in a remarkable

degree, and he had in addition a knowledge of

stage requirements and a power of supplying

dialogue which was forcible, telling, and free

from all appearance of strain. In invention he

Btood no higher than his rivals, and there

are comparatively few of his plays which do

not owe a portion of their plot or incidents

to the works of others. Most successful in

those plays in which he had the collaboration

of Mr. Charles Reade, who brought to the part

nership those qualities exactly which Mr. Taylor

lacked, or in which he took as basis a story

supplied him by M. Victor Hugo or other French

dramatists, he contrived in those pieces in the

composition of which he was unaided to hit the

public taste rather than to satisfy the require

ments of criticism. ' Our American Cousin,'

written for Mr. Jefferson, and subsequently

altered for Mr. Sothern, may claim to have

been the most remunerative of his plays. It is

certainly one of the worst. ' Plot and Passion,'

' Lady Clancarty,' ' Masks and Faces,' ' New

Men and Old Acres,' ' Still Waters Run Deep,'

and ' An Unequal Match ' retain a position as

acting comedies, and ' The Fool's Revenge,'

"Twixt Axe and Crown,' 'Joan of Arc,' and

' Anne Boleyn ' have won acceptance as his

torical dramas. Questions as to the extent to

which indebtedness to previous sources calls for

acknowledgment caused some animated discus

sions between Mr. Taylor and the critics, and

led to the publication in the Athenaeum of a

letter protesting against the charges brought

against him, and explaining his views upon

originality in dramatic art. In regard to this

matter Mr. Taylor was to some extent sinned

against, as he lived in a period when awkward

questions were for the first time put, and was

the scapegoat of a system he transmitted and

perpetuated, but did not invent. Mr. Taylor

had a hand in more than a hundred dramas,

some of them, like ' The Ticket - of - Leave

Man,' little more than translations, others,

like 'Henry Dunbar' and 'Arkwright's Wife,'

very creditable specimens of adaptation. What

plays are wholly original, in the sense of

being free from extraneous aid, it is not easy

positively to declare. As an art critic Mr.

Taylor was a hard worker. The merit of the

few dramatic notes, chiefly concerning French

plays, which lie supplied is, however, less likely

to be contested than that of his opinions upon

painting or sculpture. His connexion with

fundi was close and honourable, and his death

severs the last link which binds that periodical

to its past. The facts concerning his life

which deserve to be chronicled are few.

They speak, however, of constant and arduous

labour, and tell of well-merited success. Born

in 1817 in Sunderland, he went first, accord

ing to information supplied, assumably by

himself, to ' Men of the Time,' to the Grange

School of that town, and afterwards to Glasgow

University. In 1837 he was at Trinity College,

Cambridge, of which he became a Fellow. For

two years previously to his being called to the

bar of the Inner Temple in 1845, he held the

professorship of English Language and Litera

ture at University College. Assistant-Secretary

and then Secretary to the Board of Health, then

Secretary to the Local Government Acts Office,

he retired after twenty-one years' service with

a pension. Two years later, in 1874, he suc

ceeded Shirley Brooks as editor of Punch. Mr.

Taylor edited the 'Autobiography of B. R.

Haydon,' London, 1852, and the 'Autobio

graphy and Correspondence of C. R. Leslie,

R.A.' (1859), and completed Leslie's unfinished

' Life and Times of Sir Joshua Reynolds,' 1865.

Mr. Taylor was a staunch advocate of a School

of Histrionic Art. He never failed to accord a

generous and loyal support to any attempt to

revive upon the stage the plays of Shakspeare.

Iftftarg SJossfp.

Messrs. Puttick & Simpson have been

instructed by the Duke of Marlborough to

sell by auction during the ensuing season

the whole of the important collection of

books known as the Sunderland Library,

formed by Charles, third Earl of Sunder

land, during the reigns of Queen Anne and
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George I. This most valuable library con

sists of some 30,000 volumes, and is

celebrated for its magnificent collection of

first and early editions of the Greek and

Latin classics. It includes, besides the first

and other rare editions of the great Italian

authors (amongst -which is the famous

Valdarfer Boccaccio), a superb collection of

early printed Bibles in all languages (in

cluding a beautiful copy on vellum of the

first Latin Bible with a date) ; many ex

tremely rare works relating to America ; a

series of Spanish and Portuguese chronicles ;

valuable English county histories ; first and

early editions of the chief French poets and

prose writers; an extraordinary series of

French and English pamphlets relating to

the Reformation and the political events of

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries ; a

large number of early printed French chro

nicles and memoirs ; splendid books of prints ;

a few precious ancient manuscripts ; collec

tions of councils, histories, lives of saints,

bodies of laws, &c. A goodly number of the

books are printed on vellum, and many are

extremely fine large-paper copies. They are

chiefly in fine old morocco bindings, and the
■whole of the library is generally in splendid

condition.

Under the heading 'Travellers' Tales,'

Mr. Frederick Boyle, author of ' Chronicles

of Nomansland,' ' Camp Notes,' &c, is about

to publish in All the Year Round a series of

stories attaching to different curiosities in

his possession. The first of them •will

appear in August.

We are glad to learn that there is at last

some prospect of an exhaustive work on the

life and writings of David Hume. Prof.

A. C. Fraser, the editor of Berkeley, has in

view this important undertaking after the

completion of his work on Locke.

Messes. Maotillan & Co. will publish

almost immediately a biography of Etienne

Dolet, the unfortunate scholar, poet, and

printer of Lyons, who was burned as an

atheist in 1546. The author, Mr. Richard

Copley Christie, Chancellor of the Diocese

of Manchester, has devoted many years to

the preparation of this work, and has added

both from M8S. and printed sources to what

has hitherto been known of Dolet and his

fate. Mr. Christie has given much atten

tion to the bibliography of Dolet, and has

been fortunate enough to discover a certain

number of books printed by him which were

previously unknown. The most compre

hensive fist hitherto published of the books
■which issued from Dolet's press—that given

by M. Boulmier—included only fifty-five.

Mr. Christie has brought the number up to

eighty-three.

Mb. J. P. Anderson, of the Museum

Library, is about to publish a work which

has occupied his leisure for the last eighteen

years. It is called ' The Book of British

Topography : a Classified Catalogue of the

Topographical Books in the Library of the

British Museum relating to Great Britain

and Ireland.' Mr. Satchell will be the

publisher.

Messrs. Macmtllan will publish in August

a new novel entitled 'The Head of Medusa,'

by "George Fleming," author of ' A Nile

Novel ' and ' Mirage.' The scene is laid in

Rome.

Ms. H. G. Retd has just completed a

new and corrected edition of the ' Dic

tionary of Commerce,' an important work

compiled by his late relative, Mr. Ramsay

M'C'ulloch, the head of the Stationery Office.

Mr. Reid has written a third supplement to

the dictionar}-, tracing the progress of British

commercial legislation down to the present

time.

At the last meeting of the Council of the

Folk-lore Society, Lord Beauchamp presid

ing, the appointment of a committee to con

sider and report to the Council upon the

best means of collecting, arranging, proving,

and comparing the proverbs and proverbial

sayings of all countries, both ancient and

modern, was decided upon. The members

of the Committee are the Rev. Canon Hume,

the Rev. J. Long, the Rev. W. S. Lach-

Rzyrmn, Dr. A. Laing, and Messrs. Curtis,

Pfoundes, Solly, Coote, Vaux, and Gomme,

and they will have their first meeting at an

early date. Some important papers have

been sent to the Council from India by

Lieut. Carnac-Temple.

We believe that the German Teachership

at the Taylor Institution, Oxford, will

shortly become vacant, Dr. Hamann, the

present teacher, having accepted, according

to a Berlin paper, a similar post at Berlin.

The ' German Reader ' which has been

entrusted by the Delegates of the Clarendon

Press, as we stated a fortnight ago, to the

editorship of Dr. Hamann, will consist of

selections used by Prof. Max Midler in his

" German Classics," issued some years ago

and now out of print.

' The Praise of Books, as Said and Sung

by English Writers,' is the title of a work

by Dr. J. A. Langford, which will shortly

be published. The introduction will consist

of an essay on books by the compiler of the

work. '

The Hon. Albion W. Tourjee, of Denver,

Colorado, is the author of the work 'A

Fool's Errand,' by One of the Fools, which

has had an enormous circulation in the

United States and has been reviewed in

this journal. The author is now engaged on

a new work, which will probably be entitled

' Pictures in Black and White,' and will

further illustrate life in the Southern States.

Mr. Georoe Bancroft hopes to complete

in October his ' History of the United

States,' begun in 1825. Mr. Bancroft lives

in AVashington, and though eighty years of

age might easily pass for a man of sixty.

Messrs. Macmillan announce for im

mediate publicationMr.Roby's long-expected

'School Latin Grammar,' and will bring out

during the coming vacation the following

educational works : ' Progressive French

Course, Third Year,' and ' Progressive

French Readers, First and Second Years,'

by E. E. Fasnacht; 'First Lessons in Greek,'

by Prof. John Williams White; Xenophon's

'Anabasis,' Books I.-IV., edited by Profs.

W. W. Goodwin and J. W. White ; ' Select

Poems of Propertius,' edited by Mr. J. P.

Postgate, M.A.; ' The Story of Achilles,' from

Homer's Hiad, edited by Mr. J. H. Pratt,

M.A., and Mr. Walter Leaf, M.A.; and

Pliny's ' Letters,' Book III., edited by

Prof. J. E. B. Mayor. These volumes will

form part of the "Classical Series," while

in the " Elementary Classics " will appear

' Scenes in the Hannibalian War,' adapted

for schools from the twenty-first and twenty-

second books of Livy by Mr. G. C. Macaulay,

M.A., and ' Selections from the Greek

Elegiac Poets,' by the Rev. H. Kynaston,

M.A.

Dr. LfTJonANN, of Kiel, is preparing a

revised edition of the works of Apollinaris

Sidonius for the 'Monumenta Germanica.'

This edition may be considered definitive,

Dr. Liitjohann having collated the MSS. of

the Escurial Library, and those in the libra

ries in the United Kingdom and at Paris.

A second and enlarged edition of Jaffa's

' Regesta Pontificum Romanorum ab Condita

Ecclcsia ad Annum post Christum Natum

mcxcviii.' will appear, under the editorship

of Prof. W. Wattenbach.

Mr. Roach Smith, in his ' Collectanea

Antiqua,' publishes an interesting notice of

the late Thomas Wright, from which the

following is an extract :—

" Wright's physical strength and buoyant

spirits helped him to make some long pedestrian

excursions ; and several of his more popular

works are the result of personal observations.

When the vast amount of his successful literary

labours is considered, as well as the time they

consumed in close research and confinement, it

is remarkable that he should have been able to

accomplish so much in the open held as a re

laxation. His assiduity and perseverance were

extraordinary. He was seldom in bed after

three or four o'clock in the summer, and five or

six in the winter ; and worked all day with only

slight intervals at meals. The ' Wanderings of an

Antiquary ' will show how he turned relaxation

to literary profit ; ' Uriconium ' sprang from his

excavations at Wroxeter. It was for The

Archil ulagical Album he and Fairholt visited

Richborough and Reculver. Fairholt, who was

not so robust as our friend, used to relate, with

the most serious emphasis, the difficulties they

experienced in walking from the comforts of

Mr. Rolfe's house at Sandwich to Reculver.

The road is long, and anything but easy ;

while heavy rain made it, in parts, laborious.

By the time they reached Reculver they were

soaked to the skin ; and then, as there were no

vacant beds at the inn, they had to walk on to

Heme Bay, three miles farther ; and there to

go to bed immediately while their clothes were

being dried. ' I thought it would have killed

me,' added Fairholt ; ' and even now I shudder

in thinking of the horrors of that walk ! As for

Wright, he only laughed, and really seemed to

enjoy it.' . . . Wright's buoyant and even spirits,

his extensive knowledge, and unassuming man

ners, made him an agreeable companion ; but

few, alas ! now survive, who Bhared in his wan

derings. To the site of the Roman potteries on

the Medway, he was introduced by me, or,

rather, by my old friend Mr. Humplirey Wick-

ham, who procured for us Mr. Hulkes's yacht ;

and Mr. Henry Coulter as steersman, who,

when in after years I came to reside near

Strood, proved a constant and valuable friend,

whose loss I shall ever lament. Strood was

our place of meeting over night. On one occa

sion, to save the tide, we had to rise about five

o'clock on a summer's morning. Jerdan, who

was with us, gravely inquired if it would be

light? The late Alfred J. Dunkin, on this

occasion, sent a half-serious, half-jocular, ac

count of the excursion to one of the papers,

which was copied and recopied in town and

country ; and, after a long time, came back to

us in a French dress, in Galignani's Messenger."

The Rev. M. J. Savage, of Boston, U.S.,

author of ' The Religion of Evolution,' is in

Ijondon, where a new work from his pen on

the ethical bearings of Evolution will bo

published by Messrs. Trubner.
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Our Florentine Correspondent in writing

to us mentions three new publications of im

portance. One of these is the 1 Appressa-

mento della Morte,' a youthful production

of Leopardi's, the discovery of which among

«ome family papers we lately mentioned.

We shall shortly review the hook, of which

a copy lies on our table. Another work,

says Prof, de Gubernatis,

•" is creditable to the instruction in Italian lite

rary history which is given at the Istituto di

Studii Superiori by Prof. Adolfo Bertoli. He

has trained a number of the students to make

important investigations in his favourite subject.

One of his pupils, Dr. Guido Biagi, has just

issued an excellent dissertation on the ' Fonti

•del Novellino,' that is to say, on the sources of

that ancient collection of Italian stories. The

monograph is full of erudition, and inspired by
■a critical spirit that speaks well both for the

school and the scholar.

Prof, de Gubernatis then proceeds to speak

of another work already announced in these

■columns, Mr. Fagan's edition of the ' Lettere

nd Antonio Panizzi di TJomini Illustri e di

Amici Italiani (1823-1870) ':—

"One of his correspondents styled Panizzi

the advocate-general of the affairs of Italy in

England. In fact, Panizzi, single-handed, did

.more for his country at London than all the

Ambassadors and ministers of Sardinia put

together, by his numerous and influential friend

ships, the personal consideration he merited, by

his intelligence, his rectitude, his good sense,

and the zeal he displayed in anything that he

undertook. A good adviser and a good

patriot, he was entirely trusted. An exile,

he had no disposition to come to terms with

the tyrants of his country ; a unitarian with

Mazzini, he was a monarchist with Cavour ;

he checked the impatience of some and stimu

lated the efforts of others. In the first years

he toiled for the resurrection of Italy along

with Santa Rosa, Ugo Foscoli, and Giuseppe

Pecchio, years which prepared the movements

of 1848-49, when he listened to the noble con

fidences of the exiled M. Amari, whose admir

able character is revealed in a series of vivid

letters of Giovanni Berchet, who, after having

inveighed in verse against the oppressors, showed

exceptional wisdom and political foresight, and

of Gabrio Casati, the ex-president of the pro

visional government of Milan. The third series

of the correspondence comprises letters addressed

to Panizzi by Cavour, Azeglio, Minghetti,

Farini, Poerio, Settembrini—for whose deliver

ance Panizzi worked so perseveringly,—Massari,

Bertani, and other Italian statesmen, who all

regarded Panizzi as the man best fitted to excite

the sympathy of England. The notes are well

drawn up and much to the point."

SCIENCE

A Tlieoretical and Practical Treatise on the

Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid and Alkali,

with the Collateral Branches. By George

Lunge, Ph.D. 2 vols. (Van Voorst.)

It was natural enough that when the

alchemist, busy with furnace and alembic,

succeeded in distilling from green vitriol

an oily acid liquid, or "spirit," he should

give t;> this fuming liquid the name of oil

of vitriol or spiritus ritrioli. The prepara

tion of the acid by this process is clearly

described by Basil Valentin in the alchemical

treatise which he wrote under the fanciful

title of ' Currus Triumphalis Antimonii.' In

this work he also states that a peculiar acid

may be obtained by burning brimstone with

saltpetre—an acid which is, in truth, merely

oil of vitriol, though Basil Valentin does

not appear to have recognized its identity

with the acid distilled from copperas. It is

curious to note that after the lapse of more

than four centuries we still carry on the

manufacture of vitriolic acid by a modifi

cation of the brimstone-and-saltpetre pro

cess. True, the sulphur is usually displaced

by pyrites, yet the principle on which the

manufacture rests remains the same as in

the days of the alchemists, the acid being

still prepared by the oxidation of sulphurous

acid by means of nitrous vapours. But how

marvellous the development of the manu

facture ! In fact, the growth of our chemical

industries has led to so enormous a demand

for oil of vitriol—or, as we generally call it

nowadays, sulphuric acid—that its prepara

tion becomes a matter of national importance.

Liebig, mindful of its manifold uses, declared

long ago that the progress of a nation in the

path of civilization might be fairly measured

by the quantity of sulphuric acid which it

consumed.

One of the principal demands for sul

phuric acid is in the manufacture of

" alkali," by which term commercial che

mists always designate carbonate of soda.

For such important industries as glass-

making and soap-making, prodigious quan

tities of common salt are every week con

verted into carbonate of soda by a method

known as Leblanc's process. Nicholas

Leblanc, a native of Issoudun in Central

France, who has the undoubted merit of

having originated the prosperous industry

for which our great alkali works have been

erected, had the ill luck to fall upon stormy

days, and received but a sorry reward for

his ingenuity. Stimulated by the chance

of securing a large prize offered by the

French Academy of Sciences in 1775 for the

best method of making soda from salt, he

set to work and devised the process which

has since become so famous. With the

aid of the Duke of Orleans he established

alkali works at St. Denis ; but the Revolu

tion came, and his chances of success were

lost. When his patron the duke—Citoyen

figalite—was guillotined, the works were

confiscated. Nor was Leblanc allowed to

retain his patent rights, for, by a decree pub

lished on the 12th Pluviose in the year II.,

he was compelled to give up his process to

a commission appointed by the Comite du

Salut Publique. Afterwards, to be sure, he

received some pecuniary satisfaction, but

nevertheless he was soon reduced to poverty ;

and we find that the man who has since

enabled so many English manufacturers to

make their fortunes was in the year 1806

so broken in body and in spirit that at last

he could not resist the temptation to put an

end to his life with his own hands.

The manufacture of sulphuric acid and of

alkali lies at the very root of all our chemi

cal activity, and hence it is that Dr. Lunge

has treated the subject in so detailed a

manner that bis treatise already forms two

portly volumes of nearly fourteen hundred

pages. Although the author is now Pro

fessor of Technical Chemistry at Zurich, he

was practically engaged for eleven years in

alkali works in the north of England. He

is, therefore, thoroughly familiar with the

details of English manufacture, and he has

moreover acquired so complete a mastery

over our language that Ins treatise is written

in admirable English. With perseverance

characteristically Teutonic, he has gathered

together a vast body of information bearing

upon both the scientific and the technological

aspect of his subject. The exhaustive trea

tise which he has produced is consequently

valuable not only to the student, who will

find in it a full exposition of the scientific

principles upon which the preparation of

sulphuric acid and alkali is based, but also

—and we would say especially—to the

manufacturer, who may turn with confi

dence to its pages for copious descriptions of

the various processes and of the apparatus

employed. It should be added that much of

the matter which Dr. Lunge has introduced

into this treatise has not been previously

published. Finally, we may remark that

the value of the treatise is greatly enhanced

by its excellent illustrations, which are

mostly drawn to scale from actual working

drawings.

Steel : its History, Manufacture, Properties, and

Uses. By J. S. Jeans. (Spon.)

Steel is usually described as a variety of

iron containing a small definite proportion

of carbon. Iron containing no carbon, or

which contains but a very small quantity of

that element, is known as " wrought iron,"

whereas iron containing a larger proportion of

carbon is termed "cast iron." The differences

between these three varieties of metal are well

known, and it must be admitted that they are

in every respect remarkable. That a slight

difference in the percentages of charcoal should

produce such results in the physical condition

of iron could not be arrived at by any d priori

reasoning. Yet this has been proved to be the case

by the so-called Bessemer process, and by other

processes by which the native carbon is expelled

from the molten crude iron, and resupplied by

a carbonaceous mixture of known composition.

The present work deals with steel only ; yet so

unsettled is the author's knowledge of the real

nature of this metal that above eight hundred

pages of closely printed matter are filled with

the examination of its chemical and physical

nature and a statement of its applications.

Then our author writes:—"Much might have

been added. The more the subject of the manu

facture and application of steel is inquired into,

the more does it seem incapable of exhaustion.

Great things have been accomplished in the

past, but much yet remains in the future. The

manufacture of steel is far from finality." Mr.

Jeans has, it must be admitted, with great

industry collected almost everything that has

been written on steel. His book is, therefore,

a useful handbook, to which any one might

refer with the certainty of finding all ordinary

published information. He has steadily

traced out every new process, down to the

one introduced last year, by which the

phosphorus and sulphur are eliminated, and

the ores of Cleveland, contaminated with phos

phorus, are rendered available for the produc

tion of high-class steel. With all this pains

taking research, for which the author deserves

the thanks of one class of readers for whom this

book is intended, there is a fatal blot upon its

pages. Mr. Jeans has evidently no practical

acquaintance with steel or with its manufacture.

Consequently we do not find a single original

remark in this thick volume betraying the

slightest knowledge of the rationale of the pro

cesses which are described. It is a compilation

from all the sources of information available to

the author, and but a limited amount of judg

ment has been brought to bear upon the selec

tion which he has made. The author, indeed,

admits in his introduction that " the present

work does not claim to be regarded as a purely

metallurgical treatise. It is intended to aid the
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general reader, the statistician, and the user of

steel, as much as the manufacturer ; and if its

main value should be found to lie in its his

torical qualities, such a result would only accord

with its original design. " It is some satisfaction*

to discover that the result of a cautious examina

tion of each of its twenty-nine chapters fully

satisfies us that, notwithstanding the frequent

discursions into treatises of science which have

been made, they have failed to impress the

author's mind, and invariably he returns to

his ' ' original design. "

Katun's Hygiene : a Series of Easo ;/* on Popular

Scientific Subjects, \fith Special Reference to the

Chemistry and Hygiene of the Eucalyptus and

the Pine. By C."T. Kingzett, F.C.S. (Bail-

liere, Tindall & Cox.)

"Nothing like Eucalyptus" should be the motto

of this book, and if we only change the name of

the chemical agent, the same words might form

the title of any other treatise on some special

antiseptic or disinfectant. Mr. Kingzett extols

with good reason the virtues of the Australian

gum-tree, of turpentines, and of " Sanitas." He

dwells upon Ramel's great discovery of the

fever-destroying properties of a plantation of

Eucalypti. The planting of a few thousand of

these trees in malarious districts in Algiers, the

Campagna, and the south of France has effec

tually rendered the neighbourhood healthy in

all three cases, and the same satisfactory result

has been obtained as far north as the Scheldt.

It is doubtful whether the Australian gum-tree

will ever thrive in England, but the use of that

tree in the tropics and the warmer temperate

regions will, we trust, never be overlooked by

those who are interested in the welfare of our

colonies.

Mr. H. Bbllysb Baildon has mistaken his

vocation in turning from the Btrict cultivation

of the thankless Muse to the production of

his highly imaginative essays on The Spirit of

Nature (Churchill). Mr. Baildon's object is

the laudable one of "attacking and, if possible,

demolishing that materialistic and atheistic

system for whose bricks Darwin himself has

but supplied the stubble." For this purpose

he presents us with two hundred pages of really

tolerable verse, disguised as prose, and thinly

masked under a faint pretence of argumentative

reasoning. The book is pretty enough, and its

style has often genuine merit, but its logic is

not of the proper calibre for the demolition of

Darwinism. " Wilt thou slay me with that

paper pellet ? " asks the giant of our childhood ;

and Mr. Baildon's paper pellet will certainly

fail to overthrow the giant of Evolution. A

competent knowledge of science would probably

prove more useful than a fertile imagination to

a scientific disputant; otherwise there is nothing

to say against this pleasantly written and cul

tivated little book.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL NOTES.

The unexpected death of Dr. Paul Broca is,

perhaps, the heaviest loss which anthropology

could at the present time sustain. His admirable

skill, his inspiring energy, his brilliant originality,

gave a new impetus to anthropological studies,

not alone in his own country, but in this country

and all over Europe. The writer of this note is

more disposed, in the first shock of the sad news,

to dwell upon the high personal qualities of the

man, to recall the gracious courtesy with which

he made the student free of his laboratory and

the charms of his correspondence on scientific

subjects, than to enumerate his published works

or to recount his services to science. These

were, it will be remembered, rewarded recently

by the unique distinction of his election as a

member of the French Senate. His answer to

a letter of congratulation addressed to him on

that occasion on behalf of the Anthropological

Club mav be of interest :—" Paris, 12 fe'vrier,

1880. Mon cher collegue, je suis tres touched

des felicitations que vous me faites l'honneur de

m'adresser, au nom de the Anthropological

Club, a l'occasion de ma nomination de Senateur.

En choisissant pour la premiere fois leur can-

didat en dehors du monde politique, les gaudies

du Senat ont voulu manifester leurs bonnes dis

positions pour les sciences, et si je suis heureux

d'avoir e'te' choisi a ce titre, je suis heureux sur-

tout que l'anthropologie ait acquis clans l'opinion

publique assez d'importance pour etre appele'e

a avoir son repre'sentant dans le Senat. La

lutte—a laquelle je suis reste- completement

e"tranger—a 6t4 tres vive. Elle s'est produite

dans des circonstanccs politiques graves, a la

suite d'une scission qui menaeait de dcplacer la

majorite dans le Se'nat, au profit du parti clerical.

Ce n'est done pas l'anthropologie seulo qui a eu

l'honneur de soulever un orage parmi les patres

conscripti; mais e'est elle du moins qui a e'te'

la ' tete de turc ' sur laquelle on a frappe- a coups

redoubles. Elle a i-to" attaque'e sous toutes les

formes, pendant quinze jours, par les journaux

de la droite. Elle peut done re'clamer pour elle

une bonne part du succes. Je vous prie d'etre,

aupres de the Anthropological Club, l'interprete

de toute ma gratitude, et je vous remercie per-

sonnellement, cher collegue et ami, de la forme

trop bienveillante que vous avez donne'e a votre

lettre cle felicitations. Veuillez croire a mes

sentiments affectueuses. P. Broca." To say that

he was founder and director of the Rente

a"Anthropologic, founder and general secretary

from the beginning until his death of the Anthro

pological Society of Paris, founder and professor

at the School of Anthropology or Anthropological

Instituto of France, is but faintly to indicate the

kind of services he rendered to anthropological

science. They will doubtless receive a worthy

record from some of his distinguished colleagues

in Paris.

Mr. G. Carrick Steet has published in the

St. George's Hospital Reports a paper on the

development of boys between thirteen and

twenty years of age, giving statistics of the

height, weight, chest measurement, and strength

of 3,095 candidates for employment as telegraph

messengers, &c. —a valuable addition to the col

lections of anthropometric statistics now being

systematically made in public schools and other

quarters, and tending to confirm the law of

growth laid down by Dr. Bowditch and Mr.

Charles Roberts.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Messrs. Churchill will publish in the autumn

' The Ocean as a H ealth-Resort : a Handbook

for tho Use of Tourists and Invalids,' by Mr.

W. S. Wilson, L.R.C.P. The author has

endeavoured first to give practical information

as to routes, shipping lines, outfit, and other

preliminary matters. Next, he has tried to

present a faithful picture of life at sea, and of

what is to be expected in the way of accommoda

tion, food, and amusement during a long voyage ;

and he has also described the climate and weather

usually experienced during a passage to and

from Australia, and has given some hints as to

the management of the health, especially in the

tropics. A chapter has been devoted to the

various objects of interest that are met with at

sea. Lastly, some account has been given of

Australia and South Africa, with special refer

ence to climate and the localities most suitable

as a residence for invalids who, having made

the voyage to either of those regions, intend to

remain there for a longer or shorter time. A

track-chart accompanies this volume.

Signor RomoloGessi, in a letter addressed to the

editor of L'Esploratore, states that the powerful

Nyam-Nyam chiefs Mdaramu, Mbio, and Mofio

have acknowledged thesupremacyof the Egyptian

Government. Mdaramu visited him at Dem

Suleiman, attended by a suite of fifty persons.

He is about thirty-five years of age, has intelli

gent features, and is of colossal stature, being over

two metres in height. He declined the gorgeous j

Arab dresses which were offered him, and begged ]

to be attired in tho Frankish style instead. He

brought with him an acceptable offering of

ivory, and promised to forward 700 muskets,

which his people had taken in their successful

skirmishes with Arab traders. The ivory was

accepted, but Gessi advised him to keep the

muskets, as they might prove of use to him.

By the submission of these chiefs an extensive

territory, hitherto closed against explorers and

traders, is thrown open, and Dr. Junker is the

first European traveller who will profit by tho

new order of things. The military events on

the Upper Nile have apparently exercised an

unfavourable influence upon the ivory trade.

The exports of ivory in 1870 were less than in

any previous year since 1850, having only

amounted to 160,000 pounds, as compared with

410,000 pounds in 1878.

It is not often that reports presented to the

Legislature of the State of New York have so

much general interest as that On the Preservation

of the Scenery of Niagara Falls. The volume in

which it is contained abounds in appropriate

illustrations. There is a reproduction of the

first picture of the Falls given in Father Henne

pin's work, and published in 1098. Other plates

show the Falls in their present state, and one

depicts the American rapids in the ideal con

dition which it is the design of this Report to

promote. In few places of natural interest has

the tourist more to suffer than at Niagara. Not

only is he importuned at every corner to buy

something, but he is hindered from seeing the

sights at all unless he pay toll repeatedly. The

Commissioners admit in their Report that "at

no other notable pleasure resort of Europe or

America is the stay of travellers so short."

Indeed, tho traveller who goes to Niagara in

order to enjoy the marvellous scenery there

soon finds existence so great a burden that he

is glad to get away. Manufactories are spring

ing up and adding new blots on the landscape.

Mr. Gardiner, the Director of the State Survey,

writes :—" The Falls themselves man cannot

touch ; but he is fast destroying their beautiful

frame of foliage, and throwing around them an

artificial setting of manufactories and bazaars

that rouse in the intelligent visitor deep feelings

of regret, and even of resentment." Very little

now remains of the wild beauties which impressed

Father Hennepin. The exception is Goat Island,

whereon there still stands a part of the primeval

forest. Sir Joseph Hooker says of this island

that he found on it a greater variety of vegeta

tion within a given space than anywhere in

Europe or, east of the Sierras, in America.

This island owes its preservation to having

remained in the possession of one family. It

is about to change hands, and it is proposed to

cut down the wood and make a race-course on

the site, or to cut a canal through it and erect

a row of cheese factories. Wo hope that the

Legislature of the State of New York may be

influenced by the statements in this admirable

volume to take the steps proposed (which are

easy and would involve little outlay) for saving

Niagara Falls and their surroundings from

further desecration.

The Victorian Year-Booh for 1878 is credit

able to the industry of its compiler, Mr. H. H.

Hayter, the Government statist of the colony.

Its statistical summaries are far more ample than

those given in the ' Abstracts ' published by the

Board of Trade, and they are accompanied,

moreover, by explanatory notes, which con

siderably enhance the value of the work, for

mere arrays of figures are frequently misleading.

An examination of the Year-Book shows Victoria

to be a prosperous community. With a popula

tion of 879,449 in 1878, its imports exceed six

teen, its exports nearly reach fifteen, million

pounds ; the thirteen banks have a paid-up capital

of nine millions, and about a million and a half

is deposited in savings' banks. Moral interests

are attended to no less than material ones.

Melbourne University is attendedby258 students ;

there are 2,256 public and private schools, at
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tended by 286,251 scholars, besides two schools

of mines and twenty schools of art and design.

The public library at Melbourne contains

101,035 volumes, 168 smaller libraries contain

322,647, and the National Gallery, Industrial

and Natural History Museums are annually

increasing in importance, schools of painting,

chemistry, and engineering having been estab

lished in connexion with them. A religious

census is regularly taken in Victoria, as in most

of our colonies. It has been suggested that an

inquiry into the number of persons attending

divine worship would answer every practical

object, but a glance at the Victorian statistics

conclusively shows the fallacy of this opinion.

Taking the Roman Catholics, we find that they

only amounted to 21 per cent, of the church

goers throughout the colony, although the

census showed them to form 24 per cent, of

the total population. The statistics of the

colony show very conclusively that these

Catholics, or, what is pretty much the same,

the Irish, are poorer than their fellow citizens,

and come more frequently into conflict with the

law. Though numbering only 24 per cent, of

the total population, 43 per cent, of the persons

arrested in 1878, 30 per cent, of those committed

for trial, and 33 per cent, of the inmates of

lunatic asylums and other charitable institutions

were Roman Catholics. Curiously enough it is

the " pagans " of Victoria who give least trouble

to the police.

Mr. Stanford sends us the sixth issue of the

London Guide, a very useful guide to people

going about London.

Messrs. Ward & Lock send us two popular

Illustrated Guides, one to Edinburgh and the

other a guide to the Channel Islands ; but they

would be better without the illustrations. An

odd mistake occurs in the Edinburgh Guide :

Cromwell is said to have encamped at Mussel

burgh eight years after the battle of Carberry

Hill. There are other slips. The Duke of

Buccleuch began his works at Gronton long

before 1860.

Bartholomew's Reduced Ordnance Map of

Oban and Loch Awe District (Edinburgh,

Black) is opportunely published immediately

after the opening of the new railway through

the Western Highlands. Tourists could not

wish for a more trustworthy guide, for all the

details of the one-inch Ordnance map are given,

excepting only the hills. This, of course, is a

serious omission, and the utility of Mr. Bar

tholomew's Bet of maps would be greatly

enhanced if he could be induced to sketch in

the hill features, either in chalk or by some

other not too obtrusive method.

Johnston's First Steju in Geography (Edin

burgh, Johnston) consists of little more than a

collection of definitions, with "exercises for

memory or transcription " attached thereto.

The little book abounds in statements to which

we feel bound to take exception. How is it

possible to describe England and Scotland as

peninsulas or the Isle of Thanet as an island 1

"Coast" and "beach" are assumed to be

synonymous terms. " Where the sky seems to

touch the land," we are told, " it is called

horizon ; where it appears to touch the sea it is

called offing." "Plateaus are mountains whose

tops are flat." On a fancy sketch illustrative of

the little handbook the delta of a river which

discharges itself into an "inland sea" is

described as a "Mediterranean Delta." This is

curious, to say the least of it.

SOCIETIES.

Asiatic—July 5.—Sir H. C. Rawlinson, President,

in the chair.—Mr. G. Crawghay was elected a Resi-

dent Member,and Messrs. W. R. Philipps and E. Satow

Non-resident Members.—31 r. E. L. Brandreth read

the second part of a paper 'On a Comparison be

tween the (iaurian and the Romance languages,'

the former meaning the modern Sanscritic lan

guages, Hindi, Bengali, kc. and the main object of

the paper was to show that there was a remarkable

resemblance in the changes by which Sanscrit had

become Gaurian, and Latin Romance. In the course

of it Sindhi was compared with Italian and Hindi

with French. The first part of the paper (published

in the last volume of the Society's Journal) dealt

chiefly with phonology, and showed that the letter-

changes in the two groups were nearly identical. In

part ii. it was shown that the neuter gender had

generally disappeared, and that the final * or m had

usually gone too. The plural in both groups was

still distinguished by flexion. The loss of case-

endings was supplied by particles in Gaurian, post

positions, as generally derived from the locative

case ; whereas in Romance prepositions most fre

quently became case-particles. Diminutive forms

prevailed extensively ; adjectives were declined like

substantives; the personal pronouns preserved an

oblique case ; while in the numerals the ordinals

appear in all the languages to be derived directly

from the Sanscrit and the Latin. The only original

tenses preserved in both groups are the present

indicative and the imperative, the remaining tenses

being periphrastic formations. The paper concluded

with a brief examination of the syntax.

Royal Society or Literature.—July 7.—J.

Haynes, Esq., in the chair.—Sir P. de Colquhoun

read a paper ' On the Pelasgi and Albanians,' in

which he maintained the view that the latter, who

call themselves " Skipetari." are the lineal de

scendants of the semi-mythical Pelasgi, who, he con

sidered, derived this name from the Greeks around

them, with the general name of "neighbours."

The derivation of the name from any supposed

"King Pelasgus" he held to be an absurdity, the

government in the earliest days, as now, being in the

hand of tribal chieftains, elected when necessary.

Plenty of such examples may be found, those of

Agamemnon and Cassivelaunus being exactly to the

point. Sir Patrick considered the evidence of anti

quity to be clearly in favour of the common origin

(though at a very remote date) of both Pelasgi and

Greeks, the main distinction between them being

that, while the Pelasgi admitted no affiliation from

without, the Greeks largely incorporated foreign

races. Most of the Greek deities, it is admitted,

were of Pelasgiau origin. The Pelasgi were and

remained simple warriors ; the Greeks, after a high

cultivation of art, became effeminate, and were thus

exterminated. The Pelasgi were naturally pushed

back into their mountains by the spread of the

Hellenic race ; but there they have remained through

all time. The strength of Alexander's Macedonian

phalanx was, the writer believed, due to the large

number of Pelasgi or Skipetari who served in it.

Statistical.—June 30.—Anniversary Meeting

T. Brassey, Esq., President, in the chair.—The Report

submitted by the Council stated that the financial

condition of the Society was satisfactory. Great

progress had been made during the last decade, the

number of Fellows having been nearly doubled, while

the income and amount invested have been more

than doubled in that time.—The following were

elected to be the President, Council, and Officers

for the ensuing year, viz.: President, J. Caird, Esq.;

Conned, A. H. Bailey, Dr. T. G. Balfour, A. E. Bate

man, G. P. Bevan. S. Bourne, E. W. Brabrook, Sir

G. Campbell, J. O. Chadwick, A. Hamilton, H. Chubb,

Hyde Clarke, L. L. Cohen, Major P. G. Craigia, J.

Danvers, R. Giffen, F. Hendriks, Noel A. Humphreys,

Prof. W. S. Jevons. R. Lawson, Prof. Leone Levi,

J. B. Martin, R. Biddulph Martin, F. J. Mouat, F. G. P.

Neison. R. H. Patterson, H. D. Pochin, F. Purdv,

Sir R. W. Rawson. T. A. Welton, and C. Walford ;

Treasurer, R. B. Martin ; Secretaries, H. Chubb, R.

Giffen, and J. B. Martin ; Foreign Secretary, F. J.

Mouat.

Philological.—July 9.—Special Meeting—A. J.

Ellis, Esq., President, in the chair.—Mr. H. Sweet read

his 'Notes on the Partial Correction of English

Spellings,' which he had drawn up by the Council's

request as a basis for discussion by the meeting,

preliminary to the Society's issue of recommenda

tions for a partial reform of English spelling. After

much discussion the meeting adopted as the basis

of an immediate partial reform : 1. The omission of

silent, etymologically useless letters, whenever it

does not involve further disputed changes. This

would apply to 6uch reforms as ileind for island;

foren for foreign; rein for reign; but would leave

the g in sign, because its substitute, sine, sein, sain,

cannot yet be agreed on. 2. Restore older spellings

when now phonetic, as feeld for field, ale for ac/te.

3. Eliminate orthographic irregularities and un-

phonetic spellings by extending forms and prin

ciples already in use, as or for of, traveler for

traveller. The details of the changes to be made in

e spellings were then decided on, as ar for are, giv

for give, cum for come, du for due. lookt for looked,

tugd for tugged, -cr for -re (center. .Sec.), drivn for

driven, prom is for promise, forfet for forfeit, hilit

for height, o or e for eo, as yoman, jcpardy, petite.—

The meeting was adjourned to Friday, July 10th, and

the final decision on the whole

the next session in November.

matter put off till

Index Society.—July 9.—Annual Meeting.—Mr.

J. R. Lowell, the American Minister, in the chair.—

" It was pleasant." said the Chairman, in moving the

adoption of the Report, "to be associated with those

preseut, ami to preside at a meeting like that, for it

enabled him to recognize the cosmopolitanism of

the republic of letters and to express before the

world the good feeling which he loved to cherish

between two couutries that should have no rivalry,

except in common pride of ancestry and in com

petition in good works. He hoped the Americans

would assist a society whose usefulness was much

narrowed by lack of funds."—The Report, besides

enumerating what work the Society has done in the

past, and which has been already noticed in these

columns, referred to future work. Feeling bound

to consider the wants of the practical man as well

as of the student, the Society is making arrange

ments for indexes on technical subjects, such as the

water supply and public charities. An index, also,

of the names of persons interred in London ceme

teries is proposed, a volume being devoted to each

cemetery. Mr. Alderman Hanson had promised a

list of the aldermen of the ward of Billingsgate, an

example which the Council hope will be followed

by other zealous citizens.—A dry discussion on the

subject of Roman remains in Great Britain ended

in a resolution recommending the Council to appoint

a committee for the collection of information on

the subject, with a view to making an index of all

places in the kingdom where such remains have

been found. Another resolution referred to the

Council the question of the advisability of opening

au office where materials for a universal index might

be arranged and a library of indexes formed.

MERTCVGS FOH THE ENSUING WEEK.

Fbi. (Juekptl Microscopical, K—Annua]
Sit. UouuUc, 3,. -Election ol Fellow*.

SScimtt Gossip.

The friends of the late Prof. Alfred Henry

Garrod, F.R.S., being desirous of possessing

some memorial of him, it has been agreed that

this object will be best effected by the republica

tion in a collected form of all his separate memoirs

and papers, both zoological and physiological,

prefaced by a biographical notice and portrait of

the author. A committee has been formed to

carry out this object. It is estimated that

Prof. Garrod's collected papers will form a

volume of about 500 pages, royal octavo, illus

trated by twenty-five plates and numerous

woodcuts.

The planet Jupiter now rises between ten and

eleven o'clock in the evening. It is in the con

stellation Pisces, and will Boon be favourably

situated for renewed study of its surface.

The Council of Melbourne University have

decided to admit ladies as students, except as

regards the classes for medicine. Three ladies

have already enrolled themselves as students,

and at the matriculation examinations in Decem

ber no fewer than one hundred and forty

females went up.

An interesting paper has been published by

Prof. Klinkerfues, of Gottingen, on the great

comet discovered by Dr. Gould at Cordoba last

February and its supposed previous appearances.

Its object is to point out that the probable

identity of this comet with those seen in 1843

and 1668 need not be rejected because it does

not appear to have been seen, although so con

spicuous an object, between those years. So

nearly does it approach the sun (within, indeed,

about 100,000 miles of its surface) that the re

sistance to its motion when at perihelion is

likely to be sufficient to produce a very con

siderable diminution in its periodic time, the

case being, in fact, ono of resistance from the

sun's atmosphere itself, and not merely, as has

been conjectured in the case of Encke's comet,

from an ethereal medium presumed to exist

within the orbits of at least some of the planets.

Hence there is nothing extravagant in the sup

position that the resistance of the part of the

corona within which the comet passes (many of

the prominences which, under the old name of

red flames, played so important a part in the
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history of solar eclipses, extend to more than

double the distance from the sun's surface

within which the comet comes at perihelion)

may be quite sufficient to diminish its period of

revolution from 175 years to 37 years. Carry

ing this view still further back, Prof. Klinker-

fues contends that it is probable the same

comet may be identical with one seen and de

scribed by Aristotle in the year b.u. 371, when

that philosopher was only thirteen years old and

still living in his birthplace, Stagira. He con

siders it likely that whilst the period of revolu

tion from b.c. 371 to a.d. 1008 was 2039 years,

it was diminished, by the resistance of the sun's

atmosphere, first to 175 and then to 37 years ;

and further, that it has at the late passage

through perihelion been again decreased to 17

years, so that, if this view be correct, we may

expect to Bee another return of the comet in

the autumn of 1897.

The Danish zoologist, Prof. P. W, Lund,

died at Lagoa Santo, in Brazil, on the 25th of

May last, but the news has only just reached

his friends. The deceased savant was in his

seventy-ninth year, but notwithstanding his

great ago he was pursuing his investigations

into the habits of tropical insects at the time of

his death. His collections are bequeathed to

the Natural History Museum of Copenhagen.

Mr. Clement L. Wragge is establishing,

with the permission of Col. Bromley Davenport,

a meteorological station on the Beacon Stoop,

Weaver Hills, the highest point in Staffordshire.

Mr. Graham Bell has been recommended,

by the Commission appointed in 1870 to con

sider the distribution of the 2,00Qi. decreed by

the French Government, to the Minister of In

struction as worthy of receiving this prize for

the invention of his articulating magneto-electric

telephone. M. Gramme is also recommended for

a prize of 8001. for his magneto-electric machine.

M. Chancel was elected, at the Seance of

June 7th, by the Academic des Sciences to

replace M. Favre as correspondent for the

section of Chemistry ; and on June 14th M.

Stas was elected correspondent to the same

section to replace M. Zinin.

The Minister of Public Instruction has trans

mitted to the Academic des Sciences a letter

from the French consul at Charleston on the

discovery of zircon in the environs of Asheville,

in the mountains of South Carolina.

M. Jean Moth£e Gaugain, whoso fine work

on electricity was encouraged by the Aca-

de'mie des Sciences and recompensed by the

Cegner prize, died after a long and painful

illness on the 31st of May last.

Dr. Noltino succeeds Dr. Goppelsneder as

Profenor at the Ecole de Chiniie of Mulhouse.

We have received the Indian Meteorological

Memoirs, Vol. L Part IV. , which is devoted to

a consideration of the winds of Kurrachee by

Fred. Chambers, Meteorological Reporter for

Western India.

FINE ARTS

The SOCIETY of PAINTERS In WATER COLOIRS -The NINETY-
tllVHTH EXHIBITION will CLOSE on Saturday. Jul, 31M. S, Pall

Holt, from Ten till Six.—Admittance, Catalogue. Gd
ALFRED D. FRIPP, secretary.

EXHIBITION of WORKS of ART In BLACK and WHITE
Uodler Gallery. Eeyptian Hall, 1-l.vadilly, collating uf Dn.«uii>
etchinga. and Eturravlnaa. orHN DAILY from Ton till Six —Admle-

U.i Catalogue, 6d R. F. M NAUl, Sec.

.,S?RE'R OREAT WORKS. 1 CHRIST LEAVING the PR.ETORIUM '
'CHRIST BNTEKINO JERISALBM. and ' The BRAZEN SERPENT '
fflS >«ter )Mt completed i. each S3 or 22 feet, with • Dream of Pllate'i
wile.1 'Soldiers of the Crow,1 'Night of the Cruclllxlun,' ■ Houae ol
^*fk".'*c . «t the DOUE GALLERY, 35, New Bond Street. Dolly,

Keramic Art of Japan. By G. A. Audsley

and J. L. Bowes. (Liverpool, published

by the Authors ; London, Sotheran & Co.)

Five years ago we mentioned the appear

ance of the hrst part of this work. The

introductory essay gives a general sketch of

our knowledge of Japanese art, and discusses

some of the characteristics of this branch

of design. None of these is more obvious

than careful avoidance of anything approach

ing symmetrical repetition of forms, and even

of the arrangement of forms. In this respect

there is a rudical difference between Japa

nese and classical or Gothic design. The

latter two find symmetry in repetition, the

former rejects everything of the sort, and

is even fanatically averse to it. While

a Western designer affects a conventional

manner of representation, and at least dupli

cation of features, and treats nature herself

systematically, tho Japanese rejects con

ventionalities of workmanship. He is a

realist of the highest order in execution ;

he depicts details with an incomparable

charm of handicraft, and will have nothing

to do with conventional generalization. On

the other hand, these details are generally

disposed with extreme tact, so that a slight

acquaintance with the subject shows that

even the vagaries of the painters are di

rected, and to a great extent controlled, by

a sense of order and even of proportion.

To vitalize Japanese decoration invention

and a fresh feeling for nature and skill are

needed. With tho energy of childhood,

their artists do wonders ; but, as they reject

system altogether, they have never advanced

beyond childishness in art ; they have de

veloped nothing more than exquisite feeling

for elegance of details. They draw flowers

and leaves as they were never drawn else

where, not ovon in China or India ; but,

while thus transcendently gifted, they have

never depicted a whole tree in a pictorial

manner and infused sentiment into its

representation ; their landscapes are puerile ;

their figures, though full of energy and

passionate expression, are but caricatures.

Beforo us stand cups of fine white porce

lain, to tho contours of which the potter

gave delicacy of form, moulding their out

lines with his fingers, till a Greek would

envy tho subtlety of the curves; he next

covered them with a deep orange semi-

transparent film, and in the latter, with the

end of a little stick only, the decorator drew

blades of grass, flowers, and leaves so

wonderfully that not Da Vinci, not Holbein,

not -Raphael could have surpassed them in

finish or style. And yet they are but

ordinarily fine things, unquestionably

drawn with the end of a little stick, which,

so to say, wiped out the loveliness of the

natural forms by a series of ineffably skilful

strokes. In short, the Japanese and their

neighbours the Chinese have reached the

acme of graphic delineation of floral and

vegetable details, and also of fish and small

birds. But they stop there. As to colour,

their career is similar. Thus there appear

to be two wonders in the history of Japanese

art, 1 , its incomparable success within narrow

limits, and 2, its perfect insensibility to what

ever constitutes mental activity, its apparent

incapacity for development beyond tho level

of tho primary stage of decorative design.

Tho only analogous display—we cannot call

it development—of artistic labour is that of

the French Benaissance, which is a most

curious example of retrogression in design,

the perfect instance of aesthetic negation.

With far inforior sense of beauty, there is

something Japanese in the works or wares

of B. Palissy.

In their introductory essay, which is clearly

and carefully written, our authors are so

Japanese as to enter on n large number of

details, and yet not add much to our know

ledge of the principles or of tho history of

art. They illustrate the application of the

craftsman's skill to all sorts of subjects, such

as diapers of quaint device and beautiful

enrichment, the best of which assimilate

themselves with good Gothic art. The

authors show charming specimens of floral

application in lacquer work, ivory, metals,

and ceramics, and they enumerate the trees,

flowers, birds, fish, and monsters. When we

compare Japanese art with the technique of

other nations, it is evident that the highest

phase of the former is illustrated by the

wonderful theatrical masks which abound

in fine collections, and next in the sculptured

figures of ivory and bronze in respect to

which the artists surpass the Chinese.

These objocts do not properly come within

the range of tho studies of MM. Audsley and

Bowes, and are therefore but briefly touched

on. Some of the legends, humorous, per

sonal, and religious, which are associated

with tho subjects of Japanese design are

neatly told, and help to brighten a book

which is further enlivened by the charming

illustrations on Plates A. to M.

The highest application of Japanese pic

torial design seems to be in the humorous

subjects. Next to this the grotesques are most

enjoyable, among which we include astound

ing pictures of direful combats by sea and

land between men and monsters of all kinds

and characters. In grotesqueness and

energy nothing surpasses these things, and

yet, after all, it must be admitted that one

soon tires of them. To turn to another

point of view, one fact astonishes every

critic who has technical skill enough to

appreciate it, and that is the amazing

facility, the inexhaustible tact of Japanese

painters. Our authors remark :—

"The most truly artistic efforts of the Japanese

artists are those which display the simplest

modes of delineation, and are generally executed

in Indian ink only. Many descriptions have

been given by those who have had the oppor

tunity of watching the natives at work, and all

bear witness to the remarkable quickness of

imagination and execution they display. A

traveller in the country relates how on one

occasion he had the pleasure of observing a

screen-painter at work in his studio, which con

sisted of a portion of the house, screened off

from the rest by his own finished productions,

but open to the street. Being struck with his

great freedom of hand, he requested him to

draw a bunch of grapes. This was given as a

difficult task and test of skill, for the traveller

had in his mind the laboured works of his own

country, and naturally expected that, from the

time required to depict the fruit, the artist

would laugh and shake his head. Judge of his

surprise when the artist seized a piece of screen-

paper, and, dipping the point of his thumb into

a dish of Indian ink, proceeded to make a

number of softly-shaded crescent-like forms

close together. Thinking he must have been

misunderstood, but saying nothing, he watched

with growing interest tho rapid movements of

his artistic friend. The crescent forms being

finished, his first finger and thumb were together

dipped into the ink and transferred to the paper,

and with a few rapid movements produced two

Bhaded forms of irregular outline. With his

thumb-nail he added three dark lines and

sundry other trifling touches, and politely

handed the finished sketch, wliich displayed a
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bunch of plump round grapes, with leaves and

stalks complete. This is by no means a bad

illustration of the ready methods resorted to

by the Japanese artists in representing simple

objects, for which they are justly celebrated.

We have one illustration in a Japanese book

which shows an artist seated on a stool opposite

a screen, which he is painting with no fewer

than five brushes, one held in each foot, one in

each hand, and one in his mouth. This is doubt

less an exaggeration. Another humorous sketch

on the same page shows the artist to be of such

a transcendent genius, and the horse he had

been painting proved so lifelike, that it became

endowed with vitality and ran away from the .

paper. The amazement of the artist is cleverly

expressed."

The last sentence represents admirably one

of the marked peculiarities of Japanese de

sign, an intensely energetic and perspicuous

sense of humour, the manifestations of which

are thoroughly like those of Gothic art ; than

this there is no higher praiso. In Gothic

and in Japanese art immeasurably more

humour is to bo found than in all the other

sesthetic developments put together. Some

of the noblest modes of art are devoid of

humour ; and, generally speaking, the most

popular of them, the later [Renaissance,

exhibits ignoble humour only, and has no

notion of that exquisite freakishness -which

disports itself in grotesque, in diablerie, in

sculpture, and in painting on the walls of

Roman villas and Gothic churches, and, most

abundantly, in Japanese design.

Speaking of forms persistently, if not con

stantly, introduced in Japanese delineation,

our authors do not, of course, neglect to call

attention to the countless views of the sacred

mount Fusiyama, which figures in all moods

of design, because the people adore

The mount,

As over many a land of theirs its large

Calm front of snow like a triumphal targe

Is reared.

There are here some curious pictures of it,

including one with the bare outline of a

breaking wave, the energy of which is so

astonishingly expressive as to be worthy of

the peak at the foot of which it is thunder

ing. The draughtsmanship of this wave

form is a masterpiece.

About the mythologic art of Japan Messrs.

Audsley and Bowes have nothing new to say ;

indeed they borrow from a popular American

writer not a few of the impressions of his

inner consciousness. It is true that without

special researches, which are beyond the

range of this book, no new matter was to be

looked for on this subject. It is sufficient

that what we have is clear and, so far as

present knowledge extends, to the purpose.

Messrs. Audsley and Bowes have borrowed

wisely from their forerunners, whose range

is, by the way, exceptionally short, and does

not embrace a greater space of time than

that which has elapsed since 1799, when Dr.

Hoffmann, of Leyden, translated part of a

Japanese encyclopsedia. Siebold and Kromp-

fer contributed to our knowledge, but in a

popular and unscientific way. The Japanese

themselves have not aided much in giving

knowledge of the ceramic art of their

country to the western nations. Much is,

however, to be expected on the completion of

the work of M. N. Noritane, of Tokio, of

which a French translation is in progress of

publication, unknown, so far as we have

observed, to Messrs. Audsley and Bowes. The

great collections of ceramic works of Japan

recently made for tho South Kensington

Museum—to say nothing of the magnificent

collection lent by Mr. Franks to the

Museum at Bethnal Green, which he in

tends to give to the nation—are the

finest gatherings in this country. They

offer plenty of opportunities for comparison

and study, but unfortunately our ignorance

of the history of the art is so considerable that

we do not know if even these collections are

truly and completely representative. The

Exhibition at Philadelphia, following that

of Paris in 1867, was, of course, all too late

for our authors ; and yet the official report

which accompanied it, and which was used

by Mr. Franks while cataloguing his own

acquisitions, offers much precious and precise

information. The Japanese have a pro

voking custom of copying their own older

wares with characteristic skill, and even re

producing Chinese pottery and porcelain and

Corean painted wares. Great confusion is

the result. The best place for studying

Japanese ceramics is the museum at Bethnal

Green, where the examples have been sys

tematically arranged by Mr. Franks.

The distinctive feature of this splendid

book is the large series of illustrations,

which were drawn with the most exquisite

skill and care by the draughtsmen and

printers in chromo-lithography of MM.

Didot freres, of Paris. These transcripts

are gorgeous in colours and gildings, beauti

fully drawn, and masterpieces in their way ;

they are so fine that the greater number

approach, but only approach, the pottery

and porcelain which they reproduce. The

greatest delicacy has been displayed in the

reproduction of the forms and tints, the

lustre, light, and shadow of the coloured

examples. In short, these are crowning

specimens of chromo-lithography; on the

whole, very nearly the best of their kind.

The success of this great venture, from an

artistic point of view, promises well for the

merit and value of a companion publication

the authors have in hand on the ' Cloisonne

Enamels of Japan,' reproducing in a mode

similar to that employed for the ' Keramic

Art' some of the finest and most repre

sentative enamels.

So sumptuous are the ceramic works here

depicted that tho connoisseur lingers over

them with complete satisfaction. Among

the most happy reproductions is plate i.,

a vase of Hizen ware from the collection at

Dresden, and well known as a royal piece

of its class, here admirably given in light and

shade and colour. Another good but less

successful reproduction is Mr. G. Rae's superb

Hizen dish, on plate iv.; it comes a great

way short of the original, which the present

owner bought for a guinea or two at York

in the good old days when those who knew

what they were about could pick up bar

gains Buck as never occur now. Its design

certainly supports a suggestion of the

authors, that the work was made for the

Dutch market, with a leaning to patterns

foreign to the painters. Plate vi. shows a

noble and yet rather quaint Hizen jar, the

property of Mr. J. L. Bowes, the decoration

of which is exceptionally like Chinese design

of flowers in crimson and gold. Plates of

the name, i.e., the so-called hawthorn pat

tern, and a jar of the same are happily

i copied on plate viii. from examples belong-

. ing to Mr. W. Dunlop, and they illustrate a

strange exaggerated fashion in collecting

such examples, which are very rare in

Europe, at prices which almost equal the

preposterous sums given for Oiron ware.

Some choice and rich specimens of Satsuma

from the collection of Mr. J. Beck appear on

plate xi. Few instances of this kind surpass

the superbly delicate piece of Satsuma ware

represented by plate xii., and belonging

to Mr. J. L. Bowes. It is a fascinating

specimen, of which the very chromo-litho-

graph is charming. It shows a peacock, all

proper, on a tree, depicted with sumptuous-

ness on the characteristic cream-coloured

ground of this lovely, if almost too luscious,

ware of Satsuma. Very pretty and attrac

tive are the vases of late Satsuma ware

which reappear on plate xiii., from the

cabinet of Lieut.-Col. J. Pilkington. Most

rich and brilliant is Mr. A. B. Walker's

Satsuma vase, plate xv., with religious sub

jects depicted on its body. The distinctive

qualities of the decoration of Ise ware are

shown on plate xxv. The vivid pure red

of Kaga ware is illustrated at its best in

the large vase on plate xxvi., which has

Greekish contours. Of the reproductions

few surpass the red and gold Kaga bowls

of plate xxvii., the originals of which

belong to the Duke of Edinburgh. The

next plate depicts vases of the same faience,

which very closely approach the works of

Satsuma. No copy is truer or more brilliant

than those from two Kaga plates with raised

white flowers on the true ruddy ground of

that faience, which are given in plate xxx.

It would bo difficult to represent by

printing in colours a specimen of pottery

more happily than a Kaga cup of red and

gold on white (C. of plate xxxi.), which

is exceptionally brilliant and pure in colour.

The vessel itself bears the maker's name,

" Seikan in Kutani," and verses in minute

character on the interior. The next group

of reproductions give with great spirit, deli

cacy, and truth vases of Kioto ware. To

our taste this class of Japanese ceramics is

the most interesting, if not likewise the

most beautiful and artistic, of all. On

plate xxxviii., Division 3, C. represents a

vase of a very rare kind, of old Kioto manu

facture, of a bold scroll in gold in relief on

a dark green enamel ground, exactly of the

pattern and general character which has

puzzled more than one collector who noticed

certain vessels, and declared them to be

Italian Gothic, English Gothic, and an

tique Roman : they are scarce even in

Japan, and must have been brought to

Europe long ago. Modern imitations have

degraded these wares more than any others,

and the dishes on plate xxxix., belonging

to Mr. Bowes, are unfortunate examples of

this. Owari, remarkable for the depth and

richness of its blue colour and tho splendour

of its white enamels, and the somewhat

finikin and frivolous Owagi, are illustrated

in turn in these splendid prints.

The work deals fully with the different

classes of wares, Hizen, Satsuma, Ise, Kaga,

Kioto, and Owari—names of provinces rather

than of manufactories where the ceramic

art has flourished in Japan. These chapters

are historical and anecdotic, and well worth

reading. A section on marks and mono

grams concludes the book. It is a work

which no collector who can afford to buy it,

or has courage to steal it, should be without.
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The Great Artists.—Michelangelo. By C.

Clement. Horace Vernet and Paul Delaroche.

(Sampson Low & Co.) — Here are two additional

numbers of the series of popular biographies of

which we have already noticed several examples.

The former volume iB a translation from the

well-known biography and criticism of which we

last week reviewed another translation by Miss

Corkran ; in fact, the two are so nearly alike

that it would be safer to say that one is merely

a version of the other with a few additions and

corrections, and some notes from later autho

rities. There is, too, a larger number of

woodcuts, of no great pretensions or considerable

merits, but sufficient in number and quality for

the occasion. Apart from these facts we need

only refer to what we have already written about

M. Clement's book. The second volume, which

deals with the two famous French painters, is

confessedly a compilation from ordinary sources,

and therefore calls for no particular comment

beyond what is due to the tact and judgment

displayed in criticizing the works of Delaroche.

We do not rate that painter so low as the com

piler has done, nor have we so high an opinion

of Vernet. Most of the woodcuts are very bad

indeed.

Instances of Accessory Art, Original Designs,

and truggestive Examples of Ornament, with Prac

tical and Critical Notes. By L. F. Day. (Bots-

ford.)—Mr. Day has drawn a considerable

number of decorative designs in a manner in

tended to illustrate what he calls the "acces

sory nature " of ornament. The term is un

happy. Mr. Day disclaims the intention to work

out any connected theory of design, the ex

amples being chosen " because they illustrate

some characteristic practice or sound principle,

or because they suggested some train of thought

that seemed worth following." He nevertheless

believes that they embody principles which ho

unconsciously follows in his own daily work,

and he declares that, even if one of the examples

may seem opposed to another, they probably

are not really so, but represent two sides of the

same thought or two ways of looking at it.

Apart from his disclaimer of the conscious pos

session of principles, there are numerous in

stances in this collection which prove that

Mr. Day does himself no injustice, and that

he has no decorative principles. He draws

nicely, he has much good taste, he is full of

sympathy for many beautiful forms and arrange

ments of lines and masses—as to his probable

taste for colourthere is no evidence before us ; but

as to convictions about what is best in decoration

—Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Gothic, Japanese,

realistic, or rococo, or even semi-barbarous

baroque of the base French Renaissance—it

appears that he has not even predilections, but

will take one after the other indifferently. This

is something remote from eclecticism ; it is proof

that, clever as he is, all artistic things are to

him " matters of taste." And true taste, which

is anything but a " matter " of this kind, must

have but weak influence on the mind of a man

who puts forth such a work as " Door Decora

tion," where a large spray is depicted on a door,

or rather on its panels, as if the styles overlaid

ihe foliage, which is in itself graceful and

spirited enough. Not even an intention to be

free and out of the common can justify such

a violation of taste as this, for we take it that,

except in diapers, decorations should always be

complete within their enclosures, if they do not

absolutely spring out of and define the margins

of the same. A second similar example, called

"Quarry Decoration,"shows how Pyrus Jajxmica

may be maltreated on the same principle, or

want of principle. Nowithstanding Mr. Lewis's

dictum to that effect, we fail to see that he has

liberty to do these things. Art is exercised in

overcoming difficulties, not in ignoring them.

Nearly every other example in the book proves

the fallacies of these two. We prefer to turn

to finer instances, and freely enjoy such works

as the border which gives a rich and harmonious

disposition of apple and mistletoe—a composi

tion which has much realism in its detail, no

obvious repetition of forms, and a happy com

position of masses, the floral forms existing as

a dominant in a border of which the minor

elements are rather conventional. This last

feature is frequent in fine productions of the

true and pure Renaissance, where beauty is never

sacrificed to strangeness, and—unlike French

Renaissance works—the bizarre is abhorred.

The cabinet front, to be executed in tarsia

work of wood, designed in the manner of the

Adams, is pretty and, without severity, chaste

enough. " Styleless Ornament," centre com

partment, is, as Mr. Day acutely says, as much

Gothic as Japanese. He has recognized the

closeness of the likeness between examples of

the nobler manner of the latter class of works

and the masterpieces of the former. The fact

is that this instance is pure Gothic of a late

manifestation. When he quaintly made a

diaper of moths with outspread wings,

he was unconsciously working in the spirit

of old Venetian point lace, with an addi

tional formality which would comfort the soul

of Mr. Owen Jones. In paying homage of

a qualified nature to this reformer of our taste

in decoration we are at one with Mr. Day.

His influence was beneficial, not only because it

was pure, but because its principles, although

somewhat narrow, were self - consistent and

thoroughly logical. We heartily agree with

much of our designer's admiration for Japanese

decorative art of the finer kind ; but he ought to

have insisted on the fact that a very great pro

portion of Japanese art is, aesthetically speak

ing, unmitigated foolery ; the rest is fine, not

because it is Japanese, and therefore free, but

because it is beautiful in style and details and

logical in principle. On the whole, this book is

worth reading, because the author possesses an

independent judgment and the courage to use

it. What he says of the draughtsmanship of

the Japanese is perfectly just :—"There are few

Europeans who can at all approach them."

Again, " There is probably no other form of art

[than theirs], which is in some sense conven

tional, that is so little stereotyped in its cha

racter." We conclude with an excellent maxim

from the same essay, which supplies the last

sentence:—" So far as decoration is concerned,

I am convinced that what cannot be told simply

and without apparent effort had better be left

unsaid."

We have received from M. Leroux, of Paris,

the illustrated edition of M. fl Soldi's interest

ing essay 11Art Egyptien d'apres les dernicres

Decouvertes, originally published in L Art. It

is a lively, concise, and popular exposition of

many valuable theories on the origin and nature

of antique sculptural art, especially treating of

Greekworks in their dependence on Egyptian and

Assyrian productions and canons, and of primitive

Egyptian pictures, to say nothing of such as those

found in the tomb of Ti at Sakkarah, which

represent scenes the painter himself saw, and

afford glimpses into the life of Egyptians of the

first Pharaonic dynasty. Bronze castings, sculp

tures in wood and stone, due to the researches

of Mariette Bey and Ins forerunners, receive

due consideration from our author, who dis

cusses the carved statuettes of the first dynasty,

the most ancient known of their kind, which

are now preserved in the museum at Meydoun.

M. Soldi has chosen examples to show the

prevalence of Semitic influence on the art of

the Nile valley. From the paintings in the

tomb of Ti he has derived materials for illus

trating the Egyptian practice of employing a

canon of proportion. One of these groups dis

plays sculptors carving a statue, another shows

artists applying such a canon in exact measure

ments. The employment of iron tools, so far

as relates to the Egyptian of remoter ages, is

discussed by M. Soldi, who produces Btrong

reasons for believing that chisels of steel (putUs

en acier) were used ; those reasons are, let us

say, more applicable to the later than the

older sculptures. Altogether this brochure is

extremely well worth studying.

On Saturday last Messrs. Christie, Manson

& Woods sold the following pictures and water-

colour drawings by continental artists from

the collection of Mr. P. L. Everard. Pictures :

J. Coomans, One Arrestation, 299Z. ; Needful

Ablutions, 117Z. C. Troyon, The Sheep Market,

787Z. J. L. Gerome, La Danse des Alme'es,

147i. E. Verboeckhoven, Sheep in the High

lands, 178J. Marchetti, Departure for the

'Honeymoon, 168J. A. Piot, The First Loss,

173Z. Drawing : E. Verboeckhoven, The Repose

of the Flock, 501. The same firm also sold on

the previous day an engraving, after Sir E.

Landseer, Hunters at Grass, by C. G. Lewis,

for 691.

The whole of the wooden sheds which have

for many years filled the colonnades of the wings

of the facade of the British Museum have been

removed, and the sculptures they contained

deposited elsewhere. Considerable additions

are shortly to be made to the sculpture gal

leries in Bloomsbury, involving changes in the

accommodation of the Departments of Natural

History and of Prints and Drawings. In a few

years the latter will, with the Secretary's office,

be housed in a new structure to be erected in

the Secretary's garden.

Wb regret to read in the reports of discus

sions as to the Civil Service estimates that, on

Monday evening last, Mr. Adam stated he

thought that to re-erect the colonnade removed

from Burlington House to Battersea Park

would be a doubtful piece of expenditure.

Surely the trifling outlay required for this

purpose would be well returned, and the real

waste consists in allowing so fine a work as this

colonnade to lie wrecked on the earth. The

stones of Temple Bar are still in the same con

dition as the frustra of the much more beautiful

work of Kent or the Earl of Burlington. If any

patriots have more money than they know what

to do with, let them offer to remove the statue

of Wellington from Hyde Park Corner and

re-erect the colonnade and the Bar. This

would bo much better work than the shifting of

Egyptian obelisks.

The Institute of Art has issued cards of

invitation for a private view of the special exhi

bition, of three days, at the galleries in Conduit

Street, beginning to-day (Saturday).

Antiquaries will learn with mucli gratifica

tion that, as we mentioned some weeks ago was

to be done, one of the magnificent pavements

of the great Roman villa at Woodchester has

been again laid open to view. This pavement

has been carefully depicted by Lysons, under

whose care it was first opened in 1793. It was

afterwards recovered, as were all the others,

since it was found impossible to preserve them

in any other way, owing to the cost of raising

suitable roofing and buildings. The clearance

recently effected has been due to the exertions

of the Rev. F. Smith, the newly appointed

rector of Woodchester, aided by a small grant

from the Bristol and Gloucester Archaeological

Society. A visit will be paid to the remains

one day next week by this Society, and, ac

cording to present arrangements, the pavement

will remain open for public inspection at a small

charge until the 5th of August, after which it

is proposed to recover it again with earth ; but

it is greatly to be hoped that funds may bo

forthcoming to erect a protecting building and

roof over this one pavement and ensure its being

always open for public inspection, that visitors

to Woodchester may be able to see at least one
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singing, both sacred and secular. It may

be interesting to mention that several

musicians now- occupying a foremost position

were once members of this body, among
■whom may be named Mr. JosephBarnby, Mr.

Maas. Mr. Edward Lloyd, Madame Patey,

and Miss Orridge. The programmes of the

concerts have always won the most approval

when composed in the main of excerpts of

the old madrigalian school, which Mr. Leslie

has done much to keep alive, unaccompanied

motets of Bach, Wesley, and others, and

choice examples of modern part-songs.

When the choir has departed from its beaten

track the result lias, happily, not been

encouraging as a rule, though an exception

must be made in favour of Mendelssohn's

' Antigone,' which has deservedly been a

popular item in the repertoire. There may

have been a vague idea in the mind of the

conductor that, the scope of the association

being limited, the opportunities for seeking

fresh tields and pastures new and of gain

ing fresh glories had become exhausted. But

the fact, which has made itself increasingly

apparent of late, that the choir consists to

a considerable extent of veterans, ripe for

retirement but not easy to replace, seems

to have had weight in causing Mr. Leslie

to ab»andon the enterprise before decay had

really set in. Whatever the cause, amateurs

cannot fail to regret the necessity for bidding

farewell to one of the most enjoyable of the

musical institutions of London which cater

for public patronage. Last Monday after

noon, at St. James's Hall, the final concert

took place, in presence of the Prince and

Princess of Wales and a crowded and

fashionable audience. The programme was

very properly composed in the main of attrac

tive items from the past repertory of the

society, and included examples of various

schools and epochs. From the domain of

sacred music were selected Wesley's splendid

motet, "In exitu Israel," Gounod's sentimen

tal " Ave Verum," and Mendelssohn's 43rd

Psalm, "Judge me, 0 God," which has

ever maintained a higher place in public

favour than its companions. Among the

madrigals and part-songs were PearsaU's

' Sir Patrick Spens,' Mendelssohn's ' Depar

ture,' Bennett's " Come hive with me," Gaul's

' The Silent Land,' and a new part-song,

' The Golden Year,' by Mr. Leslie, from Mr.

Cusins's collection of Tennyson's songs. The

words of this are suggestive and poetical,

but for musical purposes they are rather

vaguo and unsatisfactory, and Mr. Leslie's

setting is, to say the least, discursive and

wanting in symmetry, thoughcleverly written.

The soloists were Madame Trebolli, Mr.

Maas, and Mr. Charles Halle. In conse

quence of the increased prices and the fact

of its being a morning concert, there was

less demonstrativeness than would otherwise

have been the case, and some pieces accus

tomed to the doubtful honour of an encore

were even coldly received. At the conclusion

of the concert, Sir Thomas Gladstone, as

/ocitm tenenx for the Duke of Westminster,

presented Mr. Leslie with a testimonial con

sisting of a diamond ring and a purse con

taining 300 guineas. In his reply to this

well-deserved proof of public appreciation

of his services to art, Mr. Leslie referred

to the causes which had brought about

the dissolution of the institution, and

the tendency of his remarks forbade any

hopes being entertained that the choir will

maintain a corporate existence. But somo

of its members will be drafted into the Guild

of Amateur Musicians, of which Mr. Leslie

is conductor, and of which little has been

heard since its production of Handel's

' Hercules ' two years ago ; while others

have been invited to take part in the

autumnal performances of Berlioz's 'Faust,'

to be given under Mr. Charles Halle's

direction at St. James's Hall.

fftuskal Gossip.

Mr. Walter Macfarren has, under medical

advice, resigned the conductorship of the orches

tral and choral rehearsals at the Royal Academy

of Music, and Mr. Shakespeare has been ap

pointed his successor.

It is announced that Fraulein Anna Mehlig

has married a rich merchant of Antwerp, and

will in consequence retire from the profession.

The Keue Zeitsdirift fiir Musik states that

Wagner is, during his present stay at Naples,

working at the instrumentation of his 'Parsifal,'

which he hopes to complete by the end of this

year.

The death is announced from Paris of Louis

Gueymard, for twenty years one of the most

distinguished tenors of the Opera. He was born

in 1822, studied music first at Lyons and

afterwards at the Paris Conservatoire, and made

his debut at the Opera in 1848, in ' Robert le

Diable.' His most successful parts were Arnold

in ' Guillaume Tell ' and Raoul in ' Les Hugue

nots.' He left the stage rather suddenly in

1808, and from that time until his death lived

in complete retirement on an estate ho had

bought at Corbeil.

' La Feb des Brttyeres,' an opira comique in

three acts, by M. Samuel David, was produced

in Paris last Wednesday week, at the Theatre

du Chateau d'Eau, with moderate success. The

work had been originally brought out in Brus

sels, in February, 1878, and it failed there,

chiefly owing to an indifferent libretto.

The Beries of performances of Belgian operas

at the Theatre de la Monnaie, Brussels, was in

augurated last Wednesday week with Gre"try's

' Richard Cceur de Lion.'

Mr, Frederick Corder has been appointed

conductor of the music at the BrightonAquarium.

Herr Jean Becker, the leader of the so-

called "Florentine Quartet," has lately been

giving concerts in Germany with three of his

children, Jeanne, Hans, and Hugo. The enaemble

of their quartet playing is highly spoken of.

Herr Wii.helmj gave his last concert in

America at New York on the 22nd ult., and

will shortly return to Germany, after two years'

absence.

DRAMA

LYCEUM THEATRE.—SOUS LESSEE and MANAGER. MR HENRY
IRVING. Every Evening i except Saturday* i. at 7.45, • The MERCHANT
of VENICE, "IMIst TimeUenniruttlug with the Trial Scene) SHYLOCK,
MR. IRVING; PORTIA. MISS ELLEN TERRY. Concluding with
'lOLANTHE. MISS ELLEN TERRY and MR. IRVING. Saturday
Evenings. July 17th and "J-lth. at *.:*>, - The RKLLS,' lost Two I'trfonu-
anew iMAITHIAS. MR IRVINO), and ' lUl.ANTIIE " (MR. IRVING
and MISS ELLEN TERRY j. Last Two Morning 1 'erfonuanct* of ' The
MERCHANT o( VENICE.1 Saturdavs, July 17th and 24th. at 2 unlock.
SHYLOCK, MR. IRVINO; PORTIA, MISS ELLEN TERRY.—Rox-
O Bire r Mr. Hurst) open Id to 5.
MR. IRVING S ANNUAL BENEFIT and last night of the Season,

Saturday Evening, July 31st.

THE WEEK.

Oaietv.—' 1a Bevue.'
Saui.kr's Wells —' Otto,' a Three-Act Comedy-Drama.

By F.'Marsden.

Some interest might seem to attach itself

to the production of ' La Revue Trop Tot,'

which with an. abbreviated title was given

at the Gaiety during the later part of the

past and tho earlier portion of the present

week. No revue had previously found its

way across the Channel, and the one or two

imitations which were supplied by Mr.

Plancho thirty or forty years ago fail to

convey a full idea of the class of composi

tion. It is in a sense unfortunate that tho

first spocimen that has been set before the

English public has been so attenuated and

emasculated it can scarcely be regarded as

more representative than the imitations in

question. Of the subjects which gave 'La

Revue Trop Tot ' its hold upon the Parisian

public almost all have disappeared. On

one side of the piece, as representative of

British officialism and British prudery, has

stood the censor of plays ; on the other, to

guard against the possible ennui of a public

not too familiar with Parisian life, has

stood the stage manager. Turn by turn

have they proceeded, this cutting out hero

an obscene allusion, that blotting out there

an indecent suggestion, uutil between the

two the poor rente has all but disappeared.

Like the middle-aged husband of two wives

whom j33sop depicts, it has seen the grey

hairs plucked out on tho one side and the

black hairs on the other until it stands

" bald as a coot," whatever amount of calvity

that familiar illustration may indicate.

\Vbat is most curious, moreover, is that

both the self-appointed expurgators have

failed in their task, and the piece remains

obscure and indecent. It is in the very

nature of things that indecency should be

too volatile an essence to be caught in

the censorial alembic, while tho empire

of dulness "great Anarch" is not to be

limited by human effort. A passage in

' Lolotte ' which is passod by tho censure

and spoken by Madame Chaumont indi

cates by means of banter a species of power

an actress like Madame Chaumont pos

sesses. " On nous apporte," says Mdlle.

Lolotte through her representative, Madame #

Chaumont, " des couplets ou il n'y a rien, et

l'on nous dit d'y mettre des intentions . . .

Tenez . . . il y a un de mes amis qui m'a

apporte <;a . . .

Ma p'tit' sceur jou' du trombone,

Mon grand frer' jou' du piston ;

Quant a moi, l'on n' me trouv' bonne

Qu a manger du miroton.

Qu'est-ce que ca veut diro ? lui ai-je de

mands . . . Ca ne veut rien dire du tout,

mais en y mettant des intentions . . . Et j'y

ai mis des intentions, ma foi . . . j'ai cligne

de l'ceil, j'ai baisso les yeux, j'ai pris un

temps sur le miroton . . . Et l'on a compris

. . . Et le vieux marquis de la Rochebar-

dic-re m'a dit : Sapristi, e'est bien joli ce

que vous nous avez chanto la, mais e'est un

peu vif."

Un peu vif, under the delivery of Palais

Royal artists, becomes many a sentence

apparently as innocent as that quoted, and

Engbsh ladies at the performance of ' La

Revue ' have followed a French lead of

laughter and applause, when had they com

prehended what was said they might have

quitted the theatre. Much of the performance

fell flat. Allusions to the continual changes

in Parisian street nomenclature are not espe

cially exhilarating to an English public, and

very Uttle besides these was left. Those jokes

concerning the decoration of actors, which

provoked from M. Coquelia an explosion of
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wrath aprainst MM. Siraudin and Toche, the

authors, have disappeared. M. Geoffroy no

longer visits the members of the Academie

to solicit their votes for M. Labiche, and

M. Lheritier no longer imitates M. Sareey

attempting to give a conference in London.

Neither of these actors, indeed, appears in

the play, though a clever parody of the

manner of the latter is given in the course

of the imitations, which form the most

attractive portion of the representation.

Greatly abridged are these imitations, the

best of those which are now supplied being

the Mdlle. Sarah Bernhardt of Mdlle.Legaidt

and the Madame Theo of Mdlle. Marot.

The " Conference sur le Theatre " of Madame

Chaumont is an interpolation. It did not

form part of the ' Revue Trop Tot ' when

produced at the Palais Royal in September

last, but was included in the ' Revue des

Varietes ' of the previous winter. It deals

with the annoyance to actors which is caused

by late comers to the theatre, and was de

livered by Madame Chaumont in admirable

style.

Mr. and Mrs. George S. Knight have

appeared at Sadler's Wells in an entertain

ment of singing, dancing, and the like, such

as we believe in the United States, whence

the actors come, is called a " varieties enter

tainment." Some attempt has been made

to give the whole a quasi-dramatic shape.

This is, however, but moderately successful,

the plot of the piece in which the debut is

made being the slightest and least original

that can be easily conceived, and the cha

racters having no hesitation in interrupting

the action to introduce songs or recitations.

Ono good sketch of character is supplied by

Mr. Knight, who as a German acts creditably.

Mrs. Knight's style of performance seems,

however, suited to a music-hall rather than

the stage. The company as a whole is new

to London.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO.'S

NEW LIST.

dramatic (§0s»hj.

To the long list of pieces which have incurred

the prohibition of our censure has now to be

added 'Le Menage Popincourt,' a one-act

vaudeville of MM. Hippolyte Raymond and

Maxime Boucheron. This -is one of the latest

additions to the repertory of the Palais Royal,

since its first performance dates back only to

the 12th of last March. So poor a piece is it

that were not the entire notion of a censorship

of plays preposterous, we might submit in

silence to its banishment from the bills. In

the interest of those who wish to respect the

law it is only just that an Index Expurgatorius

should be issued from the Lord Chamberlain's

office.

At the Vaudeville Theatre in Paris, now in the

hands of a summer company, two pieces by M.

ErneBt Vois have been presented. The first is a

one-act comedy entitled ' Un Delnit,' and the

second a three-act vaudeville, without couplets,

called ' Pdtillard et Merigaud.'

The cessation of performances in the Parisian

theatres is as general as in those in London^.

After its trip to London, however, the Palais

Royal company will reappear on the 20th of

August in a new piece by M. Meilhac or one by

M. Sardou. A large portion of the company of
the Gymnase, under the direction of M. Landrol, v

i« travelling in Switzerland and the east of Pv

France.

THE NEW VOLUMES IN THE ILLUSTRATED BIOGRAPHIES OF

THE GREAT ARTISTS ARE

SIR EDWIN LANDSEER. By P. G.

STEPHENS. Author of -Celebrated Flemish and French Pictures,' &c.
Illustrated with l(i Fnc-slniilcs of Etchings, including 1 Irish Grey
hounds,' 'The Rabbit Warren.' the B plate* of 'The Mothers,' and
the 12 small Etchings of the ' Woburn Uame-cord.' Bound in cloth,
price 3s. 6d.

Now ready,

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS. By F. S.

PULLING, M.A Oxford. Illustrated with Reproductions or 1C of
his most celebrated l"aintings. Including 'The Duchess of Devon
shire,' 'Penelope Boothby,' -Age of Innocence,' 'The Strawberry
Girl." ' Mrs. Siddons,' &c. Hound In cloth, price 3s. 6d.

Now ready, price U. Part IV. of

SUNRISE: a Story of these Times.

By WILLIAM BLACK.

Now ready, small post 8vo. cloth extra. 4s. Gd.

NOTES on the NORTHERN

ATLANTIC, for the USE of TRAVELLERS. Com]
Authentic Sources by RICHARD BROWN, F.G.S. F.K.<
u Map.

Passengers by the Atlantic steamers will find tills little work,
valuable companion on the voyage,

from
With

Just published, large 4to. price 21a.

NORWEGIAN ANTIQUITIES.

Arranged aud Explained by professor O. RYGII, of the Christlanta
University. Norway, with French and Norwegian a Text, jind
numerous" Illustrations. Part I. price 1'U
Parts.

To be completed In Two

By Harry Quilter, M.A.,

Cambridge. Illustrated with Photographs of the
.„ .he CappclUt "d* Arena, Padua; a Fac-simlle in Colour

of a Madonna in the lower Church of Asslsi , and Engravings from
the Han-reliefs of the Giotto Campanile at Florence. F ' '"
handsomely bound in cloth, with gilt top, price 15*. [A'o

(GIOTTO.

| Trinity Colleg.
I Frescoes in th
\ of a Madonna
\ the Ras-relicft

ILLUSTRATED TEXT-BOOKS OF

ART EDUCATION.

Edited by EDWARD J. POYNTER, R.A.

Each TOlumc contains numerous Illustrations, and is strongly bound for
the Use of Students. Price i*.

The Volumes now ready are

TAINTING.

CLASSIC and ITALIAN. By Edward

J POYNTER, R.A. ; and PERCY R. HEAD, Lincoln College,
Oxford. Upwards of SO Pull-Page and other Illustrations. Bound
in extra cloth limp, 5*. [Ready.

• • This Volume contains an Introductory Preface on Art Education
by Mr. Poynter, who also contributes a Chapter on Egyptian Ait, and
succinct notices of the various Italian Schools, &c.

GOTHIC

T,

ARCHITECTURE.

and RENAISSANCE. By
ROGER SMITH, F.R.I.B.A. 120 Illustrations. Cloth limp, 5s.

[Ready.
• ■ This Volume treats of the history of Architecture from the rise of

the" Gothic Btyle to the general depression which overtook, the Renals-
— ol the eigsancc style at the close o e eighteenth century.

The STORY of an HONEST MAN.
By EDMOND ABOUT. 3 vols price31«. W. [At all Libraries.

"A fresh view of the French character. .. .Messrs. Low & Co. have
been well advised in publishing an English version of this novel. "

I'all Mail Gazette.

A PHYSICAL TREATISE on ELEC-

TRICITY and MAGNETISM. By }. E. H. GORDON, B.A., Cam
bridge. Assistant-Secretary of the British Association. 2 vols, demy
(Jvo. cloth extra, 36*.

" Perhaps the best text-boos, ever done."— Vanity Fair.

A RIDE in PETTICOATS and

SLIPPERS from FEZ to the ALGERIAN FRONTIER. By Captain
H. E. COLVILE, ot the Grenadier Guards. Vflth Map and Illustra
tions. Crown tlvo. cloth extra, 12i.

LEAVES from the ASH. "Igdrasil,

Is not every leal of it a biography? " By MARGARET FIELD.Tery
Small 8vo. cloth extra, 6*.

To CoRRESPOirDKirrs.—A. W. M.—P. A. C—W. H. C—

J. E.—T. C. I.—A. K.—P. C—received.

J. H.—17, Bloomabury Square.
No notice oan be taken ef anonymous communications.

EPISODES of FRENCH HISTORY.
I. CHARLEMAGNE, and the CARLOV1NGIANS. [Rcadf.
2 LOUIS IX. and the CKC8ADE8. [Nearly ready.
Edited with Notes. Genealogical, Historical, and other Tables,
by GUSTAVE MASSON, B.A.

V Other Volumes in preparation.
The above Series is based upon M. Guizofs • History ol France ' Wie

volumes arc choicely Illustrated, with Maps, printed and bound In a
handy lorm, price 2s. 6d. each. '

WAIT a YEAR: a Novel. By

HARRIET BOWRA. Author ol ' Redlauds,' 'A Young 'Wiles
Story,* &c. 3 vols. 31*. Gd.

BICKERS & SON'S

STANDARD GIFT-BOOKS.

Suitable for School Prizes and Presents.

... A New Oitalogne of over 2,000 elegantly bonnd Books in all deport
ments of Literature, by post free on application.

ILLUSTRATED EDITIONS OF STAN

DARD GIFT-BOOKS.

Demy 8vo. In extra cloth gilt. 7s 6d. ; in calf, extra gilt, marbled
edges, It*. Gd. ; or in morocco, extra gilt, gilt edges, 16*.

The GIRLHOOD of SHAKESPEARE'S
HEROINBS: a Series of Fifteen Tales. Br MARY COWDKX
CLARKE. Re-arranged by her Sister. SaBILLA NOVKLLO. Illus
trated with 9 Photographs from Paintings by T. F. Dick&ec and
yt. S. Hornet.

COOK'S VOYAGES ROUND the
"WORLD. With an Account of his Life, by A. KIPPLS. D.D. Illus
trated with IS Plates. Reproduced in exact Pu.c-t.imUe, from Draw
ings made during the Voyages.

The LIFE of NELSON. By Robert

BOUTHEY. Illustrated with U Plates by We*tall and others. Re-
C'uced In Permanent Wood burvtype. Fac-nl miles of Nelson's

dwriting and Plan of Rattle of the Nile.

TALES from SHAKESPEARE. By

CHARLES and MARY LAMB. Printed at tho Chlswiclt Press, on
superfine paper. Illustrated with 12 Plates from the " Boydell
Gallery." Reproduced in Permanent Woodburytypc.

The BEAUTIES of SHAKESPEARE.
Ry the Rev. WILLIAM DOD1). LL IX Elegantly printed on fine
paper. Illustrated with 12 Plates. Reproduced in permanent
Woodburytype.

GOLDSMITH (OLIVER), The LIFE

and TIMES of. By JOHN FORSTER. Fifth Edition, with 40
\Yoodcuts. Demy bvo. cloth elegant.

The NATURAL HISTORY and ANTI-
QUITIES of SELBORNE. Ry the Rev. GILBERT WHITE. M.A.
The Standard Edition by BENNETT. Thoroughly Revised, with
additional Note*, by JAMES EDMUND HAKT1NG. Illustrated,
with numerous Engravings by Thomas Bewick, Harvey, and others.

OUR SUMMER MIGRANTS: an
Account of the Migratory Birds which pass the .Summer in tho
British Islands. By J. K. HAHTLNO. F.L.S. F.Z.S.. Author of 'A
Handbook of British Birds.' a New Edition of White's ' SelbonM,'
*Jte. Illustrated with 3u Illustrations ou Wood, from Designs by
Thomas Bewick.

THE HISTORICAL LIBRARY.

1 Work complete in 1 vol. printed li
paper, royal 8vo. in cloth binding, 9:

gilt, marbled edges, each 13s. (id.

a clear, legible type on ribbed
n calf, extra

MOTLEY'S (JOHN LOTHROP) RISE
of the DUTCH REPUBLIC. A New Edition, la 1 vol. of S-JO pages,
large bvo. beautifully printed and neatly hound.

PRESCOTT'S (W. H.) HISTORY of
the CONQUEST of MEXICO. A New and Revised Edition, with
the Author's latest Corrections and Additions. Edited by JOHX
FOSTER KIRK.. In 1 vol. large Wo. of over 700 pages.

PRESCOTT'S HISTORY of the CON-
O.UEST of PERU. A New and Revised Edition, with the Author"*
latest Corrections and Additions. Edited by JOHN FOSTER KIRK.
Uniform with the above.

PRESCOTT'S HISTORY of the
REIGN of FERDINAND and ISABELLA tho CATHOLIC. A New
and Revised Edition, with the Author's latest Corrections and
Additions. Edited by JOHN FOSTER KIRK. Over 700 pages.
Uniform with the above.

The CHRISTIAN YEAR. Thoughts

Inverse for the Sundays and Holydays throughout tho Year. By
JOHN KEBLE. Exquisitely printed on toned paper, with elaborate
borders round every page. Small 4to. cloth extra, with M Illustra
tions by Fr. Overbeek, reproduced in Permanent Photography, 15*.
Ditto, antique calf, 11. 10$. , morocco elegant, 2J. 2s.

ANOTHER EDITION. In fcap. Bvo. with ll* Photographic Pictures by
Overbeek, cloth gilt, Ss. ; calf antique, red edges, 12t.

The EARTH: a Descriptive History

of the Phenomena of the Life of tho Globe. Ry BLI8E RECLU8.
Translated by R. R. WOODWARD. Illustrated with KM Engraving*
Inserted in the Text, and . i Page Maps priitcd in Colours! Thick.
8vo. cloth, extra gilt, lis. Gd. , or in calf extra, 15s.

The OCEAN, ATMOSPHERE, and

LIFE ; being the Second Series of a Descriptive History or the Life
of the Globe. Illustrated with L'OO Maps ur Figures, and 27 Maps-
printed In Colours 2 vols, large demy 8vo. cloth, extra gilt,.

IK*. Qd , or in calf extra, 21*.

THE BEST ONE-VOLUME EDITION.

SHAKESPEARE'S PLAYS and

POEMS A New and Handsome Edition, with the Text carefully
Revised by Mr. and Mrs. COWDEN CLARKE ; together with Intro
ductory Essay. Life, and Glossary. Elegantly printed, complete in
1 vol. royal 8vo: cloth, 9j. ; or calf extra, 15*. ; plain morocco, gift
leaves, 'Ms morocco, elegantly gilt, '£la.

MILTON'S POETICAL WORKS.
New Edition. With Life by CHALMERS. Printed in a clear
legible type, In library Ave. cloth, 7s. Od. , calf, extra gilt, 12*. Cd.

GRAY'S POEMS. Printed on superior

toned paper, with beautiful Landscape Illustrations from Drawing*
™ - 'u a neat cloth binding, gilt edges. :is. 1*1.,

; morocco antique, lettered on side, 8*. bif.
by Blraet Foster. In a neat clo
calf, extra gilt, 6s. 6d\ ;

London :

Sampson Low, Mabston, Suable & Riyinoton. I
London : Bickers le Son, 1, Leicester-square.
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WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS' PUBLICATIONS.

NEW BOOKS AND NEW EDITIONS.

The ODYSSEY of HOMER. Books I.-XII.
Byish Verse, with Note* and l-arallrl l^uiun

Sir CHAKI.RS DU CANS, K.C.M Q. Large 8vo. lot. id
[ TMm day.

A HANDBOOK of DEER STALKING. By

ALEXANDER MACRAE, late Fsjrester to I/ord Henry-Bentincl
With Introduction by HORATIO ROSS, Esq. Fcap. Sro. with
'J Photograph* from Nature, price 3s. 6d. [In m few daft.

TROUBLESOME DAUGHTERS. By L. B.

WALFORD, Author of ' Cousins." Pauline,' ' Mr. Smith : a Part of
his Lite.' dx. 3 roU. post Sro 23s. id.

REATA: What's in a Name? By E. D.

GERARD. 3 vols, pott Sro. 2S». id. Originally published in «<;ri-
uvod i .tfaonstas.

CAMPAIGNING in SOUTH AFRICA. Re-

minlsrencea of an Ofllcer In 1S79. By CapUIn W. B. MONTAGUE,
'.Hth Kerfinient. Author of ' Claude Meadowlelgh,' Ac. sro. 10s. id.

New Edition, Revised,

STUDIES in ROMAN LAW. With Compa

nyrattre Views of the Laws of France, England, and Scotland.
Lord MACKENZIE, on* of the Judge* of the
S.-otland. Filth Edition. Edited bj JOHN KIRK.PATRICK. K»q ,
M A, Cantab., Dr. Jur. Hetdelb., LL.B. Edin., Advocate. Sro. 12*.

[Thi .< d«y.

Fifth Edition, RcTlaed throughout and greatly Enlarged,

The MOOR and the LOCH. Containing

Minute Instructions In all Highland Sport* With Wandering* over
( mi: and Correi. Hood and Fell By JOHN COLUlHOt'N. Fifth
Edition. To which I* added. RECOLLECTIONS Of the AUTHOR'S
EARLY LIFE. 2 vol*, port. 8vo. with 2 rortralUand other illustra
tion*, price UGs.

The LAND of GILEAD.

PHANT, Author of ' Piccadilly,' *c.

By Laurence Oli-

In 1 toI. byo. with Illu

The LIFE of COLIN CAMPBELL, LORD
CLYDE. Illustrated by Extrnrts from hi* Diary and Correspon-
dtner. By Lieutenant-General SHADWELL, C.B. In 2 vol*. bro
with Portrait, Map, and Plan*. [In the press.

NEW VOLUME OF FOREIGN CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS.

Crown flvo. limp cloth, Us. 6d.

SAINT SIMON. By Clifton W. Collins, M.A.

The Volumes already published of this Series arc—

1 DANTE. By the Editor.

VOLTAIRE. By Major-Gcneral Sir E. I). Hamley, K.C.B.

3 PASCAL. By Principal Tullo.li.

I PETKAKC1I. By Henry Reeve.

5. GOETHE. By A. Hayward, Q.C.

6. MOLIERE. By the Editor and F Tarrer. M A.

7. MONTAIGNE. By the Kcr. W. Lucas OolUns, M.A.

8. RABELAIS. By Walter Bcaont, M A.

9. CALDEROX. By E. J HaseU.

Others will follow.

DAVID ARMSTRONG; or, Before the Dawn.
'2 vol*, crown Svo. 17.*.

New Edition, Revised, being the Seventh,

A BOOK ABOUT ROSES. Bv S. Reynolds
* "With a Coloured Frontispiece by the Hon. Mm. Francklin.

Crown Sto. Is 6d. [Immediately.

New and Revised Edition,

The CHEMISTRY of COMMON LIFE. By
the late Professor JOHNSTON. A New Edition, Revised and brought
down to the Present Time. By ARTHUR HERBERT CHURCH,
M.A. Oxon.. Author of Food: It* Source*. Constituent* and Uses,'
■ 1 lain Words about Water,' Ac. Illustrated with Map* and 111' En

gravings on Wood, pp. 616. Crown 8vo. 7s. W.

A HISTORY of the REIGN of QUEEN
ANNE. By JOHN HILL BURTON, D C.L., HUtoriographer-lttnal
><>r Scotland, Author of A History of Scotland,' &c. In J vol*. 8vo.

The FIVE BOOKS of the PSALMS. With
Marginal Notes. By the Rev. SAMUEL WARREN , Rw<or of Esher,
Surrey, late Fellow, lx-an, and Divinity Lecturer, Wadhuin College,
Oxford. Crown 8vo. is.

HEINRICH HEINE'S POEMS and BAL-
LADS. Done Into English Verse. By Sir THEODORE MARTIN,
K.C.H. Printed on papier ttrgt. Crowu fvo. h.*.

" Sir Theodore Martin, the i
o*e his own expression.

■onipliBhed translator of Goethe, has. to
into English verse these beautiful bal-

with that fluent skill and grace ol diction which always distin
guishes his work, and plants him among the very first translators wo
Pwwe**."—Morning Ft,St.

Third El ition, Revised,

The ART of POETRY of HORACE. Free
snd Explanatory Translations In Prose and Verse. By the Very Rev.
iH-an HAGOT, D.D. New Edition, printed on papier ttrgt. Square
evo. 5i.

A DREAMER. By Katharine Wylde. 3 vols-

post Svo. 33*. 6d.
" Here is the unmistakable contagious touch of genuine feeling,

worth volumes of ingenuity and folios of cleverness."—Speetutor.

A New and Enlarged Edition, being the Fourth,

WISE, WITTY, and TENDER SAYINGS,

from the WORKS of GEORGE ELIOT. Selected by ALEXANDER
MAIN. Containing Extracts from ' lianlel Derooda* and 'Tbeo-

f phrastus Such.' Fcap Hvo gilt cloth, U«.

The ROMAN BREVIARY: Reformed by

Order of the Holy (Ecumenical Council of Trent ; Published by
Order of Pope Si PTU V. ; and Revised by Cie—at VIII. and

1 Urban VIII.; together with the Office* sinre granted. Translated
I out of Latin Into English by JOHN. MARQUESS of BUTE. K..T.

In 2 vols, crown svo. cloth boards, edges uncut. Price Two Guineas.

LAYS of the SCOTTISH CAVALIERS; and
other Poem*. Bv W EDMONDSTOUNE AYTOUN, D C L., Professor
of Rhetoric and Relies-Lettros In the University of Edinburgh.
Twenty-seventh Edition. Fcap. Svo. 7s. 6d.

An ILLUSTRATED EDITION of the

SAME. From Drains by Sir J. NOEL PATON and W H. 1'ATON,
R.g.A. Ena-raved by John Thomson. W. J. Linton. W Thomas,
\v hymper. Cooper. Green, lMlstels, Evans, Ac. In small Sto. '
on Toued Paper, bouud in gilt cloth, 21s.

PROFESSOR AYTOUN AND 8IR THEODORE MARTIN, K.C B.

The BOOK of BALLADS. Edited by Bon

OAULTIER. Thirteenth Edition, With numerous Illustrations by
Doyle, Leech, and Crowquill. Post Hvo. gilt cloth, St oof.

PHILOSOPHICAL CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS.

The First Volume will shortly be published, containing

DESCARTES. By Professor Mahaffy,

Dublin. Crown Svo.

IMPRESSIONS of THEOPHRASTUS SUCH.

By GEORGE ELIOT. Fourth Edition. Post 8vo. 10s. Od.

SONGS and VERSES: Social and Scientific.

By an Old Contributor to
Fourth Edition, with Music

(The Hon. LORD NEAVBS.)

The HISTORY of INDIA. From the Earliest

Period to the Present Time. By JOHN CLARK MARSHMAN,
C.S.I, Abridged from the Author's larger Work. New Edition,
Revised and Enlarged. Post Svo. 6*. 6a*.

The MONKS of the WEST. By Count de

MONTALEMBERT. Authorized Translation. Vols. VI. and VII.
completing the Work, prlcu

LIFE in a GERMAN VILLAGE. By the

Hon. Mrs, HENRY WEYLAND CHETWYND, Author of 'Neigh,
boursund Friends,' 'Janie,' ' Mdlle. d'Estum ille,' &c. Second Edi
tion. Crown svo. 7s. od.

TALES from 'BLACKWOOD.' New Series.

Containing Tales of absorbing Interest. In 24 Shilling ."arts,
each coiupl. ic in iuclf. Or elegantly bound In 12 bandy volumes,
extra cloth, 30s.

" The most engaging and unobstruaivc of travelling companions "
Times.

" Ranging from grave to gay, from mystic to absurd, the stories are
for all manner of moods aud for every order of taste."—Athnurum.

The OPERATIONS of WAR EXPLAINED

and ILLUSTRATED By EDWARD BBI'CE HAMLEY C.B.
Fourth Edition, Revised throughout sto. with numerous Illustra
tions, 30s.

MR KINOLAXE'S NEW VOLUME OF

The INVASION of the CRIMEA. The

i. [Ntarly ready.•WINTER TROL'BLE>

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY.

Each complete in 1 vol. crown Svo. elotb.

ADAM BEDE By George Eliot. Ill ustratcd . 3s, fid.
The MILL on the FLOSS By the Same. Illustrated. 2s. Od.
FELIX HOLT. By the Same. Illustrated. 3s. M.
SCENES of CLERICAL LI EE. By the same. Illustrated. 3s.
SILAS MARNER. By the Same. Illustrated. 2s. 04.
ROMOLA. By the Same. Frontispiece. 3s bd
MIDDLEMARClt. By the Same. Vignette. 7s. 64.
DANIEL DERONDA. By the Same. Vignette. Is. 6d.
MINE is THINE. By Lieut. -Col. L. W. M. Lockhart. 6*.
DOUBLES and QUITS. By the Same. Illustrated. 6s.
FAIR to SEE. By the Same. 6*.
COUSINS. By L B Waiford. 6«.
PAULINE. By the Same. 6s.
Mr. SMITH : a Part of his Lite. By the Same. S#. 6d.
JOHN-A-DHEAMS : a Talc. Hy Julian Sturgls. Ss. txf.
LINDA TRESSEL. By Anthony Trollopc. 3s. Od.
NINA BALATKA. By the Same. 3s. fid.
The MAID of SKER. By R. I). Blackmore. 7s. Cd.
DELICIA. By Beatrice May Butt, Author of ' Miss MoUy.' 7s. Cd.
GUILTY ; or. NOT GUILTY ? By Major-General w. G. Hamley. 3*. 6d.
MARMORNE. The Story is told by Adolphu* .^egrave. 6s.
TEN THOUSAND a YEAR. By Samuel Warren. Ss.
DIARY of a lute PHYSICIAN. By the Same. 3s. 6d.

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE CLASS-BOOKS.

ZOOLOGY and PALEONTOLOGY.
By HENRY A LLEYNE NICHOLSON, M.D., D Sc., &c. Professor
of Natural History In the University of St. Andrew*.

A MANUAL of ZOOLOGY, for the Use of
STUDENTS. With a General Introduction on the Principles of
Zoology. Fifth Edition, Revised and greatly Enlarged, pp. b\6,
with .tM Engravings, Us.

TEXT-BOOK of ZOOLOGY, for the Use oS
SCHOOLS. Third Edition, Enlarged. With IS8 Engravings, 6s.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK of ZOOLOGY,
for the U*c of Junior Classes. Fourth Edition. With 156 En
graving*, 3s.

OUTLINES of NATURAL HISTORY for BE-
BINNERS ; being Description* of a Progressive Series of Zoological
Types. Second Edition. With 52 Engravings, Is. 6d.

A MANUAL of PALEONTOLOGY for the Use
of STUDENTS. With a General Introduction on the lYiuciples of
l*ala?ontology. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 2 vol*..
Svo. with upwards of 7U> Engraving*, AUs.

The ANCIENT LIFE HISTOKY of the EARTH.
An Outline of the lYInripIe* and leading Fact* of l*ala*ontological
Science. With a Glossary and Index. With 270 Engravings, 10s. 6d.

GEOLOGY and PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
By DAVID FAOE, L1..D., F.R.8.E., F O.8., «c

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK of GEOLOGY.
With illustrations and Olossarlal Index. Elerentli Edition, Ss. 6d.

ADVANCED TKXT-1SOOK of GEOLOGY.
Descriptive and Industrial. With Engravings, and Glossary of
Scientific Terms. Sixth Edition, Revised and Enlarged, 7s. fid.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK of PHYSICAL
GEOGRAPHY. With Sketch-Maps and Illustrations. Ninth.
Editlou. Us. fid.

ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK of PHYSICAL
GEOGRAPHY. With Engravings. Second Edition, 9s.

ELEMENTS of PHYSIOGRAPHY and PHYSI
CAL GEOGRAPHY. With express reference to the Instructions
recentlv issued by the Science and Art Ih-partnu-nt. By t .ie Rev.
ALEX. MACKAY, I.L.n. With numerous Illustrations. Fihecnth
Thousand, pp. 1 M, Is. fid.

GEOGRAPHICAL TEXT-BOOKS. By tho
Rer. ALEX MACKAY, LL.D , F.R.O.8.

MANUAL of MODERN GEOGRAPHY, Mathe-
mat teal, Physical, and PullUral - on a New Plan 8th Thousand,
Revised. Pp. fis«<, 7s. Od.

ELEMENTS of MODERN GEOGRAPHY. 42nca
Thousand, Revised. Pp. 'J»ki. J*.

OUTLINES of MODERN GEOGRAPHY;. 122nd
Thousand. Revised Pp. 112, Is.

The INTERMEDIATE GEOGRAPHY. Intended
as an Intermediate Book between the Author'* 'Outlines of
Geography ' and ' EU-niculs of Geography.' Fifth Edition, Revised.
FlTiM.2«.

FIRST STEPS in GEOGRAPHY. 60th Thousa J,
Revised. Pp. M. sewed, 4d. ; in cloth, Od.

AGRICULTURE.

CATECHISM of PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE.
By HENRY STEPHENS, F.R S E., Author of 'The Book of the
Farm.' 19th Thousand. With Engravlugs. 1*.

PROFESSOR JOHNSTON'S CATECHISM aC
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. A New Edition. Revised and
Extended by CHARLES A. CAMERON, M.D. F.R.G.5.1 , die.
Tsth Thousand. Willi KaKruviiiKn. Is.

PROFESSOR JOHNSTON'S ELEMENTS of
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY and GEOI.DOY. Eleventh.
Edition. Revised and broueht down to the Present Time, by
CdABLES A. CAMERON, M.I). K.R.G.S.I., ic. lVap. us. est.

ENGLISH LITERATURE.

ENGLISH PROSE COMPOSITION : a Practical!
Munual lor Use In Schools, lly JAMES CURRIE, LL.D. 32nd.
Thousand, Is. Gd.

AN ETYMOLOGICAL AND PRONOUNCING

DICTIONARY of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE.
IneludiOK a verv Copious Selection of Scientific. Teclink-al. and
other Tprms and l'lii-aw-s lK^leni-d for Use in School.und Col
leges. Bjthe lH'v JAMES STOR.MONTH. Tho llimuncintlon.
rnrefullv ltevls..d liy the liev. 1'. II. l'HELl', M.A. Fifth Euitiou,
Revised and Enluritod. Pp. 795, 7... Gd.

The SCHOOL ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY
and "VVORD-EOOK. lly the SAME. I"p. 1W, Ss.

CLASSICAL TEXT-BOOKS.

ADITUS FACILIORES: an Easy I.ntin Con-
struing Book, with Complete Vm-abulary. Bv A. W. PO'lTS
M.A. LL.Lt., and the Rev. C. 1>AKNELL. M.A. Fifth Edition^
Ss. Cd.

ADITUS FACILIORES GRAKCI : .in Easy-
Greek ConstrulnK Hook, with Complete Vocabulary, lly thV
BAME AUTHORS Second Edition, 3s.

A PARALLEL SYNTAX. Greek and Latin
for Hexlnners, with Exercises and a Greek Vocabulary. Hy the Iter.
HEllllERT W. SNEYD-KYNNERSLEY, I.L.M. Clown Svo. Jj.

A MANUAL of BOTANY, Anatomical and

Physiological. For the Use of Students. By ROBERT BROWN..
M.A. Ph.D. F.R.G.S. With numerous Illustrations. 12s. Gd.

PRIMER of GEOMETRY.
duction of the Propositions of Euclid.
RERTSON, M.A. LL.D. Third Edition, Is. M.

An Easy Intro-
By FRANCLS CL'TII-

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.
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12mo. cloth, price 5s.

THE THOROUGH GUIDE to the ENGLISH
LAKE DISTIUUT, containiu(t an original Description at all the

Localities Cjutuuic Drive*, l'ony Tracks. Footpaths. Muuntain Ascents
within the DlBtrict ; a full account of the various Approaches ; Tables
showing cost of Tourists" Ticket*, &<;. Illustrated with 13 Mum. Hy
M J B HADDELEY, B.A. The Maps engraved by J. UaxtlioJomcw,
F.R.C.S., Edinburgh. *

Dulau & Co. 37, Soho-nriuare.

E\V l'UBLICATIONS of the CAMBRIDGE
VJUVEKSITY I'llESS.N

MT. CICEROKIS De NATUEA DEORUM

« LIBHI TKES.
With Introduction and Commentary by JOSEnt B. MAYOR, M A.,

lTofeawr of Classical Literature at King's College, London,

r with a New Collation of several of the English Manuscripts,
By J. H. SWAINSON. M.A.,

Formerly Fellow of Trinity College. Cambridge.

8vo. Vol. I. price 10«, Gd.

THEODORE of MOPSUBSTIA'S COMMENTARY
on the MINOR EPISTLES ol ST. PAUL.

The LATIN VERSION, with the GREEK FRAGMENTS.

Edited from the Manuscripts, with Notes and an Introduction,

By H. B, SWETE, B.D.,
r of Ashdon, Essex | and late Fellow of Gonville and Caiue College,

Cambridge.

In S toIs.—Vol. I. containing the INTRODUCTION and the
COMMENTARY npon GALATIANS—COLOSSIANS.

Demy svo. 12s.
London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17, Paternoster-row.

EEBY 4 ENDEAN'S NEW BOOKS.

K

The REGENERATION of ROUMANIA. By
KALIXT WOLSKI From tho Original by T. L. OXLEV, Author ol
1 From Calais to Karlsbad.' Crown evo. toned. Is.

The WAIF : a Poem. By Francois Copfee.
Recited by M. MOUNET-SULLY at the General Assembly of the
Society for Saving the Shipwrecked, May lt>, 1SSU Crown svo. Gd.

On PRESERVATION of HEALTH in INDIA: a
Lecture addressed to the Royal Engineering Cullege at Shooter's
Hill. Hy Sir JOSEPH FAYKEK, K.C.S.1. LL.D. M.D. F.R.S.
Demy 8vo. Second Edition, la.

THE BEST COOKERY BOOKS OF THE DAY.

DINNERS at HOME : How to Order, Cook, and
Serve Them. By SHORT. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. 5j.

"Dainty recipes; really excellent ; appetizing; menus most useful.''

BREAKFASTS and LUNCHEONS at HOME.
By SHORT, Author of ' Dinners at Homo.' Crown 8vo cloth, 2.*. 6d.
Second Edition. With these books no housekeeper can full to supply

" in a rtrherehi style, most economically as to cost.
Kerby it Endean. 100. Oxford-street.

s

N FIRE OFFICE.
Threadneedle-street, EC. Charing Cross. S.W.

Oxford-street {corner of Vcre-street), W,

Established 1710.
Home and Foreign Insurances effected.

Sum insured in 1M79, £202,W2,4»i\.
FRANCIS B. HELTON, Secretary.

AGLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
79, PALL MALL.

For LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1907.
Accumulated Funds £3,043,.M2
Also a Subscribed Capital of more than . . £1,600,000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forma may be had at the Office, or from
any of the Company's Agents, post free.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS. Actuary and Secretary.

LAW LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
Fleet-street, London.

TRUSTEES.
The Right Honourable BARON CAMPBELL.
The Right Honourable VISCOUNT CRAN BROOK.
The Right Honourable- LORD JUSTICE THBSIGER.
The Honourable! VICE-CHANCELLOR Sir CHARLES HALL.
WILLLAM FREDERICK HIGGINS, Esq.
EDMOND ROBERT TURNER, Esq.

DIRECTORS.
ics Johnson, Esq. Q.C.
Rolle Malcolm. Esq.

n. Esq.
until. Esq.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION.

THE EGOIST: a Comedy in Narrative.

By GEORGE MEREDITH, Author of 'The Ordeal of Richard Feverel/ &c.

With Frontispiece, crown 8vo. cloth, price 6>.

"There is no reason to question but 'The Egoist* is a piece of imaginative work as solid and rich as any that the
century has seen, and that it is with * Richard Feverel ' not only one of its author's masterpieces, but one of the strongest

and most individual productions of modern literature."—Atftenttum.
" One of the most striking works of our time Of extraordinary merit It contains an abundance of fine wit and

humour, remarkable insight into human motive and human character, an infinity of brilliant dramatic speech, a great many
passages of reflection and analysis of very high order, and several characters that are among the best of Mr. Meredith's
creations The work is so complete and elaborate as to be indescribable in the compass of a newspaper article. It must

speak for itself."—Pall Mall Gazette.

C. KegAN Paul Ac Co. 1, Paternoster-square.

E N G L I S H L E T T E R S.

FOUR CENTURIES OF ENGLISH LETTERS.

A SELECTION OF 350 LETTERS BY ISO WRITERS, FROM THE PERIOD OF THE PASTON LETTERS

TO THE PRESENT TIME.

Edited and Arranged by W. BAPTISTE SCOONES.

Large crown 8vo. cloth, price 9s.

" No one who takes the slightest interest in English history, English literature, or in human nature can fail to receive
increase of delight from the perusal of this volume Mr. Scoones's editorial apparatus is excellently calculated to assist the

enjoyment of a singularly enjoyable book—a book that Chesterfield would, we think, have included among his ideal books

for spare half-hours."—Pall Mail Gazette.
*' We do not hesitate to aay tliat it would be hard to find among recent publications a volume of greater interest to

persona of intelligence."—Academy.
C. Kegan Paul & Co. 1, Paternoster-square.

John
Willi
Richard Nicholson
Charles Manler Smith,
John 8wilt. Esq.
The Right Honourable Lord Justice
Thcsiger.

Edward Tompson, Esq.
Sir William Henry Wolry Wait.
Arnold William White, Esq.
basil Thoniaa WoodJ, Esq.

Edward Bailer, Esq.
Francis Thomas Bircham. Esq.
The Hon. Hallyburlon G. Campbell.
John Clerk, Bio. Q.C.
Frederick Gcoiye Davidson, Esq.
John Deedes, Esq.
William James Fairer, Esq.
Henry Kay FreshQeld, Esq.
-Sir Fairer Henrhell, Q C. MP.
William Frederick Hifwla*, Esq.
Orosvenor Hod^kinson, Esq.
lloldswonli Hunt, Esq.

Invested assets on 3I« December, 1879, 5,501,7«1/.
Income for tbc year Ii7», 4T4,!<W.
Amount paid in claims to 31st December last. 12.339.4(171.
Reversionary Bonus allotted for the five years ended 31st December

last, (i7S,SKU.
Aga:re*rate Reversionary Bonuses hitherto allotted. 6,196,9011.
The Expenses uf Manmrnnent (including commission^ arc under 1J

per cent, of the annual income.
Attention is specially directed to the revised IYospoctnsof the Society ;

to the new rates uf l'rviuiitm, which arc materially lower for > <>utj_- lives
than heretofore ; to the new conditions as to extended limits ol free
travel and residence \ and to the reduced rates of extra Premium.
Loans am granted on security ol Life Interests and Reversions in con<

aexton with policiet* of assurance.
l*rospcctus and Form ol Proposal will be sent on application

GRIFFITH DAYVIES, Actuary.

OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY,

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,
And may bv Prorlded against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSt'IlANCE COMPANY,
the Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company,

lllfrht Hon. Lord KINNAIKD, Chairman.
Subscribed Capital, 1,000,0001. Moderate Premiums.
Bonus allowed to Insurers ol Five Years' i>

A fixed sum in case ol Death by Accident, and a Weekly
in the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.
Apply to the Clerks at the Hallway Stations, the Local Aicents, or 64,

•■ • ■ WILLIAM J. V1AN, Secretary.

Now ready, price 10*. Gd. each, cloth boards, with very Copious Index,

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Vols. I. to XII.

FIFTH SERIES.

Containing, in addition to a gTeat variety of similar Notes and Replies. Articles of Interest on the

following Subjects :—

Apply t
CornliUl,

Irish, and Scottish History.

The Dream and Death of Thomas, Lord Lyttelton—
The Elective and Deposing Power of Parliament—Anne
Boleyn—Scottish Titles—Burial-Place of Edmund, Duke
of Somerset.—Elizabeth, Queen of Robert Bruce—Bondmen
in England—Serfdom in Scotland—Grahame, Viscount
Dundee—A Jacobite Letter—Abbotsford in 1825—Com
purgators—Bishop of Ross, Scotland, 1417—Knox's 'His
tory of the Reformation ' — Good Friday and Easter
Sunday, temp. Charles II.—The Jews in England in the
Thirteenth Century—Warrants for the Execution of

Charles I.—The Fitzalans and Stewarts.

Biography.

T. Allington — William Roy — Caspar BTauser — Charles
Owen of Warrington—Paolo Sarpi—The Descent of Wril-

liam Penn—William, Abbott of Ramsey—A. H. Rowan-
George Cromer, Archbishop of Armagh—Matt hew Smith,
the nrst Principal of Brasenose College, Oxford—James

Bayers, the Caricaturist—Jeremiah Horrox.

Bibliography and Literary History.

Shakspeariana—The Authorship of Anonymous Works-
Milton's 'L'Allegro '—Unpublished Letter of Macaulay—
' Histoire des Mtklecins —Juifs Anciens et Moderaes—
Earle's ' Philolugy of the English Tongue '—Unpublished
Poems by Burns—Dr. Johnson and Mrs. Turton—' From
Greenland's Icy Mountains '—Chap-Books—Lord Byron
in Scotland—Welsh Language—Unpublished Letter of
John Wesley—The Works of Thomas Fuller—The Welsh
Testament—Burns's Ode on the American Civil War—
Opus Questionum divi Augustini—Letter of Smollett—
'The Pilgrim's Progress' — Development of the Press,
1824-1874—Books Written by Mrs. Olivia Berres : ' The

Book.'

Popular Antiquities and Folk-Lore.

Ague Charms—Birds of 111 Omen—Candlemas Gills—
Eggs and Drunkenness—Evil Eye—Jewish Superstitions
—Hydrophobia prevented—Handkerchief thrown on Sui
cide's Coffin—Ladies andLionesses—The Seven Whistlers.

Poetry, Ballads, and Drama.

The real Richelieu and Bulwer's Richelieu—"The Irish
Brigade"—Thomas Decker—Mrs. Siddons a Sculptor—
Barnaul's Lines on Dean Ireland—Browning's "Lost
Leader"—The Lord Chamberlain's Inspection of Plays—
Emmalsola—A Poem by W. M. Praed—Goethe—Shelley—
Henry VIII. as a Poet—The Australian Drama—Cliarles I.
as a Poet—Sheridan and Sir John Buckling—Oxfordshire
Christmas Miracle-Plav—Christmas Mummers in Dorset
shire—Dante and his Translators—The Christian Year.

Popular and Proverbial Sayings.

" You know who the Critics are"—" You may put it in
your eye and see none the worse for it"—Called Home—
God's Church and the Devil's Chapel—Unaccustomed asl
am to public speaking—Tout vient a point—Wise after
the event—La Parole a <St6 donn£e a riiomme—Robbing
Peter to Pay Paul—The End justit.es the Means—The

English seeii.es a Foole and is a Foole.

Philology.
Can*=Carse—Heel Taps—" Bloody"—Spurring—Nor for
Than—Vagaries of Spelling—Spelling Reforms—Surrey
Provincialisms — Quadragesimalis — 8. r, Z. — English
Words compared with the Icelandic—Gingham—The
Termination Y in Plaee-Names—Calomel—Yeux—Cameo
—Hall, Wych, and Salt Works—Shaddongate—Shak-

speare's Name.

Genealogy and Heraldry.

The Insignia of the Knights of tho Garter—Arms-
Hungary—Derlng Roll ofAnns—Unsettled Baronetcies—
The Arms of Sir Francis Drake—The Arms of English
Sees—Bar Sinister—Strawberry Leaves on Coronets-
Byron Arms—F. E. R. T. in the Savoy Arms—Seal of

Prince of Livonia—The Templars and Hospitallers.

Fine Arts.
Portraits of Dr. Johnson—Marks on Porcelain—Italian
Works of Art at Paris in 1815—Sir Joshua Reynolds:
Miss Day: Mrs. Day—Portrait of Barbor—Church Plate-

Various Paintings and Engravings.

Ecclesiastical Matters.
Altar Rails, Covered—Liddell v. Westerton—Ecclesias
tical Vestments—Funeral Garlands—The Cistercians—
" Prester John" and the Arms of the See of Chichester—
Penance in the Church of England—Laud's Service Buik
—Epitaph of Cardinal Howard at Rome—St. Cuthbert's
Burial-place—Old Northern English MS. Psalter—Ber-
Regis Church—Sacred Vessels—A Roman Catholic Visita
tion in 1709—Episcopal Titles—St. George's Lofte—Regis-
trum Sacrum Batavianum—Communion Tokens—Fast
ing Communion in the Church of England—The Title

Reverend—Consecration of Church Plate—"Defenderof Reverend—Consecration «
of the Faith"—The " Breeches" Bible.

Classical Subjects.
The Latin Version of Bacon's Essays—Greek Anthology
—Martial's Epigram xiii. 75 — Lucretian Notelets —
Medi e\al and Mudern Latin and Greek Verse—Mittitur
in sco—Catullus: " Hocut dixit"—" Sandon " (Horace)

—Cicero—Lucus a non Lucendo.

Topography.
S indwloh h lands—Origin of the Names of the American
B ates—Art! ur's Oven on the Carron—Scottish History
—^he Yardley O.ik—Hart Hall, Oxford—Old Kensington
—Travelling in Italy Forty Years ago—The Equestrian

Statue in Hvde Park—Arthurian Localities : Scotland—
The Sacred Lotus—St. John's Ciiai>el, Bedford-row.

Miscellaneous.
Christian Names—Pillar Posts—Hanging in Chains and
Irons—George III. and the Pig—The Kilkenny Cats—The
Waterloo and Peninsular Medals—The Clerical a healthy
Profession—Unlawful Games of the Middle Ages—Itine
rant Empirics — Sunday Newspapers — Gipsies — The
Wordsworth—Double Returns fn ParliamentaryElections
—Curiosities of Corporation Records—Spiritual Appari
tions— The "Dial' System of Telegraphy— Professor
Becker's" Gallus"—Skating Literature—Cricket—London
Companies, or Guilds—A Travelling Tutor of the Olden,
Time — Gunpowder Plot— Baths in the Middle Ages —
The Little Summer—Whitsuntide—Michaelmas—Christ

mas Contrasts.

Published by JOHN FBANCI9, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.
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NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

R. &J. BECK have REMOVED to 68, CORNHILL,

LOXDON, B.C.

%* Enlarged Illustrated CATALOGUE of MICROSCOPES, &c, sent post free on

application.

SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

Just published, 2 vols, demy 8vo. 32*.

LIFE OF LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR JAMES OUTRAM.

By Major-General Sir FREDERIC J. GOLDSMID, C.B. K.C.SJ.

With Illustrations and Maps.

DRAMATIC IDYLS. Second Series.

. 8vo. 5».

By ROBERT BROWNING.

PASSAGES FROM THE PROSE WRITINGS OF

MATTHEW ARNOLD.

Crown 8vo. 7*. 6rf.

Contents: 1. LITERATURE.—2. POLITICS and SOCIETY.—3. PHILOSOPHY and

NEW AND OLD : a Volume of Verse.

By JOHN ADDINGTON SYMONDS, M.A^

Author of ' Renaissance in Italy,' &c;

Crown Svo. 9s.

ENGLISH TREES AND TREE PLANTING.

By WILLIAM H. ABLETT.

Demy 8vo. 12«. 6<*.

RENAISSANCE IN ITALY : Age of the Despots.

By JOHN ADDINGTON SYMONDS, M.A.

Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 16*.

London: Smith, Elder Ic Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

CHEAP EDITION OF MISS BRADDON'S LATEST NOVEL.

B A

Early in August, price 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.

THE STORY OF

R B A R

HER SPLENDID MISERY AND HER GILDED CAGE.

By the AUTHOR of 'LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET,' &c.

SEW ROMANCE OP LONDON LIFE.

On July 20, price 2s.; cloth gilt, 2s. titf.; postage, id.

THE ORANGE GIRL.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED BY GUBTAYE DORE.

On July 20, price 2s.; cloth gilt, 2s. id.; postage, id.

The KING'S PAGE: a Love Story.

Now ready, price 2s.; cloth, 2m. 6<t\; postage, Ad.

LOTTIE'S FORTUNE. The New Novel.

By the AUTHOR of ' SOPHIE CREWE,' Sec.

" A wild, rattling, exciting story, full of matter."—Athenaum.

London : J. Sc R. Maxwell, Milton House, Shoe-lane, E.C.

EPPS'S COCOA.

GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our

breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong

enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us ready to

attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well

fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame.''— Civil Service Gazette.

James Epps & Co. Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

MAKERS OF EPPS'S GLYCERINE JCVUBES.-Soldin LabtiUi Box* only.

)HO:NIX FIRE OFFICE, Lombard-street
and CHARrNO CK08S, LONDON.—Established 1782.

Prompt and Liberal Lou Settlements.
Insurances effected in all ports of the World.

JOHN J. BROOMFIELD, Secretary.

[FECIAL DEPOSIT RATES.

CO.O. BARKER &

BASKEB.S,
39 and 40, MARK-LANE, LONDON.

(Established 1863.)

Cuaanra BASisns-The BANK ol ENGLAND

DEPOSITS ol 1«. and upwards received
On demand . . . . . . 3] per cent, per anni
Seven Days' Notice . .

SO Days" Notice
3 Months' Notice

An Extra Bonus of 1 per Ce
Twelve complete Months.
Current Account, opened on the

Bonking transacted.

■1

I*
a

1 every description of

N
OTICE. -MARKS, DURLACHER BROS.

385, OXTORD-STBEET, W.

ANTIQUE WORKS of ART and general Objects of I
authenticity of every Object guaranteed

INEXPENSIVE BOOKCASES, Oak or Mahogany,
I with Movable Shelves, 8} In. deep, Embossed Leather under
Fronts. 1/. 7s. Qd. to 5f. Forty Bookcases, Thirty Library Table*, In Stock
to aelect from, l*rice Lists, post free —mil CE, SMITH & Co., 207 and
200, Tottenham Court-roud, and 1, Chenle*-*treet, W.

"OSEPH GILLOTT'S

Sold by all c

s
TEEL PENS.

IjHJKNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
THROUGHOUT on

MOEDKR'S HIKE SYSTEM.
The Original, Rest, and most Liberal.

Cs*h Price*.
No extra charge for time given.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particular! of tenni, post free.
F. MOEDER, 248, 249. 250. Tottenham Court-road , and 19, 20, and 21,\BUbll»hed 1862.

Morwell-atrect, W.C. Establi

FMOEDEIi begs to announce that the whole of
• the above Premise* have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture Trade, nnd now form one of the most commodious
Warehouses In the metropolis.

Red-room Suites, from 67. 8s. to SO Guinea*.
Drawing-room Suites, from 91. Qt. to 45 Guinea*.
Dining-room Suite*, from 71. 7s. to 40 Guineas.

And all other Goods in great variety.

F. MOEHEU, 248, !
Morwell-street. W.C.

APOLLIN ARIS WATER.
" Laurea donandus ApoUlnarl. "—Horace, Book lv. Ode 2.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1879.
ANNUAL SALE, B,000,000.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY, Limited, 19, Regent-street, London, S.W.

IOTS 110 and 111.— Lot 110, very soft Old
J PALE SHERRY, at 30s. ; and LOT 111, very soft OLD OLOROSO

SOLERA, pale gold, at 33j. per dozen —SHERRIES of the old style, mel
lowed by age, very soft, and entirely free from the flerynes* which has
been so detrimental to the consumption of Sherry. These exceptionally
largo Lots are placed in the hands of the Association for forced realiza
tion . and are offered to the Public, while on the special Lot List, at
greatlv reduced price*, Instead of being Sold by Auction —The LONDON
CO-OPERATIVE WINE ASS( KMATI ON, Limited. 10 and 12, John-street,
Adelphi, W.C .removed from 446, Strand).

PROTECTION FROM FIRE.

JgRYANT & MAT'S

PATENT SAFETY MATCHES.
EIOHT PRIZE MEDALS.

ADVANTAGES :—

Are not rOISONOl'8.
Are free from 8MBLL.
Arc manufactured
Without Phosphorus.
Arc perfectly harmless
To the Operatives employed.
Arc very DAMP PROOF.
LIGHT ONLY ON THE BOX.

EIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

"PROTECTION TO HEALTH.

MR. G. H. J O N E S,
KI ROEON DENTIST.

57, GREAT RUSSELL-STREET, LONDON

(Opposite the British Museum),

Will be glad to forward his Pamphlet on Painless Dentistry, free,
enclosed by po#t. which explains the most unique system of the adjust
ment of Artificial Teeth without paia.

Coosultallon free, from 10 to 5.

INNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have

approved of this Pure Solution as the best remedv for
ACIDITY of the STOMACH, HRARTHURN, HEAD
ACHE, GOUT, and INDIGESTION ) and as the safest
Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and
Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.

ANITAS" and DISINFECTION.—The Pine
KJ Forest at Home.—The SANITAK PREPARATIONS arc in us*

in more limn 300 Itonrds of Health, Hospitals, Jtc. Non-poisonous,
stainless. Hgreenblu and healthful. Disinfecting Fluids, Powders, and
Household Soaps ; Toilet Sonpsand Fluids ; Tooth and Nursery Powders.
Of all Chemists, or of the Manilas Compuny, Limited, Rethual Oreeu,
London E Testimonials of highest Medical and Sanitary Authm lti»js
free. Of universal necessity as the most perfect Puritler and Disin
fectant.
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WILLIAM S. BURTON,

GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGER,

BY APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

SENDS A CATALOGUE GRATIS AND POST PAID.

It contains upwards of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, with Lists of Prices, and Plans of the 30 large Show- Rooms,

At 39, Oxford-street; 1, la, 2, 3, and 4, Newman-street; 4. 5, and 6, Perry's-place ; and 1, Newman-yard, London, W.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.—
The real NICKEL SILVER, Introduced thlrty-nre rears ago by

vili.iam s. 1IUHTON, when strongly SiWer-platcd, is the best urticle
next to Silver that can be employed as Mich, either usefully or orna
mentally, an by no test can It be distinguished from Silver.

Witii ordinary usage this quality will wear Twenty Years.
A small, useful Set, guaranteed of first quality for durability and

finish, us follows s—

Best Quality, strongly Plated.

12 Table Forks...,
12 Table Spoons . .
12 Dessert Forks .
•12 Dewcrt Spoons
12 Tea Spoi

ons, gilt bowls
I Sauce Uidle*
1 Gravy Spoon
2 Salt Spoons, gilt bowls . . .
I Mustard (Spoon, gilt bowl .
1 Pair of Sugar Tongs .

" Fish Os—Pair of
Butter Knife
Soup Ladle
Sugar Sifter

Piddle Bea 1 King's
or Old or or
Silver. Thread. Ml. II

£ ... d. £. «. d £. 1. d.
1 10 0 2 1 0 2 5 0
1 10 0 3 1 0 2 9 0
1 2 0 1 9 0 1 11 0
12 0 1 9 0 1 11 0
0 14 0 1 0 0 12 0
0 9 0 0 12 0 0 13 6
0 6 0 0 8 0 0 9 0
0 6 0 o a 0 0 9 0
0 3 0 0 4 0 0 4 6
0 1 C 0 2 0 0 2 3
0 2 0 0 3 6 0 4 0
0 19 6 1 3 < 1 4 6
0 2 P 0 3 e 0 3 9
0 9 0 0 11 0 0 12 0
0 3 0 0 4 0 0 4 0

S 19 Jill 19 6 13 0 6

. a relative number of
Any Article to be had singly at the sa
An UAK CURST to contain the above,

Knlvefi, Ac., - l l.'>i.
A Second Quality of Fiddle Pattern Tabic Spoons and Forks, Sa. per

do*. -. Dessert, 17s. ; Tea, 12a.
CA1UUAGE PAID to any Hatlwny Station.

■/ Samples at above rules post freev , . .

T?ISH KNIVES and FOKKS.
47 WM. S. BUKTON.

Ditto ditto Richly Chased Blades
Silvered ditto ditto ....

Mahogntny Cases for 12 knives, 8s. ; 12 kill
FISH CAHVKRS. in CASES
TEA and COFFEE SETS. FOCH PIECES ....
DISH COVERS. SET of I'Ol'R
•CORNER DISHES. SET ol FOUR

BISCUIT I10XES
CRUET FRAMES
BUTTKB COOLERS

CLARET Jl'OS
ICE JUGS, from
ICE PAILS
LIQUOR FRAMES. 3 BOTTLES
•SOUFF1.KT DISHES

TEATOTS
VEGETABLE UISHF.S. 3 DIVISIONS
■WAITERS and TEA TRAYS

Knives, Forks,
per Doz.

0
por Doz.

±2 5
0

£1 19 0
3 6

0
2 8 0

3 0 2 14 0
es and forks Us.
£0 16 0 to £4 4 0
3 is 0 21 0 0
7 0 0 24 0 0
5 10 0 18 18 0
0 10 6 5 10 0
0 12 11 10 10 0
0 5 6 3 3 0
6 8 0 18 0 0
1 0 II 8 0 0
3 2 0

1 18 0
—

0 7 0
1 10 0 lf 8 0 0
: s 0 2 18 0
0 is 0 (, 4 5 0
2 2 0 5 15 0
1 0 0 ,, 18 0 0

D

C

ESSERT KNIVES and FORKS.

Fine Ivory Handles. Plain Blades, 12 pairs £2 14 0
Finest Carved ditto, Chased Blades, 17 pairs 4 4 0
Pearl Handles, Plain Blades. 12 pairs 3 18 0
Fine Carved ditto. Chased Blades, 12 pairs 6 0 0
Silvered Handles. Plain Blades. 12 pairs 3 6 0
Silvered Handles, Chased Blades, 12 pain 3 18 0

Mahogany Cases for 12 pairs, 9«. to 15s.
REFLATING by the PATENT PROCESS.

CARRIAGE PAID to any Railway Station.

UTLERY.—The most varied assortment of
Table Cutlery, sU warranted.

Table 1 Dessert 1 CarversWM. S. BURTON

The Blades are all of the Finest Steel

3J-in. Ivory Handles, perdox..
do. do. .
do. to balance, do. .

do. do.
do. do.
do. line do.
do. do.
finest African

do.
do.
do. Silv

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

r Ferrules, do.
o. do.

do. Llectrn-plated Iliad'
Nickel Ktiitrw-plated Handles, King's
Bead, or Thnad latum, do. .,

Black Hum Riveted Handles, do.
Do. large si*e do
l>o to i^tlance, do
W hite Ki.uedo ,
Best do do ,

Knives, Knives

s. d,
12 «
1(1 6

s. d.

12 0
13 6

24 0 18 0

40 0
50 0
48 0

23 0
7 6
9 6
12 6

per pr.

j. d.

7 6
7 6
9 0
10 6
13 6
14 6
14 0
17 0
15 0

•CARRIALI- PAID to any Railway Station.
pout free.

Samples at above rates

TTOUSE FURNISHING. — EASY TERMS of
JLL PURCHASE -ESPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS made with refer
ence to CREDIT without in any way altering the system of PLAIN
FIGURES and FIXED PRICES, thus retaining to the PURCHASER
all the advantages of Prices arranged for N ET CASH, and charging only

the Paymentsfor the time over which the 1

w
I L L I A M S. BURTON.

BEDSTEADS, o Best Make only. 150 Patterns
on Show.

Servants' Bedsteads from 10s. 6<f. to 19«.
French do. from Us. Gd. to 23*. 6d.
Do. Iron and Brass Bedsteads from 23s. to 100s.

Half-Tester Bedsteads from 34s. to •<"■<■</.

Ditto. Iron and Brass from 79m, Gd. to -JUf.
COTS, CHAIR-BEDSTEADS, COUCHES, &c.

BEDDING MANUFACTURED on the Premises.
Extreme care is tuken, even where the prices arc the lowest, to

use only such materials as will wear satisfactorily.

FOR BEDSTEADS.-Wide.

Straw Pall losses
Mattresses, Alva Under .

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Best Cocoa Fibre
Coloured Wool
Extra Thick
Best Brown Wool
Good White do
Superior do
Good Serviceable Hair . . .
Good Horsehair
Extra Super do
Extra Thick do
French Wool and Hair ...
Superior do
Spring, with Top Stuffing .
Super Horsehair do

3 Feet. 4 Feet
6 In. 5 Feet.

£. s. d 1' i d £. s. d.
8 0 12 0 13 4
13 6 18 6 10 6
13 • 10 0 1 2 0
14 6 110 1 3 0
16 6 1 3 0 1 6 0

1 3 0 1 13 6 1 17 0
1 11 6 2 6 6 2 12 0
2 10 0 3 13 e 4 1 0
1 9 0 2 3 0 2 7 6
2 0 0 2 18 0 3 5 0
3 1 0 4 12 0 5 4 0
3 15 0 5 15 0 6 8 0
14 0 1 15 0 1 19 0
2 8 6 3 12 6 4 0 0
2 3 0 2 r o 3 3 0
3 5 0 4 7 6 4 15 0

GOOD

B
E D

Mahogany or Wain
Best do. do.

CABINET FURNITURE.
WILLIAM S. BURTON.

ROOM FURNITURE.
WASHSTANDS.

nod Maple. Oak, Ac from 6s. flrf.
Pine do. 34j. 6d.
'ble top do. v Od.

DRAWERS.
Japanned Maple. Oak, &c from 17*. Od.
Best Polished Pine do. i»s. Od.
Mahoguny or Walnut do. 38j. 6d.
Best do. do do. 78s. 6rf.

DRESSING-TABLES, with Drawers.
Japanned Maple, Oak, Sec from Rjr. Od.
Best Polished Pine do. 25s. (id.

r Walnut do. 35j. 0d.
do. 50*. Od.

WARDROBES, Hanging Presses.
Japanned Maple. Oak, 4c. from «)». Polished Pine, from 117s. Gd.

Solid Mahogany or Walnut, from 72s. 6d.
Best Mahogany, from 230s.
Complete SUITES, In Solid MAHOGANY or WALNUT, comprising

Hanging Press. Chest of Drawers. Washstand, with marble top, and
Towel Rails, Dressing-Table, Toilet Glass, and Two Choirs, from
10t. 9*.

DINING-ROOM FURNITURE.—Mahogany
CHAIRS, covered in Leather, stuffed Hair and Spring Seats, from

25s i do. do. In Hair Cloth. 18s. 6d. Mahogany COUCHES in Hair
Cloth. 62s Gd. , do do in Leather. 130s. Mahogany DINING TABLES,
telescopic action, ben. 105s , do. do. second quality. - < Mahogany or
Walnut HIDEHOAKDS, -i, , do. do PIRATE-GLASS Backs. 115*.
EASY CHAIRS, stuffed Horsehair, Spring Seats, 37*. fid.

FURNITURE for DRAWING-ROOMS.—Couches,
JL Settees, Ottomans, Easy and Fancy Chairs, Centre Table*, Work
Tables, Occasional Tables, and Card TiiWs, Chiffoniers and Cabinets,
Davenports and Whatnots, Music Cabinets and Stools. The above in
Walnut, Black and Gold, and Fancy Woods.

jOASALIERS in great variety, for Dining,
VX Drawing Rooms, Libraries, and Offices. Comprising Bronze of
many Shades, Polished Brass. Ormolu, and Ormolu with China Dish and
Vase. Also, Single, Double, and Treble Brackets, for side-lighting.

2 lights Gasaiiers ,
3 lights
5 lights

Hall and Vestibule Lamps. .

from -."'».
33s.
t-o.<.
Si

ll*.

D
COVE

Best Block Tin 16*. Od. to 82*. the Set.
Britannia Metal, Plated Handles 75*. 6d. to 61. 16*. „
Nickel Plated on Steel Covers, very

durable, require no cleaning
Electro Silver

51.5*.
71. to 2U.

F
ENDERS, STOVES, KITCHEN RANGES,

FIUE-IKON8. and UHIMNEY-PIECE8.

WILLIAM S. BURTON respectfully invites in
spection of his StocK ot CHIMNEY-PIECES, Interiors, and

Modern Orates, Fenders, Tiles, and Curbs lor Hearths i—

GRATES — Register and Hob Grates with Tile
Panels.

INDEPENDENT or DOG GRATES, in Berlin
JL Black, Black and Brass, all Brass. Steel and Ormolu.

. Upwards of HO New Designs on Show. )

TILE PANELS for Ditto, Hand Painted or Printed.
(Several Special Designs.)

T^ENDER CURBS for TILE HEARTHS, in Steel,
J- Brass, Berlin Black, and Marble of various kindti.

TILE HEARTHS. — An assortment of 50 Tile
Hearths, all differing in Design, ready laid for inspection.

CHIMNEY-PIECES in Foreign and English Mar
bles, Early English, Oak and Walnut, inlaid China Tiles, P

or Engraved Brans lancls, and Bevelled Glass Hates
Most of the above are so arranged as to give the Viewer a <

Idea uf the general effect of the articles when fixed,

JgLACK REGISTER STOVES, 9*. to 151. ISs.

RIGHT REGISTER STOVES, with Ormolu
Ornnments. 21. 12,. 6d. to 361.

HINA-TILED REGISTER STOVES, 31. 8». to

B

C

J)0G STOVES, in great variety, 12*. 6d. to 201.

B

M

ERLIN BLACK and BRONZED FENDERS,
for Bed-rooms, Dining-rooms, Libraries, 4c., 3i. 9d. to It* 2*.

STEEL FENDERS, for Drawing-rooms, with
Ormolu Ornaments, from 21. 2m. to 201, 15*.

ARBLE FENDERS for TILE HEARTHS,
from ; > • .

piERCED BRASS FENDERS, 20k. to 10/.

T^IRE-IRON RESTS for TILE HEARTHS, 12*.
X to 151. 10s. per pair.

J^IRE-IRON STANDS, 12«. to 60*. each.

FIRE-IRONS, from it. 3d. the Set of Three to
61. 10s.

J£ITCHEN RANGES, from 21. 2s. 6d.

JJATHS and TOILET WARE.

Sponge Baths, Best 1
Sits do. do.
Plunge do. do.
Hip do. do.
Travelling do. do.
Oas Furnace do. do.
TraTclling Trunks do.

«». 3d. to 25...
. 12s. „ IBs.

Ill ,, Ms.
10s ,. 2Ss. Od.

■ 17s. „
, 120s. ,

ins. Od. .
Toilet Ware. Bath Can and Pail lis. „

Alarge assortment of Hot aud Cold Plunge, Vapour, and
Baths.
Travelling Baths, with Cover, Strap, Lock and Key, 13s. to 43s.

COAL SCOOPS.—Iron, Oak, Walnut, Mahogany,
and Ebonizcd. New Stock of Four Hundred different Designs.

Japanned Iron, from 2*. 4d to 51. of. Solid Oak. Mahogany, Walnut,
or Ebonizcd, with Shovel and Lining, full size, 24*. to lt&&.

(BLOCKS, CANDELABRA, and BRONZES.
\j Drawing-room Clocks, from ; Dining-room Clocks, from 21. 10*. ,
Hall Clockit, from 21. ; Kitchen Clocks, from 6*. Gd.

T AMPS.—WILLIAM S. BURTON invites atten-
-Li tion to this Season's SHOW of LAMPS, comprising, among other*,
the following variation: -KoroHinc. l*atcut Duplex. Suipindin™. Wall
Queen's Beading French Moderator, &c., In Bronze, Porcelain, Crystal,
Oi inolu, 4cc., from 2*. 6d. to I4i.

PURE COLZA OIL of the best quality, 2*. lOd. a
gallon. Moderator Globes, 2*. Gd. ; do. Chimneys, Gd. each. Cottos

Wicks, 3d. per dozen.

KEKOSINE.—This Oil is for burning in the
Duplex ond ot ,cr Lamps of a similar construction. Water-whife*.

inodorous, and safe I*. Id. per trail on ; in Drums of 5 gallons and
upwards, La per gallon. Duplex Globes, 2*. each j Chimners, Gd.

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S VANS DELIVER GOODS IN LONDON AND ITS SUBURBS AS UNDER:-

DAILY : TtayswaU'r, Helsize Park, Brompton, Camden
Town, City, Chelsea, Haverstock Hill, Highbury, Holloway,
Islington. Kensington, Kentish Town, Kilburn, Notting
Hill, Pimllco, St. John's Wood, Shepherd's Bush, West End

(all Parts).
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and FBIDAY : — Fulham,

HAsmn^isinith, and Walliam Green.
AlUh DA Y :—Chiswick Orove Park, Tumham Green.

TUESDAY, THUHSDAY, and SATTJHDAY :—Borough,
Brixton, Camberwell, Clapham, Dalston, Duhvich Hill,
Hackney, Heme Hill, Kennington, Kingsland, Lambeth,
Peekham, Tulse Hill, Walworth.

TUESDAY and FRIDAY : — Finsbury Park, Holloway
(Upper), Tollington Park.

WEDNESDAY :—Finchley.

Goo Is beyond the above-named places delivered by special arrangement.

The cost of delivering Goods to the most distant parts of the United Kingdom by Ballway is trifling. WILLIAM 8. BUETON undertakes delivery at a small fixed rate.

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY :—Crouch End, Hamp-
stead, Highgate, Hornsey.

THURSDAY Anerley , Forest Hill, Norwood, Sydenham.

FRIDAY :—Acton, Barnes, Battcrsea, Blackheath, Castla
Bar, Eltham, Ealing, Greenwich, Lee, Lewlsham, Putney,
Wandsworth, Wimbledon.

SATURDAY :—Stamford Hill.

Communications should be addressed to "The Editor "—Advertisements and Uusliu'ss Letters to "The Publisher "—at the onice, SO, WcllimrtoD-strect, strand, London, W.C.
Printed by E. J. FasKCls. Athensum Press, Took's-eourl, L'hancerv-lane, B.C ; and Published bj John Pa.Mcia, at No. .'■ 1 WeUtufrtou-strcet. Strand, W.C.

AfentS; lor ScoruitD, Messrs. Bell At Uradlute, and Mr. John Menzles, Edinburgh ;—for IaiuifD. Mr John 1 obertsoa, Dublin.— Saturday, July 17, 1180.
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PRICK

THREEPENCE!

REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

LINNEAN SOCIETY.—The COUNCIL will, in
OCTOBER N'EXT, proceed to appoint s LIEHAKIAN -Candidate,

raoit be competent to Sab-edlt the Society'* Publication, under the
superintendence of the Secretaries.

Particulars mar be obtained, on Application In writing to the fiscal-
rials , at Burlington House, i'iccadillv, W.

" B. DaYDON JACKSON, Senior Secretary, Llnnean Society.

OYAL ARCHjEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE of
OREAT BKITA1N aR

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY th« QUEEN.
1115 ROYAL HIGHNESS the PRINCE o( WALES, K G. F.S A.

PrtauUnt
The LORD TALBOT DB MALAHIDE, F.R.S. F.8.A.

ANNUAL MEETING ai LINCOLN, 1880.
TUESDAY, July 17, to MONDAY. August 2, inclusive.

GENERAL PROGRAMME.
VrteiderU of the Meeting.

The Right Rot. the LORD BISHOP of LINCOLN.

President* of Sectiont.
Anhqutttea.—President : Sir C Anderson, Hart. ; Vice-Presidents, Rat. J.

Culhnirwood Bruce, LL-D. F.8.A. ; J. L. Ffytche. Esq. F.S A.
History —President. The Right Hon. A. J. B. Beresford Hope, M P.

II D. DCL FR.8. F.SA. ; Vice-Presidents, the Very Rev. the
Dean of Ely. D D. ; B. Peacock. Esq. F.S A.

ArcktUrturt —President, the Right Rev. the Bishop SufTratran of Not
tingham, D.D. F.BJL i Vice-Presidents, M. IL Bloxam, Esq. F.S.A. ;
Rev. Precentor W "

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETINO.

TUESDAY. July 71.—The Mayor and Corporation will receive the
Institute at an Inaugural Meeting. President's Address. Luncheon by
Che Maror and Corporation. Afternoon. Tiait to Lincoln Castle and
general inspection of the City. SecUonal Meetings at *.*).
WEDNESDAY. July 28 —Morning, Sectional Mminrs. Excursion by

rail to Gainsborough, by road to Stow. Home hy rail from Stow Park
•Station ConTerttulone at 0 in the County Assembly Rooms by the
Koyal AnebapologU-al Institnte.
THURSDAY, July 29 —Annual Meeting of the Institute. Inspection

of the Cathedral Afternoon. Sectiunal Meetings. Reception at Rlse-
toolme hy the Right Rev. the Preatdebt. at a.30,
FRIDAY, July 30 —Excursion by rail to Grantham, Sleaford, Hocking-

ton, I kiMan, and Tattershall.
SATURDAY. July 31—Morning. Sectional Meetings. Excursion by

rail to Southwell, Newark, and Hawton. Sectional Meetings at 8.30.
SUNDAY, August 1.-Service In the Cathedral.
MONDAY. August 2. — Morning, Excursion by road to Nsvenbv

Welbourn, Leadenham, Brant Broughtou, and Somerton Castle Even
ing, General Concluding Meeting.
Information regarding the general and local arrangements of the

Meeting may be obtained from the ReT. O T Harvey or the Rav A R.
Maddisoo, Vicars' Court. Lincoln. Tickets for the Meetlngwill be Issued
undaJl information required during the Meeting will be given at the
County Assembly Rooms. Price of Tickets, fur Gentlemen U Is (Dot
transferable), for Ladles 'transferable), 10a, (id., entitling the bearer to
take part in all the Meetings and Proceedings of Uis week to visit the
Museum and all other objects of interest which may be thrown open to
the Institute. Two Tickets of Admission, to hear tha Address of the
President of the Meeting, will be presented to each purchaser of a
Guinea Ticket, and one such Ticket to each purchaser of a Half-Guinea
Ticket.

Tickets of Admission to all the Sectional Meetings and the Museum
only, price St, {transferable).
Extended particulars of each day's proceedings will be issued on

July 27th. together with an Illustrated Handbook of the places visited
.during the Meeting.

Acconiiuusiutioa may be obtained at the White Hart, near the
OftthedruJ, Che Saracen's Head, near the Stone Bow, and the Greet
Northern and Albion Hotels, near the Station. Information respecting
Lodxiogs m-ay be obtained from Mr J. Bashcloloh, Exchequer Gate,
Lincoln By Order of the Council.

ALBERT HARTSHORNE, Secretary.
16, New Bsnrilngton-street, London, W.

S
I E N C E CLUB.

A GENERAL MEETINO Of the MEMBERS of the SCIENCE CLUB
will bo held on the 30th Inst., at Six r a., to empower the Committee
To ELECT a further number of MEMBERS, at an Entrance Fee of X. is ,
and aii Annual Subscription of 41. is. for Town and 31. 3s. for Country
Members.
The Members will Dine together In the Club-House after the Meeting,

at Seven r.n.
„ /Shrnedi I ™MVSV) NEISON.

Science Club, 4, SaYile-row, W. <BHfa«U ^ DOUGLAS H. GOltDON.

I^AC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
AKUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the

iPublicsvs well as to Members at prices varying from 10s. to 48s., and
ode the Works of Giotto, Fra Angelico, Perugino, Andrea del Sarto,
bael Angelo. Raphael, Holbein. Albert Diirer, Ac—Priced '
i particulars of membership, will bewith j ibership, will be sent, post free, on

oodeu, W.

AN ART MASTER, Third Grade, South Ken
sington, 1879, Medallist, and holding Science Certificates L, IL. III.,

< XXIII., also Graduate of the Tonic Sol-fa College, experleiKf-i and sue-
vfrisfnl. seeks an ASSIS TAN rSHIP in an ART SCHOOL or would
undertake the establishment of New Art Classes.—Address H. M., Rose
Bank. St. 8aviour's-road, Jersey.

TO ARTISTS. — A comfortable HOME in a
Vicarage, near the Sea, in South Wales, is offered by a CLERGY

MAN, an Amateur in Art, for the Months of AUGUST and OCTOBER,
At lib*. Weekly, Inclusive terms. One. Two, or Three could be received.
-Coast rocky and grand. Boating, Bathing, and Fishing free.—Vicia,
Angle, Pembroke,

NOTTINGHAM SCHOOL of ART. —The Head
MASTERSHIP of this School wfU become VACANT on the 1st of

OCTOBER NEXT. The Salary is 3001. per annum, and an allowance of
20 per cent, upon the amount received for Fees and Government Results,
which, taking the average of the past three years, wilt (if maintained)
produce a net annual income of about 480..—Applications, stating age of
Candidate, with testimonials, Ac , of recent date, to be addressed to the
BixasTAsr. School of Art. Nottingham {of whom further particulars can
be obtained), must be seat In not later than the 1st of SElTKMJiER
NEXT. HENRY A. GOODYER, Secretary.

A GERMAN ARTIST wishes to meet with a
OBNTLEMAN (with some means), to undertake, on speculation,

ine Exhibition and Sole of a most Interesting and rare Series of Eastern
•subjects (Oil Paintings), executed during his travels In Asia.—Address
Xntowtoa. The Grove, "-

TO SCULPTORS. — WANTED, by a Young
Sculptor. Medallist at the Royal Academy, the use of a STUDIO,

either separately or In conjunction with another Sculptor. — Apply,
(t-.itlusc terms, to A. B., 23, Bessborough-gardens, S.W.

THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

retard to the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R.
THOMPSON, Studio, 43, George-street, Portman-square, W.

ALEXANDRITES.—A few magnificent SPECI
MENS of this remarkable GEM FOR SALE. Orecn by Day and

■3J Night. Also a magnificent Cat's Eye. surrounded with Brilliants,
ft he finest, if not the finest, known —Bates Weight. MineraJngim
Expert in Geais and Precious Stones, 90, Great Russell-street,

Red b
one of
and Expert
London, W.C.

MISS LOUISE WILLES, of Theatres Dniry
Lane. Gaiety, Olympic. Ac, gives LESSONS In DRAMATIC

DECLAMATION and ELOCUTION, both for Professional and Private
purposes.— 12. St. Augustlne's-road, Camden-square, N. W.

D
R. N. HEINEMANN'S THREE POPULAR
LECTURES: The HUMAN FACB 1 1 1 1 natrntcd > ; The OHEK-

AMMKKOAU PAKMON-PLAY (Illustrated) ; The LIVES and WOKK9
ol the CHEAT OEKMAN COMPOSERS (illustrated).—Secretaric* ofIS llllua
Institute*, Bchools. Proprietor* of Halls, Ac , wishing; to arranee :
delivery of these Lecture* should address Dr. HsiNauucx, 80, Up]
Gloucester-place, Portman-square, London.

RUSSIAN thoroughly TAUGHT, and Proficiency
In Reading. Writing, and Speaking the Language guaranteed

within a comparatively snort time. Correspondence carried on and
Translations promptly done. Terms moderate. — Address Ivan, 411,
W'aiidswortli-rood, S.W.

TO LITERARY GENTLEMEN, &c—Wanted,
WORKS to TRANSLATE from the French, Spanish, and English

languages. Terms moderate.—Address L. CVltasd, No. 45, Cambridge-
road, Hastings, Sussex.

SECRETARYSHIP or AGENCY WANTED by a
Gentleman about to settle In London. Is a first-class Accountant,

highly educated, and of large business habits. Highest testimonials as
to character and competency.—Address H. K. T., 10, Warwick-lane, E.C ,
London.

A GENTLEMAN, age 30, well connected, of
limited means, desires to ENGAGE In LITERARY WORK, or as

ECRETARY or AMANUENSIS. A good English and Classical
Scholar.—Address, In first Instance, Vxaui, Street Brothers, 5, Serlc-
street, Lincoln's Inn.

CHOUTLY will he DIRENGAG ED, .in experienced
NEvtSrAl'KR MAN, iM^-^niiKf rx< client rwummeudaiions. Can

either" Edit. Sub-edit
Address V. C.. care of
Fleet-street. E C,

p"*«..**tng e3
Report, or take sol* charse. If
us. Ailama & Francis, Advertising

f ITERATURE and the PRESS.—A Gentleman,
l J of over twenty years' experience In all branches of Newspaper

Work. VOLUNTEERS his SERVICES, wholly or in part. He is a
thoughtful Wriur, a Descriptive Reporter, an experienced Sub-Editor,
and Contributor to the best Journals. He lias been specially successful
In the organization and development of new undertakings.—ExruaicKcs,
ID, Windermere-road, Upper Holloway, N.

N EDITOR, who has for many years succcss-
L fully conducted a Country Journal, Is desirous. In consequence of

a change in the Proprietorship, to obtain another KNGAGKMKNT on a
Weekly Paper. Unexceptionable testimonials and references.—Address
J. C . care of Messrs. Adams Jt Francis, Advertising Agents, 59, Fleet-
street, E.C.

CUB-EDITOR.—WANTED, SITUATION as such
KJ on a Liberal Dally. Highest references as to capacity, ubllity, and
diameter.—Address J. M. T.,57, Darnley-road. Hackney.

THE PRESS.—WANTED to PURCHASE, at the
end of the present Year, a small NEWSPAPER PROPERTY, with

or without Printing Husinea* attached. Advertiser can command 'J,<*lA.
—Address J, R. C. care of Messrs. Adams 4 Francis, Advertising Agents,
59, Fleet-street, London, E.C.

BOOK and PERIODICAL INDEXING. —To
AUTHORS, EDITORS, and PUBLISHERS. — Antiuuarian and

other Works skilfully and comprehensively INDEXED on moderate
terms.—Address T. U. TaowsosLs, Sevcnoaks, Kent.
Some recent Press Ojrinionu : — "The very elaborate Index."—Brief.

" Copious and well arranged."—Newcastle Weekly Chronide. " Very valu
able."—Nottingham Daily Guardian. "A model Index." — Derbyshire
Times. " Laboriously compiled and very complete."—Gloucester Journal.
"An excellent index, "—Rathery Official Gazette. "A copious Index,
arranged so that every subject dealt with may be easily traced."— Brad
ford Chronicle <nd Mail. "Very carefully compiled and complete."—
Hereford Times.

PUBLISHER. — ADVERTISER is open to an
ENGAGEMENT. Active and steady —Address K. T., care of C.

Mitchell * Co., 1st and 13, Red Lion-court, Fleet-street, E.C.

NOTICE.—NOTES and QUERIES.—Now ready,
Vol. I. Sixth Series, with copious Index, price lOj. 6d*.

Johm FaANcis, 30, Wellington-street, Strand.

"I OST, a MANUSCRIPT, entitled 'ALIVE and
-IJ YET DEAD,' sent to the Editor of Fraser'e Magazine, and pro-
bablv returned to a wrong address in November or December, 18. U —
Please communicate with Messrs, Longmavb & Co. 39, Paternoster-row,
Loudon, E.C.

TO PUBLISHERS.- For SALE, MS. and Copy
right of valuable Utile work on the REPUBLIC of PLATO, Books

I.—IV.. for students.—B. A. Oxon., care of Messrs. Adams ft Francis,
Advertising Agents. 59, Fleet-street.

ORTH of ENGLAND.—To PROFESSORS of
MUSIC — A well-established and high-class MUSICAL CON

NEXION for SALE in a populous Town. The Income has been 6001. per
annum. Premium, 4501. Residence, with Furniture at valuation, caa
be had.—Address F. S. de CAJtTxaar Bisson ft Co., 3, Bernent-street,
, W.

"PARTNER WANTED for a PUBLISHING
I BUSINESS —Address A. 18, at C H May * Co.. General Adver
tising Offices, 78, r

PROVINCIAL NEWSPAPERS.—A Serial can
be arranged for previous to Its publication in book form. Has

appeared with success In an influential Yorkshire Newspaper.—Author,
W. Brlant ft Co., 8, Stationers' Hall-court, B.C.

R SALE, the COPYRIGHT of a first-class old-Fo

soually
moi

established MONTHLY MAGAZINE —ForAZINE —For particulars apply, per-
Solicltor, Moira Chambers, 17, Iron-

"Lj^OR SALE, at a low price, a MONTHLY MAGA-
X ZINE for CHILDREN —Address Mauaxiivk, at Horncastles, 61,
Cheapaide, B C.

FOR SALE, owing to ill health of Proprietor, a
PROVINCIAL WEEKLY PAPER ( Illustrated). —Advertisement

Income, «X»I easily raised to l.OOOi.. being more than double cost of
production. Densely populated Districts, and capable of considerable
development with small Capital Machinery nod Plant In good order;
mostly quite new. Large Jobbing Business easily obtained. To small
Capitalists this is an excellent opportunity —Address (letters onlyi. in
first Instance, A B.. 3. Albert-street . Moraiugton-crcscent, London, N.W.

MITCHELL 4c CO., Agente for the Sale and
• Purchase of Newspaper I'roperty, beg to Notify that they hare

several Newspaper Properties for Disposal, both in Lendon and the
'"sis only treated with.

C.

Provinces. Principals only t

C MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
• Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

Probate or Purchase. I nvestigstlons, and Audit of AccounU, *c.

NIVERSITY HALL, GORDON-SQUARE, W.C.
—Students of University College. I-ondon, reside in the Hall

_ Collegiate discipline. The Hall has been approved by the Secre
tary of State fur India as a place of Residence for selected Candidate* for
the Indian Civil Service.—Full particulars as to Rent of Rooms, Fees, &c,
on application to the Principal or Secretary, at the Hall.

E. A. WUHTZBURG. Secretary.

RIGHTON COLLEGE.—The Next Term will
commence on TUESDAY, September i-'Iat.

F. W. MADDEN, M.R.A.S., Secretary.

Entrance
14 and 15.—

Rev D. Wood, College, Loamlngtou ; or, •
e,Vw^.. - 'nswlch.

B

EAM INGTON COLLEGE
i SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION

TRAINING COLLEGE for TEACHERS in
A MIDDLE and 1I10HER SCHOOLS for GIRLS. Skinner-street,
Blshotwgate. ]', C. -The NEXT ENTRANCE EXAMINATION will be
held on SKHT.MllF.R l"th
Candidates lor admission should send In their Names to the Sh nirrvnv

without delay. Several Scholarships will be awurded in September.
LOUISA BROUGH, Secretary.

Office : 1, Queen-street, Brompton, S.W.

BEDFORD COLLEGE (for Ladies), 8 and 9,
York-place. Portman-ttiiuart!, liondon 'near the Baker-street Station

of the Metropolitan Railway ).— The College provides systematic Lectures
by Professors in tho higher subjects of instruction, and FTi-panitory
Classes for Junior Students. The Course is adapted for those who intend
to Matriculate or G militate In the University of London. The SESSION
will BEGIN on THURSDAY, October U All new Students are to
present themselves between 1 1 anil \ on TUESDAY, October 12.
TWO ARNOTT SCHOUVRSHIPS will be awarded by open competition.
l*rospiHtuM-!t. with particulars of Scholarships. Boarding, &v., may bo

had at the CoUege. HENRIETTA LE BRETON, Hon. Sec.

M

ANCHESTER NEW COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY

HALL, GORDON-SUUARK. LONDON.
The College adheres to its original principle of freely imparting Theo

logical Knowledge without insisting on the adoption of particular
Theological Doctrines.

PROGRAMME OF LECTURES FOR THE SESSION 1880-81.
Principal: Rev. JAMES MARTINEAU, D.D. LL.D.

Grounds and Truths of Religion -, or other subject, according to the Class

Greek (Plata or Aristotle).

Professor Rev. JAMES DRUMMOND. B.A.

Introduction to the Textunl Criticism of the New Testament.
Catholic Epistles : Introduction, Criticism, and Rxegcsia.
History of Doctrines.
Reading from a Latin Father.

Professor Rev. J. ESTLTN CARPENTER, M A.

Ecclesiastical History : (1) General Survey of the History of the Church
till the Reformation , <•»} History of the Church in England.

Hebrew : Senior—2 Kings and Isaiah.
Middle—Deuteronomy.

Professor Rev. C. B. UPTON, B.A. B.Sc.

Junior Psychology and Logic fwith reference to I
Graduation in the University of London).

Senior Mental Philosophy.
Ethical Philosophy : Tho Chief Theories Described a
Latin Reading from some Philosophical Writer.
These Lectures, or any of them, are open to Students of either sex, ou

payment of the usual Fees.—For particulars, apply to

R. D. DARBISHIRE, 26, George-street, Manchester, » x,nn BmH. ENFIELD DOWSON, Gee Cross, Manchester, / Hon 8*ca*
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STRATFORD-ON-AVON.—TRINITY COLLEGE
SCHOOL.—The Warden, RICHARD F. CURRY, M.A.. 1* assisted

by Seven Resident Graduate Masters, Two beinj
Languages. Classical and Modern sides. Junior
Boys. Larcc Playgrounds, Fives Courts,
and 60 Guineas.—Apply to the Warder.

r. lujvui, ra n... in hmwim
i being specially for Modern
unior Department for Young
Uytiimuiuni, ±c Terms, 90

QUEEN'S COLLEGE, 43 and 45, Harley-street,
London.—Incorporated by Royal Charter for the Education of

Women, and for granting Certlncates of Knowledge.
The MICHAELMAS TERM will bcein. in School, on MONDAY, Sep

tember 27th, and in the College uu MONDAY, October 4ih. Entrance
Examination in College, THURSDAY, September 30; In School,
SATURDAY, September Jo.

In addition to the usual Curriculum In the School and the Four Years
of the College Course, which prepares for the Matriculation Examina
tion of the University of London, a higher course of instruction has also
been established for Students preparing for the Degree Examination* of
the Nunc University,
Special Courses of Lectures are given in connexion with this Course,

which is not open to Girls under the age of Eighteen. The Fee for each
Course of Ten Lectures is 11. Is., and the Compounder's Fee of 47. 4s. a
Term Includes also such full private tuition as may be found necessary,
and may be applied for by Pupils preparing for the Examinations. A
reduction is made in the case of Associates of the College.
Hoarders are received by Mrs CtRmms, 3P», Harley-street , W. ; Miss

Kwctt, Devonshire I-odge, York-gate. W ; Mrs. Rchset.i., 9, Oppidans-
road, Prlmrose-hlll, N.W. ; Miss Wood, 41, Harley-street, W.; and full
information in regard to these and all other matters connected with
the College may be obtained, by letter, addressed to the SecnmaT, up
to the 30th of September ; after that day by personal application at
the College, between the Hours of Eleven and Three.

WANTED, at the END of AUGUST NEXT, a
HRAD MISTRESS for the HIGH SCHOOL for GIRLS, BOLTON,

Ijutenshlre; a Lady holding Cambridge. Oxford, or London University
First-class Certificate. Requirements: English. Latin. Mathematics;
must have had experience in School Tuition. Salary. 1.101. per annum
A Capitation of if. per annum for every Pupil In excess of Forty.-
Apply, by letter, to T ™

PARIS.—A French Professor, of great experience,
wishes to RECEIVE TWO or THREE YOUNG ENGLISHMEN of

good family, to TEACH them FRENCH thoroughly, as well as Latin
and Greek. Highest references.—For particulars address Monsieur C.
Locis, No. 1, Avenue de Friedland.

PRIVATE TUITION. — Rev. F. 0. Lambert
fM.A. F.G.8.. Ac, Double Honours, Cambridge) PREPARES

PUPILS for Army. Universities. Legal. Medical, and other Examinations.
References exchanged. SUMMER TERM commences AUGUST 1st.—
St. Andrews-street, Cambridge.

A
LADY, holding a First-Class Certificate in the

_ Cambridge Higher Local, distinguished in History, Arithmetic
French, and German, is desirous of PREPARING CANDIDATES for th<
Cambridge Local and Women's Examinations.—Address K. 8. M., May'■
Advertising Offices, 130, Piccadilly.

READING at the SEASIDE.—Resident Pupils
prepared for the Oxford or Cambridge Pass Examinations,

Matriculation, Army, Civil Service, Ac , by a Married Oxford M.A.,
formerly Assistant Classical Master in a Public School. List of Pupils
and Terms on application.—Rev. M.A., Cambridge Villa, Norfolk-road,
Llttlehampton.

EDUCATION in SWITZERLAND. — New
FRAUENBTEIN ACADEMY, ZUG. Established ]R.w. Prepara

tion for the Universities, Commercial Department, German. French,
Italian. Large Modern Ruilding, Gymnasium. Playground, and Gardeu.
Cold and Warm Baths. Highest references. Prospectus on application.
—W. Fetus, Proprietor; M. Kojtt, Principal, late Master of the Swiss
International School, Genoa.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
SSI. OXFORD-STREET.

(Midway between Tottenham Court-road and Mudie's Library.)

- rno 1 OGRAFH.Y,
In Throe distinct Classes,

Class 1.—The REPRODUCTION of PICTURES,
DRAWINGS, and ORIGINAL WORKS of ART, in so perfect a
manner as to make it difficult in some cases to distinguish the Cody
fronTthe Original Work. "
The Fac-simile* are produced in permanent pigments, which may

be of the same kind as those used In the Original. Black, Brown
Sepia. Blue, Red, are ail available Colours.
By this process Artists can have their Pictures Reproduced with

out the expense and delay of engraving, and with the minimum of

Class 2.—The PRODUCTION of PHOTOGRAPHIC
BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS in PRINTING INK by means of the
ordinary Printing Press.
Employed by the Trustees of the British Museum, PalrosrnphicaJ,

Nutmsmatical, Royal Geographical, and other Learned Societies. '
Fac-slmlies of Medals and Coins, Ancient MSS., Paintings, Draw

ings, Sketches, Views, and Portraits from Nature, Ac
AeO.—The special advantages of the Autotype Process for Book

111 imrations are :—
1st. The absolutely Fac-simile nature of the result.
I'nd. It* Cheapness for Small Editions of 2», 300. Ac.
3rd. The Print* direct on the Paper, with suitable margins.

Class 3.—The PRODUCTION of PERMANENT
PHOTOGRAPHS by the WOODBURY or RELIEF PROCESS.
This process is admirably adapted for Portraits, Machinery, Art

Manufactures, Illustrations for Trade Catalogues, Steam-Ship Com
panies, Advertising Cards, Ac. , where large numbers are required and

not an objection..ouuting not
For u

IN the AUTOTYPE GALLERY will be found
a noble COLLECTION of FAC SIMILES of the OLD MASTERS,

including the most celebrated Works of Fra Angelloo, Fra Bartoloinco,
Correglo. Dtircr, Holbein, Michael Anaelo, Raphael, Rubens. Andrea del
Sarto, Titian. Ix-onardo da Vinci, Ac., selected from the principal
Galleries of Europe.
Fine examples of the Modern School. Including Poyntcr, R.A., Mels-

sounier, De NeurlUe. Hosset:!. Burne-Jonea. Ac.
A visit to the Autotype Gallery will prove how readily the walls of

home can be adorned with artistic masterpieces at little cost.

Pictures and Photographs Mounted and Framed.
Pictures carefully Cleaned and Restored.

Send for the AUTOTYPE COMPANY'S New Catalogue, price Cd.
Gratis to;

JR.
W. 8. BIRD, General Manager.

AUTHOR8, POETS, CLERGYMEN, and
SCHOOLMASTERS desirousof PUBLISHING their WORKS are

invited to address Messrs. Moxox, Sacmdem A Co., Publishers, 22, Hen
rietta-street, Covent-garden, W.C.

w
HAT WILL THIS COST to PRINT? — The
Answer promptly supplied by Fitzsihmohs A Sons, Islington

, N. Careful work ; moderate prices.

PRINTING.—JOHN BALE & SONS, Printers of
■«'» Review, and other F '
•ING of Magazines, Pun;

X the Dental Review, the Snaliehtmmnn'e Review, and other Period
ical*, are prepared to undertake the PRINTING of Magazines, l'amphleu,
Bookwork. Catalogues, Ac, on the most reasonable terms. Estimates
free. — Steam Printing Offices, b7-s9, Great Tit ehfleld-street, Oxford-
street, London.

M

TO AUTHORS AND OTHERS.

ESSRS. WYMAN k 80NS, Printers, Litho-
graphers. Bookbinders, and Publishers. Invite the attention ol

Authors to the Facilities offered by their Establishment for the COM
PLETE PRODUCTION of BOOKSof every description, all l>epartment*
of the Business being carried on under the lmmeduite Personal Superii
tendence of the Firm. Inclusive Estimates. Llberalarrangemcnts made
with Authors for the publication of their MSS,, whether Scientific,
Artistic, or Works of Fiction. — Wthui A Sons, Great Queen-street,
London. W C.

HERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
Official and Corporate Seals, Dies, Diplomas. Certificates, Medals,

—is, Ac, exf—* ' ■Book-Plates. Cards, Illuminated Addresses, Ac. executed In finest style
Prize Medal, Paris, 1878; Silver Medal, Sydney, 1880.—H^aar Sous,
8, Green-street. Leicester-square. London.

WANTED to PURCHASE, WOOD ENGRAV-
INGB, Steel or Copper Plntes, and Electrotypes. —T. E. H.

BcLLHJf, 28, Warwick-lane. London, E C

THE MULTIPLEX COPYING PROCESS
gives Forty Copies of Circulars, Music. Ih-awlngs, Plans.

This Process has been adopted by Her Majesty's Government, who
have paid the inventor {Mr. Fellows) MM. for the privilege of using it
throughout all their Departments. No tedious washing off. Suits all
" tcs. Negatives available for yean. Full particulars post free,

CHARLES FELLOWS, 18. Tettenhall-road, Wolverhampton.

FAMILY HISTORY, Heraldry, Topography,
JL America, Witchcraft. First Editions. Crutkshank, Tennyson, Ac.
CATALOGUE, just published, gratia and post free.—J. F. Mekhax,
Puiteney Bridge, Bath.

jpHARLES HUTT'S CATALOGUE of Interesting
and Valuable BOOKS, ready iu a few davs, and post free on re

ceipt of two stamps.—Clement's Inn-gateway, Strand. London.

LONDON LIBRARY,
12, ST. JAMES'S-SQTJARE —Founded in 1841.

Patron-H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WAXES.
President—THOMAS CARLYLE, Esq.

This Library contains 90,000 Volumes of Ancient and Modern Lite
rature, In various languages. Subscription, 31. a year, or 21., with
Entrance-fee of fU.-, Life Membership, 261.
Fifteen Volumes arc allowed to Country, and Ten to Town Members.

Reading-Room open from Ten to half-past Six. Prospectus on appli
cation. ROBERT HARRISON, Secretary and Librarian.

'FHB UNITED LIBRARIES, 307, Regent-
JL street, W.—Subscriptions from One Guinea to any amount,
according to the supply required. All the best New Books, Euglish,
French, and German, immediately on publication. Prospectuses, with
Lists of New Publications, gratis and post free.—".* A Clearance
Catalogue of Surplus Books offered for Sale at greatly reduced prices,
may also be had, free, on application.—Booth's, Chlrto.i's, Hodgson's,
and SAUNosa's A Cruris United Libraries, DOT

GALLERIES in BOND-STREKT to LET, con-
Histlog of Two large Saloons, with top light ; also other Rooms,

suitable for llrtares or Exhibition* of other Works of Fine Art. On
x—»«*othfflrwi*c—Apply, by letter, to X., 25, Redford-street. Strand.

TO ASTRONOMERS.—TO BE SOLD, at a very
moderate price, a HOUSE in the country, together with a recently

erected Observatory, containing a very tine Equatoreal by Cooke, a
sidereal Clock, a Transit Instrument, and the usual accessories for » flrst-
clasH Observatory. A reasonable offer will not be refused.—Particulars
can be obtained ol Cuis. Bulks, Scientific Instrument Maker, 2-44 High
Hoiborn, London.

MESSRS. T. CHAPMAN & SON, Auctioneers,
have pleasure in announcing that they are honoured with in

structions from GEORGE B. SIMPSON, Esq., of SeaAeld, Broughty
Ferry to bring forward for SALE, at their great Rooms, No. 11, Hanover-
street. Edinburgh, on SATURDAY, December 4, and Following Week,
the well-known CABINET of MODERN PICTURES, of the English,
French lk-lKUui,aiid Scottish Schools (embracing many highly important
Works) and the extensive COLLECTIONS of OLD PORCELAIN and
OBJECTS of ART and VIRTU, formed by hiai during the last twenty
years.
Details will be fully given in after notices, and in Catalogues to be

ready a month prior to Sale.
11, Hanover-street. Edinburgh. July SI, 1&90.

A Collection of Engravings, Etchings by linden and Miryon,
IMmst Studioru/ti Plates, Caricatures, e/c.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13, Wellington-

' uly 28, at 1 o'clock precisely, a
Property of a GENTLEMAN;

ait* ( many fine and scarce ) after Sir Joshua
1 Hoppner- Engravings by Old and Modem

Masters—set of Etchings bv Seymour Haden—Works of Mcrvon (chiefly
rst states i— Plates from the Liber Studiornm —Caricatures— Fancy
ubjects—Works illustrated by Geortre Crulkshauk, Ac.
May I* viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had ; if by post,

on receipt of two r*— -

ILLECTION of ENGRAVINGS, ih

Library of the kite JOSEPH HENR Y GREEN, Esq.,

F.R.S. D.CJL $c

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13. Wellington-

street, Strand. W.C, on TUESDAY. July 27. and Two Following Itays,
the LIBRARY of the late JOSEPH HENRY GREEN. Esq, PUS.
D.C.L., Ac. : comprising a valuable Collection of Metaphysical, Philo
sophical, Theological, and MlM-cllaucous Writings, comprising many
volumes enriched with the Autograph Notes of S. T. (Jolcrkiirc, the
poet, and J. H. Gnen, including Coleridge's Manuscript Note-Book—
Coleridge's Publications—Buffon, Histoirc Naturelledes Oiseaux. lu vols,
finely coloured plates, in red morocco—Blbliu Poly* 1 alia Waltoni et
Caatclli lexicon Ueptagluttou, » vols. ■ l^avater s Physiognomy, fl vols,
with Holloway 's Engravlogs—Works of Flchte, Garve. Heeren, Hegel,
Herder, Kant, Goethe. Grimm. Jean Paul Richter. Schclling, Tenneuuinu.
Ac. , and other Standard Works in ail Classes of LI terature.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogue* may be had ; if by post,

on receipt ol four stamps.

Library ofthe late Professor THOMAS BELL, F.R.S. F.Z.S.
F.G.S., and late Secretary of the Royal Society.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON At HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. IS. Wellington-

street, Strand. W.C, on FRIDAY, July 90. and Following Day, at
1 o'clock precisely, the LIBRARY of the late Professor THOMAS
BELL. F.R.S. F.Z.8. F.G.8., and late Secretary of the Royal Society ;
comprislnK valuable Works on Natural History and Miscellaneous Lite
rature, including Gould's Birds of Europe, 5 vols.—Gray's Genera of
Birds, illustrated by D. Mitchell. 3 vola.--Lear's Knowsley Menagerie-
Ray Society's Publications. 54 vols.—Pahrontographleal Society 's Mono
graphs, :J3 vols in Part*—It^evesVConchulogla Iconlca, fe» l*arts--Moore's
Ferns—Bell's Testudinata. the original Drawings—Bell's various Publi
cations—Annates des Sciences Nuturelle*. 130 vols.—Annals of Natural
History, AH vols.—Dlctionnuire des Sciences Naturelles, 71 vols. — lid wurds's
Botanical Register, 10 vol*.—Forbes and Hanley's British Mollusc*.
4 vols.—Camden Society's Publications. 151 vols.—Encyclopaedia Metro
politan*. £» vols.—Htabrooks North American Harpetology, 5 vols.—
Art ru inn Publications— Bonaparte—Fauna Italic*, 3 vols.—Transactions
of the various Learned Societies—Ruskin's Seven Lamps of Architecture
—Sowerbv's English Botany, with supplement. 40 vols, in 24—Yarrell's
Birds and Fishes. U vols, large paper—J-odge's Portrait*. 6 vols, large

t—Owen's Odontography. 2 vols.—Meyer's British Birds, ' ~pnpei
and i

. odontoirraphy. vols.— Meyers Ilritish llirds. A
other Standard Works in all Classes of Literature.

May be viewed two days prior. Catalogue* may be bad ; II by post, on
receipt of fi

The valuable Collections of Greek, Roman, and English Coins
and Medtds of HENR Y VINE, Esq. , of Hath, and of other
Collectors.

ESSRS, SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13. Wellington-

street, Strand. W.C, on TUESDAY, August 3, and Three Following
* ^a, at 1 o'clock precisely, the valuable COLLECTION of ROMAN

M
street
Days, m x u i:iuci Liiwmij. mw twiwuic vuiiuduiiuii wi
CONSULAR IMPERIAL DENAKII. ENGLISH COINS, Ac, In Gold,
Silver, and Copper, of HENRY VINE, Esq., of Bath, relinquishing the
pursuit, and other Properties ; comprising Greek. Roman, English, and
Foreign Coins and Medals, Including, among other rarities, in Gold :
numerous fine, scarce, and valuable Consular and Imperial Aurei—
23 rare Hindoo Medallions, Ac—Five-Guinea and Touch Pieces, or
Angels—Guineas—Philip II- of Spain's Real d'Or, with ang., struck for
Brabant ; Silver : War Medals—Richard II. Groat, Penny, and Half
penny — Richard III. Groat — numerous Crowns, including Briot's
Charles I , with m. m. thistle, B. Qym. Devs. Ac, of fine art—many
Demi-Ecus of Charlrs-Uulnt. and other* of Philip II. witb ang. fra., Ac,
from a recent nnd in Sicily—and some Greek Coins, scarce and valuable
—Nutnittuiatic Books—Coin Cabinets. Ac.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be bad ; if by post,

on receipt of four stamps.

The Natural History Collections of the late Professor THOMAS
HELL, F.R.S. F.Z.S. F.G.S., and late Secretary of the
Royal Society.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON k HODGE
wIU SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington-

street. Strand. W.C. on WEDNESDAY, August 4, at I o'clock precisely,
the NATURAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS of the late Professor
THOMAS BELL, F.R.S F.Z.8. F.O.S . and late Secretary of the Royal
Society ; comprising Minerals, Fossils, and Shells. Also Recent and
Fossil Crustacea, many used in illustrating hi* various Works—Choice
Shells in fine condition—Cabinets of British and Exotic Lepidoptera,
Coleoptera, and other Insects. Also a small Collection of Minerals and
Fossils, containing many select Specimens of Silver, Gold, and other
Minerals, some rare—Several Cabinets, adapted for Minerals, Shells, Ac.
May be viewed two day* prior. Catalogues may be had ; if by

on receipt of two stamps.

Valuable Collection of Cinquecento and later Artistic
Portrait Medals.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington-

street, Strand. W.C, on SATURDAY. August 7, at 1 o'clock precisely,
an important nnd valuable COLLECTION of CINQUBCENTO and
LATER ITALIAN. FRENCH, GERMAN, and ENGLISH ARTISTIC
PORTRAIT MEDALS, in SILVER and BRASS, the Property of a
GENTLEMAN; including the beautiful productions or PlsaneUo, De
Pastl. EiiJtola. Caradotwo, Bernard i, Domenico dl Polo, Spinelli, Leone
Leonl, Galeotti, Tresxo, Bonxagna, D. Porglnl, Annlbale Fontana.
Heinrich itrtnt, Valentin Maler, Duprtf, Warm. T. Simon, and orher
eminent Artist* of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries.
May be viewed two days previously. Catalogues may be h

post, on receipt of two stamps.
i; it by

Valuable Engravings, the Property ofa well-known Collector
giving up the pursuit.

M
ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, 1-eicester-square. W.C, This Day,

SATURDAY, July 2A, and Three Fallowing Day* (Sunday excepted),
valuable and rare ENGRAVINGS (some being unique) formed during
many years by a COLLECTOR, consisting of Works by and after the
Masters of the Italian, German, Flemish. Dutch. French, Spanish, and
English Schools, scarce Chiaroscuro and Wood Print* ,and rare British.

Catalogues (by post), two stamps.

Valuable Hooks, including somefrom t/ie Library of the lots
E. V. KENEALY, LL.D.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C. on THURS

DAY, July 2d, and Two Following Days, at ten minutes past I o'clock
precisely, valuable ROOKS, including some from the LIBRARY of the
luxe EDWARD VAFGHAN KBNEALY, LL.D.; including Boydel's
Shakespeare, 8 vols.—Bell's Aldine Poets, A3 vols.—Lvttou's Novels,
:c.t vols —Molirre, by Van lAun. 6 vols —Couch's British Fishes—Morris's
British Birds and Moths—Knight's Gallery of Portraits,? vols.—Turner's
England and Wales, by Lloyd— Whitaker s WhaJley and Craven—Victor

jto's Works, H> vols.—Ruskin's Stones of Venice— Encyelopurdia
Britannica. last edition 11 vols, (all pub. >—Voragine Legends Sanctorum,

!—(irosurts Worthies' Library, L.r., 13 vols.—Lodge's Portraits,
. 4 vols.—Fouquet, QSuvres. 2 vol*.—Turner Galtenr—Shaw's

Dresses and Decorations. L.r.. 2 vol*, crimson mor.—Hogarth's Works
—Stothards Monumental Effigies—Waring'* Masterpiece*—Walton's
Polyglott Bible— Daly, Motifs d'Architecture—Publications of the Early
English Text Society, AS Nos.—Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, com
plete to lttW—l.uut I'lasl er Casts of Antique Gems—a Series of Astrological
Almanacks—and Miscellaneous Books in all Branches of Literature.

Catalogues (by post), two stamps.

M

A valuable Collection of Engravings, Caricatures, qtc.

ESSRS. PUTTICK Sc SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-«K|U*re, WC, on

WEDNESDAY. August 4, and Following Day, at ten minutes past
1 o'clock, precisely, a valuable COLLECTION of ENGRAVINGS, POR
TRAITS, choke Proof Dlustratioos to the Works of English Poets—
Theatrical 1 Tints— old Musters—* large Collection of the Works of
James (iillray, Kowksndsoo, Cruikshank, and other Caricaturist*—
Lariy Etchings, Woodcuts, Ac.

Catalogues (by post), two stamps.

High-class Paintings and Water-Co/our Drawings.

ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47, I^lcester- square, W.C. on

FRIDAY. August 6. at ten minutes past 1 o'clock precisely, a small
OOUBCTION of illKh-elas* PAINTINGS and WATHR-COLOUR
DRAWIN Os, meat of which have been obtained direct from the Artists ;
including exaniplis of B. W. Leader. J. A O'Connor, G ArmWeld C
Lattermole, u, F. Reynolds, W. Cruik*hank. &c.

Catalogues are preparing.

M
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Autograph, Letters and Valuable Books.

ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, it thetr House, 47, 1 iter nai W.C., on

MONDAY, August 9. and Following Davs. at K) minutes past 1 o'clock
precisely, a small number of AVTUORAPH LETTEU8, lmludtajr
hob. Burns. Kir W. Scott, IMac Newton, 4V.—an Original Poem ol Si
line*, written on GUm. by Robert Burns ; also a COLLECTION of
BOOKS, comprising several small private Libraries.

Catalogues are preparing.

Miscellaneous Books, including the Stock of a H'est-End
BooksAler.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Room*. 114, Chancery-lane, W C , on WEDNESDAY,

July 23, and Two Following Days, at 1 o'clock. MISCELLANEOUS
BOOKS, Including Dutnont, Corps Diplomatique, 19 vols —1'inkerton s
Travels, 17 vols.—Encyclopaedia Hrltannlca. 21 vols —Caswll s Picturesque
Europe, h vols —Carlyle's Works, M vols.—Nichols Poets, 4fl volt.—
Powya Land Club Publications, 12 vols.—S. Augustinl Opera, 11 vols.—
6. Ambroail Opera, 4 vols.—Jar. Taylor's Works, 10 toss.—Newman's
Sermons ftc, 20 vols.— Manning's Sermons. 6 vols —Quarterly Review,
142 toIs.—Edinburgh Review, 111 rots —Blackwood. 03 vols - Nature,
30 Tola.—also a neat Dwarf Bookcase—a Mahogany Print Stand, ftc.

To be viewed, and Catalogues had.

Old Tapestry, Decorative Furniture, and Porcelain.

"VTESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
.1*1 respectfaUy give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at
thetr Great Rooms, King-street. St. James sHuuare, on WEDNESDAY,
July W, at 1 o'clock precisely, OLD TAPESTRY ; comprising a set of
four Panels of Brussels Tapestry, from the designs of Raftaelle s Car
toons—a set of three large Panels of Early Flemish Tapestry, with
Triumphal Processions, after A. Mantegna—a set of three small Panels
of Aubuason Tapestry, with the History of Toblt—four tint Decorative
Panels, with Classical Figures in brilliant colours, *e —also a Panel of
Windsor Tapestry—Carved Oak Cabinets—Chairs, covered with em
bossed leather—Oriental and other Porcelain—Bronzea. ftc.

May be viewed two days preceding, and Catalogues had.

The Service of Silver and Sdver-Gilt IHate of the Bight Hon,
the Earl of HABD WICKE.

2SSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms. King-street, St. James's -square, on FRIDAY,
August 6, at 1 o clock precisely, the SERVICE of SILVER and HILYER-
G1LT PLATE of the Right Hon the Earl of HARDWICKK ; including
si large Sideboard Dish, a helmet-shaped Ewer, a pair of Salvers, a pair
of two-handled Cups and Corera, a pair of Soap Tureens, a pair of Cake
Baskets, a flat Bowl, a set of three Sugar Castors, and two sets of Salt
cellars, all made by Paul Lamerie between 1723 and 1741—a handsome
Siiver-OUt Centre-piece—a set of four Silver-Gilt Candelabra—a pair of
Silver-Gilt Vases—also Silver Groups and Rare Cups, and a considerable
uantitv of useful Plate, including Meat Ittshea, Plates, Cruet-Frames,

* Coffee Pots, Candelabra, Candlesticks, Inkstands, Forks, and
quantity
Tea and

M

The Wimpole Gallery.

ESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON &. WOODS
respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Gre»t Rooms, King-street, St. James's-square. on SATURDAY.
August 7 at 1 o'clock precisely, the celebrated GALLERY of HISTORI
CAL PORTRAITS and other PICTURES of the Right Hon. the Earl
of HARDWICKR, removed from Wimpole Hail. Cambridgeshire ; com
prising several hlrhly important examples of Sir Joshua Reynolds, and
including Master ITillip Yorke with a Robin, one of the painter's most
fascinating works, well known by the engraving of S. W. Reynolds—a
•plead id Portrait of the Marquis of Rockingham in the Robes of the
Oarter—also Portraits of the Second Earl of Hardwicke, the Hon. John
Yorke, and Archbishop Seeker—very fine and rare Portraits of Queen
Elizabeth and Sir Walter Raleigh, by Zucchero—Sir Henry Spelman. by
Rnvesteyn—the Earl of Strafford and others, by Van Dyck—General
Lambert, by Walker—Henry, Prince of Wales, by Van Somer—Ben
Joanon. a noble work of Cornelius Jansens—Charles I., by Old Stone-
Matthew Prior, Chief Justice Parker, Lord Chancellor Cooper, and many
others, by Sir Godfrey Kneller—the Interior of the House of Commons
with Speaker Onslow addressing Sir Robert Walpole, a work of great
historical interest, by Hogarth and Sir James Thornhill—fine portrait of
Viscount Hampden, by Oalnsbornugh—the Countess of ltardwlcke and
Kitty Fiaher. charming works of F. Cotes—tine wholMcnsrtlia of George
II., Queen Caroline, and their Daughter, the Princess of Orange, by
Amiconi—George III. and Queen Charlotte. Lord Cham-ellor lLardnirke,
and many others, by A. Ramsay—and a large number of other Portraits
of errant historical Interest, many of which are engraved, and others
which have appeared in the different loan exhibitions of national
portniits. Als*t a very interesting picture representing the Interior of
Che Court of Chancery in Lord Chancellor Macclesfield's time, with
Portraits of disi inguished Advocates of the day—a View of Old Covcnt
Garden, by Canaletti—a pair of very floe works of S Scott—a highly
interesting picture of the Early Flemlsn School, and works of

Berchem
Carracci
Cignani
Eckhout

Giordano
Le Sueur
Neefs

S Rosa

Rubens
Schalcken
Tcuiers
Titian
Van de Velde

' of which are described in Dr. Waagens work

Van Dyck
P. Vecchio
P. Veronese
Wouvermana
Wyck,

The Collection of Engravings of Uw Bight Hon. the Earl of
HABOWICKE.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
respectfully give notice that the/ will SELL by AUCTION, at

thetr Great Rooms. King-street. St. James's-square, on MONDAY'.
August 9. and Following Day. the valuable COLLECTION of ENGRAV
INGS of the Right Hon. the Earl of HARDWICKE, formed during the
Jast century, and comprising a large number of English Portraits. chiefly
in Mexsotinto. from the time of Queen Anne to George IV., including
very fine Proofs after Sir J. Reynolds—a large Collection of French
Portraits bv Nnnteuil—fine Etchinn by Rembrandt—Works of Hollar,
Fnithorne. '( "allot-- Engravings by Old Masters—and a lew Works of the
modern Italian School.

Further notice will be given.

The Wimpole Library.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON it WOODS
respectfully t1™ notice that they will SELL by AVCTION, at

their Great Rooms. King-street. St. James's-square. on WEDNESDAY,
August 11, and Two Following Days, at I o'clock prerinelv. the vnluable
LlfiHAKY formed during the last century by Lord Chancellor nARD-
VV1CKE ; i-oTuprtsing Books printed by Caxton. Pynson. nnd Wynkyn de
Worde—Bstrly-printed Bibles in various languages— Early Voyages and
Travels, ami Boots relating to America—County Histories— Books of
Prints-Greek and Latin Closalcs, and Works in General Literature. In
cluding Caxton's Game of Chesse (first edition), Caxton's Mvrrour of the
"World. Caxtun's Chronicles of England. Cicero de Amicltia, printed bv
Caxton—Kartell's Paatyme of People, the excessively rare original
edition — I>mlogues of Creatures Moralised, original edition -Fro.ss.irt s
Chronicle*, translated by Lord Renters, '£ vols.. I'ynson's edition—Hal-
fttaad's SoK-cinct Genealogies, only 24 copies printed—Prynne's Records,
3 -rola.—Sir W. Dngdale's Works—Thoroton's Nottinghamshire—Atkyns's
Gloucestershire, original edition—Buck's Views, 4 vols.— Nash's Worces
tershire, 2 Tols —Purchas*s Pilgrims. 5 vols.—Hakluyfs Voyages, ."1 vols.

Morvson's Itinerary—Champlain. Voyage de la Nouvelle France—
Hlble In the Indian language, 10S3—Biblia Polvglotta Walton!, 6 vols.,
fine copy in old morocco—Bishops Bible. 1572—Houghton Gallerv. 2 vols.

— Florentinum. 9 vols. . ftc. Also many books published during
y. In the original morocco bindings, and Dedication
■ dwkke.

T^HE DRESDEN GALLERY.—The Publication
JL of a Series of elaborate Reproductions, on a large scale, of the
celebrated Paintings in the Dresden Gallery was commenced in the
ARCHITECT of Saturday, July 3rd, when Two Engravings, of the
* Adoration of the Magi ' and the ' Marriage of Cana,' by Paul Veronese,
were given. Each measures 25 in. by 13 in. Price Ad. , or by post, 5d.
l'ublisiiDsg; Offices, 175, Strand, London, W.C., and of all Newsagents.

^HE EDINBURGH REVIEW, for July, is
Just published.

CsMfcaatf.

1 The PRECURSORS ol NEWTON.

2. MIND In the LOWER ANIMALS.

3. NAVAL POWER 111 the PACIFIC.

t. MEMOIRS ol the PRINCE CONSORT.

3. 8ABIANS and CHRISTIANS ol ST JOHN.

«. LANDLORDS, TENANTS, and LABOURERS.

7 MEMOIRS of MADAME DE REMUgAT.

6. HODOKIN'S INV ADERS ot ITALY.

». BRICHT'S BDITION ol PEPY8 S DIARY.

10 The DIVORCE ol KATHARINE ol ARAGON.

11. The NEW PARLIAMENT In SESSION.

London I Longman. & Co. Edinburgh : A. A C. Black.

''HE QDARTEKLY REVIEW, No. 299, is just

Cnttnti.
1. The FIRST LORD M1NTO.

2. MIDDLESEX.
3. THOMAS C1LATTERT0N.
4. RECENT and FUTURE ARCTIC VOYAGES.
5. MARIE ANTOINETTE
6. The UNIVERSITIES and their CRITICS.
7. AROUND the WORLD with GENERAL
8. ST. PAUL and RENAN.
8. WHIOS, RADICALS, and CONSERVATIVES.

John Murray, Albemarle-itrect.

No. XX. price Six Shilling,,

THE CHURCH QUARTERLY REVIEW, for
JULY, 1880.

1. CA68I0DORUS.

2. ANGLO-ISRAELISM.

J. SEPULCHRAL MONUMENTS ol the ITALIAN

4. The AUTHORSHIP of the EPISTLE to the HEBREWS.

5. HEROINES ol CHARITY.

6. The SYSTEM of LAND TENURE in ANCIEl

7. The 8LTPLY of CLERGY.

8. On some MODERN PHILOSOPHY, and the SUPERNATURAL In
NATURE.

9 LIFE of BISHOP MILMAN.

10. The BURIALS BILL.

SHORT NOTICES.Bpottiawoode ft Co. New-atreeMquarc, London.

~DLACKWOODS MAGAZINE, for AUGUST, 1880.
JJ No. DCCLXXVIII. Price 2,. ftd.

Content*.

A REINDEER RIDE THROUGH LAPLAND.

A TALK ABOUT SONNETS.

The BLACKBIRD. By W. W. 8.

HANS FRELLER : a Legend ot the Rhine Fella.

HUSH-LIFE in QUEENSLAND. Part IX.

CENTRAL ASIA : the Meeting-Place of Empires.

In the DEER FOREST : a DAY BEWITCHED.

Dr. WORTLE'S SCHOOL. Part IT.

IRISH DISTRESS and Its ORIGIN.

MINISTERIAL PROGRESS.

William Blackwood ft Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Now ready, tasteful It printed on hand-made paper and bound in Rox-
barKf> glittop. price 7«. 6tf. post free,

THE ANTIQUAKY. Volume I. Containing
Articles on Subjects of Interest to the Antiquary, by tn,- i-.iiowlmr

amongst many other well-known Writers Dr. Hayman, G. L. Gomme,
W. lllades, Llewcllytin Jewltt. John Henry Parker, Rev. M. E. C.
Walcott, and Lard Talbot de Mulnhidc.

of Vol II. (now pablishingi sent post free.
London : Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster-row, E.C.

Nearly ready (Prospectuses will be forwarded on application),

THE TREATYSE of FYSSHYNGE WYTH an
ANGLE Hy liame JULIANA BEHNEKS. A Fac-slmllc repro

duction of the l'lrst book printed on the subject of Angling. Taken
from the First Edition printed by Wynkyn de Worde, at Westminster,
in 1490.

London : Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster-row, E C.

I^HE BUILDER (price id.; by post, i\d.~) in
cludes Views of the Rrunsois Exhibition ; New R. C. Church of St.

Francis, Gloagow ; and Santa Marin del Mar, Barcelona—Water Supply
Inquiry— More Expleaions—Parle—Foreigner on Home "
Furniture In Germany—Art, the Drama, and Religion, Ac.

46, Catherlne^treet j and all Newsmen.

»Trub:NER Sc CO.'S NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Now ready, 8to, in wrapper, price tW.

'HE FREE LIBRARIES of SCOTLAND.
By an ASSISTANT LIBRARLAN.

Glasgow : John Smith A Son, 128, West George-street.

New Edition, price 3s. Go*, in Roxburghe binding,

rOUTH'S COMPANION and COUNSELLOR.

By WILLIAM CHAMBERS. LL.D.

TV. ft R. Chamben, London and Edinburgh.

Fcap. 9jo. cloth. As. Gd ; royal 32mo. cloth, 3*.

^HE DAILY ROUND. Meditation, Prayer, and
- Praise, adapted to the Coarse of the Christian Year.

London: J. "Whitaker, 12, Warwick-lane.

D

Ninth Edition, post tree, it.

B. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the
only Successful Method of Curing this Disease. By ROBERT O.

1, M.D. F.R.8.L., Ac. 6, Bolstrode-stref

London : C. Mitchell A Co. Red LloB-court, Fleet-street.

Now ready, in 1 toI. demy 8vo. with 148 Woodcnts, 15s.

HE PAST in the PRESENT: WHAT is CIVI-
LIZATTON? Being the Rhind Lectnrei In Archaeology, delivered

In 1876 and 1*7*. By ARTHUR MITCHELL, M.D. LL.D. , Ac. , Secretary
to the Society of Antiquariesof Scotland.

Edinburgh : David Douglas ; and all Booksellers.

THE OBER-AMMERGAU PASSION-PLAY, 1880.

MIRACLE PLAYS and SACRED DRAMAS: an
Historii-al Survey Py Dr KARL HAKE Translated from the
German by A. W. JACKSON, and Edited by the Rev. W. W.
JACKSON, Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. Post 8vo. cloth, 9s.

The ENGLISHMAN and the SCANDINAVIAN;
or, a Comparison of Anglo-Saxon ami Old-Norse Literature. Ity
FREDERICK METCALFE. M.A., Fellow of Lincoln Collie,
Oxford. Translator ol ■ Callus 1 and •Charlcles,' Author of - The

Oxonian In Iceland, ' Ac. »vo. cloth. IHi.

The GREAT AFRICAN ISLAND: Chapters on
Madagascar. By the Bar. JAMES SIHUEE, Jun., ol the London
Missionary Society. Author ot * Madagascar and its People,'
Ac. Deray 8yo. with Maps and Illustrations, cloth, Vit.

RECOLLECTIONS of TRAVEL in NEW
ZRALANDand AV8TRALIA. By JAMES COUTT8 CRAWFORD,
lute Member of the Legislature Council of New Zealand; Resident
Magistrate, Wellington, Ac. Hvo. with Hups and Illustrations,
cloth. 16s.

The BIRDS of CORNWALL and the SCILLY
ISLANDS. By the late EDWARD 1IEAKLE RODD Edited,
with an Introduction. Appendix, and Brief Memoir of the Author,
by JAMES EDMIM) HAIU'INO, F.L.B., E Z.S. l'ust evo. with
Portrait and Map. cloth 14s.

POLITICAL ECONOMY for the PEOPLE. By
John LANCELOT SHADWELL. Author of 'A System ol Political
Economy.' Crown 8vo. limp cloth. Is. Gd.

London : Trubncr A Co. Ludgate-hill.

""HE PASSION PLAY, now Acting at Ober-
Anrjnerjtau.—PRACTICAL GUIDE Post free, 6d.

PRACTICAL 8WI88 GUIDE. 1S80. 2,. trf.
l'KAirTICAL CONTINENTAL GUIDE, as.
PRACTICAL PRANCE, BELGIUM, the RHINE, HOLLAND, and

GERMAN SPAS Is.
London : Trtibner A Co. 57, Ludgate-blll.

w
ORK8 by WILLIAM J. THOMS, F.S.A.

Deputy Librarian, House of Lords.

Now ready, post 8vo. price 10a. flrf.

The LONGEVITY of MAN: its Facts and its
Fictions. With a Prefatory Letter to Prof Owen, C.B., ' On Excep
tional Longevity : Its Limits and Frequency.'

" Mr. Thorns was admIraby qualified to perform the task which he has
undt-rtaken. and he has performed it with signal success No one but
Sir George C. Lewis could have undertaken such a work wt th such advan
tages, and eveo be could not have produced a more practical and Intel
ligent book."—Law Magrnin* and Revise, July, 1873.
"Mr. Thorns has issued anew his interesting treatise on 'Human

Longevity.' The value of the book is enhanced by the addition of an
excellent letter, full of humour and shrewdness, and addressed to Prof.
Owen. - . i 'h . -.</■ i . » i .

May be had separately , price 1 1. post free .
EXCEPTIONAL LONGEVITY : Its Limits and Frequency. Considered

in a Letter to Prof. OWEN.C.B.

Price U. 6d. cloth boards.

HANNAH LIGHTFOOT; QUEEN CHARLOTTE
and the CHEVALIEK H EON , I>r. WILMGT'8 POLISH

These antiquated scandals are hero blown to the winds by irresistible
lence."—J«vwra*fjcs Courier .
Mr. Thorns has In fifty pages—readable and well worth reading-

corrected the credulities of a century 's gossip, and contributed some very
Important historical facts ' '—Birmingham Journal.

Price 1*. post Rvo.

The DEATH WARRANT of CHARLES the FIRST
(Another Historic Doubt.)

London : F. Nargate, 1, 1

In Use at Eton, Westminster, Harrow, Cheltenham College, Christ's
Hospital, St. Paurs, Merchant Taylors". City ot Lonrt.m v*.™]
u*% 1 .i, M^nir>>i school. Edinburgh Academy, «tc

KJBiW uuAL»uAiau COURSE.
I)

ELILLE'S

The Beginner's Own French Book.
same, *Js.

2*.—Key to the

Easy French Poetry for Beginners. 2t.

French Grammar. 5s. 6d.—Key to the same, 3».

Repertoire des Prosateurs. G». Gd.

Modeles de Poesie. 6«.

Manuel Etymologique. 2*. &d.

A Synoptical Table of French Verbs. Gd.

Whlttaker A Co. Are Maria-lane.

Just published, folio, price 'Ms.

EVANGELIORUM CODEX GRAECUS PUR-
PUKEUB ROSSANENSI8: Lltterls Argentei* Scrlplus Picturiscjue

Ornatus seine Entdeckung, sein wlsaenM-iiaftlii'her una kiiustlerim-ricr
Werlh dargestc.lt von Dr O. v. OEBHAKDT, Gottlngcn, und Pror.
Dr. A. HAKNACK, Glesscn. 'With 17 Outliue Drawings aud 2 Fac
similes of Text. ■
The above book offers the preliminary account of the discovery of an

Important Manuscript, written In the sixth century, and containing
Matthew and Mark. While its great age places this Codex upon a level
with the more valuable monuments of the original Greek Text, the lact
that It Is upon purple parchment adds greatly to its Interest for Paleo
graphers, since purple uncial manuscripts arc extremely rare.
This newly-discovered Codex is important, not only to Students of

Palaeography and of Text Criticism, but nlso to Students of Ait, as it
contains a series of magnificently executed Miniatures, dcplrting tli(-
Gospel History ; these seventeen pictures are reproduced in outline. At
present we possets no pictorial representation ol the History ol Jesus
that In any way approaches them in age.

Leipzig : Gieseckc & Devrient. London : Williams & Norgate.

LL the TEAR ROUND.—Conducted by Charles
Dlckcnu.—Advertisements for AU tht Year Round should be sent

h of each Month to

Adams & Fkakcu, 156, Fleet-street, E.C.

A

IN AND OVT OF LONDON.

The New Alphabetical Hallway Guide (price 4d.) for Travellers.

On the First ol every Month,

THE LONDON and PROVINCIAL BRAPSHAW :
by Alphabetical and Tabular Arrangement —Advertisements should

be sent to
Adams ft FaAMcu, 59, Fleet-street, L C.
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SCRIBNER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,

ONE SHILLING MONTHLY.

The AUGUST Number, Part IV. of the New Volume, will be

ready on the 31st instant.

F. WARNE & CO. Bedford-street, Strand.

SCRIBNER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,

The MIDSUMMER HOLIDAY SCRIBNER will be the

Grandest Number of a Shilling Magazine ever published.

The custom of making the August issue of Scribner's Monthly

a Special Midsummer Number has now become a recognized

feature of the Magazine.

F. WARNE & CO. Bedford-street, Strand.

SCRIBNER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,

In the AUGUST Number Philip Gilbert Hamerton will

have an interesting Paper on ‘Seymour Haden, fully illus

trated with Reproductions of Dr. Haden's Etchings, a Por

trait, &c. There will be an Article on “Savonarola, with

Pictures by Van Schaick. The First of a Series on the

LOCALITIES of DICKENS will be given in this Number,

illustrated by Mr. Charles A. Wanderhooff—an illustrated

Paper descriptive of American Advertising—an Article by

John Burroughs on “Our River, with Pictures by Mary

Hallock Foote—the concluding Paper of the Series on

Canada—an interesting and well-illustrated instalment of

‘Peter the Great"—a Paper by Charles Dudley Warner—and

an Original Comic Operetta, “The Sweet o' the Year, Words

by Nellie G. Cone and Music by E. C. Phelps, will be some

of the other features of this Number.

F. WARNE & CO. Bedford-street, Strand.

SCRIBNER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,

ONE SHILLING MONTHLY.

The AUGUST Number will contain Twenty-five distinct

Articles and upwards of Sixty High-Class Illustrations.

F. WARNE & CO. Bedford-street, Strand.

NOW READ Y,

16 pages, 8vo. price 2d. No. I. for JULY, of the

SPELLING REFORMER

JOURNAL OF THE ENGLISH

SPELLING REFORMASSOCIATION.

CONTENTS.

1. The EDITOR to the READER.

2. The PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY and SPELLING

REFORM. Communicated by Dr. J. A. H. MURRAY.

3. A WORD on SPELLING REFORM. By Pro
fessor SAYCE.

4. TEACHING to READ. By Dr. J. H. GLADSTONE.

5. The HISTORICAL VALUE of PHONETIC

SPELLING already EXISTING in the ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

By F. G. FLEAY, M.A.

No. II. for AUGUST, will contain

1. The PROBLEM of SPELLING REFORM. By
the EDITOR.

2. WAGARIES of ORDINARY SPELLING. By

A. J. ELLIS, F.R.S. -

3. The MECHANICAL ASPECTS of SPELLING

ItEFORM. By W. R. EVANs.

4. SPE.L.ING REFORM in GERMANY. By F.A.
SCHWARZENBERG.

5. PARTIAL CORRECTIONS of ENGLISH

5'''I'''INGS: a Report of Mr. Sweet's Proposals to the Philo

logical Society.

6. The 'Totte.At VALUE of PHONETIC

'''###istiso in the ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

7. BIBLIOGRAPHY of SPELLING REFORM.

London: F. PITMAN, 20, Paternoster-row, E.C.

I ABYLONIAN LITERATURE. – LECTURES

delivered at the ROYAL INSTITUTION. By Rev. A. H. SAYCE,

M.A., Deputy-Professor of Comparative Philology, Oxford, Author of

“An Assyrian Grammar,” “The Principles of Comparative Philology, &c.

Demy 8vo, cloth, 4s.

“Those who would know more of the libraries of Babylonia and their

Just published, 8vo, cloth, 7s.6d.

ANON CHARLES CHOLMONDELEY.– The

PASSAGE of the FOUR I"AP. A New Explanation of Romans

ii. 11-16, with its bearing on the Intrinsic and Extrinsic Systems of Jus

tification by Faith, and on the Pauline Views of the Tübingen Critics

and others.

wonderful contents must refer to Mr. Sayce's book, in which most of

what is known of them at present is summed up.”-Times.

London: S. Bagster & Sons, 15, Paternoster-row.

- NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

R. d. J. BECK have REMOVED to 68, CORNHILL,

LONDON, E.C.

*...* Enlarged Illustrated CATALOGUE of MICROSCOPES, &c., sent post free on

application.

GRösvENOR GALLERY LIBRARY.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta-street, Covent-garden, London; and

20, South Frederick-street, Edinburgh.

The special attention of the Reading Public is called to the fact that the

Grosvenor Gallery Library allows TWO VOLUMES of the NEWEST

BOOKS for a Subscription of ONE GUINEA per Annum.
N.B.—SETs of Books ARE DIVIDED To MEET THE CONVENIENCE of SubscribeRs. Cou.NTRY SUBSCRIBERS ARE

RECEIVED ON SPECIALLY ADVANTAGEoUs TERMS. THE PUBLIC ARE INVITED To INSPECT THE READING AND WRITING

RooMS, THE LADIES’ DRAwiNG-RooM, AND THE REFERENCE LIBRARY.

THE GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY (LIMITED), NEW BOND-STREET.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY was established in 1842, in order

to meet the demand of the age for a Higher Class of Books than could

then be readily obtained on moderate Terms from the ordinary Circulating

Libraries.

From its commencement the original purpose of the Library has been

kept steadily in view. The best Books of every shade of opinion, on all

subjects of general interest, have been taken in large numbers—Hundreds,

and in some instances Thousands, of Copies of the Leading Works of

overy Season having been placed in Circulation.

Great care has always been taken in the selection of Books to study

the wishes of Subscribers, and to make the Library not only “Select,” but

comprehensive.

More than One Million Volumes have been added since 1874.

Additional Copies of all the best New Works in History, Biography,

Religion, Philosophy, Travel and Adventure, and the Higher Class of

Fiction continue to be added as the demand increases; and arrangements

are made with the leading Publishers for an ample supply of all. Forth

coming Books of general interest as they appear.

First-Class Subscription, One Guinea per annum,

COMMENCING AT ANY DATE.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS AND UPWARDS,

ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF WOLUMES REQUIRED.

Book Societies and Literary Institutions Supplied on Liberal Terms.

*** Revised Lists of Works recently added, and Catalogues of Surplus Copies withdrawn

for Sale at greatly reduced prices, are now ready, and will be forwarded postage free on

application.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (LIMITED), NEW OXFORD-STREET.

- CITY OFFICE:–2, KING-STREET, CHEAPSIDE.
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TINSLEY BROTHERS'

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

WHAT WILL SOCIETY SAY?

By MERVYN MERRITON, Author of ' The Ringwoodl

of Kingwood,' Sic. 3 vols. [Immedmtely.

A PEAL of MERRY BELLS. By

LEOPOLD LEWIS, Author of the Drama of 'The

Bells.' 3 vols. [Immediately.

POOR WISDOM'S CHANCE. By

Mrs. H. LOVETT CAMERON, Author of 'Juliet's

Guardian,' &c. 3 vols.

" Full ol Uu-LUiog interest from firBt to last."— Graphic.

THE CLARENDON PRESS LIST OF

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

The NEW TESTAMENT in Eng

lish. According to the Version by JOHN WYCL1FFE,
about A.D. 13S0, and Revised by JOHN PURVEY, about
A.D. l:i8.S. Heprinted from the above. With Introduc
tion and Glossary by W. W. SKEAT, M.A. 1879. Extra
fcap. 8vo. cloth, 6*.

ITALY and her INVADERS,

A.D. 376-476. By T. HODGKIN, Fellow of University
College, London. Illustrated with Plates and Maps.
2 vols. 8vo. cloth. If. 12s.

The CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY

of ENGLAND, in its Origin and Development. By
WILLIAM 8TUBBS, M.A., Regius Professor of Modem
History. Library Edition. 3 vols, demy 8vo. cloth,

21. 8s.

J. C. NIMMO & BAIN,

14, KING WILLIAM-STREET, STRAND.

THE

MODERN FOREIGN LIBRARY.

A SELECTION OF THE BEST

NOVELS OF ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

Edited by HENRI VAN LAUN.

PROSPECTUS.

It is the Intention of the Publishers to place before the

Public Translations of the best Foreign Novels, at such a

price as will bring them within the easy reach of every class

of the community. These Novels will he selected from all

Languages, contain subjects of the highest and most varied

interest, and be rich in promise of engrossing narratives and

picturesque descriptions. Cure will be taken tliat nothing

objectionable shall be found in them, so that they may be

suitable for the domestic circle and for perusal among the

family, whilst at the same time they shall jKiswess sufficient

literary worth to be appreciated by the scholar and student

of foreign tongues. In tiiis manner the intellectual food of

different nationalities will be thrown open to many who,

until now, have been prevented from enjoying it.

These Translations, printed in an attract ive and serviceable

form, will make a handsome addition to the library-shelves.

They will be Edited by M. Hknri van Lai n, the Translator

of Mollere's Dramatic Works, assisted by some of the most

experienced Translators ot the present day. Each Novel is

published with the sanction of the Author, and almost

simultaneously with the Original Work, or as soon as possible

as the Translation can be made. These Reproductions are

also authorized by the International Literary Association—

a Society of eminent literary men of England, France,

Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, the United States, Den

mark, Holland, &c, formed fur maintaining the rights of

intellectual property.

The RIVAL DOCTORS. From the

French of A. LAPOINTE. By HENRI VAN LAUN.
[lieatly.

The SERGEANT S LEGACY. From

the French of E. BERTHET. By GILBERT VENABLI IS.
[Beady.

A SHEEP in WOLFS CLOTHING.

Prom the French of C. PECANS. By EVELYN JEM
BOLI). [August 2.

The COUNT of TALAVERA. From

the Dutch of J. VAN LENNEP. By A. ARNOLD.

A NEW GENERATION. From the

German of GOLO RAIMUND. By H. E. GOLD-

SCHMIDT.

The CHASE. A Tale of the Southern

States. From the French of J. LEKMINA. By A.

BERQEANT.

BEWARE of the FIRE. From the

Polish of J. KRASZEWSKI.

A HUNGARIAN NABOB. From the

Hungarian of M. TOKAI.

A MODERN BARON. From the

French of C. DEBAN8.

The BANKER'S SON. From the

German of E. V. KONIG.

A GIRL'S DOWER. From the Italian

of BALVATORE FARINA.

The GIPSY. From the French ofJules

CLARETIE.

Price in French Paper Cover, Is. 0d.; Cloth, 3s. 6d.

Next week will be published, price One Shilling,

The Summer Number of TLNSLEYS' MAGAZINE,

ENTITLED

SEASIDE MAIDENS.

By a. A. HENTY.

With 10 pages of Illustrations by Harry Fi'RMSS.

MEMOIRS of a CYNIC. By William

GILBERT, Author of ' Shirley Hall Asylum,' &c. 3 vol".

" True picture* of real life "~lBiutraUd London Nncs.

LONDON TOWN. By Marcus Fall.

With Illustrations by Harry Furniss. 2 vols, crown 8vo.

" Many pleasant boor* may be spent In the peruial of the book."
Court Journal.

In KENT with CHARLES DICKENS.

By THOMAS FROST, Author of "Die Life of Lord

Lyttleton,* * Secret Societies,' Ac. 1 vol.

" Wc are frratoful to Mr. Frost for his 1 In Kent with Charles
Dickens.' "—Graphic.

DAYS and NIGHTS in LONDON:

Studies in Black and Gray. By J. EWING RITCHIE,

Author of 1 The Night Side of London/ Ac. 1 vol,

" A well-written and thoughtful book ' 3f■■muni Pout.

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS by an

OLD ACTOR. By F. BELTON. 1 vol. 8vo.

"One of the most amusing books we ever came across."—Figaro.

The SPORT of FATE. By Richard

DOWLING, Author of 'The Weird Sisters," 'The

Mystery of Killard,' 4c. 3 vols. [ This day.

MANY LOVES. By B. H. Buxton,

Author of 'Jennie of "The Prince's,'" "Nell—On anil

Off the Stage,' 4c. 3 vols.

'■ Yt'c preset A great success for ' Many Lores.' "—Court Journal.

INNOCENCE at PLAY. By Jean

MIDDLEMAS3, Author of 4 Sealed by a Kiss,' * Wild

Georgie," &c. 3 vols.

" A really vlraclous, amusing, and reraclous Society Novel."—•Society.

A CRUEL SECRET : a New Novel

by a Hew Author. 3 vols.

" An interesting novel."— York House Papert,

WINGED WORDS. By Henry Spicer,

Author of ' Old Styles s,' * Judicial Dramas,' Ac. 2 vols.

INTERNATIONAL LAW. By William

EDWARD HALL, M.A., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo.
cloth, 21s.

The CONSTRUCTION of HEALTHY

DWELLINGS ; namely, Houses, Hospitals, Barracks,
Asylums, &e. By DOUGLAS OALTON, late Royal
Engineers, C.B. F.K.S., Ac. Demy 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

ENGLISH PLANT NAMES from the

TENTH to the FIFTEENTH CENTURY. By J. EARLE,
M.A., Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the University of
Oxford. Bmull fcap. cloth,

A SHORT HISTORY of the NORMAN

CONQUEST of ENGLAND. By E. A. FREEMAN,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2s. 6(f.

An ETYMOLOGICAL D I C-

TIONARY of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE, arranged on
an Historical Basis. By W. W. SKEAT, M.A., Elring-
ton and Bosnorth Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the
University of Cambridge. To be completed in Four
Parts. Parts I.—III. 4to. 10s. «d. each.

Part IV. lit the press.

HOMER.-A COMPLETE Con

cordance to the ODY99EY and HYMN8 of HOMER ;
to which is added a Concordance to the Parallel Passages
in the Iliad, Odyssey, and Hvmns. By HENRY DUN
BAR, M.D., Member of the 6eneral Council, University
of Edinburgh. 4to. cloth, 1/. U.

HERODOTUS, SELECTIONS from.

Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and a Map, by W. W.
MERIiY, M.A., Fellow and Lecturer of Lincoln College.
Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2*. 6tf.

BUNYAN.-The PILGRIM'S PRO

GRESS. GRACE ABOUNDING, RELATION of the
IMPRISONMENT of Mr. JOHN BUNYAN. Edited,
with Biographical Introduction and Notes, by E. YENA-

BLE8, M.A. 1879. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 5a.

The ELEMENTS of JURISPRU

DENCE. By THOMAS ERSKINE HOLLAND, D.C.L.,
Chichele Professor of International Law and Diplomacy,
and Fellow of All Souls' College, Oxford. 1880. Demy
Bio. cloth, Ius. id.

GEODESY. By Colonel Alexander

ROSS CLARKE, C.B. K.E. 8vo. cloth, 12s. to.

The SACRED BOOKS of the EAST.

Translated by various Oriental Scholars, and Edited by

F. MAI MILLER,

Vol. IV. The ZEND-AVESTA. Part I. The Vendldad.
Translated by Jamks Darmestkteb. 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6rf.

Vol. V. PAHLAVI TEXTS. Part I. The Bundahls, Bah-
man Yayt, and 8hayast-la-8hayast. Translated by
E. W. Wkst. 8vo. cloth, 12*. 6d.

Vol. VII. The INSTITUTES of VISHA'U. Translated by
J I li us Jolly. 8vo. cloth, 10». id.

ST. AUGUSTINE.-SELECT ANTI-

PELAGIAN TREATISES, and the ACTS of tho SECOND
COUNCIL of ORANGE. With an Introduction by
WILLIAM BRIGHT, D.D. Crown 8vo. cloth, 9s.

London : Henry Fbowde, Oxford University Press
Tinsley Brothers, 8, Catherine-street, Strand. Warehouse, 7, Paternoster-row.

J. C. Nimmo & Rain,

14, King William-street, Strand, London, W.C.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

LIST. .

POPULAR NOVELS,

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

BY MISS BROUGHTON.

SECOND THOUGHTS. By Rhoda

BROUGHTON, Author of ' Nancy,'
heart,' Jtc. In 2 vols, crown 8vo.

' Good-bye, Sweet-

LADY M. MAJENDIE'S NEW NOVEL.

FASCINATION. By Lady Margaret

MAJENDIE. In 2 vols, crown 8vo.

MISS THOMAS'S NEW NOVEL.

The VIOLIN PLAYER. By Bertha

THOMAS. Id 3 vols, crown 8vo.

" Miss Thomas's new novel is a success. She lias chosen a
satisfactory theme and produced a well -constructed story.
In studies of character her book is unusually rich, and she
understands the artistic temperament thoroughly. It is
clear that she possesses the gilt of novel writing. '

Athenarum.

BY THE AUTHOH OF 4 EOBHf ADAIR.'

ALAN BERING. By the Hon. Mrs.

FETHERSTONHAUGH, Author of ' Kilcorran,' ' Robin
Adair,' Ac. In 2 vols, crown 8vo.

BY THE AUTHOR OF ' LADY GRIZEL.'

IN HER MAJESTY'S KEEPING.

By the Hon. LEWIS WINGFIELD, Author of ' My
Lords of Strogue,' 1 Lady Grizel,' &c. In 3 vols, crown
Svo.

BY THE AUTHOR OF ' CUT ADRIFT.'

PIOUS FRAUDS. . By Albany de

FONBLANQUE, Author of ' Cut Adrift,' ' A Tangled
Skein,' &c. Iu 3 vols, crown 8vo.

NEW ADDITION TO BENTLEY'S FAVOURITE NOVEL8.

In crown 8vo. cloth, price 6*. with an Illustration,

PROBATION. By the Author of

'The First Violin.'

REPRINT OF • CHERRY RIPE ! '

At all Booksellers', in crown 8vo.

CHERRY RIPE ! by the Author of

' Oomlu' Thro" the Bye.' Now ready, price tS*.

TWO NEW ROOKS, NEXT WEEK,

Price St. M. each.

I. FIVE WEEKS in ICELAND. By Miss
de FONBLANQUE. Crows 8To. S«. M.

II. NIGH UNTO the END ; or, a Passage

In Sacred Prophecy, now in Course of Translation Into Hlsfeorv •
considered, By the Iter. J. C. BOYCE. M.A. Crown thro. 3t. 6d.

" Already the Eastern sky in aglow with the reddening rays of iu
Advent glory, ■ "7 *11 the signs of which Himself hath spoken, 1 the
master Cometh. ' "—From a Charge by tlx* late Birhop of Winchester.

STANDARD WORKS ON COOKERY.

FRANCATELLI'S "MODERN COOK." Con-
.- i - ■ Recipe* and 60 Illustrations. In demy Svo prlcj 12s.

FRANCATELLI'S " COOK'S GUIDE." Con-
tsthafcssj 40 Illustrations and 1,000 Recipes. In crown svo. price 0*.

WHAT TO DO WITH THE COLD MUTTON.
In fcap. t*vo. price 2s.

On July :yth, price One Shilling,

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE.

CtnUntt lor A I'd VST, 1880.

ADAM and EVE. (Continued.)

LETTERS TO and FROM H. C. ANDERSEN.

The YOUTH ol QUEEN BESS.

The RETURN ol APHRODITE.

A TRIP and WHAT FOLLOWED.

An OCTOBER NIGHT.

ROMANCE ol LITERARY DISCOVERY.

The PORTRAIT of a PAINTER bjr HIMSELF. Part DL

A SCANDALOUS ROMANCE.

The KKI1EL ol the FAMILY. By Mrs. Lynn Linton. (Continued.)

V Cases for binding the Volume* ol Templt St r can be obtained at all
Booksellers', price One Shilling each.

Bichard Bentley & Son, New Burlington-street,

I'ubliihcn in Ordinary to lUr Majesty the Queen.

IS, Great Marlborovgh-street.

HURST & BLACKETTS

LIST.

TALES of OUR GREAT FAMILIES

Ky EDWARD WALFORI>, M A. 2 vol*.

The social rank of the persons whose Htcs and characters are
mealed In this work, and the tnl

bodies, will

SECOND SERIES,
crown Hvo. 21j.

delineated In this work, and mill': b of the stories it em
it a widespread popularity. Many of the papers

posses* an engrossing and popular Interest, while all of them may be
rend with pleasure and profit. "—Kramincr.
"There are few readers who will not bear testimony to the fascination

of those family legends. Nearly fifty stories of English, Scottish, and
Irish families arc narrated in these interesting volumes with such
careful reference to authority as the writer, a practised biographical
historian, is accustomed to pursue. "—Daily Telegraph,

MONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE
LIFE (1787-1874). By hla Daughter. MADAME DE WITT. Trans
lated by Mm. SIMPSON. 1 vol. 8ro. 1S«. [Ka* wtck

The VILLAGE of PALACES; or,

CHRONICLES of CHELSEA. By the Rev. A. O. L ESTRANOE.
2 toIb. crown 8vp. Slj.

" This work has considerable value as a record of a most interesting
portion of London. It may be read with pleasure and profit, ' -
" Mr L'Estrange tells us much that is interesting about ChoL

take leave of this most charming book with a hearty recommendation
of it to our readers."—Spectator.

CHEAP EDITION of SIR GIBBIE.
By GEORGE HACDONALD. LL.D. Forming the New Volume of
11URAT ft BLACKETT'8 STANDARD LIBRARY. Price 5s. bound.

THE NEW NOVELS.

FORESTALLED. By M.

BBTHAM-BDWARDS, Author of 'Kitty,' 1 Bridget," Holidays in
Eastern France,' Ac. 3 vols.

The TENTH EARL. By John Ber-

WICK HARWOOD, Author ol ' Lady Flavin, ex.' 3 vols.

WOOERS and WINNERS. By Mrs.

O. LINN.EUS BANKS, Author of 1 The Manchester Man.' 3 vols.
" A thoroughly readable, fresh, and wholesome novel. The story is

interesting and well told."—John Bull.
" ' Wooers and Winners ' will add to Mrs. Banks's literary fame. The

diameters are original, tho plot is cleverly conceived, and the incidents
arc startling and deeply Interesting.''—Court Journal.

A MODERN GREEK HEROINE.
" The author may be congratulated on a very attractive and

story, which, if it be a first effort in fiction, is unusually success!
is tho work of a refined mind, and is carried out with considerable
skill."—Alhcnamm.

*' One of the most clever and original works of fiction of the yi
Its freshness and unconventionally are very attractive."—John Bull.

" This book is thoroughly readable and amusing. The heroine is one
of the most charming creations In recent fiction. "—Scottn

MERVYN O'CONNOR. By the Earl
of DK8ART, Author of ' Kelverdale,' Ac 3 vols.

" Lord Desart shows his accustomed 1Wellness in description, which is
never prolonged so as to become wearisome."—AAtiurtim.
"A bright, lively story, full of interest and action. The reader will

find ample amusement throughout the volumes."—Sunday Timet,

MISS BOUVERIE. By Mrs.

MOLB8WORTH, Author of 1 Hathercourt Rectory,'
" One of the prettiest stories which has appeared for ;

to be widely read, and no one will lay it down uniinishe<
"A very oharruiag story."—Graphic.

POET and PEER. By Hamilton

AIDS. 3 vols. Dedicated to Lord Lytton.
"A novel of unusual merit."—Athenanim.

A VERY OPAL. By C. T. Pirkis,
Author of ' In a World of His Own,* tfce. 3 vols. [Just ready.

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY.

Each Work complete in 1 vol. price 5t . (any of which can be had
separately), elegantly printed and bound, and Illustrated by

Sir J. GILBERT, MILLAIS, HUNT, LEECH, POVNTER, FOSTER,
TENM1EL, SANDYS, B. HUGHES, SAMBOURNE, &c.

HURST & BLACKETTS

STANDARD LIBRARY

Of CHEAP EDITIONS of POPULAR MODERN WORKS.

3 vols
*. It Is sure
-Post.

Sam Slick's Nature and Human
Nature.

John Halifax, Gentleman.
The Crescent and the Cross. By

Eliot Warburton.
Nathalie. By Miss Kavanagh.
A Woman's Thoughts about
Women, By tbe Author of
•John Halifax.'

Adam Graeme. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Sara slick's Wise Saws.
Cardinal Wiseman's Popes.
A Life for a Life. By the Author
of 'John Halifax.'

Leigh Hunt b Old Court Suburb.
Margaret and her Bridesmaids.
Sam Slick's Old Judge.
1Janen. By Eliot Warburton.
Sir 11. Burke's Family Romance.
The Laird of Norlaw. By "
Ol" "

Nothing New. By the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Freer "s Life ol Jeanne d'Albrct.
The Valley of a Hundred Fires.
Burke's Romance ol the Forum.
Adelo. By Hiss Kavanagh.
Studies from Life. By the Author

of 'John Halifax.'
Orandmother * Miiney.
Jcaftresun's Hook about Doctors.
Mistress and Maid. By the Author
of 'John Halifax.'

I,es Miserable*. By Victor Hugo.

Sskh BUcVa i

the

Mac

Lost and Saved. By tho Hon. Mrs.
Norton.

Barbara's History. By Amelia
B. Edwards.

Life of Irving. By Mm, Oliphant.
No Church.
Christian's Mistake. By
Author of 'John Halifax.'

Alec Forbes. By George
Donald, LL.D.

Agnes. Br Mrs. Oliphant.
A Noble Life. By the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Dixon's New America,
Robert Falconer. By George Mac
Donald, LL.D.

The Woman's Kingdom. By the
Author of 'John Halifax.'

Annals of an Eventful LUe. By
G. W. Dasent, D.C.L

David Klginbrod. By George Mac
Donald, LL.D.

A Brave Lady. By the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Hannah. By the Author of 'John
Halifax '

Sam Slick's Americans at Home.
The Unkind Word. By the Author
of 'John llalliax.'

A Rose in June. By Mrs. Oliphant.
My Little Lady. By F. Frances
roynter.

Phcebe, Junior. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Life of Marie Antoinette. By
lYofetwnr C. D Yonge.

Sir Oibble. By George Mac
Donald, LL.D.

SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S

NEW BOOKS.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF ' THJ
AT HOME.'

ROUND ABOUT a GREAT ESTATE.

By RICHARD JEFFERIE9,

Author of 'The Gamekeeper at Home,' ' Wild Life in a Southern
County,' ' The Amateur Poacher,' 1 Greene Fcrne Furm,'

" ' - — i KUMaster..'

[Early in August.Crown 8to. As.

Just published, 2 vols, demy Svo. 32j.

LIFE OF LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR

JAMES OUTRAM.

By Major-General Sir FREDEBIO J. GOLDSMID, O.B.

K.C.S.I.

NEW VOLUME BY ROBERT BROWNING.

DRAMATIC IDYLS.

Second Series. Fcap. 8vo. S#.

By ROBERT BROWNING.

PASSAGES from the PROSE
WRITINGS of MATTHEW ARNOLD Crown 6vo. 7s. 64.

Contents: I. Literature. 2. Politics and Society. S. Philosophy and
Religion.

MIXED ESSAYS. ByMatthew Arnold.
Second Edition. Crown svo. 9s.

Content» : Democracy — Equality — Irish Catholicism and British
Liberalism—Vorro Cnum ezt Neces*arium—A Guide to English Literature
—Fulklaud-A French Critic on Milton—A French Critic on Gootho—
George Sand.

NEW and OLD : a Volume of Verse.
Br JOHN ADWNGTON SYMONDS, SI A . Author of ' ItcoatauiM
lnItal7,'Ac. Crown 8ro. 9t.

ENGLISH TREES and TREE
PLANTINO. By WILLIAM H. ABI.ETT. Demy Svo. 12*. Gd.

" To country gentlemen the book will be invaluable."—Erimintr.
" Calculated to be of great service to such as need a practical guide to

English forestry.*'—Live Stock Journal.

A SELECTION from the POETRY of
ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING. Second Series, uniform
with tbc in-: Scries. Crown »vo. fa. Go*.; gilt edges, 6s. 6a.

A SELECTION from the POETICAL
WORKS of ROBERT BROWNING. Second Series, uniform with
the First Scries. Crown Svo. It. 6d.; gilt edges, 64. 6d.

RENAISSANCE in ITALY: Age of
the Daipotn By JOHN ADDINOTON SYMONDS, M A. Second
Edition. UemySvo. 16,.
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Jamrs Outram: a Biography. By Major-

General Sir F. J. Goldsmid, C.B. 2 vols.

(Smith, Elder & Co.)

Owtnq to his eminent public services and a

private character of almost fabulous purity

and chivalry, a peculiar interest will always

attach to the name of Outram. His career was

remarkable even in India, for he started with

no adventitious advantages, and during the

earlier part of his life he was almost con

tinuously under the censure of some superior

or another. His education, which he received

first at private schools at and near Aberdeen

and afterwards for a short time at Marischal

College in that city, was apparently not of

a high order. Especially does he seem to

have been destitute of any natural facility

for using his pen. In physique, too, nature

was niggardly to him, for at tho age of six

teen he was only five feet one inch in height,

and even when he had entered his twentieth

year he is described by his brother Francis

as " the smallest staff officer in the army."

Subsequent growth to five feet eight inches

he attributed to fever and sickness generally.

Early bent on a military career, he at the

age of sixteen, through the interest of one

of his mother's friends, Capt. Gordon,

member for Aberdeenshire, obtained a direct

cadetship, and landing in Bombay in August,

1819, was gazetted to the 1st Bombay

Grenadier N.I. Nevertheless he was first

posted to the 1st battabon 4th N.I., with

which he did duty for a few weeks. In

December of the same year, however, he

was appointed to the 1st battalion 12th

N.I., and seven months later, when only

seventeen years of age, became acting

adjutant of that corps. In January,

1822, he was appointed permanently to the

adjutancy, having apparently retained the

acting adjutancy up to that time. Passing

over his numerous attacks of illness, alter

nating with assiduous performance of regi

mental duty and countless hunting exploits,

we come to his first experience of field ser

vice. At the close of 1824 it was found

necessary to send a force into the Kittur

country to put down some rather serious

disturbances. James Outram, being on leave

at Bombay, joined the expedition as a volun

teer, and was attached to the 3rd N.I. as

commander of the light company. In that

capacity he volunteered to lead the storming

party when it was resolved to carry the fort

of Kittur by assault. The assault, however,

did not take place, as the garrison sur

rendered at the last moment. In February,

1825, he rejoined his battalion, which had

been lately converted into the 23rd Regi

ment. In April, disturbances having broken

out in the western districts of Khandesh,

and the rebels having established themselves

in the hill fortress of Malair, Lieut. Outram

on the 5th of April marched in command of

200 men of the 23rd and 24th N.I. to dis

lodge them. After a forced march, Outram

received information which induced him to

take on himself the responsibility of cap

turing the place by a coup d« main before

the strength of the insurgents had become

consolidated. He sent 150 men to make at

night a false attack in front, while with the

remaining fifty, under his personal leader

ship, he fell by surprise on the rear. The

enterprise was completely successful, the

place was taken, the garrison driven out ;

and followed up closely by the sepoys and

a few horsemen who had been collected by

the civil officer, the insurgents fled to tho

hills, losing many men in their flight.

" As the infantry had now marched upwards

of fifty miles in little more than thirty-six hours,

Outram found it necessary to halt them soon

after dawn. But the horsemen continued the

pursuit so far aa the nature of the ground per

mitted ; scouts were despatched to ascertain the

point of rendezvous selected by the scattered

foe, and, at night, the chase was resumed. The

insurgents were a second time surprised ; many

were slain, numbers were taken prisoners, and

the rest, throwing down their arms, fled to their

respective villages. A rebellion which had

caused much anxiety to the authorities was thus

crushed ere the troops intended for its suppres

sion had been put in motion, and the plunder

of Untapoor was restored to its lawful owners. "

This was his last exploit as a regimental

officer, for he was at once placed at the

disposal of the Political Officer in Khandesh

for the purpose of raising and commanding

a police battalion of Bhils. Tho Bhils,

estimated at one-eighth of the population

of the province, were divided into the com

paratively civilized dwellers in the plains

and the fierce, intractable robbers of the

hills.

"One authority, admitting two sides to the

picture, speaks of them in the following terms :

' Small in stature, lean and wiry, these Bhils are

capable of great endurance, and from constant

exercise their senses of sight and hearing are

wonderfully acute. They seem, in their natural

state, like the Bushmen of Africa, scarcely men,

but rather a link between the human species

and the wild creatures among whom they live.

Bobbers and marauders by natural descent, for

long their hand was against every man and every

man's hand against them. Hunting, varied by

plundering and cattle-lifting, was their normal

trade. There was something noble in them too ;

they were, in fact, the Bob Boys of India and,

like our Bob Boy, they for a long time actually

levied black mail from the inhabitants of tho

open country. Proscribed by Government and

hunted down, they were killed by hundreds,

but never subdued.' Of those who were essen

tially hill-men, it may be said that, prior to the

formation of the British collectorate of Khan

desh, no coercion or persuasion had, from time

immemorial or according to any tradition extant,

succeeded in drawing them from their mountain

abodes and fastnesses."

The history of Outram's success in dealing

with the Bhils is one of the most attractive

chapters, not only in his own eventful life,

but in the history of India. He began by

first showing the Bhils the power of the

British Government. He applied to the

local authorities at Malegaon for troops,

and failing, on his own responsibility led a

detachment of thirty bayonets from an outly

ing quarter against a fastness where a large

body of rebels had assembled. Surprising

the enemy at daybreak, he so imposed upon

them by his audacity and skilful dispositions

that they fled in every direction. Following

up the beaten foe promptly, he kept them

on the move, and reinforcements having

been obtained, the haunts of the Bhils were

occupied and their strength for the time

broken. Outram laid the foundation of the

corps which he was ordered to raise through

the medium of the prisoners taken in the

skirmish above mentioned.

'"I thus efl'ected an intercourse with some of

the leading Naicks, went alone with them into

their jungles, gained their hearts by copious

libations of brandy, and their confidence by

living unguarded among them, until at last I

persuaded five of the most adventurous to risk

their fortunes with me, which small beginning

I considered ensured ultimate success. ' "

This was in May, 1825, and on July 1st,

1826, his battalion consisted of 308 men.

In April, 1827, he had an opportunity of

testing their value. A gang of marauding

Bhils were doing much mischief, and endea

vouring to draw together the disaffected.

Without waiting for orders, Outram marched

with twenty-seven of his men against the

marauders, and, with the assistance of some

friendly villagers, defeated and routed the

enemy.

His sporting exploits whilst in the Bhil

country explain to a great extent the

wonderful ascendency which he obtained

over tho wild people under his rule.

" In 1833, in the month of April, when en

camped at Sirpiir, the villagers gave Outram in

formation of a tiger that had been marked down

in the thorny jantjal to the north of the village.

This part of the country was plain, and there

was no hill or ravine near. Outram started on

foot, spear in hand, a follower carrying a rifle,

and some six others bows and arrows. The

tiger broke ground on their approach ; Outram

followed him up on foot for three miles, and

eventually speared him to death. This act, it

is affirmed, has never been equalled, before or

since, in Khandesh."

On another occasion a tiger having taken

refuge in some bushes, Outram prepared to

receive the beast's onset in the manner thus

described by one of the party :—

"'There he stood, spear in hand, like a

gladiator in the arena of a Boman amphitheatre,

ready for the throwing open of the wild beast's

cage. The bushes were set fire to, and the

tiger, by no means relishing the smoke, came

puffing and blowing like a porpoise, every five

or six seconds, to get a little fresh air ; but

scenting the elephant, he was always fain to

retreat again. This sort of work went on for

some time, and bush after bush blazed away

without producing tho desired effect. I could

not have stood the suspense when life was at

stake. At last there was a low angry growl, and

a scuffling rustle in the passage. The tiger

sprang out, and down descended the long lance

into his neck, just behind the dexter ear. With

one stroke of his powerful paw he smashed the

spear close to the head. There was a pretty

business. Mr. Tiger one step below, with tho

steel sticking in his neck, which by no means

improved his temper, had gathered his huge

hind quarters below him for a desperate spring

and my friend, armed after the fashion of the
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South Sea Islanders, standing on a little mound,

breathing defiance and brandishing his bamboo

on high."'

Eventually the tiger was shot by some of

the party. Outrani had some narrow escapes.

Once, while pursuing a tiger on foot, his

companion being on horseback, the animal

charged, seized Outrani, and rolled down

the hill with him.

" Being released from the claws of the

ferocious beast for a moment, Outram with

great presence of mind drew a pistol he had

with him, and shot the tiger dead. The Bhlls,

on seeing that he had been injured, were one

and all loud in their grief and expressions of

regret ; but Outram quieted them with the

remark, ' What do I care for the clawing of a

cat ! ' This speech was rife among the Bhils for

many years afterwards, and may be so until this

day/'

In 1835 Capt. Outram was transferred as

Political Officer to the Mahi Kanta, a dis

trict of Gujrat, whore he remained two and

three-quarter years.

On the whole he secured the approbation

of Government, though ho was occasionally

snubbed for being too energetic, warlike, and

plain-spoken. His next field of action was

Scinde and Afghanistan, whither he pro

ceeded at the commencement of the first

Afghan war as extra aide-de-camp to Sir

John Keane. Though ostensibly only on tho

personal staff of that general, he in reality

acted as a political officer from the first, and

rendered valuablo service in the collection

of transport and supplies. lie was neverthe

less, as was his custom, always to the front

when any fighting was going on. His

romantic and energetic chase of Dost

Mahomed was unsuccessful, but only

owing to the treachery of the Afghan

chief accompanying him. When on the

eve of entering Bamian, where Dost

Mahomed was supposed to be with two

hundred staunch adherents, a sort of in

formal council of war was held, and the

following extract from his journal shows

what was decided on :—

"'It was resolved that on the Ameer turning

to oppose us, of which, on our overtaking him

to-morrow, as we expect to do, there can be no

doubt, the thirteen British officers who are

present with this force, shall chargo in the

centre of the little band, every one directing his

individual efforts against the person of Do3t

Muhammad Khan, whose fall must thus be

rendered next to certain. It being evident that

all the Afghans on both sides will turn against

us, unless we are immediately successful, this

plan of attack appears to afford the only chance

of escape to those who may survive ; and it is

an object of paramount importance to effect the

destruction of the Ameer, rather than to permit

his escape.' "

Placed temporarily at tho disposal of the

envoy, he made a successful expedition into

the Ghilzai country at the head of a mixed

column of the Shah's troops. As a volunteer

on the personal staff of General Willshire

he distinguished himself at the capture of

Kelat. After its fall he carried, by the

direct road through tho Kelat country to

Sonmiani on the Arabian Sea, duplicate

despatches. This idea was suggested by

himself. Disguised as an Afghan, and with

only five native attendants, he accomplished

the distance of 355 miles in eight days,

escaping many perils, and only saving his

life by the rapidity with which he travelled.

Ho got nothing for Ghuzni, but obtained a

brevet majority for Kelat. Appointed

Political Agent in Lower Scinde, at the

beginning of 1840 he arrived in Scinde to

take up his appointment, and during the

three following years he was engaged in the

most arduous and responsible work, part

of it performed in Southern Afghanistan.

General Nott, who was on the outbreak at

Cabul entrustedwith supreme political power,

treated him with dry discourtesy, and Lord

EUenborough hated soldier politicals. His

only reward therefore for his untiring activity

and undeniably great services was a cold,

formal letter of thanks and remand to regi

mental duty. For some years after he was

more or less under a cloud as regarded the

Supreme Government. Sir Charles Napier,

however, thought and reported highly of

him, and at Sir Charles's request he was

promptly sent back to Scinde as com

missioner for the arrangement of a treaty

with the Ameers. He was on the point

of starting for England, but, ever ready to

sacrifice private considerations and wounded

pride to duty, he at once rejoined Sir

Charles Napier. The most memorable inci

dent in this part of Outram's career was the

defence of the Hyderabad Residency. Major

Outram was senior officer present, and to

him the credit of the defence was assuredly

due. With, however, his usual generosity,

he desired Capt. Conway, the officer in

command of the escort, to write the de

spatch. Sir Charles Napier returned it, and

ordered Outram to write one, on the ground

that as his " diplomatic functions had ceased

with the first shot fired, it was his duty to

report as senior officer present." Outram,

while loyally carrying out Sir Charles

Napier's instructions, did not conceal from

the latter his conviction that the treatment

of the Ameer was harsh, unjust, and im

politic. Sir Charles at the time respected

Outram's scruples, and was on the most

cordial terms with him. A paper war,

however, afterwards arose, in which Sir

Charles displayed the utmost bitterness.

How sincere Outram was is proved by tho

fact that he distributed the whole of his

large share of the Scindo prize money,

nearly 3,0007., among various charitable in

stitutions. In the spring of 1843, after an

ovation at Bombay, he went to England on

leave ; but the autumn of 1845 found him

in Lord Ellenborough's camp in the North-

West. Lord EUenborough refused to grant

him an interview unless he specified its

object, but soon after offered him the

political and revenue chargo of Nimar, an

appendago to Indore. This appointment,

though vastly inferior to the offices he

had lately held, he had the good sense to

accept. Six months later he resigned his

appointment, and was at Bombay on his

way home when disturbances broke out in

the Southern Mahratta country. Outram

volunteered his services, and he was ordered

to join the force sent to put down the revolt.

After spending a fortnight in camp, he was

appointed Political Agent in the Southern

Mahratta country. He declined, pleading

the treatment he had received, and ex

pressing his intention to resume the career

of a regimental officer. On this Col.

Ovans was appointed in his stead. That

officer was, however, captured by the rebels,

and Outram was, therefore, obliged to con

tinue his functions of special political officer.

It is of a part with his whole life that he

urged Col. Ovans to propose that he should

be released and Outram take his place.

Col. Ovans, with equal nobility of character,

declined to entertain the idea for a moment.

For his political and military services during

the campaign he was appointed Resident

at Sattara. From 1845 till 1847 he re

mained at Sattara. The next three and a

half years were spent as Resident at Baroda,

with the exception of a few months' sick

leave to Egypt. He was, unfortunately for

himself, too honest and energetic to please

the authorities, and eventually was ordered

to resign. On this he took furlough to Eng

land. Succeeding to a great extent in vin

dicating himself before the Court of Directors,

he returned to India, and, visiting Calcutta,

was appointed by Lord Dalhousie Honorary

A.D.C. to the Governor-General and re

appointed to the Residency at Baroda. This

was a great triumph, and the more so as Lord

Dalhousie intended him for Aden, and only

sent him to formally assume office at Baroda

in order to emphasize the opinion he enter-

tainedofOutram's conduct and services. After

less than a year at Aden Outram was selected

by Lord Dalhousie for the highest political

office in India, viz., the Residency of Luck-

now. In the letter in which he announced

this intelligence to his mother, he renewed

his entreaties—entreaties commenced many

years before—that she would allow him to

make her comfortable :—"I hope this will

find you comfortably settled for the winter,

....but with a carriage and maid ; this I

must now assume the privilege of insisting

on." Col. Outram arrived at Lucknow at

a critical time, namely, on the eve of the

annexation of Oude. In the instructions

which accompanied his appointment he was

ordered to inquire into the 6tate of the

country, in order that the Governor-General

might decide whether repeated warnings

had produced any effect, and whether an

nexation could, with justice to the inhabi

tants anddue regard to our responsibilities, be

any longer deferred. Col. Outram had only

arrived at Lucknow on December 5th, 1854;

in March, 1855, he submitted an exhaustive

report. He wound it up by stating it to be

his opinion that it was the duty of the

Government to annex Oude. In the follow

ing February he was required to carry his

recommendation into effect, and very ten

derly, though firmly, did he perform tho

ungrateful task. In May, 1856, he pro

ceeded to England in a very bad state of

health ; a little rest in England and the

stimulus of the appointment to command the

Persian expedition sufficiently revived him

to render him capable of returning to

Bombay before the close of the year. We

shall not inflict on our readers any remarks

concerning the somewhat uninteresting cam

paign which followed. We shall, therefore,

confine ourselves to saying that by his con

duct of it Sir James Outram—as he had

now become—proved that he was as able a

commander as he was a gallant soldier and

efficient political officer. He thoroughly

secured the devotion of all ranks, and he

well merited their affection, for he was ever

occupied with their comfort and welfare.

Col. Haldane, late 64th Regiment, relates :—

" ' Soon after it fell dark, I was walking at

the side of my regiment when a horseman rode

up to me and inquired why I was not riding. I
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told him that my pony was carrying the blankets

&c. of myself and a brother officer, and that

I had no second horse. He then began ques

tioning me as to how the men liked marching

by night instead of by day, and on similar

matters. When leaving me, he turned and said,

" There is a spare horse of mine behind : if you

like to ride it, you are very welcome." He

then rode off. Seeing he was followed by a

number of officers, I began to suspect that it

was either the General (whom I had not seen

before) or one of the Head Quarter Staff. The

next instant Hudson our adjutant came up and

asked me if I knew who had been talking to

me, and told me then that it really was Outram

himself. A few hours later we were attacked

by the enemy. The General had a fall from his

horse and was stunned ; the battle of Khush-ab

took place, and it might well have been sup

posed that Sir James would scarcely remember

his good-natured offer to one of the subalterns

of his army. Yet one afternoon, about three

weeks afterwards, I was walking with Capt.

Morphy through the camp at Bushire, when we

met the General, who stopped to speak to my

companion, and presently turned to me, and

said—"You never got that horse after all!"

This proved that not only did he remember the

offer made, but that he had actually taken the

pains to find out if I had been able to avail

myself of his kindness. It was such traits in

his character that endeared him to all who had

the honour and pleasure of serving under him.'"

Of his share in the suppression of the Indian

Mutiny it is unnecessary to write, for the

particulars are familiar to the public. In

April, 1858, Sir James Outram left Lucknow

for Calcutta, to take his seat as a member of

the Governor-General's Council, -where he

remained till the end of July, 1860, when

he quitted India for ever. The chapter

which deals with his tenure of office as

member of Council is particularly interest

ing, but we can do no more than mention

some of the views which ho advocated, lie

was opposed to a staff corps and in favour

of a local European force. Ho urged the

advisability of retaining Addiscombe on an

enlarged scale as the Military College for

India. He was opposed to the system of

attaching young officers for the first six

months to European corps. He pointed out

the unadvisability of excluding from the

amnesty any rebels except those who had

murdered Europeans.

"He not only wished for the elevation to

the Peerage, Knightage, and Baronetage of many

native gentlemen, but he would like to see

established by her Majesty a new ' Order of

Victoria,' for which natives and Europeans,

whether in her Majesty's service or not, should

be eligible."

He was strongly opposed to the amalgama

tion of the Royal and Company's armies.

He recommended that in competitions for

commissions "proficiency in swimming, rid

ing, fencing, and field-sketching should bo a

sine qua non." Eeturning to England after

forty-two years' service with broken health,

he died at Paris in 1803, and a public

funeral in "Westminster Abbey worthily

closed his long and honourable career.

A Consul's Manual and Shipowner's and Ship

master's Practical Guide in their Trans

actions Abroad. Compiled by L. Joel, of

H.M.'s Consular Service. (C. Kegan

Paul & Co.)

The office of consul as existing at the pre

sent day, if we may rely on the accuracy of

Mr. Joel's "introductory remarks," is essen

tially the offspring of modern commerce and

modern requirements. It is true that there

were in the Republic of Pisa, as early as the

tenth century, magistrates called " consuls

of navigation," whose duty it was to decide

commercial questions ; but there is no sug

gestion that these officers were entrusted

with the performance of any duties beyond

the limits of their own little community.

Guy de Lusignan, however, is said to have

allowed the Marseillais to have consuls in

his possessions in Palestine, and about the

same time Modena and Lucca had reci

procal consular establishments. There must

have been some approach to the modern

system on the shores of the Mediterranean

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, for

we read that during that period, or part

of it, the Lombards, Venetians, and Catalans

had consuls in various places, whose general

functions were to decide commercial ques

tions, to look to the due observance of

treaties and conventions, and to maintain

the rights and privileges granted by the

rulers of the states to which they were

accredited to the merchants and other sub

jects of the states which sent them out. Mr.

Joel's earliest mention of English consuls

relates to the seventeenth century, when

an author well informed on commercial

matters wrote thus :—" The Pope doth, for

trade sake, allow a gentleman at Civita

Vecchia the title of consul for the English

nation, to see that mariners, who are apt

enough to give offence, be not wronged or

abused." This statement is taken from

' The Merchant's Map of Commerce,' by

Lewis Roberts, published in 1 638 ; and we

learn from the same source that the Levant

Company maintained, and paid salary to,

six consuls at six several places, and, "to

wait upon these and their factors," the com

pany " gave pay to forty janisaries and

twenty druggermen or interpreters." These

six officers, who were scarcely consuls in tho

present sense of the word, sinco they repre

sented a company and not a sovereign

state, resided respectively at Aleppo, Tri

poli, Chios, Algiers, Tunis, and " Petrus

in Morea," and were " strengthened with

command from tho fort and durano of the

Grand Seignior, not only for their peaceable

living, but also for the quiet enjoying of

their privileges granted unto them as afore

said." At the same time tho English,

French, and Venetians had vice-consuls "at

Cilicia, or Scanderoon." As an indication

of the circumstances that were held to call

for the presence of consular officers in

Mohammedan countries, it may be men

tioned that, by the terms of a treaty made

between Great Britain and Tripoli in 1676,

no subject of tho King of Great Britain was

permitted to "turn Turk or Moor (being

induced thereto by any surprisal whatso

ever)," unless he voluntarily appeared

before the dey or governor with the English

consul's "druggerman" three times in

twenty-four hours' space, and every time

declared his resolution to "turn Turk or

Moor."

The general custom among the maritime

powers of Europe of appointing consuls inter

se appears to date only from the eighteenth

century, when the importance of such

officers for the promotion of trade and the

more effectual protection of persons and

property seems first to have met with

the common recognition of civilized nations.

At tho present day, in Turkey, Egypt,

China, and Japan, the principal British

consuls have judicial authority, and their

functions and powers are defined by treaty ;

but in other coimtries this is not the case,

and a consul's action is dependent, to a

great extent, on his own judgment, while

his ability to decide legal disputes and to

aid his countrymen in various ways is only

co-extensive with his powers of persuasion.

We agree with Mr. Joel in thinking that

the example of some other nations might

bo followed with advantage in respect of

defining tho international rights and func

tions of consuls by treaty. Many of their

duties, however, require no international

compact, having relation exclusively to

British subjects and to official departments

at home. Thus, a consul may give advice

and assistance to his countrymen abroad,

may marry them, register and report their

births, marriages, and deaths, and represent

their grievances to the British minister at

the foreign capital, without requiring any

special permission from a foreign court or

legislature. To define these and other

duties relating to British subjects and

British property is the general scheme of

Mr. Joel's work, and in some respects he

has succeeded fairly enough. He has col

lected a good deal of scattered information

relating to the various branches of his sub

ject, and if there is not much that is original

in his book, there is at least a convenient

arrangement of existing materials. It may

be added that the latter half is of much prac

tical value, containing as it does a glossary

of mercantile terms in five languages, a col

lection of merchant shipping and other

forms, comparative tables of money,

weights, and measures, and definitions of

the most important legal terms relating,

directly or indirectly, to tho carrying on of

trade by sea.

Having said thus much by way of praise,

we regret that we are not able to speak of

Mr. Joel's book in terms of unalloyed com

mendation. A compilation, to be really a

creditable performance, should show clearly

at every point the sources from which its

various facts are gathered, but this is by no

means the case with the book before us.

This circumstance is tho more remarkable

that Mr. Joel, by his occasional allusions to

Acts of Parliament and the like, shows that

he is not unaware of tho importance of

reference to authority. Yet the reader

may turn over his pages by the score with

out meeting with any such reference, and

must, as a general rule, but for some ante

cedent knowledge of tho subject, remain

entirely ignorant as to the amount of weight

that should bo attached to the precepts laid

down. Thus, at p. 35 it is stated that the

consul is to transmit annually to the Secre

tary of State a true copy of all entries of

marriages made during the preceding year,

but there is nothing to show that this is, in

fact, a provision of the Act 12 & 13 Vict,

c. 68, though that Act is alluded to in the

previous page. At p. 40 we find " Duties

connected with the Royal Navy," accurately

set forth very possibly, but without an at

tempt at a reference, and therefore without

any means of verification. The same may

be said of " Public and Private Correspond

ence," "Consular Officers to execute In
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structions from Diplomatic Officers, " and

other titles too numerous to mention. In

parts ii., iii., iv., v., forming nearly half

the book, the reader will recognize, somewhat

dwarfed and disguised, it is true, a very old

acquaintance—the Merchant Shipping Act,

1854, with its long train of amending Acts

down to the present day ; but it is only once

in fifty pages or thereabouts that any Act is

referred to, and then, as a rule, it is only

mentioned as bearing on some special point.

The greater part of this portion of the book

is printed with inverted commas, as if quoted

from some authoritative source, and it may

be conjectured that it is merely a reprint

of the " Instructions to Consuls " issued by

the Board of Trade under the authority of

the Merchant Shipping Act, 1855, s. 16, &c,

but we have not succeeded in finding any

statement to that effect. The particular sub

division of this part of the book which re

lates to naval courts is headed " General

Instructions," but the reader is left to guess

for himself who the instructor is. At p. 76

and p. 82 a certain "schedule to the Act "

is mentioned, but we must pursue our re

searches elsewhere if we would know what

Act is meant. There is, again, too much

appearance of the materials having been

gathered together in a heap and sent off to

the press without very careful examination

on the part of the author. If the reader

should turn to "section 4, paragraph 1, of

the Merchant Shipping Act, 1876," men

tioned at p. 86 as providing that the Board

of Trade shall prepare a book or books

containing instructions for dispensing the

medicines and medical stores on board

ships, he will be rather surprised to find

that there is nothing about medicines or

medical stores in the Act referred to, which

is the indirect outcome of Mr. Plimsoll's

memorableefforts for the protection of British

seamen, and relates almost entirely to the

powers and duties of the Board of Trade

in respect of unseaworthy vessels. At p. 214

occurs the title "Salvage by Her Majesty's

Ships," but it is clear that the second and

third paragraphs under that heading relate

to other salvage also ; and Mr. Joel might

easily have ascertained that the last-men

tioned paragraph is founded on section 497

of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1854, which

section in the Act itself comes under the

title "Salvage(General)." Atp.29 it is stated

that " the 20th section of the Consular Act.

1825," empowers consuls to perform notarial

acts and to administer oaths and affirmations ;

but Mr. Joel would have dono well to add

that these powers are extended by 1 8 & 1 9

Vict., c. 42, to vice-consuls, acting consuls,

pro-consuls, and consular agents, and that

certain special provisions on the subject of

oaths before consuls and vice-consuls are

contained in tho Crown Suits, &c, Act,

1865. Mr. Joel is a consul himself, and

writes professedly for consuls, but it is diffi

cult to suppose that he wishes to leave the

junior members of the service in the dark !

A little more attention to details, and a reso

lution to collect all the information that can

be got at by research, and not merely to

reissue that which comes ready to hand,

would make Mr. Joel's handsome-looking

volumo a more practical and in every way

a more satisfactory book.

Documents illustrating the History of St. PatiVs

Cathedral. Edited, for the most part from

Original Sources, by W. Sparrow Simpson,

D.D., F.S.A. (Camden Society.)

The Council of the Camden Society have

laid the student of English history under

another debt by the publication of this care

fully edited volume. The unique position

which St. Paul's has always occupied among

our institutions must needs give to its history

an importance and significance which that of

no other Engbsh cathedral can claim. Every

other ecclesiastical edifice in England, not

excepting Canterbury, has had a life apart,

so to speak, from the life of the nation.

We can conceive the great march of social,

intellectual, or religious progress going on

and leaving the fabric of Canterbury or

York, or Lincoln or Norwich, scarcely at all

affected by the struggles and storms and

revolutions of the body politic. In point

of fact all other English cathedrals are

monuments of the existence of that imperium

in imperio which was a standing menace to

the nation's rulers, and whose glory and

whose shame it was that it offered a perpetual

inducement to the timid, the indolent, and

the half-hearted to stand aloof from the

great struggles for liberty which patriots

dare not leave. But the very stones of St.

Paul's are eloquent, the nation's history

is stamped upon them. As the old order

changes, so do the very form and fashion

of St. Paul's change with it. With the fall

of the monarchy the old cathedral crumbles

to ruins; with the fall of episcopacy the

bishop's palace disappears ; with the Restora

tion and the beginning of a new era a new

St. Paul's rises, the enormous debris of the

structure that had passed away being in

corporated, however, with the stupendous

pile that another age was to look upon with

fresh hope and pride. Thus for Englishmen

every new discovery or any new fact that

serves to make the history of St. Paul's

more familiar to us, and helps us to connect

the present more closely with the past, must

always possess a peculiar interest. Dr.

Sparrow Simpson's name is so well known,

his opportunities for antiquarian research so

favourable, and his industry so great that his

readers might feel sure a labour of love like

this would be executed in a scholarly way,

and that his sagacity would unearth many

things which even the scrutiny of practised

students had hitherto overlooked. No one

will be disappointed in the results arrived

at. If Dr. Simpson has not succeeded in

adding many new facts to our previous

knowledge, he has, at any rate, furnished

novel and valuable illustrations of much that

still remains but imperfectly known, and

he has rescued for the hearing ear and the

seeing eye some of those hints and whispers,

those light murmurs from the voices of the

past, which often tell more than the louder

and the bolder tongues that merely repeat

the common tale which "everybody knows."

The documents in this volume consist of

thirty-six articles of a very miscellaneous

character, they extend over a period of five

centuries, and they deal with matters as

sublime as the life of a canonized saint and

as lively as the tune of a street ballad. Dr.

Simpson has thrown them together with

little regard to method, but they fall roughly

into three groups: 1. Those which are con

cerned with matters purely ecclesiastical or

religious ; 2. Those which serve to illustrate

the political and constitutional history of

England ; 3. Those which have to do with

the structural and architectural history of

the fabric.

In the first group the reader is presented

with a series of indulgences granted by

various bishops and popes in favour of

such as shall assist in the reparation or

adornment of St. Paul's by their gifts or

legacies. Dr. Simpson prints eight of these

as specimens from a collection numbering

no less than seventy-six, which are still pre

served in the Muniment Room, and which

were issued between the years 1201 and

1387. We could have wished that a brief

abstract of all these indulgences had been

given, for though there is no doubt that

the learned editor has exercised a wise

discretion in the choice of his materials, yet

it is difficult to believe that there was not

some peculiar circumstance or occasion which

in most cases suggested the granting of these

indulgences just at the time they were

severally published. The document which

Dr. Simpson prints as a Bull of Urban TV.

is of no great interest. But is it a Bidl, and

not rather a Breve? In the latter case it is

easy to see why it should not be found in

the ' Bullarium Romanum.'

In this first group of articles, too, the

reader comes upon what Dr. Simpson him

self would probably consider as his ' ' great

find." Students of early English liturgies

know too well that few mysterious dis

appearances have been more complete than

that of our old diocesan "Uses" or service

books. There is good reason for believing

that in minor points of ritual, and in such

matters as special services, commemorations,

collects, and litanies, there was far greater

diversity and far more freedom in the

several dioceses than is generally supposed,

and that the same kind of liberty was

allowed as exists among ourselves in the

selection and use of the hymns and anthems

we sing in our churches. The evil genius of

ecclesiasticism, which is for ever encroaching

in tho direction of a hard and narrow

uniformity, gradually but sternly repressed

every tendency towards freedom of worship,

and all that was peculiar in the diocesan

service books was eliminated. Henco few

things are rarer than such fragments of

the older Uses as exhibit any distinctive

features, and liturgiologists will there

fore hail with exceeding joy the discovery

of two offices, ' ' the only known relics of

the Ancient Use of St. Paul's Cathe

dral." They are but slight fragments,

after all ; but there are occasions when

we must be thankful for small mercies,

and the Office for tho Commemoration of

SS. Peter and Paul, together with the

Office of St. Erkenwald, has certainly an

interest and value of its own. Tho col

lection of collects, too, which Dr. Simp

son gives, was well worth printing. It

appears to have been transcribed by a

certain Thomas Batmanson, a protege of

Bishop Bonner's, who was Vicar of Ken

sington in Queen Mary's time. The Office

of Thomas of Lancaster is less noteworthy

as a specimen of fourteenth century devotion

than as affording us a remarkable instance

of the way in which the clergy, in a time of

profound irritation and discontent, lent them
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selves to the popular side, and threw their

influence into the scale against the Crown.

It is a suggestive document and deserved

to be reprinted. Clearly clerical poli

ticians were not to be trusted with the

liberty of drawing up special services, when

political capital might be made out of the

" martyrdom" of some demagogue or char

latan whom the ecclesiastical party of the

hour thought fit to support. As for Thomas

of Lancaster, he was a sullen traitor, without

patriotism or a policy or even ambition, and,

as Prof. Stubbs puts it, " by every recorded

act of his life he is shown to be cruel, un

scrupulous, treacherous, and selfish." Yet

when he got his deserts the clergy were not

ashamed to give it forth that miracles were

being wrought at St. Paul's in his honour,

just as the very next year miracles were

said to be wrought at Bristol in honour of

Henry de Montfort and Henry Wylington,

after they, too, had been hanged. Possibly

a commemoration of these worthies may be

found in the archives of a western diocese

one of these days.

Under the second group of articles may

be classed such matters as the Chronicle

of St. Paul's, the Kalendar and List of

Obits, and the curious " Ordinance for the

Election of a new Prioress at St. Helen's,

Bishopsgate," which dates at the begin

ning of the thirteenth century. With re

gard to the Chronicle, Dr. Simpson makes no

mention of another Chronicle of St. Paid's,

now in the possession of the Corporation of

Axbridge. It would be well to know if any

comparison of the two has been made, and
•wherein, if at all, they differ. Dr. Simp

son's Chronicle illustrates very remarkably

the audacious attitude of the Papacy

towards the Crown of England during the

shameful reign of Edward H., and the way

in which the whole ecclesiastical patronage

of the country was virtually takon out of

the king's hands.

To the general public, however, as distinct

from that inner circle of students who pre

sumably form the majority of the subscribers

to the Camden Society, by far the most

attractive portion of Dr. Simpson's volume

will be the latter half, in which the reader

gains some insight into the vicissitudes in

the history of the fabric of St. Paid's. Of

the early conflagrations in the building there

are only brief notices, and though the earth

quake of 1382 evidently wrought very

serious mischief, yet of that, too, there is

no detailed account, and only brief and

incidental allusions to it occur, as, e.g., in

the indulgence issued by Archbishop

Courtney in 1387. But Dr. Simpson has

printed for the first time from Bishop

Grindal's Register the official report upon

the fire of 1561, and has, moreover, re

printed a most graphic account of that

disastrous event, which was translated into

French and Latin, and was widely circulated

on the Continent ; for the destruction of

the old spire of St. Paul's was the destruc

tion of one of the wonders of the world to

the men of the sixteenth century, and as

Buch was an event big with serious omen.

Old St. Paul's never recovered the great

fire of 1561, and Dr. Simpson's remaining

articles enable us to trace the melancholy

progress of decay. It is a deplorable story,

and, though we read it here in a very frag

mentary form, there is a pathos about these

original documents and a reality which

gives them an eloquence that the mere story

teller never seems to rise to. We want no

padding to set off the picture of greed and

rapacity which meets us in the discovery

that, as early as 1577, the vaults under the

choir were let by lease to one Justinian

Kydde, and that " the sheds lately called

Jesus Crowdes and other premises " had

long before been " in the occupation of

John Cawoode, stationer, deceased." Half

a century goes by and things do not mend ;

on the contrary, a vault under the Chapter

House had by this time been let by the

Dean and Chapter to one Mr. Sands,

" Keeper of the Green Dragon Tavern on

the other side of the way "; while the minor

canons, anxious to make the most of their

rights, " had also let a vault belonging to

them ; a baker had constructed an oven in

one of the buttresses. Houses had been

built close under the church, imperilling its

very walls "; and even the funds that were

collected for the "restoration" of the

venerable pile disappeared no one knew

where. Clearly the Dean and Chapter had

a great deal to answer for ; the disgraceful

profanation which had set in long before

the Commonwealth times must have been the

result of continued neglect and selfish apathy

on the part of the authorities. Such a con

dition of affairs as that which the following

extract reveals to ns does not grow up in a

day:—

" Upon Sundays and all festival dayes the

boys and maids and children of the two neigh

bouring parishes presently after dinner come

into the church ; then they play in such manner

as children use to do till dark night, and hence

cometh principally that inordinate noise which

many times suffereth not the preacher to be

heard in the choir."

This was in 1631. Is it to be wondered

at if ten years afterwards the order went

forth that "the Bishop of London's house

near St. Paul's " be used as a prison, or

that the Deanery should be handed over to

the notorious Dr. Burgess as a residence,

or that—oh, the grim satisfaction !—Dr.

Burgess himself should have found that

even in his new abode things were not all

that could be wished, inasmuch as Mr.

William Parsons, a trunk-maker, had thought

fit to erect two tenements upon the Deanery

premises, and—malignant that he was—

refused to pay rent for the same to Burgess

or any one else ?

A few months after this old St. Paul's

was turned into a monstrous cavalry stable,

and so continued to be used as late as 1651,

when a proclamation printed by Dr. Simp

son orders the soldiers " to forbeare playing

at nine pinns and other sports, from the

hour of nine of the clocke in the evening

till six in the morning, that so persons that

are weake and indisposed to rest may not

be disturbed."

A hundred years after the conflagration

of 1561 St. Paul's must have exhibited an

enormous mass of ruins, though the huge

enceinte was almost as closely packed with

habitations and as densely populated as the

Roman amphitheatre of Nimes was within

the memory of men still living.

"Restoration" happilywas out of the ques

tion, and when Charles II. laid the founda

tion stone of the present cathedral in 1675,

with the self-same mallet as was used by

the Prince of Wales so recently at Truro,

a new St. Paul's began to rise like a

phcenix from the ashes of that which had

passed away.

Edgar Allan Poe : Ids Life, Letters, and

Opinions. By John H. Ingram. 2 vols.

(Hogg.)

A task which has been to Mr. Ingram

something more than a duty or a labour of

love, which has, indeed, had the solemnity

of a mission, is now successfully accom

plished. Six years ago an arduous portion

was finished when an edition practically

complete of the works of Edgar Allan Poe

was given to the world. Far from answer

ing the purpose of vindicating the fame of

Poe was, however, the prefatory memoir

Mr. Ingram was able to affix to that edi

tion. Six further years have been necessary

to investigate, co-ordinate, and arrange the

information concerning the life of Poe, which

has been drawn from all available sources,

and thoso portions of his correspondence

which survive and are accessible. Prac

tically, then, the life of Poe now given to

the world may be regarded as final and

definitive. Little temptation is, indeed,

offered to travel again over ground which

Mr. Ingram has explored with conscientious

fidelity and untiring perseverance, and has

mapped out with accuracy so patient that,

as Lamb says of Drayton's ' Polyolbion,'

he " has not left a rivulet so narrow it

may be stepped over without honourable

mention." If one or two tracts remain con

cerning which nothing is known, these may

be dismissed as inaccessible.

It is pleasant to congratulate Mr. Ingram

upon the close of his labours. Seldom has

a duty so arduous and so necessary been

discharged with equal loyalty and zeal. If

Griswold's poison is not now neutralized, an

antidote is provided to which all may have

recourso ; the malignancy which prompted

tho most Judas-like of modern treacheries

is exposed, and the full baseness of what

Graham, the proprietor of Graham's Maga

zine, of which Poe was editor, calls "an

immortal infamy " stands revealed.

Profoundly interesting from commence

ment to close is the biography now given to

the world. It is marred by inelegancies

of style and by oversights which will have

to be corrected in a future edition. These

are, however, wholly forgotten by the sym

pathetic reader, over whom the record of

Roe's life exercises a measure of the strange

fascination which belongs to his writings.

That Mr. Ingram should be free from

that besetting weakness which no biographer

probably, except Griswold, wholly escaped

was not to be expected. It is in the very

nature of things that Mr. Ingram's work

should be a vindication as much as a memoir.

When noticingthe publication of thecollected

works, we gave some particulars of the mis

representations to which Poe was subject.

So short are, however, human memories, so

quickly does a new generation spring up,

and so unsafe is it to assume in the majority

of readers tho possession of special informa

tion, that it may be pardonable to give in tho

fewest possible words the partieidars of the

offence with which Griswold is charged.

On the death of Poe on the 7th of October,

1819, his mother-in-law, his most devoted
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friend, placed in the hands of Kufus W.

Griswold the whole of his papers. From

these Griswold, animated by a malignancy

which nothing could satisfy, extracted a life

of Poe, which was published in 1850 with

the third volume of Poe's works. This

memoir, false and scurrilous in all respects,

was circulated wherever a knowledge of the

poet extended. Its statements were accepted

as authoritative, and the memory of the

poet was blackened throughout two con

tinents. How powerless to uproot an opinion

onco formed were the protests of N. P.

Willis and other friends of Poe may be

supposed by those who know how swiftly

a lie circulates and how slowly behind it

travels the contradiction. An Englishman,

Mr. Moy Thomas, appears to have been

among the first to point out the necessity of

a serious and enduring vindication of the

memory of Poo from the slanders of Gris

wold; a second Englishman, Mr. Ingram,

has now completed the task.

Under these circumstances it is perhaps

pardonable that the biography of Poe now

published should present a picture of its

subject so highly coloured that the darker

traits in his character have all but dis

appeared. It is none the less to be regretted

that the memoir is less a rehabilitation than

an apotheosis. The gloom and sorrow

which overshadow at times the life of Poe,

where they are not direct visitations of fate,

seem a portion of the poet's inheritance.

We poets in our youth begin in gladness,

But thereof come in the end despondency and

madness.

That any form of misconduct on the part of

Poe conduced to this state of affairs is barely

conceded. A more robust treatment of the

subject would, on the whole, havo been

better. Such, while it left Poe's character

free from the degrading and dishonouring

accusations that have been brought against

it, would have carried to the minds of not

a few in whom doubt is begotten of revolt

the conviction that in • most respects of

morality Poe stood above rather than below

the level of civilized and cultivated humanity.

This is all that is required. At what period

Poo took to excess in drink, in opium, or in

both is comparatively unimportant. That

excess there was his warmest friends and

admirers concede. His own plea is not

more valuable or satisfactory than that

ordinarily supplied in cases of similar mis

conduct. In a letter to Mrs. S. H. Whit

man he states:—"I have absolutely no

pleasure in the stimulants in which I some

times so madly indulge. It has not been

in the pursuit of pleasure that I have

perillod life and reputation and reason. It

has been in the desperate attempt to escape

from torturing memories." If the desire

to escape from torturing memories were a

justification of excess, life, when a certain

age was passed, would be one mad carnival.

In a letter assumably subsequent he says :

" I am constitutionally sensitive—nervous

in a very unusual degree. I became in

sane, with long intervals of horriblo sanity.

During these fits of absolute unconscious

ness I drank—God only knows how often

or how much. As a matter of course, my

enemies referred the insanity to the drink

rathor than the drink to the insanity." An

unhoped-for cure, temporary of course,

came, as ho said, with tho death of his

wife, to a state of affairs for which the

vicissitudes of her fatal illness were princi

pally responsible.

In no Philistine spirit and with no want

of consideration for Poe, but rather in the

conviction that his character is strong enough

to stand upright beneath the burdens it has

to bear, we assert that the statement that

he drank in " fits of absolute unconscious

ness " can have no possible weight. A

man in such a state knows nothing. The

amount that he drinks he must subse

quently learn from others, and it is not

easy to believe that those near him,

whether he were at home or abroad, would

continue to supply him with stimulants.

Few words ever spoken bear signs more

obvious of the kind of casuistry men employ

in defending before others their own actions.

Sooner than admit a plea like this we would

accept the characteristically subtle and whim

sical defence of Baudelaire, that the best

work of Poe required for its perfect develop

ment a renewal of the drunkenness in which

it was begotten. So curious and ingenious,

if preposterous, is this theory, we may be

pardoned for transcribing from the pre

fatory memoir by Baudelaire to his trans

lations from Poe the sentences in which it

is enunciated :—

"Or il est incontestable que—semblable h, ces

impressions fugitives et frappantes, d'autant plus

frappantes dans leurs retours qu'elles sont plus

fugitives, qui suivent quelquefois un symptome

exterieur, une espece d'avertissement comme un

son de cloche, une note musicale ou un parfum

oublie", et qui sont elles-memes suivies d'un

evenement semblable a un evenement de"ja

connu et qui occupait la memo place dans une

chalne ante"rieusement reVelee,—semblables k

ces singuliers reves periodiques qui frdquentent

nos sommeils,—il existe dans l'ivresse non-seule-

mentdes enchalnements de reves, mais des series

de raisonnements, qui ont besoin, pour se re

produce, du milieu qui leur a donne naissance.

Si le lecteur m'a suivi sans repugnance, il a

d<5jJi devine" ma conclusion : je crois que, dans

beaucoup de cas, non pas certainement dans

tous, l'ivrognerie de Poe e"tait un moyen mne"-

monique, une me"thode de travail, me"thode

energique et mortelle, mais appropriee a sa

nature passionne'e. Le poete avait appris a boire,

comme un litterateur soigneux s'exerce a faire

des cahiers de notes. II ne pouvait resister au

desir de retrouver les visions merveilleuses ou

eflrayantes, les conceptions subtiles qu'il avait

rencontnSes dans une tempete prece"dente ;

c'e"taient de vieilles connaissances qui l'attiraient

impe'rativement, et pour renouer avec elles, il

prenait le chemin le plus dangereux, mais le plus

direct. Une partie de ce qui fait aujourd'hui

notre jouissance est ce qui fa tu6."—'CEuvres

Completes de Baudelaire,' torn. v. pp. 27-28.

If it were worth while, instead of re

garding Poe as a man of whom, in spite

of extravagances and weaknesses, we have

cause to be proud rather than ashamed, an

excuse could be suggested far better than

any that has yet, so far as we are aware,

been advanced. At a comparatively early

age Poe commenced to take opium. The

extent to which he indulged in this dan

gerous and seductive poison can only be sur

mised. In the early draft of ' Berenice ' a

passage subsequently suppressed alludes to

its hero's " immoderate use of opium."

Subsequently Poe declared, d propos of De

Quincey's ' Confessions of an English Opium-

Eater,' " There is yet room for a book on

opium-eating which shall be the most pro

foundly interesting volume ever penned."

That De Quincey's work is incorrect and

misleading, leaving out of sight what is

most striking in the effects of opium, and

substituting for it much that is purely

imaginary, is not generally known. Its pub

lication and the reputation of its author had

the effect of discouraging inquiry, and the

subject, from the physiological and. psycho

logical standpoint, has yet to be treated.

There are few of the aberrations of Poe's

later life that might not be explained by his

use of opium. Especially characteristic of

its influence is the kind of gloom of which

he constantly complains.

The present is not the time in which to

associate the irregularities of Poe's life with

any theory whatever. It is better to look

at the man as he stands before us in tho

light which is thrown upon him by his

works, his correspondence, and the tardily

gathered statements of his friends. Bright,

sanguine, buoyant, and self-reliant, strong

in his affections, impatient of whatever was

outside the range of his sympathies, indis

creet to the extent of admitting strangers

into what should be the arcana and the

sanctities of his soul, solicitous of apprecia

tion and affection, refined and courteous in

bearing, and, as he says, quixotic in his

sense of the honourable, the chivalrous,

he was, with all his faults upon his head,

a fine specimen of our weak humanity.

Strength, whether of continuous resolution

or of endurance, or indeed of passion,

though there is much talk of it, he does not

seem in any conspicuous degree to have had.

His experience of life was uncomfortable,

and before the end bitter. After a youth

which may bo said in conventional phrase

to have been " nursed in luxury," he was,

through little or no fault of his own, thrown

upon his own resources. The profession he

adopted was one out of which a man could

scarcely make a living, and he became in

a portion of his career a booksoller's hack.

Overworked and underpaid, he struggled

on until, by means of hand-to-mouth work

through which filtrated a distinct genius, he

won fame. By the time this was acquired he

had practically succumbed in the struggle,

and the crown that he wore for a short

period was joyless. No unknown nor un

precedented fate is this, though it is in

expressibly sad. His married life was a

poem. Difficult, indeed, is it to sajr whether

the love of his child wife or that of her

mother did more to illumine his career.

His attompts after the death of his wife to

win consolation or love from other women

detract a little from the almost ethereal

beauty of that central romance, in which

love hallowed and brightened the depressing

and terrible details of poverty. The loss of

Virginia Poe left him rudderless, and his

uncertain course ended in shipwreck.

Mr. Ingram suggests that his death in

Baltimore might have been caused by his

being " cooped," drugged by electioneering

agents, and dragged about from poll to poll

to vote. This might possibly have been ; it

matters little. Speculations of this kind are

unblessed as well as futile. What is known

is that on the 7th of October he was brought

insensible into the Washington University

Hospital, having been found on a bench,

near a wharf, and that about midnight of

the same day he died. How this sudden

end was brought about no one knows, or
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knowing has dared to tell. It is probable

that what ill treatment, self-inflicted or

from the hands of others, he received did

not greatly accelerate a death that he felt

to bo near at hand. He died respected and

esteemed by those who knew him best, and

with the love of good women attending him

to the last. Here is an adequate response

to the venomous accusations of Griswold, the

slimo of whose words is now wiped off for

ever. In place of the joint epitaph over

Poe and his mother-in-law, who rest side

by sido in the " ancestral grave " of General

Poe, might be put the letter that the dis

tracted woman wrote on hearing of his death.

It is hard to say on which it reflects more

credit. ''Annie," she writes to her friend,

" my Eddie is dead. He died in Baltimore

yesterday. Annie, pray for me, your deso

late friend." By this wail should be read

Poe's sonnet to the writer, the closing lines

of which are:—

My mother—my own mother who died early—

Was but the mother of myself ; but you

Are mother to the one I loved so dearly,

And thus are dearer than the mother I knew

By that infinity with which my wife

"Was dearer to my soul than its soul-life.

Before quitting the memoir of this way

ward genius, it seems worth while to point

out that, besides the comparisons to Mar

lowe, Chatterton, Byron, and Musset which

suggest themselves, a less obvious kinship

exists between Poe and Balzac. It would

be easy to show the extent of this. At the

close of a long notice one instance alone

must suffice. When speaking of his

' Eureka ' to Mr. Putnam, Poe told him

with intense earnestness that

" the book he had to propose was of momentous

interest. Newton's discovery of gravitation was

a mere incident compared with the discoveries

revealed in this book. It would at once com

mand such unusual and intense interest that the

publisher might give up all other enterprises,

and make this one book tho business of his life

time. An edition of fifty thousand copies might

be sufficient to begin with, but it would be but

a small beginning. No other scientific event in

the history of the world approached in import

ance the original developments of the book."

Substitute for Poe Balzac, and for Putnam

Werdet or some other French publisher, and

then these sentences might pass for a quota

tion from Leon Gozlan concerning the author

of ' Pere Goriot.' Among errors to be recti

fied in a second edition are the quotation

"Res auguste domi," vol. i. p. Ho; "Par

turient mountains have been tabulated to

produce musc«pular abortions," p. 199; and

"the animalcula with moustaches for an

tenna/," vol. ii. p. 79. Mr. Ingram's style

would be greatly improved if he would avoid

the practice of ending his sentences with

prepositions or that of using such hyper-

superlatives as " most extreme rarity."

For the work he has done he deserves

the thanks of all lovers of literature.

Cinq Mois au Caire el dans la Basse figi/pte.

Par Gabriel Charmes. (Paris, Char-

pentier.)

If all the English tourists who havo written

books about Egypt had had the wit and tho

skill to treat their subject as M. Charmes

has done ! Such will probably be the ex

clamation of every English critic ; and it is

not that the author writes from any excep

tional point of vantage, with any special

or previous knowledge of hie subject ; on

tho contrary, all seems new and fresh to

him, and the justness and accuracy in most

instances of the conclusions he draws are

as remarkable as the graceful and pictu

resque style in which his descriptions and

reflections are alike conveyed. Many of the

matters on which he discourses are naturally

more familiar to the travelled Englishman

than to the ordinary French reader, but the

former will not enjoy them the less on that

account. The author's interest and regard

for everything Egyptian are partly due to tho

feeling common among Frenchmen, and ex

pressed without reserve by our author, that

France has certain prescriptive claims to

superiority in Egypt, which, if mainly sen

timental, are none the less exclusive. They

date, not to mention St. Louis and his

crusaders, from the days when " forty cen

turies" looked down from tho Pyramids

on the overthrow of the Mamelukes, and

have since been cemented by the labours

of the French savants, by the support of

the dynasty of Mohammed Ali, as repre

senting "Western ideas," and by the Suez

Canal. The responsibility for such a system

as that of the modern Egyptian Govern

ment seems to us a very doubtful subject

for congratulation, and when M. Charmes

says that " seule de toutos les nations

musulmanes de l'Orient elle a voulu

essayer do dovenir une nation a civilisation

ouropeenne," he surely attributes to tho

Egyptian people an amount of initiative and

of national self-consciousness which has no

real existence M. Charmes, however, is also

keonly alive to the attraction, amounting

almost to personal affection, which a first

contact with "tho East" often exercises on

the European traveller ; and the feeling

finds eloquent expression throughout his

pages. For him, under the flood of magic

light and colouring shod by tho sun of

Egypt, the wide, level plains are never

monotonous, tho mud hovels never mean or

sordid, nor the sand-hills insignificant. He

testifies sadly to the rapid disappearance of

the beautiful, if not very substantial, handi

work of the Arab builders under the apathy

of their modern successors, whose glaring

bad taste is further actively shown in their

own constructive efforts, as well as in the

reckless and profligate extravagance—a

vulgar burlesque on tho ' Thousand and

One Nights,' which, with the grinding

oppression it necessitated, is certainly the

most prominent outcome of " Western civi

lization." One of tho few redeeming results

of this extravagance is the valuable collec

tion of treos and plants from distant countries,

chiefly tropical.

Not the least interesting part of tho book

is the analysis of Arab character and specu

lation on tho causes of the rapid rise and sub

sequent decay of their power. Their failure

the author attributes mainly to the absence

f#om the Arab nature of all trace of a con

servative spirit or of original creative power.

The latter defect ho illustrates especially,

and fairly enough, by the character of their

philosophy and also of their theology. Wo

should bo slow to admit his assertion that

their architecture shows an equal want of

original genius, and it is, perhaps, rather

sweeping to attribute so general a lack of

originality to a people whom he elsewhere

describes as endowed with " tous les dons

de l'imagination."

Mention has been made of certain recondite

claims to superiority in Egypt which the

author advances in favour of his country

men. These unluckily bring him into

collision with those of England, not, he

says, that the French claims, which are

rathor of a moral nature, can, except by a

mind of tho "Manchester" order, be out

weighed by the mere material magnitude

of the English interests at stake. We should

naturally like to stand well with so pleasant

and cultivated a writer as M. Charmes, but

if we do, he moTe than dissembles his love.

There is no allusion to any archaeological

labours in Egypt but thoso of his own

countrymen. As for our efforts to put

down the slave trade, they are downright

cant. (It is curious, by tho way, that intel

ligent Frenchmen, who profess to be governed

par excellence by ideas, should be incapable

of comprehending the idea of abstract

philanthropy.) If we were in earnest, ho

says, we should havo tried to put down such

abominations as "la fabrication d'eunuques."

As for the slave trade, if it is suppressed

what is to become of the unfortunate cap

tives in the negro wars? If there is no

market for them, they will be eaten. Does

England really think that cannibalism is a

lesser evil than comfortable slavery ? This

seems to us rather unworthy fooling, for

M. Charmes can hardly be ignorant how

many of these wars are caused by tho

demand for slaves. But he loves us not.

Speaking of "de grandes entreprises de cul

ture qui tripleraient la richesse de l'Egypte

si elles venaient a so generaliser," he adds,

" Par malheur, ces agriculteurs sont fort

rares ; par malheur aussi, ils sont presque

tous Anglais." And the English lady tourist,

too, is sometimes seen standing where she

ought not. As to tho English officials in

Egypt, their places are kept up for the

benefit of the Anglo-Indian civilian, for

whom the climate makes a valuable halting-

place between the heats of India and his

native fogs ; and the situation is doubly

attractive for him when he has ten children,

of whom five remain in India and five are

at homo. But a witty Frenchman on la

perfide Albion is always fresh and amusing.

It is also instructive to know what the " in

telligent foreigner " writes of us, and this

again is useful as a rough practical gauge

of the amount of information, if not of tho

intelligence, of those for whom he primarily

writes ; so for the philosophical English

reader these hard sayings may bo an

additional reason for taking up what is,

in other respects, a pleasant and attractive

book. We notice a number of typographical

errors unusual in the productions of the

best French publishers.

NOVELS OF THE WEEK.

Troublesome Daughters. By L. B. Walford.

3 vols. (Blackwood & Sons.)

A Red Rose Chain. By Maggie Symington.

(Clarke & Co.)

People She Knew. By an Old Maid. (Eem-

ington & Co.)

Under the Rose. By Mrs. Herbert Davy.

(S. Tinsley & Co.)

L? the story of ' Troublesome Daughters '

were at all equal in merit to the author's
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delineation of character, the hook -would he

one of the hest as well as one of the most

charming published of late. The story is

not wanting in variety and movement, but it

is very much wanting in interest. Love un

requited turned to hate, and prompting a

low-bred man to tell his rival that the girl

is touched with insanity, is not a probable

state of things ; but to make the real lover

accept the statement, and run away from

England without making any inquiry, is too

harsh an improbability to force upon the

reader. The misunderstandings which com

monly in novels lead to the plot are often

very small, and seem quite inadequate by

reference to real life ; but the mistake upon

which depends almost the whole of the

misery and separation—fortunately of no

very agonizing kind—in ' Troublesome

Daughters ' really seems utterly impossible,

even under the circumstances which the

author relates. Again, a break of five years

in the middle of the story, and the gap filled

by a monologue in which the important

changes which have taken place in the

interval are told, help to dull the reader's

interest. Talk of that kind on the stage is

often necessary to explain what is going on,

but it has an air of unreality even there,

and in writing, where it is quite unnecessary,

it is still harder to make it appear natural.

Of course, it is done to add vivacity, but

Mrs. "Walford's share of that excellent

quality is so large and so genuine that she

requires not to add an unreal appearance

of it. The first volume of ' Troublesome

Daughters ' is delightful : it sparkles with

gaiety ; it is very original and very natural.

One can only regret that the exigencies of

the story have necessitated the introduction

into the other two volumes of too great an

amount of description, analysis, and ex

planation.

Miss Symington's story sets forth the

iniquity of marrying for money. Hal

Hamilton, being in lovo with a penniless

young lady, jilts her for a certain Lady

Ethel, who, at any rate, has the merit of a

disinterested attachment for him. Lady

Ethel certainly suffers severely for her error.

Not only does her husband neglect and

misuse her, but his brother, who disap

proves of the marriage, thinks it well to

show his scorn by rudeness to his brother's

wife. So far is the author from disapprov

ing of his conduct that a large portion of

her story is taken up by the sutfrrings of

this young gentleman, who lives in uncom

fortable lodgings, and is cheated by his

landlady, rather than be reconciled in the

slightest degree to accepting the wages of

iniquity. A still larger part of the book is

filled up with nursery doings, charades, and

Christmas trees :—

"The presents wore labelled with the names

of their intended recipients " (surely an unusual

feature in the programme of the evening), "and

were taken down and distributed by the gentle

men of the party. Some of them were so

apropos to the receivers that a good deal of

merriment was created. Thus Miss Morton,

the daughter of the head master of the grammar

school in Burnham, a lady addicted to classical

studies and to writing for various magazines,

found herself the recipient of a little blue

stocking ; Mr. Franklin became the possessor

of a pussy cat ; Judith of a dunce's cap ; Max,

a bachelor's companion," &c.

"With such harmless prattle does our author

while away our time, and the " patipising"

of the father of the Christmas children—a

clairvoyant whose assistance is invoked for

various discoveries, among others to find

the body of the luckless Hal—is the only

original feature of this exceedingly com

monplace story. So far as we have any

preference among the characters, it is for

the unfortunate lady who loses her fortune,

wastes her affection, and is widowed in a

tragic and sudden manner after a quarrel

with the selfish scoundrel who causes her

unhappiness.

With subjects of sufficient interest and

an adequate gift of expression, an old maid

should be in an exceptionally favourable

position for the writing of a volume of

romance. Indeed, it is no secret that a large

part of our contemporary fiction is the work

of single ladies, more or less fitted for their

task in these two respects. Thus when

" An Old Maid " announces herself as the

author of a series of sketches of "people

she knew," we only realize in its crudest

form a fact which underlies, perhaps, three-

fourths of all the novels produced by lady

writers. Given an author with plenty of

leisure on her hands, and an uneradicable

desire to write, it would be difficult to supply

her with wiser advice than this—that she

should take her subject from her own ex

perience, however limited it might have

been, and make the best of materials which

were fairly at her command. This is what

the author of ' People She Knew ' professes

to have done, and there is internal evidence

of her having drawn from the life. But at

the same time it is abundantly manifest that

she has supplied a great deal from her fancy.

Actions that she has imagined and motives

that she has imputed go to make up her

picture of the people that she may have

known ; and there are consequently more

than a few improbabilities in these eight

sketches. The opening story of Leonard

Vivian, which is rather two stories tacked

into one, literally revels in wild impossi

bilities. It is interesting for those who may

not have encountered the several incidents

and situations before—the mysterious organ

ist, the girl whom he secretly hoards in his

cottage, the squire on his stormy death-bed,

the murder of a father by his runaway son,

the discovery of the murderer in a cavity

behind the wainscot, and all the rest of

them—but many readers will lack the sense

of freshness, candour, and fidelity to the

commonplace, which ought to be the special

characteristics of drawings from the life.

The "Old Maid's" work has its interest and

attractiveness, but the designs are a little too

bold, and the colours are too crudely mixed.

Mrs. Davy's "Prose Idyll" is prettily

imagined, and the plan of allowing "the

rose " to tell the story of its mistress is a

happy, if not quite an original, conception.

A little bad grammar rather mars one's notion

of the delicacy of flower language. " I

stoop to no excuses. My conduct needs nSt

such," is the rose's report of the language

of the haughty baronet, whose base stratagem

has severed fair Constance from her low

born swain. " There is no language strong

enough to express my opprobrium," says the

foolish squire, her father, seeking for words

to express his disapprobation of a match

with his huntsman's son. "Can it indeed

be true what Aunt Hilda said last night ? "

are the words which flow from the honeyed

hps of the heroine. Through such imper

fect utterances do we learn the lesson of

Constance's woes and final happiness. In

spite of bucolic sire and matchmaking aunt

that happiness becomes complete when the

high-born beauty weds the marvellous youth

who has the triple endowment of artistic

temperament, dark eyes, and political

liberalism of a charming academic vague

ness.

SELECTIONS FROM THE POETS.

Poems from Shelley. Selected and Arranged by

Stopford A. Brooke. (Macmillan & Co.)

A Selection from the Poetry of Elizabeth Barrett

Brouming. Second Series. (Smith, Elder &

Co.)

A Selection from the Poetical Works of Robert

Browning. Second Series. (Same publishers.)

Mr. Brooke's volume, which belongs to the

" Golden Treasury Series," includes the great

majority of Shelley's lyrics, along with the

moderately long poems ' Alastor,' ' Julian and

Maddalo,' 'The Witch of Atlas,' ' Epipsychidion,'

and ' Adonais,' and a rather large sprinkling of

extracts from other poems. Most of the com

positions are arranged in groups, such as "Poems

on Death," "Songs consecrate to Liberty,"

" Poems on Time and its Changes," and seven

other headings. Mr. Brooke exercises the

privileges of an editor somewhat wilfully, taking

scraps out of long poems and bestowing fancy

titles on them, making omissions from lyrics

which one might expect to find complete, and

so on. His notes and other indications suffice,

however, to Bhow where these processes occur.

One item is named "The Zucca"; it is not

the poem to which Shelley himself gave that

title, but is an extract from his so-called " Un

finished Drama. " The text is not always con

formable to the latest and most authoritative

editions. For instance, "Ye hasten to the dead "

(p. 36) ought to be " Ye hasten to the grave,"

and "purer sentiment" (quoted in the preface

from the 'Triumph of Life') ought to be "purer

nutriment. " Mr. Forman's arbitrary alteration

in the ' Ode to Liberty '—the introduction of

a colon at the close of the first line, whereby

"vibrated" is changed from a transitive into

an intransitive verb—is adopted, without, as we

think, the slightest justification. It is apparent,

however, that Mr. Brooke has felt sincere interest

in his work and taken pains with it. His pre

face, occupying more than fifty pages, and his

notes, which fill sixteen, show a sincere admira

tion for Shelley and proportionate critical acu

men. He follows one or more of his prede

cessors in rating the 'Prometheus Unbound'

highest among the long compositions, and the

'Ode to the West Wind' among the short ones.

The passage analyzing the ' Triumph of Life *

may be read with profit, also that in which the

editor speaks of certain poems of Shelley as

embodying the ideal approaches and ideal regret

of love ; and he is liberal-minded enough to

allow that Shelley performed in the long run

good service even to theology, not to mention

poetry. Mr. Brooke is not right in speaking

of the Demogorgon in ' Prometheus Unbound '

as vaguely impersonating Shelley's conception

of a central cause ; Demogorgon proclaims him

self to bo Eternity, and that is, we apprehend,

the true designation. It is also a mistake to

say that Shelley was said to " come and go like

a spirit" in "the house at Lerici," for this

applied to the house at Pisa ; and the statement

that the influence of ' Queen Mab ' " was widely

extended"—if relating, as would appear from

the context, to a date prior to 1815—is decidedly

erroneous, for the poem was at that time only

privately printed, and had no circulation worth

speaking of. The volume will serve to promote

the advance which has of late been made in the

appreciation of a great poet.
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A second series of selections from the works of

Mr. and Mrs. Browning cannot but be an im

portant gain to the students of modern poetry ;

and these volumes are of great value as com

pleting the good work of the first series. In

each series the poems have been selected by

Mr. Browning. Taken together, the four

volumes comprise most of the poems by both

authors, save those which of themselves are long

substantive works. From such works no extracts

have been made. This course seems to have

been, on the whole, judicious, yet an exception

might have been desirable in the case of ' Pippa

Passes.' The magnificent scene between Ottima

and Sebald, Mr. Browning's most splendid

achievement in a line purely dramatic, being in

itself complete, could well have been detached.

There is, perhaps, no other instance in which an

extract from a poem equally long would have

been practicable.

Welcome as these new volumes will be to

many who cannot afford to buy the collected

works of either poet, not quite the same interest

can attach to them as to those of the first series,

for, rich as the second series is, the first natu

rally appropriated what in both writers was most

memorable. Still, when we say that the pre

sent selection from Mrs. Browning contains

'The House of Clouds,' 'A Sea-side Walk,' 'A

Vision of Poets,' ' De Profundis,' ' Loved Once,'

'A Denial,' 'Proof and Disproof,' 'Where's

Agnes 1 ' ' Summing Up in Italy, ' ' The Forced

Recruit,' and ' Casa Guidi Windows,' it is evi

dent that ample material remained to warrant

the issue of this volume. Among the sonnets in

this series we note the one called ' Grief,' begin

ning,

I tell you hopeless grief is passionless.

There is hardly a sonnet in the language of more

colossal grandeur than this. The second and

the first volumes of Mrs. Browning's collected

works are those most taxed in the present col

lection, which includes from the fourth volume,

however, all the translations save one or two,

besides ten other poems.

No collection of poems which perforce ignores

his plays and such important works as ' Sor-

dello ' and ' Paracelsus ' can adequately repre

sent a genius so varied as Mr. Browning's. ' In

a Balcony ' is the most dramatic piece in the

present volume. Surely nothing more pathetic

in its way has ever been written ; but how dif

ferent is the pathos of ' Luria ' .' The pathos of

the first lies in the conception of the desperate

condition to which a passionate nature, famished

for want of common love, may be brought ;

while the pathos of the second consists in the

opposition between a pure and primitive nature

and the intricacies and craft of civilization.

It is with surprise that we notice the omission

of the 'Pied Piper of Hamelin,' a poem too

popular, as well as too good of its kind, to bo

left out. A greater loss still is that of ' Johannes

Agricola,' a study remarkable alike for its splen

dour of imagery and its keenness of satire. It is,

however, matter for rejoicing that this collection

includes one poem, perhaps of all the short

poems the most beautiful, ' Rudel to the Lady

of Tripoli.' From volumes published during the

last ten years judicious choice has been made,

and lovers of good things will be especially glad

to find in this second series "Amphibian," from

'Fitine at the Fair'; from the poems published

with ' Pacchiarotto,' among others " Herve

Riel"; and from 'La Saisiaz ' the exquisite

table of the bard and the cricket.

OKIEJTTAL .LITERATURE.

Ptfi Miscellany. By V. Trenckner. Part I.

(Wilfams & Norgate.)—Mr. Trenckner presents

w in the first instalment of his ' Pali Miscellany '

wih tie introductory portion of the ' Milinda-

paiho ' n romanized text (pp. 6-28), an English

traislaticn (pp. 29-54), and notes (pp. 55-84).

In mite of the impetus which has been given

of Ete yens to the study of the sacred litera

ture of the Southern Buddhists, Pali scholar

ship has not yet attained to that maturity which

can afford to dispense with translations and

other aids to a correct understanding of the

texts. This need was fully recognized by Prof.

Fausboll in his edition of 'Dhammapada' and of

various Jataka stories, by the late R. C. Childer3

in his ' Khuddakapatha,' and more recently by

Dr. Oldenberg in his 'Dipavansa,' and by Prof.

Pischel in his ' Assalayanasutta,' all of whom

paid much attention to textual criticism and a

faithful rendering of the Pali original. The

specimen just brought out by Mr. Trenckner

of his forthcoming edition of ' Milindapaiiho ' is

not only eminently conspicuous in both of these

respects, but Btill more so by the valuable

matter—morphological, lexical, etymological,

and grammatical—contained in the notes. These

are a mine of wealth, the outcome evidently of

many years' patient research, and betray such

an intimate and critical acquaintance with the

extensive collection of Pali manuscripts for

which the Royal Library at Copenhagen is cele

brated as no other Pali scholar in Europe, Prof.

Fausboll himself scarcely excepted, can boast

of. Indeed, in the five years which have

elapsed since the appearance of Childers's Pali

dictionary, no addition of greater importance

has been made to Pali scholarship than is com

prised within the unpretending little volume to

which we have called attention. We hope the

author may be induced by the favourable recep

tion which the present instalment of his ' Pali

Miscellany ' is sure to meet with at the hands

of his fellow students to relax somewhat in his

fastidiousness when he comes to prepare for the

press the subsequent fasciculi, which are to

contain, amongst "further contributions towards

illustrating several details of Pali philology,"

the Bhabra texts and the remains, preserved in

the Nikayas, of " the heretical dialect."

Ansyrian Texts: being Extractsfrom the Annals

of Hhalmaneser II., Sennacherib, and Assnr-bani-

pal. With Philological Notes. By Ernest A.

Budge. (Triibner & Co.)— This is another

volume of the series entitled the " Archaic

Classics," of which Sayce's ' Elementary Assyrian

Grammar ' was the first, and has been brought

out by the publishers in the same sumptuous

and handy form. It is a proof of the rapid

progress that Assyrian research has been making

of late years, and of the recognition of Assyrian

as an object of regular study. Indeed, no better

evidonce of this recognition could be found than

in the fact that Mr. Budge styles himself on

the title-page " Assyrian Exhibitioner of Christ's

College, Cambridge." It is a welcome sign

that the new study has so far won its way to

acknowledgment as to be accepted by our older

universities, which are apt to look shyly on

novel branches of knowledge. The book con

sists of a number of texts selected from the

Assyrian inscriptions, with explanatory notes at

the end. The texts have been edited carefully,

the author having gone through the originals

and noted the variant readings. The philo

logical notes will be found very useful by the

learner ; difficult words and grammatical forms

are explained, and the roots in the kindred lan

guages compared with them. If anything is

wanted to make the book complete it is a

vocabulary. We have observed only two mis

prints : "mic" for mie, on p. 35, and "lim-

nutio " for limnutio, on p. 43. A reading-book

of this sort was very much needed by both

pupils and teachers.

We have received C. Friederici's Bibliotheca

Orientalis for 1879. This is the fourth year of

this most useful publication, which gives a

complete list of all the books, papers, serials,

and essays relating to Eastern literature pub

lished during the last year in England and the

colonies, Germany, and France. It commences

with general philology, comparative mythology,

and general history, and then passes in review

the various nations from China and Japan to

Persia, Palestii e, and Turkey. The latter por

tion also takes in Egypt, Algeria, and Central

and South Africa.

We have also received from Calcutta a very

useful book for Bengali students of English,

Phrases and Idioms, by Krishna Chandra Roy.

Three parts have been published, which go down

to the end of C. The author takes English

phrases in alphabetical order, for which he gives

the most suitable Bengali translations he can

find ; he then adds some extracts from modern

English classical writers to illustrate the use of

the phrase in question. Sometimes the Bengali

renderings are literal ; but often they give the

spirit of the English phrase in a thoroughly

native dress, which is no doubt the better way.

Native students in Government schools will find

this little volume a great help in explaining

English idioms, such as " to make the best of, '

"between ourselves," "to come in for," &c.

We would only recommend the author in his

future parts to endeavour, as far as possible, to

find some idiomatic equivalent in good nervous

Bengali for all his English phrases, instead of

a literal paraphrase. Thus, for instance, " to

build castles in the air " is not merely " to

build a palace in empty space," siinye attdlikd

nirmdn, nor evon " to dream of a lakh of

rupees," IdJdi tdkdr swapan; surely the true

equivalent is that good old Hindu phrase found

in the ' Mahabharata ' and the 'Ramayana,' "a

city of the Gandharvas," gandharvanagara.

Bengali is one of the richest languages in the

world if it is only allowed to bring out its own

latent resources.

Le Dix-septitme Cliapitre du Bhdratiya-Ndtya-

cdstra, intituU Vdy-abhinaya. Public" par P.

Regnaud. (Paris, E. Leroux.)—Though it is still

a moot question whether in the drama the palm

of antiquity has to be assigned to India or to

Greece, the probability, leaving aside Hindu

tradition, will be found to be in favour of the

former country. Hindu literature is rich in

treatises on alankdra (i.e., poetry, rhetoric, and

dramatic art) and the kindred science of sangita,

or music and dancing. Many of the leading

works, especially on alankdra, have been pub

lished in India, and others are accessible in

manuscript. An exposition, however, in a

European language, of the various topics of

which they treat, is still a desideratum. Prof.

P. Regnaud, already favourably known as the

author of a book on Hindu theology and philo

sophy as expounded in the Upanishads, and

as the translator of Bhartrihari's ' Catakas ' and

the drama ' Mrichhakatl,' is preparing an ex

haustive work on alankdra. While collecting

materials his attention was obviously drawn to

Bharata's ' Natyacastra, ' or dramaturgy, to

which all Indian treatises on dramatic art refer

as their ultimate source. Manuscripts of it are

so scarce even in India that, till within a com

paratively recent period, the original was sup

posed to be lost. In 18112 Dr. Hall was so

fortunate as to secure a complete copy of the

work, and he published four out of the thirty-

six chapters of which it consists as an appendix

to his edition of the ' Dacarupa. ' Some twelve

years later Dr. Heymann began preparing an

edition of the whole work from Dr. Hall's

manuscript and from other materials which had

since come to light ; circumstances, however,

prevented him from carrying out his project.

Quite recently M. Regnaud has had the use of

a palm-leaf MS., in Grantha characters, of

Bharata's ' Institutes,' the property of the

Royal Asiatic Society, and considerably differ

ing from Dr. Hall's MS. With a view to

showing what aid can be derived from it

towards a trustworthy edition of the text, M.

Regnaud has brought out as a specimen the

seventeenth chapter, entitled " Vag-abhinaya,"

i. e., on gestures as the accompaniments of

vocal representation, and has added notes and

emendations which testify alike to his critical

acumen and his familiarity with the subject.

Though we doubt, however, whether from the

existing and available materials a satisfactory
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Col. F. Brine, RE. (Stanford),—Hay Fever, by

C. H. Blackley (Bailliere),—Vocal Music upon

the Chert Method, by E. Andrade and G. W.

Bullen (Moffatt & Paige),—and Corn and Chaff,

or Double Acrostics (Pickering). Also the fol

lowing Pamphlets : Linguistic Notes on some

Obscure Prefixes in Greek and Latin, Part II.,

by Sigma (Williams & Norgate),—Our Dis

established Parish, edited by W. P. Maunsoll

(Simpkin),—Notes on Prisons, by G. R. Vicars

(Cambridge, Macmillan),—The United States of

Europe, by J. B. Killen (Brook & Co.),—and

Tliose Cars, a Satirical Brochure (Curtice Bros.).

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Christian World Pulpit, Vol. 17, January to June, 1880, 4/8
Goulburn's (Dean) Everlasting Punishment, Lecture* de

livered at St. James's Church, Piccadilly, or. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Pusey's (Bev. E. B.) What is of Faith as to Everlasting

Punishment? 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Robinson's ( Rev. E. ) Manual of Theology, 8vo. 10/ el.
White's (G. C.) Discipline of Suffering, Nine Short Readings

on the History of Job, 12mo. 'J, cl.

Fine Art and Arc/urology.

Anderson's (Sir C. H. J.) Lincoln Pocket Guide, being a
Short Account of the Churches and Antiquities of the
County, 12mo. 3/ cl.

Mucklev's (W. J.) Handbook for Painters and Art Students
on the Character and Use of Colours, 8vo. 3/tS cl.

Poetry.

Hamilton's (Janet) Poems, Essays, and Sketches, cr. 8vo. 5/
Irwin's (T. C.) Pictures and Songs, ll'mo. 3/6 d.

History and Biography.

Libermann (Yen. Francis Mary Paul), Life of, by Bev. P.

Goepfert, cr. 8vo. 7/6 cl.
London, Past and Present, being Notices, Historical and

Descriptive, of the Metropolis, 13roo. 2/6 cl.

Geography and Travel.

Marvin's (C.) Col. Grodekoff's Ride from Samarcand to

Herat, cr. 8vo. 8/ cl.
Narrative of the Second Arctic Expedition made by Cliarlcs

F. Hall, edited by Prof. J. E. Nourse, 4to. 28/ cl.

Philology.

Homer's Odyssey. Books I.-XII.. translated into English
Verse, with Notes, Jtc.by Sir C. Du Cane, sm. 4to. 10/6

Palmer's (A.) Sex Propertii E'legiarum, Libri 4, 12mo. 5/ cl.
Primer of Greek Grammar: Accidence, by E. Abbott and

E. D. Manslleld ; Syntax, by E. D. Mansfield, with Pre
face by J. PercivaJ, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.

Boby's (H. J.) Latin Grammar for Schools, cr. 8vo. 4/6 cl.
Sidgwick's (A.) First Greek Writer, i2nio. 3/6 cl.

Science.

A Movable Atlas, showing the Structure and Functions of
the Brain, by Prof. G. J. Willowski, M.D., the Text
translated by T. 8. Dowse, folio, 7, t3 cl.

Austin's(W. F.) Mathematical Examination Papers set for
Entrance to R.M.A., Woolwich, with Answers, 8vo. 7/6 cl.

Brain and Nerve Exhaustion, "Neurasthenia," its Nature
and Curative Treatment, by T. S. Dowse, M.D., 8vo. 2/6

Chronology of Medicine, Ancient, Mediaeval, and Modern,
editedby J. M. Richards, 8vo. 10/6 cl.

Cunningham's (D. J.) Dissector's Guide, Part 2, cr. 8vo. 6/6
Distribution of Rain over the British Isles during the Year

1879, compiled by O. .1. Svmons, 8vo. 5/ cl.
Journal of Physiology, by M. Foster, M.D., Vol. 2, Nos. 5

and 6, 8vo. 8/ cl.
Lessons in Gynecology, by W. Goodell, M.D., 8vo. 18/ cl.
Therapeutics of Gynecology and Obstetrics, edited by W. B.

Atkinson, M.D., 8vo. 15/ cl.

General Literature.

Gibbon's (C.) In Pastures Green, and other Stories, 10/6 cl.
Macrae's (A.) Handbook of Deerstalking, with Introduction

by H. Ross, 12mo. 3/8 cl.
Modern Wlldfowllng, by Wildfowler, 8vo. 21/ cl.
Pemberton's ( H. L. Chiide) The Story of Stella Peel, 10/6 cl.
Wideawake Pleasure Book, Vol. 10, 4to. 7/ cl.

FOREIGN.

Theology.

Dorner (J. A.): System der Christlichen Glaubenslehre,

Vol. 2, Part 1, Bin.
Lagarde (P. de): Veteris Testament i ab Origine recensiti

Fragmenta apud Syros servata qulnque, 15m.

History.

Pic (J. L.) : Die Abstammung der limnXnen, 5m.
Schulthess (H.): Europaischcr Geschichtskalendar, 20th

year, 10m.
Geography.

Kiepcrt (H.): Carto de l'Epiro et de la Thcssalie, corrected

in 1880, 4m.
Science.

Hoffmann (C. K.)': Untersuchungen ub. die Entwickelungs-
geschichte der Hirudineen, 8m.

Jahresbericht ub. die Fortschritte in Anatomic u. Physio
logic, edited by Aug Hirsch and R. Virchow, 9m. 50.

Lipschitx (R.): Lehrbuch der Analysis, Vol. 2, Differcutial-
u. Integral-rechnung, 18m.

Reinke (J.): Lehrbuch der Botanik, 12m.
Schmid (E. E.): Die Quarzfreien Porphyre d. centralen

Thiiringer Wald, 18m.
Struckmann (C): Die Wealden-Bildungen der Umgegend

v. Hannover, 12m.
Tashchenberg (.0.) : Die Arten der Insectenordnung Suctoria,

7m.
General Literature.

Colbert (N. 8.) : Notes de Voyage, Promenades et Causeries,
3fr. 50.

Favre (J.) : Conferences et Melanges, 3fr.
Hopfen (H.) : Klcine Leute, 3 Novellen, 5m,

'THE IMITATION OF CHRIST.'

62, Paternoster Row, July 19, 1880.

At the conclusion of the notice of the fac

simile of the ' Imitation of Christ ' which ap

peared in your last week's issue, your reviewer

expresses a regret that tho inscription "Finitus

et completus anno domini mccccxli. per manus

fratris thome Kempis in monte sancte Agnetis

prope Zwollis," which occurs at the end of

the original codex, is not reproduced in fac

simile.

Feeling that this would have great interest

for students of the book, I made several attempts

to reproduce it by photography ; the very faded

and dirty state of the paper, however, entirely

prevented this being carried out successfully.

Tho next best course open was adopted, viz.,

to trace the inscription and signature of Thomas

a Kempis by hand, and give them in letter-press,

as they now appear in the preface by Mr.

Ruelens. Elliot Stock.

MR. HENRY JAMES, SENIOR.

It is not usual to employ the work of a son as

an introduction to that of his father, for the

obvious reason that the father, if he be remark

able, is generally known before him. Yet in

tracing the younger life to its natural source we

may sometimes recognize their identity under

conditions by which ordinary expectation would

be baffled. It is not surprising that Henry

James, jun., should be "accounted for " by his

father, with whom it is time that the English

public should be acquainted. But it is strange

that the relation should assert itself through

productions so different as the fictions which

have appeared in London during the last few

years and the philosophic discussions published

in Boston in 1879. This is nevertheless tho

case. The same qualities are present in both

series of work—the same subtlety of thought,

the same precision of language, the same power

of imaginative creation ; but their results pre

sent themselves in an inverted form ; and while

the real becomes visionary in the mind of the

son, the visionary becomes real in that of the

father. Tho moral neutrality of Mr. James,

jun., is a natural transformation of the philo

sophic judgment to which good and evil are

only relative terms ; and his scepticism, rather

sad than cynical, implies scarcely even a reaction

from the faith, no less elastic than it is ardent,

which his father reveals in the series of letters

entitled ' Society the Redeemed Form of Man. '

It is not my purpose to insist on these facts of

mental continuity, which have obviously no

bearing on the intrinsic merits of the book ; but

they may help to enlist the interest and fix the

attention of readers to whom the order of

thought which it presents has become foreign

and in some degree uncongenial. It is a com

plete system of religious metaphysics based on

the teaching of Swedenborg, and supported by

frequent reference to and occasional quotations

from him.

How far the Swedish seer would recognize

himself in his disciple it is also beyond my pro

vince to determine. Tho divorce of head and

heart, or the intellectual and the spiritual, so

essential to that form of Christianity, is enforced

by Mr. James with a scientific precision which

is a virtual denial of it ; and the picturesque

language which gives to his most abstract for

mula the value of an image has still less in

common with the primitive symbolism in which

Swedenborg has rendered visible the supposed

mysteries of heaven and hell. Nor has the

doctrine of the master outgrown itself only in

the changed literary forms of the added 140

years. 5lr. James has spontaneously, if not

unconsciously, absorbed into it many currents

both of ancient and modern thought. He has

adopted positivism in his assertion that human

destiny only fulfils itself in the race ; pantheism

in the doctrine that the human creation is but

the objective aspect of the Creator ; a modified

theism in the imputing of conditions to His

activity. He raises visions of a Buddhist

heaven, while explicitly denying that ho in

tends it, in an ideal of virtue which weans

human consciousness from its only thinkable

subject ; and again gives hostages to the higher

materialism in declaring that immortality is the

Divine life which may be realized in time, and

that "post-mortem experience" is no equiva

lent for it. He believes absolutely in tho Chris

tian revelation as a spiritual pledge of the

Divine-natural manhood, which is the last

word of creation, and proclaims in every key

his indifference to its literal facts. These varied

and often conflicting elements are fused together

in the unity of a personal conviction which bears

the strain of every form of restatemont, and

which draws the reader as by a magnet along

a mental tight-rope, from which one conscious

glance to the right or left would precipitate

him. The practical result of the system is,

however, easy to grasp.

God is infinite love, and His primary impulse

is, therefore, self-communication. But to impart

Himself absolutely would be to repeat Himself.

Creation requires tho hallucination of a natural

existence against which, as on a temporary back

ground, the Divine Essence may project itself ;

and its object is only attained when tho Divine

Essence has passed from the delusions of natural

personality, through progressive social forms, into-

tho Divine-natural universal manhood, in which

consciousness of self is absorbed. Hence the

title of the book. Personality, or " selfhood,"

is only given to be sloughed auxiy in the growing

sense of tho solidarity of all men with each other

and of humanity with God. The whole duty of

the human creature Is bound up in the recog

nition of this truth. To indulge selfhood is.

pardonable, often innocent, if we disclaim it in.

any but its phenomenal and ministerial sense.

To regard it as an ultimate or spiritual fact is

tho one bar to redemption.

The social or sympathetic nature of creation

is the fundamental postulate of Mr. James's

theology, and its grand point of divergence

from all orthodox forms. Creator and creature

are for him convertible terms, and "Deism as

a philosophic doctrine—that is, as importing an

essential difference between the Divine and

human natures, or God and man—is a philo

sophic absurdity"; for "as long as I admit an

essential contrariety between the two natures,

which I needs must do when I in thought

identify the creative activity primarily with the

geometry of the physical universe, and refuse

to identify it, save in a very secondary and

derivative or indirect way, with the laws of the

human mind, I never can rationally acknowledge

the Divine existence, nor consequently ever

honestly worship it."

Ho denies all supernatural attributes or im

personal infinitudes to the Divinity with a per

sistency and clearness which would convert Him

into a familiar fetish, if it were not that these

terms are employed in an inverted sense, and

that Mr. James proves the Divine to be human,

by presenting the human as Divine, nature being

for him the metaphysical, not the physical,

quality of human existence ; its social and re

generate form, not the aggregate of its indi

vidual weaknesses and limitations. This rebel

lion against what he considers to be Christian

superstition could go no farther than in the

following words. He has declared a few lines

back that "a man is in the long run only so

much as he does, that there is no such thing as

a chronic excellency—as an absolute or fossil

perfection—ever practicable either to man or

God "; and he thus continues :—

" I am free to confess for my own part that

I have no belief in God's absolute or irrelative

and unconditional perfection. I have not the

least sentiment of worship for His name, the

least sentiment of awe or reverence towards

Him, considered as a perfect person sufficient
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unto Himself. That style of deity exerts no

attraction either upon my heart or understand

ing. Any mother who suckles her babe upon

her own breast, any bitch, in fact, who litters

her periodical brood of pups, presents to my

imagination a vastly nearer and sweeter Divine

charm. What do I care for a goodness which

boasts of a hopeless aloofness from my own

nafcure—except to hate it with a manly inward

hatred 1 And what do I care for a truth which

professes to be eternally incommunicable to its

own starving progeny—but to avert myself from

it with a manly outward contempt ? Let men

go on to cherish under whatever name of virtue,

or wisdom, or power they will the idol of Self-

Sufficiency ; I for my part will cherish tho name

of Him alone whose insufficiency to Himself is

so abject that He is incapable of realizing Him

self except in others. In short, I neither can

nor will spiritually confess any deity who is not

essentially human, and existentially thence ex

clusively natural, that is to say, devoid of all

distinctively personal or limitary pretensions. "

Mr. James discards as an equal discredit to

tho Divine nature the belief that creation has

been magical—magic being, as he defines it,

"the art of producing things irrationally, or

without the use of means "—and asserts that

such a method would not oidy prove the Creator

a mere "flashy showman or conjurer," but

stamp His work as " a monstrous imposture " in

consequence ; and he contrasts the philosophic

fatuity of those who imagine that "nothing"

exists in some " preposterous limbo " beyond

the realm of nature, and constitutes the mother-

substance from which this has been evolved, with

Swedenborg's truly philosophic conception that

nature itself is the realm of uncreation, that is, the

mother-substance, or logical background of con

tingent human existence. It is, however, in

the treatment of this part of his subject that

the author is most difficult to follow, and that

we fall back most often on the evidence of a

conviction in which his apparent contradictions

are reconciled. He tells us in the name of

Swedenborg what we are also told by Kant,

that space and time are forms of the natural

mind, and have no existence outside it ; but he

goes far beyond Kant when he says we must

expect Swedenborg to deny all reality to nature,

since nature is conditioned in space and time,

being the sum-total of the limitations of the

one and the vicissitudes of the other. He is

on the ground of idealism when he tells us that

nature is purely apparitional and subjective, and

the only unitary or universal substance which

underlies its forms is not nature, but man—man

being identical with God. He passes from Fichte

to Hegel in the assertion that the Divine Being

produces from its own essence the mother-sub

stance or nature without which, as he explains,

creation would be as visionary and magical as

children produced without a female parent or a

crop raised without last year's grain ; and this

abstract mother-substance is again made to

tantalize us by always hovering on the limits of

a more conditioned existence. In describing

the relation of thought to things he talks the

language of science, and is justified in doing so,

since he admits its truth in the constitutive

sphere and accepts nature as an "authentic

datum for it." He is consistent in declaring

that every fact of consciousness implies a sub

ject and an object, since he also declares that

living knowledge or perception takes no cog

nizance of such a distinction ; the dissecting

into object and subject being a good logical

analysis for "deceased facts," and possible only

when facts are deceased and the mental stomach

can present them to the gastric juice of the

" ruminant or logical understanding." Nor does

he lose sight of his metaphysical and subjective

conception of nature when he maintains that to

take away the object by resolving it into the

sensations of the subject is to take away the

subject also, because he here uses this word in a

merely formal sense ; but we are increasingly

puzzled by the combined points of view of

scientific existence and philosophic non-being ;

and when we refer these utterances to an earlier

passage, where the idea of man's relation to the

lower existences is stated in the usual form,

and when we finally read that this metaphysical

nature of ours involves physics as its necessary

basis of manifestation, the hallucination theory

of human experience seems to melt away, and

Mr. James's universe to become as real, and its

creation out of the pure Divine Essence as

" magical," as that of any theist or atheist whose

errors he is meaning to expose. I desire, how

ever, rather to call attention to the intellec

tual subtlety of these arguments than to

advance a criticism of them, which, supposing

it to be just, could scarcely prove itself so in a

cursory notice of the work.

In Mr. James's deductions from his philosophy

of nature we touch more familiar ground. We

find the orthodox distinction between fact and

truth, between scientific observation and

spiritual insight ; and the author only carries

it to its legitimate conclusion when he asserts

that miracles may be good philosophy and yet

very bad science, and that protoplasm is pro

bably good science, but supremely unimportant

to philosophy ; in fact, a symbol of intel

lectual chaos. On the whole, he is more just

to observation and more familiar with its results

than might be expected from one who declares

that its name is Esau, not Jacob ; that it is

born of the bondwoman, not of the free ; and

if he somewhat overrates its " ontologic pre

tensions," and cites Prof. Huxley as a leading

instance of them, the error is too common to

astonish us. His discussion of evolution as

rendered possible only by involution is very

ingenious ; and when he professes himself willing

to account for man on monkey principles, pro

vided he may account for the monkey on man

principles, I am not sure that Prof. Huxley

himself would not sympathize with him. He is

equally orthodox in divorcing morality from

spiritual life, to which he makes it inferior by

all the difference between the voluntary and the

spontaneous, between a self - regarding sub

mission to a civic code and the social virtue in

which self is forgotten. Nothing could be more

logical than his denial of all but a contingent

reality to the whole mental and moral order of

human existence. " Good and evil, heaven and

hell, are not facts of creative, but of purely

constitutive order. They bear primarily upon

man's natural destiny, and have no relation to

his spiritual freedom save through that. They

are the mere geology of our natural conscious

ness, and this is all they are."

But he does not stop here. Morality not only

is insufficient, it is injurious, because it tends

to keep up the subjective consciousness which

is " the characteristic natural evil of man "; that

delusion of selfhood or proprium which is odious,

imbecile, full of all danger and damnation. Even

the carnality which does not increase self-con

sciousness is better than the asceticism which

does ; this ultra-religious paradox receiving its

fullest and most original expression in a foot

note, of which we quote part:—"There is no

way of getting to heaven but the way of self-

denial, which is inward or spiritual humility.

There are but few who are content to walk in

this heavenly way I know, because it is not half

so sweet and alluring to carnal thought as the

way of self-indulgence, which is that of saintly

asceticism. There is nothing so inwardly

nourishing to selfhood in man as the culture

of asceticism, or the practice of needlessly snub

bing one's innocent and unconscious flesh ; for,

of course, the more that is done of this un

required or gratuitous work, the more the sub

ject's complacency in himself abounds, and the

greater grows his sense of merit, which is the

source of all our spiritual defilement. Our

nature never prompts any mortification to

the flesh in us ; for the flesh is always

divinely sweet and modest until it has been

bedevilled by our ascetic efforts to worry

some comfort out of it to our self-righteous pre

tensions ; but only to the fleshly mind, which is

the exact mind of the ascetic or church saint";

and he finally lands himself in an attack upon

the Church, which he denounces as a system of

other-worldliness, and the parent or protagonist

of "all the spiritual evil latent or possible in

human nature." He passes lightly over the

" very unhandsome pre-natal physiological de

velopment, while she was still an immature

and unborn providential embryo in the earth,

peopling it, too, with every uncouth, unclean,

and monstrous form of life below the human ";

and over the earlier self - conscious stage, of

which the corruption "culminated, or became

a momentous historical phenomenon, in the gross

fanatical lineaments of the Jewish theocracy :

certainly from a spiritual point of view the

most complete and comprehensive embodiment

of ungodliness ever divinely consecrated in

human annals." Her lasting crime has been

that she found her mission in the Christian

revelation and has belied it ; for that mission

was to bear witness to the literal and miraculous

facts which can alone convey Divine truth to

the sensuous understanding ; and from a witness

she has erected herself into a judge ; from a

nursing-mother, whose function was to supply

the pure milk of Gospel tradition, into a teacher

presiding over its conversion. She fosters self

hood, self-righteousness, the ' 1 sentiment of moral

worth, which is the sentimentof distinction or dif

ference between men and men"; she teaches

' ' that the only imaginable theory of Christ's office

is to save men in their individual persons or their

piddling private capacities, and not at all as a

nature or race ; and consequently that their only

chance of salvation at His hands lies in their

diligently and impudently appropriating Him

every one to his worthless and insignificant little

self. " Her pretension in humanity is in short

the ultimate natural or outward form of all

man's spiritual profligacy." Her action is as

absurd as it is mischievous in such noisy evan

gelists as the " late collapsed Mr. Moody " or

the "present distended Mr. Cook"; and it is

matter for rejoicing that a "bumptious and

inexorable but providential science " seems

destined to sweep such " venomous little eccle-

siasticisms" out of the way, and hasten the birth

of a new spiritual life for the American nation.

The quaintness and vigour, the sarcasm and

the invective of Mr. James's languago are in

curious contrast with the not only religious but

spiritual tendency of his work. To the modern

English mind they are the very antidote to

spiritual emotion. Yet no form of words has

ever accompanied a more lofty enthusiasm for

the religious life. His system of ethics is a

wholesale denial of the principle of individualism

which, whether in its selfish or sympathetic

form, is the basis of every working theory of

morals which has taken root in a European

race. In his conception Christianity casts off

the reproach of selfishness which philosophic

morality imputes to it ; and his earnestness

proves that a theism is possible which subjugates

personality in the spiritual more completely

than does positivism in the moral sphere, while

it only excuses such developments of the natural

existence as the latter system would include in

the larger destiny of mankind. But it is doubt

ful whether it will ever prove itself more than

possible. It does more to reconcile the reason

and tho imagination than any known form of

theism, but it does less to conciliate the natural

human emotions which underlie both. It

abolishes tho individual by means of social

affections, which tend neither to a glorified self-

consciousness after death nor to an enlarged

self-consciousness during life. It exacts, in

short, more than either Christianity or posi

tivism, and gives less in return ; for its rewards

are smaller than those of the former faith, and

less thinkable than those of the latter. If the

direction of thought were towards transcendental
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belief, Mr. James's religion might be that of

the future. It still retains the educative value

of a brilliant mental phenomenon, the joint

result of an ardent faith and an absolutely fear

less scepticism. His book is also a literary

study ; and those of his readers who deplore the

decadence of Saxon English on our side of the

Atlantic may have the not unmixed pleasure

of seeing that it has suifered no decline on the

other. A. Orb.

"THE MELANCHOLY JAQUES."

Athenaeum Club, July, 1880.

I should much like, in common I suspect

with others of your readers, to be informed, by

some of the learned and acute Shakspearean

critics who write in your columns, if there be

any authority for our common pronunciation of

the name of the cynical lord in ' As You Like It '

as if it were spelled "Jaikes." Surely Shak-

speare himself and his company did not say

"Jaikes." It was certainly in the fashion at

the courts of Elizabeth and of James to use

French words and French phrases. Why should

we suppose that Shakspeare was ignorant of the

right pronunciation of the commonest of all

French proper names f When it comes to speak

ing the word in blank verse we are landed in

what seems to me a very palpable absurdity.

"Jaques" as a monosyllable does well enough

in the line which ends,

" What said the melancholy Jaques ? "

But I notice, in the beautiful rendering of the

play by Miss Litton's company at Drury Lane,

that the actor who speaks the line,

To-day as I and Jaques lay along,

has no alternative but to convert the word

into a most barbarous dissyllable, which to

my ears is only Bpellable "Jaikwes." (I

quote from the acting version, but the name

requires the same scanning in all tho ac

cepted editions.) Now, I do not believe that

Shakspeare ever meant that so false a note as

"Jaikwe's" should be sounded in the sweet

music of his verse. I know that stage tradition

is in favour of the Drury Lane pronunciation,

but is this tradition authentic ? Does it derive

from Shakspeare's time ! I believe there is no

certain record of the acting of ' As You Like It '

for more than one hundred years after Shak

speare's death. Tradition therefore, if it exists,

cannot be unbroken tradition. If Shakspeare

meant the name to be spoken in the French

way, with the fully sounded a, all difficulties of

scansion, of course, vanish at once, for the e

would then be sounded or made mute as the

line required a word of two syllables or of one

syllable, in accordance with the usage of all

French poets and of our own Chaucer.

Oswald Ceawfurd.

FBOF. MOMMSEIf'S LIBRARY.

An intimate friend of Prof. Mommsen sends

us the following details respecting the calamity

which has befallen that eminent scholar :—

" On my visit to-day, the 16th, I received

full confirmation of what the papers announced.

The professor is still busily engaged searching

the debris. Of books not many more are coming to

light entire. His library must really be regarded

as destroyed. The ancient manuscripts from

foreign libraries which were in his hands are partly

damaged, no donbt; but it would seem that

ihey may be regarded as having as a body

been practically sared. This was the case with

the most important manuscript of Jordanis's

Gothic history, which he had edited for the

'Monumenta Germanue.' The edition is ready

printed. In the collection of Roman inscrip

tions the main loss is in South Italy, because it

will not perhaps be possible to collect again all the

materials. The collection of Swiss inscriptions

is also lost, and Mommsen will at once under

take its reconstruction, and so soon as he can

get away he will proceed to Switzerland—not,

as the papers say, to North Italy. Mommsen's

MSS. of his lectures must be considered as

destroyed, and they can only approximately be

replaced from the note-books of his hearers.

His collectanea are lost, and among these are

unfortunately included those for the ' Romisches

Staatsrecht' and the Roman history, and most

valuable critical materials collected for the edi

tion of the oldest writers on German history.

" Many steps are being taken to restore his

library. The Academy of Sciences yester

day decided to re-present him with the books

which ho received as a member. It has further

been suggested that workers in his department

should send him such of their writings as deal

with subjects that interest the professor. The

idea is being put in execution in Germany, and

it is hoped and desired that foreign scholars

may join in the movement.

"I sought out Mommsen the morning after

the catastrophe, and found him very much de

pressed. All references to his vigour and mental

freshness and the possible restoration of his

library were of no avail To-day he was quite

different—of course grave, and still thinking

much of the greatness of the mischance that has

befallen him, but on the whole collected and

absorbed in the immediately necessary exertions.

Already it was pleasant to observe that he

deliberately used the phrase ' Missgeschick,'

while on Monday he said ' Ungluck.' "

ILtinain Ciossip.

As attempt is being made to establish an

association of a novel kind. Its promoters

design to collect, receive, and diffuse intelli

gence from trustworthy, competent, and im

partial sources in all the countries concerned

in the "Eastern Question." A very short

study of the contradictory and exaggerated

telegrams from Constantinople and else

where which have appeared in the daily

papers during the last four years, and the

memory, still fresh, of certain heated dis

cussions based upon insufficient evidence on

cither side, prove the possible advantages of

such an association, which is necessarily

without political bias, if its information can

bo depended upon. Mr. Whitaker, of the

Levant Jlevald, has consented to make the

necessary arrangements for obtaining trust

worthy letters, at regular intervals, from the

most important places. The promoters pro-

poso taking convenient rooms, where their

subscribers may receive and read the letters

as they arrive. The arrangements will pro

bably include printing the letters in some

form for subscribers. The rooms may pos

sibly be opened by October. It has been

decided to ask those who join to hold them

selves liable for the sum of 10/. each,

beyond which there will be no further

liability. Among those who have already

given in their names are Lords Dunraven

and Melgund, tho Hon. Percy Wyndham,

M.P., the Hon. Philip Stanhope, M.P., Mr.

Arthur Otway, M.P., Mr. Henry Brand,

M.P., Sir Algernon Borthwick, Capt. Gill,

Mr. Charles E. Austin, and Mr. Laurence

Oliphant. The last named will receive

letters from those who wisli to join, addressed

to him at the Athenffiiim Club, Pall Mall.

The forthcoming number of Ifacmillan's

Magazine will contain a memorial notice of

Mr. Tom Taylor, from the pen of Mr. Thomas

Hughes, Q.C. In it will be found some

details of his early career, of some interest

in themselves, and revealing a side of his

character hardly to be suspected by those

who knew him only in his later time. There

will be also an article called ' Journaliste

malgre Lui,' in which, under a thin disguise,

a well-known English author relates some

strange facts of recent occurrence in a French

provincial town.

The final meeting for the season of the

Rabelais Club took place on the 20th inst.,

Mr. F. Pollock occupying the chair. Among

those present were his Excellency the Ame

rican Minister, Lord Houghton, Sir F.

Pollock, Messrs. AVoolner, R.A., Frith, B.A.,

Moulton, F.R.S., and many others. A volume-

consisting of the miscellanies which have

from time to time been laid before tho

meetings is in preparation.

Mr. F. Boyle has, we understand, started

for Greece as special correspondent of tho

Standard. This looks as if Mr. Boyle ex

pected that stirring events are going to

occur on the Greek frontier.

Lady Duffus Hardy, who for the past

twelve months has beon travelling in the

United States, has written a book on

America, which will be published in London

in the autumn.

A Bill affecting the Universities of Oxford

and Cambridge has just been brought from

the Lords. It is for the purpose of autho

rizing tho extension and further limitation of

the tenures of certain university and college

emoluments limited or to be limited by

orders of the Oxford and Cambridge Com

missioners.

The speculative builder is destroying

another place of historic interest. The

Manor House, Stoko Newington, where

Edgar Poe and other celebrities went to

school, and which tradition connects with

the times of (Jueen Elizabeth and the

Commonwealth, is being pulled down to

make way for a row of shops. Of late years

it has been a place of much interest for

American travellers.

We have been asked to say that Lieut. -

Col. Fergusson will feel grateful to any one

who wili kindly furnish him with certified

copies of, or information regarding, letters

of Henry Erskine, Lord Advocate for Scot

land towards the end of the last century and

at the beginning of the present, such as

would be useful to supplement family papers

in the preparation of a sketch of the great

lawyer. Tho originals of any such letters,

if forwarded to 18, Lennox Street, Edin

burgh, would be copied at once and returned.

Messrs. Macjiillan & Co. have in the

press a volume entitled ' The Aryan Village,

Past and Present, in Bengal and Ceylon,'

by Sir John B. Phear, formerly Chief

Justice of Ceylon, and one of the judges

of the High Court of Judicature in Calcutta.

The third annual meeting of the Library

Association of tho United Kingdom is fixed

for the 5th, 6th, and 7th of October, at

Edinburgh, in the rooms of the Royal

Society. Special attention will be de

voted to the libraries of Scotland and to

classification and binding. The Council

invite early offers of papers for the

meeting.

The death is announced, at the age of

nearly eighty years, of Mr. Benjamin Poole,

tho editor of tho Coventry Standard and tho

author of a History of Coventry.

The annual meeting of the Metropolitan

Free Libraries Association was held at the

rooms of the Royal Asiatic Society on
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Friday, tho 9th inst., Mr. T. Hughes in

the chair. The Eeport stated that the

Council had directed its special attention to

tho object of consolidating and amending

the Public Libraries Acts for England, and

that it was assured of the willingness of those

members of Parliament who were on the

Council to promote the passing of a new

Act whenever the condition of public busi

ness afforded an opportunity. In further

ance of the same object the co-operation of

tho Library Association—a body in which

nearly every important library in the king

dom is represented—had been spontaneously

offered and promptly accepted. A Bill had

been drafted. The attempt to establish a

freo library in Camberwell during the past

year, though successful at a public meeting

of the ratepayers, was defeated on a poll.

Had the votes been taken by voting papers

delivered at the houses of the ratepayers,

under the Act of 1877—as was done at Bieh-

mond—Camberwell, like Richmond, would

doubtless now bo in the enjoyment of its

free library. The Eeport was adopted and

the accounts passed.

We do not often hear of an author

travelling some thousands of miles to see

his works through the press, but such is

the case in the instance of the Eev. John

Cooper, who has just sot out from London

for his home near Melbourne, Australia,

having visited England to personally super

intend tho issue of three books written by

him, and which will be published by Messrs.

Hoddor & Stoughton during the autumn.

They will bo announced as embodying

"vital truths for present-day thinkers."

Mr. Cooper is the author of ' The Science

of Spiritual Life,' which was first published

in Melbourne, a second edition being issued

by Messrs. Sampson Low & Co.

Prof. Wilmanns, the head of tho Uni-

vrrsity Library of Giittingon, is now in

England for the purpose of studying the

arrangements of our great libraries, in order

to select the best system for the new Got-

tingen Library, which is now in course of

construction.

One of the oldest names connected with

tho bookselling trade in London is that of

Bumpus, one of the members of which

family died the other day, viz., Mr. John

Bumpus, of Oxford Street.

Prof. D. Horschelmanx, of Dorpat, is

engaged upon a new edition of Hephasstion's

' Enchiridion de Metris,' based chiefly on

tho Bodleian MSS.

We regret to learn that the Library

Journal is to be discontinued as a separate

publication. Some of its practical features,

however, will be transferred to the Pub

lisher's Weekly (New York). Tho publisher

states that the Library Journal has been

issued at a loss from the very beginning in

1876.

' Lord Brackenbury,' the new story by

Miss Amelia B. Edwards, author of ' Bar

bara's History,' ' Debenham's Vow,' &c, will

bo published by Messrs. Hurst & Blackett in

August.

Mr. Eodert Harrison, of the London

Library, writes :—

"The announcement in your 'Literary

Gossip' that Mr. J. P. Anderson is about

to publish a catalogue of the works on

British topography now in the British Museum

has taken me by surprise. Had I known that

such a work was in hand, I should not have

entered on tho task of preparing my ' Index to

the Topographical Literature of England and

Wales,' which will soon be published by the

Index Society, and which was announced in

your columns nearly two years ago. It is to

be hoped that the two works thus maturing

together will not interfere with each other, but

that there will be room both for my handbook

and for Mr. Anderson's more extensive and, as

I presume, more specially bibliographical work."

The death is announced of Mr. Thomas

Dixon, of Sunderland, the working man to

whom Mr. Euskin wrote the letters after

wards published under the title ' By Wear

and Tyne.' Mr. Dixon, who was by trade

a eorkcutter, was a remarkable man for his

class, and took very great interest in all

matters appertaining to literature and the

fine arts. He has been the means of ac

quiring many books and pictures for the

Sunderland institutions. He died on the

11th of July, aged forty-nine years.

The MS. "Discipline" of the Walloon

Church of Norwich of 1589, recently men

tioned in these columns as having been

acquired by the British Museum, where it

now stands as Egerton 2568, was printed

at full length, with an introduction and notes

by Miss Toulmin Smith, in Mr. Walter Eye's

' Norfolk Antiquarian Miscellany,' Part I.

Vol. II. (1879). Though not the only ex

ample of a French Church " Discipline " in

England, it is the oldest and most complete

known, the other two, London and Canter

bury, only dating from 1641. An interesting

feature of the Norwich MS. is the seven

clauses as to "prophecy," according to

early Elizabethan custom. Tho signatures

of ministers, elders, and deacons appended

includo some well-known names, such as

those of Basnage, Gaston Martineau, and

others. As some of the names are difficult

to decipher, Miss T. Smith asks us to say

that she will be happy to assist any one

who may be interested in them.

TnE New York Nation announces the

death of Dr. George Eipley, for many years

past the literary editor of the New York

Tribune :—

" He graduated at Harvard in 1823, taught

mathematics for a time at the college while

completing his studies at the Divinity School,

and in 1828 was settled over a Congregational

Church in Boston. In the division among tho

Unitarians which was signalized in 1838, he

sided with the Transcondentalists, and when, in

1840, the Dial was founded, Mr. Ripley was

one of its editors. The next year he retired

from the pulpit, and took the leading part in

the Brook Farm socialistic experiment, and held

to it loyally till 1847, being the president of

the association, of which tho later phases were

Fourieristic. Transition to service under Mr.

Greeley was thus made easy, and Mr. Ripley

joined tho Tribune staff in 1849. His literary

activity made him a contributor also to numerous

periodicals, and he was one of the founders of

Harper's Magazine. In connexion with Mr.

Charles A. Dana he edited the first and second

editions of ' Appletons' Cyclopredia ' (1858-63

and 1873-76). Before the close of his ministry

he had directed the publication of a philo

sophical series entitled ' Specimens of Foreign

Standard Literature,' in fourteen volumes,

begun in 1838. As a reviewer he was the type

of the ' genial critic,' much given to what the

Tribune calls ' expository reviews,' not meaning

by that mere scissors-work, but fluent—perhaps

too fluent—summaries of the contents of the

work under consideration."

The Eev. Herbert E. Eeynolds, librarian

of Exeter Cathedral, is engaged upon a

collation of the documents which relate to

Lichfield, Lincoln, Exeter, and Wells Cathe

drals. These are now in the press, and may

be expected in a collectivo and also separate

form in the autumn.

To those who care to watch examination

lists it is a subject of srieculation whether

University College or New Kingswood School

(the school for sons of Wesleyan ministers)

will gain the first place in matriculation at

London University, or whether the ladies

will wrest the palm from them. In tho last

examination, in which there has been a very

great number of failures, Mr. Workman,

from Kingswood School, takes the first place

in honours and the first exhibition ; Mr.

Moritz, from University College, the second;

and Miss E. S. Collet, from the North

London Collegiate School, the third, with

the third exhibition. Ladies take five out

of the first fourteen places, all of these

attaining the number of marks qualifying

for prizes, and sixteen names out of eighty-

five in honours are those of ladies. Twenty-

four in the first class also are ladies, and

only one lady is in the second class.

The memorial to the memory of Janet

Hamilton, tho Langloan poetess, of which

we have already made mention, was un

veiled last week. Prof. Yeitch delivered a

speech on the occasion.

A manuscript of the Gospels, written on

purple parchment in silver ink, and adorned

with miniatures, was recently discovered in

Calabria by Messrs. 0. von Gebhardt and

A. Harnack. A set of reproductions of the

miniatures has just been published at Leip

zig, and a collation of the text is promised.

The MS. contains St. Matthew and St. Mark.

The discoverers would fix as early a date as

the end of the fifth century or beginning of

the sixth for both the miniatures and the

text. Such a bold claim will need investi

gation.

Among German announcements are the

following books : ' Das Eecht des Besitzes

bei den ESmern,' by Prof. Bekker, of

Heidelberg ; ' Yolksschauspiele, in Baiern

und Oesterreich - Ungarn gesammelt,' by

Au. Hartmann, of the Staatsbibliothek at

Munich ; ' Das Oberammergauer Passions-

spiel in seiner Aeltesten Gestalt,' the first

publication of the original ; the first volume

of the ' Gesammelte Schriften ' of Dr. Liszt ;

a ' Griechische Grammatik ' by Prof. Meyer,

of Gratz ; ' Ein Skizzenbuch von Beethoven

aus dem Jahre 1803, in Ausziigen darge-

stellt,' by G. Nottebohm ; and an 'Allgemeine

Theorie der Musikalischen Bhythmik seit

J. S. Bach,' by Prof. Westphal.

Messrs. Hansard's Monthly List of Par

liamentary Papers for June enumerates

seventy-nine Eeports and Papers, seventy-

nine Bills, and eighty-six Papers by Com

mand. The most important items are,

among the Eeports, the Eeturn of Financial

Statement on which the Calculations are

based of Payments to be made to London.

Water Companies under proposed Metro

polis Waterworks Purchase Bill ; the Eeport

of Lieut. -Col. Bolton on Metropolis Water ;

Statements and Abstracts of Eeports of Life

Assurance Companies deposited with the

Board of Trade for the Year 1879 ; Eeturn

of the Eeceipts and Payments, Annual Ex
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penses, &c, of Savings Banks for the

Year 1879; and Account of Liabilities,

Assets, and Deficiency of Savings Banks in

each Year from I860 to 1879. Among the

Bills will be noted the two short titHs,

Hares and Rabbits and Employers' Lia

bility (Amended). Important Papers by

Command aro : Report by Mr. Ormiston,

C.E., on Improvements proposed at the

Harbour of Famagousta; Report of the

Progress of the Ordnance Survey to Decem

ber 31st, 1879; and New Code of Regula

tions, Education Department, 1880.

Oue Correspondent, M. S. Lambros, is at

present at Mount Athos, busy preparing

catalogues of the MSS. in the libraries and

archives. He is accompanied by three uni

versity students who can read and copy

rnedireval MSS., by a painter, and an en

graver. At Mount Athos thero is a photo

grapher, and some of the monks have studied

palaeography at Athens under M. Lambros,

and will aid his labours, which have every

promise of success.

Mr. Habtsiiorne writes :—

"With reference to the notice in the Athe-

naum -of July 17th respecting the sale of the

Sunderland Library, it appears that the Val-

darfer Boccaccio of 1471 has been confounded

with the edition of 1472 byAdam de Michaelibus.

The former volume, the Boccaccio by Christopher

Valdarfer, was sold in the Roxburghe sale,

June 17th, 1812, to the Marquess of Bland-

ford for 2,260/. When the Blandford Library

was dispersed in 1819, this precious book was

bought by Longmans for Lord Spencer for

918/., and it has since that time remained the

choicest treasure of the Althorp Library. Ac

cording to Dibdin the edition of 1472 is pro

bably the rarer book of the two. He says that

there is no perfect copy in England except it be

that in the Blenheim collection. "

SCIENCE

BOTANICAL SCHOOL-BOOKS.

Introduction to the Study of Flowers. By An

drew Wilson, Ph.D. (Chambers.)

A very simple and easy book to place in the

hands of a school teacher, or, if we may be per

mitted the expression, " middle-aged " scholar.

It seems well adapted to improve and develope

the faculty of observation, and by the occasional

introduction of morphological generalizations,

it may serve to promote the reflective faculties

also. Wo demur to the statement (p. 24) that

the calyx tube enters in an important degree

into the formation of the fruit in the apple, rose,

Ac. We think there is now no longer room

to doubt that what Dr. Wilson calls calyx tube

is really receptacular tube ; but if objection be

raised to this interpretation, why not say flower

tube, which, while correct in itself, does not

favour one theory more than another f

Botany for Children : an Illustrated Elementary

Test-Book fur Junior Classes and Young Ch il

dren. By the Rev. George Henslow, M.A.

(Stanford.)

Following in the steps of his venerated father,

the Rev. George Henslow has hero issued an

elementary text-book for children's use. The

method adopted is to take some common wild

plant and point out its different parts and the

manner in which they are arranged. Another

is taken and treated in a similar way. Then

the two are compared, their points of resem

blance and of difference noted, the inferences

from these facts explained, and various items

of information concerning the structure and

uses of the plants incidentally furnished. The

book is illustrated with several lithographic

illustrations, rather coarsely executed, and the

analyses generally lack clearness and aro on

too small a scale.

An Elementary Text-Book of Botany. Translated

from the German of Dr. Prantl, the trans

lation revised by S. H. Vines, M.A., D.Sc.

(Sonnenschein & Allen. )

This is a translation of a German work destined

for the use of students for whom the great and

ill-digested ' Lehrbuch ' of Sachs is not adapted.

It will be hailed with acclamation by many no

longer in statu pupillari, and who, while anxious

to see and understand somewhat of the new

aspect given to botanical science by Prof. Sachs,

have been deterred from so doing either by in

ability to read his magnum opus in the original,

or by disinclination to undertake so formidable

a task as the study of the translation. It must be

remembered that to a considerable extent Sachs's

book entails upon the pre-Saclisian student

the necessity of going to school again, a process

not agreeable in itself, and for which very few

can find the requisite time. To such readers

the present digest will be received as a boon.

To some extent it will reassure them, by showing

them that much that appears new and

strange is simply old material redressed.

New terms are introduced with more or less

justification, but comparatively little is done to

amend or abolish old ones which are no longer in

accordance with the state of science. Some, in

deed, must always have been used in a conven

tional sense ; for instance, such a term as we

meet with on opening the present book, where,

on p. 3, we find the "insertion" of the leaf

spoken of. It is clear from the explanation

given that " exsertion " would bo a more correct

expression of the facts of the case. A page or

two further on we find the term " decurrent "

made use of in its conventional acceptation, but

one that, to say the least, requires verification

to ascertain whether or no it represents the

actual truth. But while old terms have been

retained and new ones devised upon slender

grounds, it would convey a very false impression

of the value of modern German botany if the

reader were to infer that innovations in termino

logy are its most noteworthy features. On the

contrary, new ideas, fertile in their application,

have originated in Germany, and we have only

to compare Sachs's ' Lehrbuch,' or the excellent

digest of it we owe to Drs. Prantl and Vines,

with English text-books of a dozen years since

to see the great advance that has been made.

Without going into chemical and physical ques

tions connected with vegetable physiology—in

which, however, the advance has been mainly

made by German investigators—we may mention

the broad generalizations connected with the

alternations of generations in plants. A "spore,"

or reproductive body, will at one time or in one

group of plants reproduce itself or grow into

something quite different—a new individual, a

resting spore, a fructification, a prothallus, as

the caso may be—and these states or stages

serve to link together groups of plants whose

relationship was formerly considered very re

mote, and to furnish suggestions, at least, of the

origin and lineage of existing plants. Connected

with this subject also are the curious phenomena

of "hetenecism," by virtue of which a jiarasitic

plant, growing now on one host-plant, now on

another of a different character, assumes quite

a different appearance. In this manner may be

explained the belief, prevalent among farmers

and long scouted by naturalists, that thero is a

connexion between the rust of the berberry

leaves and that of the wheat plant. What was

ridiculed and pronounced impossible has become

an accepted doctrine, based upon facts which

can no longer be gainsaid. One of the most

recently ascertained facts of this nature is that

which shows the connexion between the blight

so common on silver firs in Switzerland and a

mould on the leaves of the Alpine rhododendron.

In anatomy the molecular nature of cell mem

brane and the discrimination and definition of

particular layers of cellular tissue have received

special attention at the hands of the Germans,

and much interest has been excited by the co-

relation of the three such layers in tho develop

ing embryo of flowering plants with the corre

sponding embryonic membranes in animals.

When analogies like these can be made out we

become reconciled to the use of such terms as

" plerome," "fundamental tissue," "periblem,"

or " dermatogen," which at first seemed needless

refinements. Botany in England, always ex

cepting systematic classification and those de

partments to which Mr. Darwin directly and

indirectly has contributed so much, had fallen

into a sort of unproductive routine, which is

reflected in the text-books of the period, and

from which such works as the present will do

much to extricate it.

anthropological notes.

Some of the fruits of Dr. Paul Topinard's

recent visit to London appear in an article by

him on the Hunterian Museum and the crania-

metric method of Prof. Flower in the Rexme

d'Anthropologie, published July 15th. It would

be of great advantage if tho study of each other's

methods by the distinguished craniologists of

this country and of France should lead to

uniformity. The extent to which uniformity has

been attained is shown by Dr. Topinard's state

ment that of ten measurements given for each

skull in Prof. Flower's Catalogue, six are taken

rigorously according to the French method. The

variations in the other four are so slight that

Topinard conies to the conclusion that, except

as to tho cranial capacity, it cannot be said that

the English osteometric methods differ notably

from the French. He maintains, however, his

preference for small shot as the measure of

capacity over mustard seed, the substance used

by Prof. Flower for that purpose.

The same Ilevue acquaints us that tho French

Legislature, on the proposition of the Minister

of Public Instruction, has just voted the follow

ing liberal grants towards anthropological mis

sions : 1,800/. (sterling) to M. do Ujfalvy, for a

threo years' journey upon the Upper Oxus, in

continuation of his previous researches upon the

populations ; 1,000/. to M. Cahen for a mission

in Syria and Mesopotamia ; 1,000/. to Dr. Cre-

vaux for the continuation of his researches in

tho basin of the Upper Amazon ; 1,800/. to M.

DesiriS Charnay for procuring photographs of

the ancient monuments of Yucatan. In addi

tion, without subvention, Dr. Cauvin will repre

sent the Government at the Melbourne Exhibi

tion in the interests of anthropology, and Dr.

Hacks will go on a mission to the East Indies.

Three other missions have been reported upon

favourably by the Commission, viz., those of

M. Revoil to the Somalis, M. Moindron to the

northern coast of New Guinea, and M. Flahaut

to the Polar Seas. A majority of these gentle

men were pupils in the laboratory of the late

Dr. Broca.

An exhibition of Gorman prehistoric anthro

pology will take place at Berlin next month,

under the presidency of Prof. Yirchow.

NOTES FROM NAPLES.

July 13, 1880.

The Pungolo reports that •& meteorological

and seismographic observatory is to bo estab

lished near the summit of Vesuvius. The site

fixed upon is the upper station of the funicular

railway, which is not far distant from the crater.

The object in view is to observe with the mi

nutest attention and permanently the phenomena

presented by the mountain. The observatory

will be supplied with the best instruments,

which have already been ordered from well-

known houses in Munich, Paris, and London.

The direction of the seismographic observatory

will be entrusted to the pupd of a scientific

Frenchman, whilst the meteorological observa-
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tory, it is reported, will be worked on account

of the New York Herald.

The Pungolo publishes another notice which

may interest the readers of the Athenceuvi. It

is that on the 1st of September there will be

a meeting in Turin of the directors of the

meteorological observatories of the Italian Alps

and Apennines in correspondence with one

another. This association, which was first

established fifteen years ago, has from a very

moderate beginning now extended itself all over

Italy, and it is desired to give it a firmer and

more definite form. Students of meteorological

science generally are invited, and are promised

a courteous reception by the Italian Alpine Club

and the Municipality of Turin. The termination

is announced of an important work by Demetrio

Salazaro, entitled ' Studii sui Monumenti dell'

Italia Meridionale dal IV'° al XIIIrao Secolo.'

The second volume, which is just completed,

describes the monuments of the Apulias, of the

Calabrias, and of Sicily. The author visited all

the places of which he speaks, and during his

long and laborious journeys made discoveries of

new monuments of art and of unknown artists

which add another interesting page to the artistic

history of Southern Italy. The Commendatore

Salazaro, under the impression that a close

relation exists between Southern Italian art and

Roman art in the mediaeval ages, will very

shortly publish the monuments belonging to the

Middle Ages which still exist in Rome and its

neighbourhood. H. W.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

It is proposed to issue a relievo map of

Athens and the Pirseus, similar to Mr. Burn's

relievo map of Rome. The size of the map

would be about 32 by 24 inches. The scale

would be five inches to the mile, with the vertical

scale slightly exaggerated. Intending sub

scribers should send their names to the Rev.

R. Burn, Cambridge, before October 1st, when

the list will be closed.

Major E. Rowland Jones, author of 'Lincoln,

Sherman, and Grant' and other works, is pre

paring for early publication ' The Emigrant's

Friend,' a manual of " complete, authentic, and

impartial information for those who contem

plate leaving ' the Old Home ' to try their for

tunes in the West." The author, a naturalized

citizen of the United States, and during the

last twelve years consul for that country at

Newcastle-on-Tyne, spent most of his life in

the wheat-growing states of America. Messrs.

Hamilton, Adams & Co. will publish the work.

Signor Chiarini died at Kialla, in Ghera, on

the 6th of October, 1879, in consequence of the

privations to which he was subjected by the

queen of that small country, which nominally

owes allogiance to the king of Shoa. The two

travellers never reached Kafa, and Cecchi still

continues a prisoner, and is appealing for help.

Dr. Emin Bey has returned from an explora

tion of the western shores of Lake Albert

Nyanza, bringing with him a large collection of

shells and other objects of natural history.

There remains now no doubt that the lake first

discovered by Baker and that visited by Stanley

form distinct basins. The Larragoi, which

Gessi stated to flow out of the Upper Nile

towards the west, was examined by Emin Bey,

who is not yet sure whether it is a backwater

or an arm of that river.

MR. W. A. LLOYI).

We regret to announce the sudden death of

Mr. Lloyd, the well-known authority on aquaria.

Mr. Lloyd was originally apprenticed to a book

binder, but his strong love of science enabled

him to overcome surroundings little favourable

to such pursuits as his. Attention was drawn

in this journal to Mr. Lloyd, and he was enabled

to pursue the obvious bent of his mind. He

made himself the great authority on aquaria,

and the services he rendered during the many

years he was in charge of the Crystal Palace

Aquarium will not soon be forgotten. Mr.

Lloyd's reputation extended to the Continent,

and led to his being employed in arranging

the aquarium at Hamburg. Mr. Lloyd retired

some little time ago from the Crystal Palace,

to the great loss of that institution. His single-

mindedness and unselfish generosity endeared

him to all who knew him.

SOCIETIES.

Entomological.—July 7.—.1. W. Dunning, Esq.,

V.P., iu the chair.—Mr. J. Weir, on behalf of Mr.

J. W. Douglas, exhibited a female specimen of A'octua

c-nigrum.—Mr. M'Lachlan exhibited a piece of sugar

cane from Queensland, much eaten by some unde

termined lepidopterous larva?, of which specimens

were shown.—Mr. VV. L. Distant was able to state

that this was a quite distinct larva from that in

festing sugar-canes in Madras, of which he had

recently received specimens.—Miss Ormerod exhi

bited specimens of various suger-cane borers from

British Guiana, and read notes thereon.—Mr. Distant

exhibited a specimen of the larva of Ilevialus rive-

.teens, the so-called vegetable caterpillar of New

Zealand. Thesporesof Cordiceps Huberts* /frequently

falling on this caterpillar become parasitic, destroy

ing it and growing therefrom in the form which

has caused many erroneous statements to he made.

— Mr. Billups exhibited a larva of Phisia chrysitii,

and some specimens of an ichneumon (Paxylloma,

sp.) that was parasitic thereon.—Mr. Phipson exhi

bited a remarkable variety of Pyrantels cardui.—

A note was read from Mr. S. Churchill, of Teheran,

' On Argas Persicas.'—Mr. R. Trimen communicated

notes ' On the Pairing of a Butterfly with a Moth,'

and ' On a supposed Female of Dorylus helvolus.

Linn.'—Messrs. Godman and Salvin communicated

a paper entitled 'A List of Diurnal Lepidoptera

collected in the Sierra Nevada of Sauta Marta,

Colombia, and the Vicinity.'

PHILOLOGICAL. — July VS. — Adjourned Special

Meeting.—A. J. Ellis, Esq., President, in the chair.—

The discussion of Mr. H. Sweet's notes was com

pleted. It was resolved that ra^short e should be

spelled v, as in bred, bredth, kc, but that ca^-long a,

as in great, or long e as in ear, tear, should be left

for the present ; that ie in believe, field, kc, should

give way to the older te (beleev, fceld) ; that the

Tudor oo should be restored, behove, lose, kc (behoov,

loo:), anil that o should be replaced by u in above,

affront, tongue, kc (abuv, affront, tuna); the uuhis-

toric o in through and young should be left out

(thru, yung), and in the Old French loan-words

adjourn, country, kc (adjurn, cuntry); u after g

was to disappear in guess, guild, guarantee, kc (yens,

gild, garantee), but to be left in guinea, guitar, kc;

W final was to be left out, and catalog, demagog,

dialog, kc, to be written ; h was to disappear from

rhyme, thyme ; oo to be substituted for oe in canoe,

shoe, kc In consonants, the double final of ebb, add,

odd, kc, and the double central of travelling, kc,

should be cut away ; b shoidd go out of debt, doubt,

subtle, and off crumb, dumb, lamb, lie. Hard eh was

to be written k, anchor as anker: h should be left

out of gltost, aghast; I out of could; f should

replace the Greek ph; s should be written z when so

sounded, as cliozen, kc; sc should become s, c, or sk,

according to its sound. The proposal to change laugh,

trough, rough, kc, into lagh, trogh, rngh, was nega

tived, some members preferring laff, troff, rvf. Mr.

H. Sweet undertook to revise liis notes, to add

longish lists of the words which the principles tem

porarily adopted would affect, and to draw up speci

mens of passages from old and modern writers in

the reformed spelling. The whole subject will then

be reconsidered, and settled one way or the other, at

the Society's meetings next November.

Sh&txut &tjssi#.

The authorities of Guy's Hospital Medical

School have resolved upon making an idle first

year's student a rare thing, if the help of a com

pulsory and non-competitive examination is

sufficient for that purpose. This examination has

just been held for the first time, and students

have had four elementary papers on the

principal subjects of their first year's lectures.

The progress of our great hospitals into fully

organized medical colleges is thus proceeding

without hindrance ; but a conjoint examination

for diplomas is as far oft' as ever.

On the resignation of Mr. G. R. Waterhouse,

Dr. Henry Woodward, F.R.S. , has succeeded

him in office as Keeper of the Geological

Department in the British Museum. This is

one of the most fortunate appointments the

Trustees have been able to make for some time.

Mr. Waterhouse entered the Museum in 1843,

and became Keeper in 1851. Dr. H. Wood-

watt entered the Museum in 1858, and attained

the grade of first-class assistant in 1867.

M. Pasteur has received from the Govern

ment of France the sum of 50,000 francs in aid

of his researches on the contagious diseases of

animals. '

M Tresca, well known from his connexion

for twenty-five years with the Conservatoire desj

Arts et Metiers, has quitted that establishment,

liia office having been considered unnecessary

by M. Tisard, the Minister of Agriculture and

Commerce.

Dr. M. C. Cooke has entered on his duties

at Kew Gardens as cryptogamist, the India

Office having placed his services at the disposal

of the Office of Woods and Forests.

The MonthlyRecord of Results of Observations

in Meteorology, Terrestrial Magnetism, &c,

taken at the Melbourne Observatory and various

localities in Victoria during December, 1879,

has been received. The mean of the barometer

for the year has been 29 '912 and the mean

temperature of the air for the year 57 '6. The

Mineral Statistics of Victoria for the year 1879

are also to hand. The estimated yield of gold

lias been, from alluvial deposits 293,310 ounces,

from quartz mines 465,637 ounces. The quantity

of silver extracted from the gold at the Mel

bourne Mint in that year was 23,680 '76 ounces,

representing a value equal to 5,9202. The other

mineral products were in quantity unimportant.

Prof. Hughes, of Trinity College, Cambridge,

will be glad of the loan of letters of the lato

Prof. Sedgwick, whose life he is writing.

Prof. C. W. Borchardt, of the University

of Berlin, died at Riidersdorf on the 27th

of June. For many years Prof. Borchardt

edited the Journal of Pure and Applied Mathe

matics. He was formerly the Professor of

Mathematics in the Military Academy, and he

was correspondent in Geometry of the Acade'mie

des Sciences of Paris.

Capt. C. E. Dutton, of the Ordnance Depart

ment, has published his ' Report on the Geology

of the High Plateaus of Utah,' a volume of 307

pages, with eleven heliotype plates and a folio

atlas. The physical features of this interesting

country are graphically described, and the geo

logical phenomena which have been active in

producing the strangely wild conditions of the

plateau province are carefully examined.

Prof. Newberry has recently contributed

to the New York School of Mines Quarterly a

paper ' On the Origin and Classification of Ore

Deposits,' which has been reprinted by the

Scientific Publishing Co. of New York. We

direct attention to this pamphlet as containing

much useful information and the clearest ex

position of the phenomena of mineral veins that

we have met with.

The Archives Necrlandaises des Sciences Exactes

et Naturclles, published by the Societe" Hol-

landaise des Sciences a Harlem, Touie XV.

Livraison II., contains several valuable papers,

especially by P. M. Heringa, ' Considerations

Bur la The'orie des Phenomenes Capillaires,' and

by J. G. Costerus, on ' L'Influence des Solutions

Salines Bur la Dure"e de la Vie du Protoplasme.'

M. Exner, in a communication made by him

to the Vienna Academy of Sciences, shows that

the thermo-electric pile of Melloni is dependent

on chemical as much as on thermic action. No

current, he states, is generated if a pair of bis

muth and antimony is plunged into nitrogen

gas, whatever may be the temperature to which

the junction is raised. The same result is ob

tained with many other metals. Not heat only

but chemical action must be brought into play

to generate an electric current.

The New York Nation says that Prof. Eaton's

'Ferns of North America ' "is now completed
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in two quarto volumes, with seventy-one plates

and one or two extras. We noticed with praise

the earlier parts of this truly classical fern-book.

It began well and has gone on butter, the

author's part having been admirably sustained

throughout, the drawings and their repro

ductions in colours having improved to the

close. Mr. Faxon's drawings are especially com

mendable. A conspectus of all otir ferns, with

diagnostic characters, in systematic order, is

appended to the second volume."

M. Jcxes Ogier, Preparatenr au College de

France, has in the Anrudes de Chimie et de Phy

sique an important paper, ' Recherches Ther-

miques sur Ies Combinaisons de l'Hydrogene

avec les Phosphore, 1'Arsenic et le Silicium.'

This has at the present time a very important

bearing on several investigations on the relation

of hydrogen to other bodies.

H. Kato, President of the Department of

Law, Science, and Literature, Tokio Daigaku,

sends us ' Memoirs of the Science Department,

University of Tokio, Japan,' Vol. II. , containing

a treatise on ' Mining and Mines in Japan,' by

Prof. C. Netto, M.E. (who is, we infer from tho

preface, a German who has "now been for

several years in the country "). This is really an

interesting and instructive memoir. The occur

rence of minerals is carefully described, and the

modes of mining in all their details are given with

much exactness. A section is devoted to metal

lurgy, and the author is clearly anxious to draw

attention to the defects of many of the rude

processes of smelting which are at present

adopted in Japan. Indeed, each division of his

subject is followed by a section of " Improve

ments Suggested " for mining, for dressing, and

for smelting. Mining laws and mineral statis

tics form the conclusion of the volume. From

the latter we learn that in 1808 the quantity of

coal exported from Japan was 15,584 English

tons, and that recorded as for ships' use was

915 tons, while in 1878 95,064 tons were ex

ported, and 111,785 tons were consumed for

ships' use. This work is produced at the Niss-

husha printing office, and published by the

University. The volume is illustrated by draw

ings of the miners' tools, and is altogether a

prod action reflecting much credit on all who

were concerned in its production.

FINE ARTS

ROYAL ACADEMY of ARTS.—The EXHIBITION' will CLOSE on
MONDAY, the LUd of August —Admission 'from H \ m to 7 p.M ), Ont

Catalogue. 1> ; or bound, with Pencil. It. Go*.

ROYAL ACADEMY of ARTS -EVENING EXHIBITION—The
Exhibition will be OPEN in th.- Kvening from Mondnv istli of July, t't
Monday . 2nd of August t Hank Iloliduy I, from Eight to Eleven.—Adrnlft-
•ion. Sixpence; Cutalonue. Sixpence.—On the Bank Holiday the Admls-

i throughout the day will be sixpence. On other day* It will be aa

The SOCIETY of PAINTERS In WATER COLOURS —The NINETY-
FOURTH EXHIBITION will CLOSE on !-'nturdav. July nlst. 5, Pall
Mall East, from Ten till six.—Admittance. 1 <. ; Catalogue, orf.

ALFRED D. FKII'I', Secretary.

INSTITUTE of PAINTERS In WATER COLOURS -The FORTY-
SIXTH ANNUAL EXIIIIHTION will CLOSE SATURDVY July .lint
—Admiasion. Is.; Catalogue, 6U H. F. PHILLIP, Secretary

, M,

EXHIBITION of WORKS of ART In IILACK and WHITE
Dudley Gallery. Egyptian Hall. I'lrt-ftdllly. consisting of Drawings
F.uljinga, and Engravings. OPEN DAILY from Ten till Six —Admifr
•Ion, Is.; Catalogue, ad. K. F. MNAIlt, See.

DORE'S GREAT WORKS. ' CHRIST LEAVING the PRJETORIUM ■
■CHRIST ENTERING JERUSALEM.' and ■ The HHA7.EN SERPENT'
(the latter lust completed i, each 3.1 by 2a feel, with ■ lircum of Pilate's
wife.' 'Soldiers of the Cr.**.' ' Niirht of the Crucifixion ' 'House of
Ouaphos.' Ac., at the l>OKE GALLERY, So, New liuud street Jhillv
Ten to Six.—If.

Rowlandson the Caricaturist : a Selection from

his Works. By J. Grego. 2 vols. Illus

trated. (Chatto & Windus.)

Those who study English satirical prints of

the last century are indebted to Mr. Grego

for the share he took in the comprehensive

monograph on James Gillray which appeared

some years ago. Of this the two attractive

volumes before us form the complement.

The book on Gillray was intended to illus

trate the satirist's " life, works, and times ";

and it did so in an effective, popular manner ;

but the labours of Mr. Grego met with small

recognition, for the work was published as

" edited by Thomas Wright, Esq." Mr.

Wright had already distinguished himself

by compiling ' Caricature History of the

Georges,' a task in which he derived much

aid from the memoranda which Mr.

Edward Hawkins, Keeper of the Antiqui

ties in the British Museum, had made, or

caused to be made, to elucidate his own

invaluable collection of satirical prints, now

deposited in the Print Room. The exhaus

tive Catalogue of Satirical Prints in the

British Museum, part of which has been

pubbshed by the Trustees, includes, besides

much new matter and additional subjects,

the whole of Mr. Hawkins's memoranda,

but it has not yet reached the period of

Gillray and Rowlandson.

How much Mr. Hawkins owed to Wright

we do not know, but certain it is that the

books of the latter contain a vast quantity

of erudition and fruits of research which

are preserved in the manuscripts of the

former. Hawkins, William Smith (of Lisle

Street), T. Haviland Burke, and Mr. R. H.

Evans contributed much to our knowledgo

of Gillray, and some of them collected and

illustrated the works of Rowlandson. But

as a whole no contribution to the history of

that admirable artist can compare with Mr.

Grego's book, and it is likely to retain its

position until the national collection of Row

landson's works is dulycatalogued. Even then

Mr. Grego's labours will by no means lose

their value, nor, let us hope, will his labours

fail to find their roward. There is in these

volumes so much that could not have been

collected without considerable industry and

a ready power of grasping and remembering

details recovered from fugitive records of the

last century, such as old newspapers, maga

zines, and contemporary histories, that no

one who has not followed a similar course

of studies can fairly appreciate the excellence

of Mr. Grego's work. Of courso a great

deal of the letter-press is descriptive of, and

supplementary to, the excellent photographic

fac-similes of Rowlandson's drawings which

enliven these pages. This supplied, much

historical matter remained to be expounded,

and it is in dealing with it that our author's

industry has been most profitably exer

cised. At any rate, he has gathered for

the world plenty of amusing materials, and

produced a book of which the illustrations

alone are full of lifo, fun, character, per

sonal anecdote, and social, pobtical, and

idiosyncratic studies of the livebest interest.

He who runs may read the " caricatures "

of Rowlandson, one essential feature of

which is that they require observation rather

than knowledge, and possess moro of that

which "makes tho whole world kin" than

the designs of Hogarth, Gillray, Lord Towns-

hend, or Bunbury.

This work has two shortcomings : its title

and the literary, or rather not literary, style

of the author, who has probably been led

by the naturo of his materials into sundry

solecisms. Crude eolloquiabsms abound in

an unnecessary degreo in bis pages, and a

little more care would have excluded them.

More serviceable still would have been tho

exercise of competent editorial judgment.

Revision is, in fact, much needed.

It is a mistake to call Rowlandson a cari

caturist. If we accept, as every man of

sense must do, Hogarth's definition of this

word, Rowlandson was not a caricaturist at

all, but a humourist and illustrator of cha

racter, freo from that exaggeration which

often appears in Gillray's art. Lord Towns-

hend was a caricaturist and so was Darly.

Hogarth was a dramatic moralist and student

of cbaracter, but he was so far from being a

caricaturist that even the horrors of the

' Four Stages of Cruelty,' which are sup

posed to be the most exaggerated examples

of the motives rubng his designs, are to this

day proved to exist by the official reports of

the Society for the Suppression of Cruelty

to Animals. Hogarth did not exaggerate,

but Gillray did, and it is to the latter more

than to Rowlandson that the term ' ' carica

turist " is fairly applicable. Allowing for

the times in which he lived, Rowlandson

was not more of a caricaturist than Leech,

and less so than Cruikshank or "H. B."

Bunbury partook of the qualities of both

classes of satirical designers ; in this respect

his powers were peculiar. As an artist

per se Rowlandson's mode was much more

elegant and certainly not less animated than

that of any of his contemporaries, so far as

regards his female figures, which had a

close resemblance to the better examples of

the skill of Morland. All the satirists,

except Bunbury, produced nasty things,

after the manner of their day. Rowland-

son, although by no means innocent,

perpetrated fewer indecencies than his

rivals, while, on the whole, his works

havo the impression of greater voluptuous

ness. His taste and technical style are

much more refined than Gillray's. Im

measurably the greatest, ablest, and most

poetical of satirical English draughtsmen was

George Cruikshank. As a designer even

Hogarth must yield to this transcendent

genius ; we say this without qualification

and with the fullest reverence for the author

of ' A Harlot's Progress,' which is one of

the finest moralities, and surely the finest

sories of designs in our language. No other

satirical artist is fit to be ranked with

Hogarth and Cruikshank, and this is true

not only on account of the superabundance,

different as they were, of their inventivo

powers, but on account of the profundity of

the humour, and, above all, because the

sardonic mood which characterized each of

them had its spring in the deepest pity,

and was most complete when it was most

tenderly expressed.

Compared with these great men Rowland-

son seems trivial, Gillray's humour appears

to be mere animabsm, the vivid wit of Bun

bury is gaseous, Sayer is vulgar, Collet seems

stupid, and " H. B." is only genteel. Lord

Townshend was pungently sarcastic, and Sey

mour indulged in pure Cockney foolery. It is

beyond the range, and it may be beyond the

intention, of Mr. Grego to analyze the moods

of these satirists or to compare them ; but

in an introductory chapter he gives a suffi

cient history of Rowlandson's career, and a

very interesting account of his publishers,

among whom may be included Rudolph

Ackermann, of the Strand, from whose

well-known "Repository," now Mr. Rim-

mel's shop, issued a flood of humorous

sketches. Mr. Grego suppbes cursory notes

on some of the men with whom Rowland-

son came in contact. Among them are
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several of the Royal Academicians, in whose

school he was a pupil of note, and to whose

exhibitions he contributed portraits before

he made his debut as a satirist at Somerset

House by sending, in 1784, ' Vauxhall

Gardens,' a first-rate design, which secured

his reputation, for before this his position

may be said to have been doubtful. In the

Royal Academy schools and in Paris Row-

landson acquired that technical skill which

gives so great a charm to most of his earlier

drawings, but which waned as time removed

him from the influence of his first studies.

He often satirized the Academy and its

members, from Nollekens to the visitors

who tumbled over each other down the

" stare-case " at Somerset House. As to

Rowlandson's technical skill, our author

is right in calling the famous ' Squall in

Hyde Park ' an unsurpassed instance of

"executive ability, sense of loveliness,

grouping, movement, grasp of character,

powers of observation," &c. We quite

agree with him that the two satires on the

Royal Academy, called ' The Stare-Case '

and 'Royal Academy,' dated in 1811, are

reprints with the dates altered. This prac

tice of meddling with dates is one of the

most provoking among the many question

able tricks of tho publishers and popular

draughtsmen of the period ; it is the cause

of no end of confusion, a confusion which, as

Mr. Grego remarks, has become the more

serious because there are few considerable

collections of Rowlandson's works to supply

means of comparison and reference.

So prodigious was the facility of Rowland-

son and so considerable his industry that it

is by no means certain that even Mr. Grego's

extensive catalogue is anything like complete.

Yet this is by far the largest list ever made,

and its comprehensiveness proves the dili

gence of the compiler. Of the merits of the

letter-press there is little need to speak more

warmly than we have done. The biography

itself contains a good many anecdotes,

some of which are by no means new, while

others have been wisely recovered from

byways and corners of old newspapers,

memoirs, and magazines. The persons

chiefly concerned are Nelson and Lady

Hamilton, the Duke of York and the

termagant Mrs. Clarke, the "hero" and

" heroine " of the infamous " delicate inves

tigation." Among other persons who figure

here are H. Angelo, the fencing master ;

Pyne (" Hardcastlo " of 'Wine and Wal

nuts,' that amazing olio of anecdotic

gossip), John Thomas Smith, the fre

quenters of Vauxhall, Wolcot, and Weltje

the royal cook, whose queer symposia

attracted so much notice to his house on

Hammersmith Upper Mall, a house that

still stands, but will soon be the prey of the

speculative builder. We find a few notes on

Bunbury, a designer to whose wit Mr.

Grego does but scanty justice. A few other

persons are brought to notice in this story

of a life which, notwithstanding its bril

liancy and success, was by no means happy

towards its end, and indeed, apart from jovial

intervals, had not been really enjoyable nor

profitable for many years before. It is certain,

however, that Rowlandson was one of the

most scrupulous and honourable of men in

all his dealings with others. Would that

this could be said of the rest of his class !

Having completed his biographical notice

Mr. Grego enters on a chronology of the

caricaturist's works, and, selecting those

examples which are most suitablo to his

purpose, has adorned his pages with photo

graphic fac-similes from the designs and

prints of the satirist. He explains other

works briefly and adds historical notices and

data. Tho subjects are treated in a manner

which is only too "familiar," and not always

witty, but there is nothing which need offend

the most fastidious eye or ear; this, consider

ing the nature of the task and the manners of

the times, is no small praise. We should

prefer the omission of phrases such as that

which, p. 16, describes George Cruikshank as

a " truly splendid old gentleman"; there are

apter terms for Lord Barrymore than "the

dashing, somewhat irrepressible"; it is

hardly clear what is meant by calling owners

of Rowlandson's works " steady collectors

of his picturesque eccentricities," p. 30 ;

we do not believe that Reynolds and

West were " respectfully solicitous " that

Bunbury "should, send his contributions

to the Royal Academy." There is con

siderable lack of order in the disposition

of the details our author has gathered.

This is particularly noticeable in the

memoranda about Bunbury, and so confused

is the text on Rowlandson himself that we

have been unable to find the date or details

of his death. The space that should have

been given to such facts is filled with records

of the decease and interment of Rudolph

Ackermann. Malcolm is called an " anti

quarian," which is enough to make that

worthy come to life and protest that he was

not an adjective. Mr. Grego does not often

enter deeply into the political elements of

the satires, but occasionally he does so with

tact and effect. Yet he is not less fallible

than the rest of us, e.g., p. 140, he writes

of the " secret influence —which is the

theme of a well-known satire called ' Secret

Influence directing the New Parliament,'

1784—as if Earl Temple, in the guise of

a serpent, beguiled the stupid king on his

throne ; the fact is the occult worker is the

gaunt, hard-featured Earl of Bute, who from

behind whispers false counsel to his thick

headed sovereign. These are the chief short

comings in a production which owes much

to the fact that it evidently has been a labour

of love. Though from its very nature liable

to such defects as those pointed out, it suffers

less from them than books on other subjects

would suffer ; and its gossip, and, above

all, its numerous illustrations, will have an

inexhaustible attraction for the general

reader, and also for the student of manners,

satire, and costume, to say nothing of lovers

of wit and humour, who ought to thank Mr.

Grego for every page they read.

The Great Historic Galleries of England (Samp

son Low & Co.) is edited by Lord R. Gower. Of

this publication the first and second parts are

before us, and contain, besides light sketches by

the editor, very good photographs from pictures

in the Bridgwater Gallery, Stafford House, and

Castle Howard, including the Raphael of the first

collection, Van Dyck's ' Earl of Arundel,' and

Reynolds's ' Caroline, Countess of Carlisle,'

from the second and third respectively. This

publication deserves to be one of the most

popular of " drawing-room table books."

Sculptors of the Present Day, edited by W.

Hooe (W. Poole), contains a " List of the

Profession in 1880," which may be useful

and is susceptible of improvement, especially

in regard to the grammar of the brief bio

graphies appended to some of the names. Sir

J. Steele is said to have been "educated at

Aberdeen, and put to the profession of an

artist, but subsequently preferring sculpture,

studied at Edinburgh and Rome." Of the pro

ductions of Mr. H. Montford it is said that

"The poetic, and allegoric, and relievi are tho

class of works chiefly selected " by him. " Mr.

Simonds has more particularly cultivated the

ideal, and especially the nude figure." Another

gentleman " followed the trade of a pianoforte

maker, but subsequently took up the calling of

sculpture." Pianoforte making is not a trade,

but it may be a craft. It is plain that Mr. Hooo

is not a writer "by trade."

THE TORLONIA MUSEUM AT ROME.

The Torlonia Museum, a creation of tho pre

sent Prince Alexander, occupies the whole block

between the Corsiui Palace and the Porta.

Settimiana, between the foot of the Janiculum

and the Lungara. The prince did not lavish

much money on the building itself, foreseeing,

perhaps, that its magnificent contents would

sooner or later migrate to foreign countries, and

make a better show in the castles of foreign

Croesuses. He levelled the ground of tho old

Corsini kitchen garden, paved it with asphalte,

and divided it into galleries 200 ft. long by

18 wide. These galleries are separated from one

another by means of curtains of dark reddish

cloth, drawn across the wooden columns which

support the roof ; other curtains, very cleverly

arranged, subdivide each gallery into compart

ments, affording room to six works of art only.

The ingenuity of such contrivance is worthy of

notice by all those who have to arrange tem

porary exhibitions of statuary ; the cost is

nothing ; the effect is beantiful and well suited

to bring forth the works exhibited in their fullest

details, not only on account of the harmonious

hue of the background, but also on account

of the restricted number of pieces exhibited in

each compartment. The attention of visitors is

concentrated upon single objects, and the eyes

do not wander over endless rows of statues and

busts, as is the case with the Museo Pio

Clementino, with the long gallery of the Capitol,

&c. A few choice objects, such as the athletic

and archaic statues, the large sarcophagi, &c,

are exhibited in separate rooms of more elabo

rate design.

Three names will be mentioned for ever with

the Torlonia Museum. That of the owner, who

spared no money to make it the largest, if not

the best, private collection of antiques in the

world ; that of Pietro Ercole Visconti, the

scientific manager of the business' and the writer

of the illustrative catalogue ; that of Prof.

Gnaccarini, the late sculptor, who did the

restorations 'so cleverly as to turn the antique

into modern and the modern into antique.

The marbles, nearly six hundred in number,

come from various places. The bulk of the

collection belongs to the once famous Galleria

Giustiniani, which, like the Mattei, tho Verospi,

&c, shared the decline and fall of the family

whose pride it had been. A great many marbles

were dug up among the ruins of Porto, the har

bour of imperial Rome, built by Claudius and

enlarged by Trajan ; others come from the

farms of S. Maria Kuova and Statuario, which

occupy the site of the magnificent Villa Quin-

tiliorum. Smaller groups have been derived

from the "Vitali collection, from tho Villa

Albani, from the Villa Torlonia, on tho Via

Nomentana, from the Ruspoli Palace, from

Bovillse, Centocelle, and Cures.

The most noticeable among the Giustiniani

marbles are : (23) the portrait bust of an ugly

girl, rvNiA . ward . rilia . flavilla, but full of

life and pathos ; (31, 32) two statues of Isis

in bigio morato, one erect and composed, the

other stepping towards the right, both with
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magnificent draperies, but headless and

armless : the restorations are of the seven

teenth century, and not happy ones ; (41) a

replica of the Venus of Alcamene3, in good

preservation ; (100) Prometheus, a colossal figure,

representing the son of Iapetus in the act of

stealing fire from heaven, or perhaps in the act

of vivifying a piece of clay with which he is

modelling the new man : this is represented as

a kind of Egyptian mummy, very small in

size, and in an unfinished stage ; pieces of clay

are strewn on the ground ; (126) a naked, head

less (?) hero, restored as Sextus Pompeius ; (170,

182) two crouching Venuses, which, like the

one in the Vatican, are copies executed by a

mere technical artist of a widely celebrated

original : the head and arms of one of the two

were restored by Algardi, who failed to catch

the ideal outlines of the goddess of beauty ; (400)

tho celebrated Vesta Giustiniani, the gem of

the whole museum. The charms of this lovely

statue are beyond description. The lofty but

simple composure, the quiet dignity of the

goddess, the ideal expression of her face, fasci

nate the eyes and the mind of the observer

more forcibly than most of the later and more

gracious productions of the Greek chisel. The

masses of drapery and the sweep of the folds,

although falling regularly in a perpendicular

line, are not monotonous because, in spite of

the stiffness of the heavy stuff, which prevents

it from fitting close to the figure, one can

imagine, and in fact almost trace, the beautiful

and graceful lines underneath.

From the Villa Albani many works have been

transferred to the Lungara Museum, notwith

standing the laws which actually forbid with

us the breaking up of collections like the

Albani without the sanction of the Govern

ment. To avoid any trouble, the marbles are

being removed one by one at long intervals,

and casts of the works removed are set up at

once in the vacant spaces, made so skilfully that

very few have noticed the substitution. Among

the Albani contributions to the new gallery the

most important are : (07) head of Alcibiades,

affording a fair notion of the personal attrac

tions of this extraordinary man ; (290) the bas-

relief representing a poulterer's shop, so graphi

cally described by Zoega, i. 27, and Braun, 377,

n. 16; (268) Pan and Olympus; (276) the

famous Bacchic vase ; (290) the ornamental

basin with tho labours of Hercules, found on

the Appian Way in the year 1762, and illustrated

by Winckelmann, ' Mon. Ined.,' 228 ; (288, 2V>1)

two basins of precious coloured marble, the

unique tazza of breccia d'Egitto, formerly in

the Albani Casino, and many busts of emperors

and eminent men.

Porto, that inexhaustible mine of statuary,

has supplied tho new gallery with many first-rate

works : the -5£sculapius and tho Hygeia (95,

96), the group of fighting fauns (115), the tine

imperial torso which supports a head of Sep-

timius Severus (136), the Cupid (171), the

Hercules and Telephus (296), the Apollo (280),

and the Minerva (279), which is described as

the most remarkable statue of the Torlonia

Museum, and as surpassing in perfection those

famous representations of the most beautiful

Phidian type, the Vatican and Capitoline

Minervas. I doubt, however, whether it be so,

because I doubt whether the head of the Porto

replica is genuine. The olive-tree, anyway, the

helmet, the arms, and some of the attributes

are modern additions.

The marbles removed from the Villa Torlonia,

outside Porta Pia, are few and unimportant. I

have noticed a Niobe (141), a group of the

Niobides (233), four candelabras (155, &c), a

group of Bacchus and Silenus (309), and some

smaller works.

The collection of imperial busts numbers more

than one hundred. Of course many of them

are only supposed to represent this or that

emperor or empress ; but, as a whole, they bear

comparison fairly well with the Roman numis-

matica. If those described ex oraado as repre

senting young Tiberius, Otho (with a long beard),

Geta, Julia Paula, Julia Aquilia, Annia Faus

tina, Zenobia, Volusianus, &c. , were classified

among the doubtful, the authenticity of the

collection would gain a great deal.

I come now to the question of restorations.

They could not have been done more skilfully,

sometimes escaping the most experienced eye.

In examining the best works of the gallery, at

least those which in the Visconti catalogue are

described as such, one wonders doubtingly which

parts are modern and which are really antique

and genuine. The utmost care has been be

stowed in selecting marble of the same texture

and colour as that of the broken statue ; the

modelling of the missing parts was carefully

studied after parallel and genuine works ; then,

after these pieces had been cut in marble, they

were broken again, so as to necessitate the re

storation of these restorations. Sometimes they

were stained with dirt, to secure a natural hue

of antiquity ; they were hammered and split

here and there, left without polish when the

harmony of the whole required it to be done.

The catalogue (save in a few instances, which

make the matter worse) keeps silence on this

subject, and leaves entirely for the visitor to

discover whether he is admiring the work of

an antique chisel or the imitative powers and

ingenuity of a living artist.

This subject of restoration may be discussed

from an aesthetic point of view. Artists and

archaeologists have fought in its favour, on the

ground that one cannot fully appreciate the

beauty of ancient works from fragments unless

theBe fragments be completely restored to the

original entirety, and unless the general outline

designed by the author of the work be brought

into evidence. The great majority of living

artists and men of science have repudiated the

system, and the general feeling now is that an

antique work loses one-half or more of its value

when profaned by modern hands. Who can

guarantee, no matter how exquisite the restora

tions are, that they express the feeling, the

conception, the inspiration of the original ?

Take, for instance, the Hercules killing the

Hydra, found at S. Agnese, and now one of the

beauties of the Capitoline Museum. When first

discovered tho left leg and the monster were

missing : Algardi, the great Algardi, restored

both with wonderful skill. However, when,

many years afterwards, the missing pieces were

found, they proved to be entirely different

from what Algardi had fancied. As regards the

Torlonia Museum, these things are carried to

such an excess that the question is no more a

question of (esthetics, it amounts almost to im

position which has no excuse.

This sounds like a hard judgment, but it is

justified from facts which I can relate almost as

a personal experience. In April, 1874, Signor

Giuseppe Gagliardi, while excavating in Prince

Torlonia's Sabine farm, der/li Arci, which occu

pies the site of Cures, discovered " un Cellis-

simo torso di statua virile in bronzo " (' Comm.

in Hon. Mommsenii,' p. 410). No head was

found, and, besides the head, one arm, both

hands, and the right leg and foot were also

missing. The torso was brought to town,

restored as Germanicus, placed in the best

room of the museum, and praised beyond

measure in the catalogue as being the best

and most trustworthy representation of Ger

manicus in the world.

In the hall of the athletes the place of honour

is given to a torso discovered at Porto in 18G6

or 18C7, whose head, arms, and legs are the

work of Gnaccarini. I could bring forth hundreds

of similar instances, and describe one by one all

the bits of marble which have grown into full-

size figures or groups. Had the prince and his

scientific advisers had the good sense to leave

the marbles alone, to exhibit them in the same

condition as they had come down to us, the

museum would have ranked among the finest

in the world, and its eventual sale to foreign

countries would have been mourned over as a

national loss. As it stands now, I doubt whether

it would find purchasers, notwithstanding many

good and some few unique works. R. L.

SALE.

On Saturday last Messrs. Christie, Manson

& Woods sold the following pictures : E. Nicol,

"Insolvent," 1171. A. J. Daiwaille, A Land

scape, with Figures and Animals by E. Ver-

boeckhoven, 111?. P. Graham, A Rough Sea

on the Scotch Coast, 210?. F. Danby, The

Deluge, 105?. A water-colour drawing by W.

Hunt, A Cottage Interior, fetched 70?.

Messrs. Christie, Manson & Woods an

nounce an important sale, that of the whole of

the collections of pictures, engravings, and

books belonging to the Earl of Hardwicke,

the chief ornaments of Wimpole Hall. The

pictures will be disposed of on the 7th of

August ; they include ancestral portraits and

many good works by the old masters. Among

the former are Reynolds's ' Master P. Yorke

with a Robin,' one of the same master's portraits

of the Marquis of Rockingham, others of the

second Earl of Hardwicke, the Hon. John

Yorke, and Archbishop Seeker. Besides these

are works by Zucchero, Ravesteyn, Van Dyck,

Dobson, Walker, Van Somer, Jonson, Old

Stone, Hogarth, Gainsborough, and others. The

engravings will be sold on the 9th and 10th of

August, the books on the 11th, 12th, and 13th

of that month. It is to be hoped the National

Portrait Gallery and the British Museum may

not be compelled to forego this opportunity of

enriching the national collections.

We understand that Mr. M. Huish succeeds

Mr. S. C. Hall and the late Mr. Dafforne in the

management of the Art Journal, and that it is

intended to elevate the tone and improve the

quality of our contemporary, so that it may

compete with the Portfolio. This is a well-

merited compliment to Mr. Hamerton and

Messrs. Seeley, and they will appreciate it.

We regret to announce the death, after a

painful illness, of Mr. J. C. Moore, the well-

known artist, who was born at Gainsborough

in 1829. He was the eldest son of Mr. William

Moore, a portrait painter, who afterwards settled

in York, and he became a student at tho Royal

Academy in 1851, and for some time followed

his father's profession of portrait painter. He

spent most of the winters between 1858 and

1866 in Italy. These visits opened to him a

wealth of fresh artistic impressions of which he

largely availed himself. If his works are not

remarkable for extraordinary genius or great

powers of execution, they are distinguished by

good taste, sweetness, and simplicity of render

ing. His water-colour drawings are perhaps

better known than his oil pictures. The quiet,

neutral tones of his portraits soothe and refresh

the eye in an age in which purity and unity of

tone are exceptional. Of late he has painted

few landscapes. His scenes in the neighbour

hood of Florence, from the heights of San

Miniato or in tho Val d'Arno, or of those of

the Roman Campagna and on the banks of the

Tiber, combined qualities not often attained—

much subtlety of line and delicacy of colour.

The long stretch of St. Peter's and the Vatican

in the twilight, the serious gloom of the valleys

of the Campagna with the fragment of a ruin

cropping up, a broken aqueduct striding from

ridge to ridge, tho grey river gliding between

its banks at the hour of Ave Maria, with a

lazy barge slowly dropping down tho stream,

have been painted by Mr. Moore as they have

hardly ever been painted before. As to his

personal character, he leaves a valued memory

behind him. His integrity, friendliness, and

sincerity won the esteem of all who knew him.
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conductor there, from Mendelssohn downwards.

The programme will include selections from the

works of Mendelssohn, Schumann, Norbert

Burgmuller, Julius Rietz, Ferdinand Hiller,

and Julius Tausch, the present conductor.

Dr. Armttage writes :—" My attention has

been directed to an inaccuracy in the article

contributed by me to the Athenaeum of the 10th

inst. , and, as I should be sorry to publish any

thing not strictly in accordance with fact, I hope

you will allow me to correct the mistake which

I inadvertently made. I stated that Mrs.

Gardner wished to build almshouses for the

older blind, in connexion with her proposed

institution at Windsor. On referring to her

original scheme I find that the asylum she there

contemplated was intended only for former

pupils of the proposed Gardner institution, and

that the old and infirm blind in general were

not intended to participate in the testator's

bounty. In Mrs. Gardner's last scheme, which

is now before the Court, the asylum plan has

been given up, and pensions are proposed instead

for the same class, viz. , for former pupils of the

institution."

Herr Albert Hahjj, the editor of the highly

esteemed musical journal Die Tonkumt, died on

the \ HI- inst. at Lindenau, near Leipzig, in the

fifty-second year of his age.

DRAMA

LYCEUMTHEATRE —SOLE LESSEE and MAXAOEtt, MR HEXRY
IRVING. Every ETening 'exiTpt Saturday j, at 7. 45, • The MERCHANT
of VENICE.' 247th and Ijirt Six Performance*. HHYLOCK, MR.
IKVINO ; PORTIA. MISS ELLEN TERRY Concluding with
lOLAS'THR.' MI88 EI.I.EN TERRY and MR. IRVING. Thli

\ Saturday » KTonin*-. at * 13v The BELL*.' last Performance ' M ATTH IAS,
MR IRVING), and ■ IOLANTHE iMK IRVING and MIS8 ELLEN
TEKRYi. Laat Morning Performance of 'The MERCHANT of
VENICE,' To-day (Saturday), at 2 o'clock. BHYLOCK. MR. IRVING;
PORTIA. MISS ELLEN TERRY —Box-Office (Mr Hurstj open If) to
MR. IRVING 8 ANNUAL BENEFIT and lut night of the tteaaun,

Saturday Erening, July Slat.

THE WEEK.

GAirrr.—' Colonel Sellers,' * Dramatic Sketch, in Five
Acta. By Hark Twain.

America has sent Of hitherto many note

worthy actors and no noteworthy drama.

The few pieces with the slightest pretonce

to local colour which have reached us from

America have been mere alterations of works

with which we were already familiar.

Another turn has heen given to the dramatic

kaleidoscope, and the well-known odds and

ends have assumed another pattern. Con

trary to general expectation, the develop

ment in America of a new vein of humour

and a new school of fiction has heen followed

by no outbreak of dramatic fervour, and the

poets and novelists of the United States are

apparently as destitute of invention and of

stagecraft as their English rivals. America

seems, indeed, content to be to England in re

spect to drama what Belgium is to France :

to live as far as possiblo upon our produce,

and in her most ambitious efforts to p0 no

further than imitation. ' Colonel Sellers,'

as Mark Twain has called a dramatic ver

sion of his novel of ' The Gilded Age,' is

one of the most disappointing works ever

set before the public. Its central figure has

a certain air of novelty, and its principal

action is so far American that the incidents

are possible only in the United States.

Here all that can be said in its favour ends.

It is a satire in the shape of a melo-drama ;

it blends together in the most incongruous

fashion the most irreconcilable things, and

it is, in addition, shapeless, inartistic, un-

edifying. Seldom has an English audience

received with more toleration a piece with

less claim upon consideration. As plainly

as in spoken language did the action of the

public assert that it was reluctant to pro

nounce a verdict of failure upon a piece by

an author to whom in other lines of art it

was indebted, and upon an actor who came

as a stranger among us and disclosed the

possession of genuine powers. A failure

nono the less, in spite of Mr. Raymond's

acting and Mark Twain's reputation, the

drama was. The chief incident consists of

the slaughter by a girl of her lover and her

acquittal of the chargo of murder by an

American jury. Anything more distastefid

than the proceedings in the trial cannot well

be conceived. In front of the audience

during the entire action stands a woman

known to be a murderess, sinco the audience

has witnessed the perpetration of the crime.

Necessarily the central figure, she sits with

what composure she may assume and listens

to the recriminations of opposing counsel,

the consolations of a comic and an irrepres

sible friend in the person of Col. Sellers,

and the outbreaks of a jubdant negro. Ex

cept a comic funeral presented upon the

stage nothing could be conceived less suit

able to dramatic exposition.

In one respect alone is ' Colonel Sellers '

noticeable. It is a drama without a heroine,

or, at least, without a heroine in whom tho

slightest sympathy can be felt. Not one

grateful or comfortable trait do we find in

Laura Hawkins, and the small measure of

sympathy the play inspires goes out to her

victim. Base as is her betrayal and coarse

as is her victor's subsequent conduct, the

one thing a man has to do whose life

has in any fashion whatever got mixed up

with that of Laura Hawkins is to sever

tho connexion. If death comes of it so

much the worse for the victim, but the

severance has to be made. Turning from

a play the more disappointing in its effects

in consequenco of hopes and expectation of

something better that had been inspired,

and coming to the interpretation, we find

in tho one character with which the public

is likely to concern itself a certain amount

of freshness. That this is external rather

than essential is comparatively unimportant.

It has novelty of a kind, and it stands out

in the hands of Mr. Raymond pleasantly

conspicuous in a gallery of similar portraits.

From an early date in the drama the san

guine schemer has been a familiar character.

Col. Mulberry Sellers has thus a hundred

prototypes. To two, or perhaps three, of

these he stands in close relationship. Balzac's

Mercadet supplies the outline of the figure,

the filling up being taken from Mr. Micaw-

ber. There is also a suggestion of that

speculative uncle to whom are due the re

verses of the Caxton family. From Mer

cadet Col. Sellers differs in respect of

sincerity. No getter up is he of sham com

panies. Not one of tke schemes of the

faiseur woidd have commended itself to him.

There is always a basis to his schemes, and

in the case of those even which result in

disaster the fault is not his. In the opening

scene he puts the money of his too credulous

friends in three speculations. One of these

is at first successful, and the gain resulting

from it provides funds with which to face

temporary disasters. A second would pro

bably realize all that is expected from it,

making allowance for the difference between

empty boast and real anticipation, but the

steamer in which the money is invested

blows up. A third specidation proves to be

all that tho Colonel declares it, and land

which is all but sold for five thousand

dollars brings in three quarters of a million.

Sanguine, then, as is Col. Sellers, and

splendidly mendacious when he has to

account for his own poverty, he is neither

swindler nor, in the full acceptation of the

word, sponge. When he has money he

divides it with others, 'when he has none

he accepts as readily as he had previously

given.

In the hands of Mr. Raymond this cha

racter is almost a croation. It would be

altogether such but for excrescential por

tions which are due, we may surmise, to the

actor. Mr. Raymond thus counterfeits

drunkenness and presents cleverly a recog

nizable phase. Col. Sellers is not the

man to get drunk, however, and there

is no justification for his so doing. A

stupid story which he relates is also an

annoyance, and is introduced without rhyme

or reason. Excellent, then, as is tho per

formance, it needs to be stripped of much

that is cumbrous and annoying for its full

value to be exhibited. Of the remaining

characters and of their exponents there is

nothing to be said. A performance weaker

as a whole or with less of the ensemble it is

the aim of modern art to restore to the stage

has seldom been seen.

A GREEK DRAMA IN" ENGLISH DRESS.

It is not many weeks since the Athenccum men

tioned a performance by Oxford undergraduates

of the masterpiece of Greek tragedy, the 'Aga

memnon ' of /Eschylus. A performance which has

taken place this week in London possesses hardly

less interest, and should not, I think, be allowed

to pass altogether unrecorded, though the fact

that it took place under private auspices pre

cludes anything like detailed criticism. I trust,

however, that I commit no breach of decorum

in offering to your readers tho following com

ments.

The performance in question, though new in

London, has, if I mistake not, already been

given in Edinburgh. The transcript used by

the actors was due to the facile pen of Prof.

Lewis Campbell, and the chief performer took

the two parts of Clytemnestra and Cassandra.

The rendering of the character of the Argive

queen, a very man in resolve, was fine through

out, whether in her outburst of joy at sight of

the beacon which tells that Troy is taken, and

that her husband (and, thereforo, her hour of

vengeance) is at hand, in the extravagance of

assumed humility with which she welcomes him

home, or in the haughty shameless arrogance

with which site confesses his murder to the

horror - stricken Chorus, and proclaims her

readiness to abido by the result. If the ren

dering of the very different character of Cas

sandra was not quite so happy, every allowance

must bo made for the extreme difficulty of

one lady doing two such parts real justice.

Whatever may be thought of the wisdom of this

duplication, which certainly involves the loss of

some of the finest points in the play, there can

be no question that the change was wonderfully

effected from tho queen, with her coils of golden

hair piled high upon her head and the red

mantle cast about her shoulders, to the Trojan

princess, with robe of simple white and delicately

embroidered sash, and graceful Phrygian cap

crowning her dark hair. Nor was the change

less complete in demeanour. The great scene

between Cassandra and the Chorus was not so

weirdly impressive as at Oxford, though towards

the close, at the final appeal to Apollo and declara

tion of preparedness for her doom, the actress

seemed to throw more life into the part, and
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did it full justice. But it was in the final scene,

where she appeared once more as Clytomnestra

to boast of her deed and to defy all consequences,

that she seemed to surpass herself. Nothing

could have been better ; every tone and gesture

told.

Agamemnon is rather a thankless part,

whether from the words actually put in his

mouth or from the recollection one has of him

in Homer ; but his representative did his best to

excite sympathy and admiration for the return

ing conqueror so soon to fall victim to domestic

treachery. ^Egisthus marked, perhaps suffi

ciently, the man's insolence, though he showed

more dignity than was thought necessary by the

Oxford actor. An Old Bailey lawyer might,

after all, make out a fair case for this apparently

graceless villain, when we remember how Atreus

served his father. The Herald was excellent.

The Chorus, though individually well sus

tained, was rather monotonous, and without the

alleviation of music seemed at times a drag on

the action. But it were ungracious to dwell on

defects that were hardly to be avoided when

the performance as a whole was so excellent.

The scenery and dresses left nothing to be

desired, and reflected great credit on the stage-

manager. Of Prof. Campbell's version we can

not speak in detail. Though scholars might

quarrel with him on special points, the play

reads remarkably well, and where it has been

found necessary to condense the work seems

done with taste and skill. On the whole, then,

the patrons to whose munificence we Londoners

owe the chance of seeing this interesting per

formance deserve not only thanks but congratu

lation. Z.

graraalif foossiir.

The season at the Lyceum, remarkable for

the longest run that the ' Merchant of Venice '

is known to have enjoyed, will close on Saturday

next, the 31st, when Mr. Irving takes his benefit.

Mr. Sims Reeves, Mr. Herbert Reeves, Mrs.

Bancroft, and Mr. Toole will lend their aid on

the occasion.

The performances for the Maddison Morton

benefit at the Gaiety Theatre were a conspicuous

success. Though the representation by members

of the Dramatic Authors' Society of ' Woodcock's

Little Game ' did not rise greatly above the level

of the best amateur performances, Mrs. Keeley,

reappearing as Betsy Baker after a nine years'

absence from the stage, obtained a remarkably

cordial and enthusiastic welcome.

Thk third act of ' Le Mari de la DeTjutante,'

presented by the Palais Royal company during

the last nights of its engagement, displays M.

Geoffrey as Le Comte Escarbonnier, one of

the most comic parts in his repertory. It is

difficult to imagine a more faithful picture of a

pompous, egotistical, empty-headed bourgeois.

Mdlle. Legault was delightful as the debutante.

The performance of this act supplies reason for

regret that the entire piece could not be given.

French criticism has apparently learned some

thing from the visit of the Come'die Francaise

to London, and has commenced to censure those

extravagances of style in the conventional pre

sentation of tragedy upon which Englishmen

have insisted. It is edifying to hear, A propos

of the production and failure at the Theatre

Francais of M. Paul Delair's drama of ' Garin,'

that M. Mounet Sully plays the hero "avec

une exuberance de moyens qui confine au ridi

cule." This is not the only recent instance in

which one of the dii majores of the Come'die

Francaise has been subjected to severe censure.

Thk novel which we reviewed last week under the title
of ' Clear Hhininir after Iinin,' will be published next week
under the title of 'After a Dark Day—the Sun.' The former
name had been already appropriated, and Messrs. Tinsley
withdrew the book the moment thev discovered the fact.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO.'S

NEW LIST.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES and BRI-
TISn COLONIES. Edited by F. 8. PULLING, M.A., Exeter Col
lege. Oxford, and formerly Profetsor at the Yorkshire College,
UNI.

Under the above title It is proponed to publish a scries of small
Volumei descriptive of the principal Countries of the World, each
Country beinc treated of by ti Writer who from personal knowledge is
qualified to speak with authority on the subject.
The general aim of the Series will be to present a clear and accurate

Idea of the actual state of the different Countries in a sufficiently
popular form to prove Interostiujr to the general reader, while at tho
sumc time it is intended that the Works should be useful for Educa
tional i'tirpOMOS.
The Volumes will average ]RO crown ^vo. pages, and will contain

Mapsand a few typical Illustrations. The price of the Volumes will be
£j. each.

The following Volumes arc ready or In preparation -.—
IlKN'MAltK and ICELAND.
GREECE. [Ready.
SWITZERLAND.
AUSTRIA.
RUSSIA.
PERSIA.
JAPAN.
PERU.
CANADA.

SWEDEN and NORWAY.
The WEST INDIES. [Ready.
NEW ZEALAND.
FRANCE.
EGYPT.
SPAIN.
TUUKKY-IN-ASIA.
AUSTRALIA.
HOLLAND.

To Correspondents.—E. J. E.—E. W. D.—Dr. K.—A. H.
-received.

lSo notice can be taken of anonymous communications.

Now ready, crown Svo. '230 pp. price 5*.

The WEST INDIES. By Charles H.
EDEN. F.R.G.S., Author of ' Frozen Asia,' 'The Fifth Continent,'
die. With Map and Illustrations.

Now ready, crown 8vo. 101 pp. price 5*.

GREECE. By Lewis Sergeant. With
Illustrations and Physical and Political Maps, showing proposed
Boundary .

THE NEW VOLUMES IN THE ILLUSTRATED BIOGRAPHIES OF
THE GREAT ARTISTS ARE

SIR EDWIN LANDSEEK. By F. G.
STEPHENS, Author of ■ Celebrated Flemish and French Pictures,' Ac.
Illustrated with ttt Fac-slmlles of Etchings, including 'Irish Grey
hounds.' ' The Rabbit Warren.' the 8 plates of ' The Mothers,' and
the Vl small Etching* of the ' Woburn Gome-card.' Bound in cloth,
price 3s. Od.

N ow read v ,

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS. By F. S.

PULLING, M.A Oxford. Illustrated with Reproductions of lfl of
bis most celebrated Paintings, Including "The Duchess of Devon
shire,' 'Penelope Boothby,' 'Age of Innocence,' 'The Strawberry
Girl,' ' Mrs. hiddous,' dec. Bound in cloth, price 3a. Go".

GIOTTO. By Harry Quilter, M.A.,

Trinity College. Cambridge. Illustrated with Photographs of the
Frescoes In the CappeLIu d' Arena, Padua; a Fae-slmlle in Colour
of a Madonna In the lower Church of Assist ; and Engravings from
the Bas-reliefs of the Giotto CamponUe at Florence. Small 4ti>.
handsomely bound in cloih, with gilt top. price lis. [A'otw ready.

ILLUSTRATED TEXT-BOOKS of
ART EDUCATION. Edited by EDWARD J. POYNTER. It. A.
Each volume contains numerous Illustrations, and Is strongly bound
lor the Use of Students. Price 5«.

The Volumes now ready ore—
PAINTING.

CLASSIC and ITALIAN. By Edward J. Poyn-
TER, R.A. ; and PERCY R. HEAD, Lincoln College, Oxford.
Upwards of 80 Full-Page and other Ulustratloas. Bound in extra
cloth limp, 5*. [Ready.

*' This Volume contains an Introductory Preface on Art Education
by Mr. Poynter, who also contributes a Chapter on Egyptian Art, and
succinct notices of tho various Italian Schools, &c.

ARCHITECTURE.

GOTHIC and RENAISSANCE. By T. ROGER
SMITH, F.R.I.B.A. 120 Illustrations. Cloth limp, 5s. [Ready.
V This Volume treats of the history of Architecture from the rise of

the Gothic style to the general depression which overtook the Renais
sance style at the close of the eighteenth century.

A RIDE in PETTICOATS and
SLITPERS from FEZ to the ALGERIAN FRONTIER. Bv Captain
H. E. COLVILE, of the Grenadier Guards. With Map and' Illustra
tions. Crown »vo. cloth extra, I'Js.

EPISODES of FRENCH HISTORY.
1. CHARLEMAGNE and tho CARLOVINOIANS. [Rtady.
2. LOUIS IX. mud the CRUSADES. [Xcarly ready.
Edited, with Note*. Genealogical, Historical, and other Tables,
by GUSTAVE MASSON. HA.

Other Volumes in preparation.

The above Series is based upon M. Guizot's ' History of France.' The
volumes ore choicely illustrated, with Maps, printed and bound In a
handy form, price 2s. 6d. each.

LOW'S STANDARD NOVELS.

Crown Svo. cloth extra, Gs. each.

MY LADY OKEEXSLEEVES. 11/ Helen Mathers, AnthorcM ot
' Comln' thro' the Kye." ' Cherrv fllpe,' &c.

THKEE KEATHE11S. ]ty William Black.
A UAUUHTElt ol HETH. Thirteenth Edition

Frontispiece by F. Walker, A.lt.A.
KILMENY : a Novel. By W Black.
IN SILK ATTIKE. By W. Black.
LADY' bILVEKDAI.E S SWEETHEART. By W. Black.
HISTORY of a CHIME ; the Story of the Coup d'Etat. By Victor Hugo.
ALICE LORRAINE. By R. D. Blackmore.
1.URNA DOONE. By It. D. Ulackmorc. Eighth Edition.
CRADOCK NOWELL. By R D. Blackmore.
CLARA VAIGHAN. By R. D. Blarkniorc.
CRirrs the CARRIER. By It. IX Blackmore.
ERF.MA ; or, My Father's Sin. By R D Bluckmorc.
INNOCENT. By Mrs. OUphant. tt Illustrations.
WORK : a Story ol Experience, By Louisa M. Alrott. Illustrntions.
The AFGHAN KNIFE. By 11. A. Bterndnie, Author of ' Sconce. '
A FRENCH HEIRESS in her OWN CHATEAU. By the Author ol

'One Only,' ' Constantia,' &c. ti Illustrations.
NINETY'-THKEE. By Victor Hugo. N umerous Illustrations.
MY WIFE and I. By Mrs. Beechcr8towe.
WRECK of the OROSVENOR. Ily W. Clark Russell.
ELINOR D11YDE.N. By Mm. M.icquold.
DIANE. Uy Mrs. Macquoid.
FOOANVC FEOI'LE, their LOVES and LIVE8. By Mrs. Bcecher

Stowe.
A GOLDEN SORROW. By Mrs. Cashel Hoey.

By W. Black. With

THE

NEW WORKS OF FICTION,

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

EACH IN THREE VOLUMES.

NOTICE.—New Novel by the Populpr Author of ' Love's

Conflict,' ' Woman against Woman,' ' Petronel,' ±c.

The FAIR-HAIRED ALDA. By

FLORENCE MARRYAT, Author of 'Love's Conflict.'

1 Woman against Woman,' &c. 3 vols. 31*. 6d.

[This day.

JACK ALLYN'S FRIENDS. By G.

WEBB APPLETOT, Author of * Catching a Tartar * and

* Frozen Hearts.' 3 vols. 31*. Gd.

CHARLIE : a Waif's History, told by

Himself. By Mrs. WOODWARD. 3 vols. 3I». 6d.

TheDEAN'S WIFE. By Mrs. Eiloart,

Author of ' Die Curate's Discipline,' * How He Won Her/

&c. 3 vols. 31*. Gd.

CARMELA. By the Princess Olga

CANTACCZENE, Author of ' In the Spring of My Lite."

Translated by EUGENE KLAUS, with the Author's

Approval. 3 vols. 31«. 6d.

London :

Sampson Low, Makston, Seable & Eivington,

KINGS in EXILE. By Alphonse

DAUDET. From the French, by express authority of

the Author. 3 vole. 3U. M.

HOLLYWOOD. By Annie L. Walker,

Author of *A Canadian Heroine,' 'Against Her Will,'

&c. 3 vols. 31*. 64.

The Graphic says t—" * Hollywood ' is a hook that deserves

to be read We must congratulate iliss Walker on a steady-

Improvement."

LORD GARLFORDS FREAK. By

JAMES B. BAYNARD, Author of * The Rector of Ox-

bury.' 3 vols. 31*. Gd.

The Morning J'ost says :—"A very amusing novel, which

deserves, for more reasons than one, to rank higher than the.

ordinary run of current works of fiction."

The ACTOR'S WIFE.

LEATHES, Actor. 3 vols. 31s. 6</.

By Edmund

The BURTONS of DUNROE.

M. W. BREW. 3 vols. 31». 6rf.

By

AFTER a DARK DAY—the SUN.

By Miss C. G. HAMILTON. 2 vole. 21s. [This day.

London :

Samuel Tinsley & Co. 31, Southampton-street,

Strand,
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Fifth Edition, greatlv Enlarged, post 8vo. with Geological Map printed in Colours and numerous Additions, Illustrations of

Fossils, Becttons, and Landscapes, price 15s.

THE PHYSICAL GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY

OF GREAT BRITAIN.

By ANDREW C. RAMSAY, LL.D. F.R.S., Director-General of the Geological Surveys

of the United Kingdom.

"No better introduction to the principles of geology could possibly be recommended to the English reader. It is a
work of the highest value, and one worthy to take a foremost place among popular manuals of science. —Nature.

" Not only a useful manual for the student, but a picturesque and interesting volume for that j>oor general reader who,
as a rule, is apt to become weary of dry lists (however scientifically perfect) of fossils and of strata. The volume, as it stands,
is certainly the best introduction to the geology of these islands that we possees."—Graphic,

By the same Author,

GEOLOGICAL MAP of ENGLAND and WALES. Scale,

12 miles to an inch; size, 34 inches by 42. Price, in Sheets, 25*.; Mounted on Linen, in Case, 30s.; or on Boiler,

varnished, 42s.

London : Edwaed Stanford, 65, Charing Cross, S.W.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 3».

THE LINCOLN POCKET GUIDE;

BEING A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE CHTJBCHE8 AND ANTIQUITIES OF THE COUNTY, AND OF THE CATHEDRAL

OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY OF LINCOLN, COMMONLY CALLED THE MINSTEIl.

By Sir C. H. J. ANDERSON, Bart.

With Map, and Plan and Illustrations of the Cathedral.

London : Edward Stanford, 55, Charing Cross, S.W.

Second Edition, imperial 32mo. cloth, 6*.

THE PARLIAMENTARY POLL-BOOK

OF ALL ELECTIONS

FROM THE PASSING OF THE FIRST REFORM ACT IN 1S32 to JULY, 18W, WITH AN ALPHABETICAL LIST OF

ALL CANDIDATES WITHIN THAT PERIOD.

By F. H. McCALMONT, B.C.L. M.A., of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

London: Edward Stanford, 55, Charing Cross, S.W.

CHEAP EDITION OF MISS BRADDON'S LATEST NOVEL.

Early in August, price 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.

THE STORY OF

B A R B A R

HER SPLENDID MISERY AND HER GILDED CAGE.

By the AUTHOR of ' LADY AUDLEYS SECRET,' &C,

A

NEW ROMANCE OF LONDON LIFE.

Now ready, price 2*.; cloth gilt, 2*. 6d.; postage, id

THE ORANGE GIRL.

ILLUSTRATED BY GUSTAYE DORK.

Now ready, price 2s.; cloth gilt, 2*. 6u\; postage, id.

The KING'S PAGE: a Love Story.

Now ready, price 2*.; cloth, 2$. 6d.; postage, 4d.

LOTTIE'S FORTUNE. The New Novel.

By the AUTHOR of ' SOPHIE CREWE,' &o.

"A wild, rattling, exciting «tory, full of matter."—Athenaum.

CHEAP EDITION of Mrs. GOKDON SMTTHIEa" 1TOYEL8.

On July 26th, price 2s.; cloth gilt, 2s. id.; postage, id.

OUR MARY: a Novel.

CHEAP EDITION OF MR. W. 8. HAYWARD'8 NOVELS.

On July 26, price 2s.; cloth, 2s. 6d.; postage, id.

THE SECRET SEVEN : a Novel.

SECRETS OF MODERN RUSSIA, NIHILISM, &c

On July 2tJ (never before published), price 2$.\ cloth, 2s. Gd.; postage, 4*1.

MYSTERIES OF ST. PETERSBURG.

By M. MIKAEL GORTSCHAKOV.

London : J. & R. Maxwell, Milton House, Shoe-lane, E.C.

E p p S'S

C H O C O L A

ESSENCE.

T E

Product of a special refining

process. It is Chocolate devoided

of its over-richness and substan

tiality. Sugarless, and,when made,

of the consistence of Coffee. An

Afternoon Chocolate. Each packet

is labelled

JAMES EPPS & CO.

Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

CHATTO & WINDUS, PUBLISHERS.

NEARLY READY,

Vols. III. and IV. (completing the Work), demy 8vo. clotl*

extra, 12*. each,

A HISTORY OF OUR

OWN TIMES,

FROM THE ACCESSION OF QUEEN VICTORIA

TO THE CLOSE OF THE ADMINISTRA

TION OF LORD BEACONSFIELD.

BT

justix McCarthy, m.p.

J act r*ady, crown 8to. cloth extra, 0...

THE SECOND VOLUME OF

BRET HARTE'S COLLECTED WORKS,

Revised and Arranged bj the Author. ContainlnR EARLIER
PAPERS. SPANISH and AMERICAN LEGENDS, TALES of the
ARGONAUTS, &c.

•/ Vol. I contain* the COMPLETE POETICAL and DRAMATIC

WORKS ol BRET HAUTE, with new Steel-Plate Portrait and Intro
duction.

OUIDA'fi NEW VOLUME OF COLLECTED STORIES.

Crown Sto. cloth extra, 10s. Sd.,and at every Library,

PIPISTRELLO, and other Stories. By Ouida.

—Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 5s.NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION

MOTHS. By Ouida.

" Not only the author'! finest work, but one which marks a new epoch
In fiction."—Morning r»st.

CHARLES CHIRON'S NEW NOVEL.

Crown Svo. clotb extra, 10s. 6d., and at every Library,

IN PASTURES GREEN, and other Stories.

Bv CHARLES GIBBON.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION

The SEAMY SIDE.

' The Golden Butterfly,* ' The MonkR of Thelcnia,* &c

Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 3s. 6J.

By the Authors of

Post 8vo. illustrated boards, 2s. each,

OUIDA'S NOVELS. Cheap Edition.

HELD in BONDAGE.
STHATHMOUE.
I'llANDOS.
UNDER TWO FLAGS.
1 1)ALIA.
CECIL CASTLEMAINE.
TKICOT1UN.
PUCK.

FOLLE FAKINE
DOG ot FLANDERS.
PASCAREL.
TWO WOODEN SHOES.
SIONA.
In a WINTER CITY.
ARIADNE.
FRIENDSHIP.

On the 28th Inst., price One Shining, illustrated,

B E L G R A V I A, for August.

Contents.

A CONFIDENTLAL AGENT. By James Payn. Illustrate! by Arthur
Hopklni.

The VALLEY of the AMRLKVE. By Katharine S. Marquold. Illus
trated by Thomas R. Mucquoid.

The MUSE. By Austin Dobaon.

OCR OLD COUNTRY TOWNS. VIII. With 4 Illustrations. By A.

KILDHUHM S OAK. By Julian Hawthorne.

JELLY-FISHES, lly Andrew Wilson. F.R.S.E.

The LEADEN CASKET. By Mrs Alfred W. Hunt.

The LITTLE SMALLWAKE SHOP. By Henry W. Lucy.

On the 28lh Inst., price One Shilling,

THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE,

For AUGUST.

Contents.

QUEEN COrHETUA. By R. E. Franclllon.

A PERISHED KERNEL. By Alex. Charles Ewald.

The MOON and Its FOLK-LORE. By T. F. Thlselton Drer.

RACHEL FELIX. By Dutton Cook.

FROM CKEMORNE to WESTMINISTER. By Percy Fitzgerald.

The CZARINA ANNE. By James Forfar.

In the CITY of the SAINTS. By Iia Duffus Hardy.

PARLIAMENT and the FRESS. By the Member for the Chiltero
Hundreds.

TABLE TALK. By Sylvanus UrbaD.

Ciiatto it Windtjs, Piccadilly, W.
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LEGENDA SANCTORUM (now ready), according
to the uac of Exeter. 1327. Compiled by Itfshop JOHN Dfc

CltANDISSON. Burt L With Fac-almUa in Gold and Colour* of Title-
PlM, Coloured U«t of Sainu' l*ay8 from MS., &c. Price Of. to Sub-
ocribcrs.

"The prcMwork is highly creditablr?; neither Mr. Reynolds nor the
publisher have »parcd time or cost in the production of what will ulti
mately be a noble volume."—AW4 and Queries, June 19, 18*0.

*• A very remarkable and praiseworthy literary enterprise. A work of
(Treat interest; it li most admirably reproduced."

Literary Churchman, June 11, i
" The publication of thi« precious relic or liturgical archaeology la very

opportune."— University Maaazme f Hunt &. Blackett, June, lHSOj.

PART II. fnaw in the j/ress), February to June. Ff. 54. St RRIGID
to St. BONIFACE. With Chronio-lithographs of the Bleeding Saviour,
from the Soffit of Bishop Stapledon'a Tomb, and other Illustrations
Price ftj. to Subscribers.
This Edition will consist of only 200 copies. Over 100 ordered.

ORDTNALE et STATUTA ECCLESLE ST.
ANDREE CATHEDRALIS WELLEN. Folio slxe, over 130 pages.

The ORDINAL and STATUTES of the CATHEDRAL CHURCH of
St. ANDREW at WELLS, from the MS. (No. 729) in Lambeth l'alace
Library (by the permission of his Orace the Archbishop of Canterbury,
And the consent of the Dean and Chapter of Wells). Now for the iirst
time published; with extended lTeiace, Plan of the Cathedral and
Chapter-house, and varlons Plates, stamped with Rebus of Bishop Rcck-
ington. By HERBERT EDWARD REYNOLDS, M.A.. Priest-Vicar and
Librarian of Exeter Cathedral.
Orders to be sent to Editor. Only 200 copies will be printed. Price 15s.

London : Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster-row, EC.

THE ERA INDUSTRIAL and GENERAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY (Limited). — Incorporated under the

Companies' Arts, 1882, 1807, and 1S77, whereby the liability of Share
holders is limited to the amount of their Shares. Capital. 00,0001. in
60,000 Shares of II each. ISSUE Df 30,000 SHARES, of which upwards
of 2.000 have already been placed. Parable as follows, viz. *—2s. 6d. on
Application; 2*. Gd. on Allotment ; 2s' 6\f. on the* 9 <th September. 1880;
and 'Is. (itl. on thn 30th November, 18S0 ; leaving 10«. per Share unpaid,
which at present it is not Intended to call up.

Patbos —The Marquess TOWNSHEND.

Directors.
James M. Walters, Esq. (late of the Oriental Bank), C, Grav's Inn-place,

W.C.
John Brash I rr. Esq. (Henry Wilkinson £ Co., Limited), Bolt-court, Fleet-

street. EC.
Robert Thornton. Esq., 7, Csmden-road. N.W.
Thomas Down. Esq , Northumberland I'ark. Tottenham.
Henry Smith, Esq., Tregunter-rood. West Bromi
L. W. Paynter, Esq . C.E. (Ute Public W<

Wlndsor-nad, Ealing.

Bumma.—The City Bank (Limited), Lndgatc-hiU Branch.

Solicitor.—Mr. Thomas D. Pcttlver, 26, College-street, College-bill, E.C.

Malingeri.
Mr. J. D. Moore. | Mr. T. F. Taylor.

Auditors.—John F. Lovering A Co., F.C.A., 77, Gresha.ni-street, E.C.
Sir ketiky —Mr W. J. Bridgeman.

Offices: 57 and 59, Ludgate-hili, E.C.

India),

PROSPECTUS.
This Company has been formed for the purpose of carrying on the

business of a Fire Insurance Company in all its branches, but chiefly
■with the object of enabling the Working or Industrial Classes to Insure

their household goods, furniture, and effects by means of small weekly
paT merits
The success of the Life Assurance Companies which have Included

Industrial Assurances In their operations has been unprecedented, the
annual premium income of the principal Company being upwards of
1,400,0001 from the Industrial branch alone, and this in the face of severe
competition, so that the Directors have every confidence of achieving a
similar result for Industrial Fire Insurance business—the more so, look
ing to the immense field open to the operations of the Company and the
absence of any kind of competition.
The Directors would also draw attention to the fact that It is seldom

that an opportunity Is afforded to the public of Investing in Fire In-
•urance Companies' Shares at par, and of reaping the large and hand
some pronta which are usually associated with this description of
business the Shares of the existing Companies being for the most part
held by those who decline to part with them except at a large premium,
and at a price which yields but a comparatively small return on the
money invested.
The following Table will show the present i

of a few of the Fire Insurance Companies, as t

Name of Company.

County

North British and
Mercuutile

Paid up per Share.

Liverpool, London
and Globe

XK J

I ^Originally 101 paid"
) up.slnce Increased
\ to is*, out of pro-
l fits.
f Originally 10/ .

-! since increased to
( so/, out of profits.
^Originally tW. 5*.'
J per Share, since
'l Increased toll/.is. ,
(.out of profits. j

\a

| ('Originally U. perl
Share, since In- 1

Cum mere ial Union
lancoshire

y\ creased to hi. out
1 1 of profits

Market
Value per
Share,
about

Ui per cent, and
bonus

71. per Shaxe

41. per Share and
bonus of 101. . .

21. 5j. per Share . .

40 per cent

30 per cent

40 per cent

;V> per cent
jn per cent
20 per cent
"-•O per cent, and
3.) per cent, bonus

153

1(1

11

An Agreement, dated the 22nd June. 1*30, has been entered into
between Mr. James David Moore (the originator of the scheme upon
which the working of the Company will he founded), and Robert
Thornton, Esq., as Trustee for the Company, by which Mr. Moore has
agreed to accept a moderate number of paid-up Shares and a small sum
in cash in discharge of all claim* against the Company; he has also
agreed to enter the service of the Company at a moderate salary.
This Agreement, together with the Memorandum and Articles of

Assoclat tun of the Company , can be seen at the Offices of the Solicitor,
Should it become necessary to raise more Capital, further Shares will

t>e issued to the public at a premium, but the original Shareholders will
have the privilege of Ink tux them, jrrorttta, at par. according to tho
number of Shares then standing in their names In the books of the
Company.
Where no Allotment Is made the Deposit will be returned . and if a

mailer number of shunt* be allottee" than applied for the surpluj of the
Deposit will be applicable to the par ment of the amount due on allot
ment If any Instalment is not duly paid the Allotment will be liable to
cancellation, and payments previously made to forfeiture.
Application for snares can be made by letter, and Prospectuses and

Application Forms can be obtained from the Bankers, Solicitors, and at
he Offices of the Company.

Now ready, demy 8vo. cloth, price 16j. Vol. III.

THE LIFE of ADMIRAL of the FLEET, Sir
WILLIAM PARKER, Bart . G.C.B. By Vice-Admiral AUGUSTUS

PIIILLIMORE. (The Concluding Volume, with Index to the Three
Volumes.)

London : Harrison, Poll Mall.

Now ready, crown 8vo. 8s. with Portrait and Plans,

COLONEL GROBEKOFF'S RIDE from
SAMACAND to HERAT,

Through Balk h, and the Uzbek States of Afghan Turkestan.

With his own Map of the March-Route from the Oxus to Herat.

By CHARLES MARVIN,
Author of 'The Disastrous Russian Campaign against the Akhal Tekko

Turcomans,' &c.

London : Win. H Allen *fc Co. 13, Waterloo-place, S.W.

THE ANGLO - EGYPTIAN BANKING COM
PANY (Limited), having Branches at Alexandria. Cairo, and

" ioI General
Secretary.

Larnaca (Cyprus), is prepared to transact every description of
O FOA.fBanking Business with those Places.

London, 27, Clement'F-lane, E.C

s
FECIAL DEPOSIT KATES.

co.G. BAKKER &

BAXKtRS,
39 and 40, MAKK-LANE, LONDON.

(Established 1863.)

Clearing Bakkers—The BANK cf ENGLAND.

DEPOSITS of 101. and upwards received and Receipts Issued—

On demand .. .. .. 34 per cent, per annnm. \ .*„,£>
Seven Day,' Notice .. .. 4 „ „ £3£
14 Days' -Notice .. 41 „ \ S « C
30 Days' Notice .. .. 5 „ •• aSs
3 Months' Notice .. 6 „ „ / »*§

An Kxtra Bonus of 1 per Cent, allowed on Sums remaining on Deposit
Twelve complete Months.
Current Accounts opened on the usual terms, and every description of

E.
s
UN FIRE OFFIC

Threadneedle-etrect. E C. Charing Cross. 8.W.
Oxford-street (corner of Vere-street), W.

Established 1710.
Home and Fareijrn Insurances effected.

Sum insured in 1879, £282,492.461.
FRANCIS B. RELTON, Secretary.

EAGLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
79. PALL MALL.

For LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1907.
Accumulated Funds £3,on,542
Also a Subscribed Capital of more than . . £1,500,000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the Office, or from
any of the Company's Axents, post free.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS, Actuary and Secretary.

)H(ENIX FIRE OFFICE, Lombard-street
sad CHARING CROSS, LONDON —Established 1782.

Prompt and Liberal Loss Settlements.
Insurances effected In all parts of the World.

JOHN J. BROOMFIELD, Secretary.

AW LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
J Fleet-street, London.

TRUSTEES.

The RiRht Honourable BARON CAMPBELL.
The Right Honourable VISCOUNT CRANHROOK.
The Right Honourable LORD JUSTICE THKSIGER.
The Honourable VICE-CHANCELLOR Sir C'HAILLES HALL.
WILLIAM FREDERICK HIGGTNS. Esq.
EDHOND ROBERT TURNER, Esq.

Edward Bailey, Esq.
Francis Thomas Rircham, Esq.
The Hon. Hallyburton G. Campbell.
John Clerk, Esq. O..C.
Frederick George Davidson, Esq.
John Deedes, Esq.
William James Farrer, Esq.
Henry Ray Freshfield, Esq.
Sir Farrer Herschell, Q.C. M P.
William Frederick Higglns, Esq.
GroBvcnor Hodgkinson, E»q.
Holdswurth Hunt, Esq.

DIRECTORS.

n CJohn James Johnson,
William Holle Malcolm.1!
Richard Nicholson. Esq.
Charles Manley Smith, Esq.
John Swift. Esq.
The Right Honourable Lord Justice
Thesiger.

Edward Tompson, Esq.
Sir William Henry Walton.
Arnold William White, Esq.
Basil Thomas Woodd, Esq.

Invested assets on 31st December, 1879, 5,501,7811.
Income for the year 1879, 474.B.W.
Amount paid in claims to 31st December last. 12,393,437!.
Reversionary Bonus allotted for the five years ended 31st December

last, 675,8531.
Aggregate Reversionary Bonuses hitherto allotted, 6,19S,991i.
The Expenses of Management (including commission.) are under 4J

per cent, of the annual income.
Attention is specially directed to the revised Prospectus of the Society ;

to the new rates of Premium, which are materially lower for young lives
than heretofore; to the new conditions as to extended limits of free
travel and residence ; and to the reduced rates of extra Premium.
Leans arc granted on security of Life Interests and Reversions In con

nexion with policies of assurance.
Prospectus and Form of Proposal will be sent on application.

GRIFFITH DAV1ES, Actuary.

J^OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,
And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY.
The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon Lord KINNAIRD, Chairman.
Subscribed Capital, 1,000,0001 Moderate Premiums.
Bonos allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing.

A fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance
in the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local Agents, or 64,

Cornhill. London. WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

Demy 8vo. cloth, price I6>.

PORTUGAL, OLD AND NEW.

By OSWALD CRAWFURD, H.M.'s Consul at Oporto.

With Illustrations and Maps.

" It is quite possible that there may be other English residents who know Portugal and the Portuguese as well as
Mr. Crawfurd, but it is certain that no Englishman has written more interesting books on the country."—Saturday Review.

" Mr. Crawfurd's admirable book is most opportune, and his long residence in the country, his intimate and critical
knowledge of the language, history, poetry, and the inner life of the people render him an authority as safe to follow as he
is pleasant The book is excellent in every way."—Athenamm.

** Than this a more agreeable account of Portugal and the Portuguese could scarcely have been written, and it will
surprise us if the book does not live as one of the best descriptions we possess of a foreign nation."—St. James's (ktzette.

" The reader acquires a distinct and vivid impression of the matters that are chosen to be worked out ; and as they
include political and domestic economy, history, literature, antiquities, geography, agriculture, sport, and, most important
of all, port wine, there is diversity enough to suit every taste. Mr. Crawfurd, however, though he has a lively sense of fun
and a considerable faculty of writing wittily, does not allow these gifts to gain the mastery over him."—Pall Matt Gazette.

C. Kegan Paul & Co. 1, Paternoster-square.

THIBD EDITION.

THE ODE OF LIFE.

By the Author of ' The Epic of Hades,' &c.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 5*.

"This ought to be the most popular of the author's works. People flock to hear Mr. Btopford Brooke, or Dean
Stanley, or the Bishop of Manchester, but in this book they will hear a voice more eloquent than theirs, dealing wi th the
most important subject* that can ever occupy the thoughts of man."— Westminster Review.

C. Kegan Paul & Co. 1, Paternoster-square.

NEXT WEEK.

L0HD HAETINGTON'S SPEECHES.

ELECTION SPEECHES in 1879 and 1880. By

the Right Hon. the MARQUIS of HARTINGTON, M.P. Crown 8vo. cloth. 1 rice 3a. 6o\

Small crown 8vo. cloth,

A SKETCH of the KAFFIR and ZULU WARS :

Guadana to Isandhlwana. By Capt. HENRY HALLAM PARR, Military Secretary to H. E. Sir Bartle Frere.

Crown 8vo. cloth,

PALACE and PRISON and FAIR GERALDINE.

Two Tragedies. By the Author of * Genevra ' and the ' Duke of Guise.'

Small crown 8vo. cloth,

C0RYDALIS: a Story of the Sicilian Expedition.

By EDWARD it. HAWTEET.

C. Kbgan Paul & Co. 1, Paternoster-square.
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"Lkaksbd, Chattt, Useful."—Athenaum.

Now ready, price 10*. 6d. each, cloth boards, with very Copious Index,

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Vols. I. to XII.

FIFTH SERIES.

Containing, in addition to a great variety of similar Notes and Replies, Articles of Interest on the

following Subjects :—

English, Irish, and Scottish History.

The Dream and Death of Thomas, Lord Lyttelton—

The Elective and Deposing Power of Parliament—Anne

Boleyn—Scottish Titles—Burial-Place of Edmund, Duke

of Somerset,—Elizabeth, Queen of Robert Bruce—Bondmen

in England—Serfdom in Scotland—Grahame, Viscount

Dundee—A Jacobite Letter—Abbotsford in 1825—Com

purgators—Bishop of Ross, Scotland, 1417—Knox's 4 His

tory of the Reformation ' — Good Friday and Easter

Sunday, temp. Charles II.—The Jews in England in the

Thirteenth Century—Warrants for the Execution of

Charles I.—The Fitralans and Stewarts.

Biography.

T. Allington — William Roy— Caspar Hauser — Charles

Owen of Warrington—Paolo Sarpi—The Descent of Wil

liam Penn—William, Abbott of Ramsey—A. II. Rowan—

George Cromer, Archbishop of Armagh—Matthew Smith,

the first Principal of Brasenose College, Oxford—James

Bayers, the Caricaturist—Jeremiah Horrox.

Bibliography and Literary History.

Bhakspeariana—The Authorship of Anonymous Works-

Milton's 1 L'Allegro '—Unpublished Letter of Macaulay—
•Histoire des M6decins'—Juifs Anciens et Modernes—

Earle's 4 Philology of the English Tongue '—Unpublished

Poems by Burns—Dr. Johnson and Mrs. Turton—' From

Greenland's Icy Mountains'—Cliap-Books—Lord Byron

in Scotland—Welsh Language—Unpublished Letter of

John Wesley—The Works of Thomas Fuller—The Welsh

Testament—Bums's Ode on the American Civil War-

Opus Questionum divi Augustini—Letter of Smollett—

*The Pilgrim's Progress' — Development of the Press,

1824-1874—Books Written by Mrs. Olivia Serrcs: ' The

Book.'

Popular Antiquities and Folk-Lore.

Ague Charms—Birds of 111 Omen—Candlemas Gills-

Eggs and Drunkenness—Evil Eye—Jewish Superstitions

—Hydrophobia prevented—Handkerchief thrown on Sui

cide's Coffin—Ladies and Lionesses—The Seven Whistlers.

Poetry, Ballads, and Drama.

The real Richelieu and Bulwer's Richelieu—" The Irish

Brigade "—Thomas Decker—Mrs. Siddons a Sculptor—

Barliam's Lines on Dean Ireland—Browning's "Lost

Leader"—The Lord Chamberlain's Inspection of Plays—

EmmaIsola—A Poem by W. M. Praed—Goethe—Shelley-

Henry VIII. as a Poet—The Australian Drama—Charles I.

as a Poet—Sheridan and Sir John Suckling—Oxfordshire

Christmas Miracle-Play—Christmas Mummers in Dorset-

sliire—Dante and ids Translators—The Christian Year.

Popular and Proverbial Sayings.

" You know who the Critics are"—" You may put it in

your eye and see none the worse for it"—Called Home-

God's Church and the Devil's Chapel—Unaccustomed as I

am to public speaking—Tout vient ;\ point—Wise after

the event—La Parole a 6tA donnee a l'homme—Robbing

Peter to Pay Paul—The End justifies the Means—The

English seemes a Foole and is a Foole.

Philology.

Carr=Carse—Heel Taps—" Bloody"—Spurring—Nor for

Than—Vagaries of Spelling—Spelling Reforms—Surrey

Provincialisms — Quadragesimalis — B. r. Z. — English

Words compared with the Icelandic—Gingham—The

Termination Y in Place-Names—Calomel—Yeux—Cameo

—Hall, Wych, and Salt Worka—Sliaddongate—Shak-

speare's Name.

Genealogy and Heraldry.

The Insignia of the Knights of the Garter—Anns—

Hungary—Dering Roll of Arms—Unsettled Baronetcies—

The Arms of Sir Francis Drake—The Arms of English

Bees—Bar Sinister—Strawberry Leaves on Coronet*—

Byron Arms—F. E. R. T. in the Savoy Arms—Seal of

Prince of Livonia—The Templars and Hospitallers.

Fine Arts.

Portraits of Dr. Johnson—Marks on Porcelain—Italian

Works of Art at Paris in 1815—Sir Joshua Reynolds:

Miss Day: Mrs. Day—Portrait of Barbor—Church Plate-

Various Paintings and Engravings.

Ecclesiastical Matters.

Altar Rails, Covered—Liddell r. Westerton—Ecclesias

tical Vestments—Funeral Garlands—The Cistercians—
M Prester John" and the Arms of the See of Chichester—

Penance In the Church of England—Laud's Service Bulk

—Epitaph of Cardinal Howard at Rome—St. Cuthbcrt a

Burial-place—Old Northern English MS. Psalter—Bcr-

Ragis Church—Sacred Vessels—A Roman Catholic Visita

tion in 1709—Episcopal Titles—St. George's Lofte—Regrs-

trum Sacrum Bataviauum—Communion Tokens—Fast

ing Communion in the Church of England—The Title

of Reverend—Consecration of Church Plate—" Defender

of the Faith"—The "Breeches" Bible.

Classical Subjects.

The Latin Version of Bacon's Essays—Greek Anthology

—Martial's Epigram xiii. "5 — Lucretian Notelets —

Mcdircval and Modern Latin and Greek Verse—Mittitur

in disco—Catullus: " Hoc ut dixit"—" Saudon" (Horace)

—Cicero—Lucus a non Lucendo.

Topography.

Sandwich Inlands—Origin of the Names of the American

States—Arthur's Oven on the Carron—Scottish History

—The Yardley Oak—Hart Hall, Oxford—Old Kensington

—Travelling in Italy Forty Years ago—The Equestrian

Statue in Hyde Park—Arthurian Localities : Scotland—

The Sacred Lotus—St. John's Chapel, Bedford-row.

Miscellaneous.

Christian Name*—Fillar Posts—Hanging in Chains and

Irons—George I II. and the Pig—The Kilkenny Cats—The

Waterloo and Peninsular Medals—The Clerical a healthy

Profession—Unlawful Games of the Middle Agwi—Itine

rant Empirics — Sunday Newspapers — Gipsies — The

Wordsworth—Double Returns in Parliamentary Elections

—Curiosities of Corporation Records—Spiritual Appari

tions—The "Dial" System of Telegraphy — Professor

Becker's "Gallus"—Skating Literature—Cricket—London

Companies, or Guilds—A Travelling Tutor of the Olden

Time — Gunpowder Plot— Baths in the Middle Ages —

The Little Summer—Whitsuntide—Michaelmas—Christ

mas Contrasts.

N'
OTICE.—MARKS, DDELACHER BROS.

303, OXFORD-STREET. W.

ANTIQVE WORKS of ART >nd cenerml Object! ol
authenticity of every Object guaranteed

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

gTEEL PENS.

Sold by all fttatlonera throughout the World.

UUBNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
X THROUGHOUT on

MOEDER8 HIKE SYSTEM.
The Original, Bert, and most Liberal.

Cash Prices.
No extra charge for time given.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars of terma, post free.
F. MOEDER. 248. 249, JUO. Tottenham Court road ; and 19. 20, and 21,

Uorwoll-strect, W.C. Established U62.

I1 MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
• the aborc Premises have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for tho Fomiture Trade, and now form one of the most commodious
Warehouses la the metropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from 61. Sa. to 50 Guineas.
Drawing-room Suites, from W. 9s. to 45 Guineas.
Dlniag-roura Suites, from 71. 7s. to 40 Guineas.

And all other Goods In freat variety.

F. MOBDER, 94ft, 249, 250, Tottenham Court-road ; and 19, 30, and 21,
Harwell-street. W.C. Established 1862.

J^NIVES, FORKS, and SPOONS.

T^HE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.—
X The REAL NICKEL SILVER, when strongly SILVER-PLATED,
cannot be distinguished from silver.

With ordinary usage tbis quality will wear 20 ;

Beat Quality, strongly Plated.

Fiddle
or Old
Silver Thread

£. a. a*. I
1 10
1 10 Ol
12 0 1

Bead I King's

<fj£. a. a*.
0 2 5 0Tabic Forks per doz.

Table Spoons per doz.
Dessert Forks per doz.
Dessertspoons per do*. 11 2 0; 1 901 11 0
Teaspoons per dos. > 14 0i I 0 0 1 2 0

A SECOND QUALITY of Fiddle Pattern Table Spoons or Forks,
23j. per dozen. Dessert. 17s. Tea Spoons, 12j.

QUTLERY WARRANTED.

Handles. Screwed or Rlvetted.
Blades of the Finest Steel.

Sj-ln. Ivory Handles, per doz .
do.

do. to balance, do .
do. do. .

fine do. do. ,
extra large do .
African do .
Silver Ferrules do .

Table Demwrt Oarrera
KniTer Knlrea. pcrpr.

«. d. .. d. I. d.
12 G 9 • 8 •
16 a IS 0 6 a
18 0 13 • 8 6
24 0 18 0 7 8
S'J 0 31 0 8 0
M 0 29 0 10 8
40 0 32 0 13 8
40 0 32 0 IS 0

CARRIAGE PAID to any Railway station.

Samples at above rates post free.

w

ILLIAM S. BURTON, General Furnishing
Ironmonger. 39, Oxford-street, W , Jtc.

Catalogues, containing 8S0 Illustrations, post free.

Published by JOHN FRANCIS, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.

ALLEN'S SOLID LEATHER

PORTMANTEAUS.
ALI EN S VICTORIA DRESSING BAG.
ALLEN'S STltUNO DRESS UASKKTB.
ALI.BN'U REGISTERED AL1SEKT DESPATCH BOX.

ALLEN'S NEW CATALOGUE of ax) Article, for Continental TraTCl-
ltng, po«t free.

37, Weit Strand, London.

APOLLINARIS WATER.
" Laurea donandus Apolllnnrl."—Horace, Book lv. Ode 2.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1879.
ANNUAL SALE, 8,000,000.

APOLL1NAJU8 COMPANY, Limited, 19, Regent-street, London, S.W.

T OTS 110 and 111. — Lot 110, very soft Old
J. J PALE SHERRY, at 30* ; and LOT 111, verv soft OLD OLOROSO
SOLERA, pule guld.at 33*. per dozen.- S1IERRI ES of the old style, mel
lowed by age, vary soft, aud entirely free Irom tbc floryneas which has
been so detrimental to the consumption of Sherry. These exceptionally
large l««l* are placed in the hands of the Association for forced reallza-
ti iu, and are offered to the Public, while ou the special Lot List, at
great I v reduced prices. Instead of being Sold by Auction—The LONDON
CO-OPERATIVE WINE ASSOCIATION. United, 10 and 12, John-street,
Adelphi, W.C. (removed from 44a, .Strand).

MR. G, H. JONES,

SURGEON DENTIST,

57, GREAT RUSSELL-STREET, LONDON

( Opposite the British Museum ),

Will be triad to forward bis Pamphlet on Painless Dentistry, free,
enclosed by post, which explains the most unique system of the adjust
ment of Artificial Teeth without pain.

Consultation free, from 10 to A.

1)
INNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.

Tho Medical Profession for over Forty Years have
approved of this Pure Solution as the best remedy for
ACIDITY of the STOMACH. HEARTBURN, HEAD-
AM i i. GOUT, and INDIGESTION, and as the safest
Aperient fur Delicate Constitutions, Ladles, Children, and
Infant*.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.

"CANITA8" and DISINFECTION.—The Pine
U Forest at Home.—The SAN1TAS PREPARATIONS sre In use

In more than 300 Boards of Health. Hospitals, *tc. Non-poisonous,
suiinless. agreeable and healthful. Disinfecting Fluids, Powders, and
Household Soaps ; Toilet Soaptand Fluids ; Tooth and Nursery 1 owders.
Of all Chemists, or of the Sanitas Company, Limited. BethnaJ Green,
London E. Testimonials of highest Medical aud Sanitary Auiborltie*
free. Of universal necessity as the most perfect Purifier and Dials-
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P o R T U GA 1.

PORTUGUESE LIGHT WINES

E L F. E. I.

ROYAL BUCELLAS HOC K.

A natural Portuguese white wine without Brandy is made from Rhine

Wines transplanted into Portugal.

It is largely consumed in Portugal, makes an agreeable and wholesome

summer drink, combining particularly well with all aerated waters, making a

delicious cup without the addition of liqueurs.

Bucellas Hock maintains its character in all climates, is a cheap wine,

and can be obtained from Wine Merchants and dealers throughout the

Kingdom.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to “The Editor”—Advertisements and Business Letters to “The Publisher"—at the Office, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.

Printed by E. J. FRANcis, Athenaeum Press, Took's-court, Chancery-lane, E.C.; and Published by John FRANcts, at No. 20, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.

Agents: for Scotland, Messrs. Bell & Bradfute, and Mr. John Menzies, Edinburgh;-for IRELAnn, Mr. John Robertson, Dublin.-Saturday, July 24, 1880.
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s
IB JOHN SOANE'S MUSEUM, 13, Lincoln's
Inn-fleldi —ANTIQUITIES, PICTURES, and SCULPTURE —OPEN

11 to 5, every TUESDAY ud THURSDAY In AUGUST -
for Prime Days and for l~

the Cuiini, at the S

NOTICE.—The MU8EUM of PRACTICAL GEO-
LOGY in Jermyn-etreet will be CLOSED for Renolrs on and after

TUR8DAY NEXT. August 3. ontil further notice. *^

F. W. RUDLER, Curator.

LLNNEAN SOCIETY.—The COUNCIL will, in
OCTOBER NEXT, proceed to appoint a LIBRARIAN -Candidate*

must be competent to Sub-edit the Society"! Publication* under the
superintendence of the Secretaries,

Particulars may be obtained, by written application to the Sscaa-
TtaitB, at Burlington Houac, Ilccadtljy. W.

B. DAYDON JACKSON, Secretary.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION for the ADVANCE
MENT of SCIENCE. 33, Albemarle-atreet, London, W.

The NEXTANNUAL GEVBRAL MEETING will be held at SWANSEA.
?ommencing °n WEDNESDAY, August 2ft.

, LL D. F.R.8. Y.P.O.B.,
Director-General of the Geoluffleal Survey of the United Kingdom and

of the Museum of Practical Geology.
NOTICE to CONTRIBUTORS of MEMOIRS -Authors are reminded

that, under an Krruji(reioent dating from 1871. the acceptance of Memoirs,
and the days on which they are to be read, are now, as far as possible
determined by Organising Committees for the several Sections before the
99f%mt4ng of ths Meeting It has then- Tore become necessary. In order to
stive an opportunity to tbe Committees of doing Justice to the several
Communications, that each Author should prepare an Abstract of his
Memoir, of a length suitable for Insertion In the published Transactions
of the Association, and the Council request that he will send tt together
with the original Memoir, by book-post, on or before July 24, addressed
thus:—"General Secretaries, British Association. 22, Albemarle-Btreet.
London, W For Section " Authors who comply with tola
request, and whose Papers are accepted, will be fununited before the
Meeting with printed copies of their Reports or Abetracts If it
should be inconvenient to the Author that his Paper should be read on
any particular days, he is requested to send information thereof to the
tSnrarraxi as in a separate note.
Reports on the Progress of Science, and of Researches entrusted to

Individuals or Committees, must be forwarded to the A»nrrt.vr-Sica».
tari , for presentation to the Organising Committee*, accompanied by a
statement whether the Author will be present at the Annual Meeting
No Report, Paper, or Abstract can be inserted In the Report of the

Association unless it is in the Assistant-Secretary's bands before the
conclusion of tbe Meeting.

J. B. H. GORDON, Assl*tan t-Secretary •

ROYAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE of
GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND.

Powvns.
HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY the QUEEN,

it IS ROYAL HIGHNESS the PRINCE of WALES, E.G. F.S.A.

jVsawfswA
Tbe LORD TALBOT DE MALAHIDE, PUS. F.8.A.

ANNUAL MEETING at LINCOLN. 1880.
TUESDAY, July 27. to MONDAY, August 2, inclusive.

GENERAL PROGRAMME.
PrestdrtU of the Meeting

The Right Rev. tbe LORD BISHOP of LINCOLN.

PrtndmUt of <Ssrrwm*.
4nftoui* President i sir C. Anderson, Bart. ; Vice-Presidents, Rev. J.

Collingwood Bruce, LL.D. F.8.A. ; J. L. Ffytche, Esq. F.8.A.

Hope, M P.
ry Rev. the

History —President, The Right Hod. A. J. B.
LL D. D C.L. FR.8. F 8.A. : Vice-Presidents, the Very
Dean of Ely. D.D. ; E. Peacock, Esq. F.8.A.

Archxtsrture.—President, the Right Rev. tbe Bishop Suffragan of Not
tingham. D.D. F.S.A. ; Vice-Presidents, M. H. Bloxam ^Esq F8A
Rev. Precentor V<~

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETING.
TUESDAY, July 37,—The Mayor and Corporation will receive tbe

Institute atan Inaugural Meeting. Presidents Address. Luncheon by
the Mayor and Corporation. Afternoon, visit to Lincoln Castle and
general inspection of the City. Sectional Meetings at B.30.
WEDNESDAY. July 38.—Morning, sectional Meetings. Excursion by

rail to Gainsborough, by road to Stow. Home by rail from stow Park
•station. Conversazione at 9 in the County Assembly Rooms bv the
.Royal Archaeological Institute.
THURSDAY July »._AnnneJ Meeting of the Institute. _.

of the Cathedral. Afternoon^ Sectiunal Meetings. Reception at Rise-
InspectionHer-tingtonal fit...

bolme by the Right Rev. the President, at 8.30.
FRIDAY. July 30.—Excursion by rail to Grantham, Slcaford, Hecklng-

ton, Boston, and Taltershail.
SATURDAY, July 31.—Morning, Sectional Meetings. Excursion by

rmll to Southwell, Newark, and Hawton. Sectional Meetings at 0.30.
SUNDAY. August 1.—Service In the Cathedral.
MONDAY, August 2. — Morning, Excursion by road to Navenby,

Weibourn, Leadenham, Brant Brougbton, and Somerton Castle. Even
ing, General Concluding Meeting.

Information regarding the general and local arrangements of the
Meeting may be obtained from the Rev. G T. Harvey or the Rev. A. R.
Maddison, Vicars' Court. Lincoln. Tickets lor the Meeting will be issued
and all Information required during the Meeting will be given at the
County Assembly Rooms. Price of Tickets, for Gentlemen. 11. Is. (not
transferable;, for Ladies (transferable!, 6d-> entitling tbe bearer to
take part In all the Meetings and Proceedings of the week, to visit the
Museum and all other objects of Interest which may be thrown open to
the Institute. Two Tickets of Admission, to hear the Address of the
President of the Meeting, will be presented to each purchaser of a
Guinea Ticket, and one such Ticket to each purchaser of a Half-Guinea
Ticket.
Tickets of Admission to all tbe Sectional Meetings and the Museum

only, price &# (transferable).
Extended particulars of each day's proceedings will be Issued on

July 27th. together with an Illustrated Handbook of the places visited
during tbe Meeting.
Accommodation may be obtained at the White Hart, near the

Cathedral, the Saracen's Head, near the Stone Bow, and the Greet
Northern and Albion Hotels, near tbe Station. Information respecting
Lodging* may be obtained from Mr. J. Hut.iv ■ ■ .h, Exchequer Gate,
Lincoln. By Order of the Council,

ALBERT HARTSHORNE,
16. New Burlington-street, London, W.

THE ADVOCATES' LIBRARY, Edinburgh,
will be CLOSED during the Month of AUGUST.

LOST, a MANUSCRIPT, entitled 'ALIVE and
YET DEAD,' sent to tbe Editor of Fraseri Magazine, and pro

bably returned to a wrong address in November or December. 1879.—
Please communicate with Messrs. Lo.ngma.ni & Co. 39, Paternoster-row,
London, EC.

HINDERS for GOVERNMENT PRINTING.

The Controller of H.M. Stationery Office desires to receive Tenders for
pri.iv.ding certain Printed Forms, including Paper, for the Board of
Trade, Local Government Beard, Registrar General. Metropolitan Police
Office and Police Courts, and Charity Commissioners.
Sampiesof tbe Paper and Irlnting, with relative particulars of Contract

and descriptive Schedules of Forms, Ac. may be seen, and Forms of
Tender obtained, at H.M. Stationery Office. Princes-street, Storey's
Gate, between the hours of Ten and Four, until Saturday, the Uth of

am Monday, the itith or August, is**), by 12 o'clock noon,
be delivered at this address.

Office, Princes-street. -Storey's
21st July, i860.

NOTTINGHAM SCHOOL of ART. — The Hkad
MASTERSHIP of this School will become VACANT on the 1st of

OCTOBER NEXT, The Salary Is 3001. per annum, and an allowance of
2u per cent, upon the amount received fur Fees and Government Results,
which, taking the average of the past three years, will (H maintained)
produce a not annual income of about —Applications, stating age of
Candidate, with testimonials. Ac., of recent date, to be addressed to the
KtciirTAST, School of Art, Nottingham (of whom further particulars can
be obtained), must be sent In not later than the 1st of SEPTEMBER
NEXT HENRY A. OOODYER, Secretary.

ARTIST (Exhibitor) gives LESSONS in OIL
PAINTING (Marine and Landscape).—Address G. T., 29, Bolsover-

street, Euston-roud. N.W.

ARTIST WANTED for an Australian Hlustrated
Paper. Must be good at Portraiture and Figure Subjects, tho

roughly acquainted with Drawing on Wood, and able to take an effective
general supervision of the work of tbe Paper.—Applications, with tes
timonials and specimens of work, to be made In the first Instance to
Aetist, care of Messrs. Jas. Splcer A Sons, SO, Upper Thames-street,
London, EC.

AN ENGRAVER (Fine Art) is ANXIOUS for
EMPLOYMENT, either in Town or Country. Would give Lessons

In Etching to School Classes or privately.—Address K. H., 1 Elizabeth
Cottages, Holmesdale-road. Archway-road, Hlghgate, N.

I^AC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
ARUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the

Public as well as to Members, at prices varying from 10s. to 4Sji and
Include the Works of Giotto, Fra Angelico, Perugino, Andrea del Karto,
Michael Angclo. Raphael, Holbein, Albert Dilrcr, Ac.—Priced Lists
with particulars of membership, will be sent, post free, on application
at 24, Old Bend-street. London, W. w

CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHS of JERUSALEM.—
A LADY has some to DISPOSE of. Would be suitable for a large

School or Institution, or for a Lecturer upon the Holy Land. By CARL
" " " " *nd Letter-press complete.—Ag>ly, by letter in

M1
ISS LOUISE WILLES, of Theatres Drury

Lane, Gaiety, Olympic, Ac., gives LESSONS in DRAMATIC
DECLAMATION and ELOCUTION, both for Professional and Private
purposes.— 12, St. Augustine s-road, Camdcn-square, N. W.

DR. N. HEINEMANN'S THREE POPULAR
LECTURES: The HUMAN FACE (illustrated); The OBEE-

AMMERGAU PASSION-PLAY (Illustrated); The LIVES ami WORKS
of the GREAT GERMAN COMPOSERS (illustrated).—Secretaries or
Institutes, Schools. Proprietors of Halls, Ac, wishing to arrange for
delivery of these Lectures should address Dr. IIkinlhvnn, sojupper
Gloucester-place. Portman-square, Loudon.

PRIVATE SECRETARYSHIP, or any Post of
Trust.—WANTED, by • Gentleman, an APPOINTMENT an abore

Illt-Micsl rffrrenre* an to character, Ac —Apply to R. H. Gokxell, 1. Leith-
terrace, Kllburn, N.W.

PARIS LETTER.— A JOURNALIST, going to
Paris for some Months, can arrange to furnish One or Two Pro

vincial Papers with smart and interesting WEEKLY LETTER to
the dull season. Moderate terms.— Address M
Peck ham. S.K.

60, St. Mary s-road,

AN experienced LEADER-WRITER desires an
ENGAGEMENT to Contribute Leading Articles, Political

Literary, and Bocial, to a Liberal Provincial Newspaper. Specimens of
Work sent on application. Highest references.—Address M. H. Whish,
Amberley, Stroud, Gloucestershire.

WANTED, PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT in
connexion with Literature or tbe Press, by Oxford B.A. First

(Mass man and University Prize Essayist.—Address P. I. T., rVhinipio
Rectory, Exeter.

EDITOR, of great experience on old-established
London Conservative Weekly, will shortly be upen to accept on

APPOINTMENT. Verbatim Reporter —Address Percy, core of Messrs
Adams A Francis, Advertising Agents, 50, Fleet-street, E C.

AN EDITOR, who has for many years success
fully conducted a County Journal, is desirous, in consequence of

n change in the Proprietorship, to obtain another ENGAGEMENT on a
Weekly Paper. Unexceptionable testimonials and reference*.—Address
J. C, core of Messrs. Adams A Francis, Advertising Agents, &J Fleet-
street, E.C.

TO EDITORS.—The Author of a VOCABULARY
of TERMS used by Architects, Engineers, Builders, and Building

Artificers, is prepared tu supply the MS. for PUBLICATION in a
WEEKLY or MONTHLY JOURNAL.—Address W. J. C, Pork Lodge
Park-lane. Soutbsea.

PARTNER WANTED for a PUBLISHING
BUSINESS —Address A. 18, at C. H. May A Co 's General Adver

tising Offices, 78, Graccchurch-street, London.

PARTNER WANTED for a Publishing and
Wholesale Book Firm (one who may ultimately take over the

entire business preferred), 5.0001. to 10.0001. required. Partner retiring.
— Apply, by letter only, addressed Pcbllsbus, care of Bookseller
Office, 12, Warwick-lane. Principals or their Solicitors only attended to.

A FIRM of LONDON PUBLISHERS are desirous
of PURCHASING the COPYRIOHT of a Trade Journal or News

paper. Must be established, or a New Paper with scope for develop
ment would be entertained. The strictest confidence will be guaranteed.
Apply, in first instance, with particulars and estimated value, to D. S.,
80, Fleet-street, Loudon, E.C.

PROVINCIAL NEWSPAPER PROPRIETORS
and Others —Excellent OFFICE TO LET, best part of Fleet-street,

and Signboard fixed directly over Punch Office; and the responsible
MANAGEMENT undertaken of a good Magazine or Newspaper, by a
GENTLEMAN of great experience and good connexion.—Address Paxss
care of Mr. Daniel, 84, Fleet-street, London.

FOR SALE, the COPYRIGHT of a first-class old-
establlshed MONTHLY MAGAZINE —For particulars apply, per

sonally or by letter, to Mr. Latuia, Solicitor, Moira Chambers, 17, Iron
monger-lane, E.C.

C MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
• Purchase of Newspaper Property, beg to Notify that they have

several Newspaper Iroperues for Disposal, both In London and the
Provinces. Principals only treated with.

C MITCHELL k CO. are instructed to DISPOSE
s of the COPYRIGHT and PLANT of on old-established LIBERAL

COUNTY PAPER, within 00 miles of London. Excellent Printing
Business attached. Large Annual Income. Principals only treated

c.
MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to DISPOSE
of tbe COPYRIOHT of LONDON LOCAL PAPER. Moderate

C MITCHELL A: CO., Agenta for the Sale and
• Purchase of Newspaper Propertlea, undertake Valuation! for

Probate or Parchaae. Investigation!, and Audit of Accounu, Ac.

TJNIVERSITY COLLEOE, LONDON.

The SESSION of the FACULTY of MBDICINB wlU begin on MON
DAY, October 4th. . . „ .
The SESSION oi the FAC11.TIES of ARTS and LAWS and of

8CIP.NCE will begin on OCTOBER Sth.
Instruction is provided for Women In ail subjects taught in the

Faculties of Arts and Lawt and of Science.
Pruepectuseii and Copies of the Reeulatton. relatinK to the Entrance

and other Exhibition.. Scholarships, 4c. (value about 2,000/.), may be
obtained from the ColleRe, Gower-slreet, W C.
The EXAMINATIONS for the ENTRANCE EXHIBITIONS will be

held on the 21th and 2»th of SEPTEMBER.
The SCHOOL for BOYS will RE-OPEN on SEPTEMBER fUt.
The Collece li close to the Gower-Btrect Station of the Metropolitan

Railway TALFOUKU ELY. M.A., Secretary.

UNIVERSITY HALL, GORDON-SQUARE, W.C.
—Students of University CoUece, London, reside In the Halt

under ColleKiate discipline. The Hall has been approved by the Secre
tary of Slate for India as a place of Residence for selected Candidate* for
the Indian Civil Service.—Full particulars as to Rent of Rooms, Fees, £c.,
on application to the Principal or Secretary, at the Hall.E. A. WUBTZBUHO. Secretary.

U
NIVERSITY of DURHAM.

COLLEOE OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

SESSION 1880-61.

Frlncipal-W. STEADMAN ALDI8, M A

The Classes, open to Students of both Sexes, will begin on TUESDAY
October 13th, 1880.

MATHEMATICS. Prolessor W. Steadman Aldls, MA.

PHYSICS. Professor A. S. Herschel, M A. F.RA.S.

CHEMISTRY. Professor A. Frelre Marreco, M A.

GEOLOGY. Professor O A. Lebour, M A. F Q.S.

NATURAL HISTORY. Professor G. S. Brady, M.D. F.L.S

COAL and METAL. Professor J. H. Merlrale.

MODERN HISTORY. Professor W. Moore Ede, M A.

Also Classes In Land Surveying, Mechanical Drawing, and
I-anKuatfes.
Students desirous of attending any of the Classes should apply at the

Secretary's Office, Mining Institute. Wcstgaic-road , Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, before September 2ftth, when the Scholarship, Matriculation, and
Exhibition Examlnatlous begin.

Information as to the above will be found In the Calendar of tbe
College for the ensuing Session.
Information and advice as to the course of study for Intending students
in be obtained from the Principal ; Information on other points can be
>talned on application to the Secretary, Mr. Thso. Wood Bcwkimo, at

con
obtained
the College.

Ql

Abstract Prospectus sent post free on application.

UEEN'S COLLEGES, IRELAND. — The Pro
fessorship of MATHEMATICS in the QUEEN'S COLLEGE,

tor*, being about to become VACANT, Candidates for that Office are
requested to forward their testimonials to tbe UirDsa-SBcaKTAHY, Dublin
Castle, on or before SATURDAY, the 14th of August next, in order that
the same may be submitted to his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant.
The Candidate who may be selected for the above-mentioned Pro

fessorship will be required to enter upon his duties on the 22nd of
Septumber next.
Dublin Castle, July 22, 1S30.

T EAMINGTON COLLEGE. — Entranck
-l^i SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION on SEPTEMBER II and !
Address Rev D. Wood, College, Leamlmrton ; or, alter Augus: Lst
Crahrside, Fvlixstow, Ipswich.
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"ORIGHTON COLLEGE.—The Nkxt Term wil
-D commence on TUESDAY, September 21st.

F. W. MADDEN, M.RA.S., Secretary.

THE LONDON INTERNATIQKAL COLLEGE,
Spring-grove, Middlesex, W. (founded under the auspices of tlie

late Richard Cobdcn).—Latin, French, German, and Natural Science
taught to every Boy, In addition to Mathematics. Greek on the Classical
Side only.
Two Laboratories for Practical Science, large Gymnasium, Baths, with

Hot and Cold Water.
is a separate Bed-room.
K and 90 Guineas, according to age.
TERM commences Monday, September 20.

Apply to the Head Master, n R. L.uu.u . M.A.

BEDFORD COLLEGE (for Ladies), 8 and 9,
York-place, Portman-square, London (near the Raker-street Station

of the Metropolitan Hallway).—The College provides Systematic Lectures
by Professors In the higher subjects of Instruction, and Preparatory
Classes for Junior Students. The Course Is adapted for those who intend
to Matriculate or Graduate in the University of London. The SESSION
will BEGIN on THURSDAY, October U. All new Students ore to

•elves between It and 4 on TUESDAY. October 12.
TWO ARNOTT SCHOLARSHIPS will beawarded by opeu competition.
I'rospectusos, with particulars of Scholarships. Hoarding, ftc. may be

had at the College. HENRIETTA LE BRETON . Hon. Sec.

STRATFORD-ON-AVON.—TRINITY COLLEGE
SCHOOL.—The Warden, RICHARD F. CURRY. MA. is assisted

by Seven Resident Graduate Masters, Two being specially for Modern
languages. Classical and Modem Sides. Junior Department for Young
Boys, Large Playgrounds, Fives Courts, Gymnasium, Ac. Terms, VQ
and 60 Guineas.—Apply to the W-±*d«n.

ST. ANDREWS SCHOOL for GIRLS,
ST. ANDREWS, N.B.

Under the Direction of a Council.
Chairman—The Very Rev PRINCIPAL TULLOCH, D.D.

-Miss LUMSDEN, Certificated Student in Honours at
Girton College.

■ of three Certificated Students at Girton CoUoge,
and other qualified Mistresses.

This School provides for the Daughters of Gentlemen a thorough
education at a moderate cost. Girls are received from the age of seven
and upwards. The Head Mistress and Senior Assistant-Mistress receive
Boarders. The School and Boarding Houses are In a healthy position,
open to the south, with Gymnasium and Playground attached.
The next TERM will beu-ln on OCTOBER 1st.
A SCHOLARSHIP of 60V. yearly for three years, to be held either at

Olrton College, or in studying for a Degree of the Univcrsttv of London,
will be awarded on the results of the School Examination in'july, 1881.
For further Information apply to the Hon. Sec., Mansfield, St. An

drews, N.B.

PARIS.—HAVETTS INSTITUTE for the SONS

of GENTLEMEN, 122, Rue de lxmgchsnrps, close to the Bois do
Boulogne.—M. H*vtr and his Sons are assisted by French, English, and
German Graduates. Pupils prepared for tho University. Army, and
Civil Service. Comfort, Gentlemanly Treatment, Healthful Exercise,
Substantial Diet, and Modern Sunitary Arrangements. Tho LADIES'
SCHOOL, established 1869. Is conducted by Madame Hanr. 6, Rue de
Lonschamps, Trocadero.—Prospectuses from M. Havbt. Parts; or from
the Publishers of his French and German School-Books, Messrs. Sixphjn,
Mnii.siiAi.L & Co., 4, Stationers' Hall-court, Ixmdon.

NORMANDY.—A French Family RECEIVES
YOUNO LADIES or FAMILIES as BOARDERS, by the Week or

Month. Healthy situation on the coast between Honfieurand Trouville.
Good bathing and beautiful scenery.—Address Madame De Bailleul,
a Cricquebccuf, par VUlcrvIlle, Calvados.

Clergymen, Professors, and
Iress DiaKcruos, Chateau

TWO or THREE PUPILS can be RECEIVED
In an old-established nod well-known LADIES' SCHOOL In

SWITZERLAND. Highest
others. Terms extremely
d'Eclepens, La Sarruz, Vaud

FIRST-CLASS EDUCATION, with Home Life, in
GERMANY.—A YOUNG LADY can be RECEIVED In a small

PRIVATE SCHOOL, where Courses are given by eminent Masters, and
where there are not only special advantages for Foreign Languages,
Music. &e., but also for acquiring practically a knowledge of household
duties. References of a high order. Terms moderate.—Address Prau
Tlatur. Kettenhofweg 76, Frankfort-on-Malne.

EDUCATION in SWITZERLAND. — New
FRAUENSTETN ACADEMY', ZUG. Established 1855. Prepara

tion for the Universities, Commercial Department. German, French,
Italian. Large Modern Building. Gymnasium, Playground, and Garden.
Cold and Warm Baths. Highest references. Prospectus on application.
—W. Fi-chs, Proprietor; F. M. Klhi, Principal, late Head Principal of
the Swiss (International) School, Genoa,

PARIS.—A French Professor, of great experience,
wishes to RECEIVE TWO or THREE YOUNG ENGLISHMEN of

good family, to TEACH them FRENCH thoroughly, as well as Latin
and Greek. Highest references.—For particulars address Monsieur C.
Louis, No. 1, Avenue de Frledland.

ALADY (A.C.P. and late Pupil of Queen's Col
lege) will be glad to receive. In a pleasantlv situated Country

House Id North Wales, TWO YOUNG LADIES to Educate with Two
others now under her charge, or to Read for Examinations (Cambridge
Senior or Junior and Coll. of Preceptors), the intention being to combine
mental cultivation with the enjoyments and benefit of a country life.
Excellent references to Clergymen, a Wrangler, and a F.R.G.S. Terms,
t*V per annum.—Mies Pbtck, The Tan House, Welshpool, Montgomery
■hire.

A YOUNO ENGLISH LADY, resident at Hanover,
would be glad to take the charge of THREE or FOUR YOUNG

LADIES. There would be Educational advantages of the highest order,
espriially for the Study of Oerman and Music, with Residence In a
private German Family —Farther information, with references, from
W R. S., care ot Henry Greenwood, Advertising Agent, Liverpool.

AUTHORS, POETS, CLERGYMEN, and
SCHOOLMASTERS desirous of PUBLISHING their WORKS are

Invited to addrew Messrs. Uoxox, Saitndxbs A Co., Publishers, 2tf, Hen
rietta-street, Coveni-garden, London, W.C.

MAGAZINE and NEWSPAPER PRINTING.—
WYMAN A SONS. Printers of many of the Leading Newspapers

of the day, beg to call attention to the Facilities presented by their
Establ tshraent for the Rapid and Economic Production of every descrip
tion of Periodical Literature, In the best style.
WYMAN & SONS will be happy to forward Estimates, and to place

their large and varied experience at the command of those engaging in
Newspaper enterprise.

London : Wtmak & Son i ;-. ,Y.C

T
HE MULTIPLEX COPYING PROCESS

gives Forty Copies of Circulars, Music. Drawings, Plans.
Process has been adopted by Her Majesty's Government, who

have paid the inventor (Mr. Fellows) 510.', for the privilege of using it
throughout all their Departments. No tedious washing off. Suite all
climates. Negatives available for years. Full particulars post free.

CHARLES FELLOWS, 18, Tettenhall-rood. Wolverhampton.

Now ready,

pATALOGUE of OLD and CURIOUS LITERA-
\j TURE, Family History, Topography, Freemasonry, First Editions,
Heraldry, Ireland, Catholicism, Theology, &c. Catalogues gratis and
post free.—J. F. Meeuan, Pultenoy-bridge, Bath.

C
HEAP SECOND-HAND BOOKS.

Now ready, gratis,
GEORGE FLNDLAY'B CATALOGUE, Nos. 39 and 40.

89, High-street, Leicester.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
SSI. OXFORD-STREET.

(Midway between Tottenham Court-road and Mudie's Library.)

u

SYSTEM OF PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHY,
In Three i

Class 1.—The REPRODUCTION of PICTURES,
DRAWINGS, and ORIGINAL WORKS of ART. In so perfect a
manner as to make it difficult in somo cases to distinguish the Copy
from the Original Work.
The Fac-similcs sre produced in permanent pigments, which may

be of the same kind as those used in the Original. Black, Brown,
Sepia, Blue, Red, are all available Oolours.
By this process Artists can have their Pictures Reproduced with-

out'the expense ami delay of engraving, and with the minimum of

Class 2.—The PRODUCTION of PHOTOGRAPHIC
BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS in PRINTING INK by means of the
ordinary Printing Press.
Employed by the Trustees of the British Museum, Palatograph ieal,

Numismatlcal, Royal Geographical, and other Learned Societies.
Fnc-simlles of Medals and Corns, Ancient MSS.. Paintings, Draw

ings, sketches. Views, and Portraits from Nature, &c.
Xott —The special advantages of the Autotype "

Illustrations ore : —
1st. The absolutely Fac-slmile nature of the result.
2nd. Its Cheapness for Small Editions of H.TO, 600. 4c.
3rd. The Prints direct on the pRper, with r

Class 3.—The PRODUCTION of PERMANENT
PHOTOGRAPHS bv the WOODBURY" or RELIEF PROCESS.
This process is admirably adapted for Portraits, Machinery, Art

Manufactures, Illustrations for Trade Catalogues. Steam-Ship Com-
panics, Advertising Cards, 4c., where large numbers are required and
mounting not an otijection.

For f s apply to the

TN the AUTOTYPE GALLERY will be found
X a noble COLLECTION of FAC-SIM1LE8 of the OLD MASTERS
including the most celebrated Works of Fra Angelico. Fra Bartolomeo'
Corregio. Diner, Holbein, Michael Annelo, Raphael, Rubens. Andrea dei
Sarto, Titian, Leonardo da Vinci, etc., selected «sroni the principal
Galleries of Europe.
Fine examples of the Modern School, including Poynter, R.A. Mda-

sonnier, De Neuviile. Hossetti, Barne-Jones, Ac.
A visit to the Autotype Gallery will prove how readily the walls of

home can be adorned with artistic masterpieces at little cost.

Pictures and Photographs Mounted and Framed.
Pictures carefully Cleaned and Restored.

Send lor the AUTOTYPE COMPANY'S New Catalogue, price 6d.
Gratis to purchasers,

■w, „ „ . „ J. R. SAWYER, Director of Works.
W. S. BIRD, General Manager.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL and
COLLEGE.

The -WINTER SESSION will begin on FRIDAY, October 1st.
The Clinical Practice ol the Hospital comprises a service of 710 Beds,

inclusive of 34 Beds for Convalescents at Highgate.
Students can reside within the Hospital, subject to College Regulations.
For all particulars application may be made to the Warden of the

College, the College, St. Bartholomew s Hospital, B.C.
A Handbook forwarded on application.

S'1

. A Scholarship, of the value of 13u7., open to Candidates unde
rs of age. The other conditions and subjects are the same as

BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL and
COLLEGE.

OPEN SCHOLARSHTPS.

THREE SCHOLARSHIPS are offered for Open Competition at St.
Bartholomew's Hospital. The Examination will begin SEPTEMBER 27.

1. A Scholarship, of the value of 1.301., open to Candidates under 2.1
years of age, and who have not entered at any Metropolitan Medical
School. Subjects of Examination : Botany, Chemistry. Physics, Zoology

- ■ -J;r 20

the

Exhibition rvalue 501.}, open to Candidates who have
1 at any Metropolitan Medical School. Subjects: Mathe

matics and Latin, and any Two of the following Languages, at the option
of the Candidate : Greek. French, German. The successful Candidates
will be required to enter at St. Bartholomew's Hospital,

4 Preliminary Scientific Exhibition —On OCTOBER 21 tharc will ho
an Examination (limited to Students of the Hospital of less than six
months' standing) for tho above Exhibition, value SOI. The Subjects
are those of the Prollminory Ncientllte Examination of the London
University.

essful Candidates for the above Four Scholarships are eligible
In succeeding years for the Scholarships of the School : viz.. First Year,
Three: (1) fiOJ., VI - 30f . Second Year: (l)W.i. Third and Fourth
Year : (1 > 40/.. f 2) »tf ,, (3> S0(.. and for theneveml Prises.
For further particulars application may be made, personally or by

letter, to the Wajidem of the College, the College, St. Bartholomew^
Hospital, E C.

THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

regard to the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW K.
THOMPSON, Studio, 43, George-street, Fortman-so, uaro, \V.

ALEXANPRITES.—A few magnificent SPECI
MENS of this remarkable GEM FOR SALE. Green by Day and

Red byNisht. Also a maiminccnt Cut's Eye, surrounded with Brilliant!",
one of the Unest. If not tho finest, known —Brtce Wniorrr. Mineralogist
and Expeit in Gems and Precious Stones, 90, Great Russell-street,
London, W.C.

pALLERIES in BOND-STREET to LET, con-
VT sistlng of Two large Saloons, with top light ; also other Rooms,
suitable- for Pictures or Inhibitions of other Works of Fine Art. On
Lease or otherwise.—Apply, by letter, to X., 23, Bedford-street, Strand.

(Sttk* bg faction

Notice.—Postponement of the Sale of the Right Hon. the EARL
of HARDWICKE'S Propertyfrom Wimpoie Hall.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
respectfully give notice that the SALE of the PICTURES,

PLATE, ENGRAVINGS, and LIBRARY, from Wimpoie Hail, is POST
PONED until the SPRING of 1881.

103, CAMDEN-ROAD, N.W.—Contents of the Residence,
handsome Modem Furniture, Library of Standard Books,
choice CoUectton of Pictures and Works of Art, 300 ounces of
Silver Plate, Single-horse Brougham, #c. By order of the
Executors of tlie late JOHN MAHLES, Esq.

MESSRS. PUTTICK k SIMPSON will SELL bv
AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, on TUESDAY, August 3,

at 12 o'clock precisely, the valuable CONTENTS of the RESIDENCE
comprising the handsome Furniture for the Drawing-room, upholstered
in Crimson Damask, two Oval Tables, a Chiffonier, a Davenport, and
two handsome Chimney-glasses, Trichord Cottage Pianoforte by Brins-
lueod, a pair of Italian Walnut-wood Bookcases—the Dining-room Fur
niture, in Mahogany—a Library of Illustrated Books—the choice Col
lection of Pictures (the uiojortty of which are signed examples >- -
Framed Engravings—:««> ounces of Silver Plate by Garrard and Lambert—
Jewellery—handsome Clocks—Works of Art—elegant Bronzes—Marble
Busts—Plaques—Dresden and other China—the contents of Bed-rooms
and Bath-rooms—the appurtenances belonging to the Kitchen and other
Domestic Offices—China, Glass, and Cutlery—sundry Garden Tools—n
patent Lawn Mower—Roller—Statuary and Vases—Outside Window
Conservatory—a Single-horse Brougham, &<•.

May be viewed the day prio1", between the hours of ten and five, and
Catalogues bad of the Auctioneers, 47. Leicoster-aquare, W.C.

A valuable Collection of Engravings, Caricatures, fyc.

MESSRS. PUTTICK k SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C, on

THURSDAY. August 5. at ten minutes post 1 o'clock precisely, a -valu
able COLLKCTION of ENGRAVINGS, PORTRAITS, choice Proof Illus
trations to the Works of English Poets—Theatrical Prints and Portraits
—Old Masters—a large Collection of the Works of James Gillray, Row-
landson, Cruikshank, and other Caricaturists—Early Etchings, Wood
cuts, 4c.

Catalogues (by post), two stamps.

High-class Paintings and Water-Cblour Drawings.

E6SRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester -square, W.C, on

FRIDAY. August 6, at ten minutes past 1 o'clock precisely, a small
COLLECTION of High-class PAINTINGS and "WATER-COLOUR
DRAWINGS, most of which have been obtained direct from the Artists
Including examples of B. W. Leader, J. A O'Connor, G. Armfleld. C.
(uttermole, (J. V. Remolds. W Cruikshank, Chambers, Lebrun, Varley
Guiuaborongh, W, Mailer. W. Etty, Bright. 4c.

Catalogues (by post;, two f~

M

Valuable Miscellaneous Ejects, Furniture, China, $c, removed
from Ponsford's Pantechnicon and other places.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square. W.C, on MON

DAY. August i). at ten minutes past 1 o'clock precisely, a valuable
COLLECTION ol MISCELLANEOUS EFFECTS, a quantity of Useful
FURNITURE. CHINA, GLASS, Ac., removed from Fonsford-a Stores
and other places for convenience of Sale.

Catalogues (by past), two stamps.

Engravings, Drawings, and Paintings.

MESSRS. PUTTICK 8c SIMPSON -will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C, on TUES

DAY, August 10, and Following Day, at ten minutes past 1 o'clock
COLLECTION of ENGRAVINGS, also WATER-

iLOUR DRA'

Library of a Clergyman removedfrom Northampton, &c.

VI ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
1*X AUCTION, at their " - .. .47. Leicester-square, W.C,
WEDNESDAY, Auguet 11. and Throe Following Days, at ten minutes
past 1 o cl.n-k pm-iselv. a COLLECTION of MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS,
including the LIBRARY of a CLERGYMAN removed from Northamp
ton, and other small private Collections ; comprising valuable Works in
Theology, Science, and General Literature, including Banter's Ovid—
Chippendale's Ciibinet-Maker—Third Edition of Shakespeare—Blake'a
Works—Turner's Southern Coast, large paper—Hogarth's Works—Pub
lications of the Pathological and Cavendish Societies—Chaucer's Works
by Stowe — Thoresby's Leeds by Whltaker —Waters's Cheaters ot
Chichely—Augustine's Works by Dods—Ante-Nicene Library—the Sur
plus Stock of a Foreign Bookseller—Tennyson's Poems, 2 vols. 1&42, Ac.

Original Poem of Robert Burns, written on Glass, Autograph
Letters of Burns, J. Newton, $c.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47, Leicester-square. W.C. on

SATURDAY. August 14, a small COLLECTION of AUTOGRAPH
LETTERS, Including nu Original Poem of 28 lines, written on Glass,
by Robert Burns ; also Letters uf Burns, Isaac Newton, Sir Walter
Scott, Queen Anne, and a few others.

Catalogues are prepanng.

The valuable Collections of Greek, Roman, and English Coins
and Medals of HENRY VINE, Esq., of Bath, and of other

Collectors.

MESSRS, SOTHEBT, "WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13. Welltngton-

ttreet, Strand, W.C, on TUESDAY'. August .1, and Three Following
Davs, at 1 o'clock precisely, the valuable COLLECTION of ROMAN
CONSULAR IMPERIAL DENARII. ENGLISH COINS. &c.. In Gold,
Silver, and Copper, of HENRY VINE, Esq., of Bath, roUnquishing the
pursuit, uud other Properties ; comprising Greek, Roman, English, and
Foreign Coins and Medals, Including, among other rarities. In Gold:
numerous fine, scarce, and valuable Consular and Imperial Aurel—
23 rare Hindoo Medallions, &?.—Ftre-Guinea and Touch Pieces, or
Angels—Guineas—Philip II. of Spain's Real d'Or, with ang., struck for
Brabant; Silver: War Medals—Richard II. Groat, Penny, and Half
penny — Richard III. Groat — numerous Crowns, Including Briot's
Charles I , with m. m. thistle, B. dtvs. Devs. Ac., of One art—many
Deml-Erus of Charlw-fclulnt. and others of Philip II. with ang. fra.. Ac.,
from a recent find in Sicily—and some Greek Coins—scarce and valuable
Numismatic Books—Coin Cabinets, &c.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had ; if by post,

on receipt of fonr stnmps.

The Natural History Collections of the late Professor THOMAS
BELL, F.R.S. F.Z.S. F.G.S., and late Secretary of the
Royal Society.

MESSRS. S0THEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington-

street, Strand, W.C. on WEDNESDAY, Ausust 4. at 1 o'clock precisely,
the NATURAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS of the htte Professor
THOMAS HELL, FR.S F.Z.S. FG.S., and htte Secretary of the Royal
Socleiv ; comprising Minerals, Fossils, and Shells. Also Recent and
Fossil 'Crustacea, many used in illustrating his various Works—Choice
Shells in tine condition—Cabinets of British and Exotic T
Coleoptera, and other Insects. Alsoasmoil Collection of 1
Fossils, containing many select Specimens of Silver, Gold, i
Minerals, some rare—Several Cabinets, adapted for Minerals, £
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be hadj; kf by Jpost

on receipt of two stamps.

Lcpldoptcra.
Mineral* and
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Valuable Coiltetion ofn of Cinouccento
Portrait Medals.

and later Artistic

MESSRS. SOTHEB'y" WILKINSON k HODGE
will BELL by ArcTION. at their Home. No. 13, Welllmrton-

etreet Strand. W.C. on PATl'RDAY. August 7. at 1 o'clock precisely,
an Important and valuable COLLECTION ol CINUI ECBMTO and
LATERITALIAN. FRENCH. GERMAN, and ENliLISH ARTISTIC
ItlRTRAlT MEDALS, la SILVER and RltASS. the Propertv of a
GENTLEMAN; including the beautiful production* ol Ptaaaello, Do
Fasti. Eozola, Caradosao, Bernardi, Domruleo dl Polo. Splnelli, Leone
Leool. Galeottt, Treaio, Bonzagna, 1). l'ogilni. Annilwle Fontana.
Heinrich Rem. Valentin Maler, Dupr*. Warin. T. Simon, and o'ber
eminent Artiau of tha fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centurle*.
May be viewed two days previously. Catalogues mar be bad ; 11 by

port, on receipt ol two stamps

Valuable Boo/a and Manuscripts, including the Library of the
late Major W. E. HA Y, E.I.S., and other Properties.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON * HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their Hotave. No. 13. Wetllneton-

•treet. Strand. W.C. on MONDAY-, Auaust 9. and Four F.>Uowinit lkvs.
at I o'clock precisely, a COLLECTION ol valuable HOOKS and MANU-
SCRIPTS, inclndlmt the LIRRARTof the late Major W R HAT. EH.,
and other Properties ; comprising nomeroua tloukj of Prints, many
beautifully coloured in Imitation of Water-Colour Drawings, and an
extensive Assortment of Standard Works in all Classes of Literature.

A TESSRS. T. CHAPMAN It SON, Auctioneers,
Xvl. have pleasure In announcing that they are honoured with In-
•tructtons from GEORGE B SIMPSON, Esq . of Saafield. Rroughty
Ferry, to bring forward for SALE. at their great Rooms. No 11. llanover-
atrret Edinburgh, on SATURDAY. December 4. and Following Week,
the well-known CABINET of MODERN PICTURES, of the English,
French. Belgian and Scottish Schools (embracing many burhlv important
Works) and the extensive COLLECTIONS of OLD PORCELAIN and
OBJECTS of ART and VIRTU, formed by hlsn during the last twenty
▼ears.

Derails will be fully given In alter notices, and in Catalogues to be
ready a month prior to Sale.

11, Hranover-atroet. Edinburgh, July SI. 1480.

Valuable Lax Books, including the Library of a Solicitor, and

that of a Barrister, deceased.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION
-at their Rooms, 113. Chancery-lane. W.C . on TUESDAY*

August 3, at 1 o clock, valuable LAW BOOKS. Including the .New u»
Report*, complete to the end ol 1878. 122 vols -Another Set to 1ST7
110 vola -Law Journal, complete to 1*79, 134 vola.-Anolher Set to lira'
1DO vols -HowelFs State Trials, 31 vols. -Pickering's statute, 103 Tola!
—Solicitors Journal, 34 vols —Reports in Common Law and Etiuitv
House of Lords. Crown. Ecclesiastical, and Admiralty Cases—Useful

ate
To be viewed, and Catalogues had.

Library and Portfolios of Engravings of the late S. TOMK1NS
Esq. (by order of the Executors); the Library of a Clergy',
man : Mntiognny llookaite, Sfc.

j^JESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION.

115, Chancery-lane, w c . on WEDNESDAY,
August 4. and Two Following Days, at I o'clock, valuable MIHCFI,.
I ANLOlr. and SCIENTIFIC HOOKS. Including Wnlllch's Hare Asiatic
Plants. 3 vols folio- Abbot's Lepidoptera of Georgia 2 vols —Brook-
ebaw s Pomona- Fraser's Himalayas—Daniell's African Soencrv-Qualn's
Anatomical Plates. 4 Tola—Punch, a Fine Set. 73 vols 4U.'-Taylor's
Plato f. Toto._Watts Jllbllotheca, I Tola -Bay Society Publications
l"i paru-sowerby. Botany, it vols-Loudon's Arboretum. » vols
Jackson on Wood Engraving Annual Register. 77 vols -Edinburgh
S"..T' 151, T?1* -'""hoard Theological Works In neat bindings -
Portfolios of Choice Fnitraving. by Hogarth, strange. Hlake. Raphael
Xn~1~ Woollen, WUle. MorUad, and others- chelce Fr.«Jf o
Napoleon, after Gerard—handsome Mahogany Glazed Ikiokeuse" '&cTo be viewed, and Catalogues had.

H^HE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. 311, July is
■*• Just published.

1 . The PRECURSORS of NEWTON.

3. MIS :> In the LOWER ANIMALS.

3. NAVAL POWER In the PACIFIC.

4. MRMOrRS of the PRINCE CONSORT.

ft. 8ABIA.V8 and CHRISTIANS of ST JOHN.

«. LANDLORDS, TENANTS, and LABOURERS.

7 MEMOIRS of MADAME DE HEMUSAT.

8. HODGKIN'S INVADERS of ITALY.

9. BRIOHT'S EDITION of PEPYS 8 D1ART

10. The DIVORCE o( KATHARINE of ARAL.ON.

11. The NEW PARLIAMENT In SESSION,

at Co. Edlnbunth : A. * C. Black.

»THE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. 290, is just

1 published. 1

1. The 1
3. MIDI .....
3. THOMAS CHATTERTON.
4. RECENT and FUTURE ARCTIC VOYAGBS
5. MARIE ANTOINETTE
«. The UNIVERSITIES and their CRITICS
7. ABOUND the WORLD With OBNERAL GRANT
8. ST. PAUL and RENAN.
9. WHIGS, RADICALS, and CONSERVATIVES.

John Murray, Albemnrle-etrect.

B
LACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE, for AuauBT, 1880.

No. DOCLXXVIII. Price 2s. lid.

Contents.
A REINDEER RIDE THROUOH LAPLAND.
A TALK ABOUT SONNETS.
The BLACKBIRD. By W. W. S.
HANS PRELLER : a Legend of the Rhine Falls.
BUSH-LIFE In QUEENSLAND Part IX.
CENTRAL ASIA i the Meeting-Place of Umpires.
In the DEKR FOREST ■ a DAY 11RW1TCHED.
Dr. WORTLK'S SCHOOL. Part IV.
IRISH DISTRESS and Its ORIGIN.
MINISTERIAL FROGR&58.

William Blackwood 4t Sons, Edinburgh and I.. union

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE, No. 250, for

AUGUST, price Is.

Omfsvas.
1. HE THAT WILL NOT WHEN HE MAY. By Mrs. Ollphant.

Chape. 33—33.
2. ANNIE KEARY. By Stanley Laoe-Poolo.
3. AT SEA : 11*0. By Sir Francle H. Doyle, Bart.
4- JOURNALISTE MALGBE LUI.
3. The IRONCLAD and GUN of the FUTURE. By General W. N.

Hutchinson.
(!. A SPECIAL ASSIZE under LOUIS XIV. By the Rev. Henry Leach
7. TOM TAYLOR I la Memortam. By Thomas Hughes.
s. LANDMARKS in the NATIONAL GALLERY. By W. C. Leiroy.

9. OATHS. By Frederick Pollock.

MacmUlan & Co. London.

ERASER'S MAGAZINE, August, 1880. No.
New Series, CXXVIII Price 2... (id.

THEEDA : an Allegory. By Julian Hawthorne.

RUSSIA and CHINA. By Demetrini C. BonlgeT

BERANOER : hU Songs and Politics. By Mrs. Eliza Clarke.

The WATER SUPPLY of LONDON. By F. R. Condcr.

An ARTIST on .ART. By Harry Qnllter.

The UP.BRINOING of PAUPER CHILDREN in SCOTLAND. By John
Skclton.

A FORGOTTEN EMPIRE in ASIA MINOR. By Professor A. H. Sayce.

MARY ANBRLEY : a Yorkshire Tale. By R. D. Blacamore Chapters
49—33.

The HOUSE ol LORDS and POPULAR EDUCATION. By an Old
Educationalist.

A RVTHERB IDEAL. By Ernest Myere.

PARLIAMENTARY DIFFICULTIES and POLITICAL PARTIES.

London : Longmans ft Co.

*pHE CONTEMPORARY REVIEW.

_ fmr AVOVST.
A' DI8HOMED NATION By the Rev. F

On HALF-CULTURE In GERMANY i it* Causes and Remedies. By
Dr. Karl HUlebrand.

INTERNATIONAL MORALITY. By the Rct J LI. Davlea.

RIVER-WATER. SEA-WATER, and ROCK-SALT. By Justus Roth.

Mr. HERBERT SPENCER'S DATA ol ETHICS. By the Rev. Prof.
Waco.

The MISSINO MILLIONS. By Lieut -Colonel Oeborn.

PROBLEM ol the HOMERIC POBMS By Prof John Stuart Rlackle.

RENT: a Reply to Mr. Murrough O'Brien. By Pro! Botuuny Price.

COMPARATIVE AiSTHETICS By Vernon Lee.

BELGIUM : the Problem of Liberty In Catholic Countries. By John Rae.

CONTBMTORART_ MEN of LETTERS on their PREDECESSORS.
By George H, Clarke

Strahan ,t Cc Limited, 34, Paternoster-row.

Now ready (One Shilling), No. 248,

'HE C0RNHILL MAGAZINE, for August.
With Illustrations by George du Maurler and W. Small.

By Henry James, jun. (With an IU.ua-

ln Art. By

WASHINGTON SQUARE,
tration.) Chans, 15—18.

WHY DID SHAKSPBARB WRITE 1

BNOLISH SCULPTURE in 1880.

MINUETS.

Tbe SWEATING SICKNESS. By Alex. Charles Ewald.

FORBION TITLES.

FAUSTUS and HELENA.
Vernon Lee.

"The SHIP ol FOOLS."

The CARVER and the CALIPH. By Austin Dobson.

WHITE WINOfti a Yachting Romance. (With an Illustration.) Chap
41. Backward Thoughts. 4*. A Toast. 43- Expectations.London : Smith, Elder * Co. 15. Waterloo-place.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, for August,

1880, price 2s. ad.
An ENGLISHMAN'S PROTEST. By HU Eminence Cardinal Manning.

I'EASANT PROPRIETORS at HOME. By J. H. Tuko.

FICTION-FAIR and FOUL. 11 . By John Ruskln.

The CREED ol the BARLY CHRISTIANS. By the Very ReT the
Dean ol Westminster

ICMLArlD. By Sir DsiTid Wedderburn. Bart , M P.

REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT in the COLONIES. By AMhnr

OUR NATIONAL AHT COLLECTIONS and PROVINCIAL ART
MUSEUMS (concluded). By J. C. Roblneon.

The FUTURE of CHINA. By D. C. Boulger,

STATE AH) and CONTROL in INDUSTRIAL ASSUI1ANCB. Br H.
Seymour Tremenheerc, C.B. '

POLITICAL OPTIMISM : • Dialogue. By H. D. TmUl.

The LANDOWNERS' PANIC. By Justin McCarthy, M l'.

RECENT LITERATURE. [Compiled by W. Mark W Call Alfred
Church, U. O Hewlett, Clements R. Markham. William Mluto
James Fayn. O. J. Romanes, F. W. Rudlar, Lionel Tennyson, and
E, D, J.

* C. Kegaa Paul & Co. London.

Now ready, No. VI. price 6d.

"THE CARISBR00KE.— "One of the best and
X cheapest un\g*2\at*."—Vide Preai.

The Al'OL'BT aNuwber containi Photo ol Gertrude I'enton—Article*
and Fiction, in Prose and Verse, by Then Oilt, Oeneral Newall. Ida
Wcrtber. Capt. 8. P. Oliver, Cointe de Cbarney, L J Tomlinson, C. £.
How, and Gertrude Fenton, &c. , also, an Original Sketch by Maurice
Duval.
Published at 30. Qu.iy-ilrpct. Newport. lale of W.-ht. Rimpkin, Har-

flhali * Co. HtaUoner*' llsJl-court, Ixxidon . and all liaiiway BLatlons.

Published Monthly, price Is. in crown 4to. tastefully printed on hond-
nva>le paper, with rough edges, and occasionally Uluslrutod.

No. VIII. is now ready.

THE ANTIQUARY : a Magazine devoted to the
Bludy of the Past.

Edited by EDWARD WAI-FORD, M A.

Contrtitt of the A UG VST Xnwtbcr.
E.\RLY ARMY ACCOUNTS. Ity Hubert BmIL

OLD GLASGOW. (With Illustrations.)

A VIKING'B 8HTP.

The OltTHOtfRAPIIY of HEN JONSON S NAME. By B. Nicholson,
U.D.

The POLITENESS of OCR FOREFATHERS. By Walter Hamilton,
F.R.G.S. F R.Hlst.8

BOOKS CCKIOU8 and RARE. By Cornelius Walford. F.I. A.

The SHAKESPE.UIE DEATH-MASK. Ity Lord Ronald Cower. (With
Illustrutions.)

REVn.W8 .—Memoir of G Benin(rer-~Oar Ancient Monuments and the
Land around them—Ligntniua Cooduetont—The MjsUTies of ull
Naiions—Diary ul a Tour in bwedcu, Norway, aud i.iuua in Utt7—
Detllng in Days gone by.

MKETTN'GS ol ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETIES.

The ANTIQUARY'S NOTE-BOOK.

ANTIQUARIAN NEWS-CORRESPONDENCE-' ANTIQUARY' EX
CHANGE COLUMN, *e.

London: EUlot Stock, 63, Paternoster-row.

MR. RU8KIN ON THE FUNCTIONS AND FORMATION
OF A MUSEUM.

ARTISTS' STUDIOS, and HOW to BUILD

^ THEM.
With Illustrations and Plans of Msears. Goodall's, Bonghton's, and

Marcus Stone's.

For these Articles, &c. see

THE ART-JOURNAL, for August.

Art-Journal Office, », Ivy-lane, E.C.

pASSELL'S FAMILY MAGAZINE, for AUGUST,
V_y price 7dr™*
UER MaJESTY'8 OPPOSITIUN.

TheSUMMBR HOLIDAY.

HOW to MAJtB FLAIN CAJf.EE.

A 80NO for the FEOPLR

HOLIDAYS In KENT : Eynalord and ]

SOME HINTS on MOVING.

GARDENING In ATJOUST.

The MARTINS of I

A MBBTINO of I

On the BRACH.

ADULTERATION, and HOW to

The ART of FERN-HUNTTNO.

The FIBHER'S RETURN Music by Franz AM. Worda by Edward

WHAT to WEAR i Chit-Chat on Dreat. By Our Paris Correspondent.

The GATHERER i—A Poeket Life-belt—A Kino). Test p.,p r—Dosaaa-
tic Water Motors—DiiTims a Sewlne Machine by Uo^-powar—A
New Petroleum Lamp—A Noyel Thermoacope, die.

SMR1AL STOBIMS:
HORACE McLEAN : a Story of a Search In stranae Places.

HOW VICKHRSCROIT waa REDEEMED. By the Anthor of ' But for
Ilion,' Ac

ART.—The MAGAZINE of ART for August,
price Id conralns—

' ISABELLA and the POT of BAZIL ' By WUHam
Frontispiece.

VICISSITUDES of ART TREASURES.
F.8.A. With 3 EnarsTlngs.

The OUTER COLOURING of HOUSES. Ity A. C. 1

TREASURE-HOUSES of ART-Wilton House. By M. Phlpps Jackson.
With 4 EnftntvloKS.

DRAGONS. By Lewis F. Day. With 6 Illustrations

The OIAMTS at the OATES. By Leader Scott.

By R. H. Soden Smith, M.A.

David.

OUR LIVING ARTISTS—William Hoi
Ena;ravine of ' The Bcape-Goat.'

ART NEEDLEWORK. With 4 1

FIFTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of PAINTINGS on CHINA With
4 Kn^ravlngs.

PICTURE* of the YEAR.

(Oil, Petlt>
With 7 Illustrations.

aln A Co Ludnate-hill.

S
CKIBNKR'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE.

THB GRANDEST NUMBER

or a
SHILLING MAGAZINE

nvaa ruBLisuao is
1 MIDSUMMER HOLIDAY SCRIBNBR.

Price One ShlUlnf. Sold ererywherc.
F. Warne A Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

IS
CRIBNER'S ILLUSTRATED

Price One KfaUUng.
MAGAZLNE.

The AUGUST NUMBER, i'art IV. of the New Volume and railed
•'The MIDSUMMER HOLIDAY KCRIBNKK.- U novv r» con

tains 25 distinct Articles, and. upwards oi uu high-class illustrations.

The Graphic says;—" We know ol no English iiiagazinc which can In
any way compete with .Vr.frn.rr in the niaiter of illustrations ■ Its*
cuts are supremely beautiful, and few excel it in library matter "•xeel it in literary matter
The Qwen sari:—"We haye nothing which can fairly bo

with it. and in fuel we run only approach the basis ol a conii
' ' "■" " dosen of our numaxinus together."

F. Warne A Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

gCRIBNER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE.

Contentj /or AUGUST.
1. OUR RIVER. John Burroughs.

2. The WHIP-POOR-WILL. A. M. Machar

5. ABOUT ENGLAND with DICKENS. Ulottratlons by Vandorhool.

4. The PLAIN STORY of SAVONAROLA'S LIFB. Linda Vlllarl

6. WILL the I

. .. Words by Nellie G. Cone, Music by
E. C. Phelps.

JIM ALLTHLNGS. Alfred B. Street.

The WESTERN MAN. Charles Dudley Warner.

The DOMINION of CANADA. George M. Grant.

PETER the CHEAT. Eugene Schuyler.

COR CORDIUM. Horatio Nelson Power.

Mr. SEYMOUR HADEN'S ETCHINGS, rhlllp Gilbert Hamcrton.

AT NIGHT. R. W. O.

CURIOSITIES of ADVERTISING. William II. Rldelnjr.

The BOOK of MORMON. Ellen E Dickinson.

A SKETCH of AMERICAN DIPLOMACY. Richard Henry Dana.

MARRYING TITLES. Albert Rhodce.

Topics of the Time.—21. Home i
greas.—23. Communication*

F. Warne i Co. Ucdfi

nd Society —22. Culturf and Pro-
l World's Work.—2j. Hric-a-Brac.

rcl-street, Strand.

"UISHER LADS' INSTITUTE, Great Grimsbv.—
See the BUILDER {Ad. ; by post, 4» Tor View mid Ul.tn-- also

Mews of Kingstown Town Hall ; Monum. ut to Men-ator; and Sulxfeld
(.i-Tiuiinj—Concrete Towers—Tunnel under Mont llluni- Relmihitn"
Tay Bridge—Turin Exhibition -BrMol Archtpologi.-}lls-rurniture in
Germany—Paris News- Hygienic Museum—Coal Supply, Ac.

40, Catherine-street ; and all Newsmen.

THE DRESDEN GALLERY.—The Weekly Pub
lication of a Scries of elaborate Hoprodu-tlons. on a l.iigp scale of

the celebrated Fainting In tin- Dresden 0;tll ry was rnnitn. n.f.l in Th ■
ARCHITMVT of Saturday, July 3rd. when Two Engravings, of tha
■ Adoration of (he Magi and ihe 1 MsjTiage of Uana,' by Paul Veronese,

were given. Each measures jf, In. by lit in. Price 4d. , or by post, 3J.
Publlehing Offices, 175, Strand, London ; und ol all Newsoyents.
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Ready, price 3d., post free, 33d. the AUGUST Number of

E D U C A T I O N.

The Journal of Trinity College, London, and Institutio
in Union.

Principal Contents.

Inauguration of Victoria University.

The Royal College of Music

College Debating Societies.

The Destinies of Gresham College.

Flutes, Ancient and Modern.

Education:-Parliamentary Summary; The Universities, Collegiate
and General.

Notes on Music, Literature, Science, and Art.

Reviews.-Official Intelligence.

London: W. Reeves, 185, Fleet-street, E.C.; and all Booksellers.

- -

HE MUSICAL TIMES, for AUGUST, contains:

The London Musical Season-Wagner on Beethoven (Second Notice)

-The Music of the Gipsies—The Great Composers: Spohr–Ponchielli's
£ “La Gioconda'-Her esty's Opera, Boito's ‘Mefistofele'—

enry Leslie's Choir-Reviews, Foreign and Country News, Correspon

dence, &c. Price 3d., post free, 4d. Annual Subscription, 4s., including

postage.

TH: MUSICAL TIMES, for AUGUST, contains:

“Praiseye the Lord for His Goodness, Harvest Anthem, by Dr.

Garrett. Price, separately, 134.

London: Novello, Ewer & Co. 1, Berners-street, W.; and 80 and 81,
Queen-street, E.C.

Price 8d.

CHAMBERs's JOURNAL, for AUGUST 2.

By | Uncommon Pleas.

Swimming.

The Restoration Movement.

W. Chambers.

Gossip about Travellers.

Story of Peter, the Tame Sea-Gull.

Bricks and Brickmakers.

How I Got Promoted.

More Uses of Paper.

Leisure-Time Studies.

Ice-Making.

A Perfect feasure.
A Few Words about Hobbies.

Max Gordon. In Six Chapters.

Rocking-Stones.

Sea-Sickness.

Somnambulism.

The Lost Cities of Syria.

A LIFE'S ATONEMENT.

By D. CHRISTIE MURRAY. Chapters 25-29.

W. & R. Chambers, London and Edinburgh.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES OF ENGLISHMEN ABROAD.

THE PASSION PLAY, now Acting at Ober
Ammergau.—PRACTICAL GUIDE. Post free, 6d.

PRACTICAL SWISS GUlDE. Every information. 2s. 6d.

PRACTICAL GENERAL CONTINENtal ouilde, 5s.

PRACTICAL FRANCE, BELGIUM, HOLLAND, the RHINE. 1s.

London: Trübner & Co. 57, Ludgate-hill.

At all Libraries and Rall':: in 1 vol. crown 8vo. price

0s. 6d. post free,

THE STORY of STELLA PEEL. By HARRIET
L. CHILDE-PEMBERTON.—The “Literary Production Com

mittee,” 40, Southampton-buildings, W.C. P.0.0. to C. M. Clarke,

payable at Chief Office.

Second Edition, demy 8vo. cloth, with Maps, price 10s. 6d. pp. 447,

PIDEMIOLOGY; or, the Volcanic Origin of
Epidemic Diseases, of Murrains, of Blight, of Hurricanes, and of

Abnormal Atmospherical Wicissitudes. By JOHN PARKIN, M.D.

London: David Bogue, St. Martin's-place, W.C.

Just published, in Leyden (Netherlands), 8vo. pp. 113,2s. sewed,

REEK WRITERS of ROMAN HISTORY:

some Reflections upon the Authorities used by Plutarch and

Appianus. By Dr. J. C. WOLGRAFF, Lit. Hum. Doct.

London: Dulau & Co. 37, Soho-square.

Recently published, price 12s. 6d.

RASER'S ETRUSCANS: an Examination of

some Celtic Elements in the Etruscan, the Roman, and the Greek

Language and Mythology.

“A marvel of learning and ingenuity.”—Scotsman.

“Fitted to give him an honourable place among the philologists of our

day."-Arbroath Guide.

Edinburgh: Maclachlan & Stewart. London: Simpkin, Marshall & Co.

The ONLY COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED GUIDE.

HE OBER - AMMERGAU PASSION PLAY :

giving the Origin of the Play and History of the Village and People

full Descriptions of the scenes and Tableaux of the Seventeen Acts of

the Drama, and the Songs of the Chorus in German and English. With

Portraits of the princi Actors, View of the Stage and Theatre, &c.

JOHN P. JACKSON, Author of ‘The Album of the Passion Play at

r-Ammergau" (1873); of the English Version of Richard Wagner's

Music Dramas, ‘Rienzi,” “Flying Dutchman,” “Lohengrin,’ &c.

“The work has many illustrations, personal and topographical, and

may be recommended both to persons about to see the ma, and to

persons who would like to see it, but must be content to stay at home

and read of it. Mr. Jackson is a master of his subject, and readers and

travellers cannot be under better guidance than his.”—Daily News.

in Assam.

T:": Sportsmen in Scot

By Chance.

Festive Demoralization. By W. C.

The Wreck of the “Borussia.”

o:#" Day in the Canadian

Recollections of an Equestrian

Manager.

The Month : Science and Arts.

Education by Post.

ur Poetical Pieces.

SMITH, ELDER & CO’S NEW BOOKS.
-

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF • THE GAMEKEEPER AT HOME.”

ROUND ABOUT A GREAT ESTATE.

By RICHARD JEFFERIES,

Author of ‘The Gamekeeper at Home, ‘Wild Life in a Southern County,’ ‘The Amateur Poacher, “Greene Ferne Farme,”

“Hodge and His Masters.”

Crown 8vo. 5s. [Early in August.

Just published, 2 vols. demy 8vo. 32s. with Illustrations and Maps,

LIFE OF LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR. JAMES OUTRAM.

By Major-General Sir FREDERIC J. GOLDSMID, C.B. K.C.S.I.

NEW WOLUME BY ROBERT BROWNING.

DRAMATIC IDYLS. Second Series.

Fcap. 8vo. 5s.

By ROBERT BROWNING.

RENAISSANCE IN ITALY: Age of the Despots.

By JOHN ADDINGTON SYMONDS, M.A. -

Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 16s.

London: SMITH, ELDER & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

BY THE AUTHOR OF ‘LAW AND GOD.’

Fourth Edition, crown 8vo. 6s.

R. EA S ON A B L E S E RWIC E.

By W. PAGE ROBERTS, M.A.,

Incumbent of S. Peter's, Were-street, formerly Vicar of Eye, Suffolk, Author of “Law and God.”

“Sermons which owe their chief charm to the deep and earnest faith impressed on every page of them."-Times.

“Mr. Page Roberts appears to be a very liberal theologian but very decidedly a Churchman.”-Contemporary Review.

“A volume of discourses which are fresh, vigorous, and clear, which show a thorough comprehension of the questions

most interesting society, and which display a wise tolerance to every sincere faith. Such is Mr. Page Roberts's book,
entitled ‘Reasonable Service.’”—Scotsman.

“These sermons are very short, and apparently very simple; but the careful reader will find they suggest more than
ctatorin so many given words they actually teach.”—Spe -

“The preacher aims at making his hearers think and feel: he is likely to succeed......There is a dash of Carlyle in his
manner.”—Record.

London: SMITH, ELDER & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

TH IS D A Y.

LORD HARTINGTON'S SPEECHES.

ELECTION SPEECHES in 1879 and 1880. With

Address to the Electors of North-East Lancashire, by the Right Hon. the MARQUIS of HARTINGTON, M.P. Crown

8vo. cloth, price 3s.6d.

With Maps, small crown 8vo. cloth, price 5s.

A SKETCH of the KAFIR and ZULU WARS :

Guadana to Isandhlwana. By Captain HENRY HALLAM PARR, Military Secretary to H. E. Sir Bartle Frere.

Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 3s.6d.

CORYDALIS: a Story of the Sicilian Expedition.
By EDWARD M. HAWTREY.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

PALACE and PRISON and FAIR GERALDINE.

Two Tragedies. By the Author of ‘Ginevra and the ‘Duke of Guise.”

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 2s. 6d.

ANTMAL MAGNETISM. Physiological Observations
London:& H. Smith & Son, at the Railway Bookstalls; Simpkin,

c: Co.

W O R K S OF G E O R G E E L IO T.

CABINET EDITION, in 19 vols. price 4!. 15s.

Printed from a new and legible type, in a convenient and handsome
form.

Each Work sold separately, price 5s, a Volume.

ADAM BEDE. 2 vols.-The MILL on the FLOSS. 2 vols.-SILAS

MARNER, The LIFTED VEIL. BROTHER JACOB. 1 vol.–SCENES

of CLERICAL LIFE. 2 vols.–FELIX HOLT. 2 vols.-ROMOLA.

2 vols.-M IDDLEMARCH. 3 vols-DANIEL DERONDA, 3 vols.-The

£ish GYPSY. 1 vol.—JUBAL, and other Poems, Old and New.

voi.

NOVELS of GEORGE ELIOT, each in 1 vol.
ADAM BEDE. 3s 6d -The MILL on the FLOSS. 3s.

MARNER. 2s. 6d –SCENES of CLERICAL LIFE. 3s.-FELIX

HOLT. 3s 6d-ROMOLA. 3s. 6d.-MIDDLEMARCH. 7s. 6d.

ldANIEL DERONDA. 7s 6d.

IMPRESSIONS of THEOPHRASTUS SUCH. By
GEORGE ELIOT. Fourth Edition. 10s. 6d.

WISE, WITTY, and TENDER SAYINGS, from

the WORKS of GEORGE ELIOT. Selected by ALEXANDER

MAIN., Fourth and Enlarged Edition, containing Extracts from

‘Daniel Deronda’ and “Theophrastus Such. Fcap. gilt cloth, 6s.

The GEORGE ELIOT BIRTHDAY BOOK.

Handsomely bound in cloth gilt, fcap. 3s.6d. , in leather, 5s. -

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and Londou.

by RUDOLF HEINDENHAIN, M.D., Professor of£ in the University of Breslau. Translated from the

Fourth German Edition by L. C. WOOLDRIDGE, with a Preface by G. R. ROMANES, F.R.S.

C. KEGAN PAUL & Co. 1, Paternoster-square.

Demy 8vo. with Illustrations and Maps, cloth, 16s.

PORTUGAL, OLD AND NEW.

By OSWALD CRAWFURD, H.M.'s Consul at Oporto.

“It is quite possible that there may be other English residents who know Portugal and the Portuguese as well as

Mr. Crawfurd, but it is certain that no Englishman has written more interesting books on the country.”—Saturday Review.

“Mr. Crawfurd's admirable book is most opportune, and his long residence in the country, his intimate and critical

knowledge of the language, history, poetry, and the inner life of the people render him an authority as safe to follow as he

is pleasant......The book is excellent in every way.”—Athenaeum.

“Than this a more agreeable account of Portugal and the Portuguese could scarcely have been written, and it will

surprise us if the book does not live as one of the best descriptions we possess of a foreign nation.”—St. James's Gazette.

“The reader acquires a distinct and vivid impression of the matters that are chosen to be worked out; and as they

include political and domestic economy, history, literature, antiquities, geography, agriculture, sport, and, most important

of all, port wine, there is diversity enough to suit every taste. Mr. Crawfurd, however, though he has a lively sense of fun

and a considerable faculty of writing wittily, does not allow these gifts to gain the mastery over him.”-Pall Mall Gazette.

C KEGAN PAUL & Co, 1, Paternoster-square
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

SPECIMEN LIST OF BOOKS IN GENERAL DEMAND.

Life of H.R.H. the Prince Consort, by Theodore Martin—Sister Dora : a Biography—Heroes of the Cross, by W. H. D. Adams.

The Life and Work of St. Paul, by Canon Farrar—Memoir of Mrs. Tait—Sketch of the Life of Elihu Burritt.

McCarthy's History of Our Own Times—Life of Bishop Wilberforce—Memorials of Frances Ridley Havergal.

Letters of Charles Dickens—Memoir of Francis Deak—Life of W. E. Gladstone—Dixon's Royal Windsor.

Senior's Conversations—Memoirs of Madame de Remusat—Selected Correspondence of Macvey Napier.

A Ride in Petticoats and Slippers, by Capt. Colvile—The Old Regime, by Lady Jackson.

Our Home in Cyprus, by Mrs. Scott-Stevenson—Life in the Rocky Mountains, by Isabella Bird.

Memoirs of Edward and Catherine Stanley—New Zealand and Australia, by J . C. Crawford.

Memoir of Sir James Ontram, by Sir F. J. Goldsmid—Memoir of Rev. Henry Venn—Hippolytus, by Bishop Wordsworth.

Political Questions of the Day, by 8. C. Burton—Contemporary Portraits, by E. D. Pressense.

Hamilton's Memoirs of Frederick the Great—Mackenzie's History of the Nineteenth Century.

Dr. Martineau's Hours of Thought (New Seriet)—Rough Ways made Smooth, by R. A. Proctor—Russia and England, by 0. K.

Russia Before and After the War—The River of Golden Sand, by Capt. Gill—Our Future Highway, by Commander Cameron.

Poynter's Classic and Italian Painting—Chinese Buddhism, by Dr. Edkins—Belton's Recollections of an Old Actor.

Life of C. J. Mathews—A Life's Decision, by Rev. T. W. Allies—Masson's Life of Milton, Vol. VI.

Essays from the North American Review—Baird's Rise of the Huguenots—Xordenskiold's Arctic Voyages.

Mrs. Brassey's Voyage in the. Mediterranean—Deep unto Deep, by Rev. Sir Emilius Bayley—Up the Amazon, by E. D. Mathews.

Adventures in Many Lands, by Parker Gilmore—Gilmore's Ride Through Hostile Africa.

The Ode of Life, by the Author of ' Epic of Hades '—The Philosophy of Religion, by Professor Caird.

The Reign of Queen Anne, by J. H. Burton—Mind in the Lower Animals, by Dr. Lindsay.

Parables of Our Lord, by Dr. Calderwood—Christian Civilization, by William Cunningham—Ephphatha, Sermons, by Canon Farrar.

Life of Dr. Duff—Life of Bishop Selwyn—Memoir of Marquess Wellesley, by VV. M. Torrens.

Italy and her Invaders, by Thomas Hodgkin—The Huguenots of the Dispersion, by Thomas Poole—Fossil Men, by J. W. Dawson.

Studies of Famous Women, by M. Betham-Edwards—Green's History of the English People, Vol. IV.

McCrie's Early Years of Calvin—Ceremonial Institutions, by Herbert Spencer—Scotch Sermons in 1880.

Abbott's Oxford Sermons—Ruskin's Notes on 8. Prout and W. Hunt—Watson's Sketches in the Hunting Field.

The Racehorse in Training, by William Day—Ball's Jungle Life in India—History of the Zulu War, by Frances Colenso.

My Chief and I in Natal, by Atherton Wylde—Oppert's Corea—Sibree's Madagascar—Herat, by Colonel Malleson.

Bagehot's Economic Studies—England under Beaconsfield, by P. W. Clayden—Indian Finance, by Henry Fawcett.

Fronde's Lectures on South Africa—The Dead Hand, by Sir Arthur Hobhouse—Chorley's National Music of the World.

Modern Greece, by R. C. Jebb—The Munster Circuit, by J. R. O'Flanagan—A Study of Shakespeare, by A. C. Swinburne.

Amateur Theatricals, by Lady Pollock—Recollections of Workhouse Visiting, by Louisa Twining—Hellenica : a Series of Essays.

Rest Awhile, by Dean Vaughan—Campaigning in South Africa, by Capt. Montague—Glimpses Through tho Cannon Smoke, by A. Forbes.

Camps in the Caribees, by F. A. Ober—Early Man in Britain, by W. Boyd Dawkins—Sylvan Spring, by Franc s G. Heath.

Autiobiography of Prince Metternich—Life of Beethoven—Life of Bishop Milman—The Amateur Dramatic Club, by F. C. Burnand.

Pen-Sketches from a Vanished Hand, by Mortimer Collins—Essays by the Archbishop of York—Life of Henry T. Buckle.

Our Visit to Kashmir, by Mrs. J. C. Murray Aynsley—Cyprus as I Saw It, by Sir Samuel Baker—Mrs. Burton's Travels in Arabia.

Watson's Science Teachings in Living Nature—Lectures on Art, by E. J. Poynter—Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin.

Sir Edwin Landseer, by F. G. Stephens—Chronicles of Chelsea, by Kev. A. G. L'Estrange—Wild Life in a Southern County.

Wheeler's Short History of India—The Transvaal of To-day, by A. Aylward—A Trip to BSerland, by R. J. Atcherley.

The Theatres of Paris, by J. B. Matthews—Holidays in Eastern France, by Matilda Betham-Edwards.

Old Testament Prophecy, by Dr. Stanley Loathes—The Collects of the Day, by Dean Goulburn.

Life of Sir James Brooke, by Spenser St. John—Seguin's Black Forest—The Renaissance in France, by Mrs. Mark Pattison.

The Religions of China, by Dr. Legge—Caesar : a Sketch, by J. A. Froude—Fronde's Bunyan.

A History of Greek Literature, by J. P. Mahaffy—Episodes of French History, by Gustave Masson.

Wanderings in the Western Land, by A. P. Vivian—Klein's Narrative of the Battle of Worth—Records of York Castle.

Portugal, Old and New, by Oswald Crawfurd—Life and Work of Mary Carpenter—Browning's Dramatic Idyls (Second Seriet).

Ewald's Representative Statesmen—Bayne's Lessons from my Masters—Seguin's Country of the Passion Play.

An Eastern Afterglow, by W. S. Wood—Alexander Pope, by Leslie Stephen—Sir Joshua Reynolds, by F. S. Pulling.

Autobiography of Sir Gilbert Scott—Scott's Lectures on Mediaeval Architecture—Brodrick's Political Studies.

The New Parliament, by William Saunders—Gipsy Life, by George Smith—Swinburne's Songs of the Springtides.

New and Old, by J. A. Symonds—Critical Essays, by Bayard Taylor—Food and Feeding, by Sir Henry Thompson.

A Study of Shelley, by John Todhunter—Holidays in Home Counties, by E. Walford.

The Book of Esther, by Dr. Raleigh—Renan's Hibbert Lectures, 1880—Paris Herself Again, by G. A. Sala.

Renoufs Origin and Growth of Religion—Evolution and Involution, by G. Thomson.

ALL THE BEST NEW NOVELS, AND MANY OTHER WORKS OF GENERAL INTEREST.

SEE MUDIE'S LIBRARY CIRCULAR for AUGUST.

All the Books in Circulation in MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY may also be obtained by every Subscriber to

MUDIE'S LIBRARY, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER,

And (by order) from all Booksellers in connexion with the Library.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (LIMITED), New Oxford-street, London.

CITY OFFICE, 2, ZING-STREET, CHEAPSIDE.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

LIST OF NEW WORKS.

THOUGHTS IN MY GARDEN. By

MORTIMER COLLINS. Edit«I by EDMUND TATE8.
With Notes by the Editor and Mrs. MORTIMER
COLLINS. In 2 vols, crown 8vo. [Immediately.

A TRIP to MANITOBA. By Mary

F1TZ-GIBBON. In 8vo. 10s. 6<f. [Immediately.

FIVE WEEKS in ICELAND.

Miss DE FONBLANQUE. Crown 8vo. 3*. 6rl.

NIGH UNTO the END ; or, a Passage

in 8acred Prophecy now in Course of Translation into
History considered. By the Rev. J. C. BOYCE, M.A.
Crown 8vo. 3*. 6d.

"Already the Hastern sky Is aglow with the reddening ray* of its
Advent-glory, and, br all the signs of which Hinmelf hath spoken, 'the
Blaster cometh.' "—From a Charge by thilatt Biiho/i of Winchester.

By

NEW EDITIONS, NOW READY.

POPULAR EDITION.

In crown 8vo. cloth, price 6*. with an Illustration,

PROBATION. By the Author of

'The First Violin.-

POPULAR EDITION'.

At all Booksellers', In crown Svo. price tt*.

"CHERRY RIPE!" By the

Author of ' Comin' Thro' the Rye.'

POPULAR NOVELS,

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

MISS BBOUGHTON'S NEW NOVEL.

SECOND THOUGHTS.

By RHODA BROUGHTOX,

Author ol ' Cometh Up as a Flower,' ' Joan,' 4c.

In 2 vols, crown 8vo.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF ' CUT ADRIFT.'

PIOUS FRAUDS.

By ALBANT D. FONBLANQUE,

Author of ' Cut Adrift,' ' A Tangled Skein,' Ac.

In 3 vols, crown 3vo.

MISS THOMAS'S NEW NOVEL.

THE VIOLIN PLAYER.

By BERTHA THOMAS.

In 3 vols, crown 8vo.

" Miss Thomas's art as a story-teller is untnistakahle, and
her grasp of character deeper and more complete than we
find in many novels of more ambitious pretensions."

Pull Maii Gazette.

" Mias Thomas's new novel Is a success. She lias chosen a
satisfactory theme and produced a well -constructed story.
In studies of character her book is unusually rich, and she
understands the artistic temperament thoroughly. It is
<jlear that she possesses the gift of novel writing."

Atheiutum.

LADY M. MAJENDIES NEW NOVEL.

FASCINATION.

By Lady MARGARET MAJBNDLK.

In 2 vols, crown Svo.

Now ready, price One Shilling,

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE.

CtmUntt for AVGVST, M30.

ADAM and EVE ' ' Hit nvi.-d.

I.F.TTKK8 TO and FROM H C. AXDBH8EX.
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Monsieur Guizot in Private Life, 1787-1874.

By Madame de Witt. Translated by

M. C. M. Simpson. (Hurst & Blackett.)

Few statesmen have lost their reputations

so suddenly as M. Guizot. Charles X. and

his ministers had little fame to lose, and

gradually they drifted into a contest with

the nation of which most people predicted

the issue ; but the fall of Louis Philippe

and his minister was as much of a surprise

to their opponents as to themselves. It is

easy to be wise after the event, and when

we look back we can see that M. Guizot was

busy for years preparing the catastrophe

which overwhelmed his master and himself,

and even this volume, which deals mainly

with his private life, betrays some of the

defects of character which marred many

fine qualities. He possessed not only an

entire belief in the infallibility of his own

judgment, but a firm conviction that all who

opposed him were knaves. He always

regarded his own as the only policy possible.

"Try," he wrote in 1832, "to get the good

sense of Europe to help us ; we need the exist

ence of every factor of reason and good sense,

and we must gather strength wherever we can

find it. Let it be well understood that we are

playing the great, perhaps the last, game of

order and safety in Europe, and that all honest

men, all men of sense, must join in the game."

His son repeated the same dangerous doc

trine in 1836:—

" One must own, too, that honest men and

high reputations are worth having, and their

reign has begun : it will not continue without

shocks and interruptions, but it will grow and

strengthen every day. The battle is no longer

being fought between honest men and rascals ;

it is between honest men and rogues who are

ashamed of themselves, and who assume the

name and appearance of honesty as well as tliey

can. That they feel the want of it, and that

they are obliged to seem honest in order to have

a chance of doing mischief under the shelter

of their names or their characters, is a decided

improvement. The battle will continue longer,

but it will be less dangerous, less violent than

the last ; and if the country be sometimes dis

turbed, it will not be revolutionized, as under

the other system."

Guizot has treated of his pobtical conduct

in his Memoirs, which were reviewed in this

journal at the time they appeared. The

present work deals with his private life, a

sphere in which he appears to far more

advantage. He was fortunate in his

parents. His father, an advocate of Nlmes,

was one of the victims of the Eeign of

Terror :—

" For several weeks in danger of his life, a

fugitive from one asylum to another, protected

by the devotion of a few friends, Andrei-Francois

Guizot was at length arrested. The gendarme

who discovered his retreat had long known him

—he was in despair. ' Shall I let you escape ? '

he said to his prisoner. ' Are you married f '

was the quick response. 'Yes,' said the gen

darme, 'I have two children.' 'And so have

I,' returned his prisoner ; 'but you would have

to pay for me—let us go on ! ' A few days after

M. Guizot died on the scaffold. "

The widow some years later retired to

Geneva, and devoted herself to the educa

tion of her two sons :—

" She was present at all their lessons, Bhe

took part in all their work, she studied for and

with her children ; sometimes in the winter

when the severe climate of Geneva covered their

little hands with chilblains the mother wrote

their exerciBes from their dictation. My father

preserved several copybooks thus written. They

led a hard and simple life. Madame Guizot's

small fortune suffered from the disturbed state

of France Their table was plainly served :

Madame Guizot had no assistance in the house

hold work, except that of a woman who came in

for a few hours every day ; but, on the other

hand, her sons attended the lectures of the best

professors ; they took lessons in riding, swim

ming, and drawing ; at the same time she made

them learn a trade, in accordance with the

teaching of Rousseau, to which the violent

shocks sustained by French society during the

Revolution had given practical influence. Fran

cois Guizot became a skilful joiner, and excelled

in turning."

Guizot never forgot what he owed to his

mother, who, after the death of his second

wife, took entire charge of his children,

and on his downfall she followod him into

exile, and died at Brompton in her eighty-

fourth year. The best picture of her is

drawn by Ste. Beuve :—

" I think I see her still ; and who that had

once had the honour of seeing her could ever

forget M. Guizot's venerable mother, in her

simple, antique dress—her countenance with its

strong and deep expression, its sweet austerity,

which called to my mind the portraits of the

nuns of Port Royal, and which in default of

Philippe de Champagne has been preserved for

us by one of the most refined painters of our

age,—that mother of the Ce"vennes, who kept

until the end of her days the most devoted and

submissive of sons i—I think I see her now

in the official saloon which she only passed

through, and in which she appeared for a

moment as the living representative of faith,

simplicity, and of those substantial virtues

which were brought to light by persecution at

the time of the Desert."

Guizot was singularly fortunate in his

wives. The first of them, Mdlle. de Meulan,

who was some years his senior, was a woman

of great ability, and the notes M. Guizot

wrote on her are of much interest. When

" all the nobles were exiled from Paris, Madame

de Meulan established herself at Passy. The

two sisters had scarcely any other amusement

than to go daily and sign their names on the

municipal register, and to hear the mayor (an

honest man enough) say, ' Citoyennes, how is

your mother ? ' In this uneventful home life,

the advent of the Reign of Terror gave a violent

shock to the mind of Mdlle. de Meulan. Her

character henceforth became strongly emotional,

and she acquired the habit of solitary meditation.

On her return to Paris, after the 9th

Thermidor, she soon found her intellect deve-

lope as quickly as her character. She took an

ardent interest in the politics of the time, in the

determined resistance offered by liberty to Re

volutionary principles ; but she had no general

theories, no precise object : her point of view

was entirely moral and practical. Her confi

dence in the strength of her youthful powers

continued to increase ; her natural bent was to

strong opinions and energetic resolutions. In

her were combined all the exquisite delicacy, all

the refinements of mind, of feeling, and of

manners, which distinguished the Ancien Regime,

with the frank, open, and somewhat unconven

tional habits of the Revolution In the

month of June I settled myself in the country

near Montfort l'Amaury in the house of M.

Stapfer, with whom I was very intimate. I was

in bad health. She took charge of all my

literary affairs and relations in Paris. I went

thither about once in six weeks for three or

four days It was between 1810 and 1812,

after I had definitely returned to Paris, that

our intimacy became perfect, and our ideas and

opinions completely fused. In July, 1811, I

made a tour in Langnedoc. It was thence that

I wrote to tell her all that she had become to

me. On my return, in September, our marriage

was arranged, but it could not take place until

the 7th April, 1812."

The happiest part of Guizot's later life waa

spent by him at Val-Richer, the first notice

of which appears in a letter written to his

elder daughter, then seven years old :—

"I am writing to you to-day, my dear little

girl, as a precaution, because I am going to

morrow, as soon as I am up, to look at a little

estate about three leagues from Lisieux, which

is offered for purchase. Perhaps I shall not be

back by post time, and I want you not to miss

my letter. I hear that it is in a pretty country,

the house is an ancient abbey, large, well built,

and in tolerable order. There are fine woods

all round, a spring close to the house, and a

rapid stream running through the fields. Un

fortunately, one has to travel over a league of

bad road in order to get there ; however, the

estate is much cheaper than if it were close to

the highroad. I am also told that a good road

leading to the door will some day be made. At

any rate I will go and see it."

Ho had not previously lived much in the

country, but he enjoyed his rural life tho

roughly. In the midst of political anxieties

his mind constantly went back to his new

acquisition. In 18:16 he writes to the son

he was soon to lose :—

"As we have enough of it, we must pave the

dining-floor with the stone from Caen. I quite

approve of this piece of economy, all the more

as a pavement of this kind will be as suitable

there as a wooden floor. With regard to the

wainscot, we must certainly restore it where it

has decayed. I hold to economy, but also to

solidity. When once we have our house, we

must not have to begin again."

And one of the brightest pictures of his

later years is contained in the following

letter, written from Val-Richer in 1857 :—

" The sun really has come back to us ; it never

shone brighter than it did this morning. All the

outdoor work is going on well this evening. We

sowed the camelina yesterday ; the beetroot and

the carrots are coming up and the colza is ripen

ing. The corn is growing and the hay is getting

thick. They cut the grass in the park yesterday

for the cows, who enjoyed it immensely. The

cow-house was jubilant. When the big bull had

eaten his portion he thumped his manger with

his horns, asking for more. The dairy will be

finished to-day ; Ecker is painting the hen-house,

and Guesnet completing the wall. Very few of

the last batch of drain-pipes were broken. Tin-
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dahlias are planted out in the large bed. The

stuffed badger has arrived, and is placed in the

glass case, where the birds have made room for

him."

He was fond of -writing to his children.

When he went as an ambassador to London

he sent them full accounts of the glories

of the Mansion House, and in one of his

letters he tells an amusing story of his visit

to Windsor :—

"On Wednesday evening, at Windsor, the

Queen retired at eleven o'clock ; we stayed

behind, tulVing for half-an-hour. At midnight,

I set out to find my own apartment, and I lose

myself in the galleries, saloons, and corridors.

At last I slowly open a door, taking it for mine,

and I see a lady beginning to undress, attended

by her maid. I shut the door as fast as I can,

and begin again to search for my own room.

I, at last, find some one who shows me the way.

I go to bed. The next day, at dinner, the Queen

said to me, laughingly, ' Do you know that you

entered my room at midnight V ' How, ma'am ;

was it your Majesty's door that I half opened ? '

' Certainly.' And she began laughing again, and

so did I. I told her of my perplexity, which

she had already guessed ; and I asked whether

if, like St. Simon or Sully, I should ever write

my memoirs, she would allow me to mention

that 1 had opened the Queen of England's door

in Windsor Castle at midnight while she was

going to bed. She gave me permission, and

laughed heartily."

Even in the midst of the Revolution, when

he was making his escape, he found time to

write to his eldest daughter, "Take good

care of your grandmother Do not let

Guillaume go outside the door." He had

his reward. His children bore bravely the'

reverse of fortune :—

" His second daughter replied laughingly to

an English friend, who asked her if she often

went into the Park, ' No ; because our carriage,

the omnibus, does not go through the Park."

His daughters married much to his satis

faction, and thus he found consolation for

the early death of his eldest son :—

" Conrad and Cornelia de Witt became really

his sons, and the family circle, while it ex

tended, drew round its head with as close an

intimacy as ever. It was a source of great rest

as well as enjoyment to his mind. ' There is

only one position which I envy,' he said, laugh

ing, in earlier days, ' it is that of a man who has

married his daughters to his liking. ' 'I am now

one of those who ought to inspire envy,' he

repeated afterwards. All his children were

gathered round him at Val-Richer ; he admitted

into the family circle the only sister of his sons-

in-law, Mdlle. Elisabeth de Witt, as well as their

maternal aunt, Mdlle. Temminck. The latter

spent the last years of her life there, and died

without ever having left Val-Richer."

The pleasantest records of his last years

refer to his grandchildren :—

" Ab Jove principium, : Jupiter here stands for

the children. I have just left them. They went

to sleep last night at half-past eight and did not

awake till seven o'clock this morning. I told

Baby he had grown fatter. ' It is because I

have eaten two basins of soup this morning.'

At dessert we have a great deal of trouble to

make Robert Bit on lus Aunt Adelaide's lap ;

he goes on repeating 'grandpapa.' But he re

signs himself without murmuring. I never saw

a better-tempered child. Marie was enchanted

with your long letter and the flowers ; but I can

not hide from you that Cornelis was not so

satisfied. When I told him, ' Marie has a letter

from mamma,' his only answer was, 'I haven't.'

Henriette's little girls are well—Jeanne merrier

than ever. They are just starting for a drive in

a donkey-carriage, I think. '

Even when the disasters of 1870 nearly

killed him he could say :—

"Your children are well, and are behaving

well ; Rachel is virtuous, Suzanne tractable,

Francois perfect. Robert and Pierre study a

little and give no trouble. Robert is an excel

lent purveyor of trout, the only food I have been

able to touch for several days."

We have room for one quotation more.

His death was hastened by the loss of his

elder daughter.

" He often evoked the memory of those he

had lost, and, as time disappeared in the pre

sence of eternity, he spoke of the son of whom

he had been bereaved thirty-seven years pre

viously in the same way as of the daughter who

had preceded him to her eternal rest by only six

months. More than once when his children were

all collected round his bed in his little room, he

pronounced the name of France—that dear

country whose disasters had struck the first fatal

blow to his robust old age. 'We must serve

France, it is a difficult country to serve—short

sighted and fickle—but we must serve it well, it

is a great country. ' Then, as if returning to the

taste for poetry, which had been so strong in his

youth, and which he had never wholly lost, he

would repeat in a low tone some lines from

Corneille, or Rousseau's ' Ode to Fortune,'

searching and finding in his memory the words

which had so long been buried under the im

pressions of years. He wanted to hear read

some passages from his ' History of France '; he

desired one of his grand-daughters, who was

watching by him, to look in the third volume

for the portrait of Coligny, which he wished to

see again. His daughter was kneeling by the

side of the bed to which he had already been

confined for five or six days, forced against his

will to accept all the little services which each

one eagerly offered—his tastes and wishes were

still for independence, although his strength no

longer permitted him to follow them. The look

he gave his daughter was almost enough to

deceive her as to their approaching separation—

it was still so penetrating and so tender—'Good

bye, my child ; good-bye ! ' he repeated. The

hearts of all present were sustained by one hope.

' We shall meet again, my father,' she exclaimed.

M. Guizot, whose weakness had been so great a

few moments before, raised himself on his

pillows, his eyes shone brightly, and his voice

seemed to have regained its strength as he

replied, 'No one is more convinced of that than

I am.'"

Mrs. Simpson's translation, as was to be

expected, reads smoothly, in spite of occa

sional Gallicisms, such as " professor " for

teacher, and " reparation" for repair.

The Poetical Works of James Russell Lowell.

With a Critical Preface by William

Michael Eossetti. (Ward, Lock & Co.)

A complete English edition of Mr. Lowell's

poetical works is opportune at this moment,

not only on account of the important posi

tion he fills at the British Court, but because

the special interest excited amongst us by

his ' Biglow Papers ' has naturally caused

a desire for full acquaintance with his work

generally. It is true that many years since

a selection from his earlier poems was pub

lished in this country. To many here,

moreover, his sprightly ' Fable for Critics '

—which, by the way, has a marked resem

blance both in plan and style to Leigh

Hunt's 'Feast of the Poets' and 'Blue-

Stocking Bevels '—is already familiar. We

record this similarity as a mere coincidence,

and with no hint of imitation. Since the

' Fable for Critics ' was written, Mr. Lowell

has given abundant proof that the wit,

point, and discernment which it evinces are

amongst his most genuine gifts. Notwith

standing, however, our exceptional know

ledge of the writer's earlier poems, his

serious effusions, which extend to 1880,

have not for the most part been yet

naturalized in this country.

The judgment delivered by Mr. W. M.

Eossetti in his lucid prefatory notice, that

Mr. Lowell's chief claim to admiration must

rest upon his 'Biglow Papers,' cannot be

successfully challenged. This fact, however,

still permits the conviction that there is

present in Mr. Lowell's poetry of thought

and sentiment a purity of tone, a tenderness

of feeling, a general grace, and, at times,

an absolute beauty of expression, which

the world would be the poorer for losing.

Nevertheless, there are drawbacks which

separate his imaginative work, regarded as

a whole, from that of the highest class. In

the first place his tendency is to be didactic

and discursive. His art is usually rather of

that mixed kind which in turns comments

upon and describes life and nature than of

that more genuine kind which exemplifies

thorn. Hence he more frequently writes

poetry than organic poems. Some of these

latter may, however, occasionally be found, as

in his tenderly plaintive ' Requiem ' and in

some of his love songs, though they are

hardly equal in expression to the sentiment

which inspires them. In many of his pro

ductions there is an over-felaboration of

detail, and a want of concentration and

glow which leaves them, notwithstanding

their grace, comparatively vague and colour

less. Often with conscientious accuracy he

gives general aspects of nature and gene

ral tones of feeling, and yet misses that

individualizing touch which sets the familiar

in the light of a new revelation. Thus in

one of his early poems, ' Summer Storm,'

there is no doubt considerable truth of

description and some play of fancy, yet the

minuteness and superfluity of detail impart

to it the studied air of a catalogue. Here

is an example :—

Look 1 look 1 that livid flash !

And instantly follows the rattling thunder,

As if some cloud crag, split asunder,

Fell, splintering with a ruinous crash,

On the Earth, which crouches in silence under ;

And now a solid gray wall of rain

Shuts off the landscape, mile by mile ;

For a breath's space 1 see the blue wood again.

And, ere the next heart-beat, the wind-hurled pile,

That seemed but now a league aloof,

Bursts crackling o'er the sun-parched roof ;

Against the windows the storm comes dashing,

Through tattered foliage the hail tears crashing,

The blue lightning flashes,

The rapid hail clashes,

The white waves are tumbling,

And, in one baffled roar,

Like the toothless sea mumbling

A rock-bristled shore.

The thunder is rumbling

And crashing and crumbling,—

Will silence return never more 1

What Byron has done with a similar subject

in half a stanza will recur to the memory:—

From peak to peak, the rattling crags among,

Leaps the live thunder I Not from one lone cloud;

But every mountain now hath found a tongue,

And Jura answers, through her misty shroud,

Back to the joyous Alps, who call to her aloud.

Mr. Lowell's storm probably does not occur

amongst the mountains. But, of course, in

this comparison of the American poet with

Byron, it is not similarity of detail but
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analogy of method that we could desire

from the former. There are cases, however,

even in his earlier poems, where Mr. Lowell's

deliberate and too minute style is happily

exchanged for masculine and glowing forms

of expression, which seem to have sprung

up, so to speak, on the Southern side of his

imagination. In his ' Legend of Brittany '

the various effects of cathedral music are

caught with the fullest abandonment to

their fluctuations and conveyed by striking

imagery:—

Then swelled the organ : up through choir and nave

The music trembled with an inward thrill

Of bliss at its own grandeur : wave on wave

Its flood of mellow thunder rose, until

The hushed air shivered with the throb it gave ;

Then, poising for a moment, it stood still,

And sank and rose again, to burst in spray

That wandered into silence far away.

Like to a mighty heart the music seemed,

That yearns with melodies it cannot speak,

Until, in grand despair of what it dreamed,

In the agony of effort it doth break,

Yet triumphs breaking ; on it rushed and streamed

And wantoned in its might, as when a lake,

Long pent among the mountains, bursts its walls

And in one crowding gush leaps forth and falls.

Deeper and deeper shudders shook the air,

As the huge bass kept gathering heavily,

Like thunder when it rouses in its lair,

And with its hoarse growl shakes the low-hung

sky ;

It grew up like a darkness everywhere.

Filling the vast cathedral ;—suddenly,

From the dense mass a boy's clear treble broke

Like lightning, and the full-toned choir awoke.

In Mr. Lowell's more recent poems, such

as ' The Cathedral ' and the series entitled

" Under the Willows," general progress in

strength and freedom of expression is

observable. Pictures bold and vivid as the

following are no longer raro exceptions :—

A heap of bare and splintery crags

Tumbled about by lightning and frost.

With rifts and chasms and storm-bleached jags,

That wait and growl for a ship to be lost ;

No island, but rather the skeleton

Of a wrecked and vengeance-smitten one,

Where, seons ago, with half-shut eye,

The sluggish saurian crawled to die.

Gasping under titanic ferns ;

Kibs of rock that seaward jut,

Granite shoulders and boulders and snags.

Bound which, though the winds in heaven be shut,

The nightmared ocean murmurs and yearns,

Welters, and swashes, and tosses, and turns,

And the dreary black sea-weed lolls and wags :

Only rock from shore to shore,

Only a moan through the bleak clefts blown,

With sobs in the rifts where the coarse kelp shifts,

Falling and lifting, tossing and drifting,

And under all a deep, dull roar,

Dying and swelling, for evermore,—

Rock and moan and roar alone,

And the dread of some nameless thing unknown.

These make Appledore.

In the poem just quoted from, as elsewhere,

there is an attempt to follow Mr. Browning's

frequent method of blending the ideal with

the familiar. But in ' Pictures from Apple

dore,' at all events, there is often no mean

quality between the two extremes. Thus

they contrast rather than amalgamate. From

the poem called ' The Cathedral ' we cite a

few felicities of thought and manner :—

THE OLD CATI1EDBAL.

It rose before me, patiently remote

From the great tides of life it breasted once,

Hearing the noise of men as in a dream.

* * * *

Solemn the lift of high-embowered roof,

The clustered stems that spread in boughs disleaved,

Through which the organ blew a dream of storm.

THE MAN OP TO-DAT.

Child of an age that lectures, not creates,

Plastering our swallow-nests on the awful Past,

And twittering round the work of larger men.

FAITH AND SCIENCE.

Science was Faith once: Faith were Science now,

Would she but lay her bow and arrows by

And arm her with the weapons of the time.

Nothing that keeps thought out is safe from thought.

For there 's no virgin-fort but self-respect,

And Truth defensive hath lost hold on God.

* ♦ * #

Man cannot be God's outlaw if he would.

Verse like this, so suggestive in spirit

and often so picturesque or epigrammatic

in form, will always secure appreciative

readers. Yet it cannot be disguised that,

in turning from Mr. Lowell's serious work

to the ' Biglow Papers,' we become at once

sensible of the difference between high

accomplishment and genius. In his medita

tive and sentimental poetry he resembles

the student who has so far mastered a

foreign language as to use it, on the whole,

with correctness, though with some hesitancy

and caution. In the 'Biglow Papers,' so

full of spontaneous humour, of apt and

familiar illustration, and of that high pur

pose which makes even the dissection of

selfish foibles genial,—in these he speaks

his native tongue, displays all its re

sources of idiom and dialect, and utters

no phrase which does not go home to the

listener.

Let Origines de THitloire d'apret la Bible et

let Traditions des Peuples Orientaux. Par F.

Lenormant. (Paris, Maisonneuve & Cio.)

M. Lenormant's new work is distinguished

by his usual learning and brilliancy. Even

where his readers are indisposed to agree

with him he brings together such a mass of

information and shows such skill in com

bining his facts that he always proves sug

gestive, if not convincing.

His new volume is addressed more

especially to Biblical students. He avows

himself a believer in the doctrines hitherto

taught by the Church in regard to the in

spiration and authority of Scripture, but at

tho same time claims full freedom to deal

with the sacred text in a critical spirit and

to admit, if necessary, tho existence of

mythological elements in its narratives.

Tho first eleven (or rather nine) chapters

of Genesis are the subject of M. Lenormant's

study. He illustrates and explains them by

the help of the many discoveries that havo

been made of lnte years in Assyria, in Egypt,

and elsewhere, but which have never before

been gathered together in a single compact

and popular form. He has added appendices

containing the cosmogonical legends of tho

Babylonians and Phoenicians preserved in

the classical writers, the divine revelations

which Chaldean story believed to have been

made before the Deluge, the classical texts

that relate to Babylonian astronomy, the

Chaldreo-Assyrian calendar as compared

with that of the other Semitic nations, and

tho Assyrian text of the account of the Flood

accompanied by an interlinear translation.

It need not be said that everything has

been brought up to the latest level of know

ledge, so that where revised renderings aro

given of the inscriptions in Mr. George

Smith's ' Chaldean Genesis ' the reader will

havo more correct representations of the

sense of the originals than it was possible to

furnish five or six years ago.

It is impossible to give an idea of the

varied contents of the book, selected portions

of which, however, have already appeared

in an English dress in the pages of the Con

temporary Revietc. Perhaps the two most in

teresting chapters are those on the expulsion

from Eden and the Sons of God. The

Cherubim, a name which appears on the

Assyrian monuments under the form of

kirubi, were the colossal figures which

symbolized the powers of good, and

guarded the entrance to an Assyrian palace.

Just as they were supposed to prevent the

admission of anything evil into a Babylonian

or Assyrian house, so too they were placed

at the ontrance of Paradise to keep all in

truders away. Tho description of the

Cherubim given by Ezekiel is curiously

illustrated by a Babylonian engraved

cylinder, from which it might have been

taken, so close is the resemblance between

the words of the Jewish prophet and the

representation upon the gem. The flaming

sword "which turned every way, to keep the

way of the tree of life," finds its analogue

in the weapon of the Babylonian god

Merodach, a revolving circular disc sur

rounded with naming points. This weapon

was originally the lightning, and a highly

poetical description of it is given in an

ancient Accadian hymn. It is here called

among other names littu, which is letter for

letter the same as the Hebrew word trans

lated "flaming." M. Lenormant suggests

that the truo meaning of the latter word is

rather " magical prodigy." This disc-like

sword corresponds to the wheels of Ezekiel's

vision.

M. Lenormant adopts the view which sees

in the ' ' sons of God " of Genesis vi. the angels,

or rather an inferior order of celestial beings,

and he tries to show that Sir Henry Eaw-

linson and George Smith were mistaken in

discovering in the Assyrian inscriptions a

mention of two races, black and white, one

Adamite and tho other non-Adamite. He

does not seem to have noticed the article we

mentioned last week by M. J. Darmesteter, in

theMemoires of the Societe de Linguistique, in

which the writer seeks to identify the " sons

of God " with the soven Cabiri, and to connect

the Greek myth of the massacre of the Lem-

nians by their wives with the fragmentary

story which we have in Genesis.

Our knowledge of the early legends of

Babylonia is still so scanty that they

throw little light on the disputed questions

of the authorship and ago of the book of

Genesis. In the account of the Deluge only

do the}' allow us to draw a conclusion. A

more exact translation of the Chaldean

legend of tho Deluge than that made by

its discoverer "confirms," as M. Lenormant

says, " in a decisive manner, the distinction

between the Elohistic and the Jehovistic

versions " of it. At the same time, it is

clear that both versions are but varying

accounts of tho same tradition ; the Chaldean

account agrees now with the one, now with

tho other, though more usually with the

Jehovistic document, but it knows nothing

of their combination in Genesis. This is

the utmost result that Biblical critics can

obtain at present from the recently dis

covered legends of Babylonia, and until

that country is excavated it is useless to
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expect more. The library of Nineveh, from

which most of the Assyrian literature with

which we are acquainted has come, con

tained but a selected few of the myths and

stories of ancient Chaldea ; the rest are still

lying buried under the soil of Babylonia,

amid the debris of the cities and libraries

with which it was once filled.

Theocritus, Bion, and Moschus. Eendered

into English Prose by A. Lang. (Mac-

millan & Co.)

In this age of cribs and primers a new trans

lation of Theocritus was imperatively called

for. Hardly any author entails so much

use of the dictionary on the average reader ;

and though the "tip" given by an Oxford

man to a friend who was taking up the

book for " Mods.," to the effect that every

strange word either meant a tamarisk-tree

or expressed an idea as " offensive," as Mr.

Lang puts it, "to Western morality," will

serve fairly well for examination purposes,

a little more precision in identifying the

modern equivalents will not diminish the

pleasure with which the student of the

Bucolic Muse will listen to her most illus

trious high-priest. We assume that Mr.

Lang's translation, like all other prose ver

sions of poetry, is intended to be used as a

companion to the original ; at least it is

difficult to conceive the mental attitude of a

person who should want to know so much

of Theocritus as may be learned from it and

be content to know no more. There may

indeed be such people—we have at times an

uneasy suspicion, when we see the flood of

little books "for English readers" which

every month brings forth, that there must

be such ; and we know that Mr. Sponge

found ' Mogg's Cab-Fares ' amusing read

ing. Even so may some people take plea

sure in reading an English prose version of a

Greek poet with whose own words they never

mean to make acquaintance. But scholars, it

is to be hoped, do not labour for such as these ;

rather they wish to prepare with all skill

and accuracy of workmanship an easy road

for others into that fair land of poetry whoso

beauties they themselves have reached, may

be, only at the cost of long toil and laborious

path-hunting. Nay, some of them even go

further, and are at pains to point out to the

traveller the special beauties which he is to

admire, herein, as some think, a little trans

gressing the due functions of pioneers. To

this reproach Mr. Lang is scarcely, if at all,

open in the present case, for his introductory

essay on " Theocritus and his Age " is his

torical rather than critical ; at all events,

what is called "sign-post criticism" is

sparingly introduced. On the other hand,

pretty as are the verses in which Mr. Dobson

and Mr. Gosse express their own sentiments

on reading Theocritus, the reader would be

better pleased to meet with them among the

" collected works" of those ingenious authors

than to find them in his way at the outset

of his exploration of the elder poet.

It is needless to mention to those who

know the standard of translation aimed at

and often reached nowadays, that Mr.

Lang's ' Theocritus ' has little resemblance

to those furtive aids of our school studies

which were supplied by the enterprising

Mr. Bohn and confiscated by watchful

tutors. No tutor could find it in his heart

to carry off this elogant book with the !

head of "Our Lady" (after the early

Sicilian use) so daintily engraved on its

title-page. It seems probable, indeed, that

the use of translations such as they now are

made will, under judicious direction, become

a duty of the industrious schoolboy rather

than a crime of the idle one. Certainly he

will get little but sound instruction from

Mr. Lang. We are not quite sure that he

has in every case followed the best inter

pretation or reading, as, for instance, in

xv. 77,. where Mr. Paley's rendering of

a7ro/cAa£as, " shut out," seems better than

"shut in," as giving a touch of Wellerian

humour to the remark. So in xxi. 45,

dpKTtus is obviously preferable to dprws, "cum

panem fere aversetur canis," to quote the

above-named editor. On the whole, how

ever, the work has been admirably done,

and with such uniform excellence that it is

difficult to select a specimen. The following

passage is an old friend, and a good deal

of it fits an English almost as well as a

Sicilian or Coan summer :—

" Then I sang, and sweetly smiling as before,

ho gave me the staff, a pledge of brotherhood in

the Muses. Then he bent his way to the left,

and took the road to Pyxa, while I and Eucritus,

with beautiful Amyntas, turned to the farm of

Phrasidamas. There we reclined on deep beds

of fragrant lentisk, lowly strown, and rejoicing

we lay in new-stript leaves of the vine, and high

above our heads waved many a poplar, many an

elm-tree, while close at hand the sacred water

from the nymphs' own cave welled forth with

murmurs musical. On shadowy boughs the

burnt cicalas kept their chattering toil, far off

the little owl cried in tho thick thorn-brake, the

larks and finches sang, the ring-dove moaned,

the yellow bees were flitting round the springs.

All breathed the scent of the opulent summer,

of the season of fruits ; pears at our feet and

apples by our sides were rolling plentiful, the

tender branches, with wild plums laden, were

earthward bowed, and the four-year-old pitch

seal was loosened from tho mouth of the wine-

jars. "

A translation of the scanty remains of

Bion and Moschus is appended. There is

a little slip in Mr. Lang's rendering of

tho famous passage from the Third Idyl

of the latter (' The Dirge of Bion '), al al rat

/naAa^at, where to t iv8aki<; ovkov dvrjBov

is represented by "and tho curled tendrils

of tho anise." Now the anise, as a reference

to any elementary work on botany would

have shown, not being a climbing plant,

does not possess tendrils. It is not, perhaps,

possible to identify all the plants named by

Greek poets, but when it is feasible, as in

tills case, it is not right to take liberties with

the epithets assigned to them.

A History of England from the Conclusion of

the Great War in 1815. By Spencer Wal-

pole. Vol. III. (Longmans & Co.)

Mr. Walpole's work is a praiseworthy speci

men of a type of history which is essentially

second-rate. It is as good as most other works

of the same class ; it attains the low stan

dard by which unfortunately the critics mea

sure histories which deal with recent periods.

The reigns of George IV. and William IV.

fall, of course, quito outside the province

within which the higher order of historical

writers confine themselves. We keep our

historical philosophy for remote periods,

and therefore no one who takes up these

volumes will for a moment expect to meet

with a Grote or even with a Freeman. Not

even the showy literary qualities which in

these days are so readily accepted instead of

the qualities proper to the historian are to

be looked for when the period treated is so

recent. The Macaulays and Carlyles go

further afield for subjects for their gor

geous tableaux. "The narrative works of the

English," says Dr. Pauli, speaking of those

which deal with this period, "such as

Hughes, Miss Martineau, Alison, are rather

unattractive attempts, partly from their

tedious minuteness, partly from their decided

and often unjust party bias." Mr. Walpole

does not fall under quite the same condemna

tion. He is only over-minute now and then

in the parbamentary sections of his history ;

in other parts, particularly in his narrative

of foreign affairs, he is scarcely full enough ;

but both in excess and defect he errs less

than his predecessors. As to party bias,

readers of his former volumes will be pre

pared for his peculiar position. Bred a

Tory, he appears to have been made a

Liberal by his historical studies. The con

sequence has been that, while he sometimes

indulges in violences of expression which

betray the zeal of a neophyte, and give

him tho appearance of being a more extreme

partisan than either Miss Martineau on the

one side or Alison on the other, he is in

reality nearer to impartiality than either,

which, of course, is not saying much.

But we see that Mr. Walpole, like his

predecessors, has but a low standard when

we inquire how he has prepared himself for

his work. An historian is not worthy of the

name who supposes that no such preparation

is needed, or that the light of an ordinary

intelligence cultivated by an ordinary edu

cation will suffice him. Has Mr. Walpole

studied other periods besides that of which

he writes the history ? Has he trained his

judgment by systematic study of the laws

of evidence, of those of political develop

ment, of political economy? Has he

mastered what has been written on the

functions of the historian and the proper

object of history ? All our historians

that have taken any rank have done this.

They have been thinkers and scholars, if

not alwaj-s in the full sense philosophers.

But Mr. Walpole neither has nor professes

to have any acquirements beyond those of

the ordinary English gentleman. His

claim to attention is that he has read his

Hansards and his Blue-books conscientiously.

Ho has simply " got up " his period. Upon

tho facts which he has studied he makes

just the reflections which common sense and

the ordinary notions of an English politician

would suggest. There seems to be no reason

why he more than another should undertake

to write a history of England except that

ho comes of a political family. And yet so

completely have these recent periods been

neglected by all historians worthy of the

name, so completely have they been aban

doned to what may bo called the Philistine

school, that Mr. Walpole betrays not the

slightest mistrust of his own competence.

He has, indeed, no reason to do so,

for, as we have said, he is quite on a

level with those who have undertaken the

same task before him. He is quite as able

a man and as profound a thinker as Sir A.

Alison !
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So long as he deals only with home affairs

his readers are made aware of this deficiency

not by any positive errors, but only by the

want of quality in the style. We feel only

that we are reading journalism, not history,

and that the vein of reflection is such as might

pass in a daily paper, but is not deep or

rich enough for history, which presumes the

maturest thought and the fullest investiga

tion. It is in treating of foreign policy that

the unintellectual method breaks down

altogether. For the imagination of the

English Philistine is well-nigh bounded by

the "silver streak." The Continent is to

him a cloudland without definite shape and

without a history. An ordinary English

education could tell Mr. Walpole little about

France and Germany, and, as has been said,

he has only an ordinary English education.

It is only fair to liim, however, to say that

he has made a serious attempt to master this

subject. Out of 657 pages he has devoted

120 to it, and many of his predecessors

would have grudged so many pages to the

foundation of the Belgian kingdom, the

Quadruple Alliance, and the great diplo

matic duel of Palmerston and Thiers about

Meheinet Ali, while theAppropriation Clause,

the Bedchamber Question, and the Tithe

on Pecked Turnips were claiming their

attention. But though his intentions have

been good, he has not known where to go

for information. Ho has apparently not

the habit of following French and German

literature. Accordingly he has drawn his

statements almost entirely from English

sources, and apparently does not know hy

name many of the books to which he might

have been expected to go for instruction.

It is scarcely credible that he knows of only

two authorities which are not English,

Guizot's ' Memoires ' and Louis Blanc's

' Histoire do Dix Ans ' ! He writes of Belgian

affairs without referring once to Justo

or Nothomb. It would be too cruel to

ask whether he ever heard of Karl Hille-

brand, who has had access to unpublished

documents throwing light on the inter

national relations of this period. When wo

have added that Mr. Walpole is one who, so

to speak, has no historic knowledge to spare,

that he does not atone for his want of special

study by any vivid conception of foreign

nationalities or of the general course of

French history since the Revolution, the

reader may imagine what a blind, one-sided,

John-Bullish discussion of the subject he

has produced.

This incurable insularity of mind is the

more to be regretted as in the period which

commences with tho Eoform Bill the relation

of England to the Continent is specially im

portant. An historian is wanted here more

than in most other periods in order to trace

that influx of continental ideas which under

the name of tho advance of Liberalism

appears as the principal feature of tho

epoch. A certain correspondence between

the continental and the English movement

is visible to all ; who does not remark the

connexion between the passing of the Re

form Bill and the Revolution of 1830? but

the help of an historian is needed to toll tho

reader precisely what the connexion was and

what were tho limits of it. Liberalism hod

existed, and had boon known by that name,

on the Continent for many years before the

word began to bo regularly used in England,

but between continental Liberalism and

English there are clear differences as well as

clear correspondences. One is disposed to

ask. What is the uso of an historian who

entirely omits to consider a question of this

magnitude though it lies directly in his way?

Mr. Walpole would probably answer that he

only professes to understand English affairs,

and that such an inquiry would call for a

knowledge of French history, of which he

knows no more than another. Such is

Philistine history !

It is curious to observe how Mr. Walpole

deals with the question when it faces

him so directly that he cannot quite avoid

it. He has to record the adoption of new

party names in the Parliament which fol

lowed the Reform Bill, and he does it in

these words :—

' ' The course of events, however, had again

brought the titles [i.e. of Whig and Tory] into

disrepute. The Reformer thought he could

bring no more damaging accusation against an

opponent than to call him a Tory. Tho Radicals

declared that the Whigs were identifying them

selves with the worst features of Tory rule.

Frightened at the possible consequences of this

abuse, instructed by the careful explanation

which Peel had given of his principles, the more

moderate among the Tories gradually claimed

for themselves the title of Conservatives ; the

more prudent among the Whigs invented the

singularly happy name of Liberal as the designa

tion of their party. It would have been dim-

cult to have found two words which expressed

more conveniently the determination of the one

party to take its stand in defence of law and

order, or the resolution of the other to carry on

the struggle for civil and religious liberty till

the last relics of monopoly and abuse were

finally destroyed."

It would be scarcely possible to write a

more unsatisfactory paragraph than this.

Several of the secondary statements which

it contains are either wrong or incomplete.

For instance, it appears to assert that the

name "Liberal" had never before the Re

form Bill been appropriated to any party, and

thus it suppresses the fact, which in such

a connexion it was most important to state

distinctly, that the party of Canning had

been known for several years before the

accession of the Whigs to power by tho

name of Liberals. In Lord Palmerston's

Life (vol. i. p. 278) is to be found a list

of his own party drawn out by Lord Paliner-

ston himself, and headed "Liberals of June,

1828." A definite fact like this was surely

to be preferred to the vague, half-conjectural

statements of Mr. Walpole, which, moreover,

are barely consistent with it. But this

omission is a small fault compared to an

other, which is implied in every line of the

passage, and concerningwhich it is impossible

not to wonder whether it was committed in

sheer ignorance or with some intention.

The two parties are represented as beating

about for the names which might most

accurately express their respective charac

teristics, and the Whigs especially are ad

mired for the ingenuity which they dis

played in inventing the name "Liberal."

Can Mr. Walpole be ignorant that the

names were not invented in England at all,

but were simply introduced at this time

from the Continent, where they had been

gradually coming into uso ever since the

French Revolution, and had boon since

about 1821 the universally accepted names

of tho European parties ? Is it ignorance

or is it some national prudery which makes

our historians so strangely suppress a fact

which is as striking and significant as any

fact about names can be? If it be tho

business of the historian to take a more

comprehensive view of facts than the mere

journalist, it is to him we should look for

the explanation that a change of names

which might appear unimportant was in

reality an evidence of one of the most

momentous innovations, viz., the introduc

tion into England of the great controversy

which had so long convulsed the Continent,

but had so long been artificially prevented

from crossing the Channel.

But it is time to follow Mr. Walpole into

his own island. Here, of course, his prin

cipal business has been to gather in the

harvest which recent seasons have brought

in the shape of new biographies, those of

Palmerston, Melbourne, Althorp, Stockmar,

Grote, Macaulay, Dennian, besides Greville's

Diaries and autobiographical works, such as

the ' Recollections and Suggestions ' of Lord

Russell. But perhaps his principal merit is

that under his hand the period begins at

last to take a definite form, and that some

distinct outlines begin to rise out of the

chaos of journalism. Mr. Walpole has

made a real attempt to classify and group

tho facts with which he has to deal. Ho

opens his preface thus :—

" The history of England from 1815 to the

present time may be conveniently grouped into

distinct periods. The first of these periods com

menced with the Peace, and terminated soon

after the accession of George IV. to the throne.

The second commenced with the reconstruction

of the Liverpool Administration, by tho appoint

ment (jf Peel to the Home Office and of Canning

to the Foreign Office, and terminated with the

passage of the Reform Act. The third com

prises the history of the Whig Ministry from

the passage of the Reform Act to the fall of

Melbourne in 1841. It was the object of the

tirst volume of this history to give an intelligible

account of the repressive policy pursued by a

Tory Ministry in the tirst of these periods. It

was the object of the second volume to record

the great reforms in legislation, in administra

tion, and in finance which distinguished the

second period. It is the object of the present

volume to describe the use which the Whigs

under Grey made of their triumph in 1832, and

to relate tho causes which subsequently led to

their humiliation under Melbourne. The first

volume of this work may therefore bo styled

a History of Reaction ; the second, a History

of Reform ; the third, a History of the Decline

and Fall of the Whig Ministry."

This general conception is certainly

vigorous, and Mr. Walpole abides by it,

so that the volume now published has a

unity and leaves a distinct impression on

the mind such as wo do not receive from

former narratives of the same period. It

is a conception so far from obvious that it

may even at first sight provoke an objection,

viz., that a history of the Whig Ministry is

not the same thing as a lustory of England

under the Whig Ministry. Surely, we may

say, the country is not to be altogether lost

in the Government ! But Mr. Walpole

grasps his principle so firmly that he actually

apologizes for treating other subjects besides

the fortunes of the Whig Ministry.

"The history of the Whig Ministry," he

writes, "from 1633 to 1841 would not be in

telligible without a short review of the condition

of the country in 181)3. The history would not

be complete if the story of the domestic policy
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of the Whigs were not supplemented with the

account of their foreign policy."

We for our part go with Mr. Walpole,

and hold that the general failure of his

torians to leave on the public mind any

distinct impression of the recent age of

English history has been caused by their

injudicious attempt to include everything.

It was with much satisfaction that we found

in this volume no general review of English

literature and English philosophy in the

reign of William IV.; and if we were at

first somewhat surprised to find no account

of a phenomenon so important as the Trac-

tarian movement, yet on reflection we ac

knowledged that this will be more in place

in the fourth volume, which, it is to be

supposed, will be devoted in the same judi

cious manner to the reign of Conservatism

under Peel.

But Mr. Walpole's arrangement is not

only strictly observed, it is also in one

respect original. Ho lays more stress than

has been laid before on the second period

of the Liverpool Ministry, and, relatively,

somewhat less stress on the passing of the

Reform Bill. It is not any Tory predilec

tion—for, in fact, his animosity against

Toryism is at times almost ludicrous from

"its fresh ardour—that leads him to this view,

which he might have supported by an ad

ditional argument if he had not, as we

have pointed out, overlooked the fact that the

original Liberal party was a section of the

supporters of Lord Liverpool in his second

period. Mr. Walpole regards the Eeform

Bill not as the commencement of a period

of reform and the termination of a reign of

stagnation and prejudice, but as the greatest

of a series of reforms which had begun

several years before. In truth, the violence

of the convulsion which produced the Be-

forni Bill has created the same sort of

illusion which in French history has

gathered round 1789. People are apt to

measure the importance of an event by its

violence, and so the French refer every

thing to 1789, though the reforming spirit

had been most active from the beginning of

the reign of Louis XVI. In like manner

the Reform Bill hides from English eyes all

the reforms which in a remarkable manner

distinguished the last years of Lord Liver

pool, those effected by Peel and Huskisson, as

wrell as the brilliant Liberalism of Canning

in foreign policy.

That Peel was a reformer all his life, and

not merely in his last years, is certainly no 1

new fact, but Mr. Walpole brings it out

more dearly than former writers had done

by thus dating the commencement of the

period of reform not at the Eeform Bill,

but at the advent of Peel to the Home

Office. In support of the same view ho

naturally gives great j)rominence to the

Tamworth manifesto. After narrating the

well-known story of King William's dis

missal of the first Melbourne Ministry, of

Peel's absence at Borne, of the mission of

James Hudson to fetch him (here, by the

way, Mr. Walpole shows himself a master

of the picturesquo style. " He found Peel

at a ball at Prince Torlonia's," ho writes.

What a graphic touch! But Sir Eobert

himself writes : "On my return from a ball

at the Duchess of Torlonia's the letters wore

delivered to me at my residence in Borne,

the Hotel de l'Europe "), he passes to the

" frank exposition " which the new minister

issued on his return, and remarks that

" Peel seemed above all things anxious to

prove that he had always been a reformer."

Then, after an analysis of the manifesto, he

concludes, ' ' Eeform in Church and State at

home, the maintenance of peace abroad—

these were the objects which Peel offered to

the country in the Tamworth manifesto."

Thus the party which was defeated by

Lord Grey and was afterwards rallied by

Peel was not, as Mr. Walpole points out,

simply driven by the success of its oppo

nents to adopt late and reluctantly the prin

ciple of reform, but had been, in its way,

a reforming party for several years before

the passing of the Eeform Bill. In Ms next

volume Mr. Walpole will show the same

party coming into office after that downfall

of its opponents which he has narrated

here, and in office effecting new reforms

still more important than those which it

had made in the last days of Lord Liver

pool. For Mr. Walpole, great as is his

animosity against the party in which he was

bred, agrees with other historians in putting

Sir Eobert on a pinnacle above all the states

men of his time, and he will delight in point

ing him out as the founder of that school of

financial reform which has had so many

triumphs since, and is triumphant now.

But assuredly when he describes the " almost

monarchical administration" of 1841-46, he

will not alter his tone about the Conserva

tive party. Peel will have all the glory,

and not even a reflection of it will fall on

the party which ho led. Such is the

punishment which has fallen on those who

rebelled against a great leader ! It affords

a wholesome warning, but it is extremely

severe, and may even involve some injus

tice. It has become a fixed idea in Mr.

Walpole's mind that the Conservatives

never sincerely followed Peel, and that his

language about reform, though it expressed

his own view faithfully, did not faithfully

express the opinion of those in whose name

he spoke. The real nature of Conservat

ism is to be seen, he thinks, not in Sir

Eobert, but in the Protectionists who re

nounced their allegiance to him. And

we have lately seen how deep a root the

conviction has taken in the country that

Conservatism means at bottom nothing but

selfishness and prejudice, and that it is a

mere cant when Conservatives profess that

they are favourable to moderate reform.

Historically, however, the Conservatives

were at the outset a party of moderate

reform, if wo judge them, as we judge

other parties, by their authoritative mani

festoes. For a long time these manifestoes

were accepted by the party, and if the rank

and file were really much less wise than

their leader, this is true alike of all parties.

The difference between them and their

opponents is not that they secretly dissented

from their leaders—both partios alike did

this—but merely that they carried dis

sent to the point of mutiny. The same

thing might easily have happened on the

other side. The Liberal leaders might

have been driven into the arms of the Con

servatives by the violence of their extreme

followers. In that case wo should now be

most of us firmly of opinion that Liberal

ism, though it may choose to talk at times

' tho language of moderation and decency,

means at bottom nothing but revolutionary

anarchy.

Thore seems to be no reason why history

should condemn the Conservatives of 1832-

1845 retrospectively on account of the great

error which the party committed in 1846, or

pronounce that they had never been sincere

followers of Peel because they broke with

him at last. Such partisan logic history

ought carefully to avoid. History, we think,

should pronounce that in 1846 the Con

servatives fell below the rank of a great

English party—a rank which they have

since struggled, but never with perfect suc

cess, to regain—-"but that before 1846 they

fully deserved the name of a great party,

and in the eminence of their leaders outshone

their opponents.

Thus, though it is gratifying to find in

Mr. Walpole a convert from Tory preju

dices, it is to be regretted that he should at

times assail his old friends with a violence

unbecoming in an historian. It is true that

his bark is worse than his bite. His de

liberate judgments are in the main fairly

impartial. If he is no Tory, he is certainly

no Whig, and he is no Eadical either,

as may be seen from his severe treatment

of Durham. His fault is that he allows his

profound study of Hansard to infect his

style. It has become an echo of the hum

drum of party oratory. Mr. Walpole seems

to take too seriously the hasty arguments,

the retorts and sarcasms, of which he finds

such a fund in his favourite work. He

endorses them and imitates them far too

often, especially the sarcasms against Tory

ism. Most of his readers have settled that

controversy in their own minds so long ago

that they can no longer feel strongly about it.

The vehemence of Mr. Walpole strikes us as

unnecessary. He is a sort of political Mr.

Voysey, and seems less strong in construc

tion than in negation. The Liberalism to

which he has been converted is of a type

too ordinary to excite enthusiasm. He

tramples on Tory platitudes with platitudes

of his own, which if less mischievous are

sometimes so inane that the reader finds

himself exclaiming with Victor Hugo, "Oh!

reprends ce rien, gouffre, et rends -nous

Satan."

A Treasury of English Sonnets. Edited from

the Original Sources, with Notes and

Illustrations, by David M. Main. (Man

chester, Ireland & Co.)

The editor of a selection of poetry is free

to proceed on either of two principles in

giving character to his volume : he may

choose to concentrate his quality or he may

aim at quantity by opening the flood-gates

to all pieces in any way interesting or

accredited. The former plan requires com

paratively little research, but a taste ex

quisitely balanced and catholic and a

measure of recognized authority. The man

who presumes to select for us the quint

essence of the verse of a nation must him

self have attained the degree of a master in

criticism. We have had one or two such

volumes, and they have enjoyed a success

in proportion to their rare merits. In the

limited field of the sonnet one or two at

tempts have been made at a selection of this

quintessential kind, but they have not

attained success. On the other hand, of the
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larger sort, the selection that fishes broadly

with an open mesh, there have been several

very creditable specimens, such as the col

lections of Capel Lofft, of Dyce, and of Leigh

Hunt. Mr. Main's ' Treasury ' belongs to

this larger and less ambitious order, and

aims at bringing into juxtaposition not so

much the very best English sonnets as all

the English sonnets that have at any time

attracted attention or possessed a charm for

literary readers. In the case of such a

selection it is not taste or special judgment
•which we look for so much as learning, care,

accuracy, and the habit of scholarship. All

these qualities Mr. Main possesses, and he

combines with them an acquaintance with

the less-trodden paths of English poetry in

which he surpasses all his predecessors in

the history of the sonnet. His volume, it

may be said at once, is not one of those

which are a delight to the unprofessional

reader, and which are slipped into a pocket

to be read by the river's side on a sunny

morning. It is a book for the study, a book

for reference, full of erudition, and so

scrupulously exact that it may be used with

out suspicion as a text-book.

The English sonneteers whom we natu

rally think of when we speak of the most

characteristic employment of this form in

England are Shakspeare, Milton, "Words

worth, Keats, and Mrs. Browning. The

result of removing these five names from

any selection of English sonnets would be

to rob the collection of its chief glory, both

in quality and quantity. Of 463 specimens

in Mr. Main's book, 167 are contributed by

these five poets. Next after them come the

writers who have contributed one mag

nificent sonnet each to English literature,

such as Drayton, Gray, Cowper, Byron.

There is then a class of poets who have

worked extensively in the sonnet, and who

have in some cases made by it their prin

cipal fame without ever having gained

supreme excellence in it, and among these

we place Sidney, Spenser, Constable, Daniel,

Drummond, and in later times Warton and

Hartley Coleridge. When all these names

are represented in a collection of sonnets, it

will not be found that very many remain

outside which have any claim to a place

in that more restricted anthology of which

we spoke above. But to an editor of Mr.

Main's temperament the work is but just

begun when these great writers have been

searched for their best sonnets. He has

still to sift the multitudinous volumes of the

minor poets of three centuries to see if he

can unearth any unknown quatorzains. We

must give our readers an opportunity of

judging some of his most happy discoveries.

Here is an exquisite bit of fancy from the

sweet, rambling pages of William Browne,

the poet of ' Britannia's Pastorals ':—

A Rose, as fair as ever saw the North,

Grew in a little garden all alone :

A sweeter flower did Nature ne'er put forth,

Nor fairer garden yet was never known.

The maidens danced about it morn and noon,

And learned bards of it their ditties made :

The nimble fairies, by the pale-faced moon,

Watered the root, and kissed her pretty shade.

But, welladay I the gardener careless grew,

The maids and fairies both were kept away,

And in a drought the caterpillars threw

Themselves upon the bud and every spray.

God shield the stock ! If heaven send no supplies,

The fairest blossom of the garden dies.

There could not be a prettier allegory of

the need of treating love as a delicate and

fragile thing, to be watched and tended with

judicious care ; but most readers will feel

that the couplet at the end spoils the senti

ment with a harsh and needless moralizing.

It is extraordinary that the Elizabethan

poets, with all their tact and science, did

not perceive how hurtful the use of the

couplet was to the perfection of their

quatorzains. Even Shakspeare's are often

spoiled, and never improved, by this final

impertinence of form, although there are

few in which the couplet actually jars upon

the physical and moral ear with such a dis

sonance as it does in the ninety-second,

" But do thy worst to steal thyself away."

The modern editor who wishes to include

Elizabethan work in his collection of sonnets

must not, however, trouble himself about

the exact Petrarchan form, or he will find

his selection vanish like a cloud. Of Mr.

Main's hundred and thirty-seven taken from

writers earlier than Milton, there are but

two—one by Constable and one by Sidney—

which attempt to follow the Italian order

of rhymes. To Constable is due the credit

of having attempted to introduce into

English poetry a slightly modified, but very

elegant form, which we cannot too greatly

regret was not adopted. Here is an ex

ample of it in a sonnet to St. Catherine :—

Because thou wert the daughter of a king,

Whose beauty did all Nature's works exceed,

And wisdom wonder to the world did breed,

A muse might rouse itself on Cupid's wing ;

But, sith the graces which from nature spring

Were graced by those which did from grace pro

ceed.

And glory have deserved, my Muse doth need

An angel's feathers when thy praise I sing.

For all in thee became angelical :

An angel's face had angels' purity,

And thou an angel's tongue didst speak withal ;

Lol why thy soul, set free by martyrdom,

Was crowned by God in angels' company,

And angels' hands thy body did entomb.

From the time of Milton down to the

time of Cowper, whatever sonnets were

written were composed on the Petrarchan

model introduced by Milton. Mr. Main has

taken great pains to investigate the history

of the English sonnet during this contury

of its disrepute, and he has found a good

many specimens which possess considerable

antiquarian or historical interest. He has,

however, failed to observe the solitary sonnet

of the Restoration, that by William Walsh.

From a forgotten contemporary of Pope,

Thomas Edwards, author of 'The Canons

of Criticism,' he has reprinted three speci

mens. That on 'A Family Picture,' which

laments the repeated blows struck by "in

satiate Death," recalls and possibly inspired a

famous passage in Young's 'Night Thoughts.'

We suggest to Mr. Main that the

Mr. Cambridge who died at Twickenham

in 1802 can hardly have been the person

addressed as " my pilot and my guide " by

Edwards, who was born in 1699. Benjamin

Stillingfleet, called the Blue-stocking, and

grandson of the bishop, wrote in 1746 a

sonnet which Mr. Main has revived, and

which he designates " noble." It is rather

pompous than noble. The poet contem

plates the eccentric clergyman, Mr. John

Williamson, as a blameless infant, whose

thread is misspun, and who has been

wrecked upon a savage shore, while others

on borrowed pinion soar around him ; but,

in the act of observing these singular phe

nomena, Faith obligingly explains to him

that wings which are not lent from the

store of Virtue will melt when near the sun.

After more of this absurdly confused ima

gery the sonnet closes with a triplet that

is undoubtedly very fine, although entirely

unconnected with what has gone before :—

Nor is that man confined to this low clime

Who but the extremest skirts of glory sees,

And hears celestial echoes with delight.

Another forgotten sonneteer with whom

we are grateful to Mr. Main for making us

acquainted is Thomas Russell, a young

clergyman, born in 1762, who died in his

twenty-sixth year, under painful circum

stances. His sonnets, which were posthu

mously published at Oxford in 1788, at

tracted considerable attention, and were

praised in glowing language by Landor

and by Wordsworth. Here is one of them,

supposed to be written on the island of

Lemnos :—

On this lone isle, whose rugged rocks affright

The cautious pilot, ten revolving years

(treat Psean's son, unwonted erst to tears,

Wept o'er his wound : alike each rolling light

Of heaven he watched, and blamed its lingering

flight;

By day the sew-mew screaming round his cave

Drove slumber from his eyes ; the chiding wave

And savage howlings chased his dreams by night.

Hope still was his : in each low breeze that sighed

Through his rude grot he heard a coming oar.

In each white cloud a coming sail he spied ;

Nor seldom listened to the fancied roar

Of Oeta's torrents, or the hoarser tide

That parts famed Trachis from the Euboic shore.

This is very fine, and so are two other

specimens given by Mr. Main. H these

give a just idea of the writer's quality,

Thomas Russell should not longer be allowed

to rank among forgotten poets.

In the notes that close his volume Mr.

Main has given a number of sonnets from

living writers, the body of his work being

confined to those already dead, but he has

made a great mistake in admitting these.

They are mainly from writers either un

known or unfavourably known to the

public, and so a poor compliment is paid

to the two or three genuine poets who

accompany these obscure living sonneteers.

At the same time it is possible that a small

volume, carefully selected, and containing

not more than 150 sonnets by living authors,

would be interesting, and we hope to see

this undertaken. If such a selection were

made on the most general basis, without

prejudice or regard for " schools " or cliques,

so as to be representative of the whole body

of good verse written in England in our time,

the compiler would do a service to contem

porary letters.

NOVELS OF THE WEEK.

Innocence at Play. By Jean Middlemass.

3 vols. (Tinsley Brothers.)

Rendehholme. By Annie M. Rowan. 2 vols.

(Remington & Co.)

\Le» Petites Cardinal. Par Ludovic Halevy.

(Paris, Calmann Levy ; London, Hachette.)

'Innocence at Play' is from some points

of view by no means an unamusing book.

A number of idle little games might be

played with it, such games as are proposed

in the corners of country newspapers or

magazines circulating among schoolgirls.

It would be, for instance, an amusement—

of an indolent and aimless kind, it is true,
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produced a readable abridgment. Its value

naturally depends on that of M. Guizot's book,

the first part of which, compiled, if not by M.

Guizot, at least under his supervision, is quite

remarkable, while the second, with which he

had little or nothing to do, is much poorer. M.

Masson, to do him justice, has not confined

himself to the simple task of abridging. He is

more than a Justin shortening a Trogus Pom-

peius. In several instances he has corrected the

errors of Guizot, and he has added new touches

here and there. But he has not been able to

modify the general character of the work, which

is more narrative than explanatory. A much

greater proportion of the space is allotted to in

stitutions than in Miss Yonge's volumes. The

reader learns what the feudal system was, what

the communes, what the States General ; but still

not enough attention is given to this part of the

subject. The reader searches in vain for in

formation about the origin of the Parliament,

and nothing is said about the great changes

made in the Parliament and the administration

of the kingdom by St. Louis and Philip le Bel.

In order to render the book useful to young

readers, M. Masson has been careful to add a

chronological table of the principal events, and

to append a list of the sources of the history of

France, the dates of the creation of the principal

fiefs, the scheme of the organization of the Par

liament under Louis XIV. , genealogical tables,

and finally a copious index. He often quotes

the excellent ' Historical Dictionary ' of M. L

Lalanne, and he would have done well to say

that the table of the Parliament is entirely bor

rowed from the admirable article written for M.

Lalanne by M. Lot. In his table of the feudal

system he has omitted the most important of the

feudal services after the military, the ' ' service de

cour et de plaids," that is to say, this obligation to

assist the seigneur in his tribunal. Finally, the

list of sources is disfigured by many errors in

dates, serious omissions, and useless insertions.

In spite of these defects the book will bo found

serviceable, and put in the hands of young people

will serve to give a taste for the history of

France and an intelligent understanding of it.

Mr. Browning has attempted to write in a

very succinct fashion an account of the history

of France since the restoration of the Bourbons,

and, like Miss Yonge, he has endeavoured to

give the maximum of facts in the minimum of

space. He also interpolates reflections which

do not add to the clearness of a brief narrative.

For instance, speaking of the Spanish mar

riages, Mr. Browning says :—" This clumsy

diplomacy entirely failed of its results. The

Queen had children, contrary to Guizot's expec

tation. Both she and Louis Philippe were

driven from their thrones. The Due de Mont-

pensier was not suffered to reside in Spain. His

daughter, who married Queen Isabella's son,

died within six months of her marriage. Nothing

is more pitiable than the worldly wisdom of a

philosopher." But a worse defect than this is

the writer's almost incredible inaccuracy, of which

a few examples may be given. At the Restora

tion, we are told, "the nobles resumed their

privileges." Talleyrand "held the reins of

power till his death," p. 6. On p. 11 it is said

that in invading Spain France "had strength

enough to resist the example of the three

Northern Powers." On p. 13 Louis XVIII. is

represented as dying on September 17th. To

turn to the later part. It is said, p. 95, that

by the September " Convention it was arranged

that the French troops should be withdrawn

from Rome within the year." P. 98 it is said,

"Within a week from the opening of the cam

paign [of 1866] Austria was entirely defeated."

On p. 101, "The last French troops left Vera

Cruz on March 11th." On p. 102 we are told

that the French loss at Mentana was great. On

p. 103 the annexation of Savoy and Nice is put

down as amongthe causes which shook the Empire.

On p. 100 it is said that after the first reverses

in 1870, " MacMahon retired to Metz, Frossard

to Nancy," and " Marshal Bazaine was sent

to replace Lebotuf." Of course some of these

mistakes are trifling, but the book is full of

slips, and therefore it is impossible to trust a

line of it. A looseness of statement is per

petually present. " While Paris was invested,

the rest of France was overcome by the German

troops, or occupied with more or less serious

efforts of self-defence," is a model of the sort

of sentence which should not occur iu a school-

book. Then comes a slip of the pen, " The

French had taken Orleans after some resistance,"

when the author obviously means the Germans.

Mr. Browning will have to revise nearly every

page of his book before it is fit for use in

schools.

ANTIQUARIAN PUBLICATIONS.

The Twelfth Report of the Deputy Keeper

of the Public Records in Ireland (c—2583,

1880) continues in an appendix the fiants of

Elizabeth from the last Report, carrying

them down from 1570 to 1576, and covering

an important period of Irish history. There

are many interesting documents in this

calendar of leases, grants, commissions, and

pardons. Almost every lease seems to have

contained the stipulation that the premises were

not to be let *' to any except English," and in

one document (No. 1,823) "English by both

parents" is stipulated. The appointment of

Rosse M'Goghegane to be seneschal of the

country of Kenalagh (No. 1,700) is a curious

illustration of the tribal characteristics of Irish

history. It recites "that Conley M'Goghegane

had refused to surrender his name of Magoghegane

or captain of that name ; and the queen desiring

to change the name of captain to seneschal, ' a

degree or name more usual in places of civil

governance,' makes the present grant to his son

and heir " of all the lawful rights and appur

tenances of the captain and tanist. No. 2,190

is a grant of the office of seneschal of the

country of Slaghtwilliam, with power "to attack

and punish all malefactors, rebels, vagabonds,

rhymers, Irish harpers, idle men and women,"

rhymers and Irish harpers being peculiarly

interesting relics of old-world life. Municipal

life is illustrated by the grants of charters, one

of which, appointing a " sovereign " of the town

of Kilkenny, is not mentioned in the Report

of the Commissioners of 1835. Then we have

interesting descriptions of the musters for the

army, as in No. 2,444 ; the appointment of Essex

to be Captain General of the Forces (No. 2,349) ;

and many other valuable documents. Besides

the fiants there is another useful appendix, a

table of the parochial records of Ireland in the

Public Record Office and in local custody, the

earliest dating from 1600 and 1619. The form

of report from parochial officers having custody

of parochial records might with advantage be

adopted in England—it asks as to the present

state of the records, their place of habitation,

and the why and wherefore of destruction and

neglect.

The most important paper in the Transactions

of the Essex Archorological Society, Vol. H.

Part I. , is a continuation of Mr. Lowndes's his

tory of the Barrington family. The first of the

race he notices here is Humphrey, who flourished

in the latter half of the fifteenth century. Not

very much Beems to have come to light regard

ing him, but from all we have there is no injus

tice in concluding that he was a wild and violent

person. The manorial records contain six sepa

rate charges of assault against him, as well as

an order that he should no longer harbour in his

dwelling a certain Joan Payne, who is described

as "valde viciosa." His descendants were re

putable and careful people, who appear to have

lived very uneventful lives during the Tudor

period. Sir Francis Barrington was the head of

the house when James I. came to the throne, and

was one of the candidates for the representation

of Essex in that king's first Parliament. The

others were Sir Gamaliel Capel and Sir Edward

Denny. The king had published a proclamation

forbidding canvassing for votes and "all factious

labouring for the places of knights or burgesses. "

Notwithstanding this expression of the royal

will, electioneering went on briskly, and Mr.

Lowndes has been so fortunate as to discover

some letters relating to it, which ought to attract

the attention of all who take interest in the

growth of representative government. There is

an angry letter from the Earl of Suffolk which

is really beautiful in its way : " I do expect and

challenge at your hands," he says, "as I am

Lorde of the Toune & most of you my

teunants that you give your free consents

& voyces to my good frend Sir Edward

Denny Knight, which if you shall not regard

what I now make known unto you I will make

the proudest of you all repent it, be you well

assured"; and then he goes on with charming

simplicity to refer to the royal proclamation.

Absurd as this seems to us, it was not

unreasonable from the earl's point of view, as

he was well aware that the factious labour

ing" there denounced was only meant to

condemn the actions of those opposed to the

Court. The same line has been taken by influ

ential people in times long subsequent to the

Stuart period ; but wo have never chanced to

meet with any other document which so directly

testifies to what we should all of us now look

upon as undue influence. The Rev. C. L. Acland

has contributed an interesting paper on Col

chester School. It is much to be wished that in

some future number he would print the early

lists of scholars. Many Essex men have become

famous, and it would be a help to students of

genealogy and local history to know who among

them derived their education from that founda

tion. Mr. Andrew Hamilton supplies a valu

able paper on the remains of stained glass to

be found in certain Essex churches. There is

nothing that the modern " restoration " fanatics

make war upon more ruthlessly than the frag

ments of old glass which Reformers, Puritans,

and churchwardens have spared. Every frag

ment that is left to us should be carefully traced

and described. How very needful it is that the

work should be done at once is proved by a

passage in the ' ' Archaeological Intelligence in

this very number. It seems that during the

"restoration" of Rochford Church "all the

ancient remains of painted glass have been ab

stracted, and it is to be feared are irrecoverably

lost—at all events, to the church to which they

belong. The most important portion, historically

as well as for the excellence of the glass, is the

shield of the arms of Bohun, which until recently

filled an octofoil in the head of a double-light

window of the time of Edward IU., at the east

end of the north aisle."

Among the Tombs of Colchester, published by

Messrs. Benham & Co. , of Colchester, is a selec

tion of epitaphs from the Colchester churches

and burial grounds. The interest of the genea

logist has not been so much considered as that of

the singular class of persons who are supposed to

take delight in reading the halting verses which

stonemasons are wont to carve upon headstones

and tablets. For our own part we cannot find

much instruction or entertainment in reading

verse so utterly despicable as most of that which

is printed here. One stone in the churchyard

of St. Mary-at-the-Walls has some lines on it

which show how very easy a thing it is to im

prove on Shakspeare :—

Fear no more the heat of the Bun

Nor the tedious winter's blast.
For thou thy worldly task lias [sic} done,
And the dream of life is past.

BaRes, Monarchs, Peasants, must
Follow thee and come U> dust.

This is, of course, taken from 'Cymbeline,' IV. iu

258-63. The Colchester Nonconformists seem

to have been original—at least we cannot call

to mind any antetype from which the following,

in the burial - ground of the Congregational

Church, Lion Walk, can have been taken :—
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Jehovah shake a fever came
Tempestuous from his throne
8eized on the flesh with raging flames
And burnt the Fabrick down.

The Sayer family has been a notable one in

Colchester, and there is a good deal about them

here ; among other things the reader is expected

to credit is that the pedigree can be proved up

to a.d. 1002. It need hardly be said that for

this no evidence is given whatever.

It is pleasant to receive the second volume of

the Journal of the Derbyshire Archaeological and

Natural History Society, and to note that it is

almost twice as bulky as its predecessor. Bulk

in itself is no merit ; but when we find that

every page is pertinent to the history and anti

quities of the county, and that it is all worth

printing, it is difficult to give higher praise.

The great fault of our numerous county archaeo

logical societies, so far as their publications are

concerned, is the insertion of much matter that

has no reference whatever to the county or

district of which they profess to treat. Having

occasion recently to refer to a past volume of

a western county archaeological society, it was

Bomewhat irritating to find that a considerable

proportion of the book was taken up with 'A

Dissertation on the Word " Pig " 1 ! Whilst so

much remains to be published and written of

the greatest interest pertaining to almost every

English county, it is highly desirable that

local archaeological societies should strictly con

fine themselves to their own hunting-grounds.

It is to be hoped that the Derbyshire Society

may remain true to so good a beginning. The

volume opens with a painstaking paper entitled

' A Contribution towards a History of Norton,

Derbyshire,' by Mr. Addy, the author of the

excellent history of Beauchief Abbey recently

noticed in these columns. Mr. St. John Hope

gives an exhaustive account of the clock and

chimes of All Saints', Derby; and from the

saint! pen is a continuation, from the last volume,

of an account of the excavations on the site of

the Premonstratensian Abbey of Dale—one of

the most interesting uncoverings of monastic re

mains that have taken place during the century.

Mr. C. S. Greaves, Q.C., contributes an ela

borate discussion on the age of the Darley yew,

which has satisfactorily established its posi

tion as the largest and most luxuriant yew now

extant in the United Kingdom ; he considers

that seven hundred years is the outside limit of

its age—a period very considerably within the

estimate usually assigned to it. Genealogy, in

addition to Mr. Addy's pedigree of Kirke, is

well represented in Mr. Charlton's account of

the Pegge family, fully illustrated with five

tables of descent ; the best-known member of

this family was Dr. Samuel Pegge, the volu

minous author and careful antiquary of the end

of last century. Mr. Cox, the historian of the

Derbyshire churches, supplies a diary of Edward

Bagshaw, vicar of Castleton, 1723-1769, which

reads like a romance ; and he also edits 1 The

Minute-Book of the Wirksworth Classis, 1651-

1658.' This last-named paper, which takes up

some hundred pages of the volume, is of the

most exceptional interest. It is an exact reprint

of the original note-book of the registrar of the

Presbyterian classis of the Wirksworth district.

There is only one other similar MS. extant, viz. ,

the note-book of the Manchester Classis, which

is about to be edited by Mr. John E. Bailey

for the Chetham Society. The printing of this

remarkable MS. throws much light on the little

understood position of religious parties during

the Commonwealth, and shows how much more

widely the Presbyterian system was organized

than is usually admitted by historians. There

is a long paper by Mr. Frederick Davis on the

etymology of Derbyshire place-names : it is

arranged alphabetically, and we are surprised

at the large number of important omissions.

Mr. Davis remarks :—" Perhaps no branch of

literature is so beset with pitfalls as etymology,

and doubtless I have fallen into many." Both

clauses of this sentence are true ; but still it is

a good attempt, that may be perfected in later

years either by the same or another hand. There

are some excellent drawings of a mediaeval

censer recently found in the chancel wall of

Langwith Church, of some old houses in the

county town, of an elaborate ceiling in " the

great room " of Derby market-place (where the

final council that ordered the retreat of 1745

was held), and of some late incised slabs in

Croxall Church. Altogether the Derbyshire

Archaeological Society may be congratulated on

having produced an annual volume which is

certainly not surpassed by any of the older

established local associations.

Sussex Archaeological Collections. Vol. XXX.

(Lewes, Bivington.)—This volume is less attrac

tive than any of its forerunners ; still there is

much in it that may interest students who

value such books. A novelty is an index of the

illustrations in the thirty published volumes of

the ' Collections. ' Would that an index to the

letter-press had accompanied it ! Mr. Willett's

elaborate account of British coins in Sussex is

continued in Part II. , which deals with inscribed

coins. None of them, of course, is older than

the Roman occupation, B.C. 50 being suggested

as the earliest definable date. This coinage

extends till the reign of Claudius. The first

name on British coins of this class is that of

Commius, the Atrebatian chief, a name which

suggests, if it does not confirm, a Greek influ

ence, however remote that may be, transmitted

through a Gaulish medium. He is one of the

few British chieftains mentioned by Roman

historians of whose existence we have numis

matic evidence. There are not more than four

such examples ! Caesar dwells on the career

of Commius ; but the chief's name remains on

one coin only, though " Commii Filius " occurs

on nearly fifty. Their common capital was Calleva

(Silchester), and the sons seem to have served

the Romans ; the art and symbols on their

money testify thus much without regard to

other records. The coinB of Verica, one of the

sons, are remarkable for their excellence ; and

one of them in the hands of Dr. Birch and Mr.

Evans was useful in disposing for ever of those

ludicrous legends which, made available for a

pseudo-political purpose, had devised a certain

"community of the Firbolgs." The editor has

written an exhaustive article on the Arundel

chancel case, and vigorously sums up for the

claim of the Duke of Norfolk. A good account

of Roman mosaic pavements and other works at

Bignor comes next. A popular essay by Arch

deacon Hannah is devoted to Sussex churches,

and expresses the author's notions about the

" restoration " of ancient buildings. As the

archdeacon does not hesitate to admire what

has been done to Worth Church, BaJcombe,

nothing need be Baid about his opinions ; he

puts the. facts neatly : "In the parts that have

been rebuilt the old stonework has been care

fully and jealously utilized." What more could

any one want ? What, indeed, except the real

old stones ! The subjects of other papers are

' Early Sussex Armory,' treated by Mr. W. S.

Ellis, and ' Barcombe Church,' which is now

being vigorously " restored." It needed repairs

and cleaning, but it seems to have lost its history

and beauty.

OUE LIBRARY TABLE.

Mr. Murray Bends us A Handbook to Poli

tical Questions of the Day, by Mr. Sydney C.

Buxton. To the useful collection of ' Ideas of

the Day on Policy,' which Mr. Charles Buxton

published some fourteen years ago, his son has

now furnished a useful supplement. The new

book differs considerably, however, from the old

one. Instead of endeavouring to set forth the

principles underlying the arguments in favour of

what appear to him the most necessary political

changes, Mr. Sydney Buxton succinctly sets

forth the arguments themselves, appending to

them as impartial a summary as a reformer can

be expected to give of the arguments against

reform. Strict impartiality is not, of course, to

be looked for in such a volume as this. Mr.

Buxton must be prepared to be told by Con

servatives that he has missed, if he has not mis

represented, some of their strong points. All

his efforts to keep free from bias do not prevent;

his statements of the rival views from being

somewhat one-sided, and if it were not so he

would be a poor partisan. But he has done his

work with most praiseworthy honesty, and the

book is a capital one for young politicians to

study, and even old politicians may refresh their

memories and sharpen their judgments by read

ing it. Mr. Buxton Keeps clear of foreign politics,

but his survey of domestic questions is tolerably

comprehensive. He starts with the State Church,

and presents very clearly the chief arguments

for and against disestablishment and disendow-

ment, assigning a separate section to the burials

difficulty, which is just now uppermost. To the

subject of national education, including free

schools, religious teaching in Board schools, and

compulsion, he does not give at all too much

space ; and he treats more fully of the new

problems of parliamentary reform, such as the

extension of the county franchise, the redistri

bution of seats, woman suffrage, the ballot, and

other parts of the electoral machinery. Our

land laws and the proposals for altering them,

from the suggested abolition of entail down to

reform of the game laws, occupy him yet longer ;

and an elaborate review of the licensing ques

tion, in all its complicated bearings, is followed

by shorter chapters devoted to such miscellane

ous topics as capital punishment and flogging,

marriage with a deceased wife's sister, and the

Sunday opening of museums. In a concluding

section are grouped the principal Irish questions

of the day, whether strictly political, like the

demands for Home Rule and amendment of

the franchise, or having to do with the present

uncomfortable relations between landlords and

tenants. That is a sufficiently large programme,

which the most enthusiastic reformers cannot

hope to exhaust for many years to come. They

may, however, rejoice with Mr. Buxton at the

great progress that has been made in many im

portant directions since 1866, when his father's,

book was written. Some grave questions, like

those of the Irish State Church, church rates,

and University tests, with which that book

dealt, are now things of the past ; others, like

the land laws and the liquor trade, are much

nearer to settlement ; while some old topics,

Buch as parliamentary reform and educational

reform, have entered on new stages, and others

again, like local self-government and the Sunday

opening of museums, are almost entirely new.

Mr. Buxton is quite right in saying that his

book "in no way pretends to be complete";

but it is a book which a great many people

might study with advantage.

Prop. Tawnby, the principal of the Presi

dency College in Calcutta, has just brought out in

the 'Bibliotheca Indica' the first two parts of his

translation from the Sanscrit of The Ocean of the

Streams of Story. The Bengal Asiatic Society

could not have conferred a greater boon on the

Btudents of folk-lore than by giving them a

translation of this great repository of Indian

legends, which was composed from older sources

by Somadeva of Kashmir towards the close of

the eleventh century. Its existence was first

made known to Europe by Wilson in 1824,

through his articles in the Calcutta Oriental

Quarterly Magazine, and we are glad to see that.

Calcutta is to have the honour of producing the

first complete translation. The second part goes

down to the end of the twenty-third chapter ; but

the great interest of the book will begin with

the twenty-seventh, where Brockhaus's German

translation ceases. The stories are illustrated

by notes which refer to similar legends current

in other collections of folk-lore. The members

of the Folk-lore Society will find this trans

lation a mine of interesting materials.
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Mr. Ponsonby sends us a nicely printed copy

of the Examination Papers set at the Irish

Intermediate Examinations. It is greatly to be

feared that set subjects necessarily promote

cram, and these papers, especially those on

modern languages, seem certain to encourage

it. However, this is not Mr. Ponsonby's fault,

who simply publishes what the Coi

approve.

Messrs. Whittaker & Co. send us a neat

little edition of Elizabeth ; or, the Exiles of

Siberia, an old favourite now undeservedly

neglected. It is to be hoped this handy reprint

may meet with the success it merits. —That

excellent magazine for children, Little Folks,

has reached the conclusion of another volume.

It an admirable periodical, but Messrs. Cassell

detract seriously from the value of this and

others of their most popular publications by

omitting all bibliographical marks, such as the

date, and the number of the volume. The

practice is annoying, and creates a prejudice

against even so well-edited a serial as this.—

The letter-press of Golden Childhood (Ward,

Lock & Co.) is good, but the "beautiful

coloured pictures " should be omitted. They

are hideous.—The Union Jack, of which Mr.

G. A. Henty recently became the editor, has

improved under its new management,

lenty is well known, both as a special

correspondent who has been a narrator of the

decisive battles of our day and as the author of

some excellent books for boys. In the preface

to the first number of the Union Jack which ho

edited, he intimated that to conduct a magazine

for boys had been the ambition of his life.

This preface appeared in the first number for

May. Since then each number has shown how

thoroughly Mr. Henty has identified himself

with his self-imposed task. Messrs. Griffith &

Farran are the publishers.

That indefatigable person, Mr. Frowde, has

sent us copies of the two special editions of the

Oxford Bible for Teachers which were printed

expressly for the Sunday - school Centenary

Celebration. The one is declared to be "The

Smallest Edition in the World," printed on

extremely thin and opaque india paper, 1,41G

pages, measuring 4 in. by 54 in. by 1 in., and

weighing 12i ounces. The other is " The Sun

day-school Superintendent's Edition," printed

on thin india paper, measuring 5| in. by 7} in.

by 1 in. , and weighing 19 ounces. We presume

that in speaking of "the smallest edition in the

world" Mr. Frowde means the smallest that

contains the Concordance, maps, and other

useful aids that he liberally provides.

Messrs. Eyre & Sfottiswoode send us a

Variorum Teacher's Bible, containing Variorum

Notes, and the Aids to the Bible Student which

they published in their ' Bible for Bible Teachers. '

This edition is to be peculiarly commended for

giving the translators' preface, which the ordi

nary editions suppress, but which ought to be

read by all Sunday-school teachers. This edi

tion, like Mr. Frowde's, commemorates the

Sunday-school Centenary.

Dr. Theophilo Braoa has just brought out,

on the occasion of Camoens' centenary, a biblio

graphy of the great Portuguese poet's works as

well as of books relating to his biography.

We have on our table Elihu Burritt, edited

by C. Northend (Low),—Bibliography ofDickens,

by R. H. Shepherd (The Author),—/ and my

Property, by Verax (Low),—Mensuration Ques

tions, by W. T. Lawrence (Heywood),—Milton's

Arcades and Sonnets, by the Rev. J. Hunter

(Longmans),—Chambers's English Readers, Book

VL, by J. M. D. Meiklejohn (Chambers),—

Domestic Economy, Part II. (Chambers),—

British Dogs, Parts IX. and X., by H. Dalziel

(' The Bazaar ' Office), — Bee-keeping for Ama

teurs, by T. Addey ('The Bazaar' Office),—

Practical Trapping, by W. Carnegie (' The

Bazaar ' Office), — Antiseptic Surgery, by W.

MacCormac (Smith, Elder & Co.),—How to

Feed an Infant, by B. Baker (Bailliere),—A

Practical Treatise on Sea-Sickness, by G. M.

Beard (New York, E. B. Treat),— Water Supply,

by J. H. B. Browne (Macmillan),—Ponds and

Ditches, by M. C. Cooke (Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge),—The Etymology of some

Derbyshire Place-names, by F. Davis (Bamrose),

—How to Observe the Composition of Armies, by

an Officer (Mitchell),—Help for Ireland, by an

" Anglo-Irishman " (Kerby & Endean),—Com

munism and Socialism in their History and

Theory, by T. D. Woolsey (Low),—Souvenir of

Old Engla>id, by an Anglo-American (Simpkin),

—Two Sides of the Atlantic, by J. Burnley

(Simpkin),—Monarchs and Statesmen: a Poem, by

H. G. Graham (Penny),—The Prince: a Poem,

by G. D. (Stock), — Josephine: an Historical

Drama (E. W. Allen),—A Catechism on Geology

and Sacred History for Young People, by E. A.

Peakome (Relfe Brothers),—Sketches of Church

History in Germany, by J. Lloyd (Society for Pro

moting Christian Knowledge),—Tlie Life ofDavid

as Reflected in his Psalms, by A. Maclaren (Edin

burgh, Macniven & Wallace),—Tlie Preacher's

Pocket, by the Rev. S. Baring-Gould (Skeffington),

—Sin and its Penalty, by J. Hawkins (Stock),

—An Essay on tlie Scriptural Doctrine of Immor

tality, by the Rev. J. Challis (Rivingtons),—

The Parables of Our Lord, by H. Calderwood

(Macmillan),—Quastiones Archimedece, by J. L.

Heiberg (Copenhagen, R. Kleinii),— Volkswirih-

scliaftliche und SocialphUosophischc Essays, by

Dr. W. Neurath (Vienna, Faesy & Frick),—

Untersuchungen zur Deutschen Staats- und Rechts-

geschichte, by Dr. O. Gierke (Breslau, W.

Koebner),—Rivilations Etymologiques, by M.

Schapiro (Triibner),—/ Misteri Eleusini, by S.

Bernocco (Turin, E. Loescher),—Dickens und

Daudet, by L Weizmann (Berlin, H. S. Her

mann),—Nibelunge, by J. Jordan (Frankfort,

W. Jordan),—and Melanges de Linguistique et

d"Atithropologie, by A. Hovelacque (Triibner).

Among New Editions we have Local Examina

tion History, by R. S. Pringle (Heywood),— The

Gifts of Civilisation, by R. W. Church (Mac

millan),—Esthetics of Musical Art, by Dr. F.

Hand (Reeves),—and New Grammar of French

Grammars, by Dr. V. de Fivas (Lockwood).

Also the following Pamphlets : A Practical

Method for tfie Constitutional Union of the

United Kingdom and the Nine Parliamentary

Colonies (Stanford),—Mr. Archibald Forbes and

the Zulu War, by N. L. Walford (S. Tinsley),-

The National or the Factional Party, by F. A

Hyndman (Allen & CoA—Facts and Impressions

of England, by H. de Hochstrasser (Wilson),—

Who was the Founder of Sunday Schools if by

S. R T. Mayer (Moxon),—and Greece Aban

doned (Infield).

Braithwaite's (R.) The Sphagnacea?, or Peat Mosses of
Europe and North America, imp. 8vo. 25/ cl.

Heidenhaln's (R.) Animal Magnetism, translated from the
fourth German Edition by L. C. Wooldridge, 2/6 cl.

General Literature.
Berthet's (E.) Tlie Sergeant's Legacy, from the French by

G. Venables, cr. 8vo. 2/6 swd.
Brooks's (N.) The Boy Emigrants, a Tale of the American

Plains and California GoTd-Mines, cr. 8vo. 3/ cl.
Burns in Drama, together with Saved Leaves, edited by

J. H. Stirling, 12mo. 6/ cl.
Corydalls, a Story of the Sicilian Expedition, by E. M.

Hawtrey, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Cowling's (R.) The 8port of Fate, 3 vols. or. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Gortschakov's (M. M.) The Mysteries of St. Petersburg, 2/
Great Grenfell Gardens, by B. H. Buxton, 12m... 2/ cl.

(Hallway Library.)
Harte's (B.) Complete Works, Vol. 2, cr. 8vo. 6/cl.
Harrington's (Right Hon. the Marquis of) Election Speeches

in 1879 and 1880, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Harwood's (J. B.) The Tenth Earl, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Hayward's (W. B.) The Secret Seven, a Love Story, 2/ bds.
Lyschinska's (M. J.) The Kindergarten Principle, Its Educa

tional Value and Chief Applications, sin. 4to. 4/6 cl.
;ntific Transcendentalism, by D. —

8herer's(J. W. ) The Conjurer's Dauilaughter, a Tale, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.

a Novel, 12mo. 2/ bds.

Centennial Edition, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Todival&'s (M. K.) Merchants' and Ban

Bmythies's (Mrs. G.) Out Mary, .
Stirling's (J. H.) Jerrold, Tennyson, and Macaulay, with

other Critical Essays, 12mo. 4/ cl.
Tales and Sketches of the Covenanters, Illustrated BI-

21/

FOREIGN.

Theology.
Gebhard (O. v.) u. Harnack (A.): Evangeliorum Codex

Graecus Rossanensis, seine Entdeckung und sein Werth.
20m.

Hcrgenrother (J.): Handbuch der Klrchengesehlchte, 2nd
edition. Vol. 2, Part 2, and Vol 3, 16m.

Hettinger (F.): Apologie d. Christenthums, Vol. 2, Parts 3
and 3, 7m. 50.

Law.
Les Dfcreto du 29 Mars, 1880, et les Hesures annoncees

contTH les Associations Religieuses, Consultation de M«
Rousse, 3fr.

Fine Art.
Heydemann (H.) : Verhullte Tanzerin. Bronze In Museum zu

Turin, 2m.
Booses (M.): Geschlchto der Malerachule

iibersetzt. v. F. Beber, Part 1, 9m.
Antwerpens,

LIBT OF NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Crafts's (Rev. W. F.) The Rescue of Child Soul, cr. 8vo. 2/ cl.
Ewald's (Dr. G. H. A. von) Commentary on the Prophets

of the Old Testament, Vol. 4, 8vo. 10/6 cl.
Tuck's (B.) The Age of the Oreat Patriarchs, Vol. 1, 3/6 cl.

Law.

Moss's (J. F.) Handbook of the New Code of Regulations,
1880, and other Official Instructions, with Notes, &c, 2/

Fine AH.

Pound's (C. A.) Architecture, and How it Arose, 2/ swd.

Poetry and the Drama.

Lewis's (H. K.) Songs for Little Singers in the Sunday School
and Home, roy. 8vo. 3/6 cl.

Nicholson's (James and Ellen C.) Poems, 16mo. 3/ cl.
Palace and Prison and Fair Geraldine, Two Tragedies, by

Author of 1 Ginevra ' and the ' Duke of Guise,' cr. 8vo. 6/
Shakespeare's King Henry V., with Notes and Introduction

by K. Deighton, cr. 8vo. 4/ swd.

History and Biography.

Guizot In Private Life, 1787-1874, by his Daughter, Madame

de Witt, translated by M. C. M. Simpson, 8vo. 15/ cl.
Parker (Admiral Sir W.), Life of, 1781-1866, by Vice-Admiral

A. Phillimore, Vol. 3, 8vo. 16/ cl.
Parr's (Capt. H. W.) Sketch of the Kafir and Zulu Wars, 5/
Ross's (Rev. J.) The Manchus, or the Reigning Dynasty of

China, their Rise and Progress, 8vo. 16/ cl.

Geography and Travel.

Johnston's Historical Atlas, 2 vols. It ... 21/ cl.

Philology.

Cust's (R. N.) Linguistic and Oriental Essays, written from
the Tear 1846 to 1878, 8vo. 16/ cl.

History and Biography.
Cantu (Cesar) : Les Trent* Demieres Annees, 1848-1878, 6fr.
Correspondenz Politische Frledrichs d. Grossen, 4 vols., 44m.
Salnte-Beuve (C. A.): Nouvelle Correspondence, avoo des

Notes de son Dernier Secretaire, 3fr. 60.

Geography and Travel.
Tchlhatchef (P. de) : Espagne, Algerie et Tunlsle, Lettres

a M. Michel Chevalier, 12fr.

Philology.
Blaas ( F. ) : Die Attische Beredsamkeit, Part 3, Section 2, 9m .
Bobtllngk (O.): Sanskrit-Worterbuch in kiirzerer faseung.

Part 2, No. 1, 4m. 20.
Comlcorum Atticorum FragmenU, edited by T. Kock, Vol. 1,

18m.
Ebeling (H ); Lexicon Homericum, Vol. 1, Fasc. 13 and 14,

Vol. 2, Fasc. 9, 6m.
Hesycbii Milesil de VIris Illustrious Librum, reoensuit J.

Flach, 0m. 76.
Keller (O.) : Epllegomena zu Horaz, 8m.
Miiller(L.): Metrik der Griechen u. Rdmer, lm. 60.
Paull (C): Etruskische Studien, Part 2, lm. 30.
Poetae Latin! Minores, rec. A. Baehrens, Vol 2, lm. 80.
Porphyrii Quaestiones Homericas, collegit H. Schroeder,

6m.

Rhetors Annaeus(M.): Der Spracbgebrauch d.
Seneca, Part 2, lm. 60.

Wiedemann (F. J.): Syrjanisch-deutsches Wfirterbuch, 7m.

Science.
Sartorius (Frhr. v. Waltershausen) : Der Aetna, edited by

A. v. Lasaulx, Vol. 1, 40m.

General Literature.
Erckmann-Chatrlan : Quelques Mots sur l'Esprlt Humain.

lfr. 50.
Lermina (J.): Les Mariages Maudits, 3fr.

IN A COTTAGE GARDEN.

Betwixt our apple-boughs, how clear

The violet western hills appear.

As calmly ends another day

Of Earth's long history I—from the ray

She with slow majestic motion

Wheeling continent and ocean

Into her own dim shade, wherethrough

The Outer Heavens come into view,

Deep beyond deep. In thought conceive

This rolling Globe whereon we live,

(For in the mind, and there alone,

A picture of the world is shown)

How huge it is, how full of things,

As round the royal Sun it swings,

In one of many subject rings,—

Carrying our Cottage with the rest,

Its rose-lawn and its martin's nest.

But, number every grain of sand,

Wherever salt wave touches land ;

Number in single drops the sea ;

Number the leaves on every tree ;
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Nnmber Earth's living creatures, all

That run, that fly, that swim, that crawl ;

Of sands, drops, leaves, and lives, the count

Add up into one vast amount ;

And then, for every separate one

Of all these, let a flaming Bun

Whirl in the skies, encircled each

With its own massy worlds. No reach

Of thought suffices.

Look aloft.

The stars are gathering. Cool and soft

The twilight in our garden-croft

Purples the crimson-folded rose,

(O tell me how so sweet it grows I)

Makes gleam like stars the clnster'd whit* ;

And Beauty too is infinite.

W. Allikgkam.

•• THE MELANCHOLY JAQL'ES."

With reference to Mr. Oswald Crawford's

letter on this subject, I should like to mention

that in an article on the Christian name John,

published in the ConOM Magazine some eighteen

months since, I called attention to the fact that

Shakspeare scanned the word " Jaques" as two

syllables. I did not then go fully into the sub

ject, because I thought it probably well known

to most Shakspearean scholars ; but I venture

now to add a few further remarks upon tho

question. The word occurs altogether only

seven times in the dialogue of ' As You Like It.'

Twice the passage is in prose ; three times the

word is terminal, so that it may be either mono

syllabic or dissyllabic, so far as the scansion is

concerned ; and twice it is median. The last

two instances run as follows :—

The melancholy Jaques grieves at that,

and
Stay, Jaques, stay.

Again, in ' All's Well that Ends Well/ the same

name twice occurs in the middle of a line :—

I am St. Jaques' pilgrim, thither gone.

There 's four or five to great St. Jaques bound.

In ' Henry V. ' we find

Jaques Chatillon, Bambures, Yaudemont.

Similarly Parolles is always scanned as three

syllables. For example,—

Monsieur Parolles, my lord calls for you.

Oh, my Parolles, they have married me.

I think these and other instances lead one fairly

to the conclusion that Shakspeare pronounced

the final syllable es in French words. On the

other hand, he Merer pronounces the so-called

e mute at the end of polysyllabic French words,

though he always pronounces it in other syllables

than the last. For instance, he treats Pucelle,

Touraine, and Bretagne as only two syllables,

and Maine as only one. If we compare two

such lines as

The Dauphin, with one Joan la Pucelle joined,

and

Dleu de battayles, where have they this mettle?

I think we must allow that the final s makes

the e mute into a separate syllable in Shak-

spcare's eyes. I know of only one case where a

final e is by itself scanned as a separate syllable,

and that is in the couplet

If that you will France win.
Then with Scotland first begin ;

where an archaic proverb is simply quoted with

its original metrical peculiarities, just as we

might now quote

When Adam dalf and Eve span.
Who was then the gentleman ?

without at all committing ourselves to its versi

fication. Doubtless Shakspeare read the first-

mentioned couplet unmetrically, as most people

nowadays read the second. On the other hand,

I know of only one case where a final cs in

French words is seemingly slurred over by

Shakspeare, and that is in the line

Jaques of Chatillon, Admiral of France,

where the " of " may well be an interpolation,

or where a hypermetrical syllable could be easily

tolerated.

On the whole, therefore, I incline to think

that Shakspeare pronounced the name as if

written in modern English " Jah-kez," the final

a being distinctly articulated. That Shak

speare elsewhere pronounced final « in French

words is clear from the passage in ' Henry V.'

where Pistol's prisoner says, " Est-il impossible

d'eschapper la force de ton bras " to which

Pistol replies, " Brass, cur ; offer'st me brass ? "

Indeed, it is by no means certain that final con

sonants were not often still pronounced in

France itself under Henri Qoatre.

But what can Mr. Crawford mean by saying

that the c would " be soonded or made mute as

the line required a word of two syllables or of

one syllable, in accordance with the usage of all

French poets and of our own Chaucer" ? Surely

Mr. Crawfurd must know that in all French

poetry every e mute, without exception, is in

variably scanned as a separate syllable. It is

true in an opera bouffe one may write ' ' R'gardez-

la, v'lil c' qui faut que soit Mam'zell' Angot ";

but in serious verse the poet has no such licence

to pronounce or elide e mute at his own sweet

wilL And if Mr. Crawfurd will look into so

well known a school-book as Dr. Brewer's

' Chancer,' he will see that the rules governing

the final e in the ' Canterbury Tales,' though

more complicated, are quite as precise.

Grant Allen.

Your correspondent, as appears from the

latter part of his letter, understands scansion,

though his first part is not so clear. The ex

planation therefore, one would think, lies in

his own hands. Succinctly I would say that in

four instances in ' Love's Labour 's Lost,' ' As You

Like It,' and 'All's Well' (including one first

foot) we find Ja | ques. I use the long and short

signs as giving less cause of misapprehension.

In two instances in ' Henry V.,' where the word

forms a first foot, it might be read Jaques,

though it would, I think, be preferable to con

sider it in one case as an allowable spondee, and

in the other as Jaques of | . There remain

three instances in ' As You Like It ' where it

is a final. Mr. Crawfurd may take them, if

he pleases, as monosyllables, but it is more

natural to account them as dissyllabic, the lines

having an extra syllable, as in

I am | for oth | er than | for danc | ing meas | urea.

If I understand him aright, he objects to Ja-ques,

and would prefer the s mute. If this be so I

would remind him that Shakspeare at least

sounded the final s. On any other supposition,

when in 'Henry V.,' IV. iv. , the French soldier

says"...de ton bras'!" Pistol's mistake, "Brasse,

Curre !... Offer'st me Brasse ?" becomes an

absurdity. See Walker's 'Vers, of Shak.,'

pp. 2-4, for Bimilar examples in Shakspeare and

his contemporaries. Is not also Mr. Crawfurd

too general when he says ' ' the e would then be

sounded or made mute as the line required a

word of two syllables or of one syllable, in ac

cordance with the usage of all French poets and

of our own Chaucer " 1 Can he give an instance

of vie, &c, in which I am much interested, used

dissyllabically ? B. Nicholson.

EDGAB ALLAN POE.

July 24, 1880.

Twenty-five years ago, when Griswold's

memoir of Poe was, as you say, " accepted as

authoritative," I again and again expressed my

suspicion that it was not truo. Here are some

of my words, given as introductory to details

taken then from that memoir :—" It is said,"

" We are told," " Here, as elsewhere, if we

must believe the statements of Mr. Griswold,

Poe ruined himself"; " The next paragraph in

this sad story seems so improbable, that we

write it without a full belief in its reality,

though it is endorsed by Mr. Griswold" And

here is a remark given near the close of my

review :—" Of such a tale we can say only

that it appears very improbable. " What I so

long ago suspected has now been made clear,

thanks to Mr. Ingram.

I refer to my ' Handbook of American Litera

ture,' written in 1853-4, published in 1856

(W. & K. Chambers). Joseph Gostwiok.

THE TUT AT. OF CHARLES I.

British Museum.

I have lately met with an account of a very

pathetic scene which occurred in court during

the trial of Charles L, and of which I have not

been able to find any mention in the various

relations of that event. In the correspondence

of Archbishop Sancroft (now preserved among

the Harley MSS., 3783-3785) for the year 1665

are five letters, addressed to him as Dean of

St. Paul's, three signed " Aa. Delylle," and two

" Jo. Levet." The former profess to be written

by a lady who was present at the arraignment

of the king and played a prominent part in the

proceedings, and the latter letters are attesta

tions to the genuineness of her story. The

letters are as follows :—

Theise

For the honorable

and the most

Beuerend Dean of Paulls

humble present.

Sir

I in all humilytie doe returne you most humble

thanks for your ciuill acpantance [sic'] of my abrupt

lyns vnuorthie of the trensparant of your eyes but

for your account of me requyrd of the Mesenger

that presentd you with my vnpolished lyns he is

alltogither a stranger vuto me farther then the dis

charge of this Ijnploymeut as in my latter I gaue

your honred and graue wosdome account of lam

a stranger, Scots by decent and my husband Frenche,

but heir from my Infaucie that I am stranger in

my natiue land my father being secretarie to quene

Ann and 18 decents of subiats and seruents in places

of honour to his Maiesties predesesours my husband

kild in his seruice my self maide the obiact of pitie

for loyaltie be burned and imprisoned as your dier

frend Doctor Leuett can tell but if I may humble

beg, my sutt to your wosdome and honour may be

concealed he lodge on the same flore with me'and

knos not my Indigence but lements my suffringe so

honourable he is to conseaue better of me then I

can meritte and if you pies to ask of me at him

concealing my preshumtione in my sutt to yow he

will giue that cuaructure of me I darre not clame

as merett but in submishion to his piesheure. I am

a aledgt dettor most iniustly as the enclosed will

make apare which I humble beg yow to seale vpp

and returne agane and if yow be plesesed to speke

of me giue me not out for Sir your humble suplecant

but for one distresed Lady that yow haue heird to

be heir, want of ten" pound hes kipd me heir to

superceade all actions that my aduarsare hes in

malice layd vpou me and if it stood with yourhonours

conuenincie to giue the Doctor a visit taking no

notice of me he will treuly tell his knoledge of me

whos prayers you shall euer oblidge as
Your euer deuotd

seruant

Aa. Delyllk.

if I could be maide

a catholike 1 could

not be trublsome.

The next letter is from Dr. Levet :—

For the Reverend my most

worthily honord Friend

Dr. Sancroft Deane of St.

Pauls.

Noble Sir

You are the first I intend to waite upon when my

horse is saddled, which may be (1 thanke God) when

I will, but some opportunity's makes me affect a

restraint at present. The Lady Delile you mention,

is my next neighboure and with me above any man

(I may say all in our blessed Colledge) acquainted,

so that (if you dare credite the relator) you may

expect a just relation of all you desire concerning

her. She is a Scot by birth of a very worthy (if not

noble) family, especially by the mothers side, many

of her Ancestors have bene in place of great trust

to the kings of Scotland and her father (if I mistake

not) our Queene Anne her secretary. Her Husband

was slaine in our late Kings warrs and for him.

The Lady herselfe for abilitys scarce to be par-ailed

by any of her sex : her engagement here is ten

pounds at the most, and that occasioned by her

breaking of a glasse full of wine in the face of a

woman for treason (had it not beene in the time of

Oliver) and the judgment for the ten pounds waa

procured against her since our king came in and

although she was sued by a false name she hath

beene a prisoner 4 yeares only for this, and now for

chamber rent, and her out goings, I hears that ISO"
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is demaunded by our Warden : she is altogether

miserable as to her fortune, if her friends faile her,

she perishes. She hath two brands upon her that

of her shoulder I have seene (a handfull broad) she

received them from Col. Huson at the tirst tryall of

our late king in open court for saying (upon their read

ing of his accusation) that it was not his subjects but

traytors and rebells that made it : His Majesty then

seeing her flesh smoake and her haire all of a fire

for him by their hot irons, much commiserated her,

and wished that he had beene able to have requited

her : now his (God lie blessed) can doe it, and its

an act (if not of justice) of great mercy that it shold

be done, and whosoever shall be instrumentall in it

will purchase to himselfe a good report. Sir when

I have the hapines to waite upon you I shall give

you a fuller character of this lady. In the interim

and ever I am

Your most affectionate and humble servant

a lady speaking for the king. Sir, I am taking horse

let it excuse my defects. 1 am ever

Your most affectionate and humble servant

Jo : LEVET.
17 June

JO:
18 May

— 65.

The third letter is from Lady Deliale :—

For the honred and most Beuered

Deane of Paulls

humble present.

Sir

I am once more constraned to giue yow this

truble hoping your goodnes is such as to pardon me

for it by resone I am so put to it now for to super-

ceade my actions that I may mak my adresse to the

king and the Chancloure to try for my libertie and

not longer perish heir for I haue left my self nothing

to subsist but hes to menten my self soold and

ingadgd and hes no mor left that will procure six

pence and if doe not superceade Muday the be-

ginng of the terme heir I may lv and if a peny

would doe it I haue it not at present nor can com

mand, my frend that does some what for me being

aent vpon buisines for the king that I am forgot till

hee return and I kno not when it, I did Sir I think

send the copi of my cace to you with the other

papers and if you haue it not it is miscaried by the

mesenger. I haue no more to say but in all bumilite

be you and pray for you many helthfull days and

crane the protection of your fauore to 6ubscrib as

— 65.

From the fact mentioned by Lady Delisle that

Dean Sancroft had relieved her wants after

making inquiry, it seems reasonable to conclude

that he had fully satisfied his own mind as

to the truth of the story that she had been so

barbarously treated by Colonel Hewson for her

outspoken loyalty. It is evident, too, from the

story of the broken wineglass during the Pro

tectorate, that her high spirit had been by no

means quenched by her fiery trial.

Edward Scott.

Sir

Your most humble

and deuotd

serusnt

A a. Del.tc.le.

The fourth letter is also from Lady Delisle :—

Theise

For the Iteuerend and

much honred the Deane

of Paulls

present.
Sir

Yow may pies to conseaue me to be a very

ingrate persone not hauing returnd my thanks for

your oimlytie to me sence my usabilities denys to

perforate a deeper dett but this delay was not by

neglect of my oblidgd deuty but till I hadd super

ceade my actions and haue a certificate to make

apiiare the truth which I haue heir enclosd for your

satisfaction, and if 1 could haue compasd mony I

might haue ben thus redy a weeke ago this litill

paper stands me in 3" 10" "of which I had 20 of you

Sir for the which I returne yow humble thanks and

■ishs your store may be lyke the oyle in the crues

and the male in the barrel! yow still taking and it

ener encresing but now for my exentione if I can

not procure 6" heir I am lyke to stay and the scale

day is on Munday and ther will be no more but on on

Wensday I humble beg pardon for this trespas and

humble entret your ansuer by your seruant and yow

sail oblidge the prayorB of

Your deuot

seruant

Aa. Delylle.
The Fleett. tyme

is now precious.

The fifth and last letter is from Dr. Jo.

Levet :—

For the Revered my most Honoured

Friend Dr. Sancroft Deane

of St. Pauls these.

Noble Sir

Take my letter to you concerningthe Lady Delyle

(pardoning my naturall credulity) for an Oracle. If

Colonel Gray (Lord Gray of Warke his Brother and

now Major of his Majestys Regiment of foote) Mr.

Andrew Cole (one of his Majestys Querries) Mr.

Robison the Duke of Yorks Chirurgion (who cured

her brands) cum multis alijs continue the same for

a truth. And especially if the Rarle of Denby

averre it, who kissed her wounds, and condemned

the then basnesof the Lords that she shold be the

only assertor of Loyalty besides that weeks newes

booke expressing in general! the barbarous usage of

ILiirvani Closstp.

We are glad to be able to announce that

Mr. F. C. Burnand, the author of ' Happy

Thoughts,' succeeds the late Mr. Tom Taylor

as editor of Punch. Mr. Burnand has for

some years been the most popular of the

contributors to the journal, and he will no

doubt prove a worthy successor of Mark

Lemon and Shirley Brooks.

In the Athenamm of June 12th it was

stated that the revised version of the New

Testament would appear during the autumn.

We are now able to say that the publica

tion will not take place until the spring

of 1881, when the Greek texts, which are

being prepared for the Universities by Arch

deacon Palmer and Prebendary Scrivener,

will no doubt be completed. The editorial

work, as regards the revised English version,

has been entrusted by the Universities,

we believe, to the Rev. J. Troutbeck, the

Secretary of the New Testament Company.

The edition of Shelley's prose works

which Mr. Buxton Forman has just finished

putting through the press, and which,

like his edition of the poetical works, is in

four volumes, contains much that will be

new. Shelley's own prose publications are

accurately reprinted for the first time, and

' The Necessity of Atheism ' and ' A Letter

to Lord Ellenborough ' are at length given

from original copies. Mrs. Shelley's two-

volume collection of posthumous essays,

fragments, translations, and letters from

Italy is reprinted with very considerable addi

tions ; all outlying prose essays, fragments,

&c., are included, and nearly all outlying

letters, except those in Hogg's ' Life of

Shelley ' and the ' Shelley Memorials.' The

principal works not before published are

the much-talked-of essay ' On the Devil and

Devils,' a considerable series of ' Notes on

Sculptures in Rome and Florence,' and the

long letter which Shelley wrote to Leigh

Hunt, as editor of the Examiner, on the

iniquitous trial of Richard Carlile for pub

lishing Paine's ' Age of Reason.' There are

several new letters, and a large number of

those previously published have been revised

beside the MSS. The whole series of letters

nowgiven, instead of sixty-eight as published

by Mrs. Shelley, is a hundred and twenty-

soven. Among the illustrations are an etching

of Casa Magni, the poet's last abode, a fac

simile of a drawing by Shelley, and the

pedigree of Shelley from the records of the

College of Arms. A copious index to the

whole eight volumes has been added.

The Armenians in London are prepnring

for publication a reply to the attack t n the

character of the Armenian nation whi i h Sir

Wilfrid Lawson recently made in the House

of Commons.

The Bishop of Natal has now completed

his digest of the voluminous Blue-books on

the Zulu war. This work, which extends to

750 pages, has been set up by Zulus at the

bishop's private printing press at Bishop-

stowe. In an appendix Dr. Colenso makes

some comments on Capt. Poole's article on

Cetywayo in the April number of Macmillan's

Magazine, and also gives an account of a visit

paid to him in May last by a great depu

tation of Zulu chiefs, which included two

brothers of the ex-king.

' Thoughts ix my Garden ' is the title

of a selection from the papers of the late

Mortimer "Collins, edited by Mr. Edmund

Yates, which will be brought out early next

month by Messrs. Bentley & Son. The

work will be issued in two volumes, and

will contain notes by the editor and Mrs.

Mortimer Collins.

We are pleased to hear that Mr. Charles

Kent is recovering from the long and severe

illness which has caused much anxiety to

his friends. The Pope, by the way, has

just sent Mr. Kent his apostolic benediction,

as a token of his approbation of the ' Corona

Cathobca,' which Messrs. Kegan Paul & Co.

published a few weeks ago. Even heretics

will hope that the benediction may hasten

Mr. Kent's convalescence.

The Bampton Lectures on 'The Organiza

tion of the Early Christian Church,' recently

delivered before the University of Oxford by

the Rev. Edwin Hatch, Vice-Principal of St.

Mary Hall, and Grinfield Lecturer in the

Septuagint, will shortly be issued by Messrs.

Rivington. They made a considerable sen

sation at the time of their delivery, and M.

Renan was taken to hear one of them when

he visited Oxford.

We aro able to announce that it has been

determined to establish an association in

Birmingham by which encouragement may

be given to the systematic study of history

in that town. The Birmingham Historical

Society—such is the title of the now under

taking—is to meet periodically to receive and

discuss papers. Mr. Osmund Airy is going

to act as Hon. Sec. pro tern. Mr. E. A. Free

man has agreed to be the first President.

It is calculated that a subscription of five

shillings will be sufficient for the present

objects of the Society. The first general

meeting will, it is expected, be held in

October.

TnE death of Mr. James Imlach, a book

seller at Banff and local antiquary, merits

a passing notice in these columns. He wrote

an unpretentious but interesting ' History of

Banff,' in which he mentions that in early

life he collected materials on the life of

Macpherson, the Scottish freebooter cele

brated by Burns, for Sir Walter Scott, and

how the novelist was led to abandon his

project.

A reprint of ' Glasgow, Past and Present,'

and ' Glasgow and its Environs,' by " Senex"

(the late Mr. Robert Reid) and others, has

boen undertaken by a Glasgow publishing

firm. This edition, limited to 400 copies,

will also embrace various other papers

by " Senex," his autobiography, and the

work by " J. B." on early banking in that

city.
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Mb. F. Norgate writes :—

" Although it was, perhaps, not strictly right

in noticing the Sunderland Library (Atherueum,

July 17th) to speak of ' the famous ' Valdarfer

Boccaccio as one of its treasures—since this

epithet belongs more especially to the Rox-

burghe copy, which, by the way, was never

at Blenheim at all, having been sold in the

White Knights Library by a late Duke of

Marlborough within less than two years after he

succeeded to the title (see Notes and Queries,

5th S. xii. 333)—I nevertheless see no reason

to suppose with Mr. Hartshorne, in last week's

Athenceum, that in the notice above referred to

' the Valdarfer Boccaccio of 1471 has been

confounded with the edition of 1472 by Adam

<le Michaelibus,' the fact being that the Sunder

land Library.nowat Blenheim, contains both edi

tions (the Valdarfer having been there for more

than 140 years) ; and it was doubtless for this

reason that the Earl of Sunderland, being con

tent with one copy, and possibly not knowing

that it was imperfect (it is said to want five

leaves), refused to buy the other when it was

offered to him for a hundred guineas, the price

actually paid for it by the ancestor of the Duke

of Roxburgh©, and thus lost the opportunity of

becoming owner of the only known perfect copy

in Europe. According to Dibdin's ' JEdes Al-

thorpianee,' ii. 53, there are two other perfect

copies of the Mantua edition of 1472 besides the

one at Blenheim, viz., one at Paris and one,

' a truly magnificent one,' at Nuremberg."

Messrs. Puttick & Simpson inform us that

both, the Valdarfer Boccaccio and the edition

of 1472 are in the library.

The New York Publishers' Weekly men

tions the following announcements by Messrs.

James R. Osgood & Co., besides the ' Memo

rial History of Boston,' which we have

already described, under the editorship of

Mr. Justin Winsor : a 1 Congressional Dis

trict Vote Map of the United States,' a map

21 by 36 in., showing by coloured bars the

relative vote of Republicans and Democrats

for Congressmen in all the districts of the

country ; ' Dramatic Biographies,' edited by

Laurence Hutton; ' Self-Culture,' a series

of twenty-two lectures, by J. F. Clarke ;

' Records and Reminiscences of the Radical

Chestnut Street Club, Boston,' prepared

under the direction of Mrs. J. T. Sargent ;

a collection of ' Tales, Sketches, and Poems,'

by the late Fitz-James O'Brien, edited by

William Winter. Prof.JN. S. Shaler and

Instructor W. Morris Davis, of Harvard,

are preparing ' Illustrations of the Earth's

Structure—Glaciers, Mountains, Volcanoes,

Rivers, Valleys, Lakes, Coasts, Islands, &c.,'

to consist of sufficient descriptions and helio-

type impressions of photographs from nature.

It is added that if a sufficient number of

subscriptions shall be guaranteed, General

di Cesnola's collection of Cypriote antiquities

will be described and illustrated.

" H. W." writes from Naples, on the

20th of July :—

" I send you a few gleanings which may be

of interest. First let me report that in a short

time will appear a work entitled ' Ricordi della

Vita Intima dell' Arrigo Heine,' by his niece,

Maria Embden Heine, Princess della Rocca.

It is not a common event that a member of the

Neapolitan aristocracy should seek distinction

through the press, but her German origin will

account for it. The late Duke of Richelieu

married a Heine, a connexion of the Princess

della Rocca, and it was his brother-in-law,

Michael Heine, who went to Athens to visit

the duko on hearing of his illness, and found

him dead. On Friday night, July 16th, the

African Club in Naples held a meeting to discuss

a project for forming a colony in Assab. The

project was unanimously approved, and a report

of the proceedings is shortly to be published

and widely distributed. A School of Industrial

Chemistry, started by the Society of Operatives,

was opened on the 18th inst., in presence of the

Prefect, the Syndic, and a large assembly of

persons. Speeches were delivered by the Prefect

and others."

Mr. E. W. Darby, the Secretary of the

Leeds Butchers' Association, is making a

laudable effort to elevate rather a rough

class of men—the hands employed by

butchers—and intends delivering some

lectures at Leeds, admission to which will

be confined to the trade. His first subject

will be Robert Burns, his second Josiah

Wedgwood.

No fewer than six biographies of General

Garfield, the Republican candidate for the

Presidency of the United States, are in the

press. One of these, by Mr. J. R. Gilmore,

will be issued in the Harpers' "Franklin

Square Library," and at an exceedingly low

price.

A novel by Mr. James Payn will be com

menced in the Cornhill Magazine for January

next.

Messrs. Sampson Low & Co. will publish

shortly a work on the 'Navies of the World.'

It will describe concisely the plans, armour,

and armament of the war ships of the twenty

chief nations of the world, with a summary

of their naval battles during the last twenty

years, and their latest improvements in

naval architecture, ordnance, and torpedoes.

The author is Lieut. Edward W. W. Very,

U.S.N.

Subscriptions are being obtained in the

United States towards another monument

of Edgar Poe. Mr. Edwin Booth, the noted

actor, gave a farewell performance, previous

to his departure for Europe, at the Madison

Square Theatre, New York, in aid of the

fund.

A Correspondent sends us an account

of the celebration at Brazil of the Camoens

tercentenary. The emperor laid the founda

tion of the new building for the Portuguese

Library in the Rua da Lampadosa, which

is now to be styled Rua de Luiz de Camoes ;

and opened a Camoens Exhibition at the

National Library. The librarian had ar

ranged 486 works in more than 600 volumes,

among them 93 editions of the Lusiads,

21 of which were English translations. The

city was illuminated, and a grand perform

ance took place at the theatre. The Revista

Brazileira published a volume of fifty com

positions by Brazilian poets. The emperor

contributed some lines to the preface.

Mr. John Westlake, Q.C., is going to

Eublish ' A Treatise on Private International

iaw, with Principal Reference to its Practice

in England.' This is, in some measure, a

second edition of a work published in 1858

by the same author.

SCIENCE

Indian Industries. By A. G. F. Eliot James.

(Allen & Co.)

Mrs. Eliot James, the author of ' A Guide

to Indian Household Management,' has in

the present work supplied a long-felt want

in respect of the agricultural industries of

India. Many books have been written

before hers, by most competent authorities,

on the natural productions of India ; but they

deal for the most part with special subjects,

such as drugs, useful plants, oils and oil

seeds, gums and resins, dyes and tans, tea,

coffee, silk, and the like ; and Mrs. Eliot

James's unpretentious volume is, so far as

we are aware, the first attempt which has

been made to give a systematic account

of the general reproductive resources

of India, mineral, vegetable, and animal.

One of her best chapters is devoted to

the mining industries of India, of which

nothing is popularly known. The great

omission in her book is that therei is no

mention of the fisheries and wild birds and

beasts used as food, which constitute so im

portant a branch of Indian agriculture, in

the wide economic sense of the word. It is

a defect also that her arrangement is alpha

betical, which brings "Mining" after

"Ivory" and "Paper" after "Opium," a

little to the confusion of even experienced

students of the subjects of which Mrs. Eliot

James treats.

It is to be expected that a book em

bracing so wide a range of subjects should

also be marked by little inaccuracies of

detail. It is only professional botanists who

know how thick-set with pitfalls for even the

most wary is the whole matter of the classi

fication and nomenclature of their special

science ; and it would have been well if

Mrs. James had submitted her proof-sheets

for correction to some economic botanist,

such as Dr. M. C. Cooke, from whom she

so often quotes. There is scarcely a patch

of botanical names anywhere in her book

but it is disfigured by two or three mistakes

in spelling. It is agraver inconveniencereally

that the botanical names of plants she men

tions are often taken from different systems.

Mrs. Eliot James has, in fact, accepted the

names used by the different writers she has

consulted without attempting to bring them

into uniformity with some generally recog

nized system of nomenclature, such as that

adopted at Kew, which it is very desirable

that all writers on economic botany, and

particularly on the vegetable productions of

India, should carefully follow. India is the

largest field for economic exploitation in the

old world. The botanical resources of the

country are almost countless, and perhaps

nothing has stood more in the way of their

development than the popular confusion

which still exists in regard to the names and

identity of the useful plants of India.

At p. 122 et seq. Mrs. Eliot James, follow

ing the ignorant compilers of " price cur

rents," spells myrobalans, that is, fatty-nuts,

" myrabolams," a word which is pure non

sense. At p. 179 she says: "Olebanumis

.... so like frankincense that it is very

frequently confounded with it." They are

identical, but the true frankincense must

not be confounded with the frankincense of

the Abies excelsa, or Norway spruce fir. At

p. 66 she says : "In Sanscrit cotton is called

Kurpas, and from that name comes the

Latin word carbarns ; and in the Bible the

word green corresponds to the Hebrew word

Kurpas." Now what Mrs. Eliot James really

read in the book whence she concocted this

slipshod statement was : " The word

' cotton ' is not used in the English trans

lation of the Bible, but in the passage of
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Esther, chap. i. 6, ' where were white,

green, and blue hangings,' the Hebrew word

translated ' green ' is Karpas, identical with

the Sanscrit Karpasa and Hindi Karpas,

cotton (in the pod), an aboriginal Indian

production." At p. 320, writing of cassia,

she says it is mentioned by " Dioscorides

and Theophrastus (not Such)." Surely this

is a strange solecism in so matter-of-fact

a book. It is as if, in naming her as an

authority for any statement about Indian

industries, ono wrote Mrs. Eliot James (not

George).

"We have, however, come to the end of

the faults we have discovered in reading

through this book, the merits of which are

undoubted. No previous writers on the

economic products of India appear to have

been overlooked in its preparation, and yet

it is not a mere compilation. Mrs. Eliot

James is inspired by a true interest in her

subjects, of many of which she has had

more or less personal knowledge, that

gives an original interest to her book. It

is written with great simplicity and clear

ness, and is admirably adapted as a handy

and practical guide for those who for the

first time look to India as a field for fresh

agricultural or commercial adventures. The

chapter on mining is most suggestive, and

it is perfectly evident that there remains a

great deal to be done in India, not only in

coal and iron mining, but in the revival of

the ancient industries of gold and diamond

washing. The discontinuance of the his

torical gold and diamond trades of India

would appear to be simply due to the con

fusion into which the country was thrown

for nearly a thousand years by the constant

invasions of the Afghans, Mongols, and

Persians from the North-West, and the

devastations of the Marathas for two

centuries before the establishment of the

British peace in 1818-19. " Carpet-weav

ing" and "Pottery" are art industries,

and scarcely in their proper place in

Mrs. Eliot James's volume, which strictly

deals only with the raw products of India.

But she acknowledges that she has been

led to take an interest in these great

Indian manufactures in consequence of what

was written on them in connexion with the

Paris International Exhibition of 1878 ; and

the earnest support she gives to the views of

those who have protested against the degra

dation of Indian art through the competi

tion of the Government gaols in the manu

facture of carpets with the caste weavers,

and of the schools of art with the native

potters, will be most welcome. She gives

the following quotation from the Pioneer:—

"A regiment ordering some carpets at a well-

known gaol to take to England for its mess,

sent some officers to see what patterns could be

procured ; and the superintendent of the manu

facturing department is said to have exhibited

in great triumph a carpet which had been made

for an English nobleman, who had ordered it

through some friends. The carpet was a ground

work of most lovely ruby red, with some creamy

and ivory white flowers (some kind of lily) run

ning through it, but was entirely spoiled by

being bespattered with some filthy-looking yellow

daubs at regular intervals, as if a bottle of

West India pickles had been turned out, every

three feet or so, over it. On inquiry it was

found out that this was a local improvement on

the old pattern, it being considered that the

English peer would expect more splendid colour

ing from India. These officers examined a

variety of patterns without finding what they

wanted, until, when leaving, some old Persian

and Indian patterns were handed down, covered

with dust, the superintendent saying he thought

nothing of them. Correspondence went on

with several gaols, and they all offered to make

up the patterns in any colours that might be

selected."

The Pioneer adds :—

"Anything more grossly wrong cannot be con

ceived, and it would be no more than right if

every gaol were at once inspected and every

vitiated pattern committed to the flames. It

would indeed be deplorable if, for want of care,

carpets made in India should be bo corrupted as

to damage the trade."

It is well known that the Agra gaol is

singular among Indian gaols for scrupu

lously following Persian patterns in the

designs of the carpets manufactured by it.

An Agra gaol carpet exhibited at Paris in

1878 was, as pointed out at the time, remark

able for the fine proportion of its border to

the centre. The borders of modern Oriental

carpets are generally made too narrow. In

the mosaic floors of the Greeks and Romans,

which were evidently suggested by Oriental

tapestry, the border was always remarkably

broad, and in the older Persian carpets it is

often a yard deep and more. The singular

excellence in design of the Agra gaol carpets

is due to Sir John Strachey's influence.

When visiting the gaol, many 3-eare ago,

the zealous superintendent triumphantly

showed him somo carpets ho had been

manufacturing from the vilest European

designs. Sir John asked him if they were

all the patterns of tho kind he possessed.

"No; not by any means," replied the

superintendent. " I have ransacked all the

factories in England for their latest pat

terns." Sir John begged that ho might see

them all ; and when he was at last satisfied

that all had been brought out, he ordered

them to be all burned in the heap as they lay

before him, and that for the future only

native patterns should be followed without

deviation. The Agra gaol carpets are,

however, still defective in harmony of

colouring.

Mrs. Eliot James's book illustrates in a

remarkable manner the universal character

of the commercial resources of India. Ob

servers have been struck by the manner in

which the Hindus have maintained the con

tinuity of their singular civilization through

three thousand years, and, not understanding

that it has been due to their intellectual

superiority as Aryans over their Turanian

conquerors, have always attributed it to tho

assumed isolation of India from the rest of

the world :—

Half girt with giant mountains, on whose crest,

By man untrodden, sleep eternal snows,

Half guarded by a troubled sea's unrest,

And torrents that their barrier waves oppose,

India would seem itself a semi-world.

Safe from attacks without.

Tho simple fact, however, is that India is

more liable to attack than almost any other

country in the world, and not only has been

oftener conquered than any other, but owes

almost its entire population to overland

immigration from Higher Asia. The human

race dislikes an inland climate, and ever

seeks maritime climates. This it was which

gradually attracted the younger Aryans into

the peninsula of Europe, and its sub-penin

sulas of Greece, Italy, Spain, and the islands

of Great Britain and Ireland. The older

Aryans sought the sea-coasts of Persia

and India. More than this, the con

figuration of the mountain system of Asia

is such as to lead the populations of

Central Asia into India through the passes

of its north - east and north - west fron

tier, by which from China it received its

Chinese immigrants, and from Western and

Central Asia its Dravidian immigrants and

Scythian, Afghan, and Mongol conquerors.

The most direct outlet, and only interrupted

by Afghan misrule, of the great commerce of

Central Asia to the sea is through the passes

leading from Candahar to the Indus ; and

the natural exit of the export trade of the

whole of Southern China, the richest portion

of that empire, is through the passes which

lead across Northern Burmah to Calcutta.

The whole trade of Asia thus naturally

gravitates towards India. The Indian pen

insula also lies in the direct line of the

immemorial trade between the Eastern

Archipelago and the countries of the Medi

terranean Sea; and its ports have ever been

the emporia also of the trade of Arabia

and Eastern Africa with Europe. So far,

indeed, from India being almost an island,

isolated from the rest of Asia, it is, as it were,

the keystone of the whole commerce of the

East with the West. This is the true sig

nificance of our possession of India, and that

it will serve to make this fact better and

more widely understood by the ignorant but

energetic masses of Englishmen engaged in

mercantile pursuits is not the least merit of

Mrs. Eliot James's most useful little book.

Wood-working Machinery: its Rise, Progress, and

Construction. By M. P. Bale, M.lnst.C.E.

(Crosby Lockwood & Co.)

Mr. Bale's book affords an instructive illustra

tion of the often forgotten truth that literature is

an art as well as an occupation, and that, like all

arts, it demands systematic study for its mastery.

This truth is, no doubt, daily illustrated by a

whole host of trumpery publications. But the

lesson is more instructive when it is drawn from

a work which is not trumpery, but which is from

the hand of an intelligent man, familiar with the

practice, if not with the bibliography, of the

subject on which he writes. The author's ac

count of his work is that the " pages, written in

the spare hours of a long fife, attempt to give an

account of the rise and progress of what is now

in this country an important branch of engineer

ing." The work is rather, we should be inclined

to say, the expansion into the form of a volume

of the note-book of a practical man. The hints

on the management of saw-mills and the eco

nomical conversion of timber are useful, if not

absolutely novel. The descriptions of various

machines are clear to those who understand

technical phraseology, and give the idea of

having been taken in the main from the specifi

cations of the patents of the various inventors ;

and the woodcuts are very good, approaching

the excellence of the American illustrations of

scientific works. The reader who is interested

in the conversion of timber will find much in

the volume that may be of service to him. But

the work can hardly be called a history of the

subject of which it treats. A dozen pages bring

us down to "our International Exhibition of

1851." The great development of all industries

connected with wood in America is such, that

a complete account of the general character of

the labour-saving machinery in that country

would with great advantage form a main feature

of a book that comprehensively grasped the sub

ject. But Mr. Bale only says, " The illustra

tions are confined to the designs of English,
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French, and American engineers." In the forty-

two illustrations we only find four American and

two French machines represented, with a fifth of

American origin, but manufactured in England.

Again, to take merely two or throe points which

would be likely at once to recur to the memory

of any London engineer, the chapter on cask-

making machinery gives no reference to Taylor's

very ingenious machinery for this purpose, which

was set up at the Square Shot Tower, Lambeth,

in 1843, and which, we believe, is still to some

extent used by the General Wood - Cutting

Company. Under the head " Miscellaneous

Machinery" mention is made of a patent

obtained by Gibbs in 1829, and improved by

Irving in 1843, for carving machinery. Some

description of a very important class of copying

and reducing machinery ought here to have been

given. The miniature ivory busts and figures

produced mechanically by Cheverton in 1835

were of extreme beauty, and it is quite tanta

lizing to find so brief and unsatisfactory a refer

ence to this branch of industrial art. Again,

we look in vain for information as to what is

now being done in the production of pierced

and other ornamental woodwork by machinery

—a matter that comes home to almost every one

in such articles as picture-frames and house and

church decorations. Two pages are given to

"Corkwood Machinery." They say nothing of

the wonderfully fine laminw of cork that have

been produced for the manufacture of hats. No

hat is so luxurious, from its lightness, as one of

which the basis is formed of cork ; and lamina)

have been cut for this purpose of a fineness of

four hundred to the inch. We may add the

remark that a reference to the indexed specifica

tions of the Patent Office would have been a

valuable feature of a work dealing with an im

portant branch of practical mechanics.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

A useful treatise on the prediction of occul-

tations of stars by the moon, and the determina

tion of longitudes by their observation, has

recently been published by M. Francois Calixte

Berry, lieutenant in the French Navy. The

title is ' Theorie Complete des Occultations ' ;

and M. Faye, President of the Bureau des

Longitudes, in a short preface recommending

the work to the Minister of Marine for the use

of naval officers, remarks that it may really be

regarded as a " traite complet Bur la matiere,"

and that it is a publication " tres-important et

tres-se'rieux. " It occupies ninety-seven quarto

pages, including the tables, and the methods

described are well illustrated by examples, so

that probably there is no other book so well

adapted to the purpose in view.

The July number of the American Journal of

Science contains amongst its articles a very

interesting one by Prof. Langley, of Alleghany,

giving an account of the observations he made

on Mount Etna the winter before last, with the

view of determining what amount of advantage

was gained for astronomical observing at a great

elevation above the sea-level. He was induced

to make experiments on the subject there from

much concurrent testimony as to tho clearness

of the atmosphere on the shores of Sicily, and

particularly the late selection of Etna for the

site of a mountain observatory by the Italian

authorities, guided by Prof. Tacchini (of which

mention was made in the Aiheiurum of April

26th of last year). The spot chosen by the

latter was the Casa degl' Inglesi, about 9,650

feet high ; but as it was quite impossible at such

an elevation to obtain the means of living ex

cept by an organized occupation, Prof. Langley

was advised to take his station at Nicolosi, the

highest village of the mountain, at the elevation

of a little more than 2,000 feet, just where

cultivation ceases almost abruptly. Finding,

however, a spot much higher, called Casa del

Bosco, where ' 1 wood and water could be had

with some kind of shelter," he took up his

abode there on Christmas Day, 1878, and re

mained until the 14th of January, 1879, when

the snow-line had descended to some distance

below him, and he had obtained all the material

results expected. The place in question is

situated on the south-eastern slope of Etna,

at about 4,200 feet above the sea-level.

Proof of increased transparency of air was

soon forthcoming, of which Prof. Langley

gives several instances ; thus with the naked

eye nine stars were steadily visible in

the Pleiades, although his eye does not at

ordinary elevations see more than six steadily,

occasionally catching a glimpse of a seventh and

eighth ; and with the telescope of 3J inches

aperture which he had brought up the advan

tage was of similar character as applied to some

double stars and to the nebula in Orion. Gene

rally, by comparing what he saw with Mr.

Webb's remarks in his well-known ' Celes

tial Objects for Common Telescopes,' the pro

fessor concludes that ' ' stars of about two-thirds

the brightness of those visible in England under

like telescopic power can be seen on Etna at the

altitude of Casa del Bosco." But the gain, he

thinks, as regards double-star observing is more

in clearness of atmosphere than in that freedom

from tremor which accompanies good definition.

The advantage obtained at such elevations in

the diminution of atmospheric absorption of the

more refrangible rays of light is of great import

ance in spectroscopical observations, which in

duced M. Cornu to make the Furca Pass in the

Alps his observing station ; and the gain for the

study of the nebulse and stellar photometry is

very essential, whilst Prof. Langley considers that

for almost every problem in solar physics obser

vatories at great heights "have now become not

merely desirable, but indispensable." Calling to

mind, however, the difficulty (for many persons

amounting to impossibility) of staying long and

keeping up work at very great elevations,

such as that on which he had himself for

merly experimented at Pike's Peak, Colo

rado, more than 14,000 feet above the sea,

he suggests as the most promising site one

where there is a dry climate and a table-land

at an elevation of about 10,000 feet. The

frequent condensation of cloud about a moun

tain makes it desirable to add to these conditions

the selection of a spot sheltered on the side

of the prevalent winds by a range which pre

cipitates their moisture in clouds that rarely

advance beyond the observer's horizon. During

the three weeks' sojourn on Etna described in

this paper, the wind was found to be a very

frequent obstacle to steady vision. Elevations

much more moderate but yet considerable have

their advantage. We have seldom seen better

definition than on the line of the Surrey Hills,

and hope at some future time to find the highest

point of that range, Leith Hill, nearly 1,000

feet high, made available for scientific purposes.

Another very favourable position for an obser

vatory within easy reach of London is Botley

Hill, the second highest point in the county of

Surrey, a ridge the south-eastern end of which,

Cold Harbour Green, is in exactly the same

longitude as the Greenwich Observatory, and is

880 feet above the level of the sea.

We have received the Memoirs of the Italian

Spectroscopical Society for last March. It is

wholly occupied with the solar observations of

Signor A. Riccb at the Royal Observatory,

Palermo, during January, February, and March.

M. Ccraski, of the Moscow Observatory, has

discovered a remarkable variability of light in a
star R.A. 0h 49m 39", N.P.D. 8° 54', which had

been observed by Lalande in 1790, and is in

cluded in Argelander's Lhtrchmusterung. In the

space of two hours, on the night of June 23rd,

M. Ceraski noticed that its magnitude had

changed from 9 to 7i.

The Royal Dublin Society have just published

in their HciettHjic- Transactions an elaborate paper

by the Earl of Rosse, giving the details of the

greater part of the observations of nebulte and

clusters of stars made at Birr Castle with the

six-foot and three-foot reflecting telescopes from

the year 1848 until 1878 inclusive. His lord

ship remarks that since the publication of his

father's papers in the Philosophical Transactions

of the Royal Society, the last of which appeared

in 1861, no account of the observations at Par-

sonstown has been published, with the exception

of a monograph on the great nebula in Orion.

Hence it has now seemed desirable to lay before

the astronomical public a tolerably complete

record of those made since, and it has been

wisely concluded to include in it, on the same

system of detailed account as given by the

observer, the earlier observations also, commenc

ing with 1848, omitting only those of the great

Orion nebula before 1868, which wore pub

lished that year, together with an engraving

" embodying all the features of that nebula as

noted up to that date." Of the high interest of

this paper we need not speak, but we desire to

accord further publicity to a letter from M.

Otto Struve, Director of the Imperial Observa

tory of Pulkowa, which Lord Rosse communi

cates in an appendix. A letter appeared in the

Times of April 3rd last, headed "Three Giant

Telescopes " (partly founded on an article in

Fraser's Magazine), in which M. Struve is stated

to have ' ' expressed himself in a very uncour-

teous manner on the optical qualities of the

great reflector." He says that those expressions

are " altogether invented by the anonymous

author of the note, or are, at least, quite a

voluntary and thoroughly wrong interpretation"

of what he said. " I am sorry," he adds, "that

my name is abused in such a manner by people

who probably have a design of their own in

depreciating the performance of the instrument,

the construction of which marked in itself a

high progress in optics and mechanics, and

which in its space-penetrating power has not had

any rival until now, though certainly with re

gard to definition (particularly where the mirror

is considerably out of horizontal position) there

are other instruments superior to it."

Dr. O. Lohse, of the Observatory of Potsdam,

communicates to the last number (2325) of the

Astronomische Nachrichten, some observations he

has made within the last few weeks of the re

markable red spot on the planet Jupiter, which

excited so much attention last year. There it is

still to be seen, " little, if at all, changed in

appearance. The red colour very distinctly

exceeds in its intensity that of the equatorial

zone." The planet's northern declination is now

more than 6°, and it rises at London about ten

o'clock. Saturn follows Jupiter by only about

half an hour inR.A. with a northern declination

of nearly 9". Both planets are nearly stationary

in the heavens.

Among the tables of observations in the

second livraison, Vol. VI., of Annales de VObser-

vatoire de Moscou appear two chapters by Dr.

Bredichin, ' Sur la Resistance de l'Ether pro-

duite par le Mouvement de Translation du

Systeme Solaire,' and on last year's observations

of Jupiter. This latter is increased in im

portance by a coloured plate showing fourteen

different aspects of the Jovial planet. Another

coloured plate represents profiles of the sun as

observed during 1879.

SOCIETIES.

Quekett Microscopical. — July 23. • Anni-

Tcrtary Netting.—Dr. T. S. Cobbold", President, in

the chair.—Five new Members were elected, and

Mr. V. H. Wenham was, on the recommendation of

the Committee, elected an Honorary Member.—

Alterations in the rules, by which the Honorary

Librarian, Curator, nnd Reporter were made«r officio

members of the Committee, were unanimously agreed

to.—The. fifteenth Annual Report, rend by the Secre

tary, detailed the progress of the Society during the

year, and eoncratulated the members upon its con

tinued prosperity ; excellent work had l>een done,

and the number of members was stated at 603. The

Treasurer's annual statement of account showed that

the income from all sources had been 3-illi. 18«. llrf.,

of which 13!'?. Mr. 8rf. remained as a balance in hand.
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—The retiring President, Dr. Cobbold. then delivered

the annual address, ' On Science in Relation to Mental

and Moral Culture.'—The result of the ballot for

Officers and Committee during the ensuing year was

as follows: Pregitlcnt. Mr. T. C. White; \ ice-Pre

sident*. Dr. Cobbold, Dr. M. C. Cooke, Dr. Matthews,

and Mr. C. Stewart ; Treasurer, Mr. F. W. Gay ;

Secretary, Mr. J. £, Ingpen ; and to fill six vacancies

on the Committee, Messrs. E. T. Newton, H. F.

Hailes, J. W. Goodinge, W.W. Reeves, \V. H. Gilburt,

and A. D. Michael.

.Science Go&sig.

Sir Gardner Wilkinson, our readers are

aware, spent the years from 1823 to 1830 in

surveying and mapping the desert regions of

Upper and Lower Egypt. His chief relaxation

when occupied in this work was found in ob

serving the plants and animals of those regions,

and he filled his note-books with drawings. He

further described the habits of the plants, and

found in them many points of illustration throw

ing light on the sculptures of the ancient Egyp

tians and the botanical references in the sacred

Scriptures. Lady Wilkinson is collecting all the

plant-references which occur in hU MSS., with

the view of placing them on record. The plants

which Sir Gardner Wilkinson collected were

presented by him to the British Museum, and

are now in the great herbarium there. From

them, and from the drawings, Mr. Carruthers

will prepare Buch accounts of the plants as will

give, it is hoped, a scientific value to the publi

cation. The plates, which will amount to forty,

will contain several subjects reproduced on stone

by Mr. D. Blair, F. L. S. , and coloured after the

original drawings. Messrs. Dulau will publish

the work at the beginning of next year.

' Tasslantan Friends and Foes, Feathered,

Furred, and Finned,' is the title of a work,

illustrated by woodcuts and coloured plates,

upon the natural history of Tasmania, to be

issued this autumn by Messrs. Marcus Ward &

Co. The volume is from the pen of Mrs. L. A.

Meredith, the author of several books upon this

colony.

The Midland Union of Natural History

Societies, which consists of twenty-three of the

chief scientific societies in the central counties,

has formulated a scheme, the object of which

is to encourage and reward original research

among the members, who are 3,000 in number.

An annual prize of the value of 10V. (to includo

a gold or bronze medal at the option of the

successful candidate), and, by permission of

Mr. Darwin, to be called "The Darwin Prize,"

will be offered for the best paper contributed

during twelve months, ending the 31st of March

each year, to the journal of the Union (the Mid

land Naturalist), on the subject of the year,

which for 1881 is geology, and for 1882 biology.

The scheme is so framed as to allow, within

specified limits, absolute freedom in selecting

the subject of research, in order that original

workers in science may be as little hampered as

possible. On the obverse of the "Darwin

medal " will be a profile portrait of Mr. Darwin,

after a well-known photograph by Rejlander.

The Birmingham Philosophical Society have

established a fund for the endowment of scientific

research, which now amounts to 820/. This sum

will be invested, the interest only being used.

The subscription list amounts to upwards of 80/.

a year.

An annual prize of seven guineas for excel

lence in practical physiology has just been

founded at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, to com

memorate the long connexion of Harvey with

the hospital, to which he was elected physician

in 1G09.

Mr. Arthur Stanley Butler, of Exeter

College, Oxford, has been elected to the chair

of Natural Philosophy in the United College,

St. Andrews, in the room of Dr. William Swan,

resigned.

Karl Koch is, the Gardeners' Chnmicle in

forms us, to have a monument. Some of the

leading botanists and horticulturists of Berlin

have formed a committee, and they appeal to the

friends and admirers of Karl Koch to aid them

in carrying out the idea in a maimer worthy of

his memory.

M. Ader, the French electrician, has been

led by his experiments to the important general

ization, that all bars of a magnetic nature sub

mitted to any mechanical action have a tendency

to recover their physical arrangement under the

influence of a magnetic current.

Dr. Norxan Moore writes from the College,

St. Bartholomew's Hospital, July 24th, 1880 :—

"The system of examination of which you justly

commend the institution at Guy's Hospital was

adopted at St Bartholomew's in 1871, and has

been found a most efficient stimulus to the in

dustry of students in their first year. Mr. W.

Morrant Baker, the examiner in physiology at

the College of Surgeons, gave so much time and

labour, when Warden of the College of St. Bar

tholomew's, to the institution and conduct of

this first year's examination, that his name

deserves record in connexion with what is cer

tainly a most important step in medical educa

tion."

The American Association for the Advance

ment of Science will commence its twenty-ninth

meeting at Boston, in the Massachusetts Insti

tute of Technology, on August 25th. One of

the morning meetings will be held at Cambridge,

and the remainder of the day is to be devoted

to the Observatory and to Harvard Uni

versity.

Mr. Edward Bainbs was on Thursday, the

22nd, re-elected Chairman of the Yorkshire

College, Leeds. A letter was read from the

Clothworkers' Company stating that the Guild

had voted 1,5002. to pay the balance on the new

building, making a total giant for building of

15,000/.

Prof. Aoassiz's ' Report on the Florida Reefs '

commences the seventh volume of Memoirs

of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Har

vard University. In twenty-two well-executed

plates representations are given of Florida corals,

and a sketch map of Southern Florida, with the

keys, facilitates reference to localities.

Hehriften der Naturforschenden Gesellscha/t in

Danz'uj, Part IV. of Vol. IV., contains the usual

annual report of the Society, a report of the

second meeting of the West Prussian botanico-

zoological union at Marienwerder, and an inte

resting paper by Dr. Conwentz ' On the Fossil

Woods of Karlsdorf,' accompanied by plates.

The July number of the American Journal

of Otology prints Prof. Graham Bell's paper,

' Experiments relating to Binaural Audition,'

read before the American Association at its

last meeting ; and in a discussion of Dr. Gudc's

learned treatise on teaching articulation to the

deaf and dumb it is pointed out that by a proper

method the majority of mutes may be taught

to talk, and that Germany is doing much good

work towards that beneficent result.

FINE ARTS

EXHIBITION of WORKS of AKT In BLACK and WHITE,
OuillfT UHllrrr. Kfrvptliin Hull. Piccadilly. cou*i»unff of Dntwiuiin,
Ktehlliirs, anil linKraviiigs. Ol'LN IJAlLY'lroui Ten till Six — Adntis-
■Ion, U.; Catalogue, 6o\ II. F. M-NAUt, Sec.

DOItE'R GREAT WORKS. 'CHRIST LEAVING the PRJ^TOHIUM '
'CHRIST ENTERING JKHl'SALKM.' and The BRAZEN SKlil'ENT '
(the latter just completed), each 33 br 22 feet, with 'Dream of Pllate'g
Wife.' ' Soldiers of the Croat/ 'Nlttht of tbe Crucifixion,' 'House of
Cuiapmi*. Ac., at the DURE GALLERY, 3i, New Bond Street, liuilj.
Ten to Six.—Is.

Old Home : a Handbook to the Ruins of the

City and the Campagna. By Robert Burn,

M.A. (BeU & Sons.)

Mr. Robert Burn's ' Rome and the Cam

pagna ' met with, great and deserved

success, and secured at once a prominent

place in all the areliieologieal libraries of

Europe. Its size and its cost, however,

made it less useful to the general public,

and especially to the traveller, and Mr.

Burn has done a service to tourists and

students by issuing the present " epitome,"

an abridged description of the ruins and a

summary of the archaeological results of

recent years. The aim of the work is de

scribed in the preface :—

" This book is intended to serve as a hand

book to the actually existing ruins and monu

ments of ancient Rome and the Campagna. It

is divided into topographical sections, for the

convenience of travellers visiting Rome. "

If a critic be allowed, as the Italian pro

verb says, "di cercare il pelo nell' uovo,"

and to point out what makes Mr. Burn's

epitome Jess perfect than it might be, he

will remark that many " actually existing

ruins and monuments of ancient Rome and

the Campagna " are not described in the

epitome, and that the " topographical sec

tions " are not so well arranged as they

ought to be.

The topographical sections into which the

book is divided seem to be made haphazard,

without any consideration of history, or

chronology, or topography, either civil or

geological. The student or the traveller, in

order to get a good knowledge of the subject

he is studying or examining de rim, must

have a clear idea of its general outlines

before entering into details. The proper

arrangement of such a work as Mr. Burn's

epitome would be easy to devise and

easier to understand ; in fact, Mr. Burn had

the choice of many such directing lines, one .

more simple than the other. He could have

framed his description of Rome on a chrono

logical or historical basis, starting from the

Palatine and then going over the Capitol,

the Forum, the Velabrum, the Circus

Maximus, the republican and imperial

buildings, whereas from the Palatine and

the Forum readers are brought at once to

the Coliseum and the ruins of the fifth

region, some of which belong to the third

or fourth century of our era. Again, ob

serving the natural topography, he could

have described the seven hills and the sur

rounding valleys, the Palatine, the Capitol,

the Cselian, the Aventine, &c. The best

plan, however, would have been to follow

the civil topography of the city and its

division into fourteen regions, starting from

the Porta Capena, and ending with the

Transtevere. The Coliseum and Esquiline,

described in chap, iii., have no connexion

whatever, and the same is the case with the

Velabrum and the Circus Flaminius, de

scribed in chap, v., with the Aventine and

Cselian Hills, described in chap. viii.

As regards the contents of the book, Mr.

Burn's declaration that it is "an epitome of

his larger work, ' Rome and the Campagna,' "

does not fully justify him. If he had strictly

followed the rule all through the nine

chapters of stopping his descriptions at the

date of his former book, well and good ;

there is no objection to such a plan, although

the student and the traveller, having been

told in the preface that they should find

in the book " a brief description of each

existing ruin or monument," expect such

descriptions to keep up with the times, not

to stop at the date of Mr. Burn's last visit

to Rome. Things are going so fast now

that what it required in former times half

a century to bring to light is now discovered
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causes no surprise even to the dullest intellect.

In 1848 it was not so, and many were the wild

surmises made to account for carriages full of

ladies and gentlemen visiting obscure villages.

At Stow it was confidently believed that the

excursionists were a body of " Papists," bent on

selecting a plot of ground on which to build a

convent, and we have heard that at another

Lincolnshire village they were looked upon with

dread, as they were reported to be a body of

commissioners sent down for the purpose of

assessing a new and much increased land tax.

There are not many of the archraologists who

are now assembled at Lincoln who were present

at the former meeting. As the A the hit, urn said

at the time, the meeting of 1848 was a great suc

cess, and people prophecy equally brilliant things

for the present gathering. The formal business

began by the presentation of an address from

the mayor and corporation of the city in the

masonic hall. This was followed by a similar

address, presented by the Bishop of Nottingham

as President of the Lincolnshire Architectural

Society. Luncheon was then served to the

visitors in the Corn Exchange, a new building,

which has been built to supply the place of an

exceedingly ugly and inconvenient structure

erected some forty years ago.

After luncheon the party visited the church

of St. Mary-le-Wigford, under the guidance of

the Bishop of Nottingham. It stands on the

east side of the Ermine Street, on a spot of

ground outside the limits of the Roman city, in

what is known to have been a Roman burial-

ground. The tower has been called Saxon,

and it is convenient still to retain that designa

tion, but it is probable that it was built early

in the reign of William I. , by the old inhabi

tants of the upper city, who were driven from

their homes to make room for the great military

works of the Conqueror. This tower has some

later additions to it, as the parapet and hood

mouldings, but there is no Norman work about

it It is, however, undoubtedly later than the

Saxon towers of St. Peter's, Barton-upon-

Humber, and Earl's Barton, in Northampton

shire. The nave is Early English, and very good

in character ; the south aisle is modem, and as

ugly a bit of " restoration " as we remember to

have seen. The chancel arch is Early English,

of a bold and pleasing type. Near this church

is a conduit, which in former days supplied

much of the lower town with water. It is a

picturesque object, built out of fragments of

sculpture taken from the house of the White

Friars, which stood on the spot now occupied by

the railway station. It was, we believe, origin

ally put together soon after the Reformation,

but has, we imagine, been rebuilt more than

once. It was thought to impede the traffic

some fourteen or fifteen years ago, and pulled

down to the ground, but has been rebuilt

stone for stone as it was before. Some

fragments of monumental inscriptions were

discovered at this time, but it is Baid that

they were too much mutilated to be do-

ciphered. Near to this stands a house con

taining a fine fragment of timber work of the

latter part of the fifteenth century. It has been

ignorantly called the White Friars, but is the

remains of a house of one of the citizens. The

building next visited is called John of Gaunt's

stables. It really was one of his houses, and

there is good reason to believe that Katherine

Swinford stayed here when she visited Lincoln.

It is one of the finest specimens of twelfth

century domestic architecture in Britain. There

have been rumours from time to time of its

restoration. This catastrophe we hope may be

averted, but some slight and inexpensive

structural repairs seem needed. The church of

St. Peter-at-Gouts has a late Saxon tower, ident

ical in general character with that of St. Mary-le-

Wigford. There cannot be any reasonable doubt

that they were built at the same time and pro

bably by the same set of masons. The nave is

Early English, and until recently there was a

Norman north aisle ; this, however, was made

away with during a recent restoration, for the

purpose of supplying its place with something

more in harmony with modern taste. Happily the

Norman font, a stone basin with a series of round-

headed arches carved upon it, has been spared.

The castle was next visited, under the guid

ance of Mr. G. T. Clark, whose great knowledge

of earthworks and mediaeval fortifications well

qualified him to describe this, which is one of

the most curious early fortresses in Britain. Of

the original Roman walls some few fragments

remain above ground, as well as the great arch

known as Newport Gate. The present castle

has been built in an angle of the Roman city,

and much of the Roman wall is known to be

buried in the vast bank of earth by which the

enclosure of the base court is surrounded. When

this bank was raised we shall never know. It

was probably there when the Conqueror came,

but not with a wall on the top. It would not

be possible to build a massive wall such as this

on a bank of loose earth. Many years must

have been allowed for it to settle. There is no

doubt that at Lincoln, as elsewhere, the old

Teutonic plan was followed, and the bank was

surmounted not by a wall, but by a wooden

stockade or paling. Such we know to have been

the constant practice both here and in Normandy

in early times. This paling was probably re

moved soon after the Conquest. Mr. Clark,

who has carefully examined the masonry of the

walls, thinks that we may safely assign them to

an early Norman date. The great mound, with

its shell keep at the top, which is such a marked

feature in the landscape, must have been raised

at the same time as the banks enclosing the

court. The soil of which it is made was got

out of the ditch adjoining, one portion of

which is still pretty perfect. Like the court,

it was once protected by a stockade, which

does not seem to have been removed quite

bo early as that of the court. Mr. Clark pro

nounces the present walls not to be older than

about the time of Stephen. Though later than

Corfe (which may possibly be Saxon), Cardiff,

or Berkeley, Lincoln is from its size and perfect

preservation the finest shell-keep in England.

( As it stands on ground which belongs to the

county, it is probably out of reach of destruction,

and is likely to continue to be well cared for.

Mr. Clark pointed out that there were two

little chambers in the wall which were unknown

to most of those persons who are familiar with

the place. We hope the grand jury, the justices,

or who ever may be the custodians of the place,

will cause the ivy to be trimmed somewhat, so

that these interesting little rooms may be visible.

In the evening Mr. G. T. Clark read a paper

on post-Roman entrenchments, which gathered

together in small compass all that is known of

the fortifications of our ancestors before castles

were built of stone. The collection of the facts

must have been a work of great labour ; not only

did it indicate personal familiarity with nearly

all the important earthworks in England and

Normandy, but the Saxon Chronicle had been

gone through, and every notice of a fortification

examined. Bishop Trollope read a short paper

on Little St. Hugh of Lincoln, the child who

was falsely said to have been crucified by the

Jews, which was followed by a very learned and

interesting account of the Jews of Lincoln by

Mr. D. Davis, who has worked up an elaborate

history of them from documents preserved in

the Record Office. Nearly the whole of the

facts given by Mr. Davis are new to historical

students. It seems that the English Jews

mostly came originally from Rouen ; London

and Lincoln were their chief settlements, but

they rapidly spread to many other towns. They

were not under the government of the ordinary

authorities, but directly under the king and

the constables of his castles. At Lincoln they

practised the rites of their religion publicly,

and had a synagogue somewhere in the upper

city, probably very near to the castle. The

horrible story of their persecution and expulsion

is too well known to repeat. It is pleasant to

be reminded, however, that St. Hugh of Avalon,

the great and good bishop of Lincoln, always

used his influence for their protection, and that

on his death the Lincoln Jews attended his

funeral in large numbers and wept bitterly.

THB PRIVATE COLLECTIONS OP ENGLAND.

No LII.-WENTWORTH CASTLE, BABNSLKY.

Me. F. Veknon Wentworth kindly allowed

us to see the pictures in the stately house which

stands in the noble park a short three miles

from " Black Barusley," a long town, full of

factories, and, although devoted to " business,"

by no means devoid of picturesquenesB of a

grimy but not very squalid sort. The neigh

bourhood is beautiful, and there are a number

of noble houses scattered over the country. Of

these Wentworth Castle is the nearest. Not

much further off is the Earl of Wharncliffe's,

Wortley Hall, which is remarkable for English

portraits, and is noteworthy in modern art-

history because it contains Mr. Poynter's large

paintings. The place has associations with

" Avidien," " old Wortley Montagu," Lady Mary

Wortley Montagu, and Mr. Montagu, and stands

in the midst of superb woodland and rock

scenery. A little further off is Wentworth

Woodhouse, the magnificent seat of Earl Fitz-

william, a palace of Van Dycks, which looks

to Rotherham, as Wortley Hall looks to Shef

field and Penistone, and Wentworth Castle looks

to Barnsloy, as Fryston Hall, the seat of Lord

Houghton, looks to Pontefract, Harewood House

and Temple Newsam to Leeds, and Nostel

Priory to Wakefield. Of this group we have

yet to describe Nostel, Wortley, Wentworth

Woodhouse, and Wentworth Castle. The narrow

region in which they stand is enclosed by the

Wharfe and the Don ; within these bounds are

probably more smoke and a greater number of

fine pictures than in any district of the same

size in England, except the metropolitan one.

Wentworth Castle is the place where Horace

Walpole went to see his friend the Earl of

Strafford. " It is my favourite of all great seats ;

such a variety of ground, of wood, and water ;

and almost all executed and disposed with so

much taste by the present earl. The new

front is, in my opinion, one of the lightest and

most beautiful buildings on earth, and pray

like the little Gothic edifice, and its position in

the menagerie ! " This is what, writing from

" Strawberry," he told the Misses Berry, Sep

tember 4th, 1789. We must recollect that Walpole

saw the castle before the smoke appeared. His

friend the earl was then an old man, who—aged

seventy-nine—died the next year, his father

having built the " front " in question, and out

of an ancient house constructed a gitasi-Italian

palace, with rooms of state and comfortable

"parlours," to say nothing of lordly staircases

and a gallery or hall so vast, sumptuous, and

brilliant, that to this day it seems only to want

the figures of Walpole and his companions

moving in the sunlight of enormous windows,

and looking at the portraits as we looked at

them, while the descendant of Walpole's friend

told us their histories with a gracious courtesy.

This gallery is 180 feet long, and its design was

borrowed from the Colonna Palace at Rome.

Thirty years before the praises we have quoted,

Walpole wrote to Bentley from this house, and

was enraptured with it. We believe it was on

this mansion that Walpole at another time

descended, and "rummaged" it to his heart's

content.

It is certain that the letter-writer saw all the

pictures we have to describe, and that in saying

they were " all bad " he appraised some of them

at a much lower rate than they deserved.

Besides this, many of these works have gained his

toric value during the century that has elapsed

since he wrote. Among the first to attract us is

a large canvas, on which are depicted, standing

hand in hand, aft.r the fashion of the Graces,
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three clumsy kings in royal robes, ponderous

figures standing among unlimited regal up

holstery. In this life they were Frederick IV.

of Denmark, Augustus of Poland, and Frederick

William L of Prussia. Their union here is

ominous ; especially was it so for the second of

these hard-featured royalties. The picture bears

an odd legend :—" Given by these kings to Tho'

Earle of Srafford [sic] on their having all three

dined together with him when Lord Raby Am

bassador Ex" at Berlin, Anno Dom : 1705."

This was the first Earl of Strafford of the

second creation, the father of Earl William,

Walpole's host, and the builder of the front. In

the quadrangle formed by these buildings is a

thoroughly characteristic statue of Earl Thomas

by Rysbrack. There is something pathetic

and depressing about this figure, which, apart

from its "out-of-doors" look, is full of melan

choly suggestions of the instability of human

glory. However trite the motto, " Sic transit

gloria mundi," those words were never more

appropriate than in this silent court, where

the blank windows reflect the ornate and pom

pous figure of a statesman and soldier already

almost forgotten, and on the ground its

lengthening shadow marks the flight of time.

General the Earl of Strafford, the above-

named Earl Thomas, is represented in a valu

able life-size equestrian picture, which bears

the signature of P. C. Lens, and is the only

work of Buch importance by him which is known

to us. It is a curious illustration of the state of

portraiture amongst us during the second quarter

of the last century. The earl was No. 520 of

the Knights of the Garter, and, as if conscious

of his dignity, sits, sword in hand, stiff and

erect, on his prancing white horse. He was evi

dently a man of ability, with smooth handsome

features, which are surrounded by a large fair

wig under a feathered hat. The picture is dry

and jejune in execution, but marked by care and

much technical skill, but otherwise heartless

and artless. The face and air of the general

differ in every respect from those of his near

ancestor and namesake, the more famous

Thomas Wentworth, Baron Raby, Viscount and

Earl of Strafford, who in 1641, i.e., about seventy

years before this portrait was painted, forfeited

all he had in the world.

Here is a fine portrait of Sir P. Sidney, at full

length, standing, his right hand resting on a

sword ; attributed to Sir A. More on not quite

sufficient grounds, but, at any rate, a good

work, distinguished by a white doublet, black

breeches and hose ; a black cloak is placed over

the left shoulder. This example was No. 300

at the National Portrait Exhibition of 1866.

Near the last are two excellent likenesses, in a

group, of Mary, eldest daughter of Charles I.,

and her husband William of Orange, the father

and mother of William III. They are stand

ing via-a-vti in equal unconsciousness of each

other. She is in yellow satin, he in black

armour. The work slightly resembles the

less spirited productions of C. Jonson. The

princess is oddly like Charles II. , her unlovely

brother, and is especially distinguished by a big

nose, the lewd expression of her eyes, and her

sensual lips. The figures are whole-length,

rather less than life, painted in a dry, harsh,

poor style, devoid of spontaneity, and operose

throughout, but by no means the less valuable

on that account. We have a strong impression

that there is an old print of this picture, a print

which is not unlike that of the " Winter King"

and his bride, standing under a canopy over

looking a garden. Here are four views of

Rome in the manner of Canaletto, but probably

not his. One of them gives a vista of a street,

with a large church, an obelisk, and a fountain ;

near this is a carriage drawn by six horses, and

preceded by running footmen and whifflers. It

is an interesting piece for costume studies.

Near the last is a capital example of the same

class, representing the first Westminster Bridge,

and including the old buildings of that neigh

bourhood and an extremely blue river. A view,

by the same, of the same locality, includes the

old terrace of Somerset Place, with the trees

and gardens, and figures walking about : a very

curious and important picture in its way, full of

costume and quaint illustrations of manners.

Our readers will remember a somewhat similar

picture by Canaletto, the property of the Queen,

which came from Windsor to the Academy

Winter Exhibition of 1878, No. 234.

By Rosa di Tivoli is a capital and characteristic

specimen of shepherds, sheep, and goats, painted

with his forced brown shadows, heavy but

spirited handling, and crude but masterly man

ner. The paintings of Rosa di Tivoli were

numerous in England ; they have either been

withdrawn or exported, for as yet we have not

encountered many of them ; of these one or

two excellent specimens are at Nostel Priory.

Another of the same character, but not so good

as the above, which seems to have been much

repainted, is here. By Carlo Maratti is ' David

with the Head of Goliath,' seated, sword in

hand, on a rock : a whole-length, life-size figure,

treated with a fine, bold, academic sense of style

in the carnations, and, for the time, masterly

modelling of the flesh, with a just and graceful

pose. The joints of the figure are loose, and

its proportions questionable, yet it is undoubt

edly a striking gallery picture of the " old-

fashioned," stately, semi - theatrical sort.—An

indifferent replica of the great Van Dyck at

Wentworth Woodhouse, representing the Earl of

Strafford and his secretary Mainwaring, is here.

Not far from it is an interesting and quaint

group /of Anne, daughter of Sir John Went

worth, and her three children, the latter being

armed with bows and arrows. The children

wear coats of the "Bluecoat School" order,

trimmed with silver ; this shows how long that

style of dress remained in vogue for children.

Here is a good Poinpeo Battoni, representing

Lady Strafford, daughter of John, Duke of

Argyle, wife of the third Earl of Strafford. By

Abraham van Diepenbeeck is a most imposing

whole - length, standing, life - size portrait of

Margaret (born Lucas), Duchess of Newcastle ;

the stately and affected authoress wears an

elaborately embroidered blue petticoat and

bright white silk robe. It is not to be won

dered at that this portrait has been ascribed

to Lely. Another example, which resembles

nearly as closely the workmanship of Sir Peter,

is Amiconi's striking and demonstrative portrait

of the Czar Peter the Great, in a breastplate,

life-size, whole-length, standing with one foot

on a cannon. This must have been painted

while the emperor was here. We do not know

to whom to attribute the remains of a very

fine, rather early Italian whole-length, life-size

picture of a young knight in armour, wearing

a black bareta over his long fair hair. A white

ermine ('/) is on the ground at his feet ; a

castle is on our left ; a knight in a black and

yellow dress, the colours counterchanged, is in

the background : a very curious and animated

painting of its kind. Here is a good old repe

tition of Van Dyck's portrait of Charles I.

which is in the Louvre. Here is a capital por

trait of himself by Carlo Maratti, half-length,

life-size, in the act of looking to the right front,

and wearing a gold cross on his breast, holding

a sketch-book and portecrayon : a very good

and highly characteristic and excellent work

indeed.

Probably the most interesting portrait here,

and certainly one of the best, is that of

Lady Harriet Wentworth, the beautiful and

voluptuous mistress of Monmouth, painted

in the manner of, and probably by, Lely. It

was taken when this unfortunate damsel was

eighteen years of age ; she wears a grey dress.

It is a three-quarters-length, life-size, standing

figure, noticeable by the beauty of the abundant

fair yellow hair, which clusters about her head

and is parted on her shoulders. The lady wears

large pearls ; the head is in three-quarters view

to our left. She is bright enough to attract a

stupider man than King Charles's luckless son.

By Otto Venius is a Bacchanalian scene, com

prising numerous figures, the fulness of the

proportions of which predicated the embon

point of Rubens. The dancing and sportive

figures are crowded, and designed with uncom

mon animation. The execution is dry and rather

crude, but not archaic. It lacks glazing ; the

carnations are somewhat raw and unblended.

On one side of the grand gallery hang two

excellent pictures by Otto Masseus, the Serpent

Painter or painter of serpents, whose works are

much less known here than in Holland and

France. One of these shows a plant of large

and cumbrous leaves springing from the earth

with other flowers, and grouped with wonder

fully painted, solid, vivacious, and brilliant

butterflies, a lizard, and other creatures moBt

admirably drawn. The companion is the better

work of the two ; it shows a large thistle with

ivy and a superbly drawn and mottled serpent

pursuing a butterfly, while other butterflies are

hovering above. The foreshortening and crafts

manship of the leaves are very delightful.

There are works of this painter in the Fitz-

william Museum, Cambridge. Besides the

above-named portraits, Mr. Vernon Wentworth

possesses likenesses of Thomas, first Lord

Wentworth, dated 1547 ; another Thomas, his

son, the second lord, who tried Queen Mary

of Scotland, dated 1564 ; the fine portrait by

Lucas de Heere, said to represent Lady Eleanor

Brandon, the best archaic work here, dated

1565 ; one of the many portraits said to repre

sent Mary, Queen of Scots, which is marked

" 1563, aged 24," dates which do not agree with

the biography of Mary. H. Danvers, Earl of

Danby, attributed to Van Dyck, born 1572, died

1644, wears a patch on his cheek ; Edward

Wortley Montagu appears standing, in a Turkish

dress, with a grey beard ; Dorothy Cavendish,

wife of William, third Duke of Portland, was.

painted by Reynolds ; John, Count of Nassau,

is very good indeed.

The next paper of this series will be devoted to

notes on the pictures, miniatures, and drawings

belonging to the Earl of Wharncliffe, and pre

served at Wortley Hall.

The society which was recently formed to

promote the manufacture of pure pigments,

vehicles, and other materials for the use of

artists has resolved itself into a " limited

liability " company, and is about to undertake

operations on a considerable scale. There can

be no doubt that some reform is indispensable,

no less in the interest of artists than of the

buyers of pictures, the very pigments of which

fail before their eyes, so that costly invest

ments are utterly destroyed. It would be well

if collectors insisted on the use of durable

materials and abstention from fugitive ones.

When we hear of an eminent painter declaring

he does not care how soon his pictures fade, it

is time "patrons" looked into the matter. A

good plan would be to demand a guarantee of

durability for a certain number of years.

Mr. Legros has made a magnificent present

to tho museum at Paisley, consisting of fourteen

large drawings in sepia of landscape subjects, of

the dignified and pathetic kind so dear to the

painter's admirers. Besides these are fifty-two im

pressions of plates etched by himself, being his

best works, and a fine 'Study from Life,' a

male portrait in oil, of great value in technical

respects. Among the drawings are ' At Esher

' Caught in a Storm,' a traveller belated on a

wild heath ; 'Twilight'; 'The Pond'; 'The

Peddler,' or ' Le Colporteur,' an old man, seated,

with his wares near him, on a road-side ; ' In

the Woods,' a weird and impressive piece ; 1 On

the Skirts of the Forest,' which is the finest of

all, a poem in monochrome ; and ' Evening

among Rocks,' a sea-piece of great pathos.
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In a few days art-critics and picture-seers may

rest for a season. Before long even that Temple

of Janus, the Dudley Gallery, will bo closed,

although it will be the first to demand attention

in the autumn. The Academy will bo shut on

Monday evening next, after a very prosperous

season at the turnstiles. On Monday, Bank

holiday, the fee will be sixpence throughout

the day. The Grosvenor Gallery Exhibition

will close to-day (Saturday), and so will the

gallery of the Institute of Painters in Water

Colours ; that of the Society of Painters in

Water Colours, and the French Gallery, Pall

Mall. ' Rorke's Drift,' will be no more seen, at

least in London. "Mr. Frith's new pictures"

will be at Scarborough after Monday next. The

Society of British Artists throws its doors open

free to the public on Monday.

The famous Norwegian painter, Prof. Hans

Gude, has thrown up his appointment at the

Academy of Arts in Carlsruhe, and has gone to

Berlin, where it is understood that an important

post has been offered him- by the German

Government.

The statue of Bernard Palissy by M. Barrias,

acquired by the city of Paris from the Salon of

this year, is to be set up in one of the public

places of Boulogne-sur-Seine. Two reproduc

tions of this work by M. Barrias himself are to

be set up, one at Agen, the other in the Musde

de Sevres.

Mb. T. H. Wyatt has resigned the honorary

secretaryship of the Institute of Architects.

The Chronique des Arts tells us that the

Louvre has acquired two fine works of the

Florentine School of the fifteenth century, being

a large fresco by Fra Angelico, representing

Christ on the cross, surrounded by the Virgin

and two saints, and a portrait of an old man

by Ghirlandajo, most vigorously drawn and

brilliantly coloured. The former is placed on

the great staircase, the latter in the gallery

devoted to early Italian pictures. The same

authority states that M. P. Chenavard has given

to the city of Lyons a collection of engravings,

"from twenty to thirty thousand " in number,

some of which are of great value.

A 8TA.TUE of the renowned archaeologist,

K. 0. Miiller, has been unveiled at Berlin.

Prof. Cuxtius made a speech on the occasion.

The Annual Report of the Metropolitan

Museum of New York has been published, and

states th« continued increase and prosperity of

the institution, which is not yet, however, open

to the public. The second Cesnola collection

has been incorporated with the first, and the

whole arranged for the use of students. Dupli

cates have been taken out, and formed into col

lections, to be disposed of hereafter. Porcelain

is considered an important element in the

museum ; the examples belonging to Mr. S. P.

Avery have been bought for 35,000 dollars, and

arranged in the museum. Mr. Marquand has

given a choice collection of old Venetian glass,

the first of its kind in America, and this has like

wise been arranged, together with many ancient

American vases found in the " mound-huildera'

tombs " of Missouri, and presented by the same

benefactor. Free industrial art schools have

been formed in connexion with the museum,

and the attendance of students is encouraging.

Mr. R. T. Auchmuty, of New York, has snven

the use of a plot of ground for three years, and

intends to erect on it a building of one hundred

feet frontage, to be used for these schools. The

subscribers and donors, as well as General di

Cesnola, the director of this museum, are to be

congratulated on these results of their patriotic

exertions. The museum receives no State or

Government aid, except 6,500 dollars from the

Department of Public Parks.

In commemoration of the fite of the 14th

«f July, M. Meissonier has been nominated

v>rand Oflicier of the Legion of Honour. M.

weswillwald becomes Commandeur of ti e same

body. M. Geoffroy de Chaume, sculptor, is

made Ofticier, and so is M. J. F. Gigoux ; M. L.

Meflingue, M. de Vuillefroy, Duez, Guillemet,

Jundt, Connon, R. de Saint-Marceaux, Tru-

pheme, Didier, Massard, Loviot, E. Train,

E. Saglio (Conservateur au Muse"e du Louvre),

E. Michel, Avisse (of Sevres), have been

made Chevaliers ; likewise M. Jules Mesureur,

" entrepreneur de plomberie et cuivrerie

d'art," who was employed upon the Lion of

Belfort.

The Grand Prix de Romo for painting has

been awarded to M. H. L. Doucet ; a " premier

second grand prix " is given to M. G. Truffant,

and a " second second grand prix " to M. L. N.

Royer.

MUSIC

NEW MUSICAL PUBLICATIONS.

Music Primers: The Harmonium. By King

Hall. (Novello & Co.)—It would be idle to

deny that the harmonium, notwithstanding its

extensive use, is at best an unpopular instru

ment. This disfavour is mainly due to two

misconceptions : first, that the office of the

reed organ is merely that of a substitute for

the pipe organ ; and, secondly, that every one

who can play the organ must, therefore, neces

sarily be able to play the harmonium. The

latter error results in clumsy and inartistic treat

ment of the instrument, and its capabilities for

solo purposes are, consequently, far less widely

known than they should be. Mr. King Hall's

treatise leaves little or nothing to be desired as

a practical book of instruction. The author

has evidently mastered his subject, and writes

clearly and comprehensively upon it ; the only

matter in connexion with the study of the

harmonium which, possibly from inadvertence,

he fails to notice is the peculiarity known as

"double touch." The work is profusely illus

trated with diagrams, and may be warmly re

commended to the notice of students.

From the same publishers we have received

A Fourth Set of Sixty Voluntaries arranged for

the Harmonium, by J. W. Elliott, a collection

of very brief excerpts from the scores of the

great masters, arranged in the simplest manner.

Organ Compositions. By Giovanni Morandi.

(Ricordi. )—The style of organ playing prevalent

in Italy at the present time would be considered

even more objectionable to the ordinary English

mind than that of Franco as made familiar to

us by the compositions of Wely and Batiste.

It is completely destitute of the dignity and

solemnity which we consider should characterize

the treatment of the king of instruments. The

averago executant knows little or nothing of the

true uses of the pedals, his performances gene

rally consisting of more or less frivolous pieces,

in which a melody, profusely embellished, is

played with the right hand, while the left hand

and the feet are merely employed in filling

up the harmonies, which generally consist of a

wearisome iteration of tonic and dominant.

Signor Morandi's pieces are mostly on an ex

tended scale, and are remarkable for the orches

tral style in which they are written. The

melodies and progressions aro pre-eminently

Rossinian, and therefore, in the strictest sense

of the word, Italian. They would undoubtedly

prove effective in performance, and as there is

but little contrapuntal treatment of the subjects

and even less pedal work, they present no ex

cessive difficulties to organists possessed of a

fair amount of manipulative skill. The adapta

tion to English organs is by Mr. W. T. Best.

The Organist's Quarterly Journal, edited by

Dr. Spark, Part XLV. (Novello &Co.), contains

four pieces, of which the most important

is a ' Flute Fantasia,' by Mr. Ingli3 Bervon,

written in the brilliant style, and with a good

deal of modern feeling.

Praeger Album. 48 Tonstiicke von Ferdinand

Praeger. Band I. (Leipzig, G. F. Kahnt.)—

Herr Ferdinand Praeger is known to musicians

for his fervid writings in favour of his great

countryman Richard Wagner. No revolutionary

tendencies are observable in this collection of

twenty-four slight and unpretentious pianoforte

pieces. The trifles are furnished with fantastic

titles, after the manner of Schumann, with

whose style, however, they show but little

affinity.

Short Anthems for Choirs and Congregations.

Edited by J. Spencer Curwen. (J. Curwen &

Sons.)—This is a collection of very brief and

simple anthems by well-known composers, in

cluding the names of Macfarren, Elvey, Hop

kins, Goss, and others. The book is issued in

a form convenient for congregational use.

From a quantity of sheet music, mostly of

very ephemeral character, we cull the following

as worthy of mention :—

Douze Morceaux de Genre. Par Ernest Stoeger.

(Neumeyer & Co.)—These are short pieces in

various styles, not remarkable for individuality,

but thoughtfully written and possessing a slight

flavour of Stephen Heller. Two Hungarian

Dances, by Gustav Lange, a composer of light

and graceful pianoforte music, are based upon

melodies rendered familiar to us through the

instrumentality of Brahms. Romance for Vio

loncello, by Heinrich Hofmann, Op. 48, is a

very melodious and pleasing morceav, for an

instrument not too well supplied with good

music for solo purposes.—Rondino Orazioso, by

Walter Macfarren, and Elaine, by A. H. Jack

son (Stanley Lucas), may receive a word of

approval as teaching pieces. The same pub

lishers send us no less than seven songs by

Maude Valerie White, three of which, Absent

yet Present, To Blossoms, and Montrose's Love-

song, have been sung recently by Mr. Santley

with much success. Miss White has decided

ability for composition, her songs having more

character than is usually found in shop ballads.

gjusiral 6<rssin,

The season of promenade concerts at Covent

Garden Theatre is announced to commence this

(Saturday) evening. In securing the services of

Mr. F. H. Cowen as conductor the directors,

Messrs. Gatti, have acted wisely. The pub

lished arrangements evince a desire to render

the concerts as artistically interesting as is pos

sible under the circumstances. On Mondays

symphonies by Beethoven, Mozart, and Men

delssohn will be included in the programmes.

Wednesdays will be the regular classical nights,

when, in addition to standard works, novelties

of importance by Rubinstein, Saint-Saens,

Goetz, Dvorak, and others are promised. Fri

days will be devoted to English music, both

instrumental and choral, the latter under the

direction of Mr. W. Lemaire. Among the en

gagements are the names of Madame Essipoff,

Madame Frickenhaus, Mdlle. Vera Timanoff,

Miss Bessie Richards, M. Ovide Musin, and Mr.

Charles Halle.

Madame Patti will appear next winter in

Paris at the Theatre des Nations. Messrs.

Pollini and Franchi will be the impresarii of the

Italian season. It is said that ' Semiramide '

and ' Mefistofelo ' will be mounted especially for

Madame Patti. If these arrangements are car

ried into effect, it is more than probable that

Signor Boito's opera will be heard at Covent

Garden next year.

A season of opera in English will be given by

HeiT Max Strakosch in America during the en

suing autumn, with Madame Marie Roze as

prima donna. She will appear, for the first

time in English, in Signor Verdi's 1 A'ida.'

Mr. Maas has, it is said, gone to Paris to

study, under M. Ambroise Thomas, "the true

traditions" of the part of Wilhelm in * Mignon.'

It is greatly to be desired that he will not injure

his beautiful voice by attempting the meretri

cious French school of vocalization.
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The death of the once-famous tenor Ivanoff,

the contemporary of Rubini, is announced. His

career on the lyric stage was brief, but very suc

cessful, both in Italy and England.

At the higher musical examinations of Trinity

College, London, which have just concluded,

there were 143 entries. The examiners were

Sir George Elvey, Dr. J. F. Bridge, Dr. E. T.

Chipp, Mr. Walter Macfarren, Dr. W. H. Long-

hurst, Mr. G.A. Osborne, SignorR Schira, and

Mr. George Riseley.

It is stated that Signor Yianesi has resigned

his position as conductor at the Royal Italian

Opera. We also learn that there is a possibility

of Mr. Cusins retiring from the direction of the

Philharmonic Society's concerts.

DRAMA

THE WEEK.

Royalty.—1 Parlours,' s "New Ultra-Farcical Comedy
from the French." By Bobert Beece.

Among the forms of dramatic entertain

ment which have established the firmest

hold upon the public must be counted farce.

80 altered are the conditions of theatrical

representations, that the position of farce at

the commencement or the close of an enter

tainment, which a score years ago was undis

puted, is now abandoned. Until the latter

half of the century a bill the interest of which

was felt to be flagging was supposed to be

strengthened when a new farce was pre

sented at seven o'clock or at eleven. Not a

few high reputations rest principally upon

performances given at these hours. Wright,

Buckstone, Compton, and Mr. Toole are

well remembered in opening farces, and

with them the reputation of the Keeleys is

almost exclusively associated. In favour of

a more "genteel" order of performance

farce is now banished from our comedy

houses. The Haymarket chooses for open

ing or closing piece, when such is required,

a poetical sketch like ' Sweethearts,' the St.

James's gives 'The Falcon' or 'Old Cronies,'

the Lyceum 'Iolanthe,' and the Prince of

Wales's ' A Happy Pair.' A natural re

action against a change which threatens to

deprive the stage of one of the most ex

hilarating forms of entertainment has, how

ever, set in, and farces which constitute an

entire evening's entertainment have now

sprung into such repute that one or more

specimens are constantly before the public.

Like most of its predecessors, ' Parlours,'

the latest piece of this class, is from the

French. The Gallic original, indeed, is one

of the works which served to establish the

class, and is due to one, or rather two,

of those prolific writers who a quarter of a

century ago, in collaboration with, or in

imitation of, M. Labiche, founded what is

known as the vaudeville ezcentrique. Mr.

Beece, by whom the translation has been

made, has been but moderately happy in

his work, and has been altogether unhappy

in the company to which it is entrusted.

For the adequate performance of pieces of

this class a style of acting not common in

England is required. The average English

actor falls almost inevitably into one of two

errors, and is either extravagant or colour

less. That we shall soon have a change in

this respect is scarcely to be hoped. M.

Geoffrey, who is an absolute master of

the style which is requisite,—a man of

whom one of the most brilliant and suc

cessful of modern dramatists said, "If he

does not render a phrase effective, I know

it is weak and I alter it,"—has appeared in

London in the best pieces of his repertory

and has failed to win public approval.

Again and again has the astounding asser

tion been heard that MM. Geoffroy and

Lheritier are no better in ' Le Beveillon '

than MM. Didier and Schey. When such

views prevail there is but small temptation

to an actor to cultivate the moderation, the

delicacy, and the suggestiveness of style

which are indispensable to keep such work

within the limits of art.

Scarcely apparent behind the clamour of

some of the actors and the unreadiness of

others was the thoroughly comic, if passably

familiar, idea upon which the play rests. An

old gentleman who is weak enough in a

moment of good nature to interfere between

man and wife, and to give the best and most

disinterested counsel, pays the inevitable

penalty of his unwisdom. Whatever goes

wrong is attributed to his meddling, and as

everything goes wrong his responsibilities

are not small. From one place to another

has he to chase the lady, whose purpose, as

he assumes, is elopement, and his own foot

steps are dogged by the husband, whose in

tentions are obviously murderous.

Here are materials for farce of the most

exhilarating kind. Little is made, however,

of the characters, and still less of the action.

The blame of this must apparently be

divided between the author and the actors.

The feebleness of certain of the characters

seems attributable to the former ; the ob-

streperousness of others must be charged to

the exponents. Mr. Bighton, meanwhile,

on whom the chief responsibility rests,

though he is comic as Goodman Muffatt,

ordinarily known as Parlours, does not

assign any very distinct physiognomy to the

character. Some of the expressions or catch

words put into his mouth are far from satis

factory to the audience. Mr. Sugden's per

formance of Mr. Snapperley has moderation

which is not far from tameness. As a whole

the female exponents are the more compe

tent. The reception of ' Parlours ' was stormy.

If the play is to succeed in the future, the

bungling and stupidity of a first performance,

in which few persons seemed to know their

parts, must be replaced by a sprightliness

and vivacity which are indispensable to this

kind of play. The manner in which English

actors are content on a first performance to

shuffle through their parts is a disgrace to

English art.

Dramatic fifojuigr.

The Hanlon-Lees and M. Agoust have

returned to London, and reappeared at tho

Standard Theatre in ' Le Voyage en Suisse. '

On Monday ' Good for Nothing 1 was revived

at the Gaiety, with Miss E. Farren and Mr.

Royce in the principal characters.

The latest dilmt of Mdlle. Bartet at the

Theatre Francais has been made as Antoinette

in ' Le Gendre de M. Poirier.' It was not less

successful than her previous appearances. M.

Got was Poirier, and M. Delaunay the Marquis

de Presles.

'Motjltnot fils, Qijincaillier,' is the title of

a three-act vaudeville produced at the Folies

Dramatiques.

To Ooebesposdknts.—F. H. M.—D. C—received.

W. B.—We are afraid we cannot enter In detail into a
question of dogma.

No notice can be taken of anonymous

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO.'S

NEW LIST.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES and BRI-
TI6H COLONIES. Edited by F. 8. PULLING, M.A., Exeter Col
lege, Oxford, and formerly Professor at the Yorkshire College,
Leeds.

Under the above title It Is proposed to publish a series of small
Volumes descriptive of the principal Countries of the World, each
Country being treated of by a Writer who from personal knowledge is
qualified to speak with authority on tho subject.
The general aim of the Series will be to present a clear and accurate

Idea of the actual state of the different Countries In a sufficiently
popular form to prove Interesting to the general reader, while at the
same time It Is intended that the Works should be useful for Educa
tional Purpose8'
The Volumes will average ISO crown 8vo. pages, and will contain

Maps and a few typical Illustrations. The price of the Volumes wfU be
3<- Gd. each.

The following Volu:

DENMARK and ICELAND.
GREECE. [Head*.
SWITZERLAND.
AUSTRIA.
RUSSIA.
FEItKIA.
JAPAN.
PERU.
CANADA.

s are ready or In preparation :—

SWEDEN and NORWAY.
The W EST INDIES. [.
NEW ZEALAND.
FRANCE.
EGYFr.
SPAIN.
TVRKEY-IN-ASIA.
AUSTRALIA.
HOLLAND.

Now ready, crown Svo. 230 pp. price S*. W.

The WEST INDIES. By Charles H.

EDEN, F.R.G.S., Author of 'Frozen Asia,' 'The Fifth Continent,'
&c. With Map and Illustrations.

Now ready, crown Svo. 191 pp. price 3*. 6rf.

GREECE. By Lewis Sergeant. With
IIIUBtralluiis and Physical and Political Maps, showing proposed

THE NEW VOLUMES IN THE ILLUSTRATED BIOGRAPHIES OF
THE GREAT ARTISTS ARE

SIR EDWIN LANDSEER. By F. G.

STEPHENS. Author of ' Celebrated Flemish and French Pictures,' Ac.
Illustrated with 16 Fac-sinillos of Etchings, Including ■ lru-h Grey
hounds.' "The Rabbit Warren.' the 8 plates of 'The Mothers.' and
the 12 small Etchings of the ' Woburn Game-card.' Bound In doth,
price 3s. 6d.

Now ready,

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS. By F. S.

PULLING, M A Oxford. Illustrated with Reproductions of 10 of
his most celebrated Pointings, including 'The Duchess of Devon
shire,' ' Peuoiope Uootbby,' *Age iOf Innocence,' 'The Strawberry
Girl,' ' Mrs. Slddons,' Ac. Bound in cloth, price Si. Gd.

GIOTTO. By Harry Quilter, M.A.,

Trinity College, Cambridge. Illustrated with Photographs of the
Frescoes in the Cappella d'Arena, Padua; a Fnc-simiie In Colour
of a Madonna in the lower Church of Assist ; and Engravings from
the Bas-reliefs of the Giotto Campanile at Florence. Small 4to.
handsomely bound in cloth, with gilt top, price 16*. [Note rsudy.

ILLUSTRATED TEXT-BOOKS of
ART EDUCATION. Edited bv 1
Each volume contains numerous 111 i
for the Use of Students. Price 5*.

The Volumes now ready are—

PAINTINO.

CLASSIC and ITALIAN. By Edwabd J. Poyn;-
TER, R.A. ; and PERCY R. HEAD, Lincoln College. Oxford.
Upwards of SO Full-Page and other Illustrations. Bound in extra
cloth limp, bs. [Rtadf.

V This Volume contains an Introductory Preface on Art Education
by Mr. Poyntcr, who also contributes a Chapter on Egyptian Art, and
succinct notices of the various Italian Schools, &c.

ARCHITECTURE.

GOTHIC and RENAISSANCE. By T. Roger
SMITH, F.R.I. B.A. 1X> Illustrations. Cloth limp, As. (JZrorfv-

*,' This Volume treats of the history °f Architecture from the rise of
the Gothic style to the general depression which overtook the Renais
sance style at the close of the eighteenth century.

A RIDE in PETTICOATS and

SLIPPERS from FEZ to the ALGERIAN FRONTIER. Br Cupula
H. E. COLVILE, ol tat Grenadier Guard!. With Map and lUuslra-
lions. Crown 8to. cloth extra. 12*.

EPISODES of FRENCH HISTORY.

1. CHARLEMAGNE and the CARLOVLNGIANS. [lUady,
2. LOUIS IX. and the CRUSADES. [A'corfg ready.
Edited, with Notes. Genealogical, Historical, and other Tables,
by GUSTAVE MASSON, B.A.

V Other Volume* In preparation.

The above Series is basrd upon M. Gulsot's ' History of France.' The
volumes are choicely illustrated, with Maps, printed and bound In w
handy form, price 2s. 6d*. each.

Now ready, <to. In wrapper, price is. 6d. No. 66, Vol. V. of

MEN of MARK. Containing Perma-

nent Cabinet-size Photographs, taken from Life, of

Sir CHARLES W. DILKE, M P.

TOM TAYLOR.

LAWRENCE ALMA-TADEMA.

With Biographical Notice! by THOMPSON COOPER, P.S.A.

Now ready, crown 8ro. in wrapper, price 1*. Part VIII. of

The FERN PARADISE. By Francis

GEORGE HF.ATH. Sixth Edition.

Now ready, 4to. In wrapper, price Is.

ST. NICHOLAS, for August. The best

existing Magazine for Children. Full of very fine IllnatraUoni.

London :

Sampson Lovr, Marston, Searle k Etvingtoit.
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AUTHORIZED ENGLISH VERSION.

Now ready, at all Booksellers' and Libraries, In 1 vol. demy 870. 15*.

MONSIEUR GUIZOT IN PRIVATE LIFE.

(1787-1874)

By his Daughter, Madame DE WITT.

Translated by Mrs. SIMPSON.

Hubst Si Blackett, Publishers, 13, Great Marlborough-street.

The FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW, for August.

LAND TEXURE in IRELAND. By the Right Hon. Justice Longfleld.

WHY the AMERICAN COLONIES SEPARATED from ENGLAND. By J. Piske.

HEALTH RESORTS in the PYRENEES. By Dr. J. Bnmey Yeo.

Mr. BRADLAUOH and his OPPONENTS. By Leslie Stephen.

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES. By James Randell.

SONNET. By Algernon Charles Swinburne.

The EUROPEAN CONCERT. By D. C. Lathbury.

The DECCAN. By Sir David Wedderburn, Bart., H.P.

PUBLIC OPINION and it* LEADERS. By T. Wemyss Seid.

The POLICY of COERCION. By W. T. Stead.

HOME and FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

Chapman 4c Hall (Limited), 193, Piccadilly.

This day is published,

THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER.

BOOKS I.—XII.

TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH TERSE, WITH NOTES AND PARALLEL PASSAGES.

By Sir CHARLES DU CANS, K.C.M.G.

Large 8vo. 10«. 64.

William Blackwood 1c Sons, Edinburgh and London.

CHEAP EDITION OF MISS BRADDON'S LATEST NOVEL.

Early In August, price 2s. ; cloth, 2s. M.

B

THE STORY OF

A R B A R

HER SPLENDID MISERY AND HER GILDED CAGE.

By the AUTHOB of ' LADY AUDLEY'S SECKET,' kc.

A

NEW ROMANCE OF LONDON LIFE.

Now ready, price 2s.; cloth gilt, 2s. 6rf.; postage, id.

THE ORANGE GIRL.

ILLUSTRATED BY GUSTAVE DORE.

Now ready, price 2>.; cloth gilt, 2s. M.; postage, id.

The KING'S PAGE: a Love Story.

Now ready, price 2s.; oloth, 2s. td.; postage, id.

LOTTIE'S FORTUNE. The New Novel.

By the AUTHOR of ■ SOPHIE CREWE,' &c.

" A wild, rattling, exciting story, full of matter."—Athenttvm.

CHEAP EDITION of Mrs. GORDON BMYTHIE8' NOVELS.

Just out, price 2f.; cloth gilt, 2s. 6<i.; postage, id.

OUR MART: a Novel.

CHEAP EDITION OF MR. W. S. HAYWARD'S NOVELS.

Just out, price 2s.; cloth, 2s. 6d.; postage, id.

THE SECRET SEVEN : a Novel.

SECRETS OF MODERN RUSSIA, NIHILISM, &C.

Just out (never before published), price 2s.; cloth, 2>. Bd.; postage, id.

MYSTERIES OF ST. PETERSBURG.

By M. MIKAEL GORTSCHAKOV.

London : J. 4c R. Maxwell, Milton House, Shoe-lane, E.C.

EPPS'S COCOA.

GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our

breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong

enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us ready to

attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well

fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."—Civil Service Gazette.

James Epps & Co. Homoeopathic Chemists, London,

MAKEBS OF EPPS'S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.—Sold m Labelled Bozes only.

GEORGE BELL & SONS'

BOOKS.

THE CONDITION OF NATIONS,

SOCIAL and POLITICAL.

With complete Comparative Tables of Universal Statistics.

By BARON EOLB.

Translated, Edited, and Collated to 1880, by Mrs. BREWER.

With Original Notes and Information,

By EDWIN W. 8TREETER, F.R.G.8., Gold Medallist of
the Royal Order of Frederic ;

Author of ' Precious Stones,' ' Gold,' .tc.

Royal 8vo. 985 pages, price 21. 2>.

HISTORY OF POLITICAL

ECONOMY IN EUROPE.

By JEROME ADOLPHE BLANQCT,

Successor to J. B. Bay in the Chair of Political Economy In
the Conservatory of Arte and Trades (College de France).

Translated from the Fourth French Edition,

By EMILY J. LEONARD.

With Preface by DAVID A. WELLS.

Medium 8vo. 12s.

LECTURES AND LESSONS ON

ART;

Being an Introduction to a Practical and Comprehensive

Scheme.

By F. W. MOODY, Instructor in Decorative Art at South-

Kensington Museum.

With Diagrams to illustrate Composition and other matters.

Third Edition, Bevised. Demy 8vo. 4*. 6d.

THE GOLDEN HIND:

A TALE OF THE INVINCIBLE ARMADA.

THES8ALE, and OTHER POEMB.

(The scene chiefly laid at Studland, Poole, and on the
Dorset Coast.}

By C. E. ROBINSON, M.A., Barrister-at-Law ; Author of
' The Cruise of the Widgeon.'

Fcap. 8vo. price 7s. 64.

London: George Bell St Sons, 4, York-street,

Covent-garden.

MESSRS.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS*

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

This day It published,

TROUBLESOME DAUGHTERS. By L. B.

WALFORD, Author of ' Cousins,' ' Pauline,' ' Mr. Smith : s Part or
his Life,' Ac. S vols, post 8vo. 26*. 0d.

CAMPAIGNING inSOUTH AFRICA:
HemlnUcencoa of sn Officer In 1879. By Captain W. B. MON-
TAtlL'E, 94th Regiment, Author of ' Claude Meaduwlcigh,' 4c. 8vo.
10s. 6o*.

III.
Fifth Edition, Revised throughout and greatly Enlarged.

The MOOR and the LOCH. Containing

Minute Instruction* In all Highland Sports ; with Wanderings orer
Crag and Corral, Flood and Fell. Br JOHN COLQUHUUN. Fifth
Edition. To which is added, Recollections of the Author's Early
Life. 2 vols post Syo. with 2 Portraits and other Illustrations, price

DAVID ARMSTRONG ; or, Before the Dawn.
2 vols, crown Bvo. 17s.

"This Is a novel of no common order."—Morning Post.
" It has both freshness and power."— Whiuhall Rtine.
" There are parts of It which hare not often been aurpawd , and the-

Intereei of the siory is most carefully maintained."— Scoirvian.

V.

REATA: What 's in a Name ? By E.D.Gerard.

3 vols, post 8to. 25j. W. Originally published in

" It Is long since we have read a story in which excellence of plot and
excellence of character-painting are so well combined. From the flint
page to the last the reader is thoroughly Interested in the story Such
evenness of execution, such admirable balance between the interest of
the story, the interest of the characters, and the mere Interest of the
local colouring itself, Is very rare."—Spectator.
"A well-sustained dramatic interest marks it as a story. and a fresh

and easy style aids the effect of this nov el as a rolling panorama of
which have evidently been studied with keen observation. "

A DREAMER.
post 8vo. 25s. M.

" Here is the unmistakable contagions
volumes of ingenuity and folios of clem
"The characters who take part in thl

with consummate skill."—Qu*en.

By Katharine Wylde. 3 vols.

of genuine
—Spectator.

William Blackwood & Sons. Edinburgh and

London.
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Demy Svo. cloth, 10*. 6d.

THE BIRDS, FISHES, and CETACEA com-
monly free

TERSON, Yice-1.„
With a Map and Tables.
Loodon : DaTid Bogue, 3, St. Martin i-place. W.C. Bollut : Marcos

Ward* Co.

uentlng Belfast Lough. By KOBKHT LLOYD PAT-
of the Belfast Natural History Society, &c.

SELECTIONS OF THE VERY BEST FRENCH NOV ELS

PUBLISHED IN ENGLISH FOR THE FIRST TIME.

POPULAR FRENCH NOVELS, in well-printed
X Pocket Volumes, One Shilling each.

FROMONT and RISLBR. By A. Dandet.

SAMUEL BROHL and PARTNER. By V.

MAUGARS, Junior. By A Thcurlet.

DRAMA at the, BUB de la l'AIX. By A. Belot.

To be followed by

WAYWARD D081A. By H. Orcrllle.

ODETTES MARRIAGE. By A. Delplt.

A NEW LEASB of LIFE. By E Abont.

COLOMBA and CARMEN. By F. Mftlmee.

Vlzetclly & Co. 10, Southampton-street,

Price W. handsomely printed In large 8vo.

POPULAR LIFE of W. E. GLADSTONE,
s- M.P. Illustrated with 30 Engravings

Visetelly & Co. 10. Southampton-street, Strand.

NEWMAN & C0.S

RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

LAURA DIBALZ0 ; or, the Patriot Martyrs.

By R. H. HORNE. Author of ' Orion,1 ' The Death of Marlowe,' Ac.

''Nothing more striking than hit latest work ha> come from his pen.'
Whitehall Jtvfiew.

" The dying ipoech of Laura is one of the most powerful that has been
"itten lor yean."—Graphic.
•It la an achievement of which not only its distinguished author,

but all of whom the literary fame of the age is precious, have good
cause to feel proud **—Lift.

" I hare read It with my old admiration for your flerv, unconquerable
spirit, and your impassioned, dramatic power."

Edmund C. SUdmnn, Author of ' Vlccoriiin 1'oet*.'

BEADY IN SEPTEMBER, BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

BIBLE TRAGEDIES. In 1 vol. Truly,

though Newly, Dramatized.

1. JOHN THE BAPTIST ; or. the Valour of the Soul.
2. JOB'S W1FB ; or, the Cruel Wager.
3. JUDAS ISCARIOT : a Tragic Mystery.

NEW POEMS.

Cloth, 8vo. 10a. 6d.

By John Payne, Author of

' The Masque of Shadows,' ' Lautrec,' Ac.

"Oetta 'Salvestr*,' occupant un tiers du volume, est lhlstoire
d amour la plus terrible et la plus dtflleieuac qu'on pulsse lire."

Theodore de Banville, dntti t« yational,
"' Salvestra* Involves a description of matters which may shock

very delicate nerves, but the poetical treatment shows that the writer
has all that is required of delicacy as well as of passion, of tenderness,
of Imagination, and of language for turning the subject to most charm
ing account.. "—Illustrated London News,

Demy 6 . cloth, 11'

LIFE and SOCIETY in AMERICA. By

SAMUEL PHILLIPS DAY, Author of ' Down South,' ' English
America; or. Pictures of Canadian Places and l'oople.'

" "We are indebted to Mr. Day for a must readable and entertaining
collection of sketches of Transatlantic life. '— $o.-nit lines.

" Such an interesting and amusing book is sure to find plenty of
readers. The book ought to be studied by all who want to see the
shadows as well as the lights of American society."—Graphic.
"This Is a work of uncommon merit. Itlsau exhaustive picture of

life in the United States, which we can recommend to all persons who
an Interested in the social life of the great Republic "

Gitlignatti'g jUestentjer.
" The present volume Is described as the first series. Few readers will

put it down without wishing for the second."—Morning Advertiser.
"I find that you have fully succeeded in bringing out. with much

force and talent, tbe most prominent features of American life."

The DOOM of the GREAT CITY; or, London

Destroyed by Fog. By WILLIAM DELISLB HAY. Price Is.
pest trie.

READY IN A PEW DAYS, AT ALL BOOKSTALLS,

The VfcRACIOUS HISTORY of a BLACK-
and-TAN TERRIER; Told by Himself. «vo. cloth, 3*. Edited by
LADY LAMB. Illustrated by Waller J. Allen.

HISTORY of DUELLING. Cloth, 8 vo. 2s. 6d.
Translated from the French of M. Constard de Massi. one of the
French King's Body Guard, with an Introduction by Sir LUCIUS
OTRIGGER.

NEWMAN & CO. PUBLISHERS.

NOTICE TO AUTHORS '. ROYAL COMMISSION UPON COPYRIGHT.

To meet the views expressed by the Roval Comm.wtoncrs. after they
had heard the evidence of the leading authors of the day (sec Report
dated the 24th May. IH7S), Messieurs Newman & Co. have adopted a new
syitem of publication, which secures to the author a full and lasting
reward for his labours.

In the case of authors desiring to retain a permanent Interest in their
works, Messieurs NEWMAN ft Co. now send all title-popes to Hip author
to he stamped or initialed before binding. And in their agreement.
Messieurs NEWMAN ft Co. undertake not to sell any copy without it
bears such Initials or stamp ; and in the event of their doing so. under
their form of agreement, the copyright In. too ther with all property
connected with, such work reverts nbsulutrly to tin- author.

It will thus be seen that an author under this new svntem obtains a
full record of the progress made by Ills work, and the Revalues due to
him.

Messieurs NEWMAN ft Co. undertake the publication of approved
Scientific, Educational, and Domestic Works; Poetry, Novels, and all
Works of Fiction, and Children's Works.

Newmas Sc Co. 43, Hart-street, Bloomabiiry,

London, W.C.

Fcap. Svo. cloth, 4s. 6d.; royal £mo. cloth, 3j.

THE DAILY ROUND. Meditation, Prayer, and
Praise, adapted to the Course of the Christian Year.

London : J. Whitaker, 12, Warwick- lane.

Ninth Sdttlon, post free, la.

DR. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the
onlv Successful Method of Curing this Disease. By ROBERT G.

WATTS, M.D. F.R.S.L., Ac, 5, Bulstrode-Mreet. Cavendish • square,
Loudon, W.

London : C. Mitchell ft Co. Red Lion-court, Fleet-street.

Now ready. In 1 vol. demy Svo. with US Woodcuts, 15*.

THE PAST in the PRESENT: WHAT is CIVI
LIZATION? Being the Rhind I^ecturea in Archaeology, delivered

in 1876 and 187H By ARTHUR MITCHELL, M.D. LL_D., &c., Secretary
to the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.

Edinburgh : David Douglas ; and all Booksellers.

BABYLONIAN LITERATURE. — LECTURES
delivered at the ROYAL INSTITUTION. By Rev. A. H. SAYCR.

M.A., Deputy- Professor of Comparative Philology. Oxford; Author of
■ An Assyrian Grammar,' ' The Principles of Comparative Philology,' Ac.

Demy Svo. cloth, 4s.

" Those who would know more of the libraries of Babylonia and their
wonderful contents must refer to Mr. Sayco's book, in which most of
what is known of them at present is summed up."—Tim**.

London : S. Bagster A Sons, 15, Paternoster-row.

Just published, price 6d.; by post, 7d.

PRACTICAL HINTS on the PRESERVATION
of the TEETH.

By N. STEVENSON,
Member of tbe Royal College of Surgeons, and Licentiate in Dental

Surgery.
London : J. A A. Churchill, New Burlington-street.

Just published, in 2 vols, royal Svo. full-bound cloth, with elaborate
heraldic t

H E

2 boards, price II. Is.

HISTORICAL ATLAS.

Vol. I. ATLAS and INDEX.

Vol. II. NOTES to ACCOMPANY ATLAS and ANALYTICAL INDEX,
148 pages.

LI8T of MAPS.

MapMap
1. England (Britannia) under the

Romans.
2. Scotland under the Romans.
3. Gallia (Roman Period).
4. England ( Saxon Period ).
5. Scotland (Saxon Period).

t France, North Port (Saxon-
6. < Norman Period).

I Ireland (Tudor Period).
7. England, and Part of Scotland

(Norman and Plantageuet
Period).

8. Europe (Norman and Plon-
tagcuet Period).

9. Europe during the time of '
the Crusades.

10. France (Norman to Tudor
Period), illustrating the
French and English Wars.

11. England and Part of Scotland
(York and Lancaster Period).

12. England (Tudor Period).
13. 1 Europe during the Time of
14. f the Reformation.
15. Scotland (Tudor Period).
10. England (Stuart Period).
1 7. Scotland ( Stuart Period ).
18. Ireland (Stuart and Brunswick

Period).
19. lEurope(1600 to 1714), Including .
20. f Thirty Years' War. I

W. A A. X. Johnston, Edinburgh ;
London, B.C.

World, showing Discoveries
from XV. to XVI. Century.

2. England (Brunswick Period).
{Europe from 1715 to 1830, illus

trating the Wars of the
French Revolution, and Wars
of Napoleon.

5. Scotland ( Brunswick Period ).
8. North America, illustrating

the Conquest of Canada and
the War of Independence.

7. Europe (Central), at the height
of Niipoleon's power, 1812.

8. Indian Empire, from its foun
dation in 1757 to 1870.

9. Fart of Russia, to illustrate the
Crimean War and the Opera
tions lu the Baltic.

0. Central Europe. Illustrating
late Continental Wars, 1848-
71, Including Recent Changes
on France.

1. World, showing British Posses
sions and Dependencies.

2. Turkish Empire { 1877 to 1878).
3. Turkey In Europe, Cyprus, Ac.

(1878).
4. Europe in 1878.

Index to Geographical Names.

s
PECIAL DEPOSIT RATES.

G. BARKER & CO.

BANKERS,
39 and 40. MARK-LANE, LONDON.

(Established 1863. )

CuuaiNG Bamxebs—The BANK cf ENGLAND.

DEPOSITS of 101. and upwards received and Receipts Issued—
On demand .. 3J per cent, per annum. \ M ejj
Seven Days' Notice .. .. 4 » 82 &
14 Davs' Notice .. 4i „ „ > Z *K
30 Davs' Notice .. .. 5 „ nSg
3 Months' Notice 6 „ „ j ****q)

An Extra Bonus of 1 per Cent, allowed on Sums remaining on Deposit
Twelve complete Months.
Current Accounts opened on the usual terms, and every description of

Banking transacted.

PH(ENIX FIRE OFFICE, Lombard-street
and CHARINO CROSS, LONDON.—Established 1783.

Prompt i
1ns un

■HN J. IRO
the World.
MFIELD, Secretary.

E
AGLE INSURANCE COMPANY,

79, PALL MALL.
For LrYRS ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1W,

Accumulated Funds £3.043,542
Also a Subscribed Capital of more than .. £1,500,000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the OQlce, or from
any of the Company's Agents, post free.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS, Actuary and Secretary.

J^OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,

And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon. Lord KINNAIRD. Chairman.

Subscribed Capital, 1,000,0007. Moderate Premiums.

Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing.

A fixed sum in cose of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance
in the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway .Stations, the Local Agents, or 64.

Ornhlll, London. WILLLAM J. V1AN, Secretary.

s

N

UN FIRE OFFICE.
Threadneedle-street, EC. Charing Cross, S.W.

Oxford-street (corner of Vere-streetj, W.
Established 1710.

Home and Foreign Insurances etTected.
Sum Insured In 1879. £202.492.461.

FRANCIS B. RELTON, Secretary.

OTICE.—MARKS, DURLACHER BROS.
395, OXFORD-STREET, W.

ANTIQUE WORKS of ART and general Object* of Decoration. The
authenticity of every Object guaranteed.

TNEXPENSIVE BOOKCASES, Oak or Mahogany,
X with Movable Shelve*, 8} In. deep, Embossed Leather under
Fronts, II. 7s. 6d. to 5i. Forty bookcases. Thirty Library Tables, In Stock
to select from. Price Lists, post free.—BRUCE, SMITH A Co., 207 and
208, Tottenham Court-road, and 1, Chenies-ctreet, W.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

Sold by all S

gTEEL PENS.

ughout the World.

FURNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
THROUGHOUT on

MOEDER'S HIRE E
•J, Best, and i
Cash Prices.

No extra, charge for time given.
Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars of terms, pott tree.
F. IfORDER, 248, 249. 250. Tottenham Court-road . and 19, 20, and 21,

Morwe11 -street, W.C. Established 1862.

FMOKDER begs to announce that the whole of
• the above Premise* have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture Trade, and now form one of the most commodious
Warehouse* in the metropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from 61. 6*. to 50 Guineas.
Drawing-room M. 9s. to 45

7i. to 40 ~
ingrea

F. MOEDER, 248, 249, 250, Tottenham Court-road ; and 19, 20, and 21,
Mor»ell-street. W.C. Established 1862.

room Suites, from i
ora Suites, from 7i.
And all other Good

APOLLINARIS WATER.
" LaurcA donandus Apollinari. "—Horace, Book Iv. Ode 3.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1879.
ANNUAL SALE, 8,000,000.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY, Limited, 19, Regent-street, London, S.W.

LOTS 110 and 111. — Lot 110, very soft Old
PALE SHERRY, at 30s.; and LOT 111, very soft OLD OLOROSO

SOLERA, pale gold, at 33s. per dozen.—SHERRIES of the old style, mel
lowed by age, very soft, and entirely free from the fleryness which has
been so detrimental to the consumption of Sherry. These exceptionally
large Lots are placed In the hands of the Association for forced realiza
tion, and are offered to the Public, while on the special Lot List, at
great) v reduced prices. Instead of being Sold by Auction.—The LONDON
CO-OPERATIVE WINE ASSOCIATION, Limited, 10 and 12, John-street,
Adelphi, W.C. (removed from 446, Strand).

J7IFTY PER CENT. LESS FUEL BURNT, and
PEKTECTION and ECONOMY in '■ COOKEB.Y,"

1)7 using the

PATENT TREASURE COOKING RANGE.

May be placed anywhere. Cannot get out ol order.

Illustrated Price Books post free.

T. J. CONSTAJfTDSR, 61, Flee^etreet, E.C.

N.B._Tne c

■piFTY PER CENT. LESS FUEL BURNT.

PROTECTION FROM FIRE.

J-JRYANT Sc MAY S

PATENT SAFETY MATCHES.

ADVANTAOES

Are not POISONOUS.
Arc free from SHELL.

Without 1
Are perfectly harmless
To the Operatives employed.
Are .ery DAMP PROOF.
LIGHT ONLY ON THE BOX.

EIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

PROTECTION TO HEALTH.

G. H. JONES,
SPRGEONDENTI8T,

57, OBEAT RUS8ELL^TREET, LONDON

(Opposite the British Museum),
■Will be glad to forward his Pamphlet on Painless Dentistry, free,

enclosed by post, which explains the most unique system of the adjust,
ment of Artificial Teeth without pain.

Consultation free, from 10 to 5.

M

D
INNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.

The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have
approved of this Pure Solution as the best remedy for
ACIDITY of the STOMACH, HEARTBURN. HEAD
ACHE. GOUT, and INDIGESTION ; and as the safest
Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladle*, Children, and
Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.

"CANITAS" and DISINFECTION.—The Pine
-O Forest at Home.—The SANITAR PREPARATIONS are in use

in more than 300 Boards of Health, Hospitals, Ac. Non-poisonous,
stainless, agreeable and healthful. Disinfecting Fluids, Powder*, and
Household Soaps; Toilet Smpsnnd Fluids ; Tooth and Nursery Powders.
Of all Chemists, or of the Saniras Company, Limited, Bethnal Green,
London E. Testimonial* of highest Medical and Sanitary Authorities
free. Of universal necessity as the most perfect Puriner and Disin
fectant.
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Now ready, price 6s.

THE GENERAL INDEX

TO THE

FIFTH SERIES

OF

NOTES AND QUEBIES.

Vols. I. to XII. 1874 to 1879.

(TWO VOLS. IN EACH YEAK.)

Mr. Thoms has kindly contributed the following Preface :—

" If there be any truth in the old proverb, ' Practice makes perfect,' this ought to be a capital Preface,

inasmuch as it is the Fifth to an Index of a twelve-volume Series of dear old Notes and Queries which I have

been called upon to write.

" The first three it was my duty to prepare, as I was responsible for the several collections of literary

material to which they were the keys. I was urged to undertake the Fourth because to a certain extent

the various articles to which it referred had been garnered under my superintendence. But now that I

have neither the responsibility nor the credit for the store of varied, useful, and amusing information here

duly sorted and labelled ready for use, to be compelled by the importunity, not to say tyranny, of my

successor to repeat an old story, and so expose myself to the risk of being taunted by some captious critic

with the profanity of Jack Falstaff, and told ' Oh, thou hast damnable iteration ! ' is a little hard upon an

Editor who has 'retired from business.'

"I must, however, run the risk, inasmuch as by so doing I shall put myself in a position to make an

acknowledgment winch I ought to have made long since. My distinguished and warm-hearted friend Lord

Brougham (who, I may here say, had on more than one occasion furnished me with some interesting Replies),

speaking to me of the great value and utility of this Journal, was pleased to add that ' that value and utility

were increased tenfold by its capital Indexes.' Lord Brougham was right ; and if the critie in the Saturday

Review who declared of ' that little farrago of learning, oddities, absurdities, and shrewdnesses, Notes and

Queries,' that it was perhaps the only weekly newspaper that would be ' consulted three hundred years

hence,' should also prove to be right, I do not hesitate to declare my belief that these Indexes will have

greatly contributed to that success.

" What a pleasant retribution it is for one who has for years been so mercilessly quizzed and jeered for

his exposure of pretended Centenarians to think that he should be credited with the merit of having called

into existence a something that shall be continuing its useful existence some three centuries hence !

" But let that pass. I have on more than one occasion expressed my sense of how much these Indexes

owed to the care, intelligence, and experience of their original compiler, the late Mr. James Yeowell, as these

now owe to his successor in this important department. I have not, however, in any of these Prefaces

acknowledged as I ought to have done that their existence is due to the suggestion of another highly esteemed

old friend, one of the earliest contributors to 'N. & Q.,' Mr. William Bernard Mac Cabe, the learned author of

' A Catholic History of England.' It was he who, when some few volumes had appeared, urged upon me the

advantage of taking stock of the information recorded in them by the publication of a General Index, and

the advisability of doing so at stated intervals. The suggestion was one so full of common sense that I did

not hesitate to adopt it. I am pleased to avail myself of the opportunity which is thus afforded me of doing

justice to my old friend. Readers who share my regret at not seeing his name so frequently as they were

wont in these pages may feel assured that it is from no diminished attachment to Notes and Queries, but

from the fact that he is, like the original Editor, conscious of increasing years, but, unlike him, careful not

to trespass too much on the good nature of the Public."

Published by JOHN FRANCIS, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.
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P O R T U G A L.

PORTUGUESE LIGHT WINES

E L R E I.

ROYAL BUCELLAS HOCK.

A natural Portuguese white wine without Brandy is made from Rhine

Wines transplanted into Portugal.

It is largely consumed in Portugal, makes an agreeable and wholesome

summer drink, combining particularly well with all aerated waters, making a

delicious cup without the addition of liqueurs.

Bucellas Hock maintains its character in all climates, is a cheap wine,

and can be obtained from Wine Merchants and dealers throughout the

Kingdom.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to “The Editor”—Advertisements and Business Letters to “The Publisher"—at the Office, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.

Printed by E. J. Faancis, Athenaeum Press, Took's-court, Chancery-lane, E.C.; and Published by JoHN FRANcis, at No. 20, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.

Agents: for Scotland, Messrs. Bell & Bradfute, and Mr. John Menzies, Edinburgh;-for IaelAND, Mr. John Robertson, Dublin.-Saturday, July 31, 1880.

{
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THREEPENCE

BEQISTEBED AS A NEWSPAPEB

LINNEAN SOCIETY, Burlington House, Pic
cadilly, W, — The LIBRARY ud RKADING-KOOM will be

CLOSBU from AI GI ST 9lh to 8E1TEMBEK «h toclualre.
B DAYDON JACKSON, Secretary.

8
A N I T A R Y CONGRESS.

The SANITARY INSTITUTE of GREAT BRITAIN will hold ita
FOURTH CONGRESS, at UXJBTBR, on SEPTEMBER 21st, 1*0, and
folio* In* days.
The Council invite Papers on Babjecu connected with State Medicine,

Including Fnicineering and Sanitary Construction, Meteorology and
Geology. Sanitary science and Preventive Medicine. No previously
publiviitt Papen can be read Each Author must prepare an Abstract
of bw Paper, and tend it together with the Original MhS. , by book-post,
cn or before SEPTEMBER 1st. addressed Sn trrm, Sanitary InaUtute
ml Ureal Britain, 9. Conduit-street. Regent-street.W.
Authors whose Papers have been received and accepted will be fur-

9, Conduit-street. 30th July, 1380.
DANIEL M'COY, Secretary.

■\TOTTINGHAM SCHOOL of ART. — The Head

-L^l MASTERSHIP of this School will become VACANT on the 1st of
-4HTOHKR NEXT. The Salary Is 300. per annum, and an allowance of
'ju per cent, upon the amount received fur Pees and Government Results,
which, taking the average of the past three years, will (if maintained)
product: a nett aunual income of about 4-mf .—Applications, statins: age of
•Candidate, with testimonials, Ac , of recent date, to be addressed to the
HKcatTA&v. School of Art. Nottingham (of whom further particulars can
tyc obtained), must be sent in not later than the 1st of SEPTEMBER
NEXT. HENRY A. GOOUYER, Secretary.

1FACSIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the

ARUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTHUS, an Sold to the
I'obllc as well as to Members, at prices varying from lUs. loses., and.
Include the Works of Giotto, Fra Angellco, Perugino, Andrea del Sarto,
Michael Anjtelo. Raphael, Holbein. Albert Durcr, Ac—Pi
with particulars of membership, will be sent, post free, on
ut 24, Old Bond-street, London. W.

A1?
KTIST (Exhibitor
PAIKTINO (Murine

wlreet, Euiton-nmd, W

tor) gives LESiSONS in OIL
and Leiulacapej.—AUdreM U. (*., 29. BolaoTtr-

MISS LOUISE WILLES, of Theatres Drury
LaUU. OaletT. OljKple. *c, (In. LESSONS Id DRAMATIC

OKC'l-AMAHUM ud ELOCUTION, both for l'ruievloul and l'rivalo
•.— VI, Si. AuKU.tiacft.ruad. Caradeu-aquare, N.W.

f N. HEINEMANN'S THREE POPULAR
.L/ LECn RES : The HUMAN PACE (illustrated)! The OBEH-
AMMLR.-AL' FA*SION-PLAY (illustrated.) , The LIVES and WORKS

the GREAT GERMAN COMPOSERS (illustrated j. -Secretaries of
Institutes, Schools, Proprietors of Halls, sic., wishing to arrange fur
delivery of these Lectures should address Dr. HsiaxMajrM, w, Upper
Olouce»ier-pu*ce. Portloan-square, London.

PRIVATE SECRETARYSHIP, or any Post of
Trust.—WANTED, by a Gcntlsmaa. an APPOINTMENT as above,

liigheat references as to character, Ac.—Apply to R. H. Gosnsxl, 1, Leith-
terravce, Kilbum, N.W.

ryo LITERARY GENTLEMEN, &c—WANTED,

L WORKS to TRANSLATE from the French. Spanish, and English
language Terms moderate.—Address L. toiT.nn, No. 4u, Rue Lacroix
<B»tigiiullesj, Purls.

LITERARY.—An experienced SUB-EDITOR and
SCIENTIFIC WRITER desires LITERARY EMPLOYMENT of

any kind Well up In all Sclcaces applied to Arts and Manufactures.
Jtfxtenslve knowledge of Languages. French and Italian, Scientific or
Technics*! Articles, adapted. Good references. Small Salary.—Address
JS. , 55, W-nkeueld-strcei. W.C.

DIT0R, of gTeat experience on old-established

ARTNER
liUSINBSS.

78, "

WANTED for a PUBLISHING
A. 18, at C. H. May A Co. a General Adver-

COPYRIGHT. — WANTED to PURCHASE,
NEW SPAPER or MAGAZINE. Few particulars in confidence, and

appoint interview.—Panes, 14, Camberwell New-road, Kennlngton Park.

. Drmut A Co., a. Stationers' Hall-court, E C,

T°,

TO AUTHORS AND OTHERS

MESSRS. WYMAN k SONS, Printers, Litho-
graphers. Bookbinders, and Publishers, Invite the attention of

Authors to the Facilities offered by their Establishment for the COM
PLETE PRODUCTION of HOOKS of every description, all Departments
of the Husiness being carried on under the immediate Personal Superin
tendence of the Firm. Inclusive Estimates. Liberal arrangements made
with Authors for the publication of their MSS., whether he tent! tic,
Artistic, or Works of Fiction. — Wruax A Sons, Great Queen-street,

PUOVINCIAL NEWSPAPERS. —A Serial can
be arranged for previous to Its Publication in Hook form. Has

appeared, with success In an influential Yorkshire Newspaper.—Acthos,

PUI5LISHERS and NEWSPAPER Pro
prietors —A GENTLEMAN, exceptionally well qualified, seeks

' had long and varied expe-Armi.NTMKNT as Revising Editor
xlence, and i* well versed in
Silver-street, Kensington.

rrO TUBLISHERS and NEWSPAPER PR0-

JL PR1ET0RS.—TO BB LET. in the best poaltion In Corent-garden,
PART of a food PUBLISH1N0 OFFICE Editorial Hoodu. If required,
or Publishing undertaken.—I'ibluhinu Orricx, 14, York-ureet, CoTent-

HE MULTIPLEX COPYING PROCESS
gives Forty Copies of Circulars. Music. Drawings, Plans.

This Process has been adopted by Her Majesty's Government, who
have paid the inventor (Mr. Fellows) 30CK. for the privilege of using It

t all their Departments. No tedious washing off Suits all
Negatives available for years. Full particulars post free.

CHARLES FELLOWS, 18, Tettsuhall-road , Wolverhampton.

"FhTORTH of ENGLAND. — To PROFESSORS of
-i.^ MUSIC —A well-established and high-class MUSICAL C0N-
N KX I' >N for SALE in a populous Town. The Income has been 6001. per

itum,4501. Residence, with Furniture at valuation, can
i F. S. de Ctu.TLB.iT UisaoK A Co., 3,

RIGHT0N COLLEGE.—The Next Teem will
ience on TUESDAY, September 2UC

F. W. MADDEN, H.R.A.8., Secretary

THE D0RECK COLLEGE for LADIES, 63,
Kcnaiiurton Oardtnaequarc. Hyde l'ark, W.—The AUTUMN TERM

begin. HEPTKMBEH Uth.
l'rlnclpela-Mlas M. B. BAILEY and Frtulein NELTROFER.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL for the SONS of
GENTLEMEN. 64. Konalngton Oardent-iquare, Hyde Park, W —

The CLASKBS RE-ASSBMHLE SE1TKM1IER 14th
Prlnclpala—Mlat M E. BAILEY and Frtulein NBUTROFER

PKXNTING.—JOHN BALE & SONS, Printers of
the L*mUd Rrvicto. the En$ iih*xrman'B Renrw, and other Period

s' raUa. avrsi prepared to undertake the PRINTING of Magazines, Pamphlets,
.B<>okwork. Catalogues. Ac., on the most reasonable terms. Estimates
xrve. — Steeam Printing Offices, »;-s», Great Titchfield-etreet, Oxiord-

l^RINITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—Session for
X the ACADEMICAL YEAR, l«Hn-«l.-The NEXT SESSION will
commence on MONDAY. October 11. when the Rev the WARDEN will
deliver the INAUGURAL ADDRESS of the Session , and the Public Dis
tribution of Prises and Diplomas will take place.
The ( .11 owing la a List of the Classes, together with the Fees per Term

In each case ,—
FACULTY OF MUSIC.

Harmony—Professor Saunders. Mus. D. fOxon;. W Is.
Counterpoint—Professor Weatbro'tk. Mus. D. (Camb >. If. la.
Comp>aiitIon and Orchestration—E H. Turpln. L. Mus T C L. 21. 2$,
Musical History—The Rev the Warden. Mus H (Oxon ). 1J. Is.
Ladles Theory Classes— Humphrey J. htark, Mus H (Oxon.). IL Is.
Physiology of Vocal Organs—Llewelyn Thomas, M D. U. Is.
Physiology of the Ear—Lennox Hrowne, F R C S. ( Edin ). 11. Is.
Organ—W. Stevenson Hoyte, L. Mus. TC.L., and William Pinner.

Mus H. (Oxon.). M.U.
Pianoforte— liradbury Turner. Mus. B. (Camb.), Edward Silas, King

Hall, and Alma Sanders. %. 1#.
Harmonium—King Hall. If, 2s.
Singing—J. C. Reuthln, AR.A. Mas., Enrico Nappl, Wallace Wells, and

Kate Steel. X. U.
ViolId—L Sacrepanovrskl. %. 2s.
Violoncello—Edmund Woolhouse. 2. 2s.
Flute—J. Radcliff 31. Ss.
Oboe—A. J. H Dubrucq SI. Sr.
Clarinet,—Henry Lazaius. 3t. 3a.
Harp-John Cheshire. St. 3s.
Claas-HInglng-Ih* Westbrook 6d
Extemporaneous Playing— Edward Silas. 31. 3a.
Figured Bass Playing—H. J. Stark. Mus. B. (Oxon.). 31.3s.
Preparatory Musical Class— E. Burritt Lane, L Mus. T.C.L 6s.
Choral Service Class for Clergy—The Rev. the Warden. 2i. 2*.

FACULTY OF ARTS.
Latin—Rev. O. T. Handford. MA. II. Lt.
Greek-Rev T. H. Stokoe, D.D. 11. Is.
French language and Literature—J. des Fortes. R L (Parts). H. Is.
German Language and Literature— Protevtur II. Lemming. II. la.
Italian Language and Literature— Dr. Dulmaxzo. W. la.
English Literature- Rev. W. A. Hales, M.A. li. Is.
Mathematics-R. P Jones. HA, 11 Is.
History—Wm. Douglas Hamilton. FS.A. 11. It.
Chemistry- R. H Scanes Splcer, H.Sc. 'JL 2a.
Zoology—G. W. Bloxam, M A F L.8. F.Z.S, 11. Is.
Botany—Rev George Henalow, M.A. F.L.S F O S. 11. Ij,
Geology and Physical Geoirraphy—Rev J. F. Blake, M.A F.G.8. li. Is.
PolltlcsJ Economy—George A. Smith, M.A. li. Is.
Mental Sclenca—A. Bassett Hopkins, M.A. 1/. Is.
PhysloloKj—Lennox Browne. F.R.C.s. li. Is.
Public Rending—C. Worgan Dew. M.A. II. Is.
Matriculation Course—W. J. Jennings, B.A. 21. 3s.

There are separate Classes for Ladles.
students may enter for any single Subject.
Particulars of Open Exhibitions (Gold and Silver Medals, and other

awards to students), may be obtained on application.
Mandevllle- place, Manchester-square, WT

TRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON.— HALLS of
X RESIDENCE -The HALLS of RESIDENCE, affiliated to Trinity
College, London, arc designed for YOUNG MEN who may be engaged
during the day either as Students or in other bualncAs They reside
under Collegiate rules, and obtain the advantages of a College life, nnd
must attend at least One Course of Lectures in Art or Music, either
on one morning or one evening In the week during Term. Residents
may also prepare for the College Diplomas or University Degrees. T
Hails are situate In the various London districts, within easy access
the College, the Medical Schools, and the City. There are separate
Halls for Lady Residents.

All applications should be addressed, In the first instance, to the
BKcasTAKY, Trinity College, London, W.

u

T EAMINGTON COLLEGE. — Entrance
-Li SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION on SEPTEMBER 14 and 15.-
Addresa Rev. D. Wood. College, Leamington; or, alter August 1st,
Craigside, Feltxstow. Ipswich.

NIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

The SESSION of the FACULTY of MEDICINE will begin OB MON
DAY, October 4th.
The SESSION of the FACULTIES of ARTS and LAWS and of

SCIENCE will begin on OCTOBER 5th.
Instruction Is provided for Women In all subjects taught In the

Faculties of Arts and Laws and of Science.
Prospectuses and Copies of the Regulations relating to the Entrance

and other Exhibitions, Scholarships. Ac. (value about 2.UUW j, may be
obtained from the College, Gower-street, W.C.
The EXAMINATIONS for the ENTRANCE EXHIBITIONS will be

held on the Kith and VWth of SEPTEMBER.
The SCHOOL for BOYS will RE-OPEN on SEPTEMBER 21st.
The College Is close to the Gower-street Station of the Metropolitan

Railway. TALFOURD ELY, M.A., Secretary

UNIVERSITY HALL, GORDON-SQUARE, W.C.
\J —Students of University College, London, reside In the Hall
under Collegiate discipline. Thr Hall has been approved by the Secre
tary of State for India as a place of Residence for selected Candidates for
the Indian Civil Service.—Full particulars as to Rent of Rooms, Fees, Ac.,
on application to the Principal or Secretary, at the Hall.

B. A. WURTZBURG, tVcretary.

TRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—SPECIAL
X LECTURES—The WINTER COURSE of SPECIAL LECTURES
for the SESSION - 1 will bo delivered by the following Gentle
men :—
William Spottlswoode. Esq . M.A. D.C.L. LL.D., President of the Royal

Society :—Polarixed Light.
Dr. Francis Huefler i—Musical Criticism.
William Hugglns, Esq. D C L. LL.D. F.R.S. :—The Chief Results of

Spectrum Analysis as Applied to the Heavenly Bodies.
Dr. B. W. Richardson. F.R.s. :—Breath and Breathing.
G. J. Romanes. Esq., MA F.R.S. PL S. :—Jelly Fish
Professor Leone Levi, F.S.A. Change for a Sovereign.

The Lectures will be delivered on theTHIRDTHURSDAY EVENINO
of each month, from October to March, commencing at 8 o'clock.
Admission to the Course. Hal f-a-G uinea. Honorary Members and

Students actually in attendauce, 5«.
The proceeds will be devoted to the Building Fund.
Further particular* may be obtained irom the SscarrABT, Trinity

College, Loudon, W.

TRATFORD-ON-AVON.—TRINITY COLLEGE
SCHOOL —The Warden. RICHARD F. CURRY. M A., la assisteds

by Seven Resident Graduate Masters, Two being specially for Modern
I jinguages. Classical and Modern Sides. Junior Department for Young
Boys. Large Playgrounds, Fives Courts, Gymnasium, Ac. Terms, w
and CO Guineas.— Apply to the Wabdbx.

THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE,
Spring-grove, Middlesex, W. (founded under the auspices of the

late Richard Cobdenj —Iattln. French. German, and Natural Science
taught to every Boy, In addition to Mathematics. Greek on the Classical
Bide only.
Two Laboratories for Practical Science, large Gymnasluui, Baths, with

Hot and Cold Water.
Each Boy has a separate Bod-room
Terms, 70. HO. and DO Ouineas. according to age.
.The NEXT TERM commences Monday. September 30.
Apply to the Head Master, H. R. Lansu., M.A.

BEDFORD COLLEGE (for Ladies), 8 and 9,
York-place. Portman-ao.uare, London (near the Hakrr-strcet Station

of the Metropolitan Railway).—The College provides Systematic Lectures
by Professors In the higher subjects of Instruction, and Preparatory
Classes for Junior Students. The Courw is adapted for those who intend
to Matriculate or Graduate in the Unlrernlty of London. The SESSION
will BEGIN on THURSDAY. October 14 All new Students are to
present themselves between II and 4 on TUESDAY. October 12,
TWO AKNOTT SCHOLARSH 1 1*S will beawarded by open competition.
Prospectuses, with particular* of Scholarships. Boarding, Ac. may be

had at the College. HENRIETTA L£ BRETON, Hon Sec.

QUEEN'S COLLEGE, 43 and 45, Harley-street,
I.ondon —Incorporated by Royal ("barter for the Education of

Women, and for granting Certificates ol Knowledge.
The MICHAELMAS TERM will begin, in School, on MONDAY, Sep

tember 27th. and In the College on MONDAY, October 4th. Entrance
30 ; In School,

School and the Four Yci

Examination In College, THURSDAY, S
SATURDAY, September 25.

In addition to the usual Curriculum In the
of the College Course, which prepares for the Matriculation Examina
tion of the University of London, a hiKher course of instruction has also
been established for 'Students preparing for the Degree Examinations of
the aamc University.

Special Course* of Lectures are given In connexion with this Course,
which is not open to Girls under the age of Eighteen. The Fee for each
Course of Ten 1-eclures Is II. is., and the Compounder's Fee of 4i. 4s. a
Term lnclndes alao nuch full private tuition as may be found necessary,
and may be applied lor by Pupils pn-parlug for the F.xaminaiions. A
reduction is nun e in the case or Associates of the College.
Boarders arc received by Mrs Caarxicrxa, 3*. Harley-street . W. ; Miss

Kmott. l>ev*nshlre Lodge, York-gate, W. j Mrs Rismlli.. fl, Oppidans-
road, Primrose-hill, N.W. ; Miss Wood. 41, Harley-street. W. ; and lull
information in regard to these and all other matters conncctid with
the College may be obtained, by letter, addressed to the Sat aiTAar. up
to the 20th of September; alter that day by personal application at
the CoUege, between the Hours uf Eleven and Three.

I(JH SCHOOL ~0F EDINBURGH.
II

SESSION 1880-81.
The EDINBURGH SCHOOL BOARD hare made arrangements by

which a thoroughly Practical as well as a thoroughly Liberal Education
can be Imparted. The Cliiaae* are ftirlctly limited, and care is taken to
give each boy that kind of culture of which he is most capable, and

lost necessary for him. A SEVENTH CLASS will be formed
Ut of ' 0BER to continue the work of the Sixth Classical,

uplls for the Indian Civil Service, and for Military and
on the
and to prepa

slty Examinations.
Full Information Is contained In the Report and Prospectus, which

may be had on application to the Janitor, at the School ; to the Clerk to
the Edinburgh School Board, 9, Castle-street; or to the principal Book
sellers In Edinburgh.
Pupils will be enrolled at the High School on WEDNESDAY, the 28th,

and TH OBSDAY . the 30th September, from TwelTe tUl Three o'clock.
The SCHOOL RE-ASSEMBLES on FRIDAY. 1st October, at Nine

o'clock, when the FIRST CLASS will be formed by Dr. DONALDauN
and Mr. M LAOAN.

ST. ANDREWS SCHOOL for -GIRLS,
ST. ANDREWS, N.B.

Under the Direction of a Council.
Chalrman-The Very Rev. PRINCIPAL TULLOCH, D.D.

Head Mistress—Miss LUMSDEN. Certificated Student iu Honours at
Glrton College.

The Staff consists of three Certificated Students at Girton CoUege,
aad other qualiticd Mistresses.

This School provides for the Daughters of Gentlemen a thorough
educational a moderate coat. Girls are received from the age of seven
and upwards. The Head Mistress and Senior Assistant-Mistress receive.
Boarders. The School and Boarding Houses are in a healthy portion,
open to the south. withOyinnaaiuin ami Piavground attached.
The next TERM will begin on Od OHKR 1st.
A SCHOLARSHIP of .*** yearly for three yeaw. to he hrld rfrhT nt

Glrton College, or in studying for a Degree of the University of Lon i"u.
will be awarded on the results ol the School Examination ti July,
For further iufurmaliou apply to tuc Boas. Su.., Mansfield, at. An

drews, N.B.
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- RS. O'BRIEN'S SCHOOL for EIGHT LITTLE

M BOYS (Sons of Gentlemen), Roseville, Ventnor, I.W.—AUTUMN

TERM commences SEPTEMBER 26th Thorough Preparatory Training

for Public Schools. English, Latin, Arithmetic, French, and Drawing.

An experienced Nurse kept. Highest references.

AMBRIDGE EXAMINATIONs for woMEN

In preparation for these, and in connexion with the London

Centre of the Higher Local Examinations, INSTRUCTION by COR

RESPONDENCE is given by certain QUALIFIED WOMEN. Classes

open from October 14th to end of May.—Apply further to Miss A. ShoBE,

Post-office, Taplow, Maidenhead.

OME EDUCATION OFFERED in any DE

SIRABLE QUARTER.—The Parents of Children, whose excep

tional circumstances necessitate individual Education, and who would

gladly hear of a VISITING TEACHER, whose habits of illustration have

enabled her to make Lessons pleasant as well as impressive, are invited

to address A. D., Messrs. illiams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta-street,

Covent-garden, London.

DRIVATE TUITION for the ARMY, UNIVER:
5ITIES, &c., by an M.A., Double Honours. Cambridge, F.G.S., &c.

University advantages. Spacious Residence. Forty to Fifty Guineas

per Term —Rev. F. C. LAMREar, St. Andrews-street, Cambridge.

INDUCATION in SwitzERLAND.-New

FRAUENSTEIN ACADEMY, ZUG. Established 1855. Prepara

tion for the Universities, Commercial Department, German, French,

Italian. Large Modern Building, Gymnasium, Playground, and Garden.

Cold and Warm Baths. Highest references. Prospectus on application.

-W. Fuchs, Proprietor, F. M. Kunz, Principal, late Head Principal of

the Swiss (International) School, Genoa.

TH: MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL.–The WINTER

SESSION will OPEN on MONDAY, October 4th, with the DIS

TRIBUTION of PRIZES in the New Lecture Theatre. The Medical

school, which is now being considerably enlarged, provides the most

complete means for the Education of Students preparing for the Uni

versity of London, the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, and the other

Licensing Bodies.

TWO ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS, of the annual value of 25t, and

20l., per annum, tenable for Two Years, will be competed for on OCTO

BER 1st and 2nd.

Further information may be obtained from the DEAN or the REsitext

MruicAL Officer, at the Hospital. ANDREW CLARK, Dean.

S.T. BARTHoLoMEw's HospitAL and
COLLEGE,

The WINTER SESSION will begin on FRIDAY, October 1st.

The Clinical Practice of the Hospital comprises a service of 710 Beds,

inclusive of 34 Beds for Convalescents at Highgate.

Students can reside within the Hospital, subjectto Coll

For all particulars application may be made to the

College, the College, St. olomew's Hospital, E.C.

A Handbook forwarded on application.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL and

COLLEGE.

OPEN SCHOLARSHiPS,

THREE SCHOLARSHIPS are offered for Open Competition at St.

Bartholomew's Hospital. The Examination will begin 8EPTEMBER 27.

1. A Scholarship, of the value of 130l., open to Candidates under 25

£ of age, and who have not entered at any Metropolitan Medical

School. Subjects of Examination: Botany, Chemistry, Physics, Zoology

2. A Scholarship, of the value of 130l., open to Candi under 20

: of age. The other conditions and subjects are the same as the

above.

3 The Jeaffreson Exhibition (value 50l.), open to Candidates who have

not entered at any Metro tan Medical School. Subjects: Mathe

matics and Latin, and any Two of the following Languages, at the option

of the Candidate: Greek, French, German. he successful Candidates

will be required to enter at St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

4 Preliminary Scientific Exhibition.-On OCTOBER 21 there will be

an Examination (limited to Students of the Hospital of less than six

months' standing) for the above Exhibition, value 50l. The Subjects

£: of the Preliminary Scientific Examination of the London

!niversity.

The successful Candidaies for the above Four Scholarships are eligible

in succeed' years for the Scholarships of the School; viz., First Year.

Three: (1) 50l., (2) 30, , (3) 201. Second Year: (1) 50l. Third and Fourth

Year: (1) 40l., (2) 30l., (3) 30l., and for the several Prizes.

For further particulars£ may be made, personally or by

letter, to the WARDEN of the College, the College, St. Bartholomew's

Hospital, E.C.

O N D O N L I B R A R Y,

12, ST. JAMES’S-SQUARE.-Founded in 1841.

Patron-H.R.H. The PRINCE OF WALES.

President–THOMAS CARLYLE, Esq.

This Library contains 90,000 Volumes of Ancient and Modern Lite

rature, in various Languages. Subscription, 3... a year, or 2i, with

Entrance-fee of 6l., Life Membership, 26.

Fifteen Volumes are allowed to Country, and Ten to Town Members.

Reading-Room open from Ten to half-past Six. Prospectus on appli
cation. RobEirt' ###N. Seeretary and Librarian.

Regulations.

Aades of the

THE UNITED LIBRARIES, 307, Regent
street, W.—Subscriptions from . One Guinea to any amount,

according to the supply# All the best New Books, English,

French, and German, immediately on publication. Prospectuses, with

Lists of New Publications, gratis£ free.—"." A Clearance

Catalogue of Surplus Books offered for Sale at greatly reduced prices,

may also be had, free, on£ Chu RtoN.'s, Hongson's,

and SatNukh's & OTLKY's United Libraries, 307, Regent-street, near the

Polytechnic

CHEAP SEC ON D - H A N D B O OK S.

Now ready, gratis,

GEORGE FINDLAY'S CATALOGUE, Nos. 39and 40.

89, High-street, Leicester.

Now ready,

*ATALOGUE of OLD and CURIOUS LITERA

TURE, Family History, Topography, Freemasonry, First Editions,

Heraldry, Ireland, Catholicism, Theology, &c. Catalogues gratis and

post free.—J. F. MElin Ax, Pulteney-bridge, Bath.

( LD BOOKS.–Now ready, a CATALOGUE of

Rare, Curious, and Valuable old Books, 8vo. 260 pages, 4,500

Articles, half-morocco, post free, 3s 6d., comprising Angling. Anglo

Saxon. Bibliography, Black Letter, Dramatic History, Lives of Actors

and Old Quarto Plays, Fugitive Poetry, Tracts and Broadsides, Heraldry,

Family. History, Rolls of Arms. Visitations and Peerage Cases, Jest

Books. Books of Manners, karly Manuscripts, Music, Songs and Ballads,

Numismata, Philology, Prehistoric Antiquities, Printing, Quakers,

Reynard the Fox, Shakspeariana and Topography,all classified.—AlfRED

Itussel.L. Smith, 36, Soho-square, London

Til' RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any

work necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

regard to the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R.

THOMPSON, Studio, 43, George-street, Portman-square, W.

H ERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,

Official and Corporate Seals, Dies, Diplomas, Certificates, Medals,

Book-Plate". Cards, Illuminated Addresses, &c., executed in finest style

Prize Mediu, Paris, 1878; Silver Medal, Sydney, 1830–HARRY Soxxr,

* Creen-street, Leicester-square, Loudou.
|

HE WOODBURY PERMANENT PHOTO

GRAPHIC PRINTING COMPANY have now brought their

WOODBURYTYPE Process to such perfection that it is generally

recognized as the best means of Reproducing Works of Art, Portraits

from Life, Views from Nature, Architectural Subjects, &c.

Its advantages are :

1. Extreme delicacy in the half-tones, depth and brilliancy of the

shadows, and perfect detail in every part.

2. Rapidity with which thousands of impressions of equal quality can be

produced,

3. Economy and Permanency.

The processes known as the CARBON and COLLOTYPE are also

£ worked by this Company; but, though useful for certain

subjects, the Prints by these processes do not possess the brilliancy and

uniformity of''':
The WOODBURYTYPE PROCESS is largely used in BOOK ILLUS

TRATION by all the leading Publishers, including

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. Messrs. Sampson Low & Co.

** Chapman & Hall. ** John Murray.

** Bentley & Son. ** Bickets & Son.

** Geo. Bell & Sons. *- Daldy, Isbister & Co., &c.

Estimates, Specimens, and all information furnished on application to

the SECRETARY.

157, GREAT PORTLAND-STREET, LONDON, W.

T H E A UT OTY PE C O M P A NY,
531, OXFORD-STREET.

(Midway between Tottenham Court-road and Mudie's Library.)

P EU T O T Y

is a

SYSTEM OF PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHY,

In Three distinct Classes.

Class 1.—The REPRODUCTION of PICTURES,

DRAWINGS, and ORIGINAL WORKS of ART, in so perfect a

manner as to make it difficult in some cases to distinguish the Copy

from the Original Work.

The Fac-similes are produced in permanent pigments, which may

be of the same kind as those used in the Original Black, Brown,

Sepia. Blue, Red, are all available Colours,

By this process Artists can have their Pictures Reproduced with

out the expense and delay of engraving, and with the minimum of

risk

Sizes of Plates from 10 inches to 48 inches.

Class 2.—The PRODUCTION of PHOTOGRAPHIC

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS in PRINTING INK by means of the

ordinary Printing Press.

Employed by the Trustees of the British Museum, Pal hical,

Numismatical. Roval Geographical, and other Learned Societies.

Fac-similes of Medals and Coins, Ancient MSS., Paintings, Draw

ings, sketches. Views, and Portraits from Nature, &c.

£ special advantages of the Autotype Process for Book

Illustrations are:

1st. The absolutely Fac-simile nature of the result.

2nd. Its Cheapness for Small Editions of 250, 500. &c.

3rd. The Prints direct on the Paper, with suitable margins.

Class 3.—The PRODUCTION of PERMANENT

PHOTOGRAPHS by the WOODBURY or RELIEF PROCES8.

This process is admirably adapted for Portraits, Machinery, Art

Manufactures. Illustrations for Trade Catalogues, Steam-Ship Com

panies, Advertising Cards, &c., where largenumbersarerequired and

mounting not an objection.

For terms and particulars apply to the Manager.

N the AUTOTYPE GALLERY will be found

a noble COLLECTION of FAC-SIMILES of the OLD MASTERS,

including the most celebrated Works of Fra Angelico, Fra Bartolomeo,

Corregio. Dürer, Holbein, Michael Angelo, Raphael. Rubens, Andrea del

Sarto, Titian, Leonardo da Vinci, &c., selected from the principal

Galleries of Europe. -

Fine examples of the Modern School, including Poynter, R.A., Mcis

sonnier, De Neuville, Rossetti, Burne-Jones, &c.

A visit to the Autotype Gallery will prove how readily the walls of

home can be adorned with artistic masterpieces at little cost.

Pictures and Photographs Mounted and Framed.

Pictures carefully Cleaned and Restored.

Send for the AUTOTYPE COMPANY'S New Catalogue, price 6d.

Gratis to purchasers.

J. R. SAWYER, Director of Works.

W. S. BIRD, General Manager.

LEXANDRITES.—A few magnificent SPECI

MENS of this remarkable GEM FOR SALE. Green by Day and

Red by Night. Also a magnificent Cat's Eye, surrounded with liants,

one of the finest, if not the finest, known.—BRycl: WRIGirr, Mineralogist

and Expert in Gems and Precious Stones, 90, Great Russell-street,

London, W.C.

Salee by 3inction

Waluable Miscellaneous Effects, Furniture, China, &c., removed

from Ponsford's Pantechnicon and other places.

ESSRS, PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by

TUESDAY, August 10, at ten

AUCTION. at their lieuse. 47, Leicester-square, W.C., on

minutes past 1 o'clock precisely, a

valuable COLLECTION of M1SCELLANEOUS EFFECTS, including

Useful FURNITURE. CHINA, GLASS. Billiard Table and complete

fittings by Bennett, 100 Boxes Havana Cigars, the Property of a Geu

tleman, a few Curiosities, &c., removed from Ponsford's Stores and

other places for convenience of Sale.

Catalogues (by post), two stamps.

Library of a Clergyman, removed from Northampton, &c.

M ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
l AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester square, W.C., on

WEDNESDAY, August 11, and Three Following Days, at ten minutes

1 o'clock precisely, a ColletrioN of MISCELLANEOUS B00KS,

including the LIBRARY of a CLERGYMAN, removed from Northamp

ton, and other small private Collections; comprising valuable Works in

Theology, Scleuce, and General Literature, including Banier's Ovid

Chippendale's Cabinet-Maker-Third Edition of Shakespeare-Blake's

Works–Turner s Southern Coast, large paper—Hogarth's Works–Pub

lications of the Pathological and Cavendish Societies—Chaucer's Works

by Stowe – Thoresby's Leeds by Whitaker–Waters's Chesters of

Chichely-Augustine's Works by Dods—Ante-Nicene Library—the Sur

lus Stock of a Foreign Bookseller; also an Original Poem of Robert

urns written un glass, and a few Autograph Letters, &c.

Catalogues (by pust), two stamps.

103, CAMDEN-ROAD, N. W.–Contents of the Residence,

Randsome Modern Furniture, Library of Standard Books.

choice Collection of Pictures and Works of Art, 300 Ounces of

Silver Plate, Single-horse Broughan, &c. By order of the

Executors of the late JOHN RAHLES, Esq.

ME' PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, on WEDNESDAY,

August 11, at 12 o'clock precisely... the valuable CONTENTS of the

RESIDENCE; comprising the handsome Furniture for the Drawing

room, upholstered in Crinison Damask, two oval Tables, a Chiffonier, a

Davenport, and two handsome Chimney-glasses, Trichord Cottage Piano

forte by Brinsmead, a pair of Italian Walnut-wood Bookcases—the Dining

roolin£ in Mahogany – a library of Illustrated Books – the

choice Collection of Pictures (the majority of which are signed examples)

-Framed Engravings—:00 ounces of Silver Plate by Garrard and Lambert

–Jewellery-handsome Clocks—Works of Art-elegant Bronzes—Marble

Busts—Plaques—10tesden and other China—the contents of Bed-rooms

and Bath-rooms—the appurtenances belonging to the Kitchen and other

Domestic Offices—Garden Tools—patent Lawn Mower-Roller-Statuary

and Vases-a Single-horse Broughain, &c.

May be viewed the day prior, between the hours of ten and five, and

Catalogues had of the Auctioneers, 47, Leicester-square, W.C.; and of

Messrs. Boxall & Boxall. Solicitors, 22, Chancery-lane, W.C.

Cpwards of 30,000 Volumes of Popular Modern Books, in

cloth and quires.

M ESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,

at their Rooms, 115, Chancery-lane, W.C., on THURSDAY,

August 12, at 1 o'clock, MANY THOUSAND VOLUMES of MODERN

B00KS, in quires, cloth, and fancy boards; including 400 Clayton's

Female Warriors, 2 vols.–3:30 Ramsay's Summer in Spain-60 Burton and

Drake's Syria, 2 vols.-37 Burton's Highlands of Brazil, 2 vols.--50

Arnold's Through Persia–60 Court Life under Napoleon, 2 vols.—60 Wan

dam's Amours of Great Men, 2 vols.—about 10,000 Volumes of Popular

Novels by Florence Marryat, Ennis Graham, Sala, Wills. Halliday, St.

John, Pardon, Miss Edwards, and other well-known writers – 12,000

Volumes of Longley's illustrated Sixpenny Series-7,600 Vizetelly's and
other Political skits. &c.

To be viewed, and Catalogues had.

Upwards of 10,000 Autotype Reproductions of the Works of the

Old Masters, being Salvage Stockfrom the late fire in Rathbone

place; Monochrome Paintings by C. Lucy, E. M. Ward, R.A.,

disc.

M ESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,

at their Rooms, 115, Chancery-lane, W.C., on FRIDAY,

August 13, at 1 o'clock, a large Assortment of PERMANENT AUTO

"Ype Reproductions of the Woltks of the GREAT MASTERS,

illustrating the most remarkable Schools of Classic Art from the noted

Galleries of Europe; including examples from the Louvre of Michael

Angelo, Raffaelle, 1xa Vinci. Fra Angelico–3 Sets of Claude's liber

veritatis, 3 vols.–22 Selections from the Works of Sir Joshua Reynolds

Copies of Pritchetts Brush. Notes of Paris, Turner's Liber Studiorum,

and other Specimens of Modern Art, the whole mounted on cardboard,

and but very slightly injured by smoke or damp-Monochrome Paintings
by C. Lucy and E. M. ward. R.A.-Copyrights of Two£ Fox

hounds Harriers, and Commanders of the Royal Yacht Sq , &c.

To be viewed, and Catalogues had.

Valuable Miscellaneous Books, from the Libraries of Two

Gentlemen.

ESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,

at their Rooms, 115, Chancery-lane, W.C., on WEDNESDAY.

August 18, at 1 o'clock, valuable MISCELLANEOUS. BOOKS., coin
prising Hogarth's Works, restored by Heath, in 2 vols.–Painter's Palace

of Pleasure, by Hazlewood, 3 vols.-Southey's King Arthur, 2 vols.

Peninsular War, 3 vols. and Brazil, 3 vols.—Allot's England's Parnassus,

1814-Blair's Grave, with Blake's plates—Singer's History of Playing

Cards, india proofs—Grammont, Memoirs, 72 Portraits-Trials for Adul

tery, 7#F#: Physiognomy, 4 vols.–Cuvier's Animal Kingdom.

16 vols.-Brydges's Restituta, 4 vols.—Evelyn's,Memoirs, 5 vols.-Ten

nyson's Poems, first edition, 2 vols.-D, ce's Shakespeare, 6 vols.ELe
sage, CEuvres, Marillier's plates-Surtees Society Publications, 14 vols.

Grose's Antiquities, 4 vols. 4to. &c.—The whole in excellent condition.

Catalogues on application, when ready.

Collection of Bird Skins, formed by the late SIGISM UAWD

It UCKER, Esq.

MR.'LL by AUCTION,

at his Great Rooms. 38, King-street, Covent-garden, on TUES

DAY, August 10, at half-past 12 o'clocs, precisely: the coLLECTION of

Riiti SkiNs formed by the late S. RUCKER, Esq., comprising Picked

Specimens of Birds of Paradise, Trogans, Humming Birds, and all the
choicest varieties of handsome and showy Birds.

May be viewed after 2 o'clock the day prior and morning of Sale, and

Catalogues had.

M R. C. J. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,

- at his Great Rooms. 38, King-street, Covent-garden, on FRIDAY.:

August 13, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a vuluable COLLECTION of
British and FöREIGN MOTHS and BUTTERFIES, also. several

Mahogany Cabinets, and a few Books. In this sale will be included

several choice specimens of Euphorbae. Celerio, Lincata, Pulchaelis.

Aini. Conspicillaris, &c., from the Collection of the late Mr. E.O.
STANDisti, and a quantity of Insects collected in the Fens of Cann

bridgeshire and Norfolk, Raunoch, and Ireland, during the past three

summers by Mr. E. G. Meek's Collectors.

£, be viewed the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Collection of Lepidoptera.

Miyu House, Gloucester.

Valuable Books and Manuscripts, including the Library of the

late Major W. E. H.A. P., E.I.S., and other Properties.

ESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE

will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No 13, Wellington

street, Strand, W.C., on MONDAY, August 9, and Four Following Days,

at 1 o'clock precisely, a COLLECTION of valuable BOOKS and MANU

SCRIPTS, including the LiBRARY of the late Major W. E. HAY, E.I.S.,

and other Properties; eonaprising numerous Books of Prints, many

beautifully coloured in imitation of Water-Colour Drawings, and an

extensive Assortment of Standard Works in all Classes of Literature.

Catalogues may be had ; if by post, on receipt of four stamps.

A Select Portion of the very valuable Libraary of the late

Right Hon. Lord HAMPTON.

M ESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE

will SELL by AUCTION. in the AUTUMN, at their House, 13,

Wellington-street, Strand, W.C., a SELECT PORTION of the very

valuable LIBRARY of the late Right Hon. Lord HAMPtoN, of West

wood Park, Worcestershire, G.C.B., formerly Secretary of State for the

Colonies, Secretary for War, First Lord of the Admiralty, &c., com

prising not only the first and other editions of Coverdale s Bible, but also

some excessively rare versions of the Scriptures, including Tyndall's

First Pentateuch, New Testament, &c., and those issued by Cranmer,

Matthewe. Becke, Geneva, Rhemish and other eminent Divines–First

and Second Prayer Book of Edward VL—the extremely rare French Ver

sion of Edward VIth.'s Second Liturgy-the Liturgies issued in the Reigns

of Queen Elizabeth, James I., and Charles I.—Laud's Scotch Liturgy

-The Sealed Book of Charles II., on large paper—and numerous other

Prayer Books from the 1.eign of James I. to the Present Time-Primers

of Henry VIII., Edward VI, Queen Mary, and Queen Elizabeth-Salis

bury Missal and Service Books—The Beautiful Horae B. Mariae, with

woodcuts by G. Tory-various other Horae printed on vellum—Turre

cremata Meditationes. 1477, with woodcuts—rare Old Divinity-Early

English Chronicles-Old English Poetry-Specimens of Printing by

Wynkyn de Worde, Pynson, &c.—Heraldic and Topographical Publica

tions-Biographical and Bibliographical Works, &c.; also a few im

portant and valuable Manuscripts, amongst which a large Terrier on

wellum, giving in detail the 31 Manors and Estates of which Serjeant

Pakington was sicsed when he died in 1639.

Catalogues in preparation.

ESSRS. BRUTON, KNOWLES & CO. are in
structed by the Executors of the late T. EVANS, Esq., M.D.. to

sell, by auction, on webNE-DAY and THURSDAY. August 1: and

12, commencing each day punctually at 12 o'clock, the valuable FURNI
ture–450 ounces Silver 1'iate–Worcester China services—Oll Paint

ings, including a fine Landscape by F. Wynants (signed and dated)

Water-colourirawings–Engravings—a small but choice Cellar of Wines.

- a well-built full-sized Broughani, in excellent condition, by Thrupp &
Maberley—and others Effects in and about the above Residence,

Catalogues may be had o: the Auctioneers, Gloucester.
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OXFORD,— The whole of the valuable Collection of Original
Sketches, J>rau-ingt, Prints, Books, Manuscripts, Oil Paint'
ings, afew Lots of Household Furniture, and other effects,

TO BE SOLD by AUCTION, by Messrs. GAJLPIN
A SON. at the CUurodun Amenably Room, on WEDNESDAY.

August 11. commencing punctually at 11 o'clock In the morainn and
6 o'clock in the evening, bv order of the Administratrix of the late
HARRY SANDERS i utherwise William John Stannard).
The Lots wilt be on view the afternoon previous to and morning of the

Sale, and Catalogues and further particulars may be obtained of the
Auctioneers, 30, New Ian Hall-street, Oxford.

M
ACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE,

AUGUST, price la.
No. 250, for

1. KB THAT WILL NOT WHKff HE KAY.
Chap. 35—55.

2. ANNIK KBARY Py Stanley Ijine-Poole.
3. AT SEA : 1n«. By Sir Francis H. Doyle, But.
4. JOURNALISTE MALORF. LCI.
3. The IRONCLAD mod GIN o! Ibe FUTURB. By General W. N.

Hutchinson.
«. A SPECIAL ASSIZE under LOUIS XIV. Br the Rer Henry Leach
7. TOM TAYLOR : In Memorlam. By Thomas Vintner.
8. LANDMARKS In the NATIONAL GALLERY. By W. C. Leboy.
*. OATHS.

.•Co

devoted to the

No. VIII. Is now ready.

THE ANTIQUARY: a Magazine
Study ol the Past.

Edited by EDWARD WAI.FOKD, M A.

Gmtmts ofth. AVGrSTXumbrr.

EARLY ARMY ACCOUNTS. By Hnbert HjUl.

OLD GLASGOW. (With Illustrations.!

A VIKING'S SHIP.

The ORTHOGRAPHY ol BEN JONSON S NAMB. By R Nicholson,
M.D.

The POLITENESS ol OUR FOREFATHERS.
P.R.G.S. F R.Hiat S.

BOOKS CURIOUS and RARE.

lull.

By Cornelius W.lford. F.I A.

(With
Illustrations.)

REVIEWS :—Memoir of O Bernnerr—Onr Anrleor Monuments, and the
land around them—Lightning" Conductor*—The Mysteries of all
Nations— Diary of a Tour in Sweden, Norway, and Russia In 1837—
Detlinx In Days rooe by

MEETINOS of ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETIES

The ANTIQUARY'S NOTE-BOOK.

ANTIQUARIAN NEWS—CORRESPONDENCE-' ANTIQUARY ' EX
CHANGE COLUMN. Ac

: Elliot Stock, ft?, laternosterrow.

rPHK NINETEENTH CENTURY, for August,

X 1880, price 2s. erf.

An ENOUSHMAN'8 PROTEST By His Eminence Cardinal Manning.

PEASANT PROPRIETORS at HOME. I)y J. H. Tuke.

FICTION—FAIR and FOUL. II. Ity Jonn Ruskln.

The CREED of the EARLY CHRISTIANS, liy the Very Rot. the
Dean of Westminster.

ICELAND. By Sir David Wedderbum, Bart., M.P.

REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT In the COLONIES. By Arthur
Mills.

OUR NATIONAL ART COLLECTIONS and PROVINCIAL ART
MUSEUMS (concluded). By J. C. Robinson.

The FUTURE of CHINA. By D. C. Boulter.

RTATB AID and CONTROL In INDUSTRIAL ASSURANCE. By H.
Seymour TremenheBro, C.B.

POLITICAL OPTIMISM : a Dialogue. By H. D. Traill.

The LANDOWNERS' PANIC. By Justin McCarthy, M.P.

RECENT LITERATURE. (Compiled by W. Mark W. Call. Alfred
Church, H. G. Hewlett. Clcmeate R. Markham. W~"
Jnmes Firm, G. i Romanes, F. W. Rudler, Lionel Teuuyson.
E. D. 1. Wilson ]

C. Ketrsn Paul 8c Co. London.
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J^OTKS and QUERIES. (Sixth Sbries.)

This Day's Number
—The Library of Christ's Hospital
> Travelling- "

Leonine Verses on Portu-
lue : 'Rev J. M. Neale- Colonial Arm*—To Archicologi-
iste— Inscription on a Tomb, St Mary 's. Arleabury—St.
ic-F.elti* — St. Nicholas — Errors of Authors—Robert

Balkan.
QUERIES;—Early G IUrays—Bishop Gauden—Plague of I>ondoo IMS—

An Eccentric Burial — John Churchill, Dawllah— The Rabbinical
Ward--Type-cutter — Phoenician Place - Names — " Borsholder " —
"Belle Children —T Itarker-Eskrick Family-Bede's Northum-
brfan Version of St. John's Gospel —Episcopal Heraldry—Pews in
Churches— '• Sewln Rothwell Church— ' (Jammer Gut-ton's Story
Books ' — " Might and Main " — •■ i'erslmmou 1 i .: . m est

Authors of Quotations Wanted.
REPLIES -The Bonvthon Flagon: Bonython of Bonython. in Corn

wall-' Life of Oliver Cromwell ' — William WtlWrlorc* — John
Locker~A Coffee-house in the Strand — 'The Babes in the Wood '
—Rock Figures — "Smoke-farthlngs '* — Derweut — • The Lass of
Richmond Hill 1 — Five - Shilling Piece of Oliver Cromwell - The
Grahams of Netherby, Ac. — " He comes too n*a\r," Ac. — Whlt-
more Joneses — Christ s Hospital — Fletcher Family — The Oak
and the Ash — Modern Church Architecture — *■ Maiden " —
R. Spoffurth - C D. Colden—Christmas as a Christian Name—-' Loathe
to depart* "—S. Dunch, M P —Benhall Peerage—Arm-in-Arm—Early
Book Auctions—Seaton. Rutland— Prideaux Family- Coat of Arms :
Mr W. Harper—" Ram Jam " Inn—Vlnet-ar-yard. Drury-lane—1 The
Land o' the Leal '— " Modus Vivendi "—Tennyson's * In Memorlam '
— S-cret Chambers—Hold up Oil—Louis XIV , Ac —Balnes Family—
"Malacca cane"—"Lead, kindly Light "—" Anthony," Ac—Cow-
per's Mistakes about Birds—Auttiors Wanted.

NOTE** ON BOOKS:—'Joseph Ocuve Dcleplerre. In Memorlam '—
Sroosrae's ' Four i lentu I - of English Letters '—Radington s ' Calen
dar of Home Offlre Papers ' (Rolls Series,), Ac.

, W C.Published by John Francis, X). Wellington-street, B

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY was established in 1842, in order

to meet the growing demand of the age for a Higher Class of Books than

coidd then be readily obtained on moderate Terms from the Ordinary

Circidating Libra vies.

From its commencement the original purpose of the Library has been

kept steadily in view. The best Books of every shade of opinion, on all

subjects of general interest, have, been taken in large numbers—Hundreds,

<vnd in some instances 7 housands, of Copies of the leading Works of every

Season having been placed in Circulation.

Great care has always been taken in the selection of Books to study

the wishes of Subscribers, and to make the Library not only "Select," but

comprehensive.

More than One Million Volumes have been added since 1874.

Additional Copies of all the best Neiv Works in History, Biography,

Jteligion, Philosojihy, Travel and Adventure, and the Higher Class of

Fiction continue to be added as the, demand increases ; and arrangements

<xre made with the leading Publishers for an ample supply of all Forth

coming Books of general interest as they appear.

First-Class Subscription, One Guinea per annum,

COMMENCING AT ANY DATE.

Book Societies and Literary Institutions Supplied on Liberal Terms.

%* Revised Lists of Works recently nddi'd, and Catalogues of Surplus Copies with

drawn for Sale at greatly reduced prices, are now ready, and will be forwarded post free on

application.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), NEW OXFORD-STREET.

CITY OFFICE :—2, KING-STUEET, CHEAPSIDE.

Now ready, price Sd.; by post. 7d., No. u. for AUGUST, of the
THIRD SERIES of

^HE COVENT GARDEN MAGAZINE.
Conducted by W. H. C. NATION.

1. The KEMIN18CENCE8 of an EVERGREEN.
2. GOLDEN GRAIN.
1 A WOLF in SHEEP'S CLOTHING. A Story.
4. The CLERICAL MART.
5. The REFORM of MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
«. The RKAI.LY RF.VERhND.
7. The WISEST of WEATHER rilOrHETS.
8. WASTE in the CHURCH.
9. COUNTERFEIT COIN. A Story,

10. FUNERAL and MOURNING HKFORM.
11. GARDENING In DIFFERENT PART1.RSBS.

Office: 44*. Catherlne-atreet. Strand, London.

THE LEOPOLD
BT.

MEMORIAL. — See the
BUILDER <4d.; by post, a^fjlor View; also Views of Countess

Caen's Monument—New Buildings at Nice, and Theatre, Tlflis—Sir John
Soane's Murvcum—The KxpJosloo Report—Big Bridge tiues.ion—A Can
ton Memorial — Exhibition, Paris — Blectrtc Light
Abroad, Ac.—46, Catherine-street ; and all Ne<

Killing — Public Works

THE DRESDEN GALLERY.—The Weekly Pub-
ll cation of a Series of elaborate Reproductions, on a large scale, of

tbe celebrated Paintings In the Dresden Gallery was commenced in the
ARCHITECT of Saturday. July 3rd. when Two Engravings, of tbe
' Adoration of the Magi ' and the ' Marriage of Cana,' by Paul V
were given ~
Publishing

» in. by 13 in. Price 'id . or by post. id.
• J " , W.C. j and of all Newsagents.

G

Just published, price '2a.

RACE DARLING: her True Story. From
Unpublished Papers Id possession of her Family. With Portrait.

A Co. Paternoster-row ; and all Booksellers.

N

price 2s. 6d. post free,

OTES on SKETCHING TOURS.
By AN ARCHITECT.

Published at the OfBcesof the Britith Revictr. London and Westminster ;
and by H T. Bmtafoid, 52, High Hoiborn, London. To be had of all

Just published, tn I vol. 8ro. cloth, price 10*. 6a*.

Library Edition (being the Ninth), with a Postscript,

^HE STUDY of SOCIOLOGY. By Herbert
SPENCER.
Ulams A Noi

30, South Frederick-street, Edinburgh
Williams A Norgate. 14. Henriptta-strcet, Corent-parti en, London ; and

rick-stM ' 1

Just published. 8vo. cloth, price 10s. Gd.

jgWALD^(Dr. H.) COMMENTARY on the
Ji PROPHETS of the OLD' TESTAMENT. Translated br the Rer.

J. F. SMITH Vol. IV. HBZBKIBL, YESAYA. XL—LXVI with
Translation. Being the twenty-first volume of the Theological Trans
lation Fund Library. 3 vols. svo. for 21s. Prospectus on application.

Williams A Norgate, 14, Henrietta-street, Covent-garden, London ; ind
20, South Frederick-street, Edinburgh.

WORKS IN THE PALI LANGUAGE.

450 pp. BvO. >1«.

THE MILLNDA PANHO ; being Dialogues
between King Millnda and the Buddhist Sage Nagasena. The Pali

Text, Edited by Dr. V. TRRNCKNER, of Cor """"

Sto. Cloth, 21*.

q^HE DIPAVAMSA: a Buddhist Historical
J- Record In the Pall language. Edited, with an English Transla
tion, by Dr. H. OLDENBERO.

The ' Dlpavamsa ' la tbe moat ancient historical work of the Ceyloncse ;
It contains an account of the ecclesiastical history of the BudUhwt
Church, of the conversion of the Ceyloncse to tbe Buddhist Faith, aud
of tbe ancient history of Ceylon.

PALI MISCELLANY.
Part I. 8vo.

The introductory portion of the
lation and Notes.

By Dr. V. Trenckner.

8vo. cloth, price 21*. each,

THE VTNAYA-PITAKAM, one of the Principal
Buddhist Holy Scriptures tn the Pall Languag<o. Edited bv Dr II.

OI.HENBERO. In 5 vols. Vol. I. The MAHAVAi.GA. with an lntro-
Vol. II. The CULLAVAGOA. 8vo. Publifluxl with the n

ance of the Royal Academy of Berlin, and of the Secretary for India In
Council.
This work will consist of five volumes, containing the separn.tr works,

' Maliflvagga,' ' Cullavagga,' ' Porivnra,' " Pfirftjtkam,' Hnd I'Mi-ltdyHm.'
The Pail Text is printed In English letters, with a selection of various
Readings.

Williams A Norgate, 14, Henrietta-street, Covent-garden, London , nnd
20, South Frederick -street, Edinburgh^

FORTNIGHTLY REVIE W.—
Advertisements for the Fortnisktty Keritu- should be sent te

Adams A Fnsjfcis, 69, Fleet-street, E,C.

TH E
Adr«

ALL the YEAR ROUND.—Conducted by Charles
Dickens.— Advertisements for Ail ths Year Round should be Sent

before the 10th of each Month to

Adams A FaANCis, 59, Fleet-street, E C.

IN AND OUT OF LONDON.

The New Alphabetical Railway Guide (price id.) for Travellers.

On the First of every Month,

THE LONDON and PROVINCIAL BRADKHAYV:
by Alphabetical and Tabular Arrangement.—Advert iscuicuts should

be sent to
Adams A Fbamcis. 99, Flf et-street, I V.'.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

ADAMS & FRANCIS insert ADVEUTISEMENTS
In ail Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals.

• * Terms for transacting business, and List of London Papers, can be
had on application to

Adams A Francis, 59, Fleet-etrcet, E.C.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

LIST OF NEW WORKS.

BY MOBTIMEB COLLINS.

THOUGHTS IN MY GARDEN. By

MORTIMER COLLINS. Edited by EDMUND YATES.
With Notes by the Editor and Mrs. MORTIMER
COLLINS. In 2 vols, crown 8vo. 2ls.

BY MARY FTTZ-GIBBON.

A TRIP to MANITOBA. By Mary

FITZ-0 IBBON. In 8vo. 10s. id.

BY MISS DE PONBLANQUE.

FIVE WEEKS in ICELAND. By

Miss DE FONBLANQUE. Crown 8vo. 3». 6d.

BY DR. BOYCE.

NIGH UNTO the END ; or, a Passage

In Sacred Prophecy now in Course of Translation into
History considered. By the Bev. J. C. BOYCE, M.A.
Crown 8vo. 3*. 6d.

"Already the Eastern sky is aglow with the reddening
rays of it* advent glory, and, by all the signs of which
Himself hath spoken, ' the Master cometh.' "

From a Charge by the late Bishop of Winchester.

NEW EDITIONS, NOW READY.

■ POPULAR EDITION.

In crown 8vo. price 6*. with an Illustration,

PROBATION. By the Author of
•The First Violin.'

POPULAR EDITION.

At all Booksellers', in crown 8vo. price 6*.

" CHERRY RIPE ! " By the Author

of * Comln' Thro* the Bye.'

POPULAR NOVELS,

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

BY MISS BROUGHTON.

SECOND THOUGHTS. By Rhoda

BROUGHTON, Author of 'Nancy,' 'Good-bye, Sweet
heart,' Ac. In 2 vols, crown 8vo.

BY THE AUTHOR OF ' CUT ADRIFT.'

PIOUS FRAUDS. By Albany de

FONBLANQUE, Author of 'Cut Adrift,' 'A Tangled
Skein,' &c. In 3 vols, crown 8vo.

MISS THOMAS'S NEW NOVEL.

The VIOLIN PLAYER. By Bertha

THOMAS. In 3 vols, crown 8vo.

" Miss Thomas's art as a story-teller is unmistakable, and
her grasp of character deeper and more complete than wo
iind in many novels of more ambitious pretensions."

I\iU MaU Gazette.

" Miss Thomas's new novel is a success. 8he has chosen a
satisfactory theme and produced a well-constructed story.
In studies of character her book is unusually rich, and she
understands the artistic tcmj)crament thoroughly. It la
clear that she possesses the gift of novel writing. '

Atkeruzum.

LADY M. MAJKXDIE'S NEW NOVEL.

FASCINATION. By Lady Margaret

MAJENDIE. In 2 toll, crown Bvu.

BY Till: AUTHOR OF ' LADY GRTZEL.'

IN HER MAJESTY'S KEEPING.

By the iron. LEWIS WINGFIELD. Author of "My
Lords of btrogue,' ' Lady Grizel,' &c. In 3 vols, crown 8vu.

Kichard Bentlby & Son, New Burlington-street,

1'uUtslim in Ordinary to 1/er Majesty the Queen.

IS, Great Martborough-street.

HURST & BLACKETTS

LIST.

AUTHORIZED ENOLISH TRANSLATION.

MONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE
LIFE (1787-1874). By his Daughter. MADAME DE WITT. Trans
lated by Mrs. SIMPSON. 1 vol. 8vo. lis.

TALES of OUR GREAT FAMILIES.

SECOND SERIES. By EDWARD WALPOHD, M.A. 2 vols,
crown 8vo. 21*.

"The social rank ot the persons whoso lives and characters are
delineated In this work, and the Inherent romance of the stories It em
bodies, will ensure it a widespread popularity. Many of the papers
poNtesm an engrossing and popular Interest, while all of tbem may be
read with pleasure and profit/'—Examiner.
"There are few who will not bear testimony to the fascination of these

family legends. Nearly fifty stories of English, Scottish, and Irish fami
lies are narrated In these interesting volumes."—Daily Telegraph,

The VILLAGE of PALACES; or,

CHRONICLES of CHELSEA. By the Rev. A. G. LESTRANGB.
2 vols, crown 8vo. 21*.

" This work has considerable valne as a record of a most interesting
portion of London. It may be read with pleasure and profit."— I'ost.
" Mr. L'Estmnge tells us much that is interesting about Chelsea. We

take leave of this most charming book with a hearty recommendation
of it to our readers."—Spectator.

CHEAP EDITION of SIR GIBBIE.
By OEOROE MAC DONALD. LL.D. Formlnu the New Volume ol
HURST & BLACKETT S STANDARD LIBRARY. Price Si. bound.

THE NEW NOVELS.

The TENTH EARL. By John Ber-

WICK HARWOOD, Author of ' Lady Flavia," &c. 3 vols.

A VERY OPAL. By C. L. Pirkis.
3 vols.

FORESTALLED. By M.

BKTIIAM-EDWARDS. Author of * Kitty,' ' Bridget/ 1 Holidays In
Eastern Prance,' &c. 2 vols. 21*.

"'Forestalled' is a very remarkable novel. Miss Betham-Edwards
has produced a talc of powerful Interest, which successfully rivets the
attention from the beginning to the end."—Sunday Times.
"This work will be read with the greatest delight, being, as regards

plot, originality, and vigorous language, by far one of the best novels of
the day. '— Court Journal.

WOOERS and WINNERS. By Mrs.

G. LINN.SU8 BANKS, Author of ' The Manchester Man.' 3 vols.
"A thoroughly readable, fresh, und wholesome novel. The story is

Interesting and well told."—John Bull.
" ' Wooers and Winners 1 will add to Mrs. Banks's literary fame. Tho

characters are original, the plot Is cleverly conceived, and the Incidents
are uturlliug and deeply intcreuling."—Court Journal.

A MODERN GREEK HEROINE.

"A very attractive and clever story, which. If It be a first effort in
fiction, is unusually successful. It is the work of a refined mind, and is
carried out with considerable skill."—/ '

One of the most clever and original works of fiction of the year.
Its freshness and unconventlonality are very attractive."—John Bull.

MERVYN O'CONNOR. By the Earl

of DESART, Author of ' Kclverdale.' Ac. 3 vols.
"A bright, lively story, full of interest and action. The reader will

Had ample amusement throughout the volumes. "Sunday Times.

MISS BOUVERIE. By Mrs.

MOLESWORTH, Author of ' llathercourt Rectory,' &c. 3 vols.
" One of the prettiest stories which has appeared for years. It is sure

to be widely read, and no one will lay it down unfinished. "—Pest.

LORD BRACKENBURY. By Amelia

B. EDWARDS, Author of ' Barbara's History,' Ac. 3 vols.
[Just rtady.

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY.

Each Work complete in 1 vol. price 5*. (any of which can be had
separately), elegantly printed and bound, and illustrated by

Sir J. GILBERT, MILLAIS, HUNT, LEECH, FOYNTER, FOSTER,
TKNNiKL, jsANIAS, E. HUGHES, SAMBOURNB, Ac.

HURST & BLACKETTS

STANDARD LIBRARY

Of CHEAP EDITIONS of POPULAR MODERN WORKS.

8am Slick's Nature and Human
Nature.

John Halifax, Gentleman.
The Crescent and the Cross. By

Eliot Warburton.
Nathalie. By Miss Kavanagn.
A Woman's Thoughts about
Women. By the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Adam Graeme. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Sam Slick's Wise Saws.
Cardinal Wiseman's Popes.
A Life for a Life. By the Author
of - John Halifax.'

Lelifh Huut's Old Court Suburb.
Margaret and her Kridcsinalds.
Sam Slick sold Judge.
Ibirien. By Eliot Warburton.
Sir B. Burke's Family lLoinance.
The Laird of Norlaw. By Mrs.
Oliphaut.

The Englishwoman In Italy.
Nothing New. Hy the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Freer s Life ttf Jeanne d'Albret.
The Valley or a Hundred Fires.
Burke's Romance of the Forum.
Aili'If. By Miss Kavanngh.
Studies from Life. By the Author
of 'John Halifax.'

Grandmother's Money.
JeulTreson's Book about Doctors.
MiMremand Maid. By the Author
of 'John Halifax.'

Les Miserables. By Victor Hugo.
St. Olave's
Sam Slisk's American Humour,

the

Mac

Lost and Saved. By the Hon. Mrs.
Norton.

Barbara's History. By Amelia
B. Edwards.

Life ol Irving. By Mrs. Oliphant.
No Church.
Christian's Mistake. By
Author of ' John Halifax.'

Alec Forbes. By George
Donald, LL.D.

Agues. By Mrs. Oliphant.
A Noble Life. By the * "

' John Halifax.'
Dixon's New America.
Robert Falconer. By George Mac
Donald. LL.D.

The Woman's Kingdom. By the
Author of 'John Halifax.'

Annuls of an Eventful Life. By
G. W. Dasent, D.C.L.

David Elglnbrod. By George Mac
Donald, LL.D.

A Brave : By the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Hannah. By the Author of 'John
Halifax.'

Sam Slick's Americans at Home.
Tho Unkind Word. By the Author

of 'John Halifax.'
A Rose In June. By Mrs. Oliphant.
My Little Lady. By E. Frances

l'oynter.
Phoebe, Junior. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Life of Marie Antoinette. By
Professor C. D. Yoaire.

Sir Gibble. By George Mac
Donald, LL.D.

MESSRS. MACMILLAN & CO/S

RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

In crown 8vo. price 5*.

A LATIN GRAMMAR for SCHOOLS.

By H. J. ROBY, M.A., Author of *A Grammar of the
Latin Language from Piautus to Suetonius/

[Immediately.

ENGLISH MEN of LETTERS.

Edited by JOHN MORLEY.

BYRON. By Professor Nichol. Crown

8vo. 2s. id. [Next week.

"AHT AT HOME SERIES."—NEW VOLUME.

The MINOR ARTS—Porcelain Paint-

ING, WOOD CARVING, STENCILLING, MODEL
LING, MOSAIC WORK, Ac. By CHARLES G.
LELAND. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 2». 6rf.

[Next week.

NEW NOVEL, BY WILLIAM BLACK, AUTHOR OF

' MACLEOD OF DARE,' ' MADCAP VIOLET,' &c.

WHITE WINGS: a Yachting

Bomance. 3 vols, crown 8vo. [August 17.

THEOCRITUS, B I 0 N, and

MOSCHUS. Done into English, with an Essay on
Theocritus and his Age. By ANDREW LANG, M.A.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

" We may at once pronounce this volume to.

be as near as possible to perfection, whether

it is regarded as a scholarly translation or a>

masterpiece of graceful English translation

One of the most elegant and scholarly transla

tions which it has been our fortune to meet

with."—Saturday Review.

HORACE. — SATIRES and

EPISTLES. Selected and Edited by the Rev. W. J. F. V.
BAKER, M.A., Assistant-Master at Marlborough Col
lege. 18mo. Is. 6u\—MACMILLAK'S ELEMEMTAliY
CLASSICS.

MARTIAL-SELECT EPIGRAMS.

Edited by Rev. H. M. STEPHENSON, M.A., Head
Master of St. Peter's School, York. Fcap. 8vo. 6*.—
MACMILLAN'S " CLASSICAL SERIES."

ART and ARCHAEOLOGY, ESSAYS

on, By C. T.NEWTON, C.B. D.C.L., Ke»iier of Greek
and Roman Antiquities at the British Museum. 8vo.

12s. 6ef.

" Nothing can be more welcome to the

student of classical archajology than this col

lection of papers from various sources, in which,

Mr. Newton has recorded his valuable work and

his long experience The volume before us

though not a systematic handbook of

archaeology, touches on almost all the recent

discoveries of importance, and all the main

branches of the science."—Academy.

HTJLSEAN LECTURES, 1845-46.

By B. C. TRENCH, D.B., Archbishop of Dublin. Fifth
Edition, Kevised, 8to. price 7*. 6tf.

MEMORIALS of HARROW

SUNDAYS: Sermons preached in the Chapel of Harrow
Bchool. By C. J. VAUGHAN, D.D., Dean of Llandaff,.
and Master of the Temple. New Edition, crown Bvo.
HJjf. titi.

CHARLES KINGSLEY'S WORKS.

Collected Edition, in Monthly Volumes. Crown 8vo. fo_
each.

Vol. XIX.—SCIENTIFIC LECTURES

and ESSAYS. [Next week.

CHARLOTTE M. YONGE'S

NOVELS and TALES. New Illustrated Edition, in
16 Monthly Volumes. Crown 8vo. 6*. each.

Vol. XIV.—The DOVE in the EAGLE'S-

NEST. Illlustrated by W. J. Hennessey.
fNext week.

MACMILLAN'S SIX-SHILLING

NOVELS.

FROM GENERATION to GENERA

TION. By Lady AUGUSTA NOEL. Crown 8vo.

MACMILLAN & Co. London.
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LITERATURE

Campaigning in South Africa : Reminiscences

of an Officer in 1879. By Capt. W. E.

Montague, 94th Regiment. (Blackwood

& Sons.)

Although Capt. Montague was not present

at any important engagement in the Zulu

war, he yet saw a considerable amount of

service in South Africa. At first stationed

at Fort Bengough, and then at Conference

Hill, he subsequently took part in Lord

Chelmsford's advance into Zuluiand. After

the battle of Ulundi he was employed in

completing the subjugation of the country,

and also in the operations against the re

doubtable northern chief Manyonyoba. He

therefore enjoyed favourable opportunities

of describing the experiences of the British

army in Natal, the Transvaal, and Zuluiand.

The result is a pleasantly vivacious narra

tive, in which sketches of the ordinary inci

dents of camp life and the march are varied

hy descriptions of Zulu scenery, and notes

of conversations with Zulus and others.

Occasionally Capt. Montague introduces the

reader to the sterner episodes of war ; and

he has also much to say concerning the

vagaries of "General Funk," whose influ

ence was at one time far too prevalent

among both the colonists and the younger

soldiers. It appears that at Durban a story

■was credited to the effect that a Zulu who

had been caught lurking near the light

house admitted that Cetywayo had sent him

there for the purpose of extinguishing the

light, and thus causing the English troop

ships to run ashore. It was not enough

that a score of tales equally absurd were

disproved. Every new canard was eagerly

swallowed, and made a pretext for painting

the Zulu king in the blackest colours.

Capt. Montague describes a number of

equally ignoble " scares " which befell the

English troops. They constantly lent too

ready an ear to the stories of the Dutch

Boers that a Zulu " impi " was either hover

ing on their right or left flank, or prepared

to spring upon them from an ambuscade.

Their idea of an " impi " was of an army

always either on the march or in a position

to make an attack, whereas the Zulus after

every battle invariably returned to their own

homes, and the king himself had no power to

compel them to serve again in the field until

a definite interval had elapsed. Moreover,

their commissariat arrangements do not

admit of their remaining absent from their

homes for a longer period than three or four

days. These facts ought to have been known

to the troops, for they are all set forth in

the pamphlet which Lord Chelmsford issued

for their information. Capt. Montague's

account of a scare which took place on the

night that Lieut. Frith, of the 17th Lancers,

was buried is suggestive. Late in the

evening three shots, being the signal that

a Zulu attack had begun, were fired. The

whole camp was at once in commotion, and

this is what ensued :—

"At that moment came a volley far down the

hill where a picket had been posted, its rattle

clear and distinct in the night air. A staff

officer gallops past, and in an inBtant the rear

face is lit up with fire, taken up all along the

line of waggons. Crash go the volleys every

where, belching out flame and smoke, till the

front is one thick white cloud, pierced only by

the sharp and vivid flashes from the muzzles.

' Whish ! ' comes a bullet overhead. ' Whir ! '

follows another after. Crash goes a volley close

by, and the face in our front is once more

framed with fire. Then the big guns in the

corner give out an answer, booming their bass

notes high above the rest. The bullets are flying

merrily overhead ; and the soldiers, young lads

half of them, with a wholesome dread of the

Zulus in their poor little hearts, and funk

plainly written on their faces, crowd under the

waggons for safety, quickly to be pulled out

again by their officers in every style of undress,

many with their red nightcaps still on. Out

come the skulkers in droves, only to vanish

again round the next waggon. The fun grows

furious. Bullets sing and whiz past in flights.

The smoke is stifling, and hides everything.

Half-a-dozen horses, maddened by tho din, are

rushing about. In the narrow pathway left

round the waggons it is impossible to move

freely, so crowded up is it with oxen and horses.

Native soldiers squat in masses in the middle,

and continually let oft" their guns in the air,

keeping the butts firmly on the ground. Con

ductors blaze away into the nearest waggon-tilt ;

tents lie flat, their ropes still tied to the pegs,

sure traps for the unwary. Chaos is everywhere,

even in the waggons, where the men lie firing

incessantly, and paying but scant attention t

the orders shouted at them. Twenty minutes of

this work and a bugle sounds the ' cease fire,'

and the flashes die out and leave the laager dark

and silent as the night itself. Then our general

followed and gave his censure pretty freely on

the wretched scare ; and shame sat on many a

face at its recollection. Not a Zulu had been

seen— the picket who commenced the row firing

at what he thought was some ' blacks,' but

might have been a cloud. "

We do not remember that Dr. Russell has

borne stronger testimony than this to the

want of norve which characterized the

younger soldiers engaged in the war.

Capt. Montague describes a visit he paid

to the donga in which Prince Louis Napoleon

was killed. He says that although it was

originally supposed that forty to fifty Kaffirs

took part in the attack, the number was eight

The authoritative statement recently pub

lished by Sir Evelyn Wood, however, shows

that tho Zulus numbered about forty, but

that only soven or eight were actually con

cerned in killing the Prince. The first stab

proved fatal ; and an old woman whom the

Zulus had loft behind at the kraal near tho

donga boasted that it was her sons who had

killed the " great Inkoss":—

" Lying on the- floor of a hut was the Prince'

shirt, stiff with blood, and pierced with assegai-

stabs. In the cattle-enclosure the natives were

tapping the ground with assegais to find out

where the grain was buried. An officer was

sitting on the wall sketching. A broken gourd,

a hearth-brush, the embers at which the Zulus

cooked their last meal, and some parched mealies

were lying about. It was hardly the place for

the last of the Napoleons to die at ; it was so

mean, so poor, so abject in its dirt and poverty.

As we marched away next morning the smoke

of that hideous kraal went up to heaven with

that of eight others round it, fired by the

Basutos as their last act in that too memorable

valley."

Capt. Montague states that when the

Zulus saw our men in full retreat, after the

Prince had been struck down, they loudly

taunted them with cowardice. He admits

that this statement does not appear in any

other account, but he gives no authority for

it ; and it must be remarked that while, so

long as he writes from personal observation,

there is no reason to doubt his accuracy, yet

when his information is derived from other

sources, it cannot always be accepted with

equal confidence. As a singular example

of inexactitude wo must refer to his version

of the Disputed Boundary Question, which,

it will be remembered, was the prime

causo of the war. He states that in 1861

the Dutch gave up to Cetywayo two of his

brothers, who had fled from his anger, and

received in return a slice of Zuluiand east

of the Blood River. After some years,

Capt. Montague says, it suited Cetywayo to

deny this agreement, " a lesson to those

who are partial to treating savages as men

and brothers." In 1870 Cetywayo offered

this country to Natal. The colony refused

to accept it, but sent out a Commission of

Inquiry. The investigation thus set on foot,

we are gravely told, "dragged along after

the half-hearted way common to such mea

sures," the Zulus taking advantage of the

delay to steadily increase their demands:—

"Thus pushed into a corner, the Commission

awarded to Cetywayo the Blood River as an

extreme boundary westward, with tho Pongola

as his northern limit, ignoring entirely his

claims upon a territory not his own but his

neighbour's. The award not being to his liking

—in which he had hoped, indeed, to find the

English as dishonest as himself—he commenced

a series of raids and hostile demonstrations,

which in the end rendered the late war neces

sary. "

This is an extraordinary jumble of in

accuracies. The Zulus have never ceased

to deny that they ceded to the Boers tho

land in dispute. Capt. Montague is in error

when he says that years elapsed before

Cetywayo thought fit to repudiate his agree

ment. If he had referred to the official

documents, he would have found that in

1861—the very year in which the cession

was alleged to have been made—Panda,

who was then king, and his son Cetywayo,

addressed a joint message to the Lieutenant-

Governor of Natal, solemnly declaring that

they had not parted with the land. Although

the Zulus sent to Natal numerous messages

complaining of the encroachments of tho

Boers on their territory, the inquiry, which

Capt. Montague says " dragged along," did

not take place till March, 1878, and then

only occupied five weeks. The Commis

sioners made their report on June 20th in

that year ; and if he had taken the trouble

to refer to that document, lie would have

found that it is absolutely fatal to the claims
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of the Boers. He makes the astonishing

assertion that Cetywayo's dislike of the award

led him to embark in " a series of raids and

hostile demonstrations," whereas the award

was not made known to him till December

11th, 1878—only a month before the war—

when it, together with Sir B. Frere's ulti

matum, was placed in the hands of the Zulu

envoys at Tugela Drift. The Zulus, instead

of then assuming the aggressive, as Capt.

Montague alleges, remained absolutely

quiescent until their country had been in

vaded by the British forces.

Iu describing the country north of the

Pongola the author occupies ground little

trodden by previous travellers. He went

there in connexion with the operations

against Manyonyoba and his followers,

whom he describes as no better than "bands

of robbers." "We should like to know what

the Zulus thought of their invaders, who

lighted fires to smoke them out of their

hiding-places, and used dynamite to blow

up their caves. Capt. Montague concludes

his work with a glowing description of this

region, which for some years past has been

a battle-ground between the two races. He

shows that the country is as fertile as it is

picturesque, and that it is especially valu

able for its timber, which in other parts of

South Africa is very scarce. There is much

information on this subject in Capt. Mon

tague's work, which, while it is interesting

to the public, cannot fail to convey useful

hints to future travellers.

Indian Fairy Tales. Collected and trans

lated by Maive Stokes. (Ellis & White.)

The fairy tales, or rather the folk-tales, of

the world will soon require a library to them

selves. Every year something new is given

to us, and every country in Europe has been

swept to gather these cobwebs out of the

corners where old wives gossip and old

men spin long yarns; and beyond Europe

we have tales from the coral islands of the

Pacific, from Africa, from Japan, from

China, and from India. The ' Cabinet des

Fees' extended to forty-one volumes, but

a new ' Cabinet des Fees ' would extend to

many times that length. It is curious, how

ever, how monotonous these stories become.

Each country has its own variations, but the

theme is constantly the same. Indeed, it

is hardly too much to say that when a child

knows some twenty fairy tales (we use the

word, though fairies themselves are gene

rally conspicuous by their absence), he

virtually knows all fairy tales that have

any historical or national interest. There

are others, of course, which ingenious

authors invent out of their own heads, but,

however clever and amusing they may be,

they are no more to be mistaken for the

real fairy tale than the spirit which comes

up on the turning of a table can compare

with the ghost that haunts the corridor of

some old castle. They are purely factitious

affairs, and not even Madamo de Girardin,

or Henry Chorley, or our new Baron

Brabourne could give them length of life.

But the real fairy tales, without a know

ledge of which no child's education is

complete, are the versions of Perrault,

with one or two more contained in the

' Child's Own Book,' to which we should

add Grimm's German stories, a few from

the ' Arabian Nights,' and a few more from

Dasent's 'Tales from the Norse.' To go

beyond this is not only unnecessary, but

confusing. The same plots appear with

different details and different scenery, and

the outline is apt to get blurred and indis

tinct. A child cannot absorb more than a

certain quantity of fairy literature, and it is

well that he should have it in its simplest

and most intelligible form. He should also

have it in its least moralizing form. To

turn the old stories into lectures for enforcing

temperance and other moralities, or into

allegories for descanting on solar myths,

is surely monstrous. "When poor Hood

recalled " the fairy tales in school-time

read," they were merely fairy tales which

excited the imagination and were meant

to teach nothing. And yet we do them

an injustice, for they taught lessons none

the less impressively because they never

moralized, and so Cinderella was an ex

ample of humility rewarded, and Blue

Beard of curiosity punished, and not a

story among them but conveyed some

meaning, some warning or encouragement.

This volume of ' Indian Fairy Tales ' is

of no little value, though for children it is

not particularly well adapted. The best of

the stories are practically known to them

already, and in a better form. Then in

these Indian stories the exaggerations are

so monstrous that credulity becomes impos

sible, and the imagination is rather revolted

than excited. As Mr. Ralston says in his

able preface :—

"The stupendous transformations which now

and then take place can reconcile themselves

only to an Oriental imagination. However

much the Occidental mind may attempt to

'make believe,' it cannot credit such a. state

ment as that when the Bel Princess died her

eyes turned into two birds, her heart into ' a

great tank,' and her body into 'a splendid

palace and garden,' her arms and legs becoming

' the pillars that supported the verandah roof,'

and her head ' the dome on the top of the

palace ' ! "

That the Indian names are unfamiliar

may not matter much ; but when, in the

first story of all, an English child is told

that God went "in the form of a Fakir to

see the great Indrasan Rajd," and then

"took a pair of scales and weighed " him,

we suspect that the sense of bewilderment

will be considerable. Indeed, on more than

one ground it may be questioned whether

the translation of Khuda as "God" is

happy.

However, as has been already said,

children have fairy tales enough, and this

book is serviceable in quite another way.

These stories were told to Miss Stokos, then

a little child—indeed, she is still quite a

young girl—by three Indian servants at

Calcutta. They were told in Hindustani,

translated, and then read back into Hin

dustani, in order to ascertain from the

narrators whether they were absolutely exact ;

and then Mr. Ralston has (as we have

mentioned) written a very valuable intro

duction, and Mrs. Stokes has added many

very learned and interesting notes. As a

contribution to folk-lore, therefore, this book

is of no inconsiderable importance.

The first thing that strikes one about

those stories is that "fairies" are hardly

over mentioned ; indeed, we believe they

only appear in three stories out of the entire

thirty. This is disappointing, as we should

have been glad to trace more fully the con

nexion between the Peris (or Pari) of the

East and our own fays. Mrs. Stokes, in

one of her notes, seems to believe in their

identity, but as the Indian fairy is generally

(not always ; ' The Princess who loved her

Father ' is an exception) as large as a

human being, and has always wings, he

would appear to have more resemblance to

one of the genii of the 'Arabian Nights.'

But whether this be so or not, this book

throws little light upon the matter.

One or two of these stories are obviously

the same, though the variations are con

siderable ; and when Dunknf tells of ' Brave

Hi'ralabasa,' and Muniya of 1 The Demon

and the King's Son,' it is easy to see that

it is an identical legend which they are

repeating. The same seems also true of

' Phulmati Rani ' and the ' Bel Princess.'

With regard to these last two, Mr. Ralston

says that their leading thought, that of a

"substituted bride," has " not been made

familiar by modern literature to cultured

children." They relate

" the sorrows of a maiden who is compelled to

see an impostor seated in the place she was

intended to fill, by the side of the princely hus

band whom she was meant to wed."

We certainly should have thought that

Grimm's ' Goose-girl ' was among the best

known of stories, and these Indian versions

seem to us very inferior in both simplicity

and pathos.

' The Fan Prince ' appears to have some

affinity to ' Cupid and Psyche ' and to

' Beauty and the Beast,' and is one of

the best stories in the collection. But

the best of all, perhaps, is ' The Monkey

Prince,' which also has some relationship

to ' Beauty and the Beast,' and still more

to those numerous German and Norse stories

where the younger brother or "Boots"

breaks his birth's invidious bars, and arrives

at every good fortune. ' The Pomegranate

King' is one of those horrible tales of

wicked stepmothers which have always

been common, and of wliich, perhaps, the

best known example is the German ' Juniper-

tree ' ; but this ' Pomegranate King ' has

peculiar horrors of its own. The young

girl who told it gave two different versions

of it, and it is not quite easy to understand

which is the genuine one, or how far in

stories of this kind the narrator will occa

sionally invent details or add incidents of

her owu accord. For instance, in ' Prince

Hfralabasa' we read that "the Raja had

had great Venetians made for the house."

Every now and then some ver}r old friend

under a new guise meets the reader in these

pages. Here is an example :—

" Sachuli put the jar on his head and he went

on, with the Sepoy following. 'Now,' said

Sachiiu", 'with these four pice [small coins] I

will buy a hen, and I will sell the hen and her

eggs, and with the money I get for thorn I will

buy a goat ; and then I will sell the goat and her

milk and her hide and buy a cow, and I will sell

her milk ; and then I will marry a wife, and then

I shall have some children, and they will say to

me, " Father, will you have some rice ? " and I

shall say, "No, I won't have any rice,"' and

as he said, 'No, I won't have any rice,' he

shook his head, and down came the jar of ghee,

and the jar was smashed and the ghee spilled.

' Oh, dear, what have you done '( ' cried the

Sepoy. ' Why did you shake your head 1 '
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'Because my children asked me to have some

rice, and I did not want any, so I shook ray

head,' said Sachuli. 'Oh,' said the Sepoy, 'he

is an utter idiot. ' "

In the 'Bel Princess' we have the old

incident—as old as Lot's wife at least—of a

person looking back and being turned into

stone. In the ' Arabian Nights ' we have

the same incident and better told.

The two characteristics which distinguish

these Indian fairy tales from those of

Northern Europe, which are most familiar

to us, are firstly (as has been already said)

their extravagance, and secondly their want

of any sense of humour. In the stories that

we in England know best the impossible is

always so told as to appear possible. Here

the impossible is constantly more than im

possible—it iB absurd. In the Teutonic and

Celtic tales there is a frequent element of

drollery which is here entirely wanting. We

are never tempted to laugh at some sharp

answer or funny trick or ingenious evasion.

"We live in a world of portents and miracles,

in which there is little place for smiles or

laughter.

It is interesting to compare Miss Stokes's

collection of Indian stories with that of Miss

Erere in ' Old Deccan Days.' Rakshas, who

are an amiable mixture of the Northern

ogre and the Arabian ghoul, play a great

part in both ; but the supernatural form of

cobra snake, which often appears in the

Deccan stories, iB absent in those of

Eastern India. The Deccan story of

' Punchkin ' is, however, only another

version of ' Brave Hiralabasa,' who

seizes the caged bird (or parrot) in which

the wicked magician's soul is living and

tears it to pieces limb by limb. The Panch

Phul Rani in 'Old Deccan Days,' who

weighs but five flowers, is recalled to mind

by her still lighter sister, 1'hulinati Rani,

who weighs but one. In many other stories,

too, there is a resemblance in particular

incidents which would seem to point to a

common origin.

In Mrs. Stokes's notes no mention is made

of the stories of Bidpa'i, which have a repu

tation of old standing, and to which La

Fontaine has expressed his obligation. Part

of them were translated into French by M.

Gralland in 1 724, and in 1 8 1 6 M. de Sacy pub

lished an Arabic text of the whole, of which

an English edition appeared in 1818 by

Mr. Wyndham Knatchbull. They are cast

rather in the form of fables than of fairy

tales, properly so called, but in reading this

new volume wo have often been reminded

of passages of Bidpa'i.

JTistory of tlte English People. By John

Richard Green, M.A. Vols. III. and IV.

(Macmillan & Co.)

The appearance of Mr. Green's fourth

volume enables us to congratulate him on

having brought his magnum opus to a close.

There is good reason for such congratula

tion, for the signs of weariness that abound

in the latter part of the work make it clear

that the author was anxious to escape from
the •uncongenial atmosphere of the eigh

teenth century to earlier and more interest

ing' fields. He has, however, struggled on

manfully to the end, and has now presented

our libraries with a revised, corrected, and

shghtly enlarged edition of the ' Short His

tory' which for six years past has been

in the hands of every English reader.

The aspect of the new book is certainly

more dignified and luxurious than that of

the single closely-printed volume on which

it is based, but, as we said in a previous

notice of the first two volumes, it is essen

tially the same work. The four volumes

take up much more room on the shelves,

but the amount of matter they contain

exceeds by barely one-third the matter

compressed into the ' Short History.' Two

years ago we expressed a hope that, as Mr.

Green had dealt with the sixteenth century

at considerably greater length in his later

work than in his earlier, he would treat the

succeeding centuries with like consideration.

This hope has only been partially fulfilled.

The third volume is entirely devoted to the

seventeenth century, or rather to the eighty

years between the accession of James I. and

the flight of Shaftesbury. This period is,

therefore, treated at far greater length than

any other of equal duration in the course

of the history. At the same rate two

volumes would hardly have sufficed to cover

the period between 1683 and 1815, yet half

a volume brings us to the accession of

George III., and another half to the battle

of Waterloo. There the work ends, and at

present it is clear we are to have no more.

The proportion of attention given to

these different periods would strike the

reader as strangely capricious if he did

not recollect that the two favoured cen

turies give more opportunities for pic

turesque writing than any others. Now,

Mr. Green's main object is to be in

teresting, and to be interesting nowadays

it appears that one must be picturesque.

It may with more reason be objected that

the shabby treatment dealt out to the post-

Revolutionary period is hardly compatible

with the title of the book. A history of the

" people " ought surely to pay special atten

tion to that period in which the " people "

were growing into maturity. During the

century and a half which followed the Revo

lution, the "people" were preparing for

the struggle which gained them political

power in the Reform Bill. And yet not only

does Mr. Green pass lightly over this all-

important period, but he stops abruptly

at 181.5. The proper conclusion of his

book would have been 1832. The system

of government that began in 1688 came

to an end then, and not till then ; and

tho Reform Bill gave to the "people"

the power which the Revolution had

given to the arislwracy. To stop short at

1815 is to leave the story of "the English

people " at the very point where it becomes

most interesting, and to imply that not

national development but foreign affairs

are Mr. Green's main subject. We may

be allowed to hope that, unless the author

is bound by some imperious necessity not to

exceed four volumes, he will some day supply

this defect, and bring his history to its

natural close.

Caprice, however, in the choice of his

torical divisions or of subjects for full-length

portraits is a feature thut we have noted on

a previous occasion in what may be called

(to borrow a phrase of which Mr. Green is

very fond) the "New History." This and

other characteristics of the picturesque style

are well known by this time. Want of pro

portion is visible in details as well as in

weightier matters. For instance, the death

of Hampden occupies several pages, while

that of Falkland is told in one line, and the

battle of Marston Moor is compressed into

half a page. No one will complain of the

space allotted to Hampden, for the descrip

tion of his death is one of the finest passages

in the book ; but most readers will regret

that Mr. Green's sympathies are so strongly

with Hampden as to make him neglect

almost entirely the still more tragical end

of Falkland. Hampden is certainly one of

the most striking figures in a time more full

of striking figures than any other of our his

tory, and this has apparently led Mr. Green

to give a beautiful picture, in almost too

poetical prose, of the home and the country

in which Hampden lived. But it should not

have led Mr. Green to confuse John Hamp

den with his brother. Macaulay's schoolboy,

if he has not been examined to death, would

certainly know that it was not John, but

Edward Hampden, who was imprisoned for

refusing to pay the forced loan in 1627. Mr.

Green has taken care that this blunder shall

not escape his critics, for he has repeated

the passage in which it first occurs (p. 131)

word for word on p. 176. Similar word-for-

word repetitions, which bring the scissors

and paste unpleasantly near to us, may he

noted on pp. 193, 195 (Pym's ride through

England), and pp. 294, 346 (the state of

France).

The excellences as well as tho defects of

Mr. Green's style are evident in these as in

the first two volumes. It is a sort of mosaic,

a succession of vivid pictures, always inte

resting and generally brilliant. The ordor

in which the pictures occur is somotimes in

explicable, the links between them are often

missing ; but, take the book up where one

may, it would be hard to light upon a dull

or unimportant passage. Mr. Green is at

his best when analyzing the characteristics

of a period, as in his description of Puritan

England ; or in tracing the influence of an

author on his time, as in his account of

Dryden. These remarks on literary sub

jects, while they are sometimes thrust in

awkwardly between irrelevant matters, as

in the case of Milton and ' Paradise Lost '

(p. 378), are often used very effectively to

illustrate the progress of political thought, as

when the fierce denunciations of ' Lycidas '

are brought in contact with the Solemn

League and Covenant. But Mr. Green

sti'ains too much after effect to tell a plain

story well, and his affectations are some

times repulsive to a simple taste. Great

folks do not, indeed, " pass away," instead

of dying, so often in these volumes as in the

first two. But they seem to find it difficult

to " say " anything ; they must mutter or

whisper or cry it ; four or five times at least

they "laugh" their rejly. Among other

eccentricities, it may ha hoped that the

word " phrazes " is only a misprint for

" phrases," which form certainly occurs

elsewhere. Recklessness about spelling

is, however, rather in Mr. Green's way.

The great Elizabethan is indiscriminately

spelled Raleigh and Ralegh ; the mer

chant who resisted James I. is called

Bates, when we have Mr. Gardiner's

authority for calling him Bate. There are

several of those little inaccuracies which

were pointed out in the earlier book. They
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are, however, trivial details, to which it is

scarcely worth while to allude except as

characteristic of the " New History."

One of the best portions of these volumes

is perhaps the sketch of Puritanism at the

beginning of vol. hi. But here it may be

doubted if a too favourable impression is

not produced by the constant reference to

Col. Harrison and John Milton as typical

Puritans. Neither can be taken as the

type of Puritanism, for Milton was the

greatest of the Puritans, and all wo know

of Col. Harrison is told us by his wife.

Had the Puritans in general been animated

by the spirit of Milton's pen, or had they

resembled in birth, cultivation, and temper

the idol of Mrs. Harrison, there would have

been many fewer Cavaliers. Mr. Green

allows that "the strength of Puritanism

lay rather among the middle and professional

classes than among the gentry," and yet he

quotes page after page from the life of an

exceptional gentleman to show what the

ordinary Puritan was like : a very effective

portrait, no doubt, but hardly truthful. In

assuming, as he does throughout, that all

Puritans were Calvinists, Mr. Green is

surely confusing two sections of reformers,

one of which deserted the main body when

the Presbyterians came to the front. But

he does well to lay great stress on the

religious question as claiming the first place

among the questions of the day throughout

the earlier half of the seventeenth century,

and as the prime cause of political differ

ence. He describes in a brilliant passage

the effect of the Bible on the nation at large ;

he traces the " break with the Parliament "

to religious causes ; he shows that the

"Great Contract" broke down owing to

the king's obstinacy in matters of religion ;

later on (p. 246) ho rightly says, " It was

the religious struggle which drew the poli

tical in its train." Mr. Green's religious

sympathies enable him fully to appreciate

and analyze the phenomena of religious

enthusiasm, and whether it be Laud or

Melville, Bunyan or Wesley, that is before

him, the reader is sure of full and satis

factory treatment. Religion and literature

are the two subjects which throughout the

whole work receive most attention at the

hands of Mr. Green.

But when we como to political matters

there is often less ground for satisfaction.

Speaking of the lawyers of James I.'s reign,

Mr. Green says :—

" Their narrow pedantry bent slavishly then,

as now, before isolated precedents, while then,

as now, their ignorance of general history hin

dered them from realizing the conditions under

which these precedents had been framed, and

to which thoy owed their very varying value."

Even if this is true of the judges who tried

the five knights or decided the question of

ship-money, it is far too sweeping an asser

tion to make of a body of men among whom

Coke and Selden and St. John stand out as

loaders of the legal resistance to absolutism ;

while as to the truth and good taste of the

6ide-blow which Mr. Green goes out of his

way to deal at the lawyers of the present

day (seeing how largo a portion is con

tributed by the legal profession to the

present majority in the House of Commons)

there can hardly bo two opinions. Mr.

Green is, as usual, in no doubt about Went-

v, orth's character, unfathomable as it was

to his contemporaries. " From the first

moment," he says, " his desire had been to

find employment under the Crown." This

is a bold statement, which can hardly be

proved or disproved, but may certainly be

doubted. Granting that personal ambition

was Wentworth's leading motive, thero may

well have appeared to him, before 1629, to

be other ways of attaining his end besides

that of taking service with the king. The

chapters which deal with the Long Parlia

ment and the Civil War are perhaps the

least satisfactory portion of this volume.

To say that " in ecclesiastical as well as

political matters the aim of the parliamentary

leaders was strictly conservative," at the

very moment when they were pressing the

Bill to deprive bishops of their seats in

the House of Lords, is at least misleading.

Nor is such a statement quite consistent

with the introduction of the Root and

Branch Bill for the abolition of episco

pacy, which was brought in within two

months of the rejection of the earlier and

more moderate measure. But Mr. Green

does not mention the Root and Branch Bill

at all. It certainly would tell against his

theory of the conservatism of the parlia

mentary leaders. Mr. Green considers that

the execution of Strafford was a turning-

point in the history of the Parliament.

"Till May, 1641," he says, "there was stiU

hope for an accommodation But from

that hour little hope for such an agreement

remained." But surely the real turning-

point is to be found in the Irish rebellion,

the panic that ensued, and the Grand Re

monstrance which resulted from that panic.

Nothing revolutionary was carried in the

first session except the Bill against the dis

solution of Parliament without its own con

sent. That was an extraordinary measure.

It was the result of the discovery of the

Army Plot, and was intended to meet a

temporary emergency. The king had con

sented to it. Nothing else had become law

which was not recognized, in form or in

fact, at the Restoration. A settlement had

been effected which, but for the panic

caused by the Irish rebellion, would pro

bably have remained undisturbed. But the

Grand Remonstrance was really a- revolu

tionary measure. It was an appeal to a

new force, the people, and it held out a

programme for the future of a distinctly

revolutionary nature. The House felt the

importance of the crisis. The fact that

Hyde voted for perpetuating the duration

of Parliament, but voted against the Re

monstrance, shows where the split took

place between the constitutionalists and the

party of progress. November, and not

May, is the real turning-point. The execu

tion of Strafford completed the settlement

with the king. The Remonstrance over

threw that settlement.

Equally unsatisfactory is Mr. Green's

account of the outbreak of the Civil War.

Before the reader knows where he is the

war has begun. He is vaguely given to

understand that it was the failure to arrest

the five members that led the king to resolve

on war. But it is not stated why the king

wanted to arrest the members or why the

failure rendered war inevitable. Mr. Green

does not point out what every fresh disclo

sure—and especially the labours of Mr.

Gardiner in this field—has made more

clear, that the so-called Cavalier party was

essentially a Church party, that it was far

more ecclesiastical than Royalist, and that

the intention of the Presbyterian party to

carry out the anti-ecclesiastical programme

of the Remonstrance was the real cause of

civil war. The Militia Bill, the imme

diate and ostensible cause, is hardly men

tioned ; the Nineteen Propositions, impor

tant as a parliamentary manifesto, are slurred

over. No attempt is made to analyze the

composition, character, or the aims of the

two great parties that divided England in

1642. The reader gains an impression that

all England, except a few gentry, was on

the side of the Parliament, and he is left to

wonder how it was that Cornwall, for in

stance, so staunch in support of freedom

before, was now altogether Royalist. The

king's success during the first two years of

the war is, if we are left to Mr. Green's

pages, simply unintelligible. But of course

explanations of this kind are only weari

some. History, to be interesting, must

ignore difficulties. Let us leave these dry

bones to be mumbled by the doctors, and

let the " New History " pass on to the pic

turesque fields of Chalgrove and Marston

Moor.

We should have expected, when Cromwell

first makes his appearance (iii. 232), to have

a fuller sketch of his character. But subtle

analyses of character, after the manner of

Clarendon, are not in Mr. Green's way.

He usually makes a series of anecdotes or

of remarks by the great man do duty in

stead. It is certainly an easier method, and

causes the reader less fatigue. As Mr.

Green treated the Grand Remonstrance

with scant courtesy, it was not to be ex

pected that the Self-Denying Ordinance

(which he christens the Self-Renouncing

Ordinance), the next most important mea

sure of these times, should be carefully

treated. The reader is told that it was

introduced by Cromwell and Vane. But

Cromwell, if he pulled the wires, took care to

avoid being responsible for the measure. It

was Mr. Zouch Tate, M.P. for Northampton,

who, as Mr. Carlyle tells us, introduced the

proposal. Mr. Green gives us to under

stand that the measure actually passed

in April, 1645, was the same as that

proposed in the preceding December. But

they were two distinct measures with

this important difference, that while the

earlier proposal laid down a rule for the

whole duration of the war, the later one

only affected the condition of the officers at

that time in employment. Another impor

tant point is that the New Model was drawn

up in the interval. The Lords made its

production the condition on which they were

willing to accept the Ordinance. Mr. Green

says that there was "long and bitter resist

ance in either House," and attributes the

final passing of the measure to the strength

of public opinion. Public opinion had little

to do with the matter, but the two facts

which Mr. Green omits had a great deal.

After this it is satisfactory to find a clear

and interesting description of the character

and wishes of the newly modelled army.

But surely it is an affectation to talk always

of the "New Model," as if the plan on

which the army was organized was the army

itself. It is a trick Mr. Green seems to

have learned of Mr. Carlyle.
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When we come to the Protectorate, it is

pleasant to see the Parliament of 1653

treated with proper consideration, and its

character and proceedings well explained.

But why go out of one's way to call it, by

a sort of anticipation of French Revolution

titles, the Constituent Convention, and con

fuse honest folks who know of it as the

Little Parliament ? Mr. Green seems to

have a passion for renaming things. Even

Judge Jeffreys's Bloody Assize cannot be let

alone, but must appear as the Bloody Cir

cuit. Mr. Green has rather too high an

idea of Cromwell's toleration. It was cer

tainly very great for the time, but, if we are

to believe Mr. Masson, not only Episcopa

lians but Romanists and Unitarians were

excluded from its advantages. Considering

how much stress he generally lays, and

rightly lays, on the religious aspect of poli

tics, it is strange that Mr. Green, in speak

ing of Cromwell's alliance with France,

should omit to state that the cessation of

the Vaudois persecution was made by Crom

well an indispensable preliminary to that

alliance. Moreover, the treaty made in

October, 1655, was not a treaty of alliance,

as Mr. Green calls it, but merely a commercial

treaty. The alliance, as any history of

treaties will show, was not made till March,

1657. Mr. Green points out the religious

character of the war with Spain, but he

omits the negotiations before the war, in

which the demands for religious and com

mercial freedom appear side by side. It is

hard to say which predominated in Crom

well's conduct of foreign affairs, but,

whether intentionally or not, Mr. Green

keeps the commercial aspect too much in

the background.

It must, we fear, be allowed that wher

ever foreign affairs are treated of the reader

is on shaky ground. Mr. Green observes that

the foreign policy of Charles II. "not only

deceived close observers of his own day, but

still misleads historians in ours." Wo are

obliged to think that the writer of the remark

is not altogether an exception to the rule,

lie says (p. 373), " The war [between Eng

land and Holland in 1665] was a serious

stumbling-block in the way of the French

projects [for the conquest of the Spanish

Netherlands]." Why, it was the very thing

Louis XIV. wanted, for the war, while it

lasted, prevented the European alliance

that he feared, and left him free to attack

Flanders without risk of interference. The

offered mediation was but a ruse to avoid

the necessity of aiding either party.

"Lewis," says Mr. Green, "succeeded in

isolating England and in narrowing the war

within the limits of a struggle at sea, a struggle

in which the two great sea-powers could only

weaken one another to the profit of his own

powerful navy."

Exactly so. It was to the interest of Louis

to narrow the area of the war, but not to

stop it. Mr. Green says that Louis "re

stricted his help [to the Dutch] to the pro

mise of a naval reinforcement." This is

not correct. Whatever Louis may have

promised in the way of ships, he actually

sent a force of 6,000 men to aid the Dutch

against the Bishop of Miinster, who was in

alliance with Charles, and even went so far

as to declare war upon England. It was

necessary, in support of Mr. Green's theory

that the war between England and Holland

was opposed to French interests, to make

Louis wait for the conclusion of that war

before attacking Flanders.

" On the very day, therefore," says Mr. Green

(p. 388), " on which the Treaty of Breda was

signed, he sent in his formal claims on the Low

Countries, and his army at once took the field. "

It is somewhat unfortunate that, in point

of fact, the French troops crossed the frontier

on May 20th, 1667, while the Treaty of

Breda was signed on the 31st of July. So

far was the invasion from being the con

sequence of the peace, that, on the contrary,

the peace was the immediate consequence

of the invasion. Mr. Green appears to

think that Charles "was stirred to a mo

mentary pride by the success of the Triple

Alliance." But this is altogether to mis

interpret the aspect that measure bore to

Charles. With him it was, on the one hand,

a bid for popularity in England, and, on

the other, was intended to raise his price

with Louis XIV. Charles may well have

been proud of it, but not in the sense sug

gested by Mr. Green. He had long ago seen

that it was by the aid of French gold that he

was to win the independence he coveted. The

Triple Alliance was meant to show that

England was not to be despised, and that

the gold must be forthcoming. Louis under

stood if the historians did not. He paid

the money, and the Treaty of Dover was

the immediate result. This policy of barter

was that which Charles followed throughout

his reign, at any rate from 1667 onwards,

but Mr. Green implies that it was first taken

up in 1675. More criticisms might be made

on Mr. Green's views of foreign policy in

this volume, but enough has been said to

show that a closer attention to dates and

details would have enabled him to avoid

making several mistakes and supporting

an erroneous theory. But unfortunately

a close, or, as he would perhaps say, a

slavish, attention to dates and details is irk

some to Mr. Green.

The fourth volume is for the most part

of so slight a nature that it is hard to know

how to criticize it. Perhaps the most striking

thing about it is its omissions. In a book

which pretends to pay, and generally does

pay, especial attention to literature, it is

strange that the only remark about Johnson

is that ho reported parliamentary debates.

Boswell is not mentioned ; nor is Sheridan,

nor Goldsmith, nor Cowper, nor Wordsworth.

Richardson, .Smollett, and Fielding are

disposed of in ono line, Storno does not

appear, there is no allusion to Miss Burney.

Nothing is said of Reynolds, Romney, or

Gainsborough. But this last omission ought,

perhaps, not to be wondered at, for they

only share the fato of Van Dyck and Lely,

of Inigo Jones and Christopher Wren. Art,

in fact, is utterly neglected throughout theso

volumes. Perhaps it has nothing to do with

the " people . ' ' These omissions are the more

to be regretted because literary criticism is

Mr. Green's strong point. He tells the story

of the Revolution itself clearly and suc

cinctly, and it is not hard to make it inte

resting. But the reader looks in vain for a

careful explanation of what the Revolution

really was, what was the nature of the

political change, what was the body to

which power was transferred. The results

of the Revolution are treated in a some

what confused and hasty manner. Political,

religious, and military events are jumbled

together. Insufficient stress is laid on the

enormous change produced by the Revolu

tion in European affairs. The reader hears,

of course, a great deal about Whigs and

Tories, but finds no satisfactory answer here,

more than in other histories, to the question,

What wero they ? He is told that the Whigs

stuck to their principles for eighty years

after the Revolution, but he is not told why

their zeal for progressive legislation was so

active during the first third, and so inactive

during the last two thirds of that period.

The Whigs were utterly defeated in 1681,

they won a partial victory in 1688, and a

complete one in 1715 ; but it is not pointed

out to the inquiring student that this strange

oscillation of power can only be accounted

for by the fact that the bulk of the aristo

cracy becamo Whig in 1688. If it is true,

as Mr. Green says, that the country in

general was Tory throughout the period of

Whig rule, he does not sufficiently account

for the voluntary (?) retirement of the Tory

party from politics. If Tory majorities

could be returned so often as they were

under William and Anne, why could they

not be returned afterwards ? Are we not

forced to conclude that the Jacobitism of so

many Tories disgusted the nation, and that

the country was not in the main Tory after

1715, or at any rate after 1745? But to

theso and other questions of the like nature

the oracle is dumb.

One or two points of detail may be noticed..

If we are right in saying with Mr. Green

(p. 65) that " the Treaty of Ryswick was the

final and decisive defeat of the conspiracy

which had gone on between Lewis and the-

Stuarts since 1670," why was it necessary

to fight another long war to attain the same

result a second time ? That Ryswick was

not decisive may be seen by imagining

what would have been the effect of Louis's

aid if it had been given to the Pretender

at the close of Anne's reign. That it was

not given was the result of Utrecht, not of

Ryswick. In speaking of the Septennial

Act Mr. Green implies that this ' ' great

constitutional change," as he rightly calls it,

was meant at the time to be permanent,

whereas it is well known that it was in

tended in 1716 only to affect the existing

Parliament. It is more important, perhaps,

to notice that Mr. Green's sympathy for

Walpole leads him to underrate the damage

to English trade which led to the war of

1739. A recent German historian has

shown that English trade was already well-

nigh ruined by the Franco-Spanish alliance,

and that the commercial class was quite

right in insisting on war as the only means

of self-preservation. It is pleasant to turn

from these things to the brilliant sketch of

English society in the first half of the eigh

teenth century, especially to the sketch of

the essayists:—

"If deeper and grander things were denied

him, the essayist had still a world of his own.

He felt little of the pressure of those spiritual

problems that had weighed on the temper of his

fathers, but the removal of the pressure left him

a gay, iight-hearted, good-humoured observer of

the social life about him, amused and glad to be

amused by it all, looking on with a leisurely

and somewhat indolent interest, a quiet enjoy

ment, a quiet scepticism, a shy reserved con

sciousness of their beauty and poetry, at the

lives of ordinary men and women."
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Nothing can be better in its way than this.

We have also to thank Mr. Green for a

sketch of Pope, so strangely omitted from

the ' Short History.' But even now he

seems to dislike giving him a place, for

though Pope died in 1744, he is treated of

under the reign of George III. !

The last part of Mr. Green's work is so

extremely scanty, and so much of what

there is is taken up by a sketch of the

French Revolution and the wars that fol

lowed, that we will say nothing about it.

"We will only point out that France was

hardly free "to attack her enemy [in 1797]

with the soldiers who had fought at Hohen-

linden," since they did not fight at Hohen-

linden till three years later ; and that La

Haye Sainte was not on the left but in the

centre of the English position at Waterloo.

But these are mere slips. They are perhaps

to be regarded as signs that Mr. Green was

very tired before he got to the battle of

Waterloo. Sir Walter Scott used to say

that he always kept a trot for the avenue,

but Mr. Green hardly limps home. We do

not like perorations, but a feebler conclusion

to a book of four volumes could not well

be imagined. Public opinion has already

declared so decisively in favour of Mr.

Green's work that no praise or blame of

ours is likely to modify that verdict. But

we must confess a fear that the higher

qualities of historical writing—painstaking

and scrupulous accuracy of thought and

statement, the honest effort to grapple with

difficulties instead of evading them, the

scientific reasoning which establishes, at

the risk of wearying the casual reader, a

long chain of cause and effect—are likely

to suffer from the dangerous fascination of

Mr. Green's style.

An Introduction to the Philosophy of Religion.

By John Caird, D.D. (Glasgow, Mac-

Lehose.)

" Mkkk reason," Hume concludes in one of

the chapters of his ' Enquiry,' " is insufficient

to convince us of the veracity of the Chris

tian religion," herein agreeing with many

theologians as well as with the multitude

of believers. Since Hume's day, however,

a new science has arisen, which claims

to base, not indeed the Christian religion

only, but all religions, on reason. The con

trast is striking ; and any attempt, such as

the present is, to introduce the reader to

this new science cannot fail in these latter

days to be received with serious and anxious

interest. We say to introduce the reader

to this new science, for be it known that it

is of German origin and claims Hegel for

its founder, and, as we shall havo reason

to complain, is to a great extent impri

soned in terms and formula;, which no

one unacquainted with their German ante

cedents can fairly expect to understand.

There is some difficulty, therefore, in

imagining the precise body of readers for

whom this book is intended. We propose

in the remarks which follow to give some

account of the contents of the book by in

dicating the way in which it deals with

Christianity as understood before the advent

of Hegel, and we hope thus to suggest what

elements in the Christian religion meet with

philosophic approval and in what sense,

and what elements in it fall away, as neces

sary only to the uncritical multitude or to

the imperfectly educated intelligence.

The early chapters are occupied with the

consideration of the objections which may

be raised against the scientific treatment of

religion. These objections are three in

number. First, it may be maintained, as e.g.

by Mr. Herbert Spencer, that all knowledge

being relative to the mind which knows, the

absolute, although its existence may be and

is affirmed, cannot come within the con

sciousness of the individual : for thereby

the absolute would become relative. Or,

secondly, it is held that our knowledge of

God and Divine truth is intuitive and imme

diate, whether given us among our innate

ideas, or by common sense, or among our

primary beliefs, or among the fundamental

principles of cognition, or in whatever form.

Or, finally, it is said that the knowledge of

God is given not by reason, but by revela

tion. Against these objections, which would

be fatal to his attempt, Principal Caird wages

vigorous war, and whatever may be said

by an English reader as to the constructive

part of his argument, as e.g. when he ex

plains, in opposition to Mr. Spencer, Sir W.

Hamilton, and Mansel alike, that the abso

lute must be capable of being known, there

can be no doubt that his destructive efforts

are crowned with a fair measure of success.

In another chapter follows a highly Ger

manized criticism of materialistic theories

of the universe. Such theories are allowed

to have great superiority over common re

ligious conceptions, but their fault seems

to be that they start from premises which

involve their conclusions. This is the

"vicious circle of materialism." It reduces

mind to a mode of matter. Now as it is

mind which so reduces mind to a mode of

matter, mind precedes and is presupposed

by matter. We do not suppose that either

this argument, or the denial that force or

mechanical causality is ever likely to explain

vital phenomena, will give final pause to the

materialists. The necessity of religion, not,

however, of any given religion, is next de

duced from the idea of man's nature " as a

spiritual self-conscious being." But what

this idea is, and how we become possessed

of it, we are not told in very intelligible

language, yet how all important is this

knowledge may be seen from the following

extract :—

" That we are capable of a perpetual progress

in knowledge and goodness, and yet that every

actual attainment leaves us with an ideal still

unsatisfied ; that we are conscious that our

knowledge is limited, whilst yet we can set in

thought no absolute limit to our knowledge ; that

we are conscious of our moral defects, and, never

theless, can feel that there is no point of moral

advancement beyond which we may not aspire ;

—in this boundless possibility of advancement,

combined with the latent standard of excellence

which throws contempt on our highest actual

attainments, we have that in our nature, as con

scious spiritual beings, which constitutes what

we have termed a potential infinitude. In other

words, when we examine into the real sig

nificance of the rational and spiritual life of

man, we find that it involves what is virtually

the consciousness of God, and of our essential

relation to Him."

To put this, so far as possible, into simpler

language : Another man—nay, many other

men—may know more than I know and be

better than I am, and I myself may in future

know more than I now know, and be better

than I now am. Now I may generalize this

fact, and speak of man's actual knowledge

as being always less than it might have been

or may be hereafter. Herein, apparently, is

involved what is virtually the consciousness

of God, and of our essential relation to

Him ! What, then, is God in the philosophy

of religion ?

The chapters which follow, by means of a

detailed criticism of the proofs of the ex

istence of God, help us, by telling us in

cidentally what God is not, to a partial

knowledge of what He is. In the first place,

the proof of the existence of God which is

drawn a contingmtid mundi is shown to be

without validity. The world we know is

contingent only, therefore a necessary Being

exists as its cause. The world is phenomenal,

therefore an Absolute Substance exists to

which these phenomena may be referred.

The world is an effect, and from effect

to effect men are driven to suppose the

existence of a First Cause. The world

is finite and relative, and must therefore

rest on a Being who is infinite and

absolute. In all its forms this argument

shows the same fault : it assumes the

conclusion, if, that is, the conclusion is

more than a negative one. The world is

phenomenal, is contingent, is relative, and

we may add further that the human mind

is unwilling or unable to rest in the phe

nomenal, the contingent, and the relative.

From these premises, which are all that

we have, We cannot get the conclusion, and

the argument from the contingency of the

world proves nothing as to the existence of

God. It has value in the philosophy of re

ligion only as an early phase of religious feel

ing. The world is transitory and evanescent :

"Our life is but a vapour that appeareth for

a little and then vanisheth away." It does

not prove the existence of God, but it impels

men to seek after Him if haply they may

find Him. Equally invalid is the argument

from design. Though we feel the insuffi

ciency of the argument from the contingent,

we do not cease to ask, Whence came this

world? Why is it? Our first crude answer

is, that it came from an All-wise and All-

good Creator and Designer, who of His

own will and pleasure created the world,

and to whom belong all the skill, contriv

ance, and ingenious adaptation of means to

ends which it exhibits. But this implies a

God who is external to the world, the work

of His hands, and being external to the

world He is limited by it, and is, therefore,

finite. Moreover, the relation of God to the

world herein implied is arbitrary. We

say the world exhibits infinite skill, con

trivance, and wisdom ; but all that we show

is that it is iuexplicable and anomalous.

Now that the world is inexplicable and

anomalous is no proof that it is made by

an infinitely wise and good Creator: we

cannot conclude from the former statement

to the latter ; but did we know at starting

that an infinitely wise and good Creator

made the world, we might conclude that

what appears to our finite minds inexplicable

and anomalous is not really so. The former

inference is arbitrary and unwarranted; the

latter would be valid. Thus the argument

from design is also inadequate. But it,

too, is valuable by its failure, for it impels

man to seek another and a less inade
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quate solution of the problem. Last of

all comes what is called the ontologieal

argument. The idea of God exists in the

mind, therefore God is. As commonly un

derstood, this argument is not particularly

valuable. The same proof is adduced by

Kingsley in favour of the existence of

water babies. But by aid of a distinction

not very clearly explained, and resting on

a metaphysic which will not be intelli

gible, we fear, to most of the body of

readers for whom the book is intended,

this argument, Principal Caird thinks, may

be saved. The distinction in question is

one between the accidental existence of

particular objects for sensuous perception—

e.g., 500 dollars do not exist in my hand

merely because the idea of them exists in my

mind—and the necessary existence of other

objects from the idea of them. Here, again,

it must be regretted that this distinction is

rather asserted or referred to than made good.

However, by its help we come to the con

clusion " that, as spiritual beings, our whole

conscious life is based on a Universal Self-

consciousness, an Absolute Spiritual Life,

which is not a mere subjective notion or

conception, but which carries with it the

proof of its necessary existence as a reality."

God is thus Infinite Mind, an Infinite that

we may know, an Absolute that we may

understand, " that Universal Infinite Self-

consciousness on which the conscious life of

all finite minds is based, and whose very

nature it is to reveal Himself in and to

them."

At this stage, having grasped "in an

indefinite but not unreal way " what God is

in the philosophy of religion, many of our

readers will no doubt be wondering what

may be the philosophic view of some of

the doctrines deemed fundamental in Chris

tianity. God is a Person. Our readers will

perhaps be surprised, after what has pre

ceded, to learn that this statement, though

false as commonly understood, is true ' ' in

a higher sense." "What, again, of the doc

trines of the Trinity and of the Incarnation ?

All such doctrines students of the philosophy

of religion will be able to explain to them

selves and to maintain to the world without

much difficulty, for with reference to them

it places in their hands a weapon of singular

philosophic power. Every man, it must be

stated, has by the very idea of his nature

spiritual truth in implicit or virtual posses

sion. Now this truth may be apprehended

by him in many ways. Material objects,

things in space, actions and events in time,

may become to him the images and symbols

through which he contemplates things in

finite and eternal. Thus many of the doc

trines of the Church may be interpreted

anew as embodying truths in expressions

which are merely symbolic, "in a figurative,

pictorial, suggestive manner." Or, again,

" although, literally construed, one series of facts

is of no higher or more spiritual significance

than another, [still,] however we may explain

the process, the ordinary consciousness can and

does read into such outward phenomena of

human history conceptions, notions, ideas, which

possess something of that universality and self-

consistency, that absoluteness and necessity,

which are the characteristics of truth."

For instance, to the thousands of minds

for which investigations in the philosophy

of religion have neither meaning nor in

terest, " the life of Christ has been the

symbol and suggestion of the richest trea

sure of moral ideas." Furthermore, it is

shown how even popular thought may rise

above the mere figurative or metaphorical

reference of the signs it uses, as exemplified

in the events of the life of Christ, for ex

ample, and, while using terms which at

their origin were too material in their

meaning, may forget their original material

meaning, and may succeed in describing by

them, though approximately only, spiritual

acts and processes. Such terms are, e.g., re

pentance, conversion, regeneration, sanctifi-

cation. By the aid of methods of interpre

tation of such power as these, the reader will

be prepared to find that when he uses, as

expressive of the essential nature of the

Godhead, such terms as Father, Son, First

born, Only-begotten, there is in his expres

sions much which is perceived to belong to

the domain of materialized and figurate

conception. The doctrines of the Church,

when approached in this way, begin to wear

a new significance.

Here we must take leave of Principal Caird

and the philosophy of religion. But we

cannot do so without expressing once more

our regret that he has not succeeded in

rendering the new science more intelligible

to readers who are limited to the English

language for their knowledge of German

philosophy and the meaning of its terms.

The gate through which the uninitiated are

to enter into possession of the kingdom is

indeed narrow, for it appears to be neither

more nor less than the Hegelian doctrine.

Yet it is desirable that they should enter

into possession. Indeed, the subject is

the most momentous one that can occupy

tho mind of man ; and a philosophy which

can acknowledge and even adopt the argu

ments of sceptics like Hume and Bayle and

Gibbon, as this philosophy can, and yet

show that the position attacked is rendered

only moro invulnerable by the success of

their assaults, should be made accessible

to all nations and all conditions of men. It

is to be feared, however, that this attempt

to establish two Christianities, an esoteric

and an exoteric Christianity—for such in

effect it is—will soon run through its day.

The Races of Afghanistan : being a Brief

Account of the Principal Nations inhabiting

that Country. By Surgeon-Major H. W.

Bellew, C.S.I., late on special political

duty at Kabul. (Calcutta, Thacker,

Spink & Co.)

" "Written at Kabul, for the most part after

the duties of the day were over," or "at

odd intervals of leisure from official busi

ness," and never fairly revised, this

volume, however useful and full of in

terest, is defective and disappointing. It

might have been so much better if only

produced in different circumstances. The

introduction and four following chapters

of Afghan history are good in their way,

and summarize much that should be more

generally known ; but the political bias

apparent in them is out of keeping with the

ostensible theme. It is with the races of

Afghanistan, and not with its politics, that

we would have to do. It is to be hoped that

before long the able and industrious author,

restored to health and favourable literary

opportunities, may return to his self-allotted

task. One great merit of his book is that

it seeks to bring into systematic shape the

chaotic information—if information it be—

which has heretofore been supplied to the

world on the true divisions and subdivisions

of the inhabitants of an interesting but ever

disturbed region. If complete success has

not been attained, a step in the right direc

tion has nevertheless been taken, for which

the reader's acknowledgments are due.

Chapters vi. to xiii. describe respectively

the Pathan, Yusufzai, Afridi, Khattak,

Dadica), Ghilji, Tajik, and Hazarah, and

under these heads interesting data are thrown,

together, and occasion taken for speculation,

which in some cases is ingenious, but in some

purely fanciful. There is, perhaps, a little

confusion in the classification adopted, and

the reader may naturally ask why the

Khattaks should not have been labelled

" SattagydaV' and the Afridis "Aparytee,"

as well as the Kakors "Dadicse"; or why

tho modern name should not have been

used for the latter people if applied to the

two former.

Of the " Pathan " our author says :—

" This term has a very wide application as

used by the people of India, and a very re

stricted one as used by the Pathans themselves.

In the former caBe it is applied indiscriminately

to all the peoples inhabiting the country now

known as Afghanistan, including even the Tajik

and Hazarah, who are both Persian-speaking

people. In the latter case it is applied to

Pukhto speaking people only, and even then

with a distinction, as the proper patronymic of

certain tribes who are neither Afghan nor

Ghilzai, but simply Pathan or Pukhtun. In

this latter case it is the name applied to, and

accepted by, the different peoples or races who

speak the Pukhto language and inhabit the

Pathan or Pukhtun country, much in the same

way as a native of England, taken in the com

prehensive sense of the word, is called English

man, and accepts the name, whether he be in

reality Irish, or Scotch, or Welsh ; that is to

Bay, the Afghan and the Ghilzai are both

Pathans, but the true Pathan is neither one nor

the other, just as the Irish, Scotch, and Welsh

are Englishmen, whilst the true Englishman is

neither one nor the other of the three."

But in India the term has a peculiar

signification as well as indiscriminate com

prehensiveness. It is the name given to

one of four great classes of Mohammedans,

the others being Saiyids, Shaikhs, and

Mughals. The Indian Pathan is held to be

specially favoured. Descended from the

prophet (our patriarch) Jacob, he inharits

the title of " Klian " conferred upon an

ancestor by Mohammed, the tribal designa

tion (originally Fath-an) being attributed

to the same source in memory of a victory

(fath) over the unbelievers. How the

learned Muslims in Eohilkhand and Hyder

abad would receive Dr. Bellew's fiat that

" Pathan " is " but the Hindustani form of

the native word Pukhtun," the "proper

patronymic of the people inhabiting the

country called Pukhtun-khwa," it is hard

to determine. They would assuredly not

abandon their traditions without a struggle.

But we believe that in this case the theory

of Western expounders is right ; and Dr.

Ernest Trumpp, in putting it forward with

much ingenuity some years ago, asserted

with Lassen that the TLolktvc: of Herodotus

were the forefathers of many whom we now

know as Afghans. Prof. Eawlinson's treat
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himself ; and the knowledge of this fact is a

constant source of anguish to him. One

after another he slays his best friends ; and

yet he is gentle, honourable, and benevolent,

languishing like the spell-bound prince in

the fairy tale until some one shall encounter

him -whose strong will and faith may

triumph over the mysterious influence of his

eyes. There are doubtless many readers
•who will expect little or nothing from a story

based on such a groundwork of idle tradi

tion as this. They may be right or wrong

in their prejudice; but, at any rate, they

will make a mistake if they decline better

acquaintance with Lady Margaret Majen-

die's creations for no other reason than

an unwillingness to lend themselves to a

momentary superstition. Quite apart from

the evil eye, its dire effects and its ultimate

subjugation, we meet in this romance a

.great deal that is pretty, fresh, credible, and

worthy of admiration. The characters of

the girl-lovers, Finette and Aglae, are

warmly conceived and developed with re

markable sweetness ; and it is impossible

•not to be interested in the fortunes of these

two unconventional Frenchwomen and of

their married schoolfellow Martha. The

men's characters are more indistinct than

those of the women, but even in them there

are touches which speak of considerable

finish in the author's design. It would

have been well if some care had been

■devoted to the revision of the book for the

press. It would not have exacted much

time or pains to read the sheets in proof ;

and the advantage would have been great.

There was really no need why Lady Majon-

dio's two volumes should have beeu marred

by this slovenliness of. punctuation—for that

is nearly all that is amiss. The defect is

mechanical, and might easily have been re

medied ; but, if the reader make due allow

ance for the drawback, the story as a whole

will please him. It is pretty even when

it is a trifle silly ; and if it occasionally

verges on affectation, he will scarcely be

disposed to call it anything worse than

quaint and ingenuous. It is only fair to

add that the printing and binding of ' Fas

cination ' are strikingly superior.

There is a good deal of character in the

simple farmhouse story Mrs. O'Reilly has

written. The natures of Kitty Deane, the

active-minded, warm-tempered child, whose

aspirations for something more stirring than

her dull domestic bfo find an outlet, after all,

sufficiently satisfying in the region which in

her ignorance she despised ; of Abel Thome,

her wise and manly brother, whose un

selfishness and honesty meet tho usual

reward of posthumous appreciation, while

in life he is thwarted and supplanted by

pettier spirits ; and of lame Christopher, his

cousin—one of those rare souls which com

bine sensitiveness with the strength that in

fluences others for their good—are completer

studies than one often sees in the compass

of a short story. The figures which are

more sketchily treated have also their own

individuality, such as the strong-minded

spinster of Hillside, who rules over the large

Thome family in virtue of a short temper

and a long purse, coupled with a weak heart

which is the subject of many calculations ;

George Thome, the sleek innkeeper, sub

servient and cunning ; John, the weaker

brother, who wins the popularity which

Abel deserves from all but the sharp-sighted

Kitty ; Dan and his rough sons, the unruly

flock of young Christopher. Of incident

there is but little : sudden deaths, with

sudden consequences to all the actors in the

plot, are the gravest occurrences. It is

a lifelike story, but not on that account

other than impressive in its sequences of

cause and effect. The Reed Farm, with

its treacherous ponds as the single dark

feature of its peac-efulness, is a typical as

well as appropriate setting for a romance of

common, life.

The second volume of the "Modern

Foreign Library" is much better than the

first. Mr. Venables has got hold of a suffi

ciently attractive original, and has translated

it very fairly, though not without some of

the slips which are almost unavoidable, save

by the exercise of great literary skill and

care, in rendering into one another two lan

guages so treacherously alike in vocabulary

and yet so dissimilar in signification as French

and English. For instance, we find in 'The

Sergeant's Legacy' the words, "She was

descended from the Counts de Raismes,

whose manor was near the forest of that

name." Now we have no doubt that the

original has " manoir," which is not the

equivalent of manor, but of manor-house.

However, these things are apparently inse

parable from translations of French novels,

and they are not so frequent in Mr. Venables'

work as in that of most translators. The

book which he has put at the service of the

English reader is lively enough and of

unexceptionable morality, and has, besides,

the advantage of dealing with stirring

times—the end of the seventeenth century

—and with a picturesque country, tho

Velay, that is to say, the district between

Auvergne and the Cevennes, of which Le

Puy is the capital

Yet another series of translations from

the French starts with M. Alphonse

Daudet's masterpiece, and with not the

worst work of the lady who calls herself

Andre Theuriet. Tho merits of both these

books are sufficiently well known, and we

need only say that the translations are fair,

and the volumes handy and conveniently

printed and bound. We must, however,

give notice that we cannot go on reviewing

these books. If English publishers find it

profitable to translate well-known French

novels by the dozen, by all means let them

do so ; but they must not expect to have

their versions criticized. J

PHILOLOGICAL BOOKS.

The Englishman and the Scandinavian; or, a

Comparison of Anglo - Saxon and Old Nurse

Literature. By Frederick Metcalfe. (Trubner

& Co.)—Mr. Metcalfe has produced a readable

volume, but scholars will not admire his style,

which is out of keeping with the serious pro

mises of the preface. The author says himself

that in 1876 he wrote a tractate on the subject

indicated by the title of the volume. It

' ' caught the attention of persons who read it,

men and women alike." But they wanted a

little more—" the customs, notions, language,

and literature of the two peoples, based on the

most rigid research, but adapted for a wider

class of readers than students only—a kind of

bird's-eye view of the whole matter, but with

sufficient depth and colour." In fact, the readers

of the tractate required the subject to be treated

withconsummate scholarshipin apopular

e

So far as we can judge, Mr. Metcalfe lias, how

ever, only addressed himself to the general

reader, and almost totally disregarded the

student. It may be a matter of opinion how

fir this was or was not the line to be adopted.

No one will deny that the execution does not

tally with the terms of the preface. But, after

all, it is equally undeniable that by writing as

he has done, Mr. Metcalfe has made a subject in

which he himself manifestly takes a vivid interest

more accessible to the general public, and thereby

has increased the chances of a wider interest

being taken in Anglo-Saxon and Old Norse

studies. At the same time it must not be for

gotten that in the comparison the Anglo-Saxon

gets so much the worse of it that it may be

truly said that readers and students are rather

warned against him than otherwise. In the

main, however, Mr. Metcalfe is right in his esti

mate of the literary products of the two peoples ;

but owing to the peculiarities of his style the

contrast becomes exaggerated at the expense

of the Anglo-Saxon, as we have said already.

This could hardly fail to be the result of what

is from the first a mistaken notion. The Anglo-

Saxons and the Norsemen have so few things in

common that they can hardly be compared ex

cept by points of contrast. The life of the two

peoples was ruled by laws so widely diverging

that the outcome of their mental energies could

exhibit only rare and faint family resemblances,

mostly, if not exclusively, confined to the lan

guage of the two races. Then, again, Mr.

Metcalfe chooses such a large subject for treat

ment that to do it full justice within so small

a scope as this volume would have required the

unremitting, self-criticizing labour of a lifetime.

In the Norse portion of the book, although it is

tho larger and the more interesting, Mr. Met

calfe is frequently led by guides who have

already been superseded. By reason of the

vastness of the subject he is obliged to refer

with brevity to momentous points, while, on the

other hand, he is decidedly too prolix on matters

which lie outside the main issue, such as the

episode relating to the copy of the Edda which

Worm caused to be made for Cardinal Mazarin,

&c. Much of the best and most critical

work relating to Norse literature is buried

in Transactions and pamphlets which have

nearly totally escaped Mr. Metcalfe's notice.

Had he been master of that most fertile litera

ture his book would certainly have borne a

different stamp. Mistakes in a volume of nearly

500 pages could hardly fail to occur ; but we

should have liked to see them a good deal

fewer than they actually are. We mention,

by way of illustration, the thirteen lines copied

(nt 380) from Thorvald Bjarnarson's most ex

cellent edition of ' Leifar fornra kristinna fweiSa

islenzkra':—"(jaer" for Jw es, "tvisvar"for

tvsvar, " Efia " for e{>a, "scaldi" for scvldi, "of

grimleic" for af grimleic, " luti " for hluti,

" latt >u" for latt tu, " illsco " for Ulzco,

" Romuborgar " for Rumaborgar, " og " for oc,

" orf>um " for or\>om, and " f>eire hlutir " for jpeir

hlutir. But there is much in the book worth

reading. A second edition we feel sure Mr.

Metcalfe will so revise as to bring it up to the

position of a standard work on the subject.

The Irish Calendar ascribed to Ocngus and

the Irish manuscript known as the Book of

Leinster, two works of importance to those in

terested in Gaelic studies, have been recently

published at Dublin by the Royal Irish Aca

demy. The work of Oengus was some years

since translated by the late Prof. O'Curry as

well as by Prof. J. B. Crowe, and a lithograph

of its entire Gaelic text and glosses was pub

lished in 1872. In the present issue the work

is printed in Roman type, with an English ver

sion by Dr. Stokes. Of the ' Book of Leinster '

»o translation has yet been published, but the

;ext in Gaelic is issued in a lithographic copy

executed by the late Mr. O'Longan. Descriptions

of these manuscripts, with photozincographic

specimens of them, were published in the second
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and third volumes of the Government series of

' National Manuscripts of Ireland.'

Collections for a Handbook of the Makua Lan

guage. By the Rev. Chauncy Maples. (Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge.)—This

praiseworthy little volume is one of the presents

to linguistic science made by the missionaries of

the Church of England, and we cannot be too

grateful for it. The language belongs to the

Eastern group and Zambesi branch of the great

Bantu family, which occupies the whole of

Africa south of the equator, with certain reserved

tracts for the remnants of the Hottentots and

Bushmen. It differs considerably from the

well-known Swahfli and the less well known,

though important, language of the Yao or

Ajawa, of which Chuma, Livingstone's faithful

attendant, is the representative man. The

Makiia are a large tribe, inhabiting the country

at the back of the Portuguese colonies of

Mozambique and in the basin of the river

Roviima ; they are a domestic and peace-loving

people, and a Christian mission is established in

their midst, as an outpost of civilization, and a

barrier against and check upon the slave traders

from Lake Nyassa.

Giovanni Beltrame, late a Roman Catholic

missionary in the regions of the Upper Nile,

published some years back a grammar in

Italian of the Denka language, which has

passed through a second edition this year. The

Denka are a large savage tribe occupying the

basin of the White Nile. The author lived

among them a long time ; the work is therefore

an original contribution to knowledge, and very

painstaking. This language belongs to the

Upper Nile Basin group of the pure Negro

family of African language.

We are indebted to the same author for a

slight but scientific sketch of the language of

the Akka tribe. These are the well-known

aboriginal dwarf races of Central Africa, west of

the Albert Nyanza, residing in the Monbotto

country, and mentioned by Schweinfurth and

other travellers. Two boys were brought to

Italy belonging to kindred tribes, but with

slightly different dialects ; they picked up a

little Arabic on their road through Egypt, and

by this mode of communication Beltrame at

Verona was able to extract from them certain

particulars with regard to their language. It

appears to be polysyllabic, and has not yet been

classified. The theory of a connexion between

these dwarf races and the Bushmen of tho ex

treme south has been started.

We have also on our table a vocabulary in

Dutch, Malay, and Achinese by P. Arriens, an

employe" of the Government of Holland in the

management of the newly conquered tracts of

Achin, the most northern portion of the island

of Sumatra, the attempt to subdue which has

occupied the Dutch arms seven years. This

work is in tho highest degree elementary, and

composed for practical wants without any scien

tific pretension. The Achinese belongs to the

Sumatra-Malacca group of the Malayan family ;

the people are Mohammedan and warlike.

BOOKS FOB, THE YOUNO.

Wothorpe-by-Stamford. By Catherine Holdich.

(Griffith & Farran.)

The Children's Journey, and other Stories. By

the Author of ' Our Children's Story,' &c.

(Strahan & Co.)

The Sea : its Stirring Story of Adventure, Peril,

and Heroism. By F. Whymper. 3 vols.

(Cassell & Co.)

The Boy's Froissart. Edited by Sidney Lamer.

(Sampson Low & Co.)

A picturesque old house at Wothorpe near

Stamford suggested a simple tale to Mrs. Hol-

dich's mind, a purely imaginary tale, in no way

connected with any one who has ever lived at

Wothorpe. It is not only a very simple tale,

but also very short and quite free from those

little complications which make up a plot, and

without which a story is not a story, but a mere

chronicle, and hardly an artistic production at

all. There is for a moment a dash of mystery

about two French ladies, who are harboured with

the utmost secrecy by the owners of the house

at Wothorpe ; but the reader is given to under

stand that they are people of rank, and it is a

sad disappointment to find the mystery cleared

up by the statement of their names and titles

and the fact that they had left France during a

time of revolution. The son of the houso having

fallen in love with the younger lady, and being

below her in rank, marriage is decreed to be im

possible, and the son, who belongs to a con

sumptive family, rapidly declines. There is but

one thing to object to positively in Mrs. Hol-

dich's very inoffensive little book, and that is

an unhealthy tendency to link consumption to

goodness. If the book is, as it appears to be,

mainly designed for girls, it would be far better

to show the possibility of there being noble-

minded, high-principled men among those who

have sound lungs, good spirits, and cheery

tempers.

The collection of children's stories published by

Messrs. Strahan & Co. is a favourable specimen

of the modern kind of nursery tales. The little

ones who wander off in the first tale to escape

the housekeeper left in charge during their

parents' absence, the Swiss boy who loses his

way on the hill and imperils the safety of his

brother and sister, the Mentonese Pascal and

his donkey, the little gipsy girl, and the rest,

will all be favourites among childish readers,

though probably they will be inclined to skip

the more sentimental passages. The author

shows much knowledge of the wayB and thoughts

of children, but this quality possibly attracts

grown readers more than the simple-minded

students who are intended to be benefited. It

is, in our experience, the most direct narrative

that finds most favour with such readers. The

charm of ' Robinson Crusoe ' and the ' Pilgrim's

Progress ' lies in their narrative, and secondarily

in the fact of the lessons to be drawn lying

beyond the first reach of the childish mind.

Whether introspection made easy is the best

mental food for beginners is at least doubtfuL

But nothing can be said against the tone of the

lessons conveyed in these graceful pages, and

there is much skill as well as good feeling in

the method of their conveyance.

Mr. Whymper's volumes are of the kind that

boys like. They are full of stories of peril and

adventure, and they are plentifully illustrated.

The tales of pirates will especially delight boys,

in whose eyes the buccaneer is always a hero.

In fact, parents who do not want their children

" to run away to sea " should be shy of giving

them this work.

' The Boy's Froissart ' is another book which

will be welcomed by boys. Years ago Messrs.

Burns & Oates published some ' Tales from

Froissart ' which were the delight of many chil

dren. The present volume will serve as a good

introduction to the fascinating chronicler, who

never wearies his admirers. A map or two would

have been a desirable addition.

LAW BOOKS.

The FrencJi Code of Commerce and the most usual

Commercial Laws, unth a Theoretical and

Practical Commentary, and a Compendium, of

the Judicial Organization and of the Course

of Procedure before the Tribunals of Commerce.

By Leopold Goirand. (Stevens & Sons.)

The French are pre-eminently an arranging

nation, though, politically at least, their arrange

ments are liable to rather sudden fluctuations.

Their first code of commerce is far the earliest

in modern Europe, dating, practically speaking,

from the seventeenth century, for the ordon-

nances of 1073 and 1681 were codes in effect.

But the first actual code in name as well as in

fact was that promulgated in 1807 and still in

force, so that our neighbours are indebted for

this, as for their general code, to their great

Alexander and Justinian, Napoleon I. Prussia

might seem at first sight to have the start of

France, having codified her mercantile laws in

1794, but, as we have already observed, France

had virtually codified her law in the seventeenth

century. Tho code of 1807 was imperfect, con

taining no general provisions as to contracts ; and

many of the systems of continental nations, though

in most instances based on the French, are more

suited to modern requirements, because later in

date. Hence numerous additions to and modi

fications of the French code have become neces

sary; and the importance of a commentary which,

dealing separately with each article or section,

shall give briefly the state and acceptation of

the law as now existing, is too obvious to

require argument. M Goirand gives this in

good plain English, for the benefit of English

readers, and his modest prayer for indulgence

in respect of supposed Gallicisms is not called

for by any such phrases, so far as we have been

able to discover. Indeed, taking up the book

and allowing it to fall open where it may, tho

reader will, we think, be prepared to say that

the language is sound, clear, and idiomatic,

and might have been assumed to be written

by an Englishman did not M. Goirand's preface

assure us of the contrary. To the actual code

of commerce M. Goirand adds various other

laws of commercial importance, such as the law

relating to commercial patterns and models, the

law on companies, the law on patents of inven

tions, &c. Upon the whole it would be difficult

to imagine a work more likely to be practically

useful to English persons engaged either in

carrying on mercantile enterprises or in advising

those who carry them on, where the trans

actions are regulated by the law as existing in

France. The time when such books will cease

to be wanted is the time—somewhat distant, we

fear, at present—when all civilized countries

shall agree to a general set of rules by whick

their commercial intercourse shall be regu

lated.

A Draft Code, of Criminal Law and Procedure.

By Edward Dillon Lewis. (C. Kegan Paul

& Co.)

Mb. Lewis in his preface informs his readers that

his work was commenced a considerable time

before the introduction into Parliament of the

Criminal Code Bill of the late Government, and

that notwithstanding the announcement of the

intended introduction of that Bill he did not

feel at liberty to relinquish his work, which was

then far advanced towards completion. The

Government Bill did not become law, and the

codification of the criminal law still remains to

be dealt with by Parliament. Under the circum

stances, therefore, it is well that Mr. Lewis

determined to complete his self-imposed task.

In preparing his draft of what he conceives,

would be a fair code of criminal law and pro

cedure, he has been " influenced by a desire to

produce a practical measure instead of adding

merely one other theory as to what should be

done in that direction "; and he claims for his

work " that it is the outcome of an extensive

and varied actual practical experience of the

subjects of which it treats." The work is

divided into six parts. Part i. deals with pre

liminary matters, and contains, among other

things, chapters on the constitution of the

Supreme Court of Criminal Judicature, officers,

ruleB of court, &c. Part ii. deals with proce

dure ; part iii. with offences and their punish

ments ; part iv. with juries ; part v. with the

protection of persons acting under the code ;

and part vi. relates to the repeal of existing

statutes. An appendix furnishes a number of

forms proper for use in criminal procedure.

There is no doubt that this work will afford

many useful hints to those who may be called

on to draw up a code of the criminal law, and

Mr. Lewis is entitled to the gratitude of the

public for his labours.
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Thi Principles of Legislation with regard to Pro-

ptrty given for Charitable and other Public

Uses. By Courtney Stanhope Kenny. (Reeves

<fc Turner.)

The working and results of charitable endow

ments give a new meaning to the old saying

that the worst place is paved with the best

intentions. Many readers of the treatises of

Sir Arthur Hobhouse and Mr. Kenny are likely

to arrive at the conclusion that on the whole

these endowments have both demoralized man

kind and augmented their sufferings. Mr.

Kenny himself, however, does not advocate

suppression, but he establishes the neces

sity for " supervision, restriction, and revision."

" Endowed charities," in his opinion, " have

done more good than harm, and should be pro

tected, but also superintended and controlled.'

Mr. Kenny has condensed a library into a port

able volume, which we can rocommend to our

readers. On two or threo collateral points Mr.

Kenny's arrangement and language may be found

a little puzzling. It would have been better,

for instance (pp. 79 and 80), to give Littre"s

derivation of the word " Mortmain," which Mr.

Kenny adopts, last, placing Coke's and Black-

stone's before it, with a plainer indication of

the reasons for coinciding with LittnS. Few

readers are likely to receive much instruction

from being told, " That this derivation is the

true one seems to be shown by its being the

only one which accounts for the employment of

the phrase in the law of serfdom as well as in

that of endowment."

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

Holidays in Home Counties, by Edward Wal-

ford, M.A. (Bogue), treats in a pleasant, gossip

ing way about excursions to various places of

interest in the south of England. Amongst

other famous buildings and interesting places

described by the author are Ely Cathedral,

St. Albans and Walthani Abbeys, Leeds and

Rochester Castles, Gilbert White's house at

Selborne, and Burnham Thorpe, the birthplace

of Lord Nelson. The book is nicely got up

and prettily illustrated.

We have more than once had occasion to

remark on the astonishing progress of biblio

graphical studies in the United States. Another

proof is before us in the masterly Catalogue of

Works relating to William Sliakspeare in the

Barton Collection of the Boston Public Library,

which Mr. Hubbard has compiled for the

Trustees.—To show, we suppose, that the race

of learned booksellers is not extinct, and that

there are still people who read the Fathers,

Mr. Stewart, of King William Street, Strand,

has begun A General Catalogue, of which Part I. ,

A-C, is before us.

The Royal Navy List (Witherby & Co.) has

reached its eleventh quarter. The details of

services have been much increased, and the

book would have delighted Miss Austen. It

reflects credit on its compilers, Mr. Warren and

Col. Lean.

The Harvard Register has entered on its

second year. This periodical owes its existence

to its editor, a Harvard undergraduate, full of

energy and resource, and it is to be hoped it

may succeed in establishing itself.

Wb have on oar table History of Political

Economy of Europe, by Jerome Adolphe Blanqui

(New York, G. P. Putnam's Sons),—A Winter

Tour through India, Bnrmah, and the Straits,

by H. E. Falk (Longmans),—Round Europe

with the Croxcd, by J. Maggs (Allen & Co.),

—The History of France, Vol. VL, by M.

Guizot, edited by Madame de Witt (Low),—

Preadamites, by A. Winchell (Trubner),—Intro

duction to the Study of Sign Language among the

North American Indians, by G. Mallery (Wash

ington, Government Printing Office),—A Scheme

of Shortened Handicriting (Poole),—The Origin

of the Homeric Poems, by Dr. H. Bonitz (New

York, Harper & Brothers),—Practical Photo

graphy, Part II. , by (). E. Wheeler (' The Bazaar'

Office),—- The Essential Chamcterisiics of the

Romantic and (Mltssiiat Styles, by C. H. Herford

(BoH),—Rev. Joseph - (JornVj Monday Lectures,

Part XVI. (Dickinson),—Extension, of Empire,

Weakness f Deficits, Ruin t by F. Lloyd and C.

Tebbitt (Kegan Paul),-—Life : its True Genesis,

by R. W. W'right (New York, G. P. Putnam's

Sons),—Principles and Portraits, by C. A. Bartol

(Boston, U.S., Roberts Brothers),—Hiijhland

Legends, by Sir T. D. Lauder, Bart. (Hamilton),

—The Political Comedy of Europe, by D. John

son (Low),—Lea rchus, by J. Williams (Wyman

& Sons),—Gicynnedd: a Tragedy, by the Author

of ' Margaret's Engagement ' (Moxon, Saunders

& Co.),—The Princess Elizabeth: a Lyric Drama,

by F. H. Williams (Philadelphia, Claxton),—

Madonna, by the Rev. M. Russell (Dublin,

GUI & Son),—Poems, by Sir S. Ferguson (Bell),

—The Tiberiad, by J. Gemmel (Glasgow, Mac-

Lehose),—Poets in the Pxdpit, by the Rev. H. R.

Haweis (Low),—A Life's Decision, by T. W.

Allies (Kegan Paul),—and A Modern Pharisee,

by J. C. Coghlan (Kegan Paul).

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Fine Art.

Notes on Sketching Tours, by an Architect, 4to. 2/0 swd.

History and Biography.

Burke's (9. H ) Historical Portraits of ttie Tudor Dynasty,

Vol. 2, 8vo. 15/ cl.

Geography and Travel.

Baughan'sfR.) Northern Watering-Placea, 8vo. 2/ cl.
Hunt's (S. K.) On the Nile, cr. 8vo. 3/ cl.

Le Mesurier's (Major) Diary, Kandahar In 1879, er. 8vo. 8/ cl.

Science.

Dawson's (J. W.) Chain of Life in Geological Time, 6/6 cl.
Mill's (J.) Introductory Header to Geology, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Savage's (M.J.) Morals of Evolution, cr. Svo. 5/ cl.

General Literature.

Compaing (C.) and Devere's (L.) Complete Manual of Cut
ting, Parts 3 and 4 In 1 Vol., 10/ cl.

Doyle's (D.) An Essay on Education and the State of Ire
land, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

Henderson's (W.) Notes on the Folk-lore of the Northern
Counties of England and the Borders, 8vo. 12/ cl.

Hope's (B.) Shadow uf a Life, a Girl's Story, 3 vols. 31/6 cl.
Kolb's (G. F.) The Condition of Nations, Social and Political,

translated, edited, and collated to 1880 by Mrs. Brewer,
roy. 8vo. 42/ cl.

Maudley's (J. G.) Woman outside Christendom, 8vo. A/ cl.
Payne's (J.) Lectures on the Science and Art of Education,

with other Lectures and Essays, edited by his Son,
J. F. Payne, with Introduction bv Rev. R. H. Quick, 9/

Very's (Lieut. E. W.) Navies of the World, 3vo. 31/6 cl.

FOREIGN.

Fine Art and Arc/urology.

Ausgrabungen (Die) zu Olympia, Vol. IV., edited by E.
Uurtius, F. Adler, and G. Treu, 60m.

Drama.

Delalr (P.) : Garin, Drame en f> Actes en Ten, 3fr. 60.

Geography.

Civiale (A.): Carte des Alpes, 2ofr.
Jahrbuch d. Schweizer Alpenclub, 1879-80, 11m.

Science.

Auerbach (G.): Das Anthracen u. seine Derivate, 7m. 20.
Gerlach (J. v.): Beitrage zur Anatomic d. Menschlichen

Auges, 4m.
Hertwig (O. und R.): Studten zur Blltttcrtheorle, Part 2,

Die Chaetognathen, 6m.
Schemer (H.): Die polydimensionalen Grossen u. die

vollkommenen Primzahlcn, Sin. 60.
Uhlandt W. H.): Die Dampfmaschinen m. Schiebersteuerung,

7m.
Wiedersheim (R.) : Morphologische Studien, Part 1, 5m.

General Literature.

Le Sottisier de Voltaire, imprime pour la premiere fois
d'apre-s le Manuscrit Atitographe de Voltaire, avec une
Preface par Leouaon le Due, 3ofr.

Vautier (G.): Le Remords du Doctcur, 3fr.

THE BRITISH MUSEUM READING ROOM.

4, Wyndham Crescent, Junction Road, July 31, 1880.

For some years past readers at the British

Museum have complained of the insufficiency

of the number of seats. More accommodation

has lately been provided by placing narrow

tables between the radiating avenues, but, not

withstanding the addition, readers arriving

during the afternoon—especially Saturday after

noon—can rind no seat. Twenty or thirty

desks—perhaps more—have either the word

"Engaged" written on the blotting-pad, or they

are reserved by books and papers being placed

on them. Such seats are thus engaged chiefly

by men who, working until closing time at the

Record Office or Somerset House, are anxious

to get an hour or so at the British Museum

afterwards. Knowing that it is impossible to

get a seat in the afternoon, they either drop in

for a few minutes between nine and ten, and

secure their seats, or get some friend to do it

for them. Such a practice is undoubtedly

wrong, but inasmuch as I have frequently

resorted to it myself, I do not condemn it, but

what I do condemn is the cause that leads to it.

Every frequenter of the room knows full well

that there are many so-called readers who have

no right to the privileges of the Library. If they

were eliminated, there is more than sufficient

accommodation for literary workers. Glanco

over their shoulders and see the books they are

reading or, on sultry summer afternoons, sleep

ing over. I am well aware that it is impossible

to turn such drones out. Indeed, in some cases,

a man may be doing literary work (of a certain

sort) in reading up back London Journal stories.

But there is a class which certainly should be

excluded, and that is the advertisers. Some

time ago there was a reader who had his letters

addressed to a coffee-shop in Museum Street.

Every morning he would come into the Reading

Room with a huge parcel of letters, and occupy

the whole day in replying to them. Only this

afternoon I saw a reader (?) with Kelly's ' Staf

fordshire Directory ' before him, addressing

wrappers to all the hotel-keepers and publicans

in that county. Has the Reading Room of the

British Museum become a trade circular office,

and must real workers be turned out of their

legitimate nests by such wretched cuckoos ?

J. E. Cessans.

EDGAR ALLAN POE.

By referring to Appendix F. in vol. ii. of my

' Lifo of Poe,' Mr. Joseph Gostwick will see

that I have not ignored the fact that his useful

little ' Handbook of American Literature ' was

the first English publication to throw doubt on

Griswold's statements. In the Mirror for

January, 1874, I referred more fully to the

remarks of the ' Handbook's ' (to me) unknown

author, but had to concede to Mr. Moy Thomas

the credit of having been the real pioneer of the

truth in England with regard to Griswold's

' Life of Poe,' because of his essay in the Train

Magazine for April, 1857. John H. Ingram.

AN ITALIAN GHOST STORY.

Or the many grand old buildings that adorn

the fair city of Florence, two of the most

remarkable for architectural excellence and

artistic decorations are undoubtedly the palaces

that bear the names of the ancient and noble

families of Strozzi and Riccardi. The honour

able descent, the great actions, the former vast

wealth and power and magnificence of those two

illustrious Florentine houses are matter of

history. In the Riccardi palace my good old

friend, now, alas ! no more, the Marcheso Carlo

Riccardi-Strozzi was born, on the 15th of June,

1801, son of the Marchese Vincenzo, who was

the son of the Marchese Giuseppe Riccardi and

of the Marchesa Anna, who was the daughter of

Count Amerigo Strozzi. In this great palace till

the ago of fourteen he passed a part of every

year. He must have looked often with wonder

and admiration at the marvellous frescoes by

Benozzo Gozzoli in the old Medicean chapel,

at the gorgeous ceiling in the great gallery

painted by Luca Giordano, at the Latin inscrip

tions and busts and sarcophagi that adorn the

court, at the old books and MSS. of the famous

library, which it is a pleasure to enter and a

regret to leave. Ho must have heard that the

old palace built by Cosimo Pater Patrias, where

popes, emperors, kings, princes, illustrious

statesmen, scholars, and artists had been

honourably received, had been almost doubled

in size and restored and enriched by his

ancestors the Riccardis,—he must have seen the
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pomp of his family, the festive meetings, the

ceremonious receptions, and the thirty servants

in the Riccardi livery who carried torches in the

procession of Corpus Domini,—he must have been

told and felt that he was heir to all this wealth

and splendour. It may easily be imagined what
•were his feelings and sufferings when the crash

of ruin came upon his family in the year 1814.

The ruin was almost complete. The palace, in

cluding the library, passed into the possession of

the State. The effect of that sudden change

upon the boy of fourteen was seen to the last in

the man. The Marchese Carlo Riccardi-Strozzi

led a retired and studious life, dividing his

time between the administration of the estates

which came to him from his mother and his

literary occupations.

Fortunately for him in his great misfortune,

the property which he inherited from his

mother was considerable. It consisted of a great

palace, famous for its grand staircase, at the

corner of the Piazza del Duomo, purchased from

the Guadagni family ; of an estate at Campi, com

prising the old tower or fortress of Campi, and a

little castle at Santa Maria di Monte Morello, like

my castle of "Vincigliata, but smaller ; of a villa

and estate at La Panieretta, a few miles from Pog-

fibonsi ; of the villa and estate of San Donato in

'erano, in the province of Chianti ; and of the

great villa and estate of Querceto, in the parish

of San Martino a Mensola, near Florence.

These estates he visited yearly in regular routine

and at stated seasons. To the magnificent villa

and estate of Saletta, near Pontedera, the last

remnant of the Riccardi property, he rarely

went, and only for very brief visits, as he pos

sessed only one-half of it. It was chiefly owing

to the vicinity of the villa of Querceto to my

villa of Majano that I became acquainted with the

Marchese Carlo Riccardi-Strozzi. The acquaint

ance became intimate and ripened into friend

ship. Ever since the year 1427, and perhaps

earlier, Querceto has been a favourite villa of

the Strozzis. In the chapel there is a most

beautiful work of art, a Madonna and Child,

by Luca della Robbia. In the great saloon are

many portraits of the family, not a few of

officers and generals in the service of the Holy

Roman Empire, this branch of the Strozzis

having adhered to that empire, as the elder

branch adhered to the kings of France. My

friend Marchese Carlo amongst other accom

plishments was a good German scholar, and

translated into Italian the life of Bianca Capello

by Siebenkees, which he had the kindness to

dedicate to me. As to the Holy Roman Empire,

I remember an old contadino at Majano who

would not hear of the French emperor or any

other modern emperor ; he always said with

grave emphasis, "There is one God, one Pope,

one Emperor." After many pleasant visits to

Querceto and Campi and La Panieretta, I had

the pleasure many years ago of staying for some

days at San Donato, in Chianti. It is about

thirty miles from Florence, the road passing

through hilly country, and traversing Greve and

Panzano, an ancient possession of the Ricasolis,

now belonging to my friend Alberto Ricasoli,

son-in-law of the well-known statesman Baron

Bettino Ricasoli, and skirting part of Radda,

which is the chief town of the province of

Chianti. The country is hilly, almost moun

tainous, thinly inhabited, its chief produce

being its celebrated wine and acorns, on which

great quantities of hogs, called in Italian, for

euphony, " animali neri," are fed. The villa of

San Donato stands high, commanding fine and

extensive views. It is a great isolated building,

like many other Italian provincial villas, with

no pretensions to architectural beauty, and with

none of the pleasant surroundings of an English

country house—no gardens, no pleasure-ground,

—nothing but the usual prato or lawn, but not

kept like English lawns, with a well and a

dwarf wall round part of it. At the back the

ground rises rapidly, sheltering it from the

north-east, and there are great woods of oak

and of Spanish chestnut trees. On the southern

and western slopes are the poderi farms forming

the estate, cultivated to a great extent as vine

yards. The way of life at San Donato was old-

fashioned and enjoyable. The family consisted

of the Marchese ; the present Marchesa, whom

he married late in life on the death of his first

wife, a Zondadari of Siena, with whom he had

never lived happily, and from whom he was

early in life separated ; of his sister-in-law, and

generally two or three priests, who lived or visited

frequently at San Donato, in the hope of receiving

some good piece of church preferment from the

Marchese ; who inherited from his ancestors the

patronage of many well-endowed benefices.

These priests were generally very acceptable

companions, being well informed on local and

family history, especiallyof Chianti. There were

other visitors, some from the neighbourhood,

and one or two from Florence. Every one rose

at the hour he fancied, having coffee or a very

slight early breakfast ; then, if the weather per

mitted, little excursions were made till about

half-past eleven, when all assembled at the

regular breakfast, which was almost a dinner.

Then came longer excursions—to Meleto, belong

ing to Alberto Ricasoli ; to Vistareni, the half

of the San Donato property which had de

scended to Prince Ferdinand Strozzi, and where

there was a modern paXaizone, or big palace,

hardly ever inhabited by the family ; to the

little town of Radda ; to the very ancient Val-

lombrosan Abbey of Cotibuono, now partly the

village parsonage and partly the villa and

fattoria of the Giuntini family (this famous

abbey was founded and largely endowed by the

Ricasoli family ; there is a list of abbots from

1061 to 1808, the date of the suppression, and

an inscription in honour of the Ricasolis :

" Cujus auctor Hieremias, vir ille pius, potens,

liberalis, qui in oppido suo Montis Grossuli et in

aliis compluribus ab Arno ad Arbiam late

quondam dominabatur," &c); to Brolio, the

stately castle of Baron Bettino Ricasoli, lately

restored by him at vast expense and with ex

quisite taste ; and to many more interesting

places in Chianti. At half-past seven or later

came dinner, which lasted a long time, the

Marchese delighting in sitting long at table and

in dinner conversation. Afterwards, for those

who liked it, there was some old-fashioned game

at cards till about eleven, when we parted and

retired to our bed-rooms. I have seldom passed

a week with more satisfaction. There were

pure keen air, good country fare, something

new worth seeing every day, pleasant, well-

informed companions, and the old-fashioned

cordiality of the master of the house, that made

every one feel at home and at his ease.

One day an old priest, who held one of the

Marchese's benefices and often acted as chaplain

at San Donato, and who seemed to know every

thing about everybody, told me, amongst other

things relating to the Strozzis of San Donato,

that many years ago, in making some internal

alterations which required an opening in a very

thick wall, the workmen suddenly came upon

the skeleton of a man in a standing position,

built into the wall. He was dressed in the

costume of about 1620-40, well known from de

scriptions, and better from the portraits by

Van Dyck, Suatermans, and other painters of the

time. The dress had partly mouldered away,

the skeleton had become a parched-up mummy,

and only from the well-preserved teeth and

light-brown hair it could be conjectured that

he had died young. On the head was a broad-

brimmed felt hat, like that in the well-known

pictures of King Charles I. of England. One of

the workmen took the hat and wore it till it was

worn out. There was no judicial investigation.

Who he was, whence he came, and how and

why he had been built into the wall, became for

a time the evening talk of the priests and con-

tadini in the neighbourhood, and was soon for

gotten for newer subjects of village conversation.

The old priest said there was a tradition of a

lover surprised by a jealous husband, a Strozzi,

who had married a Genoese beauty about two

hundred years ago or more, and who suddenly

disappeared, and was never seen or heard of

afterwards. He cautioned me not to ask the

Marchese about it, as he disliked any mention

of that part of his family history.

After some fine weather and pleasant excursions

there came a day of continual heavy rain, so

not being able to go out of doors, we went most

of us on a tour through the house. There are

more than one hundred rooms, some modernized

and with modern furniture, some gloomy, bus

interesting, from being in appearance and in

furniture much as they were in the seventeenth

century. In one of them, having on the stone

architrave of the door the date 1620 and the

letters " O. S.," we found a number of old pic

tures resting on the floor and turned to the

wall, mostly saints, landscapes, and portraits of

little merit and in bad condition. One of

them was, however, a really good picture, and,

though damaged and torn and dark with age

and neglect, made a great impression on me.

It was a full-length portrait of a beautiful young

woman in the picturesque dress of the seven

teenth century, and from what could be dis

tinguished of the figure, the fine features, and

the singularly bright and expressive eyes, re

minded me instantly of a charming portrait

by Van Dyck in a Durazzo palace at Genoa.

Round the fair graceful neck was a very thir*

silk or plaited hair chain, supporting a very

small medallion of a reddish colour. The name

of the lady depicted, the date, and the name of

the painter had been carefully and thoroughly

erased. When I called the Marchese's atten

tion to it, he looked at it with an embarrassed

air, remarked that it was probably a fancy por

trait of some stranger, and immediately turned

it to the wall. In a moment after he opened

a cupboard full of books, and kindly told me-

that, as I had a liking for old books, I might

examine them, and take those which I thought

worth taking. Collectors and lovers of old

books may imagine with what eagerness and

curiosity I began my search in the cupboard.

There were many volumes of theology and lives-

of saints and books of travels. Amongst them

was the collection of voyages, in three volumes,

folio, published at Venice by Ramusio, 1559-

1565 ; also a book on cookery by Bartolomeo-

Scappi, cook to Pope Paul V. (Camillo Bor-

ghese), printed at Venice 1610, with a number

of most interesting illustrations of every object

relating to the kitchen and carving and the

service of the table ; also, ' Tractatus de Veneni*

a Magistro Petro de Abbano editus, Paduer

Anno Domini mcccclxxii. Deo Gratias. ' When

I had arrived at this point, 1 was called away

to dinner ; the time occupied by that meal and

the evening conversation seemed to me much

longer than usual. As soon as possible, when

it was about eleven, I rushed back to my book

cupboard, and carried most of the books to my

bed-room. The operation of glancing at the

title-pages, selecting, and carrying the books in

packets from the lumber-room to my bed-room

occupied more than an hour. I then seated

myself on the floor, with a couple of candles,

and my books, and proceeded with my inspec

tion. The first volume was entitled ' I Donneschi

Difotti da Giuseppe Passi, Ravenate in Venetia

mdci.' The heading of one of the chapters

made me smile : "Delle Donne Maghe, Incan-

tatrici, venefiche, malefiche, superstitiose, fattu-

chiere, stregho o strigimache." The next book

was ' Tableau Historique des Ruses et Subtilitez

des Femmes, oil sont naifvement representees

leurs moeurs, humeurs, tirannies, trompe"ries et

ge'ne'ralement leurs artifices et practiques,' par

L. S. R., Paris, 1623. Then came a thin folio,

bound in parchment, ' Tychonis Brahe Astro-

nomiee instauratoe mechanica, Noribergas, Anno

1602,' with a very remarkable engraving of the

great astronomer, one of Uranienburg, and

several of astronomical instruments. It appears
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from an inscription on the fly-leaf to have

belonged to " II Duca D° Rob° Dndleo di North-

umbria," son of Queen Elizabeth's favourite,

Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, and of the Lady

Douglas Sheffield—a learned and accomplished

courtier and man of science, well known in Tus

cany, where he lived for many years, employed by

the Grand Dukes in military and naval construc

tions, and in designing the enlargement and im

provement of the port of Leghorn. This volume

was especially welcome, as I had devoted much

time for many years to researches in the archives

and libraries and public offices of Florence re

specting this Robert Dudley and his family, and

have a boxful of books, manuscripts, letters,

and documents relating to the subject. Then I

took up a ' Compendio dell' Arte Esorcistica et

Possibility delle Mirabili it Stupende Opera-

tioni delli Demoni & de' Malefici del P. F. Giro-

lamo Menghi da Viadana Minor Osservante,'

Bologna, 1576. The headings of two chapters

amused me greatly, and made me ponder on

the strange things which have been believed

in by mankind. First, "Come gli Demoni Bi

faccino Incubi & Succubi," &c. ; secondly,

" Che Cosa sia Strega, Overo, Strigimaga; dell'

Ethimologia & Natura di Questo Nome ; &

delli Modi, con li quali li Demoni cercano

Augumentare Questa Perfida & scelerata setta

Loro." Next came 'Lea Voyages de Jean

Strays en Moscovie, en Tartarie, aux Indes, &

en d'autres Pays Strangers, a Amstredam,

1681.' This was the most modern of the books

in the cupboard. On the title-page is written

" Chardin," and on the margin in several pages

there are notes in Chardin's small, clear, delicate

handwriting, commenting on Jean Struys's

marvellous narratives. One of the engravings

in the book is frightful and sickening ; it is in

two parts. In one a Persian husband, assisted

by two servants, is flaying alive his wife, who is

fastened naked to a St. Andrew's cross. In the

other he is exhibiting to his friends the skin

nailed to the wall. Jean Struys says he was

near the house and heard the wretched woman's

shrieks, but no one dared to interfere.

As I was thinking over the tortures of the

victim, the detestable cruelty of the monster

in human shape who inflicted them, and the

cowardly indifference of his neighbours, I was

surprised by a very slight sound as of rustling

silk, and, looking up from my books, I distinctly

saw a female figure in a white dress slowly

gliding round the room, feeling the wall with

her hands, as if searching for some particular

spot. My first impression was that it was a

trick to try my nerves invented by some one of

the guests. I remembered a secret passage in

my villa at Majano commanding a bed-room,

where tricks were practised in former times to

frighten visitors, especially those coming from

a distance. But then I had, according to my

custom, carefully examined every part of the

room, one of the great old-fashioned rooms of

the house. The floor was of bricks painted like

granite, the ceiling of beams in the Venetian

style ; there was no fireplace, according to the

old fashion, which allowed generally only two

fireplaces to a house, one in the great hail and

one in the kitchen. There was very little furni

ture, and the only suspicious-looking objects

were two great cupboards, not movable or pro

jecting from the side of the room, but let into

the wall, which was unusually thick, the depth

of the cupboards alone being at least a yard.

As usual, I had locked the door. All this flashed

through my mind in an instant. Then, I confess

it, there came over me that peculiar sensation

called creeping of the flesh— " arrectseque

horrore comae, et vox faucibus hassit." I felt

my hair standing on end, and my voice Btuck

in my throat. I tried to speak, and could not.

At last I moved. At that moment the figure

turned towards me, and I saw at once the image

of the portrait in the old room ; the same white

figured silk dress, the same lace, the medallion,

the brown hair, and the strange bright eyes

with a feverish and melancholy expression. I

started to my feet, and in so doing overturned

and extinguished the candles. I had not closed

either the outer or inner shutters ; there was no

moon, but a very dim twilight, partly, I sup

pose, from the stars. Unluckily I had no

matches to strike a light. There was the figure,

which appeared to move in a light of its own

—a sort of halo, as it seemed to me.

Slowly it left the wall and disappeared in

the bed—a great bed of the seventeenth cen

tury, with a carved walnut-wood canopy and

red damask silk hangings, of the size and form

of a bed I have at the villa of Majano, except

that mine is more modern, being of the last

century, and having the canopy of carved wood

gilt and the hangings of figured blue silk. I

remained for a time, I know not how long,

standing bewildered in the middle of the room,

straining my eyes towards the bed. The semi-

darkness and the silence became oppressive ; I

felt stupefied—an irresistible fascination fixed

my thoughts. I undressed hurriedly and almost

unconsciously climbed into the bed. I must

have fallen into a trance or a deep sleep—so

deep that I was only wakened by a loud knock

ing at my door. I jumped out of bed. It was

late—so late that breakfast was ready ; so the

servant told me, and he had been sent by the

Marchess to see if I was ill or had gone out.

As I was dressing I saw something on the floor ;

it was a little medallion—a garnet or very red

amethyst, or a carbuncle or a ruby, I cannot

say positively which—with an exquisite ancient

Greek engraving of a sphinx, with a very thin

gold setting and a very small chain, either of

silk or plaited hair, with a tiny gold clasp. I

send you an impression of it. When I appeared

in the breakfast-room every one looked at me

with a peculiar expression—at least I thought so

—especially the Marchese, who, however, asked

very kindly as to my health, observing that I

looked pale and haggard. I thanked him,

merely remarking that I had sat up too long

over the books and had not been able to sleep

till early in the morning. I put into his hand

the medallion, telling him where I had found it.

He looked at it curiously and nervously, turning

very pale. He gave it back to me, saying that

it had probably fallen out of one of the books,

that as he had given me the books, he begged

me to accept the medallion also, and to keep it

carefully as a slight remembrance of my visit

to San Donate Shortly after breakfast the

party broke up, as had been previously arranged,

and I returned to Florence.

I make no attempt at an explanation. A

quarter of a century or more has elapsed since

that night. The vision haunts me to this day.

Often at night I seem to be in that old bed

with the apparition looking steadfastly at me

with radiant eyes, and I wake with a start and

in a fever, to wonder at the mysteries which

perplex human reason. J. Temple Leader.

SANSKRIT MANUSCRIPTS IN JAPAN.

Oxford, Au|ru«t 2, 1880.

At the end of my paper on ' Sanskrit Texts in

Japan,' printed in the last number of the Journal

of the Royal Asiatic Society, and fully reported

in the Athetueum, I mentioned in a postscript

(March 10th) that I had received from Mr. Wylie

a copy of a vocabulary called ' A Thousand San

skrit and Chinese Words,' compiled by I-tsing,

about 700 a. d. , and brought to Japan by Zikaku,

a Japanese priest, in 847 a. d. The edition of this

vocabulary which Mr. Wylie bought in Japan

was published by Jiakumyo in 1727, and in the

preface the editor says : "In the temple Horiuji,

in Yamato, there are treasured PrajMparamita-

hridaya-sutram and Sonsho-dharanl, written on

two palm-leaves, handed down from Central

India."

Horiuji is one of eleven temples founded

by Prince Umayado, who died in a.d. 621.

This temple is in a town named Tatsuta, in the

province Yamato, near Kyoto, the western

capital. I ended my article with the following

sentence : " Here, then, we have clear evidence

that in the year 1727 palm-leaves containing the

text of Sanskrit Sutras were still preserved in

the temple of Horiuji. If that temple is still in

existence, might not some Buddhist priest of

Kyoto, the western capital of Japan, be induced

to go there to see whether the palm-leaves are

still there, and, if they are, to make a copy and

send it to Oxford ? "

Sooner than expected this wish of mine has-

been fulfilled. On the 28th of April Mr.

Shigefuyu Karihara, of Kyoto, a friend of one of

my Sanskrit pupils, Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio, who for

some years had himself taken an interest in

Sanskrit, went to the temple or monastery of

Horiuji to inquire whether any old Sanskrit

MSS. were still preserved there. He was told

that the priests of the monastery had recently

surrendered their valuables to the Imperial

Government, and that the ancient palm-leaves,

had been presented to the emperor.

In a chronicle kept at the monastery of

Horiuji it is stated that these palm-leaves

and other valuables were brought by Ono>

Imoko, a retainer of the Mikado (the Empress

Suiko), from China (during the Sui dynasty,

589-618) to Japan, in the thirty-seventh year

of the age of Prince Umayado, i. e., a.d.

609. The other valuable articles were :

1. Nid, i. e., a cymbal used in Buddhist

temples ; 2. Midzu-game, a water vessel ; 3.

Shaku-jio, a staff, the top of which is armed

with metal rings, as carried by Buddhist priests -r

4. Kesa (Kashaya), a scarf, worn by Buddhist

priests across the shoulder, which belonged to-

the famous Bodhidharma ; 5. HaAi, a bowl,

given by the Bame Bodhidharma. These things

and the Sanskrit MSS. are said to have belonged

to some Chinese priests, named Wai-sz (Yeshi)

and Nim-shin (Neuzen), and to four others suc

cessively, who lived in a monastery on the

mountain called Nan-ngok (Nangak), in the

province of Hang (K6) in China. These palm-

leaf MSS. may, therefore, be supposed to date

from at least the sixth century a.d., and be, in

fact, the oldest Sanskrit MSS. now in existence.

May we not hope that his Excellency Mori

Arinori, who expressed so warm an interest in

this matter when he was present at the meet

ing of the Royal Asiatic Society, will now lend

us his powerful aid, and request the Minister of

the Department of the Imperial Household to-

allow these MSS. to bo carefully copied or

photographed ? After the misfortune that has

happened lately to Prof. Mommsen, we hardly

venture to ask for a loan of the originals.

F. Max Muixer,

Uitrrarrj Gossip.

A collection of the ' Published Letters of

John Ruskin, D.C.L.,' is to appear shortly,

edited, with illustrative and explanatory

notes, by " An Oxford Pupil." The first

volume, which will be issued early in Sep

tember next, will contain Letters on Art

and Science ; the second will be devoted to

Letters on Polities, Economy, and Miscel

laneous Matters. A fac-simile of one of the

letters will be given with the first volume.

As usual, copies are to be supplied by Mr.

George Allen, of Orpington.

Mn. Walter Besaxt has, we are glad to

know, undertaken to prepare for Messrs.

Blackwood & Sons a volume of ' Headings '

from Rabelais. The book will be ready by

the new year.

At a meeting of the Roxburghe Club, Mr.

Frederic Ouvry, Fellow and late President

of the Society of Antiquaries, was unani

mously elected a member in the room of Sir

William Stirling-Maxwell. It was resolved
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to print for the Club Sir John Harington's

manuscript treatise on the succession to the

Crown, 1602, from the Chapter Library at

York Minster.

We understand that a narrative of events

in Macedonia during the last few months is

about to be published in London. The

facts are drawn from local sources, and the

object of their publication is to show that

the country is reduced to a terrible condi

tion of anarchy.

By a recent order of the Court of Chan

cery in Ireland, an annual sum of about

thirty-five pounds is to be entrusted to the

Royal Irish Academy for the establishment

and remuneration of a " Professor of Celtic

Languages." This amount, it appears, is

derived from a sum collected for a memorial

to the late Rev. James Todd, D.D., author

of a 'Life of St. Patrick,' &c. Under

the Chancery order the professors are to

be appointed at stated intervals by the

Academy, to lecture on subjects prescribed

for them in connexion with Celtic languages.

It seems that some of the subscribers to the

fund considered the amount available too

small for a professorship, in view of what

has been done in that direction in Scotland

and at Oxford, and they were in favour of

having the money applied to the publication

of a valuable Irish manuscript, to be pre

sented to public libraries as a memorial of

Dr. Todd.

Some little time ago the new enthusiasm

for Gaelic study took the form of a promise

of a manual suitable for Highland schools,

and now we learn that tourists during the

coming autumn are to be provided with a

handbook of Gaelic phrases, with pronoun-

ciation, from the pen of Mrs. Mary Mac-

kellar.

The work of H.I.H. the Archduke Ludwig

Salvator of Austria, ' Leukosia, the Capital

of Cyprus,' illustrated by his own hand, and

translated into English by Chevalier Krapf

LiverhofF, the Austro-Hungarian Consul-

General in London, will soon be brought out

by an English firm.

That zealous antiquary, Mr. Ebsworth, is

busy with another volume, to be called ' One

Hundred Years of Molash Eecords, 1781 to

1880 : being the Burial Registers of Molash

Parish, near Ashford, Kent, edited by the

Present Vicar.'

Prof. Knoll, of Vienna, the editor of

Babrius's fables, is now visiting English

libraries for the purpose of making a more

elaborate edition of that work. He intends

to bring out a complete collection of Greek

fables.

The Curators of the Tajlorian Institu

tion, Oxford, decided at their last meeting

that the German teachership, vacated by Dr.

Hamann, should not bo filled up for the next

term.

Prof. Palmer's new translation of the

Koran, which is to appear in Prof. Max

Midler's "Sacred Books of the East," is

nearly ready. Two more volumes of the

same series are in the press, one containing

a translation of the ' Parinibbana-Sutta '

{'The Great Decease'), by Mr. Rhys Davids ;

another the ' Sutta Nipiita,' by Prof. Faus-

boll, and the ' Dhammapada,' by Prof. Max

Midler.

Dr. Landels, of Regent's Park Chapel,

is writing a biography of his son, the Rev.

John Landels, who died not long ago at

Genoa, at the outset of a promising minis

terial career in Italy.

TnE following appointments, &c, may

be mentioned. Canon Stubbs has been

nominated a member of the Munich

Academy. Mr. Stephen Tucker, Rouge

Croix Pursuivant, has been appointed

Somerset Herald, succeeding to the vacancy

caused by the death of Mr. l'lanche. Signor

Antonio Farinelli has been elected Professor

of Italian at University College, Gower

Street, Prof. Volpe having resigned his

professorship on account of ill health.

"VVe regret to hear of the death of Capt.

E. Dyne Fenton, the author of several suc

cessful novels, 'Sorties from Gib., in Quest of

Sensation and Sentiment,' ' Eve's Daughters,'

and 'B., an Autobiography.' He had left

the army, and had been residing quietly at

Scarborough since the death of his wife,

three years ago. After suffering much pain

from an injury to his foot, he died on Thurs

day, the 29th of July. He was a great

favourite with all who knew him. As an

amateur photographer he had few equals,

his Spanish views especially being highly

esteemed.

There will appear very shortly in Ger

many the correspondence of Novalis with

Friedrich, August Wilhelm, Charlotte, and

Caroline Schlegel, edited by Dr. J. M.

Raich. This is the first time that the letters

exchanged by Hardenberg with his friend

Friedrich Schlegel have been published to

the world. Indeed, the letters were long

thought to havo perished, and quite lately

the literary historian R. Haym expressed h«S

Tegrets on this subject.

Mrs. Alexander is going to entertain the

public with a new novel, entitled ' The

Freres,' which will commence in the Temple

Bar magazine for 1881. Mrs. Leith Adams

has again undertaken the editorship of the

Kensington Magazine. - -

The College of the Teachers' Training

and Registration Society will open again in

September, under the superintendence of

Miss Agnes "Ward, late of the Notting Hill

High School. Miss Ward is a sister of Mr.

T. H. Ward, Fellow of Brasenose College,

Oxford, editor of ' The English Poets :

Selections with Critical Introductions.' The

College was very successful at the last Cam

bridge Examination for Teachers' Certifi

cates. Fifteen present and two former

students passed in all three subjects.

Dr. Harkavy, of the Imperial Library of

St. Petersburg, has discovered amongst the

new collection of the MSS. of this library

the greater part of R. Saadyah Gaon's

Arabic commentary on Isaiah. Up to the

present time we knew only of his Arabic

translation of Isaiah, of which Prof. Lagarde

is preparing a new edition.

The well-known Leipzig publishers,

Messrs. Teubner & Co., are going to publish

a work entitled ' Scriptorum Gmeeorum qui

Christianam impugnaverunt Religionem

qua) Supersunt,' edited by Prof. C. J.

Neumann. The third fasciculus, which will

appear first, will bear the title of ' Juliani

Imperatoris contra Chri&tianos Librorum

qu» Supersunt. Insunt Cyrilli Alexandrini

Fragmenta Syriaca.' The Syriac fragments

with a Latin translation are by Dr. E.

Nestle.

" One generation passeth away, and

another generation cometh." The Critical

Review of Moscow, so ably edited by Prof.

Kovalewsky, has ceased to appear after a

short life of eighteen months. A society of

savants connected with the Berlin University

is going to bring out a weekly paper with

the title Die Deutsche Literaturzeitung, under

the editorship of Prof. Max Roedigor.

The German Buchdrucker-Verein has

been holding its annual meeting, under the

presidency of Dr. E. Brockhaus, at Munich.

It is to meet next year at Bremen.

SCIENCE

The Progress of the World in Arts, Agriculture,

Commerce, Manufactures, Instruction, Rail

ways, and Public Wealth, since the Beginning of

the Nineteenth Century. By Michael G. Mul-

hall, F.S.S. (Stanford.)

We cannot conscientiously speak well of the

manner in which this volume of statistics has

been compiled. The author has gone to many

authorities for information, and collected a vast

multitude of figures, but he fails in numerous

instances in evolving the truth from the hetero

geneous materials which were at his command.

That a book of this kind should furnish an

abundant crop of errors is only what might be

expected. The AUgemeine Zeitung, for instance,

is. not the oldest newspaper in Germany, for it

was established in 1794, whilst the Frankfurter

Journal has uninterruptedly been published

since 1015, and is probably the oldest periodical

in existence. The school population of Greece

is equal to 5*6 per cent, of the total population.

The German word Bauer ought to have been

rendered " yeoman " or "peasant proprietor," and

not "farmer." The author is mistaken when

he states that " down to 1860 all the railway

engines in Germany were imported from Eng

land," for Borsig in 1846 had already turned

out his hundredth locomotive. The "total army

and navy strength " of the United Kingdom

exceeds 260,000 men, and there are certainly

several European states which, proportionately

to their population, do not keep an equal force

under arms in time of peace. It is, however,

when we come to examine some of the com

parative tables furnished by the author that we

have most to deplore his want of thoroughness

and discrimination. The few tabular state

ments devoted to public finance are super

ficial and misleading. Instead of analyzing each

separate financial statement and reducing the

whole to a common standard, the author is

content to supply crude lump sums, which

include in many instances the receipts derived

from Crown lands, railways, and* productive

public works. He appears to think that these

lump sums, divided by the number of inhabi

tants, ought to yield a measure of the taxation

to which the nations of the world are subjected.

Nothing could bo further from the mark.

In the United Kingdom the total expenditure

for imperial and local purposes may amount

to eighty shillings a head, as the author

asserts, but only sixty-two shillings out of

this sum are defrayed by direct or indirect

taxation. Nor are Frenchmen so heavily taxed

as the author believes to be the case. In

comparing the educational statistics of various

countries, the author contents himself with giving

the proportions which the number of scholars

bear to the total population. This method may

suffice when tracing the progress of education

in a particular country, but is not at all ad

missible as a measure of comparison between

different states. A school attendance of 18 per

cent, in France is fully equal to an attendance

of 26 per cent, in the United States, for in the

latter the youthful element of the population is

far more numerous. If we compare the number
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of scholars with the total number of children

between the ages of five and fifteen, we find that

they amount to 77 per cent, in Scotland and

Germany, to 75 per cent, in France (which has

made wonderful strides in advance during the

last eight years), and to 72 per cent, in England

and the United States. The United States, as

a whole, do not consequently stand at the head,

whatever may be the superiority of the leading

members of the Union. Nor need we wonder

at this, for in 1870 thousands of negroes and

poor whites were still denied the benefits of an

elementary education. The census just taken

will no doubt exhibit a wonderful progress in

educational matters. The author is mistaken,

too, when he says, with reference to the large

number of persons in tho United States unable

to read, that " they are doubtless negroes or

immigrants." Had he taken the trouble to con

sult the census returns, he would have found

that the illiterate population included 777,873

persons of foreign birth, 2,789,689 negroes, and

rather more than two million whites who were

natives of the United States. In other words,

74 per cent, of the native-bom whites, 14 per

cent, of the foreign-born whites, and 51 per cent,

of the coloured persons over ten years of age

were unable to read. Many of these may, how

ever, be presumed to have acquired that accom

plishment as they grew older and wiser, and, so

far as a knowledge of reading and writing goes,

the United States need hardly fear comparison

with any state in Europe. The author's railway

statistics are open to similar objections, and his

figures in many instances are antiquated. The

length of railways throughout the world in 1880

was certainly greater than 202,021 miles. We

have taken the trouble to consult trustworthy

authorities on the subject, and we find that even

towards the close of 1878, or in the beginning

of 1879, the railways open for traffic had a length

of 215,348 miles (104,130 in Europe, 90,154 in

America, 2,267 in Africa, 8,800 in Asia, 3,997

in Australia and Polynesia). This is nearly

7 per cent, in excess of the length given by the

author, and assuming his figures for 1870 to be

correct, the increase since then has actually

been "5 per cent, instead of 04 per cent. Far

more satisfactory are those portions of the

author's work in which he presents us with a

summary of the official statistics of separate

states, though even here his services as an inter

preter should not be accepted without hesitation.

Natural History Rambles.—In Search ofMinerals.

By D. T. Ansted, M.A., F.R.S. (Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge.)

Mr. Ansted rightly remarks that " minerals are

noteworthy for many reasons," but, nevertheless,

moat people exhibit invincible ignorance of tho

most elementary teachings of mineralogy.

Neither the extraordinary beauty sometimes

shown by certain species, the economic value

of others, nor the quaint superstitions formerly

associated with many more, have awakened

any general interest in their study : they are

"stones," and nothing more. Mineralogists

themselves are to some extent responsible for

the neglect into which the study has fallen, for

the introduction to the science is made un

necessarily unattractive by the uncouth termi

nology antftjewildering synonyms by which it is

disfigured. In the volume before us the late

Prof. Ansted has aimed at giving in popular

form a mass of curious and interesting informa

tion about minerals, and at showing the great

pleasure to be derived from the search for them.

For this purpose a rough-and-ready classification

is adopted, which brings together in succession

groups of minerals deserving consideration for

their intrinsic value, their useful properties, their

industrial uses, or their rarity, curious mutual

relations, and peculiarities. About each class

we receive much interesting and unexpected

information, given in a pleasant, chatty manner.

Sometimes we learn how they were used, why

they were valued, and what was thought about

them in classic antiquity ; sometimes we are

told of the magical qualities attributed to them

in the Middle Ages, or at others we seem to be

enjoying a pleasant chat about their uses in the

arts of the present time, or about their " homes "

in remote regions. Although the volume is full

of varied and entertaining information, it is

not free from certain blemishes, such as too

frequently disfigure mineralogical works. We

occasionally find vagueness in expression, an

inexactness in the use of synonyms, and a certain

want of definiteness in discussing crystallo-

graphical details, even so far as they are admis

sible into a professedly popular work. Thus, in

the first chapter, after speaking of certain pro

perties and uses of minerals, the author states

that "other minerals are obtained and used

chiefly in their condition as metals." The reader

will, we think, fail to grasp the meaning of this

statement. In another chapter we are told that

"rock-crystal is one of a thousand forms of

sandstone. Calc spar or Iceland spar is an

occasional and unfamiliar result of the presence

of limestone." These statements are ambiguous,

or rather they are decidedly misleading. In

the perusal of the book we have encountered

several similar instances, which might have been

rectified by the author in a secoud edition ; but

that, alas ! is now impossible. Mr. Ansted's

extensive travels and intimate practical acquaint

ance with mines and minerals pre-eminently

qualified him to write a popular introduction to

the study of mineralogy, and it is probable that

his interesting chapters will induce many to go

" in search of minerals " for themselves.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL NOTES.

Shortly before his lamented death the late

M. Broca presented to the School of Anthro

pology at Paris, for the free use of all students,

a register of the results of the skull measure

ments made by him during the last fifteen years,

recently completed by M. Drouault, his private

secretary. A biographical sketch of Dr. Broca

has been contributed to the Lancet by Prof.

Ball, Chevalier of the Legion of Honour, one of

his pupils. Ho stati s that Broca was born in

1824 at Sainte Foy (Gironde), and was the son

of a physician, came to Paris at the age of

sixteen, and devoted himself to anatomy. "In

1846 he became prosector of the Faculty, and

gained in rapid succession tho honours of the

profession—a place as surgeon in the Paris

hospitals, and the title of wjreyt at the Medical

Faculty. In 1800 he became a member of the

Academy of Medicine, and in 1807 was pro

moted to a chair at tho Faculty, where, as a

teacher of clinical surgery, he was highly suc

cessful." Prof. Ball adds eloquent testimony

to the moral and intellectual qualities of this

fertile and original thinker and just and bene

volent man. " From the moment of the founda

tion in 1800 of the Anthropological Society, the

activity of Broca's intellect seemed to have

found its proper channel. Anthropology is a

compound of so many other sciences that the

intervention of a grasping and encyclopaedic

mind, like Broca's, is almost invaluable to form

the connecting link between so many different

branches of human knowledge. An excellent

mathematician, a first-rate anatomist, a good

Greek scholar, Broca combined in himself that

diversified knowledge which the subject requires

with the synthetical tendencies which condense

these disseminated forces and make them con

verge upon a single point." The following

details are given of his death-seizure:—"On

Tuesday, the 0th July, he fainted in the Senate

house ; on Wednesday he felt sufficiently re

covered to resume his labours ; towards mid

night on Thursday he was suddenly seized with

a fit of dyspnoea, rose from his bed, and expired

in ten minutes. Upon post-mortem examina

tion all the organs were apparently sound, and

we shall probably not be far from the truth in

attributing the catastrophe to cerebral exhaus

tion, arising from too protracted a course of

severe intellectual exertion. "

The time for sending in memoirs (printed or

manuscript) to the Paris Anthropological Society

in competition for the Godard Prize of 201., " to

the author of the best memoir on any subject

relating to anthropology," has been extended to-

Decomber 31st, 1880. The competition is open

to any person who is not a member of the

Central Committee of that Society, and the

memoirs may be in any language.

the site of gath.

The disappearance of Gath is one of the most

remarkable losses in Biblical topography. The

Crusaders placed it at Yebna, the ancient Jabneh,

Jabneel, or Jamnia. Robinson fixed on Deir

Duban as corresponding with the position

assigned to Gath by Eusebius. Dr. Porter

identified it with Tell es Safieh, in which Lieut.

Conder also agrees. Thomson thought that

Bethogabra, Eleutheropolis, Beit Jibrin, and

Gath were all one and the same city. Another

site, that of Khirbet Jeledlyeh, on sheet xx. of

the large map, is proposed by the Rev. W. F.

Bircli in the July number of the Palestine Fund's

Quarterly Statement, on the basis of a remarkable

collocation of names.

Mr. Trelawny Saunders, who is preparing for

publication for the Committee of the Fund their

reduced maps of Western Palestine to illustrate

the ancient geography, has now made another

suggestion. In the southern part of sheet xx.

is a ruin called Kh. Abu Geith. It is described

in the memoirs as a" heap of ruins with the

remains of a modern wall." It is situated at the

head of the Wady el Hesy, here called el

Muleikah, which falls into the Mediterranean

Sea between Gaza and Ashkelon. The position

is intermediate between Gaza and Hebron, and

it commands the main route from the nomad

region of the Negebor south country to the low

land hills of the Philistine Shephelah, just as

Gaza protects the Philistine coast road, and

Hebron guards the highway through the moun

tains of Judah.

Apart from the apparent identity of name,

Mr. Saunders defends this position from an

examination of all the passages in the Bible

which beat- upon Gath, especially those which

make Gath the southernmost city of the

Philistines, with which condition Kh. Abu

Geith seoms to agree very well. If, too, Shaa-

raim (1 Sam. xvii. 52) be identified with Tell

Sheriah, then Kh. Abu Goith is on the way to

Shaaraim.

A further suggestion has been made. Prof.

Palmer, while admitting that Mr. Saunders has

made out a strong case for his position, contends

that the name of Gath would be preserved in

the modern form of Jatt or Jennet. Now five

miles to the north-east of Kh. Abu Geith is a

place named Kh. Jenneta. It is described in

the memoirs as containing "foundations, caves,

cisterns, and ruined walls. Apparently an

ancient site."

Mr. Saunders has also communicated to the

Chairman of the Committee an important recti

fication of the boundary of Ephraim and

Manasseh, and a new identification of Megiddo

arrived at from a study of the great map.

SALE.

The library of our old contributor the

late Prof. Thomas Bell, Secretary of the

Royal Society, was sold on Friday and Satur

day of last week at the rooms of Messrs.

Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge. The sale com

prised 777 lots, which produced 1,1912. 17s.

Amongst the more important works, Gould's

Birds of Europe, 5 vols. , sold for 802. ; Gray's

Genera of Birds, 3 vols. , 342. ; Sowerby's English

Botany, 24 vols. , 282. 10s. ; Sowerby's Thesaurus

Conchyliorum, 252. 10s. ; Yarrell's British Fishes,

3 vols. , 312. 10s. ; Linnean Society's Transactions,

30 vols., 282. ; Reeve's Conchologia Iconica,
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09 parts, 17?. ; Zoological Society's Transactions,

5 vols. , 34?. 10s. ; Meyer's British Birds, 4 vols. ,

221. ; Turner's Picturesque Views, 2 vols., 28!. ;

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 130 vols. , 31?. ;

Annals of Natural History, 48 vols., 15?. 10s.;

Keats's Poems, first edition, 10?. 15s. ; Kay

.Society's Publications, 54 vols. , 22?. 5s. ; Ruskin's

Seven Lamps of Architecture, first edition, 5?. ;

Philosophical Transactions, 75 vols., 25?. 5s.;

„md Palreontological Society's Monographs, 33

vols., 18?. 10s.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Tea. Botanic, 1.—Anniversary.

Sidtttit &ns$yg.

Two periodical comets are now approaching

perihelion, but it is not likely that either of

them will become visible for some weeks yet—

at any rate, until after the moon, which was

new yesterday morning, has waxed and waned.

Fayo's comet will be nearest the earth on the

•3rd of October (at the distance 1'09 that of the

sun), but will not be in perihelion until the

22nd of January next year. It was discovered

•on November 22nd, 1843, and observed at each

of the subsequent returns, passing its perihelion

on the last occasion on July 18th, 1873. The other,

Winnecke's periodical comet, was discovered in

1819 by Pons, and not seen again until 1858,

when Dr. Winnecke determined satisfactorily

the circumstances of its orbit. The last passage

through perihelion occurred on March 12th,

1875 ; the next, according to Prof, von Oppolzer's

recent calculations (Ast. Nach. No. 2326), will

fall on the 4th of next December. But the

position of the comet at this return will be

very unfavourable for visibility at places where

there are sufficiently powerful telescopes to

afford hope of seeing so faint an object. Dr.

von Oppolzer consoles us with the assurance

that at the next return, in 1886, the circum

•stances will be far more likely to give astro

nomers an opportunity of observing the comet.

Being also unfavourably placed in 1863, it was

not seen at all that year, when it passed its

perihelion in the autumn.

Dr. William Farr has been awarded by the

Council of the British Medical Association their

gold medal for his long and valuable labours in

aanitary science and statistical inquiry. The

presentation will be made on the 12th of August,

in the Senate House, Cambridge.

The German Association of Naturalists and

Physicists meets at Danzig from September 18th

to the 24th. The Association seeks for con

tributions from strangers, and promises all

foreigners a very hearty welcome. There are

twenty-three sections, several excursions, some

concerts, and many social gatherings, so that

the week will be fully occupied.

Prof. Lissajous, the discoverer of the beauti

ful figures so well known by his name, is dead

M. Lissajous was the Professor of Physics at

Toulouse.

The Perseids, or August meteors, may be

looked for early next week, particularly on the

night of Tuesday, August 10th. The moon

being only a few days past conjunction, will not

interfere with their visibility.

The Report of the Dearborn Observatory

Chicago, issued last May, indicates a continua

tion of useful activity there, especially in the

observations made with the fine 18J-inch refractor

of Alvan Clark's manufacture, set up in the year

1862.

Prop. Ellas Looms read before the National

Academy of Sciences at Washington, on April

20th, 1880, ' Contributions to Meteorology

being Results derived from an Examination of

the Observations of the United States Signal

Service and from other Sources.' This paper

has been printed in the American Journal of

Science for July. It is full of information rela

tive to the principles upon which the progress

of storms is traced from [their source to their

exhaustion.

Dr. F. M. Stapfp contributes to the Revue

Univeiselle des Mines, de la Metallurgie, de., a

valuable memoir, ' Etude de l'lnttuence do la

Chaleur de l'lnterieur de la Terre sur la Pos

sibility de Construction des Tunnels dans les

Hautes Montagnes.' His studies are well

deserving the attention of engineers and phy

sicists in general.

The Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines

of Victoria for 1879 is an important document,

showing very clearly the advantages in that

olony of the " Regulation of Mines Statute."

In 1879 there were 146 accidents in the mines ;

in 1874 there were 296. The number of men

killed in and about the mines last year was 1 "29

per thousand employed, as compared with 1*93

in 1874. The Reports of the Mining Surveyors

and Registrars for the quarter ending 31sfc

March, 1880, show that 66,174 ounces of gold

wero obtained during the quarter from alluvial

deposits and 113,775 ounces by quartz mining.

The Association Franeaise pour l'Avancement

des Sciences meets this year for its ninth session

at Rheims, from the 12th to the 19th of August,

under the presidency of M. Krantz, Senator,

Commissioner-General of the Universal Exposi

tion of 1878.

FINE ARTS

EXHIBITION 01 WORKS of ART In BLACK and WHITE,
Dudlev Gallery. Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly. consisting of Drawings,
Etchings, and Engravings. OPEN DAILY from Ten till Sis —Admis
sion, Is.; Catalogue, 64. R. F. M'NAIR, Sec.

DORE'S GREAT WORKS, ' CHRIST LEAVING the FBJBTORICM,'
CHRIST ENTERING JERUSALEM,' and -The 11RAZEN SERPENT'
the latter Just completed), each 33 by 22 feet, with 'Dream of Pilate's
Wile.' 'Soldiers ol the Cross,' 'Niaht of the Crucifixion,' 'House of
Calaphas.'&c, at the DOHE GALLER" "
Ten to!

EtY, 85, New Bond Street. Dally,

Our Ancient Monuments and the Land around

Them. By C. P. Kains-Jackson. With

an Introduction by Sir John Lubbock,

Bart., M.P. (Elliot Stock.)

Tins volume has appeared at an opportune

moment, when the gifted writer of the pre

face has been again returned to the House

of Commons, to resume, it is to be hoped, his

praiseworthy efforts to obtain protection for

our ancient British monuments. These

monuments and the contents of some forms

of them are the only materials from which

the earliest history of this country may be

evolved. Every year that passes witnesses

the partial or total removal of some of these

materials, and makes more and more difficult

the completion of that history. They who

have been for many years engaged in the

careful survey of these monuments can

testify to these injurious aggressions. Both

last summer and within the past few months

the mason's hammer has descended with

destructive force upon highly instructive

monuments on Dartmoor ; and it is a regret

table and dispiriting thought that whilst our

legislators are considering other questions

of much greater moment, or are hesitat

ing, or not striving to surmount the diffi

culties affecting proprietary rights which

surround the question of monumental pro

tection, the hammer and the chisel are un

ceasing in their work of demolition, and

many ancient memorials are being irretriev

ably spoiled, and rendered useless to the

antiquary and the historian.

There are two portions of this book, viz.,

the preface, by Sir John Lubbock, and the

material part, by his friend Mr. Kains-

Jackson, thus introduced, which invite com

ment. How far does each portion commend

itself?

It was an excellent opportunity for in

forming the public and showing, by accu

rate descriptions, how important are the

instances scheduled, as illustrating the

various branches of the entire subject. It

will be sufficient if we confine our remarks

at this moment to one section of the book,

viz., tumuli and megalithic monuments in

England and Wales, and to two or three

only of the examples mentioned. Respect

ing such monuments in general, Sir John

Lubbock remarks that they are " rapidly

disappearing. They are seldom destroyed

to serve any important purpose, but are

utilized as manure, road metal, or building

material, or perhaps levelled merely because

they impede the plough." Many of them

belong to the neolithic period ; some, and

especially those which cluster around Stone-

henge and Abury, he refers to the Bronze

Age, because they contain articles in that

metal; and others "are certainly as recent

as Saxon times." No exception can be

taken to the last statement ; but it is not

so certain that both Abury and Stonehenge

belong to the Bronze Age. It is possible

that a considerable interval of time may

have separated these two great structures,

Abury indicating in no way whatever the

use of metal tools, while the stones of Stone

henge have been chiselled. The former

may therefore be referred to the Stone Age

without violating any rule of sound induc

tion, and the latter to that of Bronze. The

chiselling, however, does not necessarily

imply the use of metal, because there is

good reason to believe that the elaborate

sculpturing of the hard granite walling-

slabs of the Gavr' Inis and other dolmens

in Brittany was accomplished by stone

implements ; and by the same means the

Sarsen stones on Salisbury Plain, and the

Devil's Arrows, near Boroughbridge, York

shire, may have been artificially reduced

and shaped. We admit that a large pro

portion of the barrows which cluster around

these notable Wiltshire monuments and

belong to the Bronze Age seem to support

the view of Sir John Lubbock ; yet it must

not be overlooked that there are still, and

probably were formerly other, sepulchres

in their immediate neighbourhood which as

clearly belong to an earlier age. We merely

make these remarks to show that there is

another view of the subject which is not

without support.

Sir John Lubbock writes in a less posi

tive manner of another class of monument.

" Sometimes," he observes, " we find the

central chamber standing alone, as at Kits

Coty House, which may or may not have

ever been covered by a mound." This

remark raises a question which, we rejoice

to know, is rapidly losing its influence with

archfeologists, and most certainly in a few

more years will be sunk in oblivion. Perhaps

Sir John Lubbock does not know that a

drawing by Dr. Stukeley is in existence

which exhibits Kits Coty House in a some

what different condition from what it is at this

time. Dr. Stukeley was not a bad draughts

man, and in this respect was immeasurably

superior to Aubrey, and he represents the

monument as being partly imbedded in a

long barrow. It is consequently a per

fectly legitimate conclusion that he saw and

sketched, in the first half of the last cen

tury, the remains of a great mound which
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had enveloped the chamber or cist. No

one who Las studied the stupendous cists of

Cornwall, and seen Dr. Borlase's sketch of

that of Zennor whilo it was partly buried

in the remains of a cairn, or that of Tre-

thevy, -which is still in part buried, should

feel any difficulty in believing that Kits

Coty House, a structure comparatively so

inferior, had been originally concealed in

a barrow. As Sir John Lubbock specifies

no other exposed cliamber or cist, it is need

less to fortify our view by producing addi

tional evidence. We cannot tell what was

the plan of the Kentish monument when

first erected, and it may reasonably be

concluded that we only gaze now upon a

dilapidated building.

The scheduled monuments described by

Mr. Kains-Jackson are in reality only a

few widely known examples of those which

should be preserved. They are far from

being the most instructive and the most

important in Great Britain. Thero are

many, e. g., in Cornwall and Devon, which

are quite as valuable, but not one is placed

in the schedule, for reasons given in Ap

pendix E. (p. 112). Parliamentary custom

is alleged for omitting the Cornish ones,

but there is no justification for the remark

that Devonshire contains " no monuments

of at once prehistoric and primary interest,"

nor for the additional remark, " Thero are

several of minor note well worth preserving."

There is, in fact, no area of the same extent

in Great Britain where such numerous and

extensive prehistoric remains exist. They

are of varied character and extreme import

ance to the archteologist. Stone circles of

largo size, lines of stones forming avenues

many hundred feet in length, cisted earthen

barrows and cairns, menhirs, innumerable

huts and walled villages, and a considerable

dolmen at Drewsteignton,—all these are to

be met with within the comparatively small

limits of the moor, and, taken collectively,

are of surpassing interest and value.

In the opening paragraph the author

leads his readers to expect "short but dis

tinctive descriptions of each monument in

cluded in the schedule"; and our disappoint

ment is great when we find the description

of one in particular—not the least important

in the list—so exceedingly meagre that

there is nothing distinctive in it. Of Way-

land Smith's forge he writes :—

" A group of stones heaped into the form of

a rough forge. The group of stones is made up

of four large blocks, and of a number of smaller

pieces, part supporting, but most merely lying

on the ground in the immediate neighbourhood

of the central construction."

It is impossible for any one to form an idea

of the structure from this ; and the difficulty

is increased when it is further added, "If

it is a dolmen, it is a dolmen of a different

form and construction to most monuments

of that description." In a subsequent

paragraph Gough's account in his edition

of Camden is quoted :—

" A parcel of stones set on edge, enclosing a

piece of ground somewhat raised. On the east

side of the southern extremity stand three

squarish flat stones, of about four or five feet

either way, supporting a fourth. "

It is quite clear that the plan of this interest

ing structure has not been discorned by any

of its chroniclers. Its plan is that of a Latin

cross, and consists of a central passage about

22 feet (iutornal measurement) in length, in

a north and south direction, with a chamber

on opposite sides near to tho north end.

The only capstone (measuring 10 ft. by 9 ft.)

which was in situ when we planned it thirty

years ago covered the eastern side-chamber.

The four capstones which covered tho rest

of the building had been displaced and were

lying near. The entrance, which was at

the south end of the passage, was closed

with an upright stone. The remains of the

mound (about 4o ft. in diameter) which

formerly enclosed tho sepulchre were dis

tinctly traceable, and a circle of stones, of

which three stood on the east side, once

embraced the whole. This is a very brief

description of the monument as it then ap

peared and probably still exists, and it is

sufficiently distinctive to arouse an interest

in a building of a form uncommon in Great

Britain.

Is the description of Kits Coty House as

satisfactory as it should be? In the first

place, we find a misleading observation in

the opening sentence, where it is said that

it is " one of the most complete of ancient

British monuments." Next comes Lam-

barde's account, written in 1070, which is

useful as showing that there were then

no more stones than now. After that Mr.

Jackson gives the dimensions of the stones,

which may pass, though they do not quite

tally with our measures taken last year.

But tho greater part of tho letter-press is

taken up with local traditions, which are of

no value at all, and appear to be given as

though the object was to bring tho monu

ment within the rango of Suxon history.

As regards the ruined monument at the foot

of the hill nearer to Aylesford, its overthrow

was not caused, as tho author says, by an

"excavation carried on in the interest of

antiquarian research." Wo have had lately

in our hands an autograph letter, addressed

to Dr. Stukeley, dated 1722, which informs

us that about the year 1690 it was pulled

down by John French and John Frankham,

the then owners ; that before they meddled

with it its plan " nearly approached a

square"; that tho stones which had com

posed tho walls, as the correspondent was

told

" by some who remember it standing, did all of

them joyn close together so as to touch each

other ; and that the dore was on the west side

thereof next the road. The length of the whole

ruin is about 28 foot, the height thereof 8 foot."

That which creates an uncomfortable

feeling as wo read tho book is the author's

association of the word "Druid" with the

rude stone monuments of Groat Britain :—

" Throughout the British Islands weird altars

and strange tomb-like blocks of stone are even

to be met with in various spots At the pre

sent time the number (in Anglesey) is reduced

to about a dozen, and of these only one—the I

gigantic dolmen of Plas Newydd—has remained

in such a statu of preservation as to be deemed

worthy of that final protection which it is to be

hoped the Ancient Monuments Bill will aflbrd

to Druidical remains The other Druidical

monuments of the island must be briefly

noticed."

It is not that the word " Druidical " is here

used in its popular sense, as conveying to the

uninstructod public mind an idea of what

monuments amongst others it is proposed

should be protected by statute, because the

author enters into an explanationof Druidism

and of its having had a rallying ground in the

island of Mona, where so many " altar-like

groups of stones " formerly existed. More

over, we thought the altar theory was

exploded. It would certainly be an advan

tage to science if its advocates would in

form us where these " weird altars " are

situated, for in our many arehroologicul

rambles we have been so unfortunate as to

have never seen one. At p. .'50 the reader

begins to obtain an insight into the author's

opinions. When describing the chambered

tumulus at Stoney Littleton, he finds no

difficulty in affirming its sepulchral cha

racter :—

" The monument enjoys a special reputation

as one of the few British remains of which the

purposo is clearly discoverable Stoney Little

ton is a place of interment. Its form admits no

doubt upon the subject It may be described

as a covered dolmen."

It may be inferred that the author cannot

have seen and studied many of these monu

ments.

After this, as might be expected, with the

exception, perhaps, of Abury, the stone

circles are also called Druidical, and Stanton

Drew derives its appellation from " stein-

ton Drew, or the Druid's town of stone."

Canon Jackson, F.S.A., Rector of Leigh

Delamere, some time back so satisfactorily

disposed of this derivation, for which thero

is not a shadow of reason, that its revival is

surprising.

These criticisms may rightly be closed with

the expression of a hope that the work, not

withstanding its defects, may serve to socure

the scheduled monuments from further in

jury, and " lead to the preservation of many

others in various parts of the United King

dom."

Leonardo. By J. P. Richter. Illustrated. (Samp

son Low & Co.)—This little book is one of the

series styled " The Oreat Artists," of which we

have reviewed several. It professes to contain

the results of researches in inedited MSS. of

Da Vinci preserved in London and Windsor,

without, it would appear, reference to records

in other places, Italian and French, which deal

with the career of the great and, after all,

almost unknown master. For these we

must wait another occasion. It might have

been well if Dr. Richter had been at the pains

of informing his readers where the results in

question are stated. It is difficult in Buch a

book as this to detect what data have already

been published and what are new, Leonardo litera

ture being extensive, if not rich in biographical

details. On the other hand, this book is welcome

because it fulfils its pretensions, and otters in

a compact form all the old and most important

facts about the artist, and, so far as we can dis

cover, some comparatively trivial though novel

details, the value of which is overrated by Dr.

Richter. We have found little worth speaking

of which is new. Apart from this Dr. Richter's

lack of critical power is obvious ; he is ready

to produce the conclusions of his fancy instead

of trustworthy evidence, and indulges in the

hardy assumption— a failing commoner in Ger

many than in this island—that he alone is master

of his subject. In dealing with such a theme

as the life of Da Vinci these shortcomings are

peculiarly unfortunate. For example, on the

strength of a memorandum without a date of

the costs of the funeral of one " Caterina," paid

by Da Vinci, our author (p. 87) jumps at the

conclusion that the woman in question must

have been Leonardo's mother, who, after her

eat son's birth, married a certain Accatabriga

Piero del Vacca di Vinci. ' ' This [Caterina] wasdi
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work is evidently of two periods. A tine Nor

man choir was built soon after the Conquest. It

has an arcade with stone seats running round it,

even behind the altar, which must have stood at

some distance from the eastern wall. About

forty years ago this church had fallen almost

into ruin, and it was seriously proposed that it

should be pulled down and a small modern edi

fice " in the Gothic style," suited to the wants

of a small rural congregation, built on its site.

This would have really been done had not the

then vicar (the late Rev. George Atkinson)

happened to be a man of great general culture,

and much in advance of his time in most things

relating to art and history. Under almost every

possible disadvantage he undertook to see to

the preservation of the fabric, and an almost

complete repair was carried out under his direc

tion. Every single act of this restoration would

not, perhaps, bear criticism, but viewed as a

whole it was of a conservative and genuine

character, and much superior to what commonly

goes by that name at the present time.

In the evening Mr. Peacock, of Bottesford,

read a paper on Lincoln during the great civil

war, in which he denounced as a calumny the

statement that Oliver Cromwell was responsible

for the destruction of the tombs, brasses, and

stained glass in Lincoln Minster.

On Thursday, the 29th, the annual meeting

of the Institute was held in the Lincoln Assembly

Rooms, at which none but members of the body

were present. Afterwards the cathedral was

described by the Rev. Precentor Venablei, and

Mr. John Henry Parker, C.B., made some

remarks on that portion of it which was built

under the direction of St. Hugh of Aralon.

There is good reason for believing that this is

the oldest specimen of the Early English style

that has come down to us, and it is certainly one

of the most beautifuL Mr. Parker said that the

double arcade, which adds so much to the rich

ness of this part of the church, was probably not

due to design, but that when the walls had risen

above the single arcade which was built at tirst,

the bishop determined not to have a wooden

roof, as had been intended, but to cover his

building with a stone vault. For this purpose it

became necessary to make the walls more

massive, and instead of pulling them down a

double and intersecting arcade was resorted to.

Some persons present, who had also carefully

examined the masonry and the details of the

sculpture, maintained that this was not the case,

but that the double arcade was a purely decora

tive feature.

After the minster had been examined, the

Rev. Owen W, Davis read a paper on the west

front of St. Albans Cathedral, in which he tried

to defend the alterations now being made by

Sir Edmund Beckett. Mr. Peacock spoke in

condemnation of so important a monument

being entrusted to any one except a properly

qualified architect. Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite also

objected to the work.

In the afternoon the old palace of the Bishops

of Lincoln, on the south of the minster, was

inspected, under the guidance of the Bishop of

Nottingham. The palace was probably begun

by Bishop Bloet early in the twelfth century.

Bishop St. Hugh of Avalon commenced the

great hall, which was finished by Bishop Hugh

of Wells. The gateway tower, which is now used

for the lecture-rooms of the theological schools,

was built by Bishop Alnwick in the middle of

the fifteenth century. Except this tower, all

the rest of this once magnificent building has

been reduced to ruin. It seems to have been

perfect till the time of the great civil war of

the seventeenth century, when it was at times

used as a prison ; indeed, a little before that

time Bishop Williams, the Lord Keeper, had

spent some money in repairing it. Major Berry,

the Parliamentarian, is said to have lived here

for some time and to have built some stables ;

but at the latter end of the Commonwealth

period the lead is reported to have been sold.

In the last century it began to be used as a

stone quarry for the repairs of the minster, and,

as we have heard, for other and more unworthy

purposes.

After the palace had l«jen examined, the party

again visited the minster, and examined some

of the tombs, under the guidance of the Bishop

of Nottingham, who pointed out on one of the

monuments, which is attributed to a member of

the family of Burghersh, an interesting piece of

sculpture, representing a mound, with rabbits

running into and out of the holes which they

had burrowed in it. His lordship suggested

that this might possibly be a symbol of the

resurrection—life springing from the grave. It

was pointed out, however, that the portion of

an iron hearse, formerly in Snarford Church,

Lincolnshire, but now in the South Kensington

Museum, has on the brass label which runs

along its front the figure of a lion holding a

rabbit in one of its paws. There is strong

reason for surmising that this grille was once

an adjunct to a tomb of some member of the

family of St. Paul, whose arms were a double-

queued lion, and tliis bearing is found on the

sculpture of the tomb. It is at least possible,

therefore, that the rabbit may have been an

heraldic badge of that family. It was stated

during this second visit, though we believe not

by any one in authority in the cathedral, that

the grey marble columns of the Lady Chapel

were very shortly to undergo the process known

as repolishing, which seems to consist of coating

with a thick and very shiny varnish. The

marble shafts in the clearstory have been so

treated with most unhappy effect. It is to be

hoped that this visit of the Archaeological In

stitute may have the result of saving these grand

pillars from a similar calamity. The opinion of

all present seemed to be that the proper course

was the simple one of leaving them untouched.

The proceedings of this day terminated by

a reception given by the Bishop of Lincoln at

Riseholme Palace.

The church of Grantham, dedicated to St.

Wolfran, Archbishop of Sens, is one of the

largest churches in eastern England, and its spire

among the most graceful in the kingdom. It was

described on Friday, the 30th, to the Institute by

Mr. Fowler.of Louth, who pointed out the remains

of the original Norman church in the fragments

of clearstory windows over the nave arcade.

These arcades are transitional Norman, with

many of the caps highly ornamented ; the two

eastern ones, however, form an exception, as

they are Early English. The church was greatly

enlarged in the end of the thirteenth century,

and much beautiful Decorated work remains to

testify to the magnificence of the plan which it

was intended to carry out. It was, however,

never fully executed. The north aisle of the

choir, which, if we are not mistaken, replaces

earlier work, is of good Perpendicular character.

It is said—we did not gather on what authority

—to be due to Fox, Bishop of Winchester.

The tower and spire belong to the four

teenth century, and seem to be in much the

same state as when the builders removed their

scaffolds. The roofs are new and highly orna

mented. On the south side of the choir is a

curious crypt containing a stone altar, which

seems to have come down to our time entirely

unaltered. There are no consecration crosses on

its slab, which renders it probable that it is of

the reign of Mary I. and that it has never

been consecrated. To this fact, if fact it be, we

may, perhaps, owe its preservation. When, in

the early part of the reign of her successor, the

altars were ordered to be removed, it is possible

that this one was spared because it did not come

within the meaning of the term, as the local

authorities at the time chose to understand it. In

this crypt arestowedaway two benefaction tablets,

painted in black letter. They are interesting and

in good condition, but want a little repair, not

repainting ; one of them records gifts to the

town of Grantham, the other subscriptions for

the repair of the tower and spire in the thir

teenth year of Charles II. Together they furnish

a not uninteresting fist of the old families of

the southern part of the county. Among them

we noticed that of Dr. Robert Sanderson, the

Bishop of Lincoln. We were told that they

were suspended in the church until the period

of its restoration. It is high time that they

were brought back again. In a chamber over

the south porch are many books with chains

attached, though they are now no longer

fastened to tho shelves. Several of them seemed

to be early and curious, but in a state of decay.

It occurred to us, while hastily examining them,

that if Borne of the money which has been

expended on the ornaments of the new roof

had been devoted to the preservation of these

bookB a more satisfactory work would have been

accomplished. St. Wolfran is an exceedingly

uncommon dedication in England. Grantham

church had this foreign archbishop as a patron

because it possessed, or was reputed to possess,

some of his relics. A silver and copper shrine,

called "senet Wulffram shryne," was sold by the

churchwardens in 1565, and communion plate

bought with the money. The Angel Inn is an

ancient and picturesque hostelry. There appears

to be evidence that Richard III. stayed there,

and the room which he is said to have occupied

is still shown.

Sleaford was the next place visited. The

church of St. Denis is one of the finest in the

shire. The tower is transitional Norman and

the spire of the same date, or Early English of

the oldest character. A Perpendicular west

window and other additions have been made.

The nave, north transept, and aisles are flowing

Decorated, melting into Perpendicular. There

is a fine Perpendicular clearstory to the nave,

and the chancel is of the same style. The altar

rails are of wood, seemingly of the time of

Charles II., and are fine examples of carpenter's

work of the period. We observed three dedica

tion crosses painted on tho inner walls of the

chancel, and were told of others which we did

not see. The rood-screen is one of the finest

late examples we remember to have seen. Its

date cannot, we think, be much earlier than

a. i). 1500. It has a bold projection towards the

nave in the middle, opposite the place where the

crucifix once stood. We imagine that this place

was at one time occupied by a desk, and used as

a lectern or pulpit. The churchwardens of 1566

gave a singular reason for preserving this screen.

They said they had taken down the rood-loft

" all save the north, which remayneth standing,

which we cannot take downe, for that is a waie

frome one house to another, so that we have noe

passadge but that waie." The meaning of this

is by no means obvious. There are stairs and

doors at both the northern and the southern

ends. The roof, which is a good modern one,

is said to be a copy of the old one, which was

much decayed. This church has been restored,

but care seems to have been taken not to remove

or to replace the tombstones and monuments,

among which are fine seventeenth century ex

amples, in memory of members of the family of

Carre.

Heckington, the next place visited, is remark

able for its fine church, nearly the whole of

which seems to have been built about the middle

of the fourteenth century. In the north wall of

the chancel is a noble Easter sepulchre, among

the finest, if not, indeed, the very best, in Eng

land. Opposite it, on the south, are sedilia of

similar character, which were, there can be little

doubt, executed by the same workmen. There

are also sedilia of a less ornate character in the

south transept. The rood-loft would seem to

have been a very wide structure. The chancel

arch is not at the end of the nave, but there is

before it a wide space, lighted by two windows

on either side, one above another, between which

the upper stage of the rood-loft seems to have

been placed, the upper one lighting the gallery

and the lower one the space beneath. The
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rood-loft doorways remain. It is much to be

regretted that the lower portion, at least, of

this structure has not survived. Judging from

the highly ornamental character of much of the

church, we cannot doubt but that it was a mag

nificent specimen of woodwork. The church

has undergone the process known as restoration ;

the joints in the masonry of the nave are

pointed with black mortar, which has a most evil

effect. There is an hexagonal font of the

Decorated period, with niches in its sides which

seem to have contained images.

Boston Church was explained to the visitors

by Sir Charles Anderson, Bart., who knew it

well in its unrestored state. It is entirely

Decorated work, except the tower and eastern

part of the chancel, which are Perpendicular.

It is probably the best known of the great Lin

colnshire churches, and is supposed by strangers

to be the most beautiful church in the county.

This is, perhaps, true of the exterior, but the

work in the interior is poor when compared

with that of many of its smaller neighbours.

We observed on the door of the north stair of

the tower a knocker of bronze, which is pretty

certainly Italian work of the fifteenth century.

As it is not a modern addition it is not a little

strange to find it here. The altar-rails are good

ironwork of the early part of the eighteenth

century. There is also a good Jacobean pulpit.

The vaulting of the church is of wood, put up

in 1662. It is not beautiful, but we are most

thankful that it has been preserved. In the

hall of the guild of St. Mary of Boston, now

used as a town hall, are some fragments of old

stained glass, which seem interesting. This

guild was a wealthy corporation. An inventory

of its goods taken in 1534 is in the possession

of the Corporation, and is a most instructive

document.

The church at Tattershall was built about

a.d. 1500. It is fine and stately, but the

windows lack beauty, from the fact that cusps

have been omitted in the tracery. Nearly all

the windows were rich with stained glass which

had passed unscathed through the political and

religious tempests of the sixteenth and seven

teenth centuries. It was removed to Stamford

Baron, in Northamptonshire, about a hundred

years ago, and we understand that much of it

has perished. There is a massive stone choir-

screen, with a projection on the eastern face, in

which we believe there is still a stone desk, but

it is so encumbered with modern timber-work

that we could not obtain conclusive proof of the

fact. There is in the nave a wooden pulpit of

the date of the church, with black-letter in

scriptions on the panels. Tattershall Castle,

which stands a little to the west of the church,

is a well-known building, and has been engraved

again and again. It is one of the best specimens

of mediaeval brick architecture that have come

down to us. It was built about the middle of

the fifteenth century by one of the Lords Crom

well. The chimney-pieces are remarkably rich

in heraldic ornaments. If we mistake not, there

are casts of them in the museum at South Ken

sington.

The first place visited on Saturday last was

Southwell Minster, in Nottinghamshire. Tradi

tion assigns a fabulous antiquity to this grand old

church. The nave and transepts, which are the

earliest part of the existing building, are of the

twelfth, and the choir of the thirteenth, century.

The chapter-house, which is one of the loveliest

buildings in England, is of early Decorated

character. The great west window is Perpen

dicular. Newark, also in Nottinghamshire, was

the next place at which the party arrived. Mr.

J. T. Micklethwaite made some remarks on the

church, which is very large and interesting. Its

most noticeable feature is a lofty tower, crowned

by a spire rivalling Grantham in beauty. The

lower part of the tower may have been built

about 1230, but it has Perpendicular insertions

which do not add to its beauty. The spire is of

a little later character. The rest of the church

is almost entirely of Decorated and Perpendicular

date. Under the choir is a crypt, which, from

the very little we saw of it, we conjectured to

be transitional Norman. It is used as a burial

vault, and is nearly full of modern coffins (there

are twenty-eight of them, we were told). This

being the case, we did not think it prudent to

remain long below. It may be satisfactory to

some people to know that the ventilation of the

place has been carefully provided for. The doors

by which it is reached are at the back of the

reredos, and there are two modern pierced iron

plates, through which the poisonous gases, if

thero be any, escape into the church. We

were informed that several of the authorities,

ecclesiastical as well as lay, had on various

occasions objected to these arrangements, but

that it had been found that it would be

contrary to law to remove the bodies and bury

them in the earth. If this be so, it causes a

doubt to occur as to whether the English statute

book has yet reached absolute perfection. The

wooden screen which cuts off the nave from the

choir was originally carried across the whole

church. It has long been removed from the

front of the arches of the aisles, but before the

restoration of the church evidence of this was

afforded by the two ends, which were rough,

showing the marks of the workmen's axes who

performed this barbarous act of mutilation.

Now this evidence has been improved away, and

some modern ends fastened on, which are so

deftly carved and stained that it requires a

practised eye to find out that they are a falsifica

tion of history. The date of this screen, which

is a magnificent work, is uncertain ; it falls, how

ever, somewhere between a.d. 1480 and 1520.

The east window of the south aisle contains

some good stained glass. It is made up of

fragments gathered from various windows in the

church. The arms of Deyncourt occur several

times, and there are some fragments of a series

which must once have represented the seven

deadly sins ; Lust, Gluttony, and Anger yet

remain pretty perfect. Gluttony is a most quaint

figure of a man with a bone in his hand and a

beer-jug—a leathern jack probably—attached to

his belt.

On Monday, the last day of the Congress, an

excursion was made among the village churches

on the south of Lincoln. Navenby was the

first place visited. The nave is Early English ;

one of the pillars of the north arcade has a

stone seat around it. This is an unusual

arrangement, but may be seen in several

churches in Nottinghamshire and Lincolnshire.

The church of Bottesford, near Brigg, furnishes

good examples of these seats, where the pillars

of both arcades have them ; they are circles on

the south and octagons on the north. The

north and south aisles at Navenby are of Deco

rated character, and there is a peculiarly richly

Decorated chancel, containing an Easter sepul

chre, sedilia, and credence table, the sculptures

of which reminded us of the beautiful works of

the same kind at Heckington. There is pre

served loose in the chancel a stone, said to be

marble, but which we took for Lincolnshire lias,

with an early French inscription in memory of

an ecclesiastic. It is noticeable on account of

its uncommon shape, which is that of a half

quatrefoil. There is a coffin-lid in Scotton

Church, near Kirton-in-Lindsey, made of pre

cisely the same material, and inscribed in French

with letters of exactly the same type.

At Wellingore the nave is Early English, and

the aisles Perpendicular. Thero are transition

Norman sedilia and fine alabaster figures of a

knight and a lady, which are said once to have

been ornamented with the arms of Dymoke,

Houghton, and Disney.

Welbourne Church, we were told, " is still

awaiting a restoration. " The tower is transition

Norman, or perhaps Early English, and is sur

mounted by a very clumsy Decorated spire.

There is a fine Decorated porch, with two niches,

from which the figures have been removed ;

there is a mutilated representation of the Holy

Trinity over the apex of the arch. A Sanctus

bell-cote is bracketed out from the east end of

the nave ; the bell which belongs to it is pre

served in the church.

In the wall of an outbuilding of a cottage

on the north side of the churchyard is some

masonry which might be taken for early

Norman, if it be not recent imitation work. We

were assured by an inhabitant of the village

that it had not been built during this century.

At Brant Broughton the columns of the nave

are octagonal Early English work. The aisles and

clearstory are Perpendicular. There is an ex

tremely fine painted timber roof of the date of

the clearstory. The chancel is new. It replaces

a miserable erection of the early part of this

century. It is of Decorated character, and is a

really noble specimen of modern work. The

carved stalls and screen have not been added as

yet There is some of the best modern stained

glass in this church that we remember to have

seen. Somerton Castle must have been, when

perfect, one of the noblest fortifications in the

eastern shires. It is surrounded by a vast

entrenchment and moat, which have been pro

nounced, somewhat too confidently, to be of the

date of the castle. This is probably an error ;

they bear strong marks of an earlier antiquity,

and there can, we believe, be but little doubt

but that they were made by the Northern

invaders in one of their numerous descents

upon Lincolnshire. There is a work of

much the same sort at Thonock, near Gains

borough, which it is almost certain was a Danish

stronghold. We believe that the original forti

fication at Somerton consisted of a stockaded

embankment, and that Anthony Beck, Bishop

of Durham and Patriarch of Jerusalem, selected

it as a site for his castle because he found this

vast earthwork ready to his hands. Beck'3

castle consisted of a quadrangular enclosure,

said to be 330 feet from north to south, and 180

from east to west. The remains have been so

much mutilated that it is not easy to make out

how many towers there were when the building

was perfect. Its general character may, how

ever, be so far read from what remains that we

can see that it must have presented much the

same general appearance as the Paris Bastille

does in the engravings issued at the time of its.

destruction. But one tower now remains per

fect. This is of distinctly Early English cha

racter ; the base of another remains, with a.

vaulted chamber in it of rather later date. To

the tower, which is yet perfect, has been added,

some time in the seventeenth century, a house

of moderate size, and this has caused a small

fragment of the curtain wall to be preserved.

Somerton must have been a place of very great

strength before the use of gunpowder became

common. The chief, though not the only, his

torical interest connected with the place is that

it was for a long period the prison of John, King

of France.

ST. HUGH OP LINCOLN.

I notice at p. 153 a reference to a paper read

by Bishop Trollope at the recent Pvoyal Archaeo

logical Institute's meeting, " on Little St. Hugh

of Lincoln, the child who was falsely said to

have been crucified by the Jews." That the

accusation was false is highly probable, but it

would be interesting to know what evidence

there is on the subject similar to that I adduced

on the Jurnepin affair, which took place fifteen

years before at Norwich, in 1230 {Norfolk Anti

quarian Miscellany, vol. i. p. 312). There is no

doubt, however, that certain Jews were actually/

tried and executed for the crucifixion of a boy

named Hi^gh at Lincoln, for the occurrence ia

referred to on the Patent Roll for 40 Hen. IH.,

mem. 18 and 19. Walter Rye.

PROPOSED SOCIETY OP PAINTER-ETCHERS.

A strong and growing feeling has been for

some time manifested that the efforts made

!
I
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during tho last twenty years to restore the art of

original, or " painter," engraving to the position

it occupied in the time of the great masters only

require " proper representation " to render them

effectual. To put this feeling to the test Mr.

Seymour Haden, a practical etcher, whose

views on the subject have long been known,

issued last week an invitation to a meeting, at

which resolutions were passed to the following

effect, namely, " That, in promotion of original

engraving in all its forms, and in the material

interest of painters practising that branch of

art, a Society of Painter-Etchers, with a pro

visional committee charged to draw up laws and

negotiate a locale, be herewith formed ; the com

mittee to report its proceedings to a body of

fellows in November next, and, on approval, to

exchange its provisional for permanent powers."

Letters, in cordial approval of the proposal, from

the President and several eminent members of

the Academy were read at the meeting, and

there is little doubt that before the close of the

year we shall see the new society, to which we

wish every success, firmly established.

Dr. Schliemann intends to dig at Orcho-

nienus next winter, having received permission

to do so from the Greek Government. The

doctor has been hard at work for the last four

months on his new book ' Ilios,' which is to be

an elaborate work, illustrated with a large

number of cuts.

Further arrangements tending to enlarge

the usefulness of the National Gallery are

desirable, but the authorities are to be con

gratulated that the Treasury officials have made

provision in the estimates of this year by meanB

of which the gallery will no more be closed

during the month of October.

The Fine-Art Society, New Bond Street,

intends during the month of October to exhibit

a collection of the works of Bewick, comprising

many of the sketches from which he executed

his drawings on the block, some of the blocks

themselves, and other objects of interest con

nected with his professional career.

At the Dore" Gallery may be seen " new pic

tures," which were at the Salon this year, by

M. Gustave Dore", entitled ' A Day Dream ' and

'The Rainbow Landscape.'

There is at present on view at Bruges, in the

Ilalles, an interesting collection of old pictures,

chiefly of the Flemish School. The first object

of the committee which got them together has

been to illustrate the architectural history of

the city ; so that almost every background con

tains some view of Bruges as it was in the fif

teenth, sixteenth, seventeenth, or eighteenth

century. There are, however, many pictures

of independent merit, especially an early

'Martyrdom of St. Lucy.' The exhibition is

well worth seeing.

An exhibition of works of art has been opened

at Ancoats, comprising a great many excellent

examples of antique, Renaissance, and modern

productions, casts, drawings, pictures, photo

graphs, and prints.

A loan exhibition of tho works of the late

Sam Bough, R. S. A. , and G. P. Chalmers, R. S. A. ,

opens this week in the galleries of the Glasgow

Institute of the Fine Arts, where an exhibition

of works in black and white, the first that has

been held in Scotland, will be opened.

The sale of the Earl of Hardwicke's collec

tions has been postponed.

MUSIC

THE WEEK.

Covest Gardex.—The Promenade Concert*.
St. James's Hall.—The Brinsmead Pianoforte Recital.

Whatever may be the growth of sound

musical taste among the general public—

and we do not wish to deny that a great im

provement has taken place and is increas

ingly apparent year by year—it is impossible

that concerts arranged after the manner of

those at Covent Garden can ever be entirely

satisfactory to musicians, or conduce be

yond a certain point to the advancement of

art. The gradual abandonment of those

sensationul features calculated to attract

thoughtless crowds of persons who would

probably be impervious to any artistic in

fluences, is a movement in the right direc

tion. Great credit is due to Mr. Arthur Sul

livan, who, although he displayed no great

vigour as a conductor, reformed the pro

grammes to a considerable extent, and his ex

ample is beingfollowed in the most exemplary

manner by his successor, Mr. F. H. Cowen.

Tho scheme of the opening night of the

present season, which may be considered as

fairly representative, included the overtures

to ' L'fctoile du Nord' and ' Guillaume

Tell,' the sche>-zo from tho ' Midsummer

Night's Dream ' music, Beethoven's ' Ruins

of Athens ' March, ltubinstein's ballet music

from ' Feramors,' Mendelssohn's Serenade

and Allegro Giojoso, and Weber's Polacca

in e, played by Miss Bessie Richards, and

an entr'acte from M. Massenet's ' Don

Crosar.' There is little faidt to be found

with this selection, and the remainder of

tho programme, though of a lower type, did

not contain one item to which objection

could reasonably be made. Mr. Cowen had

a better opportunity of displaying his skill

as a conductor to advantage on Wednesday,

the first of the so-called classical nights.

On this occasion the performance included

Haydn's Symphony in c (No. 1 of the Salo

pian set, according to the old numbering),

tho second and tliird movements of Chopin's

Concerto in e minor, Wagner's ' Walkiiren-

ritt,' the overtures ' Leonora,' No. 3, and

' Euryanthe,' and the Chaconne and

Rigaudon from Monsigny's opera 'Aline,'

which were revived last season at the

Crystal Palace. The orchestra of eighty

performers is generally of very fine quality,

with two or three exceptions in tho wind con

tingent. Regarding the performance gene

rally there was no ground for either hearty

praise or severe blame, a lack of precision in

attack being the chief defect. Mr. Cowen

leads with obvious care and intelligence, but

his manner is cold and bis method of holding

the b&ton peculiar, so that, even to the atten

tive observer, there seems to be an uncer

tainty now and then as to his intention.

This was the impression made by one per

formance, but it would be premature as

yet to pronounce a definite opinion. The

vocalists at this concert were Miss Annie

Marriott, who should be reminded that a

scena from ' Lucia ' or any kindred opera is

not suitable for a classical programme,

Madame Antoinette Sterling, and Mr. Frank

Boyle, who has a well-trained and pleasing

light tenor voice. Tho modesty which in

duced Mr. Cowen to exclude his own name

from the list of composers represented is

deserving of warm recognition, but this

reticence may be relaxed without fear of

giving offence.

A concert was given by Messrs. Brins

mead, the eminent firm of pionoforto manu

facturers, at St. James's Hall on Wednesday

afternoon, for the purpose of displaying the

instruments intended for the forthcoming

Melbourne Exhibition. As the entertain

ment was given by invitation, criticism of

the performance is, of course, out of the

question. The programme included Men

delssohn's Trio in d minor, Op. 49, the

andante, with variations, and finale from

Beethoven's ' Kreutzer ' Sonata, Op. 47, and

Weber's Sonata in a flat. The violinist

was Miss Brousil, the violoncellist Mr. G.

Brousil, and the pianist the Chevalier An-

toine de Kontski. Miss Helen D'Alton

sang three songs, in place of Miss Anna

Williams, for whom an apology was circu

lated. The concert seemed to yield con

siderable pleasure to an audience completely

filling the hall.

NEW MUSICAL PUBLICATIONS.

Anthologie aus Opem und Oratoricn von Geurg

Friedrich Hiindel. Fur eine Singstimme mit

Begleitung des Pianoforte bearbeitet, von

Robert Franz. (Leipzig, Fr. Kistner.)

Eighteen Petites Preludes, Fifteen Two-Part In

ventions, Fifteen Three-Part Inventions. By

Johann Sebastian Bach. Edited by John

Farmer. (Augener & Co.)

Old English Composers for the Virginals and

Harpsichord. Revised and Edited by E.

Pauer. (Same publishers.)

Robert Schumann s Complete Sympltonies. Ar

ranged for Piano Solo by E. Pauer. (Same

publishers.)

Robert Schumann's Complete Symphonies. Ar

ranged for Piano Duet by E. Pauer. (Same

publishers.)

Ode to tfie North-East Wind. The Poetry written

by the Rev. Charles Kingsley ; the Music

composed for Chorus and Orchestra by Alice

Mary Smith (Mrs. Meadows White). (Novello

&Co.)

Op the prominent German musicians of the

present generation there are few of whom less

is known by our average musical public than

Robert Franz. Dr. Hueffer, in his book on ' The

Music of the Future,' has, indeed, rendered a

just tribute to the merits of, perhaps, the great

est living song-composer ; but to most concert-

goers, and even to a very large proportion of

professional musicians, he is little more than a

name. Of some hundreds of songs which he has

published, many of them of rare beauty, hardly

a dozen have probably been heard in this coun

try, though in his own land his name is a house

hold word, and he ranks by the side of Franz

Schubert and Robert Schumann. Here he is

best known by his additional accompaniments

to the works of Bach and Handel ; and we

imply no disparagement to his creative powers

when we say that it is as an arranger of the old

masters that he has conferred the greatest

services on his art. In this particular branch he

may be described as facile princeps. He has, so

to speak, impregnated himself so thoroughly

with the spirit of the old masters as to be able to

fill up the mere outlines of their design, which

they frequently left in their scores, with the

most complete unity of feeling. How this is

accomplished Franz has himself explained in

his well-known ' Offener Brief an Eduard Hans-

lick,' and in his introduction to his edition of

' Thirty-six Airs and Duets by G. F. Hiindel,'

published in 1809 by Fr. Kistner. A quotation

from the latter will be of interest.

" The chief question is always whether such

a task (i. c. , the reconstruction of the accom

paniments) be accomplished in an artistic manner,

that is, with a sense of artistic form, with artistic

freedom, and, if possible, with such artistic

success as to produce an organic whole of perfect

unity. Only in this way, whatever view critics

and historians may take of the question, can

these now forgotten works be restored to their

rights My conception of a proper accom

paniment aims at perfection of style ; tho uddi
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tional parts must adhere closely to the principal

polyphonous ones ; they must draw their life

from and blend with the motives of these ; they

must subserve the sentiment of the whole, and

must help to intensify the expression of its

pootic idea. Every note of the scores of the

masters themselves, in pieces that have been

fully written out and completed by their own

hands, testifies to the truth of this state

ment ; and in such pieces alone do we possess

authentic models to which we can refor. We

must try in good earnest to emulate the masters

themselves, and to finish their sketches in ac

cordance with the examples they have left us."

How admirably Franz has put into practice

the sound principles laid down in the above

remarks may be seen by an examination of his

scores of Bach's ' Passion according to Mat

thew,' ' Magnificat,' and various church can

tatas, or of Handel's ' L'Allegro' and ' Utrecht

Jubilate,' for all of which he has written addi

tional accompaniments for the orchestra. Th3

special qualifications which he brings to his task

are, first, a perfect sympathy with, and appre

ciation of, the style of the authors ; and, secondly,

a mastery of counterpoint and of polyphonic

writing, which enables him so to assimilate his

additions to the originals that in general nothing

but a comparison of the two scores will show

how much is the work of one author and how

muchof the other. The samefeatures characterize

the present collection. Here it is not a question

of additional orchestration, but simply of an

accompaniment, arranged for the piano from

the score, with such additions as are needed

to supplement and complete Handel's sketches.

The ' Anthologie ' contains twenty-three num

bers, of which nine are from the oratorios, and

the remainder from the Italian operas and can

tatas. So perfect is the unity of style main

tained throughout that even in some of the

songs which were most familiar to us (c. g., "O

Lord whom we adore," from ' Athalia,' and

"Regard, O Bon, my flowing tears," from ' Bel-

shazzar ') we have found it impossible to tell,

without a collation with the score, where Handel

leaves off and Franz begins. Higher praise than

this it would be impossible to award. It would

be useless to enter into a technical description

of the manner in which the editor has achieved

this success, and it would, moreover, be only

partially intelligible without the aid of illus

trations in music type ; but about the results

obtained there cannot be two opinions. A

great drawback to the enjoyment of many of

Handel's songs at the present day is that,

in accordance with the custom of the last cen

tury, the composer frequently repeats the whole

first part of an air—often two-thirds, or even

more, of the whole piece. In the present edi

tion Franz, while marking the place of the

repeat as indicated by the composer, has also

added a compressed version of the first part,

which, if preferred, may be substituted for the

more tedious repetition of the whole. The

entiro collection will be found well worthy the

attention not only of amateurs, but of profes

sional singers, who will meet with many num

bers which they may advantageously introduce

into our concert rooms.

Thoso teachers who wish to introduce young

pupils in the pleasantest and easiest way to

the study of the works of Sebastian Bach will

find the three books of his short pieces just

reprinted by Messrs. Augener & Co. admirably

adapted to their purpose. The preludes were

written for the use of the composer's son, Friede-

mann Bach, and the 'Inventions' in two and

three parts were also designed for the old

master's pupils. They will be probably so well

known to most musicians that it will suffice to

say that they are equally valuable for training

the fingers and for improving the taste. The

present edition has been carefully and judiciously

prepared by Mr. John Farmer, who has not

only fingered it, but added marks of expres

sion which will considerably assist the student

in giving an intelligent reproduction of the

music.

Herr Pauer's selection from the works of the

old English composers for the virginals and

harpsichord is a volume which will delight the

heart of musical antiquaries. The composers

of whom illustrations are given are six in

number—William Byrde (1546-1623), Dr. John

Bull (1563-1628), Orlando Gibbons (1583-1625),

Dr. John Blow (1648-1708), Henry Purcell

(1658-1695), and Thomas Augustine Arne (1710-

1778). This arrangement, it will be observed,

is chronological, and it thus gives an oppor

tunity of noticing the gradual development of

instrumental composition in this country through

a period of nearly two centuries. In the works

of the earlier composers we find chiefly dance

measures and variations, of which latter the

"Ground in e minor" (i.e. ground-bass), by Dr.

Blow (p. 90) is one of the most characteristic

specimens. Here a simple theme of eight bars only

is varied in twenty-eight ways, the harmonybeing

scarcely changed throughout. The amount of

invention and resource shown in the embellish

ments is remarkable, considering the compara

tively primitive state of music when the piece

was written. To Henry Purcell a considerable

space is justly devoted. The selection from his

works includes eight " Suites "—a name, by

the way, which does not occur among the works

of his predecessors. In theBe, as in many of his

other compositions, we find a remarkable fore

shadowing of the style of Handel, and it is

scarcely too much to assume that the old

German, who was never scrupulous about ap

propriating the ideas of others, took more than

one valuable hint from the works of our

countryman. In the case of Arne, on the

other hand, it is easy to trace the direct influence

of Handel. The greater part of the ' Eight

Sonata3 ; or, Lessons for the Harpsichord ' here

reprinted might readily pass for a selection from

Handel's ' Suites de Pieces.' It is not that

passages are actually borrowed, but that the

general character of the music shows unmistak

ably who was Arne's model. The sonatas are

very pleasing music, but of no great originality.

Herr Pauer has done his editorial work with

great care, and has added marks of expression

which would have been useless on the older

instruments, on which, as the editor remarks in

his preface, no gradations of tone were possible

beyond a very limited extent. All such marks

are enclosed in brackets, the original text thus

being not interfered with. The paper, print

ing, and binding of an elegant volume leave

nothing to desire.

Few symphonies lose less than Schumann's by

transference from the orchestra to the piano, be

cause instrumental colouring was the composer's

weak point. We therefore cordially welcome Herr

Pauer's transcriptions of Schumann's four sym

phonies for piano solo and duet. The arranger's

task has been by no means an easy one, but it

has been excellently performed, and students

who have but few opportunities of hearing these

great works in the concert-room will be glad to

make their ' acquaintance at home. It goes

without saying that the solo arrangement is

more difficult than the duet, but, while both

require good playing, neither is beyond the reach

of fairly advanced performers.

Miss Alice Mary Smith has already made a

name among lady composers by her two over

tures (to ' The Masque of Pandora ' and ' Endy-

mion'), which have been played at the Crystal

Palace. We are inclined to consider her ' Ode

to the North-East Wind ' the best of her com

positions that we have yet met with. The

selection of Kingsley's words for musical pur

poses appears at first sight rather strange ; but

their spirit has been excellently caught. There

is a rough vigour about the chorus which suits

the text perfectly. With an adequate perform

ance the work would be very effective.

RELIGIOUS VERSES PRINTED IN THE 'SPECTATOR'

FOR 1712.

The claim put forward (Atlien. No. 2750) to

the authorship of the beautiful hymn com

mencing "When all Thy mercies," &c, on

the part of a person named Richmond, can

hardly stop there, for there is a peculiarity in

the mode of publication that defines the owner.

In No. 378, Wednesday, May 14th, 1712,

appeared Pope's sacred eclogue, 'Messiah.'

In No. 388, Monday, May 26th, appeared

a contributed poem, commencing " As when in

Sharon's field," &c. , the number being signed

" T.," i. c, Steele the Tatler.

In No. 410, Friday, June 20th, 1712, appeared

My son, th* instruction that my words impart,

signed " T. ," as before.

In No. 441, Saturday, July 26th, appears

The Lord my pasture shall prepare.

It is to be noted that these Saturday numbers,

all on moral subjects, were by Addison ; this

one, signed "C," for Clio, is on reliance upon

God's providence ; and the writer, a man

of high character, calls Psalm xxiii. "a kind

of pastoral hymn As the poetry is very

exquisite, I shall present my reader with the

following translation of it." Then follows " The

Lord my pasture," <fcc. ; this, I take it, is Addi

son's own positive claim to the authorship of it.

In No. 453, Saturday, August 9th, appears

"When all Thy mercies," Ac, signed "C."

In No. 461, Tuesday, August 19th, Steele

introduces Dr. Watts's well-known version of

Psalm cxiv. :—

When Israel freed from Pharaoh's hand.

And Steele, in apparent anticipation of con

flicting claims to authorship, writes :—" It is

no small satisfaction to have given occasion to

ingenious men to employ their thoughts upon

sacred subjects from the approbation of such

pieces of poetry as they have Been in my Satur

day's papers. I shall never publish verse on-

Ouit day but what is written by the same hand."

It follows then that these two pieces, viz., " The

Lord my pasture," &c., and "When all Thy

mercies," &c., were both by the same author.

Again, on Saturday, August 23rd, appears

The spacious firmament on h'.gh.

And on Saturday, September 20th, appears

How are Thy servants blest, O Lord !

On Saturday, October 18th, appears

When rising from the bed of death.

So that this Mr. Richmond must also claim

three other pieces, five in all, which Steele

states to have been all by one writer, viz.,

" Clio," Joseph Addison. A. Hall.

The autumn season of Italian opera at Her

Majesty's Theatre, under the direction of

Messrs. Armit and Charles Mapleson, will com

mence about the middle of October.

There is said to be a possibility that the next

visit of Herr Richter to London will be signal

ized by a series of performances of standard

German operas from Mozart to Wagner. At

present, however, it would be premature to

speak with confidence as to the scheme.

Herr Wilhelmj is now on hi3 way to Europe,

after a sojourn of several years in the United

States.

It is now definitely stated that Madame Patti

has accepted an engagement in America, to last

for eighteen months, and for which she is to

receive 3,000,000 fr. (120,000*.). This is to com

mence after the Royal Italian Opera season next

year, and at its conclusion Madame Patti will

at once retire from the profession. There are

one or two points in this intelligence which must

be received with due caution.

Mdlles. Krauss and Daram, with MM.

Lassalle and Sellier, are the artists named to
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create the chief rules in M. Gounod's new opera,

' Le Tribut de Zamora.'

The St. Petersburg Italian opera season will

commence on October 4th with Glinka's 'La Vie

pour le Czar. '

Messrs. Novello, Ewer it Co. inform us

that they will shortly publish English transla

tions of Herr Spitta's 1 Life of Bach ' and of

Otto Jahn's ' Mozart. ' Tho first volume of each

work will, it is hoped, be ready early in 1881.

From the same source we learn that M.

Gounod has accepted a commission to compose

an oratorio, to be entitled 'The Redemption,' for

the Birmingham Festival in 1882. The French

musician has written his own libretto and desires

that the work shall be his crowning effort.

Mr. J. Spencer Ccrwen has in the press,

nearly ready for publication, a volume of

' Studies in Worship-Music,' on which he has

been engaged for several years. The "Studies'*

bear chiefly on congregational singing. The first

part of the book is historical, and relates the

growth of the old parochial psalmody of the

Church of England, and of Methodist, Inde

pendent, Baptist, New England, and Presby

terian psalmody. The second part is practical,

and includes chapters on the use of the organ,

the harmonium, and the American organ in

accompanying the service ; on chanting ; on the

style of harmony suited for congregational

music ; on the rhythm and notation of hymn

tunes ; on the old fugal tunes ; on the training

of boys' voices ; on the training of congregations ;

and on the argument for congregational singing.

The third part is descriptive, and includes some

eighteen sketches of services of every kind in

London. The work of Mr. E. J. Hopkins at the

Temple Church, Mr. W. H. Monk at St.

Matthias's, Stoke Newington, the late Mr.

Henry Smart at St. Pancras, Dr. Allon at

Islington, and Mr. Barnby at St. Anne's, Soho,

is described, as well as the service music of the

Jews, Roman Catholics (Brompton Oratory),

Catholic Apostolic Church, Gordon Square, and

many others. The work is designed as a hand

book for church musicians, especially for those

-working for congregational music.

Wi have received the Proceedings of the

Musical Association for the sixth session, 1879-

1880. A glance at the papers read is sufficient

to prove that the society has taken to heart the

strictures passed upon it in its earlier stages,

that the discussions were too much confined to

technical matters of little practical import. Mr.

Emil Behnke's paper ' On the Mechanism of the

Human Voice,' Mr. Orlando Steed's 'On Beauty

of Touch and Tone,' and Mr. Blaikley's ' On

<Juality of Tone in Wind Instruments,' are in

the highest degree suggestive and instructive ;

while of more general subjects we have Prof.

Macfarren ' On the Lyrical Drama,' Mr. E. J.

Breakspeare 'On Musical ^Esthetics,' and Mr.

Salaman 'On Music as a Profession in England.'

A word of acknowledgment must be given to

Mr. G. A. Osborne for his chatty and agreeable

paper on Chopin. The meetings of tho Associa

tion may not bear immediate fruit, but it is a

distinct advantage for musicians to take counsel

together respecting points of interest in con

nexion with their art, and we are glad to see in

the list of members several names eminent in

science and belles-lettres.

DRAMA

THE WEEK.

Hatmarkkt.—'A Bridal Tour,' a Comedy, in Three Acts.
By Dion Boueicault . Revival of 1 A Fair Encounter,' a Come
dietta. By C. M. Rae.
Dhl'BY Lank.—'The World,' a Sensational and Realistic

Drama, in Five Acta and Nine Tableaux. By Paul Meritt,
Henry Pettitt, and Augustus Karris.
Lycki'M.—Benefit of Mr. Irving. Recital by Miss E.

Terry of ' The Captive,' a Poem, by " Monk " Lewis.

Whatever may be the defects of Mr.

Boucieault's new play at the Haymarket—

and they are not few—they do not interfere

with its claim to rank as a comedy. Its

plot is based upon improbable suppositions,

and its incidents scarcely escape the charge

of extravagance. Still, in conception and

in execution the whole belongs to the domain

of mirthful comedy instead of that of scarcely

conceuled farce. Into the latter category

comes the mass of modern comic effort. Not

a dozen genuine comedies of home birth can

be counted among the productions of as

many years. That many of Mr. Boucieault's

characters are conventional types must be

granted. He dresses, however, afresh tho

puppets that he employs, and he succeeds

in making not a few of them pass for real

beings. His dialogue meanwhile is witty

and natural, and his plot is not more intri

cate than amusing. Among modern plays

of English manufacture ' A Bridal Tour '

may take a high rank. That it will suit

the general public is not certain. None the

less it is a delicate piece of work, and de

serves to outlive most of the adaptations

which constitute its sole rivals.

Under its previous title of ' Marriage ' it

failed to find favour in the United States.

Undismayed by its reception, Mr. Bouei

cault, it is said, maintained that it was

one of the best of his works, and spoke

of it as his point-lace comedy. In spite

of lending itself to the waggishness of

detractors, who declare that Mr. Boueicault

means his pointless comedy, the epithet

awarded the piece by the author fits it.

It is delicate enough and old-fashioned

enough in some respects to suggest point

laco, and it is a masterpiece of construc

tive ingenuity. That the principal inci

dents are altogether satisfactory on the

score of probability cannot bo maintained.

The complications, moreover, are suffi

ciently intricate to puzzle those who do

not pay close attention to the development

of the plot. These things may and ought

to be forgiven by those who note how stimu

lating is the action, at least in the two later

acts, what droll situations are brought about

in legitimate fashion, and how characteristic

is the dialogue even when it is wittiest.

One very stupid scene at the close of the

second act needs to be excised, and ' A

Bridal Tour ' will then commend itself to a

large class of playgoers. There will even

then be a class whom its imbroglio will

leave dissatisfied, but this will not consist of

those with most dramatic insight or know

ledge.

It is pleasant to be able to say that, pro

fiting by the tuition Mr. Boueicault supplies,

the actors play with an ensemble and intel

ligence rarely seen on the London stage.

Tho sympathetic characters, chief among

which are those presented by Miss Gerard,

Mr. Conway, and Mr. Howe, and the comic

characters assigned Mrs. John Wood and

Mr. H. Beckett, are rendered in satisfactory

fashion. Mr. Beckett, who comes from

America, though he is, we believe, of

English birth, is a low-comedy actor of

distinct ability. Mrs. Wood is delight

fully comic and wholly free from extrava

gance, and Miss Gerard evinces the pos

session of much tenderness and pathos.

The entire performance has qualities not

often seen on the English stage. ' A Bridal

Tour ' is well mounted. With it was given

Mr. Eae's agreeable comedietta of ' A Fair

Encounter,' in which Miss Winifred Emery,

who took the rdlt at shortest notice, played

with much grace as Lady Clara, and was

supported by Miss Edith Bruce as Mrs.

Greville.

That the great houses which were once

the only homes of the legitimate drama will

ever again, except for brief periods and

under exceptional conditions, be used for

that class of entertainments may now be

doubted. More and more clearly it is shown

that the prevailing mode of acting is suited

only to a small stage, and that an amplitude

of style and a capacity of voice which seem

to be things of the past are indispensable

to the presentation of Shakspeare on such

boards as those of Covent Garden or Drury

Lane. Under these conditions the public

must reconcile itself to seeing the " patent

houses," when they are not occupied with

the lyric drama, devoted to a species of

spectacle in the preparation of which dra

matic and literary considerations are dis

missed. ' The World,' produced on Satur

day last, is a piece of this class. It is so

far dramatic that it contains dramatic scenes

and situations, and that these are linked

together and form a species of whole. If

these things constitute a play, however, a

cento may claim to be a poem. Practically

the piece now holding possession of the stage

of Drury Lane is a species of serious ex

travaganza, in which details possible enough

in themselves take place under such con

ditions as put them outside the range of

the conceivable. It is possible that every-

incident depicted in 'The World ' has, in

fact, occurred under conditions not widely

different from those now depicted. A ship

is believed to have been sunk by the agency

of an infernal machine, connected with a

clock that at a certain hour fired a charge and

blew out the bottom of the vessel. A hero

may accordingly be supposed to suffer ship

wreck under such conditions. As he is the

hero of a piece, he may escape by means of

a raft, and may be the only one of some

hundreds of people who does thus escape,

except those who are to be indispensable to

him in his subsequent adventures. When,

from a source altogether independent of the

first calamity, he io drugged with chloroform,

when his brother attempts to murder him,

and when in a solicitor's office in Lincoln's

Inn he is seized and borne off to a lunatic

asylum, whence he has to escape, it is vain

to tell us that men have been drugged, to

point to the first great Biblical record of

fratricide, or to summon up from fiction or

from the police records instances of people

really or avowedly sane who have been im

prisoned as mad.

Improbability of incident is an unim

portant accusation to bring against a melo

drama. Not on the ground of improbability,

then, nor indeed on any ground at all, do we

condemn 'The World.' There is a large

class of people who like coarse fare. Tho

tastes of such are gratified in the Drury

Lane spectacle. Somebody is perpetually

being killed, and generally under conditions

which are fairly novel or striking. At times,

as in the wreck scene, a hundred or two go

down at once. This method of despatch is

not, however, quick enough for our authors,

and the hero, drawing his revolver, expedites

therewith the departure of one or two who

are pressing before the ladies to the boats.
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SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO.'S

NEW LIST.

Now rmdy, price One Shilling, Part V. of

SUNRISE : a Story of These Times.

By WILLIAM BLACK.

"It li too soon to judfrc of a book only a quarter completed, but for so
far 1 Sunrise 1 teems to ui lu author's greatest work."—Daily .\Vu>s.

Demy 8vo. 450 pages, price 31s. Gd.

NAVIES OP THE WORLD.

OWlng Concise Descriptions of the linns, Armament, and Armoor of
the Nuval Vessels of Twenty of the l*rlnclpal Nations ■

Together with th^ latest Developments In Ordnance, Torpedoes, and
Naval Architecture, and Concise Wummarv of the Principal

Naval Battles of the last Twenty Years, 1860 to I860.

By Lieut. EDWARD W. VERY, U.B.N.

KB.—This Work is Copyright in this Countrg.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES and Bri

tish COLONIES. Edited by F. 8. IU7LLING, M.A., Exeter Col
lege, Oxford, uad formerly Professor at the Yorkshire College,
Leeds.

Under the above title It Is proposed to publish a series of small
Volumes descriptive of the principal Countries of the World, each
Country being treated of by a Writer who from personal knowledge Is
qualified to xpeak with authority on the subject.
The general aim of the Series will be to present a clear and nccurate

iden of the actual state of the different Countries In a sutfleleotly
popular form to prove interesting to the general reader, while at the
same time it is Intended that the Works should be useful for Educa
tional Purposes.
The Volumes will average ISO crown 8vo, pages, and will contain

Maps and a few typical Illustration. The price of th# Volumes will be
3t. Gd. each.

The following Volumes are ready or In preparation

SWEDEN and NORWAY.
The WEST INDIES. [Ready.
NEW ZEALAND.
FRANCE.
EGYPT.
SPAIN.
TCKKEY-IN-ASIA.
AUSTRALIA.
HOLLAND.

DENMARK and ICELAND.
GREECE. [Ready.
SWITZERLAND.
AUSTRIA.
RUSSIA.
PERSIA.
JAPAN.
PERU.
CANADA.

Now ready, crown frvo. 230 pp. price 3s. Gd.

The WEST INDIES. By Charles H.

EDEN, F.RG.S., Author of 'Frozen Asia,
&.c. With Map and Illustrations.

' The Fifth Continent,

Now ready, crown 8vo. 101 pp. price 3s. 6d.

GREECE, By Lewis Sergeant. With
Illustrations and Physical and Political Maps, showing proposed
Boundary.

EPISODES of FRENCH HISTORY.

1. CHARLEMAGNE and the CARLOVLNGIANS. [Ready.
2. LOUIS IX. and the CRUSADES. [Nearly.ready.

Edited, with Notes, Genealogical, Historical, and other Tables,
by GUSTAVE MASSON, B.A.

V Other Volumes in preparation.

The above Series is based upon M. Gulzot's ' History of Franco.' The
volumes are choicely illustrated, with Maps, printed and bound in a
handy form, price lis. Gd. each.

Now ready, 4to. in wrapper, price 1*. Gd. No. 56, Vol. V. of

MEN of MARK. Containing Pcrma-

ncnt Cabinet-size Photographs, taken from Life, of

Sir CHAHLES W. DILXE, M r.

TOM TAYLOR.

LAWHENCE ALMA-TADEMA.

With Biographical Notices by THOMPSON COOrER, F.S.A.

Now ready, crown 8yo. in wrapper, price Is. Part VIII. of

The FERN PARADISE. By Francis

QBORQB HEATH. Sixth Edition.

Now ready, 4to. in wrapper, price Is.

ST. NICHOLAS, for August. The best

existing Magazine for Children. Full of very line Illustrations,

The ETCHER. Part XIV. August,

Price 3s. contains the Following Etchings s—
GIOVANNINA. H. H. 1 : -rrs.nl

A SILENT HIGHWAY. Wlltred W. Ball.

For the GOOD ol the CHURCH. O. Alkman.

Practical Notes on Etching by R. 8. CHALTOCK.

THE

NEW WORKS OF FICTION,

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

EACH IN THREE VOLUMES.

NOTICE.—New Novel by the Popular Author of ' Love's

Conflict,' ' Woman against Woman,' ' Petronel,' Ac.

The FAIR-HAIRED ALDA. By

FLORENCE MARRYAT, Author of 'Love's Conflict,"

' Woman against Woman,' &c. 3 vols. 31*. 6d.

The Scotsman says:—"The plot is wrought out with

unquestionable vigour."

JACK ALLYN'S FRIENDS. By

G. WEBB APPLETOK", Author of ' Catching a Tartar '
and ' Frozen Hearts.' 3 vols. 3U. fid.

The Graphic says :—" A novel which combines the merita
of Miss Braddon with those of Bret Harte 'Jack Allyn's
Friends ' is just the book to commend itself to thousands of

holiday-seekers this summer weather."

The Scotsman says :—" Mr. Appleton knows how to write
novels of absorbing and unflagging interest, and of remark

able cleverness."

HOLLYWOOD. By Annie L. Walker,

Author of ' A Canadian Heroine,' ' Against Her Will/

&c. 3 vols. 3Ls. Gd.

The Graphic says :—" ' Hollywood ' Is a book that deserves,
to be read We must congratulate Miss Walker on a steady-

improvement."

LORD GARLFORD'S FREAK. By

JAME8 B. BAYNAED, Author of 'The Rector of

Oxbury.' 3 vols. 31s. Gd.

The Morning Post says t—" A very amusing novel, which
deserves, for more reasons than one, to rank higher tliari

the ordinary run of current works of fiction."

The ACTOR'S WIFE. By Edmund

LEATHE8, Actor. 3 vols. 31s. 6if.

The Graphic says :—" Mr. Leather possesses both culture-
and good feeling. His work bears evidence of careful

thought and no small amount of interest."

The BURTONS of DUNROE. By

M. W. BREW. 3 vols. 31*. M.

The Graphic says :—" None of the descriptions we have-
read can in any way compare for fidelity to the account of
the eviction of the McGuires A very interesting and well-

written book."

John Hull says;—"The book is deserving of popularity.
We see no reason why ' The Burtons of Dunroe ' should

not reach the honours of future editions."

The Scotsman says :—" The personages are delineated with,

realistic force."

CHARLIE : a Waif's History, told by

Himself. By Mrs. WOODWABD. 3 vols. 31s. Gd.

The DEAN'S WIFE. By Mrs. Eiloart,

Author of ' The Curate's Discipline,'

Her,' Ac. 3 vols. 31s. Hd.

'How He Won

AFTER a DARK NIGHT—The SUN.

By C. G. HAMILTON. 2 vols. 21s. [This day.

Another scene, again, is really ingenious,

since in this a man who enters a room in an

hotel, and all hut murders its occupant,

takes upon himself the individuality of his

victim, whom a stranger comes to visit, and

is himself murdered for the man he per

sonates hy the new-comer, whose purpose

has heen the same as his own. De Quincey

could scarcely have invented anything hetter

in the way of murder than this. Even here

the list of fancy murders is not complete.

We draw hreath, however. To that general

public to which the play appeals it is

wholly suited, and it is therefore a distinct

success. It is provided with an excellent

moral, since everybody who is wicked is

brought in the end to confusion, and the

glimpses it affords us into a world to the

existence of which we are supposed to close

our eyes are not unduly stimulating. There

are some good scenery and effects, and some

fine dresses. Nothing is wanting except that

with which criticism is called upon to deal.

At the performances for the benefit of Mr.

Irving, which elicited a display of enthusiasm

altogether indescribable, Mr. Irving played

Charles I., and Miss Terry Henrietta Maria.

The last-named artist gave a recital, in

costume and in presence of scenery, of

Monk Lewis's poem, 'The Captive.' The

action with which she accompanied this

showed the possession of powers more

nearly approaching tragic than any she

has yet exhibited. It is to be regretted

they were wasted upon so unsatisfactory a

poem.

Dramatic lifoissirj.

The Hon. Lewis Wingfield is engaged in

rewriting for Madame Modjeska the last act of

an adaptation of Schiller's 'Marie Stuart,' in

which that actress is to appear. At the time

of the execution of Mary, Queen of Scots, Sir

Richard Wingfield, a cousin of Lord Burleigh,

was appointed by that statesman to watch the

proceedings and report upon them to Queen

Elizabeth. His report, which has been recently

discovered in the library of Sir John Sebright

at Beechwood, casts a new light upon the execu

tion, and has supplied details of which dramatic

use is now being made.

Madame Modjeska's first appearance in 'Adri-

enne Lecouvreur ' will take place in Liverpool,

in the course of her country tour.

Mr. Irvikg's announcements of pieces in

preparation revealed little that was altogether

unknown. That the opening piece of the new

season was to be ' The Corsican Brothers ' and

that Mr. Wills had prepared a version of

' Rienzi ' had been stated. New plays by the

Laureate and by Mr. F. A. Marshall are pro

mised, but their character is not indicated.

' She Stoops to Conquer ' was revived at

Sadler's Wells on Monday, with Mr. Chippen

dale as Hardcastle, Mrs. Chippendale as Mrs.

Hardcastle, and Miss Virginia Batcman as the

heroine. With this performance the series of

classical representations recommences.

Me. Bronson Howard is engaged in writing

a new farcical comedy for the Criterion.

Mr. Charles Coghlan has commenced a

country tour, with a version, by himself, of the

play of ' La Morte Civile,' in which Signor Sal-

vini is accustomed to appear.

The first appearance of Mr. John M'Cullough

at Drury Lane is fixed for tho spring, when he

will play in ' Virginius,' which is to be revived

with elaborate surroundings.

To CoEHKgpoiTDnrrs.—C. C. O.—P. C—received.

No notice can be taken of anonymous communications.

The GREAT HISTORIC OAL-

LERTES Edited by Lord RONALD OOWER, F.S.A. Part IV.
AVGUfcT, price 'is. (id. contains the following Permanent Photo
graphs : —

The THREE MARIES. Carroccl. (Castle Howard.)

The PORTRAIT of a LADY. Rembrandt. (Bridgwater House.)

RICHELIEU on tho RHONE. Delaroche. (Hertford House.)

Qjnnions ojOtt Prtss.

" Deserves to be one of the most popular of drawing-room table-books."
Atkentrum.

" The age has not prodneed so valuable an art book."—Art Journal.

London :

Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington,

Crown BuildiDgs, 188, Fleet-street.

CARMELA. By the Princess Olga

CANTACUZENE, Author of ' In the Spring of My Lin-.'
Translated by EUGENE KLAUS, with the Author's

approval. 3 vols. 31s. id.

AMY WYNTER. By Thomas A.

PINKERTON, Author of ' Crossford." 3 vols. 31s. Go!.
[T/ns (tut/.

London: SAMUEL Tinsley & Co. 31, Southampton-

street, Strand.
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NOTICE.

NOW READY,

VOL. I. SIXTH SERIES,

OF

NOTES AND QUERIES.

With Copious Index, price 1Q». 6d.

JOHN FRANCIS, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.

SOLDIERS of the VICTORIAN AGE. By C. R.

LOW. 3 vols, demy 8vo. 30«.

CURIOSITIES of the SEARCH-ROOM. A CoUec-

Hon ol Serious and Whimsical Wills. By the Author of ' Flemish Interiors,' Ac. Demy 8vo. 16s.

NEW NOVELS.

1TEW NOVEL BY CAPTAIN HAWLEY SMABT.

BELLES and RINGERS. By Hawley Smart.

1 vol. [Thiaday.

EROS. Four Stories. By Sarah Tytler, Hon. Lewis

W1NGFLELD, Miss B. M. BUTT, and Miss G. BUTT. 2 vols.

The DUKE'S CHILDREN. By Anthony TroUope.

3 vols.

Chapman k Hall (Limited), 193, Piccadilly.

B

CHEAP EDITION OF MISS BRADDONS LATEST NOVEL.

On August 12, price 2s. ; cloth, 2s. id.

THE STORY OF

A R B A R

HER SPLENDID MISERY AND HER GILDED CAGE.

By the AUTHOR of ' LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET,' &c.

A :

1N"EW ROMANCE OF LONDON LIFE.

Sow ready, price 2s.; cloth gilt, 2s. postage, id.

THE ORANGE GIRL.

ILLUSTRATED BY GUSTAVE DOEE.

Now ready, price 2f.; z'.^ih gilt, 2s. Qtt.; postage, 4d.

The KING'S PAGE: a Love Story

Now ready, price 2s.; cloth, 2*. 6d.; postage, id.

LOTTIE'S FORTUNE. The New Novel.

By the AUTHOR of 4 SOPHIE CREWE,' &c.

" A wild, rattling, exciting story, full of matter."—Athenaum.

CHEAP EDITION of Mrs. GORDON SMYTHIES" NOVELS. CHEAP EDITION OF MR. W. 8. HAYWARD'S NOVELS,

Just out, price 2..; cloth gilt, 2s. 6rf.; postage, id. Just out, price 2n.; cloth, 2s. tW.; postage, Ad.

OUR MARY: a Novel. THE SECRET SEVEN: a Novel.

PLEASURE BOOKS FOR RAIL, ROAD, AND RIVER.

Now ready, price la. each ; post free, 1*. 2d.

STRANGE JOURNEYS: On the I RIVER SECRETS : In the Force.

BANK. [Shortly. \ [Shortly.

COMIC ENGLISH GRAMMAR. Illustrated.

SECRETS OF MODERN RUSSIA, NIHILISM, &c.

Just out (never before published), price 2s.; cloth, 2s. Gii.; postage, id.

MYSTERIES OF ST. PETERSBURG.

By M. MIKAEL GOHT.SCHAKOV.

London : J, S: K. Maxwell, Milton House, Shoe-lane, E.C.

Now ready, in flvo. with Portrait, price 0«. cloth,

LECTURES on the SCIENCE and ART of EDU
CATION ; with other Lecture* and Essays. Hy the late JOSEPH!

PAYNE, the Flret Proteuor of the Science and Art of Education In the
rullfite of Preceptors, London. Edited by his Son, J. P. PAYNE, M.D „
Fellow of Maid. Coll. Oxford. With an Introduction by th. lie v. It.. H.
QUICK, M.A. Trln. Coll. Camb.

London : Longmans & Co.

THE LAND QUESTION.

Now ready, price It. ; by port, It. 2d.

RISH DISTRESS and its REMEDIES.

A VISIT to DONEGAL and CONNAUOHT In the

8PHINO of 1880.

By JAMES H. TUKE.
Author of ' A Visit to Conoaugbt In the Autumn of 1847.'

Loudon : William Kidgway, 16», Piccadilly, W.

s

BRITISH SCHOOL SERIES.

Now ready, doth, 2s. Gd.

I X T H R E A

4o4 pp. 40 niuitratlotu.

D E R.

Edited by THOMAS MORKISON. M.A.,
Rector of Free Normal Training College, Glasgow.

■ to!

Gall ft Inglls, Edinburgh ; and London, 25, Paternoster-square.

NEWMAN & CO.'S

RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

tvo. cloth, 4s. at all Libraries,

LAURA DIBALZ0 ; or, the Patriot Martyrs.

By R. H. HORNE, Author of ' Orion,' ' The Death of Marlowe.' &c.

" Nothing more striking than hia latest work has come from his pen."
Whitehall Ke>tne

" The dying speech of Laura la one of the most powerful that has beetv
written for years."—GrajMc.
"It la an achievement of which not only Its distinguished author,

hut all of whom the literary fame of the age is precious, have good
cause to feel proud n~L%}:

" I have read It with my old admiration for your fiery, unconquerable-
spirit, and your Impassioned, dramatic power.

£dmuttd C. Stedman, Author of ' Victorian Poets. '

HEADY IN SEPTEMBER, BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

BIBLE TRAGEDIES. In 1 vol. Truly,

though Newly, Dramatized.

1. JOHN THE BAPTIST ; or. the Valour of tho Soul.
2. JOB S WIFE ; or, the Cruel Wager.
3. JUDA8 ISCAR10T : a Tragic Mystery.

NEW POEMS.

Cloth, 8vo. 10s. 6d.

By John Payne, Author of

"Cette 'Snlvestra,* occupant un tiers c
d'amuur la plus terrible et la plus dellcicuse c

The Masque of Shadows,' ' Lautrec

volume, est riilatolre-
m puisne lire."
■vilte, d"ns It National.

" 1 Salvestra' Involves a description of mat lei's which may Bhock
very delicate nerves ; but tlie poetical treatment shows that the writer
has all that Is required of delicacy as well as uf piiAsion. of tenderneM.,
of inuiKluatlon, and of language for turning the subject to most churm-
ing account."—111 tt /Jrated J^rndtm Newt.

Demy 8vo. cloth, 12s. W.

LIFE and SOCIETY in AMERICA. By

SAMl'EL PHILLIl'S DAY, Author of 'Down South," 'English.
America . or, Pictures of Canadian Places and People. '

" "We are Indebted to Mr. Day for a most readable and cntcrtainintr
collection of sketches of Transatlantic life "- Sod rj ,\ . „ ,
"Kuch an interesting and amusing book is sure to find plenty of

readers. The book ouirht to be studied by all who want to see the-
shaduwsas well as the lights of American society."—Graphic.

■■This is a work of uncommon merit. It is an cxliaustlve picture or

life In the United States, which we can recommend to all persons who-
are Interested in the social life of the great Republic."

liahgnani's Mcusenger.
" The present volume Is described as the first series. Few readers will

put it down without wiihing for the second."— Mornmtj Advrrtitrr.
"I find that you have fully succeeded In bringing out. with much,

force and talent, the must prominent features of American life."
lVs5s.CS Camilla dt Volignae.

The DOOM of the GREAT CITY; or, London

Destroyed by Fog. By WILLIAM DELISLK HAY. Price I>.
post free.

HEADY IN A FEW DAYS, AT ALL BOOKSTALLS,

The VERACIOUS HISTORY of a BLACK-
and-TAN TEKKIEIt ; Told by Himself. Svo. cloth, 3». Edited by
LADY LAMB. Illustrated by Walter J. Allen.

HISTORY of DUELLING. Cloth, 8vo. 2s. 6d.
Translated from the French of M. Constard de Massi, one of the-
Freuch King's Body Guard, with an Introduction by Sir LUCIUS
OTRIGGER.

NEWMAN & CO. PUBLISHERS.

NOTICE TO AUTHORS ! ROYAL COMMISSION UPON COPYRIGHT

To meet the views expressed by the Royal Commissioners, after they
had heard the evidence of the leading authors of the day (see Report
dated the :Mth May, 1h;hj, Messieurs Newman & Co. have adopted a new
system of publication, which secures to the author a full and lasting
reward for his labours.
In the rase of authors desiring to retain a permanent interest in their

works, Messieurs NEWMAN & Co. now send all title-pages to the author
ti> be stamped or initialed before binding. And in their agreement.
Messieurs NEWMAN & Co. undertake not to sell any copy without It
bears such iuitials or stump ; and in the event of their doing so. under
their form of agreement, the copyright In. together with all property
connected with, such work reverts absolutely to the author.

It will thus be seen thttt an author under this new system obtains a
full record of the progress made by his work, and the Royalties due to
olm.

Messieurs NEWMAN A Co. undertake the publication of approved
Scientific. Educational, and Domestic Works; Poetry, Novels, and al.'.
Works of Fiction, and Children's Works.

NEWMAN 3c Co. 43, Hart-street, Bloonisburr.

London, W.C.
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Fcap, 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6d.\ royal 32mo. clotn, 3*.

THE DAILY ROUND. Meditation, Prayer, and
Praise, adapted to the Course of the Christian Year.

Londoa ; J. Whltaker, 12, Warwick-lane.

TonLh Edition, post free, Is.

R. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the
only Saecemful Method of Curing thin Disease, liy ItOBERT O.

WATTS, M.D F.K.8.L., F.C.S., Ac.. 5, Bulstrode-street, Cavendisb-
, London, W
London : C. Mitchell A Co. Red Lion-court, Fleet-street.

Just published, price 6rf.f by post . 7<f.

>RACTICAL HINTS on the PRESERVATION
of the TRUTH.

Br N. STEVENSON,
ol the Royal College of Surgeons, and Licentiate in Dental

: 3. A A. New

Recently published, price 12*. 6rf.

FRASER'S ETRUSCANS: an Examination of
some Celtic Elements in the Etruscan, the Roman, and the Greek

language and Mythology.
" A marrel of learning and Ingennity."— flfasssmsft.
" Fitted to give him an honourable place among the philologists of our

day."—Arbroath Quide.
Edinburgh: Maelachlan A Stewart. London: Simpkin, Marshall A Co.

ABYLONIAN LITERATURE. — LECTURES
dellTered at the ROYAL INSTITUTION. By Rev. A. H. HAYCE.

M.A., Deputy-Professor of Comparative I'liiloloey, Oxford; Author of
- An Assyrian Grammar,' ' The Principles of Comparative Philology,' 4c.
Demy tfvo. cloth, 4j.

" Those who wonld know saore of the libraries of Babylonia and their
■wonderful contents must refer to Mr. Hayec's book. In which most of
-what ts known of them at present is summed up. "—Times.

London i S. Bagster A Sons, 15, Paternoster-row.

^OOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S PUBLICATIONS.

Now ready,

PROCEEDINGS of the SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS

"Learned, Chatty, Useful."—Athenaum.

of the SOCIETY for HWO, Fart II. containing the Papers Read at the
" Meetings in March and April. With 18 Pis

Coloured, 12*.-, with Plates t'ncoloured,
Scientific Met

TRANSACTIONS of the SOCIETY, Vol. XI.
Part IL price 24s. containing the following l'apers :—

Dr. JAMES MURIE.—* Further Observations on the Manatee.' "With
3 Plates.
Mr T. JEFFREY PARKER.—' On the Intestinal Spiral-Valve in the

genus Kaia.' With 2 Plates.
May be obtained at the Society's Office. 11, HanoTer-sqnare. W.; at

MfMir*. Longmans, the Society's Publishers, Paternoati
through anyBookseller.

s.c'i

In Use at 1 Westminster, Harrow, Cheltenham College, Christ's. Eton, W( _
Hospital, St. Paul's. Merchant Taylors', City of London School,
Greenwich Hospital School, Edinburgh Academy, Ac.

JJELILLE'S NEW GRADUATED COURSE.

The Beginner's Own French Book. It.—Key to the

tune, 2f.

Easy French Poetry for Beginners. 2».

French Grammar. &». 6d.~Key to the same, 3*.

Repertoire des Prosateurs. Hi. 6d.

Modeles de Poesie. 6«.

Manuel fetymologiqne. 2». firf.

A Synoptical Table of French Verbs. 6d.
Whlttakrr & Co. Ave Maria-lime.

FECIAL DEPOSIT RATES.
8

G. BARKER * CO.

BAXKESS,
SO and 40, MAIUt-LANK. LONDON.

{Established i«83.)

CtxAaiKQ Baitkbhs—The BANK ef ENGLAND.

DEPOSITS of 101. and upwards received and Receipts issued—

On demand 3j per cent, per annual. \ «,
Herwi I*ays' Notice 4 „ ., 53 K
11 Days' Notice .. .. si „ _ r v"t,
30 Days' Nonce :," '„ " f J 6|
3 Months' Notice .. ., 6 „ ., J

An Extra Bonus of I per Cent, allowed on Knout remaining on Deposit
Twelve complete Months

Current Accounts opened on the usual terras, sad every description of
Ji;uiliu# transnrtcl.

rrHE ANGLO - EGYPTIAN HANKING COM-

X I'ANY (Limited), having 1tranche* at Alexandria. Cairo, and
Larnaca rCvprus), is prepared to transact every description of General
Ikink ins Business with those Places. O POA, F

London, 27. Cleuient's-lane, E C

)HtKNIX FIKE OFFICE, Lombard-street
aad CHAHINO t'KO&S. LON DON.—Established 1782.

Prompt and Liberal Iam Settlcnu-nU.
Insurances effected in all narTs of the World.

JOHN J imoOMPIELI), Secretary.

s
U N FIR OFFICE.

^-street, E C. Charin* Cross S.W.
Oxford-siTeet (■corner of Vfre-street), Vf.

ENtabli»hed Kin,
Home and Porciiru InMunuicps effected.

1 in IT!), rjK*.\4«2 nil.
FltANCls It HELTON,

OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSB LOSS OF TIME,

And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGE11S- ASSURANCE COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon Lord KINNAIBD, Chairman.

Subscribed Capital, I.OOO.OOOf. Moderate Premiums.

Bonos allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing.

A fixed sum In case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance
lu thf event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION'.
Apply to the Clerks at the Hallway Stations, the I^ocal Aeents. or M

Curnhill, Londou. WLULLVM J. VIAN, Secretary.

Now ready, price 10s. Gd. each, cloth boards, with very Copious Index,

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Vols. I. to XII.

FIFTH SERIES.

Containing, in addition to a great variety of similar Notes and Replies, Articles of Interest on the

following Subjects :—

English, Irish, and Scottish History.

The Dream and Death of Thomas, Lord Lyttelton—

The Elective and Deposing Power of Parliament—Anne

Boleyn—Scottish Titles—Burial-Plaee of Edmund, Duke

ofSomerset—Elizabeth, Queen of RobertBruce—Bondmen

in England—Serfdom in Scotland—Grahame, Viscount

Dundee—A Jacobite Letter—Abbotsford in 1825—Com

purgators—Bishop of Ross, Scotland, 1417—Knox's ' His

tory of the Reformation ' — Good Friday and Easter

Sunday, temp. Charles II.—The Jews in England in the

Thirteenth Century—Warrants for the Execution of

Charles I.—The Fitxalans and Stewarts.

Biography.

T. Allington — William Roy— Caspar Hauser— Charles

Owen of Warrington—Paolo Sarpi—The Descent of WIT

liam Penn—William, Abbott of Ramsey—A. H. Rowan-

George Cromer, Archbishop of Armagh—Matthew Smith,

the first Principal of Brasenose College, Oxford—James

Bayers, the Caricaturist—Jeremiah Horrox.

Bibliography and Literary History.

Shakespeariana—The Authorship of Anonymous Works—

Milton's ' L'Allegro *—Unpublished Letter of Maeaulay—

* Histoire des Medecins'—Juifs Anciens et Modernes—

Earle's ' Philology of the English Tongue *—Unpublished

Poems by Burns—Dr. Johnson and Mrs. Turton—' From

Greenland's ley Mountains '—Chap-Books—Lord Byron

in Scotland—Welsh Language— Unpublished Letter of

John Wesley—The Works of Thomas Fuller—The Welsh

Testament—Burns's Ode on the American Civil War—

Opus Questionum divi Augustini—Letter of Smollett—

*The Pilgrim's Progress' — Development of the Press,

1824-1874—Books Written by Mrs. Olivia Serres: ' The

Book.'

Popular Antiquities and Folk-Lore.

Ague Charms—Birds of 111 Omen—Candlemas Gills—

Eggs and Drunkenness—Evil Eye—Jewish Superstitions

—Hydrophobia prevented—Handkerchief thrown on Sui

cide's Coffin—Ladies and Lionesses—The Seven Whistlers.

Poetry, Ballads, and Drama.

The real Richelieu and Bulwer's Richelieu—"The Irish

Brigade"—Thomas Decker—Mrs. Siddons a Sculptor—

Barham's Lines on Dean Ireland—Browning's "Lost

Leader"—The Lord Chamberlain's Inspection of Plays—

Emmalsola—A Poem by W. M. Pracd—Goethe—Shelley—

Henry VIII. as a Poet—The Australian Drama—Charles I.

as a Poet—Sheridan and Sir John Suckling—Oxfordshire

Christmas Miracle-Play—Christmas Mummers in Dorset

shire—Dante and his Translators—The Christian Year.

Popular and Proverbial Sayings.

" You know who the Critics are"—" You may put it in

your eye and see none the worse for it"—Called Home—

God's Church and the Devil's Chapel—Unaccustomed asl

am to public speaking—Tout vient & point—Wise after

the event—La Parole a 6t€ donnee a> 1*1lomme—Robbing

Peter to Pay Paul—The End justifies the Means—The

English seemes a Foole and is a Foole.

Philology.

Carr=Carse—Heel Taps—" Bloody"—Spurring—Nor for

Than—Vagaries of Spelling—Spelling Reforms—Surrey

Provincialisms —Quadr&gesimatU — 8. v. Z. — English

Words compared with the Icelandic—Gingham—The

Termination Y in Place-Names—Calomel—Yeux—Cameo

—Hall, Wych, and Salt Works—Shaddongate—Shak-

speare's Name.

Genealogy and Heraldry.

The Insignia of the Knights of the Garter—Arms—

Hungary—Dering Roll of Arms—Unsettled Baronetcies—

The Arms of Sir Francis Drake—The Arms of English

Sees—Bar Sinister—Strawberry Leaves on Coronets—

Byron Arms—F. B. R. T. in the Savoy Arms—Seal of

Prince of Livonia—The Templars and Hospitallers.

Fine Arts.

Portraits of Dr. Johnson—Marks on Porcelain—Italian

Works of Art at Paris in 1815—Sir Joshua Reynolds:

Miss Day: Mrs. Day—Portrait of Barbor—Church Plate-

Various Paintings and Engravings.

Ecclesiastical Matters.

Altar Rails, Covered—Llddell v. Weaterton—Ecclesias

tical Vestments—Funeral Garlands—The Cistercians—

" Prester John" and the Arms of the See of Chichester—

Penance in the Church of England—Laud's Service Bulk

—Epitaph of Cardinal Howard at Rome—St. Cuthbert's

Burial-place—Old Northern English MS. Psalter—Ber-

Regis Church—Sacred Vessels—A Roman Catholic Visita

tion In 1709—Episcopal Titles—St. George's Loft©—Regis

trant Sacrum Batavianum—Communion Tokens—Fast

ing Communion in the Church of England—The Title

of Reverend—Consecration of Church Plate—" Defender

of the Faith"—The " Breeches" Bible.

Classical Subjects.

The Latin Version of Bacon's Essays—Greek Anthology

—Martial's Epigram xiii. 75 — Lucretian Notelets —

Mediaeval and Modern Latin and Greek Verse—Mittitur

in disco—Catullus : " Hoc ut dixit " Sandon "(Horace)

—Cicero—Lucus a non Lucendo.

Topography.
Sandwich Islands—Origin of the Names of the American

States—Arthur's Oven on the Carron—Scottish History

—The Yardley Oak—Hart Hall, Oxford—Old Kensington

—Travelling in Italy Forty Years ago—The Equestrian

Statue In Hyde Park—Arthurian Localities : Scotland—

The Sacred Lotus—St. John's Chapel, Bedford-row.

Miscellaneous.
Christian Names—Pillar Posts—Hanging in Chains and

Irons—George III. and the Pig—The Kilkenny Cats—The

Waterloo and Peninsular Medals—The Clerical a healthy

Profession—Unlawful Games of the Middle Agps—Itine

rant Empirics — Sunday Newspapers — Gipsies — The

Wordsworth—Double Returns in Parliamentary Elections

—Curiosities of Corporation Records—Spiritual Appari

tions—The "Dial" System of Telegraphy — Professor

Becker's " Gallus "—Skating Literature—Cricket—London

Companies, or Guilds—A Travelling Tutor of the Olden

Time —Gunpowder Plot— Baths in the Middle Ages—

The Little Summer—Wliitsuntide—Michaelmas—Christ

mas Contrasts.

Published by JOHN FEANCIS, 2\ Wellington-street, Strpnd, London, W.C.
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GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY.

The special attention of the Reading Public is called to the fact that the

Grosvenor Gallery Library allows TWO VOLUMES of the NEWEST

BOOKS for a Subscription of ONE GUINEA per Annum.

N.B.—Sets or Books ahe divided to meet the convenience or Subscribers. Country Subscribers are

RECEIVED OR SPECIALLY ADVANTAGEOUS TERMS. THE PUBLIC ARE INVITED TO INSPECT THE KlADINU AND WRITING

Boohs, the Ladies' Drawinu-Koom, and the Keference Llurarv.

THE GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY (Limited), NEW BOND-STREET.

AT HOME.'

ESTATE.

The Amateur Poacher,'

AUTHOR OF 'THE O.

Now ready, crown 8to. 5*.

ROUND ABOUT A GREAT

By RICHARD JEFFB1UES,

ier at Home,' * Wild Life in a Southern County,' 4
Greene Feme Farm,' * Hodge and His Masters.*

Crown 8vo. be

NEW NOVEL BY SARAH TYTLER.

OLIVER CONSTABLE : Miller and Baker.

By SARAH TYTLER,

Author of ' Citoyenne Jacqueline,' ' Scotch Firs,' &e.

3 vols, post 8vo.

London: Smith, Elder k Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

[Next Tueiday.

BY THE AUTHOR OF 'LAW AND GOD.'

■ Fourth Edition, crown 8vo.

REASONABLE SERVICE.

By W. PAGE ROBERTS. M.A.,

Incumbent of B. Peter's, Tere-«treet, formerly Vicar of Eye, Suffolk, Author of * Law and God.'

" Sermons which owe their chief charm to the deep and earnest faith impressed cm every page of them."— Times.
*' Mr. Page Roberts appears to be a very liberal theologian but very decidedly a Churchman."—Contemporary Review.
'* A volume of discourse* which are fresh, vigorous, and clear, which show a thorough comprehension of the questions

*t interesting society, and which display a wise tolerance to every Bincere faith. Such Is Mr. Page Roberts's book,
entitled ' Reasonable Service.'"—Scotsman.

" These sermons are very short, and apparently very simple ; but the careful reader will find they suggest more than
in so many given words they actually teach."—Spectator.

" The preacher aims at making his hearers think and feel : he is likely to succeed There is a dash of Carlylc in his

manner. "—Jiecord.

London: Smith, Elder & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

HOW WE ARE GOVERNED.-THE FOURTEENTH EDITION.

In crown 8vo. price 2i. 61/. cloth gilt,

HOW WE ARE GOVERNED:

A HANDBOOK of tho CONSTITITION, fJOVETtXMENT, LAWS, anil POWER of GREAT BRITAIN. By ALBANY
FONBLANQCE, jun., HOLDSWOUTH, EWALD, Ac. Revised to the Present Time and considerably Enlarged,

By SHALMAN SMITH, Esq., of the Inner Temple.

'"How We Are Governed' gives information which every man bhould know who lias interest of the Government of

the People of Great Britain and her Colonies at heart. Its diffusion everywhere must be the means of eventual good to all
who carefully read the book. It la also a useful Class-Book for schools and colleges."

Frederick Warne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

THE NEW 800IETY MANUALS.

In crown 8vo. price 2?. 6</. cloth £ilt,

THE MANAGEMENT OP SERVANTS:

A PRACTICAL GUIDE to the ROUTINE of DOMESTIC SERVICE. Containing the MKTIIOD of WAITING at TABLE
and other duties applicable to Every Household.

By the Author of 'MANNE1IS and TONE of GOOD SOCIETY.'

"The mystery of domestic service."—Saturday lieneir.
" The book has been compiled for the use of masters and mistresses, and will prove of great assistance in the manage

ment of servants."—Court Journal.

Frederick \Varne k Co. Bedford-street, .Strand.

E P P S'S

CHOCOLATE

ESSENCE.

Product of a special refining

process. It is Chocolate devoided

of its over-richness and substan

tiality. Sugarless, and, when made,

of the consistence of Coffee. An

Afternoon Chocolate. Each packet

is labelled

JAMES EPPS & CO.

Homoeopathic Chemists, London,

NOTICE.—MAIiKS, DURLACHER BROS.
395. OXKOKD-STKEET, W.

A.NTIQVF. WORKS of ART anil Koncral Objects ol Decoration. Tie
authenticity of every Object guaranteed.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

gTEEL PENS.

Sold by ail Stationer* throughout the World.

FURNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
THROUGHOUT o*

MOEDEK'S HIKE SYSTEM
The Original. Best, and most Liberal.

Cash Prices.
No extra charge fur time given.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full i>artkulari of terras, post free.
V. MOKDEK, 24*. -J49, 2SU, Tottenham Court road , and 19, 30, and M,

Morwell -street. W.C. Established lnii*.

II1 MOEDEH begs to announce that the whole of
• the above Premise* have recently bean Rebuilt, specially adapted

lor the Furniture Trade, and now form one of the most commodious
Warehouse* in the metropolis.

Bad-room Mil tea. from SI. ft*, to 50 Guineas.
Drawing-room Suite*, from M. 9t to 4i Guinea*.
Dining-room Suites, from 71. 7*. to 40 Guineas.

And all other Goods in great variety.

F MOEDER, 24H, 249, 2tt). Tottenham Court-road ; and 19, 30, and 31,
MorweU-street. W.C Established 1(«2.

WILLIAM S. BURTON, General Furnishing
Ironmonger, by appointment to H R.H. the Prince of Wales,

SENDS a CATALOGUE GRATIS and POST PAID.

It contains upwards of nVJ l llustratfous of bis unrl railed Stock, with
Lists of Price*, and plans of the :HJ large Show-room*.

At 30, Oxford-street : 1. U, 3. and 4. Newman-street ; 4, 6, and 6,
Perry s-pluce ; and 1, Nuwuuin-yard, London. W.

FENDERS, FIRE-IRONS, ST/OVES, RANGES,&c.
£. ■. at. £. t. d.

REGISTER STOVES from 0 9 0 to 30 0 0
CHINA-TILED ditto 3 8 0 „ 38 0 t>
DOG-STOVES „ 0 13 0 „ 30 0 0
FENDERS Bronzed or Black _ 0 3 9 „ 10 0 0
Ditto MEEL aud ORMOLU , 1 3 0 ,, 20 15 O
FENDER FRAMH> for TILE HEARTHS .. „ 110 „ 10 0 O
MARBLE ditto, ditto 3 0 0 „ 10 0 O
PIERCED BRASS FENDERS 3 3 0 „ 10 0 O
FIRE-IR'-Ns. set of Three „ 0 4 8 „ 0 10 O
Ditto RESTS for TILE HEARTHS, per Pair. . Oil 0 ,. U 10 0

OAS and HOI-WATER WORK —ESTIMATES FREE.

JJEDSTEADS, BEDDING, and FURNITURE.

BEDSTEADS of Best Make only, from 10s. tot,
BEDDINOof rTery description made on the P

rantecd of pure material* and good workmanship.
AMERICAN WALNUT machine-made CABINET FURNITURE.
A large Stock of CHEAP, USEFUL, and SOUND FURNITURE

of the above make on view at price* usually charged fur ordinary
deal.
FURNITURE Tor BED, DINING, and DRAWING ROOMS, and

every article necessary for HOUSE FURNISHING.
EASY TERMS of PURCHASE —Special Arrangement* made br

WILLIAM S. BURTON with reference to CREDIT, without In any war
altering the system of PLAIN FIGURES and FIXED PRICES, thou,
retaining to the PURCHASER all the advantage* of prices arranged for
NETT CASH, and cliarguu; only such interest a* may be necessary lor
the time over which the payments are extended.
COLZA OIL, highest quality 2*. I0cf. i
KRROSINE, ditto Is. Id.

,, I iv.' (i.illunsaud upwards .. 1*. od.

w
ILIUM s. B U R T O X.

ALLEN'S SOLID LEATHER

PORTMANTEAUS.
ALLEN'S VICTORIA DRBSSINO RAO.
ALLEN'S KTHONO DKKHS HAHKETH.
ALLEN 8 KEUISTKUKD ALUKitT DE8FATCH BOX.

ALLEN'S NEW I'A 1 AUXltS ol xu ,\: a lor Continental TiATel-
liug, po.1 Ire*.

87. West Strand. London.

APOLLINARIS WATER.
" Launa donandu* Apolllnarl."— Horact, Book iv. Ode 2.

GOLD MEDAL, TARIS,
ANNUAL SALE. S.QUO.OOO.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY. Umlted, In, Regent-street. London. S.W.

f OTS 110 ai d 111. — Lot 110, very soft Old
IJ PALE siiERUY. at Jo* ; and LOT ill. very soft OLD OLOROSO
:>LERA. pale £uld, at .KJjt. per dozen.—SHERRIES of the old style, mel-

" iiiid emu civ tree lrom the tteryncM which ha*
. deli i a! to th

CO-OPERATIVK W INK A*
Adelphi, W.C. ircmoved fro

iund* ol the
Public, while on the special I-ot List, at

id of being Sold by Auction —The LON DON"
.OCIATION, Limited, luaud 12, John-street,
i 44o, Strand).

MR. G. II. J 0 N E S,
SURGEON DENTIST,

57, GREAT RUSSELL-STREET, LONDON

I Opposite the British Museum),

Will be glad to forward his Pamphlet on Painless Dentistry, free,
enclosed by post, which explains the most unique system of the adjust
ment of Artificial Teeth without pain.

U.jursullaliou true, from 10 too.

1)
I N N E F O U D ' S MAGNESIA.

The Medical IYofesslon for over Forty Years have
spprnvt-d of this Pure solution a* the best remedy for
ACIDITY of the STOMACH, HEARTBURN. HEAD
ACHE. GOUT, and INDIGESTION; and as the safest
Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies, '
Infants

DINNEFORD'B MAGNESIA.

64 CAXITAS" and DISINFECTION.—The Pine
KJ Forest at Home.—The SANITAS PREPARATIONS are In use-

In more than ."SOO Boards of Health. Hottpitals, &c. Non-poisonous,
stainless, agreeable aud healthful. Disiniectlng Fluids. Powders, ana
Household Soap* ; Toilet Soap* and ETui.ts ; Tooth and Nursery Powders.
Of all Cbemisle, or ol the ftanim-t Company, Limited, Jtetbnal Green,
lxtndon E. Tetstimouials of highest Medical and Sunitury Authorities
free. Of universal necessity us tbu most perfect l'uriher and Dlsiu-
icclant.
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W. H. SMITH & SON'S

SUBS C R IPTION LIB RA R Y,

186, STRAND, LONDON, AND AT THE RAILWAY B00KSTALLS.

1. This Library is established in connexion with Messrs. W. H. SMITH & SON'S numerous

Railway Bookstalls; it embraces all the most important Works of History, Biography, Travel,

Fiction, Poetry, Science, and Theology, as well as the leading Magazines and Reviews.

2. Subscribers can only change their Books at the Depôt where their names are regis

tered, but they may transfer the place of exchange by giving notice to the Clerk in Charge

of the Depôt at which they obtain their Books. There are 500 Bookstalls available for this

purpose. Of the current Periodicals one only at a time is allowed to a Subscription under

Five Guineas, and Subscriptions will not be accepted for the supply of Magazines and

Reviews only. -

3. The Books are delivered at the Bookstalls, carriage free. A Subscriber may exchange

once a day; the Clerk in Charge will obtain from London any Work in the Library which a

Subscriber may desire to have. NOVELS exchanged only in Unbroken and complete Sets.

4. London Subscribers transferring their Subscriptions to a Country Depôt will be

entitled only to the number of Volumes which the Country terms assign to the amount they

subscribe; similarly, Country Subscriptions transferred to Town become subject to the

London regulations.

5. Subscriptions may commence at any date, and are payable in advance at any of the

Railway Bookstalls, or 186, Strand, London.

6. Messrs. W. H. SMITH & SON beg to impress upon their Library Subscribers the fact

that much disappointment and inconvenience would be avoided if they would, in all cases,

give to the Clerk in Charge a List comprising at least twice as many titles of Works as they

wish to exchange.

I. For Subscribers obtaining their Books from a London Terminus, or 186, Strand:—
6 Months. 12 Months. 6 Months. 12 Months.

* +. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d.

For ONE Volume at a time ... " .. . . 0 12 0 1 1 0 | For Four Volumes at a time 1. 3 () 2 2 O

[Novels in more than One Volume are not available for this class of Subscription.]
For Two Volumes at a time - - . . 0 17 6 . . 1 11 6 For EIGHT ** 25 1 15 0 3 3 O

[Novels in more than Two Volumes are not available for this class of Subscription.] For FIFTEEN , 55 - - ... 3 0 0 5 5 O

II. For Subscribers obtaining their Books from a Country Bookstall:—
6 Months. 12 Months. 6 Months. 12 Months.

- . s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. f'. . s. d.

For ONE Wolume at a time . . - - ... 0 12 0 . . 1 1 0 | For THREE Wolumes at a time 1. 3 () 2 2 O

[Novels in more than One Volume are not available for this class of Subscription.] For Four ** ** 1 8 () 2 10 O

For Two Volumes at a time - - ... O 17 6 ... 1 11 6 For Six 2? ** 1 15 0 3 3 O

[Novels in more than Two Volumes are not available for this class of Subscription.] For TWELVE 35 ?? - - ... 3 0 0 5 5 O

III. For Country Book Clubs, Reading Societies, &c.:—
6 Months. 12 Months. 6 Months. 12 Months

. s. d. £. s. d. - £. s. d. £. s. d.

For TwPNTY-Four Volumes at a time ... 5 5 0 9 9 0 | For SIXTY Volumes at a time - - ... 13 0 0 . . 23 9 O

For TIIIRTY-SIX 25 ** ... 8 0 0 ... 14 2 6 For SEVENTY-Two, 22 - - ... 15 10 0 . . 28 2 O

For FoETY-EIGHT 25 ** ... 10 10 0 ... 18 16 0 | For EIGHTY-Four , 55 - - ... 18 0 0 ... 32 15 O

For every additional Twelve Volumes, 4l. 12s. 6d.

TERMS for SPECIAL TRAVELLING SUBSCRIPTIONS, LISTS of BOOKS in CIRCULATION, or any other information, can be

obtained at any of the Railway Bookstalls, or at 186, Strand, London.

A CATALOGUE of SURPLUS and NEW BOOKS, offered at greatly Reduced Prices, is published

Monthly, and can be had upon application at the Bookstalls. Also a Catalogue of Books in eleyant Bindings

for Gentlemen's Libraries.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to “The Editor”—Advertisements and Business Letters to “The Publisher"—at the office, 20, wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.

Printed by E. J. Francis, Athenaeum Press, Took's-court, Chancery-lane, E.C.; and Published by John FRANCIs, at No. 20, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.

Agents: for Scotland, Messrs. Bell & Bradfute, and Mr. John Menzies, Edinburgh ,-for IRELAND, Mr. John Robertson, Dublin.–Saturday, August 7, 1880.
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EEOISTKRED AS A NEWSPAPER

B
RITISH ASSOCIATION for the ADVANCE

MENT of SCIENCE. 22, Albemarie-street. London. W.

TbeNEXTANNUALGEMERAL MEETING wll
commracing on WEDNESDAY, August 35

President-Elect,

ANDREW CB.OMBIE RAMSAY, tmq LL.L
Director-General of the Geological Survey of the

of the Museum of Practical Geo

NOTICE to CONTRIBUTORS of MEMOIRS

rid at SWANSEA.

FR.8. T P 0 8..
I mi- U Kingdom and

Authort are remind)
u arrangement dating from Wtl, tne acceptance of
>d which they are to be read, are now. as far as

AsgtJtaing o/IM Mttting. It has therefore become necessary,
give an opportunity to the Commitices of doing justice to
Communications, that each Author shoold prepare an Abe __

'In the published Transactions

d the days on .. _ ......
determined by Grgnniilng Committee* for the several Sections

. i to the several1 Abstract of

Memoir, of a length suitable for insertion In
of the Association, and the Council request that he will send it, together
with the original Memoir, by book-post, on or before July 24, addressed
(has:—"Oeneral Secretaries, British Association. 22. Albemarle-street.
London, W. For Section " Authors who comply with this
request, and whose Papers are accepted, will be furnished b*fort the
Meeting with printed copies of their Reports or Abstracts. If It
should be inconvenient to the Author that his Paper should be read on
any particular days, he is requested to send Information thereof to the
SKcarr«KiEs in a separate note.
Reports on the Progress of Science, and of Researches entrusted to

Individuals or Committees, must be forwarded to the AssisTAWT-Stcas-
t*rt. fur presentation to the Organizing Committees, a
siutemeut whether the Author v " 1

irtcanizlng Committees, accompanied by a
r wiU be present at the Annua) Meeting,
act can be inserted in the Report of theNo Report, Paper, or Abstract ____

Association unless it is in the Assistant-Secretary's hands before the
conclusion of the Meeting.

J. E. H. GORDON, Assistant-Secretary.

/^.LOUCESTEa MUSICAL FESTIVAL,
" J September 7th, Kk, 9th, and 10th, l&BO.

in. .: Hmgtrt.
Madame ALBANI.
Hiss DE FONBLANQUE,

Miss ANNA*WILLIAMS.

Mr. EDWARD LLOYD

SMD

Mr. JOSEPH HAAS.

Full particulars at Mr. Nest s,

.....J PATEY,
Miss HILDA WILSON.
Miss WAKEFIELD, ins

Mr. FREDERICK KINO,
Signor GHILBBRTI,
Mr FRANCIS. *j»o
Mr. SANTLBV.

c
0RP0RATI0N OF LIVERPOOL.

AUTUMN EXHIBITION OF riCTURBS IN OIL AND WATER
COLOURS.

NOTICE to ARTISTS —The Exhibition will OPEN on MONDAY,
Septembereth. and CLOSE on SATURDAY. December4th. Receiving
days, August 2nd to the 14th, both inclusive. London Agent. Jamks
1; ■ i r 17. Nassau-street, Middlesex Hospital. Works of Art intended
for Exhibition, and all communications, must be addressed to the
Curator, Mr. Cmalis Diall, Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool.—Forms
und further particulars may be had on application.

JOSEPH RAYNER, Town Clerk, Hon. Sec.

IBITION of COMPETITIVE ORIGINAL
IGNS for CHRISTMAS CARDS, to be held at the Dudley
—itian Hall. Piccadilly. In OCTOBER NEXT. 500i given by

" TUCK. Fine-Art Publisher, to be awarded in Fourteen
i of Competition can be had on application to R. F.
at the Gallery.

'AC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
ARUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the

Public as well as to Members, at prices varying from IUj. to 48s.. and
Include the Works of Giotto, Fra Angellco. Perugino, Andrea del Snrto,
Michael Angelo. Raphael, Holbein. Albert Durcr, Ac.—Priced Lists,
-with particulars of luembership, will be sent, post free, on application
it Old Bond-street. London. W.

F

ARTIST (Exhibitor) gives LESSON'S in OIL
PAINTING ( Marine and Landscape).—Address G. 8., », BoUoTtr-

T ADY (28), Teacher of Art, Drawing, and Painting
» J (South Kensington), of high standing in London, but wishing to

1<stf*l Town on account of her health, would like to arrange with
SCHOOL or INSTITUTION (on the Coast prcrerredj. where she would
"be likely to ot* '
tioner. King'

OUTSIDE -Astist, Smith, Sia

lyl ISS GLYN, 13, Mount-street, Grosvenor-square,
-LTJL W , is detained In Town, and can therefore TEACH READING
and ELOCUTION to Clergymen, Barristers, and others from the Pro
vinces.— Miss GLYN purposes resuming her PUBLIC SHAKSl'EREAN
READINGS fur the Winter in OCTOBER.

MISS LOUISE WILLES, of Theatres Drury
Lane. Gaiety, Olympic, Ac., gives LESSONS in DRAMATIC

DECLAMATION and ELOCUTION, both for "
purposes.—12, St. Augustine's-road, Camden-square, N. W.

DR. N. HEINEMANN'S THREE POPULAR
LECTURES: The HUMAN FACE (illustrated); The OBRR-

AMMKRGAU PASSION-I'LA Y (illustrated); The LIVES and WORKS
of the GREAT OERMAN COMPOSERS (illustrated).—Secretaries of
Institutes, Schools. Proprietors of Halls, Ac, wishing to arrange for
delivery of these Lectures shoold address Dr. HzixKMurH, 60, Upper
Gloucester-place, l'urtman-square, London.

iTAR RUBY.—A remarkably fine specimen for
ted Cats' Eyes, Vases in Siberian Oven*
i lug ist and Expert in Gems and l*recious

i, 90, Great RusAl-street, Blooinsbury, London, W.C.

^THE -RE1
-X WORK neceBwry £B their PRESERVATION, effected with every
reward to the sufex and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R.
THOMPSON, studlf, George-street. Portman-sq uare. W.

TO* COLL
LETTER of

Address E. R, Bcales

ON of PAINTINGS, or any

©RS of AUTOGRAPHS. — A
NDER von HUMBOLDT'S for SALE —
Cambridge-street, Warwick-square, B.W.

rro LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

X —A OENTLEMAN of middle age, lately a Principal of " large
Lihrarv and Book Hutlnnas with a Rood practical knowledge of Books

id Library Work, is open to an ENGAGEMENT as Librarian or Socre-
■ Fmch German and Spaulsh. Undoubted references.—

of Messrs. Trubner & Co , Ludgate-

/| ITERARY.—An experienced SUB-EDITOR an^
Xj SCIENTIFIC WHITER desires LITERARY EMPLOYMENT of
any kind. Weil up iu all Sciences applied to Arts and Manufactures.
Extensive knowledge of language* Trench and Italian. Scientific or
Technic*! Articles, adapted. Good references. Small Salary —Address'
8., 35; Wakefleld-atmt, W.C. S/

rDIT0R.—Experienced EDITOR and MANAGER

i (Conservative) will shortly be disengaged. Successful and
thoroughly reliable Journalist London and Provincial experieni
Address Ikvicts., 1
street, E C.

s A Francis, Advertising Agents, 59, Fleet-

TpDITOR, of great experience on old-established
JLi London Conservative Weekly, will shortly be open to accept an
APPOINTMENT. Verbatim Reporter —Address Psarr. care of Messrs.
Adams A. Francis, Advertising Agents, 50, Fleet-street. E.C.

PRESS.—WANTED, about October 1st, a SITU-
ATION as Assistant-Reporter. Verbatim Note-taker; good Con

denser and Paragraph i*t Specimens of Work, excellent references and
testimonials, on application to B. D., 62, Paternoster-row, B.C.

TH) PUBLISHERS.—WANTED, SITUATION in
JL Publisher's OfflrebyOXFORDH.A.,FlmClasft-n>anand University
Prize Essayist.—Apply, stating Salary, to P. I. T., Whimpie Rectory,
Exeter.

PUBLISHER. — ADVERTISER is open to an
ENGAGEMENT. Active and steady.—Address K T , care of C.

Mitchell * Co., 12 and 13, Red Lion-court, Fleet-street, B.C.

PARTNER WANTED for a PUBLISHING
BUSINESS —Address A. 18. at C. H. May & Co.1 General Adver

tising Offices, 78, Gracechurch-etreet. Loudon.

AMATEUR AUTHOR^ *a/iq? OTHERS desirous
of early and remunerative/ Production of their WORKS can

PUBLISH through a High class Whdon Publishing Firm. No Charge
for Reading Manuscripts.—SicarrKaY, 5, Friar-street, E.C.

POPYRIGHT. — A most valuable ANNUAL
\j GUIDE for SALE —Apply. In first Instance by letter only, to Mr.

11.1, Cleveland-street, Fitsroy-square, N. W.

WANTED, MANUSCRIPT of a vigorous TALE
of MODEKN ENGLISH LIFE for a Christmas Annual. Author

preferred. Length, 18,000 Words. Not later than October 15.—State
particulars, with price, to Di pl j A Sort, 120, Newgate-street.

LIBRETTO for DRAWING-ROOM OPERETTA
WANTED.—5.000 Words, inclusive of Four Seta of Verses. For

Three Voices: Soprano. Tenor. Baritone. Modern Subject. Drawing-
room Scene—Address, stating terms, to O. 488, Bell s Advertising
Office, Bolt-court, Fleet-street, E.C.

ORTH of ENGLAND. — To PROFESSORS of
MUSIC — A well-established and high-class MUSICAL CON

NEXION for SALE in a populous Town The Income has been 600/. per
annum. Premium, 4301 Residence, with Furniture at valuation, can
he had.—Address F. 8. de danasT llissow A Co., 3, Uerners-street,
London, W.

THE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.—The Owens
COLLEGE. MANCHESTER.-A Prospectus, containing i

tion on the Courses of Instruction, Fees. Scholarships, Exhibitions, Ac,
may be obtained on application to the Registrar. The Calendar will be
published early in September.

J. HOLME NICHOLSON,

rPHE OWENS COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.—

J. The COLLEGE SESSION lSHO-Sl will BEGIN. In the Medical
IVpartinent, on FRIDAY, the 1st October; in the Arts. Science, and
I*w Department, on TUESDAY, the 5th October; and in the Evening
Classes Department, on MONDAY, the 11th October. Prospectuses are
published for each of these Departments, and may be obtained on appli
cation to the Registrar. Fuller details respecting the Courses of Instruc
tion. Fees Scholarships, Exhibitions, Ac , will be found in the Calendar,
which may be obtained early In September (price 3*. j post free, 8s. (ki. j
from Mr. Cornish, 33. Piccadilly, and other Booksellers in Manchester,
and from Messrs. Macmillan A Co.. Ixindon.
The Syllabus of the Evening Classes may now be obtained from Mr.

Cornish (price <■ t . post free, 7d.).
J. HOLME NICHOLSON, Registrar.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

The 8E8SION of the FACULTY of MEDICINE wiU begin on MON
DAY, October 4th.
The SESSION of the FACL'LTIES of ARTS and LAWS and of

SCIENCE wiU begin on OCTOBER 5th.
Instruction is provided for Women in all subjects taught in the

Faculties of Arts and Laws and of Science.
Prospectuses and Copies of the Regulations relating to the Entrance

and other Exhibitions. Scholarships, Ac. lvalue about 2,0001.), may be
obtained from the College, Gower-sireet, W.C.
The EXAMINATIONS for the ENTRANCE EXHIBITIONS will be

held on the 23th and 29th of SEPTEMBER.
The SCHOOL lor BOYS will RK-Ol'EN on SEPTEMBER 21st.
The CoUege la close to the Gower-street Station of the Metropolitan

Railway. TALFOURD ELY, M.A., Secretary.

U1
NIVERSITY HALL, GOliDON-SQUAEE, W.C.
—Students of University College. London, reside in the Hall

under Collegiate discipline. Th.' Hall has been approved by the Secre
tary of State for India as a place of Residence for selected Candidates for
the Indian Civil Service.—Full particulars as to Reut of Rooms, Fees, t&c,
on application to the Principal or Secretarr, at the Hall.

E. A. WURTZBURG, Secretary.

KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON. — The Theolo-
OICAL DEPARTMENT. — NEW STUDENTS

themselves on TUESDAY, October 5.
Classes are held both In the Morning and Evening.
The College Theological Testamur can be obtalued by—
A. Graduate in Arts of any British University, In Three
B. Associates of the General Literature Department of King s College,

in Six Terms
C. All duly qualified persons of 21 years of age, in Six Terms.
There are also Preparatory Classes for those wishing to pass the En

trance Examination
For the prospectus apply, personaUy or by post-card, to J. W. Onr-

KiNuuiM, Esq., Secretary.

THING'S COLLEGE, LONDON. - Department
XV of GENERAL LITERATUBE and SCIENCE —NEW STUDENTS
will be admitted on TUESDAY , October 5.
This Department is Intended to prepare Students (1) for the Universi

ties, Holy Orders, the Bur, and other Professions; (2) for the Indian
Services ; and (3) for the Military and Civil Service Examinations.
For the prospectus apply, personally or by post-card, 10 J. W. Cix-

himoham . Esq., Secretary.

KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.— Department
of ENGINEERING and APPLIED SCIENCES —NEW STU-

JJKNTS will be admitted on TUESDAY, October 5.
The Course of Study provides practical Education for those who Intend

to engage in Engineering, Surveying. Architecture. Telwrraphv, and the
higher branches of Chemical nnd Manufacturing Art
For the prospectus apply, personally or by post-card, to J. W. Ccs-

ninoham, Esq., Secretary.

KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.—The Evenin.;
CLASSES -Those Classes will RU-Ol'EN on MONDAY, October

11, in the New Testament, Greek Testament. I.atin, Greek, Ancient
History, French, Herman. Hebrew. Italian, Spanish, English History,
Geography, Arithmetic, Writing. Mathematics, Commerce, Drawing,
Elementarv and Practical Chemistry, Mechanics. Physiology, Experi
mental ana Applied Physics, Zoology, Logic, Political' Economy, Mine
ralogy, Geology, law, Metallurgy, Fine Arts, Harmony, Vocal Music,
and Public speaking.
For the prospectus apply, personally or by post-card, to J. W. Cux-

hikokim, Esq , Secretary.

KING S COLLEGE, LONDON.—The School.—
NEW PUPILS will be admitted on TUESDAY, September 21.

There are Four Divisions :—
1. Upper Classical School, intended ts prepare pupils for the Universi

ties, for the Theological, General Literature, and Medical Departments
of the College, and for the Learned Professions

2. Upper Modern School, intended to prepare Pupils fi
Merrantile Pursuits, for the Department of Engineering
and for the Military Academies.

3. The Middle School comprises several classes. each with its classical
and modern division. lor Pupils who are too old tor the Lower but not
sufficiently advanced for the Upper School

4. Lower School.—This division Includes boys over eight years of age,
and is inteuded to prepare them to enter the senior Divisions.
For the prospectus apply, personally or by post-card, to J. W. Cin-

kikoham, Esq., Secretary.

rriUNiTY COLLKGE, LONDON.- LOCAL EX-

-L AMINATIONS in ELEMENTARY GENEUAL KNOWLEDGE.
December 7. 8. 9, and 10. lKso. National lilies of UN. and 51—The Regu
lations, with Syllabus of Selected Kuhj»cts, may now be had of any of
the Local SucasTAaita, or of the Sscnxriav, Trinity College, London, W.

BRIGHTON COLLEGE.—The Next Term will
commence on TUESDAY. September 21st.

F. W. MADDEN, M R.A.8., 6

In the College,

T EAMINGT01T COLLEGE. — Entrancb
J-J 8CH0LABSHIP EXAMINATION on SEPTEMBER 14 and IV —
Address Rev. D. Wood, College, Leamington . or, after August 1st,
Cratgsido, Pelixstow, Ipswich.

TUATFOKD-ON-AVON.—TRINITY COLLEGE
SCHOOL.—The WardA. RICHAHl) F. CWUtV. M A... li wktris

by Seven Resident Graduate Masters, Two being specially for Modem
I-anKuagcs. Classical and 'Modern Sides. Junior Department for You—
Boys. lArge Playgrounds, 1 Fives Courts, Gyiunaaiuui, &c. Terms,
and 00 Guineas.—Apply to the Wai

3

^HB LONDON INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE,
Spring-grove, Middlesex, W. (founded under the auspices of the

late Richard Cobdeii).—Latin, French. German, and Natural !
taught to every Boy, in addition to Mathematics. Greek on the Classical
Side only.
Two Laboratories for Practical Science, large Gymnasium, Baths, with

HoL and Cold Water.
Each Boy has a separate Bad-room.
Terms. TO, MO. and UU Guineas, according to age.
The NEXT TERM commences Monday, September 20.
Apply to the Head Muster, 11. R Lauill, M.A.

T^HE DORECK COLLEGE for LADIES, 6:J,
X Kcnsinirton Gardens-square, Hyde Park, W.—The AUTUMN TERM
begins SEPTEMBER 14th

Principals—Miss M. E. BAILEY and Iranleln NEUHOFER.

PREPARATORY .SCHOOL for the SONS of
OENTLEMBN, 64. Kensington Gardens-square, Hydo Park, \V —

The CLASSES RE-A8SEMBLE SEPTEMBER 14th.
ITinclpals—Miss M. B. BAILEY and Fraulein NEUHOFER.

BEDFORD COLLEGE (for Ladies), 8 and 9,
York-place, Portman-square, London 'near the Baker-street Station

of tho Metropolitan Railway).—The College provides Systematic Lectures
by I'mfeasors in the higher subjects of instruction, and i^purarory
Classes for Junior Students. The Course Is adapted for those whi< intend
to Matriculate or Graduate in tho University of London. The &E88ION
will BEGIN on THURSDAY. October 14. All new Studeuts are to
present themselves between U and 4 on TUESDAY, October 12.
TWO AHNOTT SCHOLARSHIPS will be awarded by open competition.
Prospectuses, with particulars of Scholarships. Boarding, A,-., may bo

had at the College. HENRIETTA LE BRLTON, Hon. Sec.

BELFAST ACADEMY.—WANTED, a TEACHER
of MODERN LANGUAGES—Applications, with tc*iiin"nul», Wl»

be received by me up to FRIDAY, the 15th inst. The Academy vt il! be
OPENED on the 17th JOsIaS a. CHANCELLOR, Stvrstary.

Ballyholme, Bangor, Ireland, 4Wi August, isso.
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ROYAL COLLEGE of SCIENCE for IRELAND,
STEPHEN S-GREEN, DUBLIN.

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

This College supplies a complete Course of Instruction Id Science,
applicable to the Industrial Arts, especially those which may be classed
broadlv under the Heads of Chemical Manufactures, Mining, and Engi-bfoadly under the
necring.
A Diploma of Associate of the College is granted at the end of the

Three Years' Course.
There are Four Koyal Scholarships, of the value of 501. each Yearly,

with Free Education, including Laboratory instruction, tenable for Two
Years. Two become Vacant each year. They are given to Students who
have been a Year In the College.
The Fees art: at. for each Course, or HV. for all the Courses of each Year,

with the exception of Laboratory Practice.
Chemistry (Theoretical and Practical), Metallurgy. Ac. — Professor

Hartley, F C.S.
Mathematics. Mechanics, and Mechanism—Professor Hennessy, F.R.8.
Descriptive Geometrv, Drawing, Engineering, and Surveying— I'rofcusor

Pigot. C E M.H.l.A.
Experimental Physics (Theoretical and Practical )—Profo

F.R.S.E. F.C.S.
Mining and Mineralogy-Professor O'Reilly, CE. M.R.I.A.
Botany—Professor M^'ab, M.D. F L.S.
Zoology—Professor Bridge, M.A. F LH.
Geology—Professor Hull, M.A. F.R.S.
Palaeontology—Mr. Rally, F.Q.8.

The Chemical and Physical L
dally for Practical Instruction.
Fee lor Chemical Laboratory. 21. per Month, or 121. for Session. Fee

for Physical laboratory, 11. per Month, or 61. for Session. Fee for Draw
ing School, 31. fur Session.
The SESSION commences on MONDAY. October 4th.
Programmes may be obtained on application at the College, or by

letter or post-card, addressed to the Six-nrna-v, Royal College of Science,
Stcphen's-green, Dublin, w K STEELE. MI).'. Secretary pro ttni.

ST. ANDREWS SCHOOL for GIRLS,
ST. ANDRBWS, N.B.

Under tbc Direction of & Council.
Chairman—The Very Rev. PRINCIPAL TULLOCH, D.D.

Head Mistress—Miss LUM8DEN, Certificated Student in Honours of

e Stan* consists of three Certificated P
and other qualified Ml

i College,

This School provides for the J>aughters of Gentlemen a thorough
education at a moderate coat. Girls are received from the age of seven
and upwards. The Head Mistress and Senior Assistant-Mistress receive
Boarders, The School and Boarding Houses arc in a healthy position,
open to the south, with Gymnasium and Playground attached.
The next TF.RM will begin on OCTOBER 1st.
A SCHOLARSHIP of KM. yearly for three years, to be held either at

Girton College, or in atudvlng for a Degree of the University of London,
will be awarded on the results of the School Examination In July, 1881.
For further information apply to the Hon. Sbc, Mansfield, St. An

drews, N.B.

fRS. O'BRIEN'S SCHOOL for EIGHT LITTLE
BOYS (Sons of Gentlemen), Rosevllle, Ventnor, I W.—AUTUMN

TERM commences SEPTEMBER 26th Thorough Preparatory Training
lor Public Schools. English, Latin, Arithmetic, French, and Drawing.
An experienced Nurse kept. Highest references.

PARIS.—HAVET'S INSTITUTE for the SONS
of GENTLEMEN, 125, Rue de Longchamps. close to the Bois de

Boulogne—M. H*vrr and his Sons are assisted by French, English, and

M1

Graduates. Pupils prepared for the University. Army, and
Civil Service. Comfort, Gentlemanly Treatment. Healthful Exercise,
Substantial Diet, nnd Modern Sanitary Arrangements. The LADIES'
SCHOOL, established 1869. is conducted by Madame Havzt, 0, Rue de
Longchamps, Trocad^ro.—Prospectuses from M. Havct, Paris; ' ~
the Publishers of his French ana German School-Hooks. Messrs i
Marshall A Co., 4. Stationers' Hall-court, London.

EDUCATION in GERMANY.—ONE VACANCY,
where Four Pupils are successfully Prepared for the Army, Civil

Service, or Commerce. Thorough French ana German (within eighteen
months). Refined English home. References (to Parents of Pupils)
given and required. Prospectuses should be inspected —Address Dr.
ao at, M.A.. Government Examiner, Cologne.

DUCATION in GERMANY.— Mrs. Phipson,
3, Alexander Strasse. Stuttgart, receives Into her House a few

YOUNG LADIES. A Resident German Governess —
E

the advantages of an English Home, with Hlgh-i.
ences: Dr. Carpenter, C.B.. 56. Regent's Park-road,
Elkington, Esq., Sandyford, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

EDUCATION in SWITZERLAND.
FHAUENSTEIN ACADEMY. ZUG. Established 1S5T».

(Hanoverian), and
Education.—Refer-
id, London; A. J.

- New

for the Universities, Commercial Department, German, French,
n Building, Gymnasium. Playground , and Garden.

Cold and Warm Baths. Highest references. Prospectus on application.
—W. Flxhs, Proprietor; F. M. Kuks, Principal, late Head Principal of
the Swiss (International ) School, Genoa.

A YOUNG ENGLISH LADY, resident at Hanover,
would be glad to take the charge of THREE or FOUR YOUNG

LADIES. There would be Educational advantages of the highest order,
especially for the Study of German and Music, with Residence In a
private German Family —Further information, with references, from
Vv" R. S., care of Henry Greenwood, Advertising Agent, Liverpool.

THE FATHER of a YOUTH (aged 17 years) is
desirous of placing him with a GENTLEMAN (Clergyman of the

Church of England preferred) who has Two or not more than Three
other Pupils about the same ngo, t "
—Address L., Box 423, Post-otttcc,

to PREPARE him for the University.

A COMFORTABLE HOME with a German
Family, well known to Masters of Conservatorlum, is offered to

ONE or TWO LADIES wishing to study Music at Leipzig. Terms
t'Xirc-niely moderate. — .' J J ' "

Lt-ipztg, Saxony.
Fran Monaco, 2, Schletter

"MRS. EDMUND JUXON WHITTAKER, the
-L*A Vicarage, Falflcid. R 8.O., Gloucestershire, wishes to meet with a
LITTLE GIRL, from Eight to Twelve Years* old, to be Educated by
Hcrself and Daughter fwho has Just finished her Education at lllols.
France i. Highest references given and i
laundress and Books, l&H. a Year.

—Terms, inclusive of

PRIVATE TUITION for the ARMY, UNIVER-
SITIES. Ac, by an M A.. Donhle Honours. Cambridge. F.G.S., Ac.

University mjI vantage* Spacious Residence. Forty to Fifty Guineas
per Term —Rev. F. C. Lahulut, St Andrews-street, Caml ~J *

HINDUSTANI.—Lessons given in the above by
a Gentleman long resident In India Correct pronunc' "

guaranteed —For tonus apply to Pi xjju s, Kinch's Library, 8,
Kensimrion-temtce. WeM Kensington.

M
IDLANI) RAILWAY.—TOURIST ARRANGE
MENTS. !>•!<>. -First and Third Class TOURIST TICKETS, avnii.

able, with -urnie exceptions, until 3l>»t of December, 1S60, will be Issued
from May W to the .'list of October, !>■*>.

For particulars, sec Time Tables ami Proemmmc*
pany. JOHN NOLLE, C
Derby, April, IB*),

I by the Com
tl Manager.

THE MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL.—The WINTER
SESSION will OPEN on MONDAY, October 4th, with the DIS

TRIBUTION of PRIZES in the New Lecture Theatre. The Medical
School, which is now being considerably enlarged, provides the most
complete means for the Kduoation of Students preparing for the Uni
versity of London, the Collages of Fhjslciansand Surgeons, and the other
Licensing Bodies. , , „„ ,
TWO ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS, of the annunl value of 2SI. and

20f per annum, tenable for Two Years, will be competed for on OCTO
BER 1st and 2nd. _ _
Further information mav he obtained from the Dris or the Rwdknt

Medicu. Orricm, at the HosplUI ANDREW CLARK, Dean.

BARTHOLOMEW'S
COLLEGE.

HOSPITAL and

The WINTER SESSION will begin on FRIDAY, October 1st.
The Clinical Practice of the Hospital comprises a service of 710 Beds,

inclusive of 34 Beds for Convalescents at HLghgate.
Students can reside within the Hwpital. subject to College Regulations.
For ail particulars application may be m:ide to the Wahdem of the

College, the College, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, E.C.
A Handbook forwarded on application.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL and

COLLEGE.

OPEN SCHOLARSHIPS.
THREE SCHOLARSHIPS are offered for Open Competition at St

Bartholomew » Hospital. The Examination will begin SEPTEMBER 27.
1. A Scholarship, of the value of 180V., open to Candidates under 2.5

years of age. and who have not eatered at any Metropolitan Medical
School. Subjects of Examination : Botany. Chemistry. Physics. Zoology

2. A Scholarship, of the value of UQI., open to Candidates under 20
years of age. The other conditions aud subjects are the same as the
above.

3 The JeaflVeson Exhibition (value «n\), open to Candidates who have
not entered at any Metropolitan Medical School. Subjects s Mathe
matics and Latin, and any Two of the following Languages, at the option
of the Candidate: Greek, French. German. The successful Candidates
will be required to enter at St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

are those
University. _ _ . , . , ,
The successful Cnndldales for the above Four Scholarships are eligible

In succeeding years for the Scholarship* of the School ; viz., First \ear,
Three: fl)5&.t (2)301,(8)201. Second Year : (1) 50*. Third and Fourth
Year: (1)401., (3)301., (3) 301., and for the several Prizes.
For further particulars application mnv be made, personally or by
ttcr, to the Warden ol the College, the College, St. Bartholomew's

Hospital, E.G.

M

AGAZINE and NEWSPAPER PRLNTING.-
WYMAN & SONS, Printers of many of the Leading Newspapers

of the day, beg to call attention to the Facilities presented by their
Establishment for the Rapid and Economic Production of every descrip
tion of Periodical Literature, in the best style,
WYMAN A SONS will bo nappy to forward

their large and varied experience at the command of
Newspaper

Lond>

and to place•-- in

terprtse.
: Wynmt ft Sons, 74 and 7

THE MULTIPLEX COPYING PROCESS
gives Forty Copies of Circulars, Music. Drawings, Plans.

This Process has been adopted by Her Majesty's Government, who
have paid the Inventor (Mr. Fellows) 500i. for the privilege of using it
throughout all their Departments. No tedious washing off. Suits all
climates. Negatives available for years. Full particulars post free.

CHARLES FELLOWS, 18, Tettenhall-road Wolverhampton.

ARE ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS, and DRAW-
' INGS, by the most esteemed OLD MASTERS, may be obtained at

GEORGE LOVE'S OLD PRINT SHOP, SI, BUNH1LL-ROW, L '
A CATALOGUE sent on receipt of two penny posiage-stomps.

V Established above Sixty Years.

R

<H E AUTOTYPE C
Ml. OXFORD-STKKET.

0 M P A N Y,

SYSTEM OP PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHY,
In Three distiuct Classes.

Class 1.—The REPRODUCTION of PICTURES,
DRAWINGS, and ORIGINAL WORKS of ART, In so perfect a
manner as to make it difficult in some cases to distinguish the Copy
from the Original Work.
The Fae-slmilta are produced in permanent pigments, which may

be of the same kind as those used In the Original. Black, Brown,
Sepia. Blue, Red, are all available Colours.
By this process Artists can have their Pictures Reproduced with-

oiit'the expense aud delay of engraving, and with the minimum of
risk.

Sizes of Plates from 10 Inches to 49 inches.

Class 2.—The PRODUCTION of PHOTOGRAPHIC
BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS in PRLNTING INK by means of the
ordinary Printing Press. _ _ . . . ,
Employed by the Trustees of the British Museum, FalajographJcal,

Numtsmatieal. Roval Geographical, and other learned Societies.
Fac-similes of Medals ami Coins. Ancient MSS . Palntiugs, Draw

ings, Sketches. Views, and Portraits from Nature. Ac.
A"o*«.—The special advantages of the Autotype 1 Toeess for Book

Illustrations are :—
1st. The absolutely Fac-simile nature of the result.
and. Its Cheapneas for Small Editions of 250, 600. Ac.
3rd. The Prints direct ou the Paper, with suitable margins.

Class 3.—The PRODUCTION of PERMANENT
PHOTOGRAPHS by the WOODBURY or RELIEF PROCESS
This process Is admirably adapted for Portraits, Machinery, Art

Manufactures. Illustrations for Trade Catalogues, Steam-Ship Com-
ivertising Cards, Ac , where large numbersara required and
not an objection.

TN the AUTOTVPE GALLERY will be fonnd
J- a noble COLLECTION of FAC-SIMILES of the OLD MASTERS
Including the most celebrated Works of Kra AngelIco. Fra Bartolomeo'
Corregio. Diirer, Holbein, Michael Angelo. Raphael, Rubens. Andrea del
Sarto, Titian, Lecmardo da Vinci, Ac., selected from the principal
GiiMertes of Europe
Fine examples of the Modern School. Including Poyntcr, R.A., Meis-

sonnier. l>e Ncuville, Rosset'.i. Burne-Jones, Ac.
A visit to tbc Autotype Gallery will prove how readily the walls of

home can be adorned with artistic masterpieces at little cost.

Pictures and Photographs Mounted and Framed.
Pictures carefully Cleaned and Restored.

Send for the AUTOTYPE COMPANY'S New Catalogue, price 6d.
Gratis to purchasers.

W. 8. BHUJ,M ' * BAWTBK' mrKtm »» Wwk'-

generally
, Portraits

THE WOODBURY PERMANENT PHOTO-
GRAPIIIC PRINTING COMPANY have now brought their

WOODBURYTYFE Process to such perfection that it Is
recognized as the best means of Reproducing Works of Art,
from Life, Views from Nature, Architectural Subjects, Ac.

Its advantages arc :—
1 Extreme delicacy in the half-tones, depth and brilliancy of the

shadows, and perfect detail in every part.
2. Rapidity with which thousands of Impressions ol equal quality can bo

produced.
3. Economv und Permanency.
The processes known as the CARBON and COLLOTYPE are also

extensively worked by this Company; but, though useful for certain
subjects, the Prints by these processes do not possess the brilliancy and
uniformity of Woodburytypcs
The WOODBURYTYPE PROCESS is largely used in BOOK ILLUS

TRATION bv all the leading Publishers, Including-
Mesars. MuVinillan A Co. " c

Chapman A Hall.
Rent lev A Son.
Geo. Bell A Hons.

it*s. Specimens, and all info:
the Srcarr^ay r0RTLAND-STREET, LONDON. W.

Messrs. Sampson Low A Co.
„ John Murray.
„ Bickers A Son.

Daldv, Isbister A Co., Ac.
itlon furnished on application to

T ITERARY CURIOSITIES, Facetiie, Jests, Wit,
M.J Old Homnnces, Curios, Illustrated and Standard Books.—NEW
CATALOGUE. Part X. Just published, nnd free 1
Edwakd Aviav, ltJ, Carlisle-street, Soho-square, W.

c

Now ready,

ATALOGUE of OLD and CURIOUS LITERA-
J Tl RE, Family History. Topography, Freemasonry, First Editions.

Heraldry, Ireland, Catholicism, Theology, Ac. Catalogues gratis and
post free.—J. F. Mpham, Pulteney-bridge, Bath.

A/TR. TENNANT, F.G.S., Professor of Mineralogy

and Geology, Mineralogist by appointment to Her Majesty and

the Baroness Burdett-Coutts, 149, Strand, London, W.C., having been

fifty years In business, contemplates shortly RBTTRING, and oners far

SALE several of his extensive COLLECTIONS of MINERALS. ROCKS,

and FOSSILS. They are well adapted lor lirst-class Educational Estab

lishments, Provincial or Colonial Museums, or for the private study ot

any scientific persons wishing to become acquainted with the above-

From 1,000 to 5,000 Guineas each.

Valuable Musical Property, $e.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C., oo

TUESDAY. August 17. at ten minutes past 1 o'clock precisely.* large
ASSEMBLAGE or MUSICAL PROPERTY, Including Grand and
Cottage Pianofortes by Eminent Manufacturers—a short Overstrung
Iron Grand Pianoforte, by Plevel, in Ebonlzed Case—Harmon i urnu—
Americaui Orguns—Violins—Violas—a four-string Exhibitiou Double
Boss, by Vulllaume—Wind Instruments. Ac.—a large Library of Music,
and an Assemblage of Miscellaneous Effects.

(by post}, two stamps.

Engravings, Drawings, and Paintings; a Collection- of
Autographs, Ac.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester - square, W.C.. on

THURSDAY August 10, at ten minutes past I o'clock precisely, a large
COLLECTION ol ENGRAVINGS, chiefly fine. Popular. Modern
Subjects. Also a large Series of choice Mounted Photographs, Litho
graphs, Ac—Water-L'olour Drawings, including four Examples by
Richard Westall-a Collection of Paintings b
and some Autograph Letters.

Catalogues (by post), two stamps.

Valuable Miscellaneous Books, including Portions of Turo
Private Libraries.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Rooms. 115. Chancery-lane, W.C., on WEDNESDAY,

August 18, and Two Following Days, at 1 o'clock valuable BOOKS:
comprising Hogarth's Works, restored by Heath—Painter's Palace of
Pleasure, by Maslewood. 3 vols.—Southey's King Arthur, 2 vols.—Allot's
England's Parnassus, ISM—Blair's Grave, with Blake's Plates—Singer's
History of Playing Cards—Grammont's Memoirs—Trials for Adultery,
7 vols.—Cuvier'tt Animal Kingdom, 16 vols.—Rrydges'a Rest! tut*. 4 vols.
—Tennyson s Poems, first edition, 2 vols.—Surtees Society Publications,
14 vols —Grose's Antiquities, 4 vols. 4to.—Brittou's Antiquities, d vols.—
Recent Works on Dental Science, Ac.

To be viewed, and Catalogues had.

Hooks, Engravings, WaUr-Colour Drawings, S[c., of the late
Mr. T. H. GLADWELL, and some interesting lielics of

Lord Huron.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON k HODGE
will NELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington-

street, Strand, W.C.. on WEDNESDAY, August IS, at 1 o'clock precisely,
BOOKS. ENGRAVINGS, WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS, Ac, the
Property of the late Mr. T. H. GLADWELL (sold by order of the Exe
cutors, with the sanction of the Court of Chancery; . comprising Itooks
on the Fine Arts, and Standard Works In all Classes of Literature—
several Proof Engravings, Piaster Casts of Medals, Ac. To which are
added, interesting Relics of Lord Byron, Including his Gold Watch—the
Laurel Crown of Immortelles that was placed on Lord Byron's Coffin
when laying In Stat«—several Pieces of Jewellery presented by his
Lordship to Mrs. Leigh, and others -a quantity of Manuscripts, Auto
graph Letters, Ac A)s<> another Property, comprising T. Bewick's
Poeket-Book. Memo. Tablets, Ac—Sir W. Raleigh's Compass and Sun-
Dial, and other Articles of Interest.
May be viewwd two days prior. Catalogues may be had; If by post,

on receipt o( two stamps.

Now rcudv, price &/ ; hv post. 7<f . . No. 8, for AUGUST, of the
THIRD SERIES of

THE COVKNT GARDEN MAGAZINE.
Conducted by W. H. C. NATION.

L The REMINISCENCES of an EVERGREEN.

2. GOLDEN ORAIN.
3. A WOLF In SHEEP'S CLOTHING. A Story.
4. The CLERICAL MART.
i. The REFORM ot MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.

6. The REALLY REVEREND.
7. The WISEST of WEATHER PROPHETS.

», WASTE in the CHURCH.
0. COUNTERFEIT COIN. A Story.

10. FUNBRAL and MOURNING REFORM.
11. GARDENING in DIFFERENT PARTERRES.

Office: 44 •.. Catherine-street. Strand, London.

rl1HE DRESDEN GALLERY.—The Weekly Pub-
-L Mention of a Series of elaborate Reproductions, on a large scale, of
Ihp cclcbnitttl l'uintiuirs in the l>resdcn Gallerv was commenced In the
ARCHITJiUr ot Saturday. July 3rd. when Two Engraving!*, of U»«
* Adoration of the Main ' and the ' Marriage of Cnnn,' by Paul Veronese,
were given. Each measures 2-'> in. by 13 In. Price 4d. ; or by pn*t, &d.
Publishing Offices, 176, Strand, London, W.C. ; and of all Newsagents.
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NEW PALACE of JUSTICE, BRUSSELS.- See
theBlIMJEK (id ; by poel,4W.I for Lane View; eleo Vlewa

and S.'i-tion« of ]>:indon Commerri.il JtuildlQjr*—Sunitarr Condition of
GoTernment Ofncee—Water Supply Report—Kniol.ivnu-nt of Terra
cotta—Kensington Town Hall—The late Tho* h7 Wj

i-Our
yatt—Sculpture

; andCoi
all ff«

THE MUSICAL TIMES, for August, contains:
The London Musical Season—Warner on Beethoven • Swond Notirei

—The Music of the Olpalea—The Great Composer*: Hpohr— Pomhiellia
Opera, 'La Gioconda-Her Majcstv s Opera: Bono. • MeTUtofele -
Henry Leallet Choir— Reviews. Foreign and Country New*. Cor-

. Annual Subscription, «...

MUSICAL TIMES, for August, contains :
ye the Lord for Hla Goodneaa • : Harreat Anthem. Br
Price, teparatelT. ljd.

■ J and 8U and 81,

Dr. Garrett Price, arpamtel j . i^d.
London : Norello, Ewer dt Co. 1.

'. EC.

Juat pnbllahad, price la.

>0LITICAL and FINANCIAL REQUIKEMENTS
at BRITISH INDIA. By JOHN DACOSTA.
London : Win. H. Allen 4k Co. "

Juat ready, with Illustration*, price 2j. 6d. poet free,

OTES on SKETCHING TOURS

By AN ARCHITECT.

.,Ilui"*,!?1Jt S" OOceaof the »r,(,»A »«,», London and Manrheater
tEolaJller. B",'oni' M' "'«" """wm. London. To be had of ali

N

IDEOLOGY of WEYMOUTH and PORTLAND
it,., _W.,.b1. FJfurr*' *'<«•"""■■ Coaat view., and Not™ on the Natural
HUtory of the Coaat. 3j Si., or, with GEOLOGICAL MAP, S». post 5e5!

By K. DAMON, F.O.S.

Alao, New and greatly Enlarged Edition of

ATLAS to the above. Price 6s.

Now ready, in 9>o. with Portrait, price 9». oloth,

T ECTURES on the SCIENCE and ART of EDU-

mvp 'Ji!" L»c,ur<» "d *«««7e. Ity the late JOSEPH

A Co

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

BOOKS FOR SEASIDE LIBRARIES.

FURTHER REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF RECENT NOVELS AND OTHER POPULAR BOOKS.

! LIBBARIES,
BEB HUME'S CLEABAHCE CATALOGUE, SPECIAL EDITION FOB SEASIDE AND

NOW BEADY, POSTAGE FBEE ON APPLICATION,

Mudie's Select Libbaby, Limited, New Oxford-street.

NOTICE.

NOW READY,

VOL. L SIXTH SERIES,

OF

NOTES AND QUERIES.

With Copious Index, price 10j. 6d.

JOHN FRANCIS, 20, Weliington-atreet, Strand, London/ W.C.

BY THE AUTHOR OF 'LAW AND GOD.'

Fourth Edition, crown 8vo. 6f.

REASONABLE SEEVICE.

By W. PAGE ROBERTS, M.A.,
Incumbent of 8. Peter's, Ver»-street, formerly Vicar of Eye, Suffolk, Anther of * Law and God.*

nons which owe their chief charm to the deep and earnest faith impressed on every page of them."—Timet.
Mr. Page Roberts appears to be a very liberal theologian hut very decidedly a Churchman.' —Contemporary Review.

'* A volume of discourses which are fresh, vigorous, and clear, which show a thorough comprehension of the questions
most interesting society, and which display a wise tolerance to every sincere faith. Such is Mr. Page Roberts's book,
entitled ' Seasonable Service.' "—Scotsman.

** These sermons are very short, and apparently very simple ; but the careful reader will find they suggest more than
in so many given words they actually teach."—Spectator.

" The preacher aims at making his hearers think and feel t he is likely to succeed There is a dash of Carlyle In his
manner."—liccord.

London : Smith, Elder & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

GERMANY AND THE PASSION PLAY.

V Two Special Book* for Autumn Traveller,.

The COUNTRY of the PASSION

PLAY ; °£.the Highlands and Highlanders of Bavaria.
By L, G. SEGULN. With Maps and Illustrations, 12,

"The publication of this book on 4 The Country of the
Passion Play' is highly opportune; and visitors to Ober-
Ammergau can scarcely employ their time better than by
taking Miss S6guin as a guide to the numerous points of
interest which the Bavarian Highlands present. "

Westminxter Revitw.

" Miss Slguln's volume is a notable excoption to the
deluge of books bearing on the Passion Play, and we can
strongly recommend it to all who intend to visit Ober-
Ammergau during the present season. It will not only
a good guide, but a most interesting companion."

Examiner.
" The tourist in Bavaria will find Miss S6guin an agreeable

companion, and an intelligent guide along almost any route
whioh he is likely to traverse."—Athentrum.

" Miss Slguin has undoubtedly found work w Inch she does
well. Her descriptions have always a fascination for us, and
we prefer her "Country of the Passion Play' to the com
panion volume on 'The Black Forest.'"—Saturday Review.

44 We must give Miss S^guin's pleasant volume its due
meed of praise. It is an excellent account of the country
and its people, evidently the outcome of on extended per
sonal acquaintance."—Spectator.

The BLACK FOREST:

and Legends. By L. G. SEGUIN.

Illustrations, 12#.

its People

With Maps and

" The Black Forest embraces some of the loveliest scenery

in Germany. Miss Ssguln knows it well, and her advice is

practical and judicious. She has the artist's eye for pic

turesque scenes and incidents, and her book will prove an

excellent companion to the tourist."—Pail Mall Gazette.

"We had great pleasure in recommending Miss Slguln's

pleasant volume on Algiers, and this one on the Black

Forest strikes us as being even more attractive One can

hardly have a safer or a better guide than Miss Seguin, for

her volume, having the merit of being almost exhaustive,

will never leavo one at a loss."—Saturday Review.

" Readers may dispense with any other guide to the

Black Forest."—Illustrated London Newt.

"'The Black Forest' is one of those welcome volumes

which are pleasant reading even for people who stay at

home, and for the traveller are not merely useful guide

books, but the best of company."— Graphic.

44 A delightful book It is good reading from first to

Strahan & Co Limited, 34, Paternoster-row.

Juat published, price Bd.; bj post , 7d

>1UCTICAL HINTS on the PKESERVATION

of the TEETH.

By N. STEVENSON,
i College offMember of the Royal

-_v . ... . . n t iw rriDcipm ui lumparative Philology,'
Demy bvo. cloth. At.

" Those who would know more of the libraries of Babylonia and their
wonderful contents must refer to Mr. Sayce s book, in which most of
what U known of them at present is ■umraed up."—ftwwt.

London : 8. Bagster A Sons, IS, Paternoster-row.

JJOTES and QUERIES. (Sixth Series.)

Thit Day'* Number rorUatit.*—
NOTES:—Wycllffe's Tract, ' De Christo'—A Visit to Wenslcydale—

Bolton Conwy—Afghan Nursery Kong—' Byroniaaa '—A Kelic from
Egypt—Early English Text society—'* Once in a blue moon"—
Parallel Epitaph*—Charles I. after the Battle of Worcester—Hymn-
olofry—Weather-lore : the Cuckoo—" Boom "—British Topography.

QUERIES-—Bishops of Dunkeld—The Mayflower—An English ltoyal
Biave-Marriage—Ahakspeare's Knowledge of Natural History—Por
trait by Dobson—T. L. Beddoe*—Benjamin Franklin—Title* in Italy
—Grace before (Horse; Meat—Nadowian-- "Grim the Collier of
Croydon ' '—The ffolliott Family—D. Clark—Henry Ingram—" Circles
tho'small," Ac.—Heraldic—The "Aeames" and " Strymea '—Harri
son of Ancaater—A "leere bed "—A French 811rer Medal—' The New
Republic. '

REPLIES:—Vestments not of the Church of England—The Publication
of Genealogical State Papers —Ohosts Wonted— Early Gtllrars—
"Posy "—Sylranut Hibbert—' The Quack Doctor "—The Longeet Day
—Epitaph on Ann Colli □•—Strafford's Favourite Mottoes—Books on
Phonetic Spelling—" I only pass," esc.—Interments In Unconaecrated
Ground In Greenland—" Asquint "—Limitation of Prosecutions for
Perjury—" Invent portum," ax. —Teller—An Old Snuff-box—Madeira
Wedding Rings —Binding in Chintz — The Pink—' The Howlet '—
Hats—G. Olttlngs—' Llterie de Re Nnmmaria.' Ac—Rabelais—Tnl-
chan Bishops — Burial Position — Christ's Hospital — Bony thon of
Bonython—Royal Naval Biographies—" Azeltunu "—Local Words—
"Nappy"—Grimaldi—W, Wilberforce—Authors Wanted.

NOTES on BOOKS :—Jamlesona ' Etymological Dictionary of the Scot
tish Ijinsmage,' Vol. 11.—Walpole s ' Hiatory of England,' Vol. III.—
' Francis Deak '—Ka I pa-Jackson's ' Our Ancient Monuments,' Ac.

.Ac.
I'uhliahed by John Francis, 30, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.

NEWMAN & CO. S

RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

•to. cloth, 4j at all I

LAURA DIBALZO ; or, the Patriot Martyrs.

By H H- HORNE, Author of ' Orion,' ' The Death of Marlowe,' Ac.

"Nothing more striking than bis latest work has come from hla pen.'
WKUtKmll Ammw.

" I hare read It with my old admiration for your fiery,
spirit, and your impassioned, dramatic power/'

Edmund v attdimm. Author of '

READY IN 6BPTBMBBR, BT '

BIBLE TRAGEDIES.

though Newly, Dramatised.
In 1 vol. Truly,

1 JOHN THB BAOTI8T! or. the Valour ol tho 6
I. JOB'S W1FB ; or, tha Cru.l Wager.
3 JUUA8 18CABJOT : a Tragic abater?.

NEW POEMS.
•The]

Cloth, 8to. lua. U.

By John Payne, Author of

SalTeatra' lnrolTea a description ot i
le poetical tr

,- - which may ahock
Tprf aclicaic nerrca; but the poetical treatment ahowa that the writer
ban all that la required of dclleacv aa well aa of ptuwion, of teudern.'**
of imagination, aod of lanjruaife for turning the auoiacl to moat coann-
Intf amount.' —Illustrated London Ami.

Demy 8to. cloth, 12a. 6d.

LIFE and SOCIETY in AMERICA. By
SAMUBL PHILLIPS DAY. Author of • Down Sooth ■ ■ Engllih
America ; or, Picture, of Canadian Placea and People.'

"Such an lntereating and amualng book la aura to find plenty of
reader.. The book ought to be atudied by all who want to r "'
■haduw. aa well aa the light, of American aociety.'

NEW BULGARIA. By J. Lewis Farley.

Conselller Privg au Departement desTravaux Publics de Bulgarie
Post free 2s. 6d. at all BooksuUs and Booksellers'.

The DOOM ofthe GREAT CITY; or, London

Destroyed by Fog. By WILLIAM DBLI8LH HAY. Price 1».
poet free.

HEADY IN A PEW DAYS, AT ALL BOOKSTALLS

The VERACIOUS HISTORY of a BLACK-
and-TAN TKRHIEH; Told by HImaelf. Bro. cloth, 3i. Edited by
LADY LAMB. IUuatraMd by Walter J. Allen.

NEWMAN & CO. PUBLISHERS.

NOTICE TO AUTHORS ! ROYAL COMMISSION UPON COPYRIGHT.

To meet the views expressed by the Royal Commissioners, after tlicy
had heard the evidence of the leading authors of the day (see Report
dated the 34th May, l - ."- Messieura Newman A Co. bave adopted a new
system of publication, which secures to the author a full and lasting
reward for his labours.
In the case of authors desiring to retain a permanent interest in then-

works, Messieurs NEWMAN A Co. now aend all title-pages to the author
to be stamped or Initialed before blndine;. And in their a^rei'ment,
Messieura NEWMAN A Co. undertake not to aell any copy without it
bcare such lnitiala or stamp; and in the event of their doing so. under
their form of agreement, the copyright in, together with all property
connected with, such work reverts absolutely to the author.

It will thus be seen that an author under this new nyatem obtaina a
full record of the progress made by hLs work, and the Royalties due to
him.

Messieurs NF.WMAN A Co. undertake the publication of approved
ScientiHc, Educational, and Domestic Works ; Poetry, Novels, and all
Works of Fiction, and Children's Worka.

NEWMAif & Co. 43, Hart-street, Bloomsbury,

London, W.C.
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THE LATE

W. H. G. KINGSTON

"THE MODERN MARRYAT."

A LIST OF HIS BOOKS

PUBLISHED BY GRIFFITH tc FARRAN

Imperial lflmo, cloth elegant, 6j. each , or, beTellcd boarda, gilt edges,
• IUuatrated.

With

or,

or,

Is. 64. each, fully

The THREE MIDSHIPMEN.
24 raire Illumtratloni by various Artists.

" A rattliDR aea-alOTT."—Daily Telegraph.
" Will b« rt-ad with Intense delight. "—Art

The THREE LIEUTENANTS:
Naval Life In the Nineteenth Century. 9

" Weil calculated to Interest boys."—Athenewum.
"Will nu doubt prove highly Interesting to all boyi."—Daily Netee.

The THREE COMMANDERS:
Active Service Afloat In Modern Days. *

" Fresh and ri^orouM."—Art Journal.
*' Boys will revel In the book."—Nonconformist.

The THREE ADMIRALS, and the
Adventures of their Tonus; Followers.

" A capital story of adventure."—Times,
"A bmA like this not only affords amunenipnt, but conveys inci

dentally a large amount of information."—Pail Mall Gasette,

HURRICANE HURRY; or, the

Adventures of a Naval Officer Afloat and on Shore during the
American War of Independence.

" Worthy of a gentleman who know* how to write a ' boy's book ' as
well as uny man. —Spectator.

The MISSING SHIP; or, Notes from
the Log or the Ouzel Galley.

" Can write a sea story for boys better than any man living. "
" The tales are always well told."—Athenesum. [Morning Post.

TRUE BLUE; or, the Life and

AdTontures of a British Seaman of the Old School.
" As full of adventure as an egg is full of meat."— Vanity Fair,
" A fresh sea-story of the last century."—Graphic.

WILL WEATHERHELM; or, the

Yarn of an Old Sailor about his Early Life and Adventures.
" There is not a dry page In the volume.'*—limes.
"The scenes In the Shetland Ialands also are sure to be eagerly

read."—Jfamino Post. •

Illustrated, cloth elegant, is. ■, or. bevelled boards, gilt edges, 6s.

The RIVAL CRUSOES.
" Full of incident."—Athenaum. "The book is a good one."—Timet.

Illustrated, cloth elegant. Is. ■ or, gilt edges, is. Cd.

JOHN DEANE, of NOTTINGHAM:

his Adventures and Exploits.
" The story Is capitally u>ld."—Daily Telegraph.
" The boys who read it are to be envied by those who do not."

Art Journal.

Illustrated, cloth elegant. 3s. 6J. each ; or, gilt edges, As. each.

FRED MARKHAM in RUSSIA; or,
the Boy Travellers in the Land of the Czar.

" The story is well and vigorously told."—Examiner.
The manners, customs, national characteristics, dtc, are vividly

A"—NautnnfaWBuit

MANCO, the PERUVIAN CHIEF;

or, an Englishman's Adventures in the Country of the Incas.
" Mr. Kingston displays a knowledge of his subject."—Spectator.
■' Can scarcely fail of captivating youthful readers."

Educational Txnttt.

MARK SEAWORTH: a Tale of the

" Not read Mark Seaworth,' do yon say? Then yon bare not read
one of the best of sir. Kingston's capital sea-storiea. —Nonconformist.

SALT WATER; or, the Sea Life and

Adventures of Nell D'Arcy, the Midshipman.
"There is abont all Mr. Kingston's tales a spirit of hopefulness,

honesty, and cheery good principle, which makes them most wholesome
as well as most interesting reading."—Bra.

" With the exception of Captain Marryat, we know of no English
ntithor who will compare witu Mr. Kingston as a writer of nautical
adventure."—Illustrated News.

PETER the WHALER: his Early

Life and Adventures In the Arctic Regions.
" A good picture of life at tern.."—Leeds Mercury.
" In ' Feter the Whaler' Mr. Kingston is quite at his best."

Literary Churchman.

Cloth elegant, 3s. fid.

INFANT AMUSEMENTS; or,

to Make a Nursery Happy
Fhysical Training of Children.

How
With Practical Hints oa the Moral and

With Frontispiece.
*• Each chapter is worth the price of the book."— Our Oum Fireside.

Cloth elegant, 3s. each . or gilt edges, 3s. Od. each.

OUR SOLDIERS; or, Anecdotes of

the Campaigns and Gallant Deeds of the British Army during the
Reign of Her Majesty Uueen Victoria. With Frontispiece.

" Worthy to be placed in a boy's hands.—Times.

OUR SAILORS; or, Anecdotes of the
Engagements and Gallant Deeds of the British Navy during the
Reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria. With Frontispiece.

" Full of life and exciting descriptions of gallant deeds

SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

NEW WOEK BY THE AUTHOR OF 'THE GAMEKEEPER AT HOME.'

Now ready, crown 8vo. 5*.

ROUND ABOUT A GREAT ESTATE.

By EICHARD JEFFERIES,

of ' The Gamekeeper at Home," ' Wild Life in a Southern County,' ' The Amateur Poacher," ' Greene Feme Farme,*

' Hodge and His Masters.' '

Just published, 2 vols, demy 8vo. 32*. with Illustrations and Maps,

LIFE OF LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR JAMES OUTRAM.

By Major-General Sir FREDERIC J. GOLDSMID, C.B. K.C.S.I.

" Sir Frederio Goldsmid may be congratulated on the success with which he has written his very valuable and
interesting book."—Pall Mall Gazette.

" Decidedly above the average both in literary merit and in completeness of information. The maps will be found
very useful in eluoidating the text. —Globe.

Fcap. sto. cloth elegant, la. oa*.

The HEROIC WIPE; or, the
Wanderers on the Amazon.

"Graphically written, contains a good deal of

Royal lOmo. cloth elegant. Is. Cd.

The CHILD of the WRECK; or, the
Loss of the Royal George.

" W1U doubtless be a favourite with the youngsters."—Scotsman.

Griffith & Farban,

West Corner of St, Paul's Churchyard. London,

Crown 8vo. Is. 6rf.

PASSAGES FROM THE PROSE WRITINGS

MATTHEW ARNOLD.

Contents.—1. Literature. 2. Politics and Society. 3. Philosophy and Eeligion.

OF

NEW NOVEL.

NOW READY, AT ALL THE LIBRARIES,

NEW NOVEL BY SARAH TYTLEE.

OLIVER CONSTABLE : Miller and Baker.

By SARAH TYTLER,

Author of ' Citoyenne Jacqueline,' 1 Scotch Firs,' &c.

3 vols, post 8vo.

London : Smith, Elder & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

\

How ready, royal 8vo. 985 pages, price 21. 2s.

THE CONDITION OF NATIONS,

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL.

WITH COMPLETE COMPARATIVE TABLES OF UNIVERSAL STATISTICS,

By G. Fb. KOLB.

Translated, Edited, and Collated to 1880 by Mrs. BREWER ;

With Original Notes and Information by EDWIN W. STREETER, F.R.G.S.,

Gold Medallist of the Royal Order of Frederic, Holder of a Gold Medal from H.M. the King of the Belgians ;
Author of • Precious Stones,' ' Gold,' * Pearls,' Ac.

A publication for which we are indebted to the untiring industry and unfailing accuracy of Dr. Kolb and Mrs.
Brewer. No more thorough, comprehensive, or serviceable book of the kind has ever issued from the press. It might be
described, from one point of view, as a panorama of the internal condition of all the people of the civilized world, and from
another as a compendious and discreet decoction of the most important Blue-Books of all the countries and all the languages
which boast a literature of the kind.

London : George Bell & Sons, York-street, Covent-garden.

Now ready, in 1 vol. demy 8vo. with 148 Woodcuts, 15s.

THE" PAST IN THE PEESENT:

WHAT IS CIVILIZATION?

BEING THE RHIND LECTURES IN ARCHEOLOGY, DELIVERED IN 1876 AND 1878.

By ARTHUR MITCHELL, M.D. LL.D., &c..

Secretary to the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.

"Whatever differences of opinion, however, may be held on minor points, there can be no question that Dr.
Mitchell's work is one of the ablest and most original pieces of archaeological literature which has appeared of late years."

St James's Gazette.
" To the general reader and the thinker alike it will be welcome."—Aberdeen Free Press.
*' Whether we consider their suggest!voness or the value of the results actually reached, it would be difficult to over

estimate the importance of these discussions. They form, in fact, a valuable and interesting contribution to the literature
of science, in relation especially to anthropological studios. They are, however, superior to most of the literature of science
in respect both of literary form and of scientific method."—Scotsman.

" The book is one of the few the publication of which marks a step in advance. While it must attract all thinkers,,
the' charm of its style will commend it to those who read only for recreation."—Banffshire Journal.

** Few more Interesting archaeological works have lately been published than the ten Rhind Lectures which make up
Dr. Mitchell's volume, ' The Past in the Present.' We must thank him heartily for the manner and the method of his
book, for the curious and valuable facts which he has collected from personal observation, and for the admirable woodcuts
which adorn as well as illustrate his volume."—Saturday Review.

Edinburgh: David Douglas; and all Booksellers,
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Just published, in 3 vols, crown 8vo. cloth, 21*.

EDGAR ALLAN POE:

HIS LIFE, LETTERS, AND OPINIONS.

By JOHX H. INGRAM.

With Portraits of Pok and his Mother.

" Remarkable exoerieneas are inuilly onfinel to the Inner life of Imaginative men, but Poe's biography display* a
vicissitude and peculiarity of interest such as is rarely met with A man whose remarkable genius it were folly to deny."

James Russell Lowell.

PRESS NOTICES.

" Justice ha* at length been done to a very singular and
very wonderful genius. Pew works of greater interest than
this have been published, because Mr. Ingram knows how to
write biography in such a way as to enable us to see the
gradual development of Poe's heart and mind, his nature as
poet and man.'*—Broml Arrow.

" Practically, then, the life of Poe now given to the world
may be regarded as final and definitive. Little temptation
i<, indeed, offered to travel again over ground which Mr.
Ingram has explored with conscientious fidelity and un
tiring perseverance, and has mapped out with accuracy so
patient, that, as Lamb says of Drayton's ' Polvolbion,' he
•has not left a rivulet so narrow it may be stepped over

without honourable mention.* It Is pleasant to congratu
late Mr. Ingram upon the close of his labours. Seldom has
a duty so arduous and necessary been performed with equal
loyalty and zeal Profoundly Interesting from commence-
meut to close is the biography now given to the world."

Athenantm.

"Mr. Ingram has to a considerable extent built up his
memoir of Poe with letters, literary articles, and documents,
carefully collected and so excellently arranged, that all
obtainable records of this unfortunate poet's life and opinions
•re brought under the reader's notice ; while, on the other
hand, in the use of them, the author, although In this case
beset with difficulties and under strong temptations, is, like
a good biograper, careful 'nothing to extenuate, nor set
down aught in malice.'. The quotation from this work of
'the last scene of all ' will afford a glimpse of the fulnesi
and fidelity with which Mr. Ingram has discharged his task.
The literary merits of the work, well sustained to the close,
are on a par with the wealth and accuracy of material of
which It is composed. It will command, as it deserves to do,

a high position as an impartial and able biography of one
who was as unfortunate in death as in life, but whose place
in literature—so far as graceful and musical versification Is
concerned, together with a weird glamour of which he was
master—has not yet been filled."—Aberdeen Free Press.

" There is no character that offers more scope for analysis
than Poe's, and Mr. Ingrain is the only writer who lias
provided us with all the necessary material for the study.
His most interesting work bears upon it the double stamp of
conscientious thoroughness and impartiality, that Is not

lessened because it is sympathetic."—GfUignanCs Messenger.

"These two neat volumes are a testimony to Mr. Ingram's
Invincible industry and devotion to the memory of the Ill-
fated poet of 'The Raven.'... ..Mr. Ingram's memoir Is not
only well written and interesting, but ft is conceived in a
true and artistic spirit. He is concerned only to exhibit Poe,
and to portray him faithfully. He passes lightly from
point to point, following him In his strangely-chequered
career; never becoming tedious, in spite of the weight, of
documents and figures he has to present, and never becoming
the mere panegyrist. He is too good a critic and under
stands his art too well for that !vVe have no hesitation in
ranking this among the many valuable additions to literary
biography recently made."—British Quarterly Review.

" There is much in the two volumes that may be read with
Interest Without doubt Poe was a man of genius, and,
like so many other man of genius, he was miserably ill paid
for the good work that he did He was an Ill-used man,
for he did for the world vastly more than the world did for
him."—Saturday Review.

" Mr. Ingram has done his work well, and we lav down
the pathetic story, with Its tragic ending, impressed that
Edgar A. Poe will hereafter be ranked among those more
sinned against than sinning."—Publishers' Circular.

" The unfortunate American poet has been seized upon in
popular fancy as a type of the moody, Idle, discontented
worker by fits and starts ; the perfect example of the kind
of artist whom George Eliot satirizes as a foil to the patient,
laborious, contented, and prosperous Stradluarius. The few
who had looked at Poe's work critically knew otherwise."

Fortnightly Review.

"These two handsome volumes. In which justice is at
length done to the most remarkable of American poets, are
creditable alike to author and publisher Mr. Ingram has
evidently spared no pains to Impart accuracy and complete
ness to the work, the value •li is enhanced by hitherto

unpublished extracts from Poe's correspondence, which give
us glimpses into the inner nature of a 'rare and radiant'
man of genius."—QisseWs Pipers.

" Mr. Ingram has taken up arms against fearful odds; has
boldly proclaimed that he would vindicate Poe, and has
triumphed Both volumes are replete with letters, anec
dotes, personal recollections of the poet's contemporaries,
and extracts from the opinions of competent critics, Inter
woven in a manner that most effectually relieves the
tediousness too often attaching to biographies."

Richmond Standard (U.S.A.).

" In these two volumes we have the result of many years'
research, set forth with all the energy and skill of a practised
and conscientious biographer. Never, perhaps, has there
been a more paradoxical fate than that of Poe Mr.

Ingram's merits are very great, and his book Is very wel
come In the course of the book we come on some fine and

suggestive morsels of criticism While he is resolute to
make an end of the vile calumnies by which Poe's biography
has t>e«n enveloped, he is ready to admit Poe's faults and

lapses. We thus feel that we are brought into contact with
a real man , and not with a shadow ; and though it is evident
that Mr. Ingram aimed at a close statement of facts rather
than constructing an artistic picture, our sympathy Is com
manded from first to last."—Spectator.

"The result Is to add considerably to the knowledge
possessed by the public of the career of the unfortunate
genius, and to make the book itself to a great extent highly

interesting No feature of the book is more valuable thr
the letters which it contains written by Poe. He was, inde ,
a marvellous letter-writer."—Scotsman.

"We heartily congratulate Mr. Ingram upon the aits
of his laltours. Not only has he pro iucid a biogrs/ ty of
rare excellence from an artistic point of view, bur *e has
completely vindicated Poe's memory from cliarr which
have gained credence without any foundation, sf that of
the unscrupulous malice of R. W. Oris wold, wf deserves
to be gibbeted for all time as the treacherous *■ . tassin of a

friend's reputation. We can pronounce thi' .vork to be a
book pre-eminently worth reading."— Vork ouse Pipers.

" The two volumes contain such a goo^ .Account, with ex
tracts, of Poe's writings, that, having ad them, we know
more not only of the facts of his lif* jt of his works than
we are otherwise likely to do., v made his mark. We
heartily recommend .Mr. Ingjrs^ s book to all who want to
know all about Poe."—Gro^.*.

" After many years ^ research, the most careful and
thorough, Mr. Ingram has put the finishing touch to his
defence of Poe against the literary vampires who have
essayed to suck the life-blood of his reputation By dint of

indomitable Industry and determination Mr. Ingram has
sifted the case to the bottom, has found out all the truth
about Poe, and has faithfully told ft in these two volumes.

We can only end as wo began by saying, in fairness to
Mr. Ingran, that his new materials are ample enough fully
to justify his claim for this memoir as final; and we have
to thank him for one of the most valuable additions recently
nude to the field of literary biography."

Nonconformist and Independent.

" A consideration of plain fact, as related by Mr. Ingram
In his recently published life of the author of * The Raven,'
goes far to show that Poe's memory rests under erroneous
and unnecessary representations Those who have ever

fallen under the spell of the ' Mystery of Mario Roget,' or
shivered at the horror of the death within the walls of the
Inquisition, should not fail to read Mr. Ingram's volumes."

Birmingham Daily Globe.

" Mr. Ingram has a distinct title to write the book which

he has written and has succeeded in clearing Poe of
almost all the most odious and discreditable of the charges
under which he has laboured, and in presenting a really
pathetic picture of the terrible state of mental excitement
and bodily suffering into which he finally passed."

Pill Mad Gazette.

"This biography of Poe, Implying elaborate research,
could hardly have been demanded by any interest more
concrete than the sentiment of justice ; and it is not a
matter of wonder or reproach that the book sometimes
impresses t he reader as a vindication rather than a biography.
Nor does this impair the interest of the work. It well repays
perusal ."—Academy.

" We are indebted to the indefatigable industry of Mr.
John H. Ingram for this the most complete biography of
Poe yet published The story of his life after the death of
Virginia (his wife) Is one of the saddest in the whole annals
of literature The excellence of his crisp and pure style
has rarely been surpassed, and the vigour and vividness of
his imagination are almost unrivalled. During his lifetime
it was his poetry that was most admired, but now the mani
fold beauties of those wonderful weird stories which won
from Victor Hugo the expression that they had created a
new shiver, «/» frisson nouceau, have eclipsed even his poetry
in popularity."— The Pen.

"Mr. Ingram has undertaken a task of considerable diffi
culty, and he may be said, upon the whole, to have performed
it well. His facts appear to be trustworthy, and he has suc
ceeded in rescuing the poet's memory from many aspersions.

We see Poe at his best in these pages, and the portrait
is probably as faithful a one as we are likely to possess."

St. James's Gazette.

" Certainly Mr. Ingram's life bears unmistakable evidence
of painstaking research, and we should think it as ' full and
faithful ' as he could make It There cannot be a question
as to the extraordinary character of Poe's genius. Many
have, perhaps, thought that he resembled Byron in a marked
degree. One cannot help thinking of Shelley, Keats, and
Byron. There were features in all three which found a
oorrespondenctj in Poe. But he was not really like one of
them. —Literary World.

Dedicated by permission to the Right Hon.

W. X. Gladstone, M P., &c.

Just published, small crown 8to. cloth, price 2*. $U.

PLAIN LIVING AND HIGH

THINKING;

Or, PRACTICAL SELF-CULTURE:

MORAL, MENTAL, AND PHYSICAL.

By W. H. DAVENPORT ADAMS,

Author of • l .i Secret of Success," ±c.

%* A Bibliography of Poe's Works and a Copious Indr. included in the Appendix.

PRESS NOTICES.

"We like the thorough way in which Mr. Adam* deals with 'Self-
Culture : Moral. Menial, and Payidcal.' His chapter on the courtesies of
home life, and the true relation between parent and child, are ■penally
valus**" nowaday* At an Im-entlre to mental culture, Mr Adams
gi* , fairly complete list of famous English authors, with brief and
p* . very pertinent criticisms He certainly answers the qucstmu,

life worth living ?' In a most triumphant affirmative; and his book
sure to do real good to any young person in whose hands it may be

placed."—Graphic.

" This is a wonderful book . It embodies a very great amount of useful
information, which It la of the greatest importance that our iulelligi ut
youth should make themselves masters of, sod indeed readers of nil uges
and conditions of life would find the study of li both profitable and inter
esting. It Is eminently practical. The analytical table of content* and
likewise tho Index arc very full and complete, and carefully prepared. .. .
In selecting books to be read, and more especially those to be purchased
to form a private library, it is of the greatest importance to have revnurse
to the recommendations of hucIi a well-informed and judicious literary
man a* our author Thin neatly got-up volume deserves to, and we doubt
not will, obtain an extcuiivu measure of public patroua.ru "

Dundet Couritr.
" Mr. Adams deserves credit for good Intention, for right feeling, and

for much versatile reading He uudertakes to provide a * guide, pluln-
sopher, and frieud ' for young men; and. considering that he had out
3SU pages in which to discuss ttie many aspects of self-culture, the result,
it must be admitted, is remarkable The pages abound with anecdote*
and quotations. ., .Mr Adam* states that he hat taken pains to be
correct, and, as far as we can judge of a book bristling with names and
references, he may fairly claim the praise of accuracy.

St Jama * GatetU.

"The world has been flooded with sermons and cwuvs on sclf-culmr".
and* mauy laberlou* manuals for the guidance of students hate beeu
written with more or less judgment and discretion; but we have ten
no work of the kind meriting so much approbation us the volume titnd
'Plain Living and High Thinking.'.,.. The work is also more com
prehensive and practical, and ou a better plan, than nnv of itn pre
decessors with which we are acquainted....The second part. * Meutai
Self-Culture,' Is the practically important one. and the pulustaking cure,
experience, and critical acumen brought to bear in laying out a courte
of reading in all departments of English literature are manifest in every
page. He has omitted to notice but few English writers of any import
ance, and his critical Judgments, while marked by decision, cout1deu<-c.
and maturity, are xingularlr just and free from cruuVuess, hosts, or
prejudice."—Abtrdttn Free Prets.

" The book is marvellously copious, and says much for Its author's
breadth of reading."— tub ishert' Circular.

" We know no book so well fitted to till the place of 'guide, philo
sopher, and friend ' as Mr. Adams's ' 1'iain Living aud High Thinking

To aid the student Mr. Adams has made a catalogue of books to he
read, which is very comprehensive and shows much research The <*a: -
logue would be no discredit to any public library. . . . Mr. Adam* * w orr
is one which has features of its own which will doubtless reroiuni'-n i
it to notice. In these days thinking men are asking, • Is 1 fc wou.i
living ? ' Mr. Adams answers the question in no equivocal terms*"

ItumO-e A.Htrtiitr

"We have no hesitation In saying that this volume is, in all re*p<-rt«.
admirable—Its arrangement is good, its Information is both copious an. I
well selected, aud its style is pleasant enough to attract even those »s n >
have no natural bias towards 1 plain living and high thinking,' but hi <
need to be drawn by some tempting bait lu the direction i.( the inlcir
tual life The descriptive and critical chapters, In which Mr A-Lin -
suggests the various courses of reading, are crowded with curoful aud
capable work, and as sign-posts are invaluable."—Ths Ptn.

" The book will no doubt be of service to many young people ; It w ill
furnish a good deal of pleasant casual reading to every oue "Scotsman

this is a book which will mat least as much oh their brothers hi

need of some useful guldi
gether, it Is a most suggestive and practic
study of which young people will learn a great deal and be put in lie
way of learning a great deal won."—Aberdeen Juurnol

"It is true of Mr. Adams that he is nothing If not pni-'-i -il. He
the very converse of that wild poet, described by Mr. Tcinij, son, ' w . -
writer without a purpose and au aim.' This book, dealing as "if does in a
thoroughgoing manner with moral, mental, and phtrmal scll-ciutu <,
is appropriately dedicated to Mr. Gladstone, w ho ho* illustrated in . -
life the principles of self-culture which are here so luminously <
pounded The author, in fact, may be looked upon a* u professor, a > i
the successive chapter* as the course of lectures delivered to Ins f>l uileo'
It is advice that he gives from tho beginning to the cod of hit hook. . hn;
it is done In tho pleawintest way Imaginable, and It is thei■efm e all i;

more calculated to take root and bear fruit Although he toe.- u\ <
a great deal of ground, he has scrupulously studied accuracy in eve:
thing that be says."—Uanttli's Papers.

"Done In a very thoughtful and practical manner. It. exhibits .!. ,
research and much experience, especially In explaining aud cuuinicmi. r
upon the writers, past and preseut, of our best English schools, ni pin ■<
and poetry."— Yorkshire Gazette.

"Books for young men are constantly appearing — some of thc- i
genuine, earnest, aud useful, and many of them mere products of tie
art of book-making. We nave pleasure iu saying that this volume >\
Mr Adams deserves to take its place among the best of the ttr>i m e
tioned class. It is fresh, interesting, varied, and, above all. lull l
common sense, man I met*, and right principle The young man
takes up this book will rind that he is neither preached at nor v

:tod to true and elevated anus, and braced up tc

Primarily Intended for young
almost as useful to girts, who stand

li guide to mental and physical self-culture All >
ileal volume. In the attcnm

directi i up to perse

" An excellent work, in which the author has had his hra-t a t; ".>m
earnest, sensible work, well arranged and well written— ut:er I v in*. :
cant or prehension—and winch cannot fail to be of the liu'ne.^l si r\ i.
the rising generation."—Sunday Twus.

" A useful and instructive guide-book for youths dcairoas of rulii%:<
their mural and Intellectual powers. The information is of :i t!e>r . i
practical character, while the fund of anecdote interspersed is
certain to rivet the student's attention. Indeed, as a res eii-. e in an
hour, the book U well calculated to please readers of all a.-'-s "

Jtri*i"l .Vfrii.

"It Is admirably conceived and well brousht out. ami we i at' li
fancy any sustains I narrative more likely to please or to an r. i ■ in '

and edify, the inquiring an 1 thoughtful mind of youth li wuld
most sale prize- book, aud an admirable birtbduj gift."—fVtr<-n.i»v<i.

London: JOKS HOGG, 13, Paternoster-row, E.C.
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LIST.

BY MOBTIMEB COLLIN8.

THOUGHTS IN MY GARDEN. By

MORTrMEB COLLINS. Edited by EDMUND TATE8.
With Notes by the Editor and Mrs. MOBTIMEB
COLLINS. In 2 vols, crown 8vo. 21».

BY GEORG BBANDE8.

LORD BEACONSFIELD : his Life,

Character, and Works. A Critical Btudv. By GEORG
BBANDE8. Translated by Mrs. GEORGE STUBGE.
8vo. 10«. id.

BY MABY FITZ-GIBBON.

A TRIP to MANITOBA.

FITZ-GIBBON. In 8vo. lOt. 6d.

By Mary

FIVE

BY MISS DE FONBLANQUE.

WEEKS in ICELAND. By

i DE FONBLAXQUE. Crown 8vo. 3j. <W.

BY THE REV. J. C. BOYCE, M.A.

NIGH UNTO the END ; or, a Passage

in Sacred Prophecy now in Course of Translation into
History considered. By the Kev. J. C. BOYCE, M.A,
Crown 8vo. St. 6d.

" Already the Eastern sky Is aglow with the reddening
rays of its advent glory, and, by all the signs of which
Himself hath spoken, ' the Master cometh.' "

From a Charge by the late Bishop of Winchester.

POPULAR NOVELS,

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

BY THE AUTHOR OF • CUT ADRIFT.'

PIOUS FRAUDS ; or, the Dawn of

Love. By ALBANY de FONBLANQUE, Author of ' Cut
Adrift,' ' A Tangled Skein,' 4c. In 3 vols, crown 8vo.

MISS THOMAS'S NEW NOVEL.

The VIOLIN PLAYER. By Bertha

THOMAS. In 3 vols, crown Svo.

"The characters are well and naturally drawn, the situa
tions admirable, and the story is thoroughly good and in
teresting. What more can be said in it* prahei'"

Whiteluill Review.

" Miss Thomas's new novel is a success. She lias chosen a
satisfactory theme and produced a well-constructed story.
In studies of character her book is unusually rich, and she
understands the artistic temperament thoroughly. It is
clear that she possesses the gift of novel writing. '

llfjsSSftSlSill

"There can be no hesitation in saying tliat in her latest
novel Miss Thomas shows so marked an advance upon former
work as to justify the belief that she is destined, ut no distant
period, to rank among the foremost living writers of fiction."

Morning Post.

" Miss Thomas's art as a story-teller is unmistakable, and
her grasp of character deeper and more complete than we
find in many novels of more ambitious pretensions."

Fall Mali Gazette.

LADY M. MAJENDIE'S NEW NOVEL.

FASCINATION. By Lady Margaret

MAJEN'DIE. In 2 vols, crown 8vo.

"We meet in this romance a great deal that is pretty,
fresh, credible, and worthy of admiration."—Athenteum.

LIZZIE

Also, immediately,

of the MILL. From the

Ordinal by Mrs. CHRISTINA TYItRELL, Trausliitor of
' No Hurruuder.' 3 vols, crow n 8vo.

At all Booksellers', the

NOVELS of RHODA BROUGHTON.

Each volume in crown 8vo. cloth, price fa.

RED as a ROSE It SHK. I JOAN.
COMETH up as a FLOWER. NANCY.
NOT WISELY but TOO WELL. GOOD-BYE, SWEETHEART:

Richard Bentley Sl Son, New Burlington-street,

VuUahert in Ordinary to IJer Majesty the Queen.

HURST

13, Great Marlborough-street.

& BLACKET

LIST.

rs

s given us of her father in hi-
' Mauame tie Witt ho* aecouip

AUTHORIZED ENGLISH TRANSLATION.

MONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE

LIFE fl78T-l874). By his Daughter, MADAME DE WITT. Trans-
Luted by Mrs. SIMPSON. 1 vol. 8to. 15«.

"We cannot but (eel grateful for the picture that Madame do Witt
' '— 0 unrdian,
her task with tact and judgment."

St. Jamts s Ometle.

TALES of OUR GREAT FAMILIES.

SECOND SERIES. By EDWARD WALFORD, M.A. 2 vols. 2U.

"The social rank of the persons whoso li\cs and characters are
delineated in this work, and the Inherent romance of the stories It em
bodies, will ensure It a widespread popularity. Many of the papers
possess an ena-rosHinx and popular interest, while all of them may bo
read with pleasure and profit. '— Examiner,
"There are few who will not bear testimony to the fascination of these

family lotcends. Nearly fifty stories of English. Scottish. and Irish futul-
liettare narrated in these interesting volumes."—Daily Ttttgraph.

The VILLAGE of PALACES; or,

CHRONICLES of CHELSEA. By the Rev. A. G. LESTRANGE.
2 vols, crown Svo. 81#.

" Mr. L'Estrange tulls us much that is interesting about Chelsea,
take leave of this most charming book with a hearty r
of It to our readers."—SpoHa^r

THE NEW NOVELS.

LORD BRACKENBURY. By Amelia

B. EDWARDS, Author of ' Barbara's History, ' &c. 3 vols
[Nert week.

The TENTH EARL. By John Ber

WICK HABWOOD. Author of ' Lady Flavin,' &c. 3 vols.
The Tenth Earl ' is very amusing reading."—/ Aw Bull.

The plot is deeply Interesting, the characters"A fascinating novel
are true to natur
and observation.

true to nature, while the language is remarkable for graphic power
Court Journal.

OPAL. By C. L. Pirkis.A VERY
3 vols.

"Now—the tailor make thy doublet of changeable taffeta, for thy
mlud ill very opal.*"—Twelfth Night.

FORESTALLED. By M.

HKTHAM-EDWARD9. Author of ' Kitty, '
EitHtem France,' die. vols. 21s.

Bridget," Holidays in

" This tale Is effectively told, and contains passages, now of reflection,
dow of description, which, apart from all question of dramatic interest,
are for their own sake well worth reading."—St. Same* a G'izstte.

"' Forestalled * is a very remarkable novel. Miss lU-tham-Edwards
has produced a tala of powerful interest, which successfully rivets the
attention from the beginning to the end."—Sunday Timet.

WOOERS and WINNERS. By Mrs
G. LINNzEUS BANKS, Author of ' The Manchester Man.' 3 vols.

" A thoroughly readable, fresh, and wholesome novel. The story is
Interesting and well told."—John Bull.
" ' Wooers and Winners ' will add to Mrs. Banks's literary fame. The

characters are original, the plot is cleverly conceived, and tho incident*
are startling and deeply interesting. ' '— Court Journal.

A MODERN GREEK HEROINE.
"A very attractive and clever story, which, if It be n first effort in

fiction, is unusually successful. It Is the work of ft refined mind, and is
carried out with considerable skill "—Athenaum,

MERVYN O'CONNOR. By the Earl

of DBSART, Author of ' Kelverdale,' &c. 3 vols.
" A bright, lively story, full of interest.' — Sunday TtmtM.

MISS BOUVERIE. By Mrs.

MOI.BSWORTH, Author of ' Hathereourt Rectory,' See. 3 vols.
" One of the prettiest stories which t

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY.

Each Work complete la 1 vol. price 5s. (any of which can be had
separately), elegantly printed and bound, and Illustrated by

Six J. GILBERT, M1LLAI5, HUNT, LEECH. POYNTER. FOSTER,
TENNIBL, SANDYS, E. HUGHES, 8AMBOURNE, etc.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

STANDARD LIBRARY

Or CHEAP EDITIONS of rOPULAR MODERN WORKS.
8am Slick's Nature and Human , Lost and Saved. By the Hon. Mrs.
Nature.

John Halifax, Gentleman.
The Crescent and the Cross. By

Eliot Warburton.
Nathalie. Hv Miss Kavanagh.
A Woman's Thoughts about
Women By the Author of
•John Halifax.'

Adam Graeme. By Mrs Oliohant.
Sam Mick's Wise Saws
Cardinal Wiseman's Popes.
A Life for a Life. By the Author
of John Halifax '

Leigh Hunt s Old Court Suburb.
Margaret and her Bridi
Kam Slick 's Old Judge,
liarien. By Eliot Warburton.
Sir B. Burke's Family Romance
The i - t . i ■ l of Norlaw. By Mrs.
Ollphant.

The Englishwoman in Italy.
Nothing New. By the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Freer's Life of Jeanne d'Albret.
The Valley of a Hundred Pirns.
Burke's Romance of the Forum.
Adcle. By Miss Kavanagh.
Studies from Life. By the Author
of 'John Halifax.'

Grnndni other's Money.
JeitfTnwin's Book about Doctors.
Mistress and Maid. By the Author
of 'John Halifax.'

Les M uterablea. By Victor Hugo,
ut Ourve*s
Sam Mick's American Humour.

By Amelia

rs. Ollphant.

the

Mac

Norton.
Barbara's History.

B. Edwards.
Life of Irving. By
No Church.
Christian s Mistake. By
Author of 'John Halifax.'

Alec Forbes. By George
Donald. LL.D.

Agnes. By Mrs. Ollphant.
A Noble life. By the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Dixon's New America.
Roliert Falconer. By George Mac
Donald, LL.D.

The Woman's Kingdom. By the
Author of 'John Halifax.'

Annuls of an Eventful LUe. By
O. W. Dasent. D.C.L.

David Elgin brod. By George Mac
Donald, LL.D.

A Brave I-ady. By the Author of
' John Halifax.'

Hannah. By the Author of 'John
Halifax.'

Sam Slick 's Americans at Home.
The Unkind Word. By ihe Author
of 'John Halifax.'

A Rose in June. By Mrs. Ollphant.
My Little Lady. By E. Frances

I'oy liter.
Phu.-be, Junior. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Life of Marie Antoinette. By
Professor C. D. Yonge.

Sir Glbhie. Bv George Mac
Donald, LL.D.

CHATTO & WINDUS, PUBLISHERS.

ILLUSTRATED EDITION OF MARK TWAIN'S NEW WORK.
Complete In 1 vol. crown 8vo. cloth extra, with 314 Illustrations, 7s. 64.

A TRAMP ABROAD. By Mark Twain.

"The fun and tenderness of the conception, of which no living man
but Mark Twain is capable, its grace and fantasy and slyness, the
wonderful feeling for unimals that is manifest in every line, make of all
this episode of Jim Baker and his joys a piece of work that is not only
delightful as mere reading, but also of a high degree of merit as litera
ture. . . .The book is full of good things."—A^tunum.

OUIDA'S NEW VOLUME OF COLLECTED STORIES.
Crown Svo. cloth extra, 10s. 64. and at every Library,

PIPISTRELLO, and Other Stories. By Ouida.

" Written with all the power and beauty of which the gifted authoress
is capable."—Graphic.

CHARLES GIBBON'S NEW NOVEL.
Crown Svo. cloth extra, 10*. 64. and at every Library,

In PASTURES GREEN, and Other Stories.

By CHARLES GIBBON.

" Mr. Gibbon's descriptive ability is of a high order, and he has a keen
sense of the truly humorous and of the truly pathetic. F'
tions of scenery are absolutely perfect."—Morning I'oat.

Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 6s. the Second Volume of

BRET HARTE'S COLLECTED WORKS,

Arranged and Revised by the Author. Containing "The Luck
of Roaring Camp, and other Sketches,' 'Spanish and American
Legends,' ' Tales of the Argonauts,' &c.

CHEAP EDITION OP THE NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHORS OF
'READY-MONEY MORTIBOY.'—Crown Hvo. cloth extra, 3.. 64.

The SEAMY SIDE. By the Authors of

' Ready-Money Mortlboy,' ' The Golden Butterfly,' Ac.
" One of the best, if not the best, of the authors' novels."

Saturday Review.

Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 3s. a New and Cheaper Edition of

MOTHS. By Ouida.

"Not only Its author's finest work, but one which mark* a n
In ndiou. "—Morning Post.

Post 8vo. illustrated boards, 2s. each,

OUIDA'S NOVELS. CHEAP EDITION.

HELD In BONDAGE.
STUATHMOHE.
CHANDOS.
INDLll TWO FLAGS.
IDALIA.
( Kl-IL CASTLEMAINE.
TKICOTR1N.
PUCK.

FOLLE FAHINE.
DOO of FLANDERS.
PASCAREL.
TWO WOODEN SHOES.
8IQNA.
In n WINTER CITY.
ARIADNB.
FRIENDSHIP.

NEW VOLUMES OF THE PICCADILLY NOVELS.

Crown Svo. cloth extra, .Is Grf. each.

UNDER WHICH LORD? By E. Lynn

LINTON. With 12 Illustrations by Arthur Hopkins.

DONNA QUIXOTE. By Justin McCarthy,

MLP. With 1U Illustrations by Arthur Hopkins.

NEW VOLUMES OF THE MAYFAIR LIBRARY.

Post 8vo. cloth limp, 2s. Gd. each.

CHARLES DICKENS'S SPEECHES. With

Chapters on Dickens as an Essayist, Letter-Writer, Ac.

LITERARY FRIVOLITIES, FANCIES,

FOLLIES, and FROLICS. By WILLIAM DORSON.

CHEAP EDITIONS of POPULAR NOVELS.

Post b\o. Illustrated Boards, 2t. each.

MAID. WIFE, or WIDOW T By Mrs. Alexander.
HEADY-MONEY MORTIBOY. By Walter Beaant and Joules Rice.
WITH HAltP and CROWN. By W. Beaut and J. Rice.
MY LITTLE GIRL. By W Besant and J. Rice.
The GOLDEN BUTTERFLY. By W. Besmnt and J. Rico.
BY CELIAS ARBOUR. By Walter Beaant and Jainea Rice.
The MONKS of THELEMA. By Walter Beaant and James Rice.
TWAS In TRAFALGAR'S BAY. By Walter Beaant and James Rice.
An HEIRESS ol RED DOO. By Bret Harte.
r.ABHIF.L CONROY. By Bret Harte.
Tho LUCK ol ROARING CAMP. By Bret Harte.
WOMAN In WHITE. By Wllkie Collins.
The MOONSTONE. By Wllkie Collins.
MAN and WIFE. By Wilkie Collins.
l'OOR MISS FINCH. By Wllkie Collins.
MISS or MRS.? By Wllkie Collins.
NEW MAGDALEN. By WUkle Collins.
The FROZEN DEEP. By Wilkie Collins.
LAW and the LADY. By Wilkie Collins.
The TWO DESTINIES. By WUkle Collins.
HAUNTED HOTEL. By Wllkie Collins.
ROXY. By Edward EKfflestun.
UNDER the GREENWOOD TREE. By Thomas Hardy.
FATED to be FREE. By Jean Ingclow.
PATRICIA KEMBALL By E. Lynn Linton.
The ATONEMENT ol LEAM DUNDAS. By E. Lynn 1
WOULD WELL LOST. By E. Lynn Linton
DEAR LADY DISDAIN. By Justin McCarthy.
FAIR SAXON. By Justin McCarthy.

L1NI.EY ROCHFOUD. By Justin McCarthy.
MISS MISANTHROPE, lty Justin McCarthy.
WHITBLAD1BS. By Mrs. Oliphant.
WALTER'S WORD. By James Payn.
HALVES. By James Payn.
E-SS BLACK than WE 'HE PAINTED. By Jamos Payn.
IV PROXY. By James Payn.
The WAY WE LIVE NOW. By Anthony Trollope.
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LITERATURE

Kandahar in 1879: being the Diary of Major

Le Messurier, Brigade Major R.E., with the

Quetta Column. Keprinted, with Correc

tions and Additions, from tho Koyal

Engineers' Journal. (Allen & Co.)

This lively record of recent campaigning

experiences can hardly fail to interest

members of the military profession, owing

to tho detailed information which it supplies

on matters affecting the well - being and

efficiency of a Field Force. Equally strong

should be its attraction for all Englishmen

who follow the course of events in Afghan

istan, because of the light which it throws

on the daily camp life of our gallant country

men suddenly transferred from Indian

cantonments to a position west of the

Sulaiman Mountains. The writer may bo

safely accepted as the type of a class of

officers, not necessarily confined to the

scientific branches of the service, active and

manly in professional work, warm-hearted

in domestic relations, genial and popular in

social intercourse. Yet with all this in its

favour the narrative has more weight as a

contribution to the journal in which it first

appeared than as an addition to general

literature. Considered as a book it is some

what wanting in arrangement and solidity ;

while to the critical eye the personal items

are superabundant, to say nothing of tho

palpable drawbacks to popularity presented

by the adoption of the diary form.

In November, 1879, Major Le Messurier

was appointed Brigade Major, Eoyal En

gineers, to the Field Force moving on towards

Kandahar under Major-General (now Sir)

Donald Stewart. Hurrying down from Simla

to Ambala in the plain country, he passed

through Lahore and Multan to Sakhar,

thence proceeding through Shikarpur and

Jacobabad to the dreary desert which sepa

rates Sind from the Bolan Pass. Tho time

of the year and particular route chosen

enabled him to avoid the deadly risks in

curred by so many of his predecessors in

traversing this tract; and he reached Dadar,

rid Bashori and Bagh, six days after leaving

the chief station of the Sind frontier. Here

arose one of those contretemps of which so

little is remembered in after years, but the

recurrence of which should be prevented by

all available means, on the score of policy

if the claims of philanthropy be found in

sufficient. It appears that some one on our

side—individual or department—committed

a breach of faith towards the camel-men en

gaged to forward tho objects of tho expe

dition. The story is significant, and it is sym

pathetically told by Major Le Messurier :—

"Whether wittingly or not, every man with

his camels was given to understand that when

he left Sukkur he was to go to Dadur, and no

further, and that at that point the transport

would be taken up with hill camels ; but,

although I believe the Politicals had promised

hill camels at Dadur, none were forthcoming.

All sorts of manoeuvres, persuasions, and pro

mises had to be resorted to to get the camel-

men to agree to go on with their camels into a

pass and up to lands of which they daily received

adverse accounts from the kd/Uas (caravans) on

their way down to the Indus with their yearly

produce for sale. Now we all know that a

native will stand by the Sirkdr (Government)

because he believes its word, but here at the

outset was a distinct breach of faith. Perished

with the cold and no clothing to be had, a cer

tainty that many of their beasts would die, and

a great doubt as to compensation ever being

paid, and, above all, the men themselves going

into a country they knew nothing of beyond the

fact that it was peopled by cut-throats and

robbers," &c.

Tho stato of things exemplified in this

painful disclosure can only be appreciated

by those to whom the people concerned and

their surroundings are in some sort familiar.

Tyranny in the abstract is hateful to an

Englishman ; and resort to compulsion in

emergencies such as these, however de

fensible in a patriotic sense, would be pro

nounced by many judges, arguing on broad

principles, to be nothing less than tyrannical.

We are not told of the sequel to this mis

adventure, though it may be inferred that it

was fur from satisfactory to the camel-drivers

or their hirors. Major Le Messurier managed

to thread the Bolan in safety, and reached

Quetta on the' 18th of December. On

Christmas Day he joined his goneral's

head-quarters at Kala Abdulla, about fifty

miles further, a locality well known to our

troops more than forty years ago, when Nott

was in Kandahar and we were in frequent

communication with that city from Upper

Sind. Beyond Chaman, which has become

quite recently a name of special interest,

some portions of the axlvancing force fell in

with purties of Afghan horse, and particulars

arc given of an encounter in which cavalry,

artillery, and eventually infantry were

engaged, ending with a loss to the enemy

of about one hundred killed and wounded.

Singularly enough, on this occasion simi

larity of dress and equipment causod our

men to mistake their fellow soldiers for

Afghans ; while the latter, in their turn,

set down the 15th Hussars and Panjab

cavalry for their own men. It is said that,

under tho strange delusion that foes were

friends, "one man of the 15th wns out ns

a scout, and eventually, for a time, did left

flanker to a party of the enemy." On the

8th of January the newly arrived troops

entered Kandahar by the Shikarpur Gate on

the south. Moving through the streets or

" covered-in cross roads" to the citadel

square, they passed thence out by the

Kabul gate to tuke up a position on ground

to the north-east of tho city. " The whole

place was shut up, no shops open, and there

was little to impress one in any way."

It may be inferred that the description of

the fortifications, as found in January last,

cannot apply to the present state of the

Kandahar defences. A six months' occupa

tion by British troops of all arms should

have sufficed to prepare a more formidable

and substantial barrier to assailants from

any quarter. Leaving, therefore, the dis

couraging sketch of the city and citadel

drawn by Major Le Messurier as of some

thing bygone and obsolete, we turn with

satisfaction to his notes on the bazar and its

inhabitants. His account of a bakery and

cookshop is brief but vivid, and the reader

will revert with pleasure to these delinea

tions of Afghan life after wading through

the hundred and more pages which separate

them from the companion pictures of ''the

blacksmiths and the coppersmiths, the

postin-makers and the shoe-shops." Let

us see what is said of the second in

order :—

"The coppersmiths are just as busy, and

rather more noisy ; the open shops are crowded

with men, some knocking the pots into shape,

others engraving, some eating, others idling,

while the front of the shop is choked with vessels

for sale ; and outside, on the ground, one or

two men are occupied in cutting out different

patterns from copper sheets. Huge open cook

ing-pots piled one upon tho other, salvers of all

sizes, portly samovars or tea-urns with curved

spouts, brass handle and charcoal-burner com

plete. Long-necked water bottles with spouts

a foot long, washing basins with top-strainers,

hookah stands shaped like our Indian water-

serais, and tall light-burners, arranged both for

candle and oil These candlesticks are curious,

and at first you cannot quite make out what

they are intended for ; the pedestal stands on

a dish and takes to pieces, one part being joined

by a Bcrew, which works the wrong way as a

matter of course. The stem rises from the

centre of the dish and carries a fair-sized bowl ;

reversed on this bowl rests a large open vase,

and the top of the stem is made to carry a

candle ; but if oil is to be burnt, tho stem is

prolonged to carry a smaller bowl reversed, from

which tho open oil-dish springs. Another was

on quite the saino principle, except that the vase

was omitted and the bowls were fashioned like

palm-leaves, bending over. The object of the

bowls being reversed is to reflect the light. The

whole of these utensils, with the exception of

the cooking-pots, are engraved in different flower

patterns, with texts from the Koran interspersed,

and the whole is tinned over."

A minute description of the manufacture

of felts will well repay attentive perusal.

How difficult it is for an English traveller

in Persia to procure the better class products

of tho country at a reasonable charge is a

fact long established, and can be certified by

many. But it would appear that the dealers

go to greater lengths in Afghanistan, and

sometimes decline to sell at any profit. Major

Le Messurier was told that the price of a

"very pretty prayer - carpet " was seven

rupees ; but when he stated his willingness

to purchase, he was informed that the figure

would bo ten rupees. He agreed, and

brought out the money ; still, however, the

carpet was withheld, on the plea that he

was not a Mussulman !

The news of the murder of the British

envoy at Kabul reached Kandahar on the

5th of September, at which period the

troops were preparing for a general start

on the 8th of the month ; while Major

St. John, the Political Officer, was on the

point of leaving for Persia. The whole
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programme was necessarily changed, and

orders issued to stand fast ; but about four

weeks later the writer of the volume under

notice was summoned to India to take up

a special appointment. At Simla, " 7,954 ft

above the sea," he tells us, he closed the

entries of his journal. "Whether or no

there be attraction for everybody in its

pages, his readers cannot but acknowledge

that the Major of Engineers has observed

much, during his nine months' experiences

at or in the neighbourhood of Kandahar,

which he has done wisely to put in print.

Appreisamento della Morte. Cantica inedita

di Giacomo Leopardi, pubblicata dall'

Awocato Zanino Volta. (Milan, Hoepli.)

Leopardi's ardent desire for fame, which

made him utter in many different notes the

cry,

Ahi mio nome morra,

would be satisfied, and perchance more than

satisfied, could he return to earth. He has

obtained fame in every form, desirable and

undesirable ; nor has he escaped the doubt

ful kindness shown by over-zealous admirers,

and every scrap of his writing that he left un

published, every memorial of him, however

trifling, has found its way into print. "We

have before us to-day a youthful poem by the

great poet, a poem he had himself suppressed

as unworthy of publication, and of which

only a brief and much revised fragment

has been embodied in his collected works

(No. xxxix.). It was known among Leo

pardi students that before he was eighteen

the young poet had submitted to Giordani

the MS. of a poem on Death, which this

true friend advised him not to print be

cause, though it contained many signs of

power and even genius, it was yet too ver

bose, too crude, too obscure. This poem it has

long been the desire of Leopardi's admirers

to recover, Leopardi's brother Carlo in par

ticular having spoken of it from memory

■as a work worthy to rank beside the well-

known ' Canti.' Signor Yolta has been

among those who have sought for the MS.

most assiduously. After a vain quest of

many years, he unearthed it in 1862 at

Como, in the lumber room of the house of

his illustrious grandfather, Alessandro Volta.

From that time to this he has given to the

precious autograph the most searching atten

tion, and has endeavoured to trace its his

tory. He proves its genuineness beyond

dispute in a preface prefixed to the poem,

a preface written with the verbosity of his

countrymen, and elaborated with a minute

ness and ditfuseness pardonable only from the

conscientiousness and enthusiasm it reveals.

The matter as explained by Signor Volta

really lies in a nutshell. The poem was

never returned to Leopardi either by Gior

dani or the publisher Stella, to whom it was

ehown, and since Leopardi had abandoned

all idea of publication, he probably did not

demand its return, and attached no value

•to it. Alessandro Volta may have acquired

it with a number of MSS. and books which

he bought when Stella's stock was sold by

auction after his death, or he may have been

one of those friends to whom Giordani

showed it, and have forgotten to return it.

This matter is of trifling importance, seeing

that Signor Volta has firmly established the

genuineness of the document. The poem

itself consists of five cantos, written in terta

rima, and, like the early attempts of most

young poets, is of an imitative character, re

sembling the ' Divina Commedia,' as well as

Petrarch's 'Trionfi,' which themselves had

been suggested by Dante's poem. It is an

allegorical vision in which the poet sees a

phantasmagoria of life pass before him,

wherein reality, mythology, and religion are

strangely commingled. The first canto em

bodies that portion of which we already

possessed the fragment. It differs not

only in wording, but in the circumstance

that the longer poem is throughout written

in the first person, while in the fragment

the poet speaks in the third person feminine.

In the opening lines the poet, plunged in

thought, is looking across a moonlit land

scape. The serenity of the night becomes

overcast, and with it his thoughts. Doubts

are borne in upon him. Terrified at his own

reflections, he seeks to escape, when there

appears to him his guardian angel and

announces to him his approaching death.

He endeavours to submit to God's will, yet

finds it hard. But the angel comforts him

and bids him not regret this sad world,

where all is struggle, dolour, and vanity.

He will reveal to him, he says, a marvellous

vision :—

Perche gir di qua lunge non t' incresca.

E poi soggiunse : Mira, ed i' mirai.

With these words ends the first canto. The

second appears to adumbrate a vongeance

against love, whose works and triumphs it

vilifies by holding up to view this feeling in

its basest or most pernicious manifestations.

There pass before the poet'seyesthefigures of

Appius Claudius ; of Lucretia ; of Paris, who

caused the sack of Ilium ; of Turnus, whom

it brought to ruin ; of Samson, who could

not resist Delilah ; of Henry VIII. of Eng

land, whom love, according to Leopardi,

made an apostate and a tyrant ; of vestals

faithless to their vows ; and, above all, of

King Solomon, who found

Che sapienza contr' Amor non basta.

To this vision the angel supplies a com

mentary, reasoning upon love, styling it

cruel, and yet difficult to evade. Then fol

lows an amorous episode, which faintly

recalls the sublime story of Erancesca da

Rimini, the melancholy tale of Ugo, his

mother-in-law, and his father's jealousy.

Then, by a sudden transition, the poet

recalls the sufferings of his countrymen and

his fatherland, and breaks out into a strain

that foreshadows the grander lines of his

poem to Italy :—

O Italia mia dolente, o patria lassa

Che quant' alta a' bei giorni tanto cruda

Fosti a' piu neri, e tanto ora se' bassa,

Ben sei di luce muta e d' onor nuda,

Che tigre fosti quando era tua possa,

E or se' pietosa ch' uom per te non sudal

The third canto is the longest and most

poetical as regards language. Allegorical

and historical personages pass in review ;

the poet sees Avarice, "War, Tyranny, and

Error assuming actual shape. Ho is also

present at a meeting of the groat philo

sophers of old, a 6cene that recalls the

Limbo of Dante and the third portion of

Petrarch's ' Trionfo della Fama.' The

fourth canto continues the imitation of the

Divina Commedia.' It is a brief vision of

Paradise, into which the angel introduces the

poet after passing in review this sort of Hell,

for Leopardi paints no intermediate Pur

gatory. There intervenes between the two

only the figure of Oblivion, and the angel

points out how this personage trails behind

him the melancholy legion of those who

hoped to win fame, but who, by reason of

this malignant genius, have not attained it.

Here is a touch reflected from Leopardi's

inmost soul, ceaselessly tormented as a

youth with the thought that he should

never acquire glory :—

O sventurata gente, e che ti mosse

A ricercar quel che da Obblio si fura,

SI che giace tua fama entro tue fosse ?

Oh vita trista, oh miseranda cura 1

Passa la vita e vien la cura manco,

E '1 frutto insiem con lor passa e non dura.

# # * # *

Misera gente, ah non vivesti assai

Per trionfar d' Obblio che tutto doma :

Invan per te vivesti e non vivrai.

Then steals in as comfort the thought of a

future life, and he invokes

Colui che tutto move,

whereupon the angel reveals to him the

beauty of Heaven. Seeing him confounded

with awe and delight, his guardian once

more announces that he has but a brief

space to remain upon earth, and asks if he

still fears death. Having thus spoken, he

vanishes, and the vision is ended. Not so

the poem ; the fifth canto, though the

briefest, is intended to be the philosophical

conclusion of the work. The poet feels an

increasing physical languor, together with

Del pensiero 1' immenso pondo,

thus revealing his own marked charac

teristics of bodily weakness and intellec

tual strength. He mourns over his brief

and sad life, and utters a plaint that years

after he condensed into the bitter cry,

bitterer and sadder in its very brevity,

Mai non veder la luce

Era, credo, il miglior (Sopra un basso rilievo).

And yet he feels, had longer life been

granted him, he could have deserved fame ;

he feels within his breast a spark of Apollo's

sacred fire :—

Ahi mio nome morra.
**#•**

Sar6 com' un de la volgare schiera,

E morrd come mai non fossi nato,

Ne sapra '1 mondo che nel mondo io m' era.

0 durissima legge, oh crudo fato !

Meanwhile Death approaches, and he calls

upon God to receive his soul and forgive his

sins. The poem ends with these fine

lines :—

0 Padre, o Redentor, se tuo perdono

Vestira 1' alma, si ch' io mora e poi

Venga timido spirto anzi a tuo trono,

E se 1 mondo cangiar co' premi tuoi

Deggio morendo e con tua santa schiera,

Giunga '1 sospir di morte, e poi che '1 vuoi,

Mi copra un sasso, e mia memoria pera.

Here, as in his ' Essay on the Popular

Errors of the Ancients,' written about the

same time, Leopardi ends with an appeal to

orthodox faith, showing that he was not yet

wholly estranged from traditional belief,

though doubt had entered his soul. The

poem reflects the troubled state of his

thoughts, and shows the painful struggle

between faith and scepticism that rent his

being in those days. The end, which gives

the triumph to faith, has not, however, the

full ring of deep conviction ; it attests

rather the desire to be convinced ; it

is an effort of traditional precepts to
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overcome the logic of the intellect. And

this fluctuation between two extremes per

vades the whole poem and enhances its

immaturity. As a psychological revelation

of Leopardi's mental state the work is of

extreme interest and value ; it helps towards

the comprehension of this sensitive suffering

soul. But we still ask ourselves, Is it kind

to the author's memory to have published a

poem he had himself suppressed ? It has

many beauties, it is true ; it contains lines

that remind us of later productions in which

they have been elaborated and embellished ;

but for all its beauties it is full of youthful

crudities, and Giordani's verdict remains

just. Leopardi's poetic legacy to the world

is slender in bulk, but all is perfect, all is

carefully finished ; each poem is a gem, ex

quisitely polished, delicately wrought and

chiselled. It may be interesting to the

Btudent to look into the workshop of such a

mind ; the lover of poetry, the true admirer

of the poet, should remain content with that

which has received the master's finishing

touch and has by him been pronounced to

be good.

Since, however, Signor Volta has thought

fit to publish this poem in lieu of depositing

it as a precious relic in some public library,

we can but admiro his rare zeal, energy,

and critical perseverance.

Das Verbum der Griechischen Sprache seinem

Baue nach dargestellt. By Georg Curtius.

Vol. I., Second Edition, Leipzig, 1877 ;

Vol. II., ib. 1876. Translated by A. S.

Wilkins, M.A., and E. B. England, M.A.

(Murray.)

TnE first glance at this volume is calculated

to impress the aspiring student of com

parative philology with a profound sense of

his individual insignificance and the short

ness of life. He notices with dismay that

Prof. Curtius, who is for a German very

methodical and not conspicuously prolix,

devotes 550 pages, large octavo, to a trea

tise on one corner of one special field in the

Aryan department of his science. A moment's

reflection and the perusal of just a few pages

show him that the subject is really the

structure of the Aryan verb with special

reference to the Greek dialects, and involves

excursions into the corresponding corners of

the fields of Sanscrit, Latin, Gothic, and

other European languages. Further con

solation is yielded by the important fact

that the work is made easily available as a

book of reference by excellent indexes and

a full table of contents. Prof. Curtius mny

be said, with slight reservation, to have

treated his subject exhaustively, notwith

standing his modest consciousness of in

completeness, and upon examination the

size of the work proves to be a matter for

thankfulness rather than reproach. It is

astonishing what a large amount of order

Prof. Curtius succeeds in eliciting from the

seeming chaos of the Greek verb. The

introduction contains a masterly " sketch of

the gradual genesis of Greek verbal forms,"

in which the following account is given of

" the germ of the verb " :—

"When once a root like da was united to a

pronominal stem like ta in such a way that this

combination da-ta meant that man giver or he

giver, and nothing else, a verbal form had been

made, and when presently corresponding forms

were made for the other persons too, there

existed a set of forms, a little paradigm, with

the consciousness of their interconnexion as a

necessary consequence."

Prof. Curtius'sviows on the " stratification "

of the verbal system of the Aryan languages

are already well known from his earlier

work, ' Zur Chronologie der indogerman-

ischnn Spraehforschung' (seconded., Leipzig,

1873), but his clear restatement of the

theory of " agglutination," and his defenco

of it against the attacks of Westphal and

Merguet, will give the coup de grace to the

ingenious fallacies according to which the

primitive independence of most of the ele

ments of inflectional speech is denied. The

Westphalt de grege porci cannot fail to

forswear their fanciful tenets unless they be

beyond the influence of rational argument.

Prof. Curtius makes a few good-humoured

hits at what we may call the priggishness

of sundry junior philologists to whom the

opinions of veterans are foolishness, but he

is never needlessly controversial, and ex

presses dissent in the quietest and most

cautious manner, being clearly more ready

to dwell on points of agreement than on

differences.

In regard to details we generally find

ourselves able to admit Prof. Curtius's con

clusions, and when we cannot do so we

must still be grateful for the abundant

materials which he has collected for the

elucidation of the multitudinous questions

which arise. Thus in attacking Schleicher's

assumption that the third singular indicative

active termination -a is from -«rt, from -eri,

from -ati (while Curtius proposes -ei from

-frr, from -ttri, from -eri by epenthesis), he

asks (p. 142), " How are we to think that

the same stems which produced <£<i-ti, Icrart,

and the like were faithless to their t hero?"

The Doric retention of t where Ionic altered

it to a stable <r does not prove that both

Doric and Ionic did not at an earlier stage

change the t of other forms to a <r, which

at a later period got lost. The iEolic forms

tIOt), "ttj;, 8l&w, even if they preserved the

consonant of the personal termination as r

until it disappeared, prove no more than the

Doric forms in -ti. By the way, " since the

consonant s is not in the habit of disappear

ing" is too loose a rendering for "Da

schliessendes s dem Abfall weniger oft

unterliegt," and Curtius goes on to say

these forms are gewiss (surely, probably, not

"undoubtedly") to be referred to *ti'%t,

#i<nryr, *81Sidt. The Argivo vol for ttotl

and the Lesbian yeXai are very properly

noticed, but they do not materially help

the argument. We think the apparent loss

of t in the inflection of Ktpas, Kpias, &c,

should be taken into account. We woidd

ask whether Greek offers a single safe in

stance of epenthesis over any momentary

(explosive) consonant. Nearly all the cases

proposed by Curtius in his ' Grundziige der

griechischen Etymologie,' § 608, can be

easily disposed of. As to the best examples,

e.g. yvvaiK-, k£ai<f>\r>)<s, ai<f>vl8ios, K/DftWcov,

ImL(u>v, by-forms without the i are found,

which fact suggests that at any rate the pro

cess was a comparatively late one. The -«s

of the second person easily follows on the ana

logy -tts : -ti : : -ts : -e. We have not space

to discuss the hard sayings anent the <r$ of

personal terminations, including the alleged

transformation of ti-a-tva-tva into o-dc and

Set. dhvt'; wo may, however, call attention

to the -do- of iste, the demonstrative of the

second person, as possibly akin to -o-Ba, and

-sti of viddsti, vidisfr's. We quite agree that

the problems offered by the personal termi

nations of the middle, dual, and plural are

not yet finally solved, and we suspect that

the dual and plural terminations involving

6 may be found to be a reflexive pronoun

identical with the -Oai of the infinitive middle.

The second aorist passive stems are not

satisfactorily explained. They are said

(p. 496) to be nothing but stems expanded by

the addition of e and inflected in the jEolian

fashion (Curtius has given up the root j'a

theory which ho used to hold), i.e., like

primitive forms in -rjui. This theory involves

the assumption that "at a time when the

process of creating these e- stems was at its

height, the iEolic method of inflexion, cha

racterized by the long e, prevailed in Greece."

Now the scarcity of these forms in Homer

argues that the time of their formation was

comparatively recent, so that it would be

strange if no independent traces of such a

prevalent method of inflexion could be found

in Ionic dialects. Indeed, we should not

expect to find ar.y uncontracted forms at all

any more than we do in Latin. On p. 247

we find •' there is no way of getting from

<f>i\eoucv to the JRol. <jiiX.rjn(v, or from

4>ikt6fj.(vo<s to <£iA?;/i(w>s." Perfectly true,

and fatal to the hypothesis of the early

prevalence of <f>t\-qatv. May not this pas

sive aorist have been formed by altering

the active terminations on the analogy of

those of the so-called first aorist? Prof.

Curtius never leaves a stone unturned to

avoid the assumption of an analogical for

mation—a caution which ceases to be wise

when it leads to overboldness in other direc

tions. Another trait to which we venture

to take exception is the tendency to lavish

multiplication of primitive forms in pre

ference to assuming phonetic changes, e.g.,

proposing an original stem yeyovt- as well

as the admirably established ytyov-q-, and

taking the 1 of vidimus to be original. A

third failing is too implicit a faith in the

genuine character of epic forms, involving a

too uncompromising disbelief in the modify

ing influence of metrical exigences. Prof.

Curtius assumes, for instance, that none of

the Homeric conjunctives with short stem

vowels was based on false analogy, fortify

ing himself in his position by taking sundry

futures to be conjunctive aorists (p. 446).

In so extensive a work we are not surprised

to find a few inconsistencies, e.g., y\i-)(opai,

(v\ouai inserted (p. 143), though (p\op.at

and others are omitted because their x has

apparently arisen from the o-k of the inchoa

tive class (cf. p. 198).

What is said (p. 146) on the weakening

of the root vowel of presents like 4>*po>, Xcyu>,

Trrrouat, stands in need of some reconciliation

with the qualified adhesion (p. 550) to the

doctrine that the Greek alpha is not every

where the same sound, seeing that the

"weak" alpha of the root is found in con

nexion with this «. The double character

of the Greek short alpha and the analogy

ap (aX, pa, Ao) : ep (tX, pe, At) : : Set. r :

Set. ur, were pointed out, about eight years

ago, in a paper read before the Cambridge

Philological Society—a fact of which Prof.

Curtius does not seem to have been aware.

We are disposed to demur to the view that
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sible scenes : they are simply scenes in which

every one then took part. So I think that the

old English jugs and mugs and bowls are true

art, with something of the antique classical

spirit in them, for truly you can read the hearts

of the folk for whom they were made. They

have rendered the interpretation easy by writing

their minds upon them. The motto, ' Pro

sperity to the Flock,' for instance, is a good one

still ; and ' Drink fair ; don't Bwear,' is yet a

very pleasant and suitable admonition."

Much of Mr. Jefferies's information, it ap

pears, came to him from Hilary Luckett,

called " Old Hilary," the lord of the manor's

St tenant. Old Hilary is worth knowing,

e is an incarnate Farmers' Guide, a very

mine of saws, a walking parish register ; he

has eighty or ninety years of 'Old Moore' in

his oaken cabinet, and can " tell you the

very day cow ' Beauty ' calved twenty years

ago." Once he could lift a sack of wheat

in his teeth, and write his name on the

brewhouse ceiling with a fifty-six pound

weight slung to his little finger. He

remembers "Old Jonathan" of the Movers,

a venerable churl who always went to market

in top boots, and had his hats, which were

" so hard and stout that he could sit on

them," made specially for him. Old Jona

than could recall the time when wheat was

selling at 11/. a quarter, and the farmers,

in pure joy of heart, would shutter them

selves in and drink strong beer and gin for

days and days on end. Of Hilary himself

we are told that he has the right to shoot

over Okebourne Chace, but

" with all that great estate to sport over, he

cannot at times refrain from stepping across the

boundary. His landlord once, it is whispered,

was out with Hilary shooting, and they became

so absent-minded while discussing some interest

ing subject as to wander several fields beyond

the property before they discovered their mis

take."

This humour notwithstanding, Hilary hates

poachers, and is more hated of them than

the gamekeeper himself. It is an axiom

of his that "God made nothing tidy."

Whether, in addition to his other talents,

he has the woodman's craft as well, is

not told of him. Mr. Jefferies himself is

an ardent axeman; he confesses the taste

with an enthusiasm which to the landscape

painters who read his book will seem vicious

even to devilishness :—

"Much as I admired the timber about the

Chace, I could not help sometimes wishing to

have a chop at it. The pleasure of felling trees

is never lost. In youth, in manhood—so long

as the arm can wield the axe—the enjoyment is

equally keen. As the heavy tool passes over

the shoulder the impetus of the swinging motion

lightens the weight, and something like a thrill

passes through the sinews. Why is it so pleasant

to strike ? Then, as the sharp edge of the

axe cuts deep through the bark into the wood,

there is a second moment of gratification. The

next blow sends a chip spinning aside ; and by-

the-bye never stand at the side of a woodman,

for a chip may score your cheek like a slash

with a knife. But the shortness of man's days

will not allow him to cut down many trees. In

imagination I sometimes seem to hear the

sounds of the axes that have been ringing in

the forests of America for a hundred years, and

envy the joy of the lumbermen as the tall pines

toppled to the fall."

"With this extract we must take our leave

of Mr. Jefferies and this pleasant book.

We should have liked to tell, after Mr.

Jefferies, of the pack of stoats ho met, and

of old Aaron's bevy of fourteen weasels,

of the wasps that carry away oaken fences

to build their nests with, of Lucketts'

Place, and Uncle Bennett, and the water-mill

—the last especially. But our space is

exhausted, and our readers must seek out

these things for themselves.

The Sacred Books of the East. Vol. I.—The

Upanishads. Translated by F. Max Miiller.

(Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

About three years since Prof. Max Miiller

announced his intention to provide for the

use of students literal translations of the

principal Sacred Books of the East. We

have now before us the first volume of the

series, of which some others have also been

published, translated by himself. From

some remarks in the preface we gather that

several unforeseen difficulties have occurred

in the execution of his plan, but it is pleasant

to find that they are not of so grave a cha

racter as to interfere with its completion.

Indeed, such difficulties will always arise in

undertakings of this sort. No one can fore

see, when he sets about translating a new

text, what difficulties he will have to en

counter ; misprints, lacunse, crabbed pass

ages, occur in the most favoured of Oriental

books, and where there is no possibility

of comparing texts, these have to be care

fully considered and adjusted as well as

may be. And then, again, there are the

accidents common to human life, of which

the editor speaks; death, sickness, family

afflictions, all these may occur and put an

end to the work in hand, or, at any rate,

put a stop to it. It is, therefore, agreeable

to find that, notwithstanding some few

failures, the editor is sanguine in the hope

of carrying out his purpose, and that "the

limit of time which had been originally

assigned to tho publication of twenty-four

volumes" will not be much exceeded.

Prof. Miiller begins his preface with three

cautions—first, lest we should suppose these

sacred texts to be in themselves profoundly

wise and full of sound moral teaching. We

do not know exactly to what books he refers

when he says that " such a belief has been

raised " by their publication, but undoubtedly

many persons do expect to find simplicity

and plain teaching in these ancient works.

Perhaps this hope is duo partly to the sim

plicity of the Christian Scriptures, and partly

to the opinion that the infant races of man

kind, being free from the subtleties of

" religious systems," would speak right out

from the heart what the heart felt. This is

a natural opinion, but a delusive one. For,

in truth, the very first religious utterance of

the human race of which we know anything,

the cry after God, has ever been involved

in mystery, and the examination of it occu

pies considerable space in the Upanishad

first translated in the present volume. We

refer to the udgitha, the mystic syllable " Om."

If this first religious utterance is so obscure

we cannot expect the rest to be simple.

The editor reminds his readers, however,

that these Scriptures are not in themselves

embodiments of religious thought first

written down and then perpetuated with

out interpolations, but that they are of a

mixed character, containing real treasures of

thoughtcommingledwith passages and whole

chapters that have como down to us without

any meaning or any life at all ; much as if

the Talmud had become mixed up with the

New Testament Scriptures. It cannot, there

fore, be deemed surprising that obscure or

even unintelligible passages are scattered

through the books now brought to notice, nor

must such a circumstance shake our belief in

the antiquity of the books themselves.

The second caution is lost we should ex

amine these translations with haste, and sup

pose we can find out their meaning without

study. This, of course, holds good in all cases,

but the danger is especially to be feared in the

case of religious books. There is nothing

so tempting to a dogmatic person as this in

dulgence of a hasty judgment. What others

fear to think persons of this class are sure of.

Hence the mistakes which, having first of all

arisen from careless or hasty study, have been

perpetuated, and are now so widespread as to

defy contradiction. As the editor says, it is

a common belief amongst us that none but

Brahmans are allowed to read the Vedas,

that the Parsls are fire-worshippers, and,

we may add, that Buddhists are Nihilists,

all which opinions are simply erroneous,

and are duo to our imperfect examination of

documents (very often faulty ones) bearing

on these questions, but chiefly to that in

herent fault of our nature, an unbridled

caprice of judgment in matters called re

ligions.

Another and a third caution is this.

" Let it not be supposed," the editor says,

" that a text three thousand years old, or

even if of a more modern date still widely

distant from our own sphere of thought, can

be translated in the same manner as a book

written a few years ago in French or Ger

man." It requires the utmost care, first of

all on the translator's part, to detect the

meaning of many expressions used in these

old books, and then to put it in a modern

dress ; whilst, on his part, the reader also

must consider and ponder well the trans

lator's words and study his language.

For instance, the word dtman constantly

occurs in Vedic literature, and the dic

tionaries are profuse in their explanations

of it, but yet neither our word " mind,"

nor "soul," nor "spirit" is adequate to

express tho idea which lies under tho

original word, and so tho editor tells us that

in his own translations he has adopted the

only intelligible method of conveying to us

the sense of the original, by using "self"

and "Self"—that is, "our own self" and

tho " supreme Self "—as a translation of the

word in question. Indeed, nothing can be

more corroct than the statement made else

where by the editor of the present volume :

" Words without definite meaning are at

the bottom of nearly all our religious and

philosophical controversies."

Prof. Max Miiller, in selecting the Upani

shads as his share in the promised transla

tions, tells us that he has but returned to his

first love in the way of Sanscrit literature :

"My real love for Sanscrit literature was first

kindled by the Upanishads"; and this so

long ago as 1844. "Having put aside the

Upanishads, convinced that for a true appre

ciation of them it was necessary to study first

of all the earlier periods of Vedic literature,

as represented by the hymns and Brahmanas

of the Vedas," the editor, after more than

thirty years' earnest work, returns now to

theso same Upanishads as to tho fountain
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head of all "Hindu theology," and places

before us his translation of them. We have,

therefore, every assurance that this part of

his work will be as perfect as it can be.

The first version of these treatises made

into any European language was by the

famous traveller Anquetil Duperron, from

the Persian ; he seems to have made both

a French and a Latin translation, the latter

alone havingbeenpublished (a.d. 1801-1802).

It was written in a style utterly unintelli

gible except to the most lynx-eyed of phi

losophers. Amongst these the celebrated

Schopenhauer distinguished himself by his

open avowal : "In the whole world there is

no study, except that of the originals, so

beneficial and so elevating as that of the

' Oupnekhat.' It has been the solace of my

life, it will be the solace of my death." It

is difficult to understand how the translation

of Duperron could provide this double

solace. The opening words of his transla

tion are these: "Oum hoc verbum (esse)

adkit ut sciveris, sic to maschghouli fac (de

eo meditare) quod ipsum hoc verbum aodkit

est ; propter fllud quod hoc (verbum) oum,

in Sam Bed, cum voce alta, cum harmonia

pronunciatum fiat." This abstruse sentence

does not appear to promise well for the

whole treatise ; yet doubtless Schopenhauer

studied and mastered the subject to his

own satisfaction, and found solace in the

study. He placed the pantheism taught in

these "products of the highest wisdom"

above the pantheism of Bruno and even of

Spinoza ; this alone, as the editor remarks,

"may secure a more considerate reception

for these relics of ancient wisdom " than

anything else that could be said in their

favour. Our attention, however, is more

likely to be drawn to the importance of the

Upanishads as religious treatises by the

opinion of the enlightened Rammohun Hoy,

who laid his finger on these as containing

"the true kernel of the whole Veda." He

tells us that ' ' the adoration of the invisible

Supreme Being is exclusively prescribed by

the Upanishads or the principal parts of

the Vedas, and also by the Vedant," and this

adoration he regarded as a proper founda

tion for a new religious life in India. This

new life was illustrated in himself, for "he

would tolerate nothing idolatrous, not even

in his mother, poor woman, who, after join

ing his most bitter opponents, confessed to

her son, before she set out on her last pil

grimage to Juggernaut, where she died, that

' he was right, but that she was a weak

woman, and grown too old to give up the

observances which were a comfort to her,' "

and therefore we can understand why his

influence, indicated by the existing wide

spread theistic movement in India, has been

so marked and lasting ; it springs from his

bold assertion of this eternal principle, "that

God alone is worthy of our worship," and

he seems to have found the seeds of this

eternal truth in the Upanishads. He trans

lated them into Bengali, Hindi, and English.

The first germs of Upanishad doctrine go

back at least as far as the Mantra period, gene

rally fixed botween 1000 and 800 B.C., whilst

those that occupy a place in the Sainhitas,

Brahmanas, and Aranyakas must be older

than the rise of Buddhism. As for the rest,

they are some of them quito modern. Their

number is very large ; fifty were translated

into Persian by Dara Shukoh; Weber

thinks their number may be placed at 235 ;

the editor himself makes the number 170,

although he purposes "to add a more com

plete list in a later volume." With respect

to the meaning of the word "upanishad,"

the editor concludes " that besides being

the recognized title of certain philosophical

treatises, it occurs also in the sense of doc

trine and of secret doctrine, and that it

seems to have assumed this meaning from

having been used originally in the sense

of ' session ' (upa-\-sad) or assembly, in

which one or more pupils receive instruc

tion from a teacher." " To sit at the feet "

of a teacher is a recognized expression in

most languages.

The editor before entering on his own

work (he gives us translations of five Upani

shads) alludes to the labours of others in

the same field. These references are welcome

to the student, for they enable him to enter

on an intelligent investigation of the subject.

We observe amongst other works cited that

of Weber, ' Die Va^rasuci des Acvaghosha.'

This is the well-known essay against "caste"

composed by Asvaghosha, and answered

by Subagee Bapoo, pandit, in 1839. Why

should this work be included amongst the

Upanishads? We can hardly doubt, not

withstanding Burnouf's dissent, that the

author named was the celebrated Buddhist

patriarch Asvaghosha, and if this is so the

' Va^rasuchi ' is a Buddhist work and not a

Upanishad. Our reason for this opinion is

first drawn from the title ' Va^rasuchi,'

which is eminently Buddhistic. The Yayia-

sana was Buddha's "imperishable throne,"

the suchis were the needles (pillars) sur

rounding the throne, as General Cunning

ham has fully shown in his 'Report on the

Stupa of Bharhut' (Simla, 1877, p. 14); the

' "Vayrasuchi,' therefore, represents the en

vironments of Buddha's doctrine, figured

under the emblem of one of the pillars

surrounding his throne or stupa ; and as the

abolition of caste was the keystone of his

doctrine, a treatise composed with this pur

pose in view might well be styled, as this

is, "a pillar or needle of diamond." Then

the refutation of it by Subagee Bapoo,

called 'Tanka' or "hammer," is just the

title we might expect for a work intended

to destroy a " stone pillar." Moreover, the

character of this work is entirely in agree

ment with what we know of Asvaghosha,

the Buddhist patriarch, and his other writ

ings, and it may, therefore, in the absence

of any disproof, be justly referred to him.

The Upanishad written by Sankaracharya,

bearing the same title (' Va^rrasuchi'), as

noted by Weber, can hardly be the one he

has translated.

The '-ffMndogya-Upanishad,' which is the

first translated by the editor, is occupied

by a consideration of the meaning of the

syllable " Om," on which a man is bidden to

meditate. There is much that is inexplic

able in this mystical symbol, but it would

seem, after all, that the secret of the word

" Om " is that it is an equivalent of one's

apprehension of the "uppor world." It

used to be written with the long a and

the ehandra-vindu above it, as is plain

from the inscription at Keu-yung Kwan

(J.E.A.S., vol. v. pt.i.). Now if the chandra-

vindu represents the crescent of the moon

and the star above it, as would appear

from its name, we have probably in the ex

pression "Om" a symbol for the sun, moon,

and stars, or "the upper world." It would

seem, therefore, that this mysterious utter

ance was intended to be expressive of homage

paid to the Supreme under the resemblance

of the upper world. This is again exhibited

in the Buddhist symbol of a circle sur

mounted by the same crescent and star,

which was afterwards called mani-padme

when the lotus was substituted for the sun.

So that we may even now venture to pene

trate into the "arcana" of this remote

period, and suppose that the Upanishad in

question is simply an exegesis of this idea,

" Reverence to the Supreme."

The other Upanishads translated by the

editor are the ' Talavakara - Upanishad,'

otherwise known as the ' Kena-Upanishad '

(from its first word), the ' Aitareya-Arawyaka,'

the 'Kaushitaki-Upanishad,' and the ' Va^a-

sanej'i-Sawihita-Upanishad.' We do not in

tend to enter on a consideration of these

treatises; the translations are to be studied;

and as we are satisfied respecting their com

plete faithfulness, they offer to students of

comparative religions a rare opportunity for

making an exact inquiry into the genius of

the early philosophical or religious systems

of India which have made its literature ever

valuable.

A Short History of the late Mr. Peter Anthony

Motteux. By Henri Van Laun. (Privately

printed.)

Mit. Van Laun, the industrious compiler of

this short history, informs his readers

that it is " reprinted by the permission

of Messrs. J. C. Nimmo & Bain, for whom

it was written as an introduction to their

new edition of Motteux's translation of

'Don Quixote,' illustrated by sixteen beauti

ful etchings, made purposely for this work

by the celebrated Spanish artist R. de los

Rios." The subject is full of interest on

account of its peculiar character, but more

especially because it is connected with the

issue of another edition of the "Ingenious

Hidalgo," to be illustrated by a Spanish

artist whose name is well and favourably

known among painters and lovers of art.

The singular gentleman whose name is

at the top of this article was born at Rouen,

February 18th, 1660, and, at the age of

twenty-five, came to England "on the revoca

tion of the Edict of Nantes "; lived at first

with a relative, one Paul Dominique, a

merchant of considerable standing in Leaden-

hall ; mastered the English tongue so well

as to be able to write in it comedies, operas,

epilogues, prologues, poems, and works of

even a graver kind; was also a merchant,

tea-dealer, clerk in the Post Office—like

other men of letters of a later time; was

editor and proprietor of a monthly magazine,

possibly a bookseller, certainly a publisher,

and some say an auctioneer, but this is

doubtful—a man who was, like Mr. Barnum,

for ever advertising himself ; was also, like

the great American showman, a teetotaler,

but unlike him made no pretence to a Life

of piety. In some of the poems of the day

—1703-—Motteux is alluded to as "famed

Motteux" and even the "divine Motteux,"

just as D'Urfey was called by the same

writers " tuneful Durfey "; and if this be a

proof of excellence Peter Motteux may be

said to have achieved it, at least in the
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estimation of the wits of his own circle and

the public -who were pleased with their
■wares. It would seem that Motteux could

touch nothing—and he touched much—with

out doing it damage. He was a prolific

and rapid writer, and there is little doubt

that he did more harm in his day than falls

to the ordinary lot of men. During tho

first ten years of his life in London he wrote

many plays, squibs, poems, prologues, and

prefaces, and in 1694 published his edition

of Sir Thomas Urquhart's Eabelais, writing

a preface and adding some verses in praise

of the Pantagruelian phdosophy by Nahum

Tate, Pittis, Oldys, Drake, and himself,

which are not now fit to print. The damage

Motteux did by that evil work was suffi

ciently great, nor has it as yet been repaired.

The work cannot at present be reproduced

except with risk to the bookseller who might

dare to offer it for sale. In 1701 he pub

lished the translation of the ' Don Quixote,'

and it is owing to these two works that the

name of Peter Motteux is known at this day.

It will be well to let M. Motteux speak

for himself, for he will not fail to give an

example of his powers that shall also reveal

to us the quality of his mind. He writes

in the Spectator, January 30th, 1711, No.

288, as follows :—

" Since so many dealers turn authors, and

write quaint advertisements in praise of their

wares, one, who from an author turned dealer,

may be allowed, for the advancement of trade,

to turn author again. I will not, however, sot

up, like some of them, for selling cheaper than

the most able honest tradesman can ; nor do I

send this to be better known for choice and

cheapness of China and Japan wares, tea, fans,

muslins, pictures, arrack, and other Indian

goods. Placed as I am in Leadenhall Street,

near the India Company, and the centre of

that trade, thanks to my fair customers, my

warehouse is graced as well as the benefit days

of my plays and operas, and the foreign goods

I sell are no less acceptable than the foreign

books I translated— ' Rabelais ' and ' Don

Quixote. ' This the critics allow me, and while

they like my wares they may dispraise my

writing. "

This is the true spirit of that trade which

Motteux adorned : let the book sell, its

quality is matter of little moment ; better bo

a rich seller of wares which excite the scorn

of critics than a poor author whom the

critics can praise. And this may be said to

be the great offence of Motteux : he made

believe to sell Rabelais while he sold an

abominable mixture compounded chiefly of

himself and of another of like stuff ; to offer

for sale at a fair price a production which

he called ' Don Quixote,' and which is no

more ' Don Quixote ' than sloe leaves are tea,

although they can be made to look like tea

by one versed in the mysteries of the trade.

It was regarded by melancholy moralists of

Motteux's time as a greater crime to steal

dead men's labour than their clothes ;

perhaps it is a sign of progress on our part

to regard the man who defiles the labour of

another as worse than he who steals it ; and

it was the singular infamy of Motteux to

have been an adept in both crimes. It is

this which calls him into notice at the pre

sent time, making good the saying that "the

evil that men do lives after them, the good

is oft interred with their bones." It is of no

importance to any one that Mr. Peter

Motteux published the Gentleman's Journal,

parodied Boileau, wToto a number of plays

and some acceptable verses in praise of

William III. ; it does not even concern us

to know that Dryden wrote of him as being

So great a poet and so good a friend.

But we are very much concerned in this

man's translation of the ' Don Quixote '

being revived and brought out under the

recommendation of such names as those of

Lord Woodhouselee, Prescott, and Ticknor.

Mr. Van Laun thinks that the praise of

these favourite authors is sufficient guarantee

for the quality of the work, and adds :—

" Unless proofs to the contrary be brought

forward, we must ascribe chiefly to M. Motteux

the merit of having written the racy, idiomatic,

and spirited translation of a work which is

perhaps more difficult than any other to render

in a foreign tongue."

Mr. Van Laun proceeds :—

" J. Ozell, a great friend of Motteux's, and

who was considered to be well acquainted with

the language and literature of Spain, brought

out in 1719, one year after Motteux's death, a

revised edition of thiB translation, but only states

in the preface that he has compared it with the

original Madrid edition, printed from the author's

own manuscript, whereby many misrepresenta

tions have been rectified, and not a few omis

sions supplied."

We feel sure that Mr. Van Laun is quite

unconscious of the error into which he has

here fallen, and that it is an error that he

will correct at the earliest opportunity.

It is true that about Ozell's time a society

was formed with the object of searching for

the original MS. of Cervantes, and learned

men went from France to conduct the

quest. They spent pains and time and

money in their pursuit, but they never

found the hidden treasure, nor has it been

discovered to this day. But Mr. VanLaun has

evidently misunderstood Ozell's words. Ozell

is speaking, not of the MS. of ' Don Quixote,'

but of the manuscript of the ' Life of Cer

vantes,' written by Don Gregorio Mayans y

Siscar, which Ozell translated and Tonson

published.

That to which Motteux's translation has

been most indebted is not the praise of

Prescott or Ticknor or Lord Woodhouse

lee, but its republication by Lockhart in

1823, which, as we have before remarked,

remains one of tho grossest of literary im

postures that the booksellers of this cen

tury have committed. Lockhart's name in

that day was a tower of strength to the

trade ; his work was looked upon at the

time as a triumph of learning, literary skill,

and taste ; and Motteux's translation became

the standard English 'Don Quixote,' with

out which "no gentleman's bbrary could

be complete." It is a great disgrace

to Lockhart that he revived the im

posture of Mctteux, and published as his

own two or three hundred " notes " taken

from various Spanish authors, and which

he himself did not translate. The two

or three notes which Lockhart did write

are full of unpardonable errors, which

no one acquainted with the language of

Cervantes could possibly have made. The

' Spanish Ballads,' unquestionably the work

of Lockhart, greatly added to the success of

this edition. They are full of spirit, are

justly admired, and held in esteem by all

who are unacquainted with the originals.

But they are not Spanish ballads ; they are

simply metrical versions of certain traditions

which abound in the various caneioneros

published between 1500 and 1605. It is no

pleasure to say these things, but they must

be said in the interest of literature and those

who find much profit in its pursuit. We

cannot guard against adulterated wines,

sanded sugars, and silks weighted with

soluble silica, but we can guard against

spurious books, which aro now conscious,

and now unconscious, impostures of divers

kinds of men. But for Lockhart, Motteux's

' Don Quixote ' would never have received

any attention from the publishing trade :

it is not only gross in spirit, it is ludicrously

incomplete, more than a dozen pieces of

important prefatory matter in the form of

imitation sonnets, full of Cervantian humour,

being omitted. " Of all the translations of

' Don Quixote,' " exclaims Richard Ford,

in his too brief essay on the " Ingenioso

Hidalgo," " that of Motteux is the worst."

This can be explained in a few brief words.

Cervantes divided the treasure of his

mind between the two great creations of his

brain, Don Quixote and Sancho Panza :

upon the knight he lavished his own courage,

his vast reading, his purity of heart, and

his passionate love of truth and freedom ;

upon the squire he bestowed his singular

and most excellent humour, which till then

had no existence, and which can no more

be imitated than the rarest scent can be

described. Motteux had no courage, little

or no learning, no love of truth br honour—

probably he cared little for purity of heart

—little common sense, and therefore no

fine humour ; and what Motteux was himself

such is the translation that goes by his

name. But Peter Motteux did not make

that translation ; it was niched chiefly from

Shelton and Philips, aided by Ozell, who

wrote for Motteux ; in brief, in the words

of the title-page, it was " done by several

hands." These are somo of the hands that

did it, the proof of which is very easy to

give, and when it is called for shall be

forthcoming. What remains to be told of

Motteux is very brief. One night, Feb

ruary 18th, 1718,

" a gentleman in a scarlet cloak with a sword,

in company with another person, was carried to

White's Chocolate House, St. James's, and here

the coach waited from between 9 o'clock to

near 11, and then carried him and the other

person and let them down at Star Court, in

the Butcher Row, behind St. Clement Dane's

Church, and the gentleman being found dead

there the next morning, it was violently sus

pected that ho was murdered."

This is the statement of Mrs. Motteux, of

the Two Fans. The journals of the day

tell us that

" five persons were tried for the murder of M.

Motteux. It appeared that M. Motteux on his

way to White's picked up Mary Roberts, and

carried her thither, and staid two hours, leaving

her in the coach, and she sending for him he

went in the same coach with her to Star Court,

where it appeared he went in, and was seen to

kiss the said Roberts in the kitchen, and then

was lighted with her up the stairs, the others

being present. At one of the clock a surgeon

was sent for, who was told that a gentleman

was dead in a fit, &c. The jury brought

them in ' Not guilty.'"

Such was the end of Peter Motteux—

China man, poet, dramatist, and pub

lisher—who had the singular audacity to

disfigure the works of two of the world's

greatest writers, and the fortune to become
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famous by his infamous deed ; who died

a shameful death in a shameful house,

and was buried in a church at the comer

of Cornhill and St. Mary Axe, called St.

Andrew Undershaft. For further unim

portant particulars see the Weekly Journal,

April 26th, May 13th, 1718; Saturday's

Post, March 8th, 1719; the Original Weekly

Journal, April 26th, 1718 ; the Gentleman's

Magazine, 1741-1753 ; the ' Biographia Dra-

matica,' Chalmers's ' Biographical Dic

tionary,' Cibber's ' Lives,' &c, to all of

which Mr. Van Laun is indebted for his

• Short History.'

NOVELS OF THE WEEK.

Forestalled; or, the Life- Quest. By M.

Betham-Edwards. 2 vols. (Hurst &

Blackett.)

Hartleigh Towers. By Mrs. Milne Rae.

3 vols. (Isbister & Co.)

Winged Words. By Henry Spicer. 2 vols.

(Tinsley Brothers.)

A Female Nihilist. By Ernest Lavigne.

Translated from the French by G. Suther

land Edwards. (Allen & Co.)

The eminent savant whose life-quest,

whatever be the meaning of that rather

barbarous term, is so much disturbed by the

claims of his secretary, seems to the lay and

grovelling mind but a selfish and disagree

able person. Not all the appropriate

language expended by the author on the

glories of abstract truth, the philanthropy

of men of science, the effeteness of existing

superstitions, can reconcile the uninitiated to

the gloomy " scientist " who accepts without

emotion the tender services of a loving

young wife, and in a passion of injured

self-love drives her from his home, the

Bcapegoat of his suspicions. Could the

author have contrived to invest the character

of this machine-like calculator with more

manly qualities, it must be admitted

that, so far as the plot goes, the story

is both ingenious and novel. "When Nor

land has perfected the mysterious dis

covery which he hopes will render his name

immortal, he finds on going to his secretary's

room not only the same conclusions embodied

in that gentleman's MSS., but several of his

own calculations in possession of the pla

giarist. As his wife alone beside himself had

access to his papers, he believes her to be in

league with the treacherous Felix, a golden-

haired youth of her own age, to whose

society Norland's neglect had practically

confined her. But Nella is, in fact, abso

lutely true to the husband to whom she

looks up as to a father, and in spite of his

cruelty retains her affection for him. Nor

land at last discovers the innocence of both

his friends, and though the process by which

he attains certainty in the matter seems more

elaborate than would be required by ordinary

mortals, it has the merit of proving his

thorough sincerity. Norland's death is more

noble than his life, and the study of his

character is instructive, though the moral

we should draw differs somewhat from that

suggested by the author.

Mrs. Milne Rae's book is difficult to criti

cize. Except one or two errors in spelling,

which are probably the fault of the printer,

there is nothing exceptionable in the style

of this evenly-flowing narrative. The story

would have been the better for compression,

but holiday-makers may find it convenient

to have a rather lengthy book of which the

interest is not so engrossing as to prevent

its being frequently laid aside. There are

a multitude of personages, but not many

characters, those in humble life—old Betty,

the Scotch servant. Caleby the converted

miner, and Farmer Warren—being the most

lifelike. Mrs. Hartleigh seems to us un

natural. It is almost impossible to believe

that a mother would resign her child even

for the sake of separation from a mad hus

band, and quite impossible that, having

done so, she would stick to her bargain.

Still more unusual, we hope, is the character

of Frank Carew. Of course, many a youth

has played fast and loose with the ceremony

of engagement, but few, we should think,

are brought to a sense of their misconduct

in so remarkable a manner. Frank being

engaged to Muriel, and flirting with Louisa,

is insulted in a tavern by a fellow who

brings both ladies' names into his aggres

sive speech, and this in the broadest way.

Instead of knocking down the offensive Mr.

Johnson, the hero requests the party as

sembled to forgive him, and "walks slowly

towardsthe door, bent hke an oldfeeble man."

His repentence is too late as far as Muriel

is concerned, for she dies from his neglect,

though they are reconciled, and Frank lives

a bachelor for her sake. The philanthropic

Hugh Hartleigh and Margaret Carew are

a happier couple, and there is much sub

ordinate matrimony among their friends of

all sorts and sizes, compensating the sympa

thetic reader for the amount of tearfulness,

"quivering lips," and the like, which has

mildly racked his feelings.

Neither at the beginning nor at the end

of Mr. Spicer's two volumes of stories is

there a word to show whether any or all of

them have been printed before. This is a

point on which it imports the general public

to be informed, in view of the disappoint

ment occasionally caused by meeting an old

acquaintance under a new name, in cir

cumstances when only new acquaintances

are desired. From the critic's point of view

it of course matters little whether his opinion

is challenged by entirely fresh creations, or

whether the collected efforts of several years

are brought for the first time under his

notice. Our impression is that we have

seen two or three of Mr. Spicer's sketches

in another form ; but they are equally wel

come in any case. Another doubt is raised

by the title which is given to this collection.

It may be that these twenty studies of cha

racter and description are brought together

under the common label of 'Winged Words'

for the very reason that they were originally

fugitive contributions to the pages of a

weekly or monthly periodical. There is,

indeed, some internal evidence of this ; but,

if it be eo, neither critic nor casual reader

can be expected as a matter of course to

recognize the fact at a glance and without

special information. If the title is to be thus

explained, it cannot be deemed particularly

felicitous, now that the stories have ceased

to be fugitive in the original meaning of the

phrase, and have secured such immortality

as may be given to them by a niche on a

library shelf and a notice in the newspapers.

Mr. Spicer would scarcely claim that his

stories are "winged words" in any other

sense ; but they are certainly bright, clever,

and entertaining words, charged with an

overflowing humour, considerable shrewd

ness, and a good deal of practical wisdom.

Of the numerous school which Dickens left

behind him to carry on his genial and

humanizing work, Mr. Spicer is one of the

most successful. There are few of these

brief sketches which did not deserve to be

included ; and several of them, bke ' Sent

to Gran Morfew,' ' My Innings,' and ' It,'

are specially attractive and satisfactory.

In spite of some looseness of style, and a

chronic tendency to force the fun and strain

the satire, these stories are admirably calcu

lated to please an appreciative reader.

M. Ernest Lavigne's ' Roman d'une

Nihiliste ' contains much that will interest

readers who know nothing about Russia,

and still more that will amuse those who are

acquainted with that country. The story

is rich in sensational incident, one of its

heroes being murdered, and one of its

heroines being driven to commit suicide.

Its tone is pure throughout, and its pur

pose is distinctly moral. These are merits

which will recommend it to the majority ;

but it is only by the small class of per

sons who have lived in Russia, and who

have studied the Nihilist question, that its

particular vein of humour will be appre

ciated. It forms a valuable addition to the

store of books about Russia written by

foreigners, which can always be rehed upon

as being capable of making the saddest

Russian smile.

It is unnecessary to give more than a

very brief outline of the story. Vladimir,

a half-hearted Nihibst, marries the rich and

noble enthusiast for all that is excellent, the

Countess Stasia. He afterwards avoids his

revolutionary friends, who retaliate by put

ting him to death. A trial ensues, and

most of the persons of the drama are sent

into exile. Eventually they return and

devote themselves to good works. All this

appears to be sufficiently sensible. The

author lias borrowed his incidents and many

of his characters from the published reports

of the Nihibst trials in Russia. But it is

evident that he has only the faintest idea of

what that country is like, and that he knows

scarcely anything of the Nihilists whom he

professes to describe. The following is one

of the best specimens of his really amusing

ignorance. After the marriage has been

arranged between Vladimir and Stasia, the

leading "female Nihilist" of his revolu

tionary circle, Pavlovna, comes to him one

day, and says, " You must marry me." He

is obliged to obey, and there takes place

what tho author is pleased to call " le

mariage reel et legal," performed by

Nihilists in a private house. The only

reason which the author gives for this extra

ordinary proceeding is that Pavlovna "in

sisted on it in order to bind Vladimir more

surely to the cause and to herself." The

real truth about such Nihilist marriages is

this. A revolutionary young lady often

wishes to subscribe money to the funds of

the secret society of which she is a member,

but she has no available cash. She is, how

ever, entitled to a dowry when she marries.

To obtain it she marries Borne bachelor

Nihilist, the marriage being solemnized

legally and in a church. At the church

door, when the service is over, the newly

married couple separate, and perhaps never
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see each other again. The dowry is paid

into the society's treasury. The practice is

not to be commended ; but it is perfectly

reasonable from the Nihilist point of view,
■whereasthe weddingdescribed by M. Lavigne

is utterly unreasonable.

So little attention has M. Lavigne paid to

the details of the Nihilist trials which he

has introduced into his book, that he has

represented the jury (p. 419) as not only

giving their verdict, but as altering the

sentence passed by the court: "Le jury

consent a commuer la presente condamna-

tion en une prison perpetuelle." How little

he knows about Russia in general may be

learned from his description (p. 250) of the

Gulf of Finland in the middle of the winter,

as seon from the islands at the mouth of the

Neva: "Flocks of birds flew through the

clouds, and at the horizon might be seen

sails scudding before the wind, ships like

halcyons skimming the water with their
■wings." At p. 5 we find a dying man hold

ing in his hand " un tricycle." The author

meant to say " un triptyque." Littre defines

a tricycle as a " voiture qui roule sur trois

roues." The Russians may be imperfoctly

civilized, but they are not in the habit of

holding three-wheeled carriages in their

hands when dying. At p. 19 we find the

waiters at a restaurant spoken of as " Tartar

princes," and their titles are accounted for

by the fact that, " since tho conquest of the

Caucasus and the wars in Asia, a good many

dispossessed princelets who came to St.

Petersburg for justice were soon reduced to

misery, and forced to serve, in black coats

of course, their hated conquerors, oven of

the lowest rank " ; the truth being that the
•waiters in question are highly respectable,

but by no means princely, Tartars from

Kazan. It is considered a joke among

Russians to apply to a Tartar tho title of

£hya% or prince ; whenco arises, in all

probability, M. Lavigne's unintentional jest.

He has not often attempted to introduce a

Russian word into his pages. But on ono

occasion he represents a hall porter as say

ing, in allusion to the lady's-maid of the

house, " Frantsoudza " ! meaning that she

was a Frenchwoman. M. Lavigne probably

knew that Franttoudt might be taken as

Russian for a Frenchman, so he coined a

feminine form of the word, " Frantsoudza."

Unfortunately, the right form is Frantxou-

jtnka, probably pronounced by the porter as

" Frantsouzenka."

Tho pagination to which we have referred

is that of the translation. But the trans

lator must not be held accountable for the

mistakes which render the book so amusing.

Mr. Gilbert Edwards seems, to judge from

the passages in which we have compared

his version with the original, to have done

his work remarkably well, translating faith

fully and with spirit.

THE LITERATURE OF FAL.KOORAPHY.

The twenty-five beautiful photographic re

productions which form the ninth part of the

Fac-similes of the Palaeoj^-aphical Society may

be truly said to forward the proposed work

of the Society in many important particulars.

Nine plates show Greek writing of various

dates from the second or first century B.C.

to the beginning of the fifteenth century

a.d. The remainder are devoted to Latin

manuscripts of various styles, countries, and

dates.

Of these the first (plate 126) is derived

from tho Harris papyrus of the Oration of

Hyperides in defence of Lycophron, which was

obtained at Alexandria in 1847, anothor portion

of the roll having been fortunately purchased in

the same year by Mr. J. Arden from Arabs, who

alleged they had found it in a tomb at Gournou

(not " Gournon "), near Thebes. The writing

is of the fine, elegant, but small uncials so well

known to Greek palceographers through the

labours of the Society and such laborious writers

as Gardthausen and Wattenbach. It is curious

to note even here, at a date antecedent to the

Christian era, the oldest of all literary contrac

tions—a fine horizontal line, waved slightly, in

use to mark the omission of v at the end of the

line. In this plate we have probably the oldest

specimen of a Greek classical text, pure uncial

Greek characters and peculiarities of forms in

use at the classical period.

Plate 127 is from the Pauline Epistles in the

library of Trinity College, Cambridge, written

in double column : the first has the Latin text,

with Carlovingian minuscules of the ninth cen

tury ; the second the Greek text in uncials of a

bizarre character, with a middle point used as a

stop after each word. This MS. was writton in

the monastery of Augia Major, or Reichenau,

an island in Lake Constance, and hence derives

the title of Codex Augiensis. The text was

edited by Dr. Scrivener in 1859, and, apart from

its value as a Biblical manuscript, is of great in

terest as showing the peculiarly limited know

ledge of the Greek language possessed by the

learned of the Western world in the ninth cen

tury. The library of St. Nicholas of Cusa con

tributes a Greco-Latin MS. of the Psalms,

arranged in three columns, the first of which

has the Greek text in Roman letters, the second

the Latin text, the third the Greek text in a

hand which is a rough imitation of uncial cha

racters by an unpractised writer, formed upon

the formation of the Roman alphabet. The in

terest of the plate lies not only in the expres

sion of Greek letters in Latin characters, but

also in the fact that the then current pronuncia

tion of the Greek language is plainly manifested

by the transliteration in the Latin alphabet.

Tho gradual progress of Greek minuscules

is exhibited in tho five following plates

(129, 130, 132-134). Plate 131 is a good

specimen of the Greek illuminative art of the

eleventh century, and curious as showing how

photography translates a picture bright with

blue, green, red, violet, and brown in large

masaos, upon a gilded background, into what

looks at first sight like a mezzotint engraving.

The Latin MSS. begin with a page from the

celebrated "Terentius Bembinus." It is written

in rustic capitals, and is one of the manuscripts

so frequently referred to by writers and critics

in the controversy which arose respecting the

age of the Utrecht Psalter. St. Hilary's work

on the Trinity, a MS. of the year 509-10, in the

archives of St. Peter's, Rome, shows tho earliest

minuscule hand ; tho Ambrose, of the Ambro-

sian Library, the half uncial or early minuscule

of the Irish type, about the seventh century ;

'•he same richly endowed library contributes a

page from Josephus in Latin, of about the

same date and much the same characters.

Both these manuscripts belonged to the monas

tery of Bobio, and were, perhaps, produced

there by Hiberno-Scotic inmates.

The works of Bede give two plates from the

University Library, Cambridge, and one from

the well-known copy in the Cottonian Library.

Though both MSiS. aro of the eighth century,

and valuable for the light they shed upon, and

receive from, Anglo-Saxon charter hands, the

former is written in the old Hiberno-Saxon

minuscules, the latter in Pointed Saxon

minuscules, except in tho opening passages of

each book, where round minuscules are used.

The Duke of Devonshire's ' Benedictionale,'

written by Godemann, Abbot of Thorney, 963-

984, so beautifully illustrated in the Archnulogia,

vol. xxiv. , contributes a page of set minuscules

of the foreign type, and a page of rustic capitals

of a late time for this style—the end of the

tenth century. Saxon drawing in tinted outline

of green and red, a favourite vehicle of illus

trative art with this nation, is shown in a page

from a Cottonian MS. of Paschal tables ; and,

finally, two plates from the late fourteenth

century Italian treatise on the Vices give photo

graphs of the paintings of objects of natural

history, of great variety and very accurately

delineated. These works show all the character

istics attributed to the Genoese miniaturist of

the family of Cybo known as the monk of

Hyeres, and, indeed, the connexion of the

treatise with the city of Genoa favours the pro

bability of their being by the hand of that

artist. These plates are the production of the

Autotype Company, who work by a process

which has been unhappily in some quarters

rejected in favour of photo-zincographic and

other manipulatory processes.

The tenth part of the Fac-similes issued

by the Palaographical Society may, without

hyperbole, be declared to be of transcendent

merit. Two specimens of Greek uncial writing

of the first century of the Christian era, upon

papyrus, show the character of the script in

use at the time of our Saviour. That these

tattered and mouldering fragments of a once

mighty literature have survived for eighteen

centuries is alone sufficient to render fac-similes

of them attractive. The Homer papyrus of the

second century is one of the most elegant objects

of its kind known to students of Greek paleo

graphy. This classic treasure was probably

written at no great distance from the site of its

purchase by Mr. Bankes, whose name is asso

ciated with it, the island of Elephantine in Mid-

Egypt. A break of nine hundred years sepa

rates us from the next plate, a fine copy of the

Gospels in large uncial Greek, dated a.d. 980,

writton for a bishop of Ciscissa, a see of Cappa-

docia. The narrow upright forms of these

letters contrast badly with the pure classical

forms of the preceding examples. The Vatican

Library contributes a delicate illustration from

tho works of Johannes Climacus, of the eleventh

century, where the panel, with its golden back

ground and the richly coloured vestments of the

somewhat stiff, conventional figures of Greek

art, is translated by the sun into a vignette

shaded in various depths of grey and brown.

The quadripartite Psalter of Tournay, now in

the Bibliotheque Nationale, is, like the Codex

Augiensis, of value for the fight it sheds

upon the question of critical knowledge of

the Greek language in the West during the

Middle Ages. Those who have maintained that

Greek was practically unknown in Western

Europe, and the ability to read or write the

language correctly excessively rare, will find in

this manuscript, written in the abbey of St,

Martin of Tournay in 1105, a strong proof of

their case, for we must acknowledge that the

scribe who writes "rise tin plicin mu " as the

Greek equivalent of "eripe animam nieam," in

place of i>v<rai rrjv </,i'XV fov> cannot claim a

very extensive acquaintance with the language

he is committing to his page. The Gallican,

Roman, and Hebrew versions of the Psalter in

this MS. are of considerable importance to the

Biblical antiquary, and would repay collation

with the Utrecht, Harley, and Cambridge Ead-

wine Psalters. Other Greek hands, dated 1281

and 1431, complete the set of Greek given in this

part.

Of Latin styles we have to begin with the

mixed uncial and minuscule characters upon

the waxen tablets from Pompeii, a form of

record answering to our memorandum books.

The method of making these is as follows.

Three small tablets of wood are fastened together

in form of a book, by means of two holes pierced

in the margin ; one side of each tablet is counter

sunk within a marginal frame, and the sunken

part covered with a thin film of wax. The
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tablets are so arranged that of their six sides,

1, 4, and 6 show a wooden, 2, 3, and 5 a waxen

surface. When the entries were completed

seals were affixed within a groove chased down

the centre of side 4, the side reserved for names

of the witnesses to the document. The palimp

sest Cicero (Bibl. Vatic. 5757) is a splendid

example of large uncial of the fourth century,

which reminds us of some of the magnificent

MSS. in Lord Ashburnham's collection. Saxon

handwriting is represented by MS. Harl. 2965,

a splendid volume of the eighth century, the

Durham Cassiodorus of the same age, and the

Cottonian Breda, 811-814, this last MS. afford

ing two plates of Caroline minuscule of the middle

of the ninth century, which may be instructively

comparedwith the plate fromtheRabanus Maurus

from Munich of a few years later date.

The Canterbury deed relating to the supre

macy of that province over York professes a date

of 1072, and is fortified with apparent signatures

or subscriptions of attesting parties, but there is

much internal evidence in this document, both

historical and diplomatic, as well as external

paheographical evidence, that throws consider

able suspicion upon it. The style of the writing

looks more like that in use at the middle of the

twelfth century than during the reign of William

the Conqueror. Like the manifestly forged

charters of this monarch in Westminster Abbey,

this deed probably owes its existence to a well-

meaning fabricator of a later ago, perhaps a

Canterbury monk of the twelfth century. The

splendid pages of fifteenth century illuminated

service-books, shown in several plates in this

fasciculus, demonstrate how curiously the bril

liant colouring of gold, bright reds, blues, and

secondary tints is translated by the agency of

the sun into sober greys and shades which at

first sight seem to belong to a finely executed

engraving. But the experienced eye soon learns

to comprehend the general appearance which

the original picture possesses, and can point out

with little difficulty the colouring which belongs

to the various tones and depths of the mono

chrome photograph.

The fourth part of the ' Fac-similes of Ancient

Charters,' only issued late last year, although

printed in 1878, completes the British Museum

series of English charters—that is, of charters

relating to English history and written in the

Latin or Anglo-Saxon language, the dates of

which precede the Norman invasion—and in

cludes four Latin documents of early date con

nected with foreign countries. Of theso four,

one, of a very rare class, is a deed of sale of

land in the territory of Rimini, dated A. D. 572,

in Roman cursive characters, on papyrus ;

another, of somewhat similar purport, dates

between a.i>. GIG and G19, and is from the

archives of Ravenna ; the third is a decree of

Louis le De'bonnaire, dated May 12th, 840, on

vellum, in cursive characters ; the last, a charter

of Odo or Elides, king of the French, dated

June 16th, 889, formerly in the possession of

the cathedral Chapter of Chartres. The entire

number of documents contained in this series

of fac-similes amounts to a hundred and forty ;

and although they consist for the most part of

grants of territories or privileges, yet wills and

other diplumata connected with legal rights and

property are to be found among them. The

original or primary possession of nearly all

these has been traced to religious corporations ;

for example, no less than sixty-three belong to

Christ Church, Canterbury, and the charters in

possession of the Dean and Chapter and of the

Earl of Ashburnham would raise this total of

Canterbury charters to about a hundred and

fifty.

A considerable number of charters of the

Saxon period are still in the possession of various

capitular libraries, the earliest, viz., those of

the seventh and eighth centuries, being written

in uncial characters of large or small calibre,

auch as are seen in the best manuscripts of the

period ; some, of the earliest part of the eighth

century, are in fine semi-uncial characters of the

type called Irish. Then follow early cursive

forms, varieties of minuscules, with or without

ligatures or arbitrary combinations, and, finally,

the set minuscules of the concluding century

of the Saxon dynasties. "If there could be

a doubt," says Mr. Bond, " of their being

veritable writings of the times, this would be

removed by the consideration that, though

coming from the archives of different religious

houses, those of the same date agree in their

forms with each other, and with others still pre

served in their original repositories. The charters

of a particular sovereign granted to Canterbury

agree with those of the same prince granted

to the churches of Winchester, or Worcester, or

Rochester, as well [as] with the writing of other

manuscripts of the time. The peculiar and

beautiful minuscule writing of many of the

documents of the eighth and ninth centuries is

found in extant copies of the ' Historia ' of

Beda believed to be written shortly after his

death ; and other forms can be similarly authen

ticated. But though we cannot doubt the

genuineness of the great majority of these docu

ments, as writings of the time at which they

are dated, it is certain that in some of them the

character of writing is at variance with their

dates." Mr. Bond in explanation gives a list

of thirty-three of these doubtful documents in

cluded in his four volumes, and a classified

table, divided into seven sections, of different

characters of handwriting. His paragraph re

specting the forms of minuscule writing found

in these relics, though too long for reproduction

in these columns, should be attentively read by

the paheographical student. The copious indexes

are a boon to the historian of early England,

and supply a deficiency which severely taxes the

readers of Kemble's ' Codex. '

The fac-simile of the Codex Alexandrinus was

undertaken, Mr. E. M. Thompson says, from a

desire to place the text of this venerable Biblical

manuscript within the reach of scholars in a form

absolutely free from errors of the printing press,

and untouched by the hand of the ' ' improver. "

The work of reproducing the Old Testament

portion contained in the three preceding volumes

of the Codex is going on now, and will be

completed before long. Until the issue of that

part the general description of the manuscript

has been reserved. This New Testament text

consists of 143 leaves of fine vellum, about 12J

inches by 10$ inches. The first twenty-five,

containing Matthew i.-xxiv., are missing, and

there are other considerable lacunae in the

volume, which has received injury in the back,

involving portions of the text, and some of the

margins have been too deeply cut away by the

bookbinder's plough. Gall stains may be seen

here and there, where attempts have been made

in old days to revive the already faded writing.

These, which disfigure many of the leaves at

the end of the volume, are rendered more

opaque in the photograph than in the original.

"But the same agency," Mr. Thompson writes,

" which exaggerates such blemishes also renders

more distinct the faded writing of the text."

In this manuscript, which presents so many

points of importance, it is interesting to

notice that the handwriting from the begin

ning of the text of the Gospel of St. Luke to

1 Corinthians x. 8 (i.e., folios 44 to 121) differs

from that of the rest of the volume. This is

shown by the variation in the forms of the A

and IT, and by the use of crosses affixed to the

K«f>a.kaia, to the beginnings of books, and occa

sionally to the last line of a column. This fac

simile is a triumph of photography. The auto

type printing is so arranged as to give on each

plate a recto and verso fac-simile, so that each

leaf represents faithfully the leaf of the original

manuscript.

The beautiful volume prepared by order of

M. de Marcere, when Minister of the Interior,

from documents preserved among the municipal

archives of France, far excels anything before

achieved by the French. The work was designed

as a fitting companion to the series of 131

volumes of " Inventaires Sommaires," which

have been printed from municipal archives of

France anterior to 1790. To the great excellence

of the heliographic process perfected by M.

Dujardin the Athenaeum has frequently borne

witness. There are one hundred and seventy

separate documents contained in the large

double folio volume, and in a smaller folio are

the transcriptions of the texts, with descriptive

notices and an introduction. The contents are,

as may be readily supposed, very various. The

first is a small label, in the curiously beautiful

current handwriting of the seventh or eighth

century, appended to the relics of St.

Monulfus, among the departmental archives of

Eure-et-Loir ; then follow charters of Charle

magne, Louis le De'bonnaire, Charles the Bald,

Carloman, Eudes, and other potentates in a

continuous succession; charters of Suger and.

St. Bernard, which would delight Mr. J. C.

Morison, the biographer of the saint ; a docu

ment relating to the foundation of the Norman

abbey of Lessay, in which William the Con

queror and his queen were considerably in

terested, as is shown by their crosses and

signatures ; and a great variety of instruments,

letters, and miscellaneous pieces connected with,

notable personages of France from the earliest

years of the seventh century down to modern

days.

The monograph of Herr Gardthausen upon

Greek palaeography is probably the beBt and

most exhaustive work upon the special subject

to which he has devoted himself. Commencing

with a chapter devoted to the bibliography,

history, and literature, subsequent chapters-

treat of the materials employed in the art of

writing, the forms of manuscripts, tints and

colours, ornaments, the development of the

uncial and other alphabets, tachygraphy, crypto

graphy, accents and diacritical marks, lists of

dated MSS. and known scribes, a chapter on

the localities of writers, and another upon the

various methods which are in use for the repro

duction of manuscripts in fac-simile. A chrono

logical table of dates, cycles, and Greek styles of

calculating eras and years concludes this com

prehensive work. Its low price (18 marks 40)

ensures it a place on tho library shelf wherever

the Greek language is properly studied.

SCHOOL-BOOKS.

Anabasis of Xenophon. Book VI. By Alfred

Pretor, M.A. (Cambridge, Pitt Press.)

Mn. Pretor has accomplished in his usual

scholarly style what he himself describes as an

ungrateful task. He has taken a low estimate

both of the character of Xenophon and of the

literary merits of the 'Anabasis.' " I have," he

says, in an introduction disproportionate in merit

to his subject, "but little admiration either for

Xenophon or his writings To me the author

of the history appears singularly tame and un-

appreciative—a very wearisome exponent of a

most soul-stirring episode, while even the purity

of his diction is by no means unassailable."

This feeling has, however, in no way detracted

from the thoroughness with which Mr. Pretor

has done the work. A clear analysis of the

chapters of the whole history is prefixed, as well

as a valuable essay on the peculiarities of Xeno-

phon's style and a useful map. The notes are

admirable.

Virgil : Georgics. Book IV. By C. G. Gepp.

(Rivingtons.)

If this book is intended for young boys, there

seems no object in an introduction which tells-

them that "Virgil avowedly took Hesiod for

his model, but was doubtless indebted to the

' Phenomena ' of Aratus and the ' Georgica ' of

Nicander." If it is intended for scholars, the

vocabulary and most of the notes are super

fluous. Of the notes themselves some are good,

some bad. Of the former class is that on "pur-
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pureum " (p. 46) ; of the latter are the numerous

translations of passages which present no peculiar

difficulty.

Gai Juli Ca'saris De Bello Gallieo. Comm. I. II.

By A. G. Peskett. (Cambridge, Pitt Press.)

This book is illustrated with two fairly drawn

maps, by the aid of which, together with the

clear geographical notes, there should be no

difficulty in following the operations of the two

campaigns treated of in the text.

Montr's Iliad. Book XXII. By A. Sidgwick.

(Rivingtons.)

Nothing but praise is due to Mr. Sidgwick's

last issue. The introduction is entirely suitable

both to the subject and to the class of readers

for whom it is intended, and is not too long by

a word, and the notes give nothing but legiti

mate aid of the best kind.

Secmul Greek Reader—Prose. By A. J. M. Bell.

(Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

This ' Reader ' is compiled from carefully

selected passages of Herodotus (rewritten in

Attic Greek) and of Xenophon, those from the

former being illustrative of the events preceding

the struggle against Persia and of the struggle

itself, those from the latter describing the con

stitution of Sparta and the almost ideal character

of her great king Agesilaus. Mr. Bell intimates

that his object has been to satisfy the wants of

" the number of boys in all public schools who

never rise higher than the fourth form. " Whether

the intellectual digestion of such a clientele is

capable of assimilating the admirable syntax

which is prefixed (with the first sentence alone

of which we have any quarrel) may well bo

doubted. The notes are interesting and judi

cious, and the vocabulary would be improved

only by a slight pruning. To tell boys in a note

that o~vv-(j3rj is the second aorist of o-v/xf3alv(o,

or that fila is the feminine of els, is little short

of an educational crime.

of the teacher," and yet are

lighten the work of the teacher."
1 intended to

Moliere : Le Malade Imaginaire. By F. Tarver.

(Macmillan & Co.)

There is an interesting though slovenly preface

to this book, and the notes are in many cases

necessary. The discovery that the famous third

scene of the third act was intended by Moliere to

express compunction for the ridicule with which

he had always treated the "faculty " does more

credit to Mr. Tarver'3 originality than to his> of humour.

OUB LIBRARY TABLE.

Journals and Journalism, by "John Oldcastlo"

(Field & Tuer), is a sensible, well-written book,

showing a real knowledge of the subject, and

containing many hints likely to be serviceable

to beginners in literature. The writer is too

wise to ignore the drawbacks attending journal

ism as a career, and if in the chapter headed

" Pounds, Shillings, and Pence," he underrates

the scale of payment usual in the better class of

papers, this is undoubtedly a fault on the right

side, for amateurs are apt to imagine that writing

for the press is highly lucrative. A good list of

the leading London papers is appended to this

useful little volume.

We have received from M. Calmann Levy

a volume containing a number of letters from

Sainte-Beuve, now first printed. They do not

add much to our knowledge of his character

and opinions derived from the two earlier

volumes.

Law.
Davis's Manual of the Law of Registration, Supplement to

the Second Edition, or. 8vo. 2/6 swd.

Fine Art and Archeology.
Ferfrusson (J.) and Burgess's (J.) Cave Temples of India,

imp. 8vo. 42/ bds.
Flaxntan's (J.) Compositions, being Designs in Illustration of

the Odyssey of Homer, oblong 8vo. 2/6 swd.
Leland's (C. O.) The Minor Arts, 2/6 cl. (Artat Home Series.)

Poetry and the Drama.
Graves's (A. P.) Irish Songs and Ballads, or. 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Riquet of the Tuft, a Love Drama, am. 4to. 6/ cl.

History and Biography.
Bradlaugh (C), The Biography of. by A. 8. Headingley, 7/ d.
English Men of Letters, edited by J. Morley : Byron, by J.

Nichol, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

Geography and Travel.
Daring Voyage across the Atlantic by Two Americans, the

Brothers Andrews (in the Nautilus), with Log of the
Voyage, by Capt. W. A. Andrews, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

De Fonblanque's (C. A. ) Five Weeks In Iceland, 12mo. 3/6 cl.
Fitzgibbon's (M.) A Trip to Manitoba, 8vo. 10/6 cl.
Tcherkess (The) and his Victim, Sketches illustrative of the

- Moral, Social, and Political Aspect of Life in Constanti
nople, by a Resident of the Last Three Years, cr. 8vo. 7/6-

Science.
Brlggs's (T. R. A.) Flora of Plymouth, cr. 8vo. 12/6 cl.
woman's (J. ) Key to the Male Pupil-T

Questions in Euclid, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

Scribe: Le Verre d'Eau. By C. Colbeck, M.A.

(Cambridge, Pitt Press.)

If this somewhat dull play was to be edited at

all for school use, it could not, perhaps, have

fallen into better hands. It has given Mr.

Colbeck an opportunity for prefixing a well-

written and useful historical introduction, and

the notes at the end of the book are good,

though too numerous.

Hachette's French Primer. By Henri Bue\

(Hachette.)

A great many pictures and a very little French

arranged on no particular plan. Of the pictures

all may be forgiven except the dog on p. 32.

Blackie's Compreliensive School Series.—Outlines

of Vie History of England. Part III. By G.

Girling. (Blackie & Son.)

Standard Home Lesson Books.—Fifth Standard.

(Same publishers.)

Me. Girlisg's ' Outlines ' is a very creditable

performance, well adapted to its special purpose,

and supplying, in a convenient form for general

use, a considerable amount of accurate informa

tion, which is rendered of more value by the

addition of maps, diagrams, and questions for

examination.

Wo cannot see the advantage of ' Home Lesson

Books ' consisting of scraps of history, geo

graphy, grammar, arithmetic, and recitation,

which "require some explanation on the part

We have on our table Memorials of Frances

Ridley Havergal, by M. V. G. Havergal (Nisbet),

—The Centenary Commemoration of the Birth of

Dr. William ElleryChanning(British and Foreign

Unitarian Association),—Round the World in

124 Days, by R. W. Leyland (Hamilton),—

Egypt for the Egyptians (Cecil Brooks & Co.),—

Health, by W. H. Corfield (Kegan Paul),—

Royat (Us Bains) in Auvergne: its Mineral

Waters and Climate, by G. H. Brandt (Lewis),

—Romeo and Juliet, edited by the Rev. C. E.

Moberly (Rivingtons),—Clubs of the World,

1880, by Lieut. -Col. G. J. Ivey (Harrison),—

Herbert's Parliamentary Handbook, General Elec

tions 1874-1880 (Herbert & Co.),— Infield's

Political Record, February, 1880 (Infield),—

Mathematical Examination Papers, by W. F.

Austin (Stanford),—Professional Papers of the

Corps of Royal Engineers, 1879 (Chatham, Royal

Engineer Institute),—Life in a Debtors' Prison

(Ward & Lock),—Doom : a Tragedy in Five Acts,

by A. Smythe (Dublin, Porteous & Gibbs),—

The Religious Mission of the Irish People, by

J. L. Spalding (New York, The Catholic

Publication Society Co.),—School Manual of the

Law of Moses, by J. Pirie, M.A. (Stanford),—

The Foundations of Faith: Bampton Lectures,

1879, by H. Wace (Pickering),—Znr Politischen

Geschichte Islands, by K. Maurer (Leipzig, B.

Schlicke),—Kort Fremstilling af de Norske

Kursteders, by A. Lund (Christiania, A. Cam-

mermeyer), — The Songs of Mirza Schaffy, by

E. d'Esterre (Hamburg, K. Gradener),—Etude

sur la Pronunciation de UE Muet a Paris, by Ad.

Mende (Triibner),—and Essai sur la Vie et le

Regne de Septime Severe, by A. de Geuleneer

(Brussels, F. Hayez). Among New Editions

we have Red and Black, by T. Edwardes-Trevor

(S. Tinsley),—Library Notes, by A. P. Russell

(Triibner),—Shakspeare's Knowledge and Use of

the Bible, by C. Wordsworth (Smith & Elder),—

Epidemiology, Part II., by J. Parkin (Bogue),—

and Real Property Handbook and Law of Land

lord and Tenant, by G. H. Larmuth (Hey-

wood). Also the following Pamphlets: After: a

Study for Englishmen, by Quidam (Planta),—

Florida, U.S.A.: What it Offers to the Capitalist

and Settler, by R, W. Wilson (Bailey, Wilson

& Co.),—New Latin Method, by W. A. Hulbert

(Stewart & Co.),—The Expulsion of the Brewers

from Parliament, by Clericus (Kempster & Co.),

—and Civilization without Delusion (Melbourne,

F. F. BaUliere).

. ■ <gKo ■ y*. n. a..j nora 01 nymoutn, cr. svo. 12/6 cl.

Wollman's (J.) Key to the Male Pupil-Teachers' Examination
Questions in Euclid, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

General Literature.
Berens's (Mrs.) Steadfast unto Death, a Tale of the Irish

Famine of To-day, cr. 8vo. 7/ cl.
Black's (W.) White Wings, a Yachting Romance, 3 vols. 31/S
Boyce's (Rev. J. C.) Nigh unto the End, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Braddon's (Miss) Story of Barbara, 12ino. 2/ IkIs.
Clemens's (8. L.)(Mark Twain) TrampAbroad, cheap edition,

cr. 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Conceited Sparrow of Neemuch, a Conceit in Four Flight*

of Fancy, by A. P. T., 12mo. 3/6 cl.
Constitutional Liberty, in Three Parts, Part 1, Social Rights

and Principles, 8vo. 4/6 cl.
Jefferies's (R.) Round About a Great Estate, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Manley's (J. J. ) Notes on Game and Game Shooting, 7/6 cl.
Marshall's (W.) Monsell Dlgby, a Novel, 3 vols. cr. 8vo.21/ct.
Perkls's (C. L.) A Very Opal, .') vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Prodigal Daughter, The, by M. Hope, 12mo. 2/ bds. (Railway

Library.)
Roe's (Rev. E. P.) A Day of Fate, Book 1, Vol. 1, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Smart's (H.) Belles and Ringers, a Novelette, cr. 8vo. 10/6 cl.
Tytler's (S.) Oliver Constable, Miller and Baker, 3 vols. 31/6
Wines's (E. C.) State of Prisons and of Child-Saving Lnstltu-

tiooi in the Civilized World, roy. 8vo. 30/ cl.

FOREIGN.

Theology.

Zur Geschichte dee Kanons, aweiOverbeck (D. Fr.):

Abhandlungen, 10m.
Bayous (£.): Jesus Christ d'apres Mahomet, 1m. 50.

Weiss (H.) : David u. seine Zeit, 4m.

Law.
Bekker (E. I.): Das Recht d. Besitzea bel den Bomern, 12m.

History and Urography.
Le Premier Texte de Madame de BeVigne, Reimpresslon de

l'Editlon do 1724, 7fr.
Ranke (L. v.): Sammtliche Werke, Vol. 47, 4m. 50.
Rist (J. G. ) : Lebenserinnerungen, ed. G. Poel, Part 2, 8m.
Schramm-Macduiiald (II.): Moniteur des Dates, Part 48,

2m. 67.

Geography and Travel.
Hennebert : Atlas de l'Hlstoire d'Annibal, Part'l, 35fr.
Laveleye (Emile de) : Lettres d'ltalie, 1878-1879, 3fr. 50.

Philology.
Arlstophanis Lysistrata, edidit Fr. H. M. Blaydcs, 6m.
Deecke (W.): Etrusklsche Forschungen, Part 4, 5m.
Kloepper (K.): Euglische BynonvmiK, large edition, Part 3,

2m.
Meyer (G.): Griechische Grammatik, 9m. 50.

Science.
Buonaccorsi di Pistoja (A. Graf v.): Luftschlffahrtastudlen,

4m.

General Literature.
Centos de la Chaussee, Preface par Paul Lacroix, Eau-forte

par Ad. Lalauze, 5fr.
Discours de l'Antagonie du Chien et du Lievre de Jehan du

Bee, Reprint from the Original Edition, 6fr.

THE BRITISH MUSEUM READING ROOM.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology,

Kingsley's (C.) Out of the Deep, Words for the Sorrowful.
12mo. 3/6 cl. '

Rogers's (Rev. C.) Family Devotion, Prayers for the House
hold and Special Occasions, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.

1 Stracey's (W. J.) Short Sermons on the Psalms, Vol. 3, 4/6

It would probably be found impracticable to

exclude, unless in very exceptional cases, those

who have already obtained the right of admis

sion ; and no appreciable relief of overcrowding

is likely to be gained in this way. Until con

siderably increased accommodation is provided,

the only effective remedy will be, it seems to

me, to restrict to some extent the issue of new

tickets. Instead of immediate admission being

granted, the names of applicants should be

placed on a reserved list, and tickets issued in

rotation, as the average attendance may allow.

If a personal interview with a responsible officer

of the Museum were required from every appli

cant, some applications would probably be at once

negatived ; and exceptional immediate admission

might be granted in cases of urgency. The very

full attendance at the present season makes it

probable that during the coming winter—if i
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tickets are issued as freely as heretofore —there

will be a pressure far greater than has yet

occurred. Thomas Tyler.

P.S.—1 am informed, on inquiry at the

Museum, that the number of new readers'

tickets issued yearly has reached about 3,500.

"THE MELANCHOLY JAQUES."

Athenaeum Club, August, 1830.

I thank your Correspondent, Mr. Grant

Allen, for his reply to my query, and I shall

hereafter hear the word " Jaques " pronounced

on the stage " Jaikwes" with my previous con

viction, that Shakspeare never meant it to be

so pronounced, strengthened and confirmed by

Mr. Allen's learning. I should like, however,

to have extracted from so good an authority

what the unfortunate player is to do when he

has to say,

Jaques of Chatillon, Admiral of France,

or

What said the melancholy Jaquea ?

May he not make a monosyllable and still be

tolerated by the learned I I am afraid the stern

stage manager would not agree that when the

word is terminal it may be pronounced anyhow,

or that a player may sometimes be " hyper

metrical." Shakspeare's verse is too musical

for such liberties.

The modern controversialist soems to me

sometimes to fail of wholly grasping the main

point of his opponent's argument, and some

times he reads into it more than his opponent

has put, a habit which may easily prolong a

controversy to all time. Now, the main point

in my question was a practical one, and referred

wholly to the pronunciation of ' ' Jaques " on the

stage. I did not inquire as to whether the final

j was to be pronounced or not. I asked, first,

whether the a should be sounded full, as in the

French proper name, and, secondly, whether

Shakspeare did not design that the player should

sometimes sound, and sometimes not sound,

the e. 1 was, and still am, willing to let the

final i take care of itself. Perhaps in Shak

speare's time the final s in France itself was

sounded, as Mr. Grant Allen suggests. It is

a matter as to which—not being a verbal Shak-

spearean scholar—I am ashamed to feel a most

profound indifference. I do not, therefore, join

issue with your correspondent on the point.

But, to quote Mr. Grant Allen's own phrase,

what can he mean by saying, " Surely Mr. Craw-

furd must know that in all French poetry every

e mute, without exception, is invariably scanned

as a separate syllable " i I know nothing of

the sort, and never, I think, was more surprised

than to read such a statement in print. Let

Mr. Grant Allen apply his rule to the reading

of any ten lines of any French poet, and I am

quite sure that before he has done so he will find

by the verdict of his own ear that he has been

guilty of at least a dozen most deplorable errors

in prosody. Oswald Crawfurd.

I sympathize with Mr. Oswald Crawfurd so

heartily in his repugnance to the traditional

"Jaikwes"—as he spells it, but I would rather

write Jai-quez, as more closely resembling the

usual stage pronunciation of the word—that I

am sorry the evidence is so strong against the

possibility of the word being a monosyllable.

In answer to Mr. Grant Allen's and Br. Nichol

son's cogent arguments and more cogent facts

I have not a word to say. "Jaques" must be

a dissyllable, but need it assume the horrible

form of "Jai-quez" or "Jaikwes"? Why not

preserve the essentially French character of the

name, and pronounce it " Jahk-es " ? I put

ah to represent the French a. The open a = ai

is essentially in that form an English vowel ;

and unless we suppose the word to be divided

" Ja-ques" (which it would not bo in French),

it would not be in accordance with the rules

of English pronunciation to give the o the

ai sound. Nobody would think of sounding

it as equal to our short a, as in "Jack"; for

there never could be any association of the

peevish, sneering "Jaques" with the jovial,

hearty "Jack," a name which always has, and

always will have, a wholesome smack of sea-air

in it. "Jaques " is not a name which has been

adopted, unchanged in form, into our English

nomenclature, as "Albert" has, for instance;

and therefore I hold, whether it be made a

monosyllable or dissyllable, it should be pro

nounced according to the rules of the language

to which it properly belongs.

I do not know why there should be something

so particularly irritating to the sensitive ear in

the word "Jai-quez," but there is. I once had

the honour of reading the part of Jaques in

one of those delightful family readings of Shak

speare's plays which Mr. Furnivall organized.

Every time I was alluded to as "Jai-quez" by

one of the other characters I felt the most evil

passions aroused within me. It would be less

irritating, perhaps, if the final s did not become

z in the mouth of ninety-nine per cent, of Eng

lish people ; but anyhow the barbarous name

jarred on my ears. I began to reflect. How and

why "Jai-quez"? Supposing that one could

for a moment associate any trait of such an

amiable character as Toots with the sour

Jaques, and the latter were to take to writing

letters to himself, it occurred to me he would

address himself as "J. Quez, Esqre." This

train of thought led me to imagine "Jaques"

passing by easy stages to a reformed state of

mind and name, and being known as "J. Quiz";

then, when he had reached the "fair round

capon-lined belly " stage of life, my fancy pic

tured him as "Jack Quiz," "honest Jack Quiz,"

a capital companion over a cup of burnt sack at

"The Devil"

I doubt if Jaques were ever capable of

developing into anything so wholesome and

good-fellowish. The character is one of the

very few important ones drawn by Shakspoare

which inspire almost unmitigated contempt.

His misanthropy never seems to me to come

from a deepor source than a disordered liver,

the result of his obstinate habit of peevishly

lolling about in the forest instead of joining

heartily in the healthy sports of his companions.

He is the personification of "heartburn," the

result of the doctrine of "evolution" applied

to acidity of the stomach—a creature whoso

ancestors must have lived on nothing but pastry

and sickly sirups ; yet he is worthy of Shak

speare as a wonderfully true portrait of that

kind of human animal, peculiar to no country,

which lounges idly on the banks by the roadside

of life, sneering at and finding fault with every

body and everything, but never lifting a little

finger to destroy an abuse or to relieve a suf

ferer. If any one deserves the indignity of

being called by the cacophonous name of ' ' Jai-

quez," it is this kind of creature.

But if we are to have Mr. J. Quez, why, may

I ask Mr. Hermann Vezin, does he pronounce

" sans" as in French, and not as if it were an

English word and rhymed to "pans"? I

always understood sans had been adopted in

the early childhood of Anglo-Norman-French,

and had forfeited all right to its native sound.

Jaques, to do him justice, is above the paltry

affectation of introducing a French word into

an English sentence unnecessarily. I know the

metre will not admit of the dissyllable "with

out," but I cannot believe Shakspeare would

have used a French word which was not com

pletely Anglicized in order to escape from a

metrical difficulty. Mr. Vezin's elocution and

pronunciation are so elegant and correct that he

must have some valid reason for such an appa

rent inconsistency. Frank A. Marshall.

HOTITE NOTES.
I.

At the present time, when the Hittite empire

is being restored to its place in the history of

Western Asia, and evidences of a cultured and

civilized people as rulers of ancient Syria are to

be found in the monuments and inscriptions

recovered from the sites of Carchemish and other

cities, the following notes, made during a visit

to some sites of interest, may be of use to those

who, like myself, are attempting the solution of

the Hittite problem. The decipherment and

study of the ancient records of Egypt and

Assyria have long rendered us cognizant of the

fact that the whole region of North and West

Syria was occupied by a powerful confederation

of tribes, who by their warlike and unyielding

nature played no mean part in the politics of

Western Asia. This powerful people, known

as the Khita by the Egyptians, and the Khattai

or Hittites by the Assyrians, though re

garded by both parties as no mean enemy,

do not appear to have been credited as pos

sessing any great degree of civilization other

than in the art of war. The discoveries which

have recently been made in the regions of North

Syria show, however, that these people were no

rude herd of aboriginal tribes, uncultured and

barbarous, but, on the contrary, they were a

city-building and literature-making people, a

nation skilled in the arts of war and peace, and

not conservative of their knowledge, but trans

mitting it to others.

The discovery of inscriptions, the records of

these Hittite tribes, shows a considerable degree

of civilization and independent thought ; for the

"vile Khita" had worked out for himself a

system of writing which appears to be indepen

dent of the systems in vogue either in Egypt or

Assyria, and to have developed that writing

through more than one stage of simplification

and rendered it suitable to the wants of others.

The same with their arts ; the monuments

which have come down to us, while showing

much indebtedness to the schools of Egypt and

Assyria, still exhibit certain undoubted local

and home-developed features.

The discovery of the site of Carchemish, with

the arrival of sculptures and inscriptions, tho

result of the excavations made there by the

British Museum, has once more revived the in

terest in the early people inhabiting Syria,

which was excited by the discovery of the in

scriptions at Hamah.

Having copied all the known Hittite inscrip

tions, with the exception of those in Asia Minor,

I would venture to point out a few peculiarities

regarding these inscriptions, which may be of

some use to those who are engaged in the study

of them.

We have now hieroglyphic inscriptions of the

Hittite class from 1. Hamah ; 2. Aleppo ;

3. Jerablus (Carchemish) ; 4. Bulgar Madden;

5. Boghaz-keui (Pleria); 6. Eyuk ; 7. Karabel,

on the Pseudo-Sesostris. The above places

range over a vast extent of country, and would

spread Hittite influence very wide, but there

are certainly many points which seem to indi

cate that the system was not in use by all at the

same time. The inscriptions from Hamah when

compared with those from Jerablus or Carche

mish are at once seen to be different in many

respects ; there are many signs common to both,

but either system has local ideographs. In an

article published in the Times during my ab

sence, I find the statement made that "the

forms found on the stones from Hamath are

later modifications, having somewhat the same

relation to the older and more perfect forms of

Carchemish that running hand has to printed

type." With this statement I cannot agree.

There seem to me to be many points which in

dicate that the inscriptions as yet found at Car

chemish are of later date than the stones from

Hamah ; and, secondly, these latter do not

seem to me to have been borrowed or developed

from the Carchemish system. Hamath does not

appear to have been of any great historical

importance until the period subsequent to the

fall of Kadesh, the Lower Hittite or Rutennu

capital ; still, that it existed and was a city in

the district is shown by its enumeration in th«
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geographical lista of Ruten cities in Egyptian

records ; it there occurs as Hemthoo (Brugsch

Bey, ' Hist.'), and was at one time in the hands

of the Arvadites. Neither Hamath nor Car-

chemish came into power until the fall of the

primitive Hittite or Rutennu city of Kadesh,

and it is most probable that when that city is

explored* we shall find the common parent of

the systems of writing in vogue at Hamath and

Carchemish. It must be remembered that a

system of writing has its development from the

rude pictorial to hieroglyphic or perfected, as

well as its further simplification from the hiero

glyphic to the cursive and hieratic. I should,

therefore, be inclined to assign the Hamath

texts to the former and not the latter stage.

The Hittite empire, like the Assyrian and other

empires of the Mesopotamian regions, exhibits in

its annals an historico-geographical arrangement ;

its periods each centre round some city. The

earliest, when at war with Egypt during the

eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties, is identified

with Kadesh. This period extends from about

the seventeenth century until the rise of the early

Assyrian empire, when we find the era of Car

chemish, which in its turn is followed by that of

Hamath. But the Hamathite kingdom of this

period, from the reign of Shalmaneser II. to the

time of the Sargonides, is different from the

primitive Hittite kingdom, and the Phoenician

and Semitic influence was at work and dominant,

as shown by the Semitic names of the rulers at

that period.

After the wars with the kings of Egypt the

Hittite empire enjoyed a long period of com

parative peace, and profited largely by its treaty

relations with Egypt ; and it is due to this

contact with Egypt that we find Egyptian in

fluences so strong in the works at Carchemish,

and, indeed, this influence seems to have made

itself felt on the syllabary in use there. The exist

ence of Hittite sculptures bearing on them also

Hittite inscriptions is of very great importance,

as it enables us to form some idea of the period

to which the pakeography may be assigned. The

work at Jerablus certainly exhibits the style of

a period when the Hittite people were subject to

the influences both of Egypt and Assyria, and,

with regard to the latter, at a period when

Assyrian art was not clear of Babylonian in

fluence. The figure of a priest sculptured on a

black basalt monument most certainly is largely

influenced by Assyrian art, and exhibits fewest

local or Egyptian peculiarities, and on this

stone the inscription is the most pictorial.

The figure of an archer in the British Museum

is, again, more free from Egyptian influence,

and in the fifth line occurs a pictorial representa

tion of two men fraternizing, which seems to be

undoubtedly copied from Assyrian examples.

The next monument exhibiting sculpture and

inscription is a broken slab with a pair of

figures—a priestess and a figure of the Syrian

Venus, Astarte. Here the art work exhibits

Egyptian and Babylonian influences, and not

the work of Assyria. The Venus here repre

sented corresponds to a ligure found by Sir

A. H. Layard at Babylon, and resembles the

numerous figures of Venus found in Cyprus

—nude, with hands supporting the breasts, and

with two long curls or braids pendent over the

shoulders. The Assyrians, unlike the Baby

lonians, never represented the Venus as nude,

or in a form similar to that found at Car

chemish. It is, therefore, certain that this

work is undoubtedly earlier than the black

stone, and yet in it the inscription has a closer

resemblance to the Hamath text in its work and

in the characters employed.

Until the excavations at Jerabhis are con

ducted on a systematic and more archaeological

system it will be impossible to obtain a true

idea of the date of objects discovered. To pass

now to the other texts, the inscription at Aleppo

» I received on the eve of my departure from Syria some
news as to inscriptions near Antioch and the Orontes which
may point to the site of Kadesh.

on the wall of the " Jami Kaikan. " This text

is given in Burton's ' Unexplored Syria,' but

the copyist does not appear to have noticed

that the stone is placed in the wall upside

down, and so the characters are inverted. The

principal feature of the text, of which I have

obtained an accurate copy, is a group in the

second line consisting of a human figure and

some other signs. Upon examination of the

inscription it is clear that the art and writing

as exhibited in the cutting of figures and signs

are older than the work at Carchemish, and

exhibit a much closer resemblance to the Ha

mathite texts. The figure represented in this

group is a man with turnod-up shoes, and

much resembling the figure on the rocks at

Karabel, the archer in the British Museum,

and some figures at Jerabhis, but more archaic,

more primitive, than any of these. The figure

is probably that of the god mentioned in the

treaty of peace as the " Sutech of Khirabu or

Khilabu (Helbon)." Closo adjacent to this

stone at Aleppo is a second stone, which onco

contained some two lines of inscription, and

there are about the city several fragments of

black granite which exhibit portions of work

manship akin to the work found at Carchemish.

About six hours almost due north of Aleppo,

and on the road between that city and the town

of Killis, is a village called Tel-el-Rifad, or the

" Mound of the Shiyai," by the Turks ; but this

name appears to be a mistaken form of the

Arab local name, Tel-Erfad or Tel-Erfat, a

name by which only it is known to the people

of the plain. The village is a large one, and

near it on the west side is a large mound,

evidently covering some ancient ruins. The

mound is from 300 to 400 feet long and about

100 feet broad, the height being from 60 to 70

feet. This large mound is composed of earth

mixed with large fragments of black stone asd

pottery. It has evidently never been explored,

and there seems every possibility that remains

are buried beneath it. The greater portion of

the village is built of mud houses, with here

and there courts enclosed by mud and stone

walls, and in these latter there are to be seen

in many cases large blocks of black granite,

squared, and in some cases carved with rude

ornaments as at Carchemish. Some hasty

explorations which were made there by Dr.

Bischoff, of Aleppo, who directed my attention to

the site, have brought to light several pieces of

stone with the cord moulding, and also two very

large amphoric similar to those found in Cyprus.

The people in the village said that some years

ago there wero written Btones found in the

mound, but they were broken. I hope that

explorations may be made on this site, as there

seems to be very little doubt that we have here

the site of the ancient Hittite or Patannian

city of Arpad. Its situation in relation to the

line of the ancient Assyrio-Egyptian road and

its size, as well as the similarity of name, all tend

to confirm this identification. A couple of hours

to the north - west of this village is the town

or village of Azaz, the ancient Khazaz of the

Assyrian inscriptions, a city which is figured on

the bronze gates from Balawat. This was an

important city from the earliest times, and was

in the hands of Hittite, Assyrian, Greek, Roman,

and Saracen. It stands to this day, as it did in

ancient days, on a lofty mound, and commands

the pass through the limestone hills into the

plain of El Amk. In the tenth century before

the Christian era this was the capital city of

Dibbarna, the king of the Patanai.

In the village of Kulluleh-keui, between

Akhtereen and the Sadjur on the Beredjik road,

there is to be seen a curious black granite or

basalt altar, 22 in. by 26 4 in. by 24 in., on two

sides of which were carved within square panels

the representations of a camel. The work was

very good, and exhibited the same truth to

animai life as exhibited in the gazelle and other

figures from Carchemish. Several other stones

in the small village showed indications of having

been worked, but I could hear of no inscrip

tions. From Azaz vid Arpad (Tel-Erfat) the

roadway can be traced by mounds breaking the

monotony of the plain as far as Akhtereen.

Here there is a large mound, with traces of an

ancient wall of cyclopean construction; from

here the road passes to Kulluleh-keui, and from

a mound about half an hour north of Zambur

there is a direct line of mounds at regular

intervals until Jerabhis or Carchemish.

The ruins at Jerablus will require a longer

notice than can be permitted here, but it must

be said that they exhibit features quite distinct

from all other Hittite ruins or mounds I have

visited, and only seem to me to show that

Hittite civilization had its earliest settlement

in the basin of the Orontes, and spread east

ward to the Euphrates and westward to the

JEgean Sea. In a future communication I hope

to be able to trace a connexion between the

ruins at Boghaz-keui and those of Carchemish

at Jerablus. W. St. C. Boscawen.

P.S.—The existence of a stone age in Syria,

is proved by some fine stone axes and knives

which I saw in private collections, and one of

which I was able to obtain. It is of green

stone, 64 inches long, and excellently finished.

MR. WILLIAM H. O. KINGSTON.

English-speaking boys throughout the world

will learn with sorrow that W. H. G. Kingston

is no more. For nearly thirty years he enjoyed

a remarkable popularity as a writer for boys,

and he achieved this popularity without having

recourse to any of the pernicious methods which

unfortunately characterize so much of the lite

rature that is widely read by them. There is

not a page in any of his books which the most

scrupulous parent would wish to take out, or

a sentiment inculcated that is not thoroughly

honest, upright, manly, and true.

William Henry Giles Kingston, the eldest son

of the late Mr. Lucy Henry Kingston, and

grandson of the late Hon. Mr. Justice Rooke

(Sir Giles Rooke), was born in London on the

28th of February, 1814. For many years ho

lived with his family at Oporto, where his father

was in business, and thence he made many

voyages to and from England. A strong love

of the sea would appear to have been born with

him, and it was his earnest wish to enter the

navy. But this wish could not be gratified, and

for some time his energies were absorbed by

mercantile life, which he entered under his

father's auspices. Encouraged by the success

of his first work, ' The Circassian Chief,' pub

lished in 1844, he produced, while residing in

Portugal, ' The Prime Minister : a Story of the

Days of the Great Marquis of Pombal,' and

shortly afterwards appeared his ' Lusitanian

Sketches,' which were descriptive of his own

travels and adventures in Portugal. In 1850

was issued from the house at the corner of St.

Paul's Churchyard, which has for so many years

been identified with juvenile literature, his first

book for boys, 'Peter the Whaler.' This met

with great success, and it still enjoys consider

able popularity. A few years after this he gave

up business entirely, in order to devote his

whole time to literature, and during the quarter

of a century which has elapsed since then

he has been constantly occupied in the pro

duction of books, chiefly for boys, of which he

has written about one hundred and thirty

volumes. They are full of descriptions of other

lands, and of hairbreadth escapes and perilous

adventures by flood and field, written with a

vraisemblanee which is wonderful when it is

remembered that he had travelled compara

tively little, and could not have seen one-tenth

of the wonders of nature which he describes.

His powerful imagination enabled him to realize

with peculiar force the scenes described by

travellers in their writings, and he used their

descriptions as material, which he transmuted

into matter possessing all the freshness of
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United States. He has also left a sum of

2,000/. to one of the "Western colleges.

An* announcement has just been made

of a complete edition, with illustrations, of

the proso and poetical works of Mr. Edwin

"Waugh, of Manchester, to be published by

subscription by Mr. John Heywood of that

city. It is to be comprised in ten volumes,

email octavo, the subscription price being

five shillings per volume ; a large-paper

impression will also be issued, quarto size,

the subscription price of which will be fif

teen shillings per volume. The number of

each size will be limited, the small paper to

500 copies and the large paper to 200. "We

announced some time ago the projected

publication of a collected edition of Mr.

VVaugh's works, which it appears was

abandoned after preliminary arrangements

had been made.

Messrs. Macmlllan- & Co. have in the

press for publication in September a ' His

tory of Procedure in England during the

Norman Period,' by Dr. Melville Madison

Bigelow, the learned American whose

' Placita Anglo-Norniannica ' was reviewed

in these columns about a year ago. The

work is partly constitutional and partly

legal history, dealing on the one hand with

the courts, their jurisdictions and relations

towards each other, and on the other with

the conduct of causes. The following are

the titles of the chapters : 1 . Principles of

Criticism ; 2. The Danelag ; 3. The Courts

(with special reference to the ecclesiastical

and king's courts); 4. The Writ Process;

5. Distraint; 6. Summons; 7. The Issue

Term; 8. The Medial Judgment; 9. The

Trial Term ; 10. The Final Judgment. An

appendix will follow containing records,

most of them never before printed.

Ay illustrated weekly is announced to

muko its appearanco in Edinburgh at an

early date, under the name of Tlie Archer.

Mr. Alex. Mackenzie, the energetic

editor of the Celtic Magazine, contemplates

the publication of a volume on the High

landers in Canada, giving the results of his

observations made there during last winter.

Sionor G. Barbara, of Florence, will

publish in the beginning of next year the

lirst volume of an ' Annuario della Lettera-

tura Italiana,' of about 500 pp., 16mo.

Besides giving an account of the literary

history of the year, the ' Annuario ' will

endeavour to be a useful repertory of bio

graphical, bibliographical, and statistical

facts, and will furnish a view of the intel

lectual movement in Italy as manifested in

universities, academies, and theatres.

M. M^spebo, says the Revue Critique, has

been entrusted by the French Minister of

Education with the mission of visiting the

museums of Italy and collecting materials

for a history of Egypt.

Prof. E. B. Anderson, of "Wisconsin

University, has sent us a reply, too long for

us to print, to our very merciful review of

his translation of the Younger Edda. Into

Prof. Anderson's defence of his renderings

we cannot enter, and what he says does not

alter our opinion ; but we are glad to state

that the professor assures us that, while

opposed to the study of Latin by " Teutonic

lads and lasses," he is "an enthusiastic

advocate of Greek literature.' ' Only a Greek

scholar should not treat his readers to such

forms as dn)p iro\vOpoTo<; : vt<f>iX.y, &c,

which appear in the professor's book.

SCIENCE

Sylran Spring. By Francis George Heath.

With Twelve Coloured Plates. (Sampson

Low & Co.)

Mr. Heath's books always come into the

world with very considerable advantages.

They seem born to good fortune. They

are excellently advertised ; they are capi

tally got up, well printed, well bound,

and with illustrations that appear attrac

tive. In short, they are just the books

which critics are tempted to take on trust

and praise without reading, and which

bookbuyers will procure not for them

selves, but as gifts for some one else.

Their place is the drawing-room table, and

their best service is that they give some

momentary pleasure as their leaves are

turned over for the sako of thoir pictures.

Whether they ever find a permanent place

on a library shelf, whether they are ever

read through, or whether any man will ever

refer to them a second time, we cannot, of

course, say. The unexpected often happens,

and it may be so in this case.

Of Mr. Heath's books, few have disap

pointed us more than ' Sylvan Spring.' The

subject—spring among the woods—was full

of promise. Well worked out it might

have resulted in a book which might recall

White's ' Selborne ' or ' The Gamekeeper

at Home.' The wild animals and tho wild

flowers—old folk-lore and old wort-lore—

tho stories of famous trees, tho associations

and legends which haunt the woods, and

tho songs which poets have wreathed in

honour of tho spring—all theso come natu

rally within the scope of such a book. The

closer the descriptions of tree or flower, the

more graphic and picturesque the touches,

the more the thing spoken of is brought

close to us by vivid word or telling

epithet, tho greater the success of the

author. In a book of this kind everything

will depend upon accurate observation in

the first place, and beauty of style in the

second.

Now Mr. Heath's observation is not always

accurate, and his stylo is for the most part

anything but beautiful. In the first place,

the title of the book is itself inappropriate.

Tho book describes field and lune hardly

less than wood, and "sylvan" has to be

taken with a very wide significance indeed.

We next turned to the coloured illustra

tions. These, if they are to be of any use,

should be characteristic, and true to time

and place. Tho very first one showed

that their object was merely to attract the

ej*e, and certainly not to instruct the reader.

It is an illustration of a hedge sparrow's

nest, resting upon the ground and backed

with young ivy, snowdrops, and buttercups !

This picture was so astonishing that we

referred to the letter-press, and found that

even Mr. Heath makes a half apology :—

"Though snowdrops may perchance yet

linger on some hedge-bank, the first butter

cup will be seen in the meadows when the

bright blue eggs appear." Whether the

last snowdrop ever met the first buttercup,

and watched with it by the side of a hedge

sparrow's nest, wo do not know. But such

an interesting meeting must certainly be one

of the greatest rarity, more espocially as the

" habituts," to use a favourite word of Mr.

Heath's, of hedge sparrow, snowdrop, and

buttercup are not precisely the same.

Another illustration gives apeacock butter

fly resting upon flowering willow and prim

roses. Again it is impossible to say that

such n thing has never happened ; but as

the ordinary or " normal " (another favourite

word of Mr. Heath's) time for the peacock

butterfly to appear is in August, this illus

tration is simply misleading. Further on

we have a green hellebore of January, a

daffodil of March, and the red admiral

butterfly of August on the same plate ;

and, almost more extraordinary still, comes

the winter aconite with a guelder rose

and a small tortoise-shell butterfly (let

us say in passing that it is the garden

Viburnum that is usually known as the

guelder rose).

The fact is that these coloured illustra

tions have really very little or nothing to do

with the text, and that these butterflies,

which are certainlynotdistinctively"sylvan,"

are only thrown in among the flowers for

the sake of ornament. The same objection

does not hold as regards the woodcuts,

which are fairly illustrative of the letter

press, but some of which seem rather familiar

friends.

But we will now turn from his illustra

tions to Mr. Heath himself. There is no

doubt that he really cares for his subject

and would wish his readers to care for it

too. But he is singularly unfortunate : he

overloads his sentences with botanical terms,

and yet often fails to give an exact descrip

tion of the flower about which he writes ;

he expects his readers to be learned enough

to understand all the language of technical

botany, and yet so ignorant as to exclaim

in great surprise " Tree flowers ! " " Green

flowers!" when they are told that a tree

may have its blossom, and that a flower

may be green. Meanwhile it would be as

well if the instructor were careful in smaller

matters. He introduces the wallflower—the

very last flower we should associate with the

woods—and says that on crumbling walla

and cliffs " flaunts [»ic~] the handsome orange

and blood-red blossoms." Will Mr. Heath

tell tho editor of Sowerby where to find the

" blood-rod " variety of the wild wallflower,

as he apparently does not know of it, and

if it ever occurs it must at least be extremely

rare ? But Mr. Heath is at any rate in luck

in some respects. He says that in April

" on the oak and apple we may now expect

to see the blossoming of that interesting

parasite, the mistletoe." We may " expect

to see mistletoe on the oak, but our expec

tations are very unlikely to be realized.

Surely Mr. Heath must know that, common

as the mistletoe is on apple and other trees,

it is hardly ever found upon the oak. So

to find it must have been rare even in

the days when Druids cut it with a golden

sickle, and now, except on a tree in Eastnor

Park and in a very few other known places,

a mistletoe-bearing oak simply does not

exist.

But if Mr. Heath can at times see more

than other people, he occasionally sees a

good deal less. He says of the Pulmonaria

or lingwort (certainly not an ordinary sylvan
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plant) that "its flowers are deep blue in

colour." Now the great peculiarity of the

Pulmonaria is that its flowers are pink,

fading off into blue, so that in country-

places it is known as "soldiers and sailors."

This plant, too, has various curious legends

connected with it, but Mr. Heath tells his

readers none of them.

However, after all, we do not know that

Mr. Heath's accuracy is not more to be

admired than his style of writing. As has

been already said, it is rough and brist

ling with technicalities, but it is at the

same time full of faded sentiment. Here

is an example : " How beautiful is the

pervading geniality of spring ! This tender

season favours all alike, and makes its in

fluence felt no less in the window gardens of

the poor than in the conservatories of the

rich." And a little further on we read—and

the important words have a full-length wood

cut illustration to themselves,—" The genial

influence of spring pervades, too, no less the

sylvan surroundings of the humblest cottage

than those of the great country-house."

Well, it is certainly true that spring is no

respecter of persons, and is just as truly

spring to the poor man as to the rich, but

the remark seems a little obvious. Nature

is (Mr. Heath is quite right about it) usually

independent of rank and fashion, and even

the sun is said to shine with some impar

tiality. When Mr. Heath comes to speak of

the month of May he grows still more

enthusiastic : " Oh, ' thou merry month of

May,' ' Queen of fresh flowers,' of sunshine,

and fragrance, and beauty " ; and, after a

great deal more to the same effect, he

actually is pleased to add, " there is a

luxurious softness in the air." Surely he

must be thinking not of existing May, but

of the May of the poets, the May of the old

style; but the rhapsody is rather tantalizing

than agreeable.

Another of Mr. Heath's pet words is

" incipient " : it sometimes appears twice on

one page, and we have "incipient" leaves,

ovaries, pistils, capsules, and other botanical

matters. It is hardly fair, however, to treat

what is "incipient" as if it were a per

fected plant, and to inflict on the reader five

pages about the fox-glove and its flower,

which is here called " the fox-glove's fairy

chamber," merely because the root-leaves

may be seen in spring on some hedge-

bank.

And now let us say what little we honestly

can in favour of ' Sylvan Spring.' The

botanical structure of the various plants

seems for the most part carefully given, and

if no handier or more thorough book is

available, it may possibly be found of some

service in this respect. Occasionally, too—

but very occasionally—Mr. Heath forgets

both his botany and his fine sentiments,

and for a short time writes as if he really

saw and felt the beauty of the woodlands in

early spring. There is a touch of old Gilpin

about him every now and then, and of

Gilpin when he is not at his worst. But

unfortunately there is not enough of this to

redeem the general charactor of the book.

THB KOTAL SOCIETY.

A Correspondent calls attention to the last

part of the Proceedings of the Royal Society

(No. 205), which has just been issued, as con

taining some things worth notice, from being

sent out under the auspices of a distinguished

scientific society :—

" It seems remarkable that blank pages should

be left in a publication such as this. A paper

by Prof. Lankester, on a new freshwater Medusa,

is marked ' Publication deferred,' and the Bpace

it should have occupied left without the slightest

intimation other than the words quoted. Assu

redly a thing like this does not occur in scientific

publications without good reason ; but why

allow a useless space of two whole pages I Can

this be a joke on the part of the Society's

committee of publication? the more so since

Prof. Allman gravely quotes the paper in

question in a recent paper of hiB in the Linnean

Society's Journal. Still further, in the very

same opening (p. 554) this paragraph appears :—

" ' The recently discovered fungi of the Coal-

measures are investigated, especially the Per-

nosporites [sic] antiquiorum [sic] of Mr. Worth-

ington Smith. The author finds, in the specimens

he has examined, including that described by

Mr. Smith, no traces of septa in the hyphse or

of Zoospores in the Oogonia. He concludes

that its affinities are probably with the Sapro-

lognia; [sic], and not with the Pernosporeee ' [sic].

Four blunders in five lines !

" Continuing, we find some objectionable

novelties in the mode of abbreviating scientific

names :—1. ' The Mackenzie Flora contains six

species present also in the Brown-coal Flora of

Alaska, viz. , Tax. distichum, Olypt. Ungeri, Seq.

Langsd., Goryl. M'Quar., Jugl. acuminata, and

Viburnum Nordenskioldi. Eight appear also in

the Flora of Saghalien :—Tax. dist., Glypt. Ung.,

Sequ. Langsd., Corylus M'Quar., Jugl. acum.,'

&c. (p. 561). 2. ' eight species in common,

viz., Tax. dist., Sequ. Langsd., Glypt. Ung., Cor.

M'Quar., Pop. Richards., Populus Arctica, Be-

tula macrophylla, and Platanus aceroides (?).'

" The Royal Society's publications at one

time were held up as models of perfection ; can

they be so now? Some time ago the Society

threw its printing open to contractors, and

accepted the lowest bidder. If these vagaries

be the fault of the printer, the change seems to

be hardly wise."

AN ETRUSCAN ASTROLOGICAL INSTRUMENT.

The fourth part of Dr. Deecke's Etruskische

Forschungen has just appeared. It is devoted to

an elaborate investigation of the meaning of the

inscriptions on an Etruscan bronze disc, recently

found near Piacenza, of which we gave a brief

account at the time of its discovery (Athen.

No. 2GG5, Nov. 23, 1878). The disc is divided

into thirty-eight compartments, each inscribed

with one or more Etruscan words, and is pro

vided with three protuberances, a cone, a

pyramid, and a semicircle ; and has four per

forations, which are evidently eyeholes for

taking observations of the heavens. This very

curious scientific instrument seems to be the

model of a "templum," as used by the Etruscan

and Roman augurs for dividing the firmament

into the "regions" which were supposed to be

the special habitations of the different gods.

Fabretti and other Italian archaeologists have

hitherto hesitated in admitting the genuineness

of this singular instrument, but the ingenuity

and exhaustive learning which Dr. Deecke has

brought to the discussion can hardly fail to

carry conviction to the minds of most of his

readers. His explanation of the divisions and

inscriptions on the disc agrees in the main with

the account which has already appeared in our

columns, to which he refers in terms of strong

approval. The names and positions of the

" regions," aa they appear on the disc, offer sur

prising coincidences with the elaborate descrip

tions given by Martianus Capella, a writer of

the fourth or fifth century a.d. , from whom

we derive our chief knowledge of the celestial

" regions " of the ancient astrologers. As to the

"regions" of the Sun (Usil) and of the Moon

(Tiv) no doubt can be entertained. Dr. Deecke

is also successful in identifying with the descrip

tions of Martian the " regions " of Janus (Ani),

Jupiter (Tinia), Juno (Uni), Liber (Fufluns),

Mars (Maris), Saturn (Satre), Dis or Vedius

(Vetis), and Vulcan (Velch) ; and he makes out

a strong, though perhaps less convincing, cose as

to the names of the occupants of most of the

remaining regions. His interpretation of the

inscribed words is in such substantial agreement

with the description of Martian as to leave no

reasonable doubt as to the general nature and

use of the disc, while the discrepancies and un

explained difficulties are sufficiently numerous

and important to supply a strong argument

against the hypothesis of a modern forgery

based upon the passage in Martian. The

character of the alphabet which is employed in

the inscriptions is also in favour of the genuine

ness of the disc. A forger would in all pro

bability have made use of the normal Etruscan

alphabet, whereas the alphabet employed is of

an unusually late date, and must be assigned to

the time of the early empire, a date which ex

plains the curious admixture of Etruscan and

Italic mythologic names. The names of the

deities differ in several instances from the

normal forms, which are known to us from the

numerous Etruscan mirrors on which they are

represented. A forger would most certainly not

have confined himself to such characteristic

Etruscan names as Usil, Tinia, and Fufluns, but

would have introduced the equally familiar

names of Turan (Venus), Turms (Mercury),

Sethlans (Vulcan), Aplu (Apollo), and Menrva

(Minerva), all of which are conspicuous by their

absence.

Dr. Deecke's treatise is not only an important

contribution to our knowledge of the Etruscan

language and mythology, but it stands alone in

the light which it throws on the Etruscan

astrology, as borrowed and adapted by the

Roman augurs. It may be added that the

pamphlet contains five plates, which give fac

similes of tho inscriptions, and explain very

clearly the mode in which the disc must have

been used in taking observations of the heavens.

Stzitatt (Bosahj.

Miss Arabella B. Buckley, author of ' The

Fairyland of Science,' has in the press the first

part of a new work for young people, entitled

' Life and her Children,' which gives an account

of the structure and habits of the invertebrate

animals.

The Queen has been pleased, on the recom

mendation of the Viceroy, to confer on Dr. De

Vry, of the Hague, the dignity and distinction of

a Companion of the Order of the Indian Empire,

for his long and valuable services in connexion

with the introduction of the chinchona tree into

India and the manufacture of Indian quinine.

With the concurrence of the Government of

Jamaica, a handbook of that island is now being

compiled. It is intended to embrace particulars

of the history, Flora, Fauna, physical geography,

climate, and resources of the island, together

with trustworthy statistical and other information

as to the cultivation, trade and imports, and the

civil and religious institutions of the colony.

The compilers are Mr. F. Sanguinetti, of the

Colonial Secretary's Office, and Mr. A. C.

Sinclair, of the Government Printing Establish

ment.

Mr. Munoo Ponton's death is announced in

the obituary column of the Times of the 6th hist,

as having occurred at Clifton on the 3rd. Mr.

Mungo Ponton made several contributions of

much value in the early stages of photographic

inquiry. He was the first to call attention to

the peculiar photographic properties of the

bichromate of potash, which was the origin of

the permanent printing processes now so exten

sively employed.

The Rev. Prof. Denza presented to the

International Congress of the Alpine Clubs at

Geneva an interesting report on the mountains
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of Italy. The observations have been made

upon mountains at 113 stations. Three of

these merit especial mention : Stelvio, at the

height of 2,543 metres ; Valdabia, 2,548 metres ;

and the Little St. Bernard. The meteorological

observations upon each are made every three

hours, from six in the morning until nine in the

evening. The results of these observations

have been studied and compared with great care

by Prof. Denza.

The Philosophical Society of Glasgow have

resolved on holding in that city an exhibition of

coal-gas apparatus and appliances ; of oil lamps,

oil gas, and other artificial means of illumina

tion ; and of electricity, showing all the modes of

generating the power, and its applications as an

illuminating agent and as a motive power. The

exhibition will be open for four weeks from the

28th of September. Awards for merit are to be

given to such subjects as exhibit especial in

genuity or excellence.

M. Janssen's discovery of successive trans

formations in the photographic image is not

entirely new. In the early days of photography

similar changes were observed by Sir John

Herschel and by Mr. Robert Hunt. M. Janssen

has, however, succeeded in obtaining, by the

continued exposure of gelato-broinine plates, a

succession of negative and positive images,

alternating, by continued exposure to solar in

fluence, in the most remarkable manner. This

is a striking and most curious fact, requiring

further investigation by competent experimen

talists.

M. &MILB Jra>ni.n, of Paris, proposes to use

celluloid for the process of obtaining stereotype

plates for printing. The remarkable properties

of this preparation appear to fit it in a peculiar

manner for stereotyping, especially for cylinder

machines running at high speed. A celluloid

plate will yield, it is stated, 60,000 impressions.

M. E. Weiss, at the session of the Chemical

Committee of the Industrial Society of Mul-

house, advanced the curious idea that the

corrosion of steam boilers is due to the action

of ozone, which he thinkB is generated by

electrical action, resulting from the violent im-

of steam against the upper portion of thepulse o:

boiler.

The Rev. J. Clifton Ward, who died not long

since at Keswick, was for many years a highly

esteemed member of the Geological Survey of

England and Wales. In the Memoirs of the

Geological Survey will be found valuable

memoirs on the Yorkshire coal-field, the car

boniferous rocks north and east of Leeds, and

on the mining districts of Cumberland. Mr.

Ward was mainly instrumental in establishing

the Cumberland Association for the Advance

ment of Literature and Science, and as honorary

secretary he maintained in activity the societies

in union, and contributed to the annual volume

of the Memoira of the Association. A subscrip

tion has been opened by his friends, the pur

pose of which is to erect a mural tablet in the

church of St. John's, Keswick, and to form a

fund to assist in the education of Mr. Ward's

two daughters.

FINE ARTS
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ISArt et U* Artistea Hollandah. Par H.

Havard.—III. Beerestraaten, 1'. de Hooch,

P. Codde. (Paris, Quantin.)

This is the third instalment of a series of

studies the former parts of which, we have

already praised warmly. Like its prede

cessors, this tractute comprises some addi

tional notes on artists wliose careers are not

described at length. The appendices treat

of Beerestraaten and P. Van Bronekhorst,

and supply some extremely curious details

concerning those painters. As in tho previous

instalments, M. Havard lias most consci

entiously searched tho municipal records and

other papers of Dutch cities and companies,

especially those of Amsterdam. Jun Beere

straaten is hardly known in England ; Stan

ley's 'Bryan' writes his name " Baorstraet.'

Cassel, the Herniitago, the Hague, London

nnd Florence, the last a collection rich in

Dutch works, know not his name. We re

member but one picture of his in England,

and that is at Hauzor, a characteristic winter

scene, not named in M. Havard' s list ; thi

work was at Manchester in 1857, and

attributed to "A. Van Beerestraaten.

Hadzor is the place where Dr. Waagen,

seeing young ladies engaged in " toxo-

philite exercises," marvelled greatly at the

impression made on the British mind Ly the

victories of Crecy and Agineourt, which

more than three centuries luid not effaced.

Most of Beerestraaten's pictures, and

they are but few, represent frost scenes in

Amsterdam, at Bois-le-Duc, and other towns

in the Low Countries. Besides these he pn

duced views of Mediterranean ports, and

representations of naval battles in the North

Sea, in which the English generally get the

worst of it. There are three capital pic

tures of his at Amsterdam (Nob. 20, 21,

and 22) ; in each of which, as if to plague

critics who vex their souls about the spell

ing of names, he signed himself differ

entry, thus: " J. Beerestraton," "J. Beer

straaten," and " J. Beor-straaten." In the

Berlin Gallery, No. 808a is signed "J. Beer

straeten fecit 1664." In the register of his

marriage his namo is spelled " Beronstraten "

and "Borestraton," while " Beerstraet " is

found on the picture which was till lately

in the Six Collection. Wo follow M

Havard, who adopts the form which is

most thoroughly Dutch, and suggests a resi

dence in the Street of the Bears. There, no

doubt, Abraham Jausz, the father of the

painter, lived before he removed to the

Elaudstraat, from which the procession

started on August 30th, 1042, when Jan him

self was wedded to Magdalena Bronekhorst,

of Amsterdam.

This marriage register supplies several

data which before its discovery by M. Huvard

wore forgotten. Tho artist was vaguely said

to have painted between 1650 and 1090. But

the register declares that in 1 642 the bride

groom was " out 20 jaer," beyond his twen

tieth year, so that he must have been born

beforo Septomber, 1622. By a curious and

ingenious series of wide inquiries, much

too intricate and minute for our limits, M.

Havard not only established the relationship

of Bronekhorst with Beerestraaten, but dis

covered the plac*t and date of the christen

ing of Abraham Jansz's son Jan to be the

old parish church of tho Beereustrnat, May

31st, 1622. M. Havard found that the father

was a " Kuiper," or cooper, who lived in

the Elandstraat, tho sixth house on the

south side of the street ; his mother's name

was Dieuwer Dierx, his godmother's name

was Eoertige Heinrix ; on August 30th,

1642, he married, as has been said, Mag

dalena Bronekhorst, of Amsterdam, daughter

of Theunis Theunisz, of the Bloemstraat in

that city. He had five children, viz., Abra

ham, Jan, Jacob, Magdalena, and Daniel.

Magdalena, the mother, died in 1665, and

the inheritance of her children was a thou

sand florins, according to the Register in

tho Orphans' Chamber of Amsterdam. It

appears that our painter married again, and

died at Amsterdam in 1687. The last is the

date usually given. Beerestraaten painted

in a manner which reminds us of Vlieger.

Lingelbaeh generally inserted the figures

in his landscapes, because Beerestraaten was

not very dexterous in that respect, although

he may have worked up Lingelbach's Italian

sketches of landscapes and given to them

his own name. His works have been con

founded with those of Van der Heyde and

Bakhuizen. The painter himself appears, in

the act of drawing and perched on a block

of stone, in a corner of ' The Ruins of the

Hotel de Ville of Amsterdam,' one of his

best pictures, now in the gallery of that

place, No. 21.

M. Havard devotes a section of his book

to " Alexander Beerestraaten, brother of

Jan," whom the cataloguers had created,

but whom our author demolishes, showing

that there was but one Beerestraaten, and

that his first name was Jan.

The second section of this book is devoted

to P. de Hooch, otherwise De Hooghe, De

Hooge, or De Hoogh, a more important

artist than Beerestraaten ; but we cannot

give him so much space. Let it suffice to

say that, whereas till now surmises supplied

approximate data for this painter's bio

graphy, M. Havard has proved that De

Hooch was probably baptized December

12th, 1632 (eleven years earlier than Pilking-

ton supposed), tho son of Thomas Pietersz,

a painter, and Jeannette Claes. Doubtless

he was born in or near Rotterdam. He

was described as of that city in the register

of his marriage in the Reformed Church at

Delft, May 3rd, 1654, where he is described

as a "young man." His bride was Jeannette

Van der Burch, a damsel living on the Bin-

nenwatersloot of Delft, a canal still existing

near the railway station. The name Rot

terdam gave a clue to further researches,

and in the Doopboek of that place the

author found an entry of the baptism in the

Oudekerk of " Een Kint genaemt Pieter,

vader Pieter de Hoogh, moeder Jannettje

van der Burcheget. [Witnesses] Heyn-

drick van Burch, Jacquemyntyen van der

Burch," a note we need not translate. It is

dated February 2nd, 1655, a date which leads

M. Havard into a pretty close reckoning

affecting the antenuptial reputation of the

young Mrs. de Hooch, which, although it is

harmless, is not quite fair. The lady was of a

good "Reformed" or Anabaptist family, ap

parently reduced in fortune, and connected

with a pottery. In November, 1656, "Een

Kint genaemt Anna" (after the mother)

followed, at the baptismal table at Delft,

Pieter, the son of Pieter, the son of Thomas,

the son of Pieter. The painter appears to

lave finally left Delft at the end of 1657.

He had been admitted a member of the

guild of St. Luke of that city as a stranger

or foreigner, probably after a residence in

apprenticeship of five previous yoars, in

September, 1655. These are very important

data as to the technical education of De

Hooch, if he was really not born before

1632. He paid his " scot " to the guild till

1657, the very year when he seems to have
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left the place. He is next heard of at Haar

lem. In this town the death of Annette Van

der Burch, supposed to have been his wife,

is recorded, September 11th, 1680. Herr

Van der Willingen found in the Register of

Deaths a request, dated February 28th, 1681,

for the opening of a tomb, No. 4, in the

" cote has " of the choir of the church of St.

Bavon at Haarlem, for " Pieter de Hooge,"

whose wife had been buried in the same

sepulchre. This may have been our painter ;

the "Pieter" in question lived near the

"Groote houtpoort " of this city. At any rate

there was a picture ascribed to him in the

Paturle Collection, sold in 1872 for 20,200

francs, which, according to M. Havard's

catalogue, is dated 1698. Some authorities

say that he died in 1708.

Sir Joshua Reynolds. By F. S. Pulling. Illus

trated. (Sampson Low & Co.)—Another volume

of the series called " The Great Artists " lies on

our table. It is a tolerably good and succinct com

pilation of biographical dataconcerning Reynolds

and his circle. Yet at the same time it is an

extremely superficial book, the work of a man

of letters, who has " got up " his subject with

some courage and tact, but possesses no special

qualifications for the task, and is destitute of

close knowledge of Reynolds's time and the

peculiar learning of an art critic. There are

compilations and compilations, and Mr. Pulling

might have been expected to be acquainted

with something more than the rudiments of the

literary history of the eighteenth century,

even if the art history of that period is out

side his range. Take, for instance, the follow

ing, from p. 15 :—" Who asks who Penelope

Boothbywas? Sufficient is it that, in her childish

coquetry and arch simplicity, she is the type of

fresh young life in the eighteenth century."

Now, here is blunder on blunder. If Mr. Pulling

had been able to answer his own question, or

even seen the picture he praises, he would have

known that the pretty child was anything but

the " type " he supposes her to have been, and

he would have read ' Sorrows sacred to the

Memory of Penelope,' which her unhappy father

wrote. Many of the writers of " The Great

Artists " are, in the old booksellers' Bense of the

term, " eminent hands " ; some of them are

experts, acquainted with their subjects ; but

among them are " cobblers " who have not

stuck to their lasts. On p. 27 a somewhat

similar mistake is made about Lady Sarah

Bunbury.

A Handbook for Painters and Art-Students on

the Character and Use of Colours. By W. J.

Muckley. (Bailliere.)—The appearance of this

book is timely, and the author's practical ex

perience gives to it a high and peculiar value.

Mr. Muckley has arranged his materials with

care and tact, and thus afforded the student

ready access to the fruits of his experience.

Summaries of permanent, semi-permanent, and

fugitive pigments are ottered, and their utility

is obvious. We notice among the permanent pig

ments is orange vermilion, the very colour which,

in a highly commendatory letter acknowledging

the dedication of the book to himself, is de

nounced by Mr. Poynter as not only dangerous,

from the uncertainty attending the " prepara

tion," but unnecessary, and destructive, more

over, of the purity and delicacy of the tints.

Opinions may, and do, differ extremely as to the

latter part of this assertion of the R.A.'s, but

it is unfortunate that these doctors should differ

in so important a point as the true character of

a pigment which stands nearly at the top of the

scale of brilliancy. Again, Indian red is ad

mitted into the category of pigments which are

permanent in oil or water. We fear the ghosts

of Robson and Barret could tell Mr. Muckley

a different tale, especially when they saw what

happens to this colour in combination with

Antwerp blue. The last pigment is included

with those of the second order of permanence,

but we should rather rank it in the third—that

is, among the fugitive materials. We are glad

to see that Strontian and Orient yellows

are denounced. Pure linseed oil is recom

mended ; but how are you to get it ? We are

told that Messrs. Mander Brothers, of Wolver

hampton, have made arrangements to prepare

pure copal and amber varnishes for painters'

use. Let us see what the new Guild of Colour-

makers, " Limited," will do for artists.

L'AnnieArdUologxque. ParAnthyone St.Paul.

(Hachette.) — This summary of the leading

archaeological events for the year 1879, which

appears to be a careful compilation, will be of

more value in France, and perhaps in other

places on the Continent, than in England. At

the same time, it is of interest for us to know

here, and in some degree authoritatively, the

result of various stances and public archaeological

gatherings which have taken place in a neigh

bouring country with which we are in many

ways so nearly connected The Annie Archfo-

logique commences with a calendar, in which

for each day some event is recorded, naturally,

for the most part, in connexion with the history

of France, followed by a list of " centenaries "

from B.C. 120 to A.D. 1780, the purport or use

of which is not so clear. A third section gives

us " L'Arche'ologie au Salon Francais de 1879,"

" Congres et Reunions," comprising, inter alia,

very interesting reports by MM. Chabouillet,

Le Vicomte Delaborde, and M. Caillemer, with

an account of the annual public meeting of the

Acade'mie des Inscriptions et des Belles-Lettres.

A further section gives us briefly archaeological

details from Belgium, Italy, England, &c, not

omitting some details of prehistoric antiquities

discovered in Japan. A fifth section is devoted

to "Construction, Restauration, Vandalisme";

a sixth, and most valuable one, to the biblio

graphy of the subject, with a list of the papers

read or published by the leading French

archaeological reviews or papers. A seventh

section gives a full list of the members of many

of the principal scientific societies of France, as

notably of the Acade'mie des Inscriptions, with

a final report of great value, by the late Viollet-

le-Duc, " Sur les Monuments Historiques de la

France, leur Classement," Ac. It is to be hoped

that this work, which appears to have been got

up with great care, may meet with adequate

support for its publication in future years.

THE PRIVATE COLLECTIONS OF ENGLAND.

No. LIII.-WORTLEY HALL, SHEFFIELD.

As the crow flies, Sheffield is not more than

nine miles from Wortley Hall, yet, although in

the heart of a smoky region, this mansion stands

amid lawns and woods as stainless as if Tubal

Cain had never forged a scythe or sword-blade.

You may walk there for miles amid almost

primeval silence under stately oaks and rocks

shrouded with ferns. The Don rushes through

a ravine near the house, and, though the noise

of trains is from time to time audible in the

higher glades, the Dragon of Wantley need not

have left his den, which still towers among the

crags on the ridge where, it is said, one may

see the towers of York and Lincoln Minsters,

north and east. This is the place which Wal-

pole thought Pope described as

On rifted rocks, the Dragon's late abode.

Wharncliffe Chase is the last fragment of Sher

wood that is worthy of that name, so prized by

all that love green haunts and loneliness.

It is full of deer, and rich in oaks so old that

they may have seen Robin Hood. In Wharn

cliffe Lodge, for a time at least, lived Lady

Mary Wortley Montagu. She must have

cherished happy memories of the place and its

beauty, for long after her separation from her

husband, and while she was distracted by the

I weakness of her son, she wrote from Avignon

that the Rock of Douse, at the junction of the

Rhone and the Durance, " is the most beautiful

land prospect I ever saw (except Wharncliffe)."

Wortley Hall is chiefly remarkable for the

fine collection it contains of portraits in oil

and miniatures, many of which, apart from

their technical merits, are of considerable

personal and historical interest. It is hardly

less noteworthy in the eyes of the student of

modern art, for the walls of the Drawing-Room

in which there hangs a portrait of the Earl of

Wharncliffe, are decorated with four large pic

tures by Mr. Poynter, a scries which the Earl of

Wharncliffe originally intended should represent

legends connected with dragons, in honour of the

famous monster called the Dragon of Wantley,

who is fabled to have occupied the den we have

before alluded to. This self-consistent design

was changed after two of the pictures were

painted, and the Beries now represents More of

More Hall, the hero of the local legend, com

bating the Dragon of Wantley ; ' Andromeda

rescued by Perseus,' ' Atalanta's Race,' and

'Nausicaa and her Maidens.' Having already

described these pictures when they were at

exhibitions of the Royal Academy, we need not

Bay much about them further on. Nor is it

necessary to enter at length into the personal

histories and genealogical associations of the por

traits. The student desirous of information on

this subject may profitably consult Hunter's

' South Yorkshire,' p. 307. No account has been

published of these collections of paintings. Dr.

Waagen did not describe Wortley or its contents.

We are under special obligations to the Earl of

Wharncliffe for permission to write about his

pictures and for the information he has gene

rously afforded us concerning them.

One of the most attractive and interesting of

the portraits is that of Lady Mary Pierrepoint

(afterwards Wortley Montagu) by Kneller, a

graceful and pretty figure in a silvery white

dress, and with a slender waist tightly bound. In

fact, she is delineated in a manner which Jervas

adopted without much success. He imparted

stiffness whereKnelleraffected simplicity, and dry

ness where his master gave brightness. This really

is a beautiful portrait of its kind, and, more than

most Enellers, reminds us of Van Dyck. We sup

pose this to be the work referred to by Pope's

'Extemporaneous Lines on the Picture of Lady

M. W. Montagu by Kneller.' Near this is a fine

likeness of Mary (born Hervey), Countess of

Erne, daughter of the Earl of Bristol and

Bishop of Derry, a lady who lived till 1842. She

was the mother of the first Lady Wharncliffe.

It is a capitally painted and beautiful head, and

the features are most delicate ; the work of

Clarke. A second Kneller comes next to

notice, being the likeness of Mary (born

Churchdl), Duchess of Montagu, a bust with

a long neck, in profile to our left, in a sea-

green dress : an excellent example, very cha

racteristic of the painter, being well drawn and

solidly modelled, with clear, bright carnations.

This portrait was mezzotinted by J. Faber in

1740, and published by him "at the Golden

Head in Bloomsbury Square " (see Mr. J. C.

Smith's ' British Mezzotint Portraits,' Faber,

jun., 246). The "Golden Head" was a fre

quent sign with painters and engravers, e.g., it

was Hogarth's, in Leicester Fields ; Sir R.

Strange's, in Henrietta Street, Covent Garden ;

G. King's, in Brownlow Street, Drury Lane ;

J. Dubois's, in Cecil Street. The earliest

known example is that of J. Savage, "in y*

Old Baily," in 1691. Pope's " Angel Goddess

Montagu was famous for her beauty. She

was the youngest daughter of the great Duke

of Marlborough. Her husband was the last

Duke of Montagu, whose portrait by Dahl Faber

engraved likewise. This duke was painted by

Kneller in the "Kit Cat" series, a picture

which Faber engraved in 1731. In the same

Beries is Kneller s portrait of Evelyn, Duke of

Kingston, Lady M. W. Montagu's father.

Readers will remember the anecdote of the
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fondness shown by this parent for his charm

ing daughter. At the Kit Cat Club, having

to toast the most beautiful lady he knew,

he named his daughter, then a child, and

promptly produced her, daintily dressed, to

the club, so that she was welcomed, toasted,

and perhaps declared an honorary member of

that noble Whig institution.

Lely painted Lady Denham (born Brook) in a

dress of cerise velvet lined with pink satin. She

is seated by a pillar, on the base of which rests

one of her hands, while the other lies in her lap

and on a satin petticoat of that dead-leaf

colour which the painter so often employed

with admirable effect. It is a capital, richly

tinted picture, and seems to have been carefully

restored or thoroughly preserved, so that it is

an example of that condition to which, no doubt,

very many Lelys, now in lumber rooms, might

readily be brought. It is a fact that good Lelys

are much better pictures than they have tho

credit of being. Of this there is a good illustra

tion in his work lately added to the National Por

trait Gallery, a likeness of another of "these

cattle," being that of Mrs. Jane Middleton,

recently noticed at length in these columns.

" The Duke of York is wholly given up to his

Lady Denham," wrote Pepys in his ' Diary,'

October 8th, 1666, and at other times con

demned this woman. She is said to have been

poisoned (see Pepys, November 10th, 12th,

1666; January 7th, 1667): "The Duke of

York is troubled for her, and hath declared he

will never have another public mistress again."

There was controversy as to who poisoned her,

her husband or her royal lover's wife. Aubrey

said the Countess of Rochester administered the

fatal dose "with chocolate." Of her character

and death, and of Lely's pictures of this

class, there is much in Grammont. There is

another portrait of Lady Denham by Lely at

Hampton Court, probably one of those painted

at the instance of the Duchess of York. Lady

Denham is in amber satin with flowers in her

lap. A third portrait by Lely is at Althorp.

Another Lely (or Kneller) here is the portrait

of Anne, daughter of Sir F. Wortley II. The

expression is most vivacious. The lady is de

picted seated, in a dress of rich red under a blue

cloak, and holding a garland. It is a little posi

tive in colour. By the same artist is the por

trait of this lady's husband, the Hon. Sidney

Montagu, in a full-bottomed wig and a laced

cravat. He was the second son of Pepys'B patron,

the Earl of Sandwich, and the father of Lady

M. W. Montagu's husband. He was probably

one of the "young gentlemen" who, at Cran-

borne, disturbed the rest of Pepys and his wife

by "flinging of cushions and other mad spores."

This was ungrateful, for Pepys was evidently

fond of " Mr. Sidney."

The next portrait takes us forward to "other

Limes, other manners." It is a small version, of

great merit and spirit, by Reynolds of his picture

of John, third Earl of Bute, the minister, and

his secretary Mr. Charles Jenkinson, afterwards

the first Earl of Liverpool : whole-length figures

standing together, the former wearing a puce

coat and the Garter, and in the act of speaking

to his companion as if giving directions. It is

a choice specimen of the artist, evidently entirely

by his own hand, and exceptionally rich in tone

and luminous in colour : the blue coat of Mr.

Jenkinson goes admirably with the puce coat of

his neighbour. The chiaroscuro is adapted to

bring out the figures. It is a much finer picture

than the finished or enlarged work which belongs

to the Earl of Bute. In some respects it reminds

us of the handiwork of Jackson at his best.

The next portrait represents the same Earl of

Bute, and is the work of the same painter. The

peer is standing as if at a window or balcony, in

an attitude of contemplation, and holding a large

miniature in a black frame. The attitude is

a little stiff. This is a sketch, found under the

other. Lord Wharncliffe has another portrait

here of the same lord, full-length, life-size, in

Garter robes, and holding his plumed hat. It

was at Manchester in 1857, No. 290, and at the

National Portrait Exhibition in 1806, No. 448.

In 1779 Reynolds painted the earl's son, John,

then Viscount Mount Stuart, afterwards first

Marquis of Bute, and the picture is here, a bust

in peer's robes, the face in three-quarters view

to our right. The light is from the front, and so

direct that the features have hardly any visible

shadows ; nevertheless the workmanship is

exceptionally broad and soft, the modelling is

rich and fine. The condition of this picture is

excellent.

Not far from the last hangs an interesting

series of four paintings, representing the

reception of the embassy of Mr. Edward

Wortley Montagu to the Sultan, of which

the envoy's wife has given so lively an account.

Some of the great men of the Porte are grouped

alternately with the English, each party in

their proper dresses. There is a small pic

ture of Lady M. W. Montagu leading her son

by the hand, both in gnasi-Oriental dresses.

The lady's beauty is not unlike that of the

fine line engraving said to represent her and

known as ' My Aunt. ' Her peculiarly erect

carriage is marked here. A lute-player and a

pipe-bearer, the latter holding a letter, accom

pany the principal group. C. F. Delia Rusca

painted the next portrait of Lady Mary, evi

dently when she was affected by a melancholy

whim, for she sits with writing materials before

her on a table, and one hand is on a skull. She

wears a low red dress and holds a book. This

picture was No. 234 in the National Portrait

Exhibition of 1866. Much more interesting is

the portrait by Richardson of the same lady, of

life-size to the knees, standing, with her left

hand on her hip, and with the other hand hold

ing the front edge of her dress, which is cut

open very low, so that her bosom is much ex

posed. An upright white collar is about her

neck. She is looking to the left, with the eyes

a little downwards. Not a good picture, it is a

capital portrait. It has been engraved. The

Duke of Portland has a miniature of this lady

when young by Zincke. The best of her

likenesses is that miniature in a Turkish dress

which is now here, and was in the possession of

the Earl of Harrington ; it was engraved in her

' Letters and Works,' 1837.

Near this picture is a good portrait of Sir H.

Vane (the elder ?), a half-length, in armour and

a lilao scarf. Romney painted the likeness of

Edward Wortley Montagu, Lady Mary's son, of

which versions are here and at Warwick Castle,

showing him in a Turkish dress. We noticed

another portrait of him, with a white beard, at

Wentworth Castle. It was at Leeds. That

before us is not one of Romney's best produc

tions. Very close relations seem to have sub

sisted between the painter and his sitter almost

to the last days of the latter. A capital likeness

of Mr. E. W. Montagu, Lady Mary's husband,

by Kneller, in a puce coat, with the right hand

extended, was painted for Addison and be

queathed to the sitter : it is now here.

Among older portraits it is interesting to

notice the following. Elizabeth, wife of Sir R.

Wortley, afterwards Countess of Devonshire, is

by Zucchero, and a whole-length figure, walking

with a stick in one hand, gloves in the other,

wearing a black dress trimmed with pearls ; a

veil falls behind the figure ; her white hair

appears under her coif. Old as she is, her

beauty is but little diminished. The carnations

are low in tone, while the shadows are rather

brown. Tho execution is remarkable for soli

dity ; the finish is good ; the design is less

stiff than is common in portraits which in this

country bear Zucchero's name. A fine sense of

the richness of local colour is apparent in the

yellow curtains behind the figure. Near this is

a capital portrait, said to represent one of the

Portuguese maids of honour whose advent with

Katherine of Braganza created so great a sensa

tion in this country in 1062. Her long black

hair is trained in the fashion illustrated in por

traits of her royal mistress, hanging down her

back and plastered in an ugly curve over her

forehead. The best example of this costume is

Lord Clarendon's bust of Queen Katherine, now

at the Grove, which was No. 834 in the National

Portrait Exhibition, 1866. A portrait of the

same type has lately been added to the National

Portrait Gallery. The anonymous damsel was

doubtless, as Grammont says, one of " the six

frights who called themselves Maids of Honour. "

She wears a dress of citron colour, embroidered

with silver flowers, likewise rich lace and pearl

ornaments ; her sleeves are very large, and of

white over yellow puffing open to the forearm.

The costume is so hideous that the spectator

sympathizes with the objections of Charles's

Court. It is displayed in Faithorne's print of

the queen, of which the original was at Straw

berry Hill, and is now at Montreal, Kent, the

property of Earl Amherst, a picture that is said to

be that which was shown to Charles before his mar

riage. A good picture of a lady in a black dress

with light brown hair, hung not far from the

last, looks like the work of Old Stone. Here is

an excellent portrait of Sir Kenelm Digby with

sunflowers. Amongst others are likenesses of

Queen Elizabeth, James I., Charles I.,

Charles II., and lords, ladies, and knights of

later generations.

Among the greatest treasures at Wortley is a

collection of nearly one hundred miniatures, of

all dates but the earliest, many of which were

lent by Lord Wharncliffe to the Exhibition of

Miniatures, 1865, and in 1879 to the Royal

Academy. This collection, almost the richest

in England, is placed in the Drawing-Room

at Wortley. Among the historical personages

are Madame le Brun, holding a portrait

of Voltaire ; Marie Antoinette at the age of

fifteen, by Drouais, in oil ; the Princesse do

Lamballe, by Halle" ; Madame Catalani, by

Saint ; the Duchesso d AngoultSme, by Dumont,

1816 ; Madame de Pompadour, by Madame V.

Coster, after Boucher ; Lady Elizabeth Foster,

afterwards Duchess of Devonshire ; Lady

Hamilton ; the first Lord Wharncliffe ; the

Duchess of Devonshire; Mrs. J. S. Wortley

Mackenzie, and three more portraits of ladies,

all by Cosway ; Mrs. Fitzherbert ; Elizabeth

Farren, Countess of Derby; James I., by N.

Hilliard, in oil, on card ; Catherine of Russia,

in the dress she wore in the Crimea, 1787 ;

the third Earl of Bute, by N. Hone, dated

1760 ; Charles Edward Stuart, enamel, by

Zincke ; Edward Seymour, the Protector, by

I. Oliver ; E. W. Montagu ; Lord Godolphin,

by Boite ; Madame de Montespan ; the Duchesse

do Chevreuse ; Madame de Genlis, by Dumont ;

Arabella Stuart, by I. Oliver ; the Earl of

Totnes ; and Mademoiselle Oliva, who was con

cerned in the "affair of the diamond necklace."

Although the last-named was not a beauty, her

miniature has the charm of great vivacity, and

the colour is exquisitely delicate ; the harmony

of the carnations with the warm white of her

dress and purple Bash is enjoyable. The bosom

is finely wrought. Near this is a beautiful

likeness of Rosalie Dugazon, of the Opera

Comique, by Augustin, 1795. She is not beau

tiful, but her portrait is a lovely piece of art,

and shows wonderful skill in the drawing of the

eyelids, the modelling of the cheek, and, in the

shaded side thereof, the rich reflections. It is

thus a masterpiece in rendering daylight, and in

handling unusually solid. Technically speaking,

its general effect is injured by the background,

which is too light. There is a miniature of the

Duke of Lauderdale in a full wig, by Flatman,

which is an example of the effect of employing a

large style for small pictures. This head (and the

fact is characteristic of Flatman's works) looks

as if it were life-size, so broad and vigorous is it.

A cipher of " C. L." is at the side. In the same

technical category should be placed the minia

ture in oil of Elizabeth Cape], Countess of

Carnarvon, the back of which bears the name
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of the lady, the signature of the painter,

R. Gibson, the dwarf, and the date 1657,

" Ascot, Jami. 31." It is one of the finest

works of the class, and in art takes a place be

tween the styles of Van Dyck and Lely. Like

many of Gibson's productions, it is rather cold

and blue in the flush shadows, and, if it has not

faded, it shows his pallid carnations. The

wonderful thing about it is perfect verisimili

tude ; its fidelity to life gives it the character of

a biography. The silvery tones are delicious ;

the style is of the largest, and nothing can excel

the draughtsmanship of the peculiarly pulpy

lips. 'The Countess of Erne,' by Mrs. Mee,

an artist to whom Dickens was unjust because

he had not seen her works at Windsor, repro

duces with genuine grace the mannerisms of

Lawrence, as 1 The Duchess of Rutland,' which

is signed " H. H., 1775," for Horace Hone,

A.R. A., echoes the mode of Reynolds even in

its loose drawing. The latter is a pretty but

not a sound work. The more masculine mode of

art in miniature appears in the older specimens to

which we now come. See ' My Lord Carnarvon,'

which is signed and dated "J. H. [J. Hoskins

the Younger], 1655," a luminous and sound por

trait of the peer, wearing armour, and with his

long fair hair enclosing a very sweet and gracious

face. It is solid and very powerful in modelling

after the then fashionable mode of Van Dyck.

The younger Hoskins was a pupil of his father, of

the same name, who likewise taught the Coopers.

'Arabella Stuart ' is by Isaac Oliver (?), and the

portrait of an extremely pretty and evidently

somewhat weak-minded young lady, having

three red roses in her pale yellow hair. The

work reminds us of the mode of Hilliard,

which looked to Holbein's Gothic style, rather

than the fashion of the Olivers, which fol

lowed the types of Van Dyck. This minia

ture is delicately touched, but there is not

any sign of labour in it. ' My Lady Capel,'

in widow's weeds, is in oil on card, and by

R Gibson—another very good example of

that master's manner, and better as a picture

than the above-named one by the same. It

is essentially an oil-painter's miniature, and

shows a black veil falling over the lady's dark

brown ringlets. ' My Lady Franklin ' is by S.

Cooper, in oil, and an excellent specimen of his

style. It is a charming picture, especially re

markable for colour and solidity. She wears a

dress of orpiment of very brilliant quality ;

notice the cold shadows of the carnations. A

beautiful picture in oil, and full of character, is

that which represents Henry IV. of France,

with white hair and beard, wearing a black

dress, and holding a branch of olive (?). Here

is 'Anne of Denmark,' a capital piece, probably

by N. Hilliard, or his son Lawrence. Besides

these wo admired Sir Henry Capel, by Cooper,

in a full brown wig, and not fewer than eighteen

miniatures by Cosway, the more charming of

which represent the Princess Amelia, with a very

sweet and innocent face ; Mrs. Robinson, with her

big, wondering eyes ; and one or two anonymous

likenesses. Conway's mannerisms are obvious,

such as aconstant smile, large eyes, apeachycom-

plexion of pearl and rose, that strongly suggests

the use of cosmetics, and seems to prove that the

"Macaroni Painter," as Cosway's detractors

delighted to style him, actually matched the

carnations of his sitters. ' Mrs. Fitzherbert '

looks like a Venus grown fat; Charles II. in

armour is signed "S. C. , 1667," for Samuel

Cooper. Besides these Lord Wharncliffe has

collected miniatures of Lucy Percy, Countess

of Carlisle, by Hoskins the Elder ; Addison,

enamel, by Zincke ; Hortense, Duchesse de

Mazarin, by Beaubmn; the Earl of Dalkeith,

by B. Lens ; Lady Hunsdon was painted on an

ace of hearts, and her likeness signed by I.

Oliver.

Somo modern water-colour drawings merit

attention. They include ten "dewy" and

luminous landscapes by De Wint. A few of

them are not quite finished, while one has faded.

By Turner is a superb early drawing, signed

" W. Turner, '98," and representing Harewood

House, the seat of the Earl of Harewood, the

pictures in which were the subject of No. XL.

of this series of papers. The house stands on

a bank, which slopes to a river, with masses of

trees shading it, and gracefully leading the eye

through the view. A clump of dark trees with

deer is in the foreground, and revealed by a

bright gleam of sunlight. The house stands in

less brilliant light in the middle distance. The

distance is in cooler light ; the remote horizon is

treated with extraordinary delicacy of tones and

bright, tender, and sdvery tints. The fore

ground, except so far as the gleam of light is

concerned, is in a passing shadow of a cool tint,

which extends over the whole of the work on

our left, notwithstanding the warmer shadows

of the larger masses of foliage on the meadow.

Thus an effect of double shadows is produced,

and the fact is noteworthy because it shows that

Turner had thus early mastered ono of the

charms by which he worked wonders in later

life. The beauty of the sky is ineffable, and

comprises the utmost delicacy of a clear, pure,

turquoise tint exquisitely graded in tone and

colour ; large white, somewhat formal cumuli

occupy part of the firmament, and with marvellous

draughtsmanship show the lights, shadows, and

reflections proper to each cloud. Tho only defect

of the picture is one common to the painter's

art at this period of his life, a certain sooti-

ness of the shadows. The rest works like a

charm, of which the mid-distance has the most

potency. ' Harewood House,' engraved by

J. Scott, was one of the illustrations of ' Leodis

and Elmete,' by T. D. Whitaker. It is sup

posed that while making this drawing the

painter became acquainted with Mr. Fawkes,

of Farnley Hall, whose collections of Turner's

drawings we hare described in this series of

papers.

A picture by Mr. E. W. Cooke should not be

overlooked. It shows a Dutch boat beached

and unloaded by fishermen into a cart. It is

an interesting attempt at composition in three

pyramidical masses, which are united into one

by means of chiaroscuro of a rudimentary kind,

the craft, the cart, and their attendants ; a more

distant group of fishermen do not combine

well with the rest, nor is the attempt to

make them do so happy. The effect is sunny,

soft, and bright, with a good deal of air. The

foreground and water have been painted with

unusual care for works of this class, and alto

gether, being much less hard than the pictures

of the artist commonly are, this is an acceptable

example. By Copley Fielding is a beautiful

landscape in oil, showing a river meandering in

azure curves through woodland to the distant

sea of a deeper blue. A pool is in front, and,

like its neighbouring meadow, Bhaded by a

clump of trees on our left ; alternate bands of

light and shade extend to the glowing and

softened distance, where a white cliff looms. A

grand mass of foliage is on our right in the

meadow. Figures are in front. On the whole,

this is a noble example of a somewhat mannered

and over-educated style of landscape. By Rob-

son or Glover is a largo drawing of the sea

after a storm breaking on the coast, a large

rock being on our left in the distance and accom

panied by mist ; the sun is setting behind the

vapour, and is strong enough to break through

and illuminate the whole. The charm of the

work is in the drawing and modelling of the

waves, which are first rate, in the fineness of

the sky, and the light on the leaping waves.

The sky is, as usual with Rohson's productions,

very much foxed indeed, owing to the fading of

the Indian red he used.

By Mr. Naish is a highly characteristic large

landscape, called ' Tintagel,' a most brilliant and

solid work, of fine poetic quality, because it

is so faithful to nature. A noble small land

scape by Signor Costa illustrates different views

of art from thoso of the English painter : it is

a masterpiece in a grave, eclectic style. A

head of a girl in the act of biting a flower, by

Mr. F. Sandys, which many of our readers will

remember at the Royal Academy, enriches this

collection with its brilliant painting and pas

sionate expression.

Wortley Hall contains the four pictures

by Mr. Poynter before named. They are the

chief ornaments of the stately and beautful

room for which they were painted. As these

works were so recently before the public, we

must content ourselves with a few descriptive

lines on each. ' Perseus and Andromeda ' was

No. 605 at the Royal Academy Exhibition in

1872, and it shows the virgin chained to the

rock by her hands, which are behind her back.

Her head is decorated like that of an antique

bride ; her feet are on white drapery, which

is washed by the sea and drips on the stone ;

her red robe is blown out in a wide curve.

The monster has issued from the waves ; his

body trails in many folds, and penetrates the

depths of a cave which the waves till. Perseus

has alighted on a stono before the opening of

the cave, and, standing with his feet wide apart

and firmly placed, thrusts his falchion into the

open mouth of the dragon between the teeth ;

he is in armour ; his action is full of energy.

Andromeda's naked form, the best part of the

picture, is a fine example of vigorous concep

tion, and shows the pallor of horror in every

limb and feature. The sea is a capital, learned

study. ' The Fight between More of More

Hall and the Dragon of Wantley ' was No. 541

in the Academy Exhibition of 1873. The dragon

is under the foot of More, in the agonies of

death. The action of the hero is full of intense

passion. The finest part of the picture is, we

think, the grand, weird, lonely-looking waste

hills of the background, seen, or half seen, in

blue, misty twilight. 'Atalanta's Race,' No. 943

in the Academy Exhibition of 1876, is even better

known than either of its forerunners, and has

beon more warmly admired. The scene is near

the middle of the course ; the time iB while the

swift virgin stoops to pick up the treacherous

apple. A golden fillet spreads like an iris above

her shoulders as, keeping her robes together

with one hand, she stretches the other to the

prize ; Hippomenes continues his flight, and the

spectators cheer. The design is admirable, and

fully carries out a vigorous conception. ' Nau-

sicaa and her Maidens playing at Ball,' No. 307

in the exhibition of last year, is best known

of the series, and least of all needs descrip

tion to remind our readers of its exceptionally

good colour, clearness, and pure illumination,

the energetic nature of its design, and the careful

draughtsmanship it displays.

Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co. have issued

the prospectus of a work on the ' Architecture

and Decorative Arts of Bajputana,' by Dr. De

Fabeck, of the Bengal Medical Service, and

Major S. S. Jacob, Bombay Staff Corps. It

will consist chiefly of illustrations, and will be

brought out in a scries of volumes containing

about sixty plates each. The cost of each

volumo to subscribers will not exceed three

guineas. The first volume will contain illustra

tions of Akbar Shah's palace at Futtehpore Sikri,

the grand Mosque at Ajmere, the Temple of

Mahadeo at Harush, the Palace of Amber, the

Jaina Temple at Sanganir, and Buktawur Sing's

Chutri at Ulwar. Ihere will be plates also of

tho marvellous chintzes manufactured in Raj-

putana.

Additional" antiquities excavated by Mr.

Rassam have arrived at the British Museum.

They principally come from Kouyunjik. Amongst

them are three terra-cotta cylinders of Senna

cherib and an Assyrian bronze helmet.

Before tho end of the present year the Parvis

of Notre Dame, Paris, will be extended by
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removing and otherwise completely regulating

the buildings which form its sides. The whole

of the qnai on the smaller branch of the Seine

will be cleared of incumbrances. The last frag

ment of the very ancient Hotel Dieu has been

removed, and the qttais will be open. It has

been decided not to plant trees on the parvis

lust the church should be hidden. A colossal

statue of Charlemagne will, it is said, occupy

the centre of the place. It is further proposed

tore-establish the ancient " Point de Depart,"

or central stone of road measurement to all

parts of France, which till the Revolution stood

at the foot of the last buttress on the left of the

Grand Portail de Notre Dame.

We regret to record the death, in his seventy-

third year, of Mr. Thomas Henry Wyatt, the

well-known architect, of Great Russell Street,

an event which occurred suddenly on the 6th

inst. The deceased was one of the sons of Mr.

Matthew Wyatt, police magistrate of Lambeth,

and elder brother of Sir Matthew Digby

Wyatt ; he was Honorary Secretary to the Insti

tute of Architects for some years, and resigned

that office quite recently.

Thb Twenty -third Annual Report of the

Trustees of the National Portrait Gallery has

been published, and supplies details about the

condition and progress of that rapidly improving

public institution. In addition to matters we

have already noticed, the Trustees acknowledge

the receipt of five still unnamed portraits from

the British Museum, and portraits of Sarah

Austin, given by Lady Arthur Russell ; Baron

T. Dimsdale, by Plimer, given by Baroness

Dimsdale ; a portrait of Copley Fielding, by

Sir W. Boxall, given by Mrs. Longland ; a head

of Robert Owen, modelled by J. Levenotti,

given by Mr. J. Corfield ; Inigo Jones, copied

by Old Stone from a Van Dyck which is now

at St. Petersburg, given by the Rev. J. Fuller

Russell ; Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey, given

by Mr. T. Stainton ; a portrait of Maclise, by

E. M. Ward, given by Mr. G. Scharf ; Queen

Mary II., by Netscher, purchased ; B. West,

a bust in marble, by Chantrey, purchased ;

Sir W. Beechey, by himself, purchased ; the

sixth Duke of Norfolk, by Mrs. Beale, pur

chased ; Sir Henry Rowley Bishop, purchased ;

and W. Faithorne, by Walker, purchased. Many

autograph letters and other MSS. have been

added to the Gallery. The number of visitors

was affected by the closing of the Gallery in the

spring, and amounted to 64,034. The Gallery

is open free to the public every week-day

except Friday. The Trustees lament the lack

of room for the deposit of easels and other

materials used by copyists ; but they acknow

ledge the grant of increased accommodation

by the Treasury. For want of space many

electrotypes from monumental effigies are still

withheld from public view. The Trustees desire

that furthor improvements may be made in the

lighting of the upper long gallery, where the

construction of the roof lends itself to such an

improvement, so that an entire side, or double

the wall space, of that gallery may be made avail

able for the display of pictures. This may be

done at trifling cost, and ought not to be delayed.

The Trustees deplore the danger of tire to the

collections on account of the proximity of

wooden buildings and passages, used by visitors

at the Albert Hall evening concerts, any one of

whom might burn the Gallery by throwing down

a cigar light ! Surely this is a unique arrange

ment and might be dispensed with.

M. Lemaire, sculptor of part of the front of

the Madeleine and of numerous other important

works, is dead. He was born at Valenciennes

in 1798, and educated in the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts, where he obtained the Prix de Rome in

his twenty-third year. He made his debut in

the Salmi of 1827. His work in the Salon of

1831 was bought for the Luxembourg. He

produced many well-known statues, busts, and

groups, and has been distinguished in his pro

fession for half a century. Ho became a Knight

of the Legion of Honour in 1834, having pre

viously received a medal of the first class on

account of the tomb of Mdlle. Duchesnois at

Pere Lachaise and statues of Richer and Louis

XIV. for Versailles. In 183G he became an

Officer of the Legion and a member of the

Academic in place of Bosio. He produced the

bas-relief of ' Les Funerailles de Marceau ' on the

Arc de l'Etoile, and the statues of Henri IV. at

the Hotel de Ville, of Hocho at Versailles, and of

Froissart at Valenciennes. In 1852 he was sent

to the Corps Legislatif by the electors of Valen

ciennes, and re-elected in 1857 and 18G3.

Artists will do well to note that the new

plans of the Metropolitan Board of Works, fol

lowing the acquisition of the Thames bridges,

comprise proposals for taking down the old

and picturesque, but, it must be admitted,

dangerous and inconvenient bridges at Battersea

and Putney. New bridges are to occupy the

Bites of the old ones. Putney Bridge is said to

have been erected from plans by Cheselden the

anatomist.

' Thb Cabinet-Maker ' is a monthly budget

of designs and information which is likely to bo

useful to what its promoters call "the furniture

trade," by which, no doubt, they mean not only

the shopkeepers who sell furniture, but the men

who make it. Although confined to its proper

subject, it is by no means unreadable or devoid

of culture and taste.

The frustra, capitals, entablature, and other

parts of the colonnade removed from Burlington

House to make room for Mr. Barry's building,

are lying by the roadside at Battersea Park, and

are being rapidly destroyed by the playful

children and louts who, in disporting themselves

there, wantonly break the carvings. Who is

responsible for this wicked waste f When is the

screen to the entrance of the park, which was to

be formed by re-erecting this colonnade, to be set

up 1 These remains have been lying where they

are for nearly fifteen years.

The French journals report the death, at

Chazay d'Azergues, near Lyons, of M. Francois

Claudius Compte-Calix, a constant contributor

to the Salons of thirty years past, a painter of

genre, historical genre, and landscape subjects.

He was born at Lyons, and became a pupil in

the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in that city, and has

been one of tho most diligent and popular of

French painters of his class. Some of his works

have been engraved. He obtained a modal of

the third class in 1844, and rappeU'of the same

in 1857, 1859, and 1863.

THEFrench Minister of the Fine Arts has given

commissions for several works to be executed for

Paris. Equestrian statues of Klebor and Mar

ceau are ordered for the Ministry of War ; busts

of Sophie Arnould and other celebrities for the

Opera ; a bust of Quinet and a statue of Budceus

for the College de France ; and busts of

Charles V., Francis I., the Comto de Caylus,

<ftc., for tho Bibliotheque Nationale. Besides

this St. Quentin, Amiens, Poitiers, St. Omer,

Arras, Soissons, Rheims, Lo Havre, Rouen,

Grenoble, Chateaudun, St. Die", Versailles,

Montpellier, Luxeuil, Annecy, Compiegne,

Dieppe, Laval, Bastia, and Riom are to have a

share of the minister's patronage. The total

outlay of public money for these commissions

is 430,000 francs, part of which is to bo voted

by municipal authorities. 345,000 francs are

charged to the Government.

The fiftieth anniversary of the opening of the

Royal Museums at Berlin was celebrated on the

3rd of August.

The new Palais des Beaux-Arts at Brussels,

opposite the palace of the Count of Flanders,

has been opened to the public. It will be appro

priated to annual exhibitions of works of art.

Cav. A. Bertolotti has published at Florence

(Tipogratia Editrice della Gazzetta d' Italia) an

interesting volume, entitled ' Artisti Belgi ed

Olandesi a Roma nei Secoli XVI. e XVH.,'

which contains excerpts from documents found

in the Roman archives concerning the artists in

question, some of whom were men of note, such

as Paul and Matthew Brill, Michael Coxcis, and

a few others. Such a book concerning Low

Country artists in Florence would be very wel

come.

MUSIC

NEW SHEET MUSIC.

It would be a wearisome and profitless task

to review any considerable portion of the

immense mass of Bheet music issued annually

by the leading publishers, and destined to enjoy

at best an ephemeral popularity. But from time

to time it is advisable to direct attention to

what is known as drawing-room music, in order

to note the various mutations in popular taste,

and to record any movement, however slight,

in the direction of progress. With regard to

pianoforte music, tho fashion of the passing

hour is no longer in favour of fantasias on

popular operas, and airs more or less enveloped

in arpeggios and other devices common to writers

of " brilliant " pieces. This revulsion of feeling

from a style of composition inaugurated by

Thalberg, and affording an illustration of the

cynical proverb that " the evil that men do

lives after them," has been long in coming, but

it would seem to be thorough and sincere. One

curious effect is shown in the present fondness

for gavottes, bourres, and other trifles in which

florid ornamentation is next to impossible. The

old dance forms, together with nocturnes, reve

ries, and the like, would appear to bo the stock-

in-trade of tho drawing-room composer just at

present. There seems no reason to regret the

prevailing tendency towards increased sestheti-

cism, but it would be premature as yet to found

on it the inference that public taste is under

going an improvement destined to be permanent.

The modifications in the style of popular songs

are less marked, but even here there are some

appreciable changes. The extreme and almost

infantine simplicity of the Claribel school is

almost a thing of the past, and the treatment

of the words shows a more poetical tendency,

while the accompaniment no longer consists of

monotonous arpeggios on tonic and dominant

harmony. The writers of words for music

evinoe at the present time an unhealthy pre

dilection for subjects treating of death, blighted

affection, and despair, but in this they merely

obey the pessimist current which sways modern

poetry. We select the following pieces and

songs from a quantity of recently published

music, as being either specially meritorious or

at least useful for teaching purposes.

Scene) in the Scottish Islands. By A. C.

Mackenzie, Op. 23. (Novello, Ewer & Co.)—

These are three pieces, of which the separate

titles are ' On tho Hillside,' ' On the Loch,' and

' On tho Heather. ' Mr. Mackenzie is too earnest

a musician to write either carelessly or flippantly,

and in the present instance he appeals to ex

perienced pianists and to listeners of cultured

taste. Of the three pieces we prefer No. 2, an

expressive and characteristic melody with a syn

copated triplet accompaniment. Scotch colour

ing is displayed chiefly by a certain sonibreness

of stylo suggestive of the North.—A Nursery

Rhyme, Constant Lore, and My Love, My Own,

by Francis Huell'er. Simplicity is by no means

synonymous with either shallowness or puerility.

At the first glance these songs might seem to be

intended for beginners ; but, although they

present no executive difficulties, they are full

of delicate touches which none save a musician

could either write or appreciate. The setting of

Miss Rossetti's fanciful words in the first song,

though a mere trifle, is the reverse of common

place, and ' Constant Love ' is an effective song,

the treatment of the words showing consider

able poetic feeling. The last in the order named

is slightly more conventional, but decidedly
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pleasing.—Luctus in Morte Passeris, Ode by

Catullus, Music by Charles Salaman. This is

No. 4 of a series of "musical settings of ancient

lyrics." The ' Lament for the Death of Lesbia's

Sparrow ' has been treated by Mr. Salaman with

befitting gravity. His music is impassioned and

impressive, and would suit a theme, if we may

be allowed to say so, of greater significance.

Oondolicra, Fruhlings Ardcunft, Vdglein's

Liebesgruss, and Noch sind die Tage der Rosen.

By Charles Morley, Op. 6, 7, 11, and 12. (Neu-

meyer & Co.)—English composers have ever

evinced an unaccountable repugnance to their

native language, and polyglot titles for even the

simplest effusions are almost as frequently to be

met with as ever. Mr. Morley's pieces are

objectionable only in name ; they are melodious,

and of very moderate difficulty.—The Celebrated

Hungarian Dances, transcribed by Imre Alfoldy,

six numbers, are comparatively simple arrange

ments of some of those melodies which Brahms

has made so generally popular by his piquant

and inimitable treatment. The same publishers

send us pianoforte transcriptions by L. Samson

of the Adagio ma non Troppo and the Minuet

from Mendelssohn's Posthumous Quartet in e

flat, which was so favourably received last

season at the Popular Concerts.

Vnter den Linden, Echoes of the Past, and

The Last Rose of Summer. By Sydney Smith.

(Ashdown & Parry.)—The first of these pieces

for brilliancy, and the second for tastefulness

and melodic grace, may be recommended to the

admirers of Mr. Sydney Smith. But the third

is only a meaningless succession of arpeggios and

fioriture, by means of which the old Irish air is

disguised and tortured almost beyond recogni

tion.—A word of approval must be given to

Echoes du Passe, by J. Theodore Trekell, a most

tuneful and piquant little sketch in the style of

a gavotte.
1 prithee send me back my heart, When Delia

on the Plain appears, and The Sea hath its Pearls.

By Maude Valerie White. (Stanley Lucas,

Weber & Co.)—Miss White must be congratu

lated on her choice of words for songs. With

regard to the music the second and third are

more successful than the first, perhaps because

they are less pretentious. We may be permitted,

however, to suggest that better work than mere

ballad writing is expected from a Mendelssohn

scholar at the Royal Academy of Music.—Now

sleeps tlie Crimson Petal, by Francis Hueffer.

This is taken from the volume of Tennyson's

songs reviewed a few months since in the Athe-

■nceum. The composer has evidently endeavoured

to catch the spirit of the words, and it must be

said that he has fully succeeded. Attention

may be drawn to some curious and most uncon

ventional transitions of key which have almost

a startling effect, and altogether the song may

be Baid to possess considerable individuality.

—Le Navire, sarabande, by Lionel Benson,

is a pleasing song with French words ; and

from many other ballads before us we select

I think on thee, by Frank H. Sims, and Love

the Truant, by Lady Benedict, as worthy of

mention. —Cupid's Curse, duet by Malcolm

Lawson, and Sous les EtoUes, duet by A. G.

Thomas. The words of the first of these duets

are taken from Peele's ' The Arraignment of

Paris,' and the music shows a slight feeling

in favour of the sixteenth century style ; but

modern tonality intrudes itself, though the

composition as a whole may be pronounced effec

tive and picturesque. Mr. Arthur Thomas's

composition has English and French words.

The composer is well versed in the school of

modern France, and this duet reflects the ex

perience thus gained. It is a graceful and

taking piece.
Bourree in D. By Alma Sanders. (Metzler

& Co.)—Relieved of its title this may be con

sidered a well-written and effective piece. But

though the accent is correct, the style is quite

opposed to the period when the bourrSe was in

vogue either as a dance or as a movement of the

suite. It smacks very much of the latter half

of the nineteenth century.—The Unfinished

Song, by Frederic H. Cowen, is an extremely

expressive ballad, and quite worthy of the com

poser of ' The Corsair.'

Pedes Classiques is the title of a series of

selections from the works of the great masters,

edited by Carlo Tiesset (Wood & Co.). The

number before us contains a fugue in c, and

adagio soslenuto from Op. 14, by Clementi.

<gusinl @08si{r.

Signor Verdi has decided, in order to avoid

any possibility of misunderstanding, that his new

opera on the subject of ' Othello ' shall be entitled

'Iago.'

The novelties introduced within the last

few evenings at the Promenade Concerts have

been M. Saint-Saens's Poeme Symphonique,

' Phaeton '; Me'hul's Overture to ' Le Jeune

Henri'; an overture entitled 'The Camp,' by

Mr. Walter Austin ; and Mr. Cowen's incidental

music to Schiller's ' Maid of Orleans. ' Beet

hoven's ' Eroica ' Symphony was performed on

Monday, and Schumann's in e flat (the ' Rhenish ')

on Wednesday.

We have received the prospectus of the new

Guildhall School of Music, under the conduct

and control of the Corporation of the City of

London. The object of the institution is to

afford a sound and thorough musical education

at the most moderate cost ; and that persons

engaged during the day may avail themselves of

the school, the hours of teaching will be from

half-past eight in the morning until nine in the

evening. The subjects to be included are piano

forte, solo, class and sight singing, all orchestral

instruments, organ, harmonium, theory and

composition, the French and Italian languages,

and elocution. This scheme is comprehensive,

but German should be added to the list of

foreign languages. The school will open in the

third week of September.

Mr. J. S. Curwen informs us that the first

prize of the Society of Arts examination in the

theory of music has been taken by a Tonic Sol-

faist, Mr. James Paul, of Aberdeen. The ex

amination was conducted by Dr. Hullah strictly

on the staff notation.

Messrs. Breitkopf & Hartel, of Leipzig,

announce a complete edition of the literary

works of Franz Liszt. The first volume is

already published and there are four more to

follow.

Among new French operas shortly to

appear are the following : ' Une Nuit de CleV

patre,' by M. Victor Masse", libretto by M. Jules

Barbier; 'Jean de Nivelle,' by M. Leo Dolibes;

and 'Galante Aventure,' by M. Ernest Guiraud,

libretto by M. Armand Silvestre. The last-

named work will be produced at the Opera

Comiquo next winter.

DRAMA

gntntatif <S>om$.

A four-act drama by Mr. H. Such Gran

ville, entitled ' Falsely Judged,' has been pro

duced at the Connaught Theatre. It is a weak

and unsatisfactory piece, exhibiting incidents

supposed to have occurred previous to the Revo

lution. The claim to originality put forward in

its behalf may be admitted so far as regards the

arrangement of the plot. It is probable that

the same circumstances have never followed in

the same order. The dialogue is certainly of

English growth ; so thoroughly so, indeed, that

it is inconceivable in French mouths. Miss May

Bulmer played the heroine, and Miss Marion

Lacey a species of comic witch. As a murderer,

appropriately named Courvoisier, Mr. Granville

over-acted in remarkable Btyle.

' A Warning to Bachelors,' a farce taken

from the French by Mr. James Mortimer, and

first produced nine years ago at the Vaudeville,

has been revived at the same theatre. As it

does not commence until after eleven, it cannot

be supposed to greatly strengthen the bill. Miss

Cicely Richards as the heroine (a married woman

who, in her husband's absence, receives the

attentions of a Don Juan-like neighbour) dis

plays a vein of comic extravagance. ' Our

Bitterest Foe ' has been revived as an opening

piece, and is well played by Miss Kate Bishop,

Mr. J. Maclean, and Mr. Herbert.

'Betsy,' Mr. Burnand's version of ' Be'be','

commenced last week the second year of its run.

It still stands high in public appreciation. With

it is given Mr. Maltby's comic drama, ' Jilted :

an Old Story Retold.'

A complete change of programme has been

made at the Gaiety, at which house ' High Life

below Stairs,' with a cast which we not long

since described, has been revived, and with it

Mr. Reece's burlesque of ' Young Rip van

Winkle.' Of the cast with which in April,

187C, this piece was first given at the Charing

Cross, Miss Farren, the exponent of Rip, and

Mr. Royce, that of Derrick, remain.

' The Rivals ' has been given in fairly com

petent style at Sadler's Wells. Mr. Chippendale

is a good Sir Anthony, and Mrs. Chippendale

an excellent Mrs. Malaprop. The cast also

includes Miss Virginia Bateman as Lydia Lan

guish, Miss Compton as Julia, Mr. R. Lyons as

Sir Lucius, and Mr. Somerset as Capt. Absolute.

On Monday next Mr. Warner will appear at

this house as Coupeau in ' Drink,' to be followed

at the close of a fortnight by Miss Jennie Lee

in 'Jo.'

' Marie ; or, a Republican Marriage,' a

piece which has before been seen on the stage on

a similar occasion, was revived at the Olympic

on Wednesday afternoon, with Miss Lizzie Coote

as the heroine, and Mr. Charles Harcourt in the

dual role of the hero.

The Continental papers contain obituaries of

Juan Eugenio Hartzenbusch, the Spanish dra

matic poet, who during the last half century has-

exercised the greatest influence upon the develop

ment of the Spanish stage. The poet's father was-

a German, a native of Schwadorf, near Cologne,

and a wood-carver by profession. He emigrated

from the Rhineland to Madrid in the early-

years of the century, married a Spanish woman,

and made a fair income by his calling.

The poet was born at Madrid, September 6th,

1806. His parents devoted him to the priest

hood, and he was educated by the Jesuits, in

whose schools he became acquainted with the

dramatic literature of Greece and Rome. He had

attained his nineteenth year, however, before

he became practically acquainted with the

theatre. A visit to the opera and his passionat*

delight at witnessing a piece called ' Antinoo

en Eleusis ' decided the bent of his life. That

evening, he afterwards asserted, taught him to

discern his real vocation, and he resolved to

devote himself wholly to the stage. Renouncing

the notion of taking holy orders, he earned a

living for a time as a wood-carver, and later as-

a shorthand writer in the service of the Govern

ment. During his spare hours he worked hard

at the study of the Spanish drama, and wrote

several original pieces ; but the stringent censor

ship of the period hindered him from obtaining

a place for any of them upon the stage. He

first became known in 1836 by his ' Amantes

do Teruel,' and from that date to the latest

years of his life he was incessantly active as an

original dramatic author, and as the editor of

a series of editions of the older Spanish play

wrights, of Calderon, Lope de Vega, and others.

He held for many years a post in the Royal

Library, and became in 1862 Director of the

National Academy.

To CoHREsroin>Ejrrs.-F. W.-W. T.-J. B. C.-M. P. A. F.

—G. M.—W. A. L.—received.
Ho notice can be taken of anonymous communication*.
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l'tKKINh, A M IKatuu.

This I'ublicaUoa has been highly spoken of br English Art Critic*.

Vol. L No. 8, lor JUNE, 1880.

COXTXHTS.

EI.IHU TEDDEB. First Article. B7WH.IU.h0p.

The WORKS ol the AMERICAN ETCHEH*. X —Alfred Brennu. Br
8. K Koehler.

In the HOI KE ol MOL'RNINO. PAlnted by Karl Uoff. Etched by
F L Meyer.

The HISTORY of WOOD ENGRAVING In AMERICA. Chanter IV.
By W. J Linton.

ARTIST and AMATI Dy Mm M O Van Rrnwrlaer
OLVMI'IA AS IT WAS and AS IT IS. (Conclusion.; By Charles C.

Perkins.
The EXHIBITIONS. V.—National Academy of Design. Concluding

Notice. By H. O. W. Benjamin.

BIBLIOORAPHY.-AMERICAN ART CHRONICLE.-FOREI0N ART
CILKON1CLE.

ILLVSTRAT10SS.

The SEA-SERPENT. Bv F.lihu Tedder. Etched by 8. A.
Schorl ri mu d by J. H. Daniels.

The PHORCYDE8. By JElihu Vedder. Engraved by G.
Krucll.

DIVINATION In TEA-LEAVES. Etched by Aitred Bren-
nan Printed by J. H. Daniels.

CINDERELLA. Engraved by Jonnard.

In the HOUSE of MOURNING. By Karl Hoff. Ktched by
F. L. Meyer.

7n the Text .-—
Bead-piece Roman Girls on the Seashore. After Elihu Vedder.
Initial E Based on a Design by Klihu Vedder.
Elihu Vt-dder Kujtravi-d by Closson
Tail-pii-ce. Vignette from the Title-page of the Book ol Drawings by

Elihu Vedder.
Jack of the Mill. Engraved by Harley.
Kublnson Criuoe. Engraved by II. Marsh
Initial A. Designed by M. Klendl. Reproduced from ZeiUehrift dee

K -(#.- t'eretns in Mitnehen.
Plan of the Exrdra of II erodes Altlcus at Olympla.
The Phlllppekon and Heralun at Olympla.
Antique Riga in the Vatican.
Morning un the Sound. By Arthur Quartley. From a Sketch by the

Artist
Morning In Venice. By A. F. Bnnner. From a Sketch by the Artist.
Buttonball Trees on the llousatonic. By Arthur l'arton. From a

Sketch by the Artist.
The Coast of New England. By R. Swain Gtflbrd. From a Sketch by

the Artist
A Summer Night By Joseph Lrman. Jr. From a Sketch by the Artist.
Head-piece. Reproduced from has KunethaHthcerk.

London :

Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington,

Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet-street.

AT ALL THE LIBRARIES,

SUSSEX STORIES.

By Mrs. ROBERT O'REILLY.

In 3 vols.

From the Standard :—" These Sussex tales, whether redolent of the sea, or fragrant with the smell of wildf
flowers, or odorous with the thyme blossoms of the downs, are as purely and freshly local as Miss Mitford's Hampshire-
* Village,' or as Mrs. Gaskell's Arcadian ' Cranford.' The humour and pathos of these stories are beyond all praise.

From the Academy :—" These three volumes contain a dozen or so of admirable tales, distinguished by an unusual
power of rendering both character and scenery. We should say that we have never seen better stories of their kind."

From the Saturday Review These ' Sussex Stories ' must be real records of character and action as seen by
an intelligent observer Little Rosie is charming."

From the Pall Mall Gasette :—'* Mrs. O'Reilly possesses the art which Miss Mitford exhibited so remarkably in
' Our Tillage.' To make a short tale attractive lias baffled the craft of some of the greatest of our novelists. It is a special
gift, and the author of 'Sussex Stories' may be congratulated on its possession People who have not time to peruse
these volumes from beginning to end may be recommended to read ' Miss Olive's Boys,'1 Fairy Gold/ and 'Two Girls.*

Tales like these will please all readers."

LADY LAURA.

By M. E. CHRISTIE.

In 3 vols.

From the Dally Newi t—" 4 Lady Laura ' is extraordinarily clever. Probably no novel has lately appeared written
fn such strong, terse English, or in which an active mind has got itself expressed In such vigorous language. There is a*
sustained power, a concentrated force, a high level of earnest purpose over the whole book, which never sinks nor flags.
The story is delightful as a study of manners Miss Christie has written one of the most interesting books of her time.

Strahan & Co. Limited, 34, Paternoster-row.

CHEAP EDITION OF MISS BRADDON'S LATEST NOVEL.

Just out, price 2s. ; cloth, 2*. 6<f.

THE STORY OF

B A R B A R

HER SPLENDID MISERY AND HER GILDED CAGE.

By the AUTHOR of ' LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET,' ice.

A

NEW ROMANCE OP LONDON LIFE.

Now ready, price 2>.; cloth gilt, 2». 6d.; postage, id.

The ORANGE GIRL: a Dramatic

Novel.

ILLUSTRATED BY OU8TAVE DOKE.

Now ready, price 2s.; cloth gilt, it. M.; postage, id.

The KING'S PAGE: a Love Story.

Now ready, price 2s.; cloth, 2*. <W.; postage, id.

LOTTIE'S FORTUNE. The New Novel.

By the AUTHOR of 'SOPHIE CItEWE,' &c.

" A wild, rattling, exciting story, full of matter."—Athetucum,

CHEAP EDITION of Mrs. GORDON BMYTHIE8* NOVELS.

Just out, price 2t.; cloth gilt, 2s. 6<i.; postage, 4rf.

OUR MARY: a Novel.

CHEAP EDITION OP MB. W. S. HAYWAHD'S NOVELS.

Just out, price 2«.; cloth, 2s. 6d.; postage, id.

THE SECRET SEVEN : a Romance.

PLEASURE BOOKS FOR RAIL, ROAD, AND RIVER.

Now ready, price 1*. each ; post free. Is. 2d.

STRANGE JOURNEYS

ON THE RANK.

RIVER SECRETS

IN THE FORCE.

COMIC ENGLISH GRAMMAR. Illustrated.

SECRETS OF MODERN RUSSIA, NIHILISM, &c

Just out (never before published), price it.; cloth, 2s. td.; postage, id.

MYSTERIES OF ST. PETERSBURG.

By M. MIKAEL GORTSCHAKOV.

London : J. St R. Maxwell, Milton House, Shoe-lane, E.C.

EPPS'S COCOA.

GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our

breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong

enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us ready to

attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves welS

fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."—Civil Service Gazette.

James Epps & Co. Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

MAKEKS OF ETP&S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.—Soldi* LaUUed Boia only.
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L. REEVE & CO. S

NEW WORKS.

Part I. now ready,

The LEPIDOPTERA of CEYLON. By F.
MOORE, F.Z.S. Part I. 4to. with 18 Plates, price 16s.

Plain; 31s. 6d. Coloured. To be completed in 12 Plates,

forming 3 vols. 4to. Published under the auspices of the

Government of Ceylon.

*** Sold only to Subscribers for the complete Work.

Prospectuses may be had of the Publishers.

Now ready, Part VII. 10s. 6d.

FLORA of BRITISH INDIA. By Sir J. D.
HOOKER, K.C.S.I. C.B., &c.; assisted by various

Botanists.

Wols.I. and II.32s. each.

Now ready, Vol. VI. with 488 Wood Engravings, 25s.

The NATURAL HISTORY of PLANTS.

By Professor H. BAILLON. Super-royal 8vo. Wols. I.

to V. with 2,300 Wood Engravings, 25s. each.

The LARWAE of the BRITISH LEPIDOP

TERA, and their Food Plants. By OWENS. WILSON.

With Life-size Figures, Drawn and Coloured from

Nature, by Eleanor Wilson. Super-royal 8vo. With 40

elaborately Coloured Plates, containing upwards of 600

Figures of Larvae on their Food Plants, price 63s.

ILLUSTRATIONS of the BRITISH FLORA:

a Series of Wood Engravings, with Dissections, of British

Plants. Drawn by W. H. FITCH, F.L.S., and W. G.

SMITH, F.L.S. Forming an Illustrated Companion to

Bentham's ‘Handbook” and other British Floras. Crown

8vo. 1,036 Wood Engravings, 12s.

HANDBOOK of the BRITISH FLORA: a

Description of the Flowering Plants and Ferns in

digenous to, or Naturalized in, the British Isles. By G.

BENTHAM, F.R.S. Fourth Edition. 12s.

OUTLINES of BOTANY, as Introductory to
Local Floras. By G. BENTHAM, F.R.S. 1s.

WEST YORKSHIRE: an Account of its

# Physical Geography, Climatology, and Botany.

By J. W. DAVIS, F.L.S., and F. ARNOLD LEES, F.L.S.

Second Edition. 8vo. 21 Plates, many Coloured, and 2

large Maps, 21s.

CONTRIBUTIONS to the FLORA of MEN

TONE, and to a WINTER FLORA of the RIVIERA,

including the Coast from Marseilles to Genoa. By J.

TREHERNE MOGGRIDGE, F.L.S. Royal 8vo. com

plete in 1 vol. 99 Coloured Plates, 63s.

BRITISH INSECTS. By E.
16 Coloured Plates, 14s.

F. STAVELEY.

BRITISH SPIDERS. By E. F. STAVELEY.
16 Coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

BRITISH BEETLES. By C. E. Rye. 16
Coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

BUTTERFLIES and MOTHS. By H. T.
STAINTON. 16 Coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

BRITISH BEES. By
16 Coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

BRIT IS H F E R N S.

16 Coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

BRITISH G R A S S E S.

16 Coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

BRITISH SEAWEEDS.

16 Coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

W. E. SHUCKARD.

By M. PLUES.

By M. PLUEs.

By S. O. GRAY.

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS.

24 Coloured Plates, 16s.

BRITISH FUNGOLOGY. By the Rev.
M. J. BERKELEY, M.A.F.L.S. 24 Coloured Plates, 30s.

The ESCULENT FUNGUSES of ENGLAND.

Containing an Acconnt of their Classical History, Uses,

Characters, Development, Structure, Nutritious Pro

*rties, Modes of Cooking and Preserving. &c. By C. D.

ADHAM, M.D. Second Edition. Edited by F.

CURREY, F.R.S. 12 Coloured Plates, 12s.

BRITISH MOSSES, containing all that are

By T. MooRE.

Feap. 8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d.; royal 32mo, cloth, 3s.

HE DAILY ROUND. Meditation, Prayer, and
Praise, adapted to the Course of the Christian Year.

London: J. Whitaker, 12, Warwick-lane.

Tenth Edition, post free, 1s.

R. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the

only Successful Method of Curing this Disease. By ROBERT G.

WATTS, M.D. F.R.S.L., F.C.S., &c., 5, Bulstrode-street, Cavendish

square, London, W.

London: C. Mitchell & Co. Red Lion-court, Fleet-street.

THE LAND QUESTION.

Now ready, price 1s., by post, 1s. 2d.

RISH DISTRESS and its REMEDIES.

A VISIT to DONEGAL and CONNAUGHT in the

SPRING of 1880.

By JAMES H., TUKE,

Author of ‘A Visit to Connaught in the Autumn of 1847."

London: William Ridgway, 160, Piccadilly, W.

FIVE per CENT. PERPETUAL PREFERENCE
SHARES,

WEST LANCASHIRE RAILWAY COMPANY.

NoTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Subscription List for the Five

per Cent. Perpetual Preference Shares of the above Company will

CLOSE on MONDAY NEXT, the 16th inst.

By order, THOMAS GILBERT, Secretary.

Offices: Windsor-road Station, Southport; and

31, Lombard-street, London, E.C.

P E CIA. L. D. E. P. O S IT R A T E S.

G. BARKER & CO.

BANKERS,

39 and 40, MARK-LANE, LONDON.

(Established 1863.)

CLEARING BANKERs—The BANK of ENGLAND.

DEPOSITS of 10l. and upwards received and Receipts issued—

On demand - 3 cent. per annum. - **Seven Days' Notice - #*: pe *- \ ## t

14 Days' Notice - - 43 *- - * * *

30 Days' Notice - - 5 - 1- ##
3 Months' Notice - - 6 - - --5

An Extra Bonus of 1F: Cent. allowed on Sums remaining on Deposit

Twelve complete Months.

Current Accounts opened on the usual terms, and every description of

Banking transacted.

HOENIX FIRE OFFICE, LOMBARD-STREET

and CHARING CROSS, LONDON.—Established 1782.

Prompt and Liberal Loss Settlements.

Insurances effected in all parts of the World.

JOHN J. BROOMFIELD, Secretary.

U N F I R. E. O F F I C E.

Threadneedle-street, E.C. Charing Cross, 8.W.

Oxford-street (corner of Vere-street), W.

Established 1710.

Home and Foreign Insurances effected.

Sum insured in 1879, £262.492.461.

FRANCIS B, RELTON, Secretary.

EA G L E IN £A.N.: E CoMPANY,
79, PALL MALL.

For LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1807.

Accumulated Funds - - - ... £3,043,542

Also a Subscribed Capital of more than £1,500,000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the Office, or from

any of the Company's Agents, post free.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS, Actuary and Secretary.

EQUITY and LAW LIFE ASSURANCE

SOCIETY.

18, Lincoln's Inn-fields, London.

Established 1844.

Capital, One Million. Fully Subscribed.

Total invested assets, 1,610,000l.

Profits divided in 1880 among the assured, 219,375l.

Specimens of Bonus Additions:

Effected. At age. Sum Assured. Bonus Additions.

1847 37 *500 *459 10 0

1847 43 5,000 5,060 10 0

1850 35 500 :*9 10 0

1851 32 500 369 10 0

1855 31 1,000 623 10 0

1854 25 2,000 1,236 0 0

5,000 1,741 0 0
1804 || 35

G. W. BERRIDGE, Actuary.

Loss of TIME is Loss of Money.
ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,

And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon. Lord KINNAIRD, Chairman.

subscribed Capital, 1,000,000'. Moderate Premiums.

Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing.

A fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance

in the event of Injury.

oNE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.

Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the local Agents; or 64,
c.' London. WILLIAM J. VIAN, secretary.

.NURNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
ThroughOUT on

MoEDER's HIRE SYSTEM.

The original, Best, and most Liberal.

Cash Prices.

No extra charge for time given.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars of terms, post free.

F. MoEDER, 248, 249, 250, Tottenham Court-road; and 19, 20, and 21,

Morwell-street, W.C. Established 1862.

F MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
• the above Premises have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture trade, and now form one of the most commodious

Warehouses in the metropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from 61.6s. to 50 Guineas.

Drawing-room Suites, from 91.9s, to 45 Guineas.

Dining-room Suites, from 71.7s to 10 Guineas. -

And all other Goods in great variety.

F. Moeden, 248, 249,250, Tottenham Court-road; and 19, 20, and 21,

Morwell-street, W.C. Established 1862.

NoTICE.-MA:# DURLACHER BROS.

395, Oxford-STREET, W.

ANTIQUE WORKS of ART and general Objects of Decoration. The

authenticity of every object guaranteed.

JoshPH GIL LOTT'S

STEEL PENS,

Sold by all Stationers throughout the World.

66FIFTY PER CENT. LESS FUEL BURNT,”

And PERFECTION and ECONOMY in “cookERY,”

By using the

PATENT TREASURE COOKING RANGE.

May be placed anywhere. Cannot get out of order.

Illustrated Price Books post free. -

T. J. CONSTANTINE, 61, Fleet-street, E.C.

N.B.-The cheapest Coal most suitable.

PROTECTION FROM FIRE.

BRYANT & MAY'S

PAT ENT SAFETY MA. T C H E S.

EIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

ADVANTAGES:

Are not POISONOU8.

Are free from SMELL.

Are manufactured

Without Phosphorus.

Are perfectly harmless

To the Operatives employed.

Are very DAMP PROOF.

LIGHT ONLY ON THE BOX.

EIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

PROTECTION TO HEALTH.

P O L L IN A R IS ... W. A. T E R.

“Laurea donandus Apollinari.”—Horace, Book iv. Ode 2.

GoLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1879.

ANNUAL SALE, 8,000,000.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY, Limited, 19, Regent-street, London, S.W.

OTS 110 and 111. – LOT 110, very soft OLD
PALE SHERRY., at 30s.; and LOT 111, very soft OLD OLOROSO

soLERA, pale gold, at 33s. per dozen-SHERRIES of the old style, mel

lowed by age, very soft, and entirely free from the fieryness which has

been so detrimental to the consumption of Sherry. These exceptionally

large Lots are placed in the hands of the Association for forced realiza

tion, and are offered to the Public, while on the special Lot List, at

reatly reduced prices, instead of being Sold by Auction.-The LoNDON
So-operATIVE WINE ASSOCIATION, Limited, 10 and 12, John-street,

Adelphi, W.C. (removed from 446, Strand).

M R. G. H. J O N

- SURGEON-DENTIST,

57, GREAT RUSSELL-STREET, LONDON

(opposite the British Museum),

will be glad to forward his Pamphlet on Painless Dentistry, free,

enclosed by post, which explains the most unique system of the adjust

ment of Artificial Teeth without pain.

Consultation free, from 10 to 5.

I N N E Flo R D S M A G N E S I A.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years, have

approved of this Pure Solution as the best remedy for
Actorty of the STOMACH, HEARTBURN, HEAD

AChE, GOUT, and INDIGESTION ; and as the safest

Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and

- • Infants.

- DINNEFoRD'S MAGNESIA.

Z O E. D O N E.

-ZOEDONE. – For the overworked and weary.

"Z OEDON E.—A Brain and Nerve Tonic and

A Nutriment.

r/OEDONE.—A delicious, sparkling, non-Alcoholic
Beverage for Daily use."/

ZOEDONE contains the essential constituents of

the Blood, Brain, and Nerve Tissue.

OEDONE is invaluable for Mental or Physical

Debility.

ZOED', From E. DAVIES, M.D., Honorary
Surgeon, Wrexham Infirmary, and Medical Officer of Health

of the Rural Sanitary District:

“having used zoEDONE in my family, and also taken

it myself as well as recommended it extensively to, my

patients. I can with confidence speak of its beneficial effects as

a general tonic, and particularly in cases of great debility

brought on by excessive mental work. It is pleasant to the

taste and, being effervescing, is an agreeable form of medicine

for the most delicate stomach; but, besides being a medicine:
it is a very suitable beverage to take with meals. Several of

my friends are in the habit of using it at the dinner-table, and

speak very highly of it. Persons who have been in the habit
of taking intoxicating drinks, and desirous of leaving them off,

will find zoEDONE an excellent substitute."

ZOED'N' including bottles and pack
"A

known to be Natives of the British Isles. By the Rev.

M. J. BERKELEY, M.A.F.L.S. 24 Coloured Plates, 21s.

L. REEVE & Co. 5, Henrietta-street, Covent-garden.

ages, free on rails at Wrexham, 6s. 6d. per dozen, in half

champagne bottles, in six-dozen cases; 12s. per dozen. in large

champagne bottles, in three-dozen cases. A small extra charge

in smaller cases.-Pamphlet, containing List of Agents, free.

ZOEDONE.—Supplied by all respectable Chemists
"A throughout the United Kingdom. Patented all over the World.

Sale over Five Million Bottles yearly.

Patentee: DAVID JOHNSON, F.C.S.
Manufacturers: The ZoeDoNE COMPANY, Limited, Wrexham.

London Office: 25, Abchurch-lane, E.C.

THE NEW WORKS being COMPLETED, the
CoMPANY are now able to DELIVER ZOEDONE promptly on

receipt of order addressed to the Works, Wrexham, or to*

of the Company's Agents.

E S,
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"Learned, Chatty, Useful."—Athenceum.

Now ready, price 10s. 6d. each, cloth boards, with very Copious Index,

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Vols. I. to XII.

FIFTH SERIES.

Containing, in addition to a great variety of similar Notes and Replies, Articles of Interest on the following Subjects

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY.

The Dream and Death of Tbomas, Lord Lyttelton—The Elective

and Deposing Power of Parliament—Anne Boleyn—Scottish

Titles—Burial-Place of Edmund, Duke of Somerset— Elizabeth,

Queen of Robert Bruce—Bondmen in England—Serfdom in

Scotland—Grahame, Viscount Dundee—A Jacobite Letter—

Abbotsford in 1825—Compurgators—Bishop of Ross, Scotland,

1417—Knox's ' History of the Reformation'—Good Friday and

Easter Sunday, temp. Charles II.—The Jews in England in the

Thirteenth Century—Warrants for the Execution of Charles I.

—The Fitzalans and Stewarts.

BIOGRAPHY.

T. Allington—William Roy—Caspar Hauser—Charles Owen of

Warrington—Paolo Sarpi—The Descent of William Penn—

William, Abbot of Ramsey—A H. Rowan—George Cromer,

Archbishop of Armagh—Matthew Smith, the first Principal of

Brasenose College, Oxford—James Sayers, the Caricaturist—

Jeremiah Horrox.

BIBLIOGRAPHY and LITERARY HISTORY.

Shakspeariana—The Authorship of Anonymous Works—Milton's

' L' Allegro'—Unpublished Letters of Macaulay—'Histoire des

Medecins Juifs Anciens et Moderne'— Earle's 'Philology of the

English Tongue '—Unpublished Poems by Burns—Dr. Johnson

and Mrs. Turton—' From Greenland's Icy Mountains '—Chap-

Books—Lord Byron in Scotland—Welsh Language—Unpub

lished Letter of John Wesley—The Works of Thomas Fuller—

The Welsh Testament—Burns's Ode on the American Civil War

—Opus Qnestionum divi Augustini—Letter of Smollett—'The

Pilgrim's Progress'—Development of the Press, 1824-1874—

Books written by Mrs. Olivia Serres : ' The Book.'

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK-LORE.

Ague Charms—Birds of 111 Omen—Candlemas Gills—Eggs and

Drunkenness—Evil Eye—Jewish Superstitions—Hydrophobia

prevented—Handkerchief thrown on Suicide's Coffin—Ladies and

Lionesses—Tho Seven Whistlers.

POETRY, BALLADS, and DRAMA.

The real Richelieu and Bulwer's Richelieu—" The Irish Brigade "

—Thomas Decker—Mrs. Siddons a Sculptor—Karham's Lines on

Dean Ireland—Browning's " Lost Leader''—The Lord Chamber

lain's Inspection of Plays—Emma Isola—A Poem by W. M.

Praed—Goethe—Shelley—Henry VIII. as a Poet—The Austra

lian Drama—Charles I. as a Poet—Sheridan and Sir John Suck

ling—Oxfordshire Christmas Miracle-Play—Christmas Mummers

in Dorsetshire—Dante and his Translators—The Christian Year.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL SAYINGS.

" You know who the Critics are"—" You may put it in your eye

and see none the worse for it"—Called Home—God's Church and

the Devil's Chapel—Unaccustomed as I am to public speaking—

Tout vient a point—Wise after the event—La Parole a ete don-

nee a l'hoinme—Robbing Peter to Pay Paul— Hie End justifies

the Means—The English seemes a Foole and is a Foole.

PHILOLOGY.

Carr = Carse—Heel Taps—"Bloody"—Spurring—Nor for Than

—Vagaries of Spelling—Spelling Reforms—Surrey Provincial

isms—Quadragesimalis—S. v. Z.—English Words compared with

the Icelandic—Gingham—The Termination Y in Place-Names—

Calomel—Yeux—Cameo—Hall, Wych, and Salt Works—Shad-

dongate—Shakspeare's Name.

GENEALOGY and HERALDRY.

The Insignia of the Knights of the Garter—Arms of Hungary—

Dering Roll of Arms—Unsettled Baronetcies—The Arms of

Sir Francis Drake—The Anns of English Sees—Bar Sinister—

Strawberry Loaves on Coronets—Byron Arms—F. E. R. T. in

the Savoy Arms—Seal of Prince of Livonia—The Templars and

Hospitallers.

FINE ARTS.

Portraits of Dr. Johnson—Marks on Porcelain—Italian Works

of Artat Paris in 1815—Sir Joshua Reynolds: Miss Day: Mrs.

Day—Portrait of Barbor—Church Plate—Various Paintings and

Engravings.

ECCLESIASTICAL MATTERS.

Altar Rails, Covered—l.iddell v. Westerton—Ecclesiastical Vest

ments—Funeral Garlands—The Cistercians—"Prester John"

and the Arras of the See of Chichester—Penance in the Church

of England—Laud's Service Buik—Epitaph of Cardinal Howard

at Rome—St. Cuthbert's Burial-place—Old Northern English

MS. Psalter—Bere Regis Church—Sacred Vessels—A Roman

Catholic Visitation in 1 70!)—Episcopal Titles—St. George's Lofte

—Registrum Sacrum Batavianmn—Communion Tokens—Fasting

Communion in the Church of England—The Title of Reverend

—Consecration of Church Plate—" Defender of the Faith "—

The "Breeches" Bible.

CLASSICAL SUBJECTS.

The Latin Version of Bacon's Essays—Greek Anthology—

Martial's Epigram xiii. 75—Lucretian Notelets—Mediaeval and

Modern Latin and Greek Verse—Mittitur in disco—Catullus :

"Hoc ut dixit"—"Sandon" (Horace)—Cicero—Lucus a non

Lucendo.

TOPOGRAPHY.

Sandwioh Islands—Origin of the Names of the American States

—Arthur's Oven on the Carron—Scottish History—The Yardley

Oak— Hart Hall, Oxford—Old Kensington—Travelling in Italy

Forty Years Ago—Tho Equestrian Statue in Hyde Park—

Arthurian Localities : Scotland—The Sacred Lotus—St. John's

Chapel, Bedford-row.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Christian Names—Pillar Posts—Hanging in Chains and Irons—

George III. and the Pig—The Kilkenny Cats—The Waterloo and

Peniusular Medals—The Clerical a Healthy Profession—Unlawful

Games of the Middle Ages—Itinerant Empirics—Sunday News

papers—Gipsies—The Wordsworth—Double Returns in Parlia

mentary Elections—Curiosities of Corporation Records—Spiritual

Apparitions—The "Dial" System of Telegraphy— Professor

Becker's "Gallus"— Skating Literature—Cricket—London Com

panies, or Guilds—A Travelling Tutor of the Oldeu Time—

Gunpowder Plot—Baths in the Middle Ages—The Little Sum

mer—Whitsuntide—Michaelmas—Christmas Contrasts.

Published by JOHN FRANCIS, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.
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CASSELL, PETTEE, GALPIN & CO.'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

AN ENTIRELY NEW EDITION,

In Monthly Parts, price Is.

PAXTON'S FLOWER GARDEN.

By PROF. LINDLEY and SIR JOSEPH PAXTON.

Thoroughly Eevised and brought down to the present date by Mr. THOMAS BAINES, F.K.H.S., with many entirely

NEW COLOURED PLATES, executed expressly for this Edition.

Part J. ready August 25.

This new issue of Paxton's Flower Garden will be revised and brought down to date, both as regards the text and illus

trations. Many entirely new Coloured Plates will be expressly executed, by the best artists, from paintings made from nature and

produced in fac-similo colours, of the most remarkable plants recently introduced into cultivation. The descriptive letter-press will be

amended and altered in accordance with the latest botanical researches, Mr. Baines supplying fresh original matter descriptive of the New

Coloured Plates, and adding whatever recent information may be found desirable.

*„» Prospectuses at all Booksellers', or postfreefrom tlie Publishers,

NEW BOOKS AND NEW EDITIONS.

THE MEW AND CHEAP EDITION.

LIFE of RIGHT HON. W. E. GLADSTONE. By

BARJTETT SMITH. A SEVENTH EDITION U now ready, price 5j.

OUR OWN COUNTRY. Vols. I. and II. now ready, each com-

plete In itself, and containing upwards of 200 Original Illustrations, and. Steel Frontispiece. Extra crown 4to. cloth,
price 1m. 6rf. each.

"Altogether ' Our Own Country' is a charming book, welt calculated to glre a good Idea of the beauties of oar island town and scenery."
Morning Post.

SHORTER WORKS in ENGLISH PROSE. By Prof. Henry

MORLET. Being Vol. IV. of " CasseH's Library of English Literature." With Original Illustrations, price lis. 6rf.

" A. Terr useful and valuable * Library of English Literature.' It is difficult to giro an Idea of the industry, reading, and Judgment which hare
contributed to produce this vulume. "—Sjwctatar.

The NEW PARLIAMENT. By W. Saunders. A Second Edition

is now on Sale. Price 6s.

MEMORIES of MY EXILE. By Louis Kossuth. On Sale at

all Booksellers'. Price 10s. 64.
" The Tolume is extremely Interesting."—Athm<ru-». "The book is one of rcry great interest and value. "—Seot$man.

GREAT INDUSTRIES of GREAT BRITAIN, with about 400

Illustrations, is now ready, complete in 3 vols, price Is. 6d. each.

CANARIES and CAGE-BIRDS, The ILLUSTRATED BOOK of,

with 56 Fac-simile Coloured Plates, is now published complete In one handsome volume, demy 4to. cloth, price 35s. ;
or half-morocco, 45s.

The Tinus. In reviewing this volume In Its issue of July 22, remarked :—" Altogether the book Is a perfect encyclopaedia on everything relating
to the subject* of which it treat*, and the plates may be studied with no little profit by those who desire to become practical naturalists."

FAMILIAR WILD FLOWERS. By F. E. Hulme. With

Coloured Plates. The BECOND SERIES, complete In I vol. Is now ready, price 12«. fld.

HOW WOMEN MAY EARN a LIVING. The First Edition

having been exhausted, a SECOND EDITION is now ready, price Is. Orf.

' LITTLE FOLKS ' NATURE PAINTING BOOK. Two Editions

of FIFTEEN THOUSAND COPIES of this Work having been rapidly exhausted, a THIRD EDITION of Ten
Thousand Copies is now on Sale, price 1*. ; or cloth gilt, 2*.

The NEW VOLUME of LITTLE FOLKS, with nearly 500 Illus-

trations, is now on Sale at all Booksellers', price 3s. 6tf. ; or 5s. in cloth.

FIELD NATURALIST'S HAND-

BOOK, The. By Kev. J. G. WOOD and THEODORE
WOOD. Second Edition now ready. 5s.

The LANDED INTEREST, and the

SUPPLY of FOOD. By JAMES CAIRD, C.B. F.H.S.
Revised and Enlarged Edition. 5s.

RABBIT-KEEPER, The PRACTI

CAL. By CUNICCLUS. With Illustrations. St. 6d.

DON QUIXOTE. With about 400

Illustrations by Gustave Dore\ Cheap Edition. Demy
4to. 15#.

PICTURES from ENGLISH LITE-

RATURE. With 20 Full-Page Illustrations by Eminent
Artists. Cheap Edition. 5*.

The CHRISTIAN in his RELATIONS

to the CHURCH, the WORLD, and the FAMILY. By
the Rev. DANIEL MOORE, M.A. U. id.

The HISTORY of the WALDENSES.

Reprinted from *The History of Protestantism/ By
the Rev. J. A. WYLIE, LL.D. With Illustrations.
Second Edition now ready. 2s. 6d.

The CHILDREN of HOLY SCRIP-

TURE. ByL. MASSEY. With Full-Page Illustrations.

Ss. 6d.

SUNDAY: its Origin, History, and

Present Obligation. By Archdeacon HESSEY, D.C.L.
Fourth Edition. 6».

CHRIST our REDEEMER; heing

Thoughts and Meditations on our Lord's Life. Selected
and Arranged by HENRY SOUTHGATE. 3*. td.

FRENCH, CASSELL'S LESSONS

in. New and Revised Edition. Considerably Enlarged
by Prof. E. ROUBAUD, B.A. Parts I. and II., cloth,
each 2s. 6>i. ; complete, 4s. 6rf. KEY, Is. 6d.

ENLARGEMENT of

CASSELL'S TIME TABLES,

Commencing ivith the SEPTEMBER ISSUE, price 4d.

With the September issuo CASSELL'S TIME TABLES will he enlarged hy a considerable increase in tho number

of pages, and will contain several improvements, including an additional Map, specially drawn and engraved. The Publishers believe

that the additions and improvements now arranged to be made will tend to the still more extended use of this most serviceable

Guide, of which it has been justly said, that " no counting-house or household should be without a copy."

CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIX & CO. Ludgate-hill, London ; and all Booksellers.

Communication* should be addressed to "The Editor "—Advertisements and Business Letters to *'The Publisher ai the Office, 20. Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.

Printed by E. J. Fujtcis, Athenaeum Press, Took's-court, Chancery-lane, E.C. ; and Published by Joint Facets, at No. TD. \\>llin^ton-«tn^t. Strand, YV.C,

Agent*: for Bcotlxxd, Messrs. Ball ft Bradlute, and,Mr. John Monties, Edinburgh ;—for Ixzlamd, Mr. John Robcrttoo. DnMi*.—Saturday, August 14, 1880.
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PRICE

THREBPBNCB

SBOISTBRED AS A NEWSPAPER

B
KITISH ASSOCIATION for the ADVANCE

MENT of SCIENCE, M. Ai bernarlo-str*

SWANSEA, AUGUST »—SEPTEMBER 1

President-Elset,

ANDREW CROMBIB RAMSAY, Esq , LL.D. P.R.S V.POS
Director-General of the Geological Surrey of the United Kingdom and

of the Museum of Practical Geology.

The Journal. President's Address, and other Printed Papers Issued by
a during the Annual Meeting will be forwarded daily bv
re and others unable to attend, on application and prepay

ment of 2t. fid. to the Clerk of the Association Mr. H. C Snwtiiawi,
Reception Room, Swansea, on or before the first day of the Meeting.

IEXHIBITION of COMPETITIVE ORIGINAL
J DESIGNS for CHRISTMAS CARDS, to be held at the Dudley

Gallery, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly in OCTOBER NEXT AOOf given by
Mr RAPHAEL TUCK. Pine-Art Publisher, to be awarded In Fourteen

of Competition can be bad on application to R. F.
it the Gallery.

1^AC-SIM LLES in COLOUR, produced by the
ARUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, an Sold to the

Public u well aa to Members, at prices varying from 10a to48i.,and
Include the Works of Giotto, Fra Angelico, Perugino, Andrea del Sarto,
Michael Aiwelo. Raphael, Holbein. Albert Dflrer, Ac.—Priced Lists,
with particulars of membership, will be sent, post free, on application
at 24. Old Hood-street, London, W.

MR. HENRY BLACKBURN, Editor of 'Academy
Notre, Ac., will deliver TWO ILLUSTRATED ART-LECTURES

Jn the Season ISWO-t. 1 * The Art of Popular Illustration.' 2 ' Life in
Algeria; or. Sketching In Sunshine.' Illustrated by Sketches and Dia
grams.—Fur particuiars address to 103, Victoria-street, London. S.W.

ARTIST (Exhibitor) gites LESSONS in OIL
PAINTING ( Marine and Landscape).—Address U. 8., », Bolsover-

street, Huston-road, W.

MISS GLYN, 13, Mount-street, Grosvenor-square,
W . U detained in Town, and can therefore TEACH READING

and ELOCUTION to Clergymen, Barristers, and '
vines*.— Miss OLYN purposes resuming he
READINGS for the Winter in OCTOBER.

MISS LOUISE WILLES, of Theatres Drury
Lane. Gaiety, Olympic. Ac, gives LESSONS In DRAMATIC

DECLAMATION and ELOCUTION, both for Professional aad Private
purposes.— 12, sc. Augustine 's-ruad, Oamdeo-square, N. W.

R. N. HELNEMANN'S THREE POPULAR
LECTURES: The HUMAN FACE (Illustrated); The OliEK-

others from the lYo-
PCBLIC SlLUtSPEREAN

I)
AMMERGAU PASSION-PLAY (illustrated;; T

~" J (lilts

GENTLEMAN, a position as
rasa K., Jackson's Library, Albion-street,

S L1VRS and WORKS
of the GREAT GERMAN COMPOSERS i illustrated).—Secretaries of
Institutes, Schools, Proprietors of Halls, Ac, wishing to arrange for
delivery of three Lectures should address Dr. Huxkmaxm, so, Upper
Gloucester-place, Portmiui-square, London.

BREWERS' COMPANY. — The Master and
Wardens of the Worshipful Company of brewers are prepared to

receive applications from Gentlemen deairons of becoming Candidates
for the CLERKSHIP of the COMPANY. Particulars as to the duties
of the office and salary can be obtained on written application to
the Clsbk, Brewers' Hall, Addle-street, B.C., on ur before the 16th of
fryptembcr.

rANTED, by a
SECRETARY.—

Hyde I "ark -square, W.

TO NOBLEMEN, Members of Parliament, &c—
A GENTLEMAN, aged 80 (H.A. Cambridge), with high reference

aa to position and qualifications, desires an APPOINTMENT as KECHE-
TARY -Address B. A., Care of Messrs H A L. Young, jy. Old Bond-
street, W.

LIBRARIAN WANTED.—Messrs. Mawson, Swan
A Morgan require at once a thoroughly experienced and energetic

ASSISTANT. Age auto 30. One who has been in a Library. No others
need apply.—Address 24, 30, and 32, Grey-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

LEADERS for PROVINCIAL PAPERS. — A
OKNTI.EMAN. eiunsed on the SUIT ol > mil; London Paper, Is

prepared to WRITE LEADERS for rBOVlNCIAL JOURNALS. Lir
▼laws.—Address Lbu>bai
Agents, HI, Fleet-street, .

A BARRISTER, who has recently Edited an
Enxhnh Journal published abroad, and practically acquainted with

- desires post of EDITOR, SUB-EDITOR. —French politic* and language, desires
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT, or
With or without view to snbi
llrk-creacent. London, W.

THE EDITORSHIP of a LIBERAL WEEKLY
NEWSPAPER is DESIRED by an experienced Journalist. Con-

"Verwui t with every branch of professic ~
-Address J. L-, c

tlaing Agent*, », Fleet-street, B.C.

THE EDITOR of a PROVINCIAL CONSERVA
TIVE PATER is open to CONTRIBUTE one or more LEADING

ARTICLES per Week on Political and Social Topics -Addreus Ihdbx,
Messrs. Street Brothers, 5, Serle-street, Lincoln's Inn, London.

THE EDITOR of an influential CONSERVATIVE
COUNTY JOURNAL, about to relinquish his position, desires to

find a worthy and competent SUCCESSOR to whom be can transfer bU
responsibility. To a Gentleman of sound Conservative and Church views
and of high moral tone, with fair literary capacity, the post will be
found one agreeable and desirable —Address W. J., care of Messrs.
Jt r rancis, Advertising Agents, W, Fleet-street, EC.

PROFITABLE INVESTMENT.— For SALE, in
One or more Lots, TWELVE SEVEN PER CENT. PREFERENCE

SHARES (301.) in CHAPMAN A HALL, Publishers (Limllea). Half
Year's Dividend Is due shortly —Address BaoroaD. May's *
Offices, US, Piccadilly .

PRESS. — JUNIOR REPORTER desires RE-
BNOAOBMBNT. Verbatim Note-Taker, good Paragrapblst. and

Descriptive Writer. Excellent references At liberty at once.—A. W.
Pcllin, care of Mrs. Calvert. Albion-street, Wakefield.

WANTED to PURCHASE, a Financial and
Working INTEREST In an Influential LONDON JOURNAL.—

Address G. L., care of Mr. A. Barnard. 4fl. Fleet-street, E.C.

TO PRINTERS, LITERARY MEN, and Others.
—The PUBLISHER of an old-esUbi Ished Class Newspaper has the

opportunity of acquiring the COPYRIGHT, by arrangement with the
lYuprietor, who Is retiring. Not being possessed of Capital, the Adver
tiser la desirous of meeting wl
Cash, to assist in the PUKCHA _
to J674, Address and Inquiry Office, the 1

. by letter in the first t
i Office. EC.

1 LOOK. In

PRINTING.—JOHN BALE & SONS, Printers of
the Dmtnl R*msw. the asvf&sawomaw's R+m*w, and other Perlod-

~ —.Pamphlets,
Estimates

irals. are prepared to undertake the PRI
bookwork . Catalogues. Ac, on the mi
tree. — Steam Printing Offices, #7-00,
street, London.

TO AUTHORS AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. WYMAN A: SONS, Printers, Litho-
graphers. Bookbinders, snd Publishers, invite the attention of

Authors to the Facilities offered by their Establishment for the COM
PLETE PRODUCTION of BOOKS of every description, all Departments
of thr Buainras being carried on under the immediate Personal Superin
tendence of the Firm. Inclusive Estimates. Llberslarrangements made
with Authors for the publication of their MSS., whether Scientific,
Artistic, or Worts of Fiction. — Wtmaj* A Sons, Great Queen-street,
London. W C.

LITTLE BOYS. — The Sons of Gentlemen
It E( 'HI VED, careful) y TRAINED, snd EDUCATED by a LADY of

much experience.—Address Mrs. Maxkimnon, Shirley House, St. John's
Park, Rlaekheath.

PRIVATE TUITION for the ARMY, UNIVER-
SITIBS. *c . by an M A , Double Honours. Cambridge, F.O 8.. Ac.

University advantages. Spacious Residence. Forty to Fifty Guineas
Rev. F. C. L&aasaT, St. Andrews-street, Cambridge.per Term.—Rev.

N
ORMANDY.—A FRENCH FAMILY receives
YOUNG LAI) I ES or FAM ILIES as BOAR DER8, by the Week or

Months Healthy situation on the Coast between Honfleur and Trourllle.
ithing and beautiful Keener? —Address Madabsds Hail.usul,Good Rsthing i

a Crlcqueboeuf, i r YUlerviile, Calvados.

IEDUCATION.—A CLERGYMAN wishes for Two
J CHILDREN to BDUCATB with his own Will superintend their

Education; instruct in Ijitin and Arithmetic Resident Governess;
Large House . healthy situation ; Three Miles from the Coast, Four Mtlea
from Rnnerdsle Lake ; Pony Carriage kept.—Rev. O. B. Aambs, Vicarage,

EDUCATION in GERMANY.— Mrs. Phipbon,
-I..J 8, Alexander Stress*, Stuttgart, receives Into her House a few
YOUNG LADIES. A Realdent German Governess (Hanoverian), and
the advantages of an English Home, with High-class Education.—Refer
ences : Dr. Carpenter, C.B . fi«. Begent's Park-road, London ; A. J,
El king ton, Esq., Sandyford, " '

T^DUCATION in S WITZ E RL AN D. — New
Xj FRAUENSTBIN ACADEMY, ZUG. Established 1825. Prepara
tion for the Universities, Commercial Department, German, French,
Italian Large Modern Building, Gymnasium, Playground, and Garden.
Cold and Warm baths. Highest references. lYospcclu* on application.
—W. Fuchs, Proprietor; F. M. Ki nz. Principal, bate Head Principal of
she Swiss (International) School, Oenoa.

A HANOVERIAN LADY, having lived in England
four years, would like to RECEIVE into her home a few PUPILS.

Thorough education References exchanged. For particulars apply to
A. W., 12, Bedford-place, W.C.

IENGLISH SCHOOL, St. PETERSBURG, Russia.
J —WANTED, a First-Class CERTIFICATED MASTER for Middle-

Class Day School of Forty Hoys Salary. l4o* , with Furnished lodging,
Lighting, and Fuel Journey paid. Must be competent to train Choir.
—Apply by letter, with references, to W. E. Husbabd, jun. Esq., A, St.

MILL HILL SCHOOL. — The Michaelmas
TERM commences on THURSDAY, September 23rd, lsao —

Applications for admission to be addressed to the Head Master, Dr.
WrTNOtni. Mill Hill School. Middlesex. N.W. The Boarding-House. in
charge of the Rev. Ronxar Haslet, F R.S , of whom particulars as to
Fees Aa mav be obtained. Is within a few minutes' walk of the School-
house —Address Rev. R. Ouut, F.R.S., Burton Bank, Mill Hill, Mid
dlesex, N.W.

MRS. O'BRIEN'S SCHOOL for EIGHT LITTLE
BOYS (Sons of Gentlemen), RosevUle, Ventnor, I. W.—AUTUMN

TERM commences SEPTEMBER 26th Thorough Preparatory Training
for Public Schools. English, Latin, Arithmetic, French, and Drawing.
An experienced Nurse kent. Highest references.

T*HE DORECK COLLEGE for LADIES, 63,
A Kensington Gardens-square, Hyde Park, W.—The AUTUMN TERM
begins SEPTEMBER ltth

Pi m ci pals- Miss M. B. BAILEY and Frialein NBUHOFER.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL for the SONS of
GENTLEMEN. M. Kensington Gardens-square, Hyde Park, W.—

The CLASSES RE-ASSEMBLE SE1TEMBER 14th.
Principals—Miss M B. BAILEY and PrluJeln NBUHOFER.

STRATFORD-ON-AVON.—TRINITY COLLEGE
SCHOOL —The Warden, RICHARD F. CURRY, M A,, is assisted

by Seven Resident Graduate Masters, Two being specially for Modern
for Young

i 90Boy.
and

iguages. (
a. Large

ig special ly f<
Classical and Modern Sides). Junior Department
Playgrounds, Fires Courts, Gymnasium, Ac
a.—Apply to the WaauxN.

u
NIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

Tht SESSION of Uie FACULTY ol MBDICINB will begin O. MON
DAY. October ah
The SR88ION of the FATOLTIKS of ARTS and LAWS and of

BCIBNt'E will begin on OCTOBER 6th.
Instruction la provided for Women In all snbjecte taught In the

Faculties of Arts and Law, and ol Science.
1'roepct'tuses and Copies ol the Regulation, relating to the Entrance

and other Exhibitions. Scholarships. Ac (value about 2.0001.;, may be
obtained from the College, (Jowcr-street, W C.
Thr EXAMINATIONS for the ENTRANCE EXHIBITIONS will be

held ou the ?»th aod »th of SR1TBMIJKR.
The SCHOOL for BOYS will RB-Ol'BN on SEPTEMBER list.
The CoUege Is close to the Gower-street Station of the Metropolitan

Railway TALFOURD ELY, MA. Secretary.

UNIVERSITY HALL, GORDON-SQUARE, W.C.
—Students of University College, London, reside In the Hall

under Collegiate discipline, Thf Hall has been approved by the secre
tary of State for India as a place of Residence for selected Candidates for
the Indian Civil Service.—Full particulars as to Rent of Rooms, Foes, Ac,
on application to the Principal or Secretary, at the Hall.

E A. WURTEBU

^HE QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY in
ULEEN'S COLLEGE, BELFAST.

ELAND.

The COLLEGE SESSION for IfWO-81 will OPEN on TUESDAY".
October 19. when the supplemental Matriculation and Scholarship
Examination* will be proceeded with, as laid down in the College
Calendar There will be a second Matriculation Examination un Tues
day, November
The Lectures In Arts and Medicine will

November 2; the Law Lectures on December 1.
The Lectures on Botany, Midwifery, and Medical Jurisprudence, and

the Summer Course* of Practical Chemistry and Experimental Physics
will commence on May 2. 1MI.
Forty-six Junior and Eight Senior Scholarships founded by Charter in

the several Departments of Arts, Medicine, Law, and Civil Engineering
are awarded by Examination, and a successful candidate may hold
scholarships during the whole period of his College course. Junior
Scholars are exempted from one-half of the Class Pees during the term of
scholarship.
There will be awarded at the commencement of the Session 1880-81 a

Porter Scholarship, of the annual value of 50.., tenable for two years,
and open to Undergraduates In Arts of two years standing , a Sullivan
Scholarship, of the annual value of 40i , tenable for three years, and
open to students entering the Course In Arts, who have been Pupils
during at least three years In the Schools of the Royal Belfast Acadcmlral
Institution ; and a Danville Studentship, tenable for two years, of the
value of 4W for the first year, and louf. for the second year, open to
Students of three or more years' standing. One of the Scholarships
founded by the Rev A. H. Pakenham. and the Exhibitions connected
with the Roys! Academical Institution, and with the Belfast Methodist
College, will be awarded at the same time.
The College Classes embrace the branches of instruction required for

admission to the Civil and Military Services, and for the Indian and
other public competitive Examinations.

>*ar further information see the Belfast Queen's College Calendar for
1B80 ; or apply, personally or by letter, to the Registrar of the College.

(By order of the President)
JOHN PURSER, M A ,

rrHE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.—The Owens

X COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.—A Prospwtns, containing informa
tion ou [be Courses of Instruction, Fees, Scholarships, Exhibition*. Ac,
may be obtained on application to the Registrar. The Calendar will be
published early in September.

J. HOLME NICHOLSON, Registrar pro tern.

THE OWENS COLLEUE, MANCHESTER. —
The COLLEGE SESSION 188U-SI will BEGIN, in the Medical

Di part ment on FRIDAY, the 1st October; in the Arts, Science, and
l.nw Departmint, on TUESDAY, the 5th October; und in the Evening
Classes Department, on MONDAY, the llth October. Prospectuses are
published tor each of these Departments, and may be obtained on appli
cation to the lU'Ki*trar Fuller details respecting the Courses ol Instruc
tion Fees Scholarships, Exhibitions. *c . will be foand in the Calendar,
which may be obtained early in September (price ; post free, ^. Uf.>
from Mr. Cornish. 33, Piccadilly, sud other boolisellera in Manchester,
and from Measts. Macmillan A Co.. London.
The syllabus of the Evening Classes may now be obtained from Mr.

CoruiHli'j price fid. , post tree, Id.).ii> >z HOLME NICHOLSON, Registrar.

RIGHTON COLLEGE.—The Next Teem will

icnce on TUESDAY, September 21st.
F. W. MADDEN, M.R.A.9., Secretary.

B

THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE,
Spring-grove, Middlesex, W. (founded under the auspices of the

late Richard Cobden) — Latin, French. German, and Natural Science
taught to every Boy, in addition to Mathematics. Greek on the Classical

Hut and Cold Water.
Each Boy has a separate Bed-room.
Terms 70, 80, and MO Guineas, according to age.
The NEXT TERM commences Mouday, SepU-mbcr 3f.
Apply to the Head Master, H. R. Lal.su.. MA

QUEEN'S COLLEUE, 43 and 45, Harley-street,
London.—Incorporated by Royal Charter for the Education of

Women, and for Ki'anting Ortiflcatee of Knowledge.
The MICHAELMAS TERM will begin, in School, on MONDAY Sep-

U-mber «th, and In the College on MONDAY, October 4tb Entrance
Examination In College, THURSDA .. , September 3U- in School
SATURDAY, September HA. ' *^ ' '

In addition to the usual Curriculum In the School and the Foar v ■ --
of the College Course, which prepares for the Matriculation Examina
tion of the University of London, a higher course of instruction has also
been established fur Students preparing for the Degree ExaiuinaUous of
tbe hum University.
Special Courses of Leetnres are given In connexion with this Course,

which is not open to Girls under the age of Eighteen. The Fee for each
Course of Ten Lectures is It. It., and the Compounder's Fee of 41. At. a
Term Includes also such full private tuition as may be found necessary,
and may be applied lor by Pupils preparing for the ExaiiunatioDS. A
reduction is ma- e in the case of Associates of the College.
Boarders are received by Mrs Caspsntbs., 38, Harley-street, W. ; Miss

Kmott. Devonshire Lodge, \ork-gate, W. ; Mrs. Rcssxll, 9, Oppidojis-
ruad, Primrose-hill, N.W. , Miss VYooo. 41, Harley-street, w. , and lull
information in regard to these and all other matters connected with
the College may be obtained, by letter, addressed to the Sixrctajit, up
to the -ili of September; alter that day by personal application at
the College, between the Hours ol Eleven and Three.
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LEAMINGTON COLLEGE. — Entrance
SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION on SEPTEMBER U and 15 —

Address Rev. D. Wood, College, Leamington-, or, alter August lit,
Craigbtde, Fellxitow, Ipswich.

TRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—LOCAL Ex
aminations in ELEMENTARY GENERAL KNOWLEDGE,

December 7 8, 9, and 10. 1880. National Prlxes of 10/. and 6f —The Regu-
.. . . . _ .... YxaA of any ol

London, W.
lationB with Syllabus or Selected Subjects, may now be h
the Local Sncamaim, or of the SEcasTAar, Trinity College

rjiRINITT COLLEGE, LONDON.

SESSION for the ACADEMICAL YEAR, lM0-n.-The NEXT SES
SION will commence on MONDAY, October II, when the Rot. the
WARDEN will deliver the INAUGURAL ADDRESS of the Session, and
the Public Distribution of Frlxea and Diplomas will take place.
The following is a List of the Classes, together with the Fees per Term

in iuUi iu. l . FACULTY OF MUSIC.

r Saunders. Mus D. (Oxon). Tt. Is.
ussor Westbrook. Mus. D (Comb). II. 1*.
■ehentration—E. H. Turpln, L. Mus. T.C.L. 2\. 2s.

i. H. Turpln. 1/ 1*.
i' Theory'Classes—Humphrey J. Stark, Mm P (Oxon ). U 1*.

niologv or Vocal Organs—Llewelyn Thomas. M D. II. 1*.
i-nrsioloflTf or the Ear—Lennox Browne. PR C S. (Bdiu.). II. la,
Organ-W. Stevenson Hoyte, L. In. T.C.L., and William Pinney,

Flaaoforte^Bno^'aTT Turner, Mtrt. B. (Comb.), Edward Silas, King
Hall, and Alma Sanders. 3t. 2s.

Harmonium—King Hall. 21. 2s.
Singlng-J. C. Beuthln, A R A. Mus., Enrico Nappl, Wallace Well*, and

Kate Steel, 21 2s.
Violin—L. SxcxepanowskL 91. 2s.
Violoncello—Edmund Woolbouso. 3. 2s.
Flute—J. RadclUT 31. S*.
Oboe—A. J. B. Dubrucq. 31. 3*.
Clarinet—Henry Laaarus. 3f . 3a>
Harp—John Cheshire. 3L 3*.
Claw-Singing—Dr. Westbrook. Is. fid.
Extemporaneous Playing— Edward Silas. 31. 3s.
Figur-d Bass Plaviug— II. J. Stark, Mus.B. (Oxon.). 31. 3*.
ITcparatorv Musical Class—E. Burritt Lane, L. Mus. T.C.L. is.
Choral Service Class for Clergy—The Rev. the Warden. 21. 2s.

FACULTY OF ,

Latin—Rev. G. T. Handford, M.A. If. Is,
Greek—Rev. T. it. Stokoe, D.D. II. It.
French Language and Literature—J. de* Portes, R.L. fParisL II. Is.
German Language and Literature—Professor H. Lemming. U. is.
Italian Language and Literature—Dr. Dalmasso. II. Is.
Bniflish Literature-Rev. W A. Hales, M.A. 11 Is.
Mathematics—R P. Jones. B A. U. Is.
History—Wm. Douglas Hamilton. F B.A. 11 It.
Chemistry— R. H . Scanea Spicer, R Sc. 11. 1 $.
Zoology—G. W. Ktoxam, M A F.L.8. F.Z.8. IL Is.
Botany—Rev. George Henslow, MA F.L.8. F G.8. II. Is.
Geology and Physical Geography—Rev. J. F. Blake, M A F.G.8. II. Is.
Political Economy—George A. Smith, M.A, 11. Is.
Mental Science—A. Rassett Hopkins, M.A. II. Is.
Physiology—Lennox Browne, F.R.C.S. II. Is.
Public Heading—C. Worgan Dew, M.A. II. Is.
Matriculation Course—W, J. Jennings, B.A. 21. 2a.

There are separate Classes for Ladles.
Student* may enter for any single Subject.
Particulars of Open Exhibitions, Gold an'

awards to Students, may be obtained on a]

Mandeville-plaee, Manchester-square, W.

TRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON. — HALLS of
RESIDENCE —The HALLS of RESIDENCE, affiliated to Trinity

College, London, are designed for YOUNG MEN who may be engaged
doting the day cither as Students or in other business. They reside
ander Collegiate rules, and obtain the advantages of a College life, and
must attend at least One Course of Lectures in Art or Music, cither
on one morning or one evening in the week during Term. Residents
may also prepare for the College Diplomas or University Degrees. The
Halls are sltnate In the various London districts, within easy access of
the College, the Medical Schools, and the City. There arc separate
Halls for Lady Residents,
All applications should be addressed, in the first Instance, to the

SscaarAaT, Trinity College, London, W.

TRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—The
CALENDAR for the ACADEMICAL YEAR 18*0-81 (seventh

yearly Issue, enlarged to about 500 pp., price 3*. 64. ), includes particulars
of the following r—List of Officers, Council, Profes*sors, and Lecturers.
Ac.—Regulations for the Public Examinations for Diplomas and Certifi
cates (higher and local) in Music and Arts—SyUabun of Class** and
Lectures in each Faculty—Prizes and Scholarships—Resident students-
Students' Evenings ana Debating Society—the Physiological School-
Examination Papers in Music and Arts—College Library—Lists of Stu
dents, Institutions In Union, Honorary Members. Local Secretaries,
Licentiates ami Associates la Music, Licentiate*. Associates, and Matri
culated Students in Art*. Map of the United Kingdom, showing Branches
ami luteal Examination Centres. Ac—Printed for the College by Cossell,
Fetter. Ualpin & Co., and sold by William Reeve*, 185, Fleet-street, B.C.,
or through any Bookseller.

BEDFORD COLLKGE (for Ladies), 8 and 9,
York-place, Portman-square, London (near the Raker-street Station

of the Metropolitan Railway),—The College provides Systematic Lecture*
by Professors in the higher i objects of Instruction, and Preparatory
Classes for Junior Students. The Course is adapted for those who Intend
to Matrirulate or Graduate In the University of London. The SESSION
will RRGIN on THURSDAY. October 14. AM new Student* are to
present themselves between 11 and 4 on TUESDAY, October 12.
TWO AKNOTT SCHOLARSHIPS will beawarded by open competition.
Prospectuses, with particulars of Scholarship*. Hoarding, Ac., may be

had at the College. HENRIETTA LB BRETON, Hon. Sec.

H

IGH SCHOOL OF EDINBURGH.

whirh a thoroughly Practical as well as a thoroughly Liberal Education
can be ImpsuOea. The Classes are strictly limited, and care is taken to
give each boy that kind of culture of which he is most capable, and
which is most nec«*-ary for him. A SEVENTH CLASS will be formed
on the 1st of OCTOBER to continue the work of the Sixth Classical,
and to prepare Pupils for the Indian Civil Service, and for Military and
UniYfT*itT Examination*. . . .
Full information is contained in the Report and Prospectus, which

may be hittl on application to the Janitor, at the School
the Bdinlmnrh School Hoard, 9. Ca*tlo-*tr**t -t
sellers In Edmbiirgh. . — ^ .

Pupils will he enrolled at the Hhrh School on W LDNRSDA\ , the 29th,
anil TJIVUSHW the -T"tb September, from Twelve till Three o'clock.
The SCHOOL HK-A<*EMHLBR no FRIDAY, 1st October, ul Nine

o'clo-k when the FIRST CLASS will be forme* by Dr. DONALDSON
and Mr. M'LAGAN.

; to the Clerk to
to the principal Book-

s

T. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL and

COLLEGE
Th* WINTER SESSION wiTl begin on FRIDAY, October 1st.
The CI laical Practice ol the Hospital comprise* a service of 710 Beds,

inclusive of 34 Reds for Convalescents at Hltrhirat*.
Students can reside within the Hospital,
For all particulars application may b~

Collea-e, the College, Bt. Jlartholomew* I
A Handbook forwarded on application.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL and

COLLEGE.
OPEN SCHOLARSHIPS.

THREE SCHOLARSHIPS are offered for Open Competition at St
Bartholomew's Hospital. The Examination will begin SEPTEMBER 27.

1. A Scholarship, of the value of 13ui., open to Candidates unrfm* 25
years of age, and who have not entered at any Metropolitan Medical
School. Subjects of Examination: Botany, Chemistry, Physics. Zoology

2. A Scholarship, of the value of 130*., open to Candidates under 20
years of age. The other conditions and subjects arc the same as the

above.3 The Jeoffreson Exhibition (value 501 L open to Candidate* who have
not entered at any Metropolitan Medical School. Subject*; Mathe
matics and Latin, and any Two of the following Langutures.at the option
ol the Candidate: Greek. French. German. The successful Candidates
will be required to enter at St Rartholomew'n Hospital.

4. Preliminary Scientific Exhibition,—On OCTOBER 21 there will be
an Examination (limited to Students of the Hospital of less than six
months' standlugj for the above Exhibition, value .WJ. The Subject*
are those ol the }*rcUminary Scientific Examination of the London

University
The successful Candidates for the above Four Scholarship* are eligible

in succeeding years for the Scholarship* of the School ; viz.. First Year
Three: (1) Ml., (2)301,(3)201. Second7 Year: (1) 501 Third and Fourth
Year : ft> 40/., (2) 30/., (3) 301., and for the several Prizes.
For further particulars application may be nude, personally or by

letter, to the w*m.rs of the College, the College, flt. Bartholomew's

Kinjt iwxiios. , . _ .
O ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS, of the annual value of 2-V and
>r annum, tenable for Two Years, will be competed for on OCTO-

THE MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL.—The WINTER
SESSION will OPEN on MONDAY. October 4th, with the DIS

TRIBUTION of PRIZES la the New Lecture Theatre. The Medical
School, which i* now belnjr considerably enlarged, provides the most
complete means for the Education of Student* preparing for the Uni
versity of London, the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeon*, and theother
Licensing Bodies.
TWC

301. pei
BER 1st and 2nd.
Further information may be obtained from the Dram- or the Rzkidkkt

Medical Officer, at the Hospital ANDREW CLARK, Dean.

Now rcadv,

CATALOGUE of OLD and CURIOUS LITERA
TURE. Family History, Topography. Freemasonry, First Editions,

Heraldry, Ireland, Catholicism, Theology, Ac. Catalogues gratis and
post free.—J. F. Msehajv, Pulteney-bridge, Bath.

THE WOODBURY PERMANENT PHOTO-
GRAI'HIC PRINTING COMPANY have new brought their

WOODBURYTYPE Process to Buch perfection that it is generally
recognized as tho best mean* of Reproducing Worka of Art, Portrait*
from Life, Views from Nature, Architectural Subjects, Ac.

It* advantages are :—
I. Extreme delicacy in the half-tones, depth and brilliancy of the

shadow*, and perfect detail in every part.
3. Rapidity with which thousands of impressions of equal quality can be

produced.
3. Economy and Permanency.
The processes known as the CARBON and COLLOTYPE are also

extensively worked by this Company ; but. though useful for certain
subjects, the Prints by these processes do not possess the brilliancy and
uniformity of Woodburvtvpe*
The WOODBURYTYPE PROCESS is largelv used in BOOK ILLUS

TRATION by all the leading Publishers, including—
Messrs. MacmiUan A Co. | Messrs. Sampson Low ft Co.

,, Chapman A Hall. „ John Murray.
„ Hem ley ft Son.

Geo. Bell A Sons.
Estimate*. Specimens, and all

the SHcaxTAaT.
167, GREAT PORTLAND-STREET. LONDON, W.

, Ubister ft Co. , Ac.

B

OOK ILLUSTRATIONS
In Permanent Photography.

■Old I

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY beg to call atten
tion to their svstem of BOOK ILLUSTRATION by mom of the

Autotype system of PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHY.
This system possesses the following ADVANTAGES :■—

FIRST.—For small Editions of 500 to 1,000 it la cheaper than any known
method, as the cost of the original plates la small.

SECOND —Being Photographic It presents an absolute faithful copy of
the object deatred to be represented , inch a picture as the reader
recognizes as a true representation.

THIRD —The Illustrations ore printed direct on the page of the book,
avoiding the disagreeable cockling incident to all mounted Photo
graphs.

"VfAGNIFICENT WORKS have already been

J.™.L executed in the foUowing line* :—
PAUIOORAPHICAL. - * The Codex Alcxandrtnus,' • The Utrecht

Psalter,' 1 The Yearly Fasciculus of the Palaographical Society,'
' Milton's Common-Place Book,' Ac.

NUMISMATICAL.—The Catalogues of Greek and Roman Coin* for the
Trustee* of the British Museum, Mr. R. V. Head's 'Coinage of
Syracuse,' the Illustrations to the Numismatic Chmnietw, ftc.

BOOKS of TRAVEL—' China and it* People.' by J. Thorn*on . F.R.G 8.,
a magnificent work, illustrated with over 250 large photographs;
' The Voysge of tho Challenger,' by Blr Wyrille Thompson ; and
many smaller works.

TOPOGRAPHICAL.—'Relic* of
and many others.

CIVIL ENGINEERING —'Le* Travau» publics do France,' executed
under the direction of a Department of the State, published by
J. Rothschild, Rue des St. Peres. This magnificent work gained the
gold medal at the Paris Exposition, 1678,

ARCHITECTURAL -'The Roof Sculptures of Norwich Cathedral/ with
a History of the Cathedral, by the Very Rev. the Dean of Norwich.

A vast number of works tn other department*, large and smalt, have
been illustrated by the Autotype Proreasnf Rook Illustration, amongst
which mav be noted—The PROUT a*d HUNT DRAWINGS, by Mr
Ruskin; The KEKAMIC ART of JAPAN. Anekdey and Bowea, both
French and English Edition • The TAPESTRY of BAYEUX, French
and English Edition, ftc.

COST.—As a specimen of cost, it may be stated
that Stt Illustrations' to a demy 8ro. volume for an Edition of

1,000 would coat less than lCkf. per copy.
V Price List and Specimen* sent upon application.

TN the AUTOTYPE GALLERY will be found
A a nobl* COLLECTION of FAC-SIMILEfl of the OLD MASTERS,
including the most celebrated Werks of Fra Angelico, Fra Bartolomeo
Correalo. Dtirer. Holtwin. Michael Anaelo. Raphael. Rubens. Andrea del
Sorto. Titian. Leonardo da Vine!, ftc , selected from the principal
Galleries of Europe. Fine examples of the Modern School, lacludlug
Poyater. K.A., Meuwonnler, De KeaviMe. Rossettl. Rurne-Jone*. ftc.
By this process the reproduction of Pictures. Drawings, and Original

Works of Art are so perfect as to make it difficult in some case* to dis
tinguish th* Copy from the Original Work. The Fae-slmile* are pro
duced in permanent pigment*, which may be of th* some kind a* those
used in the Original. Block. Brown, Sepia, Blue, Red, are all available
Colour*, Artist* can have their Pictures Reproduced without the ex
pense and delay of engraving, and with the minimum of risk . Size* of
Plates from lu Inche* to 48 inches A visit to the Autotype Gallery will
prove how readily the walls of ansa* can be adorned with artistic
masterpieces at little cost Picture* and Photographs Mounted and
Framed Pictare* carefully Cleaned and Restored.

Send for the AUTOTYPE COMPANY'S
Gratis t* purchase

„ . J. R. SAWYER, Director of
W. 8. BLRD, General Manager.

^HB MULTIPLEX COPYING PROCESS
gives Forty Copies of Circulars, Music. Drawing*, ]

This Process has been adopted by Her Majesty's Government, who
have paid the Inventor (Mr. Fellows) 500t. for the privilege of uaing it
throughout all their Department*. No tedious washing oil. Suits aU
climates. Negative* available for year*. Full particulars post free.

CHARLES FELLOWS, 18, Tettenhall-road Wolverhampton.

M

UDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

BOOKS FOR SEASIDE LIBRARIES,

in the price of Recent Novels and
Book*.

__ CATALOGUE. Special Edition
now ready, postage free on application.

Limited, New Oxford-street.

LONDON LIBRARY.
12, BT. JAMES S-SQUARE.—Founded in 1841.

Patron—U.K.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.
President—THOMAS CARLYLE. B*q.

This Library contain* 90.000 Volumes of Ancient and Modem Lite
rature, In various Languages. Subscription, 3i. a year, or 21., with

fee of «<.; Life Membership, JSi. w w^
allowrd to Countrv, and Ten to Town Members,
jm Ten to half-past Six. Prospectus on appli-

ERT HARRISON, Secretary and Librarian.

THE UNITED LIBRARIES, 307, Regent-
J. street W —Snbscrlptlona from One Guinea to any amount,
according to the supply required. All the best New Books, English,
French, and German, immediateJv on publication. ITospectuses, with
Liau of New Publications, gratis and post free.—*.* A Cleunince
Catalogue of Surplus Books offered for Sale at greatly reduced prices,
may also be had, free, on application —Boom's, CncaTon's. Hodosom a,
and Saundkh* A Orurf'* United Libraries, 307, RegenWitreet, near the

Polytechnic

STAR RUBY.—A remarkably fine specimen for
SALE. Also a few Mounted Cats' Byes, Vases in Siberian Oven-

turine.—Bavca Wbh.ht, Mineralogist and Expert in Gem* and Precloua
Stones, 90, Great Russell-street, Bloom*bury, London, W.C

"VTR. TENNANT, F.G.S., Professor of Mineralogy

and Geology, Mtneralogist by appointment to Her Majesty and

the Baroness Burdett-Coutto, 149, Strand, London, W.C., having been

fifty year* in business, contemplates shortly IlETIRING, and offer* for

SALE several of hi* extensive COLLECTIONS of MINERALS. ROCKS,

sad FOSSILS. They are well adapted for first-class Educational Estab

lishments, Provincial or Colonial Museums, or for tho private study of

wishing to become acquainted with the ahove-

From 1,000 to 6,000 Guinea* each.

THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
1 WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

reirard to the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW U.
THOMPSON, Studio, 43, George-street, Portman-square, W.

TO ARTISTS.—STUDIO TO LET, 20 ft. by 16 ft.,
small Ante-room and Corridor, in Percy-street. lately in the occupa

tion of Signer Vuwontl.—Order to view at White, Wncna A Co. »,
7 Pcrcy-atreet, Tottenham Court-road.

<Sale bB ^nciictt

To Catmouimtrs and Collectors.—A very choice CoUseticn of
Rare Antique Cnrrcd Knglixk Oak Furniture, the l^roperty
o^a Gentleman, and removedfrom the Hallfor convenience of

PARK-ROW ANn SOUTH PARADE ALTCTION ROOMS, LEEDS.

MESSRS. HARDWICK & YOUNG are favoured
with instructions to SELL by AUCTION , on MONDA V, August 2»,

hi their Great Room. Park-row. Leeds, a valuable COLLECTION of Old
English CARVED OAK FURNITURE find HISTORICAL SPECIMENS,
inrluding Settles—Fireplace from Nottingham Castle—several Cabinet*,
Tables. Chairs. Chests, Clocks, Coffers, Wardrobe, and other Pieces, many
with Names, Dales, and Coats of Arms—and Belies of the Poet* Milton
Lord Byron, and Sir Walter Scott j also an Altar of Nell Gwynne's. Ac.
Full Descriptive Catalogue* may bo had of the Auctioneers, and posted

toapplieants.
The Furniture may be viewed on the 20th and £

BRITISH ASSOCIATION MEETING at

SWANSEA, 188a

published in Book f
post, 2i. Id.

at the conclusion of the Meetings,

should address C. J. I. W

J^OTES axt> QUERIES. (Sixth

This Daw's Ifumbtr contain*—

NOTES :—London PnhHshers, 1737-43—Blunders in our English DteOo-
narie*—Shokspearlana—Pictures in Spain—Old Scotch Kirk Keosiun
R*«ord*— Trousers — Richard III.—Contemporary Witchcraft —
Superstition i Counts in Poanerania—Coventry and Ladr Godiva—
" Neither scrip nor screed "—Unindexed Pedigree*—" A hair of the
dog that bit you "—Flukes In Sheep—The Douce Bequest to the
British Museum.

QUERIES :—Two Medieval HomUles—Belwynlana—Tennyson's ' Ayl-
mer's Field '—Dolmens in Hampshire—" Bulrush "—Luis de Camoena
—Thomas Newberry—Di Hivarolo—R. Pricket—W. Pulleyn—J.
Witty—Withal s -Short English - Latin Dictionary ' — Porta del
Fopolo^—"Now, look handy," ftc—Boutall's - Christian Monuments '
—J Noble, Chepstow—Coleridge's Nom de Guerre—The Parish ot
Ilkley.

REPLIES :—The Publication nf Genealogical State Paper* i the Record
Office—Early Gillravs—Ancient Portraits In Early ITlnteu Book*—
Col R Phaire—The" 29th of February—" Read ana run "—Heraldry :
the Right to bear Arms—S. T. Coleridge — ' Asinego "--Original
Price* of Famous Books—Lime Tree*—" Caviare "—Ventir>Salnt-
Gri*— To " County-court "— Plague of London. 1886— Father of
Robert fltx Hurdinu ' Cock Rubin" — President H. Lawrcm-e- -
8. Dunch, M.P. — "Pamphlet" — "Monitor" or Backboard —
" Raith " — History of Literary Forgeries — Poetical
Printed a* Prose—Christ's Hospital — The Bonythoo
"Jingo " — A " Time-blink "—Manslaughter—Sawen of
Spindle Whorl*—"No Place "—Tom Brown—The TrophyTax—llan-

tagenet.
NOTES on ROOKS :—John and Charles Wesley's ' Eucharist1c Manual* '

—BagoC's ' Art of Poetry of Horace '—Furnes* s - King I<02T'—Gar
diner's ' Hamilton Papers, IS.'19-lflAO '—Houtrhton'a 'Natural History
of tbe Ancients '—Brooke a ' My Fossils, ' ftc.

Notice* to Correspondents, ftc.
Published by John Francis, 20, W'ellington-etreet, Strand, W C.
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ERRA - COTTA in ARCHITECTURE ; with
Designs —See the BUILDER (4d , by post, 4ld. ) ; aUo far View of
n Mouse, Vienna; and Art-Exhibition Building — Aboritcinal

Ami*rira—A ("ax ton Memorial — On the Node in Art—
Force.;
Architecture

MMIE DRESDEN GALLERY.—The Weekly Pub-
J. licatloa of a Series of elaborate Reproduction*, on a Unre acale. of
the celebrated l'aint.nas in the Dresden Gallery was commenced in the
ARCHITECT of Saturday. July 3rd, when Two Engraving*, of the
* Adoration of the Mairi ' and the ' Marriage of Cans,' by Paul Venuirte,
•were given. Each measures -S in. by 13 In. Price *d , or by poat. Ad.
Publishing Offices, 175, Strand, London, W.C. ; and of all N«i

Now ready, m Sro. price lit. cloth,

TRANSACTIONS of the NATIONAL ASSOCIA

TION for the PROMOTION of SOCIAL SCIENCE, Manchester
"T9.

• The Volnn.es from lsdD to W7B may also be had.

London: 1 ntajw— A Oo-

Second Edition, One Shilling, or thirteen stamps by post,

KIN DISEASES TREATED HOMIEPATHI-
CALLY. By WASHINGTON BPPS, L.H CP. One Hundred Cases,

Including forty distinct varieties of Skin Diseases.
i Epps * Co. 48, Threadneedle-street, and 170, Piccadilly

S

In a few days, leap sto. cloth, price 5*.

PIRIT GRAVITIES. By Thomas
M D . Fellow and Examiner In Chemistry to the

. ally adapted for the use of public
in the analysis of alcoholic Uqeid.

John Van Voorst, I, Paternoster-row.

s
1'hysicians. Lecturer on Chemistry at Guy's Hospital.
This work is spa '

N

Just ready, with Illustrations, price 3s. Gd. post free,

OTES on SKETCHING TOURS.
By AN ARCHITECT

Published at the Offices of the ItrtfuK Architect. London and Manchf
and by K. T. BaUford, A3, High Hoiborn, London. To be had >

DR. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the
only Successful Method of Curing this Disease. By ROBERT O.

WATTS, M.I) F.R.S.L., F.C.S., Ac., A, Bulstrode-street, Cavendiab-
London. W
London : C. Mitchell A Co. Red Lion-court, Fleet-street.

square,

In L'se at Eton, Westminster, Harrow, Cheltenham College, Christ's
Hmptial, St. Paul's, Merchant Taylors'. City of London School,
Greenwich Hospital School. Edinburgh Academy, Ac.

A GGRAVATING LADIES ; being
BTm of " A
blng Hooka

a List of

liminarr MigireiaioM ud the Art of deacrii
Bj ULI'RAR HAMST. Price la Sd

Quaritch, 14, Plccadlllj.

THE TUBKI8H LANGUAGE.

DR. WELLS'S PRACTICAL GRAMMAR of the
TVHKISH LANGUAGE, as Spoken aid Written Sro. xli-JTI

pp. cloth. 1S»

EDHOUSE S TURKISH DICTIONARY, in TwoREDHOUS
Fart.. Bscmittb and Turanh and Turkiah and Knicllab Second

Ui-viwi mid Kutaritcd Kditiun, by l>r WELL8. svu. XTl-and SM pp.
IBW

,ELILLE'8 NEW GRADDATED COURSE.

The Beginner's Own French Rook. 2*.—Key to the

■ame. Sc.

Easy French Poetry for Beginners. 2t.

French Grammar. 5*. W.—Key to the same, 3t.

Repertoire des Prolateorg. G». 6d.

Modelee de Poesie. 6*.

Manuel Etymologique. 'It. 6d.

A Synoptical Table of French Verbs. 6d.
Walttakar at Co. At. Maria-lane

IDLAND RAILWAY OFFICIAL TIME-
TABLK8 —Adrerueemenc. iliouid be sent before Uie £md of eachM

THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIBW.—
Advertisement* for the fortae,Mar XmM ahoojd be seat ta

B.C.

LL the YEAR ROUND.—Conducted

before the ltfth of f
—Advei

ND.—Conducted by Charles
for All Ik. fear Xaund should be Mat

NOT1CB TO ADVERTISERS.

ADAMS tc FRANCIS insert ADVERTISEMENTS

NOW READY,

In One Volume, crown 8vo. price 3«. id. cloth gilt,

BENEDICT A.

By Mrs. ALFRED PHILLIPS.

i 4c Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

mudie's select library.

McCarthys history of our own times.

One Thousand Copies of the New Volumes of Mr.

justin McCarthy's 'history of our own times'

mil be placed in circulation at MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY

on FRIDAY NEXT, the day ofpublication.

V REVISED LISTS of NEW and CHOICE BOOKS lattly added to the Library,

and CATALOGUES of SURPLUS COPIES withdrawn for Sale, at greatly Reduced Prices,

are now ready, and will be forwarded postage free on application.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), NEW OXFORD-STREET.

CITY OFFICE :—2, KING-STREET, CHEAPSIDE.

READERS of FICTION, BIOGRAPHY, HISTORY, TRAVEL,

FRENCH and GERMAN LITERATURE, and Works of every Class, are INVITED to INSPECT

the CLUB PREMISES and the CIRCULATING LIBRARY (which contains a large Selection of

Vocal and Instrumental Music) of the GHOSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY, Nuw Bond-stbeet,

where Subscribers' Names are entered daily.

Tlie following area lew of the advantages offered by the GKO8TEN0R GALLERY LIBRARY:—1st. The Books asked
for are at once supplied. 2nd. Two Volumes of the Newest Books for 1 Guinea a year. 3rd. Three Volumes of the Newest
Books for 1J Guineas a year. 4th. Four Volumes of the Newest Books delivered free for 2 Guineas a year. 6ta. Six Volumes
of tiff New est Books, together with thefjseof the Club, for :l Guineas ayear.—N.B. Specially advantageous terms are quoted
to Couutry Subscribers. All information promptly supplied on application to Mr. CHARLES ALLEN,

GR0SVEN0R GALLERY LIBRARY (Looted), New Bond-street, W.

TINSLEY BROTHERS'

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

SEASIDE MAIDENS.

By G. A. HENTY.

The SUMMrm NUMBER of IISSlETf MAGAZIV1.

Illustrated by Harry Fuznlst. Price One Shilling.

Capital stories, each laM at a favonrlta watertai>pLace. "— W'yrld

It would be dtfflcalt t. find a more appropriate companion for the

• NOW READY AT ALL E ■ AND RAILWAY STALLS.

MEMOIRS of a CYNIC. By William

OILBKKT, Author ol ' Shirley Hall Aaylum,' Ac. 9 Toll.

1 ' True picture! ol real life. ' '—Illustrated London Xa»s.

LONDON TOWN: Sketches of Lob-
.1.1:1 Life and Character, hy MARCUS FALL. Illuitrated by Harry
Furnisa Nuw ready, in 2 rob. crown Bvo.

" We are cempellsd ta admit the fi-etnaee. of many amonjr our author's
descriptions ; while a few of hut Icm Btereotyped character!—iuch aa, for• « the man that wanta an Idea'

« nothing to fatigue and

"Many pleasant hours may beipent in the perusal of the book."
Court Journal.

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS of an
OLD ACTOR. By F. BBLTON . 1 toL Sro.

"One of the moat amusing books we erer came aeroes,"—Tigaro.

SOCLETYS VERDICT. By Annie

THOMAS (Kn. PBNDER CUDLIP), Author of ' Denis Donne.' Ac.
3 roll. [Jtt»trta4f.

The SPORT of FATE. By Richard

MANY LOVES. By B. H. Buxton,

<rl '

WINGED WORDS. By Henry Spicer,

g work, Mr. Spicer la one of t
; behind him to carry on

INNOCENCE at PLAY. By Jean

MIDDLEMAS8, Author of 'Sealed by a Kiaa,' 'Wild Georgia,' Ac.

" A truth and tendern— of

A CRUEL SECRET. A New Novel
bj a New Author. 3 vols

A PEAL of MERRY BELLS. By

LEOPOLD LEWIS, Author of the Drama of The Bella S Toll

The SILENT SHADOW. By Mrs.

LLOYD. Author of ' The Haielhnrat Mystery.' 3 vols. [Smortlf.

WHAT WILL SOCIETY SAY? By

MJBKVYN MERR1TON, i
Ac. 3 Tola.

r ol 'The KingwoodB ol UinRwood,"
I Just ready.

ARNOLD LEIGH. By Mrs. Digby-

LLOYD, Author of ' Fatal Sacrifice.' 1 vol. crown 6vo. [Shortly.

In a few daya will be published , price 7*. 6d. a New Volume of

ESSAYS by Charles J. Dunphie,

Author of ' Wildfire,' ' Sweet Sleep,' Ax., entitled ' FREE LANCE.'

TINSLEYS' MAGAZINE, for Sep-

TEMKER, containing Stories. Esaaya, and Poenia by B. H. Buxton
Richard Dowlmg, Byron Webber, Annabel Gray, W. B. Gulnee,
Somervilie Oibuey, Marcus Fall, Ac, trill be ready on the 25th insi.

TIN3LEY Bbothebs, 8, Catherine-street, Strand.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

LIST OF NEW WORKS.

BY MORTIMER COLLINS.

THOUGHTS IN MY GARDEN. By

MORTIMER COLLINS. Edited by EDMUND YATES.
With Notes by the Editor and Mrs. MORTIMER

COLLINS. In 2 vols, crown 8vo. 21s.

By CHARLES DICKENS.

The MUDFOG PAPERS. By the

late CHARLES DICKENS. Now first Collected. In

crown 8vo. cloth, price 2s. 6d.

BY MARY FITZ-GIBBON.

A TRIP to MANITOBA. By Mary

FITZ-GIBBON. In 8vo. 10s. 6<f.

BY MISS DE FONBLANQCE.

FIVE WEEKS in ICELAND. By

Miss DE FONBLANQUE. Crown 8vo. 3s. id.

•' Graphic, racy, and interesting."—St. Jama's Gazette.

BY THE BEV. J. C. BOYOE, M.A.

NIGH UNTO the END ; or, a Passage

in Sacred Prophecy now in Coarse of Translation into
History considered. By the Rev. J. C. BOYCE, M.A.

Crown 8vo. 3s. id.

POPULAR NOVELS,

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

BY THE AUTHOR OF ' CUT ADRIFT.*

PIOUS FRAUDS ; or, the Dawn of

Love. By ALBANY de FONBLANQUE, Author of ' Cut
Adrift/ * A Tangled Skein,' Ac. In 3 vols, crown 8vo.

MISS THOMAS'S NEW NOVEL.

The VIOLIN PLAYER. By Bertha

THOMAS. In 3 vols, crown 8vo.

*' The characters are well and naturally drawn, the situa
tions admirable, and the story is thoroughly good and in
teresting. What more can be said in its praise f"

Whitehall Review.
44 There can be no hesitation in saying that in her latest

novel Miss Thomas shows so marked an advance upon former
work as to justify the belief that she is destined, at no distant
period, to rank among the foremost living writers of fiction."

Morning Post.

LADY M. MAJENDIE'S NEW NOVEL.

FASCINATION. By Lady Margaret

MAJENDLB. In 2 vols, crown 8vo.

"The book deserves its title most completely, for it is
seldom that one becomes so entirely engrossed in the
progress of a modern novel. There are scenes in the book of
such power and pathos as are but seldom conceived by any
but the first of artists."— Whitehall Review,

Also, tmmediatelv,

LIZZIE of the MILL. From the

Original by Mrs. CHBISTINA TYBRELL, Translator of
' No Surrender,' Ac. 2 vols, crown 8vo.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF 'THE

FIRST VIOLIN.'

On Wednesday, August 28th, in 3 vols.

THE WELLFIELDS.

By JESSIE FOTHERGILL,

Author of ' Probation ' and ' The Firat Violin.'

THE NOVELS OF JANE AUSTEN.

(The only Complete Edition.)

Each Volume in crown 8vo. clotb, price is.

SENSE and SENSIBILITY.

EMMA.
PRIDE and PREJUDICE.

MANSFIELD PARR.
NORTHANOBB ABBEY and PERSUASION.

LADY SUSAN and The WATSONS.

Richard Bentlst It Son, New Bnrlington-street,

1'tMishers m Ordinary to Jkr Majesty the Queen.

IS, Great Marlborough-strcet.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

LIST.

MONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE
LIFB (1787-1874). By hi* Dmughter. MADAME DE "WITT. Trans
lated by Mr*. SIMPSON. 1 toI. Svo. 16*.

" Madame do Witt has done Justice to her lather's memory in an
admirable record ol his life. Mrt. Simpson la fortunate in the opportu
nity of presenting to English readers a sintrularly interesting book. Her
translation Is in accuracy and Idiomatic grace worthy of the original and
of the subject."—Saturday Review.

TALES of OUR GREAT FAMILIES.
SECOND SERIES. By EDWARD WALFORD, M.A. 2 Tola. 21*.

"The social rank of the persons whose live* and characters are
delineated in this work, and the inherent romance of the stories item-
bodies, will ensure It a widespread popularity. Many of the papers

MS an engrossing and popular interest, while all of them may oe
with pleasure and profit. '—Examiner.

The VILLAGE of PALACES; or,

CHRONICLES ol CHELSEA. By the Rev. A. G. L'ESTRANGE.

3 Tols. crown Sro. 21a.
" Mr. L'Bstrange tells us much that Is Interesting about Chelsea. We

take leave of this most charming book with a hearty recommendation
of It to our readers."—Sp&totor,

THE NEW NOVELS.

LORD BRACKENBURY. By Amelia
B. EDWARDS, Anthor of ' Barbara's History,' £c. 3 vols.

The TENTH EARL. By John Ber-

WICK HARWOOD, Author of • Lady Flavla,' Ac. 3 vols.

"'The Tenth Earl' is very amusing reading."—JoAu Bull.
" A fascinating novel. The plot Is deeply Interesting, the characters

are true to nature, while the language la remarkable for graphic power
and observation."— Court Journal

A VERY OPAL. By C. L. PirMs.

8 vols.
" There Is very much to admire in this most amusing novel. The plot

Is well constructed and the characters are powerfully drawn."
Messenger.

FORESTALLED. ByM.

BETHAM-EDWARDS, Anthor of 'Kitty,' ' Bridget," Holidays In
Eastern France,' ate. 2 vols. 21s.

" This talc Is effectively told, and contains passages, now of reflection,
now of description, which, apart from all question of dramatic interest,
are for their own sake well worth reading.' —St. Janu»'» Gazette.

"* Forestalled ' Is a very remarkable novel. Miss Betham-Edwards
has produced a tale of powerful interest, which successfully rivets the
attention from the beginning to the end."—Sunday IVimi,

WOOERS and WINNERS. By Mrs.

G. LINN.KVS BANKS, Author of ' The Manchester Man.' 3 vols.
"A thoroughly readable, fresh, and wholesome novel. The story Is

Interesting and well told."—John Butt.
" ' Wooers and Winners 1 will add to Mrs. Banks's literary fame. The

characters are original , the plot Is cleverly conceived, and the incidents
are startling and deeply interesting."—Court Journal.

A MODERN GREEK HEROINE.

"A very attractive and clever story, which, if it be a first effort in
fiction, is unusually successful."—At/ututum.

MERVTN O'CONNOR. By the Earl

of DBSART, Author of ' Kelverdaltt,' Ac. 3 vols.
" A bright, lively story, full of Interest. "- Sunday Times.

MISS BOUVERIE. By Mrs.

MOLBSWORTH, Author of 1 Hathercoart Rectory,' Ac. 3 vols.
" One of the prettiest stories which has appeared for yean,"—JPott,

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY.

Bach Work complete In I vol. price 5*. (any of which can be had
separately), elegantly printed and bound, and illustrated by

Sir J. GILBERT, MILLAIS, HUNT. LEECH, POYNTBR, FOSTER,
TEN MEL, SANDYS, E. HUGHES, SAMBOURNE, Ac.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

STANDARD LIBRARY

Of CHEAP EDITIONS of POPULAR MODERN WORKS.

Lost and Saved. By the Hon. Mrs.
Norton.

Barbara's History. By Amelia
B. Edwards.

Life of Irving. By Mrs. Oliphant.
No Church.
Christian's Mistake. By the
Author of 'John Halllax/

Alec Forbes. By George Mae
Donald, LL.D.

Agnes. By Mrs. Oliphant.
A Noble Life. By the Author of

' John Halifax.'
Dixon's New America.
Robert Falconer. By George Mac
Donald. LL.D.

The Woman's Kingdom. By the
Author of ' John Halifax.'

Annals of an Eventful Life. By
O. W. Dsacnt, D.C.L.

David Elginbrod. By George Mac
Donald, LL.D.

A Brave Lady.
'John Halllux.'

Hannah. By the
Halifax.'

Sara Slick's Americans at Home.
The Unkind Word. By the Author

of 'John Halifax.'
A Rose in June. By Mrs. Oliphant.
My Little Lady. By E. Frances

Jf-offrfson'i Book about Doctors. Former.
■ess and Maid. By the Author Phoebe, Junior. By Mrs. Oliphant.

of 'John Halifax.' Life of Marie Antoinette. By
Lea M iserables. By Victor Hugo. Profossor C. D. Y(
St Olave'o. Sir Gibble. By
Sam Slick's American Humour. Donald, LL.D.

The NEW VOLUME (Aug. 27; will comprise

YOUNG MRS. JARDINE.

By the AUTHOR of ' JOHN HALIFAX.

John Halifax, Gentleman.
The Crescent and the Cross. By

Eliot Warburton.
Nathalie. By Miss Kavanagh.
A Woman's Thoughts about
Women. By the Author of
•John Halifax.'

Adam Graeme. By Mrs Oliphant.
Sam Slick's Wise Saws
Cardinal Wiseman's Popes.
A Life for a Life. By the Author
of 'John Halifax.'

Leigh Hunt's Old Court Suburb.
Margaret and ber Bridesmaids.
Sam Slick's Old Judge.
Daricn. By Eliot Warburton.
Bir B. Burke's Family Romance.
The Laird of Norlaw. By Mrs.
Oliphant.

The Englishwoman In Italy.
Nothing New. By the Author of
•John Halifax.'

Freer s Lile of Jeanne d'Albret.
The Valley of a Hundred Fires.
Burke's Romance of the Forum.
Adele. By Mlm Kavanagh.
Studies from Life. By the Anthor

•f 'John ILUllax '

r the Author of

'John

MESSRS.

MACMILLAN & CO/ 8

NEW PUBLIGATIONS.

NEW NOVEL.

WHITE WINGS :

A YACHTING ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM BLACK.

3 vols, crovra 8vo. 31*. 6d.
[Now ready.

NEW NOVEL.

LOVE AND LIFE.

By CHARLOTTE M. YONGE.

2 vols, crown Svo. 12*.
[ Next week.

NEW NOVEL.

THE REBECCA RIOTER.

A STORY OF KILLAY LIFE.

By E. A. DILLWYN.

2 vols, crown 8vo. 21*. {Shorty.

NEW NOVEL.

THE LADY RESIDENT.

By HAMILTON PAGE.

3 vols, crown 8vo. \Shortty.

CICERO'S LIFE and LETTERS;

being a New Translation of the Letters Included in

Mr. WATSON'S Selection. With Historical and Critical

Notes by the Hev. G. E. JEANS. M.A., Fellow of Hert-

fort College, Oxford, and Assistant-Master in Haileybury

College. Svo. 10«. id. [Immediately.

A LATIN GRAMMAR for SCHOOLS.

By H.J. EGBY, M.A., Author of 'A Grammar of the

Latin Language from Plautus to Suetonius.' Crown

8vo. 5ff. {.Now ready.

OUT of the DEEP: Words for the

Sorrowful. From the Writings of CHARLES KINGS-

LEY. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth extra, gilt edges, 3*. id

[Now ready.

TWO WORLDS are OURS. By the

Bev. HUGH MACMILLAN, LL.D. F.B.S.E. Globe Sro.

is. \Ncxt week.

RIQUET of the TUFT: a Love

Drama. Extra crown Svo. is.

ART AT SOME SERIES.

The MINOR ARTS: Porcelain Paint-

ing. Wood Carving, Stencilling, Modelling, Mosaic Work,

Ac. By CHARLES G. LELAND. With Illustrations,

crown 8vo. 2«. 6d.

ENGLISH MEN of LETTERS.

Edited by JOHN MOELEY. New Volume.

BYRON. By Professor Nichol. Crown

Svo. is. id.

[MCMILLAN'S SIX-SHILLING NOVELS.

A DOUBTING HEART.

KEAEY. Crown 8vo.

By Annie

[Next week.

Macmillan & Co. London.
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The British Association for the Advancement

of Science at Swansea. 1880.

For Swansea, the name of what is now

practically the capital of South Wales and

the centre of the copper-smelting district,

antiquaries have found derivations as absurd

as they are ingenious. One traces it from the

swans, which he supposes may have had

different habits in bygone ages, and may have

affected salt water and a breaking sea ; and

another from the porpoises, which he conjec

tures may at a similar period have been

called swine, and might then have abounded

in the bay.

A glance at the Ordnance Map, however,

shows us pretty clearly that the locality was

the centre of one of those Danish settlements

which were not rare in " Bretland." Scat

tered along the promontory of Gower we

find, beyond Swansea itself (which is ob

viously Sweyns-ea), three places bearing

Danish terminations in Oxwich, Helwick,

and Burry Holmes, and a point named

Worm's Head, an obvious corruption of the

Danish personal name Orm. Similarly and

further west, clustered round Milford Haven,

we note such place-names as Hubberston,

Skokholm, Skomer, Mitselwick, Gouldtrop,

Hasguard, and Marlaes ; and careful search

will disclose traces of the sea rovers near

every important harbour or head on the

west coast.

Known to the Welsh as Abertawe, from

its situation at the mouth of the Tawe, on

the western side of which it lies, and which

almost turns the peninsula of Gower into an

island, its safe anchorage and commanding

situation at the head of the broad bay no

doubt specially commended it to the Norse

men. Equally so did the site tempt their

Norman descendants, and late in the

eleventh century Henry de Newburgh,

otherwise de Beaumont (said by some to

have been Earl of Warwick, and sadly con

founded by the gazetteers with the de Beau-

champs, later earls of that place), made

what was practically an independent con

quest of the district, and built his castle

here. Whether this incursion was part of

that headed by Robert Fitz Hamon and

eleven other Norman nobles in the same

district, which turned out so successfully, is

not clear ; but all these raids were no doubt

favoured by the king as saving him the

trouble of keeping his border himself,

though he might not immediately profit by

them personally.

Possibly to avoid treachery, this Henry

de Beaumont is said by the earlier authorities

to have garrisoned his castles with men

brought from Somersetshire. Later com

pilers, stumbling like sheep over a com

parison made in the ' Beauties of England

and Wales ' with reference to a similar case

in which some Flemish were brought over

as garrison, have erroneously made out that

his soldiers were Flemish. Whoever they

were, however, it is certain that, like the

inhabitants of Portland, the dwellers in

Gower are a distinct species from those of

the mainland both in appearance and lan

guage. Their ancestors who kept watch

and ward in the castles of this debatable

land had from time to time plenty of

trouble in keeping out the " wild Welsh."

Swansea Keep itself had not been stand

ing a quarter of a century before it had to

resist a stout siege, and this it did success

fully. Less lucky at its next trial, it was

taken early in the thirteenth century by

Rhys Vychan, to whom was addressed a

most interesting congratulatory ode, in

which the writer graphically calls Swansea

" that peaceless town," and exults over the

rent towers of the key of England and the

widowhood of all its defenders' wives.

Rebuilt and regarrisoned by the English,

it was again stormed and sacked in 1260 by

Llewellyn ap Grufydd, and the castle prac

tically razed". It must have been re-erected

by the end of the reign of Edward II., for

we find that shortly after his flight thither

in 1326 his Chancellor's rolls—which he

probably placed there himself when driven

ashore in Glamorganshire—were taken in

Swansea Castle.

Bishop Gower—himself descended, if we

may judge from his name, from some local

potentate, and probably kinsman of Chaucer's

friend, the author of the ' Confessio

Amantis,' so dear to Caxtonian biblio

maniacs—took the ruins in hand very shortly

after this, and once more made them service

able, surmounting the tower with a beauti

ful parapet, designed not only for ornament,

but also for a partial arrow-shelter for its

defenders. Its exact date unluckily cannot

be ascertained, but that usually ascribed

(1330) seems too early.

The castle suffered once more in the reign

of Henry IV., when Owen Glendower took

the town; but the bishop's beautiful work

happily escaped unhurt on that occasion, and

also when the French and Dunkirkers sacked

the place in 1628 and shed a great deal

of blood. During the Civil War it was

garrisoned and long held for the king by

one Llangharne, Langhorne, or Langhorn,

a renegade from the Commonwealth, but

when he was beaten and killed at St. Fagans,

the stronghold fell into the hands of the

Protector. Oliver himself, so say the guide

books, stayed here some time, comforting

himself with private prayer with a female

fanatic of the neighbourhood, and whether

for her sake or not, he certainly soon after

wards confirmed the city liberties.

Excepting Bishop Gower's balustrade on

the castle, there is nothing much to interest

the antiquary iu Swansea, for the church is

modern and hideous, being a fine specimen

of the churchwarden's style of the last

century. It contains, however, two or three

good monuments, particularly one to Sir

Hugh Johnys (Jones ?), who was knighted

at the Holy Sepulchre, and was long a

mercenary of the Emperor of Constantinople

and a stout fighter for him against the Turks

and Saracens.

Of celebrities Swansea has had few. Its

inhabitants up to a comparatively recent

date must have been a rough hand-to-mouth

people, chiefly subsisting on a small coasting

trade. Privateers we know set out from here,

for in the reign of Edward V. Matthew

Cradock, the captain of a privateer of this

place, got into serious trouble with the

King's Council for boarding and ransoming

the good ship, tho Julyan of Brittany,

trading between Bridgwater and Lisbon.

Possibly akin to him was his namesake, Sir

Matthew Cradock, the High Steward of

Gower and the second husband of that un

happy kinswoman of the Scotch king who

had been given in marriage to Perkin

Warbeck. She was a Gordon of the Huntley

family and deserved a better fate, though

probably she forgot her early wrongs when

living here with her Welsh husband. There

is a monument to them in the church, which

gives some rude if unfavourable idea of their

personal appearance. Savage spent a year

of his life here when he was sent away from

London by his prudently generous friends,

who seem to have provided him with scanty

funds, partly to get rid of a disreputable

companion, and partly in the hope that he

might purge and live clean under the Welsh

hills from the very want of opportunity for

debauchery. How he fretted under the

enforced quiet, how he failed to obtain

advance subscriptions to his works from the

cautious Welsh squires, and how he in

dignantly wrote home to those whose bread

he was eating that their conduct " had been

perfidiousness improving on perfidiousness,

and inhumanity on inhumanity," may be

read at length in Johnson's 'Lives of tho

Poets,' in which the writer labours tenderly

but ineffectually to excuse his friend's career.

The most celebrated native of Swansea

was a very different sort of man, Beau

Nash, the well-known master of the cere

monies at Bath, and no doubt a very

superior person, thoroughly qualified to

fulfil the minute duties of his position. He

was the son of a glass-maker here, and

descended maternally from that Col. Poyer

who was shot in Covent Garden for being a

renegade from the Commonwealth, against

whose forces he unsuccessfully defended

Pembroke Castle in 1648.

Those in search of the pleasant watering-

place with its shelving sands and sheltered

bay, glowingly described in the old guide

books, will be disappointed if they think to

find it here now. Its rural attractions are

gone, for though Swansea has remarkably

improved in money and manufactures, it is

yet more remarkable for the emphatic nature

of the stink which pervades it. It has not,

like other manufacturing towns, the melan

choly satisfaction of offering its visitors a

choice of ill odours, so the monotony of the

sour suffocation from its copper fumes is

most depressing.

Copper, indeed, is king at Swansea now.

A century and a half ago the only business

done here was in straw-plaiting and coal
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exporting ; but when some more than

usually acute tin miner discovered that the

"poder" which his fellows threw away

when in search of the white metal was

copper ore, it was not long before the dis

covery was made available at a place where

coal and ore He side by side. As Swansea

practically began the copper-smelting trade,

80 it has retained almost a monopoly of it, ore

being brought here to be smelted from all

parts of the world. An ingenious reason

has been hazarded for this, viz., that coal

being more bulky than ore, it was cheaper

to bring the ore to the fuel than the fuel to

the ore. This may have had something to

do with the secret of Swansea's success, but

it is more probable that the skilled labour

to be found here was the real reason of

South American shippers sending over their

rough material, for now that this skilled

labour has been largely exported to all

cupriferous countries, the increase of Swan

sea's prosperity has received a serious check.

Indeed, the thriving coal trade, saved by

fine docks, is more likely in future to benefit

the town than the industry now so long

identified with it.

In 1848 the British Association met at

Swansea under the presidency of the Mar

quis of Northampton, and the Royal Archae

ological Institute held its Congress at Lin

coln. Curiously enough, both have returned

in the same year to their former haunts.

The Institution met at Lincoln on the 27th

of July, and Prof. Ramsay will deliver his

opening address at Swansea on Wednesday

next.

A Trip to Manitoba. By Mary Fitzgibbon.

(Bentley & Son.)

Though Miss Fitzgibbon has visited Mani

toba, and has written a lively and entertain

ing account of her personal experiences, yet

she has formed an inaccurate notion of that

prairie province. It is not quite clear

whother she is even aware that the two

years and a half which she spent in the

Canadian North-West were not wholly spent

in Manitoba, and that for two-thirds of the

time she lived in the district of Kewaydin.

The vagueness of her knowledge of the

place about which she writes is shown in

her " prefatory note." It appears from her

narrative that during her stay she lived

with a contractor of the Pacific Railway, and

it might be supposed that she would have

acquired from him some authentic informa

tion about the position and prospects of that

great undertaking. When, however, she

(vrites in the first sentence of her prefatory

note that ' ' the Canadian Pacific Railway,

bo frequently referred to in the following

pages, is now almost an accomplished fact,"

she shows that her opportunities for acquiring

information have been strangely neglected.

If the Canadian Pacific Railway be "almost

an accomplished fact" five years hence, most

of the persons interested in it will be highly

pleased. Three-fourths of the line have yet

to bo constructed. She goos on to say

that the railway " running through British

Columbia to Vancouver's Island will unite

the Atlantic with the Pacific." It would be

quite as misleading to write that the London

and South - Western Railway, running

through Hampshire to the Isle of Wight,

will unite the Thames with the Solent. The

truth is that the Canadian Pacific will have

its terminus on the mainland at Barrard's

Inlet, just as the South-Western has a

terminus at Portsmouth, and that passengers

for Vancouver will have to cross the water

in a boat just as those do who leave Ports

mouth for Ryde or Ventnor.

Miss Fitzgibbon has as curious views

about Manitoba as she has about the

Canadian Pacific Railway and the geo

graphy of British Columbia. She tells

readers who may be puzzled about the

situation of Manitoba that it " is a province

in the great north-west territory of the

Canadian Dominion," that it hies within

the same parallels of latitude as London

and Paris, and that it has an extraordinarily

healthy climate and an exceptionally fertile

soil. These facts are substantially correct.

The succeeding sentence is quite the re

verse :—" Immense coal-fields exist within

the province, its mountains abound with ore,

and its natural wealth is enormous." There

is neither a coal-field nor a mountain in the

province ; there is no ore, and its natural

wealth is the fine climate and fertile soil

already mentioned. She refers to chapter xi.

for " an amusing instance of how universally

the Prohibitory Liquor Law prevails in Mani

toba." There is no such law in Manitoba.

On the contrary, in Winnipeg, the capital,

there are between twenty and thirty public-

houses, a large proportion for a city of

about 10,000 inhabitants. Here again

Miss Fitzgibbon has confounded Manitoba

with the district of Kewaydin, in which her

" amusing instance " occurred. The "pre

fatory note " ought eithor to be cancelled or

corrected. It will convey erroneous impres

sions to those who read it for information,

while it will give a sad opinion of Miss

Fitzgibbon's local knowledge to those who

are well informed. She had the greater

reason for trying to be accurate because she

knew how little was known about the place

she visited :—

"A letter for me, mailed in a county in Eng

land in September, and merely addressed to

Winnipeg, Manitoba, omitting Canada, tra

velled to France, where it received sundry

post-marks, and such sensible hints by the

post-office officials as 'Try Calcutta.' At last,

some one better acquainted with the geography

of this side of the globe added 'Nouvelle

Amerique,' and my letter reached me vid New

York, in Christmas week, richly ornamented

with post-marks and protests from officials that

it 'came to them in that condition,' tied together

with two varieties of string, and frankly exhibit

ing its contents—a pair of lace sleeves, which,

but for the honesty of the mail service, might

easily have been abstracted."

The incidents of travel are pleasantly

told; indeed, when Miss Fitzgibbon de

scribes what she has seen she enlists the

reader's attention ; but she would have pro

duced a more striking account of her voyage

down the Red River of the North if she

had been more minute in her details. The

boat started from Fisher's Landing on

Red Lake River, which is one of the

most tortuous of navigable streams. Miss

Fitzgibbon says that it flows into the

Red River at Grand Forks, " some ten or

twelve miles below Fisher's Landing." This

is the distance by land. By water it is

about sixty miles. If this fact had been

added the readers of the volume would have

been able to understand how much the

stream winds. Her picture of muddy

Winnipeg is not flattering, yet it is true

in the main. It must be understood that

it is only in the spring or when there has

been much rain that the rich alluvium of

the Red River has all the appearance of

the worst kind of mud :—

"The first thing that struck me in Winnipeg

was the mud. I had heard that Red River mud

was the worst in the world, and I now for the

first time realized how bad mud could be. Not

only was the roadway so soft that every turn

of a wheel loaded it inches deep with the sticky

compound, and made it so heavy that the driver

had frequently to stop and clear his wheels with

a stick, but, trodden from the crossings into

the side walks, it covered them with a slimy

mixture very difficult to walk on. From the

windows I could see people slipping and sliding

about so much that any one ignorant of the

cause might have attributed their unsteadiness

to the strength of their morning libations ; the

absence of women from the streets making that

solution appear possible, if not probable."

This mud has the virtue of being fertile

to an unprecedented degree. Miss Fitz

gibbon realized this when she visited an

exhibition of agricultural products :—

" Many of the vegetables were so large that

a description of them was treated with in

credulity until some specimens were sent to

Ottawa to be modelled for the Philadelphia

Centennial Exhibition. One Swedish turnip

weighed over thirty-six pounds ; some potatoes

(early roses and white) measured nine inches

long and seven in circumference ; radishes were

a foot and a half long and four inches round ;

kail branched out to the size of a currant bush ;

cabbages, hard, white, and good, grew to a foot

and a half in diameter, and there were cauli

flowers as large. Neither Indian corn, melons,

nor tomatoes were exhibited, chiefly because

most of the farmers in Manitoba have cultivated

wheat-growing rather than market -gardening,

as the former brings in the largest returns with

the least labour."

Passages like the foregoing are the most

valuable in the book, and Miss Fitzgibbon

would have made a far more useful con

tribution to the literature of travel had she

confined herself to reproducing what she

saw. The following descriptive passage is

good of its kind, and will please even those

persons who can least easily forgive her

many blunders respecting Manitoba :—

" Nowhere is evening more beautiful than in

Manitoba. One instance in particular I noticed.

The sun was setting low down in the heavens

as in a sea of gold, ono long flame-coloured line

alone marking the horizon. In the south-west

rose cloud upon cloud of crimson and gold,

crossed by rapid flashes of pale yellow and

white lightning, which momentarily obliterated

their rich colours. To the south was a great

bank of black thunder - cloud crested with

crimson, reft to its deepest darkness by suc

cessive flashes of forked lightning. Immediately

overhead a narrow curtain of leaden clouds was

driven 'hither and thither by uncertain winds ;

while below the prairie and all its varied life

lay bathed in the warmth and light of the

departing sun, throwing into bold relief the

Indian wigwam, with its ragged sides and cross

poles. Squaws were seated round the camp

tires, or dipping water from a pool hard by ;

Indians were standing idly about ; droves of

cattle were being driven in for milking ; groups

of horses, their fore feet tied loosely together,

were hobbling awkwardly as they grazed ; tired

oxen were tethered near, feeding after their

day's work, while the driver lay under his cart

and smoked. Above the low squat tent of the

half-breed there rose the brown-roofed barracks,

its lazy flag clinging to the staff. Through the
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surrounding bushes water gleamed here and

there. In the distance could be seen long trains

of ox-carts coming from remote settlements, the

low monotonous moan of their ungreased wheels

making a weird accompaniment to the muttering

thunder ; or a black-robed procession of nnns

on their way to the small chapel on the prairie,

whose tinkling bell was calling them to prayers.

An Indian on his fiery little steed, his beaded

saddle-cloth glistening in the sun, was galloping

in mad haste over the grass, away to the low

hills on the north, which deserved their name

of Silver Heights as they received the sun's

good-night kiss."

Four Centuries of English Letters : Selections

from the Correspondence of One Hundred and

Fifty Writers, from the Period of the Paston

Letters to the Present Bay. Edited and

Arranged by W. Baptiste Scoones. (C.

Kegan Paul & Co.)

The well-known criticism on Johnson's

Dictionary, "interesting but slightly un

connected," involuntarily comes to mind

on opening such a book as ' Four Centuries

of English Letters.' Here is a mass of

letters on all sorts of subjects by all sorts

of writers. We have the grave, the gay,

the lively, and severe. We have letters on

theology and morals, love letters, political

letters, letters full of advice, and letters full

of gossip. The reader can hardly open a

page without finding something curious, or

amusing, or edifying, and though the book

is, from the very nature of things, not one

to read through at a sitting, it is an excel

lent book for dipping into every now and

then. It has faults, no doubt, as we shall

presently show, but it would be difficult to

compile such a book without them ; the

materials are very widely spread, and then,

too, the relative importance of both the

letters and the letter-writers will not seem

the same to every one.

A book of this sort was really needed, for

though in 1807 a large volume of ' Elegant

Epistles' was published, it can now be

found only in old-fashioned libraries, side by

side with the two volumes of ' Elegant Ex

tracts ' in which our grandmothers delighted,

but which no living creature ever opens.

These ' Elegant Epistles,' moreover, in

cluded translations from Latin authors,

while their latest letter, from Gibbon, only

comes down to 1789. On the other hand,

this old collection contains many capital

letters from writers of whose powers very

inferior specimens appear in Mr. Scoones's

volume.

It is obvious that in making a selection of

letters the choice must be guided by very

different considerations. There are cele

brated historical letters which, without

intrinsic merit as compositions, have exerted

real and permanent influence on the world.

There are letters which, again perhaps

without any grace of style, narrate famous

incidents and recall great names. There are

letters of which the interest rests mainly in

the fact that one eminent man is addressing

another. And, lastly, there are the letters

valued by us for their own sake, for the

charm of manner that attracts, the play of

wit that brightens, the geniality and ease

that animate. The best letters of this class

are like the best conversation. The writer is

talking to us, and talking at his best. He

tells gay anecdotes, or throws out droll

expressions or paradoxes for our amuse

ment, and sometimes, of course, shows that

he can feel deeply and warmly, and can

sympathize with sorrow no less than happi

ness. But good letter-writers themselves

will differ, and we care for one because he

has always something to tell us, and we

turn to another because he tells us anything

so well.

There is a curious and pedantic letter

quoted by Mr. Scoones, which is most

elaborate in its analysis of letters. It is by

Howel, himself a most delightful- letter-

writer, but in this particular letter doing

himself, by his style, every possible in

justice. He says :—

" Now letters, though they be capable of any

subject, yet commonly they are either narratory,

objurgatory, consolatory, monitory, or congratu

latory. The first consists of relations, the second

of reprehensions, the third of comfort, the two

last of counsel and joy. There are some who

instead of letters write homilies,—they preach

when they should epistolize ; there are others

that turn them to tedious tractates,—this is to

make letters degenerate from their true nature."

On the whole, we prefer our own way of

■ dividing the various classes of letters.

The first section of these ' English

Letters ' contains many of historical import

ance, but there are several singular omis

sions. Mr. Scoones prints Anne Boleyn's

letter to Wolsey, but not the far more

celebrated and most pathetic letter of Anne

Boleyn to the king. Two of Henry "VTII.'s

letters to Anne Boleyn are given, and very

commonplace love letters they are ; but

Mr. Scoones could have discovered more

curious ones by going no further than the

' Harleian Miscellany.' Mr. Scoones inserts

nothing of Mary Tudor (and Elizabeth's

remarkable appeal to her is not here), nor

anything of Mary, Queen of Scots. Indeed,

all this first section (up to 1600} might

easily be improved. Still, there is a great

deal that is both entertaining and instruc

tive in the selection.

The second section purports to carry the

reader over a hundred years—to 1 700 ; but, in

fact, it does much more. Mr. Scoones should

have taken the dates of the letters as guides,

and not the births of the letter-writers. As

it is the chronological arrangement becomes

extremely confusing. Mr. Scoones prints in

section ii., for instance, a letter written by the

Earl of Chesterfield to his son on the 10th of

August, 1749, and in section iii. (which in

cludes from 1700 to 1800) a letter written

by Horace Walpole to Sir Horace Mann on

the 25th of June, 1749. The later letter

comes first simply because thewriter was born

first. It is better, then, to take these two

sections, up to 1800, together. There is

less, perhaps, of historical interest than in

section i., but we are among the great

masters of prose. There are, however,

some terrible sins both of commission

and of omission. Why is there only one

letter of John Milton, and none oi Prior,

or Gay, or Atterbury, or Peterborough, or

Congreve, or Sir William Jones, or Sheridan ?

These are only a few of the more noticeable

omissions. On the other hand, we have Pope's

letter to Lady Mary describing the death of

the two lovers by lightning, which he tran

scribed bodily from Gay. Mr. Scoones prints

I no less than four letters from Dr. Arnold,

who was a most excellent man, but a dull

letter-writer, and only two specimens of

Gray, whose scholarly and playful humour

places his letters in the very foremost rank—

some say first of all. Then there is but

one letter of Mrs. Piozzi. Indeed, the

ladies generally have been badly treated,

and there is nothing of Mrs. Barbauld, Miss

Mitford, Charlotte Bronte, Mrs. Browning,

or Mrs. Gaskell, any one of whom wrote

better letters than Thomas Moore or Henry

Kirke White, or several others who have

secured a corner in this collection.

There is still a short fourth section of

eleven names of those who were born and

have died since the beginning of the present

century. Here, again, is a want of propor

tion, for Kingsley, who was not a specially

good letter-writer, furnishes four letters to

four of Dickens (perhaps the best letter-

writer of our time) and two of Thackeray.

In looking over these letters the reader

will feel satisfied that two very common

opinions about letters are fallacies. In the

first place, women have not written such

good letters as men, though of course, as

has been just said, some women write better

letters than some men. Still, their best

letters are only second best. Miss Mitford

has spoken of "an opinion which I have

long ventured to entertain of the general

inferiority of women's letters," and she goes

on to " appeal to the collections of such aa

are most celebrated in that line, from the

overrated Lady Mnry Wortley Montagu

down to Anna Seward." She only admits

of one great exception, and that not an

English one, Madame de Sevigne. Within

certain limits women's letters are often

delightful, but a woman's knowledge of the

world is seldom so thorough as a man's, and

where it is a woman will generally rather

shine in society than write for the amuse

ment of a single friend or for the chances

of a posthumous fame.

Another common opinion, which really

will not hold water for a moment, is that

letter-writing is a forgotten art, and that

the oldest letters are the best. As a matter

of fact, some of the best letters in this

volume are among the very last, and there

are living letter-writers, not included here,

who will hold their own with the great

majority of their predecessors. Of course

we cannot expect to get a Gray, a Walpole,

a Sterne, a Lamb, a Byron, or a Dickens

every day, but the supply of good letter-

writers is not likely absolutely to die out.

A man will always wish to do what he can

do well, and when a man has opportunities

of observation and powers of expression he

will often feel that a familiar letter to a friend

is the best and pleasantest way of recording

what he wants to say. Possibly, too, the

feeling that his letter may some day be read

more widely will stimulate his ambition ;

but in this there is an inevitable danger,

for he may easily destroy the very chance

by becoming less natural and more self-

conscious. Of course people who have no

taste nor faculty for letter-writing havo

now every opportunity of excusing them

selves from what was always a wearisome

task. But post-cards and short notes are

often at least as great a gain to readers as

to writers, and then, as nobody keeps

such things, the saving of labour in the

future will be immense, as any one who has

had to wade through piles of old family
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remarkable. His peculiar opinions may be

attributed to his study of Rabelais, whoso

■works inculcate a dislike for shams, genial

good humour, a- spirit of universal com

promise, and a desire that all should make

themselves as comfortable as possible under

the circumstances. If Pantagruel had been

appointed Deputy, and had arrived in

Ireland accompanied by Friar John as

Archbishop of Dublin, he would probably

have acted upon the principles of Harring

ton, who discerned that the peace then

supposed to have been established in the

country co<dd not be durable unless the

mass of the peoplo were contented and

comfortable :—

" And now geve mee leave, my Lords, in my

zeal to that Cowntry (where I allso have receaved

some dignity) to toll yr Lordships that the quyet

yt now enioeth ys not a perfect recovery of helth,

but rather (as some, not of the worst berth and

breeding in that Cowntry, have told mee) lyke

to a man that having had a pestelent and furyous

fever, andall his blood and strenghth spent there

with, lyes quyet not becawso he wold not, but

becawse hee cannot, stir ; but yet as redy still

to rage and rave yf the humor had strength as

before."

The evils which are denounced in this

little work are familiar to us of the present

day: first, the instability of titles to land

and uncertainty of ownership ; secondly,

the introduction of a system of municipal

law foreign to the habits of the people and

which no private man could understand ;

thirdly, the existence of an army of adven

turers, whose interest it was to excite rebel

lion instead of maintaining order ; and,

finally, the insulting attempts to promote

religious conformity. It was in the interest

of the officers of the army that there should

be rebellions and confiscations, and they

acted in conformity with their interest :—

" Soch ys the nature of Justice, that the most

vniust honor yt, the most feerie submit them

to yt, the barbarous obay yt ; yt makes, yt

confyrms, yt encreases, the frutes of peace ;

and whear yt ys thear indeed Beati Pacifici.

But this owr Captens and men of warre thear

perhaps do not wysh ; at least I observed, evn

at my fyrst being thear, that some of them

tooke speciall care how to nowrysh the seeds of

new quarrells, least yf all wear quyet theyr

crafte wold bee owt of request, doing heerin

lyke owr gun-powder-makers or salt-peeter-men,

that fyrst dig vp owr flowrs to servo theyr turn,

and in putting backe the earth agayn leave a

mixture apt to breed more of the same stuffe

in few yeers. This makes Machiavell in his

booke of the Art of Warre both confesse and

confyrme that hee that makes soldyery his art

to lyve by can hardly bee eythor vir bonus or

civis bonus, honest man or good subject."

When the country is disturbed judges

and lawyers avad little to bring it back to

order:—

" Geve mee leeve to say this to both, your

Lordships, yt ys not the sending thither of

Judges or great Lawyers that can pacyfy theyr

contentions, or set an end to theyr suyts, as

well appeered in the year 1587, when two of our

principall Judges of this land now lyving tooke

a long and paynfull, and as vayn and frutelesse,

a Jorney into Munster."

The exertions of the Protestant clergy

merely contributed to excite disorder and

ill feeling:—

' ' By these and soch kynd of myId conferences

many may bee wonne, and not as owr men have

Vsed them, by vyolent hewing down theyr

crosses, burning and defasing theyr ymages,

rayling in theyr pulpet on all theyr Saynts and

ceremonyes, feasting on Ash-wedensdays and

Good-Frydays, going to plow on theyr Christmas-

days, and pronowncing that theyr awncestors

are damned that did but pray to owr Lady, with

soch lyke, as yt ys no marvell yf Boch laborers

have in 44 yeers made so slender an harvest."

The principles advocated by Sir J. Har

rington are simple. The inhabitants of

Ireland are not an exception to ordinary

humanity :—

" I never found in the remote sheers of

England or Walls eyther the gentry more

kynde in theyr fashion of intertaynment, or the

marchawnts and townsmen and women more

cyvill in behaveoure, or the mean sort and

peasawnts more loving and servisable whear

they honestly vsed, thowgh all the fyve pro

vinces ; but they are so seldome vsed to soch

vsage, and so grosly abused, somtymo by the

soldyer in war, somtymo by the oflycer in peace,

that yt ys no wonder yf they take revenge. "

The policy to be adopted was to treat every

ono justly and kindly, to make every one

comfortable all round, and to leave things

alone ; to give to the owners of land par

liamentary titles and the benefit of a Statute

of Limitations ; to compel the officials to

abstain from violence and corruption ; to

abolish the Common Law courts and the

English law, and to establish an equitable

and common - sense Star Chamber ; and,

lastly, not to insult the Catholics, to govern

for the general benefit of the people, and

not to trouble oneself about the result.

If Sir J. Harrington had succeeded in his

suit he could not have been a worse bishop

than most of the occupants of the episcopal

bench ; as a civil official he would probably

have been a seventeenth century Lord Car

lisle ; but what is most surprising is that

a man of Harrington's abilities should have

imagined that such a composition could

advance his suit. What would Sir J.

Davis have thought of the project of the

abolition of the English Common Law, or

the Protestants of the open toleration of the

Catholics, or tho king and the adventurers

of a policy which would have rendered im

possible the plantation of Ireland ?

It is satisfactory to know that if Sir J.

Harrington did not succeed in becoming an

archbishop, or even a bishop, he did the

next thing to it : he wrote a book about

bishops, entitled ' A Brief View of the State

of the Church,' intended for tho privato use

of the Prince of Wales.

Bat Bund11 ins von Canterbury. Von J. Caro.

(Gotha, Perthes.)

The Treaty of Canterbury, made in August,

14 10, between Henry V. of England and

the Emperor Sigismund, was productive of

important results in European history. The

circumstances attending it are a little obscure,

and various judgments have prevailed con

cerning them. ISigismund left the Council

of Constance to procure the withdrawal of

the allegiance of the Spanish kingdoms

from Pope Benedict XIII. He then passed

on to Paris in his capacity of peace-maker,

to try and end the war between France and

England, and so preparo tho way for united

action on the part of Christendom as re

garded the settlement of the Papacy, the

reformation of the Church, and even a cru

sading expedition against the Turks. Tho

distracted state of things in Paris did not

afford Sigismund much ground for hope,

and he passed on to England, where he set

on foot a negotiation between Henry V. and

France. This negotiation was not pro

ductive of any result, and on its failure

Sigismund deserted the ancestral alliance of

the house of Luxemburg with France, and

by the Treaty of Canterbury entered into an

alliance with Henry V. of England.

An alliance with the Empire on the part

of Henry V. was a continuance of the old

policy of Edward III., who wished for im

perial countenance in his claims on France.

But on the part of Sigismund it seemed un

wise, as it awakened against him the hos

tility of France, and destroyed his previous

position of impartiality in the Council of

Constance. When he returned thither he

openly sided with the English nation against

the French, and the prevalence of national

animosity within the Council hindered his

schemes of Church reform, which he pro

fessed to have nearest to his heart. The

question, therefore, How came Sigismund

to enter into the Treaty of Canterbury ? is

one of considerable importance, and has had

various answers given it.

The answer generally given and accepted

used to be that Sigismund was partly won

over by Henry V., partly was forced into

the treaty by the anger of the king and the

English people at the fact that France,,

during the futile negotiations carried on-

while Sigismund was in England, despatched

a fleet against Plymouth. Sigismund was

accused of aiding the treachery of the

French, and made the treaty to clear him

self. Against this view Dr. Max Lenz, in

an interesting monograph, ' Konig Sigis

mund und Hoinrich der Fiinfte von England,'

published in 1874, endeavoured to prove

that already in 1411 Henry IV. and Sigis

mund had been in correspondence, that the

breach with France had been decided upon

before Sigismund left Constance, and that his

peace negotiations were begun with a view

to finding a pretext for carrying out the pro

ject. He argued thatthe subsequent proceed

ings at the Council of Constance were due to a

collusion between Sigismund and Henry V.,

and that the action of the English bishops

in obedience to their king gave Sigismund

an opportunity for retiring from an opposition,

to the prevailing feeling in favour of a new

Papal election, in which ho was no longer-

able to persist.

Herr Caro comes forward to dispute this-

opinion, and his researches among the docu

ments of Sigismund's chancery have enabled

him to make an important contribution to

the question. Ho upholds, we think with

justice, the sincerity of Sigismund's pro

ceedings. Sigismund's schemes of pacifica

tion were, no doubt, chimerical ; he trusted

ridiculously to his own skill and the im

perial prestige to settle matters which wore

entirely beyond his control. He was vain,

then as always, but at least he was sincere.

When he found that the distracted 6tatc of

the French Councd gave him no hopes of

success in Paris, he boldly resolved to try

his fortune in England. The French opened

negotiations only to juggle Sigismund and

Henry V. by gross diplomatic duplicity,

which Herr Caro has brought to lipht.

The affront offered to Sigismund's self-

respect led him to form an alliance

with Henry V., who, like himself, was

sincere. The Count of Holhvad, who was
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aiding in the negotiations, left England

abruptly, and took away the ships in which

he had promised to convoy Sigismund

back to the Continent. The anger of the

English king and of the English people was

awakened by the French duplicity, and no

doubt Sigismund felt his position to be

ignominious in having brought about nego

tiations which ended so disastrously. He

made an alliance with England, for he

scarcely had any other choice, and returned

in an English ship to Calais.

Of course Sigismund was foolish in enter

ing upon his errand; but, granting this,

Herr Caro urges that his conduct was strictly

honest in discharging it. He returned to

Constance as an ally of England, and was

opposed by the French in the Council.

This was an inevitable result of what had

occurred. But Sigismund still sought to

pursue his policy of obtaining a reformation

of the Church before the election of a new

Pope. The French joined with the Italians

in demanding a Papal election first, and

Henry V.'s ecclesiastical conservatism led

him to join with them. There is no suffi

cient evidence of a close understanding

between Henry T. and Sigismund about the

affairs of the Council. The defection of the

English from the side of the Germans on

the question of the priority of the reforma

tion placed Sigismund in a minority. But

this was not the result of any collusion

between Sigismund and Henry V. Sigis-

mund's action was consistent and straight

forward, and he resisted to the last.

Such is a sketch of Herr Caro's argument,

and the matters which it concerns deserve

more notice at the hands of English his

torical writers than they have met with.

Thoughts in my Garden. By Mortimer Collins.

Edited by Edmund Yates. 2 vols. (Bentley

& Son.)

It would seem that the poet of Knowl Hill

is receiving at length the recognition of

which he had too little in his lifetime ; at

least it may be presumed that his kindly

editor, Mr. Yates, has been moved to give

his services by the success of the recent

collection of Collins's miscellaneous pieces.

It seems clear that, either owing to the

unfashionable nature of Ids opinions or a

certain boisterous treatment of opponents,

he was undervalued when alive, and that a

sufficient reaction has set in to secure to him

something more than a transient reputation.

The present collection is highly judicious;

more appears of the genial humanity of the

man, and fewer of his crudities and man

nerisms, than on previous occasions ; and

though there are a good many rechauffes and

repetitions which might have been avoided,

the book is pleasant reading throughout,

and contains many a bright thought and

many a graceful lyric.

The pretty title suggests the name of

Andrew Marvell, and it is quaint to note the

contrast between the Puritan and the Bohe

mian in the ' ' happy garden state " both loved

so well. In Marvell's lovely verse, though

his thought takes the colour of the shade, it

transcends it, and creates ' ' far other worlds

and other seas." He is an anchorite to

whom the stillness of the garden suggests

withdrawal into abstract speculation. Even

the birds only strike him as prepared for

flight. Not so our more mundane—shall

we say more human ?—gardener. He revels

in the life of the miniature Paradise about

him. Its growth, not its stillness, refreshes

him. The jealous affection of his robins,

the intelligence and sympathy he wins from

wild pets and tame, the phases of seed-time

and harvest, keep him alive with their

changeful interest. Above all, Collins never

thought

Two Paradises are in one,

To live in Paradise alone.

His Eden would have been very imperfect

without its Eve, and his social instincts

never rusted in retirement. Most of our

readers will remember his verses on birds

and their teaching :—

0 swallow, flying by windy ways,

Over leagues of white sea-foam,

To the nest you left in the autumn days

Under eaves of an English home—

Voyage right swiftly, wandering bird,

A speck in the distant blue,

For the pulse of life in the leaves is stirred,

And white doves coo.

Have you wintered away in the Cycladcs

Or on marge of mysterious Nile ?

No matter, so that the summer sees

You back in our western isle.

But come more swift than the sailing ship,

For the skies are calm and clear,

And I long to see your brown wing dip

In stream and mere.

Yes, I long for the magic of indolent hours,

The glamour of amorous eyes

When the breeze which fluttered 'mid fern and

flowers

In the noon's rich languor dies,

When bees grow drowsy in honey-bells.

And the brown lark sleeps in his nest.

And a vernal vision of gladness swells

One soft white breast.

It cannot be said that all the thoughts in

the garden are so appropriate. In the main

the book is a reprint of light magazine

articles which treat de omnibus rebus et quibus-

dam aliis. Mr. Collins gives his opinions

on the malt tax, which in a prophetic spirit

he said the Liberals were bound to abolish,

—on spelling bees, on which he remarks

that their promoters, having only a big bad

dictionary as their final authority, arrive at

what has been called a " floccinancical

nihilipitification,"—oft "lady helps," or, as

he more meetly calls them, "waiting gentle

women,"—andon all kindsof literary matters,

from a contrast between Tennyson's ' Charge

of the Light Brigade ' and Drayton's ' Agin-

court,' to some remarks both sound and

trenchant on Sainte - Beuve's mystification

over the Sermon on the Mount. Collins was

a better critic of arts than arms, and in

treating of the Balaclava charge should not

havo committed himself to the rococo opinion

that the great winner of battles must be

heavy artillery; but we agree with him in

the enormity of the rhyme "hundred" and

"thundered," and the merit of the grand

lines :—

Upon St. Crispin's day

Fought was this noble fray,

Which fame did not delay

To England to carry ;

Oh 1 when shall English men

With such acts fill a pen

Or England breed again

Such a King Harry ?

A man who wrote so much, and who does

not seem to have had many early advantages,

must inevitably have made great errors, and,

like all partisans, was tempted to think his

opponents the worst of men till he made

their personal acquaintance. The incident

related by Mr. Yates in the preface is a

ludicrous instance of this. It is pleasant to

notice, however, how much he found to like

in his later years in persons of the most

opposite opinions. Of his occasional lapses

in accuracy his remark upon Chaucer is one.

He seems to have forgotten that it was

Spenser who called Chaucer a well of English

undefiled, and that no more in Spenser's day

than in Chaucer's was it the vogue to identify

our composite language with the -33nglisc of

Mr. Freeman.

On the whole, this collection of Collins's

works, though it will tend to define his

position as a man of a good deal of originality

of thought and " a charming lyrist," will

not set him in the category of learned men.

Considering the questionable advantage of

much learning to any but the highest class

of minds, we may conclude that the man is

happy who, though not profoundly read,

can write thus, and in this measure be a

philosopher and a poet :—

Comes April, her white fingers wet with flowers.

And we might well enjoy her sunny hours

If the malignant Fate which o'er us rules

Did not bring April Fools.

Fools who will whisper, you and I together

Ought not to wander in the sweet spring weather,

For I 'm a boy and you 're a girl, and so

Tis very wrong, you know.

To hunt for violets in meadows fair

Till April rains her diamonds on your hair

Is really such a silly girlish fashion

It puts them in a passion.

Youth's joy must have its grim concomitants,

Its sulky sisters and its maiden aunts ;

Well, let them scowl at us and keep their rules—

We won't be April Fools.

The Hamilton Papers : being Selections from

Original Letters in the Possession of his

Grace ths Duke of Hamilton and Brandon,

relating to the Years 1638-1650. Edited

by Samuel Bawson Gardiner. (Camden

Society.)

Much has recently been written about

Charles I.' and his 'Icon,' but a remark

able illustration of that monarch's cha

racter, recently published by the Camden

Society, justifies a brief recurrence to the

subject. This new evidence is drawn from

the historical documents at Hamilton Castle,

and consists of a minute description of the

king's conduct and behaviour during the

chief portion of his miserable residence at

Newcastle, before his surrenderbythe Scottish

army into the custody of our Parliament.

From the beginning of August, 1646, to

the end of January, 1647, is the space of

time embraced in this narrative, and a special

interest attaches to the king's demeanour

during those months ; it was then that he

first began to pose before his subjects as

a living exemplar of a " sacred Majesty

in his sufferings and solitudes," and, by

making use of his misfortunes and cap

tivity, aroused in his favour that reaction

of regard and sympathy which, if wisely

employed, might have restored him to his

throne, but which, being misused, sent him

to the scaffold.

Charles had, to a singular extent, a gift

rarely possessed by wearers of a crown : he

was able to adapt himself readily to external

circumstances and to the exigencies of the

moment. This faculty he utilized even in

the crisis when the battle of Stow-on-the
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Wold completed the dispersion of the royal

army. The king perceived the opportunity

thus created, and that, though a defeat,

the rout gave to him a considerable advan

tage. For, to use the words with which Sir

J. Astley summed up the result of that con

flict, though the king's opponents were "his

masters" and "had done their work," still

as certainly "their play" would end in

" their falling out among themselves."

Cessation of active hostility immediately

dissolved the sole bond of union which held

them together.

To disunite his disuniting enemies was an

end to which Charles promptly addressed him

self. Freed by utter overthrow from factious

counsellors, and from generals more bent

on thwarting each other than on defending

the crown, he could employ his own resources

without hindrance, and, with innate self-

reliance, he embarked on a new line of

action. The sword was struck out of his

hand, and so he exchanged a war of force

for a war of intrigue. He brought his per

sonal influence into the field; the part

of a conquering king being his no longer,

he assumed the character of the suffering

king, of a martyr for his people.

An unconditional and immediate surrender

was the king's first move. Charles threw

himself upon the mercy of the nearest army,

approaching it, without apparent previous

negotiation, as an unarmed wanderer. He

then divested himself, with ostentatious

zeal, of all military power. He gave up

Newark to the Parliament ; he directed the

" governors of our cities and towns of Ox

ford, Lichfield, Worcester, and all other our

commanders, to quit those castles and forts

intrusted to you by us," and to disband the

forces under their control. He commanded

Montrose to cease fighting, and exiled him

from Scotland. In appearance Charles also

Suitted his hold upon Ireland; and he pro-

aimed to all his subjects that "he was

resolved to comply in everything which

might be for their good," and insisted on

his right to appear as their mediator

before Parliament, that ho might " restore

peace and happiness to these miserably dis

tracted kingdoms." Nor did he neglect,

whilst he conspicuously exhibited himself

to the world at large as the true peace

maker, to create upon the minds of the few

who witnessed his captivity at Newcastle the

same impression. No outbreak of the arro

gant irritation to which he was naturally

prone was ever seen ; no event, however

untoward, disturbed his unmoved con

fidence in ultimate success. That " God for

his" Charles "hath in heavenly pay a

glorious angel," and that " weak man must

fall before the deputy elected by the Lord,"

was asserted by the king in every word and

gesture.

Th»t, when the dust and smoke of the

battlo-field dispersed, Charles I. appeared

with scenic effect upon the political stage as

the martyr king, is not an idea due merely

to modern fancy. To quote the words of an

acute contemporary observer, " the people "

were convinced by the king's misfortunes

" that though his designs had been wonderfully

defeated, his armies beaten out of the field, and

himself delivered into the hands of the Parlia

ment, against whom he had made a long and

bloody war, yet that certainly he must be in the

right ; and that though the king was guilty of

the blood of thousands, yet was still in a condi

tion of giving pardon, and not in need of receiv

ing any, which made them flock from all parts

to see him as he waB brought from Newcastle

to Holmby, falling down before him, and court

ing him as only able to restore them their peace

and settlement. "

A captive king inevitably attracts sym

pathy and regard from many of his sub

jects ; and that Charles, to heighten this

impression, deliberately assumed a calm,

resigned demeanour wholly foreign to his

real nature—the fact to which we desire to

call attention—is distinctly proved by a com

parison between the letters he wrote to

Henrietta Maria from Newcastle and the

letters which Mr. Gardiner has selected from

the archives of the Duke of Hamilton.

Both collections of correspondence belong

to the latter half of the year 1646, and both

refer to the same subject, the king him

self; but they are not the less absolutely

opposed in tone. Charles in his letters to

his wife shows himself a restless, pas

sionate, and irritable being: he is full of

vague hopes that "his restitution to the

throne" will be soon effected by a "strong

formed party from abroad"; he trusts no

one either in England or Scotland, not oven

those whom he calls "his friends,"—the

Duke of Hamilton and his associates,—

having but "little belief that they will do

what they say "; he eagerly looks for help

from the Pope, or from France, Spain, or

Holland, and expects that such " a storm

from abroad" will break upon England as

will cause his enemies " to change their

minds," and enable him "to mako either a

gallant war or a happy peace."

This was the real Charles, a king wholly

unreliant on the efforts of his adherents,

but alternating between a confident antici

pation of foreign military aid and that

feeling of hopeless irritation that attends

indulgence in vain expectations. The out

ward Charles, however, was a being quite

different from the man disclosed by his

letters to his wife; and yet it is a fully com

petent observer who supplies the picture of

the king from without. Sir Robert Murray,

the writer of the letters now published, was

both royal secretary and also confidential

agent to the Duke of Hamilton, for whose

guidance Murray forwarded every week a

detailed and continuous account of the king's

conduct and demeanour.

A monarch experiencing for the firBt time

a captive's lot, whilst two nations and two

armies were consulting about his fate,

would show remarkable self-restraint were

he able to refrain from betraying any

nervous anxiety; but Charles carried his

performance far beyond that : he met what

ever happened with the disdain of abso

lute indifference. He rejected the terms of

compromise offered to him by his victors;

and Murray reported that he had fully ex

plained to Charles the disastrous effect of

that refusal, and told him that not one of

his friends " dared to speak a word in

Parliament that may be wrested into a

favourable sense for the king," and that

an immediate advance to the north by the

English army and other extreme measures

were " talked of." But the king upon re

ceiving the report "said nothing," and

"presently went to chess, and talked as

merrily as ever."

So again when the Earl of Essex died,

an event most calamitous to the royal cause,

the king, in appearance at least, was

"nothing sensible of" that loss, and

asserted, on the contrary, " that everybody

was convinced that it is now in his power to

conserve his crown." Then, to extinguish

all chance of a peaceful settlement of their

dispute, the Commons put the proposals

which the king had rejected into the form

of statutory " ordinances " ; that hostile pro

ceeding, however, " moved him not at all."

Nor did even the threat of adjourning Parlia

ment, and thus leaving the action of the army

unrestrained—a step "of the most dangerous

consequence of any design that hath yet

been broached"—disturb his self-possession.

And in his " wonted unmovedness " Charles

continued to the end, until upon the retreat

of the Scottish army, and the arrival of the

English Commissioners to convey their

prisoner to Holmby House, Murray " cut

off passionately the thread of his woeful

subject." Charles's conduct was to him a

mystery which he coidd not unravel, for he

was as well acquainted as the king himself

with the false hopes upon which that mis

guided man, who " never made the right

use of any opportunity," relied.

The historical interest of an accurate

account of Charles I. during what Murray

terms "the very paroxysm of his affairs"

is enhanced by the keen personal interest

that attaches to the writer and to the receiver

of these letters. Both were men not only

remarkable in themselves, but also in the

singular contrast they afford in career and

character. Sir R. Murray passed through

those troubled times unscathed, " beloved

and esteemed by men of all sorts and sides";

he gained the confidence of Cardinal Riche

lieu, and, so far as it was possible, also of

Charles I. After the Restoration he re

ceived distinguished employment in the

state ; he was the founder and first presi

dent of the Royal Society ; and then when

Evelyn's " dear and excellent friend, that

good man and accomplished gentleman, Sir

Robert Murray, Secretary for Scotland,"

died, he was buried, by the king's com

mand, in Westminster Abbey. The Dukf!

of Hamilton had, on the contrary, as

Charles most truly said of him, "ever a

strange number of enemies in every place."

Though he was invariably unsuccessful, all

the ill will and jealousy that success pro

vokes pursued him constantly ; and in the

end he threw away his life in behalf of a

master to whom, according to universal

belief, he had never given true and faithful

service.

NOVELS OF THE WEEK.

The Tenth Earl. By John Berwick Hal-

wood. 3 vols. (Hurst & Blackett.)

Amy Wynter. By Thos. A. Pinkerton.

3 vols. (S. Tinsley & Co.)

The Sport of Fate. By R. Dowling. 3 vols.

(Tinsley Brothers.)

Bona Perfecta : a Tale of Modern Spain. By

B. Perez Galdos. Translated by D. P. W.

(S. Tinsley & Co.)

The Undiscovered Country. By W. D.

Howells. (Boston, U.S., Houghton, Mif

flin & Co. ; London, Trubner & Co.)

Mr. Harwood takes by preference an

aristocratic theme for his romances, and
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lavishes titles of nobility upon his puppets.

Lady Flavia, Lord Lynn's wife, young

Lord Penrith, are the prominent characters

of some of his former novels, and ' The Tenth

Earl' introduces us to men and women of

the same kidney, speaking the same kind of

words and doing the same kind of things,

displaying the grace and the ungraciousness

of the same aristocracy. There is, of course,

little specific difference between Englishpeers

and English commoners, between the lords

and lordlings whose lines are popularly sup

posed to have fallen in such pleasant places

and the general body of wealthy and well-

mannered Englishmen. For this reason Mr.

Harwood's stories are about as faithful to

the reality which they profess to represent

as they would be if their actors never rose

higher in the titular grade than plain Mr.,

Mrs., and Miss. The author does, indeed,

6eem to consider that a change in his

phraseology and vocabulary is necessary

when he is interpreting the thoughts of his

more distinguished personages ; he makes

them talk in a grandiose way, reiterate

their adjectives, patronize the subjunctive

mood, and occasionally diverge with well-

bred indifference into the most elegantly

ungrammatical forms. He even adopts the

same style himself in speaking of them and

their affairs, as when he tells us that the

heir of the earldom "was just then the

tenant of a dreary old dwelling on the

Norfolk coast, Claypole Manor House so

called, and which," &c. "We do not venture

to surmise whether this is the result of per

sonal observation by the author, or whether

it is due to the imitation of bad models,

whereof the library of English fiction con

tains more than enough. At any rate, in

flated language is traditional amongst the

peers of fiction ; and so, too, are the imposed

heir and the vulgar villains trading on

dark secrets, on whom the plot of ' The Tenth

Earl ' is made to turn. Nevertheless it may

be conceded that Mr. Harwood does not

make an altogether inartistic use of the

materials at his command ; and it would be

idle to deny that the whole group of con

ditions and interests surrounding the life of

an English peer, from his accession to the

title down to the reading of his last will and

testament, is a peculiarly tempting theme

for an ingenious novelist. Mr. Harwood's

story is a fair specimen of this characteristic

section of romantic literature. It has plot

and substance, incident and vitality ; its

heroes and villains are constantly on the

alert for the amusement of all who care to

watch their movements ; it is abundantly

sensational, and yet free enough from the

meretricious elements of "le highlife" to

have earned a place in a family magazine.

'Amy Wynter' is a pleasant story of

simple English life, not told with the

highest finish of style, but warm with kindly

feeling and redolent of natural charms. The

prologuo is a romance in itself, and serves,

as a good prologue must, to secure the in

terest of the reader for the more detailed

narrative which follows. Almost every cha

racter to which Mr. Pinkerton sets his hand

is freshly and distinctly drawn ; and, what

is still better, there are innumerable cha

racteristic touches throughout the three

volumes in connexion with the least im

portant personages. In ono place is the

picture of a "retired" gentleman at the

seaside, whose chief fault in the eyes of his

lively and marriageable daughters was

" that he would needlessly endanger the admir

able suggestiveness of his appearance, as a dis

tinguished retired military officer at the least,

by foraging for his own breakfast ; in the shape

of a haddock, the tail of which usually persisted

in sticking out of its covering of newspaper in

his coat-pocket, or a couple of mackerel he had

cheapened on the beach."

Elsewhere it is the rapid sketch of a horse-

dealer, who, failing to conclude a bargain,

of which he had boasted beforehand, with

a squire in the neighbourhood, comes home

in crestfallen fashion :—

" When he at length drove into his yard, the

first remark he heard was just what he had been

anticipating all the way home.

" ' Why, Muster Trigwell, ye 've brought the

mare back with ye !'

" The next was to the same effect, but, coming

from an old, politic, bandy-legged groom, who

observed the annoyance upon his master's face,

was differently put.

" Eyeing the smoking animal as if its presence

in that yard might yet be proved to be purely

delusive, he exclaimed :

" ' Why, Muster Trigwell, they do say as you've

brought the mare back with yer !' "

The heroes and heroines of Mr. Pinkerton's

tale are not lay figures, but impress the

reader with a sense of reality. Perhaps

the best of them is Dicky Yeoland, a

rough diamond full of English rusticity,

whom his friends transform into the Reve

rend Richard, but who very speedily restores

himself to his more congenial and honest

condition. In his case, as in that of several

other characters, the author happily brings

out some of the mellowest effects of rural

habits and associations ; and, indeed, ' Amy

Wynter' is a book which appeals in a

special manner to the lovers of country

pastimes and pursuits. A little more care,

of a mechanical but very necessary kind,

would have added polish to its attractions ;

but it may be commended for virtues which

aro somewhat rare in the fiction of the day.

Mr. Dowling has reached, or thinks he

has reached, that point in the career of a

successful novelist when the public becomes

contented with his odds and ends, and does

not expect to get his best work every time

he publishes a new book. ' The Sport of

Fate' is one of a collection of pieces of

various length, some of them of small value.

Mr. Dowling seems to have founded his

style upon Victor Hugo and Mr. Bret Harte.

Imitation unfortunately is usually only suc

cessful with manner. Victor Hugo's manner

of narration is not difficult to catch, but in

imitating that manner it is hardly possible

not to be absurd. That rough simplicity of

Mr. Bret Harte's, out of which there is made

to appear with startling suddenness a bit of

the strongest of human feeling or a dramatic

situation of striking force, is less easy to

copy. Mr. Dowling succeeds sometimes in

imitating the manner in which Mr. Bret

Harte leads up to his point, but the imita

tion fails at the critical moment. It is impos

sible to quote enough to show how this takes

place, but there is room for a bit of imita

tion of Victor Hugo, whom, by the way, Mr.

Bret Harte has himself imitated in his

' Sensation Novels.' This passage really

reads very much like an imitation of Mr.

Bret Harte's imitation :—

" She had ceased to be a girl and had become

a woman. Perhaps this accounted for all.

" She knew her personal appearance had

altered, and she felt it had altered not for the

better. This was a Bourco of joy rather than

grief to her.

" ' For,' she mused at night in her own room

as she looked in the glass, ' when my Charlie

comes home and sees I am changed for the

worse, he will love me all the better. ' "

Mr. Dowling's first book showed consider

able originality and a forcible style of

narration. Since its publication he cannot

be said to have improved, although, as this

new book shows, he must have become

successful.

It is difficult to describe ' Doiia Porfecta,'

and it would be unprofitable to read it.

Seiior Galdos has not improved since his

readers last met him ; his plot is ill con

trived, his language incoherent, his dia

logues wearisome, and his unguarded

profanities shocking. A few phrases will

suffice, taken here and there, to show the

quality of the work. Speaking of Villa-

horrenda, he says, " Blind people ought to

be happy in this country, for to the tongue

it is paradise, to the eyes hell." " Daylight

entered in glad irruption the windows and

skylights of the Spanish horizon, the fields

inundated with splendid clearness." The

bewildering scenes which make up the story

take place in

"Orbajosa, a city which neither in Chaldean

nor Coptic geography (only in Spanish) figures

as containing 7,324 inhabitants, a town hall,

episcopal see, judicial district, public school,

depository for the breeding of horses, prepara

tory school, and other official prerogatives. '

The hero

" was of a fresh complexion, slightly herculean

could use the weapon of mockery, which

was a slight defect in the eyes of his friends, as

it caused him to appear slightly disrespectful

when speaking of many things. This much must

bo admitted, although it may detract slightly

from his merit."

The heroine, the daughter of Dona Perfecta,

is not a lovely person :—

"'I confess it, and I do confess it,' she ex

claims, while kneeling before an image of the

Saviour, 'saying to thee, "Lord, let me hato

my mother." '

The conversation of the lovers when they

are alone on one occasion turns on the

question if the infant Jesus should wear

trousers ; on another the girl exclaims,

"Listen! it might be the breathing of my

mother or the creaking of the weathercock."

He : " It is a metallic sound—your mamma's

breathing." What is the meaning of the

following: " The garlic of Orbajosa made

the gentlemen of the jury of the London

exhibition quite sticky " ? Seiior Galdos

is as fortunate in his description of the

classical poets as he is in portraying human

love and hate. He speaks of Virgil, for

instance, as one " in whose verses may be

seen the palpitating and melting heart of

the elated Dido." The book is badly trans

lated and carelessly corrected. Nominavito,

rosa, Genivito, Davito, Accusarito may be

intended for fun ; an ordinary mind would

take it for blundering, such as occurs at

p. 197, where we hear twico of Renialdos.

We close, as closes the book, with the whole

of chapter xxxiii. :—

" This history is finished. We therefore at

present are not able to say more about the

people who seem so good, but are not so

really."
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Mr. Howells's well-deserved reputation

ought hardly to he increased by the pub

lication of ' The Undiscovered Country. It

is a tale chiefly dealing with fraudulent

spiritualism and the Shakers. The popu

larity of the former topic has, it would seem,

declined in England. Possibly it may be

otherwise in America, and Mr. Howells

may have been writing ad captandum.

RECENT VERSE.

The Prince's Quest, and other Poems. By William

Watson. (C. Kegan Paul & Co.)

The Defence of Rome, and other Poems. By

Ernest Myers. (Macmillan & Co.)

Dotty, and other Poems. By J. L. (Glasgow,

MacLehose. )

Hesperus, and other Poems. By Charles De Kay.

(New York, Charles Scribner's Sons ; London,

Sampson Low & Co.)

The Golden Hind, a Story of the Invincible

Armada ; Thessale, attd other Poems. By

Charles Robinson, M.A. (Bell & Sons.)

The fact that much good work may spring in

part from imitative sympathy is exemplified in

Mr. Watson's chief poem. The influence of

Mr. William Morris upon the author can by no

means be ignored ; but it is fair to bear in mind

that there is no style of narrative into which a

poet even of some originality may more easily

drift than that which the pleasantly flowing,

if somewhat facile, measures of ' The Earthly

Paradise ' have made popular. It is, moreover,

of good omen for Mr. Watson that he is most

original and altogether at his best in those por

tions of his poem which give greatest scope to

imagination. The prince's quest is for a fair

land, of course wfth a fair queen to match.

This region of delight is first beheld by him in

a dream of his youth. After many adverse

fortunes he succeeds in reaching it at last, but

only when he is old and worn out. He drinks,

however, of the river that flows through the

land, and so regains his youth. Notwithstand

ing the reflections of Mr. Morris which we have

noticed, these lines from the song with which

the poem closes will show that Mr. Watson can

realize fairyland on his own account. The sense

of strange seas, hostile and remote, is in par

ticular finely caught :—

Often when evening sobered all the air,
No doubt but she would sit and marvel where
He tarried, by the )>ounds of what strange sea ;
And peradventure look at Intervals
Forth of the windows of her palace walla,
And watch the gloaming darken taunt and tree ;
And think on twilight shores, with dreaming caves
Full of the groping of bewildered waves,
Full of the murmur of their hollow halls.

As flowers desire the kisses of the rain,
She his, and many a year desired In vain :
She waits no more who waited long enow.
Nor listeth he to wander any more
Who went as go the winds from sea to shore.
From shore to sea who went aa the winds go.
The winds do seek a place of rest ; the flowers
Look for the rain ; but in a while the showers
Come, and the winds lie down, their wanderings o'er.

Other passages of equal excellence may be found

in the poem, which is, however, somewhat dis

figured by affectations of diction. Thus we

have the resuscitation of the obsolete " woi "

instead of "waxed"—"The king himself wox

grave "—and occasionally a strange omission of

aspirates. The production entitled ' Angelo '—

next in length to ' The Prince's Quest '—is far

inferior, being at times ludicrously immature in

treatment. It is difficult to understand why a

writer of Mr. Watson's ability should have written

it, still more so why he Bhould have published

it. The remaining poems are melodious, though

they lack any striking value of idea—that is,

if we except the two sonnets reprinted from

Mr. Main's 'Treasury.' The one on Beethoven

has been altered and improved. So far as ' The

Prince's Quest' and these sonnets are concerned,

Mr. Watson has, on the whole, done good work ;

but he cannot afford to write below his best.

This last volume of Mr. Myers contains much

of that pretty, ineffectual poetry which is pro

duced by a fair acquaintance with the technics

of verse, some delicacy of sentiment, and mode

rate grace of expression. ' The Defence of Rome '

is by far the most ambitious poem in the collec

tion, and by far the most unsatisfactory. Though

recording exciting events, it deals so much in

well-worn generalities of expression, so little in

those vivid and stirring pictures which embody

martial ardour or popular enthusiasm, that the

long swing of the verse becomes ultimately

monotonous and cumbersome. The galvanized

dry bones of composition seek in vain to do

duty for the quick flow of blood and the pulse

of life. In the rendering of the eighteenth

book of the Iliad, where the same metre has

been employed as in ' The Defence of Rome,'

Mr. Myers is far more successful. His original

here inspires him with fervour and supplies him

with detail, so that the entire performance well

deserves perusal.

The critic's task is never more thankless than

when he has to speak unfavourably of efforts

like J. L.'s, which abound in kind and genial

sentiments, evidently set forth with great sin

cerity. Moral qualities unfortunately will not

atone in verse for a total want of originality

both as to idea and treatment. In the interests

of poetry one is tempted to ask why J. L.'«

amiable platitudes should have been printed.

There is room, however, for a second question,

Why should they not have been if their issue

gives any pleasure to the writer and sympathizing

friends ? It is too probable, however, that the

pleasure afforded will be strictly confined to this

limited public

' Hesperus ' is a tantalizing volume. It

evinces some of the qualities that are essential

to poetry, but they are so often infelicitously

combined and presented in such rough and un

musical forms that it is an exceptional piece of

good fortune to light upon a complete and satis

fying poem. In his better examples Mr. De

Kay's love of Nature and his minute observa

tion of her aspects merit warm approval. Yet

sometimes into otherwise pleasing descriptions

an ugly and prosaic feature obtrudes itself,

which mars all the more gracious surroundings.

Of this an instance is furnished by his very

first stanza, the general details of which, at once

faithful and imaginative, are ruined by the bald

line and a half we print in italics :—

Keen gleams the wind, and all the ground
is bare and chapped with bitter cold.

The ruta are iron ; fish are found
Uncased in ice as in a mom :

The frozen hilltops ache with pain
And shudders tremble down each shy

Deep rootlet burrowing in the plain ;— '
Now mark the sky.

Accuracy is doubtless of vital importance in

poetry, but there is a wide difference between

imaginative accuracy, which touches the forms

of nature with the glow of human sympathy,

and the accuracy of a catalogue, an inventory,

or a newspaper report of the weather. A writer

may conscientiously describe the world around

him in the spirit of a naturalist, and yet quite

ignore those sweet affinities between nature and

the heart to discern which is a function of

the poet. It would be untrue to say that Mr.

De Kay does not at times perform this function.

Yet the cases are numerous in which the value

of his descriptions is destroyed not only by an

incongruous mixture of the literal with the

ideal, but by verse which, though it may bear

the test of scanning, is harsh and unspontaneous.

Of these various effusions, some are trivial both

in spirit and manner, some ambitious but feeble.

There are others through which, however defec

tive as wholes, fine lines are scattered. Of a

few it may be said that they have both idea and

considerable grace and force of execution, and

of many that they are imaginative embryos

which, under the influence of more emotional

heat and more harmonizing taste, might have

been developed into poems.

Mr. Robinson declares in his preface that in

publishing these poems he "cherishes an artistic

purpose—that of cultivating a fresh and pure

style in modern poetical expression. It is now

ten or twelve years," he adds, " since his atten

tion was first drawn to the critical study of the

best English poetry of all periods, and as one

result of this pleasant labour, long continued, he

formed in his mind a clear ideal of poetic style,

which has had a more or less conscious influence

on the composition of all the pieces contained in

this volume." He then points out for the reader's

guidance the pieces in which he thinks his ideal

has been most nearly attained. The self-con

fidence of these assertions provokes some curi

osity to see whether they are justified, and what

has been accomplished by an author who evi

dently believes that he has rendered no slight

service to modern poetry by his ' ' critical study "

of poetical literature. We have sought care

fully for examples of the " fresh and pure "

style at which the writer aims ; but they are

either very infrequent or we do not know them

when we see them. Is the following one of

them ?—

That night none slept : old men sat up in arms
Brought rusty home from famous Flodden field :
Wives wept, and farmers groan'd, and maidens pray'd,
Until the dawn fell on their wearied eyes.
Then Mary wander'd, rapt in reverie.
Down to the beach, but something startled her.
And her eyes, lifted up from half-eclipse,
Met Roland's, with a strange look searching them.
He, smiling, clasp'd her small white hand in his,
Stole a warm kiss, and " Now sweet little one,"
He said, " before you speak another word,
Give me what I have never dared ask yet !
You saw the fires last night. Our enemy
Is close upon us, and perhaps my duty
May call on me before to-morrow's eve.
To die for poor old England ! Promise now
To be my wedded wife !—Another kiss.
My sweet, and give the promise I—Never blush 1
Tis not a stranger asks you. Promise ! Mary !

Another kiss, and promise I "
But all pale,

Trembling and mute, leant Mary on her lover.
At last the said, " O Roland, I can not,
Because I love you very, very dearly ! "
And then words fall'd tier, giving way to tears.
" Why, sweetest ! " Roland cried, "the very reason.

That you should promise, is because you lore me 1
Hut I see you arefaint with sleeplessness
And morning hunger. Let me lead you home ! "

It is certainly well to avoid strain and inflation

in poetry ; but, on the other hand, babyish

simplicity of detail is not in itself a merit.

There is really nothing in this book of feature

less verse to lift it to the rank of an experiment

for reforming poetic taste. Though the subject

treated of in ' The Golden Hind ' might have

been made stirring and lively, the reader who

would find entertainment must revert from the

poem to the preface.

THEOLOGICAL BOOKS.

The author of A Treatise on the Authorship of

Ecclesiastes (Macmillan & Co.) has taken the

trouble of wasting Beveral hundred pages in

order to prove that Solomon is the author of

Ecclesiastes. It is easy to see that he has spent

a good deal of his time over researches in the

Hebrew Concordance anS Mr. Driver's excellent

book on the Hebrew tenses, in order to discover

parallel passages between Ecclesiastes and books

of the Old Testament generally recognized to

be earlier, as well as to prove that some

later forms of tenses are already to be

found in older writings. The author is evi

dently a bad Hebrew scholar, or perhaps only a

beginner, and it is scarcely worth while to occupy

space in proving his lack of knowledge of the

language. We may of course believe that by

the help of inspiration Solomon may have

employed neo-Hebrew expressions and even

Gnucisms, but that such expressions are to be

foundin Ecclesiastes the authorcould havelearned

from Graetz's Commentary on Ecclesiastes, pub

lished in 1871, which, however, he does not

seem to know. As an instance of the author's

critical knowledge we shall only quote his follow

ing statement :—" The book of Job, which is

certainly older than the days of Solomon, con

tains Aramaisms which, as pointed out in the

' Speaker's Commentary,' are evidences rather of

antiquity than of lateness."
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Messrs. Burns & Oates have published The

History of St. Catherine of Sienna, by Augusta

T. Drane, the well-known author of ' Chris

tian Schools and Scholars ' and other works.

This book is not written in a style so free or

likely to be so popular as, for example, her

' Life of Mother Margaret. ' But the subject

involves very different questions, and there cer

tainly can be no doubt that all who wish to

know either the public or the private history of

St. Catherine will find in this volume every

thing which is necessary to be told about her.

Miss Drane herself does not attempt to show us

why we should hesitate to express doubts about

the reality of the miraculous occurrences which

are said to have distinguished St. Catherine.

Sceptical persons will probably explain most of

them by referring them to cataleptic attacks and

to her own imagination. It is clear that in her

lifetime there were more who doubted than

believed, and Pope Urban VI. himself corre

sponds with her in a tone which one would

hardly expect in a person who accepted as true

all that was reported. It is not quite evident,

therefore, why the biographer of St. Catherine

should pass by all such difficulties, and tell her

reader that a critical examination either of

physical or psychological phenomena would be

sadly out of place in these pages." Miss

Drane's volume, however, will be very accept

able to Catholics ; and those also who are merely

interested in the secular history of the four

teenth century will find it full of information

about the Italian states at that period.

Mr. Elliot Stock sends us the first part of the

LegendaSanctorumof John de Grandiaaon, Bishop

of Exeter, edited by H. E. Reynolds. The im

portance and historical interest of the manu

script are beyond all question, but criticism on

the manner in which it is edited must be re

served until the book is finished. This is fasci

culus i. of vol. ii. , part 3, and it would be mani

festly unjust to Mr. Reynolds to offer any

opinion about it. We can only say now that

the size, type, and paper of this first instalment

are worthy of praise.

Wiclifs tractate, De Christo et suo Adversario

Antichristo, has been printed from manuscripts

at Vienna and Prague by Dr. K. Buddensieg.

This is another proof of the interest felt abroad

in the English reformer, of which Prof. Lechler's

exhaustive work gave striking evidence. The

tractate, as Dr. Buddensieg satisfactorily proves,

belongs to the last years of Wiclif's life. In

spite of his title "Wiclif, Dr. Buddensieg

contends, does not actually identify the Pope

with Antichrist ; but, if he does not, he falls

not very far short of it. He denies that St.

Peter is the head of the Church or the Vicar of

Christ and chief of the Apostles ; that the Pope

derives his authority from St. Peter ; and he

also denies the Pope's infallibility. Besides

he enumerates twelve points in which the Pope

differs from Christ. Christ is the truth, the

Pope the incarnation of falsehood ; Christ poor,

the Pope a temporal prince, a particular mark

of Antichrist, who always covets worldly do

minion, &c Dr. Buddensieg, who has edited

the polemic with true German enthusiasm, has

founded his text on a collation of six MSS. It

is to be hoped he may proceed with his design,

and edit others of Wiclif's Latin writings. His

publisher is Perthes, of Gotha.

We have received an interesting monograph

by Dr. M. Joel, with the title of Blicke in die

Religionsgeschichte zu Anfang des zweiten Christ-

liehen Jafirhunderts. It contains an essay on

the Talmud and the Greek language, with two

excursuses on Aristobulus, the so-called Peripa

tetic, and on Gnosticism compared with pas

sages in Talmudical writings.

We have received Prof. Salvatore de Bene-

detti's (of Pisa) Vita e Morte di Most, Leggende

Ebraiche, Tradotte, Illustrate, e Comparate. This

Midrash relating to the life and death of Moses

is of great importance for comparative study

with the apocryphal book, 'Assumptio Mosis.'

Prof. Benedetti in his copious notes draws atten

tion to many interesting facts in the two legends,

and illustrates several of them from parallel

passages in the Talmud and the Midrashim. It

is, however, to be regretted that the translator

followed simply Jellinek's edition of this

Midrash, without consulting MSS. containing

this small and interesting legend in somewhat

different form. He could have found near at hand

MSS. in the Vatican Library, at Parma, and in

minor Italian libraries.

Le Saint Edit. Etude de Litterature Chinoise

preparee par A. Theophile Piry. (Shanghai.)—

The " Beneficent Emperor " K'ang-he, who sat

on the throne from 1661 to 1721, is the glory

of modern China. As a wise and patriotic

ruler he is considered second only to the sage

emperors of antiquity, while as an author his

fame is equally renowned. To his pen the lite

rature of China is indebted for many excellent

poems and treatises, and to his untiring energy

as an editor is due the publication, among other

works, of the famous dictionary which bears his

name and the huge imperial encyclopaedia in

5,020 volumes, a copy of which now adorns the

shelves of the British Museum Library. But of

all his exploits the one which endeared him most

to true Confucianists was the publication of the

celebrated sixteen maxims known collectively as

the ' Sacred Edict. ' These maxims, which are

held to be an embodiment of the principles of

modern—that is, of practical—Confucianism,

were intended to be a counterblast to the im

moralities and heretical tendencies of the age.

Each consists of seven characters, and deal with

the duties of social relationships, the habits

and pursuits of the people, and their intellectual

and moral welfare. That so many subjects

should be dealt with in but a hundred and

twelve characters may seem surprising, but

Chinese is a concise language, and K'ang-he

knew how to use it. But K'ang-he was more

than an able writer and a patriotic ruler;

he was a thoroughly enlightened man. He

so far broke through the traditions of his

Court as to pay distinguished honours to the

Jesuit missionaries at Pekin ; and he himself

dabbled in European science. But yet one of

his maxims formed the excuse for the banish

ment of Europeans from the empire under his

successor, and has been quoted by thousands

of reactionary mandarins in support of an anti-

foreign policy since his day. History and every

day life, however, abound with similar per

versions of dicta. Leo X. and Luther, Car

dinal Manning and Bishop Wilberforce, all based

their doctrines on the same authority, and all

differed from each other. "Flee strange beliefs

in order that you may do honour to the true

doctrine," wrote K'ang-he, referring no doubt

in the first part of the sentence to the White

Lily Sect, the Triad Society, and the host of

other political clubs which have at different

times honeycombed Chinese society, but cer

tainly not to the faith of Ricci and his com

panions. Yung-ching made no such exceptions,

but states in his commentary, which forms the

body of the work before us, that the Western

belief which exalts the Lord of Heaven is equally

with the political sects contrary to Chinese

orthodoxy. On all other points Yung-ching is

in agreement with his father, and his com

mentary is esteemed of scarcely less value than

the maxims themselves. The style in which it

is written is simple and scholarly, and the

volume is thus peculiarly well fitted both for a

text-book for students and for an introduction

to the doctrines of modern Confucianism. As

such it attracted the early attention of European

Sinologists, and has at different times been

translated into English by Milne, Staunton,

and Wade, and also into Russian. M. Piry

tells us in his preface that he began his trans

lation to assist the students in the College

for Foreign Languages at Peking to acquire a

knowledge of French. Feeling when it was

finished that an annotated edition would serve

the converse purpose, and be a help to French

students of Chinese, he published the present

work. Consistently with the system of Con

fucius, K'ang-he begins with filial piety. " Pay

regard," he says, "to filial piety and brotherly

love, in order that you may give weight to the

social relationships." Commenting upon this

first duty, which he describes as "the canon

of heaven, the principle of earth, and the highest

obligation of the people," his son enlarges on

the different ways in which it is to be fulfilled.

A dutiful son should so " order his person and

regulate his expenses as to save his parents

every fatigue and supply all their wants. H6

should eschew wine and gaming, fly dis

putes and quarrels, and avoid lavishing his

wealth secretly on his wife and children. On

this point Chinese moralists never tire of quot

ing with approbation the case of a man who,

finding himself unable to support his infant son

as well as his mother, determined to burythe child

alive. When digging the grave into which he was

about to thrust the infant, his spade turned up a

nugget of gold, which obviated the necessity for

murder and supplied thewants of his mother. For

this signal act of filial piety he was promoted to

high office in the state. In the same way another

man is highly commended for having relieved

his father from the mosquitoes which were

troubling him at night by offering his naked

body as a bait to the insects. Passing from the

domestic to the political relationships, K'ang-he

says, "Live at peace in your villages and dis

tricts in order that you may avoid wrangling*

and litigations. " M Piry translates this maxim,

" Vivez en paix avec vos voisins afin d'e'viter les

proces.'1 But this hardly brings out the full

meaning of the text. As the commentary points

out, not only are litigations to be avoided but

the quarrels which lead up to them. No doubt

if all the rules of life laid down by K'ang-he

were followed society would be infinitely bene

fited, but the reader of this, as, of all other works

on Confucianism, will be struck with the very

commonplace notions held out as an inducement

for the practice of virtue. So far as they go the

maxims are excellent, but to European minds

they read more like rules for the conduct of

children than ethical laws for the guidance of an

intellectual people.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

Messrs. Bell & Sons send us a translation, by

Miss Emily J. Leonard, of M. Jerome Adolphe

Blanqui's History of Political Economy in Europe.

The name of Blanqui is associated in England

rather with the stormy atmosphere of political

revolution than with the peaceful humdrum of

political economy. The first duty of those who

are responsible for presenting this book to the

English and American public is, therefore, to

make it clear that the Blanqui of 1830, of 1848,

and 1870, the imprisoned Communist whose

return to the French Chamber of Deputies was

a nine days' wonder in 1879, is not the same

Blanqui who in 1837 wrote the book before us.

This duty is discharged by means of the rather

ingenious expedient of a biographical sketch of

the author of the book, towards the close of

which the necessary explanation is given that

Jerome Adolphe Blanqui, the economist, was

the elder brothor of Louis Auguste Blanqui,

the revolutionist. In a volume of more than

six hundred pages, three need not be grudged

to serve as the husk which envelopes the kernel

of fact that Jerome Adolphe is not Louis Auguste.

A preface is contributed by Mr. David A.

Wells, late Chief Commissioner of Revenue in

the United States, which anticipates an objection

that will be felt by many readers to the title of

the book. It is not so much a history of political

economy in Europe as a sketch of the industrial

condition of various European countries before

political economy existed. Economic conditions,

of course, always influence men's conduct ; but

to call a man a political economist because his
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life is controlled by economic conditions is like

calling him a physiologist because he eats his

dinner, or a chemist because he knows how to

make pickled cabbage. Mr. Wells says : " Man

nist at the moment when,

and the exercise of labour

and frugality, he began to anticipate and make

provision for his future needs and contingencies.

He became a political economist at the

moment when, in association with his fellow

men, he began to exchange the product* of his

labour," <fcc. Language of this kind is quite

out of harmony with the ordinary meaning

attached in England to the words " political

economy. " When we speak of political economy

in this country, we mean not a collection of

facts, but we mean the reasoned theories con

cerning certain facts, which theories proceed

upon hypotheses and assumptions which are

never exactly true, but which serve precisely

the same purpose as the hypotheses and assump

tions of mathematics or mechanic*. In this, the

English sense, political economy is about a

hundred years old ; it did not exist in the

period to which the greater part of M. Blanqui's

volume relates. The work is one that may be

useful to political economists, but it is not in

our English sense political economy ; it is a

collection of industrial facts. To use an illus

tration of Prof. Jevons's, it is a specimen of

economic book-keeping, a rather indiscriminate

mass of information about the condition of slaves

in ancient Greece and Rome, about the luxurious

habits of the patricians, about the mixture of

refinement and discomfort in their lives (e.g. ,

" their seats were elegant, but very hard," p. 58),

about the influence of Christianity in elevating

the status of labour, &c. M. Blanqui has

posted facta of this kind in a sort of ledger

which the economic student may use, just as

an agriculturist might use a table showing the

prices of agricultural produce over a series of

years ; but his facts are not political economy

any more than the price-list would be agri

culture. Even as a collection of facts the

book is not good. There is a vast deal of

verbiage in it, too much husk in proportion to

the grain. There are, for instance, between

seventy and eighty closely printed pages relating

to the economic condition of Rome, the chief

part of which is devoted to the time extending

from the beginning of the empire to the reign

of Justinian ; yet there is no adequate descrip

tion of the Roman latifttndia; indeed, they

receive hardly more than a casual allusion.

Three sentences from Mommsen would bring

the condition of the labourers in the latifundia

more vividly before the student than thirty

pages of M. Blanqui. There is a chapter devoted

to a description of the economic influences of

Christianity ; but the author's pen flows with

a fatal facility away from the subject indicated

at the head of the chapter to a dissertation upon

the ideal Christian priest, and how widely this

creature of the imagination differs from cures

and parsons of real life. The work of the

translator appears to have been well done ; she

has aimed at following her author word for

word as closely as the dissimilarity of the two

languages allows ; and if she has used a few

words that are not to be found in the English

dictionaries, the fault under the circumstances

is not unpardonable.

We have received the book entitled Eminent

Israelites of the Nineteenth Century: a Series

of Biographical Sketches, by Henry Samuel

Morais (Philadelphia, Stern & Co.). The bio

graphies contained in this first series, which are

revised reproductions of articles which appeared

seriatim in the Jeioish Record, are either taken

at third hand or reproduced from hurried com

munications to the author by Borne of the

eminent men themselves ; in any case, they are

not complete and are often erroneous. The

selection made by Mr. Morais is somewhat

strange. That the biography of the Rev. Dr.

N.M.Adler, Chief Rabbi, should- "

is right enough, for he takes the place of a

bishop in the synagogue, and besides has dono

something for Hebrew literature. But we can

not see in what respect the late Dr. Artom and

the Rev. Prof. Marks are more worthy of a

place in Mr. Morais's book than Dr. H. Adler

and Dr. A. Lowy, who are also rabbis in

London, and have moreover contributed to

literature. Why are Dr. Schiller-Szinessy, of

Cambridge, and Dr. Friedlander left out ( It

is no doubt pleasant to be a great banker,

but it is possible to be so without being a

great man unless the banker is also a great

philanthropist, which was certainly not the case

with Emile Pereire of Paris. Anyhow, why are

the biographies of the great bankers, Herr

Bleichroder, of Berlin, and Baron Gunzbnrg, of

St. Petersburg, not given together with those of

inferior financiers .'

Dr. W. Chambers has sent us a new edition

of his useful volume The Youth's Companion,

one of the best books of its class.

We have on our table Twenty-one Days in

India, by G. Aberigh-Mackay(Allen & Co.),—Phi

losophy of Charles Dickens, by the Hon. A. S. G.

Canning (Smith & Elder),—Caroline von Linsin-

gen and King William the Fourth, by T. G.

Arundel (Sonnenschein),—Second Steps to Greek

Prose Composition, by the Rev. B. Jackson

(Macmillan),—A Practical Cheek Metliod for

Beginners, Part I., by F. Ritchie and E. H.

Moore (Rivingtons),—Outlines of Farm Manage

ment, by R S. Burn (Lockwood),—Fancy

Pigeons, Parts I. -IV., by J. C. Lyell ('The

Bazaar' Oflice),—Britisli Dogs, Parts XI. -XIII.,

by H. Dalziel (' The Bazaar ' Office),—Political

Economy for the People, by J. L. Shadwell (Trttb-

ner),—Report of Observations of Injurious Insects,

1879 (Sonnenschein),—The Highland Hand

book and List, June (Low), — Health and

Health Resorts, by J. Wilson (Triibner),—How

Women may Earn a Living, by Mercy Grogan

(Cassell),—Plain Hints for Needlework Exami

ners, by the Author of ' Plain Needlework '

(Griffith & Farran),—The Underlying Principles

of Indian Fiscal Administration, by J. Hector

(Chapman & Hall),—The A B C of Art, by R. T.

Stothard (Allen & Co.),—Artistic Homes (Ward

& Lock),—Critical Essays and Literary Notes,

by B. Taylor (Low),—Columba, Parts I. and II.

(Satchell & Co.),—A Hopeless Case, by E. Faw-

cett (Triibner),—Leaves from Vie Ash, by M.

Field (Low),—The Sea and the Moor, by Rosa

M. Kettle (Ward & Lock),—Aha Wine, by H.

Gordon (New York, The American News Com

pany),—Songs and Sonnets for the Season, by

N. R. T. (Hastings, W. Pinson), — Fanny :

Poems, by C. Duval (Simpkin),—Antiope: a

Tragedy (Kegan Paul\—Children's Treasury of

Bible Stories, Part III., by Mrs. H. Gaskoin

(Macmillan),—The School Prayer-Book (Relfe

Brothers),—Truthfulness and Ritualism, by O.

Shipley (Burns & Oates),—A dam, Noah, and

Abraliam, by J. Parker (Edinburgh, Macniven

& Wallace),—The Collects of the Day, 2 vols.,

by E. M. Goulburn,D.D. (Rivingtons),—TheNew

Testament, Vol. I. , by J. P. Norris (Rivingtons),

—Conferences d' AngUAerre , by E. Renan (Paris,

C. Le"vy),—Politica Segreta Italiana, 1863-1870

(Turin, Favale),—Lord Beaconsjield et son Temps,

by C. Clarigny (Paris, A. Quantin),—Kunst-

geschichte des Humanismus, by Dr. R. Vischer

(Nutt), — and Gastfahrten, by W. Rotzmann

(Triibner). Among New Editions we have Mil

ton : Lycidas, by T. D. Hall (Gait & Co.),—My

Little Note-Book of General and Bible Knowledge,

"by H. Fuller (Houlston),—Practical Hints for

Pupil-l'eachers on Class Management, by J.

Saunders (Laurie),—The, Protagoras of Plato,

by W. Wayte (Bell),—Floriculture, by G.

Glenny (Bemrose),—A Treatise on the Conflict

of Laws, by F. Carl von Savigny (Clark),—and

Buxton and its Resources, by J. Croston (Hey-

wood). Also the followingPamphlets : OnPreserv-i-

tion of Health in India, by Sir J. Fayrer (Kerby

& Eudean),—Is India Solvent ? by L. C. Probyn

(Wilson),—" Among the Immortals " : a Political

Satire (Stanford), — The Origin of the World

according to Revelation and Science, by H. Good

win, D.D. (S.P.C.K.),—and Hull Newspapers,

by W. Hunt (Hull, 'The Eastern "

News ' Oflice).

LI8T OF NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Hole's (S. R.) Hints to Preachers,
dresses, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.

Stunner's (Rer. H. £. von) Christ in the Divine Man, or

Deity Veiled, 12mo. 5 cl.
Whedon s (D. D.) Popular Commentary on the New Testa

ment, Vol. 6, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.

Law.

Fisher's Direst or tlie Reported Decisions in all the Courts
Irom Hilary Term, 1870, to Easter Vacation, 1880, Con
solidated and Arranged by T. W. Chitty and J. Mew,

2 vols. roy. 8vo. 63/ cl.
Flood's (J. C.'H.) Treatise on

Slander, cr. 8vo. 14/ cl.

with

the French

Barlow's (G.) Love Songs, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.

History and Biography.

Gibbon (E.), Life and Letters of, with his History of the
Crusades, Verbatim Reprint, with Copious Index by
W. J. Dav, 12mo. 2/ cl. (Chandos Classics. )

Malleson's (Col. G. B ) History of the Indian Mutiny, 1857-

185!), Vol. 3, 8vo. 20/ cl.

Geography and Travel.

Davies's (R.) Walks through the City of York, edited by

his Widow, 8vo. 10/6 cl.
M'Mullen's (R. T.)An Experimental Cruise Single-handed

in the Procvon, 7 -ton Lugger, 12mo. 3/ el.
Tourists' Handbook to the British Islands, 12mo. 2/8 ol.
Young's (A.) The Angler's and Sketahers Guide to Suther

land, 12mo. 2/8 cl.
Philology.

Cicero's Laelius, or a Dialogue on Friendship,
matical Analysis, Explanatory Notes, and
cr. 8vo. 6/ cl. (Analytical Series. )

Laurent's (V.) Questions and Answers on

Grammar, cr. 8vo. 2/ cl. limp.
Wells's (Dr. C.) Practical Grammar of the Turkish Lan

guage, cr. 8vo. 16/ cl.

Science.

Ball's (R. B.l Elements of Astronomy, 12mo. 6/ cl.
Greenhouse Favourites, a Description of Choice C

Plants, with Coloured Plates, cr. *to. 26/ cl.
Prior's ( W. D.) Hardy Shrubs, cr. 8vo. 3/« cl.
Rimmer's (R.) Land and Freshwater Shells of the

Isles, cr. 8vo. 10/tt cl.
Robinson's (J. F.) British Bee-Farming, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.

General Literature.
Collins's (Mortimer) Thoughts in my Garden, Edited by

Edmund Yates, with Notes by the Editor and Mrs.

Mortimer Collins, 2 vols. cr. 8vo. 21/ cl.
Dickens's (C.) Speeches, Literary and Social, 12mo. 2/6 cl.

(Mavfair Librarv.)
Keary's'(A.) A Doubting Heart, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Linton's (E. L.) Under which Lord ? cheap edit. cr. 8vo. 3/6
M'Cart hy's (J. ) Donna Quixote, cheap edit. cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Macmillan's (H.) Two Worlds are Ours, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Phillips's (Mrs. A.) Benedicts, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Shelley's (P. B.) Prose Works, edited by H. B. Fonnan,

4 vols. 8vo. 50/ cl.
Yonge's (C. M.) Love and Life, an Old Story in

Century Costume, 2 vols. cr. 8vo. 12/ cl.

FOREIGN,

Theology.

Bruchst iiokc der Oberaegyptiachen Uebersetzung d. A. Tes-

tamentes, ed. by A. Erman, lm. 50.
Lipsius (R. A.) : Die Edessenische Abgar-Sage, 2m. 40.
Schulte (J. F. v.): Gesehichte der Quellcn u. Llteratur d.

1. KircQenrechta in DeuUchland u. I

Fine Art and Arc/urology.

Annates du Musee Guiinet, Vol. 1, 15fr.
Boussard (J.): Fontaines Decoratives, Part 1, 30fr.
Fac-simile des Miniatures contenues dans le Breviarlo

Grimani, avec Texte Francais dc M. L. de Mas-Latrie,

3fr. 30.
Music.

Blaze de Bury (H.): Musiciens du Passe, du Present, et do

l'Avenir, 3fr. 50.

History and lliography.

Badcr (Mdlle. Clarisse) : Bainte Claire d'Assise, 3fr.
Baillon (Le Conite de): Madame de Montmorency, Marie-

Felicle des U rains, 3fr.
Hardy (E.): Les Francais en Italie de 1494 a 1559, 7fr
Lettres de la President* Ferrand au Baron de I

revues sur les Editions Originates, et precedees

Notice Biographique par Eugene Asse, 3tr. 50.

Geography.

Rcgistrande der Geographiscli-statistischen Abtheilung d.

Deutsehen Generalstabes, Tenth Year, 14m.

Philology.
Haase (Fr.): Lateinische Sprachwissenschaft, Vol. 2, 7m. 20.
Lagarde (P. de) : Orientalia, Part 2, 3m.
Levy (E.): Guilhem Figueira e. provenzal.

2m. 20.
WiUtenfeld (F.) : Das Heerwesen der Mu

Annales de l'Universite de Bruxelles, Faculte de Medecine,

Vol. 1, lOfr.
Frey (H.) : Die Lepidopteren d. Schweiz, 10m.
Ludwig (H.): Morpliologische Studien an

Vol. 2, Part 1, 4in.

General Literature.
Letoriere (Le Vtc. G. de) : La Marquise de Trtvilly, 3fr. 50.
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"THE MELANCHOLY JAQUES."

I am afraid the fact cannot be blinked that

Mr. Oswald Crawfurd (for whose general literary

abilities I entertain an unfeigned respect) is

uite unacquaintedwith the principles of prosody,

therefore confine myself to two elementary

statements of fact.

" Jaques" in Shakspeare being scanned as two

syllables must be so pronounced, when it occurs

at the end of a line as well as when it occurs

in the middle. The line will then have one

hypermetrical syllable ; in other words, it will

consist of eleven syllables instead of ten, or of

five iambi and a half. Such hypermetrical lines

are common in Shakspeare and in all blank

verse.

Every e mute in French poetry is invariably

scanned as a separate syllable, except, of course,

when elided before another vowel. This is the

first law of French scansion, and it allows of no

argument. Ordinary heroic verses (Alexandrines)

consist of twelve syllables each, every alternate

couplet ending in a feminine rhyme, that is to

say, a hypermetrical e mute. I will transcribe

a few lines from Corneille and Moliere, dividing

the verses for convenience' sake into artificial

feet of two syllables each.

Nou9 par | times | cinq cents ; | mais, par | un prompt | ren-
fort,

Nous nous | vimes | trois mille | en ar | rivant | au port.
Tant a j nous voir | marcher | avec I un tel J visa | ge,
Les plus | epou | vantes | repren | alent de | count j ge.
J'en ca | che lea j deux tiers | aussl j tot qu'ar | rives,
Dans le | fond des | vaisseaux | qui lors | furent | trouves ;
Le res 1 te, dont | lenombre | augmen | taita | touteheu | re,
Brulant t d'impa | tience | autour | de moi | demeu | re,
8e cou | che con | tre terre | et sans | faire au | cun bruit,
Passe u I ne bon I ne part I d'une | si bel | le nuit.

Cut, XV. iii.

Ma fol | des mccurs | du temps | mettons- | nous moins ] en
pei ] ne,

Et fai | sons un | peu grace | k la | nature I humai | ne ;
Ne l'ex I amin | ons point | dans la | grande | rigueur,
Et voy [ ons ses | defauts | avec | quelque | douceur.
A for | ce de | sagesse | on peut | etre | hlama | ble :
II faut | parmi | le monde [ une | vertu j traita | ble;
La par | iaite I raison | fuit toute | extre | mite,
Et veut | que Ton I soit sage | avec | sobri I etc.
Cette I grande j raideur | des ver | t us des | vieux a | ges
Heurte ] trap no | tre siccle | et les | communs | usa | ges.

Alisttnthrope,!. ii.

Toi dont | le monde | encore | igno | re le | vrai nom,
Esprit | myste | rieux, | mortel, j ange ou | demon.
Qui que | tu sois, | Byron, I bon ou | fatal | geni I e,
J'alme 1 de tea | concerts | la sau | vage har | moni | e.

Lamartinc.

In these lines there aro 69 e mutes. Of these

19 are elided, and 50 are pronounced. Not one

is suppressed, as Mr. Crawfurd supposes they

may be. Mr. Crawfurd may search all the

Alexandrines in the French language, and he

will not find a single example of an e pronounced

or suppressed at pleasure.

I must apologize for burdening the columns

of the Atheiiaum with such schoolboy know

ledge, but it is unpleasant to be accused of

ignoranco on an elementary point about which

one is obviously right. Grant Allen.

Norwood, August 14, 1880.

In the fine sonnet written in memory of his

college friend, the Rev. William Henry Brook-

field, and printed in a biographical notice pre

fixed to the volume of his sermons published by

Messrs. Smith, Elder & Co. in 1875, the Poet

Laureate, it may be interesting to note, gives

a dissyllabic value to the name of the Shak-

8pearean Jaques, and apparently also sanctions

its accepted and conventional Anglicized pro

nunciation. At least it is otherwise difficult, if

not impossible, to scan or to read the line con

taining the name.

As this sonnet is very little known, I may be

allowed to quote it here entire in illustration

of this tcxata qwettio, italicizing the line referred

to;—

Brooks, for they call'd you so that knew you be*t,
Old Brooks, who loved so well to mouth my rhymes,
How oft we two have heard St. Mary's chimes 1
How oft the Cantab supper, host and guest.
Would echo helpless laughter to your jest !
How oft with him we ]»aced that walk of limes,
Him, the lost light of those dawn-gulden times,
Who loved you well ! Now lioth are gone to rest ;
You man of humorous-iuclaiiclioly mark,
Dead of some inward agony—is it so ?
Our kindlier, trustier Jacques, past aicay !

I cannot laud this life, it looks so dark :
£rtac ovap—dream of a shadow,—go,

God bless you. I shall join you in a day.

It will be remarked that Mr. Tennyson retains

the old French spelling of the name. May not

this have some bearing on its pronunciation ?

J. T.

Kterarg ffiossfp.

Me. Swinbtjene has in the press a new

Yolume of poems, containing a song for the

centenary of Walter Savage Landor (1875) ;

a parting song to a friend leaving England ;

a descriptive poem of some length called

' Off Shore ' ; another descriptive poem in

the anaprestic-elegiac metre of ' Hesperia,'

called ' Evening on the Broads ' ; a de

scriptive poem called ' By the North Sea ' ;

and other pieces.

Me. Feancis Pabkman, well known by

his excellent works on the history of the

French colonization of Canada, is now

engaged in preparing an account of the final

struggle between the English and French

colonists in North America. Mr. Parkman

begins with the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle,

and will end with the capture of Quebec

and the death of Wolfe. Mr. Parkman has

had access to a large amount of inedited

material, including the letters of Montcalm

to his wife, which have been placed at the

historian's disposal by the present Marquis

de Montcalm.

Me. Grant Allen has undertaken to

write a monograph on Anglo-Saxon Britain

for the series projected by the Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge. The work

will deal with the purely English element

in our nationality, and with the share due

to English influences, as opposed to Keltic,

Scandinavian, or Norman, in our existing

society: It will discuss the nature, charac

ter, and extent of the Teutonic colonization,

and will describe the history of the race up

to the time of the Danish inroads. The

Anglo-Saxon literature will also be copiously

illustrated by extracts in prose and poetry,

modernized only so far as to bo intelligible

to ordinary readers.

Prof. John Ehys, of Oxford, will deliver

an address on ' The Legends of Carnarvon

shire ' at the National Eisteddfod of Wales,

at Carnarvon, on Tuesday, the 24th inst.

Sir Watkin Williams Wynn, Bart., M.P.,

will occupy the chair.

The public will shortly see announced an

edition de luxe of Georgo Eliot's ' Romola,'

which will be printed on the finest paper

and contain numerous full-page illustrations.

It is not unlikely that Prof. Kuenen, the

well-known Dutch theologian, may deliver

the Hibbert Lectures in 1882.

The Society of Antiquaries has advanced

far in the preparation of what is really

a great work, a complete and exhaus

tive index to the Arc/tceologia, which is

to be issued as part of that publication.

Such a book will be a great boon not to

Fellows of the Society only, but to all

Dryasdusts.

The English edition of Prof. Ebers's

' Egypt ' will bo published by Messrs.

Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co., under the title

of ' Egypt, Descriptive, Historical, and Pic

turesque,' and the first monthly part will be

ready September 25th. The work will be

translated by Clara Bell, and will contain

original notes by Dr. Birch, Keeper of

Oriental Antiquities at the British Museum.

The death is announced of the Rev. W. G.

Cookesley, once an assistant-master at Eton,

who edited some of the odes of Pindar, and

by so doing drew upon himself the wrath of

the late Dr. Donaldson.

A new novel, entitled 'St. Martin's

Summer,' by Shirley Smith, author of ' His

Last Stake,' &c, in three volumes, will

be shortly published by Messrs. Hurst &

Blackett. ' Hilary's Love Story,' by Miss

G. M. Craik, will constitute the next volume

of the "Bluebell " original novels, and will

be published early in September.

The Burns statue at Dundee will be

publicly inaugurated on the third Saturday

in September. Sir John Steell has nearly

completed the work. The statue for New

York, of which the Scotch one is a replica,

will be shipped from Glasgow towards the

close of this month.

The fifth volume of Bohmer's 'Romanische

Studien ' will contain the Old French romance

' Girart de Rossillon,' from a MS. in the

Bodleian Library, by Prof. W. Foerster, of

Bonn.

A weekly paper adapted to the require

ments of boys will be commenced next

month by Messrs. Cassell, Petter, Galpin &

Co., under the title of The Boys' Newspaper.

Mr. James Ceoston, F.S.A., of Man

chester, author of ' On Foot through the

Peak ' and other works, has in preparation

a book to be entitled ' Nooks and Corners

of Lancashire and Cheshire : a Wayfarer's

Notes in the Palatine Counties, Historical

and Legendary.' These notes were originally

contributed by Mr. Croston to the Manchester

Weekly Courier, and are now to be published

in a quarto volume, with additional matter

and with woodcut illustrations. Mr. John

Heywood, of Manchester, will be tho pub

lisher.

Messrs. Sonnenschein & Allen will pub

lish during tho early part of next year the

second volume of Grimm's ' Teutonic My

thology,' by Mr. J. S. Stallybrass, of which

the first volume appeared last season.

Among the announcements of this house for

next season is a book for youthful readers,

' Asgard and the Gods : Tales and Traditions

of our Northern Ancestors.' No popular

account of the mythology and superstitions

of the Norsemen has hitherto been written

for boys and girls.

A learned German, Dr. W. Victor, of

Wiesbaden, is going to edit a new periodical

devoted to spelling in general and inter

national spelling reform. The Zeitschrift

fur Orthographie is to contain original articles

in different languages, notes, reviews, &c.

A large number of philologists and edu

cationalists have promised their help. The

first number, which will appear in September,

will contain an article by Prof. Sayce ('Why

we Want a Reformed Alphabet ') ; a paper

on Dutch Spelling, by M. H. de Beer of

Amsterdam ; contributions by Prof. Sanders

of Altstrelitz, J. F. Krauter of Saargemiind,

and other distinguished orthographers.

The Society of the Rose, which has its

headquarters in Manchester and devotes

itself to the study of Mr. Ruskin's writings,

publishes in its last report a list of free

libraries which contain copies of Mr. Ruskin's
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works. The Manchester Library has a com

plete set. Many seem to have only the

well-known volume of selections.

After being for sixty-one years in the

public service, of which thirty-six have been

passed in the House of Lords, Mr. W. J.

Thorns retires on a well-earned pension. It

is superfluous to speak of Mr. Thorns's many

literary labours, but it may be as well to

recall the fact that for thirty-two years he

acted as secretary of the Camden Society, of

which, along with John Bruce and J. Gough

Nichols, he was the originator.

SCIENCE

Pay Hospitals. By Henry C. Burdett.

(Churchill.)

It would seem somewhat unfortunate for

the movement which Mr. Burdett advocates

that a better name than " Pay Hospitals "

has not been invented by him or some other

enthusiast ; it is not an attractive title, and

that of "Home Hospital," which seems to

be more likely to be adopted, is not quite

satisfactory.

Mr. Burdett asserts that it is no longer

disputed that middle-class hospitals, if estab

lished in England on a proper basis, will

probably become highly popular and finan

cially successful ; and that there is a large

class of persons who desire hospital treat

ment and who can afford to pay a remunera

tive sum for what they require. The pro

bability of financial success of course de

pends upon the numbers of this class, and if

it really be as large as Mr. Burdett supposes

the question arises how it is that the

demand has not, at any rate in some degree,

already created the supply.

When sceptics ask how far experience

justifies Mr. Burdett's anticipation of success,

the reply is far from favourable. Of his

thirteen chapters nine are devoted to some

account of such experiments throughout tho

world, and, though he himself seems entirely

unconscious of it, hardly anything could

have been written more discouraging. Even

were success fully attained in- other countries,

it would by no means necessarily imply that

a like success is certain in England, as

English habits of life and views of comfort

are in many respects peculiar ; even when

sick Englishmen must have a certain amount

of freedom, and are resentful of the minute

regulations necessary in a public institution.

In France such hospitals are of two kinds,

public and private, and the former are in

each place under the municipality, which

has the privilege of making good any

deficit which may occur ; the latter are

purely business undertakings. About these

our author supplies no information, while

of the largest public Maison de Sante,

that at Paris, he says that it is carried on

at a permanent loss, that the diets are

neither liberal nor sufficient, and that of

late years its management has been in

other respects unsatisfactory.

In Germany and Austria it is the custom

for eminent surgeons and physicians to be

associated with private hospitals, of which

they are often the proprietors ; in some of

these operations upon private patients are

always performed in the theatre of the

public hospital.

Mr. Burdett does not disdain to seek for

an example even in Spain, where he declares

the diets are such as may cause an English

invalid a feeling of utter helplessness and

misery, and where neither is fresh air nor

washing considered necessary. In Italy a

hospital at Milan furnishes the most typical

example. This is the property of a company

of shareholders, and the whole of tho ad

ministration is under the personal control

of a medical director ; it is financially suc

cessful, that is to say, it pays its shareholders

live per cent., and its consulting medical

officers nothing.

Mr. Burdett specially praises the manage

ment of the State Hospital at Christiania

for its thrift ; but it is not an example of

the kind of institution that he wishes to

see established in England, as it has

attached to it a medical school ; and

although he calls it practically self-sup

porting, he at the same time states that

a large portion of the income is derived

from a public bathing establishment, and

for any deficiency there is a grant voted

annually by the national Parliament. In

America, he states, all hospitals make

provision for pay beds, which are placed,

not in separate wards, but side by side with

those occupied by persons admitted without

payment. The medical staff receive nothing

for their attendance upon such patients, and

yet the system is, he asserts, popular among

them.

In Dublin several of the hospitals admit

patients upon payment, but we learn that

the absence of a proper system leads to

serious abuse. At the Mater Misericordise

the practice of admitting such patients has

been discontinued because after a fair trial

it proved to be a failure.

Pay wards, so far as they have been tried

in England, have not met with great success,

and the writeradmits that the public are loath

to enter any hospital where free cases are

treated from a fear of being considered in

some sense objects of charity. In what sense,

it may be asked, would they not be objects

of charity ? Experience is thus not greatly

in favour of admitting paying patients to

existing hospitals ; nor are the writer's argu

ments for this course very telling. Were it

true that the fittest of all applicants for aid

from our medical charities are liable to be

crowded out by classes for which these

charities were not intended, the natural

reform would surely be to exclude such

classes, not to admit the paying patient and

so limit still further the room rightly appro

priated.

The experiment of admitting paying

patients is now to be tried at St. Thomas's

Hospital, where, however, it is avowedly

done not because a demand has been clearly

shown to exist, but becauso the financial

mismanagement of the hospital has been

such that its income will not allow of the

maintenance of the buildings for those for

whom they are intended. This does not

make a hopeful starting-point, and the pro

test of the medical staff against such use of

the wards, or, as they call it, such misappro

priation, foreshadows an uneasy period of

probation.

The Home Hospital Association has now

also, after many difficulties, established its

first house in Fitzroy Square, and, no doubt,

before very long it will be seen whether the

demand which undeniably exists to a certain

extent for such houses is sufficiently large to

make them a permanent success financially.

As Mr. Burdett says, the home hospital must

succeed financially or it deserves to fail.

With this view we thoroughly agree, but

his idea of what is success is, to say the

least, very odd. Thus, speaking of the first

English hospital started on the self-sup

porting principle, he states that it was

carried on for three years with an annual

deficit of SoOl., and was then killed by its

own success : directly the demands upon its

resources became greater than its accommo

dation the scheme had to be abandoned, as

the committee had not funds enough to

open a sufficiently extensive and commo

dious establishment.

Torpedoes and Torpedo Warfare. By C. W.

Sloeman, late Lieut. B.N. (Portsmouth,

Griffin & Co.)

The task of tracing the history of torpedo

warfare is not difficult, as it is barely more

than a hundred years since Capt. Bushnell,

of Connecticut, attempted to destroy British

vessels in Transatlantic waters by the ex

plosion of buoyant mines, either drifted to

their proposed destination or conducted

thither by a submarine boat.

For half a century subsequent to their

first invention, and during a not over-scru

pulous age, these infernal machines were

regarded as "too diabolical" for adoption

in civilized warfare either by our own or

foreign governments ; and Bobert Fulton,

in spite of his pertinacity, was powerless

to overcome the repugnance which his in

genious engines of destruction excited on

all sides. At first, indeed, Napoleon and

Pitt lent favourable ears to his projects,

but both finally mistrusted his means of

operation ; nor did he meet with better

encouragement from his countrymen in

America, and he was forced, in spite of him

self, to direct his inventive genius towards

the improvement of steam machinery as a

means of propulsion for more humane pur

poses. Nevertheless it is to him that the

hitherto scanty literature of submarine war

fare owes its first instalment, in the shape

of a work entitled ' Torpedo War,' which

dates from 1810.

Clockwork, dependent on springs and

weights, was the machinery first employed,

but it was far too clumsy and inaccurate in

its application under water to fulfil the re

quirements of the early torpedists ; and it

was not until the aid of voltaic electricity

had been sought that any certainty of

practical result was obtained, first by Col.

Colt at New York, and later by Col.

Pasley, E.E., at Spithead in 1839. The

discovery of gun-cotton by Schonbein, and

of nitro-glycerine by Sobrero in 1846, added

two most important explosives to the material

at the disposal of the submarine mining

engineer.

It was not, however, until the Russian

war in 1 854 that the powers of submerged

torpedoes were tested in actual war, when

the moral effect of the knowledge that

electrical mines had been placed around

Cronstadt and other ports was such that the

naval operations of the British Baltic fleet

under Admiral Sir Charles Napier were

absolutely paralyzed. The present Admiral
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and the special statement of the point or points

to be proved, and for the lines of the figure

which occur in the course of construction ;

and in the use of italics for each " but,"

"then," "therefore," &c Of course it is

difficult to hit the juste milieu between the

removal of useless difficulties and pauperization,

and we will therefore only say that so far as the

lines of the figures are concerned we cordially

approve the device. But, putting all prejudice

aside, we cannot admit that Mr. Harvey's plan

has at all improved the text. We will take one

instance, of Mr. Harvey's own choice, viz., in

the fifth proposition of Book I. , in which a fatal

repetition occurs, utterly confusing to a boy,

and of a kind never found in the terse and per

fect logic of the old phraseology : " Further,

beeaute the angle ABG=the angle ACF, and the

angle CBG=the angle BCF, as already proved,

therefore if the angle CB6 be taken from the

angle ABG, and the angle BCF be taken from

the angle ACF, then the remaining angle," &c.

There is no need for the tlien ; it merely repeats

the therefore and confuses the boy. Many other

examples of a similar kind may be noted.

Mathematical Formulo>. Edited by R. M Mil-

burn, M.A. (Longmans & Co.)

Weke this book likely to be used by any person

who has the interests of education at heart, we

should feel bound to register against it a mild

but decided protest. The author is the best

judge of the value of his own time, and this

compilation must have occupied a good deal of

it. There is no preface to which the reader can

turn for an explanation of its objects.

The Teachers' Manual of Mental Arithmetic.

(National Society's Depository.)

This little manual shows how lessons in mental

arithmetic in public elementary schools can be

made more useful and less wearisome than they

now generally are. Very numerous examples

of sums are given, and they are well chosen

and are within the compass of the young scholars

for whose use they are intended. Pupil-teachers,

and indeed teachers generally, find it difficult

to fabricate questions in mental arithmetic for

use in class ; and while the teacher is laboriously

evolving sums, his pupils are apt to fall into

dulness and inattention. Teachers who have

experienced this difficulty will be grateful to the

compiler for placing at their disposal so large

a stock of good arithmetical examples. The

explanations of processes in mental arithmetic

are clever and to the point ; and the hints for

teaching and the account of different methods

of class instruction will prove interesting and

serviceable to young teachers — and to many

old ones.

GEOGRAPHICAL BOOKS.

The West Indies. By Charles H. Eden,

F.RG.S. (Sampson Low & Co.)—This little

volume forms one of the series of " Foreign

Countries and British Colonies," edited by

F. S. Pulling, M.A. , and an attractive and

popular series it is likely to be if the writers

engaged are only willing and diligent enough

to make use of the requisite materials which

have been published during the past twenty

years, including those brought out under the

auspices of our own Government. In the

list of about forty different works stated to

have been consulted for this volume we miss

some of the most recent and the most valuable

for the West Indies. Take, for instance, the

Bermudas. Had Mr. Eden consulted General

Lefroy's ' Memorials of the Bermudas ' (2 vols. ,

Longmans, 1877-9), he would have devoted at

all events more than one page (143) to two

hundred years of the history of those islands,

and with advantage to his work. Of the

Buccaneers, or the Freebooters of the Spanish

Main, as Mr. Eden calls them, he says

rather more, though the well-known Morgan

and other equally notorious English Buccaneer

captains are not even mentioned ; but then, per

haps, the author's Bpace was limited, though

there is almost a blank page at the end of

half the chapters in the book. Altogether

the historical part of Mr. Eden's work is

far inferior to the geographical part, some

times even to misleading, as in the state

ment that Jamaica was entirely wrested from

the Spaniards by order of Oliver Cromwell.

Had the Calendars of our National State Papers

been consulted, Mr. Eden would have seen that

Cromwell's orders to Penn and Venables were

to take Hispaniola, for which the expedition

was expressly prepared ; that, failing to take

Hispaniola, they seized upon Jamaica ; that on

their arrival in England warrants were issued

for the apprehension and committal of them

both for having returned without licence, con

trary to their trust ; and that they were only

released after some six weeks' imprisonment in

consideration of their acknowledging their fault

and of their submission. Of the history of the

Leeward Isles Mr. Eden says next to nothing,

though an interesting page or two might

have been written with advantage about each

one of these ; and as to Barbadoes, he thinks

" its history is entirely local, and need not be

entered upon in a sketch so brief as this."

The magnificent Handatlas fur die Geschichte

des Mittelalters und der neueren Zeit, which was

originally due to Spruner, and is now edited by

Dr. Menke, has reached its third edition. The

work has been greatly enlarged, and more than

ever is it indispensable to the student of his

tory. Some idea of its size may be inferred from

the fact that it contains 90 large maps and 376

small maps and plans. The student of his

tory is thus almost superabundantly provided

for. It is not with a view to detracting from

the merits of this unrivalled atlas, but simply

to furnish some notes for the next edition, that

we note a few trifling oversights that an exami

nation of the maps has revealed. In Map 9,

while the island of Cerigo is rightly assigned to

Venice, Tinos is given to Turkey, although

Venice held this last relic of her possessions in

the Archipelago down to 1715. In Map 90 the

same oversight occurs. On Map 10 Minorca is

assigned to Spain, although at that time (1740) it

belonged to England. The English occupation

of Tangiers is ignored on Map 9. Maps 20 and

62 are the only ones of the series which can be

called inadequate. It would be impossible with

the aid of the former to follow the Spanish dis-

coverersof America. For instance, SanSebastian,

founded by Ojeda 1510, is not marked, nor the

Gulf of Uraba, nor most of the spots connected

with the adventures of Balboa. The conquests

of Pizarro and Cortez are better illustrated, but

surely the position assigned to Tambo, the scene

of " the last triumph of the Inca," is incorrect ?

On Map 62 the French colonies in North America

are very imperfectly marked. On the map of

the English and Scotch borders given on No. 61,

to which an English student naturally turns,

there are sundry slips, such as " Melrose C." for

Melrose Abbey, "Solway Moor" for Sohvay

Moss, &c. The difficult question of spelling

names has, on the whole, been well treated. It

is, perhaps, carrying purism somewhat to excess

to give the Arabic names in the kingdom of

Granada when nine people out of ten who read

the history read it in Spanish authorities only.

On the other hand, " Strassburg " is a curious

spelling for a French town in Napoleon's days,

and "Mainz" and "Coin" are also rather out of

place in the year 1810. But, after all, these are

very slight matters. The atlas is a superb work,

and does the greatest possible credit to the re

nowned house of Perthes.

The Historical Atlas of Messrs. Johnston falls

far short of its German rival. The maps are

a great deal too small to be of use. What is the

advantage of a little map of Europe, "1715 to

1830, illustrating the wars of the French Re

volution and Napoleon's wars," which is not so

large as a map in an ordinary school atlas, and

if it represents in its colouring any period in

European history, it is that of 1846 ! ! At least,

Cracow is given to Austria, Belgium is an

independent kingdom, and Luxembourg is

divided according to the treaty of 1831.

Messrs. Johnston seem to have odd notions of

the progress of the followers of Mahomet. In

the "Europe of the Norman and Plantagenet

period " they appear to have had no foothold in

Western Europe except Granada. The battle of

Ourique was apparently fought long before "the

Norman period," as there is not a sign of them

in Portugal. On the other hand, in the East

there is a most curious " Osman Empire," which

appears to have been unable to take Thessalonica,

although it possesses Constantinople. But there

is little need to particularize faults. Such maps

will simply mislead, and the student of history

will get far more real help from the Royal Atlas.

It is with regret that we speak unfavourably of

any attempt to promote historical study, but it

is obvious that the compilers of the new atlas

have formed no adequate conception of the task

they have undertaken. It is not necessary that

they should attempt to rival the Gotha atlas,

but the maps given should have been well

selected, on a sufficient scale, and at. least

tolerably accurate.

Glimpses of the Globe, by J. R. Blakiston,

M.A. (Griffith & Farran), supplies some useful

hints to teachers and is at the same time a

fairly interesting reading book. The author very

properly insists upon pupils being taught to

observe. The information conveyed by him is

not, however, at all times strictly correct. The

Persian Gulf cannot fairly be described as lying'

between Arabia and India, the Gulf of Venice;

is not between Italy and Greece, and all Europe

and all North America do not lie within the

temperate zone. It is truly astonishing that a

geographical writer should make erroneous

statements on such simple matters. Mr.

Blakiston intends to follow up ' Glimpses of

the Globe ' with a work of similar size and

character dealing only with the mother country.

It will be entitled ' Glimpses of England,' and

it is to be hoped he may avoid making more

mistakes.

Mr. Stanford has sent us Mr. Worth's excel

lent Guides to North and South Devon, bound

in one volume. It is a pity that advantage was

not taken of the opportunity to amalgamate the

two guides, as there are necessarily some pages

of repetitions. One or two misprints might

have been corrected. For instance, Buckingham's

rising against Richard III. did not take place

in 1468. The chief fault in the book is that

Mr. Worth has little taste in architecture. He

admires Sir G. Scott's treatment of Exeter

Cathedral ! Mr. Stanford sends us new editions

of some others of his convenient county guide

books. These books deserve to be popular, but

advantage should be taken of their success to

revise them carefully.

Guide-books to the Lakes seem to be much

in demand ; at least, the supply is large. The

latest is the Thorough Guide to the English Lake

District, by Mr. Baddeley. It is published by

Messrs. Dulau, and obviously "got up" on the

model of Baedeker's books. It seems to be

most carefully and intelligently compiled.

The Holiday Companion and Travellers' Guide

of Messrs. Ward, Lock & Co. contains some

useful information, but a great deal that is use

less. Mr. Mason might have done his work a

good deal better.

Prof. Berlioux, of Lyons, has brought out an

elaborate study on Le Jura, which will be in

teresting to the strategist.

Europliische Staatenkunde. Von Oscar Peschel.

Erster Band. (Leipzig, Duncker & Humblot.)—

This posthumous work of the lamented Prof.

Oscar Peschel has been carefully edited and

completed by Dr. O. Krummel, one of his

pupils. It bears the stamp of originality which

distinguishes all that. Peschel has written. It is

not a mere collection of facts and figures, as
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might be imagined from the title, but enters

fully into the social questions which agitate the

world, besides supplying, in a masterly exposi

of the physical geography of the various states

of Europe, those fundamental facts which de

termine in so large a measure our material

prosperity.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

Mr. Common succeeded in detecting Faye's

comet with his fine 18-inch silvered glass re

flector at Ealing on the night of the 2nd inst.

It was very faint, and close to the place assigned

in Dr. Axel Moller's ephemeris. The moon

being now past the full, and the comet increas

ing in brightness, it is probable that before the

end of next week it may become visible with

telescopes of less power than Mr. Common's.

The following are the predicted places (for

Berlin midnight) on the closing days of the

month :—

Date. S.A. N.P.D.

h. m. s.
Aug. 27 23 9 49 79* *3f

28 23 9 18 79' 47'
„ 29 23 8 47 79" 52"

„ SO 23 8 15 79* 57'
31 23 7 41 80* 8'

It will be remarked that the comet is in the con

stellation Pisces and rises about an hour before

sunset.

Jupiter and Saturn are now both well

situated for observation, rising between eight

and nine o'clock in the evening. The red spot

on the former is certain to be well scrutinized.

It is desirable that attention be given to the

phenomena of the two more distant satellites,

the tables of which much require improvement.

An occultation of the third satellite will take

place about midnight on the 27th inst.—pre

dicted disappearance llh 20m. Saturn's ring

is now well opening out, the south surface

being visible. Reference may be made here

to a small matter connected with the history

of the ring. The discovery of its duplicity

was long attributed to Cassini (John Dominic,

often called Cassini I.) in the year 1675,

until Mr. Hind pointed out that the division

had been noticed ten years bofore by the

brothers Ball in Devonshire ('Solar System,'

p. 105). The record of their observation is in

the very first volume of the Philosophical Trans

actions, p. 152, and is stated to have been made

by Mr. William Ball, accompanied by his

brother, Dr. Ball, October 13th, 1665, at six

of the clock, at Mainhead, near Exeter, with a

very good telescope near thirty-eight feet long.

Prof. Newcomb remarks that these observers

were "otherwise unknown in astronomy"

(' Popular Astronomy,' p. 346), and this may

have led to a misunderstanding as to their

exact location. Mr. Hind calls it Minehead,

North Devonshire, but it cannot be the well-

known Minehead, which is, in fact, in Somerset

shire, and which no one would describe as near

Exeter. We suspect that the word in the Philo

sophical Transactions is a misprint for Mamhead,

a village near Dawlish, and of course not far

from Exeter. The Balls do not seem to have

announced the division as a certainty, but sent

a drawing of the planet to a friend, who was

induced by it to write to Huyghens (we can

find no record of any reply), asking him to

attentively consider the present figure of the

ring, " to see whether the appearance be to him

as in this figure, and consequently whether he

there meets with nothing that may make him

think that it is not one body of a circular figure

that embraces his disc, but two."

Another variable Btar in the constellation

Hercules (the designation of which will be V

Herculis) has recently been discovered to be

such by Herr Duner, of the Observatory of Lund.

It occurs in the Bonn Durchmunterung in the

place R.A. 16" 30™ 5«, N.P.D. 52° 22', with the

assigned magnitude 87. On the 7th of June

last year Herr Duner estimated the magnitude

as 8 '3, not very different from Argelander's ;

but towards the end of June this year he found

it only 9 '3 or 9 '4, and following it up afterwards

observed the light to continue to decrease, until

at the beginning of the present month the

magnitude was only the eleventh, which would

not have been visible at all to the telescope with

which the Durchmusterung was made.

We have received the Memoirs of the Italian

Spectroscopical Society for Januaryand February

(after that for March, referred to in the Athe

naeum for July 31st). The former contains,

besides a continuation of Prof. Tacchini's solar

observations at Rome, a description, accom

panied by a fine engraving, of the splendid

solar photographs taken by M. Janssen at

Meudon. The latter is wholly occupied by a

reproduction of an interesting paper on the

solar temperature and the relative intensity

of the rays of different colour spectroscopically

determined by Prof. W. H. Pickering, of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

SOCIETIES.

Entomological.— August 4.— J. W. Dunning,

Esq.. V.P., in the chair.—Sir Sidney Saunders for

warded for exhibition four living specimens of

Prosopis rvbicola, all stvlopized females, recently

bred from larva; extracted from briers received from

Epirus, and contributed notes thereon.—Miss E. A.

Ormerod exhibited a soft gall-like formation found

on Rhododendron ferruginouvi , but believed to be

of fungoid growth.—Mr. Billups exhibited a speci

men of Ileptaulacv* rillosus from Box Hill.—Mr.

H. J. Elwes communicated a paper ' On the Genus

Colias.'—Mr. W. L. Distant read a paper entitled

' Notes on Exotic Rhynchota, with Descriptions of

New Species.' '

It is proposed to mark the fifty-first birthday

of the British Association by holding a meeting

of unusual importance next year. The place of

meeting will be York, where the Association

originally assembled. Sir John Lubbock will,

it is hoped, preside, and an endeavour is to be

made to obtain the services as Presidents of

Sections of former Presidents of the Association.

Thus Prof. Ramsay will be asked to preside over

the Geological Section, Prof. Huxley over the

Biological.

Mr. Wallace will bring out before long a now

work, 'Island Life,' which discusses the most in

teresting questions connected with insular Faunas

and Floras by the aid of recent geological and

physical researches. Great importance is attached

to secular changes of climate, and hence the

problem of geological climates is carefully

investigated, and a new and somewhat novel

solution of it attempted.

The annual meeting of the Mineralogical

Society of Great Britain and Ireland will be held

at the Unitarian School-room, Swansea, on

Friday next, the 27th, at 2.30 p.m.

It is interesting to notice that some telephone

experiments have been made by Dr. Herz with

the French Atlantic cable between Brest and

Penzance. A new apparatus was employed,

and the results are stated to have been satis

factory.

M. Ader communicated to the Acade'mie des

Sciences on July 12th the conclusion, drawn

from his experiments, that every mechanical

action having the effect of disturbing the state

of molecular equilibrium of a magnetic nucleus

developes, at the moment when such nucleus

returns abruptly to its conditions of equilibrium,

an electric current capable of acting on the tele

phone.

The Yorkshire College of Science at Leeds

has issued the Sixth Annual Report, for 1879-80,

of that institution. Twelve professors, lecturers,

and instructors, aided by nine assistants, are

now giving instruction in fourteen subjects.

The number of students in the year had in

creased from 113 to 142, and in addition there

were 52 medical and 148 occasional students.

The Academy of Sciences of Bologna will

award their Aldine Prize Medal for 1882 to the

memoir on animal electricity exhibiting the

most original research. The Philosophical

Faculty of Gottingen offer their Beneke prizes

for experimental investigations and theoretical

examinations of the phenomena exhibited in the

case of non-homocentric light sources.

MM. Hautefeuille and Chatuis recently

brought before the Acade'mie des Sciences of

Paris some experiments which appear to prove

that the production of ozone is considerably

influenced by pressure and temperature, and

consequently that with extreme cold and great

pressure large quantities of ozone may be

obtained.

The Monthly Records of Results of Observa

tions in Meteorology, Terrestrial Magnetism,

&c. , taken at the Melbourne Observatory during

January and February, have been forwarded by

Mr. R. L. J. Ellery, F.R.S., with his usual

promptitude.

The Secretary for Mines of Victoria also

sends us the ' Report of Progress ' of the Geo

logical Survey of that colony, to the end of

June, 1879. Field operations were suspended

immediately after the date of the last Progress

Report, 1878, but they were subsequently

resumed by Mr. Reginald A. F. Murray alone.

To this volume Mr. Murray contributes several

valuable reports and remarks, which are largely

illustrated by maps and plans. The other mem

bers of the survey have contributed notes and

returns, which place before the public a satis

factory view of the condition of the Geological

Survey of an important mineral colony.

M. de Qr/ATREFAGES asked the Academie des

Sciences, at the Seance of July 26th, to open

a subscription for founding a medal to com

memorate the services of M. Milne Edwards to

science. This was agreed to, and a committee

was formed.

Les Mondes for the 5th of August prints the

' Rapport Annuel sur l'Etat de l'Observatoire de

Paris pendant l'Anne"e 1879, par M. le Contre-

amiral Mouchez, Directeur de l'Observatoire,'

giving a plan of tho actual state of the observa

tory and grounds, and another of the contem

plated additions thereto.

M. J. A. Roorda Smit has in the Archives Nfer-

landaises des Sciences Exactes a paper on the

diamond mines of South Africa. He states that

the diamond is found in a primitive gangue of

volcanic origin, the presence of a double car

boniferous silicate being a characteristic of these

mines, which he regards as extinct craters of

volcanoes. His hypothesis is that the diamond

is of Plutonic origin, formed at the expense of

organic matter under the influence of great

pressure and a high temperature. The recent

artificial production of the diamond appears to

confirm this view. M. Meunier states in the

Comptes Rendus that he has produced crystals of

spinel, and he believes periclase and corundum,

by the action of steam on the chloride of alu

minium in presence of magnesium at a red heat.

FINE ARTS

DORB'S ORBAT WORKS. ' CHRIST LEAVING the nUvTORHTM/
•CHRIST ENTKKINO JERUSALEM.- and 'The BRAZEN SERPENT'
(tho Utter just completed), each S3 by 22 feet, with ' Dream of Pilate'l
Wife,' 'Soldiers of tho Crow,' ' Nient of the Crucifixion,' 'House of
t'nlapnaa.'&c., at the DUKE OALLEKY, 85, Now Bond street. Itallr.
Ten to Six.—li.

Compte-Rendu de la Commission Tmperiale

Archeologique pour VAnnee 1877. (St.

Petersburg.)

Mykenai, eine Kritische Untersuchung der

Schleimannschen Alterthiimer unUr Verglei-

chung Russischer Funde. Von Ernst

Schulze. (St. Petersburg.)

The pamphlet of Herr Schulze is a repub

lication of an article in the Russische Revue ;

its theme is the exposition and defence of a
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theory about the origin and occupants of the

graves on the acropolis of Mycenso, which

was propounded at greater length by M. Ste-

phani in the recent issue of the Compte-Rendu

of the Russian Archtoological Commission.

A theory so put forth must be approached

respectfully, whatever may be the value

which, after examination, we may think

belongs to it. Thus much is due to the

archaeological experience of the author

and his genuine learning. The encourage

ment by a considerable authority of a

moribund paradox is pretty sure to bring

about a revival of criticisms and carpings

which were falling into oblivion. It is, there

fore, by no means unnecessary to appraise

without reserve the arguments which, in

the deliberate opinion of a distinguished

scholar and antiquary, will avail to trans

fer the antiquities unearthed by Dr. Schlie-

mann at Mycena? from some thousand years,

and rather more than less, before the Chris

tian era to the third century after it.

The position of Dr. Schliemann, as an in

terpreter of the remains of antiquity which

his sagacity and enthusiasm have brought

to light, may well engage our sympathy. It

cannot be denied that the coincidences be

tween what he hoped and expected to find

and what he actually did find were most

remarkable ; and after all the encourage

ment which he received from considerable

scholars, it is naturally a trial to him to be

called upon to give up—as it seems too clear

he must—his cherished dream of having

recovered the personal relics and remains of

Agamemnon and Cassandra. He is between

banded theorists on opposite sides, and it is

as little comfort to him as to the ' ' men of

Angiers" if, "from North to South," the

assailants who afflict him are scarcely less

troublesome to each other. His conjectured-

identification is too modern for one party,

and too ancient for the other. On the one

hand, the Achaian Agamemnon, so far as he

represents an historical fact at all, is both con

fidently and plausibly assigned to a period
■when the Cyclopean walls of the acropolis of

Myceneo and the tombs they enclosed were al

ready antiquities—aperiodfar more advanced

in the arts of construction, as the highly arti

ficial tombs, the so-called treasuries in

the lower city, abundantly testify. On the

other hand, we are now challenged to admit

that these Mycencean graves were thrust

intrusively among the ruins of a city which

had been desolate for centuries—after

Achaian, Dorian, Macedonian rule had suc

ceeded each other, had been superseded by

Roman, and when Roman power was already

coping at disadvantage with the insolent

audacity of the Goth and Vandal.

The ten years from 250 a.d. to 260 com

prise the three naval expeditions of the

troths and associated tribes, which, starting

from the Sea of Azoff and the scenes of

M. Stephani's archaeological explorations,

ravaged not only the maritime but in

land cities of Asia Minor and Greece.

Each was more adventurous and destructive

than its predecessor. The wealthy city of

Trapesus (Trebizond) was taken by storm

by the first. The second passed through the

Thracian Bosporus, captured Byzantium,

and Chalcedon on the opposite shore with

its well-stored arsenals, and then turned

inland to assail with equal success the once

royal city of Nieoinodia. and other Bithynian

towns scarcely less important. The third

snd largest expedition, in which the im

portant and peculiarly vagrant tribe of the

Heruli took part, after ruining Cyzicus,

passed through the Hellespont, and seized

and plundered Athens, Corinth, Argos, and

Sparta. One of their chiefs, Naulobatus—a

true Greek name, most appropriate for the

admiral of a flotilla—led the Heruli as far

as Epirus ; there by capitulation he took

service, together with his followers, under

the Roman emperor. Another section

of the adventurers regained the sea, and

destroyed the temple of Diana at Ephesus

and ravaged the Troad on their way back

to the Cimmerian Bosporus.

Now what we are invited to accept as

fairly proved is nothing less than that the

resemblances between the remains obtained

from the excavations at Hissarlik and those

from the Myeenroan interments are due to

a common connexion with these devastating

Goths or Heruli. The theory imports that

while the Peloponnesus was in their power

they occupied the Cyclopean acropolis of

Mycena? as a place of strength, and, after

a disaster in which they lost women and

children as well as princes, buried them in

a general grave, " with golden masks upon

their faces in South Russian fashion," and

deposited with them intaglios of Sassanid

origin, which they had brought from the

North, and a variety of gold ornaments, espe

cially those with representations of butter

flies, which were productions of Greek art of

late date and obtained from the plunder of

Greek cities.

The custom of applying thin golden masks

to the faces of the dead is not peculiarly

" South Russian." Roman examples are

known which date much earlier than those

from the neighbourhood of Kertch and

Olbia ; others are producible from Cyprus,

Phconicia, and Mesopotamia ; the practice

is among the number of those which ethno

logists are accustomed to regard as carry

ing no more proof of dependence upon a

single centro than tho custom of tattooing

the living. The Persian female figures

which Herr Schulze engraves as precise

parallels in costume to those on tho intaglio

of Mycense prove no more than a comparison

of the fashion plate of Myra's Journal with

an archaic Greek vase, and that is not

contemporaneousness, but that ladies of all

periods have worn petticoats and plaited

their back hair. The intaglio in question

is pronounced by better authorities to be of

Babylonian origin, and the other lentoid

gems take their places in series with those

which have been collected from the Greek

islands, and throw so much light on the

development of archaic Greek art.

But most surprising is the inference which

M. Stephani draws with such positiveness

from the frequency of the occurrence of the

butterfly as an ornament, either solid or

upon the thin gold discs of Mycenae.

" The assumption," he says, " that the butter

fly was a favourite object for representation in

a prehistoric period of which otherwise we know

nothing, and then was lost sight of entirely in

the historical times of culture in both Europe

and Asia, is a manifest contradiction to all sound

criticism."

M. Stephani has made an exhaustive

collection of the passages in which the

butterfly has been mentioned by Greek and

Roman authors, and urges so eagerly that

it was utterly neglected both in poetry

and prose as compared with tho cicada,

for example, before the age of Alexander,

as almost to imply an impression that it

was previously unknown. True enough,

no doubt, it is that the world does not

for the most part readily forego tho easy

development of any form of decoration

already in possession ; yet fashions in

art do sometimes die out completely ai:d

capriciously enough. If these Alycenrran

butterflies are really to bo taken as part of

the swarm that overspread art in the sc cond

century, especially as associated with the

pretty allegory of Eros and Psyche, we

must ask how it is that the graves are

entirely unfurnished with other traces of

the Greco-Roman art of the period. Laden

with plunder of wealthy cities as the Heruli

were, had they no other spoils from the

acme or the decay of art to devote to the

unstinted enrichment of the graves of their

chiefs ? But we are scarcely called upon to

linger over an analysis of "these poor

habits and thin likelihoods " by an objector

who entirely ignores considerations of " more

certain and more overt tests " that are

decisive. M. Stephani gives us the option

of assigniug the graves to the still later

incu'rsion of the Goths of Alaric (a.d. 397) ;

but—to deal with tho case which is most

favourable to him—was not one wordrequired

to account for the absence of iron from the

graves of Heruli who had matched them

selves with Roman legionaries from the

west to the east of Europe, and had but

lately plundered the armouries of Chal

cedon and so many other cities ? Thero is

no trace whatever of iron among the mul

tifarious contents of these entombments ;

yet such traces are indestructible. Irou

may waste away by rust, though against

the last ravages of rust tho circumstances of

the burials would have given much protec

tion ; but a mass of rust does not disappear,

if it disappears at all, without leaving per

manent stains behind it. And not only is

not iron present, but its natural place is

taken by bronze. Swords and lance-heads

by the score were found beside the remains

of these ancient warriors, but they were

without exception of bronze, of copper

hardened by a liberal alloy of tin. We

are told by enginoers that a chain is as

strong as its weakest link, but a complex

chain of evidence is as strong as its

strongest, and an objector who withholds

from testing or even noticing this has little

claim to be answered on immaterial cavils

in detail. To suppose that the Goths and

Heruli of the third century fought against

Roman levies with the weapons of men of

the bronze age is as reasonable as to assign

the weapons of Porus to our opponents at

Aliwal and Chillianwallah. We therefore

feel absolved from the uninviting task of

tediously demonstrating all the inconsis

tencies of the date assigned to the other

works in precious metals.

Every year is now bringing forward fresh

evidence in illustration of the prehistoric

age, of indefinite duration and term, to

which the antiquities of Mycena? must be

assigned. Discoveries following on dis

coveries make it futile to treat of these

as isolated in character, however at present

unrivalled in their significance and con
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spicuousness. The advocates of the Gothic

or Scandinavian claimants may be left to

deal as they can, from their -whimsical

point of view, with the proofs of the wide

limits, in geography as well as in time, of a

system of comparative civilization showing

distinctly related characteristics, which has

left its traces at Cameirus and Ialysus in

Rhodes, in Cyprus from end to end, at Spata

and elsewhere in Attica, as well as at

Mycenae. The illustrations derived from

Dr. Schliemann's excavations at Hissarlik

are in some respects even more instructive

than the Mycenaean. The historical student

is presented here with a section of deposits

as valuable and conclusive as ever was hailed

by a geologist. Remains which have the

most direct relation to those of Mycenae

were here sealed down by ruins upon ruins

of demonstrably prehistoric times, with walls

on the top of all which are certainly anterior

to the Rome of the emperors. There is

the best reason to expect that the energy

of archaeological explorers in this field will

soon make as important additions to our

knowledge here as we have received respect

ing palaeolithic man since controversy has

been hushed as to whether the man of the

flint instruments was a reality at all.

Whatever advance, whatever discoveries,

may be made that throw* light upon the

characteristics of society over the proper

area of Greece during the age antecedent

to the employment of iron, the antiquities

of Mycenae will always be of importance

as bearing on still another question, by no

means inferior in interest—the relation of

that society to the civilization which suc

ceeded it. That this was a development by

men of the same race we believe may be

established by the study of those antiquities,

and if this be so, the more is it to be desired

that such study should not be further inter

rupted by the revival of theories which it

was hoped were once for all defunct.

THE BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

The thirty-seventh annual Congress meeting

of the British Archaeological Association com

menced on Monday last at Devizes, under the

presidency of Earl Nelson. After the two meet

ings of immediately preceding years at Wisbech

and Yarmouth the Association gladly revisits

westerly hunting-grounds. Twenty-two years

have elapsed since the Congress of the Associa

tion met at Salisbury for the examination of

Wiltshire antiquities, and probably very few of

those who take part in this Congress were num

bered among those who then explored the

beauties of Salisbury Cathedral, the Gib Hill

tumulus, or the earthworks at Old Sarum. The

proceedings were inaugurated by a cordial re

ception at the Town Hall by the Mayor and

Corporation of Devizes and the executive

members of the Wiltshire Archaeological and

Natural History Society, a society which has

flourished for many years and collected in the

pages of its periodical magazine an immense

store of topographical, archteological, and scien

tific information, by way of pendant to the

colossal works on Wiltshire by Sir Henry Colt

Hoaro. On this occasion the ancient charters

of privileges which have been from time to time

accorded to this town by many sovereigns, the

maces, civic insignia, and mediaeval plate in the

possession of the corporation, and several other

objects likely to attract an antiquarian assembly

were displayed, and considerable interest was

taken in them by the members of the Congress

as well as by the inhabitants of Devizes itself,

who do not often have so excellent an oppor

tunity of inspecting the relics of their own

town.

In the temporary absenco of Earl Nelson,

whose inaugural address upon the county anti

quities selected for examination was postponed

to a future opportunity, the Rev. A. C. Smith,

of Yatesbury, a prominent member of the Wilt

shire Society, cordially welcomed the members,

and pointed out with great eloquence the

leading features of ancient and mediaeval Wilt

shire. This county possesses, perhaps in a

greater degree than any other in the whole of

England, magnificent examples of the earliest

works attributed to human agency on the globe.

The British period, illustrated but sparingly

elsewhere, here is well shown by the flake-strewn,

barrow-studded downs ; then comes the marvel

lous and mysterious megalithic edifice at Stone-

henge and its larger, but perhaps less generally

known companion in age, Avebury ; Silbury,

the largest artificial mound in Europe, with its

adjacent stone circle ; the Roman road at Wans-

house ; Amcsbury and Vespasian's Camp ; the

castles of Bratton, where the Danes once held

their camp, and Devizes ; the monastic remains at

Malmesbury—the home of the most vivid and

most trustworthy of our chroniclers, William of

Malmesbury—Bradenstoke Priory, and Lacock

Abbey ; and a large number of typical specimens

of ecclesiastical and domestic architecture, all

being included in the places put upon the pro

gramme for visitation during the eight working

days at the disposal of the Association. Under

the guidance of the Rev. H. A. Olivier and

Mr. Henry Cunnington, Curators of the Devizes

Museum, the extensive collection of antiquities

recovered from excavations in the barrows pre

served in that institution was inspected, and

the party was then conducted to the churches

of St. Mary and St. John, which were described

at length by the Rev. Dr. Burges, rector of

Devizes. Afterwards a visit was made to the

remains of the ancient castle, renowned in the

middle of the twelfth century in the wars of

the Empress Mathildis, daughter of Henry L,

who, as Mr. W. de G. Birch pointed out in

a paper published some time ago, is entitled to

her place among the sovereigns of England by

reason of her formal recognition by the Govern

ment then existing in England during the event

ful years 1141-1142.

After visiting some buildings in the town, the

members assembled intheTownHall,and the Pre

sident delivered his inaugural address, in which,

after referring generally to the important bear

ing which these annual gatherings of archaeo

logists had upon the furtherance of the study

and the preservation of our historical relics, he

proceeded to point out that the Association

might assist in promoting archaeological lore by

preserving the old names of different fields and

farms. Every field had a name, and many still

retained them by mere tradition among the old

labourers and in the old parish maps and terriers.

Some of more modern date only referred to the

size of the field on its comparatively recent

allotment, sach as " Hundred Acre," which gene

rally meant "under an acre," and "Ten Fur

long," or the like ; but there were much older

names than these, and if any one ever attempted

to walk the bounds of an old Saxon charter

many of the old names, if kept, would help out

the boundaries, and tho specified points on the

boundary would give an explanation to the

names. For example, Whelpley, Wellow, Land-

ford , were a proof of the British being originally

to the east of Christ-Church Avon. Cerdic's battle

at Charford drove the Britons to the other side,

and caused the succession of forts from Old

Sarum down the valley protecting the western

lands to which they retired. A few years ago,

in digging in a rabbit burrow, Lord Radnor's

keeper came upon the remains of an old Saxon

chief, with his sword by his side, who had

evidently fallen in tho moment of victory in

the middle of the fortified pah which he had

from the British, following up the sae-

of Cerdic, and driving the Britons on the

other side across the river at Britford—a name

which still commemorates this strategic move

ment of the defeated party. Hence the use of

preserving names and the old earthworks. A

discovery was thus made which would have

been comparatively useless without those well-

known surroundings which, having been pre

served, gave a consistency to the history. His

lordship then proceeded to refer to some of

the places of interest which it was the intention

of the archaeologists to visit. Referring to the

large number of tumuli, he said those on the

Wiltshire downs had been sufficiently excavated,

and he thought nothing could justify the pro

fanation of old burial-places when there was a

certainty of no new discovery being made. He

did not see, however, why a careful tunnelling

should not be conducted under the so-called

altar stone at Stonehenge, to see if any remains

which might illustrate the age of Stonehenge

could be found there or within the sacred circle,

and, further, he advocated the replacing of those

stones which had fallen within man's memory,

a record of which had been carefully preserved.

The mechanical appliances of the present day

could easily replace them. The necessity of

something being done to preserve the ruin as

handed down to us was becoming more and more

imperative. One of the great stones was gradually

bearing more heavily on a stone of the inner

circle, and it might fall down any day. Some

means should also be taken by artificial supports

to prevent that catastrophe, and he could not

see why, when that was done, they might not

have those stones replaced whose position was

clearly known, and whose fall had been carefully

recorded. Having briefly glanced at the pro

gramme, which promised a successful meeting,

he trusted that all archaeologists would endeavour

to collect and preserve all such monuments of

the past as came in their way, so as to bring

them under the notice of associations like the

one now engaged in investigating the county of

Wilts.

On Tuesday, at an early hour, a large party

was conveyed in carriages to Potterne Church,

which, with the ancient porch and church house,

was described by the Rev. H. A. Olivier, Mr.

E. P. Loftus Brock, F.S.A., and others. From

this place the members proceeded to East well,

where the font, attributed to the very early date

of'the tenth century, and its remarkable inscrip

tion were inspected. The drive was then con

tinued througli Erlestoke to Edington, where

the church and the monuments were examined,

and a brief description of them given by Mr.

J. R. Bramble and other members. After

luncheon the church of Tinhead Bratton was

visited, and the encampment at Bratton, by

some believed to be the site of King Alfred's

decisive victory over the Danes, explored, most

of the visitors walking up the ascent and in

specting the well-known " White Horse." The

return journey to Devizes was made through

Steeple Ashton, whereby an opportunity was

provided for viewing the church, Keevil with its

church and fine examples of ancient timbered

houses, and Poulshot Church with its interest

ing belfry. The long day was yet further

extended by the reading of papers by Mr. J. A.

Picton, F.S.A., and Dr. Stevens. Wednesday's

proceedings consisted of a visit to the church of

Bishop's Canning ; an inspection of the Wans-

dyke, about two miles from the church ; thence

across the Roman road to Avebury, with a descrip

tion of the megalithic circles by the Rev. A. C.

Smith, to whom also the Association stands in

debted for the description of the stone circle

opposite the great artificial mound at Silbury, to

which the party was taken through the cele

brated Kennet avenue. On Thursday, Braden

stoke Priory, Dauntsey, and Malmesbury Abbey

formed the principal portion of the ]
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THE PRIVATE COLLECTIONS OF ENGLAND.

No. LIV.—WENTWORTH WOODHOl'nE. KOTHEKHAM

More fortunate than Dr. Waagen (to whom,

as he has told the world, an accident denied

full use of an opportunity of examining the

pictures in this magnificent Beat), we are in

debted to the present Earl Fitzwilliam for

ample means of studying the works which place

Wentworth Woodhouse in the highest class of

the private collections of England. Than Earl

Fitzwilliam no one knows more about the

gallery, of which he takes zealous care, and

generously allows the world to see under a

restriction which, although inconsiderable, is

necessitated by the fact that, while most of the

paintings are hung in a large gallery, which serves

as a corridor of communication, many are in the

rooms usually occupied at Wentworth. With a

few exceptions, every fine example is well lighted.

Wentworth is in every way an historic house,

and was renowned before the fame of the great

Earl of Strafford cast a new lustre on its heir

looms and his love of art enriched the place

with its choicest treasures. This statesman

collected the Van Dycks and some few other

contemporary pictures which have remained here

since his time ; the Lelys were added by his son.

His descendant, the first Marquis of Rocking

ham, the well-known minister, procured the

Low Country and Italian paintings, which in

the middle of the last century it was the fashion

to collect, as well as the Keynoldses and those

masterpieces by George Stubbs which give a

distinct character to the collection. Dr. Waagen,

in his account of the gatherings of pictures

formed in the last decade of the eighteenth

century, confounded Viscount Fitzwilliam, whose

very miscellaneous acquisitions are now at Cam

bridge, with the owner of the heirlooms before us.

Arranged as these pictures are, it will, on

every ground, be most convenient to describe

them in their order on the walls, using the

numbers of the manuscript catalogue, and with

out more regard to the schools that the paintings

represent than is predicated by that mode of

arrangement. This method brings to the front

the numerous works in the Gallery, and, first

among them, an interesting Van Dyck, being

No. 58, a sketch for the famous group of portraits

of the great Earl of Strafford and Sir Philip

Mainwaring, his secretary, which we describe

at length below. Though not hung in a good

light, the smaller version seems a valuable ex

ample, because it exhibits the process of the artist

in beginning a picture ; the handling is, of

course, a little free, but the study possesses the

motive, composition, and etfect of the finished

group. There is a slight difference in the

arrangements of the two paintings. The next

work is by P. Wouwermans (62), and shows the

interior of a stable, not a common subject with

the artist. A man has mounted on a dark bay

horse ; the white horse, which Wouwermans

would never dispense with, because his scheme

of chiaroscuro depended on such a key-note, is

held by a groom, while the owner speaks to a

woman on our left. The door of the place is

open to admit light, which contrasts strongly

with the warm gloom of the stable in shadow, a

darkness which is broken by rich reflections from

the lustre without. Several horses are at the

mangers in the background. This is an excep

tionally luminous and powerful picture, much

less black in the shadows than usual with the

master.

A very precious portrait (59) compels the

visitor's attention because it is said to represent

Shakspeare. Although the features are a little

pinched, there is a strong likeness between

them and those of the "Chandos" picture of

the poet, which is now in the National Portrait

Gallery. It is said to have been copied by Sir

G. Kneller from an older portrait, and given by

him to "glorious John" Dryden. It is that

which is referred to in the ' Epistle to Sir

Godfrey Kneller, Principal Painter to his

Majesty,' which contains the celebrated words :

j Thy pictures think, and we divine their thought.

| By the way, no one has developed the motive

of this line with such force as Mr. Browning has

in his poem called ' In a Gondola. ' Dryden

continued :—

thy gift, I place, before my sight ;
his blessiiWith awe I ask his blessing ere I write ;

With reverence look on his majestic face,
Proud to be less, but of his god-like race.
His soul inspires me, while thy pntise I write,
And I, like Teucer, under Ajax tight :

'» thee, through me, be bold, w ith dauntles
Contemn the bad, and emulate the best.

So that, as a shield against the envious critics of

Kneller, Dryden said that—

Old as she is, my Muse sliall march behind.
Bear off the blast, and intercept the wind.

It is something to have met with the cause

of this splendid achievement of the " Muse,

old as she is. "

A neighbouring group of portraits of ' The

Italian Poets ' (04) is the work of Giorgio Vasari,

and probably that which is mentioned in the ' Life '

of Vasari by himself as having been executed at

Florence in 1544 :—" There I painted some pic

tures, and among them one which afterwards

became the property of Luca Martini, wherein

there are the portraits of Dante, Petrarch, Guido

Cavaleanti, Boccaccio, Cino da Pistoia, and

Guittone d'Arezzo, the likenesses being accu

rately copied from other portraits. There were

subsequently many copies of these heads made

from this work. " The last part of this state

ment explains the existence of other pictures

of this class, of which one is in the library of

Oriel College, Oxford, No. 227 of the Man

chester Art Treasures ; the names of the

| persons represented in it are given thus :

Ficinua, Poliziano, Petrarch, Boccaccio, Dante,

and Cavaleanti ; the picture was engraved by

Jerome Cock—a rare plate. From the Orleans

Collection a similar picture was sold to Mr.

T. Hope for one hundred guineas (Buchanan,

i. 32), and by Mr. H. T. Hope lent to the

British Institution, 1848, No. 110. The last

was engraved by Catheliu and Mondet. Earl

Fitzwilliam's version comprises life-size, three-

quarters - length figures in earnest conver

sation ; Dante is on our right, and wears a

red dress ; his face is shown in profile, thus

illustrating the authority for the likeness. His

features are in full light, and his right forefinger

indicates the name of Laura, winch is on the

cover of a book held by Petrarch, who wears a

white dress and red hood ; the latter leans

eagerly forward towards Dante, and speaks with

animation. A globe is on the table, with a

closed book, to indicate that the roll of poets'

names was made up. It is right to add that the

namesof other persons represented in this picture

have been given as Boccaccio, Ariosto, Tasso,

and Vasari himself. Vasari was born twenty-

eight years before Tasso, who came to the world

in 1544, the very year in which, as the painter

recorded, as above, he executed his ' Italian

Poets.' There is a mistake somewhere. Cino

da Pistoia and Guido Cavaleanti were friends of

Dante, and Fra Guittone d'Arezzo was a con

temporary of this poet. Verses by all these

bards are translated by Mr. D. G. Rossotti in

1 Dante and his Circle,' 1874.

We were next attracted by a charming Guido

(G5), one of the best of his works, of which few

are first-rate. A boy of eight years old, called

' Cupid,' is sleeping naked on a couch covered

by red velvet. There are many versions of this

often-repeated motive, which doubtless waB one

of those to which the craft of Ercolino di Guido

as a copyist was directed. That before us is

a masterpiece of eclecticism : the carnations are

tenderly and sweetly painted, and defective only

in being a little cold in the greys, a characteristic

shortcoming of the period of Guido's practice

which is represented by this picture. But alas

for eclecticism ! This is but a charming painting

of a boy Bleeping—not the fiery-hearted Cupid

of the great masters of the Renaissance, nor the

"long-limbed" lad of antiquity. Yet it is all

that the artistic attainment of the time of the

painter, acting on a conscientious and conserva

tive, but cold and unsympathizing, temperament,

could effect.

It is a long step from Guido to John Philip,

R. A. , whose capital picture called ' The Widow '

(08), a portrait of his landlady at Seville, is next

in order in our notes. This is a life-size, three-

quarters-length figure in a black dress, and really

a large sketch of high value for tone and the

breadth of effect and the richness of the carna

tions it exhibits. It was bought in 1867. Near

the Guido is a good copy (67) of the famous

' Tribute Money ' by Titian, now at Dresden.

There are numerous copies of this work : one of

the best is in the Grosvenor Gallery ; others

are to be found in the Uffizi and the Academy of

St. Luke, Rome. A large and striking gallery

picture by Guercino is called ' II agar and

Ishmael ' (69). Hagar, as is not unfrequent in

the works of this master, whose misfortune it

was to be born too late, has a magnificent

physique and a noble air and presence ; she

is weeping near the sleeping boy. The angel,

a graceful but rather weak figure, appears in

the design, and does not add to its strength,

although he is distinguished by Guercino's grace

of action ; the angel points to the spring. Of

course Hagar is the fine element here ; this figure

shows a superb reading of the subject, but still

it is deficient in dignity and grandeur. Guercino's

conception is not sufficiently elevated, although

he has given a striking picture of a finely formed

and noble young mother who has been bitterly

wronged. This picture needs attention. A

bust portrait (70) of a girl with fair hair

bears tho name of Mdlle. de la Tremouille,

and is, although dry and hard, interesting

as a specimen of French portraiture of

the middle of the seventeenth century. By

Guercino (?) is No. 71, a small head of the

Magdalen, a study valuable for richness of im-

pasto. The motive of the expression is forced ;

the left liand has been repainted. —A Claude

(74) is now in a state unfavourable for inspec

tion. A tomple is on our right, a group of

beautiful trees in the middle, beyond which is

an open and glowing vista of a champaign

country with remote hills, water, and wood

land ; more foliage is on our extreme right, a

bridge in the middle distance ; a shepherd and

shepherdess are driving their flock in front.

The picture is now obscure, but was originally,

we think, an unusually fine example. Thirty

years ago, when Dr. Waagen saw it, it was in the

same condition ; it is therefore, doubtless, irre

coverable.

By Schalken is a Virgin and Child (75), a

candlelight piece of life-size, half-length figures,

embodying a very happy idea in the Dutch vein

of the painter's time. The Virgin has the babe

on her knee, and supports him with her left arm,

holding the candle with her right hand. There

is nothing ignoble in the design or execution

of this fine picture, but, on the contrary, a

simple, tender, and pathetic motive is rendered

with solidity and learning. Physical beauty of

a high order is alone wanting to make this a

first-class painting, as it is a first-rate example

of the artist's powers. ' Christ crowned with

Thorns ' (70) is by Annibale Carracci. It com

prises the bust of Christ and the head of the

executioner who places the crown, thus giving

the gist of the subject according to the com

pendious mode of the Bolognese School, and in

this respect the work is an extremely valuable

example of a leading and admirable character

istic of the class it belongs to. If the painter had

been as fortunate in the subject as he was wise in

putting his idea into execution, this would have

been an admirable picture. But his idea of

Christ is feeble, although the learning employed

in rendering that idea cannot be questioned.

Insight, although not of a noble kind, and

pathos appear in the fine expressiveness of

the purple lips of our Saviour, while the look

of his eyes is weak, even for a melo-dramatic

conception. They are "turned up" according
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to Guido's most conventional fashion, while the

hands, which should have partaken of the agony

of mockery and humiliation, are nerveless and

out of keeping with the expression of the face,

affected though that be. That the colour and

chiaroscuro, the purely technical qualities of

this picture, are remarkably well managed,

severally and together, suffices to give us a true

notion of the merits of academical training, Buch

as that to which all the Carracci owed much, and

whieh formed so large a portion of their art

that it has been doubted if without it they

would have gained the reputation they pos

sessed and still, in some degree, retain.—A

Salvator Rosa comes next, and is a large land

scape, called ' The Tribute Money ' (77) because

of its figures. It is really a fine view of

a sea-shore, with ships running before the

wind, their white sails distinct on the deep

blue water ; a great rock is on our left, with a

convent on its summit. The design is so grand

and dignified that it cannot fail to impress the

spectator. It is especially noteworthy for a noble

inspiration, and for the vastness of the atmo

sphere pervading the view over the sea to where

the horizon shines in golden lustre.—A ' Holy

Family' (78), by Andrea del Sarto, is a fine

and uncommonly warm picture of his middle

period, more than ordinarily resembling a Paolo

Veronese in its colour and wealth of tone, golden

and ruddy carnations. Christ, a whole-length

figure, is on the Virgin's knee ; both are in

profile to our left. She turns with a playful

and lifelike expression to the front, an attitude

which in its graceful charm is very like that we

owe to Veronese. St. John and two other

figures are on our left.

Another 'Holy Family' (79) is by Palma

Vecchio, and comprises half-length figures of

the Saviour, Virgin, SS. John and Catherine,

the last a nobly conceived figure of great beauty

and thoroughly Venetian character. It is a

charming example in which one sees distinctly

the influence of the Bellini on the painter.

This affects the sentiment expressed by the

design not less than some qualities of the exe

cution. On the whole it is undoubtedly one of

the finest examples of a master whose works are

comparatively rare in England. Christ is on the

knee of his mother and he holds the globe,

while St. John, with his labelled cross,

approaches them. The figures of the children

are exquisitely pretty, soft, and naive. The

Catherine is, of course, Palma's fair and wholly

Venetian daughter Violante, a plump and volup

tuous damsel, whose abundant golden hair is

bound about her head and lies in rolls on her

shoulders. There is a seductive and amorous

expression in her features, and the morbidezza

of her flesh is in keeping with it ; her carnations

have not lost a tint of the rose or a tinge of her

warm Venetian blood. She stands in an attitude

of despondency, but is quite unmoved at heart,

and thinks only of the golden light on her

broad brows and the gleaming of her hair, and

of the rosy and creamy colours of her flesh.

Orange and blue robes signify not only the

Magdalen's repentance, but the sumptuous

taste of the lady and her father's vigorous eye

for colour. The picture is very fine indeed,

a glorious piece of colour. The Virgin's face has

the charm of soft, sweet, and gracious maternity,

and its contours and colours are lovely.

' A Girl and a Man with a Parrot ' (80) proves

the force of Venetian influence, in the mode of

Carpaccio, on Dutch practice, which has dictated

the choice of models and a subject. An old man

holds the bird on one hand, while with the other

he feeds it with grapes taken from a dish which

the damsel carries. It is a capital example of

the same skill which produced Lord Darnley's

admirable painting of similar character, and both

are by Jordaens, wholly sunny, masculine, and

lustrously powerful. The latter was at the Royal

Academy in 1877, and both were at Manchester

twenty years before. The Cobham picture is

rather more brilliant, not quite so well drawn,

and perhaps cleaner than that at Wentworth

Woodhouse. A second Salvator, 'Jason and

the Dragon ' (81), betrays an undramatic idea of

the subject. The hero is on a rock behind the

dragon and administers the charm to it. He

strongly resembles one of Salvator's brigands.

The chief light of the picture falls on the

white sleeves of his shirt, which serve as

foci for that purpose. Rosa etched this

design with his own hands. The picture has

darkened to an unusual degree. Dr. Waagen

was probably right in attributing to Innocenzo

da Imola a Raphaelesque picture of the ' Virgin

and Child,' which bears the number 83 in this

gallery. Very sweet and simple in design,

elegant and careful, and possessing exceptional

warmth of colour, it is rightly ascribed to the

Bchool of Raphael. Some lack of strength in the

motive does not affect this ascription. No. 84 is

a second Guercino, and in an oval represents

busts of his son and daughter ; it is a most

agreeable and perfectly genuine picture. The

girl's face is very ingenuous in its expression,

and in its features curiously like her father's

angels and other beauties, especially as regards

the "sunny" eyes, fair and broad forehead, and

the flossy hair which clusters about it. But the

head of the boy by no means equals this. The

draughtsmanship is imperfect, the expression is

almost feeble.

By II Sodoma is a 'Virgin, Child, and St.

John ' (85). The Virgin is a half-length figure,

with Christ, at full length, standing in her arms.

John is behind, and points to Christ. It is a

very fair example of Bazzi, who is much less

known in this country than he deserves. His

graceful "airs" and nice composition, the beauty

of the Virgin's somewhat prieieuse features, her

dainty attitude, are elements which perfectly

illustrate the peculiar motive of the painter, who

was unequal in his efforts, at times indicating

the possession of very high powers indeed,

at other times falling far below the standard

of Earl Fitzwilliam's picture—a work which

shows the strong influence of the school of

Da Vinci on this Sienese master, whose art

is often wonderfully full of life and stately,

almost antique beauty, rendered with some

thing of the finikin Lombard manner. An

" heroic" Van Dyck next commands attention.

It represents ' Rinaldo and Armida ' (82) ; she

stoops over the sleeping knight. It is a capital

picture, and nearly equal in merit to the

beautiful example of the same class which Mr.

Harford lent to the Royal Academy last winter,

called ' Herminia putting on Clorinda's Armour '

(130). Herminia was evidently painted from

Margaret Lemon, Van Dyck's beautiful mistress,

whose portrait is at Hampton Court. Michael

Angelo da Caravaggio has the credit of having

painted the fine portrait of a man (87) in a

black dress embroidered with gold, and wear

ing a fur cup. It is a good example of a

very grave yet animated character, without

any exaggeration of expression, action, or

painting. The last-named element is massive,

and illustrates a grand style. The carnations

are ruddy, and the flesh shadows are, as usual

with the painter, of a deep brown.—We pass

next to a rocky landscape (102) with gipsies,

painted by Old Teniers, which may be compared

with his works in the Wynn Ellis Gift to the

National Gallery. It closely resembles them,

and displays his taste for such subjects. A

round tower is in the middle distance, beyond

is an open space ; a lowering autumnal sky

indicates an approaching storm, and this feature,

as is generally the case with the artist, is the

most striking portion of his picture, which is

superior to most of his productions in possessing

a fine glowing tone.

We conclude this part of the subject with

a selection of good pictures from the large body

of portraits of eminent persons with which

Wentworth Woodhouse is richly stored. A

' Portrait of Montrose ' has a handsome,

intelligent, and energetic face. That of Sir

Horace Vere has hair all compact, as if with

the constant wearing of a helmet. Next is Mar

garet Clifford, seventh Countess of Derby. After

this we recognize the last Thomas Wriothesley,

fourth Earl of Southampton, Lord High Trea

surer, a fine and masculine Lely (or Wissing);

Dr. W. Spencer, by Mrs. Mary Beale, in an

oval cartouche ; a whole-length figure of Catherine

Stanley, Marchioness of Dorchester, and sister

of the Countess of Strafford ; Sir William

Fitzwilliam, Earl of Southampton, 1537-43, a

very good picture, showing this distinguished

peer holding a staff as Treasurer of the House

hold to Henry VIII. Near these are the

whole-length portraits of the first Lord and

Lady Fitzwilliam ; the second Earl of Strafford,

in armour, and having a very kindly and gentle

face : it looks like a good Dobson, but is much

chilled ; Arabella, Lady Wentworth, afterwards

Countess of Strafford, half length, in a dead-

leaf dress and blue scarf, her hair in the

mode introduced by Henrietta Maria, ascribed

to Cornelius Jonson, but looks very like an

exceptionally finished Lely (she was the

second wife of Thomas, Viscount Wentworth,

afterwards Earl of Strafford ; there is another

portrait of this lady, which was at the Academy

in 1875) ; the first Marquis of Rockingham,

in a circle ; Lady Anne Wentworth, by Lely,

a whole-length figure in a white satin dress,

a charming picture of a girl walking. The

Lady H. M. Stanley (122) is a child in white,

seated on a pillow, with grey curtains behind

the figure, and having both hands extended.

This picture has impressed our memory because

it is most delicately and prettily painted, with

rare animation in the attitude and great spirit in

the expression, and because it is remarkable for

beautiful modelling and extreme delicacy of

finish. Chromatically speaking, it is what we

should now call a study in warm white with

the carnations in perfect keeping, thus producing

admirable colour of a character very uncommon

indeed in a work of the class with which it

cannot but be associated. It is mentioned in

the second Earl of Strafford's will as the like

ness of "my deare wife at 9 months." A

red coral hangs by a white ribbon before the

child, who wears a laced cap set back from her

ears. This admirable picture and most in

teresting portrait is worthy of Van Dyck, but

it is strongly suggestive of the fine, grave, and

learned mode of old Dutch portraiture in which

Van Somer excelled, and which flourished until

the more attractive and animated, if less sound,

style of Rubens and Van Dyck superseded it.

No. 125 is another portrait of the same person,

a girl of nine years old, holding flowers, and

indisputably a good Van Dyck. This last pic

ture, like the former, is mentioned in Lord

Strafford's will, " My deare wife at 9 years."

The next paper of this series will describe the

remaining pictures and portraits in Wentworth

Woodhouse.

Among the pictures destined for the Royal

Academy next year is a portrait of the Earl of

Wharncliffe by Mr. Poynter.

The death is announced, on the 9th inst.,

of Mr. T. S. Robins, a member of the Institute

of Painters in Water Colours. This artist was

one of the original members of this society, and

for many years his marine pictures and landscape

subjects have been eminently popular.

Canon Greenwell is at present investigating

the contents of some Irish barrows and is stay

ing at Portrush.

We have to record this week with regret the

death of Mr. H. Clark Pidgeon, President of

the Sketching Club and a very old member of

the Instituto of Painters in Water Colours. Mr.

Pidgeon, who died at a somewhat advanced age

on the 0th inst., was born in March, 1807. Ha

was educated at Reading under the famous Dr.
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Valpy, and originally destined for the Church.

But that project was abandoned, and after

a short trial of a business pursuit at Isleworth,

his natural tastes for art and archioology, which

he had manifested at a very early age, led him

into more literary paths. For Borne time he

edited the Berkshire Chronicle, and wrote, among

other works, a treatise on the Eton Montem,

which attracted considerable attention at the

time of its production. Art studies led Mr.

Fidgeon to Paris, and he subsequently filled the

professorship of the School of Drawing at the

Liverpool Institute. Here he contributed very

considerably towards the formation of the His

torical Society of Lancashire and Cheshire in

co-operation with Mr. J. Mayer and Dr. Hume.

In 1S51 Mr. Pidgeon returned to London, and

worked with great success in preparing the

designs on wood for the Illustrated London News

during the Great Exhibition, which was so ex

tensively illustrated in that periodical, and from

that date up to within a very recent period he

was a constant exhibitor at the Institute.

On the 14th inst. , exactly 632 years after the

famous structure was begun, the great Dom at

Cologne was finished by placing the highest

stones on the towers. The date for the ceremo

nial celebration of this event is not yet named.

A statde of Field-Marshal Wrangel, by Prof.

Keil, has just been cast, and is to be set up in

Berlin, another of the many statues of warriors

which give the Prussian capital such a belligerent

aspect.

MUSIC

The National Music of the World. By the late

H. F. Chorley. Edited by Henry G. Hewlett.

(Sampson Low & Co.)

The following extracts from Mr. Hewlett's

preface to this work sufficiently explain its

appearance, though they do not account for the

delay which has been allowed to occur since

Chorley's decease:—"The four lectures upon

which the following essays are based were read

by the author at the Royal Institution in 1862,

and subsequently delivered at Manchester and

Birmingham. Encouraged by the popular suc

cess which they acliieved and the eulogies passed

upon their merits by some of his most dis

tinguished musical contemporaries, Chorley

resolved to publish them, and had partially pre

pared them for the press not long before his

death The knowledge that in offering these

essays to the world I am giving effect to the

wish of my deceased friend removes the un

easiness which one who is responsible for the

publication of a posthumous work may naturally

feel, lest the established reputation of its author

should thereby suffer." Mr. Hewlett need be

under no apprehensions respecting Chorley's

reputation. Apart from his critical acumen,

this was gained by reason of his possession of

qualities which for want of a more descriptive

term may be called truly English, and which

ensured for him the respect even of opponents.

His free and fearless statement of his own con

victions on art matters made his opinion greatly

sought after at a time when musical criticism

generally was more timid and certainly less

enlightened than at the prestmt day. That his

views respecting some eminent composers

were peculiar cannot be denied, and a few

passages in the present volume read strangely

enough by the light of our more recent experi

ences and sympathies ; but it is by no means

probable that he would have eliminated, or even

modified, theso expressions, for he never spoke

lightly or carelessly, and his opinions once

formed were maintained with a tenacity which

commanded consideration if it could nut always

carry agreement. The subject of this posthu

mous work is a vast one, especially as Chorley

has included in his use of the term "national

music " not merely traditionary or folk music,

but the art product of each country in its most

matured and characteristic form. Anything

like exhaustive treatment must, therefore, not

bo anticipated, and the author admits that his

essays are mere sketches, the very richness of

the theme rendering it intractable. Indeed, to

follow it out consistently would be to write a

history of music, if not of musicians. The four

lectures deal with music from the East, South,

North, and West respectively. Of these the

first is the least satisfactory, partly by reason of

Chorley's honest and characteristic contempt for

tradition. "I dare to believe," he says, "that

the music of the Greeks was so much foolish

ness, if it be measured against their colossal

drama, their divine sculpture ; and nurture a

secret and deep irreverence against the harpers,

pipers, and symphonists, whose strange forms

in the monumental sculptures of Egypt have set

speculation so eagerly to work, and have be

guiled so many ingenious people into conceiving

that the art of music was with them something

rich, complete, and attractive ; the key to the

cipher being untowardly lost." Amiable enthu

siasts on Greek music may feel deeply offended

at such blunt scepticism, but the balance of

proof is decidedly in favour of Chorley. In the

second essay the author is on more congenial

ground, and discourses pleasantly on Italian and

French music, the matter being for the most part

both instructive and interesting, while theopinions

are also in the main incontrovertible. Thus far

the work had undergone revision by Chorley.

The remaining lectures are printed as originally

delivered in 1862. That on ' Music from the

North ' includes Germany, a method of pro

cedure justifiable on ethnological grounds. Here

some disappointment may be felt at the frag

mentary nature of the treatise, a shortcoming

which, of course, was inevitable. The last section

contains some valuable results of inquiry into the

rich field of Welsh, Irish, and Scotch national

music. Throughout the work the reader will find

occasional evidences of its having been compiled

more than a decade since. Only three soprani

of European reputation, gained after Northern

training, are mentioned, and Theresa Tietjens

is not one of these. Among English singers of

renown the name of Clara Novelio does not

appear, and M. Gounod is named as "the

newest French composer to whom, in default of

more real genius, Europe is beginning to look

for its operas." In spite of all imperfections,

however, this book may be read with much

pleasure and profit, not the least of its charms

being the homely but intense earnestness of

the writer, whose zeal for the truth and hatred

of that which is degraded or false are dis

played in every sentence.

Musical Studies. By Francis Hueffer. (Edin

burgh, Black.)

The desire which animates men of letters to

secure their minor utterances from the oblivion

which sooner or later overtakes all essays con

tributed to the daily press, or even the monthly

and quarterly magazines, is natural in itself and

in certain cases laudable. The republication in

book form of light and gossipy articles intended

at the outset merely to amuse the casual and

unthinking reader is to be deprecated on various

grounds, among which may bo the reputation of

the author, whose shallowness must stand the

risk of being exposed by submitting his fugitive

thoughts to the fierce light which beats on

the domain of permanent literature. No such

danger is to be apprehended from the present

volume, which consists of essays contributed

to various journals on themes of the highest

moment connected with music and musical

literature. The author's preface sets forward

his case in such a fair and impartial light that

we cannot do better than quote it :—" The

present volume is part of an unmistakable

movement in modern literature. The vast de

velopment of periodical publications within the

last quarter of a century has drawn the best

literary and scientific workers into its vortex.

If even illustrious scientific men give way

to this general tendency of the age, the musical

critic may claim the same indulgence for his

modest ottering. The assthetieal literature re

garding music in this country is, indeed, so

scanty, and so wholly out of proportion with the

general and serious interest of late taken in the

art, that any earnest and conscientious discus

sion of musical topics should not be wholly un

welcome." With this reasoning it is impossible

to disagree, and it only remains to ascertain

whether the contents of the book merit the

position which the author seeks to obtain for

them. As regards the main portion we can

readily answer in the affirmative. The article

on Thayer's 'Beethoven,' for example, is in itself

a valuable contribution to Beethoven literature,

and that on Chopin constitutes an admirably

clear and concise resunU of the Polish musician's

life and personal idiosyncrasies. Here it may be

said that the evidence which assigns Chopin's

birth to 1809 is by no means universally accepted.

The fact that his sister, who was in Paris at the

time of his death, acquiesced in the date—1810

—inscribed on his tomb in Pere-la-Chaise has

weight with many, and their case is strengthened

by the monument inaugurated a few months

since at Warsaw, which agrees with that in Pere-

Ia-Chaise, notwithstanding the testimony of

M. Karasowski in favour of the earlier date.

The essay on the life and teaching of Schopen

hauer is written with sufficient lucidity to render

the philosophy of the chief apostle of despair

comprehensible to the most ordinary reader.

It will be understood from these remarks that

Dr. Hueffer's aim is popularity, but it is popu

larity in the very best sense of that much

abused word. The essays are eminently read

able, though the subjects are treated in the

most thoughtful and earnest spirit, with just a

trace of cynicism giving piquancy to the style,

but not sufficiently developed to leave an un

pleasant impression on the mind.

Henry Smart's Compositions for the Organ.

Analyzed by John Broadhouse. (Reeves.)

It is difficult to realize the motives which

prompted the issue of this little volume, the

contents of which were originally published in

the pages of the Musical Standard. The organ

music of the late Henry Smart is so widely

known and so generally appreciated by organists

as to render any special efforts in favour of its

popularization entirely superfluous. Further

more, its clearness of outline and refined sim

plicity make the task of analysis comj)aratively

useless. Mr. Broadhouse is an enthusiast, and,

like most hero-worshippers, is more than once

in danger of defeating his object by exaggerated,

not to say fulsome, laudation. He attributes

to Smart qualities which discriminating critics

would certainly hesitate to assign to him. The

composer was possessed of a vein of true melody,

and his music is distinguished by elegance of

style, easy, unstudied musicianship, and sym

metry of structure calculated to charm, if not to

greatly impress, the listener. In his organ

works there is an infinity of melodic beauty, and

his part-writing is always pure and never com

plex. Elaborately constructed fugues were not

his m&tier, and, speaking generally, his organ

music occupies a legitimate position between the

pedantry of the modern German and the flip

pancy of the modern French schools. But when

Mr. Broadhouse speaks of the originality, the

majesty and grandeur of Smart's writings, he

strays beyond the limits of just and impartial

criticism. His book is embellished by an ex

cellent photographic portrait of the deceased

composer.

£flur,iral Gossip.

It may interest some of our readers to learn

the dates and such particulars as are at present

available of the principal musical events of the
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coming Beason. The Crystal Palace Concerts

will begin on Saturday, October 9th, and the

ante-Christmas series will end on December 18th.

The first performance at St. James's Hall will

be, as usual, Mr. Walter Bache's pianoforte

recital, which will take place on Monday after

noon, November lBt. The Monday Popular

Concerts will be given on November 8th, 15th,

22nd, 29th, December 6th, 13th, January 3rd,

10th, 17th, 24th, 31st, February 7th, 14th,

21st, 28th, March 7th, 14th, 21st, 28th, April

4th and 11th ; and the Saturday performances

on November 13th, 20th, 27th, December 4th,

11th, 18th, January 8th, 15th, 22nd, 29th,

February 5th, 12th, 19th, 26th, March 6th,

12th, 19th, 26th, April 2nd and 9th. The

Sacred Harmonic Society's concerts will be

given at St. James's Hall on the following

dates :—December 3rd, 17th, January 21st,

February 11th, March 4th, 25th, April 8th,

29th, and May 20th. Sir Michael Costa will

retain his position as conductor, and it is in

tended to render the season especially inte

resting by the introduction of novelties and

important revivals. The band and chorus will

undergo careful revision. Mr. F. H. Cowen's

orchestral concerts on Saturday evenings at

St. James's Hall will take place on November

13th and 27th, December 4th and 18th. A

special feature will be the production at each

concert of at least one important work by an

English composer. We cordially wish Mr.

Cowen success in his spirited undertaking.

According to present arrangements Her

Majesty's Theatre will open for the autumn

Italian opera season on Saturday, October

16th. Of the details it would be as yet prema

ture to speak.

Mr. Charlbs Halle will give a 'series of

orchestral concerts in February and March, pro

bably on Saturday evenings.

M. Lamoureux announces a series of four

orchestral concerts to be given at St. James's

Hall on Tuesdays, March 8th, 15th, 22nd, and

29th. The Parisian chef d'orchestre has special

claims on the sympathies of English musicians

by his enthusiastic, but it is to be feared fruit

less, efforts to popularize the music of Handel

and Bach in the French capital.

The Philharmonic Society's concerts are to be

reduced in number from eight to six. The dates

arc as follows : February 24th, March 10th and

24th, April 7th, May 12th and 26th. Nothing

is as yet known concerning the possible resigna

tion of Mr. Cusins as conductor.

The Richter Concerts are fixed for May 2nd,

9th, 16th, 19th, 23rd, 30th, June 2nd, 13th,

20th, and 23rd. The report to which we alluded

with reference to a cycle of performances of

German operas has now taken another shape.

It is said that efforts will be made to bring over

a complete German company for the production

of Wagner's ' Ring des Nibelungen.'

Mr. Wilhelm Ganz's orchestral concerts will

take place on April 30th, May 14th and 28th,

June 11th and 25th.

The first performance of Berlioz's ' Faust,'

under Mr. Charles Halle's direction, will be on

Saturday, November 20th. Miss Mary Davies,

Mr. Edward Lloyd, and Mr. Santley will be

the soloists.

Mr. Carl Rosa's London season will, it is

hoped, be given at Her Majesty's Theatre early

in the ensuing year, but nothing has been

definitely arranged up to the present time.

The London Ballad Concerts will take place

on Wednesday evenings, November 24th,

December 1st, 8th, 15th, January 12th, 19th,

26th, February 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd, March

9th, 16th, 23rd, and 30th; and on Saturday

mornings, January 1st, May 7th, 21st, June 4th

and 18th.

A prize competition for symphonies has just

been concluded at Turin. No less than ninety-

four scores were sent in, and the prizes were

gained by Signor Uberto Bandini, of Rome, and

Signora Olimpia Bini-Manugaldi, of Bologna.

The new National Theatre at Rome will pro

bably be inaugurated in November next.

During a hurricane which prevailed at Bay-

reuth on July 26th, the roof of the Wagner

theatre suffered considerable damage.

DRAMA

Le Thi&tre de* Jesuiteg. Par Ernest Boysse.

(Paris, Henri Vaton.)

Not all the censures and anathemas which

from the earliest time the Christian Church

—not without some warrant, it must be

owned, from pagan authorities—has hurled

against the drama and the stage have suf

ficed entirely to frighten away from them

those with most respect for authority. So

strange a fascination and witchery has the

unreal life of the stage exercised over hu

manity, those even who have formed the

most exalted or ascetic theories of existence

have been unable wholly to shake off its

influence. Side by side accordingly with

condemnations of stage plays, of mimes,

and of histrions have constantly appeared

projects for turning to profitable account

that powerful and pathetic aspiration of the

individual after the contemplation of a life

less cabined and commonplace than his own,

which has asserted itself ever since the first

dramatic representation grew at the Diony-

siac festival out of the utterances of the

parted choir. When the profession of actor

was absolutely and justly infamous ; when

the supposed necessity of competing with

the sanguinary spectacles of the arena

brought on to the stage orgies fitting only

the obscene rites of Chemos or of " Moloch

homicide"; when lascivious exhibitions pro

voked the satire of Juvenal; and when, to

give full effect to the sufferings of the dying

Hercules, a living man was burned to death

before the people,—even then, while men

like St. Basil, St. Augustin, Tertullian,

and St. Gregory Nazianzen were lifting up

their voices in denunciation, the power of

the stage was acknowledged, and the attempt

to regenerate and purify it was commenced.

Augustin himself owns how tempting he

found theatrical spectacles in his youth ;

Thomas Aquinas speaks of the functions of

the player as being serviceable under certain

conditions ; and Gregory Nazianzen has been

credited with the authorship of the first

Christian tragedy, Xpurrbs Trdar\a)v, the

' Passion of Christ.' Those North-country

ecclesiastics and merchants accordingly who

are striving to elevate the stage have ample

precedent for their efforts and full justifica

tion for continuing their not less praiseworthy

than futile exertions. Luther himself spoke

in favour of the performance of the comedies

of Terence as a part of school education,

not only on account of the familiarity with

Latin to be thus obtained, but because in

a stage representation the various ranks

and callings of men are displayed in a

manner from which youth may learn the

lesson how to behave itself in the position

it occupies.

Among those who have taken the keenest

interest in the stage and the drama have

always been the Jesuits, as among the

keenest opponents of both have been their

arch-enemies the Jansenists. During the

many years in which the training of youths

belonging to the highest families of France

was in their hands, the fathers used the

stage as a means of education with a bold

ness and a success which have nowhero

else been equalled. Little attention has

been paid by any one except Dr. Doran

to their exertions, and it is curious that the

year which witnesses a fresh banishment

of the Jesuits from France sees also the

firet detailed analysis of their labours. No

wise content were the Jesuit fathers with,

such representations of classic dramas as

have prevailed in other countries. They

aspired to be authors as well as teachers,

and near the middle of the seventeenth cen

tury they commenced to supply their pupils

with the plays in which a public appearance

had to be made. Wherever in France Jesuit

colleges were established some form of

dramatic entertainment was probably given.

At the College de Clermont, however, sub

sequently known as the College de Louis

le Grand, the most ambitious performances

were attempted. Here it was that the

dramatic reputations which still survive

were established, and it is concerning the

spectacles here exhibited that Loret, the

famous rhyming chronicler, has left us bis

naive and amusing revelations.

In 1564, after a keen struggle with the

University and with the Parliament of Paris,

the College of Clermont was established.

Thirty years later, after the attempt of Jean

Chatel (a pupil of the Jesuits) upon the life

of Henri TV., the order was expelled the

kingdom. During their first residence a

theatre appears to have been erected in the

College. In a letter written on the 1 1th of

October, 1579, by one of the fathers to the

Father General, it is told how on the fete

of St. Eemi, after the eloquent discours of

Pere Castori, " il y eut un acte public de

theologie et de philosophie, que suivit la

representation d'un drame dont le sujet etait

Horode." The origin of the representations,

of which this is the earliest recorded instance,

was, of course, the same as that of the

regular drama. Both sprang from the mys

teries or miracles plays, which throughout

civilization formed the origin of the drama

as it reasserted itself after the decay of

letters. Centuries before the foundation of

the Society of Jesuits scholars had taken

part in these performances. There is reason

for believing that the first English miracle

play of which anything is known, the miracle

play of ' St. Katherine,' which was per

formed at Dunstable some time previous to

1119, was acted in part by scholars. Geoffrey,

subsequently Abbot of St. Albans, under

whose direction it was given, was at one

period a member of the University of Paris,

and it is probable that he saw there per

formances by youths of sacred plays. The

representation at Dunstable is the first M.

Boysse is able to chronicle. He fixes the

date at 1119 or 1120. It was, however,

most probably some years earlier, since im

1119 Geoffrey was created Abbot of St.

Albans, and the performance was given

before he assumed the religious habit.

Upon the association of the scholars of

the University with the Clercs de la. Basoche,

the Enfants sans Soucy, and other organized

companies, M. Boysse has an introductory

chapter, the only fault in which is its brevity.

With this branch of the subject he is, how
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ever, but remotely concerned, his task com

mencing when, as he says, the Jesuits at

tempted, to bring regularity and decency as

well as good literature into the dramatic

games of youth.

In 1603, nine years after their first banish

ment, the Jesuits reappeared by the authori

zation of Henri IV. in France. Not until

1618 did they resume possession of the

College of Clermont, to remain there until

their second expulsion from France in 1762.

The practice of supplying dramatic repre

sentations was formally ratified in the

"Ratio Studiorum," which was despatched

from Borne in 1683. The passages which

refer to this portion of the scheme of edu

cation are as follows :—" Que le sujet des

tragedies et des comedies, lesquelles doivent

etre latines et tres-rares, soit sacre et pieux ;

qu'il n'y ait entre les actes aucun intermede,

qui ne soit latin et decent ; qu'aucun per-

sonnage ou costume de femme n'y soit in-

troduit." Not too closely, as will be seen,

did the Society adhere to these rather strin

gent regulations. That species of com

promise with conscience with which the

enemies of the Jesuits have always taxed

the order, the kind of casuistry which has

made the term " Jesuitry " more than equi

valent to that of "punica fides " in the mouth

of the Roman, seems to have extended to

their dealings with this "Ratio Studiorum,"

which M. Boysse calls the charter of their

order. Something more than mere toleration

of Jesuitry appears to be indicated by M.

Boysse when he states how the provisions

of the Papal plan were evaded: — " Hs

n'etaient pas sans excuse. A cote de leur

regie ecrite ils avaient cette regie mpirieure

de s'accommoder aux temps, aux usages et

aux besoins de la societe." How the re

quirements of society could be furthered by

the performances in ballet of the aristocratic

youth of France, and by a rehearsal upon

the boards of the Opera in company with

professional dancers of the pieces in which it

was to appear, is not clearly explained by

M. Boysse. This erudite defender of the

brethren seems to think the whole matter

too simple to stand in need of vindication.

Tragedy, chiefly in Latin, and ballet on

a scale of extreme splendour, constituted the

principal feature in these entertainments.

Comedy, though not unknown, was accus

tomed to appear in disguise, behind such

names as drame comigue, tragi-comedie, &c.

"L'usage de la comedie," says Pere

Jouvancy in the ' Ratio Docendi et Dis-

cendi,' " doit etre rare et prudent dans les

ecoles chretiennes et religieuses, a cause de

la bouffonnerie qui est propre a ce genre et

qui est peu compatible avec Peducation

pieuse et liberate de la jeunesse." Still,

though purely comic subjects ought to be

banished, such themes as the return of the

prodigal son and others in which the plot

was edifying might, in the opinion of this

grave authority, be tolerated. Pere Poree,

the most brilliant representative of the

comic side of the Jesuit drama, calls his

pieces fabulte. Full recognition of the value

of the comic vein in Poree is found in Saint-

Marc Girardin, who, after comparing him

with Dancourt and Picard, says :—" Sa

plaisanterie est fine et mordante, sa gaieto

est franche, naturelle, toujours de bon gout,

digne vraiment de la gaiete des enfants qui

lui servaient d'acteurs, de cette gaieto du

jeune age, ou il n'y a encore ni cynisme ni

mauvaiston ni grossierete." Following Pere

Poree came Pere Lejay, who, though he

had less of comic verve than his rival, wrote

some effective comedies or, as he chose to

call them, dramas. With these two authors

may be named Du Cerceau, who wrote in

French and in verse, and obtained in con

sequence a measure of popularity much in

advance of what was enjoyed by other

members of the company. His play ' Les

Incommodites de la Grandeur ' was acted

at the Tuileries before the young Xing

Louis XV., and his works were frequently

reprinted. Pastoral plays were sometimes,

but rarely, given.

The first tragedies of which any record

exists as having been played at the Col-

luge de Clermont were by Pere Berthelot.

They are two in number, are respectively

entitled ' Neanias ou Procopius Martyr ' and

' Jonathas,' and were both represented in

the year 1635. Collections of tragedies that

had been performed appeared much earlier

in the century. In 1 650 a regular chronicle

is commenced, and we find in that year not

only a tragedy, ' Taprobana Christiana,' by

Pere Gabriel Cossart, but interludes consist

ing of dancing. Concerning the performance

of the following year, in which a ballet was

introduced, Loret has something to say.

After speaking of the new poem in Latin, a

language which he owns elsewhere wholly

puzzles him, which was presented by

"pluzieurs jeunes filozofes," he tells how

On y vit aussi pluzieurs dances,

Balets, postures, et cadences,

Oil maints fils de prince et seigneur

Y parurent avec honnenr.

Non pas tant pour leurs riches vestes

Qui les rendoient tout-a-fait lestes,

Que pour la disposition,

La grace, la belle action,

L'agreable mine, l'adresse,

La gaillardize et la jeuuesse

De ces amiables damoizeaux,

Dont la plus-part etoient fort beaux.

Entre ces jeunes personnages

Tous de hauts et nobles lignages,

Armagnac, Soissons, Chateauneuf,

Et d'autres, jusqu'a plus de neuf,

Plurent, charmerent et ravirent,

Et firent bien tout ce qu'ils firent.

Loret then contrives to tell how he sat vis-d-

vi* of the king in a chamber of the College,

and ate

des pates fort bona,

Des poulets, langues et jambons.

Salades, fruits et confitures,

Avec do belles creatures.

So occupied was he with a refection alto

gether outside his customary fare, and

wholly to his taste, this most prosaic of

rhymesters neglects to supply the names of

the pieces he witnessed. We have ventured

on giving so long an extract from a man

who is to French society of the seventeenth

century a species of rhyming Pepys because

it conveys a full idea of what in the perform

ances at the College provoked most admira

tion and most censure. To supply a list of the

plays which every succeeding August until

the year 1761 came before the public, or to

give the names of the authors, would be as

wearisome as futile. From Loret we learn

how popular were the entertainments, how

large a share of them was assigned to

ballet, and how high names were borne by

those who took part in them. The list of

actors, indeed, includes the most distin

guished nanus in the French nobility, with

a few foreigners and one or two Englishmen.

With Rochefoucauld, Montmorency, Riche

lieu, Bussy Rabutin, La Tremouille,

Choiseul, we find such names as Guillaume

Herbert de Montgommery de Londres,

Jacques Bulkeley de Londres, Walter Bel-

leau de Dublin, Jean Dromont de Milford

d'Ecosse, Guillaume Widdrington d'York,

and even George Smith de Londres.

Some specimens of workmanship which

M. Boysse supplies do not speak highly for

the originality of the reverend authors. A

translation from ' Philochrysus seu Avarus,'

a drama of Pere Lejay, is scarcely more

than a paraphrase of the outcries of Uar-

pagon when he finds himself robbed. In

the ballets more invention is shown, and

the subjects of these are often not less in

genious than elaborate.

That the Jesuits should not pass unro-

buked was to be expected. A bon mot said

to have been addressed by Dancourt, who,

like Moliere, was at one time a pentionnaire

of the College de Louis le Grand, to Pere La

Rue, his former master, who urged him to

abandon his vocation of comedian, had con

siderable vogue. "Ma foi! mon pere,"

Dancourt is reported to have said. " Je ne

vois pas que vous me deviez tant blamer de

l'etat que j'ai pris. Je suis comedien du

roi ; vous etes comedien du pape. II n'y a

pas tant de difference de votre etat au mien."

The term "comedians of the Pope" appears

to have adhered to the fathers. Among the

bitterest opponents of the theatrical repre

sentations were, of course, the old enemies

of the Jesuits, the Jansenists. In ' Les

Nouvelles Ecclesiastiques ' no opportunity

was lost of protesting against the scandalous

conjunction of the pupils with opera dancers,

who in course of time came to take constant

part in the ballet, and the subjects chosen

and the teaching afforded were the subject

of sevoro and not always too loyal con

demnation.

Much care was taken with dresses and

decorations, and the performances in this

respect might compare with those given on

the regular stage. It is needless to say

that no advance in respect of appro

priateness of costume was made by the

fathers, and the dresses at the College

theatre, as at the Theatre Francais, were those

of the day. The incongruity of this was

perceived by so commonplace an observer

as Loret, who in his feuilleton of the 9th

of August, 1653, describing a performance

of the martyrdom of Ste. Suzanne—not to

be confounded with the chaste Susanna of

the Apocrypha—tells how the representa

tive of the martyr wore patches

Sur son teint

De formes rondes et longuettes,

Ainsi qu'on en void aux coquettes,

Que mesme a l'heure du trepas

La dite sainte n"6ta pas :

Car, quand d'une sanglante espee

Sa belle teste fut coupee

Pour n adorer pas les faux dienx,

J'aperceus de mes propres yeux

Ces raouches de couleur de more

Qui sur sa joue etoient encore.

M. Boysse writes as an apologist for the

Jesuits, and his admiration for them con

stantly asserts itself. In his preface he

declares that he has wished to abstain and

has abstained from all ' ' preoccupation de

polemique," and he maintains that such

arguments as his book contains in favour
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RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY.
The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon Lord KINNAIRD, Chairman.
Subscribed Capital, l.OOO.OOOf. Moderate Premiums.
Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five Years' puuidlng.

A fixed sum in cose of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance
In the event ol Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stntlons, the Local Astents, or 64,

Coruiilil. London. WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

EAGLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
79, PALL MALL.

For LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1807.
Accumulated Funds £3,013,512
Also a Subscribed Capital of more than .. £1,500,000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the Office, or from
any of the Company's Agents, post free.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS, Actuary and Secretary.

NOTICE.—MARKS, DURLACHER BROS.
395, OXFORD-STREET, W.

ANTIQUE WORKS of ART and general Objects of Decoration. The
authenticity of every Object guaranteed.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

gTEEL PENS.

Sold by all Stationers throughout the World.

FURNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
THROUGHOUT on

MOEDER'S HIRE SYSTEM.
The Original, Best, and most Liberal.

Cash Prices.
No extra charge for time given.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars of terms, pott free.
F. MOEDER, 248, 349. 350, Tottenham Court-road ; and 19, 20, aad 21,

Morwell-street, W.C. Established 1062.

F MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
• the above Premitten have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture Trade, and now form one of the most commodious
Warehouses In the metropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from SI. 6s. to 50 Guineas.
Drawing-room Suites, from 91. 9s. to 43 Guineas.
Dining-room Suites, from 71. Is. to 40 Guineas.

And all other Goods in groat variety.
F. MOEDER, 248. 24», 250. Tottenham Court-rood; and 19, 20, and 21,

MorweU-fltreet. W.C. Established 1862.

j^N IVES, FORKS, and SPOONS.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.—
The REAL NICKEL SILVER, when strongly SILVER-PLATED,

cannot be distinguished from silver.
With ordinary usage this quality will wear 30 yean.

Beat Quality, strongly Plated,

Table Forks per doz.
Table Spoons pen* dox.
Dessert Forks per do*.
Dessert Spoons per doz.
Tea Spoons per doz. '

A SECOND QUALITY of Fiddle Pattern Table Spoons or Forks,
23*. per dozen. Dessert, 17s. Tea Spoons, 12s.

Fiddle
or Old
SUrer

Bead
or

Thread

King's
or

Shell

£. «. d
1 10 0
1 10 0
12 0
12 0
14 0

£. >. d.
2 1 0
2 10
ISO
10 0
1 0 0

£. «. d.
2 S 0
2 5 0
1 11 0
1 11 0
12 0

QUTLERY WARRANTED.

Handles, Screwed or Rivetted.
Blades of the Finest Steel.

. Ivory Handles, per doz..
d*. do. .
do. to balance, do .
do.

4 fine do.
4 extra large
4 African
4 Sliver Ferrules

Table Dessert Carvers
Knives. Knives. perpr.

». at. s. d. s. d.
1! 6 9 6 6 0
M 6 12 0 6 6
li 0 u e 9 6
24 0 18 0 7 6
32 0 21 0 9 0
26 0 26 0 10 6
40 0 32 0 13 •
40 0 32 0 U 0

CARRIAGE PAID to any Railway Station.

Samples at above rates post free.

WILLIAM S. BURTON, General Furnishing
Ironmonger, 89, Oxiord-itreet, W. , &e.

Catalogues, containing 850 Illustrations, post free.

ALLEN'S SOLID LEATHER

PORTMANTEAUS.
ALLEN'S VICTORIA DRESSING BAG.
ALLEN'S STRONG DKB8S BASKETS.
ALLEN'S REGISTERED ALBERT DESPATCH BOX.

ALLEN'S NEW CATALOGUE ol 600 Article. lor Continental Travel
ling, post free.

37, West Strand, London.

APOLLINARIS WATER.
" Laurca donandus ApoUlnari."— Horace. Book iv. Ode 2.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1879.

ANNUAL SALE, 8,000,000.
APOLLINARIS COMPANY, Limited. 19, Regent-street, London, 8.W.

LOTS 110 and 111. — Lot 110, very soft Old
PALE SHERRY, at 30.«.; and LOT 111, very soft OLD OLOROSO

SOLERA, pale gold, at 33*. per dozen.—SHERRIES of the old stvlc, mel
lowed by age, very soft, and entirely free from the fierynesa which hits
been so detrimental to the consumption of Sherry. Those exceptiomii l >•

large Lots are placed in the hands of the Association for forced realiza
tion, and are offered to the Public, while on the special Lot List, at
greatly reduced prices, instead of being Sold by Auction.—The LONDON
CO-OPERATIVE WINE ASSOCIATION, Limited, 10 and 12, John-street,
Adeiphi, W.C. (removed from 444, Strand ).

MR. G. H. J O N E S,
SURGEONDENTIST,

57, GREAT RUSSELL-STREET, LONDON
(Opposite the British Museum),

Will be glad to forward his Pamphlet on Painless Dentistry, free,
enclosed by post, which explains the most unique system of the adjust

ment or Artificial Teeth without pain.
Consultation free, from 10 to 5.

OLD Dr. JACOB TOWNSEND'S SARSAPA-
RlLLA.—The best Autumnal Medicine for the Blood. Scorbutic

Disorders, Gout, and all Skin Diseases. In bottles, Is. 6d., U.Od., and Ma.,
of nil Chemists. Chief Depot, 131, Fit ct-strect, E.C.DEAN, STEEL & Co.

INNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Yean have

approved ol this Pure Solution as the best reined r (or
ACIDITY of the STOMACH, HEARTBURN, HEAD-
AC I IE, GOUT, and INDIGESTION; and as the sa.rst
Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladles, Children, and

* its.
DINNEFOBJJ'S MAGNESIA.

D
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THE GARDENERS* CHRONICLE:

3 aUeciilp {UustrateU journal

(ESTABLISHED 1841),

DEVOTED TO ALL BRANCHES OF GARDENING AND RURAL PURSUITS GENERALLY.

Every Friday, price Fivepence ; postfree, Fivepence-halfpenny.

A GUIANAN SAVANNA. (Illustrated.)

GARDENING at BRANCEPETH CASTLE.

MARKET GARDENERS' GRIEVANCES.

FLOWERS, FLORAL DECORATIONS, and FLOWER GIRLS

DELABECHEA RUPESTRIS. (Illustrated.)

The BLUE GUM TREE.

The FRUIT CROPS of 1880.

CHILDREN'S GARDENS.

The Number for THIS DA Y, August 21, contains—

The LIFE of PLANTS.

The PEA MIDGE. (Illustrated.)

RUSH BEARING.—The GARDEN PINK.

Also,

HOME and FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE—NOTICES of

BOOKS—NATURAL HISTORY—GARDEN OPERATIONS—RE

PORTS of SOCIETIES, &c.

SUBSCRIPTIONS, PAYABLE IN ADVANCE,

Including postage to any part of the United Kingdom :

12 Months, £1 3s. lOd.; 6 Months, lis. lid.; 3 Months, 6s.

Foreign Subscription (excepting India and China), including postage, £1 6s. for 12 Months ; India and China, £1 8s. 2d.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King-street (Covent-garden) Post Office, London, to W. Richards.

Cheques should be crossed " Drummond."

OFFICE: 41, WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

NOW COMPLETE,

SELECT INDEXJ3F PLANTS.

The Publisher of the Gardeners' Chronicle recommends Subscribers who wish to have extra Copies

of the Numbers containing the

SELECT INDEX OF PLANTS FROM 1841 TO THE END OF 1878,

TO SECURE THEM AT ONCE.

The following is a List of the Numbers:—

1879.-OCTOBER 11, 25 1880.-JANUARY 10, 24 1880.-MAY ... 8, 29

NOVEMBER 8, IB, 29

FEBRUARY

MARCH

... 7, 21

20,27

JUNE

JULY

19

10

DECEMBER 13 APRIL 3 AUGUST 7

Price 5d. each; post free, 54d.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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THE LIBRARY OF ROMANCE

Each Number illustrated with at least Six ENGRAVINGs from Drawings by the

best Artists;

EVERY SATURDAY, price One Penny; or, in Monthly Volumes, price Sixpence,

PASCAL BRUN O,

By ALEXANDRE DUMAS,

With Twenty-five finely executed Engravings, is now on Sale, complete in One

Volume, price Sixpence; or, in Four Numbers, One Penny each.

On SATURDAY, August 28th,

- No. W. Of the

L J B R A R Y 0 F. R O M A N C E

Will contain Part I. of

THE CORSICAN BROTHERS,

By ALEXANDRE DUMAS;

TO BE COMPLETED IN FOUR PARTS.

Two pages of the LIBRARY of ROMANCE will henceforth be reserved for

Advertisements, at a uniform rate of EIGHT POUNDS a Page.

Published by PROVOST & Co. 40, Tavistock-street, Covent-garden.

Bditorial Communications should be addressed to “The Editor”—Advertisements and Business Letters to “The Publisher"—at the office, 20, wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.

Printed by E. J. FRAxcis, Athenaeum Press, Took's-court, Chancery-lane, E.C.; and Published by John Faancis, at No. 20, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.

Agents: for Scotland, Messrs. Bell & Bradfute, and Mr. John Menzies, Edinburgh i-for Iakland, Mr. John Robertson, Dublin.-Saturday, August 21, 1880,
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PRICE

THBEEPENCB

REaiSTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

11

NOTICE is HEREBY GIVEN, that the ROYAL
institute of British architects wiu be kntikbly

CLOSED from WEDNESDAY, the 1st of September, until THURSDAY,
the JUth of September, both days inclusive.

WILLIAM n WHITB, Secretary.
Royal Institute of British Architects, No. 9, Conduit-ttnet,Lendoo, W.

0 Y A L SCHOOL OF MINES.
DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND ART.

Daring tb« THIRTIETH SESSION, 1W0-81, which will
the IK of OCTOBER, the following COURSES of " '
PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS will be given:—

1. Chemistry By E. Fransland, Mi D. D.C.L. F.B..B.
I Biology. By T H. Huxley, LL.D F.R.S.
3, Mineralogy I By Warlngton W Smyth, M A. PA8.,

f Chairman.
■> John W. Judd. F.R.8.

hanlcs. By T. M. Ooodeve, M A.
r Frederick Onthrle.

Meuillurgf. By W. Chsndler Robert*. F.R.S.
9. Mechanical Drawing. By Rev J. H. Edgar, M A.

The Lecture Fee* for Student* desirous of becoming Associates are JW
in one turn, on Entrance, or two annual payment* of 30*. exclusive of
the Laboratories.
Tickets to separate Course* of Lecture* are tatucd at 3f and 41. each.
Officer* in the Queen * Service . Her Majesty * Consul*, Acting Mining

Agents and Manager*, may obtain Ticktt* ut reduced prires
tiiemi.- Teacher* are also admitted to the Lecture* at Reduced Fee*.

i (price bd ■ by post, Id.)
' eet. London

Registrar.

EORGE LONG MEMORIAL.

4 Mining.
5. GeologY By J
6. Applied Mecha:
7. Physics. By Fi

For particular* (free) or for Official I'roepeetui (price bd ,
apply to the Eboistxar, Royal School of Mine*, Jermyn-str
S W. F. W. KUDLKR.

g

The Pupils and Friends of the Ut* Mr GEORGE LONG, formerly
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, desiring to testify their veneration
for his character and the high sense they entertain ol his services to
literature and education, are raising a Fund to endow in the University
of Cambridge a Scholarship or Prise (to be called the George Long
Scholarship or Prise j for the encouragement of the study of Roman Law.

ne chief among Mr. L>oag'i extensive attainments
of Roman Law ; and his wcll-k nown articles on t

forty y
knowledge
-written now
by any English

It Is felt, t^ -
ciated more
of legal studies,

The Right Rev. the Bishop of
E-iluburgh. D D

Rev. John Griffith. LL.D.
Rev. G. B. Cotterill, M.A.
Rev E C. Hawkins. M.A.
Hev. J. Newton. M A.
liev E. H. Woodward. M.A.
George B*-'l- Esq
KJward Carpenter. Esq.
T H. Dyer,fcq , LUD.

M A.

Charles A. Elliott, Esq.
Joseph Bills. Esq.
A. J. Fitxhugh. Esq
R. N. Fowler. Esq..
W. Fowler. Esq .LL
F. E. A Gasc, Esq. *

M.A. M P.
" M P.
MA.

Subscriptions can be paid to the
Muwn. Hall, Itevan, West & Hall. Union Hank, North-street. Brighton ;

Prof. T. Brsklne Holland, D.C.L.
K. H Button. Esq , M A.
J. M. Image, Esq.. M.A.
Thomas Key. Esq.
Barry C. H. Knight, Esq.
H. A Leatham, Esq.. M A. M.P.
Vernon Lashington, Esq., LL.B.
O-C

H. J Mathews. Esq.. M.A.
H. NlchoUs. Esq.. M.A.
Sir Jss Paget, Bart., D.C.L. T R S.
Sir Benj. C. C Pine, K C M O M.A.
D. R. Onslow. Esq.. M.A. M.P.
William Smith, Esq., LL.D. D.C.L.
H. Smith Wright. Esq . M.A.
O. T. Tool, Esq.. H i.

George Long Memorial Fund

■ott to the Hon. Treasurer,
Brighton.

Rev. O. E. CorraiLL, a, Arlington Villas,

EXHIBITION of COMPETITIVE ORIGINAL
I)ESIONS for CHRISTMAS CARDS, to ho held at the Dudley

Gallery. Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly .In OCTOBER NEXT. 5001. given by
Mr. RAPHAEL TUCK. Fine-Art Publisher, to be awarded in Fourteen
j Yizes.—Conditions of Competition can be had on application to R. F.
McNais, Manager, at the Gallery.

CRYSTAL PALACJ! COMPANY'S SCHOOL of
ART, SCIENCE, and LITERATURE —Tba SESSION ol 1880-18M

will OPEN—
LADIES' DIVISION (Artt, Lanjtuagea, Science, Muiic, 4o.)—OCTO
BER lit

PRACTICAL ENOINEBRINO—SEPTEMBER «th.
FroepectueM are now rendy , and can be obtained of the undertlgned, In

The Libmry. Crystal l'alace.
F. K. J. SHENTON, Sup. Literary Department.

E
'ARTHENWARE and CHINA PAINTING.

to Com-

>. O. LEONCEand P. MALLET,
after numerous solicitations, have decided to open a COURSE of
PAINTING on EARTHENWARE, POTTERY, and CHINA,
mence on the ijth of OCTOBER, lytu, at 1 ,"
place, W.

Special COURSE of FLOWERS and BIRDS from NATURE, by Mr.
G. 1.XONCX.
The New Style (Barbottine), fte. Over 300 Designs, Paintings, and

Sketches for the use of Pupils.
As the Number of Pupils will be limited, early applications are re

quest cd.
For Terms and Prospectus apply Hope Cottage, Acton Green, Turuham

Green.
N.B. Special Firings of Pupils' Works in the various Styles at Mi

LroNcs and Mallet's.

STAR RUBY.—A remarkably line specimen for
SALE. Also a few Mounted Cats' Byes, Vases In Siberian Oven-

turine.—Bam Wright, Mineralogist and Expert in Gems and Precious
Stones, 90, Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C.

TENNANT, F.G.S., Professor of Mineralogy

and Geology, Mineralogist by appointment to Her Majesty and

the Baroness Burdett-Coutts, 140, Strand, London, W.C, having been

fifty years In business, contemplates shortly RETIRING, and oilers for

SALE several of his extensive COLLECTIONS of MINERALS, BOCKS,

and FOSSILS. They are well adapted for first-class Educational Estab

lishments, Provincial or Colonial Museums, or for the private study of

any scientific persons wishing to become

11,000 to 5,000

MR. HENRY BLACKBURN, Editor of 'Academy
Notes,' Ac . will deliver TWO ILLUSTRATED ART-LECTURES

In the Season 18AM. 1. 'The Art of Popular Illustration ' 2 ' Life In
In Sunshine.' Illustrated by Sketches and Ula-
addreas to 103, Victoria-street, London, S.W.

IfAC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
AitUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the

Public as well as to Members, at prices varying from *
include the Works of Oiotto, Pre Angellco, 1'"
"Ttchael Angelo, Raphael, Holbein. Albert

llh particulars of membership, will be
at 94, Old Bond-street, London, W.

ARTIST (Exhibitor) gives LESSONS in OIL
PAINTING (Marine and Landscape).-Address Abtist, », Bols-

ovttr-street, Euston-road, W.

ANTED, ENGAGEMENT by the Chief Sub-
Bdltor of a Dally Newspaper. Leader- Writer,w ;r, good Descriptive

i ft Francis, Adver-snd Verbatim Reporter. —Address X.. Messn
tislag Agents, W, Fleet-street, London, E C.

SUB-EDITOR WANTED for DAY DUTY on a
leading Daily Provincial Paper (Liberal). Must be a first rate

Summary Writer, a facile Condenser of News, and thoroughly up in all
the details of Sub-Editorial Work. One able to write crisp Original
Leaderettes in the style of the " Occasional Notes " of the Poll Malt would
hava preference. Must be of good character and perfect reliability In all
respects. Send .Specimens of recent Work, and Btatc age. Salary expected,
and full particulars of experience, to B. ft. W., care ofMessra Adam* Jt
Francis, Advertising Agenu. 59, Fleet-street, London, B.C. —N.B. Nothing
to be sent requiring to oe returned.

^THE EDITOR of a PROVINCIAL CONSERVA
X TITS PAPER ts open to CONTRIBUTE one or more LEADINGARTICLES per Week on --■ - ■

Messrs. Street Broth ers , 5 ,

PRESS.—WANTED, in the North of Eng-THE
land, on a Liberal Morning Newspaper, a WRITER of Earnest

Liberal convictions, energetic business habit, diligent research, incisive
literary style, and prepared to devote his labours exclusively to one
Journal. Applicants are requested to forward specimens of recent work,
together witti particulars as to age, former experience, and present
engagement.—All applications to be made in the first Instance by letter,
to H B , care of Messrs. Robertson ft Scott, Advertising Agenu, L3,
Hanover-street, Edinburgh.

THE PRESS.—To NEWSPAPER EDITORS or
PROPRIETORS.—A young man of active business habiu, and

with near twenty years' experience of confidential employment In the
financial management of an Influential Dally Newspaper, is desirous of
an ENGAGEMENT In a similar capacity, either on a Daily or a Weekly
His sole object in the change is a wider range of employment. An Editor
or Proprietor wishing to
■possibility to a eompe
thoroughly reliable and
Jcuiate "*-

of Nowspaper r
d vertleer

employment,
over this department of Nc

would And In the Ad
ociate. He Is fully

take the oversight of co .
machine-men. Good accountant, and a thorough knowledge of News-
Ciper Double Entry Book keeping. The Advertiser has also a good
nowledge of the London and Provincial AgenU. and other sources of

advertising. He has been In one employ since youth, and only desires
change for the motive stated. Testimonials from present employer and
other gentlemen of commercial and manufacturing influence, with
reference to solicitors and other professional gentlemen. Would be In a
position also to in vest a small sum in a good business.—For any further
information address l'asss, core of Messrs. C. Barker & Sous, H, Birch in-
lane, London, EC.

FOR SALE, the COPYRIGHT of the ST.
JAMES'S MAGAZINE Price 00i—Apply to Mr. W. Lxanaa,

Solicitor, 28, Portland- street, Southampton.

LITERARY INVESTMENT.— A GENTLEMAN
of Literary taste may INVEST with Advertiser 400/. in a recently

established PUBLICATION. Knowledge of French desirable.—Address
Alpha. May s, 1», Piccadilly.

a^AUTHORS, CLERGYMEN, and COMPOSERS.
—Writings fairly and accurately copied by a Legal Copyist for

One Fenny the folio of seventy-two words. Strictest care taken and con
fidence maintained —Please address Lirsaos, Mr. RudlerS, Stationer,
Great Marlow, Bucks.

AN ARCHITECT, SURVEYOR, and VALUER,
long settled in a Provincial city, has a VACANCY In his Office

for an Articled Pupil. Premium for five years, One Hundred Guineas.
If Indoors, Fifty Guineas per annum.—Address D., care of Sotberan&Co.,
138, Strand.

A STUDENT in LAW or MEDICINE or a City
Gentleman will find a superior and refined HOME In a small

Family, residing in one of the best Squares, West Central District
London.—Apply, by letter, to H. J., care of Mr. Osborne, IH,
street. Strand.

JULIUS STOCKHAUSEN'S SINGING SCHOOL,
FRANKFORT-OD-the-MAlN, will OPEN on the 1st of OCTOBER,

1880.
The RECEPTION EXAMINATION will take place from the aoth until

the 90th of SEPTEMBER.—Address Savlgnystrasse. 45.

ACADEMY for the HIGHER DEVELOPMENT
of PIANOFORTE PLAYINO, 8, Weymouth-street, Portland

place, W.
President-Mr. FRANKLIN TAYLOR.
Director—Mr. OSCAR BERINGER.

The NEXT TERM will Commence on MONDAY, Sept. 27tb. Entrance
days, Sept. 22 and 23, from 10 to 5.

Fee, Six Guineas per Term.
Two Scholarships for Pupils under Sixteen are vacant.

, and all particulars address the DiaxcroK.

CTRATFORD-ON-AVON.—TRINITY COLLEGE
O SCHOOL.—The Warden, RICHARD F. CURRY, M A.. 1b assisted
by Seven Resident Graduate Masters, Two '
languages. <
Boys. Large
and 60 Guinea

Playgrounds, Fives Courts, Gynuuutium,
-Apply to the Warden.

being specially for Modern
inior Department for Young
iynuuutiuni, Jtu. Terms, w

A SCHOLAR will undertake TRANSLATIONS
la anj Language, Kaaearctafw, and all klnda of Literary Work.—

Addreai A. MajaAdTortlalng OOcef. 159, Piccadilly

LONDON HOME.—The Widow of a distinguished
Physician, the members of whose family are occupied In profes

sional study or other active work, di*lrcs to RECEIVE into her house a
gentlemanly YOUTH or a YOUNG LADY, engaged in any special
branch of study in London. The advantages ofTered are a comfortable
home, refined society, and such care and direction as depend on long
experience and social connexion.—Address Mrs. L., No. (J8, Belsi/e-park ,
London, N.W.

u
NIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

The SESSION of the FACULTY of MEDICINE will begin on MON
DAY. October 4lh.
The SESSION of the FACULTIES of ARTS and LAWS and of

SCIENCE will begin on OCTOBER ftth.
Instruction Is provided for Women In all subjects taught in the

Faculties of Arts and Laws and of Science.
Prospectuses and Copies of the Regulations relating to the Entrance

and other Exhibitions, Scholarships, Ac. (value about 2,0001.), may be
obtained from the College, Gower-street, W.C.
The EXAMINATIONS for the ENTRANCE EXHIBITIONS will be

held ou the L-sth and 29th of SEPTEMBER.
The SCHOOL for BOYS will RE-OPEN on SEPTEMBER 21st.
The College Is close to the Gower-street Station of the Metropolitan

Railway. TALFOURD ELY, M A., Secretary.

UNIVERSITY HALL, GORDON-SQUARE, W.C.
—Students of University College, London, reside In the Hall

under Collegiate discipline. The Hall has been approved by the Secre
tary of State for India as a place of Residence for selected Candidates for
tho Indian Civil Service.—Full particulars as to Rentof Rooms.Foes, Ac.,
on application to the Principal or Secretary, at the Hall.

THE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.—The Owens

publi

COLLEGE, MANCHESTER —A Prospectus, containing lnforma-
on the Course of Instruction, Fees, Scholarships, Exhibitions, dec.,

ined on application to the Registrar. The Calendar will be
i September.

J. HOLME NICHOLSON.

THE OWENS COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.—
The COLLEGE SESSION 1880-91 will BEGIN, In the Medical

Department, on FRIDAY, the 1st October • in the Arts, Science, and
law Department, on TUESDAY, the 5th October, and in the Evening
Classes Department, on MONDAY, the 11th October. Candidates for
admission must not be under 14 years of age, and la the Arts and Science
Department those under 10 will be required to pass a Preliminary Exami
nation in English, Arithmetic, and Elementary Latin. Pr>epectuM<* are
published for each of these Departments, and may be obtained on appli
cation to the Registrar. Fuller details respecting the Courses of Instruc
tion. Fees, Scholarships, Exhibitions, Jfcc.. will be found in the Calendar,
which may be obtained early In September (price S*. ; post free. Ss. est)
from Mr. Cornish. 33 Piccadilly, and other Dookiellers In Mancuester,
and from Messrs. Mai-miUan A Cn, London.
The Syllabus of the Event

Cornish (price Gd. ; post free,
J. HOLME NICHOLSON. 1

THE DORECK COLLEGE for LADIES, 6.S,
X Kensington Gardens-square. Hyde Park, W.—The AUTUMN TERM
begins SE1TEMHER Uih

Principals—Miss M. E. BAILEY and Frtulein NEUHOFER.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL for the SONS of
GENTLEMEN. 64, Kensington Gardens-square, Hyde Park, W —

The CLASSES RE-ASSEMBLE SEPTBMUKR 14th.
Principals—Miss M. E. BAILEY and FrSulein NEUHOFER.

B
RIGHTON COLLEGE.—The Next Tkhm will
commence on TUESDAY, September 2l»t.

F. W. MADDEN, M.R.A.8..

LEAMINGTON COLLEGE. — Entrance
SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION on SEPTEMBER 14 and 15 -

AddreM Rev D. Wood. College, Leunlngton; or, alter August l*t,
Craixmiue. Fclixatow. Ipswich.

THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE,
Spring-grove, Middlesex, W. (founded under the auspices of the

late Richard Cobdeii).—Latin, French, German, and Natural Science
taught to every Boy, in addition to Mathematics. Greek on the Classical
Side only.
Two I-aboratories lor Practical Science, lat

Hot and Cold Water.
Each Boy has a separate Bed-room.
Terms. 70, HO, and 90 Guineas, according to age.
The NEXT TERM commences Monday, September ».
Apply to the Head Master, H. R. Ladkll. M.A.

S1

YDNEY HOUSE COLLEGIATE SCHOOL,
_ HOUNSLOW. W.—Mr. E. D PRICB receives a select and limited

number of the SONS or GENTLEMEN to prepare for the Public Schools
and various Examinations Terms. 40, SO. and 90 Guineas per annum.
-Prospectus and references ou appllcat
WINTER TERM commences Urth of

lion.

MRS. O'BRIEN'S SCHOOL for EIGHT LITTLE
BOYS (Sons of Gentlemen), Rosevllle, Ventnor.I.W.—AUTUMN

TERM commences SEPTEMBER 36th Thorough Preparatory T '
for Public Schools. English, Latin, Arithmetic, French, and 13
An experienced Nurse kept. Highest references.

PRIVATE TUITION for the ARMY, UNIVER
SITIES. Ac., by an M.A., Double Honours, Cambridge, F t; S., dte .

University advantages. Spacious Residence. Forty to Fifty Guineas
per Term.—Rev. F. C. Lambert, St. Andrews-street, Cambridge.

EDUCATION (First-class) for YOUNG LADIES.
—Twenty Professors in regular attendance for German. French.

Latin, Italian, Piano f Sydney Smith. Hensler), Harp (Oberthun. Violin.
Harmonium. Singing (Bordogni, Elmore), Drawing, Painting, Dancing,
Cal isthen.es,Geographv. Grammar, Science, Literaluxe.RUini (Trinderj,
Swimming, dec. Resident French and German Governesses. Pupils pre
pared for the Public Examinations. H<
replete with every comfort. Single Bcdn
Walk, 120 feet long "

large, healthily situate, and
._. Croquet Lawn and Covered

Rpst and unlimited Diet. Average number ol
.—Address the Paia-i per anni
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i.timnii'ivui ifeparrment, ucrman, irenco,
Idlng, Gyraaaiium, Playground, and Garden,
rhest refrrencss. Prospectus on application.
. M Ki n/. Principal, tatc Head Principal of

T7DUCATI0N in SWITZE RLAND. — New
Jj FRAUKN8TEIN ACADEMY. 7.1 O Bstabllshed 1865. Pispara-
tlon for the Universities, Commercial Department, Gorman, French,
Italian Large Modern Building, '—
Cold and Warn Hatha. Highest
—W. Focus, Proprietor; F. M. I
the SwIn (International) School, Genoa.

NORMANDY.—A FRENCH FAMILY receives
YOUNG LADLES or FAMILIES a* BOAJtDERS, by the Week or

Month. Healthy situation on the Coa*>t between HonHeur and Trouville.
Good Haihlng and beantiful Kosnery.—Address Madame ds Baillsul,
a CrtcqoibcMf, par VUlsrvllle, Calvados.

PARIS.—HAVETS INSTITUTE for tbe SONS
of GENTLEMEN. 135, Rue de Lonfrchamps, close to the Bols de

H'-ukunic —M lUvnand his Sons are assisted by French, English, and
German Graduates. Pupils prepared for tne University. Army, and
Civil .Service Comfort. Gentlemanly Treatment, Healthful Exercise.
Subsrautlal Diet, and Medern Sanitary Arrangements. The LADIES'

til., established 1869, Is conducted by Madame H«tbt. 0, Hue de
►ectuses from M. Horrr Paris; or from

l&Co ,4. 1

"OEDFORD COLLEGE (for Ladies), 8 and 9,
J * York-place, Portman-equare, London (near the Baker-street Station
of the Metropolitan Railway i.—The College provides Systematic Leotures
by Professors In the higher subjects of instruction, and Preparatory
Cin**es for Junior Students. The Course In adapted for those who Intend
to Matriculate or Graduate In the University of London. The SESSION
will BEGIN on THURSDAY, October 14. All new Students are to
present themselves between 11 and 4 on TUBSDAY. October 12.
TWO ARNOTT RCHOIARSHIPS will brswarded by open competition
Prospectuses, with particulars of Scholarships. Hoarding, to., may be

had at the College. HENRIETTA LE BRETON, Hon. Sec.

TRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

SESSION for the ACADEMICAL YEAR, WWVJH -The NEXT £
SION will commence on MONDAY. October 11. when the Rev.
WARDEN will deliver the INAUGURAL ADDRESS of the Session, and
the Public Distribution of Prises and Diplomas will cake place.
The following Is a Lttt of the Classes, together with the Fees per Term
n each case :—

FACULTY OF MUSIC.
Harmonv—Professor Saunders. Mus D, (Oxoo). H. li.
Counterpoint—Professor Wratbro'tk. Mos D. (Csunb.). M.ls.
Composition and Orchestral! on— F, H Tnrptn, L. Mm T.C.L. M. If.
Musfral History—K. H Turpln. It. Is.
Ladies' Theory Classes—Humphrey J Stark. Mus B (Oxon.). Ills.
PbvsloloKy of Voeal Organs—IJewel yti Thomaa, M.D. 11. Is.
Ilivsi clingy ol the Bar—Lennox Browne, F.R.C.8. (EdlnA H. Is.
Organ—W Stevenson Hoyte, L Mus. T.C.L., and Wi

Mus B. <Oxon.). %.U
Pianoforte—Bradbury Turner. Mus. B. (Camb.J, Edward BUM. King

Hull and Alma t-onders. SI. 2a.
Harmonium—King Hall. %. U.
Singing—J C. Beuthin, A R.A Mus , Enrico Mini. Wallace Wells, and

Kate Steel. 2t. 2».
Violin—L. Ssccepanowakl 21 St.
Violoncello-Edmund Woolhouse. S. 2s.
Flute—J. Badellff. St. to
Oboe—A. J. B Dubruoq. U. 3s.
Oarlnet—Henry Laxarue. SI. 3s.
Harp—John Cheshire. :u. to
CUss-Singlng—Dr Westbrook. ~t M.
Exiemporanfouf. Playing— Edward Silas. 31 3*.
Figured Bass Pluylng-H J Stark, Mus B. (Oxon.). «. to
Preparatory Musical Class— F. Burrltt Lone. L, "

V 1 11 lam Plnney

t lor Clergy—The Re ■he
T.CL. V

a. to

FACULTY OF ARTS.

Rev G. T Handford. MA U. U.
Greek—Rev. T. H. Stokoe, D.D. 11. Is.
French Language and Literalure—J. des Portes, R L. (Tarts), li. l.«.
Oermao Language and Literature—Professor H. Lemming. If. Is.
Italian language and Literature—Dr Dalmaaso. li. la.
English Literature- Rev. W. A. Hales, M.A. U. 1*.
Mathematics—R. P. Jones. U A U. Is.
History—Wm Douglas Hamilton, F.S.A. U It.
Chemistry—R H Scanes Splcer, RSc. H l#.
Zoology—G. W Hloxom, M A F L 8. F Z.s li. Is.
Botany—Rev. George Henslow, M.A. P L.s. F G.S. 11. lc.
Geology and Pbysical Geography—Rev. J. F. Blake, M.A. F.G.N U. U.
Political Economy—George A Smith, M.A. U. Is.
MenUl Science—A Baaseu Hopkins, M.A. U. Li.
Phjsiology— Lennox Browne. PRCS II. la
Public Reading—C. Worgan Dew. M A. li Is.
Matriculation Course—W. J. Jsxutlngs, B. A. >. to

OfTRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON.— HALLS
RESIDENCE.—The HALLS of RESIDENCE ami lated to Trinity

College, London, are designed tor YOUNG MEN who may be engaged
during the day either as Students or In other business They reside
under Collegiate rules, and obtain the advantages of a College life, and
must a'tend at least One Course of Lectures in Art or Music, either
an one morning or one evening In the week during Term. Residents
may also prepare for the College Diplomas or University Degrees. The
Halls are situate In the various Loudon districts, within easy access of
the College, the Medical Schools, and tho City. There are separate
Halls lor Lady Residents.

All applications should be addressed, in the first instance, to the
SccaaTAST, Trinity College, London, W.

TTRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—The

CALENDAR for the ACADEMICAL YEAR I'M)-*! (seventh
yearly issue, enlarged to about 500 pp. . price 3s. fid j includes particulars
or the following :—LhU of OflUera. Council, Prolsssfrrs, and Lecturers,
to.—Regulations for the Public Examinations for Diplomas and Oertttl-
aates (higher and local; in Music ami Arts—Syllabus uf Classes and
Lectures in each Faculty
Students' Evenings and

-lYixwand Scholarships—Resident students—
— Debating Society—the Physiological School-

Examination Papers in Music and Arts—College Library—Lists of Stu
dents Institutions in Union, Honorary Members, Local Secretaries,
Licentiates and Associates in Music., Licentiates. Associates, and Matri
culated students in Arts. Map of theUntted Kingdom, ihowiug Branches
and Lotal Examination Centres, to —Printed for the College bv OasseM,
Petter. Galplo A Co , and told by William Reeves, lttt, Fleet-street, EC,
or through any Bookseller.

THE MULTIPLEX COPYING PROCESS
gives Lorry Copies of Circulars. Music Drawings, Plans.

This Process has boon adopted by ll« Majesty's Government, who
kave paid the Inventor (Mr FeUowsj tout, lur the privilsgeol using it

'" flo tedious washing off Suits all
ears Full particulars post tree.

VI0LIN8.—TWO ITALIAN VIOLINS for SALE,
one la by MoMtajraacav and also a TKNOK, Ike

Jj»<]7 if..»r Abroad —Appir, eTeppoUrtmsst, un.lllt

rl'HE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any

1 WORK — imtrj to ihelr PKaKCKVAXIOM . .Seeled with tntrrj
resard to lae ulwi and moat eaatlous amtniecu. by
TdOMHiON, StuaJo, 43, r

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN.

SESSION 1880-81.

Chancellor—DUKE OF RICHMOND AND dORDON, E.G. TJ.C.L.

Lord Rector--The Right Hon. the EARL OF ROSEBERY.

Vice-Chancellor and Principal—The Very Rev. W. R. PIRIE, D.D.

I. -FACULTY OF ARTS.

THE SESSION commences on Mowbat, tt

The LECTURES begin on Wednesday, 27th October.

on Friday, 1st April.

JUNIOR GREEK
HKNlOK MKKKK
JUNIOR UATIN
8ENIMR LATIV
ENGLISH

TION

LOGIC ..

I COMPOSI

iior suTiitinin s .

JUNIOR NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

SENIOR NATURAL PHILOSOPHY,
Dir. I.

DO. DO. Dit. n.

DO. PRACTICAL CLASS ....

MORAL PHILOSOPHY..

NATURAL HISTORY ...

Prof. Gmnwe. LL 0., and Assistant ■
Prof Gbdoes, LL D., aad Assfstaat ■
Prof BtAOK, M.A-.aod Assistaut ...
Prof. Blaoy., M.A., and Assistant ...

Prof. Mist... M A

Prof. Mikim. M A.
{

vbn, M.A_,und Asa istant

J- Prof. NrvEg, "M.A-.and Anrlstaat {

Prof Nrvntt, M.A , and Assistant

Prof. Niven, M.A. .and Assistant |

Prof, rvra, M.A.

Prof. Co*sa.e"Ewabt. M.D F.R.K.E.

9 to 10 a m., and ill a.m. t> IS- P.M..
lu to 11 A.SU ......
lo to 11 a m., and ls« p.m. to li P.M..
Hi A.M. tO IS, P.M
1} to ii p.m. ou Monday, Wednes
day, aud Friday

11* .* m to ixg p.m., on Tuesday and
Thursday; lsatol«p.M. duly ...

9 to 10 A.M., and Hi to i; p.m
10 to li A.M
9 to !•> a.m. daily; Hi ah. to 131

p.m. ou Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday

1" to il a.m. on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friaay

10 to 11 a.m daily
11 s.M told Mown on Tucm1*>s and
Tnundsry*

9 to 10 a.m. daily, ani
ill p.m. on Mouday,
aud Friday

« to a p.m.

llU a m to

OLxm
FBMX.

. u
9 9 0
9 S 0
19 0

1 14

9 9 0
3 8 0
9 9 0-

110

9 9 0

9 8 0
S 9 0

The Fee for Rtudents taking a Senior Class In any subject, without
previous uttendance ou the Junior Class In tho same subject, is 31. 3s.
Matriruratioo Fee, U For the degree ol H.A., U. Is. for each of three
examinations.
The Course of Study for the degree of M.A. embraces

attendance on Greek. Latin, and Mathematics, and one
Literature. Natural Philosophy, Logic. Moral Philosophy, and Natural
History. Any Student who, at the time of his enIranre to the University,
shall, on examination, be found qualified to attend the Higher Classes of
Latin, Oreek, and Mathematics, or any of them, shall be admitted to
Higher Class or Classes without having ntUonded the first or Junior i
or ('lasses.
NB —There is no degree of "MA. in the Classics." or In any other

single department, given by this University. The degree of nf.A. Is
given by Examination In four departments, viz. ■—( 1 > Classics . (2) Mathe
matics. including Natural Philosophy , (3) Mental Philosophy. Includlnx
Logic and English; (4) Natural History—and It Is necessary to puss In
all these department before & right to the de

iY, the 16th October,

BURSABIES.

The Banary Competition will begin
at 2 r.M.
Competitors wl'l each, on application, receive from the Sacrist,

University Buildings. Old Aberdeen on MONDAY, the Uth October, or
any Following Buv of that Week, a Printed Schedule, which they arc
required to fill up and return to him not later than 2 p.m. on Saturday
the 10th October
There will be offered "i Bursaries, of which 44 are In the vatronage of

the University, and 9 In that of the Magistrates and Town Council of
Aberdeen. All but 12 are open without restriction. They are tenable
for four years of the Curriculum, and are of the following annual value,
vis : Three of W , four of 901 ; two of 21 .; seven of Mft., two of 181.;
one or 161 ; thirteen of W, . two of 141. 10* ; twoof 141.; two of 191.; three
Of 19 ; one of 111 ; one of 101. 10s.; five of 101.; and Ave of Inferior vulus.
Two Oreenskares KursRrles of 901.. and one lAndrum Bursary of l^W.,as

also separately advertlssd. arc included In the above.
Candidates are required, at least One Month before the Competition,

to give the Secretary written intimation of the subjects selected by
them, under Division XI. of the Subjects of Bxantinntlon. See ' Univer-
•Itv Calendar.'

Candi'latee are required to bring with them Certificates of their Age,
\.ned by the Minister* and Session Clerks of their respective Parishes,

to be produced, if required, when the result of the Kxamlnatlon is
' Irosted.

andidatee for the Mocpherson Bursaries of 201. and 91 are requested to
lodge with the Secretary, on or before the I2th October, Certificates
from a Gaelic Minister as to their knowledge of the Gaelic Language.

The Huraarles will be assigned In the University Buildings, Old Aber
deen, on JviLucUy, 23rd October, at 2 p.m . only Competitors whose
Names- ore in the Order of Merit, or their representatives, being allowed
to be present. Any Competitor not appearing personally, or by repre
sentative, to accept a Hursary when offered to him sluill be helo as
declining, and the Bursary so offered to him will fall to the uext In order
qualified for it.
Of Bursaries under private patronage, 30 were vacant at tbe close of

the lust session, viz. : Three of 4UI.; one of 33/.; one or 301.; two of 941 ■
of 221. 10s.; oneof90i,; one of 171.; one of M ; twoof 161.; oneof

' of 1./ . three of 101.; and three of inferior value.
. i to t iu-sc Bursaries will be examined ou Wednesday, the 30t!i

of October.
OTHER EXAMINATIONS

For passing from Junior to Senior Classes of Latin, Greek, and Mathe
matics, on Saturday, the 23rd of October, at 10 a.m. and 3 r*M.
Psr passing over the Junior Mathematical Class, ou Saturday, tbc 23rd

of October, at I" -
For passing over the Junior Latin or Greek Classes, on Monday tbe
tli of October, at Ten a.m.■Mh
{Students intending to come forward for either of the t

tioned Examinations are required to give In their names to t
tary of the taculty not later than the preoeding day. 1
For the Degree ol M A. on tho 23rd, 25th, and Mth of C

CLASS AND SPECIAL PRIZES.

Books of the value of 1301. are awarded to the Students most distin
guished In the Class Examinations. At tho cloi.e of the Curriculum the
best Greek aud Mathematical scholars are entitled each toaMinipsun
Prize of <>■ '.' or thereby i the second Id point of merit in Mathematics to a
Boxill of 281.; the best Scholar In Classical Literature and Mental I'hilo-
sopby to the Hutton of 301 ; (he best general Scholar to the Gold Medal
of the Magistrates and Town Council of Aberdeen , the mostdistlnguuthod

Masters of Arts of less t
December, 1879. for

—j may compete in
December, 1K79. for the Fullerteo. Ac . Schola sblps, which are now of
the following values, viz. :—One for Classics and oue for Mental Philo
sophy, each of the annual value of I'M; , tenable for two years , and one
for Mathematics, of the annual value of 7 J tenuble for three yean t,
and Masters of Arts, if of under three years' standing, are eligible lor
the Murray Scholarship of 701, tenable for three years.

II.-FACULTY OF MEDICINE.

WINTER SESSION, commencing on Wkdwesday, 27th October, 1880.

PROVES-OHS. HOURS. C LASH FKIM.

ANATOMY Professor BraoTHias, M.D U am
19 to 4 and)
I »».*■ J

M s o
PRACTICAL ANATOMY AND DEM0NSTRA-1

TIONS J
Profawor ttTKCTiiau and Assistant 1 » 0

CHEMISTRY Professor Bkaziek. P 0 8 a p.m. l a *
« I •
• a •
a > »
a a o

a a o

IMtTITOTm OF MEDICINE Piofe.- r -t.klin a, M D. D.So F R.B.B. Ira
HUKllEKY Professor Pikrik. C M. LI, I) F.R.8.E 10 A.M.

4 PM.M > IB • IA MBDin A P.of~...r Dvc* • ■»»!!».>•■. M.A. M.D.

PRACTICE t MBntCINB Professor &mitu-Miand, M.D 3 P.M.
MIDWiFMKY and DisKises OF WOMEN AND)

CUK.OREN .. ../
Professor 8iip«iiiso», M D. F.KC.8.B. 4 P.M.

> P.M.

9 A.M.

ZOOViOT, WITH COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
MEDI A I, LOOIC, AND MEDICAL JUK.lttPB.0- 1

Professor Coss.a t»..I, M.D. F U S E. 3 3 0
■3 a •

SUMMER SESSION, commencing on the First Monday of May.

W. H. Trail. M.A. M.D. 8 A.M.
Practtttnl Anatomy and Demonstrations—Professor Btrt

Practical Chemistry—Professor Brazier.

en aud Assistant. 9 to 4, and 9 a.m.. 21. 2*.

21.

10 a.m. X. 8s.
Zoology, with Comparative Anatomy—Pro'easor Ossar Kwart. 11 A.M. Si. 3t.
Practiial Midwifery an Gynecology and Clinical Diseases ol Children—Professor St>phenson, M.D. 11 A u

Practical Physiology—Professor 8trrlinR, M.D. D.Bc. 2 P.M. 37. 3».
Practical Pharmacy—Professor Dycc Davidson and Assistant. 4 p.m. 21. 3t.
Pmctusal Natural History—Professor Oosaar Kwart. 8 to & p.m. 21. 2».
The Anatomical Course In Summer includes Instruction in Histology and In tbe Use of the

Osteology for Beginners.
Matriculation Pee (including all dues), for the Winter and Summer Sessions, U. For the
Pathological Anatomy with Demonstrations at the Hospital in Winter—Dr. Rodger. 21. is.
Practical Ophthalmology—In Winter and in Summer—Dr. Dyce Davidson. 12. 1*.
Practical Toxicology—In Winter and In Summer—Dr. F. Ogston, juii. U. Is.

Deotal Surgery—In Summer—Mr. Williamson. 1(. 1».
Bojal Infirmary : Daily, at Noon. Perpetual Fee to Hospital Practice. or, First Tear, 57. 10s.- Second Tear, it

Clinical Medicine—Dm. Smith-Shand, Beveridge, and A. Fraser. 31. :ls.

Clinical Surgery—Dre. Pirrie, Ogston, and Ogilvie Will. 31. 8».

' g-Tn and ~General Dispensary, and Lying-in and 1
Royal Lunatic Asylum : Physician—Dr.

The Regulations relative to
Surgery, may be had of ~"

August, 1800.

2s„ or 2>. 3d. by post, including information as to the Faculties o{ Divinity
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THE MIDDLESEx HospitAL-The wiNTER H E A U T OT Y P E C O M P A N Y,

531. OxFORD-STREET, LONDON, w.,

Beg to call attention to their System of producing

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS

In PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHY by means of SAWYER'S

COLLOTYPE PROCESS.

It possesses the following ADVANTAGES:

FIRST-For small Editions of 500 to 1000 it is cheaper than any known

method, as the cost of the original plates is small.

SECOND-Being Photographic it presents an absolute faithful copy of

the object desired to be represented; such a picture as the reader

recognizes as a true representation.

THIRD-The Illustrations are printed direct on the page of the book,

's the disagreeable cockling incident to all mounted Photo

graphs

MA: WORKS have already been
executed in the following lines:

PALEOGRAPHICAL. - “The Codex Alexandrinus,” “The Utrecht

Psalter,’ ‘The Yearly Fasciculus of the Palaeographical Society,'

‘Milton's Common-Place Book,' &c.

NUMISMATICAL-The Catalogues of Greek and Roman Coins for the

Trustees of the British Museum, Mr. B. V. Head's "Coinage of

Syracuse, the Illustrations to the Numismatic Chronicle, &c.

BOOKS of TRAVEL-'('hina and its People, by J. Thomson, F.R.G.S.,

a magnificent work, illustrated with over 250 large photographs;
“The Voyage of the Challenger, by Sir Wyville Thompson; and

many smaller works.

TOPOGRAPHICAL - Relics of Ancient Liverpool,” “Old Manchester,”

and many others.

CIVIL ENGINEERING.—"Les Travaux publics de France,” executed

under the direction of a Department of the State, published by

J. Rothschild, Rue des St. Peres. This magnificent work gained the

gold medal at the Paris Exposition, 1878.

ARCHITECTURAL.-‘The Roof Sculptures of Norwich Cathedral, with

a history of the Cathedral, by the Very Rev. the Dean of Norwich.

A vast number of works in other departments, large and small, have

been illustrated by the£: Process of Book Illustration, amongst

which may be noted—The PROUT and HUNT DRAWINGS, by Mr.

Ruskin; The KERAMIC ART of JAPAN, Audsley and Bowes, both

French and English Edition; The TAPESTRY of BAYEUX, French

and English Edition, &c.

OST.—As a specimen of cost, it may be stated
that SIX Illustrations to a demy, 8vo. volume for an Edition of

1,000 would cost less than 10d. per copy.

"." Price List and Specimens sent upon application.

N the AUTOTYPE GALLERY will be found

a noble COLLECTION of FAC-SIMILES of the OLD MASTER8,

including the most celebrated Works of Fra Angelico, Fra Bartolomeo,

Corregio, Dürer, Holbein, Michael elo, Raphael, Rubens, Andrea del

Sarto, Titian. Leonardo da Vinci, &c., selected from the princi

Galleries of Europe. Fine examples of the Modern School, including

Poynter, R.A., Meissonnier, De Neuville, Rossetti, Burne-Jones, &c.

y this process the reproduction of Pictures, Drawings, and Original

Works of are so perfect as to make it difficult in some cases to dis

tinguish the Copy from the Original Work. The Fac-similes are pro

duced in permanent pigments, which may be of the same kind as those

used in the Original Black, Brown, Sepia, Blue, Red, are all available

Colours. Artists can have their Pictures Reproduced without the ex

nse and delay of engraving, and with the minimum of risk. Sizes of

*lates from 10 inches to 48 inches. A visit to the Autotype Gallery will

prove how readily the walls of home can be adorned with artistic

masterpieces at little cost. Pictures and Photographs Mounted and

Framed. Pictures carefully Cleaned and Restored.

Send for the AUTOTYPE COMPANY'S New Catalogue, price 6d.

Gratis to purchasers.

J. R. sawYER, Director of Works.

W. S. BIRD, General Manager.

ARE ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS, and DRAW

INGS, by the mostesteemed OLD MASTERS, may be obtained at

GEORGE LOVE'S OLD PRINT SHOP, 81. BUNHILL-ROW, London.

A CATALOGUE sent on receipt of two penny postage-stamps.

*...* Established above Sixty Years.

Now ready,

CA' of OLD and CURIOUS LITERA

TURE, Family. History, Topography, Freemasonry, First Editions,

Heraldry, Ireland, Catholicism, Theology, &c. Catalogues gratis and

£' J. F. Mr. Pulteney bridge Bath.
-

-----

-

L'A' BUDGET and CATALOGUE of

choice seconD-HAND Books, for SEPTEMBER, forwarded

gratis and post-free by Messrs. E. DURRANT & Co., Autiquarian Book

sellers, Chelmsford.

WA: to PURCHASE, a Copy of GILBERTS

histoRY of DUBLIN.—Send particulars to H. G. H., W. H.

Smith & Son's, 186, Strand, W.C.

-

A RARE Book—For SALE, the Ethics of
ARISTOLTE, small 4to.,£ in Greek at Paris, 1560, and

£ belonging to Sir Philip Sidney.—Address Mr. PAGE, Lynn News

office ng's Lynn.

Sale by 3 uction

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, for
SEPTEMBER, 1880. Price 2s. 6d.

IRELAND. By James Anthony Froude.

A REAL “SAVTour of society.” By Sedley Taylor,

A FEW MORE WORDS on NATIONAL INSURANCE. BHon. the Earl of Carnarvon. y the Right

FICTION-FAIR and Foul. III. (Byron.) By John Ruskin.

The THOROUGHBRED HORSE-ENGLISH and ARABLAN. By W.

Scawen Blunt.

ENGLISH-RATIONAL and IRRATIONAL. By Fitzgerald Hall.

A COLORADO SKETCH. By the Right Hon. the Earl of Dunraven.

The EGYPTIAN LIQUIDATION. By Edward Dicey.

HYPNOTISM. By G. J. Romanes.

FRANQoIS VILLON. By John Payne.

The 'A's BILL and DISESTABLISHMENT. By the Rev. Canon

rry.

C. Kegan Paul & Co. London.

THE FOR T N IG HT L Y REVIEW,

For SEPTEMBER.

Contents.

The WAYs of ORTHoDox CRITICs. By Grant Amen.

ADMINISTRATION of JUSTICE in MADRas. By J. H. Nelson.

MENTAL IMAGERY. By Francis Galton.

CALIFORNIA. By R. H. Patterson.

A VISIBLE CHURCH. By J. D. Lewis.

A NARRATIVB of the FALL of the BASTILLE. Translated by

Augustus Craven.

REFLECTIONS on the AFGHANIMBROGLIO. By Sir Arthur Hob

house, Q.C.

HOME and FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

Chapman & Hall, Limited, 193, Piccadilly.

LA C K W OOD 'S M A G A Z IN E,

SEPTEMBBR, 1880. No. DCCLXXIX. Price 2s. 6d.

Contents.

The PiLLARS of the STATE.

DR. WoRTLE'S school. Part V.

The BAYARD of the EA8T.

A WEEK in ATHEN8.

A LASTING MEMORY.

BUSH-LIFE in QUEENSLAND. PartY.: A Raid of the MyalThe Black Troopers: Pursuit and Attack–Love in the#" ls

NEW NOVELS:-Second Thoughts-Mary Anerley-Poet and Peer

-Troublesome Daughters-A Modern Greek£ Egoist.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

FRASE: MAGAZINE, SEPTEMBER, 1880,
No. 609. New Series, CXXXIX. Price2s. 6d.

Contents

The ROMANCE of the FIRST RADicAL. Prehist Apol -

By A. Lang. * oric Apologue

RUSSEL of ‘The SCOTSMAN. By H. G. Graham.

MARY ANERLEY: a YorkshireTale (concluded). By R. D. Blackmore.

LANDOWNING and COPYRIGHT. By Grant Allen.

An AUTUMN in the COTE-D'OR. By Miss M. Betham-Edwards.

The SUGAR QUESTION. By George Baden Powell.

OVERBURY'S CHARACTTRS. By James Purves.

CALLADON. By Julian Hawthorne.

The SEQUELE of the GENERAL ELECTION.

LUX in TENEBR18. By the late Lady Charlotte Elliot.

CABUL, CANDAHAR, and INDIA. By Sir George W. Cox, Bart.

RESULT8 of the SESSION.

London: Longmans & Co.

MACMILI: M A GAZINE, No. 251,
For SEPTEMBER, price is.

Contents.

1. HE THAT WILL NOT WHEN HE MAY. By Mrs. Oliphant.

2. An EPISODE, in the WATERLOO CAMPAIGN. By the late Sir

P. FitzGerald, Bart., Knight of Kerry.

. A LATENT SOURCE of REVENUE-The hERALDs college.

. The DEATH of HIORWARD. By M. L. Woods.

A TURKISH HISTORIAN of a WAR with RUSSIA. By Eugene

Schuyler, Consul-General of the United States in Roumania.

. The STORY of YVES. By Mrs. Macquoid. Chapters 1-8.

. ON EXMOOR. By Lady Barker.

- *''' RENAISSANCE, or, the Gospel of Intensity.
uiller.

Macmillan & Co. London.

for

:

:
8

SESSION will OPEN on MONDAY, October 4th, with the DIS

TRIBUTION of PRIZES in the New Lecture Theatre. The Medical

School, which is now being considerably enlarged, provides the most

complete means for the Education of Students preparing for the Uni

$'; of London, the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, and the other

Licensing Bodies.

TWO ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS, of the annual value of 25l. and

20t. per annum, tenable for Two Years, will be competed for on OCT0

BER 1st and 2nd.

Further information may be obtained from the DEAN or the Residext

MEDIcAL OFFICER, at the Hospital ANDREW CLARK, Dean.

s' T. BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL and

COLLEGE

The WINTER SESSION will begin on FRIDAY, October 1st.

The Clinical Practice of the Hospital comprises a service of 710 Beds,

inclusive of 34 Beds for Convalescents at Highgate.

Students can reside within the Hospital,subject to College Regulations.

For all particulars application may be made to the WARDEN of the

College, the College, St. tholomew's Hospital, E.C.

A Handbook forwarded on application.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOS PITAL and

COLLEGE.

OPEN SCHOLARShips.

THREE SCHOLARSHIPS are offered for Open Competition at St.

Bartholomew's Hospital. The Examination will begin SEPTEMBER 27.

1. A Scholarship, of the value of 130l., open to Candidates under 25

ears of age, and who have not entered at any Metropolitan Medical

School. Subjects of Examination: Botany, Chemistry. Physics, Zoology.

2. A Scholarship, of the value of 13"., open to&: under 20

£ of age. The other conditions and subjects are the same as the

above.

3 The Jeaffreson Exhibition (value 50l.), open to Candidates who have

not entered at any Metropolitan Medical School. Subjects: Mathe

matics and Latin, and any Two of the following Languages, at the option

of the Candidate: Greek, French, German. The successful Candidates

will be required to enter at St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

4. Preliminary Scientific Exhibition.–On OCTOBER 21 there will be

an Examination (limited to Students of the Hospital of less than six

months' standing) for the above Exhibition, value 50l. The Subjects

are those of the Preliminary Scientific Examination of the London

University.

The successful Candidates for the above Four Scholarships are eligible

in succeeding years for the Scholarships of the School; viz., First Year,

Three: (1) 50l., (2) 30!, (3) 20l. Second Year: (1) 504. Third and Fourth

Year: (1) 40l., (2) 30l., (3) 30l., and for the several Prizes.

For further particulars application may be made, personally or by

letter, to the WARDEN of the College, the College, St. Bartholomew's

Hospital, E.C.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.–The MEDICAL

commences on FRIDAY, October 1st.

MEDICAL OFFICERS.

Consulting Physicians-Sir W. Gull, Bart. M.D. D.C.L.F.R.S., G. Owen

Rees, M.D. F. R.S.

Physicians—S. O. Habershon, M.D.; S. Wilks, M. D. F.R.S., F.W. Pavy,

M.D. F.R.S.; W. Moxon, M.D.

Assistant-Physicians—C. Hilton Fagge, M.D.; P. H. Pye-Smith, M.D.;

Frederick Taylor. M.D.; James F. Goodhart, M.D.

Consulting Surgeons—E. Cock, Esq.; J. Birkett, Esq.

Surgeons-J. Cooper Forster, ...; Thomas Bryant, Esq.; Arthur E.

Durham, Esq.; H. G. Howse, M.S

Assistant-Surgeons-N. Davies-Colley, M.C.; R. Clement Lucas, B.S.;

C. H. Golding-Bird, M.B.; W. H. A. Jacobson, Esq.

Consulting Obstetric Physician-Henry Oldham, M.D.

Obstetric Physician-J. Braxton Hicks, M.D. F.R.S.

Assistant Obstetric Physician–A. L. Galabin, M.D.

Ophthalmic Surgeon—C. Bader,#,
Ass staut Ophthalmic Surgeon-C. Higgens, Esq.

Dental Surgeon-H. Moon, Esq.

Aural Surgeon—W. Laidlaw Purves, Esq.

Medical Registrar—F. A. Mahomed, M.D.

Surgical Registrar-C. J. Symonds, B.S.

The Hospital now contains 695 beds, and includes Wards for Obstetric,

Ophthalmic, and other special departments.

In connexion with the Lying-in Charity, about 2,500 cases are annually

attended by the students.

Number of patients relieved during the year, about 80,000.

LECTURES, DEMONSTRATIONS, and PRACTICAL COURSES,

Medicine-Dr. Wilks and Dr. Pavy.

Clinical Medicine—Dr. Habershon, Dr. Wilks, Dr. Pavy, and Dr. Moxon.

Surgery-Mr Bryant and Mr. Durham.

·Clinical Surgery-Mr. Forster, Mr. Bryant, Mr. Durham, and Mr. Howse,

Practical Surgery-Mr. Clement Lucas.

cue #ecture on Midwifery and Diseases of Women-Dr. Braxton

cks.

Morbid Anatomy—Dr. Hilton Fagge and Dr. Goodhart.

Cutaneous Diseases-Dr Pye-Smith,

Anatomy (Descriptive and Surgical)—Mr. Howse and Mr. Davies-Colley.

Practical Anatomy-Dr. Carrington, Dr. Horrocks, and Two Assistant

Demonstrators.

Phy£ Pye-Smith.

Practical'' Golding-Bird. *

Chemistry–1)r. Debus and Dr. Stevenson.

Experimental Physics—Mr. A. W. Relaold.

Practical Pharmacy-Instruction is given in the Hospital Dispensary.

Clinical Lectures in Medicine, Surgery, and Midwifery, Weekly

Special Classes are held in the Hospital for Students preparing for the

Examinations of the University of London and of the College of

Surgeons,

The Museum of Anatomy, Pathology, and Comparative Anatomy—

Curator. 1)r Fagge—contains 11,000 Specimens, 4,500 Drawings and

Diagrams, a unique Collection of Anatomical Models, and a Series of

600 Models of Skin Liseases,

SESSION

APPolNTMENTS.–The House-Surgeons and House-Physicians, the

Obstetric Residents, Clinical Assistants, and Dressers are selected from

the Students according to merit and without payment. There are also

a large number of Junior Appointments, every part of the Hospital

Practice being systematically employed for instruction.

ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS.—open Scholarship of 125 Guineas, in

Classics, Mathematics,and Modern Languages. Open Scholarship of 125

Guiueas, in Chemistry, Physics, Botany, and Zoology.

PRIZES, &c.—Six Scholarships, varying in value from 10 to 50l. each,

for general proficiency in Medical Study; the Treasurer's Gold Medal in

Medicine; the Treasurer's Gold Medai in Surgery; the Gurney Hoare

Prize of 25l., for Clinical Study; the Sands Cox Scholarship of 15l. per

annum for three years, for Physiology and Physics; the Michael Harris

Prize of 10, for Anatomy

For further information apply to the Dean, Dr. F. TAYLon.

Guy's Hospital, London, S.E., July, 1880.

THE WOODBURY PERMANENT PHOTO

GRAPHIC PRINTING COMPANY have now brought their

WOOD13URYTYPE Process to such perfection that it is generally

recognized as the best means of Reproducing Works of Art, 1'ortraits

from Life, Views from Nature, Architectural Subjects, &c.

Its advantages are:

1. Extreme delicacy in the half-tones, depth and brilliancy of the

shadows, and perfect detail in every part.

2. Rapidity with which thousands of impressions of equal quality can be

produced.

3. Economy and Permanency.

The processes known as the CARBON and COLLOTYPE are also

extensively worked by this Company; but, though useful for certain

subjects, the Prints,by these processes do not possess the brilliancy and

uniformity of Woodbury't pes

The WOODBURYTY #PROCESS is largely used in BOOK ILLUS

THATION by all the leading Publishers, including
Messrs. Macmillan & Co. Messrs. Sampson Low & Co.

, Chapman & Hall. John Murray.

** Bentley & Son. * Bickers & Son.

., Geo. Bell & Sons. . . iialdy. Isbister & Co., &c.

Estimates. Specimens, and all information furnished on application to

the Secarraar.

157, GREAT PORTLAND-STREET, LONDON, W.

|A

IBarometers, Theodolites, Compasses, &c.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
M at his Great Rooms, 38, King-street, Covent-garden, on FRIDAY,

September 3, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, several Theodolites, with

Stands-Dumpy Level–Prismatic Compasses—Sextant, Aneroid, Moun

tain and other Barometers—Thermometers; also Cameras and Lenses,

Model Steam Engines and Boilers-Electrical and Galvanic Apparatus

10-stop Harmonium, Pianoforte, and Miscellaneous Property.

On view after 2 o'clock the day prior and morning of Sale, and Cata

logues had.

- THE DUKE OF ARGYLL.

NEW WORK by the DUKE of ARGYLL,

entitled The UNITY of NATURE, will be published in successive

Articles in the CONTEMPORARY REVIEW, beginning with the SEP

TEM BER Number.

Strahan & Co. Limited, 34, Paternoster-row.

THE CONTEMPORARY REVIEW.

HE SEPTEMBER NUMBER of the CONTEM

PoRARY.REVIEW will contain the Opening. Portion of the
DUKE of ARGYLL'S New Work on The UNITY of NATURE, and other

important Articles,

Strahan & Co. Limited, 34, Paternoster-row.

- No. I. will be ready in November. *

S C I E N TIF IC M A G A Z IN E,

On a NEW PLAN,

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE,

Is being prepared for publication.

Specially adapting it to be a Key to, and Summary of,

For particulars apply to A.£: 6, Kent-gardens, Ealing,

London, W.

By Harry

Now ready, price 4s. 6d. Part II.

HE AMERICAN JOURNAL of PHILOLOGY.

Edited by BASIL L. GILDERSLEEWE, Professor of Greek in the

Johns Hopkins University.

Contents. .

1. ETYMOLOGICAL and GRAMMATICAL NOTES. By F. D. Allen, of

Yale College. -

2. RECENT INVESTIGATIONS of GRIMM's LAw. By H. C. G.

Brandt, of Johns Hopkins University.

3. PRINCIPLES of ORTHOGRAPHY of FRENCh. VERBS ENDING

in ELER and ETER. By B. F. O'Connor, of Johns Hopkins

University.

4. XENOPHON'S OECONOMICS. By C. D. Morris, of Johns Hopkins

University.

5. The FOURTH, PLAY in the TETRALOGY. By M. W. Humphreys,

of Vanderbilt University.

NOTE:-The S0-CALLED “SUBJONCTIF DUBITATIF"Je ne SAChE

PAS. By Samuel Garner.

REVIEWS and BOOK NOTICES: Skeat's£ Dictionary of

the English Lang e-Mallery's Sign Language of the North

American Indians-Recent American Publications in Romance,

Philology, and Literature.

REPORTS: Zeitschrift der Deutschen-Morgenländischen Gesellschaft

Journal Asiatique–Germania-Englische 8tudien-Revuede Philo

"£hrift für Romanische Philologie-Rheinisches Museum

-Philologus.

LANX SATURA.

RECENT PUBLICATION8.

Macmillan & Co. London.

LLUSTRATIONS in THE BUILDER (4d.; by post,

4}d.): Crewkerne School and Plan-Vicarage at Cudham and i'ian

–Architectural Medley, and Corot's Monument; Bricks and , their

History-Works in Liverpool-Light and Air-Analogues of Stonehenge

-Archaeological Congresses– Social Science Congress-Paris, &c. -

46, Catherine-street; and all Newsmen.
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MR. MURRAY'S LIST OF BOOKS,

FOR SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, AND STUDENTS.

DR. SMITH'S SCHOOL DICTIONARIES.

CONCISE DICTIONARY of the

BIBLE. 21f.

SMALLER DICTIONARY of the

BIBLE. It. 6d.

CLASSICAL DICTIONARY. 18s.

SMALLER CLASSICAL DICTION

ARY. Is. 6d.

SMALLER DICTIONARY of ANTI-

QUITIES. 7». 6d.

LATIN-ENGLISH

21*.

DICTIONARY.

SMALLER LATIN-ENGLISH Dic

tionary. It. 6d.

ENGLISH-LATIN DICTIONARY.

iu.

SMALLER ENGLISH-LATIN Dic

tionary. It. 6d.

MURRAY'S STUDENTS MANUALS.

Old Testament History.

New Testament History.

Ancient History.

Ecclesiastical History,

English Church History.

Roman History.

Greek History.

SEVEN AND SIXPENCE EACH.

Gibbon's Rome.

Hume's England.

Hallam's Middle Ages.

Hallam's England.

History of France.

Ancient Geography.

Modern Geography.

English Language.

English Literature.

Specimens of English Literature.

Modern Europe. [In preparation.

Blackstone.

Moral Philosophy.

DR. WM. SMITH'S SMALLER MANUALS.

Scripture History.

Ancient History.

Ancient Geography.

THREE AND SIXPENCE EACH.

Rome.

Greece.

Classical Mythology.

England.

English Literature.

Specimens of Eng. Literature.

EDUCATIONAL SERIES.

LATIN COURSE.

Frincipia Latina. Ft. I. 3s. 6d.

Appendix to Ft I. 2s. 6<L

Frincipia Latina. Pt. II. 3s. 6d.

Frincipia Latina. Ft. III. 3s. 6d.

Frincipia Latina. Ft. IV. 3s. 6d.

Frincipia Latina. Ft. V. 3s.

Young Beginners' 1st Latin Book.

Young Beginners' 2nd Latin Book.

Student's Latin Grammar. 6s.

Smaller Latin Grammar. 3s. 6d.

Tacitus. Selections. 3s. 6d.

2s.

FRENCH COURSE.

French Frincipia. Pt. I. 3s. 6d.

French Prinoipia. Pt. II. 4s. 6d.

Student's French Grammar. 7s. 6d.

Smaller French Grammar. 3s. 6<L

GERMAN COURSE.

German Frincipia. Pt. I. 3s. 6d.

German Principia. Pt II. 3s. 6d.

Practical German Grammar. 3s. 6d.

ITALIAN COURSE.

Italian Principia. Pt. I. 3s. 6d.

Italian Principia. Pt. II. 3s. 6d.

[Nearly ready.

GREEK COURSE.

Initia Graeca. Pt. I. 3s. 6d.

Initia Graeca. Pt. II. 3s. 6d.

Initia Graeca. Pt. III. 3s. 6d.

Student's Greek Grammar. 6s.

Smaller Greek Grammar. 3s. 6d.

Greek Accidence. 2s. 6d.

Plato. Selections. 3s. 6d.

ENGLISH COURSE.

English Grammar. 3s. 6d.

Primary English Grammar. Is.

Primary History of Britain. 2s. 6d.

Modern Geography. 5s.

English Composition. 3s. 6d.

V DETAILED CATALOGUES SENT GRATIS BY POST ON APPLICATION.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarlc-street.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

RECENT BOOKS OF GENERAL INTEREST.

%* Fresh Copies of these and many other New and Choice Books continue to be added to MUDIE'S

SELECT LIBRARY as the demand increases, and arrangements are made with the leading Publishers for

an ample supply of the principal Forthcoming Books as they appear.

Life of H.R.H. the Prince Consort, by Sir Theodore Martin—The Life and Work of St. Paul, by Canon Farrar.

Memoir of Mrs. Tait—McCarthy's History of Our Own Times, Vols. III. and IV. (nearly ready).

Life of Bishop Wilberforce—Memorials of Frances Ridley Havergal—The Letters of Charles Dickens—Senior's Conversations.

Memoirs of Madame de Remusat—History of the Zulu War, by Frances Colenso—Memoir of Sir James Outram.

Memoir of Rev. Henry Venn—Siguin's Country •/ the Passion Play—Ingram's Life of Kdgar Allan Poe.

Sketch of the Life of Elihu Burritt—Sir Joshua Reynolds, by F. S. Pulling—Autobiography of Sir Gilbert Scott.

Guizot in Private Life, by Madame de Witt—Renan's Hibbert Lectures—Renouf's Origin and Growth of Religion. •

Sister Dora : a Biography—A Ride in Petticoats and Slippers, by Capt. Colvile—The Old Rdgime, by Lady Jackson.

Life in the Rocky Mountains, by Isabella Bird—Our Home in Cyprus, by Mrs. Scott-Stevenson.

Two Worlds are Ours, by Hugh Macmillan—Memoirs of Edward and Catharine Stanley—Life and Work of Mary Carpenter.

Browning's Dramatic Idyls—Dixon's Royal Windsor—Political Questions of the Day, by S. C. Buxton.

Contemporary Portraits, by E. de Pressen.se—Hamilton's Memoirs of Frederick the Great—Mackenzie's History of the Nineteenth Century.

Five Weeks in Iceland, by C. A. de Fonblanque—A Trip to Manitoba, by Mary Fitzgibbon.

Byron, by John Nichol—A Tramp Abroad, by Mark Twain—Russia and England, by 0. K.—Russia before and After the War.

Dr. Stoughton's Introduction to Historical Theology—Heroes of the Cross, by W. H. D. Adams.

Rough Ways made Smooth, by R. A. Proctor—The River of Golden Sand, by Captain Gill—Our Future Highway, by Commander Cameron.

Belton's Recollections of an Old Actor—Baird"s Rise of the Huguenots—Mrs. Brassey's Voyage in the Mediterranean.

Deep unto Deep, by Rev. Sir Emilius Bayley—Up the Amazon, by E. D. Mathews—Parker Gillmore's Ride Through Hostile Africa.

The Ode of Life—The Philosophy of Religion, by Professor Caird—The Reign of Queen Anne, by J. H. Burton.

Mind in the Lower Animals, by Dr. Lindsay—Parables of Our Lord, by Dr. Colderwood—Ephphatha, by Canon Farrar.

Life of Dr. Duff—Life of Bishop Selwyn—Italy and her Invaders, by Thomas Hodgkin.

Studies of Famous Women, by Matilda Betham-Edwards—Green's History of the English People, Vol. IV.

Ruskin's Notes on S. Prout and W. Hunt— Watson's Sketches in the Hunting Field—Dr. Abbotts Oxford Sermons.

The Racehorse in Training, by William Day—Ball's Jungle Life in India—My Chief and I in Natal, by Atherton Wylde.

Sibree's Madagascar—MaUeson's History of the Indian Mutiny, Vol. III.—Chorley's National Music of the World.

The Munster Circuit, by J. R. O'Flanagan—A Study of Shakespeare, by A. C. Swinburne—Amateur Theatricals, by Lady Pollock.

Hellenica : a Series of Essays—Campaigning in South Africa, by Capt. Montague—Oppert's Corea.

Glimpses Through the Cannon-Smoke, by Alexander Forbes—Early Man in Britain, by W. Boyd Dawkins.

Sylvan Spring, by Francis G. Heath—Rest Awhile, by Dean Vaughan—Autobiography of Prince Metternich—Life of Bishop Milman,

Thoughts in My Garden, by Mortimer Collins—Cyprus as I Saw It, by Sir Samuel Baker.

Lectures on Art, by E. J. Poynter—Sir Edwin Landster, by F. G. Stephens—Chronicles of Chelsea, by Rev. A. G. L'Estrange.

The Theatres of Paris, by J. B. Matthews—Old-Testament Prophecy, by Dr. Stanley Leathes.

The Collects of the Day, by Dean Goulburn—Life of Sir James Brooke, by Spenser St. John.

Gipsy Life, by George Smith—Swinburne's Songs of the Springtides—New and Old, by J. A. Symonds—Critical Essays, by Bayard Taylor.

Food and Feeding, by Sir Henry Thompson—A Study of Shelley, by John Todhunter.

Holidays in, Home Counties, by E. Walford—Life and Letters of Cicero, by Rev. G. E. Jeans—Round About a Great Estate.

The above List, with the Addition of all the Best Recent Works of Fiction, will serve to indicate the Character of

the whole Collection.

SEE MUDIE'S LIBRARY CIRCULAR for SEPTEMBER.

All the Books in Circulation in MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY ruay also be obtained from

MUDIE'S LIBRARY, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER,

And (by order) from all Booksellers in connexion with the Library.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (LIMITED), New Oxford-street,

CITY OFFICE, 2, KING-STREET, CHEAFSIDE.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

NEW WORKS.

-

Now ready, price One Shilling,

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE.

Contents for SEPTEMBER, 1880.

. ADAM and EVE. (Continued.)

. LIFE in the HOMERICAGE.

. A LITTLE BoHEMIAN. Part I. By Mrs. G. W. Godfrey.

. A RAY of C*U.S.

. ALFRED DE, MuS8ET

6. That Night in JUNE.

7. LETTERS from CONSTANTINOPLE,

8. MILTON and WORDSWORTH.

9. The REBEL of the FAMILY. By Mrs. Lynn Linton. (Continued.)

"." Cases for binding the volumes of Temple Bar can be obtained at all

Booksellers', price One Shilling each.

:
s

BY MORTIMER COLLINS.

THOUGHTS IN MY GARDEN. By

MORTIMER COLLINS. Edited by EDMUND YATES.

With Notes by the Editor and Mrs. MORTIMER

COLLINS. In 2 vols, crown 8vo. 21s.

“Whether by mistake or from design the best of Mr.

Mortimer Collins's works has been reserved for final publica

tion. Indeed, nothing gives so full or so fair an idea of his

genius and talent as the essays, notes, and poems now pre

sented to the world under the title of ‘Thoughts in my

Garden.’”—St. James's Gazette.

“Those who can appreciate freshness of thought, vigour of

intellect, and keen observation of men, topics, and current

events, can hardly do better than procure these charming

volumes.”—Press and St. James's Chronicle.

BY MISS DE FONBLANQUE.

FIVE WEEKS in ICELAND. By
Miss DE FONBLANQUE. Crown 8vo. 3s.6d.

“Graphic, racy, and interesting.”—St. James's Gazette.

BY THE REV. J. C. BOYCE, M.A.

NIGH UNTO the END; or, a Passage
in Sacred Prophecy now in Course of Translation into

History considered. By the Rev. J. C. BOYCE, M.A.

Crown 8vo. 3s.6d.

BY MARY FITZ-GLBBON.

A TRIP to MANITOBA. By Mary
- Fitzgibbos. In 8vo. 10s. 6d. -

POPULAR N O V E L S,
AT ALL LIBITARIES. -

LIZZIE of the MILL. From the

Original by Mrs. CHRISTINA TYRRELL, Translator of

“No Surrender,’ &c. In 2 vols. crown 8vo.

BY THE AUTHOR OF ‘CUT ADRIFT."

PIOUS FRAUDS; or, the Dawn of

Love. By ALBANY de FONBLANQUE, Author of “Cut

Adrift, "A Tangled Skein, &c. In 3 vols. crown 8vo.

MISS THOMAS'S NEW NOVEL.

The VIOLIN PLAYER. By Bertha
THOMAS. In 3 vols. crown 8vo. -

“Miss Thomas's art as a story-teller is unmistakable, and

her grasp of character deeper and more complete than we

find in many novels of more ambitious pretensions.”

I’all Mall Gazette.

“Miss Thomas's new novel is a success. She has chosen

* satisfactory theme, and produced a well-constructed story.

In studies of character her book is unusually rich, and she

understands the artistic temperament thoroughly. It is

clear that she possesses the gift of novel-writing.”

Athenaeum.

LADY M. MAJENDIE'S NEW NOVEL.

FASCINATION. By Lady Margaret
MAJENDIE. In 2 vols. crown 8vo.

“The book deserves its title most completely, for it is

seldom that one becomes so entirely engrossed in the

progress of a modern novei. There are scenes in the book of
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Address delivered at the Swansea Meeting of the

British Association for the Advancement of

Science, August 25th, 1880. By Prof-

Andrew Crombie Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S.,

President.

Since the late Prof. Phillips presided over

the British Association at the Birmingham

meeting in 1865, no geologist has, untu this

year, been honoured by a call to the presi

dential chair. Yet during these fifteen years

the geologists of this country have been toil

ing as restlessly as ever, and the progress of

their science has unquestionably been rapid,

solid, and brilliant. If proof of this activity

were needed, they could point exultingly to

the growing bulk of the volumes issued by

the Geological Society of London. With a

stream of fresh matter thus constantly pour

ing in, it would be easy enough to frame

an address on the recent progress of British

geology, nor would it be by any means an

unsatisfactory task to review the present

state of the various branches of geological

science as developed in this country. But

the distinguished geologist who opened the

meeting of the British Association last Wed

nesday evening wisely abstained from deal

ing with any of these topics. Rising above

the passing events in the scientific world—

events which are chronicled in technical

journals, and thus become known all the

world over almost as soon as they occur—

Prof. Ramsay fastened his attention upon

a single principle, " the recurrence of cer

tain phenomena in geological time," and

worked out this principle with an ingenuity

of resource and a wealth of illustration

which unmistakably disclosed the hand of

a master.

Exactly a quarter of a century has passed

since Prof. Ramsay broached the idea of a

recurrence of glacial phenomena in the

earth's history. Unless we are greatly mis

taken, this idea may be recognized as the

germ of the present address. Geologists

have satisfied themselves, as every one

knows, that, at a comparatively recent

period, Arctic conditions must have pre

vailed over a large portion of the northern

hemisphere, and to this period they have

assigned the name of the Glacial Epoch, or,

as Dr. James Geikie calls it, the Great Ice

Age. In 1855 Prof. Ramsay showed that

certain conglomerates of the Permian

series contained ice-scratched stones and

ice-borne blocks, which he regarded as

distinct evidence that glacial conditions

must have prevailed in that far-distant

stage of the world's history known as

the Permian period. At that time most

geologists shook their heads at the notion,

and quietly pooh-poohed it as nothing more

than a crotchet. Was it reasonable to sup

pose that glacial conditions were rife in those

early Permian days, whon our earth had

scarcely cooled down from its pristine con

dition of an igneous globe ? But our views

of geological time have widened of late

years, and most of us are nowadays inclined

to believe that " this old and craz;

must have been tolerably ancient

the Perminn age, and thai it is not likely

that any trace of its original heat was then

lingering in its surface rocks. Gradually,

however, Prof. Ramsay's acute interpreta

tion of the scratched blocks in the old

breccias made an impression on geological

opinion, and other observers strengthened

his position by bringing forward similar

evidence from different quarters. The late

Prof. Gastaldi detected traces of Miocene

glaciers in Northern Italy ; other geologists

have found in Cretaceous and in Jurassic!

rocks certain boulders which appear to have

been transported by means of ice ; relics of

Permian glaciers have been detected in

India, in South Africa, and in Germany ;

conglomerates of the Old Red Sandstone

have offered evidence of glacial transport ;

and the Lower Silurian rocks of Wigtown

shire and Ayrshire contain large boulders

which it is strongly suspected have been

dropped by icebergs in the mud of an old

sea bottom. But of all evidences of ancient

ice action yet recorded, the most interesting

is unquestionably that which the President

of the Association announced as having been

recently detected by Prof. Arch. Geikie in

the north-west of Scotland. For a distanco of

about ninety miles the old Laurentian rocks,

which are the most ancient stratified deposits

yet recognized with certainty in any part of

the world, exhibit surfaces which are dis

tinctly roch.es moutonnees—that is to say, the

surfaces have been smoothed and rounded

by the grinding action of glaciers. But

it will naturally be said that, though the

rocks themselves are very ancient, the

glaciation may have been effected quite

recently. Such an objection, however, is

precluded by the fact that the old ice-worn

surfaces are clearly seen to pass beneath

Cambrian sandstones, thus proving beyond

cavil that the glaciation was of pre-Cam-

brian date.

Here, then, is a string of facts, or rather

of scientific conclusions, all tending to show

that at various periods of geological time,

from the Laurentian age onwards, glacial

conditions have recurred, and that con

sequently the particular epoch which geo

logists call tht glacial period is only a glacial

period—one of a series of cold epochs, and

not an exceptional episode in the history

of our planet. Indeed, a glacial epech on

a small scale is still in progress in the

Antarctic continent.

This example will serve to show the

interesting nature of the subject with which

Prof. Ramsay so skilfully deals. The title

of his discourse, ' The Recurrence of Certain

Phenomena in Geological Time,' might lead

to the conclusion that it was a very technical

subject, hardly to be understood outside the

doors of Section C. ; but, in truth, any one

who will examine the address must admit

that it is by no means destitute of popular

interest, and that, notwithstanding its neces

sarily scientific character, it may yet be

easily " understanded of the people." la

fact, the main object of the discourse is to

show that nothing exceptional is recorded

in the pages of geological history ; that so

far as the geologist can penetrate backwards

the whole course of nature has been strictly

uniform ; that there havo been no violent

powers brought spasmodically into play in

order to produce striking geological phe

nomena ; that the forces which are every

day at work in our midst are precisely the

same in kind, and probably also in degree,

as those which have been at work through

out all geological time ; that the world to

day is much the same—man's influence of

course excepted—as it was at other periods

of the earth's history ; and that, in fine,

since geological time began, " all things

continue as they were."

It may possibly be said that this, after

all, is but the well-known doctrine of geo

logical uniformity—the docrrino which was

so boldly conceived by Hutton, so eloquently

illustrated by Playfair, and so forcibly taught

by Lyell. But it must be confessed that

strict " uniformitnrinnism " hns been rather

eclipsed of late, and it is therefore refreshing

to find so able an advocate as Prof. Ramsay

stoutly defending itB principles, and doing

battle against the relics of catastrophism.

In the early days of geology, when men

first began seriously to ask how the rocks

had been fashioned, it was perhaps natural

that they should invoke forces of the most

potent kind, and play with the rocks at tho

dictate of their fancy. So long as violent

paroxysms wore recognized as a legitimate

part of geological machinery, there was no

difficulty in heaving up a mountain in one

place and opening a yawning chasm in

another. The early geologists recognized

the play of titanic forces, and looked upon

the earth as plastic in its childhood—

So youthful and so flexile then

Yon moved her at your pleasure.

But does the geologist, after all, know «ny-

thing about the childhood of the world ?

The modern cosmogonist, turning to the

astronomer and physicist, gratefully accepts

the nebular hypothesis, or any other crumb

they may be pleased to bestow. Prof.

Ramsay, however, if we understand his

address aright, would keep geology distinct

from cosmogony. At any rate, he is silent

about the early stages of the earth's history,

and maintains that whatever may have been

the state of the world before authentic geo

logical history began, all the formations

known to geologists are comparatively recent,

and do not exhibit signs of the action of

any powers different from those which are

around us at the present day. Even the

Laurentian rocks are believed to have been

deposited " far from the beginning of recog

nized geological time." Iu fact, if they tire

stratified deposits, they must have been pro

duced by the breaking up of yet earlier

rocks. There is much truth even to-diiy in

what Edward Forbes said many years ago :—

"Geologists and palaeontologists are too apt

to fancy that they have been favoured with ;i
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sight of the world in its swaddling clothes. If

we do not much mistake, the Titans were

mature giants ere they beat out the oldest

stratum on which the geological hammer has

yet rung."

Not pretending, then, to any profound

insight into the opening chapter of the
■world's history, the simple-minded geologist

is content to look at the rocks as he finds

them, and to inquire whether the physical

forces with which he is acquainted are com

petent or not to account for their origin.

Prof. Ramsay tells us that even now there

linger among us the relics of the belief that

the physical powers which produced the

older strata differ from those which are at

fresent in action ; but for his own part he

elieves that there has been no difference

in kind, or even in degree. Marine deposits

have been in course of formation through

out all geological time, and are still being

spread over every suitable part of the ocean

bottom. Metamorphic action, in liko manner,

has been generally active : its effects are

conspicuous among tho Laurentian, Cam

brian, and Silurian strata, to a smaller

degree in the Devonian and Old Red Sand

stone, and, although not known in the

Permians, are frequent again throughout

the Mesozoic series. As to volcanoes, they

have evidently played an important part

in all geological ages, and as a matter of

course were invaluable to the old-fashioned

theatrical geologists in producing their

startling effects. Even sober-minded men

have assumed that the volcanic forces were

formerly at play on a much larger scale, and

that our present volcanoes are but the puny

representatives of their gigantic ancestors.

It is, therefore, important to listen to Prof.

Ramsay when he says:—

"As far as my knowledge extends, at no period

of geological history is there any sign of their

having played a more important part than they

do in the epoch in which we live."

Whether, then, it be in metamorphic action,

in volcanic forces, or in the upheaval' of

mountain chains, the geologist is led to

believe that similar events have been re

peated throughout all known geological

time.

Turning next to an entirely different sub

ject, Prof. Ramsay discussed the occurrence

of deposits of rock-salt and other saline

minerals. These salts are not precipitated

in the open ocean, but are thrown down on

the evaporation of inland salt lakes, like

the Doad Sea or the Great Salt Lake of

Utah. Lukes of this charactor appear

always to have existed in one part of the

world or another, and therefore rock-salt

may be found of almost any geological age.

It is true that in this country our great de

posits of salt occur in rocks of Triassic age ;

but then all the world is not fashioned pre

cisely on the pattern of Great Britain. Thus

in India the great deposits of the Salt

Range are believed to be of Lower Silurian

ago ; in North America there are vast quan-

titios in a division of the Upper Silurians

known as the Salina group ; in Germany it

is found both in the Dyas and in the Trias ;

elsewhere it occurs in Jurassic and Creta

ceous rocks ; while in Poland and in Tran

sylvania its home is in the Tertiaries.

Clearly, then, a recurrrence of salt-forming

conditions may be traced throughout all the

period included in our geological record.

Another suggestive subject is found in

the mode of occurrence of freshwater strata.

It is worth noting that lacustrine deposits

are apt to betray their origin by the ac

cident of colour. The grains of sand or of

mud which have settled at the bottom of the

old lakes are not unfrequently associated

with more or less peroxide of iron, from

which they receive a reddish tint, each grain

being enwrapped in a delicate pellicle of the

oxide. It is hardly reasonable to suppose that

such an action as the precipitation of ferrous

carbonate, and subsequent decomposition of

this salt so as to yield the ferric oxide, can

go on in an open sea, and consequently the

red colour of a rock suggests its lacustrine

origin. As far back as 1830, when most

people looked upon the Old Red Sandstone

as a marine formation, the late Dr. Fleming,

of Edinburgh, suggested that it might be of

freshwater origin. Later on Mr. Godwin-

Austen, from the absence of marine shells

and from the character of the fossil fish,

took the same view of its formation. And

quite independently of either of these autho

rities Prof. Ramsay arrived at a similar

conclusion. Moreover, he has been so bold

as to suggest that even the red and purple

Cambrian strata may, in like manner, have

been deposited in freshwater lakes. It is

easy to follow the changes in physical geo

graphy which would account for the passage

of the marine Silurians into the freshwater

beds of the Old Red Sandstone. A portion

of the Silurian sea might be separated from

the main ocean, and thus become somewhat

like the Caspian and Black Seas of the pre

sent day, which we know to have undergone

great physical changes, the Black Sea having

been at one time united to the Caspian, and

the Caspian to the Aral.

If the Caspian and the great lakes in

the area of inland drainage in Central Asia

were to be freshened by increase of rainfall,

we could trace a passage from imperfectly

marinetoperfectlyfreshwaterconditions, such

as marked the advent of the Old Red Sand

stone epoch. Writing upon this very subject

several years ago, Prof. Ramsay used lan

guage which might be repeated with singular

fitness on this occasion, as bearing imme

diately upon the subject of last Wednesday's

address :—

"Like the recurrent circumstances which

have attended the rise and fall of empires

throughout all historical time, so geological

history has often more or less repeated itself

somewhere or other on the surface of the earth ;

and in this modern phase of Asiatic physical

geography it seems to me that we have, so far as

it has gone, a repetition of events which, with

minor variations, have happened again and

again in old-world geological epochs."

Passing from lacustrine to terrestrial con

ditions, it may be remarked that although

the latter, from their very nature, are but

rarely represented in the geological record,

we may yet repeatedly detect traces of old

land surfaces in the history of tho earth's

strata. The coal measures represent in the

British area a. great terrestrial epoch, but

the conditions for the formation of coal were

not peculiar to tho Carboniferous period. In

other parts of the world there are important

coal-fields differing widely in geological age

from our own deposits. Even in this country

it is possible to point to traces of anthracitic

coal in rocks as old as the Lower Silurian

age : witness the layers of anthracite

occasionally found in the slates of the Isle of

Man and of Dumfriesshire. On the other

hand, we find lignite, or imperfectly formed

coal, abundantly developed in strata of Ter

tiary age. The conditions necessary for

coal production have therefore frequently

recurred in the earth's history, and offer an

apt illustration of Prof. Ramsay's argument.

Even the venerable rocks of Canada, which

belong to the Middle Laurentian series,

contain deposits of graphite or black lead,

which may possibly represent the altered

carbonaceous residuum of vegetable matter.

Erom what has now been said on the

various geological topics touched upon by

Prof. Ramsay, it will be gathered that the

burden of his discourse might be expressed

in the words of the ancient Preacher : " The

thing that hath been, it is that which shall

be ; and there is no new thing under the

sun." So far as we can trace the course of

nature backwards, it has been on the whole

constant and regular, equable and uniform.

Age after age there has been a recurrence

of like conditions, and that which has so

frequently struck the geologist as being

peculiar and exceptional—such as the coal

formation or the glacial epoch—is found, on

wider examination, to be nothing novel, but

merely a repetition of what has occurred in

other areas or at other times in the same

area. Very different is all this from the

rash teaching of those geologists who even

at the present day dogmatize about the

beginning of the earth's history, and the

peculiar characters of this or that geological

period, as though the world had witnessed

a succession of physical scenes, each different

from the rest. It is, of course, not to bo

denied that if we really could penetrate to the

actual beginning of our planet's history and

watch the early stages of its evolution, we

should have to admit a state of things en

tirely different from what is known to the

rational geologist. Then probably we should

find ourselves in the presence of igneous and

other forces, which, if not absolutely different

from what we know, would yet be vastly more

intense in nature and potent in action. But

there is little reason to believe that our dim

gropings into the earth's crust have yet led

us into those very early pages of the record.

At any rate, we are content to listen without

quibble to so distinguished a geologist as

the Director-General of the Geological Sur

vey, who, after having spent a long life in

daily work among the rocks, tells the greatest

scientific assembly in the world that, " from

the Laurentian epoch down to the present

day, all the physical events in the history of

the earth have varied neither in kind nor

in intensity from those which we now ex

perience."

International Law. By William Edward

nail. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

Aif excellent chapter appended to Mr. Hall's

treatise (Appendix I.) discusses the "forma

tion of the conception of international law."

The true mode of forming a clear and sound

conception of its character and foundations

is the historical one, which shows how it

grow up, from what sources it has actually

emanated, what changes it has undergone

and how they have been brought about,

what common rules states observe in their
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dealings with one another, and what diver

sities of principle and practice, on the other

hand, exist. Mr. Hall's historical sketch

in the appendix referred to supplements a

chapter in Sir Henry Maine's 'Ancient Law '

which Mr. Hall's readers would do well to

consult. When the superiority of the Empire,

the arbitrative position of the Papacy, and

feudal relations between the sovereigns of

different states ceased to supply in some

degree the place of an international code,

and when at the same time the higher order

of minds became more alive to the horrors

of warfare, a series of publicists addressed

themselves to the task of supplying the

demand for a body of principles and regula

tions which the rulers of nations would

recognize. Grotius was neither the first nor

the most original of these writers, but he

was the most successful. The foundations

on which he erected his system are now seen

to be in a great measure unstable. It was,

however, fortunate for humanity that their

instability was not seen until his doctrines

had worked themselves into national thought

and international usage. Yet the weight

which his work and those of some of his

immediate successors acquired led later

publicists to mistake their own position and

vastly to overrate their authority. One is

reminded of "the unflagging self-assertion"

by which, as Sir H. Maine observes, the

ancient Brehons of Ireland sought to main

tain their influence, when one listens to the

claims of some modern writers on inter

national law " to defend the weaker states,

to control the spirit of war, and to stay the

arm of the belligerent when it would en

croach upon the liberties of the neutral."

No turgid rhetoric of this kind is found in

Mr. Hall's treatise, nor does he attempt to

deduce binding rules from a fictitious " law

of nature." International law is, accord

ing to his exposition, simply a body of more

or less generally recognized principles and

usages, and its origin and growth are referred

to no higher sources than the character and

moral development of nations, and the con

ditions under which their relations with one

another have been moulded. The defini

tion, however, of international law at the

beginning of Mr. Hall's introductory chap

ter can hardly be called perfectly clear and

appropriate :—

" International law consists in certain rules

of conduct which modern civilized states regard

as being binding on them in their relations with

one another with a force comparable in nature

and degree to that binding the conscientious

person to obey the laws of his country, and

which they also regard as being enforcible by

appropriate means in case of infringement."

Nothing surely is. gained by comparing the

authority of international law in nature and

degree with that of municipal law over the

mind of "the conscientious person"; its

influence is derived chiefly from considera

tions of reciprocity and expediency ; and the

conscience of sovereigns and statesmen is

too variable and uncertain to allow of any

uniform rules. It would have been better

to say, as Mr. Hall actually does a few

pages further on, that " international law

consists simply in those principles and de

finite rules which states agree to regard as

obligatory." We think, too, that the chapter

which stands as "Appendix I." would more

properly have been placed at the beginning

of the book, taking the place of the " Intro

ductory Chapter "; and this is the order in

which students would do well to study it.

The laws of war were made originally by

belligerents, but in modern times the in

terests of neutrals have begun to exercise

a considerable influence. This influence,

however, is, for obvious reasons, operative

chiefly in relation to maritime hostilities, the

sea being a common thoroughfare. We

might expect, therefore, to find the usages

of maritime war milder than those of war

fare by land. A powerful body of writers

and politicians, however, maintain that the

reverse is the case, and that the capture of

private property at sea is without parallel

in injustice and inhumanity. Mr. Hall's

arguments on the other side are forcible, and

will probably elicit a rejoinder from pub-

heists like M. de Laveleye. We shall

content ourselves with giving Mr. Hall's

chief argument on a question which belongs

to international policy, not to international

law, in his own words :—

" It is enough to place the incidents of capture

at sea side by side with the practice to which it

has most analogy, namely, that of levying re

quisitions. By the latter private property is

seized under conditions such that hardship to

individuals—and the hardship is often of the

severest kind—is often inevitable. In a poor

country with difficult communication an army

may so eat up the food as to expose the whole

population of a large district to privations. The

stock of a cloth or leather merchant is seized ;

if he does receive the bare value of his goods

at the end of the war, which is by no means

necessarily the case, he gets no compensation

for interrupted trade and the temporary loss of

his working capital. Or a farmer is taken with

his carts and horses for weeks and months, and

to a distance of a hundred or two hundred miles ;

if he brings back his horses alive, does the right

to ask his own government at some future time

for so much daily hire compensate him for a lost

crop or for the damage done to his farm by the

cessation of labour upon it ? It must be re

membered also that requisitions are enforced by

strong disciplinary measures, the execution of

which may touch the liberty and the lives of the

population, and that in practice those receipts

which are supposed to deprive requisitioning of

the character of appropriation are not seldom

forgotten or withheld. Maritime capture, on

the other hand, in the words of Mr. Dana,

' takes no lives, sheds no blood, imperils no

households, and deals only with the persons and

property voluntarily embarked in the chances of

war for the purpose of gain, and with the pro

tection of insurance.' "

Mr. Hall's exposition of international law

divides itself into three main branches, re

lating to (1) " the law governing states in

their normal relations"; (2) "the law

governing states in the relation of war";

(3) " the law governing states in the relation

of neutrality." Exception may be taken to

a proposition or an argument here and

there, but the treatise as a whole fulfils its

purpose meritoriously. Works on inter

national law are generally received with most

favour when the political horizon is lower

ing and the eagles are gathering together.

Some omens of this kind are not wanting to

further the acceptance of Mr. Hall's book.

Englhh Men of Letters.—Byron. By John

Nichol. (Macmillan & Co.)

This should be a useful book. There are few

more difficult tasks than to unravel the coil

of legend and innuendo which has collected

round the personal life of Byron, nor is it

likely to be performed more admirably than

here. Prof. Nichol has brought to his

labour great research, infinite patience,

absence of prejudice, and a temper that

does not allow itself to be ruffled even by

the missionary of Argostoli or the " Bas-

sarid of Boston." He has retold the fas

cinating and romantic story by the light

of sound common sense, revising the stock

data from such recent biographies as the

memoirs of Lord Melbourne and the valu

able though dull life of Dr. Hodgson. It is,

indeed, the last-mentioned friend who has

supplied our author with the watchword of

his essay ; throughout the pages of Prof.

Nichol's life of the poet we seem to be for

ever reminded of Hodgson's beautiful and

charitable note to one of Byron's fanfaron

ades, ' 1 The poor dear soul meant nothing

of all this." This is undoubtedly the key to

much of the worst Byronic scandal, a sin

gular affectation of viciousness and a no

less singular incontinence of fancy, neither

of which, unhappily, is incompatible with

brilliant powers, but which are, fortunately,

rarely united with genius so splendid as

Byron's. There is no doubt that the com

paratively merciful verdict which Prof.

Nichol passes upon the successive dark

points in the poet's life is in the main not

merely judicious, but strictly accurate. He

passes, however, too lightly over the worst

degradation in Byron's career, the truly

appalling life- he was leading at Venice in

1819, about which there is the most con

clusive testimony from Shelley, who was

neither timid nor pharisaical. Still, though

the worst be imagined, it must now be

generally conceded by all fair-minded

persons that the dissipations of Byron's life

should be looked upon as private and even

venial faults, infinitely outweighed by his

generous energy, by his love of liberty and

elevated thought, and by the unselfish

heroism of his death. Had he been spared

for five years to rule the Greeks and dis

play his unrivalled qualities as a master of

men, all Europe would have been at his feet,

and we should have heard as little of his sins

as we do of the far more execrable offences

of Napoleon. We note as a sign of Prof.

Nichol's tact that his references to Mr.

Trelawny's ' Reminiscences ' are made to

the first edition of that work, published in

1858, and not to the later issue. Another

point on which Prof. Nichol shows acuteness

is in perceiving that Leigh Hunt observed

Byron's character with more penetration

than Moore, though affection helped the por

traiture in the one case, and hatred warped

it in the other. It is almost inevitable that

a biographer approaching Leigh Hunt from

the side of Byron should conceive anger and

scorn of a character that from that point of

view, at least, does present nothing that is

lovely. Prof. Nichol, who can be tolerant

of Southey, has perhaps scarcely due

patience with Leigh Hunt, who was by tem

perament less fitted to deal with the fiery

energy of Byron than with the vices or

virtues of any other human being. On the

whole, however, judging this book by the

standard of Mr. John Morley's original

announcement, it is decidedly one of the

most valuable and careful of the whole

series.
The critical portion is not quite so much
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to our taste ae the biographical. It is written

with good sense, but with a reservo that is

sometimes almost excessive. Prof. Nichol

seems occasionally so afraid of falling into

enthusiasm as to deny to Byron a place

among great poets. At the same time he

prefers to him no one since Milton, and this

process of weeding seems at last to bring

the reader into the state of mind of the old

Calvinistic lady who was " na so sure o'

Jock." We feel inclined to turn from praise

so judicious, but so cold, to the magnificent

periods of Mr. Swinburne's first great essay

—an essay which, apart from the truth of

its analysis and the force of its penetration,

struck many readers at the time as a new

starting-point in criticism, a suggestion that

light, and fire, not darkness and frost, were

the elements most proper for a critic to

clothe himself in before proceeding to cut

up a great dead poet. Prof. Nichol passes

the metrical ' Tales ' in review with a few

excellent words for each, but he says

or next to nothing, about the senti-

and humorous lyrics written at the

What he does say seems to be

little to the point. It is true only in a

limited degree and of certain examples

that Byron's lyrics "sometimes open well,

but cannot sustain themselves like true

song-birds, and fall to the ground like spent

rockets."' From this startling condemnation

he exempts five or six, among which he does

not include "Huzza! Hodgson, we are

going," " Through cloudless skies, in

silvery sheen," "There's not a joy the

world can give," " So, we '11 go no more a-

roving," or " Ye isles of Greece," five lyrics

which display an absolute mastership of five

different branches of lyric art, and which

should make a critic cautious about denying

Byron's power of song, though it was a

power which he did not always choose to

exercise. Mr. Swinburne has come much

closer to the heart of the matter :—

" One native and incurable defect grew up

and strengthened side by side with his noblest

qualities : a feeble and faulty sense of metre.

No poet of aqtial or inferior rank ever had so

bad an ear. His smoother cadences are often

vulgar and facile ; his fresher notes are often

incomplete and inharmonious. His verse

stumbles and jingles, stammers and halts, where

there iB most need for a swift and even pace of

musical sound. The rough, sonorous changes

of the songs in the ' Deformed Transformed '

rise far higher in harmony and strike far deeper

into the memory than the lax, easy lines in

which he first indulged ; but they slip too

readily into notes as rude and weak as the

rhymeless, tuneless verse in which they are so

loot-ely set, as in a cheap and casual frame. The

maini.icent lyric measures of ' Heaven and

Earth ' are defaced by the coarso obtrusion of

short lines with jagged edges."

All this admits of no reply, yet we are

left by it far from Prof. Nichol's position.

Byron's ear was faulty, but it was not

absent, or he would not be a poet at all.

He was distinctly a great lyrist, but not

one of those poets whose music we can

trust on all occasions, like Shelley. Of

the truth and harmony of Shelley's verse

we are always sure ; when his inspiration

quits him, as it must quit every poet some

times, we feel it in the haziness or poorness

of his thought ; but the peculiarity of Byron

was that he showed that he was mortal first

of all in the technical part of his poetry.

Nor had this anything specially to do with

his power as a lyrist ; it is even more marked

in his sudden lapses into lame and broken

blank verse. In the most elevated and

inspired of his dramas, 'Cain,' we come

upon such lines as these on almost every

To look the Omnipotent tyrant in

His everlasting face, and tell him that

His evil is not good;

and, more execrable still,

My Adah, my

Chun and beloved,—

errors which a schoolboy scarcely commits

in his first copy of verses.

In treating of 'Don Juan,' Prof. Nichol

has rightly given that astounding poem its

place at the summit of Byron's attainment,

but when he comes to speak of the metro

in which it is written, he passes Prere by

with the single remark, "Byron's choice of

this measure may have been suggested by

Whistleeraft," while he does not even men

tion 'Anster Fair.' Yet as early as 1812

William Tennant, a Fifeshire poet to whose

extraordinary talent justice has never been

done, published his mock-heroic poem of

that name, composed in a measure which

woidd be pure ottava rirna if the last line

were not an Alexandrine. The following

specimen will show how near Tennant

comes to Byron's manner:—

I wish I had a cottage snug and neat

Upon the top of many-fountained We,

That I might thence, in holy fervour, greet

The bright-gownedMorningtrippii gupherside,

And when the low Sun's glory-buskined feet

Walk on the blue wave of the yEgean tide, '

Oh ! I would kneel me down, and worship there

The God who garnished out a world so bright and

fair.

This was published just before Byron awoke

to find himself famous as the author of the

opening cantos of ' Childe Harold.' Prof.

Nichol coincides with the view which we

have ourselves enlarged upon in these

columns, that the ottara rima stanza is a

dance closing with a "breakdown." In

summing up early impressions for and

against 'Don Juan,' we think that he should

not have omitted to note that Keats turned

from it, sickened, we are told, by its

cynicism. This want of appreciation balances

to some extent Byron's genuine contempt

for Keats's early work. These two great

poets were scarcely formed to do justice to

each other.

But this is carping for carping's sake.

When a book is so good as Prof. Nichol's

there is little to be said about it, except to

recommend it as widely as may be. We

have noted two insignificant errors. It was,

of course, not any Mrs. Gray, but Gray the

poet, writing to the Rev. Norton Nicholls,

who said, " We can only have one mother."

Dr. Georg Brandes, the eminent Danish

critic, is not " Professor " Brandes simply

because clerical obstruction has withheld

from him that chair of Literature at the

University of Copenhagen which has been

vacant ever since Hauth died in 1870, no

other candidate venturing to come forward

while so prominent a man is in the field.

The deadlock is absurd, and little credit

able to the good sense of the D;

Opuscules et Traites d'Abou'l-Walid Merwan

ibn Ljanah de Cordoue. Texte Arabe, avec

une Traduction Franchise. Par Joseph

et Hartwig Derenbourg. (Paris, Im-

primerie Nationale.)

Dueing nearly three centuries Hebrew gram

marians and exegetes were working on a false

and delusive system. The study of Hebrew

grammar proper (for, as has already been

said in the Athmaum in a notice of Dr. Ber

liner's essay on grammar in the Talmud, the

Talmudical schools did not then cultivate

Hebrew grammar in the true sense), it is

now generally admitted, sprang up when

the Karaites revolted against the authority

of the Talmudists, at the end of the seventh

or the beginning of the eighth century, and

tried to explain the text of the Pentateuch

literally, rejecting the forced interpretation

of the Talmudical schools. It is, indeed,

difficult to explain how it came about that

men of the tenth century, like the famous

E. Saadyah Gaon, the Eabbanite, and his con

temporary David ben Abraham, the Karaite,

who wrote extensive commentaries on the

Bible and voluminous dictionaries in Arabic,

should have overlooked the system of tri-

literal roots, at that time already fully

developed by Arabic grammarians and

adopted in all the Mussulman schools, and

should have based their grammar on roots

of one or two letters. It cannot be said

that these authors and their immediate

successors refused to accept the S3'stem of

the Arabs out of mere obstinacy, because

it came from a foreign source, since they

adopted the grammatical terms of that

school. Anyhow, it is a. fact that E. Saad

yah, David ben Abraham, E. Hayya Gaon,

not to speak of minor authors, both Rab-

banites and Karaites, in the East, as well

as Menahem ben Saruk and Dunash ben

Labrat and their pupils in Morocco and

Spain, still clung to roots of one and two

letters.

It was only towards the end of the tenth

century that, as later grammarians express

themselvos, "God raised the spirit" of Judah

ben David (Abu Zekaryah Yahya) Hay-

yudj of Fez, who wrote for the first time

treatises in Arabic in which he introduced

the triliteral system for all Hebrew words.

These were afterwards made accessible to

the Jews at large by the Hebrew translations

of Abraham ibn Ezra, which have been

edited by Ewald and Dukes, and of

Moses ibn Jikalia, published some years

ago by the Eev. J. W. Nutt. The original

Arabic texts, however, which are to be

found in the rich Bodleian Library, lie

still in manuscript. Judah of Fez was soon

followed by men of eminence in Spain, and

more especially by the famous E. Jonah

(Abu-l-Walid) ibn Janah of Cordova, who

at first commented upon him and rectified

many errors (for it is obvious that the

author of a new system cannot be right

everywhere), completing also gaps left in

E. Judah's treatises. E. Jonah, as may be

seen from his grammar and his dictionary,

which he composed after commenting on

E. Judah's treatises, was a sound com

parative Semitic philologist (useful even in

our advanced time for this study), kept aloof

from the Agadic interpretation of the Tal

mudical school, and was, above all, a first-

rate Arabic scholar. He is, it is true,
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but just in his criticisms upon R. Judah of

Fez ; he always keeps within the limits

of politeness, and he shows everywhere his

veneration for his master.

One of R. Judah's admirers, Samuel the

Prince (han-Nagid), minister of the Caliph

Abdrahman HI. and his successors at Cor

dova, was greatly irritated by R. Jonah's

criticisms, and pronounced publicly against

him in letters addressed to friends. Some

of these have been discovered lately in the

Imperial Library of St. Petersburg, and

from them we see that the eminent minister

speaks of the great grammarian of Cordova

in rather arrogant language. Samuel was,

no doubt, a man of talent, as is shown

by the remains of his poems published

lately by Dr. Harkavy from a unique MS.

in the Library of St. Petersburg, but he was

not much of a grammarian, to judge from

the extracts which are quoted in his name

and which are put together in the preface to

the present volume. To Samuel's letters R.

Jonah answered by others addressed to his

friends, in one of which he lost his temper

and employed strong invective against his

antagonist. Of this letter, which might

have thrown much light on some historical

persons of the time, only four pages have

been discovered at St. Petersburg up to the

present time. MM. Derenbourg in the pre

sent volume have published R. Jonah's

comments and letters in Arabic from the

unique Bodleian MS., together with one

of Samuel's letters and the fragment of

R. Jonah's answer in Arabic from MSS. in

the St. Petersburg Library, with a French

translation and copious notes. It would be

superfluous to say that the edition of the

text as well as the translation is as correct

as possible, the editors being well known as

first-rate Arabic scholars. In the introduc

tion, which covers no less than 124 pages,

M. Joseph Derenbourg (for, to judge from

his previous essays and articles on Hebrew

grammar and literature, we must attribute

this to him) gives the whole history of the

grammatical schools in Spain in the tenth

century and the first half of the eleventh, for

which inedited documents abound, many

to be found in the Library of St. Peters

burg, but more in the Bodleian. Not only

will the reader find in these pages new

material for the Jewish history of the time,

but also many original remarks on Hebrew

grammar, which may be recommended to

the notice of modern writers on the subject.

The alphabetical tables of the roots and the

Biblical passages explained by Abu-l-"Walld

in his opuscula will much facilitate the use

of this elaborate volume. We miss with

regret an index to the extensive preface

as well as another of the authors mentioned

by Abu-l-Walid in his opuscula.

R. Jonah's works were translated into

Hebrew by various authors, but they lost

their popularity through later compilations

by the Kimhis and others. In fact, but

few bbraries possess MSS. of R. Jonah's

grammatical and lexicographical writings.

They are, however, not yet antiquated ;

modern scholars quote them often. The

Bodleian is, perhaps, the only library which

possesses MSS. of all his works with the

exception of his letter against Samuel. The

dictionary published lately by the Delegates

of the Clarendon Press and the present

volume of opuscula are edited from Bodleian

MSS. The grammar alone remains un

published in its original language. Let us

hope that the University of Oxford may use

their splendid press for the publication of

the treasures heaped up in the Bodleian

Library, and not rely upon the National

Printing Office at Paris or the presses of

Germany for making known their MSS. in

various languages, and more especially those

which relate to Biblical studies. There is

now a nucleus of Semitic scholars at Oxford,

and all that they want is encouragement and

facilities for publishing the results of the

labour which they undertake for the love of

knowledge alone.

Notee on Game and Game Shooting. By J. J.

Manley, M.A. (' The Bazaar ' Office.)

Tins volume appears appropriately at the

beginning of the shooting season. It dis

courses pleasantly of hares and rabbits,

of game birds proper, of quails, snipe, and

woodcock. Although rooks are admitted to

the honour of a chapter, deer are wholly

omitted, and the author apologizes for giving

no notes on wild-fowl shooting on the ground

that the subject is far too wide to be included

in a volume like the present. In this we en-

tirelyconcur, and takeuponourselvesto assure

him that if at some future time he writes on

wild-fowl shooting in the tone and with the

good sense which mark these essays, his

notes will be generally acceptable. Few

books, indeed, are more grateful to the

country dwellers who are fond of natural

history as well as of capturing game than

those which give accounts of their favourite

quarry, together with practical remarks on

the mode of catching or shooting it. Such

volumes, if written in a genuine, unaffected

style , are indeed treasures during wet weather

in the country, and, besides delighting pater

familias, hand on to his sons those tra

ditions of fair sport, hard work, and skill,

together with abhorrenoe of inhumanity and

cruelty, which have produced so many fine

riders and excellent shots. Whatever favours

open - air exercise and manly sport is a

direct gain to the vigour of the race ;

and we dissent altogether from those who

deem the slaughter of the greatest number of

birds and beasts the surest criterion of sport.

A ramble with a spaniel or old setter over

a wild country in autumn, obtaining here, it

may be, a partridge or two, there a rabbit,

and adding a snipe or wild duck every now

and then to a modest bag, is infinitely

more enjoyable than shooting hecatombs of

terrified pigeons at Hurlingham or blazing

away with two or three guns at pheasants

from some "warm corner" in October.

Luckily Mr. Manley is much of our mind,

although he has a slight hankering for

battue shooting, upon the curious plea that

"if there were no battue shooting there

would be little or no pheasant breeding,"

forgetting that it is the crowding of numbers

of these semi-domesticated pheasants in

coverts which leads to the worst poaching

affrays. If pheasants were suffered to breed

in safety on wild ground and in plantations

within reasonable limits, which should

satisfy true sportsmen as distinguished from

mere shooting machines, the greatest temp

tations to poaching woidd bo removed.

Hodge would not care to meet his city

friends by the snug fireside of the Black

Bull, in order to arrango a nocturnal plan

of plundering the preserves, unless the

abnormal tastes of his squire for shooting

more pheasants on a given afternoon than

could any other gentleman in the county

invited the venture.

Mr. Manley has an apposite anecdote or

good story for every bird that falls, some

pleasant recollection for every weary tramp

on stubble or heather, a caution or hint

which is ever in season. That man must be

both a good naturalist and a good sportsman

who learnsnothing from his pages; and it may

be added as a great commendation that, un

like some sporting books, his chapters are not

cumberedwith perpetual details of eating and

drinking and smoking. Not that the writer

cannot enjoy a good dinner after his day's

sport ; and, in the spirit of Izaak Walton,

having taught how to take our game, he is

careful also to tell how to cook it. When

he avows his liking, however, for a hot

luncheon while partridge shooting, and con

trasts the delights of "hot soups, stews,

hashes, or pies and hot potatoes—they will

keep hot four hours wrapped in flannel "—

with " a hasty snatch of bread-and-cheese

under a hedge," most sportsmen will dis

agree with him. A cold lunch need not

necessarily be so bare a scramble as his

alternative implies. It is amusing to find

the author in one chapter deploring the

indiscriminate slaughter of hares through

out the year, and insisting on the necessity

of a close time being provided in England

as in Ireland if the hare is to be saved

from extermination ; while in the next he

enlarges on the enormity of the Government

Hares and Rabbits Bill, and prophesies that

if carried in its original form it will cause

more ill feeling than all the present game

laws. Such contradictions, however, are not

unusual in osaa3's contributed, as were these,

to the pages of a newspaper.

Desultory as they seem, there is a certain

order in these chapters. They commence

with a few words on the etymology of the

bird or animal treated ; then follows its

natural history, with poetical and other allu

sions ; the mode of shooting and pursuing it

comes next, together with practical remarks

drawn from the author's experience ; and

these are the most original and useful parts

of tho book. Finally, the creature's " gas

tronomic merits " are discussed. Tbe ety

mologies are clearly out of place in such

slight essays as these, and to run through

the gamut of Hesychius, Suetonius, Pillon,

Schrevelius, aard even Sanscrit vocables,

before reaching the directions how to rear,

pursue, and shoot hares or partridges, is

much like having to see them skinned,

plucked, drawn, basted, larded, and the rest

of it before being allowed to eat them for

dinner. These disquisitions on the deri

vation of our game birds' nomenclature are

at once too slight to be of real use to the

philologist and too ponderous to tempt

the casual reader. Like poachers, Mr.

Manley's natural enemies, they are per

petually laying snares all round his domain.

Thus the derivation of the word "partridge"

tempts him into an unsavoury joke which

ought to be omitted in a future edition,

while the misprints which proceed from

rashly meddling with "a little learning"

constitute the blemishes of tho book. Tem-

minck is transformed into " Temminell " in
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one page, in another our old friend Mark-

wick poses as "Marwick." The Greek

word, again, which lies at the root of the

Scolopacidre does not " signify a long

pointed state," but "stake"; and the re

ference to " Cas. i. 50 " for lepus in the sense

of " darling " will puzzle the best of scholars

until some little research shows it should be

" Plautus, Casina i. 50." The meekest of

readers, too, will resent the repetition of

a cluster of poetical quotations within fifty

pages. It is a pity that Mr. Manley should

give way to this inflated style, for he can

write fairly well when he chooses. Thus

mauy besides sportsmen will sympathize with

the following passage on the pheasant :—

" The nest of the parent bird had been com

menced when the bleak March winds were

whistling through the nearly naked boughs, and

January snows yet lay in white patches between

the spreading roots of the gnarled oaks and

towering elms, and in many a nook and hollow

of the wide woodland. When the primrose

buds were just beginning to show themselves,

and a faint odour, Cke a promise and foretaste

of delicious things to come, was wafted from the

mossy violet beds ; when all nature was listen

ing for the first cry of the cuckoo to tell that

spring was really come ; when now and then a

solitary songster sent forth an interrupted

strain in preparation for the vernal chorus,—

then it was that the short husky crow of the

cock pheasant was heard in the woods, telling of

love and rivalry ; then the little brown hen

fluttered and plumed her sober-coloured wings,

and began to bestir herself and prepare for the

maternal duties which she knew must ere long

devolve upon her, and her alone, for her liege

lord, to whose presence she was now invited,

will take no share in them."

The hints for shooting different game

birds are remarkable for good sense. This

is the very book which a tyro should

peruse before sallying forth with a breech

loader to terrify his comrades by its contents

being sent here, there, and everywhere,

amongst and around them. And if a host

with the directions here given cannot manage

to display the generalship necessary for

arranging a successful raid on partridges

with the kite when constant shooting has

made them suspicious and wild, it is cer

tainly not Mr. Manley's fault. These

sketches are a useful addition to the

country house library. The author rambles,

gun in hand, over ground which few have

regularly invaded with literary intent since

the days of Hawker. It should be added

that Mr. Temple's illustrations are mostly

characteristic, and one or two are excellent.

Selections from the Attic Orators: Antiphon,

Andokides, Lysias, Isokrates, Isaeos. Edited

with Notes by E. C. Jebb, M.A., LL.D.

(Macmillan & Co.)

This luxurious volume may be considered

under at least two aspects. In its avowed

capacity of a companion volume to Prof.

Jebb's history of the development of Attic

prose it exhibits exact conformity with the

eternal fitness of things. Again, viewed, as

it is sure to be, as an anthology of Attic

prose from Thucydides to Demosthenes, it

cannot entirely escape the condemnation

meted out to all fragmentary editions.

From this aspect of the book Dr. Jebb's

admirers will turn with hope to the hypo

thesis that it is a harbinger of a new

English edition of the Attic orators from

the hand that has given the highest gua

rantees of competence to execute success

fully that arduous task. The design of

the work is to "give a series of the

most characteristic and interesting pas

sages from these orators," choosing these

passages so as to give unity to the series by

interpreting "as completely as possible the

part of each author in the general evolution

of Attic prose style," and at the same time

taking "care that these passages should

also possess intrinsic interest as illustrations

of Greek thought, politics, or manners."

Thus the critic is directly challenged to

pronounce judgment on the ' Selections ' qu&

selections. He is told "it has cost some

time and labour." This statement will

admit of easy credence, and we can in turn

assure Prof. Jebb that it would be difficult

to find fault with the choice of pieces and

extracts. We are very glad to see the

extant portion of Lysias's ' Olympiacus '

and Isocrates' ' Against the Sophists ' given

in entirety, the passage from Lysias's

' Against Theomnestus ' giving examples of

old Attic words which had become obsolete,

and the best part of Isseus's ' On the Estate

of Ciron.' It is natural that Isocrates

should take the lion's share of the space,

alike on account of the varied nature of his

extant works and of the historic interest

of some of them. Leaving the question

of literary judgment, further pursuit of

which would lead over old ground, we come

to the philological aspect of the volume.

Few remarks are needed on the general

style of an editor so well known and

approved as Prof. Jebb ; but we may ven

ture to express the opinion that he shows

signs of increased experience as a teacher

and of unceasing progress in maturity of

scholarship. He has manfully withstood

frequent temptations to tamper with the

recorded text, and is careful to exhaust

all the resources of interpretation before

venturing upon alteration : e.g., he retains

dvSpbs reOvturros Kal lKf3akX.op.fVov, Antiphon,

' On the Murder of Herodes,' § 28, " when

a man had been killed, and was being

thrown overboard," while Blass would either

omit Kal or insert tvridepevov before it.

Again, in ' Tetralogia,' Y. a. § 2, it is pro

posed in a note to keep the reading of the

Oxford MS. N., ooris ovv tovtidv virb tov

6eov d£iii>0evTOS [other MSS. d£«u0els] tov

jilov rjpMV dvoptos riva dtroKTelvfL, k.t.A.,—

' ' our fife having been graced with these gifts

by the god, ' '—while Blass, less happily, alters

TOVTUV to T<3f, -OeVTOS (OT -0£ts) to -8(VT(OV,

after Sauppe. It is a pity to have given

the altered version in the text. We may

here observe that it is needlessly modest for

an editor to make a rule of never intro

ducing any conjecture of his own into the

text, especially if he admits superfluous

interpolations by other editors. Fortunately

modern restorations have their sometimes

baneful effect circumscribed here by con

spicuous brackets. In Lysias's 'Against

Theomnestus,' § 12, we venture to defend

the text, which is marked as unsound,

ovkovv aroTrov dv til) tov So^ovra KTtivai </>ao--

kojto* dvSpoipovov tivai, oti 6 Skukoiv, <os

tKTtivt, tov (pevyovra* 8ia>/tocraTo. Prof. Jebb

says after So^avra KTtivai some word is lost

equivalent to dirokoyturOai or diro<f>tvytiv,

and would more tov cptvyovra into the place

of the tov before oo£avra. We think that

8i6p.vixrdai is understood by anticipation of

Sibi/ioo-aTo, and that we have hero a relic

of native roughness which has escaped the

sacrilegious file and cement of grammarians

and scribes.

There is abundant evidence that Prof.

Jebb's respect for the records is not due

to lack of critical power, but to a sober,

sensible estimate of the proper functions

of an editor. Nothing can be simpler and

brighter than his correction of avrwv to-

drvx^v, Lysias's ' Olympiacus,' § 4, <£iAo-

vtiKtiv /lev vniv tv irpaTTOvrtav, yvQvai St ra

fikkrio-Ta t£>v *a\>To>v*. We must take some

credit to ourselves for the improvement in

the explanation of the involved passage from

Andocides' ' On the Mysteries,' § 57, el piv

yap TjV Svotv to trtpov tXecrdai, k.t.A., as to

which we dissented from Prof. Jebb in our

review of his 'Attic Orators.' Perhaps

with a view to schoolboys there should be

a note on toiovtos tov, p. 1, § 1, as ttoXv-

Trpdypuiv Kal <f>i\.6vtiKos is not directly ex

pressed in the preceding clause. On p. 13,

| 28, to support ti atpa, Soph. 'Ai.,' 468,

Kal Sptiv ti xp-qo-Tov, is quoted ; but surely

Xprjcrrbv is an explanatory addition to the

phrase &ptav ti. Is not «ts ttjs Nrjdvp.vaia'i ti

X<Dpiov, p. 10, § 21, more to the point?

There is room for question whether Spd-

o-avres tl Kal KivSvvtvcrai, Thuc. I. 20, and

the passage quoted from Shilleto's note are

quite d propos to xprj yap dvapvrjo-dtvre's to.

ytytvr)piva KaAws (3ov\tvo-atrdai, p. 31, § 29,

for here the idea of the verb is not, as in

the other cases, objectionable. Surely the

use of the participle is gerundive. A cross

reference is wanted to § 34, to which this

note applies far better. The hopelessness

of perfect accuracy in revision is well illus

trated by the date, 370 b.c, given to Iso

crates' 'Encomium on Helen,' most pro

bably a misreading of Prof. Jebb's own

"379," as he gives the limits 380 B.C. and

376 b.c. This mistake is repeated four

times in all by Prof. Jebb. Far more

interesting than these minutia is the his

torical point involved in the discussion of

Andocides' ' On the Peace with Lacedsemon,'

§ 31. Prof. Jebb thinks that the orator

made the aid given by Athens to Argos

come after the Sicilian war. What he does

say with a view to his rhetorical arrange

ment is that the choice of Egestseans in

stead of Syracusans as allies came before

the persuasion of the Athenians by the

Argives. He speaks of an embassy from

Syracuse (or perhaps overtures of a private

nature to leading politicians). The rejec

tion of the Syracusan advances might well

be regarded as the choice which involved

the subsequent alliance with Egesta. We

have then a record of an historical event

not, we believe, elsewhere recorded. The

Syracusan offers of alliance were probably

made about 424 b.c. The combination against

Athens under Hermogenes would naturally

follow the failure of the attempt to secure

amity with Athens. With regard to the fol

lowing phrase applied to the Athenians, irpi-

dptvoi St irapa. KaKtZaipovitav prj Sovvai SUrjv,

for forming the confederacy of Delos and

building the city walls (p. 34, § 38), Ando

cides' statement is scarcely " baseless and

absurd." We hold it to bo very probable

that the affair of Themistocles' embassy

did not terminate without some conciliatory
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<lisbursement to the overreached Lace

daemonians. It is extremely unlikely the

orator -would have dared to invent so un

palatable a charge. A time before the

reduction of Naxos seems to be referred to,

not "the thirty j-ears' truce between Athens

and Sparta (445 b.c.)."

In setting before us valuable illustra

tions of Attic oratory and Athenian life, as

bas been his avowed object, Prof. Jebb has

proved eminently successful. The number

and length of the notes evince liberality

•tempered by judgment. The position and

context of the extracts are indicated by short

introductions. There are brief essays on the

style of each orator. Special attention ought

to be called to the fact that Prof. Jebb has

bad the laudable patience to compile his in

dexes himself. Pleased as scholars will be

to note the respectful tone in which Prof.

Jebb speaks of their old friend Dobson,

they will certainly hope that he contem

plates superseding him. The more recent

German editors have left much to be done

in a new edition of the Attic orators, and

somewhat besides to be undone.

NOVELS OF THE WEEK.

White Wings. By William Black. 3 vols.

(Macmillan & Co.)

Wait a Year. By Harriette Bowra. 3 vols.

(Sampson Low & Co.)

My Boys. By Scriba. (Remington & Co.)

In 'White Wings' Mr. Black takes his

readers once again to the familiar shores

and seas of the west coast of Scotland. Is

it necessary to say more ? Here Mr. Black

is at his best, and to any one who knows

the places it is always a pleasure to have

them recalled by bis vivid description. But

how does all this strike those readers who

bave never seen the west coast of Scotland ?

Surely to them there must be a good deal

of sameness in the glories of Canna and

Haskeval and Loch Hourn, and how can it

make any difference to them whether the

yacht drops her anchor at Crinan or Tober

mory or Stornoway? Still, Mr. Black's own

debght in yachting and his love for the

West Highland seas and coast seem so

genuine and so thoroughly animate his

writing that they may well be imagined to

carry along even the reader who hates the

sea and to whom Oban is unknown. Others

may truly admit that the next best thing to

being among the Western Islands, though

doubtless there is a great interval, is read

ing Mr. Black's new yachting romance.

But then it would hardly be treating Mr.

Black with the respect which is his due

to say nothing about the higher qualities

required in a novel, the construction and

characters. His collection of puppets, to

use Thackeray's word, does not often receive

new members. There is still the writer

who is perennially arch, and lives in pre

tended dread of Queen Titania and her

imperious ways. In 1 White Wings ' her

particular epithet is " midge-like," and she

is generally called " our Admiral-in-Chief."

Then, of course, there is the girl whom Mr.

Black has often drawn, and a charming

picture she always is—the " good gay girl,"

as Mr. Browning called such another, with

the spirit and courage of a dozen men, who

goes about singing odd snatches of all sorts

of songs, and bas perhaps too great a ten

dency to be caught with a tear glistening in

her eye. Then there is another character

who is nearly always, if not without ex

ception, to be found in Mr. Black's book—

the character who must be called, for want

of a better word, the bore. He is the person

into whose mouth are put all those odds and

ends of miscellaneous knowledge which Mr.

Black possesses, both of an experimental

and speculative kind, and upon whom is

thrown the burden of the set jokes. These,

indeed, are sometimes very good, and one at

least in these volumes has local colour about

it, for it certainly may be heard any day

passing about on board the Highland

steamers. The bore in ' White Wings ' is

distributed between a Scotch laird, who acts

the part of Providence at the proper moment,

and the jeune premier, who is a young Scotch

doctor with a European reputation. Natu

rally the learning is put into his mouth, but

the jokes are given some to him and some to

the laird, the most pointless being, of course,

assigned to the latter. The story, it must

be confessed, has no great interest, and, like

the breezes to which yachtsmen are well

accustomed, it is hardly strong enough to

carry the reader on to the end of the voyage,

sinking as it does almost to a dead calm in

the middle of the last volume.

So far as the incidents in Miss Bowra's

novel justify a moral conclusion, it would

seem to be that a year's probation is highly

desirable inmatrimonial engagements. It was

most fortunate for the good clergyman, Mr.

Warren Sinclair, that the fashionable beauty,

Helen Lestocq, gave him time for reflection,

as the same period afforded him excellent

reason for getting handsomely rid of her,

and for making the acquaintance of the

virtuous heroine. He is all the more dis

posed to recognize the moral beauty of

Mona's character that a terrible accident

in the Alps, in which bis life is barely

preserved, has given rise to serious reflec

tions. This episode is well described, and,

indeed, the story on the whole is by no

means badly written, though the weakness

of most of the characters is suggestive of

making bricks without straw. Some power

there is in the portrait of Mona's father,

and the last days of parent and child to

gether are pathetically dealt with ; Mrs.

Moreton, too, and Graves the churchwarden

are fine examples of different types of vul

garity, while Oapt. Orde has some character,

though he is a very sketchy figure ; but, on

the whole, the dramatis persona, though not

ill conceived, soem ill finished, and do not

interest us much. The story does not hang,

however, and is sufficiently well told. Per

haps the too hesitating hero and his un-

amiable fiancee prevent our interest from

being commensurate to the amount of skill

displayed ; while the incident of Edward

Moreton's wrong-doing is too painful to be

artistic in a book of this sort.

Scriba is a fairly animated story-teller of

an unambitious sort. She " runs on " about

her boys quite in the fashion of a notable

second-rate sort of maiden aunt. Such

phrases as "don't trouble" for "don't

trouble yourself," " by then it was time for

her to go," "either one of" a multitude,

sufficiently indicate the status of Miss

Patience Home. The story she tells of the

nephews whom she educates hinges upon

an audacious case of personation by a young

lady, whose stratagem is obvious from the

first to the meanest capacity. Ada Blair

escapes better than she deserves when her

trick is discovered, and marries one of the

boys. There is an unpleasant flavour of

"the deceased husband's brother" question

banging about the book, but the author

disclaims any polemical intention.

HISTORICAL AND ANTIQUARIAN PUBLICATIONS.

History of the Parish and Burgh of Laurence

kirk. By the Rev. W. R. Fraser. (Blackwood

& Sons.)—To not a few, we daresay, even in

these days of School Boards, the following story

would not be altogether inappropriate : "Many

years ago an Aberdonian in India met an Eng

lishman, who asked him if Aberdeen was in

Scotland. Being informed that it was, he re-

i'oined, ' Oh, you come from Scotland ; do you

now a Mr. Laurence Kirk who makes snuff-

boxes?'" Although it was hard to discern the

necessity of a book of almost four hundred

pages being devoted to such a limited area,

still we were inclined to be hopeful when we

read in Mr. Fraser's preface the sensible remark

that, "if fairly executed, these local expositions

contribute to accuracy in that wider field of

history, a knowledge of which is universally

reganled as one of the elements of intellectual

culture." The work is divided into six parts:

(1) the parish and its landowners ; (2) history of

the burgh ; (3) noteworthy families and parish

ioners ; (4) church and school ; (5) distinguished

men ; (6) miscellaneous. Mr. Fraser, evidently

possessing little idea of what was needed if he

desired to fulfil his promise of furnishing fresh

local information and promoting accuracy in the

" wider field of history," appears to have dis

pensed with original research, and accordingly

provides in the preface a list of writers to

whom his information is due. Douglas's ' Peer

age ' and a number of subordinate "authorities"

are lumped together, and by picking isolated

facts from them regarding the parish and persons

connected with it he has written a history of

Conveth or early Laurencekirk. He might at

least have taken pains to consult the cartularies

of Arbroath and Brechin, both of which have

been printed by the Bannatyne Club. Four of

the leading families are the Keiths, Berkeleys

or Barclays, Falconers, and Middletons. The

compiler commences his account of the first

with the legend of the Catti, which ascribes to

that "valiant tribe of the Germans" the

origin of the names Caithness and Keith ;

and he has obviously never heard of the

seven ancient divisions of Pictland, which,

according to the legend of the Pictish Chro

nicle, derived their names from the seven

children of Cruithne. Of a piece with this is

his statement that Mearns is said to denote

" little hills." He also Bays that Burnton

is Burnt-town, not the Burn-town of "what

may be called genteel conversation," because

the forms Brunstoun and Brynttown occur

in early charters, as if that circumstance did

not rather point to an origin in some person

of the name of Brun or Brown. In a para

graph of equal naivete on the origin of the

name Scotstown we are reminded that " the

Scots were originally from Ireland," but the

author does not appear to know that the

family of Allardice, of which he also writes,

originally bore the name of Scott. In a

quotation from a charter granted in the reign

of William the Lion, or perhaps from some

body's translation of the charter, in the register

of Arbroath, "fen" appears as the equivalent

of " feudum," and the translation of the three

lines given is ambiguous enough to be called

inaccurate. This charter—where the name of

Walter Scott (of Allardice) appears—is otherwise

of considerable importance, because of the pe

rambulation and assize recorded in it, and because

of the names (e.g., Dufscolok de Fetheressau) of
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the perambulators and witnesses. The short

paragraph which follows that just referred

to informs the reader that " Humphrey de

Berkeley was succeeded by his only child, a

daughter, named Richenda, who, in the reign of

Alexander II., renewed and confirmed the dona

tions which her father had made." Not a word

here about her being married to Robert filius

Warnebaldi, or about the interesting series of

charters connected with this alienation and the

confirmation by King Alexander in 1246, which

conflicts with Richenda's charters (these not

mentioning Conveth at all), or about the alleged

descent of the Earls of Glencairn from Robert

filius Warnebaldi, or about the fact that in 1284

a claimant to the mill " which formerly belonged

to Richenda," &c. , appeared in Hugh dictus

Heem, to whom the convent of Arbroath, in

return for the resignation of this claim, granted

the land of Latham in the "s'chyra" of Ar

broath. Of Constancia de Midilton the author

says that "she was. probably the daughter of

Umfridus de Middleton. " Yet the convent of Ar

broath made the following entry in the register :

" Duximus significandum quod Coi-stancia de

Midilton filia quondam Roberti Tybaldi et Marie

sponse Bue, et Adam filius dicte Constancie nuper

aid monasterium nostrum ad fata decesserunt."

Mr. Fraser strays far from Kincardineshire and

Sobability when he tells us that "a Gilbert

iddleton," the Northumberland outlaw, was

"probably one of the family. " The name of Con

veth, as well as those of Falconer and Halkerton,

surrounded as these lands were by several

thanagcs, afforded Mr. Fraser an opportunity of

enlightening his Laurencekirk readers cm a most

instructive subject, but a paragraph on pp. 5 and 6

shows how slight an acquaintance he has with

those matters. The rest of the volume calls for

no particular notice. Some information is given

about the Beatties of the district, but nothing

toevond a dry abstract of the life of Beattie, the

" illustrious " poet and antagonist of Hume,

while some of the "miscellaneous" stories are

remarkable not for their humour, but their

vulgarity.

The Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural His

tory Magazine, August, 1880, (Devizes, H. F.

Bull) maintains its character of being one of the

most interesting of provincial antiquarian publi

cations. We use the word "publication"

advisedly, for though representative of a society

the magazine can be bought by non-members.

An article in the present number by the Rev.

Canon Jackson, F.S. A., ' On Savernake Forest,'

contains, besides much curious lore on forest

laws (gathered mostly from Manwood), some

illustrative extracts from the apparently inex

haustible collection of documents at Longleat.

Information on Savernake Forest itself is in the

article rather conspicuous by its absence, but we

can pardon what is not for the sake of what

we .get instead. A good map of the Saver

nake district is supplied, and among the few

incidents related in connexion with the forest

is the visit of James I. to the neighbourhood.

That sovereign was passionately fond of hunting,

having, as every schoolboy knows, been attended

by as many dogs as courtiers on his way from

the Scottish to the English crown. He was fre

quently at Wilton to hunt with the then Earl

of Pembroke. On one occasion the king came

to Savernake, and a young gentleman of good

family, named Waldron, was killed in his pre

sence in Tottenham Park by the rebound of a

stag. Of the famous (at least locally) Savernake

tenure hom, an anecdote related by Lord Charles

Bruce, M.P., at a recent meeting of the Wilt

shire Society, will illustrate the prestige. In

Lord Bruce s boyhood the king (what king ?)

stayed two or three days at Savemako House,

and just at his Majesty's departure his (Lord

Bruce's) grandfather expressed a hope that he

had been pleased with the entertainment. The

king replied that he had been much pleased, but

that there was one thing yet undone. " Yon

have forgotten," his Majesty said, "to blow

your tenure horn. When a king of England

comes here and that horn is not blown, your

property passes to the Crown." It need hardly

be added that a Jericho blast of the horn imme

diately followed, and the estate was saved.

According to the old forest law, spaniels and

greyhounds could be kept only under the royal

licence. If found unlicensed, they were at once

maimed. The dog was induced to set one of his

fore feet upon a block of wood, a man smiting it

clean off at the next moment. By a charter

dated a.d. 1253 the Abbot of Glastonbury's

tenants were allowed to keep their dogs exempt

from being thus mutilated. ' On British Stone

and Earthworks on the Marlborough Downs ' is

the title of an excellent paper by the Rev. A. C.

Smith, M. A. , but it contains a record of much

ignorant and wanton destruction. The Ancient

Monuments Bill touches but comparatively few

of our antiquities. To quote Sir John Lub

bock's speech at the last (twenty-fifth annual)

meeting of the Wilts Society : "In spite of all

that has been done, there still remains much to

do ; in fact, to use the graphic simile of Sir

George Balfour in the House the other day,

' What has been done in comparison with what

remains to do is really but a flea-bite in the

ocean.' "

Major H. G. Raverty has just brought out

the eleventh and twelfth fasciculi of his Tabakat-

i-Nasiri, which treat mainly of the later events

of the reign of Chinghiz Khan. These are,

first, his crossing the river Jihun or Oxus and

his military operations in Ghur and Khurasan

and the advance of Sultan Jalal-ud-din on

Ghazni. Thecapture of Walkh (=.Zulak, fortress

near Bamian, not Balkh) and of the chief cities of

Khurasan is next related, as well as that of the

forts of Kal-yun and Fiwar, two places which lay

in a (to us) very imperfectly known region north

east of Herat. From Major Raverty's details

it may be inferred that this great fortress

of Kal-yun must be identified with Kala-Nau,

a place described by VAmbery and others, but

Fiwar we have searched in vain for. The fact

is nobody has ever explored Ghur, a country

which is full of the most interesting historical

associations. Eldred Pottinger skirted it on

the north-west, and General Ferrier says he

passed through "Zerni, the capital of Ghor";

but Major Raverty throws grave doubts on the

credibility of the general's narrative, an opinion

in which we believe another authority, Sir H.

Rawlinson, shares. The capture of several

other forts is described in the present fasciculi,

and the topographical and other details are so

precise that we imagine there should be little

difficulty in fixing them if the country were

examined by a European, which, however, is

not very likely in tho present state of Afghan

politics. We are next furnished with an ac

count of Chinghiz Khan's return to Turkistan,

whioh the author is distinctly of opinion did

not take place by the Baroghil Pass, as Dr.

Bellew says, but by the same route as tho

conqueror had adopted on his invasion, i.e. via

Bamian. Then follows the account of the death

of Chinghiz Khan, and of the subsequent deeds

df his sons, which include the despatch of the

Mughal forces into Irak and against Ghazni and

Lahore. The fasciculi are undoubtedly a most

important contribution to the later history of

Chinghiz Khan, and the criticisms and correc

tions of Messrs. Howorth, Bellew, and other

authorities are extremely valuable.

Apart from its intrinsic merits, Dr. VollgrafTs

monograph on the Greek Writers of Roman His

tory deserves notice from the fact that, though

printed at Lcyden, it is written in English, a com

pliment to English scholarship which is rarely

paid, and, we must confess, is not too often de

served. The author, who is a Dutch scholar of

some eminence, must be congratulated on the

success with which he has overcome the difficul

ties of a foreign language and the clearness with

winch his arguments are stated. In expressing

a hope that he may find many readers among

English students, we are actuated by a keen sense

that the department of criticism with which his

book deals is one that has been unaccountably

neglected here. The necessity of a criticism of

sources (Quellenbritik) as the starting-point of

historical research is still most inadequately

recognized in England, and those who wish to

appreciate its importance and the extent to

which it has been systematized abroad will find

much to help them in this treatise. Our limits

forbid any detailed examination of Dr. Voll-

graff's conclusions. The Greek writers he deals

with are Plutarch and Appian. In deciding

who were the authorities used by them, he is

chiefly interested in proving, much as G. Thouret

has recently done in the first volume of the

' Leipziger Studien,' that where they agree they

do not draw first hand and independently from

Livy, Cicero, or Cresar, but from some one

common Greek source, in which the references

to the older writers were already found. This

common Greek source Dr. Vollgraff believes to

have been the Roman History of King Juba

of Numidia, a belief which he supports by much

ingenious reasoning, and which has about it a

good deal of probability.

The Storia di Venezia neUa Vita Privata of

Prof. P. G. Molmenti (Turin, Roux & Favale>

is exceedingly interesting, and should be read

by all tourists who care to form a just idea of

the life led by those who built and inhabited the

palaces of the city of the lagoons. The author

endeavours to describe the life of the Venetians

from early times down to the close of the last

century, beginning with the Byzantine civiliza

tion which prevailed in the first ages of

"Venetian history. With pardonable patriotism

he maintains that Venice had not fallen so low

in the eighteenth century as is generally sup

posed, but the testimony on this point is too

strong to set aside. It raises a smile to read

that " Angelo Emo e Jacopo Nani purgando dai

corsari il Mediterraneo, rinnovarono le gesta

degli avi." This slight excess of local pride

does not, however, detract from the value of

the book, which is brimful of facts.

We have on our table a large number of

historical works sent to us from abroad,

which we can do little more than name. Ono

of these is the first volume of an elaborate

biography, by Dr. A. Ph. v. Segesser, of

Ludwig Pfyfter, the celebrated " Schweizer

Konig," who, after distinguishing himself

among the Swiss mercenaries that fought on

the Catholic side at Dreux, Jarnac, and Mon-

contonr, returned to Lucerne, and became the

mainstay of the Papal party in his native

mountains. In this instalment of Ludwig

Pfyffer und seine Zeit Dr. v. Segesser has

given an exhaustive narrative of the French

religious wars between 1562 and 1570 ; and ho

supplies an interesting account of the tactics of

the Swiss infantry regiments which played so

notable a part in these contests. It was the

attack of Pfyffer's regiment that decided the

day at Moncontour. The publisher of this

valuable work, Herr Wyss, of Berne, also sends

us a Lebensbeschreibung des Generals Ludwig von

Erlach and a volume of illustrative Urkunden,

by Dr. A. v. Gonzenbach. Ludwig von Erlach

von Castelen was trained to war in the Unions-

heer and under the " Lion of the North," but

subsequently returned to Switzerland and mar

ried an heiress. The documents printed refer

to his career under Bernhard of Saxe-Weimar,

and show that, so far from being a Dugald Dal-

"getty, ready to servo on either side, he was

only induced by his religious feelings to quit

a high position in Switzerland and join in Alsace

the great leader of the Protestants. The papers

tend to clear Von Erlach from other charges

brought against him.—M. Theodore Juste, the

well-known historian, has published (Brussels,

Muquardt) an exceedingly detailed account of

the Congress held at Brussels, after the suc

cessful revolt of 1830, to decide on the destinies

of the country. After being foiled in their
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desire fur a reunion with France, the Belgians

had a narrow escape of electing Otto of Bavaria,

who was subsequently inflicted on the Greeks.

M. Juste gives not merely the discussions on

the choice of a sovereign, but also a full account

of the Constitution which was drawn up. M.

E. da Laveleye contributes an introduction to

this work, which is entitled Le Congris National

de Belgique, 1830-3L The appearance of it is

An elaborate collection of Document* inetUte

rtlaix.f» a I Ui'toirt de la Grace has been com

menced by a well-known scholar, M. S. N.

Sathaa, under the auspices of the Greek Chamber.

The first instalment, published by Messrs.

Maisonneuve, of Paris, consists of papers

drawn from the archives of Venice, and ranging

from 1400 to IdOO. It is illustrated by an inter

esting portulon, the work of a Venetian, Battista

Palnese, preserved in the library of St. Mark's.

M. Sathas promises in his next volume full ao-

11 ts

The

. will be

valuable to students of Venetian history. The

learned editor's introduction mainly treats of

that thorny question, the Slavs in Greece.

A very important aid to the student of history

are the Jnhresberichte der Geschichtswismnschaft,

edited by Drs. Abraham, J. Hermann, and E.

Meyer for the Historical Society of Berlin.

The first volume, that dealing with 1878, is

before us, and it may be pronounced a work of

the highest importance. Some sections, owing

to accidents mentioned in the preface, are

omitted. Spain and Portugal are not repre

sented ; and Holland is also conspicuous by its

Of course Germany is well repre-

soraewhat overwhelming

i is no notice of English mediaeval

history, but the later history is treated with com

petence. Dr. v. Kalckstein is a little rash in

applying such astrong adjective as " vortrefflich "

to Mr Eraser's family histories, useful as they are.

Dr. Herrlich has done well in devoting so much

attention to Mr. Lecky's masterly work, which

has not met with anything like due recognition

in England. We have already noticed the

terms in which Dr. Bailleu speaks of Prof.

Seeley'g Life of Stein. The publisher of these

herichte, which are most warmly to bo recom

mended, are Messrs. Mittler & Son, of Berlin.

We have two periodicals before us : the first

instalments of the MittJieilwujen des InsMuts fur

Oetterreichische Gesrhirhtsforschung, edited by Dr.

, to which is prefixed a readable

by Prof. Sickel. of Vienna, giving

a history of the Institut, and of the Historisches

Jahrbuch of the Gorres Gesellschaft, which con

tains an interesting paper by A. v. Keumont,

entitled ' Aus den Papieren des Cardinals von

York.' ■

OUE LIBRARY TABLE.

Mr. Richard Brown's Notes on tlte Northern

Atlantic is a small book designed for the use of

the travellers who desire to know something

about the ocean which they cross. The cliapters

on the characteristics and contents of the ocean

are the best in the volume. Those relating to

steam navigation on the Atlantic are meagre

and imperfect. If Mr. Brown has consulted

Mr. W. S. Lindsay's ' History of Merchant

Shipping,' he has not done so with an adequate

result. His information is not up to date. It

is, for instance, of little, if any, service to re

print particulars about the .Russia, a vessel

which has ceased to run for some years as a

Cunarder, and has been sold by the company.

Particulars about the Bothnia, Scythia, and

Gallia of the Cunard line, of the City of Chester

and City of Berlin of the Inman line, and of tho

Britannic and Germanic of the White Star line

far more interest for

travellers. Until the volume be thoroughly

revised it cannot prove of much service to the

persons for whose use it is intended.

Wb have on our table Life and Letters of

Horace BushneU (Low),—Tlte Liberty of the

Press, Speech, and Public Worship, by J.

Pateraon (Macmillan),—Alphabetical Manual of

Analysis, by Lieut. -Col. W. A. lioss

(Triibner),—Mastery French Grammar, by A.

Charlin (Melbourne, G. Robertson),—An Intro

duction, to French Authors, by A. Charlin (Mel

bourne, G. Robertson),— Useful Guide to Paris,

by E. J. Drury (Rivers),—A Vocabulary of Tele

graphically Suitable Words, by the Author of

' Symbolo - Pantelegraphy ' (Baronio), — Sick

Nursing at Home, by S. F. A. Caulfield (' The

Bazaar ' Office),— The Art of Washing, by

A A. S. Butaon (Griffith & Farna),—Sequel to

the Thunderer Gun Explosion, by E. J. I Iraniwell

(Clowes),—A Short Account of Hie Three Bridges,

by T. E. Jones (' West London Observer'

Office),—Tlie Supernatural in Romantic Fiction,

by E. Yardley (Longmans),—The World of Cant

(Wade & Co.),—" Our Jemimas," by a Victim

(Houlston),—Dorothy, by Jane A. Nutt ^Warne),

—Leyton Auberry's Daughters, by Mrs. H. B.

Paull (Warne),—Harry s Holiday, by J. Taylor

(Griffith & Farran—Rigid and Wrong (Griffith

& Farran),—Short Poems and Hymns, by Mrs.

Trimmer (.Griffith <fc Farran),—Pictures and

Songs, by T. C. Irwin (Suupkin),—Australian

Gleanings, Part II., by an Australian,—Cabinet

Poems, by E. H. Munday (Lippincott),—The

Crucifixion, and other Poems, by B. G. Ambler

(Poole),—Fore-Knowledge and Predestination: a

Fresh Exposition, by the Rev. G. Jauiieson

(Edinburgh, Menzies & Co.),—The Passage of

tltt 1'fu.r I'o/i, by C. Cholinonileley (Williams

& Norgate),—Natural Science and Religion, by

A, Gray (Trubner),—Doubts, Dijficuitit*, and.

Doctrines (Stevens),— Christian Civilization, by

W. Cunningham (Macmillan),—The Christian in

his Relations to the Church, the World, and the

Family, by D. Moore (Cassell),— The Daily

Rouml (Whitaker),—Ephpliatha, Sermons, by

F. W. Farrar (Macmillan;,—Histoid Gncque,

Vol. 1. , by Jfi. Curtius (Paris, E. Leroux),—Le

Costumanze del Nalale, by F. Sabatini (Rome,

E. Mueller),—and Abelardo ed Eloisa, by F.

Sabatini (Rome, E. Mueller). Among New

Editions we have Essays on the Principles of

Morality, by J. Dyinond (Hodder & Stoughton),

—History of tlie English Language, by D. Camp

bell (Laurie),—Demosthenis Pro Ctesighonte de

Corona Oratio, by B. Drake (Macmillan),—37k

Kinder-Garten: Principles of Froebel's System, by

E. Shirreff (Sonnenschein), — Clxange-Ringing

Disentangled, by the Rev. W. Wigram (Bell),—

Hours with the Mystics, 2 vols., by R. A.

Vaughan (Strahan),—and Chiushingura ; or, the

Loyal League, translated by F.- V. Dickins

(Allen & Co.). Also the following Pamphlets :

Chrestos : a Religious Epithet, by J. B. Mitchell

(Williams & Norgate),—The Pharaoh of the

Exodus Found at Last, by G. H. Batten (Mel

bourne, G. Robertson),—The Utility of Parlia

mentary Oaths, by W. H. Stacpoolo (Ridgway),

—The Collapse of Scientific Atheism, by J. M.

Winn (Bogue),—The Western Farmer of America,

by A. Mongredien (Cassell),—and American

Protection versus Canadian Free Trade, by J.

Wood (Wilson).

LIST OP NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Laic.

Kinnear's ( J. B.) Principles of Property in Land, cr. 8vo. 5/

Poetry.
Greenstreet's (Capt. W. L.) The Flower of Nepal, 12mo. 3j el.
Love's Gamut, and other Poems, i2mo. 3/6 el.

Geography and Travel.

Gordon's (Rev. D. M.) Mountain and Prairie, a Journey
from Victoria to Winnipeg, cr. 8vo. 8/6 cl.

Hlngnton's (J.) Australian Abroad, Series 2, Ceylon, India,
and Egypt, Svo. 14/ cl.

Mark ham a (C. K.) Peru, 12ino. 3/ti el. (Foreign Countries
and British Colonies.)

Philology.
Cicero's Life and Letters, being a New Translation of the

Letters includmi in Mr. Watsuu's Selection, with
try Rev. G. X. Jeans, 8vo. le 0 cL

i Atrophy of the L
ons of the Digestive Organs, 8vo. 8/ cl.

White's (B. G.) Every-Day English, a Sequel to 'Words
and their Uses,' or. Svo. 10/ cl.

Science.

Fenwick (8.) c
vous Affections c _ _

Reynolds's (J. J.) Notes on Diseases of Women, I2mo, 2/6* d.
Wilson's tW. 8.)The Ocean as a Health Retort, cr. Svo. 7/ooL

General Literature.

Dickens's (C.) The Mudtug Papers, Ac., now First Collected,
12mo. 2/6 cl.

Dillwvn's (E. A.) The Rebecca Rioter, a Story of KlUay Life,
2 vola. or. Svo. 21/ cl.

Del.-mi's (W.) Literary frivolities. Fancies, Follies, and

Frolics, !2mo. 2/6 cl.
Edwards's (A. B.) Lord Braokenburv, 3 vols. cr. Svo. 31/6 cl.
Elloart's (Mra. I The Dean's Wife, 3 vols. or. Svo. 31/6 cl.
Greenaway's(Kate) Birthday Book for Children, 32mo. 2/6 cl.
Hamilton's (C. G.) After a Dark Night—the Sun, 2 vols. 21/
Ootavia's Lovers, by Author of * Lalage,' 3 vola or. Svo. 31/6 cL
Page's (H.) The Lady Resident, 3 vols. cr. Svo. 31/6 ul.
Payn's (J.) High Spirits, being Certain Stories written in

Them, cheap edition, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Pinkerton's (T. A.) Amy Wynter, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Whom did She Love Pa Novel, by Adair, or. Svo. 7/6 ol.
Woodward's (Mra.) Charlie, a Waif's History told by Himself,

3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.

FOREIGN.

Law.

(H.)i Zur■r RechUgeschichte der

Urkunde, Vol. 1, 7m. 60.

Fine Art and Arc/urology.

Boas (B.); Dictionnake General de IV
Antiquites uhea lea divers Peuples, 8fr.

Music.

Westphal (R.): Muslkalische Rhythmik selt

Philosophy.

(G. W.): Phllosophische Schriften,
Vol. 4, 18IU.

by C. J.

Blocqueville (La Marquise de): Le
d'Eukmulil. Raoonte par les
▼ol. 4, 7fr. 80.

Davout, Prinoe
par Lui-meme,

iinkiHamacklO.): Die Besiehungen d.
dem Byzautinischen Reictie unter Karl d.

Ki .ill (J.) : Manetlio u. Diodor, Oui. 80.

Pktloioyy.
Braun (P.) ■. "Oft u. nuroc W Aeschylus, 2m.

Mlklosich ( F. ) : Die Mundarten d.
Rtai h (A. ) : Teclinik d. Nachlwiu.

3m. 20.

er Zigeun
erisciien

published, and they

on to the archives of

NOTES FROM LISBON.

August 20, 1880.

The explorers Ivens and Capello are now on

their foreign tour, lecturing before the geo

graphical societies and explaining their travels

and discoveries. Doubtless their maps, obser

vations, and scientific data, which are said to be

voluminous, will soon be

will form a great ac

African research. Surprise is

that the book of Major Serpa Pinto, descriptive

of his journey across Africa, and promised and

advertised as in preparation many months ago

by Messrs. Sampson Low & Co., is still in the

press. The delay appears excessive, and antici

pating readers become tired of waiting.

The Camoena Festival is now a thing of the-

past and a matter of history, but it will always

be a landmark in the story of Portuguese

literature. The dispute respecting the authen

ticity of the bones now enclosed in a sarco

phagus as those of tho poet and deposited in the

church of the Jeronymites still goes on, and a

government order has lately been granted to the

unbelievers, authorizing them to make another

and more thorough search in the Convent of Sant

Anna. We abide the result. Had the nuns of

the convent devoted a very little time and

money, after the roof of the church had fallen

in during the great earthquake, to marking the

tomb of Camoens by placing over it a new slab

with a short inscription, posterity would have

been spared all tins labour and perplexity. It is

very evident the nuns considered Camoena a

profane poet, and took no trouble in the matter.

It is known that had the Holy Office dared it

would have tried conclusions with Camoens, but

he was so much admired and liked by the

general public that the Inquisitor-General held

his hand, fearing the consequences.

Thecommittee appointed toorganizeeverything

relating to the visit of the foreign members who

are expected to be present in September at

the meeting of the Anthropological Association

have nearly completed their arrangements. The

King, Dom Luiz I. , has offered to open to the
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firther into it, and remain content with the

simpler supposition that Shakspeare wrote, or

began to write, at a very early stage in his

progress, a play on the story of Romeo and

Juhet ; that he completed it and made it as

good as he could in or before 1596, when

it wu acted ; that he revised it again, and

made it a great deal better, between 1597, when

it was first printed, and 1599, when it was

printed again by another firm ; and that the

passages which were introduced in the last

revision may be fairly taken as specimens of

his best workmanship at that time, and as sup

plying a date for one of the steps in his progress

as an artist.

Mr. Fleay's particular arguments in favour of

Peele's authorship have been answered by Mr.

T. Alfred Spalding in the New Shakspere

Society's Transactions (1877-79, part i. pp. 68-

87), with what success I have not cared to con

sider, partly because, even if the style could be

proved to have all Peele's peculiarities, it might

still be the style which Shakspeare affected

before he had acquired a style of his own, and

partly because Mr. Spalding, in answering one

of Mr. Fleay's arguments, resorts to a theory so

incredible as to destroy all my confidence in his

judgment. Mr. Fleay had observed that the

style of the lamentations over Juliet's body

when she is supposed to be dead, as printed in

the first quarto, is " utterly discordant with the

genius of Shakspeare's dramatic writings. " Mr.

Spalding admits that it is bombastic and ridi

culous, very like the ravings of Hieronymo in

the ' Spanish Tragedy,' or the lamentations of

Pyramus over Thisbe in the ' Midsummer

Night's Dream,' but denies that the introduc

tion of such a scene " at this point of the play "

is at all " discordant with the genius of Shak

speare's dramatic writings," on the ground that

it is merely a continuation " into that part of

the scene in which the discovery of the death

takes place " of " a light, bustling, comic scene,"

which, " according to his usual practice, he had

introduced immediately after the crisis when

Juliet takes the potion"; and that it was pro

bably intended to be a comic satire, "as its

substitute in the second quarto manifestly is "—

a comic satire of which " the fun consists of the

parody of the ravings of Hieronymo. " (The comic

scene to which Mr. Spalding refers is really that

which introduces the preparations for the bridal

procession, and is interrupted by the discovery

of the death. To describe it as immediately

following the taking of the potion is to mistake

its character and dramatic purpose. But that

is a trifle here.) " This probably comic scene,"

he concludes, " bears a slight resemblance to the

peculiarities of some of Shakspeare's predecessors

in the dramatic art. It therefore represents

a piece of satire on those peculiarities. "

It is due to Mr. Spalding to add that though

he sees nothing in this which is " discordant

with the genius of Shakspeare's dramatic

writings," he does feel it to be " a blot," which

" would not have been allowed to disfigure the

play had Shakspeare revised it in his more

mature period." But what are we to think of

the judgment of a critic who finds it less easy

to believe that Shakspeare, when he first tried

his hand at the dramatic expression of tragic

emotion, had not found out how to do it better

than " his predecessors in the dramatic art,"

and therefore imitated their peculiarities, than

that at any time of his life he could have over

looked the fact (Mr. Spalding allows it to be

" unfortunate ") that the discovery of a bride

dead in her bed on her marriage morning, by

her father, mother, bridegroom, and nurse, was

not a suitable occasion for a piece of comic satire

upon the style of his predecessors which was

to make the audience laugh? The most approved

dramatists of the time meant that style for the

expression of real tragic emotion. Why might

not he when he was young and modest .'

James Spedding.

WELLINGTON COLLEGE.

The Report of the RoyalCommission appointed

to inquire into Wellington College is somewhat

timidly expressed, but it amply justifies the

complaint that the expenses of the school place

it beyond reach of the majority of the class for

whose benefit it was founded. The report points

out clearly the gradual rise in the expenses

of the school, and that while it, "as a whole,

has undergone considerable expansion, the

advantages at first granted to sons of officers,

and especially to orphan sons of officers, have

been confined to a smaller number." A large

part of the funds subscribed has been diverted

from the original purpose, that of benefiting the

foundationers, and has been used in building

for the accommodation of non-foundationers,

while the number of non-foundationers who are

taken at a reasonable rate has been rigidly

limited. In fact, it would seem as if the school

now existed mainly for the benefit of the

keepers of the boarding-houses. At them " the

payment made on behalf of the boy is 1302.

a year, of which 402. goes to the school and 902.

to the house master. This payment to the house

master is much in excess of what is usual in

schools of the same class ; the charge at Rugby,

for example, is only 722. ; at Uppingham 702. ;

at Charterhouse 70/. ; at Winchester 78f. 10»

It has to be observed that the net expenditure

of the school has risen, in the eight years from

1870 to 1878, from about 30,0002. to about

38,0002. a year, or more than 24 per cent., the

number of boys in college remaining the same.

This increase may to some extent be capable of

sstisfactory explanation, but the fact that each

boy in the college costs more than 802. seems

conclusively to snow that the primary object of

the institution, and the importance of frugality

and economy in furtherance of that object, have

not been sufficiently kept in view. Nor is there

any reason to suppose that the costliness of the

school results in any special advantages in the

way of either comfort or efficiency over those

possessed by other public schools of the same

class which are conducted at lower charge to the

boys yet with greater profit to the school."

The salary of the Head Master was originally

fixed at 8002. ; his emoluments now amount to

more than thrice that sum ; "he has also a

detached house, free of rates and taxes. " This

the Commissioners, " having regard to the

salaries received at other public schools, and

particularly to the special character of the

Wellington foundation," pronounce excessive.

After dealing with the finances the Commis

sioners turn to the extravagance of the boys. " It

does not appear," they say, "that the presence

at Wellington College of a body of orphan

foundationers of presumably narrow means has

had the result which might have been looked for

of introducing a leaven of economy It would

be utterly indefensible if, at such a college, any

distinction were made between richer and poorer

boys to the disadvantage of the latter. But the

equality between them ought to be maintained,

not by allowing poor boys to run into expense,

but by compelling all boys to be moderate.

Without such control it was to be expected

that, as appears to have happened, the foun

dationers would be liable to acquire the more

expensive habits of the richer boys ; their bills

for extra charges are in many cases very high,

reaching even to as much as 402. in the year.

Those of the non-foundationers in some in

stances are still higher."

Such language as this is ample justification

of the complaints already urged. The facts can

be put in three lines. The public have sub

scribed 160,0002. to found a school which should

give to the sons of officers a good education at

a cheap rate, and this school has become, appa

rently with the full approval of the governors,

the dearest school in the kingdom except Eton

and Harrow. It is useless to urge in defence that

some of the boys take high honours at the uni

versities. High honours reflect credit on the

winners and their teachers ; but even the best

masters cannot hope to turn out more than a

very small per-centage of university 'prizemen,

and to produco an occasional first-class man is

not the sole object of a school. Besides, as the

example of Haileybury, which the Commissioners

hold up as a model to the governors of Welling

ton, shows, a thorough training in classics can

be given at a much more moderate charge.

Another question the Commissioners have

hardly dealt with is whether the education given

is of the sort that officers desire for their sons.

The Commissioners speak in terms of deserved

praise of the school at Westward Ho, but there,

as General Sir H. Daubeney said in his evidence,

an endeavour is made not to win high honours,

but to give a general education to fit the boys

for any situation in life. A sound schooling

in Latin, modern languages, and elementary

mathematics is what the mass of officers wish

their children to have, and they would probably

be willing to leave Craven scholarships and

Porson prizes to those whose fathers can afford

to pay for luxuries. Of course this will bo

called "lowering the standard of education."

We doubt whether it would be lowered for the

mass of the boys were such a change made.

Great success at the universities is generally

obtained by devoting to extremely clever boys

the time and attention due to dull boys ; and the

evidence in the Blue-Book seems to show that

Wellington has not avoided this mistake altoge

ther. Besides, boys of exceptional ability can, if

well "coached," obtain a place on the foundation

at Eton or Winchester, and there is no reason why

Wellington should be sacrificed to their wants.

THE COLERIDGE BOOKS DT PROP. GREEN'S LIBRARY.

At the sale of the library of the late Prof.

Green, F.R S. , containing many books formerly

belonging to the poet Coleridge and enriched

with MS. notes by him, the British Museum

had the good fortune to secure all the most im

portant lots. The principal feature of the sale

was the poet's copy of Theobald's Shakspeare,

in 8 vols, octavo, 1773, with copious MS. notes

by Coleridge. This has now found a place in

the Museum Library. The Museum has also-

obtained a singular and most interesting volume,

containing on the last of the fly-leaves the

draft in pencil of the epitaph composed for

himself only a few months before his death.

This epitaph differs in some few respects from

the received printed version. We give the epi

taph precisely as it appears in the pencilled

writing of the poet himself :—

me jacet s. t. c.

Stop Christian passer-by ! Stop Child of God !
And read with gentle heart, Beneath this sod
There lies a poet ; or what once was he
O lift thy Soul in prayer for 8. T. C.
That he who many a year, with toil of breath,
Pound death in life may here find life in death.
Mercy for praise—to be forgiven for fame—
He asked and hoped through Christ. Do thou the same.

On the turn of the same leaf a portion of this

epitaph is given in the process of composition.

To read it is like looking over the poet's shoulder

as he struggled to complete this his latest poetic

work. Underneath this incomplete draft, which

differs slightly from the version above quoted,

occur these words : " Inscription on the tomb

stone of one not unknown, yet more commonly

known by the initials of his name than by the

name itself." This composition is attached to

a copy of Nehemiah Grew's ' Cosmologia Sacra,'

London, 1701, folio, which besides the above

epitaph contains numerous notes in the hand

writing of the poet.

Besides these two important acquisitions the

Museum obtained works by Fichte, Hegel,

Herder, Kant, Schelling, Schleiermacher, T.

Adam, Malthus, Blanco White, and others. All

these contain MS. notes by Coleridge. When

we spoke above of books belonging to Coleridge,

the expression should be taken with some re

serve, for it is well known that the poet wrote
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his marginalia in books borrowed from bis

friends as well as in bis own. Some years ago

De Quineey, knowing how valuable these notes

were, expressed a hope that a collection of

them might some time be printed as a valuable

contribution to discriminating criticism.

Ifiewip Gossip.

A new novel by Mr; Wilkie Collins,

entitled 'The Black Kobe,' -will be com

menced in the South London Press in the

first week in October.

We understand that a reply to Mr. A.

Wilmot's ' History of the Zulu War,' from

the pen of the Bishop of Natal, is about to

be published in London.

The author of ' Hogan, M.P.,' is going

to publish another " gutter story," somewhat

after the fashion of her delightful tale

'Flitters, Tatters, and the Counsellor.' The

story will appear simultaneously in the

United States and Canada.

Under the title of 'Tho Staff Officer's

Guide and Statesman's Handbook to Cen

tral Asia ' Mr. Charles Marvin is preparing

for the press, with the author's co-operation,

a translation of a voluminous work just

published on Turkistan by Col. L. F. Kos-

tenko, of the Russian general staff. Col.

Kostenko, who for twelve years has been

attached to the intelligence department of

the Russian army in Central Asia, and who

leaves St. Petersburg next week to take

up a special appointment on the staff of

General Kaufmann in Kuldja, has embodied

in three bulky volumes a great deal of infor

mation bearing upon Turkistan, the greater

part of which is unknown to Europe.

Mkssbe. Sajitson Low & Co. will pre

sently issue a new work by Mr. Thomas

Frost, entitled ' Forty Years' Recollections,

Literary and Political.' In these times,

when public attention is drawn almost

daily to some movement amongst the

Socialists and Communists, a work by a

Chartist leader, covering the ground of the

Owenian, Chartist, Communist, and other

revolutionary ferments, should possess pecu

liar interest.

The ladies have done well in the First

B.A. and B.Sc. examinations of London

University. In French two of them stand

alone in the first class, none of their male

rivals having got beyond the second. In

German there is a lady in the first class;

while one has obtained honours in Latin,

two in English, and two in Mathematics.

A student from Newnham has taken honours

in Botany and Chemistry.

Mb. Thomas Archer will, we believe,

edit for Messrs. Cassell, Petter & Galpin

their new weekly paper for boys, which is

to essay tho task of providing suitable and

acceptable news for a juvenile public hitherto

confined chiefly to fiction and games.

Mb. Monoredien's ' Free Trade and

English Commerce,' which was issued some

time ago by the Cobden Club, has just been

published in the Roumanian language. The

work was translated by an Englishman

residing at Galatz, and revised by M.

Cetatiame, a professor in that town, who

has also written a preface. The translation

is as near as may be literal.

Messrs. Hansard's MonthlyList of Parlia

mentary Papers for July contains 65 Reports

and Papers, 41 Bills, and 30 Papers by

Command. Among the former wo may call

attention to the Navy Accounts, 1878-79 ;

to the Accountsof the Receipt and Expendi

ture of the Metropolitan Board of Works

for the Year 1879; to the Accounts of the

Gas Companies (Metropolis) for the same

year; to the General Report of the Thames

Conservancy for the Year 1879 ; and to the

Statement of the Result of Notices served by

the Conservators of the River Thames for

the Discontinuance of the Passing of Sewage

or other Offensive and Injurious Matter into

the River above the Intake of the Water

Companies. Among the Bills will be noted

one entitled Municipality of London (with

maps). Among the Papers by Command

are the Railway Returns for 1879 ; the

Reports of the Inspectors of Mines for the

same year; the Report of the Court of

Inquiry and Report of Mr. Rothery upon

the Circumstances attending the Fall of a

Portion of the Tay Bridge on the 28th

December, 1879 ; and the Evidence and

Appendix with plans on which the Re

ports are based.

The Delegates of the Oxford University

Press will publish sundry school-books

early in September. Among them are

Shakspeare's ' Richard III.,' edited by

Dr. Aldis Wright; the 'Acharnians' of

Aristophanes, edited by Mr. W. W. Merry ;

Homer's ' Iliad,' book xxi., edited by Mr.

Herbert Hailstone ; and a ' Primer of French

Literature,' by Mr. George Saintsbury.

They also promise works of a more ambi

tious kind,—the second volume of Prof.

Campbell's Sophocles, completing his edi

tion ; ' Selections from the Wellington

Despatches,' edited by S. J. Owen, M.A.;

' Cicero de Oratore,' book ii., edited by Prof.

A. S. Wilkins; and 'A Cycle of Celestial

Objects,' being an enlarged and revised

edition of vol. ii. of Admiral Smyth's work,

by Mr. G. F. Chambers.

' RlQUET OF THE TUFT : A LOVE DRAMA,'

recently published by Messrs. Macmillan &

Co., is from the pen of Mr. Stopford Brooke.

No less than three savants are at work in

the British Museum in the Assyrian depart

ment : M. Joseph Halevy, of Paris, is col

lating the Cyrus inscriptions, edited by Sir

H. Rawlinson and Mr. Pirchy, with the

originals ; M. Delattre and Dr. Haupt are

busy, if we are not mistaken, with bilingual

tablets.

The death is announced of the Rev. Dr.

William Marshall, of Cupar-Angus, author

of ' Historic Scenes in Forfarshire ' and

' Historic Scenes in Perthshire.' Among

other deaths announced this week is that of

Herr A. Hofmann, the founder of Kladdera-

datsch.

A work on the life and labours of St.

Cuthbert, by Mr. Alfred W. Fryer, is in the

press, and will probably be issued towards

the close of the present autumn.

It is stated that Prof. Elisha Gray has

just made a donation of 10,000/. to Ober-

lin College, where he received his education.

The death is announced of Dr. Hodgson,

Professor of Political Economy in the

University of Edinburgh since 1871. Dr.

Hodgson was for many years engaged in

teaching, and published several lectures and

tractates on educational matters. He was

understood to be one of the principal pro

prietors of one of the Manchester dail/

papers.

It is reported that the vacant seats in tie

Spanish Academy resulting from the deaths

of Senor Ayala and Seiior Hortzenbuseh will

be filled by Seiior Menendez Pelayo and Don

Jose Echegaray.

The new edition of Ormerod's ' History

of Cheshire,' which has long been passing

through the press, is approaching comple

tion, the fifteenth part being just published.

A portrait of the editor, Mr. Helsby, is

spoken of as a frontispiece to one of the

volumes, and a circular has been issued

directing the attention of the subscribers to

the matter.

Prof. John Fiske will again visit Europe

next year, and give in England, France, and

Belgium the lectures which were recently re

ceived with marked favour in London.

Mr. P. B. M^rston, the poet, is con

tributing short stories to the chief American

magazines, which seem to be opening a new

field to English writers.

It is rumoured that the publishers of a

magazine of some note have resolved to

discontinue it, and that no number of it will

be issued in October.

Thb Gorres Gesellsnhaft, of which we

have noticed the Jahrhuch in another column,

has been holding its meeting at Fulda, but

of the 100 strangers invited only sixty pre

sented themselves. The association numbers

over 2,000 members, and is going to under

take tho publication of a Staatslexikon.

SCIENCE

The Past in the Present : What is Civilization Y

By Arthur Mitchell, M.D., LL.D. (Edin

burgh, Douglas.)

In 1876 and 1878 Dr. Mitchell delivered

two courses of Rhind Lectures on archmology,

which he has now published under a some

what clumsy double title, one half of which

represents the main subject of each course.

But the two series run together far more

smoothly than their titles would seem to

imply, and form, in fact, an organic whole.

The thread which binds them together is the

author's belief in a relatively fixed and con

stant human intelligence. It has been the

habit of arclmcologiste, and especially of

prehistoric arehajologists, of late years to

accept that theory of human development

which represents men as the descendants

of a low primitive type, little gifted in

tellectually or emotionally. Dr. Mitchell

comes forward as the champion of an older

and now less popular view, that man has

always been much the same as we see him

at present. From the very first, he argues,

human beings seem to have been endowed

with just the same faculties and potentialities

as at the present day. The earliest known

human skulls, he asserts, are just as human,

and apparently betoken just as much in

telligence, as those of civilized men in our

own time. Tho differences are not differences

of type, they are merely differences of social

organization. A savage differs from an

average European mainly in the fact that his

society is less highly organized than that of

France or England. Civilization is a matter

I of social arrangement, of distribution of
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parts, not a matter of individual superiority.

Culture is strictly personal, but civilization

is general : you cannot fairly say that a man

is civilized, though you may say that he is

cultivated ; and you cannot fairly say that

a community is cultivated, though a small

proportion of its members may be so. These

are the central ideas of Dr. Mitchell's work,

and thpy are enforced with an amount of

learning, original research, and acute reason

ing which makes every page full of interest

alike for the scientific anthropologist and the

general reader. Dr. Mitchell is the able,

cultivated, and fully equipped defender of

what seems to be a losing cause.

It would be an injustice to his work, how

ever, to represent it as dealing merely with

such abstract questions in their naked form.

On the contrary, the subject is treated with

a great wealth of concrete illustration, and

glows with colour from beginning to end.

The facts are first marshalled in array

without a word of comment, and then the

inferences to be drawn from them are un

expectedly set forth in a clear and often

startling light. Dr. Mitchell's researches

have led him to investigate the curious relics

of the past which still linger so abundantly

in the remote north and west of Scotland.

There he finds a race of men, amongst the

acutest in intellect of the Keltic and Scan

dinavian Btocks, yet using implements in

many cases as rude as those of the palaeo

lithic age. In the Shetlands old women

still employ the spindle and the whorl,

exactly as their ancestors employed them

four thousand years ago, the only difference

being that modern whorls are far less ornate

than their antique predecessors. Near In

verness a potato does duty instead of a

stone or clay whorl. At Barvas, in the

island of Lewis, the people manufacture

hand-made pottery without a wheel, as

rude as the rudest ever discovered among

the relics of the stone age or in use among

modern savages. Yet the inhabitants of

Barvas are not clothed in skins and eaters

of raw flesh ; " in intellectual power and in

their mode of living they are just what

their neighbours are." Manchester cottons,

Staffordshire crockery, Sheffield cutlery,

West Indian sugar, and Chinese tea may

be found in the self-same cottages where

these primitive jars and bowls are fashioned.

Thus the very rudest arts may co-exist in a

single community side by side with tho

most advanced. Similarly the " Norso

mills " of Shetland are the simplest and

most ineffectual application of water power

known amongst men ; yet they answer the

purpose of their makers well enough, be

cause water power is abundant, and there is

no need to economize it by such cunning

inventions as overshot wheels. The bee

hive houses of the Hebrides form another

example of a surviving archaic type, equally

out of keeping at first sight with out exist

ing civilization. The rough bone buttons,

the stone beds, the one-stilted ploughs, the

wheelless carts, dragged along upon their

tilted beams, and the bismar or rude steel

yard used in many parts of Scotland give

rise to similar reflections. But the strangest

instance of all is the all but modern

stone implements found in Shetland. These

consist of rough that flakes, shaped by

chipping, and quite recently used as knives

or hatchets. So far a? mere external appear

ance goes, they might be implements from

the drift, were it not for the absence of that

peculiar weathered appearance which is the

distinguishing mark of genuine palaeolithic

specimens. The pre-glacial flints are dis

coloured for about a quarter of an inch from

the surface, and display a banded outline

when fractured. The Shetland implements,

on the contrary, are apparently all but

modern, and are found under circumstances

which do not seem to imply any remarkable

antiquity.

From all these examples Dr. Mitchell

draws the general conclusion that primitive

man, or, at any rate, the man of the stone

age, may have been really equal in intel

lectual powers to ourselves. Here in modern

Scotland we find arts as rude as those of

the palaeolithic period side by side with an

intelligence fully equal to the average of

London or Manchester. May it not be, he

suggests, that the race has progressed in

organization alone, not in actual capacities ?

Have we any evidence for a progress in

ability as distinguished from mere results

of increased co-operation ? These subjects

are treated in the second series of lectures,

which deals with the question, What is

civilization? Dr. Mitchell believes that it

consists in a sort of bond or compact to

defeat the action of natural selection, and

the degree of success attained in the struggle

is the measure of the civilization reached

in each case. It is just as probable that

savages are degraded forms of humanity as

that the civilized man is an elevated form.

Dr. Mitchell very ingeniously employs argu

ments derived from Mr. Wallace and Mr.

Herbert Spencer to support these views,

and he manages to do so with a delightfully

naive and unconscious air, as though he

fully expected Mr. Spencer to accept his

conclusions. But indeed the whole book

is a masterpiece of sceptical irony, wielded

in the interests of doctrines exactly opposite

to those which its premises have usually

been hold to prove. From this point of

view its originality and literary skill are

beyond all praise.

At tho same time it cannot be allowed

that Dr. Mitchell has by any means proved

his case. It is not so easy for a single

volume to overtlirow the whole body of

doctrine based upon the researches of Mr.

Darwin, Sir John Lubbock, Mr. Tylor, and

a thousand other independent investigators.

Dr. Mitchell does not even pretend to do so ;

he advances his doubts under tho modest

guise of suggestions or hints rather than in

the form of deliberate and settled convic

tions. He inquires and hesitates where

others assert, and by so doing he arouses

honest doubts where mere assertion would

have aroused nothing but opposition. Never

theless, he often mistakes his ground. Like

a great many other archaeologists, he talks

a little loosely about "the stone age," with

out usually distinguishing between the

palaeolithic and neolithic periods. In other

words, he lumps together two epochs sepa

rated from one another by a vast interval

of time, and having nothing in common

except the mere accidental resemblance that

in both stone was employed as a material

for weapons. Misled by this vague expres

sion, he goes on to make statements about

the so-called primitive man which will hardly

bear scientific investigation. We know that I

the skulls of the neolithic men, who were

mere modern savages of yesterday, are not

a whit inferior to the average skulls of any

other savages, or, for the matter of that, to

nine out of ten skulls that we see about us

in Europe. But we know next to nothing

about the skulls of the vastly earlier palaeo

lithic men, and we cannot pronounce with

certainty from such fragmentary evidence

upon the question whether they were or

were not a triflo more brute-like than our

own. Moreover, it is admitted on all sides

that the cave-men were essentially men, and

men of a comparatively high type, quite as

high as many existing savages or even a

little higher. There can be little doubt that

they were intellectually superior to the

Australians and the Fuegians, if they were

not even equal to the Eskimo. Therefore

it is quite certain that we cannot in any way

regard thorn as a "missing link," or at least

we must look upon them merely as the

penultimate link in a long chain, whose

other links are many and wanting. But it

does not follow, because palaeolithic man

was relatively high in development, that

"primitive" man was so. Granting for a

moment the general truth of Mr. Darwin's

views, there is no reason why the quad-

rumanous stock which ultimately produced

mankind may not have begun to differentiate

itself from the remainder of the primates

as early as the Pliocene, or the Miocene, or

even the Eocene time. The fact that man was

alreadyessentially man in the drift period does

not militate any more against his supposed

development from a lower form than does the

fact that he is essentially man in the nineteenth

century. The creatures which produced the

fire-split flints in tho Miocene, discovered

by the Abbe Bourgeois, may have been

" missing links," or they may have been as

decidedly men as the chippers of the Abbe

ville hatchets ; but in any case the reasons for

believing that man derives his origin from

a lower type remain the same. We are not

bound to accept any particular date for the

evolution of humanity. Dr. Mitchell's sug

gestions seem on the whole beside the mark ;

they do not really touch the question at

issue at all. At times, too, the author

rather under-estimates the strength of the

adverse evidence ; for example, it can hardly

be denied that many existing savages have

capacities (as distinguished from realized

powers) far below those of civilized men,

and that while some savages seem capable

of receiving civilization, others seem hope

lessly below it. Nevertheless, though Dr.

Mitchell perhaps fails in making good his

case, his book will be a useful caution

against rash conclusions, and will cause

many anthropologists seriously to reconsider

not a few among their hasty generalizations.

It comes as a wholesome disturbance to a

somewhat dogmatic peace, and it is too

honest and fearless to do anything but good

to the science with which it deals. Perhaps

we have all been too apt to acquiesce pas

sively in the notion that the man of the

early stone age was the primitive man, and

that he was necessarily inferior in intelli

gence even te the lowest modern savages.

Dr. Mitchell's book certainly casts the

burden of proof upon the shoulders of those

on the shoulders of

There is no better stimulus

it.
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inquiry than such healthy and cautious

scepticism.

MEDICAL BOOKS.

Fits. By John H. Waters, M.D. (Churchill.)

Dk. Waters is a police surgeon, and has thus

had an extensive experience in the observation

and treatment of fits of all kinds ; he is specially

careful to impress upon his readers the great

difficulties in forming an opinion in many cases,

and has a good word to put in for the police

man, who has usually done all that is practically

useful before the arrival of the surgeon. Of the

■cases occurring in the streets of London of which

he gives details, it is remarkable in what a large

proportion the symptoms of disease are com

plicated or masked by the effects of drink. His

book may be strongly recommended to all liable

to be called upon to act or to form an opinion

in cases of insensibility, convulsions, hysterical

paroxysms, or malingering.

Healthy Life and Healthy Dwellings. By George

Wilson, M.D. (Churchill.)

This guide to personal and domestic hygiene is

written in a thoroughly simple and unpretentious

style, and is brimful of the most excellent advice,

—just the kind of advice which it would be un

necessary to give if people were not mostly fools,

and if the less foolish minority was not more or

less at the mercy of the more foolish majority in

matters relating to food, clothing, and houses.

Each chapter forms a separate essay on the

subject of which it treats, and these subjects

are vital statistics, the structure of the body,

causes of disease, food and diet, cleanliness and

clothing, exercise and recreation, the house and

its surroundings, and the prevention of infec

tious diseases. On all these Dr. Wilson writes

eminently good sense, and it may be hoped that

his book may do some appreciable amount of

good ; unfortunately the persons most in need

of good direction are precisely those least likely

to seek it, or to accept it when it is offered to

them : among such persons may be specially

mentioned budders, plumbers, laundresses, milk

men, and cooks. On two or three questions of

universal interest we may mention his opinion :

he favours the temperate use of alcohol, con

sidering it tolerably well established that the

daily quantity which may be taken without

detriment is not to exceed 1'. ounces of absolute

alcohol ; he, as a smoker, expresses his convic

tion that smoking is a habit which, on the whole,

had better be dispensed with, especially if one is

ambitious and eager to succeed in life ; and not

withstanding his Scotch education, he approves

of a greater freedom in Sunday recreation.

The Watering-Places and Mineral Springs of

Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. By E.

Gutmann, M.D. (Sampson Low & Co.)

The term ' ' watering-place " as here used is not to

be taken in the sense in which it is most usually

employed in England, meaning simply a sea

bathing place, but for a place where people are

systematically watered internally or externally

or both, and where the action of the water is

supposed to be of some more or less specific

character. Dr. Gutmann professes to supply a

popular medical guide to such places, and gives

a general account, in most if not in all in

stances derived from personal observation, of the

arrangements peculiar to each, sufficient to en

able those seeking either health or recreation to

judge in some degree in what direction to search ;

he does not, however, attempt definitely to ad

vise sufferers from particular maladies as to their

choice, nor as to their exact course when choice

is made, further than that on arrival they are to

consult the bath physician. He gives, however,

the following principal rules of bath life :—" Be

regular in all your doings ; rise early, retire

early, eat and chink moderately, and if possible

always at the same hour of the day ; be constantly

in the open air, and do not trouble your mind

with business affairs"—excellent rules for life

anywhere if health be made the sole object of

life. Furthermore, visitors are warned against

dining at table d'hote, ladies in particular, because

in full dress the stomach is so compressed by

corsets and dresses that its functions can hardly

be performed ; dancing also, card playing, long

letter writing, and the theatre are condemned ;

and above all you are told not to associate with

patients who entertain you with long accounts

of their own complaints or of innumerable cases

like your own which have ended fatally. Dr.

Gutmann is himself a cheery guide, and will not

hear of fadure, but conjures the impatient to

remain, bathe, drink, and they will succeed :

success is cure ; and this is aword which he uses

with a freedom which unhappdy is somewhat

startling to a medical reader.

The " Long Life " Series. (Ward, Lock & Co.)

Small volumes on the attainment of long life,

eyesight and its care, the throat and voice, the

mouth and teeth, and sick nursing. They are

all said to be accurately written and carefully

edited by distinguished members of the medical

profession, but why does only the writer on

sick nursing give his name ? If the object of the

other books were fully attained, nursing the sick

would be a rare episode in a long life, and it

would seem to be of less importance to know

who is giving us advice in this rare event than

in matters of daOy importance throughout a long

life. Distinguished members of the medical

profession doubtless frequently find that the

utmost they can do for their patients is to see

by careful watching that no harm is done them ;

so when they write popular books teaching the

way to attain long life, or how to keep in good

health any of the important organs of the body,

they may be considered to have attained com

plete success if no mistake or want of clearness

on their part, and no misinterpretation on the

part of their readers, should lead to action

having either a tendency to shorten life or to

induce disease. We are afraid that many of

those who read what the writer on long life

says about drains will have a confused idea that

it is the proper thing to bottle them up a3

much as possible ; they will, however, be un

able to mistake his counsel never to swallow a

drop of alcohol in any form except upon the

written prescription of a reputable physician ;

they must come to the conclusion that the

proper temperature for a bedroom is some ten

degrees above freezing point ; and they will

learn that the process of frying is so injurious

that reason and revelation unite in attributing

its invention to the arch-enemy of mankind.

The writers on eyesight, the mouth, and the

throat appear to have felt less oppressed by the

influence of the catch-title of the series, and

their books are soberly written, and give good

outlines of such knowledge as may be attained

by reading, without encouraging the idea that it

can in this way be made complete.

Dr. Black's handbook of sick nursing is

arranged in a kind of dictionary form conve

nient for reference ; besides the general division

into different subjects, the writer makes smaller

subdivisions, the commencing words of each of

which are printed in prominent type, but he

has hardly been sufficiently careful that these

words should uniformly and clearly indicate the

nature of the subdivision.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

The Perseid meteors appear to have been

this year less numerous and less bright than

usual, although a considerable number (sufficient

to attract the notice of those not thinking of

them) were seen on the nights of both the

9th and 10th. As the comet (III., 1862) with

which they are connected has a period of pro

bably more than 120 years, it will be a long

time yet before it again begins to approach the

earth ; but the way in which the meteors are

distributed in its track, and whether they occupy

in any abundance the whole length of the orbit,

are questions of interest. Mr. J. L. E. Dreyer,

of the Observatory of Trinity College, Dublin,

has shown that there is a secondary meteor

stream, probably connected with Comet I., 1870,

the radiant of which is also in Perseus (near the

star x), and that we pass through it likewise in

the second week of August, nearly at the same

time as through the orbit of the better known

Perseids.

Fine displays of aurora were noticed, par

ticularly in Scotland and the northern parts of

England, on the evenings of the 11th and 12th

inst. A remarkable magnetic disturbance took

place about the same time, the greatest develop

ment of which was recorded at the Greenwich

Observatory as commencing about noon on

August 12th, and continuing untd about six

o'clock the next morning.

As the comet (b, 1880) which was discovered

by Herr Schiiberle at Ann Arbor, Michigan, on

April Cth, and passed its perihelion about the

beginning of July, is now approaching the earth

again, we give a few approximate places of it

for Paris midnight, as computed by M. Bigour-

dan, and published in the Comptes Rendxu for

July 19th :—

Date. K.A. N.P.D.
h. m. a.

Sept. 1 6 58 21 66" 9'
2 6 58 4 66" 28'
3 6 57 45 66" 48'

4 6 57 25 67' 8'
5 6 57 3 67" 28'

„ 6 6 56 40 67* 49'

It is obvious that if seen in England it must be

in the early morning hours. The comet con

tinues to approach us until nearly the end of

October.

The redetection of Faye's comet on the 2nd

inst. by Mr. Common at Ealing, mentioned in

the Atiienaum last week, was made, not with

his 18-inch reflector, as there stated, but with

the gigantic 37-inch reflector which he has more

recently set up and employed. The detection

proves the excellence and great light-gathering

power of that instrument, the comet being still

excessively faint, and not yet visible to tele

scopes usually considered of high power. In

deed, we have not yet heard of its having been

seen anywhere at this return but at Ealing. As

already mentioned, the perihelion passage docs

not take place until the 22nd of January.

MBETINGS FOK THE ENSUING WEEK.

Fai. Quekctt Microscopical, 8.

It is much to be desired that working men in

Swansea should receive a stimulus in then-

science studies in connexion with the meetings

of the British Association ; and we should have

expected that scientific judgment would have

provided that the lecture this evening to the

operative classes would deal with some matter

more nearly connected with their ordinary ex

perience than the ' North-East Passage/ by Mr.

Francis Seebohm, F.Z.S. As yet there are no

mining classes in South Wales in connexion

with the Science and Art Department ; there

are no students of navigation at Cardiff, and only

a class of six in Swansea, and thirty-four study

ing steam in three classes in South Wales. Eigh

teen students are studying agricultural science

at Machynlleth, and twenty at Llandovey. In

these directions the British Association might

render valuable assistance by stirring up the

intelligence of the working classes of bouth

Wales, but we fear the opportunity has been

lost.

Both the Cambrian Archaeological Association

(meeting in South Pembrokeshire) and the

Welsh National Eisteddfod (Carnarvon) have

been holding their meetings this year in the same

week as the British Association meeting com

mences at Swansea. Parliament is still sitting

—a very unusual event during the August and

September Congress season—detaining thereby
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not merely members, but many others concerned

in parliamentary work ; and Swansea itself has

felt gloom through the death of Mr. E. M.

Richards, a noted local man. It is not to be

wondered at, therefore, that the attendance at

the Association meeting should be below the

average. Many are reserving themselves for

the " jubilee " meeting next year at York,

under Sir John Lubbock's presidency.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. will publish in

the middle of September the long-expected first

volume of Prof. Arthur Gamgee's ' Text-Book

of Physiological Chemistry. ' This volume deals

with the chemistry of the tissues. A second

and concluding volume, which will follow in the

course of a few months, treats of the chemical

processes associated with the animal functions.

The work is intended to be a more elaborate

treatise than has hitherto appeared on this

branch of science. The subject is dealt with

from the point of view of the physiologist and

the physician rather than the pare chemist. In

short, Dr. Gamgee has tried to produce an

advanced treatise upon those departments of

physiology and pathology which involve a study

of chemical facts, and not—as most text-books of

physiological chemistry, save those of Lehmann

and Kiihne, have hitherto been—a work dealing

merely with one branch of applied chemistry.

The book will give an account of the literature

of each subject dealt with, besides affording a

practical guide to the student of physiological

chemistry.

Sheffield is to be congratulated on an ap

pointment recently made by the Wesleyan

Methodist Conference to the governorship of

Wesley College in that town. The Rev. W. H.

Dallinger, F.R.S. , who has been well known in

Liverpool and its neighbourhood for many years

as an excellent lecturer on science, and to most

microscopists and biologists as an original in

vestigator and a fertile discoverer of new powers

in the microscope, has received this appoint

ment, and has been asked to take in addition

the tutorship in Natural Science. Mr. Dal

linger delivered the Rede Lecture before the

University of Cambridge in 1879, and has been

a frequent contributor to the London Quarterly

and the Methodist Magazine, and to many

scientific journals. He has also been appointed

Lecturer in Biology in Firth College, Sheffield,

the outcome of the Cambridge Extension Lec

tures.

The sixth annual conference of the Crypto-

gamic Society of Scotland will be held in

Glasgow from the 27th of September to the 2nd

of October.

Mr. R Bcxlen Newton, assistant naturalist

under Prof. Huxley in the Museum of Practical

Geology, Jermyn Street, has received an ap

pointment as assistant in the Geological Depart

ment of the British Museum.

Prof. Stelzner reports that the committee

charged with the management of the testimonial

to Prof, von Cotta are greatly pleased with the

result of their appeal. The fund at present

amounts to 6,500 marks, and, from the reports

received from the sub-committees in England,

America, and other places, they think it reason

able to expect a total sum of at least 9,000

marks. This will enable them to erect a suitable

monument to Cotta, and to establish a memorial

foundation in his name at the Freiberg School

of Mines.

The French Fire-Damp Commission, which

was organized some years since, has just issued

a long report, recording the causes of 420 acci

dents by explosions. Sixty-four projects were

presented to them by private individuals, and

some new instruments have been constructed.

The influence of coal dust upon explosions has

not been satisfactorily determined, but a series

of propositions have been transmitted to the

French ministry, which will be laid before the

Chamber next session.

Henry F. Collins, of Truro, aged fifteen,

has been successful in obtaining from the

Science and Art Department a royal exhibition

of 50/. per annum for three years and free

admission to the Royal School of Mines. Mr.

R T. Borey and Mr. C. D. Selman, each of

Bristol, have also obtained similar rewards.

Government Blue-Books often contain many

very interesting documents which would repay

careful examination. In ' Papers relating to Her

Majesty's Colonial Possessions : Reports for 1877,

1878, 1879 ' (C—2598), issued a few weeks ago,

there is an instance of this in the extract from

a narrative of a journey across the unexplored

portion of British Honduras by Henry Fowler,

Colonial Secretary, which, to adopt the words

of the Lieutenant-Governor in his despatch,

" assumes the shape of as good a handbook of

British Honduras as can fairly be expected from

the means at disposal." This narrative con

tains a short and lucid sketch of the history

and resources of the country, calling from the

writer a remark which we cordially endorse,

that "few colonies can boast of a history so

unique or thrilling, or give such a proof of the

dogged tenacity of the English race." One of

the fights with the Spaniards affords an amusing

instance of a popular epithet having lost all

traces of its origin. It is called the ' ' Poke and

do Boy " war. The name has two origins—

"pork and dough boy" and "poke and do

boy" ; the first supposed to be a nickname given

to the mode of living on pork and flour, the

second from the fact that the people armed

themselves with pikes and lances, and were

cheered by their commanders with the battle

cry, "Poke and do for them, boys." Besides the

records of fighting, however, there are other

points which are of great interest. We should

like to know something more of the constitution

of the people "founded on their ancient

customs"; and the statement that " the Belize

Creole has his traditions " makes us ask if it is

not worth the while of the Folk-lore Society to

make some inquiry about these. It is by such

hints that one is able to know where to look for

material, as yet unknown and unworked, towards

completing our knowledge of savage folk-lore.

Then there is something for the philologist in

the enthusiastic, if somewhat unscientific, letter

from Dr. Le Plongeon on the subject of the

Maya language, which he has been studying

along with the kindred subjects of the civiliza

tion of the Incas of Peru and the ruined monu

ments of Yucatan. And there is really a good

description of the ceremony of condemning and

executing prisoners by the command of the

Image-god of the Santa Cruz Indians.

FINE ARTS

DORR'S OREAT WORKS. 'CHRIST LEAVING the rR-STORiOM,'
'CHRIST ENTERING JEltrsALBK.' and ' The RUA7.EN SEHI'RNT'
(thn latter ium compli'tedl. each 33 br 22 feet, with ' Dream of PHate'l
Wife.' 'Soldiers of the Crow.' 'Nlaht of the Crucifixion,' * Houae of
Calaphaa,' Ac., at the DUKE GALLERY, 35, New Bond Street. Dull?,
Tea to Six.—It.

Lives of the Most Eminent British Fainters.

By Allan Cunningham. Revised, Annotated,

and Continued to the Present Time by Mrs.

C. Heaton. Vols. II. and III. (Bell & Sons.)

—Buyers of these volumes, which appear to

conclude the publication, must be warned that

they will not obtain more than the title strictly

warrants. Cunningham's readable but untrust

worthy compilation extends to five volumes,

and its title in full is ' Lives of the Most

Eminent British Painters, Sculptors, and

Architects,' but it is commonly known by

the shorter title given above. Messrs. Bell

appear to ignore the remaining two volumes,

which comprise biographies of Cibber, Rou-

biliac, Wilton, Banks, Nollekens, Flaxman,

I. Jones, Wren, Chambers, and other British

sculptors and architects, although the first

volume of the new edition of the work does

not state that the buyer must construe the title |

strictly. We noticed that volume about a year ago

(Athen. No. 2684), and then commented generally

on the character of the publication, the innu

merable blunders of Cunningham, his primi

tive and prejudiced criticisms, and the nature of

the editor's annotations. She has ^called atten

tion to many of the errors of Cunningham, but

by no means all, and in some cases, as we showed

before, she has made odd mistakes while at

tempting to set her author right. She ha3 been

more fortunate in instances where diligent use of

ordinary books, all that could be expected under

the circumstances, could help ; but she often leads

the reader wrong. For example, in a note to

the first volume she informed the world that

" Hudson was then [at the date of Reynolds's

going to London] all that could be desired in

the way of eminence." There was surely

a chance for a note upon a note by Cunning

ham, which declares that Sterne's landlady sold

his corpse ' ' to defray his lodgings " ; a statement

for which there appears to be no better founda

tion than the fact that a " body " with pecu

liarly projecting teeth, resembling Sterne's, was

recognized as his on a dissecting table at Cam

bridge. In another place Cunningham said

that Hogarth " opposed the foundation of

public lectures and the establishment of an

Academy." This statement is the reverse of

the truth, and it has led to numerous errors.

Neither Cunningham nor Mrs. Heaton knows

that the ship which took Reynolds in 1749 to

Italy as the guest of Keppel was the world-

famous Centurion, with which Anson circum

navigated the world, captured the great Acapulco

galleon Nuestra Senora del Cabadongawith nearly

350,000/., and, concealed by a fog, returned to

England, sailing through the middle of the

French fleet. Under Capt. Denis she led the

tremendous fight off Cape Finisterre, May 3rd,

1747 ; much injured at first, she dropped out of

the battle, refitted, and then retook her post.

The editor has added numerous foot-notes, which

display her diligence, and have a certain value

of their own. They are at least as correct as

the body of the book. In addition we have

brief lives of artists not dealt with by Cunning

ham. These notices have been compiled from

published biographies with a good deal of care.

L'Imagerie Phinicienne et la Mythulogie Icono-

logi'jne chez les Orecs.—Premiere Partie. La Coupe

Phenicienne de Palestrina. Par C. Clermont-Gan-

neau. (Paris, Leroux; London, Triibner & Co.)

—A treasure of the highest archaeological value

was found in 1876 at Palestrina, the ancient

Preeneste, consisting of a number of objects of

gold, silver, electron, ivory, amber, glass, bronze,

and iron. Among these was a silver cup, or

rather bowl, the inner surface of which is covered

with delicate incised work. This is in that style

of modified Assyrian and Egyptian art which

we now know to have characterized Phoenician

workmanship, and a Phoenician inscription is

engraved in the centre of it. The rest of the

find is similarly of Phoenician origin, and bears

witness to the intercourse carried on between

Carthage and Latium after the treaty of 509 b.c.

between the Carthaginians and Romans, a trans

lation of which is given by Polybius. It is this cup

or bowl that forms the subject of the volume

published the other daybyM. Clermont-Qanneau,

well known to English readers by his work in

Palestine, and more especially by his successful

recovery of the shattered fragments of the

Moabite Stone. The engraved surface of the

cup is divided into three zones, the outer one

being surrounded by the figure of a serpent,

and the inner one serving as a central medallion.

The subjects represented in the outer zone are

satisfactorily proved by M. Ganneau to form a

single and complete history. A prince, dressed

in Assyrian costume, leaves his castle in the

early morning, and is driven in his chariot to

the forest, where he shoots a stag. He then

prepares to cook and eat it, after first offering a

portion of it in sacrifice to the deity who hovers

above in the shape of the winged solar disc. A
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monstrous ape, however, suddenly attacks the

huntsman, but he is saved by the intervention

of the deity, represented this time by the head

and arms of the Egyptian Hathor, holding the

chariot and its occupant in her hands, and fur

nished with wings. The ape is destroyed, and

the huntsman returns to his home in safety.

The discovery that a history of this kind has

been represented by the engraver will have many

important consequences for the interpretation

of Phoenician art and of that early Greek art

which was derived from it. The mode adopted

by the artist for expressing the fact that the

various scenes form a single whole is simple and

natural. He has merely repeated the actors,

so that we see them as they would have ap

peared at successive periods of the day. The

middle zone, which M. Ganneau leaves un

noticed, is occupied by figures of horses with

birds flying above them, apparently in order to

denote that they are in motion. The most note

worthy peculiarity of this zone is that the tails

of the horses are artistically represented as palm

leaves. A discussion of the inner zone or medal

lion is reserved for another volume ; but the

conclusion M. Ganneau would have us draw

from it is evident. A man with a pointed beard,

like those of the Amorites or Hittites on

Egyptian monuments, is represented bound to

a stake with his hands tied behind him. In

front is a beardless Egyptian grasping another

beardless man by the arm, and thrusting at him,

it would seem, with a spear, while a dog bites

his heel. Below the same figure is seen extended

on the ground, with the same dog still biting

the heel. The three scenes have been designed

after Egyptian models, and M. Ganneau sug

gests that they are the basis on which the Greek

legend of the conflict between Heracles and

Geryon was constructed. This brings us to the

main thesis of M. Ganneau's work, for which

the cup of Palestrina furnishes the text. He

proposes a new and striking theory to account

for certain portions of Greek mythology. Many

of the myths, he holds, were popular interpreta

tions of scenes and figures engraved on Phoe

nician works of art, which found their way in

early times into the hands of the Greeks. The

same scenes and figures would naturally give

rise to more than one misinterpretation, and

consequently to more than one myth. In this

way we can explain the extraordinary likeness

sometimes existing in the myths of countries

between which there can have been little or no

communication, as well as the introduction of

Semitic myths at all into Greece. In fact, there

is an ocular mythology as well as an aural one.

The ordinary process of explaining the picture

from the legend must be reversed in many cases,

and we ought to explain the legend from the

picture. The theory is certainly attractive,

but it needs to be applied, as M. Ganneau

himself recognizes, with very great caution.

Though in some cases the Phoenician artist

may have represented in metal the real events

of human life, we know that in many cases he

has introduced the figures and scenes of the

mythological world. No doubt there is much

in Greek mythology which came from a Semitic

source, but we must carefully distinguish be

tween myths that were imported into Greece

ready made and already depicted by Phoenician

art, and myths that were invented by the Greeks

to explain the figures on metal vases and such

like objects. Assyrian discovery has made it

easier to do this than might be supposed. The

Assyrian and Babylonian originals of many of

the Greek legends that came to Greece through

the Phoenicians are now known, and we are

beginning to determine what share the Assyrians,

the Phoenicians, and the Greeks severally had in

throwing them into the shape in which they have

been handed down. Had M. Ganneau paid more

attention to recent Assyrian literature, ho would

not have wished to explain the labours of

Heracles by his new theory ; the prototypes of

the conflict with the giant Geryon, of the gardens

of the Hesperides, and of the lion of Nemea

were all celebrated by the poets of Chaldaea

centuries before the first intercourse took place

between the Phoenicians and the Greeks. But

the statement of his new theory is not the only

part of M. Ganneau's work from which the

student of archaeology will gain instruction and

profit. His pages are full of happy suggestions

and lucid reasoning. We may take, for example,

his suggestion that a central medallion of an

engraved bowl, like that of Palestrina, gave the

first idea of coined money, costly objects of this

sort having once served as a medium of barter,

or his inquiry into the character of the Phoe

nician goddess Tanit and her Greek equivalent.

He has fully made out his case in favour of the

old view respecting the expression "Tanit the

face of Baal," which occurs in Phoenician in

scriptions. The title here given to the goddess

was not derived from a locality so named, but

denoted the visible form of the Sun-god con

ceived as a feminine power. It is under this

form that the goddess comes to the rescue of the

huntsman on the Palestrina cup. As M. Ganneau

shows, the Homeric scholar also will find much to

interest him in the study of the relics of Phoe

nician art. Thus the Palestrina cup is the best

possible commentary on the description of the

shield of Achilles ; and the discovery of the way

in which the successive acts of a history are

represented, by repeating the figures of the actors,

throws light on the narrative form in which the

poet has cast his account of the various scenes

depicted on the shield. There is great pro

bability, too, in M. Ganneau's belief that the

earliest Greek vases are simply attempts by

native artists to imitate in clay the ornamented

metal vases of Phoenician trade. This, at all

events, will explain the choice of colours used

in decorating them. It will also explain how

the Phoenician alphabet came to be introduced

into the West. The names written over the

figures represented by the Phoenician artists

were copied by the Greek potters along with

the figures themselves, and formed short and

easy lessons in the alphabet for the makers and

purchasers of the wares. Up to the last the

Greeks preserved a recollection of the fact by

using the same word, ypo.<f>uv, to signify both

designing the figures and writing their names

over them.

I?Annie Artistique, 1879, par V. Champier

(Paris, Quantin), is the second instalment of a

series of which we have already praised the first

issue. It contains an elaborate artistic official

directory for France, a record of events during

the past year which are important to artists and

archaeologists, an elaborate review of the Sahm,

and obituaries and criticisms, some of which, so

far as they relate to English painters, are in ques

tionable taste. For instance, it is said of P. F.

Poole, " Ses tableaux ont toujours it6 melo-

dramatiques, et souvent, en voulant atteindre au

sublime, il est tombe" dans le ridicule." The

bibliography of the year, although by no means

complete, is extensive enough to be serviceable.

THE BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

The labours of the Association on Wednes

day, the 18th inst., included a visit to the

vast conical barrow of earth at Silbury Hill,

which was opened in 1777 by the Duke of

Northumberland and Col. Drax, who sank

a shaft from the top downwards through

the centre., under the idea of its being a place

of sepulture, but no remains were found. In

1849 it was again examined, with no better

result. On that occasion a tunnel was cut

horizontally, following as nearly as possible the

surface of the natural ground on which the hill

had been raised. After penetrating for eighty-

seven yards the centre was reached, and, in

order to make a thorough exploration of the

central mass of earth, a gallery was carried half

way round and various recesses made in the

sides. The opinion seems to gain ground now

that this mound and the ancient stone circle at

Avebury mark the sites of the principal places

of ceremony for the more ancient inhabitants

of Mercia, to whom the latter place itself may

have stood as a kind of ecclesiastical capital. In

the evening a paper was read by Mr. E. P.

Loftus Brock upon the discovery of a Viking's

ship in Norway, in which he claimed a sepul

chral origin for the vessel, naval heroes in the

age to which this relic belonged being fre

quently buried with their weapons in their

ships. Frotho II., King of Denmark, made a

law to the effect that his admirals and principal

commanders should be thus inhumed at death.

Several vessels of the kind have been discovered,

one in 1852, another in 1863, and a third in

1867, which is still preserved at Christiania.

The figure-head is beautifully carved in the form

of a sea-dragon, in accordance with the conven

tional custom. Three small boats have also

been found and some oars richly carved. In

the forepart, near the mast, the burial chamber,

which had contained the bones of the deceased

warrior wrapped in silken cloths, was found to

have been disturbed. The length of the ship

is seventy-nine feet, and its date may be attri

buted to the close of the eighth century. Its

position was such that the prow, turned towards

the seaboard, was ready to cleave the waves and

sail away to the sea when Odin summoned the

great chief on the Last Day.

The proceedings on Thursday, the 19th

inst., took the Congress members to Chippen

ham, en route for Langley Burrell, Christian

Malford, and Bradenstoke Priory. This

religious foundation owes its origin to Walter,

son of Edward of Salisbury, sheriff of Wilt

shire, and grandson of Walter d'Evereux, one

of the companions of the Conqueror. After

the death of his wife, Sibylla de Chaworth,

the founder assumed the habit of the order,

and retired here. His grave is in the priory

church near the chancel. There is a valu

able Register Book of the priory in the British

Museum, containing a very large number of

documents relating to the history and pos

sessions of the establishment. This book is

well worthy of being published by the Wiltshire

Archaeological Society, which has already done

so much for the history of religious houses in

the county. From the Itinerary of King John

it may be seen that the monarch was often at

Bradenstoke, and there is a tradition that

Henry II. was crowned three times in a chapel

in the vill of Braden. The majestic ruins of

Malmesbury Abbey were next visited by the

party, who could not fail to be struck by the

contrast between the Btyle of architecture

affected by the Regular Benedictines and

that adopted by the Austin Canons at

Bradenstoke. The mitred abbey of Malmes

bury, on the site of, and indeed a growth out

of, a small Saxon monastery, was in the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries one of the finest and

richest monastic institutions of the country.

The Benedictines—who formed, as it were, the

High Church or Ritualistic party, in contradis

tinction to the severer-minded Cistercians, who

were gradually reforming the luxurious styles

of elaborate building, gorgeous tracery, and in

terior decoration, and the highly ornamental and

imposing religious services of the order from

which they had sprung—were then at the height

of their power and influence, and Malmesbury

Abbey was one of their greatest strongholds in

England. One especial feature claims a passing

note here. The library of the abbey, commenced

by William of Malmesbury—who appears to

have organized a regular system of exchange

of books, getting copies of rare manuscripts

from foreign houses of his order in return for

copies of such books as he himself had either

written for, or purchased on behalf of, his abbey

—was maintained with considerable spirit by his

I successors, but at the time of the Dissolution

all these works were scattered to the winds. It

I is recorded that finely illuminated Service
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Books were sold as waste at the gates of the

monastery. Aubrey, the historian of Wiltshire,

and Moffatt, who has written an interesting ac

count of the abbey, speak with great fueling of

the disgraceful and unnecessary destruction of

these literary relics. According to the former

authority, " The abbey manuscripts flew about

like butterflies." The charters and vellum leaves

of the older books were found useful in many

ways, and the glovers of the town, of whom

there were an immense number, found many

opportunities of turning their cheaply gotten

parchments to a practical, if not very dignified,

account. The great central tower of this abbey

was at one time surmounted by a lofty spire.

This fell within the memory of persons who

recounted the event to the antiquary Leland.

With it there fell much of the eastern portion

of the abbey church, the choir, and the Lady

ChapeL The western tower also fell at a subse-

Suent period, and ruined the western front,

n the occasion of the rejoicing in the town at

the return of Charles 11., May 29th, 1660, the

noise of the artillery so shook the building that

one of the remaining pillars of the central tower

and the parts above it fell down the same night.

The south porch, and doorway with its elaborate

series of Norman sculptures, not unlike similar

architectural work at Glastonbury—almost a

twin abbey to Malmeabury, and always in the

closest spiritual union and fraternal intercourse

with it—are perhaps as line as any things of the

kind in England.

In the evening a paper was read by Mr.

Morgan, F.S.A, 'On the "Gowissens" in

Wiltshire,' in which he discussed the topo

graphical position and political influences of the

inhabitants of the county during the earliest

centuries of the Christian era. Another paper

was read by Dr. J. S. Phene\ ' On the Existing

Analogues of Stonehenge and Avebury,' in which

the author of the lecture, who ap]>ealed from

time to time to a large collection of beautifully

elaborated diagrams, pointed out the remarkable

fact that Stonehenge is a structure of at least

two periods widely separated. The materials

and dimensions of the earlier structure differ

altogether from those of the later and grander

erection. It is not mentioned by writers of

antiquity, unless one passage, very doubtful as

to locality, be admitted ; yet it must have been

well known to the Romans, as Roman pottery

and other remains have been found on the site,

although it has never been mentioned by their

writers. Nevertheless the site is clearly a very

central position amongst the great sepulchral

memorials of the ancient British people, and

possibly was a sacred locality to a still earlier

race. "My impression is," he said, "that as

the Romans consolidated their power by alliance

with, or granting freedom to, the nobles of the

countries they governed ; as they considered

the worship of the local deities of other lands

meritorious, and no abrogation of, or detraction

from, the honours claimed by their own deities

of Rome, they could show this in no more com

prehensive way than by restoration or augmenta

tion of that temple in Britain which was in the

centre of the deceased nobility of the land, and

in the vicinity of what was clearly the great

wardmote or gathering place of the British at

Avebury. On tho other hand, there is evidence

enough to show, both in the mortise and tenon

construction and in the vastness of the stones

(those of Stonehenge are smaller than the great

monoliths in Brittany), that the artificers, or at

least the designers, may have been of Phoenician

origin ; the monuments of the inhabitants of

the Balearic Islands being Pelasgic of the oldest

type. The Pelasgi were a people with whom

the Phoenicians were in communication, and

all the features of Stonehenge and Avebury

have analogues in the islands between the

African continent and Europe. In any case,

that Stonehenge is not a purely British struc

ture is clear. Dr. James Fergusson, who is

not fond of attributing great antiquity to any

monuments, allows that the remains on these

islands may be coeval with the period of the

Trojan war. Having repeatedly examined the

route of the ancient traffic in tin through Gaul,

I feel clear in stating that they seem to follow

a line from Africa, where several trilithons

exist, by the Atlantic shore and islands to

Britain, a trilithon being found on the coast in

Brittany, at St. Nazaire, and one in the lie

d'Ouessant. Dr. Fergusson admits the art of

the construction (i.e. the design) may have

travelled from Africa to Ireland, and thence to

Wiltshire, in which I think he is right."

Friday, the 20th inst. , brought a very inte

resting day's work. Passing through Enford,

near Chisenbury Priory and camp with de

tached outwork of peculiar style and unusual

size, and through Netheravon with its fine

Norman church, the members arrived at Ames-

bury. The church there is one of the finest

in the district, cruciform in shape, with a

square central tower, Norman windows, and

arches. Here stood a Benedictine nunnery, of

which scanty notices exist, but it appears to

have been specially in request as a place of

retreat for ladies of the royal blood, although

in 1177 King Henry IL expelled the inmates

on account of their unsatisfactory proceedings.

In later days Mary, daughter of Edward I., in

company with thirteen young ladies of noble

birth, took the veil in 1283 ; in 1286, Eleanor,

the dowager queen of Henry III., professed,

and dying in 1202, was sumptuously interred by

Edward I. , her son, who came from Scotland for

the purpose of being preBent at the ceremony.

Stonehenge was the next place of rallying, but

the studies of the Association were somewhat

marred by the concurrent visit of some picnic

and pleasure parties, whose sports ill accorded

with the aims of the archaeologists. The Rev.

A. C. Smith, in describing the temple, said that

when it was perfect it consisted of two circles

and two ellipses of upright stones, concentric,

and environed by a bank and ditch, and, outside

this boundary, of a single upright stone and pro

cessional avenue. The entrance to the cluster

faced north-east, and its avenue is still to be

traced by banks of earth. One stone, called

the "Friar's Heel," sixteen feet high, is sup

posed to have been a gnomon. The outer circle

consisted of eighty stones, fixed upright at in

tervals of about three and a half feet, connected

at the top by imposts, which formed a con

tinuous corona, or ring of stone, at a height of

sixteen feet. Within this was the grandest part

of Stonehenge, the great ellipse formed of five,

or, in the estimation of others, seven, trilitha,

the largest attaining the great elevation of

twenty-five feet. Again, within the space

bounded by these triliths was the inner elliptical

compartment, consisting of nineteen granite

posts, and in the cell thus formed stood the

altar stone, or the stone of astronomical observa

tion. At the present time the outer circle con

sists of sixteen uprights and six imposts, the

inner circle of seven uprights, the great ellipse

of two perfect triliths and two single uprights,

the ellipse of six blocks, and within the cell

remains the so-called altar stone. No one,

wonderful to say, proposed new theories with

regard to the origin, date, or use of this remark-

abl o ruin, the mystery of which remains for a

future solution, if haply any may be found.

Earl Nelson said he should like to see those

stones that had fallen within the memory of

man, and whose original positions were unques

tioned, carefully replaced.

In the return journey a visit to the camp of

Vespasian, an interesting Roman relic of con

siderable dimensions, was included, and the

party returned to Devizes by the way of Red-

hone. The evening meeting was devoted to a

paper by Mr. J. T. Burgess, F.S.A., 'On

Ancient Fortifications,' especially with reference

to Devizes Castle. Devizes Castle stands on a

huge mound, and it presented many points in

common with other castles erected about the

same time by Bishop Roger of Salisbury, who

reconstructed old castles on the plans adopted

by the Norman military architects. It was too

much the fashion to describe the entrenchment

as British, Roman, Saxon, or Danish, as the

case might be ; but the fact was the commanding

position would commend itself at any period to

those who had to defend themselves. Such a

castle was probably the stronghold of a nation

and the residence of its king. Kent had four of

these strongholds. There is a theory that these

mounds were merely Roman works thrown up

for general survey, but many mounds were found

in very low-lying positions surrounded by a wall,

which showed that they were intended for habi

tation. All the old medueval castles had not a

donjon or keep, like Devizes. Many other Danish

and Saxon castles in England were placed by the

banks of rivers, and most of them on artificial

mounds. Fortified mounds were found of many

types, and they showed the exigencies of the

people who inhabited them. The natural mound

in some places was surrounded by a ditch and

wallum, which in their turn were fortified with

stockades and palisafies. They were also sup

plied with means of retreat. On the weaker side

of the mound the ramparts were erected. There

were many instances in which the original fast

ness was enlarged, as at Old Oswestry, Dor

chester, Ac. When Vespasian came to subdue

the great western land he found that it bristled

with earthworks of the most formidable kind,

which had to be stormed before the Roman

legions could pursue their march westwards.

They might now fairly surmise that on this

march Vespasian came across Devizes, and from

the discoveries it might be assumed that that

great soldier long occupied it as a commanding

poBt. Subsequently the adjacent forests shel

tered the great Alfred, but those forests were

now gone, and the chalk bluffs that witnessed

his victories, and which still bear the ensign

of his country, now fringe smiling corn-fields,

orchards, and fertile pastures.

Saturday-was the concluding day of the Con

gress, and devoted to a comprehensive series of

antiquities. The day commenced with an inspec

tion of the early Norman church at Bromham,

dedicated to St. Nicholas, with a late chantry

chapel, evidently built after the similar chapel

in a corresponding situation in the parish church

at Devizes, the south side of the chancel. This

chantry was built by Richard Beauchamp, Lord

St Amand, and contains a fine alabaster effigy,

sadly hacked with deep gashes and disfigured

with the names and initials of iconoclastic

visitors ; some enamelled brasses ; an altar tomb

in honour of Almeric de Sancto Amando ;

a brass to the memory of John Baynton, the

cousin of Richard Beauchamp, who died in

1542 ; and an elaborate tomb on the south side,

to the memory of Sir Edward Baynton, who

died in 1578, and his two wives, Agnes Ryce

and Anne Packyngton. The vestry, which is

on the north side of the tower and approached

by six steps, has a semicircular Norman arch,

and over it a quaint incised slab, on which is a

skeleton in its shroud, placed to the memory of

Ferdinand Hugies in 1640. In the vestry are

two half-length figures of Hugh Webbe, the

rector in 1617, and his daughter-in-law. These

are interesting examples of a period not very

well represented in this class of sculpture. Pro

ceeding in accordance with the programme, the

party halted at the side of a freshly reaped field

of barley, where a band of farm labourers were

busily at work removing about nine inches of

earth from a fine Roman mosaic pavement re

cently discovered. Roman remains, including

two urns and a coin of Carausius, were found on

this site forty years ago. The pavement consists

of several square yards of intricate scroll work,

ivy leaves, and the well-known dolphin symbols.

It is thought that this pavement may be the

same that was described in 1810 by Sir

Richard C. Hoare (whom, by the way, by a

slip of the pen, we called Sir Henry last
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week), but the conjecture is not yet verified.

Some angular masonry has been excavated on

the immediate site, which is expected to yield

considerable results when it has been fully ex

plored. The urns found here have been deposited

in the museum belonging to the Wiltshire

Archaeological Society in the town of Devizes,

where the unrivalled " Stonehenge urn " and a

large collection of funeral urns and drinking

vessels from this prolific county have been

deposited. When a Wiltshire Greenwell arises

he will have difficulty in finding fictilia that will

surpass the immense urns which have been found

in the county, either in beauty of shape or per

fection of pattern and symmetry.

The visit to Bowood enabled the Association

to see the magnificent collection of noted masters

in the possession of the Marquess of Lansdowne,

among them Rembrandt's ' Sunset at the Mill,'

Reynolds's ' Strawberry Girl,' Murillo's ' Por

trait of an Ecclesiastic,' Carracci's ' Virgin and

Child,' and works of Salvator Rosa, Ruys-

dael, Domenichino, Wouwermans, Cuyp, Claude,

Wilkie, Titian, Berchem, and Hogarth. In

one of the valleys within the park a tesselated

pavement, with remains of baths and other

appendages belonging to a Roman villa, has

been lately discovered. After a hasty glance

at Bowden Conduit House, respecting the age

of which there was considerable divergence of

opinion, varying from the fourteenth to the

sixteenth century, the party went to Bewley

Court, now a squalid farmhouse, with a trace

of fifteenth century work shown in a circular

chimney and some carved timbers in the roof

of the old hall. Lacock Abbey formed the next

halting-place. Here the ruins are carefully and

intelligently preserved by the present owner,

Mr. Talbot, who welcomed the party and

pointed out the architectural features of this

ancient nunnery. Although much disfigured

by Sir William Sherrington in the sixteenth

century, the various alterations made in the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries to the old

thirteenth century building are very apparent.

The locutorium, kitchen or nuns' day-room, is

a fine specimen of Early English work ; the

chapter house, sacristy, and refectory, all well

known for their architectural details, together

with Malmesbury Abbey, form the finest mo

nastic sites visited by the Association on this

occasion, which hasbeendistinguished more for its

prehistoric and Roman character than its wealth

of mediaeval relics. In the grounds of Lacock,

near the small lake or fish pond in the immediate

vicinity of the abbey, stands a very remarkable

bronze caldron on three feet, capable of holding

nearly eighty gallons. This magnificent speci

men of the founder's art, all cast in one piece,

is of sharp and elegant outline and massive

form. Around the widest part of the circum

ference is a ribbon, on which is tho following

inscription, recording the maker's name, date,

and place of origin :—"A Petro Waghevens in

Mecnlinia effusus factusque fueram, anno domini

millesimo quingentesinio Deo Laus et Gloria

Christo."

Tho Congress, which was favoured with fine

weather throughout the week, was brought to

an end by an evening meeting in the Town

Hall, where the maces were exhibited and some

interesting particulars of them given by Mr.

Lambert, F.S.A., and the members of the

Corporation. A gold ring in perfect condition,

lately dug up at Potterne, was shown. It bears

on the bezel a rudely chased representation of

the Holy Trinity according to the more common

manner of representation adopted by mediaeval

artists. The Almighty seated on a throne

holds the crucified Son before him, and over

the shoulder of the Father is seen the Dove of

the Holy Spirit. There is an indistinct Lom-

bardic letter in the field on the right. Mr.

Birch described the series of charters belonging

to the town. In the course of his remarks

upon the earlier ones he observed that the loss

of three charters given by Matildis the Empress,

conferring important privileges, was a fact to

be deeply deplored. Out of the thirty or forty

charters of this sovereign known to archaeo-

logists, a large number are dated at Devizes,

thereby showing that a considerable period of

the queen's history was spent in the neighbour

hood of the town. Mr. G. R. Wright, the

Secretary of the Congress, pointed out the

urgent necessity of some modification in the

law relating to treasure trove, and gave an

example where the authorities of the Treasury,

acting within their undoubted right, acquired

some gold and silver antiquities at the price of

the metals in weight, and then disposed of the

objects to a museum at the enhanced archaeo

logical value, thereby making a considerable

profit. Lord Nelson expressed a hope that the

Association would set in motion some means of

securing the sadly dilapidated circles of Stone

henge and Avebury from further injury and de

secration, for, if no other practical result should

arise from the labours of the Congress, it would

deserve lasting credit if by any means it could

procure the future immunity of these venerable

relics of an unknown antiquity from the reckless

treatment to which they are now constantly

subjected. Such treatment was witnessed on

Friday in last week by the party of archaeologists

at the time of their visit.

There are several practical lessons to be learned

at these annual archaeological gatherings. The

bringing together of between one and two hun

dred persons for mutual instruction in archaeo

logy is in itself sure to produce good results, by

stimulating their individual tastes and pursuits

in this direction ; the benefit to the fortunate

owners of local antiquities of every class, by the

opportunity that is afforded to them of getting

independent and, it may generally be said,

accurate opinions on the merits of their treasured

relics, is not small ; and, lastly, the advantage to

the Archaeological Association itself is consider

able. And this for two reasons. The pecuniary

gain to the society, be it large or small, is

scrupulously devoted to the publication and

illustration of new and unpublished accessions to

the known antiquities of our country ; and each

congress, in its yearly turn, largely affects the

character of the forthcoming volume of Proceed

ings, in which its principal actions and results

are chronicled, and the most important papers

printed in exienso. The journal of the Associa

tion will thus, we may feel sure, be largely

leavened with the results of the Devizes Congress,

now just successfully concluded.

THE PEIVATE COLLECTIONS OF ENGLAND.

No. LV.-WENTWORTH WOODHOU6E, ROTHEKHAM.

Having made notes on the more important

treasures in the Gallery at Wentworth Wood-

house, and omitted works which, although valu

able, do not possess supreme attractions, we

may, in the first instance, proceed to describe

the pictures in the Billiard Room, using the

numbers of the manuscript catalogue, and, as

before, following the order of the examples

on the walls.

The masterpieces of George Stubbs, the Liver

pool painter, who, as Mr. Wornum said, "pre

ceded Morland by a generation," are in that

resplendent drawing-room which takes its name

from Whistlejacket, a golden bay horse,

whose portrait we have yet to deal with. In

the Billiard Room, however, are numerous

smaller pictures of celebrated racehorses by

Stubbs, all of which are painted in such a

manner as to show the extraordinary powers

of the artist, and prove that his shortcomings

were due to the circumstances under which his

education was obtained, to the peculiar character

of the man,—he was almost as " English " as

his contemporary Hogarth,—and to the kind

of encouragement which fell to his lot and

with which he could by no means dispense.

Many prints have been made from Stubbs's

designs and portraits of horses, to say nothing

of those energetic pictures of lions and tigers

which made Fuseli say that " his tigers for

grandeur have never been equalled ; his lions

are to those of Rubens what lions are to jackals. "

Stubbs etched some platesof animalswithwonder

ful spirit. Nevertheless, good as these things are,

and learned as is the artist's monograph ' On the

Anatomy of the Horse,' which, by the way, was

one of Landseer's text-books, the reader may

take our word for it that he who has not been

to Wentworth has no idea of what Stubbs could

do. It is to be remembered that this self-

taught, self-centred, somewhat obstinate man

was born in 1724—that is, nearly fifty years

before James Ward, and nearly eighty years

before Landseer. His forerunner in this country

was Wyke ; his immediate predecessor abroad

was that fine draughtsman and painter of horses

Cornelius Van der Meulen, who worked for

Louis XIV. Both of these men had been trained!

in schools of art. Not so Stubbs, every inch

of whose canvas declares the fact that he was

his own teacher. Like all self-centred men,

Stubbs was outside his special studies extremely

ignorant, and this accounts for his self-sufficiency

and the narrowness of his mood in design. But

the force and tenacity of such a character as

his could not but master all he aimed at, and

these portraits of horses are marvels of delicate

drawing and smooth, careful painting, with

clear and bright colour of a very limited scale,

and modelled without impasto, but with rare

finesse and soundness. The figures are gene

rally flat because their scheme of light and

shade is weak, or rather primitive. Primitive,

too, were Stubbs's notions of composition and

chiaroscuro ; his modes of grouping were simple,

but they were by no means without a sense of

grace. On the whole, it was not fair scornfully

to call him a painter of portraits of horses, for

he was very much more than that, although it

was unfortunate that he could rarely contrive to

add the landscape backgrounds of his figures,

and was compelled to employ one Lowen for

that purpose. On this account the pictures in

the Billiard Room at Wentworth which have

no backgrounds are more valuable than those

which have. It seems to have been Stubbs's

custom to finish the figure of a horse within its

outlines with the utmost minuteness, so that it

appears stuck on the canvas, after which his

assistant did the rest as well as he could. Of this

habit Nos. 141 and 142 are valuable examples.

Usually Stubbs painted with thin pigments on a

rather dark brown or stone-coloured canvas ; in

many instances this ground has "come through,"

to the injury of the paintings.

Ostade's ' Boors Carousing ' (153) which might

have taught Stubbs a good deal, is a fine and

exceptionally large picture. The many figures

it contains were designed with extraordinary

spirit and admirably placed on the canvas. It

is a masterpiece of rich light and shade, at once

luminous and profound; the chiaroscuro is some

what complex and the finish delicate. The last-

named quality is seen in the white hood of the

woman who is being kissed by a man, and in

some accessories of the composition. We know

of no better Ostade in this country, and it is well

worth while to spend an hour in studying its

many merits. No. 151 is a good Canaletto, a

'View of the Grand Canal, Venice,' not one of

the artist's best pictures, but a very sunny and

solid instance of the painter's abilities when

employed without the stimulus of a special in

spiration.

We now proceed to notice, without regard

to locality, but following the usual course, the

greater works of this collection. No. 150 is a

good Bolognese picture, a classical landscape of

dramatic inspiration and in style academical.

Here is a capital 'Roman Ruins' (152), by

Pannini, which, however, suggests the inspira

tion of Zuccarelli. There are pictures at Nostel

Priory which are worth comparing with these.

The student of style who wishes to appreciate

Van Dyck's pathos and his power in reading

character must on no account omit to see tho
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famous ' Earl of Strafford and Sir Philip Main-

waring,' No. 19 in this gallery, which was at

the National Portrait Exhibition in 1866. It is

the painter's masterpiece of its class, and the

original of numerous copies. More than once

engraved by noteworthy hands, full justice has

never been done to the noble conception it em

bodies. The gloomy, half-resentful, profoundly

sad, but far from fierce look of the great earl,

which is the key-note of the piece, has been but

faintly reflected by any burin, while the tone,

general and local colour, chiaroscuro, and other

strictly technical qualities for which it is remark

able are best seen in the picture. The two

figures sit at a table ; the earl is dressed in black

silk, and holds in one hand a letter, the whiteness

of which is important in the schemes of colour

and tone which are illustrated by the painting.

There is a rather illegible inscription on the

paper, but one supposes its purport was origin

ally important enough to be read, because there

can be no doubt the motive of the design turns

on this document, as if it were the pivot of the

artist's conception of his work—in fact, the sub

ject of his picture, for such this example is, being

a production of far more ambitious nature than

a simple portrait. The left hand of Strafford is

placed on the arm of his chair lightly, but firmly,

and in a manner which was evidently habitual

with the earl. It is as if the paper possessed the

utmost importance, and demanded prompt deci

sion on the part of the statesman, who must at

the moment depicted take one course or the

other, and thenceforth follow it without hesita

tion, without ever turning back again, be the

issue what it may. We cannot help feeling

that Van Dyck meant this, for he has shown

how the earl, almost lost in a brief pause of

overmastering thought, has turned partly from

his companion, the attentive if not officious

secretary, who, pen in hand, watches his chief,

ready to write what the minister may dictate ;

but he does not see the face of Strafford as we

may Bee it.

How Van Dyck saw that impressive face

who can tell ? Was the sumptuous painter of

Strafford's counsel ! Did he imagine the scene

which is here depicted, or simply evolve this

masterpiece of design out of some glimpse at

a momentous incident of which chance made

him a spectator 1 Wo think the last hypothesis

likely to be nearest the truth, and that" the

painter, whose insight into the characters of

Charles and his queen had something of the

force and nature of prevision of their careers

and fates, saw in the stern and thoughtful face

of the great minister more than most men of

that time were able to see, although, indeed,

there were not wanting those who predicted of

Strafford at least as much as any one may read

between the lowering lines of this superb

portrait. No other work of Van Dyck's is half

so profound. There is nothing of Rubens's

surpasses it. Rembrandt's portraits, or some

of them at least, make us feel that if we

knew as much of their subjects as we do

of Strafford, they, too, might impress us as

this picture does. It cannot but strike the
■visitor who turns from this remarkable likeness

to those of King Charles and Queen Henrietta,

which are among the chief ornaments of these

walls, that among the troubles of Strafford's

spirit must have been an immeasurable contempt

for the hard, narrow craft of the "martyr,"

and the frivolous and shallow yet cruel nature

of the queen. When they left the owner of this

face to die as a scapegoat, what was his thought

of them ? The face is a wonder, and grows on

the spectator, who has been, so to say, admitted

to the secret company of this picture. Its

expression grows sterner, grimmer, and darker,

as if an iron will stiffened in the heat of anger.

"1 et the face depicted here, however resolute, is

by no means cruel, and is the antithesis of all

that is low and insincere. This work has not

been surpassed as a triumph of penetrative

imagination. Its secret lies in the set square

jaw, which pushes itself a little forward ; in

the nostril, which under compression now curves

more than habit has dictated ; while the chin

is big and square, and the black eyes dilate in

the shadow of the massive brows, about the

summit of which the short thick hair curls

crisply. The very costume is austere, and

without any of those ornaments which attracted

the eyes of men to Strafford's royal master.

Van Dyck emphasized the severe spirit of his

chief subject by giving to Mainwaring the

aspect of a man of active ability, but of some

what slight nature. His eager eyes seem to

" float " in his head, he has a thin face and

pointed chin, his mouth is full, the lower lip

is a little underhung, the eyebrows are arched,

the forehead is high and narrow. His dress

contrasts with his master's. It is of a bright

rich red, decorated with a massive gold chain

and some jewellery. The picture has not escaped

rubbing, so that the carnations may have lost

some of the clear and golden tones which origin

ally belonged to them : this was doubtless due

to old and injudicious restoration ; it has evi

dently been well cared for of late. The colour,

both local and general, is of the most beautiful

quality. The hands are worthy of Holbein for

their expressiveness, of Velasquez for their

execution. The figures are of a somewhat large

life size, and would be visible to the middle of

the legs if the table were away. See another

Van Dyck of Strafford described below.

No. 17 is a ' Prince Rupert,' by Lely, a three-

quarters-length figure in a buff coat, one hand

being on his sword ; the head is turned to our

left, the face in three-quarters view, the light

from our right. It is of Lely's best time, a

warm-toned and masculine portrait, closely re

sembling the work of Hannemann, but too

animated for him, and a better example than

the likeness of a later date and in Garter robes

which was lately bought by the National Por

trait Gallery. It is certain that Lely must

have painted numerous portraits of Prince

Ruffian," as the people whom he harried and

burned out of their houses called the beau nabreur

of his day. An even better Lely is a fine

portrait of Anne Hyde, Duchess of York, which

shows how near the artist at his best contrived

to approach Van Dyck. It is a life-size figure,

not quite to the feet, in a splendidly painted

white satin dress, seated near a red curtain,

and wearing a large white collar. There is a

genial simper on the lady's face, which is

doubtless due to the artist. On the whole this

is the best Lely we have Been.

Acontrast to this masculine work is supplied by

Reynolds's graceful and somewhat weak study in

oil, or repetition of the figures of the Shepherds in

the popular transparency of the west window of

New College Chapel, Oxford. The picture is well

known and better in quality than the window.

The figures, one of which is that of Sir Joshua

himself, are life size and numbered 25. No. 27

is the ' Shepherd Boy,' produced for the same

window, a very pretty example, quite in Rey

nolds's way. Both of these works were at the

Academy in 1875. A good Van Dyck of the

better class of Court portraits is the seated, life-

size figure of Queen Henrietta Maria (36) in

her favourite sea-blue dress, of which we find

representations elsewhere, as in the group at

Lord Grantley's seat near Ripon, in other like

nesses, single figures, at Windsor and at Mul-

grave Castle. Her Majesty affected this colour

after her darkening complexion made the white

satin in which she originally delighted too

"trying," as the ladies say. The colour goes

charmingly with her present tint, and is skilfully

contrasted by the red rose, emblem of England,

she holds in her lap. The jewels, such as buttons

and clasps, here worn by Henrietta Maria are

the same as those depicted at Grantley Hall.

A gold chain and large pearl pendant adorn the

neck. The figure is posed with all Van Dyck's ease

and grace towards our left, the face being to

the front. The carnations have become a little

yellow ; the rouge to which the queen was

addicted is delicately hinted in the picture,

which would doubtless gain much if it could be

placed in a better light. See below for a finer

portrait of the queen.

Another Reynolds represents Charlotte, Coun

tess Fitzwilliam, married in 1770, daughter of

the Earl of Bessborough, seated in a chair, with

her powdered hair in large curls, and wearing a

crimson cloak trimmed with brown fur. The

countess holds in her lap a muff of the same

fur. The carnations of the picture have faded

greatly, and this seems to have affected the

modelling and made the features look leaner

than they otherwise would. We have omitted

to note the name of the artist of a capital

portrait of Charles II. at the age of four

teen, in armour, which has been, we believe,

engraved. Unless our memory is false the

three-quarters-length, life-size portrait of James

Stanley, Earl of Derby, here to be seen is one of

those numerous versions of Van Dyck's picture

at Knowsley, the frequency of which attests the

general admiration felt by his contemporaries for

this distinguished royalist.

By Van Dyck is No. 5, the whole-length,

life-size portrait of the great Earl of Strafford

to which we have already alluded. He is clad

in black armour, holds a leading staff in his

right hand, and has placed his left hand on the

head of a large grey deerhound ; the animal

eagerly watches his master's face, which, the

helmet being removed, is bare. The helmet

stands on a pedestal at the owner's side. The

face is pale ; and as the features are a

little puffed, the picture suggests ill health.

The expression is much less stem than in

the likeness named above, but the work is most

"serious" in all respects and is an entirely

noble portrait. There is a third version of

the likeness of the earl here, attributed to

Van Dyck, but doubted by Dr. Waagen, who,

however, admits that his survey of Went-

worth Woodhouse was very hasty. In this

instance the right hand of the figure is on

his helmet. Another Van Dyck, one of the

finest versions, if not the finest, of a fine picture,

is that portrait of Laud (6) which Earl Fitz

william lent to the Royal Academy in 1875. It

is in a circle and shows the archbishop, probably

at the time when he was Bishop of London, in

the ordinary episcopal costume, a black cap and

ample robes of white lawn, which, swelling

from his little form, greatly enhance its size—a

result which Van Dyck artfully aided by repre

senting somewhat less than the whole of the

figure, and avoiding the introduction of any

thing by which its scale could be determined.

This is a fine and masculine example of the

painter's wonderful faculty of reading character.

The reddish complexion,the little eyes, short, stiff

bristles which serve for moustaches and beard,

impart a look of fierceness to the prelate which

is less in degree than other portraits of him

display. In this case there is less peevishness

than usually occurs in the likenesses of Laud.

The firm and precise modelling and handling

and the fine style of the master are here in

perfection. Another version of this portrait,

which has been engraved, is said to equal that

before us, and is now at St. Petersburg. A

whole-length likeness of the second Earl of

Strafford in armour is fine in its way, and shows

a handsome, somewhat weak face. Cornelius

Jonson's capital portrait of a boy, being the

young Henry, Duke of Gloucester, son of

Charles I. (10), is in an oval, placed over a

door, and was hastily mistaken by Dr. Waagen

for a Lely. The critic forgot to compare the

dates thus brought into question, but he did

not omit to notice that it is a "very animated

and careful " picture. Of course, being Jonson's,

it is almost too careful ; yet it is less hard than

usual, and is, on the whole, a really beautiful

portrait, delicately finished and uncommonly

warm in colour.

A superb Van Dyck follows here, and, having
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It is a character different—intentionally different

—from the three o's elsewhere on the stone. As

to #', Dr. Deecke reads it as " to "; but this

cannot be. The to on the stone is a very pecu

liar form, probably the parent of the very

diverse forms which occur on the Curium arm

lets of Etherander, on the one hand, and, say,

the British Museum bilingual on the other.

But this character is unlike all of them. It

may be ko or po; but to is scarcely to be thought

of. As to niT, Dr. Deecke is probably correct.

This is one of the troublesome characters. In

ordinary inscriptions its typical form is nearest

to that of tile to* and te* ; and these two would

by most experts be read as m on a later inscrip

tion, but the general style of the characters on

this stone teaches otherwise.

The unusual clearness and good preservation

of this inscription remove all doubt as to what

marks compose or make up the characters ; the

difficulty lies solely in knowing what syllables

they represent. Thus this criticism has much

more solid ground to rest upon than if made

with reference to a blurred inscription.

It results from the preceding statements that

out of the forty-two characters which compose

the inscription, Dr. Deecke has forced the read

ing of at least six of them, against the testimony

not only of other inscriptions, but of this stone

also. Thus not only his reading of the separate

words raSt, FQpu[i], iSuxt, viol, and doiy fall,

and with them all the mythology and some of

the facta of his interpretation, but so much un

certainty is introduced into the rest of it as to

make the whole need revision.

Dr. Deecke is quite right in stating that this

inscription has not yet been published correctly.

The caricature in Schmidt's ' Sammlung ' is

very misleading. And though I cannot agree

with Dr. Deecke in his belief that he has de

ciphered the inscription completely, 1 am highly

pleased with his brilliancy and boldness. Nor

would I willingly say a word detractory ; I

esteem his work in Cypriote decipherment far

too highly for that, to say nothing of his repeated

courtesies to myself personally.

With regard to the character ye or " je," it is

of rare occurrence, and except on this stone is

Dot known to occur except in juxtaposition to i.

It appears to occur in the same juxtaposition,

but with relative position reversed, on a newly

discovered inscription in the Cesnola Collection

in New York. This inscription is one of bo-

tween sixty and seventy characters, and came

to light on cleaning a neglected surface of the

stone on which occurs the low relief sculpture

of a chimera ; the same that is figured at the

bottom of Tav. iv. of ' Le Ultime Scoperte nelT

Isola di Cipro,' by General di Cesnola.

Isaac H. Hall.

*#* We have been unfortunately obliged to

delay till now the publication of this letter.

ANCIENT SCULPTURED MONUMENTS.

Under the new Irish Church Act many of tho

old ruins and monuments were handed ever to

the Board of Works to be repaired and pre

served. During these works certain facts have

come to light to which I would direct tho atten

tion of Sir J. Lubbock and others interested

in the preservation of our ancient stone monu

ments.

During the excavations at the Seven Churches,

Glendalough, of St. Kevin, the workmen came

on inscribed stones. When first raised, on some

the inscriptions were quite distinct and sharp,

but unfortunately, apparently from being so

long buried, these stones seem to have been

saturated with water, and when they dried they

rapidly weathered. A curious cross with inscrip

tion, found at the Reefert Church, was weather

ing rapidly: but before it was quite destroyed

it was moved into St. Kevin's Kitchen, where

many other objects of interest are also under

cover. A curiously inscribed slab at Templena-

akellig has not, however, been so fortunate,

because as it dried the surface split off in films,

and when I last visited the place it was fast

going to ruin. This is also taking place elsewhere.

At Devenish, Lough Erne, a beautifully carved

freestone cross was exhumed, and as its socket

was found in the graveyard, it was replaced in

its original site ; but what is the result ! It

is rapidly crumbling away. At these ruins a

number of carved stones were dug up and

collected into one place ; as, however, they are

loose, they are knocked about and damaged by

visitors.

These facts suggest that carved building

stones for which no place can be found should

be built into a wall, so that they cannot

be knocked about and damaged, while carved

monumental stones that are exhumed must

be very carefully treated ; if possible, they

ought to be put under cover, but if this cannot

be done, they should be saturated with some

solution to preserve them. In many places

inscribed slabs could conveniently be ranged

along one of the walls of some of the build

ings ; they ought never to be laid flat, as the

weather has then more effect on them ; besides,

it is impossible to prevent thoughtless persons

from walking on them, the latter having been

the means of defacing many a monument.

It seems remarkable that wherever the English

element is strongest in Ireland the ancient monu

ments are most destroyed, as the people appear

to consider a monument only as a stone, and

a ruin as a quarry. Thus ruins in the co.

Wexford are rare, many of the old churches

and most of the cromleacs having altogether

disappeared, while the rest have been shamefully

treated. The same thing occurs in the co. Mayo,

famous in ancient times for its colleges and

churches, all the former, except a portion of

Burrishoole, having been taken away, and some

of the latter, the rest being more or less dis

mantled. In Meath, not many years ago, one

of the earns of the De Danaans was carted

away to build farm fences, the curiously carved

stones and slabs forming the chambers having

been broken up ; fortunately, however, most of

these De Danaau monuments are on the adjoining

property, belonging to Mr. Napper, of Lough-

crew, where they are safe. The farmer and

improver (!) has no soul for archaeology; he

begrudges the little bit of "ground wasted"

and the stones in those " nasty old things."

G. Henry Kinahan.

A volume of plates, one hundred in number,

is to be published by way of memorial of

Viollet-le-Duc, in return for subscriptions re

ceived in order to commemorate this great

architect. The plates will comprise architectural

designs, sculptures, decorations, carpentry, metal,

and glass works, all of which were designed by

the deceased, and most of them executed.

The intended International Exhibition of

New York has received the sanction of the

Congress of the United States. It will be held

in 1883, and is expected to be bigger than any

show of the kind yet seen.

The New York Publishers' Weekly announces

" the first of a series of papers on the archaeo

logy of Missouri, to be published under the

auspices of the Archieological Section of the

St. Louis Academy of Science. This important

work, entitled ' Archieological Remains and

Ancient Pottery of Sourthern Missouri,' by

Prof. W. B. Potter and Dr. Edward Evers, two

members of the society, contains a general

description of the south-eastern Missouri dis

trict and the pottery which has been found in

such abundance in the burial mounds of that

region, and is illustrated by twenty-nine full-

page lithographic plates."

The Magazine of Art is to be enlarged in

October next, and to become a shilling monthly.

Don Manuel Asias, whose death was an

nounced a few weeks since from Madrid, was

a distinguished archaeologist, and the first to

call public attention in Spain to archaeological

studies. He held up to the time of his decease

an important post in the Biblioteca Nacional,

of which the late Seiior Hartzenbusch was

director.

Excavations for drainage in Cirencester,

opposite the old church, are revealing large

masses and cores of ancient walling, and a great

amount of Roman and mediaeval relics, chiefly

coins and fictilia. They will probably be de

posited in the town museum.

A Correspondent sends a cutting from the

Dublin daily Express, which states that a large

niegalithic monument is being destroyed in

Siigo. The tenant has already removed three

of the stones of the circle " for to help to make

a fence." The land on which this vaudalism is

being perpetrated belongs, it is said, to Mr.

Evelyn Ashley, MP.

Mr. MArLeho.sk sends us a catalogue of

paintings, sculptures, &c., in the University of

Glasgow, compiled by Dr. John Young. The

University appears to possess some interesting

portraits.

Hbrr Adolf Gutbier, of Dresden, who, it

may be remembered, got up the Rafael Aus-

tellung last year in the Saxon capital, pub

lishes the prospectus of a ' Rafael-Werk,

Sammtlicho Tafolbilder und Fresken des

Meisters in Nachbildungen nach Kupferstichen

und Photographien. ' Explanatory letter-press

will be supplied by Prof. W. Liibke.

A valuable bronze tablet, containing a decree

of the Emperor Honorius, has been discovered

at Pesaro.

MUSIC

PIANOFORTE MU8IC BY XAVIBR SCHARWENKA.

Studies and Preludes, Op. 27 ; Suite de Danses,

Op. 41 ; Walzer, Op. 44 ; Sonata in E Minor,

for Pianoforte and Violoncello, Op. 46 ; Thema

und Variationen, Op. 48 ; Zwei Menuetten,

Op. 49 ; Phantasiestucke, Op. 50 ; Tarantella

and Polonaise, Op. 51 ; Zwei Sonatinen,

Op. 52 ; Seclaelm Polnische Nationaltiinze.

(Augener & Co.)

Somb tliree or four years ago, at one of the

Saturday Crystal Palace Concerts, Mr. Dann-

routher played a pianoforte concerto in b flat

minor by Xavier Scharwenka, a Polish musician

until then unknown even by name in this

country, and the general impression created was

that a new composer of no ordinary merit had

come to light. When the performance was re

peated, with Herr Scharwenka at the piano, the

verdict in his favour was strengthened. But

since that time hope has yielded somewhat to

disappointment, for comparatively little of im

portance has been heard from the same source,

and Herr Scharwenka is still most favourably

known as the composer of the B flat minor

concerto. It would be idle and illogical to

blame a musician for not producing works of

importance, for reticence may sometimes pro

ceed from a knowledge of weakness. When

Sterndale Bennett was taxed with his compara

tive unproductiveness, he replied that he wrote

whenever the spirit moved him, and that more

rapid composition would only result in the

accumulation of mediocre music, by which his

reputation would suffer injury. If we may

judge by the pile of compositions before us,

Herr Scharwenka feels that his ability finds

most fitting exercise in writing for the piano

forte. As regards the majority of these works,

however, only a few words of criticism are

desirable. The ' Studies and Preludes ' are six

in number, each being developed at considerable

length. As useful practice for tolerably ad

vanced players they may be commended. The

' Suite de Danses ' and the ' Waltzes ' are for

four hands ; the former is in four movements,
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namely, Alia Marcia, Menuetto, Gavotte, and

Bolero. They will be found brilliant and effec

tive, although their art value is inconsiderable.

On the other hand, the Sonata for piano and

cello is an important work. The first movement,

allegro ma non troppo, is, on the whole, the

best. The subjects are very attractive, and the

interest is sustained with much vigour, the

general character of the movement being

agitated, not to say dramatic. Intense and

long-drawn expressiveness is the main feature

of the andante in c, and much would depend

upon the executants for producing the full

effect. The finale, vivace ma non troppo, is dis

cursive and laboured, the vagueness of outline

being such as to leave an unsatisfactory impres

sion on the listener. Still, the sonata in its

entirety is a work of considerable merit, and

should be heard in public whenever an oppor

tunity occurs. The next item on our list is a

theme in d minor, on which is built nineteen

cleverly written but rather dry variations. The

last variation is considerably extended, and the

piece finishes with the subject fortissimo in the

tonic major. The 'Minuets,' 'Phantasiestucke,'

' Tarantella and Polonaise,' will be found useful

for teaching purposes, being agreeable and of

no great difficulty. There is no great interest

in the two sonatinas, but some of the Polish

dances (mazurkas) are charming. Others are

vague and uninspired, the tonality being con

stantly shifted in the most arbitrary and pur

poseless manner. The influence of Chopin is

observable in these pieces, but on the whole

the national element is not very powerfully

developed in Herr Scharwenka's music.

fgnsiral ftossip.

It is said that the opening performance at

Her Majesty's Theatre on October 16th will be
• La Favorita,' in which Madame Trebelli will

impersonate the title r6le.

M. Massenet has finished his new opera,

' Heroiade. ' It will be produced at La Scala,

Milan, in January next.

The Welsh National Eisteddfod has been held

at Carnarvon during the present week, under

the presidency of Lord Penrhyn, lord lieutenant

of Carnarvonshire. The results of the few

musical contests of more than local interest will

be given in next week's Athenaeum.

The eccentric violinist, Ole Bornemann Bull,

died last week at Bergen, his native place.

Born in 1810, he was destined by his father to

the priesthood, but early evinced a passion for

the violin, on which he might have- excelled in

a legitimate manner but for an unconquerable

tendency to indulge in what Spohr, his preceptor

for a while, styled bizarrerie. He thus became

more a virtuoso than an artist, and more a

charlatan than either. By clever advertising

and starring in remote parts of the world, where

musical taste is still in an embryo condition, he

amassed a considerable fortune, which his rest

less spirit would not permit him to enjoy in

peace.

Miss Minnie Hauk intends, it is said, to

make a professional tour in Germany during the

autumn, commencing at Hamburg and Bremen.

Mdlle. Eva Dcfranc has made a successful

dtbut at the Paris Opera in ' La Juive.'

DRAMA

ShakespeareMemoranda.—Memoranda on Love's

Labour 's Lost, King John, Othello, and on

Romeo and Juliet. By J. 0. Halliwcll-

Phillippa, F.R.S. (Privately printed.)

The Shakspearean gleanings which are of

most interest in this brochure of Mr. Halli

well-Phillipps are those which have refer

ence to allusions in ' Love's Labour 's Lost '

and to the sources and original history of

the play itself. The brief allusion to the

calculating feats of the horse of the

Scotchman Banks, which, from another of

its many accomplishments, was known as

the dancing horse, has given occasion to

the author to bring together, as the result

of much curious research, a collection of

more detailed and multifarious notices of

the animal and its trainer than contem

porary literature provides of Shakspeare

himself. After astonishing the Londoners

at the " Bel-savage without Lud-gate " and

the "Crosse Keys, Gracious Streete," Banks

took his horse to France, and had to thank

his ingenuity in making it do obeisance to

a crucifix for his escape from a dangerous

charge of magic brought by the Capucins at

Orleans. This incident was quite sufficient to

originate the story that he and his horse

were burned together at Rome by command

of the Pope.

With respect to the play itself, one ques

tion of interest is as to what historical in

cident, if any, may underlie the fantastic

story as it is delivered on the stage. Mr.

Hunter is quoted as having first pointed out

the account in the Chronicles of Monstrelet

of a negotiation between the King of

Navarre and the King of France for an

exchange of territory, and that in Aquitaine,

and in consideration of payment of the very

sum of two hundred thousand gold crowns

which is in question in the play. The iden

tification is so far complete, but what is still

to seek is an historical suggestion for the

whimsical vow of seclusion of the king and

his courtiers, or, failing this, a precedent in

fiction. For the further question as to the

previous treatment, in novel or drama, of the

vow and its collapse, Mr. Halliwell-Phillipps

can still only report a blank ; he justly

sets aside the inferences of Douce in favour

of a French novel as even less plausible

that those which may be drawn "from the

characters of the Pedant and the Braggart,

both so called in the early copies," as hint

ing derivation from an Italian drama.

Whether Shakspeare worked in this in

stance upon cruder material of an earlier

dramatist—always a possibility, especially

in the case of a play of his first period—is

altogether unknown ; but it is certain that

the play as we have it combines both crude

and mature work of his own. The first folio

follows the quarto of 1598 without any

correction of errors, and the title - page,

which Mr. Halliwell - Phillipps reproduces

in fac - simile, declares it to be "newly

corrected and augmented by W. Shake-

spere." The "pleasant conceited comedy "

had been presented in this form before her

Highness at Whitehall during the previous

Christmas holidays. Mixture of styles

sufficiently confirms the witness of the title-

page that we have an early play which has

been retouched extensively by the poet's

later and more practised hand. Remarkably

enough, it is in the very finest speech in the

play, the enthusiastic declamation of Biron

at the end of the fourth act, that we find, as

Mr. Halliwell-Phillipps observes, " parts of

the author's first sketch mixed up with the

text of the corrected drama." Lines and

thoughts which had been recast wore, it is

clear, by inadvertence left unobliterated, and

remain to introduce confusion and repetition.

A lapse of this kind is an occasion to test

the perspicacity of editors, and Mr. Halli

well-Phillipps contributes the good service

of a protest against Capell's erasure, which

was inconsiderately followed even by Dyce,

of the four lines beginning,

Learning is but an adjunct.

To his observations on the most manifest

case of retention of remodelled lines, those

commencing,

For when would you, my lord, or yon, or you 1

may be added something which bears upon

the question as to even the earlier form of

Shakspeare's comedy having owed obliga

tions to a dramatist earlier still. The lines,

From women's eyes this doctrine I derive ;

They are the ground, the books, the academes

From whence doth spring the true Promethean fire,

reappear, as is justly stated, in the same

speech lower down, transformed:—

From women's eyes this doctrine I derive ;

They sparkle still the right Promethean fire ;

They are the books, the arts, the academes

That show, contain, and nourish all the world.

Now it is to be remarked that the asso

ciation of the Promethean fire with the

Academy cannot he in its origin for

tuitous ; it must be due to some scholar

who knew that, among other expressive

dedications at the Academy of Plato, there

was an altar of Prometheus, from which

the competitors in the torch race annually

took their fire and started on their course

in the direction of Athens (Pausanias,

i. 30). The traces of familiarity with this

suggestive incident are clearly legible

between the lines first quoted, hut it was as

manifestly disregarded, and therefore cer

tainly not known, by Shakspeare, who gave

to them their later and, indeed, in con

sequence, less expressive form.

gramaiir fiursssip.

The death of Mrs. Charles Kean deprives

the present generation of one of the few links

that unite the stage of to-day with that of the

past. Though her retirement did not take

place until after the death of her husband in

1868, her reputation was established in the first

half of the century, when the poetic drama, as

represented by Sheridan Knowles, was still in

vogue. Her performances in ' The Wife ' and

in 'Love' by that prolific dramatist are still

recalled, while her creation of the heroineB of

Lord Byron's ' Sardanapalus ' and Talfourd's

' Ion ' won her a reputation likely to endure.

Eminently natural and impulsive in style, she

formed a striking contrast to Miss Helen Faucit,

the one of her contemporaries with whom it is

natural and customary to compare her. As

Ellen Tree Mrs. Kean made her first appearance

in London at Drury Lane Theatre, playing

Violante in 'The Wonder.' In her retirement

Mrs. Kean has enjoyed much consideration.

' The Maid of Croissey,' a version by Mrs.

Gore of 'Le Serment de Therese,' first produced

at the Haymarket in 1835, with Mr. Webster,

Vining, and Buckstone in the principal parts,

has been revived at the Adelphi. Mr. Fernandez

played the role of Sergeant Austerlitz, which is

quite within his range ; Miss Pateman was

Therese, Miss Clara Jecks Manette her sister,

and Mr. Pateman Walter.

Mr. S. Lee is going to follow his recent article

in the Gentleman's Magazine on ' The Original

of Shylock' with 'A New Study of "Love's

Labour 's Lost," ' embodying some original in

vestigations into the sources of its chief inci

dents. It will be curious to see if Mr. Lee has

discovered anything that has escaped the in

dustry of Mr. Halliwell-Phillipps.

To Correspondents.—J. W.—W. J. L E. W.—received.

No notice can be taken of anonymous communications.
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SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

SEW WORK BY AUTHOR OF "THE GAMEKEEPER AT HOME.'

ROUND ABOUT A GREAT ESTATE.

By KICHABD JEFFEKIES,

Author of ' Th« Gamekeeper at Home,' ' Wild Life in a Southern County,' ' The Amateur Poacher,' Ac.

Crown 8vo. 5*.

NEW VOLUME BY ROBERT BROWNING.

DRAMATIC IDYLS.

SECOND SERIES.

By BOBEBT BROWNING.

Fcap. 8vo. 5».

LIFE OF LIEUT.- GENERAL SIR JAMES OUTRAM.

By Major-General Sir FREDEBIC J. GOLDSMID, C.B. K.C.S.I.

1 vols, demy 8vo. 32i. with Illustrations and Maps.

" AsablosTmpfaTthebook must take a permanent place. It will lWe amonf us like the justly-acquired fame of James Outram himself, and help,
he did, to uphold HritUh powfr, beneficence, and honour '—Datty Teletrraph-

logbook."
fall Malt Qmai.

" Sir Frederic Ooldauld ma, be on the success with which he has written his very valuable and I

NEW VOLUME BY MATTHEW ARNOLD.

PASSAGES from the PROSE WRITINGS of MATTHEW ARNOLD.

Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Contexts: 1. Literature—t. Politics and Society—3. Philosophy and Religion.

MIXED ESSAYS. By Matthew Arnold. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 9s.

Content*: Democracy—Equality—Irish Catholicism and British Liberalism— Ihrro Unum at Ncceuarium—A Guide to

English Literature—Falkland—A French Critic on Milton—A French Critic on Goethe—George Band.

NEW and OLD : a Volume of Verse. By John Addington Symonds, M.A.,

Author of 1 Renaissance In Italy/ Ac. Crown 8vo. 9*.

ENGLISH TREES and TREE PLANTING. By William H. Ablett.

Demy 8vo. 12*. 6o*.

i the book will be Invaluable. Mongredicn and the
it this well-written treatise."—Examiner.

lucb as Deed a practical guide to Wngiut. forestry."—IAee .tort Journal.

A SELECTION from the POETRY ofELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING.

Second Series, uniform with the First Series. Crown 8vo. 7*. 6<f., gilt edges, 8s. So*.

A SELECTION from the POETICAL WORKS of ROBERT BROWNING.

Second Series, uniform with the First Series. Crown 8vo. *s. id.; gilt edges, 8s. <;.'.

PHILOSOPHY of CHARLES DICKENS. By the Hon. Albert S. G. Canning,

Author of 1 Philosophy of the Waverley Hovel*,' 1 Religious Strife In British History," Ac. Crown 8vo. 7s. tW.

" A book that Is well worth reading."— Whitehall R*vteu>.
"The author has dene his work with taste and judgment."— Queen.

" Coll to overflowing with true criticism and soand common sense."—EngUth Churchman.

EECOMMENDED AS A PRIZE BOOK FOB SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.

THE BISHOP OF S. ANDREWS ON SHAKSPEARE.

SHAKSPEARE'S KNOWLEDGE and USE of the BIBLE. By Charles

WORDSWORTH, D.C.L.. Bishop of 8. Andrews, and Fellow of Winchester College. Third Edition, with Ap|»ndix,
containing additional Illustrations and Tercentenary Sermon preached at 8tratfoi d-on-Avon. Crown Ovo. 7«. eif.

*.* Also, bound in calf, 12«.; or In morocco, gilt edges, 18*.

RENAISSANCE in ITALY: Age of the Despots. By John Addington

SYMONDS, M.A. Second Edition. Demy 8ro. 16*.

SHAKSPEARE COMMENTARIES. By Dr. G. G. Gervinus, Professor at

Heidelberg. Translated, under the Author's superintendence, bv F. E. BUSNKTT. Thoroughly Revised by the
Translator. With a Preface by F. J. FtJRNIVALL, Esq. New Edition. 8vo. lis.

NEW NOVEL.

NEW NOVEL BY SAEAH TVTLER.

OLIVER CONSTABLE: Miller and Baker.

By SAEAH TYTLEK,

Author of ' Citoyennc Jacqueline,' ' Scotch Firs,' Ac. 3 vols, port 8vo.

i exceedingly Interesting talc. We regard It as one of the best works*! the sifted authoress.--Court Jamil.

Now ready (One Shilling), No. JsS,

THE CORNHILL MAGAZINE,

With I ■ by George Du Maurler and W, Small.

WHITE wings a Yachting Romance. (With an Illustration. y>
Chap. 44. "Ye are Welcome. Glenorgle!" 46. The Equinoctials at
Last. 4fi. "Flieh! Auf! Ulnaus!"

The GROWTH of SCULPTURE. By Grant Allen.

GAME.
The PAVILION on the LINKS, (In Two Parts.) Chap. 1. Tells how I

camped in Graden See-Wood, and beheld a Light in the Pavilion.
2. Tells of the Nocturnal Landing from the Yacht. 3. Telli how I
became acquainted with my Wife. 4. Tells In what a startling.
Manner I learned 1 was not alone In Graden flea-Wood.

A GOSSIP aboat MADEIRA i the I

TWO BEGGARS. (A Sketch from Life )
The SEAMY SIDE of LETTERS.

WASHINGTON SQUARE. Br Henry James, Jr. (With an Illustra
tionJ Chaps. 19—24.

WORKS BY ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING.

POEMS by ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING. S reds. Twelfth.
Edition. With Portrait. Crown wvo. 30s.

AURORA LEIGH. With Portrait. Sixteenth Edition. Crown Bvo.
7a. M.; gilt edges, 8*. Gd.

A SELECTION from the POETRY of ELIZABETH BARRETT
BROWN1NO. With Portrait and Vignette.

First Series, Ninth Edition. Crown 8vo. 7a. Gd.; gilt edges*
8a. W

Scries. Crown bvo. 7a. Gd., gilt edges, 8s. Gd.

WORKS BT ROBERT BROWNING.

POETICAL WORKS of ROBERT BROWNING. New anc
Edition. 0 Tola. fcap. 8ro. 5*. each.

DRAMATIC IDYLS.
First Series. Fcap. 8ro. Si.
Second Series. Fcap. 8vo. 5a.

LA SAISIAZ : The Two Poets of Crolslr. Fcap. Svo. 7a.

The AGAMEMNON of £SCHYLUS. Transcribed by Rob
Fcap. Svo. 6a.

PACCHIAROTTO, and HOW HE WORKED in DISTEMPER. With.
other Poems. Fcap. 8vo. 7«. Gd.

The INN ALBUM. Fcap. 8yo. 7a.

RED COTTON NIGHT-CAP COUNTRY , or. Turf and Towers. Fcap.
8vo. Ss.

The RING and the BOOK. 4 vols. trap. 8vo. 5a. each.

BALAU8TIONS ADVENTURE ; Including a Transcript from Euripides.
Fcap. 8yo. it.

ARISTOPHANES' APOLOGY; including a Transcript from Euripides,
being the Last Adventure of Bulaustlon. Fcap. sro. lus. Gd.

FIFINE at the FAIR. Fcap. 8yo. 5«.

PRINCE HOHENSTIEL-SCHWANGAU, SAVIOUR of SOCIETY.
Fcap. 8to. it.

A SELECTION from the POETICAL WORKS of ROBERT BROWN
ING.

First Series. Fourth Edition. Crown Sro. 7*. fld. ; gilt edges,
8a. 0d

Crown 8ro. Gd. ; gilt edges, 8a. 64.

WORKS BT MATTHEW ARNOLD.

PASSAGES from the PROSE WRITINGS ol MATTHEW ARNOLD"
Crown Sro. 7s. Gd.

LAST ESSAYS on CHURCH and RELIGION. With a Preface.
Crown 8ro. 7a.

MIXED ESSAYS. Second Edition. Crown 8ro. 0*.

Content*;—Democracy—Equality—IrUh Catholicism and Britain
Liberalism—Potto I'num est Xectannhum — A Guide to Kn.>'i>lt
Literature— Falkland—A French Critic on Milton—A French Critic

LITERATI/HE and DOGMA : an Kmy towards a bet
of the Bible. Fifth Edition. Crown 8ro. Ba.

" " The References to all the Bible Quotation* are, in this Edition,
added for the first time.

GOD and the BIBLE: a Review of Objections to 'Literature unit
Doff-ma.' Reprinted from the Contemporary Review. Entiivty
Revised. With a Preface. Crown Hvo. ti*.

ST. PAUL and PROTESTANTISM. With an Esaay on Puritanism
and the Church of England. Third Edition, Revised. Small crowu
Sro. 4s. 6d.

CULTURE and ANARCHY : an Essay In Political and Socisl Criticism.
Reprinted from the CornhtU Magtuune. With a Preface and Altera
tions. Second Edition, 7a.

ON the STUDY of CELTIC LITERATURE. Sro. 8a. Gd.

FRIENDSHIP'S GARLAND. Being the Conversations. Letters, and
Opinions of the late Anntnius Baron Von Thundcr-Ten-Tronckh-
Collected and Edited, with a Dedicatory Letter to Adolescent Leu,
Esq., of the Daily Telegraph. Small crown 8vo. 4j. Gd.

WORKS BY JOHN ADDINGTON SYMONDS.

RENAISSANCE In ITALY.

AGE of the DESPOTS. Second Edition. Demy Sro. I6a.
The REVIVAL of LEARNING. Demy Svo. Ida.
The FINE ARTS. Demy 8to. 16s.

STUDIES of the GREEK POETS.

First Series. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 10». Gd.
Second Scries. Second Edition. Crown 8ro. 10s. M.

SKETCHES in ITALY and GREECE. Second Edition. Crown 8ro <k.

SKETCHES and STUDIES in ITALY. With a Frontispiece. Cum n
Sro. 10a. Gd.

MANY MOODS : a Volume of Verse. Crown 8vo. 9».

The SONNETS of MICHAEL ANGELO HUONARHOTI and TOM-
MASO CAMPANELLA. Now for the Urst time Translated into
Rhymed English. Crown 8vo. 7a.

NEW and OLD. A Volume of Verse. Crown Sro. 9s.

London: .SMITE, ELDER & CO. 15, Waterloo-place.
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PrlM by pot, 6jJ. the Number for SEPTEMBER or

""HE ARTIST: a Monthly Paper for Workers,
■ Teachers, Students and Amateurs In Art. uud for too Art Trades.

William Keevefl, 185, Fleet-street. E.C.

n'HE DRESDEN GALLERY.—The Weekly Pub-
J- licntlon of a Series of elaborate Reproductions, on a large scale, of
the relehruted Paintings In the Dresden Gallery wu> commenced In the
ARCHITECT ol Saturday, July 3rd,
* Adoration of the Mag) ' and the
were given. Bach me
•Publishing Offices, 175,

. when Two Kngrnvlturs. of the
i ' Marriage of Cana,' by Paul Veronese,
In »y 13 in. Price Ad. or by post, bd.
ondon, W.C. ; and ol all Newsagent*.

^HE

Published Monthly, price 1*. In c
made paper, with rouj

No. IX, is now ready.

ANTIQUARY: a Magazine devoted to the
Study of the Past.

Edited by BDWAUD WALFORD, M.A.

Content* of the SEPTEMBER Xumier.

St. Olaf and the Overthrow of Northern Paganism. By William
Porter.—The British Museum. —A Lincolnshire Parish Clerk in the
Olden Time—'Mr. Thomas Jenyns' Booke of Armen. ' binuiKinan's
Version. Edited by James Greenstreet.—The Largest Oak in Britain.
By Thomas B Trowsdale.—SmithHeld. Ky Q Lambert, F.S A—The
Kessulstadt Miniature. By C. M Ingleby. (With Illustrations.}—A
Monastic Account-Book, temp. Henry VIII.—Rowlandsun the Carica
turist (With Illustrations )—An Essay on Hook-Plates Hy E P. Shirley.
—Kcvlews : ■ Polychronicon Banulphl Higden, with Trevlsa's Trans

lation'; 'Caroline von Llnalngen and William IV.'; 'The Index to the
Timet. 1863-I8H0 ' ; Tourist's Guides - Meetings of Antiquarian Societies
—The Antiquary's Note-Book.—Antiquartan News; Correspondence ;
The Antiquary Exchange.

London : Elliot Stock, (EI, Paternoster-row.

" The greatest literary success of the century-

Now ready, price One Shilling

CIUBNER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE, for
SEPTfcMHlSK,

Contains Twenty-five distinct Articles and Seventy Illustrations.

unsurpassed lu its literary" At home and abroad it is recognised as
character, and unequalled in Its art work."

Frederick Warne & Co. Bedford -street, Strand

CRIBNER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE.

Coatenti for SEPTEMBER.

Mr. PICKWICK and NICH0I.A8 NICKLEBY. Illustrations hy
A. ltlaimer and C. A. Vonderhoof : CopperlttM's Hecolleetlona
of Canterbury—Rochester Castle—Hull Inn at liochcster—White
Hart Inn. Hutti Street—Dean's Court, Uoelors' Commons—The
Abbey Gate, Bury St. Edmunds—The Green Gate. St. Clement's
Churchyard, Ipswich—" The Opposite Hide of Uoswell Street "—
Gray s Inn—Gateway, Lincoln's Inn—Georjte Ion—Now Inn—

^ - s Hall—l*ump at Itatheboy's H&U—Theatre at Ports*
■-- Nlcklcby's Mansion.

RECOMPENSE. Mary I,. Hitter.
EIGHTEEN YEARS ALONE. Emma C. Hardarre.
The ROSE. Dora Rend Goodale.
WORLD-MUSIC Frances Louisa Ilushnell.
GEOKOETOWN COLLEGE, D.C. D. A. Cassorlr.
WHEN WOODS are GREEN. Alice Wellington Holhns.
RICHARD HENRY STODDARD. A. R. Macdonough.
The GUARDIAN of the RED DISK. F.nuiii Laiarus.
The 0RAND1SSIMES. George W Cable.
PETER the GREAT Eugene Schuyler.
OVER the BALKANS with GOl'RKO. Francis V. Greene.
FORGOTTEN. James Berry Bensel.
SERENADE. B. D. R. Bianclardl.
JEAN FRANCOIS MILLET-Peasanl and IVlnter. Alfred Scnsler.

Introduction by 11. W. O. Translation by H. D. K.
The LOSS of the "ONEIDA." T. A. Lyons.
HICKBTTS HOLLOW. Lina Redwood Fairfax.
The VALUE of VIVISECTION. H. C. Wood, M.I).
THOMAS PAINE and the FRENCH REVOLUTION. E. I). Wash

burn*.
Topics of the Time.—'-'I. Communications.— 1".'. Home and Society.—
Culture and Progress.—2*. Tho World's Work.—Sj.— Brlc-a.llrac.

Frederick. Warne ft Co. Bed ford-street. Strand.

/'lASSELL'S FAMILY MAGAZINE, for

SEPTEMHEIt, price ^.contains—

HOW LIMITED COMPANIES are I'OUMKl).

A CALM DAY.

A WEEK In the LOW COUNTRIES.

On ILLUMINATING an ALBUM.

NICHOLAS CLirrrKUIIUCK: a Sketch.

AKT FURNISHING for MODERN HOUSES.

The BONO BIRDS' DEPARTURE

SECOND COURSE DISHES

OARDENING In SEPTEMBER

HER MAJESTY'S HEl'KESENTATIVES.

OUR FOUNDATION SCHOOLS.

PYTHAGORAS the SAMIAN.

WHAT to WEAR : Chitchat on Dress. By Our Paris Correspondent.

The MINER. With Music.

Tho PRESERVATION of EYESIGHT. By a Family Doctor.

SERIAL STORIES:
HORACE Mcl.EAN.

HOW VICKERSCROFT was REDEEMED.

SEVENTH NUMBER OF

»THE MAGAZINE of AKT,
A price 'il.. ceu:ain*~

for SEPTEMBER,

On SOME PICTORIAL ELEMENTS in ENGLISH BF.I'I l.Ul VRl'HI-
TECIURB. By E. Iniirt-sslMI With I Enxravintu.

LEAVES from a SKF.l't'HElt S NOTE-BOOK. Wlt'i 7 Kiurnrrinfr*.

On the ART of ILLUMINATING as ORIGINALLV PILAC11SE1) With
w EuKrnviaf-s.

The GIANTS at the GATES. By Leader Scott With Ena-rarlng.

OUR LI VINO AHTISTS-Henry Hugh Anaatead, U.A. By M r
Jackson With Portrait and Engraving.

The SALON, By John Forbes-Robertson. With t

AKT NEEDLEWORK. With u Engravings.

The ROYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY S EXHIBITION, l'-fi
li Illustrations.

AKT In TURIN. By Leader Scott

PICTUKES of the YEAR. With i EngraYlngs.

retter, Calpln ft Co. Lndgate-hlll, London.

W.th

Monthly Magazine.THE CARISBROOKE: a
Price (id.

Portrait of ALFRED TENNYSON .
Published by SItnpkin. Marshall ft Co. Stationers' Hall-court, London ;

and 29, Quay-street, Newport. Isle of Wight.

QHAMBERS'S JOURNAL, for September 1.

Landowning. By W. Chambers.
Luck,
Sophie : an Interlude.
Light and Life.
Clerical Anecdotes.
Among the Southern Highlands of
Scotland.

The Forthcoming Census.
In the Temple.
Mrs Fitzpatrlck's Diamond Ring-
Overwork and Underwork.
American Boarding Houses.

Rpcollections of an Equestrian
Manager.

An Indian Story.
Wire Tramways.
Anecdotes of English Kural Life.
Food and Fasting.
The South African Diamond Fields.
A Strange Wedding.
Young Jenny 11 Street.
The Month : Science and Arts.
Four Poetical Piece*.

A LIFE'S ATONEMENT.

By D. CHRISTIE MURRAY. Chapters 80—33.

W. &R. Chambers, London and Edinburgh.

Enlarged Edition, pp. 360, bound, Is.; or 14 i

HOM(EOPATHIC FAMILY INSTRUCTOR.
By Drs. RICHARD and WASHINGTON EPFS.

Describes fully and Prescribes for a Hundred Diseases.

London : James Epps & Co. 48, Threudneedle-street, and 170, Piccadilly.

D

Tenth Edition, post free, Is.

R. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the
only Successful Method of Curing this Disease, liv ROUEKT O
rS, M.D F.R.S.L., F.C.S., Ac.. 6, Bulstrode-strcet. Caveudlsh-

ion, W.

London : C. Mitchell & Co. Red Lion-court, Fleet-street.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 4s. €d.; royal 32mo. cloth, 3s.

"'HE DAILY ROUND. Meditation, Prayer, and
- Praise, adapted to the Course of the Christian Year.

: J. Whitaker, 12, Warwick lane.

Jnst published, price If.

FORE -KNOWLEDGE and FREE WILL: a
Fresh Exposition.

By the Rev. GEORGE JAMIBSON, B.D., (senior Minister of Old Macnor.

London : Simps in, Marshall & Co.

BABYLONIAN LITERATURE. — LECTURES
delivered at the ROYAL INSTITUTION. By Rev. A. H SAY9B.

M.A., Deputy-Professor of Comparative Philology. Oxford; Author of
' An Assyrian Grammar,' * The Principles of Comparative Philology ,* <tc.
Demy t>vo. cloth. 4a.

" Those who would know more of the libraries of Babylonia and their
wonderful contents must refer to Mr. Snyce's book, in' which most of
what Is known of them at present is summed up."—Time*.

London : S. Bagster & Sons, 15, Paternoster-row.

NEW WORK FOB THE SHOOTING SEASON.

Just ready, large post »vo. 400pp. cloth gilt, price 7*. 64.; by post, 7s. 10«*.

GAME and GAME SHOOTING, NOTES on.
Being Miscellaneous Observations on Bird* and Animals, and on

the Sport they afford for the Gun in Great Britain, including Grouse.
Partridges. Pheasants, Hares, Rabbits, UuuilB, Woodcocks, Snipe, and
Hooka By J. J. MANLEY, M.A.. Author of 'Note* on Fish and
Fishing,' Ax., and illustrated with Sporiing Sketches by J. Temple.

London : The Sazaar Office, 170, Strand, W.C.

IN AND OUT OF LONDON.

The New Alphabetical Railway Guide (price id. ) tor Travellers.

On the First of every Month,

THE LONDON and PROVINCIAL DRADSHAW:
by Alphabetical and Tabular Arrangement.—Advertisements should

be sent to
Adams £ Fnutcis, 50, Fleet-street. B.C.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

ADAMS & FRANCIS insert ADVERTISEMENTS
In all Newspapers. Magazines, and Periodicals.

* ' Terms for transacting busiueas, and List of London Papers, can be
had on application to

Adaxi ft Fai-ncis, 50. Fleet-street, E.C,

Just published, in I vol. 8vo. cloth, price 10s. 6cf.

LIBRARY EDITION (being the Ninth,, with a POSTSCRIPT,

THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY.
By HERBERT SPENCER.

Williams ft Norgate. 14. Henrietta-street, Covent-garden, London ; and
' Edinburgh.

Fcap. 8vo, tastefully bound in cloth extra, price 2s. post free,

POEMS. By J. W. Williams, Author of
' Zoe,' ' Joseph and Zuleika," Ac.

" The bulk, of it is filled with a poem on the theme of ' Antony and
Cleopatra,' in three cantos. It Is In blank verse, of correct rhythm, and
the interest is sufficient to carry on the reader without weariness. As
poetry goes nowadays this is no small praise. "—British Mad.

London : Eliot Stock, 62, Paternoster-row, E.C.

>ROF. HEER'S 1 PRIMEVAL WORLD of
with Geological Map and 5C0 Illustrations
~OOD, M.A. F.R.S In 2 vols. 8vo. price 16*.

London : Longmans & Co.

Edited by JAJ1ES

FOREIGN STATE PAPERS, 1575—1577.

Now ready, in imperial 8vo. pp. G98, price la*, cloth,

CALENDAR of STATE PAPERS, Foreign Series,
of the REIGN of ELIZABETH. 1575—1577. preserved in the State

Puper Department of H M. Public Record Office. Edited by A. J.
CROSBY, M.A., and published under the Direction of the Master of the
Rolls, with the sanction of H.M. Sccretorr of Mute for the Home Depart
ment.
The period covered by the documents herein calendared is lef» by all

months than that contained In most of the preceding volumes, com
prising the years 1575. 1&7«. and 1677, up to June whn-li Is chiefly owing
to the increase of documents relating to the nifnirH of Holland and the
Low Countries. The series of volumes, of which this is the eleventh,
comprise a Calendar of the Foreign State CorreapuU'iunt/e during the
early part of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, deposited tu the Public
Record Office and elsewhere. These documents are very copious, and
illustrate not only the external but also the domestic affairs of foreign
countries at that period.
London : Longmans ft Co. and Trubner ft Co. Oxford : Parker ft Co

Cambridge-. Macmillan & Co, Edinburgh: A. ft C. Black; and Douglas
ft Foulls. Dublin : A. Thorn ft Co.

AT ALL THE LIBRARIES.
I.

SUSSEX STORIES. By Mrs. Robert O'Reilly.
3 vols.

•' These Sussex talcs are as pure and fresh as Miss Mit ford's Hampshire

' VUlage ' or as Mrs. Gaskell's Arcadian * Cranford.' "—!iU-<nd"rd.
" We should say that we have never seen better short stories."

"—rail Mall Gamtte.

TADY LAURA. By M. E. Christie. 3 vols.

1 Lady Laura' Is extraordinarily clever. The story is delightful
s Christie has written one of the most interesting books of her time. ' '

DoUfNew*.
' Lady Laura ' must take very high rank Indeed. It is as sincere and
nest in purpose as It is admirable in form."—Graphic.

Strahan ft Co. Limited, 34, Paternoster-row.

TWO SPECIAL BOOKS FOR AUTUMN TRAVELLERS.
I.

THE COUNTRY of the PASSION PLAY; or,
the Highlands and Highlanders of Bavaria. By L. G. SEOUIN.

With Maps and Illustrations, 12«.

II.

THE BLACK FOREST: its People and Legends.
By L. O. SEGUIN. With Maps and Illustrations. 12s.

" One crn hardly have a safer or a I
hat books, having the merit of being almost e
one ata loss."—Saturday Review.

Strahan ft Co. Lfmltod, 34, Pnternoster-row.

DIABY OF AN EARLY METHODIST.

In a few days, a Second Edition, price 3s. 6d. of

PASSAGES from the DIARY of an EARLY
METHODIST. By the late RICHARD R0WB, Author of 1 Epi-

' Ac.
course of one or the most eulogistic i
any modern book, thi:s speaks of Mr.
r a Methodist, just after reading it, to
criticize It, . . .Beautiful and perfectly t
d glow and gladness of Primitive Met

sodes In an Obscure Life,' ftc.
The Watchman, In the course of one or the most eulogistic reviews

which has been given to any modern book, thi:s speaks of Mr. Howe's
work:—" It is difficult for a Methodist, juht after riding it, to control
his feelings sufficiently to cr'"'
It brings all the love and t
most vividly to our conscience.'
And the Pall MaJl Gazette is not less hcartv in its commendation. It

says:—" It Is a charming portrait which Mr. Howe has drawn in this
Diary. ...We do not know where to find a more vivid picture of tbe
towns and villages of the time. Merely as a work of art the picture is
perfect. "

Strahan & Co. Limited. 31, Paternoster-row.

OHAELES DICKEMS'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO 'BENTLEY'S MISCELLANY.'

Now ready, in crown 8vo. 2*. Qd.

THE MUDFOG PAPERS, AND OTHERS.

By CHAKLES DICKENS,

Author of ' The Pickwick Papers.'

NOW FIRST IiEPIUNTED FROM BENTLEY S MfSCBLLAKY.

UlCHAliD ]!entley & Son, New Burlington-street.

EPPS'S COCOA.

GEATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the nut ural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful application of the tine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided oui

breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong

enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us ready to

attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourseUes well

fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."—Civil Service Gazette.

James Epps &. Co. Homoeopathic Chemistb, London.

MAZEUS OF EPPS'S GLTCESINE JUJUBES.—Sold m Labelled Bozu only.
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TOURISTS' GUIDES.

STANFORD'S TWO-SHILLING SERIES.

CHANNEL ISLANDS. By B. Clarke.

CORNWALL. By W. H. Tregellas.

DERBYSHIRE. By J. Charles Cox.

•DEVON, WORTH. By R. N. Worth, F.G.S.

•DEVON, SOOTH. By R. N. Worth, F.G.S.

ENGLISH LAKE DISTRICT. By H. I.

.1 K.VK 1 NHON", F.R.G.S. 1

KENT. By G. Phillips Bevan, F.G.S.

NORFOLK. By Walter Rye.

ROOND ABOUT LONDON. By Rev. W. J.

LOPTLG, B.A. r.H. A.

SURREY. By G. Phillips Bevan, F.G.S.

SUSSEX. By G. F. Chambers, F.R.A.S.

YORKSHIRE, NORTH and EAST RIDINGS.

By Q. PHILLIPS BEVAN, F.G.S.

YORKSHIRE, WEST RIDING. By G. F.

BEVAN, F.G.S.

* These are also published in One Volume, price 3». 6d.

"These Country Guides of Mr. Stanford can be carried about in a very small pocket without any feeling of incon
venience, are thoroughly practical and intelligible in their method, contain all neoasmry instructions as to means of
locomotion, hotels, Ac., and quite as much topographical, geological, historical, and antiquarian Information as can be
conveniently devoured on the spot ; amply sufficient, indeed, to satisfy all but specialists."—Times,

The LINCOLN POCKET GUIDE; being a Short Account of

, commonly
i Cathedral.

the County, and o
By Sir C. H. J. ANDERSON,

I of the I
With Map and Plan and" lustration! of the *

i of the County, and of

called the Minster.
Fcap. 8vo. cloth, ■'(>.

** It givesa minute descriptive and historical account of all the places and objects of antiquarian interest in the county,
as well as of the city and the cathedral, and Is furnished with a good map, Ac."~Illustrated London New*.

*' This excellent guide will, we fancy, tempt many tourists to give Lincolnshire a turn."— Graphic.

LONDON MAP and GUIDE for both VISITORS and RESIDENTS.

Enlarged and Corrected from a Recent Survey, and Delineating the
Extension*, the Omnibus and Tramway Route*, and the Steamboat

—OOSUm STANDARD MAP of
Postal Districts, the Railways with t
Piers. The facilities for tracing any Ioca
4,000 References, the Map being divided into One-Mile Sections for this purpose. It
Guide to the principal Places of Interest, and Notes relating to the Public Conveyan
size, 34} in. by 34£ in. Price. Plain, in Case, Coloured, S 6*/.; Mounted on Linen,
varnished, 7s. Ad.

are greatly enhanced by the addition of an Alphabetical List of nearly
One-Mile Sections for this purpose. It also contains an Illustrated

pbs. Scale, 4 in. to a mile
In Case, 3s. •' < . on Roller

ISLE of WIGHT.—VISITORS' GUIDE and MAP—Stanford's

TOURISTS' MAP of the ISLE of WIGHT.—Showing the Roads, Railways, Landing-places for Boats, and popular
References to Fosslliferous Localities, Antiquities, ttc.; and an inset Map, showing the Island, Southampton Water,
and the adjacent country. Sixe, 27 Inches by 21 inches . scale, one mite to an inch. With a Visitors' Guide, 32 pp.,
containing Introduction, Approaches, Means of Locomotion, Hotels and Inns, Lodging!, Outline Tours, Walking
Tours, Dictionary of Places. Price, Plain, Folded in Case, If.; Coloured, Folded in Case, l -. 6d.; Coloured, Mounted in

Case, 3*. 6d*.

" It Is the perfection of what a handy guide should be, an
being condensed and arranged with admirable clearness and brevity,
thirty closely but very clearly written pages."—Guardian.

forming the bulk of the book, the
A series of tours and a dictionary t>f

.SON'S PRACTICAL GUIDES.

With Maps, Ac.

NORTH WALES. Cloth, 6s. 6d. Also, in

Five Sections, Is. 6d. each .—1. Chester; 2. Llandudno ;
3. Bettws-y-Coed and Snowdon ; 4. Dolgelly and Bala ;
5. Llangollen and Aberystwyth.

CARLISLE, GILSLAND, the ROMAN

WALL, and NE1GHBOOBHOOD. Cloth, 5s.

The ENGLISH LAKE DISTRICT. Cloth,

7». Also, in Four Sections, U. M. each:—1. Keswick .
2. Windermere and Langdale ; 3. Coniston, Bultermere,
and Wutwater . 4. Grasmere and Dlhtwater.

The ISLE of WIGHT. Cloth, 5s.

The ISLE of MAN. Cloth, 5s.

" Excellent! Every possible item of information which the tourist or visitor can want is given. He can get all the
details of the journey, the accommodation to be found, and the price to be paid, and then may turn to a very full and well-
executed account of the history, antiquities, and scenery."—Spectator.

"The special merit of these handbooks is their trustworthiness. Mr. Jenkinson has visited every place described and
travelled by every route suggested, and has throughout viewed things as a practical guide should view them. His directions
to the pedestrian are so minute and clear that it is hardly possible to go wrong, and his advice as to what to see and what
to avoid is always worth attention."—Academy.

JENKINSON'S SMALLER PRACTICAL GUIDES.

With Haps, 4c.

NORTH WALES. Paper, 2s. 6d. ; cloth, 3s. 6d.

ISLE of MAN. Paper, 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.

; SLE of WIGHT. Paper, 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.

The whole

The ENGLISH LAKE DISTRICT. Is. 6d.

ROMANCARLISLE, GILSLAND,

WALL, and NEIGHBOURHOOD.

the

2s.

" The details of the tours are given in a gossiping, handy way, with a good deal of historical
cannot fail to be useful to tourists."—Atlienanim.

MURRAY'B BRITISH and CONTINENTAL HANDBOOKS, BLACK'S GUIDES, BAEDEKER'S

CONTINENTAL GUIDES, and all the best MAPS and BOOKS (irrespective of Publisher) suitable for

the British and Continental Traveller. Short Lists on

London : EDWARD STANFORD, 55, Charing Cross, 8.W.

PHGS
sad

■HCKNIX FIRE OFFICE, Lombabd-stbbet

CHARING CHOSS. LONDON —Established 1782.
Prompt and Libera] Lom Settlement*.
Insurances effected In all pans of I

" I I. BHOOMF1KLD,

s

E

U N F I tt K OFFICE.
;, I C. Charing Crow. fl.W.

rot Vere-etreet), W.
KutablUhed 1710.

>• and Foreign Insurance* effected,
tun insured in 18T9. £W*J,482,«01 .

FRANCIS B. HELTON,

AGLB INSURANCE COMPANY,
79. PALL MALL.

For LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED WOT.
Accumulated Funds £3,043 542
Also a Subscribed Capital of more than .. £1,500,000

Report*,
any of the Company 's Axents, post free.

OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOBS OF TIME,
And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY.
The Oldest and Lara-eat Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon Lord KINNAIRD, Chairman.
Subscribed Capital, 1,000.0001. Moderate Premiums.

Ronus allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standlog.
A fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance

in the event of Injury.
ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local Agents, or 64,

Corn hi) I. I-ondou WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

OT1CE.—MARKS, DURLACHER BROS.
306, OXFORD-STREET, W.

ANTIQUE WORKS of ART and general Objects of Decoration. The
authenticity of every Object guaranteed.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

gTEEL PENS.

by all Stationers thronghoat the World.

your APARTMENTSIBURNISH your HOUSES or
THROUGHOUT on

MOEDER'S HIRE SYSTEM.
The Original, Best, and most I

Ca»h Prices.
No extra eharge fur time gWen.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars ol terms, pest free.
F. MOBDEH, 'JAB, 'Uti. H50, Tottenham Court-road . and 19, », and 21.

Morwell-street, W.C. Established ltttt.

1/ MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
- • the above Premises have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture Trade, and now form one of the most commodious
Warehouses tn the metropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from 01. 6j. to 50 Guineas.
Drawing-room Suites, from 91. 9>. to 43 Guineas.
Dining-room Suites, from 71. Ts. to 40 Guineas.

And all other Goods In great variety.
F. MOEDER, a.\ :,:<, j^j, Tottenham Court-road , and 19, SO, and 21,

MorweLi-strect. W.C. Established lattt.

APOLLINARIS WATER.
" LaureA donandus Apolllnari. "—Horact, Book It. Ode 2.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1879.
ANNUAL SALE, 8.000,000.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY. Limited, 19, Regent-street, London. R.W.

1 OTS 110 and 111. —Lot 110, very soft OLD>
-Li PALE NHF.HU Y at Jo» , and LOT 111, very soft OLD OLOROSO
SOLP.lt A. pale tfuld. at 33$. per doxen —SHERRIES of the old style, mel
lowed by age, very »oft, and entirely free from the Deryneas whl h has
been so detrimental to the consumption of Sherry. These exceptlinially
large LoU are plaeed In the hands of the Association for forced realiza
tion and are offered to the Public, while on the special Lot List, at
great), reduced price*, instead ol being Hold by Auction —The LONlK>N
CO-OPERATIVE WINE ASSOCIATION , Limited, 10 and 1 .', J ,-i . - t
Adelphl, W.C. (removed from 44o, Strand).

PROTECTION FROM FIRE.

JJRYANT & MAY'S

PATENT SAFETY MATCHES.
EIOHT PRIZE MEDALS.

ADVANTAGES :—

Am not POISONOUS.
SMELL.

lad
Without F
Are perfectly harmless
To the Operatives employed.
Are very DAMP PROOF.
LIGHT ONLY ON THE BOX.

PROTECTION

EIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

TO HEALTH.

J O N EG. H.
SURGEON I

57, GREAT RUSSELL-STREET. LONDON
(Opposite the British Museum),

Will be glad lo forward his Pamphlet on Painless Dentistry, free,
enclosed by post, which explains the most unique system of the adjust'
ment of Artificial Teeth without pain.

Consultation free, from 10 to 5.

INNE FORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have

approved ol this Pure Solution as the ben remedy for
ACIDITY of the STOMACH, HEARTBURN, HEAD
ACHE. GOUT, and INDIGESTION , and u the safest
Aperient i*~

M

D

OLD Dr. JACOB TOWNSEND'S SARSAPA-
RILLA —The best Autumnal Medicine for the Blood. Scorbutic

In bottles, 2s. 6d., 4i. tiff , and 11*.,
Lreet, E.C.
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CHEAP NEW EDITION OF

MISS BRADDON'S NOVELS.

In Picture Covers, price 2s. each ; cloth gilt, 2». 6c?. each.

Messrs. JOHN k ROBERT MAXWELL beg to announce as now ready an entirely New. greatly Improved, Uniform, and Cheap Edition of MISS BRADDON'S POPULAR NOVELS,
~' Braddon's Novels all over the World, and the

Kingdom. Special inducements are afforded
all of which are in print, and will be supplied in quantities, however large, at short notice. The regularly increasing demand for Miss

wluniversal appreciation of their merits everywhere, are facts within the knowledge of every Bookseller and of every Exporter of Books in the
to Firms in the Book Trade who send out Travellers, and to all large Buyers of Books, whether for Home Use or for Exportation.

1. LADY AUDLEY*8 SECBET.

2. HENRY DUNBAK.

3. ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

4. AURORA FLOYD.

5. JOHN MARCHMONTS LEGACY.

«. THE DOCTOR'S WIFE.

7. ONLY A CLOD.

8. SIR JASPER'S TENANT.

9. TRAIL OF THE SERPENT.

28. A STRANGE WORLD.

29. HOSTAGES TO FORTUNE.

30. DEAD MEN'S SHOES.

31. JOSHUA HAGGARD.

32. WEAVERS AND WEFT.

33. AN OPEN VERDICT.

34. VIXEN.

35. THE CLOVEN FOOT.

36. STORY OF BARBARA.

No one can be dull who has a novel by Miss Braddon in hand. The most tiresome journey is beguiled and the most wearisome illness is brightened by any one of her books."

LADY'S MILE.

LADY LISLE.

CAPTAIN OF THE VULTURE.

BIRDS OF PREY.

CHARLOTTE'S INHERITANCE.

15. RUPERT GODWIN.

18. RUN TO EARTH.

17. DEAD SEA FRUIT.

18. RALPH THE BAILIFF.

19. FENTON'S QUEST.

20. LOVEL8 OF ARDEN.

21. ROBERT AINSLEIGH.

22. THE BITTER END.

23. MILLY DARRELL.

24. STRANGERS AND PILGRIMS.

25. LUCIUS DAVOREN.

26. TAKEN AT THE FLOOD.

27. LOST FOR LOVE.

MISS

Now ready, at all Booksellers' and Bookstalls, price 2s.; cloth gilt, 2s. dd.

THE STORY OF

BARBARA:

BRADDON'S RECENT NOVEL.

MR. G. A. SALA'S GREAT WORK ON LONDON.

Price 3*. 6((. ; cloth gilt, 3s. 6<i. ; illustrated with 47 Whole-Page Engravings, from designs
by M'Connell, forming the most attractive description of the hours of the Day

and Night in London ever published, and the cheapest,

TWICE ROUND THE CLOCK.

By GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA.

This day, now ready, price 2s. ; cloth 2s. id.

CHEAP EDITION OF MISS DORA RUSSELL'S NEW NOVEL.

BENEATH THE WAVE.

" Miss Russell has written a clever and powerful novel, which has some excellent
situations, presents some lifelike characters, and has a good backbone of plot."

Sunday Times.

CHEAP NEW EDITION OF 'LOTTIE'S FORTUNE.'

NOW READY, price 2s.j cloth gUt, 2s. 6d.

LOTTIES FORTUNE: a

By FREDERICK TALBOT, Author of ' Sophie Crewe,' &c.

Novel.

BY M. MIKAEL GORTSCHAKOV.

Price 2s. ; post free, 2s. Ad. Cloth gilt, 2s. 6d. ; post free, 2s. lOd.

THE MYSTERIES OF ST. PETERSBURG.

SECRETS OF RUSSIAN LIFE AND MANNERS.

MISS MARY CECIL HAY'S NOVELS.

Price 2s. Ornamental Cover ; 2s. 6d. cloth gilt.

6. NORA'S LOVE TEST.

" Nora* is good."—Athencrxcm. "This book has, what is very rare in novels, a distinct
interest, a story."—Academy. *' Bright, fresh, and sparkling It is full of interest."

Examiner.

Also ready, uniform with the above,

1. OLD MTDDELTON'B MONEY. I 3. VICTOR AND VANQUISHED.

2. HIDDEN PERILS. | 4. THE ARUNDEL MOTTO.

5. THE SQUIRE'S LEGACY.

MISS DORA BUSSELL'S NOVELS.

Price, boards, 2s. ; cloth gilt, 2s. id.

FOOTPRINTS IN THE SNOW. | THE VICAB'S GOVERNESS.

BENEATH THE WAVE.

MR. W. S. HAYWARD'S NOVELS.

Price 2s. each ; cloth gilt, 2s. id.

1. LOVE AGAINST THE WORLD.

2. HUNTED TO DEATH.

3. PERILS OP A PRETTY GIRL.

4. ETHEL GREY.

5. CAROLINE.

6. MAUD LUTON.

7. THE THREE RED MEN.

8. JOHN HAZEL'S VENGEANCE.

B. BARBARA HOME.

10. THE SECRET SEVEN.

Prioe 2t. ; cloth gilt, 2s. id.

PUT TO THE TEST. Edited by M. E. Beaddok.

ONLY A WOMAN. Do.

ON HER MAJESTY'S SECRET SERVICE.

MISSES AND MATRIMONY.

BARRY O'BYRNE.

OUR MARY.

KING'S PAGE.

THE ORANGE GIRL.

AUTHOR'S COPYRIGHT CHEAP NEW EDITION.

In Uniform Volumes, Picture Covers, price 6d. each ; in Railway Volumes, Ornamental Boards, price 2s. each. Always in print.

AIMARD'S INDIAN TALES.

First Series, 2s. complete.

1. TRAPPERS OP ARKANSAS, id.

2. BORDER RIFLES, id.

3. FREEBOOTERS, id.

4. WHITE SCALPER, id.

Second Series, 2s. complete.

5. GUIDE TO THE DESERT, id.

i. INSURGENT CHIEF, id.

7. FLYING HORSEMAN, id.

8. LAST OF THE AUCAS. id.

Also ready, uniform reith the above, price 6d. each, every Book complete in itself.

13. THE BEE-HUNTERS, id.

14. 8TONEHEART. id.

16. QUEEN OF THE SAVANNAH.

18. BUCCANEER CHIEF, id.

id.

17. SMUGGLER HERO. id.

18. REBEL CHIEF, id.

19. THE ADVENTURER, id.

20. PEARL OF THE ANDES.

21. TRAIL-HUNTER, id.

22. PIRATES OF THE PRAIRIES, id.

23. TRAPPER'S DAUGHTER, id.

24. TIGER-SLAYER, id.

Third Series, 2s. complete.

9. MISSOURI OUTLAWS, id.

10. PRAIRIE FLOWER, id.
11. INDIAN SCOUT, id.

12. 8TRONGHAND. id.

25. INDIAN CHIEF, id.

26. GOLD-SEEKERS, id.

27. RED TRACK. id.

London: JOHN & ROBERT MAXWELL, Milton House, Shoo-lane, E.C. ; and at aU Booksellers' and Railway Bookstalls.

Communication, should benUnwi to "The Editor"—Advertisements and Business Letter, to ■' The Publisher "-at the Office, 30, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.

Printed by E. J. Fautcie, Athenssum Press, Took '.-court, Chancerr-lane, E.C. ; and Published br Johm Fuixcis, at No. 20, Wellington-street, strand, W.C.

and Mr. John Meniiss, Edinburgh ,—lor Iaauirn, Mr. John Hobortsoa, »ublu.-Saturday, August 28, 1880.
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PRICE

THREEPENCE

REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

MLOUCESTER MUSICAL
LA September 7th. 8th, 9th, sod 1Mb,

PrimeipaJ S»n^fr».
MarfUM ALHAN1.
Mu» I)E FOSBLANQCE,

FESTIVAL,

Madsmr PATEY.
Mm HII. IH WILSON,
MiH WAKEFIELD, a*d
Miss IJAMIAN.

Mr. FREDERICK KINO,
MKn.ir f.im.HLHTl,
Mr FRANCIS, AJTD
Mr. 8ANTLEY

Full porticolsxs at Mr. Nest's. Westflate-streel, Gloucester.

Miss ANNA WILLIAMS.

Mr. EDWARD LLOYD

ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES.
DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND ART

Darin* the THIRTIETH SESSION, 1M0-M, which will commence on
the 1*4 of OCTOBEIt. the lollowin* COURSES of LECTURE."* and
PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS will be given :—

1. Chemistry. Br B. Frankland, Ph.D. D.C.L. F.R.S.
2. Rlologv. By T H. Huxley. LI. I) FKS.
3. Mineralogy. I By Warlugton W. Smyth, M.A. F.R.S.,
4. Mining f Chairman.
B Geology. By John W Judd, F.R.8.
fl. Applied Mechanics. By T. M Ooodeve, M A.
7. Physic*. By Frederick Guthrie
3. Metallurgv By W. Chandler Robert*, F.B B,
9. Mechanical Draw la*. By Rot. J. U. Edgar, M.A.

The Lecture Feel for Student* desirous of becoming Associate* are 90f
In one turn, oo Entrance, or two annual payment* of 'Jut. exclusive of
the Laboratories

Tickets to separate Courses of Lecture* arc Issued at 3f. and 47. each.
Officers In the Uueeu* Service, Her Majesty'! Consuls, Acting Mining

Agents and Manager*, may obtain Tickets at reduced price*.
(SIenre Teachers are also admitted to the Lecture* at Reduoed Fees.
For particulars < free j or for Official Prospectus (pries) W.; by post. Id.)

apply to the Reuisri as, Royal School of Mines, Jemiyn-streel, Londoo,
S.W F. W HUDLBR, Registrar.

^KOHGK LONG MEMOKIAL.

The Pupil* and Friend* of the late Mr. OEOROE LONG, formerly
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, desiring to testify their veneration
for his character and the high sense they entertain of his services to
literature and education, are raisin* a Fund to endow in the University
uf Cambridge a Scholarship or Prize (to be called the George Long
Scholarship or lYize i for the encouragement of the study of Roman Law.
One of the chief among Mr Ixing't extensive attainments was his

knowledge of Human I-aw ; and hi* well-known article* on this subject—
written now about forty years ago—were the first Important effort made
by any English "scholar to facilitate and promote Its study,

It Is felt, therefore, tliat a Memorial bearing his name cannot be asso
ciated more npproprlately than with the encouragement of this branch
of legal studies, aud In the University of which he was so ilntm^umhtxl

The precise form and conditions of this Memorial will
I will be determined by the ~

The Right Rev. tl
Edinburgh. D D.

Rev, John Griffith. LL.D.
Rev. G. E Cotterlll. M.A,
Rev. B. C. Hawkins. M.A.
Rev, J. Newton. M A.
Rev. B. H. Woodward, M A.
George B"ll, E**q
Edward Carpenter. E«q., M.A.
T. H. Dyer, Ek| , LL.D.
Charles A Elliott, Esq.
Juteph Fills. Esq.
A J riuhugh. Esq.
11. N Fowler, Esq . M A. M P.
\V Fowler, Bsq.LL B. M.P.
F. B A. Gasc, Esq., M A.

Prof. T. Erskinc Holland, D.C.L.
R. II. Hutlon. Esq , M.A,
J M. Imaxe, Esq , M.A.
Thomas Key, Esq.
Barry C. H. Knight, Esq.
B. A Leatham. Esq., M.A. M.P.
Vernon LashIn*ton, Esq , LL.B.
U-C.

H. J. Mathews, Esq.. M.A.
H. Nicholls, Esq., M A.
Kir Jan. Paget. Bart., D.C.L. F.R.B.
Sir lfenj. C. C Pine. K C M O. M.A.
D R. Onslow, Esq., M.A. M.P.
William Smith. Esq., LL.D. D.C.L.
H. Smith Wright. Esq. .M A.
O. V. Yool, Esq., M.A.

Subscriptions can be paid to the "George Long Memorial Fund."'
Meters Hall. Bevan. West Jt Hall. Union Bank, North-street, Brighton ,
«jr to the Hon. Treasurer, Rev. G. E. Cottaeill, 6, Arlington villas,
Sirigbton.

INHIBITION of COMPETITIVE ORIGINAL
-i DESIGNS for CHRISTMAS CARDS, to be held at the Dudley

Gallery. Egyptian H.-.ll, Piccadilly, in OCTOBER NEXT. SOW. given by
Mr. RAPHAEL TUCK, Fine-Art Publisher, to be awarded In Fourtetm
i*rixe*.—Conditions of Competition can be had on application to R. F,
•McNaie, Manager, at the Gallery.

FAC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
ARUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the

Public as well as to Memlwrs. at prices varying from 10*. to 48*., and
Include the Works of Giotto, Fra Angollco, Penigino, Andrea del Sarto,
Michael Angelo. Raphael, Holbein. Albert Dilrer, Ac.—Priced Lists,
with particular* of membership, will be sent, post free, on application
at 34, Old Bond-street. London, W.

ARTIST (Exhibitor) gives LESSONS in OIL
PAINTING (Marine and Landscape),—Address Abtist, Morning-

ton Studio, nfl, Hamp*tead-road, N.W.

JULIUS STOCKHAUSEN'S SINGING SCHOOL,
•J FRANKFORT-on-the-MAlN, will OPEN on the 1st of OCTOBER

The RECEPTION EXAMINATION will take place from the 20th until
the Wit. of SEPTEMBER.—Address Savlgnystrasie, 45.

ACADEMY for the HIGHER DEVELOPMENT
of PIANOFORTE PLAYLNG, 8, W ey mouth-street, Portland-

place, W.
President-Mr. FRANKLIN TAYLOR.
Director—Mr. OSCAR BERINGEIi.

The NEXT TERM will Commence on MONDAY, Sept. 27th. Entrance
•lavs, Sept. IE and :n, from 10 to 5.

Fee, Six Guineas per Term.
Two Scholarships for Pupil* under Sixteen are vacant.
For Prospectuses and all particulars address the Dn

STAR RUBY.—A remarkably fine specimen for
SALE. Also a few Mounted Cats' Eyes, Vases in Siberian Oven-

turine.—Brice Wr
Stones, 00, Great Ri

Siberian Oven
1 Expert in Gems and Precious

London, W.C.

THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

reiranl to the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R
THOMPSON, Studio. 43, " ' - ■ -

MR. HENRY BLACKBURN, Editor of * Academy
Notes, Ac . will deliver TWO ILLUSTRATED ART-LECTURES

In the Season IftSO-l. l. "The Art of Popular Illustration.' 3 1 Life In
Algeria; or, Sketching in Sunshine." Illustrated by Sketches and Dia
grams.—For particulars address to 108, Victoria-street. London, S.W.

^0 NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN.—Adver-
tiser, conversant with Hernldrv. Numismatics, and Genealogy,

desires an ENGAGEMENT as CURATOR to a Museum or Library.
Reference* to works he has published and to literary gentlemen of high
standing.—8_, 5, Howard-street, Strand.

A>

Work sent on application. Highest
Amberley, Stroud, Gloucestershire.

N experienced LEADER-WRITER desires an
ENGAGEMENT to Contribute Leading Article*. Political.

Literary, and Social, to a Liberal Provincial Newspaper. Specimens of
M. H. Wxish,

N EDITOR will shortly be WANTED for an
L established WEEKLY CONSERVATIVE PAPER in a good

country. Must be a smart Loader-Writer, good Reporter, well read, and
of fff-ntlemanlv habit*. Terms and references to VV. E..
Kidd & Co., 134, tn * " ", Fleet-street, E C.

Dobbs,

IEDITOR of a WEEKLY, who has had Fourteen
J Years" varied experience In London l Gallery) and the Province*.

desires, owing to a change of Proprietorship, to obtain an APPOINT
MENT a* Editor of Evening or Weekly, or Assistant-Editor of Dally
Able and versatile Leader-Writer ; Verbatim Reporter, Moderate

of Lee <t Nightingale, Advertising Agent*,Salary —Address Altha, i
Liverpool.

WANTED, ENGAGEMENT by the Chief Sub-
Editor of a Daily Newspaper. Leader-Writer, good Descriptive

and Verbatim Reporter.—Address X.. Messrs. Adams ft Francis, Adver
tising Agents, 50, Fleet-street, London, B.C.

CUB-EDITOR WANTED for DAY DUTY on a
KJ leading Daily l*rovinclal Paper (Liberal). Must be a first rate
Summary Writer, a facile Condenser of News, and thoroughly up In all
the details of Sub-Kditorial Work. One able to write crisp Original
leaderette* in the style of the '■ Occasional Note* "of the P«U Mull would
havs preference. Must be of good character and perfect reliability in all
respect* Send Specimens of recent Work. and state age, Salary expected,
and full particulars of experience, to B. R. W.. care ofMeasrs Adams &
Francis, Advertising Agents, Floet-street, London. B.C.—N.B. Nothing
to be sent requiring to be returned.

rPHE PRESS.—The Advertiser, who has had ccn-

A slderable experience, both In England and America. In superintend
ing the Printing and Publishing of a most successful Weekly Journal,
desire* a RE-ENGAGEMENT, Flrst-clas* reference*.—Address J. S.,
3, Harvey-terrace, Leytonstone, "

HE PRESS.- An Oxford Man (Honours), a^ed
24. desires an ENGAGEMENT as READER, or Reader and Assistant

Bab-Editor, on a London Pap r > Dally or Weekly >. where he would have
the duties of a Sub-Editor. Highestopportunity of learning the duties of i

rence* —Address Q , 27. Mincing-lane, E C.

THE PRESS. — SITUATION as MANAGER or
PUBLISHER, or other position or trust, WANTED on Dally.

Weekly, or other Paper, by a YOUNG MAN of much experience, and
who has acted as Manager both on the London and Provincial Press.
Excellent testimonials; a good Accountant and practical Printer. —
Apply to F. G., Messrs. Keith & Co.. F>linburgh.

I)RESS.—A Journalist of energy and experience,
ago .». leader-Writer and Special Correspondent on one of the

chief Provincial Dailies, is OPEN to an ENGAGEMENT on a Dally or
first-class Weekly.—Address A. W_, care of Messrs. G. Street & Co.,
30, Cornhlll, E C.

onARTICLES
POLITICS. Commercfa

ential Writers, REQUIRED for a LIBERAL DAILY PAPER —Address,
stating qualifications and terms of remuneration, A. Z., care of Mr.
(Jul man, 161, Strand,

FOREIGN and DOMESTIC
al Questions, by able and influ

TIME and CAPITAL. — A GENTLEMAN pos
sessing taste and energy, with about 3001., to Join ADVERTISER

in a high-clasa ENTERPRISE.—Address K. H. GkEEKUiu., Esq. . Solicitor,
3, Staples Inn, Uolborn.

PROVINCIAL ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY
PAPER for Immediate SALE, owing to IU health of I^oprictor.

Populous districts. Advertisement* double cost of production —Address
A., 3, Albert-street, Regent's Park, N.W.

PRINTER'S MANAGER or OVERSEER. —
SITUATION WANTED —Newspaper, Jobbing, or Advertisement*.

Country only. Thoroughly practical. Twelve Years preseut situation.
Testimonials. Or would Farm a Country Newspaper.—A. H., 44, Mou-
cnell-street Peckhom, London, S.E.

PRINTING.—JOHN BALE & SONS, Printers of
the Dental R*vittc, the Englishwoman' g Rninc, and other Period

icals, are prepared to undertake tne PRINTING of Magazines, Pamphlet*,
Bookwork, Catalogues, Ac, on the most reasonable terms. Estimates
free. — Steam Printing Offices, o7-69, Great Titchfl eld-street, Oxford-
street. London.

LONDON HOME.—The Widow of a distinguished
Physician, the members of whose family are occupied in profes

sional study or other active work, desire* to RECEIVE into her house a
gentlemanly YOUTH or a YOUNG LADY, engaged in any special
branch of study In London. The advantages offered are a comfortable
home, refined society, and such care and direction as depend on long
experience and Bociaf connexion.—Address Mr*. L., No. 06, Belsize-park,
London, N.W.

AN experienced HOUSEKEEPER, age 35, seeks
an ArroiNTMENT of trust and responsibility. She has till

recently filled a like position in the bouse of an elderly gentleman (now
deceased) during a period of seven years. References of the highest
character will be given.—Address E It., care of Messrs. Ad&ittS 4 1"riacis,
Advertising A^enu, X), Fleet-street, E.C.

C.
several
Provl

MITCHELL & CO.. Agents for the Sale and
Purchase of Newspaper Property, beg to Notify that they have

C MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
• Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

Probate or Purchase, Investigation*, and Audit of Account*, Ac.

jJNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

PRELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC (M.R.) EXAMINATION OF THB
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

The foUowlng Classes meet the requirements of Candidates :—
CHEMISTRY-lTofeasor WILLIAMSON, rh.D. F.R.8.
EXPERIMENTAL PHY6ICS-Professor G. C FOSTER, F.R.8.
ZOOLOGY-Profeasor LANKESTEB, M.A. F.R.S.
BOTANY and VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY - Professor OLIVER,

F.R.S. F L 8.
The Course* of Chemistry, Practical Chemistry, and Botany enter Into

the Ordinary Medical Curriculum, the extra Fee* amounting to Ten
Guinea*.
Prospectuses, Including Information as to Classes for Matriculation,

may be obtained from the College, Gower-stroet, W.C.
TALFOURD BLY, M.A., Secretary.

jJNIVKRSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

The SESSION of the FACULTY of MEDICINE will begin on MO
DAY, October 4th.
The SESSION of the FACULTIES of ARTS and IAWS and ol

SCIENCE will begin on OCTOBER 6th.
Instruction Is provided for Women In all subjects taught In the

Parul ties of Arts and Laws and of Science.
Prospectuses and Copies of the Regulations relating to the Entrance

and other Exhibitions, Scholarships, Ac. (value about li.mwi.j, may be
obtained from the College, Goweratreet, W.C.
The EXAMINATIONS for the ENTRANCE EXHIBITIONS will be

held on the iwth aud 2Hh of SEPTEMBER.
The SCHOOL for BOYS will RE-OPEN on SEPTEMBER 21st.
The CulloKe Is close to the Gower-street Station of the Meiropolitaa

Railway. TALFOURD ELY, M.A , Secretary.

UNIVERSITY HALL, GORDON-SQUARE, W.C.
—Students of University College, London, reside In tne Hall

under Collegiate discipline. The Hall has been approved by the Secre
tary of State for India as a place of Residence for selected Candidates for
the Indiau Civil Service.—Full particulars as to ltentof Room*, Fee*. &c.,
on application to the Principal or Secretary, at the Hall.

E A. WURTZBURO,

rPHE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.—The OwKKft

A COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.—A Prospectus, containing Informa
tion on the Course of Instruction, Fees, Scholarships, ExTUbitfi
may be obtained on uppliialiui
published early In September.

the Calendar will be

J. HOLME NICHOLSON,

I^HE OWENS COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.—
The COLLEGE SESSION 188U-SI wUl BEGIN, in the Medical

Department, on FRIDAY', the 1st October; In the Art*, Science, and
Law Department, on TUESDAY, the 5th October; and In the Evening
Classes Deiiartiuent. on MONDAY*, the 11 tit October. Candidate* for
adinihsion must not be under 11 t ears of age, ana in the Arts and Science
Department those under lt> will be required to paai a Preliminary Exami
nation In English, Arithmetic, and Elementary Latin. Prospect uses are
published for each of these Department*, aud may be obtained uu appli
cation to the Registrar. Fuller do*, .lis respecting tlicCoutYcs of iiusi mo
tion, Fees, Sf holarahips, Exhibitions, Acc . will be fouml in tin- Caltrm :t,
which may be obtained early in Septuinber (price 3s. ; post fr*>«, 3s j
from Mr. Cornish, 33, Piccadilly, and other Booksellers in M. ^.hubler.
and from Messrs. Macmillau & Co., London.
The Syllabus of the Evening Classes may now be obtained from Mr

Cornish i price M, ; post lree, 14.).
J. HOLME NICHOLSON. Registrar.

QUEEN'S COLLEGE, 43 and 45, Harley-street,
London.—Incorporated by Royal Charter for the Education of

Women, and for granting Certificates of Knowledge.
The MICHAELMAS TERM will begin, In School, on MONDAY, Sep

tember 27th, »nd In the College on MONDAY, October 4th. Entrance
Examination in College, THURSDAY, September Ju^ in School,
SATURDAY. September 25.

In addition to the usual Curriculum In the School and the Four Years
of the College Course, which prepares for the Matriculation Examina
tion of the University of London, a higher course of instruction hat also
been established for Student* preparing for the Degree Exauiiuutiou* of
the same University.
Special Courses of Lectures are given In connexion with this Course,

which 1* not open to Girls under the nsc of Eighteen. The Fee for eai U
Course of Ten Lectures Is It. Is., and the Compounder's Fee of 41. -is. a
Term includes also such full private tuition as may be found necessary,
and may be applied for by Pupils preparing for the Examinations, A
reduction is ma<:e in the case of Associate* of the College.
Boarder* are received by Mrs CtaPBirrsa, 38, Harley-street, W. • Mis*

Knott Devonshire Lodjfe, Y'ork gate. W. ; Mrs. Kismli., 9, Oppldaj.v
rosvd, Primrose-hill, N.W. i Miss Wood, 41, Harley-Mrui t. W. ; and mil
Information in regard to these and all other matters cuunectcil with
the College may be obtained, by letter, addressed to the Skrlt**t. up
to the !A<ib of September; alter that day by personal application at
the College, between the Hours uf Eleven and Three.

EIGHT0N COLLEGE.—The Next Term will
commence on TUB8UAY, September 21st.

F. W. MADDEN, M.R.A.8., BeorttMr-

T EAMINGTON COLLEGE. — Entrance
-Li SCHOLAK81!ir RXAMINATION on BBITBMVEU 1< and 15.—
Adorns Her. D. Wood. College, Letunlngton ; or, after August 1st,
Crsigside, Fflixstow, Ipswich.

THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE.
Spring-grove, Middlesex, W. (founded under the auspices of the

late Richard Cobdenj.—Laliu, FYench, German, and Natural Science
taught to every Boy, In addition to Mathematics. Greek on the Ua^i^-i
Side only.
Two Laboratories for Practical Science, large Gymnasium, B.ttlw,witli

Hot and Cold Water.
Each Boy has a separate Bed-room.
Terms. To, to, and vw Guineas, according to age.
The NEXT TERM commence* Monday. September ».
Apply to the Hesul Master, H. K. LanxxL, MA.
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UNIVERSITY OP DURHAM.
COLLEGE OP PHYSICAL SCIENCE, Newcast!c-upon-Tyne.

SESSION 1880-1881.

Principal—W. STEADMAN ALDIS, M A.

The CLASSES, open to Students of both sexes, will begin on TUES
DAY, October 12th, 1880.

Mathematics—Professor W. Steadman Aldia, M.A.
Physics—Professor A. 8. Her*-hel. M.A. F.R.A.S.
Chemistry— Professor A Frelre-Marreco. M A.
Geology - Professor O. A. Lebour, M A . F G.8.
Natural History— I*rolessor o S, Bnicy. M D F.L.8.
Coal and Metal Mining—Frofesw J H Merivole.

rrn History—Professor W. Moore Ede, M A.
Also, Classes in Land Surveying, Mechanical Drawing, and Modern

Lonfc uag**s.
students desirous of attending any of the Classes should apply at the

Secustart's Orrici:. Mining Institute, WestKaie-toad. NewcuaUe-upon-
Tyne, before SEPTEMBER 25th. when Namos must be entered fur the
Scholarship, Matriculation, and Exhibition Examinations.
Information as to the above will be found in the Calendar of the

College for the ensuing Session.
Information and advice as to the Course of Stndy for Intending

Students can be obtained from the Pwhcipsl. Information on other
Ktnts can be obtained on application to the Secretary, Mr. Tsao Wood

knino, at the College.
Abstract Prospectus sent p»st free on application.

TRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—Special
LECTURES.—The WINTER COURSE of SPECIAL LBCTURES

for the MISSION 1880-81 will be delivered on the Third THURSDAY
EVENING of each month, from October to March, as follows;—

OCTOBER 21. 1880,—WILLIAM SPOTTTSWOODE. Esq. M.A. D C.L.
LL.D.. President of the Royal Society—1 Polarised Light '
NOVEMBER 18,1880 —Dr. FRANCIS HUEFFER—- Musical Crh—_ HL.

LEONE D.BC. P.6.A. F.S.6DECEMBER 18. 1880-
' Change for a Sovereign. '
JANUARY 20, 188L—D*. B. W< RICHARDSON, F.R.8.-' Breath and

Breathing."
FEBRUARY 17, 1881.— WILLIAM HUGGINS, Esq. D.C.L. LL.D.
Fits—'The Chief UesuiU o£ spectrum Analysis as applied to the
Heavenly Bodies.'
MARCH 17. 1881.—O. J. ROMANES. Esq. M A F.B.8. FX.B.—' Jelly

The Lectures c ■at Eight o'clock.
Haif-argoinea.

Each chair will be numbered, la order that Subscribers may occupy
the same seat throughout the seriea
The proceeds will be devoted to the Building Fund.
Tickets mav now be obtained on application to the Szcuctart, Trinity

College. London (Mandevilie-plaoe, Manchester-square).

YDB PARK COLLEGE for LADIES,
119, GLOUCESTER-TEKHACB, HYDE PARK.

The JUNIOR TERM begin. SEPTEMBER 1Mb.
The SBNIOR TBKM, Noromber 1».

II

is, containing Terms. Mames ol Professors, Ac., may be
had on application to the Lady Rwrnotr.

ADIES' COLLEGE, Thb Woodlands, Union-
road.Clapham.S.W.—The PipUsvUI HE-ASSEMBLE OB FRIDAY,
jniber Kih, 1880.

HE DORECK COLLEGE for LADIE8, 63,
KennlnKton Oardenn-MUaxe, Hyde Park, W.—The AUTUMN TERM
a. 8EITEMBKK 14th
Principal.-Ilia M E BAILEY and FrUUein NEUHOFEH.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL for the SONS of
GENTLEMEN. 64. Ken.tngton Garden»*qaare, Hyde Park, W.—

The CLASSES RE-A8SEMBLB SEPTEMBER lath.
Principal,—Mia. M E. BAILEY and Frauleln NEUHOFER.

MILL HILL SCHOOL. — The Michaelmas
TERM commence, on THURSDAY. September 23rd. 1880. —

Applti-atino* for admwion to be addreawd to the Head Muter, Dr.
W.TaotTM. Mill Hill School MlddlewfX, N W. The Ilourdlntr-Hotue, in
charge of the Rer. Ro.Ear H*aLicr. F.R.S , of whom particular, at to
Fet-s, ftc. may be obtained, i> within a few minuti4 walk of the School.
bnuM.—Addree. Rer. R. HaaUT, FJt.S., *"

:, N.W.

M1

■ TheST. PAUL'S SCHOOL, LONDON.
Governors of St. Pauls School hereby give notice that there'

be about TWELVE VACANCIES on the Foundation, and thu an
EXAMINATION for the purpose of tilling up such Vaeaneie* will be
held at St Paul s School, beginning on TUESDAY, the 7th day ol Sep
tember, 1880. at 10 o'clock precisely.
The Examination, which occupies Two Days, is open to all Boys,

whether now in the School or not, bolweea the ages of Twelve and
Fourteen, and Candidates intending to present Themselves must make
application on a Form to be obtained from the School and, with the
exception of Boys already In the School, will be re iulrod to pay 5s. on
mak intr the application, and 1/. for Entrance-Fee In case of Election.
The necessary Subject* of Examination are—Latin, Arithmetic, and

El> incntarr Mathematics, and an Eogllsh Paper, to include, among other
things, Questions on History. Geography, 4c. Candidates may also otter
Greet and more Advanced Mathematics.

H
IGH SCHOOL OF EDINBURGH.

SESSION 18R0-S1.
The EDINBURGH SCHOOL BOARD have made arrangement* by

which a thoroughly Practical as well as a thoroughly Liberal Education
can bo tin parted. The Classes are strictly limit* d, and .are is taken to
give each boy that kind of culture of which he is most capable, and
which is most necessary for him. A SEVEN HI CLASS will be formed
ou the 1st ol OCTOBER to continue the work of ihe Sixth Classical,
and to prepare Pupils for the Indian Civil Service, and for Military and
University Examinations.

Full information is contained In the Report and Prospectus, which
may be had on application to the Janitor, at the School ; to the Clerk to
the Edinburgh Scnool Board, 9, Castle-street; or to the principal Book
sellers in Edfnburah

Pupil* will he enrolled at the High School "n WEDNESDAY, the ISth,
an<l THURSDAY, the 30th September, from Twtdve till Three o'clock.
The SCHOOL RE-A*SBMHLE3 on FRIDAY, 1st October, at Nine

o'clock, when the FIRST CLASS will be formed by Dr. DONALDSON
and Mr. M LAGAN.

rrHE MISSES A. and R. LEECH'S SCHOOL

X for LITTLE BOYS will RE-OPEN OCIOBER 1st at 05 Kensing
ton Oardens-sqaare, Hyde Park, W.

HEATH DUOW SCHOOL, HAMPSTEAD. —
The SESSION IWO-hl will begin on SEPTEMBER 23rd. A Coarse

o( study for the Higher Examinations, with Home Life. Is provided for
Girl students School, Preparatory, for Boys and Girls up to IS or M
years of age, and KJudergarten.—Prospectus on application to Mrs. C**a.

MASTER WANTED for ENGLISH SUBJECTS,
and to take .aperintendenre ol Uuyt In Playtime Six Hour, per

liuy.—Addree, air.. Cue. Heath Brow School, Haiupftead, N.W.

MR. H. B. COTTERILL (Claas. Trip. Camb.),
aal»ted by Mr J. HALI.AM (Math Trip Oamb ), and French

an,' Oerman Heater., hu ONI or TWO VACANCIES.-Addree. U,

ISS BAKER'S KINDERGARTEN CLASS,
held at 6, Holland Park, HE-OPENS SEPTEMBER 20th.—14,

Bloomfleld-road, Shepherd's Bush, W.

E]

STRATFORD-ON-AVON.—TRINITY COLLEGE
SCHOOL.—The Warden, RICHARD F. CURRY, MA, is oasis ted

by Seven Resident Graduate Masters, Two being specially for Modern
Languages. Classical and Modern Sides. Junior Department for Young
Boys. Large Playgrounds, Fives Courts, Gymnasium, 4*. Terms, 90
and 60 Guineas —Apply to the Wa*.»kn.

DUCATION in 8W1TZERLAN D. — New
FRAUENSTEIN ACADEMY, ZUG. Established 1*55. 1Titra

tion for the Universities. Commercial Department, German, French,
Italian Large Modern Building, Gymnasium, Playground, and Garden
Cold and Warm Baths. Highest references. Prospectus on application
—W. FccHs, Proprietor; F. M. Kowz. Principal, late Head Principal of
the Swiss (International) School, Genoa.

THE MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL.— The Winteb
SESSION will open on MONDAY. October 4th, with the DIS

TRIBUTION of PRIZES in the New Leotore lUeatre.
ILR.H. the DUKE of CAMBRIDGE is expected to preside on the

occasion.
The MEDICAL SCHOOL, which Is now being considerably Enlarged,

provides the most complete means for the Education of Students pre-
paiing for the University of London, the Colleges of Physicians and
Surgeons and the other Licensing Bodies
TWO ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS, of the annual value of 25T. and

2Qt. per annum, tenable for Two Years, will be competed for on OCTOBER
1st and 2nd
Further Information may be obtained from the Dka*. or the Hfsidext

MamctL Orncni, at the HoapitaL ANDREW CLARK, Dean.

£T. BARTHOLOMEWS HOSPITAL and
COLLEGE.

The WINTER BBS _
The Clinical Practice of the Hospital comprises a service of 710 Beds,

inclusive of 34 Beds for Convalescents at Hlghgata
Students tan reside within the Hospital, subject to College Regulations.
For ail particulars application may be made to the Wasuxbm of the

College, the College. St Bartholomew's Hospital, E.C
A Handbook forwarded on application.

will begin on FRIDAY,

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL and
COLLEGE.

OPEN SCHOLARSHIPS.
THREE SCHOLARSHIPS are offered for Open Competition at St

Bartholomew's Hospital. The Examination will begin SEPTEMBER 27.
1. A Scholarship, of the value of 131V., open to Candidates under 25

years of age, and who have not entered at any Metropolitan Medical
School Subjects of Examination : Botany, Chemistry. Physics, Zoology

2. A Scholarship, of the value of 1301., open to Candidates under 20
years of age. The other conditions and subjects are the same as the
above.

3 The Jeaffreson Exhibit ioa (value 504 ), open to Candidates who have
not entered at any Metropolitan Medical School. Subjects: Mathe
matics and Latin, and any Two of the following Languages, at the option
of the Candidate: Greek, French, German. The successful Candidates
will be required to enter at St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

4. Preliminary Scientific Exhibition —On OCTOBER 21 there will be
an Examination (limited to Students of the Hospital of less than six
months' standing) for the above Exhibition, value 30/. The Subjects
are those of the Preliminary (Scientific Examination of the London
University.
The successful Candidates for the above Four Scholarships are eligible

in succeeding years for the Scholarships of the School ; vis. , First Year.
Three: fl> 5oA, (2) 307 , (3 1 20.. Second Year: (11 501. Third and Fourth
Year: (1)40.., (2) 3W , (8) SOI., and for the several Prizes.
For further particulars application may be made, personally or by

letter, to the waiin of the College, the College, St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, E.C.

pan y,

the following ADVANTAGES t—
-For small Editions of 500 to 1 000 it is cheaper than any known

a small.

THE AUTOTYPE COS
A 631. OXFORD-STREET, LONDON, W.

Beg to call attention to their System of producing

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS

In PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHY by
COLLOTYPE PROCESS.

It
FIRST

method, as the cost of the original plates la i
SECOND.—Being Photographic It presents an absolute faithful copy of

the object dpaired to be represented ; such a picture as the reader
recognizes as a true representation.

THIRD.—The Illustrations are printed direct on the pace of the book,
avoiding the disagreeable cockling incident to all mounted Photo
graphs.

MAGNIFICENT WORKS have already been
executed in the fallowing lines :—

PAIJBOGBAI'HICAL. — * The Codex Alexandrtnus,' ' The Utrecht
Psalter,' 'The Yearly Fasciculus of the Pnlseographlcal Society,'
1 Milton s Common-Place Book,' Ac.

NUMISMATICAL.—The Catalogues of Greek and Roman Coins for the
ol the British Museum, Mr. B. V. Head's - Coinage of

Syracuse,' the lilusiratiot
BOOKS of TRAVEL.—Thin* and its People.' by J. '

a magnificent work. LlluKtruttd with over 250 1
'The Voi age of the Challenger,' by Sir Wyvlll*^
many smaller works.

TOPOGRAPHICAL.-1 Belles of Ancient L

CIVIL ENGINEERING — Lea Travanx publics de France," executed
under the direction of a Department of the State, published by
J. Rothschild. Rue des St. Peres. 'Ihls magnificent work gained the

• gold medal at the Paris Exposition. IMS.
ARCH ITBCTURAL.—' The Roof Sculptures of Norwich Cathedral.' with

a History of the Cathedral, by the Very Rev. the Dean of Norwich.
A vast number of works in other departments, large and small, have

been illustrated by the Autotype I'rocessof Book Illustration, amongst
which may be noted—The PROUT and HUNT DRAWINGS, by Mr.
Huskia; The KERAMIC ART of JAl'AN. Audsley and Bowes, both
French and English Edition, The TAPESTRY ol BAYEUX, French
and English Edition. <te.

^OST.—As a specimen of cost, it may be stated
that SIX Illustrations to a demy Svo. volume for an Edition of

1,000 would cost less than 10rf. prcopy.
V Price List and Specimens sent upon application.

TN the AUTOTYPE GALLERY will be found
J- a noble COLLECTION of FACSIMILES of the OLD MASTERS,
In -lading the most <-. ie»-iated Works of Fra Angelico. Frs> Bartolomeo,
Oorreglo, Outer. Hol)*ein, Mlc ael Angelo. Raphael, Rubens. Andrea del
Sarto. Titian, Leonardo da Vine I, Ac , selected from the principal
Galleries of Europe. Fine examples of the Modern School. Including
Poynier. R.A., Meissnunler, De Neuvilla. Ro*aet:i, Bume-Jones. <fcc.
By this process the reproduction of Pictures. Drawings, and Original

Works of Art are so perfect as to make it difficult In some cases to dis
tinguish the Copy from the Original Work. The Pae-slmiles are pro
duced In permanent pigments, which may be of the same kind as those
used In the original Bl
Oolours Artists

1 W
i may be of the same kind
i, septa, Blue. Red, are all available

an have their Pictures Reproduced without the ex-

Plates from 10 inches to 4M inches
" y the wi

it tie east.

A visit to the Autotype Gallery
a can be adorned with art
and Photograph* Mounted and

prove how readily the walls of home can be adorned with artistic
masterpieces at little cost. Pictures and Photos
Framed Pictures carefullv Cleaned and Restored.

Send for the AUTOTYPE COMPANY'S New C
Gratis to purchasers.

4, it. da n XER, Director of Work*.
W. 8. BULD, General r

THE WOODBURY PERMANENT PH0T0-
GRAPHIC PRINTING COMPANY have now brought their

WOODBURYTYFE Process to such perfection that It is generally
recognized as the beat means of Reproducing Works of Art, Portraits
from Life, Views from Nature, Architectural Subjects, Ac,

1 Extreme delicacy In the half-tones, depth and brilliancy of the
shadows, and perfect detail in every part.

S. Rapidity with which thousands of impressions of equal quality can be
produced.

8. Economy and Permanency.
The processes known as the CARBON and COLLOTYPE are also

extensively worked by this Company; but, though useful for eertain
subjects, tho Prints by these processes do not possesa the brilliancy and
unifurmitv of Woodburvtypes
The WOODBURYTYFE PROCESS is largely used in BOOK ILLUS

TRATION by all the leading Publishers, inJudJng-
Macmillan & Co.
Chapman & Hall.

„ Bentley ft Son.
,. Geo. Ball ft Son*,
nmatcs. Specimens, and all

Messrs. Sampson Low ft Co.
„ John Murray.
„ Bickers ft Hon.

Daidy, Isbister ft Co., ftc.
furnished on application to

147. GREAT PORTIOND-STREET. LONDON, W.

THB MULTIPLEX COPYING PROCESS
give* Forty Copies of Circulars, Music. Drawings, Plans.

This Process has been adopted by Her Majesty's Government, who
have paid the inventor (Mr, Fellows) 500. for the privilege of using It
throughout all their Departments. No tedious washing olf. Suits all
climates. Negatives available for years. Full particulars post free.

CHARLES FELLOWS, 16, Tettenhall-i oad, Wolverhampton,

CATALOGUE (No. 71, September) of AUTO-
GRAPHS and HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS on SALE by F.

NAYL0Bv,4,Mlllman-street, Bedford-row, London.—Sent on application.

Now ready,

CATALOGUE of OLD and CURIOUS LITERA
TURE, Family History. Topography. Freemasonry. First Editions.

Heraldry, Ireland, 'Catholicism. Theology, ftc. "
post free.—J. F. Mexhan, Pulteney-bridge, Bath.

'THE LIBRARY of the late Rev. LORD
X CHARLBS HBRVBY. — The REMAINING PORTION of the
LIBRARY of the late Dr. CURRIB, of Liverpool (the Friend of Barns
and Editor of his Works), and a number of valuable and interesting
Books irom other Collections.

Mr. HOWELL begs to announce that his Autumn
CATALOGUE of UBCOND-HAND BOOKS will be published in Sep
tember, Including the important purchases noted above.—Gentlemen
desirous of having copies of this Catalogue posted to them will kindly
forward name and address, with L'd. stamps for postage, to Eowaan
Howsua, as and 28, Church-street. Liverpool.

0A'RE'3 ANCIENT WILTS.— For SALE, a
Subscriber's Copy of this Rare Work, complete, 2 vols, folio, half-

50 Guineas -Address T. G., care of Mr. W. H Bailey,
H

/ CHURCHILL and HARLE1AN. — For SALE, a

VV " COLLECTION of VOYAGES and TRAVELS, with great variety
of Cuts Prospects, Ruins, Maps and Charts, cui inusly engraven," 8 vols,
folio, russia, Kilt, lettered. In good condition; a fine copy. Churchill,
8 vols. 1782: Harleian. 2 vols. 174a. price Hi. 8s —Apply to J. W., The
Cedars, Castle-road, Carisbrooke, near Newport, Isle of Wight.

T>USKIN'S NOTES on his TURNER DRAW-
publlshed by Fine-Art Society. Containing Thirty-five

Reproductions from Engravings, India paper. Clean copy, at original
pr.ee, Two Guineas, under 'Mi prlntea.—Address J. s.,Ni"
Catherine-street, Strand.

LONDON LIBRARY,
12, ST. JA MESS-SQUARE.—Founded in 1841.

Patron—H.R.H. THB PRINCE OF WALES.
President—THOMAS CARLYLE, Bsq.

This Library contains 90,000 Volumes of Ancient and Modern Lite
rature, In various Languages. Subscription, SI. a year, or 2L, with
Entrance-fee of tW.; Life Membership. "-'W.
Fifteen Volumes are allowed to Country, and Ten to Town Members.

Read Ina-Room open from Ten to half-past 81k. "
ROBERT HARRISON,cation Secretary and Librarian.

'PHE UNITED LIBRARIES, 307, Regent-
-1 street, W.—Subscriptions from One Guinea to any amount,
according to the supply required. All the beat New Rooks, English,
French, and German, immediately on publication. Prospectuses, w ith
Lists of New Publications, grntis and post free.—'.* A Clearance
Catalogue of Surplus Books offered for Rale at greatly reduced prices,
may also be had, free, on application.—Boom's, Chi aroN's, Honeeoit's,
and S\i nokbs ft Otlbt'b United Libraries. 307, RoRent-street. near the
Polytechnic ^

Vi R. TENNANT, F.G.8., Professor of Mineralogy

and Geology, Mineralogist by appointment to Her Majesty and

the Baroness Burdett-Contts, 140, Strand, London. W.C., having been

fifty years In business, contemplates shortly RETIRING, and offers for

SALE several of his extensive COLLECTIONS of MINERALS. ROCKS,

and FOSSILS. They are well adapted for flrst-claas Educational Kbtab-

MR.,

-§;aU bj) ^taction

Cabinets, Insects, Shells, Bints* Eggs, fyc.

J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms. 38, King-street. Covent-garden. on FRIDAY,

September 10, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a valuable COLLECTION
ol DIURNAL LBflDupTERA, the Property of a Gentleman, residing
at Wimbledon, contained in three separate Cabinets : also Store Rose*—
Insect and other Cabinet*—Stuffed Birds in Cases—Collection of Shells,
the Property of a Gentleman, deceased, with the well-made Mahogany
Cabinets—valuable Col . tiun of British Birds' Eg»rs—Curiosities, ftv.
May he viewed after 2 o'clock the day prior and morning of Sale, and

Catalogues had.

rTHE MUSICAL TIMES, for September, con-

-* tains:—Nearo Minstrelsy—The Great Composers: Spohr—Alfredo
Cutalini's Opera, ' Elda —Beethoven s Grandfather (a Blotrraphical
Sketch)—Reviews, Foi
Price 3d.; post free, id.

n and Country News. Correspondence,

THE MUSICAL TIMES, for September, cob-
tains:—"I will lay me down in peace," Anthem by A. C. Mac

kenzie Price, separately, ljd.

London: Nowllo, Ewer ft Co. 1, ]—\B.C :,W.; and 80 and 81,
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Monthly, price Half-a-Crown,

CONTEMPORARY RKVIK W.

r of NATIHE. Br tae Duke of Argyll. L Whit It Is, and
What It la Not.

. HEINKICH HEINE By Charles Gram.

The FUTURE of the CANADIAN DOMINION. By Oeorire Anderson,
M V.

-The ELEUSINIAN MYSTERIES. By Fr. Lenormant.

The LAST PHASE of the AFGHAN WAR. lir Lieut-Colonel R. D.

The SONNET In ENGLAND. By J

The APPRENTICESHIP of the FUTURE.

-FIJI : NOTES of m VACATION TOUR. By Chief Justice Oorrie.

The IMPENDINO CRISIS lit TURKEY. By an Beaten statesmai

The HOMERIC QUESTION : • RETLY to 1

3 A Co. Limited, 34. Pateraoater-row.

THE
Wit

Now ready (One ShiUlnu), No. 3a»,

CORNHILL MAGAZINE, for
: by OooTffe Du Maoxlcr and W. HmalL

WHITE WINGS: a Yarhtinx Roi
Chap. 44. " Ye are Welcome. Gleoi
Leat 40. " Flier. ! Auf! HtnauaV'

The GROWTH of SCULPTURE. By Grant Allen.

GAME.
The PAVILION on the LINKS. (In Two Parte.l Chap 1 Telle how I

camped In Ora'eo Sea-Wood, and beheld a Llirht In the PaTlhon.
3. Telle of the Noctarnal Landing from the Yacht. 3 Tells how I
became acquainted with my Wife. 4. Tells in what a aurtliug
Manner I learned I was not alone in Graden sea- Wood.

A GOSSIP about MADEIRA : the Desertas and Tenerlffe.

TWO BBGOARS I A Sketch from Life I By John Dengertlcld
The SEAMY SIDE ol LETTERS

WASHINGTON SQUARE. By Henry James, Jr. (With an Illustra
tion ) Chaps. 19—34.

, London: Smith. Elder* Co. 15, Waterioo-pla.ee.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, for
SEPTEMBER I860. Price 2m. M.

IRELAND. By James Anthony Fronde.

A REAL "SAVIOUR of SOCIETY " By Sedley Taylor.

A FEW MORE WOBDS on NATIONAL INSURANCE. By the Hljrht
Hon. the Earl of Camarron.

FICTION—FAIR and FOUL. m. (Byron ) By John Kuikln.

The THOROl OHBRBD HOUSE-ENGLISH and ARABIAN. By W.
Scawen Blunt.

ENGLISH—RATIONAL and IRRATIONAL. By F tzedward Hall.

A COLORADO SKETCH By the Right Hon. the Earl

The EGYPTIAN LIQUIDATION. By Edward Dicey.

HYPNOTISM By O.J

FRANCOIS VILLON B

The BURIALS BILL and DISESTABLISHMENT. By the Iter <

'" C. Kenan Paul 1! Co. London.

M
AC MIL LAN'S MAGAZINE, No. 251,

1. HE THAT WILL NOT WHEN HE MAY. By Mrs

2. An EPISODE In the WATERLOO CAMPAION. By the lair Sir
P. TitiOerald. Bart.. Knight of Kerry

3. A LATENT SOURCE of REVENUE—The HERALDS' COLLEGE.

4. The DEATH of HIORWARD. By M. L. Woods.

Vy5. A TURKISH HISTORIAN of a WAR with RUSSIA. By Rtnrrne
I Schuyler, Consul-Oeneral of the United States In Roumania.

6. The STORY of YVES. By Mrs. Macqnnld. Chapters I—8.

7. ON BXMOOR. By Lady Barker.

5. The NEW RENAISSANCE ; or. the Gospel of Intensity. By Harry

Maeraillan & Co.
Uullter.

1-TEALTHY DWELLINGS. -See the Builder
I 1 (4d ; by post. *rd ) ; al»o, for V'ewe and Plana of R.C Seminar..
Cluph.iin ; Ea«tbury Manor House; and Coffee Tnrern. Milton— Memoir
of Mr. Ferrey. with Portrait—Dublin—Metal Work. Paris-Hay and
Corn Drylmr—Glasgow Municipal Buildings Competition—New Build
ings, Ac —40, Cutherlne-etreet and all Newsmen.

NOTICE.

NOW READY,

VOL. I. SIXTH SERIES,

OF

NOTES AND QUERIES.

With Copious Index, price 10». fid.

JOHN/ FRANCIS, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

New and Choice Books for all Readers.

SEE MUDIE'S LIBRARY CIRCULAR FOR SEPTEMBER.

HBW EDITION, HOW READY, F08TAGE FREE.

Cheap Books for Public or Private Libraries.

SEE MUDIE'S CLEARANCE CATALOGUE FOR SEPTEMBER.

NEW EDITION, NOW READY, POSTAGE

The NEW EDITION of MUDIE'S CLEARANQE CATALOGUE contains more than

Three Thousand Popular Works at the lowest current prices.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), NEW OXFORD-STREET.CITY OFFICE:—2, KING-STREET, CHEAPSIDE.

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY.

The special attention of the Reading Public is called to the fact that the

Grosvenor Gallery Library allows TWO VOLUMES of the NEWEST

BOOKS for a Subscription of ONE GUINEA per Annum.

K.B.—Sets of Books abb divided to meet the cohtemehce of BuBSCKnmRS. Cooktry Subscriuhbs are

received on specially advantageous teems. the poblio abe invited to inspect the beading and wbitimg

Booms, the Ladies' Drawing-Boom, and the Bkferenoe Library.

THE GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY (Limited), NEW BOND-STREET.

XH-E

Price M ; by post, 6}<f. the Number for SEPTEMBER of

ARTIST:

T^H E

a Monthly Paper for Workers,
art Airateurs in Art, and for the Art Trades.

Reeves, 185, Fleet-street, B.C.

FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW,
for SEPTEMBER.

The WAYS of ORTHODOX CRITICS. By Grant Allen.

ADMINISTRATION of JUSTICE in MADRAS. By J. H. Nelson.

MENTAL IMAGERY. By Franria Gallon.

CALIFORNIA. By R. H. Patterson.

A VISIBLB CHURCH. By J D. Lewis.

A NARRATIVB of the FALL of: the BASTILLE. Translated by
Amtueroa Craren.

REFLECTIONS on the AFOIIAN IMBROGLIO. By Sir Arthur Hoh-
houae. Q.C.

ROME a

BRITISH BEE FARMING, its PROFITS and
PLEASURES. By JAMBS F ROBIN80N. Uniform with Ike

Pleasure and Pront" Series. Larxo crown »ro. 5i.

NEW NOVELS.

BELLES and RINGEUB. By Hawley Smabt.
1 rel.

EROB. Foot Stories. By 8arah Tytlbb,
Hon. LEWIS WINOFIELD, Miss B. M. BUTT, and Mlaa

O. BUTT. 2 Tola.

Chapman * Hall, Limited, 183. Piccadilly.

N.

Now ready, price 64. the SEPTEMBER Number of

EN8ING TO
Edited by Mrs. LBITH ADAMS.

Conttnti .-—Aunt Hepay'a Foundling. By the Editor. fConMnued)—
nd. liy Dr. Sullivan—Mlsratory Birdeof Malta. By

K

The Aryan Soul
Prof Letth
Chit-chat, Ac.

.llirmrory 1
of Madras. I

ft Co. Catherine-street , Strand.

MODERN THOUGHT.
PriceThrtfpwce, Monthly.

Context* of No. 9, Vol. II. SEPTEMBER 1st, 1980.
The Origin of the Alphabet. (Illustrated by Plate*.) lly George .St.

Clair. F O B.
Ooethe and his Politics. By H Schiitz Wilson.
The Sandion ot PureneM By E K. Chapman.
What Catholics really Believe. By J C. Barie, B.A. Oxon.
billing at the English Bar. By J.N. P.

ri ot allKit hurdaon ft Best, 5. Queen's Head passage,
1 at the Kaliway Bookstalls.

»THE

Now ready, price Twopence,

SPELLING REFORMER. No. III. for

Vagaries of ftsnrll*h Spelling, by A J Ellin, F R.S.-The Historical
Yalne of .'hone lie Spelling low Existing in the English Language,
by F. O Fleay. H A —Mechanic*! Aspects of Spelling Reform, by
W R Adams—The Problem of Spelling Reform, by the Editor.—

Heform In Qennany.—Correspondence, Ac.

London : F. Pitman, SO, Paternoster-row.

THE DRESDEN GALLERY.—The Weekly Pub-
1 1 cat ton of a Series of elaborate Reproductions, on a large scale, of

the celebrated Paintings in the Dresden Gallery was commenced in the

N
OTES and QUERIES. (Sixth Samus.)

This Daf'i Number contains—

NOTES :—Curious Latin and Spanish Epitaphs—Sty—The Montfodes of
that Ilk—Defensive Armour in the Nineteenth Century—Curiosities
of Dictionary-malting—" Whom V-Jot_^Who ''— I don't think "—
"Kink": " Mlschleval "—Egyptian faMi—A -Burglar's Talisman—
A Hero against his will— bacon and Lucretius—Centenarlaus —
"Party" for" Person"—" As frequent as the bell on Sunday*' —
Superstition as to a Branch of Churchyard Yew—Cancel* In Warbur-
ton's ' Pope.'

QUERIES:—A Vestiary Qvestlon— Dr. Perne—Rowland Hill—'The
Evlad ' — Coryat 's Shoes, Udcombe— C. Rogers Cotton — Roman
Catholic Irish Registers—The Fauna and Flora of France—The
•Hind'— "New Year's Night '—The Sovereign's Head on the
Coinage—" Accepting of the Box"—I-etgh Hunt s • Christianlsm '—
A Crest—'A Rooke of Presidents'—birds under the Cross— Dawes's
'Burning of Moscow—* Antiquarian and Architectural Year-Book '
— Heraldic—Oarrick on Lord Chatham—Theodore Hook—Inkstands
of famous Writers—Authors Wanted.

REPL I ES :—Briefs in Parish Registers — Early GtUmys — Donne's
' Satires '—A Roman Brevlarv—Curtain Lectures— Place-names of
England—" Whittling "—Pictures in Spain—Dr. Neale s ' Pilgrim's
Progress —Christ s Hospital—R chard III —A Widows rilgnatur<<—
W Miller—"So long"—A Lett r of Hadrian's—Kachael OoUltun—
'The Woodbine'—Woman's Tongue—" Hark, hark ! "—" llaith "—
Feraan Caballero—" Saueage "—The Gipsies—Bee-Swarming—Peter
Fits Herbert—8 8. Teuton—Stone Crosses—The late Charles Clark
—Coin-edge Inscriptions—' The brides of Kuderby '—Sheridan s
' School for aeaadal.'

NOTES ON BOOKS :-Crlppis 'Old French Plate '—Hose's 'Miracle
Plays and Sacred Dramas'—Oldcastle's 'Journals and Joumaiisai,'

Notices to Correspondents, ftc.

Published by John Francis, 30, Wellington-street. Strand. W.C

PROF. HEER'fcJ 4 PRIMEVAL WORLD of
SWITZERLAND." with Geological Map and Sfiu Illosrratlons

Edited by JAMES HEYWOOD, M.A. F.R.S In 2 vols, svo price lbs.

London : Longmans & Co.

DRo

WATTS
square,

Tenth Edition, post free, is.

WATTS on ASTHMA : a Treatise on the
only Successful Method of Curing ll

WATTS, M.D F R.8.L., F.C.8., Ac., 5,
By ROBERT G.

reet. Cavendish'

London : C. Mitchell ft Co. Red Lion-court, Fleet-street.

s:

ins I y post,

KIN DISEASES TREATED HOMCEOPATHI-
CALLY. By WASHINGTON EPFS, L R.C.P. One Hundrwl Cu*s,

■ distinct varletus of Skin Diseases.Including forty
London : James Epps ft Co. 48, Threadneedle-str jet, and 170, Piccadilly.
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ME. MURRAY'S LIST OF BOOKS,

FOR SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, AND STUDENTS.

DR. SMITH'S SCHOOL DICTIONARIES.

CONCISE DICTIONARY of the

BIBLE. 21«.

SMALLER DICTIONARY of the

BIBLE. Is. 6d.

CLASSICAL DICTIONARY. 18s.

SMALLER CLASSICAL DICTION

ARY. 7t. 6d.

SMALLER DICTIONARY of ANTI-

QUITIES. 7s. ed.

LATIN-ENGLISH

21«.

DICTIONARY.

SMALLER LATIN-ENGLISH Dic

tionary. 7*. Gd.

ENGLISH-LATIN

21*.

DICTIONARY.

SMALLER ENGLISH-LATIN Dic

tionary. 7s. Gd.

MURRAY'S STUDENT'S MANUALS.

Old Testament History.

New Testament History.

Ancient History.

Ecclesiastical History.

English Church History.

Roman History.

Greek History.

SEVEN AND SIXPENCE EACH.

Gibbon's Rome.

Hume's England.

Hallam's Middle Ages.

Hallam's England.

History of France.

Ancient Geography.

Modern Geography.

English Language.

English Literature.

Specimens of English Literature.

Modern Europe. [In preparation.

Blackstone.

Moral Philosophy.

DR. WM. SMITH'S SMALLER MANUALS.

Scripture History.

Ancient History.

Ancient Geography.

THREE AND SIXPENCE EACH.

Rome.

Greece.

Classical Mythology.

England.

English Literature.

Specimens of Eng. Literature.

EDUCATIONAL SERIES.

LATIN COURSE.

Principia Latina. Pt. I. 3s. 6d.

Appendix to Pt. I

Principia Latina.

Principia Latina.

Principia Latina.

Principia Latina.

Young Beginners' 1st Latin Book.

Young Beginners' 2nd Latin Book,

Student's Latin Grammar. 6s.

Smaller Latin Grammar. 3s. 6d.

Tacitus. Selections. 3s. 6d.

2s. 6d.

Pt.II. 3s. 6d.

Ptm. 3s. 6d.

Pt.IV. 3s. 6d.

Pt. V. 3s.

2s.

2s.

FRENCH COURSE.

French Principia. Pt. I. 3s. 6d.

French Principia. Pt. II. 4s. 6d.

Student's French Grammar. 7s. 6d.

Smaller French Grammar. 3s. 6d.

GERMAN COURSE.

German Principia. Pt. I. 3s. 6d.

German Principia. Pt. II. 3s. 6d.

Practical German Grammar. 3s. 6d.

ITALIAN COURSE.

Italian Principia. Pt. I. 3s. 6d.

Italian Principia. Pt. II. 3s. 6d.

[Nearly ready.

GREEK COURSE.

Initia Grseca. Pt. I. 3s. 6d.

Initia Grseca. Pt. II. 3s. 6d.

Liitia Graeca. Pt. III. 3s. 6d.

Student's Greek Grammar. 6s.

Smaller Greek Grammar. 3s. 6d.

Greek Accidence. 2s. 6d.

Plato. Selections. 3s. 6d.

ENGLISH COURSE.

English Grammar. 3s. 6d.

Primary English Grammar. Is.

Primary History of Britain. 2s. 6d.

Modern Geography. 5s.

English Composition. 3s. 6d.

V DETAILED CATALOGUES SENT GRATIS BY POST ON APPLICATION.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle-street.
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A HIGH CLASS NEWSPAPER FOR BOYS.

On September 15 will be published, Number I. of

THE BOYS' NEWSPAPER.

WEEKLY, PRICE ONE PENNY.

PROSPECTUS.

Eager as boys are for news, and keenly appreciative as they have

shown themselves to be of well-digested intelligence on all the varied

subjects that interest them, it has never yet been attempted to give

them a Newspaper for themselves. It is perhaps beyond dispute that

almost all that is going on in the world around has a very decided

interest for boys, if only the account be conveyed to them in a form

which commends itself to their taste and intelligence. Thus, for

instance, the course of international events, the progress of legislation,

the prosecution of great enterprises, the success of discoveries and

inventions, the latest adventure, the most recent voyage of discover)',

and such like topics, form a varied and absorbing record from week to

week, not less attractive to boys than the things which more imme

diately concern them in the familiar worlds of School and Home, of

Work and Play.

In the ordinary daily or weekly newspapers there is, however, so

much that is of necessity uninteresting to and even unsuitable for boys,

that this class of publication has, comparatively, but few attractions

for them. But read they will and read they must, and in them, there

fore, we have a vast audience ready and eager to listen to anything

that from their point of view is worth listening to. It is to this large

and highly appreciative audience that The Boyb' Newspaper will

address itself.

The Boys' Newspaper will be adapted for all boys—boys of all

ages—inasmuch as the views and tastes of every section will be care

fully considered, and their requirements suitably supplied. It will

contain what they want to know and what they are accustomed most

to interest themselves in ; and whilst it will be essentially a News

paper, it will differ widely from any other existing vehicle of news.

Not only will all the events which grow out of the work and play of

active boy life be duly reported, but there will be, in addition to some

original and carefully-selected stories, a series of practical papers, and

a condensed record of all that is transpiring in the outer and larger

world for a place in which boys are seeking and striving to qualify

themselves.

In addition to the more general news of the world's doings, such

as has already been indicated as possessing great attraction for boys,

The Boys' Newspaper will provide a weekly register of all those events

which come directly home to boys themselves in their immediate pur

suits. Thus, it will contain news of every description from the

Universities, Colleges, and Schools ; particulars of Examinations,

Scholarships, and Prizes ; reports of Cricket and Football Matches,

of Racquets and Tennis, of Athletic Sports, Bicycling, Rowing, and

Swimming ; and in order to make this " intelligence department " as

complete as possible, The Boys' Newspaper proposes to have

correspondents at aU the special centres of interest for boys throughout

the United Kingdom and the Colonies.

Week by week The Boys' Newspaper will give practical articles

by well-known experts on the various Sports and Pastimes of every

season ; on the keeping and management of Pets ; on Carpentry,

Mechanics, and other Indoor Occupations ; on Natural History and

other Collections ; and on Home Amusements of every description.

The numberless traditions connected with School-life will form

an attractive series of papers, written by " old boys "; while graphic

descriptive accounts will, from time to time, be given of places full of

interest to boys on account of the grand stories of the past connected

with them.

Prize Schemes of a very comprehensive nature, and calculated to

interest boys of aU tastes, will form a characteristic feature of The

Boys' Newspaper, and an outline of these will be given in the first

Number.

" Answers to Correspondents " will be dealt with very fully, and

the utmost trouble will be taken to give trustworthy replies to all

proper inquiries, and to afford information on all subjects of interest.

Acrostics, Puzzles, Chess and Mathematical Problems—all these

will find a place, together with numerous other subjects which it is

not now possible to dwell upon.

Out of these various materials then, abundant to overflowing as

they are, it is determined to produce, week by week, a newspaper

which, it is believed, tho boys of this country will read alike with

pleasure and with advantage. For The Boys' Newspaper will be seen

to bo not merely a repertory of the world's news, not simply a weekly

record of boys' doings, but also a journal abounding in all kinds of

information, recreation, and amusement, and thoroughly representa

tive of all that is best and noblest and most attractive in boys them

selves—in short, a Journal which will be gladly welcomed in every

house in the land where boys are to be found.

N.B.—A limited number of approved Advertisements will be received for The Boys' Newspaper, terms for the insertion of which may be

had on application to the Manager of the Advertisement Department, La Belle Sauvage Yard, E. C.

CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN & CO. Ludgate-hill, London.
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GEORGE BELL & SONS1 EDUCATIONAL BOOKS.

Complete Catalogues of upwards of 480 Educational Boohs of all kinds sent post free on application.

BIBLIOTHECA CLASSICA.

A sri'H of Greek and Latin Authors, with English Notes. Edited by
Eminent Scholars, under the direction of the late G LONG. M.A .
formerly Fellow of Trinity Colleifw. Uanibridire; and the late Hoy.
A J MaCLBANE, ma, Head Master of King Edward's Mchool,

bath. 8vo.

^ISCHYLDS. By F. A. Paley, M.A. Fourth

Ejltion, Revised, lfts.

CICERO'S ORATIONS. By G. Long, M.A. 4 vols.
31. 4j. VoL L 16*. ; Vol. II. 14s. ; Vol. LU. 16a ; Vol. IV. 18s.

DEMOSTHENES. By R. Whiston, M.A., late
Head Master of Rochester Grammar School. '2 ti>1s. each IQt.

EURIPIDES. By F. A. Paley, M.A. 3 vols.

each 16s.

HOMER. Vol. I. ILIAD, I.—XII., with Introduc

tion. By F. A. PALSY, H A. 12s. Vol II 111.

HERODOTUS. By Rev. J. W. Blakesley, B.D.

- ToU. 32..

HESIOD. By F. W. Palby, M.A. 10». 6<i.

HORACE. By Rev. A. J. Macleane, M.A.
R. is : by GEORGE LONO, M A. 18a.

JUVENAL and PERSIUS. By Rev. A. J. Mac-
LBANB. M A, Trinity College. Cambridge. Revised M GEORGE
LONO. Us.

PLATO. By W. H. Thompson, D.D., Master of
Trinity Coll.ge. Cambridge. Vol. L FHAEDKUS, 7a. Id. Vol. 11.
GORGIAK, 7a. 64.

SOPHOCLES. Vol. I. 18*. Bv Rev. F. H.
BLAYDES. M A. CbntrMts: OiDIPUS TYBANNU3 - (EDIFUS
COLONEUS-ANT1GONE.

SOPHOCLES. Vol. n. 1 2s. By F. A. Paley, M.A.
-ELECTRA—TRAtAlHIMAE-AJAX.

TACITUS.—The ANNALS. By the Rev. P. Fbost.

Us,

TERENCE. By E. St. J. Pabby, M.A. 183.

VERGIL. By the late J. Conington, M.A., Pro-
fessor of Latin at Oxford Vul I The HUCOI.ICS and GKOHOICS
Third Edition. Ill — Vol II. The .1 villi Books I. Co VI. Third
Edition. 11, .--Vol. Ill Saoond Edition. 14i.

Uniform with above,

A COMPLETE LATIN GRAMMAR. By J. W.
DONALDSON, D.D. Third Edition. Ms.

An ATLAS of CLASSICAL GE03RAPHY. 24
Coloured Mape by W. Hughes and O. Long. M.A. imperial 8vo.
Ul. u.

London : Whittakeb & Co.

CAMBRIDGE GREEK AND LATIN

TEXTS.

Bcinft for the moat part the Text* of the Ribliothoca Cliuwlca and the
Onitnmar-Kchoot Classics. Itonio. buund utiifi rmlj lu neat cloth,
» lih rod edges.

.SSCHYLUS. By F. A. Paley, M.A. 3s.

CiESAR DE BELLO GALLICO. By G. Long,

M.A Zf

CICERO de SENECTUTE et de AMICITIA, et
HF1STOL3S SELBCTiK. By O. LONO. M A. la, Od.

CICERONIS ORATIONES. Vol. L In Verrem.

H) O. LONG, M.A :.. 3d.

EURIPIDES. By F. A. Paley, M.A. 3 vols.

li SJ id.

HERODOTUS. By J. W. Blakesley, B.D. 2 vols.

HOMERI ILIAS. L—XII. By F. A. Paley, M.A.

HORATIUS. By A. J. Macleanb, M.A. 2s. 6d.

JUVENAL et PERSIUS. By A. J. Maclkane,

MA la. 3d.

LUCRETIUS. By H. A. J. MuNBO, M.A. 2s. 6d.

SALLUSTI CRISPI CATILINA et JUGURTHA.

Ily U. 1 - Ml M.A la. 3d.

TEUENTI COMOiDI/K. By W. Wagneb, Ph.D. 3*.

THCCYDIDES. By J. G. Donaldson, D.D.
9 a U. r*cli Sr. Od

VE .GILIUS. Fy J. Conington, M.A. 3*. 6d.

X^NOPUONTI^ EXPED1TIO CYM. By J. F.
MACMICMAKL. it*. 3a. 3d.

London: Whittakeb k Co.

GRAMMAR-SCHOOL CLASSICS.

C.E6AR de BELLO GALLICO. By G. Long. 5». 6<i.

OrESAR de BELLO GALLICO. Books L—HI.

For Junior Claaaea. By O. LONG, M.A. 2a. Sal

CATULLUS, TIBULLUS, and PROPERTIES —
SELECTED POEMS. By Rev. A H. WRAT1SLAW and F. N.
BUTTON, aA. 3a. Get.

CICERO.—De SENECTUTE, De AMICITIA, and
SELECT EPISTLES. By GEORGE LONO, M.A. New Edition, la. 6d.

CORNELIUS NEPOS. By Rev. J. F. Macmichael,
Head Maater of the Grammar School, itipon. 2a. fid.

HOMER.—ILIAD. Books L—XH. Edited by

F.A. PALEY, M A. 6>. 6d.

HORACE. By A. J. Macleane, M.A. 6». 6d. Or

In Two Parte, 3a. 3d. each.

JUVENAL.—SIXTEEN SATIRES (Expurgated).
By H. PHIOR, M.A., late Scholar of Trinity College, Oxford, la. do*.

MARTIAL.—SELECT EPIGRAMS. By F. A.
PALEY, M.A , and W. H. STONE. «a. 3d.

OVID'S FASTI. By F. A. Paley, M.A. St.

SALLUST.—CATILLNA and JUGURTHA. By

GEORGE LONG, M.A. 5a.

TACITUS.—GERMANIA and AGRICOLA. By

- Key. P. FROST. 3a. 6d.

VIRGIL.—BUCOLICS, GEORGICS, and .ffiNEID.
Booka I.—IV. By Rev J. G. 8HEFPARD, D.O.L. Abridged Irom
Prof. CONINGTON'S Edition 9a. 6d.

The BUCOLICS and GEORGICS. In 1 vol. 3s.

VIRGIL.—^.NEID. Books V.—XII. Abridged
from Prof. CONINGTON'S Edition, 6a. 3d. Booka V. and VI.
aeparately, 2a. lid.

XENOPHON'S ANABASIS. By the late J. F.

MACMICHAEL. is.

XENOPHON'S CYROP^DLA. By G. M. Gobham,

M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. 6a.

XENOPHON'S MEMORABILIA. By Rev. P.

FROST, M.A. la. 3d.

London : Whittakeb & Co.

PUBLIC SCHOOL SERIES OF

CLASSICAL AUTHORS.

A aeries or Classical Texts, Annotated by well-known Scholars, with a
special view to the requirements of Upper Forms in Public Schools
or University Students Crown Bro.

ARISTOPHANES' PAX. By F. A. Paley, M.A.

la. 64.

ARISTOPHANES' ACHARNIANS. By F. A.

PALBY. M.A la 6e).

ARI&TOPHANES' FROGS. By F. A. Paley,

M A. la. 3d.

CICERO'S LETTERS to ATTICUS. Book L By

A. I'llH 11 lit. M.A. la. 3d.

DEMOSTHENES' ORATIONS against the LAW

of LEPT1NE8. By B. W BEATSON, M A. 3a. 3d.

DEMOSTHENES' De FALSA LEGATIONS. By

PLATO'S APOLOGY of SOCRATES and CRITO.
By W. WAGNER. Ph.D New Edition, Hevieed. la. 3d.

PLATO'S PH-iEDO. By W. Wagneb, Ph.D. 5«. 6d.

PLATO'S PROTAGORAS. By W. Wayte, M.A.
- ■ la. 6d.

PLATO'S EUTHYPHRO. By G. H. Wells, B.A. 3s.

PLAUTUS' TRINUMMUS. By Wilhelm Wag

ner, Ph.D. Second Edition, la 3d.

PLAUTUS' AULULABIA. By W. WAGNEB, Ph.D.
'■.'-'— " '»•— la. 6d.

PLAUTUS' MENtECHMEI. By W. Wagneb,

Fn D. la. Od

SOPHOCLES' TRACHINLiE. By A. Pbetob, M.A.

la- 3d.

TERENCE. By WlLHKLM Wagneb, Ph.D. 10». 6d.

THEOCRITUS. With Latin Notes. By F. A.

PALBY, M.A. la. 3d.

CAMBRIDGE TEXTS, WITH

NOTES.

Bclect portions of the Greek and Latin Authors, with Introduction and
Notes. In leap. Bvo. Is. >,d each, except the Ion (price 2s.).

EURIPIDES. — ALCESTIS, MEDEA, HIPPO-
LYTUS. HECUBA, BACCH-S, ION, ORESTES, PHC3NIS££. By
F. A. PALEY, M.A.

-iESCHYLUS.— PROMETHEUS VINCTUS, SEP-
TEM CONTRA THF.BAS, AGAMEMNON, FERSJS, EUMEN1DBS.
By F. A. PALEY, M A.

CICERO.—DE SENECTUTE, DE AMICITIA,
EPISTOL2B SELECT*. By O. LONO.

OVID.—SELECTIONS. By the Rev. A. J. Mac

leans, MA.

London : Whittakeb Sc Co.

CLASS-BOOKS.

AUXILIA LATINA. A Series of Progressive Latin
Exercises. Ily M. J. B. BADDBLBY, M.A.. ABslsutnr-Mnfiier at the
Somerset College, Bath. Part 1. Accidence, la. 3d. Part II. second
Edition, 2a.

LATIN PROSE LESSONS. By Alfbed J. Chtjbch,
MA., Head Mailer of the Grammar School, Retford. A New Edition.
Fcap. 8vo. 2a. 3d.

LATIN EXERCISES, GRAMMAR PAPERS, and
HINTS for JUNIOR CLASSES. By T COLLINS. M A., Head
Masterof the Latinschool, Newport, Salop. Second Edition. Fcap.

8vo. 2a. 6d.

UNSEEN PAPERS in PROSE and VERSE, with
Examination Questions. By T. COLLINS, M.A. Fcap. 8vo. 2a. 3d.

SCALA GRjECA: a Series of Elementary Greek
Exercises. By the Rer. J. W. DAVIS. M A.. Head Mister of Tom-
worth Grammar School, and the late R. W. I1ADDELEY, M.A.
Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2a. 6d.

GREEK VERSE COMPOSITION, for the Use of
Public Schoole and Private Students. By G. PRESTON, M.A ,
Fellow of Magdalene College Crown Bro. 4j. (id.

By the late Rev. P. FBOST, M.A., St. John's College,

Cambridge.

ECLOGJi; LATINS ; or, First Latin Reading Book.
with BBraalfeli Notea and a Dictionary. New Edition. 2s. od.

MATERIALS for LATIN PROSE COMPOSITION.

New Edition. 2e. 3d.—KEY, la.

A LATIN VERSE BOOK.
on Hexameters and Pentameters.

An Introductory Work

New Bdltlon. 8a.-

ANALECTA GR^ICA MINORA. With Introduc
tory Sentences. English Notes, and a Dictionary. New Edition. 3a. 6d.

MATERIALS for GREEK PROSE COMPOSITION.

" " 'itlOO. 3*. 3d.—KEY, 5a.

FLORILEGIUM POETICUM. A Selection of
Elegiac Extracts from Orid and Tibuilms. New Edition, greatly
Enlarged, with English Notes. 8s.

ANTHOLOGIA GRjECA. A Selection of Choice
Greek Poetry, with Notes. By Rer. F. St. JOHN THACKERAY
Assistant-Master. Eton College. New and Cheaper fcditlon, with
additional Notes. Neat cloth, with red edges, lliino. Is. fid.

ANTHOLOGIA LATINA A Selection of Choice
Latin Poetry from Najvins to Boethlus With Notes. Ily Rer. F. St.
JOHN THACKERAY. New Edition, Revised. lOmo. Is. 6d.

By Rev. H. A. HOLDER, J.L.D., Head Master of

Queen Elizabeth's School, Ipsirich.

Part I. Being Passages
' — Eight* Edition.

FOLIORUM SILVULA.
for Translation Into Latin Elegiac and Heroic V

Peat 8ro. 7s. 3d.

FOLIORUM SILVULA. Part II. Passages for

Tninslatlon Into Lain. Lyric and Comic Iambic Ver»c. Third

Edition. 5s.

FOLIORUM SILVULA. Part III. Passages for

Translation into Greek Vcne. Third Edition. 8*.

FOLIA SILVULA, sive Eclogne Poetarum Angli-
corumin LatuiumetGiarcnm coo versa). Vol I. 1 ■ Vol. II.

FOLIORUM CENTURLSl
latlon into Latin aad Greek
College Examination Papers

Selections for Trans-
latkm into Latin and Greek Prone, ihlefijr from ti e University and
- -- — " BUth Edition. Pot.t8vo.8s.

London : GEORGE BELL & SONS, York-street, Covent-gardcn. Cambridge : DEIGHTON, BELL & CO.
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GEORGE BELL & SONS” EDUCATIONAL BOOKS.

Complete Catalogue of upwards

CLASS-BOOKS, &c.—(continued).

TRANSLATIONS into ENGLISH and LATIN.

By C. S. CALVERLEY, M.A., late Fellow of Christ's College,

Cambridge. Post 8vo. 7s.6d.

TRANSLATIONS into GREEK and LATIN

VERSE. By R. C. JEBB, Fellow of Trinity College, Professor of

Greek in the University of Glasgow. 4to, cloth gilt, 10s. 6d.

TRANSLATIONS in PROSE and VERSE from

and into LATIN, GREEK, and ENGLISH. By R. C. JEBB, M.A.,

Professor of Greek in the University of Glasgow; H. JACKSON,

M.A.. and W. E. CURREY, M.A., Fellows of Trinity College, Cam

bridge. Crown 8vo. 8s -

BETWEEN WHILES; or, Wayside Amusements

of a working Life. Edited by the Rev. B. H. KENNEDY, D.D.,

Canon of Ely. Crown 8vo.6s.

SERTUM CARTHUSIANUM FLORIBUS TRIUM

SECULORUM CONTEXTUM. Cura GULIELMI HAIG BROWN,

Scholae Carthusianae Archididasculi. 8vo. 14s.

SABRINAE COROLLA in HORTULIS REGIAE

SCHOLAE SALOPIENSIS contexuerunt tres viri floribus Legendis.

Editio Tertia. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

ARISTOPHANIS COMOEDIAE SUPERSTITES

cum DEPERDITARUM FRAGMENTIS, Additis Argumentis, Ad

notatione Critica, Metrorum Descriptione, Onomastico et Lexico.

By the Rev. HUBERT HOLDEN, LL D , late Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge, Head Master of Ipswich School, and Classical

Examiner to the University of London. Third Edition.

Vol. I. containing TextExpurgated with Summariesand Critical Notes,

also the Fragments, 18s.

The Plays sold separately,

Vol. II. Onomasticon Aristophanevm continens indicem Geographicvm

et Historicvm, 5s. 6d.

On the ACTION of EXAMINATIONS considered

as a MEANS of SELECTION. By H. LATHAM, Fellow and Tutor

of Trinity Hall. 10s. 6d.

“Mr. Latham has placed before us a volumefull of the most valuable

collections of facts, opinions, and conclusions on the subject of examina

tions which wehave ever seen.”-Educational Times.

A LATIN GRAMMAR. By the late T. H. KEY,

M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Comparative Grammar in University

College, and Head Master of the School. Sixth Thousand. Post 8vo.

8s.

A SHORT LATIN GRAMMAR for SCHOOLS.

By the late T. H. KEY, M.A. New Edition. Post 8vo. 3s.6d.

The THEATRE of the GREEKS. A Treatise on

the History and Exhibition of the Greek Drama, with a Supple

mentary Treatise on the Language, Metres, and Prosody of the Greek

Dramatists. By J. W. DONALDSON, D.D. With numerous Illus

trations. Eighth Edition. Post 8vo. 5s.

The ELEMENTS of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

By ERNESTADAMS, Ph.D. Fifteenth Edition. Post 8vo. 4s. 6d.

The RUDIMENTS of ENGLISH GRAMMAR and

ANALYSIS. By ElzneSTADAMS, Ph.D. New Edition. Fcap.

8vo. 2s.

QUESTIONS for EXAMINATIONS in ENGLISH

LiTERATURE; with a Preface containing brief Hints on the Study

of English. Arranged by the Rev. W. W. SKEAT, late Fellow of

Christ's College, Cambridge. 2s. 6d.

MATERIALS for GERMAN PROSE COMPOSI

TION. Consisting of Selections from Modern English writers.

with Grammatical Notes. Idiomatic Renderings, and an Introduc

tion. By Dr BUCHHEIM. Professor of German in King's College,

and Examiner to the London University. Sixth Edition, Revised.

With Index. Feap. 8vo. 4s. 6d.-KEY, 3s.

FRENCH GRAMMAR for PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

By Rev. A. C. CLAPIN, M.A., Bachelier-es-Lettres of the University

of France. Seventh Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

FRENCH PRIMER. Elementary French Gram

mar and Exercises. By Rev. A. C. CLAPIN, M.A. Second Edition.

Fcap. 8vo, 1s.

PRIMER of FRENCH PHILOLOGY, with Exer

cises for Public Schools. By the Rev. A. C. CLAPIN, M.A. 1s.

London: GEORGE BELL & SONS, York-street, Covent-garden.

of 480 Educational Books of all kinds sent post free on application.

CAMIBRIDGE SCHOOL AND

COLLEGE TEX ['-BOOKS.

A Series of Elementary Treatises adapted for the use of Students in the

Universities, Schools, and Candidates for the Public Examinations.

Uniformly printed in feap. 8vo.

ARITHMETIC. By the Rev. C. ELSEE, M.A., late

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, Mathematical Master at

Rugby. Ninth Edition. 3s.6d.

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA. By the Rev. C.

ELSEE, Mathematical Master at Rugby. Fifth Edition. 4s.

ALGEBRA. A Progressive Course of Examples.

By the Rev. W. F. MACMICHAEL, Head Master of the Grammar

School, Warwick, and R. PROWDE SMITH, M.A., Master at

Cheltenham College. 3s.6d.; with Answers, 4s. 6d.

ARITHMETIC. For the Use of Colleges and

Schools. By A. WRIGLEY, M.A. 3s.6d.

ARITHMETIC. A Progressive Course of Exam

les, with Answers. By J. WATSON, M.A., Corpus Christi College,

£e. Fourth tion. 2s. 6d.

An INTRODUCTION to PLANE ASTRONOMY.

By P. T. MAIN, M.A., Fellow of St. John's College. Third

Edition. 4s.

CONIC SECTIONS treated GEOMETRICALLY.

By W. H. BESANT, M.A., Lecturer and late Fellow of St. John's

College. Second Edition. 4s. 6d.

ELEMENTARY STATICS. By the Rev. HARVEY

G00DWIN. D.D., Lord Bishop of Carlisle. Second Edition. 3s.

ELEMENTARY HYDROSTATICS. By W. H.

BESANT, M.A., late Fellow of St. John's College. Ninth Edition. As

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY. By T. G. WYvYAN,

Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, and Math. Master at Charter

house. Third Edition, Revised. 4s. 6d.

An ELEMENTARY TREATISE on, MENSURA

TION. By B. T. M00RE, M.A., Fellows of Pembroke. College.

With numerous Examples, 5s.

The FIRST THREE SECTIONS of NEWTON'S

PRINCiPLA. With an ##"; and the Ninth and Eleventh

Sections. By JOHN H. EVANS, M.A. Fifth Edition, Edited by

P. T. MAIN, M.A. 4s.

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY. With Ex

''' By T. P. HUDSON, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College.

GEOMETRICAL OPTICS. By W. S. ALDIs, M.A.,

Trinity College. 3s.6d.

COMPANION to the GREEK TESTAMENT.

Designed for Theological Students and the Upper Forms in Schools.

By A. C. BARRETT, A.M., Caius College. Fourth Edit. Revised. 5s.

An HISTORICAL and EXPLANATORY TREA

TiSE on the BOOK of COMMON PRAYER. By W. G. HUMPHRY,

B.D. Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Fcap. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

TEXT-BOOK of MUSIC. By H. C. BANISTER.

Eighth Edition. 5s.

HISTORY of MUSIC. By Rev. H. G. B. HUNT.
Fourth Edition. 3s.6d.

A TREATISE on ELEMENTARY DYNAMICS.

By W. GARNETT, M.A., Fellow of St. Johns College, and Demon

strator of Physics in the University of Cambridge. Second Edition,

Revised. 6s.

An ELEMENTARY TREATISE on HEAT. By

W. GARNETT, M.A. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Crown 8vo. 3s.6d.

EXERCISES on EUCLID and in MODERN GEO

METRY, containing Applications of the Principles and Processes of

Modern Pure Geometry By J. McDOWELL, M.A. F.R.A.S., Pem

broke College. Seco Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 6s.

The GEOMETRY of CONICS. Third Edition,

Revised and Enlarged By C, TAYLOR, M.A., Fellow of St. John's

College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.

An INTRODUCTION to the ANCIENT and

MODERN GEOMETRY of CONICS. With Historical Notes and

Prolegomena. By C. TAYLOR, Fellow of St. John's College

[Nearly ready.

CHOICE and CHANCE: an Elementary Treatise on

Permutations. Combinations, and Probability. With 300 Exercises,

By W. A. WHITwoR rh, M.A., Fell w of St. John's College, Cam

bridge. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 6s.

“So great is the clearness with which Mr. Whitworth states and

explains the doctrines throughout that it is almost impossible to mis

understand him.”—Prof. Jevons.

An ELEMENTARY TREATISE on SOLID GEO

METRY. By W. S. ALDIS, M.A. Third Edition, Revised. 6s.

A TREATISE on HYDROMECHANICS. By W. H.

BESANT, M.A., Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. 8-).

New Edition, Revised. 10s. 6d.

LECTURES on PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY and

ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUMENTS. By the Rev. JAMES CHAL

L18, Plumian Professor of Astronomy, Cambridge, and Fellow of

Trinity College. 8vo. 10s.

COLLECTION of EXAMPLES and PROBLEMS

in ARITHMETIC, ALQEBRA, GEOMETRY, LOGAR1THMS,

TRIGoNoMETRY, CONIC SECTIONS, MECHANICs, &c. With

Answers and Occasional Hints. By the Rev. A.WRIGLBY. Sixth

Edition. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

FOREIGN CLASSICS.

Carefully Edited, with English-Notes, Grammatical and Explanatory,

and Renderings of difficult Idiomatic Expressions, for use in Schools.

Fcap. 8vo.

SCHILLER'S WALLENSTEIN. Complete. Edited

by Dr. A. BUCIIHEIM, Professor of German in King's College,

London. 6s. 6d. In Two Parts, each 3s.6d.

SCHILLER'S MAID of ORLEANS. With Eng

lish Notes by Dr. WILHELM WAGNER, Editor of the 'Aulularia'

and ‘Trinummus" of Plautus, &c., and Translator of Teuffel's

“History of Roman Literature. 3s.6d.

SCHILLER'S MARIA STUART. By V. KASTNER,

French and German Master at the Charterhouse, and Professor at

Queen's College, Harley-street. Price 3s.

GOETHE'S HERMANN und DOROTHEA. Edited

by E. BELL, M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge, and E. WolfEL.

With Arguments at the beginning of each Canto. 2s. 6d.

GERMAN BALLADS, from UHLAND, GOETHE,

and SCHILLER. With Introduction to each Poem. copious Expla

natory Notes, and Biographical Notices. Edited by C. L. BIBLE

FELD. 3s 6d.

CHARLES XII. Par VOLTAIRE, Edited by L.

DIREY. Third Edition, Revised. 3s.6d.

AVENTURES de TÉLÉMAQUE. Par F#NELoN.

Edited by C. J.DELILLE, Second Edition, Revised. 4s. 6d.

PICCIOLA. By X. B. SAINTINE. Edited by Dr.

DUBUC. Ninth Edition. 3s.6d.

SELECT FABLES of LA FONTAINE. Edited by

F. E. A. GASC. New Edition. 3s.

GOMBERT'S FRENCH DRAMA.

Feap. 8vo, 1s. each; in paper wrapper, 64.

A SELECTION of the best TRAGEDIES and

coMEDIES of MoLIERE, RACINE, CORNEILLE,and VOLTAIRE.

With Arguments in English at the Head of each Scene, and Notes,

Critical and Explanatory. Edited by F. E. A. GASC.

MOLIERE'S ‘L'Avare, ‘Tartuffe, ‘Le Misan

thrope,” “Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, ‘Le Médecin malgré Lui,'

“Les Femmes Savantes, "Les Fourberies de Scapin,' ' Le Malade

Imaginaire, ‘L Rcole des Femmes, "L'École des Maris, ‘Les

Précieuses Ridicules."

CORNEILLE's ‘Le Cid, ‘Cinna, ‘Horace, ‘Poly

eucte.”

RACINE'S ‘Athalie, “Esther, “Phèdre, ‘Les

Plaideurs,' 'Iphigénie, ‘Andromaque,’ ‘Britanicus, ‘La Thébaude;

ou, les Frères Eanemis.”

VOLTAIRE'S “Zaire.”

Cambridge: DEIGHTON, BELL & CO.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

NEW WORKS.

Now ready, price One Shilling,

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE.

Content* for SEPTEMBER, 1850.

1. ADAM and EVE. (Continued.)
2. LIFE in the HOMERIC AOE.
3. A LITTLE BOHEMIAN. Port X. By Mil. 0. W. Godfrey.
4. A KAY of CYPRUS.
5. ALFRED DE MUSSET
6. THAT NIGHT In JUNE.
7. LETTERS from CONSTANTINOPLE.
8. MILTON and WORDSWORTH.
9. The REBEL of the FAMILY. By Mrs. Lynn Linton. (Continued.)

V Caw* for binding the -volumes of Tempt* Bar can be obtained at all
Booksellers', price One Shilling each.

BY MORTIMER COLLINS.

THOUGHTS IN MY GARDEN. By

MORTIMER COLLINS. Edited by EDMUND YATES.
With Notes by the Editor and Mrs. MORTIMER
COLLINS. In 2 vols, crown 8vo. 21«.

"Whether by mistake or from design the best of Mr.
Mortimer Collins's works has been reserved for final publica
tion. Indeed, nothing gives so full or so fair an idea of his
genius and talent as the essays, notes, and poems now pre
sented to the world under the title of ' Thoughts in my
Garden.* "—St. James's Gazette.
" Those who can appreciate freshness of thought, vigour of

intellect, and keen observation of men, topics, and current
events, can hardly do better than procure these charming
volumes."—Press and St. James's Chronicle.

CHATiLKS DICKENS'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO
' BENTLEY'S MISCELLANY.'

The MUDFOG PAPERS, and

OTHERS. By CHARLES DICKENS, Author of ■ The

Pickwick Papers.' Now First Reprinted from Benttey's
MisceiUmy. Crown 8vo. 25. 6d.

BY MISS DE FONBLANQUE.

FIVE WEEKS in ICELAND. By

Miss C. A. DE FONBLANQUE. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6<f.

" Graphic, racy, and interesting."—iSf. James's Gazette.

BY THE REV. J. C. BOYCE.

NIGH UNTO the END ; or, a Passage

in Sacred Prophecy now in Course of Translation into
History considered. By tho Rev. J. C. BOYCE, M.A.
Crown 8vo. 3». 6d.

BY MARY FITZ-GIBBON.

A TRIP to MANITOBA. By Mary

FITZ-GIBBON. In 3vo. 10j. 6d.

POPULAR NOVELS,

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

'THENEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF

FIRST VIOLIN.'

Now ready, in 3 vols, crown 8vo.

THE WELLFIELDS.

By JESSIE FOTHERGILL,

Author of ' Probation ' and ' The First Violin."

LIZZIE of the MILL. From the

Original by Mrs. CHRISTINA TYRRELL, Translator of
• No Surrender,' Ac. In 2 vols, crown 8vo.

BY THE AUTHOR OF ■ CUT ADRIFT.'

PIOUS FRAUDS ; or, the Dawn of

Love. By ALBANY DE FONBLANQUE, Author of ' Cut
Adrift,' ' A Tangled Skein,' &c. In 3 vols, crown 8vo.

MISB THOMAS'S NEW NOVEL.

The VIOLIN PLAYER. By Bertha

THOMAS. In 3 vols, crown 8vo.

IS, Great MarlboroHgh-street,

HURST & BLACKETT'S

NEW WORKS.

MONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE
LIFE (1737-1871). By his Daughter, MADAME DE WITT.

"n. SIMPSON. -

LADY M. MAJENDIE'S NEW NOVEL.

FASCINATION. By Lady Margaret

MAJENDIE. In 2 vols, crown 8vo.

NEW WORK BY MRS. HENRY WOOD.

Immediately, in 3 vols, crown 8vo.

JOHNNY LUDLOW. Second Series.

By MRS. HENKY WOOD,

Author of * East Lynne,' Ac.

Trans
lated by Mr*. SIMPSON. 1 vol! 8vo. 1

" Madame do Witt has done justice to Iter father's memory In an
admirable record of his life. Mrs. Simpson's translation of this singularly
interesting book. Ir in accuracy and grace worthy of tho original and of
the subject."—Saturday Review,

" This work Is replete with interesting reminiscences, and the reading
public may be congratulated on having a literary treat provided for
them."—Globe.

TALES of OUR GREAT FAMILIES

SECOND SERIES. By EDWARD WALFORD. M.A. 2 vols. 21*.

"The social rank of the persona whose lives and characters are
delineated In this work, and the inherent romance of the stories it em-
bodies, will ensure Ita widespread popularity."—"

The VILLAGE of PALACES; or,

CHRONICLES of CHELSEA. By the Key. A. O. L ESTRANGE
Jt vols, crown tiro. Sis.

CHEAP EDITION of YOUNG Mrs

Bichard Bektlby A: Son, New Bnrlington-street,

Publishers in Ordinary to Iter Majesty the Queen.

JARDINE. By the AUTHOR of JOHN HALIFAX.' F<
Now Volume of HURST & BLACKETT'S STANDARD "
os. hound.

THE NEW NOVELS.

MISS AMELIA H. EDWARDS'S NEW NOVEL.

Nuw ready, at all the Libraries, In 3 vols.

LORD BRACKENBURY.

By AMELIA B EDWARDS,
Author of ' Barbara's History,' Ac.

The TENTH EARL. By John Ber

WICK. HARWOOD. Author of ' Lady Flavin," 4c. 3 vols.
" ' The Tenth Earl ' has plot and substance, incident and vitality."

" * Tho Tenth Burl 1 is very
" A fascinating novel. Tho plot

A VERY OPAL. By C. L. Pirkis.

"A thoroughly amusing novel. The characters areaVetched with a Arm
hand, and the plot is iitgeuious and well worked out."—Sunday Timet.

FORESTALLED. By M.

BETHAM-EDWARDS, Author of ' Kitty,' ' Bridget," Holidays in
Eastern France," &c. 2 vols. 21s.

"Those who can appreciate a quiet, original, interesting, and carefully
written story will welcome ' Forestalled ' with satisfaction."— Spcrtotor.

" This tale is effectively told, and contains passages, now of rf flection,
now of description, which, apart from all question of dramatic Interest,
are for their own sake well worth -'""1,r"* ' ■—a J—--

luslng reading."—John Bull.
it Is deeply interesting."—Court Journal.

. James's linzette.

WOOERS and WINNERS. By Mrs.
O. LINNJEUS BANKS, Author of ' Tho Manchester Man. ' S vols.

"A thoroughly readable, fresh, and wholesome novel. The story Is
interesting and well told."—John Bull.

A MODERN GREEK HEROINE.
"A very clover novel. Tho story may be read with interest from

beginning to end."—Standard.

MERVYN O'CONNOR. By the Earl
ol DESART. Author ol ' Kelverdale,' 4c. 8 Toll.

ST. MARTIN'S SUMMER. By
SHIRLEY SMITH, Author of ' His Lost Slake,' &c. 3 vols.

[AVrf week.

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY.

I vol. price 5j. (any of which can be had
' " und, and illustrated by

Each Work complete In
separately), elegantly printed and boui

Sir J GILBERT, M1LLAI8, HUNT, LEECH, FOYNTER, FUSTER,
TKNNIEL, SANDYS, E. HUGHES, SAMBOURNE, Ac.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

STANDARD LIBRARY

Of CHEAP EDITIONS of POPULAR MODERN WORKS.
Lost and Saved. By the Ht>n. Mrs.
Norton.

Barbara's History. By Amelia
B. Edwards.

Life of Irving. By Mrs. Oliphant.
No Church.
Christian's Mistake. By the

Sam Slick's Nature and Human
Nature.

John Halifax, Gentleman.
The Crescent and the Cross. By

Eliot Warburton.
Nathalie. By Miss Kavanagh.
A Woman s Thoughts abont
Women. By the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Adam Graeme. By Mrs Oliphant.
Sam Slick's Wise Saws
Cardinal Wiseman's Popes.
A Life for a Life. By the Author
of 'John Halifax.'

Ii i. Hunt's Old Court Suburb.
Margaret and her Bridesmaids.
8am Slick's Uld Judge.
Darlen. By Eliot Warburton.
Sir B. Burke's Family Romance,
The Laird of Norlaw. By Mrs.
Oliphant.

Tho Englishwoman In Italy.
Nothing New. By the Author of
'John Halirax.'

Frecr's Life of Jeanne d'Alhret.
The Valley of a Hundred Fires.
Burke's Romance of tho Forum,
Adele. By Miss Kavonagh.
Studies from Life. By the Author

of 'John Halifax.'
Grandmother s Money.
Jeaffreson's Book about Doctors.
Mistress and Maid. By the Author
of 'John Halifax.'

Les Miitfrables. By Victor Hugo.
8t. Otave's.
Sam Slick's American Humour

The NEW VOLUME

Author of ' John Halifax. 1
Alec Forbes. By George Mac
Donald. LL.D.

Agnes. By Mrs. Oliphant.
A Noble life. By the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Dixon's New America.
Robert Falconer. By George Mac
Donald. LL.D.

The Woman's Kingdom. By the
Author of 'John Halifax."

Annals of an Eventful Life. By
G. W. Dascni. D.C.L.

David Elginbrod. By George Mac
Donald, LL.D.

A Brave Lady. By the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Hannah. By the Author of 'John
Halifax.'

Sam Kllck's Americans at Home,
The Unkind Word. By the Author
of 'John Halifax.'

A Rose in June. Bv Mrs. Oliphant.
My Little Lady. By E. Frances
Poynter.

Pho:be, Junior. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Life of Marie Antoinette. By
Professor C. D. Yonge.

Sir Glbble. By George Mac
Donald, LL.D.

(now ready) comprises

EDUCATIONAL WORKS

PUBLISHED BY

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS.

YOUNG MRS. JARDINE.

By Ihe AVTHOU ol 'JOHN HALIFAX.'

GEOGRAPHICAL TEXT-BOOKS. By the
Rev. ALEX. MACKAY, U.D, F.R.O.8.

MANUAL ol MODERN GEOGRAPHY, Mathematical, T"nvsic«l, and
Political ; on a New Plan. 8tli Thousand, Revised, rp. t&,-i. 7... Gd.

ELEMENTS ol MODERN GEOGRAPHY. «th Thousand, Revised.
Pp. 900. 3«.

OUTLINES ol MODERN GEOGRAPHY. 131sl Thousand, Revised.
Pp. 112, Is.

The INTERMEDIATE GEOGRAPHY. Intended as an Intermediate
Book between the Author's 1 Outlines ol Geography ' and ' Ele
ments ol Geography.' Sixth Edition, Revised. Pp. ZU. 2s.

FIRST STEPS in GEOGRAPHY. G9th Thousand, Revised. Pp. 55,
sewed, 4d.; in cloth, Gd.

HISTORICAL CLASS-BOOKS.
EPITOME of ALISON'S HISTORY of EUROPE. Sixteenth Edi

tion. Pp. 604, 7s. Gd.
The EIGHTEEN CHRISTIAN CENTURIES. By the Rev. Jahzs

Wniru. Seventh Edition, with Index. 6n.
HISTORY of FRANCE, from the Earliest Times. By the Same.

Fifth Edition, with Index, (is.
HISTORY of INDIA, from the Earliest Period to the Close of the

India Company's Government. With an Epitome of Subsequent
Events. By John Clark Maosiimax, C.S.I. New Edition, brought
down to the Present Time. Post tiro, with a Map, 6s. lid.

ENGLISH LITERATURE.
ENGLISH PROSE COMPOSITION : a Practical Manual for Use In

Schools. By James Ctnans, M.A. 3*ind Thousand. U. 6d.
AN BTTStOLOalCOL AND rHONOCNCIXa

DICTIONARY of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Including a very
Copious Selection of Scientific, Technical, and other Terms and
Phrases. Designed for Use in Schools and Colleges. By the. Rev.
James SroaMOKTit. The Pronunciation carefully Revised bv the
Rev. P. H. Piixlt, M.A. Fifth Edition, Reviled and Enlarged.
Pp. 795, 7s. Gd.

The SCHOOL ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY and WORD-BOOK.
By the Samk. Pp. 2G0, 2s.

The HANDY SCHOOL DICTIONARY. For Use in Elementary
Schools, and as a Pocket Reference Dictionary. By the Sake.
Pp 2titi, iw.

CLASSICAL TEXT-BOOKS.
ADITVS FACILIORES: an Easy Latin Construing Book, with

Complete Vocabulary. By A. W. Potts. M A. LL.D.j und the
Rev. C. Darnell, M.A. Sixth Edition. 3*. lid.

ADITUR FACILIORES GRAECI : an Easy Greek Construing Book,
with Complete Vocabulary. By the Sane Authors. Second
Edition. Ss.

A PARALLEL SYNTAX. Greek and Latin for Beginners, with
Exercises and a Greek Vocabulary. By the Rev. HtaiiiiRT W.
SMETD-K.YJO-i.asLrTV, LL.M. Crown 8vo. 8s.

PRACTICAL RUDIMENTS of the LATIN LANGUAGE ; or. Latin
Forms and English Roots. By John Ross, M.A. Second Edition.
Pp. 164, Is. Gd.

AGRICULTURE.
CATECHISM of PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE. By Hetrt

Ktwiiknb, F.R.S.E., Author of 'The Book of the Farm.' New
Edition. With Engravings, Is.

PROFESSOR JOHNSTON'S CATECHISM of AGRICULTURAL
CHEMISTRY. A New Edition, Revised and Extended by
Charles A. Camkrok, M.D. F.R.G.8.I., Ac. With Engravings, Is.

PROFESSOR JOHNSTON'S ELEMENTS of AGRICULTURAL
CHEMISTRY and GEOLOGY. Eleventh Edition. Revise,! and
brought down to the Present Time by Cuaklk. A. Camlbon,
M.D. F.R.G.S.I.,&c. Fcap. 6s. Gd.

TEXT-BOOKS of ZOOLOGY and PALiEON-
TOLOGY, By HENRY ALLEYNE NICHOLSON. M l). D.Sc.
M.A., &c. Professor of Natural History in the University of
St. Andrews.

A MANUAL of ZOOLOGY, for the USE of STUDENTS. With a
General Introduction on the Principles of Zoology. Fifth
Edition, Revised and greatly Enlarged. Pp. Bit}, with 391 En
gravings, 14s.

TEXT-HOOK of ZOOLOGY, for the USE of SCHOOLS. Third
Edition. Enlarged, with 183 Engravings, 6*.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK of ZOOLOGY, for tho USE of
JUNIOR CLASSES. Fourth Edition. Revlf-ed and Enlarged, 3*.

OUTLINES o! NATURAL HISTORY, for BEGINNERS; being
Descriptions of a Progressive Series of Zoological Types. Second
Edition. With 52 Engravings, is. Gd.

The ANCIENT LIFE HISTORY of the EARTH. An Outline ot
the Principles and Leading Fuels of PuluTontologicol Science.
With a Glossary and Index. With 270 Engravings, 10$. Gd.

TEXT-BOOKS of GEOLOGY and PHYSICAL
GEOGRAPHY. By DAVID PAGE, LL.D. F.R.S.E. F.G.8., -Sc.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK of GEOLOGY. With Illustrations
and Glossarial Index. Eleventh Edition. ?x. Gd.

ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK of GEOLOGY. Descriptive and Indus
trial. With Engravings, and Glossary of Scientific Terms.
Sixth Edition. Revised and Enlarged, ft. 6*1.

The CRUST ol the EARTH. A Handy Outline ol Geology. Sixth
Edition. Is.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK of PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
With Sketch-Maps and Illustrations. Ninth Edition, lis. Gd.

ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK of PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. With
Engravings. Second Edition. 55.

ELEMENTS of PHYSIOGRAPHY' and PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
With express reference to the Instructions recently issued bjr
the Science and Art Department. By the Rev. ALEX. MAUKA i .
LL D. With numerous Illustrations. 13th Thousand, pp. IM,
is Gd.

MATHEMATICS, &o.
PRIMER of GEOMETRY. An Easy Introduction to the Propo

sitions of Euclid. By Francis CnnuEarsoN. M.A. LL.D. Third
Edition. Is. Od.

TREATISE on ARITHMETIC, with numerous Exercises for Teach
ing in Classes. By James Wats-ox. Fcap. is.

The THEORY of ARITHMETIC. By David Minx, F.R S.E..
Mathematical Muster, Royal High School of Ediuburgh. Svo.
pp. 15M, Ss.

CLASSICS for ENGLISH READERS.
ANCIENT CLASSICS far ENGLISH READERS. Edited by the

Rev. W. Lccas Collins, M A. Complete in 2S vols. a«. (kf. each.
FOREIGN CLASSICS for ENGLISH READERS. Edited by Mrs.

Ouphant. lo volumes are now published, L's Gd each.
PHILOSOPHICAL CLASSICS for ENGLISH READERS. Edited

by William Knight, LL.D,, Professor of Moral Philosophy,
University of St. Andrews. Vol. 1. DESCARTES. By Professor
MAUArrv. Crown 8vo. [Xearlr ready.

A MANUAL of BOTANY, Anatomical and

Physiological. For the Urc of Students. By ROBERT BROWN
M.A. Ph.D. F.R.G.S. With numerous Illustrations, 12*. Gd.

Wm. Blackwood & SONS, Edinburgh and London.
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The Prote Work» of Percy Bysshe Shelley.

Edited by Henry Buxton Forman. 4 vols.

(Reeves & Turner.)

Nonrrxo can exceed the care with which

these volumes have been editod. Nor is

the plan adopted in the arrangement of the

pieces less admirable. Such of Shelley's

proso writings as were issued by himself

are here given in chronological order, their

title-pages are reproduced with an exact

ness that may be called Chinese, and when

ever the minutest change has been made, it

has been recorded in a foot-note with as

much earnestness as though the welfare of

a kingdom depended upon the displacing

of a letter. The posthumous pieces, most

of which were comprised in Mrs. Shelley's

issue of 1840, follow in a separate section.

It will bo remembered that in Mr. Forman's

edition of Shelley's poetry the division

"Juvenilia" was adoptod, in which were

placed the poems preceding ' Alastor.' This

division has been abandoned in the arrange

ment of the prose works, and Mr. Forman

explains why :—

" Between ' Queen Mab ' and ' Alastor ' there

is a great gulf fixed, because they must be

judged as works of art ; but the prose works

which he published illustrate the practical Bide

of his character more than the poetic side, the

development of his intellectual powers rather

than the growth and culture of those moral

forces which constitute the poetic temperament.

None of us can do anything for his glory as

a poet—it is assured, eternal, and radiant ; but

I submit that the practical boy and man is nut

yet half appreciated."

It must be confessed that this latter sen

tence, coming as it does from a leading

Shelleyite, has an unpleasantly ominous

sound. Most people will shudder when

they contemplate the time, not far distant,

when, for the sake of peace and quietness,

they will have to accept Shelley not only

as the greatest poet of his time, but as a

profound philosopher, and even a brilliant

man of affairs. On this subject, however,

we shall have more to say further on.

We have noticed in the worshippers of

Shelley a disposition to make a scapegoat

of ' Queen Mab.' The truth is, how

ever, that ' Queen Mab,' whatever may

be its defects, is more entirely typical of

Shelley's genius than any other of his

poems. Shelley's genius was more aerial

than any other man's, and it is this quality

which has been mistakenly called meta

physical. In one of his letters published

by Mr. Trelawny he declares that he has)

no apprehension whatever of metaphysical

ideas, and certainly his poetry shows it?

Yet he views the earth from the air ; look

ing from tho "cloud-grottoes of the sylphs,"

he sees a panorama that other poets are blind

to. In this aerial quality he was and is

unique, and of it ' Queon Mab ' is fuller

than is any other of Shelley's poems. That

it is marred by imperfections need not bo

said, but it promises the glorious poetry to

follow as clearly as " the rosebud promises

the roso."

Every essay and every fragment of an

essay published in any of the books upon

Shelley (of which there is already a library)

will bo found hero, besides much that has

never been before published, notably ' The

Necessity of Atheism,' reprinted from the

copy of the tract in tho possession of Sir

Percy and Lady Shelley. Yet in these days,

when a man's private letters are considered

his principal proso works, the book is, from

the high point of view of the bibliographer,

incomplete. No admirer of Coleridge is

content till he has enriched his Coleridge

library with a copy of Coleridge's every

letter, even to tho missive about "broad

boans " ; and assuredly no worshipper of

Shelley will fail to be wretched at the

thought that this beautiful collection of

Shelley's prose works is without the letters

embedded in Hogg's eccentric ' Life fo

Shelley ' and in tho ' Shelley Memorials.'

Tho volumes aro enriched by several

valuablo illustrations. Tho etching by Mr.

\V. B. Scott of Miss Curran's famous por

trait of the poet is admirable. But what

evidently pleases Mr. Forman most of all is

a certified copy of the poet's pedigree, of

which he says:—

" The pedigree speaks for itself to any careful

reader ; and a glance at the shield of twenty-one

quarterings on the following page will, to those

who have the slightest knowledge of heraldry,

be highly significant in regard to tho ancestry

of England's' great Republican, Percy Bysshe

Shelley."

It is difficult to know what this means, but

we are none the less impressed by it. The

quarterings of a poet have no doubt been

too much neglected in criticism. Tho ac

complished herald can trace ' Prometheus

Unbound ' through tho blood of tho Sussex

squires of tho seventeenth century with the

same facility that the biologist can, accord

ing to a high authority, trace ' Taradiso

Lost ' through tho various modifications of

protoplasm.

Most of Mr. Forman's remarks are

judicious, well expressed, concise, and such

as most persons will readily agree with.

One remark in particular will not fail to

strike the reader as being unanswerably

true. The reading world, says Mr. For

man, "is at last in possession of a far

greater mass of work from the hand of

Shelley than it had any reason to expect."

Had Mr. Forman been less modest he might

have gone further and said that, thanks to

his own labours and those of Mr. W. M.

Rossetti and Mr. Garnett, the reading public

is in possession of a far greater mass of

work from the hand of Shelley than it had

any reason to want.

No doubt there is a certain psychological

interest in realizing the fact that a writer

may begin with ' Zastrozzi ' and ' St. Irvyne,'

and end with ' Epipsychidion ' and ' Pro

metheus Unbound.' And from this tho pre

sumptuous critic might learn—if he were not

too incorrigible to learn anything—that man

as "an animal that writes" is never, even in

his lowest development, to be despised ; that

the author of the "penny dreadful" may bo

an epic poet in the bud ; and, moreover, that

the long-expected poem of the age is to bo

looked for, not from a writer who begins

with prose as delicate as Mr. Matthew

Arnold's or Cardinal Newman's, but from a

master of that more vigorous and picturesque

style adopted by the author of 'Ada the

Betrayed ' and ' Varney the Vampire ; or,

the Feast of Blood.' Indeed, it is doubtful

whether even this kind of literature could

produce fustian so unmitigated, balderdash

so senseless, as the opening pages of what

a genuine admirer of Shelley places at the

head of his prose works :—

"Torn from the society of all he held dear

on earth, the victim of secret enemies, and

exiled from happiness, was the wretched Verezzi !

All was quiet ; a pitchy darkness involved the

face of tilings, when, urgod by fiercest revenge,

Zastt uzzi placed himself at the door of the inn

where, undisturbed, Verezzi slept. Loudly he

called the landlord. The landlord, to whom

the bare name of Zastrozzi was terrible, trem

bling obeyed the summons. ' Thou knowest

Verezzi the Italian f He lodges here. ' ' He

does,' answered the landlord. —■ ' Him, then,

have I devoted to destruction,' exclaimed Zas

trozzi. ' Let Ugo and Bernardo follow you to

his apartment ; I will bo with you to prevent

mischief.' Cautiously they ascended—success

fully they executed their revengeful purpose,

and bore tho Bleeping Verezzi to the place, where

a chariot waited to convoy the vindictive Zas-

trozzi's prey to the place of its destination.

Ugo and Bernardo lifted the still sleeping

Verezzi into the chariot. Rapidly they travelled

onwards for several hours. Verezzi was still

wrapped in deep sleep, from which all the

movements he had undergone had been in

sufficient to rouse him. Zastrozzi and Ugo

were masked, as was Bernardo, who acted as

postilion. It was still dark, when they stopped

at a small inn, on a remote and desolate heath ;

and waiting but to change horses, again ad

vanced. At last day appeared—still the slumbers

of Verezzi remained unbroken. Ugo fearfully

questioned Zastrozzi as to the cause of his

extraordinary sleep. Zastrozzi, who, however,

was well acquainted with it, gloomily answered,

'I know not.' Swiftly they travelled during

the whole of the day, over which Nature seemed

to have drawn her most gloomy curtain. They

stopped occasionally at inns to change horses

and obtain refreshments. Night came on—

they forsook the beaten track, and, entering an

immense forest, made their way slowly through

the rugged underwood. At last they stopped—

they lifted their victim from the chariot, and

bore him to a cavern, which yawned in a dell

close by. Not long did the hapless victim of

unmerited persecution enjoy an oblivion which

deprived him of a knowledge of his horrible

situation. Ho awoke—and overcome by excess

of terror, started violently from the ruffians'

arms. They had now entered the cavern ;

Verezzi supported himself against a fragment

of rock which jutted out. ' Resistance is use

less,' exclaimed Zastrozzi. ' Following us in

submissive silence can alone procure the slightest

mitigation of your punishment.' "

Mr. Forman endeavours with much inge

nuity and intelligence to fix the origin of ' Zas

trozzi ' and ' St. Irvyne ' upon the Germans.
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It is the act of a patriot to try to fasten such

stuff upon any literature rather than that

of his own country, and we fully appreciate

Mr. Foi-man's motives, whatever objections

may be raised against him on the ground

of fair play.

The typical editor of our time is, indeed, a

remarkable character. His notion of show

ing honour to a poet's good work is to collect

and trail before the eyes of the public what

ever the poet may have produced that is bad.

To gather a heterogeneous heap of youthful

scribblings, some of it good, but most of

it worthless, and call it Shelley's prose

works, is to prove, no doubt, that an editor

is an enthusiastic and industrious student

of Shelley. But though it is interesting to

have it shown that Mr. Forman is an editor

of this kind, the method of showing it in

these 1,600 large pages is cumbrous, and

is, moreover, scarcely fair to Shelley himself.

Shelley left no prose "works"; he left

nothing in prose but the immature exer

cises of a genius whose natural mode of

expression was not prose at all. As

to his mere style, it is neither good like

Byron's, nor bad like Coleridge's in the mass

of his prose. By dint of much apparent

study of the prose of Southey, Shelley did,

as he advanced in life, acquire a style

that was simple, natural, and even sweet,

but with little of that firmness of texture

which is, after all, the main characteristic

of his model. But inasmuch as his two

longest effusions are execrable both in

matter and in manner, and inasmuch as he

had nothing to say in prose worth saying

even when he had learned to write prose,

he would not lose, but, on the contrary,

he would greatly gain, if, in order to clear

him of his bad prose, his good prose had to

be destroyed. We enter this mild protest

because we fear that the Shelleyolaters are

in a fair way to cause in the public mind

a reaction against Shelley. To find Shelley

placed at the head of all English poets is

disturbing to those who, admiring Shelley,

have yet been used to think much of Cole

ridge, Keats, and Byron, and to consider

Shakspeare and Milton as poets "not without

merit. Even this, however, can be borne,

for the Shelleyolater is almost always among

the best of men. What makes him a Shelley

olater, indeed, is not any special critical

insight into Shelley's poetical methods, but

genuine admiration of Shelley's great dis

tinctive quality — benevolence. But now

that he wishes to Tiold up~as a practical

teacher and sagacious guide the author of

' Laon and Cythna ' and of the Irish pam

phlets, it seems necessary to ask how much

further he is going, and to speculate with

some trepidation where he intends to stop.

gJielley was a doctrinaire ; but this asser

tion is not necessarily an impeachment of him.

There are doctrinaires and doctrinaires. In try

ing to estimate the value of any given doc

trinaire, the question to ask is this, Does he,

iu discussing social questions, treat society

as an artificial mechanism, or does he treat

it as a growth? Howsoever radical may be

the views of any thinker, if he recognizes

the fact that society is not that cruel mecha

nism built up by " les rois " for the oppres

sion of the race which it amuses some poets

to anathematize, but an organic growth

governed by inexorable laws, and ad

vancing to a completer organism slowly step

by step, he is sure to see the worthlessness of

those regenerative social schemes which are

the delight of doctrinaires of the other class,

to which Shelley belonged. Shelley, for

instance, discovered, or he was told by God-il

win, that the law prohibiting a man froml

marrying his sister was of entirely conven-j

tional origin ; that very respectable people—\

such, for instance, as the Incas of Peru—1

have married their sisters and thrived.!

Straightway he went and wrote a poem of!

an appalling number of lines to show that'

incest is one of the primary virtues ; and '

on the strength of this notable discovery he

claimed for himself and his craft the honours

due to " the unacknowledged legislators of

the world." But, in truth, there is no more

interesting production of nature than the

poetical polemic. His style of argument is

peculiar, but it is beautifully illustrated by

the game called "Aunt Sally." The poetical

atheist, for instance, sets up an ugly figure,

invests it with every kind of disgusting and

ridiculous attribute, calls it "God," and pro

ceeds triumphantly to throw sticks at it. The

republican does the same with "les rois";

the hater of plutocracy does the same with

"Mammon." Shelley had various "Aunt

Sallies." At one time it was an extra

ordinary concept of his own that he

called Man ; for of the genuine man Shelley

at that time knew less than any schoolgirl

of his day. When Milton said that man's

first disobedience brought death into the

world, he was at least consistent with his

theme, which was based on the cosmogony

of Genesis. But Shelley, having rejected

with scorn the cosmogony of Genesis and

hurled his little pellets at what he called

Christianity, still charged man with having

originated for the lower animals all the ills

which flow from a knowledge of good and

evil:—

" Man and the animals whom he has infected

with his society, or depraved by his dominion,

are alone diseased. The'wild hog, the mouflon,

the bison, and the wolf are perfectly exempt

from malady, and invariably die either from

external violence or natural old age. But the

domestic hog, the sheep, the cow, and the dog

are subject to an incredible variety of dis

tempers, and, like the corrupters of their

natures, have physicians who thrive upon their

miseries. The supereminence of man is like

Satan's, the supereminence of pain ; and the

majority of his Bpecies, doomed to penury,

disease, and crime, have reason to curse the

untoward event that, by enabling him to com

municate his sensations, raised him above the

level of his fellow animals."

The mixture here of the doctrine of evolu

tion (which, it is interesting to note, had

from the time of De Maillet begun to stir

not only in France, but in England) and the

doctrine of original sin is suggestive%

Many are born to see that "the time is

out of joint " ; not one in many millions is

" born to set it right." This is the lesson

forced upon us by Shelley's " prose works,"

and it would be well if his admirers would

lay it to heart. There is no surer sign of

empirical criticism than the habit of con

sidering a poet apart from the intellectual in

fluences surrounding him. Because Shelley

expressed in his verse the great ideas then

in the air more beautifully, more earnestly,

than any other man of his time, therefore

there are those who claim for him the posi

tion of an original thinker, an intelligence

at once great and new. In reality he is

nothing more than the natural result of

the French Revolution acting upon a kind

of temperament which, though rare, is

by no means an accidental outgrowth of

the human race. There are men who have

a natural affinity to beautiful ideas. Just

as the artist frets with an insatiable yearn

ing for perfect artistic work, so certain

natures have an unquenchable yearning for

perfect moral good. It is not confined to

poets—Sidney had it, Mazzini had it ; so

apparently had one of the house of Haps-

burg, Joseph II. ; and also "the good Prince

of Conti." " Goodness," in fact, is the only

word that can express the quality common

to them all, and it is a pity that the word

has become so hackneyed as to be considered

almost synonymous with " goodiness." Not

that the goody man, though of a moro

common growth, is without his value. He

is well dressed, well housed, cleanly, and,

in the winter time, benevolent in the matter

of soup. To be faultlessly "goody" he should

no doubt be English, or, better still perhaps,

Scotch, for Latin blood is in the matter of

" goodiness " a poor vintage. And here, in

deed, is the fundamental difference between

him and the good man, whose object is, to

borrow Bacon's phrase, " the relief of man's

estate," and whose goodness is independent

of creed, independent of nationality. Ho

may be a Christian ; he may be a heathen ;

he may call himself an atheist, as Shelley

did ; but his object is always the same—

" the relief of man's estate." Of this kind

of man Shelley was perhaps the very first,

for in him we find no suspicion of the dry rot

of self-culture which disturbs us now and

then in our conceptions of men like Marcus

Aurelius.

In ethics, as in everything else, there

are certain minds whose function it is to

create new ideas, and there are others

whose function it is to seize them, to steep

them in their own personality, and give

them forth with a splendour that makes

them seem new again. Shelley belonged

decidedly to the second order. And in

honesty this, too, must be said : that defec

tive as is his sagacity when he deals with

theological questions, as in his ' Necessity of

Atheism,' his tract upon Deism, &c, and

when he deals with the interests of masses

of men, as in the Irish pamphlets, and when

he deals with sexual relations, as in ' Laon

and Cythna,' this defect is no less apparent

when his intelligence is exercised in the

fields of pure literature.

The gift of presenting beautifully those

generalizations upon poetry and the poet's

function which have been expressed less

beautifully by critics from Aristotle down

wards is evinced, no doubt, in Shelley'sEssays

upon Poetry, and in many scattered remarks

in his prose writings and letters ; but this is

not criticism in the sense that Wordsworth's

and Coleridge's generalizations are criticism,

or in the sense that some of the searching

and astonishing sayings of Keats are cri

ticism,—such, for instance, as his defining

poetry to be Might "half slumbering on its

own right arm." The moment Shelley leaves

generalities and comes to speak of individual

examples of literary art, we see at once that

same lack of sagacity which causes people

to view his theological and social disqui

sitions with perplexity and astonishment.
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Compare, for instance, the very weakest of

Keats's remarks upon Shakspeare with

this :—

" I have been reading ' The Two Noble Kins

men,' in which, with the exception of that lovely

scene to which you added so much grace in read

ing to me, I have been disappointed. The

Jailor's Daughter is a poor imitation and de

formed. The whole story wants moral discrimi

nation and modesty. I do not believe Shak

speare wrote a word of it."—VoL iv. p. 31.

Assuredly we are far from wishing to

challenge any of the legitimate claims of

Shelley ; it is difficult to imagine any society

lofty enough to take to its heart the divine

beauty of ' Prometheus Unbound'; but the

glories of other great men must not be

dimmed that he may shine more brightly.

iThe way, however, in which the cultus of

WShelley is widening every year is notable.

I ] The Shelleyites are now a kind of organ-

vized religious sect; and Mr. Forman does

not hesitate to characterize Shelley as the

potential "saviour of the world" (vol. ii.

S. xxii). Considering the materialistic ten-

encies of the age, the existence of such a

cultus is singular. And when it is remem

bered that the Shelleyites profess (or are

said to profess) a kind of materialistic philo

sophy, the anomaly becomes bewildering.

"With the sole exception of Blake there has

not appeared in our literature so entirely

spiritualistic a poet as Shelley. His sense

of the supernatural was deep and ever

present. His conclusions upon supernatural

visitations may be gathered from the open

ing of the Journal (vol. ii. p. 207 of this

edition). From 'Queen Mab' down to his

latest writings his belief in the unseen is

most apparent. As to what is called his

atheism, the distinction between atheists and

theists is deceptive. The real distinction

between men is between materialists and

spiritualists—between thosewho instinctively

feel the contact with the physical world too

intensely to believe in any other, and those

who, sceptical by nature as to the senses

being absolute and final tests of phenomena,

accept as the only realities what the mate

rialists reject as dreams. To the latter

class Shelley belonged entirely. And is he

really to undergo apotheosis in such days as

these?

Up to now, that which has dominated our

more recent poetry is not the spiritualistic

enthusiasm of Shelley, but the mystic pes

simism of Edgar Poe. Even where Shelley's

enthusiasm has in recent times found sym

pathy, the pessimism of the hour has always

mingled with it in the oddest way. In

truth, there has been a deal too much said

about the subject of Shelley's influence i

upon our contemporary poetry. In respect

to form, no doubt, he has had consider

able influence ; indeed, it may almost be

claimed for him that he was the creator of

lofty anapsBstic English verse ; for, until he

wrote, everything of a lofty kind had to bo

written in the iambic or the trochaic move

ment. But before his influence, even in[

the matter of form, could be deeply felt |

came Mr. Tennyson, whose kinship, both in |

matter and in form, is not with Shelley atj

all, but with Keats—Keats, whose impulse |

and whose ear were the exact oppositesi

of Shelley's. What would have been the |

amount of Shelley's influence upon subse

quent poetry had it not been for the enor

mous counter-influence of Mr. Tennyson,

it is, of course, impossible to say. But

even when Mr. Tennyson's influence was

at its height other forces came from France

and from America, and nothing can be more

unlike the ethical impulse of Shelley's work

than the purely artistic impulse which (except

in Mr. Swinburne's maturer verse) moves

the latest development of English poetry.

Col. Grodekoff''s Ridefrom Samarcand to Herat,

through Balkh and the Uzbek States ofAfghan

Turkestan, with his own Map of the Mareh-

Route from the Oxus to Herat. By Charles

Marvin. (Allen & Co.)

This clear and able narrative of a journey

through the northern portion of Afghan

Turkistan will be read with special interest

at the present moment, when the eyes of all

Europe are fixed on Central Asia. To the

statesman and the soldier the description

given by Col. Grodekoff of a district about

which so little is known in Europe cannot

but be of great value. Incidentally, also,

profitable information is afforded about the

Afghan army. In September, 1878, Col.

Grodekoff obtained permission to proceed

on leave of absence from Tashkent to Odessa

or St. Petersburg, vidAfghanistan and Persia.

General Kaufmann treated Col. Grodekoff in

a manner very different from that in which

Col. M'Gregor was treated by the Viceroy of

India when he (the colonel) proposed, to

make a somewhat similar excursion. The

Governor-General of Turkistan sent a letter

of recommendation to the Amir of Cabul in

favour of the adventurous traveller, furnished

him with a special passport, and even offered

him pecuniary assistance. Accompanied by

two Persians and a Kirghiz as servants,

Col. Grodekoff crossed the Oxus in a ferry

boat at Patta Keesar on the 18th of October.

He was received by an Afghan escort, and

in two marches reached Nazar-i-Sharif, fifty-

three miles from the Oxus, and the residence

of the Governor-General or Luenaib of

Afghan Turkistan. Till the orders of the

Amir could be received, the colonel, though

treated in every other respect with great

attention, was virtually a prisoner in the

house assigned to him. Of all the Uzbek

states comprised in Afghan Turkistan only

Andkhoi is semi-independent ; " the rest are

all in a subjugated condition." Some of the

khanates were subdued thirty years ago,

others only within the last five or six years.

"The attitude of the Afghans towards the

Uzbeks is exceedingly haughty. The ordinary

Afghan soldier considers himself as belonging

to a race superior to the Uzbek, and treats him

as an inferior being. It is quite a common

thing for the Afghans to resort to their whips

or to the butt-end of their rifles in their dealings

with the subjugated people In order to pre

vent a rising on the part of the Uzbeks, the

Afghans long ago made them deliver up all

their arms. Only those Uzbeks are allowed to

retain weapons whose villages he open to Tur

coman attacks."

To all Uzbeks every avenue to official or

social rank is closed, and the Afghans, look

ing on them as effeminate, never enrol them

in the army, save a few who are employed

as officers' servants, camel-drivers, &c. No

wonder the unhappy people hate their

masters, and long for deliverance by any

hand. They are, however, strongly attached

to Abdurrahman Khan. Naturally averse

to the state of feeling in the province

becoming known, the Afghan authorities

during the whole of Col. Grodekoff's journey

cut him off as much as possible from com

munication with the Uzbeks, and tried when

escorting him to avoid inhabited places. A

large force of regular troops occupy Afghan

Turkistan, and they are supplemented by

a militia called Khazadars. An Afghan

cavalry regiment consists generally of four,

though sometimes of six, squadrons, each

of one hundred mounted men. The troopers

are armed with smooth-bore carbines and

sabres ; the duffadars or corporals, of whom

there is one to every ten men, carry in

addition a lance with a pennon. The cavalry

are well mounted : to every two men is

assigned a pack-horse, which is driven by

a man taken from the ranks. Thus, in case

of necessity, these two hundred men could

be employed to take the place of the

mounted troopers, or be themselves mounted

on such horses as might be procurable. For

Col. Grodekoff's benefit the Luenaib made

his guard go through the manual and

bayonet exercises, which were well per

formed. When, however, his visitor asked

the Luenaib what more they knew, he

replied, " They know how to break front,

but there is no room for it here. That is

all they know." The word of command is

given in the Afghan language. Previous

to the reorganization of the army by Shere

Ali it was given in English. He, however,

introduced the English military formation.

The Afghan infantry have three paces—

slow, ordinary, and quick.

" The relations between the officers and men

remind one of those existing in the Turkish

army. If an Afghan officer drinks tea, a

nuiiibcr of soldiers are Bure to sit around him.

If he smokes a kalianu, all the soldiers gather

near him and await their turn ; the halxaita,

having gone the round of the privates, returns

again to the officer. If a soldier smokes a pipe,

the officer asks him to let him have a draw at

it. Should a soldier take from the folds of his

dress a tobacco pouch, in order to put a plug of

tobacco under his tongue, the officer inserts his

finger ttnd thumb into the pouch also, and takes

a pinch of tobacco. On the other hand, should

the officer take out his own pouch, the soldier

helps himself in a similar manner to his tobacco.

I did not observe that this mutual freedom

of manner had any detrimental effect on the

discipline of the troops. The men obeyed the

commands of their officers with docility, and

never displayed insubordination when sentenced

to be thrashed. Indeed, it is exceedingly rare

that the officers employ the lash. During the

whole of my sojourn ^Afghanistan 1 only saw

the punishment inflicted twice ; on both occa

sions on men who had stolen hay from my

horses. "

After a wearisome delay of apparently

about a fortnight—we cannot be precise,

for there are evident errors regarding

the dates—Col. Grodekoff was allowed to

resume his journey, and after an interest

ing but uneventful ride reached Herat in

about a month's time. The description of

his route is a valuable contribution to our

topographical knowledge, and deserves to

be read with attention by strategists. Part

of his march lay along the road from Merv

to Herat, and he thus gives his opinion on

the practicability of an advance by an army

from the former to the latter place :—

" To conduct an expeditionary force of any

strength along that route would be an iauxis
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Bibility. On this account I venture to contest

the opinion of Rawlinson and other authorities

on Central Asia, and make the assertion that

Merv is not the key of Herat. If the English

occupied Herat we should not on that account

be bound to take Merv, because the annexation

of that place would not in the slightest re-establish

our equipoise with the English."

There is another route from Merv to Herat

fid Surrukhs, but Col. Grodekoff says that

between Merv and Surrukhs there are three

waterless marches, each forty-five miles in

length :—

"Thus, therefore, on the Serakhs side also

Merv is not the key of Herat. A key serves to

open and give admittance. In opening Merv or

in occupying it we should not obtain admittance

to Herat."

In a chapter of remarks on Col. Grode-

koff's book Mr. Marvin contests this view,

and expresses a belief that it would be pos

sible at the proper season to open up wells

and construct reservoirs at reasonable in

tervals.

" If," he says, " Merv is not the key of Herat

it is at least the stepping-stone, and history

shows what skilful use Russia has made in the

past of stepping-stones carelessly ceded to her

by unwary neighbours."

When Col. Grodekoff visited Herat there

were quartered there nineteen battalions and

forty brass guns. When horsemen are re

quired the Kbazadars, or mounted militia,

are called out. The town contains 50,000

inhabitants, and is surrounded by walls

thirty-six feet high with a shallow ditch.

The walls were not armed with artillery, and

there are absolutely no outworks. In the

centre of the city is the citadel, standing on

an artificial eminence. Its walls, which in

many places have fallen into ruins, are

twenty-four feet high, and are surrounded

by a deep wet ditch covered with reeds.

As to the place generally, Col. Grodekoff

says :—

" Herat is not in a position to defend itself

against a European army, since at a mile to the

north it is commanded by heights from which it

could bo bombarded by artillery."

Here we must close our review of this

instructive work. Cliiefly valuable to the

geographer, the statesman, and the soldier,

it is nevertheless, from the insight which it

gives into Afghan lifo and manners, well

worthy of perusal by the general reader.

Hibemia Ignatiana sett llernorum Societatis

Jem Patrum Monumenta. Collecta, se

cundum annorum ordinem distributa, notis

illustrata, et sociorum elogiis aucta A. P.

Edmundo Hogan, ejusdem Societatis

Presbytero. (Societas Typographica Dub-

liniensis.)

Tnis work treats of the establishment of

the Irish mission of the Society of Jesus in

1540, and its struggles in the succeeding

sixty-seven years. During that period the

Jesuits on the mission in Ireland were

mainly members of the noble or wealthy

commercial families tbere of English descent.

Labouring incessantly, and without payment,

to instruct and retain the people in the

Roman Catholic faith, the members of the

Society encountered much hardship and

peril as proscribed enemies to the Church

and State of England. The importance

attached to them is evidenced by the circum

stance that while the Government in Ireland

proffered forty pounds for the body of any

Jesuit, the rewards offered for the capture of

ordinary priests there were but from 61. 3«. Ad.

to 51. per head. By many devices and in

various disguises the Jesuits carried out their

ministrations in the castles or houses of those

of their own religion, but they had constantly

to take refuge in the recesses of mountains,

woods, and morasses. The doctrines of the

Eeformation, taught in Trinity College,

Dublin, founded by Queen Elizabeth, re

pelled Roman Catholics from its halls, and

caused them to seek education abroad. At the

solicitation of some of the Roman Catholic

nobility of Ireland, Philip IV. established

a college at Salamanca, under the care of

the Society of Jesus, styled El Real Colegio

de Nobles Yrlandeses. At Seville, Lisbon,

and Douay colleges were also founded for

the Irish. Towards the support of these

institutions the Irish merchants in Spain

contributed a per-centage on their exports

of wine. The Popes also granted the

fishermen on the Spanish and Portuguese

coasts permission to fish by day and night,

on Sundays and festivals, on condition that

the proceeds of these labours should go to

support the colleges for the Irish. The

ecclesiastical students admitted to these

houses were required to be of Irish birth,

between the ages of eighteen and twenty-

four. On entering they subscribed an

engagement that, on the completion of their

studies, they would devote themselves to

missionary work in Ireland, when ordered to

proceed thither by the heads of the colleges.

The Irish mission was thus supplied with

a small but ardent band of Jesuits, whose

history, so far as now known, consists chiefly

of details of exertions, privations, and suffer

ings. These gloomy records are somewhat

relieved by a few notices which have been

preserved in connexion with James Archer,

who would appear not to have been excelled

by any Jesuit of his day in courage and

versatility. Archer was a member of an

old Anglo-Irish family of Kilkenny, but the

date of his entering the Society of Jesus

does not appear to have been precisely

ascertained. He was for a time confessor

to the Duke of Austria as well as to

the Earl of Tyrone, and was said to have

been entrusted by the Holy See with special

spiritual powers to be exercised in Ireland.

He displayed marvellous activity among the

Irish in their wars against Elizabeth. A

report addressed to the Papal Nuncio de

scribed Archer as more valuable than troops

to his fellow countrymen, as by his influence

over them he had brought about a union of

the greater part of the Irish. In one of

his letters Archer montions that, although

obliged to live generally in woods and hiding-

places, he had never ceased to exercise the

functions of his ministry. He was a leader

of the party which carried off and tem

porarily imprisoned the Earl of Ormonde,

and the earl, in a subsequent letter to Queen

Elizabeth, referred to him as " the most

odious traitor, Archer the Jesuit."

In a contemporary coloured sketch of the

capture of Ormonde, Archer is delineated at

full length, dressed in a long black cloak,

yellow jacket, pink trousers, and broad-

brimmed hat. The drawing of this curious

scene will, we trust, be reproduced in the

Government series of " The National Manu

scripts of Ireland." After having taken an

active part with the Irish to the close of the

war in 1601, Archer passed some time at

the Court of Spain, where he was said to be

"well regarded." He is described as tall

in stature, of dark complexion, his hair

" spotted grey," his visage long and thin,

and his apparel commonly a white doublet,

and the rest of some colour to disguise him

self. One of Cecil's agents, who had seen

Archer acting as chief commander among the

Irish, reported that he had recognized him

in disguise at Hampton Court while the king

was there ; that the Jesuit was wTell mounted

on horseback, in company with the Earl of

Tyrone and other noblemen ; and that he

had also observed him on other occasions

in divers kinds of apparel, sometimes like

a courtier and occasionally as a farmer or

chapman from the country.

Henry FitzSimon, another Irish Jesuit of

this time, busied himself as a polemical

writer. He graduated at Oxford, and sub

sequently resided on the Continent, where

he published several works, but, returning

to Ireland, he was for a considerable time

imprisoned as a dangerous person. While

in durance FitzSimon challenged the heads

of the newly founded college at Dublin to

public controversial discussion. The writer

of an official despatch at this period mentioned

that the Jesuits scoffed daily and insolently

at the ignorance of the Anglican bishops in

Ireland. In reference to the oaths in fashion

in his time, FitzSimon produced the fol

lowing little known epigram—not included

in the volume before us—which somewhat

resembles those of his contemporary Sir

John Davies :—

In elder times an ancient custume 'twas

To swear in weightie matters by the Masse.

But when Masse was put down, as ould men note,

They swore then by the crosse of this grave grote,

And when the crosse was held likewise in scorne,

Then faith and trowth, for common oathes were

swome.

But now men banisht have both faith and trouth,

So that God damne me, is the common oath.

Bo custome keeps decorum, by gradation,

Loosing Masse, crosse, faith, trouth,—followeth

damnation.

The labours of the Irish Jesuits extended

far beyond Europe, and before the close of

the sixteenth century some of them were

settled in Brazil and Paraguay.

It is to be regretted that the volume under

notice should have been published in Latin.

The only English matters which it contains

are some extracts from English writings

and translations of documents, the originals

of which were not available. Prefixed is a

formal permission, in the style of past cen

turies, for printing the book, signed by tho

provincial head of the Society of Jesus,

under authority from the General. We may

thus regard the volume as an authentic ex

position of the views of the Society on this

section of its history. The materials derived

from unpublished sources are but small, and

the greater part of the book is composed of

extracts from calendars of State Papers, his

tories of religious orders, and other printed

works. Before the appearance of ' Hibernia

Ignatiana,' the only detailed account pub

lished of the Jesuits of Ireland was that

included by the Rev. Georgo Oliver, author

of the ' Monasticon Exoniense,' in his col

lections, printed in 1838, towards illustrating

the biography of the English, Scotch, and

Irish members of the Society of Jesus. Dr.
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Oliver expressed his regret that he was

unable to offer much information relative to

the history of the Irish mission. The heads

of the Society in Ireland, in reply to his

inquiries on the subject, assured him that

they were wholly destitute of documents, in

any regular shape, concerning their prede

cessors there, and this they ascribed to the

difficulties with which they had to contend

in the penal times.

Enqielopadia Britannica. Vols. X. and XI.

(Edinburgh, Black.)

These two instalments of the great under

taking which Prof. Baynes edits with such

care and sagacity aro of more than usual

interest. Volume x. is especially rich

in geographical articles. Mr. C. K. Mark-

ham supplies an adequate sketch of

the progress of geographical discovery,

but hardly refers to the progress of geo

graphy as a science. Col. A. It. Clarke

contributes valuable articles on Geodesy and

Mathematical Geography. Physical Geo

graphy is somewhat summarily dismissed in

three columns by Prof. Geikie, who makes

amends, however, by supplying an elaborate

treatise on Geology, which fills no less than

164 pages. Yet, notwithstanding the dis

proportionate space taken up by this sub

ject, we look in vain for a sketch of the his

tory of geology, such as we might fairly

expect to meet with in an encyclopaedic

work. Prof. H. "Wagner, in his article

on Germany, devotes more attention to

statistics than to physical geography. The

history and literature of Germany are dealt

with in a masterly manner by Mr. James

Sime, whilst the German Language has

found an exponent no less skilled in Prof.

E. Sievers. Amongst minor articles those

by Col. H. Yule on Gaur, Ghazni, and

Gilgit aro deserving of special commen

dation, as is also the contribution of the

same scholar to volume xi., the article on

the Hindu Kush range.

The article entitled " Hebrew Language

and Literature" bears evidence of wide

knowledge and adequate acquaintance with

the subject. Prof. Robertson Smith is

familiar with the most recent literature bear

ing upon it, and he moves along with bold

and confident step, pronouncing his judg

ments with a curtness that savours at times

of dogmatism. More caution would have

been desirable. Thus, in speaking of the

Chronicle writer, the language, "He no

longer thoroughly understood the old

Hebrew sources from which he worked," is

of questionable propriety. After perusing

the whole a feeling of uncertainty is left

upon the reader's mind, owing to the absence

of lucid separation of the materials, as also to

the statement of too many opinions and the

constant interjection of modifying or depre

ciatory"remarks. It is true that there are

paragraphs ; but they are not of a sort to

dominate a discussion such as we should

wish for. The various derivations of 'ibri,

Hebrew, may serve to illustrate the uncer

tainty hanging around the writer's course.

He is right in saying that Eber in Genesis

is not a real person ; but the Jehovist looks

upon him as such, and appears to derive the

patronymic from him. The article seems to

have been written speedily, the author rely

ing on the copious knowledge of his well-

stored mind. An antecedent deliberate sift

ing of the materials or a good and systematic

distribution of them does not suggest itself

to the reader. Hence the impression left by

a perusal of the wholo is somewhat impalp

able. The statement that Judah Chayyug

was the discoverer of the system of triliteral

roots is not correct. He asserted and vindi

cated it, but it was already known to

Menahem. There are some omissions

which the article should not exhibit.

Among the Hebrew grammars mentioned,

some of them hardly deserving notice, we

miss Nordheimer's, the syntax of which is

excellent, and Stade's recent work, whose

merits deserve honourable recognition. In

noticing the 'Lexicon Breve Eabbinieo-

philosoph.' appended to the elder Buxtorf's

' Hebrew and Chaldeo Lexicon,' the more

copious one of Otho (1675) should not have

been passed by. The ' Hebrew Concordance '

published by Bagster (1876), compiled by

B. Davidson, is unnoticed, though it is, on

the whole, the best extant. It has the

words which Fiirst's lacks, and is unencum

bered with such extraneous matter as

belongs to a lexicon. The essay is a favour

able specimen of the writer's learning, but

it might have been better had more time

and pains been given to it. Some things it

lacks ; others which it has might well be

omitted, because they are not essential even

to a compendium of the subject.

Mr. Jebb's article on Greek History ex

tends from the earliest times down to the

death of Alexander the Great, the account

of the prehistoric period—a period about

which we seem nowadays to have fully as

much information as metaphysicians claim

to have about the " unknowable "—being

exceedingly careful and praiseworthy,

especially as regards the early constitution

of Attica ; the age of faith, however, in

the solar myth seems to have passed, Mr.

Jebb following Mr. Freeman's principles,

and looking for some groundwork of real

fact in such legends as those of the

Pelopid dynasty or the return of the

Heracleida). In his treatment of real

ascertained history Mr. Jebb is hardly so

satisfactory. The facts of the Persian war

are rightly stated enough, though to say

that Themistocles was ostracized for in

triguing with the Persians is not merely

inaccurate, but a complete misrepresentation

of the peculiar character of ostracism—a

/punishment never inflicted on any definite

' accusation, and least of all for high treason ;

but of the enormous interests at stake at

| Marathon and Salamis, as regards the present

[civilization of the whole of Europe and the

[intellectual progress of the world, there is

no notice at all ; and the historical signifi

cance of the coincidence of the attack by

Carthage on the Greeks of Sicily with the

Asiatic invasion of Greece proper is passed

over. There is thus, on the one side, a want

of broad general views on the relation of

Greek history to modern, and, on the other,

important facts are often neglected. To take

a few instances, the domestic politics of

Athens during the wars against Sparta and

Macedon are most cursorily treated; Cleon

himself and the whole school of demagogues

that rose out of the Periclean rigime are

completely ignored, nor is there any mention

of such foremost figures as -ffischines and

Phocion; the mutilation of the Hermes—

which not merely deprived Alcibiades of

the command of the Athenian forces, but

which, in the excitement it produced, is so

valuable as evidence that the Periclean age,

in spite of the rise of the spirit of scepticism

in literature, was extremely orthodox—is

entirely passed over ; while as regards social

life Aspasia and Elpinice, names so remark

able not merely Jk>r their direct influence on

politics, but for Ihe light they throw on the

position of women at Athens, are nowhere

alluded to. It is impossible not to feel that

such omissions as these detract much from

the value of Mr. Jebb's brilliant article.

Dr. Donaldson's work comprises the

whole of post-classical Greek history from

the death of Alexander down to the Treaty

of Berlin, and is one of the most intellectual

and complete articles that have ever appeared

on the subject, though it is difficult to see

why there should be no mention of the

Pyrrhic invasion of Italy, so important in

the history of the Hellenizing of the West.

On the whole, however, it is impossible to

give Dr. Donaldson anything but the fullest

praise ; and we may note briefly two points

in which he deserves great credit for clearing

up two common misconceptions about the

history of this time, one founded on the

sneer of a Roman satirist, the other on a

pompous sentence of our own historian

Gibbon.

The " Grreculus esuriens " of Juvenal has

always been too readily taken as representa

tive of the real character of the Greeks of the

Homan period, and it is impossible to conceive

that an empire which achieved so much for

civilization as the Byzantine could really

have been the feeble and decrepit system

Gibbon would lead us to believe ; on both

these questions Dr. Donaldson's remarks

are exceedingly good. And, finally, the rise

of "the Hellenic idea" is vividly traced

from the literary Philhellenism of Voltaire

and the political intrigues of the Russians,

while the modern Greeks receive every credit

for the advances they have made since their

independence, though the peculiarly blood

less and orderly character of their revolution

against Otho, as opposed to the wild reck

lessness of contemporary political movements

in other countries, deserved some notice.

Mr. Jebb's article on Ancient Greek Litera

ture opens with a good account of the early

poets, and some excellent remarks on the

Greek consciousness of the artistic value of

the different dialects and metres as instru

ments of literary expression , but, on the whole,

it is slight and sketchy. In the account of

Athenian comedy there is no mention of the

remarkable Sicilian influence, and the name

of Menander does not occur ; there is no

allusion to Agathon, whose play of ' The

Flower' formed a remarkable era in the

development of the Greek drama, and whose

picture as the aesthetic poet of the Periclean

age is handed down to us in such brilliant

colours by both Plato and Aristophanes;

nor to the exquisite poem of ' Hero and

Leander,' which has been eternally en

shrined in our own literature by Marlowe.

Polybius is treated as a mere chronicler, in

stead of as one of the most rationalistic his

torians of the world, whose scientific method

of criticism entitles him to a high place;

and the three scanty lines assigned to Theo

critus as a purely pastoral poet would give

the ordinary reader no idea that he was the
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Clearly it was couched in the speech

of the common people in order that they

might read the address and profit by its

lessons, and not with a thought of the philo

logical value which such a composition

would possess. Some of the language is

quaint and telling, as, for example :—

" I love ye, my parishioners, and nought can

maak a miff (quarrel) amang us, but ya (one)

thing. When the devil wants mischief, he rolls

a tithe egg before us, we stoup to tak it up, and

tea (too) often it bursta in aur hands. Tithe

maintenance is a tryal to bath ye and me ; it

trys my patience and your honesty. Ye con

sider net that the dues ye grudge me er (are)

part of your estates ; that for seven hundred

years togither, your estates hev been bought

and heired with them. Let us then shake fist

and neaf in love and friendship ; if I hev the

white, ye hev the yolk."

The plain speech of the address on all

points is characteristic. Thus :—

' ' Wha is a knave 1 He that gaas creeping in

the dark, nimming and nifting (stealing and

pilfering) whativver he can lig (lay) his fists on.

Bold villainy I meddle net with, it tells its own

atory, but shifting of mere-stanes (boundary

stones) and bending young trees wrang side

oth hedge, to make Jammy's twig become

Roger's tree, this is a sad and an evD coveting

of our nebbour's property, and desarves hang

ing. If seven aut of ten in a lile (little) town

ship were to be dishonest, what mud (might)

become of tother three ? They wad be cheated

aut of hause and harbour."

It will be seen from these extracts that

the language of the address is largely of

the literary English, but there is in it a

considerable number of dialectal words

which only north-country folks would under

stand without explanation; thus "snod"

= smooth, glossy; "brocks and foumarts " =

badgers and polecats. Only in the northern

speech do lasses "fidge" their part in a

dance, or a careless walker go "trapesing"

along, or a sleeper nod his head in an

easy " slome." The last word, it is true,

iB preserved to us in the first syllable of

"slumber," but the word itself is rarely

heard by, perhaps hardly known to, most

people south of the Trent. All these words

are made clear in the editor's glossary,

and he has besides supplied a few interest

ing notes, which illustrate such matters in

the text as seem to need comment. There

is, however, one word which has a shade of

meaning in the north country which seems

unknown to Prof. 8keat. This is the word

" conny " (8c. canny). In the glossary this

is explained as signifying pretty, good,

excellent. No doubt in many cases the

word has these senses, but those who have

seen the northern cream-jugs with their

old-fashioned posy, "Be canny with the

cream," know that there is in this word a

sense of "careful," "sparing," and that

often it is applied where the Southerner

would use "tiny" or " little." Now in the

two places in which the word is found in

the address it seems to have this latter

sense alone. Thus, in line 119, speaking

of the verse, "Thou shalt love thy neigh

bour as thyself," the writer says, " It is

a teata (too-too) conny verse indeed, yet

things mun widely alter before it be duly

observed," where he means that though it

be a very tiny sentence, yet it is not, for

all that, carried out in men's lives. Then,

in line 296, he calls the same phrase "a

conny pithy sentence," by which expression

he means that, though little, there is in it

some pith.

Altogether this first instalment of Series D.

is so interesting that we cannot doubt that

the members of the Dialect Society will be

glad to have some successors of the same

character when such can be found. They are

generally, as we have said, tracts not likely

to be privately reprinted nowadays, and it

will be a great work accomplished if as com

plete a collection as can be obtained be

made under the auspices of the Society's

editors. For then we shall not only be sure

to be supplied with careful texts, but also

be put in the way to a right use of what is

issued in the service of the comparative

philology of our tongue.

NOVELS OF THE WEEK.

The Mudfog Papers. By Charles Dickens.

"Empire Library" Series. (Bentley &

Son.)

A Very Opal. By C. L. Pirkis. 3 vols.

(Hurst & Blackett.)

Oliver Constable: Miller and Baker. By Sarah

Tytler. 3 vols. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

Carmela. By the Princess Olga Canta-

cuzene. Translated from the French by

Madame Klauss. 3 vols. (S. Tinsley

,/& Co.)

/fcfzjie of the Mill. From the German of

W. Heimburg by Christina Tyrrell.

" v 2 vols. (Bentley & Son.)—

The sketches now first collected under the

title of ' The Mudfog Papers ' were written

for the early numbers of Beniley's Miscel

lany. It is hard to say why they have been

thought worth republishing, for noteworthy

as, by reason of their authorship, they may

be held to be, they are, considered as litera

ture, of scant account. They have not even

the interest that attaches to the 'prentice

work of distinguished men, for they belong

to a period when Dickens, in ' Pickwick '

and in ' Oliver Twist,' was producing some

of his best and strongest writing. Of their

being contemporary with these famous books

there is nothing in them to remind us ; they

are too evidently "potboilers"; and so far

from showing forth for the work of the

master himself, they might easily be mis

taken for that of one of the most mannered

and least original of his pupils. Their

intention is humorous, and the noble Eng

lish of the penny-a-liner of the epoch is

imitated in them with depressing fidelity.

Occasionally, too, there is audible in them

a note that has a thin, far-away ring of the

true Dickens ; occasionally we light upon a

grotesqueness of phrase, a touch of fantastic

observation, a humorous adjective, a pleasant

whim in nomenclature, that read like faint

and feeble foreshadowings of ' David Copper-

field ' and ' The Uncommercial Traveller.'

But, in the main, they are surprisingly

empty of merit and of interest alike. The

fun in them is cheap, forced, conventional,

and tolerably vulgar. They will serve at

best but as a kind of " Requiescat " over a

dead and buried style of sentiment and com

position. Whether they treat of the mis

adventures of Mr. Tulrumble or of the i

scientific absurdities of Prof. Woodensconce

and Mi-. Knight Bell, they are unprofitably

and depressingly dull ; and in the end they

excite a feeling of wonder and regret that

they were not allowed to rest, as their I

illustrious author would have had them, in

the oblivion that is their proper sphere.

' A Very Opal ' is a good specimen of the

sort of novel which only a woman could

write. It is not of the highest order of

woman's wrJrk, but it is not without con

siderable merit. The character of Elsie,

who is the opal, it seems, is a peculiarly

feminine construction. It is hard to believe

that there exists so silly a person. A man's

experience could not have supplied him with

the material to substitute for what might

have been the young person's thoughts.

Even Balzac would have failed to extricate

the secret mysteries of such motiveless

caprices as those which serve for the springs

of her actions. And yet with careful reading

one begins to fancy that the character is not

an invention ; one imagines that it must be

drawn more or less from life ; and whether

that is so or not, the fact that the author

has succeeded iu giving some appearance

of possibility to the character is a point in

her favour. As is frequently, if not in

variably, the case in women's books, the

men are very imperfectly drawn and under

stood. The author does not seem to have

been able to make any but the most super

ficial study of men's characters. The story

is, therefore, naturally rather wanting in

interest. The book, in fact, must be

read diligently. It will not serve us an

amusement for idle time, but it is pleasant

as a diversion from severer studies. There

is a minuteness of observation noticeable in

it, and at times a kind of quiet, sly humour,

which reminds one of Jane Austen. Like

her, too, Mrs. Pirkis is at her best when

describing the life of women who live a

good deal of their time alone and without

other distractions than the ordinary round

of domestic duties.

Miss Tytler has made an interesting figure

of her social reformer. Oliver Constable,

an Oxford first-class man, who follows his

father's trade as a matter of conscience, has

none of the pettiness of the aesthetic Radical

about him, and exhibits little of that social

envy which is the bad side of democratic

enthusiasm. The story of his difficulties

and ultimate success in raising the tone of

his neighbours is both interesting and in

structive. His worst trouble begins at

home in the disappointment of his devoted

but rather ambitious sister, upon whom

Oliver's intimate relations with vulgar

people and their womankind not unnaturally

grate severely. Scarcely less hard to bear

is the want of sympathy with him displayed

by his more distant relation, Mrs. Hiliiard, an

admirably drawn portrait of a clever, genial,

satirical woman of the world ; and still more

distressing the attitude of her niece, a

rather noble character, unconventional and

honest, with high faculties and ideals, but

only gradually to be won to sympathy with

unattractive humanity. It is hard to say

whether the author has been more fortunate

in the lifelike presentment of these highly

educated women, or in the pathetic picture

of the meanness and vulgarity which en

crust the better qualities of the shop-keep

ing class, the Polleys and the Dadds, the

youths that haunt the music-hall, and the

girls who, according to their bent, are

hoidenish, lackadaisical, slatternly, and

flaunting by turns. Harry Stanhope, too,

the amateur " yeoman," one who has so
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neglected everything tut his physical side

that he is a mere combination of light

headed boyhood with the passions of a man,

is a subject for reflection. How Oliver con

tends with the tricks of his trade, and loses

his business because he will not sell artifi

cially whitened bread and will honestly

weigh his fancy loaves ; how he comes to

open war with his men, who regard him as

their natural enemy; how he lectures on

Wordsworth's ' Idiot Boy ' to the utter dis

gust and bewilderment of his audience ;

how he loses his Dissenting friends because

he will not vote for a Liberal of the common

complexion ; and, finally, how his heart

redresses the errors of his head, and his

foes are at last converted to admiration, if

not to imitation of his example, is a study

which will repay the reader's pains.

* Carmela ' is a romance rather than a

novel of modern life, though its events are

those of the present day. The heroine is

without fault, and the sentiment is of the

highest kind. The story is well contrived,

and unblemished by anything which is

not fit for the most ingenuous minds. It

was suited for translation into English,

many of the characters and scenes in it

being English. The translator's work has

been well done on the whole, though there

are some phrases about fox-hunting which

show unfamiliarity with sport. " Without a

fox-hunt, what was the country good for?"

hardly sounds like English ; and to say that

the foxes' holes had been walled up, instead

of that the earths had been stopped, is as

unsportsmanlike as to call the hounds dogs,

as Madame Klauss does.

Miss Tyrrell has been neither so fortunate

in her selection of a German novel to trans

late nor so successful in hor translation of it

as is usually the case with her. ' Lizzie of

the Mill ' is a pleasant enough little story,

but the interest is of the thinnest, and the

characters aro by no means of the most

fresh. It tells how the heir of a half-ruined

house fell in love (or thought himself to

have fallen in love) with an ill-tempered

and treacherous cousin, who leaves him in

the lurch and in great pecuniary difficulties?

and how he is rescued therefrom by the

usual faithful and munificent girl of the

people. A wicked Italian grandmother

with ruthless aristocratic views is the only

other person deserving much mention.

Perhaps it is the lack of interest and

novelty in the story which makes Miss

Tyrrell's translation seem inferior to those

to which she has accustomed her readers.

Perhaps, however, it is still more directly

-the fault of the original. There are some

German stylos which the most adroit trans

lator cannot purge of the limp formlessness

which is of their essence, and possibly Herr

Heimburg's may bo of these. We must own

that the translation does not encourage us

to turn to the original for the purpose of

deciding this question. But it certainly

may be suggested that translators would do

well to satisfy themselves of the intrinsic

worth of the wares they translate. We

cannot be said to be desperately in want of

novels in England, and the native crop

of bad and doubtful ones is quite sufficient

without foroign importations.

SCHOOL-BOOKS.

Selected Poems of Martial. With Introduction,

Notes, and Appendices. By Rev. H. M.

Stephenson, M.A. (Macmillan & Co.)

It is curious that a writer so famous and so

generally read as Martial should have been so

seldom edited. Until quite lately there was no

accessible English edition at all, and students

who could not obtain Lemaire had no choice but

to fall back upon Schrevelius. In 1868, however,

Mr. Paley published, in the " Grammar School

Classics," a large selection of epigrams originally

commenced by his friend Mr. Stone, and this

edition has since been in general use, as, indeed,

it deserves to be, for the notes are carefully

compiled and conveniently printed, and are dis

figured by no worse faults than occasional mis

apprehensions of the poet's humour, such as any

reader can correct for himself. Mr. Stephenson's

selection seems to be much smaller than Mr.

Paley's, and is certainly less entertaining, for,

as the editor himself avows, ' ' several of the

better known and most popular of the epigrams

have been omitted," and it is plain throughout

that he has cared more for his commentary than

for his author. In the introduction it is noticeable

that Mr. Stephenson is strongly of opinion that

Martial was a bachelor ; that he adopts Fried-

lander's view, that the first and second books

were published together ; and that he quotes

largely from Leasing. The text seems to be

Schneidewin's, though this is nowhere stated,

and the notes contain, so far as we have observed,

very few references to varies lectimies. In a brief

notice of this kind it is, of course, impossible to

criticize in detail a commentary nearly three

hundred pages long, and full of the minutia? of

Roman archaeology. Suffice it to say that the

editor seems never to misunderstand the point

of any epigram, and supplies ample materials

for the. elucidation of obscurities. If he has

a fault it is occasional indecision, as, for instance,

on III. vii. and VIII. li.

Bemrose's Standard Grammar, containing 66

Lessons and 160 Exercises. By T. Newton.

(Bemrose & Sons.)

It is hard to understand what advantage can

accrue to any one from the publication of Mr.

Newton's class lessons, which are not above the

average of such as are given every day in any

Board or other public elementary school. With

out the slightest originality either in matter

or manner, they are sadly deficient in accuracy

both of thought and expression. Mr. Newton

shows ignorance of tho grammar he presumes to

teach in giving as a model for parsing the sen

tence, ' ' Waterloo was one of the most important

battles that ever toos fought. " He will do well

to study the subject more thoroughly before

publishing again.

The Modern School Readers.—The First, Second,

Third, and Fourth Infant Readers.—The First,

Second, Third, Fourth, and Fifth Readers.—

Modern Reading Slieets, Scries I., II., and III.

(Cassell & Co.)

It is sufficient to say of these readers that they

are well adapted for elementary instruction,

strongly bound, printed in clear bold type on

good paper, and abundantly illustrated with

appropriate and well-executed cuts ; but the

reading lessons—especially the poetry—are not

always so good as might be wished.

Ward <£: Lock's Tracts for the People.—The Penny

Self-Educator.—The Penny Art of Penmanship.

—The Penny Arithmetic.—The Penny English

Grammar. —The Penny Modern Geography.—

The Penny History of England.

Thk things of which these penny tracts treat

should be learned in childhood or early youth,

as is happily now possible for all at the public

elementary or other schools. Hence there is no

necessity for any such series as this, which can

be of little use to those who have unfortunately

missed the proper opportunity for elementary

education. Nothing can be more fallacious

than to pretend to teach writing by printed

directions only. The other tracts are, as might

be expected, insufficient and incorrect.

Tropical Reading-Books, inte7ided for Use in the

West Indies and Elsewhere. Compiled by E. C.

Phillips. Books I. -III. (Griffith & Farran.)

These books may answer the special purpose

for which they were prepared, of furnishing

English children in the West Indies and other

tropical climates with reading lessons relating

to the objects and course of hfe around them,

but are not so well suited for use in this country

as many we already have. The questions at the

end of each lesson might as well have been

omitted.

A Short History of England. "Chambers's

Educational Course." (Chambers.)

This little volume does not pretend to be more

than a text-book for the lower forms of schools

or for mere beginners in the study of history.

Its object is not very ambitious, but it is attained.

It gives a clear and succinct account of English

political history from before the invasion of

Caesar to the end of the reign of George III.

It is written in a plain, matter-of-fact style,

which has now become quite old-fashioned. The

narrative follows a regular chronological order,

and, generally speaking, each reign has a chapter

to itself, the larger divisions being determined

by a change of dynasty. At the end of each

chapter is a summary of events, with dates, and

questions for the purpose of examination. The

summary of events is useful, but should have

been given in a connected form at the end of

the book. The questions for examination are a

mere abstract, in an interrogatory shape, of the

preceding chapter, and it is hard to see of what

use they can be either to teacher or pupil. The

facts appear to be very correctly stated through

out, and a large amount of information is com

pressed into 160 small pages. There is nothing

inviting about the book, nor is there any attempt

to be striking or picturesque. The student will

gather many facts, but few ideas, from its pages.

If left to himself he will probably be disgusted,

but a skilful teacher will find the book a useful

basis on which to enlarge. Here and there he

will require to supply deficiencies, but he will

have to correct few errors. He will have to ex

plain the ecclesiastical policy of William I. and

Henry I. in order that his pupils may under

stand the quarrel between Henry II. and

Becket. He will have to supply some informa

tion about constitutional matters, for there is

not much in the book. It could, perhaps,

hardly be expected in a book of this kind ; but

the account given of the Great Charter and of

Henry III.'s troubles leads one to think that

more notice might have been taken of constitu

tional points in the later periods. Social affairs

are treated in separate chapters at intervals, but

literature is almost entirely neglected. There

is one allusion to Shakspeare, but Chaucer,

Spenser, and Milton are passed over in complete

silence. It is hardly correct to say (p. 42) that

" Henry I. established law-courts like the courts

of England before the Conquest"; nor (p. 131)

that " the war of the Spanish Succession was

tho first great continental war engaged in by

England for centuries. " But we have detected

no mistakes of importance, while for arrange

ment, proportion, and lucidity the book is worthy

of much praise.

History of Russia. By R Gossip. (Collins

& Sons.)

Too much must not be expected from a literary

man who is called upon to write a history of

Russia for a "School Series." But it would

have been well if Mr. Gossip had corrected his

proofs more carefully ; for it would seem that

a large proportion of the misspellings with which

his pages swarm must be due to typographical

difficulties. Of such a nature are " Bomclius,"

doubtless written by the author Bomelius,
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"Duchoboizi" for Duchoborzi (properly Ducho-

bortsi), "Kozalk" for Kozelsk, and very many

other strange forms. But the word " Naitmet,"

given a; p. 243 as the Russian name for a Ger

man (Nyemets), seems to exceed the limits of a

misprint. The author must be held responsible

also for such statements as that when Napoleon

invaded Russia, "At last Moscow was reached.

Then the battle of Borodino was fought" Per

haps the author meant by Moscow the govern

ment or province of that name, for he can

scarcely have been ignorant of the fact that the

battle was fought a week before the city was

occupied. He need scarcely have described

Napoleon's return from Russia to France in the

following terms: " The guilty cause of all hied

swiftly on to Paris, anguish gnawing at his

heart, his intellect reeling on its throne." And

it would have been much better if had abstained

from stating that "the word 'Tsar' is not, as

it is commonly supposed to be, a corruption of

Ciesar. It is a Persian term indicative of

supreme authority." Mr. Gossip, it may be

remarked, uses the title of Tsar rather too

often, and also that of Tsarina. Most of the

blemishes alluded to can easily be removed.

And with them may be expunged a few English

expressions now rare, if not quite obsolete,

such as "timeously" and "he resiled." The

following sentence might be proposed as a

conundrum : " The story is dubious, being pro

bably invented to adumbrate what was to come

after, under the strong influence which it has

exerted." Mr. Gossip has evidently taken

much trouble to collect information. But his

success would have been greater if he had fol

lowed, at all events in the early part of his work,

certain well-known authorities. In speaking of

the Varangians, for instance, and the name

Rus, he need not have done more than quote

the opinions of Prof. Thomsen, as set forth in

that learned Norseman's Ilchester Lectures. In

dealing with the "Slavonian Pantheon,"he might

have learned from the works of several recent

writers that there is little ground for his state

ment that its "principal figures" were "the

Biel Bog or white god, and the Cherni Bog or

black god." As there is so much ignorance,

however, among English readers concerning

Russian history, Mr. Gossip's book may do

useful service, its general views being sufficiently

correct, and its conclusions usually fair and

reasonable.

A Slwrt History of the Norman Conquest of Eng

land. By E. A. Freeman, D.C.L. (Oxford,

Clarendon Press.)

Few will see without regret Mr. Freeman's great

work boiled down into a primer of some 160 pages.

Still, as Mr. Freeman has perpetrated the sacri

lege himself, no one has a right to complain.

Mr. Freeman's horror of " Romance words "

occasionally makes him obscure. Schoolboys

will find some difficulty in comprehending what

is meant when they are told that "the Lady

Matilda was hallowed queen at Westminster."

Blackie's Comj/rehensive School Series.—Fifth

Reader.—London, Past and Present : a Reading-

Bookfor Elementary Schools. (Blackie & Son. )

The first of these two reading-books is certainly

not superior, if equal, to many already in use.

The second is a compilation from which a variety

of interesting information may be gathered with

regard to the past history and present condition

of the metropolis.

My First French Phrase-Book. By A. Grover,

LLD. (Relfe Brothers.)

This little book consists of about thirty familiar

conversations in English and French on oppo

site pages.

French Grammar, fminded upon the Principles

of the French Academy. By Jules Kunz.

(Edinburgh, Black.)

This grammar is carefully written and well

arranged. The author would have done well to

have introduced more of the history of the lan

guage ; but, taken as an ordinary school grammar,

it is above the average.

Introductory Grammar of the Latin Language.

By L. Schmitz, LL.D. (Collins & Sons.)

This abridgment of a larger work by the same

author is drawn up with a clearness and pre

cision that show a practised hand. It is an

excellent statement of the main facts of the

language.

Easy Reading and Writing Lessons in German.

By J. Eisner. (Williams & Norgate.)

These lessons should rather form part of a

grammar than appear as a separate publication.

They are suitable for the purpose in view.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

In Capt. H. H. Parr's Sketch of the Zulu and

Kaffir Wars (C. Kegan Paul & Co.) the

reader will find a clear and interesting account

of the recent native outbreaks on the Cape

frontier ; and if the author had contented him

self with narrating the chief events of these

wars, his work would have provoked little

adverse criticism. But Capt. Parr, as military

secretary of Sir Bartle Frere, apparently feels

called upon to make out the best case he can

for the policy of the Zulu war. His theory is

that Cotywayo was at the bottom of all the

native troubles in South Africa, and he de

clares that in the Government offices in Cape

Town, Pietermaritzburg, and Pretoria there

are many reports which prove that the king's

emissaries had long been brewing mischief in

every Kaffir court in the country. If these

reports really exist, why are they not published ?

It seems inexplicable that Sir Bartle Frere, who

has written so copiously in his own defence

should have kept back evidence of this im

portant nature. Capt. Parr states, on Mr.

Brownlee's authority, that before the war Um-

quikela, chief of tho Pondos, had received from

the Zulu king messengers whose object it was to

stir up strife between him and the English.

The Pondo chief emphatically denied that Cety-

wayo had made any overtures to him of the

kind alleged ; but, nevertheless, the reader is

asked to accept Mr. Brownlee's opinion to

the contrary as conclusive. In order to show

how little value should bo attached to the

surmises and speculations even of men in high

official position, we may state that Mr. John

Dunn gives a very different version of Cety-

wayo's dealings with the Pondos. If uncon

tradicted reports may bo credited which have

been published in South Africa, the man whom

we have made chief of the most important pro

vince in Zululand has declared that it was

Umquikela who desired an alliance with tho

king, and that the latter declined it on the

ground that "ho had no quarrel with the Eng

lish. " Both Sir Garnet Wolseley and Sir Henry

Bulwer, however, ridicule tho idea that there

was anything in the relations of the Pondos

with the Zulus which justified alarm or appre

hension on our part. It is not denied that

Cetywayo sent messengers to Umquikela, but

this incident in itself offers no ground for sus

picion, seeing that the despatch of an embassy

from one African court to another is of constant

occurrence. Another point which Capt. Parr

endeavours to make is that although Panda cared

little for the military organization of the Zulus,

yet when Cetywayo came to the throne he

largely increased the numerical strength of the

army, and endeavoured to re-establish the mili

tary despotism of Chaka. Fortunately we have

some means of testing this statement. M. Dele-

gorgue, who visited Panda (Cetywayo's father)

in the years 1841-42, says that ho was present

when that king reviewed 25,000 adult warriors ;

and Bishop Schreuder, who is an acknowledged

authority on all matters relating to Zululand,

states that Panda had an army of 40,000 men.

It is doubtful whether the army under Cetywayo

was more numerous or much better organized

than it was during the reign of his predecessor.

Capt. Parr appears to have relied too much upon

mere rumour, and too little upon an indepen

dent investigation of the facts.

Messes. Chatto & Windus send us Plain

English, by Mr. John Hollingshead. Mr.

Hollingshead's title is appropriate. His English

is plain to the verge of cynicism, and no respect

for the feelings of friends or adversaries pre

vents him from telling " the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth " as it presents

itself to him. His experiences of manage

ment are very readable, and his reflections

generally are conveyed in language full of point

and bristling with epigram.

In a volume entitled The Trial and Death

of Socrates (Macmillan & Co.) the Dean of

St. Paul's publishes a new translation of the

'Euthyphro,' 'Apologia,' 'Crito,' and 'Pheedo'

of Plato. A short introduction states in a plea-

Bant manner the ascertainable facts of Socrates'

life and supplies the arguments of the dialogues

which follow. The author refrains, however,

from original criticism, even on so fascinating

a subject as the Sai/xoviov o~n^.tiov. The trans

lation itself, though not noticeably elegant, is

very lucid and readable, and much less para

phrastic than Mr. Jowett's. English readers

who wish to form a vivid conception of the per

sonality of "the wisest of the Greeks" cannot

do better than procure Dean Church's book.

Another excellent and scholarly translation

is that by Mr. J. S. Reid of the Academics of

Cicero, which the same publishers send us. Tho

notes, however, are rather disappointing. They

are not full enough to be of much use, and

a marginal analysis would have given the reader

more help.

From the office of the Garden we have

God's Acre Beautiful ; or, the Cemeteries of

the Future, by Mr. W. Robinson. This is a

very attractive-looking book, with white and

gold binding and pretty illustrations, but it

is likely to fulfil an ornamental rather than

a useful purpose. At least its use will be

limited to a select few. It does not show us

how to make an existing God's acre beau

tiful, but it argues that unless we adopt crema

tion and urn-burial it is impossible to hope for

real beauty in any of our cemeteries. In short,

it is a long controversial tract in favour of

cremation. Mr. Robinson's arguments have no

doubt a certain weight, but there is nothing

new about them, and it is at any rate matter of

regret that he did not extend his scope so as to

bring his special knowledge as a horticulturist

to bear upon our graveyards of to-day. Tho

very few words he says on this subject are to

the point, but he gives us no details as regards

the most appropriate plants and shrubs : " Much

short-lived and formal flower-gardening should

be avoided, in consequence of the ceaseless care

and cost it requiros ; the attention should

mainly be devoted to the suitable hardy trees. "

But the care and cost are not all ; thero is the

incongruity as well. It is better to see a grave

yard solemnized by tho sad shade of cypresses

than gaudy with beds of pelargoniums and

calceolarias. There is, however, no occasion

for either extreme. Many flowers—partly, no

doubt, from association—seem specially to har

monize with the present sorrow of the grave

and the hope that lies beyond it. Roses of

every kind, and such roses as Mrs. Bosan-

quet in particular, find their natural place by

the headstone, and (as Mr. Allingham has said)

"grave-side roses smell of spring." The pas

sion flower may fitly wreathe green tendrils and

emblematic blossoms round the cross. Tall

white lilies may keep guard, and white pinks

scent the turf. A certain amount of attention

will, of course, be always necessary, but Nature

herself will often add a certain grace beyond the

gardener's art. We wish Mr. Robinson had not

neglected the cemetery of the present for the

sake of the cemetery of the future.
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The third volume of Mr. Arber's English

Garner has been issued. Among its contents

are ' Delia,' by Samuel Daniel ; Campion's

Lyrics, Elegies, &c. ; ' Ellwood the Quaker's

Relations with Milton'; 'The Controversy on

Dramatic Poetry between John Dryden and his

Brother-in-Law, Sir Robert Howard ' ; the first

printed English book on dogs, &c. To the

English Scholar's Library the same indefatigable

worker has added Udall's ' Demonstration of

Discipline'; Stanyhurst's translation of the

'^Eneid,' books i.-iv.; Robert Green's ' Mena-

phon'; 'Camilla's Alarm to Slumbering

Euphues,' &c, and some further Martin Mar-

prelate tracts.

The Italie ActaeUe of M. E. de Laveleye

(Hachette & Co.) is pleasant reading, and gives

an excellent picture of the Italy of to day. M. de

Laveleye is very favourable to the Italians, yet

not blind to their faults ; but when he speaks

almost in terms of condemnation of the rentiers

of Paris and London living on the taxes of Italy,

he quite leaves out of sight the way in which

the Italian Government lias treated foreign

capitalists.

M. Muquardt, of Brussels, sends us the

Mtmoires of Count Van der Meere. According

to his own account the general is an ill-used man.

His services during the Belgian struggle for

independence were not sufficiently appreciated,

and when afterwards he took part in an

Orangist conspiracy, Leopold I. had the bad

taste to banish him.

There is no need to do more than mention

the fact that Mr. H. Schmidt has brought out

a thoroughly revised edition of that standard

work, Tate's Modern Cambist (Effingham Wilson).

LIST OP NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Beecher (Rev. H. W.), Golden Gleams from the Words and
Works of, or. 8vo. 2/6 el.

Stoughton's (J.) An Introduction to Historical Theology, 6/6

history.

Beloved Prince (The), a Memoir of H.R.H. the Prince Con
sort, by W. Nichols, cr. 8vo.2/S cl.

Crosby's (A. J.) Calendar of 8tate Papers, Foreign, 1575-1577,
roy. 8vo. 15/ cl.

Frost's (T.) Forty Tears' Recollections, Literary and Political,
cr. 8vo. 10/6 cl.

Jones's (W.) Credulities, Past and Present, cr. 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Lee's (V.) Studies in the Eighteenth Century in Italy, 14/ cl.
Macaulay's (Lord) Works and Life, Cabinet Edit., 18 vols. 108/
Paterson (Hon. Mrs. Hay), Memoir of, by her Sister, Char

lotte Oliphant, 12mo. 2/4 cl.
Stewart's (C.) The Gaelic Kingdom in Scotland, Its Origin

and Church, cr. 8vo. 3/ cl.

Science.

Bale's (M. P.) How to Manage a Steam Engine, or. 8vo. 2/ cl.
Ewald's (Dr. C. A.) Lectures on Digestion, translated by

R. Saunby, cr. 8vo. 4/ cl.
Hensman's (A.) Anatomical Outlines, Part 4, 4ro. 3/6-swd.
Stevenson's (T.) Spirit Gravities, with Tables, 12mo. 5/
Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Boy's Own Book of Natural History,

12mo. 2/ cl. (Excelsior Series.)

General Literature.

Angler's Note-Book and Naturalist's Record, sm. 4to. 7/6 cl.
Debans's (C.) A Sheep in Wolf's Clothing, from the French

by E. Jerrold, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Gladstone's (Right Hon. W. E.) Political Speeches in Scot

land, Second Series, 8vo. 6/ cl.
Lewis's (L.) A Peal of Merry Bells, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Macaulay's (Lord) Miscellaneous Writings, Speeches, and

Poems, Cabinet Edition, 4 vols. cr. 8vo. 24/ cl.
May's (E.) The Broken Balsam, or the Story of a Week, 2/6
Thomas's (A.) Society's Verdict, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Tiltiey's (M. J.) Up* and Downs, All Smiles, No Frowns,

illustrated, 4to. 5/ bus.
Walshe (E. H.) and Sargent's (G. E.) Within Sea Walls, or

how the Dutch kept the Faith, imp. lrimo. 4/rt cl.
Women Compositors, a Guide to the Compoaing-Koom, by

H. G. B , cr. Kvo. 2/ cl.

Young Mrs. Jardine, by Author of * John Halifax,' cr. 8vo. 5/

FOREIGN.

Theology.

Bibliotheca Rabblnica, ed. A. Wunsche, Parts 4 and 5. 4m.
Bprotte (Fr.): Abt. Bervatus Lupus v. Ferrieres, 2m. 80.

t'ine Art and Archaology.

Dutachke (H.): Antike BUdwerke in oberitalien. Part 4,
8m. 60.

8chrelber(T.): Die Antiken BUdwerke der Villa Ludovisi,
8m.

Philology.

Oehmiohen (G.): Plinlanische Studien, 4m.

Science,

Armengaud Atne : Album de Machines-Outils, Travail des
M«taux, lofr.

Jauresbericht lib. die Fortschritte der reincn Chemie, ed.
L. Mpuicus and W Staedel, Berii ht f. 187SI, Part 1, 5m

Stilling (J.): Das Beheo. der Farbenbllnden, 12m.

General Literature.

Guerrier de Haupt (Marie): Le Bonheur et 1'Argent, suivi
de Le Sermeut de Jean Maclou, 3fr.

KftTT(Alphonse): Bourdonnements, 3fr. 50.
Renan(E.): L'Eau de Jouvence, 3fr.
Tiphaine, avec une Preface par Alexandre Dumas ills,

Edition de Luxe, 3fr. 50.

JEREMIAH RICH.

Falcon Court, Fleet Street, August, 1880.

Jeremiah Rich has always been credited,

in the historical accounts of shorthand extant,

with the invention of the systems known

as 'Art's Rarity,' 1654, and 'The Pen's Dex

terity,' 1669 ; but in looking over some of

the ancient shorthand books in the British

Museum for purposes connected with my ' Le

gible Shorthand ' (now in the press), I have dis

covered a system not mentioned in any of the

histories, published in the name of William

Cartwright, the uncle of Jeremiah Rich, in 1642,

which is practically the same system as that

published as ' Art's Rarity ' twelve years after

wards by Rich in his own name. Jeremiah

Rich was the publisher of Cartwright's book. It

is so mentioned on the title page, and in a

preface Jeremiah Rich states :—" Now as for

my commending of the worke, I know not why

any man should expect it seeing it is my owne :

for although I am not father to it; yet I am

the right heire, for my uncle dying left it to

me only," &c. Strange to say, however, in

' Art's Rarity ' Rich makes no mention of

Cartwright's volume, but publishes a preface

signed by six writers of his system, who

state :—" We shall conclude with this, That

this Art is his owne, not other mens Inventions

put forth in Mb name which is usuall with some

now adayes," &c. I have compared the two

books page for page, and find that not only are

the alphabets identical, but whole sentences are

copied in ' Art's Rarity ' from Cartwright's

' Semography,' which was the title of the earlier

work.

I should be glad to know if any of your cor

respondents can give any explanation of this.

It seems clear that either Rich has no claim to

the invention of the system now called his, or

that he published it originally under the assumed

name of his dead uncle. Possibly some of your

readers may throw light on the subject.

Edward Pocknell.

"THE MELANCHOLY JAQUES."

Nothing was further from my intention

than to accuse so ripe a scholar as your Corre

spondent, Mr. Grant Allen, of elementary

ignorance. Such a charge would be apt to

recoil unpleasantly on its maker. 1 meant to

do no more than express—-with a diffidence

which I like to believe is habitual with me—

a difference of opinion with him on the scanning

of e mute in French poetry. No doubt it is

pronounced, but I do not think it is scanned,

as Mr. Grant Allen contends, when it comes at

the end of a line. I have read, listened to, and

even learned by heart, a great deal of poetry—

more, perhaps, than most Englishmen. I may,

of course, have read, listened, and learned amiss ;

but as long as I trust the evidence of my senses

(and a considerable experience of them has not

yet proved their fallibility) I must believe that

e mute at the end of a line is breathed, indeed,

and sounded, but not scanned as a separate

syllable, I am old enough to have heard

Rachel. The echo of many of the lines recited

by that great genius is still in my memory as

1 write. I am sure she never made an extra

foot of the mute < at the end of a syllable.

Voltaire mentions somewhere—I forget where,

or the exact words—that among the beauties of

the French language he counts this dwelling of

the voice upon the e mute—a breathing of the

vowel rather than a pronunciation of it. Actors

of the classic French drama dwell, some more,

some less, upon the final e, but to my ear it

, would be a fault in prosody in them to scan it.

That the final e in French is not scanned is

all but proved by the very verses which your

Correspondent adduces. Among them ara twelve

with the final e, and each one of these lines

would have a foot too many if the c in question

were scanned.

All this, however, has but a remote bearing

on ' ' Jaques. " I am glad to have elicited valu

able opinions in favour of the full French a in

place of the usual ai of the French " Jacques,"

and not the English " Jaikwe"z " or " Jaikez."

So far as the occasional monosyllabic pronuncia

tion of the name goes, I venture to beg the

question, and to let learned commentators say

what they will. To parody a homely proverb,

the proof of the pronunciation is in the speaking,

and the excellent actor who a month ago at

Drury Lane asked,

What said the melancholy Jaques P

certainly made but one syllable of the name.

I believe in stage tradition enough to hold that

he spoke the name as Shakspeare meant it

should be spoken.

With me this pleasant controversy must end

here, for in a week I shall be beyond convenient

reach of the editorial office.

Oswald Crawftjrd.

Does not the concurrence of two independent

writers in taking up the two points that

"Jaques" was dissyllabic, and the s sounded,

lead Mr. Crawfurd to suspect that he may not

have been so clear as he now is 1 For my part,

I read his letter three times, and then replied,

doubtful whether I was answering him. His

faultless French pronunciation will only, I fear,

be attained when our actors are able to appear

on the stage of the Theatre 'Francais—if then.

Though I could once speak French with an

unusually small modicum of the " accent Britan-

nique," I yet naturally pronounced Shakspeare 's

word " Jai-ques," nor, my ear being possibly at

fault, can 1 sympathize with my friend F. A,

Marshall's angry shudder at the barbaric sound.

As to the pronunciation of the two lines

quoted, that has already been answered. When,

too, he objects to a " terminal being pronounced

anyhow "—whatever that in this instance may

mean, for it was argued that "Jaques" was

then pronounced as elsewhere—and when he

objects to "a player sometimes being hyper

metrical," on the ground "that Shakspeare'a

versification is too musical for such liberties,"

I would reply thus. Shakspeare is not unfre-

quently hypermetrical (according to a grammar

prosodian) of set purpose, and any who ignore

this fact can never have examined his versifica

tion even casually. B. Nicholson.

Temple, August, 1880.

There was a celebrated Shakspcarean critic,

much looked up to at Mrs. Leo Hunter's

assembly some thirty years since, whose great

treatise, an inquiry as to whether Juliet's Nurse's

deceased husband had really been a "merry

man " in his lifetime, or whether it was not the

Nurse's too partial recollection of his qualities

which induced her to so describe him, had then

recently excited a profound sensation amongst

students of the great poet.

We are now somewhat plagued with equally

profound researches about the ' 1 melancholy

Jaques," and the proper pronunciation of his

name. I must say that I was horrified, on a

recent visit to Drury Lane, to hear my old friend

called " Ja-ques" ! One circumstance, however,

appears tohaveescaped thenoticeof all the critics,

namely, that Jacques is a common surname at

Stratford -on-Avon and in the surrounding dis

trict. We may also find the forest of Arden in

the neighbourhood ; and although Shakspeare

certainly introduces a foreign duke and an

African lion into its sylvan glades, I believe

that he took the name of the forest from his own

country, and that the " melancholy Jacques "

had been, in all probability, foreshadowed by

some melancholy Stratford companion in arms
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when they "killed the deer'' in Squire Lucy's

park. J. Standish Haly.

August 26. 1880.

I have remarked in the last number of the

A* ... >•>•« the citations referring to the syllabic

force of the e mute in the works of French poets.

Allow me to add one, which many years ago,

when I was a young French scholar residing

in France, I learned from a French lady, in

correction of my error on the power of the e

mute. It is the first line of the following

couplet in the 'Athalie' of Racine, recounting

the speech of Jezebel in Athalie 's dream :—

Tremble, m'-a-t^elle dit, fille digne de moi,
Le cruel Dieu de* Juifs I'emporte autsi «ur toi.

In the first line are four instances of e mute,

each of which must have the force of a syllable

to complete the rhythm. The line in question,

as read by an educated Frenchman, is one of

remarkable strength and harmony.

The same power of the e mute prevails in the

ordinary careful speech of well-educated per

sons. I was travelling in a diligence with a

French lady and her young daughter, and on

stopping at a post-house the little girl asked her

mother to read the inscription. Her answer,

rodely expressed in English sounds, was " Posttih

roy&luh, ma cheruh." A. B. G.

*#* We cannot insert any more letters on this

subject.

MB. w. H. WILLS.

It is not always the least notorious men who

do the least valuable work ; and the man whose

death we record to-day, William Henry Wills, was

a striking instance of large literary usefulness

carried on without much publicity and of ex

tensive influence exerted silently. Cast at an

early age on hiB own resources, he began life

by the usual methods of literary apprenticeship ;

but he soon made himself known as suited for

any task that required keen perceptions and

untiring industry, for never shirking a difficulty

nor sparing his own trouble. The lines of his

solid success, both literary and social, may be

said to have been laid when he became the

editor of Chambers's Journal. He did his work

there so well as to attract the attention of influ

ential men in London ; and with his wife, the

sister of William and Robert Chambers, gathered

round him a social circle which people yet re

member as most charming and characteristic

of the time. He retained through life that rare

combination of qualities which enabled him to

be a strict editor, thoroughly loyal to the best

interests of his paper, yet at the same time a

kind and helpful friend to his literary confreres—

a keen man of business, but also a generous

almoner and a genial host. He was in the

heart of many of the most important literary

undertakings, being one of the creators of

Punch, on the original staff of the Daily Neim,

as well as for many years the acting editor of

Household Words and All the Year Round. In

all the relations, indeed, bound up with this

last office he was invaluable ; and no man had

ever a more devoted, discreet, or trustworthy

friend than had Charles Dickens in him. He

worked for Dickens far beyond the limits of his

business obligation ; and where others paraded

their usefulness to, and brought themselves into

notoriety by their association with, so great a

celebrity, Henry Wills was content to be the

faithful friend and to give substantial aid. In

the same way for years he was the Baroness

Burdett Coutts's wise counsellor and the efficient

director of most of her important schemes and

undertakings. Many public questions, too, were

first started by him. To take only one in

stance, it was his letters to the Daily News

which first attracted attention to the extortionate

doings of the gas companies, and ultimately

reduced the price of gas ; and his pen was ever

ready for good work done anonymously and with

out reward, for the sake of justice. He threw

himself heart and soul into whatever he had to do,

and gave himself to the last for the good of others.

The only regret which disturbed a death-bed

of singular gentleness and sweetness, marked

by the dignity of patience and resignation,

was that of not having done all that he had

planned to do, and of leaving still unfinished—■

and too unfinished to make it possible for any

one else to take up—a certain work on which he

had set his heart, and by which he had hoped to

do good. His unfinished book was almost his

last conscious thought. His nature, ardent,

vivacious, eager, was full of that happy kind

of cheerfulness which comes from strong affec

tions, the desire to be of use to others, and the

absolute need of seeing people happy about him,

and of being loved as he himself loved. No

man has left behind him fewer enemies and

more friends, and no man was ever more faith

ful to his old friends, more grateful for kind

ness, more constant in remembrance. He

carried out in action the ruling principles

of his life, work and Christian kindness—faith

in God's overruling providence, hope in the

future, charity with all men. Nothing roused

him to wrath so much as the gloomy pessimism

at present so foolishly fashionable, as mental

sloth, as petulant carping at his neighbours,

as harsh judgment and condemnation. On his

own side he cherished no resentments, and for

gave as freely as he hoped to be forgiven. The

influence which he exerted as magistrate, chair

man of the board of guardians, &c , at Welwyn,

where he had lived for the last dozen years, and

where he died, was always on the side of a just

mercy ; but he was eminently manly and prac

tical in mind, and neither weak nor sentimental.

In him the poor have lost one who was ever

ready to help them to help themselves, and his

own friends a sympathizing comrade and a

sincere and affectionate companion. He was

born January 13th, 1810, and he died on

September 1st. His father was at one time

a wealthy shipowner and prize-agent at Ply

mouth ; but, from causes which need not be

entered into, the main care of the family was

thrown on young Harry Wills when still little

more than a mere lad. How he acquitted him

self of this and other like obligations, the love

and respect of the parents, the brother and

sister who have gone before, of the wife, the

numerous friends, and the many pensioners who

remain behind, are the best testimony, and his

most enduring as well as his most honourable

epitaph.

Uirrart) ("Gossip.

Mr. C. A. Fyffe, Fellow of University

College, Oxford, is writing a history of

modern Europe, which is to fill three volumes.

The author begins with the coalition against

France in 1792, and in his first volume,

which, will be published immediately by

Mossrs. Cassell, Petter & Galpin, he gets

down to the return of the Bourbons in 1814.

The same publishers promise shortly Sir

C. Gavan Duffy's book on ' Young Ireland,'

which we have previously mentioned. They

will also issue during the present season

the third and concluding volume of Sir

Sibbald Scott's work on 'The British Army '

(the first two volumes appeared some years

ago), and the second volume of ' The Ency

clopaedic Dictionary,' compiled by Mr. B.

Hunter.

Mr. Longfellow's new volume of poems,

' Ultima Thule,' will be published by Messrs.

Routledge & Sons on the 11th inst.

The edition de luxe of George Eliot's

' Bomola,' to which we directed attention

a fortnight ago, is now formally announced.

It will be comprised in two volumes, im

perial octavo, to be printed on the finest

paper, made expressly by Messrs. Dickenson

& Co. The illustrations will be from draw

ings by Sir F. Leighton. The number

printed will be limited to one thousand

copies. October 15th is named as the day

of publication.

The new Report of the Historical Manu

scripts Commission, which will contain a

great deal of valuable matter, will not be

ready till the boginning of next year. The

Hatfield papers will be included in it, and

both from Scotland and Ireland there are'

contributions of much interest.

The noted discourses by Pere Didon on

' Science without God ' have been translated

into English by Miss Bosa Corder, and will

shortly be published. The introduction,

which is upon "Faith and Experimental

Science," fills eighty-five pages, and the

remaining divisions of the subject are

as follows : "Positivism," "Materialism,"

" Atheistic Pantheism," " Scepticism,"

"Practical Atheism," "The Existence of

God," and "Eational Knowledge of God."

The translator observes in her preface that

" the peculiar grace of the great orator's

style must necessarily be somewhat lost in

the translation from a Latin into a Teutonic

tongue ; but his scientific knowledge and

fearless logic retain their force in any lan

guage."

Among the latest additions to the

Manuscript Boom of the British Museum

are a series of the Swiney Lectures by

Drs. W. B. Carpenter (1848, 1873, 1874),

Grant (1853), Melville (1858-1862), Percy

(1863-1867), Cobbold (1868-1872), and

Nicholson (1878-1880) ; a narrative entitled

' La Verite sans Peur,' giving some account

of the escape of the Dauphin, Louis XVII.,

from the Temple in 1793, by Auguste de

Bourbon (Meves), bequeathed to the Mu

seum by Mr. Augustus Meves ; and thirty-

six volumes of correspondence, registers,

journals, and other papers of Admiral Sir

John Jervis, subsequently Earl of St. Vin

cent, from 1757 to 1823.

Messrs. Routledge & Sons' Christmas

annual, ' The Green Room,' containing

stories by those who frequent it, will be

published early in October. Amongst the

contributors are Madame Modjeska, Miss

Genevieve Ward, Miss Marie Litton, Messrs.

F. C. Burnand, Dion Boucicault, H. J. Byron,

the Hon. Lewis Wingfield, J. L. Toole, and

John Hollingshoad. Mr. Clement Scott is

the editor.

The common pronunciation of the name

of that immortal gossip, Samuel Pepys, has

hitherto been " Peps," or, according to

Punch, " Pips." Mr. H. B. Wheatley, how

ever, in his forthcoming volume, ' Samuel

Pepys and the World he Lived in,' intends

to give abundant evidence that those are

right who have maintained that the diarist

was called by contemporaries " Mr. Peeps."

Mr. Stuart-Glennie left London at the

end of last week to act as special correspon

dent to one of our newspapers for Epirus

and Thessaly.

Messrs. Cassell promise a number of

books for young people during the coming

season, such as ' The Wonderland of Work,'

by C. L. Mateaux, and ' What Girls can Do,'

by Phillis Browno, a manual pointing out

the various ways in which girls can make

themselves useful. They have also •
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new volumes in their many libraries—" The

Girl's Library," "The Quiver Series," "The

Cosy Corner Series," " The Fan Series," and

" The Swallow Series." Lastly, they an

nounce ' The ABC Poultry Book.'

TnE first number of a now satirical weekly

journal, to be called Pan, will be published

on September 25th. Mr. G. A. Sala'will

be one of the chief contributors. The price

will be sixpence.

Peof. Breymann, of Munich, late of

Owens College, Manchester, is preparing

a critical edition of Marlowe's ' Edward II.,'

based upon the earliest editions.

Mr. Alfred Butterwohtii, a Lancashire

manufacturer, has proposed at his personal

cost to establish a free library at Oldham,

conditionally on its being closed on Sundays.

The Town Council, on having the offer sub

mitted to them, declined it, on account of

the condition imposed, resolving, however,

to form a free library which is to bo opened

on Sundays.

Messrs. Eoutledge & Sons will publish

immediately a ' Birthday Book for Children,'

with 382 illustrations, drawn by Miss Kate

Greenaway, with appropriate verses by Mrs.

Sale Barker.

A volume will shortly be issued in Hull

entitled 'Miscellanea,' edited by Mr. W.

Andrews. It will mainly consist of poetry

and proso from the Hull Miscellany. An

account of the Saturday Evening Entertain

ments for the People, which originated in

Hull, will bo included.

Mr. J. P. Briscoe, of the Nottingham

Free Library, will soon have ready for

the press a work of some local interest,

entitled 'Old Nottinghamshire.' It will

consist chiefly of papers contributed to tho

Nottingham Guardian, under the title of

" Local Notes and Queries," edited by Mr.

Briscoe. Several well-known local authors

have promised contributions.

Messrs. Hurst & Blackett have in the

press a new novel, entitled ' Eoy and Viola,'

by Mrs. Forrester, author of ' Viva,' ' Mig-

non,' &c, in three volumes.

A new effort is to bo made to produce

a revised edition of Hunter's ' History and

Topography of the Deanery of Doncaster.'

The late Mr. Hunter left an annotated copy

of his work, which is in the possession of

Canon Jackson, and this will be made use

of by the editor, Dr. Gatty, who will incor

porate tho emendations and additions with

the original text. New matter, contributed

by those who have had access to authorities

■which were not open to Mr. Hunter, will bo

kept distinct from his writing. The pedi

grees will be amended, whilst some others

■will be added. Canon Eaine, Canon Ornsby,

Mr. C. G. S. Foljambo, Col. J. L. Chester,

Mr. J. J. Cartwright, of the Eecord Office,

and others have promised help.

Prof. De Gubernatis has all but finished

his excellent ' Dizionario Biografico dogli

Scrittori Contemporanei.' The last instal

ment will appear early in October.

It is worth while to note that the Times

correspondent in St. Petersburg, writing

about a recent interview between the Chineso

ambassador and the Eussian emperor, states

that English served as the medium of com

munication between his Majesty and tho

Marquis Tseng.

The Institut de France has awarded the

Prix Volney for 1880 to Dr. A. de Cihac

for his ' Dictionnaire d'Etymologie Daco-

Eomane.'

Dr. Hillebraxd, of Breslau, is engaged

upon an edition of the ' Sankhayana Sutra,'

from MSS. in the East India and the Bod

leian Libraries. Ho is also collecting notes

on the ritual of the Soma sacrifice for a

monograph on that subject.

The fourth centenary of the Eussian vic

tory over the Tartars is to be celebrated at

St. Petersburg. The Secretary of the

Archseological Commission in that city is

preparing for the occasion a history of the

so-called Golden Horde from Arabic and

Persian documents, collected from all acces

sible libraries in Europe.

Dr. Philip Jacob Beutjn, for forty years

Professor of History at the Imperial Univer

sity, Odessa, died lately at Slavouta, in

Volhynia, whither he had gone for tho

benefit of his health. He was born in Fin

land in 1804, received his early education at

St. Petersburg, studied at Dorpat, Berlin,

Geneva, and Paris, where he attended the

lectures by Say and Dupin, and at eight-

and-twenty was nominated adjunct to the

Eichelieu Lyceum, afterwards the Imperial

University, Odessa. Prof. Bruun's works,

in Eussian, German, and French, include

' Historical and Geographical Eesearches on

South Eussia, 1852-1880* (in Eussian);

a treatise on the identity of Prester John,

lately controverted by Prof. Zarncke of

Stuttgart ; notes on the ancient topography

of New Eussia, Bessarabia, the Crimea,

&c. ; commentaries on tho writings of various

travellers in the fifteenth, sixteenth, and

seventeenth centuries; notes to Capt. Telfer's

edition of ' The Bondage and Travels of

Johann Schiltberger, 1396-1427,' printed

(1879) for the Hakluyt Society ; and many

others. Prof. Bruun was popular at all

times with the university students, at whose

instance he was re-elected to fill the chair

of History from 1832 to 1871.

TnE last number of tho Zeitschrift des

Deutschen Palaestina-Vereins, just issued,

mentions the discovery of a new inscription

in Phoenician characters at Jerusalem. Prof.

Socin says that the fac-simile sent to him is

not very readable, but that he distinctly

recognizes on it the letters yod, mem, samech,

and ain in the form of highest antiquity.

The discoverer of the inscription writes that

the characters on the stono are small, and

bear much resemblance to those of the

Mosha stone.

The Educational Congress held at Brussels

last week, under the auspices of the Ligue

d'Enseignement, seems to have boon suc

cessful. It was arranged that no resolutions

should be passed, and that the proceedings

should be confined to discussions. The

system of Froebel was severely criticized by

Mdlle. Gatti de Gamond, a lady who directs

a normal school at Brussels, and found

warm defenders. There was much debate

on the subject of Realschulen and gymnasiums,

and a strong feeling was shown against the

compulsory teaching of Greek and Latin.

We learn from L'lmprimeur that M.

Noblet, the Eresident of the Chamber of

Printers, has been made a Chevalier of the

Legion of Honour, and so has M. Prudon,

a manufacturer of printing inks. Two well-

known Paris publishers, M. Lemerre and

M. Quantin, have been appointed Offieiers

do l'lnstruction Publique, while the palmcs

acadimiques have been given to M. A. Trom-

bert, an employe in Chaix's great establish

ment, for his care of the health and training

of the children employed there.

A volume by Mr. C. B. Berry, descrip

tive of a winter visit made by two business

men to the United States and Canada, and

entitled ' The Other Side : how it Struck

Us,' will be published during the autumn

by Messrs. Griffith & Farran. They also

promise 'Heroes of History and Legend,' a

translation by Mr. J. L. Shadwell from the

German of A. W. Griibe. The trans

lation has boon undertaken at the request

of Dr. T. E. Armitage, Chairman of the

British and Foreign Blind Association,

in order to provide, in a popular form, a

brief outline of European history to be

embossed for the use of the blind. They

further announce several books for children,

among them one by Miss E. C. Phillips, the

daughter of the late Samuel Phillips of the

Times.

SCIENCE

The Condition of Nations, Social ami Political.

By G. Fr. Kolb. Translated, Edited, and

Collated to 1880 by Mrs. Brewer, with Original

Notes by Edwin W. Streeter. (Bell & Sons.)

Dr. Kolb's ' Handbuch der vergleichenden

Statistik ' deservedly holds a high place amongst

tvorks of its class. Although not free from

errors and coloured in some measure by the

political views of its author, it is a veritable

treasury of statistical knowledge, and its his

torical retrospects and explanatory notes endow

it with a permanent value which is altogether

wanting in ephemeral tables embodying the

results of a single year's observations. Mr.

Streeter, under these circumstances, is entitled

to some credit for having placed this vast mass

of information within the reach of English

readers. Unfortunately, the translation and

editing leave much to be desired. Mrs. Brewer

claims to have brought down the work " to the

actual present from authentic sources," but a

glance at the tables referring to the United

Kingdom shows that this statement cannot be

implicitly trusted. The agricultural and educa

tional statistics, for instance, are four years in

arrear. The translation is done very indifferently.

We might forgive Mrs. Brewer's rendering of

Unterofficier as " inferior officer," or Kamin-

steuer (hearth-tax) as fire insurance, but in many

instances she altogethermisrepresents her author.

On p. 47 Dr. Kolb is made to state that the

United Kingdom retained the same boundaries

" for centuries," and that for this reason it

" was necessary that England should largely

extend her colonial possessions. " What Dr. Kolb

really does say is that, although the United

Kingdom has the same boundaries now as at the

beginning of the first French revolution, the

colonial possessions have largely increased since

then. Lower down Dr. Kolb is made respon

sible for stating that, "in consequence of the

irregularity of the succession to the throne in

England and Hanover, in 1837 the personal

union with the last ceased." Dr. Kolb makes

use of the expression "abweichende Thronfolge-

ordnung." On p. 49 we read, with reference to

the small revenue derived from Crown lands,

that this "is a sign that now, as in the early

time of absolutism, the property of the State is

mismanaged or wasted.' Dr. Kolb, however,

far from accusing the present Commissioners of

Woods, Forests, and Crown Lands, literally says
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that " this is a sign that in a former age of

absolutism the property of the State was

squandered." After these few specimens, culled

from the beginning of the book, we are unable

to subscribe to Dr. Kolb's opinion that his work

has been " rendered with much intelligence and

remarkable fidelity."

BRITISH ASSOCIATION, SWANSEA.

Mr. F. W. Rvdler, now the Registrar of the

Royal School of Mines, and formerly one of the

professors of the University College of Wales

at Aberystwith, most appropriately took as the

subject of his opening address to the sub-section

of Anthropology ' The Ethnical Relations of the

Typical Man of South Wales.' In this his con

clusions were : (1) that as far as we can gather

Boadicea was tall and fair, belonging to the

xanthous type ; (2) it is doubtful how far the

Belgic settlers in Britain resembled the neigh

bouring British tribes ; (3) according to Dr.

Beddoe's accurate observations, the Welsh as

a whole are of short stature and good weight,

with a tendency to darkness of eyes, hair, and

skin, most marked in the interior of Wales,

where the proportion of dark-eyed folk is higher

than in any other district of Britain ; (4) the

origin of this dark-eyed element is connected

with the passage in Tacitus describing the

Silures, and referring to the Iberi as having

probably crossed over from Spain. No doubt

at the dawn of historic times South Britain

contained representatives of Prof. Huxley's

Melanochroi and Xanthochroi. The question

as to language was more difficult. The

xanthous people spoke some Celtic tongue.

Even if the Silures were more or less closely

related to the ancestors of the Basque race, the

latter were so mixed a race in the present day

that neither features nor language could assist

us. A few pre-Celtic, non-Aryan words have

been detected in place-names, as Menapia, Mona,

and Mynwy ; but, after all, the most useful

evidence still remaining was that of skulls.

From the conclusions of many ethnologists it

appeared that the early types of sepulchral

barrows, the chambered and long types, always

contained dolichocephalic skulls, belonging to

a people of short stature, and apparently un

acquainted with the use of metals. These were

older than the round, conoidal, or bell-shaped

barrows, containing bronze or iron implements,

and mostly brachycephalic skulls. The occa

sional presence of long skulls in round barrows

was not difficult to explain, when it was con

sidered that the older and the newer races most

likely lived side by side. The round-headed

people appeared from the proportions of femora

to have an average height of 5 ft. 8 "4 in. , while

that of the long-headed race was but 6 ft. 5 "4 in.

In the skulls from the round barrows the super

ciliary ridges are more prominent, the nasal

bones diverge at a more abrupt angle, the cheek

bones are high, and the lower jaw projects,

giving the face an aspect of ferocity, which

contrasted unfavourably with the mild features

of the earlier stone-using people. Subsequent

mixture of these types might produce not only

persons intermediate in type, but some very

complex, as short stature with the long head of

one race and the light hair of the other; or tall,

with long head and dark hair. Yet earlier races

might have contributed to the complexity of the

modern Welshman, reaching as far as some

primitive stock older than the Neolithic ancestors

of the Silurians. The best account, however,

that could be given yet was summed up in

calling them Siluro-Cymric.

Mr. Baden Powell's paper, before the Econo

mic Science Section, 'Onthe Results of Protection

in the United States,' was most warmly received.

He showed the harassing and not fostering effect

which actually resulted from it, and indicated

four principal obstacles to the adoption of a more

liberal policy : (1) the present cheapness of land ;

(2) the influx of foreign capital into the States ;

(3) government by manhood suffrage ; and (4)

vested interests, the last appearing to him very

difficult to overcome, except with the increase of

population. The lively discussion which followed

included the expression of Sir Antonio Brady's

surprise that the astute Yankee should consent to

pay a tax of 30 to 50 per cent, upon many articles

simply to benefit 5,000 manufacturers ; Capt.

Bedford Pirn's explanation that to him protec

tion meant empire, and free trade Utopia ; and

Mr. Stephen Bourne's answer that it was the

agitators in this country for a return to pro

tection who retarded the adoption of free trade

by other countries. Mr. Hastings, in summing

up, said those who want a protective duty on

our imports to increase our prosperity were like

a man who with a falling income went to his

butcher and baker and asked them to charge

him more for meat and bread. In his address

as President of this Section, Mr. Hastings, M. P. ,

contended bravely for statistics, notwithstand

ing evil use, as being the true foundation of

legislation ; while no legislation by which the

productiveness of the land, the foundation of

national wealth, was promoted could be opposed

to political economy. Even the Compensation

for Disturbance Bill was founded on a principle

that had been law ever since the days of the

Roman emperors in every other country in

Europe.

In the Chemical Section, the President (Dr.

Gilbert) spoke on the application of chemistry

to agriculture. Referring first to the assimila

tion of carbon, ho said the whole tendency of

observations was to conform to the opinion put

forward by De Saussure about the commence

ment of tlio century, and so forcibly insisted

upon by Liebig forty years later, that the greater

part, if not the whole, of the carbon was de

rived from the carbonic acid of the atmosphere.

Judging from the more recent researches, it

would seem probable that the estimate of one

part of carbon, or carbonic acid, in 10,000 of

air was more probably too high than too low as

an estimate of the average quantity in the

atmosphere of our globe. Large as was the

annual accumulation of carbon from the atmo

sphere over a given area, it was obvious that the

quantity must vary exceedingly with the varia

tion of climatic conditions. It was, in fact,

several times as great in the case of the tropical

vegetation. And not only was the greater part

of the assimilation accomplished within a com

paratively small portion of the year, but the

action was limited to the hours of daylight,

whilst during darkness there was rather loss

than gain. In a general sense it might be said

that the success of the cultivator might be

measured by the amount of carbon lie succeeded

in accumulating in his crops. And as the

amount of carbon accumulated depended on the

supply of nitrogen in an available form within

the reach of the plants, it was obvious that the

question of the sources of the nitrogen of vege

tation was one of first importance. The result

of experiments that had been conducted was to

prove—first, that without nitrogenous manure

the gramineous crops annually yielded for many

years in succession much more nitrogen over

a given area than was accounted for by the

amount of combined nitrogen annually coming

down in the measured aqueous deposits from

the atmosphere ; second, the roots yielded more

nitrogen than the cereal crops, and the legumi

nous crops much more still ; and third, that in

all cases—whether of cereal crops, root crops,

leguminous crops, or a rotation of crops—the

decline in the annual yield of nitrogen, when

none was supplied, was very great. The next

point referred to was the condition of the nitro

gen in our various crops. They could not say

that the whole of the nitrogen in the seeds with

which they had to deal existed as albuminoids ;

but they might safely assume that the nearer

they approached to perfect ripeness the less of

non-albuminoid nitrogenous matters would they

contain ; and in the case of the cereal grains, at

: any rate, it was possible that if really perfectly

ripe they would contain very nearly the whole

of their nitrogen as albuminoids. With regard

to some leguminous and other seeds, which con

tained peculiar nitrogenous bodies, the rango

might, however, be wider. But whatever the

condition of the nitrogenous bodies in tne seeds

they grew or sowed, with germination began a

material change. Albuminoids were transformed

into peptones, or peptone-like bodies, or de

graded into various compounds. The question

arose, therefore, whether these bodies contri

buted in any way to the nutrition of the animals

which fed upon them. They had but little

experimental evidence on that point. As green

herbage was the natural food of many descrip

tions of animals, they might suppose that

characteristic constituents of it would not bo

without some value as food ; but the cultivated

root crops were much more artificial productions,

and it was in them that they found such a very

large proportion of non-albuminoid nitrogen.

Prof. Boyd Dawkins delivered a most interest

ing discourse ' On Primeval Man.' Beginning

with the Eocene age, there was, he said, no

evidence that there were any living genera in

Europe of the higher mammalia. In the Mio

cene age we had l'ving genera, but not living

species. In the Pleiocene age there were a few-

living species. It was, therefore, highly im

probable that man should have been living in

the Pleiocene age. As for the Pleistocene age,

there had been then large numbers of living

mammalia, and the condition of things was

altogether changed, the geography and the

climate also being of a very different character.

The summer heat was considerable, whilst the

winter cold was equivalently severe. There

were a large number of specimens of mammalia,

but no traces of man had been found in tho

forests of Norfolk and Suffolk. Still it did not

follow that no man was living then, and, indeed,

there was every reason to suppose that evidences

of the existenco of man might be found in those

deposits. But it had been conclusively shown

that in the subsequent age man existed, as

proved from the evidence of flint instruments

found in the valley of the Lower Thames—

implements described as of the "river-drift"

type. Man at that period was a rough hunter,

using rude and rough triangular implements.

Nevertheless, men extended all over Europe,

Asia, and Africa ; and the primeval hunter who

hunted the stag in Africa had brethren who

hunted the fallow deer in Spain and in Italy,

and others who hunted the various wild animals

in the jungles of India. There was unquestion

able evidence that the very earliest man was

really a man, and not the "missing link."

From the testimony of the caves in France, for

example, we could arrive at some conclusion as

to the habits of life of the men of the Pleistocene

ago, for here and elsewhere we had evidently

their attempts at artistic effect, and distinct

proofs of their hunting habits, hunting as they

did the reindeer, the horse, the bison, the great

elephant, and the whale. They were in the

habit of practising the art of sculpture, and he

was compelled to come to the conclusion that

not only were the cave men much more highly

developed than the river-drift men, but that

they were more highly advanced in the art of

reproducing animal form than any people down

to comparatively modern times ; and if any of

the students at the schools of design of the

present day were sent to work with the same

implements, he doubted very much indeed

whether they would have turned out such fine

groups of animals as those which illustrated the

ancient life of the cave men, whose art he com

pared with that of the Esquimaux before that

had been spoiled by visitors. He was compelled

to believe that the Esquimaux represented the

survivors of the primeval people he was speak

ing of.

Dr. Giinther, in Ids opening address to his sec

tion, spoke on the subject of Museums, and made
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many important suggestions of reform in their

management. Referring to the strictly educa

tional museums which are found established in

connexion with universities, colleges, medical

and science schools, he said that, besides the

exhibited permanent series, a stock of well-

preserved specimens should be kept for the

express purpose of allowing the student to prac

tise disstction and the method of independent

examination, and in the latter he was inclined to

include the method of determining to what order,

family, genus, or species any given object should

be referred. There should also be formed a

series of all the animals and plants which are

of economic value or otherwise of importance to

man. The principal aim of the provincial

museum ought, in his opinion, to be popular

instruction, and it should, therefore, contain

an arranged series of well-preserved specimens,

representing as many of the remarkable types of

living formB as are obtainable ; a series of useful

as well as noxious plants and animals ; of eco

nomic products obtained from the animal and

vegetable kingdoms ; and last, but not least,

a complete and accurately-named series of the

Flora and Fauna of the neighbourhood. With

regard to the British or National Museum, he

said he believed that some of the members

of the British Association would feel rather

disappointed that the zoological and botanical

collections on the one hand, and the palseon-

tological on the other, continue to be kept

distinct. Who would—who could doubt that

the two branches of biological science would be

immensely benefited by being studied in their

natural mutual relations, and that palaeontology

more especially would have made surer progress

if its study had been conducted with more direct

application to the series of living forms f But to

study the series of extinct andliving formsin their

natural connexion was one thing, and to incor

porate in a museum the collection of fossil with

that of recent forms was another. The latter

proposal, so excellent in theory, would offer in

its practical execution so many and insuperable

difficulties, that they might well hesitate before

they recommended the experiment to be tried

in so large a collection as the British Museum.

A plan which had been already initiated in the

old building would probably be further developed

in the new, viz., to distribute in the palteonto-

logical series such examples of important living

types as would aid the visitor in comprehending

the nature and affinities of the creatures of which

he saw only the fragmentary remains.

In the Mathematical and Physical Science

Section, the President (Prof. W. G. Adams, of

King's College, London) gave an interesting

address on facts in the borderland between

chemistry and physics.

In the Chemistry Section, Mr. J. M. Cameron

followed up Dr. Gilbert's lead in a useful paper

' On the Position of Agricultural Education in

this Country as compared with that of the

Continent of Europe.' He complained that

the farmers' societies did very little in England

to diifuse a knowledge of chemistry, so that our

farmers did not know the difference between

soluble and insoluble phosphate, or between

nitrate of soda and ammonia. The landed pro

prietors came in for a share of censure for the

way in which they neglected scientific agricul

ture, while in Germany there were 1,300 insti

tutions where a knowledge of these subjects was

being diffused, and the State was paying large

sums for their maintenance. Mr. Cameron

wished that in every elementary school there

should be taught to children in the last year of

compulsory attendance the first principles of

agriculture ; that teachers should be required

to hold a certificate of competence in agricul-

tui e ; and that lectures on agricultural science

and experimental stations should be greatly

multiplied.

Mr. H. C. Sorby's address to the Geological

Section dealt with the comparative structure of

artificial slags and erupted or volcanio rocks.

This was a highly scientific means of following

up the President's address to the Association,

showing that the old was in every way to be

interpreted by the new. Mr. Sorby showed

that the greater part of the differences between

the artificial modern and the true igneous rocks

was attributable to the presence in the latter of

water at the time of their fusion. Mr. De

Ranee, in the report on the circulation of under

ground waters in the Permian, New Red Sand

stone, and Jurassic formations of England, and

on the quality and character of the water they

supplied, estimated that each square mile of

Buch country, on the average, could yield

400,000 gallons per day, of high purity. He

criticized unfavourably the new boring at Bootle

for the Liverpool water supply.

Mr. Francis Galton's lecture on 'Mental

Imagery ' dealt in an entertaining manner with

the subject to which he has recently devoted so

much attention. At the close of his lecture he

remarked that the memories we should chiefly

aim at acquiring were those based upon a thorough

comprehension of the objects obscured by what

was seen. He had noticed that the faculty of

" visualizing" was very well developed amongst

mechanicians and architects. The French na

tion, as a rule, had shown, by their powers of

pre-arranging fetes and ceremonies, that they

could foresee the spectacular results unusually

clearly. Again, the Australian bushmen and

Esquimaux, with their powers of drawing, ap

peared to have most high visualizing faculties.

In the Geographical Section, General Sir J. H.

Lefroy gave a long address ' On the Geography

of North and Central America,' where he had

personally travelled, and further spoke of the

great and sound increase in our geographical

knowledge by reason of the recent operations of

war. He said that he believed M. de Lesseps

would add to the world the benefits of a Panama

canal. Lieut. Temple, in summarizing the re

sults of the Nordenskiold expeditions, mentioned

that the sailing directions for the coast of Nor

way, to which he alluded at last year's meeting

of the British Association, had now been pub

lished by the Admiralty, while some of the

Norwegian charts were in course of preparation.

It was a matter of regret that the work in question 1

was not submitted to its compiler for final re

vision, as, in spite of the evident care and skill

with which it had been prepared for the press,

it was somewhat marred by errors which no

stranger to the coast and language could possibly

have avoided. Nevertheless, the publication

would enable British seamen to take their share

in a work by which the Northmen had already

covered themselves with glory.

A very interesting paper, prepared by Lieut. -

Col. Tanner, was read, entitled 'Notes on the

Dara Nur, Northern Afghanistan, and its In

habitants.' The writer described the inhabit

ants of the Dara Nur Valley as differing little

in appearance from the Afghans. Their features

were softer, and they were more trustworthy

and lesB given to fanatical outbreaks than the

Pathans. The people Btill retained the custom

of sitting on stools, and, as a rule, were not at

home when squatting on the ground. Among

the Kohistanis and the Kafirs stools were in

general use. The Churganis were a highly in

teresting people, living in the highest habitable

part of the Kund range. East and west they

were hedged in by the powerful race of Satis,

their hereditary enemies, and peace was seldom

known between them. At the time of harvest

they preserved an armed peace, but at all other

times there was war. The Sans were the more

numerous, and had richer and broader arable

tracts than the Churganis, who had cultivated

every available square yard of hillside that could

bear a terrace. The result was that the Safis were

gradually overpowering their neighbours. The

appearance of a Churgani was quite different

from that of an Afghan or a Dari Nuri. He

was shorter in stature, and had more pleasing

The headdress of the poorer people

was a skull cap, or kind of brown wideawake,

with a very narrow brim, round which the more

prosperous ones bound a dark indigo-dyed pug

garee. The coat was short, of quilted indigo,

coloured cotton, or of brown blanket-like

material. Altogether the costume was most

picturesque. The Churganis were the only

Mohammedans he knew who allowed to women

perfect freedom. Young and old, married and

single, went about as they did in Europe, and

without any of the false modesty of the ordinary

Indian and Afghan females. The women and

children seemed always to be busy in the field,

whilst they left the household duties to the

master of the house. The little known people

whom the Afghans called Kafirs were now con

fined to a small tract of country. Although the

tribes were numerous and many different lan

guages were spoken, they were being continually

encroached upon by the surrounding Afghans,

partly to secure the women as slaves, and partly

by fanatical Mohammedans on religious grounds.

Mr. H. Seebohm'a lecture on the North-East

Passage, intended specially for working men,

failed to attract many, notwithstanding the ad

venturous character of the lecturer's own expe

riences. He described his own journeys with

Capt. Wiggins since 1875 ; his overland and

river travels over 15,000 miles to and from

lat. 71° 30' in the Yenesei. He thought that

new railways would prove more valuable than the

sea route in opening up the products of the rich

wheat-growing country of Central Asia and South.

Siberia, where wheat was about one-twentieth its

price in Britain, meat 14<f. per pound, grouse

7d. per brace, and geese (id. each. Coal was

abundant, and there were at least ten gold-mines

on the Yenesei, yielding every year from five to

Beven tons of gold. He agreed with Lieut.

Temple in describing the Nordenskiold voyage

as the most brilliant and completely successful

Arctic voyage ever made.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

Thb following are the places of Schaberle's

comet from the ephemeris of M. Bigourdan for

Paris midnight, continued from the date for

which they were given in last week's Athenaeum:

Date. R.A. N.P.D.
k. m. s.

Bept. 6 6 5S 40 87' 48'

>, 7 6 5(1 15 68* 10'
„ 8 6 65 48 68* 31'

„ 9 6 55 19 68* 62'
„ 10 6 54 49 89" 13'

„ 11 6 54 IS 69" 35'

.. 12 6 53 42 69* 5*
„ 18 6 53 6 70" 20"

1* 6 58 28 70' 42"

After the 14th the moonlight in the hours after

midnight will interfere with any chance of seeing

the comet until the end of the month.

A new comet was discovered in America by

Mr. Swift on August 11th, the telegraphic

announcement of which from Washington seems

to have been unaccountably delayed. The R.A.

of the comet was then 11> 28m ; the declina

tion, as given in the telegram, is somewhat

ambiguous, whether 68° north or 60° 8'. The

comet is stated to have been faint ; its motion

during the time it was seen could not be assigned.

An exceedingly careful and interesting

rfsnme of the progress of astronomy in J 879

has been published in the Scientific Proceedings

of the Royal Dublin Society, by Mr. Dreyer,

of the Observatory of Trinity College, Dublin.

The author remarks that it is similar to that for

1878 written by Prof. Holden, of the United

States Naval Observatory, for the Annual

Record of Science and Indmtry, the publication

of which has been discontinued.

A new edition of that invaluable book for the

astronomical amateur, the Rev. T. W. Webb's

'Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes,' is

in the press, and will probably be out early next

month.

The results of the spectroscopic and photo

graphic observations made at the Royal Obser

vatory, Greenwich, in the years 1878 and 1879
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have just been published, in advance of the

respective annual volumes for those years, of

which they will ultimately form parts. The

former of these will probably soon be out

From the photographs it appears that the

minimum of solar spots and facuke took place

about January, 1879 ; there was a complete

absence of spots from November 11th, 1878, to

April 8th, 1879, and of faculae from December

13th, 1878, to February 8th, 1879, and again

from February 19th to April 4th, 1879. A

rapid increase in their number is shown during

the last quarter of 1879, accompanied (in accord

ance with what has previously been remarked)

by an increase in the mean distance from the

sun's equator.

Quekktt Microscopical.—Avgutt 27.— Mr.T. C.

White, President, in the chair.—One new Member

was elected, and numerous additions to the library

were announced.—A paper by Mr. G. C. Carrup, ' On

some Immature Forms of Diatoms,' was read by the

Secretary.—Two papers 'On Wax Mounting' were

read, one by Mr. Roper and the other by Mr. More-

land, each of which detailed the particular method

adopted by the writer and the advantages claimed

for the same. - A discussion followed, in the course

of which it was stated that a method of mounting

in wax cells had some time ago been recommended

by Prof. 11. Smith, but was subsequently abandoned

by him on account of the inconvenience arising

from "sweating." This defect was. however, said

to be entirely obviated by the procedure recom

mended by several speakers upon the subject—'A

paper ' On the Use of Pure Gum Arabic ' was read

by Mr. Waddington, who explained the preparation

and advantages of the material for microscopical

Sicwut 6ossij.

Messrs. Casskll, Petter & Galptn promise

a volume on ' European Ferns, their Form,

Habit, and Culture,' by Mr. J. Britten, F.L.S.,

with thirty fac-siniile coloured plates, painted

from nature by Mr. D. Blair, F.L.S.

The same firm announce for the coming

season new instalments of their popular serials.

The fourth volume of the ' New Natural His

tory,' edited by Prof. Martin Duncan, which

contains " Birds," by Mr. R. BowUer Sharpe,

F. L. S. , " Reptiles " and "Amphibians," by Prof.

Martin Duncan ; the yearly volume of ' Science

for All ' for 1880, edited by Dr. Robert Brown ;

Vols. IV. and V. of 'The Countries of the

World,' by Dr. R Brown ; ' Great Industries of

Great Britain,' complete in three volumes ;

VoL II. of 'Our Own Country'; and 'Insect

"Variety : its Propagation and Distribution,' by

Mr. A. H. Swinton, member of the Entomo

logical Society.

Denis Papin, who was born in 1647, who

invented the first steam vessel, and whose

name is associated with Papin's Digester, has

been honoured by a statue in his native town,

Blois, which was unveiled on Sunday, the 29th

of AugUBt.

The American Journal of Science for August

contains many papers of interest. There are

three on light and optical phenomena ; Dr.

J. Croll advances a curious hypothesis ' On the

Relation of Aqueous Vapour to Perpetual

Snow ' ; Messrs. G. J. Brush and Edward S.

Dana have a memoir 'On Crystallized Danburite

from Russell, St. Lawrence County, New York,'

in which they show the close relation of this

mineral to topaz, its composition being silica

48 23, boron tritoxide 26 93, and lime 23 24;

and Mr. John Trowbridge has an interesting

communication ' On the Earth as a Conductor of

Electricity,' in which he states some curious

telephonic phenomena.

Prop O. C. Marsh has just published a

monograph on ' Odontornithes, the Extinct

Toothed Birds of America. '

An electric railway has been established in

the Brussels Exhibition, and it is said to be

working with great regularity, carrying six

passengers at about six to seven miles an hour

to a distance of nearly four thousand yards.

Prof. William Dennis Marks gives in the

Journal of the Franklin Institute for August a

paper on 'The Limitations of the Steam-Engine,'

in which he endeavours to show that every effort

should be made to obtain concentration of power,

economy of steam, regularity of speed, simplicity

of design, and durability of construction. This

is followed by remarks by Mr. S. W. Robinson,

of the Department of Mechanical Engineering,

Ohio State University, ' On the Economical

Cut-off in Steam-Engines,' especially directed

to some points in Prof. Marks's article. f

M. H. Comes brought before the Asmdemie

des Sciences, on the 9th of August, a paper on

the ' Influence de la Lumieresur la Transpiration

des Plantes. ' He arrives at the following

general conclusions :—A plant transpires more

under the action of light than in obscurity. The

transpiration of plants reaches its maximum

about noon. As the colour of a plant becomes

more intense the more active is the transpiration.

At the conclusion of the meeting of the

French Association for the Advancement of

Science, at Kheims, it was resolved that the

session for 1881 should be held at Algiers in the

first week after Easter, with Prof. Chauveau for

President. M. Janssen was elected President

for 1882, when the meeting will be held at

Rochelle.

The Bulletin of the Philosophical Society of

Washington has been sent to us. The three

volumes which are now on our table give us the

proceedings of this Society from its first meeting,

in November, 1871, to its 185th meeting, on

June 19th, 1880. For the first time since this

Society has been established a public distribution

of its Bulletin is now made, ' ' principally to a few

prominent scientific periodicals, hoping that any

thing of interest may be promptly noticed by

them." This, of course, muat apply to the

i future. All that is of real value in these three

I volumes, with the exception of the Bulletim for

! May and June of this year, will have already

received the desired notices, or they are too old

to be referred to now. The papers read before

the Society in the two months named are very

varied in character. For example, Mr. G. K.

Gilbert has a communication ' On the Drainage

System of the Black Hills of Dakota' ; the Rev.

i J. Owen one ' On the Gentile System of the

Omahas ' ; and Mr. Edgar Frisby one ' On

Magic Squares.' It must be obvious to every

one that no satisfactory notice of the prominent

points in these papers can be given—indeed, we

observe that a majority of the papers are given

only in abstract, the Society adopting the rule of

" publishing papers in full through other chan

nels, such, for instance, as the Smithsonian

Institution, the reports of Government bureaus,

and scientific journals." Therefore, this Bulletin

occupies a peculiar position of usefulness, con

taining references, as it does, to where the

articles in full are to appear. It performs good

service in assisting to make known the valuable

contributions to science which are diffused

through voluminous executive and congres

sional documents not readily accessible to

the scientific world. The members of the

Society are enabled, without delay, to publish

a synopsis of their investigations, and minor facts

and inferences which are not themselves of suf

ficient importance for philosophical transactions

or high class scientific journals.

FINE ARTS

DORE'S GREAT WORKS. 'CHRIST LEAVING the PR.CTORIUM,'
' CHRIST ENTEHINO JERUSALEM. ' and 'The BRAZEN SERPENT'
(the latter last con) f 22 feet, with ' Dream of Pilate'sompletedi.
Wife.' 'Soldlere of the Crow." 'Nlnht of the Crucifixion.' ' Houm* of
CaJapfcae.' *c., at the DORK OALLEU 1 , 35. New bond Street. J>allr,
Tea toSll.—U.

Die Ausgrabungen zu Olympia IV Uebersicht

der Arbeiten und Funds torn Winter und

Friihjahr, 1878-1879. XXXIX Tafeln,

herausgegeben von E. Curtius, F. Adler,

und G. Treu. (Berlin, Ernst Wasmuth.)

Tins sumptuous volume recounts the dis

coveries of the fourth year of the German

explorations. In the one-and-tifty pages

of letter-press Prof. Curtius gives a general

summary ; Dr. Treu explains the plates,

and in two dissertations discusses the com

position of the western pediment and the

metopes of the temple of Zeus ; while

Prof. Adler deals with the topographical

plan and the architectural details. Plates

i. to v. contain photographs of the ground

excavated, vi. to xiii. of the sculptures of

the temple of Zeus, xiv. to xix. other finds

of plastic art, xx. to xxix. the bronzes and

terra-cottas, xxx. and xxxi. the topographical

plan; xxxii. to xxxix. ground-plans, sections,

and details of the Metroum, of two Treasu

ries (Megara and Syracuse) of the Buleu-

terium and the Halls, those of the Echo,

the so-called Leonidfflum, of the Southern

Hall and of the South-Western Hall.

The excavators devoted special attention

to the eastern and southern sides. On the

eastern side the stadium was found, not, as

was supposed, stretching from south to north

into a cleft in the hill of Cronus, but run

ning from west to east out beyond the Altis

into the plain of the Alpheus. The rows

of scats on either side were banks of earth.

Through the secret entrance, a long tunnel

ornamented with a propylaum of four

columns, the competitors and the judges

stepped out of the Altis into this, the most

celebrated of all arenas. South of this

secret entrance the Hall of the Echo and

the Leonideeum ran from north to south,

together forming the eastern termination of

the Altis. The Hall of the Echo, so called

from the sevenfold repetition, also from its

frescos styled YIqikIXt), is nearly a hundred

metres long, and dates from the beginning

of the fourth century. It had originally

one nave with forty-four Ionic pillars and

two anta, three ornamented marble steps,

and was covered with wooden trusswork.

Subsequently a second row of pillars was

inserted, in order to support a light roof.

It was open on the inner side, i.e., that

towards the Altis, and served to receive the

public in order to behold the solemn sacri

fice. Before the steps runs a row of

pedestals. South of the building is the

Leonidfflum, which originally consisted of

a row of four square rooms, connected to

gether and surrounded on three sides by

thirty-five Doric columns and two rows of

steps, the foundation of a native of Elis,

named Leonidas. But in Roman times it

was converted into a great inn, with atrium,

impluvium, bath-rooms, and niches. Its

right corner abuts on the southern wall of

the Altis. Not far from the south-east

corner lay the great chief gate for the

entrance of the processions, the <?o-o&>s

■n-ofxTTiKr) : it no longer exists ; only the

foundations of the triple Eoman triumphal

arch, which was erected on this spot.

Further west, outside the Altis, Hes the

highly remarkable Buleuterium, the earliest

known house of assembly of deliberating

officials in Greece. In the same building

stood also once, " for the terror of evil
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reverence the Zeus of Oh-mpin. Mummius

makes rich offerings to atone for the burn

ing of Corinth, and the Roman emperors

• constitute it the centre of the Grax'O-Roman

■world. Olympia contains the archives of

the history of a thousand years ; there men,

cities, peoples, centuries, and lands the most

various deposited a quantity of monuments

in stone, bronze, and clay, all dedicated to

the international god of antiquity and the

Mediterranean, the Olympic Zeus.

JuLirs Scuubeino.

TUB PRIVATE COLLECTIONS OF ENGLAND.

No LVI _ I ir.VODM UK r.UIK, HBLMS1.EY.

The Earl of Feveiaham has liberally allowed

us to see and describi the varied collection of

works of art in hia beautiful house, which tills

the place of a sumptuous seat of that Duke of

Buckingham who died, not in

The worst inn's worst room,

but in one of the farmhouses on the Helmsley

estate, which had been added to those vast

lands he, as it was said at the time, had secured

" by hook and by crook, but especially by

crook." The house in Helmsley Park is of

the stately but comfortable kind which was in

vogue during the middle and later part of the

last century. The exterior is distinguished by

a lordly terrace, on which are placed little

classic "temples" of elegant proportions,

affording delicious views over the park and hilly

country. In a corner of the park are the re

mains of Helmsley Castle, comprising highly

picturesque and interesting rooms, doubtless of

Elizabethan origin, and even now not quite

ruinous. Another large portion of these remains

consists of towers and solid walls, fragments of

a structure of historic fame and much more

ancient date than those which are less decayed.

A short three miles from Helmsley is one of the

most beautiful monastic ruins in the world,

remnants of the abbey church at Rievaulx,

examples of the purest Gothic art, which are at

least as worthy of study as Fountains, Furness,

Tintern, or Glastonbury, and, for their pure and

lovely style, superior to any of them.

Before describing Lord Feversham's pictures,

it will be well to remind the reader that the

greater number, if not the whole, of them were

recently exhibited at York, having been removed

from Duncombe Park while the house there was

rebuilt after a disastrous tire, which might have

proved almost as great a calamity to art as the

conflagrations at flolker Hall, at Belvoir Castle,

at Clumber Park, and elsewhere, in which many

fine works were destroyed. It will be convenient

to group Lord Feversham's pictures according

to the schools of Italy, France, the Low

Countries, and England, which they represent.

In doing this it is almost needless to say that

space will not allow us to notice many paintings

which possess excellent qualities, but, on one

account or another, do not call for remark.

This house contains an exceptionally interest

ing collection of sculptures, ancient and modern,

which deserve attention. At the time of our

visit many of the pictures were better hung

than when Dr. Waagen saw them a quarter of

a century ago. Under the gracious guidance

of Lady Feversham we experienced no difficulty

in seeing every work of importance, and

found that most of the finer paintings were

unexceptionably placed. It is clear that the

German critic's account of the treasures in this

bouse was more than usually imperfect, and,

owing to the perfunctory manner in which he

performed his task, exceptionally incorrect. See

' Galleries and Cabinets of Art in Great Britain,'

1857, pp. 491-4. Mr. Duncombe, who gathered

this collection of examples, was a dilettante of

the last century, often mentioned in memoirs

and letters of that period.

By an artist who worked ably in the manner

of Tintoret we noticed a half-length figure of

an old gentleman in an ancient Italian costume,

with a lean and serious countenance, looking to

our left, and holding fruit, a melon or pome

granate, in his gloved hand. This is a most

masculine and masterly example, full of cha

racter, rich in tone, pathetic in its motive, and

altogether highly suggestive. Not far from the

last is one of the most famous of Guido's aca

demic productions, the ' Abigail supplicating

David,' which Sir Robert Strange engraved as

a speculation. "The pure line manner" was,

in the laborious Scotchman's accomplished

hands, really a mode of sculpture rather than a

process designed for the translation of elements

of pictorial art per se, such as colour, chiaroscuro,

and tone, into black and white. In Strange's

works we have drawing, composition, exakion,

admirable proportion, and perfect rcnil^H^; of

the action in his subject-pictures, but of tnKther

elements of painting proper very little indeed.

Strange knew so well what he wanted that nearly

all his best efforts were given to Guido, whose

pictures excel in sculpturesque qualities, and

his best plates are derived from Reni's ' Libe

rality and Modesty,' ' Fortune,' the painting

before us, and Raphael's ' Charity ' and ' Vigil

ance.' ' David and Abigail,' one of the painter's

cool pictures, represents life-size figures, and

is a thoroughly sound example of its class,

painted in the most completely scientific mood

of the artist, and with perfect success in all

respects, except the power to move us by the

energy of his conception or charm us with the

beauty of his women. Abigail is not lovely,

but, seated on an ass and crowned with

flowers, she bows with graceful but passionless

humility before the warrior king, who, clad in

splendid Italian armour of the seventeenth

century, regards the handmaiden with royal

approval, which is rising through admiration

to a warmer emotion. Such excellent colour

as the figure of David displays is rarely to

be met with in a Guido, and yet, even there,

where a spark of genius gleams, the science of

the painter is obvious in the bluish steel of

the armour ; the yellow sleeves and red cloak

confirm our notions that the three "primary"

tints troubled Guido chromatically, but did not

inspire him artistically. ^On this picture see

Walpole's ' Letters,' 1857, vi. p. 81. Another

Guido is ' The Daughter of Herodias,' a graceful

and pleasing picture, unusually soft in treatment

and expressive in character. It came from the

Colonna Gallery. A more important work by

the same artist was, like the above, engraved by

Sir Robert Strange in a plato which has retained

a higher place in the folios of collectors than in

the memory of the public, who formerly held

it in extremely high esteem. It is the composi

tion, an example well adapted for a bas-relief,

which is known as ' Charity,' a benevolent

woman accompanied by three babes, all admirably

disposed as to the grouping of their limbs, torsos,

and draperies. As in the former case, this is

a highly scientific painting, drawn with exact

care, honourably modelled, gracefully disposed,

but frigid. The carnations are a little chilly,

a defect which may be due to the glazing.

Still another Guido appears to provo how

much Mr. Duncombe must have been attracted

by the art of this distinguished eclectic. The

work now in question is remarkable because it is

painted on silk, and, like most of Reni's paintings,

is in capital condition. It is much better than

the better known ' Charity,' which owes a good

deal to Strange. It represents ' St. Catherine of

Alexandria,' crowned, and holding her palm with

a graceful air and a dainty expression, which is

far from being unacceptable even to a fastidious

taste. The virgin looks upwards with the effusive

expression characteristic of Guido ; the colour is

exceptionally warm, but the draughtsmanship

of the countenance is defective, and the drawing

of the nose and eyes incorrect, such as we find

in nearly all similar productions of his. The

fact is, the perspective of the face en b'oc is

absurdly wrong, but not more so than in that

picture in the National Gallery which resembles

this in many respects. A fifth Guido is a sketch

from or study for the companion picture to the

painter's ' Liberality and Modesty,' representing

small whole-length figures of Christ and St. John

embracing. The last but one in the list of

Guidos here is called ' The Adoration of the

Shepherds. ' The last is a most interesting portrait

of the painter's well-known pupil or imitator,

Elisabetta Sirani,in thecharacter of Ceres. Reni's

name is on the girdle of this half-length figure,

which is an unusually favourable example of

the learned artist's skill in portraiture. Elisa

betta Sirani, like her father, was one of the most

faithful and able admirers of Guido. She was

buried, September, 1CC5, in his tomb. To her

skill not a few pictures are duo which never

theless bear the name of her master ; others

of her works bear the name of Domenichino,

her master's rival, but it is not so difficult

for experts to distinguish her pictures from

Domenichino's as it is to say without a doubt

which is a good Sirani and which an indifferent

Guido. No one ought to think of Guido's

powers without remembering the ' Recumbent

Venus ' at Dresden and the ' Aurora ' of the

Rospigliosi Palace, the latter being an astonish

ing performance, worthy to be named in the

very first rank of decorative pictures, and not

unworthy of the burin of Raphael Morghen

himself.

Over a door in the Saloon hangs a capital

decorative picture by Simone da Pesaro, repre

senting ' Clarinda wounded by Tancred. ' This

clever painter was one of the ablest of the

academical craftsmen of the seventeenth cen

tury. The heroic damsel lies nearly naked on

the ground ; the victorious knight stoops over

her ; the group expresses with considerable

felicity an animated conception of the subject,

and the colouring is unusually rich. By Pros-

pero Fontana, the master of Ludovico Carracci,

a great man among the academics, is a ' Holy

Family ' of considerable merit, distinguished by

colour which, like that of Pellegrino Tibaldi, a

Bolognese of note, is exceptionally vigorous, if

not highly refined. Fontana's Virgin bears

Christ in her lap, and tho child is caressed by

SS. John, Joseph, and (?) Mark ; the design is

a capital example of the earliest phase of eclec

ticism, very graceful and agreeable, but almost

without spontaneity of conception. Some of

the accessories aro triumphs of craftsmanship

in their way. This way is, nevertheless, unin

teresting and mechanical.

One of the very latest of the old masters, the

man whom Hogarth satirized most energetically,

is represented here by a picture of ' Christ Bear

ing the Cross ' and cursed by the mob, as in

innumerable versions of the subject, and

crushed by the weight of a prodigious piece of

timber ; the executioner hales the sufferer from

the ground ; a graceful Veronica kneels at the

Saviour's side with her siulariitm, and is rudely

repulsed by a second executioner. This is tho

work of Guiseppe Chiari, who reproduced the

very last gleam of art, according to the conven

tions he had inherited from the school of the

Carracci, through whose very success painting

had become effete, and its exercises mere tradi

tions. Another ' Holy Family ' is ascribed to

Titian, but, although it is not well enough

lighted to justify a positive opinion, it seemed

to us a fairly good Venetian picture, not, as Dr.

Waagen surmised, resembling a Paris Bordone.

St. John approaches Christ with a lamb, St.

Francis is on the other side of the principal

group in the character of the patron. The land

scape background is the best seen, and there

fore the most acceptable, part of this picture.

Near this is an excellent but rather dry copy of

a ' Madonna ' by Titian, now in the Louvre.

By Pietro da Cortona is a large landscape, show

ing mountains on our left in the middle distance,

a rocky foreground, a cascade near, a group of

men in a boat, a town on a plateau behind, with

snow-capped hills above, the tea beyond all ;
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the whole is enriched by means of a good sky,

and warm, clear colouring pervades the view.

A more interesting picture than the last is

'The Annunciation to the Shepherds,' by G.

Bassano, or "Basan," as critics and dealers of

the last century delighted to call an unequal

artist. This is a "sacred pastoral" of unexcep

tional sweetness and graceful taste, but by no

means devoid of spirit or the signs of great

ability on the part of the artist, whose homely

inspiration is not to be contemned. It is a

"landscape, with figures"; a young woman kneels

milking a brown cow, a rough Bassanese herds

man lounges in front on our left, and both are

apparently as heedless of the angelic pheno

menon in the clouds above them as if they did

not see it, which is possible, considering the

respective positions of the figures. Two com

panion shepherds are, nevertheless, moved to

unutterable astonishment, which their attitude

and faces reflect with commendable force ; the

one shepherd is amazed beyond thought of him

self, the other reverently salutes the heavenly

messenger ; these figures are not without remi

niscences of Raphael in a similar design for this

subject. Near them is a group of goats and

sheep. Morning glows on the distant hills.

The background has " come forward " through

darkening of its tones, while the formerly

splendid tints of the figures and animals have

sunk materially, so as to be out of keeping.

Some of the local tints having retained their

brightness, this defect is very patent. Notwith

standing, the foreground proper has wonderful

richness of tint and tone. The surface of the

picture has a peculiar velvety texture, which is

doubtless due to the extraordinary care the

painter, for once, lavished on his work. By

Carlo Maratti is a small 'Assumption of the

Virgin,' probably made for the use of pupils

to reproduce a large picture. By Barocoio is

a cold, dark picture of the 'Annunciation.' By

the same is a ' Nativity,' a work of unusual im

portance and merit. The Virgin, in a red dress,

kneels before the babe, and adores him.

Joseph opens the door of the stable to the

shepherds, who are approaching from behind.

The motive of the design is almost as homely

as if it had been the invention of a Dutchman.

This is a characteristic of some of the later

painters of Italy, especially of the Venetian

and Lombard schools. On the whole this is a

pleasing and graceful picture of its kind, with

out the slightest elevation of aim, pathos, or

sentiment of any kind whatever. Another

Baroccio shows the angel supporting the dead

Christ ; here the design is exaggerated, and the

motive not good. Of the same class is a 1 Virgin

and Child,' by Carlo Cignani, a fairly good

example, somewhat too brown in the shadows

of all kinds, conventional in motive, dis

tinguished by academic skill of composition and

draughtsmanship, and evidently produced with

out an effort and without difficulty of any kind.

By Sebastian Bourdon is a capital picture of

the ' Holy Family ' in a landscape, Christ on his

mother's knee, SS. Elizabeth and John are

grouped near the more important figures. The

intense " classicality " of Bourdon, a quality

which proved his scholarship rather than his

gt-nius, is apparent here in the close resemblance

this picture bears to a Nicolas Poussin. The

"dryness" of its textures and the sharp defini

tions of its lights, shadows, and colours are

noteworthy. The picture is less heavy in

handling than the painter's works commonly are.

There is much grace in the attitudes, and de

cided elegance of taste marks the design.

In the next article of this series we hope to

ronclude the account of Lord Feversham's works

of art.

MR. WALTON.

Mr. Elijah Walton, so well known for his

pictures of Alpine and Eastern scenery, died at

his residence, near Bromsgrove, on August 25th.

His health for some time past had been in an

unsatisfactory condition, but until the begin

ning of the summer his friends were hopeful

that it might be restored by care and rest.

Though only in his forty-eighth year at the

time of his death, he had accomplished an

amount of work which would not not have been

small for the product of an ordinary life. Mr.

Walton's love for certain peculiar effects, espe

cially in Alpine scenery, has aroused criticism

as well as evoked admiration, but all must

admire the thoroughness with which h6 devoted

himself to his art. Those very mists, of which

some thought him too fond, demanded from him

as much labour as, and more thought than, the

most literal transcript of a mountain view. His

knowledge of the facts of rock structure was un-

equallf^k and could, perhaps, only be appreciated

at its^Hk value by those who had studied moun

tains ^^the light of geological science. As a

painter of Eastern scenery he had also attained

a high reputation. As regards this, it may

suffice to mention his valuable monograph on

the camel, a book which will always be a stan

dard work of reference. Its history illustrates

Mr. Walton's thoroughness better, perhaps,

than a page of detailed discussion. • On first

visiting Egypt and sketching its familiar scenes,

he was dissatisfied with the camels which he had

introduced into his pictures ; so he returned to

the country, purchased a camel, and made a

series of studies of the animal in perhaps every

possible position, even making diagrams of the

footmarks after the animal had walked, trotted,

&c , over a prepared space of sand. When all

these were completed he had the animal killed,

and drew first its muscular system and then all

parts of the skeleton. This done, he trans

ferred the drawings to lithographic stones, and

published the. book mentioned above. In the

same complete way whatever he undertook—

mountains, clouds, figures, even flowers—was

previously studied. The intensity of his appli

cation to his art, coupled with many severe

domestic trials, probably did much to shorten

his life. He was a man of a reserved and re

tiring disposition, and so did not make many

friends, but within a small circle was greatly

beloved for his gentleness of spirit, tenderness

of heart, and simplicity of disposition.

T. G. Bonney.

NOTES FROM ATHENS.

A little time ago sundry workmen employed

in making the road to Zea discovered, quite

close to the Bay of Zea, some ancient walls.

The Archaeological Society had a clearance made,

and the excavations revealed that a theatre

dominating the bay once stood at this spot.

This theatre, the existence of which was

asserted by some travellers and contested by

others, is undoubtedly that of which Xenophon

speaks ('Hell.' ii. 4), and is quite distinct

from the theatre of Munychia, the ruins of

which are seen in the extreme distance at the

north-east of the Bay of Zda.

These excavations, at first directed by M.

Dragatsis, of the Gymnasium at the Piraeus, to

whom the greater part of the credit of the dis

covery is due, have laid bare the orchestra and,

after a series of careful operations, the commence

ment of nine rows of seats, with a radius of

about 80 centimetres. These rows are 2-70

metres long, and between them have been dis

covered the beginnings of ten openings of stair

cases, four of which alone yet preserve the first

stone, 1'05 metres long, 0'23 metre high, 0'93

metre wide.

Besides, a considerable part of the stage has

been found ; but unfortunately great difficulties

occurred which prevented the continuance of

the excavations, although I hope they may soon

be resumed. Still, the Archaeological Society

wished to demonstrate the existence of the other

theatre, that which I have spoken of as situated

on the hill of Munychia. After some preparatory

digging, which resulted in almost nothing, there

were found, on the evening of the 17th of June,

ruins which showed clearly the existence of this

theatre, and proved that the town of Pirseus

had two distinct theatres. What is still un

certain is when the theatre unearthed at Zea

was constructed, what was its name, and how

it was destroyed.

A discovery that will cause a great sensation

has been made at Chseronea. You know that

the Minister of Public Instruction is going

shortly to re-erect the Lion of Ohsoronea, For

this purpose the Superintendent of Antiquities,

M. Stamatakis, was sent to Chseronea. When

he began to clear the ground about the lion

he found the bones of those who fell in the

memorable battle. The deaoVftfce buried in

three sections, according to^he order in which

they fought. Each section M composed of six

lines. In the first Bectiqa. have been found

seventy-seven dead ; that 4* to say, at the first,

second, third, and fourth nnes fifteen each, at

the fifth nine, and at the sixth eight. In. the

second section wore found forty-one, buried in

the same fashion. The excavations continue

still. We know that beneaththe lion were interred

three hundred of the Theban Sacred Band, so

that, having nowfound one hundred and eighteen

dead, one hundred and eighty-two remain to be

discovered. Near the bodies have been found

remains of arms, buttons, and some stleggides,

the well-known bathing scrapers. The dead as

soon as found are covered with earth ; but it is

feared it will be very difficult to preserve them.

M. Thomas Homolle, a well-known ex-pupil

of the Ecole d'Athenes, and at present professor

at Nancy, has been continuing the excavations

begun at Delos three years a^o under his super

intendence by the French Ministry of Public

Instruction. According to a telegiam which

arrived here the day before yesterday, these ex

cavations have just brought to light three marble

statues, of which the largest is a muse. The

other two are statues of Venus. One of these

wears the himatioyi, which covers the lower part

of the body, and places her foot on a tortoise.

The other is quite nude, and is on the point of

stepping into the sea for a bath, having just

thrown off her garment. She closely resembles

the Venus of Praxiteles. Some days before a,

colossal statue of a Roman prsetor was found

at Delos. M. P. Lambros.

In the forthcoming re-edition of Gilchrist's

' Life of Blake ' several considerable improve

ments in the illustrations will be introduced.

An entirely new and very superior set of fac

similes of the Job designs will appear; there will

be a new portrait of Mrs. Blake, after a design

(hitherto unengraved) by her husband ; the two

woodcut heads of Blake and his wife which ap

peared in the first edition will be redrawn and

recut ; and a new binding, adopting a fairy

design by Blake, will be supplied. Mr. Shields

has given valuable co-operation in some of these

matters. Mr. Herbert Gilchrist, a son of the

biographer, will furnish designs of the living

and sleeping room which the Blakes occupied

in Fountain Court, Strand, and in which the

painter - poet died, and of their cottage at

Felpham, Sussex. The woodcuts in the text

will be printed on india paper.

Messrs. Griffith & Farran will publish

next week a series of sixty ' Designs for Church

Embroidery and Crewel Work from Old Ex

amples,' collected and arranged by Emily Sophia

Hartshorne. The aim is to represent some of

the best efforts of the taste and skill of the ladies

of the fifteenth century. Messrs. Cassell an

nounce ' Figure Painting in Water Colours,'

with sixteen coloured plates from designs

by Miss Blanche Macarthur and Miss Jeairie

Moore.

Mr, Boehw's statue of Lord Lawrence is to

be erected vii-A-vis to the effigy of fcir John

Burgoyne in Waterloo Place, Pall Mall.
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We have to record the death of Mr. J. F.

Serve" D'EgvUle, long popular aa a painter of

Venetian subjects, and a Member of the Insti

tute of Painters in Water Colours, of which body

he was, we believe, one of the founders.

The architectural journals record the death,

on the 22nd ult. , of Mr. Benjamin Ferry, a well-

known architect and antiquary. He was in his

seventy-first year.

At last the armouries of the Tower of London

are to be opened to the public in an intelligent

manner, as other museums are. The "beef

eaters" are to serve as " attendants," and not

as guides ; their archaeological dissertations and

histrionic demonstrations are to be replaced by

concise handbooks. It is to be hoped that Mr.

Childers will put a stop to the devastation

which is damaging some of the most important

historic portions of the Tower. Prodigious

mischief has been done there under the plea of

"restoration" and an affectation of military

necessity. Sham Gothic features have re

placed not a few of the genuine, if incongruous,

elements to which the Tower owed so much of

its picturesqueness, its antiquarian value, and its

pathetic interest. We have a foolish " castle "

in exchange for a fine historic relic of great

dignity. It is said that some of the famous

dungeons have not escaped the craze for

meddling. We trust it is not so, and appeal

to the Secretary of State for War to restrain the

costly follies of his deputies.

"Restoration" of the courageous kind, which

has long prevailed in Norwich Cathedral, is still

in progreas. While Dean Goulburn is about it,

it would not be amiss if he tried to mitigate the

garishness of the hideous west window of his

chui ch. This might be done by putting a lining

of properly tinted sheet glass within the lights

of the window, so as to reduce these vulgar

splendours to something like harmony. The

"Five Sisters" of York Minster have been

much injured, chromatically speaking, by the

insertion of sheets of cast glass of a greenish

tint against the outside of those lovely panels,

which even as the restorer left them are delight

ful. Placed outside, these sheets nearly fill up

the reveals of the mullions and other tracery.

The student may guess at the result of such a

proceeding. Placed inside, where the reveals

are hardly distinguishable, no great harm would

be done at Norwich, and such sheets would be

of service. It was needful to protect the " Five

Sisters " from the weather, on which account

clear gloss would, apart from filling the reveals,

have been of great use. At Norwich, however,

no one need trouble himself about the effect of

weather on the west window, or, indeed, any

other window of the cathedral.

A note appeared in the course of last year in

the Chronique des ArU, in which M. Miintz, the

librarian of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, com

municated to its readers his discovery of the

architect of the Sistine Chapel (attributed by

Vasari to Pontelli) in the person of Giovannino

dei Dolci. Further facts having been brought

to light by M. Miintz in the \ atic.in archives

concerning Dei Do'ci, he has published a pam

phlet in Italian, in which all the documents,

hitherto unpublished, are printed in extenso.

From these it appears that the Florentine

carpenter-architect Dei Dolci, besides execut

ing much joiner's-work and wood-carving for

Sixtns IV. , not only built the Sistine Chapel,

but also various other parts of the Vatican, and,

lastly, the fortress of Civita Vecchia. He died

about 1486, and was buried in the church of

S. Maria Nuova, now S. Francesca Romana.

A Correspondent appeals to Mr. Street,

under whose direction the restoration of St.

Peter's, Mancroft, Norwich, is being effected

w ith characteristic skill and thoroughness. He

declares that during a recent visit to the tomb of

Sir Thomas Browne in this well-known church,

he found this mural tablet and its decorations

and inscriptions neither boarded up nor other

wise protected, whereas a parcel of rubbishy oak

pews, some twenty years old, were enshrined in

deal. The interesting brass of Peter Rede,

which is on one of the steps of the communion

table—we beg Mr. Street's pardon, the altar—

of St. Peter's Church, lies on the floor as if it

were worthless. Mr. Street's zeal for antiquity

and his well- known love for learning will, we

feel sure, secure protection for the monument

of the author of ' Religio Medici. '

The authorities of Canterbury Cathedral have

succeeded in getting a fine inflicted on a stupid

" excursionist," who had done all the harm

in his power by carving his initials on the

building. The authorities of Norwich Cathedral

have been less vigorous, or less fortunate, in

respect to three louts who lately carved their

initials and the date of their achievenrerlts on

the lavatory of the cloisters of the t;rrilt East

Anglian church. Every antiquary knowing how

valuable a relic is the lavatory will feel indignant

at this performance. The Dean and Chapter of

Norwich offer a small reward on conviction of

the evil-doers.

MUSIC

MISCELLANEOUS MUSICAL PUBLICATIONS.

Sacred Songs for Little Singers. Words by

Frances Ridley Havergal, Music composed and

arranged by Alberto Randegger. (Novello,

Ewer & Co.)—There is no valid reason why

music intended for the young should be devoid

of all artistic merit, though of course simplicity

is an indispensable feature in its construction.

Schumann in his ' Album fur die Jugend,' and

Mendelssohn in his ' Seven Christmas Pieces,'

gave us admirable examples as regards piano

forte music. Miss Havergal's words to the

twelve songs in the present volume are for the

most part unexceptionable, but a tendency

towards the "goody-goody" element is pain

fully obvious. Signor Randegger's music is

exceedingly well adapted to its purpose, being

easy and tuneful, but without flippancy. The

book is tastefully got up, and will be found

suitable for gift purposes.

The Lirrd of Burleigh : a Cantata. Words by

Alfred Tennyson, Music by Frances Anne Gill.

Vocal Score. (Same publishers. )—This cannot,

on the whole, be considered a worthy setting of

Mr. Tennyson's favourite poem. The composer

has a feeling for melody, and several of the num

bers are pleasing and fluently written ; but gram

matical errors are by no means infrequent, and

the writer would have done well to submit her

manuscript score to a competent musician for

revision before publication.

Pianoforte Albums: No. 1, Compositions by

J. S. Bach. Edited by Berthold Tours. (Same

publishers.)—Piano music of the highest class is

now so cheap and editions are so numerous,

that if the public does not quickly evince a pre

dilection for something better than mere drawing-

room effusions, it will not be for lack of material

placed within its reach. This album, the first

of a series, contains a choice selection of twenty

preludes, bourrees, gvgucs, &c, from the old

master's "Partitas," "Suites Anglaises," and

other works. Mr. Berthold Tours appends an

explanation of the graces or " agrtmens " used

in Bach's time, without a knowledge of which it

would be impossible to execute the music ac

cording to the composer's intentions.

Mozart's Communion Service in B Flat, No. 1,

Vocal Score. (Same publishers.) — The com

poser of ' Don Juan ' and the ' Requiem ' has

suffered more than any other of the great

masters from having to bear the responsibility

of compositions fathered on him, but which he

did not write. The well-known ' Twelfth Mass '

is an instance in point, and this newly edited

work is another. The evidence is tolerably

conclusive, according to Jahn and Kiichel, that

Siissmayer is the author of this mass, and an

examination of the music adds weight to the

testimony against its genuineness. The phraseo

logy is for the most part in the Mozart manner,

but the harmonic progressions frequency savour

of another hand. Still, the work may have

been written from sketches by Mozart. For

example, the " Sanctus " may be genuine, while

the " Pleni sunt cceli " is obviously spurious.

The mass or " service " is brief, and therefore so

far suitable for church purposes. The English

adaptation is by the Rev. James Baden Powell.

The Gleaners : Cantata forFemaleVoices. Words

by Edward Oxenford, Music by Otto Peiniger.

(Stanley Lucas, Weber & Co. )—This work may

be heartily recommended to the notice of ladies'

classes. It is, as may be expected, chiefly in

the pastoral style—six -eight and nine-eight

measures—and is distinguished by musicianly

feeling and refined melody. The voice parts are

generally in three parts, occasionally in four.

Three Concert Studies. By M. Moszkowski.

Op. 24. (Augener & Co.)—The composer of

these pieces was born in 1854 at Berlin. He

has published several compositions for the piano,

including some Spanish dances, said to be very

charming, and has symphonies and other im

portant works in manuscript. These studies

are showy and elegant without excessive diffi

culty. The composer writes like a musician,

but there is nothing to prove that he is pos

sessed of any individuality.

Rhapsodie Scossaise. By A. C. Mackenzie.

Op. 21, Full Score. (Neumeyer & Co.)—Though

called a rhapsody, this work is neither vague in

style nor destitute of form. It consists of three

brief movements, in o minor, d, and o, founded

respectively on the Scotch airs 'Muirland Willie,'

' Braw, braw lads,' and "There was a lad was

born in Kyle." These tunes are not hackneyed,

and even if they were Mr. Mackenzie's treat

ment would remove any suspicion of vulgarity.

The middle section, adagio, is not without a wild

beauty of its own, and the final*, with its skilful

imitative passages, is spirited and effective. The

Scotch character is maintained throughout, but

without undue prominence, and the scoring is

picturesque though not too elaborate. The

piece was produced at a concert of the Edin

burgh Choral Union in January last. We have

also received an arrangement for piano solo,

presumably by the composer.

Songs by Ileinrich Hofmann: Wanda, Op. 49 ;

Fire Sinujs, Op. 51 ; Russian Lullaby. (Same

publishers.)—There is comparatively little of

the typical German Lied character, as perfected

by Schubert and Robert Franz, in these songs ;

but, although the poetic element is not present

in any marked degree, they are fresh and

pleasing effusions. ' Wanda ' is an elaborate and

declamatory ballad for soprano, but the others

will be found more generally acceptable. They

have German and English words, the latter by

Rita. By the same composer we have Summer,

three quartets, Op. 47, pretty little pieces in the

style of Mendelssohnian part-songs.

Six Songs for Soprano or Tenor. By Her

mann Goetz. Op. 12. In Two Books. (Novello,

Ewer & Co.)—Musical genius may be as dis

tinctly displayed in the composition of a song

as of a symphony or an opera. If the name of

Goetz had been strange to us, these six Lieder

would at once have enforced attention to his

claims as a composer. They are delicate little

gems, full of that spontaneity which is the

greatest charm of Goetz's music. No. 1, ' The

Secret,' is as joyous and free as one of Men

delssohn's Fruhlingslieder, and in complete

contrast to No. 2, 'The Gentle Touch,' a tender

and expressive melody. No. 4, ' Gertrude's

Song,' is flowing and beautiful, and, indeed,

there is not one of the set that can be turn ed

commonplace or uninteresting. Ihe English

version of the words, by the Rev. J. Troutbeck,

is, generally speaking, of great merit.

Third Sonata for the Pianoforte. By G. A.

Macfarren. (Same publishers.)—The title-page

of this sonata states that it was composed for

Miss Agnes Zimmermann. Any work from
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the pen of the distinguished Principal of the

Royal Academy of Music must receive respect

ful consideration, and further, the produc

tion of a sonata by an English composer is

not an event of everyday occurrence. Prof.

Macfarren's new work is in o minor, and is of

symphonic proportions, consisting of four move

ments, each in strictly orthodox form. A note

worthy feature of the first movement, allegro

moderate, is that the second, and by far the more

melodious, of the two principal subjects is intro

duced in D flat, and in the recapitulation in e

flat. It is a solid yet vigorous and animated

movement. The andante in e flat is very

expressive, but the most attractive movement

is the scherzo in c minor, a sparkling, buoyant

piece, written in the true pianoforte style, a

large proportion of the other movements being

suggestivo of the orchestra. The finale, allegro

agitato, in six-eight time, is a lengthy and ener

getic movement, more difficult than the pre

ceding sections, and not free from a suspicion

of labour. But, on the whole, the sonata is a

work in which English musicians may feel pride,

and it may be hoped that the justly popular

pianist for whom it was written, and to whom it

is dedicated, will take an early opportunity of

performing it in public.

The same publishers send us the Organists'

Quarterly Journal, Parts 46 and 47; Dr. Stainer's

Jubilant March for the Organ, an effective piece,

combining brilliancy and dignity ; A Fourth Set

of Sixty Voluntaries for the Harmonium, by

J. W. Elliott ; and, lastly, Mendelssohn's Elijah,

with the orchestral accompaniments arranged

for pianoforte and harmonium by Ebenezer

Prout. This transcription is obviously intended

for use at public performances when the services

of an orchestra are unattainable.

On Tuesday week, the first day of the Eis

teddfod at Carnarvon, a prize of 150i. with

a gold medal was awarded to a choir from

Birkenhead. Other choirs from Ruabon, Llan

gollen, and Holyhead took part in the contest.

The test pieces were the chorus from Handel's

' Belshazzar,' " See from his post Euphrates

flies," and a movement from Rossini's ' Stabat

Mater. ' Each choir numbered between 100 and

150 members. The remaining musical competi

tions of the week were of no interest. Dr.

Stainer and Mr. John Thomas were the ad

judicators.

Sterndale Bennett's ' May Queen ' was per

formed at the Covent Garden Promenade Con

certs yesterday week. Monday was a Beethoven

night, and on Wednesday Mozart's Symphony

in d, No. 8, was given. Mr. F. H. Cowen's

programmes are nightly distinguished by a large

proportion of high-class music. Mdlle. Tima-

noff has been the pianist during the past week,

and on this (Saturday) evening Mr. Charles

Halle will make his first appearance this season.

The series will conclude on the 25th inst. ; but

on October 2nd a new season will commence,

under the management of Mr. Samuel Hayes.

Herr Hans von Bulow has just composed

a new Bavarian national hymn, with words by

Herr Oechner.

Herr Hans Richter has been invested by

the Emperor of Austria with the Cross of the

Order of Francis Joseph.

Mr. W. Griht, the author of the libretto of

Mr. H. Gadsby's new cantata, ' Columbus,' has

translated his poem into the German language.

The opera season at Vienna opened on the

15th ult. with 'Fidelio.' The first novelty will

bo Schubert's 'Alphonso and Estrella.' This

work has only been performed once in public,

namely, under Liszt at Weimar in 1854. Despite

the beauty of the music, the clumsy treatment

of the libretto and tho want of dramatic interest

proved fatal to the opera.

DRAMA

THE WEEK.

Gaiety.—' The Mighty Dollar,' a Play, In Four Acts. By
B. E. Woolf.

That no dramatic work of slightest value

is under present conditions to be expected

from America is abundantly evident. One

after another the pieces which have made

most stir in the United States are brought

before us, with the result of showing an

absolute dearth of dramatic power. So

far the only play that has any preten

sion to dramatic quality is ' The Danites,'

the Californian sketch of Mr. Joaquin

Miller. Not only unworthy to sustain a

compirison with the third or fourth rate

productions of our own not too prosperous

stage are the rest of those American com

positions which the present season has wit

nessed ; they have no claim whatever to

rank as drama. Singularly deficient in

invention are most English writers for the

stage. "We have, however, half-a-dozen

men who, when furnished with incidents

and characters, can supply a shapely whole.

American pieces, meanwhile, display on the

part of their authors no faculty beyond such

amateur gifts as underlie a hundred volumes

of plays or poems which are annually pub

lished and which escape oblivion by never

winning a moment's recognition.

In negative qualities alone is 1 The Mighty

Dollar ' superior to ' Colonel Sellers.' It does

not rest upon a story so repellent as that

of a woman assassinating her false lover,

and in so doing winning the reputation of

a heroine. A very questionable sort of

superiority must be conceded it, however,

since it gives us in place of a weak and ill-

shapen backbone no backbone at all. 'The

Mighty Dollar' conveys the idea of being

a' portion of a much longer work which

has been cut out, just as the waiter at a

restaurant might cut a piece out of a long

French roll. Its merit is that it presents

a picture we are bound to accept as faithful

of society in "Washington, and that it. intro

duces some eminently diverting characters.

There is nothing for these to do, and they

develope their own peculiarities very much

at their own will. By this happy-go-lucky

fashion successful results are obtained. It

is but fair to credit the author with fore

seeing these, and with furnishing the actors

concerned with tho requisito opportunities

for bringing them about. Thus much merit,

then, we assign Mr. Woolf, and we admit

in addition that he has supplied some fairly

successful dialogue. His play is, however, a

thing of shreds and patches, and of shreds and

patches, moreover, which are not even sewn

or gummed together, and have no apparent

element of cohesion. A number of individuals

with no other bond of union than a disposi

tion upon the part of the more important to

help one another, "for a consideration," in

any scheme whatover, commence to meet,

plot, talk, and at a given point cease to

meet, talk, plot. In the course of successive

gatherings in drawing-rooms or at picnics,

a wife who does her best to compromise her

self escapes tho consequences of her folly,

and a young lady, apparently of about

thirteen years of ago, who comes on the

stage in a short frock, brings a timid and

recalcitrant lover " to the scratch." A plan

to "engineer" through Congress a railway

bill comes to a head and bursts. Here is

the play.

Mr. Florence's presentation of the Hon.

Bardwell Slote is a singularly fine piece of

character acting. It developes into a kind of

extravagance at points, where, for instance,

a pretence is made to sing, and it is marred,

by the too frequent repetition of a species of

conversational trick, which in itself is not

unamusing, but which grows tedious when,

too frequently employed. Making allow

ance for these defects, it is a very ripe and

effective piece of acting, and the character

presented, with its ineffable self-content and

its cheery exposition of selfishness it is too

ingenuous to strive to hide, is quite masterly.

Though American as regards its surround

ings and certain manifestations, the cha

racter is true and recognizable. No diffi

culty whatever is experienced in estimating

its truthfulness or in appreciating its niceties.

Mr. Florence is entitled to the honour of

supplying the stage with a creation. Mrs.

Florence presents a vulgar and good-natured

woman of a type easily realizable, who, after

a scurry round " the grand tour," returns to

America with very confused ideas of Euro

pean institutions, and with a practice of

interlarding her conversation with scraps of

French amusingly mispronounced. No other

characters had any special claim to notice,

either on account of merit of conception or

exposition. Miss Myra Holme was agree

able as a lackadaisical and not very con

ceivable heroine.

A warm reception was awarded Mr. and

Mrs. Florence, and the entire representation

was a distinct success. The performance

may be seen with interest and pleasure, and

the impersonation of Mr. Florence is en

titled to rank as art.

gnrataiif ©osaijr.

The Gaiety company, driven from its home

by the arrival of Mr. and Mrs. Florence, has

taken possession of the Imperial Theatre, at

which house it is giving as Matine'es M. Offen

bach's ' Lischen and Frischen ' and Mr. Robert

Reece's burlesque of ' Rip van Winkle.' In the

piece last named Miss Farren is Rip and Mr.

Royce Derrick.

' Jo,' the well-known version of 'Bleak House,'

has been revived at Sadler's Wells, with Miss Lee

in her original character of the juvenile outcast.

The Hanlon-Lees company, including M.

Agoust, will appear at Christmas at the Imperial.

Among the performances at the minor or

outlying theatres may be included ' Amy Rob-

sart ' at the Park, ' It is Never Too Late tt>

Mend ' at the Surrey, ' Nobody's Child ' at the

Britannia, and ' The Danites ' at the Standard.

The French theatres which are announced to

open their doors forthwith are the Ode"on, with

' Les Parents d'Alice,' a four-act comedy of

M. Charles Harand, in which no lesB than five

debuts will be made ; the Gymnase, at which

a rewritten play of M. Sardou, entitled ' La

Papillone,' will be given, with ' Nina la Tireuse,'

a one-act lever de rideau, by MM. Henri Meilhac

and Jacques Redelsperg ; the Palais Royal, with

' Les Diables Roses '; the Bouffes Parisiens, with

'Les Mousquetaires au Couvent'; and La Re

naissance, with ' Girofle-Girofla.' The Folies

Dramatiques has already reopened its doors,

and is playing ' La Fille du Tambour-Major.'

To Correspoxtiknts.—R. G.—J. B.—W. W.—G. M. D.—
H. L.—J. VV. P.—J. H. W—R. W.—received.
No notice can be taken of anonymous communications.

Erratum.—Athcn. No. 2757, p. 274, col. 2, lino 24 from,
bottom, lor "Mr. Pirchy " read Mr. lJinclia>.
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WARD, LOCK & CO.'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

NEW WOKE JUST READY.

Just read;. In One Volume, cloth gilt, price 5».

THE LIFE AND WORE OP JESUS CHRIST.

By the Rev. F. A. MALLESON, Vicar of Broughton-in-Fumess,

Editor of 'PsJey's Evidences/ ' Hone Paulina?,' ' Butler's Analogy,' Ac., in the " Christian Knowledge Series,"
and of Mr. Buskin's Letters to the Clergy on the Lord's Prayer and the Church.

WITH NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS.

Just ready, in One handsome Volume, cloth gilt, price 10*. 6d.

WARD & LOCK'S ILLUSTRATED AND COMPLETE EDITION OF

CRUDEFS CONCORDANCE,

AND BIBLE STUDENT'S HANDBOOK.

ILLUSTRATED WITH SIXTY PAGES OP ENGRAVINGS.

WARD * LOCK'S EDITION Is A GENUINE UNABRIDGED "CRUDEN," and the MOST COMPLETE that has over
been issued from the Press. In addition to the CONCORDANCE, this Edition comprises SIXTY PAGES of ENGRAVINGS
representing Persons Places, and things mentioned in the Bible, and Illustrations of Eastern Manners and Customs, and an
APPENDIX, specially prepared for it, entitled 'The BIBLE STUDENTS HANDBOOK,' containing much information
calculated to be of service for the right reading and understanding of the Divine Word.

Heady , picture boards, U. ; cloth gilt, gut edges, 5*.

THE SEW VOLUME OF

GOLDEN CHILDHOOD.

LITTLE PEOPLE'S PICTURE GALLERY.

12 COLOURED PICTURES,

400 ENGRAVINGS,

And Tales, Poetry, Music, Pussies, and everything Interesting to Children.

Ready Immediately, picture boards, la.; cloth gilt f picture on

COTer), 2s

THE

CHILDREN'S PICTURE ANNUAL.

FOURTH SEASON.

Containing

The SPARROWS CHRISTMAS STORY,' and other Tales.

Ily MERCTE SUNSHINE,

of ' The Sunny Holidays,' ' Chats About Animals and Birds,' £c.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED.

J net ready,

l/nl form with WARD, LOCK «t CO. 'B demy ftro. Editions of ' The 8wlts

Family Robinson ' and 1 Andersen'. Fairy Tales.'

WILD SPORTS OF THE WORLD.

Br JAKES GREENWOOD,

Author of 1 A Night in a Workhouse,' Ac.

With Coloured Plates and numerous other Illustrations by Harrison

Weir, K. HalTUle, W. Harrer, and other*.

THE OLD FAVOURITE FAIRY TALES.

With Coloured Plates and 300 other Illustrations by Harrison Weir,

H. K. Browne, T. B. Dalziel, W. Harvey, and others.

Handsomely bound, cloth, (all gilt, gilt edges, price 7a Gd. each.

M0X0N' POPULAR POETS.

NEW VOLUMES.

Large crown 8vo. with red borJer lines,

Illustrations, and Critical Memoir by W. M. ROS8BTTI.

Handsomely bound, cloth gilt, gilt edges, price 3j. Gd. each.

22. WHITTIER'S POETICAL WORKS.

23. LOWELL'S POETICAL WORKS.

24. SHAKESPEARE'S COMPLETE WORKS.

Already included in the Series

BYRON—LONGFELLOW—WORDSWORTH—SCOTT—SHELLEY—

MOORE-HOOD (First Series) — KEATS— COLERIDGE — BURNS—

TUPFER—MILTON—CAMPBELL— POPE — COWPER—HUMOROUS

POEMS-AMERICAN FOEMS-HEMAN3-TII0M6ON-H00D (Second

POPULAR HEALTH MANUALS.
Strongly bound In cloth, price Is. each,

WARD & LOCK'S

LONG LIFE SERIES.

Accurately Written and Carefully Edited by

DISTINGUISHED HKMI1ERS OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

The following: Volumes are now ready :—
1. LONG LIFE, and HOW to REACH IT.
2. The TIIR'IAT and ihc VOICE.
3. EYEMGHT. and HOW to CARE for IT.
4. The MOCTH and Die TEETH
6. The SKIN in HEALTH and DISEASE.
0. ItRAIN-WORK and OVER-WORK.
T. 8ICK-NUK81NO.
H The YOUNG WIFE'S ADVICE HOOK.
8. SLEEP: HOW to OBTAIN IT.

n* SATmDAV RSl'TEWot August 7, 1 *W, In a lengthy review of
this Series, nay« :—" Metutrs. Ward & Lot'It have done good wnrico to the
public in proe urlng. at the hands of highly qualified members of the
medical pro f*-**ton, a series of manuals compressing into the » mullett
possible space the elementary principles and practical rules of healthful
Ilrlng. In these tiny ham) nook a the non-professional reador—the
teacher of youth more particularly—will find cxpreaied in plain and
untechnical language1, adapted to every mind of ordinary Intelligence
and train lad. an amount of information which cannot fail to prove
useful to persons of any age or condition of life ; warning them against
many an injudicious and dangerous habit; and, if not in all coses
supplying the need of medical advice (riving; many valuable hints as to
th" Hymptoms which betoken that need, and the direction In which
professional counsel had bent be sought. Prevention rather than cure
may be laid down as the design which has been kept in view in the
compilation of these little book*, and It Is not too much to say of them
as a series, that thr Rhtiltng iirtrttd htttnui fa each of them may be the
mean* of taming many a Umimm."

WARD & LOCK'S

COUNTRY LIFE BOOKS.

Crown £vo. boards, price Id. each.

These valuable contributions to the Literature of Country Life have
been written with the utmost care by a Literary Gentleman perfectly
acquainted with the subjecu of which he treats, and are produced at a
very considerable expense. Each work is thoroughly illustrated, and
the Publishers anticipate for them all a very extensive circulation.

1. The COW: a GUIDE to DAIRY MANAGEMENT and CATTLE
KEAH1NO. With many Illustrations.

2. HOW to MANAGE POULTRY i FOWLS, TUKKEYS, DUCKS, and
GEESE. With many Illustrations.

3. HOW to CHOOSE and MANAGE a FARM with PROFIT and
SUCCESS. With many Illustrations.

THE WARWICK-HOUSE TOY BOOKS.

New Volumes, price Is. each ; Indestructible Edition, 2s.

BEAUTIFULLY PRINTED IN OOLD AND COLOURS BY
EDMUND EVANS.

54. The PUSSIECAT'S ABC BOOK.

55. The PUNCH-and-JUDY ALPHABET.

THE BOY'S STORY BOOKS OF DARING

AND ADVENTURE.

By GUSTAVE AIMARD.

Crown 8vo. boards, 2a. each ; cloth gill. 2». fld. With ILLUSTRATIONS

1. The FOSTER-HUOTHERS. Containing 'The Indian Chief and
'The Red Truck '

2. The KINGS of the DESERT. Contuiuing 'Tho Insurgent Chief ' and
'The Firing; Horseman.'

3. The FOKl->T CHIEFTAIN. Containing 'The Guide of tho Desert '
aad ' The Hee-Hunter.'

4. The WHITE HUFFALO. Containing 'Prairie Flower' and 'The
Indian Scout."

5. CHIEF of the DARK HEARTS. Containing 'The Adventurers'
and 1 The Pearl of the Andes. '

8. The PRAIRIE ROVERS. Containing ' The Last of the Incas ' and
•The Rebel Chief.'

7. TheRoliHERs of the FOREST. Containing 'The Border Rifles '
and ■ The Freebooters. '

8. RED CEDAR. Containing 'Pirates of the Prairies' and 'The
Trapper's Daughter.'

9. The TEXAN RANGERS. Containing ' Buccaneer Chief'and 'Trail
Hunter.'

10. PALE FACE and RED SKIN. Containing ' Stoneheart ' and 'The
Smuggler Chief.'

11. LOYAL HEART. Containing ' The White Scalper* and "Trappers
of Arkansas.'

12. The MEXICAN'S REVENGE. Containing ' Stronghand ' and ' Queen
of the Savannah.'

13. EAGLE HEAD. Containing ' Tiger Slayer ' and ' The Gold-Seekers.'

Just ready, strongly bound In cloth, price Is.

HOW TO PASS EXAMINATIONS

d Civil I

THE CANDIDATE S GUIDE

to toe Yariooj Professions, the Array. Navy, Civil Serrlcc, ftc. A Hand
book for Students, Parents, and Guardians.

Strongly bound In cloth, price is.

A NEW AND CAREFULLY ANNOTATED EDITION OF

COBBETTS ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

In a Series of Letters; to which are added Six Lessons, Intended
prevent Statesmen from using false Grammar, and from writing It in
awkward manner,

to

THE WORLD LIBRARY

OF STANDARD WORKS -NEW VOLUMES.

Crown 6to. cloth, St. fid. each.

6. ADAM SMITH'S ESSAYS. Moral Sontiments,
Astronomy, Physics, dec. 476 pp.

13. HISTORY of ENGLAND under HENRY VHX
By EDWARD, LORD HERBERT. 704 pages.

NEW AND REVISED EDITION.

Just ready, strongly bound in cloth, price Is.

WARD & LOCK'S

GUIDE TO THE STOCK

EXCHANGE.

The Rules for Admission and the Course of Business for Members.
Jobbers, Brokers. Clerks, Investors, and Speculators. With a Copious-
and Instructive Index.

THE FRIENDLY COUNSEL SERIES.

NEW VOLUMES.

In ornamental wrappers, It-, cloth gilt. Is. 6d.

12. ORATORS and ORATORY. By William
MATHEWS. LLD. Edited by Dr. J. W. KIRTON, Author of
' Buy Your Own Cherries,' ±c.

13. MONEY : how to Get, How to Keep, and How
to Use It. New Edition, Corrected and Revised.

AN ENTIRELY NEW 8ERIES OF 8IXPENNY NOVELS.

In demy 8vo. picture wrappers,

WARD & LOCK'S

FAVOURITE NOVELS.

Messrs. WARD. LOCK & CO. beg to call the attention of the Public to-
their NEW SERIES of CHEAP NOVELS, composed In clear, readable
type, well printed on good paper, and attractively bound in picture

By SIR WALTER SCOTT.

W.WKRLEY.
KENILWOllTH.

IVANHOE
THE ANTIQUARY.

By LYTTON BULWER.

PAUL CLIFFORD.
LAST DAYS OF POMPEII.

PELHAM
El'UENE ARAM.

By CAPTAIN MARRYAT.

MIDSHIPMAN EASY.
JAi'HET IN SEARCH OF A

FATHER.

JACOB FAITHFUL.
PETER SIMPLE.

WARD & LOCK'S NEW SHILLING

GUIDE BOOKS.

WARD k LOCK'S NEW GUIDE to LONDON.

WARD k LOCK'S GUIDE to ENVIRONS of

LONDON.

WARD k LOCK'S NEW GUIDE to EDINBURGH.

WARD k LOCK'S NEW GUIDE to DUBLIN.

WARD & LOCK'S NEW GUIDE to GLASGOW.

WARD & LOCK'S NEW GUIDE to CHANNEL

ISLANDS.

WARD k LOCK'S NEW HOLIDAY COMPANION.

Also, WARD & LOCK'S CHEAP SHILLING
GUIDES to Scarborough. Isle of Wight, Buxton, Whitby, Matlock,
Liverpool, Leeds, Brighton, Lech Lomond, Killamey, Abbouford, ami
other places of Interest.

SYLVIA'S HOME HELP SERIES.

NEW VOLUMES, JUST READY.

In Ornamental Wrappers, Is. each ; cloth gilt, It. 6rf.

13. The ECONOMICAL HOUSEWIFE ; or, How
to Make the Most of Everything. With many Illustrations.

14. SYLVIA'S BOOK of the TOILET. A Lady's
Guide to Dtcss and Beauty. Illustrated.

15. HOME NEEDLEWORK. Containing Com-
plete Instructions for Cutting-Out and Maklug-Up Ladles and
Children's Clothing. With numerous Diagrams.

16. CHILDREN, and WHAT to DO with THEM.

London : WARD, LOCK & CO. Salisbury-square, E.C.
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SAMPSON LOW, MABSTON & CO.'S

NEW LIST.

NEW NOVEL, NOW READY,

BY THE AUTHOB OF ' GINX'8 BABY,'

LISA LENA.

By EDWARD JENKINS.

In 2 vols, crown Svo. 21*.

WILL BE READY NEXT WEEK,

A NEW 3 VOL. NOVEL, BY THE AUTHOB OP 'THE

WBECK OP THE GB08VENOB,' ' JOHN HOLSSWOBTH,

CHIEF MATE,' ic.

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART.

By W. CLARK KU8SELL.

Now ready, In wrapper, Part VI. price Is. of

MR. WILLIAM BLACK'S SUNRISE :

a Story of These Time* ,

PORTY YEARS' RECOLLECTIONS:

Literary and Political. By THOMAS FROST, Author of * The
Secret fwcietle* of the European Revolution.' &c. Crown Svo. cloth
extra, price 10*. 6d.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT!

Messrs. SAMPSON LOW A CO. oeg to inform admirers of the TVrltingsof

WASHINGTON IRVING,

That they will publish, at short intervals, a

COMPLETE LIBRARY EDITION OF HIS WORKS (27 VOLUMES),

Copyright, Vnabridged, and with the Author's Latest Revisions.

This will be called the " GEOFFREY CRAYON " Edition, and will be

■each Vol
Volume.

' printed in large square Kto od superfine laid paper,
u h Volume, of about 500 pp., will be fully illustrated, price iJt. Qd. per

The following Volumes are ready
1. A HISTORY of NEW YORK.. With 1

Charles Dudley Warner.
II, The SKETCH-BOOK.

IT I. RRACEBRIDOE HALL.
IV. TALES of a TRAVELLER.

V. The ALUAMBRA.

Now ready, crown 8ro. cloth extra, price 10*. 6d.

EVERY-DAY ENGLIaH. By Richard

GRANT WHITE. It treats of Speech. Writing, Grammar, Words,
and Phrases, pointing out the Emirs which abound in our common
use of English; and, by its happy combination of learn lug and
humour, makes a book which all intelligent persons can read with
equal profit and enjoyment.

Now ready, small post f>vo. cloth extra, price 8*. 6d.

MOUMTAIN and PRAIRIE : a Journey

from Victoria to Win
DANIEL N.GORDON

Winnipeg, vid Peace River Pass. By the Rev.
DON, E.D. , Ottawa. With Maps and Illustrations.

Now ready, demy Svo. cloth extra, price 14a.

The AUSTRALIAN ABROAD.

Branches from the Main Routes round the World. Second Series—
Ceylon. India, and Egypt. Br JAMES HINOSTON. With many
flue Illustration*. Uniform with the First Series.

Now ready. No. 9, Vol. I., of

The AMERICAN ART REVIEW.

Now ready, 4to. in Wrapper, price 1* ffcf., No, LVIX. of

MEN of MARK: a Gallery of Con-

temporary Portrait*. Thi, Part contain. Portraits, taken by Lock
& WhitlieM fpxrlu.tTrty for ' Men of Hark '). of

RIGHT HON. VISCOUNT CKA.NHKOOK.
HON. SIR B11WARD FKY.
HOHMCZI) RAKHAM.

With Brief Illofrraphfcal Notleea br THOMPSON COOPER. F B A.

Now ready, fol io, Id Wrapper, price 3a «d. Part XV., for8EPTEMBER.of

The ETCHER: a Magazine of the

Etched Work of Artlata.

ETCHING of PORTE HE DAMME. BKUOES. W. R. Crook e.
ETCHING of SALISBURY. The late Edwin Edwards
BTCHINO Of KENSINGTON GAKllENS. J. M. Yonngmu

Now readr. Part V., folio. In Wrapper, price 3j. 6tf., of

The GREAT HISTOKIC GAL-
I.KniES. Edited l)T Lord RONALD GOWEK, F.g A. Thla rart
eonlnlna rery fine Permanent ItioUHrraplm of

I. Tlie MADONNA, of the Rrldawater Gallery Raphael
'1. Thi' MI'SICIANS, of the Hrldewater Gallcrr. W ran Mlerla
A POKTHAIT of a CAVALIER UB24), Hertlord Houae Gallery

Now ready. 4to. In Wrapper, If. No. 35, Vol. VII. of

ST. NICHOLAS: an Illustrated Maga-

rlne for Glrlaand Bora. Full of Storiea and with over so very tine

London :

Sampson Low, Mabstox, Suable & Rivington,

Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet-street, E.C.

"Thatuseful resuscitant of dead knowledge, yclept

Notes and Queries, the antiquaries' newspaper."

Quarterly Review,

Evrye SATURDA Y, 24 Paget, Prioe id. of all

Sooluellers,

NOTES AND QUERIES:

A Medium of Intercommunication for Literary

Men, Artists, Antiquaries, Genealogists, &o.

" When found, make a note of."—Captaix Cuttle.

CONTAINING EVERY WEEK AMUSING ARTICLES

ON SOME OF THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH

HISTORY,

Illustrated by Original Communications and

Inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY,

Including unpublished Correspondence of

eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected

with them.

BIBLIOGRAPHY,

More especially of English Authors, with

Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their

Works, and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous

Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK

LORE,

Preserving the fast-fading Belies of the old

Mythologies.

BALLADS and OLD POETRY,

With Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL

SAYINGS,

Their Origin, Meaning, and Application.

PHILOLOGY,

Including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes

on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY and HERALDRY,

Including Histories of Old Families, completion

of Pedigrees, ire.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES,

and REPLIES,

On points of Ecclesiastical History, Topo

graphy, Fine Arts, Natural History, Mis

cellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics,

Photography, 4cc.

Published by John Francis, 20, Wellington-street,

Strand, W.C.

And may be had, V y or 'er of all Booksellers aud

Newsvendors.

B

401st Edition, with Portrait, is. 6d.

UTTEIt'S SPELLING.

BUTTER'S READING and SPELLING, in Easy
Gradation*. 72nd Edition, Is Bd,

Blmpkln Jfc Co.; and all Booksellers.

Just published. Second Edition, price One Shilling,

PARLIAMENTARY DERATE (the LAW and
PRACTICE or». for the Uso of Societies established for Discussing

Political and Social Topics, according to the Rules and Forms ol the
House of Commons. By CHARLES WILLETT, Speaker of the Liverpool
Parliamentary Debating Society

London: George Philip & Son, 32, Fleet-street ; and Caxton Buildings,
Liverpool.

Just published,

ETERNITY: What Does the Bible Say of It ? A
Concordance of Texts on the Subject. The object of the Book is

simply to bring into a small compass ail the Information needed lor a
careful personal study of this great question. Crown Svo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

" No Bible student's library should lack this valuable manual "
Christian.

" A new and valuable contribution to Biblical literature."—BoJueiisr.

S Bagstcr & Sons, L5, Paternoster-row, :

K

KIRKE6* PHYSIOLOGY.
On October 10th,

Tenth Edition, Rerised, with 420 Hlustrafloni, post 8ro 14s.

IRKES' HANDBOOK of PHYSIOLOGY. By
W MORRANT BAKER, F.R.C8., Le.turer on Phvslology and

AsRisiant-Surgeuu to St. Bartholomew * Hospital, and Suiireou to the
Evelina Hospital for Sick Children

The Chapter on the Chemical Composition of the Human Body has
boeu In great part rewritten; and the text ha been much altered In
many others, especially the Chapters on the Blood, Circulating, Respira
tion. Digestion, and the Nervous System.
About GO new Illustrations have been added.

John Murray, Alberaarle-street.

HAVET'S FRENCH and GERMAN BOOKS.
Used In Schools throughout the British Empire, United States of

America, and Colleges in France and Germany.

Is. 6rf.
Fart I.

•FIRST FRENCH BOOK.

■FRENCH CLASS BOOK.

4s.
FRENCH CLASS BOOK. Part II.

Z». 6d -KEY to both Pans,
6.1. Qd.

•FRENCH STUDIES: Conversa

tions, Extracts, Ac. 6*. (id*.

HOUSEHOLD FRENCH. 3s.
•FIRST GERMAN BOOK. Is. Gd.

GEKMAN STUDIES. 4#.
GERMAN COMPOSITION. 3s. M.

—KEY to Do.. 4*.
L*ANGLAIS E N M : 1 I . N V. aux

FRANCA18. 8i.<-d
ENGLISH and FRrNCH COPY

BOOK ( Writing aud Languages
simultaneously), 'id.

Any one of the Four Books marked ' forwarded freo to Teachers
to M. Havct, Instltut Anglais-Francais, Rue de Longchainps,

London i Slmpkln, Marshall A Co. 4, Stationers' Hall-court.

FRENCH COMIOSFTION.
—KEY to Do., As.

3s. 6d.

applying
Paris.

This day is published, SECOND EDITION,

REATA: WHAT'S IN A NAME?
By E. D. OERARD. 3 vols, post 8vo. 25*. 6d.

" ' Reata 1 Is one of those rare novels In which we flod both freshness
and origlnalltv....Thc sreutcst charm of this clever book Is in its
delineations of life, character, and scenery ; but the con'-eptlon of the
plot Is a good one, and our Interest Is sustained to the end. ...The
charming central figure of the story is as Ingeniously conceived as she is
Iusel natlng."—Timet,

" The plot is original and excellent. . . .Three bright,gay. and sparkling
volumes. "—Stnndnrd.
" It Is pleasant to read a book that has evidently beenadellgbt to the

author, full of play, as it were, showing exuberance of enjoyment of the
scenes and characters."—Owirdian.
" The story Is strikingly fresh and original."—Dni'/y AWs.
" It Is lonx sin- e wc have read a story In which cxcelleuce of plot and

excellence of character-paintlug arc so well combined. Prom tbe first
page to the lost the reader is thoroughly interested In the story."

Spectator.
William Blackwood A Sons, Edinburgh and London.

THE ANGLO - EGYPTIAN BANKING COM
PANY (Limited), having Branches at Alexandria. Cairo, and

Larnaca (Cyprus), Is prepared to transact every description of General
Banking llusine&ft with those Places.
London, 27, Clement 's-lane. E.C.

O. lOA, Secretary.

UN FIRE OFFICE.
TJireadneedlf-street, E C. Charing Cross. S.tV.

Oxford-street (corner of Vcre-atreet), \V.
Established 1710.

Home and Foreign Insurances effected.
Sum insured in 1N79. £9I'J.492.4iH

FRANCIS B. RELTON, Secretary.

UN LIFE OFFICE, LONDON.

CHIEF OFFICB-63, Thwi

s

s

BRANCH OFFICE—60, (
And at i i

Life Assur i ces of alt ^rlpttons.
Specially Low Kate* for Young Lives, and for Non-Partlclpatlug

Policies.
Prompt Settlement of Claims.
A new and greatly niinplih^l form of Proposal, also the Society's

newly-r. vised Prospectus, will be forwarded on application.
J. G. PRIESTLEY, Actuary-

EAGLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
79 PALL MALL.

For LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1807.
Accumulated Funds .. £3,04.t,M3
Also a Subscribed Capital of more than .. Cl,.'#0.000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the Office, or from
any of the Company's Aicents, post tree.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS. Actuary and Secretary.

1 OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,
And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENOBRS' ASSURANCE COMPANY.
The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon Lord KTNNAIRD, Chairman
Subscribed Capital, 1,000.0001. Moderate Premiums.

Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing.
A fixed sum In case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance

In the event of Injury.
ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COM1 KVSATION.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local A«ccntt. .»r 64.

Corahlll, London. WILLIAM J. YIAN, Secretary.
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Scale, 34 miles to ao inch . »•«•, 38 inches by 32. Price, in sheet, 6».; Mounted in Cue, 10<.

STANFORD'S LARGE SCALE MAP OF

AFGHANISTAN,

Coloured to Show the Present British Frontiers.

"As a map it is a really One piece of work. The greatest pains have evidently been taken to obtain the fullest attain
able information as to the configuration of the various mountain systems and the innumerable valleyi, which form so
perplexing and dangerous a feature for an invading army ; and the tilling in has been done with great taste and consider
able artistic skill. Apart from its present utility as a map of Afghanistan, showing all the features in minute detail, and
brought up to the latest date (it shows the new'railway to Sibi), nothing better could be desired, nor probablv obtained."

Tims.

London : Edwabd Stanford, 55, Charing Cross, S.W.

Scale, 24 miles to an inch ; sise, 15 inches by 30. Price, in sheet, 1*. 64. , or. Coloured and Mounted in Case, 4s.

STANFORD'S MAP OF THE SEAT OF WAR

IN AFGHANISTAN.

With an Inset Map of the Country around Kandahar, on a Scale of One Inch

to the Mile.

London : Edwabd Staspobd, 66, Charing Cross, S.W.

NEW NOVEL BY SARAH TYTLEB.

OLIVER CONSTABLE : Miller and Baker.

By SARAH TYTLER,

Author of ' Citoyenne Jacqueline,' ' Scotch Fir,,' Ac.

3 vols, post 8vo.

" An exceedingly interesting tale. We regard It as one of the beat books of the gifted authoress."—Court Journal.

"A book that can scarcely fall to exert a healthy influence on all who read it."—Court (

London : SMITH, Eldbb 4c Co. 16, Waterloo-place.

WORK BT THE AUTHOR OF 'THE GAMEKEEPER AT HOME.'

ROUND ABOUT A GREAT ESTATE.

By RICHARD JEFFERIES,

Author of * The Gamekeeper at Home,' * Wild Life in a Southern County,' ' The Amateur Poacher,' Ac.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

*' The work of one who is an Intelligent and observant lover of nature and of country life. We hare read his book with
pleaiure and recommend it to others."—Queen.

"Am freah, as picturesque, and as daintily written as ' The Gamekeeper at Home.' "—Globe.

London: Smith, Elder & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

In 3 vols, price 1 fld. cloth gilt,

ABBEYS, CASTLES, and ANCIENT HALLS of ENGLAND

and WALES. Their Legendary Lore and Popular History—South, Midland, North. By JOHN TIMBS, Author of
'Curiosities of London,' and ALEXANDER GUNN. With Steel Frontispieces. Each volume complete in itself, or
sold separately, price :•«. 64. each.

OmUntt of t'ot I i Loodoa ud Ita BnYtroris,
MX. hum j, Kent. Susses., Ham psh i re ,

iVvonshlre.ConiwaH, Channel Islands,

(\mttntn of Vol. IT.: Wiltshire, Tmrksr.fr'-.
BurklnsThamshlre Hertfordshire, Suffolk, Nor
folk, HuntlOKdoo. Cambrldireshlre, Bedford
shire. NiK-thaiuptonsBlru. Rutlandshire, Leices
tershire, Warwickshire, Oxfordshire. Glouces
tershire. Mooinouthsfiire. Hereford, Worcester
shire, Staffordshire. Shropshire.

Warns & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

Contmti t>f Vol III : Lincolnshire, Notting
hamshire, Derbyshire, Lnnrajthlre, Cheshire,
Yorkshire. Durham. Cumberland, Westmore-

JUST PUBLISHED,

VIA L A T I N A:

A FIRST LATIN BOOK,

INCLUDING ACCIDENCE, RULES OF SYNTAX, EXERCISES, AND RULES FOR CONSTRUING.

By the Rev. E. A. ABBOTT, D.D., Head Master of the City of London School.

Crown 8vo. price 3*. 6d. cloth.

Extractsfrom the Preface.

"A considerable experience of teaching has led I he author to the conclusion that a First. Latin Book requires a great
diversity of Exercises, some to illustrate special rule*, others of a more general nature ; and again some difficult and accom
panied with help, others easy to be done with"ut elp; some to be written with preparation, others to be answered
rim voce. This want he has atte upted to supply In ihe present volume, and at the sain* time to combine the Exercises
with an outline of the Accidence, and the principal R I'es of Syntax Even good teachers may occasionally be helped by
a book, and to them this book is o.Tered, not as a subst lute, but as a help for good teaching."

Sbelky, Jackson & Halliday, 54, Fleet-street, London.

• e p P S'S

CHOCOLATE

ESSENCE.

Product of a special refining

process. It is Chocolate devoided

of its over-richness and substan

tiality. Sugarless.and.when made,

of the consistence of Coffee. An

Afternoon Chocolate. Each packet

is labelled

JAMES EPPS tc CO.

Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

>HCENIX FIRE OFFICE,
CKOSS, LONDON

Prompt and Liberal Los. I
Insurances effected in .It parts

JOHN J. KKO(IMFIEI.l).

I.OM HARD-STREET

OTICE.—MAKES, DOKLACHER BROS.
WS. OXFORD-STREET, W.

ANTIQUE WORKS ol ART and (.
anthentlcity nf every Object guaranteed.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

S1

F

TEEL PENS.

by all Stationers throughout the World.

your APARTMENTSHOUSES or
THROUGHOUT on

MOEDBR 8 H1KB SYSTEM
I* Original. Host, and most Liberal.

OssbPrisss
No extra charge (or time given.
Catalogue, with full particulars, of terras, past free.

F. MORDBR. 348, 24V. 230. Totteuliam Court road , and 19, 30, and 21,
MorweU-street. W.C Established MM

1/ MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
a. « the above l*reniise» hate recently heen Rebuilt, specially adapted
for the Furniture Trade, and now form on* of the moat commodious
Warehouses In the metropolis.

Bed-routu Kultes. from SJ St. to SO Guineas
irrawlng-roum Kultes, from ». 9# to 45 Guineas.
Dining-room Suites, from 71 to 40 Guineas.

And all other Goods In great variety.
F. MORDER, 24H, 24V, ttu Tottenham Court-road ; sad 19, 30, and 21,

w
ILLIAM S. BORTON,

ronmonger. by appointment to H R.H. the Prince of Wales,

SENDS a CATALOGUE GRATIS and POST PAID.

General Furnishing
l.H. the Prince of Walss,

i upwards of S5U Illustrations ot his unrivalled Stock, with
Lists of Prices, and plans of the 30 large Show-rooms,

At 39, Oxford-street : I, U, 2. 3. and 4. Newman-street . 4, 5> and 6,
Perry s-place ; and 1, Newman-yard, London, W.

FENDERS, FIRE-IRONS, STOVES, RANGE8,.fec.
£. s. d £. g. d.

KEGISTBK STOVES from 0 9 0 to 98 0 O
CHINA-TILED ditto „ I 8 * „ 96 0 O
DOG-HTUVB* 0 13 0 ,, 30 « 0
FENDBlUt Brunsfld or Black 0 3 9 „ 10 0 0
Ditto r*TEKL and ORMOLU
FRNDBtt FRAMES for TILE HEARTHS
MAHHLB dlttit. ditto

3 3 0
1 1 0

PlfcKl'BD 11HAISS FENDER.**.. I J 0 _
FIRE-IRON*. Mi of Thn* ,. 0 4 S
DitwRESTHforTILBHBARTHS.ncrPair.. „ 0 13 0

10 0 o
6 10 O
15 10 O

£JEDSTEADS, BEDDING, and FURNITURE.

BEDSTEADS of Best Make ODly. from 10s. 6tf.
BBDDING uf pvery description made on the Premises, and gua

ranteed of pure materials and good workmanship.
AMERICAN WALNUT machine-mad* CABINET FURNITURE.
A large Stock of CHEAF, UhBFUL, sad SOUND FURN1TVRE.

of the above make on view at prices usually charged for ordinary
deal.
FURNITURE for BED, DININO. and DRAWING ROOMS and

every article necessary for HOUttE FURNISHING.
EASY TERMS ot PURCHASE special Arrangements made by-

WILLIAM S. BURTON with reference to CREDIT, without In any way
altering the system of PI .A IN FIGURES and FIXED PRICES, thus
retaining to the PURCHASER all the advantages of prices arranged lor
M.l i CASH.
COLZA OIL, highest quality 2s. 10rf per g

ditto Is. Id.
Five Gallons and upwards . . Is. Od.

w
ILLIAM S. BURTON.

ALLEN'S SOLID LEATHER

PORTMANTEAUS.
ALLEN'S VICTORIA UKES81NO BAG.
ALLEN'R 8TKONO DUE8S BASKETS.
Al l I.N - HBOIHTEKKU ALUEKT DESPATCH BOX.

ALLEN'S NEW CATALOOLB ol M0 Article, lor Continental Travel
ling, post freo.

S7. West

APOLLINARIS WATER.
i V " Laurea dooandus Apolllnart. ' —lloratt. Book It. Ode 2.

GOLD MBDAL. PARIS. 18?».
ANNUAL SALE, 8.UJO.O0O.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY. Lliulled 19. Heirent-itreet. London. 8 W.

LOTS 110 and 111. — Lot 110, very sofl Uld
PALE HHEKRY. ataM.| and LOT ill. Terr loft OLD OLOROSO

SOLERA, pale sold, at 33.. per doien —SHERRIES of the old style, mel
lowed by age, very «oft, aua entirely free lrum the tleryneM which han
been w> detrimental to the consompttiin of sherry. Tl _
large Lou are pl.ued In the hendB of the Association for I

' lo ou the special i m usi, at
>ld by Auction.—The LONDON
Limited, 10 and lie, John-street,

ONES,

ed to the l'ublu
greatly reduced price* Insiead <>f beinit Hi
CO-O llEUA IT V E W I N E AbhOClAT I ON ,
Adelphi, W.C. (removed from 440, Strand

MB. G. H. J
SURGEON DENTIST,

67, OREAT RUSSELLSTREET, LONDON
(Opposite the Rritiih Museum),

Will be glad to forward hts 1'amphlet un Ps
by post, which explains the most unique system of the adjust-

of Artthclal Teeth without pain.
Consultation free, from 10 to 5.

D
INNJB FORDS MAGNESIA.

The Medical Profession for over Forty Years hare
approved of this Pare solution as the best remedy for
ACIDITY of the STOMACH, HEARTBURN, HEAD
ACHE GOUT, and INDIGESTION
Aperient for Delicate Constitutions.
Infants.

DINNBFORP'R MAGNESIA,

OLD Dr. JACOB TOWN SENDS SAESAPA-
RILLA —The nasi Autumnal Medicine for tse Blood. 8c--rb tic

Ittsorder*, Gout. and all Skin Diseases. In bottle*.. 2j.Grf., 4>. 6d , and "*■»
ol ail CbemisU. Chief Depot. 131, Fleet-stn.'et , E C.

DEAN, STEEL & Co.
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GKIFEITH & EAEMI«JDUCATIONAL BOOKS.

GEORGE DARNELLS COPY BOOKS

ARE THE BEST FOB HOME TEACHING. . ,.

ABE THE BEST FOR USE IN PRIVATE SCHOOLS. • : •■

ARE THE BEST FOR USE IN NATIONAL SCHOOLS.

ARE THE BEST FOR SECURING THE RESULTS REQUIRED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD INSPECTORS.

They are published as follows, at 2d., 3d., 4d., and 6d. each, viz.:—

DARNELL'S UNIVERSAL COPY BOOKS. 16 I DARNELL'S LARGE POST COPY BOOKS. 16

Numbers, each 2d. I Ifumbers, each Cd.

DARNELL'S FOOLSCAP COPY BOOKS, 2i Numbers, oblong, each 3d.; or superior paper, marble covers,

eachid- The attention of Clergymen and Schoolmasters is especially called to these well-known and popular Copy Books.

DARNELL' S EDUCATIONAL BOOKS.

DARNELL'S ARITHMETIC made INTELLI-

OIBLE to CHILDREN. Cloth, 1». 6d.

This Work may be had in Three Parts : Part I. M.; Part II. 9d ; Part III. 6d.—A KEY
to Tarts II. and III. la. (Part I. does not require a Key.)

DARNELL'S GRAMMAR made INTELLIGIBLE

to CHILDREN. Cloth, 1».

DARNELL'S INTRODUCTION to ENGLISH

GRAMMAR ; being the first 32 pages of ' Grammar made Intelligible.' 3d.

DARNELL'S SHORT and CERTAIN ROAD to

READING. Cloth, id.; in Four Parts, paper covers, each lid.

DARNELL'S SHEET LESSONS; being Extracts

from the above, printed in very large bold type. For the Set of Six Sheets, 8d.; neatly

mounted on boards, .'is.

DARNELL'S (T.) PARSING SIMPLIFIED.

Cloth. 1*.

NEEDLEWORK AS REQUIRED BY THE EDUCATIONAL CODE.

BY THE SENIOR EXAMINEE OF NEEDLEWORK TO THE SCHOOL BOARD FOR LONDON.

PLAIN HINTS for THOSE who HAVE to EXAMINE NEEDLEWORK—whether for

Government Grants, Prise Associations, or Local Managers. To which is added, Skeleton Demonstration Lessons, to be used with the Demonstration Frames, and a Glossary of
Te.ins used in the Needlework required from the Scholars in Public Elementary Schools. 2*.

NEEDLEWORK DEMONSTRATION SHEETS,

exhibiting by Diagrams and Descriptions the formation of Stitches in Elementary
Needlework. The size of the Sheets (1ft in number) is 30x22 inches. Each yd'.;
Mounted on Boilers and Varnished, 2*. Gd.

The DEMONSTRATION FRAME for CLASS

TEACHING; with Special Needle and Cord. Complete, Is. id.

PLAIN NEEDLEWORK, arranged in SIX

STANDARDS; with Hints for the Management of Classes, and Appendix on Simul
taneous Teaching. Nineteenth Thousand, 6d.

PLAIN CUTTING OUT for STANDARDS IV.,

V., and VI., as now required by the Government Educational Department. Adapted
to the Principles of Elementary Geometry. Sixth Thousand. Price 1*.

A SET of the DIAGRAMS referred to in the Book

may be had separately, printed on stout paper, and enclosed in an Envelope, 1$.

PLAIN KNITTING and MENDING, arranged in

SIX STANDARDS ; with Twenty Diagrams. Thirteenth Thousand. Cd.

SPECIAL SUBJECT READING BOOKS, BY J. R. BLAKISTON, M.A.

GLIMPSES of ENGLAND : a Geographical Reading

Book. By J. B. BLAKISTON, M.A. Pcap. 8vo. paper boards, 9ii.

GLIMPSES of the GLOBE : a First Geographical

Reading Book. By J. B. BLAKISTON, M.A., Author of ' The Teacher,' ic. Cloth, 1».;
paper boards, 9d.

IMPORTANT TO TEACHERS.—These two Books cover the whole of the knowledge required to secure a Class Grant for Geography in Standards II. and III.

To follow immediately,

GLIMPSES of the BRITISH EMPIRE. By the Same Author. Being a Supplementary Reader for Use

in the Upper Standards. —

TROPICAL READING BOOKS. Intended for Use in the West Indies and elsewhere.

Written at the request of the R
Book I. 9d. i Book II. Is. ; Book

Written at the request of the Right Rev. Bishop Courtenay, Bishop of Kingston, Jamaica. By E. C. PHILLIPS. Profusely illustrated. Paper boards, with attractive Wrapper.

' ttl. l«. :

CAYZER'S ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA.

ONE THOUSAND ARITHMETICAL TESTS;

or, the Examiner's Assistant. By T. S. CAYZEB, Head Master in Queen Elizabeth's

Hospital, Bristol. Eleventh Thousand. Cloth, 1j. 6d.

All the oiK'ratlons of Arithmetic are presented under forty heads, and on opening at any

one of the Examination Papers a complete set of Examples appears, carefully graduated.

KEY, with Solutions of all the Examples in the One

Thousand Arithmetical Tests. By THOMAS S. CAYZEB. Cloth, 4s. 6d.

The ANSWERS only, cloth, Is. 6rf.

ONE THOUSAND ALGEBRAICAL TESTS, on

the same Plan. 8vo. clot h , 2s. 6rf.

ANSWERS to the ALGEBRAICAL TESTS, cloth, 2s. M.

SPECIAL TO SCIENCE TEACHERS AND STUDENTS.

A GLOSSARY of BIOLOGICAL, ANATOMICAL, and PHYSIOLOGICAL TERMS. For

Teachers and StudenU, in Schools and Classes connected with the Science and Art Department, and other Examining bodies. By THOMAS DUNMAN, Physiology Lecturer at the
Birkbeck Institution and the Working Men's College. Crown 8vo. cloth, 3s. id.

" Will be serviceable to the persons for whose aid it is designed."—Nature. " An excellently arranged volume."—Saturday Review.

GRIFFITH & FARRAN'S CATALOGUE of Standard Educational Works is sent post free on application.

V See GRIFFITH & FARRAN'S CATALOGUE for Books of Instruction and Amusement, Travel

and Adventure, Picture Books and Story Books, of all sizes and all prices, suitable for SUNDAY SCHOOL REWARDS and SCHOOL PRIZES, CHRISTMAS

and NEW YEAR S GIFTS and I3IRTHDAY PRESENTS.

GRIFFITH & FARRAN, West Corner of St. Paul's Churchyard, London.

Bdltortai Communication* ihonld be addressed to " The Editor "—Advertisement* and Business Letters to " The Publisher ' '—at the Office. 20, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.

Printed by E. J. Fa*nrtt, Athena>nm Press. Took's-court, Chancery-lane, B.C. . and Published by Jon* Pamela, at No. 20. Wellington-street, Strand. W.C.

Axcnti: tor Horn-io, Uussrt. Hell * hradfut*!, aud Mr. John Menzles, Edinburgh {—for Iaaujip, Mr. John ttubcrteon, Dublin.—Saturday, Scptcmb r 1, 1EE0.
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PRICE

THREEPENCE

REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINKS.
DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND AST.

Darin* the THIRTIETH SESSION. LMO-81, which will commence on
the 1st of OCTOBER, th« following COURSES of LECTURES ud
PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS will be given :—

1. Cfeesaistry. By B. Frankland.Ph D DC.L F.R.S.
3. Biology. By T H Huxley, LL D F.R.8.
X Mineralogy. 1 By Wartngton W, Smyth, If A. F.&.8.,
4. Mining. J Chairman.
A Geology. By John W Judd. F R s
« Applied Mechanics Ry T M Goodav*. M A.
T. Physic*. By Frederick Guthrie
8 Metallurgy By W. Chandler Robert*. Fits
9. Mechanical Drawing. By Bar. J. H Edgar, MLA.

Tht Lecture Fee* for Student* desirous of becoming Associates am Xi.
la owe iuiq on Entrance, or two annual payment* of 301. exclusive of
(he l^buratortea

Ticket* to separata Courses of Lecture* are Issued at 31. and 41. each .
Officers In the Queen s Service, Her Majesty s Consuls, Acting Mining

Agents and Managers, may obtain Ticket* at reduced price*.
Selene* Teachers are al*o admitted to the Lectures at Reduced Fee*.
For particulars (free) or for Official Prospect u* (price W . by post, "*>.>

apply to the knuriii, Royal School of Mines, JemiT*-«treet. London,
8.W. F. W. RUDLEB, Registrar.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGRESS, EDINBURGH.
OCTOBER 0th to Uth.

PrMideni-The Right Hon LORD RBAT, DC.L.
Presidents of DepartmenU : — I . Jurisprudence -The Right Hon. the

Lord Advocate x Education—The Right Hon Lord Balfour of Bur
leigh- 3. Health—John Beddoe. Esq M.D. F.R.S. 4. Economy—Sir
Centred J. filar-Shuttieworth. Bart. A Art—Profeasor W. B. Richmond.

Information a* to the reading of Papers, which should bewenttothe
AasisTxwr-KecaaTaar on or before the 30th of (SEPTEMBER, and other
particular*, may be had at the Office*, I, Adani-ttret't, Adelphl, W.C.;
and City Chambers, Edinburgh

J L CLIFFORD-SMITH, Aasistant-Secretary.
1, i-lass sirs**:, W C

LEEDS TRIENNIAL MUSICAL FESTIVAL,

urn.
TOWN HALL, LEEDS.

AT, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY,
October 13th, Mth, Uth, and 16th.

Fmtron-The QUEEN.
-The DI KE of EDINBURGH, K.O. K.T.

Conductor—Mr ARTHUR SULLIVAN.
Organist—Dr WM. SPARE.

Chora* Master—Mr JAMES RROUGHTON.
BAND and CHORUS of 430 PERFORMERS.

WEDNESDAY MORNING -■ Elijah ' Principal* ■ Meadames Albanl,
Osgtjud, Patey, and Trebelli , Messrs. Moas, Cross, and King.
WEDNESDAY EVENING.— John Francis Barnetts CanUU, 'The

building of the Ship' : Mozart's Symphony In O minor, and Miscel
laneous. Principals: Miss Anna Williams, Madame Trebeili , Mr.
Edward Uoyd, and Mr. Henscbel.
THURSDAY MORNING—Beethoven's 'Choral Symphony' (No. 8);

W. 8. Bennett* May Queen ') Mendelssohn's '1141b Psalm,' Ac.
Principals : Meadamc* Williams, Osgood, Trebelli ; Messrs. Lloyd, Ring,
and Henachal.
THURSDAY EVENING —Handel's 'Samson.' Principal*: Meedauie*

Williams, Patey ; Messrs. Maas, King, and Henachel.
FRIDAY MORNING. — Sulll vans New Cantata. 'The Martyr of

Antloch ' i BeethoTcn'* Mass in C . and Schnbert's 1 The Song of Miriam.'
Principals : Meadames Albanl, Anna Williams, Trebelli , Messrs. Lloyd,
Cross, and King.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, at 3.30 —Organ Recital, by Dr. Spark. Fes-

tlTal Ticket-Holders for that day admitted free.
FRIDAY EVBNINO.—Bnch s CanUU, 'O Light Everlasting'; Sym

phony by Ran"; Mendelssohn's ' Loreley 'j and Miscellaneous. Prln-
. I puis : Mcsdames Albanl, Anna Williams, Trebelli j Messrs. Maas, Cross,
.mil Henschel.
SATURDAY MORNINO — Spohr's 'Last Judgment'; Haydn*

* Creation' {Farts I. and II.); Finale from Handel's ' Utrecht Jubilate ' ;
Prin. ipala: Meadames Albanl, Osgood, Patey ; Meamrs. Maas, Lloyd,
Henscbel, and King.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON.-Organ Recital, by Dr. Spark.
~ ailed Programmes are now ready, and may be had at the Festival

s and at the principal Music Warehouse*.

FRO T SEATS AND PATRON'S GALLERY, RESERVED.
£. *. a.

I Tl Am, admitting to the Seren Concert* (a limited
numb oaiy> >• .« .. .. .. ,. ft 0 0

Single Ti et— Morn Ing . . . . . . . . ..110
Single TleAet—Erening 0 15 0

SECOND SEATS, RESERVED.
Single Ticket— Morning . . . . . . . . . . 0 10 8
Single Ticket—Erening .. .* .. ., ..076

BACK OF HALL AND VESTIBULE.

Single Ticket, Morning and Erening (each) .. ,. 0 8 0
All the Tlckeu are Transferable.

) Order* to be made payable to Mr. Gnoaoa
crossed "National l*rovincial Bank of
FRED H, SPARK. Hon Sec.
GEORGE HIRD NELSON, Hon.Trees.

LEEDS MUSICAL FESTIVAL, 1880.—TICKETS
on SALE from 10 a.m. till S r.u. (Saturdays, from 10 till 1) at the

Fasti ral Offices, Great George^treet, close to the Town Hall. Leeds. All
K be accompanied by a remittance for the Tickets

FRED. R. SPARK, Hon. Sec.
GEORGE HIRD NELSON, Hon. Treat.

required.

FAC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced br the
AKWNDKL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the

Public,**.well as to Members, at price* rarying from 10«. to 49*., and
Include the Works of Gi___
Michael Amrelo. Raphael,

Ft. Angelico, Peruglno, Andrea del Sarto
. Holbein, Albert Durer, sec.-Priced List*.

. :ti. ].ut. uinrs of lu.int^rihio^wUl be sent, post free, on application
at 34. Old Bond-street. London, 1

ro»rard ttf t1

orRESTORATION of PAINTINGS,
K neceasary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

— :he safeat and most cautious treatment, r— ™ *
"SON. Studio. 43. Oeorge-*treet. Portman-*qua

' CTAR RUBY.—A remarkably fine specimen for
KJ SALE. Also a few Mounted Cats' Byes, Vase* in Siberian Oven-
t urine. —Bates WntcHT. Mineralogist and Expert in Gems a

', *), Great Russell-street, Bloonisbnry, London W C

jgARTHENWARE and CHINA PAINTING.

Messrs G. LBONCB and P. MALLET,
after numerous sulicitstions, hare decided to open a COURSE of
PAINTING on EARTHENWARE, POTTERY, and CHINA, to com
mence on the i th of OCTOBER, 1, Langbam Chambers, Port
land-place, W.
Special COURSE of FLOWERS and BIRDS from NATURE, by Mr.

O. Laos-cm.
The New Style f Barbottlne), Ac. Orer 300 Designs, Paintings, and

SkeU'hes for the use of Pupils.
A* the number of Pupil* will be

requested
For terms and Prospectus apply Hope Cottage,

Green.
N B Special Firing* of Pupils' Works in the tsxIou* style* at

Lxomcb and Malxbt's.

ARTIST (Exhibitor) gives LESSONS in OIL
PAINTING I Marina and Landscape). - Address AailsT, 303.

lUmpsload-rcavl, N.W.

ME.HENBT BLACKBURN, Editor of 'Academy
Notes, Ac , will deliver TWO ILLU8THATBD ART-LKtTUHES

to the Season 1*90-1. 1. 'The Art of Popular llltuumtlon.' a ' Life Id
Alcerla; or. Metering in Huiuhioe. ' Illuitraud br Hketchea and Dla-
fnun..—For particular, addreal to lot. Victorla-atreet. London, s W.

JULIUS STOCKHAUSEN'S SINGING SCHOOL,
FRANKFOET-OD-tha-MAIN, wiU OPEN on the lit of OCTU1IKK,

UM.
The KEC E1TION EXAMINATION will take place from the 30th until

the Wth of hEFTKMBEK —Addraaa Harinnritraan, da.

REPORTER (five years experience) desires
KB-KNOAOEMENT. Oood referencef. Dally or Ereniiuj Paper

preferred.—AddruM P., ChrwtieU Office, Bath.

SMALL CAPITALISTS invited to form an Asso
ciation, limited In liability and number. Ea.__ - -

paid Director will hare control oi Investment—Tuxrt, Mr.

0 MAGAZINE PROPRIETORS.—An Established
Finn of Publisher*, possessing all the requisite facilities for pro-

dealrous of PUBLISHINGmuting a
Trade Joi
Lindley

Circulation, are c
1'erlodlcnJ on C
it Office, Caiuei

NO a good !

ACADEMY
of PIANOFOET1 PLATING, 8, Vfermouth-atreet

for the HIGHER DEVELOPMENT
Portland-

nlrei^'fy V*n 1
History'. Special

LjuMicrwiae. Original Idea* and ^lr.^^^lte English
Inn-fields, London.

President-Mr FRANKLIN TATLOR.

Pianoforte— Walter Barhe. Theodore Franxen, J. Shedloek, and Oscar
RcTimier. Harmony— Kbeneser Front and Richard Hopper.
The Academy is for Amateur and ProfeMlonul Student*. Two Piano-

fort •• and One Harmony Lesson Weekly. Fee. Six Oulneas per Term.
NEXT TERM commence* September 27. Entrance-Days, September

22 and 'SI, from 10 to A.
Two Scholarships (Male and Female) for Students under sixteen will

be competed for before the commencement of the Term.—For Pro
spectuses and all particulars address the Diatcroa.

REWERS' COMPANY.—The Master and
Wardens of the Worshipful Company of Brewer* are prepared to

receive ape application* from Gentlemen desirous of bccoiiuntc
for the CLERKSHIP of the COMPANY —Particular* as to the duties
of the Office and Salary can be obtained on written application to the
Cluk, Brewers' Hall, Addle-street, B.C., on or before the Uth of Bep-

LINGUIST WANTED.—The Proprietors of the
1ROXMOXQKR require the SERVICES of a Competent and
rlenced Gentleman for the FOREIGN SUPI'LEMKNT of that

Journal, published In English, French. German, It
Application*, with full particular* and coplea
W. B. F., 44a, Cannon-street, London, B.C.

NEWSPAPER INVESTMENT. — FOR SALE,
SHARES in a well-established, successful, and Improving ENG

LISH PROVrNCIAL N BWSPAPER, at a price that will pay the Investor
good Interest —Apply, by letter, to A. B„ care of Messrs. Page £ Pratt,
Stationers, 4, Ludgalc Cm-us- buildings, E.C.

MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
Purchase of Newspaper Property, beg to Notifj "

several Newspaper Properties for Disposal, both in .
Provinces. Principals only treated wltn.

c.

C MITCHELL A: CO., Agents for the Sale and
e Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

Probate or Purchase, Investigations, and Audit of Accounts, Ac.

KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON. — The Theolo
gical DEPARTMENT — NEW STUDENTS most present

themselves on TL EsDAY , October 5.
Classes are held both in the Morning and Evening.
The College Theological Testamur can be obtained by—
A. Graduate In Arts of any British University, In Three Terms.
B. Associates of the General Literature Department of King's College,

in six Terms.
C. All duly qualified persons of I'l years of age, In Six Terms.
There are also Preparatory Classes for those wishing to pas* the En-

i.
•PP'J-. personally or by post-card, to J. W. Cuk<For the

KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.—Department
of GENERAL LITERATURE and SCIENCE.—NEW STUDENTS

will be admitted on TUESDAY, October I.
This Department is intended to prepare Students (1 > for the Universi

ties, Holy Orders, the Bar. and other Profession* . (i'l for the Indian
Services -, and O, for the Military and Civil Service Examinations.
For the prospectus apply, personally or by post-card, to J. W. Cuw-

vtmoiam, Esq., Secretary.

LONDON.— Departmen't
CIENCLd. - NEW KfU-K1

AN experienced JOURNALIST
WORK Would supply Leading Mutter fi

Specials on Current, Social, or General Subjects —For Press
terms, and all particulars, apply Alh, Hull Literary Club.

AN"experienced LEADER-WRITER desires an
ENGAGEMENT to Contribute Leading Articles, Political,

Literary, and Social, to a Liberal Provincial Newspaper. Specimens of
Work sent on application. Highest references —Address M. H. Whjsm,
Amberley, Stroud, Gloucestershire

cateti\LITERARY WORK WANTED by highly-educated'
rniversRgJaan. Winner of English Essay Prise at Public School,

1 'Cambridge. Social and Political A "
7,

V Tlicr.

EDITOR WANTED for a SCOTCH CONSERVA^
TIVB NEWSPAPER. — Fur particular, addrcaa A. h., Meaara.

Keith & Co. , Newaageuta, 65, Oeorge-atreet, Edinburgh.

WANTED, ENGAGEMENT by the Chief Sub-
Eultor of a Daily Newapaper. leader-Writer, good Descriptive

and Verbatim Reporter —Attdruta X., Menare. Adams dc Francis, Adver
tising Agenu, SB, Fleetetreet, Loodou, B.C.

OUB-EDITOR for NIGHT DUTY WANTED on
tO a flrst-claa* Morning Liberal Newspaper (Provincial;. Must have
held similar situation, and be thoroughly proficient and reliable. Send
specimens of recent Summaries. Leaders. Ac., and state age and terms,
name, references, and give full particulars of Journalistic experience.—
Address A. P. A., care uf Messrs. O. Street A Co., SO, Cornhill, EC.

THE PRESS.—WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT
by an accurate and Verbatim Note-Taker.

Writer, judicious Condenser, and careful Proof
testimuiuals.—J-Address A., Standard Office, Maidstone.

Descriptive
Excellent

THE PRESS,
siderable ex

ing the
desires a KB-
2, Harvey

The Advertiser, who has had con-
i, both in England and America, in superintend.

_ _>llshing of a most succeaaful Weekly Journal,
OAGEMENT. First-class references.—Addreas 1. 6.,

Essex.

PRESS.—A Journalist of energy and experience,
age 90, Leader-Wrlter and Special Correspondent on one of the

chief Provincial Dailies. Is OPBN to an ENGAGEMENT on a Daily or
first-class Weekly.—Address A. W., care of Meaara. O. Street ft Co.,
S3, CurnbiU, E C.

T ONDON HOME.—The Widow of a distinguished
A J Physician, the members of whose family are occupied In profes
sional study or other active work, desires to BECBITB into bar honse a
gentlemanly YOUTH or a YOUNG LADY, engaged In any special
branch of study In Lc~'*-
home. refined society,
experience and social <
' ' X.vT.

offered are a comfortable
direction as depend on long

h., No. <M, BelsUe-park,

LNG'S COLLEGE
of ENGLNEEKINO an

DENTS will be admitted oi
The Coarse of Stud? provides practical Education for those who intend

to engage in EiiKiueering, Surveying, Architecture, Telegraphy, and tne
higher branches of Chemical and Manufacturing Art.
For ths prospectus apply, personally or by post-card, to J. W. Cck-

Esq., Hecretary.

and APPLIEI
H ESDAY, Oc

si Ed

ING1? COLLEGE, LONDON.—The Evening
. CL EH -These Classes wUl HE-OPEN on MONDAY, October

... In the New Testament, I ; reek Testament, Latin, Greek, Ancient
History. Ircnch, Oerman, Hebrew, Italian, Spanish, English History,
Geography, Arithmetic, Writing. Mathematics, Commerce, Drawing.
Elementary and Practical Chemistry, Mechanics, Physiology, Experi
mental ana Applied l'hyslcs. Zoology, Logic, Political Economy, Mine-
ralogv, Ge<jlogy. Ianw, Metallurgy, Fine Arts, ILirmouy, Vocal Music,
and Public Speaking.
For the prospectus apply, personally or by post-card, to J. W. Crw-

vimohui. Esq , Secretary.

DfG'S COLLEGE, LONDON.—The School.-

, September 21.NEW PUPILS will be admitted on TUESDAY,
There ore Four Divisions:—

1. Upper Classical School, Intended to prepare pupils for the UniTersl-
tles, for the Theological. General Literature, and Medical Departments
of the College, and for the Learned iTofessions

2. Upper Modern School, intended to prepare Pupils for General and
Mercantile Pmsuits, for the Department of Engineering In the College,
and for the Military Acadwmies.

S. The Middle School comprises several classes, each with its classical
and modern division, for Pupils who are too old for the Lower but not
sufficiently adranced for the t'pper School.

' Low er School.—This division includes boys over eight years of ago,
Oivisions.

,, , . __>card, to J. W. Cun*
jflMbMivM, Esq., Secretary.

and Is Intended to prepare them to enter the
For the prospectus apply, personally or by

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

The SESSION of the FACULTY of MEDICINE will begin on MON
DAY October 4th.
Th SESSION of the FACULTIES of ARTS and LAWS and of

SCIEN I E will begin on OCTUHER 2th.
Instruction Is provided for Women In all subjects taught in the

Faculties of Arts and Laws and of Science.
Prospectuses and Copies of the Regulations relating to the Entran'-e

and other Bxhibitions, Scholarships. Ac. lvalue about 2.UJW.J, may be
obtained fr.mi the College. Oower-strect, W C.
The EXAMINATIONS for ths ENTRANCE EXHIBITIONS will be

bsld on ihe Itth and -vth oi SEPTEMBER.
The SCHOOL for HOYS will KE-OPBN on SEPTEMBER list.
Th* College i» Close to the Gower-strcet Station of the Metrupnlltaa.

Railway. TALFOURD ELY, M.A., Secretary.

UNIVERSITY HALL, GORDON-SQUARE, W.C.
—Students of University College, London, reside In the Hail

under Collegiate discipline. The Hall has been approved by the S
tary of State for Indians n place of Residence for selected Candidal.* for
the Indian Civil Service —full particular* as to Rent of Rooms, Foes, Ac,
on application to the Principal or Secretary, at the Hall.B A. WURTZBURO, Secretary.

TRAVELLING TUTOR or COMPANION.—A
Gentleman of good family, who has acted In a similar capacity,

desires an ENGAGEMENT as above pending his Employment mnu-r
Government Age twcntr-seven. Trie best references.—Aduxt** D. G i; ,
May's Advertising Offices, 154*, Piccadilly.
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B£ COLLEGE.—The NEXT TERM will

commence on TUESDAY, September 21st.

F. W. MADDEN, M.R.A.S., Secretary.

EA MINGTON COLLEGE. – ENTRANCE

SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION on SEPTEMBER 14 and 15

Address Rev. D. Wood, College, Leamington; or, after August 1st,

Craigside, Felixstow, Ipswich.

TH: LONDON INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE,

Spring-grove, Middlesex, W. (founded under the auspices of the

late Richard Cobden).-Latin, French, German, and Natural Science

£ every Boy, in addition to Mathematics, Greek on the Classical

Side only.

Two Laboratories for Practical Science, large Gymnasium, Baths, with

hot and Cold Water.

Each Boy has a separate Bed-room.

Terms. 70, 80, and 90 Guineas, according to age.

The NEXT TERM commences Monday, September 20.

Apply to the Head Master, H.R LADELL, M.A.

HE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.–The OWENs

COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.-A Prospectus, containing informa

tion on the Course of Instruction, Fees, olarships, Exhibitions, &c.,

may be obtained on application to the Registrar. The Calendar will be

published early in September.

J. HOLME NICHOLSON, Registrar protsm.

TH: owRNs college, MANCHESTER.—
The COLLEGE SESSION 1880-81 will BEGIN, in the Medical

Department, on FitIDAY, the 1st October; in the Arts, Science, and

Law Department, on TUE8DAY, the 5th October; and in the Evening

Classes Department, on MONDAY, the 11th October. Candidates for

admission must not be under 14£ of age, and in the Arts and Science

Department those under 16 will be required to passa Preliminary Exami

nation in English, Arithmetic, and Elementary Latin. Prospectuses are

published for each of these Departments, and may be obtained on appli

cation to the Registrar. Fuller details respecting the Courses of Instruc

tion. Fees Scholarships, Exhibitions, &c., will be found in the Calendar,

which may be obtained early in September (price 3s., post free, 3s.6d.)

from Mr. Cornish, 33, Piccadilly, and other ksellers in Mauchester,

and from Messrs. Macmillan &&" London.

The syllabus of the Evening Classes may now be obtained from Mr.

Cornish (price 6d., post tree, 7d.).
J. HoLME NICHOLSON, Registrar.

T' 'Q', LoNDoN.-special

LECTURES.-The WINTER COURSE of SPECIAL LECTURES

for the SESSION 1880-81 will be delivered on the Third THURSDAY

FVENING of each month, from October to March, as follows:

0CroBER 21, 1880–WILLIAM SPOTTISWOODE, Esq. M.A. D.C.L.

LL.D., President of the Royal Society-' Polarized Light'

NoveMBER 18, 1880 -Dr. FRANCIS HUEFFER—"Musical Criticism.”

DECEMBElt 16, 1880—Professor LEONE LEWI, D.Sc. F.S.A.F.S.S.

Change for a Sovereign."

JANUARY 20, 1881.—Dr. B. W. RICHARDSON, F.R.S.-‘Breath and

Breathing."

FEBRUARY 17, 1881.-WILLIAM HUGGINS, Esq. D.C.L. LL.D.

F.R.S.- The Chief Results of Spectrum Analysis as applied to the

Heavenly Bodies."

r:Alcis 17, 1881.–G. J. ROMANES, Esq. M.A. F.R.S.F.L.S.–"Jelly

ish."

The Lectures commence at Eight o'clock.

Admission to the Course, Half-a-guinea.

Each chair will be numbered, in order that Subscribers may occupy

he same seat throughout the series

The proceeds will be devoted to the Building Fund.

Tickets may now be obtained on application to the Szcarramy, Trinity

College, London (Mandeville-place, thester-square).

NDERSON'S COLLEGE, GLASGOW.–CAN

DIDATESare invited for the CHAIR of NATURALPHILOSOPHY,

vacant by the resignation of Professor Geo Forbes-Applications to

be lodged, on or before the 18th current, with the SecherArr, who will

furnish information regarding the duties and terms of the appointment.

50, West£, Glasgow, J. B. KIDSTON, 8 tary.

Sept. 2, 1880.

-

W ESLEY COLLEGE, SHEFFIELD (affiliated

to the London University).

Governor and Chaplain-Rev. W. H. DALLINGER, F.R.S.

Head Master-H. M. SHERA, Esq., M.A. LL.D.

Second Master–R. SHINDLER, Esq., M.A. (Lond.),

And Eighteen Assistant-Masters. -

The Rev. W. H. DALLINGER, F.R.S., has undertaken the Professor

ship of Natural Science, and will give Lectures and Class instruction in

Practical Zoology, Botany, &c.

The NEXTTERM commences on SEPTEMBER 21st.

Prospectuses may be obtained by application to the Goveaxoa or the

HEAD MasTER.

wesley College, August, 1880.

E YDE PARK COLLEGE for LADIES,

115, GLOUCESTER-TERRACE, HYDE PARK.

The JUNIOR TERM begins SEPTEMBER 16th.

The SENIOR TERM, November 1st.

Prospectnses, containing Terms, Mames of Professors, &c., may be

had on application to the LADr Reside.Nr.

EDFORD COLLEGE (for Ladies), 8 and 9,

York-place, Portman-square, London (near the Baker-street Station

of the Metropolitan Railway).—The College provides Systematic Lectures

by Professors in the Higher Subjects of instruction, and Preparatory

Classes for Junior Students. The Course is adapted for those who intend

to Matriculate or Graduate in the University of London. The SESSION

will 13 F.G1M on THURSDAY, October 14. All New Students are to

present themselves, between 11 and 4, on TUESDAY, October 12.

TWOARNOTT SCHOLARSHIPS will be awarded by open competition.

Prospectuses, with particulars of Scholarships. Boarding, &c., may be

had at the College. HENRIETTA LE BRETON, Hon. Sec.

NIR JOSLAH MASON'S SCIENCE COLLEGE,

BIRMINGHAM.

This COLLEGE will be opened on the 1st of OCTOBER NEXT, with

an 'NTRobUCTORY LEC'ruite by Dr. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.

The CLASSES for STUDENTS will commence on TUESDAY, the 5th

of October.

The Course of instruction, as at present arranged, includes

Mathematics—Professor M. J. M. Hill, M.A.

Chemistry-Professor W. A. Tilden, 1).Sc. Load., F.R.S.

Physics-Professor J. H. Poynting, M.A. B.Sc. Lond.

Biology-Professor T. W. Bridge, M.A. F.Z 8.

The Course is designed to prepare Students for the Degrees of B.Sc.

and 19.Sc. of the University of London.

Iniorulation as to the teruns of admission and the arrangement of

Classes may be obtained on application to Mr. S. AllroRr, Curator, at

the College, Edmund-street, Birmingham. The Professors attend daily

(except saturday) at the College, and will be glad to confer with intend

ing students.

A List of Lodgings suitable for Students may be obtained at the

College. Josiah MASON, Founder and Bailiff

G. J. JollNSON, Chairman of Trustees.

Birmingham, May 26, 1880.

NDUCATION in SWITZERLAND.–New

A FRAUENSTEIN ACADEMY, ZUG. Established 1855. Prepara

tion for the Universities, Commercial Department, German, French,

Italian , Large Modern Building, Gymnasium, Playground, and Garden.

Cold and Warm Baths. Highest references. Prospectus on application.

~W. Fuchs, Proprietor, F. M., Kunz, Principal, late Head Principal of

the Swiss (International) School, Genoa.

-

HE DORECK COLLEGE for LADIES, 63,

Kensington Gardens-square, Hyde Park,W.—TheAUTUMN TeRM

begins SEPTEMBER 14th

Principals-Miss M. E. BAILEY and Fräulein NEUHoFER.

REPARATORY SCHOOL for the soNs of
GENTLEMEN. 64. Kensington Gardens-square, Hyde Park, W.

The CLASSES RE-ASSEMBLE SEPTEMBER 14th.

Principals–Miss M E. BAILEY and Fräulein NEUHoFER.

TATIONERS’ SCHOOL, Bolt-court, Fleet

street. - APPLICATIONS for the APPOINTMENT of HEAD

MAster (who will be required to enter on his duties the Second Week

in January, 1881), will be received at Stationers' Hall on or before the

9th day of Óctobert, 1880, to be addressed in writiug to the Master and

Wardens, under cover to the Clerk of the Company. , Candidates must

be Members of the Established Church and Graduates of some Uni.

versity in Great Britain or Ireland, and must furnish testimonials of

experience in Tuition.—Particulars of the duties and emoluments may

be obtained at the Hall. CHAS. Robek'TRIVINGTON, Clerk.

Stationers' Hall, Ludgate-hill, September 6, 1880.

HE MISSES A. and R. LEECH'S SCHOOL

for LITTLE BoYS will RE-OPEN OCTOBER 1st, at 65, Kensing

ton Gardens-square, Hyde Park, w.
-

EATH BROW SCHOOL, HAMPSTEAD.–

The SESSloN 1880-81 will begin on SEPTEMBER 23rd. A Course

of study for the Higher Examinations, with Home life, is provided for

Girl Students School, Preparatory, for Boys and Girls up to 13 or 14
years of age, and Kindergarten.-Prospectus on application to Mrs. Case.

ARIs.—HAvET's INSTITUTE for the SoNS
of GENTLEMEN, 125, Rue de Longchamps, close to the Bois-de

Boulogne-M. Haver and his sons are assisted by French, English, and

German Graduates. Pupils prepared for the University. Army, and

civil Service Comfort, "Gentlemanly Treatment, Healthful Exercise,

Substantial Diet, and Modern Sanitary Arrangements. The LADIES'

School, established 1869, is conducted by Madame Haver 6, Rue de

Longehamps. Trocadéro-Prospectuses from M. Haver. Paris; or from

the Publishers of his French and German School-Books, Messrs. Simrxin,

Marshall & Co., 4, Stationers' Hall-court, London.

MA' WANTED for ENGLISH SUBJECTS,

and to take superintendence of Boys in Playtime. Six Hours per

Day.—Address Mrs. cxse, Heath Brow School, Hampstead, N.W.

F# and GERMAN LANGUAGES.—HEAD

MASTER waxTED for this Department in AYR ACADEMY.

Applications, with Testimonials, to be lodged with the Clerk to the

Ayr Burgh School Board. National Bank, Ayr, by MONDAY, the 20th of

September, 1880. The successful Applicant must be prepared to enter on

his duties early in OCTOBER.

R. H. B. COTTERILL (Class. Trip. Camb.),

assisted by Mr. J. HALLAM (Math, Trip. Camb), and French

and German Masters, has ONE or TWO WACANCIES.-Address 11,

Liebig Strasse, Dresden

TU' (experienced) wishes RESIDENT EN

HE MIDIDLESEX HOSPITAL.– The WINTER

SESSION will open on MONDAY, October 4th, with the DIS

TRIBUTION of PRIZES in the New Lecture theatre.

H.R.H.. the DUKE of CAMBRIDGE is expected to preside on the

occasion.

The MEDICAL SCHOOL,which is now being considerably Enlarged,

provides the most complete means for the Education of Students pre

paring for the University of London, the Colleges of Physicians and

surgeons and the other Licensing Bodies.

TWO ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS, of the annual value of 25l. and

#£'". tenable for Two Years, will be competed for on OCTOBER

st and 2n

Further information may be obtained from the DEA-N or the Restorxr

Mtercal Officea, at the Hospital. ANDREAW-CLARK, Dean.

HE MULTIPLEx CoPYING PROCESS

gives Forty Copies of Circulars, Music. Drawings, Plans.

This Process has been adopted by Her Majesty's Government, who

have paid the inventor (Mr. Fellows).500. for the privilege of using it

throughout all their Departments. No tedious washing off Suits all

climates. Negatives available for years. Full particulars postfree.

CHARLES FELLOWS, 18, Tettenhall-road, Wolverhampton.

WHE wooDBURY PERMANENT PHOTO

GRAPHIC PRINTING COMPANY have now brought their

W0ODBURYTYPE Process to such perfection that it is generally

recognized as the best means of Reproducing Works of Art, Portraits

from Life, Views from Nature, Architectural Subjects,&c.

Its advantages are:

1 Extreme delicacy in the half-tones, depth and brilliancy of the

shadows, and perfect detail in every part.

2. Rapidity with which thousands of impressions of equal quality can be

produced.

3. Economy and Permanency.

The processes known as the CARBON and COLLOTYPE are also

£ worked by this Company; but, though useful for certain

subjects, the Prints by these processes do not possess the brilliancy and

uniformity of Woodburytypes

£o'R''''''ocess is£ used in BOOK ILLUS

TRATION by all the leading Publishers, inc:
Messrs. Macnuillan & Co. Messrs. Sampson Low & Co.

-> Chapman & Hall. -> John Murray.

- Bentley & Son. *- Bickers & Son.

- Geo. Bell & Sons. - Daldy, Isbister& Co., &c.

Estimates. Specimens, and all information furnished on application to

the Secretary.

157, GREAT poRTLAND-STREET, LONDON, W.

H E A U To T Y. P. E. C. o M P A N Y,
531, OXFORD-STREET, LONDON, W.,

Beg to call attention to their System of producing

GAGEMENT to teach French, German, Latin, Mathematics, &c.

Piano and Drawing.-Address Turoa, 11, Bury-street, British Museum,

London.

N UNIVERSITY MAN (Cambridge) would be

glad to PREPARE GENTLEMEN for PUBLIC and UNIVER

sity ExAMINATIONS. Special attention given to backward pupils.

Gentlemen desiring to read Greek Testament will find this a favourable

opportunity.—Address Epsilox, care of Elliot Stock, Esq., 62, Pater

noster-row, London, E.C.

MPEDIMENTS of SPEECH.—The Rev. ALEX.

J. D. D'orseY. B.D., receives Members of Parliament. Clergymen,

Candidates, Barristers, Students, Schoolboys, and others sufferink from

Hoarse, Harsh, or weak voice, incipient pysphonia, indistinct Articu

lation, Nervousness, stammering, Monotonous Reading, Inaudible

Speaking, Lifeless Delivery, and other defects not organic, from 10 to

12 daily –13, Prince's-square, Bayswater, W.

R OYAL COLLEGES of PHYSICLANS and

SURGEONS OF EDINBURGH.

NoTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the PRELIMINARY EXAMI

NAtions in GENERAL EDUCATION by the Royal Colleges of Phy

sicians and Surgeens of Edinburgh, during the Session 1880-81, will be

held on the following days, beginning each day at Twelve o'clock:

SATURDAY. October 16, and MONDAY, October 18, 1880.

TUEsdAY, April 12, and WEDNESDAY, April 13, 1881.

And SATURDAY, July 9, and MONDAY, July 11, 1881.

Intending Studen's of Medicine are reminded that they are required

to pass the above Examination, or one of those recognized by the

General Medical Council as equivalent to it, before they can be regis

tered as Medical Students.

information as to the Subjects of Examination and Books prescribed

will be obtained by application to the Officer of either College.

DANIEL RUTHERFORD HALDANE, President Royal College

of Physicians.

FRANCIS BRODIE IMLACH, President Royal College of

Surgeons.

September, 1880.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL and

COLLEGE

The WINTER SESSION will begin on FRIDAY. October 1st.

The Clinical Practice of the Hospital comprises a service of 710 Beds,

inclusive of 34 Beds for Convalescents at Highgate.

students can reside within the Hospital, subjectto College Regulations.

For all particulars application may be made to the WARDEN of the

College, the College, 8t. Hartholomew's Hospital, E.C.

A Handbook forwarded on application.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL and

COLLEGE.

OPEN SCholarShips.

THREE SCHOLARSHIPs are offered for Open Competition at 8t

Bartholomew's Hospital. The Examination will begin SEPTEMBER27.

1. A Scholarship, of the value of 130'., open to Candidates under 25

ears of age, and who have not entered at any Metropolitan Medical

school subjects of Examination: Botany, Chemistry. Physics, Zoology

2. AScholarship, of the value of 130., open to Candidates under 20

years of age. The other conditions and subjects are the same as the

above.

3 the Jeaffreson Exhibition (value 50W), open to Candidates who have

not entered at any Metropolitan Medical School. Subjects: Mathe.

matics and Latin, and any'iwo of the following Languages, at the option

of the Candidate: Greek, French, German. The successful Candidates

will be required to enter at St Bartholomew's Hospital.

4. Preliminary selentific Exhibition-on OCTOBER 21 there will be

an Examination (limited to Students of the Hospital of less than six

months' standing) for the above Exhibition, value 50l. The Subjects

are those of the Preliminary Scientific Examination of the Loudon

University.

"the£ful Candidates for the above Four Scholarships are eligible

in succeeding years for the Scholarships of the School i viz., First Year,

Three: (1) 50l., (2) 30l., (3, 20 Second Year: (1) 50l. Third and Fourth

Year: (1) 40., (2) 30!, (3, 30l., and for the several Prizes.

For further particulars application may be made, personally or by

wetter, to the WARDEN of the College, the College, St. Bartholomew's

Hospital, E.C.

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS

In PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHY by means of SAWYER'S

CoLL01'YPE PROCESS.

It possesses the following ADVANTAGES:

FIRST-Forsmall Editions of 500 to 1000 it is cheaper than any known

method, as the cost of the original plates is small.

SECOND-Being Photographic it presents an absolute faithful copy of

the object desired to be represented; such a picture as the reader

recognizes as a true representation.

THIRD.—The Illustrations are printed direct on the page of the book.

's the disagreeable cockling incident to all mounted Photo

graphs.

M AGNIFICENT WORKS have already been

executed in the following lines:

PALAEOGRAPHICAL - “The Codex Alexandrinus," "The Utrecht

Psalter,’ ‘The Yearly Fasciculus of the Palaeographical Society,'

‘Milton's Common-Place Book,” &c.

NUMISMATICAL-The Catalogues of Greek and Roman Coins for the

Trustees of the British Museum, Mr. B. V. Head's "Coinage of

Syracuse, the Illustrations to the Numismatic Chronicle, &c.

B00KS of TRAVEL.- China and its People, by J. Thomson, F.R.G. S.,

a magnificent work, illustrated with over 250 large photographs;

‘The Voyage of the Challenger, by Sir Wyville Thompson; and

many smaller works.

TOPOGRAPHICAL– Relics of Ancient Liverpool, “Old Manchester,”

and many others.

CIVIL ENGINEERING-"Les Travaux publics de France, executed

under the direction of a Department of the State, published by

J. Rothschild, Rue des St. Peres. This magnificent work gained the

gold medal at the Paris Exposition, 1878.

ARCHITECTURAL.—“The Roof sculptures of Norwich Cathedral, with

a History of the Cathedral, by the very Rev. the Dean of Norwich.

A vast number of works in other departments, large and small, have

been illustrated by the Autotype Process of Book illustration, amongst

which may be noted—The PitouT and HUNT DRAWINGS. by, Mr.

Ruskin; ine KERAMIC ART of JAPAN, Audsley and Bowes, both

French and English Edition. The TAFESTRY of BAYEUX, French

and English Edition, &c.

VOST.—As a specimen of cost, it may be stated

that SIX Illustrations to a demy 8vo. volume for an Edition of

1,000 would cost less than 10d. per copy.

"." Price List and Specimens sent upon application.

N the AUTOTYPE GALLERY will be found

a noble COLLECTION of FAC-SIMILES of the OLD MASTERS,

including the most celebrated Works of Fra Angelico, Fra Bartolomeo,

Corregio, Dürer, Holbein, Michael Angelo, Raphael, Rubens. Andrea del

Sarto, Titian, Leonardo da Vinci, &c., selected from the princi

Galleries of Europe. Fine examples of the Modern School, includ

Poynter, R.A., Meissonnier, De-Neuville, Rossetti, Burne-Jones, &c.

By this process the reproduction of Pictures, Drawings, and Original

Works of Art are so perfect as to make it difficult in some cases to dis

tinguish the Copy from the Original Work. The Fac-similes are pro

duced in permanent pigments, which may be of the same kind as those

used in the original. Black. Brown, Sepia. Blue, Red, are all available

Colours Artists can have their Pictures Reproduced without the ex

pense and delay of engraving, and with the minimum of risk: , Sizes of

Plates from 10 inches to 48 inches. A visit to the Autotype Gallery will

prove how readily the walls of home can be adorned with artistic

masterpieces at little cost. Pictures and Photographs Mounted and

£ Pictures carefully Cleaned and Restored.

send for the AU10TYPE CoMPANY S New Catalogue, price 6d.

Gratis to purchasers.

J. it. "Aw YER, Director of Works.

W. S. RIRD, General Manager.

BERNARD QUARITCH'S GENERAL CATA

LOGUE of B00K8, Arranged in Classes, with a Copious Index,

for 1880.

one gigantic vol. 8vo. x–2,395 pp., half-bound morocco, 3.3s.

This CATALOGUE has 21,879 numbers, but contains in reality about

25,000 superior Books and Manuscripts, or nearly 200,000 Volumes,

is00KisuYERS will in 1 described in it many articles which deserve

a place in their own Libraries, but, as in most cases only a single copy

of the book advertised is in stock, prompt application is necessary.

Books plentiful in one year become rare the next, and “introuvable” a

few years later.

scholarts and STUDENTS will find this Catalogue a useful hand

book to iurther their studies.

BERNAR1) QUARIrCli's NEW LISTS are sent gratis to regular

customers, or to occasional buyers on the pre-paymen of Six Shuliuss

per annum.

PlaivAre LIBRARIES and Books from all the great BOOK SALES

are added daily to my stock. Book Collectors are therefore requested

to make frequent visits to 15, Piccadilly, so as to secure new purchases

at onee.

covíMiSSIONS for Book Sales are attended to with care on the usual

terms.

hooks wANTED, however rare, old or new, are procured according

as opportunities offer.

London BERNARD QUARIrch, 15, Piccadilly.
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ARE ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS, and DRAW

INGS, by the most esteemed OLD MASTERS. may be obtained at

GEORGE LOVE'S OLD PRINT SHOP, 81. BUNHILL-ROW, London.

A CATALOGUE sent on receipt of two penny postage-stamps.

"." Established above Sixty Years.

W VORDSWORTH. – An ANALYSIS, founded

artly on some Passages in his Unpublished Correspondence.

The Cof YRIGHT of the MS. may be bought for 15. H. Address

Joseph Gostwick, 111, Denmark-road, Camberwell, S.E.

CH' and HARLEIAN. — For SALE, a

“COLLECTION of VOYAGES and TRAVELS, with great variety

•of Cuts Prospects, Ruins, Maps and Charts, curiously engraven,” 8 vols.

folio, russia, gilt, lettered, in good condition; a fine copy. Churchill,

* vols. 1732; Harleian, 2 vols. 1745, price 81.8s –Apply to J. W., The

*Cedars, Castle-road, Carisbrooke, near Newport, Isle of Wight.

MUD I E's S E L E C T L I B R A R Y.

NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS.

See Mudie's Library Circular.

New Edition, now ready, postage free.

CHEAP AND SCAR CE BOOKS.

See Mudie's Clearance Catalogue.

New Edition, now ready, postage free.

The NEW EDITION of MUDIE'S CLEARANCE CATALOGUE con

"tains The Life of the Prince Consort-Memoirs of Mrs. Tait, Bishop

Selwyn, Dean Hook, Edward and Catharine Stanley, Bishop Wilberforce,

and the Rev. Henry Venn–Sister Dora-Miss Bird's htide Across the

Rocky Mountains-Martha and Mary–A Sylvan Queen–Pipistrello, by

•Ouida–Donna Quixote-Claude Branca's Promise-The Greatest Heiress

in England, by Mrs. Oliphant-Magnum Bonum, by Miss Yonge; and

£ than Three Thousand other l'opular Works at the lowest current

aprices.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), New Oxford-street.

CITY OFFICE–2, King-street, Cheapside.

AUL POTTER.—FOR SALE, a SMALL PIC

TURE by this Master. Subject, a Bull of Reddish Colour, near

*ollard Tree, looking to spectator; Dark Cow, with White Spots, lying

‘down to left; Dun Cow in distance. On Wood, 10; by 9 inches. Price

200 Guineas. Will be personally shown any distance if half fare is paid.

In perfect condition.-H. GREGoRr, Albion House, Richmond, S.W.

Salt by 3Muction

·Clayponds, Kew Bridge.—The remaining costly Appointments

of the Residence; Grand Pianoforte by Broadwood & Sons, in

walnut-wood case; 350 ounces of Silver Plate; Collection of

Oil Paintings and Water-Colour Drawings, costly Bronzes,

Ornamental China, Wines, Books, and Out-door Effects.—By

direction of the Executors of the late F. J. EVANS, Esq.

M ESSRS. FURBER, PRICE & FURBER will

SELL by AUCTION, at the Residence, as above, on WEDNES

ADAY, September 22, and Following Days, at 12 for 1 o'clock each day, the

remaining APPOINTMENTS thereof, embracing fine Italian Wainut

wood Writing Tables—Winged Bookcases-enclosed Paper Waggon—a

costly suite of Table and six Chairs inlaid with ivory, ebony, and gilt

show Tables and Cabinets—inlaid Ebony and Buhl Cabinets–Ebony and

Thurza-wood Cabinets—sets of Chairs, Bed-chamber Appendages, &c.

Among the many objects of ornament, &c., may be mentioned Chimin

and other Clocks by eminent makers—a Regulator by Dent—a magni

ficent old Sèvres China Dessert Service—Wedgwood, Worcester, Nant

garw, Dresden, Cloisonné. Oriental, and other China Plates. Cups, vases,

and Figures—an almost Unique Collection of 132 Japanese Netseukis,

beautifully carved—an expensive Lathe by Holtzapffel & Co., with a

most complete Set of 'r'. every description–Photographic Appa

ratus and Chemicals—Microscope—Lunar and other Telescopes, and a

wariety of Scientific Instruments. The Oil Paintings are upwards of

100 in number, and embrace some important Works, all by known

Masters, among whom may be mentioned

Vickers, sen. Ross, A.R.A. Callow Turburgh

Webb Macallum Hillingford Verchmer

Pether T. S. Cooper, R.A. Armfield N. Maas.

Kidd Niemann, sen. Zuccarelli

And the Water-Colour Drawings comprise Works by the following
-artists:

Nash Herbert Wickers Lewis

Andrews Goodwin T. B. Hardy Hickin

Copley Fielding

and many others. Also an original Etching by Haywood Hardy. The

Library contains Books and Modern Standard and Scientific Literature,

and the Wine Cellar about 120 dozens of good Wines. The out-door

Effects are numerous, and embrace a useful Cob-strong Cart-Milch

Cow-Stack of Meadow Hay–Stove and Greenhouse l'lants, besides

many other items of utility.

The Property may be viewed privately after the 16th inst., and descrip

tive Catalogues (price is, each) may be obtained of Messrs. A. S.

Edulunds & Son, Solicitors, 11, St. Bride's Avenue, Fleet-street; and at

the Auction and Estate Offices in Warwick-court, Gray's Inn.

CH'THLY. Edited by Messrs. HoFFER

and ZUKERTORT. No. 13, now ready, 1s., by post, 1s. 1d.

Vol. I. containing 12 Numbers and Index, bound in cloth, 11s. ; by \
post, lls. 6d. (Now ready.

The GREAT CHESS MATCH-ROSENThAL v. ZUKERToitT. Bound

in cloth, 2s. 6d. [Immediately.

*...* GERMAN and FRENCH BOOKS on CHESS in Stock.

Published by James Wade, 18, Tavistock-street, Covent-garden.

Ready, price 3d., post free, 33d.

THE SEPTEMBER NUMBER or

E D U C A T I O N.

The Journal of Trinityco' London, and Institutions in

Dion.

Principal Contents.

*CURRENT TOPICS:-The Educational Demand in wales–tonic

Sol-Faists at Whitehall—The General Medical Council– London

Musical Critics—“The Minister of Education"—A London club for

Chamber Music-Victor Hugo on Education—The teachers' Bill

once more-The Royal Commission on Wellington College.

NOTICES of BOOKS.

MONTHLY. NoTES: – Parliamentary Summary–The Universities –
Music-Literature-Science—and Art.

IEADING ARTICLES:—Subscription Scholarships—Music at the Uni

versities-The “Communistic Principle” in Elementary Education

~The opportunities of Cavendish College, Cambridge–the Society

of Arts' Annual Report—Parodies for Church Hymns.

*OFFICIAL JourtNAL–Correspondence-Class Lists, &c.

london: sold by W. Reeves, 185, Fleet-street, E.C. (Bookseller to the
College); and all ksellers.

TH: DRESDEN GALLERY.—The Weekly Pub

BLACK's SCHOOL ATLAS

oF

MODERN AND ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY.

A Series of 41 Maps, fully Coloured, 4to. or demy 8vo. cloth,

with Index, price 10s. 6d.

LIST OF MAPS.

1. Chief Physical Features. 22. Spain and Portugal.

2. Ethnography. 23. Sweden, Norway, and Den

3. Zoology. mark.

4. Botany. 24. Russia.

5. Mountains and Rivers. 25. Turkey and Greece.

6. N. Celestial Hemisphere. 26. Asia

7. S. Ditto. 27. Turkey in Asia, and Persia.

8. Solar System. 28, India.

9. Seasons. 29. Africa

10. World in Hemispheres. 30. North America.

11. Europe. 31. United States and Canada.

12. England and Wales. 32. West Indies

13. Scotland. 33. South America.

14. Ireland. 34 Australia and New Zealand.

15. France, in Departments. 35. British Empire.

16. Ditto in Provinces. 36. Ancient World.

17. Holland and Belgium. 37. Italia, North.

18. Prussia and German States. 38. Ditto, South.

19. Austria. 39 Graecia, &c.

20. Switzerland. 40. Palestine.

21. Italy. 41. Travels of St. Paul.

With INDEX of 15,000 NAMES, and CLUE INDEX.

BLACK's MODERN ATLAs.

A Series of 27 Maps, with Index, in 4to. cloth, price 5s.

III.

BLACK'S SCHOOL ATLAS,

For BEGINNERS.

A Series of 27 Maps, Coloured, in oblong 12mo, cloth,

price 2s. 6d.

In feap. 8vo. cloth, price 3s.

THE

CHURCH STUDENT'S MANUAL.

By the Right Rev. C. H. BROMLEY, D.D.,

Bishop of Tasmania.

In feap. 8vo. limp cloth, price ls. 4d.

THE

BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER:

ITS-HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES.

By BISHOP BROMLEY.

-

-

-
-

--- THE ---

TALES OF A GRANDFATHER.

By Sir WALTER SCOTT, Bart.

--------
- --

* -

* -

Part I. A.D. 1033-1596.—Macbeth to Queen Mary.

Part II. ,, 1600-1700.—James VI. to Queen Anne.

Part III. , 1701–1760.—The Union to the Highland Rebel

lion.

Each Part price Sixpence; or in cloth limp, Eightpence.

\ The same Complete in 1 vol. cloth, price 2s. 6d. --
- - - - **** -

**-
-

->

-

-

-

-**
-

SCOTT'S POEMS,

AUTHOR'S EDITION.

With all the Author's Introductions, and Notes by

J. G. LOCKHART

(which are wanting in all other editions).

Lay of the LAST MINSTREL. Author, Edition.

.' MARMION. Author's Edition.

LADY of the LAKE. Author's Edition.

ROKEBY. Author's Edition.

LORD of the ISLES. Author's Edition.

BRIDAL of TRIERMAIN. Author's Edition.

- -

Price One Shilling each, in cloth.

The same in 8vo, sewed, double columns, price Sixpence each.

Edinburgh: ADAM & CHARLEs BLACK.

Price 6d.; by post, 63d. the Number for SEPTEMBER of

HE ARTIST : a Monthly Paper for Workers,

Teachers, Students and Amateurs in Art, and for the Art Trades.

William Reeves, 185, Fleet-street, E.C.

Ew HoTEL de VILLE, PARIs.-see the
BUILDER (4d.; by post, 43d.) for View; also Views and Plans of

Presbytery. Ormskirk; Exeter Hall, Re- ed; Sunday Schools,

Tottenham; and Welsh Calvinistic Chapel-Kandahar Railway-Water

and Health - Glasgow. Municipal Buildings–Apprenticeship– Mr.

Hakewill–Bridges and Roofs, &c.

46, Catherine-street; and all Newsmen.

HE MUSICAL TIMES, for SEPTEMBER, con

tains:-Negro Minstrelsy–The Great Com rs: Spohr—Al redo

Catalini's Opera, Elda'—Beethoven's Grandfather (a Bio-raphical

Sketch)-Reviews, Foreign and Country News, Correspondence, &c.

Price 3d., post free, 4d. Annual Subscription 4.s., including postage.

HE MUSICAL TIMES, for SEPTEMBER, con

tains:-"I will lay me down in peace,” Anthem by A. C. Mac

kenzie. Price, separately, 1}d.

London: Novello, Ewer & Co. 1, Berners-street, W.; and 80 and 81,

Queen-street, E.C.

NoTBs AND QUERIES. (SIXTH SERIES.)

This Day's Number contains

NOTES:—The Lex Salica-Aboriginum Latinorum. Regnum-"For

romotion cometh,” &c.—Old Scotch Kirk Session Records-Hun

red Courts-A Letter from James VI. of Scotland-Otaheite and

the Transit of Venus, 1769–Folk-Lore: the Vampire in Western

China—“Funster"—Modern Street Nomenclature-Artillery used

to convey information, 1540–Dryden and Burns—Ensign Tonington

– ‘Burglarized"—Wise Saws—The Last Chapter in Proverbs.

QUERIES:—Bishop Marshall, of Llandaff–Heraldie—An Indian Bri

£ serving under the Duke of Wellington-Fleetwood and Quincey

'amilies—Kelso Abbey-A Mock-Antique Civic Ballad—St. Ignatius

Loyola-The Husseys of Edmundesham-Lobb—“The grey mare,”

&c.—Walsingham Pedigree-R. Eyres—Numismatic-” Simon'

The Armourers' Company and the Lord Mayor–Heraldry-O'Neills,

O'Byrnes, and Maguires-City of London Institution—J. Jordaens

Claygate Lane–Owen Clayton–The Marriage of Dorothy Kestell

and S. Madge-Authors Wanted.

REPLIES:-A Visit to Wensleydale–Tom Brown-"Pariah"—A Park

-The Deluge–The “clouded cane” of£ Guru

“Collywest.”—Right or Left of a Picture: Story-R. Samuel-Pre

servation of Rate-Books—Cardinals advancing to the Pope in Circles

-J. Thomson-Deathbed Custom-St. Nicholas. Patron of Maidens

E. A. Poe—Bacon and Lucretius–Pulaski's Banner-Bede's Version

of St. John's Gospel – Colonial Arms – “Sewin” – “Boom"—

“Might and main"—Treatment of Angels by the Old Masters-Mis

use of Words—“Sphaera cujus centrum "-Cotton in England

Richard III.—Elizabeth More–Pictures in Spain—A Gentleman

The Mayflower-Peter Fitz Herbert-John Cawse-Old Durham

Ballad-The Etymology of “Rickets.”

NOTES on BookS:—Forman's “Prose Works of Shelley'—Freeman's

“Short History of the Norman Conquest of England”—Sainsbury's

“Calendar of State Papers.”

Notices to Correspondents, &c.

Published by John Francis, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.

ROF HEER'S ‘PRIMEVAL WORLD of

SWITZERLAND, with Geological Map and 560 Illustrations

Edited by JAMES HEYWOOD, M.A. F.R.S fin 2 vols. 8vo. price 16s.

London't Longmans & Co.

Just published, Second Edition, price One Shilling,

ARLIAMENTARY DEBATE (the LAW and
PRACTICE of). for the Use of Societies established for Discussing

Political and Social Topics, according to the Rules and Forms of the

House of Commons. By CHARLES WILLETT, Speaker of the Liverpool

Parliamentary 1)ebating Society. - -

London: George Philip &Son, 32, Fleet-street; and Caxton Buildings,

Liverpool.

Price to Subscribers, 2s. 6d.; Non-Subscribers, 4s. 6d.

XTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES of a

REPORTER. Giving Twenty Years' experience on the Press,

showing the Easiest and Surest Method of becoming an Efficient an

£ Shorthand Writer, and containing valuable Hints

on all Branches of Reporting. Amusing and interesting to Members of

the Press, and invaluable to Young Phonographers and Tyros in the

Art of Reporting. Written and published by FRANCIS J. LOCK,

Author of “The Rifleman's Companion, “How to become an Expert

Shot,’ ‘Martini v. Snider’ (30,000), &c.

20a, Market-street, Leicester.

Just published,

ET: What Does the Bible Say of It? A

Concordance of Texts on the Subject. The object of the book is

simply to bring into a small compass all the information needed for a

careful personal study of this great question. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s.6d.

“No Bible student's library should lack this valuableman: ti

"hristian.

“A new and valuable contribntion to Biblical literature.”-Bookseller.

S. Bagster & Sons, 15, Paternoster-row, London.

KIRRES' PHYSIOLOGY.

On October 10th,

Tenth Edition, Revised, with 420 Illustrations, post 8vo. 14s.

IRKES HANDBOOK of PHYSIOLOGY. By

W. MORRANT BAKER, F.R.C.S., Lecturer on Physiology and

Assistant-Surgeon to St. Bartholomew's Hospital, and Surgeon to the

Evelina Hospital for Sick Children.

The Chapter on the Chemical Composition of the Human Body has

been in great part rewritten; and the text has been much altered in

many others, especially the Chapters on the Blood, Circulating, Respira

tion, Digestion, and the Nervous System.

About 60 new Illustrations have added.

John Murray, Albemarle-street.

AVET'S FRENCH and GERMAN BOOKS.

Used in Schools throughout the British Empire, United States of

America, and Colleges in France and Germany.

*FIRST FRENCh BOOK. 1s. 6d. houseHOLD FRENCh. 3s.

"FRENCH CLASS Book. Part I. "FIRST GERMAN 100K. is. 6d.

raise" GERMAN STUDIES. 4s.

*H CLASS BOOK. Part II. MAN C. 8ition. 3s.6d.

# *-key to both rare, ors:" "
s• **** *ANGLAIS NSEIGNE

"FRE''..srupińs: Conyer". "'Is"'''
tion*, *tracts, &c. * * | ENG isn't FR, NCII copy

FRENCH COMPosition. 3s.6d Book (Writing and Languages

–KEY to Do, 4s. simultaneously). 2d.

• Any one of the Four Books marked - forwarded free to Teachers

applying to M. Havet, Institut Anglais-Français, Rue de Longchamps,

lication of a Series of elaborate Reproductions, on a large scale, of

the celebrated Paintings in the Dresden Gallery was commenced in the

ARCHITECT of Saturday, July 3rd, when Two Engravings, of the

Adoration of the Magi" and the 'Marriage of Cana, by Paul Veronese,

're given. Each measures 25 in by 13 in. Price Aa or by post, 5d.

*ublishing offices, 175, Strand, London, W.C.; and of all Newsagents.
| Paris.

London: Simpkin, Marshall & Co. 4, Stationers' Hall-court.

aux
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SCIENCE PRIMERS.

Under the Joint Editorship ol

Professors HUXLEY. ROSCOK, and

BALFOUR STEWART.

lgmo. Illustrated, If. each.

Introductory. By Prof. Huxley, F.R.S.

Chemistry. By Prof. Rosooe, F.R.S. With

Questions.

Physics. By Prof. B. Stewabt, F.R.S. With

Questions.

Physical Geography. By Prof. Gbikie,

F.R.B. With Questions.

Geology. By Prof. Obikib, F.R.S.

Physiology. By M. foster, m.d. F.R.S.

Astronomy. By J. N. Lockybb, f.r.s.

Botany. By Sir J. D. Hookkb, K.C.S.I. F.R.S.

Logic. By Prof Jevons, F.R.S.

Political Economy. By Prof. Jevons.

V Others to follow.

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE.

Astronomy. By J. N. Lockyeb, F.R.S. With

Illustrations, it. 6d —QUESTIONS, Is. fid.

Botany. By Prof. Oliveb, F.R.S. F.L.S. With

Illustration., 4s. fid.

Chemistry. By Prof. Roscoe, F.R.S. With

niastratlons, 4s. fid.

CHEMICAL PROBLEMS ADAPTED to the
SAME. By Frol. THORPE. With KEY, 2s.

Chemistry.—Owens College Junior Course of

Practical Chemistry. By F. JONES. Preface by Prof. ROSCOK.
2s. fid.

Questions on Chemistry. By Fkancis
JONES. ISmo. 3s

Logic, Deductive and Inductive. By

Prol. JEVONS, F.R.8. 3s. 6d.

Physiology. By Prof. Huxley, F.R.S. With

Illustrations, 4a fid.—QUESTIONS, Is. fid.

Political Economy for Beginners. By

M. Q. FAWCETT. With Questions, U. fid.

Physics. By Prof. B. Stbwaet, F.R.S. With

Illustrations, 4s. ML

Natural Philosophy for Beginners.
By I TODHUNTER, M.A F.R.S. Part I. PROPERTIES ot SOLID
and FLUID BODIES, 3). 6d. Part 11. SOUND, LIGHT, and HE AT
S». fid.

Physical Geography. By Prof. A. Geikie,

F.R.S. With Illustrations, 4l. fid -QUESTIONS, is. 6rf.

Class-Book of Geography. By c. B.

CLARKE, MA. F.B.O.S. With Maps, 3s.

Sound : an Elementary Treatise on. By Dr.

W. H STONE. Illustrated, 3j. fid.

MANUALS FOR STUDENTS.

Inorganic Chemistry. By Professors Roscoe

nnd SCHORLEMMBR. Vol. I. NON-METALLIC ELEMENTS 21.
Vol. II. METALS, 2 Parts, 18s. each.

Gegenbaur's Comparative Anatomy. A

Translation by F. J. BELL. Revised, with Preface, by Prof. RAY
LANKESTER. Illustrated, 8to. 2ls.

Text-Book of Physiology. By Michael

FOSTER, M.D. F.R.S. Illustrated, 8vo. 21s.

A Treatise on Embryology. By F. M.

BALFOUR, F.R.S. Illustrated, Sto. Vol. 1. 18..
[ Vet. II. in Ik* press.

A Text-Book of Physiological Che-

MISTRY. By Prof. ARTHUR GAMOEE, F.R.S. Illustrated, 8vo.
[ Vol. I. just ready.

Elementary Practical Physiology. By

MICHAEL FOSTER, M.D. F.K.8., and J. N. LANGLEY-, B.A.
Crown 8To. 6..

The Student's Flora of the British
ISLANDS. By Sir J. D. HOOKER, K.C.S.I. F.RS. Globe 8vo.
10.. So*.

Physiography: an Introduction to the Study

ol Nature. By Prof HUXLEY, F.R S. With Illustrations, crown
8vo. New and Cheaper Edition. 0*. [Just ready.

Elementary Biology. By Prof. Huxley,

F.R.S.. assisted by H. N. MARTIN, M B. D.Sc. Crown 8To.fi..

The Principles of Science. A Treatise on

loilc and Scientific Method. By Prof. W. STANLEY JEVONS,
LI. LV F.R.S. Crown sto. 12s. fid.

Manual of Political Economy. By Prof.

FAWCBTT, M.P. Crown 8ro. lit. fid.

HISTORY AND LITERATURE

PRIMERS.

ISmo. Is. each,

Edited by JOHN RICHARD GREEN.

Homer. By the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone.

English Grammar. By R. Mobbis, ll.d.

Borne. By M. Cbeighton, M.A. Maps. -

Greece. By C. A. Fyffe, M.A. Maps.

English Literature. By Rev. Stopfobjd

BROOKE, M.A.

Europe. By E. A. Fbeeman, D.C.L. Maps-i—

Greek Antiquities. By J. P. Mahafpy, M.A.

Illustrated. —

Roman Antiquities. By Prof. A. S. Wilkins.
Illustrated. ~~

Classical Geography. By H. F. tozeb. A- '

Geography. By Geobqe Gbove, f.r.g.s.
Map..

Children's Treasury of Lyrical Poetry.
By F. T. PALGRAVE. In Two Parts, each 1..

Shakspere. By Prof. Dowden.

Philology. By J. Peile, m.a.

Greek Literature. By Prof. Jebb.

English Grammar Exercises. By R.
MORRIS, LL.D., and H. C. BOWEN , M.A. ^Jk=

France. By C. M. Yonge. Maps.

English Composition. By Prof. Nichol.^,

V Others to follow.

Primer of Pianoforte-Playing. By Feank-
LTN TAYLOR. Edited by GEORGE GROVE, D.C.L. ISmo. 1.. ^

HISTORICAL COURSE.

Edited by E. A. FREEMAN, D.C.L.

General Sketch of European History.
By E. A. FREEMAN, D C L. With Maps. 3s. (id.

England. By E. Thompson. Maps. 2«. 6d.

Scotland. By Mabgabet MacAbthtjb. 2».

Italy. By W. Hunt, M.A. 3*.

Germany. By James Sime, M.A. 3»>

America. By J. A. Doyle. Maps. is. 6d.

European Colonies. By E. J. Payne. Maps.

it. 6d.

France. By c. M. Yonge. 3*. 6d.Maps.

V Others to follow.

A Short History of the English People.

By J. R. GREEN. With Maps, 4c. 8.. 6rf. [70ta TAousoiid.

Analysis of English History, based on
the above. By C. W. A. TAIT. 3.. fid.

Readings from English History. Edited

by J. R. GREEN. 3 vols. Is. 6rf. each.

Old English History. By E. A. Fbbeman,

D.C.L. With Maps, St.

Cameos from English History. By c. M.

YONGE. 4 vols. 5a. each.

History of England.
Maps, 6s.

ByM. J. Guest. With

A Shakespearian Grammar. By Dr.

ABBOTT. St.

Longer English Poems. Edited by Prof.

HALES. 4s. fid.

Historical Outlines of English Acci-
DENCE. By Dr. R. MORRIS. 6s.

Historical English Grammar. By the

Same. 2s. 6d.

On the Study of Words. By Archbishop

TRENCH. Ss.

English, Past and Present. By the Same.

as. " ——

Select Glossary of English Words,
used formerly In Sense, different from the Present. By tho Same
as.

Economics of Industry. By A. Marshall,

M.A , and M u. V P. MARSHALL. 2.. fid.

A Short Geography of the British
ISLANDS. By JOHN RICHARD GRELN and ALICE STOI'FORD
GREEN. Willi - - Map., Ss. cd.

MODERN LANGUAGES.

Progressive French Course. By Eugene
FASNACHT. First Year, 1.., Second Year. is. erf.

[ ZViirrf Yemr fm the prett.

Progressive French Reader. By the
Same Author. First Year, 2s. Orf. [Second Year in theprtu.

Progressive German Course. By the
Same. First Year, 1.. fid.; Second Year, 2s.

First Lessons in French. By H. Cotjb-
THOPE BOWEN, M.A. lamo. Is.

French Dictionary. By G. Masson. 6*-.

German Dictionary. By Prof. Whitney

and A. H EDGKEEN. 7s. fid —German-English Part. 5s.

German Grammar. By Prof. Whitney.
4s. Od.

German Reader. By the Same. 5*.

Beaumarchais.—Le Barbier de Seville.
Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by L. P. BLOUET. Fcap Svo
3s. fid.

Moliere. — Le Malade Imaginaire.
Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by F. TARVER, M A. 2s. fid.

New Guide to German Conversation.
ByL. TYLODET. 2s. fid.

Handbook to Modern Greek. By E.
VINCENT and T. G. DICKSON. Ss.

ELEMENTARY DIVINITY.

By Dr. MACLEAR.

A Class - Book of Old Testament -
HISTORY. 4». Cd.

A Class - Book of New Testament
HI8TORY. 5s. fid.

A Class-Book of the Church Cate-
CIIISM. Is. fid.

A First Class-Book of the Catechism.
With Scrlpturo Proofs. 6d.

A Shilling Book of Old Testament
HISTORY.

A Shilling Book of New Testaments I
HISTORY.

Scripture Readings for Schools and
FAMILIES By C M. YONOE. 5 vols, price Is. fid. each. Also,
with Comments, 3s. Orf. each.

The Bible in the Church. By Canon

WESTCOIT, D.D. ISmo. 4s. Orf.

The Book of Common Prayer : an Ele

mentary Introduction to. By F. PROCTOR and Dr. MACLEAR,
18mo. 2s. fid.

Children's Treasury of Bible Stories* '
Bv Mr. GASKOIN. Edited, with Preface, by Dr. MACLEAR. ,
l^rt 1. OLD TESTAMENT, 1«. Put 11. NEW TESTAMENT, la. A
Part 111. The APOSTLES, lj.

ART.

Linear Perspective and Model Draw-
INO. By L. ANDERSON. IUustrated. 2l.

Drawing-Book for Beginners. By P. H. _^

DELAMOTTE. Illustrated, 3s. fid.

TRANSLATIONS.

Cicero's Academica. Translated by J. S.

REID, M.A. 8vo. is. fid.

Cicero's Letters. Translated from Watson's

Selection by Rev. G. E. JEANS, M.A. 10s. fid.

Homer's Odyssey. By Butcheb and Lang.

New Edition, Revised and Corrected, 10s. 6d.

Horace in English Prose. By Lonsdale

and LEE. With Introductions, Notes, ate. 3s. fid.

Plato—The Republic. By J. Ll. Davies,

M.A., and D. J. VAUGHAN, M.A. 4s. Cd.

Plato.—Euthyphro, Apology, Crito, and

FHAEDO. By F J. CHURCH. 4s. fid.

Tacitus. By Chubch and Bbodbibb.

The History. 6».

The Annals. 7*. 6d,

The Agricola and Germany, with the

DIALOGUE on ORATORY. 4s. fid.

Theocritus, Bion, and Moschus. By A.

LANG, M.A. fis.

Theophrastus. — The Characters. An

English Translation from a Revised Toit. With Introduction and

Notes. By Prof. R. C. JEBB fis. fid.

Virgil in English Prose. By Lonsdale and

LEE. With Introduction, Notes, Sc. 3s. Orf.

[See next page.

MCMILLAN & CO. Bodford-street, Strand, W.C.
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ELEMENTARY CLASSICS.

18mo. price 1*. 64. MCh.

Virgil. -Mneid V. Edited by A. Calvebt, M.A.

Horace.—Odes. Book I. Edited by T. E.

PAGE, MA.

Selections from Ovid. Edited by E. 8.

Caesar.—The Gallic War. Second and Third

Campaigns Edited by W O RUTHERFORD. M A

Thucydide3. Book IV. Chaps. 1—41. Edited

by C. B GRAVES, M A.

Herodotus. Selections from Books VII. and

Vm. Edited by A. H COOKB, B.A.

Virgil.—Georgic, II. Edited by Rev. J. H.

SERINE, MA

Horace.—Epistles and Satires. Selected

and Edited by Rer. W J v. BAKER, M.A.

Greek Elegiac Poets. Selected and Edited

by Rer H. KVNASTON, M A.

Livy.—Scenes from Hannibalian War.
Adapted for tbe Vie of Beginner.. By 0. C. MACAULAY, M.A.

Caes r. - Scenes from the 5th and 6th
BOOKS at tbe GALLIC WAR. By 0. COLBBCK, M.A.

MACMILLAN'S CLASSICAL SERIES.

.33schylus.—Persse. Edited by A. O. PRICKAED,

M A. it. id.

Cicero.—The Second Philippic Oration.
From the German of Halm. By Prof JOHN E. B. MAYOR, it.

The Catiline Orations. From the German

of Holm With Addition., by Prof. A. S. WILKLNS, M A. it Id.

Pro Lege Manilla. Edited, after Halm, by

lT)f A S. WILKINS, M A. 3t. 6d.

Pro Roscio Amerino. Edited, after Halm,

by E H DONKLN, M.A. it. Id.

Demosthenes.—De Corona. Edited by

B DRAKE. H A New and Revised Edition, it. Id.

Homer's Iliad.—The Story of Achilles.
Edited by J . H PRATT, M A., and WALTER LEAF, M.A.

[/a the prett.

Homer's Odyssey. Books IX.—XII. Edited

by ITof. 1 B. B. MAYOR, MA. Parti. Is.

Juvenal.—Select Satires. Edited by Prof.

J. E. B. MAYOR. Satire. X and XI. S». XII.—XVI. fu. U.

Livy. Books XXI. and XXII. By W. W. Capes,

MA. 5s.

Martial. — Select Epigrams. Edited by

Rer H. M STEPHENSON, M A. 6».

Ovid's Fasti. Edited by G. H. Hallam, M.A.
[In fAfl prett.

Ovid.—Heroidum Epistulae XIII. Edited

by E. S. 8HUCKBURGH, M.A. u. ad.

Plautus.—Miles Gloriosus. Edited by Prof.

R Y. TYRRELL. [In the (treat,

Pliny's Letters. Book III. Edited by Prof.

J. E. 11 MAYOU. With Life of Pliny by G. H. KENDALL.
[Nearly ready.

Sallust. Edited by C. Mebivale, B.D. it. 6d.

The CAT1LIKA and JUQURTHA separately, 2t. Id. each.

Tacitus.—Agricola and Germania. Edited
by CHURCH and UHODRIBB. it. OJ. Separately, 2.. each.

The Annals. Book VI. By the Same Editobs,

ii id.

Terence.—Hauton Timorumenos. Edited
by E. S. SHUCKBUHOH, M.A. At. With Translation, 4c. ed.

Phormio. Edited by Rev. John Bond, M.A.,

and A 8. WALPOLE, B.A. is 14.

Thucydides. Books VI. and VII. Edited by

lhe Ker. P. FROST, M.A. 5..

Xenophon.—Hellenica. Books I. and n.

Edited by H. HAILSTONE. B.A. it id.

Cyropsedia. Books VII. and VHI. Edited

by Prof. ALlllliD GOODWIN, M.A. it.

Anabasis. Books I. — TV. Edited by Pro-

lessors w. W GOODWIN and J. W. WHITE. [.Yearly ready.

Memorabilia Socratis. Edited by A. R.
CLUElt, B.A. it.

CLASSICAL WORKS.

First Latin Grammar. By M. C. Mac-

MILLAN, M A. 1. id.

School Latin Grammar. By H. J. Roby,

MA. it

Latin Prose Composition. By H. Belches,

M A 1. id —KEY, tt. id. Part II. la.

Latin Prose Composition, Hints to

ward.. By A W. POTTS, LLD. it.

Passages for Translation into Latin

FROSB. By the SAME. 2. -KEY, It id.

Latin Prose Composition, First Steps

to. By G. RUST, M A. If. id.

Synthetic Latin Delectus. By E. Rush,

U. h.

A Grammar of the Latin Language,
from PLACTVH to SUETONIUS. By H J ROBY. M A. In Two
Parti. Third Edition. Part I —Crown no. It. M —Part II. lot. «d.

Greek and Latin Etymology, an Intro-
DUCTION to. By I. PEILB, M.A Crown 8ro. ICU. 14

Homeric Dictionary. By Dr. G. Adteneeith,

Traulated by Dr. KEEP. tt.

Greek Prose Composition. First steps.

By B. JACKSON, le. id. Second Steps, It. id. [Key in preparation.

Greek Iambics for Beginners. By Rev.

H. KYNASTON, M.A. it. id —KEY, it. id.

Greek for Beginners. By Prof. J. B. Mayor.

Part I., It. ad. ; II. and III., it. id. Complete, it. Id.

First Greek Reader. By Piof. John e. B.

MAYOR, it. id.

First Greek Grammar. By w. G. Butheb-

FORD, M A. New Edition, Enlarged. It. id.

Syntax of the Greek Moods and Tenses.
By Prof. GOODWIN. New Edition. St. id.

Elementary Greek Grammar. By Prof.
W. W. GOODWLN, Ph.D. It.

First Lessons in Greek. By Prof. J. w.
WHITE. [Neurit r—dt.

Elements of Greek Grammar. By Prof.
J. G. GREENWOOD, it id.

Juvenal.—Thirteen Satires. With Com
mentary by Prof. J. B. B. MAYOR, M.A Crown 8yo. Vol. I. 7.. fd
Vol. II. 10.. Id.

Selections from the Attic Orators before
Demosthenes. Edited, with Introduction and Note., by Prof. R C
J EBB, M.A. 8vo. 10*. id.

MATHEMATICAL WORKS.

By BARNARD SMITH, M.A.

Arithmetic and Algebra. io». 6d.

Arithmetic for the Use of Schools.
it. U.-KEY, Hi. Id.

Shilling Book of Arithmetic. For
National and Elementary School.. 18mo. Or separately.
Part I., 2<f. i Fart II., id. ; Part III.. Id. With ANSWERS,
It. Id —KEY, It. Id.

School Class - Book of Arithmetic.
Wmo it. Or In Three Part., It. each—KEY, Three Part., 2s. 14.
each.

Arithmetic in Theory and Practice.
By J. BROOK-SMITH. It. Id.

Exercises in Arithmetic. By s. Pedley. 6*.

Algebraical Exercises. Progressively Ar

ranged. By C. A. JONES, M.A , and C. H. CHEYNE, M A. It. id.

By T. DALTON, M.A.

Rules and Examples in Arithmetic.
2s Id.

Rules and Examples in Algebra.
Part I., 2s. i Part II.. 2t. Id.

Note-Book on Practical, Solid, or De-
SCKIPTIVE GEOMETRY. By I. H. EDGAR and 0. B. PH1T-
CHARD. it.

Geometrical Note - Book. By F. E.
KITCHENER. 2i.

MATHEMATICAL WORKS.

By J. M. WILSON, M.A.

Elementary Geometry. Books L to V.

New Edition, Enlarged, it. Id.

Solid Geometry and Conic Sections.
it. Id.

Natural Geometry : »n Introduction to the

Logical Study of Mathematics. With Explanatory Models. By A.
MAULT. la.

MODELS to illustrate the abore, In Box, lit. 14

Plane Trigonometry : Graduated Exercises

In. By J. WILSON, M.A., and S R. WILSON, B.A it. M.

Elements of Descriptive Geometry.
By J. B. MILLAR, C.E. It.

Conic Sections : a Geometrical Treatise. By

W. H. DREW. Crown 8to. ...-SOLUTIONS, is. Id.

By I. TODHUNTER, M.A F.R.S.

Euclid for Colleges and Schools.
St. Id.

Mensuration for Beginners. 2». 6d.

Algebra for Beginners. With numerous

Example.. 2s, W.-KtY, 6s. Id.

Trigonometry for Beginners. 2#. tw.

-KEY, It. Id.

Mechanics for Beginners. 4*. M.—
KEY,«s. Id.

Algebra for the Use of Colleges and
SCHOOLS. "I. U.-KEY, lot. Id.

The Theory of Equations. 1»- 6d.

Plane Trigonometry. 5*.—Key, 10*. 64.

Spherical Trigonometry. 4». 6d.

Conic Sections. With Examples. It. 6d.

The Differential Calculus. With Ex-

ample.. 10s. Id.

The Integral Calculus. Ws. 6d.

Examples of Analytical Geometry of
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m*tori/ of the Indian Mutiny. 1857-1859.

Bv Ool. G. B. Malleson, C.S.I. Vol. III.

(Allen & Co.)

Tnis volume brings the history of the

Indian Mutiny to a close. Its predecessors

were devoted rhiefly to the events which

took place in Eastern India, the North-West

Provinces, and the Punjab. Of the sixteen

chapters in the volume before us nine are

taken up with Madras, Bombay, and Central

India. Of the remaining chapters one is

allotted to the exploits of officers in charge

of civil districts, one to the deeds of the

Indian navy, and one to an examination of

the true causes of the outbreak.

One of the most prominent characters of

the mutiny was Tantia Topee. This man,

a Mahratta, was brought up in the house

hold of the last of the Peshwahs, and when

the latter died became muxahib or aide-de

camp to his adopted son the Nana. When

the mutiny broke out he simply obeyed the

man whom lie recognized as his liege lord

and sovereign. At his orders Tantia waged

war against ns, but he was guilty of no

atrocities. And yet we hanged him ! Col.

Malleson considers it probable that posterity

will condemn the putting of this man to

death, and we agree with Col. Malleson.

As is pointed out in this volume, there is an

analogy between Tantia Topee's case and

that of Hofer :—

" Posterity has condemned Napoleon for

causing Hofer to be shot. There is considerable

analogy between the cases of Hofer and Tantia

Topi. Neither was born under the rule of the

nation against which he fought. In both cases

the race to which each belonged was subjugated

by a foreign race. In both oases the insurrec

tion of the snlxlued race was produced by causes

exterior to its own immediate interests. In

both cases the two men cited rose to be tho

representatives of the nationality to which each

belonged. In both—Hofer in the one, Tantia

Topi in the other—they resisted the dominant

race in a manner which necessitated the calling

forth extraordinary exertions. In both cases

the leader was a huro to his own countrymen.

The one, the European, is still a hero to the

world. The other, the Marathri—well—who

knows that in the nooks and corners of the

valleys of the Chambal, the Narbadii and the

Parbati, his name, too, is not often mentioned

with respect and affection ?"

His achievements as a commander were of

a most extraordinary nature. During the

last nine months of his career he, though

surrounded by columns intent upon his

capture, baffled every effort to catch him.

In the course of that period he several times

made the tour of a district comprising an

area of nearly a hundred and sixty-two

thousand square miles, had crossed the

Nerbudda, and threatened the weak points

of Western India.

" His marches were wonderful ; he had a good

eye for selecting a position, and he had a mar

vellous faculty for localities. But when that

has been said, everything has been said. Unable

to detect the weak points of his adversaries, he

never took advantage of their mistakes or their

too great daring ; he never exposed himself in

action, and he was tho first to leave the field.

On many occasions a j udicious use of his cavalry,

always superior in numbers, would have so

crippled the English that further pursuit by

them would have been impossible. With a

little more insight and a little more daring he

could, whilst retreating before them, have ha

rassed the flanks and the rear of his pursuers,

have captured their baggage, and cut up their

camp-followers. But he never attempted any

thing of the sort. Provided he could escape

from one place to harass them in another, with

a chance of striking at Indur, at Unrodah, at

Jodhpur, or at Jaipur, a blow similar to that

which he had struck successfully at Gwaliar, ho

was satisfied. Then, again, the .fact that the

enemy marching against him were English suf

ficed, no matter how small their numbers, to

scare him But fighting wag repugnant to

Tantia. Ho did not understand it. He was a

guerilla leader, content to fire at his enemy and

then to run away. For the lives of his followers

he cared nothing."

The marc hes of some of his pursuers were

also remarkable. Brigadier Parke accom

plished 2-10 miles in nine days, with a force

of horse artillery, cavalry, and infantry

mounted on camels. Brigadier Somerset

at the head of a similar force performed

first 210 miles in nine days, and afterwards

seventy miles in forty-eight hours. Col.

Holmes, with some guns and a small body

of European and native infantry not mounted,

marched fifty-four miles through a sandy

desert in a littlo over twenty-four hours.

Col. Malleson is severe on the want of activity

and enterprise of General Whitlock, who

was intended to co-operate with Sir Hugh

Roso in Central India, but rendered the

latter littlo or no assistance:—

" In every particular the action of Sir Hugh

Rose had cleared the way for the action of

General Whitlock The defeat of Tantia

Topi on the B^twah alone made it possible for

Whitlock to march on Bandit Whitlock's

march on Kirwi had been made possible by

the annihilation of the forces of the nawab of

Bandd at K;ilpi."

Both Bfinda and Kirwee were entered with

out opposition, and in both enormous trea

sures were found. Neither Sir Hugh

Rose's force nor the other co-operating

columns were allowed to share in tho prize.

As Col. Malleson well puts it :—

"Fortune had given to Sir Hugh Rose the

toil, the exposure, the danger ; to General

Whitlock the bloodless conquest and the spoils

of war ! "

Naturally in tho history of a war the

military actor in the drama is the most pro

minent. In fact, however, in 1857-58 every

Englishman in India was more or less a

soldier, or, at all events, a possible soldier.

The display, too, of the best military virtues

was by no means confined to military men.

The civilians employed in isolated districts

almost without an exception did high

honour to their country. They had in

many instances to rely on little more than

moral influence and such material resources

as could be extemporized by themselves,

for there were either no armed men at

their disposal or those armed men were

known to be disaffected. Mr. R. Dunlop's

achievements during this stirring time were

of a romantic character. Magistrate and

collector of Meerut, travelling in the Hima

layas when the mutiny broke out, he has

tened to return to his post. On the road he

received a summons from his commissioner

to join him bofore Dolhi. On arriving at

the British camp he was told that, his locum

tenens being dead, he must hasten to resume

his duties at Meerut. No escort being avail

able, he was only accompanied by a single

orderly. After a perilous ride he reached

Meerut. Almost immediately after his arrival

nine Sikh horsemen reported to him that

they were the only loyal troopers in a

detachment of tho 1st Oude Cavalry, which,

having murdered three Englishmen, had

ridden off to join the rebels at Delhi. They

proffered their services to Mr. Dunlop, and

he at once accepted them. The nine Sikhs

formed the commencement of the Khaki

Rissalah. The history of the formation of

this corps is as follows. The civil treasury

was almost empty, no military aid for col

lecting revenue in the district could be

obtained, and the native bankers and nier-

ants positively refused to lend money to

Government. Mr. Dunlop, under these

circumstances, resolved to raise a corps of

mounted men for police duties. The bri

gade major, Col. Whish, gave his hearty

co-operation, and in a short time the Khaki

Rissalah, so called from its uniform, which

was of a khaki or dust colour, was formed.

Major Williams, the superintendent of

police, was appointed commanding officer,

and many military officers whose regiments

had mutinied and civilians who were re

fugees at Meerut volunteered. Such was

the energy displayed that in three days one

troop, composed of Englishmen, Eurasians,

and a few Sikhs, was fit for duty. Towards

tho end of June, 1857, the Khaki Rissalah

began its active career by attacking, with tho

aid of a few of the Carabineers and two guns,

a number of Gujars \(ho had occupied some

villages only five miles from Meerut. The ex

pedition was successful ; other expeditions fol

lowed, and with daily increasing ease the re

venue was collected. One of the most daring

of Gujar leaders was Sah Mall, zemindar of

Rajnil, who had einco the commencement

of the mutiny maintained a semi-indepen

dence in the town of Barauth, belonging to

the Meerut division, but close to Delhi.

Ho reckoned on immunity, owing to this

proximity to the rebel army, and had for

weeks been carrying fire and sword inti>

the neighbouring villages. Mr. Dunlop

determined to, ns it were, cut him out, trust

ing that the rapidity of his own movements

would enable him to escape from the troops

certain to be sent after him from Delhi.

Towards the end of July the expedition sot

out. It was composed of 2 mountain guns.

40 men of the GOth Rifles, 2 sergeants and

20 armed bandsmen, 27 armed native r<-

tainers, and 50 men of tho Rissalah. Th"

little force marched to the village of Dal
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haorah, little more than twenty miles from

Delhi. They heard on their arrival heavy

firing in the direction of Deolah, a village

seven miles distant. Sending to ascertain

the cause, they learned during the night

that Sah Mall was at the village of Basaod,

and intended to attack Deolah the next

morning. At daybreak Dunlop's force

marched on Basaod, whereupon Sah Mall

evacuated it. No revenue had been collected

from the subdivision since the civil estab

lishments had been driven out in May.

Dunlop determined to put an end to this

state of things. "While the force marched

along the right bank of the East Jumna

canal, he, accompanied by a tahsildar and

two mounted orderlies, visited all the villages

on the left bank, moving parallel to the

force, and collecting supplies as he went.

His audacity succeeded. Prom the first

two villages the inhabitants had fled, the

third village was inhabited by Gujars, but,

impressed Dy his boldness, the armed men

left as he entered. In the next four villages

his reception was not unfriendly. From

each he carried off two of the principal

landowners as security for revenue. He

had scarcely arrived at the next village,

-which was known to be friendly, when Sah

Mall, at the head of 2,000 followers, ap

peared in sight. Dunlop had been in the

mean time reinforced by two more men, one

a. native officer; his little party therefore

■consisted of six. With such odds against

him, however, he had no option but to fall

back, abandoning the sheep and hostages

he had collected.

" But the danger was not over. A horseman,

.armed with a matchlock and drawn sword—sub

sequently ascertained to be Bagda, nephew to

Sah Mall—rode at Dunlop. Under ordinary

circumstances the combat would probably have

been short. But Dunlop was riding that morn

ing, for the first time, a horse which had an

insane dread of fire-arms. His position would

have been ludicrous but for its danger. ' The

animal,' he writes, 'proceeded to the charge

alternately tripping along sideways, or waltzing

round on its hind legs, springing clear off the

ground at every discharge of my revolver. ' Ulti

mately, however, Dunlop succeeded in depriving

Bagd£ of his thumb and in mortally wounding

his charger. He then rode after his friends,

leaving his pith helmet, which had fallen off in

the fight, as a trophy on the field."

A few hours later Dunlop, who had joined the

column, had an engagement with the Gujar

leader, whose force was routed, he himself

being slain in the pursuit. Several sub

sequent expeditions took place, and each

was successful. When, however, Delhi fell,

the district quieted down, and the task of

the Khaki Bissalah had been practically

completed. We could, if space permitted,

give many similar instances of fertility of

resource and courage on the part of district

officers, but we must be contont to refer the

reader to Col. Malleson's eloquent pages.

The concluding chapter, which is devoted

to a consideration of the causes of the mutiny

and of the question whether it was a mutiny

or a rebellion, is of general interest and

extremely well written. Col. Malleson, in

effoct, says that it was a rebellion in which

the Sepoys were naturally the chief agents

of the disaffected among the princes and

chiefs of India. The real cause of the out

break, he maintains, was bad faith, and the

attempt to force Western ideas on an Eastern

people. The cartridges were only the in

struments employed to create and focus

discontent.

" Before the plans of the leaders of the revolt

were ripe the cartridges and the chapatties

were nothing more than gunpowder stored in

a magazine. When the opportune moment

arrived, when the minds of the sepoys and the

agricultural classes had been instructed to re

ceive any ideas, however absurd, then the cart

ridges and the chapatties were rammed into

them, and were exploded."

In conclusion, we would again express

our regret that Col. Malleson should have

employed the pedantic mode of spelling

names of places in India adopted by Govern

ment. Scientifically it may be correct, but

it puzzles even Anglo-Indians unless they

are well versed in Oriental languages. Much

more does it puzzle the general reader, who

certainly cannot be expected to recognize

the familiar Meerut, for example, under the

recent form of " Mirath."

English Plant Names from the Tenth to the

Fifteenth Century. By John Earle, M.A.

(Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

The Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the Uni

versity of Oxford has given us a most

delightful little book on old English plant

names. We are not sure whether the

botanist or the student of language will

find it the more useful, but we are sure that

to many who are neither the one nor the

other it will give an additional zest to their

summer wanderings to be enabled, under

Mr. Earle's guidance, to peer back through

the long vista of the past, and learn what

our fathers thought concerning trees and

wayside flowers. The modern names of

plants have become mere signs, and tell us

nothing, but their older forms are most of

them instinct with the life and thought of

the people who used them. Some, indeed,

such as ac, the oak, and aesc, hesche, the ash,

were so old when we first find them in use

that they can have conveyed no note of their

origin to those who employed them, but by

fax the greater portion of the names we

meet with in these lists have a distinct

meaning. They are generally translations

of the Latin or of Greek through a Latin

medium, or set forth some fancied resem

blance to other objects in nature. The

interest of our forefathers in plants was in

no sense scientific ; to them they were im

portant as medicines and as charms ; and

magic and medicine were so blended in

their minds that it is not easy to tell whether

the action of any given herb was thought

to be produced by the plant itself or by the

stellar or spiritual influences with which it

was believed to be in harmony. The notion

of physical law could never have been quite

absent, but it was held so vaguely that in

the popular mind it was almost always over

shadowed by the mythological dream world.

An important part of the popular belief was

that the uses of each individual herb were

indicated by its outward form. Hence have

arisen the names of many of our common

plants, and the names once acquired have

become another starting-point for fresh de

velopments in folk-medicine. To this day

these superstitions are prevalent ; eyebright

is still gathered as a specific for sore eyes,

adder's-tongue for serpent bites, and more

than one of the plants known as bloodwort

to stop bleeding at the nose.

The dislike—hatred would not be too

strong a term—which many of the peasantry

have for certain quite harmless plants and

the contemptuous names they have in con

sequence given to them are well explained.

"We can plainly enough," Mr. Earle says,

" discern two motives in the old names, one

leading to specific, the other to generic observa

tion. There was the medicinal motive and

there was the contemplation of nature, the

former conscious and avowed, the latter implicit

and instinctive. In most cases the plant was

considered solely for its healing virtues ; there

fore an affectionate individual acquaintance was

sought, while a certain antipathy was excited

against plants that resembled but were not the

true plant. For this temper of mind the plants

in honour had names and were the right ones ;

any other that looked like them were merely

the wrong sort and spurious. This was the

prevalent habit, and it promoted towards those

plants which were most useful and best known

a jealous specific partiality."

The fifth word-list is from the vocabulary

at the end of iElfric's grammar. Its forms

are of the first half of the eleventh century.

In some respects it is the most interesting

in the volume, as it contains the English

forms of sundry natural objects not con

nected with botany. "Ton-ens," for in

stance, is glossed burna, "provincia," scir,

and " nemus vel saltus," holt. Mr. Earle's

comment on this last word is that it is used

" now only in local names." This is surely

an error, for, not to mention living authors,

among whom several might be quoted who

use it, a chain of authorities might be made

out, beginning with Chaucer and ending

with Clare, which would show that the

word never died out in written English.

In Norfolk, Cambridgeshire, and Lincoln

shire it is constantly on the lips of the

people.

In a fifteenth century vocabulary (number

seven of Mr. Earle's collection) we find

" Urticetum, a netyl-buske," and " Pelicetum,

a brakyn-buske." Busk, or in ordinary

modern English bush, means, as we under

stand it, either a single shrub or a group of

hard-wooded plants. We know no part of

England where it could now be used for

a patch of fern or a bed of nettles, nor do

such glossaries as we have within reach

furnish, so far as we can make out, any

thing analogous. The only parallel instance

we can find is a passage in the Scotch

version of ' The Battle of Otterbourne,'

where Douglas says :—

0 ! bury me by the bracken bush,

Beneath the blooming brier ;

Let never living mortal ken

That a kindly Scot lies here.

The genuineness of this ballad has more

than once been called in question. Surely,

however, this mention of the bracken bush

is strong evidence that it is the work of one

or more of the old minstrels, not of some

modern imitator.

Mr. Earle's volume is so small that

it may well serve as a pocket com

panion. He has, however, found room

in it for an eloquent plea for English plant

names and an English botanical nomen

clature which shall be at once scientific and

yet not so full of ugly, hard words as to

drive all persons who have not learned Latin

to despair.
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" Botany," he says, " has this great practical

advantage over all other sciences as a means of

universal culture, that the materials of it are the

most generally accessible of any scientific mate

rials in the world. . .Why should we allow a pile of

heterogeneous names, however admirably drilled

and however necessary for world intercourse of

botanists, to stand as a barrier between our

people and the fairest gate of knowledge 1 These

strange names are all but barren of interest in

themselves ; what interest they possess springs

wholly out of the objects they represent ; the

objects and their mutual relations might be

learned quite as effectually through congenial

names if only one-thousandth part of the labour

that has been expended on those were bestowed

on these."

"When we call to mind that the study of

plants is one of the chief pleasures of many

of the more intellectual among the operatives

of our densely packed towns, it does seem

little short of cruelty to compel them to pur

sue their studies among the briers and thorns

of two dead languages. We sincerely hope

that Mr. Earle's most reasonable appeal will

stir up some competent person to compile

such a work as he proposes. It may be well

to mention that Skinner's ' Etymologicon

Linguro Anglicanse,' 1671, contains a copious

list of English plant names, from which all

those which are manifestly taken from Latin

and Greek are omitted. The ' Cruydt-

Boeck ' of Rembert Dodoens, published at

Leyden in 1608, contains a similar catalogue

along with others for the more important

European tongues. We have not examined

the other catalogues, but, so far as the Eng

lish one is concerned, we can testify to its

having been made by a person familiar alike

with plant lore and the English tongue. It

would be doing a service both to philology

and botany if some one would reprint these

interesting catalogues.

La Politique de Rabelais. Par Hermann

Ligier. (Paris, Fischbacher.)

Let Portraits de Rabelais. Par Georges

d'Albenas. (Montpellier, Camillo Coulet.)

The study of Rabelais published by Dr.

Ligier adds little to the information we

already possess. This fact is, indeed, con

ceded by the author, who pays full tribute

to the almost exhaustive work of M. Gustave

Fleury, ' Rabelais et son CEuvre,' which,

on its first appearance four years ago, was

reviewed in our columns, and to the less

elaborate but instructive treatises or essays

of Delecluze, J. Ch. Brunet, E. J. B. Rathery,

Ginguene, Lenient, Francois Guizot, Reville,

Arnstoedt, Michelet, and Sainte-Beuve.

Since the effort to fit to real personages the

fictitious characters of Rabelais was aban

doned bttle real difficulty has attended those

who have sought, "par curieuse lecon et

meditation frequente, rompre l'os et sugcer

la substantificque mouello of his meaning.

Individual references may be still obscure.

Not seldom, probably, they are purposely so.

Nothing was further from the intention of

Rabelais than to make his meaning so plain

that he who ran might read. Whole pages

of his work are mere nonsense, a tub thrown

to the whale of the Parliament or the Sor-

bonne. Still the purpose, moral, social,

political, of Rabelais stands out as distinct

for practical purposes as a beacon light.

What thinkers have found in him that has

reconciled them to his coarseness and in

duced them to wade through a mass of

filth

Profound as that Serbonian bog

Betwixt Damiata and Mount Casius old

Where armies whole have sunk,

is now the property of the world. So far

in advance of subsequent writers did he

stride in his insight into the sources of

national welfare or national degradation,

that we may acquit of hyperbole a writer

in the Revue Politique et Litteraire when he

says, "Je me contente de souhaiter que

nous fassions jusqu'a Montaigne et Rabelais

un pas en arriere ; ce serait un grand pas

en avant."

A work of GinguenS, first published in

1791, and reprinted last year, ' De l'Au-

torite de Rabelais dans la Revolution pre-

sente et dans la Constitution civile du

Clerge,' showed the manner in which

the French Revolution, though it failed

always to attain the goal to which Rabelais

pointed, ran constantly along the grooves

he had laid down. Since this effort, prac

tically the first, to trace the serious purpose

of Rabelais, his works, no longer in the

Index, as in pre-revolutionary times they

were, have received the attention they merit,

and are now understood.

The course pursued by Dr. Ligier is that

generally adopted in dealing with Rabelais.

A glance at the sixteenth century, its actions

(/aits) and its opinions (ide'es), is succeeded

by a picture of Rabelais in the midst of his

surroundings. Then follows an exposition

of his views concerning royalty and its en-

vironings, the clergy, the nobility, the

administration of law, education, and the

people. Upon these subjects little that is

new remains to be said. Only in the

chapter which deals with the views of

Rabelais concerning the people do we find

ourselves quitting what may now be called

the high road of Rabelaisian commentary.

It is a little amusing, perhaps, to find a

phrase like the following, which appears in

the chapter in question: "Rabelais a au

plus haut degre le sentiment de la solidarity

humaine." It is, however, true that Rabe

lais, in spite of his singular and, to men

of Northern race, inexplicable delight in

cruelty, displays a profound sympathy with

humanity, especially with that portion of it

which is feeble and oppressed. In this

respect he differs, as Dr. Ligier affirms, not

only from Machiavel, between whom and

Rabelais a rather forced comparison is in

stituted, but from Erasmus and Montaigne.

There is, indeed, according to English ideas,

something thoroughly French in the manner

in which beneficence as an idea is lauded

and extolled by Rabelais, while in deeds it

is wholly disregarded. In the slaughter of

Dindenault (in English Ding Dong), his

shepherds, and his sheep by Panurge, who,

after causing tho calamity, seizes an oar

when he sees the animals and men in the

water, " non pour ayder aux moutonniers,

mais pour les enguarder de grimper sus le

nauf et evader le naufraige," Dr. Ligier sees

nothing more than a proof of the cruelty of

Panurge. It is, however, assumably wit

nessed by all on board the vessel, among

whom are not only Friar John, who is

avowedly present, but Pantagruel and

Rabelais himself. It may, of course, be

said that cruelty was as characteristic as

licence of expression of the time of Rabelais,

an age concerning which a contemporary

poet wrote :—

Chacun, pour cacher son malheur,

S'attache le ris au visage

Et les larmes dedans son cceur.

While, however, coarseness of expression

was useful or indispensable to Rabelais as

a protection, the same cannot be said of

cruelty. In his contempt for individual life,

as in the other respects pointed out by

Ginguene, Rabelais seems to anticipate

the French Revolution, and to link the

tortures and holocausts of the Place Mau-

bert with the decapitations of the Place

de la Revolution, and the massacres at

Beziers and Carcassonne with the noyades

at Nantes.

Some value attaches to the defence of

Rabelais that is founded by Dr. Ligier

upon his letters. In spite of the inexplic

able condemnation of Rabelais—for which

subsequent, if inadequate, atonement was

made—by Voltaire, the opinion that Rabelais

was a drunken monk, or that he accompanied

the Cardinal Jean du Bellay to Rome in the

capacity of a buffoon, is now wholly disre

garded. Were it otherwise the correspond

ence whirli remains, small in bulk as this

is, would serve to dispose of such a fiction.

The letters are those of a shrewd and accu

rate observer, and contain opinions upon the

motives and actions of those in high places

which account for the care taken by the

writer that they should reach their destina

tion without being tampered with or inter

cepted. Not before has the value of this

testimony received its full tribute. Had

nothing of Rabelais been preserved but his

correspondence, we should have been com

pelled on the strength of this to accord him

the character of a man of keen and penetra

tive insight. With the evidence of his

serious purpose supplied thus by himself

must be accepted the proofs afforded of the

estimation in which he was held by men of

highest mark with whom he was thrown

into intimacy. The opinions of the most

illustrious of these are quoted in the prefaces

to the more important editions of the works.

Dr. Ligier enumerates amongthe close friends

of Rabelais who honoured him with their

esteem and confidence Georges d'Armagnac,

Bishop of Rodez, subsequently ambassador

to Venico and Rome and Cardinal Arch

bishop of Toulouse and Avignon, and his

successor at Venice, Guillaume Pelicier,

Bishop of Narbonne, and afterwards of

Maguelonne and Montpellier. In the letters

of the latter tho references to M. le docteur

Rabelais are almost deferential. When he

despatches to the neighbourhood in which

Rabelais lives his maltre d'Mtel, Pelicier

declares that

"II ne veut pas le laisser passer sans presenter

a Rabelais ses bonnes et affectueuses recom-

mandations et faire offre qu'il n'epargne aucune-

ment tout ce qu'il connaltra etre commode en

sa maison."

In respect to the authorship of the fifth

book, Dr. Ligier holds with the majority

of critics, in opposition to the opinion of MM.

Burgand des Marets and Rathery, whose edi

tion he uses, that the subject matter forms

a continuation and development of what had

gone before ; that the augmented bitterness

of tone is attributable to indignation at the

fate which had attended his friends Marot,

Etienne Dolet, and BuonaventureDesperiers;
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and that the inferiority of workmanship

occasionally apparent is a sign of declining

years. He accepts also, what is now gene

rally believed, that the Calvinistic portion of

this book is assignable to some one, pro

bably Henri Estienne, by whom, after the

death of Eabelais, it was prepared for the

press. It must also be remembered, so far

as concerns weaknesses of style as well as

strength of expression, that this book never

underwent at the hands of its author the

kind of revision bestowed upon its prede

cessors. Rabelais was an artist—a fact

which escapes the attention of some of his

oommentators. It is easy, however, to believe

that the care bestowed upon revision was

due less to desire to avoid literary censure

than to escape the stake. " Jusqu'au feu

exclusivement " Eabelais was prepared to

go, but the limits within which safety was

to be found were laid down on no map.

Parliament and Sorbonne were both dead

against him, and if once his firm ally the

king—Francis I. or Henry II.—failed to see

the point of his jokes his chances were but

poor. So trivial was the offence which

Dolet expiated at the stake, there was

a chapter of ' Gargantua ' or ' Pan-

' that would not supply matter fifty

times more dangerous. Had the fifth book,

then, been published in the lifetime of

Eabelais, it would doubtless have under

gone close revision, and have assumed a

somewhat different shape. As it is, how

ever, the chief portion bears unmistakable

traces of the hand of the master, and the

interference of the editors did not probably

extend far beyond the insertion of a little

strong CalvinLan. In his early life Eabelais

was impressed with the teaching, probably

oral, of Calvin. Nothing, however, was less

likely to take a permanent hold upon the

founder of Pantagruelism, the man of large

faith, large life, large drollery, and large

charity, than the bigoted and sectarian

views of Calvin. Whenever, then, we find

traces of Calvinism in the fifth book we are

as certain that the original has been tam

pered with as we are when, in posthumous

editions of the entire work and in the Eng

lish translation, we find the condemnatory

references to Calvin excised.

Numerous as are the portraits of Eabelais,

there is not one the authority of which is

incontestable. Scarcely a town or a chateau

of importance is there in the districts be

tween the Loire and the Garonne which

does not boast the possession of one or moro

likenesses of the great Tourangeau. Most

of these are, however, without a vestige of

authority, and not a few are purely fantastic.

Upon the existing portraits of Eabelais, or

upon such of them as he has been able to

inspect, M. Georges d'Albenas, of Mont

pellier, has written a study, the conclusions

of which are entitled to respect. Three of

those which have most influenced subsequent

effort he has reproduced by a process of

heliogravure. First in rank stands in his

estimation the oil painting still shown at

the Ecole de Medecine of Montpellier.

Evidence to prove that this was in the place

it now occupies in 1G19, or between sixty

and seventy years after the death of Eabelais,

is supplied, since in the following year

Eauchin, dwelling in the course of an in

augural address upon the physicians of

eminence belonging to the Medical Uni-

versity of Montpellier, whose portraits he

had caused to be placed in the ' ' salle

d'assemblee des professeurs," mentions in

the list Franciscus Eabeleesius. Corrobora

tive evidence of the antiquity and the

fidelity of this portrait is also forthcoming.

Scarcely inferior in value is said to be the

portrait which is shown in the Bibliotheque

de Geneve, while one of two which form a

portion of the Musee de "Versailles is stated

to have serious claims to consideration.

Among engraved portraits those by Leo

nard Gualtier and Michel Lasne, which

present Eabelais in his advanced age, stand

foremost. The engraving by Michel Lasne,

like the Montpellier portrait, is reproduced

in the volume, the third illustration being

a portrait by Sarrabat, a skilful engraver

of the early portion of the eighteenth cen

tury, to whom is assignable the responsi

bility of furnishing the type which has

become generally popular.

That the portraits which have the strongest

claim to acceptance are those which it is

most pleasant to believe genuine students

of Eabelais will readily believe. There are

presented, indeed, in the pictures of Eabelais

i we recall two types of manhood so distinct

that it is impossible both should be veracious.

One, which depicts a man thoughtful and

dignified, with a square massive head, broad

brows, long nose, and wide nostrils, scarcely

reveals the humourist behind the scholar ;

a second, with its protuberant forehead,

laughing eyes, round and projecting cheeks,

and sensuous hps, parted in laughter and

displaying a splendid set of teeth, conforms

exactly to the idea formed of Eabelais by

those who know him w holly by report. The

graver type, of which that at Montpellier

is probably the original, is exhibited in the

large and apparently modern picture of

Eabelais which adorns the Hotel de Ville

of Chinon, his birthplace; the second, which

is accepted by Sarrabat, is found not only

in the Musee of Versailles, where it is

numbered 3166 in the catalogue, but in the

pictures preserved at the chateaux of

Chenonceaux and Azay le Eideau, concern

ing which M. d'Albenas is silent. In the

English editions in current use the portraits

have no value. Evans's edition supplies a

medallion slightly altered from one by Lasne

in the Carte du Chinonois, which accom

panies some editions of the works ; Bohn

gives a smirking face, in which an effort

has apparently been made to combine the

designs of Lasne and Sarrabat ; and the

portrait in the English version with M.

Dore's designs, first printed by Camden

Hotten, is amusingly idealized.

Narrative of the Second Arctic Expedition

mads by Charles F. Hall. Edited under

the Orders of the Hon. Secretary of the

Navy by Prof. J. E. Nourse, U.S.N.

(Trubner & Co.)

This sumptuous quarto must be considered

an enduring protest against the historic

charge that republics are ungrateful. The

late eominander of the Polaris was a suffi

ciently remarkable man, but his discoveries

were not great. To science he added but

little accurate information : his geographical

explorations in the upper reaches of Smith

Sound were shown by Sir George Nares's

expedition to be even less than the world

was willing to allow ; while the energy and

enthusiasm which under more favourable

circumstances might have been devoted to

sound work were squandered away on a

search highly laudable in itself, but which

must be considered, in the light of cold

reason, as little better than a wild-goose

chase. Tho truth is that poor Hall was—

in the least offensive sense of the term—a

great-hearted monomaniac, whose character

unsuited him for acting under the orders of

one better fitted for command than himself,

and whose deficient education and general

training rendered his appointment to the

head of the Polaris- expedition unfortunate

for science. The story of that expedition

need not be recapitulated. All has never

been revealed, but we are already in pos

session of sufficient information regarding

its proceedings to know that it failed mainly

owing to dissensions, to want of discipline,

and to the egotism of its commander being

resented by those who considered that their

superior attainments in book knowledge and

navigation ought to have entitled them to

more consideration than unhappily they

received at his hands. To the Polaris ex

pedition Hall sacrificed his life, and, what

ever might have been his faults, out of the

turmoil of scandal to which its proceedings

gave rise his name emerges most creditably

of all who took part in it. To this the

United States have not proved insensible,

and have treated his memory with all due

respect. They published the history of

the work accomplished by the Polaris with

a splendour to which none of our Arctic

expeditions has been considered worthy of

assuring. Having completed this task, Con

gress bought from Hall's relations, for 15,000

dollars, the papers and journals of his former

expeditions, and commissioned Prof. Nourse

to edit them in a work on which aro lavished

all the resources of the printer's, cartogra

pher's, and engraver's arts. Indeed, the ap

pliances of a government establishment have

been drawn on with unnecessary liberality,

for many of the co6tly photo -lithographs

are, though interesting and decorative, not

essential to the full comprehension of the

text. However, as Uncle Sam pays for

all, John Bull has no right to complain ;

but, on tho contrary, ought to thank the

Washington authorities for issuing such a

volume for free distribution to tho great

libraries and scientific institutions of Europe

and America.

Though, with true Western ornatenese,

Hall styled himself " Captain " on the

title-page of his first work, he was, we

believe, trained as a printer in Cincinnati,

and until — seized with a fancy for en

gaging in the search for the remains

of Franklin's expedition—he took passage

on board a whaler for Cumberland Sound

had never seen the sea. The vague, aim

less life ho led among tho halt-civilized

Eskimo in Smith Sound is narrated in his

'Arctic Eesearches.' Eeturning from that

expedition, he succeeded, though in the face

of many obstacles, in gathering together

sufficient supplies and funds for a socond

and more extended expedition, the object

of which was to search King 'William's

Land for any records of the Erebus and

Terror which might bo buried under cairns

in the vicinity of tho spot where M'Clintock

had ascertained that the ships had been lost.
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He did not, it is needless to say. discover any

records, but he obtained various relics of

the lost ships, and collected some more or

less apocryphal stories regarding their hap

less crews. Among other tales which for

a time he firmly believed was one which

represented Capt. Crozier as being still alive

among the natives. This was, of course,

a mere fabrication. Indeed, Hall fell into

numerous errors of this description. He

expected that every one ought to be as

interested in his life's work as he was him

self, and though afterwards he avoided this

blunder, he extracted the most erroneous

information from the Eskimo, simply because

he put "leading questions" to them, and

naturally received such replies as his wit

nesses saw he wished to obtain. During

these sledge journeys he noted many useful

particulars about native life, and had he

been properly trained as an ethnologist and

geologist he might have done much sound

scientific work. As it is, we are everywhere

met with loose statements, unsatisfactory

theories, and an entire absence of data cir

cumstantial enough to satisfy the require

ments of modern research. Hall's defects

of character also came out painfully on

these expeditions. His sanguine tempera

ment looked for enthusiasm equal to his

own from all with whom he came in contact.

The lukewarmness of the whaling captains,

therefore, annoyed him, and he was always

seeing opposition and mutiny where a man

less of one idea might have found only

ignorance and half-heurtedness. As it was,

he shot one of his men. The chief interest

of the volume must, however, always remain

with the notes about the Eskimo. Tho

tribes on the western shores of Duvis Strait

and Baffin's Bay were never numerous, and

of late years they have much decreased,

and will in time disappear. Henco any

particulars about them are interesting, more

especially with a view to the comparison of

their habits and traditions with those which

Rink has so industriously collected from the

opposite Greenland shore.

Prof. Nourse has himself no personal

acquaintance with the Arctic regions, but in

editing Hall's papers he obtained the valu

able aid of Mr. Bryan, who was ostronomer

of tho Polaris expedition. The result is that

there are few errors to be noted in his pages,

and very little which tho specialist could

have desired otherwise. Hero and there, in

such misnomers as " Lady Jane Franklin "

(p. xvii) and "Admiral Collinson, C.B.,

now Elder Brother of the Trinity House "

(p. 12), tho editor shows that he is not quite

abreast of British courtesy titles. But, apart

from such excusable slips, he states the whole

subject fairly, and while not unwilling to

render that customary " homage, aids, and

reliefs" which, as a "literary vassal,"

Macaulay declares a biographer must pay to

his liege lord, he does not conceal the de

fects of Hull's character and the causes

which led to tho partial or entire failure of

his expeditions. He, however, wastes much

anxious thought over trifles. For instance,

he seems undecided whether to call the

natives of the Arctic regions " Innuits,"

"Eskimo," or "Eskimos," and finally re

solves that, as Hall asserts they hated to be

called by either of the two latter names, he

should adopt the former. It was very natural

that the natives of the Arctic regions should, I

like any other people, dislike being styled by

a name which is strange to their language,

though in reality the term "Innudt" is by

no means universal. It means, at most,

only " the people," as indeed do most abori

ginal tribal names. "Eskimo," which is

consecrated by long usage, and ought to be

retained to designate the extreme northern

race of America and the immediate Asiatic

shore (Tuskis), is not of French origin, as its

old form of " Esquimaux " would lead us to

suppose. It is in reality derived, not from

an "Indian root signifying sorcerer," but

either from the Abeuakai " Eekimatsic " or

the Ojibwa " Askimeg," the term in both

cases signifying " those who eat raw flesh."

Hence Prof. Nourse has gone beyond his

commission when he spells the word some

times as " Eskimos," and he twice misquotes

Dr. Kink's ' Tales and Traditions ' in so

far that ho makes that writer call his late

subjects "Eskimos." The book is illustrated

by a profusion of maps. Some of these arc

fac-siiniles of native sketches, and are there

fore of peculiar ethnographic value. Others

are reproductions of Hall's own work,

while several are general charts of the

Arctic regions. These are, for the most

part, up to date. It is, however, curious to

notice that on the large pocket map pre

pared by the Washington hydrographers the

Queen Charlotte Islands are represented as

if they consisted not of three islands, but

of one, and, instead of being perfectly well

known, were unexplored on their eastern

shore. These are, however, slight blemishes

in a fine work, which gives us access to much

hitherto unpublished information about early

American voyages to the North, about the

wintering of the whalers in Cumberland

Sound, and the whale and seal trade gene

rally, and lastly, but mainly, about tho

Eskimo, and the courageous man whose best

years were spent among them, and of whose

strange life this volume is tho partial chro

nicle.

La Province ChinoUe du Yiin-nan. Par F.mile

liochor. Deux Parties. (Paris, Leroux;

London, Trubner & Co.)

NtiMEROTJs attempts have of late years been

made to open communication with Western

China through the province of Yunnan.

From the side of Burmah we have sent

several expeditions into the province ; from

the north-west Russia has striven to reach

the same goal, but without success ; while

the neighbourhood of Coohin China has in

duced the French to make repeated efforts

to attain the same object from the south.

The attempts made in 1866-69 by a French

commission to find a practicable route by

way of the Cumbodia river having proved

failures, there remained only the more

direct and shorter line of communication by

the Hung Kiang or Red River, which con

nects the south-eastern portion of the pro

vince with the Gulf of Tong-king. By

this route the two termini are separated by-

only two hundred miles as the crow flies,

and the river is navigable. Tho only point,

therefore, to be discovered was the extent

of that unknown quantity, the hostility of

the intermediate independent tribes. This

M. J. Dupuis, a French merchant, deter

mined to put to the test, and after having

overcome numerous obstacles thrown in his

way, both by the Annamite authorities and

the mountain chiefs, he succeeded in forcing

his way into Yunnan.

At this time (1869) the Mussulman rebels

were in possession of the greater part of tho

province, and M. Dupuis, sympathizing with

the mandarins iu their struggles against

their turbaned enemies, volunteered to bring

into the province by his newly discovered

route some French guns for their succour.

In the mean time, before the guns could

arrive, it was arranged that M. Rocher,

who had associated himself with M. Dupuis,

should proceed at once to Yunnan by way

of the Yang-tsze Kiang, taking with him

some light pieces of artillery, and that on

his arrival he should occupy his time, until

the advent of M. Dupuis, by making a

survey of the mineral resources of the

province. This programme was faithfully

carried out, and two goodly-sized volumes

contain the record of M. Rocher's share in

the enterprise.

It has been remarked that there is an

unusual want of religious clanship between

the different bodies of Mussulmans in China,

and this samo fact forced itself on the atten

tion of M. Rocher on his advancing into

Yunnan, where, when a death struggle was

going on between the Chinese and their

Mohammedan fellow subjects, one would

naturally have expected to find religious

enthusiasm more than usually intensified.

Speaking, however, of the neighbourhood

of Tan-tan, M. Rocher says :—

" On almost all the ramifications of the chain

of the Liang-shan there are hamlots peopled by

Moslems, with whom the 1-jen, or aborigines

of these mountains, rarely mix. In spite of

the presence of three distinct races, Chinese,

Moslems, and I-jen, the Mohammedan rebellion

counted only a very few adherents in this spot,

and during seventeen years of civil war peace

remained unbi oken."

In other parts of tho province things wore

a more warliko aspect, and even

"the merchants or buyers went armed to the

teeth ; usually they carry a leather sheath con

taining two sabres or cutlasses, with handles

covered with a leaf of silver or some other metal,

and sometimes adorned with precious stones,

according to the wealth of the owner."

The investigation of some of the more

accessible of the mines which abound iu

Yunnan fully occupied the time left at M.

Rocher's disposal. There are probably not

many regions in the world of equal area

which are richer in minerals than Yunnan.

In describing the plain of Lin-an, in tho

south-eastern part of tdie province, M. Rocher

says :—

" Without speaking of cereals or other plants

common to this district, the province possesses

mines of great wealth ; iron, copper, tin, silver,

gold, lead, coal of various qualities are found

together. "

In another part of the province he found

a palpable piece of evidence of the abund

ance of copper in the shape of a temple built

entirely of that metal :—

" Not the least morsel of wood has been used

in the construction ; tiles, doors, windows, &c,

all are of the same metal."

In his second volume he gives a systematic

survey of the metallic resources of the pro

vince, which leaves nothing to be desired

either in the way of fulness or accuracy.

As is well known, there exist a great

number of indigenous tribes in Yunnan,

and we could have wished that M. Rocher
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" Steam vessels were," he says, "first used

as tugs in 1818, on the suggestion of Mr. Joseph

Price, of Gateshead. In the summer of that

year a Hull trader, the Friends' Adventure, a

laden vessel, was drawn by Mr. Price's vessel,

the Eagle or the Perseverance, from Newcastle

quay to the sea, being the first time a Bailing

vessel was ever towed by a steamboat."

Mr. Price was a benefactor to his fellow

creatures in two directions. He was, we

gather, a Gateshead shipowner, not a man

who was anxious to show his scholarship.

Had the latter been the case, instead of the

good English word " tug," which every one

can understand and pronounce, we should

have had inflicted upon us some barbarous

Greek compound, like unto those now count

less others which cover us with shame when

ever we open a modern dictionary. The

work was left in manuscript by its author,

and had not, we gather, undergone final

revision. We find no signs of this in the

text, which, so far as we have means of

testing it, is almost absolutely trustworthy.

The only error we have detected is the

statement that glass is thought to have been

introduced into England in the seventh cen

tury, whereas we know that it was employed

and probably made here in the Roman time,

if not earlier. It is also not quite accurate

to speak with any hesitation whatever as to

the use of pit-coal in the north of England

by the Romans. Of late years the matter

has been put beyond doubt. A cart-load of

coal was found, just as the legionaries had

left it, some time ago at the station of Cilur-

num, and a quantity more has been come

upon in the excavations at South Shields,

in a position which makes it certain that

the Roman inhabitants had brought it

there.

An index ought to have been added,

and it would have been well if the long

plans, which are many times folded, had been

mounted on linen. It is almost impossible

to use the book without injury to them.

Of Englishe Dogges, the Diversities, the Names,

the Natures, and the Properties. A Short

Treatise written in Latine by Johannes

Gaius of late Memorie, Doctor of Phisicke

in the Uniuersitie of Cambridge. And

newly drawne into Englishe by Abraham

Fleming Student. " Natura etiam in

brutis vim ostendit suam." Scene and

allowed. Imprinted at London by Richard

Johnes, and are to be solde ouer against

S. Sepulchres Church without Newgate,

1576. (' Exchange and Mart ' Office.)

A Treatyse of Fysshynge wyth an Angle. By

Dame Juliana Berners. BeingaFac-simile

Reproduction of the First Book on the

Subject of Fishing printed in England by

Wynkyn de Worde at Westminster in

1496. With an Introduction by Rev.

M. G. Watkins, MA. (Elliot Stock.)

It is significant of the way in which the

literary taste of our day is tending towards

antiquarianism that two reprints of the same

rare book should have appeared within

a few weeks, almost within a few days,

of one another. Mr. Arber has reproduced

it in the third volume of that medley

which he calls ' An English Garner,' and

for the other reprint, it comes from the

oddest and most unexpected source, to wit,

from the office of the Exchange and Mart.

It is with the latter volume only that we

are concerned. The publisher's notice, which

serves as preface, declares : " The following

pages are a reprint, line for line, and even

error for error, of the earliest book on dogs

in the English language." Not that there

is any pretence of the booklet being a fac

simile, for only " the title-page is an exact

copy, taken by photography, of the one to

the book in the British Museum," and,

this being said, the reader is left without

further note or comment. Dr. John Cuius

was one of the most famous men of his

time, and the second founder of Gonville

and Caius College, in the University of

Cambridge. He was one of the last of

those peripatetic students who went about

Europe, from university to university, in

search, of new lore, and in the hope of

collecting the last discoveries of the scientific

investigators of his time. What Cornelius

Agrippa had done, and Paracelsus and

Conrad Gesner, that John Caius did. As

suming that the occult philosophers who

were prying into the dark things of Nature

had stores of tremendous secrets, which could

only be revealed to an inner circle of votaries

who should patiently sit at their feet and

wait for the revelation of their mystic

arcana, young Caius went to gather this,

The sacred knowledge, here and there dispersed

About the world, long lost or never found.

Born and bred at Norwich, he entered at

Gonville Hall in the University of Cam

bridge, and after getting a fellowship at his

college, he started off on his travels about

1539, with an unusual amount of learning,

some little fortune, and a boundless and

insatiable craving for knowledge. He

actually became Professor of Greek at

Padua. He dabbled in theology; he was

an enthusiastic antiquary. He made copious

notes upon all the famous libraries in Italy

which ne visited. He was an unwearied

student of natural history, and beyond com

pare the first anatomist and the most re

nowned English physician of his generation.

Of course he was at one time denounced as

an atheist, and at another as a crypto-Papist ;

and indeed it seems that his days were

shortened by the persecution of some

ignorant bigots, who hounded on a fanatical

mob—for it was no better—to pillage the

doctor's college at Cambridge under pre

tence of destroying Popish vestments and

other abominations.

The treatise ' Of Englishe Dogges ' was

originally written in Latin, and published

in 12mo. in 1570. The work was compiled

in fulfilment of a promise made to Gesner

some years before, and attracted at the time

great notice. It was not till three years

after its author's death that it appeared in

an English version by Abraham Fleming,

one of the most prolific scribblers of his day,

whose name, though it is almost forgotten

now, is yet the name of a man of no mean

acquirements, and one whom his contempo

raries regarded with respect. Fleming pre

fixed to his translation three specimens of

his own composition,—one which he calls

" A Prosopopoicall Speache of the Booke,"

in English verse ; an address, " To the well

disposed Reader," in English prose ; and an

"Epistola Dedicatoria," addressed to Dr.

Perne, Dean of Ely, in exceedingly good

and classical Latin. The "Prosopopoicall

Speache" is, of course, an address by the

book itself, which begins by remarking that

some books deal with one subject, some with

another :—

Some tell of serpentes sundry sortes,

Some tell of plantes the full effect :

Of English dogges I sound reportes,

Their names and natures I detect,

My forhed is but baulde and bare :

And yet my bod'ys beutifull,

For pleasaunt flowres in me there are,

And not so fyne as plentifull.

It is to be presumed that by his " forhed "

the speaker means his binding, for the title-

page is by no means " baulde and bare."

Having given us a taste of his poetical

skill, Fleming explains himself more at

large, and much more intelligibly, in his

prose address.

" An ignorant man," he says, " woulde never

have been drawn into this opinion, to think

that there had been in England such variety

and choice of dogges, in all respects (not only

for name but also for quality) so diverse and

unlike. But what cannot learning attain ?

What cannot the kay of knowledge open ? What

cannot the lamp of understanding lighten ?

What secrets cannot discretion detect ? Finally,

wliat cannot experience comprehend ? "

Then, proceeding to eulogize Gesner and

Caius, he winds up with a word to cavillers :—

"As for such as shall snarr and s}\atch at the

English abridgment and teare the English trans

lation, being absent, with the teeth of spiteful

envy, I conclude in brevity their eloquence is

but currishe ; if I serve in their meat with wrong

saxcce, ascribe it not to unskilfulness in coquery,

but to ignorance in their diet, for, as the poet

saith,

Non satis est ars sola ooque, seuire [tic] palato i
Namque coquus domlnl debet habere gulam.

It is not enough that a cook understand,
Kxoept his Lorde's stomach he hold in his hand."

When we are once handed over to Dr.

Caius's own work, we find ourselves dealing

with a book of really very great interest.

In the manner of treatment of his subject

the author, as might have been expected,

starts on the old ambitiously analytical plan

of dividing and subdividing his subject, as a

Scotch minister does with his sermon ; thence

we learn that " All English Dogges be either

of : a gentle kind, serving the game ; a

homely kind, apt for sundry necessary uses ;

a currishe kind, meet for many toyes."

Having again subdivided their " kinds " in

more tban one arbitrary fashion, he proceeds

at last to give a more particular account of

the various sorts of dogs known in England,

and in doing this he has produced what

is for the modern reader as curious and

amusing a little volume as he can well hope

to find. One may turn over the pages at

random, and the eye can hardly fail to light

on something quaint and noteworthy in the

matter, the language, or the illustrations.

Thus it will be new to most people that

there is a

" Doggt whom we call Terrars, because they

(after the manner and custom of ferrets in

searching for conies) creep into the grounds

[terra /], and by that means make afraid, nyppe,

and byte the Fox and the Badger in such sort

that either they teare them in pieces with their

teeth being in the bosom of the earth, or else hayle

and pull them perforce out of their lurking

angles, dark dungeons and close covers."

Neither is it known to mankind in general

that

"The Grehounde [sic] hath his name of

this word, Gre, which word soundeth Oradus in

Latin, in English degree. Because among all

dogges these are the most principal, occupying
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the chiefest placo, and being simply and abso

lutely the best of the gentle kind of hounds."

The learned doctor had evidently a weak

ness for etymology, and even when he

had said all ho had to say in the way of

description of his various "Dogges," he

found it needful to add ' ' A Supplement or

Addition containing a demonstration of

Dogges' names, how they had their Original,"

which supplement we seriously commend to

the attention of Prof. Skeat and Mr. Wedg

wood, not forgetting the editors of the Philo

logical Society's new English Dictionary.

Dr. Caius had cultivated his faculties of

observation, and his shrewd notes upon the

genus homo, and especially upon that variety

of it which is to be found in his own country,

are sometimes very sly and very instructive.

Thus, in giving an account of the spaniel,

he says :—

" There is also at this day among us a new

kind of dogge brought out of France, for we

Englishmen are marvellous greedy gaping

gluttons after novelties, and covetous cor-

vorauntes of things that be seldom, rare,

straunge and hard to get."

One of these "novelties," be tells us,

bappened in his own time :—

" A Hare (being a wild and skippish beast)

was seen in England to the astonishment of the

beholders, in the year of our Lord God 1564,

not only dancing in measure, but playing with

his former feet upon a tabbaret, and observing

just number of strokes (as a practitioner in that

art), besides that, nipping and pinching a dogge

with his teeth and claws, and cruelly thumping

him with the force of his feet. This is no

trumpery tale," he adds, "nor trifling toye (as

I imagine), and therefore not unworthy to be

reported."

Happily, however, be not only reports

" things straunge and seldom," but he gives

us, too, the every-day accounts of the

" dogges " of his time. Whether the Cants

Uinarius— in English "the Mooner "—is

still to be met with we are unable to say,

but in Caius's time we infer that be was no

rarity. His singular name, we learn, was

given him

"because he doth nothing else but watch and

ward at an yncke, wasting the wearisome night

season without slumbering or sleeping, bawvng

and wowing at the Moone, a quality in mine

opinion straunge to consider."

Perplexing as this idiosyncrasy of tho

Mooner appeared to Dr. Caius, there were

still " straunger " things to note. Take the

following as an instance :—

" Some Dogges there be, which will not suffer

fiery coals to be scattered about the hearth, but

with their paws will rake up the burning coals,

musying and studying first until titemselves how it

might conveniently be done. And if so be that

the coals cast too great a heat then will they

bury them in ashes and so remove them forward

to a fit place with their noses. "

After th:s the tricks of "the puppitly and

peasantly curre, which some frumpingly

tearme lysteing hounds," or of the "Dogge

called the Daunser," or of him called "the

Spaniel gentle or the Comforter" will appear

comparatively tame, and yet the reader will

find those sections—as, indeed, the whole

book—full of charming passages, with a

freshness and rugged beauty of language

such as only the sixteenth century writers

knew how to employ. The publishers have

done well in bringing out so delicious a littlo

volume, and it is sure to be well received.

But really the unhappy creature who tried to

translate Fleming's "Epistola Dedicatoria"

should be kept from such tasks for the future.

Fleming addressed his letter " Doctissimoviro

et Patrono suo singulari D. Perne." This

is rendered " To the most learned man,

and his especial patron E. Perne." It

seems that the " translator" could not make

out the meaning of the capital D, so he

resorted to the expedient of cy-pres, and

substituted for it the next letter. Perne's

name was Andrew. Again, Fleming reminds

Perne that he was conjunctissimus with

Caius, familiaritatis nexu. In the " transla

tion " we find this rendered " bound by ties

of family to yourself." A few lines further

on Fleming explains why he resolved on

making his English version ; because, he

says, novitate rei nonnihil delectarer. It is

hard to see how even a tyro should so bungle

as to make this mean that the writer was

"covered with delight with the novelty of its

appearance." After this it is not surprising

that the poor man should find himself hope

lessly at sea when he comes upon the

common idiom nescio an, or that he should

suppose that "0 most ornate sir!" is a

usual rendering for ornatissime vir, or

that he should apostrophize Gesner as " 0

talent worthy of a white stone ! " And yet,

after all, these and the like curiosities are

hardly out of place in a book of this sort ;

they add a certain zest and piquancy to

the volume, and are in keeping with the

general " straungeness " of its contents.

That the race of learned booksellers is

not yet extinct, as some grumblers are

fond of asserting, might easily be proved

if it were worth while to do so. As

long as men continue to collect libraries,

to hunt for book rarities, to be curious in

their taste for tall copies, first editions,

unique volumes, or even famous binders'

specimens, so long will there continue to be

intelbgent and enterprising booksellers, who

will exhibit enthusiasm in their pursuits,

and who will inevitably become men of wide

and recondite learning, and, almost as in

evitably, chivalrous and accomplished biblio

philes themselves. Mr. Elliot Stock is one

of these. No mere trade venture or hope of

realizing a money return could have sug

gested the superb reprint of Dame Juliana

Berners's book. It is not only a reprint in

fac-siniile as ordinarily understood. Such

"fac-similes" are far from answering to the

description given of them by their editors.

The volume before us is actually a reproduc

tion by photography of the original book as

published by Wynkyn de Worde in 1496,

and printed on paper specially manufactured

for the publisher at considerable cost. So

exact is the resemblance of the new to the

old that it would require but very little

manipulation by a skilful craftsman in the

art of getting up a forgery to produce from

Mr. Stock's reprint a copy which any one

but an expert might well be excused for

accepting as a genuine Wynkyn de Worde.

For all practical purposes the reprint is as

good as the original. The number of dili-

students of our early printed literature

of late increased so largely, and the

minute scrutiny to which such early printed

books are subj< cted is so much more common

than it used to be, that reprints of this

character, on which entire confidence can be

placed, have now something more than

a merely iosthetic value. Mr. Stock is

doing a real service to English literature in

enabling careful students to examine for

themselves such points of interest as the

spelling, punctuation, and typography of the

early printers, and all but bringing to our

owu library tables those precious rarities

which hitherto few men were fortunate

enough to catch a sight of more than once or

twice in a lifetime. We are glad to see

that Mr. Stock announces the appearance

before long of ' The Book of St. Albans ' as

a companion volume. We heartily hope

that the venture may meet with all the success

it deserves, and we must express our belief

that if English bibbopbiles know their own

interest they will not be slow to encourage

such magnificent undertakings as this. In

dependently of higher considerations, it is

by no means improbable that this small

issue of Mr. Stock's beautiful reprint may

be absorbed far more rapidly than any

similar work would have been even ten

years ago.

NOVELS OF THE WEEK.

The Shadow of a Life. By Beryl Hope.

3 vols. (Allen & Co.)

Ard High Deighionach na Teamhrach.—The

Last Monarch of Tara : a Tale of Ireland in

the Sixth Century. By Eblana. (Dublin,

Gill & Son.)

Steadfast unto Death. By Mrs. Berens.

(Remington & Co.)

Miss Ella Hamilton, who is supposed to

tell the story of ' The Shadow of a Life,'

is a remarkable autobiograpber, for she

never fails to remark upon her own

method of address or the manner in

which she receives the words of others:

" My face became rather rosy at this

reminder"; "I said rather flippantly";

" I said indifferently " ; "I laughed scorn

fully"; "I answered nervously"; "I

answered with quivering lips " (these quiver

ing bps, by the way, are much used to

express emotion by men as well as women).

Altogether, the young lady 6eems through

out her story to be attitudinizing before

a glass. She is, when the story opens, the

daughter of a country doctor, and her great

desire is to get into better society. " Why

was it, I thought, that Heaven had placed

me in such a peculiar position that the only

available friends I had were people witb

whom it was impossible to associate ? " Her

discontent is much increased when she has

the opportunity of contrasting the lives of

Lady Constance Milford and her sot witb

those of her Halton neighbours. When she

calls on the Thorburns,

" a boy of about fourteen presented himself

before us, with very grimy hands and a striped

jacket which was much too large for him His

hair looked as if it liad not been brushed for

a considerable time, though it was plastered

with hair-oil, which sent forth a fragrant odour,

and he had evidently been eating onions. He

seemed as if it had caused him considerable

exertion to get to the door, for he panted pro

digiously, which improved tho flavour of the

onions for us " !

When she goes as governess to Lady

Constance's friend she is terribly afraid of

being treated with rudeness and hnuteuT.

However, she is kindly used, and flirts witb

a Capt. Douglas. " I felt that I was vory

naughty to flirt with him in this manner,

gent

has
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but it was Tery nice," &c. It will be ob

served that Miss Ella is a rather vulgar

minx, and when, by one of the strange

revolutions common in fiction, the doctor

turns out to be a nobleman in disguise, and

his elder brother is slaughtered in a railway

accident to pave the way for his becoming

an earl, "Lady Ella's" promotion con

siderably exceeds her merits.

' The Last Monarch of Tara ' is a tale

written with the object of giving a picture

of life in Ireland in the sixth century. The

book has an Irish and an English title, and

one of the means which the author adopts

to bring Irish life before the reader is the

introduction of numbers of modern Gaelic

embodied in the text :—

"After traversing several of these streets,

they found themselves in the agricultural part

of the monastery ; looking in at the seasmhach

(stables) for the horses and carts, and at the

buailidh (booleys) for the ba (cows), caoire

(sheep), and muca (pigs)."

The story begins with the arrival of a

Greek student in Meath, and describes what

he saw of Ireland and the historical events

which took place up to his appointment to

the chair of Greek in an Irish college in the

year of the death of Dermait Mac Coarbhaill,

last King of Tara. Tara and its lands wore

probably held by the chief king of Ireland

as his demesne because they were in the

centre of the best pastures of the country.

Cattle were the measure of wealth, and the

pasturage of Tara was the revenue attached

to the oflice of ardrigh, or king of all Ireland.

From his demesne the ardrigh was called

King of Tara, and the name remained long

after the place had ceased to be the king's

home. Thus, by the last monarch of Tara,

Eblana means the last ardrigh who lived on

the lands, and not the lost chief king of

Ireland. Tara owed its desertion, according

to Irish historians, not to a foreign foe, but

to the curse of a native ecclesiastic. King

Cearbhaill violated the sanctuary of 8t.

Kuadhan by dragging out an enemy who

had taken refuge there, whereupon Ruad-

han, as is told in the chronicle called tho

'Book of Clonmacnoise,'

"and a bishop that was with him took their

bells that they had, which they rung hardly,

and cursed the king and place, and prayed God

that no king or queen ever after would or could

dwell in Tara, and that it should be waste for

ever, as it fell out accordingly. "

Eblana, in her attempt to depict life in

Ireland in the days of Dermait, shows an

enthusiasm for her country which deserves

admiration, but this is the only merit of her

book. If the Irish of the sixth century

were to be made more real to us by the use

of Irish words, it should have been by Old

Irish words, and not by nineteenth century

forms. But the book has a graver defect in

its ludicrous misrepresentation of the state

of Ireland. The period is not one which

need be constructed conjecturally. Some

materials for a true picture are to be found

in old tales and in the ancient laws, which

give an unconscious view of the state of

society. A short study, for example, of the

lives of Irish saints and of early Western

theology would teach that all the Greek

known in Ireland in the sixth century was

the character and a very limited vocabulary.

It is curious to compare the false picture, as

drawn by Eblana, with the true, as given |

in the volumes of the Irish laws. Eblana

thus depicts female life in the sixth cen

tury:—

" She [the queen] was surrounded by her

ladies of honour and provincial queens, prin

cesses, and ladies, all arrayed in the greatest

magnificence. Tho ladies discussed them

[the laws] in all their bearings, religious,

civil, and social ; then passing from those

to a variety of other subjects, viz. , literature,

match-making, &c, after which they amused

themselves by chess playing, listening to the

tales of the times of old ; again, to the music

of the cruit (harp) or the ceis (charmer), anon

to the songs of the maidens ; sometimes they

would walk through the various apartments of

the grianan ; sometimes they would go out for

a better sight of the various amusements of the

people than could be obtained from the windows,

or would drive in their chariots through the

surrounding country. "

The following is the reality as shown in the

history of a law relating to women :—

" Adamnan happened to be travelling one day

through the plain of Bregia with his mother

behind him, when they saw two armies engaged

in mutual conflict. It happened then that

Ronait, the mother of Adamnan, observed a

woman with an iron reaping-hook in her hand

dragging another woman out of the opposite

battalion with the hook fastened in one of her

breasts, for men and women went equally to

battle at that time."

Eblana describes great houses two hundred

feet long, with pillars and candelabra :—

" Most of the middle-class houses were oblong

buildings divided into three parts by two rows

of pillars, which supported the roof. The fire

and candelabrum were in the central division,

which was about two-thirds of the whole

length."

But in a legal tract on the noble classes,

which is not likely to diminish their splen

dour, the aire-forgaill, a noble corresponding

in position to the Duke of Norfolk, is de

scribed as having a house not more than

thirty foot long. Eblana denounces with

some justice the ignorance of things Irish

which prevails in Ireland, but if she had

herself mastered some of the literature of

the country before writing she might have

given the uninformed public a true and

well-founded, instead of a false and ground

less, view of the stato of Ireland in the sixth

century.

' Steadfast unto Death ' is "a story of the

Irish famine of to-day," the scone being

laid in the west of Ireland, and the time

being last winter. The hero who is stead

fast unto death is tried and executed for

tho murder of an estate agent in which he

was not concerned. But to have proved his

innocence ho must have condemned the

good-for-nothing husband of the woman

who had formerly been his sweetheart, and

therefore he prefers to remain silent. It is

hardly within the powers of the ordinary

writer of fiction to succeed with such an

extraordinary act of heroism. Fiction rather

demands that there should be a reprieve.

That such a blunder should be carried out

would be too painful if the story were pre

sented with vigour. Fortunately for the

reader, Mrs. Berens does not possess the

skill to wound him very deeply. Such a

story requires moro careful treatment in

detail. It is impossible for one's mind to

accept the statement that a man should

have been convicted of murder last spring

because there were found in his pockets

some bullets which fitted the pistol found

near tho murdered man's body. What

makes the matter worse is that the mur

derer confessed tho crime to his own little

daughter, who was the hero's particular

friend, and that the hero contrived to get

the murderer shipped out of the country.

A very little ingenuity, therefore, would

have improved the girl's character, which

seems peculiarly heartless, even at her

tender age, and given a semblance of pro

bability to the story. But the author's

object seems to have been to show that

justice fails sometimes and allows the inno

cent to be punished. That, unfortunately,

is true, but it is absurd to suppose that

such a mistake could be made in the case

presented by Mrs. Berens. The book can

not be passed over without notice being

called to the fact that Mrs. Berens writes

the phrase cxr&te que coUte correctly,—a

thing which the reader of novels will hardly

remember to have seen before. The illus

tration which serves as a frontispiece does

not add to the attractiveness of the book,

being ill drawn and very carelessly en

graved. The outline stamped on the cover

is much better.

LAW BOOKS.

A Treatise on the Law of Negligence. By Horaco

Smith, B.A. (Stevens & Sons.)

The subject of this treatise is one of great and

growing importance. "It cannot be doubted,"

as the author says, "that in the progress of

civilization a constantly increasing amount of

care is required of men in proportion to the

increased skill and intelligence which they are

found to possess, to the increased difficulties of

the duties which they undertake to perform,

and to the keener sense of responsibility towards

others which is characteristic of a more refined

age"; and there is truth in the statement which

he adds, that "there is a tendency both in

the recent judgments of the judges and in the

enactments of the Legislature to widen the

responsibilities of men in their conduct towards

each other." The work is divided into eight

chapters. In chapter i. the subject is defined

and us divisions mapped out ; chapter ii. deals

with "neglect of duties requiring ordinary

care"; chapter iii. with "neglect of duties

requiring skill or more than ordinary care ";

chapter iv. with "neglect of duties requiring

less than ordinary cart) ; chapter v. with " con

tributory negligence"; chapter vi. with "pre

sumptions of negligence " ; chapter vii. with

" inj uries causing death (Lord Campbell's Act) "j

and chapter viii. with "damages." We think

that Mr. Smith has produced a useful work,

though on one great branch of the subject, viz.,

" negligence in the management of ships," it is

not, and does not profess to be, an exhaustive

treatise.

The Law relating to Money-Lenders and Bor

rowers : being a Treatise on Bills of Sale, Per

sonal Security, and Monetary Dealings with

" Expectant Heirs." By Daniel Rankin Mac-

alpin. (Reeves & Turner.)

The objects of this treatise appear to be to

discuss the law relating to usurious contracts,

and to state the risks specially incidental

thereto. The author also hopes that the work

may be of service to " unfortunate borrowers

who are often tempted into contracts the legal

effect of which they do not understand." The

subject of bills of sale occupies about two-

thirds of the work, the remaining third being

devoted to a consideration of I O Us, promissory

notes, bills of exchange, and " money-lending

transactions with 'expectant heirs.'" In an

appendix several forms of bills of sale are given,
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and certain Acts of Parliament, including the

important Bills of Sale Act, 1878, are re

printed. The work, particularly the chapters

on bills of sale, will be found of use by persons

who have to do with the branch of law treated

of, and we hope that " unfortunate borrowers "

may learn wisdom from Mr. Macalpin's labours.

PHILOLOGICAL BOOKS.

Neuaegyptischc Qrammatik. Von Adolf

Erman. (Leipzig, Engelmann.)—This is one

of the best Egyptian grammars which have

yet appeared. It treats of the language as

known from the hieratic papyri of the New

Kingdom, as it is called, these documents

being chiefly of the nineteenth and sub

sequent dynasties, and is far more methodically

arranged and fuller of examples than some of

the later Egyptian grammars. The differences

of style between the hieroglyphic and hieratic

writings are of course well known to the students

of hieratic papyri, but have not yet been fully

embodied in grammars. The numerous examples

cited to illustrate each grammatical form are

most valuable, and an attentive study of them

would render the student master of the hieratic

style of writing and the grammatical con

struction of Egyptian. He would then only

have to contend with palseographical difficulties,

which in some cases are by no means slight.

The author has certainly thoroughly placed the

subject before his readers. Of course, the

research is not altogether novel, the late

C. W. Goodwin, Mr. Le Page Renouf, Prof.

Lushington, and others in this country having

treated or touched on grammatical forms or

translated from the hieratic ; while on the Con

tinent M. Chabas, M. Lauth, Profs. Eisenlohr,

Maspero, and others have given translations and

transcriptions of hieratic papyri, and afforded

the author the opportunity of completing this

special work. The examples have been tran

scribed into hieroglyphic forms and transliterated

according to the scheme proposed by M. Lepsius

in 1874, and universally adopted. The hieratic

style is, of course, only available for advanced

scholars, but a comparison of the examples cited

by the author with the hieratic papyri from

which they are derived would soon render any

student master of the hieratic stylo and script.

The work is executed in the manner best calcu

lated to advance a knowledge of the grammar.

All it wants is an index.

Dr. G. W. Leitner, Principal of the Lahore

College, has published a small but important

pamphlet upon the language of the Bashgeli

Kafirs, a portion of the interesting and secluded

pagan mountaineers occupying the summits of

the Hindu Kush, with whom we are now being

brought into relations. This is a very valuable

contribution to our scanty knowledge of this

Aryan language of the Indie family.

The Society for Promoting Christian Know

ledge has published a translation of the Book

of Common Prayer in the language of the

Ojibbeway Indians of North America, in the

peculiar syllabic character which the mission

aries have fashioned for themnelves. It is much

to be regretted that they should have done so ; it

may be convenient for the moment, but the

return to the syllabic method, which has been

exploded for more than two thousand years, is a

mistake and will retard the civilization of the

people which uses it.

We have received the fifty-seventh Annual

Report compiled by the Secretary of the Royal

Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland,

which gives a very complete account of the pub

lications of all countries relating to the history

and literature of the East, of discoveries of MSS.

and inscriptions, as well as of books in prepara

tion. The last, however, we think might have

been omitted in a report, for many of them

remain often in a state of preparation.—M.

Renan's annual report in the Journal Asiatique

gives, as usual, an account of publications made

in France only, and is, as may be expected,

written in a brilliant style. M. Renan, how

ever, we are sorry to say, is too polite in

his short notices of works, for if he is not

always laudatory he never criticizes, and seldom

gives his own views in a determined way.

Thus, for instance, speaking of M. HaleVy's

new publication on the so-called Accadian or

Sumerian inscriptions, he sayB :—" M. Guyard

a pris parti pour M. Halevy dans la querelle de

ce savant contre le reste de re"cole, et reconnait

dans les textes qu'on a qualifies d'accadiens ou

de sumeriens une cryptographie, non une langue

re'elle M. Oppert n'admet pas l'hypothese de

M. Hale'vy, non plus que M. Lenormant." We

should have expected to know which side M.

Renan, as one of the representatives of Semitic

studies in the Academic des Inscriptions, takes.

We may mention another instance. Of M.

Schwab's translation of the letter of Elijah of

Pesaro (the passages concerning Cyprus appeared

in the Athenaum two years ago, a fact ignored

both by the French translator as well as by the

reporter) M. Renan says : " Le style h^bra'ique

est, a ce qu'il parait, remarquablement pur."

The Athenatnm, in noticing M. Goldberg's

edition of Elijah's letter, stated that not only is

the edition full of clerical mistakes, but that

even lines are omitted in it. On the other

hand, the Hebrew in which the letter is written

is far from being correct and pure, even from a

Rabbinical point of view.

The first volume of the Atti del IV. Congresso

Internazionale degli Orienialisti (Florence, Le

Monnier), just issued, contains many interesting

memoirs—on hieroglyphs by MM. Schiaparelli,

Naville, and Maspero ; on the decipherment

of the Lybico-Berber inscription by M. Letour-

neux ; and on Gheez (Amharic) by M. Sapeto.

In the Semitic department we may mention M.

Lenormant's essay on Adonis-Tammuz ; a paper

on the first home of the Semites, by Dr. Hom-

mel, reproduced in his book ' Die Sangethiere im

Arabischen' ; and Prof. Ascoli's important me

moir on early Jewish epitaphs in the province

of Naples (the last two have been already noticed

in our columns). In the Arabic branch we find

several articles on Astrolabes ; on pliilosophy

by Prof. Dieterici ; and Ibn Sabin's letter to the

Emperor Frederic II. (the last was noticed in the

Athenaeum). Prof. Weil's essay 'Mahomet savait-

il e'erire ? ' and Prof. Krehl's memoir, ' Ueber

die Sage von der Verbrennung der Alexan-

drinischen Bibliothek durch die Araber,' are very

instructive. The latter comes to the same con

clusion from Arabic sources as Gibbon did, viz. ,

that the Museum Library in Alexandria was no

more in existence in the time of Omar ; the

Arabs found, in consequence, nothing to bum,

except, perhaps, some minor libraries.

RUSSIAN BOOKS.

M. Michel Dragomanof, formerly Professor

in the University of Kief and editor of several

valuable collections of Little-Russian songs and

stories, but now, thanks to Russian bureau

cratism, the chief intellectual centre of Russian

revolutionary thought at Geneva, has lately

printed several books and pamphlets which

are now before us. His "Ukraine collection,"

named 'Gromada' or 'The Commune,' is now

in its fifth volume ; but as it is in "Little-

Russian" the circle of its readers is naturally

restricted. For the same reason the " novel of

popular life " by MM. Mirniy and Bilik, en

titled 'Khiba Revut' voli,' etc., a title explained

by the authors as equivalent to the French pro

verb, " Les chevaux se battent quand il n'y a

pas de foin dans le ratelier," and the tale called

'Pan-Narodol'ubcts,' or the 'Democratic Lord,'

are likely to be perused by few foreigners. But

the four pamphlets lately published by M. Drago-

manof are in the better known language of

Great Russia, and are therefore more accessible

to the public. The chief aim of two of them,

'Solovjra Basnyami ne Kormyat ' ('Fables won't

feed a Nightingale ') and ' Builo bui Boloto, a.

Cherti Budut 1 (* Where there is a Swamp, there

will Devils be '), is to prove that in spite of the

improvements effected by Loris Melikof the

troubles of Russia cannot be brought to an end,

and " no serious advance on the part of Russia

is possible, unless her fundamental laws are

altered in the direction of political freedom." In

' Terrorism and Liberty ' the same ideas are

maintained, a strong protest being made against

the apparently unwise, decidedly harsh pro

ceedings of officials with regard to the impulsive

class of students at the universities. In much

of what is said about the dull cruelty of those

officials most ^readers will agree ; but few

will sympathize with the tone in which the

Nihilist murders and other outrages, which have

lately brought liberal opinions into discredit in

Russia, are discussed. According to M Drago-

manof, those demonstrations are not at all of a

Socialist character. The European Socialists,

he says, struggle against capital. Of what

account to them are crowned heads ? It is only

necessary, he adds, to remark the persona

against whom the Nihilist proceedings were

directed, to understand the real meaning of

those actions : " Spies, Crown lawyers, police

masters, gendarmes, finally the Tsar — all

servants and representatives of political, and

not economical, power. " The preface to ' Bye-

linsky's Letter to Gogol'—a letter written in 1847

—is chiefly devoted to the Little-Russian question

so fully discussed in the ' Gromada,' the chief

aim of which journal, according to its editor,

is " the application of the idea of European

federal socialism to the Ukraine, otherwise

Little-Russia, divided between Russia, Poland

(Galicia), and Austria-Hungary (the Bukovina

and Ugorskaya Rus)."

OUK LIBHAEY TABLE.

Mr. W. J. Fitzpatrick has printed an un

published Essay on Education and the State of

Ireland, by Bishop Doyle. He has also repub

lished his Life of that notable prelate, which

on its first appearance was much praised by the

Athenaium. It has been long out of print. The

present issue contains all Dr. Doyle's letters to-

Spring Rice, and a large number of other letters,

now printed for the first time. Messrs. Gill

& Son, of Dublin, are Mr. Fitzpatrick's pub

lishers.

We have received from M. Calmann Le'vy, of

Paris, the ninth volume of the reprint of M

Louis Blanc's letters from England, which con

tains those for 1869. The work continues to be

defaced by a great number of printer's errors.

Mr. Bernard Quaritch's latest General Cata

logue of Books is a wonderful volume. It was

originally issued in numbers from July, 1877, to

November, 1879, and is now published as a

complete whole. The number of books included

in it is 21,809. With the help of the table of

contents and the general index it is not im

possible to find one's way about in this vast list.

In many cases the descriptions of the books

are made more full by the addition of interesting

notes and extracts, and in every respect it is

obvious that the work has been done with much

labour and care.

We have on our table Every-Day English, by

R. G. White (Tnibner),—Papers of the Man

chester Literary Club, Vol. VI. , edited by J. H.

Nodal (Manchester, A Heywood),—The Folk

lore Record, Vol. III. Part I. (Nichols & Sons),

—Sanitary and Social Lectures and Essays, by 0.

Kingsley(Macmillan),—Short Studies ofAmerican

Authors, by T. W. Higginson (Triibner),—A

Comparative Grammar of the Gaudian Lan

guages, by A. F. R. Hoernle (Triibner),—Text-

Book of Elementary Plane Geometry, by J.

Petersen (Low),—Science Lectures for the People,

1879-80 (Heywood),—The Practical Fisherman,

Part VU. ('The Bazaar' Office),—Progress of

Dentistry, by J. J. Wedgwood (Marsh & Co.),
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—Brain and Nerve Exhaustion, by T. S. Dowse

(Bailliere),—" Change" as a Mental Restorative,

by J. Mortimer-Granville (Bogue),—The High

land Handbook and List, July (Low),—Text-Book

of Historical and Geographical Terms and Defini

tions, by J. Oswald (Simpkin),—Johnston's Bible

Atlas (Johnston),—Plain Living and High

Thinking, by W. H. Davenport Adams (Hogg),

—College Bays at Oxford, by the Rev. H. 0.

Adams (Griffith & Farran),—The Shawnee

Prophet, by E. and L. Egglestone (Ward &

Lock),—Picked Up in the Streets, by R. Rowe

(Allen & Co.),—John Noakes and Mary Styles,

by C. Clark (J. R. Smith),—Edderline, and other

Poems, First Series, by W. T. Matson (Stock),

—The Sacrifice: a Drama, by D. Sinclair

(Wigan, ' Observer ' Office),—Echoes from the

Orient, by E. King (Kegan Paul),—The His

torical Poetry of the Ancient Hebrews, Vol. II.,

by M. HeUprin (New York, Appleton &

Co.),—The Passion Play at Ober-Ammergau,

by F. Schoeberl (Munich, Kruell),—Theo-

sophy and the Higher Life, by G. W.

(Triibner),—The Jesus of History and the

Jesus of Tradition Identified, by G. Soloman

(Reeves & Turner),—The Children of Holy Scrip

ture, by L. Massey (Cassell),—The Principles of

Catholic Reform, by M. H. Loyson (Rivingtons),

—her Gott des Christenthums, by Dr. J. Rei

(Prague, F. Rivnac), — and J^vyyoaunaTia

'Ekkrjvtxa, by 'Itoavvrjs B. TeAoSv (Buda-Pesth).

Among New Editions we have 37k Moor and the

Loch, 2 vols., by J. Colquhoun (Blackwood),—

Domestic Economy and Household Science, by

R. J. Mann (Stanford),—The Construction of

Gas- Works, by S. Hughes, rewritten by W.

Richards (Lockwood),—Advice to Singers, by a

Singer (Warne),—Sermonic Fancy Work, by

J. P. Ritchie (Whittingham),—Luxurious Bath

ing, by A. W. Tuer (Field & Tuer),—and

Gejiiigelte Worte, by G. Biichmann (Berlin, F.

Weidling). Also the following Pamphlets : In

Memoriam Louis Eugene NapoUon, by J. H.

Hawley (Mitchell),—Can Disease protect Health?

by E. Robinson (E. W. Allen),—The Treatment

of Cancer and Tumours, by A. Marsden, M.D.

(Wyman & Sons),—and Conciliation and Arbi

tration in Trade Disputes, by G. Howell

(Sotheran).

LIST OP NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

St. Athanasius's Discourse on the Incarnation of the Word
of Ood, with English Translation, Ac., by Her. J. Ridge-
way, 12mo. 6/ cl.

Fine AH.

Hartshorne's (B. S.) Designs for Church Embroidery and
Crewel Work from Old Examples, 8vo. 5/ in cloth case.

Stodart'x (B. B.) Scottish Arms, being a Collection of
Armorial Bearings, a.i>. 1370-1678, 2 vols, folio, 210/ cl.

Poetry.

Sharp's (J.) Poems and Hymns, 12mo. 6/ cl.

History and Biography.
McCarthy's (J.) History of Our Own Times, Vols. S and 4,

8vo. 12/ each, cl.
Walter's (J.) The Volunteer Force History and Manual, 5/

Philology.

D'Aubigne's Histoire de Bayart, with Grammatical and

Explanatory Notes by J. Bue, 12mo. 2/ cl.
Dearu's (L. ) French Pronunciation and Beading, 12mo. 2/ cl.
Horace's Epistles, Book 2, and Epistola ad Pisones, Latin

Text after Orellius, with English Commentary and
Notes by Kev. Bir E. W. Cox, 12mo. 2/ cl.

Science.

Carr's (G. S.) Svnopsis of Elementary Results In Pure and
Applied Mathematics, Vol. 1, 8vo. 12/ cl.

Messer^ (F. A.) New and Easy Method of studying British
Wild Flowers, 8vo. 10/6 cl.

General Literature.

Auerbacli's (B.) Brigitta, a Tale, from the German by 0. Bell,
18mo. 2/ cl. (Tauchnitz's German Authors.)

Coope's (H. C.) What will Society Say? 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/8
Douglas's (Mrs. M.) Two Rose Trees, the Adventures of

Twin Bist«rs, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Germains's (Mrs. E. A.) Left to Starve, and No One wants

the Blame, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Howells's(W. D.)The Undiscovered Country, cr. 8vo. 10/6 cl.
Lloyd's (Mrs. D.) Arnold Leigh, a Novel, cr. 8vo. 10/6 cl.
Pictures and Prattle for the Nursery, 4to. 3/6 bds.
Russell's ( W. C.) A Sailor's Sweetheart, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/8 cl.
Warren's (Hon. J. L.) Guide to the Study of Book-Platea

(Ex-Libris), 8vo. 15/ cl.

Floigl (Dr
Btnichowit

FOREIGN.

Theology.

(Dr. Vict.) : Die Chronologic der Bibel, 8m.
'tx (8.) : Der Positivtamua im Mosaismus, 3m.

Law.

Fragmenta Taurlnensia, ed. P. Krueger,

Jouy (Georges Ancillon de) : De la Propriety Litteraire et
Artistique, *fr.

Prost (A.) : Etude sur le Regime Ancien de la Propriete, 3fr.

.r»m.

Dillmann (A.): Zut Geschichte d. axumitischen Reichs im
1 bis 6 Jalu-b., 2m. 60.

Science.

Geinitz (Dr. H. B.) u. Marck (Dr. W. v. d.) : Zur Geologie v.

Sumatra, 6m.
General Literature.

Audot, Grandl, et Motton : Supplement a la Cuislnlere de
la Campagne et de la Ville, 2fr.

Conferences PeVlagoglques de Paris en 1880 1 Rapports et
Prooes-verbaux, 2fr.

Montepin (X. de)i Jean-Jcudi, Suite et Fin du Fiacre No. 13,

2 vola. 6fr.
Bauniere (Paul): Le Secret d'Or, 3fr.

LOVER'S SILENCE.

When she whose love is even my air of life

Enters, delay being past, to bless my home,

And ousts her phantom from its place, being come

Herself to fill it ; when the importunate strife

Of absence with desire is stilled, and rife

With Heaven is earth ; why am I stricken dumb.

Abashed, confounded, awed of heart, and numb,

Waking no triumph of song or welcoming fife ?

Be thine own answer, Soul, who long ago

Didst see the awful face of Beauty shine,

Silent, and silently rememberest yet

That glory which no spirit may forget,

Nor utter, save in Love, a thought too fine

For souls to ignore or mortal sense to know.

A. Maky F. Kobinbon.

"GREECE" IN THE 'ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA."

Bept. 8, 1880.

A writer on the ' Encyclopaedia Britannica '

(vols. x.-xi.) in the Athenceum of September 4th

did me the honour of describing my article on

Greek history as "brilliant," but complained

that I had represented ostracism as a punish

ment inflicted on a person accused of a definite

offence. Will you kindly allow me to inform

my courteous reviewer that I must have failed

to make my meaning clear) The sense which

I intended to convey was that Themistocles was

popularly accused of complicity in the intrigues

of Pausanias ; and that when an ostracism was

held this belief principally contributed to the

result, viz. , that the required 6,000 votes were

given against Themistocles. In my ' Attic

Orators ' I had occasion to discuss the question

whether the speech 'Against Alcibiades,'

ascribed to Andocides, is really his work. I

there explained in detail the machinery of

ostracism, and pointed out that this very mis

conception of it (as inflicted on a person de

finitely accused) is one of the traits which most

surely prove the speech to have been composed

by a late Greek rhetorician (' Attic Orators,'

vol. i. p. 137).

Nor can I plead guilty to a charge which very

few persons, I think, would be more sorry to

deserve—that of treating Polybius as "a mere

chronicler. " Here are the words in my article :—

" His style, plain and straightforward, is free

from the florid rhetoric of the time. But the

distinction of Polybius is that he is the last

Greek writer who in some measure retains the

spirit of the old citizen life. He chose his sub

ject, not because it gave scope to learning or

literary skill, but with a motive akin to that

which prompted the history of Thucydides, viz. ,

because, as a Greek citizen, he felt intensely

the political importance of those wars which had

given Rome the mastery of the world." To the

same effect I wrote also in my ' Primer of Greek

Literature ' (p. 144).

The admirable article on Greek history from

323 b.c. to 1453 a.d. is, I may add, by the Rev.

H. F. Tozer, Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford,

author of the well-known 'Lectures on the

Geography of Greece,' and editor of Finlay.

Mr. Tozer's initials will be found at the end of

the article, and his name at the beginning of

the volume. R. C. Jjebb.

THE DATE OF SHAKSPEAKE'S FIFTY-FIFTH
SONNET.

Not marble, nor the gilded monuments
Of princes, shall outlive this powerful rhyme ;
But you shall shine more bright in these contents
Than unswept stone, besmear'd with sluttish time.
When wasteful war shall statues overturn,
And broils root out the work of masonry,
Nor Mars his sword nor war's quick fire shall bum
The living record of your memory.
'Gainst death and all oblivious enmity
Bhall you pace forth ; your praise shall still find room,
Even in the eyes of all posterity
That wear this world out to the ending doom.

Bo, till the judgment that yourself arise,
You live in this, and dwell in lovers' eyes.

Malone compared the first lines of this sonnet

with the beginning of Horace's well-known ode,

'Exegi monument um,' &c. (iii. 30). And the re

semblance is manifest not only in the thought,

but also, to some extent, in the language. But,

so far as I am aware, evidence is wanting that

Shakspeare possessed much, if any, acquaintance

with Horace. But it may be urged that, in the

absence of such general acquaintance, lie may

well have been familiar with the particular odo

now in question. And this might have been

admitted apart from the evidence which I am

about to adduce.

Francis Meres, in his ' Palladia Tamia, Wit's

Treasury,' published in 1598, together with

other eulogies of Shakspeare, gives the follow

ing :—

'< km' As Ovid saith of his worke ;

Jamque opus cxegl, quod nec Jovis ira, nec lgsis,
Neo poterit ferrum, nec edax abolere \

And as Horace saith of his ;

Exegi monumentum aere perennius,
Regaiique situ pyramidum altius;
Quod non imber edax, non Aquilo lmpotens
Possit diruere, aut innumerabilis
Anriorum series et fuga temporum :

so say I severally of Sir Philip Sidney's,

Spencer's, Daniel's, Drayton's, Shakespeare's,

and Warner's workes ;

Non Jovis ira, imbres, Mars, ferrum, flamma, senectus.
Hoc opus unda, lues, turbo, venena ruent.

Et quanquam ad pulcherrimum hoc opus ever-

tendum tres illi Dii conspirabunt, Cronus,

Yulcanus, et pater ipse gentis ;

Non tamen annorum series, non flamma, nec ensis,
Aeternum potuit hoc abolere decus." Fol. 282, 283.

My position is that Shakspeare's quotation

or allusion was not derived directly from Horace,

but from this passage in Meres. It may be

regarded as certain that tho award of immor

tality to himself and other distinguished contem

poraries would attract, more or less, the atten

tion of the great poet ; and there is little

difficulty in accounting for his making allusion

to the passage from Horace after he had read

Meres's book. And it is noteworthy that there

are some things in the sonnet which find their

analogies not in the passage from Horace, but

in Ovid and in the Latin appendix tacked on

by Meres. Thus it is Ovid, and not Horace,

who speaks of the destructive agencies of fire

and sword, "nec ignis, nec poterit ferrum."

But if Shakspeare alludes to both Horace and

Ovid it may well appear probable that he had

in view Meres's quotations, and not the original

works. But I would direct more particular

attention to the seventh line of the sonnet—

Nor Mars his sword nor war's quick fire shall bum.

It seems to me that the source of this line is to

be found in Meres's " Non Mars, ferrum,

flamma." This conclusion is strengthened by

the incongruity in Shakspeare's line, the verb

"shall burn "suiting only "war's quick fire,"

and not the preceding "Mars his sword." It

will be seen, I think, upon reflection that this

incongruity is easily accounted for if the words

"Mars," "sword," and "fire," or the ideas

they represent, were borrowed together from

Meres. The elements composing this line are

not to be found in combination elsewhere in

Shakspeare, nor is the sword of Mars elsewhere

mentioned.

I may add that the expression " all oblivious

enmity " (which Malone changed into " all-

oblivious enmity ") finds its explanation in tho

numerous influences tending to produce oblivion
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mentioned by Meres, though perhaps the word

" enmity " has especially in view the supposed

hostile conspiracy of the three deities.

Taking into account the allusion to Horace

and the correspondence with Meres, there can

be littlo doubt that the fifty-fifth sonnet was

written after the publication of the ' Palladis

Tamia ' in 1598. We must therefore conclude

that those critics are in error who infer, from

the mention in this same book of Meres's of

Shakspeare's " sugred Sonnets among his pri

vate friends," that the whole of the sonnets

collected and printed in 1G09 already (in 1598)

existed in manuscript. To the fifty-fifth sonnet

I should assign the approximate date of 1599.

But to justify this date it would be requisite to

consider the hundred and forty-fourth sonnet,

as contained in ' The Passionate Pilgrim,' as

well as the three years' space indicated in the

hundred and fourth. Thomas Tyler.

THE NEWLY DISCOVERED PHCENICIAN INSCRIPTION.

1, Adam Street, Adelphl.

The inscription in Phoenician characters

recently discovered in Jerusalem, mentioned

in the Atheiiamim of September 4th, was com

municated to the Committee of the Palestine

Fund five weeks ago. The squeeze was, how

ever, practically illegible, only a few letters

being visible. These are, as Prof. Socin says,

in the form of highest antiquity. The Com

mittee on receiving the squeeze took steps

recommended to them as most likely to secure

a more perfect copy of the inscription. The

results of their action in the matter, if successful,

shall be communicated to the readers of the

Athenaum. W. Besant.

THE INTERNATIONAL LITERARY CONGRESS.

Lisbon, Au<r>«» w>. 1M0.

Senhor Julio Lermina, a writer of distinction,

and Secretary- in - Cliief of the international

Literary Congress, which will open its sessions

in Lisbon on the 20th of September, has already

sent a large number of letters of invitation to

Portuguese writers and journalists. The ses

sions of the Congress will be held in the library

of the Academy of Sciences, a vast and magnifi

cent hall, well adapted for the purpose. The

days of meeting will be fixed so as not to co

incide with those fixed for the Anthropological

Association. Not only Lisbon writers and

journalists have been invited, but others from

all parts of Portugal. The delegate named by

the French Government is M. Mario Prath, the

author of ' Les Vagabonds.' The Portuguese

authorities are busy with preparations, and will

show every attention to the foreign and native

members of the Congress, and it is said the

king will give a court J'tte. in their honour.

Senhor Mendez Leal, Portuguese Minister in

Paris, who is now here, and Silva Tullio,

Director of the Public Library, will take a

leading and official part in organizing the pro

ceedings. M. L.

MR. JAMES WATSON.

We regret to see the announcement of the

death of Mr. James Watson, the head of the

old publishing firm of James Nisbet & Co. , of

Berners Street. In the course of a long and

active life Mr. Watson had rendered good

service to several important institutions, and

his personal character had endeared him to a

large circle of friends. Under his direction, as

Chairman of the Statistical Committee of the

School Board, the census was taken of the

juvenile population of London, and the whole

system of the school accommodation of the

metropolis rearranged and enlarged to meet the

growing need. In literary circles Mr. Watson

was known not only as the head of an enter

prising firm of publishers, but as one of the

directors of Mudie's Library, where his practical

knowledge of the commerce of literature and his

intelligent sympathy with its highest aims found

ample scope. Mr. Watson, who had long been

in a declining state of health, expired on Wed

nesday in last week.

Ifterarg (Eosst'p.

The Duke of Marlborough has abandoned

the idea of having the Sunderland Library

sold by auction. It was announced in the

Athenceum of July 17th that Messrs. Puttiek

& Simpson had received instructions for such

a sale.

Mr. Walter Pollock is about to bring

out a version of the ' Nuits ' of Alfred de

Musset, which will be published by Messrs.

Bentley & Son.

Messrs. Dalziel Brothers will soon

publish a series of Bible illustrations from

original drawings by Sir Frederick Leighton,

P.R.A., E. J. Poynter, E.A., G. F. Watts,

E.A., E. Burne Jones, F. Madox Brown,

Holman Hunt, and others. The book, which

is to be called ' Dalziels' Bible Gallery,'

will be issued early in November by Messrs.

George Routledge & Sons.

Mr. Charles Kent has prepared for

immediate publication ^by Messrs. George

Boutledge & Sons a new edition of the

works of Father Prout. In the biography

prefixed to it Mr. Kent has brought together

a number of well-authenticated facts in

regard to the life of the Rev. Francis

Mahony, here for the first time published,

more especially in relation to the incidents

marking the exemplary close of it at Paris

in the old wit's well-known last home in

the entresol of the Rue des Moulins.

The Cambridge University Press has in

preparation a selection of Greek inscrip

tions, edited by the Bev. E. S. Roberts,

Fellow and Tutor of Gonville and Caius

College. The selection will be accompanied

by introductions and annotations, and will

include the principal inscriptions repre

sentative of Greek pakeography, dialecto

logy, and archaeology. A preface will

contain, besides other matter, a sketch of

the history of the Greek alphabet, illustrated

by inscriptions in reduced fac-simile.

Mr. Henry Blackburn is preparing a

new and revised edition of his ' Pyrenees,'

with one hundred illustrations by Gustavo

Dore, containing a description of summer

life at French watering-places and some

account of Lourdes in 1880. This edition

will form one of Messrs. Sampson Low &

Co.'s new "Art Travel Series" of cheap

and handy volumes for travellers. ~~

In the forthcoming Report of the Deputy-

Keeper of the Public Records there will

appear an exhaustive calendar of the valu

able Norman Rolls, by Mr. Ewald, F.S.A.,

of the Record Office. These rolls, which

relate to the occupation of Normandy by

Henry V. and shed much new light upon

the history of the tiniel,.'Jutve hitherto

not had - their contents made public. The

Record Office has exorcised a wise discretion

in the publication of such a calendar. To

the French Government, and especially to

the Society of Antiquaries of Normandy,

this Report of the Deputy-Keeper will be

particularly valuable.

Sm Georoe Duckett is continuing his

papers on ' The Test and Penal Statutes in

1688,' as illustrated by the canvass made by

King James of the deputy-lieutenants and

magistrates of the various counties. As we

have already mentioned, he has printed the

answers from Cumberland, Westmoreland,

and Yorkshire. The paper containing the

answers from Sussex is in the press, and

the work will end with the replies from

Wales, the lieutenancies of which included

in 1688 Gloucestershire, Monmouthshire,

Herefordshire, and Bristol. The series will

thus display a fair proportion of counties,

nearly half, in fact, of the entire number in

the Rawlinson collection.

A Correspondent writes :—

" It appears that the MS. of a portion of the

second part of the long-delayed ' Glossary of the

Lancashire Dialect ' has now been sent to press.

The first part, containing the words from A to

E, appeared nearly five years ago. The work

was begun by the Manchester Literary Club,

but in future the responsibility for its issue will

probably be undertaken by the English Dialect

Society. The whole of the glossary, it is ex

pected, will be completed early next year, and

the introduction, dealing with the grammar,

pronunciation, and literature of the dialect,

completing the entire work, will also be pub

lished during the year 1881."

A manual of Indian geography is being

compiled by Dr. George Smith, the author

of the biography of the Rev. Dr. Duff.

The Rev. James Copland, M.A., of Dune-

din, New Zealand, author of ' Reasons why

we believe the Bible ' and other works, has

ready for publication a work to be entitled

' Alleged Scientific Contradictions to the

Bible Doctrine of Man,' in which he analyzes

the doctrine of evolution.

Messrs. John Walker & Co. will shortly

publish anedition of the 1 Pilgrim's Progress,'

to be called the Elstow edition. The book

will be illustrated with twenty-four full-page

engravings and a number of woodcuts. The

publishers announce a novelty in the bind

ing of the volume. There will be inserted

in it portions of the old oaken woodwork

removed from Elstow Church during its

"restoration."

Mr. Henry Irving will open the bazaar

which is to take place in the Birmingham

Town Hall next month for the purpose of

reducing the debt on the building fund of

the Perry Bar Institute.

The monument to Mr. William Jenkyns,

M.A., of the Bengal Civil Service, who

perished with Sir Louis Cavagnari at Cabul

about twelve months ago, has now been

completed by Mr. John Hutchison, R.S.A

The leading feature of the memorial, which

is to be placed in King's College, Aberdeen,

is a bust in alio rilievo, the head being

shown in three-quarters front. A bronze

plate underneath the monument will record

1 in Latin the main incidents of Mr. Jenkyns's

career and the circumstances of his lamented

death.

Lord Lyttelton has accepted the pre

sidency of the Harborne and Edgbaston

Literary Institute for the ensuing year.

A meeting of the Wordsworth Club will

be held at the Rothay Hotel, Grasmere, on

the 29th inst. The Bishop of St. Andrews,

President elect, will take the chair. At

this meeting the constitution and rules of

the society will be discussed and settled.

Mr. Sheriff Nicholson will, it is expected,

be the first occupant of the Gaelic chair in

the University of Edinburgh.
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Messrs. GRimra & Farran- will publish

shortly for little readers a series, entitled

" The Tiny Natural History Series," of

twelve story-books about animals.

" Our Boys' Little Library" and " Our

Girls' Little Library " are the titles of two

series, of twelve books each, which Messrs.

Griffith & Farran have designed especially

for school prizes and rewards. They consist

of pictures and reading for little folks.

Nearly every page contains an illustration.

They will be published shortly.

' Belle's Pink Boots ' is the title of a

new book by Joanna H. Matthews, the

author of the "Bessie" books, which enjoy

much popularity on the other side of the

Atlantic. The new book will be published

by Messrs. Griffith & Farran during the

Christmas season, and will contain sixteen

coloured illustrations by Ida Waugh.

Tite same publishers will issue im

mediately 'Nimpo's Troubles,' by Olive

Thorne Miller, author of ' Little Folks in

Feathers and Fur,' illustrated by Mary

Hallock and Sol. Eytinge. It will appear

in their three-and-sixpenny series.

Whex, some two years ago, the commission

appointed by the French Minister of Educa

tion to select books to be admitted into the

libraries of the colleges and lyceums decided

to include the translations of Mr. Herbert

Spencer's works, they made an exception of

his work on education, certain passages of

which would, it was thought, prejudice

students against classical culture. Since

then, however, Mr. Spencer's assent has

been obtained to an edition omitting the

objectionable passages, and this is now pub

lished at sixty centimes, under the authority

of the administration. The most recent

translations of the book are into Spanish,

Greek, and Bohemian, previous translations

having been made into French, German,

Italian, Russian, Hungarian, Dutch, Danish,

and Japanese.

Mr. Hueffer's recent volume of 'Musical

Studies ' has been translated into Italian by

Signor Visetti, and arrangements have been

made for translating it into French also.

In the report of the Perpetual Secretary,

read at the annual meeting of the French

Academy, it was stated that M. Cheruel's

' Histoire de France pendant la Minorite de

Louis XIV.,' which gained the first Gobert

Prize, threw much light on Mazarin's Italian

policy. M. Cheruel had made a careful

"BBRTvh into Mazarin's unpublished letters

and memorandum books. The second Go-

hertr Prize -was awarded this year, as it

was in 1879, to the Abbe Mathieu for his

' L'Ancien Regime dan's les Provinces de

Lorraine ejLBurrois.' A short work on the

Thirty Years' W ar obtained for M. Char-

veriat the Thiers Prize. M. Ernest Lavisse's

'Etude sur l'Histoire de Prusse' and M. du

Bled's ' Histoire de la Monarchie de Juillet '

shared the Therouanne Prize. Honourable

mention was accorded to M. Bourelly's

' Etudo Historique sur le Marechal Fabcrt.'

The Bordin Prize was adjudged to M.

Baudrillart for his 'Histoire du Luxe public

et prive depuis l'Antiquite jusqu'a, nos

Jours.' The Marcellin Guerin Prize was

divided between M. Decharmes for his

'Mythologie de la Grece Antique,' M. Paul ]

Stapfpr for his ' Shakespeare et l'Antiquite,'

and M. Ernest Bertin for his ' Les Manages I

dans l'Ancienno Societe Francaiso.' Two-

thirds of the recently founded Janin Prize

for the best translation of a Latin author

have been given to M. Cass-Robine for his

version of the Satires of Persius and Juvenal,

and the remainder to M. Eugene Rostand

for a verse translation of Catullus.

We regret to record the death of Mr.

James Fisher, who had been for more than

twenty years a confidential assistant in the

establishment of Messrs. "Williams & Nor-

gate. Mr. Fisher was essentially a student.

It "was his practice for many years to devote

his leisure hours to the acquirement of

various languages, and thus to obtain tho

knowledge which enabled him to peruse

a vast number of the books which came in

his way. His death took place after an

illness of only a few hours. .

SCIENCE

The Birds, Fishes, and Cetacea commonly fre

quenting Belfast Lough. By Robert Lloyd

Patterson. (Bogue.)

From the title-page of this book we learn

that its author is Vice-President of the

Belfast Natural History and Pliiloso-

phical Society, and from the book itself it

appears that he is a sportsman who can use

his eyes, and who likes to learn accurately

as much as he can of the birds, beasts, and

fishes with which he meets in his frequent

expeditions on tho lough. The great store

of gossip which he has thus gathered was

first made public in papers read by the

author at various times before the local

society of which he is vice-president. As

usual friends, for once not injudiciously,

advised that theso should be offered to a

wider public, and the result is the present

book.

Of course an account of the natural his

tory of any partieidar district, even if con

fined strictly to local matters, need not by

any means be solely of local interest. Mr.

Patterson has, we think, with too great

modesty under-estimated the general value

of the local information which he supplies,

and has, therefore, supplemented it with quo

tations, most of them interesting enough in

themselves, from other writers on kindred

subjects; so that of the entiro bulk of his

| book about two-thirds are made up of ex-

! tracts from Gray's ' Birds of the West Coast

of Scotland,' Saxby's ' Birds of Shetland,'

Seton's ' St. Kilda,' and numberless other

equally accessible books. There are even

quotations from, or references to, such well-

known books as Mrs. Brassey's ' Voyage of

the Sunbeam ' and Mr. Black's ' Madcap

Violet.' Yet the original matter in the book

is of quite sufficient merit to have stood by

itself, .and would, wo think, have been

more interesting to ornithologists if unob-

scured by so much foreign matter. There

are plenty of passages as good as the fol

lowing description of animal life in the

lough :—

" When the shoals of fry or young fish come

into the lough in large numbers, the larger fish

and the birds accompany them, and then it is

that our beautiful bay looks its best. The

waters are full of fish ; its surface covered with

the smaller divurs, razor-bills, puffins, and

guillemots, and the air above peopled with the

gulls and terns. Among the latter the skuas

are busy. One might fancy them having

heard of ' that good old plan, that they may

take who have the power, and they may keep

who can ': this seems at least to bo their prac

tice. High above all the rest soar the majestic

gannets. Here and there the attacks of the fish

force the fry into a mass or 'ball' at the surface.

This is soon perceived by some birds, who hasten

to prey upon them, the guillumots and razor

bills—or ' cutties,' as they are familiarly called

here—diving down and attacking them from

below, while the terns and gulls pick them up

and devour them on the surface. After three

or four rapid beats of the wings, and then a long,

graceful, undulating sweep, with them appa

rently motionless, the pretty Manx shearwater,

locally called the mackerel-cock, now appears on

the scene, and, carefully tucking away his long

wings, sits doivn among the fry quietly to enjoy

his meal. Tho cries and splashings of these

birds quickly attract others from all directions,

and among these one or two skuas—always on

the look out for such opportunities—may be

seen. Tho skua singles out a bird which it

observes to have been successful in fishing, and,

swooping down upon its unfortunate victim,

pursues it relentlessly, till the gull in terror

casts up part of its food. This accomplished,

the skua, after picking up the dainty morsel,

flies quietly away. The attention of one of the

bottle-nosed whales, some of which are gene

rally on the lough on such occasions, staying

as long as the fry stay, will now bo attracted,

and he generally puts an end to the fun by

Bwallowing half the ball of fry at a mouthful."

Ono passage, when compared with similar

passages in Mr. Rodd's recently published

' Birds of Cornwall,' is curious. Mr. Rodd

notes in some detail the increasing number

of starlings in Cornwall in the spring and

summer months. Mr. Patterson remarks

that about thirty years ago these birds were

quite rai'e in the neighbourhood of Belfast,

and quotes from Thompson, a trustworthy

authority, tho statement that they were

abundant there about the beginning of this

century, but that they almost entirely disap

peared for about forty years from that time.

Thirty years ago starlings began to roappear

in the neighbourhood, and within twenty

years they had increased so abundantly that

Mr. Patterson says he saw flocks of not less

than 10,000 to 1*2,000 ; and since that time

they have continually increased in number.

This variation, either in the actual number

or in the local distribution of theso birds,

noticed by two such observers as Mr. Rodd

and Mr. Patterson—the former in Cornwall,

the latter in Ireland—deserves attention.

In another passage there is a curious sug

gestion that skates " use the holes called

the 'temporal orifices,' which are in the

head immediately behind the eyes, for

the purpose of looking through,"—that is

to say, that the skate sees the ground

through these orifices and through its own

mouth !

It is a pity that so many of the notes are

given in their original bald diary form. It

is not easy to read much matter such as the

following :—" 20th March, 1875.—Most, but

not all, of the few guillemots and razor-bills

seen to-day were still in winter plumage.

Some of them exhibited change, but one

of the former was in full summer dress."

The book ought to be welcome, not only

to naturalists, but to sportsmen and to

yachtsmen cruising off the English, Scotch,

or Irish coasts ; for it contains a mass of

pleasant gossip about nearly all the birds

and many of tho fishes which are commonly
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met with during such expeditions, and this

gossip is not only pleasant, hut is also trust

worthy.

English. Trees and Tree Planting. By William

H. Ablett. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

Arboriculture for Amateurs, <tc. Same author.

('Bazaar' Office.)

The Tree Planter and Tree Propagator, <£c. By

Samuel Wood. (Crosby Lockwood & Co.)

The Tree Pruner, tbc. (Same author and pub

lishers.)

The love of trees is, happily, widely spread

among us. Country gentlemen are wont to

take as much interest in their woods and planta

tions as in their shorthorns. They glory in the

noble oaks and stately limes which deck their

parks, and they do wisely, for there are few

nobler objects in creation than a finely propor

tioned tree. Sometimes the passion runs into

extravagance, as when fashion or favour sets in

one direction to the exclusion of others. Conifers

were at one time the object of such unreasoning

preference. No one doubts their value as timber

trees, nor their effectiveness for ornamental pur

poses, especially in the young state ; but many

of them are unsuited to our climate, and, still

more, become positively ugly as they advance

in age. The excessive preference for one group

of trees does harm also by the consequent neglect

of other trees equally useful and ornamental.

The average planter plants elms and oaks, limes

and planes, poplars and willows, and thinks he

has exhausted the means within his reach. A

visit to the nearest tree nursery or to a good

collection of trees would reveal to him a

wealth of noble species, noble in build, noble

in foliage, noble in colour, hardy as the

common oak, and as varied in branching and

in foliage as it is possible to conceive. The

"run" upon conifers has, to a large extent,

led to the neglect of these fine plants,—to

such an extent, indeed, that even practical land

scape gardeners are very imperfectly acquainted

with them, while professed foresters, almost

without exception, are ignorant of them. The

public also stand in need of information as to

the mode of treating trees so as to derive the

greatest benefit from them. We are not allud

ing so much now to the management of timber

trees as to that of those grown for ornament.

With their love for trees many people have a cor

responding hatred of the pruning knife, still more

of the axe ; yet, for want of the judicious use of

the one and the timely application of the other,

more trees are ruined, more plantations spoiled,

than from any other cause whatever. The state

of the trees in Kensington Gardens is a case in

point. If a tree be felled, or even if some of its

branches be lopped, some indignant taxpayer,

wholly ignorant of the proper management of

trees, forthwith writes to the Times, and the

hands of those who know better are at once

tied. The result we see now in the enforced

demolition of scores upon scores of trees, a large

proportion of which might have been saved had

proper care been given at the right time. Another

point which people in general are apt to forget

is that the trees require food, and that if this

be systematically removed, or not supplied, the

trees must of necessity suffer. Again, it is too

often overlooked that a tree must die at some

time or other, sooner or later according to the

kind, and according to the conditions under

which it is growing. If this fact is to some ex

tent ignored in the case of trees, still more so is

it in that of shrubs. There is room, then, for

some good treatise which, while avoiding the

details and technicalities necessary for the pro

fessed forester or the student of botany, shall

convey to the amateur a sufficient knowledge

of the different kinds of trees best adapted

for growth in this country, of their respective

uses, and of the best mode of managing them.

Such information we hoped to have found in

Mr. Ablett's books, and to some extent we do

find it, but the history he gives of deciduous and

coniferous trees is very meagre and incomplete,

and is, moreover, marred by numerous errors.

As an illustration, we may mention that only

three or four varieties of elm are mentioned,

only one beech, the common one, and so with

several of the genera. The more practical details

relating to management are treated with equal

meagreness: a page or two are devoted to trans

planting machines, without any indication of

the size of the trees that may be transplanted,

the season at which it may be done, or the aver

age cost of the procedure. Mr. Ablett's smaller

work is, to our thinking, the better of the two ;

it is a digest, apparently, of the larger volume,

and is all the better for the absence of irrelevant

matter.

The other two works on our list call for no

remark except an expression of astonishment

that a publisher should have been found for

them.

only adding the remark that something more

than stitching and sewing must have been

adopted by this ingenious and thoughtful en

gineer to keep his open-topped diving bell free

from water during his visit to the propeller. We

hope that the owners of the craft made a due

acknowledgment for the cost which was thus

saved.

The Shipowners' and Engineers' Guide to the

Marine Engine. By William Allan. (Sun

derland, Reed & Co.)

Mr. Allan tells us that his object is to assist

the owners of steamships to form a better un

derstanding than usually prevails of the marine

engine and the use of its various parts. His book

is well adapted to his end. Its chief fault is that

Mr. Allan, being, as we learn from the title-page,

a poet, indulges in language unsuited to his pre

sent theme. His knowledge of his subject, how

ever, becomes apparent to those who read on un

deterred by "fine " writing. The book contains a

sketch of the progress of marine engines from

1840 to 1880. It then enters into the subject

of the purchase of those engines, and gives a

draft specification of a pair of marine engines of

the inverted direct - acting compound surface

condensing type. Formulas and other detailed

information complete the work, which bears

ample proof of the practical familiarity of the

writer with the main points of the marine engine.

The progress of steam navigation in England

may be stated in few words. In 1840 there were

in the United Kingdom nine firms of marine-

engine builders. Seventy-four steamers, with a

total register tonnage of 10,160 tons, were built in

that year, and furnished with engines. At present

the number of marine-engine builders is forty,

exclusive of several small firms chiefly engaged

in tug-boat building ; and in 1878 these firms

put engines on board 499 steamships, with a

total register tonnage of 287,080 tons. The

work is one of too technical a nature to interest

any but those concerned in some way in the

subject, but by them it will be found of value.

The following anecdote, however, is too good not

to be quoted : " The M of L , while on

a run from Woosung to Hong Kong, gave every

evidence that the propeller was loose on the

shaft, a heavy knocking being heard, which gra

dually grew worse ; the engineer determined to

see what was amiss, and, if possible, to remedy

the defect without running up a heavy bill or

detaining the ship ; previous to getting into

Hong Kong he constructed a long canvas tube

from a tarpaulin, the bottom of which was

formed from the end of a barrel, to which the

canvas was carefully secured ; he stitched

several hoops of half-inch round iron in the

interior of the tube ; at a convenient height

from the bottom he had two arm-bags stitched

on, and also a side-light glass carefully sewn in,

On the vessel reaching Hong Kong he had all

in readiness for his feat, so after placing heavy

weights in the bottom he got in himself, the

arm-bags were secured round his wrists, and he

was lowered over the stern, when he found the

propeller nut almost off the end of the shaft

a hammer being lowered to him, he secured the

nut in its place, and actually fitted in anew through

key. A cheap and simple mode like this for

examining propellers is worthy of notice, and

speaks volumes for the genius of the engineer. '"

We give the extract with its own punctuation

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

The Revue de Giographie publishes an interest

ing article on M. Aristide Dumont's project for

irrigating a considerable tract of partly sterile

lands in the valley of the Rhone. This great

work, first suggested twenty-five years ago, has

now been declared to be of " public utility," and

if the communes and landowners concerned are

prepared to guarantee 120,0007. a year it will be

carried out. The grand canal of irrigation taps

the Rhone a few miles below Yienne, at a height

of 4C4 feet above the sea level ; it follows the

left bank of the river as far as Mornas, where it

passes through a gigantic syphon to the right

bank. It then gradually turns away from the

river, skirts the shore of the Mediterranean, and

terminates at Btfciers, 104 feet above the sea.

The total length of this canal will be 280 miles,

and its cost 4,400,000£. By means of it about

400 towns and villages, with half a million

of inhabitants, will obtain a permanent supply

of water. 113,180 acres can be irrigated in

summer, and all the vineyards within reach

flooded during winter, as a protection against

the ravages of the phylloxera.

Capt. Bloyet, the leader of the French East

African expedition, left Zanzibar on the 14th of

June, and arrived on the 2nd of July at Kondoa,

in Usangara, where he proposes to found a scien

tific station. His reception on the part of Munie

M'Bongo, the native chief, left nothing to be

desired.

The members of the German expedition, whose

object is the establishment of a similar station

near the southern extremity of the Tanganyika,

left Zanzibar on the 17th of July.

The Belgian Government have secured the

services of Herr Otto Lindner on their African

exploring expedition. The AUgemeine Zeitung,

from which we learn this, regrets that so com

petent a traveller should be thus lost to Ger

many. Herr Lindner was from 1873 to 1876 a

member of the Giissfeldt expedition, sent out

by the German Society for the Exploration of

Equatorial Africa. He was much valued at

Chinchozo station, as well as a meteorological

observer as for his clever management of the

natives, whose language he quickly mastered.

When that station was broken up he entered

the service of Holland, and became chief of the

Dutch factories on the Congo. There he met

Stanley, and would have joined him after the

expiration of his contract had not family

affairs called him home.

Mr. T. B. Johnston's Map of South Africa

(Cape Town, Juta ; London, Longmans & Co.)

is drawn on a scale of forty miles to the inch,

and extends north to lat. 21° S. It is evidently

based upon official documents not generally

available in this country, exhibits the new

political divisions, including those of the terri

tories recently "proclaimed " or " reserved" in

Damara Land, and will answer well for purposes

of reference.

Rauf Pasha, Gordon's successor as Governor-

General of the Egyptian Sudan, has declared it

to be his intention to carry on the work begun

by his predecessor. It will be one of his first

duties to examine 2,065 petitions which have

been presented against Gessi. The latter has

recently forwarded 1,300 kantara of ivory, worth

about 26,0002., but his proximate dismissal is

nevertheless talked about. Now that the trade

in the countries of the Bahr el Ghazal has once

more been thrown open, Gessi, the terror of

slave-dealers, will certainly be in the way of the

Greek and Arab traders who have already left

Khartum to engage in it Gessi's treatment of
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a Turkish "Pasha" implicated in the murder

of King Munza and charged with other atrocities

has raised powerful enemies against him.

We have received the Pupil's Copy-Book for

Map Drawing (Johnston), consisting of four maps

of England in various states of progress.

DECIPHERMENT OF KH1TA : BILINGUAL SEAL

OF K-LNQ TARKONDEMOS.

Those who want to make out the Khita part

of the bilingual seal (Assyrian and Khita) dis

covered by Dr. Mordtmann, and identified as

Khita by Prof. Sayce, can readily do so. The

plate in the Anthropological Journal, last number,

p. 369, contributed by Mr. Dunbar Heath, gives

the material parts of a parallel Carchemish in

scription in the Assyrian Gallery of the British

Museum identified by me. The two heads in

the third group (top line) are the first two cha

racters ; then come || |{ ; a flail-like emblem, say

A ; next AA and a high-pointed A. The material

part consists of the two animal heads and || ||.

These I give as Tar[a], Ku[no], Timme. In the

parallel inscription the latter is separated, and

the name I believe to be Tarkon (=Tarquin).

Mr. W. Harry Rylands has suggested Tirhaka

aa an equivalent. The words Tar and Ku mean

animals, but also king and god, and represent

the family totems and fetishes of the king. My

rendering of these words is in conformity with

my previous representations of the linguistic

relations of Khita. || || appears to be a common

character for son, offspring, AA for country or

land, and A the emblem for king. The tall

character is Zumee, but I do not know what

object the character stands for. It will be seen

that the king Tarkondemos must be in Car

chemish aa well as Cilicia, and that the Khita

of that place is the same as that of Lydia and

Phrygia. Hyde Clarke.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

After the unusual interval of more than four

months another small planet has been dis

covered, No. 217, which was found by M.

Coggia at Marseilles on the night of the 30th of

August.

We have received the Memoirs of the Italian

Spectroscopics! Society for last April. It con

sists of two papers. The first is by Dr. Ferrari,

on the connexion between terrestrial and atmo

spheric disturbances and the period of the rota

tion of the Bun and other phenomena in the solar

system, particularly the number of perihelion

passages of comets which have been determined

to take place at certain seasons of the year. This

has been called forth by the papers on the same

subject published last year by Prof. Zenger, of

Prague, to which attention has already been

called ; it will no doubt lead to further examina

tion, and, as Dr. Ferrari remarks, has a bearing

on the connexion between comets and meteoric

showers. The other paper in this number con

tains the observations of the solar spots and

faculie made at Borne during the first three

months of the present year by the editor,

Prof. Tacchini. Although on the whole the

number and extent of these are increasing, the

partial ebb and flow in the increase is interest

ing, particularly in reference to the period of

the sun's rotation.

The discovery of the variability of a star 9"

from the North Pole by M. Ceraski, of Moscow

(as mentioned in the Athenaeum for July 31st

from No. 2324 of the Astronomische Nachrichteri),

at once attracted the attention of Dr. Julius

Schmidt, the indefatigable director of the Obser

vatory of Athens. From his observations he

considers that the period of this interesting vari

able is a hi tie less than five days (4d 23" 35- • I or

4* •9827). In the nature of its changes of light

(the whole of these being accomplished in a short

time) it comes under the same category with

Algol or fi Persei, one of the discoverers of the

variability of which was Palizsch, the fanner of

Prohlis, near Dresden, whose name is in most

astronomical books spelled wrong, and whose

acuteness of vision was long ludicrously ex

aggerated, from its being supposed that he

detected Halley's comet on Christmas Day,

1758 (its first predicted return), with his naked

eye, whereas he really found it, after a long

search, with a telescope of eight feet focal length

of which he was in possession.

NOTES FROM LISBON.

The following is abridged from the accounts

given by the Portuguese papers of the prepara

tions for the Anthropological Congress, which is

to assemble here on the 19th inst.

The museum, organized by Senhores Carlos

Bibeiro and Conceicad Delgado, is now ready

for the reception of the members of the Congress.

Entering the galleries, the largest cupboards

to the left and the centre vitrines are devoted

to the revelations of the kitchen - middens

met with among the mounds of Mujem,

in the valley of the Tagus, about ninety-five

kilometres from Lisbon— one of the places the

Congress will visit on the 24th, going in a

special train from Santarem. There exist in

these remains of the prehistoric kitchen all

the characteristics of the discoveries made by

the Scandinavian anthropologists. There were

found objects of human industry, remains of

vertebrated animals, and human skeletons, em

bedded in the mass of shells and molluscs.

Specimens are to be seen of two deposits of

the Neolithic arid Palieolithic epochs, taken from

a grotto in Peniche on the northern part of the

coast of Portugal ; there are also the precious col

lections from Casa da Moura, Cesareda, and Serra

d'El-rei, which have been well described by Senhor

Carlos Ribeiro ; the small collection from the

grotto of Vimeiro, well known as the scene of

a British battle ; and the valuable and interesting

collections from the grottoes of Lapa Furada

(Cesareda), Porto Covo (Cintra), and Cascaes, at

the mouth of the Tagus. There are important

collections from Oeiras, Palmella Alcobertas,

Cova da Baposa (Sabuga), Serra de Montejunto

(Cereal), Carvalhal (Torquel), and other places.

The objects found in the dolmens of Mont'

Abrahao, Estria, Pedra dos Mouros, Agualva,

Niza, and Sepulture da Grenja do Marquez

are also exhibited. An important discovery was

lately made in a grotto at Cereal, where was

found a head of the Hyama speloea.

It may be necessary to alter the programme

laid down for the proceedings. The questions

to be treated by the Congress are : 1. Are there

proofs of the existence of man in Portugal

during the Tertiary epoch ? 2. What are the

characteristics of the Palaeolithic age in Portugal

during the Quaternian epoch 1 3. What are the

characteristics of the Neolithic age in Portugal

—(a) in the kitchen-middens of the valley of the

Tagus ; (6) in the natural or artificial caverns

containing human remains and products of art ;

(c) in the megalithic monuments ? 4. What are

the ideas acquired on the anatomical characters

of the inhabitants of Portugal in the prehistoric

times ? 5. Upon what facts may be ascertained

the transition of the age of polished stone to that

of copper and the metals in Portugal ? 6. What

are the ascertained facts respecting the civiliza

tion of the peoples who inhabited Portugal before

the Boman dominion ?

The Congress will assemble in Lisbon on the

19th, 20th, and 21st inst. On the 22nd the

members will make their first excursion to

Otta and Azambuja, for the study of the ques

tions relative to the existence of the Tertiary

man, and the examination of the sub-divisions of

the various cuttings of soil of the strata of

Miocene fossils. On the 23rd a session will

be held ; on the 24th the members will make an

excursion to Santarem and up the valley of the

Tagus ; on the 25th there will be a session ; on

the 26th a visit to the museums, picture galleries,

and libraries of Lisbon ; on the 27th an excursion

to Cascaes and Cintra ; on the 28th a session ; and

on the 29th will take place the closing session of

the Congress. The proceedings will be enlivened

by a banquet at the Ajuda, given by Dora

Luiz I. , and a ball at Cascaes on the birthday

of the Prince Dom Carlos. The Portuguese

Government will do their best to facilitate tra

velling and access to all the historic monuments,

museums, libraries, and everything worth seeing,

besides providing refreshments. M. L.

Sicimct Sossin,

Two entrance scholarships to University

College, London, in connexion with its engineer

ing department are offered for the first time by

the Gilchrist Trustees for open competition at

the end of this month.

M. Dacbree has exhibited to the Academic des

Sciences some sheets of nickel rendered malle

able by a new process introduced by M. Gurnier.

The brittleness of nickel is stated to arise from

the little oxygen it holds with much tenacity.

This is removed by a very small addition of

phosphorus—from four to six thousandths—and

extreme malleability is obtained.

M. A. Pifrb communicated to the Acade'mie

des Sciences at the Seance of August 16th a

note, ' Nouveaux Besultats d' Utilisation de la

Chaleur Solaire obtenus a Paris.' He states

that he is able to utilize as much as eighty per

cent, of the solar heat by his new reflector and

boiler. The new reflector consists of three

truncated cones placed at an inclination of 45°.

The boiler, which is of a novel construction,

contains fifty litres of water (1 '760 pints each),

and when the sky is clear this will boil within

forty minutes, an effect six times greater than

that obtained in Algiers by M. Mouchot.

M. Pomard, Vice-President of the Meteoro

logical Commission of Yaucluse, has just pub

lished a new theory of the mistral, the result

of long-continued observation.

Prof. N. Jolly, correspondent of the Insti

tute, has just published in the M&moires de

VAcadimie des Sciences, Inscriptions, et Belles-

Lettres de Toulouse an 1 Expose* Sonnnaire de la

Doctrine de Charles Darwin : Objections faites

ou a faire a cette meme Doctrine. '

An International Sanitary Congress will be

held at Washington in January, 1881, under

the authority of the Government of the United

States.

The Second International Geological Congress

will be held at Bologna in September, 1881. A

prize of 5,000 francs will be awarded for the

best international scale of colours and conven

tional signs for the representation of geological

formations on maps and sections.

In the month of July, 1880, appeared a new

journal named L'JtHectriciU, published by the

Sixth Section of the Socio't« Impe'riale Technique

Busse. The list given of the persons taking

an active and permanent part in relation to this

journal contains the names of M. Alexeeff, Pro

fessor of Physics in the Technical School of

Artillery ; M. Wladimirsky, President of the

Physical Section of the Imperial Society of

Natural Science ; Prof. Latchinoff, M. Jabloch-

koff, and others of equal reputation.

FINE ARTS

IlOBfi'R OREVT WORKS, 'CHRIST LEAVINO the PR.V.TORirM,'
CKKIST RNTERINQ JERUSALEM,' and ' The BRAZKN SEKl'ENT'

rttic latter inat completed i, each 33 by 23 feet, with ' Dream of PUate'l
Wife,' ' 8oLdieri of the Crote ' ' Nifht of the Crucifixion,' ' Houae of
CaUphaa,' 4c., at the DOKfi GALLERY, 35, New Bond Street. JJallj,
Tec to tilx.—U.

Norwegian Antiquities. Arranged and Ex

plained by Prof. 0. Rygh, of Christiania.

Vol. I. (London and Christiania.)

The present volume of this important work

is occupied with the typical remains which

have been discovered in Norwegian soil from

the prehistoric ages of the civilization of

that country. This long ante-historic time

antiquaries divide into three periods or
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statement that, although the other members

of the series were begun, their publication is

by no means certain. If such is the case, it is

a matter for considerable regret —that is, pre

suming the unpublished handbooks are equal

in merit and value to Mr. Egerton's. Still

it is hard to see the U9e of publishing

the " Sketch of the Military History of, India

in a catalogue of a collection of Indian

arms. The " Sketch " is clear and concise, and

doubtless it is faultless history ; but what then ?

The account is only to the point when it is

ethnographical, and not historical. The essay

preliminary to the catalogue proper possesses

many attractions to the studeut of weapons and

armour, of Indian art and military metallurgy.

Mr. Egerton has compressed into a few pages

a large and complex mass of notes, illustrative

and historical, about the origin, character,

and uses, national and ethnological, of the im

plements and garments at South Kensington,

which form an unparalleled collection, and de-

servo much more attention than they have

received from soldiers, archn-oloijists, and artists.

That there is something "outlandish" in the

works themselves, and in the art applied to

them much which is out of keeping with Western

notions, and often less beautiful than costly, is

undeniable, but this should not lead any one

to overlook that noble armoury of which we

have now for the first time anything like a useful

key. Mr. Egerton points out that examples of

Indian art most affected by previous writers are

usually architectural, or derived from textile

fabrics and illuminations. Nevertheless, Indinn

metal work alone supplies as great a variety as the

architectural, while there is as strongly marked a

line between Aryan and Turanian art, i. e. , be

tween the arms of the north and south of India,

as between the architecture of the Taj Mahal and

the Temple of Chillumbrum. The art of both

varieties of arms was borrowed from Assyria,

if not from Egypt. It is not within our rules

to follow the compiler of a catalogue into the

minutire of which he acquires practically inex

haustible knowledge while compiling his book.

Apart from curious details of the early history

of artillery, weapons which were derived iu

India from the Turks, long renowned as gun-

roakcrs, this volume comprises many valuable

notes on weapons which are comparatively little

known to European collectors, such as the

quoits of the Sikhs of Lahore, made of beau

tifully thin steel and inlaid with gold, which

the warrior launched with such deadly aim

that it was said he could kill a man at eighty

paces. In India are timbals which are audible a

league off. Bows and arrows are not so strange

as in Scotland, where Major Dugald Dalgetty

encounterod thein and was quite shocked.

We say nothing of poisoned darts, of maces,

of coats of mail, and tire-arrows, such as Am-

mianus Marcellinus wrote of as used in his

time and dipped in naphtha. Great guns

were, after the Turkish fashion, cast upon the

spot. In 1543 Sher Shah Ser brought all the

brass of the camp and made mortars to bombard

the fort of Raison. Akbar's artillery (1556-1005)

was, like certain famous Turkish guns, made to

take to pieces for transport and fitted together

again. In 1549 a Constantinopolitan, named

Hussain Khan, cast a tremendous piece at

Ahmednnggur, which weighed about forty-two

tons, and became an object of worship. An Italian

engineer, called Riime Khan, used this big piece,

and actually fired sacks of copper coins out of

it—a kind of grape, no doubt. At Dacca was a

piece thirty-six feet long, of hammered iron,

hooped round its body, and which discharged a

stone equivalent to an iron ball of 400 pounds.

It was worshipped till 1780, when it disappeared ;

being on an island in the river, it was under

mined by the current, and now lies under water.

THE PRIVATE COLLECTIONS OP ENGLAND.

No. I.Vll I'AH .. 1,! M8

One of the mo.^t valuable of the examples of

late Italian origin in this gallery is the small,

tine, and carefully finished version of Carlo

Di lei's famous large picture of the ' Martyrdom

of St. Andrew,' which is in the Pitti Palace.

Lord Feversham's picture was at Leeds some

years ago, and attracted there as much admira

tion as it really deserved. The saint is suffering

according to the legend which describes his death,

and the design justifies Dr. Waagen's admiration,

although the terms " unusually noble and

energetic in dramatic conception, with great

power of clear colouring," are not quite satis

factory as applied to a picture by Carlo Dolci,

who could hardly be said to possesB power to

design anything which is really "noble." At

any rate, the work is extremely dramatic and

energetic ; the groups are distinguished by move

ment, and are happily composed. The figures

wear Italian costumes of the seventeenth cen

tury, which do not assort at all with the subject

and its history ; very quaint is the association

of the light hose and jerkins, peaked hats and

tall cocks' feathers of St. Andrew's stalwart

executioners with the i/imai-classic dress of the

martyr iu the middle of the group. The spirited

conception of the subject can hardly be over

praised by those who remember what perfunctory

inventions served the world in Dolci's tiuie.

Many a better master has become famous

through work inferior to this.

We tliink Dr. Waagen was right in attributing

toL'Orbetto that 'Adam and Eve' which has long

borne the name of Donienichino, under wliich

Mr. Duncombe bought it of some Dr. Bragge of

the days of the old dilettunti. The first parents

are naked ; Eve is standing with Cain and

Abel, tho latter being on her shoulder, while

Adam looks admiringly at tho group. The

figure of Eve is stately and graceful to a degree

which is to be admired, although it is rather

affected in its motive. The whole is com

mendable for the studious care it evinces

as well as for its bright, clear colouring and

illumination. A picture which looks liko a good

Donienichino represents the Virgin standing

with outspread hands and looking up and

lamenting. A faint glory has been cleverly intro

duced about her head ; this displays that taste

for spectacular devices which the painter fre

quently indulged for the benefit of a generation

of admirers who could not conceal their delight

in such performances. Apart from this the

work is an extraordinarily valuable example

of its kind, rich in colour and tone ; the

draperies are characteristically luminous and

soft iu handling ; the carnations have been tho

roughly studied, and the hands are exception

ally good in draughtsmanship and design. Dr.

Waagen overlooked this picture, and he con

demned "a large landscape with a fisherman in

the foreground" which was shown to him as a

Domenichino, but which we did not see at Dun

combe Park. The German critic thought it was

too hard and cold for Zauipieri, and that it was

a good Grimaldi.

A picture of Venus and Adonis bears the

name of " Titian," and represents life-size figures

embracing, a design of considerable spirit, but

not painted by tho great master whose name

it bears. It resembles a Zustris or Liburi in

its clear and somewhat hard carnations, smooth

modelling, comparatively thin impasto, and

lengthiness of the limbs of the figures, which

are cleverly composed, but defective in fusion of

tones and tints, to say nothing of the golden

flesh hues which are never absent in the great

Venetian's works. This interesting painting is

said to have been given by the last Grand Duke

of Tuscany to Field- Marshal Wallis in acknow

ledgment of the good discipline maintained by

the troops under the command of that officer j

when in possession of Milan. Two works of

Claude are in the Drawing-Room at Duncombe

Park, and respectively entitled ' Morning ' and

' Evening.' They seem to be tolerably good and

genuine examples of the artist's skill. In the

former, the trees on our left are grouped cleverly ;

on the other side appears a pond with cattle ;

beyond, towards the middle distance, are a mill,

a cascade, and more trees, with a bridge, a

temple, and more water. In the latter picture

a herd of cattle are traversing the front, on

our right are trees and smaller foliage. A large

painting of a ' Storm,' by N. Poussin, is ex

ceptionally dark, and very like a work in the

National Gallery. The motive of the example

before us is decidedly animated and impressive.

Two small upright landsoapes, painted om

copper by Salvator Rosa, are of great value, and

distinguished by some unusual merits. They

are finished with extreme delicacy and minute

ness, much in the fashion which has given a

charm to some of the works of the able Flemish

copyists of the eighteenth century ; the com

position of their masses of light, shade, colour,

and tone, the chiaroscuro they exhibit, and the

fine, dignified "romance" of their motives,

can hardly be too much admired. In one a

lake, which was painted with something like the

Bolemn feeling of Elzheimer, occupies part of

the middle distance ; a palace on its distant

bank has the stately grace of Salvator's taste

in its refined phase. Behind the palace lofty

hills are intersected by a deep though sunlit

ravine, and rise high in the glowing air. Iu

the right mid-distance a beautiful promontory

enriches the lake with its dense and happily

arranged foliage of a dark tone, and here a ferry

has been placed ; the boat is about to receive

its passengers. Nearer to the spectator is a

herdsman with cattle (one of the animals is

crimson (!), a curious, and perhaps accidental,

defect, which we cannot explain). In front

is a road, and on it are a man and a boy.

Splendid sunlight passes between the trunks of

a finely grouped clump of trees on our left.

Altogether this is a luminous and brilliant

picture, of small dimensions for Salvator, and

of such rare and fine quality that the injuries

visible in the cow and the sky are more th n

usually to be regretted. Nothing can exoed

the charm of the azure vapours on the dis

tant hill-side and the shadowed cliffs of the

lake below them. The companion landscape

is nearly equal in value to the above, and in

a less injured condition. A smooth blue river

flows between low limestone banks, which recede

in the vista formed by two masses of dark

foliage, which in an opening display a large

fortress in a plain. A woman with two cows

and a sheep are in the near middle distance.

A piping shepherd is followed by his flock and

a goat ; the whole group advance on a road,

and in doing so emerge to light from the

dark shadows of the group of graceful trees.

In the middle distance and on the banks of

the stream two shepherds are conversing. A

seared tree on our left suggests autumn ; a

pure and richly tinted sky is filled with well-

modelled heaps of cumuli. Delicate, rich, bril

liant, and solid as this work is, we are bound

to say that it resembles much more nearly the

refined and solemn beauty of the inspiration

of Elzheimer than the heavy hands and, even at

his best, demonstrative mood of Salvator Rosa.

The following are by English artists. One

of the best known of Hogarth's portraits

is the life - size, whole - length ' Garrick as

Richard III.,' being a representation of the

scene in Shakspeare's drama. The vigorous

design gives a fine idea of the subject, which

is Garrick, and not Richard, and exhibits

the fulness of action which was supposed

to be suited to the character, and the most

intense expression imparted to every limb

of the performer, from the rigidly extended

fingers to the toes which press firmly on the

floor, and the very swing of the draperies of the

actor's dress and of his couch. The costume is,

of course, absurd, being that which was formerly

attributed to Spanish gentlemen, to Macbeth,,
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and to Hamlet—trunk hose, puffed breeches,

a jerkin with slashes and puffs, and a short,

curled wig. These are undoubtedly due to

Garrick ; the disproportions of the figure, the

awkward posing of the legs, and the objectionable

reddish-brown colour of the tent are Hogarth's.

To Hogarth likewise we owe the solid, masculine,

and learned painting of the figure, including the

flesh, especially the admirable bare hands and

the clothed legs, the breadth of the effect, and

fine treatment of the armour piled on our right

of the design. This picture might well be com

pared with the ' Sigismunda ' by Hogarth which

has lately been added to the National Gallery,

a comparison to the advantage of the latter. It

appears from J. T. Smith's ' Life of Nollekens,'

vol. i. p. 25, that Dance also painted Garrick as

Richard IU. W6~wonder what has become of

, this picture.

By Hoppner is an excellent and solid portrait

of Mr. Duncombe, the collector of these paintings,

and another of Lady C. Duncombe. There are

in this gallery several other good portraits. Be

sides these is a Reynolds, a fancy piece, called,
■we believe, ' Felina,' and representing a child

squatted on the ground, holding a kitten in her

arms, and dressed in white. A picture by

Wootton of Pope's villa and of Rievaulx Abbey

at morning, evening, and noon, by a painter

whose name escaped us, are interesting. By

Landseer are (1) an unfinished sketch of a moun

tain landscape, with seated figures of a man and

woman on a road on our right, a pony near

them ; (2) a large head of a dog, looking straight

before him, very animated in expression and

action ; (3) a half-length sketch of a stag bellow

ing, as in ' Night ' ; and (4) a boy, dog, and

sheep in a mountain landscape.

We have now to consider some of the most

valuable, if not the noblest, pictures in the

collection at Duncombe Park. These are the

works of masters of the Low Country schools.

The first in order of these is ascribed to Rubens,

and looks very like a good Jordaens. It is one

of those experiments in representing artificial

illumination which all the painters of the later

Dutch School affected, Honthorst being the

most fortunate experimentalist, Rembrandt the

greatest and most pathetic master of all of

them. The picture comprises the half-length,

life-size figure of an old woman, who holds a

lighted candle in one hand and shades its flame

with the other ; the powerful light falls on her

face while she looks downwards and forwards

with a serious and animated expression on her

rugged and yet not undignified features. A

boy (or girl) looks over the candle-bearer's

shoulder, and speaks to her with admirably

conveyed gaiety and energy. Both faces are

extremely natural and attractive. The model

ling of all parts of this work is extremely

large and bold in style, the impasto is solid

and learned. It is well known as ' The

Candlelight Picture.' It has been " laid down "

on a larger canvas than that originally employed

—an operation which has not been beneficial to

the whole as a work of art. We understand

that ' The Candlelight Picture ' was at one time

stolen from its place of deposit, and was clumsily

repaired.

A capital example of the second period of

P. Wouwermans's manner in painting is the large

landscape comprising the figures of a hawking

party on an extraordinarily extensive scale.

We have a wide and open view of a limestone

country, quite different from the sandy plains

and rounded knolls of the artist's usual subjects,

with high, white cliffs and a winding river.

The hawkB are in pursuit of thoir game, and

1m hunters follow them with energy and

many ahouts and demonstrations of passionate

interest m the chase. Among the followers

is a lady who, behind a black servant, sits on

a pillion and under an umbrella. A horseman

is casting off another hawk. An attendant

carries game slung over his shoulders. Several

spectators sit on spare horses and watch the

manoeuvres of the flying birds as they rise in

circles and climb the sky itself. Near these

spectators are many dogs to be used as

retrievers. All the figures are touched with

rare and complete firmness and precision, de

signed with unusual animation, and com

bined with great skill in a happy and ex

pressive composition, with wealth of incident

and much variety of actions. As usual with

fine pictures by Wouwermans, this one exhibits

the artist's great felicity in depicting the atmo

sphere, so that we cannot fail to be affected

by a sense of its loftiness and brilliant yet

soft illumination. The clouds have been so

masterfully understood, and depicted with

such extreme care and delicacy, as to supply

what is really a powerful contrast to most old

painters' pictures, in which the ignorance or the

carelessness of their authors is but too distinct.

To the composition of his cloudy masses Wou

wermans gave an amount of attention which

distinguished him honourably from the greater

number of his compeers. Here a vast loop-like

bulk of cirri blows before the wind of the higher

air and forms what may bo called a wing of that

prodigious stratum of the same vaporous forma

tion, which has been arranged with Buch

care that, without obvious art, its lines assist

in expressing the movements en masse of theisitt

birds and figures, and aid the general aeriaiyoTlKl' portrait,

perspective of the painting. In respect to

the latter quality the tenderness of the toning

of the clouds and the delicate gradations of

their lights and shadows are precious technical

elements.

By J. Both is what Dr. Waagen rightly called

" a large picture of fine composition," the dis

tance of which "is of airy delicacy." It is

a noble "landscape," representing a summer

afternoon effect, such as Both loved to paint,

and of which he succeeded in giving at least

a true general impression, although not an inch

of his many large canvases will bear the search

ing examination of an expert in art or a student

of nature of the class of which Mr. Ruskin is the

high priest. A road winds between a river

and irregular hills ; from the latter a cascade is

falling among the nearer and water-worn rocks.

Two beeches lean over and cross each other in

the middle of the composition ; their shadows

slope towards us on the road, and are thus

skilfully disposed features of the design. The

travellers on this road are a muleteer, a beggar,

and a peasant woman, all of whom converse.

The last-named person holds a distaff, and, as

she trudges, spins her thread. The calm water

reflects the rocky sides of the river, the hills,

some of the foliage, and the sunny haze, to

paint which was Both's especial delight. These

are, of course, the ordinary materials of the

artist's compositions, and they were gathered in

the Ardennes or in South Italy, painted in the

manner of Cuyp, and with a quasi-Neapolitan

motive which is oddly at variance with the

Dutch inspiration. On the whole, this is a very

excellent example of Both, some of the merits of

whose works are obscured by the too frequent

darkening of the pigments. This has affected

the foreground of this picture injuriously ; never

theless, the sky could not be better than it is.

A good ELobbema is always welcome, a signed

one is unusually so. Such a work appears in the

collection before us, and represents a road in a

vista seen nearly in a straight line at right angles

to the picture plane. The vista is marked by

gleams of rainy sunlight and dark cold shadows

of trees. A gentleman and his servant walk

towards us, attended by a dog, who gambols

before them. Peasants are going away in the

foreground on our left. Groups of dark oaks of

the richest foliage are disposed near the middle

of the work ; logs lie by the roadside, a cottage

is on our right. The sky, which even for

Hobbema is very cold, may have been painted

on, but it is difficult to feel assured on that

point, so very unequal are this master's skies,

the best being of the most precious quality,

as full of light, if not so profound and tender

of tone, as Wouwermans's better productions

are, while inferior Hobbemas generally have

painty and opaque skies. The " serious " and

sincere inspiration of the artist has given

dignity to the simple composition before us,

which, artless as at first sight it appears to be,

has really been considered with extreme care,

and proves to have been very deftly balanced

in all its parts. We seem to catch a glimpse of

the entrance to some Dutch gentleman's park in

a rainy yet sunny spring morning two hundred

years ago, just at the moment when he set out

on his business of inspecting his lands or visiting

his neighbours, while a keen, steady, and strong

breeze rushed in the foliage, and, as of the sea

itself, drove its wave-like masses before the

blast. This landscape is unusually important'as

regards its size and second to none of its order

in brightness and expressiveness. The treat

ment of the foliage is, as to the last-named

quality, of first-rate interest.

By Sir P. Lely, and painted in the manner of

Van Dyck, is a fine portrait of a man seated and

wearing a robe of brown embroidered in gold ;

the bag of the seals is on his left, while he holds

his gloves in his left hand, and wears a richly

laced cravat and a brown wig. The name of the

itter has escaped us. Not so our impressions

It is very richly painted, and

distinguished by a serious motive, of extreme

rarity in Lely/a but too frequently.trifling jnood.

The face, an intelligent and dignified one, is in

three-quarters view to our left, the eyes are to

the front. There is a capital typical example of

Mieris in the picture of a boy in the act of

blowing bubbles from a tobacco-pipe. The boy is

in the Dutch costume and stands at a window}

which serves as a framework to the figure.

A woman with a lap-dog stands smiling behind

the boy ; the velvet cap and white feather of the

latter lie on the sill ; a bottle of water, with a

sunflower in it, is on our right ; above is a bird

in a cage ; a vine trails about the opening, the

sides and top and bottom of which are treated

architecturally, with mouldings and other en

richments. On a label below the opening is the

date " m. d. clxih. ' ' This is a first-rate example of

a characteristic class of pictures, of which Mieris

was the ablest producer, although other well-

known painters gave us similar works, compris

ing figures grouped at stone window openings,

and occupied with fish, birds, or bubbles. There

is a famous instance at Dresden. That now in

question is most elaborately painted. A snail

crawls slowly and cautiously upwards on the

inscribed tablet, and in the minute execution of

its shell illustrates the astounding skill and

patience of Mieris. This little gem is without a

flaw, except so far as regards the characteristic

hardness and metallic quality of the handling

and the colour. Extreme smoothness of the

technique is not to be considered a defect in

such a work ; the expressions of the faces are so

animated and truthful as to be charming ; the

drawing and solidity of every part leave nothing

to be desired. As to these elements, see the

blooming sunflowers at the side of the window,

and the bottle which, stuck on a peg in the

wall, serves the needs of nestling birds.

Probably the finest and most valuable picture

in Lord Feversham's collection is a noble Rem

brandt, being a life-sized portrait of a Dutch

merchant seated at a window and holding with

both hands a letter and a pen. His dress com

prises a black coat, white collar, and large brown

felt hat. The face is in rather less than three-

quarters view to bur left, the figure is in profile;

the eyes are turned to the front with an extra

ordinarily lifelike expression, and they look

down and seem to be meditating deeply on the

contents of the letter. Profound and intense is

this look. The work is rather black, but not

opaque in the shadows of the flesh, and it

exhibits a full impasto which is extremely

luminous. The chief light is, of course, on the

I cravat, and this connects the secondary lights
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of the face and the letter in an unusually happy

manner. Outside the window appears a view of

the sea, with a ship on fire in the distance, thus

suggesting the subject of the letter and the

merchants thoughts, the undercurrent of

trouble which marks his features. This admir

able and highly pathetic portrait is in perfect

condition ; it is signed and dated " Rembrandt,

1658."

At the time of our visit the greater portion of

the sculptures at Duncombe Park were covered,

in consequence of extensive repairs then in

progress. These works enrich a large central

hall of Lord Feversham's mansion, and, grouped

as they are, have as a whole a very imposing

effect. The most important of them is the

' Dog of Alcibiades,' so-called by a misnomer

which is due to a considerable resemblance be

tween it and the well-known statue in the Uffizi,

Florence. This dog has a tail, and may there

fore be said to have nothing to do with Alci

biades. It is almost entirely perfect, the left

forefoot only having been restored. Much of

the history of the statue in this country may be

read in J. T. Smith's 'Nollekens and his Times,'

i. 292, ii. 169, and ' Boswell's Johnson,' by

Croker, 8vo. p. 573. Other sculptures are a

Discobolus standing at ease, of Roman work,

and, like the dog, of Parian marble ; a Mercury,

Apollo, and Bacchus, life-size figures ; and a

certain number of modern busts.

In the next paper of this series we propose to

begin an account of works of art in Nostel

Priory, near Wakefield, the property of Mr.

Rowland Winn, M.P., a collection which Is

famous for containing the most important ver

sion of the portrait composition attributed to

Holbein, representing Sir T. More and his family,

and a large number of Italian and Dutch pic

tures of great interest and merit, by Teniers,

Ruysdael, N. Poussin, Rembrandt, Verboom,

W. Van de Velde,- Guido, C. Jonson, Cana-

letto, three Van Dycks, including a fine example

of great beauty, two works of the rare master

Elzheimer, a Murillo, Steenwyck the Elder, P.

Veronese, S. Rosa, Van der Heist, Berchem,

P. Neefs, Karel du Jardin, J. Van Kessel, De

Heem, Breughel, Claude, Cuyp, Brauwer (two),

and a capital Ostade. Besides these are Gains-

boroughs, R. Wilsons, and Hogarth's portraits

of Mrs. Clive and Lady Thornhill. Dr. Waagen

described some of these examples, being the

more remarkable of those which hang, in the

rooms to which visitors are usually admitted at

Nostel

Ws are very glad to learn that the authorities

have declined to interfere in respect to the

carving of a portrait of Mr. Street in a corbel

supporting an oriel window on the north side of

the quadrangle of the court in the new Courts

of Justice, London. We trust this portrait is a

good likeness, and that it may long endure as an

example of the highly interesting and sensible

practice of representing the architects of great

buildings on the exterior of their works ; this is

apart from what else may be desirable inside the

Law Courts building.

Miss Jessica (Jessie) Lanpseer, the last

bearer of the name among the immediate de

scendants of John Landseer, A. R. A. , the well-

known engraver, died on the 29th ult. at

Folkestone. This lady was a painter and an

engraver, and the etcher of some of the works

of her brother Sir Edwin. The children of

John Landseer were, in the order of their births,

as follows : Jane (who married Mr. Charles

Christmas, and died many years ago), Thomas,

Charles, Anna Maria, Edwin Henry, Jessica, and

Emma. The last survives as Mrs. Mackenzie,

and was Sir Edwin's housekeeper for many years.

At a recent meeting of the Dean and Chapter

of Durham an order was issued for clearing out

the crypt under the older part of the library,

formerly the refectory. The suggestion that

it was highly desirable that this should be

done dates back to the visit of the Royal Archaeo

logical Association in 1855 ; but corporate bodies

are proverbially slow to adopt suggestions or to

move, and the work of exploration has only

lately begun. Very few persons have been

aware of the existence of this crypt, which for

many centuries has been choked up with stones

and rubbish, and entirely closed to the public.

It was, indeed, not a desirable place to visit

without lights and a guide, having holes full of

clay and water. It is entered by a grating in

the passage leading from the college to the

cloisters, runs the entire length of the old

library, and is remarkable as being the very

earliest remains of building in Durham. It

consists of a series of apartments with a passage

in the centre. It is supposed that it was origin

ally open from one end to the other, but was

afterwards divided off into cellars, admission to

which was obtained by a series of Norman door

ways. The building is supported by square

piers, and the roof is groined, though at present

concealed by a thick coating of lime. Light was

formerly obtained by some windows on the

south side, but these are now below the level

of the earth, and consequently useless. A square

opening in the roof is believed to mark the spot

where a lift conveyed food into the refectory

above. The work of excavation will necessarily

be slow and difficult, but when it is completed

the crypt is to be lighted with gas, and the

public will be admitted to it.

A Correspondent says that Audley House,

in Crane Street, Salisbury, dating from the

early part of the fifteenth century, at one time

the property of the Earls of Castlehaven, and

more recently used as a workhouse, but now for

some time unoccupied, is threatened with de

struction, the Corporation having it in contempla

tion to sell it to the Dean and Chapter, on the

understanding that a grammar school should be

erected on its site. It is earnestly to be hoped

that one of the most beautiful and interesting

specimens of our early domestic architecture

may be saved from the fate which has unfor

tunately befallen so many of the old houses in

Salisbury.

The well-known Romanesque church at Kirk-

dale, near Kirby-Moorside, which bears the

name of St. Gregory, and has been supposed to

be older than the Conquest, is now in the hands

of restorers. It has long been in need of repairs.

Much Gothic work has been intruded into this

building of yore ; an oaken and high-pitched

roof, slated, is among the intended new features.

Another fine and well-known church, being that

of North Walsham, near Cromer, is about to

undergo restoration.

A Correspondent who has been visiting anti

quities in East Anglia calls the attention of those

whom it may concern to the fact that certain

portions of the celebrated brass of Sir Simon de

Felbrigge and his wife in Felbrigge Church,

Norfolk, are loose in the matrix, and exposed

to risks which a little care would obviate. \

The Essex Archaeological Society has issued\

a formal UUnipisfnt an* -remonstrance against

the removal of numerous monumental inscribed

stones above graves of the Conyers family in the

church at Epping. The Conyerses were of Copt

Hall, and several generations were buried in

Epping churchyard. During a late " restora

tion " these memorials have been made to give

place to tiles. The Conyerses bought Copt Hall

of Lord North and Grey in 1749. This removal

is but one of innumerable examples of such

practices ; it ought not to be tolerated unless

the slabs are placed against the walls of the
vehurch inside.

The Arundel Society has issued a chromo

lithograph by Herren Storch and Kramer, of

Berlin, produced under the superintendence of

Prof. Gruner from a drawing by Signor Marchi,

representing the interior of the Piccolomini

Library at Siena, with the frescoes of historical

subjects and other decorations painted, between

1502 and 1507, by Pinturicchio on the ceiling,

coves, and walls of that famous building. This

work is complementary to a previous publication

by the same society, issued many years ago, and

delineating the interior of the Arena Chapel at

Padua and Giotto's frescoes, the crowning

illustrations of Gothic painting, as those of

Pinturicchio are among the most genuine)

masterpieces of the renaissance of painting

in Italy. The lithograph before us is an ex

tremely interesting picture, and gives a tolerable

idea of the splendour and richness of colour of

the interior, apart from certain inexplicable

elements of the perspective represented, ele

ments which, it is fair to say, present enormous

difficulties to all but masters of that science.

The contrasts of light and shadow in the

chamber have been reduced, so that practically

they do not give force and solidity to the print.

It gains thereby in clearness as much as it loses

in verisimilitude, pictorial merit, force of tone,

and brilliancy of illumination.

A new School of Art is about to be erected at

Bedford Park for Chiswick, Acton, and the

neighbourhood. The Duke of Devonshire is

the President, and the Marquis of Bute and

Mr. Leopold de Rothschild, are the Vice-Pre

sidents of the institution. The architect to the

new buildings is Mr. Maurice B. Adams,

A.R.I.B.A., of Bedford Park, and the art

masters are Mr. E. S. Burchett, of South Ken

sington, and Mr. F. Hamilton Jackson, late of

the Slade School. The Chairman of the School

of Art Committee is the Vicar of Chiswick, the

Rev. Lawford Dale. The style of architecture

chosen is Old English, worked out in red brick

work and " rough cast " plaster work.

The inauguration of the monument of Titian

at Cadore occurred on the 5th inst.

Great progress is being made with the re

building of the Hotel de Ville, Paris. Nearly

1,250 workmen of all classes are employed in

this task, including 150 carvers in stone.

The German papers record the death of Prof.

Hermann Anschiitz as having occurred on the

30th ult. , in his seventy-ninth year. He was a

pupil of Cornelius and Hartmann, and painted

in the manner of those learned operators the

ceiling of the Odeon at Munich, and in the

Royal Palace of that city reproduced in fresco

and encaustic designs by L. Von Kleuze and

Zimmermann. An artist of this character was

certain to become a professor ; accordingly we

find Anschiitz in the Chair of Painting of the

Munich Academy during more than thirty years.

Oub Naples Correspondent writes:—"Tho

Italia has a letter from a correspondent ex

pressing regret and indignation at the gross

neglect with which the picturesque palace of the

Queen Donn' Anna is treated. Every one who

has visited Naples and driven to Posilippo must

have seen and admired that imposing pile of

buildings, which is now treated in a manner

worthy of barbarians. In one part there is an

eating-house, to increase the accommodation of

which the first story has been thrown down.

Yet more, adds the correspondent, the neigh

bours, when they have need of materials for

l^uilding, break down the walls, destroy the

Vaulted roofs, and carry off tho stones. ' It is

a disgraceful vandalism.' The interior serves

as a refuge for smugglers, thieves, and others,

■o that the police might do well to exercise some

surveillance there. But what is the Commission

for the Preservation of Monuments of the Olden

Time about ? There is not a more striking fea

ture in the drive to Posilippo and the Strada

Nuova, and it is sad to see so interesting a relic

of the past so unworthily occupied and going so

rapidly to destruction."
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MUSIC

THE WEEK.

GLOUCESTER MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

The one hundred and fifty-seventh meet

ing of the three choirs of Gloucester,

Worcester, and Hereford, which has been

held at Gloucester during the present week,

has been in more respects than one of

greater artistic importance than is frequently

the case with provincial musical meetings.

Those to whom the arrangements of such

festivals as these are entrusted have a diffi

cult task before them in the selection of

their programmes. On the one hand, they

have to cater for an audience the larger

part of which has seldom an opportunity of

hearing a musical performance on a large

scale, and whose art education is, therefore,

necessarily imperfect. Such hearers will

naturally be more attracted by the announce

ment of some familiar work, such as the

'Messiah,' than by any promise of novelties,

while many would doubtless rather hear a

ballad sung by a favourite vocalist than any

oratorio which could be offered them. As

the object of the festival is a charitable one,

the proceeds being devoted to the benefit

of the widows and orphans of the clergy of

the three dioceses, the management cannot

afford to disregard what may be called the

commercial aspect of the question ; while,

on the other hand, those among the com

mittee (and we are happy to believe they

are not few) who have at heart the progress

of musical art in this country will not be

content with the mere repetition of works

which have been heard, one might almost

say, ad nauseam. If the festival of the three

choirs is to retain its position as one of the

important musical events of the year, it is

rightly felt that, while the claims of the

charity aro not ignored, something must be

done for the cause of music. The pro

gramme of the festival just ended shows

how it is possible to reconcile these ap

parently conflicting interests. Under the

advice of Mr. C. Harford Lloyd, the organ

ist of Gloucester Cathedral, and the con

ductor of the present festival, a scheme has

been drawn up, the only objection to which

is the excessive length of some of the per

formances. For the sake of those who

prefer well-worn and often-heard music the

' Messiah ' and ' Elijah ' are given, besides

various popular songs in the miscellaneous

concerts ; while such works as ' St. Paul,'

Mozart's ' Requiem,' and Spohr's ' Last

Judgment,' though not novelties, are not

so often heard as to have become weari

some oven to the frequenters of our London

concert-rooms. One morning has been

chiefly occupied with the performance of

works almost or entirely unknown to the

majority of our audiences—Leo's ' Dixit

Dominus,' Palostrina's ' Stabat Mater,' and

Beethoven's ' Missa Solennis ' in n. The

claims of native art have been duly con

sidered by the production of new cantatas

by two English composers—Mr. Henry

Holmes and Mr. Hubert Furry ; while the

lovers of instrumental music have been

gratified by the introduction of symphonies

by Mozart, Schubert, and Schumann. Such

a programme as this is not only worthy of

the festival, but is in the highest degree

honourable to Mr. Lloyd, who, like a true

artist, has not shrunk from the large

amount of heavy work involved in the pre

paration of music much of which is of no

ordinary difficulty.

The cast of soloists engaged has been a

very strong one, including the names of

Madame Albani, Miss De Fonblanque, and

Miss Anna Williams as soprani, Madame

Patey, Miss Hilda Wilson, Miss Wakefield,

and Miss Damian as contralti, Mr. Edward

Lloyd and Mr. Joseph Maas as tenors, and

Mr. Frederic King, Signor Ghilberti, Mr.

Francis, and Mr. Santley as basses. The

orchestra of sixty-four performers, led by

M. Sainton, consisted chiefly of London pro

fessors of eminence in their various depart

ments ; while the chorus, numbering about

250 voices, consisted of the three choirs of

the cathedrals, reinforced by singers from

London and the principal provincial towns.

As usual, Monday was devoted to a full

rehearsal with orchestra, chorus, and prin

cipals. It is perhaps inevitable that the

whole of the rehearsal for the festival should

be crowded into one day, but it is none the

less a matter for regret. The performers

were engaged in the cathedral from half-

past ten till five, and again in the evening

at the Shire Hall from half-pa6t seven till

twenty minutes after midnight. Such a

day's work is far too much for any average

strength ; it puts an undue strain on both

the physical and mental powers ; and it is

worthy of the consideration of the managers

of these festivals whether they cannot in

future adopt the plan carried out at the

last Leeds Festival of spreading the re

hearsal over two days. This would of course

add somewhat to the expense of the festival,

but there can be no doubt that the gain to

the performance would well repay the slight

additional outlay.

The performance of ' Elijah,' with which

the festival was inaugurated on Tuesday

morning, was surprisingly good, considering

the exertions of the performers on the pre

vious day. Had slips and shortcomings

boon noticeable, it would have given no

cause for astonishment, and every allowance

might have been made ; but no such allow

ance was needed. The chorus Hang not

only with accuracy, but with an amount of

spirit and an evident heartiness that were

good to hear. Some falling off in energy

might be remarked in the latter part of the

performance, but this was doubtless due to

the fatigue resulting from overwork at

rehearsal. It is not often that a more uni

formly satisfactory performance of Mendels

sohn's great work has been heard. The

principal solo parts were excellently given

by Madame Albani, Miss Anna Williams,

Madame Patey, Miss Damian, Mr. E. Lloyd,

and Mr. Santley, who wero supported in tho

less important portions by Miss De Fon

blanque, Miss Hilda Wilson, Mr. George

Cox, Mr. F. King, and Signor Ghilberti.

At the first of the two miscellaneous con

certs in the Shire Hull, which was given on

Tuesday evening, the most important feature

was the production of Mr. Hubert Parry's

scenes from Shelley's ' Prometheus Un

bound,' a work for solo voices, chorus, and

orchestra, composed expressly for this fes

tival. Anything from Mr. Parry's pen

deserves the consideration duo to the work

of an earnest, thoughtful, and conscientious

! artist. In his style the composer shows

a strong leaning to the modern German

school of music as exemplified in one direc

tion by the works of Brahms and in another

by those of Wagner. Of the former Mr.

Parry's instrumental works are an illustra

tion ; while the scenes from ' Prometheus '

are written, one might almost say, under

the inspiration of 1 Tristan und Isolde.' It

would, therefore, be obviously premature to

endeavour, after a single hearing, and with

out an opportunity of studying the score,

which is still unpublished, to pass a final

opinion upon a work so elaborate and in

many respects so removed from the ordinary

track as Mr. Parry's. In attempting a

musical illustration of Shelley's beautiful

but mystic poem the composer undertook

a task of no ordinary difficulty.

Those who are acquainted with the third

part of Schumann's ' Faust ' music will

imagine how congenial such a subject as

the ' Prometheus ' would have been to him ;

but a writer less confident in his own powers

or less in sympathy with the poet might

well have hesitated before setting such lines

as those depicting the sufferings of the

Titan or the voices of the Hours. While

it would be too much to say that Mr. Parry

has been uniformly successful in rising to

the height of his subject, he may be honestly

credited with much real poetic feeling and

with no ordinary dramatic power. Of the

former the song of the Earth, "I felt thy

torture, son," the succeeding chorus of

Spirits, " From unremembered ages," as

well as the whole of the final scene, give

proof ; while the opening solo of Prometheus

chained to the rock, the chorus of Furies,

and tho address of Jupiter to the other

Deities, are dramatically most excellent. In

his treatment of the text Mr. Parry shows

great tact ; every word, every change of

sentiment, receives its appropriate expres

sion. The orchestration, though at times

a little overloaded, is frequently masterly,

and shows a perfect knowledge of the re

sources of the instruments. The chief

fault of the work is the absence of con

trast and repose. With a commendable

desire to avoid the commonplace, Mr.

Parry keeps his music too continually at

high pressure. Storm succeeds storm,

crash follows crash, until one feels that an

eight-bar phrase with nothing but tonic

and dominant harmony would be an abso

lute relief. The mental digestion is no more

able than the physical to exist entirely on

highly-seasoned food. Still, on the whole,

there isfar more to praisethan to blame in the

new work. It contains much really original

and beautiful thought, and leads us to hope

for even better things hereafter from Mr.

Parry's pen. The performance, which was

conducted by the composer, was fairly good.

The music is very difficult, and requires, in

order to receive full justice, more rehearsal

than it had been possible to secure for it.

The solo parts were well sung by Miss Anna

Williams, Madame Patey, Mr. Edward

Lloyd, and Mr. Francis, while the chorus,

though coarse at times, sang very creditably.

The principal item of the rest of the far too

long concert was Mozart's Symphony in E

flat. Beethoven's Overture to ' Fidelio,' the

Festival March from Gounod's ' Polyeucte,'

and various solos by Madame Albani, Miss

Hilda Wilson, Miss De Fonblanque, Miss

Damian, Miss Wakefield, Mr. Maas, Mr. F.
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King, and Signor Ghilberti completod the

programme.

The performance of "Wednesday morning

in the cathedral opened with Schubert's

"Unfinished Symphony in b minor, which was

followed by Mozart's ' Requiem '; the second

part of the programme consisted of Spohr's

' Last Judgment.' Of music so familiar it

will suffice to say that the performance in

general was highly efficient, though some

portions of both works, especially the

' Requiem,' suffered from the rapid tempi

which Mr. Lloyd adopted, the result, in all

probability, of over-anxiety. The solos in

Mozart's mass were sung by Miss De Fon-

blanque, Madame Patey, Messrs. Lloyd and

Santley; while in Spohr's oratorio they were

allotted to Misses Anna Williams and

Daminn, and Messrs. Maas and King. The

chorus singing in both works deserves high

praise.

Of the remaining events of the fostival,

which occur too late for notice this week, we

shall speak in our next issue.

Ufasiral f>or.r;ip.

It is said that Madame Christine Nilsson has

been enaged at the San Carlo, Naples, especially

for the part of Margherita in ' Mefistofole.'

Anton Rubinstein has added a new move

ment to his ' Ocean ' Symphony, which already

contained six.

The eleventh part of Mr. Grove's ' Dictionary

of Music and Musicians ' has been issued, carry

ing the work from " Opera" to " Palestrina."

Among the works performed at the Promenade

Concerts during the week were Rubinstein's

' Ocean ' Symphony and Mr. F. Clay's cantata

' Lalla Rookh.' Mr. Weist Hill is engaged to

conduct the newseason, commencingOctober2nd,

and Herr Josef Gung'l will direct the dance

music.

A very satisfactory report has been issued by

the Birmingham Musical Association, founded

last autumn for the twofold purpose of giving

cheap concerts of high-class music and of afford

ing musical instruction to the lower classes at

the smallest possible cost. The first of these

objects has already been carried to a successful

issue. Twenty-two concerts were given in the

Town Hall, to which the charge for admission

was sixpence and threepence, and the average

attendance was no less than 2,663. Among the

works performed in their entirety were Men

delssohn's 'Athalie,' 42nd Psalm, and ' Lauda

Sion ' ; Gounod's ' Messe Solennelle,' Haydn's

' Spring,' Dr. Stainer s ' Daughter of Jairus,'

Gadu's ' Erl King's Daughter,' and Prof. Mac-

farren's ' May Day,' together with selections

from various oratorios and orchestral works.

The result of the season was a slight profit, and

the Association has thereby been encouraged to

persevere with its excellent work.

Ernest Friedbich Wenzkl, one of the best

professors of the piano in Germany, died at

Kbsen, near Merseburg, on the 16th ult. , at

the age of seventy-two. On the foundation o

the Conservatorium of Leipzig in 1843, Men

delssohn appointed Wenzel one of the professors

of the piano, and he continued to hold this post

until his death.

The JVeue Zeitsdirift fiir M)uik announces

that Herr Jean Becker will in future give his

quartet concerts not with his previous colleagues,

Messrs. Chiostri, Masi, and rfegyesi, but with

his three children, Jeanne, Hans, and Hugo.

Eduarb Hallberoer, the music publisher of

Stuttgart, died on the 29th ult., at the age of

sixty.

The jubilee of the Bach-Gesellschaft at Ham

burg is to be celebrated at the end of this month

by a musical festival extending over three days

—September 30th to October 2nd. Handel's

' Solomon,' Bach's ' Magnificat,' and a portion

of Liszt's ' Christus ' will be among the principal

works produced. Herr Ad. Mehrkens will be

the conductor.

An arrangement of Wagner's ' Liebesmahl der

Apostel ' as a pianoforte duet is shortly to be

published. Herr Jadassohn, of Leipzig, is the

arranger.

The novelties of the Hamburg opera season,

which commenced on the 1st inst. , will be Bolto's

' Mefistofele ' and Rubinstein's ' Der Damon.'

A cycle of Wagner's operas will be given at

Munich in the course of the season. The series

will include the whole of the master's works,

from ' Rienzi ' to 1 Gotterdammerung.'

M. Choudens, the music publisher of Paris,

has purchased the copyright of Offenbach's

latest operetta, 'Contes d'Hoffmann,' for 50,000

francs.

A young dibutante, Friinlein Mfiisslinger, has

made a brilliant success at Vienna in the arduous

rile of Fides in ' Le Prophete.'

Our Naples Correspondent writes :—" An in\

stitution worthy of all praise has been formed

in this city under the auspices of six distin

guished masters of music. It consists of

schools of music for both sexes for the stuily of

singing, harmony, double-bass, and composition.

Like similar institutions existing in St. Peters

burg, London, Berlin, Vienna, and Paris, it

will be divided into sections. Singing will be

entrusted to the Maestro Costa ; harmony, coun

terpoint, and composition to Maestri Dell'

Orefice and De Nardis. The division for the

study of the pianoforte will be placed under the

care of Maestri Russomandi and Gonzales, and

the section for the study of the harp will b«

entrusted to Maestro Lebano. There will also

be a class for the elements of music, which will

be under the direction of Maestro Guarino." /

DRAMA
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RECENT DRAMAS.

The Maid of Northumberland: a Dramatic

Poem. By Daniel Bedinger Lucas. (Now

York, G. P. Putnam's Sons.)

Ginevra and The Duke of Guise : two Tragedies.

(C. Kegan Paul & Co.)

Not a little perplexing to the majority of

readers are at first the geographical indexes

afforded in ' The Maid of Northumberland.'

A feeling akin to bewilderment is inspired

in reading

Northumberland :

Behold up. in the South, Old tSluff holds up

His signal head, while Windmill answers him

Still further out : they are in Lancaster ;

Now draw your lines between them two and us,

Then split the fork exact, you hit Stingray

In Middlesex ; and here 's Northumberland.

The explanation of this strange muddle of

names, as it appears to Englishmen, is that

' The Maid of Northumberland ' is, in spite of

its pre-eminently English title, an American

play, and that this curious conglomeration of

remote districts occurs in the State of Vir

ginia. It is a story of the Southern rebel

lion, of blockade running, of Confederate

bonds and the like, and is apparently

written with an eye to the stage. From

this point of view it is open to the objection

that the principal business—that of two

treasures, or what appear to be such, being

buried close together, and the stone which

has been placed to mark the one being for

a similar purpose rolled away to the other,

and so leading to the disentombment of a

wrong box—is not likely to be dramatically

effective. In literary respects the play,

though not without merit, is open to con

demnation. It is written in what may be

called irregular verse. "Whatever may be

the advantages of irregular verse in French

composition, its employment in English is a

mere excuse for slovenly workmanship. At

his "own sweet will" Mr. Lucas employs

prose, blank verse, or rhymed verse, and he

puts just as many syllables or accents into

a line as suits his convenience or his caprice.

Some capacity for painting character is

shown, and there is some genuine if not

very striking humour. The belief of Caspar

Queen, the toll-keeper, in the value of his

Confederate bonds is amusing. In describ

ing the proceedings of a court-martial Mr.

Lucas rises into satire. It is difficult, but

not impossible, to believe that officers might

have been found as stupid as those he

depicts.

A good deal of the language Mr. Lucas

employs strikes us as more forcible and less

reverent than we are accustomed to in this

country. There appears some reason to

believe that a standard in these matters

is used in America altogether different from

our own. Sometimes, moreover, we encounter

words and phrases which we hesitate to

describe as Americanisms, though how else

to describe them we know not. It is just

possible that the word " set " in the third of

the following lines is used in a proper sense.

We are afraid, however, though the author

is entitled to the benefit of the doubt, that it

is meant for tit :—

Hist I there 's a note of danger while we talk—

That 's Jesse's sign to put me on my guard :

I shut the box ; set you upon it, dear.

Among the plays with which the world is

little likely to concern itself, but which may

be read not only without weariness, but with

some pleasure, ' The Maid of Northumber

land ' is entitled to a respectable place.

' Ginevra ' and ' The Duke of Guise ' deal

with two epochs so near together that more

than one character appears in both. One

play may, indeed, be considered a species of

sequel to the other. Both have a quasi-

historical basis, though both as regards

detail belong to fiction. ' Ginevra ' deals

with the massacre of St. Bartholomew,

and introduces the slaughter of Francis,

Duke of Guise, known as le balafre,

together with that of Coligny and other

Huguenots. Into this grim theme is

worked a love interest, the heroine who

gives her name to the play being the

daughter of Cosmo Ruggieri, the physician

to Catherine de Medicis (sic). She is a wholly

conventional heroine, and dies in a conven

tional manner, defending the life of her lover.

The best part of the play is the description

of the </u<2«t-hysterical demonstrations of

Charles IX. In literary merit ' Ginevra '

is entitled to rank as respectable, though

the style is abrupt and spasmodic. It is

astonishing that writers cannot see hjw

comic nppear such lines as these with the

stage directions which accompany them.

Davila, the villain of the play, is address

ing the hero. He speaks :—

Come on then, since

Thou hast a mind to die. (Tliey JiglU.) Ha I I am

wounded

To the death. Fate conquers. Take my curse.

(Diet.
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If we were without bad tragedians the

necessity of speaking such lines would

beget them.

In ' The Duke of Guise ' a more dramatic

point is reached. This play terminates with

the assassination of the duke at Blois, and

with the death of Catherine de Medicis

immediately afterwards. A love intrigue,

which seems to have been suggested by that

between Lord Leicester and Amy Eobsart,

is a cause of the duke's, discomfiture and

death. Very little feeling for the epoch

depicted is shown in the treatment. The

Duke of Guise was little likely to be as

squeamish in wooing as he appears in these

pages.

graraaiif 6ossi{r.

Thb promised novelty at the Haymarket has

been postponed, and the theatre itself has been

abruptly closed, the cause assigned being the

excessive heat of the weather. Monday, the

20th inst., is fixed for the reopening of the

theatre.

Mr. Irving will reopen the Lyceum on Satur

day next with the ' Corsican Brothers.'

Mr. E. Rose's farce of 'Mad' has been re

vived as a lever de rideau at the Imperial Theatre,

the sisters Lionel resuming the characters of

the two heroines, and disclosing once more the

striking resemblance to which the piece owes

its origin.

' Lb Cardinal Dubois,' a melo-drama in five

acts and six tableaux, by M. Alfred Belle, has

been produced at the Theatre du Chateau d'Eau,

which house, after a short season of opera, has

returned to purely dramatic entertainments.

The plot turns upon a marriage which the

cardinal is supposed to have contracted in his

youth—an idea which is not without some

foundation in tradition.

' Lbs Nuits du Boulevard,' an old-fashioned

melo-drama by MM. Zaccone, Th. Henry, and

Mary Cliquet, in five acts and eight tableaux,

has been produced at the Theatre des Nations.

It shows the unmasking by an Englishman, Sir

Beverley, of some desperadoes who, on the

strength of the titles they have assumed, have

obtained a footing in fashionable life.

The Theatre des Vari<5t& has reopened with

Madame Judic and M. Dupuis in ' La Femme

a Papa.'

The revival of ' Athalie ' at the Com^die

Francaise has incurred the general condemna

tion of the Parisian press. Mdlle. Lerou, who

plays the heroine, has caused, however, a strong

sensation. With very little gallantry, the French

journals condemn the persona] appearance of

the debutante while admitting her remarkable

powers. Judging from the description given,

Mdlle. Lerou, who obtained a noticeable

triumph at the Conservatoire, seems likely to

prove a veritable tragedienne—& thing the stage

since the death of Rachel has not seen.

E. Wekner, whose novels we have frequently

ha<l occasion to notice in English translations,

has just had a success upon a new field. Some

time ago the Munich Court Theatre invited the

dramatic authors of Germany to compete for

a prize for the best play. Ninety-nino accepted

the invitation, sending thirty tragedies, thirty-

one dramas, and thirty-eight comedies. E.

AVerner, who until then had never written

play, sent in a comedy, which was recommended

by the committee as the only play worthy to

carry off the prize, which it therefore obtained^

It is called ' Superstition,' and will be produced

in the course of the coming season. E. Werner

is the nam de plume of a lady—Elisabeth Biir-

stenbinder.

To Correspondents.—h. M. W.—E. C. P.—C. E. B —
received.
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Secret Societies of the European Revolution,' Ac. Crown Bvo. cloth
extra, price 10*. 6d.

IMFOlt TANT ANNOUNCRMENT!

Messrs SAMPSON LOW & CO. beg tolnformadinlrersof the Writings of

WASHINGTON IRVING,

That they will publish, at short intervals, a

COMPLETE LIBRARY EDITION OF HIS WORKS (27 VOLUMES),

Copyright, Unabridged, and with the Author's Latest Revisions.

This will be called the ■' GEOFFREY CRAYON " Edition, and will be
handsomely printed in large square 8vo. on superfine " " '
each Volume, of about 500 pp., will be fully illustrated, ]

tion, and will be
> laid paper, and

' e u*. 6d. per

The following Volumes arc ready t—

I. A HISTORY of NEW YORK. With Introduction by
Charles Dudley Warner.

II. The SKETCH-BOOK.

III. BRACEBR1DOE HALL.
IV. TALES of a TRAVELLER.

V. The ALHAMHRA.

Now ready, demy 8vo. 450 pages, cloth extra, price 31s. Gd.

NAVIES of the WORLD: giving Con-

cUe Descriptions of tho Plans, Armament, and Armour of the Naval
} eaiel. of Twenty of the Prlnclp.il Nations ; together with the latwt
Development. In Ordnance, Torpedoes, and Naval Architecture and
a Concise Summary of tho Principal Naval Battle, of the last
Tjrent; Year., 1SU0 to 1890. Bj Lieut. EDWARD W. VKKY. U 6 N
w tlh more than 400 Plana, Sketches. &c., and a Complete Index. '

Now ready, crown 8vo. cloth extra, price 10.. 6o*

EVERY DAY ENGLISH. By Richard

P^^L^IT.?....^ tr?l?l.ol,1BP^ch'.Wr,tIn*r' Grammar, Words,
" a our common

_ ! learning and
•a',r.™r™«V*"''j ** "U1L" *" persons can read with
equal profit and enjoyment.

Now ready, small post 8vo, cloth extra, price 8* Gd

MOUNTAIN and PRAIRIE : a Journey

from Victoria to Winnipeg, vi4 Peace River Pass P- **-- **
DANIEL M. GORDON, B D., Ottawa. With Maps and 1

Now ready, demy 8vo. cloth extra, price \U

The AUSTRALIAN ABROAD.
Branches from the Main Route, round the "World. Second Se

India, and Egypt. By JAMES HINGSTON. With
nit. .mi will **-■ '

Ceylon,
fine Illustration.. v ilh the First Series.

--ifieNcw Volume of the " Taurhnltz Series " of German Author.
is entitled,

BRIGITTA: a Tale. By Berthold

BEATRICE MELTON'S DISCI

PLINE By MAID JEANNE FRANC, Author of 'Marian'
' Minnie 8 Mission,' &c. Small 8vo. cloth gilt, price 4..

London :

Sampson Low, Marston, Seable k Bitington,

Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet-street, B.C.

In stiff paper cover, li. M. each ; or cloth gilt, 2s.

THE CHAND0S CLASSICS.

SALE 2,500,000.

This Series aims at supplying the beat literature that Is not cop
at a price and in a style that is only remunerative by an eno
circulation. Sold by all Booksellers.

THE CHAND0S CLASSICS.

SALE 2,500,000.

The Timt.t says :—" Thanks to the ' Chandos Classics.' It is la the power
of nnv one to become possessed of a very respectable library—respectable
both in quantity and quality—for a sum of money that some years ago
would hardly hare suffleed to place one complete edition of a good writer
on the bookshelf For 2s. a volume nearly all the best poetical works of
the English language and many good prose works can now be purchased.
In good type and neat serviceable binding."

THE CHANDOS CLASSICS.

SALE 2,500,000.

A Series of Standard Works in Poetry, History, and General

Literature, largely used in Colleges and Schools.

In crown 8vo. stiff paper cover, 1». 6<J. eaob ; or cloth gilt,

2s. each.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
J2.
13.
14.
16.
16.
17.
18.

■ 18.

20.

SI.

2il.

30.
81.
32.
33.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
4-i.

, -4M.
45.
415.

47.
48.
4.9.

60.
61.
62.
54.
6.i.

6(3.
57.
68.
69.
60.

61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
fits.
(57.

68.

70.
71.
72.
73.

74.
75.
76.

■ 77.

78.
79.
80.

81.
82.

BHAKSPEARE.
LONGFELLOW.
BYRON.
BCOTT.
ARABIAN NIGHTS.
ELIZA COOK.
LEGENDARY BALLADS.
BURNS.
JOHNSON'S LIVES of the POETB.
DANTB (The Vision of). Carey.
MOORE.
Dr. SYNTAX'S THREE TOUBS.
BUTLER'S HUDIBRA8.
COWPER.
MILTON.
WORDSWORTH.
HAWTHORNE'S TWICE TOLD TALES.
ENGLAND. Hallam and De Lolme.
The SARACENS. Gibbon and Ockley.
LOCKWART'S SPANIBH BALLADS and
KOt'THKY'S ROMANCE of the CID.

ROBINSON CRUSOE.
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON.
Mrs. HEMANS.
GRIMM'S FAIRY TALES.
ANDERSEN'S (HANS) FAIRY TALES.
SCOTT'S DRAMATISTS and NOVELISTS.
SCOTT'S ESSAYS.
SHELLEY.
CAMPBELL.
KEATS.
COLERIDGE.
POPE'S ILrAD. Flaxman's Illustrations.
POPE'S ODYSSEY. Ditto.
HOOD.
REPRESENTATIVE ACTORS.
ROMANCE of HISTORY—ENGLAND.

Ditto FRANCE.
Ditto SPAIN.
Ditto ITALY.
Ditto INDIA.

GERMAN LITERATURE.
DON QUIXOTE (Life and Adventures of).
EASTERN TALES.
BOOK of AUTHORS.
POPE.
MACKAY.
GOLDSMITH'S POEMS, tc.
The KORAN (Complete).
OXENFORD'S FRENCH SONGS, Including
COSTELLO'R LAYS of the TROUBADOURS.

GIL BLAS (The Adventures of).
The TALMUD (Selections from).
VIRGIL (Drvden's) (The Works of).

DODD'S BEAUTIES of SHAKSPEARE.
ROMANCE of LONDON—Historic, ic.
ROMANCE of LONDON—Supernatural, 4c.

A CENTURY of ANECDOTE.
WALTON'S ANGLER.

HERBERT'S (GEORGE) WORKS.
HEBER'S (Bishop) POETICAL WORKS.
HALF-HOURS with the BEST AUTHORS.

Ditto **
Ditto ***
Bitto ****

BTJNYAN'S PILGRIM'S PROGRESS.
FUGITIVE POETRY. 1600—1878.
PEPYS'S DIARY.
EVELYN'S DIARY. N
TOWNSEND'S EVERYDAY BOOK or1
MODEHN LITERATTJHB. _^r'

Ditto **
MONTGOMERY (JAMES).
SPENSER'S FAERY QUEEN.
WHITE S NATURAL HISTORY of SELBOENE.

X]I lutrated.
KEBLE'S CHRISTIAN YEAR.
LAMB'S POEMS and ESSAYS.
ROSCOE'S ITALIAN NOVELISTS.
ROSCOE'S GERMAN NOVELISTS.
ROSCOE'S SPANISH NOVELISTS.
GIBBON'S LIFE and LETTERS.
GRAY. BEATTIE, and COLLINS.
PERCY'S RELIQUES. Edited by E. Wauobd.
GEMS of NATIONAL POETRY.

Frdeeick Wabne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.
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CHATTO & WINDUS, PUBLISHERS.

Now ready, Vols. III. and IY. (Completing the Work), demy 8vo. cloth extra, 12*. each,

A HISTORY OF OUR OWN TIMES.

FROM THE ACCESSION OF QUEEN VICTORIA TO THE GENERAL ELECTION OF 1880.

By justin McCarthy, m.p.

*' Criticism is disarmed before a composition which provokes little but approval. This is a really good book on a really i nteresting subject, and words piled on words could eay no*
more for it Such is the effect of its general justice, its breadth of view, and its sparkling buoyancy, that very few of its readers will close these volumes without looking forward with

interest to the two [since published] that are to follow."—Saturd-ty Review, in notice of Vols. I. and II.

ILLUSTRATED EDITION OF MARK TWAIN'S NEW WORK.

A New Edition, crown 8vo. cloth extra, with 3U Illustrations, price 7s. W.

A TRAMP ABROAD. By Mark Twain.

' The fun and tenderness <
at in every line, make of a

..The book is full of good things."

nets of the conception, of which no living man but Mark Twain Is capable. Its grace and fantasy, and slyness, the wonderful feeling for animals that Is
manifest in every line, make of all this episode of Jim Baker and his joys a piece of work that is not only delightful as mere reading, but also of a high degree of merit as literature.

"—Athenecum.

OUIDA'S NEW VOLUME OF COLLECTED STORIES.—Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 10s. M., and at every L ibrary,

P I S T R E L L 0, and other Stories. By Ouida.

NEW AN'D CHEAPER EDITION.—Crown 8vo. cloth extra, S».

JjJ Q JJ By Ollida. " Not only the author's finest work, but one which marks a new epoch In fiction."—Morning Post.

NEW NOVEL BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE.—In a few days, 3 vol«. crown 8vo. at every Library,

ELLICE QUENTIN, and other Stories. By Julian Hawthorne.

CHARLES GIBBON'S NEW NOVEL.—Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 10». 6<L, and at every Library,

IN PASTURES GREEN, and other Stories. By Charles Gibbon.

Now ready, crown 8vo. cloth extra, tt., the SECOND VOLUME of

BRET HARTE'S COLLECTED WORKS, Arranged and Revised by the Author. Containing

Earlier Papers—The Luck of Roaring Camp, and other Sketches—Bohemian Papers—Spanish and American Legends—Tales of the Argonauts, Ac.

VOLUME I. contains! The COMPLETE POETICAL and DRAMATIC WORKS of BRET HARTE. With a fine Steel-plate Portrait, specially engraved
for this Edition, and an Introduction by the Author.

MISS G. BOWERS'S NEW HUNTING SKETCHES.—Just ready, handsomely half bound, oblong 4to. 2U.

LEAVES from a HUNTING JOURNAL. By G. Bowers, Author of ' Canters in Crampshire,' &c.

Coloured in Fac-simile of the Originals.

SECOND EDITION, Revised.—In One thick Volume of 1,200 pages, crown 8vo. half-Roxburghe, 12«. 6i.

The READER'S HANDBOOK of ALLUSIONS, REFERENCES, PLOTS, and STORIES.

By the Rev. Dr. BREWER.

" Dr. Brewer has produced a wonderfully comprehensive dictionary of references to matters which are always cropping up in conversation and in every-day life, and writer*
generally will have reason to feel grateful to the author for a most bandy volume, supplementing in a hundred ways their own knowledge or ignorance, as the case may be It is some
thing mure than a mere dictionary of quotations, though a most useful companion to any work of that kind, being a dictionary of most of the allusions, references, plots, stories, and
characters which occur in the classical poems, plays, novels, romances, Ac, not only of our own country, but of most nations, ancient and modern."—Times.

Crown 8vo. cloth extra, with Frontispiece, 7*. 6d.

CREDULITIES, PAST and PRESENT. By William Jones, F.S.A., Author of 'Finger-Ring

Lore,' 4c.

NEW VOLUMES OF THE PICCADILLY NOVELS.

Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 3*. 6d. each.

JEZEBEL'S DAUGHTER. By Wilkie Collins.

UNDER WHICH LORD ? By E. Lynn Linton. With 12 Illustrations by Arthur Hopkins.

DONNA QUIXOTE. By Justin McCarthy, M.P. With 12 Illustrations by Arthur Hopkins.

QUEEN of the MEADOW. By Charles Gibbon. With 12 Illustrations by Arthur Hopkins.

The SEAMY SIDE. By the Authors of ' Ready-Money Mortjboy.'

HIGH SPIRITS. By James Payn.

NEW VOLUMES OF "THE MAYFAIR LIBRARY."

Post 8vo. cloth limp, 2«. 6i. each.

The SPEECHES of CHARLES DICKENS. With Chapters orTTJickens as a Letter-Writer, Poet, and Public Reader.

LITERARY FRIVOLITIES, FANCIES, FOLLIES, and FROLICS. By William T. Dobson.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITIONS.

Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 6s. each,

MYTHS and MARVELS of ASTRONOMY. By Richard A. Proctob.

PLEASANT WAYS in SCIENCE. By Kiqhard A. Proctor.

CHATTO & WINDUS, PICCADILLY, W.
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MESSRS. MACMILLAN & CO.'S

PUBLICATIONS.

NEW NOVELS.

Now ready, 3 vols, crown 8vo. Sit. 6d.

WHITE WINGS:

A YACHTING ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM BLACK,

Author of * Macleod of Dare,' ' Madcap Violet,' &c.

The Daily News says t—u To follow the White Dove in her
cruises among the Western Highland islands is to have
one exquisite effect of sea and mountain scenery presented
after another, to pass from magical sunsets to driving storms

of rain to enjoy in fact, in imagination, an ideally
charming yachting excursion, without the danger and the

Thatuseful resuscitant of dead knowledge, yclept

Noteb and Queries, the antiquaries' newspaper."

Quarterly Review.

Every SATURDAY, 24 Pages, Price id. of all

Booksellers,

NOTES AND QUERIES

A Medium of Intercommunication for Literary

Men, Artists, Antiquaries, Genealogists, &o.

B

401st Edition, with Portrait, Is. Bd.

UTTER' 8 SPELLING.

BUTTER'S READING and SPELLING, in Easy

Oradations. 72nd Edition, Lt. 64.
Slmpkin ft Co , and all Bookseller!.

Tenth Edition, pott tree, Is.

DR. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the
only Successful Method of Curing tin- Disease. By ItOHEKT Q.

WATTS, M.D F.K.8.L., P C S., Ac., 6, Bull

square, London, W
London ■ C. Mitchell & Co. Red Lion-court

Now ready, 2 vols, crown 8vo. 12s.

LOVE AND LIFE:

AN OLD 8TOET IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY COSTUME.

By CHARLOTTE M. YONGE.

Just ready, 2 vols, crown 8vo. 2ls.

THE REBECCA RIOTER:

A 8TOKY OP KILLAY LIFE.

By E. A. DILLWYN.

Now ready, 3 vols, crown 8vo. 31s. 6d.

THE LADY RESIDENT.

By HAMILTON PAGE.

' When found, make a note of."—Captain Cuttle.

IMaried Edition, pp. 350, bound. Is.; or 14 stamps,

HOMCEOPATHIC FAMILY INSTRUCTOR.
By Drs. RICHARD and WASHINGTON EPrS.

Describe! lullj and Prescribes for a Hundred Diseases.

London : James Epp. A Co. 48, Thrcadnecdlc-streot. and 110, Piccadilly

S. T. COLERIDGE'S POETICAL

and DRAMATIC WORKS. Founded on the Author's
latest edition of 1834 ; with many additional Pieces now
first included, and with a collection of various Readings.
4 vols. fcap. 8vo. 31s. 6d. [Nearly ready.

CICERO'S LIFE and LETTERS;

being a Translation of the Letters included In MY. Wat
son's Selection, with Historical and Critical Notes. By
the Rev. G. E. JEANS, M.A. 8vo. 10*. 6d. [Just ready.

A LATIN GRAMMAR for SCHOOLS.

By H. J. KOBY, M.A., Author of • A Grammar of the

Latin Language from Plautus to Suetonius.' Crown 8vo.
5«. [Now ready.

GREEK ELEGIAC POETS,

Selections from. By H. KYNASTON. M.A., Principal of
' a College. ltlmo. Is. ad. (" Maemlllan's

,' Classics.") [Just

CONTAINING EVERY WEEK AMUSING ARTICLES

ON SOME OF THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH

HISTORY,

Hlustrated by Original Communications and

Inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY,

Including unpublished Correspondence of

eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts oonnected

with them.

Now ready, with a Chart showing the Ocean-Routes, and Illustrating
the Physical Geography of the Sea. crown 8vo. 7s. 6d\

T^HE OCEAN as a HEALTH-RESORT: a
J- Handbook of Practical Information ai to Sea Voyaaes. for the I'm
of Tourists and Invalids. By WILLIAM S. WILSON, L.K C P Load

M.tt.C.S.E. J. & A. Churchill, New Burlington-street.

Now ready, demy Uo.

APPENDIXES to YOUNG'S ANALYTICAL
CONCORDANCE. Containing Hebrew and Oreak. Lexicons,

Views, Maps, Fac-similes, &c. Price to Kabsrrtbers, H*\ I j hs'f-

morocco , 12*. Sd. cloth , lis. sewed, post free.
P O.O. payable to George Adam Young A Co. IS, Nlcolson-street,

Edinburgh.

FOUBTH EDITION, WITH AN APPENDIX.

Just published, Byo. cloth, 16s.

Ftrqt PRINCIPLES. By Herbert Spencer.
1SnJ WUh an Appendix dealing with Critic (which

may be had separately, price 6d >
William. & Norgato. ^Henrietta-.trcet, Covent-garden, London;

and 20, South 1 — '• ''">""^i

BIBLIOGRAPHY,

ENGLISH MEN of LETTERS.

Edited by JOHN M0BLEY.

BYRON. By Professor Nichol. Crown

8vo. 2s. M.

*' Decidedly one of the most valuable and careful of the

whole Kiiiet. —Athemcum.

TWO WORLDS are OURS. By the

Kev HtTOH MACMILLAN, LL.D. F.R.8.B., Author of
■ Bible Teachings in Nature.' Globe 8vo. 6». [Just ready.

OUT of the DEEP : Words for the

Sorrowful. Prom the Writings of CHARLES KINGS-
LEY. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth extra, gilt edges, 3s. 6<f.

ART at HOME SERIES. New

Volume.

The MINOR ARTS : Torcelain Tainting,

Wood Caning, Stencilling, Modelling. Mosaic Work,
Ac. By CHARLES G. LELAND. Crown 8vo. with

Illustrations, 2s. &<L

MACMILLAN 'S SIX-SHILLING

NOVELS. New Volume.

A DOUBTING HEART. By Annie Keart.

Crown 8vo. [Ju*t ready.

Part XI. now ready, price 3s. Sd. (Opera to Palestrina),

A DICTIONARY of MUSIC and

MUSICIANS. Edited by GEORGE GROVE, D.C.L.

Macmillan & Co. London.

More especially of English Authors, with

Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their

Works, and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous

Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK

LORE,

Preserving the fast-fading Relics of the old

Mythologies.

BALLADS and OLD POETRY,

With Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL

SAYINGS,

Their Origin, Meaning, and Application.

PHILOLOGY,

Including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes

on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY and HERALDRY,

I Including Histories of Old Families, completion

1 of Pedigrees, <kc.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES,

and REPLIES,

On points of Ecclesiastical History, Topo

graphy, Fine Arts, Natural History, Mis

cellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics,

Photography, &c.

THE ARABIC LANGUAGE.
FOB. TBAVELLERS IN SYMA^AIBBTIM, ABASIA,

CATAFAGO'S ENGLISH and ARABIC
MCTtoNABV, la Two Parts : Arabic-English and English-Arable.

Second Mltton Bri. Till and 1.006 pp. cloth, a. (1ST3.)

FARIS EL SHIDIAC'S PRACTICAL GRAMMAR

doth, 5s. (1866.)
These tw. works are all that is needed to acquire a knowledge ior

spilling the widely-spread Arable Language.

Quarttch, 15, Piccadilly, London.

TJRINCIPAL DAWSON'S POPULAR
yj a.am u a a GEOLOOICAL WObxs.

" Since Hugh Miller no geologist I
Dawson."—Littrarl Churchman.

so graphic a pea as Dr.

Just published, with u niustratlons. 7s. 6d.

FOSSIL MEN and their MODERN RHPRE-
FOsllTATi™al AO At.-n.Pt .o inu^heg™^^

Akeen observer*~^«*y*S^£^t^

upon the nature ol the relics wimn nv. « i JJaaasmns.

II.
The STORY of the EARTH and MAN. Sixth

" A very able and Interesting sketch of goological ■

III.
The ORIGIN of the WORLD. According to

Rerelation and Science. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6a*.

IV.
LIFE'S DAWN on EARTH. Being the History

of the oldest-known Fossil Remains, and their Relations to Oeologh-o]
Time and to til Development of the Animal Kingdom. Second

Thousand, numerous Illustrations, 7s. 6a*.

tf,~-' —

Published by John Francis, 20, WelUngton-street,

Strand, W.C.

And may be had, > y order, of all Booksellers and

Newsvendors.

Now ready. Second Edition. Enlarged, price 5s. ed.

London •. Hodder * Btougbton, 27, raerno^r-row___

IN AND OUT OF LONDON
The New Alphabetical Railway Guide (price id. ) lor Travellers.

On the First of every Month,

THE LONDON and PROVINCIAL BRADSHAW:
by Alphabetical and Tabular Airangeinent.--AdYiaTisunieuts should

be aem to Adams A Francis, 59, Fleet-Street, E.C.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

ADAMS & FRANCIS insert ADVERTISEMENTS

in all Newspaper*. Magazines, and Periodicals.
'.' Terms for transacting businoas, and List of Londoa Papers, can be

bad on application toAdam■ A Fbakoi*, (0, neat-street, E C,
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VINGT-SEPT ANS dHISTOIRE des ETUDES
T OK1ENTAIES ltspport* falls I U SotfM. AsUtlqne de Paris de

1MO a 1867. Psr JC1.ES MOHL. Membre do I'lastitut, Secretaire
Asiatlque. Ouyrage puDlie par *a V.u.i'. - Tola. .

Parts : Rlenwald.

H

list rrady, price 3* cloth, coloured edges,

AXD-BOOK for WRITERS and READERS-
Comprising Daily Blunders Corrected, Synonym!

Dictionary.
I,oudoo : Whit taker * Co.

Just published, price Is. cloth ; 1*. e*l half bound,

A DICTIONARY of DAILY BLUNDERS. Cod/
taining a Collection of Mistakes often nude In Speaking and

Writing. ~

REJECTED ADDRESSES ; or, the New Theatrum

Poetarum.
London : Whittaker A Co.

Just published, folio, As.

DESIGNS and PLANS for the CONSTRUC
TION and AllRANGEhiENTS or the NEW MODEL VIOLIN.

London : H. K. Lewis, 136, Oower-street, W.C.

Now ready, price 1* ; post free, is. Id".

THE THEORY of WAGES. By
VAN PER BEKG. Secretary to the Company for

Netherlands States Hallways. Translated from the Dutch

London : K. Marlborough A Co. 51, Old Bailey,

E
E

■ It tantalise*
■ In It. throughout, a t
od -'—Fun.

,, and by no memi dull.' —Court Journal.

Cloth. 3s.; board*. Is. fid.

Remington, 7, Arundel-street. Strand.

C. P. J.
Working the

V.

t is

SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF 'THE GAMEKEEPER AT HOME.'

Now ready, crown 8vo. 5#.

BOUND ABOUT A GREAT ESTATE.

By RICHARD JEFFERIE8,

Author of ' The Gamekeeper at Home,' * Wild Life In a Southern County,' ' The Amateur Poacher,' Ac.

"As fresh, as picturesque, and as daintily written as ' The Gamekeeper at Home.' A very pleasant volume."—Globe.

M The work of one who is an intelligent and observant lover of nature and of country life. We have read bis book with

pleasure and recommend it to '

Just published, fcap. 8vo. \HH page*, price 3s. Gd.

EXERCISES in CONTINUOUS LATIN PROSE.
Consisting partly of Idiomatic Exercises, partly of Extracts from

English Authors (&T> Jo allj; with an Introduction on Difficult Con
structions, Order of Words, style, 4c.
By JAMES MOIK. MA. Head Classical Master Id Glasgow Academy.

Edinburgh : James Tliin. Glasgow :

NEW VOLUME BY MATTHEW ARNOLD.

PASSAGES from the PROSE WRITINGS of

MATTHEW ARNOLD. Crown 8vo. 7». M.

Contents: L LITERATURE. 2. POLITICS and SOCIETY. 3. PHILOSOPHY and RELIGION.

NEW and OLD: a Volume of Verse. By John

ADDnTGTOUT SYMOTOS. M.A., Author of * Renaissance in Italy,' Ao. Crown Bvo. 9s.

"The production of a man of decidedly poetical sympathy and imagination ; of delicate and refined taste and feeling,

and rare accomplishment as a writer of various verse."—Duly'.Scum.

ENGLISH TREES and TREE PLANTING. By

WILLIAM H. ABLETT. Demy 8vo. 12i. «o\

"To country gentlemen the book will be invaluable."— Examiner.

1 to be of great wrvice to mich as need a practical guide to English forestry."—Lire Stock Jamuit.

NEW NOVEL.

OLIVER CONSTABLE : Miller and Baker.

By SARAH TYTLER,

Author of ' Citoyenne Jacqueline,' ' Scotch Firs,' Ac.

S toIs. post 8to.

' An exceedingly interesting tale. We regard it as one of the best works of the gifted i

4 Mips Ty tier writes exceedingly well. Her novel does her very great credit, and merits I

Smith, Elder ic Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

"—Court Journal.

looess."
Daily Newt.

NOTICE.

NOW READY,

VOL. I. SIXTH SERIES,

OP

NOTES AND QUERIES.

With Copious Index, price 10*. 6d.

JOHN FRAXCIS, 20, Wellington-street, fitrand, London, W.C.

EPPS'S COCOA.

GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operationsof digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our

breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong

enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us ready to

attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well

fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."—Civil Service Gazette.

James Epps Sc. Co. Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

MAKERS OP EPFS'S GLYCERINE JOJUBBS.—S0M m Labelled Boxes only.

PH(EN1X PIKE OPFIOE, Lombabd-STEEET
aad CKAHINO CROSS, LONDON —Established 1782.

Prompt and Liberal Loss Settlements.
Insurance, t-fr.ole.i in all parts uf the World.JOHN J. BKOOMFIELD, Secretary.

s
U N FIRE O F P I

■treet, E C. Charing Cross, B.W.
uroer of Vere-streetj, W.

Established 1710.
Home and Foreign Insurance* effected.

Htuu insured In PiTtf. £J>-t. 41)3.461
FKANCIS B. HELTON,

C E.

EAGLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
79. FALL HALL.

For LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1SQ7.
Accumulated Funds £7.0-1.1, -H 2
Also a Subscribed Capital of more than .. £1,500,000

Reportt. Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the Office, or from
anj of the Company s Agents, post free.

UEOHOE HUMPHREYS. Actiiary and Secretary.

T OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,
And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENOEUS- ASSURANCE COMPANY.
The Oldest and I-aifest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon Lord KINNAIRD, Chairman.
Subscribed Capital, 1.000.U0W. Moderate Premiums.
Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing.

A Axed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance
In the event ol Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been i*Ud u COMPENSATION.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local Axeuu, ur 6s.

Cornfelil. London. WILLIAM J. V1AN, Secretary

NOTICE.—MARKS, DURLACHER BROS.
393, OXFORD-STREET, W.

ANTIQUE WORKS of ART and general Objects of Decoration. Ths
authenticity of every Object guaranteed.

JOSEPH QILLOTT'S

gTEEL PENS.

Bold by all Stationers throughout the World.

EHJRNIBH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
A THROUGHOUT on

MOEDER'8 HIRE SYSTEM.
The Original, Best, and most Liberal.

Cash Irlces.
No extra charge for time given.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars of terms, pest free.
F. MOEDER, 24X, WU. 2flo. Tottenham Court road ; and IS, 30, and 21,

Murwell-street. W.C Bi.tablUI.ed IStU.

L1 MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
A • ttie above lYemlM/* have recently been lie built, specially adapted
for Uie Furuituru Trade, and now form one of the most commodious
Warehouses in the metropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from 81. 6j. to SO Ontneas.
Drawing-room huites, from HI 9i. to 45 Guineas.
Dining-room Suite*, from 11. 7a. to 40 Guineas.

And all other Goods In great variety.
P. MOEDER, 24*. My, £».>, Tottenham Court-road j and 19, 30, and 21

— W.C. "

APOLLINARIS WATER.
" Luareadonandus Apolllnnri."—Horaet, Book It. Od. 2.

OOI.I) MEDAL, PARIS, 187».
ANNUAL SALE, 8,1X111,000.

APOLLINARI8 COMPANY, Limited. IS, Kagent-ttrrat, London, S.W.

pilOTECTlON FKOM PIKE.

JJKYANT It MAY'S

PATEKT SAFETY MATCHES.
X EIUUT P1UZK MEDALS.

Are not POISONOUS.

Wltauut Phusphorns.
Alt' perfectly hannless
Tu the Operatives employed.
Are very DAMP I'UODF.
LIGHT ONLY ON THE BOX.
EIOHT PUIZK MEDALS.

)R0TECTI0>i TO HEALTH.

M
R. JONES,

67, GREAT BUStsELL-STHBET, LONDON
(Opposite the liruiftli Museum;,

I be glad to forward his 1'amphiet on Painless Dentistry, free,
osed by post, which eiplams the most unique system of the adjust-
t of Aruncial Teeth without pain.

a tree, from 10 to 5.

I)

N K E F O 11 D ' S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have

approved ot lltl» Pure Solution as the best remedy for
ACIDITY of the STOMACH, HEARTBURN, HEAD
ACHE, GOIT, and INDIGESTION, and as the salest
Apviieut for Delicate Constitutions, Ladles, Children, and
Intunu

DtNNEFORPS MAGNESIA.

OLD Dr. JACOB TOWNSEND'S SARSAPA-
K1LI.A —The be* i Autumnal Medicine for the Blood, Scorbutic

Dutorder^, Gout, and all Skin Dis.-a.ses 1" bottles, 2*. 6o*., 4j. 6d , and lis.,
of all Chemists. Chief Depot, Ul, Fleet-street, E.C.

DEAN, STEEL A Co.
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CHAPMAN & H ALL, LIMITED.

J A P A N E S E POTT E R Y.

By A NATIVE.

Edited by A. W. FRANKS, F.R.S. F.S.A.

Forming New Volume of the “South Kensington Art Handbooks.”

Large crown 8vo. [This day.

WALKS THROUGH the CITY of YORK. By Robert

DAVIES, F.S.A. Edited by his WIDOW. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

-

BRITISH BEE FARMING: its Profits and Pleasures.

By JAMES F. ROBINSON. Uniform with the “Farming for Pleasure and Profit”

Series. Large crown 8vo. 5s.

“It puts before the public, on unquestionable authority, an unvarnished and honest

statement of the advantages and difficulties (such as these are) of bee-keeping, and is in

itself, therefore, a far more powerful incentive to the industry than any number of philan

thropic or sentimental exhortations to the same object.”—Daily Telegraph.

The INDUSTRIAL ARTS of INDIA. By George C. M.
BIRDWOOD, C.S.I. Large crown 8vo. with Map and 174 Illustrations, 9s.

“Dr. Birdwood has£ assimilated all the latest aesthetic and archaeological

discoveries; and fully recognizes the influence of Greek and Egyptian culture upon the

Indian world. Altogether, the work is pleasant to read,£ and thoroughly

worthy of Dr. Birdwood's deserved reputation as a learned and appreciative student of

Oriental art.”—St. James's Gazette.

SOLDIERS of the VICTORIAN AGE. By C. R. Low.
2 vols. demy 8vo. 30s.

“The soldiers of the Victorian era have found a worthy biography in the historian of the

Indian navy. Mr. Low possesses not only a most agreeable style, but is a most industrious

collector of facts, while his knowledge of public affairs generally is very extensive. He is

thus able to interest his readers, and his estimates of men are in just proportion because he

sees how their actions stand in relation to surrounding events. All our military worthies are

included, and as the story of each campaign in which they were engaged is told by such a

competent raconteur as Mr. Low, our readers will see that they may enjoy a treat if they

choose to do so by obtaining the volumes for themselves.”—Broad Arrow.

CURIOSITIES of the SEARCH-ROOM. A Collection of

£ and Whimsical Wills. By the Author of ‘Flemish Interiors, &c. Demy
Vo. Itjs.

“A book full of entertainment, and that for the most part of a novel nature.”

John Bull.

The RACEHORSE in TRAINING. With some Hints on

Racing and Racing Reform. By WILLIAM DAY. Demy 8vo. 16s. Third Edition.

The UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES of INDIAN FISCAL

ADMINISTRATION. By JOHN HECTOR. Crown 8vo. 4s.

HISTORY of the ZULU WAR and its ORIGIN. By
FRANCES E COLENSO, Assisted in those Portions of the Work which touch upon
Military Matters by Lieut.-Colonel EDWARD DURNFORD. Demy'svo. 18. po

“Miss Colenso£ in an attractive style, a complete account of the origin, course,

and conclusion of the most notable episode in South African affairs. Where military matters

are treated, she has had the able assistance of Lieutenant-Colonel Edward Durnford, one

result of which is the most thorough and graphic account of the Isandwlana disaster that

has yet appeared. In short, the book on the whole is the best that has been written on a

campaign that was a blunder.”—World.

ON DUTY: a Ride through Hostile Africa. By Parker
GILLMORE, Commandant of Native Levée during the late Zulu War. Demy 8vo. 16s.

B0SWELL and CROKER's BOSWELL. By Percy Fitz
GERALD. Demy 8vo. 12s.

SKETCHES in the HUNTING FIELD. By Alfred E.T.
WATSON, Editor of the Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News,
Sturgess. * Demy 8vo. 12s. Second# * ic News. Illustrated by John

THE LETTERS OF CHARLES DICKENS.

(NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME PUBLISHED.J) /

Edited by his SISTER-IN-LAW and ELDEST DAUGHTER. .*

2 vols. demy 8vo. 30s. Second Edition. Fifth Thousand. -

- ***- ,

NEW NOVELS.

B E L L E S A N D R | N G E R S.

By HAWLEY SMART.

1 vol.

E R O

FOUR STORIES.

By SARAH TYTLER, Hon. LEWIS WINGFIELD,

Miss B. M. BUTT, and Miss G. BUTT.

2 vols.

S:

T H E R E S R U E F O R Y O U.

By Mrs. ARTHUR KENNARD.

THOMAS CARLYLE'S WORKS.

LIB R A R Y ED IT I O N, COMPLETE.

In 34 vols. demy 8vo. cloth, 151.

PEOPLE'S EDITION.

37 vols. small crown 8vo. 2s. each.

LATTER-DAY PAMPHLETS.

2 vols.

SARTOR RESARTUS.

FRENCH REVOLUTION. 3 vols. LIFE of SCHILLER.

LIFE of JOHN STERLING. FREDERICK the GREAT. 10 vols.

OLIVER CROMWELL’S LETTERS and WILHELMI MEISTER. 3 vols,

SPEECHES. 5 vols. TRANSLATIONs from MUSAEUS, TIECK.

On HEROES and HERO WORSHIP. and RICHTER. 2 vols.

PAST and PRESENT. The EARLY KINGS of NORWAY; also an

CRITICAL and MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS. Essay on the Portraits of John Knox. With

7 vols. General Index.

CHARLES DICKENS'S WORKS.

THE POCKET VOLUME, EDITION.

30 vols. small feap. 8vo. 2l. 5s.

TEIE ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY EDITION.

30 vols. demy 8vo. 10s. each, or Set of 30 vols. 15l.

THE “CHARLES DICKENS” EDITION.

21 vols. crown 8vo. cloth, with Illustrations, 31. 9s. 6d.

With Illustrations. OLD CURIOSITY SHOP.

PICKWICK PAPERS. A CHILD'S HISTORY of ENGLAND.

MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT. A TALE of TWO CITIES.

DOMBEY and SON. SKETCHES by BOZ.

NICHOLAS NICELEBY -

- N N NTED

DAVID COPPERFIELD. *:: ****
BLEAK HOUSE.

LITTLE DORRIT. CHRISTMAS BOOKS.

OLIVER TWIST.OUR MUTUAL FRIEND.

BARNABY RUDGE. GREAT EXPECTATIONS.

HARD TIMES and PICTURES from ITALY.EDWIN DROOD.

CHRISTMAS STORIES. UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER.

THE HOUSEHOLD EDITION.

22 Volumes, containing nearly 900 Illustrations by F. Barnard, J. Mahony, F. A. Fraser,

C. Green, &c. Pric 34.14s. 6d. in cloth; and 21.15s. in paper binding.

FARMING for PLEASURE and PROFIT. By

ARTHUR ROLAND. Edited by WILLIAM ABLETT. 6 vols. large crown 8vo. 5s, each.

DAIRY FARMING, MANAGEMENT of COWS, &c.

POULTRY-KEEPING.

TREE-PLANTING, for ORNAMENTATION or PROFIT.

STOCK-KEEPING and CATTLE-REARING.

DRAINAGE of LAND, IRRIGATION, MANURES, &c.

ROOT-GROWING, HOPS, &c.

CHAPMAN & HALL, LIMITED, 193, Piccadilly.

*Communications should be addressed to “The Editor"—Advertisements and Business Letters to “The Publisher"—at the Office, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.

Printed by E. J. Francis, Atheneum Press, Took's-court, Chancery-lane, E.C.; and Published by John FRANcis, at No. 20, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.

Agents: for scorland, Messrs. Bell & Bradtute, and Mr. John Menzies, Edinburgh I-for IanLand, Mr. John Robertson, Dublin.-Saturday, September 11, 1880,
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PRICE

THREEPENCE

KBOISTBEED AS A NEWSPAPER

ROYAL SCHOOL OP MINES.
DEPARTMENT Of SCIENCE AND ABT.

Dm>| th. THIRTIETH SESSION. 1K80-8I. which will cornmsnee on
U« lit of OCTOBER, the following COURSES o( LECTURES end
PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS will be given :—

1. Cheralalry By E. Frenkland, Ph D D C.L. F.B.S.
2. Biology. By T. H. Huxley. LL D. F H 8
3. Mineralogy l By WarUurloo W. Smyth, M A FJL8.,
4 Mining. / Chairman.
i Geology By John W Jndd. F.R.8.
• Applied Me..h«n«. By T M Ooodeve, H A
T. Phytic*. By Frederick Guthrie
I. Metallont. By W. Chandler Roberts, P ES.
9. Mechanical Drawing. By H*v. J. H.

The Lecture Fee* for
fa one mm. on I
the Laboratories
TicLeta to asperate Coarse* of Lecture* are leaned at Sf . and 4/. each.
Officers In the Uueen » Service. Her Majesty's Conanls, Acting Miuing

Agent* and Maaagera, way obtain Ticatts at reduced prices.
Science Teacher* are alao admitted to the Lecture* at HedUL-ed Fee*
Fur particulars (free) or for Official Prospectus (price Od.; by post, 7d.)

apply to the Hxoura**, Royal School of Uine*. Jerinvn-alreet, London,
S W. F. W. HUDLBK, Regiatrar.

ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY. — By special
permission of the Lord* of the Committee of Council od Educa

tion, Dr. ZUU'FI will deliver Thirty Lecture* on tho SCIENCE of
•GENERAL HISTORY, in the Lecture The*tre, South Kensington
Miit*'urn, on SATURDAY AFTERNOONS, at Three o'clock, com-
m. nemg October 16.h. 1880 A Iriie of Ten Guineas will b« awarded at
the end of the Course fur an Essay. -For particular! and Fees apply [0
Dr. Ztarri, 3, W.u-rington-Kardc.jis, Maida-hiJi, W.j cr at the CataLooci
8t.u.. South Kensington Hut*urn

MR. HENRY BLACKBURN, Editor of 'Academy
Notes. Ac will deliver TWO ILLUSTRATED ART-LECTURES

in the season IS80-I I The Art of Popular Illustration.* I * Lift la
Algeria, or. Sketching in Sunshine.' Illustrated by Sketches and Dla-
grams —For particulirs address to 103, Victoria-street. London. S.W.

PROFESSOR TENNANT'S LECTURES on
MINERALOGY, applied to GEOLOGY and the ARlS.at Kings

College.—TWO COLRfiESar* given, one on SATURDAY MORNINGS,
from 10.20 to U.ao. and the other on THURSDAY EVENINGS, from 8
to 9.
The Public are admitted on paying the College Feea.
The I*cctuns b gin 8ATURDAV 9th of October, and terminate at

EASTER. They are Illustrated by a Urge Series of specimens. chb?fly
from his Private Collection. Persons unable 10 attend Public Lectures
can have PRIVATE INSTRUCTION in MINERALOGY and OEULOOY
of I'r-.f TKNNANT, at his Residence, 149, Strand, W.C.
Terms, 7s. for Lesson of One Hour.

1/AC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
ARUNDEL SOCIETY from th* OLD MASTERS, are Hold to the

Public as well as to Members at prices varying from 10s. to 48s, , and
Inclade the Works of Giotto, Fra Angellco, Perugino, Andrea del Sarto,
Michael Anjcelo Raphael, Holbein. Albert Diirer, Ac -Priced Lists,
with particulars of membership, will be sect, post free, on application
at ^4, Old bond-street. London, W.

T^INE ARTS.—Mr. J. R. DICKSEE'S CLASSES
X for LADIES for the STUDY of the DRAPED LIVING MODEL,
.ftc., will Reassemble MONDAY, October 4th. Prospectuses.—«, Fitsroy-
so.uare.

A RTIST (Exhibitor) gives LESSONS in OIL
PAINTING 1 Marine and Landscape^. — Address Aarurr, 203,

' N.W.

IINGUIST WANTED.—The Proprietors of the
J lKO.\MOSOEJl require the SERVICES of a Competent and

Experienced Gentleman for the FOREIGN SUIM'LEMEN 1' of that
Journal, published in English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish —
Applications, with full particulars and copies ef testimonials, to
W . E. ¥., 44a, Cannon-street, London, B.C.

T IBRARIES, MUSEUMS, PICTURE GAL-
±J LBR1ES, Ac—WANTED, by a GENTLEMAN thoroughly com
petent to manage a Library. Museum, or Picture Gallery, a SI rUATloN
*it Manager Ten Years' London experience.— X. Y. Z., care of Henry
fSotheran A Co., 49. Cross-street, Manchester.

J ANTED, a few LECTURES on LITERARY
SUBJECT'S, in a Northern Provincial Town, durlUK the coming

Winter —Address Libxabt, care of Hammond A Co., Martini '
;, B.U.

A NOVELETTE of ENGLISH LIFE, by an
experienced Writer, will commc-nce, January lw>l. in a Weeklyixperlei

old-established Northern
. January Ikmi . in a Weekly

The Author desires toi arrange
■ uii EDITORS ol Provincial Papers for simultaneous PUBLICATION
Lemth, One-Third of the ordinary Novel. — '£., Sotheran, Eastcheap

^^UTHORS required to CONTRIBUTE to High-

j only require

DVERTISER. who purposes relinquishing

k- class Ilalf-Crowu Quarterly. Lib
f required.—*oiToa,"ro,'~R>gent-8trttt,

Liberal terms. Original Papers

s- present Eugagement as Publisher to a Weekly, U
uiniog a simiLtx POSITION. Is practically acquain
ails. Twenty Years* experience and references.—G., 4.

is uesiruus of
uainted with all

AN experienced JOURNALIST requires more
WORK Would supply Leading Matter lor Weekly Journal, or

-Special* on Current, social, or General Subjects.—For Prees Opinions,
terms, and all particulars, apply Ach, Hull Literary Club.

EDITOR WANTED for SCOTCH CONSERVA
TIVE NBWSI'APER - For particulars address A B., Messrs.

K. i[h A Co . Advertising Agents, 65, George-street, Edinburgh.

I ONDON HOME.—The Widow of a distinguished
X J Physician, the members of whose family are occupiea in proies-
aiuoal study or uthei active work desires to RECEI v'K mto her liouse a
Keutlenianiy YOLTH or a lOUNG LADY, engaged In any special
branch 01 study in London. The advantax • offered are a coin lor table
home, refined society, and su -h care and < trectlon us depend on long
rxperieuve «iid social kioiintXioo —* JJ_ **~ '
London. N. W.

I Mrs. U, No. fat, lJelaiio-park,

IEDITOR of High-class LONDON CONSERVA-
J TIVE WEEKLY Is open to accept an Immediate RE-ENOAGE-

MBNT. Farile Leader-Writer; eood Descriptive and Verbatim Reporter,
;^dresBjt.^Y z., Messrs. Adams A FrancU, Advertising AgenU, 59,

SUB-EDITOR for NIGHT DUTY WANTED on
a first-class Mominic Liberal Newspaper (Provincial) Must have

held similar situation, and be thoroughly proficient and reliable. Send
-~- of recent Summaries I/*aders. Ac. and state age and terms.

Name references, and s;lve full particulars of Journalistic experience.—
Address A. P. A., care of Messrs O. Street A Co , 30, CornhUl. E C.

WANTED, ENGAGEMENT by the Chief Sub-
Editor of a Daily Newspaper. I-eader*Writer, good Descriptive

and Verbatim Reporter —Address X., Messrs. Adams A Francis, Adver
tising Agents. 59, Fleet-street, E C.

A JOURNALIST^ (31), of fourteen years' ex
perience In EdltoriaK Rub-editorial, and Reporting, desires an

ENOAOEMKNTas Editor oKa Liberal Weekly, or Sub-Editor of a
jt'mhI Dally. Newspaper Thorooghly sober, energetic, and gentlemanly,
fialary from 1301 to ifloj.—Address^it,acts l- a, Adams A Francis, Adver
tising Agent*. 09, Fleet-street, B.C.

TIME and CA
X sessing tas'e and en
a High-class ENTERPRISE
3, Staples Inn, Hoibora,

JAh.—A GENTLEMAN pos-
wllh about XOI . to Join ADVERTISER In

Idrcsa E. H. CainalLL, Esq., Solicitor,

TO CAPITALISTS.—WANTED, a Gentleman
with moderate Capital ta loin the Advertiser In an ESTABLISHED

SCIENTIFIC HOINESS Hlah-clan private connexion and good
return*.-Address S D., May's, VJ>, FiccadUly.

TO MAGAZINE PROPRIETORS.—An Established
Firm of Publishers, poswssylng all the requisite facilities for pro

moting a Circulation, are desirous: of PUBLISHING a good Magasine,
Trade Journal, or other Periodical on Commission.—AddM
Lhidley s Advertisement Office, Gatherlira-street. £

PRESS.—A JOURNALIST of energy and experi
ence, age SO, Leader-Writer and Special Correspondent on one of

the chief Provincial Dailies, is OPEN to an ENGAGEMENT on a DaUy
or first-class Weekly —Address A. W , care of Messrs. O. Street A Co.,
90, CornhtU, EC.

PRESS.—A JOURNALIST, who has had expe
rience of Daily and Wceklv Journalism, desires an ENGAGE

MENT In London Verbatim ShonhSad Writer; Four Years' Sub-
Ed I tor la! experience; versatile IeadfT-W'rrtfr Good references —II.,
care of C Mitchell A Co., Advertising Agtut*. Red Lion-court, Fleet-
street. EC. \

^HE PRESS.—The Advertiser, who has had con-
A. slderable experience, both In EnKland and America In superintend.
Ing the Printing and Publishing of a most successful Weekly Journal,
desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT First-class references —Address J. S.,
2, Harrey-terrace, Ley tonslone, Essex.

THE PRESS.—An accomplished JOURNALIST,
Editing an Evening Newspaper, is open to RE-ENOAGEMENT on

the Llteiary Stall of a weil-esiabllr-lud Journal. Satisfactory testimo
nials, and Specimens of Leading Articles. Descriptive Reports, Local
Jottings. Sketches. Reviews, Ac. — Addicsa T. X., May's Advertising
Offices. 159. Piccadilly.

NEW LITERARY ENTERPRISE.—A MAGA-
ZINE principally devoted to a review and readjustment of those

social and scientific subjects which more especially concern the educa
tional and commercial Interests of (he Yimous natinns of Europe and
America. Advocates of progress. Independent Thinkers, clever Writers
of either sex. and small Capitalists who are willing to associate thi
selves with a high-class undertaking of very ununual promise,
monopoly of which is fully secured and cannot be interfered with,
requested to communicate with the promoters, stating the amount of
Shares they are willing to subscribe for nt ft! each, on which a minimum
dividend of 10 per & nt Is u-uuianteed aiio~lrft.1>e repurchi '
premium at the end of three or six months.—Address Cisco,
Newsagents, Royal Oak, Bayswntcr.

C.

MITCHELL k CO., Agents for the Sale and
Purchase of Newspaper Property, beg to direct attention to the

following Announcements. Newspaper Properties f %
In Landon and the Provinces.

c.

MITCHELL & CO are instructed to DISPOSE
. of t' e COI'YKlGHTanrt PLANT ol LIBF.ltAL COUNTY 1'ArEK,

within BU mile, of London. Lnrpe Printing Business attached. Principals
• ■ with.

c

MITCHELL & CO. are favoured with instruc
tions for INVESTMENTS from Cients lor sums varying from 500L

either for Partnership or for the Purchase of Newspaper
nunlcations strictly conudcntlal.

c.

MITCHELL & CO. are favoured with instruc
tions to DISPOSE of the COPYRIGHT ol a TRADE TAPER.

Good profit. Price moderate.

C MITCHELL k CO., Agents for the Sale and
• Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

Prol ate or Purchase, Investigations, and Audit of Accounts Ac.

A FRENCH LADY, Professor in a High School,
desires to J OARD with a Family or School, In return for Lessons

and Conversation. Neighbourhood of Victoria preft
V. M . Verrinder*s Library, 36, High-street, Kensington.

AN ENGLISH LADY, of much experience in
Travelling, who passed liu-t Winter on the Nile in charge of an

Invalid, wishes to take THREE or FOUR DELICATE GIRLS, whose
Health would be benefited by a W arm Climate, to Egypt lor the ensuing
Winter. Good references given and required. — For
address A- B., care of Col. Yule, C.B., India Office.

w
ANTED TO PURCHASE,

Miss JEWSBURY-S

SORROWS of GENTILITY.

The HALF SISTERS.

RIGHT or WRONG f and

ZOE.

Ad.lreas. stating price, to Messrs. Adams ft Favfcls, Advertising
AgenU, 69. Fleet-street, EC.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—To be
Competed for on SEPTEMBER JSih and 29th . TWO ENTRANCE

SCHOLARSHIPS of 351 per annum for Two Years, for Students com
mencing Engineering; THHEE MEDICAL ENTRANCE EXHIBI
TIONS, of lOUt., flof.. and 401 respectively, for Student* commencing the
Study of Medicine; and THREE ANDREWS PRIZES, of SU. each, for
genera] Student* Copies of Regulations may be obtained '-
College. Gower-street, W.C. TALKOUHD ELY, M A., t

QUEEN'S COLLEGES, IRELAND.—The Pro
fessorship of SURGERY in the dl'EEN 8 COLLEGE, CORK,

beiug about to become VACANT, Candidates for that Office are re
quested to forward their t stinionlals to the UMDsa-SecaETAaT. Dublin
Castle, on or before the 30th of SEPTEMBER, loot), in order that the
aan.e may be submitted to his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant. The
Candidate who may be selected for the above Professorship will have to
-iter upon his duties fi—"~
Dublin Castle, lib o

A PROTESTANT FRENCH FAMILY desires to
receive TWO or THREE BOARDERS to Live in the Family, with

facilities for Learning Flench.—Madame Pwoaox, 21, Rue de Berlin,
Paris, near the St Lu/ure Station.

TWO BROTHERS, one M.R.C.S., the other a
Graduate in Honours of Oxford (H A. and B.C L ), Intending to

winter abroad, would be glad to take CHARGE of any YOUTH re
quiring TUITION and MEDICAL CARE.—Address A. B., King's College
Hospital, London.

COTTERILL (Class. Trip. Camb.),
1 by Mr J HALI.AM (Math Trip Camb ), and French
Masters, baa ONE or TWO YACANCIES.-Addreas 11.

TUTOR (experienced) wishes RESIDENT EN-
A GAGEMENT to teach French, German, Latin, Mathemattss, Ac.
Piano and Drawing.—Address Turoa, 11, Bury-street, British Museum,
London.

MRS. W. DINZEY BURTON receives as
BOARDERS YOUNO GENTLEMEN. Students from India, the

Colonies, or the Provinces, who require a Home in Town while pre
paring for proferaiomtl or public life. High-class references. Terms on
appUcation —39, Ampthill-square, N W.

1EDUCATION in SW I TZ E RLAND. — New
J FRAlENSTEIN ACADEMY, ZVO. Established 1«3. IYepara-

Uon for the Universities, Commercial Department. German, French,
Italian Ijuye Modern lluildiug, Gymnasium, Playground, and Garden.
Cold and Warm Hut lis. HUliest relereticea. Prospectus on application.
—W. Fvt.nm, Proprietor; F. M. Ktkz, Principal, late Head Principal ol
the Swiss | International) School, Genoa.

MORNING CLASS for the SONS of GENTLE
MEN, 26. Gut I ford-street, Russell-square. W C—Conducted by

the Misses SCHIPPM. Bovs Prepured lor the Public Schools. The
MICHAELMAS TERM will Commence SEPTEMBER Kird. Prospec
tuses may be had at the above ad.iresa.

ACADEMY for the HIGHER DEVELOPMENT
of PIANOFORTE PLAYING, 8, Weytiiouth-street, Purtland-

place, W.
President-Mr FRANKLrN TAYLOR.
Director—Mr. OSCAR BERINGER.

Pianoforte—Walter Rache, Theodore Franxen. J Shedlock, and Oscar
Beriuger. Harmony— Eoenexpr Prout and Kichard Hopper.
The Academy is for Amateur and Professional Students. Two Piano

forte and One lIaiinon> Lesson Weekly. Fee. Six Guineas per Term.
NEXT TERM commences September 21. Entrance- Days, September

22 and 23. from ID to 5.
Two Scholarship* (Male and Female) for Students under Sixteen wUl

be tompt'ied for before the commencement of the Term,—For Pro
spect uses and all particulars address the DiKEcroa.

THE MLSSES A. and R. LEECH'S SCHOOL
A lor LITTLE BOYS will BK,OFEN OCTOBER, 1st, at 60, !
ton Gardens-square, Hyde Park, W.

HEATH BROW SCHOOL, HAMPSTEAD. —
The SESSION ISso-Hi will begin on SEPTEMBER, 23rd. A Course

of fttudy for the Higher Examinations, with Home life, is provided for
Girl Students School, l*repa.ral«ry. for Hoys aud Girls up to 13 or 14
years of age, and Kindergarten.—lTospectus on application to Mrs. Cask.

STATIONERS' 8CHOOL, Bolt-court, Fleet-
street. —aitlications lor the APPOINTMENT of HEAD

MASTER (who will be rtquiied l»> enter on his duties the Second Week
in January, will be lecened at Stationers Hall on or before the
9th day of OCTOBER. ISS0, to be addrtx>cd in wriliug to the Master and
Wardens, under cover to the Uierk of the Company. Candidates must
be Members of the EstabLshed Church and Graduates of some Uni
versity in Great Britain or Irt lano, and must furnish testimonials of
experience in 'lulnon —Particulars of the duties and emoluments may
be obtained at the Hall. CHAS ROhERl R1VLNGTON, Clerk,

Stationers' Hall, Ludiate-lull September b. 1&80.

THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE,
Spring-grove, Middlesex, W. (founded under the auspices of the

late Richard Cobdenj — Latin, French, German, and Natural Science
taught to every Boy, in addition to Mathematics, Greek on the Classical

e only.
Two Laboratories for Practical Science, large Gymnaaium, Baths; with

Hot and Cold Water.
Each Boy has a separate Bed-room.
Terms, 70, SO, and Ho Guineas, according to age.
The NEXT TERM commences Monday, September 3D.
Apply lo the Head Master, H. R. Lxdajj.. M a.
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BRIGHTON COLLEGE.—The Next Tbrm will
commence on TUE8DAY, September 21st.

F. W. MADDEN, M.H.A.S., Secretary.

LEAMINGTON COLLEGE. — Birnuucr
SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION on SEPTEMBER U and 15 —

Address Rfv I)- Wood. College, Leamington; or, alter August 1st,
Cralaslde. Fellxstow, Ipswich.

COLLEGE, REGENT'S PARK.—The SESSION
will DBOIN on SEPTEMBER 30th. In 1580 Three Students took

the Deorefl of M.A In the Univ. of London ; Three passed the First R.A. ,
all In the First Class and Three wttti Honours j and One passed the First
B.Sc —For particulars as to Lay Students apply to Dr. Angus.

THE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.-The Owens
COLLEGE. MANCHESTER.—A Prospectus, containing informa

tion on thi. Course of Instruction, Fees, Scholarships, Exhibitions. &c,
mar be obtained on application to the Registrar. The Calendar will be
published early in September.

J. HOLMS NICHOLSON, Registrar pro Urn.

M

THE OWENS COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.—
The COLLEGE SESSION 1880-31 will BEGIN. Id the Medical

Department, on Fit IDAY. the 1st October: In the Arts, Science, and
Law Department, on TUESDAY, the 6th October; and in the Evening
Clashes Department, on MONDAY, the 11th October. Candidates for
acini is* Ion muit not be under 14 years of age. and in the Act* and science
I>e[>urt merit those under 16 will be required to p«ss a Preliminary Exami
nation in English, Arithmetic, and Elementary Latin. I*rospoct uses are
puMished (or each of these Departments, and may be obtained on appli
cation to the Registrar Fuller details respecting the Courses of Instruc
tion, Fees Scholarships. Exhibitions Ac , will be found in the Calendar,
which may be obtained early in September (price 3*. ; post free. 3*. Gd.)
from Mr. Cornish. 33, Piccadilly, and other Booksellers in Manchester,

be obtained from Mr.

Registrar.

ANCHESTER NEW COLLEGE,
UNIVERSITY HALL, LONDON.

Rev. JAMES MARTINEAU, LL.D. D.D., Principal.

Rot. JAMES DRUMMOND, B.A., Professor of Theology, Evidences and
Truths of Religion, HUtory of Doctrine, New Testament.

Rev J. ESTLIN CARPENTER, M.A.. Profeasor of Old Testament,
Bcclesiast cal History and Comparative Theology, and Hebrew Inn.
guage and Literature.

Rev. CHARLES BARNES UPTON, B.A. B.Sc., Professor of Logic and
Mental and Moral Philosophy.

"The College adheres to its original principle of freely imparting
theological knowledge without Insisting on the adoption of particular
doctrines."

SESSION 188t>l.

Candidates for admission at the commencement of the coming Session
,ixe req nested to forward their APPLICATIONS, and TESTIMONIALS,
without delay, to either of the undersigned, who will supply on request
all needful information as to Admission of Students, Selection of Scholars,
and Outline of the Course of Study.

'Die College Session Commences on TUESDAY, the Sth October, and
Students and Candidates arc requested to attend in the Library of Univer
sity Hall at 9 k.u. on that day.
An Address in connexion with the Opening of the Session will be

delivered by the Rev. J. ESTLIN CARPENTER, M.A., on the same day
at 4 o'clock .

All or any of the Classes may be attended by the Public on payment of
the regular fees. Particulars may be obtained (by Jetton from the
College Librarian, at University HaU. or either of the '"
hours of Lectures will be Axed, and maymay be learnt after the Session has

R, D DARHISHIRE. Esq .B A., 26, George-street. J
Rev. H. ENFIELD DOWSON, B.A., Gee Cross, Man

M
ANCHESTER NEW COLLEGE.

THE AINSWORTH SCHOLARSHIP.

The Committee offer to those Students of the College who shall obtain
a gold medal in the M.A Examination at London University a SCHOLAR-
SHlPof ONE HUNDRED POUNDS. Competitors for this Scholarship
must graduate us [Students of Manchester New College, either on taking
their Bachelor's or Master's Degree. If the former, they must have
previously spent not less than two years at Manchester New College ; If
the latter, not less than one year
The Ainswurth Scholarship is Open to any Lay Student of University

College who has previously enrolled himself as a Student of Manchester
New College, gone through bis Undergraduate Course under the direction
of the Principal of that College, and attended the Classes for Religious
and Ethuat Instruction which it provides for its Lay Students. Subject
to these limitations, the Scholarship is Open to every gold medallist at
the Examination for the Master's Degree in any one of the branches of
Classics, f cience, or Philosophy.
Payment will be made to successful Competitors in two yearly pay

ments of Fifty Pounds. The Scholarship will be continued until notice
to the contrary is given. Two years' notice will be given previous to its
withdrawal.
Further particulars respecting the Scholarship and the plans of Study

at Manchester New College may be obtained on application to R. I>.
lUHBismaE. Esq., B.A. one of the Secretaries of the College-. 26. George-
street. Manchester; or to the Rev. Jambs Marttnki.u, LL.D. D.D.,
Principal, at University Hall, Gordon-square. London.

ANDERSON'S COLLEGE, GLASGOW. — Can
didatesare Invited for the CHAIR ofNATUKALPHILOSOPHY,

vacant by the resignation of Professor George Forbes —Applications to
be lodged, on or before the Wtb current, with the SrcaiTAar, who will
furnish infiirmaclen regarding the duties and terms of the appointment.
M. West Regent-street, Glasgow, J. B. RIDSTON. Secretary.

Sept. S, laao.

rESLEY COLLEGE, SHEFFIELD (affiliated

to the London University),

r and Chaplain-Rev. W. H. DALLTNGER, F.R.8.

-H. M. SHERA, Esq., M.A. LL.D.

-R. SBJWDLEB, Esq.. M.A. (Load.),
And Eighteen Assistant-Masters.

The Rev. w II. DALLINOER. FRS, hae undertaken the Profcssor-
tenee. and will gij of Natural Ss-ience

iTm -Ileal Zoo'
The NEXT
Pnapevtuse* may be obtained by application to the

Head Masteb.

hi

Wi-*ley College, Anirust ]**>.

BEDFORD COLLEGE (for Ladies), 8 and 9,
York-place, Poeuimn-squaro, Loadou (near the Baker-street Station

of the M'tiopo iLaa Railway).—The College provide* Kystesaaiir lectures
by Professor* in the Rlirber Subjects of instruction, and Preparatory
Clares lor Junior students. The Course is adapted for those who intend
to Matriculate or Graduate in the University of Looshsm. The SESSION
will HUG IN on THURSDAY, Oetaosjr 14. All New Students are to
pr. m nt thi'iiiselves. between it and 4, on TUESDAY. October 1'-'.

IV, ( } AKNo IT SCHOLARSHIPS will be awarded by open competition.
1 ri«j'e. tuces, with particulars of Scholarships, Board iug. Jtc, may be

had at the College. HENRIETTA LB BRETON, Hon. Sec.

TRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—Special
LECTURER.—The WINTER COURSE of SPECIAL LECTURES

for the SESSION 1880-81 will be delivered on the Third THURSDAY
EVENING of each month, from October to March, as follows:—

OCTOBER 21, 18*) -WILLIAM SPOTTISWGODE, Esq. M.A. D.CJ*.
LL.D., Pre* ut ant al the Royal Society—' Poiarixed Light '
NOVEMBER 1* I860—Dr. 1'KANCIS HTJEFFER—' Musical Criticism.'
DECEMBER lb'. 1880.—Professor LEONE LEVI, D.Sc. F.S-A. F.S.S.—
Change for a Sovereign. '
JANUARY 20, 1881—Dr. B. W. RICHARDSON, F.R.S.—' Breath and

Breathing.' _
FEBRUARY 17, 1881. — WILLIAM HUGGINS, Esq. D.C.L. LL.D.

F.R.S.—'The Chief Results of Spectrum Analysis as applied to the
Heavenly Bodies. '
MARCH 17. 1881.—O. J. ROMANES, Esq. M.A. F.R.8. F.L.8.—' Jelly

Fish.1
The Lectures commence at Eight o'clock.
Admission to the Course, Hull-a-guinea,
Each ohair will be numbered. In order that Subscribers may occupy

the same seat throughout the series
The proceeds will be devoted to the Bui]dim? Fuml
Tickets may now be obtained on application to the Sacaeramv, Trinity

College, London ( Mandeville-place, Manchester-square).

IB JOSIAH MASON'S SCIENCE COLLEGE,
BIRMINGHAM.

This COLLEGE will be opened on the 1st of OCTOBER. NEXT, with
an INTRODUCTORY LECTURE by Dr. T. H. HUXLEY, F.RS.
The CLASSES for STUDENTS will commence oa TUESDAY, the 5th

of October.
The Course of Instruction, as at present arranged. Includes—

Mathematics—Professor M. J. M. Hill, M.A.
Chemistry—Professor W A. Tilden, IXSc. Load., F R.S.
Physics—Professor J. H. Poyntiag, M.A. B.Sc. Loud.
Biology—Professor T. W. Bridge, M.A. P.Z.B.

The Course is designed to prepare Students for the Degrees of B.Sc.
and D.Sc. of the University of London.
Information as to the terms of admission and the arrangement of

Classes may be obtained on application to Mr. S. AixroaT, Curator, at
the College, Edmund-street, Birniiiighuru. The Professors attend daily
(except Saturday) at the College, and will be glad to confer with intend
ing Students.
A List of Lodgings suitable for Students may be obtained at the

College. JOSIAH MASON. Founder and Bailiff.
G. J. JOHNSON, Chairman of ~

Birmingham, May 26, 1880.

QUEEN'S COLLEGE, 43 and 45, Harley-street,
London.—Incorporated by Royal Charter lor the Education of

Women, and for granting Certificates of Know ledge.
The MICHAELMAS TERM will begin, in School, on MONDAY, Sep

tember zTth, and in ihe College oa MONDAY, October 4th. Entrance
Examination in College, THURSDAY, September 30; la Schosl,
SATURDAY. September 25.
In addition to the usual Curriculum in the School and the Four Years

of the College Course, which prepares for the Matriculation Examina
tion of the L Diversity of London, a higher course of instruction has also
been esiabl ished for Students preparing lor ihu Degree Examinations of
the same University.

Special Courses of Lectures are given in connexion with this Coarse,
which is not open to Girls under the age of Eighteen. The Fee for each
Course of Ten lectures is 11. Is., and the Compounder's Fee of 41. 4s. a
Terns includes also such full prl vate tuition as may be found necessary,
and may be applied for by Pupils preparing for the y-vqmr"fttr'r»'T a,
reduction is nia> e ia the ease of Associates of the College.
Boarders are received by Mrs CAartsimsa, 38, Harley-street, W. ; Miss

Knott, Devonshire Lodge, York-gate, W ; Mrs Hlsbkll, 9, Oppidans-
road, Primrose-hill, N.W. ; Miss Wood. 41, Harley-street. W. ; and full
information in regard to these and all other matters connected with
the College may be obtained, by letter, addressed to the SscaaTsav, op
to the 20th of September; alter that day by personal application at
the College, between the Hours of Eleven aad Three.

II
IGH SCHOOL OP EDINBURGH.

SESSION 1880-81.

The EDINBURGH SCHOOL BOARD have made arrangements by
which a thoroughly Practical as well as a thoroughly Liberal Education
can be Imparted. The Classes are strictly limited, and care is taken to
give earh boy that kind of culture of which he is most capable, and
which is must necessary for him. A SEVENTH CLASS will be formed
oa the 1st of OCTOBER to continue the work of the Sixth Classical,
and to prepare Pupils for the Indian Civil Service, and lor Military and
University Examinations.
Full information is contained in the Report and Prospectus, which

may be had on application to the Janitor, at tho School ; to the Clerk to
the Edinburgh Scnool Board, 9, Castle-street ; or to the principal Book
sellers in Edinburgh.
Pupils will be enrolled at the High School on WEDNESDAY, the 29th,

and THURSDAY, the 3utb September, from Twelve till Three o'clock.
The SCHOOL RE-ASSKMRLES on FRIDAY, 1st October, at Nine

o clock, when the FIRST CLASS will be formed by Dr. DONALDSON
aad Mr. M LAGAN.

CT. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL and
O COLLEGE

The WINTER SESSION will begin on FRIDAY. October 1st.
The Clinical Practice of the Hospital comprises a service of 710 Beds,

Inclusive of 34 Beds for Convalescents at Hlghgate.
Students can reside within the Hospital, subject to College Regulations.
For all purtlcuhus application may be made to the Wsankx of the

College, the College. St. Bartholomew's Hospital, B.C.
A Handbook, forwarded on application.

s
T. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL and

COLLEGE.

OPEN SCHOLARSHIPS.

THREE SCHOLARSHIPS ore offered for Open Competition at St.
Bartholomew s Hospital. The Examination will begin SEPTEMBER 27.

1. A Scholarship, of the value of 1301.. open to Candidates under 29
years of age. and who have nut carered at any Metropolitan Medical
School Subjects of Exnmlnaiiua ■ Uotaay. Chemistry. Physics, Zoology

2, A Scholarship, of the value of open to Candidates under 20
years of ago. The other condition* and subjects are the same as the
above.

3 The Jeaffreson Exhibition (value .101.), open to Candidates who have
not entered at auy Metropolitan Medical School. Subjects: Mathe
matics and Latin, and any Two of the following Languages, at the option
of the Candidate: Greek. Freswh, German. The successful Candidates
will be required to enter at st Bartholomew's Hospital.

4. Preliminary Scientific Exhibition —On OCTOBER a there will be
aa Examinutiwa (limited to Student* of the Hospital of less than six
months' standing) for the above Exhibition, value Mi. The Subjects
arc those of the Preliminary Scientific Examination of the London
University.
The successful Candidates for the above Four Scholarships are eligible

la succeeding years for the Scholarship* of the School ; viz , First Year,
Three: 1 1) 30V., (2) 30f.. (3) 20*. Second Year: (IjStf. Third aad Fourth
Year : (lj KW , (2) 3uf , (3j 3ut.. and (or the several Prises.
For further particulars application may be made, personally or by

letter, to the rYavaaca of the College, the College, St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, E.C.

rj.TJYTS HOSPITAL MEDICAL 8CHOOL. —

VJ OPEN SCHOLARSHIPS—A SCHOLARSHIP, of the value of
l^i Guinea*, will be uflbied for OPEN COMPETITION on FRIDAY'.
September 24. Subjects ol Lxaniiminon : Classics, Matin matU!*, and
Modern Ijuguase*. A SECOND tCHOLAHSHIP. also of the value of
12i Guineas. wiU be offered fox OPEN COMPETITION oo the some day.
Subjects of Examination; luorgauu: CUeiuistry, Physics, Botany, and
Zoology- — For further particulars apply to the Dsan, Guy s Hos
pital, S.E.

\TATRICULATION of the UNIVERSITY of
X»J- LONDON, JANUARY, 1880.—A CLASS in all the Subjects or this
Examination will be held at Guv's Hospital, commencing MONDAY,
October llth. The Class is not confined to Students of the Hospital.—
For particulars apply to- the Dssa, Guy's Hospital, London, S.E.

THE MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL. — The Winter
SESSION will open on MONDAY, October 4th, with the DIS

TRIBUTION of PRIZES in the Now Lecture Theatre.
H.R.II. the DURE of CAMBRIDGE is expected to preside on the

occasion.
Ihe MEDICAL SCHOOL, which is now being coasiderably Enlarged,

provides the most complete means for tbe Education of Students pre
paring for the University of London, tbe Colleges of Physicians and
burgeons, and t he other Licensing Bodies.
TWO ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS, of the annual value of 25/. and

201. par annum, tenable forTwo Years, will ha competed for on OCTOBER
1st and 2nd
Further information may be obtained from the Dea» or the Rksidbxt

Manicsj. OincEa, at the Hospital. ANDREW CLARK., Deaa.

PRINTING.—JOHN BALE & SONS, Printers of
the Donttti R«w«m. the jEngii&htcontan' s Rniew, and other Period

icals, are prepared to undertake the PRINTING of Magazines, Pamphlets,
Bookwork. Catalogues, Ac, on tbe most reasonable terms. Estimates
free. — Steam Printing Offices, 87-88, Great Titchfi eld-street, Oxiord-
etreet, London.

WORDSWORTH. — An ANALYSIS, founded
T T partly on some Passages In his Unpubli

The COPYRIGHT of the MS. may be BOUGHT for 13. — Address
•Tossi'H Gosrwicx, HI, Denmark.-road, CamberweiL, S.E.

f^OR SALE, a SET of the PUBLICATIONS of
A the ICELANDIC LITERARY SOCIETY, complete, from 1838 to
1878 (Copenhagen and Reykjavik), in the original Covers, except the
' Icelandic Popular Tales.' which are beautifully bound in 2 vols. Price
only Ten Guineas.—Hugh Peacock, Sunderland.

WBROUGH'S CATALOGUE of SECOND-
• HAND BOOKS.—Old Bibles and Early-Printed Rooks-Manu

scripts—Oriental and Hebrew Literature—R^aiian Catholic Theology—
Galleries of Pictures and Illustrated, Books, BaskervUle's Printing-
Early Works ou Astrology and Topography—-1'—
and valuable Works in General Literature, etc.
L, Ethel-street, Birmingham.

THE WOODBURY PERMANENT PH0T0-
GRAPHIC PRINTING COMPANY have now brought thclr

WOODHURYTYFE Process to such perfection that it is generally
recognized as the best means of Reproducing Works of Art, Portrait
from Life, Views from Nature, Architectural Subjects, Jtc.

Its advantages are :—
1 Extreme delicacy in the half-tones, depth and hrUliancy of the

shadows, and perfect detail in every part.
2. Rapidity with which thousands of impressions of equal qualit y can be

produced.
3. Economy and Permanency.
The processes known as the CARBON and COLLOTYPE are also

extensively worked by this Company; but, though useful for certain
subjww. the IVints by these processes do not i
uniformity of WoodLmrvtypes
The WOODRCRYTYPE PROCESS is largely used In BOOK ILLUS

TRATION by all the leading Publishers, including—
Messrs. Macuiillan £ Co. j Messrs. Sampson Low & Co.

„ Chapman & Hall. I „ John Murray.
„ Rentley&SoQ. I „ Bickers & Soa
,. Geo. Bell ft Sona | ,, Daldy, Isbieter ft Co., *e.

Estimates, Specimens, and all information furnished ou application to
the S>X'RKTART.

107. GREAT PORTLAND-STREET. LONDON, W.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY
A 581. OXFORD-STREET, LONDON, W.,

Beg to call atteation to their System of producing

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS

la PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHY by means of SAWYER
COLLOTYPE PR0CJW8.

It possesses the following ADVANTAGES i—
FIRST —For small Editions of 500 to I 000 It is cheaper than any known

method, as tbe cost of the original plates is small.
SECOND —Being Photographic it presents an absolute faithful copy of

the object desired to be represented ; such a picture as the i *
recognises as a true representation.

THIRD.—The Illustrations are printed direct on the page
avoiding the disagreeable cockling incident to all moi

MAGNIFICENT WORKS have already been
executed ia the following lines:—

PALATOGRAPHICAL. — "The Codex Alexandriaus,' 'The Utrecht
l*saltcr. 'The Yearly Fasciculus of tho PalSBOgraphical Society,'
' Milton s Common- Place Book,' ftc.

NUMLSMATICAL —The Catalogues of Greek and Roman Coins for the
Trustees of the British Museum. Mr. B. V. Head's ■ Coinage of

Syracuse,' the Illustrations to the Sunusnuitic Chronicle, ftc.
BOOKS of TRAVEL.—' China and its People,' by J. Thomson, F.R.G S..

a niHgnilicent work, Illustrated with over 'JM large photographs;
'The Voyage of the Challenger,' by Sir Wyvllle Thompson; and
many smaller works.

TOPOGRAPHICAL — Relics of Ancient LiTerpooL' 'Old Manchester,"
and many others.

CIVIL ENGINEERING.-' Lee Traraux publics de France,' executed
under the direction of a Department of the State, published by
J. Rothncbild. Rue dee St. Peres. This magnificent work, gained the
gold medal at the Paris Exposition, lbTtt.

ARCH ITECTCRAL.—'The Roof Sculptures of Norwich Cathedral,' witk
a History ol the Cathedral, by the Very Rev. the Dean of Norwich.

A vast number of works in other departments, large and small, havst
been Illustrated by the Autotype Process of Book Illustration, amongst
which may be noted—The PROLT aad HUNT DRAWINGS, by Mr.
Ruskini The KERAMIC ART of JAPAN, Audsley and Itowcs, both
~-ench and English Edition; The TAPESTRY of BAYEUX, French
d English Edition, Ac.

/ 10ST.—As a specimen of cost, it maj be stated
V that SIX lllustraliuus to a demy 8to. volume for an Edition of
l,tO0 would cost less than lod. per copy.

*." Price List and Specimens sent upon application.

TN the AUTOTYPE GALLERY will be found
JL a noble COLLECTION of FACSIMILES of the OLD MASTERS,
In luding the most celebrated Works of I'm Angelico. Fra Bartolomeo,
Curreglo. Diiier. Holbein. Michael Ajutclo. Raphael. Rubens, Andrea del
Nirto, Titian. I,eonaido da Viocl, ftc, selected from tbe principal
Galleries of Europe. Fine examples of the Modern School, including
Poyuter, R.A.. Meissounier, De Neuville. Rossettl. Burne-Jones "
By this process the reproduction of Pictures. Drawings. J

"Works of Art are so perioct as to make it difficult in —
' '. i- the Copy from the Original Work. The F .
dined in permanent pigments, which may be of the same kind as those
used in the original Black. Brown, Sepia. Blue, Red, are all available
Colours Artists can have their Pictures Reproduced without the ex
pense and delay of engraving, and w ith the minimum of risk. Ssses of
Plates from 10 inches to 43 Inches. A visit to the Autotype Gallery wlU
prove how readily the Halls of home can be adorned wrth artlstie
masterpieces at little cost. Pictures and Photographs Mounted aad
Framed Pictures carefully Cleaned and Restored.

Sead for the AUTOTYPE COMPANY'S New Catalogue, price 6a*.
Gratis to purchasers.

J. R. SAWYER, Director of Works.

W. 8. BIRD, General Manager.

riginal
> cases to dls-

The Fac-BlmiUs are pro-
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THE MULTIPLEX COPYING PROCESS

gives Forty Copies of Circulars, Music. Drawings, Plans.

This i'rocess has been adopted by Her Majesty's Government, who

nave paid the inventor (Mr. Fellows).500. for the privilege of using it

throughout all their Departments. No tedious washing off. Suits all

climates. Negatives available for years. Full particulars post free.

CHARLES FELLOWS, 18, Tettenhall-road, wolverhampton.

L * '.' L I B R A R Y,

A 12, ST. JAMES'S-SQUARE.-Founded in 1841.

Patron-H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

President-THOMAS CARLYLE, Esq.

rhis Library contains 90,000 Volumes of Ancient and Modern Lite

rature, in various Languages. Subscription, 31. a year, or 2i, with

Entrance-fee of 61., Life M embership. 26l.

Fifteen Volumes are allowed to Country, and Ten to Town Members.

Reading-Room open from Ten, to half-past Six. Prospectus on appli

cation ROBERT HARRISON, Secretary and Librarian,

TH: UNITED LIBRARIES, 307, Regent

street, W.–Subscriptions from . One Guinea to any amount,

according to the supply required. All the best New Books, English,

French, and German£ on publication. Prospectuses, with

lists of New Publications, gratis and post free.—"." A Clearance

Catalogue of Surplus Books offered for Sale at greatly reduced prices,

nia be had, free, on application.—Booth's, Chuaron's, Hoboson's,

and SALNDERs & Orley's United Libraries, 307, Regent-street, near the

Polytechnic

M ORLAND, GEORGE.—A LANDSCAPE by this

+ truly English Artist, bought fifty-five years ago, to be DISPOSED

oF Any connoisseur wishing to purchase '' communicate with

the possessor, who will also show that it was had from one who held it

twenty or even forty years.—Ad Owner, 10, Albion-road, E., Albion

squre, Dalston.

"I HE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any

work necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

rezard to the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R.

TrioMPSON. Studio. 43. George-street, Portman-square, W

STAR RUBY.—A remarkably fine specimen for
*O SALE. Also a few Mounted Cats' #: Vases in Siberian Oven

turine.—Bayce Waiour, Mineralogist and E rt in Gems and Precious

Stones, 90, Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C.

Sales by 3 action

Collection of choice Water-Colour Drawings and Engravings,

un't a few capital Oil Paintings by well-known Names.-34,

COLV/LLE-ROAD, BAPSWATER, THURSDA Y, Sep

tember 23rd.

M R. MURLIS, in conjunction with Messrs.

- FLOOD, will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, the

genuine FURNITURE and EFFECTS. Also, at 3 P.M., the choice Col

LECI ION of WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS and ENGRAVINGS and

911, PAINTINGS, by Diday, of Geneva, Raphael Morghen, Longhi,

Rustspina, Bonifazio, Gherard, Honthorst, Hayes, and other well-known

Names

on view day prior and morning of Sale. Catalogues on the Premises,

and of the Auctioneers, opposite Notting-hill Station, and 8, Westbourne

*rove.

Clayponds, Kew Bridge.-The remaining costly Appointments

of the Residence; Grand Pianoforte by Broadwood & Sons, in

walnut-wood case: 850 ounces of Suver Plate; Collection of

Oil Paintings and Water-Colour Drawings, costly Bronzes,

Ornamental China, Wines, Books, and Out-door Effects.—By

direction of the Executors of the late F. J. EVANS, Esq.

- M- - -

M1'. FURBER, PRICE & FURBER will

l # AUCTION, at the Residence, as above on WEDNES

10A), Septem 22, and Following Days, at 12for 1 o'clock each day, the

**uaintag APPoINTMENTS thereof, embracing fine Italian Walnut

wood Writing Tables—Winged Bookcases—enclosed Paper waggon—a

... ostly suite of Table and six Chairs inlaid with ivory, ebony, and gilt

*ow Tables and Cabinets—inlaid Ebony and Buhl Cabinets–Ebony and

'l nurzu-wood Cabinets—sets of Chairs, Bed-chamber Appendages, &c.

Among the many objects of ornament, &c.,: be mentioned Chimin

and other Clocks by eminent makers—a Regulator by Dent—a magni.

twent old Sèvres China Dessert Service-Wedgwood, Worcester, Nant

... w; Dresden, Cloisonné, Oriental, and other China Plates, Cups, vases,

-all Figures—an almost Unique Collection of 132 Japanese Netseukis,

teautifully, carved—an expensive Lathe by Holtzapffel & Co., with a

nest complete Set of Tools of every description-Photographic Appa

r us and Chemicals—Microscope-Lunar and other Telescopes. '' *

variety of Scientific Instruments. The Oil Paintings are upwards of

to in number, and embrace some:" Works, all by known

*i-sters, among whom may be mentioned

wickers, sen. Ross, A. R.A. Callow Turburgh

webb Macallum Hillingford Verchmer

hether T.S. Cooper, R.A. Armfield N. Maas.

Kidd Niemann, sen. Zuccarelli

And the Water-Colour Drawings comprise Works by the following

iftists :

Nash Herbert Vickers Lewis

Andrews Goodwin T. B. Hardy Hickin

'opley Fielding

* many others, Also an original Etching by Haywood Hardy. The

to rary contains Books and Modern Standard and Scientific Literature.

* I the Wine Cellar about 120 dozens of good wines. The out-door

*cts are numerous, and embrace a useful Cob-strong cart-Mich

3 wi. Stack, of Meadow. Hay-Stove and Greenhouse Piants, besides

y other items of utility

"e."roperty may be viewed privately after the 16th inst., and descrip

Catalogues (price is each) may be obtained of Messrs. A. S.

:*"unds & Son, Solicitors, 11, St. Bride's Avenue, Fleet-street, and at

*ne Auction and Estate offices in Warwick-court, Gray's Inn.

..) and ASSURANCE MAGAZINE, No. Cxx-Price 2s. 6d.

Contents.

*"arks as to the Influence of Marriage on the Death Rates of Males

and Females; abridged from Dr. James Stark's Letters to the

Registrar-General of Births, Deaths, and Marriages in Scotland.

Form of Life Policy in the Year 1721.

* : ****Alt1 TEECE on the Reserve that should be made for Policies

on Recently Assured Lives, with Discussion, and Remarks by Mr.

Sprague.

*r 1. B. SPRAGUE.-Explanation of a New Formula for Interpolation.

*ir #"AL" HEWAT on Bonuses–how Earned and how Dis.

tributed.

Acuarial Notes. By Mr. George King.

ustitute of Actuaries.

London: Charles & Edwin Layton, Fleet-street.

HEA'ITECT, a weekly Art.journal, of

OURNAL of the INSTITUTE of ACTUARIES

(, LASGOW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS. – See

X the BUILDER 14d by post.*d) for view and Plan of selected

Design; View of the Hospital. Madrid; St. Peter's Church, Holloway;

and Parts of Southwell Minster–Brussels Exhibition-The Apprentice

ship Question—The Queen and Human Life-The Pe. tive Faculties

In and about Norwich, &c.-46, Catherine-street; and all Newsmen.

London: E. Marlborough & Co. 51, Old Bailey, E.C.

F. W E R Y D A

... SEPTEMBER 18, will contain a STUDY from the 1

k}\g 121SPATCHES, by Mr. overend ; NEPTUNE, by Rubens;

a Church in Lee Also, Articles on the Development of Architec.

"...Genius-The Exhibition of the Works of Couture -Up and Down

Meuse—The Glasgow Competition-lor. Schliemann's Discoveries—

^^ -Workmanship in France, &c.

t’ublished#: , price 4.d.; b t

'ainting

y post, 5d.

To behad of all lers; and at the Office, 175, Strand, London, W.C.

Just published, folio, 5s.

ESIGNS and PLANS for the CONSTRUC

TION and ARRANGEMENTS of the NEW MODEL WIOLIN.

London: H. K. Lewis, 136, Gower-street, W.C.

Now ready, price 1s., post free, 1s. 1d.

HE THEORY of WAGES. By C. P. J.

WAN DER BERG, Secretary to the Company for Working the

Netherlands States Railways. Translated from the Dutch

* Ittantalises us."-Pall Man Gazette.

“In it, throughout, a touch of nature, and a catholic taste for what is

Y.

-*tun.

“Pleasant, and by no means dull.”-Court Journal.

Cloth, 3s., boards, 1s. 6d. -

Remington, 7, Arundel-street, Strand. *

Tenth Edition, post free, 1s. *

R. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the

only Successful Method of Curing this Disease. By RoBERT G.

WATTS, M.D. F.R.S.L., F.C.S., &c., 5, Bulstrode-street. Cavendish

square, London, W

London: C. Mitchell & Co. Red Lion-court, Fleet-street.

Second Edition, One Shilling, or thirteen stamps by post,

KIN DISEASES TREATED HOMOEOPATHI

CALLY. By WASHINGTON EPPS, L.R.C.P. One Hundred Cases,

including forty distinct varieties of Skin Diseases.

London: James Epps & Co. 48, Threadneedle-street, and 170, Piccadilly.

the Physical Geography of the Sea, crown 8vo. 7s.6d

TH: OCEAN as a HEALTH - RESORT: a

Handbook of Practical Information as to Sea Voyages, for the Use

of Tourists and Invalids. By willLAM. S. WILSON, L.R.C.P. Lond.,

M.R.C.S.E.

J. & A. Churchill, New Burlington-street.

Now ready, with a Chart showing the Ocean-Routes, and illustrating

Now ready, second Edition. Enlarged, price* ca.

HE VOICE and PUBLIC SPEAKING. A Book

for all who Read and Speak in Public. By J. P. SANDLANDS, M.A.

Mr Gladstone, in a Letter to the Author, says:—“I receive your work

with great interest and satisfaction....I am truly glad that you are

calling public attention to these matters.”

London: Hodder & Stoughton, 27, Paternoster-row.

Now ready, demy 4to.

AP's to YOUNG'S ANALYTICAL

CONCORDANCE. Containing Hebrew and Greek Lexicons,

Views, Maps, Fac-similes, &c. Price to Subscribers, 14s. 10d. half

morocco, 12s. 8d cloth; 11s. sewed, post free.

P.o.o. payable to G. A. Young & Co. 18, Nicolson-street, Edinburgh.

Just published, Second Edition, price One Shilling,

PA:ENTARY DEBATE (the LAW and

PRACTICE of), for the Use of Societies established for Discussing

Political and Social Topics, according to the Rules and Forms of the

House of Commons. By CHARLES WILLETT, Speakerof the Liverpool

Parliamentary Debating Society

London: George Philip & Son, 32, Fleet-street, and Caxton Buildings,

Liverpool.

Just published,

TERNITY: What Does the Bible Say of It? A
Concordance of Texts on the Subject. The object of the book is

simply to bring into a small compass all the information needed for a

careful personal study of this great question. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s.6d.

“No Bible student's library should lack this valuable manual."

Christian.

“A new and valuable contribution to Biblical literature."—Bookseller.

S. Bagster & Sons, 15, Paternoster-row, London.

401st Edition, with Portrait, 1s. 6d.

B U T T E R s S P E L L IN G.

BUTTER'S READING and SPELLING, in Easy
Gradations. 72nd Edition, 1s 6d.

Simpkin & Co.; and all Booksellers.

HA's FRENCH and GERMAN BOOKS.

Used in schools throughout the British Empire, United states of

America, and Colleges in France and Germany.

*FIRST FRENCH B00K. 1s 6d. I HOUSEHOLD FRENCh. 3s.

"FRENCH CLASS BOOK. Part I. "FIRST GERMAN Book. 1s. 6d.

4s. GERMAN STUDIES. 4s.

GERMAN COMPOSITION. 3s.6d.

–KEY to Do., 4s.

L'ANGLAIS ENSEIGNR aux

FRANÇAIS. 8s. 6d.

ENGLISH and FRENCH CoPY

Book (Writing and Languages

simultaneously). 2d.

* Any one of the Four Books marked * forwarded free to Teachers

#" to M. Havet, Institut Anglais-Français, Rue de Longchamps,

Tin,

London: Simpkin, Marshall & Co. 4, Stationers' Hall-court.

TH: F OR T N IG HTLY REVIEW.—

M IDLAND RAILWAY OFFICIAL TIME

TABLES.-Advertisements should be sent before the 22nd of each

Advertisements for the Fortnightly Review should be sent to

Month to

FRENCH CLASS Book. Part II.

##-key to both Parts,

6s. 6d.

"FRENCH STUDIES: Conversa

tions, Extracts, &c. 5s. 6d.

FRENCH COMPOSITION. 3s.6d.

-KEY to Do, 4s.

Adams & FRANcts, 59, Fleet-street, E.C.

Adams & FRANcis, 59, Fleet-street, E.C.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

DAMS & FRANCIS insert ADVERTISEMENTS

in all Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals

". Terms for transacting business, and List of London Papers, can be

had on application to

ADAMs & FRANcis, 59, Fleet-street, E.C.

}.

JUST PUBLISHED,

In 2 vols. crown 8vo. 15s. with Maps,

HISTORY OF THE RISE

THE HUGUENOTS.

By HENRY M. BAIRD,

Professor in the University of New York.

| -o

Saturday Review.

“He tells his story so well that it cannot

fail to interest the reader.”

Westminster Review.

“A valuable contribution to our historical

literature. Mr. Baird writes in a graphic

style, he arrives at his conclusions only after

sound arguments, and he is one of our his

torians who, not content with printed author

ities, goes to the fountain-head for his infor

mation. His reference to MSS. will render his

book of great importance to the scholar and

future compiler. Mr. Baird, by consulting the

archives of England and France, and such

publications as have been the result of modern

research, has thrown much new light upon

the subject.”

British Quarterly Review.

“Professor Baird has produced a work

which for carefulness of investigation and

completeness and accuracy of statement is far

in advance of all predecessors.”

Illustrated London News.

“The two volumes testify of so much

patient research, such exhaustive investiga

tion, so earnest a desire to be complete and

thorough, that one is almost inclined to

doubt, upon reflection, whether the history of

the Huguenots had ever really been written

until now. . . .The whole contents of the two

volumes are the history of about half a cen

tury, such a half-century as cannot be sur

passed even in the history of France for por

traits and spectacles calculated to make every

one who has eyes to read thrill with admira

tion, gape with astonishment and incredulity,

flush with anger and shame, and tingle with

horror and indignation.

Ecclesiastical Gazette.

“Professor Baird has added a new name to

that list of gifted American historians which

is already adorned by the names of Motley,

Prescott, Bold, and Bancroft.”

Record.

“We may congratulate Professor Baird on

the success with which he has handled the

story of the Huguenots. His volumes may

justly be considered as a standard work.”

Scotsman.

“The interest is sustained at a high

pitch from the first page to the last. His

portraitures of character are always lifelike.

Margaret of Angoulême, Coligne, and Condé

stand out only conspicuous among a host of

others to whom he has done ample justice; and,

probably for the first time, Catherine de Medici

appears in this history in her true colours.”

London:

HoDDER & STOUGHTON, 27, Paternoster-row.
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APPROVED EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

PHYSICAL, HISTORICAL, POLITICAL, AND

DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHY.

By KEITH JOHNSTON, F.R.G.S.,

Editor of the ' Africa* Volume in " Stanford1* Compendium of Geography and TraTel." late Leader of the Royal
Geographical Society's Bait African Expedition. Large pott 8vo. with Illuitrationi and SI Maps, cloth, 12a.

"The work la a clear, simple, and accurate exposition of the main fact* and principle* In the various
departmenu of geotrraphy, not only useful a* a text-book for colleges and the higher schools or as a hand y
reference book, out to a large extent v< '

GEOGRAPHY FOR LITTLE CHILDREN.

Br ANTONIA ZIMMERN.

Poet Pro. cloth, with 40 Illustrations and Maps, Is.

Is simple, the type large and clear, while the paces are eultrened by some good maps and
- winning to *"many Illustrations. These, we are sure, cannot fall to prove i

Fantie, and Too Too.' to whom this little rolunie Is dedicated.
all such little folk as the ' Dolly,

THE INSTRUCTIVE ATLAS OF MODERN

GEOGRAPHY.

Intended for the Use of Young Pupils. Containing 17 Coloured Maps, each 17 in. by li. Uniform In size
and price with the " Instructive Picture Books." Fcap. folio, 7a. 8d.

" This new Atlas cannot fail to become a popular one. It Is evidently designed with a view to making It
not so much a work of reference as an aid to the teacher. The individual Maps, of which there are seventeen,
are beautifully bold in outline, are not crowded with a host of unnecessary names, and are so clear and distinct
that no difficulty whatever will be experienced in deciphering any single name. Alt the Maps are brought
down to the present date."—Schoolmaster.

ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL ATLAS,

__ J chiefly for MAP DRAWING, and the Study of the Great Physical Features and Relief Contours of
the Continents, with an Introduction to serve ns a Guide for both purposes. By the Rev. J. P. FAUNTHORFE,
M A. F.R.O.8., Principal of Whitelands Training College. Ninth Edition. Sixteen Coloured Maps, with
Descriptive Letter-press, containing Hints on Map Drawing. Ac. Price 4t.

Also, Intended chiefly for Use with above :—

OUTLINE ATLAS ; containing 16 Maps, coloured wrapper, Is.

PROJECTION ATLAS ; containing 16 Plates of Projections. Coloured
wrapper, Is.

BLANK ATLAS; 16 leaves of blank paper for Map Drawing. Coloured

THE PHYSICAL GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY

OF GREAT BRITAIN.

r C. RAMSAY, LL.D. F.R.S., Director-General of the Geological Surveys of the United
"Sdition. greatly Enlarged Post 8vo. with Geological Map printed la Colours, and numerous

l ions of Fossils, Sections, and Landscapes, price 15s

"No
It Is a wc

;ter introduction to the principles of geology could possibly be recommenced to the English reader,
of the highest value, and one worthy to take a foremost place among popular manuals of science "

A'niiirs.

THE PHYSICAL GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY

OF IRELAND.

Part I. Geological Formation of Ireland j Part IT. Physical Geography of Ireland j Part III. The Ulaciation
of Ireland. By EDWARD HULL, M A. P.R.8.. Director of the Geological Survey of Ireland, Author of "The
Coal-Fields of Great Britain,' Ac. With Maps and Illustrations. Post Bvo. cloth, 7s.

" We can heartily recommend this book as an excellent introduction to the practical study of the geological
features of Ireland It will take a rank equal to that of the best treatises which refer to England or Scotland,
and its style Is such for elegance and plainness as to recomuieud it to the younger disciples of this science. "

A SHORT HISTORY OF NATURAL SCIENCE,

And of the Progress of Discovery from the Time of the Greeks to the Present Day. For the Use of Schools and
Young Persons. By ARABELLA B. BUCKLKY, Authoress of ' The Fairyland of Science, ' ' Hofantcal Tables
for the Use of Junior Students,' dec Second Edition. Crown Svo. with 77 Illustrations, cloth, la. 6d.

' Guides to literature abound ; guides to science, similar In purpose and character to Miss Buckley's
.' are unknown The writer's plan, therefore, is original, and her execution of the plan is altogether
e....8ho sees clearly what she describes, and the latere rt felt by the author Is imparted to the reader,
s and illustrations of the letter-press add to the value of the compendium."—Pall Mt

ATLAS OF ANATOMY;

Or, Pictures of the Human Body, in 25 4to. Coloured Plates, comprlslna loo sepamte Figures With Descriptive
Letter-press by Mrs FENWICK MILLER, Member of the London School Board ; Author of the Physiological
Sections of ' Simple Lessens for Home Use,' Ac. Fcap. folio, \2a. od.

Mrs. Miller has made a most successful endeavour to encourage the neneral study of anato my In a precise,
* be termed a popular, form. This atlas is a really systematl
in part in the diffusion of true, pure, scientific knowledge.'

and not in what would
we believe, play no met

i will,

CHEMISTRY FOR SCHOOLS:

An Introduction to the Practical Study of Chemistry. By C. HAUGHTON GILL. Fourth Edition. With 100
Illustrations, crown Svo. cloth, As. 6d.

An eminently practical and useful work. Any one with a slight knowledge of the science, or who has the
of a (eachcr. could hardly wish for a better book. There are a great number of experiments described,

' all of an easy and simple character."—Educatwnal Ttmes.
help of a (eai
and they are

BOTANY FOR CHILDREN.

entary Text-Book for Junior Classes and Young Children. _
HENHLOW, M.A F.L.S. F.O.R ; Author of ' Floral Dissections.' With 32 Full-Pace Illustrations, post svo.

,4§. A few copies, with the Illustrations Iland-Coloured, cloth gilt, gilt edges, 14s.

Just such an elementary textbook of botany as might be put Into practical use in schools, without the
est doubt that children would bike to it.-'—Science Oottip.

FLORAL DISSECTIONS,

Illustrative of Typical Genera of the British Natural Orders. Lithographed. Bv the Rev. GEORGE
HKNSLOW. M A F.L.8. F.O S For the Use of Schools and Students in Botany. Eight Plates, containing
many hundred Illustrations, demy 4io with Descriptive Letter-press, boards, 4i.

" In the light of several years' eiperience of textbooks and teaching, we venture to assert that It Is one of
the very best guides to systematic botany hitherto issued from the press."—So

THE BATTERSEA SERIES OF STANDARD

READING BOOKS FOR BOYS.

Post Svo. cloth.

Written and Compiled by the Rev, E. DANIEL, M.A.,

Principal of St. John's College, Battcrsca.

> X.
II.

III.
IV.

W pp. price M.
140 pp. price It.
1B4 pp. price Is. 6d.
244 pp. price Is. JW.
2KS pp. price 2s.
330 pp. price 2a. 6d.

" The Editor set himself the task of preparing a set of books which might be used to teach reading, and)
the communication of knowledge was a secondary consideration. He has done his work well, and we cam
commend these books most heartily to the attention of readers. The whole series will be found admirablj

ALSO,
adapted for

THE BATTERSEA PRIMERS FOR BOYS AND

Written by the Rev. E. DANIEL, M.A.

GIRLS.

PRIMER I. .. Illustrated. Large type .. 42 pp. price M.
„ II. ,, „ ..64 pp. price 6d.

" The hints to Teachers In the Primers will be found most useful In exciting the thought at
even of those who are learning their letters, while the stories for little boys' reading are Just what v
them.*'—C

THE WHITELANDS SERIES OF STANDARD

READING BOOKS FOR GIRLS.

Post 8ro. cloth.

Edited by the Rev. J. P. FAUNTHORPE, M.A.,

Principal or Whitelands College, Chelsea.

STANDARD I.—ILLUSTRATED SHORT STORIES. Ac. U pp. 6d.

„ II.-ILLUSTRATED EASY LESSONS. 164 pp. U. 3d.

Ill —INSTRUCTIVE LESSONS. Illustrated. 200 pp. Is. 6d.

„ IV.—ORIGINAL STORIES and SELECTED POBM8. 264 pp. Is. 6rf.

m V —DOMESTIC ECONOMY and HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE. 356 pp. 2s. 6d.

VL—SUPPLEMENTARY DOMESTIC ECONOMY and LITERARY READING BOOK.
386 pp. Is.

read through this series will not only have' "We can say, without hesitation, that the pirl who has read through th
acquired the power of reading well, but will also hare gained much knowledge that will be useful to b : it:

SIMPLE LESSONS.

Chiefly intended for Home Use and Elementary Schools. By Mrs. FENWTCK MILLER; O. PHILLirs
HEVAN. F.G.8 ; Dr. MANN, F.R.G.8.; J. C BUCKMA8TER. R.A., Mrs BENJAMIN CLARKE ; J J. POPE;
R. A. PROCIOR, H.A.; Rev. F. O. MORRIS, M.A.; Rev. G. HEN8LOW, P.L.8.; Rev. T. E CKALLAN. M.A.

GantetUa;—Our Bodilv Life—How and Why We Breathe—Food—Drink—Cookery—Plain Needlework -
llatlon—The tiicknessos that Spread—Weather—Astronomy—Birds—FIClothing—Air and Vcntllatl

lemo. cloth. 2s. 6d. The Simple Lessons are also published separately, 3d. each,
or 16s. per 100 Assorted. The Set of 14, in Card Case, 3s.

Couched in clear, straightforward language, these papers cannot fail to be understood by children ;
and, collected together in their present form, will be as useful for home teaching as for regular scuoul
instruction. ' '—Graphic.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE.

Adapted for Home Education, and for Schoolmistresses and Pup 11 -Teacher*. By ROBERT JAMES MANN
M.D., late Superintendent of Education at Natal. Second Edition. Poet Svo. cloth, 4s. 6d

"There hare been many similar works; but after testing this, the latest of them, on a number of salient
points, we hare no hesitation In recommending It as In every respect worthy of confidence."—Examiner.

SCHOOL MANUAL OF THE LAW OF MOSES.

An Abstract, with Introduction, Explanations, Qu<-»tions, and Glossary of somo Scripture Terms. Compile
by JAMES PIRIE, MA, Assistant-Master in the City of London School. Post Svo. limp cloth. Is. 6d.

" We strongly recommend it to those who have to prepare lessons for advanced Bible Classes, able i
exercise thought and intellect."—Guardian.

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE : its Grammar and History.

Together with a Treatise
Assistance of Teachers an
College. Eighth Edition.

on English Composition, and Sets of Exercises and Examination Papers for the
d Students By tho Rov. HENRY LEWIS, B,A., Principal of the Cuihaia Tralniu';
Fcap. Svo. cloth, 3s.

'■ As a text-book for students in training colleges and for pupll-tcachers, we can stronply
tern with the conclusions of an intelligent and careful m t iter.volume as one that will furnish them f

National Society' t MontMy Paper

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE FRENCH

GRAMMAR,

For the Use of Students preparing for the Local and other Examinations. By V. LAURENT, B.L., of V.\>.
University of Paris ; French Teacher at the Walsall and Lichfield Grammar Schools. Crown 8vo. cloth, 2*

BEAUVOISIN'S FRENCH VERBS AT A GLANCE

of the French Verbs, embracing an entirely New System of Conjugation.
Fortieth Thousand. Demy m o. Is.

CONSTRUCTIVE LATIN EXERCISES,

For Teaching the Elements of the Language on a SjMem of Analgia and Synthesis, with I^ln Reading Le»*>ir
uml copious Vocabularies Br the late JOHN ROIISON, D.A. Eighth Edition. ISnio. dolh, u. trf.

A FIRST ALGEBRA FOR USE IN JUNIOR CLASSES.

By the Rev. R. ALBAN MBADEN, M.A., Second Mathematical Master of Christ's Hospital.
Filth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Fcap. bvo. cloth, Is. id.

"Mr. Meaden has rendered the Introduction to Algebra cxcissiTily simple. .. .AH the explanations an

extremely clear."—School Board Chronicle.

Detailed Zitts ofEDWARD STANFORD 'S EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS may be obtained on application, or by post for one Stamp
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By EDWARD WALFORD. M.A. 2 vols. 2U
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Edition. 3 vols
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A VERY OPAL. By C. L. Pirkis.
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"A thoroughly amusini novel The characters aresketched with a firm
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FORESTALLED. By M.
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LITERATURE

Forty Years' Recollections, Literary and Poli

tical. By Thomas Frost. (Sampson

Low & Co.)

Mb. Frost has done a great public service

by printing these ' Recollections.' The

second half of his volume, readable and

often amusing as it is, does not tell much

that is new or important to know, but the

earlier chapters, giving an evidently truth-

fid account of his participation in the

Socialistic and Chartist movements of the

second generation of this century, are a

really valuable contribution to the history

of opinion in our own day. He tells us

that he wus about sixteen years old when he

attended a meeting of Robert Owen's dis

ciples at the Tivoli Gardens at Norwood,

being attracted thither ' ' partly by curiosity

as to what Socialists were like, and partly

by the announcement of a brilliant display

of fireworks." The climax of the pyro

technic exhibition was a fiery scroll with

the motto, " Each for all, and all for each."

and the great incident in the meeting thus

concluded was the appearance on the plat

form of Robert Owen himself, " a little,

benevolent- looking, quiet-mannered gentle

man in an ordinary suit of black."

" I had just been reading Coleridge's 'Reli

gious Musings,' and the brief address in which

the philosopher of New Lanark had set forth the

principles of his new constitution of society sent

me to the poem again. The scheme of the phi

losopher seemed to be the due response to the

aspirations of the poet At that time, however,

it interested me chiefly in its metaphysical

aspect. It was not until after I had read the

grand and wondrous poems of Shelley, two or

three years later, that my mind became im

pressed with the connexion between the in

fluence of circumstances in the formation of

character and the new organization which Owen

desired to give society. Socialism, as expounded

by Owen, seemed to present a perfectly practic

able solution of a problem which had been for

some time working in my mind, namely, how

the progress of the physical sciences and mecha

nical arts could be made most conducive to the

happiness and well-being of the people. With

out the means to such end, and the knowledge

to apply them, civilization would, it then seemed

to me, be but the ripening of society into rotten

ness. This was clear to my mind from what I

knew of the condition of the masses, and of the

prevalence of every form of social evil, which,

towards 1842, seemed to be approaching its

climax."

These sentences are very significant.

Coleridge's hazy teaching and Shelley's

fierce denunciation were working in different

channels for a great upheaval of English

thought, and Owen's Socialistic system,

while many, like Mr. Frost, accepted it for

a time as a rough-and-ready panacea for

all the evils that then afflicted the world,

exerted a deep and marked influence upon

multitudes who never acknowledged them

selves his disciples.

The number of actual disciples or imi

tators, however, was far greater than people

nowadays would suppose. Mr. Frost was

never himself an inmate of Harmony Hall,

being, as he says, crowded out by "thou

sands of others whose claims had pre

cedence," and of whom only a favoured few

could be admitted to the phalanstery before

it collapsed, " not through defects inherent

in the system, but owing to the difficulty

which those who attempted to reduce it to

practice experienced in adapting themselves

to its requirements." Nor did he throw

himself entirely into any of the smaller and

more or loss different enterprises that were

started at the same time or shortly after.

He gives us much curious information about

them, however, and especially about one in

which he was particularly interested.

This society, known as the Concordium,

was started in the autumn of 1 842 by William

Oldham, at Alcott House, near Richmond.

It was intended to be a gathering of " men

and women of loveful natures and cultivated

minds, in order that by and through them

the mass of society might be leavened, and

a new moral world evoked out of the chaos

of old and effete institutions." When Mr.

Frost found there was no room for him in

Harmony Hall, he thought of joining the

Concordium, and he went so far as, to spend

a day within its precincts :—

" I steamed up the Thames to Richmond on

a bright September morning, and thence had

a delightful walk to Ham Common. Arrived at

the Concordium, I was received by a young man,

clad in a chocolate-coloured blouse, and display

ing a profusion of hair and beard, the former

parted in feminine fashion—two characteristics

which I found to be common to all the brother

hood. By him I was introduced to the Pater,

a little elderly man, of ascetic aspect ; and then,

as dinner was already on the table, sat down to

a repast, not exactly of—

An overflowing store
Of pomfgrnnntm and r-.it,rou8, taireet fruit,

Melons, and oaten, and tigs, and many a root
Swuet and sustaining;

but of rice, sago, and raisin puddings, potatoes,

carrots, and turnips—raw as well as cooked, the

Concordists not only being strict vegetarians and

water-drinkers, bi.t believing that the process of

cooking deprived fruits and vegetables of the

etherialisiug properties which they attributed to

them, in accordance with an idea which may be

found in Shelley's ' Revolt of Islam,' in the

description of the feast of the liberated nations.

After dinner I had some conversation with

Oldham on the points of difference between the

Concordist system and that of Owen. These I

found to be greater than I had been aware of,

or was prepared for. I was disconcerted by the

discovery that celibacy was recommended until

the nature of the individual had become re

generated ; and marriage was then to be placed

under restrictions similar to those which pre

vailed among the Rappists of New Harmony, in

the United States. Self-denial and asceticism

were enjoined, as a means of rehabilitating the

fallen nature of man ; and the use of animal

food was regarded with as much horror as by

tho votaries of Brahma. ' Would you kill ?

Would you shed blood?' Oldham asked, on.

my expressing dissent from his extreme vege

tarianism, which extended even to the exclu

sion from the table of butter, milk, and eggs.

I felt that I was not sufficiently etherialised

for fraternization with the Concordist brother

hood ; so, after hearing an afternoon lecture

from William Galpin, who had lately seceded

from the Rational Society, and having a walk in,

the garden with Colin Murray Campbell, the

young man by whom I had been received, I took

my leave of them."

Mr. Frost's strongest reason for not enter

ing the Concordium appears to have been,

his contemplated marriage, a step of the

extreme sinfulness of which Oldham wrote

to warn him. Not only, in the judgment of

" the Pater," was he, in bis twenty-second

year, " too young for such an engagement,"

and " the young woman too old," she being

his senior by nine months, but the thing

itself was denounced. " A pretended union,

or a supposed union, sanctioned by the cor

rupt law of the land," Oldham wrote, " is

a complete delusion," leading in the end to

" nothing but pain, crying, ugliness, filth,

and discontent. Mr. Frost, however, might,

have lived at the Concordium all through,

its brief period of existence without putting:

off his wedding day. Oldham's disciples

soon left him, chiefly, it would seem, because*-

the growing austerity of their " Pater" re

stricted their diet to raw carrots and cold

water.

But Mr. Frost was not yet cured of hie.

Owenite craze. He attempted to get " some

twelve or fifteen persons of both sexes" to

join him in establishing a " communitorium,"

and when that project failed he wasted a

good deal of labour, time, and money in

producing Owenite literature. All, how

ever, was in vain, and he at length dis

covered that

" we are not a gregarious people, and there are

very few of us who would not prefer a cottage

and a garden, in individual possession, to a

dormitory and common rights in the most

splendid communistery or phalanstery that has

ever been imagined."

Mr. Frost's experiences help to show tho

faults and fallacies of Owen's teaching, and

to explain the failure of all endeavours to

put them into practice ; but they also help

to show what real and useful truths were

mixed up with the absurdities of Owenism.

Mr. Frost very properly defends bis some

time master from the monstrous charges of

immorality and impiety which were brought

against him in his lifetime, and are still

believed in by a good many people. Ho

also points out the important servite ren

dered to posterity by Owen's promulgation

of opinions on both social and political

questions which are now almost universally

approved of.

Even whilo ho was dabbling with these

Owenite projects, Mr. Frost appears to have

been much more of a Chartist thau a Com

munist, and his volume concisely tells the

story of the Chartist movement almost from

its commencement to its close. Beyond

some personal details, there is nothing very

fresh or important in Mr. Frost's narrative ;

but it furnishes, at any rate, a quite satis

factory vindication of his own share in tho

movement. It is now well known that tho

Chartist leaders were by no means such

desperate characters as they were supposed
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to be when people who at present rejoice in

the triumph of the political views they

advocated shuddered even at the mention of

their names ; but at the same time it is now

generally acknowledged that the objects

which the Chartists aimed at would have

been attained all the sooner had they gone

to work more prudently and wisely. In

Mr. Frost's case, at any rate, Chartism was

nothing very terrible. He was able to work

zealously for the reforms it aimed at without

being anything but a peaceable and steady-

going citizen. His Chartism, in fact, seems

to have been only useful to him in what is

known as "getting on in the world." It

certainly helped him to become a successful

journalist.

His immediate friends may gather from

his pages a very complete account of his

literary career, and much that he has to

tell will be interesting to a wider circle of

readers. His relations with revolutionists

as unlike one another as Feargus O'Connor

and David TJrquhart reveal something of the

characters of both men, and from them we

pass on to such worthier if more prosaic pro

moters of the nation's welfare as the brothers

Chambers and John Cassell. For both the

Edinburgh and the London pioneers of cheap

popular literature Mr. Frost did a good deal

of work. While in Mr. Cassell's service,

having for his immediate chief Mr. Millard,

who was a sort of general editor for the

La Belle Sauvage establishment, he had an

adventure which is amusing enough :—

" I hare said that Miss Meteyard was not a

frequent contributor, but she was the first whom

I had the pleasure of meeting. I had been on

the staff only a few days, when Mr. Millard

rushed one morning into my room pale and ex

cited. ' Here is Miss Meteyard coming up with

some complaint ! ' he exclaimed. ' Some mis

take—I can't explain now ; but pray see her,

and say I am not here.' In a moment he had

disappeared into his own room, the door of

which he closed and locked ; and, before I had

recovered from my surprise, the overseer ushered

into my room a fair-haired young lady, who was

evidently suffering from mental excitement. I

rose to receive her, and the overseer, who had

Bent one of the reading-boys to warn Mr. Mil

lard of her coming, explained the object of her

visit. ' Miss Meteyard complains of an error

in the composition of her last article,' Baid he.

' I have explained to her that it was a mistake

of the compositor, which was unfortunately over

looked by the reader, but she wishes to see Mr.

Millard.' 'Mr. Millard is not here at present,'

said I, turning to the lady, and placing my only

chair for her, ' but I shall bo happy to be the

medium of anything you may wish to say to him. '

'Such a very stupid mistake is unpardonable!'

exclaimed Miss Meteyard, her tone and manner

evincing strong excitement. ' Mr. Millard

should have detected it, and had it corrected.

Look at that, sir !' Producing the last number

of tho magazine, she pointed to a line in an

article from her own pen, in which Adonais had

been printed Adonis, in a quotation of the first

line of Shelley's monody on the death of Keats.

Oh, [sic] weep for Adonais—he is dead I

' It is so ridiculous,' she continued. ' It makes

nonsense of the quotation. Adonis was a youth

beloved by Venus.' 'I sincerely sympathize

with you,' said I, ' and 1 am sure Mr. Millard

will regret extremely a mistake so annoying to

you ; but what can we do, beyond making a note

for an erratum V 'It is so vexing ! I could cry

about it,' returned the fair authoress, and I

feared for a moment that she would do so ; but,

having relieved her mind by the statement of

her grievance, she calmed under the influence

of sympathy, and presently took her depar

ture. 'What is the matter?' inquired Mr.

Millard, re-entering the room, after opening

his door softly and looking towards the stairs

to assure himself that his unwelcome visitor was

gone. In a few words I acquainted him with

the cause of our lady contributor's excitement.

' It is my fault,' said he, looking rather foolish.

' I struck out the a myself in the proof, sup

posing it to be an error of the compositor. But

who ever heard of Adonais?' 'Shelley applies

the name to Keats,' I returned. 'It looks like

Greek. ' ' I never read a line of Shelley in my

life,' said he."

Mr. Frost's gossip about the last twenty

or twenty-five years is more desultory and

less interesting than that which refers to

earlier times ; but the whole book, short

and well written, not too egotistical, and

rarely ill-natured, is well worth reading.

The Sacred Books of China.—The Texts of Con

fucianism. Translated by James Legge.

Part I. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

To read through the translation of these Con

fucian texts, and to sum up the result as an

intelligible total, is a task to which few are

equal. How much more difficult, then, the

task of the translator himself! Dr. Legge is

the only scholar, at least in Europe, who could

have undertaken such a labour and brought

it to a successful issue, and we are sure that

if any Imperial Chinese "Order" were to

be instituted in Peking for the special

decoration of successful students, not

natives, of Chinese literature, the author

of the present work should be the first to

receive it. The question that most concerns

the reviewer is whether there is anything

I distinctly religious in these Confucian texts

—religious, of course, in any right sense of

the word. Dr. Legge says he has never

hesitated in rendering both the names "Tl "

and " Shang Tl " by our word God. If

he is correct in so doing, then there

can be no further question that the books

in which these terms constantly recur

have to do with religion. He, moreover,

tells his readers that in the ' Shu King '

he has marked with an asterisk the pas

sages embodying more or less distinctly

religious ideas. It is easy, then, to refer

to these and from them to gather the cha

racter and the amount of the religious ele

ment to be found therein. We confess to a

degree of hesitation in accepting all we thus

find as pertaining to religion.

As to the origin of the words ' ' Thien "and

" Tl," or rather the symbols employod for

them, we had always thought, contrary to

the 'Shwo Wan,' and partly in agreement

with the 'Liu Shu Ku,' that the symbol for

"Thien" was composed of a line placed over

" great " to signify not " what is above and

great," but what is above "the elemental

world"; for we would ask Dr. Legge, with

all respect, whether the symbol for " groat "

(Td) is not frequently used in the older

books of China for the " order of the ele

ments." Unfortunately we have not at

hand the doctor's translation of the ' Yl

King,' but, on referring to the passage

quoted by Morrison (' Diet.,' sub voc. " Ta ")

from that work and the comment on it, it

seems to us that it contains a definition of

the symbol Ta in the sense we have in

dicated. At any rate, there can be little

doubt that in Chinese translations from the

Sanscrit this symbol frequently represents the

word Mahat when used in the sense of " ele

ment "—as, for example, in the third stanza

of the ' Sankhya Karika,' and throughout

that work compared with the Chinese ver

sion of the same. Ji this be so, the symbol

for " heaven " (Thien) will denote that which

is above or beyond " the elemental world,"

and so far it will be a suitable symbol for

the Supreme Being ; but yet it is at best

"a vague term," and it can hardly convey

to our minds the idea of "a supreme power

ruling and governing all the affairs of men

with an omnipotent and omniscient right

eousness and goodness." The symbol " Tt "

was perhaps a later invention to signify

the same thing. We find in it an attempt

to portray an existence or power tran

scending earth, the elements (the symbol for

which—viz., a perpendicular stroke—seems

to correspond closely with the Greek otoi-

\eiov), the heaven, and things above the

heaven. The effort of mind which framed

such a symbol was the same which in India

led the founder of Buddhism to conceive

something even superior to the " three

heavens and their occupants, which he

could not define, but yet which existed, with

this difference, however, that in the latter

case the "something" was immaterial, whilst

in China the idea of "matter" seems, in the

early ages at least, to have been always

associated with the conception of "the

Supreme," whether represented by "Thien"

or " Tl."

We have made these remarks because on

this point there is permitted a freedom of

opinion. With respect to the actual work

of translation we should be less inclined

to offer any opinion except one of entire

satisfaction. In this first part there is

placed before the reader the 'Shu King'

' in five divisions and thirty books. This

work is otherwise called ' Book of Historical

Documents.' It contains records of various

kinds, relating to the period from about B.C.

2357 to B.C. 627. Dr. Legge says that "it

is expressly devoted to historical remains in

distinction from the poems, the accounts of

rites, and other monuments of former times."

Extending over such a lengthened period,

about 1,700 years, these memorials have no

connected method, but are simply historical

fragments " with frequent and great gaps

between them." It is to be borne in mind,

however, that Confucius was not himself

the author of them ; the collection existed

beforo his time, and hence in the 'Analects'

he oxpressly quotes from them under the

formula " the ShU says." In fact, they

were probably more in number when Con

fucius lived than now, for some of them

have been lost and others destroyed by

feudal princes, who thereby, as Mencius

says, desired "the better to perpetrate their

own usurpations and innovations." The

custom of writing on tablets memorials of

business or any charge (edict) given by the

king is very ancient, as we know both from

Egyptian and Assyrian records. And this

appears to have been one of the duties of

a special officer in China at an early date.

The Recorder of the Interior was expressly

commanded to write in duplicate "all charges

of the king," whilst the Recorder of the

Exterior had charge "of the histories of

the states in all parts of the kingdom." This

was the case certainly as early as the begin

ning of the JTau dynasty, 1122 B.C. Ma
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Twan-lin, the encyclopaedist, asserts that the

custom dated from the time of Hwang Tl

(2697 b.c.) ; and Dr. Legge seems inclined

to go further back than that remote period

even, for he says, " I myself place the in

vention of written characters at an earlier

date than that assigned to Hwang Tl," and

the compilers of the Sui dynasty say that

" historical documents began immediately

with the invention of written characters."

Whether this be so or not, the memorials

of the ' Shu King ' require us to go back at

least to the date named above, 2357 B.C.

The wonderful manner in which these docu

ments have been preserved would form an

interesting chapter among ' Curiosities of

Literature.' Ordered to be burned by the

tyrant of ETtia, b.c. 213, in common with all

the old classical books except the Yl, they

were preserved, or rather twenty-nine of

them, by one Fu, who hid them in a

wall; but an older copy afterwards came to

light, hidden in the house of a member of

the Khung or Confucian family ; whilst a

scholar named Tu Lin during his wander

ings as a fugitive discovered a portion of

the Shu on "lacquered" tablets, or per

haps "lacquered cloth," which "he guarded

as his richest treasure and kept near

his person." We can understand the feel

ing of Tii Lin towards these recovered

documents if we remember how Constantino

Tischendorf describes his rapture on dis

covering the Sinaitic codex of the Gospels,

and the means he took to bring his treasure

to a place of safety. After these several

recoveries of the Shu documents they were

finally engraved on stone with the other

classics in the year 837 a.d., and are still

thus preserved at Aftang-an in Shen-hsi.

The documents as translated before us

are interesting and instructive from a Chinese

point of view, but almost useless in the field

of comparative history. They partake of

the isolation of the people themselves, and

hence they will scarcely command the atten

tion of Western scholars except as curio

sities. They bring before us a succession

of strange and sometimes grotesque allocu

tions, abounding in names unknown to

ordinary readers, and couched in a style not

the most attractive in these days of rapid

and earnest diction. Nevertheless thoy are

well worth examination, and if antiquity

lends a charm to such productions, it is

something for the reader to find himself

face to face with kings and dukes who

flourished some centuries before Abraham

was born. We wish that these writings,

like those of Assyria and Egypt, could

have rendered some service in the field of

Biblical archaeology.

In the ' Shih King,' or ' Book of Poetry,'

we have a collection of poetical fragments

of an age at any rate as remote as the time

of Confucius, the most recent of them being

referred to the reign of the monarch Ting

of the A'au dynasty (about 600 b.c), and

the oldest, forming a group of five only, to

periods dating from 1766 b.c. to 1123 B.C.

Dr. Legge divides the collection into four

parts, corresponding to the Chinese divi

sion : — 1 . Fifteen books, containing 1 60

pieces descriptive of manners and events

in several of the feudal states of Aau ; to

these he gives the title ' Lessons from the

States' ('Kwo Fang'). 2. Eight books,

containing seventy-four pieces and titles of

six others, sung at the gatherings of feudal

princes and their appearances at the royal

court, which he calls ' Minor Odes of the

Kingdom' ('Hsiao Ya'). 3. Three books,

containing thirty-one pieces, sung on great

court occasions; these Dr. Legge calls

' Major Odes of the Kingdom ' (' Ta Ya ').

4. Three books, containing forty pieces,

which are called ' Odes of the Temple and

the Altar' ('Sung'). From the preceding

account it will be seen that only the pieces

in the last division are professedly of a

religious character. As it is this character

that gives them interest in connexion with

the sacred books of the East, they are

properly placed first in order by the trans

lator. We notice at once how much they

resemble in their general conception the

hymns of the ' Rig Veda.' Substitute Agni

or Vayu or Indra for " meritorious ancestor,"

and we seem to be in the company of the

old Aryan worshippers :—

" Priests, present the Soma libation ! Priests,

leaders of the ceremonies I may you, quickly

bringing the offering to Indra, receive that re

compense you desire";

and so on. Compare this with

" Ah ! ah ! our meritorious ancestor ! Per

manent are the blessings coming from him,

Repeatedly conferred without end ;—They have

come to you in this place. The clear spirits are in

our vessels There are also the well-tempered

soups, Prepared beforehand with the ingredients

rightly proportioned. By these offerings we

invite his presence, without a word, Without

(unseemly) contention (among the worshippers).

He will bless us with the eyebrows of longevity,

With the grey hair and wrinkled face in un

limited degree."—Ode 2, p. 306.

What is this but the prayer of the Aryan

worshipper to heaven and earth ?—

"Verily I propitiate by my invocation the

mind of the benevolent father (Dyuloka, heaven)

and the great and spontaneous affection of the

mother (of all beings) (Prithivl, earth). The

parents with kindness have secured the vast and

manifold immortality of their progeny."

In fact, were there nothing but the style

of these verses of the ' Sung ' to guide us,

we should not hesitate to give them the

antiquity they claim. But there is still

mixed up with the very religiousness of these

poems a strange anthropomorphizing ele

ment, observable in the fact that they assjeiate

with worship paid to God a human being as

His companion and representative. In the

spring sacrifice, for instunce, " offered to God

to seek His blessing on the agricultural

labour of the year," IIau K\ as the an

cestor of the house of Aau is associated with

Him ; whilst in the autumn sacrifice, in the

Hall of Light, we find King Wan as the

founder of the A'au dynasty associated with

Him. This is the difference, then, in all

the religious observances of the Chinese

betwixt them and the rest of the world,

their absolute want of spiritual perception

or faith in anything superhuman.

The third work translated in this volume

is the ' Hsiao King,' or ' Classic of Filial

Piety,' concerning which little need be said,

except that it has always been a favourite

with the Emperors of China, and has re

ceived from several of them special study.

Dr. Legge names six emperors who have

published their labour upon it. And

this will not be wondered at if it be

remembered that filial piety is the founda

tion of ancestral worship, and this again is

the secret of dynastic stability. Hence it is

considered as the beginning and the end of

all religious and moral training for the

young. This will be evident from one short

extract :—

" The Master said, ' The service which a filial

son does to his parents is as follows :—In his

general conduct to them he manifests the utmost

reverence ; in his nourishing of them his en

deavour is to give them the utmost pleasure ;

when they are ill he feels the greatest anxiety ;

in mourning for them (dead) he exhibits every

demonstration of grief ; in sacrificing to them he

displays the utmost solemnity. When a son is

complete in these five things (he may be pro

nounced) able to serve his parents. He who

thus serves his parents in a high situation will

be free from pride ; in a low situation will be

free from insubordination ; among his equals

will not be quarrelsome. In a high situation

pride leads to ruin ; in a low situation insub

ordination leads to punishment ; among equals

quarrelsomeness leads to the wielding of weapons.

If those three things be not put away, though

a son every day contribute beef, mutton, and

pork to nourish his parents, he is not filial' "—

Pp. 480-481.

Dr. Legge tells his readers that he first

translated tho 'Hsiao King' about thirty

years ago. We have therefore before us, as

in his other labours, the result of a long

acquaintance with his subject, an intimate

knowledge of the language, and a matured

judgment in the actual work of translation.

More than this could not be desired.

Riquet of the Tuft : a Love Drama. (Mac-

millan & Co.)

Zeal in behalf of the doctrine of the omni

potence of love, which it is the object of his

book to preach, leads the author of the

dramatic version of ' Riquet of the Tuft '

into a species of pantheism. Like an

ancient Greek, he assigns to everything in

the tangible universe a tutelary genius,

whose loving mission it is to tend upon

and watch over it. In Shakspeare, per

haps, the real origin of these imaginary

beings is found. They are twin sisters with

those whom Prospero addresses as:—

Ye elves of hills, brooks, standing lakes and groves,

And ye that on the sands with printless foot

Do chase the ebbing Neptune and do fly him

When he comes back ; you demi-puppets that

By moonshine do the green sour ringlets make,

Whereof the ewe not bites ; and you whose pastime

Is to make midnight mushrooms, that rejoice

To hear the solemn curfew.

More important, however, than the potent

purposes for which Prospero was ablo to

use these " weak masters," and altogether

different from those which Titania assigned

her attendant elves, are the duties of the

fairies in ' Riquet of the Tuft.' As seen by

one whose eyes love has tardily purged of

what is gross in mortal vision, their func

tions are to keep alive the beauty and the

love in nature. In the ecstasy of the re

velation afforded her, Callista, the heroine,

speaks :—

O stay ;—

I see the living Beauty of the world

Moving, a forming Spirit, through earth and air,

And kindling love ; and all the quick-winged fays

That do the Spirit's bidding ; some attend

On the thin blades of grass, and lift the heads

Of flowers o'ercharged with dew ; and others flit

Round the huge pillars of the high-branched pines

And keep their armour gleaming—beautiful Love

Tendingonknightly Strength—and soft the murmur

Of multitudinous delight that fills

The fragrant palaces above. O music
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much for the study of the English language

ns ours for that of the Turkish. We must,

however, speak with a little reserve. Some

yours ago reformers at Constantinople found

that, under the usual civilizing influence

of their French advisers, the Turks were

having French taught in the Imperial Naval

School instead of English. The Sultan

issued a decree to rectify this, but the

French ambassador represented that it waa

very hard on a deserving Frenchman to

be turned out of employment. The Sultan

benevolently solved the difficulty by order

ing that the Frenchman should teach Eng

lish instead of French. This judgment was

received with the greatest satisfaction by

the young men in the school ; they were no

longer bothered with French, and as the

Frenchman did not learn English he could

not teach it, and they were never troubled

about that. At one time there was only one

political functionary of the Porte who could

speak English.

Turkish, although spoken in so many

dialects, is so uniform in plan that he who

speaks Ottoman Turkish can work his way

from European Turkey, through Asia Minor

and Central Asia, to the Chinese dominions.

It is the language of the reigning dynasty

and political families of Persia, and of a

large portion of its population ; it holds a

good place in the Caucasus, and reaches

through Asiatic Russia from the Arctic

regions to the Black Sea. It can be used

in Egypt, Tunis, and Cyprus. Thus it is

an important political language, and one

most useful to the traveller. To our Indian

empire it is of great importance in con

nexion with Afghanistan, Persia, Turkistan,

and the Chinese territories. Nevertheless

no provision is made for its study by the

Indian authorities, though there is as head

of the college at Lahore Dr. Leitner, the

only man who has been a Professor of

Turkish in England, and whose pupil at

King's College was Dr. Wells, the editor

of the dictionary now before us.

Turkish is a triple language like our own,

and uses up Arabic and Persian materials,

and in case of need European terms. It is,

however, of much interest to philologists in

belonging to the Ugro-Altaic class, of which

it forms the most important member, and

therefore is well qualified for giving an

insight into their structure. Of late another

feature of interest connected with Turkish

is that it is used in the works of M. F.

Lenormant as one of the languages illustra

tive of the Akkad. In this respect we may

hope to get something remarkable from the

distinguished scholar the Rev. Dr. Koelle,

who during his stay in Constantinople has

brought his linguistic attainments to bear

on Turkish philology, and is stated to have

made some discoveries which are of general

interest.

Whoever looks at the paradigm of the

Turkish verb given by Mr. Redhouse will

recognize many of the forms of the copious

English verb, "I am opening," "I was

opening," " I have been opening," &c, and

in fact there are many points in the struc

ture of the two languages which illustrate

each other, however remote they usually

are. Indeed, in the teaching of Turkish

and of many Turanian languages it woidd

be a great assistance if the corresponding

English forms were given. " Six sail of

ships." " Six head of cattle," give us very

good Turanianisms worth lines of text. If we

make ourselves a little poetical we can be

come Turanian enough in our order : "Sail

ing were we," " Ilim loved not I," " Lovest

not thou? " " So brave a man was he," and

so forth. We may get our postpositions,

too, "hereby," "wherewith," "homewards,"

&c. Indeed, Englishmen have great helps

towards the study of Turkish when they

choose to turn them to account.

For the task of compiling the second

edition Dr. Wells has been chosen by Mr.

Quaritch, with the sanction of Mr. Redhouse,

and for this he can have few competitors.

He was the first and sole Turkish prizeman

of King's College, and he has actively kept

up the practice of the language. In Con

stantinople he spent some time as Professor

of English in the Imperial Naval College at

Halki, and he was private secretary to Sir

Arnold Kemball in the late Russo-Turkish

war. It may be an encouragement to Eng

lish ladies to know that Lady Kemball is a

proficient Turkish scholar.

The volume before us is a recast of the

smaller work of Redhouse—English-Turkish

and Turkish-English. Dr. Wells claims

that he has added many words, which we

presume refer to those taken from Red-

house's large 'English and Turkish Dic

tionary.' Through such a work it is im

possible to go at length, but we have tested

both portions in several places, and can

recognize the care and labour which Dr.

Wells has bestowed. This is the more

necessary as the English pronunciation is

figured according to Mr. Redhouse's render

ing, and this to make it useful is necessarily

complicated. The work is a very valuable

contribution to the materials of English and

American students, and will be thankfully

received in India.

Dr. Wells's grammar will be found a very

useful addition to our resources. While it

gives us the materials of the best authorities,

it furnishes, as the author promises, much

new matter. It is a very copious work,

and will be most valuable for study and

reference. Dr. Wells has had great advan

tages for such a task, and he has turned

them well to account. He has introduced

exercises which will be welcome to many,

and he claims as a speciality to have given

illustrations from Turkish works, which will

be a step towards the study of the literature.

It is of some importance that while provid

ing for the acquisition of the language as

a written language, he has not neglected

what is essential for conversation. We

should have been glad if the philology of

the language had been further dealt with

in relation to its position in general philo

logy. We doubt whether nominative,

genitive, dative, and accusative are suit

able in such a language as Turkish for

displaying declension. We think, too*

that forms of English could have been

applied more freely to exhibit the Turkish

forms. The alliterative adjectives or words

in Turkish (p. 20) are not so peculiar as

Dr. Wells thinks, for he will find enough

in Mr. Wheatley's little dictionary for

English, to say nothing of other languages.

We believe we are safe in saying that the

complicated spelling of this book has been

carefully supervised by Dr. Wells, and we

have only met in our inspection with one

literal error which has escaped the author,

and that is on the last pago but one.

The Lincoln Pocket Guide : being a Short Ac

count of the Churches and Antiquities of the

County. By Sir C. H. J. Anderson, Bart.

(Stanford.)

Lincolnshire has been neglected by tourists.

The glorious minster of the Blessed Virgin

at Lincoln and half a dozen of the great Fen

churches have become objects of pilgrimage,

but beside these the wandering public know

nothing of the second of the English counties

except that which they have received with

unhesitating faith from writers of the eigh

teenth century. It is still to the outer world

a land of mere and heath, where there is

nothing to see and little to do except catch

wild fowl and patiently endure the ague. It

still causes a smile of incredulity when a

Lincolnshire man ventures to affirm that as

for the Fens, they are all gone—drained

away ; that the great works of recent days

have made them a mere name, which is use

ful as perpetuating a fact of past history,

but is absolutely misleading as a description

of the present. As to the great heath which

extended for miles to the south of Lincoln,

and over which the inland lighthouse known

as Dunston Pillar dominated, it has long

been cut up into square enclosures, and now

produces some of the finest barley and wheat

grown in England. The tall, square tower

holds aloft a flame no longer, but is sur

mounted by a statue of George III., during

whose reign the changes took place. The

fact is that, so far from Lincolnshire being

a desolate land, the passion for enclosure

has gone so far that there is hardly a bit of

wild land left in the shire. The bustard

has long been extinct, though it wandered

here in large flocks little more than a cen

tury ago ; the bittern, of which we have

heard old sportsmen say that it was in their

young days so common that it was no un

usual thing to bag three or four in a single

afternoon, is now all but unknown ; the

heron is becoming scarce ; and even the

magpie, which twenty years ago was so

common as to be a constant source of an

noyance to the shepherd and the housewife,

is now rarely seen. So very far, indeed, has

the march of improvement gone, that not a

few of the wiser and more thoughtful people

of the county are meditating, not how to

bring still more soil into cultivation, but by

what means they are to restrain lords of

manors and "land-jobbers" from appro

priating the few patches of common that

are left. They think that those simple

people who love nature and take a delight

in birds, insects, and wild plants are worthy

of some little consideration.

Sir Charles Anderson's book will, we

believe, be of great service not only to

strangers, but also to Lincolnshire people

themselves. The ordinary guide-book tells

of little except what is to be seen. Sir

Charles Anderson, who knows every inch

of the shire, has much to say of the

associations of places, and many racy anec

dotes to tell. Thus, though the book is

small, it really contains more that is interest

ing and instructive than most volumes of

double its bulk. What we require in a

guide-book to any part of our own country

is not an elaborate description of a few well
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known objects, but instruction where to find

those lesser things which are of interest to

thoughtful people. Lincolnshire—the north

as well as the south—abounds with curious

churches, very few of which have ever been

figured, or even described, by a competent

hand. We hope Sir Charles's book may

have the effect of turning the steps of some
•wandering antiquary in that direction -who

will have sufficient energy and zeal to give

us a good account of them. Sir Charles

seoms to have visited nearly every one, and

gives a few words concerning each, just suf

ficient to let the traveller know that there is

something worth seeing, and of what nature

that something is. For this we are grateful.

All that is wanted in a book really meant

for the coat-pocket is a hint as to where to

look and what will be found. He does not

confine himself to notices of churches, or,

indeed, to buildings of any kind, but gives

us a few words about nearly every earth

work in the county, and wells, stones, and

trees, when there is anything memorable

about them, are not left unnoticed. Under

"Brampton" we are told a strange, weird

tale of an ash tree, which seems to carry us

far back into the time when the

Fraxinus in sylvis pulcherrima

was the abode of beings who were objects

of awe or devotion. It seems that at thiB

place in 1640, when men's minds were un

easy with those fierce political and religious

questionings that so soon after burst forth

into civil war, an ash tree was heard to utter

strange groans, and that an adventurous

person who climbed up into its branches

fell down in a fainting fit, and declared

when he came to himself again that he had

heard voices, and that Brampton had need

to pray. The Earl of Lincoln (Theophilus

Clinton), it is affirmed, had one of the

branches cut off, and then the voice was still

more distinctly heard, but the language in

which it spoke could not be understood.

We have heard it stated that there is not

in Lincolnshire a single monolith or other

stone which there is reason to believe has

ever been an object of reverence. Sir

Charles Anderson directs attention to an ob

ject which, although in great part natural,

must be classed with stones like the Devil's

Arrows at Burrowbridge and the great

standing stone in Rudston churchyard. At

Sawcliff, in the parish of Eoxby, Sir Charles

says there is

"a fragment of rock a few feet above the

ground called Sunken Church ; tradition says it

was part of the wall of a church which was

swallowed up with the congregation, and that

on the anniversary of that day, if you go early

in the morning, you will hear the bells ringing.

As there are no other rocks in this locality

it was probably selected for heathen rites, which

gave a weird character to the place."

This stone is certainly a part of the un

moved natural rock, a long block of Oolite,

but looked at from some points of view it

is strangely like the head of a huge sorpent.

It is not unlikely that its present form may

be in some degree the result of art. People

are yet terrified to go near it at night, and

in very recent days—probably, indeed, at

the present time—it has been visited for

magical purposes by persons who have

thought themselves bewitched or have wished

to cast a spell on others.

Sir Charles Anderson evidently takes

much interest in the Lincolnshire dialect.

He gives a few specimens of it which are

very entertaining. We have also two verses

of the song which village lads sing when

they inflict the punishment known here and

throughout the north of England as ' ' riding

the stang." There is also a long and

instructive list of places in Lincolnshire

and the Scandinavian parts of Yorkshire

with the kindred names which are to be

found in Norway and Denmark. We believe

Sir Charles is in error in the derivation

which he gives for the sister towns or

villages of Winterton and Winteringhnm

in the north of the county. He thinks they

were so named from having been "the

winter quarters of the Danes." This, though

the opinion of Abraham de la Pryme and

others of our elder antiquaries, is, to say the

least of it, very doubtful. Kemble suggests

that Winteringham in Lincolnshire and

Wintringham in Yorkshire took their name

from the Wintringas.

Bombay Gazetteer.—Vols. V. and VI. Cutch,

Camlay, and other Bombay Districts. (Bom

bay, Government Press ; London, Triibner

& Co.)

The series of works forming the results of

the statistical survey of India has been re

inforced by two more volumes (the fifth and

sixth), devoted to accounts of Cutch, Palan-

pur, Mahi and Rewa Kantha, Cambay and

the Surat States, most of which combine to

form part of the now obsolete province of

Gujarat, in the northern part of the Bombay

Presidency. The Bombay volumes are among

the best of the series of these valuable

administrative handbooks, and we are glad

to see that the present ones, which appear

to be mainly the work of Mr. James M.

Campbell, Bo.C.S., are up to the level of

their predecessors. The first named, Cutch,

is a district of considerable historic interest.

It was visited by Alexander ; it formed part

of Menander's kingdom from the Jamna to

Saurashtra about 150 years later; and on

the overthrow of the Grteco-Bactrian king

dom, in 120 B.C., the Scythians, known to

the Indians as Saka or Min, passing south,

established themselves in Cutch and other

parts of Northern Gujarat. Ptolemy knew

the Gulf of Cutch as Kanthi, and the author

of the 1 Periplus ' speaks of the country as

yielding in abundance corn, rice, sesamum,

butter, and cotton. Hwen Thsang, that

ubiquitous Chinese pilgrim, described it

under the name of Otien-po-chi-lo ; and the

Arabs settled in it in the ninth century.

The earlier notices of Cutch are thus fre

quent. In later times the province was

chiefly noted for the brisk commerce it kept

up with the Persian Gulf, Zanzibar, the east

coast of Africa, the Mekran coast, and the

whole of India as far as Ceylon, the exports

being mainly cottons, silks, alum, and ghi,

and the imports, bullion from Mokha, ivory,

rhinoceros horns and hides from East Africa,

dates, cocoa-nuts, grain of all kinds, and

timber from the Malabar and Konkan

coasts. With the Somali Arabs commercial

intercourse necessitated many precautions,

such as for each trader to consign himself

to a Somali, who became his security for life

and property, this step being absolutely essen

tial on account of the thievish and murderous

practices of the natives. Nevertheless large

profits were secured by the Cutch traders,

and in these and other voyages their sailors

laid the foundation of a great reputation for

seamanship, of which Sir Alexander Burnes

spoke with admiration in 1835. Cutch has

also been long noted for the superior design

and workmanship of its gold and silver ware,

and endeavours have been made to foster

this interesting native industry by the

establishment of a school of design. The

Btate is now under a native ruler called the

Rao ; but he is only fifteen years of age, and

the actual administration is consequently

vested in the hands of a regency under the

presidency of the Political Agent. One of

the chief difficulties with which Government

has had to combat in Cutch has been

the odious practice of female infanticide.

Happily the measures taken to suppress

this have been very successful, so that the

1877 census revealed the gratifying fact

that the females were to the males in the

proportion of 1 to T07. The other states

treated in the same volume are Palanpur

and Mahi Kantha, but these do not attain

the importance of Cutch. Proceeding

further to the south-east, we come to a

group of sixty-one small states, collectively

termed the Rewa Kantha Political Agency,

and grouped about the lower course of the

Mahi and Nerbudda rivers. The country

here is fairly diversified as far as physical

aspect is concerned, and being mostly hilly

and well watered, with a large proportion

of unsettled, semi-savage tribes, such as

Bhils and Kolis, who are accustomed to live

on fruits, roots, and wild vegetables, it has

never been entirely wasted by famine. This

group of states, together with Cambayand the

Surat States, combine to make up the sixth

volume of the 'Bombay Gazetteer.' Cambay

is a gently waving alluvial plain between the

Mahi and Sabarmati rivers, and until rail

ways made travelling easy was a favourite

resort for invalids from the fevers and heat

of inland Gujarat. As late as the end of last

century it was noticeable as being one of the

few places in India, and indeed in the whole

world, where lions and tigers were found,

so to speak, cheek by jowl. Sir Charles

Malet, when Resident in 1781, killed a

lion about twenty miles north of the town of

Cambay. The country people called it the

camel tiger (untia vdgh). It was about the

same colour as a camel, of course without

spots or stripes, not high, but powerful and

massive, and with a head and foreparts

of wonderful size and strength. Cambay

assumed some commercial importance in the

tenth century, and at the close of the thir

teenth it had risen to be one of the chief

ports of India, and formed a great mart for

the export of indigo, cotton, and, as Marco

Polo tells us, hides and manufactured

leather, besides numerous other products.

The Mussulman rulers of Gujarat actively

encouraged its trade, and in the fifteenth

century organized four expeditions for the

suppression of piracy in the Arabian Sea.

Shortly after the beginning of the sixteenth

century the control of the sea trade passed

into the hands of the Portuguese, and our

information of the Cambay trade is greatly

amplified from that date, but it is doubtful

whether the trade was ever, again so great as

it was during the reign of Mahmud Begada

(1459-1513). The portion of the volume

which is here devoted to an enumeration
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and description of the various products

■which were exported from, or imported into,

Cambay will be found highly interesting,

and reflects much credit on the compiler.

Towards the close of the sixteenth century

the head of the Cambay Gulf began to silt

up, and later on the establishment of the

Dutch and English factories at Surat brought

about the decline of theCambay trade, which,

since the opening of the Bombayand Ahmed-

abad Eailway (1863), has still further de

creased, and assumed a purely local character.

One famous product of Cambay still survives

to this day in the Cambay stones, chiefly

agates and carnelians, which are found in a

small sandstone hill near the Nerbudda, per

haps to be identified with Ptolemy's agate

mountain. The stones are exceedingly diver

sified in appearance, and some are of great

beauty. They are worked up into armlets,

dress ornaments, seals, necklaces, and rings

for the Chinese and Arab markets, while

those destined for Europe are manufactured

into paper weights, slabs for boxes and

tables, cups and saucers, and nicknacks of

various descriptions. The trade is said to

support about six hundred families of skilled

workmen and from five to six hundred un

skilled labourers. In each branch of the

craft the heads of the factories form a dis

tinct guild, but the trade fimds (like some

nearer home) seem to be applied to no

other purpose than that of entertaining the

members.

The two volumes before us may bo taken

as very fair specimens of the statistical

accounts of Indian districts which aro being

issued from time to time. It is a pity that

measures could not have been taken to ensure

the simultaneous issue of such useful hand

books. At present the Indian statistical

accounts or gazetteers, as they appear to be

indifferently called, have been dragging on

the process of coming into birth for a score

or so of years. Two censuses will have

come and gone, and yet, owing to the dif

ficulty of getting the different provinces and

presidencies of India to work with one

consent, the series will be still incomplete.

Tho statistical value of the publications

must be much diminished by their being

published at such irregular and distant in

tervals. Still, we are bound to confess that,

taken individually, many of them give us

a complete and faithful picture of the results

of British rule in India, such as very few

•works have yet conveyed.

Curiosities of the Search-Room. By the

Author of ' Flemish Interiors.' (Chap

man & Hall.)

The art of compilation is not easy, and it is

impossible to avoid sins both of omission and

•commission in dealing with a field so wide

as that of ' Curiosities of the Search-Eoom.'

The collection of remarkable wills by the

author of 'Flemish Interiors' shows a great

amount of energy, if not of patience. A

large number of authorities have been con

sulted, some of which required more verifica

tion before the second-hand results were given

as facts to the public ; a wide range of time

has been covered, beginning with the will

of Sennacherib, discovered at Konyunjik,

and descending to the Bagot will case in

1880, of which the only fact recorded is that

it ended in a compromise; and a great

number of documents have been dealt with,

some of extreme interest, others of the most

commonplace description. Though much

zeal has oeen expended in reference, it would

seem that the book has been hurriedly

thrown together, or we should not find a

detailed account of the Search-Eoom at

Somerset House, given in a note to p. 15,

repeated in the text of p. 23, nor space

occupied by such information as this :—

"If he desire to examine either an original

will or its copy, he will, after fulfilling the pre

scribed formalities and waiting a considerable

time, have it brought to him in this r.H.m, into

which he will have been previously ushered. " >

Hardly more original are the author's ab

stract"reflections :—

" Every age, as well as every nation, has its

local colour, and with regard to such entirely

personal compositions as wills, we might say

every individual also," &c.

Having broken away from the inevitable

exordium, and launched upon the career of

stringing documents together, the writer

becomes much more amusing. Among those

which, with a modern scorn of Greek, she

calls " excentric " wills, that of Jehan Con-

naxa holds a conspicuous place. The story

has served for the plot of a comedy by

Etienne. Connaxa, a leading burgher of

Antwerp, who had married his two

daughters to noblemen of that city, was

induced by his children, like a second Lear,

to divest himself of his fortune in their

favour. Experiencing the treatment which

was to be expected from Goneril and

Eegan, he bethought himself of a fortunate

device. Inviting his sons-in-law to a ban

quet, he took the occasion to be publicly im

portuned for the loan of a thousand crowns,

which he had borrowed from the ostensible

suppliant. A great change of feeling takes

place among his sordid relations on the

request being satisfied, and thenceforth he

lives at free quarters till the day of his death.

At the last moment his anxious relatives

" beg him to declare his last wishes and to make

a codicil. He replies that that has already been

done, and requests them to bring out of his room

his strong box with three locks ; the weight is

enormous, and the expectant heirs feel convinced

that their inheritance will shortly be doubled.

Connaxa requests them to send for the prior of

the Jacobins of Antwerp ; and appointing him

his testamentary executor, he hands him one of

the keys of the box, and to each of the sons-in-

law one of the remaining two, desiring that it

may not be opened until forty days after his

obsequies. "

He then ensures that his funeral shall be

duly performed, and directs certain hand

some legacies to churches to be paid by his

children forthwith. When the box is opened

it is discovered to be full of old iron, lead,

and flints.

" In the midst of these lay conspicuous a

clumsy cudgel, and round it was rolled a parch

ment, which proved to be Connaxa's will. It

was briefly written in these words : 'Ego Joannes

Connaxa tale condo testamentum, ut qui sui cura

relicta alternis curam susceperit mactetur hac

clava.'"

An ardent politician in 1798 makes the

following characteristic dispositions :—

" The last will of John Redman, citizen of the

world, of Upminster in Essex Tylehurst

Lodge Farm 1 devise to the eldest son of my

second cousin, Mr. Benjamin Branfill, on condi

tion that he, the eldest son, takes the name of

Redman, or to his second or third son if the

others decline it. It is hereby enjoined to the

Brantil Is to keep the owner's apartment and

land in hand, to be a check to shuffling, sharp

ing tenants, who are much disposed to im

poverish the land Holding my executors in

such esteem, I desire them to pay all the legacies

without the wicked swindling and base imposi

tion of stamps that smell of blood and carnage.

To Mr. French, of Harpur Street, a set of

Tom Paine's ' Rights of Man,' bound with

common sense, with the answers intended by

the longheads of the law, fatheads of the

Church, and wiseheads of an insolent, usurping

aristocracy To that valuable friend of his

country in the worst of times, Charles Fox,

member for Westminster, five hundred guineas.

To each of the daughters of Home Tooke, five

hundred pounds."

This wise and moderate person adds a

codicil providing for the consumption of his

wine on the premises at a succession of

banquets by his executors.

Another politician in 1879, a Baptist

minister, directs

" the payment of all my just debts, funeral and

testamentary expenses, as soon as conveniently

may be after my departure to heaven ; but, as

this is to be my final public document, I shall

here record my detestation of all State establish

ments of religion, believing them to be anti-

Scriptural and soul-ruining I thirst to see

the Church brought down, the Church by man

set up, for millions are by it led on to drink a

bitter cup."

Many testators have given minute direc

tions as to the disposal of their remains.

The nurture of British oaks and American

elms has been the laudable care of some

patriots ; the advancement of surgical

science was the aim of Bentham, of Miss

Martineau, and of the celebrated Dr. Mes

senger Monsey, whose name, by the way,

is in this book misspelled ; John Eeed, the

gas-lighter of a Philadelphia theatre, be

queathed his skull to the house, to be used

as Yorick's skull in ' Hamlet ' ; while his

compatriot, Mr. Sanborne, like another

Ziska, directed two drumheads to be made

of his skin, on which ' Yankee Doodle '

might be beat on Bunker's Hill on every

17th of June.

The Horatian proclivities of another

American testator have been recorded in

Mr. Tegg's ' Wills of Their Own,' where

may be also found the dispositions of Mr.

Darby or Durley, iwho cut his wife off with

a shilling because she picked his pocket

of sixty guineas, and of tho jovial Capt.

Martinett, who bequeathed his debts to the

Governor of Bengal.

The collection of vindictive wills is one

of the most curious. That of Philip, fifth

Earl of Pembroke, is too long to quote in

extenso, but all its provisions are worth read

ing. Among other things, he agrees with

that class of testators who are exclusive

after death ; and whereas many pious persons

desire to be buried in the church porch, that

men's feet may go over them, he says:—

"Above all, put not my body beneath the

church porch, for I am, after all, a man of birth,

and I would not that I should be interred there

where Colonel Pride was bom."

He goes on :—

" Item : I give my two best saddle horses to

the Earl of Denbigh, whose legs methinks must

soon begin to fail him. As regardeth my other

horses, 1 bequeath them to Lord Fairfax, that

when Cromwell and his council take away his

commission he may still have some horse to

command Item : I give nothing to my Lord
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Saye, and I do make him this legacy willingly,

because I know that he will faithfully distribute

it unto the poor Item : I give to the Lieut. -

General Cromwell one of ruy words, the which

he must want, seeing that he hath never kept

any of his own. "

Henry VII.'s will is characteristically

economical. He desires that

" our executors have a special respect, in our

funeral, to the laud and praising of God, the

health of our soul, and somewhat to our dignity

royal, but avoiding damnable pomp and out

rageous superfluities."

With a "touching compliment," in con

trast to the arbitrary jealousy exhibited by

many testators, we may close our list of ex

tracts. Says Mr. Granville Harcourt :—

" The unspeakable interest with which I con

stantly regard Lady Waldegrave's future fate

induces me to advise her earnestly to unite her

self again with some one who may deserve to

enjoy the blessing of her society during the

many years of her probable survival of my life. "

Such are a very few of the curious and

interesting documents collected by the com

piler's research. Of the merits of the book

as a whole there will be different opinions.

The faculty of wonder, which we are told is

the origin, of knowledge, is perhaps unduly

sensitive in the writer. Certainly an im

mense mass of commonplace, almost of

rubbish, overlies what is worth preserving.

The chapter on " DisputedWiLls," mostly

of recent date, is prolix" and dull in the ex

treme. On the other hand, that on " Wills

of Remarkable Persons," though much

might have been omitted, contains valuable

relics of a great number of illustrious per

sonages. At any rate, the author has taken

much pains to be interesting, and, in spite

of some errors of judgment and perplexing

cross divisions of her subject, has fairly

succeeded.

NOVELS OF THE WEEK.

The Wellfieldt. By Jessie Fothergill. 3 vols.

(Bentley Sc. Son.1

Love and Life. By C. M. Yonge. 2 vols.

(Macmillan & Co.)

The Tcherkess and his Victim. (Hodges.)

Monsell Digby. By W. Marshall. 3 vols.

(Remington & Co.)

Charlie. By Mrs. Woodward. 3 vols.

(S. Tinsley & Co.) •

In 'The Wellfields,' as in her former

books, the author of ' The First Violin ' has

mainly devoted her powers to the delinea

tion of the sentimental part of a love story.

This alone is enough to ensure popularity

for her novel. But it deserves popularity on

other grounds as well. It is the best of her

three books in point of completeness of con

struction, and the character of Jerome Well-

field, who is the principal man, though he

can hardly be called the hero, is more

finished and more consistent than any she has

yet attempted. The author's success in her

description of German life has naturally led

her to lay the scene once more for a great

part in Germany. The other part is laid in

the north-east corner of Lancashire. There

is less music in this book than in the author's

previous works, and here it is used somewhat

as an evil influence. Miss Fothergill has

turned her attention more to painting, and

with this she does not seem to be equally

familiar. Possibly the difficulty is greater

in using the incidents of a painter's life.

The feverish emotions roused by music are

easier to work with. But, whether inten

tionally or not, there is a certain artistic fit-

nesajn the contrast between the love of the

man who won the heroine by thrilling her

artist-nature with music and the more

peaceful and enduring love of the painter-

spirit of the other. It is amusing to watch

the growth of the author's mind, but she

must be warned of the extreme danger

there is in being led to give the rein to her

new ideas. She seems~To~be running the

risk-of descending to the great fault which

women often commit in their novels—losing

sight of the characters and story, and going

ofMnto something whieb is very like sermon

izing. Two places may be mentioned where

Miss Fothergill makes this mistake, one

where she drifts into reflections upon Roman

Catholic ritual, and the other where she

delivers a short lecture upon what it is now

fashionable to call Agnosticism. As in her

• other books, there is here some want of

Ivigour in the climax of the story. To a

Hwriter who has a very considerable gift of

[language, who writes brilliantly as well as

leasily, it is no doubt a great difficulty to

[know how to end. Miss Fothergill does not

give sufficient study to this very important

task. It is obvious that she has the power ;

her .natural Went is unquestionable ; she

has only to be convinced of the necessity to

bestow as mueh labour upon the climax of

her plots as upon their commencement and

unfolding. J

The artifice of filling in the general out

lines of some old myth with a story of recent

times has evidently a strong attraction about

it. Miss Thackeray has done it repeatedly,

borrowing, one may suppose, the notion from

her father, who was fond of suggesting

parallels between the situation of his cha

racters and that of the heroes and heroines

of nursery tales. Miss Tonge followed some

years ago with 'My Young Alcides,' the

difference between the two ladies being that

one goes to romantic, the other to classical

sources—Countess d'Aulnoy and Lempriere.

There must, no doubt, be some satisfaction

for an ingenious mind in the process of in

venting details and names to round off the

work and make the new story suggest,

without too forcibly resembling, the old at

every turn. This was done very cleverly in

'My Young Alcides,' but the story was a

little injured artistically by the too great

prominence which moral teaching was

allowed to assume. In ' Love and Life '

this is better managed. The heroine, like

a virtuously brought up young lady of her

period—the first half of the last century—

attends, of course, to her religious duties,

and derives comfort therefrom in her

troubles ; but the author is too careful of

historical proprieties to make her as

"churchy" as her great-granddaughter

might be, and, from the point of view of

the secular reader, this is an advantage.

Miss Yonge's intimate acquaintance with

tho minutia) of history enables her to

arrange the accessories of her picture cor

rectly, while she has wisely not attempted

a tour de force of style after the manner of

' Esmond.' The scene in Lady Belamour's

boudoir might be, and to some extent is,

taken bodily from Hogarth. All this time

we have not said what ancient myth is here

retold "in eighteenth century costume."

Readers of no more ancient literature than

Mr. Morris's poems will find out for them

selves before they have read very far.

They will probably agree that—with the

exceptiou, perhaps, of a slight stretch of

probability in tho catastrophe, which, how

ever, could hardly have been avoided if the

new story was to follow the lines of the old

—the adventures of Aurelia Delavie and

Sir Amyas Belamour reproduce very prettily

those of their mythical prototypes.

' The Tcherkess and his Victim ' is a book

which would not readily fall into its place in

a classification of the vast mass of printed

matter which may be called the literature

of the Eastern Question. It combines fiction

with fact, sober judgment with perilous

assumption, eager advocacy with here and

there a grain of merely personal predilec

tion. Its variety, indeed, is one of its

charms. It will attract and give pleasure

to many a reader who would have felt him

self unequal to the effort of dealing with

a new and not original disquisition on the

state of affairs in Constantinople ; whilst a

large number of those who take up the

book prepared to find a connected story in

it will not be dismayed to see that they are

expected to imbibe a certain amount of in

struction together with their entertainment.

The particular Tcherkess whom we meet in

these pages is a Circassian chief, and his

victim is a young Greek girl whom he had

got into his possession, and whom he hoped

to turn to profit in the market. A friend

of the narrator, an honest American of

quixotic disposition, is taken to see this

slave by a dwarf who is anxious to get her

out of the hands of her master, and the

passion which he at once conceives for her

is thenceforth a most powerful incentive to

the efforts which he makes to secure her

liberation. At the beginning of the book,

our author, who describes himself as " A

Resident of the last Throe Years," asks us to

accept his " sketches of the moral, social,

and political aspects of life " in Constan

tinople as realistic, not ideal. To some

extent we can do so; but the remarkable

adventures of Jonathan Wildman, his hair

breadth escapes and his heroic achievements,

his chance discovery of the girl's father, his

rescue of her, and their eventual marriage

are, on the face of them, more fictitious than

real. This, indeed, is not denied by the

writer. What he wishes us to understand

is that he has drawn both scenery and

character, both centre and background, from

the life. There is plenty of internal evi

dence to support the statement, and all who

know anything of Oriental manners and

customs, of the social life or even the

modern history of the East, will be disposed

to admit his claim. There are plenty of

female slaves in Constantinople, plenty of

Circassian and other slave-dealers, plenty

of philanthropic and adventurous ghiaours,

though perhaps there is not much violent

rescuing of the oppressed or condign

punishment of the oppressor. The reader

who honestly desires to have the opinion of

an eye-witness on the actual condition of

the Turkish capital has not far to seek for

his gratification. Occasionally, indeed, the

writer introduces this weightier matter with

a clumsy abruptness more calculated to repel

than to attract. There is a certain Mr.

D*aper who plays " Moral" throughout, and
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very didactic he is when it comes to his turn

to speak. Thus, for example, we have the

author and his friends collected in their

favourite summer resort at Prinkipo ; and

this is how their conversation opens :—

" ' What a pity !' I sighed.

'* 'What 's a pity?' asked Wildman, eagerly.

' Come, friend Summer, out with it. No secrets

between comrades in arms, you know.'

"'I was thinking,' said I, 'of this glorious

panorama of smiling sea, with its splendid har

bours, fertile plains, and distant mountains,

spread out around us, and contrasting the state

of the oountry that is with what might be. '

" ' The country is certainly beautiful,' said

Mr. Draper, 'and naturally one of the richest

on the face of the earth ; but such is the degra

dation, want of energy and want of skill of its

inhabitants, that it is practically one of the

poorest and most wretched ' "

And then Mr. Draper talks away, and his

friends listen to him, and the bits of instruc

tion come in. It is not all so bald as the

passage in the midst of which our quotation

is arrested ; but unfortunately there is too

much baldness to entitle ' The Tcherkess and

his Victim 1 to a very high rank amongst

books of its class. The author's views are,

in the main, sound and sensible ; he recog

nizes the good points as well as the bad

points in the Turkish character ; he per

ceives the elements of progressive civiliza

tion which distinguish the Greek race in

particular. But it can hardly be said that

he sees all this with sufficient freshness, or

puts it with sufficient force, to make his

advocacy exceptionally strong. Neverthe

less ' The Tcherkess and his Victim ' is an

interesting book.

Though Mr. Marshall calls the moon

Luna on his first page, without any special

inducement to be poetical in Latin, and

though other pages later on bear marks of

juvenility, both in thought and in expres

sion, his story is a straightforward narrative

of English country life in a manufacturing

district during the second decade of the pre

sent century. The elements of the plot are

by no means original—the misery of the

overworked, overtaxed, underfed artisans,

their prejudices against the new machinery,

their hostility to their employers, their stolid

ignorance and vague aspirations, their vio

lence and defeats, the contrast between mere

noisy agitators and liberal-minded, well-bred

sympathizers with the poor; a love story, an

Attack on a mill, a fire, the perplexity of

good people, the heroism of a few ; and, in

the last chapter or so, a comfortable settle

ment of affairs, which is added as duo rather

to the reader of the story than to any regard

for probability. All this has been done

many times before, and has been done very

well, so that Mr. Marshall could hardly have

hoped to eclipse his predecessors in point of

interest or fidelity to the facts. The narra

tive is circumstantial, and it is, at any rate,

fair to presume that such occurrences as are

here described actually took place, or might

have taken place, at the time indicated. But

there is nothing to show that this novel is

in any special manner based upon recorded

facts, though at least a portion is historical,

as where the rough " spouter of sedition " is

represented as telling his fellow workmen

that "Bonny" had escaped from St. Helena,

that he would soon be in England, that he

would "take the land and redivide it,"

that he would give them real liberty, and '

bring back the good old times. This was

to be heard commonly enough at the begin

ning of the century. Although Mr. Marshall

is not very fresh in his matter or manner,

there is not a little in ' Monsell Digby '

which may be placed to his credit. His

fiction, though not of the highest class,

is puro and pathetic. Many a little touch

of description or reference shows that he

has studied the circumstances of the time,

not merely in its externals, but also for

the purpose of comprehending its ideas and

motives, its domestic records, its popular levels

of intelligence and aspiration. Much of the

central narrative of ' Monsell Digby ' is cal

culated to arrest the reader's attention, and

to make him grateful to the author for a

careful, fairly accurate, and, on the whole,

unprejudiced sketch of a condition of things

which will never cease to have a painful

interest for Englishmen.

' Charlie ' is a book which sadly tries the

reader's patience. It is in the form of an

autobiography, and at the outset the writer

says that the mystery of his birth is "one

of those deep, dark problems which will

never be solved on this side of the grave,"

a statement which is then amplified in a

sentence which extends beyond the length of

a whole page. But this very mystery is per

petually being nearly cleared up, and at one

point it is seen that the writer had the means

of solving it at his command. All seems to

depend upon the secrecy with which the

name of a man who left the writer a legacy

of 30,000/. is withheld from him by a firm

of solicitors. Nothing would have been

easier than to make the discovery at

Somerset House. One other person seems

to have been in some measure in the secret,

but he is made inaccessible by being sent

to the south of France. Mrs. "Woodward

made a great mistake, of which a study of

Mr. Wilkie Collins's books would convince

her, in dealing in this way with a mystery.

Passing to other matters, the writer of the

autobiography is a most wearisome person.

He is, in fact, a model prig. At the age of

eleven or twelve he lectures the woman who

has played the part of mother to him upon

the impropriety of making a speedy second

marriage with the solemnity of a Hamlet

and with much more piety. But the prig

in infancy is even loss detestable than the

prig in love. There is no more sensible

remark in the book than that of the old

clergyman who tells him that he is a fool.

It must not be supposed that thero is anj-

harm in Mrs. Woodward's book beyond

what there may be in the loving delineation

of a prig. The book is very well intentioned,

but the matter of it is hardly fitted for a

novel which is supposed to be designed for

grown-up people.

TRAVELS IN SPAIN.

Viajes de Extranjeros por Espaiia y Portugal

en los Siglos X V. , XVI. , y X VII. Coleccion

de Javier Liske, Rector y Catedratico de His-

toria en la Universidad de Lemberg. Tra-

ducidos y Anotados por J. R. (Madrid, Casa

Editorial de Medina.;

The most interesting of the four accounts of

Spain which appear in this volume is by a Pole,

Nicolaus de Popielovo, who came to Spain and

Portugal in 1484. Any description of Spain of

so early a date is of value, and although Popie-

I lovo's narrative is not to be compared to the

1 racy account of the Peninsula given by the

Bohemian knight Rosmittal in 1465, collectors

of early travels in Spain will welcome this little

volume, which, notwithstanding its careless

translation and poor references and notes, still

contains local details and descriptions which are

of value in helping the student to understand

life in Spain during the fifteenth century.

Popielovo was born at Breslau about the

middle of the fifteenth century. He entered

the military service of the Emperor of Germany,

Frederic HI., in 1473. Soon after, wishing to

see foreign countries, he begged the emperor to

give him credentials for various courts, and in

July, 1483, he left Vienna for England, Portugal,

Spain, and France. He passed by Bavaria,

Heidelberg, Coblenz, Bonn, Cologne, Valen

ciennes, and Malines. During the carnival at

Antwerp he distinguished himself in a tourna

ment by performing wonderful feats with his

lance. From Antwerp he went to England, where

he was well received by Richard III. On the 5th

of June, 1484, he sailed for Spain ; he arrived

at Santiago of Compostella on the 24th of July,

and travelled in Spain and Portugal until the

beginning of the following year, returning to

Breslau in I486. Shortly after he decided

to go to the Holy Land, and died on his way

to Alexandria. The exact date of his death

is unknown.

His travels are written in German. The

original MS. has not been found, but a copy

exists in the Library of St. Elizabeth at Breslau ;

it was published for the first time in 1806 in a

local newspaper, Schlesien Ehedetn und Jetzt.

We gather from the translator's obscure preface

that these travels have been collected by Dr.

Liske, who before publishing the volume lent

it to be translated into Spanish. It is much

to be regretted that the old German text has not

been printed side by side with the translation.

Popielovo's narrative begins with his arrival at

Santiago of Compostella. He visited the famous

Celtic sanctuary of Nuestra Senora de la B&rca,

" which is shaped like a stone ship, with sail and

mast. The mast is higher than three men, and

so broad that three men can hardly compass it ;

notwithstanding, I and my companions wer«

able to move it with one hand, which surely is

a great miracle. "

After describing the relics he saw at the

cathedral of Santiago, he went by Pontevedra

and Oporto to Lisbon. He landed after a ter

rible storm, and he tells us the town is as large as

Cologne or London. He found a lodging out

side the town at a shoemaker's, and Bent for the

king's cook, a native of the Low Countries,

hoping to obtain an audience of the king,

John H. (1435-1495). " My servant told the

cook that his Imperial Majesty had sent me

with letters to the king, and begged him to find

me a lodging." The Court officials turned him

out of his shoemaker's quarters, and the king's

buffoon, a native of Brabant, took him to a

utallasum, a house where travellers paid for

their board and lodgings. Popielovo complained

of this to the cook, and was taken by him into

rooms which at midnight were invaded by

' ' loose women and thieves, who cried out, ' Who

are these robbers who are sleeping in our beds?'

They would havedespatched me," says Popielovo,

" but we pacified them, and they ended by lying

on our beds, and playing cards all night with us."

On tho following morning one of Popielovo's

servants had a tussle with an old woman while

frying fish ; he battered her about the head with

the frying-pan, broke her nose, and naturally

enough was carried off to prison. Popielovo

tried in vain to get him out, and was unsuc

cessful until he saw the king, who received him

very graciously, making him happy by placing

him by his side at table. Portuguese savantt

were sent to talk to him and find out what he

had come to Portugal for. They did not make

a good impression on the Pole, for he says

"they are rough, ill-mannered, and fools, and

consider themselves supremely wise, like Eng

lishmen, who admit no world to be equal to their
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own ; they are, however, more moderate than the

English at their meals, and not so cruel, though

ill-favoured, ugly, and black. The women are

handsome, though more like men than women ;

they wear their dress so open in front that their

breasts can be seen. They are loaded with

heavy petticoats, which make them look like a

' martingans,' and are sensual, stupid, and most

avaricious." Popielovo describes the well-known

expedition of the Portuguese to the coast of

Africa, and the castles and fortresses he saw

there.

He complains of the manner in which he was

stared at by the Portuguese, even in the king's

presence. He tells us that the king, like a wise

man, only eats of five dishes at his table, and

drinks water from a well. " Six boys sit under

his table, two standing on each side of him to

drive away the flies with silk fans. The king

never uses a knife when alone, but tears his

food with his teeth." The habit of kissing the

king's hand seemed to him singular ; he says

he had never seen it at any other court.

On leaving Lisbon the king gave him two fine

Moorish slaves who had just landed from Bar-

bary. The Moors (Moriscos) occupied part of the

town of Lisbon. "Their houses are built of clay,

and whitewashed ; they cover their heads with

white woollen handkerchiefs, and when they

ride out they put on a large broad-brimmed

hat. They are frugal in their habits, and ride

splendid horses with short stirrups and gold or

silver saddles."

Popielovo sailed from Lisbon, and landed near

San Lucar de Barrameda. Passing by Seville,

he went to the province of Granada, and saw

King Ferdinand the Catholic laying siege to

the town of Setenil. " Eight days after my

arrival he received me ; I presented my credentials,

and he allowed me to accompany him to Seville.

I visited the great Cardinal Mendoza, and

talked with him on various subjects, especially

on that of my two slaves, who had been seized

at the Custom House and carried off to prison.

They were kept there for three weeks. Verily I

hopedto find more rectitude among the Spaniards,

but after all my trouble, though my Blaves had

been baptized, 1 was obliged to pay three ducats

to obtain their release."

He found the cathedral of Seville larger than

the one of Cologne, and was present on the

24th of December, 1484, at a procession to com

memorate the taking of Seville by the Christians

under Ferdinand (el Santo). The king and queen

walked in the procession, preceded by the sword

which had been used by St. Ferdinand himself in

the conquest. It still exists at the cathedral.

Popielovo describes it as short, badly made,

dirty, and old-fashioned. "I remarked that

King Ferdinand was Queen Isabel's vassal, for

she walked at his right, and Cardinal Mendoza

at his left. Verily the nobles fear the queen

more than the king. He does nothing but

comply with the queen's orders; indeed, he can

not even, I am told, send off a despatch with

out her permission. She reads all ho writes,

and tears up what sho does not approve of,

even in his presence ; and everything which is

arranged between the queen and the cardinal

must be carried out. They tell me she protects

the Jews. I myself have observed that she has

more confidence in converted Jews than in the

Christians. She allows them to manage her

property, and they arc her principal councillors. "

Popielovo was much stared at in Seville for

going to the cathedral in full armour. "They

asked me all sorts of absurd questions—indeed,

I never met with more ignorant people. If one

of them has been in Rome he imagines that he

has seen the wholo world ; the clergy, with rare

exceptions, know no Latin." Ho tells us that

Granada was inhabited by 00,000 men, and that

l,000arquebusiers could be drawn from one street

alone. For that reason, he says, the town can

only be taken by hunger. Granada was con

quered in 1492, eight years afterwards. At

Cordova he saw the Mosque, "an immense

church with five hundred columns and no doors.

It was built by Moors or Pagans ; more than

three hundred shields hang there, and several

helmets of Germans, Bohemians, and Poles."

Our traveller continued his journey to Valencia

by Jaen and Murcia. The Governor at Valencia

gave him a mule with fine gay trappings. He

rode along the streets, and was presented to the

ladies. "They obliged me to take them into

my arms and kiss them. Although verily I have

never derived pleasure from kissing women, I

could not deprive them of it, for in sooth they

were very handsome." It is interesting that we

should find mention of the Hispano-Moresque

lustred wares at so early a date. He says :

" At Manises, Muel, Ateca, Gerart, and

Paterna fine pottery is made, blue and gold

coloured, which is exported into all Christian

countries." He found the kingdoms of Aragon

and Valencia largely inhabited by Moors ; the

Jews in order to save their lives and fortunes

had adopted the Christian faith, but among a

hundred there was hardly one who practised with

sincerity ; they followed their religion in secret,

and if found out were burned most miserably.

The second description of Spain is taken from

a collection of twenty-seven folio volumes in

Latin made in 1600 by Stanislaus Gorski.

These volumes had been forgotten until Count

Titus Dzialynski edited eight of them at Pos-

nania, in 1852-60, with the following title,

' Acta Toraiciana, Epistolae, Legationes, Re-

sponsa, Actiones res geste Serenissimi Prin-

cipis Sigismundi, eius Nominis Primi, Regis

Polonie,' &c.

Among the interesting despatches they contain

is the correspondence of Joannes Dantiscus, who

was sent as Polish envoy to Spain during the

reign of the Emperor Charles V., from 1515

to 1532. Dantiscus appears to have been a man

of good parts and an excellent poet. He accom

panied his sovereign to the Congress of Vienna.

Dr. Liske, who gives none of the original texts,

tells us in the abstract which he has made from

these volumes, and which is translated into

Spanish, that Dantiscus describes in a most

lively style Spanish manners of the time, and

gives numerous details concerning the emperor's

private life. He seems to have known all the

celebrities of his time, and a letter exists from

Carte's reminding Dantiscus of their feats to

gether at Madrid. Dantiscus also gives curious

details of the Inquisition, and mentions meeting

Martin Luther, who, he says, was "demo-

niacum simillimum regi Danie [Christian, King

of Denmark] in moribus et aspectu." His

account of the battle of Pavia is entertaining,

as are likewise the details of the arrival in

Madrid of Francis I. , the king's illness, and the

arrival of the Princess of Alencon. The MS.

volumes of these documents, which exist in the

Leipzig Library, contain much information of

interest about Germany, France, and England.

The third description of Spain is from a

diary in German, 'Tagebuch des Erich Lassota

von Steblau. Halle, Verlag von G. E. Barthel,'

edited by Dr. Reinholt Schottin, 18C6. It is

impossible to discover from this translation

where the original MS. is. Lassota von Steblau

came to Spain in 1580, with the German legion

under Capt. Kripp ; he remained in Spain for

four years, and took part in the invasion of

Portugal during the reign of Philip II. His

diary gives a faithful account of the events

which took place during his stay ; the descrip

tions which he gives us of the famous Spanish

sanctuaries are graphic and entertaining. The

details of the military movements of the foreign

soldiers, their rations, and other details will be

read with interest by those who occupy them

selves with military matters in the sixteenth

century.

The fourth narrative is by James Sobieski,

who travelled in Spain in 1011. It was first pub

lished in Polish in 1833, at Posnania, by Count

Eduard Raczynski. His description of Spain is

not so full of details of social life as that of

Popielovo, but it adds one more item to what

we know from the accounts of other travellers,

is more generally accessible in Spanish than in

Polish, and will therefore be acceptable to col

lectors of early Spanish travels.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

Mr. Thomas Newberry has accomplished a

very laborious task now that he has finished The

Englishman's Bible (Eyre & SpottiBwoode). The

editor's object has been to show the reader of

the authorized version wherein it is inaccurate or

wanting in precision. The book is designed for

persons who are ignorant of Hebrew and Greek

as well as for others. Attention is called to the

defects of the authorized version by means of a

number of signs, letters, and notes. It must be

said that these are so numerous as to make the

text very unsightly and difficult to read. Nor

are the signs intelligible without considerable

study of the elaborate explanation in the twenty

introductory pages. At the same time it must

be acknowledged that Mr. Newberry's work

must have required extraordinary perseverance.

We have before us a copy of Herr Julius

Pelzholdt's Bibliographia Dantea (Dresden,

Schonfeld), one of those minutely laborious

compilations to which Dante and Shakspeare

alone (unless we may now add Shelley) seem to

have the power of urging their devotees. It

professes—and we have no doubt that its profes

sion comes near to performance—to give the title

and chief particulars of every book, pamphlet,

article, or picture in any way relating to Dante

that has been published from 1865 to the begin

ning of the current year. In some cases the

connexion with the poet- is of the very slightest.

Thus a pamphlet on the necessity of a " classico-

national" school in Italy gets a place in the

list because its first title is ' Dante nel Secolo

Decimonono'; while another work, 'On the

Syntax and Style of the Predecessors of Dante,'

would seem to have little more right to be here

than Southey's ' Doctor ' in a medical library. The

majority, however, really have some bearing

upon the study of Dante ; and it gives some

notion of the extent to which he is studied

when we find that the "Indices auctorum et

artificum" (of which there are three) contain

upwards of 1,000 names. Deducting those whose

writings have merely been reprinted in the given,

period, it may be reckoned that once a week for

the last fifteen years some one or other has

favoured the world with his views in regard to

some point or points in the writings or life of

Dante.

We have received the first number of the

Revue de l'£cole d"Alger, which, according to

the prospectus, will contain articles only by

the professors of the newly created school of

higher studies in Algiers. It is to be hoped

that the following fasciculi will contain sounder

articles than that on the ' Ablative D in Latin '

and more original ones than that on the ' lmi-

tatio Christi.' We should have imagined that

there were monthly and quarterly magazines

enough in French on all branches of learning in

which important articles could find room. If

every school is to have its own periodical the

result can only be that such papers will -have

a very short existence. It is really impossible

for any specialist to read all the numerous

reviews and programmes in order to find out

amongst the hundreds of them the few which

contain anything of importance.

Messrs. Whittaker & Co. send us A Dic

tionary of Daily Blunders, containing a collection

of mistakes often made in speaking and writing.

It is not possible to speak with certainty of the

merits of a dictionary until one has constantly

used it, but, so far as we can discover from a

brief perusal of the handy little volume, the

author's work has been very well done.

The latest addition to the "Familiar Quota

tions" series of books published by Messrs.
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Whittaker & Co. is a reprint of Rejected

Addresses.

We have on our table Memoir of the Rev.

Charles A. Chaste! de Boinville, by T. Constable

(Niabet),—A Pleasure Trip to India, by M. E.

Corbet (Allen & Co.),— Who are the Scotch? by

J. Bonwick (Bogue),—Introductory History of

England, by W. M. Lupton (Longmans),—

Shakespeare's Hamlet, edited by J. M. D.

Meiklejohn (Chambers),—The Practical Work

ing of the Gelatine Emulsion Process, by Capt.

W. de W. Abney (Piper & Carter),—Stock-

keeping for Amateurs, by W. H. Ablett (' The

Bazaar ' Office),—Cucumber Culture for Ama

teurs, by W. J. May ('The Bazaar ' Office),—

Bulbs and Bulb Culture, Part III., by D. T.

Fish ('The Bazaar' Office),—The Sportsman's

Handbook to Practical Collecting and Preserving

Trophies, by R Ward (The Author, 166, Picca

dilly),—Practical Boat Sailing for Amateurs, by

G. C. Davies ('The Bazaar' Office),—Observations

on the Constitution of Healthy Dwellings, by D.

Galton (Oxford, Clarendon Press),—Report of the

Transactions of the Sanitary Institute of Great

Britain, Vol. L, by H. C. Burdett and F. de

Chaumont (Marsh & Co.),—Report upon Certain

Epidemic Outbreaks of Enteric Fever in April,

1880 (Glasgow, Anderson), — Counsels to a

Young Wife, by G. Black (Ward & Lock),—

The Irish Crisis : being a Narrative of the

Measures for the Relief of the Great Irish

Famine of 1846-7, by Sir C. Trevelyan, Bart.,

K.C.B. (Macmillan),—The English Visitor's Guide

to the Brussels Exhibition, 1880, by R. H.

Mason (Stanford), — Guide to Kelso (Kelso,

Rutherford),—Kings of Kdshmira, by J. C.

Dutt (Triibner), — Ally Sloper's Sentimental

Journey in Search of Aldgate Pump, by C. H.

Ross (' Judy ' Office),—Love in Cuprus, by M.

Chorlton (Moxon & Co.),— The Rescue of Child-

Smd, by Rev. W. F. Crafts (Sunday School

Union),—The Conceited Sparrow of Neemuch,

by A. P. F. (Remington),—The Waif, by F.

Coppee (Kerby & Endean), — Miscellaneous

Poems, by C. K. T. (Moxon & Co.),—The

Romance of the Youth of Arthur, by J. S. Stuart-

Glennie (Moxon & Co.),—An Eastern Afterglow,

by W. S. Wood (Bell),—Metlakahtla and the

North Pacific Mission, by E. S. (Seeley),—Sotne

Helps fur School Life, by the Rev. J. Percival

(Rivingtons), — Encyklovaedie der Naturwissen-

schaften, Parts X. and XL , by Prof. Dr. G. Jager

(Breslau, Trewendt),—The Lusiad of Camoens,

by R F. DufT (Lisbon, Lewtas),—and Etudes

Politiques de I'Histoire Romaine, Vol. L, by P.

Devaux (Triibner). Among New Editions we

have The Rhine, by K. Baedeker (Dulau),—

Practical General Continental Guide (Triibner),

—Practical Guide for France, Belgium, Holland,

and the Rhine (Triibner),—The Parliamentary

Poll-Book of all Elections, by F. H. M'Calmont

(Stanford),—Tales and Legends in Verse, by A.

Buckler (Griffith & Farran),—A Familiar His

tory of Birds, by the late E. Stanley (Longmans),

—and The Bee-Keeper's Manual, by the late H.

Taylor (Groombridge). Also the following Pam

phlets: The Profession ofan "Architect " (Hodder

& Stoughton),—On tlte Educational Treatment

of Incurably Deaf Children, by \V. B. Dalby

(Churchill),— The Popular hod, Part II., edited

by Tommy (Bennett Brothers),—Foreign and

Home Trade Compared, by J. Wood (Wilson),

—Th^RegenerMtiQU of Roumania, by K. Wplski

(Kerby & Endean),—and National Industrial In

surance and Employer's Liability, by G. Howell

(P. S. King).

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.
Alias's (Rev. J.) Manual of universal Church History.

Vol. 3, 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Lias's (Kev. J. J.) Sermons preached at St. David's College,

Lampeter, cr. 8vo. 4/ cl.
Thornely's (T.) Ethical and 8ocial Aspects of Habitual Con

fession to a Priest, cr. 8vo. 4/6 cl.

Law.
Blgelow's (M. M.) History of Procedure in England from

the Norman Conquest to the Norman Period, 1066-1204,
8vo. 16/ cl.

Fine Art.

Green's (Kev. B. G.) Pictures from the German Fatherland,
drawn with Pen and Pencil, imp. 8vo. 8/ cl.

Poetry and the Drama.

Exxelln, a Dramatic Poem, by Two Brothers, 12mo. 5/ cl.
Paton's (A. P. J The Hamnet Shakespeare, Vol. 1, 8vo. 16/ cl.

Music.

Watson's (J. L.) Manual of Music, cr. 8vo. 2/ cl.

Geography and Travel.

Brasscy's (Mrs.) Voyage in the Sunbeam, adapted for School
and Class Reading, 12mo. 2/ cl.

Hertfordshire. Guide to, by an Old Inhabitant, cr. 8vo. 6/cl.
Knight's (E. F.) Albania, a Narrative of Recent Travel, 14/ cl.

Philology.

Aristophanes, The Acharnians, with Introduction, Ac., by
W. W. Merry, 12mo. 2/ cl. swd.

Collins'* (T.) Unseen Papers in Latin Prose and Verse, with
Examination Questions, 12mo. 2/6 cl.

Macmillan's Progressive French Reader, I., First Tear, by
G. E. Fasnacht, 12mo. 2/6 cl.

Moir's (J.) Continuous Latin Prose Exercises, 12mo. 3/6 cl.
Shakespeare's King Richard the Third, edited by W. A.

Wright, 12mo. 2/6 swd.

Science.

Angel's (H.) Practical Plane Geometry and Projection for
Science Classes, Ac, Vol. 1, Text, cr. 8vo. 3/6; Vol. 2,
Plates, 4to. 6/ cl.

Gamgee's (A.) Text^Book of the Phvsiological Chemistry of
the Animal Body. Vol. 1, 8vo. 18/ cl.

Lawson's (\V.) Outlines of Physiography, complete, 2/6 cl.

General Literature.

Alberg's (A.) Fabled Stories from the Zoo, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Bourne's (C. E.) The Fisherman of Rhava, or Djahnal's

Voyage to Ethan, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Bower's (5.) Leaves from a Hunting Journal, fol. 21/ bds.
DennUons (W. T.) Orcadian Sketch-Book, being TraiU of

Old Orkney Life, cr. Kvo. 3/6 cl.
Farrer's (J. A.) Crimes and Punishments, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Franc's (M. J.) Beatrice Melton's Discipline, 12mo. 4/ cl.
Gibbon's (C.) Queen of the Meadow, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Henderson's ( W.) My Life as an Angler, cheaper ed., 7/6 cl.
Meade's (L. T.) A Dweller In Tents, cr. ovo. 2/6 cl.
Oliphant's (Mrs.) He that Will Not when He May, 3 vols. 31/6
BainUbury's (G.) Primer of French Literature, cr. 8vo. 2/ cl.
Smith's (S.) Si. Martin's Summer, 3 vols. cr. 6vo. 31/6 cl.
Stray Leaves from the Road-side, Illustrating Country Life,

by J. T. B., 12mo. 2/6 cl.
Weisse's (J. A.) The Obelisk and Freemasonry according to

the Discoveries of Belxonl and Gorringe, 8vo. 10/6 cl.

FOREIGN.

Theology.

Krichenbauer (A.)i Theogonle u. Astronomic, 12m.
Raabe (A.): Die Klagelieder d. Jeremias u. der Predlger d.

Salomon, Text and Notes, 6m.

Law.

Esmarch(K): RomlscheRechtsgeschlchte, Parts2and 3,3m.
Bchulte (J. F. v.): Die Geschichte der Quelleu u. Literatur

d. canonischeu Hcchts, Vol. 3, Part 3, 38m. 20.

Fine Art.

Krumbholx (K.) : Das Vegetabile Ornament, Part 6, 10m.
Monuments de l'Art Antique, edited by Olivier Rayet, Part 1,

2olr.
Philology.

Minor (J.) u. Sauer ( A.) : Studieu zur Goethe- Philologie, 6m.
Ogonowski ( E. ) : CHudien auf dem Gebiute der Rutheuischen

Hprache, 4m. 50.
Palander (E. W.); Uebersicht der neueren Russischen Lite

ratur, 2m.
Science.

Worpitxky (J.) : Lahrbuch der Differential- u. Integral-Rech-

nung, 24m.

NEWCASTLE FREE LIBRARY.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Sept. 13, 1880.

After an intestine contest of some severity,

which has lasted not less than ten years, the

burgesses of this ancient town to-day witnessed

with every manifestation of joy the opening of a

free public library. The difficulties whiun the

Library Committee had to overcome before they

accomplished their purpose were of no ordinary

kind. The first rampart of opposition that had

to be forced was the great unwillingness of a*

large mass of ratepayers to be taxed for the

purpose of providing the community with Buch

frivolous things as books. The second difficulty

to be surmounted was the acquisition of a site

for the new edifice that would have to be raised

to contain the library when formed. This

obstacle was overcome after some negotiation in

a manner well worthy of notice ana imitation,

by the voluntary immolation of an institution

that had done good work in its day, but was now

ready for nirvana. The Mechanics' Institution,

which performed this act of Belf-sacrifice, was

founded in 1825, and upon its committee and

among its lecturers were men who, like Stephen

son and Armstrong, attained to world-wide lame,

and others, like Doubleday and Mackenzie, who

acquired renown perhaps more brilliant if more

circumscribed. The peaceful arrangement thus

made involved the acceptance by the Corpora

tion of the responsibility of continuing certain

art and science classes in connexion with the

Library. So much the better, and from many of

the speeches I heard to-day it may be gathered

that an art gallery and a museum will follow.

For this purpose, however, more space will be

necessary, and for the enlargement of the site of

the new building near the Mechanics' Institute

it was needful to make another sacrifice, most

grievous to all antiquarian souls in this home of

antiquaries. The Carliol Tower, otherwise known

as the Weavers' Tower, part of the old fortifi

cations of the town, must come down, and

down it came mid the tears and execrations of

many a Dryasdust. Not much harm was really

done, for it was found to consist of nothing but

rubble and to have been built upon the un

blessed foundation of sand. Moreover, there

remain in other parts of the town more ancient

and interesting relics of these defences raised

against the warlike Scots.

The ceremonies of to-day began by the open

ing of a well-arranged lending library in the old

Mechanics' Institution. Dr. Newton, Chairman

of the Library Committee, assisted by Mr.

Cowen, the eloquent M.P. for Newcastle, by the

young Earl of Durham, and others, gave great

effect to this proceeding. Then followed the

laying of the foundation stone by Mrs. Newton

on the site of "Carliol," in view of some thou

sand spectators. So austere are the demands

of civic freedom in this town that the ceremony

was often interrupted by the passage of vans

and omnibuses along the street occupied by the

crowd. A luncheon at the Assembly Rooms was

more or less enlivened by speeches from Mr.

Cowen and other local notabilities. The French

and American ambassadors, who were expected,

did not attend. The evening meeting at the

Town Hall consisted of at least two thousand

people, who were delighted with a finished

oration by Prof. Leone Levi, and by several

happy touches of Mr. Cowen, who was in the

chair, and whose popularity here was testified to

by the almost frantic applause whenever he

spoke or was spoken of. From all I hear he

fully deserves the enthusiastic love of his fellow

townsmen Mr. Haggerston, the librarian of

the new library, has issued an excellent cata

logue of the lending library, indexing not only

the titles of hooks on the shelves, but in many

useful ways the contents of the books, reviews,

and magazines. I cordially echo the congratula

tions offered on the signal success of this day

of inauguration and the wishes pronounced by

acclamation for the uninterrupted success of the

new library. R. H.

JEHEMIAH RICH'S SHORTHAND.

Stretford, near Manchester, Sept. 7, 1880.

The explanation of the similarity of Rich'a

shorthand characters and those of Cartwright

may arise from the circumstance that both

persons arranged the scheme in common, and

that upon the death of the latter, at a time

when it was customary for nearly every person

to take note? of sermons, Rich carried on the

work of teaching it. But the fact was that the

poverty of invention amongst the shorthand

authors between the time of Willis and Mason

gave a striking uniformity in the several

alphabets. The system, e.g., used by Pepys

has always been considered as the method of

Rich ; whereas it was, as I have pointed out

in a paper on the cipher of Pepys's diary, the

modification called Shelton's. Rich's alphabet,

however, may be claimed for a writer earlier,

than Cartwright. Some years ago Mr. Thomp

son Cooper, F. S. A. , the author of ' Parliamentary

Shorthand ' (1858), which was based in a great

measure on the lines of Rich, called my atten

tion to a system which, in 1632, went under

the name of Arkisden's. This " inventor " was

a graduate of Cambridge. His alphabet varies

very slightly from that of Rich ; it is said to

be "approved of in Cambridge to be the best

yet invented," and the method was " not yet
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printed or common." My shorthand collections

contain notes of Cartwrkjht's very rare ' Semo-

graphy,' dated 1042, taken from the British

Museum copy (1043, 6. 14), where it is certainly

stated, in the words of a pretty common formula,

that the work was invented and composed for

the benefit of others by William Cartwright,

and that it "is now set forth by his nephew,

Jeremiah Rich, immediate next to the author

deceased." Rich's method had an extraordinary

career, and came under the commendation of

John Locke. It had many titles. ' Semigraphy,'

or 'Art's Variety,' appeared in 1654, when

" the author and teacher " was dwelling in

Mill Lane, St. Olave's, Southwark. He sub

sequently called it 1 The World's Rarity,' and

gave his residence in Swithin's Lane. There

was an edition of this issue before 1660, when

it was advertised in Winstanley's ' England's

Worthies.' His tiny volume of the Psalms in

metre was published in 1659, and was sold at

his house, the Golden Ball, in Swithin Lane,

near London Stone. The companion volume,

the New Testament, appeared about the same

time, with the names of many of his patrons.

In 1669 his system appeared as ' The Pen's

Dexterity.' The method was also issued on

a sheet. About 1700 an edition was published

by John Marshall, dedicated to the Hon. Lady

Mary Rich, and in the same year T. Milbourn

offered a rival edition, called ' The Pen's Dex

terity Completed, or Mr. Rich's shorthand now

perfectly taught, which in his lifetime was never

done by anything made public in print, because

it would have hindered his practice.' OtheT

editions were : sixth, 1713 ; another, 1716 ;

fifteenth edition, 1750; eighteenth, 1764; nine

teenth, 1775. Rich's editors, &c. , were Addy,

Botley, Stringer, Doddridge, &c. Most of these

details are from copies in my own hands.

John E. Bailey.

NOTES FBOM NAPLES.

Sept. 6, 1880.

The life and works of Edward Fusco, col

lected by his widow, are now in the press, under

the title of ' Delia Vita e delle Opere di Edoardo

Fusco.' Professor of Anthropology in the Uni

versity of Naples, as also of Pedagogia, his work

entitled ' II Progresso Educativo ' gained him

much praise not only in Italy, but in other

countries. At the age of twenty-four he left

Naples as a volunteer to engage in the struggle

for the liberty of his native land. On the down

fall of the Bourbons ho returned in 1860.

During his exile ho visited Corfu, Athens, and

Constantinople, finally establishing himself in

London. Whilst in England ho occupied him

self as a tutor, and in that capacity was engaged

at Eton and at King's College, for the pupils of

which he wrote two courses of literature in

English, one of which was published, after his

death in 1876, in Macmillan s Magazine, accom

panied by a brief notice of his life by Mr. Matthew

Arnold. In London he enjoyed the friendship

of Panizzi, Carlo Pepoli, and Sir James Lacaita,

whilst he was in correspondence with the most

illustrious Liberals of Italy. On his return to

Naples he edited the Nazionc, was appointed

Inspector of Public Works, and finally Inspector-

General of Public Instruction, an office for which

he was eminently qualified. Together with

Settembrini and Inibriani he did good work,

which was, unfortunately for his country, inter

rupted by his premature death. His widow,

with affectionate reverence for his memory, now

gives his works to the public ; but that on which

his reputation is most firmly established is his

course of lectures on anthropology and peda

gogia, delivered in the University of Naples

between 1866 and 1873. H. W.

THE INTERNATIONAL LITERARY CONGRESS.

Lisbon, Sept. 10, 1880.

Papers will be read, according to the

at the sessions of the

Literary Congress as follows :—An historical

epitome of the influence exercised by the vari

ous foreign literatures, ancient and modern,

upon the different epochs of national literatures.

—Translation from a literary point of view ; its

fidelity ; are there translations correctly and

conscientiously executed of the great foreign

works ?—The existing relations between trans

lators and publishers, and the authors of foreign

books ; what is the custom with respect to re

quests for authorization and remuneration ? state

of opinion among the public, the press, and the

Parliament; statistics and biography.—Study of

the legislation of various nations with regard to

the right of translation, and also with regard to

diplomatic conventions.

The Secretary-General, M. Jules Lermina,

who is shortly expected here, will distribute

letters of invitation on his arrival. M. L.

MISS CHESSAR.

Miss Jane Agnes Chessar, who died at

Brussels on the 3rd inst. , rendered, in her com

paratively short life of about forty-five years,

too much good service to educational reform for

her name to be at once forgotten. A native of

Aberdeen, where she made excellent use of the

schooling there provided for girls as well as boys,

she came to London at the age of sixteen, and at

once found congenial occupation as a teacher on

the staff of the Home and Colonial School

Society in the Gray's Inn Road. Her connexion

with that useful institution lasted for nearly

fifteen years, and was only amicably severed

when she found herself called upon to devote all

her time to more important educational work

outside. Miss Chessar was almost the first to

make teaching a good, dignified, and fairly well-

paid profession for women. During several

years she conducted classes in special subjects

at the North London Collegiate School for

Girls, which, under Miss Buss's management,

has assumed the proportions of a great public

school, and at other large ladies' schools in

which really good teaching was required. She

also gave private lessons, sometimes, we believe,

to youths as well as to girls, and her skill in teach

ing, and the repute it brought her, enabled her

to obtain for her work as good remuneration as

she would have received had she been a man, and

thus to set an example by which other duly

qualified women teachers havo profited.

In the work of the London School Board Miss

Chessar took a lively interest from the first. In

1873, on Mrs. Garrett Anderson's retirement

from her seat on the Board as one of the mem

bers for Marylebone, she was elected to succeed

her. In that capacity Miss Chessar laboured

with such zeal and intelligence as won the admi

ration of all her colleagues and disarmed the

opposition of those critics who considered the

office too "public " a one for a woman to hold

with propriety. The three years during which

she was on the School Board were especially the

years in which the details of Board school man

agement had to be decided upon ; and, while mak

ing girls' schools and the governesses her special

charge, her long experience and sturdy common

sense enabled her to be of great service in

directing all the practical affairs of the Board.

She applied herself so energetically to these

affairs, indeed, that the strain, added to the

burden of her own profession as a teacher, was

more than she could bear. Her health broke

down, and was only partly restored by a winter

passed in Algiers. Her doctors, therefore, for

bade her seeking re-election in 1876, although

her popularity with her constituents was such

that there would havo been little need for her to

undertake the severest labours of a contest.

Since 1876 Miss Chessar had lived in partial

retirement, though still taking a keen interest

in all matters concerning education and the

social position of women. Sho was for many

years a contributor to the Queen. As one illus

tration of the intelligent interest always taken

by hor in women's welfare, it may be mentioned

that she started a swimming club for female

teachers in London. She also founded a ladies'

debating society, in which some of the younger

ladies, who have since become prominent as

School Board members and in other ways, took

their first lessons in oratory. The promoters of

the Somerville Club for Women, which is now

in process of formation, were expecting much

from her promised participation in their bold

enterprise when the painful news of her death

arrived. She had gone to Brussels to take part

in the Educational Congress lately held there, but

was prostrated by a recurrence of the ailments

that had long afflicted her. Her death, it is

considered, was hastened by the shock she re

ceived on hearing of the sudden death of her

friend Prof. Hodgson a few days before.

Ittetarp CSoastp.

We hear that a Civil List pension of 80/.

a year has been granted, to the sister of

Keats, Madame Llanos of Madrid, upon the

advice of Mr. Gladstone and at the sug

gestion of Lord Houghton. The biographer

of Keats hadDDtained from Lord-Beacons-

fieldTa donation, from the Royal Bounty

Fund for Madame Llanos, but had very

properly refused to rest content with any

thing less than the annual pension which his

efforts havo now secured.

The statement which has heen made to

the effect that Mr. Tennyson would write

for, and Mr. Bentlej' publish, Miss Helen

Mathers's (Mrs/Jbienry A. Reeves's) pro

posed new magazine was unauthorized, and

is incorrect.

The Fortnightly Review for October will

contain a critical article by Mr. Swinburne,

called ' A Century of English Poetry,' and

the Gentleman's Magazine will contain an

article by him upon a discovery

with Dryden.

The Cry or the Clerk,' which appeared

in last week's Punch, and which has been

prominently noticed by the press, is written

by Mrj_I^ment_Scott. It is in the same

vein as Hood's ' Song of the Shirt,' which

appeared originally in the same periodical. _

Messrs. J. & R. Maxwell have in the

press a new novel by Miss Braddon, entitled

' Just as I Am.' It may be expected at the

end of the present month, when will also

appear ' The Scarsdale Peerage,' by Mr. F.

Talbot.

A new novel, illustrative of modernEnglish

life and manners, by Mr. George-Mac Donald,

entitled ' Mary Marston,' is to be published

in the Manchester Weekly Times. The first

instalment will appear on October 2nd. _

We understand that Mr. R. L. Steven

son will contribute a comic poem in the

Scottish vernacular to an early number of

Fraser.

An Edinburgh Correspondent writes

" It may be of interest to your readers to

learn that the Directors of the Edinburgh Philo

sophical Institution hara recently given orders

for ' Ouida'B ' novels to be withdrawn from

circulation. A large number of her novels lie

"on the shelves. No such order has been given

regardiiig^_tho magazines, in which some of her

short~slories first appeared."

"We understand that of The Boys' News

paper, published by Messrs. Cassell, Potter,

Galpiu & Co. on Wednesday, one hundred

thousand copies were required on the day of

publication.

V
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/ Messrs. Chapman & Hall have in hand

a work on South America by Mr. A. Gal-

• lenga^who has lately returned from a com-

pletetour of that continent. It treats espe

cially of Peru and_Chili,lhfi. region of the

Pviver^Hate^ParRguay, and Bra2it,~«nd

contains descriptions of the railway route

across" the'Andes, and of the inland districts

of the Argentine ^Republic and of Chili.

A jtew volume by Mr. E. W. Dale, of

Birmingham, ' The Evangelical Eevival and

other Sermons,' will be published imme

diately by Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton.

Messrs. Virtue & Co. announce a new

illustrated work, called ' Picturesque Pales

tine, Sinai, and Egypt.' It is to be edited by

Col. Wilson, Consul-General in Asia Minor,

and formerly Engineer to the Palestine Ex

ploration Society. Canon Tristram. Frof.

Palmer, Miss M. E. Rogers, Col. Warren,

Lieut. Conder, Dr. Scharf, Dr. Jessop, Air.

E."T. Rogers, the Rev. F. W. Holland, and

Col. Wilson are the chief contributors. The

work will be issued in forty parts.

Messrs. TrCbner & Co. write, under date

of September loth, as follows :—

"A librarian has called our attention to a

statement made by the reviewer of Hall's

' fififilU"1 Expedition,' viz., that it was
issuedTfi >r free distribution to thugreat libraries,'

&c.' We have in our possession a letter from

Prof. Nourse, in which he states that not a copy

_ was so disposed of, although the ' First Expedi
tion ' was pretty freely distributed. ,T**^

Mr. William Paterson, of Edinburgh,

has in preparation, to be published by sub

scription at twelve guineas, an important

heraldic work, entitled ' Scottish Arms :

a Collection of Armorial Bearings, a.d.

137(£-1678, Reproduced in Fac-siniile from

Contemporary Manuscripts.' Mr. R. R.

Stodart, Lyon Clerk Depute, will contribute

copious genealogical and heraldic notices.

Dr. VAroHAN, the Dean of Llandaff, has

been appointed one of the vice-presidents of

the Cymmrodorion Society, in the room of

the late Mr. Serjeant Parry.

Dr. Charles Macjlay is about to issue

a work on ' Obscure Words and Phrases in

Shakspeare and the Elizabethan Dramatists,'

which he undertakes to explain for the first

time from the Celtic sources of the English

language and the vernacular idioms of the

English in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. " The Celtic," says Dr. Mackay,

in a brief exposition of the subject and ob

ject of his publication, " though Dr. Samuel

Johnson and others, who spoke without

knowledge, were of a contrary opinion, was

not wholly superseded by the Saxon, erro

neously called the Anglo-Saxon, but re

mained to a very considerable extent in

use among the labouring classes and the

unliterary population until long after the

time of Shakspeare, and exists to the pre

sent day in many slang words and the lan

guage of the vulgar." Convinced that there

exists " a Saxon prejudice against the Celtic

languages and their dialects," the author

has resolved, in this instance, to be his own

publisher, and " to issue his work directly to

the admirers of the poet and to such students

of philology as axe ready to receive the truth

whencesoever it may come, and however

much it may run counter to preconceived

opinions."

A large folio volume, containing the

original drawings by John Carter for the

plates of his well-known work entitled

'The Ancient Architecture of England.'

published in 1795, has lately been purchased

for the Manuscript Department of tho Bri

tish Museum.

The Earl of Northbrook, the new Pre

sident of t he Birmingham and Midland

Institute, will deliver his inaugural address

In the Town Hall on the 29tli of October.

The first list of lectures is a very attractive

one. Mrs. Mark Paltison, wife of the Rector

of Lincoln College, will lecture upon ' The

Relations between Art and State created in

Fxanc«r~Ey '{Tie ~¥G£ty~ n£ Jiichelieu ' ; the

Rev. J.~G. Wood"will discourse upon natural

history ; Mr. Edmund Gosse ou English

poetry; and Prof. Knight on S|inoza; the

rest of the course being occupied by in

teresting scientific subjects.

The forthcoming number of the Journal of

the British Archaeological Association will

contain among others the following articles :

' Charters relating to the Government of

Great Yarmouth,' by C. G. Teniswood;

' The Ancient Coins of Norwich,' by H. W.

Henfrey ; ' Antiquarian Losses in Coventry

during a Century and a Half,' by W. G.

Fretton, F.S.A. ; and ' Roman Inscribed

Stones at Rookwood, near Llandaff,' by the

Rev. Prebendary H. M. Scarth.

A jtew work, entitled ' The Consolations of

the Christian Seasons,' by the Rev. George

Edward Jelf, M.A., Canon Residentiary of

Rochester, will shortly be published by Mr.

Walter Smith. Canon Jell is the author of

' Secret Trials of the Christian Life.'

The Philobiblion, an American bibliogra

phical and literary journal, which ceased to

appear seventeen years ago, is to be resusci

tated. The first number of the now scries

will bo published early iu October. Messrs.

Triibher^ AFTCbT-will be the London pub

lishers? The same firm send us an an

nouncement of a new bi-monthly magaziiia,

called Education, tfhjlh will be published at

j^SBlba, b.s:

M. Paul Meyer, Professor in the College

de_ France, pflTts; is paying visits to our

great libraries in order to finish the extracts

from MSS. for his book on the Alexander

legend in the Romance literature.

MM. E. Plo* &~CiT. announce a great

variety of almanacs for 1881, to be ready on

the 20th inst. at the Depot Central des

Almanachs in Paris.

SCIENCE .y

Medical Education and Practice in all Paris

of the World. By Herbert Junius Hard-

wicke, M.D. (Churchill.)

Tins work is a valuable manual, of interest

not only to medical men, but also to the

literary public, who evince at the present

day so much enthusiasm in studying the in

tellectual condition of foreign nations, chiefly,

no doubt, from magazine articles. Medical

legislation is, as experience amply proves,

one of the latest developments of civilization.

Still, the association of medicine with learn

ing is so intimate that the healing art is

generally taken in hand at universities,

even in many imperfectly civilized nations.

Although medical education is often in such

cases very inefficient, it has gained a local

habitation whence it may develope and

improvo if the nation itself improves. Let

us, for instance, glean from Dr. Hard-

wicke's book facts as to the condition of

medicine in some of the Spanish-American

republics. In Honduras and Nicaragua

no university exists. Guatemala and San

Salvador can each boast of such an insti

tution. The natives of all these countries,

so pleasant to livo out of, are charac

terized by " indolence, gross immorality,

and an utter absence of all principle."

Let circumstances make these four republics

prosperous, let their inhabitants take to

mending fractures of the Decalogue, then

it is clear that Guatemala and San Sal

vador will still remain relatively superior

to Honduras and Nicaragua, where uni

versities will have to be formed. In the

two former countries the colleges are already

in existence, and a better state of public

opinion will make their improvement a

labour of love.

In many of tho Spanish-American re

publics there is perfect free trade in medi

cine, and tho enterprising young English

doctor may settle in any village under the

shade of Chimborazo without having to pass

an examination in Spanish ; but in Ecuador

" it is no uncommon occurrence for a doctor

and his patient to be found engaged in a free

fight, resulting from the patient's refusal to

pay the doctor's bill." Turning from Quito

in disgust, the young doctor may mako a for

tune in the Argentine Republic vory quickly,

as the rich citizens " invariably employ the

latest arrival from a European, and especially

a British or French, school " ; he will, however,

run a great risk of being plucked by the uni

versity dons, and thus prevented from prac

tising on other Dons, as the former are

jealous of the British "on account of the

success usually attending their practice."

The native medical faculties among the

older Asiatic nationalities teach various sys

tems of uninteresting rubbish, described at

considerable length by Dr. Hardwicke, but

the British student woidd hardly care to

change even the bastard Greek and Latin

terms of his own school for the long, mono

tonous Sanscrit technicalities of Vedic medi

cine. The Chinese system is as grave

nonsense as some part of Gulliver's travels ;

the Burmese doctrines are positively jocular^

They teach that sickness occurring on

Sunday is caused by the " earth dut," or

element of our constitution, being in excess ;

on Monday it is another " dat " that is at

fault, and so on. A certain type of modern

antiquary must feel delight in detecting a

Burmese origin for the inhabitants of the

British Isles, through the popular saying

a few years back, " Never eat tripe on a

Friday"; and the favourite " 'Twas on a

Monday morning " of old North-country

songs must, after all this, associate itself in

the minds of many with some mysterious an

thropological relation between the Young

Pretender and King Theebaw. We must not,

however, laugh at the Orientals, for when

they turn to Western theories and practice

they pass their examinations with great

credit, and Drs. Chunder Roy, Takaki, and

others have put to shame many a British

student at Hunter's fane in Lincoln's Inn

Fields within the last ten years.

Let us turn to civilized countries where

medical teachers keep step with "the
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Jarrad, R.N., and the last two were execute1^! distances compared with either is not very great,

by Mr. M. Chapman, late I.N., who subse

fluently fell a victim to climatic influences, which

appear to be very deleterious to the officers

engaged on this trying work. The surveys

completed are not numerous, but it is an

ticipated that several extensive and important

ones will be taken up when the Bteamer now

being built is completed. Commander Taylor

made a tour of British India for the pur

pose of inspecting the best sites for erecting

tide-gauges for the determination of the exact

tide-levels at various points round the coast of

India. Some ornithological specimens (number

ing 900 in all) were collected by Dr. Arm

strong in the vicinity of Viziadurg and Ratnagiri.

and deposited in the India Museum at Calcutta.

The same officer also made an examination of

some of the invertebrates of the N. Konkan,

but much fuller researches will be made in this

and other branches of natural history if

physical exploration of the Indian coasts and

seas is conducted, as proposed by the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, on board the new surveying

steamer. We understand the appliances for

this work have all been purchased by Govern

merit, at a cost of nearly 1,0002. , and the steamer

is the only thing wanting to start the operations,

which will be looked forward to with interest by

scientific men as a necessary complement to tl

work of the Challenger. The most important

work of the Marine Survey Department cer

tainly consists of the valuable charts, sailing

directions, and information for mariners respect

ing the navigation of Indian waters, and these

the authorities take the most praiseworthy pains

to disperse far and wide. The new surveys

of harbours and river mouths, which are under

going constant physical changes, the position of

buoys, lights, dangers to navigation, are all made

known with an accuracy which speaks very highly

for the surveyors, and proves of great value to

the shipping in Eastern seas.

M. 11 liber has succeeded in reaching the oasis

El Jof, in Northern Arabia. When last heard of

he was preparing to cross the dreaded desert of

Nefud, which "eats up travellers," on his way

to Hail, in the Gebel Shammar. There he pro

posed to remain about three months, after which

it is his intention to continue his journey in the

direction of Yemen.

The budget of the German African Associa-
• tion for the year 1880-1 has been published.

I 1,600/. have been granted to Rohlfs and Stacker,

who are already in Abyssinia, and propose* to

, penetrate through Kafa to the Victoria Nyanza.

V Major Schooler and his companions, now on the

i road to the Tanganyika, are to receive 800i. Dr.

Pogge and Lieut. Wissmann, who are about to

proceed to the residence of the Muata Yamvo,

where_a_permanent station is to 'b^e_~Foun3ed,

have been vore<ri725"0T ; and K. "E~"flegel, who

has returned to the Benue, is to receive a sub

sidy of 2501.

The Club Africano di Napoli has published

the project of an expedition to Assab Bay, in

the Red Sea, submitted To IFTiy" fHgnorT Careri

and Licata on the 15th of July last. These

gentlemen propose that the Club, of which they

are members, should engage in the pearl fishery

of the Red Sea, and found a fishing station in

the bay, which has recently been taken posses-

I sion of by the Italian Government. From other

sources we learn that the Italians, under the

leadership, of Signor Sapeto, have established

t friendly relations with the natives, and carry on

a profitable trade.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

The planet Jupiter being at its perihelion on

the 25th inst. (about midnight), when it will be

also within a few days of opposition to the sun

(which takes place on the morning of October

7th), is now making one of its nearest approaches

to the earth. Although its orbit is somewhat

more eccentric than that of our planet, the

difference between the perihelion and aphelion

but it may interest some to see the actual

numbers. Jupiter's greatest and least distances

from the sun are respectively 5 '4525 and 4 9531

in terms of the earth's mean distance. Taking

the latter at 93,000,000 miles, theBe will be

about 507,000,000 and 401,000,000 ; and the

latter minimum distance from the sun will, of

course, imply a distance from us, when the

planet is in opposition at the same time, of

about 368,000,000 miles. On the other hand,

if Jupiter is in aphelion when in conjunction

with the sun, his actual distance from us will

reach 600,000,000 miles. The proportion of

these numbers is nearly as three to five.

Jupiter and Saturn are still the only planets

visible in the evening ; the former rising in the

neighbourhood of London about a quarter of an

hour before, and the latter about as much after,

seven o'clock, so that both are up all night.

Jupiter is in the constellation Pisces, Saturn on

the boundary of Pisces and Aries.

Faye's comet has, since it was redetected by

Mr. Common at Ealing on the 2nd of last month

(as already mentioned in the A thenaum), been

observed by several astronomers : by Herr

Tempel, at the Arcetri Observatory, Florence,

on the 25th of August ; by Dr. Duner, at Lund,

on the 29th ; by Dr. Pechiile, at Copenhagen,

on the 1st inst. ; and by Herr von Konkoly, at

O Gyalla, Hungary, on the 6th. All these con

firm the accuracy of Dr. Axel Moller's elements.

Probably when the present moonlight nights

have ceased the comet will be more easily ob

servable (although always a faint object), as it

continues to approach the earth until the 3rd of

next month. At the last appearance, in the

autumn of 1873, it was, we believe, observed

only by M. Stephan, at Marseilles, and by Dr.

C. H. F. Peters (so well known for the great

number of his planetary discoveries), at Clinton,

N.Y., who obtained observations of it on the

night of the 23rd of December. Its orbit is the

least eccentric of all known comctary orbits, and

whilst at no time going very far beyond the

orbit of Jupiter, it never comes within that of

Mars.

Mr. Lewis Swift has sent to the AstronomiscJie

Nachrichten, No. 2334, a detailed account of his

discovery of a comet, of which no more has been

heard, at Rochester, New York, on the 11th of

August, as already reported from cablegram.

He relates that he observed that night a nebulous

object, elongated in the direction of the sun,

and very near a small known bright nebula,

with whose position he was familiar. He at

once suspected that it was a comet, but the sky

was only clear for about half an hour, and he

could not observe it long enough to notice any

motion. For several nights afterwards the sky

was cloudy, but on August 16th a partial break

occurred, and early on the following morning it

was quite clear ; the nebula and the small stars

in the neighbourhood were well seen, but the

comet by disappearing had proved its character.

Upon this he announced his discovery, hoping

that it might be searched for and found, but tho

latter at any rate does not appear to have been

the case, and even search would have been diffi

cult after so long an interval of time. When

seen on August 11th the comet's place was

R. A. 11" 28m, N.P. D. 22°. " It was faint," says

Mr. Swift, " but not very faint."

SOCIETIES.

Entomological.—Sept. 1.—H. T. Stainton. Esq.,

V.P., in the chair.—Miss E. A. Smith, Assistant State

Entomologist of Illinois, was elected a Foreign

Member. — Mr. J. J. Weir exhibited specimens of

Odontitis potatoria and Hmerintkus pnpvli, which

possessed the peculiarities of both sexes.—Sir

Saunders exhibited six winged examples of the

Stylopideus. genus Hylecthrus, and also various other

Hymenoptera, and contributed remarks thereon.—

Miss E. A. Onnerod exhibited some galls found on

Tanacetum vulgaris, which she described at length.

—Mr. T. R. Bilfups exhibited a female specimen of

Polyblastus II lialbergi, an ichneumon not previously

recorded in Britain.—Mr. E. Boscher exhibited living

specimens of the two varieties of the larva; of Sme-

rinthus ncrllatvx, and contributed a note thereon.—

Mr. Meldola exhibited some specimens of Gimpto-

mamma bilineata, a large number of which had

been found by Mr. English near Epping, attached

firmly to the leaves of the " tea tree " (Li/cium bar-

bartim) by the abdomen, in which position they had

died, possibly from the effects of fungoid disease.—
Mr. A. H. Swinton communicated a ■ Note on Lucivla

Jtalica,' an Italian lire-fly.

£aen« 6ossin.

We understand that the Museum of Practical

Geology is in future to bo illumined by electricity,

and that arrangements are being made for its

introduction immediately after the recess.

The Aristotelian Society has determined to

take during the coming session a bird s-eye view

of modern philosophy as represented by its lead

ing thinkers. Each member of the Society has

undertaken to devote Mb attention to one philo

sopher and to furnish the Society with an account

of his author drawn from the philosopher's own

works. In this way, and with the assistance of

Mr. Lewes's ' History of Philosophy ' as a text

book, the members hope to qualify themselves

for the profitable discussion, in future sessions,

of the problems of the day. The President,

Mr. Shadworth H. Hodgson, will give the in

troductory address, and the Vice-President will

close the session with a discussion of Herbert

Spencer and Auguste Comte.

The winter session of the Charterhouse

Science and Art School and Literary Institute

will, under the continued presidency of the Rev.

J. Rodgers (Vice-Chairman of the London School

Board), commence on Saturday, the 25th inst.

The Journal of the Scottish Meteorological

Society, Nos. 60 to 63, is before us. ' The

Diurnal Periods of Thunderstorms in Scotland,'

by Mr. Alexander Buchan, brings out several

remarkable points. Amongst others, it ap

pears that during twenty-three years thunder

occurred at Sandwick on 135 hours, at Aber

deen on 227 hours, at East Linton on 230 hours,

while at Iceland during the past fourteen years

thunder has been heard only on 23 hours. Mr.

Buchan also contributes a valuable paper on

' The Tay Bridge Storm.' Dr. David Christison

lias two papers on the meteorology and storms

of Uruguay and Buenos Ayres. There are

other important communications and the usual

meteorological tables.

The Indian Government have taken energetic

steps to institute tidal observations at somo

of their principal ports, and the results will be

published in the form of tide-tables. Tho observa

tions are reduced by Mr. E. Roberts, of the

Nautical Almanac Office, by the system of har

monic analysis, which has been adopted for the

reductions carried out under the auspices of the

British Association. The number of ports for

which tables for 1881 will be forthcoming is

seven, viz., Aden, Kurrachee, Bombay, Carwar,

Beypore, Paumben, and Vizagapatam. We

understand that some preliminary tables have

been already checked on the spot in India, and

have been found to be remarkably accurate.

The number of ports will be increased to about

twelve in 1882, and eventually to twenty-two,

the full number for which it is contemplated to

issue tide-tables. It is very gratifying to find

the Indian Government taking such useful

measures on behalf of shipping interests and

navigators in general, and we hope it may serve

as a stimulus to our own Admiralty, which might,

perhaps, with advantage display more enterprise

in its hydrographies! labours.

M. A. Inostranjeff, in the Neues Jahrbuch

fur Mineralogie, describes a peculiar variety of

coal found near Lake Onega in Russia. It is

much richer in carbon than ordinary anthracite,

containing, when free from water, 98 11 per

cent. The pure varieties show a strong metallic

lustre, which is not destroyed by a dull red heat.

Its hardness varies from 3 5 to 4, and its density
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at 4 C. is 1*841. Analysis gives carbon 95-50,

]i3'rtrogen 0-40, nitrogen 0"41, water, and ash.

Dr. Hamy and M. Landrin have been ap

pointed "Conservators of the Ethnographical

Museum at the Trocadero by the French

Minister of Instruction.

M. Godron, correspondent in botany of the

Acade'mie des Sciences, is dead. His death was

announced at the Seance of August 23rd. M.

Quet then read a paper on the ' Induction of the

Moon by the Earth and Diurnal Lunar Variation

of Terrestrial Needles,' in which he examines

the question of the induction due to the moon's

revolution round the earth, and the induction

of our satellite by the rotation of the earth.

M. Yung, on the 30th of August, communicated

to the Acade'mie des Sciences a memoir on ' The

Influence of Coloured Lights on the Develop

ment of Animals.' He rinds that the develop

ment of the eggs of Loligo valgaru_andr-^epia

officinalis is stimulated byblue and violet ligj

led by red and green rays.

FINE ARTS

DORE'R OREAT WORKS. 'CHRIST LEAVING the PRiETORUIM,'
•CHRIST ENTERING JERUSALEM.' anil The BRAZEN SERPENT'
fthp latter jurt completed t, each 33 by 22 feet, with ' Dream of Pilato's
"Wife." 'Soldiers of the Crow," ' Night of the Crucifixion,' 'House of
CnlapW,' Sc.. at the DURE OALLEHY, 35, New Bond Street. Daily,
Ten toSix.—U.

Stonehenge: Plans, Descrivtion, and Theories.

By W. M. Flinders Patrie. (Stanford.)—It is

difficult to enter into that condition of mind

which discovers " important results and deduc

tions " in a tenth of an inch when applied to

the measurement of the rude stones of pre

historic monumonts. One is tempted to ask

what purpose is served by such painful accu

racy, even in the case of those ancient buildings

which at the best are composed of roughly

dressed stones. Stonehenge is confessedly a

monument upon which a great amount of

manual labour has been bestowed, but we ques

tion if its constructors placed such extreme

value on decimals of inches as the author of

the work before us thinks necessary for es

timating the pros and cons of the many theories

which have been broached respecting it. We

have compared his survey with one made in

1810, and fail to discover wherein the superiority

of his plans consists, or what teaching may be

deduced from thorn which the other does not

suggest. By the aid of his system of metrology,

Mr. Petrie tests the astronomical theory, and

endeavours to ascertain both the sequence and

tho epoch of construction of the various earth

and stone circles composing the entire monu

ment. Notwithstanding the high value he

seems to place in his decimal calculations as

tending to offer some evidence as to its date

and origin, his readers are informed that as his

own opinion " has fluctuated more than once,

he may at least hope to have attained thorough

impartiality." Perhaps that section of his work

which strikes us as presenting a suggestion

worthy of further and careful consideration is

that which supposes the structure to have been

left in an unfinished state owing to a lack of

proper materials. We warmly echo his recom

mendation that the great leaning trilithon

should without delay be saved from a fall which

now seriously threatens it, and cannot be far

distant.

THE PRIVATE COLLECTIONS OP ENGLAND.

No. LY1II -NOSTEL TRIORY. WAKEFIELD.

The courtesy of Mr. Rowland Winn, M.P.,

has given us special facilities for describing the

numerous pictures in his ancestral house at

Nostel, which is between Wakefield and Nor-

manton, not far from Sandal Castle and other

pluces of historic fame. The proportion of good

works among the number is unusually great,

and their characters and proper merits are varied

in a high and exceptional degree. Dr. Waagen

paid a hasty visit to this house, and in a per

functory manner described some of the works

in the public rooms, but omitted altogether to

see, much less to comment on, those capital

specimens in the private chambers, to which the

owner liberally granted us access. Neverthe

less, the German critic made a careful examina

tion of the best known painting at Nostel, the

chief object of his studies, the much discussed

' Sir Thomas More and his Family,' to which the

name of Holbein has been alternately attached

and denied. Our predecessor came to a conclu

sion as to the authorship of this important work

which we think involves an absurdity ; he

advanced a technical criticism we believe to be

erroneous, and finally he decided "that it is

nothing more than an old copy." Passavant

seems to have thought the picture was by

another hand than Holbein's, made up from

single drawings by him. Walpole rejected the

work altogether. From these critics to those

of the present day, including with the latter

Wornum, Dr. Woltmann, and other writers on

Holbein, and Mr. Scharf, the learned Keeper

of the National Portrait Gallery, diverse

opinions on its origin have been offered to the

world. Having diligently restudied the picture

we shall next week produce our own independent

conclusions, which are not in perfect accord with

those previously urged, although they have

points of agreement with the convictions of some

of our forerunners.

It will be convenient to describe the body of

the pictures in question according to the schools

of art to which they severally belong, beginning

with those of Italian origin. Among the Italians

we always reckon Nicolas Poussin, not only

because of the peculiarities of that master's

inspiration, but on account of the nature of his

technical attainments and the associations of

his life. He is well represented here by a rather

important work called ' The Plague of Athens,'

a version of the subject of one of this painter's

most famous productions, and therefore of an

unusually attractive character. It comprises

the usual happily disposed " figures in a land

scape," all executed with learning and care, and

inspired by Poussin 's powerful dramatic instinct,

marked by his clear, somewhat hard, bright tints,

firm but heavy, and his scholarly but somewhat

academic mannerisms. The landscape consists

of buildings, trees, smaller verdure, and, in the

distance, irregular but not lofty hills, such as

the artist reproduced conventionally from the

natural features of his Roman neighbourhood.

The most important figures are two men, who

bear a white-shrouded body on a bier in front.

Other shrouded figures are in view, drawn on an

ox-cart. As is generally the case with Poussin's

works, this example suggests to us noble ideas

of the motive, if not of the manner of repre

sentation, of the classic theatre. The men

move with a stately energy and almost

statuesque attitude and reserve of action,

which, when fairly recognized, declare that

of all designers in the Roman mood Poussin

had most completely saturated his mind with

the finer motives of Roman statuary at its best.

Technically speaking, we have here an unusually

sunny and airy painting, expressing a pure and

bright illumination rather than that lowering

and melancholy idea of the subject which its

very nature may be said to have predicated, and

which Gaspar Poussin would never have failed

to accept in all its intensity. Another Nicolas

Poussin is the companion to the above. The

subject has escaped us, but the picture repre

sents a woman in white and blue robes burying

in the earth what appears to be money. She is

placed in the foreground, and between masses

of foliage on our right and left ; there likewise

wo have a view of a mass of temples and towers,

many hills, bulky trees, and a sunny sky. The

effect is that of a calm " classic" evening ; large

shadows are creeping up the hillsides, and

darkening in the front. That noble and grave

pathos which generally inspired the landscapes

N. Poussin is not absent here, while the

picture affects the student by an expression of

sultriness, impending gloom, and the dolour of

formerly rich and fertile land, of ancient pastures

gone to waste and edifices that had long been

wrecked.

Four pictures by Nicolas Poussin are respec

tively styled 'Morning,' 'Noon,' 'Afternoon,'

and 'Evening.' They are "romantic" land

scapes in circles, each differently composed

from the others, and all marked by admirable

skill in adapting the elements of the designs

to the circular form of the canvases. They

are all remarkable for purity and truth of

illumination, severally and in comparison the

one with the rest. Delicate colour, an infre

quent quality in this painter's works, and a leas

rare sense of the expansiveness of the atmo

sphere, distinguish these specimens. Of the

series, that called ' Morning ' is probably the

best ; it happily represents two well-grouped

trees in front, a bridge over a river in the

middle distance, near a tower and other build

ings. A plain extends without limitation beyond

these masses of the design.

By Gaspar Poussin is a mountain landscape,

comprising a fortress on a high rocky tableland

on our left, with more rocks in the middle dis

tance ; men and cattle are on a road ; beyond

these we have a glimpse of a wide cham

paign and remoter blue mountains. Masses of

rich foliage are in the central plane and have

darkened greatly, much to the injury of a very

excellent example of the art of Poussin, which

in other respects retains its characteristic rich

ness of tone, its grand and grave expressiveness.

By the same are two capital landscapes, one of

which comprises figures on a road, the light

being from our left. Both pictures are excep

tionally meritorious and powerful. By Pietro

da Cortona we observed an acceptable composi

tion of 'The Holy Family,' in which St. John

brings a dove to the naked Christ, who lolls

with childish grace on his mother's knees and

shoulder. According to its kind this is a fine

and learned example of great merit, possessing

in the figures of the "Virgin and Child much

grace, elegant simplicity, sweetness, and dignity.

Salvator's ' Coast Landscape ' is highly cha

racteristic of the rough but very poetical

master. In the design a peculiar rock forms a

large arch in front on our left. Through the

opening we have a view of a calm sea and cliffs

receding till they are lost in a golden evening

haze, which is most lustrous on the horizon.

On our right, external to the arch, the water

washes the foot of a cliff, which, rising in

blocks of greyish white, opens to a shallow

valley, where masses of vapour are drifting,

and above them are the white peaks of

greater hills than those of other parts of the

picture. Through the arch appear a representa

tion of the " Flight into Egypt," a train of cattle

and sheep, and other figures, including fisher

men busy on the edge of the sea or lake. The

greatest charms of this complicated and ex

tremely romantic design are in the colour with

which it is associated, the glowing light which

suffuses the air, and the harmonious tones of the

blocks of stone on our right. The top of the

arch is clad with verdure and fringed with oaks,

which rise in clear outlines and diverse masses

against the sky. Francesco Mola's ' Magdalen

in the Desert,' a circle, comprises some prettily

designed figures of cherubs, which appear to her

as comforters ; it is in its way a very estimable

example.

Claude, like N. Poussin, we do not hesi

tate to reckon with the Italian painters. An

example of his powers is at Nostel, called

'A Landscape'; it includes a "Flight into

Egypt." A road gives access for the travellers

to a rustic bridge, built above still water and

near a great arch-like rock. A similar rock is

on our right. It is but an ordinary production

of the master's, greatly enhanced in value and

kitereBt for the spectator by means of its
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sky, which comprises lovely soft, gold-illu

minated clouds of white set in a profound and

sun-saturated firmament of blue. The foliage

has, as is frequently the case in Claude's pic

tures, blackened considerably, and thus it has

lost a very great deal of attraction for us ; most

of the half-shadows have shared the same fate ;

so that the picture looks at once dark ami crude

to an unusual extent, and requires careful Btudy

before its merits are fairly appreciated. By

Guido is a ' St. Peter,' or rather a capital study

of an old bearded man in a blue garment, and

looking upwards to our right in strongly con

trasted light and shadow. The handling of the

flesh is more like that which prevailed with

Salvator than with Reni, being heavy of touch

with a full and somewhat rough impasto. At

any rate, the forms have been treated with con

siderable academic mastery and uncommon skill

in " blocking out " the masses of all kinds. The

motive of the design, in which the expression

of the face is to be included, has more of Sal-

vator's rough sincerity than of Guido's " airs "

and graces. Another Guido, or work of his

school, is a glowing and unusually fine version

of the well-known ' Death of Cleopatra,' the

design of which is famous by means of a first-

rate engraving, and represents the queen look

ing up with affected agony, which, by the way,

implies a fatal misreading of the subject, while

■he applies the asp to htr very exuberant and
■wholly un-Oriental naked bust. It is a life-size

figure, and, in the manner of the painter, of

extremely animated and telling invention. The

great popularity of this work is attested by the

numerous versions of and copies from it which

are in existence, as well as by the wide diffusion

of the engraving in question and other prints

from the same subject. A characteristic example

of the Bolognese School, not at its highest

pitch, is Annibale Carracci's half-length, life-

size figure of a young man in a brown robe,

looking upwards with an expression of enthu

siasm on his face, which is in profile to our left ;

the hands are clasped. There is much energy

in the look, but the inspiration of the whole is

of the insincere order which marked the decline

of art into academicism. Technically speaking,

the execution of this work is tine, massive, and

rich in treatment, impasto, and tone : it has

darkened very considerably. By Guercino, or

of his school, is a fine version of the well-known

' Cumsean Sibyl,' a life-size, half- or three-

quarters length figure seated at a table, with a

pen and books, holding a scroll in her right

hand, the left hand being on her hip, while she

looks up in a rapturous way and with an intense

action of the figure turns to our left. It is a

true example of Guercino's style and mode of

feeling ; his characteristic view of art is happily

rendered in this excellent instance of academical

attainment. The pose, though energetic, is rather

demonstrative ; the drawing and foreshortening

of the features are not irreproachable ; the model

ling of the flesh is extremely soft and fine ; the

olivebrown tints of the flesh are of first-rate

quality in respect to tho shadows and the pale

golden lights ; the luminosity of both lights

and shadows is enjoyable. The sibyl wears a

pale olive-brown turban ; a scarf of the same

colour, differing in depth of tone, is about her

neck ; her dress is maroon. A mantle of black

and gold brocade lying over her knees gives

sumptuosity, if not grandeur, to this by no means

ignoble work.

By P. Veronese is ' The Wise Men's Offer

ing,' a capital Venetian reading of the subject,

showing the Virgin enthroned with the Child on

her knee, slightly removed from the front, and

in the middle of the composition. This group is

raised, in the stately spectacular manner of the

school in question, on a somewhat lofty plat

form or perroite before a ruined building ; the

last element is the well-known type of that

older dispensation which was supposed to have

been superseded by the coming of Christ, the

bringer of the newer dispensation. The Virgin

appears in royal state as a queen, and is attended

by numerous dignified and romantic personages.

In a grandiose and effective manner one of the

Magi kneels before the majestically graceful

mother, and, with his hands crossed on his

breast, bows to her. The myrrh-bearer stands

behind his kneeling comrade, and holds his gift

in a goblet. The negro monarch is on the other

side. The foreground contains numerous larger

figures of men, an elephant, horses, mules, and

camels loaded with offerings, the act of giving

being the real theme of the sumptuous com

position, to represent its splendid and somewhat

ostentatious aspect the object of the painter, who

cared little for the intrinsic nature of the story.

This wealth of gifts comprises Venetian coffers,

carpets, arms, hangings, horses, dogs, and other

treasures of the painter's period, all magnificently

displayed and profuse in number, as of a royal

donation to a crowned head of equal rank.

The figures are m active and spontaneous

motion. Some of the horses themselves are

gifts, some of the men are slaveB ottered to

the Queen of Heaven as custodians of the

superb steeds they lead to her feet. The horses

are champing their bits eagerly, stamping

heavily on the ground, and shifting uneasily

from side to side with all that confusing expression

of energy which distinguishes the masterpieces

of Veronese, for one of which this beautiful and

very valuable painting may have been made, by

way of "sketch" or finished study, by the master's

own hands or those of a most accomplished

assistant. We incline to think this example

is autographic, not in any sense a reproduc

tion or " version " of a larger work. The bril

liancy and purity of tho tones and tints declare

for our view of the picture's great merits, and

add greatly to its charms. It is characteristic

of Veronese and his splendid school that some of

the male attendants are removing huge golden

vessels, the great weight of which is made

obvious by the straining actions of the bearers,

from the backs of tho gigantic mules they

have conducted hither as parts of the spectacle.

A naked trumpeter is mounted on a camel,

sounds his instrument, and demonstratively

waves a banner on high. In the whole painting

is a prodigious display of energy, sumptuosity,

and tumultuous movements ; all the parts are

magnificent in gorgeous colours ; gold, tissues,

and jewellery scintillate in tho sunlight about

the Virgin's throne ; all parts are harmonized

with profound skill.

We cannot do better than place hero Donieni-

chino's picture of St. Peter seated in a rocky

niche, and with joined hands praying fervently,

or rather passionately, after the Crucifixion, in

the just breaking light of dawn, which falls

on him from above, and makes distinct the

pain-worn features of the man, the keys at

his girdle, and the book at his feet. His

robes are of blue and yellow, the favourite

tints of Domenichino ; Jerusalem is in the

distance. This example has so much of Zam-

pieri's energy of conception, his strenuous

grasp of a novel incident, and of an untried

occasion for vigorous expression of a pathetic

order, that it is difficult not to see in these

elements the mind of a fine master who was

born too late. The defect of the picture is in

the common but not ignoble features of the

face of the saint to whom the keys of both

worlds had been committed. Here the inspira

tion of Domenichino failed him, as well it might,

for this was the testing point of his studies, the

climax (an anti-climax it is) of his efforts. The

high and somewhat mechanical, very smooth sur

face and finish of the painter are to be observed

here. An extremely good and bold little picture

by Rosa di Tivoli shows that master at his best

in representing a capital composition of goats

and sheep, the background of which has some

of the qualities of a Cuyp. A very satisfactory

anonymous whole-length, life-size portrait in

armour, supposed to represent aDuke of Mantua,

ought not to_escape admiration from visitors.

With a fine and richly coloured Canaletto,

showing Venice, our notes on Italian pictures

in this collection are exhausted. It is an

interesting and complete specimen of one of

those painters whose fame has suffered not less

by his own avidity for gain than by the in

competence of those who foisted on purchasers

their own productions. The view shows the

front of the church of SS. John and Paul,

with Verrocchio's statue of Bartoloineo Colleoni

facing us, its white pedestal by Leopardi afford

ing the focus for the illumination of the entire

picture, which is enriched with deep-toned but

clear shadows of an afternoon effect, sloping

from our left at about 45° from the summits of

the buildings. The ruddy facade and the white

dome of the church rise behind in sumptuous

apposition to the turquoise blue of the sky, in

which islets of white vapour are driven by

the wind. As a picture this specimen is

exceptionally pure, refined, and brilliant. In

these qualities it equals the best Guardi that

we know. The clearness of its shadows and

the breadth of its illumination distinguish this

1 Venice ' among those innumerable less for

tunate views, for which the demand in Eng

land was apparently inexhaustible and taxed

the manufacturing powera of Canaletto to the

utmost.

We shall conveniently reserve notices of

the German and Low Country pictures at

Nostel, and in the first instance describe

those examples of other schools which are

noteworthy in Mr. Winn's collection. How

good a landscape painter B. Barker of Bath

was is made apparent to those who observe

attentively his signed picture of a view

comprising a bridge in the middle distance. A

cart crosses this bridge ; the gables of a cottage

are in sunny light, and in the exact centre of

the composition. The clearness of illumination,

richness of colour, softness and breadth of the

effect of this work are so valuable that it is at

first hard to believe it is not due to Gains

borough, whose "juicy" mode of rendering

these qualities is obvious here. Barker's signa

ture attests the authorship, and suggests the

probability that not a few of his productions

may do duty for those of the greater land

scape painter. Barker's characteristic dryness

and defective chiaroscuro, which generally give

a prosaic aspect to his pictures, are absent in

this instance. Another picture by this artist is

inferior to the above, but possesses so many

good qualities that we must not omit to name

it. It is ' A Rocky Landscape ' enriched with many

fine oak trees. Here the painter's thin and rather

poor technique occurs, but the whole is nearly

as good as a tolerable Crome. By Gainsborough

himself is a first-rate sketch, or large study

for a more important painting, representing a

woman, with the help of a man, clambering

into a cart by means of one of its wheels ; other

persons, including a young mother and her baby,

are already seated in the vehicle. The tail of

the cart is turned towards us ; a man stands at

the horses' heads. Sheep are grouped in the

foreground. All these figures are relieved on a

mass of dark foliage, and the latter is in its

turn relieved on a bright warm sky, which is

now of a rich, delicate bluish green, as, pro

bably, it was originally intended to be. Brilliant

white clouds illuminate the sky. This painting

has darkened ; it has been at some time overloaded

with varnish. A picture painted by Gainsborough

and De Loutherbourg in the manner of G.

Poussin is an extremely interesting production.

Such a work is at Nostel, and represents a

gloomy effect of storm coming on at evening

over a rocky view and a rough river in the

middle distance.

In more respects than those to which "Peter

Pindar " referred, the pictures of Angelica

Kauffmann are "nondescript." At Mr. Winn's

house are many capital specimens of her "gentle

Bkill," as well as several more which we owe to

Signor Zucchi, A.R. A., the lady's husband. The
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examples of the former category were painted

for the owner of Nostel, the contemporary of

these artists and one of Angelica's warmest

patrons and most frequent employers. Shestayed

at this place for, we believe, a considerable

time, and was much admired and very warmly

respected. It is needless to give accounts of

works which have no marked characteristics

except a uniform weakness, gracefulness, and

elegant sufficiency. Refined as they are, they

exhibit the antithesis to that fine and masculine

Greek model to which, under the inspiration of

a pseudo-classic " revival," they owed much of

their popularity. "Delicacies" rather than

delicate, they had not strength to live in this

rough world. The student knows that the

true originators of Angelica's " boarding

school " art were the classic modellers and gem-

cutters who, including Flaxman, worked for

Josiah Wedgwood, and gave to that able man

of business a reputation as an artist to which he

had not a shadow of a claim. The productions

of Zucchi are so completely forgotten that it

may interest some of our readers to know they

are mostly architectural "compositions" com

bining the subjects of Pannini with the style of

Zuccarelli, and, on the whole, are thoroughly

respectable, but in no way admirable.

By Stark (?) we noticed a fine upright ' Sea

Port,' being a composition in the manner of

Vernet, with a dash of Claude in its style

and sentiment. Ships, large and small, are ably

grouped at a quay, with architectural accessories

and buildings of a more common sort, including

a statue on a lofty column, arcades, domes, &c. ,

all seen under a richly toned sunlit sky of great

purity and brilliancy. By R. Wilson is ' A

Classical Landscape,' comprising foliage of a

romantic character and a mechanical distance,

the whole shown in a very beautiful illumination

of that glowing yet clear order in which this

painter delighted so much that its production

became more or less mechanical with him.

Another Wilson is one of the best versions of

the often-repeated ' Niobe ' subject with which

we are acquainted. As in other cases, this work

shows how diligently the author had studied

Gaspar Poussin, to one of whose most mag

nificent masterpieces, the ' Polyphemus,' it

owes not a little of its inspiration as well as

some of its features. The family of Niobe

are grouped on the banks of the river which

divides the landscape, near a cascade. Apollo

and Diana are in the clouds as usual. The

sky is of magnificent quality and impressive

character. A huge arch-like break in the cumuli

gives a view of the blue firmanent ; the rock

like sides of the arched vapours have been

Btudied with extreme care and great mastery,

and modelled with much learning. The deities

ride, so to say, on the lower range of paler

vapour ; this gives a spectacular character to

the design, but it is not without grandeur.

There are two portraits here, the works of

Hogarth, and both signalized in biographies of

the painter. That of Horace Walpole's charm

ing and audacious friend and neighbour, the

famous actress Kitty Clive, is a half - length,

life-size figure, of the dimensions and general

character which Kneller's "Kit Kat" series

had made fashionable and frequent, and shows

the lady in a white dress, cut low over the very

full and somewhat luxurious bust. A strip of

lace is round the neck, the ends of which she

holds up, as if to call attention to the action ;

her cap, a rather dainty aflair, is trimmed with

brown silk. Tho face is nearly in full view ;

the eyes are turned towards tho front, but they

do not look at the spectator. As usual with

Hogarth's portraits, this example is full of cha

racter and expression, and its verisimilitude is

unquestionable. It is, nevertheless, but a prosaic

reading of a face which, to judge by the records

of the owner's life, must have been extraordi

narily piquant, humorous, and vivacious. The

other portrait by Hogarth in this gallery is that

of Lady Thornhill ; like the above, it is a

half-length, life-Biib figure on a "Kit Kat"

canvas. The figure is in three-quarters view to

our left ; she wears a brown dress, a widow's

coif or cap, and looks very thin, wan, and old,

so that it is not impossible this work was

executed not long before the kindly mother-in-

law of Hogarth died and left her much-loved

proUgi to the care of his wife. Apart from the

coldness of the flesh and the prevailing blackness

of the half tones, this is the richer and better

painted picture of the two Hogarths before us

now. We believe these paintings were sold with

Mrs. Hogarth's effects long after the deaths of

her mother and Mrs. Clive. Mr. Winn pos

sesses in the London house of his family another

Hogarth, being ' AiScene from " The Tempest," '

which we have not seen.

Our next notice of this series will be devoted

to the German, Spanish, and Low Country

paintings of the Nostel Priory collection, in

cluding works by Rembrandt, Teniers, J. Ruys-

dael, Wouwermans, Verboom, W. Van de

Velde, F. and W. Mieris, C. Jonson, Van Dyck,

Elzheimer, Murillo, the great Holbein, so

called, Steenwyck, Netscher, Van Harp, Van

der Heist, Berchem, P. Neefs, Karel du Jardin,

Sir J. De Medina, J. Breughel, J. Van Kessel,

De Heem, Le Nain, J. and A. Cuyp, Brauwer,

and A. Van Ostade. /~\

s MYCENiE. /

/ Bt. Afaur, Ventnor.

Prop. Sayce has addressed a letter to the St.

Petersburg Herold, in which he impugns the

deductions of Prof. Stephani and Herr Schulze

in regard to the discoveries at Mycenae. As I

have adopted similar inferences with regard to

the Mycenae find, will you kindly allow me to

make a few remarks on his arguments 1

It appears from Prof. Sayce's letter that the

basis of Herr Schulze's theory is the first ap

pearance of the representation of the butterfly

about the middle of the third century B.C. in

Grecian art. Prof. Sayce admits this late

appearance, and writes "that in Greek art of

the historic period the representation of the

butterfly does not occur till shortly before the

Christian era. " He then draws the strange con

clusion, because it does not occur in Greek art

until shortly before the Christian era the savants

of Western Europe must refer it to a prehistoric

period. Of this, however, he can adduce no

proofs, but must wait until excavations are made

in Lydia. We must, therefore, wait for his

proofs.

Prof. Sayce agrees with Herr Schulze in stat

ing that the objects found in the tombs do not

belong to one and the same style and stage of

development, that the antiquities here discovered

belonged to men whose art passed through dif

ferent phases of development. The phases to

which they point, according to Prof. Sayce, are

the Babylonian, the Lydo-Hittite, the Assyro-

Phoenician, and the Phosnico-Greek period.

Unfortunately for his argument, there are no

traces of any of those periods found in the tombs

at Mycenae. Dr. Schliemann writes, p. xlvi,

"No trace of Assyrian art was found at Mycenae."

The gold ornaments present all the characteristics

of a Celtic style of ornamentation, as Mr. Murray,

an eminent archaeologist of Western Europe,

writes, " Nowhere in Greece, as far as I know,

has any pattern of this type been discovered,

and, indeed, its whole character may bo said to

be as entirely contrary to the Greek spirit of

design as it is consistent with that of the ancient

races of the north of Europe." The bull's head,

as Mr. Murray writes, is a work of highly ad

vanced art, entirely out of place among the other

objects from these tombs ; the gold ring bears

the unmistakable stamp, in its coarse imitation

of an Assyrian cylinder, of a very late and rude

period. A writer in the Times, evidently an

eminent savant of Western Europe, has pro

nounced the ring to be either a gross forgery or

a late Asiatic production. Further, no gold

finger rings are of a prehistoric date. Accord

ing to Lessing, the fashion of wearing finger

rings was not introduced into Greece until the

time of the Peloponnesian war, about 431 B.C.

Assyrian signets were always cylinders of stone.

As to the masks, the objects found in the

tombs being, as Prof. Stophani and I also had

previously suggested, plunder from other coun

tries, they may have been taken from some

tombs either in Scythia or some other countries,

and buried with the Northern barbarians who

were interred at Mycente. Mr. Murray remarks,

' ' The eyes of these masks are suggestive of later

times." The burial of the bodies found at My

cenae evidently took place at one and the same

time. How is it, then, that the objects found

in the tombs belong to such different periods t

If they are considered as plunder the explana

tion is intelligible.

Prof. Sayce brings an indictment of astonish

ing and prodigious ignorance against Herr Schulze

for his lucubrations in regard to the intagli found

at Mycenae. But if Prof. Sayce "would only

devote some study to the lentoid gems from the

islands of the ^Egean," he would be convinced

that the lentoid gems bear the genuine charac

teristics of a rude and archaic period, and have

nothing in common with the intagli in the rings

found at Mycenae. To any one who has the

slightest acquaintance with the different phases

of art they present every appearance of a late

and debased period of art. Such sprawling

horses, with their feet in the air, as we see on

the intaglio p. 334 of Schliemann's volume never

occur in archaic art.

The ornamentation which is usually connected

with early Greek art, such as the zigzag, the fret,

the meander, the archaic cross (which Schlie

mann, in his "unbounded enthusiasm," con

nects with the swastika), appears nowhere on

the gold objects, while, on the other hand,

the style of ornament generally attributed to

a Celtic or Northern origin presents itself in the

triquetra and the spiral.

Prof. Sayce makes a further mistake in con

necting the articles of pottery found in the soil

with the objects discovered in the tombs. Now,

it is well known that the pottery mostly came

from the soil of Mycenae, not from the tombs,

and there is no connexion or resemblance between

the ornamentation on the pottery and on the

gold ornaments found in the tombs. The former

is genuine archaic Greek, the latter Celtic or

Northern.

Will Prof. Sayce or some of the infallible

eminent savants of Western Europe explain how

the representations of pointed arches and of a row

of semi-circular arches on high pilasters of square-

cut stones, and much resembling a Roman aque

duct, as on the gold cups (pp. 292, 313), are

found to occur in prehistoric times ?

Further, the swords of "uncommon length"

cannot be Greek of prehistoric times. The

swords used in Greece in early times were short,

as we can see by the painted vases. Long sword*

were first introduced by the Celts. Mr. Murray

remarks that the form of the scabbard, coniain-

ing a sword, worn by tho figure on the bas-

relief No. 140, seems to him not only out of

keeping with the notion of an early age, but

suggestive of the barbarous weapon of some

recent nation of the north of Europe.

Prof. Sayce, in putting forward the absence of

iron as a strong proof of the early date of these

tombs, ought to recollect that the objects placed

in the tombs with the bodies were only those of

the highest value, of gold, of Bilver, and of

crystal. Objects of iron, being of little or no

value, would consequently find no place in the

tombs. Objects of iron were, however, found

at Mycenae. Dr. Schliemann mentions, p. 75,

some curious iron keys, which are undoubtedly

of a Roman period.

To conclude : when it is proved that " swords

of uncommon length " are Greek of prehistoric

times; that a body "forcibly squeezed" into a

tomb and placed over a layer of pebbles is a Greek

I mode of interment of an early ago ; that a Celtic
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style of ornamentation was used in prehistoric

times in Greece ; that pointed arches and semi

circular arches on high pilasters of square-cut

stone were known in the same early times, then

only will I believe in Dr. Schliemann's lucubra

tions. HODDER M. WESTROPP.

£hw-&rt 6osstp.

Our readers will be glad to hear that Mr.

Reid has been occupied in arranging, in the

King's Library, British Museum, a large selec

tion of topojjr^hical illustrations^ views of

streets, buildings, and the like, of London,

partsof thegreat Crace Collection of such works

which -the Trustees of the Museum were fortu

nate-enough to secure at a very moderate price.

We- recorded the purchase at the proper time.

The wholo collection cannot be exhibited, for

want of space, although extra Bcreens have been

placed in every nook and corner of the King's

Library. This magnificent addition to the

Department of Prints and Drawings cannot be

over-valued. The public will soon be Ale to

study the selections with unusual facilities.

On the 26th inst. Messrs. Sampson Low,

Marston & Co. will publish the first number of

' Decoration in Painting, Sculpture, Architec

ture, and Art Manufactures,' containing a

number of illustrations of modern decorative

figure-painting, artistic pottery, domestic stained

^lass, furniture, interior decoration, costume

studies, and ornament, ancient and modern.

The Bargate at Southampton is in immediate

danger of being restored.. A Correspondent

writes thus:—" Your readiness in allowing more

than one appeal in your columns in the past for

the protection of the Bargate in Southampton,

crossing its principal street, must be my apology

for again asking your powerful voice in the same

cause. The latest form of attack on this pic

turesque and tolerably well-preserved structure

is a proposal, adopted by the town council, to

' restore ' the effigies of two legendary giants of

the town, Bevis and Ascupart, which about two

centuries ago, it is thought, were painted on

wood and fixed to the buttresses flanking the

central acute pointed and deeply moulded arch

crossing our High Street, of the northern front

i .f the gate, which is in stone, and of Edwardian

work casing the original Norman structure.

With them it is proposed to decorate ' in

1 roper heraldic colours' a series of elegant

panels above the arch, alternately square and

<iblong, each bearing a shield painted with the

coat of arms of some nabob connected with the

borough within the last two hundred years. As

those decorations now are, toned down by age

and nearly as black as the stonework of the gate

itself, they offend none ; but it is ominous to

lind the borough surveyor recommending, and

the town council adopting the suggestion, that

tlie whole work ' of filling up the joints in the

-voodwork or paintings, which are to be then

"Wilfully and artistically worked up,' with

i correct heraldic delineation of the shields, and

lie cleansing and painting of two leaden lions

.• jaitt flanking the buttresses, shall be undertaken

a a 'cost of between 30?. and 407. ,' and that
■ his official has been assisted in arriving at his

inclusions in the matter by a firm of house

1. corators carrying on business in the town. If

le gate were as hideous as some I know, pro-

ibly it would be scarcely worth the trouble of

, rotesting against its being handed thus mer-

ilesslj' over to the house decorators ; but as it

reauy a picturesque object, and of considerable

' chaaological interest, pray use your efforts to

rest the threatened vandalism, which will

ireely be commenced before your next issue,

i ess unusual alacrity be displayed in the work

i desecration."

A correspondent of the Manchester Guardian

presses regret that the autumn exhibition of

rrtures, now open at the Royal Institution,

ianchester, does not pay its way, whilst the

reverse is the case with the Liverpool autumn

exhibition, the directors of which always have

a balance on the right side. It iB suggested that

matters might be altered in Manchester by keep

ing the exhibition open till six o'clock, instead of

closing it at five, by charging sixpence admission

on Saturdays, and by admitting girls and boys

from seven to fourteen years of age at half price.

The Panjab Government has published a very

interesting list of its contributions to the Mel

bourne Exhibition. It has been prepared by

Mr. J. L. Kipling, the Curator of the Lahore

Central Museum, whose descriptive notes are of

great practical value. Of the white and blue

Delhi pottery he says :— " It is really &poreelaine

tendre, and resembles very closely old Persian

ware. It is probable, indeed, that the manu

facture was imitated from Persia. The paste or

body is pounded felspar, found in a range of

hills at some distance, held together, for the

purpose of working, with a mucilage of gum.

Everything must be made in a mould, as the

material has not the plasticity of ordinary clay.

The finer kind is vitreous and semi-transparent,

like other soft porcelains. The coarser Borts

are identical in texture with the tiles used for

the external covering of mosques, &c. , at Agra,

Delhi, and Lahore [Kashi work, also a Persian

imitation]. The only colours now used in its

decoration are a blue from cobalt and a tur

quoise from copper." There are a few samples

of this Delhi </«asi-porcelain in the India Museum

at South Kensington, the texture of which is

identical with that of much of the pottery of

ancient Egypt. Although made by Moham

medans, it is often decorated with the figures of

the Hindu pantheon ; and it is a remarkable

fact that in many parts of India the manufacture

of the clay idols used in the daily worship of the

Hindus is monopolized by the Mohammedans.

We are glad to hear that a strong committee

is being formed, under the immediate patronago

of Lord Ripon, for the purpose of holding local

exhibitions at Lahore, and elsewhere in Northern

India, of objects of pure native art. In the

Bombay Presidency also Sir James Fergusson

has been giving the encouragement of his pre

sence and appreciation to a most interesting

exhibition of the art industries of the Mahratta

country, held at Poona. The native Society,

which has for some time existed at Surat,

for the purpose of encouraging the indigenous

manufactures of India, has published a volume

of poems in support of its objects. We are

sorry to hear that a good deal of impertinent

political animosity against English manufactures

has been imported into the proper matter of the

book ; but these are all signs of the gratifying

revival of native art which iias sprung up in

India since the Paris Exhibition of 1878.

The inauguration of the statue of Thiers at

Saint-Germain is to take place to-morrow (Sun

day). Among others, MM. Jules Simon and

Mignet will make speeches. M. Leon Say is

unable to attend, and his address will be read

by M. Legouve".

MUSIC

THE WEEK.

GLOUCESTER MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

Of the generally very effective rendering

of Mendelssohn's ' St. Paul ' in the cathedral

on Wednesday evening, the 8th inst., not

much need be said. The soprano and con

tralto solo parts were allotted to Miss Anna

Williams and Madame Patey ; the~ tenor

music was divided between Mr. Maas and

Mr. Edward Lloyd; while the part of St.

Paul was sung by Mr. Santley. The choruses

were excellently sung. Mr. C. H. Lloyd has

proved himself possessed of many of the

chief requisites of a good conductor. His beat

is clear and decided, he has his forces well

in hand, is evidently perfectly acquainted

with the scores he has to conduct, and

possesses, moreover, the precious qualifi

cation of enthusiasm. Unfortunately an

excess either of this quality or of anxiety

leads him too often unduly to hurry the

music. This was especially noticeable in

portions of Mozart's ' Requiem ' on the

Wednesday morning ; but several move

ments of ' St. Paul '—for example, the

choruses, " Lord, thou alone art God," and

" Happy and blest are they "—lost much

in effect from the same cause. We mention

this in no carping spirit. It is really re

markable that with so few opportunities

Mr. Lloyd should conduct as well as he

does ; he shows real fitness for his post ;

and it is the truest kindness to him to

point out the one shortcoming noticeable

in his efforts. Let him overcome this ten

dency, and hold himself somewhat more

under control, and he will become a con

ductor of whom Gloucester may well be

proud.

The programme of the Thursday morning

was, from a purely musical point of view,

the most interesting of the entire festival.

It commenced with Leonardo Leo's ' Dixit

Dominus ' for double chorus, solo voices,

and orchestra. The work, written early in

the last century, is a very fine example of

the older school of Italian church music.

The original manuscript is in the Fitzwilliam

Library at Cambridge, and the work was

produced last December in that town at

a concert of the University Musical Society,

under the direction of Mr. C. Villiers Stan

ford. The solo music is cast in what is

now a somewhat antiquated mould, but

the magnificent choruses are worthy to

compare with those of Handel. The open

ing movement, founded upon the eighth

Gregorian tone, the masterly fugue, " Tu es

Bacerdos in eoternum," and the concluding

"Gloria Patri " have lost nothing of their

freshness by the one hundred and fifty

years that have passed over them. The

treatment of the orchestra is remarkable for

variety of effect, considering that the work

was written when instrumentation was still

in its infancy. The performance was one of

the best of the many good ones given during

the week ; the solo parts were given by

Madame Albani, Miss Anna Williams, Miss

Wakefield, Mr. Maas, and Mr. F. King.

The ' Dixit Dominus ' was followed by

Palestrina's ' Stabat Mater ' for unaccom

panied double choir with a double quartet

of soloists. This work was sung in Richard

Wagner's arrangement. Wagner has added

numerous marks of expression, and has indi

cated the passages for solos, semi-chorus,

and full chorus, besides occasionally adding

accidentals where they appeared to be

needed. As we have not the work by us in

its original form for comparison, we cannot

say with exactness how much is due to the

editor. Doubtless some additional marks of

expression would be needed to fit such a

work for public performance, because in

the sixteenth century, when the music was

written, it was the custom to leave all 6uch

matters to the directors of the music and the

executants. We are inclined, nevertheless,

to think that the ' Stabat Mater ' has been

somewhat over-edited, and that some of the

refinements of expression introduced are
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more modern in character than is altogether

in keeping with the music. However this

may be, there can be no question that the

work worthily represents the old reformer

of ecclesiastical music. With all its severe

simplicity, with many progressions which

sound even harsh to our unaccustomed ears,

there are a pathos and dignity in the music

which must appeal to every susceptible ear.

The difficult and unfamiliar work was ex

ceedingly well rendered both by chorus and

soloists, and produced an unmistakable

effect, though as the performance took place

in the cathedral no demonstrations of ap

plause were permitted.

Mr. Henry Holmes's sacred cantata

' Christmas Day ' concluded the first part

of the programme. The words are taken

from Keble's ' Christian Year,' but in his

attempt to cast them in a yw<M»-dramatie

form Mr. Holmes has scarcely been happy.

It is difficult to see what is gained, for in

stance, by giving the lines beginning,

Yet stay before thou dare

To join that festal throng:,

to an " Oracle," or by repeating the lines,

Bat when they heard the sign where Christ should

be, &c,

as a " chorus of the multitude, taught of the

Oracle." Again, such a stage direction (if

the expression may be allowed) as the follow

ing is, in our opinion, simply nonsense :—

"The company would fain depart, but are

held spell -bound. There is mystery around.

Nature herself seems rapt. Adown the vale the

shepherd pipes. Anon the Titan spirits of old

arise, coma to claim as theirs the Christ. A

pilgrims' chant reaches the ear."

It would, we cannot but think, have been

much more judicious had Mr. Holmes

simply set the didactic and reflective words

of the poet as the latter left them. With

regard to the music, it may perhaps be

best described as perfectly harmless. It

contains little that is striking, nothing that

is really new, and at the same time nothing

that is offensive. The part-writing is of

the simplest description ; there is no attempt

at contrapuntal elaboration, and in its general

style the cantata is much more secular than

sacred. The best number is an unaccom

panied chorus, " Thee on the bosom laid,"

which is decidedly pleasing. The composer

conducted his work, the solo parts in which

were well sung by Miss Anna Williams and

Mr. E. Lloyd.

The second part of Thursday morning's

performance was devoted to Beethoven's

' Missa Solennis ' in d. This stupendous work

is so rarely heard that its production at

Gloucester would of itself be sufficient to

give no ordinary importance to the festival.

Owing partly to the abstruse character of

much of the music, and even more, probably,

to the enormous difficulties which it presents

to the executants, it is upwards of nine

years since this mass has been heard in

Loudon. Yet it is not too much to call it

the greatest workof the greatest of composers.

Of its importance Beethoven himself wus well

aware, for in a letter to Hies ho speaks of

it as " mein grosstes und gelungenstes

Werk." Written during the latter part of

his life, it belongs to what is generally

termed his third period "—that to which

we owe the Choral Symphony, the last five

quartets, and the last pianoforte sonatas.

We miss here, excepting in a few move

ments such as the "Kyrie" and " Bene-

dictus," that plastic clearness so conspicuous

in his earlier mass (in c) ; Beethoven has

withdrawn altogether from the world, and

is absorbed in his own religious contem

plations. The inscription " Mit Andacht,"

which he has prefixed to the "Kyrie," might

well serve as a motto for the whole work,

for the devotional element predominates

throughout. There is nothing in the whole

range of music more touching than such

movements as the " Christe eleison," the

"Qui tollis," the "Crucifixus," and the

"Agnus Dei," while the opening of the

"Gloria," the " Cum Sancto Spiritu," and

the " Credo" are unsurpassed for grandeur

and majesty. But no description will convey

the least idea of this wonderful music to

those who do not know it, while to those

who do any analysis is superfluous. It will

always be matter for regret that here, as in

the Choral Symphony, and to an even greater

extent, Beethoven should have disregarded

the capabilities of the human voice. The

demands which he makes upon his singers,

both soloists and chorus, are absolutely cruel

in the constant strain upon the extreme parts

of their register. This is undoubtedly one

of the chief reasons why the mass is so

seldom performed. It would be too much

to say that the chorus singing at Gloucester

was perfect; the delicacy and refinement

required by many parts of the music would

only be possible after much more rehearsal

than was attainable under existing con

ditions. But as regards accuracy little or

nothing was left to desire, and the very

trying high -notes with which the score

abounds were attacked with a vigour and an

energy which deserve much commendation.

The solo parts received full justice from

Madame Albani, Madame Patey, and

Messrs. E. Lloyd and Santley, while the

orchestra, excepting a few important slips

on the part of one of the wind instruments,

was very satisfactory. Mr. Lloyd conducted

the work with great care and judgment,

and a very large proportion of the success

of the performance is undoubtedly due to

his efl'orts.

The remainder of the festival may be very

briefly dismissed. Asecond miscellaneous con

cert was given in the Shire Hall on the Thurs

day evening, the most important number of

which was Schumann's Symphony in b flat.

At the same concert Mr. Sutton, a pupil of

M. Sainton at the Royal Academy of Music,

produced a very favourable impression by

his excellent rendering of a Ballade and

Polonaise by Vieuxtemps. On the Friday

morning the ' Messiah ' was given in the

cathedral, and on the same evening there

was a special service in the nave, at which the

chief musical feature was an Evening Service

"Magnificat' and "NuncDimittis")written

or the occasion by Mr. C. H. Lloyd, a most

interesting work, which proves that the con

ductor of the festival possesses considerable

talent as a composer. The meeting now

ended may be j ustly considered as, from a

musical point of view, one of the most suc

cessful of the festivals of the Three Choirs.

ffjusical (Sosauj.

A report, for which wo are happy to state

there is no foundation, has Wen widely circu

lated to the effect that Dr. Hans von Biilow had

lost the use of his right hand in consequence of

an attack of paralysis.

Le Menestrel states that Madame Lemmens-

Sherrington has been nominated professor of

singing at the Brussels Conservatoire.

A marble tablet, with an appropriate inscrip

tion, has been recently affixed to the house in

which Handel was born, No. 4, Grosser

Schlamm, Halle.

Two versions of ' Mefistofele ' will be pro

duced almost simultaneously m America.

Madame Gerster, Signor Ciimpanini, and Signor

Nannetti will sustain the chief parts in Mr.

Mapleson's season, and Madame Marie Roze,

Mr. Byron, and Mr. George Conly in the

English rendering under the management of

Messrs. Strakosch and Hess.

A trial of the electric light in combination

with gas has been made at La Scala, Milan, with

it is said, excellent effect.

It is said that the first novelty to be produced

at the new opera-house in Berlin will be Rubin

stein's ' Nero. '

The Borough of Hackney Choral Association

has just issued its prospectus for the approach

ing season. The principal works announced for

performance are Mendelssohn's ' Lobgesang,'

95th Psalm, and finale to ' Loreley,' Schumann's

' Hymn to Night,' Hofmann's ' Melusina,'

Goetz's 137th Psalm, Schubert's ' Song of the

Spirits over the Waters,' and the first two parts

of Haydn's ' Seasons. ' The concerts will be

given, as usual, in the Shoreditch Town Hall.

M.Massenet is now engaged on a new opera,

founded on Dumas's romance 'Don Juan de

Marana. '

The death is announced of M. Prosper

Pascal, a composer of some operettas which

failed to gain the approval of the Parisian

public. In his literary and journalistic labours

M. Pascal was more successful. He was the

author of the French versions of Mozart's ' Die

Entfiihrung' and ' Titus.'

DRAMA

LYCEUM THEATRE -SOLE LESSEE and MANAGER, MR. HENRT
IRVINO.—Thla imd Every LvaauiK. at M .TO, will- be pmentcd tho
Lwreiidnry Drama of 'The COKSICAN BROTHERS.' LOUIS and
FA111KN DEI FRANCHI. Mr. IKVtNO. Precedrd at 7.30 by a new
and oriirlnal Comedy, eutilled 'BYGONES.' Bux Office open 10 to 3,
under the direction of Mr. Hunt, of whom aeata can be booked by letter
or telcgraiu.-LYCEUM.

La Comedie-Fran^aise d Londres (1871-1879).

Journal Inedit de Edmond Got—Journal

de Francisque Sarcey. Publies, avec une

Introduct ion, par Georges d'Heylli. (Paris,

Ollendorff.)

The modest and useful writer who signs

himself Georges d'Heylli may be said, with

M. Francisque Sarcey, to form the historio-

graphical staff of the Comedie Francjaise.

He is the biographer and critic, in his mono

graphs on Bognier, Arnould-Plessy, aad

Bressant, of some of its niOBt famous ariists.

In a contribution to the series of " Foyers et

Coulisses" he has treated of its ups and

down and shifts and changes, from the time

of its constitution under La Grange to the

accession of M. Lmile Perrin. Then in his

'Journal Intime de In Comedio Franchise '

he has printed a record of all that was done

upon its stage between 1852 and 1871. Now

it is his to tell of Moliere's heirs as strollers,

and to narrate the circumstances of tho

provincial round they made in 1868, and of

their several ventures across tho Channel in

1871 and 1879.

In the matter of strolling the Comedi<;

Franchise has never held in honour the

example of its founders. Molicre strolled

the provinces of the south and west for

(

f



yenrs ere he returned to Paris to try his

fortunes, on off-days with the Italians, on

the stago of the Petit-Bourbon ; and the

artists who accompanied him—the delightful

Be Brie, the adventurous Bt'jard, the bril

liant Duparr, and the rest of them—were

strollers all, and strollers of the most vaga-

bondish habit. The respectable La Grange,

too, ere he stood for the tirst time by Moliere's

side at the Chateau de Chilly, had been as

determined a stroller as Brecourt himself,

and to liim, after his illustrious chief, are

duo the establishment and endowment as

a royal house of the Comedie Franchise.

Assuredly, therefore, it is not for lack of

precedent that the actors of this most famous

playhouse addict themselves so little to the

practice of strolling, and refuse to budge as

a company except at the nod of emperors or

the instances of carpenters and upholsterers.

They are in the service of France ; their

society has survived a monarchy, several

republics, and a couple of empires ; and it

is beneath them to remove from Paris.

Abroad the company is to be seen but in

fractions : in the person of a rebellious

associate, like MdHe. Madeleine Brohan or

Madame Arnould-Plessy ; or as incarnate in

some histrionic prodigy of the type of Mdlle.

Bernhardt ; or as represented officially, so

to speak, by such rare and accomplished

artists as M. Got and M. Coquelin. Even of

this, as recent events have shown, it is not

held advisable that there should be too

much. The company is a fixed and steady

constellation, and for stars that would wander

there is no place within its system. As

for getting the whole Comedie away from

the Rue de Richelieu, that is a real Star

Chamber matter. The question is one to

be debated by ministers, argued out by

anxious legists, criticized in opposition

prints, made the subject of letters from

indignant patriots, and wrangled over by

deputies in want of a grievance. Hence it

is that, of the three rounds made outside the

■walls of Paris by Moliere's heirs and suc

cessors, two were made on the advice of the

contractor for repairs ; twice the actors were

enfranchised by the operation of a white

wash brush ! The third adventure was brought

about by the action of the Commune. It
■was more partial in aim and apparently less

splendid in its results than either of the

others ; but it is in fact the one that most

redounds to the credit of those who were

engaged in it, and the one on which his

torians of the Comedie Franchise will take

most pleasure in enlarging.

The company's first and third removals

were ordinary provincial and foreign tours.

The pretext was the same for both of

them. The theatre stood in need of re

pairs, and it was deemed advisable to utilize

the opportunity thus afforded. The earlier

was made in 1868. Tho artists enjraged in

it, some seventeen in all, were MM. Got,

Delaunay, Maubant, Lafontaine, Garraud,

Talbot, Barre, Coquelin, Masset, and Coque

lin cadet ; with Mdlles. Favart, Guyon, La

fontaine, Royer, and Dinah-Felix. The

only places visited were Dijon, Lyons,

Toulon, Nico, and Marseilles. Twenty-

three performances were given, with a re

pertory of eighteen plays or fragments of

plays, the most popular of which appear to

have been • Le Misanthrope,' ' Les Four-

btries do Scapin,' and the ' Paul Forestier '

of Emile Augier. Tho gross receipts were

72,399 francs 55 centimes, which yielded

a net profit of 33,494 francs 79 centimes

for division among the company. Tho third

removal, that of last year, was a business of

far greater difficulty and importance than

the first. The circumstances are still fresh

in everybody's memory, and it is unnecessary

to recall them. M. d'Heylli, however, has

printed a full profit-and-loss account of tho

trip, and some of his information is well

worth quoting. There were thirty-six per

formances at 6,000 francs, and six at 4,000

francs; 1,685 francs came in as "diverses

recottes " ; 2,000 francs were produced by

a sale of scenery and decorations ; bo that

the total received amounted to upwards of

243,685 francs. The expenses nre estimated

at a sum of 127,788 francs. They includo

a tax of 74 per cent, on the gross receipts

for authors' rights and the wages, on a scalo

of exceptional liberality, of the actors and

actresses. The lady associates got 60 francs

a day, the gentlemen only 50 francs ; the

lady pensionnaires had 35 francs a day, their

male comrades 30 francs. As, in addition

to their salaries, the members of the com

pany had a nett profit of 115,897 francs to

share at the close of tho campaign, their

journey, from a pecuniary, not less than

from an artistic, point of view, must bo held

to have been splendidly successful. This

is not, we should add, the opinion of M.

Sarcey. That gentleman inclines to believe

that the English entrepreneurs made heaps

of money by the transaction, and often

shared as much as 800/. a night. Evidently

he thinks, though he does not actually affirm,

that the company were ill paid. " La Co

medie Francaise," he says, " a les mains

nettes de cet argent-la." And ho goes on to

add, with the digne and happy assurance in

error common to all Frenchmen writing

about England and things English, " C'est

le succes moral qui a etc considerable. Si

fatigante qu'ait pu etre cette campagno

pour nos comediens, ils ont etc payes de

leurs peines, puisqu'ils ont pu raviver chez

cette grande nation anglaise, et le respect

du nom de Molicre, et lo gout de notre litte-

ratnre dramatique,"—a reflection that

appears to be as far wide of the truth as

any with which we have the honour to be

acquainted. For the rest, it must be owned

that M. Sarcey's journal appears to have

far less of interest and importance as an

historical document than as a mirror of its

distinguished author's mind. Its tone is

paternal and wondering, its sentiments are

mostly noble, its humour is judicious and

careful, its originality is often striking. It

is pleasant to note that M. Sarcey no longer

holds that an English dramatic critic is the

paid servant of a syndicate of lessees and

managers. He is still, however, a kind of

latter-day edition, as it were, of "tho most

capricious poet, honest Ovid, among tho

Goths." The sense and point of certain

remarks upon his pet company of players

and their pieces fill him with ravishment

and surprise ; he considers these evidences of

civilization with the pleased, perplexed,

astonished smile of Gulliver among the

Lilliputians ; he seems to have read his

Times much as George III. is reported to

have examined the dumplings. In con

nexion with Augier's ' Piiiliberte ' he re

ports the confidences of an English friend

who, "avec son fort accent britannique,"

did thus declare himself: — " Je crois

qu'a Paris vous avez un mot de slang pour

caracteriser ces sortes de pieces : vous dites

que c'est crevant. Nous disons, nous : Tirivg,

qui est plus poli." After this frank ex

pression of opinion M. Sarcey's surprise

that there should be such a thing in England

as dramatic criticism seems, it must bo

confessed, a veiy natural emotion. Perhaps,

however, the author of this criticism upon

' Philiberte ' is identical with the ingenious

person who explained the prodigious success

of ' L'Etourdi ' by the perennial popularity

of ' Sir Martin Mar-all '—a piece with which

the English public is so perfectly familiar,

it appears, that ' L'Etourdi ' came to it as

an old and valued friend ; in which case it

seems probable that M. Sarcey fell into the

hands of wicked men, who did not scruple

to amuse themselves A lui tirer des carottes,

exactly as though he had been no more

than an ordinary intelligent foreigner. It

should be added that M. Sarcey, these

potentialities to the contrary, is very kindly

disposed towards us, and has gone so far us

to create for us, in a certain "Lord Chamber

lain," an entirely new and original English

peer ; also, that he is nearly always amusing,

and now and then almost instructive.

As regards the history of the Comedie

Frangaise under the Commune, it forms by

far the most interesting portion of tho

volume. At the end of the war the famous

theatre was in a state that verged upon

bankruptcy ; matters were so bad, indeed,

that the question of winding up the com

pany had actually been put and discussed.

At this juncture M. Got—the hero of the

adventure from first to last—suggested an

expedition to London. The proposition was

adopted forthwith, and, after a preliminary

journey to tho English capital with Bressant,

the eminent comedian led over the Channel

a company including MM. Delaunay, Talbot,

Coquelin, Febvre, Barre, and Garraud, and

Mdlles. Favart, Jouassain, Provost-Ponsin,

and Marie Royer. There were many diffi

culties to contend with ; but M. Got is an

obstinate Breton—he loves hard work and

obstacles ; and, thanks in great measure to

his tact, judgment, resolution, and enter

prise, the campaign was completely suc

cessful. Thirty-four plays were produced,

fourteen of them from the old repertory ;

and the profits of the expedition amounted

to upwards of 112,528 francs, which

was enough to discharge the common debt

and to leave a margin of 17,000 francs.

Tho modest and practical little diary in

which M. Got records his achievement

should take rank in interest and importance,

among documents relative to the history

of the famous theatre whose salvation is

told in it, with La Grange's ' Registre '

itself. How great and urgent was the need

I of the Comedie Francaise at this period will

I be understood from the fact that in the May

of 1871 the theatre, with a monthly liability

I of not much less than 40,000 francs, could

I command no more than some 12,000 francs

! in the world. It is evident, indeed, that

I histrionic and dramatic art were ill appre

ciated under the Commune. Between tho

i 28th of March and the 31st of May some

1 lifty-one performances wero given at the

I Comedie, the gross receipts at which

I amounted to only 13,552 francs. The most
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lucrative of these performances was that

of 'Le Due Job,' on the 30th of March, at

•which the receipts were 719 francs; the

least was that of the 20th of May, when

' Phedre,' ' Le Legs,' and ' Les Projets de

Ma Tante ' were played to a house of 54

francs. In this connexion it is worthy of

note that once before, in 1831, 'Le Legs,'

this time in company with the ' Tartufe,'

had been played to a house of 68 francs

only ; the piece has thus the doubtful

honour of having been presented to two of

the smallest audiences ever gathered toge

ther within the Comedie Francaise.

The revival this night of "The Corsican

Brothers' at the Lyceum retrieves the week

from absolute sterility, and may be said to mark

the commencement of the autumnal season.

The dibut of M. Leloir at the Come'die Fran-

caiBe in the role of Harpagon has been but

moderately successful. Complaints are begin

ning to be heard that M. Perrin is not happy in

his selection of pensionnaires.

The entertainment to be given at the reopen
ing of the Gymnase Dramatique ■will consist,

according to the Revue et Gazette des Thedtres,

of a revival of ' L'Innocente,' a comedietta of

ChtSri-Montigny, in which Mdlle. Noirty will

make her dtbut, and of ' La Papillonne ' of M.

"Victorien Sardou, and the first performance of

1 Nina la Tueuse,' a one-act comedy in verse,

the author of which is not named. A prologue

is to be spoken by Madame Pasca.

' L'Arbkb de Noel ' is the title of a new

fterie, by MM. Mortier, Leterrier, and Vanloo,

in rehearsal at the Porte Saint Martin.

' La Roussottb,' a new comedy of MM.

Meilhac and HaleVy, is to be produced at the

Yarie'tes in the course of the present season.

SAMPSON LOW, MARST0N & CO.'S

NEW LIST.

MISCELLANEA

The Pound of Flesh.—With reference to Mr.

Moncure Conway's treatment of this subject in

its aspect as a tradition from early times (Nine

teenth Ceidury for May), I have lately come

across an Indian story which gives a remark

able parallel. Lieut. R. Carnac Temple has

kindly sunt me from India a translation of

some 'Tales told in the Deccan.1 They are

a " literal translation of the ' Hikayat Latifah'

of Muhammad Abd-ul-aziz of Madras, in the

Dakhani Dialect," and this seems to be a direct

copy of the ' Hikayat-i-Latif,' to be found in

Godwin's ' Persian Moonshee,' an educational

work published in 1801. But from what source

Mr. Gladwin gathered his collection of stories,

Lieut. Temple, in his introduction, says he has

not been able to find out. They appear to me

to be of native origin, but at all events it is

worth while drawing your readers' attention to

(or perhaps the New Shakspere Society would

like to note) the following story, No. 9 in the

collection. I transcribe it exactly as it stands :

—"A man made a bet with another about a

j:ame, and said, ' If I do not win the game you

may cut from my body a seer (i.e. 2 lbs.) of

lliwh.' When he did not win the game the

winner wished to close the bet, but the man

would not agree to it. They both went before

the judge. The judge said to the winner,

' Pardon him the bet,' but he would not agree

to do it. The judge, being very angry, said,

' Out away, but if you cut more or leas than

a aeer (2 lbs.) I will punish you.' The winner,

being helpless, forgave him the bet."

G. L. Gomme.

The New Volume of the " Tauchnitz Series" of German

Authors is entitled,

BRIGITTA: a Tale.

By BERTHOLD AUERBACH,

Author of ' On the Heights,' 4c.

Translated by CLARA BELL.

Cloth, 18mo. price 2«.

Now ready, crown 8vo. cloth extra, 12». 6d.

ALBANIA:

A NARRATIVE OF RECENT TRAVEL.

By E. F. KNIGHT, Barrister-at-Law.

With several Illustrations.

PRACTICAL BLOWPIPE

ASSAYING.

By GEORGE ATTWOOD, F.G.S. Assoc. Inst. C.E.

F.C.S. Hem. Am. Inst. M.E., Ac.

With 71 Woodcut Illustrations. Price 12». 6i.

[Just ready.

To CoBRKSPOiTOaxrs.—G. P.—C. B.—E. D.—received.

L. G.—No address.

No notice can be taken of anonymous communications.

Standard Educational Works

NEW NOVEL, NOW READY,

BY THE AUTHOR OF ' GINX'B BABY,'

LENA.LISA

By EDWARD JENKINS.

In 2 vols, crown 8vo. 21«.

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART.

By W. CLARK RUSSELL,

Author of 'The Wreck of the Grosvenor,' 'John

Holdsworth, Chiel Mate,' 4c.

In 3 vols.

*.* In consequence of arrangements for simultaneous
publication in England and America, Mr. Bussell's New

Novel will not be issued until October 1.

Now ready, in wrapper. Port VI. prico li of

MR. WILLIAM BLACK'S SUNRISE :

a Story of These Time*.

FORTY YEARS' RECOLLECTIONS:

Literary and Political. By THOMAS FROST, Author of 'The
Secret Societies of the European Revolution,' dkc. Crown 8vo. cloth
extra, price IQj. 8d

Crown 8to. cloth extra, 3*. <W. each Volume,

FOREIGN COUNTRIES and

BRITISH COLONIES. Edited by F. S. PULLING, M.A.

The New Volumes now ready In this Series are—
PERU. By Clement* U. Mark.ham, MA CB, With Map and Illus

trations.
AUSTRIA. By D. Kay, F.R.O.3. With Map and Illustrations.

OREECE. By L. Sergeant, B A. With Maps and Illustrations.

The WEST INDIES. By C, H. Eden, F.R.G.S. With Map and Illus
trations.

Now ready, demy 8vo. 430 page*, cloth extra, price 31s. M.

NAVIES of the WORLD: giving Con-

else Descriptions of the Plans. Armament, and Armour of the Naval
Vessels of Twenty of the Principal Nations . together with the latest
Developmenis in Ordnance, Torpedoes, and Naval Architecture, and
a Concise Summary of the Principal Naval Rattle* of the last
Twenty Years. to IS*) By Lieut EDWARD W. VERY. U.S.N,
With more than 400 Plans, Sketches. Ac. and a Complete Index.

Now ready, crown 8vo. cloth extra, price 10*. 6a*.

EVERY DAY ENGLISH. By Richard

GRANT WHITE. It treats of Speech. Writing. Grammar, Word*,
and Phrases, pointing
use of English ;
humour, makes
equal profit and enjoyment,

•luting out the Errors which abound in our common
I- and. by Its happy combination of learning and
< 'a book which all intelligent persons can read with

PUBLISHED BY

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS.

GEOGRAPHICAL TEXT-BOOKS. By the

But. ALEX. MACKAY, LL.D. F.R.G.8.

MANUAL of MODERN GEOGRAPHY,

Mathematical. Physical, and Political; on a New nan. ttth
Thousand, Revised. Pp. 6ttt, 7s. 8d.

ELEMENTS of MODERN GEOGRA-

PHY. 44th Thousand, Revised. Pp. 300, 3s.

OUTLINES of MODERN GEOGRAPHY.

131st Thousand, Revised. Pp. 113, Is.

The INTERMEDIATE GEOGRAPHY.
Intended as an Intermediate Book between the Author'a * Out-
lines of Geography' and ' Elements of Geography.' Sixth
Edition, Revised. Pp. 224, Ss.

FIRST STEPS in GEOGRAPHY. 69th

Thousand, Revised. Pp. 50, sewed, 4<f. ; in cloth, M.

GEOGRAPHY of the BRITISH

EMPIRE. ML

GEOLOGY and PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

Hy DAVID PAGE. LL.D. F.R.S.E. F.O.S.. Ac.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT -BOOK

of GEOLOGY, With Illustrations and Gloassxial Index.
Eleventh Edition, la. W.

ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK of GEO-
LOGY : Descriptive, and Industrial. With Engraving* and
Glossary of Scientific Terms. Sixth Edition, Revised asd

Enlarged. 7s. 6tt\

The CRUST of the EARTH: a Handy

Outline of Geology. Sixth Edition. Is.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT - BOOK of

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. With Sketch-Mapi and tUattra-
tiani. Ninth Edition. 2j. 0 1.

ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK of PHYSI
CAL GEOGRAPHY. With Engravings. Second Edition, la.

Now ready, small post 8vo. cloth extra, price 8s. Sot,

MOUNTAIN and PRAIRIE : a Journey

from Victoria to Winnipeg, rirf Peace River Puss. By the Rev.
DANIEL M. GORDON, B.D., Ottawa. With Maps and Illustrations.

Now ready, demy 8vo. cloth extra, price 14*.

The AUSTRALIAN ABROAD.
Branches from the Main Routes round the. World, Second Series—
(Wlon. India, and E^ypt. By JAMES KINGSTON. With many
tine Illustrations. Uniform with the First Series.

BEATRICE MELTON'S DISCI
PLINE. Py MAUI) JEANNE FRANC. Author ol • Marian,'

' Minnie's MiMlon,' Ac. Small 8vo. cloth gilt, price *i.

London :

Sampson Low, Mabston, Seabi.b k Rivinoton,

Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet-street, B.C.

ELEMENTS of PHYSIOGRAPHY and

PHYSICAL GEOORAPHY. With exnress reference to the
instructions recently' issued hy the Scfence and Art Depart
ment By the Rev. ALEX. MACKAY, LL D. With numerous.
Illustrations. Uth Thousand. Pp. ISO, ls.ttof.

ENGLISH LITERATURE.

ENGLISH PROSE COMPOSITION: a

Practical Manual for Use In Schools. By JAMES CUKRIX.
M.A. 32nd Thousand. U. 6d.

AN ETYMOLOGICAL AND PRONOUNCING

DICTIONATIY of the ENGLISH LAX-
GUAGE. Including a very Copious Selection of Rcientinv.
Technical, and other Terms and Phrases. Designed for U«e a
Schools and Colleges By the Rev. JAMES BTORMONTH
The Pronunciation carefully revised by the R*T. P. H. PHKLP
M.A. Fifth Edition, Reyisedand Enlarged. Pp. "91, 7*. ad.

The SCHOOL ETYMOLOGICAL "DlC-

TIONARY anil WORD ROOK. My tie Sam*. Pp. SO. ^

The HANDY SCHOOL DICTIONARY.
For Use in Elementary Schools, and as a rocket Reference

Dictionary. By the Same. Pp. 'Mb, W.

ARITHMETIC, &c.

PRIMER of GEOMETRY: an Easy
Introduction to tt " "" ••aw*.

Cl/'THLKRTSON, J

lntrodoctlon to the TTopoattlona of Eiirlid. By FKAXci-LA. LL.D. Third Edition, la. M.

TREATISE on ARITHMETIC, witj

numerous Exnrlrra lor Teaching in Chu*e». Hy JAM'

WATSON, leap. It.

The THEORY of ARITHMETIC. Bj

DAVID MUNN. F.H.S.K., Mathematical Matter, Royal Ui
School oi Edinburgh. »vo. pp. a*l, St.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and

Loudon.
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GRIFFITH & FAHRANS

NEW BOOKS FOR THE AUTUMN AND WINTER SEASON, 1880.

C. B. BERRY.

The OTHER SIDE : How It Struck Us. Being

Sketches of a Winter Visit to the United States and Canada. By

C. B. BERBY. Demy 8vo. cloth, 9t. [Shortly.

Miss E. S. HARTSHORNS.

DESIGNS for CHURCH EMBROIDERY and

CREWBL WORK, from Old Examples : a Set of Upwards of Sixty

Patterns. Collected and Arranged by Miss E. S. HARTSHORNE.

18 Sheets demy, 3 Sheets Text, in handsome cloth case, 5*. [Jutt out.

OLIVE THORNE MILLER.

NIMPO'S TROUBLES. By Olive Thorne Miller,

Author of 1 Little Folks in Feather and Fur.' Illustrated by Mary

Hallock and Sol. Eytinge. Cloth, 3*. 6d. [Shortly.

JOANNA H. MATTHEWS.

BELLE'S PINK BOOTS. By Joanna H. Mat

thews, Author of the ' Bessie Books/ With 16 Coloured Illustra

tions by Ida Waugh. Cloth elegant, 9». [Preparing.

J. X. BLAKISTON, MM.

GLIMPSES of ENGLAND : a Geographical Read

ing Book for Children. By J. R. BLAKISTON, M.A., Author of

' Glimpses of the Globe,' kc. Fcap. 8vo. paper boards, 9d. [Jutt out.

The two books, ' Glimpses of the Globe ' and ' Glimpses of England,'

cover the whole of the knowledge required to secukb a Class Gbamt

for Geography in Standards II. and III.

They will be shortly followed by ■ GLIMPSES of the BRITISH

EMPIRE,' which is intended as a Supplementary Reading Book for

use in the Upper Standards.

E. C. PHILLIPS.

TROPICAL READING BOOKS. Intended for

Use in West Indies and elsewhere. Written at the request of the

Right Rev. Bishop Courtenay, late Bishop of Kingston, Jamaica. By

E. C. PHILLIPS. Profusely illustrated, paper boards, with attractive

wrapper. Book I. <jd. Book II. If. Book III. It. [Jutt out.

J. L. SHA DWELL.

HEROES of HISTORY and LEGEND. Trans

lated by JOHN LANCELOT SHADWELL, from the German ' Cha-

racterbilder aus Geschichte und Sage,' by A. W. GRUBE. Crown 8vo.

cloth, lOi. 6d. [Slwtly.

Captain W. A. ANDREWS and Dr. MACAULAY.

A DARING VOYAGE ACROSS the ATLANTIC,

by Two Americans, the Brothers ANDREWS, in a small Boat, The

Nautilus. The Log of the Voyage by Captain WILLIAM A.

ANDREWS, with Introduction and Notes by Dr. MACAULAY, Editor

of the Boy't Own Paper. Crown 8vo. with Illustrations, cloth, 2«. Gd.

[Jutt out.

DEACONESSES in the CHURCH of ENGLAND:

a Short Essay on the Order as Existing in the Primitive Church, and

on their Present Position and Work. Revised by the Very Rev. the

DEAN of CHESTER. With a Prefatory Note by His Grace the

ARCHBISHOP of CANTERBURY. Post 8vo. cloth, 1*. 6d.

[Jutt out.

MUDGE and her CHICKS: a Story of Children's

Home Doings. By a BROTHER and SISTER. Cloth elegant, with

15 Illustrations, 3». 6d. [Shortly.

Mrt. MINNIE DOUGLAS.

TWO ROSE TREES: the Adventures of Twin

Sisters. By Mrs. MINNIE DOUGLAS. With 16 Illustrations, cloth

elegant, 2t. 6d. [Jutt out.

E. C. PHILLIPS.

HILDA and her DOLL. By E. C. Phillips, Author

of ' The Orphans,' ' Bunchy,' ic. With 14 Illustrations, cloth elegant,

2l. 6d. [Preparing.

C. E. BO WEN.

The HOUSE on the BRIDGE ; and other Tales.

By C. E. B0WEN, Author of 'Among the Brigands,' &c. Crown 8vo.

with 13 Illustrations by A. H. Collins, cloth, 2s. 6d. [Shortly.

NEW NINEPENNY SERIES.

The TINY NATURAL HISTORY SERIES of

STORY BOOKS about ANIMALS for LITTLE READERS. A Series

of Twelve Volumes, all profusely illustrated by the best Artists,

elegantly bound in paper boards, with Covers in Chromo-lithography,

each 9d. The Twelve Volumes in Cardboard Box with Picture Top,

price 9#.

Especially adapted for Sunday School Prizes and Rewards. In one

way or another the Books either impart knowledge about animals or

inculcate the desirableness of treating them with kindness.

NEW SERIES OF FOTJRPENNY AND SIXPENNY BOOKS.

OUR BOYS' LITTLE LIBRARY: Pictures and

Reading for Little Folk. A Series of Twelve elegant little Volumes in

paper boards, with attractive Covers in Chromo-lithography, each id.; cloth

extra, 6d. Every page is illustrated.

The Twelve Volumes in a Box, with fancy lid, paper boards, it.;

cloth, 6*.

They are especially suited for Sunday School Prizes and Rewards.

NEW SERIES OF FOTJRPENNY AND SIXPENNY BOOKS.

OUR GIRLS' LITTLE LIBRARY: Pictures and

Reading for Little Folk. A Series of Twelve elegant little Volumes in

paper boards, with attractive Covers in Chromo-lithography, each id. ; cloth

extra, each 6*2. Every page is illustrated.

The above Twelve Volumes in Box, with fancy lid, paper boards, it. ;

cloth, 6*.

They are especially suited for Sunday School Prizes and Rewards.

A NEW SERIES OF EIGHTEENPENNY BOOKS,

UNIFORM IN SIZE, STYLE, AND PRICE.

Attractively bound in cloth, printed in red and gold, and

Illustrated by eminent Artists.

FATHEP. TIME'S STORY BOOK

for the LITTLE ONES. By Kathleen
Knox.

A CHILD'S INFLUENCE.

Lisa Lockyer.

LUCY'S CAMPAIGN.

C. Lee.

ADVENTURESin FANTI-LAND.

By Mrs. R. Lee.

By

By M. and

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

Davenport.

ALWAYS

Mother.

By Emma

HAPPY. By A

FROM PEASANT to PRINCE;

or, the Life of Alexander Menschikoff.
By Mrs. Pietxker.

MY GRANDMOTHER'S

BUDGET. By Mrs. Broderip.

CONSTANCE and NELLIE. By

Emma Davenport.

The HEROIC WIFE. ByW. H. G.

Kingston.

CORNER COTTAGE and its

INMATES. By Frances Osborne.

GRANNY'S WONDERFUL

CHALK. By B. F. Browne.

. NEW SERIES OF SHILLING BOOKS,

UNIFORM IN SIZE, STYLE, AND PRICE.

Attractively bound in cloth, printed in silver and gold, and

Illustrated by eminent Artists.

GRANDMAMMA'S RELICS.

C. E. Bowen.

HOLIDAY TALES.

Wilford.

ALICE and BEATRICE.

Grandmamma.

The CHILDREN'S PICNIC.

E. Marryat Korris.

AMONG the BRIGANDS;

and other Tales of Adventure. By C. E.

By

By Florence

By

By

WRECKED, NOT

the Hon. Mrs. Dundas.

LOST. By

HARRY at SCHOOL. By E.

Marryat Korris.

JULIA MAITLAND. By M. and

E. Kirby.

HOLIDAYS AMONG the

MOUNTAIM8 ByM. Betham-Edwards.

CHRISTIAN

L. K. Comyn.

ELLIOTT. By

The DISCONTENTED CHIL

DREN. By M. and E. Kirby.

PAUL HOWARD'S CAPTIVITY

By E. Marryat Korris,

GRIFFITH & FARRAN, West Corner of St. Paul's Churchyard, London.
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THE TOURIST'S COMPANION FOR THE ROAD, RAIL, OR RIVER,

Sold by all Booksellers, 3 vols, cloth gilt, 10s. 6d.

BBEYS, CASTLES, and ANCIENT HALLS of

ENGLAND and WALES: their Legendary Lore and Popular

History-South, Midland, North. By JOHN TIM138, Author of “Curio

sities of London, and ALEXANDER GUNN. With Steel Frontispieces.

Each volume complete in itself; or sold separately, each 3s.6d.

Frederick Warne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

BBEYS, CASTLES, and ANCIENT HALLS of

ENGLAND and WALES.–Contents of Vol. I. (South): London

and its Environs, Essex, Surrey, Kent, Sussex, Hampshire, Dorset,

Devonshire, Cornwall, Channel islands, Somersetshire. Price 3s. 6d.;

post free, 4s.

Frederick Warne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

BBEYS, CASTLES, and ANCIENT HALLS of

ENGLAND and WALES.–Contents of Vol. II. (Midland): Wilt

soire, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Suffolk, Norfolk,

Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, Bedfordshire, Northamptonshire, Rut

landshire, Leicestershire, Warwickshire, Oxfordshire, Gloucestershire,

Monmouthshire, Hereford, Worcestershire, Staffordshire, Shropshire.

3s.6d.; post free, 4s.

Frederick Warne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

BBEYS, CASTLES, and ANCIENT HALLS of

ENGLAND and WALES.-Contents of Vol. III. (Northy: Lincoln

share Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Lancashire, Cheshire, Yorkshire,

Durham, Cumberland, Westmoreland, Berwick, Northumberland, &c.

3s. 0d., post free, 4s.

Frederick Warne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

Now ready, Second Edition, pricels.

OTES on SOME DISPUTED POINTS in

INDIAN FINANCE and TAXATION. By H. S. CUNNINGHAM,

M.A., a Judge of the High Court of Calcutta, and Member of the Famine

Commission.

London: W. H. Allen & Co. 13, Waterloo-place.

Just ready, crown 8vo. cloth, price 7s 6d.

I N G I P S Y T E N T S.

BY

FRANCIS HINDES GROOME.

Author of Article ‘Gipsies’ in the ‘Encyclopaedia Britannica,’ &c.

With Illustrations.

Edinburgh: William P. Nimmo & Co.; and at all Libraries and Book

sellers'.

Price to Subscribers, 2s. 6d. ; Non-Subscribers, 4s 6d.

NXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES of a
REPORTER. Giving Twenty Years' experience on the Press,

showing the Easiest and Surest Method of becoming an Efficient and

Rapid Phonographic Shorthand Writer, and containing valuable Hints

on all Branches of Reporting. Amusing and interesting to Members of

the Press, and invaluable to Young Phonographers and Tyros in the

Art of Reporting. Written and published by FRANCIS J. LOCK,

Author of ‘The Rifleman's Companion,” “How to become an Expert

Shot, “Martini v. Snider’ (30,000), &c.

20A, Market-street, Leicester.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF • THE GAMEKEEPER

At hoME."

OUND ABOUT a GREAT ESTATE.

By RICHARD JEFFERIES,

Author of ‘The Gamek rat Home,”“Wild Life in a Southern

County,’ ‘The Amateur Poacher,’ &c.

Crown 8vo, 5s.

“As fresh, as picturesque, and as daintily written as “The Game

keeper at Home." A very pleasant volume.”—Globe.

“The work of one who is an intelligent and observant lover of nature

and of country life. We have read his book with pleasure, and recom

unend it to others.”—Queen.

London: Smith, Elder & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

NEW NovKL, AT ALL THE LIBRARIES,

LIVER CONSTABLE: Miller and Baker.

By SARAH TYTLER,

Author of ‘Citoyenne Jacqueline,' ‘Scotch Firs,' &c.

3 vols. post 8vo.

“An exceedingly interesting tale. We

works of the gifted authoress.”—Court Journal.

“Miss Tytler writes exceedingly well... Her novel does her very great

credit, and merits a well-earned success.”—Daily News.

London : Smith, Elder & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

TRUENER & Co.'s NEW PUBLICATIONS.

ChEAP EDITION OF MR. ARNOLD’s POPULAR POEM ON

BUDDHA AND BUDioit ISM.

The LIGHT of ASIA; or, the Great Renunciation.
Being the Life and Teaching of Gautama, Prince of India and

Founder of Buddhism. By EDWIN ARNOLD, C.S.I., Officer of the

order of the White Elephant of Siam. Crown 8vo, illustrated, paper

boards, or limp parchment, 2s. 6d.

LINGUISTIC and ORIENTAL ESSAYS. Written

from the year 1846 to 1878. By Robert NEEDHAM CUST, late

Member of Her#: Indian Civil Service, Hon. Sec. It Asiatic

Soociety, and Author of “The Modern Languages of the East Indies.”

Pust 8vo. cloth, 18s,

THE OBER-AMMERGAU PASSION PLAY-1880.

MIRACLE PLAYS and SACRED DRAMAS: an

Historical Survey. By Dr. KARL HASE. Translated from the

German by A. W. JACKSON, and Edited by the Rev. W. W. JACK

SON, Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. Post 8vo, cloth, 9s.

The BIRDS of CORNWALL and the SCILLY

1SLANDS. By the late EDWARD HEARLE RODD. Edited, with

an Introduction. Appendix, and Brief Memoir of the Author, by

JAMES E. H.ARTING, F.L.S. F.Z.S. Post 8vo, with Portrait and

Map, cloth, 14s.

RECOLLECTIONS of TRAVEL in NEW ZEA

LAND and AUSTRALIA. By JAMES COUTTS CRAwFoRD,

late Member of the Legislative Council of New Zealand; Resident

Magistrate, Wellington, &c, 8vo, with Maps and illustrations,

cloth, 18s.

POLITICAL ECONOMY for the PEOPLE. By
Joan LANCELOT SHADWELL, Author of “A System of Political

Economy. Crown 8vo, limp cloth, 1s. 6d.

EVOLUTION and INVOLUTION. By GEORGE

ThoMSON, Author of “The World of Being,' &c. Crown 8vo. cloth,
5s.

ACROSS the ZODIAC: the Story of a Wrecked

Record. ... I'cciphered, Translated, an ", Edited by PERCY GREG,

Author of " " he Devil's Advocate.’ 2 vols, crown 8vo, cloth, 21s.

Alondon: Trübner & Co. Ludgate-hill.

it as one of the best

The Third Edition, price Eighteenpence,

ELEMENTA LATINA; or, Latin Lessons for

Beginners. By W. H. MORRIS.

London: Longmans & Co.

HOW TO READ THE GREEK TESTAMENT.

The Seventh Edition, price 2s. 6d.—KEY, price 2s.

REEK LESSONS; showing how Useful and

how Easy it is for every one to Learn Greek. By W. H. MORRIS.

London: Longmans & Co.

Pl' HEER'S ‘PRIMEVAL WORLD of

SWITZERLAND, with Geological Map and 560 Illustrations

Edited by JAMES HEYWOOD, M.A. F.R.S. In 2 vols. 8vo, price 16s.

London: Longmans & Co.

Now ready (Sept. 1880) printed on a sheet of extra Drawing Paper,34 in.

by 27 in, and Coloured by hand, price 12s. 6d. To be had also folded in

a cloth Case and lettered, price 13s., or Mounted on linen and stretched

upon a Roller for suspension, price 16s.

EW MAP of SOUTH AFRICA. Containing

Cape Colony, Griqualand. Kaffraria, Basutoland, Zululand Natal,

Transvaal. Orange Free State, Damara Land, Betshuana Land, and other

Territories. Compiled from the best available Colonial and Imperial

Information, and from the Official Map recently compiled by the Sur

veyor-General, Cape Town. Engraved by T. B. Johnston, F.R.G.S.,

Geographer to the Queen.

London: Longmans & Co.

FOURTH EDITION, WITH AN APPENDIX.

Just published, 8vo. cloth, 16s.

NIRST PRINCIPLES. By HERBERT SPENCER.
Fifth Thousand. With an Appendix dealing with Critics (which

may be had separately, price 6d.).

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta-street, Covent-garden, London;

and 20, South Frederick-street, Edinburgh.

RAILWAY READING.

ALES from ‘BLACKWOOD. New Series.

Containing 89 Tales of absorbing interest. In 24 Shilling Parts,

each complete in itself, or, elegantly bound in 12 handy volumes, extra

cloth, 30s

“The most engaging mnd unobtrusive of travelling comran"; **

innes.

“Ranging from grave to gay, from mystic to absurd, the stories are

for all manner of moods and for every order of taste.”—Athenaeun.

“If you want to be idle, and not to be idle too long,—not to enter on a

novel.--we hardly know a better way of attaining your end than to take

up one of these twelve volumes.”—Spectator.

...'" Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London; and at all Book

s -

COLLINS'S ADVANCED SCIENCE SERIES.

NEW WOLUMES AND NEW EDITIONS.

Just published,

RACTICAL PLANE GEOMETRY and

PROJECTION.

For Science Classes, Schools, and Colleges.

Adapted to the requirements of the Royal School of Mines, the Royal

ilitary Academy, Cooper's Hill Engineering College, and the

Science and Art Department.

By HENRY ANGEL,

Lecturer at the Birkbeck Literary and Scientific Institution, &c.

In Two Volumes. Vol. I. Text, 3s.6d.; Vol. II. Plates, 5s.

M A GN ET IS M and E L E CT RICITY.

By FREDERICK GUTHRIE,

Professor of Physics, Royal School of Mines.

With 300 Illustrations. New and Revised Edition. 15th Thousand.

Post 8vo, cloth, 364 pp. 3s.

William Collins, Sons & Co. Limited, Bridewell-place, London, E.C.;

and all Booksellers'.

RINCIPAL D A W S ON'S PO PULAR

GEOLOGICAL WORKS.

--

“Since Hugh Miller no geologist has possessed so graphic

a pen as Dr. Dawson.”—Literary Churchman.

I.

Just published, with 44 Illustrations, 7s.6d.

FOSSIL MEN and their MODERN REPRE

8ENTATIVES. An Attempt to Illustrate the Character and Con

dition of Prehistoric Men in Europe by those of the American Races.

By J. W. DAWSON, LL.D. F.R. S. F.G.S.

“A keen observer of the habits of the red man, and a diligent student

of American antiquities, he is able, by analogical reasoning, to throw

light upon the probable condition of prehistoric man in Europe, and

upon the nature of the relics which he has bequeathed to us.”
Athenaeum.

Sixth

II.

The STORY of the EARTH and MAN.

Edition, 20 Illustrations, 7s 6d.

“A very able and interesting sketch of geological science.”—Spectator.

III.

The ORIGIN of the WORLD.

Revelation and Science. Crown 8vo. 7s.6d.

IV.

LIFE'S DAWN on EARTH. Being the History

of the oldest-known Fossil Remains, and their Relations to Geological

Time and to the Development of the Animal Kingdom. Second

Thousand, numerous Illustrations, 7s.6d.

London: Hodder & Stoughton, 27, Paternoster-row.

According to

Loss OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,

And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon Lord KINNAIRD, Chairman.

subscribed Capital, 1,000,000l. Moderate Premiums.

Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing.

A fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance

in the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.

Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local Agents, or 64,

c:#. London. WILLIAM J. VLAN, Secretary.

HE ANGLO - EGYPTIAN BANKING COM

PANY 1 Limited), having Branches at Alexandria, Cairo, and

Larnaca (Cyprus), is prepared to transact every description of General

Banking Business with those Places. O. FOA, Secretary.

London, 27, Clement's-lane, E.C.

THEWy':AN: ESTATE and

GOLD MINING COMPANY, Lixired.

CAPITAL 80,000l.,

IN 80,000 SHARES OF 11. EACH.

Of which 26.666 Shares are taken by the Vendor, and the Balance of

53,334 Shares is now offe for Subscription at par.

Payment as follows:–2s. 6d. on Application; 2s. 6d. on Allotment;

15s. Two Months after Allotment

DIRECTORS.

H. PALMER STONE, Esq., J.P. Chairman of the South-East Wynaad

Estates and Gold Mining Company, Limited.

ARTHUR,HAEI, Esq., } Directors of the South-East

S. HUGHES HEWITT, Esq., Wynaad Estates and Gold

ROBERT JAMES LAING, Esq., C.E., Mining Company, Limited.

(With power to add to their number.)

BANKERS.

In London–The IMPERIAL BANK, LIMrren, No. 6, Lothbury, E.C.

In India—The AGRA BANK, LIMITED, Madras.

SoLiCitoRS.

Messrs. NEWMAN, STRETTON & HILLIARD, 75 and 76, Cornhill, E. C.

A UDITORS.

To be nominated by the Shareholders.

bRoKERS.

Messrs. FIELDING & SON, 4, Copthall-court, E.C.

SECRETARY.

W. H. THOMPsoN, Esq.

ofPICES.

1, QUEEN VICTORLA-STREET, LONDON, E.C.

This Company is formed to acquire, cultivate, and develope the Per

severance Estate, in the South-East Wynaad, in the Madras Presidency,

India. which closely adjoins the Properties belonging to the South-East

Wynaad Estates and Gold Mining Company, Limited, and is surrounded

by well-known Estates, such as the "Alpha,”“Hamsluck.” “Adelphi,”

“Hamslade,” &c., which, in Mr. Brough Smyth's Report, are most

favourably spoken of as containing Gold Quartz.

The following is the telegraphic summary of the Preliminary Report

of Mr. Oliver Pegler, the Consulting Engineer to the South-East Wynaad

Estates and Gold Mining Company, Limited, under date 14th of June,

1880:

“This Estate indicates great mineral resources. Gold found several

ints. Three rich reefs. One splendid;,perhaps finest in Wynaad.

xtensive Native Workings. Great natural facilities. Water, timber,

abundant.”

Full Prospectuses and Forms of Application for Shares can be obtained

at the Offices of the Company, or from the Bankers or Brokers.

FORM OF APPLICATION FOR SHARES.

Gentlemen,– Having paid to your Bankers, the Imperial Bank,

Limited, Lothbury, E.C., the sum of £.............. , being the Deposit

upon Application for.............. - -- -- -Shares, I hereby request you to

' me that number, and I agree to take the same, or any less number,

and to pay '' the balance in accordance with the terms of the Pro

spectus, dated 11th of September, 1880; and I agree to be bound by the

Memorandum and Articles of Association of the Company, and request

you to register me as a Member of the Company.

Name........................................----------- ----

Address ............ - - --- -- - ------ ---- - - -- ---

Profession or Oecupation .................................---

Date --- - - --- --- -- --- - ----------- ------ - --- --- --- ---

Usual Signature.................. ----- - --- --- - -- -- - --- ----- - -

HOENIX FIRE OFFICE, LOMBARD-STREET

and CHARING CROS8, LONDON.—Established 1782.

Prompt and Liberal Loss Settlements.
Insurances effected in all of the World.

JOHN J. BROOMFIELD, Secretary.

U N F I R. E. O F F I C E.

Threadneedle-street, E.C Charing Cross, S.W.

Oxford-street (corner of Were-street), W.

Established 1710.

Home and Foreign Insurances effected.

Sum insured in 1879, £262,492.461.

FRANCIS B. RELTON, Seeretary.

UN LIFE OF FIC E, L ON DO N.
Established 1810.

CHIEF OFFICE–63, Threadneedle-street.

BRANCH OFFICE–60, Charing Cross.

And at Oxford-street, corner of Were-street.

Life Assurances of all descriptions.

Specially Low Rates for Young Lives, and for Non-Participating

Policies.

Prompt Settlement of Claims. -

A new and greatly simplified form of Proposal, also the Society's

newly-revised Prospectus, will be forwarded on application.

J. G. PRIESTLEY, Actuary.

EA G L E I N S U R A N C E COMPANY.,

79, PALL MALL.

For LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1807.

Accumulated Funds - -- -- ... £3,043,542

Also a Subscribed Capital of more than ... £1,500,000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the office, or fro"

any of the Company's Agents, post free.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS, Actuary and Secretaf

THE LIVERPOOL and LONDON and Gi-OBE

INSURANCE COMPANY.

1, Dale-street, Liverpool; Cornhill and Charing Cross London.

FIRE-LIFE-ANNUITIES.

The Report and Accounts for 1879 showed the net Income 565,4*

for that Year .. - - - ... r1.565,493

The Capital (paid up) - - - - - -- :*
The General£ and Fire Re-Insurance Fund .. ... 1,350,000

The Balance of Profit and Loss Account after paying Divi- r:*

dend, 1879 - - - - -- 6- 6:

The Life and Annuity Fund - - - - - ... .s.o.19.1

The last'''.ion showed that the New Life Participating

class had been very successful, enabling the Company to declare the #:
Reversionary Bonus of 35s. per cent. per annum on the Policies effected

in that class during the quinquennium.

All descriptions of Fire Insurances effected upon favourable terms.

fire RENEWAL PREMIUMS falling DUE at MICHAELMAs should

be paid within fifteen days therefrom.

NoTICE.-MARKS, DURLACHER BROS
395, oxPoRD-STREET, W.

ANTIQUE works of ART and general objects of Decoration. The

authenticity of every Object guaranteed. -

Bo'Poll: "'A''All sizes. Portable "rop, Sides, "Tacking, Gilt Leather £.

shiftin: shelves, Ebonized and Gold. 5 feet by 3 feet, -śs...Y a'.
Mahogany, or oak. Cash if satisfactory. Illustrated Priced Catalogus

H. WEATHERHEAD, High-road, Lee, S.B. A.

*-* **

<
*

,

*
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MISS AMELIA B. EDWARDS'S NEW NOVEL.

SECOND EDITION, at all the Libraries, in 3 vol«.

LORD BRACKENBURY.

By AMELIA B. EDWARDS,

Author of ' Barbara's History,' ' Debenham's Vow,' &c.

Hubst k Blackktt, Publishers, 13, Great Marlborough-street.

LONGFELLOW'S NEW VOLUME OF POEMS.

Now ready, in fcap. 8vo, paper cover, price 1*.

ULTIMA

By HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW.

(COPYRIGHT.)

QSOBOK Routlkdoe Sc Sons, Broadway, Ludgate-hill..

T n U L E.

A GUIDE TO THE STUDY OF BOOK-PLATES

(EX-LIBRIS).

With 18 Plates in Fac-simile.

J. ^LEICESTER WARREN, M.A.

46, Pall Mall, London.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

MTDIE'S SELECT LIBHABT „
Claw of Books than could then be readily

Great rare has always been taken, in the
not only " select," but

on moderate terms from the ordinary Circulating 1

Ion of Books, to study the wishes of fc

More than ONE MILLION VOLUMES have been added since 1874.

vitlMl!!t|l0J,S!,S0£iFKi10t*n ',he be*t lfew Work* continue to be added as the demand Increases ; and arrangements are made
titn the leading Publishers lor an ample supply of all forthcoming Books of general Interest as they appear.

Books.
The Terms of Subscription are the lowest on which it la possible to furnish a constant succession of the Best and Newest

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS per Annum and upnards, according to the number

of Volumes required.

Revised Lists of Works recently- added, and Catalogues of Surplus Copies withdrawn for Sale at greatly reduced prices,
are now ready, and will be forwarded postage free on application.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), NEW OXEORD-STREET.

CITY OFFICE :—2, KING-STREET, CHEAPSIDE.

READERS of FICTION, BIOGRAPHY, HISTORY, TRAVEL,

fKENCH and GERMAN LITERATURE, and Works of every Class, are INVITED te INSPECT

the CLUB PREMISES and the CIRCULATING LIBRARY (which contains a large Selection of

Vocal and Instrumental Music) of the GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY, New BoND-STMET,

where Subscribers' Names are entered daily.

The following are a few of the advantages off.
for are at once supplied. 2nd. Two Vol
Books lor 1 J Guineas a year. 4th. Four
ot theJiewe.stBoc

d by the OROSVENOR OALLERY LIBRARY :— 1st. The Books asked
of the Newest Books lor 1 Guinea a year. :trcl. Three Volumes of the Newest
uesol t lie Newest Books delivered free for 2Guineas a vear. 5ih. Six Volumes

i Country Suli,.Til,.~g an 1„r ' .K ' Ule C1"1'' for n apneas ayear.-N.B. Specially advantageous terms are quoted
to country Suuscnbers. All information promptly supplied on application to Mr. CHARLES ALLEN,

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY (Limited), New Bond-btreet, W.

CHOCOLATE

ESSENCE.

Product of a special refining

It is Chocolate devoided

of its OTer-richness and substan

tiality. Sugarless.and,when made,

of the consistence of Coffee. An

Afternoon Chocolate. Each packet

is labelled

JAMES EPP8 & CO.

Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

gTEEL PENS.

Bold by aU Stationers throughout the World.

APARTMENTSFURNISH your HOUSES or
THROUGHOUT on

MOEDEK'S HIKE 8YSTEM.
The Original, Best, and 1

Cain Prices.
Ho extra charee for time given.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars of terms, post free.
F. MUBDEK, 348 249, 250, Tottenham Court-road - and 19 20 sad 21

Morwell-atrurt. W O. Established 1862. ' ' '

U1 MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
X • the above Premises have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

the Furniture 'trade, and uow form one of the most commodious
Mho,,.— in the metropolis.

n Suites from 61. 9s. to 50 Guinea*,
-room Suites, from 91. 9s. to SI Outness,
out Suites, from 71. 7s. to *o Qnmsss
And all other Goods in great variety.

P. MOKDER, 24s, 249, 2Su. Tottenham Court-road i aad 19, 30, and 31,
Morwell-etreet. W.C. Established lsoX

J£ N I V E S, FORKS, and SPOONS.

T'HE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.—
A The REAL NICKEL SILVKK. when strongly s! L\ i.it- 1 LA 1 ED,
eaaaot be distinguished from silvi r.

With ordinary usage this quality will wear 20 years.

t Quality, strsagly Plated.

Tabic Forks perdos.
Table Spoons per doz.

seert Spoons per dos.
I Spoons perdos.

Fiddle
or Old
SUrer

Bead King's
or

Thread
or

Shell

fc s. st fc .. d. fc s. at.
L 10 0 2 1 0 I I O
1 10 0 2 10 2 5 0
1 2 0 1 II 0 1 11 0
1 2 0 1 » 0 1 11 0
14 0 1 0 0 1 3 0

A SECOND QUALITY ol Fiddle Pattern Table Spoons or Fort*
2Ss. per dosen. Dessert, 17s. Tea Spoons, 12s.

(JUTLERY WARRANTED.

Handle*. Screwed or Rlvetted.
Blades of the Finest steel.

S7-U3. Ivory Handles, per doi..
H do. do. .
3ft do. to balance, do .
4 do. do. .
4 fine do. do. ,
4 extra large do .
4 African do. ,
4 silver Ferrules do .

Table
Knives

» d.
12 (I
l'i ti
Is i,
■-'I 0

32 n
o

40 II
40 (J

Dessert
Knives.

» J.
9 li
13 0
12 li
IS U
31 H
■X ii

Carvers
per pr.

». d.
li U
li li
(i t>
7 6
!) u

In li
13 (i
15 u

WIL-LIAM S. BURTON, General Furnishing
Ironmonger, 3V. Ux ford-street, W., Ac.

Catalogues, containing ft-Vl Illustration*., post tree.

ALLEN'S SOLID LEATHER

PORTMANTEAUS.
ALLEN'S VICTORIA DIIKSSINO HAO.
ALLEN S STRONG DRESS BASKETS.
ALLEN'S ItaOISI KICE1J ALBERT DESPATCH BOX.

ALLEN'S NEW CATALOGUE of 5O0 Articles for Continental Travel
ling, post Ireo.

37. West Strand, London.

APOLLINARIS WATER.
" Laurtadonandus Apolllniirl."—Home*, Book l-r. Odn 2.

GOLD MEDAL. PAKIH,
ANNUAL SALE, b.uuu.GOu.

AfOLLINAltlS COMPANY. Limited, IS. Regent-Street, London. 8.W.

O N B S,MR. U. H. J
SURGEON DENTIST,

57, GREAT RURSELL-8TKKET, LONDON
(Opposite the British Museum),

Will be glad to forward Ills Pamphlet on Painless Dentistry, free,
enclosed by post, wIik-1i explains the inu>t unique system of the adjust
ment of Aruiicnti Teeth without pain.

Consultation free, from 10 to 5.

INN E FORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have

approved of this Pure solution as the b**i reuiedr for
ACIDITY of the STOMACH, HEARTBURN. HEAD-
ACME. GOVT, and INDIGESTION ; and as the safest
Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and

DINNP.FOUI.Vh MAGNESIA.

1)

OLD Dr. JACOB TOWNSEND'S SARSAPA-
RILLA —The best Autumnal Medicine for the Blood, Scorbutic

disorders. Gout, and all Skin Diseases In but ties. 6d,, 4*. od., and lis.,
vt ail CheousU. Chief Depot. 131, Fleot-stroet, K.C.

DEA.N, STLKL& Co.

44 T HAVE witnessed some striking cures of
-I 1ir.ni. hlal ami Chest Cases by Dr. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC

WAFERS."—(Si»xncd> J. F Ash. M.P.S., 7, Hullowuy-head, Birmingham.
Dr. LOCOCK'S WAFKAtS in»Uuuly relieve and rapidly cure Asthma,

Consumption. Bronchitis. Cuutfhs, Coids, Shortness of Breath, Phlegm,
Pains in the Chest. Kheumatisui , uud taste pleasantly.—Sold at Is. ls<f.
and 2s. 9d per box.

THROAT IRRITATION.- Soreness and dryness,
tickling and Irritation. Inducing couyh and affecting the Tuice.

For these syuiptoms use

EPPS'S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.
Glycerine, in these agreeable cod feci ions, being in proximity to the

glands at the moment they are excited by the tut of sucking, becomes
actively healing, suld only in boxes, l^d and Is. l_d., labelled "James
Kpps & Co., Iloma'opathic CbemiMs, Loudon."
A letter receiv-d :—" Gentlemen, — It may. perhaps, interest yon to

kn jw that, alter an extended triul. I have found > our Glycerine Jujubes
o> considerable benefit i with or without medieal treatment j hi alUKist alt
forms of threat disease. They aulten and clear the roioe. In no case
run they do any harm. Yours faithfully, (>ordon Holmes, L.R.C.P.E ,
Senior 1'hvsiciao to the Municipal Throat and Ear Iiilirmarv. ' 1
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MESSRS. CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN & CO.'S FORTHCOMING VOLUMES

FOB THE SEASON 1880-1.

YOUNG IRELAND : a Fragment of Irish History. By the Hon.

Sir CHARLES GAVAN DUFFY, K.O.M.&. Demy Svo. cloth, 16«.

A HISTORY of MODERN EUROPE. Vol. I. By C. A. Fyffe,

M.A., Fellow of University College, Oxford. About 500 pages, demy 8vo. 12s.

The BRITISH ARMY. Vol III.

By Sir SIBBALD BCOTT, Bart. Demy 8vo. cloth, 21s.

The ENCYCLOPEDIC DICTION

ARY. Vol. II. A New and Original Work of Reference
to all the Words In the English Language, with a full
Account of their Origin, Meaning, Pronunciation, and
Use. By ROBERT HCNTEB, M.A. F.G 8., Memo. Bibl.
Archxol. Society, Ac. Assisted in special departments
by Eminent Authorities. Extra crown 4to. 10s. 6a\

ENGLISH LITERATURE, DICTION

ARY of. By W. DAVENPORT ADAMS. Cheap
Edition. 10s. id.

PHRASE and FABLE, DICTIONARY

of. By the Rev. Dr. BREW-EB. New and Cheap
Edition, with the addition of a concise Bibliography of

English Literature. 3s. Gd.

The PRAISE of BOOKS, as Said and

Sung by English Authors. By J. A. LANOFOBD,
LL.B. F.R.H.S. 2s. 6i.

EUROPEAN PERNS: their Form,

Habit, and Culture. By JAMES BRITTEN, F.L.S-
With 30 Fao-simile Coloured Plates, painted from Nature
by D. Blair, F.L.S. Demy 4to. cloth gilt, 21>.

FAMILIAR GARDEN FLOWERS.

FirstSeries. BySHIKLEY HIBBERD, with 40 Coloured
Plates by F. E. Hulme, F.L.S. F.S.A. 12*. td.

FAMILIAR WILD FLOWERS.

Second Series. By F. E. HULME, F.L.S. F.S.A. Con
taining 40 Full-Page Coloured Plates. 12s. 6d.

FIGURE PAINTING in WATER

COLOURS. With 16 Coloured Plates from designs by
Blanche Macarthur, Mcdullist, Royal Academy, and
Jeanie Moore, Medallist, Royal Academy, with Instruc
tions by the Artists. Cloth, 7s. 6d.

SCIENCE for ALL. Yearly Volume

for 1830. With about 350 Illustrations and Diagrams, 9«.

The COUNTRIES of the WORLD.

Vols. IV. and V. By ROBERT BROWN, F.R.G.S.
Illustrated. 7'. 6d. each.

GREAT INDUSTRIES of GREAT

BRITAIN. Complete in 3 vols. With about 400 Illus
trations. 7*. 6d.

The QUIVER VOLUME for 1880.

With about 250 Original Contributions by Eminent
Divines and Popular Authors, and about 150 Full-Page
Illustrations. Extra royal 8vo. cloth. Is. 6d.

CASSELL'S FAMILY MAGAZINE

for 1880. With Three complete Serial Stories, numerous
short Complete Stories, Original Music, Household and
Domestic Essays, Ac, together with about 300 Original
Illustrations and Coloured Frontispiece. Extra crown

4to. cloth, 9s.

The MAGAZINE of ART. Yearly

Volume for 1880. With about 300 Illustrations by the
first Artists of the day, and Etching for Frontispiece.
Handsomely bound in cloth gilt, gilt edges, 10s. 6d.

N.B.—The price of Vols. I. and II. has been raised from

7>. 6d. to 10s. 6d. each.

"LITTLE FOLKS" CHRISTMAS

VOLUME. Vol.XLL, with Col6ufed"Tfontispiece and
aaarlT 600 pictures. Coloured boards, 3s. id. ; cloth

I >—«ilt,*r.

^HEROES of BRITAIN in PEACE and

WATT. By EDWIN HODDER. With about 300 Origi-
■ nal Illustrations. 2 vols. 7*. 6d, each. ~7

The SEA: its Stirring Story of Adven

ture, Peril, and Heroism. By F. WHYMPEH. Com
plete in 4 vols, containing upwards of 400 Original

Illustrations, la. 6d. each.

WHAT GIRLS CAN DO.
I, A Book for Mothers and Daughters. By PHILLI8

BROWNE, Author of ' A Year's Cookery,' 4c. 5s.

THE GIBL81 LIBEABY.

A New Series of Volumes specially suitable for Girls'
Beading.

HEROINES of the MISSION FIELD.

Being Biographical Sketches of Female Missionaries
who have laboured in Various Lands among the
Heathen. By Mrs. EMMA RAYMOND PITMAN.
Illustrated throughout. Patent morocco, 5*.

JANE AUSTEN and HfcR WORKS.

By SARAH TYTLER. With Steel Portrait and Steel

Title. Patent morocco, 5s.

BETTER THAN GOOD.

A Story for Girls. With four Full-Page Illustrations.
By ANNIE E. BIDLEY. Patent morocco, 5s.

OUR OWN COUNTRY.

Vol. II. With upwards of 200 Original Illustrations,
and Steel Frontispiece. 7s. 6d.

The INTERNATIONAL PORTRAIT

GALLERY. Vol. II. With 20 Portraits in Colours, and
Biographies from authentic sources. Demy ilo. 12s. 6a*.

NEW NATURAL HISTORY.

Edited by Professor P. MARTIN DUNCAN, M.B. F.B.8.
Vol. IV. Illustrated throughout, 9s.

WILD WHITE CATTLE of GREAT

BRITAIN, The. By the late Rev. JOHN STORES, M.A.
Illustrated. Cheap Edition. 7s. M.

The ABC POULTRY-BOOK.

By Mrs. M. A. WILSON. Is.

ETIQUETTE of GOOD SOCIETY.

Being an Entirely New and Revised Edition of 'The
Manners of Modern Society.' Boards, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6<J.

THE "QUIVER" SERIES OF STANDARD TALES FOB
FAMILY BEADING.

All Illustrated and bound in cloth gilt. Each, 3s. id.

DEEPDALE VICAKAOiS.

By the Author of ' The Half Sisters,' 4c.

In DUTY BOUND.

By the Author of ' Deepdale Vicarage,' ftc.

The HALF SISTERS.

By the Author of ' Mark Warren/ Ac.

PEGGY OGLIVIE'S INHERITANCE.

By ISA CRAIG-KNOX.

The FAMILY HONOUR.

By Mrs. C. L. BALFOUR.

ESTHER WEST.

By ISA CBAIG-KNOX. New Edition.

WORKING to WIN.

By MAGGIE SYMINGTON. New Edition.

NEW CHILDREN'S BOOKS.

NEW SERIES OP HALF-CROWN STORY BOOKS.
By Popular Authors.aad Illustrated. Cloth gilt, 2s. 6d. each.

Little Empress Joan.

By MADELINE BONAVIA HUNT. Illustrated.

Adventures of Working Men.

By G. MANVILLE FENN. Illustrated.

Friends I Have Made.
By O MANVILLE FENN. Illustrated.

Golden Days.

By JEANIE HERINO. New Edition.

Notable Shipwrecks.

Tales of Disaster and Heroism at Sea. By UNCLE HARDY. Illus
trated. New Edition.

The Wonders of Common Things.

By ANNIE CAREY. Illustrated.

TWO NEW VOLUMES OF THE "COSY CORNER" BERTHS.
Illustrated throughout. Cloth gilt, gtlt edges, Ss. 64. each.

Little Chimes for All Times.

Dot's Story Book.

NEW TWO-SHILLINO 8TORY BOOKS.
By Popular Authors. All Illustrated throughout, and containing Stories

for Young People. Crown Sro. handsomely bound in cloth gilt, 3s.
each.

Through Peril to Fortune.

Aunt Tabitha's Wails.

In Mischief Again.

Two Fourpenny Bits.

Poor Nelly.

Tom Heriot.

Maid Marjory.

THE FAN 8ERIES OF NEW ETGHTEENPKNNY STORY BOOKS.
By Popular Authors. All Illustrated throughout, and containing btories

for Young People, published at is. 64. each.

Faith's Father.

By Land and Sea.

The Voung Berringtons.

Tom Morris's Error.

Jeff and Leff.

Worth More than Gold.

Through Flood—Through Fire.

The Chip Boy; and Other Stories.

The Girl with the Golden Locks.

Roses from Thorns.

Raggles, Baggies, and the Emperor.

Stories of the Olden Time.

Dick's Hero; and Other Stories.

THE SWALLOW SERIES OF NEW SHILLING STORY BOOKS
By Popular Authors. All Illustrated, and containing Interesting btarles

lor Young People. Extra leap. ttro. cloth gilt, 1*. each.

Over the Rocky Mountains.

The Ferryman of Brill; and Other
STORIES.

Harry Maxwell; and Other Stories.

Magic Mirror, The.

The Cost of Revenge.

Clever Frank.

A Banished Monarch.

TIM TRUMBLE'S "LITTLE
MOTHER." By C. L. MATEAUX. With IS Illustrations by
Giacomelli. Fcup. 4to. &s.

FAMILIAR FKlBNDS.
By OLIVE PATCH. Illustrated throughout. 169 pages, crown 4to
cloth gilt, As.

The WONDERLAND of WORK.
liftoff the How an I Why of many Iuicrtatins Thln.ni to be found
therein, l'.y C. L. MATEAUX. With uuinerou* OrifCtnul 111mira
tions. 7*. 6d.

The FAVOURITE ALBUM of FUN
and FANCY. Illustrated throughout by Ernest Griset. Crown 4to.
cloth. 2s. lid,

PICTURES to PAINT.
With nuniRroui Original Coloured Plates by Kate Oreenaway, M. R
EdwarilB. <tc.. with accompanylog Outline Engraving Intcndt^ tor
Water-Colour Painting. Extra leap. *to. in Coloured Wrapper, U. ,
or cloth gilt, ft.

The OLD FAIRY TALES.
With Original Illustrations. New Edition. Coloured Board*, Is. ;
cloth. Is. 6d.

On September 27 will be published, Part I., price 2s. 6d.

E0YPT : DESCRIPTIVE, HISTORICAL, and PICTURESQUE. By Prof. G.

MBER8. Translated by CLARA BELL, with Notes by SAMUEL BIRCH, LL.D.

D.C.L. F.S.A., Keeper of Oriental Antiquities, British Museum ; and Illustrated with

the Original Magnificent Illustrations, about Eight Hundred in number. To be com

pleted in about Thirty-five Parts.

*#* Prospectuses at all Booksellers, or post from

CASSELL, PETTKR, GALPIN & CO. Ludgate-hill, London.

r-"TrrV "—mTinlrirlrins ■linalil Ini siHiinnl In "TIiii Hilllis " 11 il mi Mm ■ m-slaess Letters to "The Publisher '—at the Office, SO, Wellington-street. Strand, London, W.C,

PrhHed by E. J. Faurcis, Atkaasraaa Press, Toou's-oourt. Cboneory-lane, B.C. ; aad Published by Jon* Faurcls. at No. 10. Wellington-street. Strand, W.C

AfSM: far aoeruxs, Messrs. Ball A a**dra», aal Mr. Joan Manias, Edinburgh i—lor Lulus, Mr. John Bobsrtaea, Dublin.—Saturday, September 14, 18K.
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BRITISH MUSEUM.—The BRITISH MUSEUM
WILL HE CLOSED from the 1st to the 7th OCTOBER, both day*

inclusive (Signed) BDW A. BOND, Principal Librarian.
British MuMum, r_*nd September, lsau.

SCIENCE and ART DEPARTMENT of the
COMMITTKB of COUNCIL oo EDUCATION. South Kentinffton.

NATIONAL ART TBAININO SCHOOL.
FORTY LECTURES on the ' Historical Development of Ornamental

Art,' with special reference to .Tabetics and the General Coarse* given
during the t*%t two Sessions, will be deliTered by Dr. O. O. ZEKFFI,
r il.». L F. R Hut. ft., in the Lecture Theatre of the .South Renalnrton
Museum during the two Sessions 1880 and lHnl. on TUESDAY EVEN-
IXOS, at Bo cluck, commencing Tuesday, the l.tb of October. 1880.
The public will be admitted on payment of 10s. for each Sessional

Course of Twenty Lectures, or IV lor the complete Annual Course of
Forty Lecture , or li. each Lecture.

OYAL SCHOOL OF MINES.
DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND ART.

Dunnf the THIRTIETH SESSION, l«*Ml, which wUI commence on
the 1st of OCTOBER, the following COURSE!* of LECTURES and
PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS wUI be given :—

1. Chemistry. By B. Prankland. Ph D D C L. F.R.8.
2. Biology. By T. H Huxley. LL.D. F.R.8.
3 Mmcralogy I ity Warlngton W Smyth, M A. F.R.8.,
4. Mining, f Chairman.
4. Geology. Ry John W. Judd, KKS
* Applied Mechanics. By T. M Ooodeve, M A
7. Physics. By Frederick Guthrie.
8 Metallurgy. By W. Chandler Roberts, F R 8.
9. Mechanical Drawing. By Rev. J. H. Edgar, MA

The Lecture Fees for Students desirous of becoming Associates are 801.
tn oufl sum, ou Entrance, or two annual payments of 2U. exclusive of
the Laboratories.
Tickets to separate Courses of Lectures are Issued at 37. and 47. each.
Officers in the Queen's Service. Her Majesty s Consuls, Acting Mining

Agents and Managers, may obtain Tickets at reduced prices.
Science Teacher* are also admitted to the Lectures at Reduced Fees.
For particulars ifreej or for Official Prospectus (price tid \ by post, 7d )

apply to ths Rfcuurma, Royal School of Mines, J errayn -street. London,
B.W. F. W. RCDLER. Registrar.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGRESS, EDINBURGH.
OCTOBER Cth to 13th.

President—The Right Hon. LORD REAT. D C.L

Presidents of De;
lord Advocate
leigb- 3 Heall
Ughtred J. Ka.T-iO.utll*-worth. Hs
Information as to the rending ol Papers and other particulars may be

>e[fcrtra«nti : — 1. J uriaprudence—The Right Hon. the
'i. Education—The Right Hon. Lord Balfour of Bur-
—John Beddoe. Esq. M.D. F.R 8. 4 Economy—Sir
uutiieworth. Hart. 3. Art—Professor W. B. Richmond.

1, Adam-strect. W C.

Papers ■
■street. Adetphl. W C ; and City Chamber
CLIFFORD-SMITH, Aseiatan^Secretary.

LJOYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY. — By (special
AV pernitMiiiu of the Lords of the Committee of Council on Educa
tion. Dr. ZEHH1 will deliver Thirty Lectures oo the SCIENCE of
GENERAL HIsTORY. in the Lecture Theatre. South Kensington
Museum, on SATURDAY AFTERNOONS, at Three o'clock, conv
in.-ncmg October ISth, 18S0 A Prijc of Ten Guineas will be awarded at
the end of the Course for an Essay.—For particulars and Fees spply to
Dr Zsarri, 3, Warrington-gardens, Malda-hill, W.; or at the Catalouui
•Stall, South Kensington Museum.

PROFESSOR TENNANTS LECTURES on
MINERALOGY, applied to GEOLOGY and the AR'IH, at King's

t allege. -TWO COURSES are given, one on SATURDAY MORNINGS,
lr»m lu.au to ll.au, and the other on THURSDAY EVBNLNOS, from 8
to 9.
The Public are admitted on paying the College Fees.
The Lectures begin SATURDAY. IHh of October.

1 by a large Series of Specimens, chiefly
ersons unable to attend Public Lectures

EASTER. Tbey are Ill<
from his Private Collection.
can have PRIVATE INSIRL'CTION In MINERALOGY and GEOLOGY
of Prof. TENNANT. at his Residence, Uy, Strand, W.C.

MR. HENRY BLACKBURN, Editor of 'Academy
Note*. ftiv, wiU deliver TWO ILLUSTRATED ART-LECTURES

tn the Season 1*40-1. 1. 'The Art of Popular Illustration.' S. ' Life In
Algeria; or, Sketching in Sunshine.' Illustrated by Sketches and Dia
grams —For particulars address to 103, Victoria-street, London, 8.W.

ATKW ENGRAVING by Mr. SAMUEL COUSINS,

-L 1 K.A.—The FINE-ART SOCIETY beg to announce the publica
tion of a New Engraving by this distinguished Engraver, entitled
>INKTTK. being a Portrait by Greuze of his Daughter. A
Proof is now ou VIEW at 148, New Bond-street.

JL ARUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the
Public as well as to Members, at prices varying from 10s. to 48s., and
Include ths Works of Giotto, Fra Angelico, Penigino, Andrea del Sarto,
Michael Angel u. Raphael, Holbein. Albert Dilrer, Ac.—Priced Lists,
with particulars of membership, will be eent, post tree, on application
at 34, Old Boud-street. London, W.

T^INE ARTS.—Mr. J. R. DICKSEE'S CLASSES
JL for LADIES for the STUDY of the DRAPED LIVING MODEL
ftc, will Reawemble MONDAY, October 4th. Prospectuses.—o, Fltxroy-

ARTIST (Exhibitor) gives LES
PAINTING (Murine and Landscape).—

Hampstead-road.N.W.

LESSONS in OIL
363,

'THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
-L WORK necessary te their PRBSBRYATION, effected with every
reirard to the ssfeat and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R.
THOMPSON. Kiadlo. 43. Gaorge-straet. l'ortsoan-sqnare, W.

STAR RUBY.—A remarkably fine specimen for
SALE. Also a few Mounted Cats' Byes, Vases la Siberian Oven-

TRADE.—SHARE of PREMISES.—

with a GENTLEMAN* to SHARE same and
crtiser, having small premises In a good position West, Is

DESIROUS of MEETING with a GENTLEMAN to SHARE same and
i^dtude expenses and work. As Advertiser Is principally concerned
with Antique China, he would prefer a gentleman who would- devote his
attention to some other branch —Address Aar, Lambert's General Ad ver-

LEEDS TRIENNIAL MUSICAL FESTIVAL,
1880.

TOWN HALL. LEEDS.
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY. FRIDAY, and SATURDAY,

October 13th, 14th, lith, and 16tb.
Patron—The QUEEN.

President—The 1)1 KB ol EDINBURGH, K_G. K.T.
Conductor—Mr ARTHUR SULLIVAN.

Printipdtt.
Mr. EDWARD LLOYD.

Mrs. OSGOOD.

Miss ANNA WILLIAMS.

Madame PATEY.

Madame TREBELLI.

BAND and CHORUS of <20 PBUVORMBRS.

FRONT SEATS AND PATRON'S GALLERY, RESERVED.
t. s. J.

Serial Ticket., admitting to the SeTrn Concerts (a limited
numberonlT) .. .. .. .. ..600

Single Ticket— Morning .. .. .. .. ..110
0 15 0

Mr. HENSCHEL.

Mr. H. CROSS.

Mr. FREDERIC KINO.

SECOND SEATS, 1 11VE1).

Single Ticket

BACK OF HALL AND VESTIBULE.

Single Ticket, Morning and Brentug (each)
All Tickets are 1

0 10 e
0 7 «

0 10

ount ofApplications most be accompanied by a remittance for the a'
the lickele required. _

; made parable to Mr.
Nutional ProTinclal Bank ol

ickele requ
Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made

Hian Naucm, the for

are now ready, and may be bad gratuitously on

,ust be addressed to tho HoMoasar HscnsxsBT.
FRED. R. SPARK. Hon. Sec.
GEURGB HIKD NELSON, Hon. Tress.

Frstlral Offices. Great Oeorge-street, Leeds.

A CADEMY for the HIGHER DEVELOPMENT
-iX of PIANOFORTE PLAYING, 8, Wermouth-streel, Portland-
place, W.

President—Mr FRANKLIN TAYLOR.
Director—Mr. OSCAR BBRINOER.

Pianoforte—Walter Hache. Theodore Franzen. J Sbedlock, and Oscar
Bennirrr Harmoar—Bbeneser I*rwut and Richard Hopper.
The Academy Is for Amateur and I*rofessionul Students. Two Piano

forte and One Harmony Lesson Weekly. Fee. Six Guineas per Term.
NEXT TERM commences September 27. Entrance-Days, September

21' and 23, from 10 to ft.
Two Scholarship, f Male and Female) for Students under Sixteen wUI

be competed for before the commencement of the Term.—For Pro
spectuses and all particulars address the Dtaacroa.

T IBRARIES, MUSEUMS, PICTURE OAL-
\J LERIES, *c —WANTED, by a GENTLEMAN thoroughly com
petent to manage a Library, Museum, or Picture Gallery, a SITUATION
as Manager. Ten Years' I.onduri experience.— X. Y. Z., care of Henry
Sotberau A Co., *V, Cross-street, Msncliester.

LIBRARIES ARRANGED and CATALOGUED,
Inventories and Valuations made, by a HOOEHELLER of consider

able experience—Address C. F. Hisx, Hi, Amwell-street, EC; late of
24. Haymarket and 3W, Oxford-street.

WANTED, a TRAVELLING COMPANION, for
TT the Tigris and Euphrates, to leave England end of October-

Address R., Savile Club, Barile-row.

WANTED, by an accomplished Journalist, En
gagement as 8UB.EI.riOR of a Dally, or Editor of a good

Weekly (Liberal). Leader-Writer. Verbatim Reporter, and Original
Descriptive Writer.—Address B., Messrs. Adams & Francis, Advertising
Agents, 49, Fleet-stretit, E C.

WANTED, an EFFICIENT ASSISTANT, accus-
tomed to Journalistic Work, for a Dally Liberal l"aper.—Address,

by letter only, E. II., 6: Torrens-sireet, Ferndaloruod, Claphnm, 8. W.

REQUIRED, for a High-class WEEKLY NEWS-
rAl'KR. a WELL-WRITTEN TALE, to run ten or twelve weeks.

—Address W. P., care of Messrs. G. Street A Co., 30, CornhlR, E C.

THE AUTHOR of * Fortj Years' Recollections'
desire* LITERARY or other congenial EMPLOYMENT Editor

iNewspaper, Magazine, or Periodical), 8ut>Editor, Leader-Writer,
librarian, Secretary. Ac. First-rate reference*. — T. Faosr, South- I
borough, Tunbridge Wells.

A JOURNALIST (31), thoroughly experienced in
Editorial, Hub-Editorial, and Reporting Duties, desires an EN

GAGEMENT. Hober and gentlemanly. Moderate salary.—Address J. B.,
116, Barnsbury-road, Islington, London.

TO NEWSPAPER PROPRIETORS.—Advertiser
wishes ENGAGEMENT as PUBLISHER. Influential trade con

nexions. No objection to country.—C. S., care of C. Mitchell ft Co., Red
Lion-court, Fleet-street, E.C.

TO NEWSPAPER PROPRIETORS.—WANTED
by the Advertiser a SITUATION as Book-keeper. Cashier, or

Publisher. Thoroughly understands Double Entry and taking out Balance
Sheets Oood references. Salary moderate —Address F. Y., care of
Messrs. Hooper ft Ratty, 1, George-street, Mansion House, E.C.

EDITOR of High-class LONDON CONSERVA
TIVE WEEKLY is open to accept an immediate RE-ENGAGE

MENT. Facile and Original Leadcr-Wrfter ; good Descriptive and Ver
batim Reporter.—Address X. Y. Z.t Messrs. Adams ft Francis, Adver
tlaing Agents, to, Fleet-street, E.C.

EDITOR WANTED for a COUNTY CON
8ERVA"TVB PAPER. Must be Verbatim Reporter, steady, and

reliable —Address T. 17, at C. H. May ft Co.'s General Advertising unices.
78, — " '

TO EDITORS. — An experienced DRAMATIC
CRITIC will write NOTICES of NEW PLAYS In return for

ENTREE—I L. C. 1, Westbury-terrace, Westbourne-sq iiare, W.

TJEPORTER WANTED for
XV WEEKLY NEWSPAPER. Must be i
good Paragraph;*!. Give references
R. W., care of Mem
street, London, E C.

a
Verb

PROVINCIAL
Note-taker s

Adams ft Francis, Advertising Agents,
salary required —Apply

' OB, Fleet-

rRESS.—A JOURNALIST, who has had expe
rience of Dally and Weekly Journalism, desires an ENGAGE

MENT In London. Verbatim Shorthand Writer; Four Years' Sub-
Editorial experience; versatile I#ader-Writer. Good reference*.—H.„
care of C. Mitchell ft Co., Advertising Agents, Red Lion-court, Fleet-
street, E.C.

PRESS.—ADVERTISER (Sub-Editor), with Six
Years' Reporting experience, is OPEN to an EVENING ENGAGE

MENT in the Bub-Editorial Office or on the Reporting Stall of a Morning
Newspaper. Rest references. At liberty after 5 r.a.—Address E H. C,
City News-Room, St. Bride-street, EC.

THE PRESS.—WANTED, from 18th December
nest, a Gentleman to All the office of EDITOR and BUB-EDITOR

of a Tri- Weekly LIBERAL PAPER in Ulster. Must be a Presbyterian.
—Apply, stating terms, to Pitas, care of Messrs. Cowan ft Co., D'Olier-
street, Dublin.

LONDON LETTER.—A smartly written London
LETTER WANTED for a LIBERAL PAPER in an Important

town.—Address H. R.r care of Messrs. G. Street ft Co., 30, CornhUl,
London, B C.

THE PUBLISHER of a WEEKLY JOURNAL'
who wishes to rplitKiuish his present cniriurrment. In desinnin o

present duic

fiulsh his present cngagetr.
J—mcee of long standing, up toilar POSITION. Ref

, 4, Manor-place, London, vE.

tX)B SALE, COPY or RIGHT of SERIAL USE
» to a NOVEL (Known Author), One Vol. length. Plot somewhat
dramatic and sensational, - UueenAnne " Period.—Address Tatlex. care
of Messrs. Adams ft Francis, Advertising Agents, SO, Fleet-street, E C.

rpo PROPRIETORS of WEEKLY NEWS-

X PAPERS -WANTED to PUBLISH, a WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,
Religious or Scientific Advertiser has large Offices in the heart of the
newspaper world, with every convenience. Lengthened experience.
Special attention to advertisements —Apply by letter to A., care of J. O.
King, 10, Bolt-court, Fleet-street, EC.

UOR SALE, a good WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.—
X For particulars apply to D., care ol F. G. Karnes ft Co., 31. London-
wall, EC.

TX) LIBRARIANS of CLUBS and MECHANICS
X INSTITUTES—To be SOLD. COPIES of the TIMES NEWS
PAPER, comprising the readable matter, but not the advertisement*.
There are Jo volumes, from Auirust. IMS. to June, i ->. bound in half
basU, In excellent condition. The remainder down to the present date is
unbound. Also 44 volumes Palmer's Indexes A the TVmtr-.frotn January,
ltttK, to June, 1*77. Offers requested—Address W. H., care of Messrs
Knight A Tillotson, Eccleston-street, S.W.

C.

1 MITCHELL Ic CO., Agents for the Sale and
Purchase of Newspaper Property, beg to direct attention to the

following AnnounceiDoutii. Newspaper Properties for Disposal, both
in Loudon and the Provinces.

C MITCHELL & CO are instructed to DISPOSE
• of the COPYRIOHTand PLANT of LIBERAL COUNTY PAPER,

within GO miles of London. I^r^e Printing Business attached. Principals
only or their Solicitors treated with.

c.
MITCHELL & CO. are favoured with instmc-

_ tlons for INVESTMENTS from Clients for i>uma vary ing from JHWL
to 2,0001., either for Partnership or for the Purchase of Newspaper
Properties. All communications strictly confidential.

C MITCHELL & CO. are favoured with instnic-
• tions to DISPOSE of the COPYRIGHT of a TRADE PAPER.

Good profit. Price moderate.

MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

lose, Investigations, and Audit of Accounts, &c.

A PROTESTANT FRENCH FAMILY desires to
receive TWO or THREE BOARDERS to Live in the Family, with

facilities for Learning French.— Madame Pimcko*, 21, Rue da Berlin,
Paris, near the St. Luxare Station.

TWO BROTHERS, one M.R.C.S., the other a
Graduate in Honours of Oxford (HA. and B.C.L.), Intending to

winter abroad, would be glad to take CHARGE of any YOUTH re
quiring TUITION and MEDICAL CARE.—Address A. B , King's College
Hospital, London.

JgARTHENWARE and CHINA PAINTING.

Messrs. G. LEONCE and P. MALLET,
after numerous solicitations, have decided to open a COURSE of
PAINTING on EARTHENWARE. POTTERY, and CHINA, to com
mence on the 13th of OCTOBER, 1880, at I, Langham Chambers, Port
land-place, w.
Special COURSE of FLOWERS and BIRDS from NATURE, by Mr.

G. Leonex.
The New Style rBarbottine), ftc. Over 200 Designs, Paintings, and

Sketches for the use of Pupils
As the number of Pupils will be limited, early applications are

requested.
For terms and Prospectus apply Hope Cottage, Acton Green, Turnham

Green.
N.B. Special Firings of Pupils' Works in the various styles at Messrs.

i aud Mil i n't,
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THE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.—The Owens
COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.—A Prospectus, containing Informa

tion on the Course of Instruction, Fee*, Scholarships. Exhibitions, Ac,
rimy be obtained on application to th« Kegj*prar. The Calendar will be
published early in September.

J. HOLME NICHOLSON, Registrar pre tern.

THE OWENS COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.—
The COLLEOE SESSION 1880-81 will BEGIN, in the Medical

Department, on FRIDAY, the 1st October; in the Arts, Science, and
]aw Department, on TUESDAY, the 6th October; and in the Evening
Classes Department, on MONDAY, the 11th October. Candidate* for
admission must not be under U years of age, and ia the Aru and Science
Department those under lti will be required to pats a Preliminary Exami
nation in English, Arithmetic, and Elementary Latin. Prospectuses are
published for each of these Departments, and may be obtained on appli
cation to the Registrar. Fuller details respecting the Courses of Instrus-
tioii. Fees Scholarships, Exhibitions, ftc., will be found in the Calendar,
which may bo obtained early in September (price 3s. j post free,3i. M.J
lroui Mr. Cornish. 33, Piccadilly, and other Bookjellers in Mnnchsnwr,
and from Messrs. Mucmillau 4c Co., London.
The Syllabus of the Evening Classes may now be obtained from Ur.

Cornish (price «d. ; post tree, Id.).
J. HOLMS NICHOLSON, Registrar.

PRECEPTORS.COLLEGE of
( Incorporated by Royal Charter. )

Uuoen-ujuaro, islooaisbury.
LBCTUBE8 FOB, TEACHERS.

A COURSB of TEN LECTURES * On the Historr of Education,' by
OSCAR BROWNING. Esq , M A . Fellow of King ■ College. Cuinhridgo,
and lecturer on the History of Education in the University, will com
mence on THURSDAY, the 7th October, at 7 r.n.

SYLLABUS.
1. Greek Education—Music and Gymnastics—Views of Plato and

Aristotle.
2. Education in tho Middle Ages—The Renaissance—The Reformation
—Development of Humanistic Educatiou—John Sturm, of Strasburg.

3. Realistic Education—Balks ana Cornealus.
4. Naturalistic Education—Montaigne and Rabelais.
6. English Representatives of these Schools—Humanism represented

by Roger Ascham—Realism by John Milton.
0. Naturalism represented by John Locke.
7. The Jesuits and the Jansenlsts.
8. Rousseau.
0. The Education of the very young—Pestalozzi nnd Frdbel.

10. The German Metaphysicians—Kant. Flchtc, and Herbert.
The Lectures are on Thursday Evenings, at Hall-post Seven.
The Fee for the Course Is Ono Guinea.C. It. HODGSON, B.A., Secretary.

rjl B I N I T Y COLLEGE, LONDON.

SESSION lor the ACADEMICAL YEAR, 1A8G-S1.—The NEXT SES
SION will commence on MONDAY, October 11. when the Rev. the
WAH DEN will deliver the INAUGURAL ADDRESS of tho Session, and
the Public Distribution of Prizes and Diplomas will take place.
The following is a List of tho Classes, together with ths Fees per Term

2. 2s.

1/. Is.

5s.
I. 2s.

FACULTY OF MUSIC.
Harmony— I'rofessor Saunders, Mus. D. (OxonJ. li. Is.
Counterpoint—Professor Westbrook. Mus D. (Camb ). U. If.
Composition and Orchestration— E H Turpin, L. Mus, T.C.L.
Musical Hlstory-E. H_ Turpin. 1/. Is.
Ladies' Theory Classes—Humphrey J. Stark, Mas. B. (Oxon.).
Physiology of Vocal Organs—Llewelyn Thomas, M.D. 1*. Is.
Physiology of the Eur—Lennox Browne, F.R.C.S. (Edln.). li. Is.
Organ— W. Stevenson Hoyte, L. Mus. T.C.L., and William Plnney,

Mus. B. (Oxon.) St. 2s.
Pianoforte—Bradbury Turner, Mas. B. (Comb.), Edward Silos, King

Hall, sad Alma banders. 21. 2s.
Harmonium—King Hull. 21. 2s.
Singing—J. C. Beuthin, A.R.A. Mas,,

Kate Steel. V. 2s.
Violin—L. tszczepanowskl. 21. 2s.
Violoncello—Edmund Woolhouse. 2. 2s.
Flute-J.ltadcllff. U. 3s.
Oboe—A. J. B Dubrucq. 31. 3#.
Clarinet—Henry Loxaru*. St. 3s.
Harp-John Cheshire. 31. 3s.
Class-Singing— Dr. Westbrook. 7s. Go*.
Extemporaneous Playing—Edward Silas. 9 As.
Figured Bass Plavtng II. J. stark. Mus. B. (Oxon.). 31. 3s.
Preparatory Musical Class— E. burritt Lane. L. Mas. T.C.L.
Choral Service Class lor Clergy—Tho Rev. the Warden. 21. :

FACULTY OF ARTS.
Latin—Rev. G. T. Handford. M A. U. Is.
Greck-Hev T. H. Stokoe. D.D. If. Is.
French Language and Literature—J. des Portes, B.-c.-L. (Paris). 1/. Is.
German Language and Literature—Professor H. Lemming. 11. Is.
Italian Language and Literal ure— Dr Dalmazzo. U. Is.
English Literature- Rev. W. A. Hales. MA 11. Ls.
Mathematics—R. P. Jones. BA. li. Is.
History— Win. Douglas Hamilton. F.8.A. li. Is.
Chemistry— It H. Scenes Spicer, B.Hc U Is.
Zoology—O, W Bloxam, MA F US. F./..8. If. It.
Botany—Rev. George Henslow, M.A. P.L.R F.0.8. If. ls.
Geology and Physical Geography—Rev. J. F. Blake, M.A. F.G.8. li. ls.
Political Eionomv—G. Armitage Smith. M.A. U. Is.
Mental Science—A Bassett Hopkins, M.A. U. Is.
Physiology—Lennox Browne. F.R.C.S. U. Is.
Public Reading—C. Worgan Dew M.A. U. ls.
Matriculation Course—W. J. Jennings, B.A. 21. 2s.

There are separate Classes for Ladies.
Students may enter for any single Subject.
Particular* of Open Exhibitions, Gold and Sliver Medals, and other

awards to Students, may be obtained on application.

Mandeville-place, Manchester-square, W.

'TRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON.— HALLS of
X RESIDENCE —The HALLS of RESIDENCE affiliated to Trinity
College, London, are designed for YOUNG MEN who may be engaged
during the day either as .students or in other business. They reside
under Collegiate rules, and obtain the advantages ol a College life, and
must attend at least One Course of Lectures in Art or Music, either
on one morning or one evening In the week during Term. Residents
may also prepare for the College Diplomas or University Degrees. The
ILUls are situate in the various London districts, within easy access of
the College, the Medical Schools, and the City. There are separate
Halls for Lady Residents.

All applications should be addressed, In tbe first Instance, to the
Btcamai, Trinity College, London, W.

'TRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—The
1 CALENDAR for the ACADEMICAL YEAR 1680-41 (seventh

yearly issae. enlarged to about 500 pp., price 3s. bdj includes particulars
ot the following :—List of Officers. Council. Profrnsom, nnd lecturers,
&c —Regulations lor the Public Examinations for Diplomas and Certifi
cates (liltrtier and local j In Music and Arte—Syllabus of Classes aud
Lectures in > ach Faculty--Prises and Scholarships—Resident Students—
Student** Evening* and Debating Society— the Physiological School—
Examination Papexs in Music and Arts—College Library—Lists of Stu
dents. Institution* In Union. Honorary Members, Local Secretaries,
Licentiate* and Associates in Music, Licentiates, Associates, and Mat ri-
culuu-d student* In Arts. Map of tbe United Kingdom, showing Branches
%ud Local Examination Centres, Mlc —Printed for the College by Cassell,
Petter. Gal pin * Co . and sold by William Reeves, Wo, Fleet-street, E.C.,

MORNING CLASS for the SONS of GENTLE
MEN. 26. GulUord-strcet, Russell-square, W C-Condurtcd by

the Misses frCRIPPS. Hovn l*repared for the Public Schools. The
MICHAELMAS TERM "
may be had at tbe above

ITNIVERSITY COLLEGE, BRISTOL.—The
KJ NEXT SESSION will commence on OCTOBER 7th, 1880. Tho
College supplies for persons of either sex above the ordinary school age
the mean" ot continuing their studies in Science, Languages, History,
and Literature. The Chemical La.bprat.ory is open diQlf from Ten to
Five. Arrangements have been mode by which Students In the Engineer
ing Department con spend the six summer months, as pupils, with
various Engineering Firms In and near Bristol. Information with regard
to the lodging ol students will be given by the Principal on application
through the Secretary.—For Prospectus and further .nformation apply
to EDWARD STOCK, M.R.C.S , Secretary.

BEDFORD COLLEGE (for Ladies), 8 and ^
York-place, I'ortnian-Bq uare, London (near the Baker-Street Station

of the Metropolitan Railway).—The College provides Systematic Lectures
by Professors in the Higher Subjects of instruction, and Preparatory
Clares lor Junior students. The Course is adapted for those who intend
to Matriculate or Graduate In the University of Umdon. The SESS ION
will BEGIN on THURSDAY, October H. All New Student* are to
present themselves, between 11 and 4, on TUESDAY. October 12.
TWO ARNOTT SCHOLARSHIPS will be awarded by open competition.
Prospectuses, with particulars of Scholarships Boarding. &c. may be

had at the College. HENRIETTA LE BRETON, Hon. Sec.

SIR JOSIAH MASON'S SCIENCE COLLEGE,

BIRMINGHAM.
This COLLEGE will be opened on tho 1st of OCTOBER NEXT, with

an INTRODUCTORY LECTURE by Dr. T. H. HUXLEY, F.R.8.
The CLASSES for STUDENTS wiU commence on TUESDAY, the 5th

of October.
The Course of instruction, as at present arranged, includes;—

Mathematics—Professor M. J. M. Hill, M.A.
Chcmistrv—Professor W A. Tilden. D.Sc. Load., F R.S.
Phvslcs—Professor J. H. Poyntlug. M.A. B.Sc. Loud.
Biology—Professor T. W. Bridge. M.A F.Z.8.

The Course is designed to prepare Students for the Degrees of B.Sc.
and D.Sc. of tho University of London.
Information as to the terms of admission and tbe arrangement of

Classes may be obtained on application to Mr. 8. Allport, Curator, at
the College, Edmund-street, hiraiinghnm. The Professor* attend daily
(except Saturday j at the College, and will be glad to cooler with intend
ing Students,
A List of Lodgings suitable for Students may be obtained at the

College. JOSIAH MASON, Founder and Bailllf
O. J. JOHNSON, Chairman ol Trustees.

Birmingham, May 38, 1880.

ING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.—LECTURES to
LADIES —The CLASSES will RE-OPEN on MONDAY, October

11th, at !i, Obsorvatorv-avonue, Kensington, W. (close to tho High-street
Station and Vestry Hull).
The Subjects are—Holy 9

Economy, Ancient and Mode
German) Italian. Arithmetic. Algebra,
Botany. Harmony, and Drawing.

For'Prospcctiis and all information apply to the Secretary, Miss
Bcsmra, »i, Belsixe Park-gardens. N.W. several of tho Courses) are
adapted to the Examinations for tho London Degrees and the Oxford and
Cambridge Examinations.

oly Scripture. Church History, Logic, Political
Modern History , English. Latin, Greek. French,
iictle. Algebra, Geometry, Chemistry, Physiology,

STATIONERS' SCHOOL, Bolt-court, Fleet-
street. — APPLICATIONS for the APPOINTMENT of HEAD

MASTER (who will be required to enter on his duties the Second Weak
in January, 1KM> will be received at Stationers' Hall on or before the
9th dav of OCTOBER, 1&80, to be addressed In wrltiug to the Master and
Wardens, under cover to the Clerk of the Company. Candidates must
be Members of the Established Church and Graduates of some Uni
versity in Great Britain or Ireland, and must furnish testimonials of
experience in Tuition.—Particulars of the duties and emoluments may
be obtained at tho Hall. CHAS. ROBERT RIV1NGTON, Clerk.
Stationers' Hall, Ludgotc-hlll. September 0, 1*80.

HEATH BROW SCHOOL, HAMPSTEAD. —
The SESSION 1880-81 will begin on SEPTEMBER 23rd. A Course

of Study for ihe Higher Examinations, with Homo Life, is provided for
Girl Students School, Preparatory, (or Boys and Girls up to 13 or 14
years of age, and Kindergarten.—Prospectus on application to Mrs. Cask

HAMILTON HOUSE, STREATHAM - HILL.—
First-class Boarding School, on the High School Principle, for the

daughters of Gentlemen Established 22 years. A limited number of
YOUNG LADIES RECEIVED to BOARD and EDUCATE. Resident
Certificated English and Foreign Governesses. Professors from Loudon
attend for Lectures and accomplishments. Every facility for acquiring
French and German conversationally.—Address A., care of Hatchard's,
lw7, Piccadilly. London, who can personally recommend the School; or
to the PaisciV.lL, Hamilton House, Roupcll Park, S.W.

ORNING PREPARATORY CLASS for the
SONS of GRNTLBMEN (exclusively), 13, Somerset-street, Port-

THUKSDAY, October 7th.

M

CORRESPONDENCE CLASSES in Greek, Latin,
Modern Languages, Geology. Ac.— Enwuin Ntsawe Jackson, M.A.

London, F.G.S., fi, Napier-terrace, Mutley, Plymouth.

TUTOR (experienced) wishes RESIDENT En
gagement to teach French, German, ).nttn, Matnematlcs. Ac.

Piano and Drawing.—Address TcYoa, 11, Bury-street, British Museum,

AN ENGLISH LADY, of much experience in
Travelling, who passed last Winter on the Nile in charge of an

Invalid wishes 10 take THREE or FOUR DELICATE GIRLS, whose
Health would bo benefited by a Warm Climate, to Egypt for tho ensuing
Winter. Good references given and required, — lor particulars, Ac,
address A. B., care of Col. Yule, C.B., India Office.

MRS. W. DINZEY BURTON receives as
BOARDERS YOUNG GENTLEMEN Students from India, the

Colonies or the Provinces, who require a Home In Town while pre
paring for proiossionaJ or public life. High-class references. Terms on
application.—3D, Ampinill-square, N.W.

IEDUCATION in SWITZERLAND. — New
A FRAL'ENSTEIN ACADEMY, ZUG. Established lt£5. Prepara

tion for the Universities, Commercial J>epaxLmeut, German, French,
Italian Liiiye Modem Building. Gymnasium, Playground, aud Garden.
Cold and Woim Baths. Highest relerences Prospectus on application.
—W. Fvchs, Proprietor; 1\ M.. Kumx, Principal, late Head Principal ol
the Swiss (International) School, Genoa.

PARIS.—HAVETS INSTITUTE for the SONS
of GENTLEMEN. 125, Rue dc Longehumps. close to the Bois de

Boulogne—M lUvKxaud his Sons are assisted by French, English. and
German Graduates. Pupils prepared for the University. Army, and
Civil Service Comfort, Gentlemanly Treatment, Healthful Exercise.
Substantial Diet and Modern Sanitary Arrangements, 'the LADIES'
SCHOOL, established 1809. ia conducted by ALidame Hiver. 6, Rue de
Lone- -liamp«. Trot-adOro.—Prospectuses from M. Hsvrr. Paris; or from
the i'uMihherw ol lib* PretK'h and German School-Books, Messrs. SiaraiN,
Mcushall A Co , 4. Statioutrs' Hall-court, London.

TO LET, in a Southern Nook in the Isle of Wight,
A from October to May, TWO HOUSES, one containing three recep
tion-rooms and nine bed-rooms, the other two reception-rooms with seven
be't-roonifi «nd the usual oftVes, rive minutes' walk from Church and
Station, with or without attendance. Terms moderate —Address T. t8,
at C H Mav A Co. s General Advertising Offices, 78, Gracechurch-streol,

E.C.

CT. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL and

KJ COLLEGE.

The WINTER SESSION will begin on FRIDAY, October 1st.
Tlie Clinical iTiu tice of the Hospital comprises a service of 710 Beds,

int'lusivt! of :*4 Beds for CuovnlesceuU at Highgate
Students can reside within the Hospital, subject to College Itegulatlona.
For all ]kuuu'u)ars application may be made to tho Wsanax of the

College, the College. St. Bartholomew's Hospital, E.C.
A Handbook forwarded ou application.

q^HE MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL. — The Winter
X SESSION will open on MONDAY. October 4th, with the DIS
TRIBUTION of PRIZES In the New Lecture Theatre.

H.R.H. the DUKE of CAMBRIDGE Is expected to preside on the
occasion.

The MEDICAL SCHOOL, which is now being considerably Enlarged
provides the most complete means for the Educatiou of Students pre
paring for the Cnivursltir of London, the Colleges of Physicians and
Surgeons, and the other Licensing Bodies.
TWO ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS, of the annual value of 2V. and

201. per annum, tenable for Two Years, wiU be competed for on OCTOBER,
1st and l'ud .
Further information may bo obtained from the Df.an or the Rnmsarr

MsnicuLOrMcuE, at the Hospital. ANDREW CLARK, Dean.

HE LONDON SCHOOL of HOMOEOPATHY,
j-j. Great Ormond-street, Russell-squure, W.C.—The ANNUAL

HAHNEMANN ADDRESS, by Dr. J. C. BURNETT, ' Ou Hahnemann as.
a Man. us a lhysiciun, aud the Lessons ol his Life,' MONDAY, October
4th, 5 i\m.
The Hospital contains iw Beds. Hospital StalP In connexion with the

School ;—Dr. J. G. Hinckley, Dr. Dyce-Brown, Dr. Washington Hpps,
Dr. R. T. Cooper, Dr. A. H. Buck, Dr. Tuckey. Surgeon, Mr. H.

Wood. Lecturers:—Medicine. Dr Dyce-Brown; Materia
Medlca, Dr. Popo. The School possesses u Medical Library (General
and Honio'opathic), and a Museum of Homoeopathic Materia Medica.
For further particulars apply to the Secretary.

WILLIAM BAYES, M.D. , Hod. Sec.

SCHOOL of MEDICINE, EDINBUKGH.

+>J Founded 1505.
The LECTURES qualify for the UNIVERSITY of EDINBUROH and

the other Universities; the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons,
of Edinburgh, London, and Dubiin, and tho other Medical and. Public

Boards,
WINTER SESSION, 1880-81.

On 4th of OCTOBER the PRACTICAL ANATOMY ROOMS and CHE
MICAL LABOBATOH1ES will be OPENED.
On 25th of OCTOBER the INAUGURAL ADDRESS will be delivered

by Dr. FRANCIS W. MOlNET.at Elovon o'clock.

On 26th of OCTOBER the LECTURES will bo commenced.

Anatomy: Practical Anatomy-; Course of Lectures; Course of Demon
strations—Dr. P. D. Hanajside.

Anatomy : Practical Anatomy : Course of Lectures ; Course of Demon
strations—Mr. J. Symington.

CheuiUttry : Leetures; Practical Chemistry; Analytical Chemistry—Dr.
Stevenson Macadam.

Chemistry: Lectures; Practical Chemistry ; Analytical Chemistry—Mr.
J. Falconer King.

Chemistry: Practical Chemistry; Analytical Chemistry — Mr. Ivlson
Macadam.

Chemistry: Lectures; Practical Chemistry; Analytical Chemistry—Dr.
Drinkwater.

Chemistry: Lecture*; Practical Chemistry; Analytical Chemistry—Mr.
J. Y. Buciionnn.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics—Dr. Francis W. Molnet.
Materia Medica and Therapeutics; Practical Materia Medica, Including

Practical Pharmacy—Dr. WUlUUPn Craig.
Surgery—Dr. P. Heron Watson.
Surgery—Mr Chiene.
Surgery—Mr. Duncan.
Surgery—Dr. A. O. Miller.
Miduiicry and Disease* of Women anil Children—Dr. Angus Macdonald.
Midwiiei y and Diseases of Women and Children—Dr. Charles Bell,
lustiiutes of Medicine—Dr. James.
Institutes of Medicine—Mr. James Hunter.
Royal lnllnnary—
Clinical Medicine—Drs. George W. Balfour, Claud Muirhoad, and

Hrukenrldge; Dr. .Angus MacdoniUd [fur Disease** of Women;.
Clinical Medicine—Tutorial Class for Physical Diagnosis.*
Clinical Sunrery—Mr. Joseph Bell.
Clinical Surgery—Tutorial Class for Practical Surgery.'
Mediral Jurisprudence and Public Health -Dr. Littlejohn.
Medical Jurisprudence and Public Health—Mr. H. Aubrey
Practice of Physic—Dr. John Wyllie.
Practice of Physio—Dr Joaftleck.
Practice of Physic—Dr. Byrom Bramwcll.
Pathology und Morbid Anatomy—Dr. Bryan Charles Waller.
General Pathology—Dr. J. B. Buist.
Natural History Zoology and Comparative Anatomy—Dr. Andrew

Wilson.
Diseases of the Ear—Dr. Kirk Duncanson.
Vaccination—Dr. Husband.
Discuses of Children—Dr. James Andrew.
Diseases of Children—Dr James Carmicbacl.
Practical Gynavology—Dr. Hnlliday Croom.
Practical Midwifery—Dr. Charles Bell.

* Under the Superintendence of the I
Surgery.

SUMMER SESSION, 1881.
On MONDAY. May -', CLASSES will commence In Practical Anatomy

and Demonstrations, Practical and Analytical Chemistry. Materia Medica
and Thi'.rupeutics, Practical Materia Medica. including Practical
Pharmacy. Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Children, Medical
Jurisprudence and Public Health, Clinical Medicine. Clinical Surgery,
Practical lliyslology, l*racUcal Pathology, Natural History (Zoology
and Comparative Anatomy). Diseases of the Eye. Discuses of the Ear,
Vocctiuuion. Diseases of Child ceil. Practical M^edieine und Diagnosis,
Insanity, Diseases of the Skin, Operative and Practical Surgery, and

Practical Midwifery.The minimum cost of tbe Education In this School of Medicine (or the
Double (iuallflcation of Physician aud Surgeon from the Royal Colleges)
of Physicians and Surgeons, including the Fees for the Joint Examina
tion. Is UU . which Is payable by yearly Instalments during the period of
study; whilst the minimum cost for the Single Qualification of either
Physician or Surgeon, Including Fee for Examination, ls 851.

STEVENSON MACADAM, Secretary.
A Detailed Prospectus of the Classes will be forwarded on appl '

to the Si-xKLTAJti, whose address is Surgeons' Hall, Edinburgh.

THE WOODBURY PERMANENT PHOTO-
u««?itAPHlC MINTING COMPANY have now brought thelr
WOODBL lO TYPE Process to such perfection that it is generally
recognized as the best means of Reproducing Works of Art, Portrait*
from Life. Views from. Nature, Architectural subjects, s\c.

It* advantages are :—1 Extreme delicacy la the half-tones, depth and brilliancy of tbe

shoilows, und perfect detail In every part.
2 Rapidity with which thousands of impressions of equal quality can be

produced.
3. Economy and Permanency.The processes known as tbe CARBON and COLLOTYPE are also
extensively worked by this Company; but, though useful for certain
subjects, the Print* by lhe-e processes do Uut povn-w» ihe bi illlaiicy and

uniformity of WoodburytypesThe WOODBUBiTVl-K l'HOCESS is largely used In BOOK ILLUS-
THATION by idl ihe leading l'ublishers, includlng-

Messrs. MacmUluu 4 Co.
,, Chapman A Hall.

Bentley & Son.
Geo. Bell & Sons.

Estimates. 9;
the SxcazTART

rs, inciuamg—
Messrs. Sampson Low ft Co.

„ John Murray.
,, Bickers & Son.

lati'on f
dy. Isb'lster&Co., Ac
shed ou application to>

107?GBBs\T PORTLAND-STREET. LONDON, W.
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'HE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
531. OXFOKD-STKEET, LONDON, W .

Reg to call Attention to their System of producing

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS

In PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHY by means of SAWYER
COLLOTYPE PROCESS.

■ the following ADVANTAGES :—
«11 Edition* of fiOO to 1 000 U li cheaper than any known

method, as the coat of the original plates Is •mall.
SECOND.—Being Photographic *t presents an absolute faithful ropy of

the object desired to be represented - such a picture as the reader
recognLies as a true represcutation.

THIRD —The Illustrations are printed direct on the pare of the book,
avoiding the disagreeable cockling incident to all mounted Photo-
graph*.

AGNIFICENT WORKS have already been
; following lines:—

PAlajEOORAPHICAL — • The Codex Alexandrinus,' ' The Utrecht
Psalter, 'The Yearly Fasciculus of the lala-ographicul Society,'
1 Milton s Common-Place Book,' Ac.

NXMlSMATICAL.—The Catalogue* of Greek and Roman Coina for the
Trustees of the British Muwum, Mr. B. Y. Head's - Coinage of
Syracuse.' the Illustrations to the Xuimsmatic Chromcie, Jtc.

BOOKS of TRAY'RL.—'China and ila People.' by J. Thomson, F R O 8.,
a magnificent work, ill uatrated with over :'.'«u large photographs :
'The Voyage of the ChalLenger,' by Hir Wyville Thompson; and

elks of Ancient Liverpool,' ' Old Manchester,'

'Lea Traranx pobllr* dc France,' executed

M

TOPOGRAPH ICAL.—' fi
and many others.

CTY1L ENGINEERINO.
under the direction of a Department of the State, published by
J. Rothschild. Kue des .Sc. Peres. This magnificent work gained the
gold medal at the Paris Exposition, ln7*.

ARCHITECTURAL -'The Roof Hculptares of Norwich Cathedral.' with
a History of the Cathedral, by Uie Very Rev. the Dean of Norwich.

A vast number of works in other departments, large and small, have
been illustrated by the Autotrpe Process of Book Illustration, amongst
which may be noted—The PROIT and HINT DRAWINGS, by Mr.
Raskin; The KKBAMIC ART of JAPAN. Audsley and Bowes, both
French and English Edition; The TAPESTRY of BAYELX, French
and English Edition, Ac.

COST.—As a specimen of cost, it may be stated
that SIX Illustrations to a demy bvo. volume for an Edition of

l.UOO would euat less than 10d\ per copy.
V Price List and specimens sent upon application.

TN the AUTOTYPE GALLERY will be found
X a noble COLLECTION of FAC-SIMII.ES of the OLD MASTERS,
including the most celebrated Works of Fra Angellco, Fia Bartoluineo,
Corregio. Darer, Holbein, Michael Angelo, Raphael, Rubens. Andrea del
Barto. Titian. Leonardo da Vinci, Ac , selected from the principal
Galleries of Europe. Fine examples of the Modern School. Including
Poynter. R.A., Meissonnler, De Neuville, Rossetll, Bnrne-Jones, Ac.
By this process the reproduction of Pictures. Drawings, and Original

Works of Art are so perfect as to make it difficult In some cases to dis
tinguish the Copy from the Original Work. The Pac-similea are pro-
tjuced In permam-nt pigments, which may be of the samt- kind as those
used in the Original. Black, Brown. Hepla, Blue, Red. are all available
Colours. Artists ran have their Pictures Reproduced without the ex
pense and delay of engraving, and with the minimum of risk. Sixes of
Plates from 10 Inches to «8 Inches. A visit to the Autotype Gallery will
prove how readily the walls of home can be adorned with artistic
nuisterpieces at little cost. Pictures and 1 "holographs Mounted and
Framed. Pictures carefully Cleaned and Restored.

Mud for the AUTOTYPE COMPANY'S New Catalogue, price est
Gratis to purchasers.

J. R. SAW YER, Director of Works.
W. S. BIRD, General Manager.

THE MULTIPLEX COPYING PROCESS
givea Forty Copies of Circulars, Music. Drawings, Plans.

This IToccss bus been adopted by Her Majesty's Government, who
have paid the inventor (Mr. Fellows) UXd. for the privilege of using It
throughout all their Departments. No tedious washing off. Suits all
climates Negatives available for years. Full particulars post free.

CHARLES FELLOWS, 18. Tettenhall-road, Wolverttanipton.

ARE ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS, and DRAW-
INOrt. by the most esteemed OLD MASTERS, mar he obtained at

GEOBGE LOVE S OLD FRINT SHOP. 81, BU'NHILL-ROW, L« "
A CATALOGUE sent on receipt of two penny posiage-siuuip*.

'.* Established above Sixty Years

P. COLLINS'8 MICROSCOPICAL, BOOK
• LIST (New and Second-Hand i, free by post. Full Discount prices.

SMITH S BKITISII 1>IA ] oMACBJi,
I'ltlTl HARD S INFUSORIA,
HALF'S DESMIOE.K,

and other Scarce Books, now In Stock. —
Oxford-street, London.

M

Photographic Apparatus.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms. M, King-street. Coventgiinlen. on FRIDAY,

October I, at half-past Vi o'clock precisely, PRO lOOUAl'lUC APPA
RATUS, consisting of Cameras and Ileuses by good makers -Baths—
l'rinung Frames, stands. Ac - Microscopes, Telescopes, spectroscopes—
about u> lots of Entomological and other Books—and Miscellaneous Pro
perty.
On view the day prior after two o'clock and morning of Sale, and

Catalogues had.

Rare and Valuable Hooks.

SALE BY AUCTION AT LISBON.

MCASIMIRO CANDIDO da CUNHA, of
• LISBON, will SELL by AUCTION, on NOVEMHKR M, a Valu

able COLLFCTION of BOOKS, mostly in Portuguese, comprising
Auitnula. Crouun do Muvto. 1613—Asia, de Joam oV Barrow, l.lo".'— Botelho,
£1 Nuevo Muudo, 1701— Early and VHluAble Editions of Camoena Ac.
Catalogues mar be had at Mr. L P. Cmeu-ia", 147, Hoiborn Bars; or

Messrs. Simp^os Low A Co.'s, ltS8, Fleet-street, Loudun, who also receive
Commissions lor the Sole.

rFHE EDINBURGH REVIEW, for October,

J. will be published on SATURDAY. October ISth.—ADVERTISE
MENTS inteinii-d for insertion cannot be received by the Publishers
ia-.tr iliuu MONDAY, October 11th.

London : Longmans & Co. 39, Paternoster-row, E C.

rFHE QUARTERLY REVIEW. — ADVERTISE-

-L MENTS lor insertion in the forthcoming Number of the above
Periodical must be forwarded to the Publisher by the Tth, and BILLS by
the yth of OCTOBER.

John Murray, Albemarlr-street.

HPHE ARCHITECT: a Weekly Art-Journal, of
-L SE1TEMBER 25, contains Designs for the New Municipal Build
ings, Glasgow, and View of the Stockport Bank ; also Articles ou the
iT.jgres* of Decorative Art in France— The Origin of the Doric Art—The
K.-1.1 e-i f'- Sanitary Institute—Construction of Brew-

unce—The Glasg<
ce Ad. : by post, &

173, Strand, London,'

Progress
S>n'ial Science

es—Sanltsx]
i Correspond!
lers ; and at the

"'i^^*01?*!7. Work* ln France—The Glasgow Competition
-Price Ad. ; by post, 3d. To be bad of

H E

Price Ilalf-a-Crtnrn,

MODERN REVIEW.

Content* o/ No. III. for OCTOBER.

1. CRITICAL METHOD. II. By Professor Kurnrn

S. THINGS NEW and OLD in ITALY. By Mm. William Grey,

j, NATUKB and LAW. By William B. Carpenter, C B M.D. F.H..8.
4. FACTS and FANCIES about FAC8T. I. The I'oem and the Poet.

Br K. Krhiiti Wilson

J. The RELIGIOUS DRAMA. By William Blnni.

«. PHILOSOPHICAL NECESSITY : a Defence. By Constance Plumptre.

7. ENGLAND'S OPIUM DEALINGS. By the Editor

8. OILBEHT WAKEFIELD. By Mm Herbert Martin.

». NOTES and NOTICES. By Charles Har»roTe, H. Lane Poole, Edward
Clodd, Ac

Published for the Proprietors by James Clarke ft Co London ; John
Hey wood. Manchester ; and may be bad by order of all Booksellers.

A NEW STORY, by Holt Jian. JiK.. entitled the PORTRAIT of a
LADY, commences ln the OCTOBER Number of MACMILLAN >
MAUAZINB.

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE, No. 252,
OCTOBER, price 1«.

Cotuentf.

1. The PORTRAIT of a LADY. By Henry James, Jun. Chaps. 1-5.

1. A TURKISH HISTORIAN of a WAR with RUSSIA. By Eugene
Schuyler, Consul-Oeneral of the United states In Roumania.
(Conclusion.)

J. HE THAT WILL NOT WHEN HE MAY.
Chaps SI—11.

4. GLASTONBURY. BRITISH and ;ENGLI8II.
man. D.C.L. LL.D.

B. The STORY of YVES. By Mrs. Marqnold. (Conclusion )

ft Co. London.

for

By Mrs. Oliphant.

By Edward A. Free-

Ready Sept. 27. price 7d.

CASSELL'S FAMILY MAGAZINE, for Octobek,
containing—

The PRETTIEST ROAD In ENGLAND.

STUDYING the WEATHER.

'TIS NEVER TOO LATE to MEND: s

MA1KIIE S HERO: short Story.

EVERY HOUSE Its OWN MUSEUM.

PAINTING on SATIN and SILK.

OUR FOUNDATION SCHOOLS ;
Itadley.

SOMEBODY '8 COMING to

OARDENING in OCTORFJt,

The ART of WOOD WEAVING.

BY the 8EA : a Poem.

The THROAT : Its Trials

The HOME of the FUTURE.
" Home Management "

WHAT to WEAR. By Our rarla Cm

The GATHERER.
SERIAL STORIES:

HORACE M'LEAN : a Story of Search In

HOW VICKERSCROFT was REDEEMED.

PRELIMINARY" ANNOUNCEMENT OF A NEW AND ENLARGED
SERIES OF

rFHE MAGAZINE of ART.—The Proprietors of

X the MAGAZINE of AltT have much pleasure In announcing that
Its success is so continuous and gratifying as to justify them in deve
loping the Magazine into the form which, from the commencement, they
had hoped It might ultimately reach. They therefore beg to announce
that with the Part published Oct IS, not only will the number of pages
be still further extended, but the size of the page will be also consider
ate v enlarged, and the general character of the Magazine so lor Improved
ss to more than justify - It Is beliuved -the increased price (One bhilling)
at which It will be published.

Ready Sept. ?7th, price Id.

THE MAGAZINE of ART, for October,
containing—

The DYING COPERNICUS. By E. Blair LeiRhton. FronUaplesc.

ART In the STREETS. By Percy Fitzgerald. With Fire Sketches.

ON the ART of ILLUMINATING as ORIGINALLY PRACTISED.
By Albert Warren. W ith Three EmrravinKa.

OUR LIVING ARTISTS: Jean Loon Gerome. With Tortralt and
Ens-ravlnga.

ART In the NETHERLANDS. II. With Portrait of Adrlacn Tan
Ostade.

TAPESTRY FAINTING.

TAUFERS In the TYROL. By C. Weeks. With Fire niuatratlons.

The GIANTS at the GATES III. By Leader Scott.

THEIR ONLY HARVEST. By Colin Hunter.

INDIAN METAL WORK. By J. It. Royle. With Fire EmrraTlngs.

PICTURES of the YBAR. With Six Sketches and 1 t. -ravings.

Cassell, Petter, Galpln ft Co. Ludgntc-hiil, London.

Now ready, price 3)«.

JOURNAL of the ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL
FOCIETY. Vol. XLIX. Edited by II. W. BATES. F.L.S, Aasistout-

Sccretary.
Contents.

1. ITINERARIES of the SECOND KHEDIVIAL EXPEDITION: Me
moir explninlng the New Mup of Mldiau made by the Egyptian
Ktaff officers. By Capt. R. P. Burton. Wfch Map.

2. A VISIT to LISSA and TELAGOSA. By Capt. R, F. Burton.

3. An ACCOUNT of the COUNTRY TRAYKRKF.n by the SECOND
COLVMN of thcTAL-CHOTIAI.I FIELD FOHCB In the Sl'RINO
of l«<7ir. By Lieut R. C. Temple, Bcugul Matl Corps; lately
attached to the 1st Uoorkhs Light Infantry With Map.

4. The MODIFICATIONS of the EXTERNAL ASPECTS of ORGANIC
NATt'RE produced by MAN 8 INTEltl BRENCE. By ITof. Gea
Rolleston. F.R.H.

6. NOTES upon some ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS made ln
KORDOFAN and DARFCR. By Major 11 G Prout. With Map.

8. ZENO'S FR1SLANDA is ICELAND, and not the FAROES. By
Admiral Innlngcr, With Map.

T. ZENO'S FRI8LANDA is not ICELAND, but the F.EROES : anAnswer
to Admiral Irmingcr. By R. II. Major, F.S.A., 4c.

8. APPROXIMATE DETERMINATION of POSITIONS In SOUTH
WESTERN CHINA. By E. Col borne Bobcr.

V Fellows arc requested to apply for their Copies at the Offices of the
Society, 1, Mavile-row, Burlington-gardens, W.

John Murray, Albemarle-atreet, V.

B
LACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE, for Octobeb, 1880.

No. DCCLXXX. price 2j, 6<f.

Dr. WORTLE'8 SCHOOL. Part VI.

MEMORY.

The ENCHANTED BRIDLB.

BUSH-LIFE ln QUEENSLAND. Conclusion :—Trying the Diggings.—
Prospecting.—The Bower-Bird's Nest.—Explains Matters In General.
-The End.

The ROOF of the WORLD.

LOIS: a Sketch.

LIFE and DEATH : Three Sonncm.

SOCIETY and the SALONS BEFORB THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

The STUMP MINISTRY : its First Session.

William Blackwood ft Sons, Edinburgh and London.

On September 29 (One Shilling) . No. 290.

THE CORNHILL MAGAZINE, for Octobeb.
With Illustrations by George Du Maurler and W. Small.

Contmtt.

WA8HINQTON-SO.UARE. By Henry James, Jr. (With an Illustra
tion.) Chaps. 25—29.

NOTES on WATBR-COLOUR ART. I. The Early Masters. By Harry
Qullter.

COUNTRY PARSONS.

The PAVILION on the LINKS. (Part II.) Chap. 5. Trlls of an Inter-
Tlew between Northmour, your Mother, and Myaell t) T. Us of my
Introduction to the Tall Man. 7. Tells how a Word was criej through
the Pavilion Window. 8. Tells the Last of the Tall Man. 9. Tells
how Northmour carried out his Threat.

The HOMES of TOWN POOR. By the Iter. Harry Jones.

FOREIGN ORDERS

FALLING in LOVE.

VENETIAN FOLK-SONGS.

To a FRIEND RECENTLY LOST. By George Meredith.

WHITE WINGS: a Yachting Romance (With an Illustration.)
Chap. 47. Alter the Gale.—14. "A Good One for the Last."—49. Adieu !

London : Smith, Elder ft Co. 15. Waterloo-place.

CCRIBNER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE, for
KJ OCTOBER, contains Twenty -one distinct Articles and Slaty
High-class Illustrations Price One Shilling.

Frederick Warnc ft Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

s

ONE SHILLING. MONTHLY,

CRIBNEK'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE.

Content* for OCTOBER.

1. PORP0ISB8H00TINO. Charles C. Ward.

2. TheORANDIBSIMES. XI George W. Cable.

3. AMONG the REEDS. Maurice F Egan.

4. JEAN FRANCOIS MILLET, Picasant and Painter.' II. Alfred

6. The NEW SOUTH. Sydney Lanier.

6. A GROUP of POEMS.

7. SHANTYTOWN. H. C. Bnnnrr.

8. MISS STOTFORD S SPECIALTY. Philip Bonrs.e !

9. PETER the OREAT. Eugene Schuyler.

10. SEVEN BBC0ND8. Eadel Barnn Ountafson.

11. TO BOLT or NOT TO BOLT? Washington Gladden.

13. " THERE Is a NATURAL BODY." O. E D.

13 ONE HUNDRED MILES ln a MAMMOTH CAVE. H. C. Horcy.

14. SEA-SIDE LAWN-PLANTING. Samuel Parsons, Jun.

14. A FREE LENDINO LIBRARY tor NEW YORK. Theodore II
Mead.

16. TOPICS of the TIME.

17. COMMUNICATIONS

18. HOME and SOCIETY.

19. CULTURE and PROGRESS.

20. The WORLD'S WORK.

21. BRIC-A-BRAC.

* Bcrlbner ft Co. give notice that they hare pnrchosel the right of
truncation, for both America and England, of the forthcoming Liie of
Millet, by Alfred Sonster.

Frederick Wane ft Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

Now ready, price Od. (peat free &d.) the Third Monthly Part of

THE HOUSE DECORATOR and SCHOOL of
DESIGN. 20O Illustrations. The best Practical Jouraal published.

Id. Weekly
London: Cecil Brooks ft Co. CRthcrine-strect, Strand.

UNICIPAL BUILD1NG8, PERTH. — Sue the
BUILDER {Ad ; by post. 44<f.) for View and Plan; View of

National Museum, Washington — Jokes In Sto.n* at Chwiter— House
with many Illustrations—Cradle of l^rrmneM|UO

n thu Colonies— Modern New York—Trade Unions
6, Catherine-

M

Drainage as a Specialty , with
Archlti-cture— Work
Congress— Exhihltlon, Sanitary Appliances, Exeter, Jtc.
street , and oil Newsineu.

Monthly, price If. In crown 4to. tastefully printed on hand
made paper, with rough edges, and oceaslonall'y illustrated.

No. X. is now ready.

THE ANTIQUARY : a Magazine devoted to the
Study of the Past.

Edited by EDWARD WAT/FORD. M A.

Contents of the 0CTf)BEIt Xumber.

Old Glasgow. Part II. (With Illustration, i—(lor Colonies under the
Merry Monarch.—The Victorian Revival ol Oolhic Architecture I'urt 1.
By J. H. Parker, C.B.—Almanacks Three Hnndied Years Ago.—Stune>
henge. By Brinsley Nicholson, M I) —Bookbinding, By H. B. Wheat-
ley. (With Illustrations.)—St. Ola! and the Overthrow of Northern
Paganism. Pari II. By William Porter.—The Treatyse of Frsshrnge
wyth an Angle. (With Illustration.) — The Mint. — The Cromwell
Family. —Reviews : Dotwttlny Studies Somerset—A History of the
Castles. Mansions, and Manors of Western Sussex—Views of Ancient
Buildings in the Parish ot Halifax—Stonehonge : Plans, Descriptions,
and Theories,—Meetings of Antiquarian Swimies.—'Ihe Antiquary'*
Note-Book.—Antiquarian News.—Correspondence —The Antiquary E\-
change, Ac.

London : Elliot Stock, G2, Paternoster-row.

Just published,

ETERNITY : What Does the Bible Pay of It ? A
Concordance of Texts on the Subject. The object of the book is

■Imply to bring Into a small comrass ail the iniorrtiatim needed for a
careful personal study of this grea* question. Crown fvo. doth, Si. tid.

"No Bible student's library should lack this \aluaMe manual."
Vhriftion.

" A new and valuable contribution to Biblical literature."—Jtaak$ekm:

S. Bagster & Sons, 15, Paternostor-row, London.
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STANDARD TEXT- BOOKS.

KB. CBUTTWELL'S CLASSICAL WORKS.

SECOND EDITION, crown 8TO. cloth, 8s. td.

1. A HISTORY of ROMAN LITERATURE,
from the Earliest rVriod to the Timet of the Antonlnea. Hy
C. T. CRUTTWRLL. M A . Fellow of Merton CullcRe. Oxford,
Head Muter of Maitcrn College.

"Nothing at all equal to It haa hitherto been published In England."
British Quarterly rXrvirw.

" A m*«t serviceable—Indeed Indispensable—guide for the student. ...
The ' general reader ' will be both charmed and ins

COMPANION VOLUME.

2. SPECIMENS of KOMAN LITERATURE,

from the Earliest Period to the 1 ■ of the Antonlncs.

Parti. ROMAN THOUGHT—Religion, Philosophy and Science, Art
and Letter*.

Fart II. ROMAN STYLE—Descriptive, Rhetorical, and Humorous
Passages.

With Synopsis and Indices complete.

Edited by C. T. CRUTTWELL, M.A.. Merton College. Oxford ; and
PEAKE HANTON. M.A,, some time Scholar of Jesus College,
Cambridge. Crown 8to. cloth, lOj. 6d.

"A work with a standing-ground of Its own. ...Not only useful, but
~ir many classes of readers. . , .The sound judgment exercised

and In the selection of the Passages calls forranging the plan
r commendation."

PROFESSOR BAKSAY'S CLASSICAL WOBKS.

1. A MANUAL of ROMAN ANTIQUITIES :

Law, Constitution, Army and Narr, Public and Social Life,
Agriculture, Religion, Ac For the Use of Advanced Students.
By WILLIAM KAMSAY. M A., Trinity College, Cambridge,
late Professor of Humanity in the University of Glasgow. With
Map, numerous Engravings, and very copious Index. Eleventh
Edition, fls. W. • *

2. An ELEMENTARY MANUAL of ROMAN

ANTIQUITIES. Adapted for Junior Classes. With numerous
Illustrations. Seventh Edition. As.

3. A MANUAL of LATIN PROSODY.

Illustrated by <
6s.

SB. BBTCS'S VIBOIL.

YIRGILII OPERA. Edited by A. Hamil-
TON BRYCE. D C L. LL.D., Senior Classical Moderator In the
University of Dublin. Text from HEYNE and WAGNEX. English
Notes, Original and Selected, from tho leading German and Enfrllsh
Commentators. Ulustratlons from the Antique. Thirteenth Edition.
In I vol. fcap. Bto. cloth, 6s. ; or in Three Parts :—

Part I. BUCOLICS and GEORGICB. St. 6d.

Part II. The ANEID. Books I.—VI. 2s. 6d.

Part in. The ANEID. Books VU.-XU. It. 64.

" Contains the pith of what has been written by the best scholars on
the subject."—Alhenmum.

Uniform with tht abort,

HORATII OPERA. Edited by Joseph

CURRIE, formerly Head Classical Master In Glasgow Academy.
Text from ORELLIUS. English Notes. Original and Selected, from
the best Commentators. Illustrations from the Antique. In 1 vol.
fcap. 8vo. cloth, 5i. i or in Two Parts :—

Part I. CARMTNA. 8s.

Part II. SATIRES and EPISTLES. 9s.

" The notes are excellent and exhaustive.'

MENTAL SCIENCE.—S. T. COLERIDGE'S

KHRAY on OTTHOD ] Archbishop WHATELY '8 TKEATIRE8 OS
LOOIC and KHETORIC. Crown 8TO. clock, Ss. T«»IA Edition,
(Snefrtop. Xrtropohtana.) Or, tbe Treatises separately, Method, 2s. ;
Logic, St. ; Rhetoric, 3s. td.

The VOCABULARY of PHILOSOPHY:

Mental, Moral, and Metaphysical. With Quotations and References
for the Use of Students. By WILLIAM FLEMING. D 1) . lata Prof,
of Moral l'hiUwophy in the University of Glasgow. Revised and
Edited by HENRY CALDERWOOD, LL.D., Professor of Moral
Philosophy In the University of Edinburgh. Crown 8vo. cloth Dev.,
10*. 6d. Third Edition.

SENIOR'S (NASSAU WILLIAM, M.A., late

Prof, of Political Economy at the UnlTsrsitT of Oxford) TREATI8B
on POLITICAL ECONOMY. CroTfn 8ro. cloth, 4s. SistA SdMm.

CRAIK'S HISTORY of ENGLISH LITE-
RATURE and of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE from tbe NORMAN
CONQUEST. With numerous Excerpts and Specimens. By GEORGE
L1LLIE CRAIK, LL.D , late iTofi-ssor of History and English Ute
rntun, Quueu s College, Belfast. In 2 vols, royal 8vo. cloth, 2Zs.

CRAIK'S MANUAL of ENGLISH LITE-
RATI' RE For the Use of Colleges. Schools, and those preparing
for Competitive Examinations. Hy GEORGE LLLLIE CRAIK,
LL.D. Crown 8to. cloth, 7s. 9d. Eighth Edition.

BELL'S THOMSON'S SEASONS. School
Edition. With an Introiuctlon and Notes by ROBERT BELL,
Ediinr of the ■■ Annotated Scries of British l'octa." Fcap. Hvo. cloth,

U. 6d. Third Edition.

D'ORSEY'S SPELLING by DICTATION.—
PROGRESSIVE EXERCISES in ENGLISH ORTHOGRAPHY, for
Rrh<N.ls and Civil Service Eiamiuntions. By the Rev. A. J. D.
liOK*F.Y, n.D.. Cbuncellor » KuRiuth Medallist. 18mo. cloth, Is.
Fijttrnth TKoMund.

Chaules Griffin 4: Co. 10, Stationers' Hall-court,

London.

E
E D

" It tantalises us."—Tall Mall Gatette.
•• In it, throughout, a touch of nature, and a catholic taste for what is

good. "'—Fun.
"Pleasant, and by no .means dull."— Court Journal.

Cloth, Si.; boards, It. 6d.

Remington, 7, Arundel-fltreet. Strand.

AVET'S FRENCH and GERMAN BOOKS.
Used in Schools throughout the British Empire, United States of

America, and Colleges in France and German .

HOUSEHOLD FRENCH. Is.

'FIRST GERMAN BOOK. Is. td.

GERMAN STUDIES, as.
GERMAN COMPOSITION, ft. td.

—KEY to Do.. 4S.
LANGLAIS BNSEIGNB auz

FKANQAI8. Ss. M.
ENGLISH and FRENCH COPY-

BOOK (Writing and Languages
simultaneously). I'd.

• Any one of the Four Books marked • forwarded free to Teachers

applying to M. Havet, Instltut Anglals-Franoais, Rue de Longcbataps,

•FIRST FRENCH BOOK. Is. td.
•FRENCH CLASS BOOK. Part I.

4s.
FRENCH CLASS BOOK. Part II.

9s. ad—KEY to both Parts,
6s. td.

"FRENCH STUDIES: Conrersa-
tlons, Extracts, Ac. 5s. td.

FRENCH COMPOSITION. Js. td.
—KEY to Do., 4s.

Paris.
London : Simptin, Marshall & Co. 4, Stationers' Hall-court.

'RINCIPAL DAWSON'S POPULAR

GEOLOGICAL WORKS.

Price to Subscribers, 2«. Cd. , Non-Subscribers, 4s. W.

EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES of a
REPORTER. Giving Twenty Years' experience on the Press,

showing the Easiest and Surest Method of becoming an Efficient and
Rapid Phonographic shorthand Writer, and containing valuable Hinta
on all Branches uf Reporting. Amusing and interesting to Members of
the Press, and invaluable to Young Phonographers and Tyros in tho
Art of Reporting. Written and published by FRANCIS J. LOCK.
Author ol "The Rifleman's Companion,'
Shot,' ' Martini v. Snider' (30,(XXJ), Ac.

90a, Market-street, Leicester.

How to become an Export

•Yblppiad "—

" Blnce Hugh Miller no geologist has .
a pen as Dr. Dawson,"—Literary Churchman.

so graphic

i.

Just published, with 44 Illustrations, 7s. M.

FOSSIL MEN and their MODERN Repre
sentatives. An Attempt to Illustrate the Character and Con
dition of Prehistoric Men In Europe by those of the American Races.
By J. W. DAWSON, LL.D. F.R 8\ F.O.S.

11 A keen observer of the habits of the red man. and a diligent student
of American antiquities, he is able, by analogical reasoning, to throw
light upon tho prohable condition of prehistoric man in Europe, and
upon the nature of the relics which he has bequeathed to us."

ifftsnsnsji.
II.

The STORY of the EARTH and MAN. Sixth
Edition. 20 Illustrations. 7s. M.

" A very able and Interesting skctch'of geological science."—Spectator,

III.

The ORIGIN of the WORLD.
Revelation and Science. Crown Svo. 7s. 64.

IV.

LIFE'S DAWN on EARTH. Beine: the History
of the oldest-known Fossil Remains, and their Relations to Geological
Time and to the Development of the Animal Kingdom. Second
Thousand, numerous Ulustratlons, 7s. 6d.

Rodder «t Stooghton, 37, Palernouter-row.

According to

J^OTES and QUERIES. (Sixth Skbies.)

This Day's Xumbrr contains—
NOTES:—Shakspeariana—Surnames In former Parliaments—Rogers's

' Pleasures of Memory '—The Elephant in Mesopotamia—"The True
Briton' — l*ronunctatlon of " Brier "—Signboard by David Cox-
Lines by Lord Brougham—Senapie's ' Christian Religion in Scotland'
—Marriage Custom in I'sam barm Country—" Fruiter " : "Hirer"—
pHrnllcl Passages—"Every Man Jack of >.n "—A Trafalgar \
Rip Van Winkle, 4c—Cyprus Productions—The " Whip
Liverpool Epitaphs.

QUERIES :—" Elkon Basillke Deutera "—Monetary Convention—" Lo
Jeu de France "—FtUhcrbcrt—Ancient Scottish Measures—Curtoas
Engravings—Sympathetic Powder—Thomas Dale's Poems—Obscure
Expressions—Oermnti Folk-lore Expression—Amaranth -Crimson—
Rev, W. Wilson—St. Augustine's Manual—Devotion to the leaser
Saints—" Stinting *'— A Scotch Game—English Clock makers—"• Pat-
aback" : " Dip-o'-the-Klt "—Authors of Quotations Wanted.

REPLIES :—Etymology of Bedford—Renton Family—Richard TOT.—
" Giaour "— ' Aylwer's Field ' and John's Brand— Dershavin's • Ode
to God '—Altham Title—" God speed >m well "—An old song—Lord
Byron and Isaac Greentree—Books published by Subscription-
Book-plates of Lord Keane, <fcc.— •■ Think that day lost." Ac.—Modern

Church Architecture—Surrey Words—John Cole of Northampton—
"To speak in lutestring "—• Up to snuff"—Hastings of Willesley
—Ferldooddeen — " Beading In •—Francis Grose — Keel-baullmi—

Churchvard Yews — " Catawampus "—John Marshall, Bishop ol
Llandaff— Inkstands of Famous Wrlters—Look ing at Young I-am lis
—Greek Calends—Spiritualism : Second Sight—Benjamin Franklin-
Bishops of Dunkeld—Quassia- Scarborough—Bookbinding with Wire

,U hnrwlv An _Tnl«_
lOpSOl

—Welsh Motto—Growling— Slow—"Now, look handy,"
ridge's Nom de Guerre—Inn Signs.

NOTES ON BOOKS :—Jebb's ' Modern Greece '—Britten and Holland's
'Dictionary of English Plant-Names '— * Specimens of English
Dialects.'

Notices to Correspondents, *tc.

Published by John Francis, 90, Wellington-street, Strand, W.O.

LL the YEAR ROUND.—Conducted by Charles
Dickens.—Advertisements for All tht Year Ruund should be sent
tbe 16th of each Month to

Adams <fc Fiamcis, 59, Fleet-street, E.C.

THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.-
Advertisements for the Fortnightly Review should be sent is

ft FhaUtcis, 59, Fleet-street, E.C.

M1
IDLAND RAILWAY OFFICIAL TIME-
TABLES.—Advertisements should be sent before the 22nd of each

Month tm
Adams <ft Fnixcis, 150, Fleet-street, E.C.

THE TREATYSE OP FYSSHYNGE

WYTH AN ANGLE.

BY

DAME JULIANA BERNERS.

The Subscription List for this Work will CLOSE on October 1st, 1880 ;

after this date the published price will be 18«. Intending Subscribers are requested to

forward their Names and Addresses to the Publisher by this dale.

London: Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster-row, E.C.

The New Volume of Mr. KINGLAKE'S HISTOBY

of the INVASION of the CRIMEA, Vol VL,

"The WINTER TROUBLES;' will be Pub

lished on Wednesday. 13th October.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

NEW CHILDREN'S TOT BOOK.

THE TWO BEARS;

Or, THE BEARS AND THE BEES.

Illustrated bv CHARLES A. DOTLE, with Borders and Devices Illustrative of the Story by WILLIAM 8. BLACK.
Printed in Colours, 4to. price 1«. [Immediately.

Recently published, 4to. price 1*.

HOW THREE LITTLE PIGS WENT TO MARKET.

THE THREE LITTLE NAUGHTY BOYS.

SQUIRE FOX WENT OUT IN A HUNGRY PLIGHT.

George WATEltSTON Si SOXS, London and Edinburgh ; and all Booksellers.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

THE NEW SEASON.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY was established in 1842, in order to meet the growing demand

of the age for a Higher Class of Books than could then be readily obtained on moderate terms from the

ordinary Circulating Libraries.

From its commencement the original purpose of the Library has been kept steadily in view. The best

Books of every shade of opinion, on all subjects of general interest, have been taken in large numbers—Hundreds,

and in some instances Thousands, of Copies of the Leading Works of every Season having been placed in

circulation on the day ofpublication.

The prosperity of the Library is, in great measure, due to the co-operation of those Subscribers who

chiefly require Books of sterling interest and merit. In the selection of Books great care has always been taken

to study their wishes, and to make the Library not only 1 Select,' but comprehensive.

Additional Copies of all the best New Works in History, Biography, Religion, Philosophy, Travel and

Adventure, and the Higher Class of Fiction continue to be added as the demand increases; and arrangements

are made with the leading Publishers for an ample supply of the principal Works already announcedfor the

Nev) Season, and of all other Forthcoming Books of general interest as they appear.

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM,

For a Constant Succession of the Newest Books.

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY, TWO GUINEAS PER ANNUM,

For the Free Delivery of Books in every part of London.

TERMS FOR SUBSCRIBERS RESIDING IN THE COUNTRY.

Eight Volumes

Twelve Volumes

CLASS A.

For all Books in the Library, without reserve.

Six Months. Twelve Months. Six Months. Twelve Months.

- £1 16 0 £3 3 0 Fifteen Volumes £3 0 0 £5 5 0

And Three Volumes for every Additional Guinea per Annum.

CLASS B.

For Books not specially reserved for Class A Subscribers.

Six Months. Twelve Months.

Twenty-five Volumes ... £3 0 0 £5 5 0

Six Months. Twelve Months.

£1 16 0 £3 3 0

And Five Volumes for every Additional Guinea per Annum.

Book Societies and Literary Institutions supplied on Liberal Terms.

Eevised Lists of Works recently added to the Library, and Catalogues of Surplus Copies withdrawn for Sale at greatly reduced prices, are now

ready, and will be forwarded, post free, on application.

\* All the Books in Circulation and on Sale at MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY may a!s> be obtained, with the least possible delay,

by all Subsci ibars to

MUDIE'S LIBRARY, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER,

And (by order) from all Booksellers in connexion with the library.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), NEW OXFORD-STREET.

CITY OFFICE—2, KING-STREET, CHEAF8IDE.
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GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY,

NEW BOND-STREET,

AVAILABLE FOR BOTH LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

Comprises an ENGLISH and FOREIGN CIRCULATING LIBRARY, provided with all the BEST and NEWEST

LITERATURE, a LIBRARY of VOCAL and INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC, a REFERENCE LIBRARY, READING,

WRITING, and NEWS ROOMS, supplied with the Daily and Weekly Journals, LADIES' DRAWING-ROOM, DINING

and LUNCHEON ROOMS, SMOKING-ROOM, and all the appliances and comforts of a FIRST-CLASS CLUB.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

TOWN. HAX? tear-

CLASS. £. 8. d.

A—TWO VOLUMES 0 12 0

B—THREE VOLUMES 0 18 0

C—FOUR VOLUMES 140

D—SIX VOLUMES 1 16 0

E—EIGHT VOLUMES 2 8 0

And Two Volumes for each additional Guinea per annum. Sets of Books are divided to meet the convenience of Subscribers.

Subscribers C, D and E arc entitled to froe delivery once in every week in London and Suburbs. Subscribers D and E are also

entitled to all the Club privileges, including the use of the Reference Library, the Reading and Writing Rooms, Ladies' Drawing-Room, &c.

Subscribers J) and E, upon a further payment of Two Guineas per annum, are entitled to introduce One Friend into the Rooms set

apart for Members.

ONE TEAR.

£. s. d.

1

11

2

3

4

1

1

2

3

4

CLUBS AND LITERARY INSTITUTIONS.

CLASS.

F—TWELVE VOLUMES

G—TWENTY VOLUMES

And Ten Volumes for each additional Three Guineas.

ONE TEAR.

£. s. d.

4 4 0

6 6 0

COUNTRY. HALF TEAR.

CLASS.

H—FIVE VOLUMES

I—NINE VOLUMES

K—TWELVE VOLUMES .

L—FIFTEEN VOLUMES .

M—EIGHTEEN VOLUMES

£. s.

1 4

1 16

2 8

3 0

3 12

d.

0

0

0

0

0

ONE TEAR.

£. S. d.

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

0

0

0

0

0

Subscription N to Club privileges only, as described above, Two Guineas per annum.

Subscribers I and K may, if they signify their desire at time of Subscription, enjoy the same Club privileges as Subscribers D and E,

but in such event the limit as to number of Volumes will be the same in each oase, i.e., six and eight Volumes respectively.

Subscribers L and M arc entitled to the Club privileges for themselves and for one additional member of the family.

Boxes for the Conveyance of Books to Country Subscribers are provided by the Library free of charge.

All the Books in the Library, both English and Foreign, are available for Subscribers without distinction as to amounts of subscription,

and Subscribers, at their option, may have Volumes of Music instead of Books.

THE FOREIGN CIRCULATING LIBRARY.

In addition to the usual advantages offered by Circulating Libraries, attention is paid to the Foreign Library, which consists of over

5,000 Volumes, and which is kept supplied with all New Works of importance. Subscribers have the option of taking the whole or part of

their subscription in Foreign Books. ' THE 5^33^ LIBRARY>

The formation of a Permanent Library of Selected and Standard Works has been commenced, and liberal additions will be made from

time to time with the growth of the undertaking.

THE READING AND WRITING ROOMS.

Especial care is take;i to render this feature of the Library attractive by a regular supply of all the best Periodicals and Reviews.

These are always available, and particular attention is paid to the Department of Foreign Periodical Literature.

The Reading-Rooms are open, at present, from 9 a.m. until 10 p.m. on week days, and from 6 r.M. until 10 p.m. on Sundays.

THE MUSIC LIBRARY.

Subscribers of every class have the option of taking either the whole or part of their subscription in music—instrumental and vocal.

THE DINING-ROOMS.

The Lining Rooms are open for the supply of luncheons, afternoon teas, and dinners, and Members of the Library will also be able to

make arrangements for dinners to private parties. TELEpHQNE

Subscribers are now in telephonic communication with the centres at Westminster and in the City.

Subscribers are requested to communicate with Mr. CHARLES ALLEN, the Librarian, in case of any difficulty in obtaining tho

Books required.
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SCHOOL-BOOKS PUBLISHED BY LONGMANS & CO.

TEXT-BOOKS OF SCIENCE AND

HISTORY.

TEXT -BOOKS of SCIENCE, Mechanical and

Physical, adapted for the u«e of Artlians and of Students in PuMic and Science
Schools. Edited by C. W. MERRIFIELD, F.R.B. Small gvo. with WuodcuU, Ac.

ABNEY*8 PHOTOGRAPHY. St. M.

ANDERSON'S 8TRENGTH of MATERIALS. 3«. 6A

ARMSTBONO'S ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. 3>. 8d.

BALL'S ASTRONOMY. 6«

BARRY'S RAILWAY APPLIANCES. 3*. M.

BLOXAJTS METALS. 3». 6rf.

GOODEVE'S MECHANICS. 3». «d.

GOODBYE'S MECHANISM. 3i. 6</.

GORE'S ELECTRO METALLURGY. 6».

GRIFFIN'S ALOEBRA and TRIGONOMETRY. 3». W.

JENKIN S ELECTRICITY and MAGNETISM, 3>. «o\.

MAXWELL'S THEORY of HEAT. Sj. 8rf.

MERRIFIELD'S TECHNICAL ARITHMETIC. St. M.

MILLER'S INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. 3«. M.

PREECE and BIYEWRIGIIT'S TELEGRAPHY. St. M.

ROTLEY'B STUDY of ROCKS. *>. W.

SHELLEY'S WORKSHOP APPLIANCES. 3t. M.

THOME'S STRUCTURAL and PHYSIOLOGICAL BOTANY, ft-.

THORPE'S QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS, it. M.

THORPE and MUIR'S QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. St. 6d.

TILDEN"B SYSTEMATIC CHEMISTRY. St. M.

UNWIN'S MACHINE DESIGN. 3>. M.

WATSON'S PLANE and SOLID GEOMETRY. St. id.

EPOCHS of ENGLISH HISTORY. Edited by

the Rev. MANDELL CREIGHTON, M.A.

BROWNING'S MODERN ENGLAND, 1820-1*74. 9d.

CORDERY'S STRUGGLE AGAINST ABSOLUTE MONARCHY. 1603-1M8. 9d.

CREIOHTOVS (Mrs.) ENGLAND A CONTINENTAL POWER, 10*6-13l«. W.

CREIGHTON'S (Rev. M.) TUDOR9 and the REFORMATION. 1180-1603. M.

ROWLEY'S RISE of the PEOPLE, 1215-148.5. id.

ROWLEY'S SETTLEMENT of the CONSTITUTION, 1888-1778. 9d.

TANCOCK'S ENGLAND during the AMERICAN and EUROPEAN WARS, 17IS-I820. W.

YORK POWELL'S EARLY ENGLAND to the CONQUEST. 1».

EPOCHS of ENGLISH HISTORY, as above, com-

plete in 1 vol. with 23 Maps, 5».

CREIGHTON'S SHILLING HISTORY of ENGLAND. Fcap. 8vo. It.

EPOCHS of MODERN HISTORY. Edited by

C. C. COLBECK, M.A.

CHURCH'S BEGINNINO of the MIDDLE AGES. St. W.

COX'S CRUSADES. 2j. to.

CREIGHTON'S AGE of ELIZABETH. 2t. 6rf.

GAIRDNER'S HOUSES of LANCASTER and YORK. St. td.

GARDINER'S PURITAN REVOLUTION. St. 6d.

GARDINER'S THIRTY YEARS' WAR. 2t. M.

HALE'S FALL of the STUARTS. 2*. M.

JOHNSON'S NORMAN'S In EUROPE. 2«. ««*.

LUDLOW'S WAR of AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE. it. W.

MORRIS'S AGE of ANNE. 2t. U.

BEEBOHMS PROTESTANT BEVOLUTIOlf. it. td.

BTU BBS'S EARLY PLANTAGBNETS. 2». 6<i.

WARJBURTON'S EDWARD III. 2«. W.

Nearly ready,

LONGMAN'S FREDERICK the GREAT and the SEVEN YEARS' WAR.

EPOCHS of ANCIENT HISTORY. Edited by the

Rev. Sir G. W. COX, Bart. M.A., and by C. SANKEY, M.A.

BEESLY'3 GRACCHI, MAHIUS, and SULLA. 2«. «d.

CAPES'S AGE of the ANTONINES. 2». 0</.

CAPES'S EARLY ROMAN EMPIRE. 2«. ftrf.

COX'S ATHENIAN EMPIRE, it. M.

COX'S GREEKS and PERSIANS. 2». M.

CURTEIS'S MACEDONIAN EMPIRE. 2t. 6if.

IHNE'S ROME to ita CAPTURE by the GAULS. 2t. 6tf.

MERIVALE'S ROMAN TRIUMVIRATES. 2*. Hi.

SANKEY'S SPARTAN and THEBAN SUPREMACIES. St. W.

CLASSICAL.

The PUBLIC SCHOOL LATIN GRAMMAR, for

the Use of Schools, College", and private Students. By B. H. KENNEDY, D.D., Ac.
Canon of Ely. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. 7>. %d.

The CHILD'S LATIN ACCIDENCE, extracted

from Canon Kennedy's Child's Latin Primer; containing all that La uecuuary to lead
Buys up to the Public School Latin Primer. 12mo. 1«.

The PUBLIC SCHOOL LATIN PRIMER. Edited

with the sanction of the Head Master* of the Nine Public Schools included in II. M.

Commission, li'mo. 2#. 6'/.

SUBSIDIA PRIMARIA, STEPS to LATIN; Easy

Companion-Booka to the Public Sohix>l Latin Primers for Beginners. Bv B. H.
KENNEDY, D. P. Parti. Aceidrnro and Simple Constructien, 2». id. Part"ll. Syn
tax, i',d. Tliu KEY to Parts I. uud II. 5s.

SUBSIDIA PRIMARIA, Part III. Manual of the

Rules of Construction in the Latin Compound Sentence; being a Supplement to the
Public School Latin Primer. By B. U. KENNEDY, D.D. 12mo. Is.

PALiESTRA LATINA; or, Second Latin Reading

Book, adapted to the Public Bchool Latin Primer. By B. H. KENNEDY, D.D.

12mo. 5*.

WHITE and RIDDLE'S COPIOUS LATIN-ENG-

LISH DICTIONARY, founded on the larger Dictionary of Frcuml. Seventh Edition^

complete in One Volume, 4t«. 2l«.

WHITE'S COLLEGE LATIN-ENGLISH DIC-

TIONARY, abridged for the Use of University Students. Fourth and Cheaper Edition.

Royal 8vo. lit.

WHITE'S JUNIOR STUDENT'S LATIN-ENG-

LISH DICTIONARY, for the Use of Schools. Square 12mo. 7t. M.

WHITE'S NEW ENGLISH-LATIN DICTIONARY,

for the Use of School*. Square 12ino. 5*. 6d.

WHITE'S JUNIOR STUDENT'S COMPLETE

LATIN-ENGLISH and ENGLISn-LATIN DICTIONARY. Square 12mo. 12«.

WHITE'S LATIN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY, for

tho Uho of Muidle-Claas Schools. Square fcap. Svo. price 3*.

WHITE'S GRAMMAR-SCHOOL LATIN TEXTS.

C.ESAH, GALLIC WAR. Books I. and II., V. and VI. 1».

C/KSAR, GALLIC WAR. Books III. and IV. \)d. each.

CICEBO, CAT0 MAJOR, and L.ABLIUS. 1*. Gd. each.

EUTROPIUS, ROMAN HISTORY. Books I. and IL If. Books III. and IV. 1».

HOUACK, ODES. Books I., II. and IV. 1«. each.

HORACE, ODES. Book HI. U. Gd.

NEPOS, MILTIADKS, CIMON, PAUSANIUS, ARISTIDES. 9d.

OVID, SELECTIONS from EPISTLES and FASTI. 1*.

OVID, SELECT MYTHS from MHTAMOIIPHOSES. 9d.

PHjEDRUS, SELECT EASY FABLES. <Jtl.

PH-iEDRUS, FABLE8. Books I. and IL 1*.

SALLUST, BELLUM CATILLNARIUM. U. Gd.

VIRGIL, GEORGICS. Book IV. U.

VIRGIL, jKNEID. Hooks I. to VI. If. each, and Book X. Is. 6d.

LIVY. Books XXII. and XXIII. Latin Text, with English Notes and Voca

bulary. 12ino. it. 6d. each Book.

A NEW ELEMENTARY GREEK GRAMMAR,

intended as a Companion t.. the Public School Latin Primer. By the Rev. E. ST.
JOHN PAKHY, M.A. 12ino. 3s. id.

WHITE'S GRAMMAR-SCHOOL GREEK TEXTS.

^ESOP (FABLES) and PALJOPHATUS (MYTHS). 32mo. 1*.

HOMER'S ILIAD. Book I. 1».

HOMER'S ODYSSEY. Book I. 1*.

LUCIAN, SELECT DIALOGUES. U.

XENOPHON. ANABASIS. Hooks I., III., IV. and V. 1*. Gd. each ; Book H. Is.

ST. MATTHEW'S and ST. LUKE'S GOSPELS. 2s. Gd. each.

ST. MARK S and ST. JOHN'S GOSPELS. It. Gd. each.

The ACTS of the APOSTLES. 2*. Gd.

ST. PAUL'S EPISTLE to the ROMANS. U. Gd.

The FOUR GOSPELS in GREEK, with Greek-English Lexicon. Square

32mo. 6*.

London: LONGMANS & CO. Paternoster-row.
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RIGHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

LIST.

---

On September 28th, price One Shilling,

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE.

No. 239, for OCTOBER, 1880.

Contents.

ADAM and EVE. Chaps. 30, 31, 32.

CLEMENCE ISAURE.

ORANGE SAUCE.

ROMNEY.

A LITTLE BOHEMLAN.

A LOVE SONG.

MATTHEW GREGORY LEWIS.

The REV. FATHER GAUCHER'S ELIXLR.

SANCHO PANZA,

The REBEL of the FAMILY. By Mrs. Lynn Linton.

Chaps. 28, 29, 30.

"." Cases for binding the Volumes of ‘TEMPLE BAR’ can be ob

tained at all Booksellers', pricels, each.

Part II. By Mrs. G. W. Godfrey.

BY MORTIMER COLLINS.

THOUGHTS in MY GARDEN. By

MORTIMER COLLINS. Edited by EDMUND YATES.

With Notes by the Editor and Mrs. MORTIMER

COLLINS. 2 vols. crown 8vo. 21s.

“Whether by mistake or from design the best of Mr.

Mortimer Collins's works has been reserved for final publica

tion. Indeed, nothing gives so full or so fair an idea of his

genius and talent as the essays, notes, and poems now pre

sented to the world, under the title of ‘Thoughts in my

Garden.’”—St. James's Gazette.

CHARLES DICKENS'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO

“BENTLEY'S MISCELLANY.”

MU D F O G PAPER S and

OTHERS. By CHARLES DICKENS, Author of ‘The

Pickwick Papers. Now First Reprinted from Bentley's

AMiscellany. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

POPULA R N O V E L S,

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

The

NEW WORK BY MRS. HENRY WOOD.

J 0 H N N Y L U D L 0 W.

SECOND SERIES.

By Mrs. HENRY WOOD,

Author of ‘East Lynne,’ &c.

3 vols. crown 8vo.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF • THE

FIRST WIOLIN.”

The WELLFIELDS. By Jessie

FOTHERGILL, Author of “Probation’ and “The First

Violin.” 3 vols. crown 8vo.

“This is the best of the author's three books in point of

completeness of construction; and the character of Jerome

Wellfield is more finished and more consistent than any she

has yet attempted.”—Athenaeum.

TRANSLATED BY MRS. TYRRELL.

LIZZIE of the MILL. From the

Original, by Mrs. CHRISTINA TYRRELL, Translator

of “No Surrender,’ &c. 2 vols. crown 8vo.

At all Booksellers',

THE INGOLDSBY LEGENDS.

The ANNOTATED EDITION. A Library Edition,

with a History of each Legend and other Notes. The

Illustrations by Cruikshank and Leech. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s.

The ILLUSTRATED EDITION. In crown 4to.

: 63 Illustrations by Cruikshank, Leech, and Tenniel.

ls.

The CARMINE EDITION. In crown 8vo. with

Carmine Border, and 6 Illustrations by Cruikshank and

Leech, gilt edges, 10s. 6d.

The EDINBURGH EDITION. In large type,

crown 8vo, with 32 illustrations by Cruikshank, Tenniel,

Leech, and Du Maurier. Specially re-engraved for this

Edition by George Pearson. Price 6s.

The POPULAR EDITION. In crown 8vo. 3s.6d.

The VICTORIA (POCKET) EDITION. Red edges,

2s.

At all Booksellers',

FRANCATELLI'S COOKERY.

I.

The MODERN COOK. Containing 1,500 Recipes

13, Great Marlborough-street.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

NEW WORKS.

---

MONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE

LIFE (1787-1874). By his Daughter, MADAME DE WITT. Trans

lated by Mrs. SIMPSON. 1 vol. 8vo. 15s.

“This book was well worth translating. Mrs. Simpson has written

excellent English, while preserving the spirit of the Freneh."-Times.

“Madame de Witt has done justice to her father's memory in an

admirable record of his life. Mrs. Simpson's translation of this singularly

interesting book is in accuracy and grace worthy of the original and of

the subject.”—Saturday Review.

“This work is replete with interesting reminiscences, and the reading

public may be congratulated on having a literary treat provided for

them.""-Globe.

“Mrs. Simpson's translation is in every respect admirable. The book

gives a curious picture of French life.”-Examiner.

TALES Of OUR GREAT FAMILIES.

SECOND SERIES. By EDWARD WALFORD, M.A. 2 vols. 21s.

“The social rank of the persons whose lives and characters are

delineated in this work, and the inherent romance of the stories it enu

bodies, will ensure Ita widespread popularity.”—Examiner.

The WILLAGE of PALACES; or,
CHRONICLES of CHMLSEA. By the Rev. A. G. L'ESTRANGE.

2 vols. crown 8vo. 21s.

CHEAP EDITION Of YOUNG Mrs.

JARDINE. By the AUTHOR of ‘JohN HALIFAX' Forming the

New Volume of HURST & BLACKETT'S STANDARD LIBRARY.

5s, bound and illustrated.

“There is much tenderness and good feeling in this book.

pleasant and wholesome.”—Athenaeum.

THE NEW NOVELS.

--

ROY and VIOLA. By Mrs. Forrester,

Author of ‘Viva,” “Mignon,” &c. 3 vols.

ST. MARTIN'S SUMMER. By
SHIRLEY SMITH, Author of ‘His Last Stake, &c. 3 vols.

LORD BRACKEN BURY. By
AMELIA B, EDWARDS, Author of ‘Barbara's History,’ &c. Second

Edition. 3 vols.

“A£ romantic story, with a clever plot. Some of the scenes

are effective and powerfully written. It is above the average standard

of modern fiction.”-Morning Post.

“A capital plot and excellent writing are the features of ‘Lord

Brackenbury. Miss Edwards is as skilful in delineating character as

she is in£ a plot. The story flows on with an easy current, which

is refreshing and pleasant.”—Scotsman.

The TENTH EARL. By John Ber

WICK HARWOOD, Author of ‘Lady Flavia, &c. 3 vols.

“‘The Tenth Earl' has plot and substance, incident and vitality.”

“This novel will amply repay perusal.”—Post. efia-wn.

“‘The Tenth Earl' is very amusing reading.”—John Bull.

A VERY OPAL. By C. L. Pirkis.
“A novel of considerable merit. There is a minuteness of observation

and at times a kind of quiet humour which reminds one of Jane Austen.”

It is

Athenaeum

“A thoroughly amusing novel. The characters aresketched with a firm

hand, and the plot is ingenious and well worked out.”—Sunday Times.

F 0 R E S T A L L E D. By M.
BETHAM-EDWARDS, Author of ‘Kitty,’ ‘Bridget,” “Holidays in

Eastern France,' &c. 2 vols. 21s.

“Those who can appreciate a quiet, original, interesting, and carefully

written story will welcome ‘Forestalled "with satisfaction.”-Spectator.

W00ERS and WINNERS. By Mrs.
G. LINNAEUS BANKS, Author of ‘The Manchester Man.’ 2 vols.

STRICTLY TIED UP. 3 VOIS.

[Just ready.

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY.

Each Work complete in 1 vol. price 5s. (any of which can be had

separately), elegantly printed and bound, and illustrated by

Sir J. GILBERT, MILLAIS, HUNT, LEECH, POYNTER, FOSTER,

TENNIEL, SANDYS, E. HUGHES, SAMBOURNE, &c.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

STANDARD LIBRARY

and 60 Illustrations. In 8vo. price 12s.

II.

The COOK'S GUIDE. Containing 1,000 Recipes

and 40 Illustrations. In small 8vo. price 5s.

BICHARD BENTLEY & SoN, New Burlington-street,

Publishers in Ordinary to Her Majesty the Queen.

of CHEAP EDITIONS of Pol’ULAR MODERN WORKS.

Sam Slick's Nature and Human I Barbara's History. By Amelia

Nature.

John Halifax, Gentleman.

The Crescent and the Cross. By

N£Ravan"athalie. isy vanagh.

Woman's Thoughts about

Women. ... By the Author of

‘John Halifax."

Adam Graeme. By Mrs. Oliphant.

Sam Slick's Wise Saws

Cardinal Wiseman's Popes.

A Life for a Life. By the Author

of ‘John ax."

Leigh Hunt's Old Court Suburb.

Margaret and her Bridesmaids.

Sam Slick's Old Judge.

Darien. By Eliot Warburton.

Sir B. Burke's Family Romance.

The Laird of Norlaw. By Mrs

£;The Englishwoman in Italy.

Nothing New. By the Author of

‘John Halifax."

Freer's Life of Jeanne d'Albret.

The Valley of a Hundred Fires.

Burke's Romance of the Forum.

Adèle. By Miss Kav

Studies from Life. By

of ‘John ifax."

Grandmother's Money.

Jeaffreson's Book about Doctors.

Mistress and Maid. By the Author

of ‘John Halifax."

Les Misérables. By Victor Hugo.

8t. Olave's.

Lost and Saved. By the Hon. Mrs.

Norton.

h.

e Author

L'': By Mrslie on irving. . Oliphant.
No£ns p

Christian's Mistake. By the

Author of ‘John Halifax.’

Alec Forbes. By George Mac

Donald, LL.D.

Agnes. By Mrs. Oliphant.

A Noble Life. By the Author of

‘John Halifax."

Dixon's New America.

Robert Falconer. By George Mac

Donald, LL.D.

The Woman's Kingdom. By the

Author of ‘John Halifax."

Annals of an Eventful Life. By

G. W. Dasent, D.C.L.

David Elginbrod. By George Mac

Donald, LL.D

|A Brave Lady. By the Author of

‘John Halifax.

Hannah. By the Author of ‘John

Halifax."

Sam Slick's Americans at Home.

The Unkind Word. By the Author

of ‘John Halifax."

A Rose in June. By Mrs. Oliphant.

* Little Lady. By E. Frances

"oynter.

Phoebe, Junior. By Mrs. Oliphant.

Life of Marie Antoinette. By

Professor C. D. Yonge.

Sir Gibbie.

Sam Slick's American Humour.

Young Mrs. Jardine. By the Author

of ‘John Halifax."

MESSRS. MACMILLAN & CO.’S

JPUBLICATIONS.

NEW NOVELS.

Now ready, at all the Libraries,

HE THAT WILL NOT

WHEN HE MAY.

By Mrs. 0LIPHANT.

3 vols. crown 8vo. 31.s. 6d.

WHITE WINGS:

A Yachting Romance.

By WILLIAM BLACK.

3 vols. crown 8vo. 31.s. 6d.

“We must own to being astonished into new admira

tion at the versatility Mr. Black has shown on this

occasion, within the range he has so frequently explored.

There is a perennial freshness in his art of description,

which exhibits itself in the endless variety of his com

binations; and in that respect he seems to have learnt
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A History of Our Own Timet, from the Ac

cession of Queen Victoria to the General

Election of 1880. By Justin McCarthy,

M.P. In Four Volumes. Vols. HI. and

IV. (Chatto & Windus.)

Mb. McCaetht says in the preface to his

fourth volume that the first and second have

had such a success as he never allowed

himself to expect, and that success appears

to have had a better effect upon him than

can always be counted upon in the case

of popular writers. Without being any

the less readable, this latter half of his

work is more dignified and thorough than

the previous one. Finding his book ac

cepted as an important historical work,

Mr. McCarthy has honestly endeavoured to

prove himself a good historian as well as

a brilliant novelist and leader-writer, and

perhaps that laudable ambition has been

further helped by the discovery that since

his earlier volumes were written he has

also come to be regarded by many as a

statesman. At any rate, whatever the

causes, the new volumes show a marked

improvement on the old ones, good as those

were ; and the improvement is all the more

notable because the difficulties of the his

torian are naturally increased the nearer he

gets to his own day. It is easier to speak

satisfactorily of Sir Robert Peel and the

Anti-Corn Law agitation, or of Lord

Palmerston and the Crimean War, than of

Mr. Gladstone and his Irish reforms, or of

Lord Beaconsfield and the Berlin Congress.

Mr. McCarthy's work is inevitably more of

a review than a history, and he does not

attempt to conceal the fact that he is a

partisan rather than a judge. Yet the work

is one that Tories can read with almost as

much pleasure as Radicals, and in which

there is no obtrusion of the author's opinions

on Home Rule.

It is hardly a fault that Mr. McCarthy's

treatment of foreign affairs is generally

somewhat out of proportion to the attention

he pays to home concerns. His main object

being, very properly, to write a readable

book, and one attractive enough to tempt

the patrons of the circulating libraries to

make some study of contemporary history,

he, of course, finds more dramatic material

in such subjects as the Sepoy Mutiny, which

with its consequences occupies several of

the earlier chapters in the third volume,

than in the jogtrot progress of domestic

politics twenty years ago. In speaking of

things that happened out of England,

however, he is always careful to show

especially their connexion with the pro

gress of public opinion and the ramifica

tions of political activity at home. In

the chapters about the Indian Mutiny,

for instance, he makes it his chief business

to identify the misfortunes that then befell

us with the misgovernment of India, for

which the people at home were responsible,

and thus to point a moral, or many morals,

that his readers ought to take to heart. If

his narrative is superficial, and needs to be

corrected by the fuller memoirs that other

authors have produced, and if his judgments

are not always as searching and impartial

as they might be, the general effect of the

narratives and judgments is to give a clear

and correct notion of the matters described,

and a yet clearer and more correct notion of

the political issues involved. This is as it

should be, and it is the same with nearly all

the other parts of Mr. McCarthy's work.

He takes us from the suppression of the

Indian Mutiny, and with it of the old East

India Company, through a string of great

and small events,—the turmoil caused by

the Orsini affair, the cession of the Ionian

Islands, the discussion and settlement of

the French commercial treaty, the American

civil war, the Jamaica riots, and so forth,—

but always with the purpose of helping us

to apprehend the lessons taught by these

events.

Nor can he be charged with paying too

little heed on the whole to strictly domestic

affairs. Some of the social movements of

the past and present generations are slurred

over in a way that is hardly explicable, un

less we are to assume that Mr. McCarthy

considers he has done enough towards illus

trating these phases of history in his novels ;

but when social questions have political

bearings he deals with them pretty fully.

One of his most interesting chapters is that

in which he traces the growth of trades

unions, the progress of law and public

opinion with regard to them, and the de

velopment of useful working-class organiza

tions to which they have led. Young readers

will find it hard to believe that tho following

paragraph accurately describes a stato of

things existing less than twenty years ago :

"Public opinion and legislation were in com

plete agreement as to the rights of Trades-

unions. For many years the whole body of

English public opinion outside the working-

class itself was entirely against the principle

of the unions. It is, perhaps, not possible to

recall to mind any question open to controversy

in which public opinion was ever in our time so

nearly unanimous as it was on the subject of

trades-organizations. It was an axiom among

all the employing and capitalist classes that

trades-organizations ware as much to be con

demned in point of morality as they were

absurd in the sight of political economy.

Country squires, who had only just been con

verted from the public profession of protec

tionist principles, and who still in their secret

intelligences failed to see that they were wrong ;

the whole tone of whose thinking was still, when

left to itself, entirely protectionist, and who, the

moment they ceased to keep a strict guard on

their tongues, would talk protection as natur

ally as they talked English—such men were lost

in wonder or consumed by anger at the working-

man's infatuated notions on the subject of poli

tical economy. All the leading newspapers were

constantly writing against the Trades-unions at

one time ; not writing merely as a Liberal paper

writes against some Tory measure, but as men

condemn a monstrous heresy. A comfortable

social theory began to spring up, that all the

respectable and well-conducted workmen were

opposed to the unions, and all the ne'er-do-

wells were on their side and in their ranks.

The paid officers of the unions were described as

mere cunning parasites, living on the sap and

strength of the organization. The spokesmen

of the unions were set down invariably as selfish

and audacious demagogues, who incited their

ignorant victims on to ruin in order that they

themselves might live in comfort and revel in

popular applause. "

Another paragraph from the same chapter

will show the nature of the mild philo

sophizing in which Mr. McCarthy occasion

ally indulges :—

" The Government cannot be charged of lato

years with any want of active interest in tho

business of life among the poor. Its protecting,

directing hand is almost everywhere. Some

times the help thus given is judicious and

valuable. For example, the Post Office Savings

Banks have become most popular institutions,

and no one can doubt that they have tended to

develope habits of prudence and economy among

the poorer classes all over the country. One of

the most curious phenomena of these later times

is the reaction that has apparently taken place

towards that system of paternal government

which Macaulay detested, and which not long

ago the Manchester School seemed in good hopes

of being able to supersede by the virtue of indi

vidual action, private enterprise, voluntary bene

volence. We shall still have to describe some

much more remarkable illustrations of this

reaction than any that have yet been given.

Keeping for the present to trades-organizations,

we would direct attention to the fact that,

whereas in old days the Government said, ' You

shall do nothing to help yourselves without our

control ; and we will do nothing for you but to

prosecute you as often as possible,' the tendency

now is to say, ' You may do everything you like

for yourselves, but you must allow us to enter

into a benevolent rivalry with you and insist

upon doing all we can for you in our way at

the same time.' Whatever the defects or the

possible dangers of such a principle, if pushed

too far, it is at least not likely to engender

artisan conspiracy, to give excuse for secret

association, to help men like Broadhead into

the position of leaders and despots, to furnish

weak minds with an excuse for following the

instigations of the fire-raiser and the assassin.

All that law has done lately to remove restric

tion from the ' organization of labour,' if we

may once more employ that pompous but ex

pressive phrase, has been well done. We must

not hasten to anticipate ill from the almost

equally rapid movement of tho tendency to

help labour in doing labour's own proper work."

Another and kindred subject that Mr.

McCarthy handles with great skill is tho

agricultural labourers' movement. It is not

every one who can write a paragraph eight

pagos long of which the reader will be

constrained to follow every lino ; but Mr.

McCarthy has achieved this literary triumph

in the paragraph in which he sums up tho

history of the movement from its inception

until the formation of the Labourers' Union.

There is an inartistic art in some of these

clumsy paragraphs of which Mr. McCarthy

appears to be proud.

Air. McCarthy, as we have said, makes no

profession of being impartial. He deserves

all the more commendation, therefore, for
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the temperate way in which he discusses,

or rather expounds without discussing, Irish

questions. In one chapter he traces the

progress of the Fenian movement ; in others

he sets forth in detail the causes and the

methods of Mr. Gladstone's memorable

scheme of legislation ; and in another he

sketches the origin and growth of Home

Rule. But no one can quarrel with the

terms in which he apologizes for or justifies

opinions with which only a few of his readers

are likely to sympathize.

Bringing down his political review to the

date of Mr. Gladstone's accession to office,

when, as he says, "a new chapter of English

history opened," Mr. McCarthy devotes a

long concluding chapter to a survey of the

literature of the past twenty years. This is

more interesting as a candid statement of

the writer's views concerning his contempo

raries and rivals than valuable on its own

account. There is not much instruction to

be expected from a single paragraph, even

though it runs to five pages, which disposes

of Mr. Swinburne, Mr. Morris, Mr. Dante

Eossetti, Miss Christina Eossetti, Mr. Eobert

Buchanan, and George Eliot (in so far as she,

"a woman of genius who is not a poet,"

made " clever attempts to write poetry "),

and winds up by connecting all these with

" the pre-Eaphaelite school, as a certain

group of poets and painters came to be

fantastically designated." Mr. McCarthy

clearly knows very little about ' ' the pre-

Eaphaelite school," but there is some

common sense as well as humour in his

mockery of it :—

" Pre-Raphaelitism was in the beginning a

vigorous protest in favour of truth in nature

and art, of open eyes and faithful observation

in artistic critics, students, and every one else,

as against conventionalities and prettinesses and

unrealities of all kinds. Mr. Ruskin was the

prophet of the new school. Mr. Dante Ros-

setti, Mr. Ho]man Hunt, Mr. Madox Brown,

and Mr. Millais were its practical expounders

in art. A great controversy sprang up, and

England divided itself into two schools. No

impartial person can deny that Mr. Ruskin and

the prc-Raphaelites did great good, and that

much of their influence and example was de

cidedly healthy. But pre-Raphaelitism became

a very different thing in later years, when it

professed to invade all arts, and to establish

itself in all the decorative business of life, from

the ornamentation of a cathedral to the fringe

of a dress. Lately it has become a mere affecta

tion, an artistic whim. It has got mixed up

with ajstheticism, neo-paganism, and other such

fantasies. The typical pre-Raphaelite of the

school's later development is, however, a figure

not unworthy of description. The typical pre-

Raphaelite believed Mr. Dante Rossetti and

Mr. Burne Jones to be the greatest artists of

the ancient or modern world. If any spoke to

him of contemporary English poetry, he as

sumed that there was only question of Mr.

Rossetti, Mr. Swinburne, or Mr. Morris. In

modern French literature he admired Victor

Hugo, Baudelaire, and one or two others newer

to song, and of whom the outer world had yet

heard little. Among the writers of older France

he was chiefly concerned about Francois Tillon.

He was an enthusiastic admirer of the paintings

of the late Henri Regnault. Probably he spoke

of Franco as ' our France. ' He was angry with

the Germans for having vexed our France. He

professed faith in the philosophy of Schopen

hauer and the music of Wagner, and he was

greatly touched by Chopin. He gave himself

out as familiar with the Greek poets, and was

wild in his admiration of Sappho. He made for

himself a sort of religion out of wall-paper, old

teapots, and fans, fie thought to order, and

yet above all things piqued himself on his

originality. He and his comrades received their

opinions as Charlemagne's converts did their

Christianity, in platoons. He became quite

a distinct figure in the literary history of our

time, and he positively called into existence a

whole school of satirists in fiction, verse, and

drawing to make fun of his follies, whimsical

ities, and affectations."

Mr. McCarthy is kinder to contemporary

novelists, but George Eliot is the only one

he really praises.

Ancient Borne and its Connexion with the

Christian Religion. By the Eev. H.

Formby. (C. Kegan Paul & Co.)

With the importance of the general scope

of this book, which is to trace the pro

vidential connexion of ancient Eome with

the Christian religion, every reader will

naturally be impressed, and will be ready to

acknowledge that few subjects could be

more historically interesting. At the same

time, the perplexing difficulties which arise

in the treatment of so complicated a subject

will at once be apparent. To pick out from

the whole fabric of superstition which en

wrapped the ancient Eoman world those

points in which the working of a higher

supernatural power can be clearly discerned

involves a degree of knowledge and judg

ment not commonly met with. While we,

therefore, welcome the production of a work

treating of so grand and noble a subject as

that which Mr. Formby has laid before us,

we cannot but expect to find many parts

of his work in which we must object to the

tone that he has adopted, and also many

historical statements or assumptions in which

we feel him to be mistaken. We see through

out that we have the views of the ecclesiastic

rather than those of the historical student

laid before us, and that the line between

superstition and living religion is not always

observed.

M Eenan's Hibbert Lectures have doubt

less been seen by many of our readers.

They give a sketch of the views of a French

philosopher on the question how far Chris

tianity is a creation of Eome. In Mr.

Formby's book we have, on the other hand,

the views of an attached member of the

Eoman Church on ancient Eome as a pre

cursor sent by Divine Providence to prepare

the world for Christianity. In the first three

chapters the regal poriod of Eoman history

is compared in its obscure origin but cosmo

politan policy to the planting of Chris

tianity in the corners of Jerusalem, and the

world-wide doctrines taught by the founder.

It must, however, be confessed that the

Eoman regal policy is enlarged and mag

nified by our author into proportions which

tho student of Eoman history will scarcely

recognize. The credit of having upheld a

policy which would unite all tho different

sections of Italian inhabitants under one

free and great social centre is assigned to

Eomulus and the other kings of early Eome.

It seems to us that Mr. Formby has in this

point exaggerated our possible knowledge

of the early history of Eome ; and though

many historical students will join with him

in rejecting Niebuhr's reconstruction of the

history of the primeval settlements in

Latium, yet they will naturally think that

he has gone too far in the opposite direction

of defining the policy of regal Eome. There

can be little doubt, however, that the strength

of Eome was established in a great measure

by her power of confederating and adopting

the surrounding tribes and nations, and

making herself their centre. But this later

cosmopolitan policy can hardly be extended

back so far as to include the asylum of

Eomulus or the acts of Ancus or Severus.

Such an extension seems contrary to all our

ideas of historical truth. Mr. Formby

assumes that we have a more complete

knowledge of the character of the legendary

asylum than can be fairly deduced from the

poetical statements of Eoman writers.

" How did it come to pass," he asks, " that

Romulus was able to cement together the hetero

geneous multitudes from different nations who

flocked to his asylum, and by what system of

discipline did he come to have the power to form

out of them the very strongest military and

political unity of which history possesses any

record?"

Eomulus here certainly has credit given

to him for a political foresight and ability

which even the rhetorical imaginations of

such writers as Livy and even Florus have not

assigned to him. And here we must remark

upon the erroneous authority given to Florus

by our author, who speaks of Annseus

Florus as the author of an epitome of the

history of the city, " which appears to have

served, so early as the reign of Augustus

Cassar, as a school or college class-book for

Eoman youth, and to have been deservedly

popular." Now it seems quite certain from

the procemium of the epitome of Florus that

he did not live before the time of Trajan or

that of Hadrian. This is, therefore, a serious

chronological blunder ; to which it must be

added, that to place a writer of panegyrical

effusions, such as those of Florus, in the

Augustan age, betrays a grave ignorance of

Eoman literature. In quoting Florus as a

Eoman historian, Mr. Formby should at

least have allowed that the language of tho

epitome is tumid and declamatory, and that,

in fact, we cannot even ascertain the author's

name with certainty. We cannot here omit

to notice a want of scholarship also in the

quotation (p. 26) from Tacitus, Ann. xiii. 58,

where Mr. Formby translates donee revires-

ceret "until it shall send forth green leaves,"

the meaning really being, according to the

Tacitean use of donee, ' ' until it did send

forth green leaves again." His translation

of the words prodigii loco hahitum est, in the

same passage, seems to us also to be erro

neous. The error in the quotation from

Tacitus on p. 23, where we find the seventh

book of the 'Annals' referred to, is probably

typographical.

Mr. Formby proceeds, afterhis exaggerated

statement of the cosmopolitan policy of

Eomulus, to speak of the Eoman republican

era. The struggle between Eome and

Carthage and the civil wars of the later

republic are the principal parts of Eoman

history dwelt upon here, and the author, in

our opinion, insists too strongly upon the

excellence of the constitution said to have

been founded by Servius, and fails to notice

the very gradual stages by which Eoman

supremacy and military power were estab

lished. Ho here seems to us to fall into

the very same mistaken view against which

he warns the historian of the present time
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when he says that Christian Rome must not

be separated from military and dominant

Eome. Modern writers of Roman history,

among whom Dean Merivale may be espe

cially mentioned, have certainly combined

their view of Roman life with the influences

which philosophy and religion exerted upon

it, and have not separated Christian Rome

by too definite a line from military and im

perial Rome.

Passing on to imperial Rome, Mr. Formby

calls attention to the mistaken view which

is often adopted by historians in measuring

the state of the Roman world too much by the

depravity of the emperors. He says, " We

are apt to identify the political Roman world

with the personal aberrations and excesses

of the particular Csesars to an extent in

which the power of the imagination far

outruns the truth of history." But in his

following pages the picture which Tacitus

and Seneca give of the fearful state of

society in Rome is brought forward, and

Mr. Formby points the contrast between

the Christian mission and the floods of vice

which desolated Rome. "We cannot help

observing that here we expected to find

more mention of St. Paul, whose Epistle to

the Romans seems to us to be thrown into

the background. This was perhaps neces

sary in order to give the prominence

which a writer of Mr. Formby's opinions

would desire to St. Peter as the first head

and origin of Christianity in Rome. But

the superexaltation of St. Peter in face of

the historical evidence which remains as to

St. Paul's influence at Rome appears to us

to be one of the defects of this part of the

work.

The book is beautifully printed and largely

illustrated. Some of the illustrations are appa

rently quite new, and are striking. Three or

four large plates of coins, representations of

the Roman columbaria, and numerous en

gravings of the busts in the Capitoline Mu

seum, are among the ornaments of the book.

We cannot, however, close our eyes to some

serious errors in the views and engravings.

One of the most prominent of these is in

the representation of the Roman Forum

given at p. 157, where the arch of Titus is

placed on the opposite side of the Forum

to the temple of Castor and Pollux, and the

temple of Jupiter Feretrius on the Capital

occupies the site on which that of Juno

Moneta should stand. We must also call

the author's attention to the following errors

in the maps. In the small map of Rome

on p. 23 M. "V'elia and the Esquiline Hill

are marked as if they stood at the end of

the Circus Maximus, where the Cselian Hill

really stands ; and on p. 36 the positions

of the Subura and the Curia Hostilia are

incorrectly marked.

Canina's restorations are unhesitatingly

introduced without the caution which should

have guarded the reader against the prolific

imagination of that great Roman antiquary.

The temple of Janus as delineated on p. 1 16,

when compared with the representation of

the same temple given on the coin of Nero

which is shown on p. 156, makes us look

for some justification of these audacious

restorations. But no such justification is

given, and we are left in this case, as also

in many other points of archaeology, to

accept the statement laid before us without

attempting to investigate its truth. So,

also, by assuming (p. 279) without question

that St. Peter, at the end of his First Epistle,

alluded to Rome under the name of Babylon,

Mr. Formby clearly indicates that he does

not intend to admit any doubt as to the

right interpretation of the name Babylon in

that passage ; and he even goes so far aa to

say that St. Peter, in comparing Rome to

Babylon, seems to intimate the future great

ness of Rome as the early centre of Chris

tianity, forgetting that Babylon fell with

out any lasting political effect upon the

nations of the ancient world, and that if

St. Peter were really comparing Rome to

Babylon, he would not be intimating a

future greatness, but a complete loss of

national influence.

Mr. Formby dwells greatly upon the

nobler aspects of Roman character and

literature, and the higher life of ancient

Rome, and quotes Pliny the younger in

contrast to Suetonius and Tacitus. He says

(p. 254):—

" Lest we might be carried away with the idea

that because professional satirists such as

Juvenal, and matter-of-fact annalists like

Suetonius and Tacitus, have been able, and with

a truth no one will question, to make a very

shocking display of the bad and degraded side

of the Roman world, therefore the Christian

religion could meet with nothing in Roman

society that was homogeneous to itself, and that

its condition was nothing but that of a standing

incessant protest and resistance, not tempered

with the discovery of anything savouring of the

virtuous and gentle character of human life—

we may have recourse to a witness whose testi

mony is contained in the correspondence with

his friends, which has been preserved and has

come down to us. This writer is Pliny the

younger ; and though he cannot be said actually

to belong to the particular period of the interval

of time which now occupies us, having been

born in a.d. 62, he was from his earliest years

familiar with all the traditions and memories of

this time, and the Rome with which he was per

sonally acquainted was doubtless very slightly

different from the Rome of the period that was

known personally to St. Paul."

The tone of society in which Pliny moved

was certainly high and noble, standing out

in great contrast to the coarse and volup

tuous habits of most of the imperial Romans,

and we are glad to see especial attention

drawn to it.

It will be seen from what we have notioed

that Mr. Formby's book will not satisfy the

eye of the scholar or of the historical student,

and we regret this the more because we

can sympathize with the main object of his

work in tracing the Divine government

of the world. But neither the advance

ment of the Christian religion in general

nor that of the Romish view of Chris

tianity in particular will be promoted by

the unscholarly assumptions and prejudiced

views of history which too evidently show

themselves in this work.

India Past and Present. By Shooshee Chunder

Dutt. (Chatto & Windus.)

' India Past and Peesent ' is not a history,

but a description of the country at three

different periods, which may be called the

Hindu, Mohammedan, and English eras.

The earlier chapters can hardly be accepted

aa a perfectly true picture of its condition

anterior to and during the Mohammedan

domination, on account of the scanty records

that exist and the national prejudice of a

Hindu to a foreign rule that has passed

away ; but the picture of India as it is

will bo read with interest as the Indian,

or rather Hindu, view of the effects of our

rule.

We conquered India, we may say, less

than a century ago, and we hold it primarily

for our own advantage ; but the very free

dom and liberality, or toleration of independ

ence, of our own institutions has tended to

make the improvement of the intellectual

condition of those we held in subjection

certain, and our growing difficulty, the

intellectual activity and consequent inde

pendence in the subject race, is the result.

The best chapter in the book is that

on " Young Bengal." The author is not

complimentary to his countrymen in other

parts of the volume, as is instanced by the

following :—

" Change the scene. In a rather obscure part

of the house, just behind the ddUdn, is a fine

long room, where you will see another company,

composed of some ten or fifteen young men,

with the chillum and the pdn before them, and

some bottles in the background, where perhaps

you cannot see them. They are all students,

either of the Medical or the Presidency College,

or of both, and are certainly a very intelligent

and genial-looking set, carrying on their conver

sation in an unrestrained, smart, and interesting

manner. They have also had lessons on the

tubluw, and can sing with great spirit. Do you

think the party an agreeable one ? It seems so.

But let the stranger move out, and tho bottles

will move forward, and they will have a hell to

themselves before they part."

In tho chapter under the above heading,

however, the author considers the progress

of his countrymen—and justly so considers

it—as satisfactory, and makes some sugges

tions worthy of their notice and of ours.

To them he says :—

" Tho adoption of English clothing and habits

is not in every case well suited to the country,

and all close imitations are necessarily ridiculous.

In fact, the imitations have been already much

too close, not simply in the matter of boots and

trousers, but also as regards the use of brandy and

beer Young Bengal, in his go-ahead zeal, has

often forgotten that what is cordial to the English

constitution is poison to that of the Hindu

With the education of young Bengal there ought

to be allied some share of that spirit of enter

prise which characterizes the Parsee, who not

only follows the English lead in letters, but also

in the occupations of every-day life. Many

spheres of usefulness remain yet unoccupied,

and most of them carry independence with

them. All the trades are open for adoption ;

artists are in great demand in all the cities

of India ; farming on scientific principles

is nowhere understood at present, and pro

mises a very remunerative occupation. The

questions will occur of themselves to those in

search of useful employment, Why not be the

plodding, industrious, and frugal tradesman '?

Why not introduce the use of improved imple

ments in husbandry ? Why not rear cattle for

human consumption ? Great literary attain

ments will not be required in most of the lines

of life we have indicated ; what will be mainly

required are habits of usefulness, industry, and

frugality. The youths of Bengal have learnt

English literature well ; they must now acquire

the excellent habits of the English workman,

that fit him for almost every sphere of life."

On the other hand, the author reminds

us that

" it is English education that has made them

what they are. It has, of course, encouraged
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many hopes. Why was ambition awakened if it

was not to be satisfied ? It was the Englishman

that encouraged the Hindu to better his condi

tion, and held out the promise of bettering his

status. The Hindu has vindicated the teaching

he received ; does it befit the Englishman now

to turn round and call him names because he

has become what the Englishman wished him to

become t "

AVe must not forgot in reading the fore

going that the difficulty of the present

situation, to which we have referred above,

is to a great extent of our own making. We

have doue in India what many people con

tend we are doing in England: we have

established a system of higher education,

gratuitous in all but name, which unfits

its recipients for any employment they can

naturally hope to obtain. The result any

where would be discontent, while in a con

quered race it becomes disaffection.

One point strongly brought out in the

present work is the imperfection of pure

democracy as a form of government. We

have lately had from an abler pen a most

picturesque description of the village com

munities of India, coupled with a strong

opinion that in that organization lay the

secret of Indian art, and that in. their revival

lay all hope for the future. The present

author equally extols their merits, the

almost complete freedom from interference

on the part of the sovereign—in other words,

the central government—the autonomy, in

fact, of districts and small communities.

Decentralization, however, to a dangerous

degree was the consequence. The ties of

national life were loosened, the people were

happy for a limited period, and the

Mohammedan domination was the result.

We would point out to Mr. Shooshee

Chunder Dutt that terms such as "threw

it overboard," " odorous in comparison,"

"Billingsgate," and like expressions, many

instances of which will be found scattered

through the book, are not classical English.

It is unfortunate that when criticizing his

countrymen, and stating that ' ' the best

specimens of the class are undoubtedly to

be found among those only who have culti

vated it [English] well," he should have

adopted such a style.

The Odyssey of Homer. Books I.-XII.

Translated into English Verse by Sir

Charles Du Cane, K.C.M.G. (Blackwood

& Sons.)

The ' Odyssey ' has been translated some

six times in the course of the last two years,

and an American scholar is at work on a new

prose version. It seems a pity that one or

other of the translators has not preferred to

do the ' Iliad 1 into prose. The English

reader who, with Sainto-Beuve and Mr.

Mutthew Arnold, distrusts metrical versions

is obliged to fall back upon tho diverting

rendering in Mr. Bonn's series. It is perhaps

too late tor Sir Charles Du Cane to earn the

gratitude of English readers of the ' Iliad,'

now that he has committed himself to a

version of the first twelve books of the

'Odyssey' in. "ballad metre." The objec

tions to that metre, which is not suited to a

long distance of ground, Sir Charles per

fectly appreciates. But there are objections

to all possible English measures, and in the

ballad metre he thinks simplicity may be

combined with rapidity of movement. To

ourselves the movement of his verse seems

neither very rapid nor very Homeric ; nor

are Sir Charles's equivalents for Homeric

terms always very exact. He is muoh more

accurate than General Schomburg, but less

spirited than the rather erratic though lively

Avia. Perhaps the first eleven lines repre

sent as well as any that we could select the

weaknesses of the rendering :—

Muse ! of that hero versatile indite to me the song,

Doomed, when he sacred Troy had sacked, to wander

far and long.

Who saw the towns of many men, much knowledge

did obtain

Anent their ways, and with much woe was heart-

wrung on the main,

Seeking his own life to preserve, his friends' return

to gain.

E'en so he rescued not his friends, though eagerly

he strove,

For them their own infatuate deeds to direful end

ing drove.

Fools, who the sun-god's sacred beeves dared madly

to devour,

Doomed by his anger ne'er to see of glad return the

hour.

Sing, goddess, child of mighty Jove, of these events,

I pray,

And from what starting-point thou wilt begin with

me the lay.

Here "indite" is an odd translation of

Ivvttre, and might lead the English reader

to suppose that Homer referred to the art

of writing. " Much knowledge did obtain

anent their ways " is a very clumsy version

of voov eyvco. The inverted expression "of

glad return the hour " is an example of a

struggle after rhyme which is quite in the

ballad manner, but distressing enough in a

translation of Homer. In the last line the

force of the koX in tiVt k<u ypiv is neglected.

It would be easy to go on criticizing passage

after passage with this minuteness, but the

labour would be vain. Sir Charles Du Cane

is not inaccurate, nor does he interpolate (as

Avia does), but he takes the bloom and

beauty off the poetry of Homer when,

for example, after two lines rhyming in

"bent" and "extent," he instantly uses

the rhymes " strength " and " length." An

accomplished versifier would shun such a

jingle.

We may mention a few points in which

we differ from Sir Charles's rendering.

Book i. line 160, vfproivov is rendered

"without cost," the suitors "without cost

another's wealth devour," where the mean

ing seems to be that they devour what they

will never be called on to make atonement

for. In the next line but one or »}7moov is

rendered " on yonder continent," instead of

" on the mainland." There is nothing in

Homer to show that Telemachus is speaking

of any particular " continent." In line 184

Pallas says she is taking iron to Temesa to

exchange for copper. Sir Charles Du Cane

makes these steel and brass respectively, for

which we think there is little warrant in any

sound theory of Homeric metals. In line

277 we differ from Sir Charles's view of

(fSva TroWa /idX' wrua Zolkc <j>l\->i$ «ri —aioos

eveo-dai, which he renders

Many a gift arrayed,

Such as is meet for daughter dear a father should

be paid.

We imagine that some of the gifts were

returned with the daughter, a custom which

prevails among some backward races in

various parts of the world. But this is open

to dispute. In the second book Penelope is

made to say about Laertes that it would be

a shame were he

Shroudless within his grave to lie like pauper at the

last.

There were no " paupers " in Ithaca any

more than there were parochial beadles.

The term is a shock to the reader's taste.

Here is a painful inversion :—

Nor be it less thy care

Of meal, of man the marrow, store in thick skins to

prepare.

Nor is this much better :—

And thine equipment to provide shall to the Greeks

be care.

Whilst I was child in age

needs an " a " before " child " to make it

English.

Such are the blemishes in Sir Charles Du

Cane's ' Odyssey.' A little more experience

in " making easy rhymes with difficulty " is

needed by the translator. To compensate

for what may seem hypercriticism we quote

a fine and fluent passage about the cavern

of Calypso :—

A mighty fire burnt on the hearth, and wafted odour

sweet

Of sandal-wood and cedar-log far from her lone

retreat ;

And from within the cave's recess her voice melo

dious rang,

As with gold shuttle at her web the goddess wrought

and sang.

In full luxuriance round her cave arose a leafy wood,

Where alder, mixed with cypress sweet, and lofty

poplar stood,

Beneath whose shelter long-winged birds flock

nightly to their rest,—

Falcon and owl, and chatt'ring crow, that haunts

the sea's broad breast.

And climbing o'er the hollow cave, a vine its tendrils

flung,

In the full bloom of vig'rous growth, with purple

clusters hung.

Four fountains with their crystal spray nigh to each

other gleamed,

And branching off with gentle rill, on separate

courses streamed.

Whilst all around the nymph's abode fair grassy

meads lay spread,

With tufts of violet soft and sweet, and parsley

carpeted.

E'en an immortal, if his way should thitherward be

bent,

Might stand and gaze upon the scene in joy and

wonderment.

Here Sir Charles's work is seen at its best,

and its best is very good. To our ear his

metre is against him, but, with such excep

tions as wo have noted, he manages it skil

fully. By the way, his difficulty about the

distance of Pharos from the coast of Egypt

(iv. 352) will disappear when Aiywrrov is

rendered " the river JEgyptus," Homer's

name for the Nile. Parallel passages from ,

many poets, English, Greek, Italian, Latin,

are given in foot-notes. These notes dis

tract the attention, and lead us from

Homer's seas and stormy shores into plea

sant gardens of Virgil or Spenser. There

are two bad misprints in the quotation from

Mr. Swinburne (p. 73). Complete success

in Homeric translation is, perhaps, impos

sible. Sir Charles Du Cane's version is at

least faithful and tolerably fluent.

The Cave Temples of India. By James Fer-

gusson, D.C.L., F.K.S., and James

Burgess. (Printed and published by

order of H.M. Secretary of State for

India.)

This work presents the first connected

account of all the rock-cut temples of India,
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and it gives a strictly scientific account of

them, with carefully measured plans and

drawings, arranged as nearly as practic

able in their chronological sequence, the

previous accounts of them belonging more

or less to the category of picturesque literary

descriptions. The work is the long pro

tracted result of a recommendation made to

the Court of Directors by the Royal Asiatic

Society, at the instance of Mr. James Fer-

gusson himself, on the occasion of his read

ing his well-known paper on ' The Rock-

cut Temples of India,' so far back as 1843.

It was consequent on this representation

that the Bombay Cave Temple Commission

was appointed in 1848, for the purpose of

exploring and reporting on the antiquarian

remains of the Western Presidency, which

is the chief seat of the rock-cut shrinos of

India. The Commission consisted of the

Rev. Dr. John Wilson, F.R.S., as Presi

dent ; the Rev. Dr. Stevenson, Vice-Presi

dent ; C. J. Erskine, C.S.; Capt. Lynch,

I.N.; James Harkness, LL.D.; Venayok

Gangadhar Shastri ; and Dr. Henry

James Carter, F.R.S., the distinguished

naturalist of Western India, as Secretary.

The first memoir on the subject of their

researches was prepared by Dr. Wilson in

1850, and a second in 1852. The Commis

sion also at once employed Lieut. Bird, and

after him Vishnu Shastri Baput, to take fac

similes of the inscriptions from the caves, in

which work the latter was engaged until his

death in 1860, after which in 1861 tho Com

mission was dissolved. It had, however,

stirred up intelligent and energetic officers

in different parts of Western India to ex

plore the antiquities of their districts, among

whom were Sir Bartle Frere, Dr. Elijah

Impey, Meadows Taylor, Dr. Bradley, Sir

Walter Elliot, Dr. E. W. West, and his

brother, Mr. Arthur A. West. At its instiga

tion also the Madras Government appointed

Capt. Robert Gill to copy the celebrated

fresco paintings in the Buddhist caves at

Ajanta. In the course of eight or ten years

he succeeded in sending home no less than

thirty full-size copies of them, but, unfortu

nately, twenty-five of them were lent to

the Crystal Palace, where they were

destroyed in the ruinous conflagration of

1866. In 1873 Mr. Griffiths, the accom

plished Principal of tho Bombay School

of Art, was instructed to prepare fresh

copies of these ancient frescoes, and has

since that date sent home a considerable

number of them, which, again unfortu

nately, have been divided between the South

Kensington and British Museums, instead

of being taken over wholly by one or

other of them, as was intended when the

Secretary of State for India transferred the

India Museum art collections to the Science

and Art Department, and its antiquarian

collections to the Trustees of the British

Museum. In the meanwhile, and once more

at the suggestion of Mr. Fergusson, the

Secretary of State for India proposed in

1 870 to the Government of India the appoint

ment of a regular official survey of the

architectural remains, and particularly of

the cave temples, of Western India ; and

in 1873, thanks principally to the intelli

gent interest shown in the matter by the

Hon. J. Gibbs, Mr. Burgess was appointed

to this onerous and responsible duty.

He had already published a work on the

' Rock-cut Temples of Elephanta ' and

another on the ' Temple of Satruvjaya,' the

celebrated Jaina place of pilgrimage near

Palitana, in Kathiawad (Kattyawar) ; and

in the seven years since has appointment as

Surveyor and Reporter he has accumulated,

in the three handsome volumes of Reports

on the Archaeological Survey of Western

India published by the Government of

Bombay, the mass of original and positive

information regarding the most ancient

architectural remains of Southern and

Western India which made it possible for

Mr. Fergusson to undertake the present

elaborate and exhaustive monograph. Such

is the history of the modern scientific ex

ploration of the profoundly interesting and

instructive early Buddhist and Brahmanical

rock-cut temples of India.

The cave temples of Western India were

visited by the earliest travellers from

Europe. Linschoten mentions the cave of

Elephanta in 1579, and it was afterwards

visited and described by Fryer, Hamilton,

Anquetil du Perron, Lord Valentia, Niebuhr,

and others ; Linschoten, Boon, Anquetil,

and Salt describe Salsette, and Thevenot

and Anquetil the caves of Elura (Ellora).

Between 1796 and 1809 the Daniells pub

lished their six famous folio volumes of

coloured engravings of the principal archi

tectural monuments of India, including

a complete series of views of the caves of

Elephanta and Salsette, and of the rock-cut

temples of Elura, the latter drawn by Mr.

Wales, but engraved by the brothers Daniell

with almost photographic accuracy of detail.

It was not, however, until Mr. Fergusson

read his paper before the Royal Asiatic

Society in 1843 that any general description

of the rock-cut temples of India, pointing

out tho characteristic features of their archi

tecture, had boen attempted. Nor was it

possible to do so before the completion of

the first seven volumes of the Journal of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1838, in which

James Prinsep, aided in his researches by

Tumour, Kittoe, Postans, and others, in

a series of papers on the inscriptions of

Asoka, revolutionized the whole charactor

and meaning of Indian archaeology. The

history of Buddha and of early Buddhism,

which had before been mythical and vague,

now became defined and intelligible and

based on recognized facts. The relations

also of Brahmanism and Jainismto Buddhism

and to each other were now for the first

time settled on an easily understood basis,

and admitted of a logical superstructure

raised on it. It was on the basis thus

afforded by the marvellous ingenuity of

James Prinsep that Mr. Fergusson was able

to begin that laborious and scientific investi

gation of the architecture and antiquities of

India to which he has, with an honourable

enthusiasm most rare in the present age,

devoted his entire lifetime, and in which he

is now being aided, with such marked and

fruitful ability, by Mr. James Burgess.

Mr. Burgess really began his official work

in February, 1874, with the survey of

Belgaum, and was at once so fortunate as

to discover the famous Badami inscription.

It affords a landmark almost as important

in relation to Indian architecture as are Sir

WilliamJones's discovery thatChandragupta

was only another name for Sandracottus,

and James Prinsep's identification, of the

Pryadisi of the Buddhist inscriptions with

Asoka, in relation to the ancient history of

India. There are innumerable Buddhistic

inscriptions on the Western caves, but none

with dates from any well-ascertained era ;

and none, unfortunately, of all the Brah

manical caves at Elura and elsewhere has

an inscription that can be called integral.

The consequence, therefore, was that before

Mr. Burgess made his discovery the only

mode by which their age could be approxi-

matively determined was by arranging them

in sequence according to our real or empirical

knowledge of the history of the period during

which they were supposed to have been

excavated. At Elura, for instance, as Mr.

Fergusson has pointed out, it was assumed

that the Buddhist preceded the Brahmanical

excavations, and that these were succeeded

by the Jaina. Arguing on this basis, it was

found that one chaitya cave there was iden

tical in style with the last four chaityas at

Ajanta, and that cave was placed at the end

of the sixth century. The caves next it

were supposed to occupy the seventh cen

tury, thus leading on to the Rameswara

group, about a.d. 700, and the Jaina group

would then have occupied the next century.

The age of the Kylas or Dravidian group,

being exceptional, could only be determined

by extraneous evidence, and, from its ex

treme similarity to the great structural

temple at Pattadkal, is attributed by Mr.

Fergusson to the eighth century ; and from

a similar chain of reasoning he dates the

Jaina group "about the same age, or a

little earlier, say a.d. 650." But the in

scription discovered by Mr. Burgess on

No. 3 of the Badami caves, near Pattadkal,

is in the twelfth year of Mangaleswara, in

the five hundredth year of the Saka era—

a.d. 79. The date of the cave is, therefore,

a.d. 579. It is the only date we have on

a cave of any architectural pretension, and

so gives us a fixed point in the chronology

of the Brahmanical architecture of India.

This discovery for the first time, indeed,

gives precision to our researches as to the

age when the Hindus adopted the practice

from the Buddhists of building caves. The

other two caves must be assumed, Mr. Fer

gusson says, to have been formed within

the limits of the next century, a.d. 575-700,

and the architecture of this group is so

nearly identical with that of the Rameswara

group at Elura that it can hardly be doubted

that they too must have been excavated

within the seventh century.

In the next season Mr. Burgess under

took the survey of Kathiawad and Each

(Cutch), copying the whole of the Pryadisi

and Rudradama inscriptions in fac-similo

impressions, which M. Senart is now using

as the basis of his masterly analysis of the

edicts of Asoka. Since then he has sur

veyed the greater part of the Bombay Pre

sidency and the western part of the Nizam's

dominion, together with the caves and

monolithic temples called raths (known to

Anglo-Indians as the " Seven Pagodas") at

Mahaballipur, on the Coromandel coast, near

Madras. Mr. Burgess's comparison of the

"Seven Pagodas" with the Badami caves

led him independently to assign them to the

same age as that to which they had been

attributed by Mr. Fergusson, namely, a.d.

650-700. By a singular piece of good for

tune, one of the great sculptures of cave
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No. 3 at Badami is practically identical
■with one in the Vaishnava cave (No. 25)

at Mahaballipur, hut with such differences

that we are able to say that the Badami

sculpture is the more ancient of the two.

On the other hand, we have at Elephanta

and Elura many examples representing the

same subjects of Hindu mythology as are

found at Mahaballipur, but with such differ

ences of mythology and execution as indicate

with equal certainty, in Mr. Fergusson's

opinion, that the southern examples are more

ancient than the northern.

The present volume is divided into two

parts : Fart I. on the Eastern Caves, written

by Mr. Fergusson, extending to p. 161, and

Fart II. on the Western Caves, written by

Mr. Burgess, extending to p. 537, where the

text of the book ends. Each author sub

mitted his own MS. for the other's correc

tion, and the interpolation of each of them

in the other's work as published amounts to

about ten per cent. The whole proofs were

seen through the press by Mr. Fergusson.

In the deliberation, therefore, with which

this volume has been written we have the

highest guarantee of its technical accuracy

and value. Considering how careful its

authors have been in preparing the materials

for it, it is all the more vexatious that,

through the inattention of the printers, any

literal errors should have crept into it.

Almost on the first page the word " Aryan "

is conspicuously printed for Arrian, and

there are about fifty other mistakes to be

counted in this handsome volume. We notice

them because these printers' errors are every

day becoming more and more plentiful in

English books. They are a most irritating

disfigurement, and it is time that English

publishers of reputation came to a resolu

tion never to allow them to appear in any

of their books, whether cheap or costly. At

the end of the volume are ninety-eight

pages of plates, most effectively reproduced

from the original plans, drawings, and

photographs by Mr. William Griggs, of

Hanover Street, Feckham. Beside these the

book is illustrated by seventy-three vignettes,

many of which are taken from Mr. Fergus-

son's ' History of Indian and Eastern Archi

tecture ' and ' Tree and Serpent Worship.'

The Eastern caves are found in Bihar, in

Orissa ; at Bcjwara on the Kistna, on the

opposite bank to Amravati ; and at

Mahaballipur, also in the Madras Pre

sidency. There is also a Brahmanical

cave, of the seventh century a.d., at Har-

choka, about thirty miles east of Bharhut.

These' Eastern caves, however, are more

valuable for their bearing on the history of

architecture than their own merits. The

Orissa caves are, indeed, very picturesque

in form and rich iu sculpture, but as they

bear little relation in style to the great caves

of Western India, and as their dates cannot

be determined with any certainty, they have

but an isolated interest. The monolithic

temples of Mahaballipur, taken in connexion

withthe caves of Badami and the Ramcswara

group at Elura, afford a certain standard

for the determination of the relative ages of

the caves of Western India, but the highest

archaeological interest attaches to the Bihar

caves. In the Satapani caves at Baiagriha

tho first Buddhist convocation was held ; and

the caves on the Girdharakuta hill, close by,

wero much frequented by Buddha himself

in the sixth century B.C. But all these are

natural caves, and there is not a chisel

mark on them. The Barabar group have a

special importance, for six out of the seven

bear inscriptions, in the oldest form of Pali

character, identical with that found on the

Asoka pillars. Moreover, the inscription

on the Sudama cave says it was excavated

in the twelfth year of that monarch, i.e.,

B.C. 252. The inscription on the Gopi or

Milkmaid cave is also dated in the reign

of Dasaratha, the grandson of Asoka, about

B.C. 214. The whole group is comprehended

within forty years, and was commenced ap

parently within eighty years of Alexander's

invasion of India. But none of these caves,

although artificially constructed, has any

architectural character. The only one of

the group of any architectural pretensions

is the Lomas Bishi cave, which bears no

contemporary date or inscription. It is,

indeed, only when these Eastern caves are

viewed in connexion with those of the West

that their real value is perceived ; for taken

together they show that this peculiar form

of building prevailed in India under the

Buddhists and. Brahmans for upwards of a

thousand years, during which they supply

the most authentic record of the history of

the people of that vast peninsula, and that

it was continued under the Jainas to the

end of another millennium. There are

in Western India nearly fifty groups of

these caves, situated chiefly in Kathiawad,

and throughout the Mahratta country, from

Badami and Aihole, on the banks of the

Kistna, to the Tapti ; and beyond the Ner-

budda at Bagh and Kholvi, and Dhamnar

and Gwalior in Central India. They reach

their greatest development in the caves of

Elephanta and Salsette (Kanheri), near

Bombay ; in the great cave at Karli, near

Poona ; and in the caves and monolithic

temples of Elura and Ajanta, on the north

western borders of the Nizam's dominion.

Altogether Mr. Burgess enumerates more

than 900 of them, of which 720 are

Buddhist, 160 Brahmanical, and 35 Jaina.

The Buddhist range in date from the

Kathiawad caves, B.C. 250, to the Dham

nar and Kholvi caves, a.d. 700; the Brah

manical from the Badami cave, a.d. 579, to

those of Elephanta, the age of which was

first accurately determined by Mr. Burgess,

a.d. 725-775, and the Kailasa at Elura, a.d.

725-800; and the Jaina from the Jaina

Badami caves, a.d. 650, to the Gwalior caves

and sculptures, ranging from a.d. 1441 to

1447. The Kanheri, Karli, and Ajanta caves

are entirely Buddhist, and the Elephanta

Brahmanical, but the marvellous series at

Elura present in juxtaposition some of the

most magnificent examples of ancient Bud

dhist, Brahmanical, and Jaina cave archi

tecture to be found in India. The Jainas,

Mr. Burgess says, were never true cave

excavators. They had a structural style of

architecture which was strictly their own,

as seen at Mount Abu, at Girnar, and

Palitana, but their rock-cut temple archi

tecture was borrowed at second-hand, in a

purely imitative form, from the Buddhists

and Brahmans, and was soon given up as

useless for their purposes.

The illustrations given by Mr. Burgess of

the beautiful doorways from Ajanta are

models for any artist ; but the greatest

general interest will be taken in his

copies of the cave paintings of Ajanta.

Plate xxix. illustrates early paintings at

Ajanta, 300 or 400 years olderthan any hither

to copied. In plate vii. Mr. Burgess gives

copies of a number of Buddhist emblems, the

wheel, the shield, the trisula (trident), found

sculptured on the caves at Bhaja. One of

these, figure 9, calls for particular notice.

No name has ever been given to it, but it is

of especial value as proving how much

Indian art has been indebted to Assyrian

for its decorative details. The emblem is in

the form of a square ornament, having a

representation of the trisula on each side,

alternating with a projecting cone form at

each corner, all surrounding a face in the

centre. It is only necessary to compare this

ornament with the Assyrian one illustrated

in Owen Jones's 'Grammar of Ornament,'

plate xii., figures 1 and 5, and the Greek

one in plate xxii., figures 17 and 18, to see

that they are essentially identical, and that

whatever may be the origin of the Indian

trisula, a question we cannot now discuss,

this mode of combining it with the cone

is directly or indirectly derived from the

knop and flower pattern of the Assyrian

sculptures.

In the fresh cave discovered by Mr. Burgess

at Bhaja while the present book was going

through the press, the account of which is

therefore relegated to its appendix, there

is a sculpture, figured in plate xcviii., the

subject of which Mr. Fergusson and Mr.

Burgess agree in identifying with that

engraved on the ancient Buddhist brass

vessel (lota) discovered by Major Haig in

1857 at Gundlah, in Kulu, where a land

slip exposed the cell in which it had been

lying hid for probably above 2,000 years.

Its date has been fixed at a.d. 200 to 300.

But the Bhaja cave is the oldest in Western

India, and the lota, which is now in the

India Museum at South Kensington, pro

bably belongs to the second or third century

before our era rather than to the third or

fourth after it. It is only necessary to com

pare the subject engraved on it, which is

said to be that of Buddha, as Prince

Siddartha, going on some joyous procession,

with Mr. Burgess's plate (xcviii.), to be con

vinced of its being the same as that repre

sented in the cave at Bhaja.

It has been impossible to follow Messrs.

Fergusson and Burgess through the de

tailed, accounts they give of the different

caves of Eastern and Western India. Our

object has been simply to indicate the great

general as well as special interest of their

volume. It is a book which no one can

begin to read without being drawn on to

read it through to the end, while, as a

scientific exposition of the cave - temple

architecture of India, it worthily crowns the

monumental labours of Mr. Fergusson's life

as the Vitruvius of the East. It seems

strange indeed, considering all he has

accomplished for Indian architecture, that

the honour it has brought to the Indian

Government, no less than to Mr. Fergusson

himsolf, should never have been properly

recognized by those who are responsible for

marking the appreciation by the State of

such splendid services.
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KOVELS OF THE WEEK.

Lord Brackcnlury. By Amelia B. Edwards.

3 vols. (Hurst & Blackett.)

St. Jfartin's Summer. By Shirley Smith.

8 vote. (Same publishers.)

The Conjuror's Daughter. By J. "VV. Sherer,

C.S.I. (Allen & Co.)

Arnold Leigh. By Mrs. Digby Lloyd.

(Tinsley Brothers.)

Octant?» Lorert. By the Author of ' Lalage.'

3 vols. (S. Tinsley & Co.)

After a Dark Xight—th* Sim. By C. G.

Hamilton. 2 vols. (Same publishers.)

Th* Verdendorp*. By Basil Verdeudorp.

(Chicago, Charles M. Hertig.)

Tiphaine. Avec une Preface par A. Dumas

fils. (Paris, Calmann Levy ; London,

Hachette.)

1 Lord Bracitexbury ' is a very readable

story, though the plot is by no moans in

tricate, and the incidents, with the exception

of the elder Braekenbury's disappearance,

are of no exciting character. Tho great

charm of the book is the cheerful view of

humanity generally taken by tho writer.

There is a large geniality about tho sailor

brother, who adopts a seafaring life and

vanishes from society, partly to escape from

the conventional duties of the peerage, and

more with the view of making things clear

for his brother Lancelot, whose love for

"Winifred he has discovered. Lancelot him

self is an excellently unselfish follow, whoso

tenderness for his brother is only exceeded

by the strength of the passion which he so

lonp; restrains on his account. The picture

of the old house of Langtrey Grange and

the heroine feeding her pigeons in the court

yard is well imagined, and introduces us to

a lovable maiden in a most artistic manner.

Still better suited to tho ancient setting of

the "curious old house, patterned ull over

in black and white, with projecting upper

stories, and all kinds of jutting gablo ends,

and ivy-grown chimneys, and qunint case

ment windows filled with ancient lozonge-

paned glass that winked and glittered in tho

afternoon sunlight," is the white-haired old

lady with brilliant black eyes, Miss Lang

trey, the last of her race. The triumph she

obtains at last over the lawyers who hoped to

complete tho ruin of her family is too trying

to tho life that had endured adversity so long,

and Miss Langtrey dies in the arms of victory,

just letting us see enough of her quality

to retain a vivid memory of a typical grand

dame of old. Not only in the graphic scene-

painting of Old Court, Langtrey Grange,

%nd the Osteria del Capello, but in the de-

kriptions of English and Italian peasants,

aid the portraiture of such diverse por-

8°*iges as the solemn rascal Prouting,

Cut.hert's butler, Marrables the old family

lawyri and Mrs. Penfeather tho novelist,

the a»hor has well conceived the purpose of

high-c»ss novel-writing, and succeeded in

no smal.measure in attaining it. There is

plenty ot variety, of cheerful dialogue, and

general re.-e in tho book, and nothing either

sensatioial vr philosophically dull.

'St. Mirtiu'a Summer' is not an ill-told

story. IIpro 's freshness and variety in it,

and some d its characters are very prettily

conceived. It VOuld have left a better

impression o th» reader if it had been

more carefull^on^^ before publication.

Though Shirlo g^th ha8 art8 which will

secure attention for this book, its defects of

form are inexcusably numerous. There is

ease of manner and expression in ' St.

Martin's Summer,' both in the descriptions

and in the conversations, which enable the

reader to go trippingly through the three

volumes without any groat stumbling or

cause of offence. We are introduced to at

least four very pleasant young ladies, and

at least four worthy men, whose fortunes

are told in a natural and lively vein, with

much spirit, and abundance of light and

frivolous detail. Tho whole story is, in

fact, narrated as a man or woman of the

world would be likely to tell it to a group

of friends, and the comparison is true even

to the prolixity and digression which might

be expected from a narrator under such cir

cumstances. The weakest point of the book

is the construction of its plot, or rather the

insufficient connexion of the several plots

which succeed each other between the first

page and the last. We begin with an un

principled youth who breaks his father's

heart and plunges his aunt and sister into

disgrace. His story, somewhat feebly told,

gives way to the courtship of two of the

heroine's friends ; but they soon get married

and disappear, and our interest is demanded

for others who come after them. Each

romance is good reading in its way, but it

is impossible to avoid a feeling of impatienco

with the author for so constantly hurrying

us away from his creations as soon as wo

have begun to like them. Old friends die,

infants grow up and pair themselves off at

the altar, so that if it were not for the

chequered love story of tho heroine herself,

'St. Martin's Summer' would be little better

than a series of half-elaborated sketches.

Yet enough, perhaps, has been said to show

that this book is well worth reading, and

that it is in many respects superior to the

average of three-volume novels.

' The Conjuror's Daughter,' though by no

means a complete or minutely analytic book,

bears tokens of being thrown off by a

masculine and experienced mind, though it

is hardly tho work of a very promising

novelist. The Diokenesque portion of it, the

portrait of the hero's unlucky father-in-law,

the " Professor Darwin" who " has not the

temper for dogs" (»'.«., performing poodles),

is poor beside its prototype in tho ' Old Curio

sity Shop.' Like other books of the time,

it exceeds in " padding." It is quite un

necessary, for instance, to record the various

turns in the staircase of a country rectory of

tho averago kind when nothing in the action

of tho story depends upon them. Nor are

"Bones" and "Beans," tho slim and the

fat boys of the family, welconio to the reader

unless connected with certain characteristic

qualities they probably would have shown

in real life. On the other hand, there is

great pathos in tho sketchy figure of Anna,

tho low-born wife of the pragmatic, pushing

youth in the Company's service. The Com

petition-Wallah, hardly a gentleman, is

yet an unapproachable ideal to tho simple

wife who loves him. How far her faithful

" stupidity " may be reckoned above his

shallow self-sufficiency is a problem each

reader may determine, but it is ono of the

suggestive questions which give interest to

a novel. A more distinctly Indian story is

that of 'Mj-rtlo and Nightshade,' and in a

familiar sense the author shows more of the

verve essential in a novelist. The suicide of

Pablo is a miniature from Dickens, and

there is much truth to nature as well as

literary skill in the notion of the dead

heroine's bosom being the receptaclo of a

portrait, not of her affianced lover, but of

her disreputable and disgraced but beloved

and tender father.

Arnold Leigh is an infirm curate who

is seduced from his allegiance to a charming

cousin by the superior attractions of one

Eveleen O'Connor, a flirt with an Irish

scorn for virile inconstancy. There is but

little remarkable in the story, except some

strange French and such English as this :

" We travelled liko two prosaic Britishers

ought to." The curate is crushed and the

cousin dies, and tho only residuum wo take

with us of the story is an " ower-true tale "

of Ribbonmen and Irish murder, to be

matched any day by facts recorded in the

daily papers.

' Octavia's Lovers ' shows a good deal of

ability in its author. She is obviously

clever and well informed, and one finds it

pleasant to be in her company, even while

acknowledging to oneself that her novel has

great defects. Tho plot is of very weak

construction and scarcely holds together at

all, and there is no excuse for tho introduc

tion of sundry long passages of description

of places, such, for instance, as the descrip

tions of Jersey and of Italy in general, both

put into the mouth of oue of the characters

as part of his conversation. Equally objec

tionable is the insertion of the text of an

extempore prayer offered by tho parson at

a school treat. Moreover, the writer is

much too fond of dragging in quotations

with no more apology than " as So-and-so

says." But still she is at times—and these

are frequent—amusing and lively, and

throws off many a happy little bit of criti

cism on a variety of matters. There is

nothing much better in tho book than the

letter from Switzerland at tho beginning of

the third volume. It is an excellent bit of

letter-writing, natural, easy, and familiar,

and without a dull sentence. If the author

will oidy be content not to show the materials

out of which her cleverness is made, and

will really work at the composition of a plot,

she may writo a good novel.

' After a Dark Night—tho Sun ' is the

new titlo of a novel which was originally

called ' Clear Shining after Rain.' Under

that name it was reviewed in these columns

(July 17th, 1880). It was found that this

title had been anticipated, and the book has

now been reissued with a new cover and

title-page.

' The Verdendorps ' is an American story

of the downright realistic sort, tho chapters

of which are all concise records of events,

vouched and guaranteed by numerous docu

ments, letters, extracts from newspapers,

counsel's opinions, legal processes, and

examinations in court. Description is

rigidly cut down to its narrowest propor

tions, sentiment is at a discount, analysis of

character (with the important exception of

self-analysis on the part of the various per

sonages of the story) is wanting ; no words

are wasted in reaching the gist of tho

matter in hand ; everything gives way

to the fixed purpose of getting things

told clearly and consecutively, just as they

are supposed to have happened in real
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life. The writer prefixes to his story a

declaration to the effect that " Yerdendorps

and Verdendorpiani are special creations of

their Author ; things by the author of the

Verdendorps, of the Verdendorps affirmed,

are affirmed of the Verdendorps alone."

But a separate address " to European

readers " is careful to assure us that two

Boston printers refused to print the volume

through fear of libel suits, so manifestly to

their minds was it based on incidents in the

career of the Vanderbilts of New York.

Perhaps we shall do the author no wrong if

we assume that he anticipates a hearing on

this ground, if on no other. Apparently he

regards public men as fair game for the

novelist. "The Concord dotard," "Joseph

Cuisinier," "Richard Empiricus," and "the

ideal sole-leather American " are masts

which he uses less to conceal the real men

with whom he deals than to put him at his

ease in sneering at their morals or their

reputation.

' Tiphaine ' is another of those literary

mystifications in which M. Dumas flit is

fond of indulging. He is not the author of

' Tiphaine,' he is only the editor; and in the

few pages of preface in which he introduces

it, he assures his readers that, as the story

is absolutely true, no one but himself, the

author, and the author's heroine, who is

completely unknown to him, will ever know

the author's name. Those who expect a

tale of wickedness will be bitterly dis

appointed. The story of ' Tiphaine ' is mild,

sober, harmless, and rather interesting. It

sets forth how, years ago, the author met

and was civil to a charming little heiress of

fourteen ; how he went off and forgot her

until she asked him to her wedding ; how

long afterwards, when her husband, in

flagrante delicto, had expired under the re

volver of an injured husband, she renewed

the acquaintance ; how, in the course of

a drive, she asked him to be her friend,

and he, with Stendhal running in his mind,

replied by kissing her on the mouth ; how

she scorned and forgave him, and how he fell

in love with her ; how he said nothing, and

she went away and married some one else ;

and how, finally, she told him that until

tho moment of that unlucky Stendhalism of

his he had been her ideal of what is honest

and noblo, and that she had only married

another in self-defence. There is no more ;

and it seems hardly worth while to have

been mysterious over so little. ' Tiphaine '

is beautifully printed on thick paper, and

has tho widest and fairest margins ever

seen. It may be road in half an hour ; and

then the reader will probably wish he had

been better employed.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

The Reports of two Congresses have been

received which are worthy of more notico than

the mere record of the fact. The first volume

of the Report of tho Fourth Oriental Congress,

held at Florence in 1878, is full of interesting

matter in the French, Italian, and Latin lan

guages. Tho most remarkable paper is that by

Prof. Ascoli, of Milan, on the subject of certain

Hebrew inscriptions lately found near Naples,

which fill an important gap in the history of

that language. The subject is treated fully,

and there are valuable lithographic illustrations.

There are other papers of value by MM. Lenor-

mant, Maspero, and Naville. There has been,

and is still, regrettable delay in publishing this

Report, and in fact what we have received is

but an instalment. Bit dat, qui cito dat.

Two magnificent quarto volumes represent

the work of the French Provincial Congress

held at Lyons in 1878. This movement is part

of the rebellion of the French provincial towns

against the tyranny of Paris. Marseilles led

the way, and year by year is followed by the

great towns. The Reports are full of most in

teresting information with regard to the lan

guages and religions of India, China, and Japan.

The volumes are beautifully edited, and have

the great and rare merit of rendering know

ledge on abstruse subjects attractive. There

is also a business side to them, as the culture

of silk and other Oriental products, arts, and

manufactures are discussed. It is fair to add

that to one munificent and patriotic citizen, M.

Guimet, himself no mean Orientalist, his native

city has been indebted for the great success of

this Congress, and the erection at his own cost

of a magnificent museum. France has little

connexion with the extreme East, either by way

of dominion or of commerce. We wish that the

great towns of England, which have a deep

interest in the East, would follow this noble

example.

From the office of the Leisure Hour we have

the Girl's Own Annual, which consists of the

first thirty-nine numbers of the Girl's Own Paper

neatly bound up so as to form a volume.

Berthold Auerbach's Brigitta has been

added to the Tauchnitz collection of German

authors. We have received a copy from Messrs.

Sampson Low & Co. The story has been trans

lated by Miss Clara Bell.

Messrs. Sampson Low & Co. have also sent

us the English edition of Mr. W. D. Howells's

novel The Undiscovered Country, noticed in the

Athenaum of August 21st.

The name of a little book which Messrs.

Ward. Lock it Co. send us, How to pass Exami

nations, is misleading. It is not a manual of the

art of being examined, and a more fitting title

for it would have been ' How to go in for

Examinations.' The object of tho book is to

show what are the preliminary steps to be taken

by persons seeking to enter any of the pro

fessions, or to become bank or railway clerks,

architects, civil engineers, masters or mistresses

in Board schools, or to adopt other callings.

There is some preliminary explanation of the

mode of entering tho universities, becoming a

candidate at the University Local Examinations,

and other ways of obtaining proof of having

received an education. The book is very short,

and the information in several instances rather

meagre, and it so happens that it is generally

where most is given that a reference is added to

show where more may be obtained. The author

has not carried out what the preface leads one

to expect. Ho says, "The greatest care has

been taken to point out tho sources from which

further authentic official information can easily

be obtained." Nothing of the sort is pointed

out under the headings "Cooper's Hill," "The

Bar," and "Railway Clerkships."

Wo have on our table The Life of William

Ellery Channing, by his Nephew, W. H.

Channing (Boston, American Unitarian Associa

tion),—A Practical Arithmetic for Elementary

Schools, by J. Currie (Laurie),—Questions and

Answers on the French Grammar, by V. Laurent

(Stanford),—Professional Book-keeping, by W. J.

Gordon (Wyman & Sons),—Charlemagne and

the Carlovingiant, by G. Masson (Low),—The

Cities and Towns of China, by G. M. H. Play

fair (Hongkong, Noronha & Co.),—Scientific

Trantcendentulitm, by D. M. (Williams & Nor-

gate),—A Student's Handbook of Psychology and

Ethics, by F. Ryland (Sonnenschein),—Tablet

for the Analysit of a Simple Salt, by A. Vinter

(Longmans),—The Bicyclist's Guide to Machines

ami Makers, by R. E. Phillips ('The Bazaar'

Office),—Modem Thinkers, by Van. B. Denslow

(Chicago, Belford Clarke & Co.),—Versus a

Woman ; Pro- Women : a Man's Thoughtt about

Men, by Mrs. H. Dobell (Wertheimer),—The

Legend by the River Dee (F. L. Malgarini),—

The Story of Stella Peel, by H. L. Childe-

Pemberton (The Literary Production Com

mittee),—A Sheep in Wolf't Clothing, by E.

Jerrold (Nimmo & Bain),—Hours of Loneli-

nett, by A. Coles (Canterbury, J. Gibbs),—

Lays and Lyrics, by G. Lancaster (Hull, C. H.

Barnwell),—Beethoven, by G. Hein (Aberdeen,

Milne),—The lieatli of Evander, by W. S.

(Oxford, J. Vincent),—Spring's Dtbut, by J. J.

Sylvester (Printed for Private Circulation^,—

Poems and Hymns, by J. Sharp (Bell),—

The Hibbert Lectures, 1880, by E. Renan (Wil

liams & Norgate), — Everlasting Punishment:

Lectures, by E. M. Goulburn (Rivingtons),

—Tlie Gospel Miraclet in tlieir Relation to

Christ and Christianity, by W. M. Taylor

(Hamilton),—Om Ndgra Atona, by A. Kock

(Lund, Gleerups), — Le Pays, et VArmie, by

Le General Baron Goethals (Trubner),—Let

Forces Nationales, by Lieut. - Gen. Baron

van der Smissen (Trubner),—Handbuch der

Deutschen Alterthumskunde, Part L, by L.

Lindenschmit (Brunswick, F. Vieweg & Son),

—Un Ambassadeur Liberal, by E. Fremy

(Trubner),—and Rainhas de Portugal, 2 vols.,

by F. de F. Benevides (Paris, Barral). Among

New Editions we have Sunday: its Origin,

History, and Present Obligation, by J. A.

Hessey (Cassell), — The Old Church Clock, by

R Parkinson (Simpkin),—Church History of

Ireland, 2 vols., by S. Malono (Dublin, Gill

& Son),—Hydro - Incubation, in Theory and

Practice, by T. Christy (Christy & Co.),—and

Practical Swiss Guide (Trubner). Also the-

following Pamphlets : The Land Question, Ire

land (Dublin, Irish Land Committee),—Agita

tion in Ireland, by R Staples, jun. (Ridgway),

—and The Commerce and Prospects of England,

by E. G. Man (Ridgway).

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Cooper's (T.) The Atonement, and other Discourses, 5/ cl.
Dexter's (II. M.) Tho Congregationalism of the Last Three

Hundred Years, roy. Svo. 24/ cl.
Havergal's (F. R.) My Bible Study, for tho Sundays of the

Year, oblong 8vo. 3/6 cl.

Law.
Clark's (E. C.) Analysis of Criminal Liability, cr. Svo. 7/6 cl.

Poetry.

Goethe's Faust, translated chiefly in Blank Verse by J. A.

Bird, cr. Svo. 12/6 el.
Hamilton's (E. Lee) Gods, Saints, and Men (Poems), 6/ cl.

History and Biography.

Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Scries, Charles I., 1640,
edited by W. D. Hamilton, roy. 8vo. 15/ cl.

Christie's (R. C.) Etienne Dolet, the Martyr of the Renais

sance, a Biographv, 8vo. 18/ cl.
Jennings's (G. It. ) Anecdotal History of the British Parlia

ment, from the Earliest Period to the Present Time, 16/
Victor Emmanuel II., Life of, by G. S. Godkin, cheap edit.,

cr. Svo. 6/ cl.
Geography and Travel.

Berry's (C. B.) The Other Side, how it Struck Us, cr. 8vo. 9/

Philology.

Abbott's Via Latina, a First Latin Book, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Euripides' Bacchse, with Critical and ExplanatoryNotes, & ■»

by J. E. Sandys, cr. 8vo. 10/4 cl.

Science.
Attwood's (G.) Practical Blowpipe Assay-ng, cr. 8vo. 1?J ol.
Boiler-Maker's Assistant, The, by .1. Conrtnev, Revis^ and

Edited by D. K. Clark, 12m6. 2/ cl. lp. ( VVeale's erics. )
Darling (W.) and Hanney's (A. L.) The Esscn'als of

Anatomy, Svo. 12/6 cl.

Kin
Spen
Stokes's (G. G.) .

8vo. 15/ cl.
Thrcsh's (J. C.) Physics, Experimental and mthcmatlcal,

cr. Svo. 7/6 cl.

General Literature.
Beeston's (C.) In Fair Bruges, n Romano of Present

Dav, cr. Svo. 10/6 cl.
Bowcn's (C. E.) The House on the Bridp. am other Tales,

illustrated, cr. Svo. 2/t. cl.
Collins's (W.) Jezebel's Daughter, chea-edit, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.

Cup (The) of Consolation, or Bright Mssat™ 'or the Sick
bed, by an Invalid, with Introdurfion i' Macduff,

cr. Svo. 3/6 cl.
Davison's (A. B.) A Thousand ■iioug" from Various

Authors, or. Svo. 7/6 cl.
Doudney's (S.) Stepping Stones, i St*' of our Inner Life,

cr. 8vo. 5/ cl. .
Donsmulr's (A.) Vida, Study of* Gi> fheap edit., 6/ el.
Ernest Struggles, or Life of' a t»ati, -Master, Part 2, 3/6 cL
Groomc's (F. H.) In Gipsy Teits, c gvo- </« «•

Anatomy, Svo. 12/6 cl.
ing's (J. V>\) The War Ships and Navies of the Y>J <>, 30/
pencer's (II.) Descriptive Sociology, No. 7, folio.-'1/ b£fs-
tokes's(G. G.) Mathematical and" Physical p»ers. Vol. 1,
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Hawthorne's (J.) Ellice Quentln, and other Stories, 2 vols. 21/
Kingston's (W. H. G.) Dick Cheveley, his Adventures aud

Misadventures, imp. Iflmo. "/* cl.
Massi s (M. Coustard tie) History of Duelling in all Countries,

translated from the French, with Introduction, tc., by

Sir L. OTrigger, cr. 8vo. 2M cl.
Miller's (O. T. > Nimpo's Troubled, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Pictorial Treasury of Famous Men and Famous Deeds, 6/ cl.
The Chase, a Tale of the Southern States, from the French

of Jules Lermlna by A. Sergeant, cr. 8vo. 2/6 swd.

(Modern Foreign Library.)
Tuscan Fairy Tales (taken down from the Mouths of the

People), with 16 Illustrations by J. Btanley, 3/8 cl.
Veracious History of a Black-and-Tan Terrier, told by Him

self, edited by Lady Lanih. cr. 8vo. 3/ cl.
Wood's (Mrs. H.) Johnny Ludlow, 2nd series, 3 vols. 31/6 cl.

FOREIGN.

Philosophy.

Pfleiderer (E.) : EudSmonismin u. Egotismus, lm. 50.

Itistvry and Biography.

fiiidinger (Max) : Der Ausgang d. Medischen Beichea, 0m. 50.
Cardauns (H.): Konrad v. Hostaden, 3m. 60.
Hue(M. le Capitaine) : Analyse des Principales Campagnes

conduites en Europe depuis Louis XIV., 3fr. 50.
La Pologne et les Habsbourg, 2 fr.

Philology.

Mlklosich (F.) : rjobcr die Mundarten u. die Wanderungen
dcr Zigeuner Europa's, Part 12, 3m.

Science.

Clam (Prof. Carl) : Grandziige der Zoologle, Vol. 1, Part 3,

4m. 30.

General Literature.

Dumas (A., fils) : Les Femmes qui tuent et les Femmes qui
Votent, 2fr.

Miracles de Nostre-dame par Personnages, edited from the
MS. by G. Paris and U. Kobert, Vol. 14, lOfr.

AN UNPUBLISHED LETTER FROM PARIS DURING

THE REFORMATION.

Bottesford Manor, Brfgg.

The following unsigned letter has been tran

scribed into the Register of Bishop Longland,

who occupied the see of Lincoln from March

20th, 1521, to May 7th, 1547. I am indebted

to the Rev. A. R. Maddison, F.S.A., for the

transcript from which my copy is taken. I have

been at some pains to find out whether it has

ever been printed or whether other copies of it

exist in manuscript. I cannot hear of its exist

ence in any other form. It is a curious picture

of one of those scenes which we have reason to

believe were not uncommon in Paris when the

struggle of the Reformation was at its height.

As I think it may be of interest to your French

readers and others who are students of the his

tory of France, I forward it to you for publi

cation. Edward Peacock.

Such newes as we haue here in Parrys I have

sent you as touchinge suche as of lato hathe

chaunced emonges us. pleasith itt you to be

aduertiscd that nott with standinge the severe

iustice which of late hathe been executed upon

thise antechristes whiche besyd many erronyouse

opynyons soo blasphemously oppugneth the

mooste blessed sacrament of the aulter. Ther

was within thise fewe dayes by the stretes of

parrys scatoryd books which was Intitled

Parantiphrasyn scilicet a right prouffitable

Intreatise concernynge the Sacrament of the

aulter. wherin as they say were scarsely soo

many sentences as blasphemyes contrary to the

said sacrament wherewith the Kynge was highely

offended. And forasmuche as he thought that

he hadd doon as muche before as in hym was for

the extirpacion of this heresye, and itt litle hadd

proutfyted, he thought then noo other refuge

butt onely of god to whome pryncipally this

matter appertayned. Whereupon the xxj' day

of this moneth of January he commaunded a

generall procession to be maade by the hole citie

and the unyursitie of parrys In whiche this

was thordre. ftirste the sherive of Baint

Genoveffe, whiche is neuer doone without grette

and urgent causes accompanyed with dyuers

parishes with such reliques as they hadd, brought

upon xxj mennys backes bare foted and all

naked savinge their shirtes to n're Dames with

the Cathedrall churche, Thabbott and the

monkes folowinge bare foted deuoutely seyinge

and synginge, And with them came the Jacobyns

to the said chirche where was gathered togydre

the thre other ordres with other religiouse houses

and curates of chirche3 with such reliques as

euery man hadd tarying their comyage This

doon they all ther assemblede with canons and

with the Cathedrall quere with other reliques

as of saint James, philipp marcell, barbara,

Genouova, & went to saint Germayns nere to

the Kyngs palice named the lower. Thidre was

brought reliques of the Kynge his chappell

manely the holy crosse, the crowne of thorne.

To the whiche place the Kynge, the quene, the

dolffyn with other his sones and doughtera, the

prynces and nobles of his courte camo from

thens and soo returned all in ordre to n're dames

before named, ffirst was the Cordelyars in

nombre to my Judgement v° and in the

latter ende of them came tho quene on

horse backe accompanyed with twoo of the

Kynges doughtera and lx or above of ladies,

decked all after the ffrenche ffashion in

mooste goodlieste wise untill they came directly

before the chirche where the quene alighted and

taryed the comynge of the Kynge in a house

provided for hir. after the Cordelyars came

the Jacobyns as many in nombre as the other.

Consequently the Augustynes, Carmel monkes,

religiouse men, curates of parishes, lycentialls

and doctours, noo other I will reherse here for

the nombre is in maner infynite, with tapers

euery man in their hands and suche notable

reliques as they hadde.

Hereafter folowed the monkes of saint

Genoveffe of the oon syde of the streate, and

of saint marcells of the other syde. After

them came the sherives of bothe thise saintes

oon againste a nother caryinge as I declared

before, after them came the canons ande quere

of the Kyngs chappell and Cathedrall chirche,

and after them came the sweffs euery man with

his Javelinge in his hande. Then folowed them

the gentlemen of the courte and after them

came v or vi busshoppes iiij Cardinalls with other

grette men of the courte spirituall, beringe also

certayne reliques. after whome came iij of the

Kynges sones havinge the iiij with them whiche

caryed the canopy ouer the Sacrament whiche

the busshoppe of parrys bare. The Kynge

folowynge ymmediately on fote open heded,

with a torche in his hande hauinge the Car-

dynall loreyne on his lefte hand, syde by syde,

and after hym in that parte the prynces and

other nobles of the courte. and on the right

hande the prymour presydent of the parliament,

whome folowed the comisailes of the same with

other of other places of Justice and all those in

Scarlett, and in the myddest of thise twoo

straite after the Kinge came lx or above of

noble men with torches as he didd. The reason

wherefore he putt the parliament on his hande

was to signyfie that ho wolde preserve Justice

above any creature lyvinge were he nener soo

noble or dere beloved to hym. Then folowed

the mayour of tho towne with his officers and

aldermen, and after them the Kynges garde,

and tho garde of the towne, with hawberds in

their handes and stavis, and as for the multytude

of comyns that were there I cannott nombre,

and whenne the Kynge came before the

chirche the queno beinge caryed betwixt iiij

men in hir chayro with the Kynges doughters

folowed hym into the chirche where was a

solempne masse songe, semblament as itt is upon

Corpus Christi daye. What highe Bolemnyte

was doon ther itt was nott possible to entre to

see, and as the Kynge passed before the chambre

that I stode in the people whiche stode in the

streate laudynge the Kynge, as he was mooste

worthieste for this noble acte cryed to hym

Sir doe good Justice, whome with lovinge coun

tenance he badde to be content as who wolde

saye that they shulde nott nede to feare thatt,

and that he shortely after declared, ffor ymme

diately after dyner was haddc oute of the Scha-

telate his pryson vj condempned persons. The

receiver off Mans, a grette man and worth above

XX crownes, a Counsailour's sone of Roan and

iiij other whiche were burned thre att the halys

and thre att the crosselyrewaye, and with this

Receiver was burned thre grette sackes of bookes

of heresye whiche were founde in his house.

This ye may boldely affyrme for itt is nothingo

butt truthe with muche more whiche for lacke

of leasur I haue omytted Moreouer after dyner

whiche was in the busshoppe of Parrys house

the Kyng declared in an Oracion to his nobles

and counsailours his faithefull mynde towards

god Rehersyngo his benefites, and the long con-

tynuance of his roialme in the true faithe of

christe, mentyonynge also that as his predeces-

sours were not without good cause called mooste

christian prynces soo he trusted to ymploye his

endevour that his name shall nott decaye or be

lost by hym. Exhortynge and requyrynge them

all bothe spirituall and temporall euery man for

his parte to doo the same, addynge furdre that

if he founde any to halte in this poynte he

shulde suffre extreme iustice alleginge this texte

" Si oculus tuus scandalizat te erue et proice

eum abste."

Sithe oon woman was brent and dyverse other

remayne in pryson, some condempned, some like

to be shortely, and this present day ar bannyshed

the realme off ffraunce aboue lx persones which

ar suspecte of heresye, their goodes all con

fiscate to the Kynges use. And also I shall

desiour you to pardon me because I didd not

write this nowe fayrer ffor the brynger was in

suche Importune haste that I coude nott write

itt to my purpose &c.

WrNTERTON IN LINCOLNSHIRE.

Sept. 18, 1880.

Winterton : Winteringham : : Brinton : Brin-

ingham. These Norfolk villages have always

appeared to me to be simply the ton of Brin

and the ham of Brining (Brin's son). I know a

coachman in the county of the name of Bryn.

Substitute Winter for Brin. J. Valpy.

Ktnarg GSosst'p.

"We hear with very groat regret, just as

we are going to press, of the death of Miss

Jewsbury, which took place at ten o'clock

on Thursday morning. In our next number

we shall give a notice of the deceased lady,

who was for very many years a contributor

to these columns.

We hear that Prof. Sayce intends to

go to the East in the course of the next

winter for archaeological investigations.

Amongst other places he will visit Cyprus,

Tarsus, and Damascus, where he will

examine some private collections.

"We are sorry to learn that Dr. Biihler is

going to resign his post in India, in con

sequence of bad health.

"We have reason to believe that Dr. H.

Krebs, Librarian of the Taylorian Institu

tion, Oxford, will be appointed as locum

tenens for the vacant teachership of German

at that institution for the next term.

"We understand that Prof. John Rhys, of

Jesus College, Oxford, will bring out for

the Delegates of the Clarendon Press a

revised edition of the ' Mabinogion,' with

an English translation, a glossary, and a

literary introduction.

Messrs. Keoan Paul & Co.'s list of an

nouncements comprises Mr. Frederick Pol

lock's ' Life and Philosophy of Spinoza,'

'Selections from the Official "Writings of

Major-General Sir Thomas Munro, Bart.,

K.C.B.,' edited by Sir Alexander Arbuthnot,

and Mr. Duffield's long-promised transla

tion of ' Don Quixote.' Messrs. "W. Addis

and T. Arnold are engaged upon a ' Catholic

Dictionary,' founded on the work of "Wetze

and Welte, but adapted to English readers.

Mr. Hubert Croft has completed his anno

tated edition of Sir Thomas Elyot's ' Tho
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and Exercise Book,' by Ada S. Ballin and

F. L. Ballin.

Messrs. C. Kegax Paul & Co.'s " Educa

tion Library" will be commenced, under tho

editorship of Mr. Philip Magnus, by ' An

Introduction to the History of Educational

Theories,' by Mr. Oscar Browning, and

' Comenius,' by Prof. Simon Laurie. The

" Parchment Library " is to be increased by

the addition of a new translation of the ' l)e

Imitatione Christi,' a new edition of Keats's

Poems, Prof. Dowden's annotated edition of

Shakspeare's Sonnets, and Mr. Mark Patti-

son's edition of Milton's Sonnets.

The Corporation of Cardiff, finding the

present Free Library inadequate to the

wants of the town, have resolved to build

a handsome and commodious block, com

prising a free library, museum, and art

schools, and the Lords Commissioners of tho

Treasury have been asked to sanction a loan

of 10,000^. for the new buildings.

The Squire : a Magazine for Country Gentle-

Men is the title of a new monthly periodical,

to be conducted by Mr. Morgan Evans. The

first number is announced to appear in

November.

The "Pound Table" Annual this year

will be entitled ' Four Flirts : their Cards,

and how they Played Them,' and will be

written by Mr. Ernest Warren.

Messrs. Remington & Co. will publish,

in two volumes, early in October, ' Con

tinental Society and Scenery,' by Ilclon and

Alice Zimmern. Tho delineations are taken

from the works of twenty-six eminent foreign

novelists. Short notices will be added of the

lives and writings of the various authors.

Messrs. C.vssell & Co. will publish next

month, in serial form, ' The Child's Life

of Christ.' They also announce ' Old and

New Edinburgh,' by James Grant, and

a book called ' Young1 Ireland,' dealing

with the times of O'Connell and Smith

O'Brien, by tho Hon. Sir Charles Gavan

Duffy, who was in succession the fellow

prisoner of each of them, and has since had

a remarkable career in Australia.

Messrs. IIobder & Stouohtox are about

to publish a series of popular biographies,

under the general title of " Men worth Re-

meinbering." It is proposed to give the

lives of William Wilberforce, Richard Bax

ter, Philip Doddridge, John Wycliffe, Thomas

Chalmers, Henry Martyn, and others. Among

the contributors will be the Dean of Salis

bury, Dr. Stoughton, Dr. Stanford, Canon

Fleming, Dr. Donald Fraser, and Canon

Bell. Tho series will be published in Ame

rica simultaneously with the English edition

by Messrs. A. C. Armstrong & Son.

Messrs. Newman & Co. have in the press

a revised second edition of Mr. Samuel

Phillips Day's ' Life and Society in Ame

rica,' which will be ready early next month.

The second series of the work will be issued

at the same time.

Messrs. Haughton & Co. are now pub

lishing a new work entitled ' Ecce Veritas,'

by the Rev. Dr. Hitchens, of Eccleston

Square Church. The object of the book is

to show the relationship between modern

scepticism and revealed religion.

We observe that Mr. Elliot Stock an

nounces the close of the subscription list to

his fac-simile of Juliana Berners's ' Treatyse

of Fysshynge wyth an Angle ' on the last

day of this month.

Messrs. A. & C. Black have in the press

a biography of the late Principal Candlish

by the Lev. Dr. Wilson, with an introduction

by Principal Rainy, and a new book by

the late Rev. Dr. Raleigh, which will bo a

companion volume to his ' Quiet Resting-

places.'

The meeting of librarians in Edinburgh,

under the auspices of the Library Associa

tion, will take place on the 5th, 6th, and

7th of next mouth. We hear that papers

will be read on early printing in Scotland,

the law of copyright, the Free Libraries

Act, and biographical sketches will be given

of distinguished Edinburgh librarians.

The candidates for the chair of Com

mercial and Political Economy in the Uni

versity of Edinburgh, vacant by the death

of Prof. Hodgson, include Prof. Leone Levi,

Mr. A. J. Wilson (one of the City editors of

the Tii/ien). Mr. H. Dunning Macleod, and

Mr. John Macdonell, author of ' A Survey

of Political Economy.'

A razaak in aid of a fund for the erec

tion of a statue of Burns has been opened

in Dumfries. It contains an exhibition of

upwards of one hundred relics of the poet.

The proposed statue has been designed by

Mrs. D. 0. Hill, of Edinburgh.

The Monday Shakspcro Club, Glasgow,

will begin its work for the session 1880-1

with '2 Henry IV.' on October 11th.

The work of Dr. W. W. Ireland, of the

Scottish National Institution at Larbert, on

' Idiocy and Imbecility,' published in 1877,

has recently been translated into tho Russian

language by Dr. Tomaschewski, with a

preface by Prof. Mierzejewski. At tho

same time the Medico-Psychological Society

of St. l'etersburg (Societo des Psychiatres)

has conferred on Dr. Ireland tho diploma

of corresponding member of that body.

Messrs. TrCbxer & Co. will shortly pub

lish ' Contributions to tho History of the

Development of the Human Race,' lectures

and dissertations by Lazarus Goiger, trans

lated from the second Gorman edition by

Dr. David Asher, of Leipzig.

The Modem Review for October will con

tain the continuation of Prof. Kuenen's

' Essay on Critical Method,' and Dr. Car

penter supplements his previous paper with

a discussion on ' Nature and Law.' Mrs.

William Grey contributes an article on the

social and religious struggle between the

old and the new in modern Italy. The first

of_Mr. Schiitz Wilson's promised studies

6i Faust ' also appears in the forthcoming

number.

Not many more than two hundred pages

of Dr. Badger's ' English-Arabic Lexicon '

remain to be printed. The work will pro

bably be completed by the end of the year.

It will be published by Messrs. C. Kegan

Paul & Co.

Our veteran and distinguished Orientalist,

Mr. J. W. Rodhouse, late Oriental Secretary

to the Foreign Office, to whom we referred

last week, is about to publish by subscrip

tion a metrical translation from the Persian

of a portion of a famous work, the Mesuevi

poems of Jelfilu-'d-din, Er Rumi, of Qonya

(Konieh). The book is little known to

Europeans, but is venerated in the East

next to the Koran in its relation to the

mystic sects. We shall be fortunate to

have in English, besides the short sketch

by Prof. E. H. Palmer, ' The Song of the

Reed,' this larger work of Mr. Redhouse,

of which Messrs. Triibner will be the pub

lishers.

A collected edition of all the recent

poems of Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes will

shortly appear, under the title of ' The Don

Gate.'

The Russian Jesuits, expelled from their

domicile in tho Rue de Sevres by the decree

of the 29th of March, have published a

translation of an article from the Golos,

' Les Jesuites Russes et le Musee Slave,

Paris, 1880,' as a protest against the way

in which they have been treated and the

breaking up of thoir interesting Slavonic

Museum, which contained many rarities,

including the celebrated Ostrog Bible of

1581.

Mrs. Mary Stuart Smith, the wife of

Prof. Smith, of the University of Virginia,

has translated from the German Duntzer's

' Lifo of Goethe,' and the version will be

published shortly in Boston.

Mr. Henry Llewellyx Williams writes

to us, under date of September 20th, as

follows :—

"In a recent issue of Truth remarks were

made on the absence of a story of ' The Mys

teries of Constantinople,' and, in apparent allu

sion to a lately published romance, called ' The

Mysteries of St. Petersburg,' in English, a

French novel under that title was pointed out.

To prevent any one, perhaps, travelling over

the same ground, it should be known that

Messrs. Dicks purchased my ' Mysteries of Con

stantinople ' as far back as the Russo-Turkish

war time. As for ' The Mysteries of St. Peters

burg,' every lino of which has passed under my

pen, it has not the slightest relations with any

other work in any language."

M. Golenisciieff has returned to St.

Petersburg from Egypt and brought with

him several objects of tho earliest Egyptian

period.

SCIENCE

The Birds of Cornwall and the Scilly Inlands.

By the late Edward Hcarlo Rodd. Edited

by James Edmund Harting. (Triibner

& Co.)

The thanks of all bird lovers, whether

scientific or not, are due to both author and

editor of this most pleasant book. Readers

of the Zoologist and of the natural history

column of the Field know the name of

Edward nearlo Rodd as that of a most un

wearied and learned collector and recorder

of new and rare Cornish birds, and many

doubtless read with regret of his death in

the early part of the present year. In 1864

Mr. Rodd published ' A List of British

Birds as a Guide to the Ornithology of

Cornwall,' and he issued a second edition of

the same in 1869. At intervals from

1840, and annually from 1850, he also

contributed summaries of the ornithological

news of the county to the Journal of the

Royal Institution of Cornwall. At the

time of his death he had prepared and

revised a few sheets of the present book, in

which he intended to combine all his pre

vious ornithological notes. After the death
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of tlie author, Mr. Harting, whose name j

is a sufficient guarantee for the accuracy of

his work, undertook to weld the abundant,

if somewhat fragmentary, materials into

such a history of the birds of Cornwall as

Mr. Eodd had intended, and he has certainly

carried out his task most admirably. The

various notes contributed to the pages of the

Zoologist and the Field, the ' Lists ' of 1 864 and

1869, and the annual summaries have been

recast and rewritten, and now appear in

tho body of this book, so that, to quote

Mr. Harting's own words, " the author is

responsible for the facts, the editor for the

mode of expression."

But the editor has done much more than

this. He has himself written and added,

not only a memoir of Mr. Eodd, which, if it

has a fault, has the unusual one of being

too brief, but also a most interesting intro

duction, in which he has collected notices of

the birds of Cornwall by various writers

from William of Worcester to Mr. Eodd's

contemporaries.

As regards the memoir, we need only add 1

that we note with satisfaction that Mr. Eodd j

has bequeathed his splendid collection to his ;

nephew, Mr. F. E. Eodd, of Trebartha Hall, ,

who, being himself an ornithologist, is likely j

to carry on the good work begun by his ,

uncle.

As to the introduction, we are not sure

that it is not the most interesting part of

the book. Among the authors quoted are
WTilliam of AVorcester (1468 or 1478) ; John

Leland (wrote about 1600?); Eichard Carew

of Antonie (1602), of whose book Mi-. Harting

cays, " In this volume wo have apparently

the first printed account of the birds of

Cornwall furnished by a resident in the

county"; Camden, the author of 'Britannia'

(1607); Francis Willughby (1678), Walter

Moyle (1726), and others. The extracts

are interesting not only as showing the

changes which havo taken place in the avi

fauna of the county and the new species

which have constantly been noted in it, but

also, and perhaps chiefly, because they

afford a curious picture of the growth of

ornithological loro in the country generally.

Scientific ornithology is of but very recent

origin. Of the writers above mentioned

Carew gives a quaint classification of Cornish

birds :—

" Of tame birds, Cornwall hathDoues, Geese,

Ducks, Peacockes, Ginney duckes, China geese,

Barbarie hennes, and such like. Of wild, Quaile,

Railo, Partridge, Fesant, Plouer, Snype, Wood

doue, Heath cocke, Powte, &c Of Hawkes

there are Marlions, Sparhawkes, Hobbies, and

somewhere Lannards Of singing birds they

have Lynnets, Goldfinches, Ruddockes, Canarie

birds, Blacke-birds, Thrushes, and diuers others.

Besides these shooting burgesses of the ocean

[i.e. fishes] there are also certaine flying citizens

of the ayre ; of who some serue for food to vs,

and some but to feed themselves. Among tho first

sort, we reckon the Dibchicke (so named of his

<liuing and littlenesse), Coots, Sanderlings, Sea-

larkes, Oxen and Kine [i.e. Oxbirds or Dunlins],

Seapies, Puffins, Pewets, Meawes, Murres, Crey-

sers, Curlewes, Teale, Wiguon, Burranets, Shags,

Ducke and Mallard, Gull, Wild-goose, Heron,

Crane, and Barnacle Sea-fowle not eatable,

are Ganets, Ospray. Amongst which Jackedaw

(the second slaunder of our countrie) shall passe

for companie, as frequenting their haunt, though

not their diet : I meane not the common Daw,

but one peculiar to Cornwall, and there termed

a Cornish Chough : his bil is sharpe, long, and

red, his legs of the same colour, his feathers

blacke, his condition, when he is kept tame,

vngratious, in filching and hiding of money,

and such short ends, somewhat dangerous in

carrying stickes of fire."

Carew was, however, apparently not

specially a scientific man. But in the

work by Walter Moyle there is printed

a correspondence between Dr. Tancred

Eobinson (a well-known traveller and

scientific man of his day), Dr. Sherard

(the founder of the Oxford professorship of

Botany), and Moyle himself. The interest

of this correspondence lies in the fact that

it shows the efforts of the various scientific

writers to determine species thenundeseribed,

but which we now know to be abundant

enough. For instance, Dr. Sherard writes

of a petrel, in all probability the storm

petrel [Procellaria pelagica) :—

" 'Tis, I think, of the Larus kind, not much

bigger than a Swallow, all over black, the feet

webbed, the Bill a little crooked ; but, what

to me was remarkable, on the middle of it a

hollow Prominence (doubtless with a septum in

termedium), instead of Nostrils on each side of

the Bill."

In turning from this introduction by Mr.

Harting to Mr. Eodd's notes, which form

the body of the book, we may point out

that many of the most interesting passages

in the latter are also curious in this same

way, that is, as illustrating the growth of

bird-lore. For instance,_Mr. Eodd, 'writing

in 1846, says :—

" A valuable addition to our Fauna was made

in March, 1845, by tho capture of the fire-

crested Kegulus (iieyulus iyn&apillus). The

specimen under notice was shot within half

a mile of the town of Penzance Two other

examples of this interesting and rare species

were obtained about the eame time Previous

to the detection of the above specimens, only

one instance had been recorded of the occurrence

of this species in the kingdom, viz. , in the neigh

bourhood of Cambridge.

And again, writing in 1850, he says:—

" Since the year 1846 several examples of

the fire-crested Eegulus have been observed

near Truro." Since then this bird has, as

we all know, been found to be by no means

very rare.

But it is time to examine Mr. Eodd's part

of this book somewhat more closely. Corn

wall, owing to its geographical form and

its climate, has more to entice birds

to enter its limits than perhaps any

other district of equal size in the United

Kingdom. Every year it is the first land

visited and the last quitted by the in

numerable birds which, coming from North

western Africa and South-western Europe,

spread themselves throughout England

during tho summer ; and in the winter its

comparatively warm climate affords shelter

to very many other birds, driven by cold

and want of food from various parts of these

islands. And most of the advantages thus

possessed by Cornwall are possessed in a yet

greater degree by the little group of Scilly

Islands, lying off the south-western coast of

that county. It is, therefore, not surprising

that, of the 400 birds generally recognized as

British, as many as 290 have been observed

in Cornwall, and that of these 290 as many

as 173 have been seen in the Scilly Islands,

small as they are.

An enthusiastic naturalist, with at least

some sympathy with sportsmen, living in

such a county as Cornwall, and with con

stant communication with the Scilly Islands,

Mr. Eodd naturally took rank as the

authority on the birds of that count}'. He

was able not only to add many new birds to

the Cornish list, but also to record several as

new to Britain. The spotted eagle, lesser

grey shrike, red-breasted fly-catcher, and the

American stint were among the latter. Yet

he was far from being a mere list-maker.

For much knowledge of the habits, especially

of the migratory habits, of British birds we

are indebted to him, and countless facts

bearing on this subject are permanently

recorded in the present work.

But in reading the book we were chiefly

interested in certain remarks on the dis

appearance of some species once common,

and the appearance of others previously

rare or unknown. Of this sort is the follow

ing note on Montagu's harrier ( Circus cine-

raceus) and the hen harrier (C. cyaneus):—

"It is somewhat remarkable, that as one

species becomes scarce in a district or county,

its place is often supplied by another of its

congeners, which from having been rare becomes

gradually common. This is the case with

Montagu's Harrier, which was at one time very

rarely met with in this county, but which is

now far commoner than the Hen Harrier, and

breeds every year in the Lizard district."

The starlings are said to have changed

their habits. In 1873 Mr. Eodd writes :—

"They have been gradually creeping more

westward every year during the summer, but

they were formerly quite unknown in the

western counties, except as winter visitants. I

have traced them gradually to Trebartha, to

Bodmin, and now to Truro. For some years

they have been known at Trebartha as breeding

there ; first, only a pair or two ; but now they

are to be seen generally diffused over the lawn

and in the large trees all through the spring and

summer months."

We have already alluded to Mr. Eodd's

observations of the starlings in reviewing

Mr. Patterson's ' Birds, Fishes, and Cetacea

commonly frequenting Belfast Lough '

(Athenceum, September 11th).

The green woodpecker also is said to have

been quite unknown in the west of the

county till about 1873, since which time it

has become comparatively common. A

similar fact is noted of at least two other

birds, the great Northern diver and the

Dartford warbler. Of course in some of

these cases, especially in the two last men

tioned, tho apparent increase in number

may be due to the increased attention which

has been directed to the birds in recent

years ; but this can hardly be so in the case

of the starling or Montagu's harrier. At

any rate, the subject is curious and worthy

of attention.

If there is anything that we regret in Mr.

Eodd's book, it is that it tells of the slaughter

of too many rare birds ; but of course the

fact that it is in most cases impossible to

identify birds with certainty except after

killing them affords a strong justification.

We will also enter a modest protest against

the statement on p. 31 that wrens "make

several attempts before completing a perfect

nest, apparently for sport and amusement." Of

course the words to which we object are

those which we have italicized.

At the end of the book are added a few

notes on the birds of the Scilly Islands by Mr.

F. E. Eodd, the present owner of our author's
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collection, and a curious list of Cornish

names of birds and things connected with

birds. The former is likely to make the

mouths of wild-fowlers water, and tho latter,

though fragmentary, is philologieally in

teresting.

ASTROXOMICAX NOTES.

Herr Palisa, of Pola, who apparently finds

it easier to discover planets than to invent names

for them when discovered, found another small

planet, No. 218, on the night of the 4th inst.

The following are the places of Faye's comet

for next week, from Prof. Axel Moller's ephe-

meris, adapted to midnight at Berlin, or about

11 o'clock p.m. at London :—

Date. K.A. N.P.D.
h. m. ■. . ,

Sept. 28 23 51 18
„ 27 23 51 48
„ 2S 23 SI 17

Oct. 23 SO 2
23 49 39

M 5K
84 10
84 21
84 33
84 45
84 57
85 9

Schiiberle's comet (6, 1880), discovered last

April, is now nearly as favourably situated for

observation as it will be, and therefore we also

give its places for next week, from M. Bigour-

dan's ephemeris, adapted to midnight at Paris :

Date. B.A. N.P.D.
h. m. a.

Sept. 2* 6 43 3 75 41
„ a? 6 40 55 78 7
„ 23 6 39 45 76 35
,. 29 8 38 33 77 3
„ 30 6 37 IS 77 32

Oct. 1 8 35 57 78 I
„ 3 6 34 35 78 30

As the comet will at no time rise much before

midnight, intending observers will have to make

a morning watch of it. The brightness is now

about the same as at the time of discovery on

April Cth, and will slightly increase during the

next few weeks. The perihelion passage took

place on the 2nd of July.

We have received the Memoirs of the Italian

Spectroscopics! Society for May, the principal

subject of which is Prof. Tacchini's account of

his observations of the sun's prominences, spots,

and facuhe at Rome during January, February,

and March, digested according to the helio

centric latitudes at which they were seen.

Annexed is a description (first published in

Astronomische Kachjrichten, No. 2309, and here

translated from the German into Italian) of a

spectro-telescope, contrived by Herr P. Glan,

of Berlin, the purpose of which is to enable the

observer to survey large portions of the sun's

disc at once in homogeneous light.

In the American Journal of Science for this

month is a paper by Mr. D. P. Todd, M.A., of

the American Nautical Almanac Office, contain

ing an interesting ' Preliminary Account of a

Speculative and Practical Search for a trans-

Neptunian Planet.' It has long been thought

that indications are not wanting pointing to the

existence of some planet exterior to Neptune,

but tho theory of even Uranus, and still more

that of Neptune, are not yet in a state to fur

nish much in the nature of probable information

as to its approximate place ; hence Mr. Todd

prefers to call the first part of his investiga

tion rather speculative than theoretic. Nothing

daunted, however, by the wideness of the range

of place within which he thought this distant

hypothetical body might be, he obtained per

mission of Admiral Rodgers and Prof. Hall to

use the great refractor (26 inches in aperture)

of the Washington Observatory in searching for

thirty nights through a portion of a zone nearly

20° in length, hoping to recognize the object of

his affections " by contrast of its disc and light

with the appearance of an average star of about

the thirteenth magnitude," and on any suspi

cion in this way carefully reobserving the sus

pected body. This work was done about two

years and a half ago ; its conclusions, as far as

they went, were negative, but a hope, for some

time entertained, of being able to resume it and

carry it to a satisfactory conclusion, led Mr. Todd

to delay the publication of the paper. But, he

remarks, a search of a much more laborious and

extended kind will probably have to be made,

should any observer in possession of sufficiently

powerful telescopic means be inclined to con

tinue it

Tho twelfth volumo of the Annals of the

Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College, at

Cambridge, U.S., has just been published, con

taining the observations made with the meridian-

circle in the years 1874 and 1875, and including

valuable catalogues of the places of 334 primary

and 284 secondary stars (618 in all) observed in

those years as well as in 1871 and 1872.

Siatatt 6ossijJ.

We are glad to hear that Mrs. Clifford, the

widow of Prof. W. K. Clifford, is to receive a

pension from the Civil LiBt in recognition of the

contributions to science made by her husband.

Mr. Alexander Graham Bell, in a lecture

delivered before the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, described his remark

able experiments on the production and repro

duction of sound by means of light. It is found

that nearly all metallic substances emit sounds

when a vibratory beam of light falls upon them,

the pitch of these sounds depending upon the

frequency of the vibratory change in the light.

Thus, without a conducting wire as in electric

telephony, audible sounds can be conveyed from

station to station, wherever we can project a

beam of light. The sensibility of the metal

selenium to the action of the solar spectrum re

commends it as the most favourable substance

for use in tho " photophone," as the new instru

ment is called. The instrument may be briefly

described as a bright plane mirror of flexible

material, against the back of which the speaker's

voice is directed. The beam of light reflected from

this mirror is thus thrown into vibrations corre

sponding with those produced on the diaphragm.

This beam is received at a distant station upon

a parabolic reflector, in the focus of which is

placed a sensitive selenium cell, connected in

a local circuit with a battery and a telephone.

Every vibration of the ray of light acting upon

the selenium produces a distinctly audible sound.

Articulate speech can be thus reproduced by

solar light, the oxyhydrogen light, or by the

light of a kerosene lamp. The greatest distanco

through which conversation has been carried

on up to this time is about 800 yards.

Sir Josiah Mason's Science College is now

advertised to be opened on the 1st of October

with a lecture by Prof. Huxley. The classes

for students commence on October 3rd.

Capt. Elsdale, R.E. , has been appointed

Instructor in the Art of Military Ballooning by

the War Office, and an entire company of Royal

Engineers has been placed under his command.

The chemical lectures at "Bedford College for

Ladies only, in York Place, Portman Square, will

begin on the 16th of October. The lecturer is

Mr. Thomas Eltoft.

Prof. Heinemann will deliver a course of

ten lectures on ' Political Economy and Com

mercial Geography' at the Young Men's Chris

tian Association, 31, King William Street, City,

commencing on October 7th.

Messrs. C. Keoan Paul & Co. will shortly issue

several scientific works, namely, a translation of

Strecker's Wislicenus's ' Organic Chemistry,' by

Dr. Hodgkinson and Mr. Greenaway, and some

new volumes of the "International Scientific

Series," of which Prof. Wiirtz's book on ' The

Atomic Theory,' and Prof. Karl Semper's

' Natural Conditions of Existence as they affect

Animal Life,' are ready for publication. These

will be followed by the late Prof. Clifford's work

on ' The First Principles of the Exact Sciences,'

and Prof. E. Morselh's treatise entitled 'Suicide :

an Essay in Comparative Moral Statistics. ' The

essays on ' Physiology for Practical Use,' edited

by the late Prof. Hinton, are now to be issued

in one volumo.

Dr. Theel has arrived in Edinburgh from

Gothenburg with two large cases filled with

specimens of Holothurids got in the Challenger

expedition of 1872. Dr. Theel has sketched all

the specimens on plates by hand and numbered

each. They are to be lithographed in this

country for future assistance. Dr. Theel in

tends to resume his studies in Edinburgh.

General Albert J. Myer, of the Signal

Service of the United States, died in Buffalo on

the 24th of August, in the fifty-second year of

his age. General Myer, who was commonly

known as " Old Probabilities," was for upwards

of twenty years the moving spirit of the meteoro

logical service of North America, its extension

and excellent organization being mainly due to

his unwearying efforts.

Dr. Asa Gray and M. Alphonse de Candollo

are, according to the Gardeners' Chronicle, ex

pected shortly to visit this country.

Mr. E. H. Hall, of Johns Hopkins Uni

versity, has in the American Journal of Science

for September an article of considerable re

search ' On the New Action of Magnetism on a

Permanent Electrical Current.'

Prop. E. B. Andrews, of the Geological

Survey of Ohio, died on the 21st of August in

his sixtieth year. He was the author of a valu

able volume on the geology of Ohio, and he con

tributed various geological memoirs to the pub

lications of the survey of that state.

Mr. A. R. C. Selwyn, Director-General of

the Geological Survey of Canada, has returned

to Montreal after a visit to the north-west dis

tricts of the Dominion. « Close attention has

been given to the mineral productions of this

region, and Beveral bore-holes have been made,

passing through, at a depth of 275 feet, a coal

seam six feet thick, which promises to bo of

considerable value.

FINE ARTS

DOK8S ORKAT WORKS, 'CHRIST LEAVINO the PRJETORIUM,1
'CHRIST ENTERING JEKL8ALES4.' and ' The UUA'/.EN KKKl'ENT'
(the- latter Juit completed I, each 33 by 22 feet, with 'Dream of I'llme'a
Wile.- -Soldieri of the Croie' • Ni«ht of the Crucifixion,' - House of
Cnla|>ha>,'*c., at UM DOHB OALLUKV, 35, New Bond Street, ltailj,
Ten toSix.— la.

THE PRIVATE COLLECTIONS OF ENGLAND.

No. LIX.-NOSTEL PRIORY, WAKEFIELD.

Having described the Italian and English

pictures in Mr. Rowland Winn's collection, we

proceed to deal with those which represent the

remaining continental schools.

By far the most important and interesting of

these works is that very large one (about

12 feet by 8 feet) which is ascribed to Hol

bein, and is entitled ' Sir Thomas More and

his Family.' This picture exhibits eleven life-size

figures in the foreground, another smaller

one in the background, several animals, much

furniture, and many architectural details,

the accessory elements of a handsomely fur

nished apartment, in which are the future

Chancellor, Sir Thomas himself, aged about

fifty years, and his; father, Sir John More, the

judge, aged about seventy-six. On our right of

the picture are Alice, Lady More, second wife

of Sir Thomas, aged fifty-seven ; Margaret

Roper, eldest daughter of Sir Thomas, aged

twenty-two, holding open in her hands Seneca's

tragedy of ' CEdipus ' at the chorus, Act iv. ; and

Cecilia Heron, third daughter of Sir Thomas,

aged twenty. On our left are Mrs. Clement

(wife of Dr. John Clement), whose birth-name was

Gigs, and Elizabeth Dancey, second daughter

of Sir Thomas, with a volume of Seneca's ' Epis

tles ' under her arm. Behind are Anne Cris-

acre, aged fifteen, and John More, to whom she

was betrothed, aged nineteen, son of Sir Thomas,

and Henry Pattison, Sir Thomas's jester ; next

to him, with a roll of paper in his hand, is John
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Harris, secretary to Sir Thomas, and friend of

Mr. Roper, for whom this picture is said to

have been painted. In an inner room is a young

man reading. The student of the history and

character of this highly important picture cannot

do better than consult Mr. Wornum's learned,

elaborate, and almost exhaustive text, ' Life

and Works of H. Holbein,' 1867, p. 231. He

admits the probable correctness of the sugges

tions we offer below.

It is due to Dr. Waagen, who, as we said

before, made a careful examination of this pic

ture, to say that on technical grounds, due to

the redness of the flesh tints, he gave the period

c. 1530 as that of Holbein's practice to which he

ascribed this painting. Mr. Winn tells us that

"1530" is on the canvas, "but was not discovered

till the picture was cleaned by Mr. Holden a few

years ago, when, the old varnish and dirt being

removed, this date was very distinct, and is so

still, although you would not observe it unless

your attention had been called to it. " Assuming

this date to be unchallengeable, it agrees well

enough with the ages of the persons represented.

It is to the credit of the German critic, who has

been most unwarrantably abused on account of

his criticisms on Holbein, that the inscription

referred to by the present owner of the picture,

which escaped our own notice and was unknown

in Waagen's time, and the latter's guess at a date

coincide closely. It is unfortunate, however, that

whereas the critic based his opinion of the

painting on technical grounds, i. e. , the redness

of the flesh tints, he came to the conclusion that

"this is nothing more than an early copy" of

an original by Holbein, the whereabouts and

even the existence of which he did not attempt

to demonstrate. It is this discrepancy which

we have already ventured to call an absurdity

in the expression of Dr. Waagen's opinion, for

if he had satisfied himself that the work is

" nothing more than an early copy," how could

he venture to rely on its technique as a means

of establishing the date or period of its execu

tion in the master's career 1 Dr. Waagen's

opinion is given in ' Treasures of Art in Great

Britain,' iii. 335, a text which is in a some

what confused state, and suggests, by the incom

pleteness of its expressions, that condensation

had injuriously affected the account.

When the picture was cleaned, as above stated,

that operation was effected with considerable

success, and not only was the date in question

brought to light, but a portion of the canvas,

which, in order doubtless to fit the work to

a particular position, had been "turned in,"

was "turned out" again. This portion com

prises the extreme right, and on it is depicted

a monkey. It is said that this painting, in

what condition we cannot say, was, not long after

Holbein's time, in the possession of Andreas

Van Loo, and that it was purchased at his death

by Mr. Roper, grandson of Sir T. More, of

Well Hall, Eltham, the house of that family,

whence it passed by marriage to Sir Rowland

Winn, grandfather of the present owner, since

which transfer it has remained in honourable

guardianship at Nostel Priory, of the hall of

which house it is the chief and magnificent

ornament. This painting was No. 163 in the

National Portrait Exhibition of 1866. A draw

ing by Holbein is in the Basle Museum, and

this agrees in respect to the general disposi

tion of the figures with the picture before us.

There are differences in some of the details

of the drawing and the picture. On this draw

ing, the authenticity of which is not doubted,

the names and ages of the persons represented

are inscribed, as quoted above ; similar inscrip

tions are on the picture before us. More sent

this drawing, by Holbein's hands, to Erasmus

in 1520 ; it bears inscriptions, attributed to More

and Holbein, which, independently of the por

traits, have considerable interest. An outline

of the drawing was engraved in 1794 by Chris

tian von Mechel. There are other versions of

the design, each of which has been said to be

the original picture by Holbein. That this dis

tinction can be allowed to a small painting of

1 Sir T. More and his Family,' which has more

than once been examined, is, we think, on tech

nical grounds, out of the question. Of all the

versions, this before us has, in our opinion, the

most of Holbein's handiwork. We are not pre

pared to say that either of the other versions

shows traces of the master's skill, and, as noticed

below, we believe that a considerable part, or

rather number of parts, of Mr. Winn's painting is

by Holbein ; nevertheless, we should not like to

assert that any portion, however admirable it

may appear to us, is now intact and in the con

dition in which Holbein left it. With regard to

the names and ages of the figures and other

memoranda, as written on the drawing at Basle,

their appearance is consonant with the painter's

practice, as illustrated by very numerous ex

amples among his drawings, with which we do

not include his pictures.

Our opinion of Mr. Winn's picture is that it

was begun in the house of Sir Thomas More,

probably at Chelsea, about 1529 ; that, owing

to what difficulties we cannot say, it was never

carried beyond the general drawing in of the

design of the figures on the canvas and the

final execution of several portions, hereafter

named, of the figures, including certain faces

and other parts, without anything more of

the background than the general disposition of

the lines in perspective and the masses. Hol

bein's noble pictures proper are such master

pieces of composition and—e.g., his magnificent

design for the ' Rehoboam '—are so great as

works of art, that no one can for a moment

doubt his power to make a fine design or "com

position " of figures equal to that at Nostel,

admirable as that is. The drawing at Basle

proves so much as this and leaves no doubt on

the point, although the composition before us

surpasses that at Basle in most respects of

quality, but not more than might be expected to

occur when a great artist was set to carry out his

original ideas on a larger scale than that of their

inception. We know that it was Holbein's

practice to make large drawings, i.e., cartoons or

portraits in chalk, of his sitters, and either paint

on the paper direct, or transfer the outlines to

panel or canvas by "pouncing" or tracing.

This mode of practice is consonant with our idea

of the execution of this painting. Seven such

drawings of the More family are at Windsor. We

suppose the whole of the figures and faces were

drawn on the canvas in a general way and left

subject to corrections as the painter proceeded

from one to another of these elements, finishing,

or intending to finish, each as he proceeded, and

we imagine that Holbein actually completed

certain portions of the whole from the cartoons

which had been previously prepared for the

heads, hands, <&c. , which alone are worthy of him

in Mr. Winn's picture. It is true that Van

Mander described a canvas, painted in water

colours, with life-siao, whole-length figures of

More and his family, in the possession of A. van

Loo. There are questionable elements in this

statement which do not, however, affect our

suggestion as to the character of this picture.

It is our opinion that Holbein proceeded

so far and was interrupted, that the paint

ing remained thus until after his death, and was

then carried on by different and very inferior

hands in the lines the master had laid down—

hands which were incompetent to correct the

very obvious disproportions of the original in its

rudimentary state, unable to introduce the gene

ralizing and systematic light and shade which

Holbein intended for his work, or even to transfer

to the canvas the animated portraiture and other

high qualities of the cartoons which were available

for that purpose ; still less competent may such

hands have been to vivify, as Holbein would

have done, the heads, as they may have been

sketched in a rudimentary fashion. Our suppo

sition seems to account for numerous inequalities

and imperfections of what is, at any rate, a very

noble painting. The striking design, the admir

able composition, the absence of " effect," the

crude chiaroscuro, the keen perception of cha-

racterdisplayedinnearlyall the heads, the extreme

merit of the execution of some of these elements,

the great inferiority of many more of the like, are

in this, but in no other, manner to be accounted

for. We may safely say that no artist but

Holbein then living was likely to paint the More

family at the date in question, and in any fashion

which at all resembles that of the work before

us. We now know enough of Stretes, Girolamo

da Treviso, and Luke Hornebaud, Holbein's

contemporaries in this country, to be able to

say, on technical grounds alone, and apart from

other considerations of persons, time, and place,

that this picture is not due to one of them. All

these circumstances point to Holbein as the

author of this example.

The chief difficulties presented by the Btate of

the work as now existing are thus got over.

These difficulties appear, in the first instance, in

the impossibility of supposing that Holbein

himself drew, or at least intended to leave as

finished, figures of such extreme disproportion

as those before us, of winch nearly all the heads

are much too large for the bodies to which they

belong, while the bodies are again too large for

the lower limbs of each respectively, and the

upper limbs are too large for their lower fellows

severally in pairs. It is not, however, to be for

gotten that there are pictures by Holbein—

noteworthily of which category is ' The Two

Ambassadors ' of Longford Castle, which was

lately at the Royal Academy—containing figures

of life size like those before us, which are by no

means beyond challenge as to the proportions of

their limbs, heads, and torsos. No work of

Holbein's approaches that in question in regard

to these defects, and therefore we are disposed

to imagine that he did not complete the drawing

of the figures on the canvas. In the second in

stance, the awkwardness of the actions of some

of the women on our extreme left, the " dumpi

ness " of the figure of Judge More, and the

want of animation and intelligence in the ex

pression of many of the heads—of which, how

ever, the personal characters and characteristics

have been acutely discriminated the one from the

others—are all points in favour of a suggestion

such as the above. The completely inane action

of the hands of a woman seated on our left

is not due to Holbein, whose drawing

of hands is always admirable. This defec

tive action is of a different nature altogether

from that apparent in the figures of More's

daughters, who sit with the elderly woman on

our right of the composition. This group of

threo females is, apart from certain dispropor

tions, in every respect worthy of Holbein, who

produced so many noble compositions and

grouped figures so admirably in many serious

works. The figures to which wo refer are

thoroughly fine, spontaneous, and self-sustained,

because their designs, expressions, and actions

are quite in accord the one with the others.

In the third instance, the defective portions,

heads and the like, of this great work do not

accord with the pathos of the profound and

almost solemn expression of the face of More

himself, which seems to us a marvellous render

ing of insight into human character, reproducing

with extreme subtlety the utmost energy of

thoughtfulness as marked on a visage where a

far-8«eing, vigorous soul has, so to say, written

iteelf in every line and feature, and manifested

itself in those penetrative yet meditating eyes,

those fine, thin lips, and affected the sedate

reserve of every lineament. In addition, let us

remark that the local colour of the picture is

unequal. More's sleeves, his body clothing, the

red dress of his father, are, allowing for the

injuries of time and meddling hands, extremely

luminous and well employed in regard to the

chiaroscuro of the picture, but these features are

quite out of keeping with others of the same

kind which accompany them here. We dismiss
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altogether the dogs and some minor accessories

of the work as plainly inferior to all the rest of the

painting. In fact, we consider the dogs, as they

now appear, to be due to an artist of another

and much later school than Holbein's ; these

creatures are, in short, absurdities.

To sum up our ideas of the execution of

the painting—of its design and composition

enough has already been said—we think that

the great master did little more than design

the heads of the women on our left and the

subordinate heads on our right. It seems to

us that he had not much more than this to do

witli the figures of the son on one side and the

women on the other side of Sir Thomas himself.

We surmise that his share is considerable in the

heads and certain other parts, as they now exist,

of the three women on our right (see above), and

most of all in the portraits, heads, and figures

of the great Chancellor and his father the judge.

We have little doubt that Holbein, with more

or less distinctness, drew the whole of the design

on the canvas, and proposed abundant revision

as he proceeded. Thus, as it seems to us, he

left the picture with one head, that of Sir

Thomas More, nearly finished, while three other

heads had been far advanced in execution, two

more heads were less so, and the rest of the

work was in outline, or but slightly " carried

further " in any portion, and not at all defined

in moat of the remaining elements. We can

not omit to remark that Holbein's manner of

painting would allow such a state of things

as we suggest to have occurred in this case.

That he finished more than we have named is

inconceivable. Probably some contemporary, or

nearly contemporary, painter completed the pic

ture, or rather covered the canvas as well as he

could, but was not able or did not venture to

correct the disproportions of the sketched figures,

nor to give to those carnations which were most

advanced the intense luminosity of the master's

mode. What may be called a small library

has been written about this extraordinarily im

portant and much disputed painting. Our ob

servations have been founded on careful com

parisons and opportunities granted by Mr.

Rowland Winn.

By Teniers we noticed a 1 Dance of Boors ' in

a landscape, with a chateau on our left. The

design has interest because it shows how closely

the respective classes of the people were inter

mixed while they disported themselves on such

occasions as that here represented ; gentlemen

and ladies, tradesmen and artificers, labourers,

men, women, and children, are all together, and

moro or less deeply concerned in the clumsy

gambols the painter has depicted with charac

teristic spontaneity. It is an unusually sunny,

pure, and warm example of Tenicrs's best time,

very crisp in touch, and neatly finished. In an

upper room at Nostel is a large, very remark

able, and extremely quaint picture of the old

Dutch school, of the class generally associated

with the name of Old Teniers, and representing

in numerous detached groups the ' Approach to

Calvary,' as comprised in a broken and highly

picturesque landscape of a sandy and rocky

undulating country. Calvary is a hillock.

Christ appears among a numerous crowd of

figures, each of which is a carefully discrimi

nated study of character in expression and

action and well composed with its neighbours.

This is the case in every group, separated as it

is throughout the picture, which may therefore

not unfairly be styled a panorama of actions

and incidents of the category familiar to us in

the works of J. Breughel and other members of

the Bchool in question here. Christ and his

attendants follow a troop of men-at-arms, clad

in full armour of the fifteenth century or a

little later, who are riding up a rocky pass

towards the hill of sacrifice. Christ, having

fallen under the weight of the cross, is haled on

his way by rough boors and armed foot-soldiers,

who handle him in a barbarously quaint fashion.

A boy is about to Btrike him with a stick ; the

men shout loudly to those who go before them on

the way, bidding them wait till the fallen victim

shall rise again. Veronica, with her sudarium

carefully displayed, kneels close to the Saviour.

On our loft the Virgin, unheeded by the people,

rubs her eyes grotesquely with the knuckles of

both hands ; a dolorous Magdalene, having the

pot of ointment at her side, kneels near the

mother of Christ, while the other Mary, her

face all red and swollen, sits with folded arms

and contemplates the passage of the cross, as

if its pangs involved griefs which were past

weeping for. A scholar, probably intended for

St. John, with a book in his hand and an ink-

horn at his girdle, looks at the procession pity

ingly. The standard borne by the troops dis

plays in black and gold that "grim twi-necked

Austrian eagle" which doubtless did duty in

the mind of the painter for the antique Roman

imperial banner. There is a pilgrim in mediaeval

costume, wearing his cockle, hat, and shoon, and

carrying his bottle and start, a queer anachronism,

which does not startle the observer of many

oddities in this very curious, highly meritorious,

and wonderfully ugly painting. For Jeru

salem we have the outskirts of a Dutch or

Friesland town, for Jews wo have crowds of

citizens and boors. There must be more than

one version of this rendering of the subject in

the old Dutch manner. Not long after our visit

to Nostel we saw in Piccadilly a picture, some

what smaller than that in question, which

closely resembled it in many of the incidents

represented ; the details and the actions of the

figures also being very much alike in both cases,

the treatment and stj le the same.

The works of restoration in the south transept

of York Minster, which have been in the charge

of Mr. Street during about nine years, are now

complete.

The " Arab Hall," which has been erected

from designs by Mr. O. Aitchison in the house

of Sir Frederick Lcichton at Kensington, and

includes many beautiful shafts, sculptures, and

mosaic enrichments, with a large collection of

Damascus tiles, is now complete, and presents

a most superb appearance ; it is distinguished

by great elegance of taste in the design, colour,

and decorations. Our readers will remember

Mr. Aitchison's drawings for this work at the

last Royal Academy Exhibition. We noticed

theso drawings in our review of that gathering.

We may as well say that, as a matter of course,

the "Arab Hall," being part of the P. R.A. 's

private house, is not shown to the public on

any pretext.

Mr. Fono Madox Brows has just finished

his second mural painting, which is the first in

decorative and chronological order of the series

intended to decorate the Great Hall of the

Town Hall at Manchester. The subject of this

work is ' The Romans building a Fort at Man-

cenion'; we described the design at some length

many months ago. We likewise described the

design of the second picture of the series, the

first to be executed, which represents the bap

tism of the King of Northumbria. Our readers

are in possession of details of the design of the

third picture of the same class, to lie painted

by Mr. Brown in the same Town Hall, the sub

ject of which is the expulsion of the Danes

from Manchester. These pictures, being per

manent, although produced in a mode equally

valuable, are not frescoes proper.

The fund being raised for the proposed Art

Gallery at Birmingham amounts now, wo hear,

to about 14,00(M.

The seventh annual exhibition of works of

art in the Pavilion at Brighton is now open.

M. Tissot is engaged on a very popular work.

This is a translation into modern terms of the

story of the Prodigal Son. M. Tissot's Prodigal

is not at all heroic. His history is told in four

compositions. In the first the scene is an old-

fashioned room, with charts and maps upon tho

walls and a great bow window giving on to the

Thames. To the right are the Prodigal and his

father ; they are speaking, and the elder man

is handing to the younger a cheque. To the

left, displeased and sulky, are tho Prodigal's

brother and a young lady seated at a table. In

the second of the series, which will probably

prove the most popular of the four, the scene

has shifted to Japan, Where, in a teahouse on the

water, lighted with crimson lanterns, the Pro

digal is watching a bevy of Japanese dancers.

In the third, on a London wharf, the Prodigal,

in rags, is kneeling before his father. Behind

them are the discontented brother and the

young lady of the first picture. In the fourth

the fatted calf has been killed and is being

eaten. The background is a June landsoape.

To the left, in an arbour commanding the river,

the Prodigal and his family are at table.

Messrs. C. Keoan Patjl & Co. have in tho

press a work by Robert Edis, entitled ' Decora

tion and Furniture of Town Houses.' It is

virtually an amplification of the Cantor Lectures

delivered a few months since, and will be illus

trated by numerous designs and examples of

decoration and furniture. The same publishers

will issue immediately the first volume of

Woltmann and Woermann's ' History of Paint

ing,' which treats of painting in antiquity and

the middle ages. The translation has been pre

pared under the supervision of Prof. Sidney

Colvin, and the illustrations are numerous.

Messrs. Sampson Low & Co. announce

a new Edition de luxe of Washington Irving's

' Little Britain,' ' The Spectre Bridegroom,' and

' A Legend of Sleepy Hollow,' with engravings

on wood from designs by C. O. Murray ; ' A

Treatise on Etching,' text and plates by Maxime

Lalanne, translated by S. R. Koehler, with

notes ; two now volumes of Mr. Poynter's scries

of "Text-Books of ArtEducation,"namely, 'Ger

man, Flemish, and Dutch Painting,' by H. Wilmot

Buxton and E. J. Poyr.ter, R.A., and ' Ancient

Scnlpture, Egyptian and Greek,' by G. Redford ;

and the following additions to the series of

" Illustrated Biographies of the Great Artists,"

namely, ' Fra Angelico and Masaccio,' by

Catherine Mary Phillimore ; ' Fra Bartolommeo

and Andrea del Sarto,' by Leader Scott ; 'Sir

David Wilkie,' by J. W. Mollett, M.A.; and

' Gainsborough and Constable,' by G. M. Brock-

Arnold.

Messrs. Piloeram <fe Lefevre, the well-

known art publishers, have dissolved partner

ship, and the business will in future be carried

on by Mr. L. H. Lefevre alone.

The French journals announce the death of

M. C. Jules Labarte, member of the Academy,

and author of several well-known archaeological

works, including ' L'Histoire des Arts Industriels

au Moyen Age,' Ac, and ' La Peinturo sur

Email,' &c. M. Labarte was in his eighty-

fourth year. He succeeded M. C. Texier in the

Academy in 1871.

We have received from the bureaux of the

Moniteur des Arts, Rue de Me'dicis, Paris,

the sixth annual volume of the ' Dictionnaire

Veron, Section des Beaux-Arts,' a stout little

tome of 756 pages, which contains, in the alpha

betical order of the artists' names, brief descrip

tions and criticisms of works of art in the last

Salon. These comments are somewhat emotional,

but they are marked by good feeling and good

taste so far as they go. The book will be useful

for reference.

The Builder says that, under the auspices of

the Donatello Society of Florence, an exhibition

of modern pictures from many countries is now

open in the palace of Count Serristori, who

generously lent a gallery for the occasion.

These works are gathered with tho intention of

exciting emulation in the minds of the painters

of the city, and educating the Florentine public

by means of the finest examples of current art
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which can be procured. Tho greater number of

the pictures which have been already hung are

French, and include some examples from the

last Salon. Pictures by M. Meissonier and

others who do not contribute to the Salon are

on their way to Florence, as well as some English

paintings. A collection of old tapestries and

other articles will be opened next month in the

Refectory of the Cloisters of Santa Croce,

Florence. Another exhibition, comprising in

stances of art applied to industry, will be added

to the above gatherings in the same month.

By an oversight in the use of notes describing

pictures belonging to the Earl of Feversham at

Duncombe Park (see Athen., "The Private

Collections of England," No. LVIL, p. 344,

col. 1), we included among existing works of

art in that gallery Hoppner's portraits of Mr.

and Lady C. Duncombe, and two landscapes by

Wootton. These oxamples were burned in the

late fire at Duncombe Park. The remaining

forty-three paintings we mentioned were saved.

MUSIC

Beethoven. By Richard "Wagner. With a

Supplement from the Philosophical Works

of Arthur Schopenhauer. Translated by

Edward Dannreuther. (Reeves.)

Fkom Wagner's preface to the present

volume, which was published in Germany

in 1870, we learn that it was written as the

author's contribution to the celebration of the

centenary of Beethoven's birth. Its object

is stated by "Wagner as being " to offer a

written exposition of his thoughts on the

significance of Beethoven's music." That

such a work should not have been sooner

translated into English will furnish small

cause for surprise to those who know the

original. In the first place, it is more a

philosophical than a strictly musical trea

tise, and from its method of dealing with

the subject would appeal to only a minority

of musicians. Moreover, those who are

acquainted with Wagner's writings know

that he has a very distinct style, his literary

compositions being hardly less individual

than his music ; and an adequate trans

lation of one of his works into another

tongue is a task of no average difficulty.

The present book is assuredly one of his

hardest to render into English, and there

are few among us who would have the

requisite time, knowledge, and enthusiasm

for the subject to do it full justice. Our

first duty, therefore, is warmly to congratu

late Mr. Dannreuther on the admirable

manner in which he has acquitted himself

of his self-imposed labour. His translation

is most faithful to the original, while he has

not hesitated at times to modify somewhat

the merely external form of his author's

sentences. The genius of the German lan

guage is so different from that of our own

that too slavish an adherence to fidelity in

details would produce a result which would

be clumsy and cumbrous, if not absolutely

unreadable. In a few cases where Mr.

Dannreuther appoars to have felt that the

English version failed to give the precise

significance of the German, the latter is

added at tho foot of tho pago. We can give

no higher praise than to say that the book

reads more liko an original work than a

translation.

Wngner commences his book with the

remark that it is difficult to givo a satisfac

tory account of the relation a great artist

bears towards his nation, and that this diffi- i

culty is far greater in the case of a musician '

than in that of a poet or plastic artist. A (
poet's ideas will to some extent be modi- f

fled by the language in which he writes, '

and the productions of a painter will be

influenced by his country and his people. .

But as music is a universal language, and

conveys no picture of any actual objects, the -

composer cannot be connected with his

nation by any analogous means. Wagner

says that the entire difference between the ;

poet and the musician depends on the

manner of the intuition of the Idea ; and

this brings him naturally to an exposition

of Schopenhauer's theory on the nature of

music, as set forth in his great work ' Die

Welt als Wille und Vorstellung.' He

says (p. 8) :-—

" Schopenhauer was the first to perceive and

point out with philosophical clearness the proper

position of music with reference to the other

fine arts, inasmuch as he awards to music a

nature entirely different from that of poetic or

plastic art. He starts from the surprise we all

feel that music speaks a language immediately

intelligible to each of us without the mediation

of intellectual conceptions, in which respect it

differs entirely from poetry, the sole materials

of which are concepts serving to transmit the

idea. According to the philosopher's lucid and

convincing definition, the Ideas of the world and

its essential phenomena are in a Platonic sense

the object of the fine arts in general ; whilst the

poet brings these Ideas home to our conscious

ness by the use of national concepts in a manner

peculiar to his art. Schopenhauer believes it

imperative to recognize in music itself an Idea

of the world, since whoever could completely

elucidate music, or rather translate it into

rational concepts, would at the same time have

produced a philosophy explaining the world."

It is almost impossible to condense within

the limits of a review the close chain of

reasoning which Wagner pursues, in which

he carries out and applies the views enun

ciated in the above extract. We must con

tent ourselves with a brief summary of the

conclusions at which he arrives. A short

quotation will help us to place ourselves at

the author's point of view :—

"We are likely to attain some insight into

the essential nature of music as an art by watch

ing the inspired musician's mode of production.

Such production must, in many respects, be

thoroughly different from that of other artists.

In the case of plastic artists we saw that produc

tion was preceded by pure perception of objects,

free from any influence of the Will, a mode of

perception which is to be reproduced in the

spectator's mind by the effect of the work

brought forth. But no such objects, which with

tho aid of pure perception may be elevated to

the Idea, are ever beheld by a musician, for his

music is itself an Idea of the world, wherein

the world immediately exhibits its essential nature,

while in the plastic arts that nature is exhibited

through the mediation of cognition."—P. 19.

In coming to speak of the special develop

ment of Beethoven's genius, Wagner cor

rectly describes him as a composer of sonatas,

because in by far the greater number of his

best works " tho outline of the sonata-form

was tho veil-like tissue through which he

gazed into the realm of sounds." Instead

of overthrowing tho established forms he

ennobled them, and gave a deeper eigni-

' ficance to their contents :—

" For inasmuch as he again raised music, that

' had been degraded to a merely diverting art, to

" the height of its sublime calling, he has led us

i to understand the nature of that art from which

the world explains itself to every consciousness

as distinctly as the most profound philosophy

could explain it to a thinker well versed in ab

stract conceptions. And the relation of the great

Beethoven to the German nation is based upon this

alone."—P. 41.

It is by no means easy to understand what

Wagner means by saying, on the very next

page, that if Beethoven ' ' had consciously

transformed or overthrown the external

forms of music he found extant, that would

have been acting according to reason."

This appears to us to imply the paradox

that while the composer "raised the art to

the height of its sublime calling," he was

still acting contrary to reason. Surely so

extraordinary a statement as this requires

some proof, or at least some arguments to

support it ; but Wagner merely makes the

statement and passes on, saying :—

" Here again is apparent the peculiarity of

the German nature, which is inwardly so richly

and deeply endowed that it leaves its impress

upon every form, remodels the form from

within, and thus escapes the necessity of ex

ternally overthrowing it. So Germans are not

revolutionaries, but reformers ; and thus they

are enabled to retain a richer variety of forms

for the manifestation of their inner nature than

other nations. "—P. 43.

The comparison which Wagner makes

between the music of Beethoven and that

of his immediate predecessors, Mozart and

Haydn, is interesting, though it is not sur

prising to find that the author is disposed,

in our opinion, to undervalue the works of

the earlier masters. In speaking of the

Ninth Symphony, of the importance of

which work in relation to our author's art

theories our readers will probably be well

aware, Wagner appears to give the rein

to his imagination, for he speaks much of

Beethoven's Idea of the Good Man, and

describes the well-known subject of the

Ode to Joy as " the melody proper to this

Good Man." We can imagine how this

would have astonished the composer. Many

of Wagner's remarks on this symphony are

both true and eloquent ; how far any of the

ideas suggested themselves to Beethoven is

another question.

The remarks on the progress made by

music through the influence of Beethoven

are worth quoting in extenso :—

" If we survey the progress which music has

made under Beethoven from an historical point

of view, we may briefly describe it as the attain

ment of a faculty which had previously been,

denied to it ; by virtue of this faculty music,

from tho confines of iesthetical beauty, strides

into the sphere of tho Sublime ; and in this

sphere it has been released from all constraint

of traditional or conventional forms, and it

completely penetrates and animates these forma

with its proper spirit. And this achievement

appears evident to every human heart and mind

by the character Beethoven has imparted to the

chief form of all music, Melody ; for melody

has now regained the highest natural simplicity,

as the source from which it can be renewed and

invigorated at any time, and for any require

ment, and expanded to the highest, richest

variety. And we may group all this under one

head, intelligible to every one. Melody, through

Beethoven, has become emancipated from the

influence of fashion and fluctuating taste, and

elevated to an ever valid, purely human type.

Beethoven's music will be understood at any

; time, whilst the music of his predecessors

i will, for the most part, remain intelligible only

) through the medium of light thrown upon it by

i the history of art."—Pp. 71, 72.
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Though wo certainly demur to the last

sentence of this extract, the remainder of

the passage is both just and forcibly ex

pressed. 'Wagner then speaks of the other

great advance made by Beethoven—his

giving a now significance to vocal music in

its relation to purely instrumental. This we

find in the Choral Symphony and the great

Mass in d, and it leads to the discussion of

the general question of the relation of poetry

and music to each other. Into this we are

unable to enter here, as it is impossible

to compress "Wagner's arguments within

reasonable, limits. For them we must refer

our readers to the volume itself. The con

clusion at which our author arrives will be

anticipated by those famibar with his writ

ings. He says that what Shakspeare is to

the drama, Beethoven is to music, and that

the most perfect work of art would be found

in the combining of the sister arts in one.

This, as is well known, is what Wagner has

attempted in his later works, especially in

his ' Tristan und Isolde ' and the ' King des

Nibelungen,' with a very large measure of

success ; and the present volume, while most

interesting as a tribute of one great genius

to another, is also significant as being un

doubtedly intended, at least in part, as a

defence and justification of the art theories

of the author.

As an appendix to the volume two trans

lations from Schopenhauer's philosophical

works are given, which will prove of con

siderable assistance to the reader in following

"Wagner's chain of argument in the first part

of the book. The whole work cannot cer

tainly be called light reading, but it will

repay the attention of the student who is

interested in musical philosophy.

The season of Promenade Concerts at Covent

Garden which ends to-night has been note

worthy for the persistent efforts of Mr. F. H.

Cowen, the ci inductor, to give genuine musical

interest to the nightly programmes, and to avoid

every concession to debased and vulgar tastes.

By the adoption of this policy Mr. Cowen has

shown himself to be an earnest and conscientious

musician. Ho will have a better opportunity

of displaying his qualifications as a conductor

at the series of concerts he intends to give at

St. James's Hall in November and December

next ; but it is only fair to say that tho per

formances of classical works under his baton at

Covent Garden have been of higher excellence

latterly than at the commencement of the

season.

Messrs. Sampson Low & Co. are about to

publish a series of biographies of the great

musicians. The following volumes of the series,

which will be edited by Dr. F. Hueffer, are an

nounced: 'Wagner, 'by the editor, and 'Weber,'

by Sir Julius Benedict.

Messrs. Horn & Son, of Croydon, have

shown us their improved regulating Digitorium.

By the simplest possible mechanical contrivance,

the depth to which the keys sink under the

touch and the force of their resistance can be

regulated, tho pressure being indicated on a

scale. Tho least resistance is less than that of

the keys of an ordinary piano, the greatest more

than that of an organ with all the manuals

coupled. Besides its use to the player on the

pianoforte, harmonium, or organ, the instru

ment has been tried and found to be of service

in cases of paralysis of the fingers. A rest for

the wrist can be fitted to the sides of the case,

and by exercising the fingers upon the keys the

power of stiff joints has been increased. The

instrument has been thus used at the National

Hospital for the Paralyzed and Epileptic in

Queen Square. Messrs. Horn & Son have also

invented a new construction of \ lever for the

keys of the pianoforte.

Mr. George Riseley's new series of Orches

tral Concerts, at the Colston Hall, Bristol,

commenced last Monday evening.

The preliminary announcement has been

issued of the forthcoming season of the Brixton

Choral Society, under the direction of Mr. Wil

liam Lemare. Four concerts will be given, of

which the dates are not yet fixed, at the Angell

Town Institution, and the following works will

be performed : Weber's ' Preciosa,' Hiller's

' Song of Victory,' Mendelssohn's ' Loreley,'

Handel's ' Samson,' Haydn's ' Creation,' Ros

sini's ' Stabat Mater,' and Sullivan's ' The Pro

digal Son.'

During his next concert tour Anton Rubin-

Btein, it is said, intends to visit Spain for the

first time.

Hf.rr Unger, the tenor who sang Siegfried at

the Bayreuth performances of 187C, has been

engaged for the Opera at Strasbourg during the

coming season.

The first of the Gewandhaus Concerts at

Leipzig for the coming season will take place

on October 7th.

Under the direction of Dr. Hans von Biilow

a series of subscription concerts is to be given in

the Hoftheater at Meiningen during the months

of November and December, the programmes of

which will consist exclusively of compositions

by Beethoven, the complete series of whose

symphonies is to be given. At the last concert,

which is not included in the subscription, the

Ninth Symphony is to be performed twice, an

experiment which was projected for last season,

but not carried out.

Hekr Ignaz Brull has written a violin con

certo, which Herr Lauterbach, of Dresden, will

produce during the coming season.

Skinor Francesco Florimo, Archiviste of

the Conservatory at Naples, is preparing for

publication the correspondence of Bellini, who

was a personal friend of his.

Some two years since the Russian Government

sent two musicians to Siberia to collect and

write down the national melodies. By travel

ling from village to village, and attending the

various festivities of the peasants, they have

obtained a large number of tunes, including

about thirty which were previously unknown.

The collection is to be published during tho

coming winter, and is looked for with much

curiosity in Russian musical circles.

DRAMA

LYCEUM.—'The CORSICAN BROTHERS.' to-nlffht at MX).—'The
CORSICA N BROTHERS' hnvintr been received with dlrtliif?ui*heii
favour, Mr. Irving bfc* to announce to the public that thia Drama will
be performed Every Evening until further nutiie — I.ut'ISand FABIKN
DEI FKANf HI. MR. IRVING , CHATKAU-HJSNAUD, MR. TERRIS*;
KMII.IK DE LESI'ARKK. WISH FOWLER.—7.3u, new Comedy, In One
Act, by A. W. rinero, 'BYGONES.'

THE WEEK.

Lyceum.—Bevival of ' The Corsican Brother*.' Adapted
by Dion Boucicault.—Production of ' Bygones,' a Comedy
in One Act. By A. W. Plnero.
Haymarket.—Revival of 'Leap Year,' a Comedy in Two

Acts, by J. B. Buckstone ; and ' A Widow Hunt,' a Comedy
In Three Acts, by J. Stirling Coyne.
Sadler's Wells.—' Othello.'

That the rdle of the brothers Dei Franchi

is within Mr. Irving's reach needs scarcely

to be stated. So limited is the scope for

acting it offers, some cause for wonder is

afforded that successive actors have regarded

it with favour. No room is there for such

striking contrast between two natures wholly

different, united, as it appears, in one in

dividuality, as is seen in the dual rdle of

Lesurques and Dubosc in ' The Courier of

Lyons.' The utmost that can be done by a

competent executant is to mark the differ

ence, but faintly indicated in the text,

between the peaceful and amorous resident

in cities and the stern and warlike hunts

man of the mountains, and to stamp upon

the aspect and bearing of one of the

brothers the kind of fatefulness to be ex

pected in the case of one whom the superior

powers have chosen as their ministrant or

their tool. To do this may task too heavily

the powers of an inferior artist, but can

scarcely be much of a trial to Mr. Irving.

The performance accordingly inspired the

utmost delight in the general audience, and

won the favourable recognition of those

who did not, like the great majority of

those present, come with a resolution to be

pleased quand mfane.

That portions of the representation seem

heavy is attributable to two facts : first, that

the time in which the whole is taken is too

slow, and next, that the play itself, having

in it no element of dramatic intensity, com

mences already to be out of date. The

original story, with all the advantage it can

derive from the dialogue of Dumas, is old-

fashioned and improbable, and tho play,

which has no literary pretensions, appears

even more out of date. In the novel Dumas

himself fills the rdle assigned in the drama

to Meynard, and is a witnesser of and partici

pant in tho events described. His personal

narration gives the whole a vivacity which

cannot be preserved in the play. Few as are

the additions, their effect is damuging. A

woman who, though happily married, ven

tures at midnight, in the hope of securing

compromising letters, into a bal d'opera, and

in the same foolish quest accepts four hours

later the escort, to an unnamed locality,

of the very man to whom tho letters are

addressed, is a character in which the

modern playgoer has little faith. So little

faith has he that ' The Corsican Brothers '

is practically without feminine interest and

is little more than a fairly clever arrange

ment of ghost tableaux.

With so much care have theso been

arranged, the only fault to be found is that

the whole goes, as has been said, too slowly.

Frequently as ' The Corsican Brothers ' has

been mounted, it has never received a mine

en scene such as is now accorded it. Tho

presentation of the bal d'opera is a marvel

of scenic decoration and arrangement, and

the successive tableaux in which tho action

is set are one and all excellent. In re

spect of costume artistic effect has been

sacrificed to accuracy. In the picturesque

Corsican dress of the first act, for which he

has the warranty of the author, Mr. Irving-

looks exceedingly well. For tho kind of

Comte D'Orsay-like neglige1 which he wears

as Meynard, Mr. Pinero might with advan

tage have substituted the black velvet just-

aucorps, the slashed sleeves, the striped

silk shirt, the Spanish gaiters, and the felt

hat which Dumas is at the trouble to de

scribe as his own equipment. It was diffi

cult, moreover, for the spectator contem

plating the costumes of some of the person

ages to discard the associations with Alfred

Jingle, and other characters in tho early

novels of Dickens, which they were calcu

lated to suggest.

Mr. Irving's own performance is full of

colour. The idea of supprossed passion

and emotion is conveyed, and the fatei'i
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element is well shown. Of those who

act with him, Mr. Terriss as^ Chateau-

Itenaud and Miss Fowler as Emilie de

Lesparre alono pass mediocrity. The

former plays well, and the latter makes as

much of the character assigned her as can

reasonably be expected.

An opening comedietta by Mr. A. W.

Pinero, entitled ' Bygones,' is inferior to

previous works of the same author. Its

motive is fresh and truthful, but the treat

ment is conventional, and the characters

need further elaboration than is supplied.

The principal character, played by the

author, is wholly unsuited to its exponent.

Mr. Pinero's line is eccentric comedy, and the

part he assumes demands pathos—a quality

in which apparently he is wholly deficient.

With the exception of a pleasant piece of

acting by Miss Alma Murray as the heroine,

the whole performance may be classed as

indifferent. Both plays, the novelty and

the revival, were received with warm favour.

The greeting accorded Mr. Irving may, in

deed, be described as tumultuous.

'Leap Year,' which has been revived at

the Haymarket, has not been seen in London

for more than a quarter of a century. It is a

late comedy of Buckstone, and, unlike most

works of that prolific dramatist, it is so far

original that no previous play or novel,

French or English, has supplied its plot and

characters. Brisk, clever, and bustling, if

wholly farcical and preposterous, it may bo

seen with certainty of amusement. To fit it

to modern tastes considerable alterations

have been made in the plot. The number

of the acts has been reduced from three to

two. Sir Solomon Solus, a character created

by Keeley, with two or three others of the

dramatis peruana, has been omitted, and some

change has been made in the dialogue and

the business. More than one of these altera

tions is the reverse of judicious. A comic

scone in which an invontory is taken of the

furniture, while needlessly complicating the

action, introduces an element of added im

probability ; and the omission of some dia

logue assigned to Miss O'Leary renders

wholly unintelligible the appearance of

Dimple, the central character, in a pre

posterous attire of parchments. It is possible

that this omission and one or two other

errors are attributable to want of prepara

tion, the performance generally displaying

an amount of unreadiness highly condemn-

able when, as in the present case, adequate

time is known to have been afforded for

rehearsal.

Thanks to a good cast and to the intrinsic

vitality of the play, a conquest was effected

over these difficulties, and the performance

was a success. Mr. J. S. Clarke assumed

the r6U of Dimple, which Buckstone wrote

for himself, and gave it with remarkable

drollery. In itself the part is little. Smug,

smirking self-satisfaction is all for which it

affords room, though there is one of those

scenes of drunkenness to which, considering

how frequent they are, actors attach un

necessary and exaggerated importance.

Into this rdle, which in New York waa

played by Burton, an excellent comedian,

Mr. Clarko infuses an amusing amount of

spirit. Alternately coaxing and arrogant

in his behaviour, he preserves through all

the simper of intellectual feebleness and

the stolidity of ineffable self-conceit. With

how much drollery Mr. Clarke can charge

his gait, his look, his wink, lovers of

mirth are aware. The value of his method

is in this case thoroughly evident, and the

entire representation is in the highest degree

exhilarating. The rdle of Sir William

Willoughby, who, in order to win the

hand of Lady Flora Flowerdew, a widow,

dresses himself as a footman, and enters her

service, was taken by Mr. Conway, who, in

assuming a part created by Charles Kean,

showed his capacity for a line of business

outside his ordinary walk. Mr. Kemble

assumed Charles Selby's part of Capt.

Mouser ; Mrs. John Wood, succeeding Mrs.

Fitzwilliam, played in her brilliantly comic

style Miss O'Leary, but seemed ill at ease

with the brogue ; and Miss Linda Dietz,

replacing Mrs. Charles Kean, acted with

singular moderation and taste in the very

difficult rdle of the heroine.

With this curious specimen of an old-

fashioned play, the original production of

which dates back to 1850, is given Stirling

Coyne's three-act comedy of ' A Widow

Hunt.' In this Mr. Clarke reappears as

Major Wellington de Boots, probably the

most comic of his many comic impersona

tions. In no other part is the full drollery

of the most inimitable grimacer and most

diverting low comedian since Liston seen to

equal advantage. The bellicose pretensions,

the martial swagger, and the uneasy con

sciousness of innate cowardice are presented

with unsurpassable skill, and the whole is

a masterpiece of extravagant humour. Mr.

Conway is less at ease as Felix Featherley

than he was as Willoughby, but his brisk

ness of style and distinction of appearance

are of use. Miss Gerard was Mrs. Feather-

ley, Miss Linda Dietz Mrs. Swandown, and

Mr. Kemble Icebrook. Both pieces were

received with marked demonstrations of

favour.

' Othello ' has been mounted at Sadler's

Wells with much taste, and has been pro

duced with a carefully selected cast. The

feature of most interest in the revival is the

assumption by Mr. Charles Warner of the

part of Othello. In this Mr. Warner shows

his command of great resources and displays

much force. In emotional power and in

poetic insight he has as yet great progress

to make before he is entitled to stand forth

as an interpreter of Shakspeare's greatest

creations. Mean time his effort is not want

ing in promise. Mr. Vezin repeats his

performance of Iago—a thoroughly ripe,

sustained, and intellectual piece of acting,

on the whole the best rendering of Iago the

modern playgoer has seen. The dresses,

prepared under the direction of Mr. E. W.

(iodwin, and the decorations generally, are

creditable to a management which is doing

much to bring back the ancient reputation

of Sadler's Wells.

gnrntirfir vSosssbj.

' Forget-Me-Not,' with which the Prince of

Wales's Theatre reopens this evening, can only

be played for a few days, in consequence of the

forthcoming production of ' Anne-Mie.' It is

prefaced by a new comedietta of Mr. Sydney

Grundy, entitled 'A Debt of Honour.'

At the Gaiety Matine"es a miscellaneous enter

tainment, called ' The Brook,' is now given by

five American actors. It consists of songs,

dances, and recitations, which are supposed to

be exhibited on the occasion of a picnic.

The Palais Royal has reopened with 'Les

Diables Roses ' of MM. Grange" and Lambert-

Thiboust, and ' Deux Chambres,' a one-act

comedietta of M. Ordonneau. Between the

two pieces a poetical prologue, by M. Theodore

de Banville, was spoken by Mdlle. Legault.

The decorations of the theatre, which are in

the style of the R^gence, are pretty and taste

ful, and wholly suited to the character of the

entertainments supplied at the theatre. Among

the most noteworthy designs are a nymph carried

off by a satyr, which forms the central figure

of the drop scene, and two large figures, pre

senting respectively La Come"die and La Folie,

supporting the central decoration, upon which

are traced two lines of Rabelais :—

Mieux est de ris que de larmes escrire,
Pour ce que rire est le propre de l'homme.

' Les Parents d'Alice,' with which the

Ode"on has reopened, is a four-act prose comedy

of M. Charles Garand, dealing with a question

not unlike that which underlies the new come

dietta of Mr. Pinero at the Lyceum. As the

supposed daughter of a physician, Alice is about

to marry Maurice, Comte de Chatenay. La

Marquise de Chatenay, aunt to the count,

anxious to secure his hand for her daughter,

tells the girl she is the offspring of Bohemian

parents, and has been adopted by the count.

Alice then refuses to bring disgrace to the family

of her lover. An unexpected chango is, how

ever, brought about when the physician reveals

that, instead of being the child of the disreput

able couple in question, she is an illegitimate

daughter of the marquise herself. ' La Peau

de l'Archonte ' of M. Liquier is a pleasant

sketch in verse of Athenian manners. A mar

riage has been arranged between the children

of two Athenian bourgeois, when news is received

of the death of the Archon Clytus. Each of

the bourgeois aspires to be his successor, and

a rupture of the nuptial arrangements in pro

gress is the result of the quarrel thus begotten.

Fortunately for the young folk, Clyton proves

to be alive and well, and the suspended negotia

tions are resumed. A prologue by M. Theodore

de Banville was spoken by M. Porel.

'Nos Deputes en Robes de Chambre,' with

which the Vaudeville has reopened, is prefaced

by ' L'Heure du Patissier,' a one-act sketch of

M. Paul Ferrier. The plot of this trifle shows

the kind of flirtation which in Paris is carried

on at the pastrycooks' under the guise of the

consumption of cakes, and discloses a language

of gdteaux not less complete and significant if

more substantial than that of flowers.

Miss Rose Eytinoe is to appear at the Park

Theatre, New York, in October, in an adapta

tion from a novel by Mr. Townsend Percy. The

scene is laid in Florence, and Miss Eytinge will

personate a passionate, unscrupulous, revenge

ful, but fascinating woman—a creature with all

the vicious propensities of medueval times con

cealed beneath the gloss of modern culture.

MISCELLANEA

The Pound of Flesh.—A curious parallel to the

quibble by which Portia defeats Shylock is

found in the story of Loki's wager with Brock

(Skalda 35, Simrock's ' Edda/ p. 305). The

Asir decide in favour of the latter, but Loki,

who hits wagered his head, saves himself by the

plea that the head alono belongs to his advorsary,

the neck mubt not be touched. Hahn (' Studien,'

pp. 140 <hff.) touches on this story in his ela

borate parallel between Loki and Prometheus,

but has nothing to say about this particular in

cident. Can Mr. Conway expound the hidden

meaning of the myth i Alfred Nutt.

To Oohrespoxdests.—8. W.—T. A. Jt.—S. P.—P. B. 8.—

received.
No notice can be taken of anonymous communications.
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GRIFFITH & FARRAN'S NEW BOOK LIST.

WORKS BY THE LATE

W. H. G. KINGSTON,
" THE JfODERX MARRYA T.n

16mo. cloth clritut. fi* mrh ; or, bevelled boards, gilt edges,
"*. od. each, tullj Illutrau-d.

The THREE MIDSHIPMEN. With
34 Page Illustrations by various Artista.

"A rattling fW*a-st>rY."—Daily TtUyr/tf/t .
" Will be read with intense delhrht."—Art Journal.

The THREE LIEUTENANTS; or,
Naval Life la the Nineteenth Century.

" Well calculated to interest dots."—Athenmum.
" Will ao doabt prove highly interesting to all \xrf*."— Daily Xtwi.

The THREE COMMANDERS; or,
Active Serrlce Afloat la Modern Days.

The THREE ADMIRALS, and the
AlI rentare* of their Young Followers.

" A capital story of adventure "— Time*.
" Not only ail-rcU amusement, but conveys incidentally a large

amount of information Mull Ontrite

HURRICANE HURRY; or, the Adven-

tamflf 1 Nnvnl officer Afl'Mtt and on Shore during the American
War of Independence.

" Worthy of 11 gentleman who knows how to write a ' boy s book' ai
well aa any mnu.'—Sftertator.

The MISSING SHIP; or, Notes from
the Log of the Our»l Galley.

" Can write a sea-story fur l> >ts better than any man." — Mormaa Pott.
" The tales are always well t .l 1 ."—AtXtn4rum.

TRUE BLUE ; or, the Life and Adven-
lures of a British

■ As full of adventure a
of the Old School.

1 egg is full of meat ."— Ttmitf F.iir.

WILL WEATHERHELM; or, the Yarn

of an Old Pallor about his Early Life and Ad ventures,
"There is not a dry page In the volume. ' —Timet.

Illustrated, rlnth elegant, 5s. ; or. bevelled

The RIVAL CRUSOES.
" Full of Incident."—Atkenctm
" The bouk u a good ou«.' —Timus.

K ill

Illustrated, cloth elegant, it ; or, gilt edges, 3s. 6a\

JOHN DEANE, of NOTTINGHAM:
his Adventures and Exploits.

" The boys who read It are to be envied by those who do not."
ArtJc

Illustrated, rloth elegant, Sj. <W each . or, gilt edges, it. each.

FRED MARKHAM in RUSSIA; or,
the Boy Travellers In the land of the Oar.

"The - -■•■nn, national characteristics, Ac, are vividly

deacri t>ed, ' '~iCoat*nJonmtt.

MANCO, the PERUVIAN CHIEF;
or, an Englishman's Adventures in the Country of the Inras.

" Mr Kin»:»ton displays a knowledge of his subject "—Spectator.
" Can scan-rly fail of captivating youthful readers."

Educational Ttmtt.

MARK SEAWORTH: a Tale of the
Indian Ocean.

"Not read .Mark Senworth.' do you say? Then you have not read
one of the best of Sr. Kingston's capital sea-stories,"—Jfoneon/ormitt.

SALT WATER ; or, the Sea Life and

Adventures of Nell D'An-y.the Midshipman.
" With the exception of Captain Marryat. we know of 00 English

author who will compare with Mr. Kingston as a writer of nautical
adventure."- llluntrnttd .Vsm.

PETER the WHALER: his Early Life
and Adventures in the Arctic Regions.

** A good picture of life at sea. "— I^edt Mcrrury.
" la * Pclvr the Whaler ' Mr. Kingston is quite ut his beat ."

Literary Churchman.

Cloth elegant, 3s. each ; or, gilt edges, 3s. Gd. each.

OUR SOLDIERS; or, Anecdotes cf

the Campaigns and Oallant I>> eds of the HriiUh Army during the
Reign of Her Majesty lineen Vl.-iurla. With Frontispiece.

" Wurthy to be placed inn boy s hands."— Times.

OUR SAILORS; or, Anecdotes of the

KiiLH?eim'nt* and (inllant l>>els of the liritieh Navy rtnrinr the
Keirfn of Her Majesty Uueen Victoria. With Frontispiece.

"Full of life and exciting descriptions of gallant deeds."
Schsoi

Fenp. Svo. cloth elegant. Is. 6d.

The HEROIC WIF.B; or, the
Wiitidprew on the Amaxon.

" Graphically written ; contains a good deal of matter descriptive of
American scenery . "—Liverpool Albion.

Rnyal lCmo. cloth elrgant, 1*. Gd.

The CHILD of the WRECK; or, the
I.c-t» of the Royal George.

" Wai douiitkss be a favourite with the j

NEW BOOKS,

TO APPEAR IMMEDIATELY.

The OTHER SIDE: How It Struck

l'n. Betas- Sketches of a Winter Yialt to the United Sutcs and
Ida. By C. li. BEHHY. Demy Svo. cloth, 9t.

HEROES of HISTORY and LEGEND.

Translated by JOHN LANCELOT SHADWELL, from the German
•Charat'iorbllder ans Geschlchte and Sage,- by A. W. OKU1SK.

Crown ovo. lot. Sd.

CHURCH EMBROIDERY and

L WORK. DESIGNS for, from Old Example*: a Set of
of Sixty Patterns. Collected and Arranged by Miss K. S.
IOKNE. is Sheets demy, 3 Sheets Text, In handsome cloth

CREWEL WOR
Upwards 0
HARTSHORN E.
case, &s.

NIMPO'S TROUBLES. By Olive

THOKNB MILLER. Author of ' LUUe Folk in Feather and Fur.'
i by Mary Hallock and Sol. Eytlnge. Cloth, as, fid.

BELLE'S PINK BOOTS. By Joanna

H. MATTHEWS. Author of 'The Bessie Books.' With 1G Coloured
Illustrations by Ida Wangh. Cloth elegant, t»i.

A DARING VOYAGE ACROSS the

ATLANTIC, by Two Americans, the Brothers ANDREWS, In a
small Boat, "The Nautilus." The Log of the Voyage by Captain
WILLIAM A. ANDREWS, with Introduction and Notes by Dr.
MAL'ACLAY, F.ditor of the Bay s than Paper. Crown Hvo. witti
Illustrations, cloth, 2*. Od.

MUDGE and HER CHICKS: a Story

TWO ROSE TREES : the Adventures

of Twin Sisters By Mrs. MINNIE DOUGLAS. With 10 illustra
tions, cloth elegant, 'is. Gd.

HILDA and her DOLL. By E. C.

PHILLIPS, Author of 'The Orphans, ' * Bunchy,' Ac. With 14 Illus
trations, cloth elegant, 'it. Od.

The HOUSE on the BRIDGE; and

thor of 'Among the Brigands,'
by A. H. Collins, doth, 'It. Gd.

other Tales. By C. E. BOWEN, Author of '
""ilS I—"

A NEW SERIES OF EIGHTEEN-

PENNY BOOKS,

UNIFORM IN SIZE, STYLE, AND PKICE.

Attractively bouad In cloth, printed In red and cold, and Illustrated bj
eminent Arttata.

FKOM PEASANT to PHINCE .
or, the Life of Alexander Men.
achlaoff. Ky Mrs. 1'ietzLer.

MV GRANDMOTHER'S BUD
GET, lly Mr». Ilroderlp.

CONSTANCE and NELLIE. }>T
Emma Davenport.

The HEROIC WIFE. Br W. H. O.
KlngitoD.

CORNER COTTAGE and lt« IN
MATES. By 1-Yancea Osborne.

OHANNV'S WONDERFUL
CHAIR. By B. F. Browno.

FATHER TIME'S STORY ROOK
lor tha LITTLE ONES. By
Kathleen Knox.

A CHn.DS INFLUENCE. By
Lbu Lockyer.

LUCY'S CAMPAIGN. By M. and
C. In.

ADVENTURES In FASTI-LAND
By Mr, R. Lee.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS. By Emma
Davenport.

ALWAYS HAPPY. By A
Mother.

A NEW SERIES OF SHILLING

BOOKS,

UNIFORM IN SIZE, STYLE, AND PRICE.

Attractively bound In cloth, printed In silver and gold, and lUustrated
by eminent Artisca.

GRANDMAMMA S RELICS. By
C. E. Bowen.

HOLIDAY TALES. By Florence
Willord.

ALICE and BEATRICE. By
Grandmamma.

The CHILDREN'S PICNIC. By
E. Marryat Norris.

AMONG the BRIGANDS; and
other Talea ol Adventure. By
C. E. How. n

WRECKED, NOT LOST. By the
Hon. Mrs. Dundas.

By E.HARRY at SCHOOL.
Marryat Morris.

JULIA MAITLAND. Ily M. and
E Klrby.

HOLIDAYS AMONG the MOUN
TAINS. By M Betlijilu-Edwards.

CHRISTIAN ELLIOTT. By L. N.
Comyn.

The DISCONTENTED CHIL
DREN. By M. and E Klrby.

PAUL HOWARDS CAPTIVITY.
By E. Marryat Norris.

IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL

PUBLICATIONS.

GEOGRAPHICAL READING BOOKS FOR

STANDARDS II. AND III.

By J. R. BLAKISTON, M.A.

IMPORTANT TO TEACHERS —These two books cover
the whole of the knowledge required to secure a Class
(rrant for Oleography in Standards II. and III.

GLIMPSES of the GLOBE. A First
Geographical Heading Book. Cloth, price 1*. ; or paper boards, 9d.

GLIMPSES of ENGLAND. A Geo-
graphical Heading Book. Feap. Rro. paper boards, M.

Each of these books contains materials for Eighty Lessons, or
a School Year's Work for Standards II. and III.

Ilj the ftame Author, to be published immediately,

A SLTFLKMKNTAKY READING- BOOK FOR TUB Ll'l'EU
STANDARDS, ENTITLED

GLIMPSES of the BRITISH E MPIRE.

It will contain a full Year's Work for the Higher Standards.

CAYZKB'S 1
PECTORS when 1

1 will be found INVALUABLE to
: In Arithmetic, Ac.

CAYZER'SONETHOUSAND ARITH-
METICAL TESTS : or, the Examiner's Assistant. Specialty adapted
for Examination 1'urposes, but also suited for General Use in
[Schools. Hy T. 8. C'.WZBH. Eleventh Thousand Cloth, Is. Od.

All the operations of Arithmetic are presented under Forty Heads, anl
on opening at any one of the Examination Papers a complete set of
Examples appears, carefully graduated.

KEY, with Solutions of all the Examples in the
One Thousand Arithmetical Teats. Price 4s. 6d. cloth.

The ANSWERS only, price U. 6d. cloth.

CAYZER'S ONE THOUSAND ALGE-
BRAICAL TESTS, on the Same Plan. 8vo. cloth. 2s. Od.

ANSWERS to the ALGEBRAICAL TESTS,
■J>. ai. cloth.

NEEDLEWORK TEACHING IN CLASSES.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—The Books and Appliances recom-
mpndod by the Education Department are imhlished by
Messrs. GklFFITH 4 FAHKAK.

Bv the SENIOR EXAMINER or NEEDLEWORK to the SCHOOL
BOARD for LONDON.

PLAIN HINTS for Those Who Have
to EXAMINE NEEDLEWORK, whether for Government Grants.
Prize Associations, or Local Managers; to which Is added, Skeleton
l)cnionBtraiton Ixrssons to be Used with the DemimsLrat ion Krunu-s,
and a Olossarv of Terms Used In the Needlework, required from the
Scholars In Public Elementary Schools. Price 2$.

SPECIAL TO TEACHERS.—The Best Copy Bonks for
sex'urlnK the results required by the Government Educa
tional Inspectors are

DARNELL'S COPY BOOKS.

Price 2d., 3d., 4.1. , and 6d. each.

DARNELL'S LARGE POST COPY ROOKS,
10 Numbers M. each. The first ten of which have on cverv altei nitia
line appropriate uud carefully-written Copies in lVu<-il-<'ol-iur<H Ink.
to be nrst written over and then imitated, the remaining Numbers
having Black Head-Mnea for imitation only, the whole a radu.il If
advancing Irotn a Simple Stroke to a Superior Small liund.

DARNELL'S FOOLSCAP COPY BOOKS,
2< Numbers. Oblong. 3d each, or, Superior Paper, Marble Covers,
id. each. On the Same Plan,

DARNELL'S UNIVERSAL COPY HOOKS,
10 Numbers, 2d. each. On the Same Plan.

DARNELL'S SHORT and CERTAIN
KOAI) to READING. Cloth, Gd.; or In i'our 1'urts, jiajn-r covn-s,
IJd. each.

DARNELL'S SHEET LESSONS.
1 Seiner Extracts from the above, printed in very l in-e. h- la riji-.v
Price, lor the Set of Six Slieets, (id.; or neatly mounted on Oiuird.i,

DARNELL'S (THOMAS) PARSING
SIMPLIFIED. Cloth, 1,.

DARNELL'S ARITHMETIC MADS
INTKLLIGIBLE to CHILDREN. Thi, Work m.-iv be had in I'lirne
l*iirt9 : ran I., l/rk-e fxl ; Yuri II., price M ; Part III . price (kf. A
KKY to l*arts II. and III., price li. (Part I. does nut require a
Key.)

DARNELL'S GRAMMAR MADE IN-
TELLIOIBLE to CHILDREN. Cloth. Is.

DARNELL'S INTRODUCTION to
BNGLIBH QRA.MMA11. Price 3d.

GRIFFITH & FARRAN,

WEST CORNER OF ST. PAUL'S CHURCHYARD, LONDON.
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SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & Co.'s

NEW LIST.

NEW NOVELS.

B L A C K A B B E Y.

By M. CROMMELIN.

A PLOT OF THE PRESENT DAY.

By KATE HOPE.

THE UNIDISCOVERED COUNTRY.

By W. D. HOWELLS.

* 1 vol. 10s. 6d.

The New Wolume of the “Tauchnitz Series” of German

Authors is entitled,

B R I G I T T A : a Tale.

By BERTHOLD AUERBACH,

Author of ‘On the Heights,' &c.

Translated by CLARA BE LL.

Cloth, 18mo. price 2s.

P R A C T IC A. L. B L O W P IPE

A S S A Y IN G.

By GEORGE ATTWOOD, F.G.S. Assoc. Inst. C.E.

F.C.S. Mem. Am. Inst. M.E., &c.

With 74 Woodcut Illustrations. Price 12s. 6d.

[Just ready.

AEW NOVEL, NOW READ Y,

BY THE AUTHOR OF ‘GINX'S BABY,”

L I S. A L. E N A.

By EDWARD JENKINS.

In 2 vols. crown 8vo. 21s.

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART,

By W. CLARK RUSSELL,

Author of “The Wreck of the Grosvenor,” “John

Holdsworth, Chief Mate,’ &c.

In 3 vols. |

*...* In consequence of arrangements for simultaneous

ublication in England and America, Mr. Russell's New

Wovel will not be issued until October 1.

Now ready, in wrapper, Part VI. price 1s of

MR. WILLIAM BLACK'S SUNRISE:

a Story of These Times.

FORTY YEARS’ RECOLLECTIONS:

Literary and Political. By THOMAS FROST, Author of ‘The

Secret Societies of the European Revolution,’ &c. Crown 8vo. cloth

extra, price 10s. 6d.

Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 3s.6d. each Volume,

F O R. E. I.G N C O U NTRI E S and

BRITISH ColoN1ES. Edited by F. S. PULLING, M.A.

The New Volumes now ready in this Series are–

PERU. By Clements R. Markham, M.A. C.B. With Map and Illus
trations.

AUSTRIA. By D. Kay, F.R.G.S. With Map and Illustrations.

GREECE. By L. Sergeant, B.A. With Maps and Illustrations.

The WEST INDIES. By C. H. Eden, F.R.G.S. with Map and Illus
trations.

Now ready, demy 8vo. 450 pages, cloth extra, price 31s. 6d.

NAVIES of the WORLD: giving Con

cise Descriptions of the Plans, Armament, and Armour of the Naval

Vessels of 'i wenty of the Principal Nations; together with the latest

Developments in Ordnance, Torpedoes, and Naval Architecture, and

a Concise Summary of the Principal Naval Battles of the last

Twenty Years, 1860 to 1880. By Lieut. EDWARD W. VERY, U.S.N.

With more than 400 Plans, Sketches, &c., and a Complete Index.

Now ready, crown 8vo. cloth extra, price 10s. 6d.

EVERY-DAY ENGLISH. By Richard

GRANT WHITE. It treats of Speech. Writing, Grammar, Words,

and Phrases, pointing out the Errors which abound in our common

use of English; and, by its happy combination of learning and

humour, makes a book which'' persons can read with

equal profit and enjoyment.

Now ready, small post 8vo, cloth extra, price 8s. 6d.

MOUNTAIN and PRAIRIE: a Journey

from Victoria to Winnipeg, via Peace River Pass. By the Rev.

DANIEL M. G.0RDON, B.D., Ottawa. With Maps and Illustrations.

Now ready, demy 8vo, cloth extra, price 14s.

The A U ST R A LIAN AB R O A.D.

Branches from the Main Routes round the World. Second Series

Ceylon, India and 1.gypt. By JAMES HINGSTON. With many

fine illustrations. Uniform with the First Series.

BEATRICE MELTon's D1scI.
**i. N is. By MAt D JEANNE FRANC. Author of ‘Marian,'

'Minute's Mission,’ &c. Small 8vo, cloth gut, price 4s.

London :

SAMP3, N Low, MARSTON, SEARLE & RIVINGTON,

Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet-street, E.C.

TINSLEY BROTHERS'

NE W P U B L ICATIONS.

-e

Now ready at all Booksellers' and Railway Stalls,

PRICE ONE SHILLING,

SEASIDE MAIDENS.

The Summer Number of TINSLEYS MAGAZINE.

By G. A. HENTY.

Ten pages of Illustrations by Harry Furniss.

“Far beyond anything in the way of ordinary magazine literature.”

Observer.

“Capital stories, each laid at a favourite watering-place.”—World.

“Thoroughly amusing from beginning to end.”—Sunday Times.

TINSLEYS MAGAZINE,

For OCTOBER,

Containing Stories, Sketches, Essays, and Poems, by Anna

bel Grey, “Rita,” Ellen Crump, Richard Dowling, Byron

Webber, John Augustus O'Shea, Somerville Gibney, Hal

Louther, &c., will be ready on the 25th inst.

PRICE ONE SHILLING.

LONDON TOWN: Sketches of London Life

and Character. By MARCUS FALL, Illustrated by Harry Furniss.

Now ready, in 2 vols. crown 8vo.

“A few of his less stereotyped characters, such as, for example, ‘the

man of many engagements," the man that wants an idea, occasionally

remind us of Thackeray. There is nothing to fatigue, and something

to gratify, the idle reader.”—Eraminer.

“Many pleasant hours may be spent in the perusal of the book.”

Court Journal.

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS of an OLD

ACTOR. By F. BELTON. 1 vol. 8vo.

“One of the most amusing books we ever came across.”—Figaro.

“A more amusing book has not appeared for a long time."—Globe.

In KENT with CHARLES DICKENS. By
THOMAS FROST, Author of ‘The Life of Lord Lyttleton, ‘Secret
Societies,' &c. 1 vol. crown 8vo.

“We are grateful to Mr. Prost for his “In Kent with Charles

Dickens.’”—Graphic.

A PEAL of MERRY BELLS. By Leopold
LEWIS, Author of the Drama of ‘The Bells. 3 vols.

“There is a ring of solid metal in “A Peal of Merry Bells.'....Abound

ing in action and incident.”—Daily Telegraph.

The SPORT of FATE. By Richard Dowling,
Author of ‘The Weird Sisters.’ ‘The Mystery of Killard,' &c. 3 vols.

“The three volumes contain a more than ordinary amount of interest

ing reading—some of it in Mr. Dowling's happiest manner.”

Daily News.

S00IETY'S WERDICT. By Annie Thomas

(Mrs. Pender Cudlip), Author of ‘Denis Donne,’ &c. 3 vols.

MANY LOWES. By B. H. Buxton, Author
of £ale of “The Prince's,” “Nell—on and off the Stage,’ &c.

3 vols.

WHAT WILL SOCIETY SAY 9 A Story of

Society and the Stage. By H. C. COAPE, Author of ‘The Ring

woods of Ringwood,' &c. 3 vols.

The SILENT SHADOW. By Jessie Sale

LLOYD, Author of “The Hazlehurst Mystery,’ &c. 3 vols.

IN N 0 CE N C E at PLAY. By Jean

#LFMass. Author of ‘Sealed by a Kiss, ‘Wild Georgie, &c.

3 vols.

WINGED WORD S. By Henry Spicer,
Author of ‘Judicial Dramas,' &c. 2 vols.

ARNOLD LEIGH. By Mrs. Digby-Lloyd,
Author of ‘Fatal Sacrifice,’ 1 vol. crown 8vo.

LARRY L.0HEN GR IN. By William

WESTALL,Author of ‘Tales and Traditions of Saxony,’ &c. 3 vols.

[Shortly.

HONOR. By Miss Alford, Author of ‘Nether
ton-on-Sea,' &c. 3 vols. [Shortly.

Just ready, price 7s.6d.

FREE LANCE. A New Volume of Essays.

By CHARLES J.LUNPH1E, Author of ‘Sweet Sleep,” “Wildfire,’ &c.

TINSLEY BROTHERS, 8, Catherine-street, Strand.

CHATTO & WINDUS, PUBLISHERS.

Now ready, Vols. III. and IV. (Completing the Work), demy 8vo.

cloth extra, 12s. each,

A HISTORY Of OUR OWN TIMES.. From

the Accession of Queen Victoria to the General Election of 1880. By

JUSTIN McCARTHY, M.P.

“Criticism is disarmed before a composition which provokes little but

approval. This is a really#: book on a really interesting subject, and

words piled on words could say no more for it....Such is the effect of
its£ its breadth of view, and its sparkling buoyancy, that

very few of its readers will close these volumes without looking forward

with interest to the two (now published] that are to follow."

Saturday Review.
--

New and Cheaper Edition, crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.

MOTHS. By Ouida.

“Not only the author's finest work, but one which marks a new epoch

in fiction." -Morning Post.

NEW NOVEL BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE.

Now ready, 2 vols, crown 8vo. at every Library,

ELLICE QUENTIN, and other Stories. By
JULIAN haw"THORNE.

ILLUSTRATED EDITION OF MARK TWAIN'S NEW WORK.

Third Edition, crown 8vo, cloth extra, with 314 Illustrations, 7s.6d.

A TRAMP ABROAD. By Mark Twain.

Now ready, crown 8vo. cloth extra, 6s. the Second Volume of

BRET HARTE'S COLLECTED WORKS,

Arranged and Revised by the Author. Containing Earlier, Papers;

“The Luck of Roaring Camp, and other Sketches ; ‘Bohemian

Papers'; 'Spanish and American Legends."

Vol. I. contains The COMPLETE POETICAL and DRAMATIC

WoRKS of BRET HARTE. With a fine Steel-plate Portrait, specially

engraved for this Edition, and an Introduction by the Author.

Vol. III., containing TALES of the ARGONAUTS and EASTERN

SKETCHES, will be ready in a few days.

Second Edition, Revised.–In 1 thick vol. of 1,200 pages, crown 8vo.

half-Roxburghe, 12s. 6d.

The READER'S HANDB00K of ALLU

SIONS, REFERENCES, PLOTS, and STORIES. By the Rev. Dr.

BREWER.

“Wonderfully comprehensive”-Times.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF ‘FINGER-RING LORE."

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Frontispiece, 7s.6d.

CREDULITIES, PAST and PRESENT. By
WILLIAM JONES, F.S.A.

NEw VOLUMES OF THE PICCADILLY

NOVELS.

Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 3s.6d. each.

JEZEBEL'S DAUGHTER. By Wilkie Collins.

UNDER WHICH LORD? By E. Lynn Linton.

by Arthur Hopkins.

DoNNA QUIxot'E. By Justin McCarthy, M.P. With 12 Illustrations

by Arthur Hopkins.

QUEEN of the MEADOW. By Charles Gibbon. With 12 Illustrations

by Arthur Hopkins.

The SEAMY SIDE. By the Authors of “Ready-Money Mortiboy."

HIGH SPIRITS. By James Payn.

NEw voluMEs OF “THE MAYFAIR

LIBRARY.”

Post 8vo. cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

The SPEECHES of CHARLES DICKENS. With Chapters on Dickens

as a Letter-Writer, Poet, and Public Reader.

LITERARY FRIvolITIES, FANCIES, FollIES, and FROLICS. By

William T. Dobson.

With 12 Illustrations

NEw AND CHEAPER EDITIONS.
Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 6s, each.

MYTHS and MARVELS of ASTRONOMY. By Richard A. Proctor.

PLEASANT WAYS in SCIENCE. By Richard A. Proctor.

ROUGH WAYS MADE SMOOTH. By Richard A. Proctor.

LEISURE-TIME STUDIES. By Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E.

A MINISTRY or HEALTH. By Benjamin W. Richardson, M.D., &c.

MISS G. BowER'S NEW HUNTING SKETCHES.

Beautifully Coloured, and handsomely half bound, oblong 4to. 21*.

LEAVES from a HUNTING J0URNAL.
By G. BowER, Author of Canters in Crampshire,' &c. Coloured

in Pac-simile of the Originals.

on the 29th inst price One Shilling, illustrated,

B E L G R A V IA, for October.
Contents.

A ConFIDENTIAL AGENT. By James Payn. Illustrated by Arthur

Hopkins.

The AitchAIC AGES. By the Rev. W. Downes, M.A.

The DILETTANT. By Austin Dobson.

OUR OLD COUNTRY TOWNS. x. With Four Illustrations. By A

Rimmer,

Mr. EARL's INVESTMENT: a Tale of Old China.

The FAIR and FEAST of ST. PANTELEMON. By R. M. Craig.

ON tit AMP.

The LEADEN CASKET. By Mrs. Alfred W. Hunt.

On the 29th inst. price One Shilling,

THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE,

For OCTOBER.

Contents.

QUEEN copiiETUA.. By R. E. Francillon.

A helic of 191t YDEN. By Algernon C. Swinburne.

The SCIENCE of 1.ik EN issFS and its MEANINGS. By Andrew

Wilson. FIR.S.E. 111ustrated. * -

A NEW Srt by of . Love's LABouR'S LOST. By S. L. Lee.

Hösi. TA1. Eit wokk at St. JoHN'S GATE in 1880. By Major

F. Duncan. -

JAME: ''ELI, Low ELL, as PoET. By Rev. H. R. Haweis, M.A.

COURT 1:01.1's. By John Amphlett.

sclesCE No 11.8. By W. Matticu Williams.

TA}:LE TALI. By Sylvanus Urban.

C#ATTo & WINDUs, Piccadilly, W.
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Now ready, demy 8vo. cloth, price 15s.

A GUIDE TO THE STUDY OF B00K-PLATES

(EX-LIBRIS).

With 16 Plates in Fac-simile.

By the Hon. J. LEICESTER WARREN, M.A.

JoHN PEARSON, 46, Pall Mall, London.

N EW P U B L I C AT I O N S.

The CLERK of PORTWICK. By G. MANVILLE FENN.
3 vols. [Next week.

BELLES and RINGERS. By Captain HAWLEY £.

BRITISH BEE-FARMING :

By JAMES F. ROBINSON. Large crown 8vo. 5s.

its Profits and Pleasures.

EARLY IN OCTOBER WILL BE PUBLISHED,

The NEW ERA: a Dramatic Poem. By VIRGINIA WAUGHAN.
1 vol. feap. 8vo. .. -

CHAPMAN & HALL (LIMITED), 193, Piccadilly.

JUST AS I AM. By Miss Braddon.

THE NEW NOVEL BY FREDERICK TALBOT.

On September 29th, at all Libraries, in 3 vols.

THE SCARSDALE PEERAGE:

A NOVEL.

By FREDERICK TALBOT,

Author of ‘Sophie Crewe, &c.

MISS BRADDON's NEW NOVEL.

On September 29th, at all Libraries, in 3 vols.

JUST AS I AM :

THE NEW NOVEL.

BY THE

AUTHOR OF ‘LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET, &c.

London: JOHN & ROBERT MAXWELL. London: JOHN & ROBERT MAXWELL.

THE SCARSDALE PEERAGE. By Mr. F. Talbot.

MODERN FOREIGN LIBRARY.

NEW WOLUME, READY OCTOBER 1st,

Q U I S I S A N A.
By FRIEDRICH SPIELHAGEN.

Translated by H. E. GOLDSCHMITZ, Fettes College.

Paper, French style, 2s. 6d.; cloth, 3s.6d.

The Times of September 21st devotes a column to it, and says, “It seems to us that Spielhagen improves in his art, and

“Quisisana' is unquestionably one of the most finished and pathetic of his productions. It is singularly compact, the

characters group themselves artistically round one grand central figure, and all the ideas converge toward the dominating

conception.”

Now ready, uniform,

The CHASE. A Tale of the Southern States. From the French of J. Lermina,

by A. SERGEANT.

The COUNT of TALAVERA. From the Dutch of J. Van Lennep, by
A. ARNOLD.

A SHEEP in WOLF'S CLOTHING. From the French of C. Debans, by
EWELYN JERROLD.

The SERGEANT'S LEGACY. From the French of E. Berthet, by Gilbert
WENABLES.

The RIVAL DOCTORS. From the French of A. Lapointe, by Henri van Laun.

J. C. NIMMO & BAIN, 14, King William Street, Strand, W.C.

E P P S S C O C O A.

GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our

breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong

enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us ready to

attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well

fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."—Ciril Service Gazette.

JAMES EPPs & Co. HowGEOPATHIC CHEMIST's, LoNDON.

MAKERS OF EPPS's GLFCERINE JUJUBES.–Sold in Labelled Boxes only.

Tenth Edition, post free, 1s.

DR, WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the

only Smccessful Method of ing this Disease. By ROBERT G.

WATTS, M.D. F.R.S.L., F.C.S., &c., 5, Bulstrode-street, Cavendish

square, London, W.

London: C. Mitchell & Co. Red Lion-court, Fleet-street.

Enlarged Edition, pp. 360, bound, 1s., or 14 stamps,

OMOEOPATHIC FAMILY INSTRUCTOR.

By Drs. RICHARD and WASHINGTON EPPS.

Describes fully and Prescribes for a Hundred Diseases.

London: James Epps & Co. 48, Threadneedle-street, and 170, Piccadilly

THE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.

HE OWENS COLLEGE CALENDAR for the

SESSION 1880-81. Price 3s ; by post, 3s.6d.

Manchester: J. E. Cornish. London: Macmillan & Co.

MR. SPENCER'S DESCRIPTIVE SOCIOLOGY.

Now ready, folio, boards, No. VII. price 21s.

EBREWS and PHOENICIANS. Classified and

Arranged # HERBERT SPENCER. Compiled and Abstracted

by Dr. R. SCHEPPIG.

Williams & Norgate, 14. Henrietta-street, Covent-garden, London; and

20, South Frederick-street, Edinburgh.

Now ready, Second Edition, Enlarged, price Ss. 6d.

HE VOICE and PUBLIC SPEAKING. A Book

for all who Read and Speak in Public. By J. P. SANDLANDS, M.A.

Mr. Gladstone, in a Letter to the Author, says:-" I receive your work

with great interest and satisfaction....I am truly glad that you are

calling public attention to these matters.”

London: Hodder & Stoughton, 27, Paternoster-row.

Now ready, demy 4to.

PPENDIXES to YOUNG'S ANALYTICAL

CONCORDANCE. Containing Hebrew and Greek Lexicons,

Views, Maps, Fac-similes, &c. Price to Subscribers, 14s. 10d. half

morocco; 12s. 8d. cloth, 11s. sewed, post free.

P.0.0. payable to G. A. Young & Co. 18, Nicolson-street, Edinburgh.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

MMTATHEMATICAL and PHYSICAL PAPERS.

-1. By GEORGE GABRIEL STOKES, M.A. D.C.L. LL.D. F.R.S.,

Fellow of Pembroke College, and Lucasian Professor of Mathematics in

the University of Cambridge. Reprinted from the Original Journals

and Transactions, with Additional Notes by the Author. Vol. I. demy

8vo. cloth, 15s.

HE BACCHAE of EURIPIDES. With Intro

duction, Critical Notes, and Archaeological Illustrations, by J. E.

SANDYS, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of St. John's College, Cambridge,

and Public Orator. Crown 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

N ANALYSIS of CRIMINAL LIABILITY

By E. C. CLARK, LL.D., Regius Professor of Civil Law in the

University of Cambridge, also of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law.

Crown 8vo. cloth, 7s; 6d.

London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17, Paternoster-row.

HE HAMNET SHAKsPERE. Edited by
ALLAN PARK PATON., Vol. I. price 16s.; and Part II. Colti

OLANUS, price 8s. 6d. now ready.

London: Longmans & Co.

DOMEST1C STATE PAPERS, CHARLES I. 1640.

Now ready, in imperial 8vo. pp. 808, price 15s. cloth,
* -

ALENDAR of STATE PAPERS, Domestic

Series, of the Reign of CHARLES I, preserved in H.M. Public

Record office. Vol. XVI, 1640, Edited by W. D. HAMILTON, F.S.A.,

and published under the Direction of the Master of the Rolls, with the

sanction of H.M. Secretary of State for the Home Department.

"," This Calendar presents notices of a large number of original docu

ments of great value to all inquirers into the history of the period to

which it refers. Many of them have been hitherto unknown. The

in Vol. XVI. cover the five summer months of the year 1640,

pregnant with great events, which intervened between the summoning

of the Short and Long Parliaments.

London: Longmans & Co. and Trübner & Co. Oxford: Parker & Co.

Cambridge: Macmillan & Co., Edinburgh: A. & C. Black and Douglas

& Foulis. Dublin: A. Thoun & Co.

HE LIVERPOOL and LONDON and GLOBE

INSURANCE COMPANY.

1, Dale-street, Liverpool; Cornhill and Charing Cross, London.

FiRE-LIFE-ANNUITIES.

The Report and Accounts for 1879 showed the net Income

for that Year

The Capital (paid up) - - - -

The General Reserve and Fire Re-Insurance Fund - -

The Balance of Profit and Loss Account after paying Divi

dend, 1879 - - - - - - - - - - - 62,634

The Life and Annuity Fund - - - - - - - - 3,051.921

The last Actuarial Valuation showed that the New Life Participating

Class had been verysuccessful, enabling the Company to declare the high

Reversionary Bonus of 35s. per cent. per annum on the Policies effected

in that class during the quinquennium.

All descriptions of Fire Insurances effected upon favourable terms.

FIRERENEWAL PREMIUMS falling DUE at MICHAELMAS should

be paid within fifteen days therefrom.

£1,565,493.

- - 245,640

- - 1,350,000

GUARDIAN FIRE AND LIFE OFFICE,
X. 11, LOMBARD-STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Established 1821. Subscribed Capital, Two Millions.

Idi RECTORS.

Chairman–AUGUSTUS PREVOST, Esq.

Deputy-chairman-John G. TALBoT, Esq., M.P.

Henry Hulse Berens, Esq. Rt. Hon. John G. Hubbard, M.P.

Henry Bonham-Carter, - Frederick H. Janson, Esq.

Charles Wm. Curtis, Esq. G. J. Shaw Lefevre, Esq., M.P.

Charles F. Devas, Esq. Beaumont W. Lubbock, Esq.

Sir Walter R. Farquhar, Bart. ohn B. Martin, Esq.

Alban G. H. Gibbs, Esq. Henry John Norman, Esq.

James Goodson,# David Powell, jun., Esq.

Thomson Halike 2sq. Henry Vigne, Esq.

Richard M. liarvey, Esq.

Maneger of Fire Department—F. J. Marsden.

Actuary and Sr., et r*-T. G. C. Browne.

Share Capital at present paid up and invested ........ *

Total Funds upwards of

Tot:ll A initial income nearly .

i’i re t'olic as which Ih 1'.'1.x. ~ int. Al it. 11A i.

- r the Head office, or with the Agents, on or before the 14th day

of OCTOBER.
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and
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■HCENIX FIRE OFFICE, Lombard-street

CHAKINO CROSS, LONDON.—Established 1782.
Prompt and Liberal Low Settlement*.
Iniunmces affected Id nil paiti of the World.JOHN J. BKOOMKIELU, Secretary.

UN FIRE OFFICE.
Thrcadnpedlf-street, E C. Chnrlmr Crow R.W.

Oxford-street (corner of Vere-slreet), W.
Established 1710.

Home and Foreign Insurance* effected.
Sum Insured In 1879. £31:', 492,1til

FRANCIS U. HELTON, Secretary.

EAGLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
79, PALL MALL.

Por LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1807.
Accumulated Fundi £3,04.1,542
Also a Subtcrltted Capital of mure than . . £1.SWJ,U0Q

Report*, Prospectuses, and Form* may be had at the Office, or from
any of the Company's Affents, post free.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS. Actuary and Secretary.

J^OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONET.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,
And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY.
The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon. Lord KLNNAIRD, Chairman.
Subscribed Capital, 1,000,0001. Moderate 1
Ronui allowed to Insurers of Five Years' i

A fixed sum In com of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance
in the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway stations, the Local Arena, or 64,

Cornhlll. London. WILLIAM 3. VIAN, Secretary.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

gTEEL PENS.

Sold by all Stationers throughout the World.

FURNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
THROUGHOUT on

MOEDER'S HIKE SYSTEM.
The Original, Best, and most Liberal.

No extra charge fur time given.
Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars of terms, pott free.
F. MOEDER, 248. 2t9, 2H>, Tottenham Court road ; and 19, 90, and St,

Morwell-street. W.C. Established 1*62.

\f MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
JL • the aboTe Premises have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted
(or the Furniture Trade, and now form one of the must commodious
Warehouses In the metropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from 61. 6s. to 50 Guineas.
Drawing-room Suites, from 91. 9s. to 45 Guinea*.
Dining-room Suites, from 71. 7s. to 40 Guineas.

And all uther Goods in (fi eat variety.
F. MOEDER, 248, 240, 250, Tottenham Court-road ; and 10, 90, and 21,

MorweU-strcet, W.C. Established 1861'.

APOLLINARIS WATER.
" Laurel donandus ApolllDHTl."—Horace. Rook It. Ode S.

OOI. fl MEDAL. PARIS, 1ST*.
ANNUAL SALE, 8.IXW.000.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY, Limited, 19, Regent-meet, London. 8.W.

B

>ttOTECTION FROM FIRE.

RYANT Sc MAY'S

pATENT SAFETY MATCHES.
EIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

ADVANTAGES:—

Are not POISONOUS.
Are free from SMELL.
Are manufactured
Without Phosphorus.
Are perfectly harmless
To the OperutlTcs employed.
Are verv DAMP PROOF.
LIGHT ONLY ON THE BOX.
EIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

)ROTECTION TO HEALTH.

MR. G. H. J 0 N E S,
SURGEON DENTIST.

57, GREAT RUSSELL-STREET, LONDON
(Opposite the British Museum),

Will be glad to forward his Pamphlet on Painless Dentistry, free,

enclosed hj post, which explains the mutt unique system of the adjust
ment of Artificial Teeth without pain.

Consultation Iree, from 10 to 5.

D
INNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.

The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have
approved of this Pure Solution as the best remedr for
ACIDITY of the STOMACH, HEARTBURN, HRAD-
ACUE. GOUT, and INDIGESTION; and as the safest
Aperient lor Delicate Constitutions, Ladles, Children, and
Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.

OLD Dr. JACOB TOWNSEND'S SARSAPA-
RII.I.V—The best Autumnal Medinne for tUe Blood, Scorbutic

Disorder*, (tout, and all Skin Diseases In tut tie*. .'». i*l.,4*.ild , and Its.,
of ail Cueiuuu. Chiaf DepAt, 131, Fleet-street, L C.

DEAN, STEEL * Co

■THROAT IRRITATION.—Soreness and dryness,

JL tlcklum nod irritntion, indueion cough and affecting the vulec.
I'ur these symptoms use

EPPS S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.

Glycerine, in these ogTeeable confections, being in pnixlmlty to the
glands at the moment they are excited by the art of sm-klng, becomes
su-tively healing. Sold only in boxes, 7jd and I*. l|d., labelled "James
Epos A Co , Homoeopathic Chemists, Loudon."
A letter recelTfd —" Gentlemen, — It may, perhaps. Interest yon to

tn jw that, after an < xtended trial. I have found four Glycerins Jujabes
of considerable benefit (with or without medical treatment j in almost all
forms of throat disease. They soften and clear the voice. In no ease
am they do any harm. Yours faithfully, Gordon Holmes, L R.C.P.B.,
Senior Physician to the Municipal Throat and Ear Infirmary."

"Learned, Chatty, Useful.*1—Atheneeum.

Now ready, price 10s. Gd, each, cloth boards, with very Copious Index,

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Vols. I. to XII.

FIFTH SERIES.

Containing, in addition to a groat variety of similar Notes and Replies, Articles of Interest on the

following Subjects :—

English, Irish, and Scottish History.

The Dream and Death of Thomas, Lord Lyttelton—

The Elective and Deposing Power of Parliament—Anne

Boleyn—Scottish Titles—Burial-Place of Edmund, Duke

of Somerset—Elizabeth,Queen of Robert Bruce—Bondmen

In England—Serfdom in Scotland—Grahame, Viscount

Dundee—A Jacobite Letter—Abbotsford in 1835—Com

purgators—Bishop of Ross, Scotland, 141"—Knox's * His

tory of the Reformation ' — Good Friday and Easter

Sunday, temp. Charles II.—The Jews in England in the

Thirteenth Century—Warrants for the Execution of

Charles I.—The Fitzalans and Stewarts.

Biography.

T. Allington — William Roy— Caspar Hauser— Charles

Owen of Warrington—Paolo Sarpi—The Descent of Wil

liam Penn—William, Abbott of Ramsey—A. H. Rowan—

George Cromer, Archbishopof Armagh—Matthew Smith,

the first Principal of Brasenose College, Oxford—James

Bayers, the Caricaturist—Jeremiah Horrox.

Bibliography and Literary History.

Shakspeariana—The Authorship of Anonymous Works—

Milton's * L'AIlegro '—Unpublished Letter of Macaulay—

'Histoire des M&leclns'—Juifs Anciens et Modernes—

Earle's * Philology of the English Tongue '—Unpublished

Poems by Burns—Dr. Johnson and Mrs. Turton—* From

Greenland's Icy Mountains '—Chap-Books—Lord Byron

in Scotland—Welsh Language—Unpublished Letter of

John Wesley—The Works of Thomas Fuller—The Welsh

Testament—Burns's Ode on the American Civil War-

Opus Questionum divi Augustini—Letter of Smollett—

'The Pilgrim's Progress' — Development of the Press,

1824-1874—Books Written by Mrs. Olivia Serres: 'The

Book.'

Popular Antiquities and Folk-Lore.

Ague Charms—Birds of 111 Omen—Candlemas Gills-

Eggs and Drunkenness—Evil Eye—Jewish Superstitions

—Hydrophobia prevented—Handkerchief thrown on Sui

cide's Coffin—Ladies and Lionesses—The Seven Whistlers.

Poetry, Ballads, and Drama.

The real Richelieu and Bulwer's Richelieu—"The Irish

Brigade"—Thomas Decker—Mrs. Siddons a Sculptor—

Barham's Lines on Dean Ireland—Browning's "Lost

Leader"—The Lord Chamberlain's Inspection of Plays-

EmmaIsola—A Poem by W, M. Praed—Goethe—Shelley-

Henry VIII. as a Poet—The Australian Drama—Charles I.

as a Poet—Sheridan and Sir John Suckling—Oxfordshire

Christmas Miracle-Play—Christinas Mummers in Dorset

shire—Dante and his Translators—The Christian Year.

Popular and Proverbial Sayings.

"You know who the Critics are"—"You may put It in

your eye and see none the worse for it"—Called Home-

God's Church and the Devil's Chapel—Unaccustomed as

I am to public speaking—Tout vient a point—Wise after

the event—La Parole a ete donnee a 1'homme—Robbing

Peter to Pay Paul—The End justifies the

English seemes a Foole and Is a Foole.

Philology.

Carr=Carse—Heel Taps—"Bloody"—Spurring—Nor for

Than—Vagaries of Spelling—Spelling Reforms—Surrey

Provincialisms— Quadragesimalis — S. r. Z. — English

Words compared with the Icelandic—Gingham—The

Termination Y in Plaee-Names—Calomel—Yeux—Cameo

—Hall, Wych, and Salt Works—Shaddongate—Shak-

speare's Name.

Genealogy and Heraldry.

The Insignia of the Knights of the Garter—Arms-

Hungary—Dering Roll of Arms—Unset tied Baronetcies—

The Arms of Sir Francis Drake—The Arms of English

Sees—Bar Sinister—Strawberry Leaves on Coronets—

Byron Arms—F. E. R. T. in the Savoy Arms—Seal of

Prince of Livonia—The Templars and Hospltullers.

Fine Arts.

Portraits of Dr. Johnson—Marks on Porcelain—Italian

Works of Art at Paris in 1815—Sir Joshua Reynolds:

Miss Day: Mrs. Day—Portrait of Barbor—Church Plate-

Various Paintings and Engravings.

Ecclesiastical Matters.

Altar Rails, Covered—Liddell r. Westerton—Ecclesias

tical Vestments—Funeral Garlands—The Cistercians—

" Prcster John" and the Arms of the See of Chichester—

Penance in the Church of England—Laud's Service Builc

—Epitaph of Cardinal Howard at Rome—St. Cuthbert's

Burial-place—Old Northern English MS. Psalter—Bor-

Regis Church—Sacred Vessels—A Roman Catholic Visita

tion In 1709—Episcopal Titles—St . George's Lofte—Regis-

trum Sacrum Batavianum—Communion Tokens—Fast

ing Communion In the Church of England—The Title

of Reverend—Consecration of Church Plate—" Defender

of the Faith"—The "Breeches" Bible.

Classical Subjects.

The Latin Version of Bacon's Essays—Greek Ant hology

—Martial's Epigram xiii. 75 — Lucretian Notelets —

Mediaeval and Modern Latin and Greek Verse—Mittitur

in disco—Catullus : " Hoc ut dixit "—" Sandon " (Horace)

—Cicero—Lucus a non Lucendo.

Topography.
Sandwich Islands—Origin of the Names of the American

States—Arthur's Oven on the Carron—Scottish History

—The Yardley Oak—Hart Hall, Oxford—Old Kensington

—Travelling in Italy Forty Years ago—The Equestrian

Statue in Hyde Park—Art hurian Localities : Scotland—

The Sacred Lotus—St. John's Chapel, Bedford-row.

Miscellaneous.
Christian Names—Pillar Posts—Hanging in Chains and

Irons—George UX and the Pig—The Kilkenny Cats—The

Waterloo and Peninsular Medals—The Clerical a healthy

Profession—Unlawful Games of the Middle Agps—Itine

rant Empirics — Sunday Newspapers — Gipsies — The

Wordsworth—Double Returns In Parliamentary Elections

—Curiosities of Corporation Records—Spiritual Appari

tions— The "Dial" System of Telegraphy— Professor

Becker's "Gallus"—8katlngLiterature—Cricket—London

Companies, or Guilds—A Travelling Tutor of the Olden

Time— Gunpowder Plot — Baths in the Middle Ages —

The Little Summer—Whitsuntide—Michaelmas—Christ

mas Contrasts.

Published by JOHN FRANCIS, 20, Wellington-it™ et, Strand, London, W.C.
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FREDERICK WARNE & C 0.' S

FIRST ANNOUNCEMENTS,

SEASON 1880-81-

£. >. a

Afternoon Tea. Rhymes for Children. With Original Illus-

tration* by J. O. Sowerby and II. H. Emmeraon. Printed In the highest Style of Colour Printing. Each
Page illustrated. Small 4to. picture boards ... ... ... ... ... ... ...0 6 0

Merry Ballads of the Olden Time. A Combination of Eight

quaint and well-known Rhyming Ballads. Illustrated with 32 P.kge Plates, printed in Colours, and upwards
of 160 smaller frustrations in Tints, with Text. Small 4to. extra gilt ... ... ... ... 0 8 o

Ditto ditto gilt edges 0 0 0

The Boy's Modern Playmate. By the Rev. J. G. Wood. A

Book of Games, Sports, and Diversions. With 600 Illustrations, engraved by Dalsiels, Hodgkin, Ac. In
square crown 8vo. gilt ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 8 6

Ditto ditto gilt edges 0 0 0

Our Little World of Child Life. A. Series of Simple Stories.

With 25 large Pictures, printed in Colours, Coloured Cover, and appropriate Letter-press. Small 4to. fancy

...0 3*

Wordsworth's Poetical Works. (Arundel Poets.) With Notes,

Steel Portrait, and Original Illustrations. Small 4to. red under gold edges, bevelled boards, gilt ... 0 10 6

Ditto ditto morocco ... ... ...150

Karr's Tour Round My Garden. Re-edited, with additional

Illustrations. Crown Svo. gilt ... ... — ... ... ... ... ...0 5 0

Ditto ditto gilt edges ... ... ...0 6 0

^Isop's Fables. Translated by Samuel Croxall, D.D. Edited

by Rev. OEOBOE FYLER TOWNSEND and L. VALENTINE, with Additions from Sir ROGER
L'ESTRANGE. 110 Illustrations, square crown 8vo. gilt ... ... ... ... ...0 8 0

Ditto ditto gilt edges ...

His Father ; or, a Mother's Legacy. By Silas K. Hocking,

Author of ' Alec Green,' ' Her Benny,' Ac. With Original Illustrations. In crown 8vo. gilt

0 6 0

0 3 8

Baron Munchausen: his Adventures. Comprising 18 mag-

nificent Coloured Plates by Bichard, and full Descriptive Text, royal 4to. gilt ... ... ... 0 13 8

Party Giving, on every Scale ; or, the Cost of Entertainments.
By the AUTHOR of ' MANNERS and TONE of GOOD SOCIETV,' ■ SOCIETY' SMALL TALK,' 4c. In crown

Svo. gilt ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 2 6

Benedicta. By Mrs. Alfred Phillips. With Original Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo. gilt 0 3 6

Sybil's Book. By Lady Barker. With Original Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. gilt ... ...0 3 6

Stories About. By Lady Barker. With Original Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. gilt ... ... ... ■•• •■• ■■• ... -■• ... ... 0 3 6

Ribbon Stories. By Lady Barker. With Original Illustrations.

Crown Svo. gilt ... ... ... ••■ — ••• ... ... ... ... 0 3 6

Christmas Cake. By Lady Barker. With Original Illus-

trations. Crown Svo. gilt ... 0 3 6

Daring Deeds Library. New and Enlarged Series. With

Illustrations and emblematical binding ... -•• ... ... ... ... Each 0 2 6

WARS of the BOSES.

SEA FIGHTS, from SLDYS to NAVARLXO.

LAND BATTLES, from Hastings to Inkermann.

DABINQ DEEDS of ADVENTURE.

The HOY'S BOOK of HEROES.

TWO YEARS of SCHOOL LIFE.

ROBINSON CRUSOE.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON.

LONDON : BEDEORD-STREET, STRAND.

WARNE'S

POPULAR SERIES OF BOOKS.

THE ARUNDEL POETS.

Original Illustrations.

Small 4to. red tinder gold edges, bevelled boards, elegantly

gilt, 10*. 6rf. each ; or in morocco, 25*.

1. SHAKSPEARE'3 POETICAL WOKKS.

2. MILTON'S POETICAL WORKS.

3. SCOTT'S POETICAL WORKS.

4. LONGFELLOW'S POETICAL WOKKS.

5. BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS.

6. WORDSWORTH'S POETICAL WORKS.

THE LANSDOWNE POETS.

Small crown 8vo. gilt and gilt edges, with Illustrations,

Oxford red-line border, 3s. 6d. each ; or morocco,

new style, 8*.

THIRTY-SIX VOLUMES.

THE CHANDOS CLASSICS.

(Sale 2,500,000.)

A Series of Standard Works In Poetry, History, and General

Literature.

Large crown Svo. stiff wrapper, Is. G(f. each ; or gilt lettering,

2*. each.

EIGHTY-TWO VOLUMES.

THE CHANDOS LIBRARY.

A Popular Scries of Standard Works.

Full Indexes, Steel Frontispiece or Portrait, Ac. Crown

8vo. gilt, 3». M. each.

FORTY VOLUMES.

STAR SERIES.

SIXTY-FIVE VOLUMES.

At Is. and 1*. 6<f. each.

NOTABLE NOVELS.

FIFTY VOLUMES.

At Sixpence each.

COOKERY BOOKS.

MODEL COOKERY and HOUSEKEEPING BOOK.

New and Revised Edition. 3,000 Receipts, New Series of

Coloured Plates. Large crown Svo. gilt, 5*.

EVEUY-DAY COOKERY. 1,900 Receipts, and

Coloured lllustmt ions of 35 Dishes. Crown Svo. 2*. 6ti.

Ditto, with additional Coloured Plates, half

bound, 3s. 6d.

MODEL COOKERY. People's Edition. Large

crown Svo. with Coloured Illustrations, Is.

Ditto, half bound, gilt lettering, It. 6d.

SCRIBNER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE.

This very popular and high-class Magazine has now

reached a Bale of upwards of 12,000 in England alone. Price

One Shilling Monthly.

Frederick "Warne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.
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R O M O L A.

BY

GEORGE ELIOT.

Messrs. SMITH, ELDER & CO. have the pleasure of announcing the

publication of an Edition of ' ROMOLA,' by George Eliot, in Two Volumes,

imperial 8vo.

The Letter-press of this Edition will be printed by Messrs. Richard Clay,

Sons & Taylor, on paper of the finest quality, made expressly for the Work

by Messrs. John Dickinson & Co.

The Illustrations for the Work, which were drawn by Sir Frederick

Leighton, the President of the Royal Academy, will all be printed on real

China Paper, by Messrs. Richard Clay, Sons & Taylor, and mounted on Plate

Paper ; the Initial Letters will be mounted with the Letter-press of the Book.

The Edition will be limited to One Thousand Copies, and the type will

be distributed after each sheet has been printed.

The Work will be published on the 15th of October, 1880.

Subscriptions will be received through Booksellers ; each Copy will be

numbered, and Copies will be delivered to Subscribers in the order in which

Subscriptions are received.

The Publishers reserve to themselves the option of at any tim increasing

the Subscription price.

The Publishers also reserve to themselves the right of pri ing a few

Copies beyond the Edition of One Thousand Copies, for the purpose of pre

sentation to the Author and Reviewers. Such additional Copies will not be

numbered or sold, the Edition for Sale being strictly limited to One

Thousand Copies.

Prospectuses and Specimen Pages, with information as to the price at

which Booksellers will receive Subscriptions, may be obtained on application

to the principal Booksellers in London and the Provinces.

15, yATERLOO-PLACE, LONDON, September 20th, 1880.

| BdllortAl Communication* .hoold be adanaved to "The Editor"—AdrertUemena and Biulnn. Lotteri to " The Publisher "—at the Office, 20, Welllmrton-etreev, Btnmd, London, W.O.

Printed by Ryi. Faaxcu, Athena;urn Prat, Took'.-court. Chancerr-lan., B.C. ; and Published by Jouk Fau.cn, at No. 30, WeuUnrtotutreet, Strand, W.O.

Ajenu: lor lemwi, Mann. BoU * Bradlute, and Mr. John Hemic, Kaabnrzb i-Ior Iniuxp, Mr. John Bobertaon, DnbUn.-Satnrdajr, HyUUKt r>, US3. - -

I
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PRICE

THRBGPBNCB

REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

"RATIONAL ART TRAINING SCHOOL, South
-L* Kpwtint't jn -Ta« WINTER SESSION wlIJ eommeace od MON
DAY, the 4th or October.

Public Art nawm In connexion with the Traintnr School. op*m to the
Public on pay mcut of Fee*, are established lor Student* of both *c\e*
The Studies comprise Drawing. Painting, and Modelling, a* applied to
Ornament, the Fucurv. Landscape, and Still- Life.

Candidal** for admission, who are not already registered aa student!
! the School, must pas* a Preliminary Examination Ln Freehand

V, the Wth of September,

of the School, must pas* a
Drawing of the Seeood Onde.
Special Admission Examinations will be held at the School at frequent

Intervals during tin- Newiun. The First Admission F-Aniuluatlon for the
fortht-oruln;,- s»^sr>n will be held on TUBSDA
mt 10 a m and 0 *:> r a

Application for information as to Pre*. Ac., and for ad misston should
lie made in wrunix to the SctaaTABT, Science and Art Department ; or
on and alter the 4th of October personally tu the li.L(.i«rtfci, at tbe .School,
Exhibition-road, *^>Dth Kensington. s.W.

By order of the Lords of tbe Committee of Council on
Education

KOYAL SCHOOL of MINES. — Professor
FKANKIAKD, D.CL F.R.8., will commence a COCIt.SK of

FORTY LECTt'RES "On Inorganic Chemistry,' on MONDAY NEXT,
October 4th. It*, at 12 o'clock at Noon ; to be continued on each suc-
«'<i>ding Wednesday. Fridav, and Mondav.at the same hour-—fee lor the
Course, U. Laboratory Practice for Three Months, 13.
lYofcmor T. H HUXLEY, LL D. F E B., will commence a COURSE

of EIGHTY LKCTL"ItEs ■ On biology, or Natural History ' including
I'ala-ontoloryj. on MONDAY NEXT. October «b, at 10 o'clock * k ; to
If continued on every Week-day (except SaturduTf, at the same hour —
Fee for the Course, 4/ ; for laboratory Practice, 6/.

Professor T. M. OOODEVE. M.A., will ronmn-nce a COURSE of
THIRTY-SIX LLCT111ES On Applied Mawli-LUn.1 on *..ONDAY
NEXT. October 4th, at 10 o'clock * x , to be continued on «t*ry Week
day (except Saturday), at the same hoar —Fee for the Coarse, 31, for
Supplementary Instruction during the rest of the day, 2 2*.

lTofessor W. CHANDLER ROBERTS, F.K S., will commence a
i'OCRSB of FIFTY LECTURES ■ On Metallurgy. ' on MONDAY NEXT.
October 4th, at loo clock *. * ; to be continued on each succeeding Wednes
day, Friday and Monday, at the same hour. -Fee for the Course, 41.
I'tiHjratory Practice fonder Mr R Smith) for Three Months. IBh***
All these Lectures will be delirered at tbe Science schools. ErAlbHioD-

road, South Kensington. F. W. RUDLKR, Registrar.

E0YAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY. — By special
permission of the Lords of the Committee of Council OD Educa

tion. Dr. ZERFFI will deliw Thirty Lectures ou the SCIENCE of
'.KNERAL HI-roKY. in the Lecture Theatre. South Kensington
Muv ura, on SATURDAY AFTERNOONS, at Three o clock, com-
iij-u< lng October lttth, lftU A Prlxe of Ten Ouineas will be awarded at
the end of the Course lor an Essay.— For particulars and Fees apply to
IT Zum,J, Warriugion-tfardens. Malda-hill, W , ix at the Cat*lqol x
Sn li.. South Kcii>iuKt<m Ml "

PROFESSOR TENNANTS LECTURES on
MINERALOQT, applied to GEOLOGT and the AK1S. al Kind's

Vollege mo ui U-sfare given, one on SATURDAY MO.lMNOS,
from lu.t) to 11. -M, and the other on THURSDAY EVENINGS, from 8
COW

Tiie Public are admitted on paying the College Fees.
Th» lactam begin SATURDAY, 9th of October, and terminate at

E\STKR. Thernre Illtntratad bra large Series of Hptvtmens. chiefly
from hi* Prl\<ii<> i-.,iiee.Uon Persons unable to attend l*ublic Lectures
ran hare PK1V A I K INil RUCTION In MINEKAUM.Y and UROLOGY
of Krof. TENNAM, al bis Residence, 14t». Strand. W.C
Terms, ;«. f— 1for Lesson of One Hour.

"E\V ENGRAVING by Mr. SAMUEL COUSINS,
I R-A—The FINE-ART SOCIETY beg to announce the pabllcm-

tl"P .51..° Nrw Engraving by this distinguished Engraver, entitled
N IN ETTE, being a Portrait by Greu/e of his Daughter. A complmud
lYoof Is now on VIEW at 148, N—

"LUC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced bv the
-L ARUNDEL SOCIErY from the OLD MASTERS, are Bold to the
Public as well as to Members, at prices Tarring from lUt to 48s and
Include the Wnrks of Giotto. Fra Angelico. Perugino Andrea del Sarto
Michael Ang« lo Raphael. Holbein. Albert DUrer, dtc —Priced Lisu,
w ith particulars of membership, will be sent, post free, on application

HOT G- R

The English Cathedrals, the English Lake District. Yorkshire, Derby
shire, the Isle of Wight. Warwickshire, Cum brUUe. South Coast, Devon-
shlre, Cornwall, North Wales, Paris, the French Cathedrals, Mwitxerland,
IWrium. Vienna, Nuremburg. lunsbruck. Saliburg. Norway, Constan-
tiniple, Italy, South of France Algiers. America, India, Spain. Portugal,
isii'l Japan
3.000 Photographs of Italy and It* Treasures,'Photographed In Derail.

Size, 10 In. by 4 m. Price Is. each. A rery fine Collection for Students.
l of Photographs, Prints, Drawings, etc.. Cleaned. Mounted,
put into Order, and Round into convenient Volumes orTit

Photographs Enlarged. Coloured, and Framed
* Marlon 4 Co. 22 and 23, Sobo-square, London.

E
ARTHENWARE and CHINA TAINTING.

Messrs. O. LEONCE and P. MALLET,
lifter numerous Koiicitations, bare decided to open a COURSE or
FAINTING o;> 1 .ARTHENWARE. POT'IEltY, and CHINA, to tom-
mence on the lith ol OCTOBER, ltsW, at 1, ljinghani Chambers, Port-
land-plaif. W.
Special COURSB of FLOWERS and BIRDS from NATURE, by Mr.

The New Style (Rorbottine), Ac. Over 280 Designs. Paintings, and
Sketches for the use of Pupils.
As the number of Pupils will be limited, early applications are

rrq united .
For terms and Prospectus apply Mope Cottage, Acton Orcen. Turnham

Green.
N.B. Special Firings of Pupils' Works In the various styles at Messrs.

Li:oNcaand M*Li.rr's.

A RTINT (Exhibitor) gives LESSONS in DRAW-
-TV INO and PAINTINO(Oil and Water Colour).-Address AansT,
•m Il>mrMr<vn.l.r.u>H N W3H. lUmpstead-road, K.W

MUSIC, PICTURE, and PICTURE FRAMING
i r-iNI-_ss for DISPOSAL. No opposition for fllteen to twenty
Returns, l.arrjf. (Hirings alone OTpr 1707. per onsHMaUi Rent

Goodwill. Stock, and Futures about L>s*f^^reTs»se|ur
Anllo*. Hel

^ r/ 701.< 3W. let
retiring

* W. Font * Sew, Valuers, Downham

RI8TOTELIAN SOCIETY.
FOR THE SYSTEMATIC STUDY OF PHILOSOPHY.

The SESSION of Ikhmi will OPEN on OCTOBER H. at IV John-street.
Adelphl. at s r with an Address by the President, Mr. SHADWORTH
B. HODGSON. Subject i ' Philosophy ln Relation to lu History.'
Tickets of Aehuisslon and further particulars mar be obtained from the

Hon Sec, Dr. Brjuea, 17. Bloonisbury-s<iuare, W.C.

in the ISLE of WIGHT.JjOMAN VILLAS

PUBLIC SUBSCRIPTION.

EXCAVATIONS hare re<tiitly been set on foot, under tbe superin
tendence of a Committee of Areha-ologlsU. CORNELIUS NICHOLSON,
F S.A . Ventnor. JOHN E. PRICK F rt A . and F. O H PRICE, F.G 8..
Loudon. In tbe Estate of LADY OGLANDER at Bradlog. which promise

f hlglily '-'to reveal Habitations of the decorated in
Tessellated Art, more so, it is believed, than anything of the kind
hitherto found in England, and which must give new importance to
the History of f'erti*. the Isle of Wight. This work Is an Extension of
the richly embellished Villa opened out a few months ago on the Farm
of Mas. MUNN8, and already in these extensions Fire Chambers with
Floors of Coloured Tessera? exhlbitlug several Mythological Groups of
Figures have been uncovered. Bnt tbe Explorations cannot be com
pleted, and the means of preservation provided, without a very consider
able outlay of money. Hence the a (ore-named Committee venture to
appeal to all who estimate the honour of the Isle ot Wight, and all,
elsewhere, who value the permanent records of the History of Romano-
Britain, to assist them with the means of effectually carrying out this
Interesting work.

)f Subscriptions :—First Lu

The Lady Louisa Oglander,
Nunweli, itrading 3Q

Cornell us Nicholson,
F.8.A , Ventnor .. . . fi

John E. Price, F.S.A.,
London S

F. O. H. Price, F.O.B.,
London fi

J. Snowdon Henry, Esq.,
J.P.. D.L. Ilonchurch .. 5

F Whlte-I'opham, Esq ,
J.P. , Wootton Lodge,
i w ".a

C. Roach Smith, Esq.,
F8 A-,Htrood .. .. 2

M.D,

Siin-

Alderman Harrow
Rxde

Alfred White I
West Drarton

Walter Mew, Esq.,
down

The Right Hon Sir Law
rence Peel, Wroxa.ll
W Munns. Esq., Morton
Farm. Rrading

John ILirrts. Esq., Bel
vedere. Kent

Cooper iri-Ns Esq., West
Lodge, Ciapbsun . . , .

Subscriptions and Communications to be addressed tn Coanzxtt-s
Nn uoi*on. FO S.. F.H.A., Ashleigh, Ventnor. Treasurer to the Fund.
An Illustrated Report of the \ 111a, or Village, it mar be. niil even

tually be forwarded to each Subscriber, If the Funds admit of It.
September Mith, 18S0.

rr0 GENEALOGISTS. — JUSTIN SIMPSON,

JL Member of the Harleian Society, Author of "The Lincolnshire
Seventeenth Century Tradesmen's Tokens.' dec . will be happy to make
SEARCH at the British Museum. College of Arms. Doctors' Commons,
th* Record Office, and take Extracts at a reasonable rate. — Address
5, Howard-street, Strand.

IITEIiATUILK as a PROFESSION.—Young
J Gentlemen desirous of sduptlng the above can acquire, from a

University Man of Literary experience a PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE
of JOURNALISTIC WORK, vix., Constitutional Law. Summary and
Leader Writing.—For terms apply by letter, LL D , s* lied Liou-squarc,

T ITERARY EMPLOYMENT on the Staff of an
-I-J Established PERIODICAL WANTED by a known AUTHOR and
late Editor of a London Weekly Journal, Able and ready Original
Writer, Reviewer, and Art and Dramatic Critic.—Address B., Mr. W. U.
Dawe, 44,™-'

rPHE AUTHOR of 'Forty Years' Recollections'

1 desires LITERARY or other congenial EMPLOYMENT -.-Editor
(Newspaper, Magazine, or Periodical). Sub-Editor. Leader-Writer,
Librarian, Secretary, dte. First-rate references. — T. Fkost, Soutb-
borough, Tunbrltige Wells

A GENTLEMAN (Twenty-nine) of good Educa-
^L tlen and connexion, with many Years' expernuce tn the Fine
Art*. Ac. is OPEN to an ENGAGEMENT. Could eventually treat for
Partnership.—Address B li, care of Messrs. Daw sous, l-l. Cannon-street,
B.C.

WANTED, by an accomplished Joitfnalist, en
gagement as BUR-EDITOR or a Dully, or Editor of a good

Weekly (Libcrali. Leader-Writer. Verbatim Reporier, and Original
Descriptive Writer.—Address B., Messrs. Adams A Francis, Advertising
Agents, 50, Fleet-street, E C.

JOURNALIST, thoroughly experienced in Edi
torial, Sub-Editorial, and Reporting Duties uu the Dally and

Weekly Press, desires ENGAGEMENT. Practised Leader und Descrip
tive W riter, and verbatim Notc-taker.—Address, J. B., 116, Buiusbiirj-
rond, Islington. London. N.

EXPERIENCED PKESWMAN desires ENGAGE-
MENT.—I<eader-Writer. Reviewer, or Correspondent. Travelled

extensively. French, Italian, Modern Greek. Testimonial* irora London
Press —Toa, 28, Percy-circus, W.C.

PRESS.—A thoroughly competent Reporter (Eight
Yerrs' expert neej desires EN(iAGEMENT. Verbutlm Note-taker,

quick Transcriber, fair Descriptive Writer, and good Panigraphist.
Highest references. No objection to Junior s ptmiou and moderate
salary on a good Journal.—Address X.,C. Mitchell ft Co , Red Uon-court,
Fleet-street, E.C.

THE PRESS.—WANTED, from 18th December
next, a Gentleman to till the office of BDITOK and SUB-EDITOR

of a Trl-Weekly LIBERAL PAPER in l ister Mum be a Presbyterian.
—Apply, stating terms, to Paras, care ol Messrs. Cowan & Co., D Olier-
strcet, Dublin.

'THE PRESS.—An accomplished JOURNALIST,
X editing an Evening Newspaper, is open to RE-ENGAGEMENT on
the Literary Staff of a well-estatdished Journal. Satisfactory
nials, and Specimens of Leading Articles, Descriptive Reports, Local
Joltings. Sketches. Reviews, Ate. —Address T. X., May's Advertising
Offices, 100, Piccadilly.

w
ANTED TO PURCHASE,
MlM JBWHBPKY'S

K"KKOWS of GENTILITY.

The HALF SISTEKS.

1IIOHT or WRONG? ud

SOB.

Addrnn, RtRtiaR price, to Heaira. Adjlms & Francis, Advertising
Ageuu, M, Flcft^trect, E C.

l^DITOR of High-class LONDON CONSERVA-
-LJ TIVE WEEKLY ii open to ircept an Unmeduue HF,ENOAGE-
MENT. Fitclle und OriKinul Lender-Writer ; tboroutthly iu«d; and
reliable |{ood LH^criptlve and Verbatim Kcpurter. Heal refereucet. Ac.
—AddreM X. Y Z , Mewra. Adatm A Francis, Advertising Agents, 00,
Fleet-street, E.C.

WiANTED, EMPLOYMENT as READER, or in
any other Literary capacity. Advertiser has a thorough mastery

of the French and German languages, and is a good Translator.—
Address II H.. care of C. Mitchell &. Co., 12 and 13, ltod Lion-court,
Fleet-street, E.C. »

rFO NEWSPAPER PKOPRIETORS.—WANTED

X by the Advertiser a SITUATION as Book-keeper, Cashier, or
Publisher Thoroughly understands Double Entry and tuklng out Balance
hheels Good references. Salary moderate —Address F. Y., care of
Messrs. Hooper A Batty, 1, Qcorgc-etrcet, Mansion House, E C.

IX) LIBRARIANS of CLUBS and MECHANICS'
INSTITUTES —To be SOLD. COPIES of the TIMES NEWS

PAPER, comprising the readable matter, but not the advertisements.
There are 30 volumes, from Aukubi, lwsj, to June, 1878, bound in half
baxll. in excellent condition The remainder down to the present date is
unbound. Also U volumes l*almer's Indexes it the Time*, from January,
1866. to June. 1.177. Offers requested —Address W. Ii care of Mcmts
Knight A Tlltotson, Eccleston-street S.W.

p MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
V7s Purchase of Newspaper l*ropertr, Iwg to direct attention to the
following Announcements. Ne'
in Loudon and the Provinces.

c
^ MITCHELL & CO are instructed to DISPOSE

of the COPYRIGHT and PLANT of LIBERAL COUNTY PAPER,
within i- ' mil** of London. Large Printing 1
only or their Solicitors treated wltb

s attached. Prlncipala

C.
MITCHELL & CO. are favoured with instruc-

\J» tions for INVESTMENTS from Clients for sums rarj ing from 6UUJ.
to 2,00Oi., cither for Purtnershlp or for the Purchase of Noi
Properties. Ail communications strictly confidential.

MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
J* Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

Probate or Purchase, lnvef>tl^allons. aud Audit of Accounts, Ac.

IfOR SALE, a good WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.—
J- For particulars apply to D., care ol F. O. Barnes A Co., 31, London-
wall, E C.

pOPYRIGHT.- The ADVERTISER is open to
\J PURCHASE the COPYRIGHT ot a Weekly Paper or Monthly
MAO A'/, INK that rcquirts working up. Must be old established and
hi|fh class —Title, particulars, and price In strict confidence to Sioma,
rarh of Messrs. W. T Squiro, bale & Co., Advertising Agents, 41, Tavi-
stock-iilriet, Strund, W.C.

STATIONERY, BOOKSELLING, and NEWS-
O PAPER BUSINESS for DISPOSAL.-Established Fortv Yeius.
First-class connexion. Returns. 4 .two,' ., Rent, 4uf. Goodwill , Fixtures,
aud Stock about r.uutV. Proprietor retiring,

W. Pore A Son, Valuers, Downham Market, Norfolk.

pllLN TIN U.—JOHN BALE k SONS, Printers of
-M- the Vrtttm JUvtcu . the Fn<jUii/iu'i'nmn' t Review, and other Period
icals, aru prepared to undertake the PR1NT1N0 of Magazines, Pamphlets,
Bookwork. CuLolo^ueH, Ac. on the most reasonable terms. Estimates
free. — Steam Printing Offices, 87-80, Great iitchfleld-street, Oxford-
street, London.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—Professor
BONNKV. f.US, Kill iflve a COl'KSE of LECTURES on

(1KOLOGY on TUES11AYK and THX'KHDAYS. at I o clock. coiiHueneing
OITOHKK 7 The Subject of the Dresenl Term will be ELEMKS 1'AKY
M1NE1IALO0Y und rETKOLOGY

TALFOUKD ELY. M A. .Recretary.

WANTED, a TliAVELLING COMPANION for
the TIOKIH and EUPHRATES, to nl-.are Expenses. To start

End of Ot'l'OllElt.—Address It , Suvile Club, Siivtle-row.

IfGYPT, or ABItOAD anywhere.—A Clergyman
J would ACCOMPANY a 1-arty as CHAPLAIN, or take C'HARUE of

a LAD.—Beta, 3, James-street. Huymarket, 8.W.

RUSSIAN thoroughly TAUGHT, and Proficiency
in Keadintr. Writing, and SpeaLln^ the Language guaranteed

within a compatutLvely isi.ort time Lessons by Correspondence carried

41 i, Wandsworth road

^TURKISH and ARMENIAN.—A Gentleman and
X - Lady. haTlnR ttrst-claat testimonials, will be happy to give
LESSONS In TURKISH or ARMENIAN —Address Sscan-iaiis ol tbe
Turklfh Missions Aid Society, 6, Adam-street, Strand, W.C.

ONDCN HOME.- The Widow of a distinguished
engaged in Study pr
NO LADY, similarly

• i aocuU

cian, the Members of whose Family are engaged in Study J
ECE1VE a YOL'KO LADY. Mini'
i and comfortable HOME with t

niiy a:
other active Work, is willing to RECEIVE a YOUNG
occupied, who may desire a refined and comfortable 1
advantages ln London lor some MonUu.-Addms Mxs. L-, 6t>, Bclaize

Park, London, N.W.
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MORNING PREPARATORY CLASS for the
KONS of GENTLEMEN (exclusively), 13, Somerset-street, Port-

BKDFOKD COLLEGE (for Ladies), 8- and 9,
York-place, Portman-square, London (near the Bakcr-strect Station

of the Metropolitan Rati way ).—The College provides Systematic Le«ur»s
by Professor*, in the Higher Subjects of instruction, and ITtparutory
Clause* lor Junior Students. Th ■ Course in adapted lor those who intend
to Matriculate or Graduate in the Unlvcisity of London. The SEsS ION
will BEGIN on THURSDAY, October 14, All New Students are to
present iheiuwlve* between 1 1 aud 4, on TUESDAY, October 12.
TWO ARNOTl SCHOLARSHIPS will be awarded by open competition.
Prospectuses, with particular* of Scholarships Boarding, Ac, may be

had at the College. HENRIETTA LE BRETON. Hon. Sec.

KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.—LECTURES to
LADIES—The CLASSES will KE-Ol*EN on MONDAY", October

11th. nt i, Oonervatory-avenue, Kensington. W. (close to the High-etreet
Statiou and Vestry Hall).
The Subjects are—Holy Scripture, Church History, Logic, Political

Economy. Ancient and Modern Hisiorv . English. 1 jttin. Greek. French,
German, Italian. Arithmetic. Algebra, Geometry, Chemistry, Physiology,
Botany, Harmony, and I>rawing.
For Prospectus and all information apply to the Secretary, Miss

Scumitz. 26. Relsize Park-gardens N.W. SeTeral of the Courses are
adapted to the Exan,1nations lor the London Degrees and the Oxford and
Cambridge Examinations.

c

COLLEGE

<

of PRECEPTORS.
by Royal Charter.)

LECTURES FOR TEACHERS.
A COURSE of TEN LECTURES • On the History of Education,' by

OSCAR BROWNING, Esq , M A., Fellow of King s College. Cambridge,
and Lecturer on the History ol Education in the University, will com
mence on THURSDAY , the 7th October, at 7 p.*.

SYLLABUS.
1. Greek Education—Music and Gymnastics—Views of riato and

Aristotle.
2. Education in thn Middle Ages—The Renaissance—The Reformation

—Development of Humanistic Education—John Sturm, of Strasburg.
3. Realistic Education—Ratke and Comenius.
4. Naturalistic Education—Montaigne and Rabelais.
5 English Representatives of these Schools—Humanism represented

by Roger Ascham—Realism by John Milton.
6, Naiuralmm represented by John Locke.
T. The Jesuits and the Janseuists.
8. Housse
9. The Ed

10. The German M'
The I-cctures are on Thursday Evenings,
The Fee for the Course Is One Guinea.

C. R. HODGSON, B A., Secretary.

i of the very young—Pettalozzl and Frobel,
(etaphysiclans—Kant. Flchte. and Herbort.
un Thursday Evenings, at Half-past Seven.

MANCHESTER NEW COLLEGE,
UNIVERSITY HALL, LONDON.

Rev. JAMES MARTINEAU, LL.D. D.D., Principal
Rev. JAMES DRUMMOND, B.A. Professor of Theology. Evidences and

Truths of Religlou, History of Doctrine, New Testament.

Rev J. ESTLIN CARPENTER, M.A., Professor of Old Testament,
Ecclesiastical History and Comparative Theology, and Hebrew Lan-
gumce and Literature.

Rev CHARLES BARNES UPTON, B.A. B.Sc., Professor of Logic and
Mental and Mural Philosophy.

" The College adheres to its original prbictple of freely imparting
theological knowledge without insuvung on the odoptlun of particular
doctrines."

SESSION 1B80-1.

Candidates for admission at the commencement of the coming Session
are r»-que*ted to forward their APPLICATIONS and TESTIMONIALS,
without uela.v. to either of the undersigned, who will supply on request
all ueedful Information as to Admission of Students. Selection of Scholurs,
aud Outline oi the Course of study.

i College Session Commences on TUESDAY, the 5th October, and
■ and Candidates are teqnested toaUcud In the Library of Univer

sity Hall at i) a m. on that day.
An Address in connexion with the Opening of tho Session will be

delivered by the Rev. J ESTLIN CARPENTER, M.A., on
at 4 o'clock.

All or any of the
th.' reguha- fee* Partlculais

: day

by tho Public on payment of
may be obtained (by letter > from the

College Librarian, at University Hall, or either of the Secretaries The
hours ot Lecture* will be fixed, and may be learnt after the Session has
commenced.

R. D. DARB1 SHIRE. Esq. ,B.A..2fl. George-street Manchester, 1 c-^.
Rcv. II ENFIELD DOWSON, B.A., Gee Cross, Manchester, j00™-

Manchester, September, 1&S0.

M
AN CHESTER NEW COLLEGE.

THE AINSWORTH SCHOLARSHIP.

The Committee offer to those Students of the College who shall obtain
it (,">ld medal in the M A Examination at London University a SCHOLAR
SHIP ui ONE HUNDRED POUNDS. Competitors fur thi* Scholarship
nuikt g.adunte. as students of Manchester New College, cither on taking
their Bachelor s or Master's Degree if tho former, they must have
previously spent not less than two j ears at Manchester New College ; If
Hit latter, not less than one year.
The Aiusworth scholarship is Open to any Lay Student of University

C'dleice who has previously enrolled himself as n Student of Manchester
New College, gone through his Undergraduate Course under the direct ion
of the Principal of that College, and attended the Clause* for Religious
and Ethical instruction which It provides for its l.ay Students, subject
ti> these Limitation*, the Scholarship is Open to every gold medallist at
the r.xainlnatiun for the Muster's Degree in any onu of the branches of
Classics, science, or Philosophy.
Payment will be made to successful Competitors in two yearly pay

ments of Fifty Pounds. The Scholarship will be continui d until notice
to ti.t- routrary is given Two years' notice will be given previous to its
withdrawal.

I n rt her particulars respecting the Scholarship and the plans of Study
at Man. histei New College may be obtained on application to R. D.
D*RiitkinuE, Esq , B A., one of the Secretaries of the College. 'J!ft, George-
street. Manchester; or to the Rev. Jtxn MtariMKAU, LL.D. D.D.,
Principal, at University Hall. Gordon-square, London.

IGH SCHOOL, CHRISTCHURCH, NEW
ZEALAND -A HEAD MASTER and a SECOND MASTER are

RKUl'IRKD for the SCHOOL, which has be n liberally Endowed- and
is under the control of the Board of Governors of the Canterbury
Colli ue. Thc Khool Is to be divided Into a Classical and a M hjern Side;
one Master will be required to teach Claries aud Knullah , and the other
Ma'M-matic* and Science. Both Masters must have Graduated in
11 * i' i nr* nt i it her oxford or Cambridge, and had experkm ■>- and success
as Tpai-ht-rs in Public Schools. Tho salary of the Head Muster will be
KM. ih.ii of the Second Master Mil, per annum, both without Uhqv
ah, wnncr Neither Master will be permitted to take Boarders. 1501.
win be allowed to the Head Master and 100J. to the Second Master fur
lM»-iure Mnrer to the Colony ; both Masters will be expected to arrive
In tin' i <.!<>n) Irpfure the 3 1st March. lwai. School buildings have been
cr-vti-d at n cost o( lODoof. The following Oentleinan have consented to
art n * a commission for the selection of the Masters i—Professor Black ie
tl hdmbumn. ITofessor Jowett, of Oxford. Arthur Sldgwlck, K«q., ol
Oxford the Rev. J, M. Wilson, Clifton College. It is open to Candidates
to send In applications for either or both Masterships Intending Candi
date* ran obtain of the undersigned Applk.-ailoii Forms and Printed
Statement. Kiting further particulars as to qualifications, conditions
A . All sp;dl< atJ<>nn must be made on the Forms, and be sent in on or
before is* Sov-mher next, to WALTER KENNAWAY, New Zealand
Office, 7, Westminster ChainKrs, London, B. W.

IT

1>EQUIRBD for the DEVONPORT, STOKE, and
JLV STONEHOUSE HIGH SCHOOL for GIRLS (Limited), a LADY «s
HEAD MISiRESS. The Salary is 2501. per annum, with conditional
Capitation Fees —Applications, with qualifications, &c , to be forwarded
before the l"i>th OCfOBER, addressed to the Sucrtr miiY. at the School,
Albert-rood. Stoke. Devonport, where further Information may bo
obtained. The duties to commence with the Spring Term In Jamua-Kv,
1881.

HAMILTON HOUSE, STREATHAM - HILL.
Flrst-clns* Boarding School, on the High School l*rinclp!e. for the

daughters of Gentlemen Established L'2 jenrs. A limited number of
YOUNG LADIES RECEIVED to BOARD and EDUCATE Resident
Certificated English and Foreign Governesses, Professors from London
attend fur Lectures and accomplishments. Every facility for acquiring
French and German conversationally.—Address A., care of Hatchard's,
1S7, Piccadilly. I^ondon who can personalty recommend the School; or
to the PaiwcirAL, Hamilton House, RoupeU Park, S.W.

MATRICULATION of the UNIVERSITY of
LONDON, JANUARY*, 11*90.—A CLASS in all the Subjects of I his

Examination will be held at Guv's Hospital, commencing MONDAY
October 11th. The Class is not confined to Students of the Hospital.—
Fur particulars apply to the Dbak, Guy's Hospital, London, S.B.

AN ENGLISH LADY, of much experience in
Travelling, who passed last Winter on the Nile in charge of an

Invalid, wishes to take THREE or FOUR DELICATE GIRLS, whose
Health would be benefited by a Warm Climate, to Egypt for the enduing
Winter. Good references given and required. — For particulars, ate,
address A. B., care of Col. Yule, C.B., India. Office.

H
OMB EDUCATION.—A LADY accustomed to
Teaching, having a comfortable Home in a healthy Suburb of

London, wishes to receive TWO or THREE- LITTLE GIRLS to Board
and Educate, to whom she would devote all her time, and bestow upon
them every care and attention. — G. C, Haddon Lodge, Quc.\-rond.
Kolbum.

TO SCHOOLS and PRIVATE FAMILIES. - A
LADY (27). accustomed to Teaching, desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT

as Daily Governess. Subjects: English, French, German (Germany),
Most", and Elementary Latin and Drawing. N. or N.W. District pre
ferred —X. Y., Broadbent's, Bookseller, Higbgatc, N.

VISITING TEACHER.—A Lady experienced in
Tuition is OPEN to ENGAGEMENTS. Subjects : English, Latin,

Elementary Greek, and Mathematics Boys prepared for School and
Candidates for the Oxford, Cambridge, and London Examinations.
Terms moderate.—Address Miss Hakslet,12, Randolph-gardens, Kiiburn
Park-road, N.W.

A PROTESTANT FRENCH FAMILY desires to
receive TWO or THREE BOARDERS to Live in the Family, with

facilities for Learning French.—Madame Pimoeok, 21, Rue de Berlin
Paris, near the SL Lazare Station.

IP
NIVERSITY of LONDON. — PRELIMINARY
SCIENTIFIC (M B.) EXAMINATION —INSTRUCTION in given

in alt the Subjects of the above Examination at GUY'S HOSPITAL
during the Winter and Summer Sessions. The Class In not confined to
Students of the Hospital.—For further particulars apply to the Dksk,
Guys Hospital. Southwark, S.E.

MATRICULATION of the UNIVERSITY of
LONDON, JANUARY, 1881.

A CLASS in all the SUBJECTS for this Examination will be held at
Rt Bartholomew's Hospital, beginning MONDAY, October 11. The
Class is not confined to Students of the Hospital.—For particulars applv
to the WiaoEN of the College, St- Bartholomew's Hospital, London, E C.
A Handbook is forwarded on application.

PRELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC EXAMINATION.
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON

A CLASS In all the SUBJECT (including Practical Work) for this
Examination is held nt St. Bartholomew's Hospital, continuing till the
Examination in JULY. The Class Is open to Candidates who are not
Students of the Hospital as well as to Students.
Fee for the whole Course (including Chemicals) to Students of the

Hospital fij. hi.; toothers, lOi. 10*. I*articulurs may be ascertained on
application, personally or by letter, to tho Wardln of the College St.
Bartholomew » Hospital, E.C. A Handbook forwarded on application.

CT. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL and
0 COLLEGE.

The WINTER SESSION will begin on FRIDAY, October 1st.
The Clinical Practice of the Hospital comprises a service of 710 Beds,

inclusive of 04 Beds fur Convalescents at Highgate.
students can reside within t he Hospital, subject to College Regulations.
For nil particulars application may be mode to the Wakdlk of the

College, the College. St. Bartholomew's Hospital, B.C.
A Handbook forwarded on application.

THE MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL.— The Winter
JL SESSION will open on MONDAY. October 4th, with the DIS
TRIBUTION of PRIZES in the New lecture Theatre.
The MEDICAL SCHOOL, which Is now being considerably Enlurged.

provides the most complete means for the Education of students pre
paring for the University of London, the Colleges of Physicians and
Surgeoun and the other Licensing Bodies.
TWO ENTRANCE st'HOLARHHIl S, of the annual value of ?S. and

204 per annum, tenable for Two Years, will be competed for on OCTOBER
Ut and L'nd
Further information may be obtained from the Delm or tho HmiDEin-

Medical OrtiCEB, ut the Hospital. ANDREW CLARK, Dean.

'THE LONDON SCHOOL of HOMOEOPATHY,
1 SI, Great Oralowl-street. Russell-square. W.C.—The ANNUAL
HAHNEMANN ADDRESS, by Dr. J. C. BURNET1*. ' On Hahnemann as
a Man, as a 1 hysiclan, and the Lessons of his Life,' MuNDAY, October
4th, 0r «.

'I he Hospital cnntnlns6fi Beds Hospital Staff fn connexion with the
School: — Dr J. G. BlacUey. In*. Dyce-Brown, I>r. Wushiugton Kpps,
Dr. R. T, Cooper, Dr. A. H. Buck, Dr. Tuckey. Surgeun, Mr. H
Thnrold Wood. Lecturers:—Medicine, l»r Drce-Hrown ; Materia
Medica. Tic. Pope The School possesses n Medical Library (General
and Hoimroputhii'), and a Museum of Honuenpathlc Materla Medlca.
For further particulars apply to the Secretary.

WILLIAM BAYES, M D . Hon. Sec.

CTAH UUBY.-—A remarkably fine spt-cimen for
O SALE. Also a few Mounted Cats' l-y_e«. Vases in Siberian Oven-
tnrtne - Kaicr Waicut. Mineralogist and Expert in Gems and Preciou*
Stones, 90, Great Russell-st»eet, Bloomsbury. London, W C.

'THE KESTOUATION of PAlNTlNGh, or anj
I WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, eflei-ted with everj
renrd to the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R
THOMPSON KtwMn. 431. Gmwrr-arreet. 1'ortman-sous re. W.

^0 LET, in a Southern Nonk in the Isle or Wight,
A from October to May, TWO HOUSES, one containing three revep-
tlon>rooBwand ntue bed-rooms, the other two reception-rooms with seven
lifi-ro«Mns ii nd the usual offices, live minutes' walk from Ciiuivh and
tuition, with or without attendance. Term* moderate —Address T. ^i,
at C. H. May A Co.'t General Advertising Office*, 78, Graccchurch-strcet,

B Y.LONDON LIBRA
I?. RT. JAME8 S-SQCARB.—Foundfii In 1841.

Patron—H.R.H. THE PKINCE OF WALES.
President—THOMAB CA1CLYLB, Esq.

Thin Library conuuu. uu,uuu Volnmen of Ancient and Modern IJte-
nrtnre. In various l^inirnafrefl. 8abscrlptlon, 81. a year, or a., with.
EnlniliC'-Iee of w.; Lile Meniberihip, aU.
Pilteen VolumeK are allowed to Country, and Ten to Town Members.

Kcadinir-K.M.iii open from Ten to liall-naat Six. Prospectut on appli-IISOK- ' ' ' '
cation liOHEKT HAKRIKON. KecreUury and Librarian.

'VHK UNITED LIBRARIES, 307, Regent-
JL street, \V.—Subscriptions from One Guinea to any amount,
according 10 the supply leuulrcd. All the best New Books. English,
Freuch, and Geruian, immediately on publication. Frospectuses, with.
Lists of New Rublicatione, gratis and post free.—'.' A Clearance
Cutakwue of Surplus Hoolis uttered for Kale at greatly reduced prices,
may also be had, free, on application.—Booth 's, Cm arm* s, Hodgsom's,
and iSamvdebs & Otlbv's United Libraries, 'Jul, Regent-street, i
Polytechnic

pATALOGUE (No. 72, October) of AUTO-
VV GRAPHS and HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS, on SALB by P.
NAYLOK , 4, MUlman^treet, Bediord-row, London.—Sent on application.

HEAP SECOND-HAND BOOKS.
Now ready. Gratis. O FTNDLEY'S CATALOGUE, No. 41.

Including many Oil Books of tho Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.
89, High-street, Leicester.

Just published,

pATALOGUE, No. 91, of MISCELLANEOUS
and THEOLOGICAL WORKS, comprising over TOO Articles, with

an Addenda ot New and Modern Books, at greatly reduced prices.
Still in print. Nos. K) and 90, consisting ol Rare Books on America,

Flue Svix. nnd MiMcllaneous Books. Gratis on application.—Address
C. T. Jrimiuii it iSoNs, BookseUers, Bristol

WAVEULEY NOVELS, Abbotsford Edition, in
li vols. hail-ruBU, gill edges, TO BE SOLD.—Apply to Rev. R.

G.\niitn-r, KHHee, cu. Clare.

PDE WIN T. — For SALE, a very fine and
• important finished SKBTCH by this Artist. Can be seen by

Bppoiiitiiit-iit.—Addn-ss 0. Mm knock-road. Camden-roiid. London, N.W.

'PHE WUODHUKY PEKMANENT FHOTO-
JL GRAVH1C 1'RINTING COMPANY have now brought their
WOOLVbURVlYlK Process to such perfection that it is generally
reco^uizcd us the bebt humus of Reproducing Works of Art, l'ortraiis
from Lite. Views from Nature, Architectural Subjects, &c.

Its advantages are :—
1 kxirenie delicacy In the half-tones, depth and brilliancy of the

shudows. and perfect detail in every part.
which thousands of impressions of equal quality can be

Ec«
ed.
and Permanency.

The processes known as the CARBON and COLIaOTYPE are i
extensively wuvkrd by this Company; but, though useful for <
subjects, liie ll ints by these processes do net possess the brilliancy and
uuilormitv ol Woodburj typos

The WG'tmiii HVJ VI K PROCESS is largely used in BOOK ILLUS
TRATION i<y all the lending Publishers, including—

Mat tnilliin & Co. Messrs. tSampson Low &. Co.
Cimpmun & Hall. „ Jolm Murray.
DeuUej' & Son. Bickers & Son.
Geo. hell & sons. „ IHUdy, IsblBter & Co., *c

Ettiiiiate." r-pecimens, and all information furnished on application to>
the Muu iiin

l.i , GREAT PORTLAND-STREET, LONDON, W.

E AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
Ml. OXFOR1WITREET, LONDON, W.,

Beg to call iittentfon to their System of producing

HOOK ILLUSTRATIONS

In PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHY by moans of SAWYER
COLLOTYPE I IUII MM

Itpossdwus the following ADVANTAGES t—
FIRST —Pui- small Edltious of 500 to 1 000 it Is cheaper than any knows,

method us the cost ol the original plates Is small.
SECOND - l>eing Photographic it presents an absolute faithful copy of

the object desired to be represented; such a picture as the render
recognises as u true representation.

THIRD.- l he illustrations are printed direct on the page of the book,
avoiding the disagreeable cockling incident to all mounted Photo
graphs

Yl AGNIFICENT WORKS have already been
AT-1, cAt-cutcd in the followiog lines :—
PALAOtiRAPMlCAL. — ■ The Codex Alexandrlnus.' 'The Vlrecht

l>ainr. 'The Yearly Fasciculus of the Paiocographical Society,'
* Miltuil s Cuuimon- Place Book,' Jfee.

NUMlsMATlCAL.—The CaialoKues of Greek and Roman Coins for the-
Trustees ui the British m ■ m:., Mr. B. V. Head's 'Coinage of
S> racuae,' the lllustiations to the Mumiamntie CAru'ocr, >v

BOOkS of TRAVEL —'f:hlna and its People,' by J. Thomson, F.R.OS ,
a iiiu*:mrk'ciii work. illUHtratcd with over 'JM large photographs:
■The Vovage ol the Chuilenger,' by Sir Wyville Thompson j and
mnny cntuller works.

TOPOtiRAPlilCAL.—'Relics of Ancient Liverpool,' -Old Manchester,*
aud main others.

CIVIL KNGlNl HRINO.—'Los Travaux publics de France,' executed
under i lie uirection of a Department of the State, published by
J RotliM-hild, Hue des St, Peres. 'I his niagniiicent work, gained the
gold medui .a the Purls Exposition, 1818.

AliCIll l IX'l L'liAL.—'The Hoof Sculptures of Norwich Cathedral.' with
a limit. r> ol the Cathedral, by the Very Rev. the Dean of Norwich.

A vast number of works in other departments, large and small, have
been l;ln*iritted by 'he Autotvpo l*roces» of Book Illustration, amongst
which nan be noted—The FROLT and HUNT DRAWINGS, by Mr.
HusktB] The KR1:aM1C ART of JAPAN, Audsley and Howes, both,
F.euei. and English Edition; The TAPESTRY of BAY'EUX, Frencb.
uud Englir.li bdltion, Ac.

C'ObT.—As a specimen of cost, it may be stated
' that SIX I tlustrntiuus to a demy tivu. volume lor an Edition ul

l,<*jo would eiol less than Hnl. per copy.
".* l'rice List and Spucimens sent upon application.

IN the AUTOTYPE GALLEKY will be fonnd
1 a nulne COLLECTION of FAC-SIMILES of the OLD MASTERN.
In ludlug the must ceiobruted Works of Era Angrlico. Fin Rartolomeo.
Curreglu DU»cr, Holbein. Michael Angelo. Raphael, Rubens. Andrea del
-arto. Titma 1^ ooardo da Vlncl, &«:., selected Iroiii the principal
Gallerlea ol Kmoje. Fine examples of the Modern School, including
l'.-y nter It A . MiM'wnnuler, De Neuville, RossetU, Jlurne-Jones. Ac.
By this prutfvs ihe reproduction of 1'ictures. Dni« in g*. and Original

Works Ol Art are so perfect as to make It diflicult In some cases todu-
tmguish tin* Copy from Mic Original Work. The ruc-*imiles are pro-
jewl lu permiiiieiit pigments, which may be of the same kind as those
jiI in il>" (in-'iiiftl. BJack. Brown, Sepia. Blue, Red. are all available
jIouih ArticIH can bare their Pictures Reproduced without the cx-
■nsc and debit of emcmvlng. and with the minimum of risk. Sizes of
laiesfumi io ineh*» to *v inches A visit to the Autotype Gallery will
■ove how lead! y the walls ol home can be adorned with artistic
itsterpieces at little cosa Pictures and Photograplis Mounted and
tasuew, l'H'tures carefully Cleaned and Restored.
Send for ihu AU1GTYPE COMPANY'S New Catalogue, price Co?.

Gratis to purchasers.
J . R. SAW YER, Director of Work*.

W. S. BIRD, General Manager.
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THE MULTIPLEX COPY ING PROCESS HE EDINBURGH REVIEW, for OCTOBER,

gives Forty Copies of Circulars, Music. Drawings, Plans.

This Process has been adopted by Her Majesty's Government, who

have paid the inventor (Mr. Fellows),500'. for the privilege of using it

throughout all their Departments. No tedious washing off. Suits all

climates. Negatives available for years. Full particulars post free.

CHARLES FELLOWS, 18, Tettenhall-road, Wolverhampton.

Sales bp 3Auction

Rare and Valuable Books.

SALE BY AUCTION AT LISBON.

|M CASIMIRO CANDIDO da CUNHA, of

• LISBON. will SELL by AUCTION, on NOVEMBER 14, a Valu

able COLLECTION of B00KS, mostly in Portuguese, comprising

Andrada, Cronica do Muyto. 1613–Asia de Joam de Barros, 1552–Botelho,

El Nuevo Mundo, 1701–Early and Valuable Editions of Camoens &c.

Catalogues may be had at Mr. L. P. CAs ELLAs", 147, Holborn Bars; or

Messrs. SAMPsoN Low & Co.'s, 188, Fleet-street, London, who also receive

Commissions for the Sale.

- Choice Erotic Butterflies, Cabinets, &c.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King-street, Covent-garden, on FRIDAY,

October 8, at half-past 12 precisely, a very choice TYPICAL COLLEC

TION of EXOTIC BUTTERFLIES, containing 2,000 Species, carefully

named The Collection contains a great number of the rarest Butter

files–Papilio Antimachus (West Africa), Homerus (Jamaica), Antenor,

choice Charaxes, Harma, Aterica, Epitola, Godartia Romaleosoma, and

other rare Equatorial African Butterflies; also beautiful and rare

Species from all parts of the world—four 20-draw. Mahogany Cabinets,

&c.; also fine and complete Works on Exotic Lepidoptera-Doubleday

and Hewitson's Genera of Diurnal Lepidoptera, and Cramer's Papillons

Exotiques—Felder's Exotic Butterflies-Hewitson's ditto; also various

Lots of rare British and Exotic Lepidoptera and Coleoptera, preserved

Larvae, Birds’ Skins, &c

On view the day prior and morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.
-

To Shippers and others.–Upwards of 40,000 Volumes of

Popular Modern Books.

M ESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Rooms, 115. Chancery-lane, W.C., on MONDAY, Octo

ber 4, and Following Day, at 1 o'clock precisely, a SURPLUS STOCK of

40,000 VOLUMES of Pol’ULArt Mol)12its PUBLICATIONS, including

Books of Travel and Adventure—Biographies—Novels and Tales by

C. Dickens, Lover, Cubbold, Edwin Hodder, Miss Sinclair, Miss Porter,

Mrs. Webb, Mrs. Worboise, &c.—600 vols, of the University Magazine,

with photos—1,400 vols. of the Homilist-Copies of Cussell's Portrait

Gallery, 4 vols.—Family and other Bibles–Church Services and Prayers,

in morocco-a good Assortment of Illustrated Juvenile Books, &c., the

whole equal to new, and arranged in suitable lots for large or small

purchasers.

To be viewed, and Catalogues had.

Afiscellaneous Books.–Five Days' Sale.

ESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,

at their Rooms, 115, Chancery-lane, W.C., on MONDAY. October

11, and Four Following Days, at 1 o'clock, a large COLLECTION of

M18CELLANEOUS B00KS, including Standard Works of all Classes,

both English and Foreign-230 vols., of Pearson's Reprints of the Old

Dramatists, large paper-l’rints and Books of Prints—a Circulating

Library of Voyages, Travels, and Works of Fiction. removed from

Suffolk-neat Bookcase with Glazed Doors-Print Case on Stand-oil

Painting, &c.

Catalogues on application.

Important Sale of Remainders; high-class Illustrated Works

and Books of Prints.

will be published on SATURDAY, October 16th.—ADVERTISE

MENTS intended for insertion cannot be received by the Publishers

later than MONDAY, October 11th.

London: Longmans & Co. 39, Paternoster-row, E.C.

HE QUARTERLY REVIEW.–ADVERTISE

MENTS for insertion in the forthcoming Number of the above

Periodical must be forwarded to the Publisher by the 7th, and BILLS by

the 9th of OCTOBER

John Murray, Albemarle-street.

THE westMINSTER REVIEw. ADVER.

TISEMENTS for insertion in the forthcoming Number must be

forwarded to the Publishers immediately.

London: Trübner & Co. 57 and 59, Ludgate-hill.

Price Ga.; by post, 63d. the Number for OCTOBER of

THE ARTIST : a Paper for Workers, Teachers,
Students, and Amateurs in Art; for the Art Trades, and for Art in

the House.

Iondon: William Reeves, 185, Fleet-street.

TH: ART JOURNAL, for OCTOBER (price 2s. 6d.),
contains the following

Engravings.

. The PROFESSOR'S LECTURE. After Rossi.

. The TRAITOR. After Hermann F. C. Ten Kate.

. The HousE of MoURNING. After Carl Hoff. (Etching.)

Literary Contents.

The Suez Canal. By E. T. Rogers and Miss Rogers. Illustrated.

On Sculptural Proportion.

Works of John Bagnold Burgess, A.R.A. Illustrated.

Corporation Plate, &c. By L. Jewitt, F.S.A. Illustrated.

Exhibition of German Art in Düsseldorf. By J. B. Atkinson.

Obituary.

Art in Russia. By H. Wilson.

Original Designs for Art Manufacture. Illustrated.

Exhibition of Silver Work at Amsterdam.

Illuminated Manuscripts.

Art Union of London.

Art at Home and Abroad, &c.

London: Art Journal Office, 26, Ivy-lane, E.C.

|

Price 3s. Quarterly; Yearly, 12s. post free,

M I N D. No. X. X.

AESTHETIC EvoluTION in MAN. By G. Allen.

. The UNITY of the ORGANIC INDIVIDUAL (Concluded.) By E.

Montgomery.

ANOTHER view of Mr. SPENCER's Ethics. By A w. Benn.

. BOTANICAL CLASSIFICATION. By W. L. Davidson.

. The METHOD of KANT. By J. Watson.

With CRITICAL NoTICEs. NotEs and DISCUSSIONs, &c., by

Prof. Knight, Dr. Bain, Prof. Adamson, and others.

Williams & Norgate, london and Edinburgh.

:

:

Price Half-a-Crown,

M O D E R N R E W I E. W.

Contents of No.IV for OCTOBER.

CRITICAL METHOD. II. By Professor Kuenen.

. THINGS NEW and QLD in ITALY. By Mrs. William Grey.

- NATURE and LAw. By william B. Carpenter, C.B. M.D.F.R.S.

. FACTS and FANCIES about FAUST. I. The Poem and the Poet.

By H. Schütz Wilson.

. The RELIGIOUS DRAMA. By William Binns.

PHILOSOPHICAL NECESSITY: a Defence. By Constance Plumptre.

. ENGLAND'S OPIUM DEALING8. By the Editor.

. GILBERT WAKEFIELD. By Mrs. Herbert Martin.

... NOTES and NOTICES. By Charles Hargrove, R. Lane Poole, Edward

Clodd,. &c.

Published for the Proprietors by James Clarke & Co. London; John

Heywood, Manchester; and may be had by order of all Booksellers.

THE N IN E TEENTH CENTURY,

OCTOBER, 1880. Price 2s. 6d.

OBSTRUCTION or “CLOTURE.” By the Right Hon. Lord Sherbrooke.

The CREEDS-OLD and NEW. I. By Frederic Harrison.

The CHASE: its History and Laws. I. By the Lord Chief Justice of

England.

The UNSTABLE EQUILIBRIUM of PARTIES. By E. D. J. Wilson.

PETTY ROMANY. By Joseph Lucas.

WAPATI RUNNING on the PLAINS. By the Right Hon. the Earl of

Dunraven.

DIARY of LIU TA-JEN'S MISSION to ENGLAND. Translated by

F. S. A. Bourne.

The PHILOSOPHY of CRAYFISHES. By the Right. Rev., the Lord

Bishop of Carlisle.

POLITICAL FATALISM. By H. D. Traill.

DEMONIACAL POSSESSION in INDIA. By W. Knighton.

ALEXANDRE DUMAS. By Walter Herries Pollock.

The “PORTSMOUTH CUSTOM.” By Lord Lymington, M.P.

C. Kegan Paul & Co. London.

H. E.

:

|

for

Now ready. price2.

OURNAL of the ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL

e SociFTY. Vol. XLIX. Edited by H. W. BATES, F.L.S., Assistant

Secretary.

Contents.

1. ITINERARIES of the SECOND KhEDIVIAL Expedition : Me

moir explaining the New Map of Midian made by the Egyptian

Staff Officers By Capt R. F. Burton. With Map.

2. A VISIT to LlSSA and PELAGOSA. By Capt. R. F. Burton.

3. An Account of the countRY TRAVERSED by the SECOND

COLUMN of the "i"AL-ChotiAli Fi EL1) PortCE in the 81"lti-NG

of 1379. By 1.ieut. R. C. Temple, Bengal Staff Corps; lately

attached to the 1st Goorkha Light Infantry. With Map.

4. The MODIFICATIONS of the EXTERNA1, ASPECTS of ORGANIC

NATURE produced by MAN S INTERFERENCE. By Prof. Geo.

Rolleston, F.R.S.

. NoTES upon some ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS made in

K0R1)0FAN and DARFUR. By Major H. G. Prout. With Map.

ESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,

DURING the MONTH of OCTOBER, the following important

REMAINDERS and HIGH-CLASS ILLUSTRATED WORKS, viz.:

900 Jacquemart's Ceramic Art, by Palliser, royal 8vo (sells 28s)-235

Geary's Asiatic Turkey, 2 vols. (28s.)–208 Spence's Land of Bolivar,

2 vols. (31s. 0d.)-1-2 Burnaby's Asia Minor, 2 vols. (38s.)-300 Hamlin's

Among the Turks (10s. 6d.)–75 Leared s Morocco (18s.)-160 Sulivan's

phow-Chasing (16s)-175 Schuyler's Turkistan, 2 vols. (2 2s.)–137

Baker's Bulgaria, 2 vols. (2l 2s.)-275 Lock's Home of the Eddas (16s.)–

786 Ewald's Club Cameos (18s.)–407 Fitt's Covert-side Sketches (10s. 6d.)

-1,500 Sportascrapiana (2s. 6d)-144 Dutton Cook's Book of the Play,

2 vols. (24s.)-94 Hugo's History of a Crime, 4 vols.-414 nicknor's Life

and Letters, 2 vols. (21s.)-1,400 Stowe's Footsteps of the Master (6s.)

7 Bida's Gospels, 4 vols. (31.3s.)-10 Thompson's Old Masters (2 2s.)–

25. Dupont-Auberville's Textile Fabrics-4 Lienard, Specimens de la

Décoration-4 Thomson's China, 4 vols. (12.12s.)-6 Cyprus, 2 vols

(ól. 3s.)-99 Street life in London (25s.), and other Works with Photo

graphic Illustrations.

Catalogues are preparing.

Miscellaneous Books, including the well-selected Stock of the late

Mr. C. J. (111. L, of No. 519, Oxford-street, W.C.

ME'. HODUSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Rooms, 115, Chancery-lane, W.C., DuftiNG the forth

coming SEASON, the well-selected STOCK of MISCELLAN Eous books

of the late Mr. C. J. H.1LL, of No. 519. Oxford-street (by order of the

Executor); comprising Standard Works in the various Branches of

Literature, mostly in good condition.

Catalogues are preparing.

Law Books, a Set of Hansard's Parliamentary Draw.
286 vols. &c.

M ESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,

at their Rooms, 115, Chancery lane, W.C., EARLY in NOVEM

BER, valuable LAW B00KS; including a good Series of the Law

Journal Reports, from 1830 to 1871—the Reports in the various Courts of

Common Law and Equity—a set of Hansard's Parliamentary history

and Debates, from the commencement to 1800—mseful Text-Books and

Books of Reference.

Catalogues are preparing.

No. 96, GRACECHURCHESTREET–The First Portion of

the valuable Stock of High-Class Pictures, Water-Colomir

Drawings, and Engravings, the Property of Mr. JAMES

LLOYD, sold in consequence of the premises being required

for the Leadenhalt Market improvements.

ESSR.S. ROBINSON & FISHER are favoured

with instructions to SELL, on the Premises, as above, on TUES

DAY, October 5, and Following Day, at 1 o'clock precisely each day, the

valuable Col.LEC 110X of PICTURES: comprising a grand gallery

work, Mountain Scene, with Sheep, by T. S. Cooper. R A is .3—on the

Thatties, by Vicat Cole, 1: A –Jacob and Rachael, by F. Goodall, R.A.–

Those Naughty Boys, by J. Morgan, and others by

Birket Foster G. K. Johnson Piot J. Steeple

F. D. Hardy W. L. Leitch Poole, R.A. Carl Werner

T. B. Hardy J Moghord T. M. Richardson W. Weber,

Colin Hunter Niemann, sen. C. Stanfield, R.A. *c.

May be viewed the Saturday and Monday prior, and Catalogues had on
tile '". and of the Auctioneers, at their Offices, -1, Old Bond

street, W.

IEWS of ST. GEORGES, LEWISHAM,

Inside and out-See the BUILDER (4 i.; by post, 43d.); also of

the Pushkin Monument, Mission House, Highgate' and Mausoleum,

Windlestone Hall–Career of Sir Josiah. Mason woman as a sanitary

It"former–Architects and Sanitation—Mr. Rawlinson's Address Emi

!” “rs' Liability-A Patrician Villa, &c.–46, Catherine-street; and all
Newsn1en.

6. ZENO’s FR1SLANDA is 1CELAND, and not the F.EROES. By

Admira! Irulinger. With Map.

. ZENO’S FRISLANDA is not ICELAND, but the F.EROES: an Answer

to Admiral Irminger. By R. H. Major, F.S.A., &c. -

8. APPROXIMATE JobTERMINATION of POSITIONS in SOUTh

WESTEltN CHINA. By E. Colborne Bauer.

"." Fellows are requested to apply for their Copies at the Offices of the

Society, 1, Savile-row, Burlington-gardens, W.

John Murray, Albemarle-street, W.

5

Monthly, price Half-a-Crown,

THE C ON T E M PORA R Y

Contents for october.

The UNITY of NATURE. By the Duke of Argyll. II.

ON the sources of History. By James Gairdner.

WHY KEEP INDIA 2 By Grant Allen

THROUGH SIBERLA. By the Rev. Henry Lansdell.

THEOLOGY and MATERIALISM. By the Hon. Justice Fry.

MYTHICAL and MEDIAEvAL swords. By Lady Verney.

*''' SPECULATIONS on PRIMITIVE RELIGION. By John

REVIEW.

The ORIGIN of MUSIC. By J. F. Rowbotham.

GALILEO and the ROMAN INQUISITION. By Professor Reusch.

VOTERS not VOTES: The Relative strength of Political Parties as

shown by the last Two General Elections. By Alfred Frisby.

Strahan & Co. Limited, 34, Paternoster-row.

FRASER's MAGAZINE, OCTOBER, 1880, No. 610,

New Series CXXX. Price 2s. 6d.

Contents.

EASY METHODS. By T. E. Cliffe Leslie.

RUMPTY-DUDGET. By Julian Hawthorne.

An HISTORICAL LOVE-MATCH. By Alex. Charles Ewald.

FRANCES RIDLEY HAVERGAL. By P. Anton.

The PEACE-AT-ANY-PRICE PARTY. By William Pollard.

INVERAWE and TICONDEROGA. By the Rev. the Dean of West

minster.

A GREEK HAMLET.

SONNET. By Alexander Anderson (“Surfaceman”).

ENGLISH PAUPERISM: its Wrong and Remedy. By Rev. W. Lewery

Blackley.

DAX. By R. Herbert Story, D.D.

ECONOMICAL REFORM at OXFORD. By an Oxford Tutor.

London: Longmans & Co.

BLACKwoon's MAGAZINE, for OCTOBER, 1880.

No. DCCLXXX. price 2s. 6d.

Contents.

Dr. WoRTLE'S SChool. Part VI.

MEMORY.

The BNChanTed BRIDLE.

BUSH-LIFE in QUEENSLAND. Conclusion:-Trying the Diggings.

Prospecting.—The Bower-Bird's Nest.—Explains Matters in General

-The End.

The Roof of the World.

LOIS: a Sketch.

LIFE and DEATH: Three Sonnets.

SOCIETY and the SALONS BEFoRe The FRENCh REVOLUTION.

The STUMP MINISTRY: its First Session.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

A NEW STORY, by HENRY JAMEs, JUN., entitled the PORTRAIT of a

LADY, commences in MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE for OCTOBER.

MACMILLAN's MAGAZINE, No. 252, for
M OCTOBER, price 1s.

Contents.

. The PORTRAIT of a LADY. By Henry James, Jun. Chaps. 1–5.

. A TUkKISH HISTORIAN of a WAR with RUSSIA. By Eugène

Schuyler, Consul-General of the United States in houmania.

(Conclusion.)

3. HE THAT WILL NoT WHEN ...B.E MAY.

Chaps. 39–41.

4. GLASTONBURY, BRitish and ENGLISH.

man, D.C.L. LL.D.

5. The STORY of YWES. By Mrs. Macquoid. (Conclusion.)

Macmillan & Co. London.

l

2

By Mrs. Oliphant.

By Edward A. Free

Now ready (One Shilling),No. 250,

HE CORNHILL MAGAZINE, for OCTOBER.

With Illustrations by George Du Maurier and W. Small.

Contents.

WASHINGTON-SQUARE. By Henry James, Jr.

tion.) Chaps. 25–29.

NOTES on WATER-COLOUR ART. I. The Early Masters. By Harry

Quilter.

COUNTRY PARSON8.

The PAVILION on the LINKS. (PartII.) Chap-5. Tells of an Inter

view between Northmour, your Mother, and Myself 6 Tells of my

Introduction to the Tall Man. 7. Tells how aWord was cried through

the Pavilion Window 8. Tells the Last of the Tall Man. 9. Tells

how Northmour carried out his Threat

The HoMES of TowN POOR. By the Rev. Harry Jones.

Foreign oftDER8.

FALLING in LOVE.

VENETIAN Folk-songs.

To a FRIEND RECENTLY LOST. By George Meredith.

WHITE WINGS: , a Yachting Romance. (with an Illustration.)

Chap. 47. After the Gale.–48. “A Good One for the last.”-49. Adieu:

London : Smith, Elder & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

(With an Illustra

-Nowready, price one Shilling,

HE T E M P L E B A R MAGAZ IN E.

-

Contents for October, 1880.

ADAM and EVE Chaps. 30, 31,32.

CLEMENCE ISAURE.

ORANGE SAUCE.

- RoxineY.

A LitTLE-Bohemilan. Part II.

A LovE SONG.

MATThEW GREGORY LEWIS.

The Rev FATHER GAUCHER'S EL1x1R.

SANCho PANZA.

The REBEL of the FAMILY. By Mrs. Lynn Linton.

Chaps. 28, 29, 30.

Bichard Bentley & Son, New Burlington-street.

By Mrs. G. W. Godfrey

HE ARCHITECT: a Weekly Art-Journal, of
OCTOBER. 2, contains Illustrations from the Dresden Gallery; of

Houses at Antrim and on the Park Estate, Nottingham, and Board

Schools at Blackburn , Villa at Nie; Entrance Lodge to the Chort on

Union Schools, &c.; also, Articus on Architectural Etiquette - Minor

Architectural Losses by Death-Gas Apparatus Exhibition at Glasgow -

Russian Timber Forests – sanitary institute – Dry-Rot in Houses

Architectural Classes at the London University College-Antiquities

in Orkney–Correspondence, &c. Price 4d ; by post, 5.d.--To be had of

all Booksellers, and at the office 175, Strand, iondon.
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Ready , price 3d j port free, d.

THE OCTOBER NUMBER OF

EDUCATION. The Journal of Trinity College,
London, and Institutions in Union.

Principal ConUntt.

CURRENT TOPICS —The Social Science Congress Mid Education—The
National Training School for Music—English Educationists Abroad
—Municipalities and Motto—Higher College* and Schools in Wales
—The Free Library at Newcastle-on-Tyne—The Musical Resources
of RinnIngham—The Clergy and Secondare Education—Music at the
" National Eisteddfod ' '—The Literary Congress at Lisbon.

MONTHLY NOTES. -Parliamentary Summary — The Universities—
Music—Literature—Science and Art.

LEADING ARTICLES. — What it a Corporation ?—The Educational
Monopoly BUI—The Post-office Clerkships for Women.

NOTICES o! BOOKS and MUSIC.

Official Intelligence—Correspondence—Calendar, Ac.

London : told by W. Reeves, IS3, Fleet-street, E.C. (Bookseller to the
College) i and all Booksellers.

Price 74.

QHAMBERS'S JOURNAL, for October 1.

tions of an Equestrian
Some Brave Wc
Recullections of
Manager.

To Delect Adulterations In Olive
Oil.

Comical it lee of Indian-English.
Holiday Fatalities.
Anecdotes of English Rural Life.
A Few Final Hints to intending
Tea-Planters in Assam.

Sea Messengers.
Tlie Month : Science and Arts,
four Poetical Pieces.

A LIFE'S ATONEMENT.

By D. CHRISTIE MURRAY. (Conclusion.)

W. ft R. Chambers, London and Edinburgh.

Overwork and Underwork.
A Visit to a Greenock Sugar Re

finery.
The Reminiscences of an Indian

Officer. /
A Few Words about Watches.
Carious Petitions.
Local Usages. By W. Chambers.
Poetic Parallels.
A Really Good Case.
Vouchers and Poaching.
A Visit to the Corea.
Cecil t Mistake,

THE MUSICAL TIMES, for October, contains:
A French View of Wagner — The Father of the Symphony —The

Great Composers: Spohr— Musical Doctors — The Gloucester Musical
Festival—Occasional Notes—Reviews, Foreign and Country News, &c.
Price 3d. ; post free, id. Annual Subscription At., including postage.

THE MUSICAL TIMES, for October, contains:
"Hurrah for Merry England," Chorus by UL H. 1'ierson. Price,

separately, l^d.

London : Novello, Ewer & Co. 1, Berners-street, W. ; and 80 and 81,
Queen-street, E.C.

J^OTES and QUERIES. (Sixth Series.)

Thit Day's Number contain*—

NOTES :—A Literary "Workshop—Ejjypt and Rome: the Uibbert Lec
tures, 1879-80—The "Bow Bell ' at Blakeslcy—Holt—Genealogy in
the Law Reports—Importance of Punctuation—Agricultural Folk
lore—Devon and Somerset Folk-lore—Churchyard Custom- Substi
tutes for Kissing—Electric Telegraph anticipated—Signals by Sun-
flashing.

QUERIES:—'The Book; or, Procrastinated Memoirs '—German Yolks-
bach—Nuremberg Stained Glass—Rev. T. Boys and Chaucer Notes—
Igolwltx or iDa-omits, Poland: Crawford Family in Russia—Consu
lar Fasces In Provincial Latin Authors—Josselyu of Ilorkslcy—
Heraldic : Willoughby—Pronunciation of Hindostan—Plagues of
1605 and 162^—Double-headed Canes and Spoons—Grammar (7) Knot
—'« I lo*ed ne'er a laddie '* dte.—Numltmatlc—Kccleslasticus, 11. 10—
Thomas Moore-Cromwell and Fenncll Families—Rev. Jowpb Hew
lett—Cabul—Tennyson's ' Palace of Art ' and ' Dream of Fnir Women '
— John Bushnell — Tom Doggett —Wm. Cruden—Authors of Quota
tions Wanted.

REPLIES:—Sentence for High Treason : Colonel Despard's Execution—
Bulrush — Book-plates—Porta del Popolo — " i'luck Poppies make
Thunder "—Alleged American Countcrleit Bronze Coins—"Circles,
tho' small," Ac —Pronunciation of " Arkansas "—Curiosities of Dic
tionary-making—"A Pear Matter "—" Party " for " Person "—Edgar
Allan Poe—Burial on Sunday in Seotlaua—Grace before (Horse)
Meat—American Words :'• Boom "—Sirloin of lioef—Ballad 'Wil

liam and Margaret ' — Length of Official Life — — " Bron.
Hculog "—Wm. Payne—Female Sextons—*• Toko for yam "—" Pud

ding and Tame "—" Hurrah "—Garrlck on Lord Chatham—Kestcll- -
Wadge (Madge)—'The Eviad '—Irish Roman Catholic Registers—
The 'Spectator' — "The gray mare," dec.—Sovereign's 11. Mil on
Coins—A Letter of Hadrian a — bemple's 'Christian Religion'—
Authors Wanted .

NOTES on BOOKS :—' A Wreath of Songt '—Olphar Hamtt't ' Aggra-

Ao.

Published by John Francis, SO, Wellington-street. Strand. W C.

Demy 8vo. M.

PROPOSED SYSTEM of LOGIC. By
AUGUSTUS DE MOROAN, F.R.A.S. F.CP.8., late of Trinity

re, Cambridge, and lVofessor of Mathematics In University College,
>B ; Author of ' Elements of Arithmetic'

London : Edward Stanford, to, Cbaring-cross, S.W.

Price to Subscribers, 2i. 6d. Non-Subscribers, At. <W.

EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES of a
REPORTER. Giving Twenty Years' experience on the Press,

showing the Easiest and Surest Method of becoming an Efficient and
Rapid Phonographic Shorthand Writer, and containing valuable Hints
on all Branches of Reporting. Amusing and interesting to Members of
the Press, and invaluable to Young Phonographers and Tyros In the
Art of Reporting. Written and published by FRANCIS J. LOCK,

How to become an ExpertAuthor of'"The Rifleman's Companion,'
Shot,' ' Martini r. Snider ' (30.U0O), 4c.

30a. Market-street, Leicester.

A NEW EDITION.
Crown 8vo. fa, 64.

THE CHEMISTRY of COMMON LIFE.
X. By the late Professor JOHNSTON.

A New Edition, Revised and brought down to the Present Time.

By ARTHUR HERBERT CHUKCH. M A. Oxon..
Author of ' Food : its Sources, Constituents, and Uses,' ' Plain Words

about Water,' *c
Illustrated with Maps and 102 Engravings on Wood, pp. 619.

Bumuvtru of ConUntt : The Air we Breathe—The Water we Drink—
The Holl we Cultivate—The Plant we Rear- The Bread we Eat—The Beef
we Cook—The Beverages we Infuse—Tlie hweeut we Extract—The
Liquors we Ferment—The Narcotics we Indulge In—The Poisons wo
Select— The Odours we Enjoy—The Smells we Dislike—The Colours we
Admire—What we Breathe and Breathe for—Whit How, and Why we
Digest—The Body we Cherish—The Circulation of Matter.

"The late Professor Johnston had a peculiar talent which Is possessed
Vy very lew scientific writers. ... He enjoyed the power of being able
to clothe the dry bones of scientific fact with the warm and livinc flesh
of lucid exposition and apt illustration. ... l'rofiuor Church ha* per
formed his task of revision with great judgmeut.'"—Journal of Scscjks.

W'pjsm MiCfcTOod ft Sons, Edinburgh and London.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM,

COMMENCING AT ANT DATE.

NEW BOOKS IN CIRCULATION.

*#* Fresh Copies of all the Books in the following List and every other Eeoent Work of general

interest continue to be added to MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY as the demand increases, and arrange

ments are made with the leading Publishers for an ample supply of the principal Forthcoming Books as

they appear.

Life of H.R.H. the Prince Consort, by Sir Theodore Martin—The Life and Work «/

St. Paul, by Canon Farrar—Memoirs of Mrs. Tail—McCarthy's History of Our Own Times,

Vols. III. and IV.—Life of Bishop Wilberforce—Memorials of Frances Ridley Havergal—

The Letters of Charles Dickens—Senior's Conversations— Memoirs of Madame de Remusat—

History of the Zulu War, by Frances Colenso—Memoir of Sir James Outram—Memoir of

Rev. Henry Venn—Seguin's Country «f the Passion Play—Ingram's Life of hdgar Allan Poe

—Sketch of the Life of Elihu Burrilt—Autobiography of Sir Gilbert Scott—Memoir of Elienne

Dolet, by R. C. Christie—Blues and Buffs, by Arthur Mills—Island Life, by A. R. Wallace—

Essays, by Lady Violet Oreville—In Gipsy Tents, by Francis H. Groome—Memoir of C. A. C.

de Boinville, by Thomas Constable—Knight's Travels in Albania —Guizot in Private Life, by

Madame de Witt—Renan's Hibbert Lectures—Renoufs Origin and Growth of Religion—

Rough Ways made Smooth, by R. A. Proctor—The River of Golden Sand, by Captain Gill—

Sister Dora: a Biography—A Ride in Petticoats and Slippers, by <'apt. Colvile—The Old

Rigime, by Lady Jackson—Life in the Rocky Mountains, by Isabella Bird—Thoughts in My

Garden, by Mortimer Collins—Our Home in Cyprus, by Mrs. Scott-Stevenson—Two Worlds are

Ours, by Hugh Macmillan—Memoirs of Edward and Catharine Stanley—Life and Work of

Mary Carpenter—Browning's Dramatic Idyls—Dixon's Royal Windsor—Political Questions of

the Day, by S. C. Buxton—Hamilton's Memoirs of Frederick the Great—Mind in the Lower

Animals, by Dr. Lindsay—Parables of Our Lord, by Dr. Calderwood—Ephphatha, by Canon

Farrar—Five Weeks in Iceland, by C. A. de Fonblanque—A Trip to Manitoba, by Mary Fitz-

gibbon—Byron, by John Nichol—A Tramp A broad, by Mark Twain—Russia and England,

by O. K.—Russia Before and After the War—Dr. Stoughton's Introduction to Historical

Theology—Heroes of the Cross, by W. H. D. Adams—Belton's Recollections of an Old Actor—

Baird's Rise of the Huguenots—Mrs. Brassey's Voyage in tlte Mediterranean—Mackenzie's

History of the Nineteenth Century—Our Future Highway, by Commander Cameron—Deep

unto Deep, by Rev. Sir Emilius Bayley—Up the Amazon, by E. D. Mathews—Parker Gill-

more's Ride Through Hostile Africa—The Ode of Life—The Philosophy of Religion, by

Professor Caird—The Reign of Queen Anne, by J. H. Burton—History of Catherine of Stenre

—Goethe's Faust, by Professor Blackie—Ecce Veritas, by Dr. Hiles Hitchens—Tlie Churches of

Asia, by W. Cunningham— The Other Side (America), by C. B. Berry—Literary Frivolities,

by W. T. Dobson—Credulities Past and Present, by W. Jones—Life of Dr. Duff—Life of

Bishop Selwyn—Italy and her Invaders, by Thomas Hodgkin—Green's History of the English

People, Vol. IV. — Ruskin's Notes on S. Prout and W. Hunt—Watson's Sketc/ies in the

Hunting Field—The Racehorse in Training, by William Day—Ball's Jungle Life in India—

My Chief and I in Natal, by Atherton Wylde—Sibree's Madagascar—Charley's National

Music of the World—Cyprus as I Saw It, by Sir Samuel Baker—A Study of Shakespeare,

by A. C. Swinburne—Hellenica : a Series of Essays—Campaigning in South Africa, by Capt.

Montague—Sylvan Spring, by Francis G. Heath— Glimpses Through the Cannon-Smoke, by

Alexander Forbes—Early Man in Britain, by W. Boyd Dawkins—Rest Awhile, by Dean

Vaughan—Autobiography of Prince Mettemich—Life of Bishop Milman—Lectures on Art,

by E J. Poynter—Chronicles of Chelsea, by Rev. A. G. L'Estrange—Manley's Notes on

Game— Forty Years' Recollections, by Thomas Frost — Gipsy Life, by George Smith—The

Collects of the Day, by Dean Goulburn—Food and Feeding, by Sir Henry Thompson—

Holidays in Home Counties, by E. Walford—Life and Letters of Cicero, by Rev. G. E.

Jeans—Round About a Great Estate—Peru, by Clements R. Markham—Austria, by David

Kay—The Ocean as a Health Resort, by W. S. Wilson—The Endowments of Man, by Bishop

Ullathorne—and all the Best Recent Works of Fiction.

SEE MUDIE'S LIBRARY CIRCULAR FOR OCTOBER.

Postage free on application.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), New Oxford-street.

CITY OFFICE : 2, KINO-STREET, CHEAPSIDE.
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FREDERICK WARNE & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

AUNT LOUISA'S TOY BOOKS.

The Sale of above Six Millions of Aunt Louisa's Toy Books in all

quarters of the globe, and in every village where the English tongue is

spoken, is the best proof of their universal popularity.

One Shilling each, sewed, Picture Cover ; or, Mounted on Linen, Two Shillings each.

The Sa-ies now consist of—

4.
S.
n.

V.
1".
11.
1:1.

H.
1.'..
IS.
17.
1".
21.
22.

Jo.
27.
2*.

31.

The RAILWAY ABC.
A, APPLE PIE. „„„
CHILDHOODS IIAPPY HOURS.
NURSERY SONGS.
LIFE of i DOLL.
JOHN GILPIN, the STORY of.
BING * SOXG of SIXPENCE.
The SEASIDE.
ROBIN'S CHRISTMAS EYE.
ALPHABET of FRUITS.
FRISKY, the SQUIRREL.
COUNTRY PETS.
PUSSY'S LONDON LIFE.
HECTOR, the DOG. '
Hie FAIRY at the FOUNTAIN.
UNCLE'S FARMYARD.
LONDON ALPHABET.
COUNTRY ALPHABET.
ALPHABET of GAMES and
SPORTS.

HOUSEHOLD PETS.
HARE and TORTOISE.
HEY-DIDBLE DIDDLE.
WORLD-WIDE FABLES.
The BIRTHDAY PARTY.
KINO, QUEEN, and KNAVE of
HEARTS.

COCK ROBIN'S COURTSHIP, tc.

33. The NURSERY ALPHABET.
35. BRUIN, the BEAR.
3D. DAME TROT and her CAT.
37. HOME for the HOLIDAYS.
38. PUNCH and JUDY.
39. MY CHILDREN.
40. JACK and JILL.
41. The FAITHFUL FRIEND.
43. TEN LITTLE NIOIiKRS.

44. ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.
45. Ditto.
48. Ditto.
47. PICTURE PUZZLE ALPHABET.
50. MY FAVOURITES.
51. HOME PETS.
61. JOHN BULLS FARMYARD

ALPHABET.
53. TABBY'S TEA FIGHT.
54. ROVER'S DINNER PARTY.

55. LONDON CHARACTERS.
55. GLOBE ALPHABET.
57. FAMOUS DOGS. Undaeer.
58. NOTED DOGS. Landaeer.

59. FAMOUS HORSES. Herring.
•0. NOTED HORSES. Herring.
61. CHILDHOOD'S PLAY TIME.
62. OUR BOYS and GIRLS.

6,1. ALPHABET of ANIMALS.
64. NEW YEAR'S EVE.
65. KINGDOM of the GREEDY.
66. LITTLE DAME CRUMP.
67. CHILDHOOD'S DELIGHT.
68. HU8H-A-BYE. BABY.
69. TOTTIE'S NURSERY RHYMES.
70. CINDERELLA.
71. BED RIDING HOOD.
72. OLD MOTHER HUBBARD.
73. LITTLE BO-PEEP.
74. HOPO'-MY-THUMB.
75. DROLL PICTURES.
76. HUMOROUS PICTURES.
77. FUNNY PICTURES.
78. COMIC PICTURES.
79. JOSEPH and his BRETHREN.
80. The PROVERBS of BOLOMON.
81. KING DAVID, The 8TORY of.
82. The WONDERS of PROVIDENCE.
HX LEAR'S BOOK of NONSENSE.'

84. Ditto.
85. Ditto. **•

86. Ditto. *—
87. NINE NIGGERS MORE.
88. FROG WHO WOULD a WOOING

GO.

THE CHANDOS POETS.

AUNT LOUISA'S MAGIC MODELLER.

Specially Engraved and Printed in Colours by Kronheim & Co., with Full Directions.

One Shilling each, demy 4to. stiff covers, sewed.

1. The NEW CINDERELLA (Makes 4 Large Models).

2. The WONDERFUL ABC (Makes 24 Smaller Models).

Full Instruction* for the Young Modeller are given in each Volume.

AUNT LOUISA'S CHOICE BOOKS.

In an entirely New Style of Binding, very handsome.

In demy 4to. cloth, elegantly gilt, new style, price 5a, each ;

Mounted on Linen, price 10s. 6d. gilt and gilt edges.

CHOICE PRESENT.

GOLDEN GIFT.

LONDON GIFT-BOOK.

HOME FAVOURITES.

1. LONDON PICTURE BOOK
3. SUNDAY PICTURE BOOK.
6. NURSERY FAVOURITE.
7. The ALPHABET BOOK.

Also, in choice binding,

10. HOLIDAY GUEST.
12. NATIONAL ALBUM.
17. WELCOME GIFT.
19. LONDON FAVOURITE.

20. WELCOME VISITOR.
24. FAVOURITE TOY BOOK.
25. KEEPSAKE.
26. BIRTHDAY.

Uniform with the above,

Under this distinctive title are now published New

and Elegant Volumes of Standard Poetry, fully Illustrated ,

well Edited, and printed with a Bed-line Border, Steel

Portraits, tc.

In square crown 8vo. gilt, and gilt edges, It. M. ;

morocco, 16t.

L LONOFEI.LOW'S POETICAL
WOKKS.

J. LEGENDARY BALLADS of
BNQLANDand SCOTLAND.

9. SCOTT'S POETICAL WOKKS.

4 POETS of the NINETEENTH
CENTURY.

9 F.LIZA COOK'S POEMS.

«. The SPIRIT of PRAISE.

7. CHRISTIAN LYRICS.

8. MOORB'S POETICAL
WORKS.

>. COWPBR'S POETICAL
WORKS.

10. MILTON'S POETICAL
WORKS.

11. WORDSWORTH'S POETICAL
WORKS.

U. BYRON 8 POETICAL
WORKS

19. MRS. HEMANS-S POETICAL
WORKS.

14. BURNS* POETICAL WORKS

15. ROOD'S POETICAL WORKS

1«. SHAK8PEARB : TIM PLAYS
and POEMS.

17. CAMPBELL'S POETICAL
WOKKS.

18. COLBRIDOB'S POETICAL
WORKS.

19. 8HE1.I.EY 8 POETICAL
WORKS.

30 POPE'S HOMER'S ILIAD
and ODYSSEY

91. MONTGOMERY'S POEMS,
Ac.

21 POPE'S POETICAL WORKS.

99. MACKAV 8 POETICAL
WORKS

24. HERBERT'S (OEOROE)
POBMS and PROSK

S. HERER'S (BISHOP)
POETICAL WORKS.

X. KBBLE'S CHRISTIAN YEAR.

21. LEAR'S BOOK of NONSENSE.
22. ARM Y and NAVY DROLLERIES.

I

27. PICTURE PUZZLE TOY BOOK.

28. PICTURE PUZZLE ALBUM.

HANDY INFORMATION BOOKS.

|In crown Bro. cloth gilt. It. 9d.

1. HOW WE AEE GOVERNED; or, the-

Crown, the Senate, nod the Bench. Fourteenth Edition.

2. MANNERS and TONE of GOOD

3. SOCIETY SMALL TALK ; or, What to

6*7 ud When to Bay It. Third Edition.

4. SERVANTS (the MANAGEMENT of) :

their Duties and Rules.

5. FOOD and FEEDING. By Sir Henby

6. OUR SONS, and HOW to START

THEM la LIFE. By ARTHUR KINO. Second Edition.

COOKERY BOOKS.

With Coloured niustrattons and Practical Woodcut*

WARNE'S MODEL COOKERY and HOUSE-

KEEPtNO BOOK. By MARY JEWRY. 9,000 Receipts, 94 Pain

of Coloured Illustration*. Large crown 8ro. halt bound, silt, 7i. 6d.

WARNE'S MODEL COOKERY. By Mary

JEWRY. Containing Complete Instruction* In Household Manage .

WARNE'S EVERY-DAY COOKERY.

1,900 Receipts. Half bound, jilt, 9» Si

WARNE'S EVERY-DAY COOKERY.

1,900 Receipts. Large crown Bro. gilt, 1m. 6d.

WARNE'S MODEL COOKERY and H0USE-

K.EEPINO BOOK. Inrge crown Sro. 1».

Ditto ditto, gut, It. 6rf .

LONDON: BEDFORD-STREET, STRAND.
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WARD, LOCK & CO.’S NEW BOOKS AND SERIALS.

A COMPANION VOLUME TO ‘MRS. BEETON'S BOOK OF HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT.’

Crown 8vo. cloth gilt, price 7s.6d.

WARD & LOCK'S HOME BOOK.

A DOMESTIC CYCLOPEDIA.

WITH COLOURED PLATES AND NUMEROUS wooD ENGRAVINGs. -

The enormous popularity of “Mrs. BEETON'S BOOK of HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT' has

induced the Publishers to prepare, under the abore title, a Companion Work, n'hich they hope will be

received with an equal amount of favour. The aim of the HOME BOOK is to make Home the abode of

Comfort, Elegance, and Happiness. Among the subjects treated of in WARD & LOCK'S HOME BOOK

will be found:—The Way to Build, Buy, Rent, and Furnish a House–The Management of the Home

The Treatment of Children—Needlenork in all its Branches—The Art of Dressmaking—Ladies Toilet–

Etiquette—Employment of Leisure Hours, &c.

THREE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FIFTH THOUSAND.

Crown 8vo. half bound, price 7s.6d.; cloth gilt, gilt edges, 8s. 6d.; half calf, 10s. 6d.

MRS. BEETON'S BOOK OF

H 0 U S E H 0 L D M A N A G E M E. N. T.

ENTIRELY NEW and REVISED EDITION, with 150 ADDITIONAL PAGES, NEW WOOD ENGRAVINGS, and NEW

COLOURED PLATES, in all

1,300 PAGES, 4,000 RECIPES and INSTRUCTIONS, and 1,000 ENGRAVINGS and COLOURED PLATES.

Comprising every kind of Practical Information on Domestic Economy and Modern ''' with Duties of the

Mistress, Housekeeper, and all kinds of Servants—Directions for Carving—Legal Memoranda—the ing, Management,

and Diseases of Infancy and Childhood, &c.

AN ENTIRELY NEW WORK.—Just ready, crown 8vo. cloth gilt, 5s.

THE LIFE AND WORK OF JESUS CHRIST.

By the Rev. F. A. MALLESON, Vicar of Broughton in Furness,

Editor of ‘Paley's Evidences,” “Horae Paulinae, “Butler's Analogy,’ &c. in “The Christian Knowledge Series’; and of

Mr. Ruskin's Letters to the Clergy on the Lord's Prayer and the Church.

WITH NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS.

Just ready, in One Handsome Volume, cloth gilt, price 10s. 6d. ILLUSTRATED with SIXTY PAGES of ENGRAVINGS.

WARD & LOCK'S ILLUSTRATED AND COMPLETE EDITION OF

C R U D EN'S C 0 N C 0 R D A N C E,

AND BIBLE STUDENT'S HANDBOOK.

Ward & Lock's Edition is a GENUINE UNABRIDGED “CRUDEN,” and the MOST COMPLETE that has ever

been issued from the press. In addition to the Concordance, this Edition comprises SIXTY PAGES OF ENGRAVINGS,

representing persons, places, and things mentioned in the Bible, and illustrative of Eastern manners and customs; and an

Appendix specially prepared for it, entitled THE BIBLE STUDENT'S HANDBOOK, containing much valuable Informa

tion, calculated to be of service to the right reading and understanding of the Divine Word.

WARD, LOCK & CO.'S NEW SERIALS.

IN MONTHLY PARTS, price 6d. each. Part I. October 25, 1880.

WARD & LOCK'S WORTHIES OF THE WORLD.

A SERIES OF ORIGINAL BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF THE GREAT MEN OF ALL COUNTRIES AND TIMES.

WITH PORTRAITS.

There is no field of reading more intensely interesting than that of Biography, and it is, undoubtedly, one of the

most valuable aids in the formation of character. Ward & Lock's WORTHIES OF THE WORLD is the most complete

work ever attempted in connexion with this interesting and valuable branch of study, and the Publishers recommend it

with confidence to the perusal of all ages and every class of society.

IN MONTHLY PARTS, price 6d. each. Part I. October 25, 1880.

WA R D & L 0 C K'S H 0 M E B 0 0 K.

A DOMESTIC CYCLOPAEDIA.

WITH COLOURED AND OTHER ILLUSTRATIONS.

Among the subjects treated of by Ward & Lock's HOME BOOK may be mentioned:—How to Build, Buy, Rent, and

Furnish with Taste-Duties of Servants and Hints on Superintendence of the Home–Children and what to do with them—

The Art of Dressmaking-Needlework in all its branches—The Toilet–Etiquette—How to spend our Leisure Hours, &c.

IN MONTHLY PARTS, price 6d. each. Part I. October 25, 1880.

WA R D & L 0 C K S FAR M B 0 0 K.

A COMPLETE GUIDE TO FARM MANAGEMENT IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

WITH COLOURED PLATES AND OTHER ILLUSTRATIONS.

- Ward & Lock's FARM BOOK is a work for all farmers, and a work also which will prove of great use to that yearly

increasing body of Amateurs who take an interest in rural pursuits. It opens with a general account of the Management

of the 'arm...followed by the Crops of the Farm—Cows and the Management of the Dairy-Sheep, Pigs, Asses, Goats,

# £-The Horse-The Fruit and Flower Garden—The Planting of Trees—and, last of all, Field Sports and Rural
retition.

POPULAR HEALTH MANUALS.

Strongly bound in cloth, price is. each,

WAl{D & LOCK'S

L 0N G L IF E S E R I E S.

Accurately written and Carefully Edited by

DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS of The MEDICAL PROFESSION

The following Volumes are now ready:

1. L0NG LIFE, and HOW to REACH IT.

2 The THR0AT and the WOICE.

3. EYESIGHT, and HOW to UARE for IT.

4. The M0UTH a d the TEETH.

5. The SKIN in HEALTH a.d. DISEASE.

6. BRAIN-W0RK and 0VER-WORK.

7. SICK-NURSING.

8. The YOUNG WIFE'S ADVICE. B00K.

9 SLEEP: HOW to 0BTAIN IT.

The SATURDAY REWIEW of August 7, 1880, in a lengthy review-or

this Series, says:–“Messrs Ward & Lock have done good service to the

public in procuring, at the hands of highly qualified members of the

medical profession, a series of manuals compressing into the smallest
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History of the Mongol* from the Ninth to the

Nineteenth Century.—Part II. The to-tailed.

Tartan of Russia and Central Asia. Divi

sions I. and II. By Henry H. Howorth,

F.S.A. (Longmans & Co.)

This book grew, as we said on a former

occasion, out of the interest with which Mr.

Howorth had long regarded and studied the

ethnology of Northern Asia.

" The aim and scope of our work," he writes,

"are to integrate a large part of the broken

history of the Asiatic nomades around that of

the famous imperial race which claimed descent

from Jingis Khan."

In other words, the history of that por

tentous phenomenon of mediaeval history

and of his house afforded a nucleus round

which to agglomerate in something like

organic order the amorphous mass of ethno

logical fact ; for, as Mr. Howorth says in

another passage, speaking of tho dominion

of the Golden Horde (and the words might

be extended more widely still),

" with the exception of three or four compara

tively unimportant links, we are able to trace

out the genealogies of the many princes who have

ruled over this area and its sections back to their

great progenitor Jingis Khan, and thus to give

unity and completeness to a vast mass of details

which almost evade logical treatment from their

sporadic and dislocated nature."

We hardly succeed in following the author

in the passage which ensues :—

" We by this means, as it were, thrust our

hand into a vast complicated and knotted skein

of cords, and by seizing one knot, the key of

the whole, drag out a portion and arrange its

threads in symmetrical order."

We should prefer to compare the lines of

dynastic history radiating from Jingis (or

Chinghiz) to the threads used in the old

Indian process of making sugar-candy,
■which are hung in the cooling sirup, and

gather round them the crystals as they form.

The riso of tho Mongol power was treated

by Mr. Howorth in the first part of his

work, published four years ago, which ex

tended to nearly 800 unusually largo and

close octavo puges. He now gives us

another instalment in two divisions, ex

tending together to 1,100 pages more. The

work, in fact, so far (and the author's pro

ject is by no means complete) consists of

three massive volumes, though Mr. Howorth

from some idiosyncrasy eschews the latter

word. -

In reviewing the first part of this great

undertaking (Athen. No. 2560) we spoke

freely of its defects, as they appeared to us,

urging that " if on some accounts we used

language not laudatory, it was because

we expected the author yet to do much

good work, and he had need to take to

heart such animadversions as ours." We

cannot, however, flatter ourselves that he

has taken them greatly to heart. He still

declines to bestow on us indexes or tables!

of contents, or running dates, or other helps\

to guide and break the journeys of feebler

mortals across the vast steppes of nomad

history. We have still occasionally those

wilful indulgences in what he calls " graphic

colloquial phrases," but which to us are

irritating bathos, exemplified by his speak

ing of the Russians as "stewing in their

own gravy " (p. xviii), or by his describing

the princes of Eastern Europe at the time

of the Mongol invasion as engaged too

often " in paddling their own canoes." We

have still strange misspellings, like " Kaizar "

(p. 53), and occasionally strange English,

like that which (p. 150) speaks of " Mongol

skill in monetary matters," meaning appa

rently sharpness in cash transactions.

Mr. Howorth might not unfairly urge

that one who has felt himself called on to

take up so vast a burden, as he labours ou

towards the end which he alone sees

definitely, is in no condition or mood to

shift his load at the bidding of critics.

But there are two directions in which one

respectively hopes and deprecates the result

of critical animadversion. That for which

one hopes is, of course, amendment ; that

which one deprecates is resentment. But in

Mr. Howorth's case there is less indication

of tho last than even of the first. Who

could deal uncandidly or harshly with a

writer who himself is so candid ?—

"It has been as much as patience and vigi

lance could secure that the narrative should be

intelligible, and in many places where the pen

would willingly have run riot, where a little

poetry might have been scattered among the

phrases, the temptation has had to be sternly re

sisted, for fear the facts should be distorted

The facts I have tried to make clear and accurate.

In many places I know I have failed, some

times through the frailty which all suffer from

occasionally, sometimes when ill health has

made the task of revision irksome and difficult,

sometimes when new material has reached me

after the story was irrevocably printed I am

conscious, therefore, that the following pages

are full of faults ; but I would ask the more

caustic of my critics, before they tie my scalp to

their girdle, to at least look at my too ample

table of errata and additions The book has

has had to be both written and printed under

considerable difficulties, while the resources of

the author, upon whom the burden and cost of

such a work naturally fall, have been too small

to allow him to have an unlimited number of

proofs for correction. If some blunder, there

fore, seems more than usually stupid, do me the

favour, most benevolent critic, who would be

nothing if not frank, to turn to the calendar of

sins at the end, where I have committed ' the

happy despatch,' and saved you the trouble of

running your steel into me."—Pp. vi-vii.

Mr. Howorth thinks it possible that fault

may be found with tho number and iteration

of his references. But no reasonable person

will find such fault. There is one kind of

reference, indeed, that we would beg him

to abjure, but that is in the direction of

more, and not less, explicit citation. It is I

1 to get rid of the tantalizing and time-wast

ing " Op. cit." and "Id.," which send one

hunting back, perhaps through a score of

pages, and after all often in vain.

Re declines, as we have already said, to

give us a table of contents. We feel sure

that it mtfSt~bB on principle. " Bead, and

you will know," he would say. " I am not

going to help you to pick and choose, nay,

mayhap to skip." He does, indeed, in his

preface, " condense briefly a syllabus of the

contents of the following pages." But a

syllabus, we must still allege, is not a

synopsis ; it is much as if we wanted a

street directory and were offered a copy of

Peter Cunningham's ' London.' It »* hard

on these terms to review a book of some

2,000 pages actual, and 3,000 potential;

so we nave been fain to make a table of

contents for ourselves now, as we did with

his first volume. We can hardly do better

than exhibit this table, with such few ex

tracts as our space allows by the way.

The eldest son of Chinghiz was Juchi, to

whom were assigned the tribes occupying

the great steppes north of the Jaxartes and

the Caspian, which the Mongols called

Toghmnk, and Western Asiatics the Dasht,

or Stnppe, of Kipchak. Some twelve years

after the death of Chinghiz, Batu, a younger

son of Juchi, undertook that expedition to

the West of which the culmination was the

battle of Liegnitz in Silesia (1241). The

eventual limit of the empire which BatVu

founded lay far within this, but it spread

its dark shadow over the Bussian princi

palities, and reached to the Lithuanian

border, to the Carpathian hills, and to the

Lower Danube, whilst his standing camp

upon the Volga gradually became a great

city, not far above Astrakhan, under the

name of Serai, or "The Palace," a name

retained when it was transferred under his

successors some 130 miles further up the

great river. The dominion of the Mongol

chiefs was originally over tribes rather than

territories, and though this underwent modi

fication as they became lords of cities and

agricultural races, it always remained true

in a measure. To a brother of Batu's,

Shaiban, had been assigned the tribes

occupying the plains to the north and north

east of the Caspian, more recently known as

the Steppe of the Kirghiz Kazaks. Another

descendant of Juchi, Nogai by name, had

received those tribes of Turks whose pas

tures luy between the Sea of Azov and the

Caspian, once known as Pechenegs (TlaT^i-

vaKhai of the Byzantines), and in later

days, after the fashion of eponymy so pre

valent among Asiatic nomads, as Nogais or

Nogai Tartars. With later accessions from

the East,

"these various tribes and peoples were subjected

to a hierarchy of chiefs, all owing more or less

supreme allegiance to the ruler whose metropolis

was Serai and tho whole are comprised in

the phrase ' The Golden Horde.'"

The origin of this term seems to have been

the designation of the Khan's royal encamp

ment, Sir orda, the Golden Orda or Camp, a

word whence we borrow horde, which we

apply to any (literal or metaphorical) host

of barbarians, and from which also the

Urdu language of Hindustan (Zabdn-i-urdu,

the language of the camp) got its name :—

" The name is applied by Carpini and Benedict

of Poland to the great tent tenanted by Kuyuk
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Khan. ' Tentorium prreparatum quod apud

ipsns Orda Aurea appellatur ,' says the

former. ' Invenerunt imperatorem apud ten

torium magnum quod vocatur Syra Orda,' says

the latter. The name was apparently similarly

applied to Batu's chief tent, whence it came

about that eventually the whole nation [say

rather the dynasty ruling it] was known as the

Golden Horde."

We now proceed to our table of con

tents :—

Chap. I. The Ethnography of the Kipchak

Steppe.—The Nogais. Identity with the

Peehenegs. Karakalpaks or Blackcaps.

Kazaks. This term not ethnic. The Little,

Middle, and Great Hordes. The Uzbegs.

The name probably that of a confederacy

taken from Uzbeg Khan. Details of Uzbeg

branches and tribes. After giving compara

tive lists of Uzbeg and Kuzak tribal names

the writer says, with much judgment :—

" These lists will show that the confederacies

were composed largely of common elements, but

we must not exaggerate this fact too much, and

mistake a result due to the disintegrating and

rewelding process which went on during the

Mongol dominion for an initial identity. When

we examine the tribal names of the two con

federacies closely, we shall find not only that

they consist of very heterogeneous elements,

but that these elements are separable into two

main branches ; those which inhabited the

Kipchak plain before the Mongol invasion, and

those who migrated thither in consequence of

it."—P. 13.

Notices of the Kipchaks; the Kankalis.

Present condition of Tartar hordes.

Chap. II. History of Juchi, Eldest Son of

Chinghiz, and his Son Batu.—Recapitulation

of Chinghiz's invasion of Western Asia.

Juchi despatched against the cities on

the Jaxartes; against Khwarizm; his death

(1224). His appanage. Batu Khan's ad

vance towards Europe. Composition of his

host. Previous inroads. The great inva

sion (1238) already described. Sundry

traditions in Moravia, &c. Details of inva

sion of Hungary, and additional reasons for

Tartar successes in Europe. Some results

of the Tartar sway in Eastern Europe.

Tartar war principles :—

" During the war the very spirit of destruc

tion setms to have accompanied him [Batu] ;

after it was over this policy ceased. Tribute

and homage were exacted, and also obedience,

but otherwise the victims were treated with

comparative leniency, and seldom disturbed at

home. This was quite in character with the

precepts of Jingis, 1 In war tigers, in peace

doves.' War with the tigers was no play time.

It meant, as it logically means, the destruc

tion of the enemy and all that belongs to him.

Rather than leave a population behind

which might grow into an army, everybody

who could embarrass the communications or

the retreat of the army was destroyed. Rather

than keep a mass of prisoners, who must be

fed and clothed, and who would hamper the

movements as well as the commissariat of the

army, their throats were cut. With your enemy

at your throat, every treacherous method was

deemed honest, every cruel expedient justifi

able The issue is no doubt awful, but is at

least logical, and is certainly contrasted with

that decrepit philanthropy which, when two

combatants are determined to fight it out,

supplies plaster and medicine to enable them

to continue the struggle longer. When the

war was over, then the necessity for such

menaces ceased also. So long as the victors

had plenty of broad lands for pasture, and

an occasional opportunity of replenishing their

harems and houses with wives and trinkets by

a plundering raid, they left their neighbours

alone, and eventually became demoralized by

contact with them and by the enervating effects

of luxury and ease, while their former victims

were knitting their strength together until they

overwhelmed them—a process which we shall

follow in the succeeding pages. "—Pp. 63-64.

Loyal observance by the Tartars of their

own constitutional rules. Batu's selection

of a settlement. Christian intercourse with

the Tartars. Journeys of John of Piano

Carpini ; William of Rubrouck ; Haithon,

K. of Little Armenia. Death of Batu

(1255-56). Sertak, son of Batu, his speedy

death.

Notes.—1. Journey of the Dominican

friar Julian. 2. The Moxel or Mokshas.

3. Passages regarding the Tartars from a

contemporary poem. 4. Residences of

Batu ; the two Serais.

Chap. ILT. Bereke {Barka) Khan and

the Descendants of Batu.—Bereke, brother

of Batu, succeeds; the first great Mongol

prince to adopt Islam. Renewed invasions

of Central Europe (1258, 1264). Wars

with Khulagu (Hulaku), Khan of Persia.

Priendly intercourse with Sultan of Egypt.

The elder Polos visit the Court of Bereke.

His death (1265). Effects of the introduc

tion of Islam. Mangu-Timur Khan. Rela

tions with the Russians. Genoese trade

and factories in the Crimea. Tuda-Mangu

Khan and Tula-bugha. Invasion of Hun

gary (1285) and of Poland (1286-7). War

with Khan of Persia ; Tula-bugha put to

death. Toktagu or Toktu Khan. Sym

bolical presents. Intermarriage of khans

with illegitimate daughters of Byzantine

emperors. Toktu reverts to old faith. Ac

cession of Uzbeg (1313). Intercourse with

Egypt. The Grand Prince Michael sum

moned and put to death (1319). IJzbeg's

mildness to the Christian churches. The

traveller Ibn Batuta. Ivan Grand Prince

of Russia ; extension of his power. Death

of Ussbeg (1340). His intercourse with the

Popes and with the Great Khan in China.

Tanibeg and Janibeg, sons of Uzbog.

Black Death. Treaty with Venetians.

Coinage of Janibeg, with whom ends the

nourishing period of the Golden Horde.

Minor reigns ; and end of Batu's dynasty.

Notes.—1. Catholic missions to the terri

tory of the Golden Horde. 2. Further par

ticulars of the two Serais ; city of Majar,

and other mint cities of the dynasty.

We have no space, however, to complete

our tablo on this scale, and we must give

the rest in mere abstract :—

Chap. IV. Rival Families in Kipchak.—

This chapter embraces the two great expedi

tions of Timur against Kipchak and its lord,

Toktamish, tho last figure of any importance

in the Golden Horde. The first expedition

(1391) was made from the side of (the

modern) Orenburg; the second (1395) by

Derbend and the Terek river.

Notes.—1. The country of the White

Horde and its geography. 2. Genealogy

of the descendants of Kubinji, founder of

the White Horde (the Conchi of Marco

Polo).

Chap. V. T/te later Klians of the Golden

Horde and the Khans of Astrakhan.—The

later khans are mere ghosts. The essential

part of this chapter is the awaking of the

Muscovite giant ; the breaking of the Tartar

yoko and tho absorption of Russian states

by Ivan ILT. Shaikh Ahmed, represent

ing the last shadow of the Golden Horde,

becomes a captive of the Poles (1502-3).

The author takes occasion to glance briefly

at "some of the effects which the long servi

tude of Russia to the Tartars had produced,

and at the influence which the Tartars had

oiiRussian institutions" (pp. 347-8). There

follows the history of the khans ot Astrakhan,

the residuary heirs of the Golden Horde,

terminating with the Russian capture of the

city (1554).

Notes.—1. On the cities of Astrakhan.

2. On the Lithuanian King Vitut. 3. List

of Russian families of Tartar descent (after

Hammer).

Chap. VI. On the Khans of Kazan and

Kazimoff.—Kazan took the place of the

older Bolghari on the Volga, the Bolgar of

Marco Polo—the province which gave a

name (bulgar) to Russia leather, which it

still retains over Asia. The Russians

often directed their arms against Kazan.

The final siege and capture by Ivan IV.

(1552) form one of the most interesting

pieces of narrative in the book :—

" The old town was rebuilt by order of Ivan.

Its commerce soon began to flourish anew, the

traces of desolation and ravage gradually dis

appeared, and in a few years Kazan, so late the

scene of war and bloodshed, presented the ap

pearance of a rich and nourishing city. In this

state it remained, gradually increasing in size

and importance, till a fresh enemy—fire—in a

series of most terrible conflagrations, reduced it

on several occasions to ruins Kazan each

time seems to have risen from its ashes more

beautiful and imposing than before ; on each

occasion it was quickly rebuilt on a new and

improved plan, so that at the present moment

Kazan is certainly one of the finest towns

in the empire. As regards the number of its

inhabitants, its riches and splendour, it only

yields the palm to the two Russian capitals, St.

Petersburg and Moscow."—P. 429.

Kazimoff was a Tartar principality under

Russian protection, which was founded about

1460, and endured for nearly two conturies.

Notes.—1. On the eitiesof Bolghari, Kazan,

and Bulimer. 2. The crowns of Kazan and

Astrakhan. 3. Absence of Kazan coinage.

Chap. VII. The Khans of Krim.—With

the cession of the Crimea and the Kuban

(1783) "passed away the last fragment of

the empire which had been founded by

Jingis Khan, and which had existed so

long" (p. 603). Among all the details

given as to the khans of the Ghirai family,

Mr. Howorth might have felt interested in

knowing and telling his readers that one

of their descendants, a titular Sultan, Krim

Ghirai Katti Ghirai, some fifty or sixty

years ago, married a Scotch lady in Edin

burgh, Miss Neilson by name (if we re

member rightly), whereby the blood of

Chinghiz Khan mingled with a decent Pres

byterian stock.

Chap. VIII. The White Horde and the

Kirghiz Kazaks.—Notes : 1 . On the (old

Russian) "Great Map." 2. Old notices of

the Kazaks. 3. White Horde genealogies.

Chap. IX. The Uzbegs.—This is a vast

chapter of 190 pages, embracing the story of

Shuibani Khan, and the whole chronicle of

Bokhara, Khokand, and tho minor Uzbeg

states. Perhaps the most interesting pages

aro those rolating to the captivity of Stod-

dart and Conolly. But Stoddart is repre

sented, with implicit reliance on Ferrier's
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authority, as behaving like a madman.

Far other was the man who wrote, with

a spirit no Roman ever surpassed, in the

middle of his loathsome imprisonment :—

" I beg sincerely that no one will regret any

sacrifice of me, for it is nothing at nil. It may

not yet be requisite ; but if it be, I regard the pro

bable result, from the action of Government in

doing justice to otl.ers, and bringing all these

countries to reasonable conduct, as fully com

pensating a much greater sacrifice than that of

such an humble individual as 1 am."

Mr. Howorth seems to have overlooked

Kaye's well-known book, from which we

extract this, and the deeply interesting

letters and fragments of prison diary, so

marvellously preserved, of Arthur Conolly,

given by that writer.

Chaps. X., XL, and XII. deal respectively

with Khiva, with the Siberian khans, and

with the Nogais. These end the present

volumes. When we say that the author

has yet to treat of the khanate of Chaghatai

in both of its divisions (Samarkand and

Kashgar), of the empire founded by Hulaku

in Persia, of the great Timur and his imme

diate successors, as well as of Baber and

the " Moghul " house of Delhi, and to add

(as he promises) un index to the whole, it is

obvious that the thousand additional pages

which we have anticipated may easily be

exceeded. May the kindly and indefatigable

author live to crown his work !

We have room for but few words more.

The longer chapters are enlivened by liberal

extracts from such writers as Barbaro, Con-

tarini. and Herberstein, and in later days

from that most amusing traveller Baron de

Tott. We miss among the author's quota

tions, however, the onco famous work of

Ed. Daniel Chirk. An author Mr. Iloworth

frequently quotes is " Tracy Tor,^©!!!," but

we do not know why he should write thus a

name with which we were all very familiar

two years ago in another orthography.

Tticordi delta Vita Intima di Enrico Heine.

Per sua Nipote, Maria Embden Heine,

Principessa Delia Rocca. (Florence,

Barbera.)

The Principossa Delia Rocca is the daughter

of Moritz Embden and of Heine's well-

beloved sister Lottchen—the sister who in

spired more than one of his most charming

verses, the sister to whom he addressed,

" artig und liebevol," his ' Neuer Friihling,'

with the famous " Fichtenbanm " prefixed

to it by way of dedicatory epistle. In the

little volume of ' Ricordi ' at present under

notice she has collec ed a good deal of

family gossip and a good deal that will

be, in one way or another, of interest to

admirers of her uncle. Apart, however,

from its subject and the nature of a portion

of its contents, the book is one of no par

ticular merit. It is flowingly and somewhat

gushingly written ; it contains some tine

examples of the art of making mountains

out of molehills ; it is correct, polite, conven

tional and a little feeble ; it is, in fact, the

kind of work which the admiring relatives

of great men feel it incumbent on them to

products and do produce accordingly in

large quantities. What the subject of it

would have said about the book had it come

in his way is a question that had better

not be asked.

The Principessa is most useful when she

sets herself to the work of contradiction.

It is interesting to note that she does not

believe in the famous ' Memoirs,' of which,

as purchased and suppressed by Gustav

Heine, the poet's brother, we have heard of

late, and which are said to be lying under

lock and key in the custody of the Austrian

Government. They are not, she affirms, nor

have they ever been. She admits it as pos

sible, and even probable, that her uncle

may have talked of ' Memoirs ' to his

friends. And she goes on to acknowledge

that Heine—at the moment when he was

in debate with his cousin Charles over the

annuity which he had had from his uncle

Solomon, and which, as Solomon had forgotten

to mention it in his will, and had contented

himself with a bequest to his nephew of a

lump sum of 8,000 marks, Charles refused to

continue—did actually produce some pages of

manuscript which he called his 1 Memoirs, ' and

which he gave to his wife, bidding her keep

them safely, and threaten their publication

if ever her own annuity was endangered.

But the author insists that these were only

' Memoirs ' pour rire ; she quotes the de

claration of her brother, Charles Embden,

the poet's literary executor, to prove that

the papers bequeathed to him were abso

lutely uninteresting ; and putting the case

that the Vienna MS. should ever be pub

lished, she warns her readers that she

condemns it in advance as spurious, even

though it be issued from the Austrian

Record Office. Whether the notorious

' Memoirs ' are altogether disposed of by

this statement from the Print ipessa re

mains to bo seen. If they really exist, in

Vienna or elsewhere, it is a pity that they

are kept back from the world. If they

were really forged—and it would not bo

difficult to decide that question, for Heine's

is a hand not easily counterfeited—they

would sink into oblivion forthwith, and none

would be hurt or helped by them. If, on

the other hand, they are genuine, they

could, however cynical their tone and how

ever anarchistic their tendencies, prove

fatal neither to their author's reputation

nor to the existing order, both of which are

largely and solidly established, and may

very safely be left to time. It may bo noted

that the rumour of their existence au secret

is, on the face of it, uncommonly credible.

Hoine, a rare artist in speech, had in him

even more of the professional swordsman

than of the professional sentimentalist. Ho

was the boldest and keenest of political and

social critics ; he was a rebel by nature and

habit, and a rebel on the side of right and

in the cause of the future ; he was extra

ordinarily far-sightod, and ho sat in judg

ment upon what he saw with rare wisdom

and liberality ; and tho tone of his writings

—true " Eitter von dom heiligen Geist " that

he was—was as obnoxious and startling to

certain of the chiefs of his house, whose

bent and ideal were decently and quietly

conservative, as to the representatives of

authority all the world over. The Heines

were Hebrew-minded as well as Hebrew-

born ; the family name and tradition were

too dear to them to be imperilled by such

wild and desperate words as Heinrich's ; it

was their duty and their pride to save the

house from itself. We have it on record

that Charles Heine began the debate

already referred to by refusing to pay

the rebel poet's annuity unless he under

took to submit his unpublished work to

the censure of a family council. The story

of the ' Memoirs,' therefore, has every

appearanco of verisimilitude. This was the

spirit in which the Heines regarded tho

author of the family glory while he was yet

alive. It is easy to believe of Gustav

Hoine, the founder of the Fremdenblatt and

a resolute reactionary, that he would have

no scruples when Heinrich was in his grave

and incapable of further resistance, and

that he would no more shrink from sup

pressing the ' Memoirs ' than he had shrunk

from assisting the dying Max to get rid of

Heinrich's letters.

Another of the legends contradicted by

the Principessa is that one which tells,

after Gerard de Nerval, of Heine as miser

ably and perdurably enamoured of his

cousin, and thus accounts at once for his

quality of Weltschmers and one of the

most charming and pathetic of his songs,

the " Em Jungling liebt ein Madchen."

True it is, she says, that Hoine had a kind

ness for his cousin, and that he would will

ingly have mated with her " if his uncertain

position and tho far from prosperous state of

his fortunes had permitted." But that is

all. Heine's list of fancies was as long and

as fully crowded as Leporello's, and the

cousin was only one of many. If Heine

had not been a poet, and withal a poseur

and a sentimentalist, the affair would havo

been no more suspicious or notable than

Don Juan's "mille o tie." It is pleasant to

pass from the consideration of Heine's

hypocrisies to that of Heine's verities, and

to turn from the cousin whom ho only liked

a little to the sister whom ho loved much.

It was through hor brother that Charlotte

Heine knew Moritz Embden. He was it

trader, but he loved the arts. As he was

a poet in a small way, Hoine advisod

his sister always to mako much of her

husband's verses, in tho interest of their

common felicity, a counsel whoso wisdom he

justifies in one of his songs :—

Und lobstdu meine Verse nicht,

Lass ich mich von dir scheiden.

Charlotte Embden is still alive, and at

seventy-seven does not look any more than

fifty. She resides at Hamburg, and is the

object of a great deal of attention on the

part of her brother's worshippers. -His

letters havo been imparted to so many ad

miring visitors that they have fallen all to

tatters, and have to bo accompanied by a

signed and sealed certificate of authenticity.

The Principessa affords us, too, a pleasant

glimpse of her grandmother, nee Elizabeth

von Geldern, the wife of Sampson Heine,

with her fair white hands, her dark-chest

nut hair, her bright keen eyes, sitting on

the sofa by the window, in front of a table

loaded with literature—books, pamphlets,

journals—having reference to her famous

and beloved son.

Of that sou's wife the Principessa appears

to have a very poor opinion. The tone she

adopts in speaking of Mathilde Heine

is, to say the least of it, disparaging.

Madame Heine, as represented in her pages,

is a person with a parrot ; and she is no

more. Of course tho Principessa (a Heine

though she be) is far too well bred to

descend to the use of personalities. But
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it is evident that Madame Heine finds no

favour in her eyes, and did nothing that is

not questionable. She was wrong in every

thing : even in forbidding Gustav Heine to

erect over the poet's ashes in Montmartre

cemetery that sumptuous monument for

the construction of which, directly after the

poet's death, he hastened to commission an

eminent architect. Poor Mathilde's plain

marble, inscribed " Heinrich Heine," is

surely monument enough, and in its splendid

severity a thousand times more to the

purpose than the most sumptuous edifice

that Gustav's eminent architect could have

devised.

A History of the Huguenots of the Dispersion

at the Recall of the Edict of Nantes. By

Reginald Lane Poole. (Macmillan & Co.)

The records of persecution are occasionally

a necessary, but not often a pleasant or

wholesome, kind of reading. Hostile sects

havo a natural partiality for them for pur

poses of mutual aggression. A graphic

story of cruelty, though it happened cen

turies ago, is well fitted to rouse the passions

for polemical objects of the present day, and

the device is rarely neglected in the coarser

stylo of controversy. But to the plain student

of history and culture periods of persecution

are distasteful. Violence and injustice prac

tised in the name of religion are not more

profitable than other crimes to brood over.

No guiding thread for our course in the

present or the future is seized by dwelling

on tho iniquities of the past.

The Revocation of the Edict of Nantes

and the dispersion of the Huguenots which

it occasioned have always been, for obvious

reasons, favourite themes in Protestant

countries. The story is, moreover, touch

ing in itself in an exceptional degree. It

has all the elements of pathos, innocence

on the part of the victims, unprovoked

cruelty on the part of the oppressor, and,

we may add, the prompt and gratifying

visitation of retributive justice on the

wrongdoer. Every generous mind must

sympathize with unmerited persecution,

even when the sufferers are not blameless

of misdeeds of their own. Most of the

religious sects which passed through the

ordeal of persecution in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries failed to show hands

pure from the stain of blood contracted in

tho evil days of a too confident prosperity.

But the inferior position and numbers of

the Iluguonots preserved them as a body

nearly spotless from the opportunity of evil.

The ferocities of the civil wars cannot in

equity be laid at their door ; and after the

promulgation of the Edict of Nantes the

worst charge made against them is that they

were somewhat turbulent subjects in an

absolute monarchy. After the reduction

of La Rochello and the defection of their

least worthy members, tho self-seeking

Huguenot nobles, their conduct was, by

the admission of the Government, not only

innocent, but loyal and praiseworthy. "I

havo no complaint to make of the little

flock," said Cardinal Mazarin ; "if it

chooses evil pastures, at least it does not go

astray " ; and Louis XIV. himself admitted

as much or more. But irrespective of this con

sideration, their position in the social scale,

their intellectual culture, their industrial

pre-eminence, their value as working bees

in the French hive, constitute their persecu

tion one of the most singular instances of

self-mutilation which a government ever

perpetrated. The early Christians, the

Moriscoes, the Dutch martyrs of Alva, the

Irish Papists, were all, in different degrees,

costly sacrifices of valuable elements of the

respective populations. But none could be

compared to the Huguenots. Wherever

they went in their dispersion they were

a wave bearing knowledge, refinement,

sobriety, and industry. It is usual to

dwell on the pecuniary and commercial

loss to Prance by their exodus. The moral

and intellectual loss was far greater, and

has never been repaired.

Mr. Reginald Lane Poole has given us a

short treatise on this interesting subject,

which is distinguished by a fulness of

knowledge and individuality of style not

customary in a prize essay, and which

might lead one to suppose that he had read

and meditated on the topic before it came

before him as an academical exercise. To ex

tensive acquaintance with English, French,

and German authorities Mr. Poole adds

the not common accomplishment of a know

ledge of Dutch. His tone, on the whole,

is very judicious and calm ; gravely sym

pathetic with the victims of royal oppres

sion, but pleasantly free from heat and

excitement and that particular bane to

historical writing, eloquence. He is evi

dently aware that the impressiveness of a

narrative should result from its orderly pre

sentation of facts, which, when properly

selected and co-ordinated, are more moving

than all the rhetoric in the world. His

style, though not free from either obscurities

or inaccuracies, has the merit of being un

borrowed. It is not very easy or graceful,

but neither is it commonplace nor marked

with that special seal of mediocrity, a limp

and feeble fluency.

Considering the extremely fragmentary

nature of his subject, Mr. Poole has suc

ceeded in a commendable degree in giving

it order and lucidity. England, Holland,

Brandenburg, Switzerland, America, and

even Russia, received in various degrees of

number and rapidity successive flights of

exiles, without connexion or order, driblets

of fugitives who had squeezed through the

meshes of the net cast around them, as time

and opportunity served them to find their

way. Each batch, nearly each individual,

had his story of anguish and hairbreadth

escape, of suffering and betrayal ; and it is

not difficult to conceive how, when the burn

ing recital was poured into the ears of co

religionists by the careworn victims, a spasm

of sympathy shot through Protestant Europe

the memory of which thrills to this day. But

the subject, taken as a whole, does not admit

of regular historical treatment. Individual

narratives, such as the pathetic ' Momoires

d'un Protestant ' which Michelet rescued

from oblivion, are the best means of bring

ing the terrible reality home to the minds

of modern readers ; but estimates of the

probable numbers of Huguenots who suc

ceeded in finding safe asylums in England,

Holland, Switzerland, or Germanyare neither

interesting nor instructive. Our attention

becomes even more languid when they settle

down in their new homes, and become pro

sperous citizens, driving a brisk trade in

silks, hats, and other commodities. Their

wealth and industry were well deserved,

were very honourable to them, and very

beneficial to the countries which sheltered

them ; but statistics of money-making are

not particularly attractive reading.

Mr. Poole has pretty closely followed in

his treatment of his subject the same plan

as M. "Weiss in his well-known ' Histoire

des Refugies de France,' and he could not

have chosen a better model. There is, in

deed, not much freedom of choice in the

matter. Some account of the condition of

the Huguenots in France before the Revo

cation must be given as a matter of course,

and then tho fortunes of their scattered

flight to the Protestant lands likely to give

them welcome. The order in which these

narratives, if they can be called such, are

arranged is not of much importance. They

were practically contemporaneous. Perhaps

the best method to impart some slight mea

sure of coherence to the disconnected subject

would be to deal with the industrial emigra

tion by itself ; and there is no reason why a

few graphic narratives of individual suffer

ing and trial (such as Michelet has given in his

fifteenth volumo) should not bo interspersed.

After this would follow a general review of

the moral and intellectual side of the move

ment, the contributions of the Huguenots

to the thought and literature of Europe ; not

given in lists of names of distinguished men

who "flourished" at such and such a date,

and were eminent in this or that depart

ment, but in vivid criticism of individual

works united with a comprehensive survey

of the whole field. Both M. "Weiss and Mr.

Poole have preferred treating the litera

ture of the Huguenots in connexion with

each country successively, thus relinquish

ing the small degree of unity which the

subject affords.

Mr. Poole's work in collecting materials

is highly creditable to his industry. His

fulness of reference is almost excessive.

He can hardly make a remark in his

text without supporting it by a foot-note.

He says in his preface that it was left

to him " to assume the systematic habit

of the bibliographer." If this is so, he has

neglected his opportunity, for nothing less

systematic than his notes, or apparently

than his reading, can well be conceived.

He seems to estimate the value of authorities

more by their quantity than their quality,

and if he can base a statement, however

unimportant, by reference to a French or

German writer, he rarely fails to do so.

He also seems to be ^sufficiently aware of

the difference between first-hand authorities

and second or third rate writers or even

compilers. "Was it necessary, for instance,

to corroborate so obvious a remark as that

Voltaire derived much of his knowledge and

doctrinefrom Bayle by a solid quotation from

M. Capefigue ?

A monograph of this kind, which by its

scope and limits cannot be a repertory of

facts or a storehouse of knowledge, can only

claim serious attention by suggestiveness of

thought, by vues d'ensemble, placing the sub

ject in its relative position to the general

politics and thought of the age. These

qualities are hardly to be expected in a

prize essay. But Mr. Poole is not a common-

Elace essayist, and must know that the mere

iborious "getting up" of a subject is a
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very insufficient preparation for writing

worthily upon it. Viewiness is bad, no

doubt, but it is still worse to be without

views. It is the historian's business to

master his subject with the utmost tho

roughness, to read and digest all pertinent

authorities and literature about it. But

having done this, it is his further, and

much harder, task to give a lucid presen

tation of the results. Out of a multi

tude of scattered facts he must by ima

ginative brooding form a conception, a

picture of the period, of the social phase,

and paint it in the most luminous ana flow

ing outline he can command. A sentence,

even an epithet, may represent a month's

reading ; a few words convey the conclu

sion of a protracted investigation. This is

to write history, not merely to accumulate

the materials of history. Of course the

picture may be wrong, the conclusion may

be false. It is human to err. But it is

a mistake to suppose that only those

historians who use their minds and reflec

tive faculties go astray, and that those who

content themselves with the use of their

eyes and their note-book enjoy a privilege

of serene infallibility. Mr. Poole, for in

stance, with all his punctiliousness in citing

chapter and verse in and out of season, has

man}' misstatements, both as to special and

general matters of fact. How can ho sup

port the assertion that " history has placed

Jurieu in the front rank of tho French

apologists in Holland because the voice of

the hour so pronounced him " ? Tho voice

of the hour did nothing of the kind, and

it was because Jurieu's defence of Calvinism

(in answer to Mainbourg) was so inferior

to Bayle's, and public opinion so strongly

pronounced in favour of the latter, that

Jurieu quarrelled out of jealousy with

Bayle, and excited the unworthy persecu

tion of the latter in Rotterdam. Again,

this in reference to Louis XIV. : " All

that can be of interest in our view is

to notice that a revolution came over the

life of the court on tho death of the queen-

mother in 1666. Every gaiety was sup-

fressed by a missionary enthusiasm." One

ardly knows what to say about such a

statement. It was precisely at the date

given that Louis XIV. was commencing

his career of financial extravagance and

defiance of public decency, when Versailles,

Marly, and the Montespan were between

them about to devour millions, when the

reckless expenditure of the king was going

to frustrate Colbert's reforms and bring the

great minister in sorrow to the grave.

Again, Mr. Poole says that " the sombre

mind of Madame de Maintenon postulated

the Recall as a preliminary to that marriage

which the king had already conceded," in

ignorance that this accusation against her

has been amply refuted. He seeks to imply

that the Huguenots were chiefly nobles,

forgetting that the whole history of French

Protestantism from the Revocation up to the

edict of toleration (1787) shows that they

were confined almost exclusively to the

ranks of the poorest and most humble of

the nation. But where Mr. Poole goes

furthest astray is in the attempt to suggest

that Louis XIV. was in some measure

moved by fears of revolt on the part of the

Huguenots to take the course he did. And

in a surprising passage he quotes "the

irony of Defoe " as truly and skilfully

putting the case for the policy of "recall."

This is not worthy of Mr. Poole or his

bibliographic ambition.

The printing of the book is disfigured by

a prodigality of italic type, nearly all the

quotations, and they abound, being printed

in that character. This, however, is a

matter of taste, and may not be the fault of

the author. We suppose, however, that for

the affected spelling of certain foreign

names of places he is responsible—Nijmegen

and Rijswijck instead of the familiar Nime-

guen and Ryswick. If Mr. Poole prefers

the Dutch orthography, why does he not

consistently write_ 'sGravenhage instead of

the Hague ?

New and Old : a Volume of Verse. By John

Addington Symonds. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

The fate of poetic aspirants in our day

must often appear hard when contrasted

with that of their not even distant pre

decessors. A brief retrospect will bring

before us the figures of Hannah More and

Langhorne at the seaside, scratching com

pliments to each other on the sand with cane

or riding-whip; of Darwin, whose rhetorical

glitter in his botanical allegory made him

for a time the rage ; of Hayley, who had a

public before Byron sneered at him ; and of

Gifford, who attained reputation not only as

a satirist, but actually as a serious poet.

Nowadays work is constantly produced by

men who are by no means sure of gaining

even a hurried recognition, though they are

immeasurably superior to some recognized

singers of a still recent time. For this

change " the pace at which we live "—the

difficulty amidst thronging occupations to

spare a glance to merit that cannot im

periously claim it—has partly to answer.

Moreover, the public has now been educated

in taste as in other things. It has grown

more discerning, and consequently more

exacting, than in the days when the power

to gild mediocre sentiment with a touch of

fancy and to set it in correct verse was mis

taken for genius. Thus it is not only the

scant leisure of our time, but a more in

structed judgment, that now demands more

than ever individuality in art. Whatever

its subordinate merits of grace, culture, and

even well-planned effect, the work which

wants those happy darings that reveal truths

and emotions to us under fresh aspects—

darings which mere taste is always too timid

to gamble in—has but scant chance of at

tention. To some extent the poetry of Mr.

Symonds evinces the self-rebant boldness

which is one element of originality, yet his

best efforts are so far less numerous than

those which belong to verse of mere taste

and sentiment that it may bo doubted

whether the former will make their due

impression. It is right, however, to say

that even in those poems which betray no

special individuality Mr. Symonds shows a

decided advance since he gave us ' Many

Moods.' His style is less diffuse and in

volved ; his descriptions are sharper and of

more vivid colour. Here is a passage from

' The Dream of Odatis,' which in the latter

respect and in variety and appropriateness

of detail leaves nothing to desire :—

She stood

In purple princely splendour throned on high

To watch the pomp of armies marching by;

And in her breast her heart leaped, for the show

Filled her with trembling such as lovers know.

And first came youths upon the flowery way

Thick strewn with silk and boughs of conquering

bay;

Garlands they wore of violets, and their eyes

Sparkled like stare that stud December skies,

While with puffed cheeks and lips whereon the down

Of boyhood lingered, through the startled town

They blew the silver sound of clarions wreathed

Into strange circles serpentine, or breathed

Through flutes melodious heralding* whereby

Trembling the maiden felt that Love was nigh.

Nor might she pause to think ; for now the tread

Of elephants with vine leaves garlanded

Went crushing blossoms with huge feet; their grey

Lithe trunks were curled to snuff the scents of May,

And on their castled backs and shoulders vast

Flamed cressets; on the live coals negroes cast

Spices of myrrh and frankincense, and boys

Like naked Cupids made a merry noise

Swinging from flank and dewlap, showering spray

Of cakes and comfits from gilt quivers gay.

Next came the priests, entoning as they went

Praises and prayers—their dusky foreheads bent

licneath the weight of mitres stiff with gems ;

And on their breasts and on the broidered hems

Of their loose raiment glittered runes that none

Might read, so far ago in ages gone

Hy men whose very memories are flown

Were those strange legends wrought in tongues un

known.

Itehind them followed oxen white as snow,

Large-limbed, with meek eyes wild and round and

slow ;

Lowing they went, and girls beside them held

Red rosewreaths on their necks and shoulders belled

With golden bubbles. After, in long line, _

Passed princely youths on horses ; red as wine

Was all their raiment, and the steeds they rode

Like thunder-clouds in tawny splendour glowed.

Though this extract will probably recall

'The Earthly Paradise' to many readers,

it should be remembered that when Mr.

Morris and succeeding poets deal alike

with remote legends and write in the same

measure a good deal of resemblance may

at once be accounted for on grounds that do

not affect the independence of the latter.

It cannot be fairly said of Mr. Symonds

that any previous author has served for his

model. Even where the influence of a fore

runner is in some measure discernible, it is

often so modified by his own mind that

though something of a remembered atmo

sphere seems to rest upon his landscapes,

their remaining features are generally due

to himself. In the extract we have given

it will be seen that Mr. Symonds had his

heart in his task. So much cannot be said

of the passage in which Odatis relates the

effects of her love-dream. It, however,

begins well :—

I slept ; I dreamed ; and lo ! the morrow seems

A sad sweet echo of melodious dreams.

She goes on to say that all things she

had loved before flit from her phantom

like, that she is " undone with sweetness,"

that something new and vague attracts her,

to grasp which she would at times venture

life, yet that a strange influence still holds

her in languid yearning. So far all is in

keeping. The dream has left behind it a

soft enchantment, in which wonder, long

ing, and regret tenderly mingle. But this

impression—vague, sweet, and mysterious—

is at once destroyed when Odatis obtrudes

upon it such a harsh and violent contrast

as this :—

Dear maidens, say

Why seems it to me that a single day

Hath set between that shore of life and this

Waves ruder than the rush of Tanais 1

While we are finding fault, let us say

that this collection might well have been
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weeded of some decided specimens of what

has been called " unnecessary poetry," and

express surprise that so cultivated a writer

should not only employ the abominable

rhyme of " whereof " to " love," for which

it is true he has the precedent of some

recent poets, but that he should rhyme

" bliss" to " bless," and, in place of a rhyme

to " new," should actually repeat the word.

Though taste and a fair measure of

artistic feeling are the most general merits

of Mr. Symonds, here, as in his former

volume, he at times reveals others of a

higher kind. His melodious lyric ' In

Dreamland,' in which the past joys of life

are transmuted into flowers, has a delicate

fancy for its central idea, while throughout

we get glimpses of a sweet and shadowed

region, where no breeze stirs that does not

lull into repose. The allegory entitled

' The Valley of Vain Desires ' shows imagi

nation in its design and also force of paint

ing, though both aro somewhat marred by

superfluity of epithet and constant striving

after effect. ' Lebens Philosophic,' with

delicate satire and epigrammatic grace,

enforces a very wholesome moral—the value

of trial and difficulty in giving zest to life.

The fragment from " Greek Themes "

entitled ' Sacrifice,' though not without a

suggestion of Landor, may claim high

praise. In recording the self-immolation

of two young patriots, Mr. Symonds seizes

bo well the spirit and circumstance of the

event, so thoroughly brings before us the

serene elation of the victims, the mourning

gratitude of the crowd, and the familiar

sights and sounds of early morning in con

trast with death, as to leave a final impres

sion of dignity and sweetness. In a series

of sonnets called ' An Old Gordian Knot '

the writer once more exhibits that specula

tive vein which is, perhaps, most character

istic of him. We quote the second sonnet :—

I stood at sunrise on an Alpine height

Whence plains were visible, and the domed sky

Spread vacant in serene immensity;

Westward beneath my feet curled vapours white,

And grew and gathered, while the East was bright:

Then as the silver wreaths clomb silently,

Methon"ht a shadowy giant steeple-high

Towered up above me ringed with radiant light.

Standing he bore the shape of me who stood

Sole on that summit ; yea, he bowed or rose,

Beckoned or threatened, as my van ing mood

Constrained his movement ; till the light that grew,

Wrought from the strife of clouds supreme repose,

And heaven once more was still and stainless

blue.

The poet then proceeds to infer that the

various beliefs and worships which man

has accepted may henceforth be discarded,

being, like the image of the Alpine

watcher upon the cloud, merely fantastic

reflections of man himself. This conclu

sion obviously involves one serious diffi

culty. Since even the highest external

objects of man's worship and sympathy

must correspond to his own ideal standard

(or they could havo no charm for him), and

since this very standard is a mere projec

tion or reflection of his own nature, if we

wero to discard all modes of worship and

all mental attractions simply because they

reflect ourselves, we should inevitably have

nothing left to venerate or admire. But

however fallible theso sonnets may be in

point of logic, their suggestiveness, earnest

ness, and glow of expression are not to be

denied. In theso respects they are almost

worthy to rank with the fine series which

we noticed in Mr. Symonds's former volume,

his sonnets ' On the Thought of Death.' It

is certain that in days scarcely yet remote

poets far inferior to himself won their

wreaths. Even in our exacting time he

may hope for his, if in future, while more

severe to himself in what he excludes, he

will trust more fully to his own impulses in

what he retains.

Records of the English Province of the Society

ofJesus. Vol. VI. (Supplemental Volume).

By Henry Foley, S.J. (Burns & Oates.)

Thotjoii we have been slow in noticing

Mr. Foley's last volume, it has been from

no want of appreciation of the great value

of the book that we have passed it over.

The truth is that Mr. Foley's industry

keeps him ahead of any but very rapid

readers. This supplemental volume is, if-

possible, a more important contribution to

English history and biography than any of

its predecessors. It certainly has been more

carefully edited ; it contains fewer blunders ;

and for the original documents which are

to be found in it, it is sufficient to say of

them that they throw more or less light

upon the movements and fortunes of every

Catholic family in England of any position

or means from Queen Elizabeth's days down

to the end of the last century.

They who have at all interested them

selves with the history of what may be'

called the Catholic reaction, which irritated

Queen Elizabeth so profoundly, scared her

ministers, and goaded them on to savage

persecution, or who have followed the mazes

of treachery and folly which characterized

the diplomacy of the Stuarts in their deal

ings with the Papacy, will discover in

this volume a mine of information, to be

met with nowhere else, without which the

complexity of plots and counterplots that

for generations have mystified inquirers

must for ever remain unintelligible.

It is nearly fifty years since John Bowyer

Nichols drew attention to the great valuo

of the Pilgrim Book of the English Hospital

at Rome, and printed a list of the pilgrims

whose names had been registered in its

pages as far back as 14G6. Mr. Foley has

now printed in extenso the complete register

of the names of every visitor who was enter

tained at the College between the years

1 580 and 1 656, and added an index nominum,

which occupies twenty-seven closely printed

pages. Brief and fragmentary as the entries

in the Pilgrim Book are, they are sometimes,

as might be expected, curious and sugges

tive. Thus we find young William Wont-

worth (figuring then as Earl of Strafford)

dining at tho English College just five years

after his father's execution, and meeting Sir

Kenelm Digby, who himself had but recently

been let out of prison, and subsequently fra

ternizing with George and Francis Villiers,

sons of the great Duke of Buckingham, whose

early death by Felton's dagger saved him

from the evil to come. A little later Mr.

Masson may find a new fact for his next

edition — John Milton travelling with a

servant, and on the 30th of Octobor, 1G38,

dining at the same table with "the Hon.

Mr. Cary, brother of Earl Falkland, an

English gentleman "; and Mr. Mark Pattison

may be glad to learn that " James Casaubon

. . . . abjured his heresy and submitted to

the Catholic Church " on the 21st of August,

1649, at which time, too, he received "alms,

food, and clothes." Was it the great Isaac's

son who had sunk so low? Here, too, we

come upon poor Richard Crashaw in April,

1649, glad of a dinner perhaps, for his

purse was a short one in spite of Cowley's

help, and the canonry of Loretto had not

yet come to him. It came too late at last.

Among the diners at the College, too, in

1636, we find William Harvey, "M.D. to

the King of England," as he is described.

He was in the Buite of Thomas Howard,

Earl of Arundel, at the time, or ought to

have been, and how he found himself at

Rome just then it is difficult to explain.

These examples—and they might be mul

tiplied indefinitely—are taken at random in

a very superficial scrutiny of the hundred

and twenty pages which this document occu

pies in Mr. Foley's volume ; but in that

volume there are upwards of eight hundred

pages, and our space forbids us from offer

ing such an account of its contents as would

at once do justice to the learned compiler

and give our readers an adequate notion of

the importance of the book.

The Diary of the English College at Rome,

now printed for the first time, contains some

account of tho parentage, education, and

even private life of more than 1,300 young

men who entered at the College during the

two centuries of its existence ; and when it

is remembered that these young men were,

with hardly an exception, the sons of

English gentry, it will be understood that

such a document must needs be of incal

culable service to the student of our family

history. Tho report of Cardinal Sega on the

dissensions that broke out in the College

about 1580, which is now printed for tho

first time, is a very masterly and elaborate

State paper, and is specially noteworthy for

its faithful and minute picture of tho way in

which the College was carried on, the diffi

culties, financial and administrative, that it

had to contend with, and the remarkable

outspokenness of the writer on many matters

which hitherto have been regarded as diffi

cult problems in the history of the times.

The annual letters, too, which Mr. Foley

prints, deserve careful attention, and among

the promiscuous papers are some of con

siderable value. The Jesuits seem deter

mined to have no secrets from Euglish

inquirers. They appear only anxious to

let us know all they themselves know about

their past doings among us. From all that

appenrs in Mr. Foley's six large volumes,

the English Jesuits have shown themselves

a very harmless and inoffensive body of

men. Whether they have lacked the power

to do harm, or have been cruelly maDgned

during three centuries, Mr. Foley's revela

tions will not fail to gain them friends.

Tlie ifanchus ; or, the Reigning Dynasty of

China: their Rise and Progress. By the

Rev. John Ross. (Paisley, Parlane.)

The story of the rise of the Manchu power

in China is but a repetition of an oft-told

tale. Like tho Mongols of the Yuen

dynasty, and the Kin and Liaou Tartars,

the Manchus found their opportunity in

tho existence of a degenerate and corrupt

government in China, and their instrument
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in the person of an energetic and able

leader. Like the Mongols and Tartars also,

they sprang from very small beginnings,

and allowed circumstances rather thun

design to guide their destinies. Of these

historical precedents Mr. R06S apparently

knows nothing, and he is lost in astonish

ment at events which to the student of his

tory are but the natural outcome of the

political situation.

" As soon," he saya, " might we expect the

drops of water oozing from a mossy rock to

become a mighty river, bearing on its bosom the

peaceful fleets of all nations, as the few ignorant

descendants of the Tartar Aisin Gioro to become,

by their own despicably insignificant resources,

the legislators of a fourth of mankind and the

rulers of the most populous empire under the

sun The slim but well-knit Manchu barque

was set afloat in shallows, and had to sail along

rapids and among narrow gorges where a touch

was destruction Many a time is the reader

of the earlier history of the Manchus tempted

to exclaim that there is here another than a

visible hand, which, by what seems the slightest

Accident, now removes the petty tribe out of a

snare ; and again averts on their own heads the

overwhelming destruction with which her foes

were prepared to crush her. Her final triumph

is as great, and beforehand as improbable, as if

a large ship sailed into New York after running

down the rapids and plunging into the cataract

of Niagara."

From this extract it will bo surmised that

Mr. Ross is an enthusiast. His admiration

for the Chinese is exceeded only by his

adoration of the Manchus. Ho considers

the intellectual character of the Chinese to

be of a very high order, and the Chinese

peasant to be the most industrious and in

telligent in the world. As to the form of

government, it is as nearly perfect as it is

possible to be. It

"is, like almost everything Chinese, peculiar to

that splendid country and characteristic of tliat

curious people. In the West the principle that

' the ruler exists for the people, not the people

for the ruler,' is but the growth of yesterday.

But in China that has always been the

theory of government from the very dawn of

the historical period."

The administration is scarcely less perfect

than the form of government, and the people

enjoy more personal liberty, more freedom

from offensive police supervision, and are

less heavily taxed than any people in

Europe. It is true that

"a tax collector may occasionally be found bold

enougli and bad enough to increase the taxation

of the people in some district ; but tho people

can have him degraded and punished. A magis

trate may be found more than ordinarily covetous,

but he can be removed, punished by degradation,

or even by banishment But these cases are

«xtremely rare."

On reading these and similar passages in

one of the introductory chapters we were

puzzled to know what excuse Mr. Ross would

iind for tho Manchus for disturbing the

peaceful enjoyment of this Utopian state of

society. Unconsciously the same difficulty

occurred to Mr. Ross, for we hud that luter

on in the book, when it becomes necessary

for him to justify the rebellion of the

Manchus, he takes quite a different view

of the government and administration of

China.

" The government of China," we are then

told, " is a huge machine for grinding out taxes,

and the men in charge become fat and flourish

ing. Thero has hitherto been in China no

revolution for any other object than that of

gaining possession of this taxing machine. "

These extracts furnish a specimen of the

strange views and inconsistencies which are

apparent throughout the work. Of the his

tory of the people the author shows himself

strangely ignorant. His remark, for in

stance, that "the Chinese speak' freely of

the time when their forefathers went about

dressed in a fig-leaf," implies, if it implies

anything, that the poriod referred to is not

very remote, whereas certainly for four

thousand years—and tradition says for much

longer—they have worn civilized clothing.

In his chapter on the aborigines of China,

which, by-the-bye, he begins with references

to the Roman Catholic missionaries, he

speaks of the people of the Miaou, Man, Li,

Yaou, and other tribes as savages, knowing

nothing, apparently, of the fact that these

people throughout their long history have

maintained a considerable amount of civi

lization, and are now, as ever, very far re

moved from being savages. Nor is it easy

to understand what he means by saying that

the " highly ornate and beautiful written

language, so philosophical in its character,"

was ' ' evolved from a few rough signs on

slips of bamboo." Certainly no such evolu

tion ovct took place, and the only shadow of

a foundation for the assertion is the fact

that, up to the timo of the invention of

paper, bamboo tablets were used for writ

ing purposes. The whole idea of evolution

from a few rough signs is opposed to the

history of the written language.

One other conspicuous fault committed by

Mr. Ross is the choice of the orthography he

has adopted for the transcription of Chinese

names. The question of transcribing cor

rectly Oriental names is a very difficult ono,

and until some universal system is adopted

the wisest course is to employ one of those

already in use. Tho efforts of all authors

should be towards unit}-, instead of which

every writer on Chinese matters appears to

consider himself bound to adopt an ortho-

graphy of his own. Unfortunately Mr.

Ross can point to so many examples of

similar eccentricities on the part of authors

that we can hardly be surprised at the

strange contortions he has given to both the

sounds of English letters and the spelling of

Chinese names. What sound Liw is intended

to represent, or why he should find it necessary

to turn initial surd consonants wholesale into

sonants, it is impossible to say . Possibly ho

has as peculiar views with regard to ortho

graphy as ho has with regard to his own

language. When wo find it stated that a

certain man had "two full brothers," in con

tradistinction, wo suppose, to half brothers,

and tliat the Emperor K'ang-hi, on the

occasion of his last illness, "took suddenly

and seriously unwell," we need not be sur

prised to learn that tho name of Tai-tsung's

empress was Jaoshungturshowgoongjieung-

anyijangchingdwunwhiwunj wangkanghua.

Mr. Ross's account of the actual facts con

nected with the Manchu conquest of China

is accurate enough, but the numerous faults,

such as we have pointed out, which disfigure

the work detract materially from its value.

NOVELS OF THE WEEK.

Ellice Quentin. By Julian Hawthorne.

2 vols. (Chatto & Windus.)

Be that Will Not when lie May. By Mrs.

Oliphant. 3 vols. (Macmillan & Co.)

The Rebecca Rioter : a Tale of Killay. By

E. A. Dillwyn. 2 vols. (Same pub

lishers.)

What will Society Say ? By H. C. Coape.

3 vols. (Tinsley Brothers.)

'Mb. Julian Hawthorne has republished

in two volumes five stories formerly con

tributed by him to a magazine. Some of

these stories, he tells us, were written long

ago. In the preface Mr. Hawthorne justi

fies their reissue by the following pleas :—

First, that the imperfections which he now

detects in the works of his earlier years

might lead him to discard them, but that

they are saved because an author may not

be the best judge of tho comparative merits

of his productions. Second, that in the

rough sketches drawn by bis youthful hand

thero may be powerful touches not to be

found in the more highly finished pictures

of his maturer years. Last, that contribu

tions to magazines are liable to pass out of

the author's control. Qui s'excuse s'accuse.

If in this instance the last plea be valid

the other two appear superfluous. It is not

necessary to examine too closely the short

and often hastily executed stories with which

many of the serials teem. But Mr. Haw

thorne has established a reputation as a

rising author, as one who has the power to

interest his readers, and his writing is gene

rally pleasant and refined. His advance,

however, has not been so marked or his

fame so wide spread as to warrant the

republication of every triviality which

he may have written. The three tales

in the first volume of his new book are

rude efforts at story-building. The heroin©

of the first, Ellice Quentin, is a young lady

of strong and variable passions. She has

an impecunious and not over - scrupulous

father, who brings an action against some

one to obtain a fortune to which he has no

legal or equitable right, Geoffrey Herue,

a barrister consulted by her father, falls in

love with, and is loved more suo by, Ellice.

Her love, conflicting with her ambition, does

not reach its goal. We learn that her love

produced one good result—her beauty deve

loped with her love. In the description of

her features during this poriod of develop

ment we are told that "tho curving of her

lips was eloquent of refined enticement,"

whatever that may mean. The cause of the

above conflict was that the man with whom

her father had the law-suit had died, and

left his property to the father and daughter,

provided the latter married the nephew.

Ambition won the day. Miss Quentin

married the nophew, Mr. Amidon. Why

this name ? There was nothing resembling

starch in the character of this insignificant

personage. Then comes another alternation

of passion. Ellico meets Geoffrey, the old

love is warmed up again, but, owing to cir

cumstances which may be left for the reader

to peruse, for a second time it is allowed to

cool down. Then there is another Amidon

interlude. During this time Geoffrey gets

engaged to another girl, a discovery which

Ellice makes on the third occasion of her

love passion being at high pressure. The
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makes no use of the mental activity and ac

quisitiveness which characterize the young.

The more readily we admit—under Miss Ly-

schinska's able advocacy—the importance of the

Kindergarten principle, the more keenly do we

feel the difficulty of its practical application.

The general introduction of Kindergartens seems

almost hopeless, except in favoured districts

where money and professional skill are abundant.

In country places, where it is already almost

impossible to find pupil-teachers or stipendiary

monitors to fulfil the bare requirements of the

Code, such a school as the author describes,

and we should like to see, must remain a dream

—"a small school of one hundred children in

average attendance worked by the head and four

pupil - teachers. " If, however, the principle

underlying the Kindergarten system were more

intelligently grasped by school managers and

teachers, the gain to public elementary educa

tion would be immense, and the instruction not

only of infants but of standard children would

be vastly sounder and more serviceable than

it is.

We have received a little book on French Pro

nunciation by M. Louis Desru (Hachette & Co.),

who says in his preface that he has had fifteen

years' experience in tuition in England, besides

twenty in France. After that it might be ex

pected that he would know how to set about

writing a book to teach French pronunciation.

Unfortunately his command of the English lan

guage does not enable him to express clearly the

object of his book. Is it to teach those who

know a little or those who know nothing 1 Sup

pose an English person who had never heard a

French word spoken to open this book. He

would find that the French a is to be pro

nounced like the English a in "fat." His first

difficulty surely would be to know how the a

in " fat " is pronounced, and then he would mis

pronounce half the words given as examples, e.g. ,

(trap, aimdmes. When we come to " remarks "

on the vowels the information is better, but

not very intelligible to a beginner. He is told

that "a sounds open and long before rd, rs, rt

at the end of words It is also open and long

in ba-rre, bar ; ca-rrb and derivatives, except

ba-rricade, and compounds." Will this help him

to apply an English sound so as to represent the

proper sound in French of carri or barri ade ?

Passing to consonants, and noticing by the way

that they "are simple, double, or of different

nature," a fact which does not give much help to

wards their pronunciation, we see Jils is said to be

pronounced "fiss. " In truth, of course, it is pro

nounced "feess. " Sometimes the author gives

the equivalent for the purpose of pronunciation

in letters which are to be said as in French.

This is very perplexing. The beginner can

never be sure whether he is having that which

is obscure explained by what is more obscure or

not. If M. Desru wishes to see how French

pronunciation should be taught, he should study

a little pamphlet on French Pronunciation which

we have before us, by R. G. K. W. (Winchester,

Wells; London, Nutt). In his "apology" the

writer points out the importance to the be

ginner of getting an intelligible pronunciation :

"Hitherto a sort of Stratford-at-Bow medium

has been current, in which boys learn to turn

into faultless French such fancy sentiments as

' My ancestors have repastured and will milk the

cattle,' or 'The bed testers and oval windows

will fall due on the 1st May ' ; while on leaving

school they cannot sound one French sentence

that could be understood by any Frenchman,

or themselves understand a word spoken by a

foreigner." And then R. G. K. W. gives in

a few linos the essence of the whole matter. It

is not really in the sound of French words that

the difficulty exists, but in the absurd conven

tional method of representing what are nearly all

common English sounds. " It is curious," says

R. G. K. W., "that it is not the un-English

sounds which seem to cause any difficulty to an

English mouth, but the perfectly simple English

ones, for which a series of false tones has been

gratuitously devised ; and which are, therefore,

far more important points in the matter under

consideration. They are the correct sounding

of a, i, o, eu, and r; the nasal sounds and u

offering apparently little or no difficulty

Considering that there are at most only six

French sounds which have not equivalents in

English, it seems to be nonsense to tolerate for

a moment any mock-French substitute." The

writer then proceeds with the various letters ;

and it is singular that almost the first thing he

has to say is that a in French "never lias the

short English sound as in ' hat,' " which M.

Desru points out to be that which it nearly

always has. If accented it is like the English

sound ar, without rolling the r of course. Other

wise it is equivalent to "the vowel sounds in

' love ' or in ' up. ' " It is striking to find how

excellent a pronunciation is given to words

when one reads in common English pronuncia

tion the equivalents which R. G. K. W. suggests,

e.g. "up-ray," "mull-err-rerr," "fool," "dmee,"

"sess-soo,1 " shvull-yea. " Let the reader now

observe that the French words he has been pro

nouncing so well are apris, malheureux, foule,

demi, sept sous, and chevalier.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

In Les Femmes qui Tuent et les Femmes qui

Votent (Paris, Calraann Levy ; London, Hachette

& Co.) M. Dumas Jils, writing to M. Jules

Claretie, expounds some more of those peculiar

views on the relation of the sexes for the pos

session and publication of which he is notorious.

He has been moved to take up his pen by the

action of Millie. Dumaire and the Comtesse de

Tilly. These are the questions he asks and

sets himself to answer :—First, " In affairs of

the heart, or at the end of them, are the vitriol

bottle and revolver admissible as arguments 1 "

Second, "Are not society and the law a great

deal more to blame for the introduction of these

lethal instruments into the debate than the poor

deluded heroines who have been obliged to have

recourse to them?" And third, "Would it

not be wise to reconstitute society and the law

on a more equal basis, and to give woman a

share in the work ? " As these questions are

argued out by M. Dumas Jils with all his wonted

vivacity and point, and with much of his wonted

coarseness, the success of ' Les Femmes qui

Tuent ' is assured. Into any analysis of the

ideas embodied in it we do not need to enter.

M. Dumas Jils is at his old trick of preaching

and astonishing, and the ideas are those of M.

Dumas Jils—of the author, that is to say, of

' L'Homme-Femme,' of ' La Femme de Claude,'

of ' La Princesse Georges,' and other works of

the same class. It is possible that in France

they are not only acceptable, but useful and

influential as well. Here in England it is

otherwise, and they aro only interesting as in

tellectual curiosities.

Heroes of the Cross. By W. H. Davenport

Adams. (Masters.)—Mr. Adams is a maker of

many books, but we must confess that he seldom

makes them badly. His work is thorough as far

as it goes, and he has a useful capacity for boil

ing down the results of other men's labours and

presenting the residuum to the reader in various

attractive forms. ' Heroes of the Cross ' is a

series of edifying biographies of Christian saints

and martyrs, extending from St. Cohimba to

Bishop Patteson. The story is in every case

well told, and Mr. Adams gives a list of

authorities at the beginning of each sketch. We

notice that he has not brought before us any of

the less known and less popular heroes, and that

he has always chosen some one about whom a

tolerably good book has been written lately.

Though he has not had time to exercise the least

originality, he has carefully used in every case

the material at his command. The book is

pleasantly written, and conceived in a broad and

i impartial spirit.

This week the publishers have sent us from

the Leisure Hour office the Boy's Own Annual,

a volume containing about fifty numbers of the

Boy's Own Paper.

Wb have on our table The Biography of Charles

Bradlaugh, by A. S. Headingley (Remington),—

Outlying Europe and the Nearer Orient, by

J. Moore (Lippincott),—The Penny All about

Common Things (Ward &Lock),—BookofNatural

Philosophy (Ward & Lock),—The Penny Popular

Proverbs (Ward & Lock),—The Joined Vowel Sys

tem of Phonographic Shorthand, by R. Wailes

(Grant & Co.),— The Cow (Ward & Lock),—The

Book of the Babbit, Parts L and H., by L. U.

Gill ('The Bazaar' Office),—The Practical

Fisherman, Parts VIII. to X. ('The Bazaar'

Office),—The Claims of Labour, by W. Donis-

thorpe (S. Tinsley),—Election Speeches in. 1879

and 1880, by the Right Hon. the Marquis of

Hartington, M.P. (Kegan Paul),—Notes on

Sketching Tours, by an Architect (Batsford),

—Two Essays on the Columnar Architecture of

the Egyptians, by W. S. Pratt (The Author),

—International Gallery of the Eminent Men of

the Day, Part I. , edited by Prof. H. Reichardt

(Leitchen & Co.),—Portrait Collection of the

Hundred Greatest Men, Class VI. Science (Low),

—A Pathway of Song, by T. Smith (Stock),—

Albion's Fall, by J. H. D. (Allen),—Nero : a

Tragedy, by R. Comfort (Philadelphia),—Palace

and Prison and Fair Geraldine : Tico Tragedies,

by the Author of ' Ginevra ' (Kegan Paul),—

Shakespeare's King Henry V., by K. Deighton

(Allen & Co.),— Women Outside Christendom,

by J. G. Mandley (Triibner),—The Morals of

Evolution, by M. J. Savage (Triibner),—The

Last of the Anakims in the Land of Moab, by

Capt. Renczynski (Edinburgh, Cameron),—

The Age of the Great Patriarchs, Vol. L, by

R. Tuck (Sunday School Union),—Notes on

Gospel History, Part I. . by S. G. Green (Sunday

School Union),—Nigh unto the End, by the

Rev. J. C. Boyce (Bentley),—Is it Utopian? by

the Rev. C. Bullock (' Hand and Heart' Office),

—Etudes Politiques de I'Histoire Romaine, Vol. I. ,

by P. Devaux (Triibner),—Abriss der Baby-

lonisch-Assyrischen und Israelitischen Geschichte,

by F. Hommel (Leipzig, J. C. Hinrich),—

Lapidum de Dialecto Attica Testimonia, by H.

Van Herwerden (Traiecti ad Rhenum, J. L.

Beijer) —Scriptores RerumDanicarumMediijEvi,

Vol. IX., by J. Langebek (Haunise Typis Offi-

cinee Blanci Luni),—La Mitrique de Bharata,

by P. Regnaud (Triibner),—and La Famiglia

Educatrice, by C. Rosa (Ancona, E. Aurelj).

Among New Editions we have Words and their

Uses, by R. G. White (Triibner),—How we are

Governed, by A. Fonblanque (Warne),—Werner's

First German Course, by J. W. Laurie (Laurie),

—Genealogical and Chronological Tables illustra

tive of Itidian History, by A. Graham (Allen &

Co.),—and Frauen Liebe und Leben, by P.

Thumann (Leipzig, Udolf Titze). Also the fol

lowing Pamphlets : The Catechism of the Eastern

Question, by M. Barry (E. Wilson),—The Me

moirs of a Canadian Secretary (Toronto, Green-

leaf & Kirkland),—and Personal Statement of

Religious Belief, by G. C. Whitworth (Kegan

Paul).

LIST OP NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.
Cunningham's (W.) The Churches of Asia, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Heavenly World, Views of the Future Life, by Eminent

Writers, compiled by G. H. Pike, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Hitchen's (Rev. J. H.) Ecce Veritas, or Modern Scepticism

and Revealed Religion Weighed, cr. 8vo. 4/ cl.
Pulpit Commentary, edited by Rev. Canon Spence and Rev.

J. Ejtell; 1 Samuel, by Very Rev. K. P. Smith, 15/ cl.
Ullat.horne's (Bp.) The Endowments of Man considered in

their Relations with his Final End, Svo. 10/6 cl.

Law.
Shirley (W. S.) and Atkinson's (C. M.) Sketch of the

Criminal Law, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

Fine Art.
Andrews's (N.) School of Art, Second Grade, Perspective,

oblong folio, 3/6 bds.
Granta (The) and the Cam, from Byron's Pool to Ely, drawn

and etched by R. Farren, folio, 38/ cl.

Poetry.
Colomb's (Col.) The Cardinal Archbishop, a Spanish Legend,

cr. Svo. 5/ cl.
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History and Biography.

Episodes of French History: St.. Louis and the Thirteenth
Century, bv G. Masson, l2mo. 2/ > cl.

Grube's (Al W.) Heroes of History and Legend, translated
from the German bv J. L. Shadwcll, nr. Svo. 10/6 cl.

Haven (H. P.), Sketch of the Life. Character, Method of
Work of, a Model Superintendent, by H. C. Trumbull,
cr. 8vo. ft/ cl.

Slater's (P.) History of the Ancient Parish of Oaiseley, 15/ cl.

Tytler's (S.) Jane Austen and her Works, cr. Svo. 5/ cl.

Geography .

Foreign Countries and British Colonies : Austria-Hungary,
by D. Kay, 12mo. 3,6 cl.

Philology.

Asplet's (G. OComplcte French Course. Part. 2, 12mo. 2/8 cl.
Clarke's (It. J.) The Book of Job, a Metrical Translation,

with Introduction and Notes, cr. 8vo. (">/ cl.
Goethe's Faust, Part I, the German Text, with English

Notes and Introductory Remarks by A. M. Selss, 5/ cl.

Sri*nee.

Macewen's (W.) Osteotomy, with an Inquiry into the
etiology and Pathology of Knock-Knee, Bow Leg, Ac,
8vo. "/« cl.

Wallace's (A. It.) Island Life, or the Phenomena and Causes
of Insular Faunas and Floras, &c. Svo. 18/ cl.

Warnslev's (J.) Geometrv for Beginner. l2mo. 2/ cl.
Wurtz's(A.)The Atomic Theory, t.an.lated by E. Clcmin-

shaw, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.

General literature.

Alcott's (L. M.) Jack and Jill, a Village Story. 12mo. ft/ cl.
Babylonian Cups, or Behind the Scenes, by a Special Com

missioner, with Preface bv H. W. Williams, cr. 8vo. 2/6
Brodie's (E.) Elsie Gordon, or Through Thorny Paths. 3/6 cl.
Campbell's (H.) Four, and What They Did. cr 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Bering's (E. H.) Freville Chase, 2 vols. cr. 8vo. 12/ cl.
Evrault'8(L.)The Captain's Dog, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Forrester's (Mrs.) Roy and Viola, 3 vols. cr. Nvo. Mfi cl.
Gomme's(G. L. ) Primitive Folk-Moots, or Open-Air Asscm-

blies in Britain, cr. 8vo. 12/ cl.
Greville's (Lady V.) Faiths and Fashions, Short Essays Re

published, cr. 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Gustafsson's (R.) Rose Leaves, Tea-Time Tries for Young

Little Folks and Young Old Folks, lroin lire Swedish by
A. Alberg, cr. 8vo. 2/ i cl.

Holt's (E. 8.) Earl Hubert's Daughter, or the Polishing of
the Pearl, cr. 8vo. ft/ cl.

In Mischief Again, by the Author of * Hugh's Heroism,' 2/cl.
Keith's (L.) Nobody's Lad, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Kingston's (W. H.'G.) Norman Vallerv. !2mo. 2/cl.
Kingston's (W. H. G.)The Heir of Kiilinnan, cr. 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Miller's (0. T.) Queer Pets and their Doings, sin. 4U). 7/6 cl.
Mills's (A.) Blues and Buffs, a Contested Election and its

Sesults. cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Kiebuhr s (B. G.) Greek Hero Stories, translated by B. Hop-

pin, sm. 4to. 2/6 cl.
Potter's (F. 8.) Ellin Hollow, sm. 4to. 4/ cl.
potter's (F. S. ) Princess Mvra and her Adventures among

the Fairv Folk, sm. 4to. 4/ cl.
Ridley's (A. E.) Better than Good, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Shakespeare's Morals. Suggestive Selections, edited by A.

Oilman, cr. Hvo. 5/cl.
Soldiers of the Cross, by Author of *The Y'oung Armour-

Bearer," cr. 8vo. 2/1 cl.
Tlllotson's (J.) Gems of Great Authors, cr. Svo. 3/6 cl.

Verne's (J.) Tribulations of a Chinaman, translated by E. E.
Frewer, imp. Uuno. 7/6 cl.

FOREIGN.

Theology,

Hoinrlch (J. B.): Dogmatiocrrc Thcologic, Vol. 4, Part 1,
3m. 20.

Jungmann (B.) : Dissertationes Selectjc in Historian* Ecclc-
siasticam. Vol. 1, 4in.

Radic(M. E.E.v.): Die YerfasstingderOrthodox-serbischen
u. Orthodox-ruraauischeu Part icular-icirchen. Book 1, 4m.

Fine Art.

Ergebnisse (Die) der An grab u gen ■] Porgamon, Pre
liminary Rtport by A. roirt, U. Humana, li. Bohn,
H. Stiller, O. Lolling, u O. Batcbxlortf, 12m.

History and Biography.

Daub (A,): Dc Suid.r- tuogra^hicomin tlrigino et Fide, 2m.
Forneron (H.) : Hisloirc ue Pnilippe II.. 2 vols. loir.
Friedliinder (J.): Die ltahenischeu bchaiimunzen d. 15

Jahrhunderts. Part 1, lorn.
WInkelmann (Ed.): Acta Imperii inedita Secull XIII.,

Papers relating to the nistory ol Sicily, tatm.
Winkelmann (Ed.): Sieilische u. Papstlfrhe Kamleiord-

nungen u. Kanzleigebrauche d. XIII. Jahrh., lm.

Philology.
Giinther (C): Die Verlra tin Aitoatfriesischen. 2m.
Langen(P.): BeitragemrKritik u. Erklarungd. Plautus.Om.
Xehmann (O.): D.e Taehygraphischen Abktirzungen der

Griechischen Hamlschritten, 6m.
Lyoophronis Alexandra, eilited by G. Kinkel, lm. 80.
Meiger(F ): Pin. tars Siegeslieder, 8m.
Mailer (L.): <i- Horatim Flaccus, a Sludy, 2m. 40.
Sedlmayer (H. 8.): Kxiiischer Comraentar zu Ovids He-

roiden, lm. 60.
Tiimpel (K.): Ares u. Aphrodite, 2m. 10.

Science.
Colin'-"'"' f.Tl| Virle uigeii lib. Allgemeine Pathologic,

Vol. 2,14m. K

Halt.i.^oia \n..)i Ho' e-e Anslvsi . Vol. 1, lorn.

General Literature.
Oaml<-tra(IAm): Di^oi. , c...n,,i. ,,, Vol. I,7fr. SO.
Luckenbach (H.): Das Verhaltniss <nr Uricchlaoh 'n Yascn-

bilder r.u den Gedichten ■!. E.iischen KiikIos, -jin. 6J.
Musterbucher f. Weibliehe Hatndarneit, 14m.
Hochefort ( II i: Le Paletrenler, 3lr. i>
Zola(iv): Le Roman Ex|>eruuenta], 3,r. 50.

GEIiALlINE JEWSBURY.

In the days when the ' Sorrows of Gentility '

and ' The Half Sisters ' were in every circu

lating library, Geraldine Jewabury had a place

in the foremost rank of writers of prose fiction.

At the same time, and long after those charming

books had survived their season of influence and

applause, she was a distinct social force in lite

rary and artistic circles, by virtue of the fine

humour and conversational brightness which a

winning address and singularly musical voice

rendered indescribably effective and delightful.

For many years the familiar associate of Lady

Morgan, and at a later period the friend of

Lady Llanover, she lived in coteries that rated

intellectual endowments above all other dis

tinctions, and wherever she went she found

sympathy and admiration. But so many years

have passed since her books were novelties, and

she spent so long a period in seclusion con

genial to her bodily infirmities, that the recent

announcements of her death arrested the atten

tion of comparatively few readers. So far as the

general public is concerned, her literary repu

tation was the affair of a vanished generation,

and she had in other particulars no less com

pletely outlived an enviable celebrity. There is,

therefore, the more reason that her graces and

goodness should bo commemorated in the literary

journal to which she rendered service alike con

scientious and brilliant many years ago. Born

in 1812 at Manchester, Geraldine Jewsbury had

attained her full mental growth and the ripeness

of mature womanhood when she came to London

with the literary enthusiasm that animated her

almost to the last. Her ambition was to be a

journalist on the staff of a daily newspaper, and

if a delicate and highly nervous constitution

had not opposed her purpose, she would have

found regular employment in an office where

her ears might have been gladdened with the

sound of the printing presses, which she used to

call the most exhilarating music. It was, per

haps, fortunate for her that circumstances led

her to make a less exacting engagement, and

preserved to her the curious fancy that the

happiest of human kind were the men of letters

who plied their pens at Mr. Delano's word of

command. Joining the Athenamm staff soon

after the merits of her earlier books had given

her a position amongst professional writers, she

worked on it for many years, until failing sight

and other troubles of breaking health incapaci

tated her for regular toil, and made hor only an

occasional contributor to our columns.

Making no profession of "good works,"

she did them modestly and unobtrusively at

every turn of her career, in the spare minutes

of busy days and with the slender surplus

of her never abundant worldly means. In

their joyful hours her friends sent for her

that their joy might be full ; and in their

hours of trouble she came to them an un

bidden but ever welcome comforter. Another

of her fine qualities was the sweet womanly

courage which used to play forth in quaintly

humorous talk under the sharpest inflictions

of acute neuralgia, and which in her failing years

of partial blindness and manifold disappoint

ments exhibited itself in lofty patience and high-

minded serenity. After the wont of delicate

women who endure their physical tribulations

smilingly, she aged early and rapidly ; but death

alone extinguished her piquant humour and

clear moral vision. To the general circle of her

acquaintance she said good-bye on her retire

ment to Sevenoaks from her old haunts at

Chelsea. But to the last she maintained an

affectionate intercourse with a small and quickly

lessening number of old friends, who, having

known her in her heyday, will remember

tenderly her playful wit, sweet temper, and

womanly refinement.

' THE CAVE TEMPLES OF INDIA."

20, Langham Place, Sept. 28, 1.180.

As the writer of the review of ' The Cave

Temples of India ' in your last issue notices the

too frequent printers' blunders which disfigure

the work, perhaps you will allow me to direct

attention to one made by the binders, which, as

I have only just found it out, I have now no

other means of correcting.

After plate xviii. was printed off and de

livered, it was discovered that the lithographer

had carried the hatching quite across the front

of the plan of the circular cave, fig. 3, so as

entirely to obliterate the entrance. As it was

then too late to remedy this in any other

manner, I arranged with Mr. Griggs that he

should re-engrave the whole plate, which was

done, and the requisite number of copies of the

corrected plate delivered to the printers. Un

fortunately he did not insist on the cancelled

copies being returned to him, and the binders

have inserted both in all the copies of the work

hitherto issued.

My principal object in writing to you is con

sequently to draw the attention of the possessors

of the work to the mistake that has been made,

and to request them to remove—which is easily

done with a penknife—the first impression of

plate xviii., retaining only the second and

corrected copy. Jas. Ferocsson.

THE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.

It is quite an accidental circumstance that

the meetings of the Library Association and of

the Social Science Association should coincide

this year in Edinburgh as they did practically

last year in Manchester. If anything could

overtax the kindness of a hospitable city this

might be expected to do so, but there are no

more signs of failure in this respect now than

there were this time last year in the metropolis

of the cotton manufacture. The Royal Society

of Edinburgh has placed its rooms in Princes

Street at the disposal of the Library Association.

The Philosophical Institution, Queen Street,

gives them access to its admirable reading-room

and nows-room. The Royal Academy opens its

doors and a Loan Exhibition to them, and

invites them to a conversazione on Thursday,

the 7th. The local committee gives a dinner on

Tuesday, the 5th, with the Lord Provost in

the chair. The Advocates' and Signet Library

will be open to ins|iection on the same day.

Attention should be directed to the Mazarine

Bible, exhibited in a glass case in the Advo

cates' Library ; also to a stone effigy, by the

skilful stonemason Greeushields, of Sir Walter

Scott "as he sat," which is marked by a singular

air of ease and naturalness. It is said of this

piece of sculpture that a friend of Sir Walter's

on seeing it exclaimed, "This is not a Btatue

of the man, but his petrifaction." Among the

papers to be read and discussed on Tuesday,

that upon Free Libraries by Mr. Mason will

probably lead to the most lively debate, because

Edinburgh up to the present time has been

rather conspicuous by the absence of those use

ful and popular institutions, and it is hoped

that efforts to supply the deficiency will be

stimulated by this meeting of librarians. Mr.

Maclauchlan proposes to set forth ' How the

Free Library System may be applied economically

to Counties. '

Mr. Small's paper on the University Library,

to be read on Tuesday, when the library will be

on view, will contribute to the interest of the

meeting, and will include an account of Mr.

Halliwell-Phillipps's gift to the University of

early Shakspeare quartos and other Sliak-

speareana. The account of Edinburgh librarians

by Mr. Black will contain some particulars of

the late Mr. David Laing's bibliographical

career.

Variety will be furnished in the paper by Mr.

Leonard Wheatley on Assyrian libraries, and

one by Mr. Goudie on the great libraries of

Scandinavia. Mr. Cornelius Walford on "clear

ing out " libraries will be amusing and instruc

tive. Mr. A. Macfie's paper ' On Copyright in

its Relation to the Supply uf Books for Libraries

and the Public ' will cover wide ground. The

Report on " indicators," proceeding from

librarians of the great provincial libraries, will
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excite much interest among the managers of free

libraries. Mr. E. B. Nicholson has changed his

opinion as to the excellence of buckram as

binding material, and will pronounce what he

calls a palinode in connexion with this subject.

ANOTHER IMAGINARY EDITION.

Laverton Rectory, Bath.

You inserted some time since a letter of mine

on "Imaginary Editions." I propose now to

give your readers an account of another work

which seems fairly to deserve that title, though

the book was actually printed in the year in

which it is erroneously stated to have been

published. The concluding part of my account

will furnish a curious instance of the way in

which bibliographical mistakes mayoriginate, and

be afterwards repeated by successive writers.

It is stated by some great authorities (though

not apparently by any recent ones) that Ussher

published what is called the old [or shorter)

Latin version of Ignatius at Oxford in 1(142,

whereas it was really published for the tirst time

in the well-known 1044 edition, in which it

occupies pp. 103-238.

The mistake evidently originated in the cir

cumstance that this portion of the contents of

the 1C44 edition had been jrrinted in 1C42, and

that this date appears, accordingly, on a title-

page prefixed thereto, which is counted as

p. 193 of the entire edition. Of course it follows

from the pagination (and it appears also from

the contents of the title-page itself, and in

several other ways) that the preceding 102

pages must have been printed previously. In

fact, there is good reason for believing that part

of them had been printed in 1640.

In spite, however, of such plain evidence of

the priority in time of the tirst 102 pages, Ittig

(generally a most accurate writer) says that the

old Latin version (occupying pp. 193-238) was

published in 1642, and followed in 1644 by the

publication of the other portions of the edition,

including therein the preceding 192 pages !

What makes the matter still more strange is

that the minuteness, and in many points the

accuracy, of Ittig's account, show plainly that

ho did not get his information at second hand,

hut had himself seen and carefully examined

Lasher's edition. And yet ho makes this and

some other mistakes which so accurate a man

could not possibly have fallen into if he had

had the book before him at the time of writing,

or had even retained a distinct recollection of

its contents.

The only explanation of thus remarkable cir

cumstance seems to be that some considerable

time must have elapsed between his examination

of the book and the writing of his account, so

that he did not accurately remember the con

tents of the edition. It seems probable also

that he had made some notes which, though no

doubt correct so far as they went, were im

perfect, and that these misled him at the time

of writing his account. Amongst other notes

he had probably copied the title-page above

referred to, omitting, however, its middle part

in which reference is made to the contents of

the preceding pages. This will appear still

more likely from what will be stated presently.

Perhaps afterwards, when he wrote his account,

ho had even forgotten in what part of the book

this title-page stands.

The same mistake, so far as regards the publi

cation of the old Latin version in 1642, is made

by Bi iiggemann ('View of English Editions,' &c. ,

Stettin, 1707), and from him repeated by Harles

in a note on Fabricius. Briiggcmann. however,

gives the means of tracing the mistake. He

refers to the Catalogue of the French Royal

Library (Paris, 1739) as his authority. In that

Catalogue, after the title-page of the 1644 edi

tion, there is quoted in small type the title-page

(with its middle part omitted) which counts as

p. 103, the compiler of the Catalogue having

evidently taken it to be the title of a distinct

work which happened to be bound up with the

1644 edition, which ho must have supposed to

end at p. 192, having overlooked the continuous -

ness of the pagination and the fact that the

old Latin version is expressly mentioned amongst

the contents as set forth in the title-page at the

beginning of the volume. In this way Briigge-

mann's (and consequently Harles 's) mistake is

accounted for. Some other old writers might

be mentioned who have made the same mistake,

one of them in a work published only four years

after Ussher's death.

It may be worth while to add that the

" 1642 " on p. 193 is altered to " 1644 " in the

Emendiinda in Ussher's edition, and also in his

own handwriting in his copy of the book, still

preserved in the Library of Trinity College,

Dublin. Evidently, however, this alteration

was made, not because " 1642" was incorrect

(in respect of the date of printing), but to a%'oid

the apparent inconsistency between that date

and " 1644" at the beginning of the volume,

and to prevent any such misapprehension as

that to which the date " 1642" has, in fact (as

we have seen), given rise.

I propose to send you at some future time an

account of a mistake of an opposite kind, namely,

of a case in which an edition of Ignatius—though

it was published 364 years ago, and though in

respect of one portion of its contents it was an

editio priticeps, and though, moreover, its exist

ence was evidently known to Ussher, and appa

rently to Pearson—has been almost universally

overlooked for the last 200 years.

J. H. Ba< KIIOUSK.

•• BrsH."

In a review of ' English Plant Names,' which

appeared in the Atheiuzuin of September 11th,

the reviewer says he knows of one instance only

in which the word btinh is applied to a plant not

hard-wooded, that is, in the verse he quotes

from the old ballad of the ' Battle of Otter-

bourne. '

The following additional instances of the use

of the word in the same way in Scottish poetry

occur to my memory, and I have no doubt I

could by searching find many others. In the

ballad of ' Young Taullane ' the word occurs

thus :—

rp then spak the Queen o' Paries
Oot o* a buxk o' ryet
She 's ta'en awa' the bonniest knicht
In a' my irompnny.

Bums, in ' The Address to the Deil,' uses it in

connexion with a plant certainly not hard-

wooded—the rush of the meadows :—

Ae dreary, windy winter niclit.
The stars shot doon wi' sklentln' Ucht,
\\ i" you, mysel, I gat a fricht

Ayont the loch ;
Ye like a rath bush stood In sicht

Wi' wavin' sou^u.

Scott, in ' The Lady of the Lake,' describing

the sudden appearance of Roderick Dhu's clans

men from their ambush, says :—

From shingles gray the lances start,
The brucken bu*k sends forth the dart.

So much for the poets ; but the use of the

word in connexion with plants other than hard-

wooded is not confined to Scottish poetry, but is

a usage of the common speech of the people, or

at least was so thirty years ago. To me at that

time truth was the proi>er word to use in speak

ing of any low and thick-growing plant, bushy

the proper description of any thick growth.

James Watt.

THE SO-CALLED WILL OP THE EARL OF PEMBROKE.

The Mount, Wilton, Salisbury, Sept. 23, 1880.

In your review last week of ' Curiosities of

the Search-Boom ' you say that some of the

authorities require more verification. An

instance of this is found in the quotation from

the so-called will of Philip, fifth Earl of

Pembroke This document and several ima

ginary speeches of the eccentric earl were

written by S. Butler, the author of ' Hudibras,'

and are to be found in his ' Posthumous Works,'

vol. ii. pp. 137, &c. J. E. Nightingale.

tLiinarn fliosst'p.

Miss Jetvsbury's letters and papers are

in the hands of Mr. J. Stores Smith, of

Chesterfield.

We understand that the Archbishop of

Canterbury's recent charge is to be published

by Messrs. Macinillan & Co.

The King of Bavaria has bestowed on

the eminent < trientalist, Prof. Spiegel, the

honour of life nobility.

Mr. Swinburne's forthcoming volume of

poems is called ' Studies in Song,' and will

be out at the end of the month.

We hear that Messrs. G. Bell & Sons

have in hand a ' Selection of English

Sonnets by Living Writers,' edited and

arranged by Mr. S. Waddington. Mr.

D. G. Rossotti, Mr. Matthew Arnold, and

Archbishop Trench will be largely repre

sented in the volume, which will also con

tain sonnets by Mr. Tennyson, Cardinal

Newman, Mr. Swinburne, Lord Hanmer,

Mrs. Fauny Kemble, Miss Christina Ros-

setti, Mr. E. W. Gosse, Mr. A. Lang, Earl

Lyttou, and about forty other living authors.

Mit. T. P. O'Connor, M.P., has arranged

with Messrs. Bennett Brothers, London and

Dumbarton, for the issue of another edition

(5,000 copies) of bis biography of Lord

Beaconsfield.

Great progress has been made during

the last month in the removal of the natural

history collections from the British Museum

to tho new Museum at South Kensington.

The inner Botanical Room and the Galleries

of Mineralogy, Geology, and Puleeontology

are practically empty. Somo of the cases

of mammalia appear to be in course of

depletion, but we understand that the bulk

of the zoological collections will not bo

removed just at present.

Prof. Henry Morley has undertaken to

deliver a course of six lectures on ' Charac

teristics of English Literature ' at the St.

James's Lecture Hull, Eden Grove, Hol-

loway. The opening lecture will be given

on the evening of the 15th inst, and will

deal with the effects of the French Revolu

tion on the bteruture of tho nineteenth

century.

Dr. Gunther, of the British Museum, is

engaged on an important work on fishes,

which will contain many illustrations. It is

expected to be published at tho end of this

month by Messrs. A. & C. Black.

The next session of the Birkbeck Literary

and Scientific Institution commences ou

Monday.

Messk8. Sampson Low & Co. have in pre

paration for serial publication a new work

by the Rev. H. B. Tristram, entitled ' Path

ways of Pulostine : a Descriptivo Tour

through tho Holy Land.'

Messrs. W. II. Allen & Co. have the

following works in the press for publication

during the coming season:—'Holland,' by

Edmondo de Aniicis, translated from the

Italian by Caroline Tilton ; ' The Lyrical

Drama: Essays ou Subjects, Composers, and

Executants of Modern Opera,' by H. Suther

land Edwards ; ' The Irrigation Works of

India and their Financial Results,' by

Robert B. Buckley; 'Incidents of a Journey

through Nubia to Darfoor,' by Sidney

Elisor, C.E.; ' Sketches from Nipal,' by
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the late A. A. Oldfield, M.D., many years

Resident at Kathmandu ; ' Accented Four-

Figure Logarithms and other Tables' and

'Accented Five-Figure Logarithms of Num

rv ahers,' by Lowis D'A. Jackson, A.M.S.C.E.;

' A Dictionary of Ethnological and Philo

logical Geography,' by B. G. Latham ;

' Hitopadesa : a New Literal Translation

from the Sanskrit Text of Prof. F. Johnson,'

by Frederic Pincott ; ' The Expiring Con

tinent : a Narrative of Travel in Senegambia,'

by Alex. Will. Mitchinson ; ' Turkey, Old

and New,' by Sutherland Menzies; 'With

the Kurrum Valley Force in the Cabul

Campaign of 1878-1879,' by Major J. A. S.

Colquhoun ; ' To Cabul with the Cavalry

Brigade,' by Major E. C. W. Mitford ;

' Stories of the City of London for Youthful

Eeaders,' by Mrs. Newton Crosland ; 'The

Victoria Cross : an Official Chronicle of

Deeds of Personal Valour, from the Institu

tion of the Order in 1856 to 1880'; 'The

History of China,' by Demetrius Charles

Boulger ; ' In Zululand with the British

throughout the War of 1879,' by Charles

L. Norris-Newman, Special Correspondent

of the /Standard ; ' Mansukhi and Sundar

Singh, Hindustani and English,' by H. B. W

Garrick; 'An Integral Calculus' and 'A

Calculus for Engineers,' by W. P. Lynam

a new novel by Charles Mackay, LL.D.;

' Analytical Index to Sir John Kayo's His

tory of the Sepoy War, and Col. G. B.

Malleson's History of the Indian Mutiny,'

by Frederic Pincott ; ' A Treatise on the

Personal Law of the Mahommedans,' by

Syed Ameer Ali Moulvi, Presidency Magis

trate, Calcutta ; ' An .Arabic Manual,' by

Prof. E. H. Palmer; 'Illustrations of Archi

tectural and Decorative Art in Eajputana

and Adjacent Districts,' by Dr. F. W. A.

de Fabeck and Major S. S. Jacob ; ' The

History of India as told by its own His

torians : The Local Muhammadan Dynasties,'

Vol. I. 'Gujerat,' by John Dowson, forming

a sequel to Sir H. M. Elliott's work on the

Mohammedan period of the history of India,

already annotated and amplified by the

same author.

A new story, entitled ' Dimplethorpe,'

from the pen of the author of ' St. Olave's,'

will be published during the present month

by Messrs. Hurst & Blackett.

Messrs. Eemington & Co. have in the

press a now novel, entitled ' The Glen of

Silver Birches,' by Miss Owens Blackburne.

Messrs. Bell announce for immediate

publication ' Trade and Economic Statistics,'

by Stephen Bourne ; ' Horace's Odes Eng

lished and Imitated by Various Hands,' a

compilation by C. W. F. Cooper ; ' Syl-

vestra,' a story of manners in England in

the eighteenth century, by Annie Eaine

Ellis ; a new story for boys by Mrs. Ewing,

called ' Wo and the World' ; ' Mother Molly,'

a tale by the author of ' The Eose Garden ';

and a volume about ' Our Pets and Play

fellows in Air, Earth, and Water,' by Ger

trude Patmore.

Mr. Stanford will publish in November

' Prehistoric Europe,' by James Geikie ; the

Eev. W. J. Loftie's ' Tourist Guide through

London'; 'The Flora of Algeria,' by W.

Mathews ; and ' Life and her Children,' by

Arabella B. Buckley.

Messrs. Griffin & Co. have nearly ready

' A Selection from the Miscellaneous Scien

tific Papers of the late W. J. Macquorn

Eankine, C.E.,' edited by W. J. Millar, C.E.,

with an introductory memoir of the author

by Prof. P. G. Tait. The same publishers

also announce ' Suggestive Thoughts on Be-

ligious Subjects,' by Henry Southgato.

Messrs. George Boutledge & Sons will

publish immediately a new translation of

The Corsican Brothers.' The book will

be dedicated to Mr. Irving.

The same publishers also announce 'A

Popular History of Science,' by Eobert

Eoutledge ; ' Military Mis - Eeadings of

Shakspere,' by Major Seccombe, E.A. ;

' The Mountain Sprites' Kingdom,' by the

Eight Hon. E. H. Knatchbull-Hugessen

(Lord Brabourne) ; Eoutledge's Annuals for

1881 ; ' With the Colours ; or, the Adven

tures of a Young Soldier,' by E. M. Jeph-

son; 'Little Buttercup's Picture -Book';

D'Aulnoy's Fairy Tales,' edited by J. E.

Planche, with illustrations by Sir John Gil

bert, E.A. ; 'Planche's Fairy Tales' ; 'Mark

Dennison's Charge,' by Georgiana M. Craik ;

' Meyrick's Promise,' by Miss Phillips ;

' Kate Greenaway's Birthday Book for

Children ' ; ' The Secrets of Stage Conjuring,'

by Eobert Houdin, translated by Prof.

Hofmann ; ' Hermy : the Story of a Little

Girl,' by Mrs. Molesworth ; ' The Day-

Dawn Album '; ' Eminent Soldiers,' by

Davenport Adams ; ' Prince Darling's Story-

Book '; ' Schoolboys all the World Over,' by

Henry Frith; 'Little Wide-awake Poetry

Book,' by Mrs. Sale Barker ; ' The Fortune-

Telling Birthday Book,' by 0. A. M. Burdett ;

'AmateurActing,' by Keith Angus; 'Pizarro,'

by G. M. Towle ; ' A Silver Key to a Golden

Palace,' by Alton Leslie ; 1 Adventures in

the Far West,' by the late W. H. G. Kings

ton ; and two new toy books by E. Caldecott,

called 'The Three Jovial Huntsmen' and

' Sing a Song of Sixpence.'

A London firm contemplates the issue of

a cheap edition of Mr. Emerson's works.

The arrangements for this edition will be

made on the occasion of Mr. Emerson's

approaching visit to this country.

Mr. Percy E. Pinkerton is translating

some of the best of Hauff's charming

Marchen into English, and will publish his

translations at Christmas. This is an at

tempt to make English children familiar

with Hauff's tales, which in Germany have

always had a great vogue.

This month Messrs. Tinsley Brothers

will publish Mr. Eichard Dowling's new

romance, ' Under St. Paul's.' Mr. Dowling

will write, and Mr. Harry Furniss make the

drawings for, ' High-Water Mark,' being

Tinshys1 Christmas Annual for 1880.

Mr. Elliot Stock will publish shortly a

fac-simile of 'The Boke of Saint Albans,'

uniform with the ' Treatyse of Fysshynge

wyth an Angle,' recently issued by him.

The book will contain an introduction by

Mr. William Blades.

Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton's announce

ments include the following :—Eev. Prof.

Fairbairn's ' Studies in the Life of Christ '

' Scientific Sophisms,' by Eev. Dr. Wain

wright ; ' The Two Miss Dawsons,' by the

author of ' Christie Eedfern's Troubles'; 'The

Province of Law in the Fall and Eecovery

of Man,' by the Eev. John Cooper; 'Our

Daughters: their Lives Here and Hereafter,'

by Mrs. G. 8. Beaney ; ' The Ctoming Prince :

the Last Great Monarch of Christendom,'

by E. Anderson, LL.D. ; ' Consecrated

Women,' by Claudia; ' Theistic Problems,'

by George Sexton, LL.D.; ' New Zealand,'

by Eev. James Buller ; ' The Heavenly

World : Views of the Future Life,' by

eminent writers ; ' The Gentle Heart,' a

second series of ' Talking to the Children,'

by the Eev. Alex. MacLeod, D.D. ;

' Heroes of the Strife : Sketches of Eminent

Abstainers,' by Frederick Sherlock ; ' How

Eeadest Thou?' by Eev. F. B. Proctor;

' Health Studies,' by Dr. H. Sinclair Pater-

son ; ' The Incarnation of God, and other

Sermons,' by Eev. Henry Batchelor; "The

Prophet Jonah,' by the Eev. S. Burn ;

' The Laws relating to Beligious Liberty

and Public Worship,' by John Jenkins;

and ' Life through the Living One,' by

J. H. Brookes, D.D.

The Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge have in the press two volumes

of a series of histories of the dioceses in

England and Wales. Each volume will be

complete in itself, and will trace the history

of the diocese with which it deals from

the first planting of Christianity in the dis

trict until the present time. The volumes

now almost ready are ' Canterbury,' by

Canon Jenkins, and 'Sarum,' by Canon

Jones. Under the general title " Chief

Ancient Philosophies," the Society are

about to publish a set of books dealing with

the principal systems of ancient thought.

' Epicureanism,' by Dr. W. Wallace, and

' Stoicism,' by Eev. W. W. Capes, are in

the press. It is the aim of the series to

present ancient philosophy in its relation to

modern speculation.

Messrs. Sonnenschein & Allen announce

the following publications for early issue

during the forthcoming season :—' Asgard

and the Gods,' 1 The Captain's Dog,' ' Eose

Leaves,' 'The Fisherman of Ehava,' 'Fabled

Stories from the Zoo,' 'Grandmamma's

Eecollections,' 'Woodland Notes,' 'The

Heroism of Christian Women of our Time,'

' Glimpses of Bird Life.' ' Industrial Geo

graphy of the United States,' ' The Eoyal

Eelief Atlas,' ' A Manual of Insects inju

rious to Agriculture,' and ' The Microscope :

Theory and Practice.'

Messrs. Ward, Lock & Co. will shortly

publish a companion volume to ' Mrs.

Beeton's Book of Household Management.'

The title of the new work will be ' Ward

& Lock's Home Book.' The same publishers

also announce ' The Universal Instructor,' a

work which aims at being a complete

encyclopaedia of learning.

Messrs. Blackie & Son will publish in

October ' Switzerland : its Scenery and its

People,' pictorially represented by eminent

Swiss and German artists, with historical and

descriptive text based on the German of Dr.

Gsell-Fels. They will also publish shortly,

by Andrew James Symington, ' Thomas

Moore the Poet: his Life and Work';

' Samuel Lover, a Biographical Sketch, with

Selections from his Writings and Corre

spondence '; and ' William C. Bryant,' also

a biographical sketch with selections.

Messrs. Macniven & Wallace, of Edin

burgh, announce for publication 'Alfred

Tennyson : his Life and Works,' by N. C.

Wace ; ' Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph,' by

Marcus Dods, D.D., author of ' Israel'8 Iron
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Age,' &c. (new volume of the " Household

Library of Exposition"); and 'Great

Orators—Burke, Pitt, Sheridan, and Fox,'

by Henry J. Nicoll, author of ' Great

Scholars' (" Cabinet of BiogTaphy Series").

Messrs. T. & T. Clark will shortly publish

the second volume of ' An Illustrated Popular

Commentary on the New Testament,' edited

by Prof. Sckaff, D.D., containing St. John's

Gospel, by Prof. Milligan, of Aberdeen, and

Dr. Moulton, of Cambridge, and the Acts

of the Apostles, by Dean Howson and Canon

Spence ; ' Notes on Genesis ; or, Christ and

His Church among the Patriarchs,' by Rev.

N.Keymer; 'Commentaryon the Apocrypha,'

by Prof. Lange ; and translations of Prof.

Dorner's ' System of Christian Doctrine,'

the second volume of Prof. Hagenbach's

' History of Doctrines,' Meyer's ' Commen

tary on Thessalonians,' and 'The Christ,' by

Ernest Naville.

Messes. John Walker & Co. have nearly

read}- a work called 'English Lake Scenery,'

and in the press ' Stories of Long Ago,'

retold by Ascott R. Hope.

The hitherto unpublished letters of Hein-

rich Heine, of which the Deutsche! Montags-

blatt of Berlin has commenced the publica

tion, were originally addressed to Dr. Gustav

Kolb, the chief editor of the Augsburg

Allgemeine Zeitung, when Heine was confined

to his bed in Paris in 1851. Heine and Kolb

were old and close friends. Their acquaint

ance dated from 1818, when Baron Cotta

sought to obtain Heine's aid in his journal

istic enterprises, upon which Kolb was

already engaged. It is curious to find Heine

writing of the President Louis Napoleon as

" ein wackerer Mensch," but we have to

remember the German poet's almost idol

atrous veneration for the first Napoleon, and

also that the letter was addressed to his

" Liebster Kolb " before tho Coup d'jfitat.

Mr. J. W. Redhottse writes to correct a

mistake in the notice of his forthcoming

Mesuevi poems contained in our "Literary

Gossip " last week :—

"The notice mentions me as the late Oriental

Secretary to the Foreign Office. I have never

had so exalted a post or title ; and what I have

been since 1854 I still continue to be—Oriental

translator on the staff of the Foreign Office, as

may be seen on p. C of the 'Foreign Office List';

at least, I have heard nothing to the contrary

up to this moment."

SCIENCE

A Manual of Palaontology for the Use of

Students. By Henry Alleyne Nicholson,

M.D. 2 vols. (Blackwood & Sons.)

It is not usual with the Athenaum to notice

the second editions of scientific works. This

book of Dr. Nicholson's has, however, been

so thoroughly revised, so largely rewritten,

and is augmented by new matter to such

an extent, that it may very fairly be treated

as a now production. The introductory

chapters merit especial attention. The de

finitions of palaeontology and of fossils and

the explanations of the phenomena of

fossilization are remarkable for clearness,

and they may be studied with the utmost

advantage. The chapter on the chief

divisions of the aqueous rocks and that

on their different ages have been written

with considerable care. The succession

of formations, the contemporaneity of

strata, and geological continuity are sub

jected to a most philosophical examina

tion, and the conclusions at which the

author arrives are of the most satis

factory description. We could have de

sired to transfer to our pages some of the

author's remarks upon those interesting

subjects which have been tlio source of so

much speculation. We select one only,

which from its compactness and clearness

especially suits our necessities, and which

gives at the same time a good idea of Dr.

Nicholson's style. He is writing of the

Lias, which can be divided into a number

of " zones," each of which is characterized

by somo special fossils, and particularly by

some special ammonite :—

" Tho principal difficulty that we have to con

front in dealing with these ' zones ' is to produce

any plausible explanation accounting for the

destruction of the special life forms of the one

zone and the appearance of those of the next

zone. For the most part these zones are of a

very limited vertical extent, and they succeed

each other in such a manner as totally to pre

clude the idea that the dying out of the old

forms can have been in any way caused by any

physical disturbance of the area. Perhaps the

most probable view to adopt in the meanwhile

is that tho formations in which distinct and

limited life-zones can be recognized were de

posited with extreme slowness, whereas those

which show an essentially compact and homo

geneous Fauna from base to summit were de

posited with comparative rapidity. Upon this

view a formation like the Lias is one formed by

a process of very slow and intermittent sedi

mentation, the life-zones being separated by

intervals, during which sedimentation must

have been at a stand-still, but which were long

enough to allow of more or less considerable

biological changes, some forms dying out, or

becoming modified, while other new ones came

in. Upon this view, further, a formation like

the Lias, though of comparatively small vertical

extent, may represent as long a period of time

as the whole of such a great formation as the

Carboniferous, which appears to havo been

formed under conditions of comparatively rapid

sedimentation. "

We must refer the student to the section

which treats of the contemporaneity of strata

for many original views, demanding the

most painstaking examination.

Of the second part of this valuable con

tribution to geological science, " Palroozo-

ology," we can only say that the descriptions

of the successive forms of life are of the

clearest, while the accompanying illustra

tions are most accurately drawn ; they are

executed by tho wood engraver with rare

delicacy, and printed with the greatest care.

Nothing can well be more beautiful than the

getting up of these volumes. All who have

been engaged in the mechanical part of their

production must be compbmentod thereon.

Prof. Nicholson has produced two volumes

which will ever be distinguished by their

thoughtful character. The 'Manual' will be

found of the greatest use to the student in

the field or in the study, while the "General

Introduction on the Principles of Palaeonto

logy " should be carefully read by every one

who desires to possess an accurate know

ledge of the succession of life on the earth.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

The Report of Mr. Burnham to the Trustees

of the "James Lick" Trust, just published,

giving an account of his observations made last

autumn at the observatory on Mount Hamilton,

is very satisfactory, as manifesting the excellence

of the site selected for the erection of a telescope

which is required under the Lick deed to be

" superior to, and more powerful than, any

telescope ever yet made. " Mount Hamilton is

twenty-six miles from San Jose (the nearest

point of railroad communication with it), which

city is fifty miles south of San Francisco. The

highest or north peak of the mountain is 4,390

feet above the level of the sea ; but that selected

for the observatory, about three-quarters of a

mile distant from this, is 140 feet lower, or at

an elevation of 4,250 feet. The view is un

obstructed in every direction, the neighbouring

elevations being all loner than Mount Hamilton.

" At sunset the Pacific Ocean is seen over the

summit of the coast range at various points, and

occasionally a snow-covered mountain was seen

in a northerly direction, supposed to be Lasson

Butte, the distance of which is about 175 miles.

The great range of the Sierra Nevada, about

130 miles distant, came out sharp and distinct

at sunrise." Mr. Burnham's experimental ob

servations were made from August 17th to

October 16th inclusive, with a six-inch refractor

long used by himself, made by Alvan Clark &

Sons, and provided with eye-pieces giving powers

up to 400. Forty-two nights out of the sixty

he describes as first class, the remarkable steadi

ness of the air being probably due to the great

absence of moisture, and the proportion of

cloudy and foggy nights very small, particularly

during the early part of his stay. The prevail

ing wind was north-west, but there was much

less disturbance from its force than he had been

led to expect, many nights being perfectly

calm and still, though a strong wind blew

steadily at times, and occasionally attained a

velocity of thirty miles an hour. Mr. Burnham

does not waste many words on the appearance

of celestial objects generally, considering the

only sure test to be the discovery, observation,

and measurement of double stars. Of these he

gives a catalogue of forty-nine new ones which

he discovered, together with observations of

others. These are amply sufficient to show the

advantages of the interesting station now to be

occupied as an astronomical observatory, and

Mr. Burnham remarks that a zone of 15° or 20°,

too far south for any other American or European

observatory, can be observed here. We need

only add the following statement from the

trustees themselves :—" The smaller equatorial,

of twelve inches aperture, has been ordered of

Alvan Clark & Sons, and will be placed in posi

tion early in 1881 ; and the great equatorial,

meridian circle, and other instruments will be

contracted for at an early day. It is not ex

pected there will be any further delay in putting

the Lick Observatory in complete working order

other than that incident to the importance and

magnitude of the undertaking."

We give the places of Faye's comet from Prof.

Axel Moller's ephemeris, and those of Schaberle's

comet from M. Bigourdan's, continued from our

last week's " Notes " up to the 11th inst. , when

the moon will be at her first quarter :—

Faye's comet {Berlin midnight).

Date. H.A. N.P.D.
h. in. ■. . ,

Oct. 3 23 49 18 85 21
„ 4 23 48 58 85 32
„ 5 2:1 4S 41) 85 44

„ 6 23 48 23 85 66
„ 7 S3 48 8 88 8
„ 8 23 47 57 86 19
„ 9 23 47 46 86 31
„ 10 23 47 37 86 43
,, 11 23 47 31 88 65

Schaberle's comet (i^zru midnight).

Date. R.A. N.P.D.
h. m. s. . ,

Oct. 3 6 33 8 79 0
„ 4 6 31 42 79 30
„ 5 6 30 12 80 1
„ 6 6 28 38 80 32
„ 7 6 27 1 81 3
„ 8 6 25 20 81 38
„ 9 6 23 36 82 8
„ 10 6 21 50 82 41
,.11 8 20 2 83 15
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The latter comet will be high enough to observe

by about or soon after midnight ; Faye's will

bo above the horizon all night, and on the

meridian about eleven o'clock. M. Bigourdan

observed them both at the Paris Observatory in

the second week in September, and found each

very near its predicted place. Faye's he de

scribes as resembling a star of only the thir

teenth magnitude, without any apparent tail

or nucleus. Schiiberle's he obtained a glimpse

of as early as September 6th, but could not see

it long enough to secure a complete observation

until the 9th, at about half-paBt three o'clock

in the morning.

Volumes of the Annates of the Observatory

of Paris, containing the observations up to and

including the year 1877, have recently been pub

lished under the direction of Admiral Mouchez.

With these volumes of observations there appears

also a fifteenth volume of the Mimoires, to

which is prefixed an " Eloge Historique " of Le

Verrier, the last director, by M. Bertrand, Per

petual Secretary of the Academy of Sciences, and

an able essay on his astronomical works by M.

Tisserand, Director of the Observatory of Tou

louse, which will both be read with great interest.

M. Bertrand does not forget to make somo

remarks on the exaggerated views which have

obtained currency with regard to the ill temper

attributed to Le Verrier, tracing one anecdoto

to the misinterpretation from which it arose,

and comparing it to the earlier misunderstanding

of an expression of Whiston with regard to New

ton. The volume of the memoirs itself, the first

which has been composed since Le Verrier's

death, contains an elaborate treatise on the

theory of the motions of the planet Vesta, a

paper on a point in the theory of the pendulum

by M. Yvon Villarceau, and another by M. Tis

serand on the perturbations produced on Pallas

by the attraction of Jupiter.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

News has been received from Rubaga, the

capital of Uganda, on the Victoria Nyanza,

of the condition of the Roman Catholic French

mission. King Mtesa has shown no further signs

of hostility, and the fathers are in good health.

They have, as is usual with missionaries of their

faith, begun baptizing at once, although they

can hardly know the language of the people

yet. They have started an orphanage, in which

they collect children whom they purchase from

slavery, and call it "redeeming." This is an

extraoidinary feature of their system, as the

purchased children become their property. The

fathers are not allowed by the king to leave

the capital, and his Majesty and the nobles

refuse to give up their practice of polygamy at

the fathers' bidding. A second caravan of

priests has arrived at the south of the lake,

ready to be brought over and open a separate

mission at Uwaia, a territory also subject to

King Mtesa ; one of the party was killed in a

night attack on the march. A third caravan of

priests is ready to start from Algiers and work

its way to the lake. The Roman Catholic

mission on Lake Tanganyika is also flourishing.

Another mission has penetrated to the Ovampo

country in Southern Africa, Bouth of the river

Cune'ne, in the protectorate of England. Yet

another mission has worked its way from Gra-

hamstown northward, and established itself on

the river Zambesi, in the Matabeli country.

The exertions made by the Church of Rome to

take its part in the civilization of Africa are

most i .raise worthy, but will require unbounded

resources to maintain them at full strength.

They will greatly advance geographical and

ethnical knowledge.

Capt. Campeno's ' Gita nella Tripolitana,'

now publishing in the Milan V Esplorature, con

tains a good deal of information on the trade

between Tripoli and the Sudan. The itinerary

of a caravan which was organized by Muhamad

Zammit, a leading merchant of Tripoli, and

travelled from Bengazi to Wadai by the route

Rohlfs proposed to follow, is more especially

interesting. Fifty-eight days were spent on the

journey, but including halts, occasionally of

several months' duration, nearly a year was

taken up going and returning. Twenty days

were spent going to Kufra, the furthest point

reached by Rohlfs. After a journey of eighteen

days through a desert, the caravan reached a

negro village in Yaganga (Nachtigal's Wady-

anga?), where dates and vegetables are plentiful,

but wood is scarce. The horrors of the desert

were then left behind and a more hospitable

region entered upon, though no villages were

met with until Aradha was reached. Aradha,

sixteen days south of Yaganga, three north of

Wara, is described as a town of hovels with

35,000 inhabitants, all of whom go naked ex

cepting the women, who wear a band round

the loins. Cattle and sheep are plentiful,

cotton grows wild and is cultivated, and much

rain falls during the winter. Fortnightly slave

markets are held, when male slaves fetch

20 thalers, females between 50 and 150 thalers.

Ostrich feathers sell at 15 thalers a rotolo of half

a kilogramme. Wara is stated to have 10,000

inhabitants, all negroes. Here, too, the slave

trade flourishes. Abeshr, the present capital of

Wadai, is a more considerable town than eithor

of the above, with forty mosques and many

large houses in addition to cabins. Ivory is

sold here at 140 thalers the lxmtar, or hundred

weight. Baj Muhamad, the leader of this cara

van, had also been to Bornu in 1878. He there

met Giuseppe Valpredo, Nachtigal's Piedmon-

tese servant, living surrounded by his harem

and a numerous progeny. He still enjoys the

Sultan's confidence, whose clocks and European

firearms he is expected to keep in order.

In the course of his highly interesting narra

tive Capt. Camperio says that "Tripolitana with

Bengazi is the worst governed vilayet of the

Ottoman empire. But the day will come, and

that ero long, when so much infamy must cease

in honour of civilization." Wo suppose Italy

will feel called upon to act as the champion of

that civilization which is always invoked when

Turkish affairs are under discussion.

L'Esploratore publishes a map of Signor

Bianchi's journey into Southern Shoa. Bianchi

is one of the travellers of the Italian society for

the commercial exploration of Africa. From

Gafat, in Begemeder, ho travelled, by way of

Magdala, to Shoa, and thence southward into

Guraghe and Kabena. The furthest point

reached by him is Kaya, in lat. 8° N. His

map is merely based upon compass bearings,

and not very detailed, but as it extends into

territories not hitherto visited by Europeans, it

possesses some value. A full account of Bianchi's

journey is to be published in a subsequent

number of our Italian contemporary.

M. Le"card, a French botanist, now on the

Niger, claims to have discovered an annual

plant, easily cultivated, which bears excellent

grapes in plenty. " We were in doubt at first,"

he says, "but, having eaten these large and

excellent grapes during a week, can doubt no

longer." The author is of opinion that this

African plant might advantageously be sub

stituted for the vine, now devastated by phyl

loxera. But, supposing the fruit to bo really as

excellent as he says, will it attain maturity in

our climate, or does he propose to transfer the

business of wine-making to equatorial Africa !

Major Biddulph's new work on Gilgit and

Dardistan has just appeared at Calcutta, under

the title of The Tribes of the Hindu Kush. The

title seems at first si^ht a little too comprehen

sive, considering how little we know of the

central part of the great range. The author is,

however, well qualified from some years' personal

observation to speak of the nationalities grouped

together towards the north-eastern extremity,

where the Dards, Yeshkuns, Galchns, Kafirs,

Khowars, and Shinas inhabit contiguous valleys.

The book consists of fourteen chapters, devoted

to the geography, customs, modem history, and

ethnology of this interesting alpine region, and

not the least valuable feature of it consists in

the appendix, which contains vocabularies of ten

and grammatical sketches of three lang

spoken immediately south of the Hindu T

SOCIETIES.

Sept. 24.—

White, Esq., President, iu the chair.—One new-

Member was elected.—The President read a paper

' On a Simple Form of Growing Slide,' which he

exhibited in the room in illustration.—Mr. Ingpen

described at some length Zeiss's new objective,

particularly as regarded its use as a verv low power ;

and the advantages attaching thereto for dissecting

and for camera lucida drawing were illustrated and

explained by the exhibition of the apparatus.—Mr.

Hardy made some observations upon Yaginieola

Grmtdis and Melicerta tyro, figuring the objects

upon the blackboard, and a short discussion upon

the subject ensued.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSl'INO WEEK.

Sititnct ©0sisir/.

Dr. Siemens's electrical locomotive engine is,

we understand, about to have a fair trial on the

Camden and Ambry Railway of New Jersey.

Eight miles of this line are now in progress of

adaptation for the electric propulsion, and the

trial may be expected to take place very soon.

M. db Fonyielle, President of the Academic

d'Aerostation of France, has proposed to our

Balloon Society a race in this country during

the present autumn with any member selected

by the Society. The challenge is accepted, and

the ascent is to be made from the Crystal Palace.

Another raco is subsequently to take place in

France.

Mit. Stuart Ccmerland, who has done so>

much in exposing the tricks of spiritualists,

will lecture on spiritualism and clairvoyance at

Steinway Hall next Monday and Tuesday.

Mb. Shadworth H. Hodgson's introductory

address to the Aristotelian Society, to be

delivered on the 11th inst., will be 'On Philo

sophy in relation to its History.'

Dr. Lennox Browne, the vocal surgeon, will

preside at Herr Belinke's public lecture on the

human voice as a musical instrument at the

Literary Institute, 105, Aldersgate Street, on

the 9th inst.

Mr. John Scott, the author of a well-known

work on estate valuation, and formerly editor

of the Farmer's Journal, has been appointed

Professor of Agriculture to the Royal Agri

cultural College at Cirencester.

Prof. Schnetzler, at a recent meeting of

the Vaudois Society of Natural Science, read a

paper of considerable interest on the colour of

flowers. Prof. Schnetzler from his experimental

examination is led to the conclusion that plants,

contain only one colouring matter— chlorophyl

—which, being modified by the acids, or alkalies,

or the tannin which the plants produce, fur

nishes all the tints which flowers or leaves pre

sent.

Karl Ritter von Hauer, Director of the

Chemical Laboratory of the Geological Institute

of Vienna, died recently. Von Hauer was well

known in this country, especially from the very

beautiful set of models of crystals which he

presented to our Museum.

Prof. Samuel Stkhman Haldeman's death

is announced. He was formerly Professor of

Comparative Philology in the Pennsylvania!!

University. In 1830 ho was employed in the

Geological Survey of New Jersey, and in 1837

in the survey of Pennsylvania, his native state.

Prof. Haldeinan having been born at Columbia

in 1812. He for some time filled tho chair

of Natural History in the Univtrsity of Phila

delphia and in a Delaware college, prior to

which he was Professor of Geology and Chemistry

I to the State Agricultural Society of Pennsylvania.
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Prof. Haldeman's prize essay 'On Analytic

Orthography' was published in England in

1858.

This Transactions and Pretending* of the Royal

Society of Victoria, Vol. XVI., for April, 1880,

has been received. This volume contains Beveral

important articles, amongst which we may men

tion the following : ' On the Relation between

Forest Lands and Climate in Victoiia,' by the

President, R. L. J. Ellery, F.R.S., who has

also an article on ' The Tidal Datum of Hob-

son's Bay'; 'The Diorites and Granites of

Swift's Creek and their Contact Zones,' by Mr.

A. W. Howitt, F.G.8.; 'On the Genus Amathia

of Lamouroux, with a Description of a New

Species.' by the Rev. J. E. Tenison-Woods,

F.GS. ; and 'Notes on the Customs of Mota,

Banks Island,' by the Rev. R. H. Codrington,

M. A., with remarks by the Rev. Lorimer Fison,

Fiji.

'The Proceedings of the Geological Survey of

India, Vol. XIII., Part III., for 1880, has been

received. This part contains an important

paper ' On the Kumaun Lakes,' by Mr. W.

Theobald, Deputy-Superintendent of the Geo

logical Survey, notes by Dr. Ottokar Frist-

ndantel on the paheontology of the Karharbari

and South Rewah coalfields, and a paper ' On

Salt in Rajputana,' by Mr. C. A. Backet.

We have received a copy of ' Etn lo sur lea

Tempetes de 1'Atlantique Septentrional et Projet

d'ui) Service Telegraphique International relatif

a cet Ocean,' by M. Hotfmeyer, Director of the

Danish Meteorological Institute at Copenhagen,

which we hope will meet with the attention it

deserves. Concerning the author the well-

known Dutch meteorologist M. Buys Ballot (to

whom we owe the law of storms now generally

recognized) remarks, in a short preface written

by request, " Pemoline n'a etudie' aussi pro-

fondement que M. Boffmeyer la marche des

depressions barometriques et des teuipetes qui

les accompagnent. " Starting with the principle,

now universally admitted, that out of the tropics

every disturbance of the atniospherieequilibriuni,

producing more or less tempestuous movements

in the air, is propagated in the general direction

of from west to cast, the author allows due credit

to the warnings issued by the Sew York herald

ard transmitted to Europe by telegrams, but

points out that a part only (about, in fact, forty-

seven per cent.) of the barometric depressions

which reach the European coasts proceed from

those of Canada and the United States, the re

mainder either arising in the Northern Atlantic

itself or emanating from regions within the

arctic or tropical zones. His proposal, therefore,

is that telegraphic communication be established

with South Greenland, Iceland, tho Faroe

Islands, and the Azores, and reports (simul

taneous if possibly) of the state of the barometer

at each of these be cabled daily to Europe, by

which means a warning may be obtained of nearly

every approaching storm. We have not space

to enter into the elaborate details set forth in

this interesting paper. With M. Buys Ballot

we may well say that there is no occasion

" a donner an resume de ce labeur ou a le re-

commandtr ; il est tres-clair et se fera appre'eier

de lui-meme. " Tho conclusions with regard to

the directions of storms in the Northern Atlantic

are founded upon the author's daily synoptic

charts, extending over two periods, containing

altogether about twenty-one months, viz., Sep

tember to November, 1873, and December, 1874,

to May, 1876. At some time in the future it

will be perhaps possible to extend the scheme

now before us by obtaining telegrams from ships

stationed at points in mid-ocean ; but the

feasibility of the connexions recommended in

this paper is perfectly obvious, and no practical

difficulties of detail should stand in the way of

its being entered upon without unnecessary

delay.

FINE ARTS

DORB'ft ORBAT WORKS, 'CHRIST LRAVrNO Ihe PR.TTORIT M.'
'CHRIST ENTBKINO JEHl'SAl-EM.' and "The 11RAZEN HElll'EXT
Uhr latter JU*t completed I. each S3 OT 32 feet, with ' Dream of mate's
Wife' -Holdleri of the Crom,' 'Night of the Crucifix. ion,' • House of

Calaphaa. tc , at the DOKB OALLEHY, 35, New IWud Street. Uailr,
Tea to six .—It.

Catalogue of the Picture* in the Dulwieh College

Gallery, ivith Biographical Notices of the Painters.

By J. P. Richter and J. C. L. Sparkos. (Spottis-

woode & Co.)—This is the compound work of

two authors. Dr. Richter deals ex catliolrd with

pictures by the old masters, and Mr. Sparkes

treats in a less imperious style the productions

of modern painters. Of the modest and useful

work of the latter it is only needful to say that

it is sufficient for its purpose. The shortcomings

of the former contributor are so considerable

that the Governors of the College, who are

"patrons" of the Catalogue, had better with

draw this edition, abolish the pedantic spelling,

and revise the work generally. A reissue, con

taining the greater part of the Catalogue, would

be acceptable enough. Dr. Richter is apparently

unacquainted with the state of artistic literature

and the knowledge possessed in this country

of the history of art, and he seems willing

to revise nearly the whole of our spelling of

artists' names for the benefit of the natives who,

after all, liave done honour to most of the old

masters by, without any violence, naturalizing

their names into the language. What will

Englishmen gain by reading of " Antonius Van

Dijck," of " Cuijp," of " Elshaimer," " Wij-

nants," "Van Huijsum," "Pijnacker," "Ruijs-

dael," and so on, according to a custom of the

Low Countries which was never adopted here,

because the true sound of these names is fully

conveyed by our ordinary mode of spelling

them ? Moreover, some of these very painters,

Ruisdael and Van Huysum to wit, did not always

follow the spelling affected by Dr. Richter. Tho

absurdity is heightened by the spelling of the

names of cities according to English modes,

when, for consistency's sake, Dr. Richter ought

to write Wien, Roma, Firenze, Torino, Venezia,

Mecholen, Dornick, and the like. No Englishmen,

and but few Frenchmen, recognize "Gaspre"or
" Le Guaspre" Poussin. Wro do not understand

the meaning of the following on Rembrandt—we

beg Dr. Richter's pardon, " Rembrandt Barmensz

van Rijn" :—"Bo gave the greatest artistic per

fection to chiaroscuro, in applying it chiefly for

the modelling of the human forms, thus enhanc

ing their pictorial effect, and at the same time

imparting through it a refined expression to in

ternal life " (p. 126). How can Carlo Maratti's

"scheme of colour" be said (p. 95) to be

"blooming, but without originality"? This

phrase is meaningless. And what is the reader

to understand by the description (p. 75) of

Van der Heyde's "colouring" as "somewhat

anxious " ? Dr. Richter has done better service

by adding to his text various notes on engravers,

copies, and authorities, than by sending Lon

doners to school again and respelling proper

names.

THE PRIVATE COLLECTIONS OP ENGLAND.

No. LX —NOSTEL rUIOUY, WAKEFIELD.

By Elzheimer is a landscape, of the greatest

delicacy and most exquisite finish and beauty of

draughtsmanship, representing an extensive view,

with trees gathered on tho bank of a calm river,

the surface of which magically reflects the masses

of the overhanging foliage, and a warm sky of

pure blue, with golden clouds. A farfuhouse,

which looks as if it were Dutch, and is thus

somewhat out of keeping with the classic feeling

of the landscape proper, is on the further side of

the river. The story of Tobit and the Angel

is illustrated by small figures, introduced in

Elzheimer's animated, yet sedate, manner of

design in the near middle-distance. A slight

excess of bluish coldness in the foliage is not

less characteristic of the admirable master (whose

paintings are rare in this country, and not

common anywhere) than the fineness, solidity,

serene repose, and breadth of the remainder of

the picture.

An equally beautiful example of the same

master, and, like it, a small oblong panel,

placed " landscape way," enriches that bed

chamber at Nostel in which we found the above.

The "subject" of the little figures is Hagar

and Ishmael ; the view comprises rich groups

of trees in the middle distance, among which ,

are a lofty, stately Lombardy poplar, many

"plumy" elms and darker pines, tho boughs

of which, to use Spenser's term, do not " sail"

in the steadfast air, for all the land is

still, and the velvety foliage, the peculiar

texture of which characterizes Elzheimer's

art in all cases, has not a sign of movement.

This foliage and other verdurous forms

throughout the delightful work are ineffably

beautiful in all respects and qualities. A ruined

tower is on our right, two storks (favourite

subjects with this painter) are on our left in the

foreground. Another gem of the same class

represents, on a cabinet canvas, placed " land

scape way," ' St. John in the Desert,' by

means of a little figure in a red robe kneeling

before a conaeorated nook on our left, between

masses of dense foliage. We have here a pure

and rather cold sky (no infrequent quality in

Elzheimer's art), with a -glimpse of a plain and

hilly country, seen in a finely composed vista.

This is a work of great beauty and, in art, pecu

liarly precious.

By J. Ruysdael is a small landscape of high

merit and value, comprising many figures with

carts near a river ; above the last are two

low clilfs, crowned with trees ; rolling cumuli

form arches over all. The coldness of these

vapours mars the picture, and makes the land

scape appear to be bleak, a.s if a chill October

effect had attracted the painter. On the other

hand, tho airiness of the clouds and the sky

of which they form parts is one of the chief

charms of Ruysdael's work. This beautiful

example is finished with amazing delicacy and

care, and remains in perfect condition. The

illumination lacks nothing. The execution has

more than usual of that crisp touch which we

more often recognize in Bobbema's productions

than in those of Ruysdael. Another landscape

by the same painter has an unusual charm and

numerous fine qualities. It exhibits a wide,

smooth stream, which is a perfect mirror, and

flows under trees that grow by a road on our left ;

the water, as is not uncommon in this painter's

works, suddenly slides in shallow furrows and

in frothy turbulence, and tumbles in foam and

glassy slopes out of sight in the front. Figures

are on the road ; a church and its spire are seen

between the trees. This is an extremely tine

and solidly painted specimen of its class,

modelled with rare care, and remarkable for

the purity of the sky, the masses of clouds in

which have been very fortunately disposed in

reference to the foliage. The characteristic

"juiciness" and luminosity of the darker and

middle tint portions are most enjoyable.

By " Velvet " Breughel are two highly

characteristic river views, painted on copper,

and representing many figures in his tine,

masterly, and delicate mode, comprising cattle,

carts, boats, and mounted men. In one of the

pictures is a very lovely atmosphere, over the

vista of the blue river, but the distance is, as

usual with the artist, cold, though clear. The sky

is, on the whole, equal to that of a Wouwermans.

By Wouwermans are two paintings. One of

these represents his favourite subject, a halt of

horsemen at a suttler's tent, a ragged, squalid,

but picturesque affair, the gable end of which

is judiciously employed as an important element

of the composition. This instance looks very

like a repetition of the famous example of

which probably the best version is in the

Dulwich Gallery. In the other Wouwermans

appears a man mounted on a piebald horse, with
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other figures. These are both excellent speci

mens of one of the most prolific and laborious

painters the world has known. By A. Cuyp

are two pictures, one of which has that familiar

subject of his, a grey horse, saddled, and stand

ing in a stable ; a goat is near the horse. It is

very rich in colour, clear and deep in tone, and

warm throughout. The second Cuyp shows

a dappled, or nearly white, horse, with a dog

near. The horses are vis-a-vis, so that the pic

tures were evidently intended to form " a pair."

The latter horse has a yellow rug on his back,

and is painted with uncommon smoothness and

delicacy. Cuyp's peculiar olive tint enriches

the very dark backgrounds of both paintings.

Each subject is a stout, small-headed Flanders

gelding, with much bone and more muscle, and

in perfect condition. There exist several ver

sions of these companion paintings. By Jacob

Cuyp is a capital, but rather blackish, picture

of horses and cows in a meadow. It has suffered

in the distance.

By Verboom, the Dutch Claude, is a very

fine and sunny landscape, with ruins on our

right, a rich, glowing evening effect in the dis

tant sky, which is delicately painted and ex

tremely luminous. The figures comprise a man

on horseback, a woman is in the foreground

near him. This work is noteworthy for the

golden lustre of the distance and its pure, clear,

not hard illumination. The handling lacks

nothing of precision and freedom. Another

"Verboom, not so good as the above, shows a

farmhouse, with cattle and trees. It has features

which remind us of a Ruysdael, with additional

finesse of touch and less "juiciness."

By Rembrandt, or attributed on doubtful

grounds to him, but at any rate a meritorious

instance, is the bust of an old woman wearing a

black veil, and seen nearly in front face ; a jewel

is in the head-dress. It has darkened greatly,

and is remarkable for firmness of touch and

brush power, proofs of considerable interest.

Signed " Rembrandt f. 1641," is 'The Portrait of

a Burgomaster,' the half-length likeness of a man

in a Dutch hat, a wide white collar trimmed

with lace, and a black dress ; the left hand is

tlaced on a table, the right hand is in front

olding gloves. The face is in three-quarters

view to our right, the light is from our left, the

hair is moderately long ; the countenance, an

expressive one, is rather thin ; there is a red spot

on the cheek, the nose is hooked. It is a fine

specimen of the second period of the master's

work, very rich in golden tones. The face is

relieved on a yellow background, comprising a

window opening.

An anonymous portrait of a young lady in a

white dress trimmed with black fur, embroidered

with black in the Milanese manner with oak

leaves and acorns, hangs not far from the last-

named picture. The lady wears a white ruff

and laced head-dress ; her hair is brown. In

the earring is a black thread, a sign of mourn

ing (?). The whole is beautifully and most care

fully drawn, and modelled in a sound but some

what over-smooth mode of handling, and exhibits

a delicate grey and pearly tone, which in some

degree reminds us of Zucchero. The general

style of the picture, the costume, and certain

details incline us to think that Cornelius Jon-

son had to do with this excellent picture. A

work which bears the name of Jonson recalls

to our minds not a few of the characteristics of

German portraiture, and is placed next the last.

It is a half-length portrait of a man in a large

black hat and grey doublet, holding a pair of

compasses in his right hand on a piece of paper.

White bands are about his neck ; his hair and

beard are black, his flesh is reddish. The

handling is highly finished, with very learned

and competent treatment ; the modelling is ad

mirably sound : this is the distinctive mark of

a well-trained and observant artist. The illu

mination is restricted, so that the shadows are

oxceptiona ly defined at thuir edges, and very

dark. A Cornelius Jonson is a life-size, whole-

length portrait of a youth in a rosy dress, not

unlike a portrait of Cavendish the navigator (or

said to represent him) which is at Chatsworth.

The dress is laced with silver, the stockings are

grey. He is bare-headed ; one hand is uncovered ;

a sword is at the side of the figure, which cannot

well be that of Cavendish, although it is seated

at a window which opens on to the sea and

shows shipping. The face is that of a lad of

sixteen or seventeen, with a very sweet and

ingenuous expression, and is beautifully painted,

with uncommon soundness and finish.

In the manner of G. Dou, and probably by

him, is a capital picture of a man seated at a

table, leaning his head on one hand ; a bird-cage

hangs near. The light proceeds from a window

direct on the figure. This picture bears the

name of Rembrandt, and some of its qualities

testify to the force and value of the influence

of that master. The carnations have the

clear, somewhat yellowish, golden tint which

we find in such pictures as ' The Dropsical

Lady' by Dou, which is in the Salon Carre-

of the Louvre ; this tint occurs in several

portraits by Rembrandt's clever pupil. On

the other hand, it must not be forgotten that

the touch of this likeness has but little of the

juiciness and freedom of a Rembrandt, not much

of the smooth crispness and delicate precision

and even manipulation which distinguish the

well-instructed but not very bold Dou.

In the Drawing-Room we noticed a half-length,

life-size portrait of Queen Henrietta Maria in

profile to our right, and wearing that warm pearl-

white dress which was her favourite until the bril

liancy of her complexion and the smoothness of

her contours were faded and shrunken. Over

the dress is a scarf of pale purple silk ; a knot

of pale blue ribbons is on the flat and partly

covered bust of the queen. Her hair is trimly

curled in "whiskerettes," as usual, a fashion the

foolishness of which is always offensive to taste,

and the abuse of which, as in this case, gives a

marked artificial look to the portrait, and so

deeply affects the expression of the features as

even to add to those frigid lineaments a cold

and furtive look, which is the less graceful and

agreeable the more it is studied. She wears

the well-known necklace of large pearls so often

present in her portraits. This is an intensely

interesting likeness ; in it the upper features

and the mouth are coarser than is ordinarily

seen in Van Dyck's rendering of the face of

that by no means generous employer of his, she

who so cruelly "cut down "his bill for paint

ing royal portraits. On the other hand, there is

unusual force of expression and character in this

not attractive visage. There is more vigour and

less of that cold shallowness which is seldom

or never absent in the likenesses of Henrietta

Maria ; the lewd look, which is deeply marked

in her eyes, is noteworthy, and no novelty

in such works ; the nose is firmer, and has

more than is common of the masculine form and

expression ; the eyes are very intelligent. This

is a capital example of Van Dyck's best manner

of treating the carnations. The complexion is

pure, and very precious on account of its pearly

tints ; the modelling is soft ; the impasto is

solid ; the handling is at once firm and free.

Tkere is another profile of her Majesty at Turin,

which diners from this one. In the former the

queen is holding flowers. Another Van Dyck

at Nostel represents a child in a life-size figure.

It is said to be a portrait of Henrietta, after

wards Duchess of Orleans, but this the dates

will not allow to be the case with regard to the

youngest daughter of Charles I. and a picture

by Anthony Van Dyck. At any rate it is

a fine and very attractive piece of painting,

charming in its animated look, and its expres

sion of energy and joyfulness. The carnations

are pearly, and more rosy than is common with

respect to the manner of this artist. The

damsel wears a laced cap and collar, and a blue

dress ; a necklace is well painted. Another

Van Dyck is a capital study of three leopards

playing with two little boys, intended as a

sketch for the leopards and attendant boys of

Bacchus. Full of spirit as the whole is, the

rolling boy in front is the most spontaneous

element of this design. The modelling attests

the careful attention of the painter to his

subject.

By Van der Heist is the three-quarters length,

life-size figure of a Dutch gentleman dressed in

black, and wearing a stiff, down-pointing, flat

ruff of white. A hat is on the head, the right

hand is on the hip, gloves are in the left hand.

He looks at us with a serious air, with wide and

steadfast eyes ; the face has Jewish features,

a big nose, a curiously underhung jaw, and

a small black moustache turned up at the ends.

An escutcheon is at the corner of the panel

The flesh has lost much of the ruddy tint it

might have possessed originally, and is now

somewhat like ivory. By the same hand is a

capital portrait of the wife of the gentleman, a

companion picture to the last. She wears the

common huge, millstone-like white ruff with lace

at the edges ; a white coif is set back, in the

true Dutch mode, on her forehead, and leaves

the ears exposed. The dress is black, em

broidered with gold. In the bare right hand is

a black feather fan ; the other hand, which is

gloved, holds a glove. The qualities of this

work are equal to those of its fellow. In this

gallery there is a good portrait of Lord Howard

of Effingham, very similar to that which was

exhibited, if we mistake not, lately at the

Royal Academy.

By W. Van de Velde is a 'Storm at Sea,'

which is not so well placed as we could wish.

It shows a galliot running before the wind in

the front of the picture ; a three-masted vessel

shows Dutch colours on our right, and there

are other ships. Huge cumuli rest on the water,

and their expression is so effective as to give

profound solemnity to the view, and make ap

parent a grand motive, which is no very common

achievement of this painter's. An opening in

the clouds allows a flood of light to pour on

the scene. Although rather hard and dry,

this picture is distinguished by sentiment and

dignity. By Van Harp is 'The Interior of a

Cottage or Shed,' with an old woman vigorously

at work "cleaning up." A boy enters at the

doorway, bearing a cabbage ; heaps of vegetables

are on the floor ; a girl is milking a cow in the

background. This is a good example of the

mode of the artist, rather smooth in handling,

simple in its motive, skilfully painted, and

lacking strength rather than anything else.

By Berchem are two capital pictures. One

of these shows a favourite subject of his,

being a tower, part of a ruined fortress, on

a rock on our left ; a cottage is near it.

The rock rises abruptly from a plain, through

which a calm river is running. Peasants,

cattle, and sheep loiter while they cross the

stream at a ford in the foreground. In the

distance a hilly landscape lies in the glowing

light of a late afternoon effect, which is rendered

with unusual felicity, not to say power, in

dealing with the sentiment of the subject. The

castle and the rock which it supports are

majestic in the simple severity of their bulk

and outlines. On the wholo this picture offers

a striking contrast to the Gaspar Poussin, its

neighbour, to which we have already referred.

The second Berchem is a ' Woman milking a

Cow,' a small picture of very glowing effect,

great richness of painting, and much clearness.

Karel du Jardin produced 'A Landscape,' a

large example, with a bridge of one lofty arch ;

in the middle distance is a tower ; there is

another tower in ruins. Under the arch of the

bridge is a vista of great extent, showing a calm

and shining river. A woman with cattle is in

tho front. We have a strong impression that

this painter made a capital etching of this

design, but wo cannot distinctly refer to the

print.

With some pleasure we noticed a painting by
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W. Mieris, representing a nymph seated on the

knee of her lover and holding a wreath, while he,

who wears a tiger's skin, points smilingly to an

inscription on the bark of a tree ; his pipe is

near his side. Dr. Waagen gave the subject of

this picture as ' Angelica and Medoro, from

Ariosto. The subject is not a common one in

the hands of painters of this class. The execu

tion is, of course, hard, the Burface is smooth,

and the manner apparent throughout is rather

crude and laboured- The motive of the figures

is artificial, not to say affected ; the landscape

recalls the texture of porcelain, but it is very

tenderly graded in front and finished marvel

lously. This extraordinary finish occurs in the

draperies of both the figures, which are jewel

like in the richness and luminosity of their

tints. In respect to finish no portion sur

passes the group of iris-flowers and docks, which,

on our left in front, grow by the side of a

little pool. Another Mieris represents a much

commoner subject of his delicate, artificial, and

wonderfully labouring pencil. It gives us a

young man with a jug at a window, having sculp

tures on a tablet below the sill. A red terra

cotta pot of flowers is on our left in front, with

an earthenware bottle placed for a bird's nest

above the opening. Near the window appears

Mieris's invariable, somewhat metallic vine

foliage, together with his indispensable bird

cage, which is at the side. The figure is rather

below the average in quality for the painter ; the

flesh shadows are brown to excess ; the model

ling is hard. Netscher painted a young gentle

man playing on a lute before a music sheet,

and sinking with great animation of expres

sion. This is a good, characteristic, Bomewhat

hard, smooth, and dark picture, which deserves

considerable attention, and will reward the

student who deals with it carefully.

A new name has been added to the Catalogue

of Pictures in the National Gallery : it is that of

Boucher, and refers to a small, not important,

nor highly meritorious example of the artist's

peculiar taste and manner.

The private view of the Exhibition of the

Photographic Society of Great Britain is ap

pointed for to-day (Saturday), at the gallery of

the Society of Painters in Water Colours. The

gathering will be opened to the public on Mon

day next, and continue open until the 13th of

November.

The church of St. Pancras, Euston Road,

which has undergone an extensive process of

decoration at the hands of Messrs. Crace, will

be opened for use to-morrow (Sunday).

M. Rajon is preparing an etching from the

famous and beautiful portrait of ' Master Crewe

as Henry VIII. ' by Reynolds, which belongs

to Lord Crewe, and is preserved at Crewe Hall.

This picture was mezzotinted by J. R. Smith in

1776, and exhibited at the Royal Academy in

the same year.

Mr. William F. de Haas, the well-known

marine painter, died a few weeks since on board

a Dutch steamer bound from the Azores to

Rotterdam. He was buried at sea The best

known works of the deceased are 1 Sunrise on

the Susquehanna,' 'Fishing Boats off Mount

Desert,' ' Evening at Halifax,' ' Narragansett

Pier,' and 1 White Island Light.'

The Semper Museum, lately opened in Zurich

as a memorial to the great architect, owes its

foundation to a committee of his scholars and

admirers. Thanks to the generous contributions

of officials, private collectors, and societies, the

collection is already rich, and contains the greater

part of the sketches, drawings, and plans of the

works executed by him whilst living in Switzer

land. Another memorial is being prepared, in

the shape of a complete edition of his arclii-

tectural and other artistic writings, which will

be illustrated by 130 copper-plate engravings.

In addition to copies of his famous buildings in

Dresden, Vienna, Zurich, and Winterthur, it

will contain sketches of some of his less known

works, and of some of his designs which were

never executed. His son, Manfred Semper, is

charged with the editorship.

MUSIC

A new series of Promenade Concerts, con

ducted by Mr. Weist Hill and Herr Josef

Gung'l, will be commenced this evening at

Covent Garden Theatre.

The prospectus of the Crystal Palace Saturday

Concerts, which has been issued during the past

week, is even fuller of interesting promises of

novelty than usual. Nineteen works are an

nounced as for the " first time." Among the

most important of these are Raffs latest sym

phony, ' Summer ' (which is to be given at the

first concert) ; a Suite for Orchestra by Bizet ;

Liszt's symphonic poem 'The Ideal'; Goetz's

Pianoforte Concerto in b flat ; a symphony by

Band in i, which gained the prize offered at Turin

last July; a Bymphonic poem, ' My Fatherland,'

by Smetana ; ballet airs from ' Le Due Gemelle,'

by Ponchielli ; an overture by Saint-Saens, an

early symphony by Schubert, and a serenade

for strings by Mozart. The claims of English

musicians will, as usual, receive full considera

tion. Mr. Sullivan's new cantata ' The Martyr of

Antioch,' to be produced this month at Leeds,

is in the programme, and Mr. Gadsby's dramatic

cantata ' Columbus ' is also promised. Besides

this are announced overtures by Mr. T. Wing-

ham and Mr. Walter Macfarren, and a Scottish

Fantasia for orchestra by Mr. A. C. Mackenzie.

The first concert takes places next Saturday,

when, in addition to RatTs symphony, already

mentioned, Wagner's ' Walkilrenritt ' will be

given, and Madame Montigny-Remaury will

play Schumann's Concertstiick in o.

The triennial musical festival at Wolverhamp

ton was held last week, under the conductorship

of Mr. W. C. Stockley. The chief works per

formed were Rossini's ' Stabat Mater,' Mendels

sohn's ' Lobgesang' and ' Hear my prayer,' and

Gade's 'Crusaders.' The principal soloists were
-- --- , r 1

Madame Albani, Miss Anna Williams, Madame

Patey, Mr. Joseph Maas, and Signor Foli.

An orchestral association has just been estab

lished in Wolverhampton, conducted by Mr.

Henry Hayward.

Mr. Edwin Holland has been appointed one

of the professors of singing at the Royal Academy

of Music.

M. Jacobi, the conductor at the Alhambra

Theatre, is at present in PariB, superintending

the rehearsals of the ballet in the new piece,

' L'Arbre de Noel,' which is to bo shortly pro

duced at the Theatre Porte St. Martin. The

piece is written by MM. Mortier, Leterrier,

and Vanloo. M. Lecocq has supplied the vocal

music, and the ballet music is composed by

M. Jacobi.

Anton Rubinstein has completed a new

symphony, which will shortly be published by

Herr Bartholf Senff, of Leipzig.

Miss Aones Zimmeumann will revisit Ger

many at the end of December, to fulfil engage

ments she has accepted to play in concerts

there, including the Gewandhaus, Leipzig, on

January 20th.

A new comic opera in three acts, ' Don

Pablo,' by Herr Theobald Rehbaum, was pro

duced at Dresden on the 10th ult. The music

is said to be pleasing, but wanting in dramatic

power.

The Marquis d'lvry, composer of ' Lea Amants

de Verone,' is just completing another opera,

entitled ' L'Armurier de Roi,' the libretto of

which is from his own pen.

M. Camille Saint-Saens, accompanied by

the violinist M. Paul Viardot, is making a

concert tour in Spain, where he is to conduct

several of his works and play his pianoforte

concertos.

At the Opera at Rio de Janeiro the director

lately produced Mozart's ' Don Giovanni.' The

music, however, was too good for the Brazilian

taste. At the first performance the work was

coldly received ; the director, however, ven

tured on a repetition, but, in spite of an excel

lent rendering, the opera was hissed.

Mr. W. Reeves announces the following

works :—' Robert Schumann's Music and Musi

cians,' edited by F. R. Ritter, second series ;

' Reeves's Musical Directory, 1881 '; 'Life and

Works of Henry Smart,' by Dr. Spark ; ' Musical

Acoustics ' (the Student's Helmholtz), by J.

Broadhouso ; ' Reminiscences of Templeton and

Malibran, with Original Letters and Anecdotes,'

by W. H. H. ; ' Exercises in General Elementary

Music,' by Miss Paige ; and ' Life and Works

of Handel,' by Whittingham.

DRAMA

LYCEUM THEATRE.
BOLE LESSEE and MANAGER, MR. HENRY IRVING.

"The C0R8ICAN BROTHERS,' Every Night V 8..TO. LOUIS and
FAlilEN DEI FRANCHI, Mr. IRVING. At 7.80, 'BYGONES," bjr
A. W. Ploero. Doorm open at 7. SPECIAL MOKNING l'EKFOBM-
ASCKS i.l ' The COKSM'AN, IIKOTIIEHK.' SATURDAYS. October Ml,
16th. 23rd. and 30th. at 2 30.
Boa Office (Mr. Hurst; open 10 to 5 dally. Beats hooked by letter

or telegram.

Hamlet, Prince de Danemark: Tragedie en Cinq

Actes de William Shakespeare. Traduite en

Prose et en Vers par Theodore Reinach.

(Hachette & Co.)

Ample amends for the neglect with which.

Shakspeare was once treated in France are

now made, and translations of the principal

dramas tread upon each other's heels. Since

Ducis burlesqued Shakspeare in a fashion

not much less atrocious than that in which.

English translators from Ozell downwards

burlesqued Moliere, a dozen versions of

'Hamlet' have been published, among which

two or three, by M. Paul Meurice, M. Alcide

Cayrou, and M. Francjois Victor Hugo, have

solid merits. The translation of M. Reinach

differs from most of its predecessors in being,

liko the original play, partly in prose and

partly in verse. It is inferior to none in

correctness, and it shows not only in the

rendering of the text, but in the prefatory

matter and in the choice of notes, taste and

judgment together with a close and intimate

knowledge of the subject. As the English

text is printed on opposite pages to the

French, it is easy to judge of the success

that has attended M. Keinach's efforts.

Where the language is most elevated and

poetical the rendering is most satisfactory;

it is chiefly in the conversational passagos,

which, in fact, defy translation, that short

coming is perceptible. To read the trans

lation of ' Hamlet ' is a far less difficult task

for a Frenchman than is to an Englishman

of average education the perusal of the

original. In the passages in which archaic

words are employed and in those in which

the meaning is doubtful the French version

supplies a reading which, whether correct or

incorrect, is at least simple and intelligent.

To take a single instance : a song of the first

gravedigger, divided into two stanzas, runs

thus :—

In youth when I did love, did love,

Methought it was very sweet,

To contract, O, the time, for, ah, my behove,

O, methought, there was nothing meet.
« » * *
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GRIFFITH & FARKAN'S

NEW AND IMMEDIATELY FOETHOOMING BOOKS.

TO BE PUBLISHED SHORTLY.

A LIFE'S ATONEMENT: a New Novel. By D. Christie

MUERAY. 3 »oU crown 8vo. 31*. 64.

The GUESTS of FLOWERS : a Botanical Sketch. By Mrs.

MEETKEUKK. With Prefatory Letter by Dr. THEODOKE KCERNEE. Cloth, small 4to. 2s. 6d.

The CRUISE of ULYSSES and HIS MEN; or, Tales and

Adventures from the ' Odyssey' for Boys and Girls. By C. M. BELL. With 7 Illustrations by

P. Priolo. Kcap. 8vo. cloth, 2s. 0d.

BELLE'S PINK BOOTS. By Joanna H. Matthews, Author of

the ' Bessie Books.' With 16 Coloured Illustrations by Ida Waugh. Cloth elegant, 9s.

The LETTER H, PAST, PRESENT, and FUTURE. Rules for

the Silent H, based on Contemporary Usage, and an Appeal in behalf of WH. By ALFRED

LEACH. In cloth limp, fcap. 8vo. 1».

MUDGE and HER CHICKS : a Story of Children's Home

Doings. By a BROTHER and SISTER. Cloth elegant, with 15 Illustrations, 3s. 6d.

HILDA and HER DOLL. By E. C. Phillips, Author of

' Bnnchy,' ' The Orphans,' kc. With 14 Illustrations, cloth elegant, 2s. 6d.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION OF

The BIRD and INSECTS' POST-OFFICE. By Robert Bloom-

FIELD, Author of ' Rural Talcs,' &c. Illustrated with 35 Wood Engravings. Crown 4to. paper

boards, with Chromo Side, 3s. 6d.

The SIX SHILLING EDITION may also be had.

EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

NEW BOOKS JUST OUT.

The OTHER SIDE : How It Struck Us. Being Sketches of a

Winter Visit to the United States and Canada. By C. B. BERRY. Demy 8vo. cloth, 9s.

HEROES of HISTORY and LEGEND. Translated by John

LANCELOT SHADWELL, from the German ' C'harakterbilder aus Geschichte und Sage,' by A. W.

GKUHB. Crown 8vo. 10*. Od. -

DESIGNS for CHURCH EMBROIDERY and CREWEL WORK,

from Old Examples : a Set of 18 Plates, containing upwards of 60 Patterns, with Descriptive

Letter-press. Collected and Arranged by Miss E. S. HARTSHORNE. In handsome cloth case, 5*.

A DARING VOYAGE ACROSS the ATLANTIC, by Two

Americana, the Brothers ANDREWS, in a small Boat, " The Nautilus." The Log of the Voyage

by Captain WILLIAM A. ANDREWS. With Introduction and Notes by Dr. MACAULAY, Editor

of the Jioys Orrn Paper. Crown 8vo. with Illustrations, cloth, 2s. 6d.

TWO ROSE TREES: the Adventures of Twin Sisters. By

Mrs. MINN IE DOUGLAS. With 1 G Illustrations, cloth elegant, 2s. 6d.

The HOUSE on the BRIDGE, and other Tales. By C. E. Bowen,

Author of 'Among the Brigands," &e. Crown Svo. with 13 Illustrations by A. H. Collins, cloth, 2s. Bd.

NIMPO'S TROUBLES. By Olive Thome Miller, Author of

' Little Folks in Feather and Fur.' Illustrated by Mary Hallock and Sol. Eytinge. Cloth, 3*. 6d.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

J. R. BLAKISTON'S

GEOGRAPHICAL READING BOOKS.

In order to satisfy the requirements of the Education

Department as to the amount of matter and the topics

required in books used for teaching Geography next year,

Supplementary Chapters are now in the press adapting

'Glimpses of the Globe' for the uw of Standard II., and

' Glimpses of England ' for that of Standard III.

The Enlarged Editions will be issued in a few days so as

to meet the wants of Schools to be inspected in October,

1831, and will very shortly be followed by 'Glimpses of the

British Empire,' for the use of the Upper Standards.

The first Two Books cover the whole of the knowledge re
quired to secure a Class Grant for Geography in Standards
II. and III , and each one contains materials for Eighty
Lessons, or a School year's work in Beading.

GLIMPSES of the GLOBE. A First

Geographical Reading Book. By J. K. BLAKI8TON,
M.A., Author of ' The Teacher,' Ac. Cloth, It.

GLIMPSES of ENGLAND. A Geo-

£-aphical Beading Book. By J. R. BLAKI8TON, M.A.,
uthor of ' The Teacher,' Ac. Fcap. Svo. price 1*.

A few Copies of the Supplementary Chapters may be
bought separately for the use of Schools already using these
books.

By the same Author, to appear shortly,

GLIMPSES of the BRITISH EMPIRE.

A First Geographical Heading Book for the Upper
Standards. Will be issued in time for Schools teaching
Geography as a Class subject in the School year ending
3oth September, 1881.

For the use of Schools, In which it Is desired to give Three
Courses of Geography to the Upper Standards, the following
will be issued iu due course z—

GLIMPSES of the OLD WORLD

(EUROPE, AFRICA, and WESTERN ASIA). By the

GLIMPSES of the NEW WORLD

(EASTERN ASIA and the AMERICAS). By the same
Author.

Die division of matter has been carefully considered and
approved. All five books will be modelled so as to meet the
requirements of the Education Department.

SPECIAL SUBJECT READING

BOOKS.

HISTORY AS A CLASS SUBJECT.

Messrs. GRIFFITH ft FABBAN have the pleasure to

announce that they will issue in a few days the first of a

new aeries of

HISTORY READERS.

Especially adapted to the requirements of the Education
Department, as expressed in the Circular to H.M.I. No. 107.
They will be written by Mr. H. MAJUR, who is well known
as the author of many popular series of School-Books. and
Teachers may place the utmost confidence in their suitability
to the purpose.

HISTORY READER. Part I.

By H. MAJOR.

BRITISH HISTORY, FROM B.C. 5o TO A.D. 1066.

With Descriptions of Manners and Customs, Biographies,
and Pictures of tormer states ot lile as contrasted with the
present. Arranged in 40 Sections, each containing sufficient,
matter for a Reading Lesson of due length. For Standard
II. in Elementary SuiiooU and Juniors in Public and Private
Schools. Uniform with Mr. BLAKldTON'd ' Glimpses of

the Globe.' Cloth, price 1*.

GRIFFITH & FARRAN,

WEST CORNER OF ST. PAUL'S CHURCHYARD, LONDOX.
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SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO.'S

NEW LIST.

How ready, by the Author ol ' The Wreck of the Grosvenor,'

'John Holdaworth, Chief Mate,' 4c.

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART.

By W. CLARK RUSSELL.

3 vol*, crown 8vo. 31s. 6<f.

A NEW WORK FOE ART STUDENTS.

A TREATISE ON ETCHING.

Texts and Plates by MAXIME LALANNE.

Translated by 8. B. KOEHLER. With Notes.

Royal 8vo. cloth extra, 12s. 6rf.

" Thatuseful resuscitant of dead knowledge, yclept

Notes and Queries, the antiquaries' newspaper."

Quarterly Review.

PRACTICAL BLOWPIPE

ASSAYING.

l)y GEORGE ATTWOOD, F.G.S. Assoc. Inst. C.E.

F.C.S. Hem. Am. Inst. M.E., &c.

With 7< Woodcut Illustrations.

1 vol. port 8vo. 12s. id.
[Now ready.

NEW NOVEL, NOW READY,

BY THE AUTHOR OF ' GINX'8 BABT,'

LISA LENA.

By EDWARD JENKINS.

2 vols, crown 8vo. 21s.

Every SATURDAY, 24 Pages, Price id. of all

Booksellers,

NOTES AND QUERIES:

A Medium of Intercommunication for Literary

Men, Artists, Antiquaries, Genealogists, &o.

" When found , make a note of."—Captain Cuttle.

CONTAINING EVERY WEEK AMUSING ARTICLES

ON SOME OF THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH

HISTORY,

Illustrated by Original Communications and

Inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY,

HODDER & STOUGHTON'S

LIST.

Now ready, for OCTOBER, price 6s.

THE

BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIEW.

No. CXLIV.

Contents.

1. TENNYSON'S POEMS.
2. The LORD'S SUPPER HISTORICALLY CONSIDERED.

3. The ART of SINGING, PAST and PRESENT.

4. A DUTCHMAN on SOUTH AFRICA.

5. LATHAM on EXAMINATIONS.

6. SIR JAMES OUTRAM.

7. EXPLORATION and MISSION WORK in AFRICA.

8. The PRACTICE of an ARCHITECT.

D. CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE. '«**

NEW BOOKS,

NOW READY.

FORTY YEARS' RECOLLECTIONS :

Literary and Political. By THOMAS FB.OST, Author or 'The
Secret Societies of the European Revolution,' <sc. Crown 8to. cloth

extra, price 10*. W.

Including unpublished Correspondence of

eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected

with them.

BIBLIOGRAPHY,

JACK and JILL: a Village Story.

By LOUISA, M. ALCOTT, Author of * Little Men," ' Little Women,'

Ac. Small post »vo. cloth extra, gilt edges, 5*.

Now ready, crown Sro. cloth extra, price 10«, 6d.

EVERY DAY ENGLISH. B7 Richard

GRANT WHITE. It treats of Speech, Writing", Grammar, Word*,
and Thru*™, pointing out the Error* which abound in our common
use of Eniluth ; and, by its happy combination of learning and
humour, makes a book which all Intelligent persons can read with

equal profit and enjoyment.

Now ready, small post 8ro. cloth eitra, price 8«. M.

MOUNTAIN and PRAIRIE : a Journey

from Victoria to Winnipeg, rid Peace RiTer Pass. By the Rer.
DANIEL M. OORDON, B.D., Ottawa. With Maps and Illustrations.

The HEIR of KILFINNAN: a Tale

of the Shore and Ocean. By the late W. n. O. KINGSTON. An
entirely New Story. Square crown Sro. cloth extra, with IUuitra-

I. 7>. 6d.

DICK CHEVELEY: his Adventures

and Misadventures. By the
tlrely New Story. 8a/

(a, td.

late W. H. O. KINGSTON. An en
8ro. cloth extra, with Illustrations

The TRIBULATIONS of a CHINA-

MAN. New Work. By JVLES VERNE. Square crown 8to. cloth

extra, illustrated, 7s. cf.

BEATRICE MELTON'S DISCI

PLINE. By MAUD JEANNE FRANC, Author of ' Marian,1
* Mlnnk '1 Minion,' Ac. Small Sro. cloth (tilt, price 4*.

cloth extra, price 14*.

The AUSTRALIAN ABROAD

Ilranrht-s from th<* Main Itoulps round tho World. Second Series—
Ceylon, India, and Egypt. By JAMES IIINGSTON. With many
fine Illustration*. L nlfonu with the Fim Series.

London :

Sampson Lew, Marbton, Searle k Rivington,

Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet-street, B.C.

More especially of English Authors, with

Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their

Works, and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous

Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK

LORE,

Preserving the fast-fading Relics of the old

Mythologies.

BALLADS and OLD POETRY,

With Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL

SAYINGS,

Their Origin, Meaning, and Application.

PHILOLOGY,

Including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes

on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY and HERALDRY,

Including Histories of Old Families, completion

of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES,

and REPLIES,

On points of Ecclesiastical History, Topo

graphy, Fine Arts, Natural History, Mis

cellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics,

Photography, 4x.

Published by John Francis, 20, Wellington-street,

Strand, W.C.

And may be had, by order, of all Booksellers and

Newsvendors.

This day, crown 8vo. 9«. with Two Portraits,

THE BROTHERS WIFFEN:

Memoirs and Miscellanies.

Edited by SAMUEL ROWLES PATTISON.

" The reader will find the two Widens to have been men
whose deep and yet wide views and graceful thought*, :n
advance of their generation, are worthy of permanent
record for the future use and pleasure of society. —Preface.

Now ready, in crown 8vo. price 6*.

THE BOOK OF JOB.

A Metrical Translation, with Introduction and Notes.

By HENRY JAMES CLARKE, A.K.C.,

Vicar of Great Barr, late Theological Lecturer at King's

College, Loudon.

m.

Tills day, crown 8vo. price 5».

THE ATONEMENT,

And other Discourses ;

Being a Second Series of " Plain Pulpit Talk."

By THOMA8 COOPER,
Author of ' The Purgatory of Suicides,' ' The Bridge of

History over the Gulf of Time,' &c.

IV.

Second Edition, Enlarged, price 3*. 6d.

THE VOICE AND PUBLIC

SPEAKING.

A Book for all who Read and Speak in Public

By J. P. SANDLAND8, M.A., Vicar of Biigstock.

Mr. Gladstone, writing to the Author, says:—"I thant
you for your kind/iess, and I receive your work with greAt
Interest and satisfaction. An effective cultivation of fir
great office of preaching is perhaps the most crying want of

the Church of England I am truly glad that you n-

calling public attention to these matters."

v.

NEW AND CHEAP EDITIONS OP THE

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE

LECTURES.

Delivered at the request of the Christian Evidence Society.

MODERN SCEPTICISM. 552 pp. cloth, 2s. M. ; paper

covers, 2*.
FAITH and FREE THOUGHT. 486 pp. cloth, 2s. ; paper

covers. Is. 6oi.
CREDENTIALS of CHRISTIANITY. 2?2 pp. cloth, Is. U l

paper covers, Is.
POPULAR OBJECTIONS to REVEALED TRUTH. *>* PP-

cloth, Is. ad. ; paper covers, Is. 2d.
STRIVINGS for the FAITH. 302 pp. cloth, 1«. W.; paprr

covers, 1*.
A List of the Lectures in each Volume may be had so

application. The Lecturers include the Archbishop of Tort,
the Bishops of Gloucester »nd Bristol, Carlisle, and Wt-
chester, the Deans of Canterbury and Ely, Canons Barrr.
Birks, Cook, and MuSley, Sir Bartle Frere, Prof. Rawlin<on.
Dr. Gladstone, Dr. Allon, Dr. Lindsay Alexander, and uuu.y

others.

London :

Hoddeb 4c Stoughton, 27, Patcrnoster-row.
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THE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.

''HE OWENS COLLEGE CALENDAR for the
SESSION 11*0-41. TTice 3s | by pott. Ji M.

Manchester: I. B. Cornish. London ■ UacnlUu A Co.

I)1

Treatise on the
o.

,B. WATTS on ASTHMA
only Successful Method of Caring 11

WATTS. M D fttS L, P CS., Ac . ».
London. W
London : C. Mitchell A Co. Red Lion-court, rieentreet.

Edited by
COKl-

Seeond Edition, One Shilling, or thirteen stamps by pott,

SKIN DISEASE8 TREATED HOM020PATHI-
CALLT. By WASHINGTON BPP8, L R CP, One Hundred Cases,

Including- forty distinct varieties of Sklo Disease*
London : June* Epos A Co. 49, ThresstnaedUystreet. snd 170, Piccadilly.

E
E R I)

I m"—Pall Mall Ga***tU,
t touch of nature, and a catholic taste for what la

i by no mean* dull."— Court Journal.

Cloth, If.; boards, la. M.

ETERNITY : What Does the Bible Say of It 7 A
Concordance of Texts on the Subject. The object of the book la

dimply to bring- Into a ■mall compaaa ail the Information needed for a
careful perianal study of this great question. Crown 8vo. cloth, &■ 6d.

" No Bible student ■ library should lack this valuable

" A new and valuable contribution to Biblical literature.

8- Bagster A Sons, If,

THE HAMNET SHAKSPERE,
ALLAN PARK PATON. Vol. I. price 16*.; and Part II.

0LANUS. price U. Od now ready. .
London : Lonjrmaiu A Co.

Now ready, demy 4to.

APPENDIXE8 to YOUNG'S ANALYTICAL
CONCORDANCE. Containing Hebrew

View,, Maps. Fac-stmilaa, Ac. Frtco to Sut
morocco ; II. M. cloth , 11. sewed, poet free.

P. O.O. payable to O. A. Young A Co. 19, Nlcolson-street, Edinburgh.

MB. SPENCER'S DESCRIPTIVE SOCIOLOGY.

Now readr, folio, boards, No. Til. prloe na.

HEBREWS and PHOENICIANS. Classified and
Arranged by HERBERT SPENCER. CoropUed and Abstracted

by Dr R. -i h u t u .

Williams A Norgate, 14. Hrnrictta-street, Corent-garden, London ; and
30, South Frederickstreet, Edinburgh.

Oblong tto bound, pott free, 6s.

ARTISTIC CONSERVATORIES.-About Forty
PHOTO-LITHOORAPHS and LETTER PRESS, from Dealgna br

B. W. GODWIN. P S A . and MAURICE B. ADAMS, on Messenger A
Co. 'a Patent Syetem of Construction.

B. T. Bauford. U, High Holborn.

CHARLES BALAMANS MUSICAL SETTINGS OF THE ANCIENT
LYRICS.

Two Shillings nett.

HORACE'S 23rd Oda, 1st Book, Ad CHLOEN:
Latin Song, for Baritones and Tenors. In F and O.—CATULLUS'S

3rd Ode LUCTU8 In MOKTK PASSERIS. Latin Song, for Tenon and
Sopranos —"Quite worthy of the composer of 'I arise from dreams of
tbae.'**—AVofsasnsi. "The Idea la a happy one, and the elocution lell-
cltous."—Standard. London : Novello. Ewer A Co.

MRS. FORRESTER'S NEW NOVEL.

Now mdy, at all the libraries, in 3 vols.

ROY AND VIOLA. By Mrs. Forrester,

Author of 'Viva,' ' Mignon,' ' Khona,' Ac.

'• ' Roy and Viola' is an admirable tale ; told by one who can vividly describe and incisively comment on the

1 personnel of modern society. The dialogue is easy and natural, and the writing fresh."— The World.

Hurst k Blackett, Publishers, 13, Great Marlborough-street.

NOTICE.

NOW READY,

VOL. I. SIXTH SERIES,

or

NOTES AND QUERIES.

With Copious Index, price 10*. 6d.

JOHN FRANCIS, 20, 'Wellirigton-Btreet;, Strand, London, W\C.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

THE NEW SEASON-NOTICE.

The attention of all Readers of the best Literature is respectfully

requested to the List, revised for the New Season, of the Books recently

added to Mudie's Select Library.

The prosperity of the Library is in great measure due to the co

operation of those Subscribers who chiefly require Books of sterling interest

and merit. In the selection of Books great care is taken to study their

wishes, and to make the Library not only 'Select,1 but comprehensive.

The best Works in History, Biography, Religion, Philosophy, Travel

and Adventure, and the Higher Class of Fiction, continue to be taken in

large numbers on the day of publication, and fresh Copies are added as

the demand increases.

Arrangements have again been made with the Leading Publishers

for an ample supply of the principal Works already announced for the

New Season, and of all other Forthcoming Books of general interest as

they appear.

*+* The Great Hall of the Library, which has been closed for a

few days for repairs and decoration, is now open for Subscribers, with

improved arrangements *M additional facilities for the Exchange of

Books.

New Oxford-street, London, October 2nd, 1880.

TINSLEY BROTHERS'

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

TINSLEYS' MAGAZINE,

For OCTOBER, price U.

UNDER ST PAUL'S. By Richard Dowlini, Author of ' The Mm ry
01 KlUard,' ' The Weird Slaters,' Ac. Part III. Chapters 10-13.

The CRACK SHOT Adapted from the Russian of Pouchilne. By
John Augustus O'Shoa

The EVICTION at BALLYHACK. A Sketch.

LOVB MURMURS By Richard Downey.

WAIT and WIN. By Annabel Gray. (Conclusion.)

TOTS. By Somerrille Olbney.
A CHAT ABOUT MUSIC HALLS and HARMONY ROOMS: Music

Hails of the Past. By Hal Louther.

AFTER MANY DAYS. By Byron Webber

FEMININE FORCES : Students. By Ellen Crump.
A SUMMER'S IDYL. By Rita. Author of • VlTienne," Like Dian a

Kiss,' 'Countess Daphne,' Ac.

LOVE By Susan K Phillips.

Ready this day, in 2 yols. crown Sro.

STUBBLE FARM ; or, Three Genera-

Uodb of English Fanners. By the Author of ' Ernest Struggles . or,
the Comic incidents and Anxious Mudiodu la Connexion with the
Life of a Station-Muter.'

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS of an
OLD ACTOR, ft* F BKLTON. 1 toI. 8vo.

" One of the most amusing books we ever came serosa "—Ftfaro.
"A more amusing book, has not appeared for a long time."—u'loV.

LONDON TOWN: Sketches of

London Life and Character Bjr MARCUS FALL. Illustrated by
Harry Furnla*. Now ready, in 2 volt crown Rvo.

" A few of hla lea* stereotyped character!, auch as. for example, ' the
man of many engagements," ' the man that wants an idea,' occasionaJly-
renlnd us of Thackeray. There Is nothing to fatigue, and something
to gratify, the Idle reader."—Kraminer

In KENT with CHARLES DICKENS.

By THOMAS FROST, Author of 'The Life of Lord Lyttelton,'
' Secret Societies,' Ac. 1 vol crown Bvo.

"We are grateful to Mr. Frost for his 'In Kent with Charles
Dickens.' "—Graphic.

FROM the WINGS. By B. H. Buxton,

Author of ' Jennie of the Prince's,' ' Nell—On and Off the Stage,' Ac.
3 vols. [A'txticiek.

A PEAL of MERRY BELLS. By
LEOPOLD LEWIS. Author of the Drama of ' The Bells.' 3 vols.

" There Is a ring of solid metal in ' A Peal of Merry Bells.'. .. .Abound
ing Inaction and incident."—Daily Tdagrnph.
" Remarkable for humour and vivacity." — Court Journal.

The SPORT of FATE. By Richard

DOWLINO, Author of ■ The Weird Sisters,' 1 The Mystery of KUlar

Ac. 3 vols.
" The three volumes contain a more than ordinary amount of interest

ing reading—some of It In Mr. Dowllngs happiest manner."
Daily Knit.

SOCIETY'S VERDICT. By Annie

THOMAS (Mrs. PenderCodlip), Author of ' Denis Donne,' Ac. 3 vols.

ARNOLD LEIGH : a Tale of Ireland

of To-day. By Mrs. DIOBY-LLOYD, Author of 'Fatal Sacrifice. '
1 vol. crown evo.

WHAT WILL SOCIETY SAY? A
Story of Society and the Stage, By H. C. COAPE, Author of 1 The
Rlngwoods of Kingwood,' Ac. 3 vols.

The SILENT SHADOW. By Jessie

SALE LLOYD, Author of 'The Ilaxlehurst Mystery,' Ac. 3 vols.

INNOCENCE at PLAY. By Jean

M1DDLEMASS, Author of ' Sealed by a Kiss,' ' Wild Oeorgle,' Ac.
3 vols.

WINGED WORDS. By Henry Spicer,

Author of ' Judicial Dramas,' Ac. 2 vols.

LARRY LOHENGRIN. By William

WESTALL, Author of ' Tales and Traditions of Saxony ,' Ac. 3 vols.
[Shorty.

HONOR. By Miss Alford, Author of

Netherton-on-Sca,' Ac. 3 vols. [Sftartly.

Just ready, price 7s. 6d.

FREE LANCE: A New Volume of
Essays. By CHARLES I. DUNPH1E, Author of 'Sweet Sleep,
' Wildfire,' Ac.

Now ready at all Booksellers' and Railway Stalls,

PRICE ONE SHILLING,

SEASIDE MAIDENS.

The Slimmer Number of TINSLEYS' MAGAZINE.

By G. A. HENTY.

Ten pages of Illustrations by Harry Furniss.

TINSLEY BROTHERS, 8, Catherine-street, Strand.
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Now ready,

J. & J. SMITH'S CLERICAL, PROFES

f e #osal. COMMERCIAL, POCKET,and SCRIBBLING DLARIES

or 1881.

To be had of all Booksellers and Stationers, and at the Railway Bookstalls.

Published by T. J. Smith, Son & Co. 83, Queen-street, Cheapside,
London.

PROFESSOR DELITZSCH'S NEW WORK.

This day is published, in demy 8vo. price 5s.

E S S I A N IC P R O P H E CIE S.

- Lectures by Professor FRANZ DELITZCH, Leipzig.

Translated from the Manuscript by Professor S. J. CURTISS.

Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, London: Hamilton, Adams & Co.

Now ready, crown 8vo. 462 pages, ": Coloured Map of the District,

12s 6d.

LORA of PLYMOUTH: an Account of the

Flowering Plants and Ferns found within Twelve Miles of the

Town. With Brief Sketches of the Topography, Geology, and Climate

of the Area, and History of Local Botanical Investigation. By T. R.

ARCHER BRIGGS, F.L.S.

John Wan Voorst, 1, Paternoster-row.

Just published, fcap. 8vo, cloth, price 2s.

N INTRODUCTION to GEOMETRY, for the

Use of Beginners. Consisting of Euclid's Elements, Book I.,

accompanied by numerous Explanations, Questions, and Exercises. By

JOHN WALMSLEY, B.A., Author of ‘Plane Trigonometry and

Logarithms,' &c

London: C. F. Hodgson & Son, Gough-square, Fleet-street.

Now ready, demy 8vo. 546 pages, price 15s.

AN ANECDOTAL HISTORY of the BRITISH

PARLIAMENT,

From the Earliest Periods to the Present Time.

With Notices of Eminent Parliamentary Men, and Examples of their

Oratory.

Compiled from Authentic Sources by GEORGE HENRY JENNINGS.

Contents: Part I. Rise and Progress of Parliamentary Institutions.

l'art 11. Personal Anecdotes: Sir Thomas More to Marquis of Har

tington. Part III. Miscellaneous–1. Elections. 2. Privilege; Exclusion

of Strangers; Publication of Debates. 3. Parliamentary Usages, &c.

4. Varieties. A pendix: (A) Lists of the Parliaments o England and

of the United Kingdom. (B) Speakers of the House of Commons.

CC) Prime Ministers, lord Chancellors, and Secretarics of State from

1715 to 1880.–Index.

Post-office orders or Cheques payable to Mr. Horace Cox, Law Times

Office, 10, Wellington-street. Strand, London, W.C.--

HE ANGLO - EGYPTIAN BANKING COM

PANY (Limited),

PAID-UP CAPITAL, 1,600,000l.,

Having Branches or Agencies at Alexandria, Cairo, Cyprus, &c., affords

exceptional faeilities to Travellers to Egypt and the Nile.

Head Office: London, 27, Clement's-lane, Lombard-strect.

O. FOA, Secretary.

Alexandria Branch : A. E. SimoxD, Manager. Cairo Branch: SELiM

Hirtan, Manager. Agencies at Larnaca and Nicosia (Cyprus).

U N F I R. E. O F F I C E

Threadneedle-street, E.C. Charing Cross, S.W.

Oxford-street (corner of Were-street), W.

Established 1710.

Home and Foreign Insurances effected.

Sum insured in 1879, £262,492,461.

FRANCIS B. RELTON, Secretary.

A G L E IN SU R A N C E COMPANY.,
79, PALL MALL.

For LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1807.

Accumulated Funds - - - ... £3,043,542

Also a Subscribed Capital of more than ... £1,500,000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the Office, or from

any of the Company's Agents, post free.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS.Actuary and Secretary.

Norwich UNION FIRE IN SURANCE

SOCIETY.

Established 1797.

HEAD OFFICE: 8URREY-STREET, NORWICH.

LONDON OFFICE: 50, FLEET-STREET, E.C.

Amount Insured ..fl.50,000,000

Claims Pald .............. - 3,754,000

Norwich, Sept. 29th, 1880. C. E. BIGNOLD, Secretary.

G UARDIAN FIRE AND LIFE OFFICE,

JT 11, LOMBARD-STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Established 1821. Subscribed Capital, Two Millions.

DIRECTORS

Chairman–AUGUSTUS PREVOST, Esq.

Deputy-Chairman—JOHN G. TALBOT, Esq., M.P.

Henry Hulse Berens, Esq. Rt. Hon. John G. Hubbard, M.P.

Henry Bonham-Carter, Esq. Frederick H. Janson, Esq.

Charles Wm. Curtis, Esq. G. J. Shaw Lefevre, Esq. M.P.

Charles F. Devas, Esq. Beaumont W. Lubbock, Esq.

Sir Walter R. Farquhar, Bart. John B. Martin, Esq.

Alban G. H. Gibbs, Esq. Henry John Norman, Esq.

James Goodson, Esq. David Powell, jun., Esq.

Thomson Haukey, Esq. Henry Vigne, Esq.

Richard M. Harvey, Esq.

Manager of Fire Department—F. J. Marsden.

Actuary and Secretary-T. G. C. Browne.

Share Capital at present paid -

Total Funds upwards of ..

Total Annual Income nearly £500,000

N.B. - Fire Policies which CPIRE at MICHAE.I.MAS should be

renewed at the Head Office, or with the Agents, on or before the 14th day

•of OCTOldE1.

Loss of TIME Is Loss of MonEY.

Accide:Nts CAUSE Loss of time,

And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RA11,WAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon Lord KINNAIRD, Chairman

subscribed Capital, 1,000,000l. Moderate Premiums

Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing.

A fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance

in the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.

Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local Agents, or 61,

Cornhill, London. WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

£1,000,000

*2,981,000

G. R.

THE SPECIAL AT TENTION OF THE READING PUBLIC

IS CALLED TO THE FACT THAT THE

O S V E N O R. G. A. L L E R Y L I B R A. R. Y

ALLOWS

TWO VOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS for a Subscription of ONE GUINEA per Annum.

FOUR VOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS, with FREE DELIVERY, for a Subscription of TWO GUINEAS per Annum.

SIX VOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS, with FREE DELIVERY, together with all the CLUB PRIVILEGES of the

Institution, for THREE GUINEAS per Annum.

CLUB MEMBERSHIP ONLY, TWO GUINEAS per Annum.

N.B.—Sets of Books are divided to meet the convenience and wishes of Subscribers:–Specially Advantageous Terms

offered to Country Subscriberss.—The Public are invited to inspect the READING, WRITING, and NEWS ROOMS, the

LADIES' DRAWING-ROOM, REFERENCE LIBRARY, &cs=Full particulars forwarded promptly on application to

Mr. CHARLES ALLEN, Grosvenor Gallery Library (Limited), New Bond-street.

NEW NOVEL.—JUST READY,

In 3 vols.

L I E' E. 'S S E V E N A G E S :

A NOVEL.

By Mrs. HIBBERT WARE,

Author of ‘The King of Bath; or, the Days of Beau Nash, &c.

“And one man in his time plays many parts,

His acts being Seven Ages.”—As You Like It.

CHARLEs J. SKEET, 10, King William-street, Charing Cross, S.W.

NEW WORK BY LIONEL S. BEAL.E.

Now ready, demy 8vo. pp. 230, price 5s.

S L I G. H. T. A. I. L. M. E N T S :

THEIR NATURE AND TREATMENT.

By LIONEL S. BEALE, M.B. F.R.S. F.R.C.P.,

Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine in King's College, London.

J. & A. CHURCHILL.

Now ready, crown 8vo. price ls.

S K E T C H

OF THE

H IN D U S T A N T L A N G U A. G. E.

By C. J. LYALL, M.A. C.I.E.,

Of Balliol College, Oxford, and of the Bengal Civil Service.

Edinburgh: ADAM & CHARLES BLACK.

On WEDNESDAY, 13th OCTOBER, will be published,

The New Volume of Mr. KINGLAKES HISTORY

of the INVASION of the CRIMEA, Vol. VI.—

“The WINTER TROUBLES,” 8vo. price 16s.

WILLIAM BLACKwood & SoNs, Edinburgh and London.

NEW P U B L I C A T | O N S.

THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW, FOR OCTOBER.

IRISH RENTS, IMPROVEMENTS, and LANDLORDS. By Murrough O'Brien.

A CENTURY of ENGLISH POETRY. By A. C. Swinburne.

CATTLE RANCHES in the FAR WEST. By W. Bailli lohman.

COUNTY CONSTITUENCIES-A PLAN of REFORM. By Rev. T. W. Fowle.

ARE WE ENGLISHMEN ? By Grant Allen.

POLITICAL ECONOMY in the UNITED STATES. By T. E. Cliffe Leslie.

The TRAGIC COMEDIANS. Chapters 1–4. By George Meredith.

HOME and FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

JAPANESE POTTERY ; being a Native Report. Edited

-

-by A. W. FRANKS, F.R.S.F.S.A. with numerous Illustrations and Marks. Large crown 8vo. 2s. 6d. [***

BRITISH BEE-FARMING: its Profits and Pleasures.

By JAMES F. ROBINSON. Large crown 8vo. 5s.

The C

3 vols.

LERK of PORTWICK. By GEORGE MANVILLE FENN.
[This day.

BELLES and RINGERS. By Captain HAWLEY SMART.
1 vol.

CHAPMAN & HALL (LIMITED), 193, Piccadilly.
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SEW 8TOBT.—Ju»t published, price S».

CAUGHT IN A TEA P.

A TALE OF FRANCE IN 1802.

lly ESME STUART,

Author of ' Mimi,' 1 The Good Old !ni<: Jkc.

With a Frontispiece, introducing NAPOLEON I. and another Character in the Story.

Marcus Ward k Co. 67, Chandos-street, Strand, W.C.

NEW CHILDREN'S TO? BOOK.

THE TWO BEARS;

Or, THE BEARS AND THE BEES.

by CHARLES A. DOYLE, with Border* and Devices illustrative of the Btory by WILLIAM B. BLACK.

Printed in Colours, 4to. price 1*. [/

Recently published, 4to. price Is.

HOW THREE LITTLE PIGS WENT TO MARKET.

THE THREE LITTLE NAUGHTY BOYS.

SQUIRE FOX WENT OUT IN A HUNGRY PLIGHT.

Oeoboe Watebston k Sons, London and Edinburgh ; and all Booksellers.

JUST AS I AM. By Miss Braddon.

NEW HOVEL BY FREDERICK TALBOT.

Now ready, at all Libraries, in 3 vols.

TEE SCARSDALE PEERAGE:

A NOVEL.

By FREDERICK TALBOT,

Author of ' Sophie Crewe,' Ac.

London : John k Robert Majcwell.

MISS BEADDON'S HEW HOVEL.

Now ready, at all Libraries, in 3 vols.

JUST AS I AM:

THE NEW NOVEL,

nr THE

Author op ' LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET,' kc.

London : John & Robert Maxwell.

THE SCARSDALE PEERAGE. By Mr. F. Talbot.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

MATHEMATICAL and PHYSICAL PAPERS.

By GEORGE GABRIEL STOKES, M A. D.C.L. LL.D. F.B.S.. Fellow of Pembroke College, and Lucaslan Professor
of Math* matte* in the University of Cambridge. Reprinted from the Original Journals and Transactions, with
Additional IS'otes by the Author. Vol. I. demy tfvo. cloth, 16*.

The BACCHAE of EURIPIDES. With Introduc-

tion. Critical Notes, am

Cambridge, and Public

tion. Critical Notes, and Archaeological Illustrations. By J. B. SAKDYS, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of St. John's College

Orator. Crown Svo. cloth, 10«. id.

An ANALYSIS of CRIMINAL LIABILITY. By

E. C. CLARK, LL.D.,
;it-Law. Crown avo.

Professor of Civil Law in the University of Cambridge, also of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister
7*. tirf.

SUBJECT FOE CAMBEIDQE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, 1880.

The FIRST BOOK of SAMUEL. By the Rev.

A. F. KXBKPATRICK, M.A., Fellow of Trinity ( ollege, Cambridge. Price 3s. 6rf.London: Cambbidqb Warehouse, 17, Paternoster-row.

E p p S's

CHOCOLATE

ESSENCE.

Product of a special refining

process. It is Chocolate devoided

of its over-richness and substan

tiality. Sugarless, and, when made,

of the consistence of Coffee. An

Afternoon Chocolate. Each packet

is labelled

JAMES EPPS k CO.

Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

PH(E
.nil

'HtENIX KIKE OFFICE, Lombabd-stbeet
' CHAKINO CKOSS. LONDON -E.libll.hed 1782.

lYumjit ami Libvntl Lum Settlement..
" ".eil In all pun. of the World.

JOHN J. HKOOMFIELD,

JOSEPH UlLLOTT'S

gTEEL PENS.

Sold by all Stationer* throughout the World.

UURNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
-A. THROUGHOUT on

MOEDERS I1IHE SYSTEM.
The Original. Html, ujul most Liberal.

Nu extra iharire fur time given.

Priced Catalogue wlrh fall particular* of term*, pott tree.
•MH, 2.10, Tottenham Court- road: and 10 SO and 21

W.C. Entabllshed IW.Morwell-street. W.

MOKDEll begs to announce that the whole of
A. • the above lYenitse* have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapt**
lor the Furniture Trade, aud now form one of the moat commodious
Warehouse* lu the metropolis.

Bed-room suites, from tu. «*. to 60 Guineas.
Drawing-room Suites, from tM 8i. to 43 Guinea*.
Dining-room Suite*, from 71. 7*. to 40 Guinea*.

And all other Ooudu m (treat variety.
F. MORDER, 24>\ 24w, Totieuham Court-road ; and 19 90 and 21

MorweII -street, W.C. Established ItsJz.

w
ILLIAM S. BURTON, General Furnishing
Irouiii ju^ter, by appointment to H U H, the Prince of Walce,

SK.NLiS a CATALOGUE OKATIH and POST PAID.

It contain* upwards of t.:a> illustration* or his unrivalled Stock, with
Li*u of ri ice*, iifid piuiui of the JO large Show-rooms,

At38, Oxford-street. I U, j, ... aud 4, Newman-street ; 4,5,
Perry s-place ; iiud 1, Newman-yard. London. W.

I 6,

ENDERS, FIRE-IRONS, STOVES, RANGES.&c.

REGISTER STOVES from O M to N 0 0
CHINA-TILED ditto „ S 8 0 36 0 O
DOG-STOVE* 0 Lt 0 „ 20 0 O
FENDKB S liroined or Woe* __ a s a in a n
Ditto sJEKL uiid ORMOLU
FHNDEii FRAHBs lor TILE HEARTHS .
HAKHLE ditto, ditto
P1KKCKD BRASS FENDERS
PIKE-IKONS. Set of Three
Ditto EES I S for TILE HEARTHS, per Pair,

2 2 0
1 1 0
2 0 0
2 2 0
0 4 S
0 12 0

OAS and HOT-WATER WORK..—ESTIMATES FREE.

to 0
6 1U
li 10

JJKDSTEAD3, BEDDING, and FURNITURE.

BEDSTEADS of Beat Make only, from 10*. 6d.
BEDDING of . very description made on the Premises, and gua

ranteed or pure muterml* and good workmanship.
AMERICAN WALNUT machine-made CABIN BT FURNITURE.
A lame Mock of CilEAI'. USEFUL, and SOUND FURNITURE;

of the above make ou view at price* uiuaiijr charged for ordinary
deal.
Fl'ltNlTVItE r..r BED. DINING, and DRAWING BOOMS, and

every article ueceaaary lor UO USB FTJKN1SHING.
BAKY ii.:- ot PURCHASE —Hpeclal ArrangemenU made by/

WILLIAM S. BURTON with reference to CREDIT, without In any war
altering the system of PLAIN FIGUHES and FIXED PRICES, thus
retaining to the fLKCllAbEKaU the udvantage* of price*
NB1T CASH.
COL/A OIL. hlgbnt quality 2*
KERO.siNE, ditto

w

Five tiallet

ILLIAM

i«. ad.
i. -id.

B U It T O N.

LLEN'S SOLID LEATHER

POUTMANTEAUS.
AI.1.EN S VILTOUIA Dlllis.slNO HAO.
AI.l.EN S STKONti OKESS HASKET8.
A LI,UN S HEU1SIEUKD ALBEKT DESPATCH BOX.

ALLEN'S NEW CATALOOt E ot aw Article. lor Continental Trm-vtl-
UnB, po.t free.

37. West Strand. London.

APOLLINAKIS WATEK.
" Laureadonandu. Aptttllnui l Hornet, Book It. Ode i.

OOI.I) MEDAL. l'AKIS, 187».
ANNtAL SALB, S.UUO.OOO.

APOLLINAJtIS COMPANY. Limited. 19, lteitenMtTect, London. S.W.

M
U. H. JO

SURGEON DENTIST,
N E 8,

57, GREAT RUSSELL-STREET. LONDON

(Opposite the Briiiah Muxeumj,
Will be glad to forward dls Pmiipinet on Painless Dentistry, free,
•nclosed by post, which uxphiine tlie moit unique system of the adjuit-

nt of Artificial Teeth without pain.
CoiiKultaiiou iree. from 10 to A.

D
IN N E FO HD'S MAGNESIA.

The Medical Profavion for over Forty Years have
appruveu of this mre solution a* the best remedv lor
ACIDITY of the STOMACH. HEARTBURN, HEAD
ACHE GOUT, aud INDIGESTION; and as the safest
Aperient for Delicate Cunsti tut ions. Ladiu*, Childroa and
InfauLs

DINN'EFORDK MAGNESIA.

OLD Dr. JACOB TOWNSEND'S SARSAPA-
RILLA —The best Autumnal Mednine for the Blood, Scorbutic/

—ders, Gout.aud all Skin Dis-m-h. !! in buttle*, 2*.6d.,4s.Qd and lis
>f all Chemists. Chief Depot. 131 Fieet-street, B.C.

DEAN, STEEL* Co.

'THROAT IRRITATION.—Soreness and dryness,
X tickling and irritation. Inducing cough and affecting the voice
For these symptom* use

EPPS'o GLYCEIUNE JUJDBES.

Glycerine lo these aim-eable confections, being In proximity to the-
iclanun at the m >mont they are excited by the act of suckimr. become*
■ctlvely hcallntr. Sold only in boxes. Tjd und la, 1 Jd., labeUod "Jamea
Epps & Co . Homceopathit.- Chemists, l^udon."
A letter receivd ■ — ' (ipntlemen, - It mar, peThapa. Interest you to-

knjw that, alter an cxtende.1 trial I have found your Glycerine Jujubes
of cunsidcrii.le benefit < with or w nhnut medical treatment) in alimtstall
lorms of throat disease, 'ihey m.fren and clear the voice. In no case
can they do any harm Yours faithfully, Gordon Holmes. L.R.C.P.E ,
Senior Physician to the Municipal Throat and Ear Infirmary.''
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MESSES. C. KEGAN PAUL & CO.'S LIST.

NEW BOOKS.

FOUR CENTURIES OF ENGLISH

LETTERS.

A SELECTION OF 850 LETTERS BY 150 WEITEBS,

FROM THE PERIOD OF THE PASTON LETTERB

TO THE PRESENT TIME.

Edited and Arranged by W. BAFTISTE SCOONES.

Large crown Sto. cloth, price Of.

"The readermn hardly open a page without finding something curious,
i amusing, or edifying. "—Athertmutn.

"No one who takes the slightest interest in English history, English
literature, or In human nature, can fail to receive Increase of delight
from the perusal of this volume."—Pali Mail Gazettt.

THE PULPIT COMMENTARY.

I SAMUEL.

By the Very Rev. K. P. SMITH, D.D.

With Homilies by the Rct. DONALD FKASER, D.D., Bev. Professor

CHAPMAN, and Rev. B. DALE.

Price 15j. [.Voir ready.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 2s. Gd.

THE INSPIRATION OF THE NEW

TESTAMENT.

By W. K. BROWNE, M A.

■With Preface by the Rev. J. P. NORRIS, D.D., Canon of Bristol.

Demy 8to. cloth, price 10s. 6o*.

THE NEW TRUTH AND THE OLD

FAITH,

ARE THEY INCOMPATIBLE?

l!y a SCIENTIFIC LAYMAN.

Fin. ill crown Svo. cloth, price 2s. 6d.

THE NEW WERTHER.

By LOKI.

Kniall crown 6vo. cloth, price 5s.

THE CARDINAL ARCHBISHOP:

A SPANISH LEGEND IN TWENTY-NINE CANCIONS.

By Colonel COLOMB,

Author of ' Donnlngton Castle ' (a Royalist Story), &r.

Lnr^e post Svo. parchment antique, bevelled boards, price ffs.

MARY MAGDALENE: a Poem.

Ily Mrs. RICHARD GREENOUGH.

s .-ill crown Svo. cloth, price 3s. 6<f.

,A LOVE S GAMUT, and other Poems.

Small crown %vo. cloth, price 5».

MARIE ANTOINETTE: a Drama.

THE PARCHMENT LIBRARY.'

Choicely printed on hand-made paper, limp parchment

antique, with Frontispieces, price 6*. each ;

vellum, 7*. 6<i. each.

TENNYSON'S IN MEMORIAM.

TENNYSON'S THE PRINCESS : a Medley.

POEMS SELECTED FROM PERCY

BYSSHE SHELLEY.

Dedicated to LADY SHELLEY.

With Preface by RICHARD QARNETT.

OF THE IMITATION OF CHRIST.

By THOMAS A KEMPIS.

A Reviied Translation.
[Nearly ready.

THE

POETICAL WORKS OF JOHN KEATS.

[Preparing.

SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS.

With Notes and introduction by EDWARD DOWDEN,

LL.D.
[In t/te press.

THE EDUCATION LIBBARY.

HISTORY OF EDUCATIONAL THEORIES.

By OSCAR BROWNING, M.A.

[In the press.

COMENIUS.

By Prof. SIMON LAURIE, M.A.

[In the press.

BY THE REV. SIR GEO. W. COX, BART.

A HISTORY OF GREECE. 2 vols. 36s.

MYTHOLOGY OF THE ARYAN NATIONS.

2 vols. 28s.

A GENERAL HISTORY OF GREECE. -

7«. 6d.

TALES OF ANCIENT GREECE. 6«.

SCHOOL HISTORY OF GREECE. 3s. 6d.

THE GREAT PERSIAN WAR. 3*. 6d.

A MANUAL OF MYTHOLOGY. 3s.

POPULAR ROMANCES OF THE MIDDLE

AGES. 6s.

BY THE REV. STOPFORD A. BROOKE.

SERMONS. First Series. 6s.

SERMONS. Second Series. 7*.

THE FIGHT OF FAITH. 7s. 6d.

CHRIST IN MODERN LIFE. 5s.

THEOLOGY IN THE ENGLISH POETS.

!>!.

F. W. ROBERTSON'S LIFE AND LETTERS.

6s., 7s. 6d., and 12s.

1, PATERNOSTER-SQUARE.

SCIENCE.

Crown Svo. cloth, price 5*.

THE ATOMIC THEORY.

By Professor AD. WURTZ.

Translated by E. CLEMINSHAV7, F.C.8.
.■ Vol. XXX. of "The International Scientific Series."

Second Edition, crown Svo. cloth, price 5s.

THE BRAIN AS AN ORGAN OF MIND.

By H. CHARLTON BASTI AN, M.U- F.H.S-

Wlth numerous niuitrattonj.
V Vol XXIX. o* "The International Scientific Series."

"The (tallest scientific exposition yet published of the view* held ca
the subject of psychology by the advanced physiological school."

Illustrations, 2 vols, large post Svo. cloth, price Sit.

THE HISTORY OF THE EVOLUTION OF

MAN.
By Professor KBN8T HAECKEL.

" The appearance of the present fascinating work in on English dre«*
will aid the cause of science in this country.... Persons who with ^
understand the real significance of their own structure should read vm
book- and such a desire should be felt byall educated men. "—Athtnme*.

2 vols. Second Edition, post Svo. cloth, price 325.

THE HISTORY OF CREAHON.

Ily ProfcMor ERNST HAECKEL.
Translation Revised by Professor E. BAT LANKESTER, MA.FBi

With Coloured Plates and Genealogical Trees of the Tsxious
Groups of both Plants and Animals.

" The author has discharged a most difficult task with conscientlou
skill and marvellous ability. "—Science Gossip.

'• A rich mine of facts for all biological students."—E

Crown Svo. cloth, price 5».

FREEDOM IN SCIENCE AND TEACHING.

From the German of ERNST HAECKEL.

With a Prefatory Note by T. H. HUXLEY, F.R.S.

Second Edition, large post Svo. cloth, price 9*.

ENGLISH PSYCHOLOGY.

By Professor TH. RIEOT.
A Revised and Corrected Translation from the latest French Edition.

'* We can cordially recommend the volume."
Journal of Hcntal Science.

Large crown Svo. cloth, price 9s.

HEREDITY:
A Psychological Study on its Phenomena, Its Laws, its Causes, and

its Consequences.

By Professor TH. RIBOT.
■Tacts and opinions are brought together frosn all qtrarters.

methodically dealt with in a clear and vivid style, which ■will cart

reader on without much weariness through the perusul »
Jvttrnni of sSnc

rifth Edition, illustrated, Svo. cloth, price 12#

THE PRINCIPLES OF MENTAL

PHYSIOLOGY.

By W. B. CARPENTER. M l) , Ac.
With their Applications to the Traininc and Discipline of the Mind. saJ

the Study of its Morbid
"Let us odd that nothing we have said, or in any limited space cod J

say, would give an auequatc conception of the valuable and curloys
collection of fact* bearing on morbid mental e.imliuon*. the .earned
physiological exposition, Rnd the treasure-house of useful hinu for
mental t ruining which makes this and yet very amusing as weil
as instructive book an encyclopaedia of wcll-tlasaifled and often vtrj
startling psychological experiences."—Spectator.

2 vols, demy Svo. cloth, price 32*.

MIND IN THE LOWER ANIMALS IN

HEALTH AND DISEASE.

By tY. LAUDER LINDSAY, M.D. F.R.S.B.
Vol. !. ■ IND in HEALTH. Vol II. MIND In DISEASE

" In the present volumes nil that the author attempts is to mfi« lis
suhject of miacf i» tU limrr animate to Illustrate their p,».e*.lon ol If
fmji.tr mental f-ieuUie* as they oaur in man, of rr-r.<o-. a* coolrsa*
t. ir u shed from mere iattiucl. "— Introduction.

Crown 8vo. cloth, prii'e 2s. M.

ANIMAL MAGNETISM.

PHTSIOLOOICAI. OHSEltVAT»J»(8*yKUI>OLF HKIDBKHAIV
rrofess jr oi Physiology In th Tlnsverslty oi Breelau.

Translated Iro;n the Fourth Ucrman Edition by L. u. WOOUXE1DCK

■With a ln-iace by G. It. ROMANES. F R S.

" The research of which this treatise is the outcome Is In every
worthy of its disliuiruisheu author, lor it serves not osly It* prwiu .
considerable and systematic body of eare-ully-observ«l lac-is hut a»>
land the way forau Indefinite amount of further Inquiry alonn the lifl ■>

that it has opened up."—Mr. t>. B. Romanes in the Amrfe.iiiA Cfltfu'!

Oornmnnicatlona should be addressed to " The Editor "-Advertisements and nnslness Letters to "The PnbUiher "-at the OfsVte, JO, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.

Printed by E. 1. Faurcts, Athenjetun Press, Tools-court, Chancery-lane, B.C. ; and Published by Joan Fasncts, at No. JO, WeUlngton-street. Strand. W C

Agents: for Bcxrrujro, Messrs Bell at Bradfute, and Mr. John Henslea, Edinburgh ;-for Iaau» Mr. Joan Robertson, Dublla.—Saturday, October J, !»*>.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1880.

PUCK

THREBPBNCB

EEOISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

,-VERNMENT GRANT of 1,000/.—A Meeting
- - -'of toe GoiemmntOiul Commute. wUl be heW IB FEBKl AHY.

It u reo,ueated that nppllcauooa to be coaaidwrea at that Meetiox
be forwarded to the Secreuriee ol the Royal Society. Burlington Hume,
below the 3Ul of December, 1880.

GOVERNMENT FUND of 4,000/. for the Pro
motion ol SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH -A MEETING Ol the

OoTernmemKund Committee wUI be held in FEBRUARY, isel. It u
ul Meeting be forward id

SCIENCE and ART DEPARTMENT of the
COMMITTEE of COUNCIL oa EDUCATION. South K rating! n

NATIONAL ART TRAINING SCHOOL.

FORTY LXCTVRE8 oa th« - Historical Development of Ornamental
Art,' with special re i.-rence to A^iheues and the General Couiee* given
d urine two ScmIou*, will be del. vend bjr Dr. G. O 2EKFFI.
F.R.S, L.F.R Hist. S..tn tne Lecture Theatre of the South Kensington
Museum during the two Sessions I**) and 18SI. on TUESDAY BVEN-
LwtiS. at 8 o'di«;k, commencing Tuesday . ihe I'JXh of October. 1890.
The public will be admitted on payment of 10*. fur each Sessional

Course of Twenty Lecturea , or 13*. for the complete Annual Course of
i or 1j. a '

ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY. — By special
jpenntssion ol the Lorda of the Committee of Council on Bduca-

n the SC1ENCB of
South Kensington

Three o'clock, coro-
- A Prise °tUsn Ouineaa will be awarded at

me end of the Coune for an Essay— For particular* a
Dr Zaairi, 3, Warrington-gardens, Malda-hiil, W., or I
Hi tu.. South Kensington Muteuu

-m. jpenn.ssion oi me i^orus ot toe uommit.ee
tloo. Dr. ZBHFF1 will deliver Thirty Lecturea
GENERAL HISTORY, in the Lecture Theatn
Museum, on SATURDAY AFTERNOONS,

i apply to

'HE WORDSWORTH

The WORDSWORTH SOCIETY waa formally lnai
mere on the 30th nit. ,

The BISHOP of ST. ANDREWS

SOCIETY.

at One-

It Is formed fur the following purposes :—
L Ae a bond of union amuogat louse who are In sympathy with the

general teaching and ■pliit of Wordsworth.
2 To promote and extend the study of the Poet'■ Works. In particular,

which remain* to be done In connexionto carry on any IltL-mry work
with the text and chronology of the Foetus, e which

3. To collect for preeerratlon, and if thoucht
Original letter* and unpubliehed reminiscences of the Poet.

4. To prepare a Record of Opinion* with reference to Wordsworth,
from 1783 to the present time, and to Investigate any point* connected
with the ilrst appearance of his Works. t
An Annual Meeung will be held a*, a place and date to be fixed by the

Commitlev. ,
The Secretary of the Society la Profeasor KxiriMT, the University, St.

Andrew*, and the Treasurer, Otuaos Wilson, Esq , Murrayncld House,..
Midlothian. *i

UOFESSOR
MINERALOGY,
.—TWO CUC"

to 11.20,

TENNANTS LECTURES on*
CiY. applied to GEOLOGY and the ARiW, at King !
URSKSare given, one on SATURDAY MOKNl.NGS,
and the other on THURSDAY EVENINGS, from 3

to 0.
The Public are admitted on paying the College Fees.
The Lecluns begin SATURDAY, tfth of October, and tenninate at

XASTKR- TJiey are Illustrated by a Urge Series of Specimens, chiefly
I Private CoUecUon. Persona unable to attend Public Lectures
e PRIVATE INfrkrCTION in MINERALOGY and GKOLUGY

'. TENNANT. at ht* Residence, 149, Strand, W.C.
:*.'lur L»*v.oa.of One.Hour.

NOW COwH»lteTED FOR DELIVERY.

rro LITERARY SOCIETIES and OTHERS.—
X NEW LITEKAKY LECTURE by E 8. LITTLETON.—• SHAK-
SPEAHE: an Original, Discursive, and Critical Lecture.' Mr. E. S.
LITTLETON. Author of - llanvind, and other Poems,' Editor of the Iain
Pantiiti Papert. and late Co-edltur of Ktnsmyton , Magazines. Is prepared
to deliver ttii* Lecture, which la of a wholly Original and strictly Lite-

lacter. tutted to general audiences —Per terms apply to Mr.
k, 11, Stationers' Hall-court, B.C. Bngagernenu for the Winter

in the Midland and Northern Counties may be made upon special terms.

I^AC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
ARUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the

Public a* well as to Members, at prices varying from 10a. to 48a,, and
Include tht Works of Giotto, Fra Angel Ico. Perugino, Andrea del Sarto,
Michael Angeio Raphael, Holbein. Albert Darer, dec.— Priced Litis,
with particulars of membership, will be sent, post free, on application
at 34. Old Bood-*treet, London, w.

TO PARENTS.—An ARTIST, holding an im-
porumt position, is desirous of meeting with a well-educated

youth as a PUPIL. Unuaual advantagea and facilities for atudy can be
offered.—For particulars apply. In the first Instance, to G. Booth, Eaq.,
Solicitor, 3'.', tssci-alreet. Strand.

TO ARTISTS and COLOUHISTS.—WANTED, for
India, a Single Gentleman who can COLOUR in OIL and WATER

, with i
. a Single Gentleman who can COLOUR in OIL and WATER

WUii nn and RETOUCH NEGATIVES.—Apply,
R. B. MabiuxACo., 23 and 23, fcohcuquare, \\ .

USIC—A YOUNG LADY plesires a few PUPILS
In N. District of London ; learned under good Masters. Terms

Address R., Coventry, Printer. 4U0, Mare-street, Hackney.

WANTED, by a Gentleman of education, a post
as SECRETARY. LIBRARIAN, or CURATOR of MUSEUM,

where at least 1301. could be offered as salary. Advertiser is Twenty-
nine years of age, has been extensively engaged la art and literary
matters; is married and baa one child ; and, having lost his all by an
unfortunate investment, Is desirous of early meeting with an engage-

and testimonials.—Address D. 8.,
taJL

REQUIRED, for Three or Four Weeks, the SER-
VICEHof a OENTLEMAN competent to look over and arrange

the CORRESPONDENCE and PAPERS of a OENTLEMAN, deceased.
The Papers are all Modern, and in English.—Apply, stating terms and
references, to Roasar Ca«aijgi Rsxaoux. Ipswieh.

I ITERATCRE as a PROFESSION.—Young
M.J Gentlemen desirous of adopting the above can acquire, from a
University Man of Literary experience, a PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE
of JOURNALISTIC WORK. Tis. Constitutional Law. Summary and
Leader Writing.—For terms apply by letter, LI. ft , ha, Red Lion-square,

UB-EDITOR WANTED for a MORNING DAILY
PAPER (Provincial).—Address, stating Salary required ana all par-
art, to Pases, care of J. W. Vickers, 3, Nicholas- 1 sne, Loiubunl-

street. * -

S

WANTED, by an accomplished Journalist, En
gagement as SUB-EDITOR cf a Daily, or Editor of a good

Weekly (Liberal), Leader- Writer. Verbatim Reporter, and Original
Descriptive Writer -Address H . Messrs. Adams A Francis, Advertising
Agents, 39, Fleet-street, EC.

A GENTLEMAN, having considerable literary
experience, desires an BNGAOBMBNT as EDITOR or SUB

EDITOR of a DAILY or WEEKLY NEWSPAPER, In or within
able distance of Loudon. Wonld be wiUlng to invest small cap!
really sound undertaking.—Reply to
139, Piccadilly. W.

capital in a
R , May's Advertising Office,

IENGAGEMENT DESIRED as EDITOR.—Expe-
-J rlenced Sub-Editor. Good references.—Address M., care of Messrs.

O Street * Co., 30, Cornhill, London.

AN EXPERIENCED EDITOR is open to an
ENGAGEMENT — Able Leader. Local Note, and Descriptive

Writer. No objection to occasional Reporting —Address L. 8., 8, Clare-
mont-road, Windsor.

Vm/ tiv
( MfcN l
|»^c£kr<**st

I FiwrMrr-T-f

ITOR of High-clasa LONDON CONSERVA-
riVK WEEKLY la»open to arcept an ImmedUte RE-ENGAGE-

MESt Facllr and Original Leader-writer . thoroughly steady and
i good Descriptive and Verbatim Reporter. Heat references. Ac
- X. Y. Z., Mesas. Adams ft Francis, Advertising Agents, 30,

•fitesS.—An experienced DRAMATIC CRITIC

X Tecksan ENOAOEMKNT on the Staff of a London Dally or Weekly
paper, to commence In January next At present writing signs "
for a high-class London magaxinrv Dramatic Work preferred
Scatss, care of Mr. C. L Carson, 363, Strand. W.C.

THE PRESS.—ENGAGEMENT as Editor of a
Weekly, or Sob-Editor of a good Dally Newspaper, WANTED by

a thoroughly experienced and reliable Journalist. Verbatim Note-taker.
- Address F. 8., 04, Stanhope-street, Euaton-road, London, N.W.

TWO LITERARY MEN are prepared with novel
scheme, taking title, first-rate staff, and editorial room in good

position, for the PRODUCTION of a WEEKLY JOURNAL —Address,
in first instance. Gull, care of Hall Porter, Dilettante Club, Argyll-
street, Regent Circus. W.

TO NEWSPAPER PROPRIETORS.—WANTED
by the Advertiser a SITUATION as Book-keeper, Cashier, or

Publisher. Thoroughly understands Double Entry and ta*lug out Balance
Sheets Good reference*. Salary moderate —AiUresa F Y., care of
Messrs. Hooper A Batty, 1, George-street, Mansion House, B.C.

TO PROPRIETORS of WEEKLY NEWS
PAPERS -wanted to PUBLISH, • WEEKLY HEWSPAPEH,

th* heart ol theKellgli
spaper world, with every eoovenlence

peeuU' attention to advertUemente. Sunday NewipaDef not treated
ol J. O. Kil

iff*
y by letter to A., care o

Lengthened experience.
. Newspaper not treated
ing, 10, Bolt-court, Fleet-with—A]

street,

WANTED to PURCHASE, a COUNTIigY NEWS-
PAPER (or a Partnership in ouc>. or a first-class JOBBING

PRINTING BUSINESS (Share or Purchase), In London or Country.—
Address W., 323. Camden-road, London.

MAGAZINE for SALE.—Well-known Monthly,
on most favourable terms, if sold at once. Fifteen to Twenty

Pounds -worth of Advertisements.—Address H. G. B., Messrs. Deacon's,
Leaden hall-street.

M

STAR RUBY.—A remarkably fine specimen for
SALE. Alsoafew Mounted Cat* Eyes, Vases In Siberian Oven-

turlne —Hates Waioarr, Mineralogist and Expert in Gems a
Stones, 90. Great Russell-street. Uloomabury, London. W.C.

T'HE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

retrard to the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW It
THOMPSON. Siudlo. 43. George-street. Portman-square, W.

TO GENTLEMEN AMATEURS. — A splendid
VIOLONCE l.LO for SALE. In the most perfect condition, formerly

tht> lYoovrty of Bernard K. mberg; 3W. will be taken ii sold within a
Week.— Apply t> Mr. Vaisrr, Muaical lnstruiut nt Maker 3V Ctistle-
«t™*»t ij«icester-S|uare, W.

C MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
• Purchase of Newspaper Property, beg to direct attention to the

following Announcements. Newspaper Properties lor Disposal, both
la Lsndon and the Provinces.

C.
MITCHELL & CO are instructed to DISPOSE
of theCOPYRIGHTanrt PLANT of LIBERAL COUNTY PAPER,

within 60 miles of London. Large Printing iius.uesa attached. Principals
only or their Solicitors treated with.

c.
MITCHELL & CO
tiona for INVESTMENTS from CMents for sums vafying t

to 2.000... either for Partnership or for the Purchase |pf Ni
lropertiea. All communications strictly coniidcntiaL

are favoured wi^h instruc-
from50W.

wifch
s vnnrin;
lasefcf .

C MITCHELL 4c CO., Agents for theJSale and
• Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake vjaluations Ior

Probate or Purchase, Investigations, and Audit of Accounts, Jfcc

Prospectuses, with
bad at the College.

l^AVID NUTT, Foreign, Classical, and Theo-
J-/ logical Bookseller, 370. Strand London, begs to draw the attention
of Librarians and Book Collectors to page 433 of THIS DAY'S
ATHEN.EUM for a LIST of Important WORKS selected from his exten
sive Stock ; also to the following CATALOGUES lately Issued by him,
which will be sent post free on application i—
Select CATALOGUE of Books in Modern Foreign

sophy, including also Semitic Literature, Ac With Index of t
112 pp
Select CATALOGUE of Catholic Theology in Foreign

With Index of Subjects, 113 pp.
Select CATALOGUE of Greek and Latin Classics and of ~\

to Classical Antiquity. With index ol Subjects, 140 pp.
Select CATALOGUE of Modern French Literature. With Index of

Subjects. 110 pp.
Select LIST of French Educational Books. 29 pages-
Select CATALOGUE of German Books; witb a List of the most

Popular Works for the study of German. H_' page*
Select CATALOGUE of Italian. Spanish, and Portuguese Lttersture;

with a List of the most esteemed Works for the study of these
Languages.
MONTHLY LIST of NEW BOOKS, Twelve Numbers, post free for

13 stamps.

BEDFORD COLLEGE (for Ladies), 8 and 9,
York-placs, Portman-squsre, London (near the Baker-street Station

of the Metropolitan Railway).—The College provides Systematic Lecturea
by Professors In the Higher Subject* of Instruction, and Preparatory
Classes for Junior Student*. The Course is adapted for those who intend
to Matriculate or Oraduate in the University of London. The SES.MON
will BEGIN on THURSDAY, October 14 AB New Students are to

between II and 4, on TUESDAY, October 12.
is of Scholarships Boarding, dec., may be
HENRIETTA LB RRETON, Hon. Sec.

T/ING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.—LECTURES to
XV LADIES —The CLASSES will REOPEN on MONDAY, October
11th, at 3, Observatory-avenue, Kensington. W (close to the Hlgh-atreet
Station and Vestry Hall).
The Subjects are—Holy Scripture, Church History, Logic, Political

Economy, Ancient and Modern History. English, Latin, Greek, French,
German, Italian, Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Chemistry, Physiology,
Botany. Harmony, and Drawing.
For Prospectus and all information apply to the Secretary. Miss

SeaMm. 3d, Belalse Park-gardens. N.W. Several of the Courses are
adapted to the Examinations lur the London Degrees and the Oxford and
Cambridge Examinations.

"REQUIRED, a LADY SUPERINTENDENT for
XV a GOVERNMENT NATIVE Day and Boarding SCHOOL at
CALCUTTA. Salary, 300. , with rooms and
over 30. Experience In traluing girta and a
to be learnt.—Apply, with copies u
or to Miss B. A. Msjtaisio. 33, BIoj

HIGH SCHOOL, CHRISTCHURCH, NEW
ZEALAND -A HEAD MASTER and a SECOND MASTER are

RBQUIRBD for the SCHOOL, which has been liberally Endowed, and
is under the control of tbe Hoard of Governors of the Canterbury
College. The School Is to be divided into a Classical and a Modern Side ;
one Master will be required to teach Classics and English, sad the other
Mathematics and Science. Both Matters mast have Graduated In
Honours at either Oxford or Cambridge and had experience and success
as Teachers In Public Schools. The salary of the Head Master will be
800... that of the Second Master 3001. per annum, both without House
allowance. Neither Master will be permitted to take Boarders. 1301.
will be allowed to the Head Master and 1001. to the Second Master for
Psssags Money to the Colony , both Masters will be expected to arrive
in the Colony before the 3lst March. IteJl. School buildings have been
erected at a coat of tO.oaU. The following Gentleman have consented to
act as a Commission for the selection of the Musters :—Professor Llackie,
cf Edinburgh, Professor Jewett, of Oxford. Arthur Bldgwlck, Esq., of
Oxford, the Rev. J. M. Wilson, Clltton College. It is open to Candidate*
to send in sppllcatlons (or either or both Masterships. Intending Candi
dates can obtain of the undersigned Application Forms and I"Tinted
Statement, giving further particulars as to qualifications, conditions,
fte. All applications must be made on the Forms, and be tent In on or
before Is'. November next, to WALTER KENNAWAY, New Zealand
Office, 7, Westminster Chambers. London. S.W.

I,
IRKBECK LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC
INSTITUTION, Southampton-buildings. Chancery-lane — The

FIFTY-EIGHTH SESSION conmifnced last MONDAY, October 4th.
Evening Classes for Ladles and Gentlemen in Ancient and Modern Lan
guages. Mathematics, Natural, Mechanical, and Mental Science, Law,
Literature, History, Art, Music. &c. Weekly Lecture in Theatre.
Library of 9.000 Volumes, Reading and Magaxine Rooms. Quarterly
Subscription. 6s.; Ladles. 4s.—Pr.japevius gratis.
A MODERN GREEK CLASS, conducted by Mr. SocasTB PAaasTSAsas,

on OCTOBER 7th.

HAMILTON HOUSE, STREATHAM - HILL.—
First-class Boarding School, on the llisch School Principle, for tbe

daughters of Ocntlemen Established 22 years A limited number of
YOUNG LADIES RECEIVED to HOARD and EDUCATE Resident
Certificated English and Foreign Governesses Professors from London
attend for Lectures and accompiUhiuenis Every facility for acquiring
French and German conversationally. Artdres* A., care of Hatcnard'B,
197. Piccadilly, London, who can personally recommend the School ; ox
to the PaiNcirat,, Hamilton House, Roupell Park, S.W.

A

PROTESTANT FRENCH FAMILY desires to
receive TWO or THREE BOARDERS to Live in the Family, with

facilities for Learning French.— Madame Pikoeoh, 21, Rue de Berlin,
Paris, near the St. Lasare Station.

GERMAN and FRENCH.—A FOREIGN GEN-
TLEMAN. engaged in Teaching at several Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Schools, has TWO HOURS Twice a Week at bis DISPOSAL.—tt., care of
BroudbLnts, Bookseller, Hlghgate, N.

PAMBRIDGE EXAMINATION S for WOMEN.—
rcpHralion for theM, and m connexion witli the London Centre\J In pi

of the Ulghtr Local
DENCE U glYen bj <
OCTOBER tiU END of MA
Maidenhead.

INSTRUCTION by COKKKSPON-
i uuuhtied Ladii*. Claawe open from Mth
Y.—Apply (

U1
NIYERSITY HIGHEU LOCAL EXAMINA
TIONS.—lending LIBRARY for the use of Candidates for the

above established by the Women's Education Union. Annual Sub
scription, lo* 6d. Books sent to Member* living at a distance—l*ro-
speciuses can be obtained from the SixaKrASi, 1, yueen-street, Bromp-
tunj London, S.W.
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MATRICULATION of the UNIVERSITY of

LONDON, JANUARY, 1881.
A GLASS tn all the SUBJECTS for this Examination will be held at

MONDAY, October 11. The
" w apply

St. Bartholomew's Hospital, beginning MONDAY, October 11.
Class Is not confined to Students of the Hospital — For pnrttcHiru-s ;
to the Wabden of the College, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London
A Handbook is forwarded on application.

)RELIMLNARY SCIENTIFIC EXAMINATION.
- OF LONDON.

A CLASS In all the SUBJECTS (Including Practical 'Work) for this
Examination Is held at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, continuing till the
Examination In JULY. The Class Is open to Candidates who are not
Students of the Hospital as well as to Students.
Fee for the whole Course (including Chemicals) to Students of the

iltal, 81. 8f.; to others, lOf. 10s. Particulars may be ascertained on
■ to ths Wardiuv of the College, St.

forwarded on application.
or by letter, to the "
il.B-C. A Handbook

B

OOKBUYERS. — CATALOGUES sent, post
free, by

3. TEAL, Old and New Bookseller, 16, Sonthgate, Halifax.

SECOND-HAND BOOKS, French Novels, 4a,
for SALE cheap, by T. W. WOOLBY, No. 6, Red Lion-passage, Red

■e.—Catalogue, post free, for penny stamp.

c

1HEAP SECOND-HAND BOOKS.
U Now ready. Gratis, G. FLNDLEY'S CATALOGUE, No. 41.
Including many OH Books of the Sixteenth and f - •

CHEAP BOOKS.— Now ready, a CATALOGUE
of several Thousand Volumes, comprising Travel*, Biographies,

Histories, Reviews. Miscellaneous Works, Theology, &c., most of which
are out of print and scarce (including a Selection from the Library of
the late Serjeant Parry) —Forwarded free on application to Jambs Rochk,
Bookseller, 1, Southampton-row, London.

CATALC
cation. -

CATALOGUE of OLD BOOKS, free on appli-
-Thomas Glabwbll, 101 and 108, Gotwell-road, London,

THE WOODBURY PERMANENT PHOTO-
X GRAPHIC PRINTING COMPANY hare now brought their
WOODBVRYTYPE Process to such perfection that It is generally
recognised as the best means of Reproducing Works of Art, Portraits
from Life, Views from Nature, Architectural Subjects, Ac.

Its advantages are :—
1. Extreme delicacy In the half-tones, depth and brilliancy of the

shadows, and perfect detail In every part.
S. Rapidity with which thousands of impressions of equal quality can be

produced.
3. Economy and Permanency.
The processes known as the CARBON and COLLOTYPE ore also

extensively worked by this Company; but, though useful for certain
subjects, the l Tints by these processes do not possess the brilliancy and
uniformity of Woodburytype*
The WOODBURYTYPE PROCESS is largely used in BOOK ILLUS

TRATION by all the leading Publishers, Including—
Messrs. MacmiUan * Co. Messrs. Sampson Low £ Co.

,, Chapman ft Hall. John Murray.
,, Bent!ey dt San. „ Bicker* ft Sob.

Geo Bell * sons. „ DaMy, Isbister & Co., Ac.
Estimates, specimens, and all information furnished on application to

tbe Secan-AaT.
157, GREAT PORTLAND-STREET, LONDON, W.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
681, OXFORD-STREET, LONDON, W.,

Beg to call attention to their System of producing

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS

In PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHY by means of SAWYER'S
COLLOTYPE FKOCBP8.

It possesses tbe following ADVANTAGES t—
FIRST - For small Editions of 500 to 1 000 It Is cheaper than any known

method, as the cost of the original plates to small.
SECOND —Being Photographic it presents an absolute faithful copy of

the object desired to be represented ; such a picture as the reader
recognizes as a true representation.

Till it I) - The Illustrations are printed direct on the page of the book,
avoiding the disagreeable cockling Incident to all mounted Photo-

MAGNIPICENT WORKS have already been
executed in tbe following lines

PALEOGRAPHICAL. — ' The Codex Alexandrlnus.' "The Utrecht
Psalter,' "The Yearly Fasciculus of the Palteographical Society,'
1 Milton's Common-Place Book,' Ac.

XCMlsMATICAL —The Catalogues of Greek and Roman Coins for the
Trustees of the British Museum. Mr. B. V. Head's 'Coinage of
Syracuse, ' the Illustrations to the Numismatic Chronicle, Ac.

BOOKS of TRAVEL.—'China and its People,' by J. Thomson, F RO S.,
a magnificent work, Illustrated with over 250 large photographs :
'The VoynRC of the Challenger,' by Sir Wyvllle Thompson , and
many smaller work-

TOPOC.RATHICAL.—'

CIVIL _
under the direction of
J. Rothschild, Rue des St. Peres.
gold medal at the Paris Exposition, 1&78.

ARCHITECTURAL The Roof Sculptures of Norwich Cathedral,' with
a History of the Cathedral, by tbe Very Rev. the Dean of Norwich.

. * T**t number of works in other departments, large and small have
been illustrated by the Autotype Proco* of Book Illustration. Hmomm
which may be noted-The PROCT and HUNT DRAWING hv Mr
Ruskln; The KERAMIC ART of JAPAN. Audrey sad Howes/both
arld^KUsh Ed?uon Ac? ' TAPESTRY of BATEUX, Preach

OST.—As a specimen of cost, it may be stated
SIX Illustration* -—■

C
1,1100 V an loo", per copy.

X and Specimens »

JSiTni^r, R A . Mfiwmairr. Neuvtlle. Rw
Hr this prw»s the reproduction of Pictu

Worki of Art are %o perfect as to make it ill
tlnguish tbe Copy from the original Work

TN the AUTOTYPE GALLERY will be found
X a Mble COLLECTION of FA0-SIMILB8 of the OLD MASTERS,
lm-ludlng the nns* celebrated Works of Fra AngrBco, Fra Bartolomeo,
Oorregio. 1 Hirer. Holbeta. Michael Angeto, Raphael, Rubens, Andrea del
Sartre. Titian, l*euanU> da Vinci, Ac., selected from the principal
Galleries of Europe. Fine examples of the Modern School, including

De Neuville, Rossetti, Burne-Jones, Ac.
" Pictures, Drawings, and Original
:Jt dtScult In some cases te dis-

tae Gapy
dwii) in permartetit purmmt*.,
used in the original. Slack, 1 _ . .
Ootovt* Artists ran have their Plctura Kepr>>dvced without the ex-

tod delay of engraving, and with tbe minimum of risk. Mses of
Tom lo inches to 48 Inches. A visit to the Autotype Gallery will
tow reasttty the walls of home can be adorned with srUstlc
teres at little rest. Pictures and Photographs Mounted and

Pictures carefully Cleaned and Restored,
for the AUTOTYPE COMPANY'S Mew Catalogue, price 64.

" to purchasers.
/.K.BA» YER,

Original Work. Tbe Fac-slmile* are pro-
i, which may be of the same kind as those

pro
iiumurpi*
Framed.

BOOIKS. containing Incunabula, Aldlne,
with rare Engravings «f the Sixteenth

INCUNABULA—ALDINK PRESS.

MR. HERMANN LOESCHER, Bookseller in
Turin, has Just published CATALOGUE No. XXIV. of his

Stock of SECOND-HAND
Comlns, and Gtuta Press,
Century, Ax.
The following Catalogues may also still be had

Nob XIII. and XXIII. HISTORY and TOPOGRAPHY of ITALY.
GENERAL and LOCAL.

Nos. XVII. and XXII. NATURAL HISTORY.
No XVIII JURISPRUDENCE and POLITICAL and SOCIAL

ECONOMY.

No. XXI. MATHEMATICS.
Nos. XIX. and XX. PHILOLOGY, CLASSICAL, ORIENTAL, and

EUROPEAN LANGUAGES.

In preparation, nearly ready :—
No. XXV. THEOLOGY. BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY, Ac.

No. XXVI. FINE ARTS, ARCHITECTURE, ARCHEOLOGY, NU
MISMATICS, AC.

No. XXVII ITALIAN LITERATURE and PHILOLOGY

These Catalogues may be bad
Italy, or of his London Agents,

TO AUTHORS—The Publisher and Printer of
Rom's Parli<t mentorw Rseord and the Chits-Monthly, as well as

Printer of the Forrmnn Eitgmerr nnd l>r<xu<jhtsman and the Indent, ran
undertake the I'KINTING and PUBLISHING of BOOKS and PAMPH
LETS on moderute. terms and prompt settlements. Every convenience
for Printing and Publishing (or Publishing only) a Weekly or Monthly
Publication.—Jss. Wads, 18, Tavlstock-atreet, Covent-garden.

THE MULTIPLEX COPYING PROCESS
(rive* Forty Copies of Circulars, Music. Drawings, Plane.

This Process has been adopted by Her Majesty's Government, who
have paid the inventor (Mr. Fellows) SOW. for the privilege of using it
throughout all their Departments. No tedious washing off. Suits all
climates. Negatives available for years. Full particulars post free.

CHARLES FELLOWS, 18, Tcttenhall-road, Wolverhampton.

gratis of H. Lorscikb, Bookseller, Turin,
IH-lau A Co. , 37, Boho-sqoare, W.

TO AUTOGRAPH COLLECTORS, NOBLEMEN,
and GENTLEMEN.—Messrs. T. A W. RANTING are instructed to

SELL by PRIVATE TONTRACT, a very fine COLLECTION of AUTO-
GRAPHS ENGRAVED PORTRAIT8, LETTERS, Ac., of and by
eminent Persons. Ancient and Modern ; amongst others, those ol Kings
Henry VII and VIII , Edward VI., Queen Elizabeth, Charles I. and IT.,
Kinjra James I and II., Prince Rupert, Oliver Cromwell, William and
Mary Queen Anne, King* George 1., II., III., and IV., Queen Charlotte,
iWcess Chiirlotte, William IV. and Queen Adelaide, Her Majesty
Queen Victoria. Prince Albert. Ac. (also Henry IV. of France); the
Dukes of Buckineham and Marlborough, Earl of Rochester, Archbishop
Craorapr most of the celebrated Bishops and Judge*. Noblemen, Gentle
men Statesmen Artists, Poets, Ac. rsorae thousands in all, many of them
being most carefully and beautifully mounted, with a Manuscript
Description, Ax.). N.B.—This Collection, being unique, is very valuable,
it formed the evenlnp occupation of a lifetime to a Gentleman holding
an Appointment under Government, and can be seen at any time,
between the hours of Ten and Five, at 26 and -27, St Jasaes'e-street,

London.

Scientific and Miscellaneous Property.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King-street, Covent-garden, on FRIDAY,

October 15, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, PHOTOGRAPHIC APPA
RATUS, consisting of Cameras and Lenses, Baths, Dishes, A:c—Dis
solving-View Lanterns and Slides—Objects for the Microsco

M

roperty.
May be viewed after 3 o'clock the day prior and morning of Sale, and

Catalogue* had.

Books.—Five Days' Sale.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Rooms. 115, Chancery-lane, W.C., on MONDAY, October

11. and
MISOEl
both English
Dramatists, large
Library of V
Suffolk— neat
Painting, Ac.

at their Rooms. 115, Chancery-lane, W.C.. on MONDAY. October
I Four Following Days, at 1 o'clock, a large COLLECTION of
LLANEOU8 BOOKS, including Standard Works ol all Classes,
Inglish and Foreign—230 vols, of Pearson's Reprints of Old

To be viewed, and Catalogues had.

Rare and Valuable Books.

6ALB BY AUCTION AT LISBON.

CASIMIRO CANDIDO da CUNHA, of

M.• LISBON will SELL by AUCTION, on NOVEMBER 14, a Valu
able COLLECTION of HOOKS, mostly In Portuguese, comprising
Andrada, Cronlcado Mavto. 1613—Asia.de Joani de Burros. 1552—Botelho,
El Nuevo Mundo, 1701 --Early and Valuable Editions of Camoens. Ac.
Catalogues may be had at Mr. L. P. Casbllas', 147, Hoiborn Bars ; or

Messrs. sxmpkoh Low ft Oo.'s, 188, Fleet-street, London, who also reociv*

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. 312, will be
published on SA.TUUDAY NEXT.

Content*.

1. LITE of THOMAS GRAHAM. LORD LTNEDOCH.

t ANNUS ol BXBTBR COLLEGE.

3. RECORDS ol EARLY ENGLISH

4. The CHEMT8TRY ot the STARS.

5. SAINT SIMON'S PARALLEL ot THREE

ft. HOWORTH 8 HISTORY of the MONGOLS.

T. GERMANY, PAST and PRESENT.

». TREVELTAVS EARLY HISTORY of POX.

9. The CAM i Ml Ml CAMPAION.

LondoR : Longman! ft Co. Edinburgh : A. & C.

W. S. BIRD General

This day la pubUahcd,

THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW, New Series,
No. 1U, OCTOBER, lWa), price «i.

Contents.
L PAUL and SENECA.

S. The PARLIAMENTARY OATH QUP.STION.

>. CAROLINE vn> LINSENGEN and WILLIAM tbe FOURTH.

4. PLATO ana kla TIMES.

5. CHASTITY : Its Development and Maintenance.

8. "The RELIGIOUS INSTINCT" ol tbe HOUSE of COMMONS.

T. EAST INDIAN CURRENCY and EXCHANGE,

nd OUR COLONIAL EMPIRE.

n of CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

London Trtibncr ft Co. 57 and 05, Lndgato-hLIl, E.C.

JJUBI.IN REVIEW, Octobeb, 1880. Price 6s.

Contents.
L The WRITINGS of Mr. T. W. ALLIES. From the Katnoliek.

S. Mr. SHADWOHTH HODGSON on FREE WILL. By W. G. Ward.
Ph D

3. WESTERN SUSSEX. Br Alexander Wood, M A. F.8.A.

4. SPENSER a< a TEXT-BOOK. Bj Thomas Arnold. M A.
5. The TRUTH and FALSEHOOD of M. RENAN S LECTURES. Br

the Rev. W. E. Addle.
0. The HISTORY of the PRUSSIAN KULTUSKAMPF. Part IIL By

a German Statesman.
7. MIRACLES ami MEDICAL SCIENCE. By E. Mackey, M.D.

8. BELOIUM and the HOLY SEE.
ALLOCUTION of POPE LBO XIII. on the AFFAIRS of HELOTUM

—NOTICES of CATHOLfC CONTINENTAL PERIODICAU-
HOTICES of BOOKS-LIST of BOOKS RECEIVED.

Horns £ Oates, 17 and 18, Portman street ; and 63, I'llternaster-row, B-C

M

Price 3«. Quarterly; Yearly, 12s. post free,

I N D. No. X

1. -ESTHETIC EVOLUTION In MAN. By G. Allen.

S. The UNITY of the ORGANIC INDIVIDUAL. (Concluded.) By B.
Montgomery.

3. ANOTHIIR VIEW of Mr. BPENCBR'S ETHICS. By A W. Benn.

«. BOTANICAL CLASSIFICATION. By W. L. Davidson.

5. The METHOD of KANT. By J. Wataon.
With CRITICAL NOTICES. NOTES and DISCUSSIONS, *c., by

l'rof. KnlKht. Dr. Bain, Prof. Adamson, and others.

Williams & Norgate, London and Edinburgh.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, for
OCTOBER, 1880. Price 2«. 6d_

OBSTRUCTION or " CLOTURE." By the Right Hon. Lord Sherbrooae.

Tho CREEDS—OLD and NEW. I. By Frederic Hatrlaon.

The CHASE : its History and Lawi. I. By tho Lard Chief Justiec of
EWflaad.

The UNSTABLE EQUILIBRIUM of PARTIES. By E. D. J. WUaon.

PETTY ROMANY. By Joseph Lucas.

WAPATI RUNNING on the PLAINS. By the Right Hon. the Earl ot
Dunraven.

DIARY of LPU T\ JKVS MISSION to ENGLAND. Translated by
F. 8. A. Bourne.

The PHILOSOPHY of CRAYFISHES. By the Right Rev. the Lord
Bishop of Carlisle.

POLITICAL FATALISM. By H. D. Traill.

DEMONIACAL POSSESSION in INDIA. By W. Knighton.

ALEXANDRE DUMAS. By Walter Herrlos Pollock.

The " PORTSMOUTH CUSTOM." By Lord Lymlngton, M P.

C. Kegon Paul & Co. London.

Monthly, 16 pages, 8vo. price 2d.

THE SPELLING REFORMER ; and Journal of
the English Spelling Reform Association.

Contents of No A. for OCTOBER.

1. PHONETIC SFELLIN08 In SHAKESPEARE. By F. G. Fleay. M A

2. VAGARIES of ENGLISH SPELLING. No. III. By A. J. Elite,
FR.S

3. The NEW CALIBAN on SPELLING REFORM. By J. Fenton.

4. The PROBLEM of SPELLING REFORM. By tbe Editor.

5. CORRESPONDENCE.—The Fourth Schedule of the Education Code—
The h-<\'n .Vm.. on Shakespeare's Spelling—Is Partial Reform
Desirable 7—An Argument against Reform.

London: F. Pitman, 20, raternoster-row, EC.

I^HE MUSICAL TIMES, for October, contains :
JL A French View of Wagner— The Father of the Symphony —The
Great Composers: Spohr — Musical Doctors — The Gloucester Musical
FeatiTal—Occasional Notes—Reviews, Foreign and Country News, &c..
lWce 3d. j post free, iU. Annual Subscription 4s., Including postage.

THE MUSICAL TIMES, for Octobeb, contains :
" Hurrah for Merry England," Chorus by H. H. Plerson. Price,

separately, If £
London : Norello, Ewer & Oo. 1, Berncrs-stroet, W. ; and 80 and 81.

Quoun-street, B.C.

JOSIAH MASON'S COLLEGE.— See the
BUILDER (Ad ■ by post 4(4 ) for View and Plan . View and Plan

of Westminster Parochial Offices, and New Stodles of Ornament—
Brussels Exhibition—Road Formation and Comparative Table—Tho
Practice of an Archiloct—Exeter—The Westminster Competition—Pro-
gross of Electric Lighting, Ac.—AG, Catherine-street , and all Newsmen.

THE ARCHITECT, a Weekly Art-Journal, for
OCTOBER fl, contains Illustrations from the Dresden Gallery,

* The Sarrihee of Isaac ' ; Design far Country Mansion ; View of l*remlsc»
and Residential Flats, Tottenham Court-road ; also Articles on Com-

itive Adjudications—Sanlurians and Architects—Proper Forms of
ig Conductors—State and An in F

Price Ad by post, bd —To
e Office, 175, Strand, I , W.C.

ice—Glasgow
had ol ail I

STATUTES of

Jut published, in S vols, royal &vo 6,346 pp.

jOHITTY'S COLLECTION of
\J PRACTICAL UTILITY, arranged In All
logical Ordur, with Notes thereon. The Fourth Edition, containing U
statutes and (Juses down to the End of the Second Session of the Va
1980. By J. M. LELY, Esq., Jsarrlster-at-Law.

Ixwdon : H. Sweet, 3, Chancery-lane -, Stcrena * Sons, 119, Chancer;
lane, Luw Publishers.

B

AGSTER'S BIBLES.

The FAC SIMILE P0LTOL0T SERTES comprise* Bibles In Hebrew,
Greek, Latin, German. French, Italian, Spanish. Portuguese, and English,
wttiuh can be fnterpaged two languages together In any desired com
bination. Catalogues free by post.

fl Bagster ft Sons, 15, Paternoster-row, London.

1 rice to Subscribers, 2j. fid , N on -Subscribers. At 6d.

EXTliAORDINARY ADVENTURES of a
REPORTER. Giving Twenty Years' experience on the Press,

showing the Easiest and Surest Method of becoming an Efficient and
Phonographic Shorthand Writer, and containing valuable Hints
Krauchcs of KeportinK. Amusing and Interesting to Members of
■ess. mid invaluable to Young I'honographers and Tyros In the
' Its-porting. Written and published by FRANCIS J. LOCK,
of 'The Rifleman's Companion,' 'How to become on Expert

v. Snider ' (30,000), Ac.

S Market-street, Leicester.
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Now reedy, demy «o.

APPENDIXES to YOUNG'S ANALYTICAL
concordance. Cotrtoining Hebrew ud Greek Inlimi,

Views Maps Fac-elnilos. Ac. Frio to Subscribers, 14. lOd. hslf-
raorocco i 12*. Ss\ cloth ; llj. ~ wed, post fro*.

P.O.O. payable to G A Youc it Co. IS, :

pen free, <>.

_4 RTISTIC CONSERYATORIES.—About Foett

rZ
^TV PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHS and I.KTTKH-VRESS. from
S. W GODWIN. r.» A., ud MAURICE B. ADAMS, OB ~
Co. • Patent System ol Construction.

. A3, High )

Now ready . crown Bto 486 pp. price 5*.

THE CAMP of REFUGE : a Tale of the Con
quest of too Isls of Ely Edited, with Notes end Appendix, by

- \ M ! I I II H1LLBB, F.R.A.S.. Joint-Author of ' The F.mland, Pest
sad Present.' Ulustrsted with M ; -

Wisbech : Leech * SOD. London : Blmpkln. Marshall A Co.

THE FORTNIGHTLY BETH W.—
AdYertlsemenls for the h I !. Rm*w should be sent te

Abui A Faascis, W, Fleet-street, B.C.

ALL the YEAR ROUND.—Conducted by Charles
Dickens -Advertisements lor Alt IA. leer Rmu*4 should be sent

19th of ■>

NOTICE TO ADVEBT1SER8.

DAMS 4c FRANCIS insert ADVERTISEMENTSADAM
In ell

ON THE 15th INSTANT,

AT ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSELLERS',

THE

LIFE OF SIR ANTHONY PANIZZI, K.C.B.,

LATE PBHTCIPAL LIBRARIAJf OP THE BRTTIBH UPBEUM, BENATOB OF ITALT, Ax.

By LOUIS FAGAN.

Two vols, demy Svo. handsomely bound, with Frontispiece and numerous Illustrations, 25*.

The Times, in its issue of 11th September, 1880, says :—

*■ Mr. Louts Fagan, of the BrttUh Museum, dm been for some time putting together the materials for a biography of

Sir Antonio Panlxzi, the Italian gentleman and scholar who was. during the best part of his lifetime, the bead and soul of

our great National Library, and left his mark upon it. A man of the character and In the position of Antonio Panics!

must needs have had the advantage of the most extensive personal and epistolary Intercourse with almost all the political

and literary notabilities among his contern poraries , and Panics! seems to have evinced as great a diligence In the preserva

tion of private documents as he exhibited in the care of the treasures of genius and learning intrusted to his keeping. He

II as a library ; and there can scarcely be any doubt that the letters which he deemed of so much

ittention he bestowed upon it must equally appear to the interest of cultivated readers. A Panisxi

biography, should Mr. Pagan accomplish his task, would have an importance hardly inferior to any of the works added

during this last half-century to the heavily-burdened shelves of our great book repository.

"That the mass of the documents in Mr. Pagan's hands relate rather to matters connected with our librarian's adopted

than with his native land, we have not the slightest doubt, and we hardly think that the importance of bringing Panlxsi's

Xnglish documents Into the light of day can be exaggerated. Panlxsi's career in this country was, at first, a battle in

which, not unnaturally, though not justly, every man s hand was against the alien who had been raised to a post to which

other men were thought to be better entitled. But his great merits and bis stubborn and combative nature overcame all

i all unfavourable outcry. He won the esteem and good will of his most

nong our leading statesmen wlio did not seek Panlai

He had not a little of that tact and discretion which are peculiar gifts of many of his

the highest diplomatic offices. That he was consulted In great emergencies

intrusted to him, there Is no reason to doubt, and it is equally certain that luch secrets would be as safe with him as the

rarest MB. in the Museum Library, or the most precious trinket in the cabinet of ancient

REMINGTON & CO. 133, Nkw Boxd-street, W.

JUST AS I AM. By Miss Braddon.

NEW NOVEL BY

Now ready, at all in 3 vols.

THE SCARSDALE PEERAGE:

By FREDERICK TALBOT,

Author of * Sophie Crewe,' Ac.

London: John St IlO] Maxwell.

Now ready, At all Libraries, in 3 vol*.

JUST AS I AM:

THE NEW NOVEL.

BY THE

Author of ' LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET,' &c.

John k Robert Maxwell.

1 Tiro 6d.i by post, '., < the Number for OCTOBER of

"'HE ARTIST: a Paper for Workers, Teachers,
its, and Amsteurs in Art , for the Art Trades, and for Art In

London i William Reeves, 185, Fleet-street.

THE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.

"'HE OWENS COLLEGE CALENDAR for the
8BB8ION 1880-81. Price 3i. , by pott, 3<. Go*.

Manchester : J. E. Cornish. London : MacmlUan A Co.

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S LATEST PUBLICATION.

PROCEEDINGS of the SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS
J of the ZOOLOOICAL BOCIBTY for 1800 Part III., containing
the Papers reed at the Scientific Meetings In May and June, 1880, with
9 Plates, mostly Coloured, 12s., with Plates Uacoloured, Si., may be
obtained at the Society's Office (11, HanoTer-square, W. ), at Messrs.
Longmans' . the Society's Publishers (Paternoster-row, E.Cj, or through
any Bookseller.

THE SCARSDALE PEERAGE. By Mr. F. Talbot.

THE NEW NOVEL BY MISS RUSSELL.

Now ready, at sll Libraries, Id 9 vols.

QUITE TRUE. By Dora Russell, Author of ' Foot-

prints In the Sbow,' 4c.

SECOND EDITION.—Now ready, price 2«. board*; cloth flit, 2t. M. (postage, 4d ),

The VICAR'S GOVERNESS. By Dora Russell,

Author of 1 Footprints la the Snow,' Ac.

" Vndoubtedly a clever and w. II written story. Mb* Russell n iy fairly be congratulated on bating written a book
that u interesting, and indicates a reaerrfl of somethloa; still better. —Timtt.

London: J. & R. Maxwela, Milton House, Shoe-lane, E.C.

Tenth Edition, post free, 1«.

R. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the
only Successful Method of Curing this Disease. By ROBERT Q.

WATT*. M U F.R.S.L., T.C.&., Ac.. 0, .
■quan*. London. W

: C. Mitchell A CO. I

D1

TTOMCEOPATHIC FAMILY INSTRUCTOR.
J.-L By Dn RICHARD and WASHINGTON EPFS.

Describes fully and Prescribes for a Hundred Dtseesea.

London i James Bpps A Co. S8, Threadneed le-street, and 176, Piccadilly.

ORES by LIONEL S. BEALE, F.R.S.

HOW to WORK with the MICROSCOPE. Fifth
Edition, much Enlarged. 100 Plates, Us. [A'ow r«aa>.

Pall Mall.

The MICROSCOPE in MEDICINE. Fourth Edi-

BIOPLASM: an to and

LIFE THEORIES and RELIGIOUS THOUGHT
Plates, oi td.

The MYSTERY of LIFE. Two Coloured Plates.

PROTOPLASM. Third Edition,

On LIFE and on VITAL ACTION. 61.

1 J.AA.C

B
OOKS BY W. H. G. KINGSTON.

Large crown ftro. cloth gilt, with Illustrations

RONALD Mi Ml ION : a Story of the last Nasal War.

Ths CBUI8B of she FBOUCi a Story

M1I.ICENT COLRTENAY 8 DAISY ; a Young Lady at I
Abroad.

POPULAR H1BTOBY of the BRITISH NAVY. 00

Crown Bto, cloth gilt, Illustrated.

ERNRSr RRACEBRJDGE; or. Schoolboy Days. 18 Cuts, :

BOY'S BOOK of BOATS; with Complete Instructions I
Selling Boata With Illustrations, 3j. 6d.

The " RANQBR " and " CRUSADER " SHIPS. I Coloured

DICK ONSLOW among the BED INDIANS. Ai.

TALES of the SBA. With 6 Illustrations, to, ad.

NOBMAN VALLERT : Oyercome Brll with Good. 18 Woodcuts, J».

Small leap. 8vo. cloth. Coloured Frontispiece, Is.

The TRAPPER'S SON : a Tale of Prince Rupert's Load.

WAIHOUBA | or, the New Zealand Oirl.

MARY LIDD1ABD ; or, the Missionary's Daughter.

The AFRICAN TRADBR.

JANET M-LARBN ; or, tbo Faithful Nurse.

ARCHIBALD HUO11S0N. the Young Shetlandei.

WONDERS ot the OCEAN. With 17 Illustrations, (/us! m>UiaW.

WONDERS of the MINES. With 13 Illustrations. J . :,,„•,,. >„,i
P.dlnburgta : Gall & Inglls. London i 25, Paternoster-square.

JvToTES and QUERIES. (Sixth Sheies.)

Thii Dar't Nvmbir fontaint—
NOTES :—" Parson " " Person "—The Price* of the Middle Agps and

the Nineteenth Century Compared,—Inedlted Letters of William
Hone—Lady O'Looney'e Epitaph—Wager of Battle : Appeal for
Marder—Curios* Epitaphs—Signboards by Eminent Artists—Bnr-
Tlvors of George Ill s last Parliament—Burning AIIts, a.d. 1712—
" Exempts "—Poetical Tarera Signs—A Schoolboy's Rhyme—A
Waterloo Veteran —Superstitions : Folk Lore — Sir C. Hatton—
" Halt."

QUERIES:—R. B. Sheridan—Rev. J. GUariHe—" Not worth an old
nong "—"Throwing the thirteen. "—The Dukedom of Rouasillon—
Layton of West Lay ion-Balloting for the Militia—Duel of Mr.
Justice Hyde—Frogs In Ireland—The Surname Sansotne—A Protec
tion against Goals—The last Lord Baluierino ..mi his \: -—
Elisabeth Whltrfleld—Gough's or Ooff's Oak—Nottingham nnd Jeru
salem—Cattle Talking—E. J. Rente—T. Mitchell—Name Wanted to
Arms—The Surname Hebbert—Captain Wright, Prisoner in Paris,
e, 1800.

REPLIES:—Briefs and Notes In Parish Registers— The Elephant in
Mesopotamia—Cyprus Productions— 1 Antiquarian and Archliecinrnl
Year-Book '—"New Year's Night "■—Theodore Hook—Ancient Por

traits In Early Printed Books—OrimaJdi—Spiritualism : Second Stgl t
—What Is a Mountain?—Lieut.-G«nerai F. Grose—Hautten Family—
Obituary Versee—" Ring-Play " — Landeg Family — Louis XIV. —
"None but himself." Ac —A " Beascape —Ghost Wanted—" I only-
pass," Ac —Poetical Quotations 1Timed as Prose—B. Llntot. Book
seller—Oospei Oaks : Uressage Jewesses and Wigs—Old Houses with
Secret Chambers. Ac.—Btrds and Caterpillar*—"Portions of Phires,''
Ac.—" BeaumonULgue "—Early Book Auctions — *' Cascaciruela "—
Goldsmith's Life and Caruan—" Lubln " a» a Surname—The Her. T.
Boys's Chancer Notes—John Bushneli—Edge Inscription?, on Coins—
President Henry Lawrenc—The btorr of the Death of Pan—Italian
and West Highland Folk-Talea—Authors Wanted.

_ on BOOKS ;—Carlton s 'Monumental Inscriptions of the
Cathedral, Parish Churches, and Cemetries of Durham '—Dotson's
' Literary Frivolities, Fancies, FoUies, and Frolics.'

Published by John I W.C.
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A LIST of important WORKS, suitable for Public and Private Libraries,

selected from the extensive Stock of DA VID NUTT, Foreign, Theological, and Classical

Bookseller, 270, Strand, London, now offered at the affixed nett prices for cash.

A Complete Set of MIGNE'S PATROLOGIiE CURSUS COMPLETUS, being the fullest collection extant of

the Greek and Latin Fathers (the former with a Latin translation), of the early Schoolmen, ecclesiastical historians, tc., containing a full reprint of the Benedictine editions, and
is bound in 383 volumes, h&lf-

the Greek and Latin Fathers (the former with a Latin translation), ot the early Schoolmen, ecclesiastical historians, Ac., containing a full repri
embodying the subsequent discoveries of Morellus, Gallandius, Mai, and others, also full Indices (in four volumes) to the Latin Fathers. The copy
call, contents lettered, and is offered at the exceptionally low figure of 2307.

Complete sets are of very rare occurrence, many volumes being out of print, owing to the destruction by fire of a large portion of the Abbe" Migne's stock in the spring of 1367.
A continuation of this collection from the beginning of the thirteent h century to the Council of Trent is now in course of publication under the title ' Bibliotheca Patristica Medii
jEvi,' to be completed in about a hundred volumes at 10s. each. The works of Pope Honorlus III., in 5 vols., and of S. Francis of Asslsi are already out.

GALLANDII Bibliotheca Grseco-Latina Veterum Patrum antiquorumque scriptorum ecclesiasticorum.

14 vols, folio, Tenetiis, 1766-88, magnificent copy in full calf, gilt back, yellow edges ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 80/.

ACTA SANCTORUM, collecta et illustrata cura J. Bollandii aliorumque theologorum e Societate Jesu.

Nbviasirna edltio cura et studio G. Henschenil. 61 vols, folio, Paris, 1365-75, uniformly bo
The reprint of the Antwerp edition, together with the continuation for September and October. Vol. 61 contains a general index to the work as far as published.

MONUMENTA GERMANISE historica inde ab anno Christi D. usque ad annum MD. auspiciis Societatis

iendis fontibus rerum Germaniearum medil ssvi. edidft G. H. Perts, 36 vols, folio, Berlin, 1826-75, uniformly and strongly bound In half-calf, the last 2 vols, sewed ... 100/.
A complete set up to date and in excellent library condition. The earlier volumes of this valuable collection are out of print, and copies are daily rising in price.

2U.

BIBLIA SACRA POLYGLOTTA,
6 Toll, folio, Loadlni, 1637-69, fine copy Id Dutch

ASSEMANI (JOS.).—Bibliotheca
orlentalls Clementine*— Vi '
Rom*. 1719-28. vellum

ANOTHER COPT, boards, u

GAUME'S Bibliotheca Patrum, Con
taining the works of 8 Chrysostome In Greek
end Latin. S. Augustine In Latin. 8. Basil in
Greek and Latin, ». Bernard In Latin. Together
U vols, royal ttvo. Paris, Uiums .. .. Bt.

A complete set, uniformly bound In half-
French morocco, of these beautiful and careful
reprint* ol the Benedictine editions.

GOLDASTI ( Melchioris). — Monar-
ehla S. Homant Imperil, slve tractatua de Jurts-

criali et pontitlcia, deque potentate
ac Paper 3 rols. lolio, Han
r in vellum .. .. 1U. 1US.

The second volume of this scarce and valuable
collection contains the only edition of VYULam
ot Ocham's • Opera Politic*.'

MISCHXA, Hebraice et Latine, cum commentariis

Rsxteaorsr. edidlt Q. 8URENHXBIUS, 6 vols, folio, Amst. 1S9H-1711. vellum

M1SCHNAH in Hebrew. Pointed
text, with German translation In Hebrew charac
ters, edited by i. JOS I'. 0 vols *to Frankfort,
1838. naif bound, out of print and rare.. 21. **.

KABBALA DENUDATA, seu doctrina
Hebneorum transcenden tal is et metaphyMca
atuue theoioaica firanalataei Hebnro CI1KIKT.
KNOKK VON KUNENROrHi. 3 vols la 4. Uo.
Fulitbechi et IV.f, cofurtl 1(J77-h4. exceptionally

Med calf, back flit,

ed. Walton, with Castelli'fl Lexicon,

veilam 3S.

HOLSTENIUS (L.).—Codex regu-
Larum monastirarum et canonlcarura qaas 88.
Patre* monachts. canonic is et virgin! bus snnctl-
moaiallhus servandas prescripeerunt. Editlo
nova edente Mariano Bruckie. i vols, folio, Aug.
Vind . 1739. boards Wf lus-

MARTENE ( E.).—De antiquis eccle-
else rltlbos ex varils Inslirnlorum ecrlestarum
pontlflcallbus, sacramentartis. missallbus, dtc ,
collectl. 4 vols, folio In 2, newly bound in French
half morocco. Venclits. 1773 .. if. «s.

Last and completes! edition.

MURATORI (L. A.).—Liturgia
Komana vetus. sacramentarla Leonlaaa. Oeln-
slana et autiu.ua Gregoriana complecteaa, 2 vols,
la 1, folio, Venetils, 1T48, vellum .. si. Us.

SUICKR (J. C.).—Thesaurus eccle-
slastlcus e Patrlbus Gravis online alphabettco
exhlbeos quascunque phrases, rltut, dogmata,
hareses et hutuainodl alia tpectant. editlo tertia,
2 vols (olio, TraJ ad linenuw. 1744, half bound,
uncut 31. 10s.

fine copy In old
red edges
This copy contains the ' Porta Ocrlorum ' which

is so often minting, but not the - Adumbratio.'

3ILVESTKE de 8ACT. — Gram-
maire Arabe. seronde edition runlgce et aug
ment** d un traits sur la prosodle.et la motrique
des Arabes, 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1"*31, boards,
oocnt, out of print and excessively rare. . Si. is.

Mairaonidis et

*. «s.

NOVUMTESTAMENTUM
HYEIACB.eum versions latina et varils lectlonl-
bus cura ac studio Jo Leusdeo et C. Hchaaf , with
Hebaa f ■ Lexicon Btrtacum concordsntlale Novl
Testament i. '£ vuls tugd Bat.. lII7,vellum 2t. 3*.

CASTELLI (E.).—Lexicon Syria-
cum, cum notls et additamentia J D Hu-haelis,
2 parte in 1 vol. 4to. Gucttlngss, 17«, half-calf,

%. it.

A M I R A (0. M.). — Grammatica
Byrlacaslve Chaldalca, Romas, 1S98, 4to. vellum,

21 10s.
The first Syriac grammar and of (treat rarity.

BCHOTTGEN (Ch.). — Horse He-
bratcat el Talmudless In universum Novum Testa-
mentura, 2 vols. ;u Dread a?, 1733-12. Portrait,
ball-calf 41- 4j.

LEIBNITII (G. G.).—Opera omnia, nunc primum collecta, in classes
distributa, pracfatlonlbus et tndk-lbus exoroaLa, studio L. Dutens, 0 vols. 4to. Geneva, 1788, Portrait,
line copy In old French mottled calf . , . , , , . , . . 41. 4s.

FICHTB (J. G.). — Sammtliche
Werke herausaregeben von J H. Fichte. with the
latter s Life of the philosopher. Together 13 rote
Mo Berlin, l-i.'-m. very One copy in half-vellum,
red edges, contents lettered . . 41. 4s.

HEGEL'S Werke, the only complete
edition, brought out by his friends, 21 vols "vo.
Berlin, 1832-40. half-calf, contenu lettered,
fine copy on vellum paper from trie library of the
late Professor ltosenkranx, the friend and bio
grapher of Hegel 61. Cs.

SCHOPENHAUER (ARTHUR).—
Werke, complete edition by J. Frauensuedt,
second edition, 6 vols tivo. Leipzig, 1874, sewed,
uncut, 4*4., or neatly bound in naif-vellum, 31 3s.

DESCARTES (R6ne).—(Euvres pub-
Uees par Victor Cousin, 11 vols 8vo. Parts, 1-424-26.
half-calf, best and only complete edition, Si. as.

KANT'S Werke, complete edition in
chronological order, by O. Hartenstelu, 8 vols,
8vo. Leipzig, H67-W, sewed, uncut 3Ss.

ANOTHBK COPY, neatly bound In half-veUum,
full gilt back W.

DIDEROT.—(Euvres completes,
revues sur lea eiltlons orlginales et compl^t<*es
d'aprcs lea mauuserits de IHermltafe, avec
notlcns et notes par J. As^mt et X Tourneux,
20 vols. 8ro. Paris, 1872-78. sewed, uncut

STEPHANUS.—Thesaurus linguce Graecce, last edition,
revised, considerably enlarged, and alphauctlcally arrangixl. by l1™lessors Hasc am
folio, Paris. Fine copy, strongly bound in half-vellum, carmine edges, fall gilt back

DUCANGE.- Glossarium mediffi et
inflms? latin itatls cum supplementls integrls D P.
(^irpentinii etallorum digeaslt O. A L. HenM tiel,
T vols. 4to. l'aris. 1940-50. *ewed. uncut .. 141.

The SAME, a good working copy, in half-russln,
132. 134.

This, the latent and beat edition of Ducange, is
now out of print, and copies are daily rising in
price.

F0RCELLINI (^gidii).—Totius
latin i talis lexicon novo online digestum, am-
plhvlme aurtum, adjecto Onomaittlcon totins
latinitatts, cura et studio Vincent! de Vlt, 6 vols.
4to. ls>t-7», sewed 81 8s.
The above six volumes contain the complete

Dictionary of Latin words, and an Appendix of
1 Voces Barbara? ' ; the Ouomasticon is In course
nf publication. Parts 1—16 ( A—C> are out, the
remainder Is publishing at intervals of two or
three months.

FORCE LLINI(^g.).—Totius latini-
tatis lexicon edlderunt H<^"e' »»f \ Vnlort-
Under, 4 vols. In 2. f""", Schneebenr, 1834
splendid copy In Ital an vellum ,. 31.10s.

LEMAIRE'S Latin Classics, a beau-
tl fully-printed aeries of the Latin classics, cum

( omplete Indices,notls variorum and
formly bound and
vols. 6to. ., i.

q i te complete se., in 143

U. ids.

entirely

9 vols.
M.

D I DOT'S Bibliotheca scriptorum
Grsscomm Greek Texts with Latin versions, all
the recently-discoveTed fragmenu. and copious
Indices, edited by th« leading srholani of Oer-
manv and France, M vols, roynl «vo. sewed. 3G1.
A complete list of the contents of these com

pact volumes will be sent on application.

NISARD'S Bibliotheca Scriptorum
Lattnorum, Latin texts with French transla
tions on opposite columns, the Latin texts after
the best editions, the French translations and
notes by iittrtf. Patin, Oenla. Burnouf, Oerwez,
and other eminent French scholars, 27 vols.
royal 8vo. sewed, uncut Ul.
A detailed list U furnished on application.

TEUBNER Greek and Latin
Classics, a complete copy in 27,'i vols 12mo of
thin remarkable series of th" classics, which con
tains the latest recensions of the text* by the
lead in- r>h
t ear type.
Full lists of the contenu will be forwarded on

■ philologists of Germany, printedand in handy (ite
* by the
in Urge

application.

CORPUSSCRIPTORUM HISTORUE
k\ ZANTIN.*:, Grace et Latlne, 1828-76, a com
plete c py of the Bonn edition brought oat by
Niebu)<r, Immanuel llekker, the tw > Dindirfi,
and others in 49 vols. 8vo. neatly bal. bo-nd,

ARI8TOTELIS Opera omnia/ graece
et latin' ex recenslone 1mm. Bekker edldlt
Academia regal is Boruwica. a«cedunt fruftocnta.

; H H .nit/ 0 vols 4lo.
. . SI. 14s.

ATHENiEUS. — Deipnosophistarum
Ubri qulndecim, emendavlt. nova latina Tersione
et animadversiouibusallurum et sui* Ulnstravlt
Joh 8chwelgha>user. 14 vols. Svo. Argentoratl,
1SVI-1807. calf 31-3*-

ORATORES ATTI0L—Opera qua?
tupersunt omnia, emendavlt commentariis all-
orum et suts Instruxit J. J. Helake, Llpsiss. 1770-
1775, VI vols svo. russia 31. 3s.

POLYBIUS.—Historiarum quidquid
snperest. Kecensuit latina interpreutlone varie-
tate lectionls annoutlonlbus indlcibusque illus-

, 9 vols. byo. Llpsia>,
.. 3i.3s.

travlt Joh Schweigh
17«^90, half-calf

AET de VERIFIER les DATES
les Bellgleux de la Congregation dc Saint M
par M de Saint AllaLs, 44 vols. 8ro. Paris,
morocco, yellow edges

The latest and best Edition of this

BIOGRAPHIE UNIVERSELLE,
ANCIENNE et MODERNS, publlee sous la
direction de M. Michaud. new edition, consider
ably enlarged, and containing all the Supple-
menu of the former edition, fo vols, royal bvo.
double columns, half-French morocco.. 191. 19s.

N0UVELLE BIOGRAPHIE GfiNE-
HALB depuis les temps lea pi us recules J usqu a nos
Jours, coutenaut pres de lOO.OOU notices, publlee
sous la direction du Dr. Hoefer, 46 vols. svo.
I'uns, sewed, uncut ftl. 6s.

Or In S3 vols, newly half bound, very neat, 9i. 9s.

HELYOT. — Histoire des ordres
monastiques, reltgleux et mllltalrea, et des con
gregations seculldres de l'un et 1 'autre sexe qui
ont M etablies Jusqu'S present, avec des figures
3ul representent tous lea dlfferens hablllemens
e ees ordres et de ces congregations, 8 vols. 4to.

Paris, 1714-19, calf, first edition, sound copy,
with good impressions of the plates . . 6f , 6s.

ISAMBERT.- Recueil g^nferal des
anclennes lots francaisea. depuls 1'an *J0 Jnsqu S
la revolution de I7w, avec notes de concordance,
table cbronologlq ue et table gen^rale des raat-
if-res, 2y vols. svo. Paris, B123-27, half-calf n«at,

41.4s.

BAYLE.—Dictionnaire historique et
critique de Pierre Bnrle. nouvelle edition, aug
mentee des notes de Chaufeple, Marchand, Ac.
16 vols. Svo. Paris, ISA), half bound, uncut, best
edition 51. 3s.

HER0D0TI MUS.E, Recognovit
F. Creuxer. Annotatlonera. commentationem de
vltaetscriptls Herodotl indlcesqueadj^cit J. C. Y.
Baehr, editlo altera, 4 toU svo 1SU-6L, wltlt
Maps and Illustrations, newly bound in half-
veil uau, full gilt back, gilt tops 2. 2s.

MUSiE, Recensuit, lectionis
varletate. eonttnua Interpretatlonc latina, anno-
tationibus allorum et suts illustntvit Joh.
Bchwelgha?u«er, with Index, T vols. Svo. Argen
toratl, 1316-24, full calf 21. 2s.

PLATONIS OPERA OMNIA, Recog-
noverunt J. G. Baiter, J C Orelll et \ G.
Vinckelmann, 4to. 1642, newly bound In half-
veilum, gilt top .. .. .. 21. 2s.

(Euvres de Platon, tradnites
par Victor Cousin, 11 vols. Svo. Paris, lv .
calf neat 41. 4x

des FAITS HISTORIQTJES, par
die edition, augmentee et contlnuee j usqu en 1827,
Complete Het, neatly bound, in vols liaif-Krcen

7 .. 141.144.

indispensable Work of Reference.

ECKHEL (J-)—Doctrinanummorum

MARTENS. Recueil de traites
d alliance, de palx, de commerce, 4tc, des puis
sances de 1' Europe tant dans leur rapport mutuel
que dans celul en vers les puisasncesaansd'autros
parties du globe, depuls 1761 Jusqu'en 1874;
the Three Series complete, with full Indices,
49 vols. Svo. 1817-1675. v-ry neatly bound In
half - vellum, top gilt, edges uncut, contents
letwrvd 22 Guineas.

The Fourth Series of this important work is In
course of publication.

ROUX et BARRk—Herculanum et
Pompel. Recueil general des pelntures, brontea,
mosaiques, 4c., decouverts Jusqu*a ce jour, grave*
an trait sur le cuivre. 8 vols, with nearly 800
plates, royal Svo. Paris, 1870-73, boards ..51. 6s.

BROCKHADS'SCONVERSATIONS-
lexicon. 12th edition, 15 vols, royal 6vo. 1675-
l«u, half bound 6L

The best and mast accurate German EncycJopawlia,
and an Invaluable book of reference.

SPRUNER (K. von). — Historisoh-
geographlscher HandaUas Historico -geogra
phies 1 Atlas, Illustrating the history of Europe
from the Middle Ages to modern times, 90
coloured maps, mounted on guards, with several
hundred marginal map*, plans, Ac, new edition,
by Th. Henke, 1660, folio, half-russia, 41. 14s. 64.

COLLECTION COMPLETE des MEM0IRES relatifs H l'HISTOIRE

de FRANCE, depuls le regno de Philippe A nguste Jusqu'en 1763, avec des
et des observauons sur cheque ouYrage, par MM. Petilol et Monmerqul, 1
half hound

r chaque aul
>. Paris, 1810
. 25 Guineas.

COLLECTION des MfiMOIRES
relatifs a la REVOLUTION FRANCAISE, avec
des notices sur I ears auteurs et des eclalrclsse-
ments hlstorlques, par MM Bervllle et liarrere,
56 vols. 8vo. half bound, Paris, WM-'A .. 301.

MARTIN (Henri). — Histoire de
France depnls les temps les plus recules Jusqu'en
1760, 4th edition, entirely revised and much
enlarged, 17 vols. 8vo. Paris, sewed, uncut, 41. 4s.

HAAG (E. et E.).—La France Pro-
testae te ; ou, Vies des Protestants Francais qui
se sonc fait on nom dans Phlstoire- depuls la
Reformation Jusqu'a la Revolution Fruncaise,
10 vols. wvo. Paris, 1640-58, half bound. . 41. 4s.

MULLER (Jean de).—Histoire de
la confederation Solas*, avec la continuation de
Monnard et VuiUemln, IB vols. Svo. Paris,
1837-51 61. 5s.

Beautiful copy In half-calf.

ROSSEEUW SAINT-HILAIRE.—
Histoire d'Eapagne depuis les temps lea plus
recules Jusqu'en 1620. 14 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1644-70,
last edition, sewed, uncut .. 31. 3j.

SISM0NDI (J. C. L. Simonde de).—
Histoire dea Francais, 31 vols. Svo. Parts, 1821-44,
half bound 61 8s.

Histoire des Re*publiques Itali-
ENNES. 10 vols. Svo. Paris. 1640, bal* bound,
best edition 4J. 10s.

MICHELET.—Histoire de France et
histoire de la Revolution Francaise, 26 vols Svo.
Paris. 1877-79, with Illustrations by vierge,
sewed, uncut 7t 17«. od.

VILLANI (Giovanne, Matteo e
Flllppo).—Cronache. 14 Tola, in 10, 6vo. Flrcnse,
1823-26, half bound, uncut . . at 10*.

HISTOIRE LITTERAIRE de la FRANCE, par les religieux de la

Congregation ile S. Maur, nouvelle edition r?vue par M. Paulin Purl*, avec la continuation des
de rAcadCmie des Inscriptions et lielles-Lettn s. VolVolumes 1.—xxvi. half bound ;
uncut, 27 vols. 4to. Paris, 1865-77

Fine copy in half-French morocco.

Volume xxvil. sewed,
281. 7s.

RAYN0UARD.—Lexique Roman ;
ou,Dictionnaire de la langne des troubadour* corn-
paree arec les autre* laogues de l'Kurope Latine,
avec des rechen.-hea hhtoriques et pbiloloxiques,
Ac. 6 vols fcvo. Paris. 1844 51. 5s.

Fine copy la 1

GUYON (Madame de la Motte).—
(Fluvres eompKtes. 40 voK hvo and Ii'ino.
l'aris, 1767-01 neatly bound In half-moro.ro.
contents letlt'red, the'only complete edillon of this
mystic «. 6>.
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The ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA.

Edited by Prof. T. SPENCER BAYNES, LL.D., assisted by upwards of 500 Contributors, and illustrated with numerous

on Wood and Steel. Price 30». in cloth ; or 36s. half-russia.

Volume I. A—ANA.

„ II. ANA—ATH.

„ III ATH—BOI.

„ IV. BOK—CAN.

V. CAN—CLE.

„ VL CLI—DAY.

Volume VII. DEA—ELD.

VIII. ELE—FAI.

„ IX. FAL—FYZ.

X. G—GOT.

XL GOU—HIP.

VOLUME XII. in the press.

BLACK'S GENERAL ATLAS of the WORLD.

A Series of 56 Maps of the principal Countries of the World, with Descriptive Letter-press and an Index of 68,000 Names. In

folio, half-moroooo, 31. 3s.

The WAVERLEY NOVELS. Illustrated Edition, in 48 Volumes, fcap.

8vo. containing 1,600 Wood Engravings, and 96 Steel Plates.

Price, complete in cloth, paper labels, 61.

Price, complete in cloth, lettered tops, 71. 7s.

Price, complete in half French morocco, marbled edges, 81. 8s.

NEW ISSUE of the WAVERLEY NOVELS. Centenary Edition (Copy-

right). In 25 vols, crown 8vo.

This popular Edition of the Waverley Novels, edited by the late DAVID LAING, LL.D., contains several Notes by Scott which aro

to be found in this Edition only, and is enriched with 158 Steel Plates.

VOLUMES I. to XII. now ready. Price 3*. 6d. each.

DE QUINCEY'S WORKS.

The COLLECTED WORKS, in 16 vols, crown 8vo. price, in cloth, 31. 12s. ; or in Eoxburghe binding, gilt tops, 41. 4s.

CONTENTS.

Vol. 1. CONFESSIONS of an ENGLISH OPIUM-EATEE.

„ 2. RECOLLECTIONS of the LAKE POETS.

„ 3. LAST DAYS of IMMANUEL KANT.

„ 4. The ENGLISH MAIL-COACH.

„ 6. Dr. SAMUEL PARR, Jtc.

„ «. RICHARD BENTLEY, tc.

„ 7. PROTESTANTISM, and other ESSAYS.

„ 8. LEADERS in LITERATURE.

VOL. 9. The CM5SARS, and other WRITINGS.

„ 10. STYLE and RHETORIC.

„ 11. COLERIDGE and OPIUM-EATTNG.

„ 12. SPECULATIONS, LITERARY and PHILOSOPHIC.

„ 13. LETTERS, CONVERSATION, &c.

„ 14. AUTOBIOGRAPHIC SKETCHES, 1790—1803.

„ 16. BIOGRAPHIES.

„ 16. SUSPIRIA de PROFUNDIS, and GENERAL INDEX.

EDGAR ALLAN FOE'S WORKS. Complete Edition. Edited by John

H. IrtGEAM. In 4 vols, crown 8vo. with Memoir and Index, price 14*.

1. TALES GROTESQUE. 2. TALES ARABESQUE. 3. POEMS. 4. CRITICISM, &c

FARRAR'S SCHOOL TALES.

In fcap. 8vo. cloth gilt, in 3 vols, illustrated with Frontispieces and Vignettes, viz.—ERIC ; or, Little by Little, price 5t. JULIAN

HOME : a Tale of College Life, price 5». ST. WINLFRID'S; or, the World of School, price 6s. 6d.

ALEXANDER RALEIGH'S WORKS. — (1.) QUIET RESTING-

PLACES. Ninth Edition. Crown 8vo. price 7s. 6d. (2.) The STORY of JONAH. Fcap. 8vo. price 3*. 6d. (3.) The LITTLE

SANCTUARY. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5s. (4.) The BOOK of ESTHER. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 4s. 6d.

MUSICAL STUDIES. By Francis Hueffer.

In 1 vol. crown 8vo. price 6*.

HINDUSTANI LANGUAGE : a Sketch.

By C. J. LYALL, M.A. CLE. Crown 8vo. sewed, price 1*.

Edinburgh: ADAM & CHARLES BLACK.
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MR. MURRAY'S

LIST OF FORTHCOMING WORKS.

LIFE and LETTERS of LORD CHANCELLOR

CAMPBELL. Based on his Autobiography, Journals, and Correspondence.

Edited by his Daughter, the Hon. Mrs. HARDCASTLE. With Portrait.

2 vols. 8vo.

INDIA in 1880. By Sir Richard Temple, Bart.

late Governor of Bombay, &c. 8vo.

MEMOIR of the PUBLIC LIFE of the Right

Hon. J. C. HERRIES, during the Reigns of King George III. and IV.

William IV., and Queen Victoria. Founded on his Letters and other

Unpublished Document*. By his Son, EDWARD HERRIES, C.B.

2 vols. 8vo.

CHRISTIAN INSTITUTIONS: Essays on Eccle

siastical Subjects. By the DEAN of WESTMLN8TER. 8vo.

BAPTISM.

The EUCHARIST.

EUCHARIST In the EARLY CHURCH.

El'CHARlSTIC SACRIFICE.

BODY ami BLOOD of CHRIST.

Contents.

ABSOLUTION.

ECCLESIASTICAL VESTMENTS.

BASILICAS.

The POPE.

The LITANY.

BELIEF of the EARLY CHRISTIANS.

A POPULAR ACCOUNT of PERUVIAN BARK,

and its Introduction into British India, Ceylon, ftc, and the Progress and

Kxtent of its Cultivation. By C. R. MARKHAM, C.B. With Maps and

Woodcuts. Post 8vo.

A HISTORY of GREEK SCULPTURE. From

the Earliest Times down to the Age of Phidias. By A. 8. MURRAY, of

the British Museum. With Illustrations. Royal 8vo.

MEMOIRS of the LIFE and EVENTFUL CAREER

of the DUKE of SALDANHA, Soldier and Statesman. With Selections

from his Correspondence. By the CONDE DA CARNOTA. With Portrait.

2 vols. 8vo.

The POWER of MOVEMENT in PLANTS. By

CHARLES DARWIN, F.R.S., assisted by FRANCIS DARWIN. With

Woodcuts. Crown 8vo.

JAPAN: its History, Traditions, and Religions.

With the Narrative of a Visit to Japan in 1 879. By Sir EDWARD J.

REED, K.C.B. M.P. With Map and Illustrations. 2 vols. 8vo.

ILIOS : a Complete History of the City and Country

of the Trojans. Including all Recent Discoveries and Researches made

on the Plain of Troy. By Dr. HENRY 8CHLIEMANN, Author of

' Mycenae and Tiryns.' With Maps, Plans, and Illustrations. Royal 8vo.

UNBEATEN TRACTS in JAPAN. Travels of a

Lady in the Interior, including Visits to the Aborigines of Yezo and the

Shrine of Nikko and Ise. By ISABELLA BIRD, Author of 'A Lady's

Life in the Rocky Mountains,' &c. With Map and Illustrations. 2 vols,

crown 8vo.

The PERSONAL LIFE of DAVID LIVING-

STONE. From his Unpublished Journals and Correspondence. By W. G.

BLAIKIE, D.D. With Portrait and Map. 8vo.

The MANIFOLD WITNESS for CHRIST.

an attempt to Exhibit the Combined Force of Variou

Christianity, Direct and Indirect. The Boyle Lectures for 1877-78.

CANON BARRY, D_D. 8vo.

Being

Evidences of

By

Mrs. -GROTE.

Post Bvo.

A Sketch. By Lady Eastlake.

SKETCHES of EMINENT STATESMEN and

WRITERS, with OTHER ESSAYS. Reprinted, with Additions and Cor

rections, from the Quarterly Review. By A. HAYWARD, Q.C. 2 vols. 8vo.

Contents.

THIERS.

BISMARK".

CAVOUX,

METTERNICH.

MONTALEMBERT.

MELBOURNE.

WELLESLEY.

BYRON and TENNYSON.

VENICE.

ST. SIMON.

BEYIGNE.

DU DEPFANT.

HOLLAND HOUSE.

STRAWBERRY HILL.

SIBERIA in EUROPE. A Naturalist's Visit to the

Valley of the Petchora in North-East Russia. With Descriptions of Birds

and their Migrations. By HENRY 8EEBOHM, F.R.G.S. With Illus

trations. Crown 8vo.

The PSALMS of DAVID. With Notes Explanatory

and Critical. By the DEAN OF WELLS, CANON C. J. ELLIOTT, and

CANON F. C. COOK

Commentary.')

DUTY. With Illustrations of Courage, Patience,

and Endurance. By SAMUEL SMILES, LL.D. A Companion Volume to

' Self-Help,' ' Character,' and ' Thrift.' Post 8vc.

Medium 8vo. (Reprinted from the ' Speaker's

MADAME DE STAEL : a Study of Her Life and

Times. The First Revolution and the First Empire. By A. STEVENS,

With Portraits. 2 vols, crown 8vo.

RAMBLES among the HILLS in the PEAK of

DERBYSHIRE, and on the SOUTH DOWNS. With Sketches of People

by the Way. By LOUIS J. JENNINGS, Author of ' Field Paths and

Green Lanes in Sussex.' With Illustrations. Post 8vo.

The GARDENS of the SUN; or, a Naturalist's-

Journal on the Mountains and in the Forests and Swamps of Borneo and

the Sulu Archipelago. By F. W. BURBIDGE. With Hlurtrations. Crown

8vo.

HISTORY of EGYPT UNDER the PHARAOHS.

Derived entirely from the Monuments. With a Memoir on the Exodus of

the Israelites and the Egyptian Monuments. By Dr. HENRY BRUGSCH.

Second Edition, Revised, with New Preface and Notes by the Author.

Maps. 2 vols, fltvo.

ENGLISH STUDIES. By J. S. BREWER, M.A.,

late of the Record Office, Professor of Modern History, King's College,

London. 8vo.

Contents.

NEW SOURCES of ENGLISH HISTORY.

GREEN'S SHORT HISTORY of the ENG

LISH PEOPLE.

The ROYAL SUPREMACY and the HIS

TORY of 1U INTRODUCTION.

HATFIELD HOUSE.

BHAKBPEARE.

HOW to STUDY ENGLISH HISTORY.

ANCIENT LONDON.

The HUGUENOTS: their Settlements, Churches,

and Industries in England and Ireland. By SAMUEL SMILES, LL.D.

New Edition. Crown 8vo.

A SMALLER MANUAL of MODERN GEO-

GRAPHY, for SCHOOLS and YOUNG PERSONS. By JOHN RICHARD-

SON, M.A. Post 8vo.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle-street.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

LIST.

On Tuesday next will be published,

A NEW NOVEL, IN THREE VOLUMES,

ENTITLED

ADAM AND EVE.

By Mrs. PAKE,

Author of * Dorothy Fox.'

NEW WOBK BY MBS. HENEY WOOD.

JOHNNY LU DLOW

SECOND SERIES.

By Mrs. HENRY WOOD,

Author of ' East Lynne,' Ac.

3 vols, crown 8vo.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOK OP 'THE

FIBST VIOLIN.'

THE WELLFIELDS

By JESSIE FOTHERGILL,

Author of ' Probation * and * The First Violin.'

3 vols, crown Svo.

"A well and powerfully written novel."—St. James's Gazette.

"This is the best of the author's three books in point of
construction ; and the character of Jerome Wellfield is
more finished and more consistent than any she has yet
attempted."—Atkeiueum.

ME. B. M. JEPHSON'S NEW NOVEL.

Immediately, in 2 vols, crown 8vo.

A RED RAG.

By E. MOUNTENEY JEPHSON,

Author of ' A Pink Wedding,' ■ The Girl he Left Behind

Him,' 4c.

NOTICE.

A SECOND EDITION OF

THE MUDFOG PAPERS,

By CHABLES DICKENS,

Is now ready at all Booksellers', in croumSvo. price is. Gd.

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS',

MISS FITZGIBBON'S

TRIP TO MANITOBA.

In demy 8vo. price 10*. 6d.

TWO NEW ADDITIONS TO " BENTLEY8 FAVOURITE

NOVELS."

In crown 8vo. price 6». each.

1 -PROBATION.

By the Author of ' The First Violin."

2.-CHERRY RIPE!

By HELEN MATHERS,

Author of ' Comln' Thro' the Bye,' 4c.

HURST &

13, Great Marlborough-street.

BLACKETT'S

NEW WORKS.

RicnARD Buktlbt k Son, New Burlington-street,

ItvUishers in Ordinary I* Mar Majesty the Queen.

MONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE
LIFE (1787-1874). By till Daughter, MADAME DE WITT. Trans
lated by Mr*. SIMPSON. 1 vol. Svo. 15*.

"This boolt was well worth translating. Mrs. Simpsou luu written
excellent English, while preferring the spirit of the French."—Timet.
"Madame de Witt has done justice to her father's memory Id an

admirable record of his life. Mrs. Simpsons translation of this sintrularlr
lnterestlng book is In accuracy and grace worthy of the original and of
the subject."—Saturday lUvinc

An ACTOR ABROAD; or, Gossip,

Dramatic, Narrative, and Descriptive From the Recollections of
an Actor in Australia. New Zealand, the Sandwich Islands. Cali
fornia. Nevada. Central America, and New York. By EDMUND
LRATHES. 8to. 14*. [Oct. 15.

TALES of OUR GREAT FAMILIES,

SECOND 8EHISS. Bj BDWAJU) WALFOKD, M A. 2 ToU. lis.

The VILLAGE of PALACES; or,

CHRONICLES of CHELSEA. By the Rev. A. O. L'BSTRANGE.
2 vols, crows Svo. 21*.

CHEAP EDITION of YOUNG Mrs.
JAJWINE. By the AUTHOR of JOHN HALIFAX ' Forming the
New Volume of HURST & BLACliEri' S STANDARD LIBRARY.
Sj. boiud sad Ultutrsted.

THE NEW NOVELS.

By
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LITERATURE

Literary Frivolities, Fancies, Follies, and

Frolic*. By William T. Dobson. (Chatto

& Windus.)

This is a pleasant and amusing little

volume. It contains a great deal of curious

information, and shows a very creditable

amount of research. But ' Literary Fri

volities ' is a name at once harsh and mis

leading : it should have been ' Literary

Ingenuities,' or rather ' Poetical Ingenuities,'

for the book deals almost exclusively with

verse, and with verse which is full of inge

nuity and careful pains. The chapter on

"Literary Misfortunes" is distinctly out

of place, and should have been omitted,

and room might have been found for a

chapter on the rebus, which Camden honours

with a corner in his collection. It is

odd, too, that no space should be given

to the double acrostic, which is the one

form of " literary frivolity " that holds its

own to-day. Bouts-rimh are out of fashion,

centones are neglected, no one writes echo

verses or lipograms, but double acrostics

are produced with the same vigour as when

they were first introduced, now many years

ago. Literary dictionaries have been pub

lished to aid the anxious solvers, and every

week some hundreds of half-idle people are

working away at the "uprights" and the

" lights." Occasionally these double acrostics

are varied by triple acrostics, and now and

then they have, strangely enough, been

known to admit of two distinct solutions.

The first "frivolity" to which Mr. Dobson

introduces his readers is "Alliteration," and

he gives a number of curious instances in

which alliteration has been carried to excess.

But, wisely used of course, " apt allitera

tion's artful aid " is of real servieo to the

poet and the rhetorician. It is often a dis

tinct ornament, and from William Langland

down to Mr. Swinburne it has enhanced the

charm and melody of many a poet. Prose

writers also find it serves to make a sentenco

memorable by giving it a sort of epigram

matic force : and whether it is Tacitus who

says that the German tribes are divided

" mutuo metu aut montibus," or Mr. Froude

who speaks of " pluralities, prebendal stalls,

and pony-gigging parsons." it is clear that

the alliteration has added considerable

strength to the phrase. When, however,

alliteration is used only for its own sake, it

soon lapses into absurdity, and the ' Pugna

Porcorum ' in Latin and 'The Siege of

Belgrade ' in English are perhaps the most

notable productions of alliteration run riot.

On "Alphabetic Curiosities," which comes

next in Mr. Dobson's book, we have nothing

special to remark, unless it be that we rather

wonder at the omission of the very best

modern alphabet—C. S. C.'s " A is an angel

of blushing eighteen."

Certainly the most childish of all forms of

verse is the " Lipogram," which is the writing

of a poem with one particular letter dropped.

No grace or character is gained by this

grotesque effort. It is merely labour lost,

for it can give no pleasure to either the

composer or the reader. Isaac D'Israeli

tells the following story of a lipogrammatic

poem :—" A Persian poet read to the cele

brated Jami a gazel of his own composition,

which Jami did not like; but the writer

replied it was, notwithstanding, a very

curious sonnet, for the letter Aliff was not to

be found in any one of the words. Jami

sarcastically replied, ' You can do a better

thing yet—take away all the letters from

every word you have written.' "

Bouts-rimes were once as much in vogue

as double acrostics are to-day. Phymes

were given, and the verses had then to be

filled up. There were pubbc competitions

of bouts-rimh at Bath, under the patronage

of the blue-stocking Lady Miller, and all

the rank, beauty, and fashion of the place—

the beaux and belles, old dandies and

reigning toasts—entered into the contest, and

the successful competitor was crowned with

myrtle. Mrs. Delaney, too, was addicted

to bouts-rimes, and very different people—

Dr. Priestley and Mrs. Barbauld (then Miss

Aikin)—worked at them in the spare even

ings of their Warrington Academy life. In

many bouts-rimis there was much clever

ness, and this form of literary amusement

is now, perhaps, unduly neglected. Mr.

Dobson gives this noted instance by

Horace Walpole on the words "brook,

why, crook, I":—

I sit with my toes in a brook ;

If any one asks me for why,

I hits them a rap with my crook;

" 'lis sentiment kills mc," sayg I.

" Macaronics," which come next, almost

rise into a serious branch of literature. M.

Delepierre's ' Macaroneana ' shows how the

idea of blending two languages into one

has caught the fancy of men of almost every

country and every period of letters. The

effect produced is invariably comic, and

occasionally some very happy lines are

struck off in this curious form of versifica

tion. Mr. Dobson does not quote the best

known of all English macaronics :—

1'atres Conscripti took a boat and went to Philippi,

Trumpeter unus erat, qui coatum scarlet habebat,

Stormum surgebat et boatum overset-ebat,

and tho rest of it. The account here given

of macaronics is, however, very good, and

Mr. Dobson is quite right in reminding his

readers that the fun of the thing depends

less on the mere jumble of words than on the

way in which a word of one language is given

with an inflection taken from another. Italy

is said to have produced the greatest amount

of macaronic literature, and England comes

second. Passing by " Chronograms,"

which are really too insane to amuse any

rational creature, we get to " Echo Verses,"

which are sometimes most amusing. Mr.

Dobson gives some excellent illustrations,

especially one written by a Royalist in the

time of tho Great Rebellion. The latest

good echo verses we have seen are attri

buted to an echo that haunts the Sultan's

palace at Constantinople. Abdul Hamid is

supposed to question it as to the intentions

of the European powers and his own re

sources :—

L'Angleterre ?

Erre.

L'Autriche ?

Triche.

La Prusse ?

Busse.

Mes principautes 1

Otees.

Mes cuirasses ?

Assez.

Mes Pashas .'

Achats.

Et Suleiman 1

Ment.

"Jesuitical Verses" "are designed to

give two very different meanings, according

as they are read downwards or across," and

they had, therefore, generally a political

or religious significance. "Monosyllable

Verses are merely verses written (almost

as \i for children) in monosyllables, and one

of the finest examples in our language is

from Phineas Fletcher's ' Purple Island.'

When we come to " Nonsense Verse," of

which the charm consists in the nonsense

sounding so like sense, the best illustration

may be found in Pope's well-known ' Song

by a Person of Quality.' What can be

more debghtful than

Mild Arcadians, ever blooming,

Nightly nodding o'er your flocks,

See my weary days consuming,

All beneath yon flowery rocks.

" Centones " (or mosaics) are perhaps the

most ingenious of all these fantasies of

literature. A whole poem is made up of

detached lines taken from some other poet.

Virgil seems to have been the great store

house for centones, and Ausonius in early

days and in later ones Capilupus distin

guished themselves by their facility in

adapting detached lines from Virgil to a

new poem of their own. As in the case

of macaronics, M. Delepierre is the great

modern authority on the cento, in papers

first communicated to thePhilobiblon Society.

The history of "Anagrams" has been

treated by Camden (to whom, however, Mr.

Dobson does not allude), and in a separate

volume by Mr. Wheatley. Anagrams, the

only "frivolity" with which verse has

nothing to do, have an almost historic in

terest. The story of Dame Eleanor Davieo

and the two anagrams, "Reveal, 0 Daniel,"

and "Never so mad a lady," is well

known, and was not without its effect in.

the times that immediately preceded the

great struggle between King and Com

mons. Indeed, the fancy that the re

arrangement of letters in a name might

indicate some future destiny has been com

mon enough, but unfortunately the future

has generally been known before the indica

tion has been discovered. Thus Horatio

Nelson forms "Honor est a Nilo," and

Florence Nightingale " Flit on, cheering

angel." Mr. Gladstone's name has often

lent itself to the anagrammatist, and so, for

the matter of that, has Tichborne's. Of

course, in a perfect anagram the number o

letters will be exact, and there should b
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neither excess nor defect. The famous ana

gram " Revolution Francaise," which is

said to make " Un Corse la finira," is ob

viously incomplete.

The ' ' Palindrome," which Mr. Dobson next j

mentions, is a line which reads, letter by

letter, the same either backwards or for

wards. "Able was I ere I saw Elba"

is a palindrome which Napoleon may be

supposed to have uttered. But here, as in

other cases, the ingenuity is all, and the

palindrome seems devoid of use or charm.

" Literary Misfortunes," as we have

already said, is a chapter entirely out of

place, and "Shaped Poems," or poems

formed into the shape of wings or bottles

or crosses, are too fantastic to give the

slightest pleasure, even when George Her

bert uses them.

" Prose Poems " are the last subject of

which Mr. Dobson treats, and this is the

poorest part of the book. Accidental versi

fication is sometimes very singular, and we

all recall instances from Cicero and from

the English Bible. Occasionally, too, when

the verses are purposely introduced they

are effective, and Dickens has on more

than one occasion brought them in with

singular felicity. Mr. Dobson quotes these,

but he also quotes a number of pieces from

some American book, of which the feeble

humour is not heightened by the mere fact

that it takes the outward form of prose,

whereas it is really the most obvious verse.

A good prose poem should mislead by its

stops and pauses, and be capable of reading

into tolerable prose. One rather celebrated

prose poem is not mentioned here, and a

few lines of it may bear repetition. It is

Dr. Maginn's description of Disraeli, who

was then scarcely more than a boy, and

whose portrait had been taken by Maclise :—

" O reader dear, do pray look here, and you

will spy the curly hair and forehead fair, and

nose so high, and gleaming eye, of Benjamin

Dis-ra-e-li, the wondrous boy who wrote ' Alroy '

in rhyme and prose, only to show how long ago

victorious Judah's lion-banner rose."

Among Macaulay's letters there is one

that begins in well-hidden verse. It is to

his sister Hannah :—

" My Darling,—Why am I such a fool as to

write to a gipsy at Liverpool, who fancies that

none is so good as she Q she sends one letter

for my three ? A lazy chit, whose fingers tire

in penning a page in reply to a quire ! There,

miss, you read all the first sentence of my

epistle, and never knew that you were reading

We may end as we began, by commend

ing ' Literary Frivolities ' as a capital book

of its sort.

Introduction to the Science of Language. By

A. H. Sayce. 2 vols. (C. Kegan Paul

& Co.)

In these two volumes Mr. Sayce attempts

" to give a systematic account of the science

of language, its nature, its progress, and its

aims, which shall be at the same time as

thorough and exhaustive as our present

knowledge and materials allow." He de-

fonds himself from the charge of having

treated some parts of his subject at unneces

sary length—moro especially the historical

sketch of the scienco given in his first

chapter. For that chapter no defence is

needed; a better summary was never written.

The tendency of each section of philologists

is stated clearly and criticized briefly but

effectively. At the same time it must be

confessed that the book is occasionally re

dundant. We find in different chapters the

same argument recurring with the same

examples, as though a very large common

place book had been reduced to chapters at

different times and for different purposes.

The conclusions of chapters i. and ii. (pp. 88

and 162) are almost identical. Sometimes,

on the other hand, we find inconsistencies,

e.g., at i. 381 the Chinese language is spoken

of as "instinct with the progressive intelli

gence and cultivated life of the people,"

whereas at ii. 229 it is " a timeworn and

decaying form of speech." Generally the

book suffers from a plethora of illustration,

which makes the argument difficult to follow.

Examples are hurled upon the reader from

every least-known language in the world.

Now we agree with Mr. Sayce in holding

that valuable aid may often be obtained

from savage dialects ; but if the help can

be got from better-known languages, it is

as well to obtain it nearer home. When

the reader is taken, e.g., to Dayak for the

proof of a principle, he feels that he should

grasp the argument better if he knew a

little of that language, and that he should

be thankful if it could have been illustrated

from the more familiar Greek, Latin, or

Sanscrit. Mr. Sayce will see in this the

very spirit which he most condemns—that

which would draw all philological arguments

from the Aryan languages alone. But there

is a danger in running too far in the opposite

direction, and there is sound sense in the old

principle that you cannot argue effectually

from any family of languages unless you

know one of them thoroughly. In saying

this we by no means wish to depreciate Mr.

Sayce's accuracy ; and the extent of his

knowledge probably exceeds that of any

other English philologist.

The theories which underlie the present

work have been already set forth, Mr. Sayee

says, in his ' Principles of Comparative Phi

lology.' Against some of those theories we

protested in reviewing that book, and as we

are still unconvinced of their truth, we must

protest again. Mr. Sayce says in his pre

face that it matters little for the present

work whether those theories be right or

wrong; that an introduction has to deal

mainly with " the statement and arrange

ment of ascertained facts." But this cannot

be admitted. The facts are " arranged" to

suit a certain hypothesis, and some are taken,

some are left ; the same facts would produce

a different effect in a different combination ;

and, lastly, those facts will inevitably seem

to a philologist the best " ascertained "

which fit best into his own theories. Mr.

Sayce is apt to bring forward such " facts "

without any hint that they are not at all

universally accepted. As a single instance,

a particular view of the history of case-

suffixes is laid down on the ground that

"Bergaigne has made it clear" (i. 85), or

"M. Bergaigne has shown," &c. (i. 119).

Now M. Bergaigne is an able man, and his

researches are interesting, but his view is

not the only view of the history of the cases,

and from the very nature of the question

there can be no criterion by which it can be

determined to be even more probable than

other views. It is not, therefore, quite

right in an ' Introduction to the Science of

Language ' to bring forward such a view as

certain and ignore all others.

We come now to some of the main points

on which we differ from Mr. Sayce. First

and foremost is his doctrine of the "sen

tence-word." According to him " language

begins with sentences, not with words "

(i. 111). " All language must be significant ;

but until the whole sentence is uttered, until

the whole thought which lies behind it is

expressed, this cannot be the case." The

sentence is the unit, which may be broken

up ; but that is done by the grammarian,

not by the speaker. As an example we

have the sentence " Don't do that," which,

we readily concede, we generally pronounce

as one word ; it is the " grammarian" who

consciously breaks it up into the four words,

Bo not do that. " Sentences may be any

length ; they may consist of a single syllable,

like go or yes, or they may have to be ex

pressed by a large number of separate

words"; but "unless the sounds we utter

are combined into a sentence, they have no

more meaning than the cries of the jackal

or the yelping of the cur." " The sentence,

in short, is the only unit which language can

know, and the ultimate starting-point of all

our linguistic inquiries " (i. 113). "All the

facts at our disposal tend to show that the

roots of speech, or, at all events, the earliest

sentence-words, out of which the later lan

guages of mankind have sprung, were poly

syllabic " (i. 1 18). " The first utterances of

mankind were polysyllabic, though not,

perhaps, of such monstrous length as the

sentence-words of Esquimaux or Algonquin "

(i. 119). Consequently the origin of lan

guage may best be studied in the poly-

synthetic dialects of America. In these

" the words that make up a sentence are stripped

of their grammatical terminations, and then

fused into a single word of monstrous length

and appearance. Thus the Algonquin would

say umt-ap-pi-sit-Utk-qiis'-sun-iioo-we}it-uitk'-qtioh

if he wished to express the sentence ' he, falling

on his knees, worshipped him,' and this cumbrous

compound denotes exactly what we split up into

seven words. These polysynthetic languages

are an interesting survival of the early condition

of language everywhere."—I. 125.

We do not think that Mr. Sayce ever

describes very fully the way in which he

conceives that these " undifferentiated sen

tence-words" developed into the different

forms of human speech. If we understand

him rightly, the early man compared these

great polysyllables with each other, and by

degrees those parts in each which were the

same attached themselves to some one idea,

and so became by degrees the term by which

that idea was denoted. The development

differed with different peoples : one language

became polysynthetic, another isolating,

another agglutinative, another inflectional,

according to " antecedent circumstances "

(so Mr. Sayce somewhat mysteriously, but

no doubt wisely, puts it at i. 378), which

" combined to produce a certain conception

of the outward world and the relation of

things to each other and to the mind, alto

gether unlike the conception which grew up

in other cases " ; and hence the different

character of their languages. A little re

flection showed us that this was Mr. Sayce's

way of saying that the causes why they

differed must remain unknown. Inflectional

languages were produced by the rise of
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similar terminations—the ends of sentences

which were ground down till they became

meaningless—something like the rudi

mentary tail of the human skeleton, if the

comparison be not irreverent, of which we

shall have more to say anon.

We believe and hope that we have set

forth Mr. Sayce's doctrine fairly and clearly.

It must be conceded that at first it looks very

absurd ; but that is because it is utterly

opposed to the ordinary practice and to the

ordinary views of philologists. It is a ten

able view. We will put forward as briefly

as we can a few reasons to show why we

think it wrong. To discuss the whole of Mr.

Sayce's chapters and state fully our dis

agreement with them would take up much

more space than can be allowed to an article

of this nature.

1. Together with his doctrine of the

original sentence-word, Mr. Sayce holds

that " the origin of language is to be sought

in gestures, onomatopoeia, and, to a limited ex

tent, imterjtotional cries." In this we quite

agree, though we should give the third

more importance. But asthe original sentence

was polysyllabic it follows that the onoma-

topoetic words and the cries must have been

polysyllabic also. Now onomatopoetic words

are almost exclusively also reduplicated,

that is, they consist of one and the same

syllable twice or thrice repeated. The in

terjections! cry is presumably monosyllabic,

but, supposing that it were polysyllabic, is

it likely to have been anything but the same

syllable repeated ? Mr. Sayce abstains from

giving any imaginary specimen of a sen

tence-word, but it is only possible to test his

theory by imagining one. Does he, then,

suppose that any speechless savage who

wanted (as he certainly must have often

wanted) to say " Don't do that," would have

put the same number of different syllables

into his polysyllabic howl? The savage might

have said " Ka," or " Gii," or what not; if

very excited he might have said "Kilkaka";

in fact, he would have used reduplication.

Neither onomatopoeia nor interjection sup

plies us with any probable variation in the

"original polysyllable." Mr. Sayce here pro

vides us with evidence; at ii. 312 he men

tions some interesting observations made by

M. Taine on his daughter's attempts at

utterance in the first months of her life :

now all her articulate sounds are reduplica

tions with two exceptions, which are mono

syllables. The probability here is all against

Mr. Sayce, and he has given no evidence on

the other side.

2. We assume a certain uniformity in

speech as in other things, that the same

causes which operate now have operated

universally from the beginning, and that

they led then to like results. We com

bine (whatever Mr. Sayce may say) our

words now into a sentence : the child

attaches some meaning to each individual

word before it combines it with others. This

Mr. Sayce admits for the beginnings of

Aryan speech ; he believes, e.g., that yudk,

to fight, is made up of yu, to join, and dka,

to set. We believe that the Mexicans and

North Americans also combined from the

beginning separate sound-complexes (call

them "words," "bases," or "roots," or

what you will) into their polysynthetic sen

tences—not that they decomposed those

polysyllables into the separate words. Mr.

Sayce allows (at ii. 279) that in Mexican the

component words are distinct from the com

plex ; it is true that he thinks that they have

become so, not that they were originally ;

at ii. 218 the same is granted for the Green-

lander. In the passage about Algonquin

quoted above Mr. .Sayce speaks of " strip

ping the words of their original terminations

and then combining them." Is this a mero

slip? or, if not, what claim has his Cherokee

example (ii. 218) nad-hol-inin, "bring us the

boat, to be olderthanthe component parts,—

naUn, to bring ; amohhol, boat, and win, us ?

Did the Mexican say wi-sotsi-ttmoa, " I

flowers look for," before the time when sotsi

conveyed to his mind the idea of a " flower ' ' ?

We require more evidence than we now have

to make us believe that. Certainly Mr.

Trumbull's investigations do not seem to

favour the view. We refer especially to his

article 'On the Algonkin Verb,' in the

Transactions of the American Philological

Association for 1876.

8. Mr. Sayce (i. 377) argues thus : " If the

object of language is to express thought,

that thought should be expressed as a whole,

as in a picture." Hence he infers that the

polysynthetic is the most natural, if not the

clearest, expression of thought. But every

thing here depends on what we mean by

"thought." "I want food "is a thought;

and here we know that a single word suf

ficed to a Roman, and probably a single

syllable sufficed to the original savage. " I

strike him with a sword to kill him " is

another thought. Must all this be expressed

polysynthetically ? Or, since the two parts

"with a sword" and "to kill him" can

be detached, and yet leave a complete

" thought," is there any reason why that

thought as expressed in language should

not have been from the first equally divided?

4. It is noteworthy that Mr. Sayce is no

disbeliever in roots. He constantly refers to

them. At i. 160 he says that " beyond the

barrier of roots the science of language

cannot pass." Yet his sentence-words lie

far beyond that barrier. A root is contained

implicitly in each of them ; but at that sen

tence-word itself we cannot get. It seems

inconsistent to say " the sentence-word must

be the ultimate starting-point of all lin

guistic inquiries."

We hold it probable that articulate lan

guage aroso out of interjectional cries, and

to some extent onomatopoeias. One such

cry might by degrees come to express the

idea of "want," though at first it inde

finitely expressed " I want food," or the

like. Another such cry, more or less dif

ferent, would similarly come to express

"food," "eating," &c. Here we agree

with Mr. Wedgwood, Canon FarraT, and

others. But we think they are wrong when

they attompt to fix upon certain roots as the

natural exponents of certain ideas, forgetting

the immense time which must have elapsed

between the beginnings of speech and the

Aryan root - period, and the consequent

changes in form which the so-called roots

must have undergone. To do this is a great

error. But Mr. Sayce seems to bo guilty

of a parallel one when he leaps from the

beginnings of speech to polysynthetism.

Between the two is a great gulf.

On Mr. Sayce's other great heresy we

must be more brief. If any one ever main

tained that all languages must pass through

the usual evolution from isolating to agglu

tinative, and from that to inflectional, Mr.

Sayce's protest will not be without its use.

He maintains that each language must

abide within its own type. An Ethiopian

may change his skin as easily as the

character of his language, which is due to

the " antecedent circumstances," &c. But

the fact that Chinese has never changed

from the isolating stage is really no proof

that other languages could not change. Mr.

Sayce's view of the origin of inflections has

been already mentioned. They are the

ends of long polysynthetic words which

have by degrees become meaningless. He

is, of course, well aware that many suffixes,

such as our -ly and -nets, or -mi, -si, -ti, the

old personal endings of the Aryan verb, had

originally a meaning. But he boldly main

tains that if the meaningless suffixes which

are the essence of the floctional system had

not been previously in use, such forms as

-ly and -ness could never have come into use ;

they only followed the analogy of other

suffixes which were unmeaning from the

very beginning. But this seems contrary to

fact. Such suffixes did not come into use

all at once. Men surely still were conscious

of the meaning of such words even after

they had begun to employ them as suffixes.

But this would be impossible on Mr. Sayce's

principle that a suffix must be meaningless.

Whether is the more probable—that all

suffixes were developed out of words which

once had a meaning, as many of them (it is

universally allowed) were developed, or that

certain syllables, from the first meaningless,

and therefore naturally little noted, should

yet have been able to establish themselves

as the exponents of rather definite gram

matical relations? There does not seem to

us much doubt about the answer. Indeed,

Mr. Sayce is sometimes driven by the facts

into a little inconsistency. Despite the

theory that agglutinative must be always

agglutinative and inflectional inflectional,

we find mention at ii. 164 of a "certain

dualism" in Aryan speech ; we are told that

" Aryan speech entered upon its agglutina

tive stage," and comp. ii. 186; also contrary

cases are allowed where " the agglutinated

word has become a flection " (i. 393). Surely

if these things could be the leopard might

change its spots, and language might vary

its type. Aryan languages have commonly

changed from synthesis to analysis. Is the

change from agglutination to inflection a

greater one ?

At i. 216 an attack is made on the doc

trine of an originally common Aryan lan

guage, on the ground that "as far back

as we go, we find ourselves in the pre

sence of allied dialects, never of a single

tongue." The evidence is (1) the existence

of varying forms like Greek Bvyartp and

Sanscrit duhitar—but such need not show

anything more than that a common word

has suffered phonetic change in one of the

languages ; and (2) the existence of two

pronominal stems, sa and ta—but why should

there not be two ?—they were comple

mentary in use. It would be as much to the

point to say that the Romans had two verbs,

fero and tuli. Then surely the term "dia

lect " is meaningless except as a dialect of

a language. We speak of dialects of Eng

lish, which differ as much as any dialects

of tie original speech can be shown to have
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done, but we regard them as dialects of one

English language. The theory that dialects

or languages tend to fall into each other by

the influence of civilization, and that so we

pass from variety to unity of speech, rests on

a confusion. Civilization needs a common

speech, but that common speech is one

dialect, which has supplanted the rest by

virtue of literature or some other cause.

Devonshire has not assimilated to Cumber

land because we have one literary language

in England, and still less has either of them

passed into literary English. No doubt in

time each of those dialects may die out, and

one language alone be spoken in England.

But that is a very different thing. It is no

result of natural development of language.

The original Aryan language (real or sup

posed) is another point on which Mr. Sayce

seems hardly consistent with himself. At

i. 216 he writes, " Fick's dictionary of the

parent-Aryan is as much the creation of

the comparative philologist's closet as

Schleicher's 'restoration' of its grammatical

forms." Yet the " parent-Aryan " is often

elsewhere referred to by him as something

real and known {e.g. i. 291, &c), and at ii.

-214 we have a full account of the original

-civilization of the race, avowedly based on

the very records of language which Fick's

■ dictionary contains. Yet the language and

the civilization stand or fall together. We

know both or we know neither.

The chapter (iii.) on "Change in Lan

guage" is good excepting the few pages

(i. 185-193) in which "emphasis" is de

scribed as one of the causes of change.

Here the examples are sometimes wrong,

, sometimes uncertain. An odd illustration is

taken from Carlyle's use of "the four airts"

instead of " the four cardinal points "; the

argument would require that Carlyle had

invented the word, or at least used it in a

new sense, which after him became per

manent. But in truth emphasis is far too

special and individual ever to be put by the

side of ease of articulation as a principle of

change in language. Further on in the

chapter (205-208) we have a description of

" women's languages." Mr. Sayce has said

(202) that "laziness" has much to do with

the origin of dialects ; then he goes on to

say that dialects spring up rapidly among

savage tribes, and so he gets to women's lan

guages. But surely they are no illustration

■of laziness as a cause of change. Here, as

elsewhere, Mr. Sayce is led away by his

superabundance of illustration, to the detri

ment of his argument.

We have dwelt so much on the points in

which we differ from Mr. Sayce that we

have left ourselves no room to say where we

agree with him. The sixth, seventh, and

eighth chapters, dealing with the classifica

tion of languages, and describing at some

length the peculiarities of the different types

of speech, seem to us very good, except where

the heresies which we have tried to combat

peep in. The following chapter, on "Com

parative Mythology," is clear and moderate.

Throughout the work the facts of language

seem to be very accurately given.

In Gipsy Tents. By Francis Hindes Qroome.

(Edinburgh, Nimmo & Co.)

Mb. Geoome is exceptionally qualified to

describe gipsies, having lived much among

them and gained their confidence to a

remarkable extent. His account of their

manners and customs, therefore, is a valu

able contribution to the materials on which

the future historian must draw for a pic

ture of their life and a summary of their

opinions. A large amount of information

is contained in it, partly gathered from the

lips of English gipsies, and partly gleaned

from books and articles which have been

devoted, abroad and at home, to Bomani

matters. But this has been kept for the

most part in the background, being often

relegated to the region of foot-notes, the

author's main desire having evidently been

to produce a book which might attract

readers of all kinds, bringing before their

eyes various types of gipsy life, and allow

ing the characters who figure upon his

stage to speak to a great extent for them

selves. He has tried to represent the

gipsies, he says, as he has found them,

taking neither the best nor the worst of

their tribe, but those whom he has longest

known; and into their mouths he has

put such tales and traditions character

istic of their race as he has been able to

collect from many sources, blending them

with their simple chat as they sit at tea or

smoke their pipes in front of their tents.

The romantic element in gipsy life (on

which too much stress has often been laid)

he has wisely all but ignored. It figures,

however, in the anonymous ' Gipsy Expe

riences ' (pp. 322-371), reprinted from the

Illustrated London News, in which those

articles appeared nearly thirty years ago,

contributed, if we are not mistaken, by the

late Mr. Tom Taylor.

Several of Mr. Groome's gipsy acquaint

ances appear in his book under their real

names, and of two of them lithographed

portraits are given. The one is Sylvester

Boswell, the author of a paper on ' Bomani,'

read not long ago at one of the meetings of

the Manchester Literary Club, and also of

a charming certificate of his own merits,

dictated by him to Dr. Smart, joint

author with Mr. Crofton of that excel

lent work, ' The Dialect of the English

Gipsies.' According to his own testimony,

he is " a well-known and popalated gipsy,"

and " one of the best characters that ever

was known in the name of a gipsy, which

he is true bred and born "; in addition to

which he is " a man which is most trust-

worthiest with any amount of property in

his care, also possessed of learning accord

ing to what he has been taught, also know

ing a little of every profession in life accord

ing to honest industry." But his principal

reason for thinking well of himself is that

" no other man found in no nation by proof

of learned men can be found for his great

knowledge of understanding and grammar-

ing of the original gipsy true language."

The other is the Welsh harper, John

Boberts, " a hale old man of middle stature,

with keen grey eyes, sharp-cut intelligent

features, and snowy hair, who, to look at,

might be a divine, a poet, or a legislator—

anything rather than a ' stancient Bomani

chal.' " There is no trace of the Bohemian to

be recognized in John Boberts, if his por

trait can be taken as evidence of his personal

appearance. Nor is it a very unusual thing

for gipsies to succeed in life, or to assume

the appearance of the people among whom

they move. One of them, for instance,

drives a hansom cab in London, and another

is proprietor of thirteen cabs. With horse-

dealing gipsies have long been connected,

and in the western states of America, where

no constable calls upon them to move on,

many of their number possess great herds

of horses, and have acquired much money.

Mr. Leland affirms that no pure gipsy ever

finds difficulty in producing ten or even

twenty pounds if it is needed, and the rents

which are paid to the owners of fields by

the various families who encamp in them,

if they could be added together, would

amount yearly to a considerable sum. It is

the half-breed class, composed for the most

part of tramps who have little if any Bomani

blood in their veins, which has of late years

brought discredit on the gipsy name in

England, and to that class ought to be con

fined the opprobrious language which Mr.

George Smith, of Coalville, has levelled at

the English gipsies in general, and which

has stirred up bo much wrath in Mr.

Groome's mind that the opening of his pre

face has been rendered nearly incoherent.

Mr. Smith's charges were so exaggerated

that they were scarcely worthy of being

seriously answered ; but they will have

done good if they lead to any ameliora

tion of the gipsies' lot. With respect to

the means of bringing about this change

for the better, Mr. Groome recommends that

"a nominal census should be taken of

Bomani dwellers in tents and caravans."

This, he thinks, might be accomplished

within a year by a couple of men acquainted

with the Bomani tongue, who would visit

the great race-meetings, the chief fairs, and

the other places to which gipsies are in the

habit of resorting. It seems that the police

force could furnish competent census-takers,

or such gipsies as John Boberts and his

sons might be employed upon the task.

And Mr. Groome does not disapprove of

Mr. George Smith's plan of registering and

numbering ' 1 all tents, shows, caravans,

auctioneers' vans, and like places used as

dwellings," andplacingthemunder the super

vision of the sanitary inspectors and School

Board officers in every town and village.

The education of the children might then

be ensured, for " a book similar to the half-

time book," in which their names and at

tendance at school could be entered, might

be taken about the country as they travel,

and be endorsed by the master of the school

nearest to their halting-place. Our author

does not think, however, that the inter

ference of the sanitary inspector is by any

means needed ; for the open-air life of the

gipsy is as conducive to health as the con

fined existence of the dweller in city slums

is provocative of disease. In confirmation of

this statement he cites the evidence afforded

by the families of some of his gipsy friends,

such as :—

" Bazena Clifton (16 children, 15 living) ;

Silvanus Lovell (13 children, 12 living); Syl

vester Boswell (8 children, 7 living) ; Noah Bos

well (14 children, 13 living); Edward Taylor

(13 children, 10 living) ; Elijah Smith (9 children,

8 living) ; Ezekiel Boswell (5 children, 4 living);

John Wood (7 children, all living); and Harry

Organ, half-breed (6 children, all living)."

That gipsies are usually long-lived is well

known, though too much weight must not

be accorded to such evidence as that of the
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tombstones in Turvey churchyard to the

memory of " James Smith, who died May

10th, 1822, aged 10.3 years," and "Widow

Elizabeth liobinson, died January 20th,

182j, aged 105 years." Mr. Groome has

himself known two gipsy great-great-grand

mothers, and has spoken with Betsy Lether-

lund, who claimed to have been christened

at Chinnor in 1 763, and who died at Tring

in 1874. With regard to gipsy burial Mr.

Groome has collected a number of in

teresting statements. He has never met a

gipsy, he says, " whose forefathers, to his

Knowledge, had ever had other than decent

Christian burial," and he adds in a note :—

" Burial in Christian churchyards was first

conceded to the Montenegrins gipsies under

Prince Danilo (1851-00), and it had probably

been denied to the forefathers of those gipsies,

who made their appearance in Western Europe

in 1417- If so, one can understand why gipsies

should to this day set sucli high store on Chris

tian sepulture, token of their escape from the

degradation, it may be from the bondage, of

untold centuries."

Mr. Groome supplies a summary of the

opinions recently expressed by various

scholars on the subject of the period at

which gipsies made their first appearance in

Europe, but wisely refrains from making

any rash assertions with regard to it. lie

commends to the notice of English archaeo

logists "M. Bataillard's theory that pre

historic Europe gained from the gipsies its

knowledge of metallurgy," against which,

he remarks, " history has nothing to object,

our earliest certain knowledge of gipsies in

Europe showing them as slaves in Wallachia

in 1372, and as obtaining a renewal of privi

leges at Nauplia in 1398." As to whether

their language points to an early or to a late

migration from India philologists differ :—

" Prof. Ascoli, in his ' Saggi Indiani ' (1876),

vol. it. pp. 312-17, is led by the ' peculiar San-

akritic integrity ' of Romanes to conclusions ac

cording with the prehistoric theory. Its ablest

opponent, Dr. F. Miklosich, fixes the first ap

pearance of gipsies in Europe at 810 a. d. (art.

"Zigeuner," in Meyer's ' Conv.-Lexikon,' 1878).

And in Brock hang's 'Conv.-Lexikon' (1879)

Prof. Pott judiciously opines that tho date of

such appearance is unknown. In favour of the

theory we have the negative testimony of the

Byzantine annalists, who are silent as to any

gipsy immigration ; and there is the positive

fact that our modern gipsies are the chief, often

the only, farriers, coppersmiths, bell-founders,

and armourers in Hungary and throughout the

Balkan peninsula."

In Montenegro, it seems, the smith's

craft is held in such bad repute " that when,

in 1872, the Government established an

arsenal at Kieka, no natives could be found

to fill its well-paid posts." It is going rather

too far to say that " certain it is that Monte

negrin independence was saved by weapons

of gipsy workmanship," but for a great deal

of useful work the inhabitants of the Black

Mountain have long been undoubtedly in

debted to gipsy hands. That no great

amount of gratitude has been evinced in

return is not surprising. In the east of

Europe gipsies for the most part bear an

evil name, and are not undeserving of it.

It is unfortunate that we do not possess

fuller accounts of the first gipsy immi-

grants into our own country. Some excuse

might possibly be pleaded for the appa

rently unreasonable ferocity of the enact- I

ments against "Egyptians," if it could I

be shown that those nomads, when they

first landed upon our shores, were as de

graded a race as their far-away cousins in

Hungary or Wallachia, whose descendants

are now divided by so wide a moral gulf

from the well-behaved wanderers with whom

Mr. Groome makes us familiarly acquainted

in his instructive and entertaining book.

Catherine d'Aragon et let Originet du Schieme

Anglican. Par Albert du Boys. (Paris,

Victor Palme.)

Dedicated to Cardinal Newman, this work

is avowedly written for the purpose of

showing that the English Reformation was

brought about by tyranny and violence.

The proposition is, on the face of it, not

easy to dispute, yet it may be stated in

such a manner as to provoke controversy.

M. du Boys tells his readers, in fact, not

that the English Eeformation but that the

English Church was so established, and

those who agree with him in regarding

Henry VIII. as that Church's founder

must, of course, accept his conclusion.

Cardinal Newman himself in a letter to the

author puts the case in a still more un

deniable way when he says that "the Angli

can Church became the established religion

by the application of tyrannical force "; and

we may cordially agree with his Eminence

in the hope " that now there are very few

of its members who wish to use such means

of upholding it." The only criticism that

can be made on such a humane and excellent

sentiment is that it seems to involve a slight

confusion of ideas. I£ we were told that

certain animals had acquired a variety of

curious accomplishments owing to an unspar

ing application of the whip, would it not seem

rather superfluous in any one kindly to ex

press a hope that very few of them would

desire a continuance or repetition of the

process? There were certainly not many

members of the Church of England even in

the days of Henry VIII. " who wished to

use such means of upholding it"; and the

real question is whether the tyranny of that

very despotic king succeeded in driving the

Church into a false position, or whether,

severe and painful as it was, it exerted an

influence that was upon the whole purifying

and beneficial.

Into that question, of course, it is not

our business to enter. We are only con

cerned with the historical facts of the case

as set forth by M. du Boys. And if it be

a point gained, as it certainly is, for historic

truth and justice, that men should at length

have a clear view of the odious tyranny and

wrong in the midst of which the Eeforma

tion was cradled, the book before us leaves

on that point little to be desired. The

materials for drawing the picture have of

late been accumulating fast, and M. du

Boys has not neglected his opportunities.

More revelations may, perhaps, even yet be

expected ; but the despatches and State

papers already published, including not only

those described in the late Prof. Brewer's

Calendar, but also those edited by Don Pas-

cual de Gayangos from the Spanish archives,

afford the most unquestionable evidence that

the acts which first led to the separation of

England and Eome were due simply to

lawless passion and unbridled despotism.

All this M. du Boys makes sufficiently

apparent ; and yet it is impossible to say

much of his work as an historian. We do not

by any means impeach his candour, but it is

clear he has not made himself master of tho

facts except within such a very limited range

that his book is more an historical argument

than a history. To a philosophical historian

some questions might occur as to the pre

disposing causes which made it possible for

despotism in the sixteenth century to bring

about a revolution which it could never have

effected at any earlier period. Who can

imagine a pope like. Clement VII. in the

thirteenth century? Compare for a moment

such a pontiff, striving in vain to steer his

course in safety between the imperious wills

of kings and emperors, with the lordly Boni

face VIII. admonishing the sovereigns of

the earth with his paternal Ausculta, Jilt.

How came popes to have become so weak

and sovereigns so strong? We need not

expect M. du Boys to answer this inquiry ;

it has probably never occurred to him. But

even within the strict limits of his subject

his reading is evidently very imperfect, and

the errors to which he has committed him

self are sometimes extraordinary. Thus he

gives a particular account of the betrothal

of Henry VIII. to Catherine in 1504 at the

palace of the Bishop of Salisbury, when

objections were alleged against the mar

riage by one divine and replied to by

another. This was, according to the date

given, five years before Henry came to the

throne. But the fact is there is no warrant

for stating that such a ceremony ever took

place at all. The authority adduced for it

is seen in a foot-note:—" Les papers de

Hardick \»ic\ 1-13, cites par Hallam "; so

that it would seem the statement is taken

second-hand. But on reference to the

Hardwick State papers themselves we find

that Hallam is mistaken ; for the document

is not even a description of anything that

was actually done ; still less does it refer to

the betrothal of Henry and Catherine. It

is simply a programme of proceedings in

tended to be held in connexion with

Catherine's first marriage to Prince Arthur,

so that it has absolutely no bearing on

Henry's engagement at all.

Again, in connexion with this early part of

Catherine's history M. du Boys has to give

some account of the negotiations between

Henry VII. and Ferdinand of Arragon,

and he takes occasion to tell the reader in

a foot-note that Henry, notwithstanding his

"pretendu machiavelisme," was the dupe

of Ferdinand's superior skill. In proof of

this he cites a passage from Mignet's

' Bivalites de Francois I. et de Charles-

Quint,' in which he actually misreads

" Henri VII." for "Henri VIII.," and attri

butes to the former the disastrous expedi

tion to Guienne, which the wily Ferdinand

induced the latter to undertake for the sole

benefit of Spain ! It seems scarcely con

ceivable that a writer who undertakes to

tell the story of Catherine of Arragon, and

ventures to pass judgment on the policy

of Henry VLL, should be so exceedingly

ignorant as not to know that this expedition

was sent out by Henry VIII. and not by his

father. Yet even if his reading was so

very limited, he might have been set right

by the very words of the passage which he

has quoted from Mignct, who says Henry

thus assisted his Icau-pire to gain possession
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without defect—at least, the reader has

only to judge of him by the deeds and

•words which meet the eye. Roy does not

allow his passionate love for Viola to over

come his principles, though to obtain a cer

tain end there is a laxity in his morals not

quite satisfactory to himself, his friends, nor

the reader. Still the book, with the excep

tion of one short episode, is an uninterrupted

exposition of morality suitable for most

drawing-rooms of the present day. Two

charming and beautiful women, belonging

to and loving what is called the world,

surrounded by flatterers and temptations,

remain virtuous, and resist all attacks that

axe made upon them. Two most attractive

men of the same class, who are not the hus

bands of these two excellent women, fall in

love with them. They restrain their pas

sions. They meet their reward notwith

standing the machinations of a frisky but

jealous widow, and the opposition of a

charming and affectionate old mother, the

best drawn character in the book. The hus

bands die off most conveniently, and money

matters are made pleasant all round. "Wives

and mothers will learn something of them

selves in this fashionable writer's sentences.

They will find that " They [womenj can

rarely choose for themselves. The life of

most of them is devoted to men whom they

would never have chosen had the choice been

left to them." Again, " Women are like

cats : habit is very strong with them."

This is an unfortunate simile, as cats are

domestic, and not personal, in their attach

ments. In an interesting comparison be

tween the love of a mother and that of a

wife, in the second volume, the following

sentence occurs : " The woman who has the

strongest maternal instinct is, as a ride, the

one of lowest intellect, the nearest akin to

the animals." ' Eoy and Viola ' will not

weary the reader, and may interest those

who do not require novelty in the plot,

much wit and humour in the dialogue, and

axe satisfied with fashionable small talk.

THEOLOGICAL BOOKS.

Acta Joannis, unter Benutzung von C. v. Tiseh-

eiulorf's NaclUass. Bearbeitet von T. Zahn.

(Nutt. )—The apostle John is the subject of many

early traditions. He has beenshrouded in mythical

and legendary vestments by the pious liands of

admiring writers, eager to enlarge his earthly life

with deeds and words that border upon the mar

vellous. The Scripture notices of this disciple

axe brief and fragmentary ; but pietism has sup-

Sied a store of others, so that he has not been

ft without peculiar witnesses to a singular

biography. Prof. Zahn has undertaken a work

which will be welcomed by the students of

apocryphal literature. Supplying what Thilo

and Tischendorf had designed and partly pre

pared, he gives a goodly volume of more than

four hundred pages descriptive of the acts of

John. It contains the narrative of Prochorus,

and the wanderings of the apostle according to

Leucius Charinus. The age of Prochorus can

not be determined exactly, but he is put

with some probability by Zahn at about

500 a. n., and is supposed to have belonged

to the Syrian Church. Ue introduces him

self as one of the Beventy disciples and seven

deacons at Jerusalem. Though his narrative is

little else than a romance, he seems to have in

corporated in it various current traditions, some

of which had been already committed to writing.

Our author dates the treatise of Leucius as early

as 130 a. d. , ranking it among the oldest Chris

tian apocrypha, contemporary with the Acts of

Thekla, the Protevangeliuui of James, the

Kerygma of Peter, and the Gospel of the Infancy

attributed to Thomas. The copious prolego

mena treat of all matters relating to the writers

and their apocryphal productions, including a

description of the MSS. consulted or collated,

with the early and later notices of Prochorus and

Leucius in patristic and modern literature. The

learned editor has executed his task in a

scholarly way, having spared no pains in pro

curing a text as accurate as his sources would

justify. He is less happy in his efforts to repro

duce and estimate Leucius than in those relating

to Prochorus ; but the latter exists only in frag

ments. We believe that he attributes more his

toric value to this apocryphal author than he

really possesses, that he puts him too early, and

takes statements of his as historical which are

mere legends. The section of the prolegomena

entitled "Geschichtliche Gewinn" should be read

with caution. Prof. Zahn is a careful textual

critic, but his sagacity in the higher department

of criticism is not great. His book, however,

is meritorious, and must be acceptable to

scholars interested in the rich apocryphal lite

rature which Christian antiquity produced.

Various points of interest find some elucidation

in Prochorus, and especially in Leucius. These

are not omitted in the prolegomena, though they

need a different treatment from that which they

receive. Notices about the origin of the fourth

gospel, the quartodecimanism of John, his

banishment to Patmos and doings in that island,

his age when he died, his four years' abode in

Rome according to the Paris MS. of Prochorus,

are curious, and may be partly founded on fact.

Znhn's object was not to dilate on all their bear

ings ; it was enough for him to notice them,

though we occasionally perceive the influence of

fixed opinions with which it is impossible to

agree. It should be added that the volume has

three good indexes, and that no student of eccle

siastical history can dispense with it, though the

romanticizing authors deal in fictitious and mar

vellous stories, to the glorification of an apostle

who needs no such praise.

Das GebwiiijiiJir Chruti, ein ehrvnologischer

Ver&ich u.s.v: Von Florian Riess. (Freiburg

im Breisgau.)—Roman Catholic writers are not

insensible to the progress of modern thought,

nor to the strong attacks that are made upon

the old faith which it is their duty to maintain

intact. They publish works on Biblical criti

cism and interpretation, defend established

tenets, and essay the exhibition of new views on

questions which do not injuriously affect the

dogmas of their church. The "Catholic Leaves"

called ' Voices from Maria-Laach ' have been

in progress of publication for some time, and

supplementary Hefte, or small volumes, have

also proceeded from the same confraternity, the

latter containing discussions of a more learned

or less popular character than the "Leaves"

supplied to the people. The present volume is

labelled as the third supplementary one, and

contains two Hefte relating to the year in which

Christ was born, with a synchronism on the

fulness of the times and twelve mathematical

excursuses. It has been usual to put the death

of Herod the Great in the year 750 a.u.c. , but

Herr Riess dates it 753. The year of the death

of Christ he fixes in 786 a. d. c. , arriving at these

dates by courses of argument which show that

he has carefully read the literature belonging to

the subject, and is well able to reason upon it.

But his discussions do not lead to better results

than some of his predecessors' in the same de

partment. He is too uncritical to be a satis

factory guide ; so that the new conclusions can

scarcely be accepted by the cautious student.

The weakness of his reasoning is pretty clear in

what is stated about the edict of the Emperor

Augustus spoken of at the beginning of Luke's

second chapter, the visit of the Magi, and other

topics. The ready belief of the Jesuit father is

of an unquestioning kind in relation to every

statement of the sacred writers. Hence the

first three chapters add nothing to the results

already obtained by Protestant critics, but

rather disturb them unnecessarily. The writer's

abilityappears best in the mathematical tables and

the accompanying remarks which form the last

portion of the volume. Here many details are

furnished about the Passover, new and full

moons in the public life of Christ, the eclipse of

the moon mentioned by Josephus ('Antiqq.,'

xvii. 6, 4), which Whiston calculated long ago

by the rules of astronomy, the Easter canon on

the statue of Hippolytus in the Vatican, with

times and cycles bearing upon the age of Christ.

It is gratifying to see Jesuit fathers of the pre

sent day occupied with topics of this nature

rather than controversial divinity, though the

sagacity and learning displayed contribute little

to the advancement of our knowledge.

Par Palimpseatonim Dublineiisium. The

Codex Rescriptus Dublinensis of St. Matthew's

Gospel (Z.), first published by Dr. Barrett in

1801. A New Edition, Revised and Augmented.

Also Fragments of the Book of Isaiah in the

LXX. Version, from an Ancient Palimpsest

now first published. Together with a newly

discovered Fragment of the Codex Palatums.

By T. K. Abbott, B.D. With two Fac

similes. (Dublin, Hodges, Foster & Figgis.)—

Students of the Greek Testament are not likely

to forget the contemptuous, almost ferocious,

manner in which Lachmann, more than thirty

years ago, commented on Dr. Barrett's edition

of the famous Dublin Palimpsest. The renowned

German critic was so angry at the inaccuracy of

an editor who had but few qualifications for the

work he had undertaken, that he actually at

tempted to rob Dr. Barrett of the credit of

having deciphered the MS. , and attributed the

merit of the work to the engraver alone. Though

nobody accepted the theory, or believed that

Lachmann himself could have been serious in

propounding it, yet no one was satisfied with

the editio princepa of Codex Z., and when Dr.

Tregelles published his collation of the MS. in

1803, correcting Barrett and supplementing his

deficiencies in more than two hundred passages,

critics were very grateful that the work had been

done again and believed that it had at length

been done once for all. But nothing on earth

seems ever done once for all ; everything sooner

or later is found to require correction, completion,

or restoration. It now turns out that Tregelles

was no more infallible than his predecessor, and

he in his turn has been set right in upwards of

four hundred instances by another labourer in

the same field. Dr. Abbott has explained how

he as an editor had everything in his favour ; and

the magnificent edition which he has brought

out of this precious MS. will probably be the

last that will ever be called for. The collation

has not been made by a mere visitor to the

University Library, pressed for time and watched

by librarians, but by a man of learning who had

no need to hurry, and who was at home with

his own books around him. " If," he says, "I

have succeeded beyond what could have been

expected in discovering letters and marks which

escaped Dr. Tregelles, it is because, being

resident in Trinity College, I was able literally

nocturna versare manu versa re diuriia this im

portant codex." We have, therefore, here pre

sented to us a transcript of a document of the

sixth, or it may be the fifth, century by a

specialist who has had not only a very careful

training, but has spared no toil and no effort

to ensure complete accuracy, and who has suc

ceeded as no other man is likely to succeed

again. It need hardly be said that the volume

is for scholars, and indeed advanced scholars,

and therefore to attempt to .give the general

reader an analysis of the elaborate introduction

would be out of place in our columns. We must

not omit, however, to draw attention to the

exquisite fac similes which illustrate Dr. Abbott's

volume'; for delicacy of tint and perfection of

finish we have never seen anything to surpass

them. They bear no craftsman's name, but if
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they are of Irish workmanship they prove

plainly that we have no monopoly of artistic

skill on our side of the Channel.

Dr. J. v. Pflugk-Harttung has sent us two

monographs of his, the one called Diplomatisch-

histonsche Forschungen, the other entitled Acta

Pontificum Romanorum Inedita: Vol. I. Ur-

kunden der Piipste, a.d. 748-1198. These

works give evidence of much serious and

well-directed labour in a field which German

historians have made their own. In the first

work Dr. Harttung, starting from an inquiry

into the privileges granted by Pope Zacharias to

the great Abbey of Fulda in the eighth century,

has been led to enter on a much wider area of in

vestigation. His book begins with an excursus

on the nature of the exemptions granted to

ecclesiastical foundations in general. He pro

ceeds to illustrate his remarks by a more de

tailed examination of certain collections of

records, those of St. Denis and St. Martin of

Tours in France, and of Hersfeld, Corvey,

Quedlinburg, and others in Germany. He

brings together a large number of instances

showing the various ways in which Papal bulls

and other documents were copied, forged, or

manufactured in the Middle Ages. The results

of these inquiries he applies to the records of

Fulda, separating the true from the false, the

original from the copy, the documents really

emanating from the Papal Court from the

forgeries which never saw the southern side of

the Alps. Hence he deduces a history, or at

least materials for a history, of the Abbey of

Fulda, based on the securest foundation of his

torical truth. Detailed remarks on all the most

important of the Fulda records taken singly

conclude the volume. When it is remembered

how closely the network of Papal politics is

interwoven with the history of mediaeval Ger

many, how large a part the great ecclesiastical

foundations play in the history of every country,

a systematic inquiry into the manner in which

the wealth and influence of those foundations

were built up cannot fail to have great interest

for the historical student. Moreover, the way

in which the inquiry is conducted, the scrupulous

regard for truth and accuracy by which it is

distinguished, and the thoroughly scientific

character of the investigation, make the book

an example which the English student may

well take to heart and imitate. In the course

of these investigations, and as a consequence

of them, Dr. Harttung has been led to devote

special attention to the nature, form, and

contents of Papal bulls and other documents

emanating from the Papal See in general.

The results of a large portion of his labours

lie before us in the second of the above-

mentioned works. It is a collection of tran

scripts of Papal documents, hitherto unpub

lished or difficult of access, ranging from the

times of Pope Zacharias to those of Innocent III.

The book may be regarded as a most useful

supplement to the well-known collections of

JafliS and others. The documents are given in

full, and an explanatory system of notes and

signs is adopted, whence the external form, the

abbreviations, the mistakes, and other pecu

liarities of each document may easily be detected.

The period covered is, it is needless to say, one

of the most important in the history of the

Papacy. The volume before us is only a first

instalment, and we hope that Dr. Harttung may

be able eventually to complete a collection of

materials so valuable not only for the history

of the Papal system, but for the understanding

of mediaeval history in general.

SCHOOL-BOOKS.

The German Declensions: a Practical Course,

with Easy Reading and Writing Lessons, and

a Synopsis of Strong and Irregular Verbs. By

J. Eisner. (Williams & Norgate.)

This will be found anything but an easy book

for beginners. The author has rather singular

ideas of arrangement. Thus he puts his ex

planation of the pronunciation of the letters

after the reading lessons. He first arranges

German nouns in five groups, according to the

formation of the plural, and then in five other

groups, according to their case inflexion. There

are thus two independent classifications, and this

necessarily occasions a good deal of complexity

and difficulty. The reader is bewildered by

frequent references not only to what has been

previously stated, but also to matters that do

not occur till many pages after.

The First German Book: Grammar, Conversation,

and Translation. By A. L. Becker. (Hachette

& Co.)

It is not often that so perfectly satisfactory a

first book as this comes in our way. Though it

is strictly confined to the essential elements of

the language, these are so clearly stated and so

admirably arranged that, provided the lessons

are, as the author requires, " thoroughly

mastered," a good practical knowledge may be

acquired. The classification of the nouns and

verbs is at once theoretically correct and practi

cally easy. The brief chapter explaining the

philology of German and English, and that on

the interchange of letters in the two languages,

will be found interesting and useful. This neat

little volume is printed in clear, bold type, and

may be had for the moderate price of one

■hilling.

The British School Series.—The Sixth Reader.

Edited by T. Morrison, M.A. (Edinburgh,

Gall & Inglis.)

If reading lessons, as their name imports, are to

be exercises in the art of reading, it would seem

desirable that they should consist of extracts

from the best authors in every variety of com

position. This 'Pveader' is founded on a dif

ferent principle. It aims chiefly at the commu

nication of every sort of knowledge, and contains

a heterogeneous heap of scraps of history,

physical geography, natural history, geology,

astronomy, optics, mechanics, hydrostatics,

meteorology, political economy, constitutional

law, and technology, with some passages of

poetry, mostly of an inferior stamp. The know

ledge gained from such a medley of morsels

must be superficial and confused, even with

the utmost distinctness and strictest accuracy of

statement, which are not to be found here in

every case. A young reader will be more puzzled

than enlightened to find it stated, without ex

planation of the technical meaning of " value,"

that "the value of water to a man placed on

the bank of a river depends on the labour

necessary to raise it from the river to his lips."

The best feature of the book is the abundance

of excellent explanatory and illustrative notes,

which both throw needful light on the lessons

and incidentally supply useful information.

OUB LIBRAKY TABLE.

At a meeting held in February last at the

Mansion House to consider the best means of

commemorating Lord Lawrence's services, Lord

George Hamilton suggested that a cheap bio

graphy of the illustrious pro-consul should be

written, in order that the masses might become

acquainted with his career. To this suggestion

is due the readable book by Capt. Trotter which

Messrs. Allen & Co. have sent us. It is neces

sarily only a sketch, but it is a sketch. in which

little of moment is omitted.

The Committee of the Birmingham Free

Libraries has at last printed another Report, no

Report having been issued last year, as most of

the records of the work of 1878 were lost in the

fire of January of last year. A large part of

the new Report is taken up with the plans for

rebuilding the library. The Committee seems

even now hardly to realize that the Shak-

Bpeare Library was of no great value, and

that the greatest loss was the Staunton col

lection, which can never be replaced. Among

those who have come forward to help the

Committee with gifts of books are the London

publishers, who have been generous contri

butors. Mr. Quaritch stands first, having sent

books to the value of one hundred pounds ;

Messrs. Sampson Low & Co. gave 136 volumes ;

Messrs. Chatto & Windus, 58 volumes ; Messrs.

Bentley & Son, 50 volumes ; and Messrs. Chap

man & Hall, Messrs. Dean & Son, Messrs.

Routledge, Messrs. Spon & Co., and Messrs.

Ward, Lock & Co. also contributed. Within

eight months of the fire the Central Lending

Library and the Reference Library were re

opened, thanks to the activity of Mr. Mullins,

the former with 17,000 volumes, and the latter

with about 12,000 volumes.

At Cambridge the Library Committee reports

that during the past year the libraries have been

enlarged by the addition of 1,180 volumes. To

the University of Oxford the Committee is

indebted for a selection from the publications

issued from the Clarendon Press to the value of

fifty pounds.

The first nine parts of Vapereau's Dictionnaire

Universel des Contemporains, fifth edition, have

been issued, and bring the work to " Tennyson."

We have carefully examined a large number of

the biographical notices, and regret to say that

the word " universel " had better have been

omitted from the title, for the non-French

biographies are as full of error as in the earlier

editions. To say this is to pronounce severe

blame indeed.

We have on our table Grace Darling : her

True Story (Hamilton),—The National Thrift

Reader, by Mrs. Lankester (Allman), — The

Gaelic Kingdom in Scotland, by C. Stewart

(Edinburgh, Maclachlan & Stewart),—The Cot

tage Cookery Book (Ward & Lock),—How to

Manage Poultry (Ward & Lock),—Fancy

Pigeons, Parts V. and VI. ('The Bazaar'

Office),—British Dogs, Parts XIV. and XV.,

by H. Dalziel ('The Bazaar' Office),—Irish

Distress and its Remedies : a Visit to Donegal

and Connaught in the Spring of 1880, by

J. H. Tuke (Ridgway),—The Testamentary

and Succession Laws of the Republic of Chili,

edited by W. Grain (Sweet),—Health Primers:

The Heart and its Function (Bogue),—The Skin

in Health and Disease (Ward & Lock),—Animal

Magnetism, by R. Heidenhain (Kegan Paul),—

Transactions of the National Association for the

Promotion of Social Science, Manchester Meeting,

1879 (Longmans),—Proceedings of the Royal

Colonial Institute, Vol. XI. (Low),—Who is

your Wife? by W. H. Phillips (New York,

E. J. Hale & Son),—A Daring Voyage across

the Atlantic Ocean, by the Brothers Andrews

(Griffith & Farran),—Dresden China, by F. E.

Weatherly (Diprose),—The Conventiad: Poems,

by A. B. E. (S. Tiusley),—Fragments of Verse,

by H. A. Duff (Marcus Ward),—Love-Songs, by

G. Barlow (Remington),—Chrestos : a Religious

Epithet, by J. B. Mitchell (Williams & Norgate),

—Deaconesses in the Church of England (Griffith

& Farran),—David, by E. S. G. S. (Whitting-

ham),—Out of the Deep, from the writings of C.

Kingsley (Macmillan),—Christ the Divine Man,

by the Rev. H. E. von Stiirmer (Hamilton),—

J(sus-Christ d'apres Mahomet, by E. Sayous

(Paris, E. Leroux),—Der Heilige, by C. F.

Meyer (Leipzig, Haeffel), — and Syrische

Grammatik des Mar Elias von Tirhan, by F.

Baethgen (Leipzig, J. C. Hinrich). Among

New Editions we have Grammaire Biarnaise,

by V. Lespy (Nutt),—He de PJiodes, by V.

Guerin (Trubner),—and Elements of Chemistry,

Vol. III., by W. A. Miller, revised by H. E.

Armstrong and C. E. Groves (Longmans). Also

the following Pamphlets : Political and Financial

Requirements of British India, by J. Dacosta

(Allen & Co.),—Notes on some Disputed Points

in Indian Finance and Taxation, by H. S.

Cunningham (Allen & Co.),—The European

Slave Trade in English Girls, by A. S. Dyer
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(Dyer Brothers),—and The New Burial Act:

What it Does, and IWtat it Does Not Do, by

the Rev. A. T. Lee (The Church Defence Insti

tution).

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Attken's . Rev. R.) Pamphlets on Church Reform, 8vo. 2/6 cl.
I ( Rev. G. 80 In Prospect of Sunday, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.

Testament,

cl.with

Sev. O. 8. ) In Prospect of Sunday, cr. 8v
(W. H.) The Inspiration of the New '
Preface by Rev. J. P. Norrls, 12mo. 2/rj c

Cambridge Bible for Schools: First Book of Samuel, by Rev.

A. F. Kirkpatrick, 12mo. 1/8 cl.
Cruden's Concordance and Bible Student's Handbook,

illustrated, royal 8vo. 10* el.
Delitisch's (F.) Messianlo Prophecies, translated by 8. I.

Curtis*, 8vo. 8/ cl.
Hau«mth's (Dr. A.) History of New Testament Times, The

Time of Jesus, Vol. 2, translated by C. T. Poynting and

P. Quenier, 8vo. 10/8 cl.
Holy Bible (The), translated by S. 8harpe. 8vo. 4/6 cl. swd.
Mallcson't (Rev. F. A.) Jesus Christ, His Life and His Work,

cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
New Truth and the Old Faith, by a Scientific Layman, 10/8
Tuck's (R.) Age of the Great Patriarchs, Vol. 2, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

Pine Art.

Lalanne's (If.) Treatise on Etching, Text and Plates, trans
lated by 8. R. Koehler, roy. 8vo. 12/8 cl.

Robson's (Rev. J. H.) Elementary Treatise on Geometrical
Drawing, 12mo. 3/6 cl.

Bouth Kensington Museum Handbooks : Japanese Pottery,
by W. F. Franks, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

Poetry and the Drama.

Heath's (G.) Poems, with Memoir by J. Redfern, Memorial

Edition, cr. 8vo. 8/ cl.
" Jammed," and other Verse, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Macaulay's (Lord) Lays of Ancient Koine, with Ivry and

The Armada, illustrated, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Thompson's (T. C.) Hanno, a Play in Five Acta, 12mo. 2/8 cl.

Philosophy.

Aids to the Schools, Questions and Exercises on Aristotle's
Ethics. Books l-l and part of 10, by a Graduate, 2/ swd.

Capes'a (Rev. W. W. ) Stoicism, 12mo. 2/6 cl.
Wallace's (W.) Epicureanism, 12mo. 2/6 cl.

History and Biography.

Fox (C. J.), Early History of, by G. O. Trevelyan, 8vo. 18/ cl.
Gore's (Bev. E.) Leo the Great, 12mo. 2/ cl.
Jones's ( W. H.) Diocesan History of Salisbury. 12mo. 2/8 cl.
Men Worth Bemrmbering : William Wilberforce, by J.

Btoughton, or. 8vo. 2/6 ul.
Kelson's Life, bv Southey, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Urlin's (R. D. ) the Churchman's Life or Wesley, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Wiffen Brothers (The), Memoirs and Miscellanies, edited by

8. R. Pattison, cr. 8vo. »/ cl.

Geography and Travel.

D'Albert is's (L. M.) New Guinea, What I Did and What I
Saw, 2 vols. 8vo. 42/ cl.

Philology.

Eve's (H. W.) School German Grammar, cr. 8vo. 4/ cl.
Kelly's Keys to the Classics : The Fasti of Ovid, Books 4, 6,

and 6, "translated by B. Mongan, 12mo. 2/ bus.; Fasti of
Ovid, complete, 12mo. 3/6 cl.

Harting (J. E.) and Roberts's (L. P.) Glimpses of Bird Life,

folio, 42/ cl.
Ralfe's (C. If.) Demonstrations in Physiological and Patho

logical Chemistry, 12mo. 5/ cl.
Swinton's(A. H.) Insect Variety, its Propagation and Dis

tribution, cr. 8vo. 10/ cl.

General Literature.

Ballantyne's (R. M.) The Lonely Island, cr. 8vo. 6/cl.
Braddon'.i (Miss) Just as I Am, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Camp of Refuge (The), edited by 8. H. Miller, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Craik's (G. L.) Pursuit of Knowledge under Difficulties, 8/ cl.

End of the Coil, by Author of ' Wide, Wide World,' 3/6 cl.
Fenn's (G. M.) The Clerk of Portwick, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. :!l/4 cl.
Fortunes of Hassan, being the Strange Story of a Turkish

Befuge, cr. 8vo. 2/8 cl.
Greenough'g ( Mrs. B. ) Mary Magdalene, 8vo. 6/ cl.
Horses ami Koads, or How to keep a Horse sound on his Legs,

by " Free-Lance," cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Intermediate Education Act (Ireland), the Examination

Papers issued at the Second Examination, held in June
and July, 1880, with Answers and Solutions, 8vo. 3/ swd.;
Answers and Solutions only, 8vo. 2/ swd.

Irving's (W.) Little Britain, together with Spectre Bride
groom and a Legend of Sleepy Hollow, illust., 10/6 cl.

Laaib's (R.) Thoughtful Joe, and how he Gained his Name,
small 4to. 2/6 cl.

Lyster's (A.) Chryssie's Hero. cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Lyster's (A.) My Lonely Lassie, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Macleod's(A ) the Gentle Heart, 12mo. 3/6 cl.
My New Tov-Book. 4to. 4/ cl.
Nash's (B. L. ) Short Inquiry into the Profitable Nature of

our Investments, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
New Werther (The), by Loki, cr. 8vo. 2/8 cl.
Parker's (T. ) Combination Telegraph Code, 4to. 2/ swd
Patmore's (G. ) Our Pets and Playfellows in Air, Earth, and

Water, 12mo. 3/8 cl.
Paull's (Mrs. H. B.) Ethel Graham's Victory, cr. 8vo. .1/ cl.
Sargent's (G. E.) Philip Gainsford's Profit and Loss, 3/6 cl.
8hiplev's (M. E ) Bernard Hamilton, Curate of Stowe, 3/6 cl.
Skelton's (J.) The Crooket Meg, a Story of the Year One, 6/cl.
8tuart's ( E. ) Caught In a Trap, a Tale of France in 1802, 5/ cl.
Stubble Farm, or Three Generations of English Farmers,

by Author of ' Ernest Struggles,' 2 vols. cr. 8vo. 13/ cl.
Symington's (B. M.) The Last first, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Talbot's ( F. ) The Scarsdale Peerage, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Townsend's (M. E.) Steffan's Angel, and other Stories, 2/6 cl.

Ward & Lock's Home Book, cr. Svo. 7/6 cl.

FOREIGN.

Theology.

BUhler (Chrn.): Der Altkatholicismus, 6m. (SO.
Hartmann (E. v.): Die Krisls d. Christenthums in der

Modemen Theologie, 2m. 70.
Liber Proverbiorum, Textum Masoreticum lllustravit B.

Baer, pnrfatus est F. Delitzsch, lm. 20.

Law.

Corpus Juris Canonic! recognovit JEm. Friedberg, Parts 9

and 10, 8m.
Founiier (P.) : Les Offkialites au Moyen Age de 1180 k 1328

7fr. 60.
Babbinuwies (Dr. I. M.): Legislation Civile du Thalmud

Commentaire et Traduction, lOOfr.

Drama.

Lacour (L.): Trots Theatres—Emile Augier, Alexandre Dumas

tils, Victorien Bardou, 3fr. 80.

Music.

Pougin (A.): Supplement et Complement a la Blographie
Vnlverselle dea Musiciens de F.-J. Fetis. Vol. 2, 8fr.

Philosophy.

Bresson (L.): Idees Modernes—Cosmologie, Sociologie, Sfr.
Hartmann (E. v.): Zur Qeschichte und Begrundung d.

Pesslmismus, 3m.

History and Biography.

Forneron (H.) : Histolre de Philippe II., 15fr.
Giesebrecht (W. v.): Kaiser Friedrich der Rothbart, Part 1

8m. 60.
RShricht (R.) und Melsner (H.)i Deutsche Pilgerreisen

nach dem Heiligen Lande, 20m.
Soltau (W.): Die Altrdmischen Tolksversammlungen, 16m.

Geography.

Delaborrle (M. H. F.): Chartes de Terre Salnte provenant

de 1'Abbaye de N.-D.-de-Josaphat, ofr.

Brug«ch Bev(H.): Hieroglyphisch-demotisches Worterbuch,
Vol. «, Part 1, 64m.

Cntersuchungen Philologlsche, edited by Kiessling and
Wilamowits-Moellendorfr, Part 3, 3m.

Science.

Martin (K.) : Die Tert'arschlchten auf Java, Palnontological
Division, Part 11, General Series, Fart 61, 44m.

Ruhlmann (K.): Die Mechanische Warmetheorie, 7m. 20.

General Literature.

Bouvler ( A.) : Mademoiselle Beau-Sourire, 3fr.
Ulbach (L.) : Le Tapis Vert, 3fr. 60.

A NEW EDITION OF WORDSWORTH.

Wb understand that Prof. Knight, of St.

Andrews University, is about to edit a library

edition of the works of Wordsworth, extending

to ten volumes octavo, which will be published

by Mr. Paterson, of Edinburgh. It will be some

what similar in form to the editions of Burns,

Moliere, and Cervantes which Mr. Paterson

has published. The specialities of this edition

will be : 1. The poems are, for the first time,

arranged in the chronological order of publica

tion ; 2. Every variation of the text in the

successive editions published in Wordsworth's

lifetime, and with his sanction, will be given in

full in foot-notes to the poems ; 3. Many new

readings, founded on MS. notes of the poet,

and not hitherto published, will be given in a

separate list ; 4. The Fenwick notes, dictated by

Wordsworth, will be prefixed to each poem ;

6. Topographical notes, embodying the sub

stance of Mr. Knight's book on the Lake Dis

trict, but containing a good deal of fresh

material, will be appended to the poems ; 6.

Part of the prose works, including the prefaces

and appendices to the poems, the ' Guide to the

Lakes,' &c. , will be added; 7. Some hitherto

unpublished memorials of Wordsworth will be

appended ; 8. A now life of the poet and

critical essay will conclude the series of volumes ;

9. Each will contain an illustrative drawing by

Mr. MacWhirter, of such places as Cocker-

mouth, Dame Tyson's house at Hawkshead,

Alfoxden, Dove Cottage, Blea Tarn, Rydal

Mount, Ac.

This edition, undertaken some time ago by

special arrangement with the Wordsworth

family, is quite distinct from the work which

the Wordsworth Society, founded last week at

Grasmere, will address itself to. The Transac

tions of the Society, published in its own name

and in the name of individual members, may

traverse the same ground to a certain extent ;

but the work of the Society is much wider and

more varied. The inaugural meeting at Gras

mere was an interesting event in many ways.

The Bishop of St. Andrews presided. The

following resolutions were proposed by Prof.

Knight, and seconded by the Principal of Bra-

senose College, Oxford, viz., I. That a society,

to be called "The Wordsworth Society," be

formed for the following purposes : 1. As a

bond of union amongst those who are in sym

pathy with the general teaching and spirit of

Wordsworth ; 2. To promote and extend the

study of the poet's works ; 3. To collect for

freservation, and, if thought desirable, for pub-

ication, original letters and unpublished remi

niscences of the poet ; 4. To prepare a record

of opinion in reference to Wordsworth from

1793 to the present time. II. That the officials

of the Society be an Honorary President, a

Secretary, and a Treasurer, with an Executive

Committee, and that an annual meeting be held

at a place and date to be fixed by the Com

mittee. III. That it be in the power of every

member to transmit communications bearing

upon the work of the Society to the Secretary,

to be read and considered at the annual meeting.

The Society already numbers eighty-six mem

bers, including the following : The Lord Chan

cellor and Lady Selbome, Lord Coleridge, the

Bishops of Lincoln and St. Andrews, the Dean

of Salisbury, Mr. Robert Browning, Mr. John

Ruskin, Mr. Leslie Stephen, Mr. J. Russell

Lowell, Mr. Aubrey de Vere, Mr. Stopford

Brooke, Profs. Dowden, Fraser, Nichol, Caird,

Carpenter, Meiklejohn, Mr. Alfred Hunt and

Mrs. Hunt, Mrs. A. Webster, Mrs. E. Pfeiffer,

Lady Richardson, Mr. J. MacWhirter, Mr.

R H. Hutton, Mr. A. Ainger, &c. Prof.

Knight is Secretary, and Mr. George Wilson,

Murrayfield House, Midlothian, Treasurer. Any

one desirous of joining the club may intimate

the fact either to the Secretary or the Treasurer.

The Grasmere meeting was the starting-point of

what may prove a valuable and interesting

society.

THE ANGLO-SAXON CHRONICLE.

Derby House, Eccles.

Will you permit me to continue the dissec

tion of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle which has

been partially published in your pages 1

There are seven codices of the Chronicle ex

tant, known as A. , B. , C. , D. , E. , F. , and G.

We will now consider shortly Codex E., whose

character has been well described by Mr. Earle.

This codex, from its former possessor, is known

as the Laud MS. , and is No. 636 among the Laud

MSS. in the Bodleian. Every author known to

me has derived this codex from Peterborough,

and that it was written there is most obvious.

The author of an anonymous work, ' A Regular

Dissection of the Saxon Chronicle,' who accord

ing to a MS. note in my copy was named English,

says he thinks Laud had it from Peterborough

in 1634, op. cit. 198, and I have little doubt

that it is the work known in Wheloc's time as

the Peterborough Book, or ' Annates Saxonici

Petriburgensis. ' It is in one hand to the end

of 1121, as remarked long ago by Ingram and

;onfirmed by Mr. Earle, therefore no part of it

was written before that year. As Mr. Earle says :

"Its existence is probably due to a disastrous

fire that occurred in Peterborough on Friday,

August 3rd, 1116, in which the minster was

entirely consumed, and all the buildings around,

except the chapter-house and dormitory ; most

of the town was burnt also. Probably they lost

their books, and it may have been in consequence

of this loss that we find a new Chronicle started

in 1121." Again, speaking of certain insertions,

the same author says : "In these inserted pieces

we find a confirmation of the date of E. 's com

pilation. A comparison of these with the

language of the continuation, after 1121, places

it beyond doubt that the work was compiled at

the date where the first hand stops " (op. cit.

xliv).

Ingram says: "The ten years from 1122

to 1132 rather exhibit different ink than a

different writer. From A.D. 1132 to the end of

a.d. 1154 the language and orthography became

gradually more Normanized, particularly in the

reign of King Stephen, the account of which was

not written till the close of it. " With all this I
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cordially agree, but this implies much more.

The work has in fact no claims to be an Anglo-

Saxon Chronicle at all in the sense in which

some of the other copies are. It is a compilation

which ought to be compared with Florence of

Worcester, Simeon of Durham, William of

Malmesbury, &c. , and differs from these merely

in the fact that its author is unknown and that it

is written in the vernacular and not in Latin. It is

an extremely interesting specimen of English as

spoken in 1121 at Peterborough. It is, as Florence

of Worcester's compilation is, a most valuable mine

of original matter, but is not to be compared

with the English Chronicle proper, and it is,

I think, misleading to print it along side of, and

to compare it with, the other chronicles, instead

of with the Latin compilations with which it

was so nearly contemporary. AVe will, there

fore, put it aside at present altogether. Let us

now turn to Codex F. This is a MS. of the

same type as the last. "Both E. and F. ," says

Mr. Earle, "are scrap-books of history, and

they belong to that class of compositions which

attained its full development in the Latin Flores

Historiarum " (up. cit. li). There can be no

doubt that it is quite a late production. Mr.

Earle expresses the opinion of all inquirers, I

believe, when he says it must be ascribed to

the twelfth century, the abrupt ending at 1058

affording no token of date. It marks, he adds,

by its bilingual arrangement, the transition

period from the use of the vernacular to the

use of the Latin in English history. From the

use of the French prud in our modern sense of

"proud" in the year 1006, Mr. Earle implies

that it belongs to an advanced decade of the

twelfth century (id. lii). This copy, then, we

may also put away as a companion to the com

pilations so frequent in the twelfth century, and

having nothing to do with the English Chronicles

proper.

Discarding Codices E. and F., therefore, we

have left five copies of the Chronicle, namely,

A., B., C, D., and G. These may be divided

into sections or classes according to their dialect.

A. and G., as I showed in my former letters,

are both written in the Mercian dialect. The

remaining three copies, B. , C. , and D., are all

written in the same dialect, which was probably

the dialect of Wessex. We will now limit our

selves to these Southern copies. B. is written

in one hand to 977, when it ends. It had

formerly a genealogical frontispiece, terminating

with the reign of Edward, the son of Edgar,

which, as Mr. Earle says, corresponds perfectly

with the date of 977, at winch the annals

terminate, and everything tends to render it

probable that this was the true date of this com

pilation. As I have said in a foruier letter, I

believe it to have been made at Winchester, the

capital of the kingdom of Wessex. In this

copy alone do we meet with a famous emenda

tion in the year 643. Where the other copies

have " the church at Winchester " this copy

is altered to "the old church at Winchester,"

which alteration would occur, as Mr. Earle says,

to a copier in 977, when Bishop Ethelwold's

church was building, and would occur, as I think,

to a Winchester scribe only.

Now in 977 the see of Winchester was occu

pied by perhaps its greatest bishop. Famous as

a great reformer of church discipline, as the

introducer of regulars into the old English foun

dations, whence his name of Father of Monks,

famous also as a patron of the arts, and himself

an artist, and also for his patronage of literature,

his school became the fountain whence most of

the scholars of the next age proceeded. He was

himself a good scholar, but what apparently

he mainly delighted in was the old English

tongue. " Dulue namque erat ei adolescentes et

juvenes semper docere, et Latinos libros Anqlice

«is solvere, et regulas grammatics artis ac

metric* rationis tradere, et jocundis alloquiis

ad meliora hortari. Unde factum est ut per-

plures ex discipulis ejus fierent sacerdotes atque

abbates, et honorabiles episcopi, quidam etiam

archiepiscopi, in gente Anglorum," are the words

of his biographer Wolstan, and his Anglo-Saxon

version of the rule of St. Benedict is still extant.

We can well believe, therefore, that he was

exactly the person under whose patronage it was

fitting an English Chronicle should be written

out, and who would favour the work aa a suitable

addition to the library of his new minster at

Winchester. I have no doubt that MS. B. was

produced under his patronage, and it may be

that it was actually the work of his own hands.

It is in curious accordance with these facts that

we find in one of the closing paragraphs of this

codex a reference to Abingdon.

Abingdon, as is well known, was the monastery

over which Ethelwold presided before he was

made Bishop of Winchester.

I would therefore refer to this copy of the

Chronicle as the Winchester or St. Ethelwold

copy. The one usually connected with Win

chester, namely, Codex A. , has no claims of any

kind to a connexion with the old capital of

Wessex.

Let us now turn to Codex C. This is known

as the Abingdon Chronicle. When Josceline

wrote, about 1570, this MS. was in the posses

sion of Mr. Boyer, the Keeper of the Records in

the Tower, and afterwards passed into the col

lection of Sir Robert Cotton. Josceline named

it the Chronicon Abbendoniie, and this conclu

sion that it was written at Abingdon is most

reasonable. This we gather from internal evi

dence.

In the years 981 and 982 we find two para

graphs in C. not found in any of the other copies

of the Chronicle, in both of which there is a

reference to Abingdon, and this is directly after

C. quits company with B. , as I shall point out

presently.

In 958 we have an entry of the appointment

of Edwin as Abbot of Abingdon entered in C. ,

and only found in E. among the other copies,

and there put under the year 983.

In 990 C. alone mentions the death of this

abbot, Edwin, and the accession of his successor,

Wulfgar.

In 1044 we have mention in C. of Siward's

transference from the abbacy of Abingdon to the

primacy, and the appointment of ^Ethelstan as

his successor.

In 1047 we have mention made in C. alone of

the death of ^Ethelstan, Abbot of Abingdon,

and again another reference to Abingdon in

1048, where the return of Siward there from

Canterbury is mentioned.

This list of idiosyncrasies in C. , which has

comparatively so few peculiarities, makes the

conclusion generally held, and adopted by Mr.

Earle, almost certain, that C. was composed at

Abingdon. The first handwriting in this copy

of the Chronicle stops at the year 1048. Wanley

and Mr. Thompson both agree in this in oppo

sition to those who date the change in 1046.

There can be little doubt, from the style and

other considerations, that Mr. Earle's conclusion

is right, that this is the date of the transcript of

this copy. Lot us now consider on what autho

rities it was based.

As far as the end of the year 975 this copy

follows B. verbatim, save such small literal

differences as inevitably occur in copies, and

it is universally held (see 'Mon. Hist. Brit.,'

76; Hardy, 'Cat. Brit. Hist.,' 656) that C. as

far as 977 was a copy of B. or of a chronicle

like B. Another argument for the close rela

tions of B. and C. is found in 902, where a

premature entry of the death of Ealhswidh,

which must have originated in a blunder, appears

in B. and C. only (Earle, op. cit. xxxix).

After 975 the entries in C. are very valuable

for tracking out the history of the various codices

of the Chronicle. Mr. Earle argues that the

subsequent entries have l>een derived from

Codex D. , but this is incredible. D. is much

more full than C. The chronology of D.

i follows the Northern chronicles, while C. fol

lows the Southern. It also contains several

paragraphs not in C. , and not likely to have

been omitted wilfully : further, it incor

porates the famous Northumbrian Chronicle, not

found in C, which has given us so much new

matter on the eighth century ; and, lastly, as

I shall show presently, D. was certainly written

after C, which is conclusive.

For these reasons, therefore, I cannot think

that C. has been copied from D. The occur

rence of several passages in C. not in D. makes

it equally difficult to suppose that C. was the

mother MS. of D. Now, although these two

MSS. differ in several paragraphs, the great

body of their material is not only alike, but

alike verbatim et literatim. This concurrence

extends to the end of the first sentence in the

year 1043, where the two part company. As

there is no break in the handwriting at this

point, and it is unlikely that either MS. was a

copy of the other, the only alternative that

remains is the one I have no hesitation in

adopting, namely, that there was once in exist

ence a copy of the Chronicle ending in the year

1043, which was the common mother of C. and

D. , and which comprised the matter common to

these two MSS. With this MS. and MS. B.

before him, the Abingdon chronicler in 1048,

and therefore during the abbacy of Siward, who

had j ust returned from Canterbury, and probably

taken a transcript with him, proceeded to write

out Codex C. , adding to the copies before him a

few notes of his own. These notes consist of a

notice of a famine in 976, of several paragraphs

comprising the annals from 978-983, in two of

which, as I have said, there are references to

Abingdon, and notices under the years 1016,

1022, 1030, 1038, and 1039.

It is not improbable that a copy of the Chro

nicle above named, ending in 1043, may have

come from Canterbury, where Siward went from

Abingdon in 1043, returning to Abingdon again

in 1048, proving that while archbishop he still

retained his ties with his old abbey. Let us

now turn to Codex D. This is known as the

Worcester Chronicle, having been so named by

Josceline. I do not see any absolute reason for

disputing this, although from internal evidence,

from the way in which the Archbishop of York

is referred to, and from the fact of its adopting

the Northern chronology and incorporating the

Northumbrian Chronicle, it is far from impos

sible that it was written somewhere within the

limits of Northumbrian The first handwriting

in D. ends in 1016 ; but this is clearly a break

in the scribe, and not in the script, for it occurs

in the very middle of a sentence, "Dhaer ahte

Cnut sige " being the last clause of one writing,

and " aud gefeaht him widh calle engla theode"

the first of the next. As the sentence is quite

complete, and runs on freely in C, it is clear

that this break in the handwriting marks no

break whatever in the authorship, unless we pos

tulate what, as I have shown, is hardly credible,

that C. was a copy of D. I am very glad to say

that this view, which I had arrived at without

seeing the MS. , is amply corroborated by Mr.

Thompson, of the British Museum, than whom I

cannot quote a betterauthority, andwho has made

a careful examination of the MS. for me. He says

the writing breaks off not only in the middle of

a sentence, but in the middle of a word, and he

is most positive that the break referred to is

entirely in the script and not in the author.

He says the first break in the author is in 1052,

and, strangely enough, on turning to Wanley's

Catalogue of the Cotton MSS., I find that he

also marks the first break in 1052.

This copy, therefore, and Codex C. were

written within a few years of one another. As

I have said, down to the year 1043 it agrees

remarkably with C. , but the variants make it

imperative to postulate that the two were copied

from a third copy, which ended in 1043, and to

which each added certain facts not in the other.

This hypothetical codex, which is no longer

extant, I would refer to as X., the unknown
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quantity. At this point I may fitly break off

my analysis, hoping to continue it in a further

letter. Henby H. Howorth.

32, 9t. George's Square, 8.W.

The signification of the three lines in the

third and fourth characters of King Tarkon-

demos, which are also found in Carcheraish, are

of interest, as they affect the characters of the

words to which they are attached.

Three, under some circumstances, as in Chinese,

West Chinese, Egyptian, Khita, and Vei, repre

sents what is understood as a plural, but more

properly a collective form.

Tilus in the Tarkondemos inscription, AA for

is more usually palieographically

ii ted AAA, and this is evidently not

plural, but collective, whether the marks repre

sent ''mountains" or no. Although it has

been suggested that the symbol consists of

"mountains," this is very uncertain.

[| ]\ with "', applying to one man, Tarkon

demos, cannot be a plural, but Timmo (demos),

in the defined sense of " offspring," then j|, the

emblem of " child," is duplicated as |i |l, "grand

child. " The symbol, therefore, gives further ex

tension, as ' ' descendant. " The signs for Tar(a),

Ko(nu), are the animal totems of the kingly

race, from which the king' in question derived

his claim. In this inscription they are found in

pairs, and it is very remarkable that in Capt.

Gill's MS. from Western China, which I regard

as Kitai or Cathay, the heads are generally in

pairs. It is easy to assign a reason, the same

reason for which the inscription is repeated to

the right and left of King Tarkondemos, and

that is to form a pair, as a good omen.

With regard to the three strokes on V, what

may be regarded as the emblem of " king,"

they would not be a plural, but give the ex

tension of " all," and make " All-king." Three

strokes joined as a triquetra make " all, we."

There is a further application of three in the

second character, where three strokes above

the head stand for the hair, and three below

for the beard. This conventionalism is well

shown in the Carchemish and also in the

Western China MS. This latter, I have little

doubt, is a copy of rock-cut inscriptions in the

neighbourhood, made by Buddhist priests, and

sold for purposes of fortune-telling.

My version of the inscription would, there

fore, be "[The] Tarkon-descendant, All-king of

the region of . " Hyde Clarke.

THE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION AT EDINBURGH.

The first day's proceedings passed off well.

Mr. Small, Librarian of the University and Vice-

President of the Association, was called to the

chair, and in an address of some length reviewed

the history of the society from its beginning.

After a brief notice of the libraries in Edinburgh

(which contain together 700,000 volumes) and

of the facilities they offer to readers of every

station, he described the efforts that had been

made, first, to convert the Advocates' Library

into one of a national character comparable to

that of the British Museum ; and, secondly,

to establish for the use of the people a rate-

supported free library. A grant from the Con

solidated Fund is needed for the first-named

scheme ; for the latter object a penny rate

would produce about 6,000i. a year, a sum more

than adequate for the purpose.

The report having been adopted, and other

formal business completed, Mr. Clark, Keeper of

the Advocates' Library, read a carefully written

paper, entitled ' Notes on Early Printing in

Scotland.' The subject was admirably illus

trated by an exhibition, subsequently visited by

the members of the Association, of books printed

in Scotland, and arranged chronologically from

the earliest known product of the Scotch press

in 1508 to the present time. The first specimen

of stereotype, invented by William Ged—a small

Sallust, dated 1739—was exhibited, together

with one of the plates, from which Mr. Clark

had struck off some copies for distribution.

Owing either to the paper or the ink, or perhaps

to both, the modern impression looked sharper

and clearer than the old one. A short notice of

the Benedictine Library at Fort Augustus was

read by the Secretary. The monastery is a re

suscitation and incorporation of two ancient

religious communities on the Continent—the old

Scots Abbey of St. James at Ratisbon, and the

celebrated English Abbey of Lansperg, in Han

over. Mr. W. Black's paper on ' Some Eminent

Librarians of Edinburgh glanced at the history

of Ruddiman, the grammarian ; of David Hume ;

of David Irving, the historian of Scottish lite

rature ; of Samuel Halkett, the accomplished

linguist and draper ; and of David Laing, whose

memory is still green among librarians.

Mr. Mason's paper, on ' The Free Libraries

of Scotland,' and that by Mr. Maclauchlan,

entitled ' How the Free Library System may be

carried out in Scotland,' were followed by a

lively and extended discussion, in which Edin

burgh's deficiencies with regard to free libraries

were commented on with as much—perhaps even

a little mure— frankness as politeness would

allow. Useful remarks on itinerant libraries in

Wales and elsewhere, on Allan Ramsay's circu

lating library, and on the classification adopted

in the Glasgow University Library, occurred

during the discussion.

Mr. Lomax's paper on ' The Classification of

History ' seemed to owe its origin to the diffi

culties of making an absolutely precise classifica

tion of the subject-matter of books, and gave

the impression of being somewhat wire-drawn.

The visits to the College of Physicians (where

they were received by the President), to the

Advocates' Library (where Mr. Clark gave an

account of the institution), and to the Signet

Library (where Mr. Law performed the same

friendly office), were highly appreciated by the

members of the Association. At the Library of

New College the visitors listened to a minute

account of the collection of 30,000 or 40,000

volumes, begun so late as 1843. An old chest,

curiously carved in the Dutch or Flemish style,

and presented to the College by MisB Sibbald,

of Kips, attracted much attention. At the

dinner in the evening one modest librarian had

the audacity to perpetrate the following climax :

—"That the progress of libraries in Edinburgh

had proceeded by leaps and bounds of centuries,

to wit, the University Librr.ry was founded in

1580, the Advocates' in lfJ80, the Signet in

1780, and in 1880 the reception of the Library

Association was taking place " !

Xfirrarn ffiossip.

Lady Anne Blunt, whose delightful book

on the ' Bedouins of the Euphrates Valley '

is well known to our readers, has in the

press an account, in two volumes, of ' A Pil

grimage to Nejd,' which will be illustrated

by drawings by the author. Mr. Murray

will be the publisher.

Sir Eichard Temple's work on ' India in

1880,' which, as we stated some time ago,

Mr. Murray promises for the ensuing season,

will deal with such topics as the following :

Progress, moral and material, of tho natives ;

national education; rebgious missions; native

states and chiefships ; official classes, Euro

pean and native ; non-official Europeans ;

law and legislation ; revenues ; canals and

irrigation ; roads and railways ; products,

agricultural and industrial ; commerce, in

ternal and external ; famines ; pubbc health

and sanitation ; physical science ; learned

research ; foreign relations ; armies ; navy

and marine ; finances ; and statistical sum- i

mary. In an introduction Sir Eichard will I

point out the claims that India has on the

attention of Englishmen, and his final chapter

will be devoted to discussing the effects and

prospects of British rule.

A romance of the present century by Mr.

W. H. Mattock, the author of 'Is Life

Worth Living ? ' will commence in the

January number of Behjratia.

The Earl of Dufferin is going to publish

his speeches and addresses delivered in

Canada, during his tenure of the office of

Governor-General, in the House of Lords

and elsewhere. Mr. Murray will be the

publisher.

The same publisher promises several bio

graphies ; among them are a Memoir, by

his son, Mr. E. Berries, C.B., of the PubUc

Life of the Eight Hon. J. C. Herries, which

extended o^er the reigns of George HI. and

IV., William IV., and Queen Victoria ; and

' The Life, Letters, and Journals ' of Sir

W. M. Gomm, edited by Mr. F. C. 0.

Gomm.

Mr. Pearson, of Pall Mall, has discovered,

in a weekly newspaper of 1812, a political

ode by Byron that was not hitherto known

to bo his. It will shortly be printed, with

a copy of the poet's letter relating to the

same.

Messrs. Eemington & Co. will publish

about the middle of this month the 'Life of

Sir Anthony Panizzi, K.C.B.,' by Mr. Louis

Fagan, which we have already announced.

It will fill two volumes, and will be accom

panied by a portrait and other illustrations

by the author.

A little work from the pen of the late

Dr. Eobert Chambers will shortly be issued

by the firm of Messrs. W. & E. Chambers.

It consists of an historical notice of the

well-known Jacobite family of Threipland of

Fingask, Perthshire, written in 1853, but

not before published ; as also of two papers

having reference to the same family written

some years previously. The late Dr.

Chambers was an intimate friend of Sir

P. Murray Threipland, the present baronet

of Fingask, and the materials for the his

torical notice have, wo understand, been

wholly derived from the family papers and

other private and hitherto inaccessible

sources.

Mrs. Stair Douglas's ' Life and Letters

of Dr. Whewell,' the preparation of which

has been delayed by various causes, is now

all but ready to go to press.

TriE cylinder of Urukh figured by Sir

E. Ker Porter in his ' Travels in Georgia,

Persia,' &c, 1822, vol. ii. p. 79, and recently

obtained at Babylon by Mr. Cobham, Com

missioner at Larnaka, has been presented

by that gentleman to the British Museum.

It has been long sought for.

The ' Popular Educator ' did so much

good at the time of its publication that

we are glad to hear Messrs. Cassell & Co.

intend to bring out a thoroughly revised

edition.

Mrs. Oi.irirAxr's ' Cervantes,' in Messrs.

Blackwood's series of " Foreign Classics for

English Eeaders," is ready for press, and

will shortly be issued. It is understood that

Mrs. Oliphant has adopted Shelton's version

of ' Don Quixote ' in the passages she quotes.

Mr. J. Venn, M.A., Fellow of Caius Col

lege, Cambridge, has in the press a work on
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' Symbolic Logic.' It is proposed to enter

pretty fully into a description and criticism

of the generalizations introduced by Boole,

explaining in detail their nature and rela

tion to the traditional scheme, and giving

some historic account of earlier attempts to

introduce symbolic and diagrammatic nota

tion into logic. Messrs. Macmillan & Co.

will be the publishers.

Mr. Allan, of Sunderland, who combines

the writing of verse with the making of

marine engines, has finished a poem of

5,000 lines, entitled ' A Life Pursuit.' It

embodies a great many of his own experi

ences of the world, and gives an account of

his blockade running and imprisonment at

Washington during the civil war in America.

It is to be out in a short time.

The Leicester Daily Post has changed

hands, Mr. Bradshaw having sold it to Mr.

J. A. Parker, who was for many years

editor and manager of the Indian Daily News

of Calcutta. In the early portion of his

Indian career Mr. Parker was the official

shorthand writer to the Government of

India.

Another set of primers is announced

under the title of " Bible Class Primers."

Messrs. Macniven & Wallace, of Edin

burgh, are to issue a series of manuals,

edited by Prof. Salmond, of Aberdeen, for

use in day and Sabbath schools and Bible

classes. The first instalment, a Life of

David, by the late Eev. Peter Thomson,

M.A., of St. Fergus, a Semitic scholar of

some promise, will shortly appear, and

writers of different Protestant denominations

will contribute to the series.

The Folk-lore Society promises to be

active during the coming session. The MS.

of the ' Denham Tracts,' a vast storehouse

of information, is in the hands of Mr. Hardy,

the editor. The Eev. W. Gregor is passing

through the press his ' Folk-lore of the

North-East of Scotland,' which will soon be

published. The MS. of Mr. Black's ' Folk-

Medicine ' has been received. Signor Com-

paretti, of Florence, and Prof. Pedroso, of

Lisbon, are also preparing MSS. for the

Society. Then the Harvard University has

Bent a transcript of the titles of its English

folk-lore books towards the ' Bibliography

of Folk-lore' now being compiled by Mr.

Gomme. The new number of the Folk-lore

Record will contain a translation of some

Danish stories, besides the papers which

will be read at the forthcoming session of

evening meetings by Mr. Coote, Mr. John

Fenton, Eev. J. Sibree, Eev. W. S. Lach-

Szyrma, Mr. Hyde Clarke, and others.

Me. Peile has finished his ' Notes for the

Story of Nala,' for the use of classical

scholars. The Pitt Press is going to pub

lish the book.

Prof. Monier Williams has just returned

from Berlin, where he has been making

inquiries as to the arrangements for the

reception of English Orientalists at the Con

gress to be held in that capital next year.

M. Paul Meyer, Professor in the College

de France, Paris, is preparing a French

translation of the romance ' Gerard de Bous-

sillon,' published from a Bodleian MS. by

Herr Malm, and lately revised by Prof.

W. Foerster, of Bonn.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. will publish

almost immediately a translation of Dr.

Luigi Cossa's ' Guide to the Study of

Political Economy.' A preface is contributed

by a distinguished English economist, and

the translation, which is published with the

author's sanction, and has had the benefit

of his latest corrections, has been made by

a former lady student in one of the classes

of political economy conducted under the

superintendence of the Cambridge Society

for the Extension of University Teaching.

This ' Guide ' is intended to not only present

in a compendious form a general view of the

bounds, divisions, and relations of the science,

but it also furnishes an historical sketch of

the science. Dr. Cossa has been since 1858

Professor of Political Economy in the Uni

versity of Pavia.

The Eev. S. Beal, Professor of Chinese,

will lecture at University College, London,

on Tuesday, the 12th, and Thursday, the 14th

inst., at 3 p.m., on some Chinese inscriptions

recently discovered at Buddha Gaya, in

India, and on the travels of some Chinese

pilgrims subsequent to the time of Yuan

Tsang (Hiouen Thsang).

Prof. George C. Warr will commence on

Wednesday next, at King's College, Strand,

a course of lectures intended to give a con

nected view of the history of ancient Greece,

Borne, and the East. The subject of the

first series will be Greek history ; the second

series (after Christmas) will deal with Greek

literature. The class will meet once a week

at 6 p.m., this hour being chosen for the

convenience of those who are engaged in

business during the day.

Capt. Eichard Burton's translation of

the ' Lusiad ' of Camoens, of which we

made mention some time ago, will be pub

lished before long.

Messrs. Crosby Lockwood & Co. promise

the following school-books : ' The German

Prepositions, with the Cases they Govern,'

by S. Galindo ; ' German Colloquial Phrases,

exemplifying all the Eules of the German

Grammar,' by the same author; and a

1 Portuguese - English and English - Portu

guese Dictionary, with the Genders of each

Noun,' by Alfred Elwes.

The first number of the Revue des £tudes

Juives will contain, amongst other essays,

(1) a revised translation of the Cyrus in

scription, with a commentary on its relation

to the prophecies on Cyrus and the fall of

Babylon, by M. Joseph Halevy ; (2) a first

article with the title of ' Etudes Bibliques,'

by M. J. Derenbourg, which will contain

some new suggestions on the composition of

the book of Job in connexion with the pro

phecy of Balaam.

Considerable discontent continues to be

felt amongst the Mohammedans of Patna at

the proposal to substitute the Nagri cha

racter for the Persian in the language of the

law courts of Behar. The change has been

for many years in contemplation, and its

object, as Lord Northbrook pointed out a

short time since in the House of Lords in

answer to Lord Stanley of Alderley, is to

render the language of the courts more in

telligible to the natives of the province.

Mr. John Macdonell informs us we were

mistaken in saying (Athen., Sept. 25th) that

he is a candidate for the vacant chair of

Commercial and Political Economy in Edin

burgh University.

SCIENCE

Insect Variety : its Propagation and Distribu

tion. By A. H. Swinton. (Cassell & Co.)

This is a most bewildering book. We were

first puzzled by the title, but it was not long

before we found that it meant insect varia

tion and the relation of this to the propaga

tion and distribution of species. The title-

page is followed by some plates largely

occupied by tableaux from insect life, which,

would seem not inappropriate as illustrations

of ' The Autobiography of a Cricket,' or a

tale with some such title, in a magazine

of light literature. Turning next to the

lengthy introduction, we found that it con

sists of a vague and shadowy biography of

the author as an entomologist. There are

a few fairly intelligible passages in this,

such as that from which we learn the thrill

ing fact that the author on one occasion

" sat down mechanically on the partially

dried grass"; but as a rule the style is

so obscure that it is difficult to make out

what the whole mass of words means. The

following description of, we believe, South

ampton Water is a fair specimen of the

style, not only of the introduction, but of

the whole book :—

"A silent turn in the road brought again to

my view the winding creek, bordered with its

well-known white mansions mirrored glassy and

grey. Over the cockly mud flats and fucus

wash, made in hurriedly the clear spring flood

with a silver ripple until it kissed the shingles at

my feet ; and then there arose a voice of the

tutelary river nymph, ' Behold your fluvio-

marine limestones of the future ! ' Away and

beyond the silvery gauze of fresh bromine and

iodine undulated the upheaved cloud-cliffs of

Vectis, ' The deep-sea formation continued in

the wavelets of the secondary.' And now

as the morning fled its prime, a fleeting catspaw

escaping the russet tangle hung with coral red,

sat momentarily in the bulging jib of the creep

ing smack, and caused its keel to career sleepily

along the waving water-grass ; or now the in

dolent ducklings again and again put forth from

the red brick angle, to undulate on the cool

reflections. Chronologically it was autumn, a

definable period in unlimited time."

The author's passion for adjectives is mar

vellous, and his abuse of the English lan

guage terrible. In almost every other line

occur such phrases as " to conglobe," " to

flavour of," for to smell like—e.g., of a certain

plant-bug it is said that it "is thought to

flavour of sliced cucumber"—"a bulky cyno

sure "for a large moth ; and not seldom he

breaks out into such alarming sentences as

" Eeciprocating stimulatory friction of arti

culate parts to express emotion postulates

adaptive acquisition, consequent on assumed

integumental tendency under attrition to

determine a smooth undulatory surface,

and propagation by transmission." After

one such outburst of bad language even the

author is frightened into the ejaculation

that he " is getting as bad as the poets."

It is no easy task to read such a book.

So far as we can make out, its author is an

enthusiastic entomologist who has derived

no small pleasure from using his eyes in the

fields, and in so doing has learned not a

few facts ; he also seems to have read widely,

if not well. But it is quite evident that he

is entirely unable to estimate the relative

value, either of his own more or less accu

rate observations, or of the authority of the
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authors from whom he quotes. This want

of judgment is shown in many suc h state

ments as that " other sorts [of moths] seem

to be influenced by sight, as Trichoptera,

whom I have known to attach their ovr»

[tie] to a fly's wing, evidently mistaking it for

a glassy brook "; and in many such argu

ments as this, where the author states that

he remembers "one morning, when saunter

ing along the highland glen, .... catching

a whining cry from the sunny side of the

road, and on proceeding to the spot de

tected an orange-belted fly wrestling on a

buttercup-head with a small Hymenoptera,"

and argues from the piteousness which he

thinks he detected in this cry that insects ex

press their various sensations by modifications

of sound identical with those which human

beings employ to express corresponding

emotions. The author also quotes with

equal complacency, on the one hand, from

such accurate writers as Dr. Darwin and

Sir John Lubbock, and on the other such

conceits as that " certain dragon-flies, espe

cially the large species of Libellulina, give

out a melancholy sound on the wing, which

Dr. Landois, who attributes its production

to the spiracles, thinks they learned from

listening to the sighing of the reeds." The

italics in this extract, as in the above pas

sage on Trichoptera, are, of course, our own.

The book treats chiefly of the odours and

secretions, dances, colours, and " music." of

insects of all classes, and of the relation

which these characters have to sexual se

lection, and, consequently, to the reproduc

tion and variation of the species. It is

made up of a great many interesting quota

tions from other writers on these subjects,

and of some novel facts, of various degrees

of credibility, observed by the author. But

quotations and experiences alike are buried

under such a mass of what, to adopt for a

moment the style of the author, we may call

sesquipedalian phraseology and rodomontade

that it is impossible to follow the thread of

the argument.

SATURN'S RINGS.

Kenton, near Exeter.

In your journal of August 21st, p. 244, is an

account of the discovery of the duplicity of

Saturn's rings by the brothers Ball of Devon

shire in the year 1GC5. The record of their

observation was, it appears, announced in the

first volume of the Philosophical Transactions,

and is stated to have been made by Mr. William

Ball and his brother Dr. Ball at Mainhead, near

Exeter, with a good telescope thirty-eight feet

long.

Mr. Hind supposes that Minehead, North

Devonshire, was the place of the discovery, but

your reviewer rightly suspects that the word in

the Philosophical Transactions is a misprint for

Manihead, a village which is near Exeter, while

Minehead is not near Exeter nor in Devonshire

at all. I write to corroborate your reviewer's

opinion and to claim for Mamhead (originally

spelt Maimhead) the honour of being the scene

of this very important discovery.

The old mansion and manor of Mamhead were

for about two hundred years in the possession of

the Balle family. The late Dr. Oliver thought

that probably one John Balle, who is mentioned

as overseer of the will of Nicholas Balle the

elder of Chudleigh, was the first of the family

who settled in the parish. However that may

be, among the list of rectors is the name of John

Courte alias Burge, admitted May 27th, 1581,

on the presentation of Giles Balle, of Mamhead.

Sir Peter Balle, Knt., D.C.L., the son of Giles, i

was Recorder of Exeter for forty years, and his

biography is preserved in Prince's 1 Worthies of

Devon.' He died at Mamhead Houso, and was

buried in the parish church on the 4th of Sep

tember, 1C80. He had a family of seventeen

children, among whom were William Balle, the

eldest, who married Mary Posthuma Hussey, of

Lincolnshire, and Peter, a doctor of physic, who

was buried in the Temple. These two sons

could be no other than the Mr. William Ball

and his brother Dr. Ball who looked through

their long telescope in Mamhead Park on the

13th of October, 1065, and saw what no man

had ever seen before, the division in the rings

of the most distant of all then known planets,

Saturn.

The manor of Mamhead has long ago passed

into other hands, and the Balles are forgotten in

the neighbourhood. But among the peasantry

there is a common saying which preserves their

name and will probably hand it down for ages.

At the back of the site of the old mansion, now

demolished, is a marshy spot, above which in

damp weather a light cloud hovers like a puif of

smoke, and the country folks when they see this

say, " There 's rain a-coming ; don't 'ee see old

Balle smoking his pipe ? " Thus tradition would

have perpetuated the fact that a Balle lived at

Mamhead House, that he was an old man, and

that he was fond of his pipe, but all memory of

the more interesting fact of the two young

Balles and their telescope would have been for

gotten had not Mr. Hind unearthed the fact and

given to Devonshire the honour of this very

important astronomical discovery.

George Pycboft.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Mr. Joseph Thomson has returned from

Africa in excellent health, and will read a paper

on his most remarkable journey at the first

meeting of the Royal Geographical Society, that

for November 8th.

The Dutch Arctic exploring vessel tho Barents

has been unfortunate this summer. In attempt

ing to reach the north-easterly cape of Novayo

Zemlia she struck on a reef at Cross Island, and

nariowly escaped shipwreck. She was brought

back, however, safely to Norway. The leader

of the expedition reports a great difference in

the position of the ice in northern Novaya

Zemlia from last year, the drift, however, being

favourable for reaching Franz Josef Land. This

accounts for the success of Mr. Leigh Smith's

gallant endeavours, he having advanced north

wards on a much more westerly meridian. It

is now the opinion of several authorities on

Arctic matters that of all known routes the one

which should be chosen by the next Polar ex

pedition is that along the western shores of

Franz Josef Land.

Mr. Stanford is preparing for publication the

following geographical books : ' index Geogra-

phicus Iudicus : a Gazetteer of India,' embracing

about 20,000 names of the most important places

of India, spelled agreeably to the authorized

spelling, by Mr. J. F. Baness ; ' The Flora of

Algeria,' considered in relation to the physical

history of the Mediterranean region and sup

posed submergence of the Sahara, by Mr. W.

Mathews ; ' The Tourist's Guide through

London,' by the Rev. W. J. Loftie ; ' Water

Supply of England and Wales : its Geology,

Underground Circulation, Surface Distribution,

and Statistics,' by C. E. de Ranee ; and ' The

Town, College, and Neighbourhood of Marl

borough,' by Mr. F. Edward Hulme, F.L.S.

MR. WILLIAM LASSELL, F.R.S.

It is with great regret that we announce the

death of this veteran astronomer, which took

place quietly and without suffering early on the

morning of Monday last, the 4th inst. He was

born on the 18th of June, 1799, at Bolton in

Lancashire, and his construction of reflecting

telescopes, in which he attained such skill, and

of which he afterwards made such good use,

commenced about the time when Sir William

Herschel was passing away from our midst, full

of years and of honours. In 1846 Mr. Lassell

completed one of two-feet aperture, and of most

excellent definition, with which the year after

he discovered the satellite of Neptune (the only

one hitherto known to exist), which is a minute

object even in the most .powerful telescopes.

He also discovered independently (though anti

cipated by two days in seeing it by the late

Prof. Bond, of Harvard College, Cambridge,

U.S.) an eighth satellite of Saturn, which is

seventh in the order of its distance from the

planet, and has been named Hyperion. The

satellites of Uranus were long a puzzle, Sir

William Herschel having discovered two of

them less than six years after the discovery

of the planet itself, and afterwards thought

that he had detected the existence of four

others. Mr. Lassell began searching for them

also in 1847, about the same time that M.

Otto Struve did with the 15-inch refractor

of the Pulkowa Observatory, and the re

sult was the discovery of two satellites, now

called Ariel and Umbriel, within the orbits

of Herschel's first two, and the disproving of

the existence of his supposed other four. Fol

lowing the minute stars in the vicinity of the

planet is very difficult, and, whoever had the

priority in seeing Ariel and Umbriel, the obser

vations by which their orbits were determined

were made by Mr. Lassell in 1852 at Malta, to

which island he hod transported his two-foot

reflector, to take advantage of its more trans

parent atmosphere. In 1861 he constructed a

much larger reflecting telescope, four feet in

aperture and thirty-seven feet in focal length,

which he also set up in Malta, and made with

it a large number of observations of the planets,

distant satellites, and nebulie, of which he dis

covered many new ones. On his return to

England Mr. Lassell purchased an estate near

Maidenhead, where he passed the last years of

his life. He received the gold medal of the

Royal Astronomical Society in recognition of

his discoveries, and was its President from 1870

to 1872. He became a Fellow of the Royal

Society in 1849, and was also elected an Hono

rary Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,

besides receiving an honorary degree from the

University of Cambridge.

MEETINGS FOK TUB ENSl'IKO WEEK.

Mo*. Aristotelian, ft —- Philosophy Id Relation to 1U History. ' Dr.
S. H. Hodgson.

Wed. Microscopical, K — ' DiatomaceK In the Llyn Arenlg Bach
Deposit.' Mr. H. Stolterforth.

Fat. New Khakspere. Forewords,' the Director; 'First and
Second Uuartot and the First Folio of " Uaiulet," ' Dr. Taaeer.

Dr. Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E., of the

Edinburgh Medical School, has in course of

preparation a work entitled ' Chapters on Evo

lution. ' The work is designed as a popular

exposition of the Darwinian and allied theories

of development, and will present in a popular

dress the evidence for evolution, and include a

history of the progress of that theory. It will

be profusely illustrated.

With the object of encouraging the study

of agriculture, two special scholarships of 200/.

a year each hove been founded by the Bengal

Government to be held at the Cirencester College.

Candidates must be natives of Bengal, Behar,

or Orissa, and must have passed the B.A. ex

amination, on the physical side, at the Calcutta

University. The first two scholarships to be

granted will be tenable from the commencement

of next January. An allowance will be given

to the selected candidates to defray the expenses

of proceeding to England, and a similar allow

ance will be made for the return journey at the

completion of the course.

Mr. Charles Johnson, who for a long period

was the lecturer on botany at Guy's Hospital,

died on the 21st of September, at the age of

eighty -nine. Mr. Johnson was editor of
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' Sowerby's English Botany,' ' The Ferns of

Great Britain, ' and several other botanical works.

Mb. V. Ball, of the Geological Survey of

India', sends to the Royal Dublin Society an

account of the occurrence of diamonds in India.

The Geological Survey has demonstrated that

diamonds occur in the Vindhyan rocks of

Northern India, and Mr. Ball states that the

Punnah mines in Bundelcund yield a mean

annual produce to the value of nearly 60,00CI.

A new comet was discovered by Dr. Hartwig

at Strasbourg on the 29th of September ; it

was then very near Arcturus, and was bright,

just visible to the naked eye, and had a tail

2° in length. The following night it was dis

covered independently by Prof. Harrington at

Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S. Dr. Hartwig has

since obtained a sufficient number of observa

tions to enable him to compute an approximate

set of elements and ephemeris, by which it

appears that the comet passed its perihelion on

the 7th of September, and is now receding also

from the earth. The following places are ex

tracted from his ephemeris, which is adapted to

Berlin midnight :—

Date. K.A. N.P.D.
h. m. s. . ,

Oct. 8 16 29 22 6" 14
„ 10 16 47 18 68 56
„ 12 17 2 15 70 30
„ 14 17 14 51 71 55

It will be seen that at present the comet sets

about ten o'clock at night. On the 2nd inst.

its brightness was equal to that of a Btar of the

fifth magnitude.

Miss A. Btjcklev's new book, ' Life and her

Children : Glimpses of Animal Life from the

Amreba to the Insects,' will be published by Mr.

Stanford in November.

Mr. A. C. Haddon, Demonstrator of Com

parative Anatomy in the University of Cam

bridge, has been very successful in establishing

a zoological station in Torbay and organizing

a class which has been actively engaged during

the long vacation in dredging operations and in

the preparation and preservation of marine

specimens for the Cambridge Museum.

Messrs. Crosby Lockwood & Co. promise

several practical treatises for the ensuing season :

' On Mine Drainage,' by Mr. Stephen Michell,

joint author of an essay on ' The Best Mining

Machinery ' and ' The Cornish System of Mine

Drainage'; 'On Stationary Engine Driving,' by

Mr. Michael Reynolds, author of ' Locomotive

Engine Driving'; 'On River Bars : an Account

of the successful Removal of the River Bar at

Dublin, prefixed bya Consideration of the General

Principles of River Bars,' by Mr. I. J. Mann,

C.E. ; 'The Ladies' Multum-in-Parvo Flower

Garden,' by Mr. Samuel Wood, author of 'Good

Gardening,' &c. ; ' The Fields of Great Britain :

a Text-Book of Agriculture, adapted to the

Syllabus of the Science and Art Department,

South Kensington,' by Mr. Hugh Clements

(Board of Trade), with an Introduction by Mr.

H. Kains Jackson ; 'The Early Forcing Garden,'

by Mr. S. Wood ; and several new volumes and

new editions in Weale's Rudimentary Scientific

Series: 'Materials and Construction,' by Francis

Campin, C.E. ; 'Sewing Machinery,' by J. W.

Urquhart, C.E. ; ' A Treatise on Slate and Slate

Quarrying,' by D. C. Davies, F.G.S.; 'Rudi

mentary Treatise on Civil Engineering,' &c,

by Messrs. Law and Burnell, with large addi

tions on recent practice in Civil Engineering,

by D. Kinnear Clark ; ' Pioneer Engineering : a

Treatise on the Engineering Operations con

nected with the Settlement of Waste Lands in

New Countries,' by E. Dobson, A. M.Inst. C.E.,

second edition ; and a new edition of Mr.

Warington Smyth's 'Rudimentary Treatise on

Coal and Coal Mining.'

Three of the Cornish county societies—the

Polytechnic and the Miners' Association and

Mining Institute—formed a Committee in the

autumn of 1879 to make an inquiry into the

nature, efficiency, and safety of the various

explosives in use, or proposed for use, in the

mines of Cornwall and Devon. The Committee

have just published their first Report, and have

experimented with or obtained information re

specting twelve different kinds of explosive com

pounds. It is intended to continue the inquiry.

M. E. Yung communicated to the Academy

of Sciences of Paris on the 13th of September

a note ' De l'Influence des Lumieres Colorees

sur le Developpement des Animaux.' The ex

periments were made with the eggs of Loligo

vulgaris and Sepia officinalis, which were placed

in vases of water so arranged as to be influenced

by monochromatic light. The eggs, it is stated,

were developed most actively by the violet and

blue rays, and, on the contrary, vitality was

retarded by the red and the green rays. The

yellow rays were found to act as the ordinary

white light of day.

The Indian Government is about to send

Dr. King, Superintendent of the Calcutta Bo

tanical Gardens, to the Andaman Islands to

select a site for the experimental cultivation of

cinchona.

FINE ARTS

DORE'8 OHRAT WORKS. 'CHRIST LEAVING the PRBTORU'M,'
■CHRIST ENTERING JERUSALEM. ' and "The BRAZEN SERPENT'

(the latter tnM completed), each 33 by 22 feet, with ' Dream of Pilate'a
Wife.' 'Soldiers of the CToas,' 'Nlaht of the Crucifixion,' 'House of
CaJapaas.' Ac., at the DORR GALLERY, 30, New Bond Street. Daily,
Ten to.Six.— it.

Geschichte der Griechischen Plastih. Von J.

Overbeck. Erster Halbband. (Leipzig,

ITinrich.)

The completion in two volumes of this en

larged and corrected edition of Prof. Over-

beck's ' History of Greek Sculpture ' is

promised by the autumn of next year ; this

first half-volumo will receive its completion

in the present autumn, but it appears by no

means prematurely, as it comprises a survey

of a distinct and well-rounded period of

easy and plausibly authenticated transitions,

limited at last by a transition which is,

perhaps, the most abrupt and most mar

vellous that occurs in any history of any art.

After a rather grudging recognition of the

obligations of Greece to Egyptian and Eastern

sculpture, tho reader is carried through

the earliest Hellenic traditions of plastic art

and artists, through the " Homeric-heroic "

period, and so, after a discussion of the

relation of literary notices to preserved

monuments of archaic art, he reaches the

verge of entire emancipation from conven

tionalism and crudity as marked by the

style and genius of Myron. If the remainder

of tho story recoives treatment on the same

scale, the author is likely to find himself

severely pinched by the limits of another

volume and a half, but not, it may be, with

out some compensating advantages to his

stylo and to his readers. Indeed, the

ample breadth of his pages seems adopted

to harmonize with the length of his sen

tences—sentences which with painful fre

quency are equivalent to paragraphs.

The introduction sets forth tho author's

conception of tho valuo of a study of art

from the historical point of view, and this

is pressed with such urgency, indeed, that the

aesthetic is scarcely recognized at all. It is

by the recognition of the stages of growth

and development of art that archaic works,

which "tho untrained " pass by with pity

or a smile as simple curiosities, become

objects of higher and truer interest than

the more popular examples of art in its

stages of decline. An expansion of interest

in ancient art will thus, it is argued, give

abetter " objective standard" for the modern

student when the earlier works, which, how

ever unsuitable as models to be copied,

exhibit a healthy and fresh originality, axe

habitually contemplated in company with

examples of art at its highest perfection.

Nay, the appreciation of these best ex

amples (so the historian ventures to argue

as he warms with his theme) can only be

attained definitely, if indeed at all, in

virtue of attention to an historical course.

When -we come to understand what they

have in common with earlier productions,

and what, as compared with these, they

possess of their own which establishes their

superiority, then shall we be in the way,

and perhaps in the only way, to feel con

fidence that the transmutation of mere con

fused astonishment at the production of the

Grecian chisel into admiration is due to true

enlightenment. Nothing, in fact, it is said,

can endow our judgment of the worth and

significance of a work of ancient sculpture

with such certainty and independence as the

ability to assign its place in the historical

sequence of art development.

There is, however, a question which some

will be disposed to make a previous ques

tion (though an historian may easily over

look or not think himself bound to take

cognizance of it)—whether the most appro

priate attitude towards a work of art is

that of a student, or one with which the

intellectual concentration known as study,

and especially historical study, is all but

entirely unconcerned. Galleries of sculpture

and painting are now so constantly assumed

to be intended to give opportunities for

study that it is becoming necessary to remind

German professors and their admirers that

the final cause of a work of art is neither

intellectual appreciation nor moral edifica

tion, but refined and elevated delight ; it is

the imagination, and not the analytical

faculty, that must justify the artist by a

verdict of permanent satisfaction. The

interest which he appeals to is properly

aesthetic, not antiquarian. Between the

museographers and the pure historians

works of art are in danger of becoming

transformed into scientific specimens, of

which the morbidly developed are to the

purely scientific student only on that account

more interesting. The relation of the student

to art is in such case much the same as that

of an invostigator of pedigrees—useful, too,

in his way — to political history. "What

is called elucidation of art becomes not

much more than exposition of rather pre

carious pedigrees of styles.

With these reservations, the history of

Greek sculpture may be pronounced, a

subject of great importance and interest

in spite of the difficulties with which it

is beset. The first of these, momentous

as it is, tho paucity of remains, is frankly

admitted by Prof. Overbeck. The his

torian might thus seem to be foiled at the

outset in any attempt to complete even a

simple catalogue of artists and their works

in chronological succession, and still more

decidedly in the higher function of tracing

reactions among contemporaries, from age to

age, between local school and school, and

sympathetic relation to general movements

of mind. But, nevertheless, much may be

said upon the subject, as this treatise shows,
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and much maybe oven ascertained. Besides

the remains of certified and localized antiquity

like the iEginetan and Selinuntine sculp

tures, there are others in marble and bronze

of antiquity as unquestioned if too often of

uncertain original prottnance, and also the

valuable class of identified copies of works

described by the ancients. The information

to be derived directly from these is enhanced

tenfold by the verification which they give

of the accounts of early art in ancient lite

rature and the consequent guarantee for the

value of such accounts where we are des

titute of like means of direct verification.

It appears to be a defect in the work that

the author does not reduce his difficulties in

some degree by making more use of the

indications of the coins, which have full

claim to connexion with sculpture, are always

localized, and in a great number of instances

accurately dated. The archaic vase paint

ings, again, might have been utilized with

advantage in illustration of the early ideal

of the human figure. On the other hand,

the author is scarcely sufficiently on his

guard as to the margin of untrustworthiness

which we are bound to take for grunted in

ancient literary authorities. Our most useful

guide, Fausanias, was certainly not more

accurate either in his criticisms or his state-

than Vasari and Condivi, and what

this implies we may learn from every page

of Cavalcaselle and Crowe. Wo have had

some recent warnings much to the purpose.

The figures from one of the pediments of the

temple at Olympia, which Pausanias was

told with confidence, as he confidently told

us again, were works of Alcamenes. who

was even mentioned as in competition with

Phidias, have recently come forth from their

sepulchre of centuries. "We ask ourselves

as we look on them, Was the ascription erro

neous ? or was the reputation of a sculptor

liable in the fifth century B.C. to be ex

aggerated by the detractors of a greater

rival ? The same excavations have brought

to light the works from the opposite pedi

ment attributed to Pseonius of Mende, in

Thrace, and also his figure of Victory, and

down falls at once the theory which self-

reliant German criticism had built up with

such specific attributions, of a school of

Thracian sculpture as excellent as cha

racteristic.

The chapter on Homeric-heroic sculpture

will be turned to with interest and not with

out reward. The author reasonably assigns

the gravestones (Schliemann) and lions

of Mycenso to a pre-IIomeric period, and

collects and comments on all the poet's

notices of plastic art ; but when he decides

that Homer on the whole described tho art

of his own time, we hesitate and wait for

more definite information than is vouch

safed to us. The suppressions of a poet from

a sense of keeping have always been as

serious as his exaggerations, or,Jet us say in

this case, as his enhancements of his con

temporary art to suit an age of demigods,

certainly are.

Much less than justice is done to the

model of the shield of Achilles as conceived

by Homer. Welcker, it is rightly stated,

was the first to point out that the varied

and complex subjects were conceived as dis

tributed upon a succession of bands round a

central boss ; but his scheme breaks down

from his assigning the most important and

crowded subjects to the innermost and least

capacious circles, and Prof. Ovcrbeck, un

aware that this error has long ago received

correction by reversal of the order, is

reduced to conclude that the poet had no

clear conception of any special arrangement

and that one maybe as good as another; his

own preference, however, being given to

perhaps the worst. Equally unfortunate is

his attempt to recover the symmetrical dis

tribution of the forty-four different and

crowded subjects which Fausanias cata

logued as he took them down in order from

the throne of the archaic Apollo of Amyolm

in Laconia ; his scheme is adopted after

study of those of a number of German

authorities, but he misses a reference to one

still earlier in Falkener's ' Museum of

Classical Antiquities,' 1852, which, with a

little candid study, would have gone far to

save the trouble of all, from Pyl and Brunn

to Piuhl and Trendelenburg. It may further

be said that, but for exclusive attention to

the speculations of his countrymen, the

professor might have been spared the un

fortunate utterance, that the subjects with

which the shield of Achilles was enriched

by Hephaestus were adopted without any

regard to particular appropriateness.

It has always been known from the frag

ments of arms, hands, &c, that the number

of figures in each of the iEginetan pedi

ments must have exceeded tho eleven of

Thorwaldsen's restoration ; we are furnished

here with an interesting copy of the restora

tion, comprising fourteen figures, which K.

Lange arrived at after minute examination

of the remains and the dimensions of the

figures, and of the space that was available

for their accommodation.

Less satisfactory are the full-page plates

of the Neapolitan statues of the tyrannicides

Harmodius and Aristogeiton, as at presont

restored and in proposed restoration. The

group is better given in the less ambitious

woodcut. To the late Prof. Friedrichs was

due the identification of these copies of the

group which Stackelburg recognized long

ago on a tetradrachm and bas-relief at

Athens. Another ancient repetition has

turned up within these few years ; it may be

seen in the British Museum on the shield of

the goddess on a Panathenaic vase obtained

from Cyrene. In the British Museum may

also be seen the bronze satyr which Over-

beck engraves as manifestly dervived from

the same original as the marble satyr of the

Lateran, in which Brunn, supported again

by coin, bas-relief, and vase, identified a

reminiscence of the astonished satyr of

Myron. An engraving of the not very

accessible Discobolus of the Massimi Palace

at Rome presents another model of Myron

with the head turned towards the discus-

whirling right hand— a correction of the

attitude of the Townley statue. The traces

and the records of archaism in Greek sculp

ture may be said to die out with Myron,

but how short a way does this conduct us to

the art of the pediments, frieze, and the

colossal statue of the Parthenon ! and yet

Myron was a contemporary of Phidias.

In looking back generally over this account

of the origin and early stages of Greek

sculpture, we feel most disposed to cavil at

the rule, too strictly adhered to, of allowing

nothing to foreign influence until all pos

sibilities of independent native origin have

been exhausted. It is not so much that

Egyptian and Eastern works are thus treated

unjustly, but it is to ignore in the Greek

a chief endowment of original genius—

susceptibility of influence combined with

marvellous faculty of inventive transmu

tation. The treatise, however, as a whole,

all differences of opinion and qualifications

apart, may be warmly recommended to the

increasing circle of votaries of ancient art.

THE ROMAN KEMAIN8 AT 8AKDOWN.

Having had the opportunity of a day or two's

digging at Sandown with my friend Mr. J. E.

Price, I hope that it may interest your readers

if I supplement Mr. Westropp's communication

to you on May 22nd {Athen. No. 2743, p. 670)

with a few notes on the explorations made since

and their present- state.

It is evident that the room described so well

by Mr. Westropp, far from being "the prin

cipal room," was a subordinate member of a

large Roman villa. It is balanced on the other

side by a noble room, forty feet long, and divided

by columns into two compartments, the floor

of which is a mosaic pavement of large size and

great beauty. At the top of the upper compart

ment of this pavement is the fylfot or swastika.

Beneath thia is a group representing Perseus

and Andromeda. The central design of the

upper compartment is nearly destroyed, but the

corners contain medallions representing the four

seasons, and the lower end the figure of a

bearded man with astronomical instruments.

The lower compartment of the mosaic floor con

tains in the centre a head of Medusa, and in the

four corners groups of one male and one female

figure each ; one of which groups represents

Ceres and a nude man bearing a plough of

primitive shape, and tho others appear to have

relation to musical performances. Four figures

with winged heads blowing horns occupy the

spaces between these groups. Between the

room described by Mr. Westropp and this newly

discovered room is a long room or corridor paved

with tessera; in alternate red and white squares,

and having in the centre a mosaic representing

Orpheus. Behind these three chambers are

several subordinate apartments, some of them

also containing mosaic pavements, but without

figures. A short distance beyond the room

with the Medusa pavement is a semicircular

building with tiled floor, probably a career.

Several circumstances lead one to suspect that

the principal room, or atrium, of this villa has

yet to be found, and that the whole group of

buildings must have been of very large extent.

The field over which the committee of explorers

have obtained permission to excavate is one of

seven acres, and it and the adjoining field pro

bably contain remains of rooms even more im

portant than those already explored. Nothing,

indeed, need now stop the course of investiga

tion and discovery, except want of funds to

proceed with it. These, I am convinced, will

be liberally forthcoming.

With regard to the portions already uncovered

two interesting details are just now being worked

out : the first, the direction and extent of the

flues for heating, and the second, the means of

internal communication between the apartments.

Under the flooring of the long room containing

the Orpheus pavement a subway of massive

masonry has been discovered, and traced to its

termination at the wall of the room containing

the Medusa pavement. In one of the smaller

apartments a large doorway has been cleared

out, and stones from the lintel identified. One

of tho square columns supporting the floor of

another important chamber, formed of tiles eight

inches square and one inch thick, alternated

with layers of cement of the same thickness,

was discovered on Monday ; and also a flue in

situ in the wall of the same chamber.

The period of occupation is indicated by the
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sketches made for it were sold at Porter's sale

in 1843. The ' Siege of Acre ' was the subject

of the next picture or panorama ; this was fol

lowed by the ' Battle of Agincourt,' which was

likewise shown at the Lyceum Great Room

about 1803. It was soon after presented to the

Corporation of London, and hung in Guildhall ;

thence removed, it was again exhibited about

thirty years later ; after this it disappeared till

about 1806, when it was rehung, and it then

became plain that rats had made free with the

edges of the canvas, which had been removed

from the stretching frame and ignominiously

treated. We take these notes from Mr.

Stephens's ' Memorials of W. Mulready,' 1867,

where, with other details, the author gives

reasons for believing that Mulready, then a

student of the Royal Academy and seventeen

years of age, had a share in painting the ' Agin

court,' of which even the wreck shows that it

is a work of very great spirit. It is 100 ft. long.

It has been shamefully neglected. It is proposed

to restore this prodigious production and treat it

better in future.

Dr. Schliemann's new work, ' Ilios,' which

Mr. Murray will publish before long, will be

enriched with appendices and notes by Prof.

Virchow, Brngsch Bey, Prof. Sayce, Prof. Max

Miiller, Prof. Mahaffy, Prof. Ascherson, Mr.

Calvert, and Mr. Duffield.

Messes. Sampson Low & Co. have in the

press ' A Short History of the British School

of Painting,' by Mr. G. H. Shepherd, giving

a brief account of the characteristics of each

artist, and an enumeration of his principal

works.

The Edinburgh Town Council are about to

expend the sum of 1,2001. in placing statuettes

of characters in the Waverley novels in the

thirty empty niches of the Scott Monument.

We are glad to learn that the Metropolitan

Board of Works has agreed to refer to a com

mittee the question of what can be done in

respect to the obstruction placed by the City

authorities on the site of Temple Bar. Suffi

cient is now to be seen of the design of

Mr. Horace Jones to prove that it is quite

out of keeping with the Courts of Justice.

Had the design been placed before the public,

as it ought to have been, the work would

have been condemned on iesthetic and architec

tural grounds. Than the position of the

"memorial" nothing could be more ill judged,

not to say unfair. The erection of an uncalled-

for structure on a site which, at a great public

cost, has been enlarged for public convenience,

ought to be stopped. A "refuge," if erected

where Mr. Street has suggested, that is, to the

westward of the obstruction, might be accept

able. Still better would be a subway at this

point, and an inscription to mark the old site of

Temple Bar. Let us hope the obstruction may

be removed. That Mr. Street approved such a

design as this is out of the range of possibilities.

It has been proposed to "restore" the old

Bridge Chapel at Rotherham by way of memorial

of the late Mr. Guest of that town, an ac

complished antiquary, and the historian of his

native place. Still we are glad to learn that the

feoffees of the place refused permission for the

desired operations, that cash was not forth

coming, and that the committee of restorers has

retired in disgust. To " restore " a genuine

ancient building in memory of an antiquary

was surely like insulting his spirit beyond the

grave.

The danger from fire to which the collections

of the Louvre have been exposed by the burn

ing of a considerable portion of the upper floors

of the Pavilion de Flore on Saturday last has

excited much alarm. It is deplorable that a

building which is, on the whole, the greatest

treasure-house of art in the world should still

be exposed to risks of this nature, and be in

unbroken connexion with houses in which fire

is constantly used.

MUSIC

M. OFFENBACH.

The most distinguished among composers of

opera bouffe, Jacques Offenbach, died in Paris

last Tuesday, at the age of fifty-eight. Ho was

born of Jewish parents at Colore, on the 20th

of July, 1822 ; but, though by birth a German,

j he belongs, both by education and style, to the

French school of composers. He studied music

at the Conservatoire of Paris, his instrument at

that time being the violoncello. On the com

pletion of his studies he entered the orchestra

of the Optra Comique as a violoncellist, also

appearing as a solo player, though with no very

marked success. His first essays at composition

consisted of short pieces for his instrument and

songs for vaudevilles. He next became conductor

at the Theatre Francais ; and his first opera,

' Pe'pito,' in one act, was produced at the Ope"ra

Comique in 1853. It was not, however, till

1865, when he took the theatre of the Bouffes

Parisiens in order to produce his own works,

that he reached the height of his popularity.

His rapidity in composition was surprising ; the

catalogue of his pieces given by M. Gustave

Chouquet in Dr. Grove's ' Dictionary of Music

and Musicians ' shows that between the years

1856 and 1862 he produced no fewer than twenty-

five operas, of which six were brought out in

1856 and five in 1857. It cannot be doubted

that this fluency injured the quality of his work,

but it would be most unjust to deny him the

possession of great talent. He had a constant

flow of melody—often trivial, sometimes even

vulgar, but very seldom dry, and of that pecu

liarly "ear-catching" quality calculated to en

sure it at least a temporary popularity. Perhaps

no modern composer has furnished so many

melodies for the street-organs. M. Offenbach

must also be credited with a large amount of

" vis comica " and a thorough knowledge of

stage effect, besides such an amount of real

ability as would, if directed into a more serious

channel, have given him a higher place in the

history of art than that which he is likely to

hold as a clever writer of burlesques. His works

for the stage number about seventy, among the

most popular being 1 Orphee aux Enters ' (1858),

'Genevieve de Brabant' (I860), 'La Belle

Helene' (1865), ' Barbe Bleuo ' (I860), 'La

Grande Duchesse de Ge'rolstein ' (1867), ' La

Princesse de Trefbizonde ' (1870), ' Madame

Favart' (1878), and 'La Fille du Tambour-

Major ' (1879).

gfjusiral Sossip.

The autumn season of Italian opera at Her

Majesty's Theatre will commence on Monday

week, the 18th inst. , under the management of

Mr. Armit. It was at one time feared that the

theatre would not be opened this season, Mr.

Mapleson having decided to concentrate his

energies on his American enterprise ; but this

misfortune has been averted, thanks to the

initiative of Mr. Armit, who brings to his

onerous task the experience gained in assisting

his father-in-law for several years in the manage

ment of Her Majesty's. The prospectus shows a

desire to depart somewhat from the beaten track,

but that the direction indicated is wise cannot be

safely asserted. The one novelty promised is a

work described as a " grand dramatic opera,"

' MariadiGand,' by Signor Tito Mattei, the libretto

by Signor CiminL The circumstance that Signor

Tito Mattei has not hitherto given evidence of

his powers as a composer of grand opera must

not be taken as proof of his lack of such powers.

But the other task which he has undertaken,

that of writing recitatives for an Italian version

of ' Maritana,' may be condemned beforehand

as a waste of energy. The promised revivals of

' Norma,' ' Semiramide,' and ' Lucrezia Borgia '

will not of themselves awaken much interest,

but, if report speaks truly, Mr. Armit has

secured a dramatic soprano in the person of

Madame Giovannoni Zacchi, who will sustain

the title roles in these somewhat antiquated

works. Madame Trebelli may be expected to

secure a success in ' La Favorita,' the music of

the heroine in Donizetti's masterpiece being

written for a mezzo-soprano. In addition to

Madame Zacchi, the list of artists includes the

names of Mdlle. Rosina Isidor, Mdlle. Elisa

Widmar, Mdlle. de Bressolles, Signor Cantoni,

and Signor Quintili-Leoni as new-comers, while

among those more familiar are Mdlle. Bauer-

meister, Miss Purdy, Madame Trebelli, Signor

Runcio, Signor Vizzani, Mr. George Fox, Signor

Pantaleoni, M. Ordinas, Signor Ghilberti, and

Signor FolL The engagement of an entirely

new chorus of sixty-two voices is a step dpjerv-

ing warm commendation. The conductor will

be Signor Li Calsi, who in previous seasons has

shown himself well qualified for his position,

and Mr. Carrodus will be the leader of the

orchestra.

The third Leeds Triennial Festival will take

place next week, and promises to be even more

successful than the preceding gatherings. The

list of works to be performed could not well

have been rendered more interesting nor the

executive force more efficient and imposing.

The festival will open on Wednesday morning

with a performance of ' Elijah '; in the evening

one of the two most important novelties, Mr.

J. F. Barnett's cantata, founded on Longfellow's

poem, 'The Building of the Ship,' will be

brought forward. The second part of the

concert will be miscellaneous, the moBt im

portant item being Mozart's o minor Symphony.

On Thursday morning there is a lengthy pro

gramme, consisting of Beethoven's Choral Sym

phony, Mendelssohn's 114th Psalm, Sterndale

Bennett's ' May Queen,' and Mr. Walter Mac-

farren's overture, 'Hero and Lcander.' In the

evening Handel's 'Samson' will be performed

with new additional accompaniments, written

expressly for the festival by Mr. Ebenezer

Prout. The principal feature of Friday morn

ing's concert will be Mr. Arthur Sullivan's new

sacred cantata, ' The Martyr of Antioch,' the

words of which have been selected and arranged

from Dean Milman's poem by Mr. W. S. Gilbert.

The second part will consist of Beethoven's

Mass in c and Schubert's ' Song of Miriam.'

The evening programme will include Bach's

cantata, ' O Light Everlasting '; Raff's ' Lenore '

Symphony ; a new overture, entitled ' Mors

Janua Vitre,' by Mr. Thomas Wingham ; and

Mendelssohn's ' Loreley.' The festival will be

brought to a conclusion on Saturday morning with

a performance of ' The Last Judgment,' the first

and second parts of 'The Creation,' and the

"Gloria" from Handel's Utrecht ' To Deum.'

There will be an orchestra of 112 performers,

the wood wind contingent being doubled,

and a chorus of 306. The principal vocalists

engaged are Mesdames Albani, Osgood, Anna

Williams, Patey, Trebelli, Messrs. Lloyd, Maas,

Henschel, Henry Cross, and Frederic King.

The conductor is Mr. Arthur Sullivan.

The programmes of the new series of Pro

menade Concerts at Covent Garden, under Mr.

Weist Hill, are of a distinctly lower type than

those under Mr. F. H. Cowen's leadership, and

are therefore unworthy of notice in these

columns.

The Saturday Concerts at the Crystal Palace

will be resumed this afternoon.

The South London Choral Association, under

the direction of Mr. L. C. Venables, announces

a series of three concerts at St. James's Hall,

on April 5th, May 19th, and June 22nd next.

The Association has secured the lease of the

Surrey Masonic Hall, where, in addition to an

inaugural concert, performances of ' The Mes

siah ' and ' Elijah ' will be given during the

season.

The current number of the Revue et Gazette

Musicale contains the last of a long and most

interesting series of articles on ' Music in
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Russia,' written by M. Cesar Cui, himself a

Russian composer of distinction. Besides a

history of music in that country, the articles

comprise a series of biographical and critical

notices of the chief Russian composers, past and

present, and an account of the principal musical

institutions in the empire of the Czar.

It is announced that the parts in M. Gounod's

new opera, ' Le Tribut de Zaniora,' will be sung

by Mdlles. Daram, Krauss, and Ploux, and

Messrs. Boudouresque, Lassalle, Melchisse'dec,

and Sellier. It is not expected that the work

will be produced before next April.

Friedrich Wieprbcht, one of the most dis

tinguished oboe-players in Germany, who for

many years held the post of first oboe at the

Opera of Berlin, died in that city on the 17th

ult. , at the age of seventy-six.

DRAMA

LYCEUM THEATRE.

SOLE LESSEE and MANAOER, MB. HENRY TRYING.

"The CORSICA* BROTHERS,' Etott Night at 8.30. LOUIS and
FAKIKN 1IF.I FRAXCHI. Mr. IRVING. At 7.30. ' BYGONES. 1 bY
A. W. Plnoro. Doom open at 7. SPECIAL MORNING PERFORM
ANCES ol The CORS1CAN BROTHERS,' SATURDAYS, October !>th,
16th, !3rd. and 30th. at 2 30.
Box Office (Mr. Hurst) open 10 to 5 dally. Seats hooked by letter

or telegram'.

THE WEEK.

Royalty (Reopening).—1 Bow Bells,' a Comic Drama in
Throe Aots, by H. J. Byron ; ' Wild Flowers,' a Dramatic
Sketch, by Edward Hose ; ' Popsy Wopsy,' a Musical Folly
in One Act, by Sydney Grundy and Edward Solomon.
Surrey.—' Virginius,' a Tragedy in Five Acts. By Sheridan

Knowles.

Mr. Byron's dramas have a strong family

resemblance. Plot and situation are ordi

narily of small account, characters are for

cibly sketched and inadequately filled in,

and the personal volition of the author is

seen to direct the caurse of his bark, inde

pendent of all wind of probability or tide

of motive. Confident in his power by quaint

conceit or humorous extravagance to win

back the favour of his audience, Mr. Byron

takes the strangest liberties that ever were

claimed by dramatist. The result is, how

ever, always success. Mr. Byron is one of

the first humourists of the day. He could

almost be trusted to

Provoke a smile

Under the ribs of death.

If anything goes wrong in one of his pieces

(and something often goes wrong), if the

small balance of dramatic invention which

he keeps at the bank is overdrawn, he has

but to hand in a draft upon his fund of

drollery and all is once more well. Criti

cism, mean time, stands in the same position

as the public, but feels, of course, an added

responsibility ;—not liking to censure, it does

not dare to praise.

A curious instance how successful is Mr.

Byron's method is afforded by the reception

accorded ' Bow Bell9,' his new " comic

drama " at the Eoyalty. The first act was

received with indifference, and the second

with discontent. Sensible, then, that he

had tested to the utmost that favour of the

public which is his sheet anchor, Mr. Byron

commenced to exert himself, ne did not,

it is true, make any alteration in his course.

He spread, however, all the canvas of his

fancy, and displayed all the bunting of his

drollery, and his vessel thus equipped sailed

amidst acclamations into port. All thoughts

of her unseaworthiness were then dismissed,

and the homage due to a skilful pilot, who,

whatever his lack of knowledge of the ocean

tracks, could be trusted to force his vessel

through obstructions at the mouth of the

harbour, was accorded. Dismissing nautical

illustrations, of which, perhaps, too abundant

use has been made, we may safely aver that

' Bow Bells ' was pulled out of the fire at

a moment when its destruction seemed all

but certain. It is gratifying to state, since

the contrary is ordinarily the case, that the

third act was the strongest. Mr. Byron

may be congratulated upon having reserved

the interest for the last act. So resolutely

has he economized for this purpose, he

may almost be said to have left his two

previous acts without any provision.

Nothing can be much more simple than his

plot, which is based upon a constant and

sorrowful experience of humanity. The idea

that happiness is to be found in some total

change of conditions is a rooted conviction

of men which Pope advances when he states,

in one of his most familiar lines, that

Man never is, but always to be, blest,

and which, in some of his most vigorous

verses, Dryden derides when he tells how

men

Prom the dregs of life think to receive

What the first sprightly running could not give.

Having by years of patience, and, as we

may suppose from the conclusions at which

he arrives, not too scrupulous toil, accumu

lated a competency, Mr. Byron's hero, a City

tradesman, retires into the country to lead,

apart from social snares, falsehoods, and

temptations, a life of purity and innocence.

For a brief while his experiences are plea

sant enough. In the end the conviction is

thrust upon him that selfishness and im

posture, though they are inmates of great

cities, are not confined to them, and that

bucolic pursuits may sharpen other appetites

than those which country fare will satisfy.

With a largely augmented stock of ex

perience, accordingly, our citizen returns

within the sound of Bow bells. His nieces,

whom, with a view to induce them to select

unsophisticated husbands, he has greatly

tormented, are now left to choose for them

selves.

This idea is as good as another for a

comedy, since it offers room for a senti

mental interest and for that species of

satire which is the salt of comedy. Had it

been treated more seriously, a better work

might have been extracted. Mr. Byron,

however, has sacrificed probability to com

pactness, and when he has reached the third

act, and it is necessary for the villains to

be unmasked, he has made them very con

veniently pull off one another's masks or

throw off their own.

A bright if not specially noteworthy inter

pretation of the piece is afforded. Mr.

Righton plays with unction distinctly comic

the citizen who seems to have occupied his

leisure hours with meditations upon Jean

Jacques. This is one of the best and most

artistic of Mr. Righton's performances.

Miss Kate Lawler has a brusqueness and

petulancy not unsuited to the character she

presents of a tradesman's niece with a will

of her own. The actors generally play

satisfactorily the characters assigned them,

and one actor at least, Mr. Philip Day, suc

ceeds in stamping upon a character an

exact, a recognizable, and a very comic phy

siognomy.

With 'Bow Bells' were presented two

shorter pieces. ' Wild Elowers,' by Mr.

Rose, is a sketch of contemporary society

with a pleasant love interest. ' Popsy Wopsy '

is an extravaganza which, so far as regards

its plot, is not without drollery, but which

owes much of its attractions to Mr. Solomon's

vivacious music. The principal characters

in this were sustained by Misses Lawler and

Brennan, Mr. Righton, and Mr. Haynes.

Sheridan Knowles's drama of ' Virginius '

has been revived at the Surrey, for the re

appearance of Mr. Creswick after his return

from Australia. This tragic masterpiece of

a man who had a large measure of dramatic

fire provides Mr. Creswiok with a character

suited to his talents. The exposition of

Virginius which is afforded is conventional

in style, and is wholly unlike the modern

school of tragic acting. It has, however,

genuine power, and is in its sustained

strength more effective than the spasmodic

style which has sprung of late into public

favour. Mr. Creswick's powers have ripened

and his method has been matured during his

absence, and his impersonation has variety

and significance we failed to note in earlier

performances. The general interpretation

of this play had an amount of merit which

reflects credit upon the Surrey management.

Actors, many of whom are wholly unknown

to the majority of playgoers, wore the

Roman dress with an ease that is far from

common in West End theatres, and acted

with judgment and moderation which de

serve high commendation. Mr. J. A.

Arnold's Appius Claudius, Mr. Howard

Russell's Dentatus, and Mrs. Billington's

Servia were competent performances ; Miss

Cowell's Virginia had grace and tenderness ;

and Mr. Cartwright's Icilius showed flashes

of genuine passion. If performances of

this class become common on the Surrey

side of the river, there is a chance of the

West End playgoer being lured to theatres

altogether outside his customary limits.

Mr. Creswick, previous to the termination

of his engagement, will play a round of his

characters.

grtrmatic forsisin'.

Eventko performances have commenced at

the Imperial Theatre, the entertainments con

sisting principally of ballet. No novelty has,

however, been produced, the opening piece

consisting of ' A Quiet Pipe,' with Miss B.

Henri and Mr. Macklin in their original rSUs,

and the following spectacle being made up of

ballets which have been seen in the Aquarium,

at Drury Lane, or at other theatres.

At the morning performances at the same

house a burlesque by Mr. R. Reece, entitled

' The Half-Crown Diamonds,' has also been

played. This is a rearrangement of a piece

given a few years ago at the Mirror Theatre.

Miss E. Farren, Mr. Royoe, Miss Vaughan,

Miss Amalia, and other members of the Gaiety

company support the principal parts.

The title ' Auld Lang Syne,' assigned last

week to Mr. Dilly's one-act piece at the Vaude

ville, should be ' Auld Acquaintance,' a name

which characterizes the intimacy originally exist

ing between the two principal characters.

' Robert Macaire ' has been revived at the

Ambigu Comique for the reappearance of. M.

Gil Naza, who plays the hero. M. Dailly is

Bertrand, a part which in his hands should bo

irresistibly comic. The version of ' Robert

Macaire ' now given is in five acts and seven

tableaux, and is preceded by ' L'Auborge aux

Adrete,' in two tableaux.

To C0RRE8i>OXI)EHTS.—E. B.—E. J. 0.—W. G.—H. L.—
W. A.—d. F. P.—received.

W. O. W.—We cannot answer such questions.
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CHAPMAN & HALL, LIMITED.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

SOUTH AMERICA.

By ANTONIO GALLENGA.

THE LIFE OF CICERO.

By ANTHONY TROLLOPE.

LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF

RICHARD COBDEN.

By JOHN MORLBY.

2 Tola, demy 8vo.

SOCIOLOGY BASED UPON

ETHNOGRAPHICAL PRINCIPLES.

By Dr. CHARLES LKTOURNKAU.

by HENRY If. TROLLOPE.

Large crown 8to.

JAPANESE POTTERY;

Being a Native Report.

Edited by A. W. FRANKS, F.R.S., F.S.A.

Wtth numerous Illustration! and Harks. Large crown 8vo.

THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS OF INDIA.

By GEORGE C. M. BIRDWOOD, C.8J.

With Map and 174 Illustrations. New Edition.

WALKS THROUGH THE CITY OF YORK.

By ROBERT DAVIES, F.8.A.

Edited by bi» WIDOW.

Demy 8vo.

TH RACEHORSE IN TRAINING.

With some Hints on Racing and Racing Reform.

By WILLIAM DAY.

Demy 8vo. Third Edition.

NEW NOVELS IN THE PRESS

BY

ANTHONY TROLLOPE.

GEORGE MEREDITH.

HAWLEY SMART.

JOHN SAUNDERS.

GEORGE MANVILLE FENN.

The FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW, for OCTOBER.

IRISH RENTS, IMPROVEMENTS, and LANDLORDS. By Murrough O'Brien.

A CENTURY of ENGLISH POETRY. By A. C. Swinburne.

CATTLE RANCHES in the FAR WEST. By W. Baillie Orohman.

COUNTY CONSTITUENCIES—a PLAN of REFORM. By Rev. T. W. Fowle.

ARE WE ENGLISHMEN? By Grant Allen.

POLITICAL ECONOMY in the UNITED STATES. By T. E. Cliffe ]

The TRAGIC COMEDIANS. Chaps. 1-4. By George Meredith.

HOMB and FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

NEW NOVELS.

THE TWO DREAMERS.

By JOHN SAUNDERS.

3 vols. C-Vert

THE CLERK OF PORTWICK.

By GEORGE MANVILLE FENN.

[This day.

BELLES AND RINGERS.

By HAWLEY SMART.

1 vol.

THE NEW ERA.

A Dramatic Poem.

By VIRGINIA VAUGHAN.

[This day.

BRITISH BEE FARMING, ITS PROFITS

AND PLEASURES.

By JAMES F. ROBINSON.

Uniform with the " Farming for Pleasure and Profit " Series. Large crown 8vo. 6t.

" It puts before the public, on unquestionable authority, an unvarnished and honest
statement of the advantages and difficulties (such as these are) of bee-keeping, and is in
itself, therefore, a far more powerful incentive to the industry than any number of philan
thropic or sentimental exhortations to the same object."—Davy Telegraph.

Certainly no one could wish for a better guide than this excellent manual by Mr.
Ison."—/.ire Stock Journal.

CHARLES DICKENS'S WORKS.

THE ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY EDITION.

Complete In 30 vols, demy 8vo. 10<. each, or Set of 30 vols. 15f.

THE HOUSEHOLD EDITION.

ies, containing nearly 900 Illustrations by F. Barnard, J. Mahony, F. A.
C. Green, Ac. Price 31. I4i. 6d. In cloth ; and 31. lie. In paper binding.

THE POCKET VOLUME EDITION.

30 vols, small fcap. 8vo. 21. it.

THE "CHARLES DICKENS" EDITION.

Crown 8vo. 21 vols, cloth, with 8 Illustrations each, 31. 9*. 6d.

THOMAS CARLYLE'S WORKS.

LIBRARY EDITION, COMPLETE.

Handsomely printed, 34 vols, demy 8vo. cloth, 161.

CHEAP AND UNIFORM EDITION.

2.3 volj. crown 8vo. cloth, 7£ 6s.

PEOPLE'S EDITION.

In 37 vols, small crown 8vo. price 2s. each volume, bound in cloth.

193, PICCADILLY.
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SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO.'S

NEW LIST.

Now ready,

NEW GUINEA:

WHAT I DID AND WHAT I SAW.

By L. M. D'ALBERTIS,

Officer of the Order of the Crown of Italy, Honorary Member

and Gold Medallist of thel.R.G.S. G.M.Z.8., Ac.

In 2 vols, demy Svo. cloth extra, with Maps, Coloured Flutes,

and numerous very fine Woodcut Illustrations, price 42s.

%* Of all the habitable but unknown portions of the globe,
with the exception of Africa, New Guinea possesses at pre
sent the greatest interest for the student and the general
reader. Professor D'Albertis may be said to have devoted
his life to the unravelling of its mysteries, and his work is
by far the most thorough and complete account of its people,

animals, birds, insects, &c., extant.

PRIMITIVE POLK MOOTS;

Or, OPEN-AIR ASSEMBLIES IN BRITAIN.

By GEORGE LAURENCE GOMME, F.S.A.,

Honorary Secretary to the Folk-Lore Society, Author of
' Index of Municipal Offices.'

Now ready, 1 vol. crown Svo. cloth, price 12s.

THE NEW NOVEL BY JEAN INGELOW is

SARAH DE BERANGER.

In 3 vols.

Now ready, by the Author of 1 The Wreck of the Grosvenor/

* John Holdsworth, Chief Mate,' &c.

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART.

By W. CLARK RUSSELL.

3 vols, crown Svo. 31*. 6d.

THE NEW BTOHT BY JULES VERNE la

The TRIBULATIONS of a CHINA-

MAN. New Work. Br JULES VERNE. Square crown 6ro. cloih

extra, Uluitralcd, 7*. 6d.

THE NEW STORIES BY THE LATE W. H. O. KINGSTON are

The HEIR of KILFINNAN: a Tale

of the Shore and Ocean. Square crown 8ro. cloth extra, with Ilius-

tntioot, i$. Get.

DICK CHEVELEY: his Adventures

and Mimdventures. Square crown 8yo. cloth extra, with lllus

trutions, 7*. fid.

THE NEW STORY BY LOUISA U. ALCOTT is

JACK and JILL: a Village Story.

By the Author of ' Little Men," ' Little Women,' &c.

Now ready, crown 8vo. cloth extra, 10*. Od.

GREECE and the GREEKS; or, a

Historic Sketch of Attic Life end Manner*. By the Hon. THOMAS

TALBOT.

The NAVAL BRIGADE in SOUTH

AFBICA. By HENRY F. NOKBUBY, C.B. B.N. Crown 8to. cloth

extra, price 7a.

AN ENTntELY NEW EDITION DE LUXE FOB C1IKISTMA8, 4c.

WASHINGTON IRVING'S LITTLE

BRITAIN, the 81T3CTRE BRIDEGROOM, and a LEGEND of
SLEEPY HOLLOW. Specially illustrated by 120 very fine En-
graTingg on Wood by Mr. J. D. Cooper, designed by Mr. Charlee
O. Murray. Square crown 8to. cloth extra, gilt edges, price 10*. Gd.

In Coloured Wrapper, 4to. price 6>.

PRETTY PEGGY, and other Ballads

By ROS1NA EMMET. Charming large Coloured Illustrations and
Ballads by an American Lady. [Rtady.

Now ready, 4to. in Wrapper, price U. 6d.

MEN of MARE. No. 57, Vol. V.,

containing 3 Permanent CablneMlie Photographs by Lock & Whit
field, specially taken from Life for this Work, of

EIGHT HON. VISCOUNT CKANBEOOK.

HON. BIB EDWAHD FRY.

HOltMUZD KARSAM.

Now ready, price It. Part VII. of

SUNRISE: a Story of these Times.

By WILLIAM BLACK.

London :

Sampson Low, Mabston, Searle & Rivingtok,

Crown Buildings, 1-8, Fleet-street, E.C,

Ready next week, in 2 vols, price 25».

HALF - HOURS

WITH FOREIGN NOVELISTS.

By HELEN and ALICE ZIMMERN.

With Short Notices of the Lives and Writings of the Various Authors.

These stories from beyond sea and studies of the novelists
of other lands will be best understood by the following
passage from the authors' Preface :—" Some years ago a con
tributor to a distinguished quarterly review, in introducing

foreign novelist to English readers, wrote the following
sentence : ' It may be received as an axiom that the light
literature of any country—particularly its novels and
romances—not only reveals the individual talents and dis
positions of the writers, but likewise affords indirectly an
insight into the general character of the inhabitants.

Indeed, it may be said to reflect to some extent the i _
phases of national life.' This idea suggested the plan of i

book Its aim is twofold: to give English readers ul
qualnted with foreign languages some insight into the
writings of the best foreign novelists, and also, by means of
extracts from these novelists, to depict the life, character,
and scenery of the various countries of which they write.
To this end it was needful to select such writers as are most

popular and most national."

CONTENTS OF THE TWO VOLUMES.

GEORGES SAND (France).

The MARRIAGE.

The CABBAGE.

IL

HENRY MURGER (France).

FRANCINE'S MUFF.

The PASSAGE of the RED SEA.

in.

AUERBACH (Germany).

The AXE.

IV.

BUSKEN-HUET (Holland).

GITJE.

SATURDAY at the HAGUE.

ALONG the CHURCHYARD.

V.

STIFTER (Austria).

The BALLOON ASCENT.

The HEATH.

VI.

FARINA (Italy).

SEPARATION.

VII.

DAUDET (France).

INDRET.

The VICE.

The MACHINES.

Till.

SPIELHAGEN (Germany).

The STORM.

IX.

VON SAOHER-MASOCH (Galicia).

The SLEDGE RIDE.

X,

FLTGARE-CARLEN (Sweden).]

The SMUGGLERS.

XI.

CHERBULIEZ (France).

L'IDEE de JEAN TfirEROL.

XII.

HACKLjENDER.

The VOLUNTEER.

JOKAI (Hungary).

HUNGARIAN SKETCHES.

XIV.

TURGENIEFF (Russia).

The NIHILIST.

XV.

FREYTAG (Germany).

The GERMAN PROFESSOR.

XVI.

CABALLEKO (Spain).

The OLD and the NEW;

Or, THREE SOULS TOO GOOD for this WOBLD.

XVII.

FEUILLET (France).

JULIA de TRECQ2UR.

XVIII.

KBASZEWSKI (Poland).

The FOUNDLING.

XIX.

MARLITT (Germany).

The TWELVE APOSTLES.

XX.

BJffiRNSON (Norway).

The BETROTHAL.

XXI.

BALZAC (France).

A CRETIN VILLAGE.

A BRETON TOWN.

XXII.

HEYSE (Germany).

The HUNTSMAN.

XXIII.

GABORIAU (France).

The AMATEUR DETECTIVE.

XXIV.

KELLER (Switzerland).

The FUNERAL.

CLOTHES MAKE MEN.

XXV.

Mrs. BOSBOOM-TOUSSAINT (Holland).

MAJOR FRANCES.

XXVI.

SANDEAU (France).

The LAST of the OLD FAMILY.

The Works of the Twenty-six Leaders of Fiction here laid under Contribution present

NUMEROUS CHARMING PICTURES

OP THE

HOME LIFE AND HUMORESQUE CHARACTER

OF

CONTINENTAL EUROPE.

REMINGTON & CO. 133, New Bond-street, W.
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In a few days, at all the Libraries,

FAR OUT: Ravings Retold.

Bj Lieut.-Col. W. F. BUTLER. C.B.,

Author of * The Great Lone Land,' ±c.

Wm. Ibbister, Limited, 56, Ludgate-hill, London.

Now ready, demy 8vo. 646 pages, price 15*.

AN ANECDOTAL HISTORY OF

THE BRITISH PARLIAMENT,

FROM THE EARLIEST PERIODS TO THE PBE8ENT TIME.

WITH NOTICES OF EMINENT PARLIAMENTARY MEN, AND EXAMPLES OF THEIR ORATORY.

Compiled from Authentic Sources by GEORGE HENRY JENNINGS.

"A charming collection of anecdotes. No book la more fitted to lie near one's elbow, so as to be taken np for a half-
hour's In*traction and amusement."—Sheffield Daily Telegraph.

London: Horace Cox, Lam Timet Office, 10, Wellington-street, Strand.

NEW STORY.—Just published, price .V

HOW THEY WERE CAUGHT IN A TRAP.

A TALE OF FRANCE IN 1802.

By ESME STUART,

Author of ' Mimi,' ' The Good Old Days,' Ac.

With a Frontispiece, introducing NAPOLEON I. and another Character in the Story.

Marcus Ward & Co. 67, Chandos-street, Strand, W.C.

NEW NOVEL-NEXT WEEK,

In 3 vols.

LIFE'S SEVEN

A NOVEL.

AGES:

By Mrs. HIBBERT WARE,

Author of ' The King of Bath ; or, the Days of Beau Nash,' ka.

"And one man in his time plays many parts,
His acta being Seven Ages."—At You Like It.

CHARLES J. Skert, 10, King William-street, Charing Cross.

"The

"Itn

With 13 Illustrations, price be.

THE CONJURER'S DAUGHTER:

A TALE.

By J. W. SHERER, C.S.I.

are well connected, the dialogue is rational, and the author's narrative style Is most agreeable."

£t. James's Gazette.
aid that the volume is eminently readable, and that it should come into popular favour."—Scotsman.

London: W. H. Allen & Co. 13, Waterloo-place.

GEORGE ELIOT.

This day is published, a New and Cheaper Edition, crown 8vo. 5*.

IMPRESSION S

(IF

THEOPHRASTUS SUCH.

By GEORGE ELIOT.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

On WEDNESDAY, the 13th, will be published,

THE HISTORY OF THE INVASION OF THE

CRIMEA.

By A. W. KINGLAKE, Esq.

Volume the Sixth—WINTER TROUBLES.

8vo. price 16*.

William Blackwood Ac Sons, Edinburgh and London.

EPPS'S COCOA.

GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our

breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong

enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us ready to

attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well

fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."—Ciril Sendee Gazette.

James Epps Ic Co. Homceopathic Chemists, London.

MAKERS OF EPI'S'S GLYCEX1XE JLJUBES.—Holdin Labelled Soiee omlf.

J tut oat, pi tec post free, U. 2J<T

FOUR FLIRTS;
BK1MQ THE

ROUND TABLE ANNUAL for 1881.
At all Booksellers', lUUwmjr BuokiUIL, sad at

JUDY OFFICE, 99, SHOE-LANE, E.C.

CHA&LBS SALAHAN8 MUSICAL SETTINGS OF TILE ANCIENT
LYKIC8.

Two Shillings n«t.

HORACE'S 23rd Ode, 1st Book, Ad CHLOEN:
Latin Sour , for H&rltonea and Tenors, Id F aad G —CATULLUS'ft

3rd Ode. LUCTUS ia ItOHTE I'AS*EK1S, Latin Song, for Tenon aad
Sopranos.— •' tiuite wunhj of the composer of ' I arise from drearut of

thee.' "—8cotiman. " The Idea li a hippy one, and the execution £«U-
dtous."—Standard. London : Novello, Ewer tt Co.

Just published, sto. cloth, price lOi. 6a".

HAUSRATH.—HISTORY of the NEW TESTA
MENT TIMES. The Time of Jesus. Br Dr. A HAU8KATH,

Professor of Theology, Heid el berg, translated, with the Author'! unc-
tloD. from the Third German Edition, by the Revs. (,'. T, FOYNT1NQ
ud I* QUENZER. Vol. II. Complete. 2 vuli. 8vo. 21a.

Subscribers to the Theolwgleal Translation Fund Library receive thU
Volume for 7a, Prospectus with Content! of the Series pott free on,
application.

MB. S. SHARPE'B BIELE.

Juat published, »vo. roan, At. 6d,

THE HOLY BIBLE. Translated by 8amtjbl
SHARPS. Being a Revision of the Authorized English Version.

Fourth Edition of the Old Te*tainent, Eighth Edition of the New
Testament. Bvo roan, price ia. 9d.

Williams <ft Norgate. 14, Henrietta-street, Coycut-garden, London ; and
30, South Frederic k-ttreet, Edinburgh.

A

JUST PUBLISHED,

MANUAL OF PALEONTOLOGY,
FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS.

With a General Introduction on the Principles of Paleontology.

By H. ALLBYNE NICHOLSON M.D. D Sr. F.R 8.E.. «tc.,
Professor of Natural liialorv In the University •■ . St. Andrews, Author

1 A Manual of Zoolugr Ac.
Second Edition, Revised and greatly Enlarged, with a Glossary and Index.

•l Tula. 8vo. with 1£2 Illustrations, 21. 2s.

"The most complete and systematic treatise on the subject In the
English language. It has not only been thoroughly revised, and ton
great extent rewritten, but so much enlarged by the addition of new
matter, that It may claim to be considered, to ail Intents and purposes,
a new book,"— Saturday Review, 25tA Se/4. 1N*J.
"There is a wonderful charm of simplicity and clearness aboat the

composition: the indefinable touch of genius lights up the pun* ; end
the most general reader must be atolid indeed who does not follow the
author with an Interest running hard upon enthusiasm The illustra
tions are not only profuse and scientifically accurate, but exhibit for
the most part a pictorial delicacy and vl vidues* such as must satisfy the

ir in this kind of art."

" It is certainly the best book of Its kind for the use of
tor the general reader which we possess. "'— Geological Mnejaaiw

William Blackwood A Sons. Edinburgh and London.

>H(ENIX FIRE OFFICE, Lombard-street
and CHARINO CROSS, LONDON—Established 178*.

l*ru!ii»tand Liberal Loss Settlements.
~ «d Id all parts of the World.

JOHN J. KROOMF1ELD, Secretary.

s
UN F I K E OFFICE.

Threadneedle-street, E C. Charing Cross. 8.W.
Oxford-street (corner of Vere-atreetj, W.

Established 1710.
Home and Foreign Insurances effected.

Sum insured in 1879, £JbJ,4S2,4a\.
FRANCIS U. RKLTON, Secretary.

SUN LIFE OFFICE, LONDON.
Established 1810.

CHIEF OFFICE—«, Threadneedle-street.
BRANCH OFFICE—60, Charing Cross.

And at Oxford-street, corner of Vere-street.

Life Assurances of all descriptions.
Specially Low Rates for Young Lives, and for Nun-Participating

Policies.
Prompt Settlement of Claims.
A new and greatly almpliflcd form of Proposal, also the Society's

newly-revised Prospectus, will be forwarded on application.J. O. PKIESTLEY, Actuary.

EAGLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
79, PALL MALL.

For LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1807.
Accumulated Funds £S,Oi3M3
Also a Subscribed Capital of more than . . £1,560,000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forma may be had at the Office, or from
any of the Company's Agents, post tree.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS. Actuary and Secretary.

UNION ASSURANCE SOCIETY, Instituted in
the Reign of Queen Anne, a.d. 17U. Chief Office, 81, CormhlU,

E.C; Western Branch, 70. Baker-street. W. London.

DIRECTORS, TRUSTEES, \c.
STEPHEN SOAMES, Esq., Chairman.
CHARLES MORTIMER, Esq.. Deputy-Cl*alrman.

Willlain James Ford, Esq.
John Hibbert, Esq.
Edmund Holland. Esq.
Wm. Burrowes Lewis, Esq.
John Miles, Esq.

l Mills, Esq.

John Thornton Rogers, Esq.
Iseonard Shuter, Esq.
James Thompson, Esq.
Alderman Sir Sydney H. Wa
low. Bart., M.f\

E. Heysham Wood, Esq.J. Trueman i
John Morley, Esq.

Managing Director—Wm. Burrowes Lewis, Esq.
Actuary—Wm. Wall is, Esq.

SfK^ctary—Chas. Darrell, Esq.

Accumulated Funds.. .. .. .. £1,700.000
Annual Income . . . . . . . . . . £325,000

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Fire Insurances due at MICHAELMAS should be paid within fifteen

days from the lltth of September.

LIFE DEPARTMENT.
Four-fifths of the office profits are appropriated to the benefit of the

Insured every five years, thus giving them nearly all the advantages of
a Mutual Company, but without airy risk or liability whatever.
During the last thirty yean the bonus lias averaged upwards of 11. lOj.

percent, per annum 6a the sum assured.

The published accounts give the fullest detaila as to the position of
tbesocicty.

WTLLTAM BURROWES LEWIS, Managing I
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JORWICH UNION FIKK INSURANCE
SOCIETY.

Established 1797.

HEAD OFFICE : SUMtEY-STKEET, NOllWICH.

LONDON OFFICE: SO, FLEET-STREET, EC.

Claim, l'sld . 3,:iu.ooo

U. E HIGMH.li,

OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,
And may be ProYlded against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS" ASSURANCE COMPANY.
Tie Oldest and Large*! Accidental Auurooca Cumponj.

Right Hon. Lord K.IXNAIKD, Chairman.
Subscribed Capital, 1,000,0001. Moderate Premium*.
Bonn* allowed to Insurer* of Fire Year*' standing.

A fixed stun In use of Death bj Accident, and a Weekly Allowance
In the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.
stations, the Local Airents, or fti
WILLIAM }. VIAN, Secretary.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

s
TEEL PENS.

1 by all 8la

FURNISH your HOUSES c
THROUGHOUT I

APARTMENTS

MOEDElt'S HIRE SYSTEM.
The Original, Beet, and most Liberal.

No extra charge (or time gWen.
Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars of terms, post free.
F. MOEDER, 248, 2*9. »>, Tottenham Court road , and 19, JO, and 71,

MorwaUetreet. W.C. EeteMlehed —

F MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
• the above Premises have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture Trade, and now form one of the most commodious
Warehouse* in the metropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from 6t 0*. to 10 Onlnea*
Drawing-room Suites, from M. 9i. to i Guinea*.
Dining-room Suite*, from 71. 7*. to 40 Guinea*.

And all other Goods in great variety.
F MOEDER, Ut, 149, MO. Tottenham Court-road i and 19, », and 21,

Marwell-atreet, W.C. Established IMS.

APOLLINARI8 WATER.
" Laurea donandu* Apollinarl."—Jiaract, Booh Ir. Ode 2.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1879.
ANNUAL SAT. I: 8,000,000.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY, Limited, 19, Regent-street, London. 8.W.

PROTECTION FROM FIRE.

RYANT k MAY'S

IAIENI SAFETY MATCHES.
BIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

ADVANTAGES

An not POISONOUS.
Are free from SMELL.
Are manufactured
■Without Phosphorus

Are perfectly harmless
To the Operatives employed.
Are very DAMP PROOF.
LIGHT ONLY ON THE BOX.
EIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

)ROTECTION TO HEALTH.

MR. G. H. JONES,
SURGEON DENTIST,

67, GREAT RUSSELL-STREET. LONDON
i Opposite the British Museum/.

Will he glad to forward hie Pamphlet on Painless Dentistry, free,
enclosed by post, which explain* the most unique system of the adjust
ment of Artificial Teeth without pain.

Consultation free, from 10 to .1.

D

INNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical ProfcssloD for over Forty Years have

approved of till* Pore Solution *u the owl reuifdv for
ACIDITY of the STOMACH. HKAHTRC11N, HEAD
ACHE, GOUT, and INDUCTION; and its the safest

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.

O1
ILD Dr. JACOB TOWNSBNDS SARSAPA-

ltlLLA —The beat Autumnal Medlrln* for the Blood, Scorbutic
Disord*-™, (_i.jul.and all Skin Diaeure. In bottle*. U. Aa. W , and lis.,
of all Chemists. Chief Depot, 131, Fltwt-aireet. K C.

DKAN. STKKL& Co

CAN highly recommend Dr. LOCOCK'S
X PULMONIC WAFERS for all Throat Irritation and Ch«*t Dis-

eues,"—^Sinned) J. Strain, M I' M.. sun. Mill-atm-t. Livrrpuol.
Thov t nit'iuitl t relume and rapid! ¥ curv Asthma. Cuiii>ij nipt Ion, Jtron-

chlila! Cuu«hs. Colds. Hhwrtmsn* of firmtil. Phlegm, 1*u1uh In the Chest,
ltheuiiiatuiu—wnd Lome pleasantly

Sold at U l;d. and 2s IW. per box.

^THROAT IRRITATION.—Soreness and dryness,
X tlckhna and imution. Inducing rough ami infecting the Toice.
For these symptoms use

EPPS'S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.

**» sjrr«t*able eoti feet Ions, hring In pmxlmttT to the
the ui-t of lurking, T

It in boxes, rjj and Is, l|*f ., labelled
Chemists, London,**

ltT tO tl
glands at the moment they are excited br the m-t of stick inK, bceom
actlvelT healing. Sold only in boxes, 7U.
£ppa*Co "
A letter recelvd It may, perliaps. interest tou to

knjw that, after an extended trial. I have found your (il
Gentlemen,

Jujubes
«f ronskderable benefit (with or without medteal tmuiuentj In almost all
forms of throat disease. They soften and clear the volee. In no case
ran they do any harm. Yours faithfully, Gordon Holmes, L.lt.C.r.E.,

to the Municipal Throat and Ear Infirmary."

"Learned, Chatty, Useful."—Athcnteum.

Now ready, price 10*. Qd. each, cloth boards, with very Copious Index,

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Vols. I. to XII.

FIFTH SERIES.

Containing, in addition to a great variety of similar Notes and Replies, Articles of Interest on the

following Subjects :—

English, Irish, and Scottish History.

The Dream and Death of Thomas, Lord Lyttelton—

The Elective and Deposing Power of Parliament—Anne

Boleyn—Scottish Titles—Burial-Place of Edmund, Duke

of Somerset—Elizabeth, Queen of Robert Bruce—Bondmen

in England—Serfdom In Scotland—Grahame, Viscount

Dundee—A Jacobite Letter—Abbotsford in 1825—Com

purgators—Bishop of Ross, Scotland, 1417—Knox's 'His

tory of the Reformation ' — Good Friday and Easter

Sunday, temp, Charles II.—The Jews In England in the

Thirteenth Century—Warrants for the Execution of

Charles I.—The Fitzalans and Stewarts.

Biography.

T. AlUngton — William Roy— Caspar Hausor— Charles

Owen of Warrington—Paolo SarpI—The Descent of Wil

liam Penn—William, Abbott of Ramsey—A. H. Rowan-

George Cromer, Archbishop of Armagh—Matthew Smith,

the first Principal of Brasenose College, Oxford—James

Bayers, the Caricaturist—Jeremiah Horrox.

Bibliography and Literary History.

Bhakspeariana—The Authorship of Anonymous Works—

Milton's * L'Allegro '—Unpublished Letter of Macaulay—

'Histolre des MeMecins'—Juifs Anciens et Modernes—

Earle s ' Philology of the English Tongue '—Unpublished

Poems by Burns—Dr. Johnson and Mrs. Turton—' From

Greenland's Icy Mountains '—Chap-Books—Lord Byron

in Scotland—Welsh Language—Unpublished Letter of

John Wesley—The Works of Thomas Fuller—The Welsh

Testament—Burns's Ode on the American Civil War—

Opus Questionum dlvi Augustlni—Letter of Smollett—

'The Pilgrim's Progress'— Development of the Press,

1824-1874—Books Written by Mrs. Olivia Serree: 'The

Book.'

Popular Antiquities and Folk-Lore.

Ague Charms—Birds of 111 Omen—Candlemas Gills—

Eggs and Drunkenness—Evil Eye—Jewish Superstitions

—Hydrophobia prevented—Handkerchief thrown on Sui

cide's Coffin—Ladies and Lionesses—The Seven Whistlers.

Poetry, Ballads, and Drama.

The real Richelieu and Bulwer's Richelieu—" The Irish

Brigade"—Thomas Decker—Mrs. Siddons a Sculptor—

Barham's Lines on Dean Ireland—Browning's "Lost

Leader"—The Lord Chamberlain's Inspection of Plays—

Emmalsola—A Poem by W. M. Praed—Goethe—Shelley-

Henry VIII. as a Poet—The Australian Drama—Charles I.

as a Poet—Sheridan and Sir John Suckling—Oxfordshire

Christmas Miracle-Play—Christmas Mummers In Dorset-

shirt;—Dante and his Translators—The Christian Year.

Popular and Proverbial Sayings.

"You know who the Critics arc"—" You may put it in

your eye and see none the worse for it"—Called Home—

God's Church and the Devil's Chapel—Unaccustomed as

I am to public speaking—Tout vient & point—Wise after

the event—La Parole a ete donnee & 1'hoinme—Robbing

Peter to Pay Paul—The End justifies the Means—The

a Foole and is a Foole.

Philology.

Carr=Carse—Heel Taps—"Bloody"—Spurring—Bar for

Than—Vagaries of Spelling—Spelling Reforms—Surrey

Provincialisms — Quadrageslmalis — S. r. Z. — English

Words compared with the Icelandic—Gingham—The

Termination Y in Place-Itames—Calomel—Yeux—Cameo

—Hail, Wych, and Salt Works—Shaddongate—Shak-

speare's Name.

Genealogy and Heraldry.

The Insignia of the Knights of the Garter—Arms-

Hungary—Dering Roll ofArms—Unsettled Baronetcies—

The Arms of Sir Francis Drake—The Arms of English

Sees—Bar Sinister—Strawberry Leaves on Coronets-

Byron Arms—F. E. B. T. in the Savoy Arms—Seal of

Prince of Livonia—The Templars and Hospitallers.

Portraits of Dr. Johnson—Marks on Porcelain—Italian

Works of Art at Paris in 1815—Sir Joshua Reynolds :

Miss Day: Mrs. Day—Portrait of Barbor—Church Plate—

Various Paintings and Engravings.

Altar Rails, Covered—Liddell v. Westerton—Ecclesias

tical Vestments—Funeral Garlands—The Cistercians—

" Prester John" and the Arms of the See of Chichester—

Penance in the Church of England—Laud's Service Bulk

—Epitaph of Cardinal Howard at Rome—St. Cuthberts

Burial-place—Old Northern English MS. Psalter—Ber-

Begls Church—Sacred Vessels—A Roman Catholic Visita

tion in 1709—Episcopal Titles—St. George's Lofte—Regis-

trum Sacrum Batavianum—Communion Tokens—Fast

ing Communion in the Church of England—The Title

of Reverend—Consecration of Church Plate—" Defender

of the Faith"—The " Breeches'* Bible.

Classical Subjects.

The Latin Version of Bacon's Essays—Greek Anthology

—Martial's Epigram xiii. 75 — Lucretlan Notelets —

Mediaeval and Modern Latin and Greek Verse—Mittitur

in disco—Catullus : " Hoc ut dixit "—** Sandon " (Horace)

—Cicero—Lucus a non Lucendo.

Topography.

Sandwich Islands—Origin of the Names of the American

States—Arthur's Oven on the Carron—Scottish History

—The Yardley Oak—Hart Hall, Oxford—Old Kensington

—Travelling in Italy Forty Years ago—The Equestrian

Statue in Hyde Park—Arthurian Localities : Scotland—

The Sacred Lotus—St. John's Chapel, Bedford-row.

Miscellaneous.
Christian Names—Pillar Posts—Hanging in Chains and

Irons—George III. and the Pig—The Kilkenny Cats—The

Waterloo and Peninsular Medals—The Clerical a health?

Profession—Unlawful Games of the Middle Agfa—Itine

rant Empirics — Sunday Newspapers — Gipsies — The

Wordsvorth—Double Returns in Parliamentary Elections

—Curiosities of Corporation Records—Spiritual Appari

tions—The "Dial" System of Telegraphy — Professor

Becker's" Gallus"—SkatlngLiterature—Cricket—London

Companies, or Guilds—A Travelling Tutor of the Olden

Time—Gunpowder Plot — Baths In the Middle Ages —

The Little Summer—Whitsuntide—Michaelmas—Christ

mas Contrasts.

Published by JOHN FRANCIS, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.
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GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY,

NEW BOND-STREET,

AVAILABLE FOR BOTH LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

Comprises an ENGLISH and FOREIGN CIRCULATING LIBRARY, provided with all the BEST and NEWEST

LITERATURE, a LIBRARY of VOCAL and INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC, a REFERENCE LIBRARY, READING,

WRITING, and NEWS ROOMS, supplied with the Daily and Weekly Journals, LADIES' DRAWING-ROOM, DINING

and LUNCHEON ROOMS, SMOKING-ROOM, and all the appliances and oomforta of a FIRST-CLASS CLUB.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

TOWN. HALF TEAR. OUE TEAR.

CLASS. £. I. d. £. I. d.

£—TWO VOLUMES 0 12 0 110

B—THREE VOLUMES 0 18 0 1 11 6

C—FOUR VOLUMES, delivered free . . . . 1 4 0 2 2 0

D—SIX VOLUMES, ditto 1 16 0 330

E—EIGHT VOLUMES, ditto 280 440

And Two Volumes for each additional Guinea per annum. Sets of Books are divided to meet the eonvenienoe of Subscribers.

Subscribers D and E are entitled to all the Club privileges, including the use of the Reference Library, the Reading and Writing Rooms,

Ladies' Drawing-Room, &c. ; and E are also entitled, upon a further payment of Two Guineas per annum, to introduce One Friend into the

Rooms set apart for Members. . . .._ —
^ CLUBS AND LITERARY INSTITUTIONS. o*e year.

CLASS. £. S. d.

F—TWELVE VOLUMES 440

G—TWENTY VOLUMES 660

And Ten Volumes for each additional Three Guineas.

COUNTRY. HALF IEAR. OKE TEAK.

class. £. «. d. £. «. d.

H—FIVE VOLUMES 140 220

I—NINE VOLUMES

K—TWELVE VOLUMES . .

L—FIFTEEN VOLUMES . .

M—EIGHTEEN VOLUMES

1 16 0 3 3 0

2 8 0 4 4 0

3 0 0 5 5 0

3 12 0 6 6 0

Subscription N to Club privileges only, as described above, Two Guineas per annum.

Subscribers L and M are entitled to the Club privileges for themselves and for one additional member of the family.

Boies for the Conveyance of Books to Country Subscribers are provided by the Library free of charge.

All the Books in the Library, both English and Foreign, are available for Subscribers without distinction as to amounts of subscription,

and Subscribers, at their option, may have Volumes of Music instead of Books.

THE FOREIGN CIRCULATING LIBRARY.

In addition to the usual advantages offered by Circulating Libraries, attention is paid to the Foreign Library, which consists of over

5,000 Volumes, and which is kept supplied with all New Works of importance. Subscribers have the option of taking the whole or part of

their subscription in Foreign Books. ^ j^jjj.jjcj. LIBRARY.

The formation of a Permanent Library of Selected and Standard Works has been commenced, and liberal additions will bo made from

time to time with the growth of the undertaking.

THE READING AND WRITING ROOMS.

Especial care is taken to render this feature of the Library attractive by a regular supply of all the best Periodicals and Reviews.

These are always available, and particular attention is paid to the Department of Foreign Periodical Literature.

The Rcading-Rooms are open, at \ resent, from 9 a.m. until 10 r.M. on week days, and from 6 rjt. until 10 r.M. on Sundays.

THE MUSIC LIBRARY.

Subscribers of every class have the option of taking either the whole or part of their subscription in music—instrumental and vocaL

THE DINING-ROOMS.

The Dining-Rooms are open for the supply of luncheons, afternoon teas, and dinners, and Members of the Library will also be able 1°

make arrangements for dinners to private parties. THE TELEpjjoNE

Subscribers are now in telephonic communication with the centres at Westminster and in the City.

Cheques and P.O. Orders should be made payable to Mr. CHARLES ALLEN, the Librarian, who will promptly furnish all further

information upon application.

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY (Limited), NEW BOND-STREET, W.
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SMITH, ELDER & CO/S PUBLICATIONS.

The POWER of SOUND. By Edmund Gurney, late Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Eoyal 8vo. 25s. [On October 15.

LIFE of Lieut-Gen. Sir JAMES OUTRAM. By Major-General

81r FBEDEKICK J. GOLDSMITH, C.B. K.C.S.I. 3 vols, demy 8vo. with Illustrations and Maps, 32s.

"As a biography the book must take a permanent place. It will live among us like the justly-acquired fame of James
Outram himself, and help, as he did, to uphold British power, benefloenoo, and honour."—Daily Telegraph.

PRINCIPLES of PROPERTY in LAND. By John Boyd

KINNEAB, Author of ' Principles of Beform, Political and Legal,' ' A Practical Treatise on the Law of Bankruptcy in

Scotland,' ' Digest of House of Lords Appeal Cases,' ic. Crown 8vo. 6j.

DRAMATIC IDYLS. Second Series. By Robert Browning.

Fcap. Bvo. bt.

PASSAGES from the PROSE WRITINGS of MATTHEW

ARNOLD. Crown 8vo. 7*. M.

Contents:—1. literature—2. Politics and Society—3. Philosophy and Religion.

MIXED ESSAYS. By Matthew Arnold. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. 9*.

Contents . —Democracy—Equality—Irish Catholicism and British Liberalism—Porro Unumest Necetsnrium—A Guide to

English Literature—Falkland—A French Critic on Milton—A French Critic on Goethe—George Sand.

A SELECTION from the POETRY of ELIZABETH BARRETT

BROWNING. Second Series. Uniform with the First Series. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. ; gilt edges, 8». 6<f.

A SELECTION from the POETICAL WORKS of ROBERT

BROWNING. Second Series. Uniform with the First Series. Crown 8vo. "s. <W. ; gilt edges, 8j. 6d.

PHILOSOPHY of CHARLES DICKENS. By the Hon. Albert

8. G. CANNING, Author of ' Philosophy of the Waverley Novels," ' Beligious Strife in British History,' 4c. Crown

8vo. 7s. 6d.

" A book that is well worth reading."— Whitehall Review.
" The author has done his work with taste and judgment."—Queen.

ENGLISH TREES and TREE PLANTING. By William H.

ABLETT. Demy 8vo. 12j. 6d.

" To country gentlemen the book will be invaluable."—Examiner.
" Calculated to be of great service to such as need a practical guide to English forestry."—Live Stock Journal.

NEW and OLD: a Volume of Verse. By John Addington

SYMOND9, M.A., Author of ' Renaissance in Italy,' 4c. Crown 8vo. 9».

" The production of a man of decidedly poetical sympathy and imagination ; of delicate and refined taste and feeling,
and rare accomplishment as a writer of various verse."—Daily Newt.

RENAISSANCE in ITALY: Age of the Despots. By John

ADDINGTON 8TMONDS, M.A. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 16».

NEW NOVELS.

OLIVER CONSTABLE, Miller and Baker. By Sarah Tytler,
Author of • Citoyenne Jacqueline,' ' Scotch Firs,' 4c. 3 vols, post 8vo.

■• An exceedingly interesting tale. We regard it as one of the best works of the gifted authoress."—Court Journal.

MEHALAH : a Story of the Salt Marshes. 2 vols, post 8vo.

[On October 15.

NOVEL BT THE AUTHOR OF ' FAB FKOM THE MADDING CROWD.'

The TRUMPET MAJOR. By Thomas Hardy, Author of/Far

from the Madding Crowd/ Ac. 3 vols, post 8vo. {On October SSrd.

R 0 M 0 L A.

BY

GEORGE ELIOT.

Messrs. SMITH, ELDER & CO. have

the pleasure of announcing the Publication of

an Edition of ' R0M0LA,' by Geobge Eliot,

in Two Volumes, imperial 8vo.

The Letter-press of this Edition will be

printed by Messrs. Richard Clay, Sons &

Taylor, on paper of the finest quality, made

expressly for the Work by Messrs. John

Dickinson & Co.

The Illustrations for the 'Work, which were

drawn by Sir Frederick Leighton, the

President of the Royal Academy, will all be

printed on real China Paper by Messrs.

Richard Clay, Sons & Taylor, and

Mounted on Plate Paper ; the Initial Letters

will be mounted with the Letter-press of the

Book.

The Edition will be limited to One Thousand

Copies, and the type will be distributed after

each sheet has been printed.

The "Work will be published on October

15th, 1880.

Subscriptions will be received through

Booksellers ; each copy will be numbered,

and copies will be delivered to Subscribers in

the order in which Subscriptions aro received.

The Publishers reserve to themselves the

option of at any time increasing the Subscrip

tion price.

The Publishers also reserve to themselves

the right of printing a few copies beyond the

Edition of One Thousand Copies, for the pur

pose of presentation to the Author and

Reviewers. Such additional copies will not

be numbered or sold, the Edition for sale being

strictly limited to One Thousand Copies.

Prospectuses and Specimen Pages, with

information as to the price at which Book

sellers will receive Subscriptions, may be

obtained on application to the principal Book

sellers in London and the Provinces.

London: SMITH, ELDER & CO. 15, Waterloo-place.

Printed by E. J. Faurcu,
to "The Editor "—AdTertiaementa and Business Letters to "The Publisher "—at the Office, 30, WelltnRTon-atreet. Strand, London, W.C.

Preaa, Took wourt. Chancery-lane, E.C. > and FubUehed by Jon* Funcu, at No. 20, Wellington-street. Strand, W.C.

Bell * Bmdfnte, and Mr. John Menilea, Edinburgh |—lor luuii Mr. John Kosartson, Dublin.—Saturday , Octobar 9, 188C.
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CIENCE CLUB. – GENTLEMEN ELECTED

after, the 1st of NOVEMBER, 1880, will be required to pay an

Entrance-Fee of Five Guineas, and their Annual Subscription£
Members. Four Guineas, Country Members. Three Guineas) will cover

IMembership from date of Election to 31st of December, 1881.–For con

ditionsof Membership application should be made to the Hon. Secarrañy,

at the Club-House, 4, Savile-row, W. -

SouTH-PLACE INSTITUTE, FINSBURY.

A COURSE of TEN LECTURES will be delivered by W. C. COUP

IAND, M.A. B.Sc., “On Ethical Principles, on TuFSDAY EVENINGS

at 7 o'clock; also on the Same Evenings, at 8.30, a COURSE of TEN

#'s will be delivered by EDWARD B. AVELING, D.Sc., “On

ology.'

The Courses will Commence on TUESDAY, October 19th. Fee, 5s. each

Course.

£: and Tickets may be obtained at the Institute; or upon appli
ra ' by post, to the Hon. Sec., CoNRAD Tutes, 76, Graham-road,

Hackney.

ISS GLYN'S SHAKSPERIAN READING

and ELOCUTION LESSONS continue, for LADIES, CLERGY

and 1HARRISTERs, at 13, Mount-street, Grosvenor-square, w.
ME

MR: ALFRED H. S. TAYLOR begs to inform

the Clergy, Secretaries of Institutes, Proprietors of Schools, and

others, that he is prepared, during the coming season, to resume his

liuMOROU8 and DRAMATIC READINGS.–For terms, &c., please
apply at No. 9, Essex-terrace, Blackheath.

XHIBITION of COMPETITIVE ORIGINAL

DESIGNS for CHRISTMAS and NEW YEAR CARDS, inaugurated

ty Mr. RAPHAEL TUCK, Fine-Art Publisher, who has placed at the
d of the Judges, Sir Coutts Lindsay, Bart, H. S. Marks, Esq.

R.A., and G. H. Boughton, ., A.R.A., the sum of 500l., to be award

by them in FOURTEEN, PRIZES. Will OPEN on MONDAY.NEXT,

for Ten: only. Admission, 1s.

Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly.

R. F. McNAIR, Manager.

NEw ETCHING-The widow's MITE (com:

- SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1880.

* - *

TATUARY.–BLACKFRLARS BRIDGE.—The

COMMITTEE for LETTING the BRIDGE HOUSE ESTATES

HEREBY GIVE NOTICE that they will meet at Gui ll, London, on

FRIDAY, the 25th day of March, 1881, at 1 o'clock, precisely, to receive

Designs for Statuary to be placed on the Four Pedestals at Blackfriars
Bridge. The Designs may be submitted either by Dra # or Models.

If by Drawings, to be either in Chalk, Charcoal, Pencil, Ink, or Sepia.

If by Models, in Clay, Plaster, or other convenient material. The

Designs in either case to be prepared to a Scale of one inch and a half to

the foot. Six Premiums will be awarded by the Committee, viz., Two

of 250l., Two of 150l., and Two of 100l. These Premiums will be given

for Models only, but should any Design be selected by the Committee

from any of the Drawings, the author of such selected Drawing will be

expected to execute a Model of such Design in Clay, Plaster, or other

convenient material before he can compete for the Premiums. The

Model to be executed within such time as shall be fixed by the said

Committee. The Models for which Premiums are paid will become the
property of the Corporation. The Designs must be accom ied by a

written description of the subject, and also a Statement of the materials

in which the Artist proposes to execute the work, ether with an

estimate of the cost thereof, and the time required by him for the

execution, fixing, &c., of the work. It will also be optional for each

competitor to refer to any work or Works that he has executed. The

Committee do not bind themselves to carry out any one of the selected

Designs, nor to employ the author of any such Design to carry the same

into execution. The ns may be sent in either in the name of the

Author or under a Motto.

Lithographed copies of a Drawing of the Pedestals may be obtained

upon application at the Architect's Office, Guildhall, E.C. The Designs

must be delivered at the Architect's Office, Guildhall, on or before

MONDAY, the 21st day of March, 1881 (after which no Design will be

received). Sir Frederick Leighton, the President of the Royal Academy,

has promised to assist the Committee in the selection of the Des -

The Committee purposely refrain from giving any instructions as to the

subject for the Designs, it being the desire of the Committee that the

competition shall be as wide and open as possible, so that Artists may

not be fettered in their choice of su#
HN A. BRAND, Comptroller.

Guildhall, October 11th, 1880.

TO COLLECTORS of OLD ENGLISH RELICS.

–On VIEW, between 10 and 6, at Mr. ALLEN COTTERELL’S Art

Studio, 143, Inverness-t e, Hyde Park, W.,'' “Royal Oak,”

an unusually fine ENGLISH' MARRIAGE COFFER, about 300 years

old, and in excellent preservation.

| THE ATHENAEUM
£-£" and foreign £iterature, &rienre, the fine Arts, flugit and the Brama.

PRICE

THREEPENCB

REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

UBLISHING SPECULATION.– The ADVER

TISER wishes to meet with a GENTLEMAN who would JOIN him

in the above to the extent of about 150l.—Address F. L., 3, Brecknock

crescent, N.W.

To PROPRIETORS of WEEKLY NEWS

PAPERS.–wANTED to PUBLISH, a WEEKLYNEWSPAPER,

Religious or Scientific. Advertiser has large Offices in the heart of the

newspaper world, with conveniences Lengthened experience, Special

attention to advertisements. Sunday Newspaper not treated with.

Address A., care of J. G. King & Son, 10, Bolt-court, Fleet-street, E.C.

O PUBLISHERS and Others.—For SALE, the

MANUSCRIPT of a SHORT STORY, in Four Chapters. The events

are startling, mysterious, and original. The MS. will be forwarded for

inspection on# by letter to ALPHA, Mr. Friend's Library, 77,

Western- , Brighton.

ITERARY PUBLISHING SOCIETY.–Estab

lished, with the Co-operation of Authors, for PUBLISHING on

liberal terms.-Victonia House, Catherine-street, Strand, W.C.

N.B. In the Press, “A Gilded Shame, by “Owl.”

MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and

• Purchase of Newspaper Property, beg to-direct attention to the

following Announcements. Newspaper Properties for Disposal, both

in London and the Provinces.

MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to DISPOSE

• of the CoPYRIGHTand PLANT of LIBERAL COUNTY PAPER

within 60 miles of London. Large Printing Business attached. Principals

only or their Solicitors treated with.

MITCHELL & CO. are favoured with instruc

• tions for INVESTMENTS from Clients for sums varying from 500l.

to 2,000l., either for Partnership or for the Purchase of Newspaper

Properties. All communications strictly confidential.

nion to . The Gambler's Wife'), Etched by C. WALTNER, after.

J. E. Millais, R.A.

THoxas AGNEw & Sox's, Publishers. London: 39, Old Bond-street.

verpool: Exchange Art Gallery. Manchester: 14, Exchange-street.

MANUENSIS.–A LADY (26), accustomed to

N E w E T C H I N G. S.

Mr. DUNTHORNE has the honour to announce the publication of the

following PLATES:

st's from NATURE at GOSPORT (Five Plates). J. E. Hodgson,

HIS GRACE. After John Pettie, R.A. C. P. Slocombe.

SWEET and TWENTY. After P. H. Calderon, R.A. C. O. Murray.

The VILLAGE DOCTOR. Heywood Hardy.

A QUIET HOUR. A. H. Haig.

Sir THOS. GRESHAM. After Antonio More. C. P. Slocombe.

Full particulars, prices, &c., forwarded on application.

The CABINET of FINE ARTs, Vigo-street, London, W.

EARTHENWARE and CHINA PAINTING.

Messrs. G. LEONCE and P. MALLET,

after numerous solicitations, have decided to open a COURSE of

PAINTING on EARTHEN WAlek, POTTERY, and ChINA, to com

mence on the 25th of OCTOBER, 1880, at 1, Langham Chambers, Port

land-place, W.

s: CourtSE of FLOWERS and BIRDs from NATURE, by Mr.
G. LEoNce.

The New Style (Barbottine), &c. Over 200 Designs, Paintings, and

Sketches for the use of Pupils.

As the number of Pupils will be limited, early applications are
uested.

: terms and Prospectus apply Hope Cottage, Acton Green, Turnham
reen.

N.B. Special Firings of Pupils' Works in the various styles at Messrs.
I.EoxcE and MALLET's.

FA's in COLOUR, produced by the
ARUNDEL 80CIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the

Public as well as to Members, at prices varying from 10s. to 48s., and

include the Works of Giotto Fra Angelico, Perugino, Andrea del Sarto,

Michael Angelo. Raphael, Holbein. Albert Dürer, &c.—Priced Lists,

with particulars of membership, will be sent, post free, on application

at 24, Old Bond-street, London, W.

O PARENTS.—An ARTIST, holding an im
t #". is desirous of meeting with a well-educated

youth as a PUPIL. Unusual advantages and facilities for study can be

offered-For particulars apply, in the first instance, to G. Boorn, Esq.,

Solicitor, 32, Essex-street, Strand.

TAR RUBY.—A remarkably fine specimen for
SALE. Also a few Mounted Cats' Eyes, Vases in Siberian Oven

turine.--BRyce Waiohr, Mineralogist and Expert in Gems and Precious

8tones, 90, Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C.

THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any

work necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

to the safest and nost cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R.

THOMPSON, Studio. 43, George-street, Portman-square, W.

*

O AUTOGRAPH COLLECTORS, NOBLEMEN,
and GENTLEMEN.–Messrs. T. & W. BANTING are instructed to

SELL, by PRIVATE CONTRACT, a very fine CoLLECTION of AUTO

GRAPHS, ENGRAVED PORTRAITS, LETTERS, &c., of and by

eminent Persons, Ancient and Modern ; amongst others, those of Kin

Henry VII and W111, Bdward VI, Queen Elizabeth, Charles I and II.

Kings James I. and II, Prince Rupert, Oliver Cromwell, William and

Mary, Queen Anne, Kings George I., II, III., and IV., Queen Charlotte,

Princess Charlotte, William IV., and Queen Adelaide, Her Majesty

Queen Victoria, Prince Albert, &c. (also Henry IV. of £i the

Dukes of Buckingham and Marlborough, Earl of Rochester, Archbishop

Cranmer, most of the celebrated Bishops and Judges, Noblemen, Gentle

men, Statesmen, Artists, Poets &c., some thousands in all, many of them

being most carefully and beautifully mounted, with a Manuscript

Descrip", &c.). N.B.—This Collection, being unique, is very valuable.

It foru ~ : evening occupation of a lifetime to a Gentleman holding

au Appointment under Government, and can be seen at any time,

i: the hours of Ten and Five, at 26 and 27, St. James's-street,

the Work, seeks a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Can be well recom

ded.—Scarbo, 34, Museum-street, W.C.

RESS.—A thoroughly reliable and experienced
JOURNALIST (41) desires an ENGAGEMENT as Editor of a

Weekly, or Sub-Editor of a good Daily Newspaper. Practised Leader

and Descriptive Writer and Verbatim Note-taker. Moderate Salary.—

Address F. S., 64, Stanhope-street, Euston-road, London, N.W.

THE PRESS.—WANTED, by a REPORTER on

a Daily Paper, and who has had Seven Years' experience, a

SITUATION on a first-class Daily Journal.–Full

address to T. P.W. care of

59, Fleet-street, E.C.

WHE EMPLOYMENT of TIME and CAPITAL

is offered by the ADVERTISER to a gentleman of energy and

literary taste in an established Publishing Business.—Apply to L. P. C.,

40, Southampton-buildings, W.C.

'A N EXPERIENCED EDITOR is open to an
ENGAGEMENT - Able Leader, Local Note, and Descriptive

Writer. No objection to occasional Reporting.—Address L. S., 8, Clare

mont-road, Windsor. > --

DITOR of High-Class LONDON CONSERVA
TIVE WEEKLY can arrange, if necessary, to accept an immediate

RE-ENGAGEMENT. Facile and Original Leader-writer; thoroughly

steady and£ Descriptive and Verbatim Reporter. Best

references, &c.—Add Y. Y. Z., Messrs. Adams & Francis, Advertis

ing Agents, 59, Fleet-street, E.C. -

XPERIENCED SUB-EDITOR, who has a
thorough acquaintance with the work of the Lally and Weekly

Press, "desires RE-ENGAGEMENT. Leader-Writer – Address X.,

Messrs. Adams & Francis, Advertising Agents, 59, Fleet-street, E. C.

EPORTER-WANTED, by a highly-educated
MAN (Married), ENGAGEMENT on a good Provincial Ne

rticulars upon

Messrs. Adams & Francis, Advertising Agents,

MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to ARRANGE

• a PARTNERSHIP in a LIBERAL WEEKLY. (Provincial)

PAPER. Capital required 1,000l. Excellent opportunity for a Reporter.

C MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and

Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

Probate or Purchase, Investigations, and Audit of Accounts, &c.

RINTING.—JOHN BALE & SONS, Printers of

the Dental Review, the Englishwoman's Review, and other Period

icals, are prepared to undertake the PRINTING of Magazines, Pamphlets,

Bookwork, talogues, &c., on the most reasonable terms. Estimates

free. – Steam Printing Offices, 87-89, Great Titchfield-street, Oxford

street, London.

VO AUTHORS.–The Publisher and Printer of

Ross's Parliamentary Record and the Chess-Monthly, as well as Printer

of the Foreman Engineer and Draughtsman and the Indent, can undertake

the PRINTING and PUBLISHING of BOOKS and PAMPHLETS on
_l terms and £ settlements. Every convenience for Printing

and Publishing (or Publishing only) a Weekly or Monthly Publication.

Jas. WADE, 18, Tavistock-street, Covent-garden.

NTERMEDIATE EDUCATION

for IRELAND.

EXAMINERS, 1881.

. The INTERMEDIATE EDUCATION BOARD are now prepared to

receive APPLICATIONS from Gentlemen who desire to have their

Names placed upon the List from which the Examiners for 1831 will be

BOARD

selected.

The following are the Subjects of Examination, viz.: Greek, Latin,

English, French, German, Italian, Celtic, Mathematics, Arithmetic and

Book-keeping, Natural£ (Experimental Physics), Chemistry,

Botany and Animal Physiology, Physical Geography, Drawing, Music.

Applications addressed to the AssistANT-CoxMissionER, and endorsed
“Examiner,” should be sent in on or before the 1st of NoveMBER

NEXT--- By order,

ARTH' HILL CURTIS, Assistant

T. J. BELLINGHAM BRADY, f Commissioners.

1, Hume-street, Dublin, October 11, 1880.

Verbatim Shorthand Writer, accurate Reader, Cond , Par p ist,
Reviewer, &c. Greek, Latin, French, and German Scholar. Six Years

experience on first-class Provincial Paper. Gentlemanly appearance and

manners. Best references –Address SIGMA, Messrs. Mitchell & Co., Red

Lion-court, Fleet-street, London, E.C.

AGAZINE (High - class Monthly Financial)
requires SERVICE8 of able LEADER-WRITER, and one who

could act as London Correspondent. State terms.–FINANCE, care of

Messrs. G. Street & Co., 30, Cornhill, London

r|VO NEWSPAPER PROPRIETORS.–WANTED

by the Advertiser a SITUATION as Book-keeper, Cashier, or

i" . Thoroughly understands Double Entry and taking out Balance

Sheets. Good references. Salary moderate-Address F. Y., care of

Messrs. Hooper & Batty, 1, George-street, Mansion House, B.C.

O PROVINCIAL NEWSPAPERS and MAGA
ZINE PROPRIETORS.–PUBLISHING OFFICE in best part of

FLEET-STREET, also Advertisement Management undertaken by a

GENTLEMAN of good connexions.—Address PREss, 20, 0verton-road,

Angell-town, Brixton, London, S.W.

TO NEWSPAPER PROPRIETORS.-WANTED

to PurchASE, an ESTABLISHED NEWSPAPER, or SHARE in

One. Country not objected to.—Address T. E. L., Daniel's Advertising

Offices, 84, Fleet-street, London.

ARTNERSHIP.—A Gentleman wishes to meet

with another who can command 1,250. , to join him in the PUR

CHASE of the PLANT, GOODWILL, and COPYRIGHT of an old-estab

lished Commercial JOURNAL, having a large and permanent income.

Part of amount specified is to provide working capital. Advertiser, who

thoroughly understands Journalism in all its branches, and is prepared

with his portion of the capital, can acquire the property upon ve

favourable terms —For particulars address MERcular, Messrs.£
Advertisement Offices, 154, Leadenhall-street, E.C.

PRIZE ESSAY AND OTHER COMPETITIONS, 1880.

TR'N' COLLEGE, LONDON.— The LAST

DAYS for RECEIVING MSS. for Competition are as follows:

1. PRIZE ESSAY.- Middle-Class Education in England: its Influence

on Commercial Pursuits.' NOW. 30, 1880.

2. PRIZE POEM.–“The North-East Passage (Voyage of the Vega,

1878-9). DEC 24, 1880.

3. CHAMBER MUSIC COMPETITION.-Sonata for Pianeforte and

Violoncello. NOW. 30, 1880.

4. PRIZE MUSICAL ESSAY.—‘The Future of English Opera. DEC. 31,
1880.

The Regulations may be obtained of the Secamraar, Trinity College,

London, W.

ANTED, at the beginning of NEXT TERM,
a HEAD MISTRESS for the BRADFORD GIRLS" GRAMMAR

SCHOOL, Yorkshire (under a Scheme of the Endowed Schools Com

missioners). Accommodation for 200 Pupils. Fixed Salary, 200l., with

Capitation Fees. Applications to be sent in by NOVEMB 5th.–For

£the Scheme and further particulars apply to the SECRETAar, at

the School.

DUCATION.—There are some VACANCIES in

an old-established SCHOOLnear BRIGHTON. Splendid Premises,

Garden, Playground, and every advantage for Boys.

The HALF-TERM commence on the 5th of NOWEMBER.

Apply to Scholasticus, Mr. Friend's, Library, 77, Western-road,

Brighton.

USSIAN thoroughly TAUGHT, and Proficiency
in Reading, Writing, and Speaking the Language, guaranteed

within a comparatively short time." Lessons by Correspondence carried

on, and Translations #", done. Terms moderate-Address Iva",

411, Wandsworth , S.W.
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IGH SCHOOL, CHRISTCHURCH, NEW
ZEALAND.—A HEAD MASTER and a 8ECOND MASTER are

REQUIRED for the SCHOOL, which has been liberally Endowed, and

is under the control of the Board of Governors of the Canterbury

College. The School is to be divided into a Classical and a Modern Side,

one Master will be required to teach Classics and English, and the other

Mathematics and Science. Both Masters must have Graduated in

Honours at either Oxford or Cambridge, and had experience and success

as Teachers in Public Schools. The salary of the Head Master will be

800l., that of the Second Master 500 per annum, both without Mouse

allowance. Neither Master will be permitted to take Boarders. 150l.

will be allowed to the Head Master and 100. to the Second Master for

Passage Money to the Colony, both Masters will be expected to arrive

in the Colony before the 31st March, 1881. School buildings have been

erected at a cost of 10,000l. The following Gentleman have consented to

act as a Commission for the selection of the Masters:—Professor Blackie,

of Edinburgh, Professor Jowett, of Oxford, Arthur Sidgwick, ... of

Oxford the Rev. J. M. Wilson, Clifton College. It is open to Candidates

to send in applications for either or both Masterships. Intending Candi

dates can obtain of the undersigned Application Forms and Printed

Statement, giving further particulars as to qualifications, conditions,

&c. All applications must be made on the Forms, and be sent in on or

before is: November next, to WALTER KENNAWAY, New Zealand

Office, 7, Westminster Chambers. London, S.W.

AMILTON HOUSE, STREATHAM - HILL.—

First-class Boarding School, on the High School Principle, for the

daughters of Gentlemen Established 22 years. A limited number of

YOUNG LADIE8 RECEIVEld to BOARD and EDUCATE. Resident

Certificated English and Foreign Governesses. Professors from London

attend for Lectures and accomplishments. Every facility for acquiring

French and German conversationally.—Address A., care of Hatchard's,

187. Piccadilly, London, who can personally recommend the School; or

to the PRINciral, Hamilton House, Roupell Park, S.W.

RENCH HOME in LoNDON, in a Literary
French Family of standing, for a STUDENT of position—Daily

instruction, and constant opportunity of speaking French. Cultivated

Society, and a refined and comfortable Home. Liberal terms.—Address

GALL1A, Foreign Library, 2, Langham-place, W.

ARIS.–MAISON confortable pour DAMES et

DEMOISELLES ANGLAISES, avec Leçons de Français, musique,

dessin Allemand, Italien, a volonté.-Mesdames MORICE et RIVIERE.

diplômées, offrent les meilleures références. Prix modérés-Sadresser

No. 93. Avenue,Niel, Paris, près le Parc Monceau et l'Arc de Triomphe.

Madame RivikaEsera a Londres depuis le Lundi. 11 octobre, jusqu'au

Samedi, 16. S'adresser chez Miss Jones, 12, Leinster-square, Bayswater.

DUCATION, Florence.—A HANOVERLAN
LADY can receive a FEW PUPILS for the finishing of their Edu

cation. A Resident Italian Mistress. The best Masters for Language,

Music, &c., attend. Terms, 10l. a Month. Referencegiven and expected.

—Address Fräulein MULLER, 10, Via Niccolini, Florence.

INTER in ROME. –An ENGLISH LADY

returning can receive ANOTHER (not a Romanist), who would

have an opportunity of meeting Italians of good tion.-Roma, care

of R. Watson, Contractor for Advertisements, 74, , E.C.

NIVERSITY HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINA

TIONS -LENDING LIBRARY for the use of Candidates for the

above established by the Women's Education Union. Annual Sub

scription, 10s 6d. Books sent to Members living at a distance.-Pro

spectuses can be obtained from the Secartaar, 1, Queen-street, Bromp

ton, London, S.W.

ATRICULATION of the UNIVERSITY of

LoNDON, JANUARY, 1881.

A CLASS in all the SUBJECTS for this Examination will be held at

St. Bartholomew's Hospital, beginning Monday, october 11. The

Class is not confined to Students of the Hospital.–For particulars apply
to the Wannex of the£, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London, E.C.

A Handbook is forwarded on application.

- RELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC EXAMINATION.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

A CLASS in all the SUBJECTS (including Practical Work) for this

Examination is held at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, continuing till the

Examination in JULY. The Class is open to Candidates who are not

Students of the Hospital as well as to Students.

Fee for the whole Course (including Chemicals) to Students of the

Hospital, 8l. 8s., to others, 10... 10s. Particulars may be ascertained on

application, personally or # letter, to the WARDEN of the College St.

Bartholomew's Hospital, E.C. A Handbook forwarded on application.

TH: WOODBURY PERMANENT PHOTO

GRAPHIC PRINTING COMPANY have now brought their

wooDBURYTYPE Process to such perfection that it is generally

recognized as the best means of Reproducing Works of Art, Portraits

from Life, Views from Nature, Architectural Subjects, &c.

Its advantages are:

1. Extreme delicacy in the half-tones, depth and brilliancy of the

shadows, and perfect detail in every part.

2.*::" which thousands of impressions of equal quality can be

produced,

3. Economy and Permanency.

The processes known as the CARBON and COLLOTYPE are also

£ worked by this Company, but, though useful for certain

subjects, the Prints by these processes do not possess the brilliancy and

uniformity of Woodburyty

£o'E''Rocess is£ used in BOOK ILLUS

Th ATION by all the leading Publishers, including—

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. Messrs. Sampson Low & Co.

Chapman & Hall. ** John Murray.

Bentley & Son. ** Bickers & Son.

* Geo. Bell & Sons. ** Daldy, Isbister & Co., &c.

Estimates. Specimens, and all information furnished on application to

the Secakraay.

157, GREAT PORTLAND-STREET, LONDON, W.

O N D O N L I B R A R Y,

12, ST. JAMES'8-SQUARE.-Founded in 1841.

Patron-H.R.H. The PRINCE OF WALES.

President–THOMAS CARLYLE, Esq.

This Library contains 90,000 Volumes of Ancient and Modern Lite

rature, in various Languages. Subscription, 31. a year, or 2d., with

Entrance-fee of 6!., Life Membership, 26.

Fifteen volumes are allowed to Country, and Ten to Town Members.

Reading-Room open from Ten to half-past Six. Prospectus on appli
cation Rohi:RT HARRISON, Secretary and Librarian

TH E UNITED LIBRARIES, 307, Regent
street, W.—Subscriptions from . One Guinea to any amount,

according to the supply required. All the best New Books, English,

French, and German, immediately on publication Prospectuses, with

Lists of New Publications, gratis£ free.—"." A Clearance

Catalogue of surplus Books offered for e at greatly reduced prices,

may also be had, free, on application.-Boora's, Cherron's, Honosox's,

and 8 at Nokas & Orley's United Libraries, 307, Regent-street, near the

Polytechnic

BookBUYERs – ‘ATALOGUES sent, post
free, by

- -

J. TEAL, old and New Bookseller, 16, Southgate, Halifax.

FENNELL’S NEW CATALOGUE of RARE

TRACTS. Old historical i rs. Literary Curiosities, Scarce Por

traits. Ancient Maps, &c., is Now READY, and sent free

recept of address and two stamps.-J. H. FExxell, 14, Red

Ited Lion-square, London, W.C.

return on

passage,

CHEAP SEC O N D - HAN D B O O. K. S.

G. FINDLEY'S CATALOGUES, Nos. 39, 40, and 41, Gratis.

89, High-street, Leicester.

CHRA: BOOKS.–Now ready, a CATALOGUE
2 of several Thousand volumes, comprising Travels. Biographies,

Histories. Reviews. Miscellaneous Works, Theology, &c., most of which

are out of print and scarce (including a Selection from the Library of

the late Serjeant Parry) –Forwarded free on application to JAMEs ltochk,

Bookseller, 1, Southampton-row, London.

THE A U T OT Y P E CO M P A N Y,
531, oxForD-STREET, LONDON, W.C.

UTOTYPE represents Permanent Photographic

Printing by several distinct Processes:
s

FIRST –PIGMENT PRINTING, underSwan & Johnson's Patents:
The Photographic Image is built up of Carbon, Charcoal, and other

permanent pigments. These materials permit a wide range of Mono

shromic expression Pictures copied up to 4 feet by 3 feet., Autotype

££ throughout Europe, its productions are absolutely Per

t.

"'ND.-CoILOTYPE, or PHOTOGRAPHY in the PRINTING

PRESS.-A Process perfected by the Company, and adapted for

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS.

This Process is employed by the Trustees of the British Museum, Paleo
graphical,£'A' and other Learned Societies,

and by the leading Publishers in London and Paris. It affords the fol

lowing advantages:-The Prints direct on the paper, with suitable

margins, ready for'#,'','" character of the results; the

£ditions o . 500, &c.

e'::£ or RELIEP PRINTING, in which a

Metal Matrix yields a large number of Prints-This Process is cheap,

w£for Fortraits. Engineers and Manufacture: 'm'
subjects of continuous gradation. Where pur' High Lights or Vignettes

are required, the Process is unsuitable. oodburytypes require mount

ingW£ forms an addendum to the moreimportant Collotype

Process, and£ the Company to execute orders by the method best

suited to the particular Work.

For terms and specimens apply to the Masaora.

HE AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY
displays a noble CoLLECTION of coPIES of the OLD MASTERS,

selected from the principal Art-Galleries and Museums, of, Europe,
among which may' enumerated:–16 Examples after Fra Angelico,

20 Hartolommeo 30 correggio. 57 Dürer, 30 Holbein. 179 M Angelo,

n hael 20 Rubens 14 Del Sarto. 36 Titian, 35 Da Vinci, &c.
": les after Poynter, R.A., Meissonnier, Rossetti, Corot, Burne

Jones, Neuville, Shields. Cattermole, Elmore, Rowbotham, Cave

Thomas, &c. Pictures cleaned, Restored, and Framed.

NEW CATALOGUE, price 6d. free by post;£#':
le cost the walls of Home with Artistic Masterpieces,

v:£ FiNE-ART GALLERY, 531, Oxford-street, W.C.

Director of Works, J. R. &AWYER.

General Manager, W. S. BIRD.

Salts by 3inction

Rare and Valuable Books.

SALE BY AUCTION AT LISBON.

CASIMIRO CANDIDO da CUNHA, of
M • LISBON, will SELL b At'.£*: 14, a':

able Collection of BookS. mostly in Portuguese, comprising

Andrada, Cronica& Muyto, 16ts-Asia de Joam de Barros, 1552-Botelho,

*I Nuevo Mundo, 17ou-Early and Valuable Editions of Camoens, &c.

catalogues may be had at Mr. L. P. Casellas', 147, Holborn Bars; or

Messrs. SAMrson low & Co.'s, 188, Fleet-street, London, who also receive

Commissions for the Sale.

Re LONSDALE & Co.—The immense Stock of New and

Second-hand Printed Music.—By Order of the Mortgagee.

ME'. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by

AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C., on

MoNDAY, October 18, and Following Day, at ten minutes past 1 o'clock

recisely each day, the immense STOCK of NEW and SECOND-HAND

#: MUSIC of Messrs. LONSDALE & Co., of 26, Old Bond

street, W.; comprising Pianoforte Solos and£ French,

German, and it'llian Vocal, Operatic, Instrumental, and other sheet

Publications of the various Eminent Firms—the Extensive Bound Stock

of folio editions of operas, oratorios, Masses, and other Works in full

and vocal score, by Adam, Auber, Bach, Balfe, Beethoven, Bellini, Bene

dict, Bennett. Boieldieu, Cherubini, Costa. David, Donizetti, Flotow.

Gluck, Gounod, Halévy. Handel, Haydn, Hérold, Iatrobe, Macfarren,

Mayer, Mendelssohn, Mercadante, eyerbeer, Mozart. Neukomm,

onenbach. Facini. Ricci, Romberg, Rossini, Spohr, Spontini, Sullivan,

Vaccaj, verii Wagner wallace, weber, and many other eminent Com;
"a large number of useful Editions of various Works, in royal

$vo form-Sacred Music-Psalm and Hymn Tune Hooks—Scarce Works

on the history and Theory of Music—a Speculative Lot of Manuscript

Compositions, &c.

Catalogue (one stamp) may be had of Frederick Romer, Esq., Solicitor,

13, Warwick-court, Holborn, W.C., and of the Auctioueers.

A large Assemblage of Pianofortes and other Musical
Instruments.

M# PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by

Auction, at their house,47, Leicester-square, W.C., on THURS

DAY, otober 21, at ten minutes past 1 o'clock precisely, a large and

important AssEMBLAGE of MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, including

twenty-five full compass and other Grand and Cottage Pianofortes, by

Broadwood, collard & Collard, Erard, Brinsmead, Cramer, Kirkman,

Cadby, Holdernesse & Holdernesse, oetzmann & Plumb, Rosenberg,

Kaps of Dresden and other Makers—sixteen Harmoniums and American

organs by the best Manufacturers—a self-acting Organ, playing forty

five tunes—harps by Erard & Delveau—a Collection of about 3.0

Musical Portraits—large size Musical Cabinets—Collection of valuable

Italian Violins, Violas, Violoncellos, Double Basses, &c.—Guitars. Con

certinas, flutes, Clarinets, Bass and Side Drums-Music-Stools, Violin

hows, cases, and fittings, and other Musical Property of nearly every

description.

Miscellaneous Books.–Three Days' Sale.

M ESSRS, PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
A. AUCtion, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C., on MON

1)AY, November 1, and Two Following Days, at ten minutes past 1

o'cloci precisely, a large collecTION of MISCELLANEoUs Books,

comprising works in all the various Branches of Literature—Archi

tectural Works-original Editions of Charles Dickens's Novels—Works

illustrated by G. Cruikshank, and including Swift's Works, 19 vols.–

Vetusta Monumenta, 6 vols.-Publications of the Ecclesiastical History

society, complete set—Carlyle's works, 37 vols.—Jowett, on Thessa

lonians, 2 vols.-Transactions and Proceedings of the Historic Society

of Lancashire and Cheshire, 20 vols.—British Archaeological Journal,

1845-18-0-woburn Abbey Marbles-Rosapina, La P. nacoteca-Boy

dell's lilustrated Shakespeare, 8 vols –Arabian Nights Entertainments,

original edition-waters s Genealogical Memoirs of the Chesters of

Chicheley, 2 vols.–Rapin and Tindals England, third edition, with all

the portraits—Knight's Ecclesiastical Architecture of italy, 2 vols.

Flaxman's Compositions, &c. -

Catalogues on receipt of two stamps,

Library of the late Rev. Dr. J. C. MILLER, Vicar of

Greenwich, &c.

M ESSRS, PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C., on

THURSDAY, November 11, and Following Day, at ten minutes

1 o'clock precisely, the LIBRARY of the late Rev. Dr. MILLER, Vicar

of Greenwich, Canon of Rochester Cathedral, &c. (removed from the

Vicarage, Greenwich);£ High-Class Theological Books, all

the various divisions, Homiletical. Patristic, Exegetical, Devotional.

Critical; also Standard Historical Works, Fiction, Poetry, &c.

Catalogues are preparing.

Rare, Curious, and valuable Books, Illuminated MSS., &c.

ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by

AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C.. on

TUESDAY, November 16, and Following Day, at ten minutes past

1 o'clock precisely, a COLLECTION of RARE, CURIOUS, and VALU

ABLE Books, 1LLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS, B00KS of Houks.

some nted on vellum, by Simon Vostre,Verard, Hardouin, Pigouehet,

&c.-fine Specimens of ly Ty phy – a Series of Editions of

Lafontaine-First Editions of the Poems of Shelley, Keats. Byron,

Browning, and other Modern Poets-Books on the History and Theory

of Wood Engraving, &c., many with superb bindings, by the most cele

brated French and English Artists.

Catalogues are preparing.

Theological Library ofthe late Rev. JOHNSCOTT PORTER.

M ESSRS, PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C., on WED

NE8DAY, November 24, and Two Following Days, at ten minutes past

1 o'clock precisely, the THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY of the late Rev.

JOHN SCOTT PORTER (removed from Belfast);£ a good

assortment of Books in the various Branches of Theological Literature

Catalogues are preparing.

saction from the Library of HARGRAVEJENNINGs. E.g.

ESSRS, PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C., on

THURSDAY, December 2, and Following Day, at ten minutes past

1 o'clock precisely, RARE and CURIOUS B00KS, including a Selection

from the L1BRARY of HARGRAVE JENNINGS, Esq., Author of “The

Rosicrucians'; comprising Books relating to the Occult Sciences-rare

and curious Poetical Works—Works relating to the Coleridge Family

Books relating to America. &c.

Catalogues are preparing.

Library of a Literary Gentleman, &c.

M ESSRS, PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C., on WED

NESDAY, December 8, and Two Following Days, at ten minutes

1 o'clock precisely, the LIBRARY of a LITERARY GENTLEMAN,

deceased (removed from his residence in Hammersmith); comprising

Standard Works in all the various Branches of Literature, especially

Historical, Classical, and Critical.

Catalogues are preparing.

Popular Modern Illustrated Books, &c.

ME$# PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C., on

THURSDAY, December 16, and Following Day, at ten minutes past

1 o'clock precisely, a COLLECTION of POPULAR MoDERN ILLUS

TRATED BOOKS, in handsome bindings, suitable for Christmas Pre

sents and New Year's Gifts.

Catalogues are preparing.

Antiquarian and Heraldic Collections of Mr. JOHN

TUCKETT.

M ESSRS, PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C., on WED

NESDAY, December 22, and Following Day, at ten minutes t 1 o'clock

recisely, the ANTIQUAR1AN, HERALDIC, and TOPOGRAPHICAL

# and COLLECTIONS of Mr. JOHN TUCKETT. late of Great

Russell-street, Bloomsbury; comprising many curious and scaree Works

on Topography, Archaeology, Heraldry,£ and other Antiqua

rian Subjects—Manuscripts—large Armorial Collections, including an

extensive Armorial prepared by Mr. Tuckett—and the entire Remainder

of his valuable Work on Devonshire Pedigrees.

Catalogues are preparing.

DE GREY ROOMS, YORK. – Important Sale of Books,

Topographical Works, Oil Paintings, Engravings, Concho

logical Collection, Bookcases, &c.

M R. R. B. RICHARDSON has received instruc

tions from the Executors to SELL by AUCTION, in the De Grey

Rooms, York, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, October 28 and 23.

the GREATER PORTION of the valuable LIBRARY of the late

ROBERT DAVIES, Esq., F.S.A.; including Ancient and Modern

Standard Works in every branch of Literature, more especially Topo

graphical and Historical–Publications of the Surtees and otherSocieties

–Camden's Britannia-Hollinshed's Chronicles—Leland's Itinerary

Domesday Books of Counties—Glossaries, Records, &c.—Oil Paintings

–Fine Old Engravings—a magnificent and unique Collection of British

and Foreign Shells, Tertiary Fossils, &c., in two handsome rosewood

Cabinets, fitted up with drawers; the Collection is in splendid condition,

and colour perfectly preserved; the British Shells are named in accord

ance with the book of Forbes and Hanley : the whole will be offered

in One Lot-Mahogany Bookcases and Shelves.

Catalogues (price 6d each) may be obtained at the Offices of the

Auctioneer, 21, Coney-street, York.

SALE of the valuable COLLECTION of PORCELAINand

POTTER }” belonging to ROBERT LANG, Clifton; in

cluding Specimens of Old Coloured Worcester of the best

period: Printed Worcester: Set of Old Dresden Figures:

Wedgwood Plaques and Medallions; rare and very fine

Chelsea Cream Ewer: Bow, Sèvres, Swansea, and Nant-go".

Transfer-printed Tiles, &c., which will be SOLD BY

AUCTION by

M ESSRS. H. R. FARGUS & CO., at No. 4, Clare

1V1 street, Bristol, on TUESDAY, october 25, wed'Esday, 27, and

ThursDAY, 28, by direction of ROBERT LANG, Esq., Langford

Lodge; and on WEDNESDAY. November 3, and THURSDAY, 4, his

choice COLLECTION of MolophtN PAINTINGS and DRAWINGS,

amongst which are Works by Creswick, R.A., Wm. Müller, Copley

Fielding, F. W. Topham, Sam Prout, G. Fripp A. Fripp, Heywood

Hardy, Callow, Pyne, Brittain, Willis, two early and very fine specimens

of Charles Brownwhite, and seven examples of Syer.

The Collections will be on view two days preceding the Sale, which

will commence each day at 12 o'clock precisely.

The NEW RIVER-Unquestiona'ly the Choicest Home In

vestment of this or any other age; Freehold and New Shares

in Lots to suit all Classes of Capitalists.

ME'. EDWIN FOX & BOUSFIELD will

SELL. at the Mart, on WEDNESDAY, November 3, at 2 o'clock.

in Lots, valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTIES, comprising one-eighth

part of a Share in the Adventurer's Moiety, and one-tenth part of a

Share in the King's Moiety of the Estates and Interests of the New

River, and Thirty 100l. New Shares. For detailed advertisement see the

Times of Monday. * * -

Particulars of Messrs. Lewin & Co., Solicitors, 32, Southampton

street, Strand; Messrs Russell, Son & Scott, 14, Old Jewry Chambers,

E.C.; at the Mart; and of Messrs. Edwin.Fox & Bousfield, 99, Gresham

street, Bank, E.C.
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Ato. 96, GRACECHCRCH-STREET. — Second and Final
PorUon of the raluabU Stock of high-ckiss l*tctt§re$. Water-
Colour Drawings and Engravings, the Property of Mr.
JAMES LLO } D, moid in consequence of the premises being
requiredfor ike Leadenhnll Market Improvement*.

[ESSKS. ROBINSON & FISHER are favoured
with lostrorttoM to PELL on the Ftvmlses. as above, on TUBS-

I>AT. October 19. and Following Dnrs at 1 o clock precisely each day.
the valuable (X>LLEcrioN of PICTURES, comprising capital specl-
mrM of

F. D Hanlv E K. Johnson Pint J. Htmle
T B Hardj %Y L Leitch T M Richardson W Weber
Coital InM Niemann tea C siaaflrld, U A Willisana.
Mar be viewed two dart prior, and Catalogues had an the

and. of the Auctioneers, at thrlr Osiers, M, old Rood-street, W

M1

r Books, including the well-selected Stock of the late
Mr. C. J. HILL, of No. 619, Oxford-street, W.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Rooms. III. Chancery lane, WC. on MONDAY. Octo

ber 18, sad Knur Following Oar*, at 1 o'clock, the well -seine ted
STOCK of MISi KI I \M "i v BOOKS of the Late Mr. C 3. HILL, ot
No 519, Oxford-street ihy order of the Executor*), and other Property,

Standard Works In the various Branches of Literature,
tad condition.

To be viewed, and Catalogues had.

Valuable Remainders in Cloth and Quires; Surplus Stork of
High-Class Illustrated Works; Drawtrig- Room Table-Rooks
and Gift-Rooks, tn elefjant Cloth limdings; Stereotype and
Steel Hates, Woodblocks, SfC.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Rooms. 115. rhaaeery-lane. W C , on TUESDAY. Octo

ber 28. and Two Following I lays, at 1 o'clock many Thousand Volumes
of Important MODERN PUBLICATION*, includian several Valuable
Remainders: comprising 900 Jacqaemart's Ceramic Art. by Palllser.
royal 8vo (sells '>■* >- 235 Geary s Asiati" Turkey. 3 vols i l—308
8pence • Land of Bolivar 2 vols <31* W >—610 Teller's The Crimea und
Transcaucasia. 2 vols —Tie Club Cameos f i— 414 Tlrknor's Lire and
Letters. Z vols <?ls 1—150 Adams s Smaller British Birds I 1 3<. V- X) vols,
of Aunt Judy's Yearlv and Christmas Volumes— l,UX> vols of Romance
of History (3» >-4U) Llndley s I.og of the Fortuna and After Ophlr-
3.000 Birthday Book of Birds and Animals > -l.5A> Wheeler s Kporta-
srrnplsna (2s 6d >— 10.000 vols of Recent Novels, The ILLUSTRATED
WORKS Include 145 Masterpieces of Flemish Art. 4to (sells Jl 2m >-75
Hufrarth s Works. Z vols ( V J< >— 30 Turner * England and Wales. 3 vols.
<6f 6s J— 187 FUxman's Dante <2t Is.)--43 Mountain. I o \ and Olen
<4J 4j i 23 Our Lord and His Disciples (Zf. tt. j—7 Bida's Gospels. 4 vols.
(121 It*, i—I Thomson's CLIna. 4 vols. i VJt. \2t >—6 Cyprus.Z vols (5i. ft* )
— 10 Thompson's Old Masters (Zf Zj )— 26 Raffarlle Gallery <2t. 2a.)—H
Dapont Auberville s Textile Fabrics, Ac , mostly In cloth elejrani btnd-
inrs. and well suited for presentation - 1 sefui Stereo and bus* Plates,
Woot"lYoodblocki, Copyrights, i

Catalog

Miscellaneous Rooks ; Fine I^ortratt tn Oil of Charles Ijimh, by
his Friend, W. llazlitt; Autographs of Artist*, $c., t/t £ vols.

~\f ESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
1*1 at their Rooms. 113. Chancery-lane. W C, DURING the MONTH
of NOVEMBER, a Colla tion of Miscellaneous Books, comprising
Wllkle Gallery—Thomson s Portraits, In tin proofs. 2 vol- lame paper—
Jennings s landm-ape Annual, India proofs, in vols, large paper— line's
Arabian Nlsrhts. 3 vols. — Fisher's Portrait Gnllerv, India proofs, 5 Tola
— I-sdy Guest's Mablnouion. 3 vols.— Fronde's England. 12 vols —Car-
lyle's Works, Library Edition. 94 vols naif-calf -Alison's Europe . 14
vols large paper -A Collection of Autosrrnphs and Franks In 2 vols —
Fine OU Portrait of Charles I.smb. by w Haslltt, Ac.

Catalogues are preparing

]HE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. 312, is
l THIS DAY.

I. LIFE of THOMAS GRAHAM, LORD LYNEDOCH.

t. ANNALS of EXETER COLLEGE.

3. KBCORDS of EARLY ENGLISH ,

4. The CHEMISTRY of the STAR*.

5. SAINT SIMON'S PARALLEL of '

"W HOWORTHS HISTORY of the MONGOLS.

7. GERMANY, PAST and PRESENT,

t* TREVELYAN'S EARLY HISTORY of FOX.

9. The CANDAHAR CAMPAIGN.

London: I-ongmans * Co. Edtnborgh: A * C. Hark.

HIE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. .100, is
published THIS DAY

Contmntt.

I RECENT TRAVELS Ln JAPAN.

S. CICERO.

3. ART COLLECTIONS.

4. Mr. MORLEY S DIDEBOT.

5 The CAMHARDS.

6 OLYMPIA.

4» The NEWSPAPER PRESS.
I The MARSHAL DCKB of 8ALDANHA.

9 SIX MONTHS of a LIBERAL GOVKRNHENT

John Marray . Albemarle-street

S'
TATISTICAL SOCIETY'S JOURNAL, Sep
tember, lsso. Port III Vol. XLIIL now ready, price 5«.

Cksssssats,
Report of Council and Proceedings at the Forty-sixth Anniversary

Meeting.
and Wales in 1857-78.

By R. Prim Williams,

Indictable and Summary Jurisdiction !■
By Prof. Leone Levi. LL D.. Ac.

Increase of Population ln England and Wales
C.E . Ac

Morbillty In Itrmote Corners of the World (the Fare
Greenland > Hy Harnld We^tergaard . of Copenhatrt-n

Miscellunea : — Ten Years' Hallway Statistics.—No
SUtlsticai Works.—Additions to the Library, Jte.

I^ndon : E. Stanford, 55, Charing Crass, S.W.

H^HE MUSICAL TIMES, for Octobbr, contains:
A A French View of Wagner — The Father of the STrophony — The
Great Composers: Spohr — Musical Doctors— The Gloucester Musical
Fiwtiral—Occ-uaional Notes—Reviews, Foreign and Country News, ±c.

\ \ ,■<■ 3d. . post free, 44. Annual Subscription is., Includlug postage.

NEW POETRY.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 7*.

COLLECTED SONNETS, OLD and

NEW. Bv CHARLES TENNYSON TUBNBK. With
Prefatory Poem by ALFRED TENNYSON.

SinaiMargin Notes by S. T. COLEBIDUE, and a CrIUoal
Eaaay by JAMES SPEDDINO.

Large post 8vo. parchment antique, bevelled boards, price as.

MARY MAGDALENE: a Poem.

By Mra. KICHABD OREBNOPOH. Ifember of the
Society of the Arcadia, and of the Royal Academy of
St. Cecilia of Rome.

crown 8vo. cloth, price fwt.

The CARDINAL ARCHBISHOP:

n, Spanish Lejrpnd in Twenty-nine Caneions. By
COLOMB, Author of ' Donnington Castle' ' v

Story).

Small crown 8v cloth, price

MARIE ANTOINETTE : a Drama.

Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 3«. >w.

A LOVE'S GAMUT, and other

Poems.

Small crown f . cloth, price 3*. 6*1.

C0RYDALIS: a Story of the Sicilian

THE MUSICAL TIMES, for Octobeb, contains
-ML *■ Hurrah for Mc-rrj England," Chorus by H. H. Pieraon. Prlc*

separately, i >/

^London: Norello, Ewer ft Co. 1,

Price,

and 90 and SI,

Expedition. By EDWARD M. UAWTREY.

"Among newly piiMUhed volumes of verse, Mr. E. M.
Hawtreys ' Corydaits ' Is one of the most noteworthy and
attractive. The story has a healthy and legitimate interest
of its own, which is heightened by the grace and spirit of
Mr. Hawtrey's blank verse, while it It evident he is pro
foundly read in Greek manners, customs, politics, and modes
of thought of that day."—Scotsman.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price rjt.

PALACE and PRISON, and FAIR

GKRALDINE: Two Tragedies. By the Author of
' Oinevra ' and ' The Duke of Guise.'

C. Keoan Paul 4c Co. 1, Paternoater-square.

BICKERS & SON'S

ANN0UNCEMENTS.

Demy Bro. to ratine with MYNORS BKIGHT8 Edition of ' Pepys s
Diary,' cloth, 12*.

SAMUEL PFPYS, and the WORLD HE

UVXD IN. By HBNH-Y B. WHEATLBY. F.8.A.
Content* .■— rVjirs before the- Diary—Peprs in the ntary -PepYS after

the Diary—I'ansrier— Pepys s Books and Collections—London—Pepys s
Relations. Friends, and Acqualounces—The Navy—The Court— Public

musements— Portraits of IVpys—List of Bocre-
tarlesof the Admiralty, Clerks of the Acta, Ac., drawn up by Colonel
Pasley, R.E.

Another Edition of the abort- Crown Sro. cloth extra, 7s. <hf.

THE SEW VOLUME, STANDARD ILLUSTRATED GIIT-BOfiK
SEUIBS.

Demy 8ro. cloth elegant, gilt edges, ~t. id.

The VICAR of WAKEFIELD. By Oliver

GOLDSMITH. Illustrated with 12 Permanent Photographs from
Paintings by Mulrcady , MaclLse, and other eminent British Art!

" A raluable addition to Hhakesprarlan literature."

Demy Hva cloth, bevelled boards, 7s. 8sf.

An INDEX to SHAKESPEARIAN
"" "4ous, Images,

om the Plays
and rlfuratlisd

OLD.

Im ■■ ' H I Beang a Collnftlon of Allusions, Reflections, 1st
Familiar and Descriptive Passages, and Heutl
and r<>ems of Shakmpenre, alphalteth-ally ai
under appropriate headings. By CECIL ARN>

NOW IN COURSE OF PUBLICATION.
A New BdUlon, to be Completed In 10 Monthly demy 8vo. Tola. 7f. '■■./

each, Vols I and II. ready,

The WORKS of SHAKESPEARE. Edited
the late Rev. ALEXANDER DYCB With Notes, copious

New Edition, handsomeiv printed on fine paper, will he issued In
Monthly Volumes at 9s. earh,

WALPOLE'S (HORACE) ENTIRE CORRE-
8PONDBNCR. Chronologically Arranged, with the Prefaces and
Notes of CItoKER, Lord DiiVEB. and others ; the Notes nf all pre
vious Editors, and Additional Notes by PKTRR CUNNINGHAM
0 vols *vo. with numerous fine Portraits engraved on (Steel, cloth
extra, 41 la.

The Second Edition, Tierrued, and containing Additional Matter,

LITCHFIEiD'
"TATN. AOatdeto(

S POTTERY and PORCE-
Bj P. LlTCHflKLU. With biud*-

CMOKKI.ESS LONDON. — See the BUILDER
1 I4d.-. by post, 4jd ) ; also for Views and Plans. Westminster l'aro-
ehUt Offlres; Monument to Charlemagne, Paris; Proposed Pual-Offlce,
Wellington ; Duke of Connaught's Conservatory ; and an Arch 1 tort's
Tomb In Toronto— Decorative Suggestions from Natural Forms— Health
and the Houseballder- Relation of Art to Social Science—Buildings in

i ami Pnptls in Art, Ac.
4S. Catherine-street , an I all Newsmen.

B
A G S T E It ' S BIBLES

The FAC-SIMILB POLYGLOT SERIES comprises Bibles In Hebrew,
Greek, Latin, German. French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and English,
which can be interpaged two laniruages together ln any desired com
bination. Catalognes free by post.

8 Bagster A Sons, 15, Paternoster-row, London.

nd Tyros tn 1
NCIS J LO<

M. ; Non-Snbscrlbers, 4s tld.

EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES of a
REPORTER. Giving Twenty Years' experience on the Press,

showing the Easiest and Surest Method of beconilUK sn Efficient and
Bapld Phonographic Shorthand Writer, and containing valuable Hindi
on all Branches uf Reporting. Amusing and Interesting to Members of
the Press, and invaluable to Young Phooagraphers ■
Art of Reporting. Written and published by FRA
Author of 'The Rifleman's Companion,'
Shot,' ' Martial v. Balder ' (30,000), Ac.

30* , Market-street, Leicester.

Just ready, in 2 vols, at alt the Librarea,

SATIRES, POLITICAL and SOCIAL, in PROSE
and VERSE. Ed I tea by W H C NATION.

1. A sartorial Conversazione — 2 The Bird-Fancier s Fancies —J. A
Suppressed State Paper —4 A Mad King -5. A Street Lamp's Reflec
tions.—0 What I See and What I Think —7. Shads* at aCovent-Garden
Tavern —8 An Exhibition of Insects —9 A Train of Thought,—10. A.
Conventionally Respectable Person —11. The Hrp-jerlte Family.—IS A
Spiritual Opiate — 13 1 he Confessions of a Hassoek I i The Fine Old
English Gentleman (from aNew Folnt of View).- 13 The Contemplative
Cabman's Recreation.— 16 The Reverse of the Medal— 17 A Tougue m
a Tree— 18 The Gilt on the Gingerbread - 19 A Letter from the Spirit
of Fielding —90 A Greengrocer's Shop—21. An Bvsning with Modern
Hamadryads —TZ. An Brpetoluglcal Collection —23 Latter- Day l bariseea.
- 24 The Reminiscences of an Evergreen. — 23. A Holy Slater of the
Period —-24} The Oovent-Garden Costermonger. — 27 Pious Apery.—
28. What Old Father Thames Raid.

London i Provost A Co. 40, Tkvlstock-street, W.C.

LIST OF NEW WORKS.

Bickers & Son, Leicester-square, W.C.

The EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. 312,

oeroHut, isso. «to. pries

QmsMhss

1 LITB or THOMARORAUAH. LORD I

& ANNAL8 of BXBTEK COLLBGB
3. RECORDS ol EARLY KNOL1BH •

4. The CHEMISTRT ol the STARS.

5. SAINT SIMON'S PARALLEL all

6. HOWORTH S HISTORY of the 1

T. SSBMANY. TART slid I RRSENT

I. TREVELYAN'S EARLY HISTORY of FOX.
•>. Tho CAN DAKAR CAMTA

The EARLY HISTORY of CHARLES

JAMBS FOS. Bj OEOROB OTTO TKEVEI.YAN. M P., Author ol
' 'Hip Lils sad Letters of Lord Msosolsr.' Sto. pries las.

The MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS,

8PBBCHE8, LAYSsf ANCIENT HOMR. sad other POBMSof LORD
MACAULAY. Cl.inet BdlUoa I law;, m 4 safjb crows arc. raM Mj.

LORD MACACLAYS LAYS of ANCIENT

ROME, with IYRY and the ARMADA. New BdlUoa. with 41 Illus
trations enarared on Wood by O Pearson from Original Dnninn
by J. R. V ■- " — *=

The ANGEL-MESSIAH of BUDDHISTS,

ESSEN ES. ud c HRI8T1ANS By ERNEST DE BL'NSEN. «TO.
prloe I0J. M.

FAITHS and FASHIONS: Short Essays re

published. My LADY VIOLET ORRVILI.B Crown 8ro price U. M.

YELLOW-CAP, and other Fairy Stories—
Tl«.. I
JUU1
ssaas.

The CR00KIT MEG : a Story of the Year

tins By JOHN KKBLTON. .
tory 01 the lear
or 1 Ths Bsstrs ol Shirley. '

BLUES and BUFFS: a Contested Election
and lis Results. By

.) Crown 8
By ARTHUR MILLS. (Reprinted from rVossr' ,t
n 8to. j-""

GOETHE'S FAUST, Part I. Translated,
chiefly In Blank Verse, with Introduction and Notes. By JAMES
ADBY BIRDS, B A., F.G.8. Large crown *vo. price I2« 6rf.

A THOUSAND THOUGHTS from VARIOUS

AUTHORS. Selected and arrangsd try ARTHUR B. DAVIHON.
). price 7s. Oet.

HORSES and ROADS ; or, How to Keep a
Horse Bound on his Legs By FRRB-LANCB Being a Series ol
Papers reprinted from Ths Ftarm

London : Longkans & Co.
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Tenth Edition, poet Iree, Is.

DR. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the
only SueceMfnl Mtthod ol Curing thU DUease. By ROBERT O.

WATT8, M.D. F.R.8.L. F.C.8., Ac., ft, Bulrtrode-ttrw- ' J '"

«. London, W.
London : C. Mitchell ft Co. Red Lion-court, FleeHtreet.

Second Edition, One Shilling, or thirteen stamp* by poet,

SKIN DISEASES TREATED HOMCEOPATHI-
CALLY. By WASHINGTON EFPS, L.H.C.P. One Hundred Cases

Including forty distinct rarletiei of Skin Diseases.
London : James Eppe A Co. 48, Threadneedle-fltreet, and 170, Piccadilly.

New Edition, price Is. illustrated,

THE SEARCH for a PUBLISHER. Contains
Publishing Arrangements, Specimens of Type and Illustrations,

and much invaluable Information for those about to Publish.

London : Provost A Co. 40, Tavistock-street, W.C.

T

Now ready, crown 8vo. 486 pp. price 5j.

HE CAMP of REFUGE : a Tale of the Con-
J- quest of thti Isle of Elv. Edited, with Notes and Appendix, by
SAMUEL H. MILLER, F.R.A.8., Joint-Author of 'Tho Fenland, Past
and Present.' Illustrated with Maps.

Wisbech : Leach A Son. London : Simpkin, Marshall A Co.

Now ready, demy 4to.

APPENDIXES to YOUNG'S ANALYTICAL
CONCORDANCE. Containing Hebrew and Greek Lexicons,

Views, X*f*. Fac-slmilcs, Ac. Price to subscribers, 14s. lOd. half-
morocco ; 12s. 8rf. cloth lis. sewed, post free.

P.O.O. payable to O. A. Young ft Co. 18, Nicolsen-street, Edinburgh.

Oblong 4to. bound, post free, 6j.

AUTISTIC CONSERVATORIES.—About Forty
PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHS and LETTEK-PRE88, from Design* br

E W. GODWIN. F,S.A.. oq<] MAUKICB B. ADAMS, on Momcnger 4
Co.'s Patent System of Construction.

B. T. Biuford. 52, High Holborn.

E
E

" It tantallftee us."—PnH Hall flatMU.
" In It, throughout , a touch ol Datura, and a catholic mate for what la
W4."—Fun.
" Pleasant, and by no meant dull. "— Court Journal.

Cloth, 3«.; hoards, 1*. C !.

a Sc Co. 133. New I

rpRt)B:NER & CO.'S NEW PUBLICATIONS.

CHEAP EDITION OF MR. ARNOLD'S POrULAR POEM ON
RUDDHA AND 1JUDDH1SM.

The LIGHT of ASIA ; or, the Great Renuncia-
" idia and

Crown
; being the Life and Teaching of Gautama, Prince of India and
ider of Buddhism. By EDWIN ARNOLD, C &L, Ac.

8to. Illustrated boards, or limp parchment wrapper, 2s. 6ef.

RECOLLECTIONS of TRAVEL in NEW ZEA
LAND and AUSTRALIA. By J. C. CRAWFORD, late Member of
the Legislative Council ol New Zealand, Ac. 8vo. with Maps and
Illustrations, doth, 18*.

The GREAT AFRICAN ISLAND : Chapters on
Madagascar. By the Rev, JAS. SIBREE, jun., of the London Mis
sionary Society. Author of ' Madagascar and its People,' Ac. Demy
8to. with Maps and Illustrations, cloth, 12s.

POLITICAL ECONOMY for the PEOPLE. By
JOHN LANCELOT SHADWELL, Author of ' A System of Political
Economy.' Crown 8to. limp cloth, Is. CJ.

EVOLUTION and INVOLUTION. By George
THOMSON, Author of the ' World of Being,' ftc. Crown 8ro. cloth, 5s .

LINGUISTIC and ORIENTAL ESSAYS. Written
from the Year IMS to 1878. By R. N. CURT, late H.M.I C.8.; Hon.
Sec., R. Asiatic Society ; and Autnor of ' The Modern Languages of
the Bast Indies.' Post Bvo. cloth, 18s.

The ENEMIES of BOOKS. By Willam
BLADES, Typograph. 1 vol. crown 8ro. on laid paper, with Five
Plates, parchment wrappers, St.

London : TrUbner A Co, Ladgmte-hUl.

M

Pour paraltre le S novembrc prochnlo,

ANUEL de l'AMATEUR d'ESTAMPES.
ParBtGENB DLTUIT.

1. TJn apercn sur les plus anciennes gravores, sur los Estanpes en
manierc criblee, sur les lirres xyloKrapbiques, sur lea Eatampes colonces.
sur les cartes a jouer, surquelques livreaa figures du XV. siecle, sur les
danses des morts, sur les lirres d'heures, un nouveau catalogue de
lirres dt- Hroderle et un essai sur les niclles ou gravures d'ortevroa.

2. Les Ecoles itallennes, Allemandes, Flamandeset llollandalses. Fran-
caises et AngLalses, oavrage enrich! de facsimile des Estampes les plus
rare* rcprodaites par 1 heliogravure.
L'ouvrage formera huit volumes grand ln-8 de 500 pages environ

chacun.
Prixdu volume, 23 francs.
II a fwi tlrt cent exemplaircs num^rotes sur papier verge" avec deux

■cries et plane lie* sur papier verge" et papier du japon.
Prix du volume, jO francs.

Dulau A Co. 37, Roho-sq uare, Londros.

THE GERMAN DECLENSIONS:
J- a Practical Course. With easy Reading and Writing Lessons,
and a Synupvis of Strung snd Irregular Verbs.

By J. EISNER, M C P.

The Graphic says t—' ' Those who have to learn German could scarcely
have a better practical help than that which Herr Eisner has provided. ''

The Educational Timet says :—"We have pleasure In recommending
Hen- Eisner s little work to the attention or teachers who are desirous
ol laving a thorough feat '

■tuan language. ' for their pupils in the study of the

The work before us strongly recommends
_—_. _ K.anned on sound scientific principles ; and,

especially if it were in the hands of a capable teacher, we do not think
that a better introductory book for the study of German could bo

The LtUrary World savs
Itself to our approval. It Is

— —" The plan of the work consists in grouplag the
whole body of German nouns. The pupil is takeo on through these to a
course of easy conversational lessons, which will smooth the way Of
itaruiag both for ivaroer and teacher."

William* A Norgate.

H E

This day is published,

INSTITUTES OF LAW:

A TREATISE OF THE PIUNCIPLES OF JURISPRUDENCE

AS DETERMINED BY NATURE.

By JAMES LORIMER,
Adrocate, Rcfrius Professor of Public Law and of the Law of Nature and

Nations in the University of Edinburgh.

New Edition, Revised throughout, and much Enlarged. Bvo. 18s.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh aud London.

HE FORTNIGHTLY REVIE W.—
Advertisements for the Fortnightly Jitt-ine should be sent to

Adams A Fra.ni.in, 59, Fleet-street, B.C.

T

ALL the YEAR ROUND.—Conducted by Charles
Dickens.—Advertisements for All tht Ttar Reims! should be sent

before the 16th of each Month to

Adams A Faajtcis, », Fleet-street, B.C.

T

THE VICTORIA L'NTVEBSITT.

HE OWENS COLLEGE CALENDAR for the
SESSION 1880-81. ITicc 3i ; by post, 3s. Gd.

Manchester : i. E. Cornish. London : Macmillan A Co.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION.

^KOUBLESOME DAUGHTERS.

By L. B. WALFORD,
Author of ' Cousins,' * Pauline,' 1 Mr. Smith : a Part of his Life,' Ac

New Edition. In 1 yoI. crown Svo. 6s.

" Is delightful ; it sparkles with gaiety , it is very original and very
natural."—Aihetweum.

" The plot and construction of the story are not at all Inferior to its
literary workmanship, while all the prominent personages are character-
studies delineated with rare vitality and subtle force. From the first
page to the last * Troublesome Daughters ' Is charmine;."—Scotsman.

William Blackwood A Sons, Edinburgh and London.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

ADAMS & FRANCIS insert ADVERTISEMENTS
In all Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals.

" * Terms for transacting business, and Ll»t ol London Papers, can be ,. xcrmu lor trail
had on application t

Adams A Francis, 59, Fleet-street, E.C.

IN AND OUT OF LONDON.

The New Alphabetical Railway Guide (price 4d.) for Travellers.

On the First of every Month,

THE LONDON and PROVINCIAL BRADSHAW :
by Alphabetical and Tubular Arrangement,—Advertisements should

be sent to
Adams A Fjlaxcu, 69, Fleet-street. E.C.

Just published, Svo. cloth, price 10s. 6d.

HAUSRATH.—HISTORY of the NEW TESTA
MENT times. The Time of Jesus. By Dr. A HAVSRATH.

Professor of Theology, Heidelberg, translated, with the Author"* sanr-
tion from the Third German Edition, by the Revs. C. T. POYNTING
and P t±UE?«ZEH. Vol. II. Complete. 2 vols. 8vwr»fl.«- ■ ■" ■ 1 —"
Subscribers to the Theoleglral Translation Fund Library receive this

Volume for 7s. Prospectus with Contents of the Series post free on

MR. S. SHARPE'S BIELE.

Just published, Svo. roan, is. 6rf.

T^HE HOLY BIBLE. Translated by Samuel,
SHARPS. Being a Revision of the Authorized English Version.

Fourth Edition of the Old Testament, Eighth Edition of the New
Testament. Svo. roan, price 4s. 8d.
Williams A Norgate, 14, Henrietta-street, CoTent-garden, London ; and

20, South Frederick-street, Edinburgh.

NOTICE.

NOW READY,

VOL. I. SIXTH SERIES,

OF

NOTES AND QUERIES.

With Copious Index, price 10#. Gd.

JOHN FKANCIS, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.

THIS DAY, AT ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSELLERS',

THE

LIFE OF SIR ANTHONY PANIZZI, K.C.B.,

LATE PRINCIPAL LIBBAEIAN OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM, SENATOB OF ITALY. Ac.

By LOUIS FAGAN.

Two vols, demy Svo. handsomely bound, with Frontispiece and numerous Illustrations. 25*. <

The Times, in its issue of 11th September, 1880, says :—

"A Fanixii biography, should Mr. Fagan accomplish his task, would have an importance hardly inferior to any of

the works added during this last half-century to the heavily-burdened shelves or our great book repository. "

4

Remington & Co. 133, New Bond-street, W.

WILL BE PUBLISHED SHORTLY,

THE BURLINGTON:

A NEW HIGH-CLASS MONTHLY MAGAZINE, PRICE SIXPENCE.

Edited by HELEN MATHEKS,

Author of ' Comin thro' the Bye.'

The First Number will contain :—The BTOBT of a SIN : a New Novel, by Helen Mathers—IBI8H LIFE and SONG, by

Bamett Smith—The BOMANCE of 8URGERY, by .EscuJapius—WINDA, the 8ATAGE : a Novel of Australian Bush Life,

by an Anonymous Author—POETBT, and other ESSAYS and TALES, by well-known Writers. The following distinguished,

names are among the Contributors: W. H. Bussell, Bret Harte, Justin McCarthy, Frederick Locker, Bobert Buchanan,

Comyns Can-, Author of ' Queen.of Connaught,' B. E. Francillon, H. W. Lucy, Mrs. Forrester, Bavile Clarke, Oscar Wylde,

Editor of Judy, Com [it on Beade, Sutherland Edwards, George Barlow, E. Owens Blackburne, Ac.

Remington 1c Co. 133, New Bond-street, W.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS

OF THE

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.

SHAKESPEARE.-The TRAGEDY

of RICHARD the THIRD. Edited by WILLIAM

ALDIS WRIGHT, Ma. Bursar of Trinity College.

Cambridge. Extra leap. 8vo. stiff covers, 2*. 6d.

HOMER—ILIAD, Book XXI. With

Introduction and Notes, by HERBERT HAILSTONE,

M.A., late Scholar of St. Peter's College, Cambridge.

Extra fcap. 8vo. Is. <W.

ARISTOPHANES.-The ACHAR-

NIANS. With Introduction, Notes, and a Dialectical

Glossary. By W. W. MERRY, M.A., Fellow and Lec

turer of Lincoln College, Oxford. Extra fcap. 8vo.

cloth, 2>.

PRIMER of FRENCH LITERA-

TUBE. By GEORGE 8AINT8BUBY. Extra fcap. 8vo.

cloth, 24.

By

Law.

INTERNATIONAL LAW,

WILLIAM EDWARD HALL, M.A.,

Demy 8vo. cloth, 21«.

The CONSTRUCTION of HEALTHY

DWELLINGS; namely, Houses, Hospitals, Barracks,

Asylums, Ac. By DOUGLAS GALTON, late Royal

Engineers, C.B. F.R.S., Ac. Demy 8vo. cloth, I0«. M.

ENGLISH PLANT NAMES, from

the TENTH to the FIFTEENTH CENTURY. By J.

EARLE, M.A., Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the Univer

sity of Oxford. Small fcap. cloth, 8s.

A SHORT HISTORY of the NOR-

MAN CONQUEST. By E. A. FREEMAN, M.A. D.C.L.

LL.D., Honorary Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford;

Corresponding Member of the Imperial Academy of

Sciences of St. Petersburg. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth,

2s. M.

An ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY

of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE, arranged on an Histori

cal Basis. By W. W. SKEAT, M.A., Elrlngton and Bos-

worth Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the University of

Cambridge. To be Completed In Four ParU. Parts I.—III.

4te. 10«. <M. each. Part 17. In the press.

HOMER : a Complete Concordance to

the Odyssey and Hymns of Homer; towhichjls added,

a Concordance to the Parallel Passages in the Iliad,

Odyssey, and Hymns. By HENRY DUNBAR, M.D.,

Member of the General Council, University of Edin

burgh. 4to. cloth, K. Is.

HERODOTUS, SELECTIONS from.

Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and a Map, by W. W.

MERRY, M.A., Fellow and Lecturer of Lincoln College.

Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2$. 6d.

GEODESY. By Colonel Alexander

ROSS CLARKE, C.B. R.E. 8vo. cloth, 12». W.

The ELEMENTS of JURISPRU

DENCE. By THOS. ERSEINE HOLLAND, D.C.L.,

Chichele Professor of International Law and Diplomacy,

and Fellow of All Souls' College, Oxford. 1880. Demy

8vo. cloth, IDs. 6i/.

BUNYAN.-The PILGRIM'S Pro

gress, GRACE ABOUNDING, RELATION of the

IMPRISONMENT of Mr. JOHN BUNYAN. Edited,

with Biographical Introduction and Notes, by E. YEN-

ABLES, M.A. 1879. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 6s.

The SACRED BOOKS of the EAST.

Translated by various Oriental Scholars, and Edited by

F. MAX MULLER.

Vol. IV. The ZEND-AVESTA. Part L The VendldAd,

Translated by JAMES DARME8TETER. 8vo. cloth,

10s. id.

Vol. V. PAHLAVI TEXTS. Part I. The Bundahis, Bahman

Yast, and Bhsyast-M-Shiyast. Translated by E. W.

WEST. 8vo. cloth, 12s. M.

Vol. VII. The INSTITUTES of VISHNU. Translated by

JULIUS JOLLY. 8vo. cloth, 10s. M.

St. AUGUSTINE-SELECT ANTI-

PELAGIAN TREATISES, and the ACTS of the SECOND

, COUNCIL of ORANGE. With an Introduction by

WILLIAM BRIGHT, D.D. Crown 8vo. cloth, 8».

The NEW TESTAMENT in ENG-

L1BH, according to the Version by JOHN WYCLIFFE,

about x.D. 1380, and Revised by JOHN PURVEY, about

AJ>. 1388. With Introduction and Glossary by W. W.

SKEAT, M.A. 1879. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 8s.

ITALY and HER INVADERS,

A.D. 378—47«. By T. HODGKIN, Fellow of University

College, London. Illustrated with Plates and

2 vols. 8vo. cloth, U. 12«.

The CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY

of ENGLAND, In It* ORIGIN and DEVELOPMENT.

By WILLIAM BTUBBS, D.D., Regius IV,, lessor of

Modern History. Library Edition. 3 vol*, demy 8vo.

cloth, 31. 8s.; also crown 8vo. In 3 vol*. 12>. each.

A LATIN DICTIONARY, founded on

Andrews's Edition of Freund's Latin Dictionary. Re

vised, Enlarged, and in great Part Rewritten by

CHARLTON T. LEWIS, Ph.D., and CHARLES SHORT,

LL.D., Professor of Latin In Columbia College, New

York. 1879. 4to. cloth, 1/. 1L#. 6d.

The PHILOLOGY of the ENGLISH

TONGUB. By J. EABLE, M.A., formerly Fellow of

Oriel College, and Professor of Anglo-Saxon, Oxford.

Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 7s. 8<f.

A BOOK for the BEGINNER in

ANGLO-SAXON. By JOHN EARLE, M.A., Professor

of Anglo-Saxon, Oxford. Second Edition. Extra fcap.

8vo. oloth, 2s. M.

In afew days.

The SACRED BOOKS of the EAST.

Edited by F. MAX MULLER.

Part I. Translated by ProfessorVol. VI. The QUE'AN.

E. H. PALMER.

Vol. IX. The QUR'AN.

E. H. PALMER.

Part II. Translated by Professor

A SELECTION from the WELLING

TON DESPATCHES. Edited by 8. J. OWEN, M.A.,

formerly Professor of Hiitory in the Elpliinstone College,

Bombay.

THE OXFORD BIBLE FOR TEACHERS.

In Nine I ... el mile Editions, corresponding page for page with each
other.

THREE NEW THIN EDITIONS.

Printed on very thin opaqae India Paper.

No. 2a, MINION 8vo. THIN.

This Is the Memorial Edition, which was printed to commemorate the
Centenary o! Sunday Schools. A copy of it was presented by the Arch
bishop of Canterbury to the superintendent of swell Sunday Kchool re
presented at the (Treat ratherlnjr at Lambeth Palace on June 3rd, Ihhi
It Is printed In laryc type no India paper, measures 3J in. by 7| in . is
barely an Inch in thickness, and weighs twenty-two ounces when bound
In limp morocco

£. ». 4.
Persian Morocco 1 1 trip red under gilt Kitres 0 15 0
Turkey Morocco limp 0 18 0
Turkey Morocco bevelled, with gilt clasp, as presented by the

Archbishop of Canterbury 110
Turkey Morocco, circuit edges 110
levant Morocco, lined call, with flap edges 14 0
With Apocrypha, extra 0 • 0

No. 6a, RUBY 16mo. THIN.

This Volume measnres 4J by 91 inches, its 1.456 pages measi
inch in thickness, and it weighs 15 ounces including binding.

Paste Grain Morocco limp
„ „ circuit edges

Persian Morocco limp, red under gilt edges
l urkey Morocco limp

„ „ circuit edges
I eMint Mororeo, lined calf, flap edges. .
With Apocrypha, extra
With l*raycr itook . extra

£. a. d.
0 0 0
0 10 8
0UO
0 12 O
0 15 0
0 1A 0
0 2 3
o i a

This Is the smalleu of the Oxford
on very thin India paper. It mcasu:
in thickness, and weights 12f ounces

No. 6a, PEARL 16mo. THIN.

Bibles for Teachers. It is printed
PM 4 by 5*} inches, is barely an Inch
including binding .

£. t. 4.
Persian Morocco limp, red under gilt edges 0 8 0
Beat Turkey Morocco limp, red under gilt edges 0 10 0
Beat Turkey Morocco, circuit edges, red under gilt edges ..0120
Levant Morocco, lined en If with flap edges 0 14 6
With Apocrypha, extra OSS
With Prayer Book, extra 0 23

SIX EDITIONS.

PRINTED ON BEST RAO-MADE PRINTING TAPER.

Clotb boards, red edires ....
French Morocco, gilt edges
Paste Grain Morocco, limp
French Morocc" "
Paste Grain
edges

Fenian Morocco, red under gilt

edges .
circuit

edges
Best Turkey Morocco, limp.

Do. do. flaps .
Levant Morocco, lined Calf, with

flap edges
With Apocrypha, extra
With l*rayer .look, extra

a i.
I 0
4, 0
4 r.
t 0

s t

6 •
I II
9 li

fa
ft

8 0 12 0 I 9 0
* 0 15 0 ,11 0
13 0 19 0 13 a

12 0 IS 0 21 0 18 6
10116 30 >>
1 6 1 6 13 0 3 3

36 0
3 0

The Minion 4to. Edition (No. 1) has Wld
Nous.
The Nonpareil 8to. Red Edition (Xo. 4) Is

Heading, of Chapters In lied.
All the Editions correspond with each other

THE

HELPS TO THE STUDY OF THE BIBLE

Containing all the additional matter which hat made the OXFORD
BIBLE for TEACHERS so famous, Pearl lftmo. boards, U.

Prosjxctus, giving specimens of types andfull particulars,
post free.

The Archbuhop of York writes :—

" The notion of including In one volume all the helps that a cJcrgymat.
or teacher would be likely to want for the study of the Bible has never
been realized before with the same success that you have attained in
the ' Oxford Bible for Teachers ' In the small edition (ruby lomo. thin ),
by the use of paper very skilfully adapted to the purpose, there is a Bible
with an At in- a Concordance, an Index, and several Tractatea on various
points of Biblical antiquity, the whole. In a very solid binding, weigh
ing a pound and an ounce—no great weight for what is really a minial ure
library. The clergy will probably give the preference to the larger book'
marked No. 4 Thin Includes the Apocrypha, with all the helps to the use of
the Bible that distinguish the series, its type is excellent. Many clergy
men are obliged to write sermons when travelling from place to place.
This volume would serve as a small library for that purpose and not
too large for the most moderate portmanteau. I think that this work In
some of its forms should be In the hands of every teacher The atlas Is
verr clear and well printed. The explanatory work and the indices, so
far as I have been nhl" to examine them, are very carefully done. I am
Klad that my own UnlvetattT hns, by the preparation of this series of
hooks, taken a new step lor the pronv'tion of the carrfu1 -• n h of the
Word of God. That such will be the efltct of t ic publication I c

London : HENRY FR0WDE, Clarendon Press Warehouse, 7, Paternoster-row.
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GEORGE BELL & SONS' NEW AND FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS.

UNIVERSAL STATISTICS.

The CONDITION of NATIONS, Social and Political, with Com-

Slete Comparative Tables of Universal Statistics. Bv G-. FR. KOLB. Translated, Edited, and Collated to 1880 by Mrs.
REWEB. With Original Notes by E. W. SrREETER, F.R.G.8., Author of ' Precious Stones,' Ac. Boyal 8vo. 986 pages,

3/. 2*.

" No more thorough, comprehensive, or serviceable book of the kind has ever been issued from the press. It might be
described, from one point of view, as a panorama of the Internal condition of all the peoples of the civilized world, and from
another as a compendiouj and discreet decoction of the most importantBlue-Buoks of all the countries and all the languages

which boast a literature of the kind."—Standard.

HISTORY of POLITICAL ECONOMY in EUROPE. By Jerome-

ADOLPHE BLANQUI. Translated from the Fourth French Edition by K. J. LEONARD. With Preface by D. A.

WELLS. Medium 8vo. lit.

TRADE, POPULATION, and FOOD: a Series of Papers on

Economic Statistics. By STEPHEN BOURNE, F.S.3. of the Statistical Department of H.M. Customs. Demy 8vo.
[Immediately.

NEW VOLUME OF THE BIBLIOTHECA CLASSICA.

SOPHOCLES. Vol. II. By F. A. Paley, M.A. Containing

PHILOCTETES—ELECTRA—TRACHINI/E—AJAX. Demy 8vo. \2s.

(London : WHITTAKEB & Co.)

FIVE NEW VOLUMES OF THE CAMBRIDGE TEXTS, WITH NOTES, PRICE 1». 8rf. EACH.

The PERS£1 and EUMENIDES of ^SCHYLUS—The De

8ENECTUTE—De AMICITIA and EPISTOLAE 8ELECTAE of CICERO.

(London : Whittakeb & Co.)

HORACE'S ODES. Englished and Imitated by Various Hands.

Selected and Arranged by C. W. F. COOPER. Crown 8vo. 6». M.

" UNSEEN PAPERS " in Latin Prose and Verse, with Exami-

nation Questions. By T. COLLITfS, M.A., late Scholar of Christ's College, Cambridge, Head Master of the Grammar
School, Newport, Salop ; Author of * Latin Exercises.' 3*. 6d.

The QUEEN'S ENGLISH: a Manual of Idiom and Usage.

By the late HENRY ALFORD, D.D., Dean of Canterbury. Plfth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. St.

The STUDENT'S GUIDE to the UNIVERSITY of CAM-

BRIDOE. Fourth Edition, Revised. To be Issued in Farts. Parts I., II.', III. [Immediately.

(Cambridge : Deighton, Bell & Co.)

SYLVESTRA : Studies of Manners in England from 1770-1800.

By ANNIE BAINE ELLIS, Author of ' Marie,' ' Marlette,' Sc. 2 vols, crown 8vo. 31*.

With Frontispiece by H. Giacomelli, and numerous Illustrations by J. D. Watson, A. W. Bayes, W. Frledrich,
and others, handsomely bound in cloth, 700 pages, Imperial l6mo. 8s. 6d.

AUNT JUDY S ANNUAL VOLUME. Edited by H. K. F. Gatty.

Containing a Serial Story 'Princess Alethea,' by the Author of "The Rose Garden,' kc, ; and Contributions from
J. II. Awing, Ascott R. Hope, C, H. Calvcrlty, F. A. 8. Franks, Iff. F. O'Malley, Major Bwing, the Author of * Snap's
Two Homes,' and others. Songs, witli Music, by A. 8. Gatty—Fairy Tales—Biographical Sketches—Verses—A Christ
mas Extravaganza, by A. 8. Gatty—Competition Studies—Translations from the Gorman—Notices of English and
Foreign Books—Reports of tiic Patients in " Aunt Judy's Cots," at the Children's Hospital, «tc.

Former Volumes may still bo had, some at reduced prices.

NBW VOLUME BY MBS. SWING.

WE and the WORLD : a Story for Boys. With 7 Illustrations

by W. L. Jones. Small post 8vo. 5«.

KBW VOLUME BY F. M. PEABD, AUTHOR OF 4 THE KOBE GARDEN,* ' CARTOUCHE,' 'UNAWABBS'&c

MOTHER MOLLY : a Story for Young People. With 8 Illus-

trations by Charles Green. Small post Sro. 5*.

-OUR PETS and PLAYFELLOWS, in Air, Earth, and Water.

By GERTRUDE PATMOHE. With 4 III. ons by Bertha Patmore. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

POEMS. By Sir Samuel Ferguson. Demy 8vo. fine toned paper,

"This is a volume of poetry marked by originality It would be difficult to find amid our recent literature a poem

which at- once aims as high as * Conary,' and as adequately fulfils its aim The dullest reader can hardly fail to be struck
by the degrne In which he meet* within a narrow* c-uinpass so man'

"en, graphic description, and consistent illustration of manners/'

(Dublin

cliaracter andof the higher qualities of poetry-
Kctator.

William McGek.)

The HISTORY of the CREEDS. I. Ante-Nicene. II. Nicene

and Con»tAntino|Kiliti\n. ITI. TIip Apostolic Creed. IV. The Qnlounque, commonly called the Creed of St. Athanas.us.
By J. KAWSUN Lt'MBY, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity, Fellow of Bt. Catharine's College, and late Follow
of Magdalene College, Cainbridge, ttetxmd Edition. Crown 8vo. 7s. iid.

(Cambridge: DeigHTON, Bell & Co.)

An ACCOUNT of the PERSECUTIONS of the CHURCH under

the ROMAN EMl'KRORS. By KDW'ARD STJ2ERK, D.D., Missionary Bishop. Second Edition. Fcap.8vo.2s.6d.

CHANGE-RINGING DISENTANGLED. With Hints on the

Direclion of Belfries, on the Management of Bells, Ac. By the Bev. WOOLMOBE WIGRAM, M.A., of Trinity
College, Cambridge, Rector of St Andrew, with tit. Nicholas and St. Mury, Hertford, Rural Dean of Hertford, a
Member oi the Ancient Society of Colleg - Youths. Second Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo. 3s.

FULL CATALOGUES,

Sent Post Free to all Parti of the World on.

application.

BOHFS LIBRARIES,

CONTAINING

Standard Works of European Literature in the

English Language,

HISTORY,

BIOGRAPHY,

TOPOGRAPHY,

ARCILBOLOGY,

THEOLOGY,

ANTIQUITIES,

With Dictionaries and other Books of Reference,

comprising in all Translations from the

SCIENCE,

PHILOSOPHY,

NATURAL HISTORY,

POETBT,

ABT,

FICTION.

SCANDINAVIAN,

ANGLO-SAXON,

nd<

FRENCH,

GERMAN,

ITALIAN,

SPANISH,

'i>. Gd. or 5s. per vol. (with exceptions). A Complete

Set in 623 vols. 139Z. 10*. 6d.

NEW VOLUMES.

CUNNINGHAM'S LIVES of

the most EMINENT BRITISH PAINTERS. Edited by
Mrs. HEATON. 3 vols. 3s. 8d. each.

PLUTARCH'S LIVES. A New Trans-

lation. By A. STEWART, Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge, embodying the Lives by the late'GKORGE
LONG, M.A. In 4 vols. 3«. 6d. each. Vol. L ready.
Vol. II. slutrtiy.

LAPPENBERG'S HISTORY of

ENGLAND under the ANGLO-SAXON KINGS. Trans
lated bv B. THORPE, F.8.A. New Edition, Revised by
C. E. OTXE. 2 vols. 3>. <id. each. [Jl

NEW EDITION [1880],

With Supplement of 4,600 New Words and

Meanings,

WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY

ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

Ineludlng Scientific, Technical, and Biblical Words and

Terras, with their Significations, Pronunciations, Alternative

Spellings Derivations, Synonyms, and numerous

Illustrative Quotations.

In One Volume of 1,628 pages, \vith3jOOO Illustrations,

4to. cloth, i

The COMPLETE DICTIONARY contains, in ad

dition to the above matter, several valuable Literary

Appendices, and 70 extra pages of Illustrations, grouped

and Classified. Mew Edition, contatmue; a New

Biographical Dictionary of upwards of 9 ,7 OO

Names 1 vol. 1,919 pages, cloth, 31s. id.

" Certainly the best practical English dictionary extant."
Quarterly heneic, October, 1878.

Pro spec t uses, with Specimen Pages, sent post free en

application.

London.: GEORGE BELL & SONS, York-street, Covent-garden.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

SPECIMEN LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS IN CIRCULATION.

HISTORY OF OUR OWN TIMES. By Justin McCarthy.

One Thousand Five Hundred Copies.

Japan, by Miss Bird—New Guinea, by L. M. D'Albertis—Island Life, by A. E. Wallace.

Sketches of the Women of Christendon, by Mrs. Charles—Early Life of C. J. Fox, by G. 0. Trevolyan.

Memorials of Frances Ridley Ilavergal—Italy and her Invaders, by Thomas Hodgkin—Life of Etieime Dolet.

Kinglake's History of the Crimean War, Now Vol.—Baird's Rise of the Huguenots—A Tramp Abroad, by Mark Twain.

Memoirs of Madame de R'musat—Pictures from Ireland, by Terenco McGrath—Guizot in Private Life,

life of Cicero, by Rev. G. E. Jeans—The Actor Abroad, by Edmund Leathes—Faiths and Fashions, by Lady Violet GreviHe.

Soldiers of the Victorian Age, by C. R. Ix>w—Memoirs of Sir James Outram—History of Japan, by Sir E. J. Reed.

The New Truth and the Old Faith, by a Scientific Layman—The Evangelical Revival, by Rev. R. W. Dale.

Some Heroes of Travel, by W. H. I>. Adams—A Visit to Wazan, by Robert S. Watson—Memoirs of Mrs. Tait.

Life of Bishop Wilberforce—The Letters of Charles Dickens—Senior's Conversations—History of the Zulu War, by Frances Colenso.

Memoir of Rev. Henry Venn—Seguin's Country of the Passion Play—Ingram's Life of Edgar Allan Poe.

Sketch of the Life of Eliliu Burritt—Renan's Hibbort Lectures—Renouf's Origin and Growth of Religion.

The River of Golden Sand, by Captain Gill—Sister Dora—A Ride in Petticoats and Slippers, by Captain Colvile.

The Old Regime, by Lady Jackson—Our Home in Cyprus, by Mrs. Scott-Stevenson—Two Worlds are Ours, by Hugh Macmillan.

Memoirs of Edward and Catharine Stanley—Life and Work of Mary Carpenter—Browning's Dramatic Idyls.

Political Questions of the Day, by 8. C. Buxton—Mind in the Lower Animals, by Dr. Lindsay—Parables of Our Lord, by Dr. Calderwood.

Ephphatha, by Canon Farrar—Five Weeks in Iceland, by C. A. de Fonblaoque—A Trip to Manitoba, by Mary Fitzgibbon.

Byron, by John Nichol—Russia Before and After the War—Dr. Stoughton's Introduction to Historical Theology.

Heroes of the Cross, by W. H. D. Adams—Bolton's Recollections of an Old Actor.

Mrs. Brassey's Voyago in the Mediterranean—Mackenzie's History of the Nineteenth Century—Up the Amazon, by E. D. Mathews.

Parker Gilbnore's Ride through Hostile Africa—The Ode of Life—Burton's Reign of Queon Anno—Life of Dr. Duff,

life of Bishop Selwyn—Ball's Jungle Life in India—Sibree's Madagascar—Thoughts in my Garden, by Mortimer Collins.

Cyprus as I Saw It, by Sir Samuel Baker—A Study of Shakespeare, by A. C. Swinburne.

Campaigning in South Africa, by Captain Montague-—Glimpses through the Cannon Smoke, by Alexander Forbes.

Early Man in Britain, by W. Boyd Dawkins—Rest Awhile, by Doan Vaughan—Autobiography of Prince Metternich.

Chronicles of Chelsea, by Rev. A. G. L'Estrange—Travels in Albania, by E. F. Knight—Forty Years' Recollections, by Thomas Frost.

In Gipsy Tents, by F. II. Groome—Gipsy Life, by Georgo Smith—Holidays in Home Counties, by E. Walford.

Round About a Great Estate—and all the Bost Recent Works of Fiction.

Additional Copies of all the Beit New Book* in History, Biography, Religion, Philosophy, Travel and Adventure, and the Higher Class

of Fiction continue to be added as the demand increases ; and arrangements are made with the leading Publishers for an ample supply of

t/ie principal Works already announced for the New Season and of all other Forthcoming Books of general interest as they appear.

FIRSTCLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM,

For a Constant Succession of the Newest Hooks.

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY SUBSCRIPION, TWO GUINEAS PER ANNUM,

For the Free Delivery of Books in every part of London.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS PER ANNUM AND UPWARDS,

According to the Number of Volumes required.

BOOK SOCIETIES AND LITERARY INSTITUTIONS SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS.

THE NAMES OF NEW SUBSCRIBERS ARE ENTERED DAILY.

Revised Catalogue of Works recently added to the Library, and of Surplus Copies withdrawn for Sale at greatly reduced prices, are now Teady, and

will be forwarded, postage free, on application,

flr All the Books in Circulation and on Sale at MCDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY may also be obtained, with the least possible delay, by all Subscribers to

MUDIE'S LIBRARY, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER,

And (by order) from all Booksellers in connexion with the Library.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (LIMITED), New Oxford-street,

CITY OFFICE : 2, KING-STREET, CHEAPSIDE.
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KICHAKD BENTLEY & SON'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

By LORD ELLENBOROUGH.

A DIARY KEPT WHILE in OFFICE, 1828-1830. By Edward Law, Earl of Ellenborough.

Edited by LORD COLCHESTER. Containing Anecdotes of George the Fourth, William the Fourth, the Dukes of Cumberland, Wellington, and Richmond, Lord Hardinge»
Bir Robert Peel, Lords Brougham, Grey, Bathurst, and Palmerston, Husklsson, Sir Wm. Knighton, Marchioness of Conyngnam, Sir Henry Halford, Lord Aberdeen, Grant.

Lord Melville, &o. In 2 vols, demy 8vo.

By LADY FLORENCE DIXIE.

A RIDE THROUGH PATAGONIA. By Lady Florence Dixie. In demy 8vo. with numerous Illus-

trations from Sketches by Julius Beerbohm. Engraved by Whymper and Pearson.

By H.H. PRINCE METTERNICH.

The MEMOIRS of PRINCE METTERNICH, 1815-1848. Containing particulars of the Congresses

of Laybach, Aix-la-Chapelle, and Verona—the Eastern War of 1829, and the Revolutionary period of 1843, 4c. Edited bv Ml Son, PRINCE RICHARD METTERNICH ; the
Papers being Classified and Arranged by M. A. DE KLINKOW8TROM. Translated by ROB1NA NAPIER. In 2 vols, demy 8vo.

By DR. DUNKER.

The HISTORY Of ANTIQUITY. From the German of Professor Max Duncker. By Dr. Evelyn

ABBOTT, Balliol College, Oxford. The Fourth Volume, containing the History of India from the Earliest Times down to the Reign of Azoka. It describes the Movement* of the
Aryas from the Indus to the Ganges and their Settlements in the South of India, and gives an Account of the Conquests of Alexander and the Empire of Chandragupta. The
various forms of Indian Philosophy and Religion are also traced, among which the Life and Teaching of Buddha occupies a prominent place. A short Summary Is also given of
the Indian Epos and the Institutes of Manu. In demy 8vo. 21*.

The Work should form a valuable assistance to Students preparing for Indian Civil Service I

By DR. THIRLWALL.

LETTERS of the late DR. THIRLWALL, BISHOP of ST. DAVID'S. Edited by Dean Stanley

and DEAN PEBOWNE. In 2 vols, demy 8vo.

By MISS FORDE.

A LADY'S TOUR in CORSICA. By Gertrude Forde. In 2 vols, crown 8vo.

By ADELAIDE KEMBLE.

PAST HOURS. By the late Adelaide Sartoris. Edited, and with a Preface, by her Daughter,

- Mrs. GORDON. In 2 vols, small crown 8vo.

By FREDERICK WEDMORE.

STUDIES in ENGLISH ART. By Frederick Wedmore, Author of < A History of Genre Painting,' &c.

The Second Series, containing Romney, Constable, David Cox, George Cruikshank, Meryon, Burne Jones, and Albert Moore. In crown 8vo. 7s. 6<f.

By M. BURDO.

A TRIP up the NIGER and BENUEH. By Adolphe Burdo. Translated by Mrs. George Stdrge.

In demy 8vo. with Illustrations, It. 6rf.

By H. STONEHEWER COOPER.

The CORAL LANDS of the PACIFIC ; being an Account of nearly all the Inhabited Islands of the

Pacific, their Peoples and their Products. By H. STONEHEWER COOPER. In 2 vols, demy 8vo. with Illustrations.

CONTENTS.
Volume I.—The FIJI GROUP.

Volume II.—SAMOA, TONGA, the LINE ISLANDS, the CAROLINES, the MARQUESAS, SOLOMON GROUP, the NEW HEBRIDES, and OTHER ISLANDS.

By CHARLES WOOD.

ROUND ABOUT NORWAY. By Charles W. Wood, Author of < Through Holland,' &c. In crown 8vo.

with numerous Illustrations.

By the REV. R. W. STEPHENS.

DEAN HOOK : his Life and Letters. Edited by the Rev. R. W. R. Stephens, Vicar of Woolbeding,

Author of ' Life of St. John Chrysostom," &c. The POPULAR EDITION, in I vol. crown 8vo. with Portrait, 64.

By the REV. R. H. BARHAM.

The INGOLDSBY LYRICS. By the Rev. Richard Harris Barham, Author of ' The Ingoldsby Legends.'

Edited by his Son, the Rev. R. DALTON BARHAM. In 1 vol.

By the REV. R. D. BARHAM.

The LIFE Of the REV. RICHARD HARRIS BARHAM, Author of < The Ingoldsby Legends.' A

New Edition, Revised and Rewritten by his Son, the Rev. H. DALTON BARHAM. In 1 vol. crown 8vo. 6*.

By LIEUTENANT CONDER.

TENT WORK in PALESTINE. By Lieutenant Claude R. Conder, R.E. A Popular Edition, in

crown 8vo. witli Illustrations, 7». 6d.

By COLONEL WARREN.

The TEMPLE or the TOMB. By Charles Warren, Author of ' Underground Jerusalem.' In demy

8vo. with 111natratIons.

By M. TISSOT.

UNKNOWN HUNGARY. By Victor Tissot. Translated by Mrs. Brodie. In 2 vols, crown 8vo.

RICHARD BENTLEY & SON, New Burlington-street,

Publishers in Ordinary to Her Majesty the Queen.
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MR. MURRAY'S

LIST OF NEW AND RECENT WORKS.

The SPEAKER'S COMMENTARY on the OLD

TESTAMENT : Explanatory and Critical ; with a Revision of the Trans

lation. Edited by F. C. COOK, M.A., Canon of Exeter. Complete in

6 Tola, medium 8vo. 61. 15*.

LIFE of SAMUEL WILBERFORCE, D.D., Bishop

of Oxford and afterwards of Winchester. By CANON ASHWELL.

Fifth Thousand. Portrait. Vol. I. 8vo. 15#.

NILE GLEANINGS : the Ethnology, History, and

Art of Ancient Egypt, as revealed by its Paintings and Bas- Reliefs. By

VILLIERS STUART, of Dromana, M.P. With 68 Coloured Plates, &c.

Royal 8vo. 31/. 6d.

MEMOIRS of EDWARD, CATHERINE, and

MARY STANLEY. By the DEAN of WESTMINSTER. Third Edition.

Crown 8vo. 9*.

The GOSPEL of ST. JOHN, and the ACTS of

the APOSTLE8. By CANON WESTCOTT and the BISHOP of CHESTER.

Forming a Volume of the ' Speaker's Commentary.' Medium 8vo. 20*.

A XADY'S LIFE in the ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

By ISABELLA BIRD. Third Edition. Illustrations. Post 8vo. 10*. 6d.

The SYNOPTIC GOSPELS. — The DEATH of

CHRIST.—The WORTH of LIFE.—DESIGN in NATURE, and other

ESSAYS. By the ARCHBISHOP of YORK. Crown 8vo. 9*.

The METALLURGY of SILVER and GOLD.

By JOHN PERCY, F.R.S. Illustrations. 8vo. 30*.

ASSAYING.

PARTING of SILVER »nd GOLD.

SMELTING of SILVER ORES.

AMALGAMATION of SILVER ORES, In

FART, ending with the CAZO PROCESS.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES and CHEMISTRY

of SILVER in RELATION to METAL

LURGY.

ALLOYS.

ORES.

The CITIES and

By GEORGE DENNIS,

the most Recent Discoveries,

medium 8vo. 42*.

CEMETERIES

A New Edition, Revise*

With Maps and

of ETRURIA.

ed, and incorporating all

200 Illustrations. 2 vols.

RHEINSBERG :—MEMORIALS of FREDERICK

the GREAT and PRINCE HENRY of PRUSSIA. By ANDREW

HAMILTON. 2 vols, crown 8vo. 21*.

The CONVOCATION PRAYER BOOK. With

altered Rubrics, showing the Book if amended in conformity with the

Recommendations of the Convocations of Canterbury and York. Post

8vo. 6>.

The MORAL PHILOSOPHY of ARISTOTLE.

Consisting of a Translation of the Nicomachean Ethics, with Introductory

Analysis of each Book. By WALTER M. HATCH, M.A. 8vo. 18*.

GLEANINGS of PAST YEARS, 1843-78. By the

Right Hon. W. E. GLADSTONE, M.P. 7 vols, small 8vo. 2*. 6d. each.

COMPLETION of the DICTIONARY of CHRIS-

TIAN ANTIQUITIES. Comprising the History, Institutions, and

Antiquities of the Christian Church, from the Time of the Apostles to

the Age of Charlemagne. Edited by Dr. WM. SMITH and ARCH

DEACON CHEETHAM. Vol. II. (1200 pp.) With Illustrations. Medium

8vo. 42*.

The SECOND VOLUME of the DICTIONARY of

CHRISTIAN BIOGRAPHY, LITERATURE, SECTS, and DOCTRINES—

EABA to HERMOCRATES. Edited by Dr. WM. SMITH and Professor

WACE. To be completed in 4 vols. (1)00 pp.) Medium 8vo. 31*. 6rf.

The MANNERS and CUSTOMS of the ANCIENT

EGYPTIANS. By Sir. J. GARDNER WILKINSON, F.R.S. A New

Edition, Revised, by SAMUEL BIRCH, L.L.D.

3 vols, medium 8vo. 84».

With 500 Hlustrations.

A VISIT to the BEDOUINS of the EUPHRATES

VALLEY. By LADY ANNE BLUNT. With some Account of the Arabs

and their Horses. Dlustratious. 2 vols, crown 8vo. 24*.

LECTURES on GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.

Delivered at the Royal Academy. By the late Sir G. GILBERT SCOTT,

R.A. With 450 Hlustrations. 2 vols, medium 8vo. 42*.

MEMOIR of ROBERT MILMAN, D.D., late Bishop

of Calcutta and Metropolitan of India. By FRANCES MARIA MILMAN.

Map. 8vo. 12*.

LIFE of ROBERT DICK, Baker of Thurso, Geo

logist and Botanist. By SAMUEL SMILES, LL.D. Tenth Thousand. With

Portrait and 50 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 12*.

A HISTORY of ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY among

the GREEKS and ROMANS, from the Earliest Ages till the Fall of the

Roman Empire. By E. H. BUNBURY, F.R.G.S. Maps. 2 vols. 8vo. 42*.

ST. CHRYSOSTOM: his Life and Times. A

Sketch of the Church and the Empire in the Fourth Century. By Rev.

W. R. W. STEPHENS, M.A. Second Edition. Portrait. 8vo. 12*.

HISTORY of BRITISH COMMERCE, and the

ECONOMIC PROGRESS of the NATION, from 1763 to 1878. By LEONE

LEVI, F.S.A. New Edition. Diagrams. 8vo. 18*.

TWENTY YEARS in the WILD WEST of IRE

LAND ; or, Life in Connaught. By Mrs. HOUSTOUN. Crown 8vo. 9*.

OLD FRENCH PLATE : furnishing Tables of the

Paris Date-Letters and Fac-similes of other Marks. A Handbook for the

Collector. By WILFRID J. CRIPPS, Author of ' Old English Plate.'

With Illustrations. 8vo. 8*. 6d.

The STUDENT'S HUME.—A HISTORY of ENG-

LAND from the EARLIEST TIMES to the TREATY of BERLIN, 1878.

New Edition, Revised, Corrected.and partly Rewritten. By J. S. BREWER.

M.A., late of the Record Office, Professor of Modern History, King's

College, London. Maps and Woodcuts. (830 pp.) Post 8vo. It. Gil.

JOHN MURRAY., Albemarle-street.
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NOTICE.—Far BICHARD BENTLEY% SON'S

LIST of ANAOINCEJUEMS secpage 488.

RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

LIST.

Now ready, at all Libraries,

A NEW NOVEL, IN THREE VOLUMES,

ENTITLED

ADAM AND EVE.

By Mrs. PARR,

Author of 'Dorothy Fox."

Also, immediately. In crown 8vo. 6*,

DOROTHY FOX.

By Mrs. PARE.

Forming the New Volume of

"BENTLEY'S FAVOURITE NOVELS."

MB. JEPHSON'S NEW NOVEL.

Immediately, in 2 vols, crown 8vo.

THE RED RAG.

By B. MOUN'TENEY JEPHSON,

Author of ' A Pink Wedding,' ' The Girl ho Left Behind

Him,' &c.

Also, immediately,

A CHEAPER EDITION OF

HE WOULD BE A SOLDIER.

With Illustrations.

By the SAME AUTHOR.

NEW WORK BY MRS. HENRY WOOD.

JOHNNY LUDLOW. Second Series.
By Mrs. HENRY WOOD, Author of • East Lynne,' Ac.

3 vols, crown 8vo.

"'Johnny Ludlow' is always worth listening to The
tMft characteristic of these tales is the manner of their
relation, quiet and yet vigorous, combining humour with
pathos, and artlessly avoiding the temptation to exaggerate."

Alhciueum.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF

FIRST VIOLIN.'
THE

The WELLFIELDS. By Jessie

FOTHERGILL, Author of ' Probation ' and ' The First
Violin.' 3 vols, crown 8vo.

"A well and powerfully written novel."—St. James's Gazette.

"This is the best of the author's three books in point of
construction ; and the character of Jerome Welllield is
more finished and more consistent than any she has yet
attempted."—Athenmim.

THE VARIOUS EDITIONS OF

THE INGOLDSBY LEGENDS ;

or, Mirth and Marvels.

The ANNOTATED EDITION. A Library Edition,

with a History of each Legend and other Notes. The
Illustrations by Cruikshank and Leech. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s.

The ILLUSTRATED EDITION. In crown 4to.
with 63 Illustrations by Cruikshank, Leech, and Tenniel,

111.

The CARMINE EDITION. In crown 8vo. with

Carmine Border, and 17 Illustrations by Cruiksliank and
Leech, gilt edges, 10s. 6J.

The BURLINGTON EDITION. In 3 vols, post

8vo. printed in large clear type, price 10s. fid.

The EDINBURGH EDITION. In large type,

orown 8vo. with .12 Illustrations by Cruikshank, Leech,
Tenniel, and Du Maurier, sjx;ciully Re-engraved for this
Edition by George Pearson, 6s.

The POPULAR EDITION. Crown 8vo. 3*. tW.

The VICTORIA (Pocket) EDITION. Fcap. 8vo. 2t.

IS, Great Marlborough-street.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

LIST.

MONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE

LITE (1787-1*74) Ry his Daughter, MADAMB DE WITT. Trans
lated by Mrs. SIMPSON. 1 vol. 8yo. 15j.

"This book was well worth translation. Mrs. Simpson has written
excellent English, while preserving the spirit of the French."—Times.

" Madame dc Witt has done justice to her father * memory in an
admirable record of hU life. Mrs. Simpson's translation of this sInsularly
interesting book Is in accuracy and grace worthy of the original and of
the subject. "—Saturday Resume.

An ACTOR ABROAD; or, Gossip,

Dramatic, Narrative, and Descriptive : from the Recollections of
an Actor In Australia. New Zealand, the Sandwich Islands. Cali
fornia. Nevada, Central America, and New York.. By EDMUND
LBATUES. Svo. 13».

TALES of OUR GREAT FAMILIES.

SECOND SEMES. Bjr EDWARD WALFORD, MA. 2 vols. 21j.

The VILLAGE of PALACES; or,

CHRONICLES of CHELSEA. By the Rev. A. O. LESTRANGB.
2 vol*, crown 8vo. 2lt.

CHEAP EDITION of YOUNG Mrs.

JAHMKK. By the AUTHOR of JOHN HALIFAX ' Forming the
New Volume of HURST & BLACKETT'S STANDARD LIBRARY.
S«. bound and illustrated.

THE NEW NOVELS.

STRICTLY TIED UP. 3 vols.

ROY and VIOLA. By Mrs. Forrester,

Author of ' Viva,' ' Mlgnon.' &c. SECOND EDITION. 3 vols.
"An admirable tale; told by one who can vividly describe and In

cisively comment on the manners and personnel of modern society "
The U'orid.

" ' Roy and Viola ' is In many ways a remarkable novel . both interest
ing and exciting. It tn at* of the world of fashion, und is written by
one who knows that world thoroughly. Some of the scenes are
described with marked pantos. The book la both entertaining and
instructive."—Home AVws.

LORD BRACKENBURY. By

AMBLTA R EnWARDS. Author of
SEOOND EDITION. 3 vols.
' Lord Bracken bury ' is a very readable i

Barbara's History,' &c.

" ' Lord Bracken bury ' Is a very readable story. The author has well
conceived the purpose of high-class novel writing, and succeeded in no
small measure in attaining it. There is plenty of variety, cheerful dia
logue, and general verve In the book."—Athenteum.

" A story that can be read with not a little Interest. The plot is con
trived with much skill."—Saturday Review,

" ' Lord Bruckcnbury ' is pleasant reading from beginning to end. "

ST. MARTIN'S SUMMER. By
SHIRLEY SMITH, Author of ' HU Lost Stake.' Ac. 3 vols.
There Is freshness and variety In this story, and some of Its cha-

icelvod. The book is well worth reading."
ttfftmrisw

" A novel of no common merit. It Is brightly and vivaciously
written, it abounds in sprightly cleverness and shrewt"
tains n great dead of dialogue at once lively a

- "-VaUMaU.

racier* ore very prettily concelv

t Itc

A VERY OPAL. By C. L. Pirkis.

" A novel of considerable merit. There is at times a kind of quiet
humour which reminds one of Jane Austen."—Athtmantm.

FORESTALLED. By M.

BETHAMEDWARDS, Author of ' Kitty,' 1 Bridget,' 4c. 2 vols. 21*.
" An original, Interesting, and carefully written story."—Spectator.

DIMPLETHORPE. By the Author

of ST OLAVK S, *c. 3voU. [Oct 2S.

CHEAP EDITIONS.

i Work complete In 1 vol. price 5s. (any of which can be had
y), elegantly printed and bound, and illustrated by

Ricua&d Bkhtley k Son. New BiixUngton-street.

Sir J. GILBERT, MILLAIS, HUNT. LEECH. POYNTEK, FOSTER
TENNIEL, SANDYS, E. HUGHES, SAMBOURNE, Ac

HURST & BLACKETT'S

STANDARD LIBRARY

Of CHEAP EDITIONS of POPULAR MODERN WORKS.
Sam Slick's Nature and Human
Nature.

John Halifax, Gentleman.
The Crescent and the Cross. By

Eliot Warbuuon.
Nathalie, liy Miss Kavnnagh.
A Woman's Thoughts abont
Wornen . 1 ty the Author o f
'John Halifax.'

Adorn Graeme By Mr*. Oliphant.
Sam Slick's Wise Haw*.
Cardinal Wiseman's Popes.
A Life for n Life. By the Author

of ' John Halifax.'
Leigh Hant s Old Court Suburb,
Margaret and her Bridesmaids.
Kara Slick's Old Judge.
Darien. liy Eliot Warburton.
Sir B. Burke's Family Romance.
The Lsurd of Norlaw. By Mrs.
Oliphant.

Tln> Englishwoman in Italy.
Nothing New. By the Author of
•John Halifax/

Freer 's Life of Joanne d'AIbret.
The Valley of a Hundred Fires.
Burke's Romance «f the Forum.
Adcle. By Miss Kavonagh.
Studies from Life. By the Author

of ' John Halifax.'
Grandmother h Money.
JenXTreson's Hook about Doctors.
MiHtrffw and Maid. By the Author
of 'John Halifax.'

Les Miseiables. By Victor Hugo.
St. OIstsv
Lout and Saved. By the Hon Mrs.

Byliar barn's History.
B. Edwards.

Life of Irving. By Mrs. Oliphant,
No Ch urch.
Christian's Mistake. By the
Author of 'John Halifax.'

Alec Forbes. By George Mac
Donald LL.D.

Agnes, By Mrs. Oliphant.
A Noble Life. By the Author of

John Halifax. '
Dixon's New America.
Robert Falconer. By George Mac
Donald. LL.D.

The Woman's Kingdom. By the
Author of ' John Halifax.'

Annals of an Eventful Life. By
G. W. Dasent. D.C.L.

David Elgin brod. By George Mac
Donald, LL.D.

A Brave Lady. By the Author of
'John Hallux.'

Hannah. By the Author of 'John
Halifax.'

Sam Slick 's Americans at Home.
The Unkind Word. By the Author
of 1 John Halifax.'

A Rose in June. By Mrs. Oliphant.
My Little Lady. By E. Frances
Former.

Pha-be, Junior. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Life of Marie Antoinette. Ry
Vrofciwnr C. D Yomre.

Sir Gibble. By George Mac
Donald. LL.D.

Sam Sli< k's American Humour.
Young Mrs. Jonline. By the Author
of ' Jor- " '

WM. H. ALLEN & CO.'S

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Prof. JOHN DOWSON, M.R.A.S.—The HIS-
TORY ot INDIA. n> TOI.Dhr lUOWN HISTORIANS. The LOCAL
MUHAMMADAN DYNASTIES. Vol. I. GUZERAT.

Mr. C. L. NORRIS-NEWMAN, Special Corre-

spondent of the Standard, Ac—In ZULULAND with the BRITISH
throughout the WAR of 1*179. Svo. with Plans and Illustrations.

Dr. OLDFIELD (the late). — SKETCHES

from NIPAL, HISTORICAL and DESCRIPTIVE. With Anecdotes
of the Court Lite and Wild Rpoits of the Country in the Time of
Mahttraja Jang Bahadur, G.C.B.j to which is added, on Estay on
Nipnless Buddhism. 2 vols, illustrated.

CAROLINE TILTON. — HOLLAND.

BDMONDO de AM1C1S.
By

Mr. SUTHERLAND EDWARDS. The
LYRICAL DRAMA : Essays on Subjects, Composers, and Executants
of Modern Opera.

Mrs. NEWTON CROSLAND.—STORIES of

the CITY of LONDON, Retold for Youthful Renders

Ranging from the early days of Old London Bridge and the Settlement
of the Knights Templars in England to the time of the Gordon Riots ;
with incidents in the Life of Brunei in relation to the Thames Tunnel ;
narrated from personal recollections. Illustrated.

Mr. W. A. MTTCHINSON.—The EXPIRING

CONTINENT: a NARRATIVE of TRAVEL In SENF.GAMBIA.
With Observations on Native Character, Present Condition, and
Future Prospects of Africa and Colonization. With 1(J Full-rage
Illustrations.

Mr. SUTHERLAND MENZIES.—TURKEY, -J.

OLD and NEW. Illustrated. '

Major R. C. W. MITFORD, 14th Bengal

Lancers.-To CABUL with tho CAVALBY BRIGADE.

Major J. A. S. COLQUHOUN, R.A.—With

the KITltUUM VALLEY FORCE is the CABUL CAMPAIGN o!
15J&-IS79.

Mr. FRED. PINCOTT, M.R.A.S.—ANALY
TICAL INDEX to Sir JOHN KAYBS HISTORY of the SEPOY'
WAR. and Colonel 0. B MALl.ESON'S HISTORY ol the INDIA*
ML TINY. Combined in One Volume.

Dr. R. G. LATHAM, F.R.S.—A DICTION

ARY of BTHNOLOGICAL and PHILOLOGICAL GBOORAFHY".

Mr. R. B. BUCKLEY, India Public Works
Department.—The IRRIGATION WORKS of INDIA, and their
FINANCIAL RESULTS. »YO. with Map, 1)9.

SYED AMEER All, MA., LL.D.—A TREA-

TISE on the PERSONAL LAW of the MAHOMMEDANS.

The VICTORIA CROSS : an Official Chronicle
of Deeds of Personal Valour, achieved in the presence of the Enemy
during the Crimean and Baltic Campaigns and the Indian. Persian,
Chinese. New Zealand, and African Wars; from the Institution of
the Order in ISoO and lano.

Mr. SYDNEY ENSOR, E.C.—INCIDENTS

of a JOURNEY through NU1IIA to DAHFOOR.

Mr. D. C. B0ULGER.—The HISTORY of

CHINA.

CoL PARKER GILLMORE (" Ubiquo ").—A

RIDE THROUGH HOSTILE AFRICA. With 111 utuatlona.

Col. PARKER GILLM0RE( " Ubique").—In

the BACKWOODS : a Year la the WUdemaai. Wlta Uluurationi.

Col. PARKER GILLMORE ("Ubique ").—On

THE PRAIRIES. With Uliutrations.

Lieut. F. V. GREENE, U.S. Army.—

SKETCHES of ARMY LIFE in RUSSIA.

Dr. CHARLES MACKAY.—A New Novel,

LUCK, and WHAT CAMB of IT.

Prof. E. H. PALMER.

MANUAL.

■An ARABIC

London: Wm. H. Allen & Co, 13, Waterloo-place.
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The Life of Sir Anthony Panizzi, K.C.B.,

late Principal Librarian of the British

Museum, Senator of Italy, Ice. By Louis

Fagan. With an Etching and other

Illustrations by the Author. 2 vol*.

(Remington & Co.)

Very interesting in many respects was the

career of the late Sir Anthony Panizzi.

Exiled at an early age from his native

country, beset for some time by the troubles

which poverty entails, often in conflict

though seldom overcome, he not only at

tained to a high and most honourable posi

tion in the public service of his adopted

land, but he became an actual power in the

society of that land, consulted and trusted

by leading statesmen, and esteemed by many

of those distinguished persons whose weight

was greatest in the world of letters. It is

not very difficult to see or to explain how

his success was achieved. He was endowed

with a remarkable memory and an amount

of brain power which enabled him to work

hard and long, and so to accumulate know

ledge with little fatigue. He had the love of

Sower which leads a man to spurn frivolous

elights ; his intellect was clear, his will

was strong, his temper was hot. He pos

sessed most of the requisites for victory in

the battle of life, especially the rare power

of ruling, the capacity for conciliating where

it is expedient and for crushing where it is

necessary. Seldom doubting, never waver

ing, he steadily ascended until he had

reached a height as remarkable as envi

able. Attached as he was to the country

of his adoption, his love for his native land

never grew cold, and his influence with

the leading men of the Liberal party made

him an invaluable adherent to the cause of

Italian independence. Until he retired from

the public service in 18G6, he occupied a

conspicuous position, and even afterwards,

though his health was greatly enfeebled,

he kept up his influence with many ruling

men. The last years of his life, however,

were rendered painful by a lingering illness,

and he gradually dropped out of public

notice, so that when the end came he passed

away comparatively unremarked. But his

fame must ever be associated with that of

the Library of the British Museum, the

noble institution to which he devoted so

many years of his life, and which is so

deeply indebted to his energy. Its magni

ficent Beading Room is the best monument

to his memory. But the volumes now

before us will render good service by call

ing attention to the work he did, not only

within the walls of the Museum, but also in

the world without. They are at the same

time rendered both interesting and valuable

by the letters which they contain from

many of the leading statesmen and other

celebrated men of his time—Thiers, Cavour,

I'almerston, Clarendon, Gladstone, and many

others—sometimes dealing with the most

important questions of the day, generally

written with a frankness which testifies to

great regard and esteem.

Antonio Genesio Maria Panizzi was born

at Brescello, in the territory of Modena, on

the 16th of September, 1797. "His father,

Luigi Panizzi, was the son of Dottor

Antonio Panizzi, a lawyer. His mother,

Caterina Gruppi, was descended from a

respectable line of ancestors, many of whom

had earned for themsolvos honourable dis

tinction, chiefly in the profession of the

law." He was sent to school at Reggio—

where he seems, to judge by a somewhat

unsavoury anecdote on p. 1 1 , to have early

evinced a characteristic indifference to re

ligious matters—and then to the University

of Parma, where he studied law, obtaining

the degree of "Dottor" in 1818. Soon

afterwards he was appointed Inspector of

Public Schools at Brescello, being indebted

for the appointment to the goodwill of his

sovereign, Francis IV., Duke of Modena.

Before long, however, he joined the Asso

ciation of Carbonari, men whose chief wishes

were "to free Italy, to unite her several

states, and to expel the ' stranger.' " In

1821 he was summoned to the police office

and there arrested. But " the man who

arrested him proved to be a friend, and by

the aid of this kindly official he was enabled

to jump out of a window and again make his

way for the frontier." Arriving in Switzer

land, he wrote the book generally referred to

as ' I Processi di Rubiora,' Rubiera being

tho name of the fortress in which tho pro

secution of Modeneso political offenders was

carried on. This book, by which "the cir

cumstances which drove Panizzi into exile,

though not detailed in all their fulness, are

illustrated and rendered intelligible," was

evon then sparingly circulated, and was

afterwards " so rigidly suppressed by tho

writer that very few persons have ever seen

it." In his absence " the contumacious

Doctor of Laws Antonio Panizzi " was tried

and condemned "to the punishment of

death, to be executed on his effigy." The

Inspector of Finances at Reggio soon after

wards " sent him an account of money spent

in preparing his accusation, sentence of

death, and even for the expenses of his

execution in contumaciam," and requested

that he would recompense him for the out

lay of " 225 francs and 25 cents, including

the usual fee for the hangman."

The representatives of Austria, France,

and Sardinia having insisted on his expulsion

from Switzerland, where he first sought for

shelter, Panizzi was obliged to make for

England. In May, 1823, he arrived in

London, and there he spent a short time.

' ' The author clearly recollects hearing Panizzi

narrate that, in these days of his indigence,

fourteenpence was all he allowed himself for

breakfast and dinner, and how well he remem

bered spending one portion of an afternoon in

gazing through the windows of a cookshop,

watching with hungry eyes the more fortunate

mortals who were satisfying their appetites

within."

From London he went, acting on the

advice of Ugo Foscolo, to Liverpool, where

he remained some years.

" His income was chiefly derived from giving

lessons in the Italian language and literature ;

some of his pupils lived far away from the town,

and he used to start on foot early in the morn

ing, give his lessons, and return to Liverpool by

eleven o'clock."

In 1828 he accepted an invitation to ocoupy

the chair of Italian Literature in University

College, an offer due to the influence of Mr.

Brougham, who in the spring of 1831,

having become Lord Chancellor, and there

fore one of the rulers of the British Museum,

introduced him into that establishment under

the title of extra assistant librarian. In

the Museum he gradually rose from step to

step, until in 1856 he reached the highest

post, that of Principal Librarian. The

charge of being a foreigner was often

brought against him, and we are told that

a speaker at a public meeting once "made

an open statement that Panizzi had been

seen in the streets of London selling white

mice." Not that precedents for bestowing

posts in the British Museum on foreigners

were wanting, for the second Principal

Librarian was a Dutchman, Dr. Matthew

Maty, and the fourth was a native of Switzer

land, Dr. Joseph Planta. Sir Henry Ellis,

whom Mr. Panizzi succeeded, was the fifth.

How much the British Museum owes to

the tact and energy of the late Sir Anthony

Panizzi is well known. From the time of

his first entering upon office he never ceased

to impress upon the minds of all the au

thorities concerned, whether Trustees or

Treasury officials, the ideas which he him

self held, and which his biographer sums

up as follows :—

"I. The Museum is not a show, but an in

stitution for the diffusion of culture.

" II. It is a department of the Civil Service,

and Bhould be conducted in the spirit of other

public departments.

"111. It should be managed with the utmost

possible liberality."

Of all the various phases of his Museum

life the present work gives a full account,

especially as regards the development of the

Library and the construction of the new Read

ing Room. But we will pa6s on from that

part of Mr. Fagan's work which deals with

official life to those (of more interest to

many readers) which refer to foreign affairs.

In the year 1845 Mr. Panizzi was allowed

to go to Vienna, and there he had an inter

view with his former sovereign, the Duke

of Modena. On that occasion " he clearly

and distinctly told the duke that his mode

of government was wholly hateful to his

visitor, though he had no feeling of enmity

towards the duke himself personally, and

that perhaps there remained even a sense of

gratitude." In 1851, being at Naples, he

was received by King Ferdinand II., who

" allowed him to talk on the subject of Poerio

to Settembrini, and the prisons of Naples. On

this theme Panizzi descanted uninterruptedly

for full twenty minutes, when the king rose,

closing the interview with the remarkable words :

'Addio, tei-ribUe Panizzi.'"
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lieutenant (Lord Clarendon), there were

admitted freemen, manifestly Catholics,

without taking the oath of supremacy, who,

for some unexplained reason, did not pay

their fees. On the 28th of February, 1687,

Eobert Myagh was sworn sovereign for the

remainder of the year by virtue of his

Majesty's letters patent. Myagh belonged

to one of the Catholic families who had

lost their property in Kinsale in the

time of Cromwell, and had been in con

stant litigation with the Corporation. On

the same day nineteen burgesses were ad

mitted, of whom sixteen were manifestly

Catholics. Of the officers appointed on the

same day three out of four were undoubtedly

Catholics. The reconstituted Corporation

appears then to have dissolved all the exist

ing trade guilds and reconstituted them.

On the 6th of March the Masters of the

new companies were sworn in, the nation

ality and religion of the first of whom are

not doubtful, viz. Mr. Teige O'Know, Master

of the Company of Coopers ; the names of

the other Masters are not so purely Celtic,

but are unmistakably Catholic. Some new

companies were also formed, including the

'"Barber Chyrurgions and Perriwigg Makers

of the Town and Liberty of Kinsale," who

were bound to trim gratis the sovereign,

recorder, and town clerk, and their successors.

The complete predominance of the Catholics

is marked in the following entry:—

*'14 0C, 1689. Ordered that the SoV shall

nominate such as are qualified to watch nightly

in the Corporation, and such of the Protestant

inhabitants as are not able to pay for Roman

Catholicks to watch in the town, to be exempted,

and such as he thinks able, either to send a

Ro Catholick or pay for him."

This may bo contrasted with an entry some

thirty years later:—

"1 Oct', 1716. Whereas the Protestants of

this town did watch and ward last year, that in

future, if there be occasion, that the Roman

Catholics shall send a sufficient man, each of

them, to do their duty."

The introductory annals contain some

interesting extracts about the sack of Balti

more by the Turks in 1631. This event is

■detailed in one of the best of modern Irish

ballads, the author of which manifestly

believed the sufferers to have belonged to

the much-enduring Celtic race ; for when he

desires to express their detestation of the

traitorous pirate John Hackett, who steered in

the vessel of the Mohammedan captain, there

occurs the line, "They cursed him with

McMurrough that day in Baltimore"; it is

amusing to find that the sufferers were all

Saxon oppressors, who probably had never

heard of McMurrough, and that John

Hackett is described as an Irish Papist.

There are numerous interesting extracts

and documents contained in both the intro

ductory annals and the appendix, out of

which a large amount of miscellaneous in

formation may be sifted by the intelligent
■reader. We need scarcely add that this

volume (the result of the energy of a

private individual unaided by any public

assistance) is a worthy companion of those

which have preceded it.

Japan : its History, Traditions, and Religions.

With the Narrative of a Visit in 1879. By

Sir Edward J. Reed, K.C.B., M.P. 2 vols.

(Murray.)

No circumstances could have been more

favourable for sightseeing than those under

which Sir Edward Reed lately paid a visit

to Japan. Having given his support to

the aspirations after progress displayed

by the Japanese Government by building

ironclads for their navy, he received and

accepted nn invitation "from his Excel

lency Admiral Kawamura, the Minister of

Marine, and some of his colleagues " to fol

low the creations of his skill to their new

home. In the beginning of January of last

year Sir Edward landed at Yokohama, and

before many weeks of his short visit were

over the hospitality of his hosts, the bril

liancy of the climate, the beauty of the land

scape, the gaiety of the people, and the

quaintness of their civilization had so filled

him with admiration that he determined to

exchango tho " letter or two to a leading

journal," in which he had intended to ex

pound his views on Japan, for a two-volume

work.

Of course, in a visit extending over only

a few months, it was impossible that Sir

Edward could gain more than a superficial

knowledge of the history and the institu

tions of the country, and he frankly states

in his preface that his information on

these subjects is all second-hand. But

none the less is our gratitude due to him

for having written so vivacious an account

of all he saw and heard during his stay

in Japan. But though his readers will

gladly listen to him while he relates his

own experiences, it cannot but be re

gretted that he has given his book so

much tho air of having been writton for a

purpose, by championing on all occasions

the Japanese views on international ques

tions in opposition to those of his own

Government. No one will deny to the

Japanoso the credit due to them for the

astonishing advance that they havo made

in real civilization, and all will sympathize

with their

"aspiration for their country to be treated

by the other powers on terms of absolute

equality—to have its so-called sovereign rights

fully recognized, and its liberty of action en

tirely unfettered."

In other words, they wish to abolish those

clauses in tho treaty which provide for the

ex-territorial rights of Europeans and for

the regulation of the customs tariff. But

long experience is said to show that if the

lives and limbs of Europeans residing in

Oriental countries are to bo protected and

commerce encouraged, these clauses are

necessary. China, Siam, Turkey, Egypt,

and other states have submitted to them,

and Japan could only be exempted from the

common law if she were ablo to prove that

she had definitively established reformed

institutions on a European basis. Even Sir

Edward Reed admits

" that at the time of the signing of the treaty

it was absolutely essential, for the security of

the persons and property of foreigners, that

these should not be subject to the action of

native courts. Torture, since happily abolished,

then existed in grim reality, and justice of all

kinds was administered in a fashion utterly un-

suited to foreigners. But," adds Sir Edward,

"a great change has taken place. Codes of

laws, both civil and criminal, have been framed

on the best models ; while the procedure in the

courts of justice would compare favourably with

that in use in many European courts In the

case of Japan, then, it appears certain that con

sular jurisdiction will shortly have to be seriously

dealt with."

But Sir Edward Reed forgets that the

changes he describes have been effected

suddenly by a handful of men, and that the

people in the interior of tho country, who

took him for a Chinaman, never having

heard of any other foreigners, would as

readily follow leaders who might bring

back " torture in its grim reality " as

their present enlightened rulers. That in

some respects no advance has been made

since the treaties were signed is shown

by the fact that foreigners, except when

provided with special passports, are still

rigidly excluded from the interior of the

country ; and even that a step backwards

is not impossible may be argued from the

abolition of Buddhism as the State reli

gion, and the return to the ancient Shinto

faith, which has been described by Mr.

Satow, the great authority on this subject,

as " an engine for reducing the people

to a condition of mental slavery." As to

the foreign treaties, Sir Edward considers

that they were imposed on the Japanese

" by force of sword and musket and cannon,"

but the events of the time hardly bear out

this statement, nor were any threats of

violence used by the foreign powers. "Poor

Shogun, poor people," writes Sir Edward.

" But more serious than the financial diffi

culty [that was then pressing on the Govern

ment and more significant were the per

petually renewed efforts of foreigners to

force Japan to trade with them." It is

curious that while witnessing and so much

admiring the signal advantages which have

accrued to Japan from her intercourse with

foreign nations, Sir Edward should so much

regret the first step which led to this advance.

He is never tired of enlarging on the

superiority of the new state of things over

the old, and yet he never ceases to stigmatize

the act which made this reform possible as

one of cruol injustice. It is a pity also that

before writing of the events which occurred

subsequently to the establishment of

foreigners in Japan, such as, for example,

the murder of Mr. Richardson, he did not

make himself thoroughly acquainted with

tho facts. Readers of tho present work

should correct their impressions of the his

tory of this period by turning to Adams's

'History of Japan,' where they will find it

accurately related by one who was on the

spot, and who supports his statements by

full and authentic tostimony.

With international questions, however,

wo take leave of the only parts of the work

with which it is necessary to find fault, ex

cept it be to say that, already having in

Dickson's ' Japan ' an excellent sketch of

the history of the empire, we cannot but

regret that Sir Edward should have thought

it needful to shorten his most interesting

account of his own tour by giving so long

an introduction covering the same ground.

On arriving at Yokohama, the approach

to which had been announced by the sight,

while yet nearly a hundred miles off, of the

"lordly and beautiful Fujiyama," which,
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" like a vast and 6plendid temple, stood

high above the ocean plain, white with

snow and glittering in the sun," a steam

launch was sent on to the ship—it would

have been a sampan if the treaties Sir

Edward deprecates had never been made—

for the distinguished visitor. At the land

ing-place he was received by Admiral

Kawamura and other high officials, who

conducted him by train to Yedo, or, as it is

now called, Tokio, "the Eastern capital."

The motley appearance of this city is a

fitting emblem of the state of transition in

which everything, political and social, in

Japan now is :—

"Although Tokio is in the main still a

Japanese city, exhibiting everywhere the life,

the customs, and the costumes of the Japanese

people, it bears many manifest and obtrusive

evidences of European interposition. The

railway, with its European station and equip

ments, is the first great contrast with the

native architecture and appliances which strikes

one. Not far from it is the foreign settlement,

where many of the houses are of European

type ; and in looking over the city from an

eminence, one sees bank buildings, schools, and

occasional residences of foreign pattern rising up

above the less elevated Japanese buildings—less

elevated save as regards the temples alone, which

hero and there stand up high above all other

Japanese constructions. Most of the great

educational establishments, such as the Uni

versity, the College of Engineering, the Mili

tary College, and the Naval College, are of

European style ; as are also some of the bar

racks, and likewise some of the manufacturing

establishments. In fact, buildings of this style,

with which alone we are familiar at home, but

which were perfectly unknown in Tokio a few

years ago, are now very frequent and con

spicuous objects in the bird's-eye view of the

city."

A month was agreeably spent by Sir Ed

ward in Tokio in inspecting the arts and

manufactures, the public buildings, and

objects of interest of the city and neighbour

hood. Nor should the hospitality of his

many entertainers be unmentioned. The

resources of land and sea, of vineyard and

river, were taxed to their utmost to minister

to his gratification ; and the height of com

pliment was reached when, at a dinner

given by Admiral Kawamura, a "dainty

dish" was set before him, from which, when

cut, " there flew a number of small birds,

with written sentiments of welcome attached

to their legs." The curiosity shops naturally

attracted much attention, and Sir Edward

gives a most interesting account, which is

unfortunately too long to quote, of the pro

cesses employed in the manufacture of

lacquer- ware. Japanese art Sir Edward

justly considers to have been derived from

China, and he tells us that " the first artist

well worthy of the name was Kose no

Kanaoke," " a pupil of a Chinese." The

extrome jealousy with which the Chinese

guard their best pictures leaves only the

common daubs painted at the treaty ports

at the command of foreigners, and the con

trast between these and the excellent speci

mens of Japanese painting which are to be

bought everywhere has given rise to the

belief that the arts of the two countries

have separate and distinct origins. But this

iB not the case, and the history of Japanese

painting which Sir Edward gives is con

firmed by the literature on the subject.

Probably all admirers of Japanese bronzes

have noticed that no two are exactly alike,

but few perhaps are aware of the reason,

which is thus explained by Sir Edward :—

" The European mode of casting ornamental

objects, such as birds, flowers, &c, in very high

relief as decorations of large bronze objects is to

employ ' piece-moulds ' produced in the follow

ing manner. After moulding the pattern in

wax or clay, and taking a plaster cast from it,

you from this again take a cast in an alloy of

tin and lead. This is then sharply chased and

divided into a number of pieces, and is then

used as the pattern from which the bronze or

other article produced is moulded. The process

is, of course, an expensive one, and it is not

resorted to by the Japanese. They never em

ploy ' piece-moulds,' and yet such is their skill

that they produce complex flower-forms as per

fect as simpler castings, and more perfect than

we ever, as a matter of fact, do produce by aid

of our piece-moulds. It follows from their

plan that whereas with the piece-mould system

a succession of articles can be produced from

the same mould, the Japanese require to remodel

every article The idea of producing a thou

sand ornamental articles precisely alike is entirely

foreign to the Japanese. "

But the sights of Tokio only claimed the

first attention of the visitor, and a trip

through the inland sea to Nagasaki intro

duced him to the lovely succession of pano

ramas for which that huge lake is celebrated.

Every one who has made the same voyage

has admired with him

" the little shrines and temples which are to

be seen in picturesque places along the shore

opposite to Shimonoseki ; and beyond, on both

shores, and up the wooded hillsides, the beacons

which assist in marking the channel, and which

carry small lights at night. Villages nestled in

every sheltered bay, with their picturesquo

junks and boats clustered in front of them ; and

as we got round on the western side of the land,

where the ship channel curves away northwards,

we came upon the broad shining surface of the

smooth sea, that doubtless overspread many a

onco beautiful landscape, of which only the

mountain tops, in the form of islands, are now

visible."

After leaving Nagasaki Sir Edward paid a

visit to the great commercial city of Osaka,

which is frowned over by the castle cele

brated in history, of which, says the author,

"it would be difficult to exaggerate the com

bined beauty and grandeur, with its lofty walls

of stone, its curved outlines, its picturesque

white buildings at the corners, its massive tower,

its broad moat, and its huge blocks of granite

of unexampled size and weight. The whole or

most of the walls are notable for these very

large blocks of granite, which vie with the

largest of those built into the great pyramid of

Cheops."

Here also has been established the im

perial mint, at which up to the 30th of June,

1878, there had been turned into coin

3,000,000 ounces of gold, 23,000,000 ounces

of silver, and an amount of copper that

yielded 91,000,000 cash and divisions of

cash. The change from the whizz and

whirr of the steam-driven machinery of the

Osaka mint to the priestly calm of the sacred

city of Nara was like passing from the new

to the old world, the contrast between the

two places being as great as that between

the bright, new, gaudy little coins for

which the former has become famous, and

the huge bronze figure of Buddha, the im

pressive repose of which has given for more

than eleven hundred years a tone of holy

quietude to the latter.

"The dimensions of this god," says Sir

Edward, " are truly colossal. His height from

the base of the sacred lotus-flower on which he

sits to the top of his head is 634 ft. , and above

this rises a halo 14 ft. wide, above which again

rises for several feet the flame-like glory which

arches in the whole figure. The face proper is

16 ft. long, its width 94 ft. The eyes are 3 ft.

9 in. long, the eyebrows 54 ft., the ears 84 ft."

But Japan is everywhere full of anachron

isms, not the least of which is the existence of

a railway station at Kioto, the old capital of

the empire, where generation after genera

tion the Mikados lived in sacred seclusion.

Here in the imperial palace

"the god-emperor dwelt ; here he was enthroned,

here married, hero lived, here died. When he

walked in these gardens, mats were laid before

him as he stepped, to keep his foot from touch

ing earth, and when he left them, as he rarely

did, he was conveyed in a large carriage closed

in by screens, and as he passed along the people

stopped and worshipped. Any eye that saw his

sacred form would, the people believed, be

blinded by the sight."

Such was the state of things thirteen years

ago only, and now the Mikado drives about

the streets of Yedo in an open carriage,

dressed in diplomatic uniform.

We have not space to name even a tithe

of the sights witnessed by Sir Edward Reed

in this newly awakened country. Suffice it

to say that he drank the cup of sightseeing

to the dregs. Every ancient institution,

every reformed establishment, every sort of

festive entertainment, every kind of dra

matic performance, from the sacred dances-

of the Nara priestesses to the anything but

sacred dances of the Osaka maidens—all

were inspected by him. And the next best

thing to seeing them is to read his descrip

tion of them, which is always graphic and

lively. The author writes in high spirits,

and he evidently found no difficulty in pay

ing his hosts the compliment of being pleased

with everything he saw.

fttienne Dolet, the Martyr of the Renaissance :

a Biography. By Richard Copley Christie,

Chancellor of the Diocese of Manchester.

(Macmillan & Co.)

£tiexse Dolet may be accepted as a

type of the Renaissance. The sanguine, ex

uberant life, the hunger after learning, the

warm brotherhoods and fierce feuds, the

cruelty to inflict martyrdom, and the zeal to

accept it and convert it into triumph, which

characterize an epoch out of the throes of

which sprang light and liberty, are illustrated

in his career with a fulness such as cannot

easily be paralleled. In the great army

that fought for freedom of thought and

speech he can scarcely be said to have held

a command. For a life spent in the arduous

pursuit of letters there was no reward, actual

or posthumous. Few but those who had

cause to dread a similar fate, or his enemies,

who raised over his ashes a howl of

triumph, heeded his martyrdom, and

Time, when the life of turmoil had ended

in tragedy, declined to take charge of his

reputation or be burdened with more than

his name. Such memory of Dolet as sur

vives is the exclusive possession of the

bibliophile or the scholar. To the former

he is known as one of those erudite printers

who have placed Lyons in typographical art

by the side of Venice or Florence, or in

subsequent times Amsterdam. The latter
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has gleaned some scanty particulars con

cerning one who was the friend and the

publisher of Marot and Rabelais, the

pupil of Yillanovanus, the ally of Bonaven-

ture Desperiers, the opponent of Erasmus,

and the antagonist of Scaliger. Meagre

and inaccurate records are all that French

biographical dictionaries supply, and English

works of reference not seldom grudge him

even that unsatisfactory tribute. Aniong

those, however, to whom the world owes

more than it cares to acknowledge or seeks

to repay Dolet stands prominent.

It is pleasant to think that an English

man has been the first to drag to light such

particulars concerning Dolet as may yet be

found, and to supply a biography which

must rank as adequate. So conscientious

and so successful have been the labours of

Mr. Christie, his work stands in the most

important respects outside criticism. When

by means of minute research in quarters

that are to the ordinary student wholly

inaccessible, in the manuscript collections

and ecclesiastical or municipal archives of

such cities as Paris, Lyons, Limoges, and

Toulouse, an author succeeds in establish

ing that all his predecessors are untrust

worthy, no standard by which to measure

or judge his work is left. With the excep

tion of some articles in the Gentleman's

Magazine which Mr. Christie mentions with

praise, the references to Dolet in England

are few and almost always inaccurate.

In France, meanwhile, things are not so

much better as might be expected. In the

third volume of the ' Annates Typographiei '

of Maittaire a hundred pages are devoted

to Dolet, in which the references to himself

contained in his own works and in con

temporary authors are collected. This work

must, however, be regarded as a memoirt

pour servir. A life by Nee de la Rochelle,

published in 1779, is little more than a

translation of the compilation of Maittaire

with unimportant additions. A third memoir

appeared in 1857 from the pen of M. Joseph

Bouliruer, entitled ' Estienne Dolet : sa Vie,

ses CEuvres, son Martyre.1 In this life,

written by an enthusiast, who himself calls

his book a dithyramb, no attempt is made to

supply an impartial history. Dolet is treated

as a man of noblest character and loftiest

intellect, and spoken of as " le Christ de

la pensee libre." None of these lives or

of the accounts supplied in standard works

of reference is free from inaccuracy, and

from all of them together it is impossible to

extract, says Mr. Christie, " a satisfactory

explanation of his misfortunes and fate."

An opening was afforded for a work of

sound and accurate scholarship, and such

Mr. Christie has supplied. Close and con

scientious study of the writings of Dolet and

his contemporaries, in books "of soveral of

which only a single copy is known," has

supplied much fresh and important infor

mation. In addition to these sources, Mr.

Christie has been ' ' fortunate enough to

find in the manuscript correspondence and

poems of Jean de lioyssone, preserved in

the public library of Toulouse, a mine of

interest and information respecting Dolet

and his friends."

The matter thus obtained Mr. Christie has

used with judgment, and his book may be

cited as, in many respects, a model biography.

Avoiding the temptation to dwell upon Marot

and Rabelais, and " other eminent persons

whose lives were to some extent connected

with that of Dolet," or to " interweave with

the life of Dolet the general history of

literature and scholarship in France during

the period in question," he has kept

steadily to his text, and has furnished

a judicious estimate of the man and his

work, and a luminous account of the cir

cumstances which aided the development of

his character and brought about his death.

Not even at the martyrdom of Dolet does

Mr. Christie suspend his labours. Con

cerning his son, Claude Dolet, whose fate

has hitherto been a mystery, he obtains in

formation which has every appearance of

trustworthiness, and which reflects some

light upon the career of Dolet himself, and

he points to evidences which show the great

printer, scholar, and martyr of Lyons, the

" father to a line," if not of kings, at least

of respectable lawyers and magistrates.

In using this language concerning Mr.

Christie's work, and in stating, moreover,

that its interest is such that a student can

scarcely seek a surer pathway into the

land of the Renaissance, we accord it such

praise as it is a pleasure to be able to

bestow. One drawback from its merits

needs, however, to be mentioned. Occupied

in the task of collecting and arranging

materials, the author has neglected those

graces of style which are only less important

than soundness of judgment and accuracy

of fact. His English is often inelegant

and sometimes slovenly in the last degree.

Scarcely a faidt of writing is there from

which he is wholly free, and some of his

errors seem to betray an ignorance almost

rudimentary of the laws of prose. In his

preface he commences to stumble over the

most common obstacle in the path of young

writers : " Besides the four books written

by Dolet and printed by S. Gryphius (and

which are the least rare of his writings), I

have seen," &c. When we get into the text

we find such expressions as " Of this court

Bembo, though still a youth, was the life and

soul, and has dedicated," &c. Even worse

than this sentence is that wliich follows it.

On p. 27 there is a curiously awkward and,

so far as we know, original attempt to escape

the difficulties connected with the use of

pronouns: "On the death of Longolius

he seems to have succeeded tin) latter as the

chief Professor of Latiu at Padua. " " Latter, "

it may be said, indicates Longolius. When

he says, speaking of Boyssone, "A man

of rare ability and love of letters, a poet,

a jurist, and a scholar, a somewhat timid

sensitiveness of disposition certainly de

tracted," &c, Mr. Christie seems unaware

that the opening words require the second

part of his sentence to commence with the

name of the man to whom reference is made

or the pronoun which stands for it. Impos

sible comparatives and superlatives abound :

"The floral games were among the chief

festivals, if not the chiefest of all "; "A more

complete list," where a list more nearly

complete is meant, and so forth. "But

although neither of these edicts were ever

actually enforced," &c, is an absolute offence

against the simplest of grammatical rules.

One more specimen shall be the last ; it

is a marvel of clumsiness : " His salary

was forty livres tournois per annum, being

a higher stipend than that of any other

of the lecturers, and from wliich we should

infer," &c.

If we dwell upon these offences, it is

because there has always been a tendency

on the part of those educated in English

universities to neglect English style, to the

study of which the university itself offers little

inducement. In England at the present

day a movement has commenced in favour of

style, such as has long been seen in France,

and a student of Renaissance literature

is the last by whom a movement of this

kind should be neglected. The only inaccu

racy in matters of fact that we have found

in a careful perusal of the book is attribut

able to Dolet rather than his biographer.

Mr. Christie supplies from a work of Dolet

a description of Lyons, one passage of which

is as follows : "Through its centre the

Saone rolls its sluggish waters, and on one

side it is girded by the Rhone ; then each

of the two streams, flowing with a gentle

current, receives the other into its bosom."

One who has breasted tho current of the

Rhone in Lyons would scarcely think of

qualifying as "gentle" what is probably the

most impetuous among the large rivers of

Europe.

Quitting the ungracious task of fault

finding, and turning from the book to its

subject, we find a picture of the man so

vivid and lifelike wo seem to form with

him what may almost be called a personal

acquaintance. Fierce, turbulent, suspicious,

generous, ardent, he shows in his behaviour

the influence of those passions on wliich

mediueval life imposed scarcely a check, and

that special kind of ferocity begotten of

literary quarrels which was a special out

come of the Renaissance. To understand his

life it is absolutely necessary that the roader

should know the epoch in which Dolet lived

—a time when a university outbreak could

send him to prison, and prepare the way

for his j udicial murder ; when two or three

words added, for the sake of making more

clear the sense, to a translation of a work

attributed to Plato could consign him to

the stake ; and when Scaliger, a man who

had ossumably never seen him, and whose

cause of quarrel was purely literary, could,

fifteen years after Dolet's death, rejoice over

it and make obscene jokes concerning it.

Born of respectable and middle - class

parents in Orleans—for the legends that

assign him a more illustrious parentage

may be dismissed—Dolet spent the first

twelve years of his life in his native city.

At twelve he went to Paris, and commenced

that worship of Cicero which was the source

of his greatness and of his fate. Of his life

in Paris we know little. When seventeen

years of age he proceeded to Padua, where

he imbibed the free-thinking opinions which

secured him the hatred both of Geneva and

of the Sorbonne. After throe years spent in

the university, then one of the first in Europe,

Dolet was taken to Venice as secretary of

Jean de Langeac, Bishop of Limoges, and

ambassador from France to the Most Serene

Republic. Subsequently, in the hope of

getting preferment from the bishop, he

joined the University of Toulouse, and

commenced to study law. Touljuse was at

that time the seat of the most degrading

superstition and the blackest ob-curantism.

Dolet was very soon embroiled with the

authorities, and, after passing bo jig time in
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Erison, was released at the intercession of

is friends and patrons. After his rescue

he saw that Toulouse was no place for

him, and proceeded to Lyons. Here com

menced a life of scholarship, the features of

which we cannot even indicate. Correspond

ing with his college acquaintance and tutors,

continuing his great work, commentaries

upon the Latin writers, composing occa

sional satires or poems, vehemently attacking

Erasmus on account of his heresies with

regard to Cicero, making and then losing

the friendship of Rabelais and others of

the celebrities around him, and finding time

in the midst of his manifold occupations to

commit homicide, Dolet led a life which

was common in that age and scarcely pos

sible in another. His commencement as a

printer seems attributable to his marriage

and the necessity of providing for a wife

and a child. Little time was allowed him

to enjoy domestic peace. His enemies

were always active and vindictive, and

he spent the greater portion of the latter

years of his life in prison. The pardon

obtained from Francis I. by great influence

was unavailing; and at length, upon an

utterly futile charge, he was condemned

under the infamous Liset to be hanged and

burned. This sentence was carried out in

Paris. So perished an illustrious victim of

the Church, whose mission it then was to

root out heresy at any cost. The murder was

no more effective than other murders ac

complished with a like object. Of all the

crimes of which, through her sanguinary

minister the Sorbonno, Rome was guilty,

this seems one of the most stupid and atro

cious. Such a termination to a career of

letters was, however, familiar enough, and

seems constantly to have been anticipated

by Dolet himself, whose works contain fre

quent allusions to it. It may be doubted

whether it was not preferable to that of

Desperiers and others of Dolet's associates

and friends.

About the literary capacity of fitienne

Dolet it is not easy to speak, since all

taste for the Ciceronian elegances which, in

common with most men of letters of his time,

he affected, is now lost, and his writings in

the vernacular are not important enough

to found a reputation. Like many other

men of that time, he seems greater than his

work. His commentary is none the less a

feat of high and accurate scholarship, more

philosophical in basis than any work of its

class and time. His character is admirably

summed up in a few phrases of Mr. Christie's

description of Dolet in his twenty-sixth year,

when ho was so worn with study men judged

him to be nearly forty :—

" Mean and squalid in his dress, unattractive

in his countenance, full of enthusiasm for learn

ing, and above all for Cicero, filled at the same

time with vanity and conceit, and believing that

his worthless orations were really deserving the

attention of the world, caring only for study

and literary fame ; such is the impression [of

Dolet] which the letter of Odonus makes upon

us."

At the time of his death Dolet had

just enterod his thirty-eighth year. His

appearance, as has been said, and the manner

in which his life is filled with incident,

convey the idea of an older man. His name

is likely to be henceforth better known in

England, and the knowledge of it cannot

but tempt to the study of the terrible

days in which he lived, the saddest and

in some respects the greatest among re

corded times, and so kindle afresh hatred

to the intolerant creed of which Dolet was

a victim. How strong is Mr. Christie's

hatred of persecution his book everywhere

attests ; how free from sectarian narrowness

are his views may be imagined when we find

him speaking of Rabelais as "that great

man from whom a word of praise is itself

sufficient to confer an immortality . " The few

illustrations to the book are excellent, and

the volume is in all typographical respects

worthy of high praise.
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Theodora; or, Star by Star. (Lippincott

& Co.)

Miss Beaddon still yields to the temptation

of success. Murder and mystery have proved

attractive and remunerative, and she again

employs them with the hope of fascinating

those who delight in morbid subjects. It

is to be presumed that in this, her latest

picture of crime, Miss Braddon intended that

the central interest of her story should lie in

the detection of the real murderer ; but the

incidents of Morton Blake's engagement with

Dulcie will probably possess much greater in

terest for the majority of readers. As is usual

in most novels in three volumes, there is much

irrelevant detail which the reader might

have been spared. Miss Braddon does not

appear very familiar with the vulgarities of

speech which characterize the lower classes,

and in her endeavours to convey to the

reader their peculiar varieties of pronuncia

tion she constantly trips. For instance, in

the first pages Vargas talks of his " dawg,"

and two sentences further on he makes use

of the word " dog." In his long confession

he speaks of " 'edges and 'ay-stacks "; but

this tampering with the initial /* is not con

tinued. Another trifling detail : hunting

men would consider the 19th of December

an unusually late date for the first meet of

the " Daleshire hounds." Miss Braddon is

indefatigable in the production of new

works. This prodigality of composition may

lead to hasty writing, and this engenders

careless writing ; yet, notwithstanding its

defects, ' Just as I Am ' is a novel which

will interest its readers. The story is dra

matically told. The lights and shades of

character are well delineated. There are

fewer horrors, fewer sensational scenes, and

more thoughtfulness, than are generally to

be found in this author's romances ; and

though, as wo have said, she still makes

her plot turn on a murder, exaggeration and

sensation are giving place to more truthful

sentiment and description. In short. Miss

Braddon shows that she has made progress

in her art, and this work deserves success.

' A Plot of the Present Day ' is written

in a style of the present day, which certainly

has its faults, but is not without attendant

virtues. This particular style is an amalgam ;

it savours of Dickens and Thackeray, and

George Eliot and Ouida ; it is pathetic, and

cynical, and contemplative, and magniloquent

by turns. So far as Kate Hope is concerned,

she adds to this amalgam an ingredient of

her own, hardly to be traced back to the

possession of any master in the art of fiction.

Her first sentence is a sample of this newest

and most original method of narration :—

" I, Proavia, thought I should be permitted

to slumber restfully midst the shades of my

ancestors ; but lo ! I am summarily aroused, the

pen is peremptorily thrust into my hand, and

I am forthwith commanded to open once again

these faded eyes of mine, in order to chronicle,

not as heretofore the result of their strained

gaze into futurity, but to register events in

delibly impressed upon the retina in that—to

me—outlived period, the ' present day ' of your

own century."

From this exordium, assisted by the title-

page, we are able to gather—what we may-

do "Proavia "the justice to say we distinctly

recollect—that the author of this story was-

also the author of one entitled 'Through

my Spectacles,' which depended for its facts

on its vaticinations, and filled in its back

ground without any reference to the retina.

In the second of her two stories "Proavia"

attempts a more difficult task, inasmuch as-

she dives into the past in order to produce

a present which she herself has outlived,

but which apparently her readers have not.

And the most ingenious thing of all is that

the strained gaze which read the future and

the faded eyes which see the past contrive'

to witness nothing more real or unreal than

would occur to the imagination of an ordinary

novelist, sitting down to write a plain tale

for commonplace readers. Shaking off all

this surplusage of construction, and taking

the story itself for what it may be worth,

' A Plot of the Present Day ' is simple enough.

The reader is treated to a love story; an

impassioned lover who tells a lady three

times in a dozen lines that if she gets tired

of him he will release her "instantly," and

who goes on to assure her that his rejected

rival took his dismissal easily; a "moon to

chaperone our lovers' footsteps homewards";

a pebble to make the course of their love

run roughly for a while ; and a tattoo mark

under the hero's elbow to put everything

straight again. There is plenty of variety

in the tale, some tolerable sketching of

character, and no very wild invention—

though, to be sure, the pebble does create

something of a sensation in the usually

placid stream. " Proavia " will not interest

all her readers, in the sense of keeping them

engrossed in her plot to the end of the third

volume ; but she will unquestionably interest

a large number. Perhaps the best guarantee

of this is the fact that she enters with relish

and self-delusion into the affairs of her own

puppets, and thus sets the right way to

work in order to delude other people.

It cannot be a very easy thing to blow

one's own trumpet in such a way as to

please one's listeners and thoroughly per

suade them of one's superior merits. But

this is what the heroine of ' Quite True '

has set herself to achieve, for she writes her

autobiography and describes herself as a

virtuous, self-sacrificing, and heroic young

lady. Perhaps, however, Miss Margaret
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8elby—or Miss Dora Russell, if the legend

of the title-page is to be taken literally—

-would object to be called by these good

names, in order to escape from the other

horn of the dilemma. And, in fact, the

heroine of the story does tell throe several

lies, on account of which she takes herself

much to task. But then the lies aro of

such a character that they rather do her

honour than bring discredit upon her. One

of them at least proves her to be very

weak, and might affect her claim to be con

sidered a sensible young woman, but there

is no turpitude about it. Iler lies are white

lies, and hurt nobody except herself. The

greater part of the throe volumes is occupied

by a narrative of her good deeds—deeds of

patient suffering and expiation for the rrimes

of others ; so that, on tho whole, it is impos

sible to acquit Miss Margaret Selby of being

a praiseworthy woman. The plot of her

story is well woven, and in some of its

incidents highly sensational. The will, and

the murder, and tho old quarry, and the

dodging of tho law, and the convenient

deaths are managed in a workmanlike way;

for, like Miss Braddon, the author has had

plenty of practice in the combination of the

same materials. ' Quite True ' is by no

means an unreadable novel, whether it is in

reality true or fictitious. Miss Russell does

not hesitate about describing acts and human

relations which a more fastidious or prudish

writer might see fit to avoid, but she does it

in an unobjectionable manner.

In 'The Clerk of Portwick' the story

depends upon many of those extraordinary

and all but impossible occurrences which

have become the commonplaces of fiction.

Still the events are well arranged, and the

reader will find somo pleasure, if a small

one, in watching the author's display of

skill in making things fit together. There

is one bit of tho plot which is left incom

plete. A number of jewels are stolen.

Some of them are discovered concealed in

crevices in the rooms of the hero, who it is

hardly necessary to say was not the thief.

The author omits to say how the villain

contrived to secrete them in his rival's

furniture. In spito of its want of novelty

in detail the story is certainly interesting—

at all events, sufficiently interesting to help

the reader, with some skipping, not un-

fleasantly even through tho second volume,

lut it must be said that this volume is

tedious enough when fairly read. There

are many chapters which might be entirely

omitted without any injury to tho story.

There is a great deal too much about the

routine of the life of the hero while serving

as a signalman at a railway station. Possibly

the author has not studied this sort of life

from nature. It is to be hoped at least that

the picture is overdrawn which represents

every safe passage of a train past a signal-

box as giving tho signalman a feeling of

relief, and conveys the impression that

disastrous accidents are only avoided by

coincidences which do not as a rule occur

except in novels. In justice to Mr. Fenn

it should be added that he can at times give

simple pathetic touches with good taste and

that he has produced a capital sketch of a

delightfully naughty boy.

The title of Mrs. Eiloart's story raised

expectations which were ngreen bl}- dis

appointed. Though there is a fatal mag

netism about tho Established Church which

brings clerical dignitaries into the pages

of Nonconformist novelists as regularly as

Charles I. reappeared in Mr. Dick's memo

rial, on this occasion the reader hears nothing

greatly to their disadvantage, while there is

some magnanimity in making the dean's wife

the heroine, and a certain renegade "Wes-

leyan the villain of the piece. There is a

good deal of humour in the contrast between

the brilliant Irish girl and the society she

finds about her in the cathedral close to

which she is introduced by her marriage

with the dean. That eminently conven

tional personage, adoring his wife as he

does for the vivacious charm of her manner,

is inclined to be shocked at tho freedoms

she allows herself on the ecclesiastical throne

she shares with hiin. The way in which

her beauty and graciousness turn the head

of Grantley Germaine, the ambitious Dis

senter, and draw him into the fold where

more aristocratically bred sheep than those

of Weigh Street Chapel are tended; how the

man misconstrues, in his coarse egotism, the

attentions intended by the lady for his own

neglected wife ; and how, after the wife's

death and the dean's mysterious disappear

ance, his presumption leads him far enough

to receive a crushing defeat, are processes

well told and eminently natural. Less pro

bable is tho strange fortune which, as the

result of a railway accident, leads to the

substitution of tho hapless dean for a lunatic

in custody of a keeper, and to his incarcera

tion in a private asylum till time and tho

attentions of Mr. Germaine have taught his

wife to value him aright. On the whole,

this is a readable story, not profoundly

weighted with a purpose, and containing a

good many studies of commonplace humanity.

The author of ' Theodora ' has attempted

a portrait the significance of which will

be variously interpreted. Persons of the

fashionable type of thought will see in

Theodora a noble character, whose very

intolerance of all weakness in others and

utter absence of self-distrust place her on

a pedestal superior to that of merely Chris

tian virtue. Others wTill regard theso nega-

tive qualities as defects, and will hold that

a slight admixture of old-world graces would

have made the heroine a happier and more

useful woman. There is thoroughness and

honesty in the way in which the writer

faces the result of the entire abandonment

by the society she describes of the concep

tion of duty. Thus we have the heroine

flying off from her post of wife, certainly

under deadly provocation, but without the

slightest previous effort to win back her

treacherous husband to his allegiance ; the

hero relating in detail to an unmarried girl

the secret of his unhappiness in marriage—

a girl who soon confesses her love for him,

and who takes the chief post of mourning at

his deathbed, driving from the chamber the

wife of whom ho has had tho meanness to

complain. Not a single married couple

remains true, except in the most conven

tional sense, because none is guided by any

other law than that of the purest self-love.

The story gains in point from the "moral

earnestness " with which it is written and

the naive unconsciousness that the writer is

propounding anything less than the loftiest

views of human life. The style is lucid,

though dashed with certain Americanisms

of language and in the point of view from

which English society is regarded.

PHILOLOGICAL BOOKS.

An Attempt toxrards a Glossary of Vie Archaic

and Provincial Words of the County of Stafford.

By Charles Henry Poole. (Stratford-upon-

Avon, St. Gregory's PreBs.)—Mr. Poole's little

pamphlet is modestly called an attempt. It hasr

indeed, no pretensions to be a complete dic

tionary of the local speech in those things

in which it differs from standard English, but

it is an attempt in the right direction. It is

a grave mistake for word-colleGtors to put

off the publication of their gatherings from

year to year in the hope of reaching per

fection. Every local glossary must be imper

fect, and in the present state of knowledge an

imperfect book may well be more useful if pub

lished now than a far better one if issued

ten years hence. We meet with a few words

here—such as "Aside," beside, near, and

" Channel," a ditch or water-course—which we

regard as good English. It is always, however,

an open question what " good English " is, and

we see no strong reason to object to them. If

Mr. Poole has fallen into error in this matter,

he sins in company with all the glossary-makers

whose works have merit. The strong point of

the book is tho useful mining terms it contains.

" Timp," the bottom of an iron furnace, and

" Rearing mine," a perpendicular vein of coal,

are both new to us. The latter is a peculiarly

good form, and does credit to the imagination of

its inventor. " Timp " we do not understand ;

it seems an ancient word. " Aistre," which

Mr. Poole tolls us is a "fire-place, the back of

tho fire, the lire itself," means in the north and

north-east of England a screen put before the

fire to keep in the heat. It is used in roasting

meat, and is commonly spelltd "haster" or

" hastro," and sometimes "hastener" by auc

tioneers in thuir catalogues and othor people who

have made up their minds that it comes from the

verb " to hasten. " There is an amusing appendix

of colloquial sayings connected with the county,

While tho ivy is green and the holly is rough.
This is a lease for the Blest of Die Hough.

This is said of a lease of the family of Blestr

who held a property at Eccleshall. The point

of the distich is, though Mr. Poole does not

point this out, that the lease was so long that in

popular imagination it amounted to an estate in

fee simple. It is strange that in so many places

very wido apart the holly should be the par

ticular evergreen selected as a symbol of per

petuity. Not to quote continental examples

which might be adduced, there is the Border

proverb concerning a liar, " He lees never but

when the hollen is green." William Dunbar

has some half Latin, half English, verses in which

the same idea occurs :—

Willelms Gray, sine gratia
Myne aine deir cursing, as I wene

Qui nunquam fabricat menuacia
But quheii the hoiyne growis grene ;

and during the last general election in one of

the eastern shires a person was heard to say

of a candidate whom he detested, " He '11 alus

be a shame to be seen while there 's a green

leaf or a red berry to be fun on a holly busk."

The Dublin publishers Messrs. Gill & Son

have just issued Parts I. and II. of an elementary

book entitled Lessons in Gaelic, which can be

confidently recommended for the use of those

who want to begin the study of Irish Gaelic,

and we have no doubt that they will meet with

the hearty reception which the former Irish

books from the same press have had. The author

does not give his name, but he describes him

self as one of the founders of the Society for the

Preservation of the Irish Language and the

Gaelic Union.

The believers in Britain-Israel, having found

the English people infinitely gullible, are now

turning their attention to Wales. So Lazarus

and Philo-Israel have issued a pamphlet called.

9
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Proofs for the Welsh that the British are the Lost

Tribes of Israel. There is nothing very new in

it, and the delightful suggestion that the Cymry,

as the Welsh call themselves, are the people of

Omri has been well known ever since it afforded a

meeting of antiquaries at Llangollen, some two

or three years ago, so much amusement. Such

freaks of spelling as " Gaellic," " Neibuhr,"

" Dannaans," and he like, are valuable, as

ehowing, after all, what sort of education the

propagators of this craze possess, and we find

no reason to doubt that it is founded on a suffi

cient amount of ignorance and folly to become

a large sect, if it be not such now. Indeed,

the preface says that Britain-Israel has at least

one "truly Christian apostle" already, and we

happen to know that it has several priests. The

* Proofs,' which we believe are to be translated

into Welsh, appear to have first seen the light

of day in the columns of the North Walts

Chronicle.

Among the many languages which Prince

Louis Lucien Bonaparte has studied are those

of the Celtic nations, and among them that of

the Welsh. A short while ago he called attention

to the fact that he had in his possession a unique

Welsh book, called Athravaeth Gristnogavl, pub

lished by Griffith Roberts at Milan in 1568,

where he also printed the only portion published

of hi3 Welsh Grammar, the first book of the kind

ever printed in the language. The small quarto

before us is a kind of Roman Catholic catechism,

the language and orthography of which are highly

interesting. The editor tells us that the illus

trious owner of this treasure spared no trouble

in directing the work, and on inspecting it we

are at once convinced of the truth of a remark

in the preface, that the printing has been done

line for line and word for word, even the obvious

typographical errors, in which the text abounds,

being scrupulously reproduced. Among other

things the Prince points out several arguments

supplied by the typography in confirmation of

the opinion that " Mylen," whence Griffith

Roberts dates, is Milan, and not the hypothe

tical town in Wales suggested by Panizzi some

years ago. Prince L. L. Bonaparte deserves the

heartiest thanks of the Cymmrodorion for his

painstaking generosity, and that society in its

turn deserves the thanks of the Welsh for the

been executed.

Dictionnaire de VAncienne Langue Franfaise

et de torn ses Dialectes du IX' an XV' Siicle. Par

Fr. Godefroy. I*** Livraison, A—Acolure. -

(Paris, Vieweg.)—The want of a dictionary of

old French has been felt for a long time. Sainte-

Palaye's glossary, which has been recently pub

lished, is a work of the last century ; Roque

fort's ' Glossaire de la Langue Romane ' was

never, even at the time of its appearance (1808-

1820), anything but a mere uncritical compila

tion ; and M. Hippcau's glossary, though much

more modern, is still worse. It is doubtful

whether the vast work of which the first part

is before us, though far superior to its prede-

cessors, will satisfy the most modest require

ments. In justice it must be said that it is the

fruit of immense reading, and one may well

believe that when the book is completed few

words will have escaped the author's attention.

But the extent of the work is of itself an objec

tion to it. A dictionary which, it is announced,

will fill ten quarto volumes has several drawbacks

■on the score of its mass alone—the necessarily

long delay in its publication, the cumbersome-

mess of so voluminous a work, and the high

price which will render it hardly accessible to

-a large number of philologists. Now the most

■cursory examination of some articles in the first

instalment is enough to show that it would have

been possible to materially diminish the number

of examples cited without at all taking away

from the precision of the interpretation of the

words. A lexicographer ought to know how

to make a selection from the materials which he

has amassed, and to cut out citations which do

not give any additional light. This is what M.

Godefroy has not known how to do. Moreover,

the classification of forms and meanings is very

defective, and the longer a work is the more

sensible is this defect. But there are other

faults. Words which are absolutely different

are mixed up in the same article. This may be

observed in the very first pages, where examples

of a (Latin ad) are inextricably confounded with

examples of a (Latin apud), the words which

in their more ancient forms were ad and ab.

To complete the confusion M. Godefroy seems

to have had the strange notion that there was

in French a preposition a coming from the

Latin ab. This is the only instance in which

the author has given an etymology ; and we

can but approve his prudence. The works of

modern philology seem to be unknown to M.

Godefroy, who mentions none of them, and who

writes exactly as if he was the first person who

had turned his mind to French lexicography.

In short, this dictionary, so far as one can judge

from the first sixty-four pages, is the work—

and undoubtedly the useful work—of a laborious

compiler, but not of a philologist.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

The second series of Mr. Hingston's Aus

tralian Abroad (Sampson Low & Co.) deals with

Ceylon, India, and Egypt. It would be useless

to expect much novelty in a description of

Ceylon, of Buddhism, Egypt, and Palestine, and

Mr. Hingston is a bold man to have attempted

the task. In the present volume the author,

in narrating the daily incidents of travel, main

tains the same light style that characterized his

first book. We cannot but feel, nevertheless,

that occasionally his jocularity is scarcely

appropriate to the sacred scenes of which he

writes :—" Here is the house where Dorcas

lived, the good woman who made clothes for

the needy and got her neighbours to help her,

and left her name as lady patroness of all such

charitable co-operative movements down to our

time." The incongruity of such a style is still

more apparent in other passages. Notwith

standing this blemish our author shows shrewd

ness in observation, and it is interesting to see

the impression made by the oldest forms of

highly creditable fashion in which the work has J- civilization on an Australian colonist. His

observations have made Mr. Hingston a fierce

anti-Turk, and he anticipates a massacre of

Christians at Damascus and throughout Syria

at no distant date.

There comes from the Law Times office an

Anecdotal History of the British Parliament, com

piled by Mr. G. H. Jennings. The work is not

very well done, but the idea is good. The book

consists of paragraphs arranged in order of date

under general headings. There are three parts.

The first is called " The Rise and Progress of

Parliamentary Institutions," the second "Per

sonal Anecdotes," and the third " Miscellaneous

Anecdotes." The preface is the best part of

Mr. Jennings's work. In it he lays down the

lines upon which such a book as his should be

constructed, and his general principles are all

that could be wished. Perhaps he does not

deserve all the credit of the idea, for he frankly

admits that this book is an expansion of another

work which he and Mr. W. S. Johnstone pub

lished in 1872, under the title of ' A Book of Par

liamentary Anecdote.' Mr. Jennings possesses

the best of intentions, but not the best of judg

ment. One readily imagines that if he had

only printed his commonplace books without

revision his work would have been more satis

factory than it is. He says in the preface, " Re

ference to authorities is given throughout the

work wherever it seemed likely to be useful to

the reader or of any importance for verifica

tion." Thus Mr. Jennings recognizes the im

portance of references to authorities, but he

ought to have known that they are always useful

to a reader and always important for verifica

tion. Such a book as this is, indeed, worthless

without them. Then Mr. Jennings in practice

hardly seems to know what is a reference to an.

authority. "Hansard," for instance, is absurdly

insufficient. " Life of Duncombe " and " Mac-

aulay's History " are not much better. More

over, the fact is that hardly any references are

given. Every paragraph in the book should

have been furnished with a reference to the

exact title and page of the book from which the

anecdote is taken. " The occasion of a parti

cular incident, or the use of a certain phrase,

is often matter of dispute and requires verifica

tion, both in Parliament and out of it." The

author's precept is perfectly right, but then

why did he not follow it ? He has condemned

himself, and cannot blame his readers if they

agree with him. In spite, however, of the in

efficient manner in which the author has done

his work, the book is certainly both amusing and

instructive. The personal anecdotes form the

largest as well as the best part of the history.

They are collected under the names of a number

of parliamentary celebrities, and if the means

of verification had been pointed out the anec

dotes would have been as valuable as they

are interesting. Praise may be given to Mr.

Jennings for having selected the best of the

many parliamentary anecdotes which might be

compiled of the men of our own time. Should this

book meet with a success which it hardly de

serves, Mr. Jennings may have an opportunity of

adding references to each paragraph, and then his

collection of odds and ends will be worthy of the

preface, which at present heralds something

very much better than what actually follows.

Even as it stands the book affords a good deal

of amusement for idle half-hours.

Principles of Property in Land. By J. Boyd

Kinnear. (Smith, Elder & Co.)—We rather

wonder that what Mr. Dodson calls "the in

satiable voracity of statisticians" has not yet

procured a return, which should be instructive

reading, of the number of books, pamphlets,

lectures, and articles on the subject of the

land question with which the public has been

recently enlightened. Many of these lucu

brations may be dismissed as mere electioneer

ing literature, which has either served or failed

to serve its purpose ; others have taken the

form of comment or criticism on the proposals

of Mr. Osborne Morgan's Select Committee;

but the more serious and solid treatises which

have been issued on the subject—books like

those of the late Mr. Kay, Mr. Osborne Mor

gan, and Mr. Arthur Arnold—owe their origin

to a conviction that the question is emi

nently within the sphere of practical politics,

and is one which the present Government is

pledged to take up at an early date in no half

hearted manner. No doubt to this motive may

be ascribed the publication of the vigorously-

written little volume by Mr. Boyd Kinnear

which lies before us ; and we may say at once

that few men unite to the same extent as Mr.

Kinnear the qualifications necessary for a dis

cussion of the principles on which the tenure of

landed property should be regulated by its para

mount owner, the state in which it lies. A

writer who would approach the land question

with a due power of appreciating its various

aspects should be something of a jurist and

something of an agriculturist. The name of

Mr. Kinnear, who is a member as well of the

English as of the Scotch bar, Btands high both

as a practical lawyer and a practical farmer.

Scotch agriculture, like Scotch law, differs

materially from that of England, and Mr.

Kinnear tells us that he is intimately acquainted

with, and personally interested in, "the farming

in one of the best-managed districts in Scotland,'

referring, as we gather from a subsequent note,

to Fifeshire. He has made a careful study of

the comparative merits and results of the Eng

lish system of " three profits " and the con

tinental system of peasant proprietorships ; and

during tho last ten years he has farmed in

Guernsey, an island well known for its sue
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cessful development of la petite culture. Tlie

limits of space forbid us to enter into Mr.

Kinnear'B preliminary inquiry into principles,

which involves an antithesis between "right"

And "expediency" which does not strike us as

really philosophical. He proceeds to draw an

unfavourable contrast between large estates and

holdings and those of smaller size, in which he

perhaps scarcely attributes sufficient weight to

the circumstance that the capital and intelli

gence he admits to be essential can rarely be

possessed by the very small farmer, who, after

.all, he should remember, is no more " a market

gardener " than Mr. Ayrton. The division of

landed property, with every facility for transfer,

.and the discouragement of large estates, are the

principal practical changes advocated by our

-author, and some of the means by which he

would attain these objects are of a rather

drastic kind. Of the rule of primogeniture

he justly observes that " being now, as it

still would be, strictly optional, we cannot

attribute to it many of the evils we have ex

amined, nor expect from the alteration any

material correction of them. Its abolition

would strengthen the sentiment of natural justice

and equality in families, but it would have no

effect at all in increasing the power of an owner

over his settled property, nor his means for

beneficially managing it if these are deficient. "

In attacking the system of entails Mr. Kinnear,

we fancy, is slaying the slain. No doubt such

cases as that of Squire Newton in Mr. Trollope's

novel ' Ralph the Heir ' have plenty of founda

tion in common experience. While abolishing

most of the restrictions which now hamper the

landowner, and, in his view, constitute an

obstacle to the culture of the land up to its full

powers of production, the writer would take

away the power of mortgaging and creating

other charges on land, apparently whether tech

nically real property or not — a prohibition

which, if consistently carried out, would ob-

viouBly revolutionize business transactions of

almost every kind. To attain these ends he

would abolish trusts of realty, except for pur

poses of sale, while pointing out the special

provisions which might be made to protect the

interests of infants, lunatics, married women,

spendthrifts, and even hereditary peers. He

disapproves, though rather on moral and social

than economic grounds, the principle of legitime,

at all events unless restricted to a portion of

the personalty ; and he briefly but clearly in

dicates the inherent vices of the system of an

impot progressif. He suggests, however, a limi

tation of the amount of property capable of

being taken by any individual by donation, in

heritance, or bequest, an innovation for which

public opinion is certainly far from ripe. Mr.

Kinnear's examination of the projects of Mr.

Spencer and others for " nationalizing " the

land, and of the arguments for establishing

fixity of tenure, may be cited as models of

sound and flawless reasoning. There are some

points on which we are inclined to differ from

Mr. Kinnear, but we can confidently recom

mend his book to every student of the im

portant question with which it deals. His

position makes it interesting to know the con

clusions at which he lias arrived ; and the lucid,

unpretending style in which his book is written

renders the task of following him a pleasant one.

Messrs. Hoddkr & Stoughton send us a

pleasant monograph on William Wilberforce, by

Dr. Stoughton. It tells the story of Wilber-

force's life with as much detail as most readers

will need ; it rather fails, however, to give a

clear idea of his character.

We have on our table Albania, by E. F.

Knight (Low),—Mountain, and Prairie, by the

Rev. D. M. Gordon (Low),—Austria-Hungary,

by D. Kay (Low),—Guide to the Stock Excliange

(Ward & Lock),—A Short Inquiry into the

Profitable Nature of our Investments, by R. L.

Xash (Wilson),—Silver and the Indian Exchanges,

by Col. J. T. Smith (Wilson),—Magnetism and

Electricity, by F. Guthrie (W. Collins),—The

Boilermaker's Assistant, by J. Courtney, revised

by D. K. Clark (Lockwood),—The Minor Arts,

by C. G. Leland (Macmillan),—Psychic Facts,

edited by W. H. Harrison (Harrison),—Political

Sj/eeches in Scotland, 2 vols. , by the Right Hon.

W. E. Gladstone (Edinburgh, A. Elliot),— Tltc

Literary Ladder, by A. A. Reade (Partridge),—

Babylonian Cups, by a Special Commissioner

(E. W. Allen),—Poems, Lssays, and Sketches,

by Janet Hamilton (Glasgow, MacLehose),—A

Love's Gamut, and other Poems (Kegan Paul),

—The Circling Year: Poems, by A. B. Todd

(Stock),—Imaginary Lores, by J. Harrison (Bir

mingham, Cornish Brothers), — Golden Gleams

from Rev. II. Ward Beeclier's Words and Works

(The Tyne Publishing Company),—I)e VEduca-

tion, by H. Spencer (Williams & Norgate),—

Arte de la Lengua de los Indios Baures, by L.

Adam and C. Leclerc (Paris, Maisonneuve &

Co.),—and GeschicJtte des Deutschen Reiches unter

Kunig Wenxel, 2 vols. , by Dr. T. Lindner (Bruns

wick, C. A. Schwetschke & Son). Among

New Editions we have Young Mrs. Jardine,

by the author of 'John Halifax, Gentleman'

(Hurst & Blackett),—Cottatfe Hospitals, by

H. C. Burdett (Churchill),—and The Students

Handbook of British and American Litera

ture, by the Rev. 0. L. Jenkins (Baltimore,

Murphy & Co.). Also the following Pam

phlets : Light and Heat, by Capt. W. Sedgwick

(Hodgson & Son),—The Theory of Wages, by

C. P. J. Van Den Berg (Marlborough),—On an

Iron Nail, by the Hon. R. Russell (Stanford),

—Land Monopolists of Ireland, by S. Jackson

(Stanford),—and Scotland before and after the

Union in 1707, by an Anglo-Saxon (Edinburgh,

Menzies).

LIST OP NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Blackwood's (J. S.) Almuth, the Messianic Enigma of
Psalm XLIX. Suggested, Explained, and Vindicated,

or. tvo. 10/8 cl.
Clerical Reminiscences, by Senex, cr. 8vo. 4/6 cl.
Dale's (R. W.) Evangelical Revival, and other Sermons, 6/ cl.
De Bunsen's (E.) The Angel-Messiah of Buddhists, Esscncs,

and Christians, 8vo. 10/6 cl.
Diocesan Histories : Canterbury, by R. L. Jenkins, 3/6 cl.
Keble's (J.) Outlines of Instructions or Meditations for the

Church's Seasons, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Lloyd's (J.) The North African Church, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Macduff's (J. R.) In Christo, or the Monogram of St. Paul, ■>/
Ornie's (B.) Treasure Book of Consolation, cr. Hvo. 3/6 cl.
Palmer's (J.) From Bethlehem to Olivet, a Course of Lessons

on the Life of Our Lord, 12mo. 21 cl.
Sexton's (G.) Thelstlc Problems, or. 8vo. 3/6 cl.

Law.

Law of Italy relating to Concessions, Railways, Ac, trans
lated and annotated by C. W. Wallis, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.

Fine Art.

Atkinson's (J. B.) School of Modern Art in Germany, 31/6 cl.
English Lake Si-enery, illustrated with a series of Coloured

Plates from Drawings by A. T. Lydon, imp. 8vo. 12/ cl.
Woltmann (Dr. A.) ana Woermann's (Dr. K.) History of

Painting, from the German, edited by S. Colvin, Vol. 1,

imp. 8vo. 28/ el.
Poetry.

Horace's Odes, Englished and Imitated by various Hands,
selected and arranged by C. W. F. Cooper, cr. 8vo. 6/6 cl.

Merry Ballads of the Olden Times, illustrated, sm. 4to. 5/ cl.

Pretty Peggy, and other Ballads, illust. by R. Emmet, 4to. 5/
Turner's (C. T.) Collected Sonnets, Old and New, 12mo. 7 '6 cl.

History and Biography.

Adams's (W. H. D.) Wrecked Lives, First and Second Series,
cr. 8vo. 3*J each, cl.

English Men of Letters: Locke, by T. Fowler, cr. 8vo. 2,t5 cl.
Klnglakf's I A. W.) Invasion of the Crimea, Vol. 6, 16/ cl.
Norbury's (Fleet^Surgeon H. F.) The Naval Brigade in South

Africa during 1H77-8-9, cr. 8vo. 10/8 cl.
Williams's (Rev. W. R.) The Prisoner's Friend, the Life of

Mr. J. Bundy, 12mo. 2/ cl.

Geography and Travel.

Adams's (W. H. D.) Some Heroes of Travel, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Amicis's (E. de) Holland, translated from the Italian by

C. Tilton, it. 8vo. 10/6 cl.
Bird's (J. L.) Unbeaten Tracts in Japan, 2 vols. cr. 8vo. 24/ cl.
Butler's (Rev. J.) New Zealand, Past and Present, 3/6 cl.
Moberlev's (Rev. C. E.) Geography of Southern Europe, 2/ii

Reed's (Sir E. J.) Japan, its History, Traditions, and Reli
gion, 2 vols. rov. 8vo. 28/ cl.

Talbot's (Hon. T.) Greece and the Greeks, cr. Bvo. 12/ cl.

Watson's (R. 8.) A Visit to Wazan, the Sacred City of
Morocco, 8vo. 10/6 cl.

Philology.

Barbier's (P.) Graduated French Reader, 12mo. 2/ cl.
Ciesar's Gallic War, Selections from, by G. L. Bennett, 2/ cl.
Pliny's Letters, Book 3, Text of H. Keil, with Commentary

hy J. E. B. Mayor, and Life of Pliny by G. H. Kendall,
12mo. 4/6 cl.

Shakespeare's King Henry V., edited by Rev. C. E. Moberley,
12ilio. 2/ cL

Science.

Arithmesls, or Universal Calculator, 2/6 cl.
Balkwill's (F. H.) Mechanical Dentistry in Gold and Vul

canite, 8vo. 10/ cl.
Brodie's (Sir B. C.) Ideal Chemistry, a Lecture, cr. 8vo. 2/ cl.

Bucklev's (R. B.) Irrigation Works of India and their Finan
cial Results. 8vo. !' cl.

Cayley's (W.) Croonian Lectures on some Points In the
Pathology and Treatment of Tvphoid Fever, cr. 8vo. 4/6

Cortield's (W. H.) Dwelllng-Houses, their Sanitary Con
struction and Arrangement , cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.

Gross's (9. W.) Practical Treat ise on Tumours of the Mam
mary Glands, 8vo. 10/6 cl.

Kite's (J.) Series of Questions and Answers on the Ammuni
tion Instruction, l2mo. 2/8 cl.

Paterson's (H. S.) Health Studies, 12mo. 2/6 cl.

General Literature.

Afternoon Tea, Rhymes for Children, illustrated by J. G.
Sowerby and H. H. Emmerson, sm. 4to. 6/ el.

Blackie's Comprehensive School Series, Sixth Reader, 2/6 cl.
Blades's (W.) The Enemies of Books, cr. 8vo. 6/ el.
Clifton College Register, a List of Cliftonlans from Sep

tember, 18H2, to July, 1880, compiled and arranged by
E. M. Oakeley, 12mo. 6/ cl.

Cochrane'* (R.) Treasury of English Literature, my. 8vo. S/cl.
Connell's (A.M.) Discontent and Danger in India, 12mo. 3*3
Crommelin's (M.) Orange Girl, 12mo. 2/ bus. (Railway

Library.)
De Morgan's (M.) The Necklace of Princess Fiorimonde, and

other Stories, lrtmo. 6/ el.
Eliot's (G.) Impressions of Theophrastus Such, Cabinet Edi

tion, 12mo. 5/ cl.

Fleming's (G.) The Head of Medusa, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Germains's (Mrs. E. A.) Left to Starve and No One wants

the Blame, l2mo. 2/6 cl.
Gustafsson's (R.) Woodland Notes, Tea-Time Tales for Young

Little Folks and Young Old Folks, translated by A.
Alberg, cr. 8vo. 3/H cl.

Hardy's (J. P.) The Children's Black-and-WhIte Picture and
Painting Book, with Poems and Stories, sm. 4to. 2/ cl.

narte's (B.) Complete Works. Vol. 3, cr. 8vo. 8/ cl.
Havergal's (Miss F. R ) Life Chords, illustrated, post, 4to. 12/
Hawthorne's (J.) Yellow Cap, and other Fairy Stories for

Children, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Hocking's (8. K.) His Father, or a Mother's Legacy, 3/6 cl.
Ingelow's (J.) Sarah de Berenger, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.

Kalif Stork and the Phantom Crew, extracted from Selec
tions from Hauff's Stories, edited by W. E. Mullins and
F. Btorr. 12mo. 2/cl.

Kingston's (W. H. O.) Cnilse of the Dalntv, cr. 8vo. 2/cl.
Kingston's (W. H. G.) In the Wilds of Florida, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
London Library. Vols. 3 and 4. cr. 8vo. 2/ each, cl.
M'Grath's (T.) Pictures from Ireland, cr. 8vo. S/ cl.
Morris's (J.) The New Nation, S vols. 8vo. 42/ cl.
Mother Huhbard's Cuplxiard for the Amusement of the

Young of all Ages, 4to. 2/6 bds.
Mudge and her Chicks, bv a Brother and Sister, 12mo. 3/6 cl.
Our Little World of Child Life, small 4to. 3/6 cl.
Pansie's Flour-Bin, by Author of ' St. Olave's,' 12mo. 4 6 cl.
Partv-Glving on Every Scale, by Author of * Manners and

Tone of Good Bocie'tv." cr. 8vo. 2/9 cl.
Peard's (F. M.) Mother Mollv, 12mo. 5/ cl.
Phillips's (E. C.) Hilda and her Doll, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Reference Handbook of Quotations, English, Latin, and

French, 32mo. 3/ el.
Roe's (E. P.) Success with Small Fruits, small 4to. 15/ cl.
Russell's (D.) Quite True. 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Strictly Tied Up, a Novel, 3 vols. cr. Hvo. 31/8 cl.
Wagner's (W.) Asgard and the Gods. Tales and Traditions

of our Northern Ancestors, by M. W. Macdowall, and
edited hy W. S. W. Anson, 8vo. 7/6 cl.

Walford's (L. B.) Troublesome Daughters, cheap edit. 6/ cl.

FOREIGN.

Fine Art.

Collinot (E.) et Beaumont (A. de) : Ornements de la Perse,
Itccueil de Dcssins jwur l'Art et 1'Indu.strie, Third Series,
30fr.

Devilie (A.) : Tombeaux de la Cathedrale de Rouen, Part 1,
Mr.

Mariette Pacha (A.) : Catalogue general des Monuments
d'Abydos, Vol. 3, 70fr.

Philosophy.

Balinsen (Jul.) : Der Widerspruch lm Wissen u. Wesen der

Welt, Vol. 1, 8m.

Hixtory and Biography.

Noer (Graf F. A. v.): Kaiser Akbar, Part 1, 4m.
Plutarch, der Neue, edited by R. v. Gottschali, Part 8, 8m.

Philology.

Publilii Syri Sententiae, recensuit Otto Friedrich, Urn.

General Literature.

Klac-zko (J.) : Caiiseries Florentines, 3fr. .V).
Littr*(E.):DerEtabllssementde laTrolsiemeRepubli'iue, 9fr.
Malot (U.) : La Boiieine Tapageuse, Raphaelle, 3fr.
Rochefort (H.) : Le Palefrenler, 3fr. SO.
Zola (E.) : Le Roman Experimental, 3fr. 50.

THE GIPSIES IN NORTHERN EUROPE.

British Museum, Oct. 11, 1880.

On reading the review in your columns last

week of Mr. Groome's work, ' In Gipsy Tents,'

the concluding remarks of your critic as to the

date of the immigration into Europe of the

"Egyptians" recalled to my memory a very

curious State letter on this subject, which I

came across several years ago in cataloguing the

volumes of State correspondence among the old

Royal MSS.

As this document is, I fancy, generally un

known, and has never been published, I venture

to send you a transcript of it, in hopes it may

prove interesting to your readers. The writer
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is Junes IV. of Scotland, and the person ad

dressed is John, King of Denmark, Norway,

and Sweden. The epistle is without date, but

was written in the year 150G, as appears by its

being copied in a register book of correspondence

of James IV. and James V. among a number

of other letters dated 1500 :—

" Illustrissimo, &c. Anthonius Gawino cx

parua egipto comes et cetera eius comitatus

gens afflicta et miseranda : dum Christianum

orbem peregrinationis studio apostolice sedis (vt

refert) Jussu : suorum more peregrinans : fines

nostri Kegni dudum aduenerat. atque in sortis

sue et miseriarum huius populi refugium nos

pro humanitate Implorauerat : vt nostros Limites

sibi Impune adire : Res cunctas : et quam habet

societatem libere circumagere liceret. Impetrat

facile : que postulat miseroruni hominum dura

fortuna. Ita aliquot menses bene et catholice

(sic accepimus) hie versatus : ad te Rex et

Auunculo In Daciam transitum parat. Sed

occeanum transmissurus nostras Litteras exo-

rauit quibus Celsitudinem tuam horum certiorem

Redderemus. simul et calamitatem eius gentis

Regis tue munificencie commendaremus. Ce-

terum errabunde egipti fata moresque et genus

eo tibi quam nobis credimus nociora : quo

egiptus tuo Regno vicinior : et maior huiusmodi

hominum frequencia tuo diuersatiu- Imperio.

Illustrissime," &c.

I forgot to mention that the reference is

Royal 13 B. EL, f. 15 b. Edward Scott.

THE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION* AT EDINBURGH.

The business of Wednesday, the Cth inst.,

began with a paper by Mr. Mullins, of Bir

mingham, entitled ' The Librarian and his

Work. ' The imaginary librarian was presented

under three aspects, financial, administrative, and

literary, and Mr. Mullins contended that a man

of ordinary capacity was hardly lit for the post.

The librarians present seemed highly satisfied

with the estimate of their powers, which was

none the less relished for a few quizzical remarks

on certain readers who frequent libraries, such

as the bore and the clerical reader. One enthu

siast was so enraptured with the picture set

before him that he asked why—since the lives

of painters, sculptors, chancellors, judges, and

the like had been published—the lives of

librarians had not been published. The sug

gestion of this addition to ihe terrors of death

was, fortunately for the hapless librarians, not

warmly received. In natural sequence to the

paper on a perfect librarian came a proposal

for adopting some means of training the

young to become perfect, and of aiding assist

ants to acquire the general principles of their

profession. The Association could hardly take

up a more useful or fruitful question. Many

suggestions were put forward in the discussion,

but no definite proposal made. It is to be hoped

that the Council, to whom the matter was re

ferred, will not let it drop, but take prompt

measures to formulate a scheme of apprentice

ship, or other kind of pupilage, that will attract

a good class of youths to a profession the im

portance of which is becoming more and more

manifest every day.

The most ticklish question of the whole meet

ing—opening libraries on Sunday—was now

brought forward, and threatened the peace of

mind of all present. Mutterings of the storm

had been heard the day before, when notice of

a motion to pass by the subject was given. The

proposer, however, was not to bo traversed in

that way without a vigorous effort, and, undis

mayed by frowns and cries, he delivered him

self calmly of his speech. It was not, however,

to be expected that such a proposal would be

accepted in the country of Sir Andrew Agnew, and

by a majority of thirty votes the question was

shelved. A technical paper on ' An Improved

System of Press and Shelf Notation ' served to

soothe the perturbed spirits of the assembly.

Mr. Leonard Wheatley's account of the Assyrian

libraries of Sennacherib, Esaihaddon, and Assur-

banipal, though interesting, was not exciting.

The convenience of having books made of brick,

which could not be destroyed by fire, was pointed

out, and led to a joke on the part of the chair

man that might have raised Sydney Smith's

estimate of the wit to be found north of the

Tweed. Libraries of a more modern character,

but scarcely less unknown, were next described in

a paper on ' The Great Libraries of Scandinavia.'

The most precious volume in the Royal Library

at Stockholm is the Codex Aureus, a superb

Latin MS. of the four Gospels written in the

sixth or seventh century. At Upsala is lodged

the Codex Argenteus, or Maso-Gothic Gospels

of the fourth century, "perhaps the most pre

cious MS. in the world. "

An account of the Library of the Edinburgh

Royal Society was read by the librarian. Its

main feature is the large collection of Trans

actions of learned societies.

The account given by Mr. Small, Vice-

President of the Association, of the University

Library, which he manages with so much care

and credit, was admirably illustrated by a visit

to its handsome hall, whose ceiling is decorated

by the hand of Stothard. Most interesting are

the collection of books given by William Drum-

mond of Hawthornden and that of early quarto

editions of Shakspeare's plays, given with other

Shakspeareana by Mr. Halliwell - Phillipps.

Many early illuminated manuscript books were

also exhibited in the cases.

In the evening a conversazione, given by the

Royal Scottish Academy in the National Gallery,

was largely attended. A special loan exhibition

of paintings and sculpture by Scottish artists

added to the brilliancy of the scene.

The proceedings of Thursday were marked

with those signs of hurry which attend an over

crowded programme. Mr. C. Walford explained

his plan of effecting the sale or exchange of

duplicate books. Mr. R. A. Macfie in a lengthy

paper ventilated his objections to the law of

copyright, which, as he seems to think, favours

the author at the expense of the public. He

was accused by another member present of

wishing to kill the goose that laid the golden

egg. Nearly all the rest of the day was con

sumed in discussing a series of rules as to the

best mode of cataloguing books, which, though

very useful, were too technical to be interesting

to the public in general. The officers for the

year were elected : President, Rev. H. O. Coxe ;

Vice-Presidents, Lord Lindsay, Mr. Mullins,

and Mr. Small ; Treasurer, Mr. R. Harrison ;

Secretaries, Mr. E. C. Thomas and Mr. C. Welch.

Messrs. Bailey, Frost, Stevens, and Tedder

were added to the Council, in place of four

members who retire. It was resolved to make

Cambridge the place of the next annual meeting.

On Friday morning visits were paid to the

works of Messrs. Chambers, the publishers, and

of Messrs. Johnston, tho map publishers. An

entertainment given in the afternoon by the

Senate of tho University at the Botanic Gardens

was rather spoiled by the inelemency of the

weather, Sir Alexander Grant and his learned

colleagues having to stand under umbrellas while

receiving the guests.

Ui'tcrart) ffioast'p.

The collection of Mr. Buskin's scattered

letters, which, as we announced some time

ago, will shortly appear, is to bear the ex

tremely characteristic title of ' Arrows of

the Chace.'

Mk. Buskin's good resolutions, made in

the beginning of the year, with regard to

the completion of the ' Fors Clavigera '

series, have not been carried out. Only one

number has been issued since March. This

has just been published, and is specially

addressed to the trades unions of England.

Messrs. Chapman & Hall have in pre

paration an edition de luxe of the works of"

Charles Dickens. This edition will contain:

all the original engravings, both on steel-

and wood, many of which have not appeared,

since the original editions were issued.

Lord Ellen-borough's ' Diary,' which is-

to be published at the end of November by-

Mr. Bentley, contains a great many details-

of the lives of George IV. and "William IV.r

anecdotical matter referring to the Busso-

Turkish war of 1828-9, Catholic Emancipa

tion, and the French Eevolution of 1830,

besides illustrations of character of the chief

public men engaged in affairs in the later-

years of the fourth George and the earlier

of the fourth "William. There is a good

deal relating to Ireland which will be in

teresting at this time, as showing how-

Irish troubles only change their names-

anil are ever present. The new volumes of

Prince Metternich's ' Memoirs,' which Mr.

Bentley will publish, come down to 1848.

In the ' Past Hours ' of Adelaide Kemblo

(Mrs. Sartoris), which Mr. Bentleyannounces,

will be found the commencement of a story

which she did not live to finish, added to-

shorter and finished tales. The same pub

lisher promises the fourth volume of Prof.

Duncker's history, which takes the reader

to India, and to its early conquerors and

civilization ; ' A Lady's Tour in Corsica,'

an account of a stay of some months' dura

tion in the island ; and lastly, compressed into-

one volume, all the material that was pub

lished in the two volumes of Dean Hook's-

biography, which will be offered to the

public for six shillings. This is obviously

an experiment requiring a large sale to-

justify it, but it is hoped that the interest

attaching to the character and services of

Dean Hook renders his life of value to

Churchmen and to all who can esteem so-

robust and honest a character as his was.

M. Calmann Lett will issue next month

the letters addressed by Prosper Merimee to

Sir A. Panizzi, of which we have already

made mention. Mr. Pagan intends, we are

glad to say, to translate a selection of the

most interesting, and publish them in

England at the beginning of next year.

The new volume of verse by Mr. James

Thomson, author of ' The City of Dreadful

Night,' which we have already mentioned,

is to open with a piece called 'Vane's Story,'

an ambiguous title. This will be followed

by ' Weddah and Om-el-Bondin ' and ' Two-

Lovers,' Eastern stories from the ' De

1'Amour ' of Henri Beyle (Stendhal). Several

minor poems and a few brief translations-

will also be included in the volume.

The land agitation in Breland, and the

complaints made against the law which

regulates the relations of landlords and

tenants in that country, must naturally

have rendered English readers anxious

to learn something about the provisions of

a code so bitterly assailed. The Irish.

Land Acts of 1860 and 1870, lengthy

and not too well arranged, can convey

little clear information to the unprofes

sional reader who may attempt to master

them, nor can their technically drawn

clauses give any clear idea of their practical

results. To meet this want Mr. Bichey,

Q.C., the Professor of Feudal and English

Law in the University of Dublin, has eonv
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pleted a treatise, intended to be popular and

wholly untechnical, dealing with the legal

relations of landlord and tenant, and the

peculiar Irish legislation upon that subject.

It is not his design to consider whether the

law of landlord and tenant as now existing

in Ireland should be amended, but to afford

in a condensed and readable form to those

who may desire to discuss that question

useful information upon the present state of

the law. Messrs. Maemillan & Co. will pub

lish the book immediately.

Messes. Cassell & Co. have in the press

a work by the Hon. George C. Brodrick,

entitled ' English Land and English Land

lords : an Inquiry into the Origin, Character,

and Reform of the English Land System.'

The work will bo published under the

auspices of the Cobden Club.

A bioobaphy of Dr. Bell, the educational

reformer, may shortly be expected from the

pen of Prof. Meiklejohn, of St. Andrews

University.

The concluding volumes of the ' Contem

porary History of Affairs in Ireland from

1641 to 1G52,' edited by Mr. John T. Gilbert,

F.S.A., for the Irish Archaeological Society,

will, it is expected, be issued early in

November. The forthcoming volumes in

clude, we are informed, hitherto unpublished

letters of Oliver Cromwell and other impor

tant personages. The work in its entirety

furnishes a vast body of original contempo

rary material, printed for the first time, and

unknown to previous writers on the history

of the important period between 1641 and

1652.

It is understood that among the arrange

ments to be carried into effect in the British

Museum when the Zoological Galleries are

vacated will be the opening of a refresh

ment room for the use of visitors. Some

concession of this nature has long been

demanded. Than the dungeon used for this

purpose a few years ago, and since aban

doned, nothing could be less convenient.

The sooner good accommodation is supplied

the better.

Lord Clermont has just completed a new

edition of the ' History of the Fortescue

Family,' which will shortly be published by

Messrs. Ellis & White. The former edition

was printed exclusively for private circula

tion.

Efforts are to be made to obtain from the

Secretary of State for India some recognition

of the literary merits and services in the

cause of education of the Rev. M. A. Sher-

ring, who died on the 10th of last August,

of cholera, at Benares. Since 1853, when

he proceeded to India as a member of the

London Missionary Society, Mr. Sherring

had been engaged almost continuously in

educational work. His labours were re

markably successful, and in particular the

gTeat progress made by the Benares Mission

School, whose pupils increased from 12 in

1869 to an average of 468 in recent years,

is ascribed mainly to his efforts and his

popularity amongst the natives. His lite

rary •works were ' The Sacred City of the

Hindus,' ' Hindu Tribes and Castes,' ' The

Indian Church during the Rebellion,' ' The

History of Protestant Missions in India,'

and ' Hindu Pilgrims.' He also published

some writings in the vernacular under the

title of the "Mirzapur School Series." Sub

scriptions for a memorial which it is pro

posed to raise to him will bo received by the

Rev. J. A. Lambert, of Benares.

In the edition of the Stowe Missal which

Mr. Warren, of St. John's College, Oxford, is

preparing, the pages photographed with Lord

Ashburnham's permission are the follow

ing :—1. The last eight verses of St. John's

Gospel in a seventh century text, with the

scribe's name appended in the earliest extant

specimen of Ogham handwriting. 2. Tho

first page of the Missal proper, with a large

initial letter and a good specimen of a Celtic

ornamental border. .3. The earliest extant

Latin text of the Nicene Creed, written

c. 700, with ninth and tenth century inter

linear alterations, including the addition of

the " Filioque." 4. A palimpsest page with

Irish rubric and the prayers of oblation.

5 and 6. An old Irish treatise on tho Eu

charist. 7. Three old Irish charms.

The Curators of the Taylorian Institution

nominated at last Saturday's meeting Dr.

H. Krebs as locum tenens of the German

teachership for tho next term (already

reported as probable in the Atheneeum of

the 2oth of September), and Dr. Oskar

Frankfurter as examiner for the German

scholarship at the same Institution

A second edition of John Oldcastle's

' Journals and Journalism, with a Guide for

Literary Beginners,' will be issued im

mediately by Messrs. Field & Tuer. Added

to the new edition are the autographs of

Mr. Chenery, Mr. James Payn, Dr. W. H.

Russell, Sir Algernon Borthwick, and other

distinguished contemporary journalists, as

well as an exhaustive index, and a dedica

tion to Sir Henry Taylor—" a name," says

Mr. Oldcastle, "which will remind literary

beginners of the dignity and duty of thoir

mission." -

Turkish educationists havo solved a

problem which they have had long in

hand, and which they found difficult.

The public schools being free to girls as

well as to boys, though girls are chiefly

sent by the middle classes, a special school

was established many years ago at Constan

tinople for the advanced instruction of girls

and the training of schoolmistresses and

governesses. The want of a boarding

school was generally felt, but it was almost

impossible to find any Turkish lady to

conduct it. A principal has now been

found in the widow of the late Col. Tahyr

Bey, an Hungarian officer in tho Turkish

service. Madame Tahyr Bey herself teaches

Turkish, English, German, French, Italian,

the piano, and drawing. For boarders the

terms are about 30/. per annum, and for day

scholars about 51. 10s. She began with

fifteen daughters of pashas and high func

tionaries ae boarders. A notable feature is

that pupils are admitted without distinction

of religion or nationality.

Mr. J. Potter Briscoe, of the Nottingham

Free Library, will soon have ready for the

press a volume entitled ' Songs and Sonnets

of Robert Millhouse.' The editor will pre

face the work with an account of this local

poet. He was born at Nottingham in 1788,

and at the early age of six was put to work ;

at ten he was placed in a stocking-frame,

and learned to read at a Sunday school.

Many of his best pieces he composed while

working at his loom.

Messrs. Blackie & Son will shortly pub

lish ' Flags : some Account of their History

and Uses,' by Mr. Macgeorge, author of

• Old Glasgow,' &c.

Mr. William Andrews, honorary secretary

of the Hull Literary Club, has in the press

a book entitled ' Punishments in the Olden

Time,' furnishing historical notes on the

brank, ducking-stool, pillory, whipping

post, cage, stocks, drunkard's cloak, public

penance, &c. It will be profusely illustrated.

A European edition of Harper's Magazine

is to be begun in December by Messrs.

Sampson Low & Co. It has been through

this well-known magazine, in the course of

its sixty volumes, that many of the leading

novels of Bulwer, Dickens, Thackeray,

George Eliot, and other English writers

have been introduced to American readers,

and the use of such copyright material has

hitherto prevented its sale here. This

difficulty it is proposed to obviate by

securing the right of serial publication both

for Europe and America, and Mr. Thomas

Hardy is now engaged upon a novel which,

with illustrations by Mr. Du Maurier, will

appear exclusively in Harper's. It is note

worthy that whilo English newspapers

greatly surpass American in average circu

lation, the American illustrated magazines

have, on the contrary, larger sales, Harper's

reaching about 140,000, and its younger

rival, Scribner's, which has already gained a

footing here, about 100,000, monthly. The

great outlay on illustrations, reaching some

times a hundred in a number, that these

magazines incur, would evidently be im

possible did they not attain a very large

circulation. The European edition will

be partly printed here, the American

editorial departments being partially re

placed by English, and the price is to be

one shilling.

A committee has been formed at Vienna

for the creation of a Littre foundation on

the occasion of the eightieth birthday of

the veteran lexicographer and chief repre

sentative of the Comtists in France. The

funds will be devoted to prize essays on

subjects selected by M. Littre. We hope

that the idea of such a tribute to the author

of the great French dictionary may be

favourably taken up in France, and also in

England and America.

Dr. Neubauer is engaged upon a mono

graph on the mediaeval Jewish documents

concerning the lost ten tribes.

Although Prof. Jagic has been appointed

to the chair of Slavonic Philology at the

University of St. Petersburg, his well-known

periodical, the Arcliiv fiir Slmische Philologie,

is, we believe, still to appear in Berlin and

in the German language. The first part of

the eighth volume has appeared. The pro

fessor has begun his lectures in the Russian

capital.

The Foreign Translation Committee of

the Society for Promoting Christian Know

ledge have published during the past twelve

months the following among other volumes :

—' The Book of Common Prayer,' in Swa-

hili, for the use of the Zanzibar Mission,

for which also a small handbook on the

' Makua Language,' by the Rev. Chauncy

Maples, has been published ; ' The Gospel

of St. Matthew,' in the Hangchow dialect ;

' The Gospel of St. Matthew, and Portions
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study of one, or at least of a few only, of these

plates. Botanical teachers and students are

under great obligations to Messrs. Johnston for

Slacing them at the disposal of English pupils.

lr. M'Alpine's share in the work also deserves

a word of commendation.

SOCIETIES.

ARISTOTELIAN.— Oct. 11.— Mr. 8. H. Hodgson,

President, in the chair.—The President delivered an

opening address. After a few introductory remarks

relative to the past and future work of the Society,

the meaning of the term " philosophy " was defined

as being the most complete rationale of the universe

possible to man. The axioms and laws of any sub

ject constitute its science ; the explanation of the

facts which lie at the root of the laws governing it,

which connect that subject with higher or larger sub

jects, is its philosophy. The question as to whether

philosophical truth is finite or infinite was then

touched upon, in studying the history of the progress

made tow ards a satisfactory rationale of the universe.

is., the history of philosophy, it is important to note

that there is a main high way which leads to the final

aim, and that there are side ways. It is for the

student to decide whether the work or theory before

him is in the high wav of philosophy, or is a sub

sidiary inquiry or a false start. The successive

advances and retrogressions made in ancient philo

sophy, beginning with the Ionic school and ending

with Neo-Platonism—the portion of the history of

philosophy studied by the Society in its previous

session—were then noticed, the grand result being

the elaboration of a great philosophical system by

Aristotle. The work of this great philosopher was

then treated of, and its past and present influence

upon the religions of mankind, more especially on

Christianity, was indicated. The struggle between

Gnosticism on the one hand and Christianity on the

other, resulting in the victory of the latter, was de

picted, the fusion of this latter theological philo

sophy with the Aristotelian system producing the

great philosophical system known as Scholasticism,

which still remains with us; the principal question

about Scholasticism to be decided by the student

being not whether it could claim to be a philosophy,

but whether the rationale offered by it was a true

and sufficient one. The influenseof the Renaissance,

the Reformation, and scientific progress upon philo

sophy was then mentioned ; m the last case the

scientific conception of relations taking the place

of the scholastic conception of causes. The general

difference between ancient and modern philosophy

was shown to consist in the increased predominance

of subjectivity in the latter, which asks what we

know about things and what they appear to us as i

being, the former inquiring simply into what they

are. This change of attitude turned men's attention

to the analysis of the mind, its functions and modes

of operations, giving rise to modern psychology.

The importance of physiological psychology as an

indispensable auxiliary of philosophy was insisted

upon. The important work accomplished in philo

sophy bv Kant was pointed out as a subject for

much deliberation and discussion during the ensuing

session. The philosophic systems of modern times

then received passing notice. The study of philo

sophy was shown to be chiefly Important for the

light which it throws upon the state of philosophy

itself at the present time, though it may also advan

tageously be studied from another point of view,

that is, not so much in relation to its subject matter,

philosophy, as by treating it as a portion of the

general history of mankind. A third method is

pursued by those who possess what they consider

to be the true, final, and sufficient rationale of the

universe, viewing the history of philosophy in rela

tion to their own theory, as is the case with the

Scholastics, Hegelians, and to some extent with the

Comtists. the last, reading by means of the law of

the three stages, not being so strictly dogmatic as

either of the first two. The address concluded by

dealing with the position of the Society with regard

to these three methods of studying the history of

philosophy by its adoption of the first plan of study.

MEETINGS FOR THB ENSt lNG WEEK.

Wzr. Bdwmtlon SocletT.-'Thr Aim of a Model School and the Prin
ciples on which in Methods should be Founded,' Mr. C. H.
Lake. «

Tare-as. Numismatic, 7,
F»L Quekett Microscopical. New Freshwater Alga- found tlurlnp

the Year,1 Dr. M. C Cook*.

Sicitutt 60ssip.

The public, who have long had the advantage

of the learning and industry of Mr. R. H. Major

as Keeper of the Department of Maps and Plans

in the British Museum, will regret to learn that

he has resigned his post and retired from the

establishment altogether. Mr. Major entered the

Museum January 10th, 1814, and was appointed

to the kejperslnp when that office was created

in January, 1867. It is understood that he will

have no successor, the Department of Maps and

Plans being relegated to its former position as

a branch of the Library of the Museum. By

this arrangement a considerable portion of the

salary attached to the suppressed office—G50f. a

year—will be saved.

The secretaries of the Royal Society have

once more advertised that applications for grants

from the Government fund for the promotion

of scientific research must be delivered at Bur

lington House before the 31st of December

next. This announcement brings us to the fifth

and last year of the experiment sanctioned by

the Lords of the Treasury, and the question, by

no means unimportant, arises, What next ? Are

the results such as will encourage my Lords to

repeat the experiment, or do they show that

the researches which led to those results might

havo safely been left to the ordinary course of

human activity I Much has been, and more will

be, said on both sides. It is admitted that the

Treasury would never have asked Parliament to

vote 20,000(\ in five instalments for the further

ance of scientific investigation had they not been

swayed by the constant assurances of a small

section of the community that without stimulus

science could not prosper, and that the duty of

the ruling powers was to make it prosper. It

is argued, on the other hand, that most of our

scientific discoveries have been spontaneous,

that it is best not to be in a hurry, and that

a scientific man does not dignify his position by

soliciting a grant of public money. With these

differences of opinion it seems likely that the

experiment will be given up at the end of the

five years, or that it will be essentially modified.

Meanwhile who is to appraise the results already

obtained f We shall watch, not without anxiety,

for the expected report.

The next fasciculus of the Zritschrift fiir

Matlicnuitik und I'limik will contain, amongst

other articles, an essay on Abraham lbn Ezra as

a mathematician, by Dr. M. Steinschneider.

It is interesting to note that the railway up

Mount Vesuvius is lighted by fourteen of

Siemens and Halske's electric lamps. The

illumination of the crater and the sides of the

volcano is, according to the Elektrotechnischg

Zeitnng, grand in the extreme.

Hekk Palina, Director of the Observatory at

Pola, has again discovered a small planet there,

which will reckon as No. 219. It was found on

Septomber 30th, and was of the tenth magni

tude. Numerous as have been the discoveries of

this kind at Pola, they have been exceeded by

those of Prof. C. H. F. Peters, at Hamilton

College, Clinton, N.Y. , whose list has again

been increased by the discovery, on the night of

Monday last, the 11th inst. , of No. 220, which

is stated to be of the ninth magnitude.

A cablegram has been received also from

America, announcing the discovery of "a largo

comet " by Mr. Lewis Swift, at Rochester, N. Y. ,

on Monday night, in R.A. 21" 30'", N.P.D. 72°,

with "motion slow, probably north-west."

M. Lobtet communicated to the Acade'mie

des Sciences, at the Stance of the 13th of Sep

tember, a note on ' Dragages Profonds execute's

dans le Lac de Tiberiade (Syrie) en Mai, 1880. '

He states that the lake is 212 metres below the

level of the Mediterranean, and that its extreme

depth is about 250 metres. The dredging

operations yielded twelve species of fishes, some

of them being new forms. No alga or conferva

was found, the water being brackish and at a

temperature of +24 C. The evidences of vol

canic action were very satisfactorily established.

Mr. R. L. J. Ellert, the Government Astro

nomer at Melbourne, sends us the Monthly

Records of Observations in Meteorology, Terres

trial Magnetism, &c, taken at the Melbourne I

Observatory during the months of March and

April in the current year. The mean of the baro

meter for March was 29 "971 inches, for April

30 "019 inches, the mean temperature of the air

being in Starch 03° -8, in April 58° -7.

Hartwiu's comet is now not far from

a Ophiuchi ; it is receding from the earth and

becoming rapidly fainter.

M. Govi read before the Acade'mie des

Sciences on September 27th an interesting

paper on the invention of the binocular tele

scope. It is commonly attributed to a Capuchin

monk, Schyrleus de Rhelta, who published an

account of the instrument in 1045. M. Govi

finds that M. Peirescq, in the ' Bibliotheque

Nationale,' describes a binocular made by a

spectacle-maker in Paris, D. Chorez, which he

presented to the king in 1625.

Mr. James Blvth, of Edinburgh, has been

elected to the chair of Natural Philosophy at

Anderson's College, Glasgow.

H. Radziszbwski, in Liebig's Annalen, pub

lishes his experiments on the carbon compounds

which exhibit phosphorescence. According to

him, the phenomenon occurs with those com

pounds which combine in the presence of

alkalis with ozone or active oxygen, or pos

sibly in some cases with peroxidos.

FINE ARTS

DORB'R ORXAT WORKS, 'CHRIST LEAVING the FRXTOK1UM,'
■CHRIST ENTEKINO JERUSALEM.' anil The 11RAZEN SERPENT'
(the latter lust completed t. each 3.1 by '£i feet, with ' Oream of l'ilate'a
Wife,' ' Soldiers of the Cross ' ' Night of the Crucinaion,' - House of
Calaphas, Ac , at the OURS OALLHHY, 35, New Bond Street. Kallj,
Tan toulx.—U.

THE PBITATE COLLECTION'S OF ENGLAND.

No. LXI.—NOSTliL PRIORY. WAKEFIELD: ORANTLEY HALL,
RIPON.

We shall now proceed to describe some

highly meritorious architectural pictures which

we observed at Nostel. In the Drawing-Room

is the 'Interior of a Cathedral,' by Steenwyck

the Elder. It shows the entrance to the

sacristy. A man with a torch lights the steps

of an ecclesiastic and a lady in a yellow

gown, green petticoat, and white veil. Behind

is a gloomy vista of darkened architecture,

and near the end two little figures appear ;

one of them carries a torch. Beyond these

an arch crosses the way, as if it masked the

entrance to the choir, being, in fact, a por

tion of the juhe. Further back, light is distin

guishable on the dim vaults, ribs, and smaller

mouldings of the rich perspective. The effect,

apart from the local colouring of the light,

which is not truer than old masters usually made

it to be, is really to be marvelled at for its

truth ; exquisite draughtsmanship is apparent

everywhere, with the utmost finish and firmness

of execution. The light of the nearer man's

torch displays the pilasters, pillars, mortuary

slabs and tiles of the foreground, and flickers

on the bases, walls, and slender shafts. A

lamp burns at the angle of an alley, and in

a side chapel reveals a kneeling figure. This

is a miracle of finish and delicate handling.

On the whole, the subject reminds us of the

interior of the cathedral at Antwerp, where we

see the continuous impost of the arcade ; the

thin, reedy character of tho architecture of that

building is observable also in the picture. The

colour of the illumination is noteworthy ; instead

of being ruddy, as from artificial light, it is as

chilly as moonlight. By Steenwyck the Younger

is another ' Interior of a Church,' a very large

work, giving a view looking into the choir

from near the juhe. The latter structure, with

its statues of Christ, Mary, and St. John, is close

to us. The pulpit, with a richly carved quasi-

Gothic canopy, is against a pillar on our right.

On our left is what may be a loft for watchers of

the relics, or a chapel, to which access is given

by means of a wide flight of stairs. Most of

the architecture in front is of a rich Geometrical

character and highly ornate, with abundance
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of statuary and tabernacle work. There are

figures in the choir ; other figures are walk

ing about in the foreground. This is a very

fine example, remarkable for the force and

richness of its effect. The colour of the stone

work is somewhat cold, the treatment of the

architecture is hard ; the shadows, though clear

in painting and rich in tones, are cold. To

Peter Neefs we owe another 'Interior of a

Cathedral,' the vista of Gothic architecture,

marked by the continuous impost of the arcades

of the nave, the presence of the rood and its

supports, which are of the late Renaissance

style. A wooden confessional is on our left.

The picture is a large but not very fine example

of its class.

By that rarely represented painter A. Brau-

wer is an interesting work, called ' A Dance of

Boors.' One of the most important instances in

this country, it is full of grotesqueness and spirit.

The four figures are mostanimated intheir actions

and expressions. One, on our left, sits and plays

on a fiddle, with a monkey-like laugh which is

curiously idiosyncratic and suggests portraiture.

On a tub near this man lie his pipe, tobacco

box, and beer glass. The other figures are

behind in a group on our right ; one lolls back,

blowing tobacco smoke from his mouth, while

sitting and caressing his knee. Another boor

stands with a beer glass in his hand and talks

to his comrade, who lights his pipe with a coal.

A superbly painted grte de Flandre jug occupies

the middle of the foreground of the picture ;

its draughtsmanship is marked by exquisite

precision of touch and richness of local colour,

light and shade. The interior of the cabaret

itself is noteworthy for that partial excess of

blackness in the shadows and that clearness of

the illumination which distinguish the works of

Urauwer. His various studies in character and

extraordinary feeling for humour are not want

ing here. The same painter produced a smaller

picture, called ' The Dentist. ' A rustic patient

is seated in a chair, and is leaning his head

back, while the operator grasps the chin

of his victim, and, standing over him, puts

in his mouth a fearful instrument of ancient

dentistry. An old woman, wife of the patient,

grasps his arm, and looks with eager sympathy

at him ; a boy stands behind the chair ; another

boy is in front. This is an acceptable, but not

an important, specimen of the master ; it lacks

the rich tones and lustrousness, the fine soft

ness of his works, but it is redeemed by the

humour of the design ; the execution somewhat

resembles that of Teniers. A third Brauwer (?)

shows men drinking and smoking in a cabaret.

It is inferior in all respects to the above.

The following pictures belong, by their sub

jects, to another category of art. We do not

know to whom to attribute a painting of game

and meat lying on a table in a hall or large

apartment. A large deerhound is on our left,

looking at the meat. The colouring of this

work is rather raw, but the whole has much

finish and solidity. A fine upright flower piece

reminds us of one of the better productions of

Spaendouck. It exhibits roses, yellow, white,

and red, and is painted with good colouring and

in a rich manner of handling and a bold effect.

It hangs too high to allow us to form a positive

opinion of its authorship. ' Dead Game ' com

prises snipes, a hawking pole, with the jesses

and hoods of hawks, a flask, tobacco pipe, and

gun. It is signed " D. Valkenberg," and has a

landscape background of great merit. It was

painted throughout with much mastery, frank

ness, and firmness, in a solid impasto, with

beautiful drawing. We admire the wings of a

bird lying on its back in front. The distance of

this picture has blackened injuriously. It was

at Leeds in 1868, No. 772. By De Heem is a

beautiful example of consummate brush power,

displaying, with a most deliriously " juicy "

texture and sound impasto, a casket and other

objects, including a drinking glass, dinner cup,

and a covered glass vase, which is fluted and

wonderfully transparent. In finish this picture

almost equals a Desgoffe, in style it is far finer.

It was No. 593 at Leeds. Here is a curious

work by J. Van Kessel. It shows flowers

disposed at the sides of a cartouche of stone,

which stands on a pedestal of the same

material, and sustains in the centre a mass of

sea-shells in a pendent festoon, combined

with flowers and tied with a blue ribbon.

About the flowers appear butterflies and other

insects, such as grasshoppers, beetles, moths,

dragon flies, and caterpillars. The signature,

" Jean Van Kessel fecit 1670," is an arrange

ment of snakes and caterpillars, and it is a

specimen of the vagaries of this able, laborious,

and most skilful artist. The creatures, being

set up erect or curling, form the letters of

the inscription. This picture is by no means

pleasing and yet most interesting, for it

displays the artist's wonderful finish, untir

ing studies of insects and flowers, his ex

quisite powers of drawing, and an extraordinary

and searching manner of modelling the subjects

of his pencil. His brilliant colouring does not

charm us so much as it might do if his painted

stonework had not so hard a surface, and were

not so deficient in local truth and dull in tint.

The name of Murillo is given to one of several

pictures of landscapes with figures. It com

prises several figures using a fishing net. All

the pictures aro unfortunately hung, so that no

thorough examination of them is practicable.

But, although slightly painted, they look silvery,

their tones are rich, and there is a great deal of

force and good, vigorous colouring. With this

Spanish group lot us rank a French picture, the

work of one of the Le Nains, and showing a

woman washing linen, and peasants watching an

itinerant musician and tumblers. The last group

is not equal to the rest, but the picture, as a

whole, is first-rate of its kind.

In one of the rooms of this house is a striking

series of painted tapestrieB, representing on a

large scale Teniers-subjects with ample spirit.

These specimens of an almost forgotten branch

of decorative art are in remarkably fine pre

servation.

We have now to give an account of a

small collection of pictures at Grantley Hall,

near Ripon, formed, we believe, by the first

Lord Grantley, better known in history as Sir

Fletcher Norton, a distinguished lawyer, poli

tician, Attorney-General, and Speaker of the

House of Commons. A considerable library of

law books and other documents and personal

relics of this peer remain at Grantley, nearly

as he left them ninety years ago. There is

a portrait of Lord Grantley by Sir William

Beechey, R.A., whose second daughter married

the third Lord Grantley. It is a good official

picture, representing the Speaker in his robes of

state and in profile to our left ; it was No. 638

in the National Portrait Exhibition of 1867.

One of the most interesting pictures here is a

very large but much-injured version of Rubens's

' Wise Men's Offering.' It has been torn,

and has also been damaged by injudicious

reparation ; yet it still retains some sumptuous

colouring and wealth of tones. The Virgin, a

young Fleming, sits in the centre towards our

right, and holds the Child upon her knee. He

smiles on a kneeling king, and extends his right

hand in benediction, while he stretches his left

hand towards the gift, a golden goblet filled with

coins. The king's mantle is of crimson brocade

of Flemish work, and falls in ample folds on

his shoulders—a noble piece of colouring, which

is conspicuous in the design, and as such sup

ported by surrounding tints of great splendour.

It is borne on our extreme left of the composi

tion by three little pages, in one of whom we

recognize the fair-haired child of the famous

' Peace and War,' which is in the National

Gallery. The king has placed his turban,

which has a bird for a plume, on the ground

in front of the picture, where it receives

ample light, and balances the figure of another

little boy, a page to a second monarch, who

brings myrrh in a tall gold vase, and wears

a red robe trimmed with fur. He advances

on our right, and leans over to speak to an

attendant, who is at the edge of the picture

on that side with other figures, including that

of Joseph, which fill this portion of the canvas.

Behind the kneeling king stands the lofty and

stately figure of a black monarch, wearing a

plumed turban, and holding a huge jewelled

nautilus shell, mounted in gold and charged

with his gift. His robe, a deep sea-green, is

girt by a scarf of crimson, blue, and white, and

worn under an ample black mantle, richly em

broidered at the hem.

Another large picture, by an artist whose

name is not known to us, represents the ' Good

Samaritan.' It is an excellent and effective

design, comprising, among other noteworthy

technical achievements, a most elaborately fore

shortened figure of the sick man, lying in front

of the canvas. The soiled soles of his feet have

been drawn and painted with extraordinary

felicity and power, and are the most prominent

objects in the picture. We do not remember

a more successful or difficult example of its

kind. The Samaritan, in a huge white turban,

Btoops over the poor man, and with great

deliberation administers a cordial to him.

The colour of the picture is crude and cold.

Near this is a very fine old copy of the Van

Dyck at Turin which represents the children

of Charles L, with the two lapdogs on each

side in front. All the children stand ; the

bigger boy lolls on our left, wears an amber satin

dress, and extends one hand to the younger

child, who clasps it with both its little dimpled

fists. By Van Dyck is a picture comprising

life-size, whole-length portraits of Charles 1.

and his queen, two children, and a page hold

ing a bay horse behind the king, who, except

his head, is in full armour. He stands on our

right of the centre, near the queen, who is about

either to place a wreath on his head, or twine

the " meed of mighty conquerors " upon his

sword-hilt and belt. We cannot say which

of these actions is intended. The future

Charles II., a boy of about eight years old,

wears a deep amber or orange flame-coloured

satin dress, and holds a dog in his arms. At the

queen's loft knee, dressed in crimson laced with

silver, and coifed as children of that day were

accustomed to be, is the other child, holding

a ball or apple, and of about five years of age.

The queen wears her bluish sea-green silk dress,

as in other Van Dycks to which we have re

cently referred, and it is decorated on the

front with seraphs of gold, or human-headed

doves with wings displayed, their bodies being

large gems. These ornaments occur in several

portraits of Henrietta Maria, as at Went-

worth Woodhouse, the seat of Earl Fitzwilliam,

lately described in these columns, with the

number 36 from the Wentworth Catalogue.

Charles I. looks about thirty-five years of age ;

his hair is full and flowing, his skin is ruddy,

his face unwrinkled. The queen's face, already

marked with coldness and a hard, shallow ex

pression, retains much of its youthfulness. On

her neck is her well-known carcanet of large

pearls. Her coiffure is that usual at this period

of her life, and comprises little rings of hair laid

closely on her cheeks and forehead. The same co

loured dress and the same coiffure occur in her

Majesty's portrait at Mulgrave Castle, described

m No. XXXVI. of this series of papers, where

see our remarks on the dresses, jewels, and

other characteristics of these Van Dycks, the

attitudes of which, to say nothing of the ac

companiments, differ from each other. The

faces of the king and queen at Grantley Hall

have been injured or are extremely dirty, but

the picture is, on the whole, in fine condition.

The scheme of colour is most luminous and fine,

and extremely rich in the tones of the armour

of Charles and his wife's dress. The children
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are charming, The picture, like so many

Van Dycks, is defective in design, a short

coming from which some of the master's most

wonderfully painted portraits are by no means

free. The figures are quite unconscious of each

other's presence, and seem to pose themselves

severally for our attention ; no common motive

rules the work and gives to it the charm of a

subject. Not far from the last are two anonymous

seventeenth century pictures of considerable

value in their way, and possessing technical

merit. The subjects are ' Joseph and Potiphar's

Wife ' and ' Amnion and Tamar. '

A large picture of Dutch origin, representing

the interior of a church, deserves attentive ex

amination. Thechurch isfleckedwithsunlightand

dashed with black shadows. The view is given

across the jube to a chapel, from transept to tran

sept ; the architecture is of the Jesuit order, and

loaded with baroque decorations. Through an

open doorway we have a glimpse of a parclose

or vestry. Notwithstanding the black, opaque,

and somewhat dull qualities of the shadows

as they now exist, there is great wealth of tono

and much good local colour in this work, of

which the half tints are mellow and lustrous.

We noticed a curious German picture, pro

bably dating from early in the sixteenth cen

tury, representing Susanna and the Elders.

The figures are life size—that of the woman is

nearly naked to the hips, being in front view ; the

Elders are close to the lady, while, with out

stretched finger, one of them approaches her,

and she, with a seductive air, turns sideways

and uncovers her bosom, as if pretending to

look im a glass before the picture, without

noticing the Elders. The execution is hard,

smooth, and finished to an ivory-like texture ;

the draperies are drawn with extreme definition

of the forms ; the modelling is sharp ; and t ln-

local colour is bright. The queer coquetry of

the woman has its amusing side, and masks

the simplicity of the designer. Near this

is a fine old English portrait of a gentle

man of the Norton family, painted in the

manner which is often ascribed to Holbein,

but is really by no means without traces

of Italian influences, probably derived from

Girolamo da Treviso or Zucchoro. This work

is inscribed "Anno 1556 letatis svie 68." An

early Khenish picture deserves our attention,

and comprises representations of many subjects

connected with the infancy of Christ. Tho

Infant appears in the centre on the knees of the

Virgin, and she offers him the symbolic apple

of the legend, and he extends both his hands

to receive the fruit. Above this group is St.

Anne (/), reading from a large book and en

throned in a shrine or tabernacle, the archi

tectonic character of which is curious as repro

ducing the style of the wood carvings of tho

Middle Rhine country. Attached to the taber

nacle is a red curtain, which is held open by

two angels with brilliant parti-coloured wings.

Again seated on the Virgin's knees is Christ,

to whom a kneeling angel offers grapes, the

symbols of the soul. The Virgin holds a fig,

which Christ had previously accepted. Seated

on the lap of a buxom lady in a white dress,

and reading from a book on her knee, is a

little St. John, with his appropriate dragon

and chalice. Besides these figures there are

numerous other representations of saints and

children. The costumes are German, and date

from the end of the fifteenth century. The

treatment of this curious picture is that of a

miniature of extreme finish, the execution being

very careful, and all the details well studied.

The mode of painting is searching. The last ex

ample we shall notice here is a Hoppner, being

a capital portrait of a gentleman, one of the

Norton family, seated in a chair with his hands

joined, the face full of character and energy.

The painter's reddish carnations are sustained

by the red curtain and leather covering of the

dais, which together produce a fine mass of

rich tones and strong colouring.

^finr-girt <5ffssijr.

The Institute of Architects has just pub

lished a tract containing ' Notices of Deceased

Members,' a collection of brief and concise bio

graphies of eminent home and foreign members

of the society who have died latoly. The sub

jects were men of note ; their histories are likely

to be useful, therefore we give the names of the

more important among them, which are the

following : the Marquis Salvatico P. Estense,

Messrs. E. M. Barry, J. P. Cluysenaar, Pascal

Coste, J. Louis Due (the architect of the Palais

de Justice, the Colonne de Juillet, the Cour de

Cassation, and other admirable works in Paris),

B. Ferrey, J. H. Strack, E. Viollet-le-Duc, and

T. H. Wyatt

M. E. Muntz reports to the Chronique des

Arts the approaching publication in II Baffaello

of an inedited document in which Raphael had

part. It is a contract to pay money to divers

Persons of Montefalcone, dated Oct. 11th, 1507-

t is said to throw light on the whereabouts of

the master at the period, and his relations with

his parents and the court of the Duke of Urbino,

matters which until now have been Bomewhat

obscure.

Our readers may like to be reminded that

tho Print Room, British Museum, contains

a large collection of proofs, in various states,

from tho plates produced by the late Jules

Jacquemart for his father's ' Histoire de la

Porcelaine,' and a smaller number of similar

works by him. These impressions fill three

large folio volumes, and were selected by the

artist, who sold them, with many autographic

notes, to the Museum in 1871. Ho brought

the collection to tho Print Room in the preced

ing year. Our readers are aware that he exe

cuted a considerable number of plates, impres

sions from which, in the "commercial" state,

were published in tho Gazette des Beaux-Arts.

Of these one of the finest represents a tripod,

by Gouthiere, of chiselled brass, which is in the

collection of Sir R. Wallace (see vol. xx. p. 132).

An art exhibition has been opened at Leek,

Staffordshire, in aid of the funds of the Art

School in that town. Pictures, &c, have been

lent to the value of 40,000/. Amongst the

artists represented are Constable, Etty, Gains

borough, Hogarth, Leslie, Mulready, Sir Joshua

Reynolds, Turner, Vernet, Wilson, and David

Cox. Altogether there are nearly 500 pictures

and other works on view, including 90 water-

colour drawings, illustrating the rise and pro

gress of the art in England from 1710, and 37

drawings for the Arundel Society.

The Trustees of the British Museum have

agreed to the appointment, as a first-class

assistant in Mr. Franks's Department of Anti

quities, of Mr. Reed, who has been for a long

time in serviceable but unofficial connexion

with the British Museum under Mr. Franks.

Sir Madava Rao has invited Mr. Nettloship

to the Gaekwar's court to paint the animals

which are displayed in the sports of the arena

at Baroda. Long ago tho natives of India were

able to paint pictures at once truthful and noble,

but the bigotry of their Mohammedan con

querors led to the extinction of the art.

There are two candidates for the Disney

Professorship of Archteology, which is now

vacant : Mr. Percy Gardner, of the British

Museum, late Fellow of Christ's College, and

the Rev. S. Lewis, Fellow of Corpus Christi

College.

The remonstrances addressed in these columns,

and by the Society for the Protection of Ancient

Buildings, to the authorities of Southampton

appear not to have saved the old Bargate of

that town from being made ridiculous. The

Building News says that protests were made at

a recent meeting of the authorities, and the

committee was asked to reconsider the matter

before having the giants and the shields re

painted. The mayor replied that the question

had already been decided. As to

there would be no vandalism, foi

being judiciously touched up, and

tone down and look all right. The giants weii,

a different matter altogether—they had been

taken away. He considered the appearance

of the Bar had been improved by their re

moval, and they would not be replaced with

out an order of the Council. An alderman

complained that whereas the original resolution

had referred equally to the renovation of the

shields and giants, yet the mayor had implied

that the former would be restored and replaced,

and that the latter would not. Confusion of

ideas as to the nature of an historical monument

and of a work of art is but too evident here.

Whether the Bargate looks the better for the

removal of some of its leading decorations and

the " touching up" of others is not the question.

Cincinnati will shortly have an art museum;

Mr. C. W. West, one of the wealthy merchants

of that city, having headed a subscription for

that purpose with tho munificent sum of one

hundred and fifty thousand dollars.

The Italians are still busy erecting monu

ments. One to Antonio Allegri is to bo " in

augurated " at Correggio in a few days, and the

people of Luino are talking of paying a similar

honour to Bernardino Luini.

In spite of the distress in Constantinople an

exhibition of paintings has once more been

attempted. The exhibitors were few, mostly

Armenians, Greeks, and Levantines. The Turks

were two : the Princess Nazlu Hanura, the accom

plished daughter of an accomplished mother, and

Ahmed Bey, who, having studied in Paris, paints

history and landscape under the patronage of the

Sultan. One of his recent works was ' The Tomb

of Sultan Mahmoud.'

On the 21st and 22nd inst. will be sold the

collection of ivories, porcelain, faience of various

kinds, goldsmiths' work, books, aud bronzes,

the property of the late Baroness van Utenhove

van Hoemstede, of Groenendaal, Jutphas, near

Utrecht, Holland. The sale is appointed to

take placo at Utrecht.

Mr. Joseph Anderson has recommenced at

Edinburgh his Rhind Lectures on archteology.

Ho is still dealing with ' Scotland in Early

Christian Times,' and the first lecture of the

new Beries was devoted to ' Decorative Metal-

work.' His other topics are ' Decorative Stone

work,' 'The Art of the Monuments,' 'The Sym

bolism of the Monuments,' and ' Inscribed

Monuments. '

The bulk of the articles shown at the

Native Industrial Exhibition of Indian Art, held

at Simla this year, are contributed by the

makers. Tho exhibition thus affords an oppor

tunity of gauging tho present condition of

modern Indian fine art. Many objects are,

however, contributed by private owners, amongst

others some fine specimens of ancient plastic

art, terra-cotta friezes and figures, from 1,000 to

1,500 years old, and coloured architectural tiles,

the property of General Cunningham. There

are also some handsomo pieces of porcelain,

made by the Chinese from Indian models for

the Emperors Akbar, Jehangir, Shahjehan, &c.

A school of art has just been opened at

Burnley. Upwards of one hundred and forty

names are already enrolled on the student list.

MUSIC

THE WEEK.

Leeds.—Triennial Musical Festival.
Crystal Palace Concerts.—Raff's Ninth Symphony.

A period of but six years has elapsed

since the first of the Leeds triennial musical

festivals was held, but already the institu

tion has taken firm root, and is regarded by

musicians as one of the most valuable of

provincial gatherings. Indeed, it may be
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said with fairness that the conduct of the

undertaking has been such as to inspire

general confidence, the vigour of youth

being associated to a considerable extent

with the wisdom which age and experience

are aljne expected to furnish. One or two

errors were committed in previous years with

reference to the selection of works for per

formance, but the scheme of the present

festival, of which a synopsis was given in

last week's Atheneeum, does not contain a

single item to which the most exacting critic

could take objection. The absence of Han

del's 'Messiah' from the festival of 1877

gave rise to considerable comment at the

time ; but again the oratorio is excluded,

the reason being that performances of it

are so frequent in Leeds and neighbouring

Yorkshire towns that on an occasion of

special importance it may fitly make way

for works which at ordinary seasons there

is no possibility of hearing. The wisdom

of this policy is unimpeachable, and it

would be well for the promoters of other

festivals to lay it to heart. The Leeds

Committee has shown itself determined to

avoid the reproach of neglecting the claims

of English music, an unusually large pro

portion of the programmes, including the

whole of the novelties, consisting of native

productions. Not a little boldness was

needed to carry this laudable principle of

encouragement to English art to the extent

of placing the direction of the festival in

the hands of an English musician. Mr.

Arthur Sullivan is universally admired and

respected as a composer, but it is doing him

no injustice to say that his claims as a con

ductor have not hitherto met with appre

ciable recognition, perhaps for the want of

legitimate opportunities for testing them.

It is the custom at all other provincial

festivals to allow but one day for general

rehearsals, the result being that the more

difficult works are frequently but insuffi

ciently prepared, and the executive forces

are fatigued before the first performance.

At Leeds a wholesome innovation was made

in the festival of 1874, two days being set

apart for rehearsal, and this plan has worked

so well that it is not likely to be abrogated.

But, as a consequence, the festival does not

commence until Wednesday morning, and

we are therefore compelled to defer our

criticism on six out of the seven perform

ances. Some general remarks may, however,

be made, the fruit of observation at the

rehearsals. Perhaps the most prominent

feature in the meetings of 1874 and 1877

was the wonderfully fine singing of the

chorus. It may be said at once that the

present choir is equal, if not superior, in

quality to those of past years. Mr. James

Broughton, the chorus-master, may again

receive the heartiest congratulations, as well

on the splendid material he has had to work

upon as on his own admirable training. The

tenors are slightly inferior to the other con

tingents, showing a relative weakness in the

upper notes ; but the sopranos are remark

able not only for power and clearness, but

for their excellent attack, and the body of

tone from the basses is almost overpower-

ingly grand. In the orchestra we miss

several familiar faces, both among the

strings and wind, but its general quality

is magnificent.

Paramount attention on Monday and

Tuesday was of course given to the works

composed expressly for the festival. Mr.

J. P. Barnett and Mr. Arthur Sullivan are

not novices in composition, and in requesting

them to contribute to the scheme the com

mittee were well aware that they would

secure works, if not of commanding great

ness and originality, at least worthy to be

associated with a musical gathering of first-

class importance. It is worthy of note, as

indicating an increase of caution and care

fulness in the selection of words for musical

treatment, that both composers have selected

themes already before them in preference to

placing themselves in the hands of librettists,

whose mercies are not always great. Long

fellow's ' The Building of the Ship ' was not

written for music, and it is therefore not

surprising that a stanza here and there pre

sents difficulties and incongruities not easy

to be surmounted. But, speaking generally,

the lines flow smoothly and pleasantly

enough, and if the ideas rarely rise to the

height of poetry, they are sufficiently varied

to enable the composer to avoid monotony in

his setting. Mr. Barnett has taken the piece

mostly as it stands, some slight excisions and

transpositions being allowed for. Our final

opinion of the music must be reserved for

the present, but this much may be said with

out rashness, that it will compare favourably

with any of the works he has produced since

his first conspicuous success in ' The Ancient

Mariner.' There is the less cause for hesi

tation in making this assertion as Mr. Bar

nett writes with the utmost lucidity, content,

apparently, to walk in well-trodden paths, so

that his music makes no inordinate demands

on the attention of the listener, but may be

grasped in its fullest meaning without much

effort. The modern theories of a poetic signi

ficance in the instrumental themes, and of

continuity by means of frequent recurrence

of phrases and melodic figures in the vocal

parts, are utilized to a limited extent. Mr.

Barnett gives an explanation of the opening

and close of his work, and it will be as well

to quote his words : ' ' The andante with

which the instrumental introduction opens

is intended to illustrate sunrise on the sea

shore, with the breath of the morn and the

soft sea air. This leads to a cantabile

melody in u minor, suggestive of the aspira

tions of the youth to the hand of the

master's daughter. Then the air is filled

with the sounds of workmen in the ship

yard commencing their morning's toil,

described by the allegro moderate, during

which, from time to time, can be heard the

love-song of the youth whilst directing the

labours of the men and carrying out the

plans of the master." Again, at the end, he

tells us that "the scene of a multitude

witnessing a vessel leaving the shore is

musically illustrated. The instrumental

symphony preceding the chorus describes

the vessel receding from the land, whilst

tho sailors' ' Heave ho ! ' as tho ship gets

under weigh, is imitated by notes of tho

horn The vessel now is gradually fading

out of sight on the horizon, when the impres

sive words of the pastor recur to tho people,

who with one accord join in tho melody,—

Like unto ships far out at sea

Outward or homeward bound are we."

It was understood that Mr. Arthur Sullivan

had chosen the Scriptural story of David and

Jonathan as the foundation for an oratorio,

but the design was abandoned, and ho has

followed the example of several living com

posers in taking a subject from tho tradi

tions of the early Christian Church. To Sir

Julius Benedict's ' St. Cecilia,' Mr. William

Carter's ' Placida,' and Madame Sainton-

Dolby's ' Legend of St. Dorothea ' must now

be added Mr. Sullivan's ' The Martyr of

Antioch.' These stories differ but little

from one another in all essentials. La each

it is a young girl who professes her readi

ness to die for her faith, being deaf alike

to threats from her pagan foes and entreaties

from parent, lover, or friends. Mr. Sullivan

showed no ordinary boldness in attacking

Dean Milman's so-called poem, which for

its generally confused style and extra

ordinary verbosity has surely but few

equals. But out of most unpromising

material he has evolved a work of much

interest and melodic beauty, the extreme

simplicity of the vocal part-writing being

atoned for by orchestration of exceeding

richness and variety. There remains to be

mentioned Mr. Thomas Wingham's new

concert overture, but of this it was impos

sible to form any opinion at rehearsal.

It will not be requisite to devote much space

to the performance of ' Elijah,' with which

the festival opened on Wednesday morning.

It is good policy to commence with a work

which, being familiar to all, is certain to go

tolerably well, and thus create a favourable

impression at the outset ; but criticism in

detail is for the same reason not required.

There was much to admire in this

rendering of the most popular of modern

oratorios, though it was imperfect in some

respects. Nothing could exceed the effect

of some of the choruses, tho choir showing

no trace of fatigue after the long and

wearying rehearsals, save that in the early

number, " Lord, bow Thine ear to our

prayer," the altos and basses commenced

flat, to the detriment of the solo voices on

their first entry. If the precision which we

are accustomed to associate with Sir Michael

Costa's conducting was sometimes wanting,

on the other hand there was an unwonted

delicacy in the piano passages for which Mr.

Arthur Sullivan may take credit. Regard

ing the soloists, those who gave the most

satisfaction were Mesdames Albani, Trebelli,

and Patey. Mrs. Osgood sang like an artist,

as she always does, but she was over

weighted in the widow scene, which was

also marred by an unreasonably slow tempo.

Mr. Frederic King in the title r6le was

severely tried by ever-recurring memories

of Mr. Santley, but it would be unfair not

to give him due credit for what was, on the

whole, a very artistic and commendable per

formance. Dramatic power Mr. King has

not as yet, but he possesses great intelligence

and a rapidly improving voice. He will do

better with further experience. Mr. Maas

should be peremptorily informed that

Mendelssohn's music must be sung without

alteration. Whatever good effect he might

have created was marred at the outset by a

silly addition to the text in ' ' If with all

your hearts." The remainder of what, at

the time of writing, promises to be a highly

successful festival must be reserved for con

sideration next week.

Inmostunfavourableweatherthenew series

of winter concerts at the Crystal Palace was

inaugurated last Saturday afternoon. Being
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desirous, as it would seem, to signalize the first

concert by the production of an important

novelty, Mr. Manns selected Raffs last pub

lished symphony—No. 9, in e minor—for

the post of honour. It will be remembered

that tho same composer's eighth symphony

(' Friihlingsklange,' in a major) was pro

duced at Sydenham last November, and

noticed in some detail in these columns

(Athen. No. 2717). We remarked then on

the very decided falling off shown by that

work as compared with the best of Raff's

earlier symphonies. We cannot find any

improvement in the composer's ninth effort

in this style, and are quite unable to agree

with the remurk of the enthusiastic anno-

tator of the book of the words, that it " cer

tainly is inferior to none of its eight pre

decessors for ingenuity, fluency, and effect."

The ingenuity we admit at once ; in

contrapuntal skill Half has no living

superior, and few equals ; and if tho weari

some pouring forth of a string of phrases,

which when they are not ugly are too

often commonpluce, deserve to be called

fluency, we are willing to grant that also.

But on the question of effect we join issue

at once. In this respect the new work will

not compare for a moment with either the

'Im Walde' (No. 3) or the ' Lenore '

(No. 5), to say nothing of the really charm

ing little Symphony in o minor. The present

symphony is entitled ' In the Hummer-

tame,' and as the eighth was a ' Spring '

Symphony, we presume that tho composer

probably intends to illustrato autumn and

winter in his Nos. 10 and 11. If such is

the case we trust Mr. Manns will mercifully

spare us the necessity of hearing them at

the Crystal Palace, unless they should be

very far superior to Raff's recent productions.

It is difficult to imagine what could have

induced the conductor to bring this very

tedious and laboured work forward at all,

unless it were the mere fact of its being a

novelty, and the fear that somebody else

would forestall him in its production. On

this point he might probably have been

quite at his ease ; for we doubt if anybody

else would have taken the necessary trouble

with such uninteresting music. We do not

deny the merit, or even the beauty, of certain

isolated passages, especially in the second

and third movements, but these do not

compensate for or condone the diffuseness,

dryness, and frequent vulgarity of other

portions. The plain truth is that Herr Raff

writes a great deal too much for his reputa

tion ; and his later compositions have been

(so far as we have seen or heard them) so

inferior to his earlier ones that it is difficult

to avoid the conclusion that he has written

himself out. If Mr. Manns wishes to pro

duce a novelty by Raff which is really worth

hearing, let him perform the Second Sym

phony, in c major, Op. 140—a very fine

work, which, we believe, has never yet been

heard in this country. It is only fair to add

that the performance on Saturday was mag

nificent throughout, a triumph alike for con

ductor and orchestra.

The remainder of the concert was far

more satisfactory. The overture to ' Eury-

anthe ' and the ' Walkurenritt ' are both

familiar to musicians, and a mere record of

their performance will suffice. Madame

Montigny-Reiuaury gave an excellent per

formance of Schumann's Concertstiick in o,

Op. 92 ; and Mrs. Osgood, who was in ex

cellent voice, sang a song from Gounod's

' Reine de Saba ' and Thomas's " Connais-

tu le pays ?" from ' Mignon ' admirably.

This winter season of Italian opera at Her

Majesty's Theatre will commence on Monday

next. The arrangements for the opening week

are announced as follows : Monday, ' Faust,'

dibuia of Millies. Elsa Widmar and Morini ;

Tuesday, ' La Favorita,' with Madame Trebelli

as Leonora, and the first appearance of Signor

Cantoni as Fernando ; Wednesday, ' La Son-

nambula,' tli-hut of Millie. Giulia Bressolles ;

Thursday, ' Lucrezia Borgia,' with Madame

Giovannoni Zacchi as Lucrezia ; Friday, ' Car

men,' with Madame Trebelli ; and Saturday,

' Lucia di Lammermoor,' in which Mdlle.

Rosin* Isidor will make her first appearance.

Turn second of Mr. George Riseley's orchestral

concerts for the present season was given at the

Colston Hall, Bristol, on the 4th inst. , when

Mendelssohn's ' Italian Symphony,' Romberg's

1 Toy Symphony,' and the overtures to ' Eury-

anthe ' and ' Le Domino Nnir' were the prin

cipal works performed. Miss Spencer Jones

and Mr. J. T. Hutchinson were the soloists.

The first of Mr. Stephen S. Stratton's chamber

concerts for the present season was given at the

Masonic Hall, Birmingham, last Tuesday week.

The programme included Scharwenka's Piano

Quartet in f, Beethoven's Sonata, Op. 78,

Onslow's Quintet in o, No. 13, and Schumann's

Pianoforte Quintet. Such a selection needs no

praise from us ; of the performance, which was

sustained entirely by local artists, the Birming

ham press speaks in high terms. We are glad

to learn that Mr. Stratton's efforts in behalf of

good music are meeting with the support which

they so richly deserve.

A new opera in three acts, 'Le Beau Nicolas,'

text by MM. Vanloo and Leterrier, music by

M. P. Lacome, was produced on the 8th

inst. at the Theatre des Folies Dramatiques,

Paris. In the current number of the lietue et

Gazette MusicaU, M. Henri Lavoix fits speaks

favourably of the music, but severely criticizes

the performance, concluding his notice by Bay

ing that never was the term " execution" more

truly applied to an opera.

M. PxsDELorp intends during tho coming

series of his concerts, which commences to

morrow, to give special attention to modern

symphonic works. The Russian school will be

represented by Glinka, Dargomijsky, Rubin

stein, Seroff, Tschaikowsky, ltimsky-Korsakotf,

iStc. ; the Italian by Verdi, Boito, Ponchielli, Ac. ;

and modern Germany by Wagner, Brahms, Raff,

and Goldmark. Besides this a series of works

by French composers, from Lulli down to tho

present time, is to be given in chronological

order.

At tho Chatelet Concerts M. Colonne will

produce new works by MM. Saint-Saens

(' Suite Algerienne '), Lalo (a violin concerto),

and A. Godard (a piano concerto), besides M.

Duvernoy's prize composition ' La Tempete,'

and a revival of Berlioz's 'L'Enfance du Christ.'

It is announced that the late Jacques Offen

bach's last opera, ' Les Contes d'Hoffmann,'

which is already in rehearsal at the Opera

Comique, Paris, is to be produced at that house

during the winter. The orchestration, which

was all but completed, will receive the finishing

touches, it is said, from M. Guiraud. The work

is spoken of by those who know it as being far

in advance of the composer's usual style.

The Musikalisches Wochenblatt states that

Johannes Brahms has during the summer com

posed, among other things, two overtures and

two piano trios.

DRAMA

LYCEL'K THEATRE.
SOLE LESSEE and MANAGER, MR HENRY IRVING.

Thf CORRICAN BRI>THEK8• Ererr NI«M at 8.39. LOCIR and

FARIKN I>El FHANCHI. Mr IRVING Al ;.»). HYCJONKK or
A W Plnorn Dnn opn al T. MORNING PERFOII MANCES of
The I'OKMICAN BROTHERS,' SATURDAYS, October loth. lUrd. and
SKh.al 3.30.
Box Office (Mr. Hunt) open 10 to 5. Beau booked by letter or

telegram.

THE WEEK.

Coprt.—' Vary Stuart,1 a Plav In Fire Acta. Altered
from Schiller by the Hon. Lewis Wlngneld.

Sr. James's.—' William and Susan, a Play in Three Acta.
Founded bv W. G. Wills upon Douglas Jerrold's Nautical
Drama of ' Black-Eyed Sinan.'
Sadler's Wklls.—' W illiam Tell,' a Play by Sheridan

Knuwles, reduced from Five into Four Acts.

Among the characters which form, almost

of necessity, a portion of the repertory of a

tragic artist has to be counted Mary Stuart.

A veritable touchstone of capacity, its appli

cation seems necessary before a reputation

can be said to be won. The experiment

once past, however, it is seldom repeated.

There are few actresses with whose fame

Mury Stuart is associated in the same

manner in which Phedre is associated with

the fame of Rachel, Lady Macbeth with

that of Mrs. Siddons, Marie Antoinette with

thnt of Signora Ristori, and Juliet with that

of Miss Neilson. Of the four artists we have

named two only have essayed the rdle.

Rachel as Mary Stuart obtained nothing

moro than a meeet (Tettime, and Signora

Ristori has now almost ceased to assume it.

Mrs. Siddons achieved a moderate success as

the Queen of Scots, but the play in which she

appeared was an original work of the Hon.

John St. John, a dramatist now wholly for

gotten. Schiller's play was first seen in

London on the 14th of December, 1819,

with Miss Macauley, an actress of whom

little has subsequently been heard, as the

heroine. Her success must have been in

different, since on the 29th of tho same

month the character was assigned to Miss

Foote, subsequently Lady Harrington. In

this version, assumably that of Mellish, a

friend of Schiller, who is said to have lent

him the prompt copy before it was printed,

Mrs. Bunn was Queen Elizabeth, C. Kemble

Sir Edward Mortimer, Terry Sir Amias

Paulet, and Macready, who, however, for

gets to mention the part in his diary, the

Earl of Leicester.

The cause why the play has been so little

of a favourite is found in its construction.

It contains but two really strong situations :

one, due to a deliberate if pardonablo de

parture from history, in which Elizabeth

and Mary are represented as meeting at

Fotheringhay ; a second, which in this

country is always omitted in representation,

wherein Mary before her death receives the

sacraments from Melvil, who tolls her he

is a priest and brings forth the wine and

the wafer. Whatever merit the remainder

possesses consists in the clever if fanciful

sketch of history which is supplied, and is

anything rather than dramatic.

In subjecting this play to alteration and

revision Madame Modjeska has been well

advised. The changes that have been

made by Mr. Wingfield are in the main

judicious. Their effect is, with little if any

violence to the story, to quicken greatly

the action and strengthen somewhat the

interest. In the early scenes Mr. Wing-

field mainly aimed at compression. He

has sought to humanize the character of
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Elizabeth and to lighten somewhat the

treachery of Leicester. To the bickerings

and feuds between Burleigh and Leicester

on the one hand and the same shrewd

statesman and Shrewsbury on the other,

he has, for the purpose of alleviating the

gloom, given more prominence, and he has,

perhaps for the reason that Mortimer is

assigned to a juvenile exponent, cut out the

scene of delirious passion in which Schiller

sought to indicate the kind of intoxicating

influence the charms of Mary were supposed

to exercise. In the last act the alterations

amount to reconstruction. Those concluding

scenes which, in spite of Schiller's effort to

show the commencement of Elizabeth's peni

tence, are an incumbrance upon the play,

and assign the whole the character of an

anti - climax, are omitted, and the act

ends with the death of Mary, which

is described by Leicester. At the com

mencement of the act Mary enters among

the women, whom the sight of the exe

cutioner and of the scaffold has frightened,

and distributes to them her parting gifts.

To Melvil she entrusts her last messages,

and she then receives the envoys from

Elizabeth who bring her the warrant. The

eight of Leicester disturbs the serenity

which she has exhibited, and she freely

accedes to his supplication for pardon.

Then, following the uplifted cross in the

hands of Melvil, she passes from the room

into the adjacent courtyard, in which the

scaffold is erected. On her way 6he re

peats the Latin psalms for the dying, and

her voice, heard through the open door

way, continues until its cessation, with the

sharp spasm of Leicester, tells that all is

over. From the dramatic standpoint this

act is a great improvement upon that pre

viously seen. Its effect is profoundly touch

ing.

Madame Modjeska's representation of

Mary Stuart is a singularly fine, intelligent,

and suggestive piece of acting. It is decidedly

in advance of her performance in ' Hearts

ease.' Though belonging to the realistic

Bchool of acting, it is illumined by flashes

of imagination and poetic beauty, and is

throughout varied in emotion and admirable

in pathos and beauty. In the closing scenes

pathos was the most striking quality ; in the

third act, however, the quick succession and

throng of passions enabled the actress to

show an extent of range and an adequacy

of method rarely seen. The entire per

formance vindicates Madame Modjeska's

right to the laurels which, on the strength

of her previous performance, were gene

rally awarded to her. Mr. Clayton

assigned to Leicester a bluff manliness, not

unmixed with plausibility and shiftiness,

that suited the character. After the Mary

Stuart this was the best piece of acting ex

hibited. Miss Louise Moodie was powerful

in a stagey, conventional way ; Mr. Craufurd

showed power as Sir Edward Mortimer ; and

Miss Grahame was seen to advantage as

Margaret Curl. Tho mounting and acces

sories are satisfactory, and the entire per

formance reflects credit upon the manage

ment.

A spectacle such as is now afforded at

the St. James's Theatre marks an epoch in

theatrical art. No special merit can be

claimed for the piece, and the acting,

though much of it is excellent in its

way, has no such quality as singles it out

for exceptional commendation. Not before,

however, has an English play been put

upon the stage in a manner so admir

able, it may almost be said so faultless.

Mr. Hare, who has long enjoyed the reputa

tion of being one of the best stage managers

in England, has profited by the visit to

London of the Dutch comedians, and has

assigned the drama he has produced a raise

en scene as good as that which in ' Anne-

Mie ' came as a revelation in theatrical art.

To see such pictures as those of the cottage

at Deal, in which the action of ' William and

Susan ' commences, the beach with the fleet

in the Downs, the cabin of the man-of-war,

with the officers with their smooth-shaven

faces and in their knee-breeches and silk

stockings, and the marines in the quaint but

effective costume of the early part of this

century, and the final tableau of the deck of

the same vessel, in which everything is exact

enough to defy scrutiny, is to learn of what

the art of theatrical decoration is capable.

The improvement, meanwhile, is not con

fined to matters of dress and to what is

inanimate in the picture; For the first time

upon an English stage, supers of whom every

one is apparently an actor are employed.

The pictures afforded accordingly vibrate

with life, and the stage illusion is perfect.

So thoroughly has Mr. Hare accomplished

the task he has set himself, that his ex

ample must inevitably be followed, and a

definite improvement in the conditions of

theatrical representation in England is now

a mere matter of time.

Successful as has been the experiment

of the management in this direction, it has

not been accompanied by a corresponding

success in the play. Mr. Wills's alteration

of ' Black-Eyed Susan ' displays its author's

poetical vein and his capacity to produce

tender and idyllic pictures. Neither in pro

bability, however, nor in dramatic value is

it any advance on the work it seeks to re

place. Those types of character which,

absurd and preposterous as many of them

were, had won acceptance from the public

have disappeared, and little of the original

scheme is left, except the cutting down by

William of Capt. Crosstree, and his trial by

a court-martial for striking his superior

officer. In place of the missing figures we

get others which are neither more interest

ing nor more natural, while the action is

even more improbable than that of the

earlier piece. Capt. Crosstree, for instance,

in the original a light-hearted toping sailor,

who when he insults Susan is " three sheets

in the wind," is converted into a base and

ungrateful libertine, who seeks in puro idle

ness to seduce the wife of a man who has

saved his life. This is the cardinal defect of

the piece, and its influence is strong enough

and repellent enough to prevail over recol

lections of the touching scenes Mr. Wills has

set before us in the earlier act.

As Susan Mrs. Kendal acts with great

pathos and with a sincerity that speaks

a thorough artist. Mr. Kendal is probably

the best William on the stage ; Mr. Hare

as the Admiral supplies a picture accurate

and faithful in all respects ; and Mr. Barnes

as Capt. Crosstree is a type of light-hearted

and insouciant villainy. All parts down to

tho smallest are well played, and the entire

representation is of high value.

At Sadler's Wells Theatre Mr. Warner

has appeared as William Tell in Sheridan

Knowles's melo-dramatic and rather dreary

play of the same name. Mr. Warner's face,

figure, and stately presence are of use to

him in this character, and he delivers the

verses with rhetorical effect. The pathos of

the later scenes is not, however, extracted,

and the termination of the play is heavy.

Miss Louise Willes is Emma and Mr.

Brooke Gessler. ' William Tell ' is mounted

in a style which reflects credit on the man

agement.

The Theatres of Paris. By J. Brander Matthews.

(Sampson Low & Co.)

Books upon the Parisian theatres are not un

common in England, and one or two of them

have serious value. The most satisfactory in

all respects is Mr. W. H. Pollock's recent

volume, a work which by some caprice of for

tune seems to have escaped the recognition due

to its merits. An earlier volume, by Charles

Hervey, published in 1846 by Galignani of

Paris, conveys a fair impression of the state of

the stage at a period when it was still graced by

Rachel, and gives some interesting information

gleaned from the ' Histoire du Theatre Franeais '

of Hippolyte LucaSj and other works. Mr. J.

Brander Matthews is last in the field, and has

in consequence had more authorities at his dis

posal. In dealing with the Come'die Francaiae

he has made special use of the recently pub

lished 'Come'diens et Comediennes ' of M. Sarcey,

and the chief grace of his work consists in the

reproduction of the eaux fortes of M. Leon

Gaucherel, with which M. Sarcey's volume is

illustrated. As Mr. Matthews is an American,

the comparisons he institutes are between the

stage in the United States and that in Paris.

The criticisms have no remarkable value.

gramatir (Ssnug.

In addition to Dr. Westland Marston's 'Donna

Diana,' the forthcoming production of which at

the St. James's has been mentioned in our

columns, the management of that theatre pro

mises Tobin's comedy, ' The Honeymoon,' and

a new play from the French by Mr. Charles

Coghlan.

Miss Litton has undertaken the management

of the Theatre Royal, Glasgow, which will open

before long with ' As You Like It. ' In January

next Miss Litton will appear at the Gaiety

Matinees in a series of classical performances,

commencing with ' Much Ado about Nothing.'

The new drama by Mr. A. C. Calmour, pro

duced with the title of ' Trust and Trial ' at a

Gaiety Matine"e on Saturday last, is very similar

in plot to ' Hunted Down. ' Mr. Macklin acted

competently as a husband who discovers that his

wife has been wanting in confidence, the wife

herself being played with tenderness by Miss B.

Henri. As the villain of the piece, a first hus

band reappearing to claim a wife married to

another, Mr. Calmour, the author, played with

much force, though with an imperfect know

ledge of the art of acting.

Mr. Joseph Jefferson has reappeared at the

Arch Street Theatre, Philadelphia, as Bob Acres

in ' The Rivals.' The resumption of a character

by an artist who for very many years has scarcely

been seen except in tho one rile with which his

name is associated inspires exceptional interest

in the United States. The impersonation is said

to be highly thoughtful and intelligent, and to

accentuate more deeply than is customary the

well-known features of the character.

To Correspoitoexts.—C. B.—E. G. C—Dr. D.—F. W. L.-
8. W.—A. N.—received.

Ko notice can be taken of anonymous communication*.
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PEASANT LIFE

IN THE WEST OF ENGLAND.

By FRANCIS GEORGE HEATH,

Author of ' The English Peasantry,* * The Fern World,'

' Sylvan Spring,' &c.

Part I. A Glance at the Past.—Part II. Feasant Life in
1872 —Part III. Among the Peasantry in 1873.—Part IV.
English Peasants of To-Day.

Contorts of Part IV.

ENGLISH PEASANTS OF TO-DAY.

Lights and Bhadows-Two Life Histories—Present Money
Earnings—Privileges—Cottages and Sanitation—A Model
Village—" Potatoe Ground—Dress of the Period—Living
and "Credit"—Halberton in 1880—A Pig Insurance Society
—Superstition and Folk-lore—Amusements—Poor Farming
and "Depression"—Depopulation—Moral and Intellectual
Progress.

EXTRACTS from AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

" Especially opportune, at this moment, must be any
statements regarding our English Peasantry One half of
the volume—relating to the Peasant life of to-day—is
written from the freshest of materials—gathered, put into
literary form, and published without the loss of a single day.

In dealing with his subject the author has confined
himself solely to its social and economical aspect. He
would be uncandid, however, were he to attempt to conceal
his knowledge of the fact that, underlying this social ques
tion, is a * burning ' political question that is certain, in the
immediate future, to be fought out on the arena of parlia
mentary conflicts. But into that question he has not
deemed it necessary to enter, contenting himself with the
record of facts which will be found in the succeeding pages,
and leaving political writers to draw from those facts wnat
deductions they please."

Now ready,

NEW GUINEA:

WHAT I DID AND WHAT I SAW.

By L. M. D'ALBERTIS,

Officer of the Order of the Crown of Italy, Honorary Member
and Gold Medallist of thel.R.G.S. C.M.Z.B., &c

In 2 vols, demy 8vo. cloth extra, with Maps, Coloured Plates,
and numerous very fine Woodcut Illustrations, price 42s,

%* Of all the habitable but unknown portions of the globe,
with the exception of Africa, New Guinea possesses at pre
sent the greatest interest for the student and the general
reader. Professor D'Albertis may be said to have devoted
his life to the unravelling of its mysteries, and his work is
by far the most thorough and complete account of its people,
animals, birds, insects, Ac,

C. KEGAN PAUL & CO.'S

NEW BOOKS.

With 136 Illustrations, medium 8vo. cloth,

HISTORY OF PAINTING.

Prom the German of the late Dr. ALFRED WOLTJtATJN

and Dr. KARL WOERMANN.

Edited by SIDNEY COLVIN, M.A.

Vol. I. — PAINTING in ANTIQUITY and the

MIDDLE AGES. Cloth, price 28». ; cloth extra, bevelled

boards, gilt leaves, price 30«.

With Portrait, demy 8vo. cloth, price 16«.

SPINOZA: his Life and Philosophy.

By FREDERICK POLLOCK.

AN ENTIRELY NEW EDITION DE LUXE FOR CHRISTMAS, t

WASHINGTON IRVING'S LITTLE

BRITAIN,

THE SPECTRE BRIDEGROOM,

AND

A LEGEND OF SLEEPY HOLLOW.

Specially Illustrated by 120 very fine Engravings on Wood
by Mr. J. D. Cooper,"designed by Mr. Charles 0. Murray.

Square crown 8vo. cloth extra, gilt edges, price 10*. Grf.

PRIMITIVE POLK MOOTS;

Or, OPES-AIR ASSEMBLIES IN BRITAIN.

By GEOKGE LAURENCE GOMME, F.8.A.,

Honorary Secretary to the Folk-lore Society, Author of
' Index of Municipal Offices.*

Now ready, 1 vol. crown 8vo. cloth, price 12*.

THE NEW NOVEL BY JEAN INGELOW is

SARAH DE BERANGER.

In 3 vols.

>*ow ready, by the Author of ' The Wreck of the Grosvenor,

'John lloldsworth, Chief Mate,' Ac.

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART.

By W. CLARK KUSSELL.

3 vols, crown 8vo. 31*. 6d.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5*.

THE ATOMIC THEORY.

By Professor WURTZ.

Translated by E. CLEMINSHAW, F.C.B.

Vol. XXX. of the " International Scientific Series.'

Demy 8vo. cloth, price 16s.

A COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK

OF JOB.

With a Translation.

By 8AMUEL COX.

THE PULPIT COMMENTART.

I SAMUEL.

By the Very Rev. E. P. SMITH, D.D.

With Homilies by Rev. DONALD FRABER, D.D. ; Rev.

Professor CHAPMAN ; and Rev. B. DALE.

Price 16*.

Demy 8vo. cloth, price 10*. 6(/.

THE NEW TRUTH AND THE

OLD FAITH:

ARE THEY INCOMPATIBLE?

By a SCIENTIFIC LAYMAN.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 2#. 6d.

THE INSPIRATION OF THE

NEW TESTAMENT.

By W. R. BROWNE.

With a Preface by the Rev. J. P. NORRIS, D.D.,

Canon of Bristol.

Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 2*. 6(/.

THE NEW WERTHER.

By LOKI.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price

PICTURES FROM IRELAND

IN 1880.

By TERENCE McGRATH.

London :

Sampson Lew, Maeston, Seable & Eivinoton,

Crown Buildings, 188, Eleet-itreet, E.C.

Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 3*. Crf.

DISCONTENT AND DANGER

IN INDIA,

AND SOME OF ITS CAUSES.

By A. K. CONNELL.

] , Paternoster-square.

W. SATCHEL!, PUBLISHER.

A Third Edition of My LIFE

as an ANGLER, by William

Henderson, is now ready, crown

8vo. with Portrait and 12 Plates,

price 7s. 6d.

Will amply reward the general reader."—Spectator.

Royal 8vo. cloth, price 14*.

STUDIES OP THE EIGHTEENTH

CENTURY IN ITALY.

By VERNON LEE.

Throughout the volume we are in the presence of &

subtle and imaginative critic, of a picturesque and vigoroo?

writer, of one who has profoundly studied a subject in which

he takes passionate interest, and who has written of Italy

and Italian art with a wonderful artistic intuition, com

parable only with that shown in some of Robert Browning's

poems on Italian subjects."

Fanfuila delln Domenica of Home.

A learned volume on the Italian stage by a voun£

English writer of most lively powers."

Nuova Antologia of Rome.

One of the most fascinating books that it has been our

good fortune to meet with for a very long time .A sin

gularly delightful and very able volume."

Westminster Revietc.

Treating an important and little-known theme with

conspicuous ability."—Athtni<rum.

1 Presents a vivid and attractive picture of the full, rich

growth of Italian music."—Academy.

' A thoroughly interesting and admirable book.**

St. James's Gazette.

'An unusually pleasant excursion into a rarely visited

field of research,"—British Quarterly.

Now ready, crown 8vo. cloth extra, 10 fine Plates, price 6*.

(postage 44.),

GODS, SAINTS, AND MEN.

By EUGENE LEE-HAMILTON.

'* Has an attraction that fixes attention, and decided

originality of style and conception."—Keene's Bath JoarneiL

" Fluent and graceful narrative verse. Readers will lie

grateful to the author."—Civilian.

THE BOOK OP BRITISH

TOPOGRAPHY.

By J. P. ANDERSON, of the Museum Library.

The Subscription List of this most

important Work will Close Next Week.

Prospcctw.es on application. Subscription

price, los. ; large paper, 30s. For tie

latter immediate application will be

THE ANGLER'S NOTE-BOOK.

Small -lto. 6 Plates, cloth extra, price 6*. (postage ML).

** A charming volume.''

Professor Brown Goodc (U.S. Fisheries Commission^.

Imperial 16mo. cloth extra, price Zs. (postage 4d.),

TUSCAN FAIRY TALES.

With 16 Illustrations, engraved by Edmund Evans.

M A thoroughly delightful volume."—Westminster Iterxen:

" Sumptuously printed and prettily bound."—Athentrvru.

12, Tavistock-street, Covent-garden, VT.C.
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MISS BIRD.-THE INTERIOR OF JAPAN.

Xext Week, with Map unci Illustrations, 2 vols, crown 8vo. 24*.

UNBEATEN TRACKS IN JAPAN.

travels ot a lady in the interior,

including visits to the aborigines of yezo and the shrines of nikko and ise.

By ISABELLA BIRD,

Author of ' A Lady*! Life In the Rocky Mountains,' ' Six Months in the Sandwich Islands,' Ac.

John Murray, Albemarle-street.

SIR EDWARD REED'S WORK ON JAPAN.

Next week, with Map and Illustrations, 3 vols. 8ro. 2S».

JAPAN : its History, Traditions, and Religions.

WITH THE XARItATITE OF A VISIT IN 1879.

By Sir EDWARD J. REED, K.C.B. F.R.S. M.P.

John Murray, Albemarle-street.

NEW WORK B7 LIONEL S. BEALE.

>"ow ready, demy 8vo. pp. 230, price 5*.

SLIGHT AILMENTS:

THEIR NATURE AND TREATMENT.

By LIONEL S. BEALE, M.B. F.R.S. F.R.C.P.,

Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine in King's College, London.

J. & A. Churchill.

In crown 8vo. price 2«. 6<i. cloth gilt,

OUR SONS : How to Start them in Life.

By ARTHUR KINO.

' The book is a thoroughly practical one, and will, we are sure, be very useful to perplexed parents."— Graphic,

Frederick Warnb St Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

In crown 8vo. price 3s. 6d each, oloth gilt,

LADY BARKER'S WORKS.

NEW EDITIONS.

SYBIL'S BOOK.

STORIES ABOUT.

ick Warns it Co.

RIBBON STORIES.

CHRISTMAS CAKE.

MRS. FORRESTER'S NEW NOVEL.

Aw ready, at all the Librarief,

SECOND EDITION of ROY and VIOLA. By Mrs.

FORRESTER, Author of ' Viva,' 'Mignon,' ' Rhona,' <bc.

In 3 vols, crown 8vo.

Hurst & Blackett, Publishers, 13, Great Marlborough-strect.

GEORGE ELIOT.

This day is published, a New and Cheaper Edition, crown 8vo. 5?.

IMPRESSION S

THEOPHRASTUS SUCH.

By GEORGE ELIOT.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

MR. KINGLAKE'S NEW VOLUME.

THE WINTER TROUBLES; being the

SIXTH VOLUME of the INVASION of the CRIMEA, is

published this day. With a Map, 8vo. price 16s.

William Blackwood it Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Every SATURDAY, 24 Paget, Price id. of all

Bookteller$,

NOTES AND QUERIES:

A Medium of Intercommunication for Literary

Men, Artists, Antiquaries, Genealogists, &o.

" When found, make a note of."—Captain Cuttle.

CONTAINING EVERY WEEK AMUSING ARTICLES

ON SOME OP THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH

HISTORY,

Hlustrated by Original Communications and

Inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY,

Including unpublished Correspondence of

eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected

with I

BIBLIOGRAPHY,

More especially of English Authors, with

Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their

Works, and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous

Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK

LORE,

Preserving the fast-fading Relics of the old

Mythologies.

BALLADS and OLD POETRY,

With Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL SAYINGS,

Their Origin, Meaning, and Application.

PHILOLOGY,

Including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes

on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY AND HERALDRY,

Including Histories of Old Families, completion

of Pedigrees, inc.

Published by John Francis, 20, Wellington-street,

Strand, W.C.

rPHK ANGLO - EGYPTIAN BANKING COM-

A PANY (Limited),

PAID-UP CAPITAL. 1.600,0001,

Having Branches or Agencies At Alexandria. Cairo, Cyprus, Ac., affords
exceptional facilities to Traveller* to Egypt and the Nile.

Head Office : London, 27, Clement's-lane. Lombard-street.

O. FOA. Secretary.
Alexandria Branch : A. E. Simowd, Manager. Cairo Hntnch : .Scum

BriT.it, Manager. Agencies at 1-armies and Nicosia (Cyprus).

PH02NIX FIRE OFFICE, Lombakd-stbrbt
and CHARINO CROSS. LONDON.—Bstablished 1782.

Prompt ana Liberal Loss Settlements.
Insurance* effected In all pans of the World.

JOHN J. BHOOMFIELD.

LUQLS INSCKANCE COMPANY,
Hi 79, 1'ALL MALL.

For LITBS ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1K07.
Accumulated Funds i'.I.Ot.l.MS
Also a Subscribed Capital of more titan . . £1,900,000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the Office, or from
any of the Company 's Agents, post free.

OEOKGB HUMPHRBYS. Actuary and Secretary.

1 OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOS8 OF TIME,
And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' A8SUHANCB COMPANY.
The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hod Lord KINNA1RD, Chairman.
Subscribed Capital, l,000.ouof. Moderate Premiums.
Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing.

A fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance
In the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local Agent*.

Carnloll. London. WILLIAM 1. VIAN, Seer
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JosRPH GILLOTT'S

STEEL PENS.

Sold by all Stationers throughout the World.

FURNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
THROUGHOUT on

MOEDER's hire SYSTEM.

The Original, Best, and most Liberal.

Cash Prices.

No extra charge for time given.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars of terms, post free.

F. MOEDER, 248, 249, 250, Tottenham Court-road; and 19, 20, and 21,

Morwell street. W.é. Established 1862.

F MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of

• the above Premises have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture Trade, and now form one of the most commodious

Warehouses in the nuetropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from 6.6s. to 50 Guineas.

Drawing-room Suites, from 91.9s, to 45 Guineas.

Dining-room Suites, from 71.7s. to 40 Guineas.

And all other Goods in great variety.

F. MQEDER, 248,249, 250, Tottenham Court-road; and 19, 20, and 21,

Morwell-street, W.C." Established 1862.

HEAL & SON.

THE LARGEST STOCK IN LONDON OF

BED-ROOM FURNITURE.

EAL & SON'S CATALOGUE, with 600 Illus

trations, sent free bypost.

195,196, 197, 198, TOTTENHAM Court-ROAD, LONDON, W.

KN IV Es, FO R K S, and S P O O N S.

HE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.—

The REAL NICKEL SILVER, when strongly sILVER-PLATED,

cannot be distinguished from silver.

With ordinary usage this quality will wear 20 years.

Best Quality, strongly Plated.

A SECOND QUALITY of Fiddle Pattorn Table spoons or Forks,

23s. per dozen. Dessert, 17s. Tea Spoons, 12s.

CUTLERY WARRANTED.

Handles, Screwed or Rivetted.

Blades of the Finest Steel.

Table + Dessert Carvers

Knives. Knives. per pr.

d.

|

. d. d. I s.

. Ivory Handles, per doz... 12 6 6 6 o

de. do. 16 6 12 o 6 6

3i do. to balance, do 18 6 || 13 6 6 6

4 do. do. 24 O | 18 0 7 6

4 fine do. do. 32 0 || 21 0 9 o

4 extra large do 36 0 || 26 0 || 10 6

4 African do. 40 0 || 32 0 || 13 6

4 silver Ferrules do . 40 0 || 32 0 | 15 0

CARRIAGE PAID to any Railway Station.

Samples at above rates post free.

W ILLIAM. S. BURTON, General Furnishing
Ironmonger, 39, Oxford-street, W., &c.

Catalogues, containing 850 Illustrations, post free.

AL LEN's S O L I D L E A T H E R

PORTMANTEAUS.

ALLEN'S VICTORIA DRESSING BAG.

ALLEN'S STRONG DRE88 BASKETS.

ALLEN'S REGISTERED ALBERT DESPATCH Box.

ALLEN's NEW CATALOGUE of 500 Articles Continental Travel

ling, post free.

37, West Strand, London.

P O L L I N A R I S W A T E R.

“Laurea donandus Apollinari."—Horace, Book iv. Ode 2.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIs, 1879.

ANNUAL SALE, 8,000,000.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY, Limited, 19, Regent-street, London, S.W.

M R. G. H. J O N E S,

sURGEON DENTIST,

57, GREAT RUSSELL-8TREET, LONDON

(Opposite the British Museum),

Will be glad to forward his Pamphlet on Painless Dentistry, free,

enclosed by post, which explains the most unique system of the adjust

ment of Artificial Teeth without pain.

Consultation free, from 10 to 5.

I N N E F O R D 'S M A G N E S I A.

The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have

approved of this Pure Solution as the best remedy for

ACIDITY of the STOMACH, HEARTBURN, #A'

ACHE, GOUT, and INDIGESTION ; and as the safest

£" for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies, C , and
ts.

DINNEFORD's MAGNESIA.

HROAT IRRITATION.—Soreness and dryness,
tickling and irritation, inducing cough and affecting the voice.

For these symptoms use

EPPS'S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.

Glycerine, in those agreeable confections, being in proximity to the

glands at the moment they are excited by the act of sucking, onnes

actively, healing sold, only, in boxes, 7 d. and 1s. 11d., labelled “James

Epps & Co., Homocopathic Chemists, London."

A letter received:-" Gentlemen,- It may, F: , interest wo

know that, after an extended trial, I have foun:#
of considerable benefit (with or without medical treatment) in almost all

forms of throat disease. They soften and clear the voice. In no case

can they do any harm. ...Yours faithfully. Gordon Holmes, I.R.C.P.E.,

Benior Physician to the Municipal Throat and Ear Infirmary.”

READERS of FICTION, BIOGRAPHY, HISTORY, TRAVEL,

FRENCH and GERMAN LITERATURE, and Works of every Class, are INVITED to INSPECT

the CLUB PREMISES and the CIRCULATING LIBRARY (which contains a large Selection of

Vocal and Instrumental Music) of the GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY, NEw BoND-STREET.

The following are a few of the advantages offered by the GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY:—1st. The Books asked

for are at once supplied. 2nd. Two Volumes of the Newest Books for 1 Guinea a year. 3rd. Three Volumes of the Newest

Books for 1} Guinea a year. 4th. Four Volumes of the Newest Books delivered free for 2 Guineas a year. 5th. Six Wolumes

of the Newest Books delivered free, together with use of the Club, for 3 Guineas a year.—N.B.#. advantageous terms

are quoted to Country Subscribers. All information promptly supplied on application to Mr. CHARLES ALLEN,

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY (LIMITED), NEW BOND-STREET, W.

SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

Now ready, royal 8vo. price 25s.

The POWER of SOUND. By Edmund Gurney, late Fellow of
Trinity College, Cambridge.

Immediately, crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

The POETRY of ASTRONOMY. By Richard A. Proctor,
Author of ‘The Borderland of Science, “Science Byways,’ &c.

NEW NOVELS.

NOW READY AT ALL THE LIBRARIES,

MEHALAH; a Story of the Salt Marshes. 2 vols, post 8vo.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF • FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD.’

On October 23rd, in 3 vols. post 8vo.

The TRUMPET MAJOR. By Thomas Hardy, Author of ‘Far
from the Madding Crowd,’ &c.

London: SMITH, ELDER & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

JUST AS I AM. By Miss Braddon.

MISS BRADDON'S NEW NOWEL.

At all Libraries, in 3 vols.

JUST AS I AMI:

THE NEW NOVEL.

BY THE

AUTHOR or ‘LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET, &c.

THE NEW NOVEL BY FREDERICK TALB0T,

At all Libraries, in 3 vols.

THE SCARSDALE PEERAGE:

A NOVEL.

By FREDERICK TALBOT,

Author of ‘Sophie Crewe, &c.

Opinion of the WORLD. |

“‘Just As I Am, Miss Braddon's latest novel, is as fresh, as wholesome, as enthralling.

as amusing, as any of the stories with which, for a series of years, she has proved her title as

queen of the circulating library; and the thought and polish which mark her more recent

fictions in no way interfere with the verve and ‘go’ which originally made her reputation.

“Just As I Am” is an excellent example of the author.”—Wide World, Oct. 13.

THE SCARSDALE PEERAGE. By Mr. F. Talbot.

London: JOHN & ROBERT MAXWELL, Publishers, Milton House, Shoe-lane, E.C.

THE NEW NOVEL BY MISS RUSSELL.

QUITE TRUE. By Dora Russell, Author of Foot.
prints in the Snow,' &c. -

SECOND EDITION.—Now ready, price 2s. boards; cloth gilt, 2s. 6d. (postage, 4d.),

The WICAR'S GOVERNESS. By Dora Russell,
Author of ‘Footprints in the Snow,' &c.

“Undoubtedly a clever and well-written story. Miss Russell may fairly be congratulated on having written a book which contains a good deal

that is interesting, and indicates a reserve of something still better.”-Times.

London: J. & R. MAXWELL, Milton House, Shoe-lane, E.C.

Product of a special refining

process. It is Chocolate devoided

of its over-richness and substan

tiality. Sugarless,and, when made,

of the consistence of Coffee. An

Afternoon Chocolate. Each packet

is labelled

JAMES EPPS & CO.

Homoeopathic Chemists, London

E P P S 'S

C H O C O L A T E

E S S E N C E.
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NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS.

In demy 8vo. illustrated with 320 Wood Engravings,

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

OF FISHES.

By ALBERT C. L. G. GUNTHER, F.R.S., &o.,

Keeper of the Zoological Department in the British Museum.

\yearly ready.

In demy 8vo. with Portrait and Fac-simile of Sermon,

MEMORIALS

OF

ROBERT SMITH CANDLISH, D.D.,

LATE MINISTER OF BT. GEORGE'S FREE CHCBCH, AND PRINCIPAL OF

NEW COLLEGE, EDINBURGH.

By WILLIAM WILSON, D.D.,

With concluding Chapter by ROBERT RAINY, D.D., Principal and

Professor of Church History, New College, Edinburgh.

[yearly ready.

In crown 8to.

THE WAY TO THE CITY,

And Other Sermons.

By the late ALEXANDER RALEIGH, D.D.,

Author of ' Quiet Resting Places,' ice.

fyearly remdy.

ALEXANDER RALEIGH'S WORKS.

(1.) QUIET RESTING-PLACES. Ninth Edition. Crown 8vo.

price 7*. 6d.

(2.) The STORY of JONAH. Eoap. 8vo. price 3*. 6d.

(3.) The LITTLE SANCTUARY. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 4t. 6d.

(4.) The BOOK of ESTHER. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 4«. 6d.

MUSICAL STUDIES.

By FRANCIS HUEFFER.

In 1 vol. crown 8vo. price Ci.

HINDUSTANI LANGUAGE : a Sketch.

By C. J. LYALL, M.A. CLE.

Crown 8vo. sewed, price 1*.

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA.

Edited by Prof. T. SPENCER BAYNES, LL.D.,

Assisted by 600 Contributors, and illustrated with numerous Engravings on

Wood and Steel.

Price 30«. in cloth ; or 36». half-russia.

Volume I. A—ANA. , Volume VII. DEA—ELD.

U. ANA—ATH.

ILL ATU-BOI.

IV. BOK-CAN.

V. CAN—CLE.

VL CLI—DAY.

VIII. ELE—FAI.

IX. FAL—FYZ.

I. G—GOT.

XI. GOU-HIP.

VOL. XII. in ike prett.

BLACK'S GENERAL ATLAS OF THE

WORLD.

A Series of 56 Maps of the principal Countries of the World, with Descriptive

Letter-press and an Index of 68,000 Names.

In folio, half-morocco, SI. 3t.

THE WAVERLEY NOVELS.

Illustrated Edition, in 48 vols. fcap. 8vo. containing 1,600 Wood Engravings,

and 96 Steel Plates.

Price, complete in cloth, paper labels, 61.

Price, complete in cloth, lettered tops, H. It.

Price, complete in half French morocco, marbled edges, SI. Si.

NEW ISSUE OF THE WAVERLEY NOVELS.

CENTENARY EDITION (Copyright). In 25 vols crown 8vo.

This popular Edition of the Waverley Novels, edited by the late DAVID

LAINU, LL.D., contains several Notes by Scott which axe to be found

in this Edition only, and is enriched with 168 Steel Plates.

VOLUME I. to XU. now ready. Price 3t. 6d. each.

DE QUINCEYS WORKS.

The COLLECTED WORKS, in 16 vols, crown 8vo. price, in cloth, 31. 12*. ;

or in Roxburghe binding, gilt tops, il. ii.

Vol.

CONTENTS.

I. CONFESSIONS of an ENGLISH Vol. IX.
OPIUM-EATER. g

II. RECOLLECTIONS of the LAKE " TI
rOETS. w

III. LAST DAYS of IMMANUEL
KANT.

IV. The ENGLISH MAIL COACH.

V. Dr. SAMUEL PARR, Ac.

VI. RICHARD BENTLEY, Ac.

VII. PROTESTANTISM, and other
ESSAYS.

VIII. LEADERS in LITERATURE.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

XV.

XVI.

The CAESARS, and other Writings

STYLE and RHETORIC.

COLERIDGE and OPIUM-
EATINO.

SPECULATIONS, LITERARY and
PHILOSOPHIC.

LETTERS, CONVERSATION, ic.

AUTOBIOGRAPHIC SKETCHES,
1790-180].

BIOGRAPHIES.

SUSPIRIA de PROFUNDI8, and
GENERAL INDEX.

EDGAR ALLAN POE'S WORKS.

COMPLETE EDITION.

Edited by JOHN H. INGRAM.

In i vols, crown 8vo. with Memoir and Index. Price lit.

1. TALES GROTESQUE. 3. POEMS.

2. TALES ARABESQUE. 4. CRITICISM, fcc.

FARRAR'S SCHOOL TALES.

In fcap. 8vo. cloth gilt, in 3 vols, illustrated with Frontispieces and Vignettes,

viz. :—

ERIC ; or, Little by Little, price 5*.

JULIAN HOME : a Tale of College Life, price 5*.

ST. WINIFRID'S ; or, the World of School, price 6t. Gd

Edinburgh: ADAM & CHARLES BLACK.
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SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

COMMENTARY on the BIBLE.—

Vol. V. The APOCRYPHAL BOOKS, ESDRAS to MACCA-

BEES. (Completing the Society's Commentary.) Crown 8vo. cloth boards, red edges, 4s.

The ENGLISHMAN'S BRIEF on behalf of his NATIONAL

CHURCH. New, Revised, and Enlarged Edition. Small post 8vo. cloth boards, 2».

The HOME LIBRARY (New Volumes):—

[The Series of Volumes embraced under this head are intended to form a Sunday Library, though they are adapted for
Seneral reading. The works composing it are intended to throw light by way of Biography, Narrative, 4c. on the

ible, the Church, or on God's dealing with individual Christians.]

The CHURCHMAN'S LIFE of WESLEY. By R. Denny

TJBLIN, Esq., of the Middle Temple, Barrister, P.B.S. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 3». 6d.

The NORTH AFRICAN CHURCH. By the Rev. Julius Lloyd,

M.A., Author of ' The Galilean Church,' Ac. Crown 8vo. with Map, cloth boards, 3». M.

SKETCHES of the WOMEN of CHRISTENDOM. Dedicated

to the Women of India. By the Author of 'The Chronicles of the Schonberg-CotU. Family.' Crown 8vo. cloth

boards, 3*. tid.

DIOCESAN HISTORIES.—

[This Series, which will embrace, when completed, every Diocese in England and Wales, will furnish, it is expected, a
perfect Library of English Ecclesiastical History. Eaoh Volume will be complete in itself, and the possibility of repe

tition has been carefully guarded against.]

CANTERBURY. By the Rev. R. C. Jenkins, Rector and Vicar

of Lyminge, Hon. Canon of Canterbury. With Map. fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, 3j. 6d.

SALISBURY. By the Rev. W. H. Jones, Vicar of Bradford-on-

Avon. With Map and Plan of the Cathedral, fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, 3t. 6d.

CHIEF ANCIENT PHILOSOPHIES:—

[This Series of Books will deal with the Chief Systems of Ancient Thought, not merely as dry matters of History, but as
having a bearing on Modern Speculation.]

EPICUREANISM. By William Wallace, M.A., Fellow and

Tutor of Merton College, Oxford. Fcap. 8vo. satteen cloth boards, 2s. 6d.

STOICISM. By the Rev. W. W. Capes, Fellow of Hertford

College. Fcap. 8vo. satteen cloth boards, 2s. <Jrf.

BOOKS

SUITABLE FOB

GIFTS AND PRIZES.

Bernard Hamilton, Curate of Stowe.

Bv MARY E. SHIPLEY, Author of * Janetta,* ' Little
Helpers,* &c. With 4 Full-Page Illustrations on toned
paper, crown 8vo. cloth boards, 3*. 6d.; bevelled boards,
gilt edges, 4*.

The Cruise of the " Dainty " ; or,

Rovlngs In the Pacific. B1
8TON, Author of 4 The Sett)
Illustrations on toned papei
2*.; bevelled boards, gilt edges, 2s. 6d.

9■ 1

LU-Page
Illustrations on toned paper, crown 8vo. cloth boards.

Rovlngs in the Pacific. By the late W. H. G.KJNG-" ttlers,' Ac. With 3 Full-P

FATHERS for ENGLISH READERS (New Volume).—

and readable form accounts of the Chief Fathf
Fathers selected being centres of influence at important periods of

[The object of this Series is to supply in a handy and readable form accounts of the Chief Fathers of the Christian
Church, of their Age, and of their Writings, the
Church History.]

LEO the GREAT. By the Rev. Charles Gore, M.A., Fellow of

Trinity College, Oxford. Fcap. 8vo. vloth boards, 2*.

SOME HEROES of TRAVEL; or, Chapters from the History of

Geographical Div-overy and Enterprise. Compiled and Rewritten by W. H. DAVENPORT ADAMS, Author of
'Great English Churchmen.' With Map, crown 8vo. satteen cloth boards, 5*.

WRECKED LIVES; or, Men who have Failed. By W. H.

DAVENPORT ADAMS. 2 vols, crown 8vo. cloth boards, 3». 6d. each.

A NEW SERIES OF BOOKS FOR CHILDREN,

PliOFCSEL Y ILLVSTRA TED.

ELFIN HOLLOW. By F. Scarlett Potter, Esq., Author of

' Cringlewood Court,' Ac. Small 4to. ornamental bevelled boards, gilt edges, 4*.

PRINCESS MYRA, and her ADVENTURES amongst the FAIRY

FOLK. By F. SCARLETT POTTER, Esq., Author of ' Out-of-Doors Friends,' Ac. Small 4to. ornamental bevelled
tMjards, gilt edges, -1*.

VOYAGES and TRAVELS of COUNT FUNNIBOS and BARON

8TILKIN. By the late WILLIAM H. O. KINGSTON, Author of 'Ned Garth,' 'Owen Hartley,' Ac. Small 4to.
ornamental bevelled boards, gilt edges, 4*.

With 3 Full-Page Illustrations on toned paper, crown f>vo.

cloth boards, is. 6d.; or, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 2*.
each.

Bertie and his Sister : a Domestic Story.

By A. H. ENGELBACH, Author of ' The King's War

rant,' Ac.

Captain Eva : the Story of a Naughty

Girl. By KATHLEEN KNOX.

Christabel : the Flower Girl of Covent

Garden. By the Author of ' Our Valley.'

The Hasselaers : a Tale of Courage and

Endurance. By E. E. A.

The Invasion of Ivylands. By Annette

LTSTEB, Author of ' Fan's Silken String,' Ac.

John Holbrook's Lessons. By M. E. P.

Round my Table.

Mike : a Tale of the Great Irish Famine.

By the Author of ' Between the Locks,' Ac.

Sweet William. By Mrs. Thomas

EBSKINE.

Through the Rough Wind : a Story of

the Collieries. By CBONA TEMPLE.

Post 8vo. illustrated, cloth boards, Is.; or, bevelled boardi,

gilt edges, is. (>rf. each.

A Tearful Victory : a Tale for Children.

By DAHLEY DALE.

The Bells of Freiburg: a Christmas

Tale, told by Gottfried Bensel (Father and Son!.
Written by AUSTIN CLARE, Author of ' The Carved

Cartoon,' Ac.

Her Will was Law: Esther Rajne's

8TOHT.

Is it all Right P a Tale. By F. Harrison,

Author of 4 Her Very Own.'

Jean Roubaix: a Tale of the Swiss

Mountains. By M. MONTGOMERY CAMPBELL.

The Lily of Leyden. By the late

W. H. G. KINGSTON, Author of 'Two Shipmates,'

' Owen Hartley,' Ac.

Lizzie Andrew's First Place. By S. M.

SITWELL, Author of ' The Andrews Family,' Ac.

The Three Millstones: a Story of the

British Legion. By A. H. ENGELBACH, Author of
• Two Campaigns,' Ac.

A Guiding Star. By Austin Clare,

Author of ' The Carved Cartoon,' ' Left in Charge,' Ac.

London: NORTHUMBERLAND AVENUE, Charing Cross, S.W.; 43, QUEEN VICTORIA-STREET, E.C.; and 48, PICCADILLY, W.
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BUTTON, STANLEY & CO.'S "

LAND, HOUSE, AND APARTMENT " REGISTRATION OFFICE,"

NO. 1, GRAND HOTEL BUILDING

(FRONTING CHARING CROSS AND TRAFALGAR-SQUARE), LONDON.

NOTICE.

IMPORTANT to those having PROPERTY " FOR SALE," or HOUSES, <tc, " TO LET."

BUTTON, STANLEY & CO. would announce to Estate Agents, Auctioneers, Solicitors, and others

having Property FOR SALE, or Houses and Apartments TO BE LET, that the First Number of their

"LAND, HOUSE, and APARTMENT INDEX"

will be issued in November (other Editions each month hereafter), and Particulars of Property Registered

upon their Books will be inserted, under appropriate headings, FREE OF CHARGE, when said particulars

do not exceed forty words. Additional words will be charged One Halfpenny each for every monthly

insertion.

" THE INDEX" will be distributed gratuitously by Local Agents and the "Corps of Commissionaires"

at all of the Principal Hotels of the Metropolis, and throughout London and the Provinces.

CHARGE FOR REGISTRATION.

LAND, HOUSES, or APARTMENTS "FOR SALE" or "TO LET," with all the privileges of Office fat enumerated in

PROSPECTUS), including an ADVERTISEMENT in " THE INDEX."

£. s. d.

ONE MONTH 0 2 0

THREE MONTHS 0 5 0

The above rates are inclusive, no Commission being charged for services or assistance in tho negotiation of Property registered.

For the sum of Ten Shillings we Register Houses or Estates uktil Sold or Let (no Commission being charged), but, nevertheless,

under the express condition that the Owner thereof, or his Agent, shall during the first week of every month communicate with us by letter

(to avoid mistakes) so long as tho said Property remains unsold or unlet ; failure so to do will be considered as an intimation that the

Property registered has been disposed of, and it will therefore be erased from our Books, in order that applicants may not be misled, and thereby

put to trouble and expense in regard thereto.

This Special Registration Fee of 10«. includes the insertion of an Eighty-Word Advertisement in "The Index " for three months without

extra charge.

Registration also entitles Patrons to have Photographs at our Office for Exhibition in Portfolios, we giving the Public, who may call

upon us, full and gratuitous information in regard thereto, and any Advertisement inserted in Newspapers regarding tho Property Registered

may direct applicants to our Establishment for information. Patrons who do not wish their Name and Address given to the Public, can send

or receive communications through us incognito, and, when desired, may meet their Correspondents at our Office for consultation, or may have

their Correspondence directed to our care, and wo will forward same, under seal, if requested, charging simply the cost of Postage and

Envelopes used therefor.

We desire to call the attention of Owners of Property to the importance of our Position as a means of communication with the best

portion of the British and Foreign Public.

It has been computed, by actual reckoning, that over One Hundred Thousand persons pass our door each day (we shall be glad to

demonstrate this fact, at any time, to the incredulous). It is admitted that these persons comprise the test portion of the British Public as

well as Foreigners from all portions of the world, owing, in part, to the Grand Hotel Building being in close proximity to tho Charing Cross

and Metropolitan Railway Stations, the National Gallery, principal Hotels, leading Club-Houses, Theatres, and Her Majesty's Opera-House

hence an Advertisement in our Index or the Newspapers calling attention to any particular Property registered upon our Books is likely to

attract the attention of those who would bo interested, and naturally induce them (from the fact of our central position) to call on us for

information. The benefit arising therefrom will suggest itself.

Property other than Houses and Estates will be registered as for Sale or Exchange, if, on personal examination, wc find the articles first

class and offered bond fide, at fair rates, and space will be allotted for the exhibition of same, if desirable. Particulars on application.

N.B.—Agents Wanted (Local) throughout London Suburban Districts and the Provinces. For particulars

address

BUTTON, STANLEY & CO. No. 1, Grand Hotel Building, London.
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Messrs: macmillan & co:s announcements, i

ETCHING AND ETCHERS.

By P. G. HAMERTON. New Edition, Revised. With
50 New Plates, columbier 8vo.

The text of the New Edition has been thoroughly revised,
and increased by one-tilth. Several new Chapters and a
new Preface have been added, whilst matter which had
become unnecessary or disproportionate has been removed
to make room for studies of more importance.

LIFE OF WILLIAM BLAKE.

With Selections from his Poems and other Writings.
By ALEXANDER GILCHRIST. A New and Enlarged
Edition. Illustrated from Blake's own Works, with
Additional Letters and a Memoir of the Author. 2 vols,
medium Svo.

VOYAGE OF THE "VEGA."

By ADOLF EBIK NOBDENSKIOLD. With numerous
Illustrations. Medium 8vo.

ENGLISH POETS.

Selections, with Critical Introductions by various
Writers, and a General Introduction by MATTHEW
ARNOLD. Edited by T. H. WABD, M.A. In i vols,
crown 8vo. Vols. ILL and IV., 7s. 6rf. each.

Vol. I. CHAUCEfi to DONTTE.

Vol. II. BEN JONSOlf to DBYDEN. [Recently issued.

ETIENNE DOLET: the Martyr of

the Renaissance. A Biography, with a Bibliographical
Appendix containing a Descriptive Catalogue of the
Books Written, Edited, or Printed by Dolet. By
RICHARD COPLEY CHRISTIE, M.A., Lincoln College,
Oxford, Chancellor of the Diocese of Manchester. With
Illustrations, 8vo. 18s. {Ready.

GOETHE'S FAUST.

Translated into English Verse with Notes and Pre
liminary Remarks by JOHN STUART BLACK1E,
F.R.S.E"., Professor of Greek in the University of
Edinburgh. Crown 8vo. 9*., [Ready.

A VISIT to WAZAN, the SACRED

City of Morocco. By BOBEBT SPENCE WATSON.
With Map and Illustrations, 8vo. 10s. 6d.

IDEAL CHEMISTRY.

By Sir BENJAMIN BBODIE, Bart., P.B.S. Crown
8vo. 2«.

FIRST LESSONS IN GREEK.

By Professor J. W. WHITE. {In the press.

MAOMILLAN'S

CLASSICAL SERIES.

HOMEK'S ILIAD.

The STOEY of ACHILLES.

Edited by the late J. H. PBATT, M.A., and WALTEB
LEAF, M.A., Fellows of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Fcap. 8vo. [In the press.

OVID'S FASTI.

Edited by O. H. HALLAM, M.A. [In the pt ess.

TLINT'S LETTERS. Book DX

Edited by Professor JOHN E. B. MAYOB, M.A.
With Life of Pliny by G. H. BENDAL1, M.A. Fcap.
8vo. 4s. Si. [Ready.

XENOPHON'S ANABASIS. Books I.—IY.

Edited by Professors W. W. GOODWIN and J. W.

WH1TK, of Harvard University. [Nearly ready.

MACMILLAN'S

ELEMENTARY CLASSICS.

LIVY. — SCENES from the HANNI-

BAMANWAB. Adapted for the use of Beginners by
G. C. MACADLAY, M.A., Assistant-Master at, Bugby.
Pott 8vo. 1*. dd. [Immediately.

GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES.

18mo. New Volumes.

ESSAYS of JOSEPH ADDISON.

Chosen and Edited by JOHN BICHABD GBEEN,

M.A. LL.D.

SELECTIONS from BYRON.

Edited, with an Introduction, by MATTHEW

ABNOLD.

ENGLISH MEN of LETTERS.

Crown 8vo. 2s. id. Edited by JOHN MOBLEY. New

Volumes.

LOCKE. By Professor Fowleb. [Ready.

WORDSWORTH. By F. W. H. Myers.

LANDOR. By Professor Sidney Colvin.

MILTON'S LIFE NARRATED in

CONNEXION with the POLITICAL, ECCLESIASTI

CAL, and LITEBABY HISTORY of HIS TIME. By

Professor MA8SON. Vol. I. New and Revised Edition.

Vol. II., 16». ; Vol. III., 18*. ; Vols. IV. and V., 32«. ;

Vol. VI. with Portrait, 21». [Recently issued.

ISLAND LIFE ; or, the Phenomena of

Insular Faunas and Floras, with their Causes, including

an entire Bevision of the Problem of Geological Climates.

By ALFRED EUBSEL WALLACE, Author of 'The

Malay Archipelago," The Geographical Distribution of

Animals,' 4c. With Illustrations and Maps, medium

8vo. 18s.

TEXT-BOOK of GEOLOGY.

By ARCHIBALD GEIKIE.F.R.S., Professor of Geology,

to., in the University of Edinburgh. With Illustra

tions, medium 8vo.

A TREATISE on CHEMISTRY.

By H. E. BOSCOE, F.R.S., and C. 8CHOBLEMMER,

F.B.S., Professors of Chemistry in the Owens College,

Manchester. With Illustrations.

Vol. III. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

Vol. I. The NON-METALLIC ELEMENTS. 21s.

Vol. II. Part I. METALS. 18s.

Vol. II. Part II. METALS. 18s. [Recently published.

Dr. FRANCIS SIBSON'S Col

lected WORKS. With Illustrations, i vols. 8vo.

ANTHROPOLOGY: an Introduction

to the Study of Man and Civilisation. By E. B. TYLOB,

F.R.S. With Illustrations, crown dvo.

GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION of

FORCKS in ENGINEERING STRUCTURES. By J. B.

CHALMERS. With Illustrations, Svo.

The NECKLACE of PRINCESS

FIOBIMONDE ; and other Stories. By MAEY DE
MOBGAN. With 25 Hlustrationa by Walter Crane.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 8s. [Next vxek.

Also an Edition, printed by Messrs. B. & R. Clark, on
hand-made paper, the Plates, Initial Letters, Head anj
Tail Pieces being printed on India paper, and mounted in tli*
Text.

The Edition is limited to One Hundred Copies. Fcap. 4to.

NEW BOOK BY THE AUTHOR OF ' THE TAPE3TBT
ROOM,' Ac.

A CHRISTMAS CHILD: a Sketch

of a Boy-Life. By Mrs. MOLESWOBTH, Author of
' Carrots,' ' The Cuckoo Clock,' Jtc. Illustrated by
Walter Crane. Globe 8vo. Is. id. [Immediately.

NEW BOOK BY THE AUTHOR OF ' WHEN I WAS A
LITTLE GIRL,' to.

PANSIE'S FLOUR BIN.

By the Author of 'St. Olave's,' 4c. Illustrated by
Adrian Stokes. Globe 8vo. is. 6d. [.Vert iceek.

The WHITE RAT, and some other

Stories. By Lady BARKER. Illustrated by W. J.
Hennessy. Globe Svo. is. 6d. [Shortly.

NEW NOVEL.

THE HEAD OF MEDUSA.
By GEORGE FLEMING, Author of • A Nile Novel ' and

' Mirage." 3 vols, crown 8vo. 31s. M. [Beady.

A NEW NOVEL. By Henry James,

Jun. 2 vols.

THE ARYAN VILLAGE.

Modern Village Life in Bengal. — The Agricultural
Community in Ceylon.—Supposed Rise and Growth oi
the Indo - Aryan Village System and Social Grades.
By Sir JOHN PHEAR. Crown 8vo.

The THEORY of the RELATION of

LANDLORD and TENANT, and the Irish Act of
23 & 24 Victoria, chap. 154 and 33 & 3i Victoria, chap. K.
By ALEXANDER G. RICHEY, Q.C. LL.D., Deputy
Regius Professor of Feudal and English Law in the
University of Dublin. Crown 8vo.

The EVIDENTIAL NATURE of the

HOLY EUCHARIST; being the Boyle Lectures for
1879-1880. By the Rev. Dr. MACLEAR, Warden oi
St. Augustine's College, Canterbury, late Head Master oi
King's College School. 8vo.

The CHURCHES [oi ASIA: a Me-

thodical Sketch of the Second Century. By the Rev.
W. CUNNINGHAM, M.A. Crown Svo. 4s. M.

S. PAUL'S EPISTLE to the GALA-

TIANS. A Revised Text, with Introduction, Notes, and
Dissertations, by J. B. LIGHTFOOT, D.D. D.C.L.,
Bishop of Durham, and Honorary Fellow of Trinity
College, Cambridge. Sixth Edition. Demy 8vo. 13*.

A PRIMER of ENGLISH LITERATURE.

18mo. 1*.

Also a Large Puper Edition, demy 8vo. 7#. 6rf.

GUIDE to the STUDY of POLITICAL

ECONOMY. By Dr. LUIGI COSSA, Professor in the

University of Pavia. Crown 8vo. Translated from the

Second Italian Edition, with a Preface by W. STANLEY

JEVON8, F.B.8. [Shortly.

STUDIES in DEDUCTIVE LOGIC.

By W. STANLEY JEVONS, LL.D. F.B.S., Professor of

Political Economy in University College, London.

Crown 8vo.

MA'NUAL of ANCIENT Geo

graphy. From the German of Dr. H. KXEPERT.

HISTORY of the STEAM ENGINE.

By ROBERT L. GALLOWAY. With numerous Illus

trations, crown Svo.

RIQUET of the TUFT : a Love Drama.

Small 4to. 6*.

"The author has a real power of poetic expression,
and a vein of genuine melody."—Atherutum.

"The author of this Utile work shows himself con
siderably superior to the average of verse writers. There
are passages in his work which evince powers both of
perception and description."—Pali Mall Gazette.

"We can unhesitatingly declare his work to be a
poetical gem of the purest water. It is In its way
unique."—Eiaminer.

" The dialogue in * Riquet of the Tuft ' is as remaxkabl'*
for its point and terseness as the songs are for their
rhythmical sweetness."— H'cstrni/ister Review.

WORKS by STOPFORD A. BROOKE,

M.A.

SELECTIONS from SHELLEY. Golden

Treasury Series. 18mo. 4*. fid.

Also a Large Paper Edition, demy Svo. 12s. 6J.

MACMILLAN <k CO. Bedford-street, Strand. W.C

Editorial Communications should be addraaed to •' The Editor "—Advertisements and Huslnea Letter, to " The Publisher "-at the Offlce, 30, Wellln|rton-«troet, Strand, London, W.C.

Printed by E. J. Fi.hcm, Athencum Prtm, Took .-court. Chancery-lane. B.C. ; and PubUshed by J.uw Fuakcu, at No. 30, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.

Aficnu: for Scutlikd. Henri lk'U A HreUIute, snd Mr. Joho Menzlct, Edinburgh for Ibsuxd, Mr. John UobsrUoa, Dahlia.—Saturday, October 16, 1880.
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PBICE

THRBBPENOB

REGISTRRED A8 A. NEWSPAPKB

TOPOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY of LONDON.—
X The INAUOUKAL MBBTLNO ot this Society wUl be held In; he
Long Parlour, Mansion Hone, oo THURSDAY , October »'h, at 4 r u..

The KLfbt Hob the LOAD MAYOR la the Chair,
f . ii-ignun be obtained from Hex it B. Wkiatlti, F.8 A.,

t. W«t Kensington I'ark, W.

gUNDAV LECTURE SOCIETY.

w B. CARPENTER, Esq. C M. LL.D. M.D. F.R.S , Ac.

Pntfe—01 Alexander
Charles Ltarwin, Esq. F K S.
Edward I-renkland Esq
Ph D P.R.8.

•femes Heywoud. Esq F.R9.P8.A
Thomas Henry Huxley, Esq LL D
FJt 8 PUS

Sir Arthur Hobhouse. K C s I.
Benjamin Ward lUcharcUon, Esq.
M b. FR.S.

Herbert Spencer. Eaq
W Spottt*woods. Esq LL D Free
R ».

John Tyndall. Eaq LL D. F R B.
The SOCIETY'S LECTURES will be resumed at St. George's Hail

Luffham-place, on SUNDAY, the 3lst October, each afternoon at (our
o clo- k preclaelr October SUt. W B CARPENTER. Esq C B M D.
IJ^U. F K.8., on The Science of Nature, what it la and what It la out.'

PL 8.
DC.L.

ri Annual Subscription, II.
For rickets apply (by letter inclosing remittance, to the Hon Tr*»-

surer. WM Hkxit Oohvillb. Eaq . 15. olotM-eater-creacenl, Hyde Park. w
Payment at the Door, One aiming (Ueaerred Beat*), Sixpeace, and

One Penny. ^

STATUARY.—BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE.—The
OOMMHTBB (or LETT:NO the BRIDGE HOUSE ESTATES

HEHEHV OIVB NOTICE thai they will meet st Guildhall, London. on
FRIDAY, the 2ith day ot March. 18M. at I o clock precisely, to receive
Deaiimi tor Mutuary to be placed oo the Four Pedestal- at Blaekfrlars
Bridge The Designs may be submitted either by Irrawlnjr- or Model*
11 by Drawings, to be either In Chalk, Charcoal, Pencil. Ink. or Sepia
II by Models, in Clay. Piaster, or other coOTeolent material The
Designs id cither case to be prepared to a Srale of one loch and a hall to
the loot Six Premium*, will be awarded by the Committee. Tlx . Two
of ISO! Two ol 130* i and Two ol tot* These Premium* will be given
for Model* only but should any Design be selected by the Committee
from any ol the Drawings the author of such selected Drawing will be
expected to execute a Model of such Design In CUy. Piaster, ur other
convenient material before he can compete for the I*rem!ume The
Model to be executed within such lime as shall be fixed by the said
" '■.tsw. The Model* for whlrh Premium* are paid will become the

rot the Corporation The Design* must be accompanied by *
_ description of the subject, and also a Statement of the materia's

In which the Artist proposes to execute the wort, together wilh an
estimate of the cost thereof, and the time required by him lor the
execution fixing. Ac . of the work It will also be optional for each
•competitor to refer to sny Work or Work* that he has executed The
Committee do not bind themselves to carry °«' *nT *>n« o( the selected
I>r*.irns nor to employ the author of any such Design to carry the same
Into execution The Designs way be sent In either In ths name of the
Author or under a Motto. _ . .

Lithographed eopi*w ot a Drawing of the Pedestals may be obtained
upon application *t ihe Architect'sOflce. Oulldhall, EC The Dea.gns
must be delivered at the Architect's Office, Guildhall, on or before
MONDAY, the .'1st day of M*rch in*Warier which no Design
received) Sir Frederick Leighton.the President of the Royal A>
has promised to assist the Committee In the selet
The Committee purposely refrain from giving any
aubJettfurtheDeaigos.lt --'

ISS GLYN'8 8HAKSPKRIAN BEADING
»nd BLOCl'TION I.ESS0NB continue, for LADIES. Cl.EKOY
and BAHK1STEKS, at 13, stountatreet, Orosreoor-sq uare. W.

Miss GLYN'S SHAKSPER1AN READINGS.

IBV," I
ptay.i

* Olyn, " and she
it far better thaithan any

slone. to

pany could play it as a whole "—Ptmeh, Dec 23. 1*38.
Miss Olyn renders Macbeth at the Dilettante Circle rwith k<nd pcr-

Ulsslontnn WEDNESDAY, Oct -7th. at 8 r u —Ticket* of '
— i Is. 6a*. ~Family and School Tickets i to admit six ), 10*. fid.

MR. ALFRED H. 8. TAYLOR begs to inform
the Clergy, Secretaries of Institutes. Proprietor* of Schools, and

■ > ,t he is prepared , during the cnmtnj
the Clergy, Secretaries of Institutes. Proprietor* of School*, and

, that he is prepared, during the coming season, to resume his
Hl'MOROL'S and DRAMATIC HEADINGS Special terms tor chari
table object*.—Address 9. Essex-terrace, Mackheath.

MR. MORGAN gives LESSONS in SHORT
HAND. French. English, Ac.,

th Hackney.
at Pupil's

CUB-EDITOR or AUTHOR'S SECRETARY. Pre-
^ pares Works for the Press. Ten years in Newspaper Office. Town
or Country,-L D , 1 Wssibury-terraoe, Westbourne-square. W

CUB-EDITOR.—A GENTLEMAN of ability and
k7 experience desires RE-ENGAGEMENT on a Weekly or Monthly —

York-street, r-> vent-garden. W.C.

property c
written d<

competition shall as wide aud
not be fettered m their choice of

Guildhall. October 11th. 1S80.

will be
Academy,
lfe*ign's

... as to the
being the desire of the Committee that the

a* powlble, mo that Artist* utay
(a *

N1
TEW ETCHING.

' paaloD to
J R jilUaU, R ,

The WIDOW'S MITE (com-
Wlfe •), Etched bj C WALTNEK, alwr

UTgrpool: Exchange Art'Oallery. atao<-h«^tpr
l: 38, Old Bcod-
: 14. Bxcfa.DKe^ti

"OARE ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS, and DRAW-
^7ii»i?L0?^JhB mmt w,t^m"a OLD MASTERS, may Ive obtained at
OEOROB LOVE SOLD PRINT SHOP. 81 BUNHlLL-ltOW. London
A CATALOGUE sent on receipt ot two penny post age-stamps.*.* Established above Sixty Years.

])ESIGNS for CHRISTMAS CARDS, Ac—
r*- Pweling convinced that a large majority of Artists of standing
fcave not entered iN-igns for Competition In U>» Exhibition now being

5h* r,t,aieT Osllery I invite them, and also those who have
exhibited (their Names not being publtahed In the Official Catalogue)
to favour me by submitting SKETCHES or PAINTINGS suiUhle lor
the purpose named As I am desirous of purchasing genuine Works of
Art, the price is not so much an object as to gei really itriklng and
novel subject*.—Address Bkkjihaju> Uu.KMi>oarr, Publisher &3 Jewin-

FAC-SIMILES in uuj-iuuit, produced by
T V1 AKC.SDBL SOC1ETT from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the
Public as well as to Meml»ers, at prices varying from 10s to Vis and

e the Works of Olotto, Fra Angellco, Perucino. Andrea del Sarto,- 1, Perucino.
Michael Angelo Kapliaul. Holbein. Albert Durer Ac —P

T 0 G R A P

The CZAR of RUSSIA'S YACHT.
Photographs,
Saloons, &c.
Mca»r8 BxDroan

»f RUSSIA 8 YACHT, the LIVADIA —A Set of Fourteen
11 In by 9 In.. Mounted and In Leather Case, showing the
Price Five Guineas. Photographed by command by

>nn. Lrjixax A Co
The English Cathedrals the English Lake District. Yorkshire, Derby

shire the Isle of Wight. Warwickshire. Cambridge, South Coast, Devon
shire Cornwall, North Wales, Paris, the French Cathedrals, Switzerland,
Belgium. Vienna, Nuremburg. Innsbruck. Salxbonr. Norway. Coustan-
tlnople. Italy. South ot France Algiers, America, India, Spain, Portugal,
and Japan

3 0OU Photographs of Italy and lu Treasures. Photographed in Detail.
Else, 10 in by 3 in Price 1*. each. A very One Collection for Students,
arranged tor easy Inspection.

Collections of holographs. Prints. Drawings, Ac., Cleaned. Mounted.
Titled, and put Into Order, and Bound Into convenient Volumes or
Porttoli oed.

Coloured. s
21 and St, Soho-square. London.

TO COLLECTORS of OLD ENGLISH RELICS.
J- -On VIEW, bftwwn 10 and 8. at Mr. ALLEN COTTEKELL S Art
stadlo. 143 JnYernew-tirrare. Hvdo Para. W., oppoaite •' Kural Oak "
an UUMoalljr tin,- KNOL1SH MAHKIAOE COKTEK. about 3UU jeari
«U, and in excellent preaerraUuo, recently exhibited at Bcthnal Ureen.

EXPERIENCED SUlt-EDITOR, who has a
thorough arqnalntance with the work of the Dally and Weekly

Preen, dolraa RE-ENOAOBMENT leader-Wrlter - Addreea X*
Heaara Adanis ft Francis, AdTcrtlalnf Acenta, 60, Pleet^treet , E C

EDITOR of experience is open to an ENGAGE
MENT — Lrader-Wrtter. Verbatim Reporter Reliable, (rood

references Ac —Addreea JoiaMAUer, care of Meanrs. O Street ft Co.,
*D, CornhUl. E C

PRESS.—A thoroughly reliable and experienced
JOURNALIST (31) desire, an ENI1AOEMENT as Editor of a

Weekly, or Hub-Bdltor of a sond Dnlly Newspaper PrartiMd leader
and I', w-rlptlve Writer and V,-rbattra .Nott^laker Moderate Salary —
Address P. H . 6*. Stanhope-street, Enston-ruad. London, N W.

THE PRESS. — A Practised J0URNALI8T, of
wde experience, now engaged in London, has time to supply One

or Two LEADING ARTICLES Weekly. Politic- Liberal. Terms mode
rate -Address Liades-W airxn, csre of Messrs. C. Mitchell A Co., Red
Lion-court. Fleet-street, E C.

VACANCY for REPORTER (good\ who isa smart
Paniirraphlst and Descriptive Writer, Is Ol BN on a Weekly Paper

In MldUnd County. Must be able and willing to push the Paper and
Increase Its Influence. A good opportunity for an energetic man —
Address. In first instance, to O M. M , Mensrs Adam* & Francis, Adver
tising Agent*, .-A), Fle*l-etreet, EC.

T ITERARY ASSISTANT. — An experienced
M.J JOURNALIST, who, on account of the Night-work. Is about to
rrs irn his present Appointment, nffers hlmscir in the above CAPACITY
to PUBLISH BUS. Ac Is under .V). a ready Wrlt'-r and acquainted with
every detail of Literary Work —D. S A., care of May 's, 1W, Plccadlly

iPEN to an ENGAGEMENT as Editor on a
Conservative Paper —Accustomed to I>ally I>ret»-work and General

Management Sutisfiu-tory references - Apply to J, C, care of Messrs.
R P White A Son, 33, Fleet-street. London.

THE ADVERTISER, who has been Manager on
a Provincial Dally Newspaper. Is desirous of resuming active

EMPLOYMENT Is well acquainted with the Newspaper and Jobb ng
Departmenu References of the hlghnt eh« meter from last Situation
can be had - Apply to X., Manager, at Messrs. R. F. White A Son's,
3J, Fleet-street. London.

I OHORT STORIES, SKETCHES, and POEMS
\r>*J WANTBO for a CHKIHTMAH NUMBER. - Address A. B. C, 4,

Victoria-terrace, New Church-road, Camberwell, H.B.

TO NEWSPAPER PROPRIETORS WISHING
to KETIltE—A OENTLBMAN (Ml with riprrirnre and capital

deslree the MANAOEMENTof a PROVINCIAL WEEKLY, with a Hew
to PARTNERSHIP. —JouBMALurr, Hepworth dt boos, 'a, Cssttl.-Blreel,
Falcun-square, E.C.

TO BE SOLD, the COPYRIGHT of a Monthly
Trade Journal, established early this Year.—Apply to Mr. EvEarrr,

01

le-steeet, E C

LD- ESTABLISHED COUNTRY PRINTING
BUSINESS and LOCAL NEWSPAPER -Owner retiring Working

Kspeti«es unusually light. In a charming slruatfon. Pur. base-Money
under "oo,. A safe Living, with line scope for extension.—Address
Tyro, care of Daniel's Advertising Offices, 49, Fleet-street.

A UTHORS desirous of PUBLISHING their
it. WORKS, and reaping the ENTIHB l'ltorEKDS on same Ifor
which purpose Joining an established Authors Co operation) —Apph
Lirr.akKY Vt DLisHtKo Soci ITT, Victoria Ilou)^ Cathr-J- ■ - -
W.C —In the press. A GILUED SHAME bj ■■ OWL

WHAT WILL THIS COST to PRINT? The
answer promptly supplied by FitzsimmohbASon*. Steam Printers

Islington, N. Careful work at moderate prices.

TO AUTHORS.—The Publisher and Printer of
Roji a Pitrlvrmentvfy Xtcord and the Chetf-3Jouthiy as well a* Printer

of the Forrmon Ktigintcr und Drxug/.trmifm *nd the Imtrnt, can undertake
the I'RIN'1'INO and PUBLISHING of HOOKrt and PAMPHI KTS on
moderate terms and prompt settl- ments Every convenience for I^rlntlng
and PublUhing for Publishing only i a Weekly or Monthly Publication —
Ja*. Wxnn, 18,

BRASENOSE COLLEGE, OXFORD.—For a
Description or the Library belonging to Hrasenose College, Oxford,

see NOTES akd QUERIES lor THIS DAY (Saturday.), October S3,
bent post Ireo on receipt ol 4£d in stamps

Published by Joan FasJtcu. 30. Welllugton-street strand. I^ndon, W.C

c.
MITCHELL Sc CO., Agents for the Sale and
Purcbase of Newspaper Property, beg to direct attention to the

following Announcements. Newspaper Properties for Dispcenl, both
in Lendon snd the Provinces.

C MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to DISPOSE
• ' of the COPYRIGHTanst PLANT of LIBERAL COUNTY PAPER

within HU miles of London. L«rge Printing Busm
only or their Solicitors treated with

C.
MITCHELL & CO. are favoured with instruc
tions for INVESTMENTS from Clients for sums varying

to 2,0001., either for Partnership or for the Purchase offl!
I'ropertie*. All communications strictly " ■

C.
MITCHELL fit CO. are instructed to ARRANGE

PARTNERSHIP In n LIBERAL WEEKLY
at 1,000.. Excellent upportunity for

C MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
s Purchase ol Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

Probate or Purchase, investigations, and Audit of Accounts, dee.

BOOK-PLATES (Ex-Libris), in finest Antique or
Modern Styles. Prize Medals—Parts. lWB; Sydney, 1879 —H*ear

Hoahk. Copper-plate and seal Engraver, Designer, and Heraldic Artist ,
8. Green-street, Leicester-square, London.

HYDE PARK COLLEGE for LADIBS,
US, Gloucester-terrace. Hyde Park.

The SENIOR TERM begin* NOVEMBER 1st.

The JUNIOR HALF-TERM, NOVEMBER 1st.

Prospect usee, containing Terms, Names of Professors, Ac., can be had
on application to the Laot RniDurr.

TO PARENTS and GUARDIANS.—An ARCHI
TECT and SURVEYOR In Cheltenham has a VACANCY lor an

Indoor Pupil —Addreea C M ML'LLxa, Architect, Cheltenham.

A MATHEMATICAL TUTOR of great experience
has some hours DISENGAGED Prepares for Evamlnalions

Visit* and Receives.—Address M. Hill*, 9. Rodney street, N.

A GRADUATE of OXFORD (late Exhibitioner
and Honours in Science) will be glad to VISIT or RECEIVE

FLTIL8 for any of the Prellmlnurr Mediial ExumiLuitiuns —Address
B. A., 23, Oullfurd-street, Russell -square, W.C.

MB. and MADAME LB PAGE, living in the
Country, in a pretty and healthy pat tut Normandy, receive a few

BOARDERS. Good[ French Tuition. Music. Drawing. Highest rofer-
i, Calvados.

THE WIFE of the INCUMBENT of the SCOTCH
EPISCOPAL CHURCH. I>eterhe«d. N B . wishes to receive TWO

GIRLS to be EDL'CATEI) with her own Dauifbters :l.l and H). Great
Educational advantaiics ; healthy, bracing Climate; Home Comforts;
Motherly Care Terms, inclusive of Muster's Lessons, 1.VH. Highest Lay
and Clerical References given and required. — Mrs. MoacAjf, the Par
sonage, Peterhead.

SCHOLASTIC.—In consequence of ill health the
KJ Principal of a flrut-clous Boys' St-ho.il In London—cutnblished many
veain—wtiihed to meet with a Gentleman to whom he ould TRANSFER
hi* INTKHEST on favourable condition*.- Application, hv letter oulv.to
be addreaaed Altm*. care of Messrs Field, 6o. Regeot-sireet, W. It Is
requested that no Shool Agents wlU reply.

FMIENCH HOME in LONDON, in a Literary
French Family of standing for a SI L'DKNT of position —Daily

Ion. and constant opportunity of speaking French. Cultivated
and a refined and comfortable Home Liberal terms.—Address

Instruction
Society, ant. ...
Gallil, Foreign Library, 2, Ijuighani-place, W

EDUCATION.—There are some VACANCIES in
JLj an old-established SCHOOL near I RK. Il l ON. Splendid Promise*.
Oarden. Plarground. and evei^ advantage for Boys.
The HAlJ-TKRM commences on the Sth -.i NO V EMBER.
Apply to Scholastico*. Mr. Irit-nd's, Library,

Brighton.
Western - road,

WANTED, at the beginning of NEXT TERM,
a HEAD MISTRESS for the BRADFORD GIRLS' GRAMMAR

SCHOOL, Yorkshire (under a Scheme of the Endowed Schools Coru-
ml-aloners). Accommodation for 2U0 Pupils. Fixed Salary. 900. , with
Capitation Fees. Applications to be sent in by NOVEMBER, 5th.—For
Copies of the Scheme and further particulars apply to the ti

APPRENTICESHIP SCHOOL of MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING —Superintendent of W< rkshops, 6. Pickler, Esq.

Lectures by John Bourne. Esq (Author of various works on the Steam
Engine); by Mr Lawrie. Past Pr<a dent o Institute Engineers and Ship
builders In Scotland —For particulars apply to BncsicTAAT, Polytechnic,
309, Regent-street, London.

HIGH-CLASS INSTKUCTION for LADIES and
GENTLEMEN, In connexion with the Dil-ttante Club 7 Arsrvll-

street. Reftent-street —Tlie following PliOFESSOBS have been elected
by the Commltee to represent the Club :— Mr Isidore de Lara, Singinn—
Mr. Isidore de Sol la, Mnain^ aid Harmony — Dr N Helnemann.K KG.8.
F R. Hist. Soc , Gerni»n ; Political Economy— M. LwC Piano mid Tiar-
mony-Mr. George Ne%'iHe. Acting and Stage 1'rep.iration— Mr. Harrv
St. Maur, Voice Production; FJocntlon; Acting—Mr. Alberto Viseili.
Singing.—Address the Paorxasoas, at the Club.
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HIGH SCHOOL, CHRISTCHUBCH, NEW
ZEALAND —A HEAD MASTEH and a SECOND MASTER are

REQUIRED for the SCHOOL, which hu been liberally Endowed, and
Is under the control of the Board of Governors of the Canterbury
College. The School Is to bo divided into a Classical and a Modern Side ;
one Master will be req aired to teach Classirsand English, and the other
Mathematics and Science. Both Masters most bare Graduated '"
Honours at either Oxford or Cambridge, and had experience and suc<
as Teachers In Public Schools. The salary of the Head Master will be
8001., that of the Second Master 5001. per annum, both without Mouse
allowance. Neither Master will be permitted to take Hoarders. 1501.
will be allowed to the Head Master and 1007. to tbe Second Master for
Passage Money to the Colony ; both Masters will be expected to arrive
In the Colony before the 31st March, 1881. School buildings have been
erected at a cost of 10,0801. The following Gentleman have consented to
act as a Commission for the selection of the Masters :—Professor Black le
cf Edinburgh. Professor Jewett, of Oxford, Arthur Sidgwick, Esq., of
Oxford, the Rev. J M Wllsoa, Clifton College. It is open to Candidate!
to send In applications for either or both Masterships. Intending Candi
dates can obtain of the undersigned Application Forms and Printed
Statement, giving further particulars as to qualifications, conditions.
Ac. Ail applications must be made on the Forms, and be sent in on or
before 1st November next, to WALTER KBNNAWAY, New Zealand
Office. 7, Weststlnster Chambers, London, 8 W

BY-PATHS of LITERATURE.—A CATALOGUE
of Quaint and Curious Book*, iseladhss; Strange Adventure*,

Curious Uvea and Trials, Ac . with HuDaron and Facetious Curiosities,
for ono stamp, of A. Rbades, 6. Orange-street, London, W.C.

ANEW CATALOGUE of RARE TRACTS
Old Historical Papers. Literary Cariosities, Scarce Portrait*.

owr-Ancient Maps, Ac., is NOW READY, and sent free per return on
of address and two stamps —J. 1L. Fmvsll, 14, Red lion-p
Red Lion-square, Loudon, W.C.

receipt

ARE BOOKS.—NEW CATALOGUE of RARE
BOOKS and MANUSCRIPT* (I.) lust rrau) —Kiau & llimth

c

toby

ATALOGUE des LIVRES ANCIENS et
MODERNES, rares et curieux, en vente aux prlx marques Chez le

Libmlre Fr. J. OLIVIER a Bnixelles. 1916 Numeros.
be sent on receipt of Six Stamps. Orders promptly

Ddud A Co. 37,

TO YORKSHIRE COLLECTORS.—CATALOGUE
or about 2,600 ARTICLES of

ture. Pamphlets, Private Acts,
many Rarities. 2J pame, (hro. t
Bookseller, Bartoo-oa Humber.

WANTED, the EARLIER VOLUMES of the
ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS; or Complete Set from 1842

to 1872. -Address R. Wiirza, 25, Ureal Russell-street, stating lowest
price.

FOR SALE, 17 Urge DIAGRAMS to Illustrate a
LECTURE on the MICROSCOPE. Painted on stout Sheets of

Paper, JO by *7 inches.—For price, and List of Subject* and Notes, apply
to Mr. Simons, Chemist, NaUsea, R.8.O.. Somerset.

THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

regard to tbe safest and must cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R.
THOMPSON, Studio. 43. Georgv-str "

YPE Process to such perfection that it is generally
le beat means of Reproducing Works of Art, Portraits
s from Nature, Architectural Subjects, Ac.

THE WOODBURY PERMANENT PHOTO-
GRAPHIC PRINTING COMPANY have now brought their

WOODBURYTYPE Process to such perfection that "
r(Ti«ni/«d as the best mr
from Life, Views "

Its advantages arc :
1. Extreme delicacy in

shadows, am*
2. Rapidity with t

produced.
3. Economy and Permanency,
The processes known as the CARBON and COLLOTYPE are also

extensively worked by this Company; but, though useful for certain
subjects, the Prints by thete processes do net possess the brilliancy and
uniformity of Woodbury typen
The WOODHURYTYPK PROCESS i* larvelv used in BOOK ILLUS

TRATION by all the leading Publishers, Including—
Macmil Ian A Co.

a A Hall.
s Sampson Low A Co,
John Murray.
Bickers A Sou.
Daldy. IsblstcrACo...

167. GREAT PORTLAND-STREET, LONDON, W.

'HE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
Ml, OXFORD-8TREET, LONDON, W.C.

AUTOTYPE represents Permanent Photographic
Printing by several distinct Processes :—

FIRST.—PIGMENT PRINTING, under Swan A Johnson's Patents —
Tbe Photographic Image is built up of Carbon, Charcoal, and other
permanent pigments. These materlaJs permit a wide range of Mono-
chromic expression. Pictures copied up to 4 feet by 3 feet. Autotype
Art Is known throughout Europe , its productions are absolutely Per-
IlKillfUt.
SECOND — COLLOTYPE, or PHOTOGRAPHY In the PRINTING

PRESS.—A Process perfected by the Company, and adapted far

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS.

This Process Is employed by the Trustees of the British Museum, Palrro-
graph.col, Numisnuuical, Arcb«K>laglcal , and other Learned Societies,
and by the leading Publishers in London and Paris. It affords the r ■ . L -
lowing Advantages : — The Prints direct on tbe paper, with suitable
margins, re*dy for binding ; the Fac-eimlle character of the results i the
cheapness for Editions of I'-V) .VI), Ac.
THIRD.-WOODBURYTYPE, or RELIEF PRINTING. In which a

Metal Matrix yields a large number of Prints—This Process Is cheap,
well adapted for 1'ortralU Engineers' and Manufacturers' Mmpies, and
subjects of continuous gradation. W here pure High Lights or V ignettcs
are repaired the 1Toeess is unsuitable. W oodburytrpee require mount
ing Woodbnrytvpe forms an addendum to the more Important Collotype
Pr. ictus, and enables the Company to execute Orders by tbe method best
suited to the particular Work.

For term* and Specimens apply to the Mawtorn.

THE AUTOTYPE FINK-ART GALLERY
displays a noble COLLECTION of COPIES of the OLD MASTKUS

M-lt-cted Imm the principal Art-Galleries and Museums of Lur<»p«\
among which may be enumerated :—10 Examples after Fra Angeltro
»J llartolonnneo. SO Correggio. 67 Durst-. 30 Holbein. ITS M. Angeio
U'l Raphael, 20 Ruben*. U liel Sarto. 3.1 Titian, 35 Da Vinci. Ac. '
Examples after Puynier, R.A , Meissonnirr, Rouettl. Corut, Borne-

Joncs, lie Neuvllle, Shields. <»ttcrmnle, Elmore. Rowbotnam, Cave
TbuniM, Ac Pit turrs Cleaned, Restored, and Framed.

N EW CATALOGUE, price Grf. free by post ; Gratis to Purchasers.
T . adorn at little cost the Walls of Home with Artistic Masterpieces,

visit tbe AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY, SSI. Oxford-street, W.C.

Director ol Works, J. R. SAWYER.
W. B. BIRD.

STAR RUBY.—A remarkably fine specimen for
BALE. Also a few Mounted Cats' Eyes, Vanes In Siberian Oven-

tnrlne.—Bnvoc Wright, Mineralogist and Expert in Gems and Precious
Stones, 90, Great Russell-street, Hloonisbury, London, W.C.

<SaU0 tg SvttCttJJtt

MisceWincous Effects.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester- square, W.C, on

WEDNESDAY, October 27. at ten minutes past 1 o'clock precisely.
MISCELLANEOUS PROPERTY-Plate—China—Magic Lanterns and
Sliders—Lathe—a capital Theatrical Wardrobe, and various Effects.

Engravings, Drawings, and Paintings,

ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C.M

FRIDAY, October », at ten minutes past L o'clock precisely, a large
COLLECTION of MISCELLANEOUS ENGRAVINGS, framed and
otherwise, WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS, and PAINTINGS.

Catalogues (by post), two stamps.

Miscellaneous Books.— Three Days* Sale.

MES8R8. PCTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47, Leicester-square, W.C , on MON

DAY, November 1, and Two Following Days, at ten minutes past 1
o'clock precisely , a large COLLECTION of MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS ;
comprising Works In all the various Brunches of Literature—Archi
tectural works—Original Editions of Charles Dickens s Novels—Works
illustrated by G. Crulkshnmk . and including Swift's Works. 19 vols.—

• 6 vol*.—Publications of the Ecclesiastical Hi*tory

Society, complete set—Carlyle's Works, 37 vols —Jowett on Thessa-
lonlana, 2 vols,—Transactions and Proceedings of the Historic Society
of Lancashire and Cheshire. 30 vols.—British Archaeological Journal,
IM^lb-^o—Woburn Abbey Marbles — Rosapina, La P.nacoteeo—Boy-
dell's Illustrated Shakespeare, 8 vote.—Arabian Nights' Entertainments,
original edition—Waters s Genealogical Memoirs of the Chester* of
Chlcheley, 2 vol*.—Ruin and Tludal's England, third edition,the portraits—Knight's Ecclesiastical Architecti - - • ■

— AC.
of two

dlecture of Italy, 2
with al
t vols.-

Valuable Remainders; Surplus Stock of High-Class Illustrated
Works; Drawing-Room fable-Books and Gift-Books; Stereo
type and Steel Plates, Woodblocks, 8rc.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Rooms, 115. Chancery-lane, W.C. on TUESDAY, Octo

ber 26, and Two Following Days, at 1 o'clock, many Thousand Volumes
of important MODERN PUBLICATIONS, including 900 Jacqucntort's
Ceramic Art. by Palliser, royal 8vo. (sells 26*.)—610 Tel for n The Crimea,
2 vols.—7K6 Club Cameos (lHt>—l.V) Adams's Smaller British Birds(L5«.)
—3>W of Aunt Judy's volume*—1,000 vols of Romance of History (Ss.)—
10.UOO vols, of recent Novels. The ILLUSTRATED WORKS Include
1*5 Masterpieces of Flemish Art, 4to. (sells 21 2s.)—75 Hogarth's Works,
2 vols. <bl. &■.)—30 Turner's England and Wales, 3 vols. (67. «».)—187 Flax*
man's Dante (21. L'j.i—43 Mountain, Loch, and Glen (41. «.«.)—23 Our
Lord and His Disciples (21. 2*.)—7 Blda's Gospels, 4 vols. (121 12*.)—
4 Thomson's China, 4 vols. (121. 12*.)—6 Cyprus, 2 vols. (51 &*.}—10
Thompson's Old Masters (21. 2a.)—26 Raffaelle Gallery (21. 2*.)—2-JAuber
ville's Textile Fabric*, Ac., mostly In cloth elegant bindings, and well
suited for present*tion—Useful Stereo and Steel Plates, Woodblocks,
Copyrights, Ac.

To bo viewed, and Catalogues bod.

( of the Publications of
J- inn of Messrs. W. TEGG&CO.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Rooms, 115, Chancery-lane, W.C, on WEDNESDAY.

November 10, and Two Following Davs, at 1 o'clock (by order of
M C'uniuodaie A- Co., Limited), the ENTIRE STOCK and PLANT of
the PUBLICATIONS of Messrs. WM. TEGO A CO.. Publishers, of Fkn-
cras-lane, Cheapslde ; comprising 360 Dr. Adam Clarke's Commentary on
the Bible, 6 vols, (sells 31. 3s.). and the Stereo Plates—450 Doddridge's
Expositor (10*. 64 )—8S0 Crndan's Concordance (7*. flat.), and the stereo
Plntes—450 Mofthcfm'* Eccliwlastlcal History [Hs, 6d*.),and the Stereos-
132 Rolltn's Ancient History, 6 vols (21*.)—Fuller's Church History,
9 vols, crown 6vo.,and the Stereos—ISO Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy
(8s. Co".), and ths Stereos—375 Lavater's Physiognomy (12*.), and the
Stereos—240 Foxe's Martyrs {10*. 6d. (.and the Stereos—the Stereos and
Woodcuts of Hone's Popular Works. 4 vols.—600 Swift's Gulliver (2j.>,
and the Stereos—.".00 Christopher Tadpole (3j. 6d ), and the Stereos—800
Parley'! Universal History (A*.), and the Stereos of thht and other of
Parley's Books—Many Thousand Volumes, with the Stereo Plates, of
Popular Educational Works, vis. i Johnson and Walker'* Dictionaries
-- Meadow*'* French, Italian, and Spanish Dictionaries and Grammars—
Abn's French and German Courses—Murray's and Lennie* Grammars—
Mangnall's Questions. Ac.— 24.000 vols, of the Howitt Series, and the
Stereos— 15,000 vols, of the Family Library—the Engraved Steel and

Plates of many Popular Pictures by Landsecr, Wltkie, Herring.
Crowqolll, Collins. Stothard, Lawrence, Reynolds, Liver-

Catalogues ore preparing.

DE GREY ROOMS, YORK.— Important Sale of Books,
Topographical Works, Oil Paintings, Engravings, Concho-
logical Collection, Bookcases, Sfc,

MR. R. B. RICHARDSON has received instruc
tions from the Executors to SELL by AUCTION, in the Do Grey

Room*. York, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY. October 28 and 2tf
the OltEATER PORTION of the valuable LIBRARY of the late
ROItKRT DAVTES, Esq., F.S A. ; Including Ancient and Modern
Standard Works in every branch of Literature, more especially Topo
graph I <al anil HUtoHcal—Publication* of the Surtoesand other Societies
—Camden's Britannia — Holllnshcd's Chronicles—Lebtnd's Itinerary
Doniesilsy Hooks of Counties— Glossaries, Records. Ac—Oil Paintings
—Fine Old Enirraving«—a magnificent and unique Collection of British
and Foreign Shells, Tertiary Fossils, Ac.. In two handsome rosewood
Cabinet*, fitted up with drawers ; the Collection is In splendid condition,
and colour perfectly preserved ; the British Shells are named In accord'
ance with the book of Forbes and Hanley : the whole will be offered
in One Lot—Mahogany Bookcases and Shelves.

dialogues (price 6d. each) may be obtained at the Offices of the
Auctioneer. 21, Coney-street, York.

SALE of the valuable COLLECTIOX of PORCELAINand
POTTERY belonging to ROBERT LANG, Clifton; in
cluding Specimens of Old Coloured Worcester of the best
jterioa; Printed Worcester; Set of Old Dresden Figures;
Wedgwood Plagues and Medallions ; rare and very fine
Chelsea Cream Ewer; Bow, Sevres, Swansea, and Nant-gow;
Tranxfer-printed TtLes, See., which will be SOLD BY
A VCTlONhy

\\ ESSRS. H. R. FARGUS & CO., at No. 4, Clare-
1'X street, Bristol, on TUESDAY, October 26, WEDNESDAY. 27, and
TH( ItSD.VY. 23. by direction of ROBERT LANG. Esq.. landlord
Lodge; and on WEDNESDAY'. November 3. and THURSDAY 4 his
choice COLLECTION or MOUKltN PAINTINGS and DRAWINGS;
amomrst which are Works by Creswlclt, R.A., Win. MUller, Copley
Priding. F. W Topham, Sam Front, G. Frlpp. A. Frlpp, Heywood
llanlv. ''allow, Pyne. Hrittain. Willi*, two early and very tine specimens
of Charles Brownwhlte, and Keren examples of Syer.
The Collections will be on view two days preceding the Sale, which

will commence each day ai 12 o clock precisely.

T

T

HE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. 312, l
published on SATURDAY LAST.

ConUntt.
1. LIFE of THOMAS GRAHAM, LORD LYNEDOCH.

2. ANNALS of EXETER. COLLEGE.

J. RECOKDS of EAELT ENGLISH ADTENTTOE.

i. Tho CHEMISTRY of the STARS.

5. SAINT SIMON'S PARALLEL of THREE KINGS.

6. HOWORTH 8 HISTORY of the MONGOLS.

7. GERMANY, PAST and PRESENT.

P. TREVELYAN'S EARLY HISTORY of FOX.

0. The CANDAHAIt CAMPAIGN.

HE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. 300, in
publlahed THIS CAY.

I. RECENT TRAVELS is JAPAN.

Z. CICERO.

J. ART COLLECTIONS.

4. Mr. MORLEY'S DIDEROT.

5. The CAMISARDS.
(I OLYHPIA.

7. The NEWSPAPER PRESS.

8. The MARSHAL DUKE of 8ALDANHA.

». UX MONTHS of > LIBERAL GOVERNMENT.

John Murray, Albemarle-etreat.

No. XXI. price 6«.

THE CHURCH QUARTERLY REVIEW, for
OCTOBER, 18S0.

1. The CATACOMBS of ROME, and CERTAIN PREVALENT MIS-
CONCEPTIONS REGARDING THEM.

2. The PAGAN REACTION under the EMPEROR JULIAN.

3. S. THOMAS AQ.U1NA8.

* CHRISTIAN IMAGINATIONS of HEAYBN.

5. The SACRIFICIAL TEACHING of the ANCIENT LITURGIES.

«. LIFE of RICHARD WALDO 8IBTHORI'.

7. BRIGHT S ANTI-PELAGIAN TREATISES of 8. AUGUSTINE.

8. The SUNDAY SCHOOL (

9. CONFIRMATION.

10. SOME RECENT EPISCOPAL (

1L EVERLASTING PUNISHMENT.

SHORT NOTICES.

Spotdswoode ft Co. New-Mrret-square. London.

rpHE^

On October 29 (One Shilling, No. Ml,

CORNHILL MAGAZINE, for Ni
With Illustration! by Onorge Du Madrier and Vf. Small.

MY FAITHFUL JOHNNY. (With an UluKratlon.) Chape. 1—a.

QUEYBDO.

The NATURAL HISTORY of DRESS.

LORD MACAULAY and Dr. JOHNSON'S WIFE.
The BURMESE. By Hhwuy Yoc.

DECORATIVE DECORATION8.

SOCIAL LIFE AMONGST the ANCIENT GREEKS.
WASHINGTON-SQUARE. By Henry Jafate, Jr. (With an Illurtratloa.)

Chape 90-33.

London : Smith. Elder ft Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

COMPLETION of COLOGNE CATHEDRAL.—
See the BUILDER fad.; try port, lid j for JlImtrntloM ; DeroratlTe

Su?(tcstionf from Nature ; Views and Hans. Bradford Technical School :
and Kenldcncr-. Cecily Hill—Paris—The Painting nt the Koclety of a
.t>tlictlc Protest in India—The Crystal Palace Tank, with I"
Art awl Social Science—Health Questions, ftc

48. Catherine-street i and all Newaman.

Tenth Edition, post free. Is.

DR. WATTS on ASTHMA : a Treatise on the-
only Successful Method of Curing this Disease. By ROBFJtT G.

WATTS. M D F.lt.S.L. F.C.S., 4c, 5, Bulstrode-etreet, Cateadlab-
square, London, W.

London : C. Mitchell ft Co. Red Lion-court. Fleet-street.

Enlarged Edition, pp. 300, bound, Is.; or 14 stamps,

0MO30PATHIC FAMILY INSTRUCTOR,
ly Drs. RICHARD and WASHINGTON EPP8.II

"yy"ORKS by LIONEL S. BEALE, F.RS.

HOW to WORK with the MICROSCOPE. Fifth

I*100 Plates, 21s.

Pall Mall.

The MICROSCOPE in MEDICINE. Fourth Edi
tion. 21*. [.VessFssMla.

BIOPLASM : an Introduction to Medicine and
Physiology. 6s. Bat,

LIFE THEORIES and RELIGIOUS THOUGHT.
Plates, 5s. 6d.

The MYSTERY of LIFE. Two Coloured Plates,
as. erf.

PROTOPLASM. Third Edition, much
Numerous Platea, 10s. urf.

On LIFE and on VITAL ACTION. 6*\

London : J. ft A. Churchill.

1 rice to Subscribers, It. 6rf. , Non-Subscribers, 4s. Gd.

EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES of a
ltKl'OltTEB. Giving Twenty Ye.un' experience on the Prettt,

show) tip the Kn«if«t and Surest Method o( becoming on Efficient and
Itnjiid Phonographic Shorthand Writer, aud containing valuable Hint*
on nil Hranchea of Keporttog. AmnslDfT and intcrcatintr to Member* of
thu 1'rcjin. and invaluublf to Young I'lionographeni und Tvroit In the
Art of Kcpfirtinff. Written and publlahed by FRANCIS J. LOCK.
Author of The Klflcrnan't Companion,' 'How to become an T
Shot," ' Martini r. Kulder' (30,000), ftc.

'JOh, Morkct-ntroet, Lelcrater.
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ARTISTIC CONSEItVAT';'RIB8.—Abont FOBTT
PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHS • ^TrER-PRESS, from Dnlm by

B. W. OODWIN. FS.1."I •«;" 11- AUAJfei, on tteaariurer J

TWO XBW MUSICAL BOOKS.

Wtti 1'ornll. thick crown »ro lOj. W.

ENEY" SMAKT: his Life and Work*.

By Or. SPARE (ot LMd.;.

E
■' It tantallw* m."

" In It, throughout, a t
food."—Am.

ii, and by no means dull."— Court Journal.

Cloth , 3j . , boards. 1«. tW.

Remington A Co 133. New Bond-street, W.

H

1BC0HD SERIES. t«tj thick crown 8ro 10. W.

ICHDHANN'S MUSIC and MUSICIANS,
7 ESSAYS and CRITICISMS. BdtUd bj 1 H HlTTKtt.

AUo Tel. I. Second Bdltloa, «a. M

HT. Kara.. Maalcal PlhUakar. FUet-atreet

A G 8 T E R'S B I B L K S.

The FACSIMILE POLYGLOT SERIES compii-we Rlblr* in Hebrew,
Utah. Portugt. Latin. Cfrmia. French. Italian. Spanish,

i eu be interpaged two langBagea torether In any deairrd
torn. Catalog: urn free by post

S Baxter 4 Son*, 15, Patarnostcr-row, London.

NOTICE.—Now ready, crown 8vo. 310 pages, cloth, prioe la.

"POLITICAL ECONOMY for BUSINESS PEOPLE.
X By ROBERT JAMIRSON.
In thla work the writer alms at a eimple mode nf treating the iuhject.

kn the aooepted theory of theAnd ntaMishing an lni]x.rt*ut ehanirt; i
rt-lauuMBJp between money and price*.

Loadon : Effingham '
07, Lhanuos-atrsel.

: Co.

>Hfi FORTNIGHTLY REVIE W.—
Advertisements lor the Forwtifhtty R*m+* ehould be tent te

Ah<ua * Fiwou, 80. Fleet-ctrtet, B.C.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

ADAM8 & PEANCI8 in-ert ADVBRTISEMENTS
In til Tin wmil n. Mtwr"*™. aad Periodicals.

• • Tli— far ivaawacMtMt baa,now, and Liat of

had on application to
Adams ft Faaxsis, », Flaet-etreet. E C.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

THE NEW SEASON-NOTICE.

MESSRS. MARSHALL JAPP & COMPANY'S

NEW BOOKS.

WISE WORDS and LOVING DEEDS:
Hook of BlocTanlilea lor Glrli. lljr E. CO.NDEK GRAY. Crown

"" U. M

LEADERS of MET* : a Book of Biographies

•nactalrf wrltun for Yoonf Men. By H. A. TAOS, Author of
•Golden Ltvw.' Crown Kro. doth extra, with l'oi

ConUmU.
The Prince Conjort. i .Samuel Grex.
Rohm Dick. Baker and Gaolofflat. Pr John Wllaon.

[Jbodr-vcrand Botanlat
Oeorxc Moore.
John Duncan, Weft'

The SALT of the EARTH: Memoirs of
thane who Deterred Success and Won It. Crown 8vo cloth extra,
with Portraits, 3j M. Including Hktetche* of Sir James Ontrain,

p Selwyu, and Olhera. [lUodp Oeioaer 28.

INDUSTRIAL CURIOSITIES: Glances Here

In the World of
HAY JAPP, LL.D.
extra, as. ad.

and Edited by
F.K.U 8. F.8.A.

The TREASORE-B00K of CONSOLATION,

for An in
OUMK. MA. .Editor of 'The
mniform with • Trflaiure-lkjok

BTu. cloth extra, 3a. Bd.

of Devotional Reading

All the Best Worlt of the New Season in History, Biography, Religion, Philosophy, Travel

■and Adventure, and the Higher Class of Fiction are added in large numbers to MUDIE'S

SELECT LIBRARY on the day of publication, and fresh Copies are placed in Circulation

as the demand increases.

Arrangements have again been made with the leading Publishers for an ample supply

of the Principal Works already announced for the New Season, and of all other Forthcoming

Books of general interest as they appear.

FIRST CLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GDINEA PER ANNUM, COMMENCING AT ANT DATE.

BOOK SOCIETIES 8UPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS.

POPULAR SCIENCE SERIES'

PLANT-LIFE: Popular Papers on the

'. With 147 ni
, cloth extra, 3*. 6

by the

Mlcroaooplr Planu
Plant Structure and Growth.
Fertilisation of Plant..
1'redalory Plant*
™ La

Planu and Animal..
Moaaeaand IJchena.
Planu and Planau.
HorreuilHand stooeworu.

Fungi.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (ajkited), NEW OXFORD-STREET.

CITY OFFICE—2, KING-8TREET, CHEAP8IDE.

NOW READY,

AT ALL LIBRARIES AND 300KSELLERS',

THE

LIFE OF SIR ANTHONY PANIZZI, K.C.B.

By LOUIS FAGAN.

Tvro vol*, demy Svo. handsomely bound, with Frontispiece and numerous Illustrations, 25*.

The Times, in its issue of 11th September, 1880, says :—

" Mr. Louis Pagan, of the British Museum, has been for some time putting together the materials for a biography of

Sir Antonio Pani ill, the Italian gentleman and scholar who was, during the beat part of his lifetime, the head and soul of

our great National library, and left his mark upon it. A man of the character and in the position of Antonio Panixii must

needs have had the advantage of the most extensive personal and epistolary intercourse with almost all the political

and literary notabilities among his contemporaries ; and Punizxl seems to tiave evinced as great a diligence in the preserva

tion of private documents as he exhibited in the care of the treasures of genius and learning intrusted to his keeping. He

left us an archive as well as a library ; and t here can scarcely be any doubt that the letters which he deemed of so much

value as to deserve the attention he bestowed upon ft must equally appear to the interest of cultivated readers. A Paniui

biography, should Mr. Fagan accomplish his task, would hare an impcrtanoe hardly inferior to any of the works added

during this last half-century to the heavily-burdened shelves of oar great book repository.

"That the mass of the documents In Mr. Fagiin'n hands relate rather to matters connected with our librarian's adopted

than with his native lan i, we have not the slightest doubt, and we hardly think that the importance of bringing Paniui's

English documents into the light of day can be exaggerated. Paniui's career in this country was, at first, a battle in

which, not unnaturally, though not justly, every man's hand was against the alien who had been raised to a post to which

other men were thought to be better entitled, fiat his great merits and bis stubborn and combative nature overcame all

enmity and silenced all unfavourable outcry. He won the esteem and good will of his most strenuous opponents, and

there was hardly one among our leading statesmen who did not seek Paniui's friendship and .give him his full confidence.

He had not a little of that tact and discretion which are peculiar gifts of many of his countrymen, and which fit them for

the highest diplomatic offices. That be was consulted in great emergencies, and that State secrets were more than once

intrusted to him, there is no reason to doubt, and It is equally .certain, that such secrets would be as ss

rarest MS. in the Museum Library, or the most precious trinket in the cabinet of ancient gems.'*

INSECT-LIFE : a Popular Introduction to

Bntomolorr. Profusely Illustrated. Square crown, cloth extra,
&j. Ad, (Other volumes In preparation.)

The HUMAN VOICE : a Practical Guide to
Public Speakers and fUturer*.
With iiiiwiih Uluauattom by t

. Dr. J. FAKRAR, F R C P B.
b Author Mnall rniwn. It*. 6d.

Kill*! wllllii M.

MASTER-MISSIONARIES: Studies in
HeroU* Pioneer Work. By ALRXANDHR H. .JAPP, UD, PR 8.B.
With J*ortraiu and IiiMtraliaai Grown, irw. slash exit*. At. Sd.

The WAY to FORTUNE : a Series of short
Eaaays, with II I oatraUre Proverbs and ■■andiilae from snanr
Sources. Small crown, cloth extra, 2j. 6d.

HALF-HOLIDAY HANDBOOKS: Guides to

Bj

ENGLISH POEMS in] GERMAN DRESS:
an Easy and Pleasant Aid to Acquiring the German i-»nff n,.K..
Square crown, 3». Cd.

GERMAN LIFE and LITERATURE.

ALEXANDER U. JAFP. LL.D. am Ua.

ADVENTURE: Narratives of
neeeaa of Discovery. From
i and Nurdcnskjold. With
l, cloth extra. 2s. 6d.

' r 28.

HEALTH-at-HOME SERIES. By Popular
AUTHORS. Small crown, stiff covert, 9d.

(Other, in l*rrparaUou.)

HANDBOOKS for the HOME. Small double
■tiff coven, 6d.

i and FKRNE1UES. By the Auto
sof Food.'

EASY LESSONS In BOTAKT, By the Al
(Others in Freparsiio

a* of ' How to Detect the
[Used*.

thorof 'Plant-Lite.'
L) [Ready Sovtmbtr IS.

& Co. 133, New Bond-street, W.

LITERARY BYE-HOURS: a Book of In-
structive Pastime. By H. A. PAGE. Square small crown, 2s. Qd.

ContainU.fr Jeered* SociSU and Parody, with Typical Illustrations of
all Present-day Styles. [Ready November 5.

The ONE-SHILLING SERIES of PRIZE
i by the beat Authors, well Iilns-

TheEIGHTEENPENNY SERIES of STORY-
BOOKS, which -will contain firnt-clasti Tain, admirably Illustrated.
-Among the Writars will be Mies Betham Edward*, Mrs. Mayo,
the Author of ' Morag,' and others.

A POETICAL READER

arranged on an entirely New 1
done for the Work. In Two P

for SCHOOLS,

London: Maeshal,l Japp & Co, 17, Holborn

Viaduct, E.C.
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CHATTO & WINDUS, PUBLISHERS.

JAMES PAYN'S NEW NOVEL.—3 Tola, crown 8to. at erery Library,

A CONFIDENTIAL AGENT By James

PAYN. With 12 Illustrations by Arthur Hopkins.

MRS. LINTON'S NEW NOVEL.

To be ready Immediately, 3 Tola, crown 8vo. at every Library,

The REBEL of the FAMILY. By E. Lynn

LINTON, Author of ' PfttrlcU Kemball,' ±c.

JULIAN HAWTHORNE'S NEW NOVEL.
3 YOls. crown Hvo. at every Library,

ELLICE QUENTiN, and otlur Stories. By

JCLIAN HAWTHORNE.

Vole. III. and IV. {Completion the Work), demy Sto. 12s. each ,

A HISTORY of OUR OWNf TIMES. From
the Accession of Queen Victoria to the General Election of 1880. By
justin McCarthy, m.p.

" Criticism is disarmed before a composition which provokes little but
approTal. This Is a really good i»ooh on a really Interesting subject, and
words piled on words could say no mure fur it."—Saturday lUvttw.

ILLUSTRATED EDITION OF MARK TWAIN'S NEW WORK,
crown Rvo. cloth extra, with 314 Illustrations. It. 6d.

A TRAMP ABROAD. By Mark Twain.

" A piece of work that is not only delightful as mere reading, but alao
of a high depree of merit as literature....The book Is full of good
things."—Atht>n.-ii

To be Completed In Five Volumes, crown Bvo. cloth extra, 6s. each,

BRET HARTE'S COLLECTED WORKS,
Arranged and Revised by the Author.

Vol. I. COMPLETE POETICAL and DRAMATIC WORKS ol BRET
HAKTE. With StMl-plote Portrait and Introduction.

[!«•>.
Vol. II. EARLIER PAPERS-The LUCK of ROARING CAMP, and

other SKETCHES -UUHEMIAN PAPERS- AMERICAN
LEGENDS. [Ssad>.

Vol. III. TALES ol the ARGONAUTS-EASTERN SKETCHES.
[AW,.

Vol. IV. GABRIEL CONBOY. (InUupnu.
Vol. V. STORIES—CONDENSED NOVELS, Ac. [Intkepnu.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF ' PRIMITIVE MANNERS AND
CUSTOMS.'—Croirn 8to. cloth extra, 6f.

CRIMES and PUNISHMENT. Includin? a

New Translation of Beccarla'S 1 Dsi Deilui e dalie Pene.' By JAMBS
ANSON FARRER.

Second Edition, Revised - In 1 thick Tol. of 1,300 pages, crown 8ro.
half-Ruxbnrghe, 12s. Gd.

The READER'S HANDBOOK of ALLU-
BION8. REFERENCES, PLOTS, and STORIES. Bj the RcT. Dr.
HREWER.

" Wonderfully eomprehensire "—Timss-

NEW WORK BY TUB AUTHOR OF -FINGER-RING LORE.'

Crown Sto. cloth extra, with Frontispiece, 7s. 64.

CREDULITIES, PAsT and PRE6ENT. By
WILLIAM JONES, F.S.A.

NEW VOLUMES OF THE MAYFAIR

LIBRARY.

Post 8to. cloth limp, St. 6d. each.

The SPEECHES of CHARLES DICKENS. With an Introduction.
LITERARY FRIVOLITIES, FANCIES, FOLLIES, and FROLICS,

by William T. Dobson.

NEW AND CHEAPEN EDITIONS.

Crown 8to. cloth extra, 6s each.

MYTHS and MARVELS of ASTRONOMY. Bj Richard A. Proctor.
PLEASANT WAYS In SCIENCE. Hy Richard A. Proctor.
ROUGH WAYS MADE SMOOTH. By Richard A Proctor.
LEISURE-TIME STUDIES. By Andrew Wilson. F.R.S.E.
A MINISTRY of HEALTH. By Benjamin W. Richardson, M.D., tc.

MISS G. BOWERS'* NEW HUNTING SKETCHES.

Beautifully Coloured, and handsomely half bound, oblong 4to. 21s.

LEAVES from a HUNTING JOURNAL. By
G BOWERS. Author of 'Canters in Crampshlre,' 4e, Coloured In
Fac-slmile of the Originals.

Now ready, crown 8vo. cloth extra. Si. 6d. a New Edition of

CONFIDENCE. By Henry James, jun.

Nearly ready, crown 8ro. cloth extra, 3* 64. each ; post 8ro.
illustrated boards, 2s. each,

ROBIN GRAY. By Charles Gibbon, Author

of " Queen of the Meadow,' Ac.

For LACK of GOLD. By Charles Gibbon.

A handsome GIFT BOOK.-Nearly ready, small 8to cloth extra, Ss

The WOOING of the WATER WITCH : a
Northern Oddity. By EVAN DALDORNB. With 123 Sue Ulna-
trations by J. Moyr Smith

Nearly ready, crown Sto. cloth limp, 3s. 6d.

A SIMPLE TREATISE on HEAT. By
W. MATT1EU WILLIAMS, F H A S. F C.S , Author of 'The Fuel
4lf UiC bun-' [JvanW, rtadf.

Citatto & Wimdvs, riccadilly, W.

C. KEGAN PAUL & CO.'S

NEW LIST.

With 136 Illustrations, medium 8vo.

HISTORY of PAINTING. From the

German of the late Dr. ALFBED WOLTMANN, Pro
fessor at the Imperial University of Strasburg ; and Dr.
HAUL WOERMANN, Professor at the Royal Academy
of Arts, Dnsseldorf. Edited by SYDNEY COLVIN,
M.A., Slade Professor of Fine Arts In the University of
Cambridge.

Vol. I.—PAINTING in ANTIQUITY and the

MIDDLE AGES. Cloth, price 28c.; cloth extra,
bevelled boards, gilt leaves, price 30s.

With Portrait, demy 8vo. cloth, price 16*.

SPINOZA: bis Life and Philosophy.

By FREDERICK POLLOCK.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5*.

The ATOMIC THEORY. By Prof.

WURTZ, Membre de l'lnstitut, Doyen Honoraire de la
Faculty de MtMecine, Profeaseur k la Faculty des Sciences
de Paris. Translated by E. CLEMIN8HAW, F.0.8.

V* Vol. XXX of the " International Scientific Series."

Demy 8vo. cloth, price 15*.

A COMMENTARY on the BOOK of

JOB. With a Translation by SAMUEL COX, Author of
' Salvator Mundi.' 'The Genesis of Evil,' *&c.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 2*. M.

The INSPIRATION of the NEW

TE8TAMBNT. By WALTER H. BROWNE, M.A., late
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. With a Preface
by the Rev. J. P. NORRIS, D.D., Canon of Bristol.

Demy 8vo. cloth, price 10«. 6<f.

The NEW TRUTH and the OLD

FAITH. Are They Incompatible ? By a SCIENTIFIC
LAYMAN.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

PICTURES from IRELAND in 1880.

By TERENCE IfcURATH.

Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 3*. 6a?.

DISCONTENT and DANGER in

INDIA, and some of lU CAUSES. By A. K. CONNELL.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 7s. 6rf.

COLLECTED SONNETS, OLD and

NEW. By CHARLES TENNYSON TURNER. With
Prefatory Poem by ALFRED TENNYSON. Also some
Marginal Notes bv 8. T. COLERIDGE, and a Critical
Essay by JAMES SPEDDINO.

Large post 8vo. parchment antique, bevelled boards, price 6s.

MARY MAGDALENE: a Poem.

By Mrs. RICHARD OREENOUOH, Member of the
Society of the Arcadia, and of the Royal Academy of
St. Cecilia of Rome.

Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 5s.

The CARDINAL ARCHBISHOP: a

Spanish Legend in Twenty-nine Canclons. By Colonel
COLOMB, Author of ' Donnlnglon Castle' (a Royalist
Story), 4c.

8m^ 11 crown s vo. cloth, price 6s.

MARIE ANTOINETTE : a Drama.

Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 3s. 6d.

A LOVE'S GAMUT, and other

Poems.

1. Paternoster-square.

MESSRS. WIACMILLAN & CO.'S

PUBLICATIONS.

NEW NOVELS,

AT ALL THE LIBRARIES.

By GE0EGE FLEMING, Author of 'A Nile Novel,'
' Mirage,' &>:.

The HEAD of MEDUSA. 3 vols.
crown Sto. 3U. ftd.

By WILLIAM BLACK.

WHITE WINGS : a Yachting Ro-
mance. 3 Toll, crown 8ro. 31*. Gd.

"Mr. Black can translate his vocabulary Into an Infinity of tint*
and tone*. Nor do wo know any living novelist who hat more com
pletely the gift of awakening the bodily sense* through the medium
of printer's Ink."—fiat**.

By Mrs. 0LIPHANT.

HE THATWILL NOT WHEN HE
MAY. 3 vols, crown 8to. 31s. 6tf.

"There Is a great amount of beautiful work In this book."

"This Is a novel which no one can read without pleasure. She
writes from the fulness of experience, with the mastery of methods.
We do not know where to look among her sinter-novel nts for any one
who could—considering all things—have told the story so well."

By CHARLOTTE M. Y0NGE.

LOVE and LIFE : an Old Story in
Eighteenth-Century Costume. 2 vols, crown Bvo. i . -.

" Miss Yonge has cleverly converted the most delicate fancies of the
old allegory Into eighteenth-century realities 1 - - i.r.^.',i.-.

By K. A. DILLWTN.

The REBECCA RIOTER: a Story
of Killay Life. 2 vols, crown 8vo. 21s.

"A deeply Interesting tale. Altogether we most pronounce "The
Rebecca Rioter ' to be a remarkable book."—AtJunmun.

" The story Is interesting, well sustained, and picturesque."
Acttdimp.

By HAMILTON PAGE.

The LADY RESIDENT. 3 vols.

crown Bvo. 31*. Gd.
" This book has much clever and sprightly writing in It."

At
" It Is an unquestionably clever and amusing book."—Oiutt,

With Illustrations and Maps, demy 8ro. 1S«.

ISLAND LIFE; or, the Phenomena

and Cnuscs of Insular Faunas and Floras, t Deluding a Revision and
attempted Solution of the Problem of Geological Climates. Hy
ALFRED RU8SEL WALLACE, Author of 'The Malay Archi
pelago,' 'The Geographical .Distribution of Animals,' Ac

ETIENNE DOLET: the Martyr of

the Renaissance. A Biography, with a Bibliographical Appendix
containing a Descriptive fatalopne of th" Books written edited or
printed by Dolet. By R. C. CHRISTIE, -MA. Lincoln College.
Oxford. Chancellor of the Diocese of Manchester. With ILI usera
tions, Bvo. IS*.

" So conscientious and so successful have been the labours of
Mr. Christie, his work stands In the most Important respects outside
criticism. His book may bo cited as, in many respects, a model

A VISIT to WAZAN, the Sacred City

of Morocco. By ROBERT 8PBNCB WATSON. With Map awl
Illustration., 8ro. 10s. 6d.

ENGLISH MEN of LETTERS. Edited
by JOHN MORLEY. Crown 8to. Ss. «d. (New Volumes.)

LOCKE. By Professor Fowler. [M

WORDSWORTH. By F. W. H. Mtrrs.

DRYDEN. By G. Saintsbtjry. tIntluprr,u

STUDIES in DEDUCTIVE LOGIC:
a Manual lor Students. Bjr W. STANLEY JEVON8. LL D. F.R.8.
Professor of Political Economy in University College, London. Crown.
8to. 6».

GUIDE to the STUDY of POLITICAL
ECONOMY. By Dr. LUIOI COKSA. Professor In the University of
Parta. Translated from the Second Italian Edition. With a Prefaca-
by W. STANLEY JBVONS, F.R.S. Crown 8vo. 4s. est.

The CHURCHES of ASIA: a Me-
thodicol Sketch of the Second Century. By the Her. W. CUNNING
HAM. M A. Crown 8to. 0*.

ST. PAUL'S EPISTLE to the GALA-
TIANS. A Revised Text, with Introduction. Notes, and Dlsserta-
tlons. By J. B LIGHTFOOT, D.D. D.C.L . Bishop of Durham, antl
Honorary Fellow of Trinity Cvllegv, Cambridge. Sixth Edition.
Demy Bvo. 12s.

NOTE BOOK on PRACTICAL,

SOLID, or DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY, containing I
help for Solutions. By J. H. EDGAR. M.A., Lecturer on S_ _
Drawing. Royal School of Mines, London, and O. 8 l'IUTCHARD.
late Professor of Descriptive Geometry. Kojal Military College,
Woolwich. Fourth Edition. By ARTHUR O. MERZE, AssittADt-
Lecturer on Mechanical Drawing, Royal School of Mines, London.
Globe 8 vo. 4s. bd.

PLINY'S LETTERS, Book III. Text
of H. KIEL. With a Commentary. By JOHN E B. MAYOR. M.A.,
Fellow of St. John's College, and Professor of Latin in the University
of Cambridge. And a LIFE of PLINY, by O. H. KRNDALL.M.A.,
Fellow ol Trinity College. Cambridge. Fat p. Bvo 5«.

[ A*«w Vofum* AJttrmiilan't CUtssical Series.

Macmillan & Co. Bedford-street, Strand, W.C,
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MR, MURRAY'S LIST.

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW,

Content*.

1. RECENT TRAVELS IX JAPAN.

2. CICERO.

3. ART COLLECTIONS.

4. MR. MORLEY'S DIDEROT.

5. THE CAMISARDS.

No. 300. 8vo. 6s.

6. OLYMPIA.

7. THE NEWSPAPER PRESS.

8. THE MARSHAL DUKE OF SALDANHA.

9. SIX MONTHS OF A LIBERAL GOVERNMENT.

MISS BIRD.

UNBEATEN TRACKS in JAPAN. Travels of a

Lady in the Interior, including Visits to the Aborigines of Yeio and the Shrine of
Hikko and 1*4. By ISBAELLA BIRD, Author of 'A Lady's Lif

Willi Map and Illustrations. 2 vols, crown 8vo. 2U.Mountains,' Ac
A Lady's Life In the Rocky

[Ready.

LORD CAMPBELL.

LIFE and LETTERS of LORD CAMPBELL,

land. Based on bis
i Daughter, the Hon.

Lord Cbief Justice, and afterwards Lord Chancellor, of England. Based on_hls
Autobiography, Journals, and Correspondence. Edited by his Dauj
Mrs. HAKDCASTLE.

aphy. Journals, and Correspondence. Edited by
With Portrait. 2 vols. 8vo.

SIR E. J. REED.

JAPAN : its History, Traditions, and Religions.

With the Narrative of a Visit to Japan In 1879. By Bir EDWARD J. REED. K.O.B.
With Map and Illustrations. 2 vols. 8vo. 21». [Heady.

LADY EASTLAKE.

Mrs. GROTE : a Sketch. By Lady Eastlake. Post

8vo. «f. [Ready.

SIR RICHARD TEMPLE.

INDIA in 1880. By Sir Richard Temple, Bart.,

Being

G-.C.S.I. C LE. D.C.L., late Governor of
and Finance Minister of India. 8vo.

CANON BARRY.

The MANIFOLD WITNESS for CHRIST.

an attempt to Exhibit the Combined Force of Various Evidences of Christianity,
Direct and Indirect. The Boyle Lectures for 1877-78.

Part I. CHRISTIANITY and NATURAL THEOLOGY.
Part II. The POSITIVE EVIDENCE of CHRISTIANITY.

By CANON BARRY, D.D., Principal of King's College, London. 8vo. 13s. [Ready.

DEAN STANLEY.

CHRISTIAN INSTITUTIONS: Essays on Eccle-

statical Subject*. By A. P. STANLEY, D.D., Dean of Westminster. 8vo.

Contend. Itiiptt»ru The Eurhwl.t - Ein'hari.i Id the Karl" Church- -BuoharUtlc Harrlflre—Bsal rresencs
— Body aod lili*xl of ChrUi—Absolution—Eccle*ia»ilcal VeetmenU- Ifcuilicas—The Pope—The Litany—Belief
of the Early I'hrisUani.

MR. CLEMENTS MARKHAM.

A POPULAR ACCOUNT of PERUVIAN BARK,

and it* Introduction into British India, Ceylon, Ac., and the Progress and Extent of
its Cultivation. By C. R. MARKHAM, C.B. With Haps and Woodcuts. Post 8vo.

MR. A. S. MURRAY

A HISTORY of GREEK SCULPTURE. From

the Earliest Times down to the Age of Pheidias. By A. 8. MURRAY, of the British
Museum. With Illustrations. Royal 8vo.

MR. DARWIN.

The POWER of MOVEMENT in PLANTS. By

CHARLES DARWIN, F.R.S., assisted by FRANCIS DARWIN. With Woodcuts.
Crown Svo.

MR. SEEBOHM.

SIBERIA in EUROPE : a Naturalist's Visit to the

Valley of the Petchora in North-East Russia. With Notices of Birds and their
Migrations. By HENRY SEEBOHM, F.R.G.S. With Map and Illustrations.
Crown 8vo.

THE PSALMS.

The PSALMS of DAVID With Notes Explanatory

kNON C. J. ELLIOTT, and CANON F. 0.and Critical. By the DEAN of WELLS, CANON I
COOK. Medium Svo. (Reprinted from the ' Speaker's Commentary.')

DR. SMILES.

The HUGUENOTS: their Settlements, Churches,

and Industries in England and Ireland. By SAMUEL SMILES, LL.D. New Edition.
Crown Svo.

MR. RICHARDSON.

A SMALLER MANUAL of MODERN GEO-

GRU'HY. For Schcols and Young Persons. By JOHN RICHARDSON, M.A.,
Diocesan Inspector of Schools, and Author of 'A School Manual if Mode -n Geography.'

DR. LIVINGSTONE.

MEMOIRS of the PERSONAL LIFE of DAVID

LIVINGSTONE, IX. D , from his Unpublished Journals and Correspondence. By
W. G. BLAIKIE, D.D. With Portrait and Map. Svo.

RIGHT HON. J. C. HERRIES.

MEMOIR of the PUBLIC LIFE of the RIGHT

HEURIE3, during the Reigns of George III. and IV.
Founded on his "

HON. J. C.
Queen Victoria. Founded un his Letters and other Un]
Bon. Sir EDWARD HERRIES, K.C.B. 2 voU. 8vo.

William IV., and
By hi*

DR. SCHLIEMANN.

ILIOS : a Complete History of the City and Country

of the TROJANS, including all Recent Discoveries and Researches made on the Site of
Troy and the Troad In 1871-3 and 1878-9. With an Autobiography of the Author. By
Dr. SCHLIEMANN, Author of ' Mycenss and Tiryns.' With nearly 2,000 Illustrations.

Imperial 8vo.

DR. S. SMILES.

Illustrations of Courage, Patience,

A Companion Volume to ' Self-Help,"

WithDUTY,

and Endurance. Bv SAMUEL SMILES, LL.D.
• Character,' and 1 Thrift.' Post 8vo.

DUKE OF SALDANHA.

MEMOIRS of the LIFE and EVENTFUL CAREER

of the DUKE of SALDANHA, Soldier and Statesman. With Selections from his
Correspondence. By the CONDE DA CARNOTA. With Portrait and Maps. 2 vols.
Svo. 32». [Ready

COLONEL PLAYFAIR.

HANDBOOK to the MEDITERRANEAN. De-

scribing the Principal Cities, Seaports, Harbours, and Border Lands, the Coasts of
Africa, Spain, Italy, Dalmatla, Greece, Asia Minor. Forming a Guide to Corsica,
Sardinia, Sicily, Malta, the Balearic Islands, Crete, Rhodes, Cyprus, Ac. By Colonel
R. L. PLATFA1B. With nearly SO Maps, Plans, to. Post 8vo.

MR. A. HAYWARD.

SKETCHES of EMINENT STATESMEN and

WRITERS, with other ESSAYS. Reprinted from the Quarterly Review, with Additions
and Corrections. By A. HAYWARD, Q.C. 2 vols. Svo.

h — Mootalembsrt — Melbourne —"Wsllsaley — Brroa and
-Holland House—Strawberry Hill.

DR STEVENS

MADAME DE STAEL : a Study of her Life and

"By A. STEVENS, LL.D. WithTimes. The First Revolution and the First Empire.
2 vols, crown Svo.

MR. L. J. JENNINGS.

RAMBLES AMONG the HILLS in the PEAK of

DERBYSHIRE, and on the SOUTH DOWNS, with Sketches of People by the Wi
By LOUIS J. JENNINGS, Author of ' Field Pathsand Green J
Illustrations. Post Svo.

a.v.
ills

MR. BURBIDGE.

The GARDENS of the SUN; or, a Naturalist's

Journal on the Mountains and In the Forests and Swamps of Borneo and the Sulu
Archipelago. By F. W. BURBIDGE. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

HISTORY of

DR. BRUGSCH.

EGYPT under the PHARAOHS.

Derived entirely from the Monuments. With a Memoir on the Exodus of the
Israelites and the Egyptian Monuments. By Dr. HENRY BRUGSCH. Second

WithrEdition, Revised. t New Preface and Notes by the Author. Maps. 2 vols. 8vo.

DR. BREWER.

ENGLISH STUDIES. By J. S. Brewer, M.A.,

late of the Record Office, and Professor of Modern History, Kings College, London. 8vo.

Qmttmtt: New Poorer- of English History—OirenS Short nintnry of the Ens-Hull Psople—The Royal
Ruprcniofj md the History of its Introduction—Hatfield House—The
Euglish History—Ancient London.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle-street.
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RICHARD BENTLEY &

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

BY LORD ELLENBOROUGH.

A DIARY KEPT. By EDwARD Law, EARL of ELLENBoRoUGH.
Edited by LORD COLCHESTER. Containing Anecdotes of George the Fourth, William the Fourth, the Dukes of

Cumberland, Wellington, and Richmond, Lord Hardinge, Sir Robert Peel, Lords Brougham, Grey, Bathurst, and

Palmerston, Huskisson, Sir Wm. Knighton, Marchioness of Conyngham, Sir Henry Halford, Lord Aberdeen, Grant,

Lord Melville, &c. In 2 vols. demy 8vo.

BY LADY FLORENCE DIXIE.

RIDE THROUGH PATAGONIA. By LADY FLORENCE DIXIE.

In demy 8vo. with numerous Illustrations from Sketches by Julius Beerbohm. Engraved by Whymper and Pearson.

BY H.H. PRINCE METTERNICH.

The MEMOIRS of PRINCE METTERNICH, 1815–1848. Con
taining particulars of the Congresses of Laybach, Aix-la-Chapelle, and Verona-the Eastern War of 1829, and the

period of 1848, &c. Edited by his Son, PRINCE RICHARD METTERNICH; the Papers being Classified

# by M. A. DE KLINKOWSTROM. Translated by ROBlNA NAPIER. In 2 vols. demy 8vo.

BY DR. DUNCKER.

The HISTORY of ANTIQUITY. From the German of Professor

MAX DUNCKER. By Dr. EVELYN ABBOTT, Balliol College, Oxford. The Fourth Volume, containing the History
of India from theE: Times down to the Reign of Azoka. It describes the Movements of the Aryas from the

Indus to the Ganges and their Settlements in the South of India, and#: an Account of the Conquests of Alexander

and the Empire of Chand ta. The various forms of Indian Philosophy and Religion are also traced, among
ragu

which the Life and Teaching of Buddha occupies a prominent place. A short Summary is also given of the lndian

anu. In demy 8vo. 21s.Epos and the Institutes of

The Workshould form a valuable assistance to Students preparing for Indian Civil Service Examination.

BY DR. THIRLWALL.

LETTERS of the late DR. THIRLWALL, BISHOP of ST.
DAVIDS. Edited by DEAN STANLEY and DEAN PEROWNE. In 2 vols. demy 8vo.

BY MISS FORDE.

A LADY'S TOUR in CORSICA. By GERTRUDE FoRDE.
crown 8vo. 21s. BY ADELAIDE KEMBLE.

PAST HOURS. By the late ADELAIDE SARTORIs. Edited, and with
a Preface, by her Daughter, Mrs. GORDON. In 2 vols. small crown 8vo.

BY FREDERICK WEDMORE.

STUDIES in ENGLISH ART. By FREDERICK WEDMORE. The
Second Series, containing Romney, Constable, David Cox, George Cruikshank, Meryon, Burne Jones, and Albert

Moore. In crown 8vo.7s.6d. -

BY M. BURD0.

A TRIP up the NIGER and BENUEH. By ADoLPHE BURDo.
Translated by Mrs. GEORGE STURGE.. In demy 8vo. with Illustrations, 7s.6d.

BY H. STONEHEWER COOPER.

The CORAL LANDS of the PACIFIC: being an Account of 'y
all the Inhabited Islands ofthe Pacific, their Peoples and their ucts. By H. STONEHEWER COOPER. In 2 v

demy 8vo. with Illustrations.

CONTENTS:—Volume I. The FIJl GROUP. – Volume II. SAMOA, TONGA, the LINE ISLANDS, the CARO

LINES, the MARQUESAS, SOLOMON GROUP, the NEW HEBRIDES, and OTHER ISLANDS.

BY CHARLES WOOD.

ROUND ABOUT NORWAY. By CHARLEs W. WooD, Author of
“Through Holland,’ &c. In crown 8vo. with numerous Illustrations.

BY THE REW. W. R. W. STEPHENS.

DEAN H00K: his Life and Letters. Edited by the Rev. W. R. W.
STEPHENS, Vicar of Woolbeding, Author of ‘Life of St. John Chrysostom,’ &c. The POPULAR EDITION, in 1 vol.

crown 8vo. with Portrait, 6s.

BY THE REW. R. H. BARHAM.

The INGOLDSBY LYRICS. By the Rev. RICHARD HARRIs BARHAM,
Author of ‘The Ingoldsby Legends. Edited by his Son, the Rev. R. DALTON BARHAM. In 1 vol.

BY THE REW. R. D. BARHAM.

The LIFE of the REV. RICHARD HARRIS BARHAM, Author of
#£". A New Edition, Revised and Rewritten by his Son, the Rev. R. DALTON BARHAM.

il Vol. Crown 8vo. -

BY LIEUTENANT CONDER.

TENT WORK in PALESTINE. By Lieutenant CLAUDE R. CoNDER,
R.E. A Popular Edition, in crown 8vo. with Illustrations, 7s.6d.

BY COLONEL WARREN.

A

In 2 vols.

The TEMPLE or the TOMB. By CHARLEs WARREN, Author of
In demy 8vo. with Illustrations, 10s. 6d.

BY M. TISSOT.

UNKNOWN HUNGARY. By VICTOR Tissot.
BRODIE. In 2 vols. crown 8vo.

"Underground Jerusalem.”

Translated by Mrs.

SON'S LIST.

AStandard Works.

The HISTORY of ANTIQUITY. Translated
from the German of Professor MAx DUNCKER, by EveLYN

ABBOTT, D.C.L., M.A., of Balliol College, Oxford." The First

Volume contains: Book I., AEGYPT, Book ii. The SEMitig

NATIONS. Wol II, demy 8vo. 21s. The Second Volume contains an

Account of the Rise of Assyria, of the Phoenician Colonies, the

Hebrew Monarchy, and the later Pharaohs.

Professor MOMMSEN'S HISTORY of ROME.
from the Earliest Time to the Period of its Decline. Translated

(with the Author's sanction, and Additions) by the Rev. W. P.

DICKSON. With an Introduction by Dr SCHMITZ. 4 vols. crown

8vo. 21.6s. 6d. Or separately, Vols. I. and II. 21s. ; Vol. III.10s 6d.;

Vol. IV. with Index, 15s.

Also, a LIBRARY, EDITION, in 4 vols. demy 8vo. 31.15s. These
Volumes are not sold separately. The Indices to the Two Editions

separately, each 3s.6d.

ProfessorCURTIUS'SHISTORY of GREECE.

Translated by A. W. WARD, M.A., vols. I. and II., each 15s.; Vols.

III., IV., and W. with Index, each 18s.

“A history known to scholars as one of the profoundest, most original,

and instructive of modern times.”—Globe.

Sir EDWARD CREASY'S RISE and PRO

GRESS of the ENGLISH CONSTITUTION. Post 8vo. 7s.6d.

Sir EDWARD CREASY'S FIFTEEN DECI

SIVE BATTLES of the WORLD, from Marathon to Waterloo.

Crown,8vo. with Plans, 6s. Also, a LIBRARY EDITION, swo.

with Plans, 10s. 6d.

FIFTH EDITION OF

Sir EDWARD CREASY'S HISTORY of the

QTTOMAN EMPIRE, from the Beginning of their Empire to the
Close of1878. Crown 8vo, 6s.

“It should be added to every library.”—Panity Fair.

The LIVES of the ARCHBISHOPS of CAN

TERBURY. from St. Augustine to Juxon. By the late very Rev.

WALTER FARQUHAR HOOK, D.D.. Dean of Chichester. It wors.

demy 8vo. 8l. 5s. Or sold separately, as follows: Vol. 1.15s.; vol.

II. 15s...; Vols. III. and IV. 30s. ; Vol. W. 15s.; Wols. VI. and vii.

30s. ; Vol. VIII. 15s ; Vol. IX. 15s...; Vol. X. 14s.; Vol. XI.15s. the

Second Series commenced with Vol. VI.

The CHURCH and its ORDINANCES:

Sermons by the late WALTER FARQUHAR HOOK, D.D., Dean of

Chichester. Edited by the Rev. WALTER HOOK, Rector of Porlock.

2 vols. demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

PARISH SERMONS. By the late WALTER
FARQUHAR HOOK, D.D.. Dean of Chichester. Edited by the Rev.

WALTER HOOK, Rector of Porlock. Crown-Bvo. 6s.

ESSAYS: CLASSICAL and THEOLOGICAL.

By the late CONNOP-THIRLWALL, D.D., Bishop of St David's.

Edited by the Rev. CANON PEROWNE. Demy 8vo. 20s.

The HEAVENS: an Illustrated Handbook of

Popular #####".*g AMEDEE GUILLEMIN, Edited by J.

Noltaian Look , F.R.A.8., F.R.S. New and Revised Edition.

embodying the latest Discoveries in Astronomical Science. Demy

8vo, with over 200 Illustrations, price 12s.

MARVELS of the HEAVENS. From the

French of FLAMMARION. By Mrs. LOCKYER, Translator of

“The Heavens. Crown 8vo. with 48 Illustrations, 5s.

The LIFE of LORD PALMERSTON. With

selectious from his "Diaries and Corres ce. By the Hon.

EVELYN ASHLEY, M.P. The New Edition, 2 vols. crown 8vo.

with Frontispiece to each Volume, 12s.

The INGOLDSBY LEGENDS; or, Mirth
and Marvels.

The ANNOTATED EDITION. A Library

Edition, with a History of each Legend and other Notes. The

Illustrations by Cruikshank and Leech. 2 vols., 8vo. 24s,

The ILLUSTRATED EDITION. In crown 4to.

with 63 Illustrations by Cruikshank, Leech, and Tenniel. .2ls.

The CARMINE EDITION. In crown 8vo. with

Carmine Border and 17 Illustrations by Cruikshank and Leech.

Gilt edges, 10s. 6d.

The EDINBURGH EDITION. In large type,
crown 8vo. With 32 Illustrations by Cruikshank, Leech, Ten

niel, and Du Maurier. Specially re-engraved for this Edition by

George Pearson. 6s.

The POPULAR EDITION. Crown 8vo. 3s.6d.

The VICTORIA (Pocket) EDITION. Foap. 8vo.
2s.

FRANK BUCKLAND’S CURIOSITIES of

NATURAL. Histoit".

The PEOPLE'S EDITION. 4 vols. Illustrated,

14s, Or separately:

FIRST SERIES, containing Rats, Serpents,
Fishes, Monkeys, &c. 3s.6d.

SECOND SERIES, containing Wild Cats,
Eagles, Worms, Dogs, &c. 3s.6d.

THIRD SERIES, containing Lions, Tigers,

Foxes, Porpoises, &c. 3s.6d.

FOURTH SERIES, containing Giants, Mermaids,
Salmon, &c. 3s.6d.

RICHARD BENTLEY & SON, New Burlington-street,

Publishers in Ordinary to Her Majesty the Queen.
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FREDERICK WARNE & CO., PUBLISHERS.

SCRIBNERS ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY.

COMMENCEMENT OF A NEW VOLUME.

ALTERATION IN THE PRICE.

Ten Tears since SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE wns commenced, and now 150,000 are printed monthly, with an English circulation

of many thousands. To win such a position in the world of Art and Letters is a great achievement, and to maintain it so that in the

opinion of many authorities it may be considered as

THE GREATEST LITERARY SUCCESS OF THE CENTURY,

Capitalists, Editors, Authors, Engravers, and Printers combine with each other to produce an ideal thing. " America may well be proud

of such a Magazine, as in Pictorial Art, alone all the English Magazine Annuals together are not equal to a single number of Scribner's

Monthly."

On November 1, a New Volume will be commenced, embracing amongst its varied Contents :

PETER THE GREAT AS RULER AND REFORMER. By Eugene Schuyler.

ESSAY ON WALT WHITMAN. By C. Stedman.

NOVELETTES. By George W. Cable, Kate Putnam Osgood, Mrs. Schayer.

LITERARY AND BIOGRAPHICAL ESSAYS AND SKETCHES. By Richard H. Dana, Clarence Cook,

R. H. Stoddard, fcc.

TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE. By C. F. Gordon Cumming, &c.

THE WHOLE FULLY ILLUSTRATED.

Ami the Price per Number will be raised from One Shilling to One Shilling and Fourpence.

The determination of the Proprietors to keep this Magazine up to a standard that has hitherto been

considered unapproachable, obliges this cluinge of price.

All Volumes, of which Twenty are now published, can bo supplied at 10s. 6d. per Volume ;

or in Parts, at Is. 4d.

ANY BOOKSELLER IN THE UNITED KINGDOM OR THE COLONIES WILL RECEIVE

SUBSCRIBERS' NAMES.

ST. NICHOLAS.—SCRIBNER'S CHILDREN'S MAGAZINE.

COMMENCEMENT OF A NEW VOLUME.

On NeTember 1 will be Published, Prico One Shilling,

THE NEW NUMBER OF

ST. NICHOLAS.

The Agency now reverts to ourselves, and all back Numbers or

Volumes from the commencement of the Magazine can lie suppliod

to Order.

A GRAND CHRISTMAS NUMBER

Will be ready about December 20th, 1880,

And, without exception, it will be the highest production in Juvenile

literature issued in the year 1880.

Immediate Orders art requested to prevent disappointment in Supply.

NOTICE.

Early in November will be issued,

WARNE'S ILLUSTRATED

INTERNATIONAL ANNUAL.

In Imperial 8vo. 128 pp., Picture Cover.

With Original Contributions by English and Foreign Authors,

AND CHOICE ILLUSTRATIONS.

A Prospectus announcing the Author's and Editor's

Contributions will shortly be issued.

LONDON: BEDFORD-STREET, STRAND.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

LIST.

POPULAR NOVELS,

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF ' DOROTHY FOX.'

ADAM and EVE. By Mrs. Parr,

Author of * Dorothy Fox.' 3 vols, crown Svo.

MB. JEPHSON'S NEW NOVEL.

The RED RAG. By R. Mounteney

JEPHSON, Author of 'A Pink Wedding,' 'The Girl he
Left Behind Him.' Ac. 2 vols, crown 8vo.

NEW WORK BY MBS. HENRY WOOD.

JOHNNY LUDLOW. Second Series.

By Mrs. HENRY WOOD, Author of 'East Lyune,' 4c.
3 vols, crown 8vo.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF

FIRST VIOLIN.'

TUB

The WELLFIELDS. By Jessie

FOTHEBOILL, Author of ' Probation ' and ' The First
Violin.' 3 vols, crown 8vo.

BENTLEY'S EDITION.

THE WORKS OF JANE AUSTEN.

THE ONLY COMPLETE EDITION.

Library Edition in Six Volumes, crown 8to. well printed and bound in

Cloth, with a Memoir and Portrait of the Authoress, and Five Illus

trations in Steel by Pickering, 36#. Each Volume can be bad aUo

separately, price 6s.

SENSE AND SENSIBILITY.

"I have now read over again all Mlat Austen's novels. Charming
they are. There are In the world no compositions which approach

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE.

"The perfect type of a novel of common life ; the story is so concisely
and dramatically told, the language fo simple, tlto uhades of human
character so dearly presented, and the operation of various motives so
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The Invasion of the Crimea : its Origin, and an

Account of itt Progress down to the Death

of Lord Raglan. By A. W. Kinglake.—

Vol. VI. The Winter Troubles. (Black

wood & Sons.)

Thk sub-heading of this volume, " Winter

Troubles," must have led many to expect

pages entirely devoted to a description of

the fights and sufferings of our troops during

the first winter passed in the Crimea. The

title is not, however, borne out by what Mr.

Kinglake has written. That is, indeed, a
•valuable contribution to the history of the

reign of Queen Victoria, but it is out of place

in a work intended to enlighten the general

public concerning the military operations

during the winter of 1854-55. Mr. Bang-

lake's style is very attractive, but that fact

will not quite reconcile his readers to the

absorption of a good third of the book by

home politics and the influence of a singlo

newspaper on the course of events. Neither

is it satisfactory, when the reader is hungering

for brilliant descriptions of the personal hero

ism of English soldiers, to be put off with

elaborate arguments concerning the ill effect

of the personal military rule of the sovereign.

Besides, the question whether Government

departments in London or staff officers

in the Crimea should bo held responsible

for the sufferings and shortcomings of our

army has long since been settled. To

reopen the controversy is to dissect " a sub-

i"ect " twice, to flog a dead horse. There are,

lowever, some personal matters connected

with the relations between Lord Rnglan, on

the one hand, and the Duke of Newcastle

and Lord Panmure on the other, which are

new, or at all events set forth in a fresh and

attractive manner. Up to the middle of

December, 1854, the Duke of Newcastle and

"Lord Raglan had been on the very best pos

sible terms. The duke was, moreover, kept

fully informed, for Lord Raglan supple

mented his official despatches by writing

private letters. The Secretary of War was

therefore thoroughly aware of the condition

of the army, Lord Raglan's difficulties, and

the progress and prospects of the campaign.

" When unofficial accounts from the Cherso

nese began to pour in upon the Duke of New

castle, he could hardly have learnt from them

anything of really grave moment which had not

before been imparted to him by Lord Raglan in

drier figures and words, but the detailed though

fragmentary narratives conveyed in their new

poignant forms impressed his mind more acutely

than sober general statement ; and perhaps it

might be said not inaccurately that what pre

viously he only had known, he now both knew

and imagined. Though not throwing any really

fresh light on the troubles besetting our army,

the numberless anecdotes brought him inflicted

new, separate pangs. Whoever has learnt the

conditions under which our soldiers were labour

ing must of course know what room there would

be for distressing accounts, and how easily any

narrators describing vexatious hindrances and

misfortunes and troubles of various kinds might

attribute them all to ' mismanagement ' instead

of the more stubborn causes from which we

before deduced them."

Confused and worried by irresponsible and,

in many instances, anonymous complaints,

and we fear to a great extent terrified by

the outburst of popular indignation, the

Duke of Newcastle, without due inquiry

among the various scattered departments

under his control at home, without giving

Lord Raglan an opportunity of explaining

or denying the accusations made against

him, deliberately threw Lord Raglan over.

On the 18th of December the duke began a

series of letters in which he more or less

assumed that Lord Raglan and his staff

had been grievously to blame. Yet, in a

private letter written in the beginning of

December, he spoke of Lord Raglan's

having been " so unfairly and ungenerously

attacked by the ruffianly Times." Mr. King-

lake on this point remarks :—

" By offering a sort of condolence to Lord

Raglan in private, the Duke of course ran no

risk of incurring newspaper vengeance, and on

the other hand, did nothing at all towards vindi

cating the assailed commander."

At length, on the 6th of January, the accusa

tions against Lord Rnglan and his staff

were regularly formulated in an official

despatch. This despatch Mr. Kinglake

describes as "beyond measure wordy," and

how little the Duke of Newcastle was quali

fied to act as censor is proved by the follow

ing facts:—

" Forgetting once more the dispersed state of

our manifold London war offices, he imagined

that, because he knew of no requisitions sent

home from the Crimea by the Adjutant and

Quartermaster Generals, none such could have

really come in ; and it occurred to him that this

supposed absence of demands by two members

of the Headquarter Staff might be used as a

proof of their inattention to the wants of the

army. His next mistake was that of attributing

to the same two officers the deficiency of land-

transport. Upon grounds thus weak, or, to

speak more exactly, thus null, he founded his

charges against the Adjutant and Quartermaster

Generals. By sending an inquiry to the right

office, the Duke might have soon learnt his

error on the subject of requisitions ; and

indeed, would have not only found that abun

dant demands from the Crimea had come in

long ago, but that the requisitions of the

Quartermaster-General alone (although made

for things perfectly simple) had proved greater

than London could meet within any fair com

pass of time ; whilst a message sent to the Trea

sury, or a glance at the Commissariat handbook,

would have averted the mistake he committed

on the subject of land-transport."

Knowing well that no one could be

found to replace him, the duke tried to

induce Lord Raglan to sacrifice his adjutant

and quartermaster generals, and continually

urged that suggestion upon him. Lord

Raglan, who was surely the best judge,

thought highly of Generals Airey and £st-

court, said so most emphatically, and

positively r( fused to be concerned in super

seding them. The Duke of Newcastle

was succeeded in the beginning of Feb

ruary, 1855, by Lord Panmure, who

seems to havo been as coarse in mind

as he was in dress and language. Like

many other rough, violent men, ho was

a coward in the face of public opinion,

and he joined eagerly in the cry for that

old Border style of justice which consists in

hanging a man first and inquiring into his

guilt afterwards. On the 12th of February

he addressed a despatch to Lord Raglan,

repeating and strengthening the Duke of

Newcastle's accusation—to which there had

not yet been time to receive an answer'—

in a tone which can only be properly

described by tho French term brutal. Mr.

Kinglake ascribes its violence to the approach

of a sharp attack of gout. One accusation,

at all events, contained in the despatch was

utterly unfounded. Lord Panmure com

plained that Lord Raglan had not kept the

Government fully informed. The slightest

care in examining Lord Raglan's private

and public correspondence with the Duke of

Newcastle would have shown Lord Panmure

that such a charge was simply preposterous.

One phrase stands out as especially insult

ing : it is, ' ' Your staff seem to have known

as little as yourself the condition of your

gallant men." Now in his correspondence

there is ample proof that Lord Raglan was

fully acquainted with the state of the army,

frequently visited it, and imparted his know

ledge to the Duke of Newcastle. It is)

scarcely credible that with this despatch

went a privato letter from Lord Panmure,

containing the following passages :—

" I wish to stand between you and those

who are so angry at all that has happened

You have done great and gallant deeds

You have done us great service ; nobody could

have done better in keeping up friendly rela

tions with our Allies."

The reply to the offensive despatch was

firm, dignified, and temperate. The follow

ing passage is a fair sample of Lord Raglan's

answer :—

" Having now replied to tho several points

in your despatch, I must be permitted before I

close this to express the pain, mortification, and,

I might add, surprise with which the abuse

that has been unscrupulously lavished upon me

by unavowed and irresponsible parties has been

entertained by your lordship and your prede

cessor. My lord, I have passed a life of honour.

I have served the Crown for above fifty years.

I have for the greater portion of that time been

connected with the business of the army. I

have served under the greatest man of the ago

more than half my life, have enjoyed his con

fidence, and have, I am proud to say, been ever

regarded by him as a man of truth and some

judgment as to the qualifications of officers, and

yet, having been placed in tho most difficult

position in which an officer was ever called upon

to serve, and having successfully carried out

difficult operations, with the entire approbation

of the Queen, which is now my only solace,

I am charged with every species of neglect, and

the opinion, which it was my solemn duty to

give of the merits of officers, and the assertions

which I have made in support of it, are set at

naught, and your lordship is satisfied that your

irresponsible informants are more worthy of

credit than I am."

Lord Panmure on receiving this answer

wrote a second despatch, in which he dwelt on

the subject of the Balaclava road, harped on
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the removal of the headquarter staff, and

again asserted that the Government had not

been kept well informed about the state of

the army. He was, however, distinctly

apologetic in tone as regarded Lord Raglan

personally. That the road could not have

been constructed is clear. Lord Raglan

simply could not spare a single man from

the front for the work. That the horses

and mules died in vast numbers was due to

non-complianoe with the requisitions for

forage. That, indeed, the chief causes of

the sufferings of the troops were our un

prepared condition at the commencement of

the war, the incapacity of the Treasury to

perform commissariat functions, the severity

of the winter, and the great storm is clear.

At the same time we cannot disguise from

ourselves the fact that some blame was due

to a cumbrous system of administration in

the field and the routine habits of certain

departmental officers in the Crimea and

Turkey.

The consequences were indeed terrible,

and are briefly yet eloquently set forth by

the statistics of mortality and sickness.

Irom the beginning of November, 1854,

till the end of February, 1855, 8,898 men

perished in hospital ; while on the last day

of February, out of an average strength for

the month of 80,919, no fewer than 13,608

were lying in hospital. The French enjoyed

many advantages which were denied to

us, yet out of the 309,268 land service

troops sent out by France during the war

95,615 were killed, died, or disappeared!

Owing, however, to their large and constant

reinforcoments, they managed to keep up

a fair show of strength, whereas towards

the close of the winter our regiments had

dwindled to mere skeletons. The three

battalions of Guards started from England

upwards of 2,600 strong, and received heavy

reinforcements both in July and November ;

yet at the end of January they could only

muster for duty 312 men. The 63rd almost

disappeared, only thirty men remaining fit

for duty out of an original strength of over

1,000.

"Thus what seemed to be threatened was—

not simply the weakening but—the virtual ex

tinction of our army. In proportion to numbers,

the English army was undergoing at one time a

fiercer havoc than that which ravaged London

in the days of the great plague ; but no awe

like the awe of a city that is silenced by plague

possessed the English camp. The camp, it is

true, was quiet, but the silence maintained by

our soldiery was the silence of weariness, the

silence of men bearing cold and hardships of all

kinds with obstinate pride."

The mortality in the hospitals on the Bos

porus was even more appalling than that in

the Crimea. In February, 1855, the mor

tality stood at the awful figures of forty-two

per cent.! Tho increased energy brought to

bear, the expenditure of science, money, and

administrative skill, soon after began to take

effect, and during the last twenty days of

June, 1855, the per-centage of mortality in

the Levantine hospitals had fallen to two.

A specially interesting portion of this

volume is that which is devoted to refuting

tho assertions of those who defend the ad

ministrative system with which we began

the Crimean War by saying that somehow

or another it worked well in the groat

war between France and England. Mr.

Kinglake shows that during the first

seventeen years of that war England, though

able to boast of a few isolated victories,

could point to no successful campaigns on

land, all her triumphs having been achieved

by the navy. Then three new forces came

into being. The first of these was " an

administrative engine established by 'Wel

lington personally at the seat of war." The

second was the influence of the great duke

on the councils of ministers. The third was

tho temporary weakening of the personal

government of the army by the Crown, and

the appointment to the Department of War

and the Colonies of an able young staff

officer, Sir Henry Bunbury, as under

secretary for war business.

" England rose, as we saw, to this pitch of

military greatness by the use of aids and con

trivances which, because never forming a part

of her permanently established administration,

may be rightly called ' adventitious ' or other

wise ''makeshift resources'; and accordingly, a

sailor might say of her at the close of the war

that she came into port under jury-masts ; but

she came in nevertheless—or rather so much

the more—with a radiant glory surrounding her,

and carried besides such a treasure of warlike

experience as she never before had earned in all

her old years of strife. To try to remember a

little the art of fence learnt in so long, so mighty

a war, and to hoard the experience gathered—

this, all see, was what prudence—the simplest

prudence—enjoined. "

Unfortunately the opposite course was pur

sued. As the author aptly puts it,

" The strange generation of Englishmen who

had dared and achieved giant enterprises

against the might of Napoleon were now in a

humour for making riotous bonfires of their

warlike machinery."

Mr. Kinglake echoes eagerly, but not very

wisely, nor in the best taste, Lord Raglan's

complaints that the correspondents of the

English papers, especially of the Times,

were so indiscreet in the reports and criti

cisms they sent home that they furnished

valuable information to the Russians. In

doing this he supplies a sketch of the work

of the editor of a great daily paper, which is

exceedingly interesting, and, though written

from an adverse point of view, not un

generous :—

" Deriving from nature large gifts, and by

circumstance clothod with vast means of acting

upon the volitions of men, and sometimes even

ruling events, Delane, as may well be supposed,

did not show the real eagerness of his nature in

the weak, bustling way of people reckoned for

nothing, whose time is of scarce any worth ; and

indeed he had the outward composure, tho air

of power not yet put forth that becomes a strong

man of action ; but it always could be seen that

his energies were rather compressed than lulled

—that the furnace, if so one may speak, had its

fires ' banked up ' in the day-time, yet still was

always aglow, always ready to blaze into action

an hour or two before midnight. When already

in his carriage and moving to the Bcene of his

midnight labours, kind nature used to grant him

some minutes of sleep, upon which, because

giving fresh strength, he used to set a great

value ; but from the moment of his entering the

editor's room until four or five o'clock in the

morning, tho strain he had to put on his faculties

must have been always great, and in stirring

times almost prodigious ; for although of course

tho great bulk of the manifold work required for

constructing a number of the Times was per

formed by subordinates, and although it rested

with others—perhaps I might say with one other

I —to determine what—at least for a while—

I should be the chosen policy of the journal, its

editor had to execute the general design ; and

these were the hours of night when often he had

to decide—to decide of course with great swift

ness—between two or more courses of action

momentously different ; when, besides, he must

judge the appeals brought up to the paramount

arbiter from all kinds of men, from all sorts of

earthly tribunals ; when despatches of moment,

when telegrams fraught with grave tidings, when

notes hastily scribbled in the Lords or the

Commons, were from time to time coming in to

confirm, or disturb—perhaps even to annul—

former reckonings ; and these, besides, were the

hours when—on questions newly obtruding, yet

so closely, so importunately present that they

would have to be met before sunrise—he some

how must cause to spring up sudden essays, in

vectives, and arguments which only strong

power of brain with even much toil could supply.In conversation, one day, a great leading-

article writer conveyed an idea of his craft by

using one of those metaphors which in half a

minute or less did at once all the work of long

statements. ' To write a leading article,' he

said, ' may take only from two hours to two

hours and a half, but then all the rest of your

time you are a crouching tiger, waiting, waiting,

to make your spring.' To be lord of these

'crouching tigers,' and—before two o'clock in

the morning—say which should spring, and at

whom—this was one of the midnight tasks de

volving on the editor. But only one out of

many. If high organization averted a too-

anxious hurry, it could not dispense with the

strain put on numbers of men who by concert

must achieve great and varied labours within a

fast narrowing space of hours, and finally,

minutes. And, of course, labours fraught with

great consequences to numbers of mortals could

not go on uninterrupted by molestation from

without. Because of some insistent below, great

in name, or mighty in earnestness, the janitors

charged to protect a great editor's too-precious

moments would from time to time be importuned

to take in a card with eager words written in

pencil ; and amongst the missives thus pressed,

there used to be now and then one which could

not be safely despised, nor even indeed with

stood. Which of any appeals such as these

might drive its way through all barriers, would

depend upon the vigilance of the outposts, and

the discriminating sagacity exercised by an inner

line of sentries on guard ; but meanwhile comes

a time when the editor sees laid before him a

strip of newly-printed paper, and understands

at a glance that one of the ' crouching tigers '

has now made his spring ; for what he holds in

his fingers is a ' proof ' of the ' leading article '

—one perhaps of great moment—for which he

gave his brief order some three or four hours

before. For the delicate task then awaiting him

any other than he would require to be in a state

of tranquillity, would require to have ample

time. But for him there are no such indul

gences. Whilst seizing the import and range of

the new creation, and bringing it into smooth

harmony with his general design—nay, even

into conformity with his standard of literary

excellence—he sees the hand of the clock grow

ing more and more peremptory, and the time

drawing nearer and nearer when his paper must,,

must be ' made up. ' "

Of the work done by the Times Fund Mr.

Kinglake speaks in the following terms :—

"When Mr. Macdonald asked Dr. Menzies,

the chief of the Scutari hospitals, whether any

thing were wanted, the answer he received was

precise. It informed him that ' nothing was

wanted. ' Upon making a like inquiry in another

and moro august quarter, he was not only met

by a positive unflinching disclaimer of any

occasion for help required by our soldiers or

sailors, but even received a suggestion pointing

out how the fund thus pronounced to be wholly

unneeded for anyhospital purpose might perhaps,

after all, be applied. His adviser serenely ob
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served that, to disembarrass his hands of a fund

not required for its purpose, and also meet a

real want long said to have made itself felt, he

might spend the money in building. Name of

Wonder ! in building what I Well, in building

an appropriate temple for ' Church of England

worship at Pera ! ' Yet at that very time wants

so dire as to include want of hospital furniture

and of shirts for the patients, and of the com-

atthcting our stricken soldiery in the hospitals.

However, from the Lady-in-Chief Mr. Mac-

donald soon learnt the truth, and the course

he then took was one of the simplest kind, but

it worked a mighty change. He bought the

things needed, and the authorities succuml

at last to this excruciating form of demons

tion had to witness the supplying of wants which

before they had refused to confess. So now,

besides using the stores which iihe had at her

own command, the Lady-in-Chief could impart

wants felt in our hospitals to Mr. Macdonald

with the certainty that he would hasten to meet

them by applying what was called the ' Times

Fund ' in purchasing the articles needed "

In conclusion, we cannot but express our

regret that Mr. Kinglake has yielded to the

temptation of devoting so much space to an

exposition of his pet theories concerning the

administration of the army. That space is

much needed, for in one more volume he

undertakes to bring the history of the war

to an end, and the period as yet untouched

embraces a considerable amount of fighting

is fruitful in matter for controversy.

Unbeaten Track* in Japan : an Account of

Travel* in the Interior, including Vuitt to

the Aborigine* of Yew and the Shrine* of

Nikk6 and lie. By Isabella L. Bird,

vols. (Murray.)

The present work is in many respects in

marked contrast to Sir Edward Reed's

book on Japan, which we reviewed in these

columns last week. Unlike tin it. author, who

was greeted by a number of eager hosts on

his landing at Yokohama, Miss Bird dis

embarked friendless and alone ; and in

stead of travelling by rail and steamer

through the "show" parts of Japan, occom

panied by a host of native officials who

kept from sight all that was out of harmony

with progress and contentment, she jour

neyed, followed only by a native servant,

through the wilds of the country, over ways

which can scarcely be called roads and on

the backs of animals which hardly deserve

the name of horses. The title of her book

is amply justified.

Miss Bird considers that the ignorance

of English people concerning everything

relating to Japan is profound, but probably

most people are nowadays sufficiently ac

quainted with the geography of Japan to

be aware that the empire consists of four

large islands, known as Kiushiu, Shikoku,

Honshiu, and Yezo, besides a host of islets ;

that Yokohama and Tokio, as' Yedo is now

called, are situated at the southern elbow

of the largest of the group, Honshiu, just

where the coast takes a sudden turn north

ward ; that the richest and most civilized

parts of the empire, those through which

bir Edward Heed travelled, extend westward

from this point ; and that the further the

traveller goes in a northerly direction, the

wilder becomes the country and the more

uncultured become the natives until Yeao

is reached, which is mainly inhabited by

* ; - a hairy, uncivilized people, who are

regarded as remnants of the aborigines of

Japan. Rejecting all the allurements of

railways, macadamized roads, and European-

ized cities, Miss Bird determined to strike

northwards into Yezo over any roads she

could find and by any means of locomotion

which were obtainable. And she had her

reward. Her experiences were more varied

and interesting than they could have been

in modern Japan ; and if the inns were dirty

and the travelling rough, she had the satis

faction not only of being on "unbeaten

tracks," but of enjoying scenery wilder and

more beautiful than any in the southern

islands, and of studying the manners and

of a strange and little

Miss Bird did not form so high an opinion

of the Japanese as some travellers have

done, and of their physique she speaks with

contempt. The men she describes as

" small, ugly, kindly-looking, shrivelled, bandy

legged, round-shouldered, concave-chested, poor-

looking beings," and "though the women," she

says, "especially the girls, are modest, gentle,

and pleasing-looking, I saw nothing like even

passable good looks. The noses are flat, the

lips thick, and the eyes of the sloping Mon

golian type ; and the common practice of shaving

off the eyebrows and blackening tho teeth

(though less common in Tokio than formerly),

together with an obvious lack of soul, giv

nearly all faces Sn 1T1A11A vacant .. v t ■ >•. ,L,a i . . '

Most travellers in Japan will endorse the

description here given of the men, and

though few will deny that there is among the

women a great want of that beauty which

is dependent upon regularity of feature,

they have yet a womanly air and grace

which must be pronounced eminently capti

vating. It was May when Miss Bird landed

at Yokohama, and the hot, damp atmosphere

of the low-lying plain round Tokio gnve a

stimulus to her desire to start for a higher

and less enervating part of tho country.

Aftor much consideration and no little trouble

she completed her outfit for tho journey,

and having hired a native servant—ono Ito,

who in his thirst after European knowledge,

his absurd contempt for Europeans, his

vanity, his kindliness, and rhildlike fidelity

was a perfect type of his countrymen—and

having possessed herself of the necessary

passports, she started on her tour northwards.

" As we journeyed," sho writes, " the country

became prettier and prettier Great snow-

slashed mountains looked over the foothills, on

whose steep sides the dark blue-green of pine

and cryptomeria was lighted up by the spring

tints of deciduous trees The red gold of the

harvest fields contrasted with the fresh green

and exquisite leafage of the hemp ; rose and

white azaleas lighted up the copse-woods ; and

when the broad road passed into the colossal

avenue of cryptomeria which overshadows the

way to the sacred shrines of Nikko, and tremu

lous sunbeams and shadows flocked the grass,

I felt that Japan was beautiful, and that the

mud flats of Yedo were only an ugly dream. '*

Nikko, the shrine of the celebrated Shogun

Iyeyasu, was the first halting-place, and

here Miss Bird lingered, poring over the

beauty of the scenery, which has suggested

the proverb, " He who has not seen Nikko

must not use the word kek'ko " (splendid,

delicious, beautiful). Lovely as the place

is by nature, art has added further attrac

tions in the shape of shrines on which have

been bestowed the highest efforts of native

artistic genius :—

" In their stately setting of cryptomeria, few

of which are less than twenty feet in girth at

three feet from the ground, they take one

prisoner by their beauty, in defiance of all

rules of Western art, and compel one to

acknowledge the beauty of forms and combina

tions of colour hitherto unknown, and that

lacquered wood is capable of lending itself to

the expression of very high art. Gold has been

used in profusion, and black, dull red, and

white, with a breadth and lavishness quite

unique. The bronze fretwork alone is a study,

and the wood-carving needs weeks of earnest

work for the mastery of its ideas and details.

One screen or railing only has sixty panels, each

four feet long, carved with marvellous boldness

and depth in open work, representing peacocks,

pheasants, storks, lotuses, peonies, bamboos,

and foliage. "

AVith the disappearance of Nikko in the

distance vanished also comfort, cleanliness,

and every sign of prosperity. Instead of

the smart, clean-looking houses of modern

Japan, tho villages consisted of wretched

hovels, which were fitting abodes for their

poverty-stricken, unkempt inhabitants.

" The men," writes Miss Bird, " may be said

to wear nothing. Few of the women wear

anything but a short petticoat wound tightly

round them, or blue cotton trousers, very tight

in the legs and baggy at the top, with a blue

cotton garment opened to the waist tucked

into the band, and a blue cotton handkerchief

knotted round the head The persons, cloth

ing, and houses are alive with vermin, and it

the word squalor can be applied to independent

and industrious people, they are squalid. "

It must have required some resolution

on Miss Bird's part to continue a route sur

rounded by so many difficulties and dis

comforts. Bad roads, miserable horses, and

lodgings in rooms which were too often

" dark, dirty, vile, noisy, and poisoned by

sewage odours," would havo driven a less

adventurous spirit back in dismay to the

hospitable regions of Tokio and Yokohama.

But Miss Bird had made up her mind to

visit the Yezo Ainoe, and she is evidently

a lady who is not lightly to be turned aside

from her purpose. In many respects pro

bably the result fully recompensed her for

the toils she underwent. The natural

scenery was grander and more impressive

than that on the more civilized islands,

and there was freedom from police control

and the innumerable regulations which

plague the dwellers on the much-governed

islands of the south. But the chief centre

of attraction were "the hairy Ainos," as the

natives aro called, who, according to Miss

Bird, are

" stupid, good-natured, and submissive. They

are a wholly distinct race from the Japanese.

In complexion they resemble the peoples of

Spain and Southern Italy, and the expression

of the face and the manner of showing courtesy

aro European rather than Asiatic. If not taller,

they are of a much broader and heavier make

than the Japanese ; the hair is jet black, very

soft, and on the scalp forms thick pendent masses,

occasionally wavy, but never showing any ten

dency to curl. The beard, moustache, and

eyebrows are very thick and full, and there is

frequently a heavy growth of stiff hair on the

chest and limbs They are truthful, and, on

the whole, chaste, hospitable, honest, reverent,

and kind to the aged.

Hospitality to strangers is among these

simple savages a binding though unwritten

law, and wherever Miss Bird went she met

with a ready welcome ; the principal house

in the place was invariably put at her dis
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posal ; and the elders of the district paid

formal and respectful homage to her. From

these last she succeeded in gaining—through

Ito, who acted as interpreter—an insight into

the crude religious ideas and simple social

customs of their race, and many a weird

council she held with them, seated round

the fire in their smoke-begrimed huts.

Speaking of 6uch an occasion, she says :—

" My candles had been forgotten, and our

seance was held by the fitful light of the big

logs on the fire, aided by a succession of chips

of birch bark, with which a woman replenished

a cleft stick that was stuck into the fire-hole. I

never saw such a strangely picturesque sight as

that group of magnificent savages, with the fitful

firelight on their faces, and for adjuncts the

flare of the torch, the strong lights, the black

ness of the recesses of the room and of the roof,

at one end of which the stars looked in, and the

row of savage women in the background—

Eastern savagery and Western civilization met

in this hut, savagery giving and civilization re

ceiving, the yellow-skinned Ito the connecting

link between the two, and the representative of

a civilization to which our own is but an ' infant

of days.' "

Among the Amos Miss Bird camo in and

went out for weeks together, and received

nothing but courtesy and kindness from

them. That they were dirty in their habits,

and that their manners were little removed

from those of savages, is undeniable, but it

is impossible to withhold admiration from,

an untutored people who could show such

undeviating consideration and honesty to a

helpless lady, who at any moment of the day

or night was completely at their mercy. The

novelty of the situation and the interest

attaching to the study of these kindly savages

made the tour in Yezo the most attractive

part of her wanderings to Miss Bird, and

her readers will heartily sympathize with her

in her regret at exchanging the freedom,

the beauty, and even the Ainos of Yezo,

for the conventionalities of Tokio and the

society of the " smooth-skinned, concave-

chested, spindle-limbed, yellow Japanese."

' Unbeaten Tracks in Japan ' is interesting

throughout, and is especially valuable as

giving the opinions of one who is neither

an enthusiast, nor interested in "puffing"

Japan, on the actual state of the country

and the people. The following quotation

gums up her view of the strange political

and social condition of the empire :—

" An imperial throne founded on an exploded

religious fiction, a State religion receiving an

outward homage from those who ridicule it,

scepticism rampant among the educated classes,

and an ignorant priesthood lording it over the

lower classes ; an empire with a splendid des

potism for its apex and naked coolies for its

base, a bald materialism its highest creed and

material good its goal, reforming, destroying,

constructing, appropriating the fruits of Christian

civilization, but rejecting the tree from which

they sprung—such are among the contrasts and

incongruities everywhere ! "

Crosby Record* : a Cavalier's Note Book.

Edited by the Rev. T. Ellison Gibson.

(Longmans & Co.)

The Cavalier whose notes now see the light

after a lapse of over two hundred years was

William Blundoll, of Crosby, near Liver

pool, who served as captain of dragoons

under the famous Major-General Sir Thomas

Tildesley, Knt., in the Royalist army of

1 642. The Blundells were an ancient family,

and had claims not unwarranted to Norman

descent. For many generations they had

been settled in Lancashire, and at the time

of the Reformation retained their old faith,

and consequently suffered much as recusants

in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

An account of the family prefaces this

book, and as Mr. Gibson has based it upon

original documents, which he frequently

quotes, it is one of much interest. William

Blundell, the Cavalier, was born in 1620,

and in 1635, when only fifteen years of age,

was married to Ann, daughter of Sir Thomas

Haggerston, of Haggerston, co. Northumber

land, Bart. He visited Dublin in 1639, and,

speaking of the almost regal state assumed

by the Lord Deputy, the celebrated Earl of

Strafford, he quaintly remarks :—

" I saw the Earl of Strafford in Dublin (June,

1639), where he was then Lord Deputy, in far

greater state (in some respects) than the King of

England. I saw one princely stable of the

Deputy's, wherein I judged the worst of 60

horses for the great saddle to be worth 30J. He

was an excellent orator, as appears byhis speeches

at the bar ; and a passing wise man. A Colonel

of Parliament told me that beyond the seas it is

reported of England that it produceth but one

wise man in an age, and that the people gaze on

him awhile as a monster, then cut off his head.

' So,' said he, ' did they do by Sir Thomas More

and the Earl of Strafford.' "

At the outbreak of the Civil War William

Blundell took the king's side, and on

December 22nd, 1642, received his commis

sion as captain from Sir Thomas Tildesley,

a fac-simile of which (slightly reduced)

is given as a frontispiece. He joined Lord

Derby, and was severely wounded in the

attack on Lancaster on March 17th, 1642/3,

his thigh being shattered by a musket shot.

This disabled him from taking further active

part in the Civil War, but he suffered greatly

during the whole of that period, and was

frequently imprisoned. His house at Crosby

was plundered to such an extent by the Par

liamentary soldiers that those living there

had to bury their bread from meal to meal,

and the whole of his estate was sequestrated.

In 1658 he procured a pass to take his two

daughters to Rouen. His journey was toil

some, and he was delayed in London, where

" the unexpected death of the greatest per

son (Oliver Cromwell), as we esteemed him,

upon the whole earth, was the occasion, by

shutting up of the sea ports, of a notable

stop in our journey." Mr. Blundell was

still abroad in 1660, and went to Breda,

where he had an interview with Charles II.

on the night before his embarkation, and

accompanied him on the same ship to Dover.

Mr. Blundell tells the following anecdote in

connexion with this voyage :—

" I was present in the ship (about five miles

from Dover) two or three hours before King

Charles II. landed in England on Fryday,

May 25, 1660, when the king (by reason of an

accident) took his own measure, standing under

a beam in the cabin, upon which place he made

a mark with a knife. Sundry tall persons went

under it, but there were none that could reach

it. After all I went under it myself, so that

I find myself about 5 inches lower than that

mark, and I think I am 3 inches lower as I

stand in my high-heeled shoe than I was before

I was lame. "

After the Restoration Blundell's loyalty

and sufferings were in no way rewarded,

and in the subsequent persecution of the

Catholics he was in considerable danger, as I

is shown by some of his letters still pre

served. He and other Lancashire Catholics

were imprisoned at Manchester in 1689, but

this would appear to have been merely a

measure of precaution to prevent the dis

affected from joining King James in Ireland.

Blundell died at Crosby on May 24th, 1698,

in his seventy-ninth year. A petition which

he intended to present to James II. has pre

served some curious features of the times, as

when, for instance, he remarks that the

township of Crosby was for many years

remarkable in " that it hath not a beggar,

it hath not an alehouse, and it hath not a

Protestant in it." To this Mr. Gibson

adds the statement that

" it is perhaps still more curious to notice that

after the lapse of two centuries things remain

in this respect almost wholly unchanged. A

direct descendant of the Cavalier, occupying his

mansion and estate, can say at this day of his

village that there is neither beggar, alehouse,

nor Protestant within it. This cannot be alto

gether spoken now of the township, although

the truth is not far from it."

Mr. Blundell was in the habit of noting

anything which specially interested him in

three commonplace books, which he entitled

' Historia,' ' Adversaria,' and ' Hodge Podge.'

Of these the first two are small quartos of

perhaps 1,200 pages each, and they are for

the most part well filled and closely written

in a neat and clear hand. The other is a

larger quarto, and contains poetry as well

as prose. The extracts from printed books

are not now of much importance, but his

remarks on current events, &c, which Mr.

Gibson has printed in this volume, possess

not a little interest and value. Many a

curious fact is here fortunately recorded,

and aa the dates are always carefully given,

his notes become of greater importance.

Thus, on June 3rd, 1676, Mr. Blundell

ascended " the new tower or monument " in

" Pudding Lane, London," by 310 steps,

"which I twice countod," to the "noble

iron balcony which is round the tower, from

which I had an excellent view of the town

and country." Above this balcony, he adds,

"the tower, not then quite finished, is

raised 136 steps. This I take to be the

intended full height of the tower." On

the same day he saw on the Tower Hill

about 120 brass guns, the length of one of

which was near thirteen feet, and.it was

said to carry a ball of sixty-three pounds.

In 1687/8 he states that he conversed in

London with "a natural Chinese," or, as

we should now say, a native Chinaman, who

went "to the Latin school at the Savoy."

The language they had in common was

Latin, but ' ' he spoke imperfectly in Latin,

as having learnt the same without any

rules"; and Mr. Blundell adds, "I had

formerly seen his picture admirably well

painted at Windsor Castle." He also saw

in London "Father Couplet, a Jesuit who

had lived in China about twenty years."

In November, 1681, he watched the rebuild

ing of St. Paul's with great interest, and

wrote a long note about it, which is as

follows :—

" Pauli Basilica Londinensis. In November,

1681, I took great notice of that new building,

which I found then to be raised above the earth

about 10 or 11 yards. Below the surface of the

earth about 14 or 16 feet the foundation seemed

to be laid, and all that was hollow like a cellar.

If I be not mistaken it was arched all over, even
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with the top of the earth, so that there is an

appearance of a church below as well as above

the ground. But there was no manner of build

ing at the west end of the same, all being left so

open that I guessed that the building would be

continued much longer towards the west, which

way there was then remaining, betwixt the new

buildings and the ruins of the outermost part

westward of the old burned church, about 80

yards or more. The east end of this new church

was then close built, and the wideness there

within the walls was about 41 yards, and the

greatest wideness of this church was about 104

yards, whereof 11 yards on the south side and

11 yards on the north side of the same seem to

be taken up in porches. At the same time I

read a written paper, which hung up on a wall

or pillar of this new building, mentioning the

contributions given towards that work by the

several Bishopricks of England, the total of

which amounted to 14,000/. , whereof Londongave

2,844/. , Winchester 1,026/. , Chester 561/. 18s. 6d.,

Durham 334/. , Canterbury 199/. I suppose there

is a standing fund or revenue belonging to this

same church by which in length of time it may

come to be finished. There is or was, as I take

it, an allowance given by Parliament out of

every ton of coals coming to London."

A strange kind of hunting was that wit

nessed in 1664 in St. James's Park, which is

thus described :—

" On Thursday, August 11th, 1664, the Earls

of Castlehaven and Arran (whereof the first was

about fifty years of age or very near it) in St

James's Park, upon a wager laid with the King,

killed a fat strong buck by running on foot,

having each a knife in his hand. They had six

hours to perform it, but they did it in two and

a half. They were a good while before they

could unherd him. Then they run him till,

being extremely hot, he took the water in a

pond, where they threw stones at him, and

toiled and drove him bo to a side, till they killed

him with their knives. This was told me by

a gentleman that was present when the buck

was killed, and the thing is very true."

Reference has alreudy boon made to the

state in which the Lord Lieutenant lived at

Dublin. Here is another instance :—

"June 25th, 1666.—I dined in the Castle at

Dublin at the Lord Lieutenant's table. There

were, besides the Duke and Duchess (Ormond),

sixteen persons : we sat with our hats on. The

first course had seventeen dishes, the second

seventeen dishes, the third fifteen dishes, most

of them choice sweetmeats. I had formerly

dined there in the year 1662, and there was an

excellent concert of instruments, the table being

furnished much after the same manner as is

above said. And I was told that it was his

daily state and custom."

Many other interesting notes will be found

scattered throughout this volume. The

writer met the celebrated Charlotte, Countess

of Derby, the heroic defender of Latham

House, and notices the mistakes in " my

Lady's English." Whilst living at Breda in

April, 1660, he records that he saw "the

Dukes of York and Gloucester with their

sister, the Princess of Orange, play a long

time at nine-pins upon a Sunday, whilst the

king [Charles LT.J, their brother, looked

on." There are occasional references to the

weather, which may be of service to the

meteorologist, and other notes on local

events, folk-lore, local persons, &c, which

will have an interest for many readers. In

fact, the volume is extremely readable, and

Mr. Gibson has done well to let the Cavalier's

notes of things in general see the light,

even after the lapse of two centuries. The

account of the swordfish and the thresher

killing the whale, given on p. 156, is, how-

ever, one well known in natural history,

and has no connexion, as Mr. Gibson ima

gines, with the sea-serpent. The book is

excellently printed and got-up.

NOVELS OF THB WEEK.

Modesta. By Gina Rose. (Faithfull & Co.)

Cords and Discords. By Charlotte Atcherley.

2 vols. (Remington & Co.)

In Fair BrugM. By C. Beeston. (Same

publishers.)

Lisa Lena. By Edward Jenkins. 2 vols.

(Sampson Low & Co.)

Stubble Farm. 2 vols. (Tinsley Brothers.)

Strictly Tied Up. 3 vols. (Hurst &

Blackett.)

The Stillwater Tragedy. By T. B. Aldrich.

(Boston, U.S., Houghton & Mifflin.)

Me. Trollope's recent dictum to the effect

that ink, paper, and a table make up

all the equipment necessary for a literary

career will, it is easy to foresee, entail a

heavy responsibility on its author. It is

almost equivalent to a direct injunction upon

those who can command the commodities in

question to put them to the use indicated ;

and considering how many otherwise estim

able ladies were already engaged in a course

upon which gods and bookshops look with

proverbial disfavour—for fiction has in this

respect no advantage over poetry—it seems

hardly wise to give those who were hesi

tating on the brink the impulse requisite

to launch them also in the same direction.

Of the three books that stand at the head

of our list, two are admittedly written by

ladies, and the third obviously conceals

a feminine name under the ambiguous

initial. Of the writers, Miss Rose is the

only one, so far as our memory or her title-

page informs us, who has hitherto tried her

hand at novel - writing. Practice, how

ever, cannot be said in her case to have had

its traditional effect, nor has her (presum

able) possession of Mr. Trollope's three

requisites been followed by any satisfactory

result. Indeed, such a book as ' Modesta '

would furnish proof enough, if proof were

needed, of how short a distance a writer

can go without the possession of certain far

less common advantages. Accurate observa

tion is perhaps the most important of these,

without which that terrible "incredulus odi,"

most fatal of all verdicts to a work of the

imagination, is not to be kept out of the

reader's mind. What are we to think of a

writer who makes her hero propose to fight

a duel with his host in an English country

house, in the middle of the night, and with

out seconds, and send the challenge by the

hand of his adversary's valet ? It is true that

the combat never comes off—indeed, the

challenge (it does not quite appear why) is

never received—and that the challenger is

an Italian ; but this last fact would presum

ably make him all the less likely to commit

such a string of solecisms. It is, of course,

no reproach to an English lady not to be

conversant with the etiquette of duelling ;

but it is a serious fault in a writer of fiction

to attempt to heighten the interest of her

story by introducing circumstances that,

given her characters and their surroundings,

could by no conceivable possibility have

occurred. After this the slovenliness

which represents a man as mortally

wounded on one page and progressing

favourably on the next is trifling. Pro

bably Miss Rose did not exactly know

what "mortally" wounded meant. It is,

however, obvious that no charm of style,

were such present, could give any merit to

work containing such fundamental flaws as

these. But, in fact, style itself is in a great

measure dependent on observation. Thus,

to take an example from the next book on

our list, is it possible that if Miss Atcherley

had ever attended to the way in which ladies

and gentlemen—or, indeed, anybody else out

side of fifth-rate "domestic dramas"—talk,

she would have given us such a dialogue as

this?—

" ' Oh, dearest, pray don't sing so loudly !

You will wake all the household I Remember

we are in an hotel, and it is only six o'clock ! "...

" ' True,' said the singer, ' I had forgotten that.

The mere idea of a day in the mountains with

a gun on my shoulder is so exhilirating [sic] that

I am beyond myself ; I feel as if the air from

the hills already filled my lungs, and forced me

to give vent to my buoyant feelings. '

"'I only reminded you, dear, fearing the

gentleman who is ill above might be disturbed,'

said the lady. ' You are rejoicing in the idea

of a day's perfect freedom, am I not right ? '

'"Yes, and no, darling. I am your slave, and

would not be free from love's chains for worlds,'"

and so on. It is melancholy to find this

attached husband, before the end of the

first volume, breaking in a fit of rage his

wife's cherished harp. Both in this story

and in ' Modesta ' there is too much of this

violence without vigour. In both also there

are attempts to arouse interest by the de

scription of sad events, which fail to touch

the reader because, owing to the lack of

vraisemblance, he is unable to realize the

persons enough to sympathize with their

fortunes, and this, in the case of 'Modesta,'

in spite of a good deal of the well-known

and irritating pretence of a personal ac

quaintance between the author and her

characters.

' In Fair Bruges ' has, in spite of much

slipshod writing, this superiority over the

two lust-named novels, that the author has

abstained from overweighting her story

in the way the others have, and has

kept her incidents properly matched with

her characters and their surroundings. It

is simply the narrative of a short portion

of the life of an English family resident in

the city whence the book takes its name.

Of course, that portion is chosen which

comprises the engagement of the young

ladies of the family and the events leading

up to that, but that is all right enough.

Practically, it may be supposed to owe its

existence to the circumstance that its author

has stayed at Bruges ; and, in fact, much

the best parts are those describing the place

and its inhabitants. The chapter containing

a picture of the humours of the " Vieux

Marche" is nicely written, and we see

clearly enough the small dealers of the

market, who ask twice what they mean to

take, and after a little haggling finally give

in with a "puisque e'est pour vous." If there

had been as much individuality about Sir

Guy, his daughter and niece, and their

"young men," the story would have been

good of its kind. As it is, it must be pro

nounced, on the whole, respectable but dull.

It is difficult to say with what object Mr.

Jenkins's new novelette has been given to

the world. It shows, what few would deny,
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that a girl ■ isolated by the circumstances

of her childhood from all protecting and

refining influences may very guiltlessly fall

into a course of what is in many cases

justly called sin. It contains some clever

sketches of clowns, horse riders, trapezists,

et hoe germs ornne, and two most unfavourable

portraits of the impretarii who live upon

their labours. It also shows much familiarity

with American modes of speech and thought,

and the sketch might well have been really

autobiographical, as it professes to be. But

although he raises his model English roue"

to the peerage, the book contains no trace of

the views Mr. Jenkins is known to entertain

on social and political matters. The ad

mirers of his previous works will miss the

spirit which instigated them. Prom a literary

point of view this is, perhaps, no subject of

regret, and at any rate the author deserves

credit for treating an unattractive sub

ject with sufficient sympathy and realism to

touch the better feelings possibly of real

Vanderteufels. We cannot think that in

actual life a man of Vanderteufel's bad

experience would have been converted by

the unexpected resistance of a girl like Lisa.

But the theme is old, and since Shakspeare's

days virtue has occasionally been preached

with success in apparently hopeless circum

stances. The conventional uneasiness of

the clergyman with whom Lisa is placed

after Vanderteufel's murder and her hus

band's incarceration, though poor-spirited

in one of his functions, is natural from the

merely domestic point of view of the ordinary

husband and father ; and it does not seem

likely that Lisa, having repelled the atten

tions of one who loved her, would, merely

to mark her impatience of conventionality,

have rushed to a libertinism which before

was repugnant to her. But, in fact, neither

the parson's nor the lady's conduct seems

very true to life. Clergymen, in England

at least, would be more likely to make

their families suffer than lose the chance

of a convert so interesting, and Lisa's

rush into the broad road of vice is

more natural than the motive to which it is

ascribed. The appearance of Lisa's un

known sister in time to rescue her at last

from the fate she has embraced belongs to

the ordinary class of expedients, but gives

scope for some pathetic writing at the end,

and our author is nothing if not emotional.

"The march of trade and commerce has in

1879 laid its axe at the root of the dearest old

ivy-clad oak in the forest," sighs the author

of ' Stubble Farm ' in his preface ; by which

the reader is to understand that English

farming as it used to be has passed away

for ever. Before it is forgotten he is asked

to "take one more look under the ivy, one

more swing under the old tree," and then,

" Good-bye, dearest of old institutions. See,

here comes Mr. Gladstone with his sharpened

axe—Progress!" This fanciful exordium

gives the reader a fair idea of what ' Stubble

Parm' is about. The axe in question is cer

tainly not Mr. Gladstone's, any more than

it is James Watt's, or Messrs. Ransomes',

or that of the emigration agents or the

Chicago corn-factors ; but no doubt the

force of progress, with its "kittle of

steam " and all the rest of it, has turned

the homely English farming of our grand

fathers into an anachronism, and mined

many a luckless husbandman, as Harold

Strong is ruined on Stubble Farm. We

have here the annals of three generations

of agriculturists, from the rough, laborious,

good-tempered, and blundering yeoman,

who was hail-fellow with all his men and

boys, who fought against the railway

and sturdily declined to believe in the

steam plough, who did his trip to London

like a Gulliver amongst a race of Lillipu

tians, to the sporting, dinner-giving, extra

vagant, would-be independent farmer of

later days, who soon has his head under

water, and is glad to escape across the seas

out of the clutches of the money-lenders. It

is a sad story, so far as its moral goes ; but

the writer does his best by his manner of

narration to give it a comic side. Whilst

he is "looking under the ivy," and de

scribing the rural life of farmers of the old

style, he is very amusing, not to say farcical ;

and in this earlier part of ' Stubble Farm '

the reader will find many a theme which

will move him to laughter. Of the fidelity

of the whole book to fact and nature there

can be no doubt ; even such as do not know

what agricultural life was under the old

conditions must see that these pictures are

faithful and realistic transcripts. There is

a quaint humour, not over refined, about

them ; there are the tone and the scent of

the busy farm, not qualified for dainty

readers; there are the roughness and

coarseness of truth, only not offending be

cause the author has not cast about to

make them inoffensive by departing from

the truth. It follows from what has been

said that ' Stubble Farm ' is no mere fiction,

but rather a study—a study of absolute and

somewhat sordid reality, in which the writer

has employed no art save that of accurate

reproduction. For these virtues the book is

to be commended.

' Strictly Tied Up ' is entertaining. It is

Irish in subject, Irish in spirit, and written

in the easy, dashing, humorous style which

has characterized some of the best Engbsh

fiction having its origin on the other side

of the Channel. The schemo of the story

is well proportioned, and worked out in all

its complications with much care and skill.

The author evidently knows his ground, and

rarely conveys to the mind of his reader so

much as a suspicion that he is overdrawing

his characters for the sake of effect, or

painting his scenery with brighter colours

than are warranted. If the plot confines

the reader chiefly to Ireland and amongst

Irish people, this is by no means exclusively

the case. He finds himself at different

times in the midst of a London season, in

Lincolnshire, in Yorkshire, at Bath ; and

though the epoch of the novel is the present

day, and the troubles of Irish landowners

and farmers are not ignored, there is no

reason why a reader who would shudder at

the idea of encountering Irish politics in a

circulating library should avoid this book.

' Strictly Tied "Up ' is thoroughly and in

every sense a novel, conceived in a light

and happy vein, and scarcely even demand

ing a serious thought from beginning to

end.

Mr. Aldrich seems inclined to poke a

little fun at that school of fiction in which

M. Gaboriau is the master, and many in

genious writers, both English and French,

the disciples. At all events, he begins in

due farm with the crime and the appear

ance of the detective ; then goes back and

narrates the events immediately preceding-

the crime, exhibits his hero, and so on ;

and, finally, gives us the detective's notes

and discovery. But here he departs from

the established course, inasmuch as while

M. Lecoq's "clue" always led him to the

right criminal, Mr. Taggett is utterly wrong.

There is apparently a touch of burlesque in

making part of the chain of evidence depend

upon a half-burned " safety " match, and

tne subsequent discovery in the supposed

criminal's room of a box of similar matches

lacking one, as if the owner had preserved

the remainder by way of relics, lighting his

candle, we presume, from a box of less

interesting associations. By the way, would

it not have made the story more exciting

if the hero had turned out to be the mur

derer ? It would seem as if no novelist

—unless, perhaps, the author of ' Paul

Ferroll '—ever has the sternness of mind to

imagine a really pleasant personage, one

whom both he and his readers like, who

should smile and smile and be a villain,

or at least a criminal. There is always a

hint dropped somewhere. We should say

that Mr. Aldrich's little story is well written,

as are most of those which reach us from

America. Either the bad novels stay at home,

or else the American average is higher than

ours.

LOCAL HISTORY.

A History of the Town of Belfast from 1799 to

1810 : together with some Incidental Notices on

Local Topics and Biographies of many well-

known Families. By George Benn. Vol. II.

(Marcus Ward & Co.)—In 1877 Mr. Benn pub

lished an interesting ' History cf Belfast down

to the Termination of the Eighteenth Century.'

Containing extracts from many documents which

illustrated the settlement of the province of

Ulster, it was a useful contribution to the

general history of Ireland, and deserved more

than a local circulation. It was our author's in

tention to have carried on his history to the year

1870, and given circumstantial accounts of all

the great events which occurred during that

interval, but most unfortunately his eyesight

entirely failed, and, it being impossible for

him to complete his project, he has had no

choice but to publish in the present small and

unpretending volume what he had already col

lected. Under these circumstances he is fairly

entitled to bespeak the favourable consideration

of his readers for any shortcomings which they

may find in the present work. An examination

of the materials which he>had collected and has

thrown loosely together in this volume convinces

us that no amount of industry, nor even literary

ability, could produce a history of Belfast

during the present century which any one not

born and bred in the town could possibly

struggle through. The history of Belfast during

the present century is merely that of a great

manufacturing town, which produces, de anno in

annum, some incredible number of yards of

linen, and imports in exchange therefor a

corresponding amount of miscellaneous articles.

That Belfast is a contrast to the other provincial

Irish seaports, that it produces more manu

factured goods than all the rest of Ireland, that

it has wonderfully increased and is still increas

ing, are patent facts ; but all that is worth know

ing in its later history might be summed up in

a few pages of statistical tables, to which, per

haps, having regard to the political condition of

the town and the extraordinary pugnacity of its

inhabitants, there might be annexed an analysis

of the annual party processions and riots, and a

list of the killed, wounded, and missing on both

sides. Those who do not reside in Belfast can have
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little interest in learning the dates at which the

several streets, whose names are quite to them

unknown, were successively built, and such

readers must positively decline to devote time
■which could be better spent to the study of

the early history of the Belfast theatre or the

peculiarities and eccentricities of the teachers

in the schools of that town. The latter portion

of the volume contains biographical notices of

the best-known families of Belfast, and of the

citizens of the town who have been remarkable

for ability, success in life, wealth, or eccen

tricity. It is remarkable that three natives of

Belfast living at the same time have been chan

cellors.—Earl Cairns in England, and Sir J.

Napier and Lord O'Uagan in Ireland ; but

unfortunately the details of their biographies are

precisely such as no rational person has the

slightest curiosity to learn. Our knowledge of

the distinguished career of Earl Cairns is not

much increased by confused information like the

following:—"A correspondent says, 'Nathan

Cairns had resided in Dublin, and he came to

this town when he succeeded to I 'ark mount.

He had one brother, who went abroad, and

three sisters, who lived in Belfast. One married

Mr. Ballantine, but left no issue.' " " Another

correspondent sends the following information,

which does not exactly agree with the preceding

regarding the relationship, as it makes the

ladies mentioned aunts of Earl Cairns instead

of grand-aunts. It says : ' Molly Cairns wax

one of three sisters, clever and masculine, aunts

to Sir Hugh Cairns. She was a great Uni

tarian, and gave Dr. Bruce a present of plate.' "

" Another informant says ' that Molly Cairns's

married sister, Mrs. Ballantine, was very rich,

and gave Dr. Bruce many presents, and that

it was not her sister Molly who was so generous. ' "

" For all the information regarding Mrs. Bal

lantine and her sisters we are, of course, not

responsible, and would only observe that the

title by which one of them was commonly

known is barely as respectful as it might have

been. She came to Dr. Bruce's meeting house

generally in a Sudan chair, then a common mode

of conveyance in the town." The memoirs

of the lesser men of the town we have been

unable to read through, not being curious as

to the question whether John Stewart made

large additions to Ballychain, nor inquisi

tive as to the details of the funeral of the

Rev. W. Bristow, whose body was carried to

the grave preceded by a field officer's party

of the Limerick Militia and the band of the

regiment playing an appropriate piece of music.

The only interesting point in this volume rela

tive to the history of Belfast is the mode in

which tho prosperity of the town was increased

by the free trade in building sites, which came

into existence through an accident, much to the

benefit of the inhabitants.

Mr. E. Peacock sends some Notes from the

Court Roll* of the Manor of Scatter, Lincolruiure,

which he communicated to the Society of Anti

quaries. If the primitive village community

ever existed in England as an integral element

in the institutions of the country—and all re

searches on the subject go to prove that it did

ao exist—there must have been a stage of his

torical progress at which tho village community

broke up and transferred its duties to other in

stitutions. With reference to municipal towns

the case is tolerably clear. We can almost fix

upon the stage when townships gave up their

communal possessions for a charter of corporate

possession, stopped legislating for agricultural

purposes, and began to collect rents— ceased, in

point of fact, to be agricultural communities,

and began to be commercial corporations. But

the transition from the village community to the

provincial local communities is not so clear,

because it was made in the midst of the old

Teutonic contest between the growth of the

lord's power and the maintenance of popular

institutions. And the result is a twofold de

velopment The parish vestry represents the

old corporate unity of the village community, and

the manorial jurisdictions represent the old le

gislative rights over the cultivated land. Of this

latter aspect of the case Mr. Peacock's ' Notes '

afford interesting testimony. There are the

narrow balks of grass land separating the

various allotments in the common fields, " le

mearetfurres," as they are called at Scotter.

There is the old custom, Hindoo as well as

English, of marking off each allotment of grass

lands by " wad-sticks." Then we have such an

entry as " no man gleane ani corn untill the

furlonge be gotten," that is, until the land has

been apportioned into its furlongs —- not a

measure of land, but the piece held in severalty

for the time being. And there are many other

indications of tho open-field system of husbandry.

An entry towards the end of the ' Notes ' leads

us to a more important element of it than

the peculiar methods of cultivation. It runs :

" That noe man shall breake any pasture with-

oute moste mens consent. " Here appears to be

a remnant of the old village assembly and its

legislative rights. Mr. Peacock supposes the

regulation to relate exclusively to the lands held

in severalty, but we have only to apply the

principle of the village communal assembly to

its elucidation, and this supposition falls to the

ground. One other subject must be noted in

connexion with this early stage of society, and

that is the appointment of four "burleymen"

for the manor in 1586. An interesting dis

cussion took place in these pages last year upon

this important office, and all now examples are

of value. It does not appear that these officers

were appointed before the year named. Suoh

are a few of the references to early life. Of illus

trations of mediaeval life and manners, local

words, Ac, we have not spoken only because

our space is limited. Mr. Peacock in these

columns (August 2, 1879) has urged the import

ance of publishing manor rolls, and it is to be

hoped that the Society of Antiquaries may take

up the question and issue a volume of selected

examples. In the mean time we cannot imagine

why Mr. Peacock did not publish the full Koll

instead of ' Notes ' from it. Surely there can

be no reason, either on behalf of Mr. Peacock or

of the Society of Antiquaries, for the following

passage. The regulations for the year 157tf

" are too long to be given in full, and some of

them would not be understood by any but those

who have a minute knowledge of the neighbour

hood." No one knows better than Mr. Peacock

that this minute knowledge of local history, when

properly put forth, is of the utmost value to the

student of national history ; and it is most dis

appointing that the Society of Antiquaries should

endorse an opinion that material of such value

as the regulations of manors is too long to print

in full.

Sir George Duckett, Bart., has already pub

lished important documents relating to the

repeal of the test and penal statutes in 1688.

Those for Yorkshire, Westmoreland, and

Cumberland were remarkably interesting. He

has now, as we mentioned some weeks ago, con

tinued the series by giving in tho Journal of

the Sussex Archaeological Society the questions

proposed to the justices of peace and deputy-

lieutenants of that county. Many of the answers

are characteristic not only of the times but of the

men who gave them. The genealogical notes

will be found of value to those who care for

pedigree lore. Appended to the collection are

the secret instructions issued to the agents who

were sent about the country for the purpose of

undermining the corporations. We fancy wo

have seen them in print somewhere before, but

cannot remember where. They are instructive

as they show, perhaps more clearly than any

other single paper, how extreme was the danger

against which those men had to contend who

helped William of Orange to displace his father-

in-law. The more evidence accumulates with

regard to 1688, the more certain it seems that

those who look upon James II. as a weak

person, who entered on a career quite certain

to lead to disaster, have come to a hasty con

clusion. His plans were well laid and, on the

whole, cautiously carried out, and the deli

verance which took place must have seemed

to those who lived at the time and were

fully cognizant of the danger little short

of a miracle. It is to bo hoped that Sir

George Duckett will some day or other collect

these scattered papers into one volume. Future

historians will find no little difficulty in dis

covering the good things he has provided for

them if he leaves them scattered in provincial

publications.

Detling in Days Gone By. By J. Cave Browne,

M. A., Vicar. (8impkin, Marshall & Co.)—This

little book of sixty-six octavo pages contains

almost all that could be said about Detling,

a long, narrow Kentish parish, situate on high

ground near Maidstone, " nestling in its well-

timbered nook under the scarped background of

the chalk hill, and presenting a pleasing break

in the long line of almost treeless downs, ' and is

an excellent exampleof how all local topographical

works might be made interesting to the general

reader if their writers had the pleasant style of

Mr. Cave Browne and abstained from unneces

sary detail as judiciously as he does. The manor

belonged to the see of Canterbury, and was one

of those violently detached from it soon after

the Conquest by the Conqueror's half-brother

Odo, Bishop of Bayeux, who had been created

Earl of Kent, but he had to disgorge when

Lanfranc was appointed archbishop. Of what

race were the sub-holders of the manor who

took the name of " de Detling " we know

not, but in 1263 one of them, when evicted

for murder and felony by his priest-lord, was

bold enough to re-eject the archbishop's officers,

with the aid of Roger de Leyburne, a turbulent

baron not unknown to the readers of the 'In-

goldsby Legends.' Falling eventually into the

hands of Richard III., the manor formed part of

the reward of Robert Brackenbury, "Esquire of

the King's Body," for "services against the

rebels," as may be seen by the entry in the

Patent Roll, which has escaped our author, who

prematurely knights him ; but, as may be

imagined, his enjoyment of his reward was

short indeed. On the direct road to the shrine

at Canterbury, Detling had a " pilgrims' rest," of

modest proportions, of which only the gate now

remains. The church seems to have been almost

entirely restored, and the long and heavy

' 1 Detling lance " which hung in front of the north

chantry, and which prior writers have noticed,

has now disappeared, though the grand lectern,

one of the oldest (circa 1340) and certainly the

best carved in England, still remains. Worm-

eaten, damaged, and decapitated, this lectern not

long ago Buffered the unusual indignity of being

pawned by a churchwarden to make up a defi

ciency in the church-rate. After suitably lament

ing the deplorable state of two large indented

tombstones, the writer plaintively and forcibly

joins in the chorus of all church historians,

thus:—" Whatever other brasses may once have

adorned the floor of the church or the chancel,

and have helped to illustrate the past history of

the place, all have now disappeared. The Puritan

zeal of the seventeenth century, the indifference

or reckless destructiveness of the eighteenth, and

the utilizing craze of the early part of the nine

teenth, have prevailed over all relics of preced

ing ages ; the brass stolen or sold, the stone

chiselled off and converted into flagstones, or

broken up to repair roadways, till not a vestige

besides the two already mentioned remains to

contribute its quota to the story of ' Detling in

days gone by. ' Even the fragments of painted

glass which were in the north window, and

according to report defied the zeal of a former

clerk to rub out what he called ' the dirt,'—in

reality the colours,—have now gone ; while a

poppy-head stall, showing how the chancel was

once seated, has only escaped to a place of

safety in the Maidstone Museum, to which it
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Mr. Oust has shown that about two hundred

languages and dialects are spoken by the in

habitants of our Indian empire. What a barrier

would this variety of speech be to the inter

change of ideas were it not for the universal

employment of Sanskrit and Hindustani as

vehicles of intellectual intercourse by the edu

cated classes in all parts of the country ! San

skrit is supposed to be dead, and often called a

dead language ; but can any language be pro

nounced devoid of life which still lives and

breathes in daily thought and daily speech,

which still animates and inspires daily corre

spondence, and which still exerts a living influ

ence over literature, science, and religion from

the Hindu Kush to Ceylon?

The readers of the Atherurum may remember

that about a year ago I announced the arrival

in this country of a young Hindi! of the

Kshatriya caste, named S'yamajl Krishna-

varma, whose knowledge of Sanskrit and power

of speaking and writing that language were so

great that the title of Pandit had already been

accorded to him. I also mentioned that he

had had the advantage of the instruction of a

remarkable per on who is not only profoundly

versed in ancient Sanskrit literature, but is now

causing considerable stir in Indian religious

circles by denouncing polytheism, pantheism,

and idolatry, and preaching pure monotheism

as the only true religion of the Aryan race

founded on the Veda.

The name of this rising religious reformer is

Dayananda SarasvatI Svaml. He is an eloquent

speaker and writer of Sanskrit, as I can myself

testify ; for when I was at Bombay I heard

him deliver a sermon with great earnestness

and fluency, before an attentive congregation of

the Arya Samaj, on the original religion of the

Aryas. He has lately written a letter in San

skrit to his pupil, now a member of Balliol Col

lege, Oxford, which, with the permission of the

addressee, I here translate :—

" May the benediction of Dayananda Saras

vatI Svaml rest upon S'yamajl Krishna-varma,

who deserves all commendation for his learning

and his perseverance in the path of Vedic reli

gion, etc. I am sorry you have not cheered me

for some time by a letter. I now write hoping

you will rejoice my heart by replying to the

following questions :—

" What sort of men are there in England ?

What are their characteristic qualities, disposi

tions, and actions ! What is the nature of

the land, water, and air there ? What kind

of eatables, solid and liquid, and what things

fit for licking and sucking (lehya, chushya), can

be had there f Have you been in good health

ever since you left this country ? Is the object

of your visit to England being accomplished

every day ? How many men read Sanskrit with

you, and what books do they study ?

"What is your monthly income and what are

your expenses ? What time have you for study,

for teaching, and for meditating? How is it

that your fame for discoursing on the doctrines

of the true religion has not spread so rapidly in

England as it formerly did here in different parts

of India? Perhaps you have already acquired

a reputation without our having heard of it,

being at a long distance from you ; or perhaps

you have had no leisure. If that be the case, it

is my earnest recommendation that, as soon as

you have finished reading and teaching (pathana,

pathana), you should deliver addresses for the

propagation of Vedic doctrines, and then return

here, but not before ; for a good reputation so

acquired is preferable to making money, nay,

it confers a great blessing (s'iva-karah). What

is the present opinion of our beloved professors

Monier Williams and Max Muller (Moksha-

mular) about the Vedas and other S'astras f

Have they and others any regard for the dis

semination of the meaning of those works (tad-

artha-pracharaya) ? Is it a fact that the Theo-

sophical Society has established a Vedic branch

(Vaidikl s'akha) in London (Nanda-nagara, the

city of joy) ? Have you ever seen Her Majesty,

the great Queen, Empress of India ? Have you

seen the assembly called Parliament (Parli-

ment-akhya sabha) f

" Please to answer these questions as soon as

you can, and write to me at length about other

topics which you may think worth mentioning.

This will suffice for the present, as it is not

necessary to write long letters to the intel-

I ligent. Written on Tuesday, the sixth day

of the white half of the month Asha<jha of

the Samvat year, measured by the earth, the

numerical symbols, the Ramas, and the sages

(1937=a d. 1880)."

The above letter is well and clearly written

in pure classical Sanskrit. I constantly receive

similar Sanskrit letters from learned Hindus

who live in countries as widely separated

and distinct from each other as Cashmere

and Travancore. The specimen translated

is valuable for other purposes than a mere

illustration of the fact that the educated classes

of India use Sanskrit as a medium of com

munication. It affords an insight into the ideas

that prevail among learned natives and thought

ful religious reformers in regard to the condition

of the country under whose rule they are able

to pursue their studies or propagate their re

forming opinions in peace and security. I may

note, for the benefit of those who were inte

rested in the controversy as to the proper trans

lation of the title ' ' Empress of India, 1 that the

expression employed by Dayananda is Rdja-

rdjes'vari. Mooter Williams.

THE ORIGIN OF ZOROA8TRI8U.

As the Athenaeum has noticed the last annual

report presented to the Socie'te' Asiatique by

M. Renan, allow me to remark to your readers

that the learned reporter has altogether misun

derstood the system which I explained at great

length in the Journal Asiatique (' Les Origines

du Zoroastrisme,' art. 1-5), and that he makes

me say precisely the contrary of what I have

maintained. As will be still more clearly seen

in the August issue of the Journal, I have

always affirmed that ancient myths formed an

integral part of the Avestic beliefs, that they

were simply transformed by Zoroastrism, and

that this transformation proves a change of doc

trine and the impossibility of a simple evolution.

The evolutionist system defended by M. Dar-

mesteter is too simple to be misunderstood ; to

grasp its nature it is sufficient to read the table

of contents of his work. I have handled this

system with much less severity than Pischel and

other specialists. If certain savants of the first

rank have extolled it, it is to be remarked that

these savants are not specialists.

C. de Haklez,

Professor at the University of Louvain.

KING TARKODEMOS AND HIS COINAGE.

32, St. George's Square, 8.W. , October, 1880.

In Mr. Madden's new work on the Jewish

coinage, in which he has applied a great luxury

of learning and research, we shall find a minute

dissertation on Adarkon and Darkemon(im) in

Ezra, Nehemiah, &c. These are considered to

represent a gold coin or stater.

One theory quoted is that the name is derived

from Darius the Mede or the Persian dara,

king. This latter I was already prepared to

connect with the older root. My application as

a solution is the Khita title we have lately had

to deal with of Tarkondemos, Tarkotimmi, in

conjunction with the gold coinage of Lydia.

The word is one of the common form of a

kingly name applied to a coin. I have already

stated that I consider Tarkon or Tarquin to

stand for a title or designation of a royal race

rather than a proper name. On the early gold

coins of Sardis will be found the two heads of

the seal and of the Carchemish inscriptions,

which designate the king. Hyde Clarke.

PROF. FOWXBR'S ' LOCKE.'

The public cannot be expected to take much

interest in the complaints of one author concern

ing the treatment he has received from another;

but as, unless he resorts to legal proceedings,

which in my case would be altogether distaste

ful, an aggrieved author's only means of seeking

redress is in asking the public to judge between

him and those whom he considers to have

injured him, I trust I may be allowed to make

such an appeal through the columns of the

Athenanm.

In 1870 I published a ' Life of John Locke '

which represented the labour of years, and was

the first real attempt ever made to set forth

the career of our great philosopher. Lord

King's ' Life,' issued fifty years ago, contained

a valuable mass of Locke's correspondence

and miscellaneous writings supplemental to

other collections of letters and papers which

had previously appeared. In the way of bio

graphy, however, it gave hardly more details

than had been over and over again repeated,

with more or less confusion of dates and facts,

in the biographical dictionaries. The chief

source of all the information within reach of

the public before my book appeared was, indeed,

a short magazine article, written immediately

after Locke's death by his friend Jean Le Clerc,

the principal item of which was a French trans

lation of a letter by Locke's other friend, Lady

Masham, the original of which I discovered

among Le Clcrc's papers in Amsterdam. It

had been my good fortune to obtain access to

more than two hundred letters written by ot

to Locke, and never before printed, as well as

several hitherto unpublished treatises and memo

randa from his hand, together with numberless

references and allusions to him in contemporary

manuscripts. I was thus in a position to furnish

a far moro detailed and correct account of his

life and literary history, and of his relations

with public men and social and political move

ments, than had previously appeared. I have

no reason to complain of the reception accorded

to my book by the critics or the public. I was

aware that in filling two stout volumes I made

the book somewhat too long for general readers ;

but I purposely included in it all the important

material at my command, desiring in those two

volumes to furnish as complete a memorial as

I could of the personal history of the man whom

I sought to honour, and intending hereafter to

embody the most suitable portions of the mate

rial I had collected in a work better adapted

for popular use.

I confess, therefore, to having felt some sur

prise a few months ago when I heard that two

volumes purporting to deal with the life of

Locke were being produced by other writers.

Being pretty certain that there is not much

information procurable on the subject which has

not been published by me, and that no biography

of Locke could be written which would not be

largely composed of information that I had

brought to light, I consider that it would have

been, to say the least, an act of courtesy on the

part of these writers to ascertain in the first

instance whether I objected to their making use

of the material I had brought together. No

communication, however, has been made to me

by either gentleman ; and now that the one of

them who has contrived to get first into the

field has published his volume, I find that it is,

in all its biographical chapters at any rate,

hardly anything but a compilation from my

Work.

The volume I refer to is the contribution just

made by Mr. Thomas Fowler, Professor of

Logic in the University of Oxford, to the series

of "English Men of Letters," edited by Mr.

John Morley, and published by Messrs. Mac-

millan & Co. In his preface, it is true, Mr.

I Fowler makes what he calls " a general acknow

ledgment. " "In writing the chapters about

] Locke's life," he says, " I have derived much

I information from the biographies of Lord King
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and Mr. Fox Bourne, especially from the latter,

which contains a large amount of most interest

ing documents never before printed." He is

good enough also in the body of his book to

mention my name seven times, and in all but

one instance in a complimentary way. As,

however, in all but perhaps ten or a dozen

sentences out of his 126 biographical pages, he

has obviously done nothing but repeat, in a

condensed form, statements already made by

me, those seven references are likely, if not

intended, to lead his readers to suppose that

in only a few cases is he indebted to me, and

that in the rest of his book he owes me little

or nothing. For, besides the sentence I have

already quoted, he says in his preface, "I have

also referred to several other authorities, both

printed and in manuscript ; and in some cases

I believe that my account will be found more

precise than that given in the larger biographies."

I do not doubt Mr. Fowler's statement that he

has " referred to several other authorities," but

his references have been singularly fruitless.

I shall be glad to know whether he can point

out a single instance in which, on any point of

the least value, he has either corrected or sup

plemented the information contained in my

book. That he has or may have obtained some

of that information from Lord King's collection

and other printed volumes, I readily admit ;

indeed, I see that he has quoted from Lord

King two or three sentences of Locke's writing

which I had not thought of sufficient import

ance to repeat ; and that he has translated for

himself two or three Latin sentences contained

in ' Some Familiar Letters between Mr. Locke

and several of his Friends,' published in 1708.

There may be other instances of "original

research " of the same sort which I have not

as yet detected in his volume. I do not here

speak of the account he has given of Locke's

writings in seventy-four pages of his volume, as

these show that he has studied Locke's writings

for himself ; but it will be evident to any one

who compares the two that nearly all tho rest

of his book has been compiled from mine.

For example, where I had said concerning an

early tract of Locke's, " Locke, like the lati-

tudinarians, indulged in many hopes that were

never realized as to the issue of Charles II. 's

restoration," Mr. Fowler writes, "Locke, at

that time, like many other moderate men, seems

to have entertained the most sanguine hopes of

pacification and good government under the

rule of the new monarch." And in the same

paragraph Mr. Fowler's statement that "the

tendencies of the new government were soon

apparent, and the pamphlet was never pub

lished," does not differ much from mine, that

" Locke lived to discover that Charles II. 'a

return was not a very happy one for his sub

jects ; he probably soon felt that it would

be undesirable to publish this treatise, if he

had ever thought of doing so." Whether or

not Mr. Fowler's " account " is " more precise "

than mine, the turns of his sentences and the

order of his paragraphs, his digressions and

explanatory observations, as well as his direct

statements of facts, betray on every page the

source from which his book has been para

phrased and epitomized.

Mr. Fowler says that "in a work like the

present numerous foot-notes would be out of

place." I am well aware that had he acknow

ledged in every instance his indebtedness to me

his pages would have been much defaced and

their space greatly contracted by monotonous

reiterations of my name. But he might have

obviated that difficulty by frankly admitting

that he had found it convenient to give in all

the biographical pages of his work the substance

of mine. Whether that would have been an

adequate excuse for the book is another matter.

If any man, coveting, we will say, a collection

of rare coins which I had been at great pains in

bringing together, and which I was

to the public, were to abstract some

from my store and exhibit them in a slightly

different arrangement for his own profit, a judge

and jury would hardly hold him innocent on

account of his open admission that he had

availed himself of my property. But his offence

would be somewhat greater if, after making the

appropriation, he ticketed six or seven small

coins out of the whole number as originally

mine, and for the rest made " a general acknow

ledgment," which left it to bo supposed by the

public that the bulk of his collection was

obtained from "other authorities." But, of

course, literary property differs from other pro

perty ; and, were it not so, it is probable that

an Oxford Professor of Logic would be able to

adduce a very good chain of reasons for his

procedure.

As my main object in devoting much time

and energy, which could ill be spared from

more remunerative occupations, to the study of

Locke's life and writings was to stir up in the

minds of nineteenth century Englishmen some

interest in one of the greatest and most

neglected teachers of the seventeenth century,

I rejoice to think that such an interest has been

greatly quickened since my book was published ;

and I do not need to be reminded that for the

instruction of the multitude a cheap book of

two hundred pages is far more useful (besides

being far more profitable to the compiler) than

a high-priced one of over a thousand pages ; but

was it fair of Prof. Fowler, without even con

sulting me, to avail himself of the results of all

my laborious inquiries, in and out of England,

in the construction of a volume which any

clever hack-writer could have produced in a

fortnight?

I have complained of Mr. Fowler's lack of

courtesy : I regard his treatment of me as no

less unjust than discourteous ; and though, as

his name stands most prominently on the title-

page, my complaint is addressed especially to

him, it applies as much to the publishers and

the editor who have employed him.

H. R. Fox Bourne.

"BUSH."
The Manse, PHaligo.

This word is still in common use in at least

parts of the north of Scotland. It is applied to

almost every kind of plant, e.g., "a bus o' corn,"

"a rash bus," "a bus o' dockans," "a bus o'

girs." When applied to grass, corn, barley, &c,

it implies that the spot of grass, &c. , spoken of

is of a ranker growth than the surrounding parts.

It is also used to signify a quantity cut or

Elucked up and twisted together, as " The man

id (had) a bus o' dockans in's him'." It is

applied to the hair of the head when in disorder,

as " Her hair wiz a' in a bus."

Walter Gregor.

TUterarg C5ossi».

Mr. George Meredith's new story, ' The

Tragic Comedians,' 'which, is appearing in

the Fortnightly Review, is to be completed

in four numbers. It will, his admirers will

be glad to hear, be reprinted in a small

volume.

The November number of Bfockicood will

contain the opening chapters of a new story,

' The Private Secretary,' by a well-known

writer, whose pen will doubtless speedily be

recognized.

The value of the handsome reprint of

Mr. Pagan's ' Life of Sir Anthony Panizzi '

which, is to appear at Boston, U.S., imme

diately, with the sanction of the biographer,

will be enhanced by the addition of personal

and bibliographical reminiscences of Panizzi

and the Museum during his reign by Mr.

Henry Stevens, F.S.A. Aa Mr. Stevens is

an American citizen,

which fill a considerable portion of the

second volume, will, it is believed, suffice to

protect the reprint from piracy.

Mr. R. L. Stevenson has determined to

suppress his ' Amateur Emigrant,' an

nounced by us some little time ago, and has

withdrawn it from his publisher's hands.

Mr. Stevenson's 1 Essays,' however, are in

reserve, and will shortly be produced.

Me. and Mrs. Macquold have in the press

a new work, called ' In the Ardennes,' the

outcome of a journey made last autumn in

that picturesque region. It will be fully

illustrated by Mr. T. R. Macquoid.

During the vacation the Spelling Reform

Association has been busy. The task of

collecting and printing specimens of

schemes of reform has been successfully

accomplished, and all those that could be

printed have been issued to the members of

the Association. There now remains the

more difficult work of determining the course

which the Association is itself to adopt.

During the coming session the members

will discuss the fundamental questions

which must be answered before any recom

mendations can be publicly made. There is

a talk of an International Spelling Congress

in 1881.

We understand that the first number of

the Journal of the Society for tho Promotion

of Hellenic Studies will be published early

next month. It will contain papers on a

great variety of subjects, not omitting

modern and mediaeval Greek questions, but

a majority of them treat of inscriptions and

antiquities. The contributors are Messrs.

Newton, Jebb, Sayce, W. M. Ramsay, Percy

Gardner, Sidney Colvin, C. Waldstein, Cecil

Smith, A. S. Murray, E. S. Roberts, A. W.

Verrall, Ingram Bywater, and H. F. Tozer.

The volume will be accompanied by several

plates, chiefly representing unpublished

Greek vases. Mr. Percy Gardner has acted

as editor, with the help of a consultative

committee, consisting of Messrs. Hort, By-

water, and Jebb.

The second volume of Dr.

sumptuous edition of the Massorah is

ing through the press, and will be ready

in about six months. The first is finished,

and as a specimen of typography does great

credit to Austria. We fear hardly any

press iu England coidd turn out such work.

Dr. Ginsburg has just returned from Vienna.

The Rev. Joseph Cook, of Boston, U.S.,

who is now in this country, is preparing

an English edition of his lectures in two

volumes. They will be published imme

diately by Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton.

The same firm will issue before long Mr.

J. B. Gough's new work, entitled ' Sunlight

and Shadow ; or Gleanings from my Lafe-

work.'

The Rev. Arthur Palmer, Professor of

Latin in Trinity College, Dublin, has under

taken to prepare for Messrs. MacmiUan &

Co.'s "Classical Series" an edition of the

'Satires' of Horace. It may be expected

to appear in the course of next year. For

the same publishers Mr. G. D. Hicks,

Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, has

in hand a translation of Prof. Susemihl'a

excellent critical notes and commentary to

Aristotle's 'Politics,' published in Leipzig
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last year. Mr. J. E. C. Welldon, Fellow

and Lecturer of King's College, Cambridge,

is meanwhile engaged upon a new trans

lation of the Greek text of the same work.

The condition of Ireland seems likely to

add largely to the literature of the day. We

announced last week a book on the law of

landlord and tenant by Prof. Richey, and

now we hear that Mr. Barry O'Brien, author

of ' The Irish Land Question and English

Public Opinion,' has completed a ' Parlia

mentary History of the Irish Land Ques

tion from 1829 to 1869, and the Origin and

Results of the Ulster Custom.' It will be

published by Messrs. Sampson Low & Co.

Under the title 'The English Citizen:

bis Rights and Responsibilities,' Messrs.

Macmillan & Co. have in preparation a

series of small books dealing concisely with

the actual condition of the various political,

legal, economic, and social arrangements

which constitute the relations of the citizen

to the State. Further details as to subjects

and authors will be announced later on.

At the London Institution this winter Mr.

Mark Pattison is to lecture on a wide sub

ject, ' The Thing that Might Be '; Sir H. S.

Maine, on ' The Succession to Thrones'; Sir

John Lubbock, on ' Fruits and Seeds ' ; Mr.

Frederic Harrison, on ' The French Revolu

tion and the Various Histories of It ' ; and

Prof. Sayce, on ' The Gods of Canaan ' ;

while Mr. J. E. Hodgson, R.A., will dis

course on ' Art among the Ancient Greeks,'

and Mr. William Morris on ' The Prospects

of Architecture in Modern Civilization.' Mr.

Leslie Stephen begins the season with »

lecture on "The Relation of Morality to

Literature.'

The Preston Corporation are now hasten

ing the measures requisite to enable them

to take over the munificent bequest of Mr.

Harris, who gave a sum of 70,000J. for the

erection of a library, on condition that the

town should acquire a suitable site. An

Act was obtained for this purpose last ses

sion, and the Town Council have nominated

a committee to act in conjunction with Mr.

Harris's trustees.

Me. I. Innes, of the Belfast Northern

Whig, is going to undertake the editorship

of the Northern Echo, tho present editor,

Mr. Stead, having joined the staff of the

Pall Mall Gatette.

Mr. Bancroft's new work is now almost

ready for publication. It is entitled ' His

tory of the Formation of the Constitution

of the United States, forming a History

of the United States from the Treaty of

Peace with Great Britain to the Inaugura

tion of Washington as President.'

Messrs. Griffin & Co. (Portsmouth) will

publish next month a second series of ' The

Ships of the Royal Navy,' quarto, contain

ing portraits in colours of every class of

ship in the service at the present time,

with descriptive letter-press. The plates

will be printed by Messrs. Hanhart.

Mr. Effingham Wilson has in the press

a work entitled ' Political Economy for

Business People,' by Mr. Robert Jamieson,

and a new issue, in an enlarged form, of
•The Merchant's Clerk,' by Mr. John

Pearce.

Last week we spoke of the circulation of

Scribner't Magazine as about 100,000 copies

monthly. Messrs. F. Warne & Co. inform

us that it has a circulation in America and

England of 150,000. The supply of St.

Nicholas is now transferred from Messrs.

Scribner & Co.'s previous agents to Messrs.

Warne.

Fkom Munich it is reported that of the

works undertaken by the Historical Coin-

mission the following have been printed

during the last year :—' Die Chroniken der

Doutschen Stadte vom 14" bis ins 16° Jahr-

hundert,' voL xvi. ; 'Die Chroniken der

Niedersachsischen Stadte : Braunschweig,'

vol. ii.; ' Briefe und Acten zur Geechichte

des 16" Jahrhunderts, mit besonderer

Rucksicht auf Bayern,' vol. ii.; 'Beitrage

zur Reichsgesehichte, 1552'; ' Geschichte

der Wissenschaften in Deutschland, ' Neuere

Zeit, vol. xviii. part i. ; ' Die Recess© und

andere Acten der Hansetage von 1256-

1430,' vol. v.; 'Forschungen zur Deutschen

Geschichte,' vol. xx. ; 'Deutsche Biogra-

?hie,' parts xlvii. to lvi. ; ' Geschichte der

leutschen Rechtswissenschaft,' part i. It

is hoped that that gigantic undertaking, the

' History of the Sciences in Germany,' may

be completed in a few yoars.

We are glad to learn that Petermann's

' Porta Linguarum Orientalium,' of which

parts i.-iv. and vi. have appeared, will be

completed by other scholars. Dr. Nestle

has undertaken the 'Porta Syriaca,' and Dr.

Landauer, of Strasbourg, the ' Porta Persica.'

The new Report of the Syndicate of

Madras University compares favourably

with the reports of previous years. Of the

3,309 candidates who presented themselves

for the matriculation examination, 1,094

passed. Of the successful candidates about

two - thirds came from non - Government

schools, and it appears that the schools

managed by native gentlemen are consider

ably on the increase. The majority of tho

85 candidates who, out of the 175 who pre

sented themselves, passed the B.A. exami

nation were Brahmins.

The Senate of Calcutta University will

next March elect a Tagore professor for the

term of one year from the 1st of September,

1881. The professor will receive a salary

of 10,000rs., and will be expected to deliver

at least twelve lectures on one of the follow

ing courses : (1) Undivided Hindu family,

status, rights, liabilities, and privileges

under the different schools of Hindu law ;

(2) The law relating to the disposition of

property among the Mohammedans ; (3) The

law of limitation and prescription in British

India, including easements ; (4) The law of

testamentary devise as administered in

British India.

A Bengali writer, Jogendaranath Bidy-

abhushan, has recently published in the

vernacular a life of Mazzini, together with

a short account of Italian history, his object

being, as he says, to excite patriotic feelings

amongst the Hindus, and to teach them to

prefer the good of their country to their

self-interest.

M. J. Derenbourg's edition of the Hebrew

text of Kalilah and Dimnah, the preparation

of which was mentioned in the Athenmim,

is far advanced, and will appear shortly

with a French translation in the fasciculi

published by the ftcole des Hautes Etudes

in Paris. The introduction, which will con

tain the literature of the translations of

Kalilah, will follow in another fasciculus.

The forthcoming Programm of the Rab

binical School at Buda-Pesth will contain

the Hebrew translation of Al-Bathlayusi's

philosophical treatise in Arabic, with the

title of 'The Figurative Circle,' by Prof.

D. Kaufmann. It will be introduced by

an essay on the influence of Bathlayusi's

theories on the Jewish philosophy of reli

gion in the Middle Ages.

At a meeting of the Bombay branch of

the Royal Asiatic Society, held on the 24th

of August last, the Rev. A. Bourguin read a

paper which consisted of a translation, with

explanatory notes, of the first three chapters

of the ' Dharmasindhu.' This work is a

part of the so-called " Dharmasastras " or

" Books of Laws," and appears to have been

compiled chiefly for ritual purposes. It is,

in fact, a complete Hindu liturgy, and ex

plains the numerous and strange ceremonies

of the Hindus, of which so little has hitherto

been known. The first two chapters treat of

the solar, lunar, and planetary conjunctions ;

the Brahmins and their gifts, and the fasts

and rites appertaining to them ; and the

Hindu mode of reckoning time, namely, by

the synodical lunar month and the lunar

year of 354 days. The third chapter shows

how this lunar year is harmonized with the

solar course by means of intercalary addi

tive and subtractive months. This chapter

also gives a list and explanation of the

curious rites to be performed or omitted on

the epagomenic days, amongst others the

rite of " investiture with the sacred waist

band," the keystone of all other rites of

Hinduism.

A new novel, entitled 'Little Pansy, 'from

the pen of Mrs. Randolph, the author of

' Gentianella,' 'Wild Hyacinth,' &c, will

be shortly published by Messrs. Hurst &

Blackett.

Tiie death is announced of Miss M. L.

Charlesworth, the author of ' Minister

ing Children ' and other popular religious

books. From Germany comes the intelli

gence of the death of H. v. Schmidt, a

novelist highly esteemed by the readers

of the Gartenlavbe and other admirers of

" Dorfgeschichte."

A reaction is said to be setting in in

America against the very shabby race of

books which the competition of the "tor

pedoes" produces. At loast, we have before

us an early copy of an exceedingly tasteful

reprintof ' XXXYI. LyricsandXII. Sonnets,'

by Mr. Aldrich. It is sold at a dollar, and

it is said that the publishers have had the

boldness to print 20,000 copies. Certainly

no European printer need be ashamed of

this dainty volume, which does great credit

to the Riverside Press.

Tiie ' Nonconformist Register of Bap

tisms, Marriages, and Deaths,' compiled by

the Revs. Oliver Ileywood and T. Dicken

son, 1644-1702, 1702-1752, generally known

as the ' Northowram or Coley Register,' is

shortly to be printed by subscription. It

will be edited by Mr. Horsfall Turner, and

the notes will include unpublished lists of

the Popish recusants, licensed preaching

places, &c., in the West Riding, from 1662

to 1700.

There is now in the press a reprint of
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'The Indian Frimer; or, the Way of Train

ing Up of our Indian Youth in the Good

Knowledge of God, 1669,' written by John

Eliot, the apostle to the Indians. To this

is prefixed ' The Indian Covenanting Con

fession,' reprinted from the originals in the

library of the University of Edinburgh.

A HEW magazine, called The Army and

Navy, -will be started by Messrs. W. II.

Allen & Co. next month. Messrs. Cecil

Brooks & Co. begin on the 28th inst. a new

weekly, called The Ladies' Illustrated Paper.

SCIENCE

A Histoiy of the British Marine Polyzoa. By

Thomas Hincks, B.A., F.R.S. (Van Voorst.)

This volume forms the latest addition to the

valuable series of works on British zoology

published by Mr. Van Voorst. The group of

animals with which it deals are all microscopic,

and probably referred to the class of sea-weeds

by the majority of visitors to our sea-shores.

Uninviting as is their outward appearance, they

nevertheless form some of the most beautiful

objects for microscopic investigation. To the

naturalist, too, they are a most interesting group,

and though they have been investigated by

many of the distinguished zoologists of the

century, their affinities with other types are

still uncertain, and many points in their struc

ture and life history are very imperfectly under

stood. Mr. Hiucks's treatise is divided into two

parts—an anatomical section, contained in an

introduction of about 140 pp., dealing with the

structure and life history of the Polyzoa ; and

a systematic section, containing a description

of all the British marine forms. While the

systematic section undoubtedly constitutes the

most valuable part of the work, the introduction

is the part which will be of most interest to the

general reader. It contains by far the fullest

and most satisfactory account of the Polyzoa to

be found in the English language. Mr. Hincks

has himself contributed several interesting papers

on the anatomy of those forms, and he is tho

roughly familiar with the numerous contribu

tions of foreign naturalists. While we fully

recognize the value of his introduction, we can

not help regretting that he has adopted, without

a word of explanation, a nomenclature of the

parts of th.se animals founded upon an old

but erroneous view of their organization. Each

individual of a colony of Polyzoa is encased in

a cell known as the ectocyst. Within the cell

comes the body-wall known as the endocyst, and

within the body-wall is a wide body-cavity, in

which the alimentary canal is suspended. On

the ground of some unwarranted deductions

from the development, the alimentary canal and

tentacles were at one time believed to constitute

a separate individual or zooid, formed by a

process of budding from the body of the larva,

while the larva itself was believed to persist

as the endocyst. The alimentary canal and

tentacles thus came to be called a polype or

polypide. This misleading nomenclature is

retained by Mr. Hincks ; not only so, but we

have been unable to find that he anywhere

explains the true nature of the parts, and

some of his expressions seem even to support

the mistaken views we have just spoken of.

The plates, which are placed in a separate

volume, are excellent. The descriptions of the

different species are clear and precise ; and the

whole work will compare favourably with the

previous volumes of this series.

The Chain of Life in Geological Time. By J. W.

DawBou, LL. D. , F. R, S. (The Religious Tract

Society.)

It may be doubted whether Dr. Dawson will

increase his scientific reputation by the popular

works—semi-scientific, semi-theological—which

lie has been lately writing. No doubt ho feels

that duty calls him to wage war against the

heresies of the new philosophy, and that he

would be false to his mission if his pen were

idle or his voice silent. Only a few months ago

he published his 'Fossil Men,' which may be

regarded as a protest against the dogma of man's

antiquity and the evolution of culture. And

now he brings forth his ' Chain of Life ' as an

antidote against the evolutionary biology which

is so freely taught in most of our schools of

science. After a general review of the stream

of life on the earth, ascending from the eozoon

to man, Dr. Dawson expresses his belief that

the testimony of paleeontology tends "to show

that species come in per saltum rather tlian by

any slow and gradual process."

Outlines of Physiography. By William Lawson-

Part I. (Edinburgh, Oliver & Boyd.)

This text-book has been prepared with reference

to the prescriptions of the syllabus of the Science

Department. In the olden time, before we en

joyed the advantages since conferred upon us by

the scientific mandarins of South Kensington, it

was absurdly supposed that students of physical

geography should learn something about the

earth as a planet and its relation to the sun

before such matters as the distribution of life,

ocean currents, and meteorology were entered

upon. All this has been changed now—we

hardly think for the better—and teachers desi

rous of sharing in the rewards provided by

Government are bound to submit to the new

rule. Mr. Lawson therefore considers in this

first part the earth apart from other portions of

the universe, and chiefly in relation to the mate

rials of which it is composed, the forces which

act upon these materials, and the distribution

of vegetable and animal life. He proposes to

deal in a second part with astronomical geo

graphy. His task, within the limits prescribed

by superior authority, has been fairly well per

formed, and his little book can be recommended

to teachers and learners.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

The moonless nights of next week being

favourable for observation of the comets now in

view, we give the places of Hartwig's and Faye's

for alternate nights as follows. Those of Hart-

wig's comet were calculated by Dr. Oppenheim,

of Berlin, and apply to Berlin midnight on the

respective dates. It has been suggested by Dr.

Winnecke that this comet may possibly be the

same as one observed in the year 1506. It was

in perihelion on September 7th, and is now so

rapidly receding from the earth that it will

scarcely be seen much longer, except with very

powerful telescopes :—

Itartwig't Comet.

Sate. B.A.

h. m. b.

Oct. 23 17 53 I
„ 34 17 53 30
„ 26 18 4 22
„ 28 18 9 43
,. 30 18 14 39

Faye's periodical comet was nearest the earth

on the 3rd inst., but will not reach its peri

helion until January 22nd, and is now at about

its greatest brightness. The places, from the

ephemeris of Prof. Axel Moller, of Lund, also

for Berlin midnight, are the following :—

Faye't Ctmet.

N.P.D.

7*6 24
77 13
77 57
78 37
79 13

Date. N.P.D.
fa. m. i.

Oct. 22 22 48 22 88 51
„ 24 22 48 68 89 10
„ 26 22 49 43 89 28
„ 28 22 50 37 89 45
,. 30 22 51 39 90 1

Of the comet discovered by Mr. Swift on the

11th inst. nothing further has, so far as we are

aware, been heard.

The volume of Greenwich Observations for

1878 has been published. We have already had

occasion to announce (Athenaznm, September

4th) that the spectroscopic and photographic

results for that year and for 1879 were issued in

advance of the volumes a few weeks ago. There

is nothing of an unusual character in the Obser

vations for 1878 to call for special remark.

Mr. Gill, who, it will be remembered, suc

ceeded Mr. Stone last year in the direction of

the Royal Observatory at the Cape of Good

Hope, delivered an address at the annual

meeting of the South African Philosophical

Society at Cape Town, on the 30th of July last,

on the determination of the earth's distance

from the sun, which has been printed and cir

culated, and will be read with interest. In

addition to a sketch of the previous history of

determinations of this most important element

in the solar system, he gives some particulars

of his own observations of Mars at the island

of Ascension in the autumn of 1877, the full

details of which will be published by the Royal

Astronomical Society. The method adopted in

this determination was, as is well known,

originally proposed by Sir George Airy in 1857,

and consisted in utilizing the rotation of, the

earth as the means of viewing the planet from

two separate stations, instead of employing two

observers at different points of the earth's sur

face. Thus the observations could all be made

by the same observer, securing, amongst other

advantages, a greater probability of their being

made in a similar manner. Mr. Gill had pre

viously satisfied himself of the accuracy to be

obtained in measuring the angular distance

between two neighbouring celestial objects by

the heliometer, and obtained from Lord Lindsay

the loan of a very fine one with which he was

familiar, having used it in the Transit-of-Venus

expedition to Mauritius, and (being aided by a

vote of money from the Astronomical Society)

transported it to Ascension. With this the obser

vations were accordingly made on twenty-two

corresponding mornings and evenings between

July 31st and October 3rd ; the separate results

are fairly accordant, and the mean result is a

solar equatorial horizontal parallax of 8" '782,

giving a distance of 93,070,000 miles. The

occasion was a very favourable one, Mars being

in perihelion on August 21st, a few weeks after

the earth was in aphelion, so that the determina

tion is in every point of view entitled to con

siderable confidence. Mr. Gill looks forward to

being able to make and utilize observations of

Borne of the small planets at the Cape for the

solar parallax. Their stellar-like appearance

offers advantages for this, notwithstanding their

greater distance, and something has (as we have

had occasion to notice) been already done in this

way on the proposition of Dr. Galle, of Breslau.

This is chiefly noteworthy as an encouragement

to undertake more complete and extended obser

vations for the same purpose.

The Companion to the British Almanac lor

1881 will contain, amongst other articles, a short

sketch of the history of the Royal Observatory,

Greenwich, by Mr. Lynn, F.R.A.S., for many

years a member of its staff.

Mr. Burnham contributes to the last number

of the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astrono

mical Society a paper on the double-star mea

sures of the Bedford Catalogue in the well-known

' Celestial Cycle,' giving an examination of a large

proportion of those stars, by which it is evident

that the measures of distance and position in the

'Cycle' are quite untrustworthy, being affected

by very numerous errors, in many cases very diffi

cult to explain. There are, indeed, many accu

rate measures in the 'Cycle,' but these are mixed

up with a large number of observations which

seem to have been made without any expecta

tion of their future publication, and, as Mr.

Burnham remarks, " without any attempt at

special and independent accuracy," a circum

stance which " may have been forgotten or to

some extent lost sight of when the Bedford

Catalogue was prepared." Whatever be the

reason of this, there can be no certainty in

forming an inference from the difference be

tween the relative places of the components

of a double star as given in the 'Cycle'
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and as at present found to exist. Attention

was called to this matter by Mr. Herbert

Sadler in the Monthly Notices last year ; but

Air. Bumham remarks that he had been led to

it even before that by communications relating

to the alleged disappearance of the companions

to certain stars. The examination contained in

the paper now before us shows clearly that no

such conclusion can be drawn from a comparison

with positions given in the 1 Cycle ' alone.

The most important result of Mr. Leigh

Smith's Arctic voyage undoubtedly centres in

the excellent promise it gives of future success

ful exploration in that quarter. The extension

of the Franz Josef archipelago to the westward

was not unexpected, and confirms the theory

originally entertained that that land was more

closely connected with the Spitzbergen group

than any other. And it is a curious and gratify

ing confirmation of the accuracy of the old

Dutch navigator Giles's observations, that, in

the exact position indicated by him so long

since, land has now at last been discovered. In

Van Keulen's chart, which was founded on
Giles's and I •_. r Reps's observations, and pub

lished in Holland during last century, land is

delineated a little to the east of North-East Land

and in 80' north latitude. Much confusion seems

tohave subsequently prevailed regarding the land.

The late Dr. Petermann, who, in spite of his un

questionable scientific erudition, was the author

of some queer geographical misconceptions,

shifted " Giles Land a good deal to the north,

and the Norwegians, and even Prof. Norden-

skiold, appear to have associated it with Wiche's

Land, which lies one degree to the south. But

now we find Mr. Leigh Smith, working from

the east, lighting upon land in the very posi

tion assigned to it by old Giles, or Gillis as he

has sometimes been called. It gives very good

ground for the expectation, recently expressed

by several distinguished Arctic authorities, that

a vessel advancing under the lee of that land

would be sheltered from the heavy westward

drift of the pack in Borents's Sea, and might

thus attain a high northern latitude. Another

object would be the exploration of the land to

the northward, which Mr. Leigh Smith could

descry but was unable to reach.

The series of articles which have recently

appeared in the Standard, under the title

"Gossip from the Alps," are from the pen of

Mr. H. Schtttx Wilson, the author of ' Alpine

Adventures. '

M. Perrier at the meeting of the Academic

des Sciences of Paris on October 4th presented

his determinations of longitudes, latitudes, and

azimuths in Africa made under his direction in I

1877 and 1878. He stated that by exchange

of signabi he was enabled to calculate the mean

retardation of transmission of a signal through '

an aerial conductor from chronograph to chrono

graph with accuracy. The mean velocity of

propagation was found by M. Perrier to be

about 40,000 kilometres (of 1093-633 yards), at

which rate an electrical signal would pass round

the earth in a second.

MEETINGS FOK TUB KNSl ING WEEK.
Aristotelian. 8. — ■The Arabian Philosopher*,' Mr. H. i
•Tho scholastics,' Mr. A. J. Cooper.

.Srifurt 6ossip.

Dr. Hjalmar Stolpb, Curator of the Royal

Archaeological Museum at Stockholm, has been

gent by the Swedish Academy of Sciences upon

a scientific tour through Europe, more especially

for ethnographical and archaeological purposes.

The Swedish savant has spent two months in

the Netherlands. He will continue his researches

in London accompanied by M Serrurier, the

Conservator of the Royal Ethnographical

. of Leyden.

Mb. T. P. Fkizell, C.E., publishes in the

Journal of the Franklin Institute for September

' Experiments on the Compression of Air by the

Direct Action of Water.' The method advocated

promises important advantages over existing

methods of utilizing water power, putting it in

a form to be transmitted to distant points.

Portland cement is amongst the most recent

of Indian manufactures. By a simple and

almost purely mechanical process, a cement

capable of bearing a pressure of 650 to 1,000

pounds and upwards is produced from ordinary

kankar combined with a certain proportion of

purer limestone of local origin. A company has

been formed, and works have been erected for

the production of the cement at Sealdah.

Prof. Scacchi, the mineralogist and crystallo-

grapher, describes in the Bulletin of the Belgian

Academy a new mineral, to which he gives the

name of " Vesbine," found by him in a yellow

incrustation formed on certain portions of the

Vesuvian lava ejected in 1631. He considers

vesbine to be a vesbiate of alumina, and vesbic

acid as the oxide of a new element, " Vesbium."

Mr. Alfred C. Haddon writes:—" Allow me

to correct a misstatement which appeared in

the Athenteum for October 9th respecting my

marine zoology class. This class was started

and conducted solely for the study of marine

zoology in connexion with our University course

of instruction, and without any idea of founding

a zoological station."

The Statistical Registers of the Colony of

Victoria for 1879 have been forwarded to us.

Part i. contains all official information ; part ii.

deals with the population, and port iii. with

finance.

MM. Hautefeullle and Chappuis announced

at a recent meeting of the Academic des Sciences

that they had liquefied ozone. They secured

this end by great reduction of temperature, and

the passage through the gas of the silent elec

trical discharge. The gas first assumed an

azure blue colour ; then, under a pressure of

several atmospheres, it appeared of a dark indigo

blue. The pressure was then increased to

ninety-five atmospheres and suddenly removed ;

the tube was at once tilled with a mist, indicating

liquefaction. Ozone was shown to be explosive :

if a mixture of oxygen rich in ozone be rapidly

compressed at ordinary temperatures an explo

sion takes place.

Hofrath von Waoner, Professor of Tech

nological Chemistry in the University of Wiirz-

burg, is dead. Dr. Wagner was born at

Leipzig in 1823. His ' Handbuch der Chem-

ischen Technologie ' was translated into English

by Mr. Crookes.

Prof. Graham Bell was elected an honorary

member of the National Telephone Association

at a meeting recently held at Niagara Falls,

under the presidency of Mr. G. L. Phillips. It

was stated that in 1879 the Bell Telephone

Company had about 12,000 telephones in use in

America. At tho present time over 100,000 of

these instruments are in daily use in that

country. The postal authorities in this country

dispute the title of the telephone companies to

do any business without a licence under the

Telegraph Act of 1870. The case is expected

to be tried in November.

FINE ARTS

DORfi S OKKAT WORKS. 'CHRIST I.KAVINO the PR^.TOltlrM , '
'CHRIST ENTERING JERUSALEM,' and ' The BRAZEN SERPENT'
fthp latter just cumpk'tedt, each 3.1 bj 22 feet, with ' Dream of Pilate's
Wife.' ' Soldiers of the Cross ' ' N litht of the Crucifixion,' ' Uouw ul
Caiapkaa. Ac .. at the DORK GALLERY, 30, New Bond Street. Dallj,
Ten toSLx.—Is.

'Jacob's dream.'

Fifty years since I saw the Dulwich Gallery,

and during a half century's experience, gained in

studying the chief collections of the Continent,

have never ceased to remember the ' Jacob's

Dream' as not only the gem of the Dulwich

pictures, but as one of the most remarkable

works of the master. I was astonished, there

fore, on revisiting the gallery, to find that,

whilst the picture was unaltered, the inscription

was changed from " Rembrandt " to the "School

of Rembrandt," and that the work was con

temptuously treated in the new catalogue as

only noticeable for two conspicuous defects !

That my opinion of it is not exclusively mine

may be seen by two descriptions. One, by an

anonymous writer in 1824, says : " This ex

traordinary work is one of Rembrandt's very

finest efforts, and is, perhaps, the most purely

poetical picture he ever produced. " The other,

by Mrs. Jameson, says: "Within the realm

of creative art I know of nothing more wild,

visionary, and poetical than this little picture."

Neither of these writers, nor, so far as I

know, any one else, ever thought of discussing

the originality of the ' Jacob's Dream,' nor shall

I waste a moment's time in doing so. As well

might one question the authorship of the

' Madonna di San Sisto ' at Dresden, or of the

' Bacchus and Ariadne ' in the National Gallery

at London.

My object is only to protest against what

appears to me the most grotesque blunder in art

criticism ever committed, and to beg that, if

necessary, a competent jury of artistical experts

may be impanelled, in order by their verdict to

restore the old inscription and to wipe out the

indignity committed against the master and the

gallery. Septuagenarian.

The Print Room, British Museum, has re

cently acquired, by purchase from a private

collector, and for less than 2002. , a small number

of old masters' drawings of exceptional merit and

interest, on which the following notes may be

welcome :—1. The whole-length figure of a sol

dier in complete and picturesque armour, of mail

and plate, executed in water colours of blue and

solid white on lighter blue paper, very carefully

and learnedly drawn, with evident labour and

considerable skill, in a manner which reminds

us of the school of which the Holbeins were

members. It is a valuable instance of Swiss

art of tho period of those painters. Indeed

it is almost good enough for Holbein the

Younger, and bears a close likeness to the

figure of the soldier who stands with his back

towards us in the front of the picture of 'Christ

before Pilate' (not 'Pilate washing his Hands').

The defective foreshortening of the right arm,

which is raised with a two -hand sword or

halberd, and the laboured touch of the artist

are against the notion that this fine figure is by

Holbein himself. Mr. Reid has recognized a

likeness between the manner, the drawing,

and mode of this work and what wo find in

the productions of the Swiss artist, N. Manuel

Deutsch. 2. A whole-length figure, drawn in

bistre with a pen, of ' St. John in the

Desert' by Mocetto, from which he engraved

his excellent print with certain changes in the

background and other portions. D. Campagnola

copied this example. For the original and the

copy see Bartsch, xii. 3. By Wouwermans, in

bistre with a pen, representing two sportsmen,

one of whom is on horseback, and converses with

his fellow ; both carry fowling-pieces. It is re

markable for a free and firm touch, an animated

design, and spirited motive. 4. Studies, on

salmon-coloured paper in silver-point and white,

for two draped female figures, probably made for

an 'Annunciation,' in a very delicate and some

what nerveless manner of design and draughts

manship, but otherwise much resembling the art

of FraF. Lippi, to whom it has been conjectural ly

attributed. The lack of expression in the lower

half of the sitting figure is not decisively op

posed to this ascription. 5. A. Altdorfer, a

'Last Judgment,' including a "Majesty," de

signed in the Gothic type and mode of com

position. Christ is in a vesica-shaped glory,
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and surrounded by the usual figures of the

heavenly hierarchy, while below are distinct

groups of the redeemed and the condemned,

the summoning angel flying between. It is full

of energy and is highly interesting. Drawn in

ink with a pen, the colour has been affected by

damp, so that three tints are observable in

the pigment. 6. A whole-length figure of the

Virgin seated, with two genii supporting her

robes at her knees ; one hand is in her lap,

the other is raised, but its action is not

defined. This Bketch, which is in red chalk,

is most graceful, elegant, and tender, and

displays an ornate inspiration which reminds

us of Parmigiano, although it may not be by

him. 7. By Cuyp, a landscape, drawn with

white and touched with indian ink, washed

with the latter and yellow ochre : it shows

with the most happy freshness and breadth a

flat prospect with trees ; on the sky-line are

the buildings of a town. 8. Another, by the

same, similarly executed ; a hamlet, with a large

church, occupies the centre of a champaign

country. 9. An anonymous drawing of the

school of Parma, a good example of the eclectic

mode, and representing the Virgin with Christ

and St. John, accompanied by angels, intended

for an altar-piece, and executed in bistre and

white on pale olive paper. 10. A design for

an elaborate salver, made with a pen in bistre

and black ink, to represent in a large circle, to

be chiselled or wrought in repoussi of silver or

gold, in distinct groups and in bold relief, the

Triumphs of the Gods.

Prof. Legkos, our readers will be glad to

learn, is now a British subject, letters of natural

ization having been granted him a few days

since. Prof. Legros has lived in England for

nearly eighteen years.

TheJournal Officiel publishes aparagraph refer

ring to the alarm excited by the recent conflagra

tion of the upper stories of the Pavilion de Flore.

The governmental organ endeavours to allay

public uneasiness by describing various precau

tions taken to protect the Louvre. It alleges, with

some nafretf, that a deluge of water is available

for the next occasion. We are led to infer,

however, that on the completion of the new

Hotel de Ville the dangers inseparable from

the ' ' installations provisoires " of the municipal

offices will be reduced.

Among the pictures secured by the French

Government at the last Salon, and destined for

temporary installation in the Luxembourg, are

the ' Ismael ' of M. Cazin ; ' Les Derniers Re-

belles ' of M. B. Constant, depicting the exterior

walls of Morocco and numerous figures ; the

' Cain ' of M. Cormon, that is, the procession of

figures in the desert ; ' Dans 1'Atelier ' of M.

Dantan, and others, all of which we described

in criticizing the exhibition at the Palais de

l'lndustrie.

The Chroniqne da Arts records the death of

M. Piosse, "Membrede l'lnstitut, Conservateur

du Muse'e des Etudes a l'Ecole des Beaux-Arts,"

who was well known to many of our countrymen

in his official capacity.

The death is announced of the Marchese

Giovanni Pietro Campana, the distinguished

archaeologist and explorer of Etruscan tumuli,

Director of the Monte di Pieta, and author of

various works on antiquities, including ' Di due

Sepolchri Romani,' &c., 'Antichi Opera in Plas-

tica,' &c, ' Descriptions des Marbres Antiques

du Muse'e Campana.' Distinguished for his

learning, acumen, and industry, M. Campana

acquired a vast, but wonderfully unequal, collec

tion of relics of almost every kind, which was

for many years a great attraction to visitors. In

his official capacity he incurred charges of mal

versation of the funds entrusted to him ; he

was convicted—unjustly, as many of his friends

declared ; harshly, as most men felt—and sen

tenced to the galleys. This sentence was com

muted for imprisonment—a punishment which

he endured for three yean, until Napoleon III.

procured his release from the Pope. When his

collections were sold, Dr. Birch and Mr. Newton

made, in 1856, a special report on them for the

British Museum. A great number of articles,

including antique jewellery, terra-cottas, &c. ,

12,000 in all, passed to the Parisian museums

for the price of 174,500f. ; the largest portion of

the antique category, being 767 vases, bronzes,

and marbles, were sold for 26,0001., and taken to

St. Petersburg. M. GuecUSonow described these ;

M Albert Jacquemart described the majolica of

the Campana Collection in 1862. Campana's

so-called defalcations were alleged to amount

to 200,0001., but his collections were valued

by his friends at a much larger sum. The

antiques alone, except the marbles, wore

valued by the authorities of the British

Museum at 34,2502., and our Government was

urged to give so much ; this proposal fell to

the ground. South Kensington, as represented

by Mr. J. C. Robinson, secured a most impor

tant collection of eighty-four Renaissance sculp

tures, including works by De la Robbia, and

majolica wares of the reputed Gigli-Campana

Collection. The National Gallery failed to

obtain any directly of the numerous—almost

innumerable—objects, valuable and worthless,

which the avidity of the unfortunate collector

had stimulated his agents to secure from all

parts of Italy.

Pbof. Newton has, we are asked to say,

changed the day of his lectures on archaeology

at University College from Wednesday to Friday.

Steps are being taken for the formation at

Simla of a permanent Society for the Encourage

ment of the Fine Arts. There will be an annual

exhibition of pictures, and prizes will be given

for the best productions of amateurs. The

works of professional artists will be exhibited,

but will not be allowed to compete for prizes.

A collection of works on subjects connected with

art will be formed, and a supply of the best art

periodicals obtained for the use of members. It

is proposed before long to establish a Free Fine-

Art Gallery at Simla in connexion with the

Society.

There is a falling off in the number of pic

tures exhibited at this year's Fine-Art Exhibi

tion at Simla. There are only 63 oils and 182

water colours, as compared with 85 oils and 277

water colours in 1879. Sir Robert Egerton, in

his speech at the opening of the exhibition on

the 18th of last month, ascribed the fact to the

fewness of the contributors, a result of the

Afghan War, and to the Poona Fine-Art Ex

hibition being this year held at the same time.

It is said that the Poona Exhibition shows con

siderable progress compared with previous years,

there being a great increase especially in the

number of pictures sent in by lady contributors.

The last vestiges of the Palais du Champ de

Mars, constructed for the Exhibition of 1878,

are being removed. Shortly nothing will remain

of the prodigious structures which attracted all

the world.

A learned Correspondent calls attention to

novel biographical data about two distinguished

painters which are supplied by the ' Illustrated

Guide to Weymouth,' the district of Sir James

Thornhill. This work, on p. 24, has recorded

that " he [Thornhill] married a daughter of Ho

garth, the celebrated caricaturist and engraver."

We have received from Messrs. Cassell & Co.

Part I. of ' Egypt, Descriptive, Historical, and

Picturesque.' It has numerous and brilliant

woodcuts, admirably printed, of well - chosen

subjects illustrating the text. The letter-press is

translated from the German of Prof. Ebers by

Miss C. Bell, with an introduction and notes by

Dr. Birch. It is bright and well calculated to

fix the attention of readers on the most taking,

if not the most important, points of the history

of Egypt By-and-by we shall, no doubt, be

able to record the appearance of some important

notes by the learned English Egyptologist.

MUSIC

THE WEEK.

Leei>8.—Triennial Musical Festival.
Her Majesty's.—' Faust,' 'La Favorita,' and 'La Boa-

nambula.'
Crystal Palace.—Second Saturday Concert.

Last week we were only able to chronicle

the opening performance of 'Elijah' at

the Leeds Festival. On the evening of

the first day Mr. Baxnett's cantata, ' The

Building of the Ship,' was produced with

every sign of popular approval. The com

poser has not laid himself open to the

charge of having failed to rise to the

level of his theme, as was the case in his

' Paradise and the Peri ' and ' The Ancient

Mariner.' On the contrary, his music is

admirably adapted to the homely nature of

the poem. One of the besetting sins of

modern composers is an unhealthy striving

after profundity of style, a manifest desire

to avoid conventionalism at any price. Now

the greatest charm in Mr. Barnett's work is

its perfect freedom from any suspicion of

labour; the aim may not be particularly high,

but it is attained with a consummate ease

whioh is in itself pleasant and graceful. Inthe

most vigorous numbers—such as the chorus,

" Thus with the rising of the sun," and the

well-developedfinale—musicians will note the

simplicity of the means employed to produce

the effects. In the pretty little unaccom

panied quartets the part-writing could not

well be more transparent, but its elegance

and finish are undeniable. Again, in the

duet, " When the hot long day was o'er,"

a quaint phrase for the corno inglese several

| times repeated suffices to rivet the attention

and lend a charm to the entire number.

The airs we are inclined to consider the

least happy portion of the work, as, with

one exception, they are not superior to the

ordinary ballad type of composition. Though

the orchestration is bright and picturesque,

the work would lose comparatively little by

performance with a pianoforte accompani

ment, the voice parts, especially in the con

certed pieces, being written with such per

fect elegance and good taste. Thus ' The

Building of the Ship ' will prove eminently

serviceable to small choral societies, and as

the demand for music of this kind is ever

on the increase, Mr. Barnett may be said to

have scored a success. The performance, in

which band, chorus, and principals—Miss

Anna Williams, Madamo Trebelli, Mr.

Lloyd, and Mr. Henschel—laboured with

equal zeal, was as near perfection as pos

sible, and the reception of the work must

have been most gratifying to the composer.

In the second part of the concert the chorus

showed the great advance it has made in

refinement since the last festival. Better

unaccompanied singing than that of "As

Vesta was " and ' Tho Lullaby of Life '

could not possibly be desired. Mozart's

Symphony in o minor was included, but

made little effect.

Thursday morning's performance will be

long remembered for the truly superb

achievements of the chorus. The pro

gramme commenced with Mr. Walter Mac-

farren's musicianly overture, ' Hero and

Leander,' performed at a Philharmonic

Concert last season, and duly noticed at

the time. Mendelssohn's fine 114th Psalm,

for eight-part chorus, came next, and was
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magnificently rendered, though the tempi in

the first and last movements seemed a trifle

slow. We might dilate at length on this

performance were it not that one still finer

immediately succeeded. Beethoven's Choral

Symphony is a work to put the capahilities

of the best chorus to the test. The greatest

of composers had no thought for the con

venience of singers, and, however admirably

the instrumental movements of the Ninth

Symphony are played, as, for example, at

the Crystal Palace, the charm generally

breaks with the entry of the chorus. These

conditions were exactly reversed at Leeds.

The first three sections of the work were

tamely rendered and coldly received, but

the finale was given with a power and in

tensity such as it has probably never received

from the day of its composition until the

present time. A highly meritorious inter

pretation was heard at the Bristol Festival

a year ago, but it was thrown into the

shade by that of last week. In listening

to the glorious voices of the Yorkshire choir

sustaining with apparent ease passages which

usually are most ineffective, one might almost

have fancied that Beethoven was enabled to

look into futurity, and know that his work

would at length receive full justice in the

land for which it was written. The temp

tation to linger over a performance so

unique and to enter into minute details is

great, but it must be repressed. Let it

suffice that by this morning's work the

Leeds chorus stamped itself as the best of

such bodies at present before the public,

and that it would be well to consider the

advisability of including the great Mass

in d in the festival of 1883. It was in

evitable that whatever succeeded the Choral

Symphony should seem like an anticlimax,

and Bennett's ' May Queen,' as possessing

special interest for Leeds, was as appro

priate a selection as could have been made.

Music so simple and tuneful made no

demands on the executants, and the cantata

went with the utmost smoothness.

The performance of Handel's ' Samson '

in the evening may be dismissed with few

words. The work itself has always been

a favourite, as much in consequence of the

number of beautiful airs it contuins as of

its exceedingly fine choruses. As in most

of Handel's oratorios, largo excisions are

necessary in order to bring the work within

reasonable length. The curtailments made

on this occasion were the same as usual,

except that the pretty little soprano air

" With plaintive notes " was restored to its

place. Concerning the additional accom

paniments, written for the performance by

Mr. Ebenezer Prout, nothing can be 6aid in

this place. There are conscientious musi

cians—or, more properly speaking, theorists

—who object to what they term tampering

with the music of Handel and Bach, and who

would, if we understand them rightly, rather

banish these masters from the concert-room.

For, setting aside the practical difficulties

in the way of providing a larger number of

oboes and bassoons than of strings, we must

revive obsolete instruments, remodel our

trumpets, and reintroduce the harpsichord

on the orchestra, in order to produce

every effect indicated by composers of a

hundred and fifty years ago. Since this is

impossible, the wisest course seems to be to

adapt the old scores to modern require- I

ments, insisting only that the additions

shall be in the spirit of the original, and

that no alterations shall be made except

where absolutely necessary. ' Samson,' on

the whole, received full justice at the

Leeds performance, though several mishaps

occurred towards the close. The choruses

were grandly delivered, and the solos uni

formly well rendered by Miss Williams,

Madame Patey, Mr. Maas, Mr. King, and

Mr. Honschel.

On Friday morning the most interesting

event of the festival, the production of Mr.

Arthur Sullivan's sacred musical drama,

' The Martyr of Antioch,' took place. We

referred last week to the extraordinary exu

berance of the language in Dean Milman's

poem, and it may now bo added that this

verbosity, characteristic enough of the poetry

of his time, has necessitated the removal

of so much of the original that what remains

scarcely constitutes a connected and intelli

gible story. This might have been of im

portance, but is not, for though the new

work is called a " sacred musical drama," it

is precisely in the dramatic element that the

composer has failed. This weakness is felt

at the very outset. We have an introduc

tion in d, triple time, based on a strongly

marked, not very dignified, but decidedly

taking theme. This eventually proves to be

the martyr's song as she gazes enraptured

on the celestial glory unfolding itself to her

view. And yet the chorus of Pagans which

immediately follows the introduction begins

in the same key and practically in the same

time and rhythm. Dramatically anything

more inappropriate can scarcely be imagined.

But having said this we have nothing re

maining but praise for this Hymn to Apollo.

It is very lengthy, occupying seventy-two

pages in the vocal score, but all sense of

monotony is avoided by the richness and

variety of Mr. Sullivan's treatment. The

opening section for male voices pleases on

account of the delicate embroidery for the

violins in the accompaniment. After a more

rugged episode in common time the female

voices enter with the first theme, and from

this point to the end of the section delicious

melody prevails unceasingly. The next

portion, set as a contralto solo, is even more

charming. The voice is supported by close

harmonies in the lower registers of wind

and strings, while two clarinets maintain a

little figuro of three notes with an exquisite

dreamy effect. The renewal of the chorus

is marked by an access of energy, and the

composer works up his materials to an ex

cellent climax, the writing being noteworthy

throughout for the florid and picturesque

style of tho accompaniments. Olybius, the

Prefect of Antioch (tenor), then invokes

the absent Margarita, priestess of Apollo,

in a flowing and elegant song, which has

all the elements of popularity ; and the scene

ends with a brief and flippant chorus. We

are now transferred to the Christians' burial-

place by night. A prelude for organ gives

the required contrast to the preceding music,

but the succeedingfuneral anthem, ' ' Brother,

thou art gone before us," can only be cha

racterized as an exceedingly pretty part-

song. As such it may be praised; otherwise

it cannot be considered worthy of the situa

tion. The Christians hurriedly disperse,

except Margarita, who in a soliloquy pro

claims her conversion to the new faith. The

first portion of this suggests Wolfram's

first song in the tournament scene in ' Tann-

hiiuser '; the air or hymn which follows,

" For thou didst die for me," well expresses

the rapt devotion of the young convert.

The succeeding expostulatory duet between

Margarita and her father is the weakest

number in the work, and it is a relief to

return once more to the lyrical style in a

" Maidens' Evening Song," a melodious two-

part chorus with a fairy-like accompani

ment for muted violins. The middle sec

tion of this is too strongly reminiscent of

' Carmen ' to escape notice. Olybius then

addresses Margarita in an expressive but

not very original air, and she replies, offer

ing to be his bride if he will embrace Chris

tianity. This attempt at bribery is repelled

with curses, and the maiden announces her

intention of proceeding at once to prison.

Again Mr. Sullivan fails in dramatic

writing, though to a less extent than

before. We do not care for the mingled

chorus of Christians and Pagans which

follows, but the atrophic contralto air and

chorus, "Io P«ean," with its singular

accompaniment, is most effective. Mar

garita, being called upon, explains the faith

that is in her in a declamatory solo, to which

the people reply with exclamations of "Blas

phemy!" A quartet, "Have mercy, unre

lenting Heaven," may be passed over without

comment, and then we have the martyr's

song at the stake, to which reference has

already been made. As has been said, the

theme is not conceived in a very lofty spirit,

but the delicate orchestration is worthy of

all praise ; and in the last portion of the

scene, when the voice rises higher and

higher, accompanied by swelling chords of the

brass and massive scale passages, Mr. Sul

livan attains the full measure of inspiration

demanded by the situation. After this the

brief and commonplace chorus with which

the work concludes is an inevitable anti

climax. In the foregoing sketch of ' The

Martyr of Antioch ' praise and blame have

been mingled with an impartial hand, and

if our verdict seem now and then severe, it

is because we have judged the work by the

highest standard, as we believe the com

poser would desire it to be judged. It

might be wished that in some portions Mr.

Sullivan had taken a loftier view of his

theme, but at any rate ho has written some

most charming music, and orchestration

equal, if not superior, to any that has ever

proceeded from the pen of an English musi

cian. And, further, it is an advantage to

have the composer of ' H.M.S. Pinafore '

once more occupying himself with a worthier

form of art. The performance cannot have

failed to satisfy him, and it is doubt

ful whether he will ever again hear his

work under similarly favourable conditions.

Madame Albani fairly surpassed herself in

the music allotted to the heroine, Mr.

Edward Lloyd and Madame Patey sang

their best, and the band and chorus were

very little short of perfection. The cheers

which followed were too hearty and general

to be taken as a mere empty compliment.

The work pleased, and may probably enjoy

considerable popularity.

The remainder of the festival must be dis

posed of as briefly as possible. Beethoven's

Mass in c, and Schubert's fine motet,

'Miriam's Triumph Song,' with Franz Lach-
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ner's orchestral accompaniments, occupied

the second part of Friday morning's concert.

In the evening Mr. Wingham's new overture,

' Mors Janua Vitas,' headed the programme.

It is an earnest, carefully written piece, hut

rather deficient in colour and variety. The

choruses in Bach's cantata, ' 0 Light Ever

lasting,' were taken too fast to produce the

clearest effect. Raff's ' Lenore ' Symphony

was well received, hut the impression would

have heen much greater had the programme

contained but a few words of explanation

of the several movements. The indefatigable

choir seemed as fresh as ever on Saturday

morning, and the performance of ' The Last

Judgment' was masterly. The same may

he said of the first and second parts of

'The Creation' and the "Gloria" from

Handel's ' Utrecht Jubilate.' This con

cludes the record of the festival proper;

but on Friday and Saturday between the

performances Dr. Spark, the popular organ

ist of the Town Hall, gave two organ

recitals, his programmes being cleverly de

signed not only to display the capabilities

of his splendid instrument, but to illustrate

the various styles of organ music, original

and transcribed.

The Leeds Festival of 1880 may be regis

tered as a gratifying success. Errors and

imperfections were very few and far between,

and the programmes and performances were

alike above the average. Mr. Arthur Sulli

van amply justified the action of the com

mittee in appointing him as conductor, for

if exception had to be taken now and again

in matters of detail to his method of lead

ing, still, as a rule, he wielded the bdton

with skill, taste, and judgment. Financially

the festival was the best of the series, the

total attendance exceeding 13,000 persons,

against 11,700 at the festival of 1877, which

in its turn was more successful than that of

1874. The promoters of similar gatherings

may lay these results to heart as indicating

the wisdom of pursuing a liberal and en

lightened course.

The autumn season of Italian opera at

Her Majesty's Theatre opened on Mon

day evening under inauspicious circum

stances. An apology was circulated for the

promised debutante, Mdlle. Elisa Widmar,

who was to have appeared as Marguerite

in 'Faust,' and the part was taken by

the ever-ready and capable Mdlle. Bauer-

meister. Signor Vizzani has improved in

voice since he was last with us, and his

Faust was by no means a bad performance.

But here even qualified approval must end.

The Mephistopheles of Signor Ordinas, the

Siebel of Mdlle. Olga de Morini, and the

Valentine of Mr. George Fox were quite un

worthy of the theatre, and the general per

formance was simply disgraceful—band,

chorus, organ, and prompter giving almost

equal offence. Matters improved somewhat

on Tuesday, when 'La Favorita' was re

vved for the assumption by Madame

Tre belli of the title r6le in Donizetti's best

opera. Since the departure of Madame

Pauline Lucca the character has not been so

well played in London. Madame Trebelli

ac s very finoly in the last scene, and in

general the music is not too high for her

voice. But the one defect in her singing is

a co mplete inability to execute florid pas-

sag 38, and these she should rigidly avoid.

Signor Cantoni, who made his dibut as Fer

nando, is no longer in his first youth, but

his voice is not -wanting in sympathy and

his style in cantabile is fairly good. In

declamatory passages his powers fail him,

and the great scene in the third act pro

duced no effect whatever. Another new

comer, Signor Quintilli-Leoni, who appeared

as Alfonso, is a heavy bass with a powerful

and unmanageable voice. He would have

been more acceptable as Baldassare. There

were many slips in the general perform

ance, but it was good by comparison with

that of Monday. Mdlle. Giulia Bressolles,

who made her first appearance on Wednes

day in Bellini's threadbare ' Sonnambula,'

cannot be considered an acquisition. Her

voice is hard and wiry, and her manner

wholly devoid of charm. The chorus dis

tinguished itself on this occasion by singing

more out of tune than usual, and the pro

mise of improvement in this department is

as yet scarcely fulfilled.

The chief interest of last Saturday's con

cert at the Crystal Palace attached to the

soloists, rather than to the music brought

forward—at least, so far as the more im

portant items of the programme are con

cerned. Mendelssohn's ' Italian ' Symphony

and Beethoven's Overture to ' Leonora '

(No. 2), welcome as they always are, are

too familiar to need a word of notice. The

special features of the concert were the first

appearance of Mdlle. Louise Pyk and the

pianoforte playing of Mr. Oscar Beringer.

Mdlle. Pyk, who comes from the Eoyal Opera

of Stockholm and appeared once or twice at

Covent Garden last season, possesses a so

prano voice of pleasing quality, though of no

very great power; she has evidently been

well trained, and her singing is thoroughly

artistic. She was heard in the well-known

scena from ' Der Freischiitz,' an "Ave

Maria " by Verdi, and two national Swedish

airs. Of these it is only needful to speak of

Verdi's aria, which was given for the first

time in England. The piece, which is

accompanied only by muted strings, was

written for an orchestral concert at La

Scala, Milan, a few months ago. Similar

in style to parts of the Requiem written for

Manzoni, it is a highly expressive movement,

conceived in a more plaintive or even peni- j

tential style than is generally adopted in set-

tingthetext, butfull of beauty, though hardly

of a character to appeal to the popular ear.

Mr. Oscar Beringer was heard in an arrange

ment by Jean Louis Nicode for pianoforte

and orchestra of Chopin's ' Allegro de Con

cert,' Op. 46, and in an Andante and Presto

from his own pen. With regard to Herr

Nicode's arrangement, which opens up the

so often discussed question as to the pro

priety or artistic morality of transcriptions

or adaptations of any kind, it appears per

fectly simple and evident that there can be

no injustice done in such cases, provided

that the fact of the arrangement be (as in

the present case) clearly and distinctly an

nounced. Each separate work of this kind

must stand or fall on its own merits. To take

a parallel case from a sister art—supposing

that a new edition of one of Shakspeare's

plays were published, with additions and

alterations by (let us say) Mr. Henry Irving

or Mr. W. 8. Gilbert, no injustice would be

done to the memory of Shakspeare, though

the editor might possibly be called a fool for

his pains; but supposing that these same

editors remodelled an old play which, in its

original shape, was not adapted for presen

tation on our stage, not a valid objec

tion could be raised. So in the present in

stance. Had the work been merely an

nounced as "Allegro, forpiano and orchestra,

by Chopin," we should have heen the first

to cry out ; but, as it is, we have simply to

consider how Herr Nicode has discharged

his task. The Allegro in its original shape

is certainly not effective, not even in the

hands of such a player as Dr. von Bulow, who

performed it a few years ago at St. James's

Hall. Though it may not have been origin

ally written (as Schumann conjectures) with

orchestra, it is evidently a sketch for a con

certo movement ; and it is impossible, there

fore, to blame the editor for so adapting it.

He has given it more completeness of form

by repeating certain passages near the close

of the movement, and he has done this in

a manner which certainly does not lay him

open to the charge of want of reverence

for the author's intentions. The only re

maining question is whether the work was

worth doing at all, and this we are disposed

to answer in the negative. It is by no

means one of Chopin's happiest inspirations,

and even Herr Nicode's clever orchestration

cannot make it very interesting. The piano

part, which is brilliant and of no slight

difficulty, was admirably played by Mr.

Beringer, than whom few, if any, more

thoroughly satisfying pianists are now be

fore the public. To a highly finished and

beautifully neat mechanism he adds a

refined and artistic style, equally removed

from exaggeration and coldness, which

leaves little or nothing to desire in his

rendering. His own composition, brought

forward for the first time, is of unequal

value. The andante is charming, graceful

in its themes, and most admirably scored ;

but the following presto is less interesting

in its subjects, and is in many parts so

heavily instrumented that the pianist

performs merely in dumb show. Over-

orchestration is a most common mistake

with inexperienced writers, and the work

is, as a whole, of sufficient value to make

us wish to hear further essays from Mr.

Beringer in the same direction. The

recall which followed the piece was earned

alike by composer and' player. The concert

concluded with Svendsen's ' Carnival of

Paris,' an orchestral piece given for the

first time in England. The incomprehensible

—we had almost said absurd—policy which

prevails at the Palace of frequently putting

important novelties at the end of a long

concert, must once more be condemned

as an injustice both to composer and audi

ence. The former must suffer from his work

being played in so bad a position, while the

audience, already satiated by nearly two

hours of music, can seldom be in a frame of

mind to do justice to a new composition

which, as likely as not, makes considerable

demands on their attention. Under these

circumstances we reserve all notice of

Svendsen's work until it can be heard under

more favourable conditions. This after

noon Bizet's very interesting posthumous

suite ' Roma ' is to be performed, and Mr.

Sutton, a pupil of M. Sainton, who was

lately heard at the Gloucester Festival, will

make his first appearance at the Crystal

Palace.
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JSusiral gossip

Mb. Walter Bache announces a pianoforte

recital at St. James's Hall on the afternoon of

Monday week (November 1st), at which he will

be assisted by Miss Anna Williams.

Wk announced last week that Johannes

Brahms had written two new overtures. The

current number of the Neue ZeiUchrift fur

Musik gives some details with regard to one of

these. It appears that the University of Breslau

conferred on the composer the honorary degree

of Doctor of Music, and that Herr Brahms in

return dedicated to the University a Festival

Overture founded on students' songs. The

work is to be performed at Breslau for the first

time on the 4th of January, 1881, under the

direction of the composer.

The death is announced of Signor Capponi,

the bass singer, well known to London opera-

goers as for many years one of the most useful

members of the Covent Garden company.

Here Robert Forbero, the head of one of

the large music-publishing firms in Leipzig, died

in that town on the 10th inst, at the age of

forty-seven.

M. Alphoxsb Duvbiwoy's cantata ' La Tem-

peto,' which gained the prize of 10,000 francs

offered last year for composition by the city of

Paris, is to be produced at the Chatelet theatre,

under the direction of M. Colonne, on Novem

ber 18th. The solo parts are to be sung by

Madame Gabrielle Krauss (Miranda), Madame

Frank-Duvernoy (Ariel), MM. Faure (Prospero),

Vergnet (Ferdinand), and Gailhard (Caliban).

The libretto is written by MM. Armand Sil-

vestre and Pierre Berton.

Two new one-act operas— ' Le Bois,' by M.

Albert Cahen, and ' Monsieur de Floridor,' by

31. Theodore de Lajarte—were produced with

success at the Opera Comique, Paris, on the

11th inst.

M. Isidor Lotto, a distinguished violinist,

who, it will be remembered, was heard in London

some years ago, has been appointed professor of

the violin at the Conservatoire of Warsaw.

Herr Wagner's ' Rienzi ' has been produced

with great success at the Politeama theatre in

Rome.

Wk have recoived from Boston (U.S.) the

prospectus of the Harvard Musical Association's

symphony concerts, and also that of the Cecilia,

a choral society. At the former, besides familiar

works, we find such pieces as Berlioz's ' Sym

phonic Fantastique,' Overture to the ' Carnaval

liomain,' and Marche Nocturne from ' L'En-

fance du Christ,' besides works by Raff, Gold-

mark, Goetz, and Saint- Saens Two symphonies

by American composers, Messra. J. K. Paine

and F. L. Ritter, are also to be given. The

Cecilia announces the ' Romeo and Juliet ' of

Berlioz and the ' Faust ' of Schumann as the

specialties of the season, in addition to which

Beethoven's ' Ruins of Athens,' Schumann's

4 New Year's Song,' and Liszt's ' Bells of Stras

bourg ' are in the list of arrangements. It is

-evident that in enterprise and research Ame

rican musicians need not fear comparison with

any on this side of the Atlantic.

The second and concluding volume of M.

Arthur Pougin's supplement to Fe'tis's ' Bio

graphic Universelle des Musiciens' has been pub

lished by Messrs. Firmin Didot.

DRAMA

LYCEUM THEATRE.
SOLE LESSEE and MANAGER MR. HENRY IkYlW,

'Tlif COR8ICAN RHOTUEKS ' Every Nlfht At 8.30 I.OI'IS and
FA HI EN DEI PRASCHI. Mr. IRVING At 7 30, • BYO >NES. by
A. W. Ftnero. Doon open at T. MORNING PERFORMANCES ol
•The COHSIC'AN BROTHERS.' SAU'RllAYS. d-tober XSrd and 30th,
and November 6th and 13th ; alsoon WEDNESDAYS, Novemtrer 3rdand
loth, at 3 30.

— > (Mr. Runt) open 10 to 3. Seatt booked by

THE WEEK.

Olympic.—' Mabel,' a Domestic Drama Id Three Acta. Bj
Frederic Hav.
oadlkb's Wells.—Bevival of ' Romeo and Juliet.'

An essential condition of success in a play,

as in any other effort in art, is that an

author shall respect his own work. It is

plainly hopeless to expect from others the

consideration which he withholds. This self-

evident proposition seems to have been for

gotten by Mr. Frederic Hay in the prepara

tion of his new drama of 1 Mabel,' which

was produced on Saturday last at the

Olympic. The chief character in this is a

certain "stone-cutter," to use what it ap

pears is the technical name for one who

chisels on gravestones the legends, pious,

eulogistic, or memorial, they are destined

to carry. At the outset this man has a cer

tain appearance of originality and a cer

tain measure of interest. Something not

altogether unlike him may be found in the

' Mystery of Edwin Drood ' of Dickens, and

the principal character in Mr. Albery's grim

farce of ' Tweodie's Rights '—in the hands

of Mr. David James a masterly creation—

bears also some resemblance to him. There

is, however, enough that is individual to give

the whole a right to attention. This cha

racter, which should be the strength and

support of the play, drags it to the ground.

The responsibility for this must be divided

between the author and the actor. While

the latter allows what commences finely to

grow wearisome and depressing, the former

goes out of his way to cast ridicule upon

his own creation. That a man who is tho

grubbiest, most drunken, and most merce

nary sot in existence should be presented

as making love to a j"oung lady such as

the heroine is so inconceivable as to draw

from a not unfriendly audience derision

and protest. From the moment that tho

first word of love was spoken by the stone

cutter the piece collapsed. Its existence

had previously been undermined by some

comic scenes between servants which were

vulgar and inane. Enough interest, how

ever, attended the heroine in her anomalous

position in a houso in which, to a father

coming back after a long absence, she was

personating a daughter who had died on

the eve of his return, to have overcome

minor obstacles. Nothing, however, could

resist or excuse a scene like that in which

an old man, who in a respectably conducted

house would not have been allowed to pass

beyond the door-mat, was permitted, during

something like half an hour, to insult a

girl in what was assumed to bo her home.

That an actor should not see he is giving

the public too much of himself is, perhaps,

excusable, since tho conviction that an audi

ence can have enough of him can scarcely

by any species of "surgical operation" be

got into an actor's head. That no one con

nected with the management should have

perceived it is inexplicable.

Mr. Hay acknowledges, in a note to the

public printed on the playbill, that his

" first act has been suggested by an incident

in a French comedy." The resemblance to

the first act of ' Le Marbrier ' of Alexandre

Dumas amounts to something more than

suggestion derived from an incident. In

both a father returning from abroad takes

for his daughter a girl whom accident has

brought into his houso, and in both a mason

comes to receive orders for a tombstone to

be erected to the girl who is dead. In ' Le

Marbrier,' however, the deception is more

strictly due to chance than in ' Mabel,'

where a personation of the kind attempted

is half planned. In the management of

this scene Mr. Hay would have done

well to have adhered more closely than

he has to the original, since in the really

unimportant respects in which he has de

parted from it he has weakened both pro

bability and interest. After the first act is

past the resemblance to the French piece

extends only to the fact that the heroine is

beloved by the young man of the house she

enters—in the French play the son, in the

English the nephew. A scene in which

the heroine finds herself perplexed by the

inquiries of her father concerning a past

she cannot possibly recall is new and effect

ive. The success of this shows Mr. Hay

the line down which his piece should have

travelled. In presenting a young girl such

as is the heroine betrothed to a felon and a

murderer and bringing her within the pale

of the conceivable covetousness of a man

like the stone-cutter, Mr. Hay treats his own

work with ridicule and reduces it near the

level of burlesque.

So competent is the performance of Mabel

the fiasco that attended the play was nearly

avoided. When scenes of explanation be

tween comic servants of the most conven

tional type had tried to the utmost the

patience of the audience, a fine display of

acting by Miss Addison in a scene of trance

or sleep-walking produced loud signs of

approval and stirred afresh the smouldering

fire of interest. The heat thus aroused was

fanned to a flame by a piece of admirable

acting of Mr. Anson. Unfortunately, Mr.

Anson blow the fire so long that in the end he

blew it out. For the failure of the piece

the length of tin-Q Mr. Anson was allowed

to monopolize the stage was principally

responsible. Mr. Dacre, as a young bar

rister, glares a little too much in his effort

to display passion. His performance is,

however, earnest and satisfactory. As Mr.

Fleetwood, an Anglo-Indian, who replaces

the M. de Gervais of the original, a cha

racter created by Bocage, Mr. Fisher acts

quietly and well. Miss Carlotta Leclercq

is Mrs. Fleetwood and Mr. Vernon the

murderer to whom the heroine is affi

anced. The theatre has been newly deco

rated.

' Romeo and Juliet ' has been revived at

Sadler's Wells. Mr. Warner's performance

of Romeo is melo-dramatic, declamatory, and

deficient in poetry. The character seems,

indeed, wholly unsuited to the actor, who

has never been seen to less advantage.

Miss Isabel Bateman was Juliet and Mr.

Brooke Mercutio.

gnmtatif &crsisijj.

Future revivals at Sadler's Wells include

'The Lady of Lyons,' to be given on Monday

next, and ' Macbeth,' the date for the produc

tion of which is not fixed. In the i* ay last

named Miss Bateman will play Lady Macbeth.

Upon the termination of Mr. Vezin's country

engagement, ' Othello,' which was withdrawn in

the midst of its success, will be reproduced.

' Which is Which f ' an agreeable comedietta

of Mr. Theyre Smith, has been revived as a

lever de rideau at the Olympic, and is played
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CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN & CO.'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

YOUNG IRELAND, by the Hon. Sir Charles Gavan Duffy, K.C.M.G., will

be published early in November, price 21s.

A HISTORY of MODERN EUROPE, by G. A. Fyffe, M.A., Fellow of

University College, Oxford, Vol. I. ready shortly, price 12s.

Now ready, Volumes I. an<i II. price 7s. 6d. each,

OUR OWN COUNTRY.

EACH CONTAINING ABOUT 200 ORIGINAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

The TIMES of October 2lst says .-—

" The beautiful work which Messrs. Cassell & Co. are publishing under the above title appeals to a very wide circle of readers. To

those who have visited the places and scenes described and pictured it must be a pleasure, to turn over the leaves of this richly-illustrated work,

and by its aid revive old impressions hidden away in the corners of the memory ; while those who are ignorant of the beauties of their native

land, and find it impracticable to make personal acquaintance with them, could not go to a better source to have the defect in their education

supplied. There are, no doubt, several works on different aspects of these islands, and numerous special guide-books to particular districts,

but there is no work that we know of so comprehensive in its aim as the one before us. ' Natural scenery ; great commercial cities ; ancient

castles, abbeys, and manor houses ; primeval antiquities like Stonehenge'; the old and existing harbours of the country; battle-fields ; cathedrals

and great churches—these are among the principal subjects in the comprehensive programme of this interesting panorama. . . .Of course the

illustrations—and there are hundreds of them (besides numerous sectional maps)—form the most attractive part of the work. The subjects

are chosen with judgment, the execution is nearly all that could be desired, and the printing has been dono with care. The text, moreover,

has received more attention than is usual in popular pictorial works ; it seems a thoroughly honest compilation, often brightly written, and

abounding in interest and information. The treatment is full and comprehensive, embracing architecture, scenery, history and antiquities,

industry and art, physical geography and natural history. The work is creditable to author, draughtsman, and engraver."

Will be ready for delivery OCTOBER 26th, price Is.

PART I. OF THE ENLARGED ISSUE OF

THE MAGAZINE OF ART.

NOTICE.—Special attention is directed to the FRONTISPIECE which is issued with this Part,

consisting of an exquisitely produced ETCHING entitled ' The TRIO,' f>om the Painting by ERSKINE

NICOL, A.R.A., etched by LALAUZE.

•»* The NEW VOLUME of The MAGAZINE of ART is now ready, containing about 300 Illustrations and Etching for Frontispiece, price 10*. 6d.

Ready October 26th, Part I. price 7d., of a NEW SERIAL ISSUE of

CASSELL'S HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.

WITH 600 ILLUSTRATIONS.

Ready October 26th, Part L price 7d., of an ENTIRELY NEW WORK, entitled

THE CHILD'S LIFE OF CHRIST.

WITH ABOUT 250 ORIGINAL WOOD ENGRAVING8.

On NOVEMBER 25th will be published, Part I. price 7d., of

CASSELL'S OLD AND NEW EDINBURGH.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

IMMEDIATE ISSUE of a NEW and THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION of

CASSELL'S POPULAR EDUCATOR,

IN SIXPENNY MONTHLY PARTS.

•#* Prospectuses at all Booksellers', and at the Railway Bookstalls, or from the Publishers.

CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN & CO. Ludgate-hill, London.
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TINSLEY BROTHERS'

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

SHORTLY WILL BE PUBLISHED,

PHICE ONE SHILLING,

HIGH WATER MARK.

A Complete 8tory by

RICHARD DOWLING,

Author of ' Under St. Paul's.' ' The Weird Sisters,' • The

Mystery of KilUrd.' ' The Sport of Fate,' 4c.

Being the

CHRISTMAS NUMBER

or

TINSLEYS' MAGAZINE.

Numerous Illustrations by Harry Furaiss.

At all Booksellers' and Railwag Stalls in the Kingdom.

PHICE ONE SHILLING,

TINSLEYS' MAGAZINE,

For NOVEMBER,

Will contain Intalments of the New Serial Stories FROM

the WING9, by B. H. Buxton, and UNDER ST. PAUL'S, by

Richard Dowling, and the Opening Chapters of a New Serial

by Annabel Grey, Author of ' Margaret Dunbar,' 'Wait and

Win,' &o.. entitled AMARANTH'S MYSTERY—COMPLETE

STORIES by Mabel Collins, Hon. Mrs. Henry Chetwynd,

John Augustus O'Bhea, Ac—ONE MORE WORD ABOUT

NIAGRA, by Iza Duffus Hardy—In MID-OCEAN, by W. J.

Florence (Gaiety Theatre}—TAHITI, by F. Soarres, to.

[Ready on the 95th inst.

FREE LANCE.-TILTINGS in MANY

LISTS. By CHARLES J. DUSPHIE and ALBERT KINO. 1 TOL
price 7>- tkf.

" Llrely and oren brilliant essays *"— Quarterly Rni*w.

STUBBLE FARM; or, Three Genera

tions of English Farmers Br the AUTHOR ot ' BRNBST STRUG
GLES.' 2 vols, crown 8to. prlca 12*.

LONDON TOWN: Sketches ofLondon

Life and Character. By MARCUS FALL. Illustrated by Harry
FtirniM. 2 toIh. crown 8vo.

" We do much like you, Marcos Fmll."—Punch.

" A aeries of light aud humoross sketches,"—Court Journal.

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS of an

OLD ACTOR. By F. BBLTON. In 1 toI. Sto.

" One of the most amusing books we erer came across. "—Figaro.

*' A more amusing book has not appeared for a long time."—(•'too*.

SEASIDE MAIDENS. By G. A.

HENTY, Author of 1 The March to Magdala,* &c. 10 Pages of
Illustration*. l*rice One Shilling.

" Ten capital storlca."— World.

FROM the WINGS. By B. H.

BUXTON, Author ol 'Jennie of the Prince's," Nell—On and Off the
some,' &c. 3 vols. [This day.

UNDER ST. PAUL'S. By Richard

BOWLING, Author of 1 The Mystery of KilUrd,' Ac. 3 vo1i>.
[Shortly.

SOCIETY'S VERDICT. By Annie

THOMAS (Mrs. Pender CudUp), Author of 'Denis Dunne,' &c.
3 vols.

HONOR. By Miss Alford, Author of
■JJetherton-on-Sea,' Ac. 3 vols.

A PEAL of MERRY BELLS. By
LEOPOLD LEWIS, Author of the Drama of ' The Bells.' 3 TOls.

WHAT WILL SOCIETY SAYP a

Story of Society and the Stage. By H. C. COAPE, Author of "The
" of Blngwood,' Ac. 3 Tola.

The SILENT SHADOW. By Jessie
BALE LLOYD, Author of 1 The Haxelhurtt Mystery.' 3 Tola.

INNOCENCE at PLAY. By Jean

MIDDLEMAN, Author of 1 Sealed by a Kiss,' 'Wild Georglo," Ac.
3 vols.

ARNOLD LEIGH : a Tale of Ireland

of TixUy Hr Mr. DIQ8Y-LL0YD, Author ol ' ratal Sacrifice.'
1 vol. cruwn vro.

LARRY LOHENGRIN. By William

WESTALL, Author of ' Talcs and Traditions of Saxony,' Ac. _ 3 vols.

Tinbley TitOTHEr.s, $, Catherine-street, Strand.

SOUTH AMERICA. By Antonio Gallenga.

1 vol. demy 8vo. [Or

NEW NOVELS.

The TWO DREAMERS. By John Saunders. 3 vols. [Jfa,

The CLERK of PORTWICK. By George Manville Fenx.

[Thuiay.

Chapman & Hall, Limited, 193, Piccadilly.

3 vols.

NOW READY,

In Two handsome Volumes, price 25*.

HALF - HOUKS

WITH FOKEIGN NOVELISTS.

By HELEN and ALICE ZIMMERN.

With Short Notices of the Lives and Writings of the Various Authors.

The Works of the Twenty-six

LEADERS OF FICTION

here represented present numerous

CHARMING PICTURES

OF THE

HOME LIFE AND HUMORESQUE CHARACTER

OF

CONTINENTAL EUROPE.

Remington & Co. 133, New Bond-street, W.

MISS BRADDON'S CHRISTMAS ANNUAL.

EARLY IN NOVEMBER, PRICE ONE SHILLING,

Illustrated with 8 Whole-Page and other Engravings,

THE MISLETOE BOUGH.

THE CHRISTMAS ANNUAL.

By the AUTHOR of 'LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET,' 'VIXEN,' &c.

*„* The New Annual will be the best in Literary and Artistic quality, and the largest in quantity, of any similar Work
hitherto produced.

London: John k Robert Maxwell, Milton House, Shoe-lane, Fleet-street.

THE 100th THOUSAND OF

"THE CROWN TENNYSON."

NOTICE.—The One Hundredth Thousand of the

"CROWN EDITION" of Mr. TENNYSON'S POETICAL and

DRAMATIC WORKS, complete in One Volume, may now be had of all

Booksellers in the United Kingdom. Price 6s. cloth; 7s. 6d. cloth extra,

gilt leaves ; and in various special bindings, calf, morocco, and russia.

London : C. Keoan Paul k Co. 1, Paternoster-sqnare.
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Immediately will be published, in 1 vol. large 4to. handsomely bound in cloth, gilt edges, price 63«.

SWITZERLAND: its Scenery and its People.

Pictorially Bepresented by eminent Swiss and German Artists.

With Historical and Descriptive Text, based on the German of Dr. GSELL-FELS.

1 by about 300 Engravings printed in the Text, and 80 Full-Page Pictures, 16 of which will be In Tints.

London : Blackie k 8on, 49 and 50, Old Bailey.

EOBEET BOUTLEDOE'S NEW BOOK.

In demy 8vo. 673 pagei, cloth, gilt edges, price 12*. 6tf.

A POPULAR HISTORY OF SCIENCE.

Author of ' Discoveries

By ROBERT ROUTLEDGE, B.Sc. F.C.S.,

and Inventions of the Nineteenth Century,' ' Science in Sport made Philosophy In

With Illustrations and Full-Page Plates.

Georok Routledge & Hons, Broadway, Ludgate-hill.

SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

Now ready, royal Svo. price 7S».

The POWER of SOUND. By Edmund Guraey, late Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge.

In a few days, crown Svo. 10*. 6d.

The POETRY of ASTRONOMY. By Richard A. Proctor,

Author of ' The Borderland of Science,' ' Science Byway.,' Ac.

NEW NOVELS.

SEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OP ' FAB FROM THE IfADDING CROWD.'

Ready this day, in 3 vols, post Svo.

The TRUMPET MAJOR. By Tnomas Hardy, Author of Tar

from the Madding Crowd,' Ac.

NEW NOVEL AT ALL THE LIBRARIES,

MEHALAH : a Story of the Salt Marshes. 2 vols, post 8vo.

London : Smith, Elder Ic Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

COMPLETION OF THE CABINET EDITION OF LORD MAOAULAY'S WORKS.

Now ready, a New Edition, in 4 vols, crown Svo. price 24*. cloth, or 48*. bound in tree calf by Riviere,

The MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS, SPEECHES,

LAYS of ANCIENT ROME, and other POEMS of the RIGHT HON. LORD

MACAULAT.

ipletes the CABINET EDITION of LORD MACAULAY'S WORKS, corresponding In Contents with
N , in 8 vols, demy Svo. To be nod in Bets of Sixteen Volumes, price 47. 16*. cloth, or vl. lit. bound

The above
the LIBRARY EDITIO
In tree calf by Riviere

HISTORY of ENGLAND, 8 toIs. cloth £2 8 0

CRITICAL and HISTORICAL ESSAYS, 4 vols, cloth . . . . 14 0

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS, SPEECHES, &c, 4 vols, cloth . . 14 0

London : LONGMANS Ic Co.

THE ARMY AND NAVY:

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR ALL THE GOVERNMENT SERVICES,

TO BE PUBLISHED ON 1st NOVEMBER,

PRICE ONE SHILLING,

WILL CONTAIN A PHOTOGRAPH (BY SPECIAL PERMISSION) OP

FIELD-MARSHAL H.R.H. THE DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE, E.G. G.C.B. K.P., Ac,

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF ;

Ajad to be followed by Photographs of the principal Military and Naval Leaders of the World.

CONTESTS.—So. I.

I. PREFACE. By W. H. Russell, Esq., LL.D., Ac.

». KANDAHAR. By Colonel G. M. Malleson, C.S.I.

3. A GAKIHALDIAN EPISODE. By George A. Henty.

4. CHINESE ART .of WAR. By Demetrius Charles
Boulger.

5. DARVAL HAMPTON. By James Grant, Author of
1 TJje Boniance of War/.Ac.

6. OUR VOLUNTEERS : theirStrengthandthelr Weak
ness. By Joseph Bennett, Captain Tower Hamlets
Kitie Brigade.

7. GREECE: Military. Naval, and Civil. ByE.St.John-
Brenon.

8. SCARLET COATS and SCARLET FEVER. By
Adulplie Smith.

JtEVLEWBan* NOTICES—SERVICE LITEBATURE—SERVICE GOSSIP aid "GUP."

London: Wm. H. Allen & Co. 13, Waterloo-place.

ZADKIEL'8 ALMANAC, 1881.—The GKEAT
YEAR. — Confnts: Voice of the 8tara — Weather Predictions—

Great Conjunction of Hatnrn and Jupiter—Probable Effect* of the Coin
cident Perihelia—Conteta aa Portents, Ac. Price ad.
ZADKIEL foretold the Victories in Afghani

Inandlana and the Taf Bridge
Coercion of Turkey, Ac.

the Helgn of
Darn of

London : Cousins ft Co. 3, York street. CoTent-aardcn, W.C.

svo. cloth, price lot.

THE OBELISK and FREEMASONRY, according
to the niscoTeriea of BELZON1 and Commander OOKRINOK;

also Karptliui SrmhulB compared with ih<M* discovered in Amerirun
Moonda »t JOHN A. WEISSE, M l). With Coloured and Plain Illus
trations, ftc.

Dulau ft Co. 37, Soho-aquarc, London , J. W. ltouton, 7
New York.

Just published, crown 8ro. price 3>.

"'HE FIRST QUARTO EDITION of HAMLET,
1603.

TWO ESSAYS,

To which the HAKNB88 PK1ZK was awarded. I860.

1. Br C H. HEHFoltn. HA.. Trinity College. Cambridge.
I By W. H. W1IXIEKY, H A., 8t. John s College, Cambridge.

(The above were declared equal la merit.)

London : Hoiltb, Elder ft Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

D

IN THE PRESS, AND SHORTLY TO BE PUBLISHED,

In 1 toI. cloth, price One Oalnea,

OMESDAY STUDIES:

AN ANALYSIS AND DIGEST OF

THE STAFFORDSHIRE SURVEY.

By the Rer. ROBERT W. EYTON,
Author of ' The Antiquities of Shropshire.' ' A Key to Domesday : the

Dorset Surrey, ' ' Domesday Studies : the Somerset
Survey / ftc.

Including an Essay on the Mennuratloii. Technicalities, Phraseology,
and Method of Domesday; Comparisons with Contemporary Chronicle*
or Later Traditions; Topographical Tables and Notes In lVproducttoo
of the Domestic Rorrey of the County In all Its main features , Identifica
tion and Definition of every Hundred, Town. Manor, and Estate of the
County, ftc.

V Subscri bars' Names will be published In the Work.

Orders should be addressed to the Publisher, J. Halden, Stafford.

HISTORY OF PAINTING IN ITALY.

R0SLNL—STORIA della PITTURA ITALIANA.
Second Edition, adapted for Bngllsh Readers, hy the addition of

Three Indexes: 1. Ad English List of Platen ; 2, An Alphabetical List
of Painters and the subjects represented: 3, A Topographical Index,
showing which Italian Paintings are found In erery Towu and Gallery
of Italy and elsewhere. 7 toIs. Svo., with 4ttf fine Outline Engraving*
(pub. loi j, Bodoni boards, 31. 3s. Pita, 1M8-U

The SAME. 7 vols. 8vo. half-morocco, top
edge* gilt. <V. la, 184S-M

The Three English Indexes render this Edition a raost Complete Work.
The whole forming thus oue uniform guide to the knowledge of all the
celebraU*d Paintings executed by the Painters of Italy of all times and
all Schools.
Whoever desires to make a study of Italian Painting must have

Rosin 1 s great work as a " Handbook,
The outline engravings are done with delicacy and spirit ; they truly

place the ortjrlnal Picture before the mind's eye. Whoever has visited
the Art Galleries of Europe or Intends to see them, Rosini's History
will bo a most precious acquisition.

llemard Uuaiitch, 15, Piccadilly, London.

M

PUBLICATIONS.

Now ready,

ANCHESTER HEALTH LECTURES for the
PEOPLE. Issued ty the authority of the Manchester and Salford

Sanitary Association. In 1' vole xtra gilt, price 2s. 64.

Vol. I. contain* LECTURES by the following :—D. Noble, M.D., A.
Ransorae, M.A., W. J. Sinclair. M.D.. R. Angus Smith, F.R.S., H
Simpson, M D , J. Haddon, M.D., H. H. Vernon, M.D., C. Estcourt
F.C.S.

Vol. II. contains LECTURES by Jnil us Dretchfeld.M.D , A Ransome,
MA. H Simpson. Ml), S. Holgate Owen, M D., J. M Pox. J A,
Irwin, John Watts. Ph.D., J. Corbelt, H. Humphreys. J. Angell, F.C.S.
W. N. MaccaU, J. Tatham, H. Ashby, M B.; J. M. button.

. H. Olad-

MANCHESTER SCIENCE LECTURES ior the-
PEOPLE. In 5 vols uniform. In crimson cloth, bevelled boards

jllt^cxtra. Vols. L, II , III., and V. price St, M. each ; Vol. IV. price

Vol. I. contains LECTURES by the following:—I
F.R8,. T. Aleock, Professor Huxley, I,L D , W. Hngglns DCL
Boyd Dawklns, A. W. Ward. M.A.. W. S. Jevons, *Ta . J R Morgan,
Professor Williamson. Dr. Carpenter, A. H. Green, J. If, Lockyer.

Vol II conulns LECTURES by Professor Huxley. Professor Roseoe
A. ft W'ilklns. M A., l'rofossor Odllug. F.R.S . Dr Carpenter, T "
Geikle. Halfour Stewart, IYolessor Clifford Professor Core J
stone, R. A. Proctor, W Pengelly, W. F. Barrett.

Vol. III. contains LECTURES by W. Rpottlswoode. A. W Bennett
T. 8. Cobbold. F. A Abel, F.R.S , 8 M Bradley. C. Robertson, A*
Gamgee, W Pengelly. Professor Tyndall. F It s , Professor Hcwooe W
Huggins, DCL, Professor Thorpe, P. L Scluter, W. C. Williamson j'
Lubbock M P , Major Wilson, R E.

Vol IV. contains LECTURES by Captain J E. Davles. R N . Professor
Riicker. R. D Sharp*. P. M Duncan, M.D . Professor Thorpe. Pro
fessor Frrrler, M D , H. K. Armstrong, W. Pengelly, iTufeiisyr Roseoe
J, N. Lockyer. W. C. Williamson.

Vol. V. contains LECTURES by P. M. Duncan, T E Thorpe T H
Core. J. Murray, Professor Huxley, Professor Roseoe, W. H. Flower
LI. D . W.C Williamson., Professor Barrttt, lt«»yd Hawkins 1 "
Abel, C B., Rev. W. H. DaUInger, O. J. Romane», M_A.

G1
LASGOW SCIENCE LECTURES, in 1 voh

stiff paper boards, price ljt , containing LKCTUKES by the follow
ing Professors Flowers. Rolleston, Tail, Balfour Stewart, Roseoe,
benaffer, liulllnger, Romanes, and I'hompaon.

John Heywood. Manchoater and Ix>ndon.

THE ANGLO -EGYPTIAN BANKING COM
PANY (Limited).

CAPITAL PAID UP. 1,000,000.. ; RESEIIVE FUND, 100,0001.

HEAD OFFICE; 27, CLEMENT S-LANB. LONDON, E.C.

j, and Lamaca (Cyprus;,

description of Banking Business in Egypt,
1 affords utbegrants Letters of Crodlc, and

ceeding to Egypt and the Nile.
37, C.enent s-lane, K.CL

ies to Tra
O. F"OA, t

vellers pro
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HOENIX FIRE OFFICE, LoMBARD-STREET

and CHARING CR088, LONDON.-Established 1782.

Prompt and Liberal Loss Settlements.

Insurances effected in all parts of the World.

JOHN J. BROOMFIELD, Secretary.

SUN LIFE OF FIC E, L ON DO N.
Established 1810.

CHIEF OFFICE–63, Threadneedle-street.

BRANCH OFFICE-60, Charing Cross.

And at Oxford-street, corner of Were-street.

Life Assurances of all descriptions.

Polici ially Low Rates for Young Lives, and for Non-Participating

Cies,

Prompt Settlement of Claims.

A new and greatly simplified form of Proposal, also the Society's

newly-revised Prospectus, will be forwarded on application.

J. G. PRIESTLEY, Actuary.

A G L E IN SU R A N C E COMPANY.,

79, PALL MALL.

For LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1807.

Accumulated Funds .. - - ... £3,043,542

Also a Subscribed Capital of more than . C1,500,000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the Office, or from

any of the Company's Agents, post free.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS, Actuary and Secretary.

Loss OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,

And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon. Lord KINNAIRD, Chairman.

Subscribed Capital, 1,000,000l. Moderate Premiums.

Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing.

The special attention of the Reading Public is called to the fact that the

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY

ALLOWS

TWO WOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS for a Subscription of ONE GUINEA per

annuIll.

FOUR WOLUMES of the NEWEST B00KS, with free delivery, for a Subscription of TWO

GUINEAS per annum.

SIX VOLUMES of the NEWEST B00KS, with free delivery, together with all the Club

privileges of the Institution, for THREE GUINEAS per annum.

CLUB MEMBERSHIP only, TWO GUINEAS per annum.

N.B.—Sets of Books are divided to meet the convenience and wishes of Subscribers.

Specially advantageous terms offered to Country Subscribers. The Public are invited to

Inspect the Reading, Writing, and News Rooms, the Ladies' Drawing-Room, Reference

Library, &c.

Full particulars forwarded promptly on application to Mr. CHARLES ALLEN,

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY (LIMITED), NEW BOND-STREET.

A fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly All

in the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.

: to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local Agents, or 64,

c #. London. WILLIAM J. VLAN, Secretary.

Jose.PH GILLOTT'S

STEEL PENS.

sold by all stationers throughout the World.

FURNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
Throughout on

MoEDER's HIRE systEM.

The Original, Best, and most Liberal.

Cash Prices.

No extra charge for time given.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars ofterms, post free.

F. MOEDER, 248,249, 250, Tottenham Court-road; and19, 20, and 21,

alorwell-street, W.C. Estabiished 1862.

F MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
• the above Premises have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture Trade, and now form one of the most commodious

Warehouses in the metropolis.

Bed-room suites, from 61.6s. to 50 Guineas.

Drawing-room Suites, from 91.9s. to 45 Guineas.

Dining-room suites, from 71.7s. to 40 Guineas.

And all other Goods in great variety.

F. MOEDER, 248, 249, 250, Tottenham Court-road; and 19, 20, and 21,

*iorwell-street, W.C. Established 1862.

P O L L I N A R I S W A T E R.

“Laurea donandus Apollinari.”—Horace, Book iv. Ode 2.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1879.

ANNUAL SALE, 8,000,000.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY, Limited, 19, Regent-street, London, S.W.

PROTECTION FROM FIRE.

BRYANT & MAY'S

P A T ENT SAFETY MATC H E S.

EIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

ADVANTAGES:

Are not PoiSONOU8.

Are free from SMELL.

Are manufactured

Without

Are perfectly harmless

To the Operatives employ

Are very DAMP PROOF.

LighT ONLY ON THE BOX.

EIGHT Pitize MEDALS.

PROTECTION TO HEALTH.

M. R. G. H. J O N E S,

SURGEON DENTIST,

57, GREAT RUSSELL-STREET, LONDON

(opposite the British Museum),

Will be glad to forward his Pamphlet on Painless Dentistry, free,

enclosed by post, which explains the most unique systein of the adjust

ment of Artiticial Tectin without pain.

Consultation free, from 10 to 5.

I N N E F O R D 'S M A G N E S I A.

The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have

approved of this Pure Solution as the best remedy for

ACiDITY of the StoxiACH, HEARTHURN, HEAD

ACHE. Gout, and IN1).IGESTION; and as the safest

Aperient for Delicate Coustitutions, Ladies, Children, and

Infants

Now in the press, and will be published November 1st,

In large crown 8vo, price 98.

ECHOES FROM THE COUNTIES.

London: BRADBURY, AGNEW & Co. 10, Bouverie-street, E.C.

THE NEW NOVEL BY MISS RUSSELL.

Now ready, at all Libraries, in 3 vols.

QUITE TRUE. By Dora Russell, Author of ‘Foot
prints in the Snow,' &c.

SECOND EDITION.-Now ready, price 2s, boards; clothgilt, 2s. 6d. (postage, 4d.),

The WICAR'S GOVERNESS. By Dora Russell,
Author of ‘Footprints in the Snow,' &c.

“Undoubtedly a clever and well-written story. Miss Russell may fairly be congratulated on having written a book which contains a good deal

that is interesting, and indicates a reserve of something still better.’’-Times.

London: J. & R. MAxwELL, Milton House, Shoe-lane, E.C.

On the 25th instant will be published, PART I. of

WARD & LOCK'S

IJN IV E R SAL IN S T R U C T OR;

Or, SELF-CULTURE FOR ALL.

IN WEEKLY NUMBERS, 1d.; MONTHLY PARTS, 6d. WITH PART I. WILL BE PRESENTED GRATIS a valuable

£ of the HISTORY of the WORLD, printed in Colours. Prospectuses will be sent post free on application to the

blishers.

NOTICE TO BOOKSELLERS AND THE PUBLIC.

WARD & LOOK’S UNIVERSAL INSTRUCTOR.

—Anticipating a considerable demand for the First Number of ‘The

UNIVERSAL INSTRUCTOR, the Publishers prepared a large

First Edition, which was speedily exhausted, and further Editions have

been put to press amounting to four times the number first printed.

The Orders received also for the First Monthly Part are so large that a

Second Edition is already being printed.

Orders for both the Weekly Number and Monthly Part will be executed

in the order in which they reach the Publishers.

London: WARD, Lock & Co. Salisbury-square, E.C.

E P P S S C O C O A.DINNEFoRD's MAGNESIA.

THROAT IRRITATION.—Soreness and dryness,

tickling and irritation, inducing cough and affecting the voice.

For these symptoms use

EPPSS GLYCERINE JUJUBES.

Glycerine, in these agreeable confections, being in proximity to the

glands at the moment they are excited by the act of sucking, becomes

actively healing. sold only in boxes, 72d. and is 144., labelled “James

Epps & Co., Homoeopathic Chemists, London."

A letter received :-" Gentlemen,- It may, haps, interest you to

Mnow that, after an extended trial, I have found your Glycerine Jujubes

of considerable benefit (with or without medical treatment) in almost all

forms of throat discase. They soften and clear the voice. In no case

can they do any harm. .Yours faithfully, Gordon Holmes, L.R.C.P.E.,

Senior Physician to the Municipal Throat and Ear Infirmary.”

GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING,

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided out

breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strors

enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us ready to

attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well

fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gazette,

JAMES EPPS & Co. HOMOEOPATHIC CHEMISTS, LONDON.

MAKERS OF EPPS'S GLFCERINE JUJUBES-Sold in Labelled Boxes only.
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BUTTON, STANLEY & CO.'S

LAND, HOUSE, AND APARTMENT " REGISTRATION OFFICE,"

NO. 1, GRAND HOTEL BUILDING

(FRONTING CHARING CROSS AND TRAFALGAR-SQUARE), LONDON.

NOTICE.

IMPORTANT to those having PROPERTY "FOR SALE," or HOUSES, &c, " TO LET:7

BUTTON, STANLEY A CO. would announce to Estate Agents, Auctioneers, Solicitors, and other*

having Property FOR SALE, or Houses and Apartments TO BE LET, that the First Number of their

"LAND, HOUSE, and APARTMENT INDEX"

will be issued in November (other Editions each month hereafter), and Particulars of Property Registered

upon their Books will be inserted, under appropriate headings, FREE OF CHARGE, when said particulars

do not exceed forty words. Additional words will be charged One Halfpenny each for every monthly

insertion.

"THE INDEX" will be distributed gratuitously by Local Agents and the "Corps of Commissionaires'*

at all of the Principal Hotels of the Metropolis, and throughout London and the Provinces.

CHARGE FOR REGISTRATION.

LAND, HOUSES, or APARTMENTS "FOR SALE" or " TO LET," with all the privilege of Office fas enumerated in,

PROSPECTUS), intluding an ADVERTISEMENT in " THE INDEX."

£. s. d.

ONE MONTH 0 2 0

THREE MONTHS 0 5 0

The above rates are inclusive, no Commission being charged for services or assistance in the negotiation of Property registered.

For the sum of Ten SHimses we Register Houses or Estates until Sold or Let (no Commission being charged), but, nevertheless,

under the express condition that the Owner thereof, or his Agent, shall during the first week of every month communicate with us by letter

(to avoid mistakes) so long as the said Property remains unsold or unlet ; failure so to do will bo considered as an intimation that the

Property registered has been disposed of, and it will therefore be erased from our Books, in order that applicants may not be misled, and thereby

put to trouble and expense in regard thereto.

This Special Registration Fee of 10*. includes the insertion of an Eighty-Word Advertisement in " The Index " for three months without

ext'.a charge.

Registration also entitles Patrons to have Photookaphs at our Office for Exhibition in Portfolios, we giving the Public, who may call

upon us, full and gratuitous information in regard thereto, and any Advertisement inserted in Newspapers regarding the Property Registered

may direct applicants to our Establishment for information. Patrons who do not wish their Name and Address given to the Public, can send

or receive communications through us incognito, and, when desired, may meet their Correspondents at our Office for consultation, or may have

their Correspondence directed to our care, and we will forward same, under seal, if requested, charging simply the cost of Post-age and

Envelopes used therefor.

We desire to call the attention of Owners of Property to the importance of our Position as a means of communication with the best

portion of the British and Foreign Public.

It has been computed, by actual reckoning, that over One Hundred Thousand persons pass our door eaeh day (wo shall be glad to

demonstrate this fact, at any time, to the incredulous). It is admitted that these persons comprise the best portion of the British Public as

well as Foreigners from all portions of the world, owing, in part, to the Grand Hotel Building being in close proximity to the Charing Cross

and Metropolitan Railway Stations, the National Gallery, principal Hotels, leading Club-Houses, Theatres, and Her Majesty's Opera-House ;

hence an Advertisement in our Index or the Newspapers calling attention to any particular Property registered upon our Books is likely to

attract the attention of those who would be interested, and naturally induce them (from the fact of our central position) to call on us for

information. The benefit arising therefrom will suggest itseH.

Property other than Houses and Estates will be registered as for Sale or Exchange, if, on personal examination, we find the articles first

class and offered bond fide, at fair rates, and space wiU be allotted for the exhibition of same, if desirable. Particulars on application.

N.B.—Agents Wanted (Local) throughout London Suburban Districts and the Provinces. For particulars

BUTTON, STANLEY & CO. No. 1, Grand Hotel Building, London.
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A FIRST LIST OF

SAMPSON LOW, MAKSTON, SEARLE & RIVINGTON'S

NEW AND FORTHCOMING WO^KS.

In 5 roll, demy Syo. cloth extra, with Maps, Coloured Plmt«s, and numerous rery fine Woodcut 1 1 1 tut rations, price 42j.

NEW GUINEA: What I Did and what I Saw. By L. M. Albertis, Officer

of the Order of the Crown of Italy, Honorary Membar and Gold Medallist of the I.tt.O.S. C.M.Z.S , &c.

SEVEN YEA.RS in SOUTE AFRICA. Travels, Researches, and Hunting

JUrenture*. Br Dr. HOLBB. With lomo hundreds of Illustrations from the Doctor's own Sketches, and Maps. Translated by
BLLEN E. FK.BWBB. IndemySro. [Inlhtprus.

HOW I CROSSED AFRICA: from the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean;

through Unknown Countries; Discovery of the Great Zambesi Affluents. 4c. By Major 8ER.PA. PINTO. With 34 Full-Page and about
100 Ualf-Page and smaller Illustrations, 13 small Maps, and 1 large. 1 vol. demy 8vo.
V The Ions; and continued illness of Major Pinto has caused the delay In the publication of this Work. It Is now hoped, however, that the

issue" will not be much longer delayed.

Specially Suitable for Presentation.

AN ENTIRELY NEW EDITION DE LUXE FOR CHRISTMAS, <fcc, of

WASHINGTON tftVING'S LITTLE BRITAIN, together with the Spectre

BR.IDBOB.OOM. and a LEGEND of SLEEPY HOLLOW. Illustrated by 130 very Hue Engravings on Wood by Mr. J. D. Cooper, designed by
Mr. Charles O. Murray. Square crown sto. cloth extra, gilt edges, price IQj. 6d\

CHEAP SERIES OP

ENGLISH PHILOSOPHERS. Edited by Iwan Miiller, M.A., New College,

Oxford.
Price and Size: 180 to 200 pa?es. 8l*e, crown 8yo. Price, Is. 6d.

ADAM SMITH, J. Farrer, M.A., Author o£ ' Primitive Manners and Customs.' [/uatMoay

iDITIOK DE LUXE OP

The EVE of ST. AGNES. By John Keats. Illustrated in 19 Etchings

by Charles O. Murray. Folio, cloth extra, Sit. {Shortly.

The GREAT MUSICIANS. A Series of Biographies of the Great

1. WAGNER. By the Editor, read,.

Edited bj F. HUEFFBR.

. (17th I
[Just ready.

By Henry F. Norbury,

PEASANT LIFE in the WEST of ENGLAND. By Francis George Heath,

Author o! ' The English Peasantry,' 'The Fern Paradise,' 'Sylvan Spring,' 'The Fern World,' 'Our Woodland Tree*,' 'Burnham Beeches,'
' Trees and Ferns,' Ac. Crown 8vo. about SAO pages, 10*. 6d. [On Monday.

The STORY of the ZULU CAMPAIGN. By Major Ashe (late King's

Dragoon Ouards), Author of ' The Military Institutions of France,' Ac. . and Captain the Hon. E. V. W YATT EDOELL (17th Lancers, killed
at Ulttndl). Dedicated by special permission to Her Imperial Highness the Empress Bugrioie.

The NAVAL BRIGADE in SOUTH AFRICA.

C.B. U N Crown 0vo. cloth extra, price 10*. W.

The PARLIAMENTARY HISTORY of the IRISH LAND QUESTION,

from 1929 to lt*» ; and the Origin and Results of the Ulster Custom. By R. BARHY O'BRIEN, of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law, Author
of ' The Irish Land Question and English Public Opinion.' [Jutt rtady.

iDITTON DE LUXE.

SIR EDWIN LA.NDSEER, By Frederick G. Stephens. Large-Paper Edition,

crown 4to. with Permanent Reproductions of Sixteen Bngravinjrs, after Sir Edwin's most famous Paintings, and Fac-sintllos of many of his
JEcchlags. Handsomely bound in cloth, bevelled boards aud gilt edges, price 2L«. (/tut read*.

Imperial *to. cloth extra, gilt edges, price 3d*.

The VOLUME of the GREAT HISTORIC GALLERIES of ENGLAND.

Edited by Lord RONALD COWER, F.S.A., Trustee of the National Portrait Gallery. [Beady.

Imperial 4to cloth extra, gilt edges, price H. 12*. 64.

The VOLUME of the ETCHER. This Volume contains Thirty-six Examples

of_the Orifrinal Etched-work ofcelebratcd Artists; am?offtt others, ltlrzet Foster, I. E. Hodgson, 11 A . Colin Hunter, J. P. Heseltlr.'
W Macbeth. K 8 Challock, H. R. ltooertson, 4c.

Robert
[Shortly.

MEN of MARK. Volume V. Containing Thirty-six very fine Permanent
Cnblopusiie Photograph* of Men of the Day, taken specially Intra Life by Lock and Whitdeld.
THOMPSON COOPBH, F 9 A. Square tto. cloth extra, gilt edges, f '

9 very fine specimens of their art."—Timss.

With brief Biographical Notices by
[Ready.

WITH THE SANCTION OF THE SCIENCE AND AKT DEPAETMENT.

The SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM. Ninety-six Etchings and many

Wood Engravings of Examples ol Works of Art In the Museum, and of the Decorations of the Building, with brier Description. Handsomely
bound in cloth, with gilt top, price 16s. [Shortly.

The STORY of a MOUNTAIN. By E. Reclus. Translated by Bertha

NE88. , llntiuprtu.

NEW NOVELS.

New Novel.SARAH do BERANGEE.
LKUELOW. StoIs

A SAILOR'S 8WEBTHEABT.
RUHSELL, Author 'The Wreck of the Orosi
worth,' Ac. 3 vols.

A PLOT of the PRESENT SAT.
I TOle. [;

BLACK ABBET By M. Crommelin, Author of
>,'»«. 3 rols. [Ready.

By Jean
[Rtady.

By W. Clark
•venor,' 'John Holds-

t[Ready.

By Kate Hope.
[Ready.

FLOWER o' the BROOM. By the Author of ' Rare
Pale Margaret.' 3 rols. [Nearly ready.

The GRANOIDIERS : a Tale of Berlin. Trans
lated from the German by Captain WM. SAV1LE. 3 rols. I Re.idy.

ERRANT: a Life Story of Latter-Day Chivalry.
of • "' l'EHCT OKEU, Author Across the Zodiac,' &c. 3 y

[In the preee.

The STILLWATER TRAGEDY.
lTOl.

By J. B. Aldrich.
[Ready.

HARPER'S MAGAZINE.

EUROPEAN EDITION.

Messrs. SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO.

have much pleasure in announcing that they

have completed arrangements with Messrs.

HapJer & Brothers, of New York, for the

pub.'bation (simultaneously with the American

issi i) of a European Edition of this celebrated

Ma zine, to commence with the New Volume,

Dei 1, 1880.

l\rper,s Magazine, Established in 1850,

and . :ivmg in America alono a circulation of

about 140,000 Copies, has hitherto beea ex

cluded from Great Britain in consequence oi

its containing oopyright matter. This difficulty

has now been overcome by special arrange

ments made with English Authors, and also

by specially editing and printing a portion of

the work in this country.

The English issue will commence with the

first instalment of a Novel by Mr. Thomas

Hardy, written exclusively for this

Magazine, which will run for tho first

Twelve Months. Mr. Hardy's Story will be

illustrated by George du Maurier.

A large space will be devoted to Tevvewa of

English books by a competent English reviewer,

and other matter of a scientific, political, and

literary character will be substituted for

similar material of purely American interest.

In other respects the Magazine will present

all the attractive features which have gained

for it unprecedented celebrity in the New

World.

Whilst the Magazine is sold in America at

35 cents, equal to 1*. 5tZ., the European Edition

will be published at One Shilling, and con

taining 160 pages, large 8vo., with about a

Hundred Illustrations, will be beyond

question the cheapest, best illustrated, and

most entertaining periodical ever put before

the British public.

An Illustrated Prospectus is in preparation,

and Booksellers in Town and Country wish

ing to obtain a supply for distribution are

requested to apply immediately to the Pub

lishers.

London : SAMPSON LOW, MARSTOtf, SEARLE & RIVINGTON.

1 Communication* should be addressed to " The Editor AdTertlscments un Iti sines* Utter* to "The Publisher "—at the Office. 30, WeUlnirton-<trect. Strand, London, W.C.

Printed bj EJ. Fa as .ii, Athenaeum Press, Took s-court. Chaneery-lane. B.C. , end Published by Josh Fauicia, ax No. 30, Wellington-street. Strand. W.C.

eeer*. Boll * Bradfute, and Mr. John Measles, Edinburgh lor laauarn, Mr. Joi
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PRICE

THREEPENCE

REGISTERED A3 A NEWSPAPER

TENDERS for GOVERNMENT PRINTING, &c.
X —The CONTROLLER of UN STATIONERY OFFICE desires
to receive TENDERS for PRINT1NO, Ac, ecnaln Form* for the
Cmu 1 >rt1 re, on Paper to be famished by him

Specimen* of the Funn, with reUtlTe particular* of Contract. 4e .
may be seen, and Form* of Tender obtained, at H.M Stationery Office,
Princes-street. Storey's-gate. between the Hoar* of Ten and Four, until
MONDAY, the Ut of November , and on TUESDAY, the l"nd of Novem-
bar. lwjo. by Twain o clock Noon, Tender* most be delivered at this
addreaa.
H M Stationery Office. Princes-street, Storey s-g*te,

Westminster, aOth October, imo.

THE MCSEUM of PRACTICAL GEOLOGY in
JKRMYN-STHKKT will be RE-OPRNKJ) on MONDAY NEXT,

November I. from lo t m. to 4 r h. Open afterward* daily, except on
Friday*. Admittance free. Hy order, F. W RUDLER, Curator.

EVENING LECTURES to WORKING MEN.—
ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES -The FIRST COURSE of the

SESSION run»ist,nJr of MX LECTURES on WATER, by Prot Frank -
land. D.C L F.R.S., will be delivered at the Science school*. South
Kensington, com mror lag on MONDAY, the *th November, at Eight
o'clock Ticket* may be obtained, by Working Men only . at the Geologi
cal Museum, Jeruiyn-slreet. and at the South Kensington Muaenm, on
Monday next. November 1, from me to Ten o'clock p h., on payment of a
fee of dst. for the Course Each applicant i* requested to bring his name.
.*Jdrea*, and occupation written on a piece of paper, for which the ticket
will be exchanged F. W RUDLER, Registrar

s
UNDAY LECTURE SOCIETY.

B. CARPENTER. Eaq. C 11. LL I) M.D. F.R.8., Ac.

Yte+-Prtndwntt.
Profpceor Alexander Rain.
Charles Darwin. Esq F R H F L S.
Bdwmrd Fraokliiod. Esq D.CL.
PhD. F.R.8.

* Hevwood. Eso PRS.FSA.
us Henry Huxley, Esq LL.D.

Kir Arthur Mohhouse. K C.B.I,
1 lawajamln Ward Hicbarusoo, Esq.
i M.D. F.R.H,
Hcrt-ert Spencer. Eaq.

| W Spottlawoode, Esq LL.D. Pre*

| John Trndall, Esq LL D F H S.
The SOCIETY'S LECTURES will be resumed st St. Georfe'* Hall-

I^n^hsm-place, on SUNDAY, the 31*t October, each afternoon, at four
u clock precisely. October 3 1st. W. B. CARPENTER. Eaq. C.B. M.D.
LL D. ¥ R.8., on ■ The Science of Nature, what it is and what It 1* not.'

Member'* Annual subscription, IJ.
For Tickets apply (by letter enclosing remittance) to the Hon. Treei apply <bi
irer. War. Hxnai ix.nrii.LE, Esq.. 15, Uloucrster-ci-sscent, Hyde Park, W.
i-armcnt at the Door. One Shilling (Reserved Seat*]. Sixpence, and

One Penny.

SACRED HARMONIC SOCIETY. — Conductor,
Sir M KHAKI. COSTA -The FORTY-NINTH SEASON will COM-

MENCE at St James* Hail on FRIDAY, 3rd December, wltb Beet
hoven • Mass tn c. Mendelssohn's ' Lauda Sloo.' and ' Christ ua.' The
following works will Lw performed during the season :—Benedict's 'St.
Cecilia, Sullivsu • • Martyr of Antloch ' Cherubim's 'Requiem,' Casta s
'Naanian,' Mendelssohn's 'Hymn of Praise,' Elijah,' ' Athalie.' Ros
sini's 1 Stabat Mater ' 'Moses in Egypt, ' Handel* ' Sampson, ' 'Corona
tion Anthem.' ' Messiah. '

Principal Vocalists already engaged :—Meadames SHERRINGTON.
Anna William*, Osgood . Marriott, C. Penna, Bnequlst, Jones, Patey,
F.nrlquei. Hancock, Mary Cummings, Orrldsje. Messrs. Vernon Rigby,
Edw. Lloyd. Maas, Well*, Cummings, O ¥. Carter, Santley, llrldson,
King. Hilton, C Henry. Organist. Mr. Willing.
Subscription for Series of Nine Concerts. :■(. )!*., 21 and 3 Guineas each.

' — ready.
, Adelphl. Open from Ten till Fire o'clock.

MUSICAL ASSOCIATION, 27, Harley-street, W.
—On MONDAY NEXT, November 1st. at Fire o'clock, a Paper

will be read by B. H. TUKP1N, Esq., ' An Inquiry Into the Origin and
Growth of certain Musical Idiom* and Expressions '

JAMBS HIOOS, Hon. Bee.
9, Torrtngtonsquaxe, W.C. |

CTATUARY.— BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE.—The
O COMMITTEE for LBTT.NQ the BRIDGE HOUSE ESTATES
HEREBY OIVE NOTICE that they will meet at Guildhall. London, on
FRIDAY, the 2Mh day of March. 1*91, at I o'clock precisely, to receive
Designs for Statuary to be placed on the Four Pedestal* at Black friars
Bridge. The Designs may be submitted either by Drawings or Model*.
If by Drawing*, to be either In Chalk, Charcoal. Pencil, Ink, or Sepia.
If by Model*, tn Clay, Plaster, or other convenient material. The
Designs in either case to be prepared to a Scale of one Inch and a half to
the Toot Six Premium* will be awarded by the Committee, vis.. Two
of 250/ | Two of 1301. ( and Two of 100*. These Premium* will be given
fur Model* only, but should sny Design be selected by the Committee
from any of the Drawings, the author of such selected Drawing will be
expected to execute a Model of such Design in Clay, Plaster, or other
convenient material before he can compete for the Premiums. The
Model to be executed within such time a* shall be fixed by the said
Committee. The Model* for which Premium* are paid will become the
property of the Corporation. The Design* must be accompanied br a
written description of the subject, and also a Statement of the materials
in which the Artist propose* to execute the work, together with an
estimate of the cost thereof, and the time required by him for the
execution, fixing, Ac., of the work. It will also be optional for each
competitor to refer to any Work or Works that he has executed. The
Committee do not bind themselves to carry out any one of the selected
Designs, nor to employ the author of any such Design to carry the same
into execution. The Design* may be sent in cither in the name ol the
Author or under a Motto.
Lithographed copies of a Drawing of the Pedestals may be obtained

upon application at the Architect's Office. GnUdhall. E C. The Designs
jnust be delivered at the Architect'* Office, Guildhall, on or before
MONDAY, the 2i*t day of March. ISB1 falter which no Design will be
received). Sir Frederick Lela-hton.the President of the Royal Academy,
ha* promised to aaalat the Committee in the selectIon of the Designs.
The Committee purposely refrain from giving any instructions as to the
subject for the Designs, it belog the desire of the Committee that the
competition *hall be as wile and open as possible, so that Artist* may
not be fettered In their choice of subjects.

JOHN A. BRAND, Comptroller.
r Uth, 1880.

PARCELS of CHEAP FINE -ART PHOTO-
GRAPH8, for Albums. Scrap-Books, Framing, *c. . sent by post for

approval and selection. No obligation to purchase anv. and no expense
incurred beyond the postage Copies of celebrated Pictures, English and
Foreign. Statuary, Views, Portrait* of rtW Celebrities. Political. Literary,
Poets, Musical Composers. 4c. 6,000 dlfakrent Subjects Carte Cabinet,
an.i !iinr.-r Sizes, from ljd. each. CATALOGUE post free. Specimen

" *R. Smiassr, 1'h olographic Publisher,Photograph, three stamps,—Address R. 8

WASS TESTIMONIAL.—It is proposed shortly
" » to CLOSE the SUBSCRIPTION LIST. Friends who have not

already Intimated the amount of their subscriptions are requested to do
so, without delay, to J. F. TaaaT, Esq., I"*, liasinghall -street. Secretary
Subscriptions can also be paid at tne Upper Norwood Branch of the
London and County Bank.

LALMA TADEMA
• and Sponge*). Etched I

l'roolsuf this magnificent Etc
L. H LEFBVRE S GALLBKY. .
and particular* of Price* obtained,
both Artist*.

R.A.—The BATH (Strigles
PAUL RAJON. Remarque Artists'
are now ready, and can be seen at
, King-street, St. James' ■- square.
"~ "*i Copy bears the Autograph of

MR. SAMUEL PALMER.
OPEN [NO the FOLD, la now publishing by the FINE

SOCIETY. 148. New Bond-sttret Fifty Remarque Proofs, 31. Sj.
Society are now the sole Publisher* of the following of Mr. Pal

-A NEW ETCHING,
inbliahing by the FINE-ART

The

Works:—'The Early Ploughman,'
Willow.'

1)
KSIGNS for CHRISTMAS CARDS, lie—
Being desirous of purchasing genuine Work* of Art, I invite

Artist* to submit DESIGNS suitable for the purpose named. The price
is not so much an object as to get really striking, good, and novel
subject*. In Flowers. Figures, Landscapes, Ac. All Designs submitted
will receive prompt attention, and. if not suitable, will be returned free
RxsHHtan OLumDoarr, Publisher, 33, Jewln-street. B.C.

IUC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
ARUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the

Public as well as to Members, at prices varying from 10*. to***., and
Include th« Works of Giotto, Fra Angellco, Fcriigino. Andrea del Sarto,
Michael Angelo. Raphael. Holbein. Albert Dursr, Ac.—Priced Liata.
with particulars of membership, will be sent, post free, on sppiicatlon
at 34. Old Bead street. London, W.

WANTED, WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS by
the late David Cox, De Wint, Copley Fielding. Oeorge Barrett,

William Hunt. -THOMAS M'LEAN i* desirous of PURCHASING
WORKS by any of the above-named Artists.— Apply at 7, Haymarket

OLD WEDGWOOD.- ADVERTISER wishes to
PURCHASE good SPECIMENS, at current value, for Cash.

Vases. Busts, Plaques, and Medallions only. State co*—
dltlon. and marks -Address O. W., at C. H. May A Co. '•

78, ~

MUSICAL JOURNALIST and ORGANIST DIS-
ENGAQED —Specimens from S. J., 8, Hilllcent-terrace, Gateshead.

MR. HENRY BLACKBURN'S LECTURES.—
Mr. HENRY BLACKBURN, Editor of 'Academy Notea.' Ac.,

will deliver TWO ILLUSTRATED ART-LECTURES In the Season
1. The Art of Popular Illustration.' 2. 'Life In Algeria; or,

by Sketches and Diagram* In Sun-
rand February.—For particu-
S.W.

Sketching In Sunahl
derland. Durham, ai
lars address to 100, 1

M
R. ALFRED H. 8. TAYLOR begs to inform
Uie Clergy, Secretaries of Institutes, Proprietors of Schools, and

others, that he is prepared, during the coming season, to resume his
HUMOROUS and DRAMATIC HEADINGS. Special terms for chari
table objects.—Address S, Essex- terrace, Blackhaath,

W
ANTED, a well-educated YOUTH, of decided
Literary ability, with knowledge of Shorthand.—Send full par

ticular* and specimens to P., Gothic Villa, Woodlands, Isleworth.

TIME and CAPITAL.—A GENTLEMAN poa-
seasinc taste and energy, with about 3UV , to Join ADVERTISKK In

a High-class ENTERPRISE..—Address E. H. Gatmiin.i.. Eaq., Solicitor,
3, Staples Inn, Hoiborn.

10ND0N LETTER.—A Member of the Staff
J of a LONDON MORNING PAFKR Is open to Supply Provincial

Dally or Weekly Paper with a LONDON LETTER.-Apply R. 8., can
of Mr. Watkinson. 25, Villa-road, Brixton.

A GENTLEMAN, thoroughly experienced in
Newspaper Work . energetic and reliable, would be glad to hear of

an OPENING on a Provincial Journal, with a view, If possible,
interest In the same Particular* at interview.—C H. B., Messrs.
A Francis, Advertising Agents, £9, Fleet-street, K C.

ENGAGEMENT DESIRED by JOURNALIST of
several years' experience In Editorial. Sub-Editorial, and Reporting.

Practised Leader and Descriptive Writer and good Reporter. Thoroughly
ateady, energetic, and reliable Could take Management of Printlng-
Offlce, give Estimates. Ac. First-class testimonials Moderate Salary.
—Address D. SI, at C. H May A Co.'s General Advertising Offices,
79, Oracechurch-street, London.

AN EDITOR, with moderate capital, would be
glad to hear of a COUNTRY PAPER, with or without a view to

ultimate ROLE PROPRIETORSHIP.—Address A. B.C., care of Messrs.
Sklpworth A De Carle, 40 and 43, Uuecn Victoria-street, London.

T^HE AUTHOR of 'Forty Years' Recollections '
J. desires ENOAGEMRNT ss EDITOR or 8UB-EDIU0R of NEWS
PAPER or MAGAZINE. Moderate saiaxy. First-rate references.—
T. Faoer, South borough, Tunbridge Wells.

VACANCY for REPORTER (good), who is a smart
V ParagraphUt and Descriptive Writer, is OPEN on a Weekly Paper

in Midland County. Must w aie and willing to push the Paper and
Increase Its influence. A good opportunity for an energetic man.—
Address, in first instance, to O. M. M., Messrs. Adams A Francis, Adver
tising Agents, 30, Fleet-street, E.C.

WANTED, a GENTLEMAN, with 2,000/., to
f T PURCHASE HALF-SHARE of a well-established ENGINEER
ING PAPEK. and several very successful Annual Publications. Pur-

have the control of financial matters, and is wanted to take
•r retiring.—Address Lgnuqk, Victoria House, 12, Cathe-
, W.C.

QUB-EDITOR or AUTHOR'S SECRETARY. Pre-
O pares Works for the Press. Ten years tn Newspaper Office. Town
or Country.—L. D., 1 Westbury-terrace. W'eatbournc-square, W.

E
who has a

ulntance with the work of the Dally and WeeklyLeader-WrllCT. - Addreei X.,

EC.

XPERIBNCED SUH-EDITOR
thorough acqualatano

RE-EN(lAO

"tV"ANTED, SUB-EDITOR—Essentials: Verbatim
TV Shorthand Note, ability to Write smart, trenchant Leaderettes,

and capacity for sustained Night-work. Only those applications will be
noticed that deal explicitly with these points. — Write, stating cxperit-nce
and salary expected, to Paass, 17, Union-square, Packington-street, N.

THE PRES8. — A Practised JOURNALIST, of
wide experience, now ensued in London, has time to supply One

or Two I.FADING ARTICLES Weekly Politics Liberal Terms mode
rate.—Address LiADaa-WaiTaa, care of Messrs. C. Mitchell A Co., Red
Lion-court, Fleet-street, E.C.

O NEWSPAPER PROPRIETORS.-
otjr jei

nr two of lh<- bwt Paper, in the ktondom. w ill shortly

-The
Advertiser, who has had nearly twenty year*' experience on one

ro of the best Papers In the kingdom, will shortly be open to take
the position of PUBLISHER and COMMERCIAL MANAGER of a

Ion amongst London Advertisers,
i as to character and ability.—

Kensington A Co.. Advertising A
E C.

AUTHORS desirous of PUBLISHING their
WORKS, and reaping the ENTIRE PROCEEDS on same (for

which purpose Joining an established Authors' ~
Litcsast Plslisbimq Sociim, Victoria House,
—In the press, and shortly ready, A GILDED SHAME, by

»' Co-operation).—Apply,
Catherine-street. Struud.
1IAME, by "OWL."

c.
MITCHELL Ic CO.,
Purchase of Nr

following Announcements
In Lsndon and the Provinces.

ts for the Sale and
„ , beg to direct attention to the

Newspaper Properties for Disposal, both

c.
MITCHELL & CO. are favoured with instruc-

Propcriies.

a for INVESTMENTS from Clients for sums varying 1
either for Partnership or for the Purchase of N<

nnlcations atrlctly confidential.

C.
^ MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to ARRANGE

a PARTNERSHIP in a LIBERAL WEEKLY ll-rortnclal)
PAPER. Capital required 1,0001. Excellent opportunity for a 1

C MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
• Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

Probate or Purchase, Investigations, and Audit of Accounts. &c.

PRINTING.-JOHN BALE & SONS, Printers of
the Dental Rmime. the Snotishfommn't Resist*, and other Period

icals, are prepared to undertake the PRINTING of M.igu/im*, Pamphlets,
Itookwork, Catalogues, 4c. on the most reasonable terms. Estimates
free, — Steam Printing Offices, 87-89, Great TitchneJd-street, Oxford-
street London

STUDENT, Law or Medicine, or City man,
' hooae1Y wilt find a well-appointed HOME in a professional man's

In one of the best squares near the British Museum,—Apply by
H J , cart' of Mr. Osborne, 1*, Catherine-Street, Strand.

AN EXPERIENCED KINDERGARTNE11IN,
Trained and Certiorated, will be DISENGAGED at C

Apply to KiMDaaoAaTHEBiN, High School, Hath.

II
YDE PARK COLLEGE for LADIE!

115, Gloucester-terrace, Hyde Park.

The SENIOR TEKM begins NOVKMBF.il 1st.

The JUNIOR HALF-TERM. NOVEMBER 1st.

Mr. JOHN MILLAKD. Elocution Master in the City of London School .
will commence a Course of Instruction for Senior Pupils in Heading and
Recitation from Shakspeare.

Prospectuses, containing Terms, Names of Professors, &c, can be bad
on application to the Lady IIksidixt.

HIGH SCHOOL, CHRISTCHURCH, NEW
ZEALAND -A HEAD MASTER and a SECOND MASTER are

REQUIRED for the SCHOOL, which baa been liberally Endowed, and
la under the control of the Board of Governor* of the Canterbury
College. The School la to be divided Into a Cl.-issicai and a Modern Side;
one Master will be required to teach Classics and English, and the other
Mathematics and Science. Both Masters must have Graduated la
Honours at either Oxford or Cambridge, aud had experience and success
as Teachers in Public Schools. The salary of the Head Master will be
eXXK..that of the Second Master i>X«l. per annum, both without House
allowance. Neither Master will be permitted to take Boarders. 1A0I.
will be allowed to the Head Master and 100.. to the Second Master for
Passage Monet to the Colony ; both Masters will be expected to arrive
In the Colony before the 31st March, 1HH1. School buildings have been
erected at a cost of 10,080,. The following Gentleman hare consented to
act as a Commission for the selection of the Masters :—lYofessor Rlackle,
cf Edinburgh, Professor Jowctt, of Oxford, Arthur Sidgwlck, Esq., of
Oxford, the Rev J. M. Wilson. Clifton College. It Is open to Candidates
to send in applications for either or both Masterships. IntendingCandi-
dates can obtain of the undersigned Application Forms and Printed
Statement, giving further particulars as to qualifications), ___
Ac. Ail applications must be made on the Forms, and be seat in
before Is? November next, to WALTER KENNAWAV, New M
Office, 7, Westminster Chambers, London. 8. W.

PPRENTICESHIP SCHOOL of MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING —Superintendent of Workshops, S. Plchler. Esq.
res by John Bourne, Esq. (Author of various works on the Steam

Engine) ; by Mr. Lawrie, Past President of Institute Engineers and Ship
builders In Scotland —For particulars apply to SacazruiT, Polytechnic,
3UC, Regent-street, London.

STAR RUBY.—A remarkably line specimen for
SALE. Also a few Mounted Cats' Eyes, Vases in Siberian Oven-

turine.—U&tce Wright, Mineralogist and Expert in Gems and Precious
Stones, SO, Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, London, w.c.
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ALEXANDRA COLLEGE, DUBLIN,
FOR THE HIGHER EDUCATION OF LADIES.

Potroneaa-H R.H. the PRINCESS of WALES.
VIsitor-The ARCHBISHOP of DUBLIN.

A LADY SUPERINTENDENT is required lor the above. Applica
tion'* stutinH it«e. qualifications, and previous experience, with rt kir-
enecs and copies ol testimonials, to he scut to the Sn nr. j» v. Alexandra
Oulleue EarlBiorMei-raee. Duhlin. on or before the 15th ol NOt tMlir.K.
I nformntlon as to duties, &c. , will be supplied by the secretary on appli-

at be Communicant Members ol the Church ol England

orthe Church ol Ireland
By Order of the Coum'il, , ,

H. H. DICKINSON, D.D., Principal.

HIGH-CLASS INSTRUCTION for LADIES and
GENTLEMEN , in connexion with the Dilettante Club, 7 , Arffyll-

street Regent-street. —The following PR0PES80US have hecu elected
bv the Coiimitec to represent the Club :-Mr. Isidore de Lara, binirinjf-
Mr. Isidore dc Solla, singing and Harmony-Dr. N Hclneiuann 1- ll.U.K.
F R Hist Soc , German ; PoUtical Econojuy—M. Henry Log*, Piano and
Harmony'-Mr.'George Nevlllei Acting and S'tage l^p^tlon-Mr narry
St Maur, Voice Production i Elocution ; Acuns-—Mr. Albert vlsettl,
Singing.—Adore** the Paorxssoas, at the dob.

i H E AUTOTYPE COMPANY,

631, OXFORD-STREET, LONDON, W.C.

AUTOTYPE represents Permanent Photographic

Printing by several distinct Processes -.—

FIRST —PIGMENT PRINTING, under Swan & Johnson's Patents.—
The Photographic Image la built up ol Carbon, Charcoal, and other
permanent pigments. These m,tj>i-inls permit a wide range of Mono-
■diromlc expression. Pictures copied up to i feet by 3 feet Autotype
Art is known throughout Europe ; its productions arc absolutely Per-

i -COLLOTYPE, or PHOTOGRAPHY in the PRINTING
Process perfected by the Company, and adapted for

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS.
_ ts employed by the Trustees of the British Museum, Pitlaeo-
Numismatical. Archaeological, and other Learned Societies,

■ - Publishers In London and Paris. It affords the fol-
The Prints direct on the paper, with suitable

i, rCiidy for binding ; the Fae-simllo character of the result* ; the
cheapness for Editions of ir-Vl. &r , . -
THIHD.-WOODBURYTYFE. or UELIEF PRINTING, in which a

Metal Matrix yield! a large number of Prints.—This Process u cheap,
well adapted for Portraits. Engineers' and Manufacturers' samples, and
subjects of continuous Rradatlon Where pure High Lights or Vignettes
arcreuuired the Process Is unsuitable W oodburytypes require mount
ing Woodbury type forms an addendum to the more Important Collotype
Process and enable* the Company to execute Orders by the method best

trk-

THE AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY
displays a noble COLLECTION of COPIES ol the OLD MASTERS,

selected from the principal Art-Galleries and Museums of Europe,
among which may oe enumerated :—16 Examples after Fru Angehco,
1*1 llartolummeo. 30 Correggio. 57 DUrcr, 30 Holbein. 179 M. Angclo,
149 Raphael 20 Rubens. 14 Del Sarto, 36 Titian, 35 Da Vinci. 4c.
Examples after Pointer, K A . Meissonnler, Rossettl, Corot, Bnrne-

Jones, De Neuville, Shields, Cattermole, Elmore, Bowbotham, Care
Thomas, Ac Pictures Cleaned, Restored, and Framed.
NEW CATALOGUE, price 6d. free by post ; Gratis to Purchasers.

To adorn at little coat the Walla of Home with Artistic Masterpieces,
Tislt the AUTOTYPE FINE-MIT GALLERY, 531, Oxford-street/W.C.

Director of Works, J. R. SAWYER.
General Manager, W. 8. BIRD.

CATALOGUE (No. 73, November) of AUTO-
GBAPHS and HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS, on SALE by F.

NAYLOR. 4, Millman-strect, Bedford-row, London.—Sent on application.

ANEW CATALOGUE of RARE TRACTS,
Old Historical Papers, Literary Curiosities, Scarce Views, Portraits,

Ancient Maps, Ac, is NOW READY, and sent free per return on receipt
of address and two stamps.^J. H. Fkwwell, 14, Red Lion-passage.

- • i, W.C.

/CATALOGUE des LIVRES ANCIENS et
V7 MODRRNES, rarea ct cutieux, en rente anx prix marques chex le
1Jbratre Fr. J. OLIVIER a Bruxelle*. 1916 Numero*.
The aboTe will be sent on receipt of Six Stamps. Orders promptly

attended to by
Drue A Co. 37, Sohc-squarc, W.

RARE BOOKS.—NEW CATALOGUE of RARE
BOOKS and MANUSCRIPTS (I.) Just ready.—Kxaa A Hitnxni)-

son, 80, Queen-street, Glasgow.

ORDNANCE SURVEY of ENGLAND and
WALES, in 110 Divisions, on One-Inch Scale, Coloured Sheets,

bound in 2 large volume*, half-morocco, gilt and lettered, and in flrst-
rlass condition. Price Fifteen Guineas —Further particulars of Mr.
Walteb Collins, No. 38, The Parade, Leamington.

LONDON LIBRARY,
12, ST. JAMESS-SQCARE.-Founded in 1841.

Patron—U.K. U. THE PRINCE OF WALES.
President—THOMAS CARLYLE, Esq.

This Library contains 90,000 Volume* of Ancient and Modern Lite
rature, in various Languages. Subscription, 31 a year, or 21., with
Entrance-fee of tU., Life Membership, 'XL

Fifteen Volumes are allowed to Country, and Ten to Town Members.
HeudiiiK-Ruom open from Ten to h;Uroiist^Six. ^Prosipecttu ^ ^cm appli
cation. 'ROBERT HARRISON, Secretary and Librarian.

TO ARTISTS.—TO LET, Unfurnished, a STUDIO
and Port of the House of a well-known Artist.—Apply first, by

letter, addressed Studio, care of Mr. Badger, 49, Dorsel-etrest, Baker-
street, W.

'THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
A WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every
retrard to the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R.
THOMPSON. Studio. 43. Oeorge-atreet, Fortmaa-square, W.

Scientific and Miscellaneous Property.—No. 5,720,

[R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
M his Great Rooms, 3s. King-street Coven t garden, on FRIDAY,
November-'' at half-past li! precisely. DISSOLVINU-VIBW LANTERNS
and SLIDES CAMERAS and LENSES and other PHOTOGRAPHIC
APPARATUS- several good Lathes and Tools-Cutlery-Flated Goods—
China— Microscope* and Telescopes—Field and Race Glasses, and the
usual Miscellaneous Assortment.
On view after two o'clock the day prior and morning of Sole, and

Catalogue* had.

Library of the late Rev. J. EE.VRICK', and Portions of

the Libraries of other Collectors.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington-

street, Strand. W.C. on THURSDAY. November 4, and Three Following
Days, at I o'clock precisely, a COLLECTION of MISCELLANEOUS
BOOKS, including a PORTION of the LIBRARY of the late Rev. J.
KENRICK, MA., and Selections front other Private Libraries; the
whole comprising Galleries and Books of Prints—Historical and Bio
graphical Works — Natural History — Greek and Latin Classics, and

Works in General Literature.
May be viewed two days prior, and Catalogues had , if by post, on

receipt of four stamps.

Portion of t/ie extensive and valuable Lif/rary of WILLIAM

BRAGGE, Es>}., F.8.A.

ESSES. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington-

street. Strand, W.C. on WEDNESDAY. November 10. aud Three Fol
lowing Days, at 1 o'clock precisely, a PORTION of the Extensive and
valuable LIBRARY of WILLIAM BRAGGE.Esq.. F.S.A. ; comprising
Early -printed Works, with woodcuts—splendid Books of Prints -impor
tant Manuscripts—Rare Bibles and Liturgies—Publications adorned with
Emblems and Standard Authors in the English. French, Dutch, German,
Italian, Spanish, and other Languages ', including Alpnabeta, Liters?,
Characters et Habitus Variorum Populorum, 1 vols.. Manuscript with
valuable Drawings—Angells Coleceion de Obras relativos a la Historla
del Rio de la Plata, 0 vols.—Barcelona Privileges, Manuscript in the
Catalan Dialect—Cronlck von Niirmberg, with numerous woodcuts—
Escobar Quairoeiento* Itespuestas, 2 vols.—Goya's Etchings—Hamilton's
Cunipi FlilegraM—Holtrop. Moumucus Typog.nplno.ues des Pays-Bas—
Humphreys's Illuminated Books — Jones s Grammar of Ornament —
McKcnncy and Hall's History of the Indian Tribe*. 3 vols,— Mouradja
d'Ohason, Empire Ottoman. 2 vols, large paper, with double set of plates,
unlettered proofs and coloured, unique—Paris Siege Caricatures, in
3 vols.— i'erring's Pyramids of Olson—Roberta's Sketches of the Holy
Land, the artist's own copy, Ac., both series, 4 vols.—Russell's Naval
Architecture, 3 vols.—Wefgel*s Anfaiige der Druckerkunst, 2 vol*.—
Westwood's Fac-stmiles of Miufalures—Heuros d'Anne de Bretague,
3 vols., with beautiful 111 urn lnatious—Notes and Queries. 55 vols.—
Schoolcraft's Indian Tribes, ti vols.—Transactions of the Institution of
Naval Architect*. 19 vols. Ac To which is added, a COLLECTION of
important LITURGICAL and other MANUSCRIPTS, from the Cister
cian Abbey of Chiaravailc. near MUan.
May be viewed two days prior, and Catalogues had . if by post, on

receipt of six stamps.

Select and Important Cabinet of Coins and Medals, the
I*roperty of a Nobleman.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
wIU SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington-

street, Strand, W.C, on MONDAY, November 15, and Four Following
Days, at 1 o'clock precisely, the ver» Select and highly Important
CABINET of COINS and MEDALS, the Property of a NOBLEMAN.
This beautiful Collection comprises line specimens of Greek and
Roman Coins, principally from the Campana Sale In 1846—Rare Early
lint Mi Oold and silver Coins. In the Series of English Gold aud Silver
Coinage will be found the Sovereign or Double Rial of Henry VII.—
George Nobles of Henry VIII., in tbe Unset condition—the Pattern
Double Sovereign or Three Pound Piece of Edward VI , and a line
Sovereign ol his third year, from the Devonshire Collection-Gold Ryal
of Queen Mary, and Angels of Philip aud Mary—the Spur Ryal and
Fifteen Shilling Pieces of James I.—fine Treble Units of Charles I..
Angels, Ac—Milled Gold Coins, in the most perfect state, from tbe
Marshall Collection. In Silver an unrivalled Collection of the Siege
Pieces of Charles I. —Sets of Scarborough, and Inehlnquln Rebel and
Dublin Crowns and Half Crowns—numerous Patterns, Ac. The Scotch
Series Includes the Gold Noble of David II. (only two others known)—
Twenty Pound Piece of James VI. , and other rare Pieces—Ryal and Half
Ryal of Mary—a Hue Series of the Silver Testoons of Mary Queen of
BCOtS, and other rare Pieces. Anglo-Gallic Coins in Gold, especially rare
and Interesting, of Edward III. and the Black Prince, including the
Oold Hardit, Chaise, Leopard, Guiennots, Ac—an Angelot of Henry V.—
Gold Aquitaioe Flurln of Edward III., Ac A very Hne Collection of
Rare Gold and Silver Medals, from the Devonshire, Cutf, and Holiusdale

Collections.
May be viewed two days previously, and Catalogues had ; if by post,

on receipt of six stamps.

Important Collection of the Etchings of Rembrandt.

ESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON k HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13, WeUlngton-

strcet, Strand. W.C., on SATURDAY, November 30, at l o'clock
precisely, an important COLLECTION of the ETCHINGS of REM
BRANDT, the Property of a GENTLEMAN relinquishing the pursuit.
May be viewed two days prior, and Catalogues had; if by post, on

receipt of three stamp*.

M

The DE LA SALLfC Collection of Cinque-Cento and later
Artistic Portrait Medallions and Medals of the highest

quality.
MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE

will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington-
street, Strand, W.C, on MONDAY, November 22. and Three Following
Days at 1 o'clock precisely, most select and valuable COLLECTION of
UINO.I K-CENTO and later ARTISTIC PORTRAIT MEDALLIONS and
MEDALS (chiefly signed). In Bronxe, Ac, PLAQUES, FRIEZES,
ANTIQUE and RENAISSANCE BRONZES; including some of the
beautiful Productions of Vlttore Flsano. Domenico dl Polo, Melioli,
Uoradinl, Enzola, Rubcrto, Cellini. Anti, Matteo do' Pastl. Hlerimia,
F dl O Dal Prato, Bertoldo, Guiili/ani. ltuldu, Caradosso, Spermidio,
Guacclalottl, Delia Bobbin, Valerio Vicentlno, Bernardo dl Castel
Bolognese, Grechetto, Pompeo LeonI, Pollaiuolo, the Medallist a l'Espcx-

Ino San Gallo, Camelio, Pomedello. Baccio Baudinelll, Zacehl
Cnprarola, Donnteilo, Matteo del Nassaro,

ance, Cav
Fastorino. Leone Leo...,
G Duprtf. Wurln, Spinelli. Pogglni, Zagar of Holland. Bonz-igna,
Glo. delle Cornlolc, Modern., F. Briot, and other eminent Artists of the
last four centuries. A few arc In Silver, all of the period, aud some arc
unpublished. Formed during the last fifty years by the late Monsieur
HIS DE LA SALLE, of Paris.
May be viewed two days prior, and Catalogue* had; U by post, on

receipt of six stamps

Modern Etchings and Drawings, the Property of an Artist,

deceased.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13. Wellington-

street Strand W C. on FRIDAY. November 2t>. at I o'clock precisely,
MODERN ETCHINGS and DRAWINGS. COLOURED PRINTS ILLUS
TRATIVE of COACHING. DRAWINGS ol CELEBRATED VIEWS or
BUILDINGS of OLD LONDON, Ac, the Property of an ARTIST,
deceased.
May be viewed two days prior, and Catalogues had ; if by post, on

receipt of two stamps.

Valuable Objects of Art, t/te Projierty of a Gentleman, deceased,

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No 13. Wellington-

street, Strand, W.C, on MONDAY. November 29, and Following Day,
at 1 o'clock precisely, VARIOUS OBJECTS of ABT. the Property of a
GENTLEMAN , deceased, consisting of Sevres, Chelsea, and other Euro
pean Furcelaiii-a One Collection of Champ-It? vfi Enamels of the
Thirteenth Century—Aneleu t Venetian and German Glass—German aud
Flemish Ores, many with Inscriptions and Dates—Oriental China,
Bronzes, and Antiquities—Ornamental Furniture, Clocks. Ac; among
those may be especially noted ; a tine Boule Clock and Pair of Cabinets,
some line German Enamelled Wiederkoms, Sevres Vases and Cabarets,
Pewter Dish by Briot, Sixteenth Century, n tine Champ-levc Crosier,
Basin, Ac. of the Thirteenth Century, from the celebrated De Brugc
Collection—Thlrtv Choice and Rare Egg-sbell Plates, with Ruby Backs—
a Rare Venetian Pax of the Sixteenth Century, In Silver and Enamel—
Chinese Bronzes—Egyptian, Roman, and Mcdiayval Antiquities, Ac.
May be viewed two days prior, and Catalogues had -, 11 by post, on

receipt of four sump*.

Choice Collection of Engravings and Etchingsformed by

the Rev. J. J. HEYWOOD.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
wiU SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13. WeUinfrtao-

street Strand W.C, on MONDAY, December 6, nml Two FalL-wia^
Days, at 1 o'clock precisely, choice COLLECTION of BNGRAVLNyS
and ETCHINGS, formed by the Rev J. J- HEYWOOD. now relin
quishing the pursuit ; comprising tine Examples of the Earlier Masters,
Albrecht Diirer, Lukos Van Lcyden. Rembrandt Van Rhyn, tc. ; also a
very remarkable Series of the Works of the later Dutch Etcher*. Paal
Potter, Nicholas Berghem, Ostade. Jean Le Dueq. Karl Du Jardln. Jeaa
Livens, Waterloo, F. Bol. A. Flanien, Ac, comprising l^rlySt«,ce* -A
the utmost rarity; a Series of beautiful Etchings of the French mz.1
English Schools." Ancient and Modern, including rare Specimen* f
Claude Lorraine in Early States, and choice Proofs of the Works of
Bniequcmottd, L. Flaraeng, Rajon, Le Gros. Jacquemart, Seymcr^
Hndon, J M. Whistler, Ac. ; several important Works of the Me*zotl_;
Engraver* M. Ardell, Watson, Spllsbury, Ward. J. R, Smith. Ac . is
splendid Proof State* ; a remarkable CoBcction of the Works oS G*otji
eriue in Proof States, Ac
May be viewed two day* prior, and Catalogues had; U by pott, on

receipt of six stamps. ___^^___^_^____„

Miscellaneous Books.— Three Days' Sale.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C . oa MON

DAY, November 1, and Two Following Days, at ten minute* p,^t
I o'clock precisely, a large COLLECTION of MISCELLANEOUS
BOOKS ; comprising Works in all the various Branches of Lite
Architectural Works—Original Editions of Charles Dickens's 1
Works Illustrated by G. Cruikahank, Ac.

Catalogues on receipt of two stamps.

Valuable Collection of Oil Paintings.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C, on MON

DAY November 8, at ten minutes past 1 o'clock precisely, n v&luabl?
COLLECTION of OIL PAINTINGS, chiefly by the Old Masters, tbe
Property of a GENTLEMAN (removed from his residence at Liverpoo:..

Catalogue* (by post), two stamps.

A Cellar of Choice Wines.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47. Leicester-square. W.C . on t- -

— 1 o'clor'NESDAY, November 10, at ten minutes past
CELLAR of CHOICE WINES, including Higi
Madeiras, Clarets, Burgundies, Hocks, Sparkling

Catalogues are preparing.

Theological Library of the late Rev. Canon MILLER, D.D.,$t.

"Vj ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
XU. AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square. «C, oa
THURSDAY, November 11, and F'ollowlng Day, at- ten uuni^s pot:
1 o'clock precisely, the LIBRARY of the late Rev. Dr. MILLfft. VW
of Greenwich, Canon of Bocbester Cathedral, Ae. (remove* from uie
Vicarage, Greenwich); comprising High-Class Theological Books, all
the various divisions, HumQeticaT, Patristic Exegeticai, Devotional,
Critical . also Standard Historical Works, Fiction, Poetry, Ac.

Catalogues on receipt of two stamp*.

Rare and valuable Books, Illuminated MSS.t dc.

TESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47. Leiceater-aquare, W.C, oaTUBS-

Illuminated and other Manuscripts—Books \
Verard, Herdouin, Godard, Pigouchet, Ac. some on veilurn— nae i
mens of Early Typography— First Editions of Shelley. Keats, Byrun,
Ac—Works on tbe History and Theory of Engraving. Ac, cbiedy in flac
bindings, by eminent artists.

Catalogue* on receipt of two stamps.

CLIFTOtf.

MESSRS. H. R. PAROUS & CO. will SELL by
AUCTION, at No. 4, CLARB-STRRET, BRISTOL, on WRDV&*-

DAY and THURSDAY. November 3 and 4, the choice COLLECTION of
MODERN PAINTINGS and DRAWINGS. Kawfmnn and Bartoloin
Engravings, Ac, belonging to ROBERT LANG. Laagford Lodge, Chaos ;
including Specimens by Creswick, R.A., Wm. Milller, Copley Fieldm*.
F. W. Topham. Sum Prout, G. Fripp. A. Frlpp. Hcywood Hardy. W*V
CaUow, Pyne. Brittan Willis—two early and fine Examples by Caaiies

Branwhite, and seven by Syer. And
On TUESDAY. November 9, at LANGFOBD LODGE, CLIFTON, the

COLLECTION of BOOKS ; amongst them Mr. Lang's SabscripUua
Copy. No. ti. of HalllweB's Folio Shakespeare, 16 vola.—Shake»pf*rt
Society, 50 vols —Notes and Queries, 60 vols.—British Arcb«olu*-iisd
Association. IUU vol* —Art Journal, 30 vol*.—36 C^rpmo-UthograpU of
the Arundel Society—and 150 vols, of rare Sporting Work*.
The Collections will be on view two days previous to the Sale, which

wiU commeuce at 12 o'clock punctuaUy.

Entire Stock and Plant of the Publications of the old established

Finn of Messrs. W. TEGG <fc CO.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Booms, 115. Chancery-lane. W.C. on WEDNESDAY.

November 10, and Two Following Duys. at 1 o'clock, tbe ENTIRE
STOCK and PLANT of the PUBLICATIONS of Messrs. WM TBGG A
CO., Publishers, of Pancras-lane, Cheapside ; comprising )G0 Dr Adam
Clurke's Commentary ou the Bible, 6 vols, (sells .V 3.-.J, and the Stereo
Plates -400 Doddridge's Expositor (10a. Gd >—ssO Oruden's Comordsote
(7s. Gd.), and the stereo Plates—4o0 Moahelm's EcUesiastical History
(8s. 6d.),and the Stereo*—Fuller's Church History, a vol*, crow* eva,
aud the Stereos— 1»0 Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy (S*. 64-1, and thv
Stereos—375 Lavater's Physiognomy (13*. ), aud the Stereo*—tbe Stereo*
and Woodcuts of Hone s Popular works, 4 vols —400 Christopher Tad
pole {3*. &/.), and the 8tereos-S00 Farley's Universal History (S* ). *»*
the stereos of this and other of Parley's Book*—the Stureo Flat** ol
Johnson and Walker's Dictionaries — Meadows. » French. Italian, and
Spanish Dictionaries and Grammars—Ahn's French and German Counv»
— Murray's and Leunie's Grammars—Mangnall's Questions, Ac—24JW
vols, of the Howltt Series, and the Stereos—10.000 vols. c*t the Fsml>;
Library—steel and Copper Plate* of Engravings after Landaeor. Wilkir,
Herring, Crulksuauk, Crowqulll, Collins. Stothard, Ac

Catalogues are preparing.

rPHE NINETEENTH CENTUKY. for

X KOYBstlUat, MHO. Prioc la, W.

LEGISLATION lor IKELAKD. B? the Kfeht Hon. I

The 8ABIMTH. Rj ProJ««sor Tvndall.
EVI L8 ot COHPETITI VE BXAMINATIOMC. Bj the B*T. A. B. C

(late II. M. lpspvctor of Schools}.
The PHILOSOPHY of UONSEKVATI8M. Bf W. B lUHock.

FICTION : Fair and Foul. IV. By John Raskin.
OUB NBW WI1EATPIELOS at HOME. Bv Major HaUMt.

The GOVERNMENT of LONDON. By W. M. Tonens. M P.

The CREEI>S—OLD and NEW. II. By Frederic Harrison.

Tho WORKS ol Sir HENRY TAYLOR. By H. O. Hewlett,

BRIBERY and CORRtlTION. By Sydney C. Buxton.

RECENT SCIENCE. Supervised by Professor Huxley.

C. Kcsan Pnul ft Co. London.
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HE EDINBURGH Review, No. 312,
OCTOBER, is just published.

Contents.

LIFE of THOMAS GRAHAM, LORD LYNED0CH.

ANNALS of EXETER COLLEGE,

. RECORDS of EARLY ENGLISH ADVENTURE.

. The CHEMISTRY of the STARS.

. SAINT SIMON'S PARALLEL of THREE KINGS.

HOWORTH's HISTORY of the MONGOLS.

... GERMANY, PAST and PRESENT.

TREVELYAN'S EARLY HISTORY of FOX.

. The CANDAHAR CAMPAIGN.

London: Longmans & Co. Edinburgh: A. & C. Black.

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. 300, is

published THIS DAY.

Contents.

RECENT TRAVELS in JAPAN.

CICERO.

ART COLLECTIONS.

. Mr. MORLEY'S DIDEROT.

. The CAMISARDS.

. OLYMPIA.

. The NEWSPAPER PRESS.

. The MARSHAL DUKE of SALDANHA.

. SIX MONTHS of a LIBERAL GOVERNMENT.

John Murray, Albemarle-street.

No. XXI. price 6s.

QUARTERLY REVIEW, for

OCTOBER, 1880.

The CATACOMBS of ROME, and CERTAIN PREVALENT MIS

CoNCEPTIONS REGARDING THEM.

The PAGAN REACTION under the EMPEROR JULIAN.

8. THOMAS AQUINA8.

. CHRISTIAN IMAGINATIONS of HEAVEN.

The SACRIFICIAL TEACHING of the ANCIENT LITURGIES.

. LIFE of RICHARD WALDO SIBThoRP.

BRIGHT'S ANTI-PELAGIAN TREATISES of S. AUGUSTINE.

. The SUNDAY SCHOOL CENTENARY.

... CONFIRMATION.

... SOME RECENT EPISCOPAL CHARGES.

. EVERLASTING PUNISHMENT.

ShORT NOTICES.

Spottiswoode & Co. New-street-square, London.

Monthly, price Half-a-Crown,

HE CON T E M POR A R Y

Contents for NOVEMBER.

ANIMAL INSTINCT in its hELATION to the MIND of MAN.

Unity of Nature. No. III.) By the Duke of Argyll.

HOW to NATIONALIZE the LAND: a Radical Solution of the Irish

Land Problem. By Alfred R. Wallace.

The RELATION of CHRISTIAN BELIEF to NATIONAL LIFE. . By
the Rev. J. Baldwin Brown.

PARTYPOLITICS in the UNITED STATES.

IIlan

The£genure of DELIBERATIVE BODIES. By Alexander Bain,

HOME RULE in IRELAND: its Strength as shown by the last Two

General Elections. By Alfred Frisby.

The PROSPECTS of LANDOWNERS. By Professor W. Steadman Aldis

The FUTURE of the CANADIAN DOMINION. By William Clarke.

OLD and NEW JAPAN i or, a Decade of Japanese Progress. By Sir

Rutherford Alcock, K.C.B.

CoNTEMPORARY BOOKS.

Strahan & Co. Limited, 34, Paternoster-row.

HE ART JOURNAL, for NovEMBER (price
2s. 6d.), contains the following

Engravings.

1. WHITTINGTON. After C. B. Birch.

2. A VISIT from the INQUISITORS. After D. W. Wynfield.

3. LITTLE BAREFOOT. After B. Wautier.

Literary Contents.

The Art of the Silversmith. By W. H. Singer. Illustrated.

Forgotten Gems of the Renaissance. Illustrated.

Ovid, Turner, and Golding. By Cosmo Monkhouse.

Original Designs for Art Manufacture. Illustrated.

Berlin Royal Academy of Arts.

Education in Egypt. By E. T. Rogers and Miss Rogers. Illustrated.

The Process of Modern Fresco Painting.
Walberswick

Social Science Congress.

Art at Home and Abroad, &c.

London: Art Journal Office, 26, Ivy-lane, E.C.

FRASER'S MAGAZINE, NovKMBER, 1880, No.611,

New Series, No. CXXXI. Price 2s. 6d.

Contents.

PollTICAL LEADERS and the POLITICAL FUTURE.

An EARLY CELTIC COLLEGE. By Hugh Macmillan, D.D.

Mr. SEMPILL's SETTLEMENT. By Alexander Allardyce.

The SCOTSMAN'S RETURN from ABROAD. By R. L. S.

THREE PHASES of LYRIC POETRY. By Thomas Bayne.

EDUCATION and Boots. By “The Riverside Visitor.”

The OLD PACIFIC CAPITAL. By Robert Louis Stevenson.

A RELIGIOUS POEM of the NINTH CENTURY. By Prof. Gibb.

WOMAN as a SANITARY REFORMER. By Benjamin Ward Richard
son, M.D., F.R.S.

The BUGLE. From the French. By J. D. Hoppus.

An ENGLISH RURAL WALK. By T. E. Kebbel.

CREEDS and CREED-SUBSCRIPTION. By a Broad churchman.

London: Longmans& Co.

T
HE MUSICAL TIMES, for NovEMBER, con

tains:-Home Music-Worship-The Father of the Symphony–The

Great Composers: Spohr–Marchetti's Opera, “Don Giovanni d'Austria"

—Leeds Musical Festival-Jacques Offenbach-Crystal Palace concerts

4c.—Reviews, Foreign and Country News, &c. Price 2d.; post free id:

Annual Subscription, 4s., including postage. *

|

THE CHURCH

1.

|
::

R E VIE W.

(The

By an American States

HE MUSICAL TIMES, for NoveMBER, con

KWOOD'S MAGAZINE, for NovEMBER,

1880. No. DCCLXXXI. price 2s. 6d.

Contents.

Part I.

BLAC

The PRIVATE SECRETARY.

AirMY REFORM.

Dr. WORTLE'S SCHOOL, Part VII.

A."wis'Ain in ROME. With a Commentary by Ben Israel.

W. W. S.

VOYAGES in the P. and O. : Reminiscences of an Old Fogey.

FROM AFRICA. By Marcus Paulus Venetus.

The CLOSE of the AFFGHAN CAMPAIGN.

The UNLOADED REVOLVER—The DIPLOMACY of PANATICISM.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

By

Now ready, price One Shilling,

THE T E M P L E B A R MAGAZIN E.

Contents for NOPEMBER, 1880.

ADAM and EVE. (Continued.)

ERASMUS DARWIN.

. The NATIONAL PRESS in IRELAND.

. UNSPOKEN LOVE.

An EXPERIMENT in MESMERISM.

LADY hESTER STANHOPE.

LIFE in DEATH.

. A LITTLE BOHEMLAN. Part III.

. The GIBRALTAR of the EAST.

IN and ABOUT MAYFAIR.

. The REBEL of the FAMILY.

(Continued.)

•. Cases for binding the Volumes of Temple Bar can be obtained at all

Booksellers', price One Shilling each.

Bichard Bentley & Son, New Burlington-street.

:: By Mrs. Lynn Linton.

Now ready (One Shilling), No. 251,

HE CORNHILL MAGAZINE, for NOVEMBER.

With Illustrations by George Du Maurier and W. Small.

Contents.

MY FAITHFULJOHNNY. (With an Illustration.) Chaps. 1–4.

QUEVED0.

The NATURAL HISTORY of DRESS.

Ilord MACAULAY and Dr. JOHNSON'S WIFE.

The BURMESE. By Shway Yoe.

DECORATIVE DECORATIONS.

SocIAL LIFE AMONGST the ANCIENT GREEKS.

WASHINGTON-SQUARE. By Henry James, Jr. (With an Illuetration.)

Chaps. 30–35.

London: Smith, Elder & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

ST. NICHOLAS-SCRIBNER'S CHILDREN'S MAGAZINE.

COMMENCEMENT OF A NEW WOLUME.

Price One Shilling,

THE NOVEMBER NUMBER of ST. NICHOLAS.

Now ready.

•. A GRAND CHRISTMAS NUMBER of the above will be ready

about DECEMBElt 20, 1880, and, without any exception, it will be the

highest production in Juvenile Literature issued in the Year 1880.

Frederick Warne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

CRIBNER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE for

NovKMBER, commencement of a New Volume, price is. 4d. (post

free, 1s. 7d.). SCRIBNER for NOVEMBER contains. Twenty-five dis

tinct articles and upwards of Seventy High-class Illustrations.

Price 1s. 4d. (post free, 1s. 7d.),

SCRIBNER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE.

Contents for November

The SowER. After the Painting by Jean François Millet. En

graved by T. Cole. (By permission of A. Braun & Co.) Frontis

piece.

1. PETER the GREAT as RULER and REFORMER. I. Eugène

Schuyler.

2. BoRDERTOWN and the BONAPARTES. Joseph B. Gilder.

3. “o SILVERRIVER FLOWING to the SEA.” R.

4. WALT WHITMAN. With Portrait. Edmund Clarence Stedman.

5. T', SECRET of SECOND SIGHT. By an Ex-Conjurer. Henry

atton.

6. Two SINGERS. Susan Marr Spalding.

7. TIGER-LILY. In Three Parts. Part I. Julia Schayer,

8. The ThroughT of ASTYANAX beside IULUS. S. M. B. Piatt.

9. ZERVIAH HOPE. Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.

10. The LOST HELLAS. Hjalmar H. Boyesen.

11. A CHAPTER on TABLEAUX. Philip O. Sullivan.

12. JEAN#asco's MILLET-PEASANT and PAINTER. III. Alfred

Sensier.

13. “o TELL MENOT of HEAVENLY HALLS.” Celia Thaxter.

14. ELIHU VEDDER. Charles de Kay.

15, on Two PICTURES by VEDDER: I. The Young Marsyas. II.

The Cumaean Sibyl. H. H.

16, Mr. GLADSTONE. With Portrait from a Photograph (by permission,

of Marion & Co.).

17. St. MARTIN's SUMMER. Edith Jones.

18. ":ARD WooDS. (Professor Park's Memorial.) Richard Henry

19, ARTEMUS WARD. E. S. Nadal.

20. “PRAY YoU, LOVE, REMEMBER.” W. W. Young.

. ToPICS of the TIME.–22. HOME and SOCIETY.–23. CULTUREI

and PROGRESS.–24. The WORLD'S WORK-25. BRIC-A-BRAC.

Frederick Warne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

Now ready, NovKMBER Number of

R E POR TE R S M A GA Z IN E.HE

T A New High-Class Phonographic Monthly.

Written by Reporters for Reporters; and Edited by

E. J. NANKIVELL, F.R. H.S. Annual Subscription, 4s.

Published at 80, Fleet-street, E.C.

Now ready, price 1s., post free, 1s. 24d.

U D Y S A N N U A L, 1881.

Edited by CHARLES H. Ross.

Coloured Cover, numerous Full-Page Illustrations, and a host of smaller

Pictures by eminent Artists.

To be had of every Bookseller and Newsagent, at all Railway Book

stalls, and at Judy Office, 99, Shoe-lane, Fleet-street, London.

for

NOVEMBER Number of

A R IS B R O O K E M A G A Z IN E,
Now ready.

PORTRAIT of RUSKIN.

Published at 29, Quay-street, Newport, Isle of Wight; and Simpkin,

Marshall & Co. Stationers' Hall-court, London.

No. XI. for NOVEMBER, just published, price 1s. post free,

THE ANTIQUARY : a Magazine devoted to the

Study of the Past.

Edited by EDWARDWALFORD, M.A.

Contents of the NOVEMBER Number.

The Victorian Revival of Gothic Architecture. Part II. By J. H.

Parker, C.B.—The Orthography of Shak 's Name. Part I. By

R. A. Douglas Lithgow, LL.D., F.R.S.L., &c.—The “Grub Street Jour

nal.” Part I. By Lord Talbot de Malahide.—Smithfield. Part II. B

G. Lambert, F.S.A.-Two Political Songs of the Middle Ages. By M.#
Hewlett.—The Roman Exploration Fund. By J. H. Parker, C.B.–Gems

and Precious Stones. Part I. By Edward J. Watherston, F.S.S.-A

Chapter on Early Steam Navigation.–Steamboats in 1543.—The Public

Records.—Reviews: The History of Yorkshire: Wapentake of£
West (with Illustration)—The Past in the Present—The Vill o

Palaces; or, Chronicles of Chelsea-One Generation of a Norfolk House

—A Cavalier's Note-Book—The History of Guiseley, Yorkshire–The

Ogam Inscribed Monuments of the Gaedhill-Architectural and His

torical Notices of the Churches of Cambridgeshire – The Derbyshire

Gatherer.–Meetings of Antiquarian Societies.—The Antiquary's Note

Book.-Antiquarian News.-Correspondence.—The Antiquary Exchange,

&c

London: Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster-row.

Pricesd.

OURNAL, for NOVEMBER 1.

By W.

CHAMBERs's J

Poor Madame Desainte.

Chambers.

The Cruise of the Wasp.

Hodge and his Masters.

Some Curious Epitaphs.

Ice-Boating in Canada.

Gentleness terstas Force.

The Way in which Lightning De

A Viking's Tomb. scends.

A Rocky Mountain Adventure. Nine Days on the Summit of Mount

Hints to Stammerers. Shasta.

Kleptomania. About Money Orders.

Phosphorescence. My Memorandum-Book.

Trampism. On the Power of Expression.

Puss. How to Identify Lighthouse Lights.

Co-operative Dairy-Farming in the The Proposed Royal College of

Jura Mountains. Music.

High Spirits. The Story of Pierson of the 95th.

Down the Thames. Postage-Stamp Savings.

Odd Tests. The First English Pay-Hospital.

Correspondence Classes. Impromptu Ingenuity.

Money-Makers. The Month: Science and Arts.

Thomas Carlyle. Five Poetical Pieces.

W. & R. Chambers, London and Edinburgh.

EcoRATIVE SUGGESTIONS from NATURAL

FORMS.–See the BUILDER (4d.; by post, 43d).; Views and

Plans, Patrick Stead Hospital; St. Mark's, Milverton; and Nixon's

School, Oxford-Notes in Öld London-Sanitary Aspect of Construction

—Water Supply–An American Wonder-The Electric Lamp-A Com

petition for Rome, &c.—46, Catherine-street; and all Newsmen.

8vo. cloth, price 10s.

HE OBELISK and FREEMASONRY, according
to the Discoveries of BELZONI and Commander GORRINGE,

also Egyptian Symbols compared with those discovered in American
Mounds.s' JojiN. A. WEISSE, M.D. With Coloured and Plain Illus

trations, &c.

Dulau & Co. 37, Soho-square, London; J. W. Bouton, 706, Broadway

New York.

E W E R Y

“It tantalises us.”-Pall Mall Gazette.

“In it, throughout, a touch of nature, and a catholic taste for what is

good.”—Fun.

“Pleasant, and by no means dull.”—Court Journal.

Cloth, 3s., boards, 1s. 6d.

Remington& Co. 133, New Bond-street, W.

Works by Lionel. s. BRALE, FRs.

HOW to WORK with the MICROSCOPE. Fifth

Edition, much Enlarged. 100 Plates, 21s. [Now ready.

Harrison, Pall Mall.

The MICROSCOPE in MEDICINE. Fourth Edi

tion. 2ls. [Now ready.

BIOPLASM: an Introduction to Medicine and

Physiology, 6s. 6d.

LIFE THEORIES and RELIGIOUS THOUGHT.

Plates, 5s. 6d.

The MYSTERY of LIFE. Two Coloured Plates.

3s.6d.

PROTOPLASM. Third Edition, much Enlarged.

Numerous Plates, 10s. 6d.

On LIFE and on VITAL ACTION. 5s.

London: J. & A. Churchill.

D A Y.

Oblong 4to. bound, post free, 6s.

RTISTIC CONSERVATORIES.–About FORTY

Photo-LITHoGRAPHS and LETTER-PRESS, from Designs by

E. W. GodWIN. F.S.A., and MAURICE. B. ADAMS, on Messenger &

Co.'s Patent System of Construction.

B. T. Batsford, 52, High Holborn.

B A G S T E is s B I B L E S.
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tains: “Thus speakest the Lord of Hosts,” Anthem for Christmasby Dr. Stainer. Price, separately, 14a. is *

London: Novello, Ewer & Co. 1, Berners-street, w, .Queen-street, E.C. ; and 80 and 81 l

The FAC-SIMILE PolyGLOT SERIES comprises Bibles in Hebrew,

Greek, Latin, German. French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and English,

which can be interpaged two languages together in any desired com

bination. Catalogues free by post.

S. Bagster & Sons, 15, Paternoster-row, London.

Tenth Edition, post free, 1s.

R. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the

D only successful Method of Curing this Disease. By RQPERT G.

WATTs, M.D. F.R.S.L. F.C.S., &c., 5, Bulstrode-street, Cavendish

square, iondon, W.

London: C. Mitchell & Co. Red Lion-court, Fleet-street.

Second Edition, One Shilling, or thirteen stamps by post,

KIN, DISEASES TREATED HOMOEOPATHI

CALLY. By wasHINGTON EPPs, L.R.C.P. One Hundred Cases

including forty distinct varieties of Skin Diseases

London: James Epps & Co. 48, Threadneedle-street, and 170, Piccadilly
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SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

COMMENTARY on the BIBLE:—

Vol. V. The APOCRYPHAL BOOKS, ESDRAS to MACCA-

BEES. (Completing the Society'! Commentary.) Crown 8vo. cloth boards, red edges, 4s.

Recent Publications.

The ENGLISHMAN'S BRIEF on behalf of his NATIONAL

CHURCH. New, Revised, and Enlarged Edition. Small post 8vo. cloth boards, it.

CHIEF ANCIENT PHILOSOPHIES .—

[This Ber.es of Books will deal with the Chief Systems of Ancient Thought, not merely u dry matters of History, but as

having a bearing on Modern Speculation.]

EPICUREANISM. By William Wallace, M.A., Fellow and

Tutor of Merton College, Oxford. Fcap. 8vo. aatteen cloth boards, it. id.

STOICISM. By the Rev. W. W. Capes, Fellow of Hertford

College. Fcap. 8vo. satteen cloth boards, it. id.

DIOCESAN HISTORIES .—

[This Series, which will embrace, when completed, every Diocese In England and Wales, will furnish, It is
perfect Library of English Ecclesiastical History. Each Volume will be complete iu itself, and the possibility of
repetition iias been carefully guarded against.]

CANTERBURY. By the Rev. R. C. Jenkins, Rector and Vicar

of Lyminge, Hon. Canon of Canterbury. With Map. Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, 3». <W.

SALISBURY. By the Rev. W. H. Jones, Vicar of Bradford-on-

Avon. With Map and Flan of the Cathedral. Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, 2s. M.

The HOME LIBRARY (New Volumes):—

[The Series of Volumes embraced under this head are Intended to form a Sunday Library, though they are adapted for
general reading. The works composing It are intended to throw light by way of Biography, Narrative, Ac., on the
ible, the Church, or on God's dealing with individual Christians.

The CHURCHMAN'S LIFE of WESLEY. By R. Denny

CRLTN, Es.]., of the Middle Temple, Barrister, F.S.S. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 3s. id.

The NORTH AFRICAN CHURCH. By the Rev. Julius Lloyd,

M.A., Author of ' The Galilean Church,' Ac. Crown 8vo. with Map, cloth boards, 3s. id.

SKETCHES of the WOMEN of CHRISTENDOM. Dedicated
to the Women of India. By the Author of • The Chronicles of the SchOnberg-Cotta Family.' Crown 8vo. cloth

boards, 3j. 6J.

FATHERSfor ENGLISH READERS (New Volume).—

[The object of this Series is to supply in a handy and readable form accounts of the Chief Fathers of the Christian
Church, of their Age, and of their Writings, the Fathers selected being centres of influence at Important periods
of Church History.]

LEO the GREAT. By the Rev. Charles Gore, M.A., Fellow of

Trinity College, Oxford. Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, 2s.

AFRICA, seen through its Explorers. By Charles H. Eden, Esq.,

Author of 1 Australia's Heroes,' Ac. With Map and several Illustrations. Crown Svo. satteen cloth boards, 6s.

SOME HEROES of TRAVEL ; or, Chapters from the History of

Geographical Discovery and Enterprise. Compiled and Rewritten by W. H. DAVENPORT ADAMS, Author of
'Great English Churchmen.' With Map. Crown 8vo. satteen cloth boards, 5«.

WRECKED LIVES; or, Men who have Failed. By W. H.

DAVENPORT ADAMS. 2 vols, crown 8vo. cloth boards, 3». id. each.

A NEW SERIES OF BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.

PBOFUSEL V ILLVSTRA TED.

ELFIN HOLLOW. By F. Scarlett Potter, Esq., Author of

1 Cringlewood Court,' Ac. Small 4to. ornamental bevelled boards, gilt edges, 4*.

PRINCESS MYRA, and her ADVENTURES among the FAIRY

FOLK. By F. SCARLETT POTTER, Esq., Author of ' Out-of-Doors Friends,' Ac. Small 4to. ornamental bevelled
boards, gilt edges, 4>.

VOYAGES and TRAVELS of COUNT FUNNIBOS and BARON

8TLLKIN. By the late WILLIAM H. G. KINGSTON, Author of ' Ned Garth,' ■ Owen Hartley,' Ac. Small 4to.

ornamental bevelled boards, gilt edges, is.

AFRICA UNVEILED. By the Rev. H.

ROWLEY. Crown 8to. with Map and 8 Full-Paffe 1 11 (Mirations oa
toned paper, cloth boards. 6s.

AUSTRALIA'S HEROES; being a Slight

Sketch of the moat prominent amongst the Hind of Gallant Men who
devoted their lives and energies to the cause of Science and the
development of the Fifth Continent. By C. H. EDEN. Crown 8to
with Map, cloth boards, it.

CHINA, the LAND and the PEOPLE of :

a Short Account of the Geography, History, 1 tell*,on, Social Life-
Arts, Industries, and Government of China and Its People, hy J.
THOMSON, Esq., F R O 8. Crown Hvo. with Map, and 12 Full-Page
lUuiLrtttlons on toned paper, cloth boards, &>.

The FIFTH CONTINENT, with the Ad-
jacent Islands ; beLnjt an Account of Australia, Tasmania, and New
Gnlnea, with Statistical Information to the Latest Date. By C. H.
EDEN. Crown 8vo. with Map, cloth boards, l>*.

FROZEN ASIA : a Sketch of Modern Siberia.
By CHARLES H. EDEN, Author of ' Australia'* Heroes,' Ac. Crown
Bvo. with Map, cloth boards, it.

HEROES of the ARCTIC and their ADVEN-
TURES. By FREDERICK WHYMPER, Esq., Author of Travels
In Alaska.' Crown bvo. with Map and numerous Woodcuts, doth
' —*\ &s.

NON-CHRITSIAN RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS.

BUDDHISM ; being a Sketch of the Life and

Teachras- ol Ostiums, the Buddha. Br T. W KHYfl DAVIDS, 01
the Middle Temple. Fcap. svo. with Hap, cloth boards, St. 60*.

CONFUCIANISM and TAOUISM. Bj
ROBERT K. DOUGLAS, ol the British Museum. Fcap. Svo. will
Map, cloth boards, 2j. 6d.

The CORAN : its Composition and Teaching,

aod the Testimony It bean to the Holy Scriptures. By Sir WILLIAM
MUIH, K.C.B.I. LL.D. Feap. Svo. cloth boards, -it. id.

HINDUISM. By Monier Williams, M A.

D.C. L. , Ac. Fcap. 8vo with Map, cloth boards, 2s. 64.

ISLAM and its FOUNDER. By J. W. H.

BTOBART, BjL Fcap. 8ro. with Map, cloth beards, It. U.

EARLY CHRONICLERS OF EUROPE.

ENGLAND. By James Gairdner, Author of

'The Life and Relxn of Richard III.,' Ac. Crown 8vo. cloth boards ,
4s.

"The book Is well snd thoroughly done, and makes s very valuable
addition to the stock of historical sjansa "—AJAtntntm.

FRANCE. By Gnstave Masson, B.A. Univ.

Gallic, Assistant*Master and Librarian of Harrow School, Ac. Crown
svo. cloth I

ANCIENT HISTORYfrom the MONUMENTS.

ASSYRIA, from the EARLIEST TIMES to
the FALL of NINEVEH. By the late GEORGE SMITH, Req., of
the British Museum. Fcap. Svo. cloth B

BABYLONIA, the HISTORY of. By the

late OEOROE SMITH. Esq., of the British Moseam. Edited by the
Rev. A. H. SAYCB. Fcap. Svo. cloth boards, U.

EGYPT, from the EARLIEST TIMES to

U.U. By 8. BIRCH, LL.D..AC. Fcap. Svo. cloth boards, Is.

GREEK CITIES and ISLANDS of ASIA
MINOR. By W, 8. W. VAVX, M.A. F.R.8. Fcap. 8ro. cloth
boards, 2t.

PERSIA, from the EARLIEST PERIOD to

the AKAB CONQUEST. By W. 8. W. VAUX, M.A. F.R.S. Fcap.
Hvo. cloth boards,

SINAI, from the FOURTH EGYPTIAN

DYNASTY to the PRESENT TIME. By HENRY SPENCER
PALMER, Major R.E. F.R.A.S. Fcap. svo. cloth boards, it.

London: NORTHUMBERLAND AVENUE, CHARING CROSS, S.W.; 43, QUEEN VICTORIA-STREET, EC; and

48, PICCADILLY, W.
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WARD, LOCK & CO.^^HEW^EIAL PUBLICATIONS.

NOW EEADY, PART I. OF

WARD & LOC K'S

UNIVERSAL INSTRUCTOR;

Or, SELP-CULTUBE FOR ALL.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

In WEEKLY NUMBERS, Price Id., and MONTHLY PARTS, Price 6d.

V With PART I. is PRESENTED GRATIS a Valuable CHART of the HISTORY of the WORLD.

' 1 Messrs. Ward, Look 4c Co. are adding to their list of cheap popular aid | publishers explain that their aim has been to make the ' Universal Instructor '

useful books one which will be widely welcomed by all classes. In the issue ' nothing short of a university at home ... to suit such students as.

of ' The Universal Instructor; or, Self-Culture for All,' in weekly and monthly

parts, the publishers are doing a public service which cannot be over-estimated,

as they are offering the means of education to the humblest people in the com

munity as well as to those living far remote from seats of learning. For the

' Universal Instructor ' is neither a sham nor a superficial work. On the con

trary, it is one prepared by writers whose names guarantee its worth, and the

specimens of their work which we have in the opening part are calculated to

produce a favourable impression as to the seiviceableness of the book. The

hampered by slender means or prevented by the inconveniences of distance or

of time, are unable personally to attend anyof our great seats of learning.' In

this laudable aim we think Messrs. Ward, Lock k Co. are likely to succeed. It

should also be noticed that the ' Instructor ' is liberally adorned with illustra

tions, and that the first monthly part, consisting of sixty-four pages and only

costing sixpence, has as a frontispiece a chart of the history of the world,

beautifully coloured."—Edinburgh Daily Review.

NOTICE TO BOOKSELLERS AND THE PUBLIC.

Anticipating a considerable demand for the First Number of 1 The UNIVERSAL INSTRUCTOR? the Pub

lishers prepared a large First Edition, which was speedily exhausted, and further Editions have been put

to press amounting to FIVE TIMES the NUMBER FIRST PRINTED.

The Orders received alsofor the First Monthly Part are so large that a FOURTH EDITION is already being

printed.

*#* The reprinting is being proceeded with as rapidly as possible, a,nd orders for both the Weekly Number

and the Monthly Part will be executed in the order in which they reach the Publishers.

IN MONTHLY PARTS, PRICE SIXPENCE EACH.—PART I. NOW READY.

WARD & LOCK'S

WORTHIES OF THE WORLD.

A SERIES OF ORIGINAL BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF NOTABLE MEN OF ALL COUNTRIES AND ALL TIMES.

WITH PORTRAITS.

Those who read with a desire for mental improvement should study Biography, for it is, undoubtedly, one of the most valuable aids in the formation of character. WARD A
LOCK'S WORTHIES of the WOULD is the Moat Attractive Work ever attempted in connexion with this interesting and valuable branch of study, and the Publishers
recommend it with confidence to the perusal of all ages and every class of society.

The variou-, biographic, abound in picturesque incidunts, and have in no case been overloaded with uninteresting details. The whole tone of the work is that of vivacity and
interest. Prospcctms post/res on application.

A COMPANION WORK TO MRS. BEETON'S HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT.

IN MONTHLY PARTS, PRICE SIXPENCE EACH.—PART I. NOW READY.

WARD & LOCKS

HOME BOOK: A DOMESTIC CYCLOPEDIA.

WITH COLOURED AND OTHER ILLUSTRATIONS.

The enormous popularity—to which there is no parallel in the domestic literature of this country—of Mrs. BEETON'S HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT has induced the Publishers
to prepare, under the above title, a Companion Work, which they hope will be received with an equal amount of favour. The aim of the HOME BOOK Is to make Home the abode of
Comfort, Elegance, and Happiness.

Among the subjects treated of bv WABD 4 LOCK'S HOME BOOK may be mentioned : How to Build, Buy, Kent, and Furnish ; Daily Life of the Inmates of the Home ; Duties nf
Servants and Hints on Superintendence of tha Home ; Children, and what to do with them; The Art of Dressmaking; Home Needlework; The Toilet ; Etiquette ; How to spend our
Leisure Hours, Ac, Ac. l*rospectus post /ret on application.

IN MONTHLY PARTS, PRICE SIXPENCE EACH.—PART L NOW READY.

WARD & LOCK'S

FARM BOOK : A COMPLETE GUIDE TO FARM MANAGEMENT

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

WITH COLOURED AND OTHER ILLUSTRATIONS.

WAltD A LOCK'S FARM BOOK is a Work for all Farmers, and will also prove of great use to that yearly Increasing body of AMATEURS who take an INTEREST in RURAL

WA11D A LOCK'S FARM BOOK opens with ageneral aocount of the Management of the Farm, followed by the Crops of the Farm—Cows and the Management of the Dairy—Sheep.
Pigs- Asses, Goats, and Mules -The Horse—The Fruit and Flower Garden—The Planting of Trees; and, last of all. Field Sports and Rural Recreations. The Author has given the results
ttl /lis own Observations, and has done his utmost to clothe his Instructions in such language as will be readily understood.

Prospectus post J nss on application.

NOTICE.-lf any difficult)- be experienced in obtaining any of the above Publications, they can bo obtained direct from the Publishing Office.

V Complete Catalogue of WABD, LOOK & OO.'S PUBLICATIONS post free on application.

London : WARD, LOCK & CO. Warwick House, Salisbury-square, E.C.
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GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY, NEW BOND-STREET.

AVAILABLE FOR BOTH LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

Comprises an ENGLISH and FOREIGN CIRCULATING LIBRARY, provided with all the BEST and NEWEST

LITERATURE, a LIBRARY of VOCAL and INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC, a REFERENCE LIBRARY, READING,

WRITING, and NEWS ROOMS, supplied with the Daily and Weekly Journals, LADIES' DRAWING-ROOM, DINING

and LUNCHEON ROOMS, SMOKING-ROOM, and all the appliances and comforts of a FIRST-CLASS CLUB.

%* All the Boohs in the Library, both English and Foreign, are available for Subscribers icithout distinction

as to amounts of subscription, and Subscribers, at their option, may have Volumes of Music instead of Books.

SHAREHOLDERS' PRIVILEGES.

Each original Allottee of Ten Shares and upwards shall be thereby entitled for the period of three years to one Annual Subscription of

the value of 31. :u. per annum, giving the right to Six Volumes at a time from the Circulating Library, together with all the Club privileges

offered to a Subscriber to the Institution, and equivalent to a bonus of 12J per cent, per annum on the amount proposed to be called up. These

Shareholders will throughout participate in the ordinary dividend of the Company. Forms of application for Shares may be had at the Office.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

TOWN. HALF TEAR. OXE YEAR.

CLASS. £. ». d. £. s. d.

A—TWO VOLUMES 0120 110

B—THREE VOLUMES 0 18 0 1 11 6

C~FOUR VOLUMES, delivered free . . . . 1 4 0 2 2 0

D_siX VOLUMES, ditto 1 16 0 3 3 0

E—EIGHT VOLUMES, ditto 280 44 0

And Two Volumes for each additional Guinea per annum. Sets of Books are divided to meet the convenience of Subscribers.

Subscribers D and E are entitled to all the Club privileges, including the use of the Reference Library, the Reading and Writing Rooms,

Ladies' Drawing-Room, &c.; and D are also entitled, upon a further payment of Two Guineas per annum, to introduce One Friend into the

Rooms set apart for Members. __ __ . ___ _ . __ ,
CLUBS AND LITERARY INSTITUTIONS. on tear.

CLASS. £. g. d.

F—TWELVE VOLUMES 4 4 0

G—TWENTY VOLUMES 660

And Ten Volumes for each additional Three Guineas.

COUNTRY. HALF TEAR. ONE TEAR. *\

class. ■£. g. d. £. i. d.

H—FIVE VOLUMES 1 4 0 2 2 0

I—NINE VOLUMES

K—TWELVE VOLUMES

L—FIFTEEN VOLUMES

M—EIGHTEEN VOLUMES

1 16 0 3 3 0

2 8 0 4 4 0

3 0 0 5 5 0

3 12 0 6 6 0

Subscription N to Club privileges only, as described above, Two Guineas per annum.

Subscribers I and R are entitled to all the Club privileges as above.

Subscribers L and M are entitled to the Club privileges for themselves and for one additional meml>er of the family.

Boxes for the Conveyance of Books to Country Subscribers are provided by the Library free of charge.

THE FOREIGN CIRCULATING LIBRARY.

In addition to the usual advantages offered bv Circulating Libraries, attention is paid to the Foreign Library, which consists of over

5,0(10 Volumes, and which is kept supplied with all New Works of importance. Subscribers have the option of taking the whole or part of

their subscription in Foreign Books. THE j^m^ LIBRARY.

The formation of a Permanent Library of Selected and Standard Works has been commenced, and liberal additions will be made from

time to time with the growth of the undertaking.

THE READING AND WRITING ROOMS.

Especial care is taken to render this feature of the Library attractive by a regular supply of all the best Periodicals and Reviews.

These are always available, and particular attention is paid to the Department of Foreign Periodical Literature.

The Reading-Rooms are open, at present, from 0 a.m. until 10 p.m. on week days, and from 6 p.m. until 10 p.m. on Sundays.

THE MUSIC LIBRARY.

Subscribers of every class have the option of taking either the whole or part of their subscription in music—instrumental and vocal.

THE DINING-ROOMS.

The Dining-Rooms are open for the supply of luncheons, afternoon teas, and dinners, and Members of the Library will also be able to

make arrangements for dinners to private parties. TELEPH0NE

Subscribers are now in telephonic communication with the centres at Westminster and in the City.

Cheques and P.O. Orders should be made payable to Mr. CHARLES ALLEN, the librarian, who will promptly furnish all further

information upon application.

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY (Limited), NEW BOND-STREET, W.
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GEORGE PHILIP & SON'S

LIST.

Crown hvo cloth, with numerous Illustration*, price is <kf.

ACOUSTICS, LIGHT, AND HEAT,

Intended as an Introduction to the Study of Physical Science.

By T. W PIPER, late Normal Master, St. John's College, llattersea.

" The plan of the work Is different from that of any manual yet issued.
It ia not a dry epitome : It Is an attempt to set forth the groat principles
of this branch of Physical Science In clear and familiar language
with strong beams of light shining on the ' pitfalls ' into which students
usually tumble In their lessons on such subjects as the book treats of."

Preface.

"I had already carefully examined the 'Acoustics, Light, and Heat.'
It Is by far the best and clearest elementary treatise on the subject."

The Principal, Training College, York.

Extra fcap; 8vo. cloth, price Is. M.

CLASS-BOOK OF ELEMENTARY

GEOLOGY.

A CONCISE RB5CME OF THE SUBJECT FOE BEOINNEK8.

t,. u wot LA6TOU HUTTON. F.G.8 . lecturer on Geology and
B, F. OIXASTO^m ? ^ the, ptw) UnlT|!r,ltT

Crown 8to. clolh, with Illustrations, price 2«.

CLASS-BOOK OF ELEMENTARY

MECHANICS:

BT WILLIAM '°™^%i™%Zr*~mU*

".• Adopted hJ the LWerpool School Board.

Crown Sro. with numerous Illustrations, price Ss. M.

CLASS-BOOK OF INORGANIC

CHEMISTRY.
By D. MOBBIS, B A., late Teacher ol Chemistry, Llyerpool College.

New and Enlarged Edition.

- ■ a with a simple yet complete Text-Book.

" These make the book, which was good before, still better, and it Is
now a capital handbook for students."—School Ouardian.

■' Will certainly take rank among the best of its kind for both Indlrl-
doal and class purposes. The arrangement Is excellent, and the style Is

el liar and concise.' —Schoolmaster.

Crown 8to. stiff corcr, price 3d.

PHILIPS' ILLUSTRATED ENGLISH

GRAMMAR.

First Book, containing full Explanation and Illustration of the Noon
and Verb. With 16 Original Illustrations.

A very skilful attempt has been made to initiate the 'young Idea'
Into all the mysteries of nouns and verbs."—J. J. Grave*, Esq., former
President ofthe National Union of ElemeiUory Teachers.

Will be published shortly, a Manual of the Geography of

The OCEANS, PHYSICAL, HISTORI-

CAL, and DESCRIPTIVE, with Coloured Maps of the Atlantic.
l*aclflc. Indian. Arctic, and Antarctic Oceans, and Charts of the

Currents, Co-tides, Trade Winds, dtc

".' Special attention is directed to the following Historical Text-
Book for Schools,

Crown 8ro. cloth, price 3s. 64.

ENGLISH HISTORY for SCHOOLS.

By JOHN ODBXOW, B.A. LL.D.

All the Important events printed In red ink. which, the Educational
Timej says, "cannot fall to Impress those facts more firmly on the

memory.*'
" A valuable feature in Mr. Cnrnow*s book Is the prominent place he

gives to India and the colonies up to the latest date. . . .A model English

history."—Literary World.
"Shows accurate thought and learning."—Christchurch Press.
" A positive pleasure to turn to the beautiful paragraphs of this work."

Littleton Times.

Imperial Svo. strongly bound in cloth, 3s. 6d.

PHILIPS' ATLAS of the BRITISH

EMPIRE THROUGHOUT the WORLD. A if* ij 23 Map.,
carefully printed In Colour., with Esplanatory and MatlMlcal Notel,
by JOHN BARTHOLOMEW. F.R G 8.

" rhlHos' ■ AtlM of the British Empire' stand* alone lor Its fulness
and completeness."—Educational limit.

Medium folio, bound in cloth, IBs.

THE TRAINING COLLEGE ATLAS.

A Series of 24 Maps, illustrating the Physical and Political Geography
of the Chief Countries of the World

Originally Designed and Drawn by WILLIAM HUGHES. F.U.O.S.

New and Enlarge Edition Extended sad Completed,
by E G HAYEN8XE1X, F.K.O.B.

*.' The ' Training College Atlas ' Is a work altogether distinct In cha-
r i. fr from any previously published. In its production the Publishers
have aimed at eombintng the Ju'le*t and most recent phftical and poUUcsi
information with the artiitrtt t ottthk (teamen* and aittinrtnest. and it is
hHirved that the new Atlas will be found to possess both those important
features in a higher ditrrtf than any yet Issued.

" It would be difficult, tf not Impossible, to supersede this really hand
some and MTviceaolc Atlas, which we think the best of the many i
lul fffuTts which Messrs. Philip * Son have yet put forth as
publishers. '—The Sehoul and Vniperntjf Magazine.

London: Georgk Thilip Ac Son, 32, Fleet-street.

Liverpool : Caxton-hulldlnKB, and 49 and 51, South
Castle-street.

A. & C. BLACK.

In demy 8vo. pp. 730, price til.

AN INTRODUCTION TO

THE STUDY OF FISHES.

By ALBERT C. L. G. GttNTHER, F.K.S., Ax.,

Keeper of the Zoological Department in the British Museum.

[Novo ready.
CONTENTS.

1. HISTORY and LITERATURE.

2. EXTERNAL PARTS.

3. The SKELETON.

4. MYOLOGY.

5. NEUROLOGY.

6. The ORGANS.

7. GROWTH and VARIATION.

8. PALAEONTOLOGY.

9. DISTRIBUTION.

10. CLASSIFICATION.

11. COLLECTING and PRESERVING.

12. INDEX.

Illustrated with 320 Wood Engravings.

In demy 8vo. with Portrait and Fac-simile of Sermon,

price 12s. M.

MEMORIALS OF

ROBERT SMITH CANDLISH, D.D.,

, Late Minister of St. George's Free Church, and Principal

of the New College, Edinburgh.

By WILLIAM WILSON, D.D.,

With Concluding Chapter by ROBERT RAINY, D.D.

[Nearly ready.

In crown 8vo. price 7». ad.

THE WAY TO THE CITY,

AND OTHER SERMONS.

By the late ALEXANDER RALEIGH, D.D.,

Author of ' Quiet Besting Places,' 4c.

[Nearly ready.

NEW ISSUE OF THE WAVERLEY

NOVELS.

CENTENARY EDITION (Copyright). In 25 vols, crown 8vo.

This popular Edition of the Waverley Novels,

edited by the late DAVID LAING, LL.D., con

tains several Notes by Scott which are to be found

in this Edition only, and is enriched with 158

Steel Plates.

VOLUME L to XIH. now ready. Price St. 6d. each.

EDGAR ALLAN FOE'S WORKS.

COMPLETE EDITION.

Edited by JOHN H. LNGRAM.

In 4 vols, crown Svo. with Memoir and Index, price lis.

1. TALES GROTESQUE.

2. TALES ARABESQUE.

3. POEMS.

4. CRITICISM, kc.

DE QUINCEY'S WORKS.

The COLLECTED WOBKS, in 16 vols, crown 8vo. price, in

cloth, SI. 12e.; or In Boxburghe binding, gilt tops, V. ii.

Edinburgh : Adam it Charles Black

HODDER & STOUGHTON'S

PUBLICATIONS.

New Edition, in 2 vols.

UEBERWEG'S HISTORY OF

PHILOSOPHY.

FROM THALE8 TO THE PRESENT TIME.

Translated by GEORGE 8. MORRIS, A.M., with Additions
by the Translator; by NOAH PORTER, D.D. LL.D., on
English and American Philosophy ; and by V. BOTTA,

Ph.D., on Italian Philosophy.

Vol. I. ANCIENT and MEDLEVAL PHILOSOPHY. Royal

8vo. 18*.

Vol. II. MODERN PHILOSOPHY. Royal Svo. 21s.
" Professor Ueberweg presents a clear, condensed, comprehensive oat-

line of the different systems which have been propounded from ifc*
earliest to the latest time. It mar be recommended to students of
Philosophy with all confidence as an admirable taxt-book."

Westminster aVrw.
" It is one of that class of books which the more it is known the more

It is ruined. For certalD purposes—such, for instance, as prcparin/
students for examination—It is admirably adapted, better, perhaps, [has
any other work of the kind."—Spectator.
" It combine* in nn unusual degree the three qualities of accuracy,

elenrness. and conciseness, and therefore it is peculiarly adapted for
the use of students, while the copious bibliography render* It of raise
to the scholar. The latter portion of the book Is singularly will doce
There is so much that Is especially excellent In the work, that wa

the appearance of these two volumes as a boon to Englishrefrard t
readers."

Now ready, In crown Bvo. with 44 Illustrations, price 7t. 6<f.

FOSSIL MEN,

and their Modern Representatives.

An Attempt to Illustrate the Characters and Condition oi
Prehistoric Men in Europe by those of the American

Races. By J. W. DAWSON, LL.D. F.R.S. P.G.8.
" A keen obaorrer of the habits of tbc rod man, and a diligent stadent

of American antiquities, he is able, by analogical roaaonlsr, ce Urn*
light upon the probable condition of prehistoric man in Earcpe, aad
upon the nature of the relics which he has bequeathed to us."

By the same Author,

THE STORY OF THE EARTH

AND MAN.

New Edition (the Sixth), with 20 Illustrations, 7*. tV£

" a very able and interesting sketch of geological •

Second Edition, Enlarged, price 2». M.

THE VOICE AND PUBLIC

SPEAKING.

A BOOK FOR ALL WHO READ AND SPEAK IN PUBLIC.

By J. P. SANDLANDS, M.A.

Mr GUdamu In a Letter to the Author, says :-" I received your work
with^ great Interest and sat-faction. .. -I am muy ghal that yoa are

calling public attention to these matters.

2 vols, crown 8vo. 15s. with Maps.

HISTORY OF THE RISE OF THE

HUGUENOTS.

Bv HENRY M. BAIRD, Professor in the University of

New York.

" He tells nls story so well that It cannot fall to li

"Mr Balrd, by consulting the archlyes of Englandand Fran" and
such publication, as have been the result of "JHS jji^d™ £
much new liBht upon the subject, and we may sa. that he has done !or
&c Huguenots what Motley has done lor the Low t'ounme. and what

rroudn^doneforth^Keh.ru.atlon. ^Z^^^l^-

Aneoufcme, o
tholomcw."—

Seventh Edition, Unabridged, price 7a. 6rf.

JESUS CHRIST:

His Times, Life, and Work.

By E. DE PBE88ENSE, D.D.,

Author of ' The Early Tears of Christianity etc.

V This work ha. been described by C™<>» "fgr"™ *r"'j£„%

ght biographical. literary, and eccltahutlcal
of the boo* i». that M. L- ltwes. luu. «»">";^ « ""J,
"t on the men whom he portrays and In .u..l 'P»"»^

By the same Author,

CONTEMPORARY PORTRAITS.

Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

" These bright 1

fona! ota"%tion'thrnTen"wnom h«r»r'W^,^"" "^1,
was on terms of Intimacy, more or lea, with the 111"yj^^E^,.

London :

Hoddee & Stoughton, 27, raternostcr-roiv, E.G.
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MESSRS. MACMILLAN & CO.'S

PUBLICATIONS.

A VISIT to WAZAN, the Sacred City
ol Morocco, By KOHEKT SPRNCE WATSON. With Map and
Illustrations. Hro 10*. 6*t.

" Is decidedly interesting and pleasantly told .As
the record of an independent and unprejudiced observer,
his little book is of value."— Ttmca,

NEW NOVEL BY GEORGE FLEMING, AUTHOR OP A NILE

NOVEL' AND ' MIBAGE.'

The HEAD of MEDUSA. 3 vols.
crown kTo. 31 j. 64.

ENGLISH MEN of LETTERS. Edited
by JOHN MOKLEY. New Volume. Crown 8to. U. td.

LOCKE. By Professor Fowler.

STUDIES in DEDUCTIVE LOGIC.

By W. STANLEY JEYON8. : I !> F.K.H., Professor of Political
Economy lo I olversity College, London. Crown Bvo. &i.

GUIDE to the STUDY of POLITICAL
ECONOMY. Br Dr. Ll'lGI COSSA. Professor of Political Economy
lo the t mvenity of I'aru Translated from the Second Italian
Edition. With a Preface by W. (STANLEY JEVONS, F.R.S. Crown
Sto. U W.

The NECKLACE of PRINCESS
FIORIMONDE. and other 8tor.es. By MARY OE M

llluMrailons by Walter Crane. Extra temp. i»to. 6s.

lltloo on hand-made paper, with the illustrations on
Limited to ONE HUNDRED COPIES. Fcap. 4lo.

NEW BOOK by the AVTHOR of ' THE TAPESTRY ROOM,' *c.

A CHRISTMAS CHILD : a Sketch of
a Boy-life By Mrs MOLESWORTH. Author of 1 Carrots, ' The
Cuckoo Clock,' Ac. Illustrated by Walter Crane. Olobe 8vo. 4s. ud.

NEW BOOK by the AUTHOR of WHEN I WAS A LITTLE OIRL,' *c.

PANSIE'S FLOUR - BIN. By the

Author of - St. Olave's,' 4c. Illustrated by Adrian Mokes. Globe
Sto. 4s. 6sT.

The WHITE RAT, and Some Other

Storiw. By LADY i.m.ki l: llliutrued by W f. HenntMy.
Olobe STO. 4j. W. [lmmrduttttf.

SYNONYMS of the NEW TESTA-
MENT. By RICHARD CHENEVIX TRENCH, DD,, Archbishop
of Dublin. Ninth Edition, Unproved, demy avo. I.'j.

SCOTCH SERMONS, 1880. By Prin-
rltMl CAIRD; Her. J. CUNN1NOHAM. D.I>. i KeT. D.J.
FEHOrsoN, HD i ITo<o»or WM. KSllillT, I.L D . Iter W.
ItACKINTOSH. D D. i Bee W. L. M KAKLAH : Her. ALLAN
MKNZ1ES, B D. i Her. T NICOLL; BeT T. BAIN. M A. ; Rer. A.
SKMI LE. II U. i BeT J STEVENSON: BeT PATBICK STEVEN
SON ; BeT B. H KTOHV. D.D. Second Edition, 8to. K». «.

" The publication of a volume of ' ScoU'h Sermon.,'
contributed by members of the Established Church,
seems likely to cause as much commotion In that body
as ' Essays and Review. ' did in the Church of England.

I'nU Mall Utuettt.

The LIFE and LETTERS of M. T.

CICERO. Being a Translation r
Selection. With Historical and
JEANS, M A. Sto. 10.. lid.

" Mr. Jeans's translation deserves to take its place side
by side with Davies and Vau^han's ' Republic/ and
Giurch and Brodribb's ' Tacitus."*—St. James's Gazette.

" The translation gives evidence of a great deal of
labour and careful scholarship The style is life-like,
and shows literary power ; nor is It superfluous to add
that it is for the moat part really English and idiomatic."

Actalemy.

XENOPHON'S ANABASIS. Books
I.-IV , with Notes adapted to Goodwin's Greek Grammar. Edited
by WILLIAM W. GOODWIN, Ph D . and JOHN WILLIAMS
WHITE, PhD , of Harvard College. Fcap. fvo. i*.

V New Volume Macmlllan's Classical Series.

LIVY. The Hannibalian War. Adapted
for the Use of Beginners. By G. C. MACAULAY, M A., AisUtaut-
Msster at Rugby, lrtmo. la. (id.

V New Volume Macmilian's Elementary Classics.

By MARY DE MORGAN, with

in Mr WATSON'S
Notes by the Rer. O. E.

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE,

No. 253. tor NOVEJtBEK. Price Is.

Contents.
1. The POBTBAIT of . LADY. Br Henry June.. Jnn. Chapter. 0-10

2. POLITICAL SOMNAMBULISM. Br Profeenor J. B. Seelej.

S. TROUBADOURS ANCIENT and MODEBN. By Fraud. Hueder.

4. HE THAT WILL NOT WHEN HE MAY. By Mr.. Ollphant
Chapter. 42-44. Conclusion

5. The MYSTERY of the TEZAZI : a SKETCH from CEYLON Bt
Mr*. E, It. EdwonlB. '

6. NOTE oa 'The NEW RENAISSANCE."

Macmillak k Co. London.

TRUBNER & CO.'S

PUBLICATIONS.

HOW BEADY,

Sixth Edition, with a New Preface and fine

Steel Plate Frontispiece, price 2». 6d.

SAPPHO:

A TRAGEDY, IN FIVE ACTS.

By STELLA,

Author of 'Records of the Heart,* 'The King's

Stratagem ; or, the Pearl of Poland/ &c.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

La lUpttbliqu* de» LeUrts taTS :—" Jnsqu'a Stella, Sapho na point
ouve d Interpret** pttrint lea person net* tie tun scxe."

The Ath*n*um says
Into Oraeli by a natlrt
staaw."

tc of Athens,
tragedy of _ .
•as, and la to be played upon the Hellenic

Cambourosrlo. the Greek Poet, says (In his journal, Ei<k*m*ri*)
" Stella's 1 Happbo ' Is the Incarnation of the Lesbian muse which 1
study in my dreams. With the aid of an English scholar I have accora-
Sliahed a perfect translation of It for the Hellenic stage, which all
reece Is discussing and admiring."

Public Oinnion says:—" A play which has solid merit enough In It to
stand any test. The student of ancient Greek plays may discover In it a
very ripe and ready acquaintance with the characters of the old Oreek
drama, the versifier will find In It lines which ring with the rise snd
fall of the Greek chorus and scmichorus ; and the playwright will find a
number of incidents that will undoubtedly afford scope for the introduc
tion of the most striking situations It Is safflclentlv evident that
' Stella ' is thoroughly Imbued with the principles of good versification.
No mere criticism of the difficulties which usually attend the manipnluv
tlon of ancient Oreek plays by the modern stage manager could daunt
the career of a play that has already gone on a Greek stage "

0slsffSkSft.'t Me***mgrr says :—" ' Sappho ' Is a work of great merit,
written with unusual vigour, replete with classical allusions, and foundrd

t Incidenton a series of The authoress hai ldently drunk
deep of the CastaDan spring, as her poetry isi everywhere modelled >

its of the most admired Oreek and Latin authors."the Waitings

The Daily TJegrajih says:-
violct-crowned Lesbian."

" It presents us with a vivid picture of the

The Uraphir says :
roughly readable. "

-" The play Is full of Are and force, and Is tho-

Th« Fxho says " Into Sappho's character Stella has thrown herself
with very much power, thmujrh all her phases of pusslon and jealousy
and pain, to her suicide at the fatal rock of LenxateT."

The Koneonfnrmi rf says " ' Kappho ' shows distinct dramatic power.
It lius not only the un>i<iunii Interests of papnion, but it has variety and
reach, and distinct grasp of contrasted individualities."

The Vnirernty Magazine says :—" There are many charming lyrics
■ ■ ■ There is force in the drama as a whole.st .Ulered over l hi-»

It
er this tnigt
excellently

edy There Is fat.
well for a theatre"

The Wtatminster Jltnttc sayi :—" Here is n vigorous bit of blank verse
descriptive of a shipwreck, spoken by Alcssus :—

'" Then from Olympus Jove
Wrapt the blue heaven in intermittent flame,
And rocked the ocean like an Infant-cnuile.
Shook from the vards the pallid mariners.

A little while the stsunch ship braved the tempest
1'arrltd its blows like skilful duellist." "

The Lirtrpooi Mercury says i—■' In the present tragedy the well-known
American poetess, under the nem rfs plums of Stella—' the female Petnirrh
of Lamartlne, and not unjustly styled herself ■ the Sappho of America '—
has enshrined the beauty and wt*s of her heroine In a five-act drama
cast throughout In a most classical mould, and reviving in the nineteenth
century the very structure as well as the spirit of Sophocles and the
Oreek stage. A work like this Implies boldness of no ordinary character
but from the opening scene at ' Sappho s ' house In Mitylene down
through all the ]>h;i*ea of her life and sorrow, to her suicide at the fatal
rock of l*uc;iie. from which she springs Into the sea, the ambition is
thoroughly simuitied.the result being a composition of marvellous power
and energy, reminding us of TaHourd s 1 Ion,' and not unfreuueutly of
Millkl'MM-HI-f hllllM-If " *

The Wtsttrn Mml says " Since Justice Tnlfourd published his wonder
ful play of ' Ion.' without a perusal of which a celebrated author said no
education could be pronounced complete, no Greek play has received ho
much attention ss the ' Sappho ' of Stella."

The Xorthem Whig says :—" Stella's verse Is at once elegant and
vigorous, and it Is gemmed with passages of which the truth mid beauty
reader them worthy to become proverbs."

The I,irerpool Daily Post says
of the life of the Lesbian
narratives. The style
speeches have a grace

iblan poetess as recorded in the generally recei
>and diction are thoroughly Grecian. Jinny of

speechif. have a grace and richness of Imagery which arc most charmi
while in the crises of the play ' Stella' manifest*
vigour and power."

The work follows closely the Incidents
received

"the
charming,

'ins

MR. DAVID BOGUE'S

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

BRITISH PAINTERS of the

EIOHTKENTH and NINETEENTH CENTURIES, with SO Ex
ample* of their work Engraved ou Wood. Demy 4to. hunrtnoniflT
bound la cloth fUt, ?lf. |.V»mWI.

LITTLE WOMEN; or, Meg, Jo,

Heth.aud Amy. By LOUISA M. ALCOTT. Illustrated with 200 New
and Original Woodcuts Fcap. tto. cloth, lss. [Xn 1'

LIKENESS of CHRIST, The. Being

an Enquiry into the verisimilitude of the received Likeness of our
Messed Lord. By THOMAS HEAPHY. Edited by WYKE HAY-
LI88, F.S.A. Illustrated with 11' Photographs Coloured by Hand
and 5o Engravings on Wood from Original Frescoes, Mosaics, l*stenr .
and other Works of Art of the first Six Centuries. Handsomely
bound in cloth gilt, atlas 4to SI. b».

SWORD and SURPLICE ; or, Thirty

Years' Reminiscences of the Army and the Church. By the Rev
H. J. WALE, M.A. With Frontispiece, demy Hvo. 14*.

MANUAL of the INFUSORIA. In-

eluding a Description of the Flagellate, Clliate. and Tentacultferoas
l*rutofm, Itntish and Foreign, and an Account of the Organization
and Affinities of the Sponges By W. 8AVILLB KENT. P.L.S.
F.ZH. F B, M S . formerly Assistant in the Nat Hist. Department of
the British Museum. To be completed in Six Monthly Psrts, 10*5 . 6rf.
each. Part I. now ready.

UNCONSCIOUS MEMORY : a Com-
parison between the Theory of I)r, Ewatd Tiering, of Prague, and
the ■ itillosophy of the Unconscious' of Dr. Edward von HsjrtmaiUL

With Translations from these Authors, snd Preliminary Chapter
bearing ou 'Life and Hahlt' and 1 Evolution, Old and New.' By
SAMUEL BUTl.F.K, Author of ' Erewhon," ' Life and Habit,' Ac.
Crown bvo. clolu, 7s. W. [In Xovtmbtr.

of Euntpe and North America. By R. BRAITHWAITE, M D
F.L.S., sic. Ulustrated with a> Plates. Super-royal 8vo. cloth, ■£>*.

SHELLS, LAND and FRESH-

WATER, of the BRITISH ISLES. By R RIMMER. F L.S. Ill up
trated with Eight Photographs and Three Lithographs contajning
figures of all the Principal Species. Crown Hvo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS hy

NATURAL ANALYSIS,
of their Natural
FREDERICK A.

LYSIS. Being a Complete Series of Ulut
Orders and Genera, Analytically Arranged.
MESSER. Demy Bvo. cloth, 10s. 94.

HEREFORDSHIRE POMONA, The.

Containing Coloured Figures and Descriptions of all
I kinds ~' ■ 'esteemed kinds of Apples and Pc

KOHERT HOOG, LL.D. F.L.8. Part I.
each. To be completed in 7 Parts. 4to.

ruut Britain. Edited t y
- Parts II. and III.

PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY.-
DEMONSTRATIONS in PHYSIOLOGICAL and PATHOLOGICAL
CHEMISTRY. Arranged to meet the requirements for the Practical
Examination in these Subjects at the Royal t'olletre of Phvsiciaas
and College of Surgeons By CHARLES HENRY RALFK, M A.
M I). Cantab; F.R.C.P. Lond ; late Teacher of l*hvstologicul Che
mistry, St. George s Hospital, &c. Fcap. Hvo. cloth, Im.

VOICE and SPEECH, the PHYSIO-

LOGICAL and I'ATHOLOOICAL RELATIONS or. Br J. 8
HHl.STOWE, M.U. F.R C P., Senior Phjairian and Joint Lecturer on
Medicine. St. Tlionu. . Ilwpitai. Demy 8to. cloth, 7j, W.

BIRDS, FISHES, and CETACEA

commonly rreoucntlng Belfast Lough. By ROBERT LLOYD
PATTERSON. \ ice-President of the Belfast Natural History Society
tc. With a Map and Tables, demy 8vo. cloth, 10s. 64.

"This Is a very Interesting book, in which the naturalist and the
sportsman will rind much to suit their tastos, and which the render who
has no particular liking except for sights of nature will read with
pleasure "

The Eleventh EDmov, iUustrated and richly

bound, of

STELLA'S

RECORDS OF THE HEART,

will be published on November the loth.

London : TbObnee & Co. 67 and 59, Ludgate-hill ;

and all Booksellers.

HOME NURSING, and HOW to

HELP in CASES of ACCIDENT. Hy SAMUEL BENTON. L R.C P.
M.R.C.8., Examiner to the St. John Ambulance Association, &c.
Illustrated with 19 Woodcuts. Crown Bvo. cloth, 2*. 6d.

LONDON CHARITIES, 1880-1881,

ROYAL Of IDE to. Showing in Alphabetical Order their Name,
Date of Foundation, Address, Objects, Annual Income, Chief
Officials. 4c. By HERBERT FRY. Seventeenth Annual Edition.
Crown svo. cloth, Is. 64.

NATURE'S BYE-PATHS: a Series
of Recreative Papers in Natural History. By J. E. TAYLOR,
F.L.S. F.G.S., Editor of Science tiotsip. Crown ttvo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

BYRON BIRTHDAY BOOK, The.

Compiled and Edited by JAMES BURROWS. Second Edition.
16iuo. morocco, gilt edges, 3*. 6d.

LETTERS from a CAT. Published
by her Mistress, for the Benefit of sll Cats and the Amusement of
Little Children. Illustrated with numerous Woodcuts. Small 4io.
cloth, gilt edges, 5s.

London: David Bogue, 3, St. Martin s-placc, "VV.C.
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ISBISTER'S NEW BOOKS.

FAB OUT : Eovings Ketold. By Lieut.-Col.

W. P. BDTLEB, C.B., Author of 'The Great Lone Land.'

Post 8vo. 10«. tot. [A'oic reai/y.

The EVIDENTIAL VALUE of the ACTS

of the AP08TLE8. The Bohlen Lectures for 1830. By

J. 8. HOW80N, D.D., Dean of Chester. Crown 8to.

[JVejr wtek.

ANDEEW HARVEY'S WIFE. By L. T.

MEADE. Author of ' Scamp and I.' ' Water Gipsies,' Ao.

With Dlustrations. Crown 8vo. 2». id.

ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY, for Use in Schools.

By J. M. FOTHEKGILL, M.D. In separate Standards,

adapted to the Bequirementa of the New Code.

[Immediately.

Hew Volume of the "Half-Hour Series."

HALF-HOUES in MANY LANDS. With

over 100 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth gilt extra,

lk.NL

STEPPING-STONES: a Story of Our Inner

Life. By SARAH DOUDXEY, Author of ' Strangers

Yet,' Ac. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 5s.

" Action welt sustained, c
iDtezesu"

Fourth Edition, now ready.

The GAOL CRADLE: who Rocks It? A

Plea for the Abolition of Juvenile Imprisonment. By

the Bev. BENJAMIN WAUGH. Crown 8vo. 2».

A DWELLER in TENTS. By L. T. Meade,

Author of ' Scamp and I,' Ac. With Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. 2s. M.

" CleTnrly. . • . powerfolly written ; the moral !• excellent MiM Meade
has actuered a bucccm ol which better known writers might bo proud. "

Graphic,

Hew Edition, now ready.

REMINISCENCES of a HIGHLAND

PARISH. By NORMAN MACLEOD, D.D. Crown

8vo. 6s.

"One of the moat rcfreahinft and (MlKhtful booki which can any
where b* found The impression which it makes Is th« nearest thlnfc
possible to the delight of wandering In fine autumn weather on the
hratwidea ot the mountains that look forth on the Islands and the
Atlantic. And the reader will nod In the book what the mere wanderer
cannot see In nature—a rich storehouse of noble humanities.

Ho Gaol for Children.

IN PRISON and OUT. By Hesba Stretton,

Author of 'Jessica's First Prayer.' With Illustrations

by R. Barnes. Eighth Thousand. Crown 8vo. 2*. 6d.

if the way in which the laws and the police
Literary World *

" A powerful illustration of the
together make criminals."

FIRST READINGS in LATIN. With

Vocabularies, and a Short Accidence. By G. P. H.

BYKJE8, B.A., Author of ' Grammar through Analysis.'

Crown 8vo. [Neit week.

The SECOND GEOGRAPHICAL READER,

for Standard in. Exolaxp and Walks. With Maps

and numerous Illustrations. 300 pp. crown 8vo. Is.

The KINDERGARTEN PRINCIPLE: its

Educational Value and Chief Applications. By MART

J. LT8CHINSKA, Superintendent under the School

Board for London. With numerous Illustrations. Small

4to. is. 6tf.

" There are now in England so many institutions offering a caricature
of the Kindergarten system, that Miss Lyschinska has done good service
to education in giving a concise view of the doctrines of l'estalozzl and
Frobel.and of the scholastic practice founded on them If the prin
ciple underlying it were more intelligently grasped by school-managers
and teachers, the vmu to public elementary education would be 1m-

" A. nasterlT surrey The principle is operatl re In ereTy good infant
schoolroom; but it is only with the aid of such a book a* this that its
full force can be porcclrcd and applied."—EdiKtrttmai >'nsi.

H The first work on the system which attempt* to be more than de
scriptive and expository. It will do much to reader the system popular."

Soncvnformitt.

Wm. Ubibtkb, Limited, 66. Ludgate-hill, E.C.

MISS BRADDON'S CHRISTMAS ANNUAL.

ON NOVEMBER 10, PRICE ONE SHILLING,

Illustrated with 8 Whole-Page and other Engravings,

THE MISLET0E BOUGH.

THE CHRISTMAS ANNUAL.

By the AUTHOR of ' LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET,' ' VIXEN,' &c,

%* The New Annual will be the best in Literary and Artistic quality, and the largest in quantity, ol

any similar work hitherto produced.

MISS BRADDON'S ILLUSTRATED ARABIAN NIGHTS.

Superbly illustrated by Gustavo Dore and other Artists, and thoroughly Revised by the Author of 4 Lady Audiey's Secret,'
&c, ornamental cover, 3>-. 6d.; cloth gilt, bevelled edges.

1. ALADDIN ; or, the Wonderful Lamp.

2. SINDBAD the SAILOR ; or, the Old Man of

the Sea.

3. ALI BABA ; or, the Forty Thieves.

N.B.—The above Work is the most gorgeous and the cheapest Gift- Book ever produced.

NEW EDITIONS OF MR. G. A. SALA'S GREAT WORK ON LONDON.

Price 2s. id.; cloth gilt, Ss. id.; illustrated with 47 Whole-Page Engravings, from designs by M'Connell, forming the most

attractive description of the hours of the Day and Night in London ever published, and the cheapest,

TWICE ROUND THE CLOCK.

By GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA.

Opinion of the DAILY TELEGRAPH.

" As we go with Mr. Sala ' Twice Round the Clock,' and as hour by hour he, Asmodeus-iilre, exposes

the inner life of this bewildering city, we are more than instructed, we are also entertained. No more

genial and chatty guide did ever sightseer have. Philosopher and friend is he, as well as guide—a laugh-

ing philosopher often, a weeping one sometimes, a friend always, as he is a friend who points a moral

even when adorning a tale. How craftily as well as pleasantly he talks. Does he take us to Billingsgate,

he diverte our attention from strong smells and stronger language by quoting Wordsworth, making inci

dental reference to Voltaire, Racine, and Madame de Sevign6, and an excursion to Lodore. Do we watch

with him in Covent Garden Market, he crowds the historic purlieus with all the men who have made them

famous. In the Mall he conjures up for us an interminable procession of majesties and dignities who

once knew that spot. In Regent-street he throws a fierce light upon type after type of humanity, shabby

and spruce, false and true ; and at a chanty dinner, amid turtle soup and Macedonian jellies, he remind*

us. of the Pot of Ointment which was put to a better use than though it had been sold for an hundred

pence and given to the poor. But, indeed, everywhere and always, Mr. Sala is equal to the occasion, and

as we read on wo marvel more at the versatility he displays. Facts are crowded upon facts, in sometime*

reckless profusion, yet so rarely is a slip made that when our author speaks of Mozart as dying at baliburg

instead of Vienna our faith in the master's biographers receives a shock. No more than this need be said

On all hands ' Twice Round the Clock ' will meet with a hearty welcome, for none who read its teeming

pages can do so without adding vastly to their knowledge, or without benefiting both mind and feeling."

Vide Daily Telegraph, August 5, 1879.

CHEAP EDITION OF MISS BRADDON'S LATEST NOVEL.

Price 2*.; cloth, 2*. 6d.; postage. Ad.

THE STORY OF BARBARA:

HER SPLENDID MISERY AND HER GILDED CAGE.

By the AUTHOR of ' LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET,' &c.

JUST AS I AM. By Miss Braddon.

THE NEW NOVEL BT FREDERICK TALBOT.

At all Libraries, in 3 vols.

THE SCARSDALE PEERAGE :

A NOVEL.

By FREDERICK TALBOT,

Author of ' Sophie Crewe,' ftc.

HISS BRADDON'S NEW NOVEL.

At all Libraries, in 3 vola.

JUST AS I AM:

THE NEW NOVEL.

BT THE

Author op f LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET/ &c

Opinion of the W0BLB.
*' 4 Just As I am,' Miss Braddon's latest novel, is as fresh, as wholesome, as enthralling, as amusing, as any of the

stories with which, for a series of years, she has proved her title as queen of the circulating library ; and the thought and
polish which mark her more recent fictions in no way interfere with the verve and ' go * which originally made her reputa

tion. ' Just At> I Am' is au excellent example of the author."— Vide World, Oct. 13.

Opinion of the SPECTATOR.
*' 'The Scarsdale Peerage 'is a creditably constructed and well-written story of the romantic kind,

preferred to the doubtful morals and sickly sentiment of much that we are condemned to read."—Vide "

to be

, Oct. 23.

THE SCARSDALE PEERAGE. By Mr. F. Talbot.

London: J. & E. MAXWELL, Publishers, Milton House, Shoe-lane, E.C.
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LIST OF NEW WORKS.

FRASER'S MAGAZINE, for November. Price 2s. 6d.

CO.\1E.\1S.

TOLITICAL LEADERS ud the TOLlTTCAL FUTtHB.

As EARLY CELTIC COLLEOB. By Hugh Macmlll.n D D

Mr SEMPTLL'8 SETTLEMENT By Aleiander AUardyrc.

The SCOTSMAN'S KETTTLN from ABROAD By R. L. 8.

THREE PHASES of LYRIC POETRY By The*

The OLD PACIFIC CAPITAL. By Robert Louis *

A RELIGIOUS POEM of the NINTH CENTURY By Prul. Olbb.

WOMAN m • SANITARY REFORMER. By Benjamin Ward

Richardson. M.D., PJLS.

The RI'GLE. Prom the French. By J. I). Hoppus.

An ENGLISH Rl'RAL WALK. By T E Kebhel.

CREEDS and CREED SUBSCRIPTION. By a 1

The EARLY HISTORY of CHARLES JAMES FOX. By

OBOBOE OTTO TREVELYAN, M.F., Author of ' Tlie Life and Letten of Lord Mscaulsy.' 8vo. price 18s.

NEW ILLUSTRATED EDITION.

LAYS of ANCIENT ROME, with IVRY and the ARMADA.

By Lord MACAOLAY. New Edition, with 41 Illustrations Engraved on Wood by G. Pearson from Original Drawings
by J. R. Weguelln. Crown Svo. price 6*. cloth extra, gilt edges.

The MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS, SPEECHES, LAYS

of ANCIENT ROME, and other POEMS of LORD MACAULAY. Cabinet Edition (1880), In 4 vols, crown Svo.
price 24a.

POETICAL WORKS of JEAN INGELOW. New Edition,

with Additional Hatter and Two Vignette*. 2 vols. fcap. 8vo. price 12».

MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH. Tenniel's Edition. With

«8 Woodcut Illustrations. Crown Svo. 10«. w.

Mrs. BRASSEY'S VOYAGE in the SUNBEAM : our Home

on the Ocean for Eleven Months. With Map And 85 Woodcuta. Crown 8vo. 7*. 6a*.

FAITHS and FASHIONS : Short Essays Republished. By

Lady VIOLET GREVILLE. Crown 8vo. price 7s. (W.

A THOUSAND THOUGHTS from VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Selected and Arranged by ARTHUR B. DAVISON. Crown 8vo. price 7». 6d.

BLUES and BUFFS : a Contested Election and its Results.

By ARTHUR MILLS. Crown 8vo. price «s.

The CROOKIT MEG : a Scottish Story of the Year One. By

JOHN SKELTON, LL.D. Advocate, Author of • The Essays of Shirley.' Crown 8vo. price 6>.

YELLOW-CAP and other FAIRY STORIES for CHIL-

DREN, viz., Rumpty-Dudget, Calladon, and Theeda : an Allegory. By JULIAN HAWTHORNE. Crown 8vo. price
&». cloth extra, gilt edges.

The ANGEL-MESSIAH of BUDDHISTS, ESSENES, and

CHRISTIANS. By ERNEST DE BUNBEN. 8vo. price 10». 6d.

GOETHE'S FAUST. Part I. Translated, chiefly in Blank

Verse. With Introduction and Notes. By JAMES ADEY BIRDS, B.A. F.O.S. Large crown 8vo. price 12s. td.

GOETHE'S FAUST. Part I. The German Text, with an

English Introduction and Notes for Btudents. By ALBERT M. BEL86, M.A., Prof, of German In the Univ. of
Dublin. Crown 8vo. fts.

FRAGMENTS of SCIENCE. By John Tyndall, F.R.S.

Sixth Edition, Revised and Augmented. 2 vols, crown 8yo. 16s.

HEAT a MODE of MOTION. By John Tyndall, F.R.S.

Sixth Edition (Thirteenth Thousand), Revised and Enlarged. Crown Bvo. 12«.

HINTS on HOUSEHOLD TASTE in FURNITURE, UP-

IIOLSTERY, and other Details. By C. L. EAJBTLAKE, F.R.I.B.A. Fourth Edition, with 100 Illustrations. Square
crown 8vo. 14*.

HORSES and ROADS ; or, How to Keep a Horse Sound on

his Legs. By FREE-LANCE. Crown 8vo. price 6*.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN <fe CO.

EDWARD STANFORD'S

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

LIFE AND HER CHILDREN.

GLIMPSES OP ANIMAL LIFE PROM THE AMCKBA

TO THE INSECTS.

By ARABELLA B. BUCKLEY,
Authoress of "Die Fa.rr-L.uxl of Science," - A Sh»

Science, ' - Botanical Tables for the Use of J

Crown Bvo. with upwards of 100 Illustrations, cloth silt, gilt edges, 6$.

Lxtrmrt from Prtfme*.

" The mala object Is to acquaint young people with the structure and
tutbit* of the lower forms of life, and to do this In a more systematic
way than l* annul In ordinary works on natural history, and more straply
than In text-books on zoology. For this reason I hare adopted the title
'Life and Her Children.' to express the family bond uniting all living
thingi. as we use the term - Nature and her works,' to embrace all
organic and Inorganic phenomena . and 1 have been more careful to
sketch In bold outline the leading features of each dirlslon than to dwell
upon the minor differences by which it is separated into groups. I have
made us* of British examples In Illustration wherever It was possible,
and small specimens of most of the marine animals figured may have

been found upon our coasts at low tide."
{Iftorif rtady.

PRE-HISTORIC EUROPE:

A GEOLOGICAL SKETCH.

By JAMES GEIKLE, LL.D. F.R.8., Ac.,
■vey of r of ' The C t Ice Age.'

Medium Sto. with Maps and Illustrations.

INDEX GEOGRAPHICUS INDICUS:

A GAZETTEER OF INDIA.

By J. F. BANE88.

The Index will embrace about 30,000 names of t
places of India, ipelt agreeably to the authorized spelling , the tabulated
statements give full information, in a clear and concise form, of all the
Districts and Native States throughout India, arranged under their
respective Division*: and Provinces, while the Cantonments have been
arranged under their respective Military Divisions and Districts.

The maas of Geographical. Statistical, Political, and a
up to ditU, thus put forward In a handy and convenient sUed
and specially arranged with a view to easy reference, will ■
dewidenttum in Educational Establishments and in every Official and
Privutv Library In India as well aa in Europe.

INDO-ARYANS :

CONTRIBUTIONS TOWAKim THE ELUCIDATION OF THEIR

ANCIENT AND MBDIJEVAL HISTORY.

By KAJEXDRALALA MITRA, LL.D. CLE.

CottUntt.

Orlttln of Indian Architecture Principles of Hindu Temple Architec
ture— I>re#» and OmaiiirnU In Ancient India—Domestic Furniture and
Vehicles in Ancient India— Beef in Ancient India—Hpiritoons Drinks in
Ancient India— A Ilcnic in Ancient India—An Imperial Festival In
Ancient India—Human Sacrifice* in Ancient India—Funeral Ceremony
In Ancient IuJia—On the Supposed Identity of the Greeks with the
Yarnnar of the Sanskrit Writers—On the PAla and Sena Dynasties of
Bengal —Hhoja Raja of Dhar and his Homonyms—On the Identification
of the Kisbya of the Vedlc Wriiers— Veatigea of the Kings of Owaiior—
On the later Kings of KanouJ—-On the Origin of the Hindu Language—
On the Early LifeofAsoka—The Horse In Ancient India—The Primitive

Aryans.
2 vols, demy Svo.

TOURIST'S GUIDE THROUGH

LONDON:

Comprising Historical Summary, and Notices of the Principal Objects! of
Interest which may be Visited during a few days' Residence ;

With List of Hotels. Theatres, Railway Htatio
Uons, and other Notes likely to be useful to the sightseer.

By the Rev. W. J. LOFTIE, B.A. F.S.A.,
Author of ' Round About London,' ' In and Out of London,' Ac.

Fcap. Svo. with Map, Ac.

THE COAL-FIELDS OF GREAT

BRITAIN :

THEIK HISTORY. STRUCTURE, AND RESOURCES;

» ITU

NOTICES OP THE COAL-FIELDS OF OTHER PARTS OF THE
WORLD.

By EDWARD HULL, M.A. F.R.8.,
Director ol the Geological Surrey of In bind : Author of ' The Physical

Geology ud Geography of Ireland. '

Fourth Edition, demy Sto. with Map and Illustrations.

I''

London : Edward Stanpobd, 55, Charing: Cros.«,

S.W
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

A DIARY KEPT By EDWARD LAW,

Earl of Ellenborough. Edited by Lord COLCHESTER.

In 2 vols, demy 8vo.

ACROSS PATAGONIA. By Lady

FLORENCE DIXIE. In demy 8vo. with numerous
Illustrations from Sketches by Julius Beerbohm, and

engraved by Whymper and Pearson.

The MEMOIRS of PRINCE MET-

TEKNICH, 1815-1848. Edited by his Son, Prince
HICHAKD METTERJTICH ; the papers foeino, classified
and arranged by M. A. de KLINKOWSTKOM. Trans

lated by BOB1NA NAPIER. In 2 vols, demy 8vo.

The HISTORY of ANTIQUITY.

Prom the German of Prof. MAX DTJNCKEK, by Dr.
EVELYN ABBOTT, Balliol College, Oxford. The Fourth

Volume, in demy 8vo. 21*.

LETTERS of the late Dr. THIRL-

WAIX, Bishop of St. David's. Edited by Dean STANLEY
and Dean PBBOWNB. In 2 vols, demy 8vo.

A LADY'S TOUR in CORSICA. By

GERTRUDE FOBDE. In 2 vols, crown 8vo. Sis.

PAST HOURS. By the late Mrs.

8ABTORI8 (ADELAIDE B1EMBLE). Edited, and with
a Preface, by her Daughter, Mrs. GOBDON. In 2 vols,

small crown 8vo.

STUDIES in ENGLISH ART. By

FREDERICK WEDMORE.

Svo. 7«. 6d.

The Second Series, crown

IS. Great MaTlborough-street.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

LIST.

An ACTOR ABROAD; or, Gossip,

Dramatic, Narrative, and Descriptive : from the Recollections ol
ao Actor in Australia, New Zealand, the Sandwich Islands. Cali
fornia. Nevada, Central America, and New York. By EDMUND

LEATHES. 8vo. 15*.

MONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE
LIFE (1737-1874). By his Daughter, MADAME DE WITT. Trans
lated by Mrs. SIMPSON. 1 vol. 8vo. 15s.

"Madame de Witt has done justice to her father's memory In an
admirable record of his life. Mrs. Simpson's translation of this singularly
interosttnp book Is in accuracy and grace worthy ol the original and of
the subject."—Saturday Kttiew.

The VILLAGE of PALACES; or,

CHRONICLES of CHELSEA. By the Rev. A. G. L ESTRANGE.
2 vols, crown 8vo. 2ls.

"Those volumes show some out-of-the-way research, and arc written
In a lively and gossiping style."—Time*, Oct. 21.

CHEAP EDITION of YOUNG Mrs.

CHATTO & WINDUS, PUBLISHERS.

JAHDINE.
New Volume .
5*. bound and Illustrated.

By the AUTHOR ot ' JOHN HALIFAX ' Forming; the
of HUH8T & BLACKETT'S STANDARD LIBRARY.

THE NEW NOVELS.

By the Author

A TRIP up the NIGER andBENUEH.

Bv ADOLPHE BURDO. Translated by Mrs. GEORGE
8TUHGE. In demy Svo. with Illustrations, 10s. 6d.

The CORAL LANDS of the PACIFIC.

Being an Account of nearly all the Inhabited Islands of
the Pacific, their Peoples, and their Products. By H,
8TONEHEWER COOPEK. In 2 vols, demy Svo, with

Illustrations,

The TEMPLE or the TOMB. By

CHARLES WARREN, Author of * Underground Jeru
salem.' In demy 8vo. with Illustrations, lo*. 6d.

TENT WORK in PALESTINE. By

Lieut. CLAUDE R. COXDER, B.E. A Popular Edition,

in crown Svo. with Illustrations, 7s. 6tL

JROUND ABOUT NORWAY. By

CHARLES W. WOOD. Authorof ' Through Holland,' ftc.
In crown Sro. with numerous Illustrations.

DEAN HOOK: his Life and Letters.

Edited by the Rev. W. R. W. STEPHENS, Author of
* Lifeof St. John Chrvsostom.' Ac. The Popular Edition,

in crown Svo. with Portrait, 6*.

The INGOLDSBY LYRICS. By the

Rev. RICHARD HARRIS BARHAM, Author of 'The
IngoMsby Legends.' Edited by his Son, the Bev. B.

DALTOS BARHAM. In 1 vol.

The LIFE of the Rev. RICHARD

HABBIS BARHAM, Author of "The lngoldsby
Legends.' A New Edition, Revised and Rewritten, by

bis Son, the Bev. B. DALTOJi BABHAM. In 1 vol.
crown 8vo. 6*.

UNKNOWN HUNGARY. By Victor

DIMPLETHORPE.
ol 1 8T OLAVE'8,' &c. 3 vols.

STRICTLY TIED UP. 3 vols.
" This novel may be described oa a comedy ol life and character, and

in the chaoglng society to which we are introduced the author shows
abundant knowlcdgo ot the world. There Is humour as well as excite
ment in the volumes, and not a few ol the description* of people aud
scenery arc exceedingly graphic and piquant."—Saturday RtvCew.
" ' Strictly Tied Up 1 is entertaining. It is In every sense a novel con

ceived in a light and happy vein. The scheme of the Btory is well
proportioned, turn worked out in all its complications with much care
and hkUlS—Athericrum.

ROY and VIOLA. By Mrs. Forrester,

Author of 1 Viva,' ' Mlgnon,* &c. SECOND EDITION. 3 vols.

"An admirable tale; told by one who can vividly describe and In
cisively comment on the manners and personnel of modern society. "

The World.
"' Roy and Viola ' rivets the attention of the reader to such a degree

that he is loth to put down the book even for a moment. The characters
arc genuine men and women, true typos of human nature, in whose
fortunes and in whose lives the reader cannot fall to be deeply in
terested."—Court Journal,

LORD BRACKENBURY. By

AMELIA B EDWARDS. Author of 'Barbara's History,' &c.
SECOND EDITION. 3 vols.

u ' Lord Brockcnbury ' is a very readable story. The author has well
conceived the purpose of high-clan novel writing, and succeeded in no
small measure in attaining it. There is plenty of variety, cheerful dla-

TISSOT. Translated by Mrs. BRODIE.
crown Svo.

In 2 vols.

By

logue. and general verve in" the book."—Athentmtm,
" Pleasant reading from beginning to end."—Academy.

ST. MARTIN'S SUMMER.
SHIRLEY SMITH, Author of ' His Last Stake,' &c 3 vols.

"There Is freshness and variety in this story. Rnd some of its cha
racters are very prettily conceived. The book Is well worth reading."

" A novel of no common merit. It Is
written, and abounds in sprightly cleverness.'

A VERY OPAL. By C. L. Pirkis.

"A novel of considerable merit. There Is at times a kind of quiet
humour which reminds one of Jane Austen."—Athataum.

LITTLE PANSY. By Mrs. Randolph,

Authorof ' Gcntlanella^&c. 3 vols. [Just ready.

itly and vivaciously
•aU Mall Gazette.

CHEAP EDITIONS.

Bach Work, complete In 1 vol. price 5s. (any of which can be had
separately) elegantly printed and bound, and illustrated by

Sir J GILBERT, MILLAIS, HUNT, LEECH, POYNTER, POSTER,
TENN1EL, SANDYS, E. HUGHES, 6AMB0URNE, Sut.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

STANDARD LIBRARY
Of CHEAP BDITION8 of POPULAR MODERN WORKS.

RlCHAJtD Behtley k Son, New Burlington-street.

PwUiehen in Ordinary to Her Mnjtsty the Queen.

Sam SUck's Nature and Hi
Nature.

John Halifax, Gentleman.
The Crescent and the Cross. By

Eliot Warburton.
Nathalie. By Miss Kavanagh.
A Woman s Thoughts about
Women. By the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Adam Graeme. By Mr" Ollphant.
Sam KUck 's Wise Saw*.
Cardinal Wiseman's Pope*.
A Life for a Life. By the Author
of 'John Halitax.'

Leigh Hunt s Old Court Suburb.
Margaret and her Bridesmaids.
Sam Slick's Old Judge.
Darteu. By Eliot Warburton.
Sir B. Burke's Family Romance.
The I -mil of Nurlaw. By Mrs

Ollphant.
The Englishwoman In Italy.
Nothing New. By the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Freer's Lite of Jeanne d'Albret.
The Valley of a Hundred Fires.
Burke s ltoninnce of the Forum.
Adele. By Miss Kavanagh.
Studies from Life. By the Aathor

of 'John Halifax.'
Grandmother's Money.
Jraffrcsun'* Book about Doctor*.
Mistress ami Maid. By the Author
ot 'John Halifax.'

Lea Miaerablea. By Victor Hugo.
8t Olave's.
Lost and Saved By

Barbara's History. By Amelia
B. Edwards.

Life of Irving'. By Mrs. Ollphant.
No Church.
Christian's Mistake. _ By the

Mac

the Author of

JAMES FAYN'S IS'EW NOVEL.

3 vols, crown 8vo. at every Library,

A CONFIDENTIAL AGENT.

By JAMES P A Y N,

Author of ' By Proxy,' 4c.

With 12 Illustrations by Arthur Hopkins.

MRS. LINTON'S NEW NOVEL.

Just ready, 3 vols, crown 8vo. at every Library,

The REBEL of the FAMILY. By E. Lynn

LINTON, Author of 1 Fatricia Kemball,' Ac.

Author of 'John Halifax.'
Alec Forbes. By George
Donald, LL.D.

Agnes. By Mrs. Ollphant.
A Noble Life. By the A
'John Halifax.'

Dixon's New America.
Robert Falconer. By George Mac
Donald. LL.Il.

The Woman's Kingdom. By the
Author of "John Halifax.'

Annals of an Eventful Life. By
G. W. Dasent, D.C.L.

David Eltfinbrod. By George Mac
Donald. LL.D.

A Brave Lady. By the Author of
'John Halifax.'
annnh. By the Author of ' John
Halifax.'

8am Slick's Americans at Home.
The Unkind Word. By the Author

of ' John Halifax.'
A Rose In June. By Mrs Ollphant.
My Little Lady. By B. France*
roynter.

Phoebe, Junior. By Mn. Ollphant.
Life of Marie Antoinette. By
Professor C. D. Yonge.

Blr Gtbble. By George Mac
Donald. LL.D.

Sam Slick's American Humour.
YuungMn.Jardlne. By the Author
of 'John

JULIAN HAWTHORNE'S NEW NOVEL.
2 vols, crown Svo. at every Library,

ELLICE QUENTIN, and other Stories. By

JULIAN HAWTHOllNE.

Complete In -1 vols, demy 8to. 12s. each .

A HISTORY of OUR OWN TIMES. From
the Accession of Queen Victoria to the General Election ol 1KB. By
Justin McCarthy, m.p.

" Criticism la disarmed belore a composition which provokes wait sot
unproved. Tills is n, really good Book on a really interesting lutjert, SM

-J- piled on words could say no more lor It."—Saturday Bmm.

Crown 8to. cloth extra, with 314 Illustrations, it. 6d\

A TRAMP ABROAD. By Mark Twain.

" A piece ot work that is not only delightful as mere reading, but alsi
ol a high degree ol merit as literature. . . .The book is lull ol |Mi

To be Completed In Fire Volumes, crown 8to. cloth extra, Ga. each.

BRET HARTE'S COLLECTED 'WORKS.

Vol I COMPLETE POETICAL and DRAMATIC WORKS of BRUT
IIAHTE. With Portrait und Introduction. iKr*-r

Vol. n. EARLIER PAPEKS-The LUCK of ROARING CAMP-BO
HEMIAN PAPERS-AMERICA LEGENDS. [W,.

Vol III. TALES of ARGONAUTS-EASTERN SKETCHES. [Had,
Vol. IV. GABRIEL CONROY. [/■ rtsjwj.
Vol. V. STORIES-CONDENSED NOVELS, Sc. [Intktfrtu.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF ■ PRIMITIVE MA.VNERS AND

CUSTOMS.'—Crown Bvo. cloth extra, Gs.

CRIMES and PUNISHMENT. Including a

New Translation of Beccarla'
ANSON FARItEU.

Dei Delltti c delle Pone." By JAMES

MISS G. BOWERS'S NEW HUNTING !
Beautifully Coloured, and handsomely half bound, oblong 4to. 21«.

LEAVES from a HUNTING JOURNAL. By
G. BOWERS, Author of ' Canters In Cnunpshlre,' &c. Coloured In

Paosimile of the Originals.

Now ready, crown Sro. cloth extra, 3». 6d. a New Edition ol

CONFIDENCE. By Henry James, jun.

Nearly ready, crown flvo. cloth extra, 3*. fid. each ; port 8vo.
illustrated boards, 2$. each,

ROBIN GRAY. By Charles Gibbon, Author

of ' Queen of the Meadow," Ac.

For LACK of GOLD. By Charles Gibbon.

A HANDSOME GIFT-BOOK —Small Svo cloth extra, 6«.

The WOOING of the WATER WITCH: a
Northern Oddity. By EVAN DALDORNE. With 123 fine Hiss-

i by J. Moyr Smith.

Now readv, crown 8vo. cloth limp, 2s. erf.

A SIMPLE TREATISE on HEAT. By

W. MATTIEU WILLIAMS, F.R.A.S. F.C.S., Author ol 'The P"*1

of the Sun

Price One Shilling, Illustrated,

BELGRAVIA, for November.

Contents.
A CONFIDENTIAL AGENT. By James Psyn. Hlustrnted by Art

Hopkins.
SOME STRANGELY FULFILLED DREAMS By Richard A Proctor .

OUR OLD COUNTRY TOWNS.—XL With Pour Illustrations.

A. Rlmmrr.
An EXPENSIVE DERBY.
COURSING. By Robert Mncgregor.
THREE WISHES. By H. Francis Lester.
RAM DAS of CAWNPORE. By J. Arbuthnot Wilson.
The LEADEN CASKET. By Mrs. Alfred W. Hunt.

Prlco One Shilling.

THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE,

For NOVEMBER.

ESSAYIST. By Rev.

Contents.

QUEEN COPHETUA. By R. E. FranclUon

JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL,
MA.

EVOLUTION and GEOLOGICAL TIME. By
VERS DB SOCIBTE. By Alex. H. Japp
AMONG the SUGAR-CANES. By "
ABOUT NOTHING. By W. E. Norris.
SCIENCE NOTES. By W. Mstlleu Williams.
TABLE-TALK. By Sylvanus Urban.

H. R. Uaweis,

Chatto & Windus, Piccadilly, W.
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LITERATURE

The Early History of Charles James Fox. By

George Otto Trevelyan, M.P. (Longmans

& Co.)

The name of Charles James Fox still

sounds pleasantly in the ears of his coun

trymen. No English statesman ever left

behind him a more genial memory. His

faults, which were many, are half forgotten,

and have been long since condoned, while

his noble qualities are remembered and re

corded. We care little for the gaming and

the drinking as we call up the image of the

Liberal leader, the impassioned orator, the

true-hearted man, true alike to his country,

his party, and his friends. And so his por

trait may be found in every "Whig house,

and every recurring London season the

members of the Fox Club dine together in

memory of his political virtues and social

gifts. Even men of the opposite party

forget party rancour as they think of Fox,

and Scott's fine tribute, which sums up his

character so tenderly and so strongly, comes

homo to Tory and to Whig aliko :—

For talents mourn, untimely lost,

When best employed, and wanted most ;

Mourn genius high, and lore profound,

And wit that loved to play, not wound ;

And all the reasoning powers divine,

To penetrate, resolve, combine ;

And feelings keen and fancy's glow,—

They sleep with him who sleeps below.

Fox's death was felt as a personal grief by

thousands, and Dr. Parr, writing under the

title of Philopatris Varvicensis, published, in

two volumes of selected eulogies and elegies,

' Characters of Charles James Fox.'

Iiut seventy years have passed since then,

and the details of Fox's life, which have

begun to fade from the recollection of the

old, have never been familiar to those

of a younger generation. It is true that

much may be gleaned from old memoirs,

but such gleaning is hardly sufficient. It is

also true that besides two other lives of Fox,

which have now fallen into complete ob

scurity, there are Lord Russell's ' Life and

Times of Fox,' in three volumes, and

' Memorials and Correspondence ' in four

more. These are valuable storehouses, and

a new biographer of Fox must be largely

indebted to them, but they are not remark

able from a literary point of view. Lord

Russell was never an attractive author, and

the dust has gathered soon and thickly on

almost everything he wrote.

Certainly, then, there was room for a new

life, which should once again recall the

great statesman's name, and which should

itself take rank as a remarkable and bril

liant work. Mr. Trevelyan has succeeded

in this effort, and though his judgment has

in some instances been at fault, yet the

evident pains and care that he has taken,

and the many fine passages in the book, half

disarm criticism, and tempt to almost exag

gerated praise. The fact is that the world has

of lato years been so pestered with books

calling themselves biographies, but which

are really the mere materials for biography,

that it is with a sense of relief that we come

across an author who has himself under

taken the duty of selection and arrange

ment. Readers are so used to having entire

letters, of every variety of merit and want

of merit, given en masse, that they aro grate

ful when only the essential passages are ex

tracted, and the irrelevant matter excluded.

No ono who reads this book is likely to

tax Mr. Trevelyan with what he calls in

"Wilkes

" the hallucination which seduces public men

to attempt the historian during their fragments

of leisure, with about as reasonable a chance of

success as would attend a land surveyor who

turned landscape painter in the intervals of his

business."

On the contrary, we shall rather be inclined

to agree with Fox that literature is in

ever}' point of view a " preferable occupa

tion to politics"—at least, it can happen but

occasionally to any politician to achieve a suc

cess so direct and marked as Mr. Trevelyan

has here won.

13ut we must now "hesitate dislike" as

regards certain points in which Mr. Tre

velyan seems to have been ill advised. In

the first place his canvas appears to be

too large. This volume contains ' The

Early History of Charles James Fox,' and

leaves off when he is but twenty-five years

old. It is a volume of 540 pages, and yet

it only takes the reader to the point Lord

Russell rear-hod in forty pages. At this rate,

if Mr. Trevelyan continues the life—and it

is to be presumed he will, though no proface

or note gives a scrap of information—the

entiro work will bo bulky beyond endurance,

and may possibly sink by its own physical

weight. Life is short, and after all there

have been great men in the world be

sides Charles Fox, and the world has only

a certain amount of time and energy to

expend on any ono of them. The fact is

that Mr. Trevelyan has dono somewhat too

much. He has added the functions of the

historian to those of the biographer, and

the latter seems at times merged and lost in

the former. There are long pages, indeed

whole chapters, in which Fox scarcely ap

pears at all. Although the ostensible subject

of the book, he is overwhelmed in discussions

on the state of the nation, the course of

politics, and the social history of the times.

The story of Wilkes is interesting to read,

as it was important in fact, but we rather

demur to a story which takes over a hundred

pages to tell, and which draws us completely

away from Fox himself. We could not,

however, part with Mr. Trevelyan's third

chapter, which by its condensed information

and its brilliant style recalls the famous

third chapter of his uncle's history, and

gives a living picture of London society

as it was when Fox first entered it. The

fourth chapter, which is purely political,

is not so good, and at times seems almost

heavy ; it might certainly have been short

ened with advantage.

We have another flaw of a very different

kind to mention, and after that we shall

havo nothing left but praise. We par

ticularly dislike the way in which Mr.

Trevelyan assumes, or appears to assume,

that what is known to him is known to

everybody else. He is for ever making

allusions which half his readers will not

in the least understand. Because he may

have the gift of omniscience, it does not by

any means follow that all the world pos

sesses it. Most men of letters and, of course,

Macaulay's typical schoolboy will be able

to follow him, but every one is not equally

instructed. The effect is to create a certain

amount of very natural irritation. It is

impossible to give more than one or two

instances of what we mean, though the

instances thomselves are abundant enough.

The Duko of Grafton had been good to

Bloomfield, but Bloomfield is here only

called "the author of 'The Farmer's

Boy.' " A little further on and the reader

has to fill in for himself three names as

best he can: " The first amicable interview

between the authors of the ' North

Briton ' and the ' False Alarm ' forms the

most entertaining page in the most enter

taining of books." Among Fox's favourites

in literature were " ' The Winter's Tale '

and 'The Maid of Honour,' 'The Rape of

the Lock' and ' The Flower and the Leaf.' "

We wonder how many of Mr. Trevelyan's

readers know anything about ' The Maid

of Honour.' Here is a still greater puzzle :

" The assailant of the Duko of Portland was

tho Scotchman of Goldsmith's ' Haunch of

Venison,' who wrote ' Cinna ' and owned to

' Panurge.' " The next problem is easier,

but it is certain that only the more classically

educated of Mr. Trevelyan's readers will

understand to what bo alludes. Charles

Fox had made a speech after an attack had

been made upon him by a London mob,

and we are told "those who love to hear

a great orator on tho stimulating topic of

his own personal wrongs would exchange

the Pro domo sitd, and almost the ' Midias '

itself, for a sample of such eloquence in

spired by such an injury." In the next

instance we confess that we nre absolutely

without light, and can only hope that

Mr. Trevelyan's other readers are more

fortunate: "At one-and-twenty ho [Fox]

had already been dubbed ' the flower of

oratory ' by a poet too thick-witted to do

anything but reproduce the accepted judg

ment of tho world." The next puzzle is

easy enough, but what need was there for

making a puzzle at all ? Home (afterwards

Horne-Tooke) received from Mr. Tooke "the

suggestion of that affected title by which,

much better than by its contents, his book

is known." And now we have done with

fault-finding and may give ourselves to the

enjoyment of this delightful volume.

Mr. Trevelyan begins his story with an

account of old Lord Holland, Charles Fox's

father. He was a statesman to whom, if to

any, might be applied the well-known lines

of Wordsworth—

Whom there were none to praise,

And very few to love ;
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further still? It was no doubt difficult to

live with him, but it might be impossible

to live without him. Lord North made

him the most profuse apologies ; Lord

Temple tried to persuade the king to give

up tho Marriage Bill altogether ; and Lord

Mansfield actually struck out the most ob

jectionable clause. But Charles Fox was

inexorable.

Indeed, this Marriage Bill was peculiarly

hateful to all Fox's family. They had

neither forgotten nor forgiven the way in

which Lady Caroline Lennox's marriage

with Henry Fox had been spoken of, and

the insults which they both nad suffered ;

and now, because the Duke of Cumberland

had chosen to marry Mrs. Horton (why

does not Mr. Trevelyan give her name?),

and the Duke of Gloucester had won as his

bride the beautiful Maria "Waldegrave, the

king was to keep the making of all royal

marriages in his own hands. No one of

royal blood was to ally himself to any one

without the sovereign's sanction, and instead

of Love ruling the court, the court was, in

a very literal way, to rule love and marriage

according to its own caprice and fancy.

Charles Fox's family feelings, certain sen

timents of gallantry, and a desire to show his

power and independence, all prompted him

to do his utmost to prevent the Bill from

becoming law, but ho not unnaturally failed,

though by a majority wonderfully small.

It was in one of his speeches on this Koyal

Marriage Bill that Fox made use of an

expression which has since become pro

verbial, "The glorious uncertainty which

always attends the law."

Bofore a year had passed fresli efforts

were made to restore Fox to his old alle

giance. The Government was reconstructed,

and Fox, who had never really joined the

Opposition, was prevailed upon to accept a

post at the Treasury. But Fox was un

tamed as ever, and before long he had led

Lord North into a falso position and a

minority by a speech which he made, urging

that Woodfall the printer should bo com

mitted to Newgate. The king expressed

himself as " greatly incensed at the pre

sumption of Charles Fox," and declared that

"that young man has so thoroughly cast

off every principle of common honour and

honesty that he must become as contemptible

as he is odious." A few days afterwards

Charles Fox was dismissed from his post,

and his dismissal was conveyed to him in

the following note from Lord North :—

"His Majesty has thought proper to order

a new Commission of Treasury to be made out,

in which I do not see your name.—Nokth. "

The affair created some astonishment and

more amusement.

"Charles," said George Selwyn, "for the

future I will eat salt fish on the day you were

turned out. You shall bo my Charles the

Martyr now, for I am tired of your great-grand

father, the old one. His head can never be

sewed on again ; but, as yours can be, I will

stick to you."

Fox had now left the Tory party, or rather

the old corrupt Court party, for good and

all. lie had (in the last words of this

'Early History')

"dissolved his partnership with Sandwich and

Wedderburn, and united himself to Burke and

Chatham and Savile in their crusade against the |

tyranny which was trampling out English liberty

in the colonies and the corruption which was

undermining it at home."

This short sketch of the political life of

Fox, so far as Mr. Trevelyan has as yet

taken us, would give an incomplete idea of

the book, if we did not make reference also

to the various episodes which give colour

and reality to the picture. The description

of life in London while Fox was sowing his

wild oats is admirable in its way. Not less

good is the account of old Lord Holland at

King's Gate,

"training ivy over his turrets and cloisters;

mounting cannons along the cliff ; raffling for

statues of Flora and Bacchus and busts of Per-

tinax and Crispin* ; excavating burial mounds ;

rearing a pillar to commemorate a battle between

Danes and Saxons which in all likelihood never

had been fought ; and erecting a tower in ' the

Roman style ' in honour of an anti-Wilkite

Lord Mayor of London, who had probably

earned his monument by throwing cold water

on the demand for an inquiry into the Pay

master's accounts."

Then there is a very interesting account of

tho Foathers Tavern petition, of Theophilus

Lindsey's secession from the Church of

England, and of the formation of the Lady

Huntingdon connexion.

We will now conclude by quoting a

striking passage, showing Charles Fox's

love of the classics :—

"Next to Homer among the ancients,—and

oven above Homer, at the period to which this

chapter refers,—Fox placed Virgil, whose pathos

(so he declared) surpassed that of all poets of

every ago and nation, with the single exception

which, as an Englishman with the Elizabethan

drama at his fingers' ends, he somewhat un

willingly considered himself bound to make.

'It is on that account,' ho continued, 'that I

rank him so very high ; for surely to excel in

that style which speaks to the heart is the great

est of all excellence.' His favourite example of

the quality that he admired in the '^Eneid ' was

the farewell with which the aged Evander sent

Pallas forth to his last battle. The beauty of

this passage, in his years of vigour, Fox was

always ready to expound and assert ; and, when

his time came to die, he solemnized his parting

with the nephew whom he loved as a son by

bidding the young man repeat aloud, and then

repeat once more, lines which, even at a less

trying moment, few who have ever cried over a

book can read without tears."

History of Procedure in England from the

Norman Conquest.—The Norman Period

(1066-1204). By Melville Madison Bige-

low. (Macmillan & Co.)

What, it may be asked, is tho use of a book

upon early English legal procedure ? The

question is one to which no complete answer

could be given, just as nono could be given

to the inquiry, What is tho use of expedi

tions to the North Polo ? It would be easy

to show that Mr. Bigelow's researches throw

light on points of constitutional as well as

purely legal history, but they also serve

purposes which neither the author himself

nor any other living man could point out.

Every addition to knowledge not only

satisfies the curiosity of some class of in

quirers, but becomes a link in the chain of

discovery. Not until Mr. Bigelow's work

has been sifted by a succession of scholars,

and its results compared with those of other

and future writers, can its full value be

ascertained.

After some account of the Danelag, or

Danish law, existing in parts of England

from the ninth until the middle of the

twelfth century at least, Mr. Bigelow gives

an account of the different English courts

during the Norman period — the Great

Council, the King's Court, the Court Chris

tian or Ecclesiastical Court, tho Court of the

Justices in Eyre, the Exchequer, the County

Court, the Burghmot, the Hundred Court,

tho Manor Court, and the Forest Court.

The author then traces the procedure in a

cause through its various stages, the writ

process, summons, distraint, "the issue

term," "the medial judgment," "the trial

term." With respect to the writ, the point

of most general interest brought out by Mr.

Bigelow is that sometimes a person was able

to obtain from the king at the outset a writ

in the nature of final process, like a modern

writ of execution, without a trial before the

courts :—

" The practice of granting writs of execution

without trial in the courts appears to have been

common, so as to have been one of the chief

grievances of the baronage and commonalty

against King John ; resulting, with other like

influences, in the article of Magna Charta by

which it was provided that the king should not

disseise or imprison his free subjects unless by

the legal judgment of their peers or the law of

the land."

Bather inconveniently for the reader, Mr.

Bigelow habitually introduces technical

terms and phrases, sometimes invented by

himself, without explanation, as in the case

of "the issue term," to which a chapter

is devoted. In a note, however, to one

page he states that the word "term " (ter

minus) commonly meant in the twelfth cen

tury simply a day appointed, rather than

the general session of the court. The "issue

term " thus denotes tho period of procedure

when the pleadings were conducted to a

definite issue to be tried. " The medial or

proof judgment " determined the mode of

trial ; adjudging, according to law, whether

it was to be by compurgation, by witnesses,

by charters, by record, by the ordeal, by the

duel, or by inquisition. The mode of trial

was a matter of vital importance to the

parties. For instance, if compurgation was

the appointed mode, the party brought for

ward, if he could, the requisite number of

persons to swear, not to the facts, but to his

credibility, and so proved his case, li,

again, trial by witnesses was appointed,

the party on whom it was incumbent to

adduce the testimony made good his case if

tho witnesses he brought forward at " the

trial term" were competent, and swore to

the facts. They were not cross-examined,

nor was any counter-evidence adduced, yet

their testimony was taken as a verdict, so

that they were triors, not mere witnesses in

the modern sense.

On the subject of distraint some of Mr.

Bigelow's propositions may give rise to con

troversy. Some of his expressions might

seem to indicate an intention to refute a

theory put forth by Sir Henry Maine in his

' Lectures on the Early History of Institu

tions,' while, on the other hand, the silence

with respect not only to that distinguished

writer's name, but to some of his strongest

and most interesting arguments, which sur

prises an English reader of Mr. Bigelow's

pages, would rather convey an impression

that, by some accident or oversight, he had
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not looked into SirHenryMaine's two lectures

on primitive legal remedies. "There is no

greater mistake," according to Mr. Bigelow,

"than to suppose that private distraint as it

has existed in modern times in England and

in America—distraint made without judicial

permission—is archaic, as having been trans

mitted in its present form from the period of

supposed early Anglo-Saxon law."

In support of this position he urges that it

is certain that, from the time when the Ger

manic nations first appear in legal history,

distraint was lawful only when effected

under judicial authority, the earliest of the

barbaric codes declaring that if any one

should distrain his debts without authority

of a judge he should lose his debt. Sir

Henry Maine, on the other hand, pointing

out some conspicuous features of likeness

between the ancient Irish law of distress and

English law, observes that the great resem

blance of all, and the common point of dis

similarity from the most ancient of the

leges barbarorum, lies in the fact that

the Irish procedure of distraint, like the

English, requires neither assistance nor per

mission from any court of justice. In all

the Teutonic bodies of custom, except the

English and the Lombardic, some judicial

person or body must have been applied to

before proceeding to seizure of goods. In

English law, on the contrary, seizure is

completed before authority is called in, and

the Irish law has the same peculiarity. Nor

are these two bodies of law without analogy

in this respect in Roman law, as Sir Henry

Maine remarks. The pignoris capio was at

first a wholly extra-judicial proceeding. The

person who proceeded by it seized, in certain

cases, the goods of a fellow citizen against

whom he had a claim, but against whom he

had instituted no suit.

The question is by no means one respect

ing a mero technical point in early law ; it

involves the whole theory which Sir Henry

Maino has so luminously set forth respect

ing the nature and significance of the forms

of archaic legal procedure. They grew out

of self-redress, for when judicial arbitration

first intervened, it did so only to the extent

and in the way of regulating the proceed

ings that had been customary before its

intervention. Men had been used to asso

ciate redress with the seizure of goods by

the claimant, and when at length regular

tribunals were instituted, they followed in

this respect the ancient custom, though by

degrees they interposed restrictions and

brought the procedure under their control.

Mr. Bigelow himself would probably not

directly dispute this theory, for he observes

that "the time, perhaps, was when non

judicial distress was exercised among the

Germanic peoples, but that time was pre

historic."

"When once courts had taken into their

own hands the regulation of procedure, the

process of distraint became in many cases a

ferilous one. If a man deviated by a hands-

readth from the proscribed course, he sub

jected himself to severe penalties. As Prof.

Sohm puts it, the power of seizing a man's

property was a two-edged sword, by which

you might bring your adversary to the

ground, but ran great risk of hurting your

self. The case of Ailward, which Mr.

Bigelow cites in support of the proposition

that " extra-judicial distress for debt, not

arising between lord and man, did not exist

in England in the time of Henry II.," is in

Soint. Ailward is creditor of a recusant

ebtor, and determines to secure himself.

For this purpose he goes to the house of his

debtor, and, tearing off the lock, takes pos

session of an auger and some gloves as

security for the debt. Being discovered he

flees, is pursued and captured by the debtor,

and charged with stealing before the county

court at Bedford, where the ordeal of water

is adjudged, and the result is conviction and

mutilation.

The field of investigation in which Mr.

Bigelow works is one in which, apart from

its interest to himself, he can earn only the

applause of a very limited class of readers,

and he amply merits that recompense.

Memoir of Gabriel Beranger and his Labours in

the Cause of Irish Art and Antiquities from

1760 to 1780. By Sir William Wilde,

M.D. With Illustrations. (Dublin, Gill

& Son.)

This volume was begun by Sir William

Wilde, but his death intervened, and the con

clusion has been written by his widow. It was

compiled for the Journal of the Boyal Archaeo

logical Association of Ireland, in which it was

printed in instalments from January, 1871,

to October, 1876, when the final portion ap

peared from the pen of Lady Wilde. Gabriel

Beranger, a Frenchman by descent, settled

in Ireland and left behind him a number of

sketches, the value of which, artistic and

archaeological, is enhanced by the fact that

many of the buildings represented have dis

appeared ; for instance, the Bound Tower in

the city of Dublin. This is supposed to have

been built in Danish times, and towards the

repairing of it we are glad to find that Dean

Swift contributed. However, it became so

dangerous after a great storm, which shook

it in October, 1775, that it had to be taken

down. Sir William Wilde's theory of

the origin of the round towers does not

appear to have greatly differed from that of

Dr. Petrie, and he has been thoughtful

enough to give his readers what Gerald the

Welshman said of them in the twelfth

century, a description which is remarkably

short and accurate, but seldom heeded by

the more wordy dreamers who have under

taken to wrap these structures in mystery :

" Turres ecclesiasticas, qua;, more patriae,

arctffi sunt et altic, nec non et rotundee."

Gabriel Beranger was a most painstaking

artist, we are told, and a faithful delineator

of antiquarian remains, and no one could

better draw an old castle, a cromlech, or

a round tower, but his landscapes were not

equally good, as ho failed in trees and green

fields. He was no happier with the animals

he attempted, with the exception that he

could reproduce Phil Purcell's pig to the

life, before Tonkeys and Berkshires had as

yet improved tho Tinnies of former days.

It deserves to be noticed that the artist

was not to be led astray by the mistaken

theory of the antiquaries about tho nature of

the old monuments usually called cromlechs,

as tho following extract, which is of con

siderable archaeological interest, and there

fore given in Beranger's own words, will

serve to show :—

'"June 23rd, Mr. Bigary not wishing to ride,

I went with Mr. Irwin and his son on horseback

to Knocknareagh mountain,—seen on the lands

of Carrowmore, in the space of a square v

quarter of a mile, eighteen circles of hujp

stones, some with their Cromleghs in the centre

standing, some down, but the stones lying oa

the spot ; designed and planned the largest out.

Sure it is that they are not Temples, nor th.t

Cromleghs altars, as the antiquarians pretend

but burial places of chieftains. These eighteer

together (I think) settles [sic] the matter, am.

prove this place to have been either a cemetery oi

the spot where some famous battle was fought,

and the heroes which fell to have been interred

on the field where they were slain ; but I believe,

if some of the antiquarians had heard of eighteen

being together in one spot, they would not have

called them Temples."

Beranger and his companions seem to

have had a jovial life of it among the

peasantry in different parts of the island, at

a time when the relations between landlord

and tenant were rather different from what

they are now. The artist's notes appear to

supply materials for a very curious study o£

manners. The author gives some extracts,

but our space forbids our reproducing them

at length ; let the following suffice as a speci

men :—

"Saw distinctly the mountain of Croagh

Patrick, in the county of Mayo, distance sixty

miles. Went in every house, but could not

converse with the females, as they only speak

Irish ; remembered the Irish phrase I formerly

learned of Torum pogue Calinogue, which I

repeated to every girl, who immediately came

to kiss me ; how unfortunate it was I could ask

no more V After dinner Mr. Irwin, sent notice

that we should embark ; accordingly, all the in

habitants—men, women, and children, not one

excepted—gathered round the door of our bam,

and everything being ready, we walked out,

followed by the people, and went to a small

plain near the creek where our vessel was

moored ; there Mr. Irwin made them sit down

in a semicircle on the grass, and having opened

a packet, distributed 1J yard of fine broad

ribbon to every female, whom we embraced at

the time ; after that each male and female got

four feet long of roll tobacco, and a pair of beads

each. After which he ordered one of the casks

of whiskey to be broached, and be distributed

round by glasses. When done we took our

leaves, embracing again the females, and walked

to the vessel upon a pier of natural rock,

followed by all the people. When we bended our

sails, they saluted us by three cheers, which we

returned ; they continued looking as long as

they could."

This volume is pleasant and instructive

reading, and the antiquary will probably not

feel disposed, when he reaches Lady Wilde's

part of the work, to question too closely her

right to take this opportunity of saying so

much about her husband, who was, in re

gard to Irish antiquities, a later edition of

Gabriel Berangerso farasthe alteredmanners

of the middle of the nineteenth century would

allow. Among other things, what Lady

Wilde says with regard to her husband

having been the first to direct attention to

the crannogs, or lake dwellings, is highly

interesting ; she goes on to say it was an

essay of his on the subject that gave the

impetus to the works of Keller and others

on the lake dwellings of Switzerland, and it

must have been very gratifying to Sir Wil

liam to find such men as the late Prof.

Troyon, of Geneva, come over to Ireland to

study the Irish crannogs. By the way, we

should like to .call the attention of Lady

Wilde and of Irish archaeologists generally

to the word crannog, the literal meaning of
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which is a wooden platform, from the Irish

cramt, wood or timber. If they persist

in the silly fashion of giving a final e to

a word which is not entitled by reason of

origin or pronunciation to such an encum

brance, and continuo to write it crannoge,

they must not consider it a wrong done to

Ireland when English archteologists make it

into erannoje, as we have often heard it pro

nounced.

NOVELS OP THE WEEK.

The Head of Medusa. By Georgo Fleming.

3 vols. "(Macmillan & Co.)

Honor. By Miss E. M. Alford. 3 vols.

(Tiasley Brothers.)

The Lady Resident. By Hamilton Page.

3 vols. (Macmillan & Co.)

Frerille Chase. By E. H. Bering. 2 vols.

(Burns & Oates.)

John Inglesant: a Romance. (Birmingham,

Cornish Brothers.)

Of " George Fleming's " previous novels we

have spoken with qualified praise, and we can

do no more with respect to his latest literary

venture. There are no great faults and no

great merits ; in fact, the book occupies a

fairly good place among second-class novels.

The author has evidently little talent for the

construction of a plot, neither does he attempt

to excite the reader by any sensational inci

dents. There is a certain amount of ability

displayed in the analysis of character and

motives; there is also a warm sympathy

with the beauties of both nature and art.

"Whether writing about Egypt, Palestine, or

Italy, Mr. Fleming always contrives to pro

duce a vivid local colouring. Finally, the

hook is thoroughly pure, no small merit in

these days. Is evertheless, there is a mono

tony about the novel which is slightly

soporific. The author is evidently well

acquainted with Italy, but likes it far better

than he does its inhabitants ; in fact, he

implies that Italy would be a charming

country were it not for the Italians. Under

these circumstances ho should not have

made his heroine marry a most offensive

Roman count. "We have only one remark

to add, which is that it is difficult to discover

any justification for the title of the novel.

There are some pretty conceits in ' Honor '

which make it readable ; and for the stylo

of its narrator there is at least this to be

said, that she makes no pretensions, does

not imitate any one, and is not more affected

than is natural in a writer scarcely strong

enough to feel her strength. Miss Alford

has an ideal—perhaps two ideals—and she

works at them with simple and unsuspecting

fervour ; not growing tired of them, as the

manner is with some writers, and crowding

in fresh characters and lines of action in

order to maintain her own interest in her

work. A little less timidity and a little

more painstaking in the polishing of sen

tences would have enabled her to write a

better book, and may yet cause her to im

prove on her present effort. It is certainly

worth her while to try. Honor Rowe is a

delightful damsel, in spite of her tendency

to talk good or grand on occasions, and the

young man who is introduced to her in the

first chapter and carries^ her off in the last

is well fitted to reward her after her deserts.

The course of their love is smooth and easy,

and their secret is so well kept from them

both by Miss Alford, that neither detects

the state of the other's heart until the story

is drawing to its close. The author plays

with them both as though she had a couple

of mice leg-bound by a couple of silken

threads ; when she slackens they approach

each other, and when she pulls they scuttle

back ; and vast is the entertainment of the

thread-puller. If the reader will but stand

by her side, and enter with simple relish

into the charm of the situation, he will not

find that his self-illusion has been thrown

away.

' The Lady Resident ' has practically no

plot, and can scarcely be styled a novel, but

the entirely imaginary picture of life as it

might be in a university town of which a

ladies' college was a leading feature affords

the author scope for delineations of cha

racter and a great deal of amusing dia

logue. Bertie Ravenshaw is a high-spirited

and warm-hearted girl with intellectual

aspirations, the desire of whose young life

is the freedom and opportunities of cultiva

tion afforded by college Life. She is sup

ported by her father, a shrewd but kindly

observer of his favourito daughter's cha

racter, and thwarted by an acute but

commonplace mother, between whom and

her daughter there is no lack of affection,

but a hopeless disparity of ideals :—

" Mrs. Ravenshaw always said that her tastes

were simple. She liked a room to be perfectly

square, and to have cupboards on each side of

the fireplace. The wall-paper she liked with a

white ground and plenty of it, and the Brussels

carpet must invariably have a drab ground and

be well covered with bright flowers. These

points conceded, she left the rest to Mr. Raven-

Bhaw and his whims. But Mr. Ravenshaw

seldom conceded so much."

As that gentleman remarks to his wife,—

" ' Submission, my dear, is the strong point of

your character ; and a woman who knows how

to yield is in the end always victorious. ' "

Some of the best bits in the book are the

passages of arms between this astute hus

band and his reluctantly submissive wife.

"When poor Bertie's faith in her lover (for

love intervenes in the academic groves of

Minster) is rudely shaken by the arrival of

a fierce woman with a terrible story, Mrs.

Ravenshaw draws upon her powers of anec

dote to cauterize the wound :—

" ' And so,' continued Mrs. Ravenshaw, 'every

one of the seven children met its death on that

very night that he left his wife and sailed for

America with Miss Higgins. The wife, poor

thing, either fell or threw herself into the dock

and was drowned. Two children were scalded

to death in the bath ; one caught fire and was

burnt to a cinder—literally to a cinder ; one

was looking out of the window, crying for its

mother, it overbalanced itself, and fell dead

with a fractured skull ; whilst the three that

rushed headlong downstairs were all taken up

dead at the bottom of that long flight of stone

steps. Really, my dear, you seem to me not to

attend to what I am saying ! ' "

The conversations with her friend the Lady

Resident are more to Bertie's taste. The

society of Minster, lively in itself, is rendered

more agreeable by the presence of Prof.

Goldworthy Fynes, a Comtist, " a terrible

sort of man and not at all original," who

nevertheless forms a good foil to the

practical ladies who endeavour to under

stand him. Between him and the Lady

Resident, whom he seeks to convert, there

occur several suggestive dialogues, but

perhaps young Mrs. Brownlow, whose

flippancy most distresses him, is a more

troublesome proselyte. The lecture on the

' Historical Attitude of Woman ' which the

professor has the hardihood to address to

an audience of more or less aspiring ladies

is very lifelike :—

" 'One of the most original and fundamental

doctrines of the new theory is,' said the pro

fessor, ' the following, which, in order to im

press it deeply upon the minds of those I see

before me, I will place upon the black board ' :

and he wrote again in large and irregular cha

racters, 'L'Hommedoit nourrir la Femme.'

Mrs. Brownlow gazed on the inscription with

interest, and whispered to her cousin : ' Could

almost believe I had seen it somewhere before,

dear, couldn't you.'"'

So discursive a book is somewhat hard to

estimate, but, in spite of inequalities in con

struction, it has the merit of being eminently

readable. The author has a keen eye for

modern varieties of crotcheteers, and is aa

sympathetic with the simplicity of children

—a combination which snows some range

of descriptivo ability.

Mr. Dering's object in writing 'Freville

Chase' was not so much to present to the

world a good novel as to teach a good lesson.

The higher motives of action which he says

he has tried to express in it must be such as

animate the pious Catholic who is convinced

that Catholicism is the only true religion.

Mr. Dering says very clearly that even

Anglicanism is to be condemned altogether.

Thero cannot, he thinks, be more than one

form of religion, and the truth is only to be

found at Rome. Clearly Mr. Dering does

not come before his readers to bring peace,

but a sword. With the proverbial zeal of a

convert, he can find nothing to be said for

what ho has left behind. The way is but too

clear before him. 'Freville Chase,' how

ever, though its real object must be more

or less to further the author's religious views,

stands before the reviewer, at all events, on

its merits as a novel. It is not a particularly

fascinating book. The story, stripped of

the embroidery of its purpose, is common

place enough, and Mr. Dering, in keeping

his object in view, naturally forgets what

is due to the work of art by which he

desires to attract his readers. Very much

of the conversation, though bright and

clever and showing a good deal of experi

ence of the world, leads to nothing, and does

not help to advance the story or add much

to the portraiture of the characters. It dis

plays, however, though the display is often

out of place, Mr. Dering's considerable and

varied knowledge. Architecture, Italian

literature, country life and society are

familiar to him, and if he only had the gift

of telling a story his many other gifts would

go far to adorn his novel and make his

lessons palatable.

' John Inglesant ' affords a capital instance

of the way in which inexperienced authors

miss success by trying too much at one

time. Mr. Courthouse is a man of wide

reading and of many accomplishments ; he

has travelled much and seen many things ;

he has kept his eyes open, and has wide

sympathies ; he has a genuine love for

nature and for art, and that gift than which,

Horace says, the gods could bestow no

greater—sapere, et fari ut possit qua scntiat.

But few will read his book through ; it will

not enjoy anything approaching to the
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attention or circulation it deserves ; it will

fall flat even upon tho more thoughtful and

cultured of tho reading public, for ouo reason

which will bo strong enough to damn it—

it is much too long. Nevertheless, ' John

Iuglesant' has high merits, and if it be the

author's first publication we shall hear of

him again. The son of " a shrewd lawyer,

a Papist at heart," at fourteen John Ingle-

sant was so profound a Greek scholar that

he "knew nearly by heart" the ' Phrodo '

of Plato, and yet was as vigorous and courtly

a young gentleman as father could wish his

.son to be. At this point in his career he

is committed to tho training of Father St.

Clare, "a Jesuit missionary priest, who

travelled in England under tho name of

Mr. Hall." The Jesuit is, of course, "a

profound scholar, .... a man of science, ....

of elegant and fascinating manners," in fact,

an Admirable Crichton, as the Jesuits of

romance alwa}-s must bo and always are.

Under tho astute guidance and unbounded

influence of such a preceptor, " Johnny "

grows up into a perfectly trained and devoted

pupil, ready to sell himself body and soul

to the Jesuit cause. Mr. Courthouse evi

dently believes that such unattached emis

saries are wandering about the world, doing

the devil's work, still, and that there always

has been a small army of amateur con

spirators vaguely plotting for the supremacy

of the Pope at tho bidding of tho normal

Father St. Clare. When "Johnny"—for

he continues to be "Johnny" at intervals

till the end of the book—is ripe for it, he

becomes a page in the household of Queen

Henrietta Maria, and afterwards Esquire

of the Body to Charles I. Agitated by

doubts and questionings, anxiously fingering

at the old Gordian knots,

Unskilled to sunder and too weak to cleave,

he is brought into relations with most of

the notable personages of that romantic

period, when our old English constitution

and life and habits and convictions wero all

breaking up, and resolving themselves into

new shapes and new combinations. It is

while describing all this in dramatic fashion,

making his hero half showman, half actor,

in the various scenes, that the author's

knowledge of the time appears to greatest

advantage. John Inglesant has long inter

views with Hobbes one da}-, with Crashaw

another ; he attends a seance at an astro

loger's; he goes down to Little Gidding,

and is brought under the influence of

Nicholas Ferrar and the saintly life of his

strango household ; he comes across Quakers

and Puritans with extravagant creeds ; he

fights for the king and is wounded, is

used by his Jesuit friends as an agent in

the business of Lord Glamorgan's Irish

plot, narrowly misses being hung, gets

thrown into the Tower, and lies thcro

till his old tutor, the inevitable Jesuit,

manages to get his release. It is easy

to see that here are abundant materials

for a good "romance" if Mr. Courthouse

had stopped at this point ; but, like a fluent

readier who must needs deliver his soul,

o has only half dono with us when wo are

expecting tho benediction. At this point

tho story takes a turn, and tho scene

changes : Johnny Inglesant is sent wander

ing through the cities of Italy ; he moves

unions the historic personages of Italian

i ourts, is plotted against and plots sj>ite of

himself, is present at Romewhen Innocent X.

dies, and is even a subordinate actor at tho

Conclave which elected Fabio Chigi to tho

Papacy as Alexander VII. ; he comes under

the influence of Molinos and the Quietists,

as he had already come under that of

Sereuus Cressy ; but gradually his courtly

life makes him less of a pietist and more

of a man of tho world. He is fascinated

by an Italian lady, whom he eventually

marries ; ho loses his wife and child, and

ends by settling down as a melancholy

English gentleman, who accepts for want of

anything better tho compromise offered by

the Church of England. In this second half

of tho book tho author displays at least as

intimato an acquaintance with Italian his

tory in tho seventeenth century as in the

first half he had shown with the history of

England ; and the descriptions of the old

cities, of Italian manners, and of the by

ways of contemporary controversies and

intrigues aro sometimes characterized by

rare pictorial ability and a certain subtlety

of thought and expression which oidy the

man of genius can attain. But everywhere

diffuseness is the writer's bane. There are

elaborate speeches extending over four or

five pages ; there aro pictures of scenery

which would be too long for one of Mr.

Murray's handbooks; there are explanations

which will weary tho most patient reader.

Life is too short for all this dwelling upon

minutio) ; and yet there are somo noble

passagos in tho book. The account of Little

Gidding is admirably done ; the ghastly

description of Naples during the plague is

extremely powerful ; the scene in which

Mary Colct refuses to marry the hero, that

in which he spares his brother's murderer,

and that in which punishment overtakes the

wretched man at the hands of a ruffian whom

he came to slay are finely conceived and

skilfully executed ; but the prodigality in

the method of treatment, the peculiar

luxuriance of style which yet is not ver

bosity, tho habit of saying too much and of

pointing out too many things, render it

extremely difficult to extract any passage

which would do the author justico or give

tho reader a fair idea of the merits and

defects of a literary effort which is far too

ambitious to be spoken of without respect, and

which yet misses the success that so gifted a

writer had some claim to expoct for the pains

he has bestowed ur>on his book. "We give

the following as one of the few passages of

moderate length which are at once quotable

and fairly representative of tho author's

manner :—

" You, and natures like yours, make this

great error, you are moralizing and speculating

upon what life ought to be, instead of taking it

as it is, and in the mean time it slips by you,

and you are nothing, and life is gone. I have

heard, and you doubtless, in a tine concert of

viols, extemporary descant upon a thorough

bass in the Italian manner, when each per

former, in turn, plays such variety of descant, in

concordance to the bass, as his skill and present

invention may suggest to him. In this manner

of play tho consonances invariably fall true upon

a given note, and every succeeding note of the

ground is met, now in the unison or octave,

now in the concords, preserving tho melody

throughout by tho laws of motion and sound.

I havo thought that this is life. To a solemn

bass of mystery, and of the unseen, each man

plays his own descant, as his tasto or fate

suggests, but this manner of play is so governed

and controlled, by what seems a fatal necessity,

that all melts into a species of harmony : and

even tho very discords and dissonances, the

wild passions and deeds of men, are so

attempered and adjusted, that without them

the entire piece would be incomplete. In this

way I look upon life as a spectacle, in theatru

ludis. Have you sat so long that you aro tired

already of the play I "

CHRISTMAS BOOKS.

The Heir of Kilfinnan. By W. H. G. Kingston.

(Sampson Low & Co.)

Jack and JUL By Louisa M. Alcott. (Same

publishers.)

The Lily of Leyden. By W. H. G. Kingston.

(Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge. )

Steppiwj Stones. By Sarah Doudney. (Isbister

& Co.)

Two Hose Trees. By Mrs. Minnie Douglas.

(Griffith & Farran.)

Doqqed Jack. By the Author of ' True under

Trial.' (Wells Gardner.)

The Veracious History of<t Black-and-Tan Trrrier.

Edited by Lady Lamb. (Newman & Co.)

Wrecked Lives; or, Men who have. Failed. By

W. H. Davenport Adams. Series I. and 11.

(Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.)

Jane Austen and her Works. By Sarah Tytler.

(Cassell & Co.)

Aunt Judy's Annual Volume for 1880. Edited

by H. K. F. Gatty. (Bell ifc Sons.)

' The Heir of Kilfinnan ' is a stirring narra

tive of sea-fights and shipwrecks, Whiteboyism

in Ireland, and nogro insurrections in the West

Indies. These parts of the book are circum

stantial enough to satisfy even a schoolboy,

though the love story and the identification of

the fisher boy Dcrmot O'Neil with the lost heir

of Kilfinnan will appeal less directly to his tastes.

But tho sentimental passages are not too nume

rous, and the book will be a favourite.

Jack and Jill in their Transatlantic phase

are a boy and girl who, in one of the sliding

parties of the village youth, get thrown from

their sledge, and are laid up in the same house

during winter. It is a harmless and healthy

story, though tho dialect of the youngsters will,

it may be hoped, remain a foreign tongue to

English boys and girls. As giving a good deal

of insight into the most wholesome sort of child-

life in America it is valuable. Tho tender age

at which children in tho States begin to live as

it were in public, to make speeches, and act

parts is very curious.

' The Lily of Leyden ' is a successful attempt

to condense and popularize for the nursery one

of tho heroic passages in the revolt of the

Netherlands. The facta of the relief of Leyden

aro accurately given, and the story of the use

of tho carrier pigeons will impress a brave deed

on tho memory.

' Stepping Stones ' seems rather an immature

book for grown people, and somewhat precocious

for the young. It is, however, a well-intentioned

and simple history of certain young ladies upon

whom a change from comparative wealth to

poverty has a bracing and beneficial effect ; also

it relates the vacillation of a curate who, being

somewhat of a toady and ashamed of his humble

origin, is seduced by the attentions of a lady of

title from his allegiance to one of tho heroines.

He is received into favour again, which is more

than he deserves, and Mrs. Westyn recovers her

wealth, which is rather a tamo conclusion. The

manner of it is pathetic, as she finds a missing

receipt in a garment of her late husband's with

which she has always refused to part, until in

her poverty she has recourse to it as the only

gift she can bestow upon a poorer neighbour.

The book is a girls' novel of the religious sort.

' Two Rose Trees ' is also a girls' book, and

also relates the downfall of tho owners of those

plants from a condition of comfort to one of

poverty, and their miraculous restoration to

wealth. But the poverty is less real and the

1'

1,
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wealth greater than in Mrs. (f) Doudney's con

ception ; and, on the whole, the rose trees enjoy

themselves. What purpose can be served by a

description of commonplace life at a girls' school,

and of commonplace amusements in the holidays,

it is difficult to see.

' Dogged Jack ' is the tale of a severe father

and obstinate son, their misunderstandings,

their lovo for each other, and their reconcilia

tion by means of Jack's sister Polly. It is well

written, and youthful scapegraces are warned by

a terrible instance of the results of practical

joking. The deathbed piety of infants is but

morbid reading for the yonng, but grown-up

people may fairly be touched by little Polly's end.

There are so many excellent books about dogs,

from ' Rab and his Friends ' downwards, that

one is sorry for the black-and-tan terrier. His

autobiography is written in fashionable though

not quite grammatical English, but boys will

despise him, and girls will find it impossible to

grow sentimental over him. He is the dullest

of dogs.

Mr. Davenport Adams has chosen rather a

melancholy theme. His biographies are com

piled with his usual care and good sense, and, if

not entertaining, ore sound and unobjectionable

reading.

We shall be glad if Miss Tytler's book induces

any girls to read Miss Austen. We aro not, how

ever, sanguine. Why, instead of compiling these

abstracts, did not Miss Tytler try to write a

life of Miss Austen f Mr. Austen Leigh's book

is unsatisfactory, and it would be yet possible

to recover facta that will soon be forgotten.

Aunt Judy's volume will be most welcome to

girls. The letter-press is excellent, but the illus

trations are not what they should be.

OUB LIBRARY TABLE.

Messrs. Bextl«Y & Son send us Fire Weeks

in Iceland, by Miss C. A. de Fonblanque. Miss

de Fonblanque, who informs her readers that the

clowns of Reykjavik declared her to be a beau

tiful girl, went to Iceland last year, and now

relates in a handsome volume her experiences

of the journey. They mostly ranged from

"sad" to " detestable. " Tho ladies went

to church in Reykjavik ; they heard a bell

that brayed like an exasperated donkey ; the

coats and trousers of the male congregation were

ill made. A secular-looking person committed

the outrage of robing tho clergyman under the

noso of the congregation ; this was in a burial

chapel temporarily used .is a place of worship

during repairs at the cathedral. The dean

cleared his throat with objectionablo vigour. A

Bpittoon for his use desecrated the altar '. Sing

ing and music were not excruciatingly bad, but

each note took a minute ! The dean chanted

dismally. Then the church became insufferably

hot, and Miss de Fonblanque left in disgust.

Miss de Fonblanque finds tho Icelanders

thoughtful, persevering, and studious ; yet

when they hear of stirring events that are

taking place in Europe, " they are scarcely

interested or impressed by them." "Iceland

is too poor and too apathetic " to do much for

herself. Yet well-informed authorities, like

Prof. Fiske and Mr. Rodwcll, give accounts of

progress which, all things considered, is simply

marvellous. Miss de Fonblanque quitted Ice

land after having seen next to nothing of it,

and returned home "in excessive juxtaposition"

with her fellow travellers.

The Forty-first Annual Report of the Deputy-

Keeper of the Public Records contains two im

portant appendixes— the Exchequer Records

and the Calendar of the Norman Rolls. We

have adverted to the many glimpses into social

life and constitutional and family history which

the Exchequer Records have given in the periods

dealt with in previous Reports, and although

they are now calendared to so late a period as

from William and Mary to George I., their in

terest does not seem to lessen. They deal with

all sorts of legal matters and refer to all grades

of society. We get a peep into a ladies' boarding

school of Queen Anne's reign at p. 436, a peep

that will supply a good note to the history of

English education. The interior of a solicitor's

house in Downing Street, Westminster, is given

on p. 137 : it had "at least six or seaven bedds

in it and sufficient pewter and other necessary

household stuffe to the value of fifty pounds at

y* least, besides a considerable quantity of plate

a silver tankard, two silver tumblers, two

silver salvoes, a sett of silver castors, a pairo of

Bilver candlesticks, a large silver tea pott, one or

two silver plates, about a dozen of silver spoones

and a dozen of silver forkes, and one or two

silver porringers, and a paire of silver snuffers,

and a silver snuffe pan and fower silver salts

and a silver ladle, at tho value of sixty pounds

at the least," besides other goods which aro

described. A document on p. 370 affords an in

teresting account of a case before the Stannary

Courts of Cornwall, and on p. 363 wo learn

something about the exchange value between

England and East India and Persia. These are

a few items culled at random to show the varied

information contained in these calendars, and

we present the following specimens of curious

field-names, which will bo interesting to many

readers of Notes and Queries, where the subject

is being taken up: "The Bigstie" (p. 46),

lands called " Labour in Vain" (p. 305), " Rigg-

hagg" (p. 362), and "the Madams" (p. 308).

In " Suttdown alias Sutton " (p. 649) we meet

with a step in the spelling of an old name.

Turning from these to the Calendar of tho Nor

man Rolls of Henry V., we find still more in

teresting historical documents. This calendar,

we are told, completes the work begun in 1835

by Sir Thomas Dufl'us Hardy in his ' Rotuli

Normanniffi in Turri Londinensi,' and brings

down the series to the year 1422. The Rolls

fall into several classes. One class consists of

Henry V.'s regrants of land in France to those

who submitted to his rule, and an examination

of these shows that the king's conquest of Nor

mandy was marked throughout by great cle

mency. The second class consists of grants of

French lands to English nobles. Grants of

office constitute the third class of entries. Then

there are many documents of a diplomatic cha

racter—treaties between the king and the Duke

of Brittany, truces and prorogations of the

truces between the king and the Duke of Bur

gundy, and other valuable memorials of these

stirring times. The compiler has added a most

useful and acceptable table showing the modern

spellings of the names of French towns men

tioned in the Rolls, and this table should be of

value to students irrespective of its connexion

with those particular documents. The martial

character of King Henry V. is remarkably shown

by the nature of the services imposed upon the

lands he granted out to his followers after the

conquest of France. In only one or two cases

have we been able to idontify any other service

by a male tonant than such as " yearly a sword

of Gascony," "yearly a lance," "yearly a pair

of plated gauntlets," " yearly a belt for a coat

of mail," " yearly a pair of gilt spurs," "yearly

a pole-axe," "yearly a dagger" to the king;

and although theso of course belong to some

oxtent to the spirit of tho times, they must also

reflect the character of Harry of Monmouth, the

noble-hearted and gallant prince, even if he be

rightly considered a misjudging monarch.

Mr. William Blades has published a pleasant

little volume of bibliographical gossip under the

title of The Enemies if Books (Triibner & Co.).

Mr. Blades discourses agreeably about fire, dust,

water, gas, ignorance, tho bookworm (the in

sect, not the two-legged idolater), collectors and

binders : they all have done much evil in their

day. Fire is tho most obvious foe, and Mr.

Blades feelingly deplores the greatest loss of

modern times, " the magnificent Library of

Strasbourg," "burnt by tho shells of the Ger

man army in 1870"; and every oue will sym

pathize with his denunciation of the bookbinder

who does not respect margins and the vandal

who cuts illuminated capitals out of missals.

But it is impossible to allow without protest

even Mr. Blades to speak of " Cwsar's Alex

andrian War, a.d. 381. '

Cruden's Concordance is not likely soon to lose

its popularity, and the edition which Messrs.

Ward. Lock & Co. send us will probably prove

popular, if only for its illustrations, most of

which aro well selected and appropriate.—

Messrs. Routledgo havo sent us an abridgment,

edited by the Rev. C. S. Carey, but a Concord

ance is almost useless if not complete.

Mr. Fleming has issued for the fourth time

his Iiulex to our Railway System (Effingham

Wilson). Mr. Fleming takes a most unfavour

able view of tho management of English rail

ways.—Mr. Bogue has sent us Mr. Fry's useful

Guu.le to the London Charities. Mr. Gardner's

bequest of 330,000i. is tho great event of the

year in the world of charity.- Beach's Cash

Housekeeping Book is simple and very cheap.

Wf. have on our table Holland, by E. De

Amicis, translated from the Italian by C. Tilton

(Allen & Co.),—Saint Louis and the Thirteenth

Century, by G. Masson (Low),—The, Other

Side : How It struck Us, by C. B. Berry

(Griffith & Farran),—The Class-Book of Mental

Arithmetic, by D. Marwood (Walker it Co.),—

The Faults of Speech, by A. M. Bell (Triibner),

—The Tenth Book of Virgil's yEneul, by

J. T. White (Longmans), —An Introduction to

Geometry, irith Euclid's Elements, Book I., by

J. Walmsley (Hodgson it Sons),—Glimjises if

England, by J. R. Blakiston (Griffith & Farran),

—Professional Book-keeping, by W. J. Gordon

(Wyman & Sons),—Queen's Ciitleyc Calendar,

1880-81 (Macniillan),—Dublin Unirersity E.<-

aminationsfor Women: ExaminationPapers, 1880

(Dublin, Hodges, Foster & Figgis),— Vox Popnli,

by C. *Lunn (Reeves),—Brain-work and Orer-

work (Ward <fc Lock), —Transcendental Physics

of Jolutnn Carl F. Zollncr, translated from the

German by C. C. Massey (W. H. Harrison),—

The Natural History of the Agricultural Ant of

Texas, by H. C. McCook (Lippincott & Co.),—

British Bee-Farming : its Profits a>td Pleasures,

by J. F. Robinson (Chapman & Hall), Old

Cardross, by D. Murray (Glasgow, MacLehusu),

■—Illustrated Guide to Glasgow and the Clyde.

(Ward & Lock),—Perkins's Congressional Dis

trict Vote Map of the United States (Triibner),- -

Blues and Buffs, by A. Mills (Longmans),- -The

Johnsons, edited by C. Burnell (Brook it Co.),

—Sweet William, byMrs. T. Erskine(S.P.C.K.),

—A Dweller in Tents, byL. T. Meade (Isbister),

—The House on, the Bridi/c, by C. E. Bowen

(Griffith it Farran), -Th* Works of Percy Bysshe.

Sliellcy, Fourth Series, edited by R. H. Shepherd

(Chatto & Windus),—The New Era : a Dramatic

Poem, by V. Vaughan (Chapman A Hall),—The.

Cardinal Archbishnp, by Col. Colomb (Kegan

Paul),—Mary Magdalene : a Porm, by Mrs. R.

Greenough (Kegan Paul),—The Ethical and

Socud Aspect of Habitual Confession to a Priest,

by T. Thornely (Macmillan),—Messianic Pro

phecies: Lectures, by F. Delitzsch, translated by

S. J. Curtiss (Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark),—

Jesus Christ: His Life and Work, by the Rev.

F. A. Malleson (Ward it Lock),— A Rational

View of Jesus and Religion, by E. W. McC'omas

(New York, J. W. Lovell),—The Dicinc Pro

blem, by E. W. McComas (New York, J. W.

Lovell),—The Endowments of Man, by Bishop

Ullathorne (Burns & Gates), —Feldma rschall

Fiirst Bliicher ton Wahlstatt, by Dr. F. Wigger

(Nuttt,—Sir Orfco, by Dr. O. Zielko (Breslau,

W. Koebner), — and Sprachenwtlt, Part II.,

Europa, by Dr. H. A. Manitius (Leipzig, C. A.

Koch). Among New Editions we have Black's

Picturesque Tourist of Scotland (Edinburgh,

A. & C. Black),—A Short History of German

Literature, by Prof. J. K. Hosmer (Triibner),—

The Boy's Own Book of Natural History, by the

Rev. J. G. Wood (Routledgo),—The Teacher's
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Work, by J. Palmer (Hamilton),—A Class-Book

of Inorganic Chemistry, by D. Morris (Philip

& Son),—and Ambulance Lectures, by L. A.

Weatherly (Griffith & Farran).

LIBT OF NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Bourdlllon's (Rev. P.) The Panoply, or the Whole Armour
of Ood, 12mo. 2/ cl.

Chudleigh's (M. E.) The Jewish Sabbath, 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Ewald's (Dr. G. H. A v.) Commentary on the Psalms, trans

lated by Rev. E. Johnson, Vol. 1, Svo. 10/6 el.
Oiekie's (0.) Hours with the Bible, Creation to the Patriarchs

cr. 8vo. 6/ el.
Jacobus's (M. W.) Notes on the Book of Genesis, cr. 8vo. 6,
Jell's (G. E.) Consolations of the Christian Seasons, Part 1

Advent to Easter, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Raleigh's (A.) The Way to the City, cr. Svo. 7,6 cl,

pine Art and Archirology.

Heaphy's (T.) The Likeness of Christ, being an Enquiry

into the Verisimilitude of the Received Likeness ot our
Blessed Lord, edited by W. Bayliss, imp. 4to. 108/ cl.

Welford's (It.) Descriptive and Historical Account of the
Monuments and Tombstones in the Church of St.
Nicholas, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 4to. 31/6 cl.

Poetry.

Leonard's (H. C.) John the Baptist, an Epic Poem, in three

books, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Little Wide-Awake Poetry Book, fcap. -Ito. 2/ bds.
Yongo's (O. M.) Aunt Charlotte's Evenings at Home with

the Poets, roy. 16mo. 6/ cl.

Philosophy.
Jevons's (W. S.) Studies in Deductive Logic, cr. Svo. 6/ cl.

History and Biography.
Bosanquet's (S. R.) Hindu Chronology and Antediluvian

History, Svo. 2/6 cl. Ip.
Candlish (R. 8.), Memorials of, by W. Wilson, Svo. 12/6 cl.

Men worth Remembering i Henry Martin, by Rev. C. D.
Bell, cr. Svo. 2/6 cl.

Panitii (Sir Anthony), Life of, late Principal Librarian of
the British Museum, by L. Fagan, 2 vols. Svo. 25/ cl.

Piearro, his Adventures and Conquest, by G. M. Towle, 2/6 cl.

Baunders's (W. H.) Annals of Portsmouth, Historical, Bio
graphical, and Statistical, 8vo. 6/6 cl.

Skene's (W. F.) Celtic Scotland, Vol. 3, 8vo. 15/ cl.

Smart (H.), his Life and Work, by W. S[>ark, cr. Svo. 10/6 cl.
Templeton and Mallbran, Reminiscences of those Renowned

Singers, edited by W. H. H., 8vo. 2/6 cl.

Geography and Travel.
Thomson's (W. M.) Southern Palestine and Jerusalem, 11/ ol,
Williamson's (A.) Sport and Photography In the Rocky

Mountains, folio, 42/ cl.

Philology. , *
Soulier's (A.) Second Book of French Composition for Ad

vanced Classes, cr. Svo. 3/ cl.
Sachs's German Conversational Grammar, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Xenophon's Anabasis, First Four Books, with Notes adapted

to Goodwin's Greek Grammar, edited by W. W. Goodwin
and J. W. White, 12mo. 5/ cl.

Science.
Smith's (C. M'K.i The Premium Calculator, roy. 8vo. .">/ cl.
Tolhausen's (A.) Corliss Engines and Allied Steam Motors,

a Translation of W. H. Uhtands Work, with Additions,
Vol. 1, 4to. Text, Vol. 2, folio Plates, 96/ half-morocco.

Williams's (W. M.) A Simple Treatise on Heat, cr. 8vo. 2/6cl.

General Literature.
Black's (C.) Mercias, and other Stories, cr. 8vo. 3/ cl.
Buxton's (B. II.) From the Wings, 3 vols. cr. Svo. 31 "6 cl.
Cossa's (Dr. L.) Guide to the Study of Political Economy,

translated by W. S. Jevons, cr. 8vo. 4/6 cl.
Cralk's (G. M.) Hilary's Love Story, 12mo. 2/ bds.
Dlmplcthorpe, by Author of ' St. Olave's,' 3 vols. 31 6 cl.
Dodd's (W.) London University Matriculation Examination,

What to Read and How to'Read It, cr. Svo. 2/ cl.
Ellis's (A. R.) Sylvestra, Studies of Manners ill England

from 1770 to 1880, 2 vols. cr. 8vo. 21/ cl.
Swing's (J. H.) We and the World, a Book for Boys, 5/ cl.

Hardy's (T.) The Trum pet-Major, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
In the City, a Story of Old Paris, by Author of ' The Spanish

Brothers,' cr. Svo. 3/6 cl.
In the Desert, a 8tory of the Church under the Cross, by

Author of ' The Spanish Brothers,' cr. Svo. 3/6 cl.
Jamieson's (R.) Political Economy for Business People, 5/ cl.
Jephson's (R. M.) With the Colours, illust., or. Svo. 5/ cl.
Laugbridge's (F.) Peacock Alley, or a Boy and Girl against

the World, cr. Svo. 2/6 cl.
Leslie's (E.) Caught In the Toils

" Not Quite a Feck of P

by Bator, cr. Svo. 6/ cl

Vollers (K. A.): Das Dodekapropheton der Alexandriner,
Part 1, lm. 60.

Law.
Ogonowskl (A.): Oesterrelchisches Ehegiiterrecht, Part 1,

Win.

Music,
Klecxynski (J.) : FrcilSric Chopin, 2fr.

Philosophy.

Rehmke (J.) : Die Welt als Wahrnehmung u. Begriff, 6m.
Spir (A.) : Vier Grundfragen, 2m.

History.
Schultz (A.) : Das Hofische Lcbcn lur Zeit der Minnesinger,

13m.
Philology.

Andeer (P. J.)i Rhaetoromanische Elementargrammatik,
2ni. 80.

Colluthi LycopolitaniCarmen deRaptu Helena-, edE. Abel,4m.
Linkc (H.) i Macrobii Saturnaliorum Pontes, lm. 60.
Lotz (W.) : Die Inschriften Tiglathpileser's I., 20m.
Mollendorf (G. v.) i Anleitung zur Hochchinesischen Sprache,

16m.
Rothstein (M.): Tibnlli Codices, 2m.
Spitta-Bcy (W.): Grammatik d. Arablschen Vulgardialectes

v. Aegypten, 25m.
Thiessen (J. H.) : Die Legende v. Klsagotami, 2m.
Zinzow (A.): Psyche u. Eros, eln Miles. Marchen, 6m.

Science.
Auspitz (H.) : Die Hautkrankheiten, 7m.
Bourgoin (A. E.) : Traite de Pharmacie Galenique, lifr.
Grisebach (A.): Gesammelte Abliandlungen zur PHanzen-

geographie, 20m.
Hoppe (O.): Die Wiirme In der Bliithenschcide e. Celocasia

odora, 5m.
Kassowitz (M.): Die Ossification u. die Erkranknngen d.

Knochensystems, Part 1, 10m.
La Cour (P.) : Das Phonische Rad, 2m.
Mittheilungen aus dem Embrvologischen Institute In Wien,

ed. 8. L. Schenk, Vol. 2, Part 1, 4m.
Neumann (C): Peripolaren Coordinaten, lm. 50.
Neumann (C. ) : Die Yertheifeing der Elektricitat auf e. Kugel-

calotte, 2m. 40.
Weiss (J.) : Die Psychiatries 6m.
Wolfler (A.): Entwickelurvg u. Bau der Schilddruse, 15m.

General Literature.
Girardin (E. de) : L'Egale de l'Homme, Lettre a M. Alex

andre Dumas nls, 2fr.
Maizeroy (R.)i Le Capitaf ne Bric-a-Brac, Sir. 60.
Stapfer(P-): Etudes sur la Literature Francaise, Moderne

et Contemporaine, 3f r. 50.
Vast-Ricouard : La VieiU e Garde, 3fr. 60.

, cr. Svo. 2 6 cl.
a Domestic Story for Girls,

fiw" (.J)w Co,indential Agent, 3 vols. cr. Svo. 31/6 cl.
Phillips s (Miss) Meyrick's Promise, a Book for Girls 5/ cl
Play Days, a Book of Stories for Children, imn l«„„. t: ..
Heed'

,h ' " r ---- -- 8t°ries for Children, imp. 16mo. 3/ cl.
(Hey. A.) Ida Vane, a Tale of the Restoration, 6 cl.

Sands's (J.) Frank Fowderhorn, a Story of Adventure in the
Pampas of Buenos Aj'res, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.

Shaw's (C.) In the Sunlight and Out of It, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Singing Quadrille and Lancers, 4to. 2/6 bds.
Straceys (Lieut.-Col. II.) All Arrangement, of Battalion

Drill, 16mo. 2, cl.
Symington's (M.) Marion Bcatterthwalte, a Story of Work,

cr. Svo. 6/ cl.
Thorn's (I.) A Six Years' Darling, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Twa Miss Pawsons (The), by Author of 'The Bairns,' 5/ cl.
Wales's (H. J.) Sword and Surplice, or Thirty Years'

Reminiscences of the Army and the Church, Svo. 16/ cl.
Wlnthrop's (A. T.) Wilfred, a 'Story with a Happy Ending,

cr. Svo. 3/8 cl.

FOREIGN.

Theology.
FriedlindertM. H.): Cliachmr Hailorot, 3m.
Pflelderer (O.): Grundriss der Christlicheu BUuben*- u.

Slttenlshre, 5m.
B- lineUerniann (G.i: Dc Fidci Sotione Ethlca Paulina,

lm. SO.

GRAND CHORUS OF BIRDS FROM ARIST0PHANE8
ATTEMPTED IN ENGLISH AFTER THE ORIGINAL
METRE.

[I was allured into the audacity of this experiment by
consideration of a fact which hitherto does not seem to have
been taken into consideration by any translator of the half
divine humourist in whose incomparable genius the highest
qualities of Rabelais were fused and harmonized with the
supremest gifts of Shelley i namely, that his marvellous
metrical invention of the anapaestic lseptameter was almost
exactly reproducible in a language to which all variations
and combinations of anapaestic, Iambic, or trochaic metre
are as natural and pliable as all dactylic and sjiondaio forms
f verse are unnatural and abhorrent. As it happens, this
ighest central interlude of a most adorable masterpiece is

as easy to detach from its dramatic setting, and even from
Its lyrical context, as it was easy to give line for line of it
n English. In two metrical points only does my version

.' Irom the verbal pattern of the oiiginat. I have of
ourse added rhymes, and double rhymes, as necessary
makeweights for the Imperfection, of an otherwise inadequate
language; and equally of course I have not attempted the
Impossible and undesirable task of repioduoing The rare
xceptlonal effect of a line overcharged on purpose with a

preponderance of heavy-footed spondees : and this for the
obvious reason that even if suoh a line—which I doubt-
could be exactly represented, 1'oot by foot and pause for
pause, in English, this English, line would no more !>e a
verse in any proper sense of the -word than Is the line 1 am
writing at this moment. And my main intention, or at
least my main desire, in the un'lertakhig of this brief adven
ture was to renew as far as jossible tor English ears the
music of this resonant and triumphant metre, which goes
ringing at full gallop as of hones who

dance as 't\rcrc to the music
Their own hoofs m;tke.

I would not seem over curious in search of an apt or inapt
quotation ; but nothing can br fitter than a verse of Hhak-
sjieare's to praise at once and to describe the most typical
verse of Aristophanes.]

{The Bird*, 685-7^3.)

COME on then, yc dwellers by nature in darkness,

and like to the leaves' generation*.

That are little of might, that arc moulded of mire,

unenduring and shadowlikc nations,

Toor plumeless cphemerals, comfortle* mortals, as

visions of shadows fast fleeing,

Lift up your mind unto os that are deathless, and

dateless the date of our being :

Us, children of heaven, its. ageless for aye, us, all of

whose thoughts are eternal ; C

That yc may from henceforth, having heard of us

all tilings aright as to matters supanal,

Of the being of birds and beginning of r^ods, and of

streams, and the dark beyond reach ing.

Truthfully knowing aright, in my namelrid Prodicus

pack with his preaching.

It was Chaos and Night at the first, and the black

ness of darkness, and Hell's brnad birder,

Kartb was not, nor air, neither heaven : when in

depths of the « orub of the dark v, itbj mt order 10

First thing first-born of the black-plumed Night was

a wind-egg hatched in her bosom,

Whence timely with seasons revolving again sweet

Love burst out as a blossom,

Gold wings gleaming forth of his back, like whirl

winds gustily turning.

He, after his wedlock with Chaos, whose wings are

of darkness, in Hell broad-burning,

For his nestlings begat him the race of ns first, and

upraised us to light new-lighted. 15

And before this was not the race of the gods, until

all things by Love were united :

And of kind united with kind in communion of

nature the sky and the sea arc

Brought forth, and the earth, and the race of the

gods everlasting and blest. So that we are

Far away the most ancient of all things blest. And

that we are of Love's generation

There are manifest manifold signs. We have wings,

and with us have the Loves habitation ; 20

And manifold fair young folk that forswore love

once, ere the bloom of them ended,

Have the men that pursued and desired them sub

dued, by the help of us only befriended,

With such baits as a quail, a flamingo, a goose, or a

cock's comb staring and splendid.

All best good things that befall men come from

us birds, as is plain to all reason ;

For first we proclaim and make known to them

spring, and the winter and autumn in season :

Bid sow, when the crane starts clanging for Afric,

in shrill-voiced emigrant number, 26

And calls to the pilot to hang up his rudder again

for the season, and slumber ;

And then weave cloak for Orestes the thief, lest he

strip men of theirs if it freezes.

And again thereafter the kite reappearing announces

a change in the breezes,

And that here is the season for shearing your sheep

of their spring wool. Then does the swallow 30

Give you notice to sell your greatcoat, and provide

something light for the heat that 's to follow.

Thus are we as Ammon, or Delphi, unto you, Dodonn,

nay, Phoebus Apollo.

For, as first ye come all to get auguries of birds,

even such is in all things your carriage,

Be the matter a matter of trade, or of carniDg your

bread, or of any one's marriage.

And all things ye lay to the charge of a bird that

belong to discerning prediction : 35

Winged fame is a bird, as you reckon : you sneeze,

and the sign 's as a bird for conviction :

All tokens are " birds " with you—sounds too, and

lackeys, and donkeys. Then must it not follow-

That we are to you all as the manifest godhead

that speaks in prophetic Apollo I

Algernon Charles Swinbubse.

PROF. FOWLER'S 'LOCKE.'

Oxford, Oct. 25, 1880.

I am anxious to answer Mr. Fox Bourne's

charges against me in the Athenaeum of last

week in such a way as not to disguise or dis-

parago the debt which I really owe to his ' Life

of Locke. ' To say that it is the best and most

complete biography of Locke in existence would

be doing it mere justice, and, being such, I

presume that any one writing a short life of

Locke must be under important obligations to

it. I had endeavoured to express, in my own

case, the extent of those obligations by a note

prefixed to my volume, and by the repeated

mention of Mr. Fox Bourne's name in my text.

To show my anxiety to do full justice to his

researches, I may draw attention to the fact

that on the very first page of my book I tako

occasion to refer to Lady Masham's letter (to

the transcript of which he attaches so much

importance) in the Remonstrants' Library at

Amsterdam, though the passage which I quoto

exists word for word in so well known a work

as Le Clerc's 'Floge.' Indeed, I was actuated

throughout in writing my own sketch of Locke

by a desire to draw attention to a book which 1

thought had not obtained the circulation which

was its due.

But anxious as 1 am to do full justice to Mr.

Fox Bourne, I am bound also, in justice to

myself, to say that I believe that at least three-

fourths of the biographical matter of my book

(and as to the other matter 1 understand there
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is no question) would havo been written had

Mr. Fox Bourne's work never been published.

I have for twenty years or more taken a great

interest in everything relating to Locke's life

or works, and diligently read anything of the

kind which came in my way. Lo Clerc's

' Eloge,' Lord King's ' Life,' Locke's published

correspondence, the personal matter contained

in the editions of his collected works, Humphrey

Prideaux's notices of Locke in his letters to Ellis,

Christie's 'Life of Shaftesbury,' Lord Campbell's

' Life of King,' besides many minor sources of

information, were well known to me before Mr.

Fox Bourne's work appeared, and would havo

furnished material enough for a more complete

life than can be given of most of Locke's con

temporaries.

Mr. Fox Bourne's 'Life' (though I am not

aware that it brought to light any facts of capital

importance either in the life or character of

Locke which were not previously known) supplied

a large amount of curious and interesting in

formation hitherto inaccessible, and reduced

the whole of the material to chronological order.

It occupies, therefore, the position which the

most recent book on any subject, if fairly well

executed, must necessarily hold, and its author

must be content and Bnould be glad that it

should be used by subsequent writers. Of

course, it must be used honestly in conjunction

with other material. For my own part, I feel

confident that the use I have made of it has

been a perfectly honest one, and such a use as

every author has a right to make of the_works

of his predecessors.

Mr. Fox Bourne intimates that I have not in

any important respect added to or corrected his

work. He would havo executed his task very

ill if, in a biography at least ten times the size

of mine, he had left me many important facts

to add. With respect to accuracy, 1 will ask

any one acquainted with Oxford to compare

Mr. Fox Bourne's notices of Locke's Oxford life

with mine, or any ono acquainted with Latin

to compare our respective translations of any

documents the original of which is in that lan

guage. I might add other points under this

head, but it is far from my wish to disparage

the excellent service which Mr. Fox Bourne

has done to an author in whom we are both

interested.

One word as to the niore general question

raised by Mr. Fox Bourne, lie seems to bo

under the impression that not only any public

documents which he may have been the tirst to

transcribe, but any previously published matter

which he has once incorporated into his works,

henceforth become his private property, to be

used by others only with his permission. I

shall not discuss this view, or ask how it would

have affected the contents of his own work. I

will only observe that if it prevailed literaturo

would bo reduced within a very narrow compass

indeed. Thomas Fowler.

GIPSIES.

10, Wellington Street , Portobello, S.B.

Yoi'R correspondents have missed one point

with rcferenco to James IV. s letter to the King

i)f Denmark, viz. , that while the undated draft

in the British Museum is ranged among MSS.

of the year 1506, the original in the Danish

archives bears date 5th July, 1505. It is still

not the earliest document attesting the certain

presence of gijtties in Great Britain, an entry in

the accounts of the Lord High Treasurer of

Scotland running : " 1505, Apr. 22. Item to the

Egyptiams be the Kingis command, vij lib."

(Crofton, ' Annals of English Gipsies under the

Tudors,' pp. 4-6).

The following lias, I believe, escaped the

notice of every writer on the gipsies :—" In the

year 1024 eleven gipsy women were sentenced

to l»o drowned in the North Loch of Edinburgh,

in the hollow now covered by tho verdure of the

I'riuces street Gardens.'' It conies from a very

accessible source, Hill Burton's ' History of

Scotland,' vol. viL, p. 253 of 1870 edition. But

can any ono inform mo what was Mr. Burton's

authority for tho statement, no notice of this

episode occurring in Chambers's ' Domestic

Annals,' or any other work where one might

look for it J Francis H. Gkoomk.

MS. LKTTKRS OF sriXOZA IV THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S
LIBRARY.

It was lately suggested by Dr. Berthold Auer-

bach (in an article in tho Neuc Freie Pressc) that

unpublished portions of Henry Oldenburg's cor

respondence with Spinoza might possibly exist

among tho papers of the Royal Society, of which

Oldenburg was the tirst secretary. I have now

acted on this hint, which about the same time,

when we met at the Hague for the unveiling of

the statue of Spinoza, Dr. Auerbach was good

enough to communicate privately to me ; and

I shall be obliged if you will help me to make

known the results. It was, of course, too late

to use them for my book on Spinoza.

The MS. collection of the Royal Society con

tains only a small part of the correspondence in

question, namely, two autograph letters from

Spinoza to Oldenburg, which appear in Spinoza's

published works as Ep. VI. and Ep. XV. There

is no trace of Spinoza s answer to Ep. XVI. , which

is specially noted as missing by tho contemporary

Dutch translator of the ' Opera Posthuma. ' The

late Dr. Willis seems to have ascertained this

much (' Benedict de Spinoza,' p. 81, where one

of the numbers, however, is wrongly given), but

not to have thought it worth whilo to compare

the MSS. with the printed text. But in each

case the letter itself contains a final paragraph

omitted by Spinoza's original editors, and there

fore by all subsequent ones. I believe these

omissions to have beon directed by Spinoza him

self, for tho following reason. Comparison of

the printed text of tho body of Ep. XV. with

the autograph shows, further, a great number of

minute variations in phraseology and order of

words, which can be due only to a careful

revision of the copy kept by Spinoza ; and tho

reviser can havo been no other than Spinoza

himself. Editors correct verbal mistakes and

slips of the pen, but they do not make such cor

rections as these. I have not thought it needful

for the present to copy all the variants, or to

make an equally close examination of Ep. VI.,

nor do I ask you to print all that I havo copied.

I propose to communicate a full transcription to

Prof. Land, of Leydon, who, in conjunction with

Dr. Van Vloten, is about to edit a new text of

Spinoza's works for tho Dutch Spinoza Com

mittee. Meanwhile a specimen will be enough.

I give a few sentences from Bruder's edition,

with the readings of the autograph in italics :—

(§ 1) Quod me ad philosophandum tu et

nobilissimus (clarisaimus) D(us) Boylius benigne

hortamini, maximas habeo gratias (habeo

gratiam). Ego quidem pro tenuitato mei

ingenii, quantum [repeated by mistako in MS.]

queo (possum) pergo, &c

(§ 2) Conabor igitur rationem ostendere, quos

me id aftirmare cogit ; attamen prius monere

vellem, &c. (rationem igitur, qua' me hoc affirmare

cogit, qtutm panci* potcro, esplicare conabor. ted

prius, &c).

(§3) Circa totum et partes considero [MS.

ins. qnmlj res eatenus ut partes alicujus totius

[MS. ins. considerantur] quatenus earum natura

invicem se accommodat (natura unius naturm

alterius ita se accommodat) ut [MS. ins. omnes]

quoad fieri potest, inter se consentiant, &c.

And so on all through the letter. This estab

lishes beyond reasonable doubt the opinion

already expressed (if I remember rightly) by

Dr. Land, that Spinoza prepared his own letters

for publication. I now give the hitherto un

published portions. Ep. VI. is undated in the

MS. as well as in the printed text, but belongs

to the late autumn or winter of 1GG1-2 : it is

occupied with detailed criticism on Boyle's phy

sical observations down to the point where, in

the editions, " reliqua desiderantur. " The MS.

continues as follows :—

" Nec opus est hroc fusius explicare. his

habes, amicissiine, quna hue usquo notanda

reperio in specimina Domini Boyli. quod ad

primas tuas qmestiones attinet, cum meas ad

ipsas responsiones percurro nihil video me omi-

sisse. et si forte (ut soleo propter verborum

penuriam) aliquid obscure posui, quoeso ut id

mihi indicaro digneris. dabo operant ut ipsa

clarius exponam. quod auteui ad novam tuam

qiucstionem attinet, quoinodo scil. res ccepcrint

esse, et quo noxu a prima causa dependeant : de

hac re et etiam de emendatione intellectus in

tegrum opuBCulum composui, in cujus descrip-

tione, et emendatione occupatus sum. sed ali-

quando ab opere desisto. quia nondum ullum

certum habeo consilium circa ejus editioneni,

timeo nimirum ne theologi nostri temporis offon-

dantur, et quo solont odio, in me, qui rixas

prorsus horreo, invehantur. tuum circa hanc

rem consilium spectabo. et ut scias quid in meo

hoc opere contineatur, quod concionatoribus

otfendiculo esse possit, dico quod multa attri

bute quae ab iis et ab omnibus mihi saltern notis

deo tribuuntur, ego tanquam creaturas con

sidero. et contra alia, propter prsejudicia ab

iis tanquam creaturas consideratas, ego attri

bute dej esso et ab ipsis male intellecta fuisso

contendo. et etiam quod Deum a natura non

ita separcm ut omnes, quorum apud me est

notitia, fecerunt. tuum itaque consilium specto.

te nempe ut fideliBsimum amicum aspicio de

cujus fide nefas esset dubitare. valo interim et

ut cepisti me amare perge qui sum

tuus ex asse

Bexkdktvs SriKOZA."

The questions of Oldenburg's here referred to

are in Ep. V. Oldenburg's encouragements and

exhortations to Spinoza to publish liis work at

the end of Epp. VIL and VIII., tho occasion

of which is not clear as they have hitherto

stood, are of course in answer to this. Olden

burg's " quro nostri seculi et moris theologis

arrident," Ep. VIII. $ 14, takes up Spinoza's

" timeo nimirum no theologi nostri temporis

ofl'endantur." It should seem that tho "in

tegrum opusculum," planned in 1001 by Spi

noza, which was to treat " de hac ro "—namely,

the origin and causal connexion of things—" et

etiam do emendatione intellectus," must havo

been of a more ambitious scope than the existing

fragment on tho ' Amendment of the Under

standing.' Perhaps the analytical treatise ' De

Emendatione Intellectus ' was meant by Spinoza

to serve as an introduction to tho synthetic

exposition of the ' Ethics ' (and, notwithstanding

its fragmentary state, it is still the best intro

duction); and at this stage he would be not

unlikely to underrate the scale of his work, and

think of issuing the matter of this treatise and

of the ' Ethics ' (so far as then designed) in one

" integrum opusculum."

Now for the end of Ep. XV. , which in the

printed book breaks off with an eh: Tho date

is November 20th, 1005.

"Episcopus Monasteriensis postqiuun undo

conciliatus frisiam, ut hircus ^Esopi puteum

ingressus est, nihil proniovit. imo nisi bruma

niinis tempestivo incipiat, non nisi cum magno

damno frisiam relinquet. non dubium est eum

suasibus unius, aut alterius proditoris, facinus

hoc ausum fuisse incipere. sed luce omnia nimis

antiqua sunt, ut pro novis scribantur. nec

spatio unius, aut alterius septimame, aliquid

contigit novi, quod scriptione dignum sit. de

pace cum Anglis nulla apparet spes. rumor

tamen nuper spargebatur propter conjecturam

quandam legati hollandici, in Galliam niissi, et

etiam, quia ultra islandenses, qui summis viribus

pri[n]cipem Arausione[n]sem introducere con-

antur, idque, ut multi putant, Hollandis magis

ut incommodent, quam ut sibi p[r]osint, viam

quandam somniaverant, nempe ut dictum prin-

cipem tanquam mediatorem in Angliaiu mit-

terent. veruin res plane aliter se habet. Hol-

landi dc pace inpnesciitiaruin nec per somnium
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cogitant, nisi res eo forte veniat, ut pacem

pecunia emant. deSucciconciliisadhuc dubitatur.

putant pleri(juo eum Mets [Mentz f] petere, alii

hollandos. sed h;ec nonnisi ex conjectura.

hanc cpistolam praitcrita scptimana scrip-

seram. sed earn niittere non potui, quia aura

Hagam proficisci vetabat. hocincommodi habet

habitare in pago. nam raro suo tempore epis-

tolam accipio, nam, nisi detur ex accidenti

occasio earn mittendi suo tempore, septimana

una aut altera transit antequam cam accipiam.

deinde ut earn suo tempore niittere possim non

raro oritur difticultas. cum igitur videas me tibi

non tarn prompte ac debeo, respondere, id non

cx co venire putes, quod tui obliviscar, interim

tempus urget, de reliquis alia occasione, jam

nihil aliud dicero possum, quam te rogare, ut

Nobilissimo D° Boylio salutem plurimam ex me

dicas, et ut mcj memor vivas, qui sum

omni affectu tuus

B. DE Sl'INOZA.

Voorburgi, 20 Novcmbri, 1065.

cupio scire an omnes aatronomi

judicant duos fuisse cometas ex eorum

motu, an vero ad servandam hypothesin

Keplerianam. Vale. ' '

On the back :—

"A Monsieur

Monsiuer Hendry oldenburg

Secretaire de la Societe royalo

ni the palmall ni st

Jameses fields

ni

London.'-

The political news about the Bishop of

Minister, the Swedes, and the chances of peace

is in answer to Oldenburg's inquiry, Ep. XIV.

ad Jin. : " Adiungas ea rogo, qua; apud vos forte

dicuntur de tractatu pacis, de Suecici cxercitus

in Germaniam transvecti consiliis, deque epis-

copi Monasteriensis progressu " ; where cf.

Bruder's note. In Ep. XVI., ad Jin., Olden

burg replies to this and to Spinoza's postscript :

" Quid Suecus nunc moliatur et Brandiburgicus,

si potes, explica P.S. Quid de nuperis

cometis nostri philosophi statuant, brevi tibi in-

dicabo Deo volente. " It will be observed that

Spinoza's Latin, thus seen as it were in undress,

is not that of a master. There are one or two

slips in spelling, and a verb in the wrong

mood ; and he apparently speaks of Mentz

by its vernacular name, as not knowing the

Latin equivalent. Then we find "cepisti"

for utccpinti at the end of Ep. VI., as pre

served in the autograph ; and in the same

passage ho makes an apology for his verborum

fienuriam. All this throws some light on the

labour given by Spinoza to subsequent revision,

and goes to show that he wrote Latin with a

certain difficulty and hesitation, though much

more easily than Dutch. So docs the autograph

letter to L. Meyer preserved in Victor Cousin's

library, and now printed for the first time in

an appendix to my book. It is a curious but

insoluble question whether, after all, Spinoza to

the end of his life thought and worked out his

ideas in Spanish or Portuguese, which, as being

cut off from Jewish society, he can have had

few or no opportunities of speaking.

I am requested by Dr. Land to inform your

readers that the Spinoza Committee, finding a

balance in their hands after payment of all

expenses incurred in the matter of the statue,

have determined to establish a permanent

Spinoza Fund. The first application of this

fund will be to provide for the new edition I

have already mentioned. Communications for

the editors, or additional contributions to the

fund, will be thankfully received by Dr. Camp

bell, of the Royal Library, the Hague.

F. Pollock.

NOTES FROM DUBLIN.

The death of Mrs. Jcllicoe, not only tho head,

out tho heart, of the Alexandra College, has

been felt by almost every literary person in

Dublin as the loss of a personal friend, and a

great blow to the yet struggling system of

higher female education in Ireland ; for it was

chiefly to her energy, her unselfishness, and her

power of attracting all that was good and sound

in the way of teaching, that the Alexandra

College has maintained hitherto its unendowed

existence. She was a woman who loved the

excitement of work, who hardly knew mental

fatigue, and who was always ready to help and

advise in every difficulty. Her cheery manner,

her quick resource, her womanly sympathy,

made friends everywhere, and she will long be

mourned, not only by her many pupils, to whom

she was a second mother, but by all the best

society in Dublin, where she yvas a well-known

and welcome figure. She died simply of over

work, followed naturally by a break up of the

nervous system.

The University of Dublin is beginning a new

year's work with an altered and strengthened

staff on the classical side. Mr. Tyrrell is now

Regius Professor of Greek. Mr. A. Palmer has

succeeded to the chair of Latin thus left vacant,

and during the late summer has produced his

critical edition of Propertius, which is indeed

a credit to Irish scholarship. Mr. Mahaffy has

had the duties of his chair enlarged and its con

dition improved, so that he was not even a can

didate for tho chair of Greek, to which he was

expected to succeed. He has been making an

excursion into his old study, philosophy, during

the summer, and has printed a little volume on

Des Cartes, which may be expected immediately.

In spite of the state of the country the numbers

of the undergraduates are not falling off, a

singular fact, and one which throws some light

on the pretended famine of 1879.

Meanwhilethe Queen's University is struggling

to maintain its existence, even after its formal

condemnation, and is anxiously seeking a

reprieve from Mr. Gladstone, who is known

to have no fancy for the new concern called

into existence by Lord Cairns. This new con

cern, the Royal University as it is called, has

at last begun to hold Council meetings and talk

about a scheme of education. But nothing has

yet been published, and it must wait for funds

till a grant is made by Parliament. Some

people say that such a grant may be difficult to

obtain. Vims verrons. G.

TLttrvnrn Gossip.

The editors of ' Charles Dickons's Letters '

are anxious to get together moro of his

correspondence. Miss Dickens and Miss

Hogarth will, thereforo, bo grateful if any

persons possessing letters of Dickens which

have not been published will send them

under cover to Miss Hogarth at 11, Strath-

more Gardens, Kensington, W. Tho letters

will bo most carefully presorved, copied, and

returned to their owners with as little delay

as possible.

Lord Braybrooke lias presented to the

Public Record Office his entire collection of

American and East Indian papers of Charles,

first Marquis Cornwallis. Much of the

correspondence was, of course, included in

the work edited by Mr. Charles Ross, and

published in 1 859. Mr. Jeaft'rcson has pre

pared a report upon them, and also upon

tho family papers still remaining at Audley

End, which will appear in the forthcoming

Eighth Report of tho Historical MSS. Com

mission.

The West Riding magistrates are follow

ing tho example set them by Leicester,

Chester, and other corporations, and are

having their records set in order. They

havo also resolved that a catalogue of them

ho prepared. Unfortunately these records

do not go further hack than the reign of

Charles I. ; but the indictment books of that

period give much information regarding' the

state of society, while the registers kopt at

Wakefield of estates belonging to Catholics

in the eighteenth century are of great per

sonal and topographical interest.

Doubts having been recently thrown upon

the correctness of that part of the modern

history of the Jews which represents them

as having been readmitted to this country

hy Oliver Cromwell, Mr. Israel Davis has

during the long vacation, with the concur

rence of the elders of the Spanish and Por

tuguese Synagogue, made a search among

their archives, and rediscovered the account

of a lease granted to Jews of a piece of land

at Stepney in February, 1657 (1056 in the

document itself, according to the old practice

of dating), which is identified by an early

endorsement as forming part of a burial-

ground. Mr. Davis has also discovered an

entry, in a book containing records of inter

ments, of the burial of Isaac Brito in the

burying-ground in Ellul, 5017, Jewish era,

i.e., about the middle of tho year a.d. 1657,

and thus during the lifetime of Olivet

Cromwell.

The land laws are calling into being a

literature of their own. Mr. J. W. Barclay,

M.P., is writing an article for an early

number of the Fortnightly Re\:i(w on the

Land Question, in which he will discuss the

subject in its bearings on modern agricul

ture. 1 Our Land Laws of the Past : an

Essay,' by the Right Hon. W. E. Baxter,

M.P., will shortly be published for the

Cobden Club by Messrs. Cassell & Co.

Mr. Thomas Hardy's now story, which he

is writing for Harper's Magazine, will be

called ' A Laodicean,' the title referring, of

course, to Revelation iii. 15.

A translation into Italian of Vernon

Lee's ' Studies of the Eighteenth Century in

Italy ' will appear during tho course of tho

winter. The work has met with a warm

reception in Italy.

At tho Summer School of Philosophy at

Concord, Mass., "the historic town in which

Hawthorne lived so long, and in whose

ancient graveyard he is buried," there

happened to gather this year a number of

Hawthorne's old friends, of whose conversa

tion about him some interesting notes were

taken. Mr. G. William Curtis, another old

friend of Hawthorne and ono of his asso

ciates at Brook Earm, gives theso notes,

with some added reminiscences of his own,

in tho "Editor's Easy Chair" of the No

vember number of Harper's Magazine, a de

partment which it is an open secret is edited

by him, as "an interesting and valuable

supplement" to Mr. Henry James's volume.

Prom theso notes we learn that—

" Mr. Alcott told some amusing stories of

what he called Hawthorne's diffidence. He

lived next to him for threo years, but he never

saw him in the street, and during all that time

Hawthorne was in Mr. Alcott's house but twice,

and then by stratagem. There were some

young women, guests of Mr. Alcott, who one

day persuaded Hawthorne to step into the

study. But after a little while, beating his

bars all the tune, he said, suddenly, ' The stove,

is too hot,' and vanished. Once more the sirens

took him in their not, but when they had landed

him, ho said, ' The clock ticks so loud I must

go,' and again he disappeared."
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The new edition of Dean Hook's ' Life,'

which Messrs. Bentley have already an

nounced, will contain two new incidents : a

notice of tho support given by Dr. Hook

to the Rev. F. Maurice when his appoint

ment to tho chapel in Vero Street was

op[M)sod, and of the reconciliation between

Dr. Hook and Dr. Pusey in 1873, after long

estrangement.

Messes. Hansard's Monthly List of Par

liamentary Papers for September comprises

forty-five Reports and Papers and thirty

Papers by Command. Among the former

interest attaches to tho Navy Reports of

recent Experiments between the Nordcnfelt

and notchkiss (runs (with plans' ; to the

Report and Evidence on tho North British

Railway !.Tay Bridge) BUI ; to the Report,

with Minutes of Evidence, of the Select Com

mittee on the London Water Supply ; and

to the Report of the Commissioners on

Patents for Inventions for tho Year 1879.

Among tho Papers by Command wo call

attention to the List of British Merchant

Ships Foundered or Missing between the

1st of January, 1873, and the 16th of May,

1880, with the trades in which they were

engaged, description of cargo, and numbers

of lives lost ; to tho Report on tho Gas Ex

plosion in the Tottenham Court Road on the

jth of July, 1880; to tho Replies to Circular

of the Board of Trade, dated 10th of June,

18M0, on Continuous Brakes; and to the

Report by Mr. Juland Danvers on Rail

ways in India for the Year 1879-1880.

Thero is also a Return of all Officials,

Higher and Subordinate, in the Public

Service in Cyprus.

It is said that Mr. Giles, the Inspector of

the North-Eastern Division of the Bombay

Presidency, is to succeed Dr. Buhler, CLE.,

who, as wo have already mentioned, has

resigned. Dr. Buhler has accepted a pro

fessorship at Vienna.

The recent destruction of Prof. Monim-

sen's library by fire has drawn tho atten

tion of librarians to the necessity of

ensuring tho safety of rooms in which

MSS. aro deposited. Thus the Library

of Heidelberg has obtained a special

grant for building fireproof rooms for its

MSS. We are sorry to say that nothing

of tho kind has been planned as yet for

the Berlin Library, in which the MSS. are,

so fur as we ore aware, stored up in those

rooms which are nearest the roof.

A new day school for girls under tho

Perse Trust is about to be opened in Cam

bridge. The want of a good day school has

long been felt, and tho scheme has been

warmly taken up by University and town

residents. The school is open to all classes,

and the teaching promises to be very good

and liberal. Religious instruction is given,

but it is not denominational. On Wednes

day laht Miss Street, second mistress of tho

Greycoat School at Westminster, was elected

head mistress. Tho school will begin on

January 17th, 1881, in a hired house. Tho

managers are selected from the managers of

the Perse school for boj-s and four ladies

appointed by tho Endowed Schools Com

missioners.

Dr. Laxdauer, of Strasbourg, has in the

press a grammar of the Chaldee language.

Tue Journal of Education for October will

coutuiu ' Personal Recollections of the late

Dr. W. B. Hodgson,' by Mrs. Hertz, one of

Dr. Hodgson's oldest and most intimate

friends ; and ' Notes on tho Cambridgo

Teachers' Examination,' by tho Rev. R. H.

Quick, ono of tho examiners. The first

number of tho Squire, a magazine for

country gentlemen, will appear on Monday.

It is published by Bonuett Brothers, of

London and Dumbarton, and edited by Mr.

Morgan Evans.

According to tho return of tho Registrar

of Books in Madras, the total number of

publications catalogued in that Presidency

during 1879 was 77.), as compared with 824

in the previous year. The falling off, how

ever, was under the heading of pamphlets.

Of the registered works, 1 7 per cent, were

English, 08 per cent, were in the vernacular

languages of tho Presidency, 8 per cent,

were in the Oriental classical languages,

and 7 per cent, were in more than ono

language. Thero was an increase in tho

number of English and Telugu publications,

and a decreaso in the number of Tamil,

Canarese, and Hindustani. Of tho classical

works, G;i were Sanscrit, 8 Persian, and

8 Arabic, all reprints. Generally, tho

return shows a falling off in original effort

and an increase in tho number of trans

lations and adaptations of standard works.

Among the works catalogued wero a version

in Telugu of Shakspoaro'B ' Julius Ciesar,'

and versions in Tamil of soiuo of Lamb's

' Tales from Shakspeare.' Under tho head

of vernacular poetry the most important

original work was a Telugu poem in imita

tion of the style of Vasucharitra. The only

philosophical work was a compendious San

scrit work on logic, entitled ' Tarka San-

graha.'

Pnoi-. B. Stade, of Giessen, will bring

out a now periodical, having for object

critical researches regarding tho Old Testa

ment. It will bo issued half-yearly, be

ginning on the 1st of April, 1881. The title

of it will bo Zcituchrift fur die Alttestament-

liche Wissenschaft.

Tue Archdeacon of Calcutta states that

the financial position of Doveton College,

Calcutta, is unsatisfactory, a capital of

181,()00rs. having been reduced to about

41,000 rs., and 140,000 rs. expended on

maintenance out of capital instead of out

of income. Tho fault is ascribed to care

lessness on the part of tho managers of tho

institution.

Messrs. Hurst & Blackett have in the

press a new work, entitled ' My Journey

round tho World, rid Ceylon, New Zealand,

Australia, Torres Straits, China, Japan, and

tho United States,' by Capt. S. H. Jones-

Parry, lato 102nd Royal Madras Fusiliers,

in two volumes. ' Geraldine and her

Suitors,' a novel by Mrs. Simpson, author

of ' Winnie's History,' &c, in three volumes,

will be shortly published by the same firm.

Silas K. Hocking, the author of ' Her

Benny,' has anew work in the press, entitled

' His Father ; or, a Mother's Legacy.' Mr.

Francillon is bringing out a new Christmas

story.

We regret to hear of the death, at the

age of seventy-six, of Mr. Lewis Smith,

publisher and bookseller of Aberdeen, which

occurred on Sunday last. For more than

fifty years Mr. Smith had been in business,

and had filled the offices of City Treasurer

and Dean of Guild in Aberdeen, and was

ono of its most active citizens. In May,

1878, at a largo mooting presided over

by the Lord Provost of Aberdeen, Mr.

Smith's portrait was prosonted to him, as

a token of the respect in which he was

held.

It is proposed to erect at Albi a statue

of Rouget do L'lslo. An enthusiastic meet

ing produced liberal subscriptions.

A recext resolution of the Bombay

Government places educational officers in

that Presidency more directly under the

control of the district officers. It will be

the duty of the latter to visit the primary

schools periodically, and to review the

reports of the inspectors. It is hoped that

this measure will put a stop to tho falling

off in the numbers attending the schools

which has taken place in recent years.

We understand that Mr. Boscawen has

discovered in a private collection of objects

coming from Corchemish a gem representing

a priest, who stands upon a bee when sacri

ficing. The cultus of the bee amongst

Semitic tribes could bo deducod from the

name of Deborah, " Bee." Mr. Boscawon's

discovery may help the understanding of

the passago in Isaiah vii. 18, "And it shall

come to pass in that day, that the Lord shall

hiss for the fly that is in tho uttermost part

of tho rivers of Egypt [the Philistines wor

shipped the fly], and for the bee that is in

the land of Assyria."

Nixe distinguished natives of India have

rocently subscribed sums amounting in all

to 1 9, 600 rs. towards the Oriental Seminary

Building Fund.

It is well known that the contemporaries

of Goethe and Schiller published some very

strange criticisms upon them. Herr Julius

Braun is engaged upon the compilation of

a book which is to be made up exclusively

of a chronological roprint of tho criticisms

which appeared in various periodicals uj>on

tho two great German poets between the

yoars 1770 and 1834. The articles are col

lected from well - known contemporary

publications of Berlin, Vienna, Leipzig,

Dresden, Halle, Jena, Weimar, Stuttgart,

and Mannheim.

Mr. Elliot Stock's announcements in

clude. ' Studies in Genesis,' by theRov. Stanley

Leathes ; ' Morning, Noon, and Night : a

Book of Private Prayers,' by Clergymen of

the Church of England, edited by Canon

Garbett ; 'A Manual on Nursing among tho

Poor,' by Mrs. Leonard, Secretary of the

London Bible Woman's Mission ; ' The Dis

trict Visitor's Handbook,' by Rev. W. Boyd-

Carpenter; 'Work too Fair to Die,' a

memorial volume of sermons by the late

Rev. C. Bailhache; and 'The Biblical

Musoum,' containing Jeremiah to Ezekiel.

Messrs. Bemrose & Sons have in prepa

ration ' Christian Manhood ; or, Memorials

of a Noble Life,' a biography of the Rev.

S. Blackburn, missionary to Fernando Po,

West Africa, by Mr. Thomas Mitchell;

' Tho Chronicles of the Collegiate Church or

Free Chapel of All Saints, Derby,' by Mr.
J. Charles Cox and Mr. WT. II. St. John

Hope ; and ' An Historical Sketch of the

Parish of Croxall, in the County of Derby,'

containing full descriptive accounts and

pedigrees of tho families, by Mr. R Ussher.
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their forms and designs being very diverse. No

personal ornaments have been met with, and

very few stone implements, whereas "many

finished implements of various kinds are widely

distributed in Japan." This fact, Prof. Morse

thinks, argues great antiquity in the deposits.

The great antiquity, he considers, is further

shown by the changes, some of them consider

able, that have taken place in the forms and

sizes of certain species of the shells. Modern

shells are smaller and less developed than the

more ancient, and as this fact has been noticed

in the mollusks found in the Danish and other

shell mounds, it is his opinion that "changes

more or lees great have taken place since the

ancestors of those now living along the shore

formed the food of the savages who made the

deposits." There is another piece of evidence,

viz., that of cannibalism. Human bones were

" mixed indiscriminately with other remains of

feasts," some artificially fractured for the ex

traction of the marrow, others cut and scratched ;

and although Japanese historical records reach

back for upwards of 1,600 years no allusion is

made to Buch a practice. A drawing is given

(Plate xvi. fig. 10) of the canine tooth of a boar

ground down to form an arrow point. Among

other things found in a shell mound near St.

Margaret's Bay, Halifax, Nova Scotia, was

a beaver's tooth formed into a cutting instru

ment (Anthrop. Review, 1804, p. 223). Shell

mounds are found in various parts of the world

near the sea-shore, and no doubt other heaps

of the same kind have disappeared without any

examination of their contents. It has been

observed with regard to some that, owing to the

encroachment of the sea, they are now nearer to

the shore than formerly, and in other instances,

by the elevation of the land, they are further

removed. The former is the case with the

Omori mounds, and this was the case likewise

with a shell mound situated at a few miles

distance from Boulogne-sur-Mer, which was

observed in 1849 by an Englishman, who do-

scribed it as being composed of cockle-shells,

300 feet long, 24 to 30 feet wide, and 10 feet

6 inches high at one end, 6 feet at the other,

and which was formerly a league further from

the shore than it is now, if it still exists ; for

in the year just mentioned an embankment was

in course of construction, and the materials of

the mound were being actively carted away,

without any examination of its contents. This

volume of the Memoirs of the Science Depart

ment of the University of Tokio is a valuable

contribution to the evidence of man's antiquity,

habits, and customs, as furnished by his kitchen-

middens in different parts of the world.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

A recent number(No. 7) of the Russische Revue

gives a far fuller risumi of Col. Prejevalsky's

letters than has yet appeared in this country.

Amongst other things he mentions that, during

his transit of the Tien-Shan and Gobi desert

from Zaisan station to the verge of the Tibetan

plateau, a distance of 1,370 miles, which he

traversed in five months, he but once came

across trees under the shelter of which he was

enabled to pitch his tent. The specimens of

birds collected in this region numbered 176,

mammals 30, and plants 406. Fishes were

equally scanty, but reptiles, on the other

hand, were very numerous. Surveys were con

tinuously made, as well as observations for

longitude, latitude, height, and meteorological

phenomena. Collections and observations were

also made during the progress of the party along

the route from Northern Tibet as far as the

village of Nak-chu, a place of which frequent

mention is made by Hue, the Pundit Nain

Singh, and in native itineraries. Politically speak

ing, Tibet commences at Nak-chu, the bleak

highland tothenorth being inhabited bypredatory

nomads, who gave Prejevalsky some trouble.

His last letter is dated Sining, 8th of March,

1880, and he then contemplated the exploration

of the upper Hoang-ho, where he says there are

enormous forest-covered mountains. The scanty

news since received about Prejevalsky seems to

indicate that, owing to the misunderstanding

between Russia and China, he was first im

prisoned by the Chinese and then compelled to

return to Russia without visiting the sources of

the Hoang-ho.

Signer Bianchi's diary of a journey to Gurage

in L'Esvloratwe is disappointing. It contains

but little geographical information. As to the

commercial future which these Italian expe

ditions are to realize, Count P. Antonelli writes

despondingly. In a letter dated Let Marefia

(a village to the north of Ankober), March 29th,

1880, he says :—" As respects commerce, Shoa,

as such, has nothing to offer. It receives ivory,

musk, gold, &c. , from the neighbouring Galla

countries, but it would be a mistake to imagine

that these things could be obtained at remune

rative prices, or in exchange for European mer

chandise. Our weapons and manufactures are

objects of curiosity, and readily accepted as

presents, but would find no purchasers. They

are not wanted. For two dollars a man can

dress as a gentleman, for that sum procures him

fifty yards of excellent home-made cloth, suffi

cient for a double shama or mantle, a pair of

trousers, and an ample head-dress. What

European cloth can compete with theso prices?

And thus it is with most other articles. A few

days ago I bought for an amulid, worth about

6W. , a small scythe and a dagger, of Galla work

manship. A good lance sells for two amulie'.

Only guns would find a market here, but the

number of purchasers is small, and the diffi

culties of transport from the coast are great.

Ivory, musk, &c, can be obtained only for

ready money, but the whole venture may be

lost on the road to the coast." But though the

travellers sent out by the Societa d'Esplorazione

Commerciale in Africa may not succeed in open

ing new markets, they certainly add to some

extent to our geographical knowledge, and do

not therefore labour altogether in vain.

Col. Flatters has once moro left Paris for

Wargla, on the confines of the Sahara, where an

escort of Tuaregs is already expecting his arrival,

in order to conduct him through the Hogar

country to Sakatu. The colonel is accompanied

by a numerous scientific staff, including a geo

logist, M. Roche, two surveyors, MM. Beringer

and Santin, and a medical man, M. Guiard.

Forty-eight men of the Algerian Tirailleurs will

form his escort.

Dr. Matteucci has after all failed in forcing

his way into Wadai, and Don Giovanni Borghese

is shortly expected at Rome.

In the person of M. Gaffarel, a new defender

of the brothers Zeni has arisen. In his first

article, published in the Revue de Oeographie for

October, M. Gaffarel summarizes the Venetians'

narrative, and identifies Zichmni with Henry

Sinclair, Lord of the Orkneys. In this identifi-

fication he agrees with Forster and Mr. Major,

but whilst these critics look upon Zichmni as the

Venetians' rendering for Sinclair, M. Gaffarel

says it is a corruption of the old Norse title

"thegn" or thane. In his next article the

learned Frenchman will look out for Frislanda,

and we feel almost sure he will identify it with

the Faroer, as Mr. Major has done.

The same number of the Revue contains a

valuable map of Tonkin, illustrative of a series

of able articles on that (juaai-French province

from the pen of Dr. Maget, Resident Sanitary

Officer. In Tonkin the French have evidently

acquired valuable privileges. Will they never

succeed in turning them to advantage I

ANTHROPOLOGICAL NOTES.

Mr. Harald Westergaard, of Copenhagen,

contributes to the Journal of the Statistical

Society an interesting note on mortality in the

Faroe Islands and in Greenland, which contains

some anthropological facts. The inhabitants of

tho Faroe Islands, about 10,000 in number, are

of Norwegian origin, a tall, handsome, healthy

people, nearly all born on the islands, and the

death rate is as low as sixteen in the thousand.

In Greenland, on the contrary, the Eskimo

features still prevail, the inhabitants of tho

whole country do not amount to 10,000, and

they live under such unfavourable conditions

for longevity that in South Greenland the death

rate reaches thirty-seven in the thousand. The

most fatal months are those of autumn.

The collections of the Paris Anthropological

Society are henceforth to be called the Musee

Broca, in memory of the late illustrious general

secretary of the Society, and in correspondence

with the neighbouring museums bearing the

names of Dupuytren and Ortila.

Dr. E. B. Tylor, President of the Anthro

pological Institute, has been elected a Foreign

Associate of the Anthropological Society of

Paris.

Dr. Gavarret succeeds Broca as director of the

school, and Dr. Mathias Duval as director of

the laboratory, of anthropology at Paris. Dr.

Topinard takes the direction of the Revue

d'Anthropologie.

astronomical notes.

The following are the places of Faye's comet

from Prof. Axel Moller s ophemeris, at Berlin

midnight, for next week until November 9th,

when the moon will again be at her first quarter.

Before the end of that month the comet will

have become considerably fainter.

Date. E.A.
h. m. s.

N.P.D.

Nov. 1 22 52 50
* i
90 16

» * 22 53 28 BO 24
„ 3 22 54 B 90 31
.. 4 22 54 52 90 37
.. 6 22 55 37 90 44
., 8 22 6« 24 00 50
.. 7 22 57 13 90 5S

8 22 58 4 91 2
.. 9 22 58 57 91 7

Hartwig's comet is now out of the reach of any

but very powerful telescopes, as Schaberle's has

been for some time past. The last number

(No. 2343) of tho Astroiwmische Nachrichteii.

contains some observations of Hartwig's comet

by Prof. Tacchini at Rome on the 9th and

10th hist. It is described by him as having

then a nebulous nucleus and bright coma, with

indications of a tail (iiidizio di coda). Dr.

C. F. W. Peters obtained a single observation

of it at Kiel on the 14th. Of Faye's comet

Prof. Tacchini publishes in the number of the

Nachrichten referred to above a series of ob

servations made during the fortnight ending

October 9th ; and in tho Comptes Rendus for

the 11th M. Bigourdan gives a continuation of

his observations of Hartwig's.

The planet Mercury will be at its greatest

eastern elongation a littlo before midnight on

Tuesday, tho 2nd of November ; but being in

the constellation Scorpio, it will set about naif

an hour after the sun. Venus is in the same

constellation, her southern declination is nearly

as great as that of Mercury, and Bhe still sets

before 6 o'clock, a little later, however, each

night, so that there will bo time to observe her

after sunset. Jupiter is now on the meridian a

little before 10 o clock, and Saturn about half-

past.

The next course of the Gresham Lectures on

Astronomy will be delivered by the Rev. E.

Ledger at Gresham College at 6 o'clock on the

evenings of Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and

Friday, the 8th, 10th, 11th, and 12th prox.

The subject will be in continuation of the last

course, and will comprise the planets Saturn,

Uranus, and Neptune.

An interesting series of articles has just ap

peared in the Astronomical Register on ' Astro

nomy in Italy,' founded in great part upon the

' Observatoires d'ltalie ' of M. Rayet, Professor

of Physical Astronomy at Bordeaux. The survey

naturally includes Sicily, where Prof. Cacciatore

(son of the assistant and successor of the famous

Piazzi) has, since the removal of Prof. Tacchini
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to Rome, taken charge of the Observatory of

Palermo. With the writer of these articles

we much regret that the large expenditure on

armaments now deemed necessary prevents

the Italian Government from doing as much

for the promotion of science as it otherwise

might, and hope that at no distant date the

astronomers of the land of Galileo may have

the means of making full use of its beautiful

skies.

Mr. Stone has just published the ' Results of

the Astronomical Observations made at the Rad-

cliffe Observatory, Oxford, in the Year 1876,' a

work which has been delayed in consequence of

the death of the Rev. R. Main, the late director,

on May 9th, 1878, at which time less than half

the present volume was in type. Mr. Stone

took charge of the observatory at midsummer,

1879, but the reorganization of the staff, the

cleaning, repair, and adjustments of the instru

ments, prevented him for some time from

devoting much attention to the state of the

back reductions ; and when he was at last able

to do so some further delay was produced by

the difficulties usually attendant on " taking up

the threads of unfinished astronomical work," a

remark which every one who has been connected

with observatory work will appreciate.

' On New Fresh-water Alga; found during the Year,'

in the course of which he described nine species

which were new to Great Britain, of which three

were new to the British Isles. Another species also

found was as yet unnamed. The new species were

found by Mr. Wills at Capel Curig, and belonged to

the genus Staurastrum.

SOCIETIES.

Numismatic—Oct. 21.—J. Evans, Esq., D.C.L-

President, in the chair.—Mr. Hoblyn exhibited

patterns for a penny and halfpenny of (Jeorge III.,

1788, by Pingo, the' former being "the first copper

coin struck of that denomination ; also a penny of

Jamaica, struck in copper instead of white metal,

and patterns for one-cent and half-cent pieces of

Nova Scotia, 1861, differing materially from the

current coin.—Mr. Pearson exhibited a curious and

unpublished leaden raedallet of Queen Elizabeth,

with the inscription nil NI6I consilio. 1588.—Mr.

Gill exhibited a styca of Wulfred. Archbishop of

York, of base silver, and a copper coin of Cuuobeline

found at Chester Camp, near Wellingborough, of the

type of Evans, PI. xii. 6.—Mr. P. Gardner read a

paper on some new and unpublished Baotrian coins.

—Capt. E. Hoare communicated a paper on some

early and modern tokens bearing the name of

Hoare.

Entomological.—Oct. 6.—H. T. Stainton. Esq.,

V.P., in the chair.- Sir A. Scott and Mr. F. E. Robin-

Bon were elected ordinary Members.—Mr. McLachlan

stated that last year he had exhibited specimens of

Anthocorixntvnorwm.au Hemipte rous insect supposed

to be damaging the hops grown near Canterbury, but

had then expressed his opinion that the insect was

not the true culprit, its habits beinir probably car

nivorous. This year he had received from the same

correspondent some small larva: which had been

found in the cones, and these he considered were

not only the true enemy of the hops, but were also

the food of the Anthocoris.—Sir S. Saunders exhi

bited a series of apterous females of the new species

of Seteroderma adverted to at the previous meeting,

and read remarks thereon.—Messrs. Kirby, Fitch,

Ralfe, and the Rev. E. N. Gilbert exhibited several

varieties of Lepidoptera taken in this country and

on the Continent, some of which, from the structure

of the antenna;, were considered " hermaphrodite "

forms.—Mr. H. Ramsden communicated a note on

Pyrophorus cautticvt.n. Cuban tire-fly.— Mr. Swinton

read two papers entitled ' Some Experiments on the

Variability of Lepidoptera undertaken during the

Year 1880,' and exhibited specimens and figures in

illustration.—Mr. Butler communicated a paper en

titled 'Observations on the Lepidopterous Genus

Terias, with Descriptions of hitherto unnamed Forms

from Japan.'—Mr. Waterhcuse communicated a

paper ' On the Buprestida; from Madagascar.'—

Messrs. Kirby, Distant, and MoT-achlan called the

attention of the Society to a method of publishing

descriptions of new species pursued by M. Andre in

recent parts of his work on European Hymeno-

ptera. These were not only inserted on the cover of

his quarterly parts, but even at the end of sheets of

advertisements laid loosely between the pages of a

part. It was regretted that no other course than

that of protest and disapprobation could be applied

in the interest of science to such a practice.

MBF.TING8 FOB TUB ENSUING WEEK.

Royul Institution. .'>.—General Monthly.
Musical Association, 5.—' Inquirv into the Origin

of certain Mimical Idioms and Expressions,' Mr. K. 11. Turpin.
Societr of Knaineers. 74.

" 1 ChelOinistry.' Mr. A. II. Church.

Wed.

Royal Academy, 8.
Institute of British Architects.'*,
liihlical Arehajology, 8^.—■ Hi-Lingual Hlttlte and Cuneiform

Inscription of Tarkondemos.' Prof. A. H. Suyce ; ' Inscription
of Tarkutimme, and the Monuments from Jrrablus, in the
British Museum. ' Mr. T. Tyler.

Education Society.—* Curriculum in a Model Middlp-Clnss
School.' Mr. II. C Bowe

'rpentlne and Associated Rocks of Anglesey,
with a Note on the so<alled Serpentine of Porthdiulleyn, Car-
uarronshire.' l'rof. T. G. Bonney i 1 Occurrence of some
Kcmutns of Bocent Plants in Brown llaunatfte,' Mr. J. A.
Phillips; ' Locality of some Fossils found in the Carboniferous
Bocks Tana Rhan, about ISO Miles N N.R from Tientsin 1 Mr
J. W. Carrall, with Bemarks on tho Fossils by Mr. W. Car-
ruthers.

Tin in. Koyal Academy. ' Chemistry,' Mr. A. H. Church
— Chemical. 8—'Compounds of Vanadium and 8|

B. W. E. Kay ; and Ten other Papers.
— Linnesn. 8 —- Additions to our Knowledge of th<* Flora of North-

West Indin,' l'rof, o. Watt: ' Pnplllonidm of South Australia
i A.h-l.ude aud Yorke's Peninsula i.' Mr. J G. O. Topper: ' Mr.
Kitchinp's Collection of Flowering Plants from Madagascar '
Mr. J. G Baker.

Fat. Philological. 8.—Spelling Reform.

Sulphur,' Mr.

Quekett Microscopical.— Oct. 22.—T. C. White.

Esq., President, in the chair.—Two new Members

were elected.—Mr. F. Crisp exhibited an improved

form of bottle slide, which could be adjusted to any

desired thickness, and might be taken to pieces when

required for cleaning.—Dr. M. C. Cooke read a paper

Under the title of ' The Abbotts Farm ; or,

Practice with Science,' Messrs. Macmillan & Co.

are preparing for publication a work by Prof.

Tanner, the examiner in the principles of

agriculture under the Government Department

of Science, in which the practical advantages

are considered which are likely to arise from the

numerous classes now being established through

out the kingdom for instruction in agricultural

science.

The Geologists' Association will hold its open

ing meeting for the session 1880-81 on Friday

next, when the President, Prof. T. Rupert

Jones, will read a paper on ' The Geologists'

Association : its Origin and Progress. '

The following changes are proposed in the

constitution of the Council of the London

Mathematical Society for the ensuing session :

Mr. S. Roberts, President ; Dr. Hirst and Mr.

J. W. L. Glaisher, Vice-Presidents; Mr. Merri-

field, Treasurer ; Prof. H. J. S. Smith and Mr.

R F. Scott to take the places of Lord Rayleigh

and Mr. Leudesdorf, who retire. The retiring

President, Mr. Merrifield, proposes to offer some

' Considerations respecting the Translation of

Series of Observations into Continuous For

mulae ' as his valedictory address at the annual

general meeting on November 11th.

The new part of Abhaudlungen of the

Naturwissenschaftliche "Verein at Hamburg

shows proof of industry on the part of the

members in the papers descriptive of specimens

in the Hamburg Museum, ' Species Piscium

Novie Minusque Cognitaj,' by P. Bleeker, and

' Die Familie der Hyalciden, nach ihren

Schalencharakteren betrachtet,' by Dr. G. Pfeffer.

Among the coloured plates with which the part

is illustrated is a drawing of a new deer from

the Amurland, supposed to be the Cerins eiisfe-

phanus of Blanford. The same Society has pub

lished a continuation of its Verhandlwigen, with

papers interesting to physicists among those on

natural history subjects. Dr. H. Krtiss contri

butes ' Ueber die Grenzo der Leistungsfahigkeit

der Mikroscope'; and Dr. A. Voller 'Ueber

ein neues Absorptionshygrometer ' and ' Ueber

die Nichtexistenz strahlender Materie in den

Crookes'schen Rohren.' In this last some of

Mr. Crookes's conclusions are called in question.

MM. Mack and Nicati have made a careful

study of the distribution of light in the solar

spectrum. They state, in their communication

to tho Academy of Sciences on the 11th of

October, that the maximum intensity of illu

minating power exists in the yellow ray near the

line d.

Dr. Berosma, Director of the Magnetical and

< Meteorological Observatory at Batavia, has sent

out the fourth volume of the series of

logical observations for which he is responsible,

comprising results of the three years 1876 to

1878 inclusive, together with thirteen years'

results, commencing with 1866, in tabular

arrangement. Under barometric pressure,

among many details, the mean change from

hour to hour and the monthly and annual

oscillation are given, and similarly under tempe

rature and humidity of the air and tension of

the atmospheric vapour. The particulars under

the head of rain are copious and instructive ; the

monthly and annual quantities are stated, and

are followed by tables showing how much per

cent, of the total daily amount fell during each

of the twenty-four hours ; how much every two,

three, and six hours ; how much from midnight

to noon, and from noon to midnight ; how much

during the hours of the day, and how much

during the hours of the night ; and how

much during each of the three seasons which

make up a Batavian year. The book, a

spacious folio, is published by order of the

Government of Netherlands India, and is a

praiseworthy specimen of colonial printing.

Mb. Edison, in the North American Review,

has an article on his system of domestic electric

lighting. He now uses for the production of

his incandescent light loops of carbon prepared

from a Japanese bamboo, enclosed in oval bulbs

of glass from which the air is exhausted. He

proposes that the electricity employed for illu

mination at night should be used as a motive

power during the day.

M. Cros drew the attention of the Academic

des Sciences, on October 11th, to a memoir pre

sented by him in 1872, in which, guided by theo

retical considerations, he drew conclusions on the

mechanical action of light, which he thinks have

a great similarity to those of Prof. Bell For

example, a ray of light sent into a tube resonating

with a certain note was interrupted a correspond

ing number of times in a second, and thus by

the alternate condensation and rarefaction of the

air sounds were produced.

FINE ARTS

The SIXTEENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of WATER cnUHT.
DRAWINGS is NOW OPEN at THOMAS M'LEAN'S Gallery, I,
Haymarkut. next the Theatre.—Admission, including Catalogue, U

DORE'B GREAT WORKS, ' CHRIST LEAVING the PRSTORIlTsV
■CHRIST ENTERING JERUSALEM.' and The BRAZEN KP.RrEST
alio latter lust completed), each 33 by 22 feet, with ' Dream of Pilate's
Wife,' 'Soldiers of the Cross." 'Night of the Crucifixion,' -Roov w
Caiaphas,' 4c.. at the DORS GALLERY, 36, New Bond Street. lM'T.
Ten to Six.—is.

House Architecture. By J. J. Stevenson.

2 yoIs. Illustrated. (Macmillan & Co.)

This handsome work is written by one of the

ablest leaders of the so-called " Queen Anne"

movement. The first volume is exclusively

devoted to "Architecture," the second to

" House Planning." To anything like full

consideration of the latter subject our pages

are unsuited ; suffice it, therefore, to say that

the author has devoted a great deal of space

and care to practical matters, and that on

such topics as materials and construction,

heating, ventilation, lighting, warming,

cold and hot water, sewage, and the dis

position of the numerous parts of a house,

he has contrived to arrange an extremely

large mass of practical advice in such a

manner that it is available for instant refer

ence. He is, of course, not infallible. For

instance, when speaking of the use of marble

for exterior work in towns, he says nothing

of its extreme destructibility ; and while

bestowing limited commendation on what is

absurdly called the Mansard roof, he omits

to warn the builder against the danger of

fire which this kind of roof entails. "We

have no sympathy with his preference for
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little panes of glass in windows and his

detestation of large sheets. He overlooks

the facts that repose and simplicity are de-

airahle in modern windows, as seen from

without, and that repose and simplicity

are destroyed by those little squares of

glass which " Queen Anne " architects

affect. Nor does he say anything about the

obstacles to looking out which the clumsy

wooden gratings of his favourite panes

impose. Neither do we agree with him

about the artistic merits of the example he

brings forward when discussing this subject,

a house in the Strand, which, according to

our author, has been aesthetically ruined by

the substitution of large single panes for

many little ones, whereas, he says, the ad

joining buildings retain their grated case

ments, and therefore their ancient charm.

Even his example is not in point, for if its

clumsy architecture can be classed at all, it

is Italian, while its neighbours are nearer

to the right Dutch model, but applied, it is

true, with exceptional good taste. How

ever that may be, the decisive argument

is that in gloomy London clumsy wooden

gratings exclude a great deal of light. But

while we must take exception to Mr. Steven

son's theories about windows, we are free to

confess that his remarks on roofs are perti

nent, and so are those scattered through

this volume on the ventilation of school

rooms—a matter of vital importance, but so

much neglected that even in large public

establishments few rooms are ventilated at

all. As Mr. Stevenson quietly remarks, one

of the disadvantages of living in a well-

ventilated house is that every other house

feels close and stifling.

In his introduction Mr. Stovenson de

plores the ignorance and laok of feeling for

art which have covered the country with

miles on miles of hideous streets, and dotted

every landscape with " villas " alike preten

tious and false. Yet, as he rightly remarks,

there is prevalent a desire for better know

ledge; there is wealth, and a wish to spend

it on architecture. He hints that one of

the causes of this state of things is that we

know too much about architecture, but ho

is probably nearer the truth when he says

that our restlessness prevents us from

adhering to any one style till we have per

fected it and made it our own. This is,

most probably, the true explanation of our

deficiencies. Any style which suited the

climate in which it is employed would do to

begin with ; development must follow if

architects will give up obeying the whims

of more fashion, and adapt the chosen

model to current service. Good taste would

grow if we thus constructed our houses

loyally, and that sense of proportion on

the importance of which our author waxes

emphatic and enthusiastic would exert more

and more power over the minds of those who

build. " People," Mr. Stevenson tells us,

" have often amused themselves calculating

proportions by mathematics, which undoubtedly

has the power of expressing them, but only

after the proportion has been invented, just as

mathematics can express musical harmonies."

Mr. Stevenson includes under the term "pro

portion " more than is commonly expressed

by it. By proportion is usually meant the

relationship of parts to parts, the sizes of

each, and the amount of light and shadow

they comprise or contain. Mr. Stevenson goes

further, and includes the giving of emphasis

where it is wanted as a factor of proportion.

Emphasis is, of course, not less noble than

any other function of good architecture, but

we reckon it among the elements of expres

sion. When Mr. Stevenson says that in

the " old Itoliun palaces, where the great

entertaining rooms were at the top of the

house, it was fitting that the great cornice

should be immediately over them," we

admit the force of his remark, but we fail

to see what it has to do with proportion.

Symmetry and harmony are rightly called

essentials

Stevenson

good architecture, and Mr

not to be accused of want of

appreciation of them when he expresses

strong doubts of the wisdom of those who

are finishing two great steeples alike (!)

in the Cathedral of Cologne. Symmetry is

" not essential in every case, as when of

the two western towers of a cathedral which

had been originally intended they [the old

architects] carried up only one, as at

Strasbourg. On the other hand, a morbid

feeling for harmony has led to the de

struction of countless works of art by

" restorers " of ancient buildings, simply

because they were out of keeping with the

architecture surrounding them ; nay, the

very architecture itself, to say nothing of

the fittings it enshrined, has been wrecked

in order that all may "match." In

speaking of the nature and limits of con

trast and ornament, Mr. Stevenson con

troverts Mr. Ruskin's dictum that " a mere

utilitarian building like a fortress cannot

be considered architecture." Ho adduces

as examples two towers on the walls of

Nuremberg, which arc wholly without orna

ment, and certainly they ore not unworthy

of Diirer, whose name they bear. The fuct

is that we recognize the primary impressions

of art wherever fitness to function is obvious.

As the author says a few pages further on,

ornament for its own sake is weakness, and

it is valuable only when it assists the mean

ing of a design.

It is one of Mr. Stevenson's cardinal points

of belief that Gothic architecture had spent

its vitality when it was superseded by the

enthusiasm for everything classic. He dis

poses of the classical craze by pointing out the

absurdities to which it was reduced when it

adopted features unsuited to modern wants.

This, of course, leads to the goal of our author's

efforts, that is, the answer which should

bo given to the question, " What style of

architecture is most suited to our houses ? "

In speaking of the " renaissance of architec

ture "—a much truer term would have been

the "architecture of the Renaissance"—Mr.

Stevenson declares that the state of archi

tecture at the present day is similar to that

which produced "these national Renaissance

styles":—

"For thirty years we have been trained in

the principles and freedom of Gothic. The

world can never again accept the dominion of

classic rules, a dominion founded on an ignor

ance which recognized no difference between

the Greek and Roman orders, and considered

the clumsy Roman expedient of amalgamating

the Greek orders and the Roman arch to be the

ultimate outcome of architecture. We accept

with knowledge and consciousness the freedom

from classic restraint which the Renaissance

builders took unconsciously ; while classic

details and classic forms are the basis of our

style, as they were of theirs. The attempt of

the last thirty years to introduce the Gothic

style into domestic and civil architecture has

failed. In churches the case is different ; their

associations are to a great extent mediaeval ; but

the traditional habits of our daily life are too

deep-seated to be altered, and Classic has still

remained the domestic style of the country.

Let us accept it as the basis, the material of our

style, but infuse into it the Gothic spirit and

freedom which we have lately learned.'

Mr. Stovenson says that it is the aim of

his own professional career to carry this

doctrine into effect. He believes the theory

has been so successfully applied that to

advocate his views would be useless, "for

the world has come round to them." It

is fair to say that by " Queen Anno " Mr.

Stevenson does not mean the vulgar and

"cheap" displays of ignorance which find

favour in the eyes of speculative builders ;

but at the same time it is impossible to

admit that the popularity which he claims

for " Queen Anne " is so great as he

assumes, or that people are so much at one

on the subject as he supposes. Wherever

in the wealthy commercial cities of England

anything grandiose is desired and effective

ness is sought after, the pompous modes

of the later, not the true, Renaissance are

employed, because they allow of the display

of the most costly labour and expensive

materials, such as polished granites and

elaborate and rich if not fine carvings.

The measure of success which has attended

the introduction of genuine " Queen Anne"

is due rather to the predominance of the

Gothic spirit in recent domestic and civil

examples than to that love for "classic"

forms which our author rather boldly de-

ires to be the inheritance of the Renais

sance. We trust that the growth of taste

and knowledge may lead to tho adoption of

the purer and simpler kinds of Gothic forms

of detail as most in harmony with the free

dom Mr. Stevenson desires ; but to obtain

these forms at their best we must educate a

class of workmen as well as the public.

At present " Queen Anne " supplies an ex

cuse for the employment of most clumsy

forms, such as the most ignorant work

men can be trusted with. The "style,"

or rather "fashion," itself is essentially

Gothic ; its purest manifestations have most

of Gothic in their planning, massing,

and details. But whether we call the new

architectural movement we all desire Gothic,

" Queen Anno," or Renaissance, at least let

us have a refined mode of building suited

to the climate. Mr. Stevenson himself has

laboured in vain if this refinement be not

obtainable along with the grace, harmony,

dignity, and, above all, the expressiveness

of true Gothic, but it is incompatible with

the besetting sin of "Queen Anne," which is

a temptation to use " bulbous curves and

ugly forms."

The general reader will find these volumes

interesting, not only on account of the ani

mated and picturesque way in which the

subject has been treated, but also because of

the independence of the author's views, and,

although we decline to accept all his conclu

sions, his earnestness and fine taste. Those

who are interested in the question whether or

not "workmen only can be trusted to pro

duce good architecture," a theory which has

received much more attention than it de

served, will find some sharp remarks in the

which deals with the " conditions of
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producing good architecture." Mr. Euskin

and Mr. James Fergusson are dissected in

the same chapter, and much to Mr. Steven

son's satisfaction.

We have received a volume of patterns of

old German linen embroidery for modern imi

tation, Musterbuch altdeutscher Leinen Stickerei

(Berlin, Lipperheide). This, which is the third

instalment, consists chiefly of initial letters,

corners, and mottoes of the quaint nature

loved by our forefathers upon their table

and hand linen. The modern revival of taste

for artistic needlework will make this volume

very welcome. It is an idition de luxe,

printed on fine paper, the patterns most

clearly marked, and yet so cheap as to be within

reach of every one. The patterns have been

selected from good specimens of old needle

work to be found in German museums and

private collections. Most of them date from

the sixteenth, the seventeenth, and the early

years of the eighteenth century.

Messrs. Ward, Lock & Co. publish two

children's books, being the Fussie Cat's ABC

And the Punch awl Judy Alpliabet, both of

which works are illustrated with designs in

colours which are not without spirit.

NUMISMATIC LITERATURE.

Guide to the Select Greek and Roman Coins

exhibited in Electrotype in the British Museum.

By Barclay V. Head.—Visitors to the British

Museum who have passed through the King's

Library of late must have observed a new and

extensive series of electrotypes of Greek and

Roman gold and silver coins. The Trustees

have now published a ' Guide,' describing these

coins and the principles of their arrangement.

This ' Guide ' is sold in two forms, either plain

or illustrated with photographic plates. We

helieve that this is the first of the Museum

guides to be illustrated. The idea is excellent.

Photography renders good illustrations cheap,

nnd a few pictures have a wonderful influence in

making a handbook attractive. Visitors who have

been interested in the study of anyclass of objects

will generally find an illustrated guide a pleasing

and useful record to keep by them. The old

exhibition of Greek coins at the British Museum

followed the inconvenient geographical arrange

ment of Eckhel. Coins were arranged only

according to the place of their mint, and no

account was made of the period to which they

might belong. In the new exhibition Mr. Head

has proceeded on quite another plan, subordi

nating geographical to historical considerations.

He divides the time between the invention of

coinage and the birth of Christ into seven

periods, of which each covers about a century.

Under each period there is a geographical sub

division, which naturally cannot be other than

three-fold—Asia, Greece, and Italy with Sicily.

Of course the arrangement in chronological

series of the works of Greek art is a matter of

great difficulty as well as of great importance.

In the case of coins thore are many considera

tions, besides those of style and epigraphy,

which help one to fix their date. Weight and

fabric are even safer guides than style, and lend

themselves far less to the jugglery of prejudice

and imagination. Nevertheless no one could

arrange eight or nine hundred Greek coins

under periods without making some errors ;

and it is no disparagement to the merit of

the Museum arrangement to say that it will

doubtless have hereafter to be modified in some

points. Yet we do not believe on the whole that

the student could find a safer guide. In the ex

hibition cases of electrotypes, then, there is a

lateral arrangement according, to date and a

vertical arrangement according to place. The

' Guide,' of course, follows the same lines, but

a very useful feature in it is a short account, at

the head of each period, of the chief currencies

which circulated in the Levant during its course.

Thus we have a very brief history of ancient

coinage, but one of no small value and merit.

Mr. Head is thoroughly steeped in the know

ledge of coins, and sets down in the most

matter-of-fact way pieces of information which

he must have gathered by a large induction

and which are of considerable value to students

of antiquity. Take the following : " The defeat

of Antiochus by the Romans at the battle of

Magnesia, B.C. 190, was for western Asia Minor

no less important than the defeat of Philip V.

at Cynoscephalte in B.C. 197 had been for

European Greece. The freedom of many Greek

cities in Asia was forthwith proclaimed by the

Romans, in consequence of which they again

obtained the right of coining money. This

privilege they immediately took advantage of,

by issuing coins either in their own names,

as, e.g., did Lampsacus, Alexandria Troas,

Ilium, Tenedos, Cyme, Myrina, Erythrre,

Heraclca Ionias, Lebedus, Magnesia, Smyrna,

Perga, &c. , or on the pattern of the money of

Alexander the Great, and in his name, but with

the addition of their respective badges and of

the names of their local magistrates in the field.

Among these towns were some of the above,

which thus appear to have coined simultaneously

money of both sorts, and Temnos, Mitylene,

Phocsea, Miletus, Chios, Samos, Cos, Rhodes,

with many others." Again, in b.c. 400-336,

"Ephesus, Samos, Chios, and Rhodes furnish

the larger portion of the silver currency of

western Asia Minor, while in the East the

Phoenician cities of Sidon, Tyre, and Aradus

begin about B.C. 400 to strike large sdver coins,

the circulation of which extended along the

caravan routes across the desert as far as the

banks of the Euphrates and the Tigris." These

are the generalities which the student of history

expects from the scientific numismatist, but he

may search for them in vain in numismatic

literature. In the body of the ' Guide ' all the

coins in the exhibition are sufficiently described,

and useful notes added as to inscription or type.

As to the way in which this part of the work is

done we need say nothing, Mr. Head's reputa

tion for accuracy and care being a sufficient

guarantee for the presence of those qualities.

On comparing the ' Guide ' with that pub

lished by the authorities of the museum at

Berlin as an index to their exhibition of

coins, we find it decidedly superior. Although

the German book contains more matter, it con

veys far less information, and the arrangement

is not so scientific. Amid the general neglect

of archieology in England, it is pleasant to find

that in some branches of the study Englishmen

can hold their own.

The Coins of Elis. By Percy Gardner, M.A.

(Triibner & Co.)—We are glad to see that

Mr. Gardner has followed the plan, more

or less inaugurated by his colleague Mr.

Head, of preparing for special groups of

coins a special essay or monograph. Of old,

numismatic writers preferred large, and what

were supposed to be exhaustive, treatises on the

various branches of the subjects under their

inquiry. Yet, though no one will find fault

with the great volumes of Eckhel, Do Saulcy,

Lindsay, Leake, and others, it is impossible

not to feel that the more recent plan, though

far less pretentious, is in many ways the more

satisfactory. It is of course requisite to deter

mine the natural limits of the group under

review, and if this be attended to, as it has been

most carefully by Mr. Gardner, we shall not

tire of any such essays, howover numerous, pro

vided they are illustrated by Buch knowledge and

scholarship as the one before us, and, we may

add, by such beautiful plates as the autotype

process has provided for illustration. The coins

of Elis, the subject of Mr. Gardner's monograph,

are peculiarly well fitted for separate treatment

as one subject, as they illustrate, in a way as

remarkable as any other distinct series, now

much of actual history can be preserved on

artistic representations. Mr. Gardner, in a

minute analysis, shows that no less than fifteen

well-marked periods of Greek history find on

the coins of Elis their appropriate illustration ;

but it is enough to remark here that they range

from B.c. 471, or earlier, to a.d. 217, the most

marked periods being their early connexion with

Sparta—first aristocratically and then demo

cratically—and the evidences of their alliance at

various periods with Argos, Thebes, Macedon,

.iEtolia, and Achsea, with, of course, their ulti

mate suppression under the levelling tyranny of

the Roman eagle. Upon each of these branches

Mr. Gardner is as full as he is accurate, and it is

not too much to say that, though dealing with

what in general history might be called a very

small and special point, he has given to this

small point a wealth of illustration few other

archceologists could have provided.

The Indian Swastika and its Western Counter-

parts. By Edward Thomas, F.R.S. (Triibner

& Co.)—The object of Mr. Thomas's paper

is to bring together as one whole the various

ideas tending to show that the symbol com

monly termed the swastika represents the sun

in motion, the crossbars conveying the notion

of the solar rays, as in the almost similar

and still clearer idea of the wheel and its

radiij and in this he has succeeded, if we hie

the broad outline he has traced of the progress

of this symbol from what seems to have been

its original home, wherever the Aryans came

from, to the most distant corners of the globe.

Indeed, the most remarkable fact about the

swastika is its wide diffusion. We find it on

the coins of Greece (i. e., the triquetra of

Lycia and Sicily and the labyrinth types of

Crete), on the monuments discovered in vast

numbers by Schliemann at Troy, on the Assyrian

sculptures, under the form of the Maltese cross,

on Grreco - Italian vases, and on relics from

Mexico. The whole of Mr. Thomas's paper is

full of curious coincidences carefully arranged.

COLOGNE cXTHEDRAL.

British Museum, Oct. 26, 1880.

The interest which has been shown all over

the world during the past three months in the

completion of the Cathedral of Cologne is suffi

cient excuse for bringing before the eyes of your

readers any information which maythrow light on

the earlier stages of the erection of the Kolner

Dom. Among the Additional Charters in the

British Museum is the original contract made by

the Dean and Chapter of Cologne with the Bur-

grave of Drachenfels in the year 1285 to quarry

stones out of Mount Drachenfels to be employed

in the building of the church. The foundation

stone of the present structure was laid in 1248,

so that this contract was actually made within

forty years after the beginning of the task. This

document is peculiarly interesting, in that it

gives us the name of the architect or director of

the works at this early period, " Rudengerus

procurator fabrice Ecclesie Coloniensis "; and as

Master Gerhard of Riehl was the first known

director in 1257, it is very probable that

Rudinger was the second, and his immediate

successor. These stones from Mount Drachen

fels were (I have seen it somewhere stated) of

such a bad sort, that before they had been long

introduced into the fabric they began to grow

weatherbeaten and show unmistakable signs of

crumbling away. They were, therefore, all re

moved from their positions, and replaced by

others of a more enduring quality. The deed

of contract runs as follows :—

" Vniuersis presentes litteras inspecturis.

Henricus Burgrauius de Drachinvels. Notum

esse volumus et tenore presentium protestamur

nos recepisse a Capitulo Coloniensi et Ruden-

gero procuratore fabrice Ecclesie Coloniensis XV.

marcas Coloniensium denariorum. Tali vide

licet condicione intraposita quod nos con-

sentire debemus et licenciare Immo jam con-

sentimus et licenciamus quod Capitulum et
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Rudengerus predictus vel quemcumque ad hoc

Capitulum deputauerit cum viium viris de quibus

nos ipsis prouidebimus seu ipsis in nostro monte

acquiremua sub suis tamen expensis quorum

quatuor lapides frangent qui wlgariter Brechere

dicuntur alii vero tres lapicide qui Vorslegere

nuncupantur in Monte Drachinvels et si plures

lapicidas qui Vorslegere dicuntur habere voluerint

ipsis prouidebunt qui secturam lapidum faciant

et exerceant per f£f [sis] annos qui currere in

cipient anno domini mVc^lxxx"10 quinto. In

festo palmarum. ad opus structure Coloniensis

in quantitato et qualitate lapidum prout hoc ipsis

visum fuerit expedire Hoc adiecto quod si Capi

tulum vel quemcumque Capitulum ad hoc duxerit

ordinandum Anno vno vel duobus vel tribus

supersedere voluerit Ita quod dictam secturam

lapidum non fecerint seu exercuerint extunc erit

cis libemm eosdem annos recuperare in annis

subsequentibus quando voluerint prout hoc ipsis

conpetit et structure memorate. Volumus ctiam

vt si nos quod absit infra tempus prescriptum

morj contigerit heredes nostri condiciones pre-

dictas suppleant inuiolabiliter et consement. In

cujus rej Testimonium et hrmitatem presentes

litteras nostri ac Frederici nostri awnculi

Canonici Hunnensis Ecclesie sigillorum muni-

cione dicto Capitulo contulimus roboratas. Datum
anno Domini M°ccmoLXXxmo quinto."

At the foot of tho document are two inser

tions, written to be added in the body of the

deed ; thus, at line 7 of the original, for "ipsis"

read " ipsi per se sibi"; and at line 8, for
*' Lxxxmo quinto In festo palmarum " read

" nonaginta octo in die cinerum."

Attached is the only remaining seal, of which

the legend has unfortunately broken away, but

the shield of arms, bearing a dragon, in allusion

to Mount Drachenfels, is still perfect.

Edward Scott.

JAKOB BIXCK.

Some interest having been naturally excited

by the recent appearance of my friend Mr.

W. B. Scott's account of the ' Little Masters,'

the moment is not inopportune to call attention

to one of them, Jakob Binck, of whoso career

little is known, mainly from his having early in

life left Germany to settle in Copenhagen, under

the patronage of Christian III.

Another inducement to call attention to Jakob

Binck at the present moment is furnished by

an accident, which has brought to light a rather

interesting fact in connexion with his career

which I am led to believe has never been made

public.

At the sale of the last portion of the late

Mr. David Laing's books, a little volume printed

on vellum attracted considerable attention. It

is thus described :—" 2931. Passional von Herris

Jesu Christi Pinis, oc Dods Historic (boner-

Boeg), printed on vellum in black letter, within

woodcut borders, and ornamented with fifty-

one elegant wood engravings from designs by

Albert Durer, Lucas Cranach,* &c, fine copy

in Danish calf—Kiobenhaffen, h. Benedicht,

s.a." It has also the following note in Laing's

handwriting in the fly-leaf :—" This copy on

vellum is supposed to be unique. A mistake.

I have seen another copy of this edition in

vellum in the Royal Library, Copenhagen. D.L."

Observing the monogram VB on a few of

the borders of the illustrations, which are

fifty-one in number, I naturally looked in the

last and recently issued volume of Dr. Nagler's

' Monogrammisten,'where the monogram is found

as that of an " unbekannter danischer Form-

schneider." This is probably true as far as the

borders of the designs are concerned. It pro

ceeds to Bay that the designs are engraved with

spirit and a light hand, Ac, and adapted from

the designs of Albrecht Durer and Hans Holbein.

Now I should hardly imagine the artist of

the 1 Passional ' had ever seen Holbein's Bible

* The name of Cranach Is introduced simply by the Cata
logue, without the slightest authority by existing facta.

prints ; but if he had, and at tho same time

had any perception of their beauty of design,

and felt inclined to borrow an idea from them,

he might have made his own designs far more

elegant. For Holbein, in his 'Icones His-

toriarum Testamenti,' the first edition of which

appeared at Lyons in 1533, has divested his

designs of German conventionalities, render

ing them simple and beautiful in the extreme,

and entirely his own. We may therefore regard

Von Rumolir and M. Thiele's statement, referred

to in the short article in the ' Monogrammisten,'

that the artist took his ideas from Holbein, as

quite erroneous.

But in regard to Durer the statement to a

certain extent is correct, for the artist of the

' Passional ' has followed a few of Diirer's com

positions so closely as almost to repeat them,

while others are adaptations ; still, a great many

are entirely his own designs. In fact, he has

illustrated a much greater number of subjects.

With his thirteenth design wo arrive at the

third of Diirer's in chronological order.

On some of the borders of this series of

prints, as mentioned in the ' Monogrammisten,'

the VB appears with the date of 15C7. The

borders are made in four pieces, so as to allow

the block to be placed conveniently at tho sides,

and with the addition of a few small ornaments

a small block answers the purpose of larger

ones, and no doubt would be found so used

in other Danish books of tho sixteenth century.

But the artist who executed the borders has

nothing to do with either the conception or

execution of the designs for the Passion ; and

when we remember that Binck* lived so long

at Copenhagen, and died the same year the

' Passional ' was published, or the year before,

we may reasonably conclude that he was the

designer.

This I am inclined to infer not only from

the circumstances last mentioned, but from tech

nical points, in which the designs are similar

to other and better-known works of the master ;

for instance, the type of manly beauty Binck

has chosen in Christ giving the benediction

(B 14) and the Creation in the 'Passional,'

and others ; they are not only in harmony with

one another, but they are different from any

thing by other masters of tho same period.

Then, again, a striking peculiarity of Binck

is that he is invariably unfortunate not only in

drawing legs and feet, but also in their general

treatment. It evidently was a weak point with

him. This is also a characteristic of this volume,

and it is particularly obvious in the design for

the Temptation, where, to save drawing Eve's

feet, the artist has hidden them behind a bank,

and by so doing destroys the harmony of the

whole composition. In fact, the nude figures

in this volume, particularly the lower portions

of them, recall to mind the twenty divinities

and their attributes, in niches, after H. Rosso

of Florence, which Binck copied in 1530, and

which were evidently the source of his inspira

tion when treating the human form. Probably

he thought with Barthel Beham that by studying

the Italian masters he might improve his own

style ; but it must be admitted that he did

not choose his authorities with the same judg

ment as his contemporary ; moreover, he only

copied the engravings after Rosso by Jacopo

Caraglio.

In conclusion, I cannot help calling attention

to the inaccuracies in the article I have men

tioned in the last volume of the ' Monogram

misten,' for, in addition to the absurdities in

reference to Holbein in the title of the ' Pas

sional,' I find no less than six mistakes in the

simple transcription. I am led to fear that in

the five meagre parts, which form the whole of

the fifth and last volume, that have been issued

since the death of Dr. Nagler but scant justice

has been done to the material left by him to

be put in order by another hand, although he

* For some account of Jakob Binck see the Fine Arts
Quarterly Review for 1864 vol. ii. p. 373.

evidently imagined it would fill a full volume

corresponding with the first four.

George William Reid.

The exhibition of Thomas Bewick's original

drawings, which we announced some months

ago, will be opened next week at the Fine-Art

Society's galleries in New Bond Street, the Miss

Bewicks having lent for exhibition the whole of

their father's works in their possession. From

these a selection has been made, principally

from tho ' British Birds. ' Bewick's well-known

woodcuts will be arranged by the side of his

original drawings for them, and the exhibition

will surely raise his reputation. At the same

time there will be exhibited a large collection

of modern etchings, including works of Messrs.

Samuel Palmer, J. C. Hook, Whistler, and

Seymour Haden. In order that the display

may be as instructive as possible, Mr. Gould-

ing tho printer of engravings, will be in attend

ance one half of the week printing etchings ;

on other days a woodcut printer will print

from original Bewick blocks.

The private views of the Winter Exhibition

of Pictures by British and Foreign Artists,

French Gallery, and of drawings at Mr.

M'Lean's Gallery in the Haymarket are ap

pointed for to-day (Saturday). They will be

opened to the public on Monday next. So will

Mr. Tooth's Winter Exhibition at 5, Haymarket.

The Grosvenor Gallery Exhibition will be

opened as usual on the 1st of January next,

and comprise, besides a valuable selection of

water-colour drawings by French artists, a col

lection of similar works by Englishmen, among

which latter a number of examples by painters

of Liverpool are expected.

The task of hanging and arranging the large

selection from the Grace collection of plans and

drawings of London localities, which has been

for several weeks in progress in the King's

Library, British Museum, is now finished.

The new arrangements for the admission of

visitors to the armouries of the Tower, involving

virtually a return to the old system, have been

brought into effect.

The Institute of Art, 9, Conduit Street,

Regent Street, invited the press to a private

view of the contents of its galleries on Friday,

the 29th inst.

The Society of Arts having caused Barry's

pictures in the Great Room of its house in the

Adelphi to be cleaned, that is, carefully washed,

which was all these famous works required, has

invited the public to inspect them in their im

proved condition in the room where Johnson

spoke and Goldsmith broke down. The Society

has published a pamphlet which contains a brief

history of tho paintings and the cleanings they

have undergone. We are rather sorry to find

that no regret is expressed for the removal from

their original places in the Great Room, where

they were in keeping with the works of Barry,

of Gainsborough's fine whole-length portrait of

Lord Folkestone, and its fellow, by Reynolds,

of the Earl of Romney. Two raw, common

place portraits badly fill the places worthily

occupied for more than a century by the

pictures of the first and second Presidents of

the Society. If the Society of Arts is discon

tented with its older history, it would surely

have done well to begin by expelling the de

monstrative marble statue by Carlini of Dr.

Joshua Ward, that impudent quack who

tried on puppies, and the poor, his drop,

the hero of "the drop and pill," who, dying

wealthy, desired by will to be buried in West

minster Abbey, " as near the altar as may be."

M. J. Tissot has finished the series of illus

trations of a modernized version of the parable

of the Prodigal Son which we described briefly

a few weeks ago.
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Mr. W. H. Fisk will deliver lectures on the

simplification of the method of teaching per

spective to the pupils of the Girls' Public Day

School Company at 21, Queen Anne's Gate, on

the 6th and 13th prox., at 10.30 A.M.

Early next month will appear a new work

by the Rev. R. St. John Tyrwhitt, Christ

Church, Oxford, entitled ' Greek and Gothic :

Progress and Decay in the Three Arts of Archi

tecture, Sculpture, and Painting.' The book

will be published by Mr. Walter Smith.

Mr. A. W. Hunt will deliver a lecture in

Birmingham on the 24th of November on

' Turner in Yorkshire. '

It was suggested at the late Congress of the

British Archaeological Association at Devizes

that a few days' excursion for some of the

country members during the autumn in London

might be arranged ; the Council of the Associa

tion, therefore, out of a desire to do honour to

these members, and to aid in the undertaking

as far as possible, appointed a sub-committee,

and some excursions have been made this week.

M. Hbnri Schopin died last week at Mon-

tigny, near Fontainebleau, aged seventy-six.

He obtained the Prix de Rome in 1831, and

was employed in the decoration of the Hotel de

Ville, Paris, and of the Palace at Versailles.

Ho gained a first-class medal in 1838 and the

Legion of Honour in 1854.

M. Alexandre Marie GuiLLBMrx, painter,

one of the few surviving pupils of Gros, died

on the 26th of October at Bois le Roi, near

Fontainebleau, aged sixty-three. He was born

in Paris, obtained a medal of the third class

in 1841, one of the second class in 1845, a

rappel in 1859, and the Legion of Honour in

1861.

The death of the distinguished Roman archreo-

logist, the Baron Pietro Ercole Visconti, grand-

nephew of the better-known E. Q. Visconti, is

recorded as having occurred at Rome on the

14th of October. He was the author of several

lectures and books on archteology, antiquities,

and discoveries. Among these are ' Apercu sur

l'Origine et les Antiquites de Rome pour servir

d'Explication au Panorama de la Tour du

Capitale,' 1826 ; 'La Via Appia,' 1832; 'Gemme

Incise del Cav. G. Girometti,1 1836 ; ' Antichi

Monumenti Sepolcrali nel Ducato di Ceri,' 1836 ;

' Lettera di R. d'Urbino a P. Leone X.,' 1836 ;

' Citta e Famiglie nobili e celebri dollo Stato

Pontifico.' Acting as Commissioner of Anti

quities in Rome, Baron Visconti was fortu

nate in being concerned in the recovery of

several sites which threw light on the topo

graphy of the city.

Madrid has added to its artistic and literary

institutions a Water-Colour Society, under the

honorary presidency of Seuor Pradilla and the

management of Senor Manresa. The members

opened their first session a short time since with

a class sketching from life that popular type of

Spanish life, the "manola." Water-colour art,

which may be said to have been commenced by

Fortuny, has become a favourite study with the

new school of Spanish artists.

From Germany comes news of the death of

Kerr L'Allemand, an eminently fashionable

painter of portraits at Hanover in the reign of

the late king.

A sum of 5,000rs. is about to bo expended

by the authorities of Pondicherry on the pre

servation of " historical monuments " in French

India.

The ' Jeanne d'Arc ' of M. Bastien Lepage,

which was so much admired at the last Salon,

has been sold to an American millionaire for

20,000 francs.

The Moniteur des Arts gives the following

curious statistics about the number of times dis

tinguished contributors to the last Salmi were

named by critics :—" On verra dans cette longue

nomenclature que les prtSfeTes de la presse Bont

aussi ceux du public. Ainsi, MM. Bonnat et

Bastien Lepage arrivent en tete de la listo avec

199 articles ou citations ; viennent ensuite MM.

Bouguereau, 160 ; Puvis de Chavannes, 151 ;

J. A. Breton, 139 ; Henner, 136 ; Alex.

Cabanel et Carolus Duran, chacun 133 ; Cor-

mon, 130 ; Suchetet, 129 ; Roll, 124 ; Morot,

128; J. P. Laurens, 120; Gervex, 118; Becker,

117 ; Feyen Perrin, 113 ; Dagnan - Bouveret,

112; Lerolle,105; Manet, 103; et Luminals, 102."

MUSIC

Mil. WALTER BACHE S PIANOFORTE RECITAL (Ninth Season).
St. James's Hall, MONDAY, November lit, at Half-past Three.
Vocalist, Miss Anno Williams.— Stalls, 5*.; Balcony. 3*.; Admission. Is.
Stanley Lucas, Weber A Co. ; Chappell & Co. ; usual Agents ; and
Austin's Ticket omcc, St. James's Had.

THE WEEK.

Her Majtesty's.—'Lucia,' ' Norma,' and 'Faust.'
Crystal Palace.—Bizet's 'Roma.'

A favoukable ctebut was made by Mdlle.

Kosina Isidor last Saturday evening in the

character of Lucia. Youth, a pleasing ap

pearance, and obvious dramatic intelligence

are among tho attributes of Mdlle. Isidor,

and as these are united to vocal capa

bilities of no mean order, she must be

regarded as an acquisition. Her voice is

full rather than "light" in quality, and of

sufficient power to enable her to assume

some of the more dramatic parts. The mad

seena was sung in the original key, and she

made no attempt to reach exceptionally high

notes, though her fioriture were executed

with fluency and neatness. Mdlle. Lorenzini

Gianoli, who appeared on Tuesday in

' Norma,' was engaged somewhat suddenly

in place of another lady whom illness de

tained abroad. Mr. Armit's endeavours to

keep faith with his public at any cost and

risk are worthy of commendation, but it is

questionable whether the revival of such an

antiquated opera is wise policy. The state

of the house did not betoken any large

amount of interest in the experiment. Even

in the lifetime of Tietjens ' Norma ' barely

kept the stage, and where the great German

artist failed Mdlle. Gianoli will not succeed.

She is an experienced performer, and quite

equal to the stage business of a dramatic

r6le. But her voice is worn, and the vibrato

is developed to a painful extent. The

vocalization of Mdlle. Bauerrneister as

Adalgisa was far more pleasing, though this

clever little singer was not in full possession

of her means. Signor Yizzani as Pollio

seemed to labour much with the music, and

he might consider tho advisability of at

tempting some of the lighter baritone parts,

as the compass of his voice is so limited.

Mdlle. Elisa Widmar, who was to have

opened the season as Marguerite in ' Faust,'

having recovered from her indisposition,

made her debut on Wednesday in Gounod's

favourite opera, and fairly won the suffrages

of the audience. Her voice is small, but

its quality is sympathetic, and her method

is happily free from the vices of the French

school. It was evidont that Mdlle. Widmar

was suffering from a severe attack of nervous

ness, which caused her to hurry the tempo

in many passages, and she was apparently

unaccustomed to sing in so largo a theatre ;

but her performance on the whole, though

far from great, was pleasing and artistic,

and, as she is still in her first youth, there

is ample reason to hope that a satisfactory

career may be in store for her. Signor

Ordinas had to a considerable extent re

covered his voice, and was fairly acceptable

as Mephistopheles ; but Signor Huncio does

not invest the music of Faust with any

charm, his phrasing being very rough, and

unfinished, and his mezza voce quite ineffec

tive. He is more acceptable as Don Joet

in ' Carmen,' an opera which seems to have

lost nothing of its popularity. It is bet

just to record a marked improv-ement in

the general performances. The orchestra

and chorus are now working well together,

and for the last two or three evenimigs there

has been very little of which to conaplain.

Georges Bizet adds, by his history-, another

to the numerous instances of composers

whose genius has been fully recogn ized only

after their death. It is true that in this

case his fame has not been entirely post

humous ; for his greatest opera, ' Carmen,'

was produced during his lifetime, though

he lived but for two months to onjoy its

success. It is only within the last few years,

however, that the composer's works have

been estimated at their right value, and

that musicians have felt how much has been

lost by Bizet's early death. The suite

entitled ' Itoma,' which formed the special

feature of last Saturday's concert at the

Crystal Palace, will undoubtedly add to his

reputation. Though entitled a " suite," it

might almost more appropriately have been

termed a symphony, to the form of which it

somewhat closely approximates. We are

informed, indeed, in the book of the words,

that the manuscript score bears the inscrip

tion by tho author, " Symphonie, No. 1."

If this be so, the change of name is pro

bably due to the publishers.

Whether it be called symphony ot suite,

there can be no doubt that ' Boma ' is a

work of high inspiration, and (in spite of

occasional suggestions of Beethoven) of far

more than average originality. The first

movement opens with a rather long andante

in c major, the charming theme of which is

first announced by four horns, and then

repeated and extended by other wind instru

ments. Further developments of this theme

lead at length to an allegro agitato in c minor,

full of energy and passion. In this move

ment we find a peculiar rhythm which is

identical with one playing a prominent part

in the first movement of Beethoven's Sym

phony in a. The treatment is, however, so

different that there can be no question of a

reminiscence. The "second subject" of

the movement, given in tho first instance to

the clarinet, is of special beauty. In the

second part of the movement the various

themes are subjected to new treatment.

Thus far everything has been in the ortho

dox symphonic form ; but at the point

where iu general the first theme of the

allegro would be reintroduced, Bizet makes

an important innovation ; he brings back,

not the subject of the allegro, but that of

the introductory andante, which, with slight

modifications, is repeated almost in its

entirety. The second movement, wliich is

in reality a schtrzo with trio, is altogether

symphonic in form. We are inclined to

consider this the gem of the whole work.

It is full of light and sparkling melody,

absolutely original, and most delightfully

scored. The following andante motto, though

the opening phrase has a distinct resem

blance to a melody in the slow movement of
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the ' Choral ' Symphony, is charmingly fresh

in character. A subject -which occurs as an

episode, and which here much resembles

a chorale, is used again under totally clianged

conditions in the finale. This andante is

one long stream of melody, 'which, with

much variety of detail, preserves perfect

unity of character. The finale {allegro

i ..//«- . entitled " Carnaval," is in

musical value inferior to other portions of

the work. It is full of character, and over

flowing with animal spirits ; but the chief

subjects lack the refinement which we find

in the other movements, and have even a

certain tinge of vulgarity about them.

This, however, does not make the finale in

effective : it is extremely pleasing music,

but it appeals to a lower order of emotions

than the rest of the work ; it tickles the

ear rather than satisfies the heart. The

orchestration of the whole suite is most

masterly, and many of the effects which

Bizet has obtained from his instruments

axe, so far as our experience goes, quite

new. We have no hesitation in ranking

' Roma ' among the most interesting novel

ties that have been heard in this country for

a considerable period. The performance

was one of those triumphs of execution

of which, in this country, Mr. Manns and

his orchestra appear almost to possess a

monopoly. The work is of very great diffi

culty for all concerned ; but the fire, finish,

and delicacy with which it was given were

such as can only be heard at the Crystal

Palace.

Schubert's pleasing overturo to ' Des

Teufel's Lustscnloss,' which was performed

for the first time in London at the concert of

the Ixmdon Musical Society in St. James's

Hall last June, and was then criticized in

these columns, was the opening piece of the

concert, which concluded with the Scherzo,

Notturno, and March from the ' Midsum

mer Night's Dream ' music. The remaining

orchestral number was an Arioso by Handel,

arranged by Hellmesbergcr for violins, harp,

organ, violoncellos, and double basses. The

arranger has doubtless tried to repeat tho

success he obtained with a similar transcrip

tion of a Largo, now well known from fre

quent performance. We doubt whether the

which is adapted from the opera of

.,' will be as popular as its prede

cessor ; it is more sombre in style, and (to

use a colloquial expression) not so " taking"

in character. Mr. Sutton, a pupil of M.

Sainton, whoBe debut at the Gloucester Fes

tival we chronicled a few weeks ago, gave

a very good performance of tho first move

ment of Vieuxtemps's Concerto in a. Tho

piece is very long and very dull ; but Mr.

Sutton did all that could be done with it,

though he would doubtless have been heard

to greater advantage in more effective music.

Mr. Santley was the vocalist of the after

noon.

Musical Sossip.

The first students' chamber concert of the

Royal Academy of Music was given on Satur

day evening at the hall in Tenterden Street

This was the first occasion on which Mr. Wil

liam Shakespeare officiated as conductor, and he

created a marked impression in his favour. The

compositions by students included in the pro

gramme were a Pianoforte Sonata, or rather

Sonatina, in f, by Miss Annie 'fait . played with

good technique by the composer ; a song, " O

let the solid ground," by Miss Ida Walter, sung

by Miss Marian McKenzie, a highly promising

contralto ; and a quartet, " The eyes of all," by

Miss Elizabeth Foskett.

Schumann's only opera, ' Genoveva,' which

on its first production was comparatively un

successful, seems to be at length taking the

place it deserves in Germany. It has just been

performed for the first time at Frankfort-on-the-

Main and enthusiastically received by the public.

Being one of its composer's finest and moat

characteristic works, it would, we should think,

have a good chance of success if produced in

London.

At Mr. George Riseley's third Monday Popular

Concert, given at the Colston Hall, Bristol, on

the 18th inst. , Schubert's unfinished Symphony

in B minor, Romberg's ' Toy Symphony,' and

the overtures to the ' Ruler of the Spirits ' and

' La Gazza Ladra ' were the most important

works produced. The vocalists were Miss Helen

Lamb and Miss Hilda Wilson.

Ma. William Carter announces a series of

six grand opera recitals, to bo given at St.

George's Hall on successive Saturday evenings.

At the first, which takes place to-night, ' II

Trovatore ' is to be performed.

Last Sunday week, the 17th inst. , the first of

a series of popular concerts was given at the

Theatre Valette, Marseilles, with a programme

which is worth quoting in its entirety, as show

ing the class of music which it is intended to

perform. It was as follows :—Symphony in i>

(Beethoven), scene from ' Orpheus ' (Gluck),

' Danse Macabre ' (Saint - Saens), Overture,

'Oberon' (Weber), Austrian Hymn (Haydn),

played by all tho strings of the orchestra ; intro

duction to third act of ' Lohengrin ' ( Wagner), and

"Benediction of the Banners" from the ' Siege

of Corinth' (Rossini). The performance, directed

by M. Rcynaud, is spoken of as a complete

success.

A letter from Venice in tho Bund of Berne

states that Richard Wagner has been staying for

a month in a Venetian palazzo. He spent the

last winter and summer in Naples, and has

chosen Venice as a halting station before going

back to Bayreuth. Tho news that " the master"

was there brought a whole flock of his admirers

to the city. His ' Rienzi ' has been received

with the greatest enthusiasm in Rome.

Miss Helen Hopekirk, a pianist who will be

remembered as having made a most successful

appearance at the Crystal Palace Concerts last

year, gave a pianoforte recital at the Freemasons'

Hall, Edinburgh, on Saturday last, assisted by

Signer Alberto Bach and Mr. Carl Hamilton.

The local papers speak very highly of her per

formances.

Mr. J. F. Rowbotham, formerly scholar of

Balliol College, Oxford, is engaged upon a

' General History of Music. '

Hbrr Theodor Hbntschbl'b new opera,

'Lancelot,' was produced at the Leipzig Stadt-

theater on the 16th inst. The work, which is

favourably Bpoken of, is said to show distinctly

the influence of Wagner, both in tho poem and

music.

It is announced by Richard Wagner's organ,

the Bayrenther Blatter, that the production of

' Parsifal ' is now definitely fixed for the year

1882.

M. Edouard Wolff, a pianist and composer

of considerable talent, has just died at Paris at

the age of sixty-seven. He was a native of

Warsaw, and had lived in Paris since 1835. He

was the uncle of the well-known artists Henri

and Joseph Wieniawski.

The eighth annual Bombay Choral Festival

took place at St. Thomas's Cathedral, Bombay,

on the 29th of last month, under the direction of

Mr. M. R. Wyer, the choristers numbering 126.

The festival began with the

"Forward be our watchword." The anthems

were "Judge me, O God, and plead my cause

before an ungodly nation," and the " Hallelujah

Chorus " from tho ' Messiah,' both of which

were well rendered. The service concluded

with the recessional hymn, "Now thank we all

our God."

A comic opera, 'Deseret,' by Mr. Dudley

Buck, an American composer of much talent,

has lately been produced in New York Opinions

as to its merits seem greatly divided—one notice

which we have seen speaking highly of the new

work, while another describes it as altogether

unworthy of its composer's reputation.
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THE WEEK.

Adklphi.—' The CDowd,' a Drama in Four .
Dion Boucicault.
Gaiety.—' The Corsican Brothers A Co., Limited,' a Parody

in Two Stanoa. By F. C. Burnaud and H. P. Stephen*.

Mr. Boucicatjlt's new drama, ' The

O'Dowd,' proves to be an adaptation of

' Les Crochets du Pere Martin ' of MM.

Cormon and Grange, a play first given at

the Gaite in 1858, and produced at the

Olympic the same year in a version by

John Oxenford, entitled ' The Porter's Knot.'

A very free rendering so far as regards

dialogue and characters, ' The O'Dowd '

adheres to the original in respect of its in

cidents with a closeness that speaks loudly

for Mr. Boucicault's appreciation of the work

of his predecessors. All that has been

added to the story consists of episode which

aims at supplying local colour. In the class

of work he has once more attempted Mr.

Boucicault has no superior. His plays are

constructed with remarkable skill, and. serve

the purpose he has in view of concentrating

public attention upon a given figure. That

the figure on which is thrown the whole

light of the disc is that of Mr. Boucicault,

and that those who remain without the

luminous circle are, with one or two ex

ceptions, actors of little mark, are matters

on which the public may, perhaps, be con

gratulated. If Mr. Boucicault challenges

for himself the attention of the

he at least shows it somethirj

Dealing first with the piece, there may

be urged against it that the contrasts are

too violent, and that the effects generally

are too broad. To take the first alone

of the four acts over which the action

extends ; in this, which is in all respects

the most probable, we find a young man,

whose entire income is four hundred pounds

a year, losing a couple of thousand pounds

at a sitting, and complacently writing a

cheque for the amount, though a few

minutes afterwards his furniture is seized

under an execution. We watch him, more

over, with candles burning, engaged in play

until an hour so late in a summer morning

that the ordinary business of life has com

menced, and a visit from ladies is expected;

and his father enter while the signs

of revelry are still unremoved, and the

candles still alight, and regard apparently

this state of things as the most natural in

the world. Mr. Boucicault, however, knows
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the public, and his confidence in it is justi

fied. If any misgiving is aroused, it is for

gotten in the interest inspired by the acting.

As it is with the early scenes it is with all.

The same extravagances are everywhere

apparent, and the act of indemnity which

is passed extends to them all.

There is, however, a single exception :

Mr. Boucicault's political explanations fail

to commend themselves to the public. The

scenes in which he expounds his views about

Irish discontent and shows the Hibernian

method of dealing with outsiders and aliens

please nobody. That this should be the case

scarcely affords cause for astonishment.

According to the lesson of the play, an

Englishman is not justified in seeking to

get back money from Ireland, even though

it has been first drawn from his pockets by

a process of swindling. Supposing this

state of affairs to exist in Ireland, it is still

conceivable that Irishmen will scarcely be

thankful to one who puts it forward with

all the vivacity and force of dramatic ex

position. The neutral portion of the

audience meanwhile find these things simple

weariness. They have too much respect for

Mr. Boucicault's capacities to yield to the

opportunity for derision afforded them, and

can only wish that authors would learn the

lesson that a work of fiction with a purpose

is a thing not to be tolerated by " gods,

men, or columns."

When Mr. Boucicault has excised his

political scenes and allusions, and has con

verted his play into a simple drama of Irish

life, it is probable that his own marvellously

fine impersonation of the O'Dowd will win

full recognition, and gain for the piece a fore

most position among modern entertainments.

Very seldom has a performance more artistic

or more touching than that he supplies been

set before the public. The O'Dowd is an

old Irishman who, having by hard work

and heroism scraped together a fortune, the

whole of which he destines to his only son,

finds that in educating that son above his

station he has ruined him. To screen the

youth from the dishonour and infamy which

are at hand, he yields up his entire savings

and recommences the life of arduous labour

he had known in early years. For the

porter's knot, which Robson drew forth

under similar circumstances, is now substi

tuted a fish-barrow, which the O'Dowd re

commences to wheel. Three or four scenes

present themselves in the course of this plot

in which Mr. Boucicault is excellent. His

manner of encountering the derision of the

aristocratic friends of his son, into whose

company he intrudes ; his horror at finding

a charge of villainy brought against his boy,

who dares not rebut it ; his swoon upon sign

ing the deed which makes him once more

a pauper, and his feeble perturbation when

the criminal returns from over-sea and endea

vours to force from him a recognition of which

his scattered wits aro for the time incapable,

are superb, and the wholo constitutes a re

markable display of pathos. That inten

sity, almost tragic, which was the secret of

Hobson's success, Mr. Boucicault does not

possess, nor are his transitions from comedy

to pathos so rapid or so startling as those of

his great predecessor. There is, however,

even more finish, more perfection of detail,

and the effect produced is, if not so great

as that made by Bobson, at least the most

remarkable that has since been seen.

Neither Mr. Neville nor Miss Lydia Foote

was seen to advantage, and the performance

possessed little merit beyond the acting of

Mr. Boucicault.

The new burlesque of ' The Corsican

Brothers ' which has been produced at the

Gaiety aims rather at parodying the per

formance at the Lyceum than the piece

extracted from the romance of Alexandre

Dumas. It is above the average of works

in its class, and has some comic scenes and

fairly amusing dialogue. Mr. Eoyce's imi

tation of Mr. Irving is highly successful.

grawafif (Sosshjr.

Mr. Florence ia likely to be seen before long

in a sketch from Dickens, entitled ' Captain

Cuttle.' In the course of next spring he pro

poses to play in a drama of serious interest.

The first novelty to be produced by Miss

Litton during her management of the Glasgow

Theatre will consist of an adaptation, by Mr.

Palgrave Simpson, of Scott's novel of ' Wood

stock. ' In this Miss Litton will play the fugi

tive king, Charles II.

' The Lady of Lyons ' was revived on Wed

nesday at Sadler's Wells, with Miss Isabel Bate-

man as Pauline, Mr. Charles Warner as Claude

Melnotte, and Mr. E. H. Brooke as Beauseant

Mr. Warner's performance is far from satis

factory.

In consequence of the temporary indisposition

of Mr. J. S. Clarke, ' London Assurance ' was

hurriedly revived at the Haymarket on Thurs

day last.

The feature of most general interest in next

year's season of French plays at the Gaiety will

consist of the appearance of Mdllo. Sarah Bern

hardt in ' Le Sphinx. ' In addition to this piece

Mdlle. Bernhardt will play in ' Frou-Frou ' and

' Adrienne Lecouvreur. ' Among the pieces to

be given by the company of the Gymnase

Dramatique, which is announced to appear on

June 6th, are ' La Papillonne ' of M. Sardou, in

the altered version which has just obtained at

the Gymnase the triumph the original play

failed to achieve at the ComtSdie Francaiae, ' Le

Fils de Coralie,' ' Heloi'se Paranquet,' 'Nos

Braves Gens,' and ' Les Danischeff.' With the

play last named the performances are to com

mence.

At the "classic matinees" now given on

Sundays at the Odeon, M. Mounet-Sully cadet,

a brother of the well-known societaire of the

Comddie Franchise, has made his d&but as Horace

in the well-known tragedy of Corneille. He

appears to have a certain measure of the ampli

tude of gesture and sonorousness of voice cha

racteristic of his brother. M. Dumaine, as le

vieil Horace, and Mdlle. Agar also took part in

the representation.

M. Bernard Rosier, whose death in his

seventy-seventh year is announced from Mar

seilles, was a fairly prolific dramatist, author of

' La Mort de Figaro ' and other pieces. His best

known work was, however, the libretto of the

' Songe d'une Nuit d'Ete",' which he wrote for

Ambroise Thomas.

A representation of Shakspeare's ' Comedy

of Errors ' in Marathi was lately given at Gunesh

Kind, in Bombay, by the Ichalkaranjiker Hindu

Dramatic Corps, in the presence of the Governor

of Bombay and his suite, twenty European

gentlemen, and about two hundrod and fifty in

fluential native gentlemen. The performance

is said to have been a great success.
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' Primitive Manners and Customs.' (/ajt na*>.

KDITIO>T DE LUXE OF

The EVE of ST. AGNES. By John

KEATS. Illustrated by 19 Etchings by Charles O. Murray Fclio,
cloth extra, l'U. [ff

The GREAT MUSICIANS. A

Series of Biographies of the Great Musicians.
HUEFFKtt.

1. WAGNER.

Dr F.

By the Ethtob.

TO COBRESPOITDKNTS.—W.
W. B.—H. v. I..—received.

No notice can be taken of anonymous

H. L.—J. C. A.—J. C.—J. T.-

The STORY of the ZULU CAUL
PAIGN. By Major ASHE (late Kings I>rngoon Guards). Authored
•The Military Institutions of Franec,' 4c. ; and Captain the Hon.
E. V. WYATT EDGELL (17th Lancers, killed at UlundO Imitated
by special permission to Her Imperial Highness the Empress Eurtaic.

[JwM rmdf.

The NAVAL BRIGADE in SOUTH

AFRICA. By HENRY F. NOR-HCRY, C.B. R.N. Crown sra. doih
extra, price 10s. M.

The PARLIAMENTARY HISTORY
of the IRISH LAND QUESTION, from IBS) to ltt»; and the Orltfa
and Results of the l ister Custom. By R. HARRY O'BRIEN, of tie
Inner Temple. RarrlMei-at-Law. Author at ' The Irish. Land Unttnoa
and English Public Opinion.' 0s. [J**t rssf>

EDITION DE LUXE.

SIR EDWIN LANDSEER, By

FREDERICK G. STEPHENS. Large-Paper Edition, crown tto
with Permanent Reproductions of Sixteen Engravings alter Sir
Edwin's most famous Piilntlngn, and Facsimiles of many of *i«
Etchings. Handsomely bound in cloth, bevelled boards and gilt
edges, price 31s. [Stsat rsssV.

Imperial 4to. cloth extra, gilt edges, price 36>.

The VOLUME of the GREAT HIS-
TORIC GALLERIES of ENGLAND. Edited by Lord RONALD
GOWER, F.S.A., Trustee of tho National Portrait Gallery. [Reodf

MEN of MARK. Volume V. Con-
talntng 36 very fine Permanent Cablnet-sixe Photographs of lies of
the Dur, taken specially from Life by Lock & AVh.tf.Hd. With
brief Biographical Notices by THOMI*SO>* COOPER, F.b\A. Square
4to. cloth extra, gilt edges, price 2i*-. (j«aff

' ' The photographs ore very tine specimens of their art. ' — T\ mis.

NEW NOVELS.

SARAH de BERANGEE. Hew Novel. By Jeut
INGKLOW. 3 roll. [Beasts'.

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART. By W. Clark
RVSSELL, Author of ' The Wreck of the Grosvenor,' ' John i : i-
worth." Ac 3 vols. [Bsaa>.

A PLOT of the PRESENT DAT. By Kate Hope.
3to1s. [Brcds.

BLACK ABBEY. By M. Crommclin, Author of
' Quecnlc,' 4c. 3 vols. IJtfdf-

The GRANDIDIERS : a Tale of Berlin. Trans-
lated from the Oerman by Captain WM. HAYTLE. 3 vols. [B#oa>.

The STILLWATER TKAGEDY. By J. B. Aldrich.
1 vol. [Bsasfr.

London :

SAMP80JJ LOW, SlARBTOX, SEARLE Si ItlVINGTOX.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S LIST.

BENTLEY' S

FAVOURITE NOVELS.

Each Work can be had separately, price 6*., of all

Booksellers in Town or Country.

NOTICE.—DOROT11 YFOX,

by Mrs. PARR, Author of 'Adam and

Eve,' will be added to this Series on Novem

ber 6th.

(35th

By Mrs. Henry Wood.

East Lvnne. (95th Thou-
•nnd.l

The Chanrungs.
Thoutand i

Mrs. Halliburton's
Troablea.

The Master of Grcylands.

Vomer's Pride.

Within the Maze.

Lady Adelaide.

Itessy Kane.

Roland Yorke.

Lord Oakburn's Daugh
ters

Shadow of Ashlydyat.

Oswald Cray.

Dene Hollow.

George Canterbury'sWill.

Tievlyn Hold.

Mildred Arkell.

!Sr. Martin's Eve.

Slater's Kolly.

Anne Hereford.

A Life's Secret.

Red Court Karm.

Orville College.

I'arkwater.

Edina.

Poraeroy Abbey.

Johnny Ludlow. (First

By Kin Austen.

f Th4 omlf CcmpttU FM.tumJ

Sense and Sensibility.

Emma.

Pride and Prejudice.

Mansfield Park.

Northanger Abbey and
Perameatuo

Lady Susan and the Wat-

By Anthony Trollope.

The Three Clerks.

By Jessie FothergUl.

The First Violin.

Probation.

By Bhoda Bronghton.

Joan.

Nancy.

Good-bye, Sweetheart.

Red as :i Kom- is She.

Cometh Up as a Flower.

Not Wisely but Too Well.

By Mrs. Alexander.

The Heritage of Lang-
dale.

Her Dearest Foe.

The Wooing O 't.

Which Shall It Be .'

By Mrs. Annie Edwardes.

Leah: a Woman of
Petition

Ought We to Visit Her ?

Susan Fielding.

Steven Lawrence : Yeo-

By Hawley Smart.

liroezie Langton.

By Helen Mathers.

Comin' Thro' the Kye.

Cherry Kipe I

By Mrs. Hotley.

Olive Varcoe.

By Marcus Clarke.

For the Term of his
Natural Life.

By Miss Carey.

Nellie's Memories.

By Baroness TautphcBUi.

The Initials.

Quits.

Cyrilla.

By Lady 0. Fnllerton.

Constance Sherwood.

Too Strange Not to be
True.

Labybird.

BENTLEY'S

FOREIGN FAVOURITE NOVELS.

By Mrs. Augustus Craven.

A Sister's Story.

By E. Werner.

Success : and How
Won it.

Under a Charm.

Some Standard Works.

he

The HISTORY of ANTIQUITY. Translated

from the Herman of Proleoeor MAX DUNCKBH, br EVKI.YN
AHBOTT, 1> C L., M A., of llalUol College. Oxford. 3 Toll demr
Sto. each. [JenriA Volumt immtdiaulf.

Professor MOMMSEN'S HISTORY of ROME,

from the BarUeit Time to the Period of lit Decline, Translated
■with the Author'! nnctioo, and Additions) br the Rer W. P.
DICKSON. With an Introduction br Dr KCHMITZ 4 vola
8to. %. U. dd Or eepmrntelj. VoU. 1 and II. 1U. ; Vol. III. 10« 6d. ,
Vol. IV. with Index, tfij.

Alee, e LIBKABY EDITION Id 4 toU. demy Sto. 31. lb. These
Volumes are not sold separately. The Indices to the Two Editions
separately, each 3*. 64.

ProfessorCURTIDS'S HISTORY of GREECE.

POPULAR NOVELS,

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOK OF ' DOBOTHY FOX.

ADAM and EVE. By Mrs. Parr,

Author of ' Dorothy Fox.' In 3 vols, crown 8vo.

MR. JEPHSOS'8 NEW NOVEL.

The RED RAG. By R. Mounteney
JEPHSON, Author oj • A Pink Wedding,' ' The Girl he

Left Behind Him,' Ac. In 2 vols, crown Svo.

Ilea br A. W WARD. M A. VoU. I aid II., each lit. ; VoU
III., IV., mat V. with Index, each 18*.

" A hlatory known to echoUra at one of the profoandeft.most original ,
and iaetructiTe of modern timet "—OJeee.

Sir EDWARD CREASY'S RISE and PRO-

GHESS of the ENOLISH CONSTITUTION. Pott «»o. If. U.

Sir EDWARD CREASY'S FIFTEEN DECI-

SIVE nATTTES of the WORLD, from Marathon to Waterloo.
Crown hvo with 1'lans. ft*. Also, a LItlKAitY EDITION, Sto.
with liana, IOj Set.

FIFTH EDITION OF

Sir EDWARD CREASY'S HISTORY of the

" It should be added to erery library."— Vanity Fair.

The LIVES of the ARCHBISHOPS of CAN-
TERRl'HY. from Rt Aurnstlne to J axon. My the late Very Rer.
WALTER PAJtQl HAJt HOOK, D D . Dean of Chichester 11 rois.
deny fro 9L a*. Or sold separately, as follows: Vol. I. Us. ; Vol.
II. l&t . VoU III. and IV. SO*. ; Vol. V. 15*.; VoU. VI. and VII.
SO*, i Vol VIII. lis : Vol. IX. lii i Vol. X. 14s. , Vol XI. Us. The
hecend Merles commenced with Vol. VI.

The CHURCH and its ORDINANCES:

Rennons by the late WALTER FAJtQUHAR HOOK. D D.. Dean of
Chichester Edited by the Iter. WALTER HOOK, Hector of Porloch.
2 rots, demy 8to. 10s. id.

PARISH SERMONS. By the late WALTER

FARUVHAR HOOK. D l) . Dean of Chlcheeter. Edited by the Rer
WALTKK UOOK, Hut-tor of Porlock. Crown 8to. ee.

ESSAYS : CLASSICAL and THEOLOGICAL.

Try the lite CONNOP THIRLWALL. D.D.. Bishop of Kt Dat Id's.
Edited by the Rer CANON FKKOWNE. Demy Hto. SO*.

The HEAVENS: an Illustrated Handbook of
Popular AatronoiriT »y A.Mf.DEE OL'ILLEHIN. Edited by J.
NORMAN LOCKYER, F R A S . F.R.8. New and Revised Edition
prntKMlylog the latest Discoveries In Astronomical Science. Demy
8vo with over *""'

MARVELS of the HEAVENS. From the

French of FlaAMHAKION. By Mrs. LOCKYER, Translator of
' The HasTuns. > Crown bro. with 48 lilustratlona, a*.

The LIFE of LORD PALMERSTON. With

HeWtleus from his Diaries and Correspondence By the Hon.
EVELYN ASHLEY, M P The New Edition, 2 vols, crown Hto.
with Frontispiece to each Volume, 12*.

The INGOLDSBV LEGENDS; or, Mirth

The ANNOTATED EDITION. A Library
Edition, with a History of each Legend and other Notes. The
Illustrations by Crulkshank and Leach. 2 Tola. Sro. 24*.

The ILLUSTRATED EDITION. In crown 4to,
with 03 Illustrations by Crulashank. Leech, and Tenniel. 21*.

The CARMINE EDITION. In crown 8vo. with
d 17 Illustrations by

OU(

The EDINBURGH EDITION. In lar^e type,
crown Sto. With 33 Illustrations by Crolkshank, I*eech, Ten
niel, and Du htaurtar. Specially re-engraved for this Edition by
Ocorge Pearson. 0*.

The POPULAR EDITION. Crown 8vo. 3». 6d.

The VICTORIA (Pocket) EDITION. Fcap. 8vo.

FRANK BUCKLAND'S CURIOSITIES of
NATURAL HISTORY.

The PEOPLE'S EDITION. 4 vols. Illustrated,
14j. Or aeparatolj :—

FIRST SERIES, containing Rats, Serpents,
Flahea, Monaert, Ac. St. 6d.

SECOND SERIES, containing Wild Cats,
Eaglet. Wormt, Itort. Ac. St. Co*.

THIRD SERIES, containing Lions, Tigers,
Poxee, PorpoUea, Ac. St. cd.

FOURTH SERIES, containing Giants, Mermaids,
Salmon, Ac. St.lirf.

MBS. HENKY WOOD'S NEW WORK.

JOHNNY LUDLOW. Second Series.

By Mr«. HENRY WOOD, Author of ' East Lynne,' 4c.
In 3 vols, crown 8vn.

"Ttaeee meet exquitlte etadlee hare br common content won euch
/or a new »pralte at would hare made a reputation for a new writer. Thla tecond

eerlet It In eyerr retpect equal te the oral For one thine there U more
ralietr In the ttorlet. They touch a wider, mora raried range of life
and character."—tfonevn/ormilt and Ittdtpendetit.

BENTLEY'S EMPIRE LIBRARY.

These volumes are produced on good paper, and are wel
printed and neatly bound, bo that when any work lima been
read It can find a permanent place In the library.

Each Volume price Half-a-Crown.

By CHARLES DICKENS.

THE MUDFOQ PAPERS.

By Miss MATHERS."-

THE LAND O' THE LEAL.

By Miss FLORENCE" MONTGOMERY.

A VERY SIMPLE STORY and WILD MIKE.

By Mrs. ALEXANDER.

RALPH WILTON'S WEIRD.

v

By Mrs. ANNIE EDWARDES.

A BLUE STOCKING.

By Miss MATHERS."

AS HE COMES UP THE STAIR.

ANONYMOUS. v"'

FIVE YEARS' PENAL SERVITUDE,

vm.

By WILKIE COLLINS.

A ROGUE'S LIFE.

By A GERMAN PRIEST.

A VICTIM OF THE FALK LAWS,

x.

By Mrs. ANNIE EDWARDES.

A VAGABOND HEROINE.

XI.

By Mrs. G. W. GODFREY.

MY QUEEN.

XII.

By JULIAN HAWTHORNE.

ARCHIBALD MALMAISON.

XIII.

By RH0DA BR0UGHTON.

TWILIGHT STORIES.

Also, immediately, a New Volume by

FLORENCE MONTGOMERY,

Author of ' Misunderstood,' Ac, entitled

HERBERT MANNERS

AND OTHER STORIES.

RICHARD BENTLEY & SON, New Burlington-street,

Publishers in Ordinary to Her Majesty the Queen.
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NEW BOOKS AND NEW EDITIONS.

By the Bishop of IIAXGOOX.

PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS of BRITISH BURMA. By the Right Rev.

J H TITCOMB. I) I), ttvo. paper board*, cloth back. J*, flat

By the Bishop of EASTOX, U.&A.

STUDIES in the CHURCH ; being Letters to an Old-Fasbioncd Layman. By

the Right Kpt. H. C. LAV. U.D. 19mo. doth board*. 2*. 6d.

By Canon DANIEL.

The PRAYER-BOOK: its History, Language, and Contents. By the Rev.
EVAN DANIEL. M A Principal of the National Saciet? • Train.** Coll***. Battanaa. Crown Svo. cloth board*, «... [SirtA Edition.

■■ ThU Terr r-xrHt«rnt manual will be of the utmost ralue to tboee erutawrd In the Instruction of adult classes, whether in Sunday school, training
college, or clerical temlnary. ThU book la oat* of the moat complete and uLisfactory that wa bar*."—Owardwa.

a Manual of Church Doctrine. By the Rev.
& Windward Island*, Anthorof ' Stwuilaat

By the Right Rev. William

By the Rer. THOMAS FARRAR.

The CHRISTIAN MINISTRY:
THOMAS FAPRAR. Rector of Hi l*aal '*. frulama.and Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of E
la toe Faith,' Ac. Third and Enlarged Edition. Crow* bto, cloth board*, fa.

By the Bishop of CALIFORXIA.

The DOUBLE WITNESS of the CHURCH.

1KGMAHAM KIP. D D. Crown 0to cloth board*. 4*. Revised by to* Author

" Bishop Kip Is an old-fashioned High Churchman... A c
< ■srdnar • lasus baa been printed from th* twenty-*

With INTRODUCTION by the Bishop of CARLISLE.

HOLINESS to the LORD: the Character oi the Christian Priest. Adapted
from the Preach ol the Abbe 1>1 BOIS. for the L s* of the English Clergy Crown Bto. cloth board*, 7*. fl*L

By the Right Rev. W. WALSHAM HOW, U.D., Bishop of Bedford and Suffragan of London.

DAILY FAMILY PRAYER. Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, Is. 6d. Ninth Edition,

Revised and Enlarged.
[A Htspennr Edition. In large type, eloth boards. Is c

tha Cheapest Book of Family Prayers yet published ]
r ready. This Volume will be t

Jly the Rer. D. W. BARRETT, M.A.

LIFE and WORK among the NAVVIES. Illustrated. Crown 8vo. cloth boards,

By the Rer. J. O. XORTOX, M.A.

HEARTY SERVICES ; or, Revived Church Worship. Revised, with Additions.

Crown svo cloth. U. 6d. [Sww Edition.

By the Rer. G. RORFAIT Wl'XXE, A.M.

SPIRITUAL LIFE in its EARLIER STAOES. Five Lectures delivered in the
Pariah Charrh. Uotvwood. Last. 1*90. Fcap 8vo. cloth boarda, li W

JBy the Rer. R. G. BOODLE, M.A.

The LIFE and LABOURS of WILLIAM TYRRELL, D.D., First Bishop of
Newcastle, N s w Crown Svo. cloth boarda, with luuatraaloaa ana Mapa. [SAor**.

My the Rer. PHILLIPS BROOKS.

LECTURES on PREACHING. Fifth Thousand. Crown 8vo. cloth boards,4s.6d.

By Prebendary AIXSLIE.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS on the ACTS of the APOSTLES. By the Rev.
A. U. Alflbtalat, M A.. Tle»p of ll*natri.ls* Frap. STO. C

This Volume contain* Fifty-two Lessons, i ■ on the Oospels, by the Mm* Author.

By the Rer. E. X. DU.VRLETO.^, M.A.

PRAYERS and MEDITATIONS, for the Morning
of the Week. Chiefly In the V/orda ol Holy Scripture Fcap. Svo. cloth, it. 3d.

and Evening of Day

A new Transcript from the Rhythm of Bernard de
by H. J. A. MUea. Square Idmo. cloth, bevelled boarda. It. Od. [Juatoiti.

THE CHANGED CROSS SERIES.

The LAND of LIGHT.
MOKUUX. With Oallina Illuatratio

The CLOUD and the STAR. By the Hon Mrs. C. Hobart, Author of the 'Changed
Croea.' With Oatltna IllaMrallons bv H J A. MUn Square l«mo. rloUi, bevelled boarda, gilt edaas. It. M.

LITTLE LAYS for LITTLE LIPS. With Outline Illustrations by H. J. A. Miles.

Square Idmo cloth, bevelled board*, gilt edge*, la. M. I Fifth Edition.

DEARE CHILDE. A Village Idyll. By the Rev. S. J. Stone, M.A., Vlcar of St.
Paul'*, Daiaton. With Outline Illustration* by 11. J. A. Mile* Square lflmo. cloth, bevelled board*. Is. 6d.

The CHANGED CROSS. By the Hon. Mrs. C. Hobart, nee "N. P. W." With
Outline Illustrations by H. J. A Mile* Square Initio eloth. bevelled boarda, gilt edge*. Is. Ad [RifhUmth Edition.

" The poem needs no prai**, and the illustrations art a poem In themsel vas ' —<S. 8 Maoimmt,

The KING in his BEAUTY. By Florence C. Armstrong. With Outline

Illustration* by H J. A. Mile*. Square lfteo. cloth, bevelled board*, gilt *df**, 1*. 6*T.

NEW BOOK* FOR CHILDREN.

GREAT BRITAIN for LITTLE BRITONS. By Mrs. Bulley. With upwards of
Orlrin.il Illn«tra'ton».»r

estr* cluth boarda. 3j. W.
i* m Anwu..tal and Orographic*!, and written specially for very Yot r. Children. Crown Svo.

[SJntriiy.

UPS and DOWNS, ALL SMILES NO FROWNS. By F. J. Tilsley. A Volume

or Quaint Verse*. With Numerous Coloured Illustration* on rach page, 4to. price 5*.

PICTURES and PRATTLE for the NURSERY. Upwards of 280 Full-Page

Illustrations, and Short Deacriptive Latter-press. Coloured Frontispiece, extra cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edgea, fa., paper boards, 3*. fid.

CHATTERBOX ALBUM of ANIMALS. Upwards of 280 Full-Page Illustrations

by Harrison Weir, W. H. Boot. Percy Macquoi I. and P. W. Keyl. Uo. eloth extra, bevelled boards, 6j . paper boards, 3j. Od.

ROBIN and LINNET. By the Authors of 'Honor Bright,' &c. With Coloured
Illustration* by T. Pym Square lflmo extra cloth boards. Is. 6d.

'- Full of fresh and childlike Incident*. ' —Ckmvk !■-■■-

WE are SEVEN : a Tale for Children. By Caroline Birley. With Coloured
Illustrations by T. Pym. Square lflmo extra cloth boarda, 1*. fld.

" Delightfully quaint and true to Ute"—Guardian.

DOGGED JACK. By Frances Palmer, Author of 'True under Trial.' With

Full-la.re Coloured Illustrations Crown Svo. cloth boards. 3* 6d.

London : WELLS GARDNER, DARTON & CO. 2, buildings.

to 8vo. 310 pages, cloth, price fis.

LITICAL ECONOMY for BUSINESS PEOPLE.
By ROBERT JAMLESON.

In this work the writer aim* at a simple mod* of treating the subject,
and establishing an imports nt change in the accepted theory of the
n liuionship between money and price*.

Wilson, Royal Exchange.

po

in fcap. Svo. cloth, price 2*. 6d. post tree,

STUDIES in GENESIS. By the Rev. STANLEY
LEATIIES. D.D., lYebendttry of St. Paul'* and ProIesBor of HebrewLEATIIES. 1

In King'* College. London.
This work will be found useful as masting materialist objections to

Divine revelations, while fairly acknowledging the diffinltlos raised by

Loudon i Elliot Stock, 66, Paternoster-row.

H

TWO NEW MUSICAL BOOKS.

With Portrait, thick crown bto 10*. do*.

E N K Y SMART: his Life and Works.
Jlj Dr. SPARK (ol Leadaj.

s

REOON1) SEHIBS, vary thick crown 8ro 10». U.

CHUMANN'S MUSIC and MUSICIANS,
WAYS and CRITICISMS. Edited bj F. R. RITTEK.

Alao Vol. I. Second Edition, 81 ad.

W. Reeves, Mualcal Publisher, Hcet^lreet.

C. KEGAN PAUL & CO.'S

NEW LIST.

With 136 Illustrations, medium 8vo.

HISTORY of PAINTING. From the

German of the late Dr. ALFRED WOLTMAlfN, Prc-
ffssor at the Imperial University of Strasburg ; and Dr.
KARL WOERMANN, Profeasor at the Roval Academy
of Arts, Diisae.dorf. Edited by SYDNEY COLVI1T.
M.A., Blade Professor of Fine Arts in the University of

Cambridge.

Vol. I.—PAINTING in ANTIQUITY and the

MIDDLE AGES. Cloth, prioe 28*-.; cloth extra,

bevelled boards, gilt leaves, price 30*.

With Portrait, demy Svo. cloth, price 16>.

SPINOZA: his Life and Philosophy.

By FKKDKKICK POLLOC K.

Demy Svo. cloth, [Trice l*1**.

A COMMENTARY on the BOOK of

JOB. With a Tranalatlon. By SAMUEL COX., l
of ' Salvntor Mundl,"The Oenesia of E\11,' *c.

Post Svo. cloth, price 7*. 6a*.

The HUMAN EACE, and other

Sermons. Preached At Cheltenham, Oxford, and Brigh
ton, by the Rev. FREDERICK W. ROBERTSON,
Incumbent of Trinity Chapel, Brighton.

SIXTEENTH EDITION.

SISTER DORA: a Biography. By

MARGARET LONSDALE. With Portrait, engraved on
Steel by C. H. Jeeus, and 1 Illustration. Crown 8vo.

cloth, 6».

Large crown Svo. cloth, price 7*. 6rf.

SISTER AUGUSTINE, Superior of

the 8l**ers of Charity at the 8t. Johannis Hospital at
Authorized Translation. [fm

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5*.

PICTURES from IRELAND in 1880.

By TERENCE IfcGRATU.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 7*. Qd.

COLLECTED SONNETS, OLD and

NEW. By CHARLES TENNYSON TURNER. With
Prefatory Poem by ALFRED TENNYSON. Also some
Marginal Notes bv S. T. COLERIDGE, and a Critical

Essay by JAMES 8PEDDING.

NEW EDITION, demy Svo. cloth, price 1Q». 6d.

A SHEAF GLEANED in FRENCH

FIELDS. By TOBT/ DUTT. With Photographic Por

trait.

C. Kegan Paul 4: Co. 1, Paternoster-square.
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"That delightful repository of forgotten lore,

Notes and Queries."

Edinburgh Review, October, 1880.

" Thatuseful resuscitant of dead knowledge, yclept

Notes and Queries, the antiquaries' newspaper."

Quarterly Review.

Every SATURDAY, 24 Paget, Price id. of all

Booktellcrt,

NOTES AND QUERIES:

A Medium of Intercommunication for Literary

Men, Artists, Antiquaries, Genealogists, &o.

" When found, make a note of."—Captain Cuttle.

THE FORTNIGHLY REVIEW,

For NOVEMBER.

POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS. By Herbert Spencer.

GREECE and the GRBEKB. By W. J. Stillman.

A LETTER from NEWPORT. By Frederic W. H. Myers.

EXPERIMENTS in PEASANT PROPRIETORSHIP. By M. O'Brien.

The FUTURE of SWITZERLAND. By Fritz Cunliffe-Owen.

AUTHORITY in the CHURCH of ENGLAND. By Orby Shipley, M.A.

A STORY of ANNEXATION in SOUTH AFRICA. By F. R. Statliam.

.TOMTNI, MOREAU, and VANDAMME. By C. F. Cromie.

The TRAGIC COMEDIANS. Chaps. 5-7. By George Meredith.

HOME and FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

CONTAINING EVERY WEEK AMUSING ARTICLES

ON SOME OF THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH

HISTORY,

Illustrated by Original Communications and

Inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY,

Including unpublished Correspondence of

eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected

with them.

BIBLIOGRAPHY,

More especially of English Authors, with

Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their

Works, and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous

Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK

LORE,

Preserving the fast-fading Relics of the old

Mythologies.

BALLADS and OLD POETRY,

With Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL SAYINGS,

Their Origan, Meaning, and Application.

PHILOLOGY,

Inclnding Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes

on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY AND HERALDRY,

Including Histories of Old Families, completion

of Pedigrees, kc.

SOUTH AMERICA. By Antonio Gallenga. 1 vol. demy 8vo.

with a Map. [Thit da/.

NEW NOYEL BY HAWLEY SMART.

SOCIAL SINNERS. By Hawley Smart. 3 vols, crown 8vo.

_ [Nat taetk.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF ' ABEL DRAKE'S WIFE.'

The TWO DREAMERS. By John Saunders. 3 vols. [7***

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF ' THE PARSON O' DUMFORD.'

The CLERK of PORTWICK. By George Manville Yens.

Chapman Sc Hall, Limited, 193, Piccadilly.
3 vols.

Published by John Francis, 20, Wellington-street,

Strand, W.C.

And may be had, by order, of all Booksellers and

Newsvendors.

EAGLE INSURANCE COMPANY,

70. PALL MALL.
For LIVB8 ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1807.

Accumulated Funds £l.<m.U7
Also a Hubscribed Capital of more than . . £1 ,600,000

Reports, rrovpectuan, and Forms mar be had at the Office, or from
any ul the Company's Agents, port free.

GBOltOE HUMPHUEY8, Actuary and Secretary

BONL'8 YEAH, 1880.

DELICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
X OFFICES—

70, Lombard-street. EC (Haul office) : and 57. Charing Cross, 8.W.
Established in the year 1787.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The next Bonne will be declared out of the Profits accrued up to

31st Ikxember next. All Policies effected on or before that date on the
" With iTofit ST'tem " will share In such Bonus.

s of PropteHl and Prn.pcrtuses will be sent at once
s, on nppliuillua to Hi-i.ekt C. Ti tian, Actuary and

NEW WORK BY MISS BIRD.

THIRD THOUSAND.—With Map and Illustrations, 2 vols, crown 8vo. 24s.

UNBEATEN TRACKS IN JAPAN:

TRAVELS OP A LADY IN THE INTERIOR OF JAPAN,

INCLUDING VISITS TO THE ABORIGINES OF YEZO AND THE SHRINES OF NIKKO AND ISE.

By ISABELLA BIRD.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

II.

THIRD EDITION.—A LADY'S LIFE in the R0QKY

MOUNTAINS. With IlluBtratlons, post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Also—III.

THIRD EDITION.—SIX MONTHS among the PALM

GROVES, CORAL REEFS, and VOLCANOES of the SANDWICH ISLANDS. With Illustrations, post Sto. 7».W-

" Of Miss Bird's fascinating and instructive volumes it. is impossible to speak in terms of too high praise. They folly

maintain the well-earned reputation of the author of * Six Months in the Sandwich Isles ' and * A Lady's Life In the
Mountains* as a traveller of the first order, and a graphic and picturesque writer. The title she has chosen for her new twok
is no misnomer. Pew foreigners, even of the stronger sex, would have had the courage and perseverance to (see «na
surmount the obstacles which a frail woman in ill health, accompanied only by a single native servant, encountered in her

cross-country wanderings. But Miss Bird is a born traveller, fearless, enthusiastic, patient, instructed* knowing «

\ ii ri.ni.,a >.»,- n/. MmmAnf. (lf fatiime or discomfort dishea
what as how to describe.

*. UUS 1U1SS .Dim IS I- Will , .««.»., - r
No peril daunts her, no prospect of fatigue or discomtort (

John Murray, Albemarle-street.

snenrtens or repels her."
Quarterly Review, October, 18W.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS.

FRESH COPIES are added daily of McCarthy's History of Our Own Times—Trevelyan's

of C. J. Fox—Miss Bird's Travels in Japan—New Guinea, by L. M. DAlbertis—and every other leading Book ol VM

See MUDIE'S LIBRARY CIRCULAR, for NOVEMBER.

Postagefree on application.

Life
New Season.

CHEAP AND SCARCE BOOKS.

CTVKVl ana SECOND-HAND COPIES are now on Sale of the Life of the Prm«

See MUDIE'S CLEARANCE CATALOGUE, for NOVEMBER.

Postagefree on application.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), NEW OXFORD-STREET.

CITY OFFICE-2, KING-STREET, CHEAPSIDE.
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THE UNITED LIBRARIES,

307, REGENT-STREET, NEAR LANGHAM-PLACE.

All the BEST BOOKS of the NEW SEASON are in CIRCULATION at the UNITED LIBRARIES, and

FRESH COPIES are ADDED DAILY.

REVISED TERMS FOR TOWS SUBSCRIBERS.—Four Volume* at one time. Two Guineas per annum, and Two

Volumes for every additional Guinea.
COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTIONS.—Nine Volumes for Three Guineas per annum, and Three Volumes for every additional

Guinea.
CATALOGUES of RECENT BOOKS postage free on application.

THE UNITED LIBRARIES, Thomas Rubskll, Manager, 307, Regent-street, W.

SMITH, ELDER <k CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

Now ready, royal 8vo. price 25j.

The POWER of SOUND. By Edmund Gurney, late Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge.

Now ready, crown 8vo. 10*. W.

The POETRY of ASTRONOMY. By Richard A. Proctor,

Author of 'The Borderland of Science/ 'Science Byway■.' Ac.

NEW NOVELS.

AT ALL THE LIBRARIES, in 2 vels. post 8vo.

MEHALAH : a Story of the Salt Marshes.

HOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF 'FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD.'

NOW READY AT ALL THE LIBRARIES,

THE TRUMPET MAJOR.

By THOMAS HARDY, Author of ' Far from the Madding Crowd,' kc.

3 vols, post 8TO.

London: SMITH, Eldbr & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

INDIA PAPER PROOF EDITION.

DALZIEL' S BIBLE GALLERY:

SIXTY-NINE ILLUSTRATIONS FROM

THE OLD TESTAMENT.

FROM ORIGINAL DRAWINGS BY

SIR FREDERICK LEIGHTON, P.R.A.

E. J. POINTER R.A.

H. H. ARMSTEAD, R.A.

F. MADOX BROWN.

F. SANDYS.

E. G. DALZIEL.

G. F. WATTS, R.A.

A. B. HOUGHTON.

E. ARMYTAGE, R.A.

F. R. PICKERSGILL, R.A.

E. BURNE JONES.

Fb. WALKER R.H.A.

T. DALZIEL.

HOLMAN HUNT.

AND

OTHERS.

Engraved by the BROTHERS DALZIEL, and Printed at their CAMDEN PRESS.

1,000 Copies, handsomely bound in vallum and leatherette

100 „ mounted on Hand-made Paper, in Portfolio

£5 5 0 per Copy.

10 10 0

)H05NIX FIRE OFFICE, Lombard-street
and CHARING CKOS8. LONDON —Established 17SJ.

Prompt and I.tlx'ml LoM S^lttcmenu.
Insurance, euecled in all pans of the World.

JOHN 1. BROOMFlEm, "

PROSPECTUS.

This India Paper Proof Edition, a large portion of which has already been sold for

America, is limited to the above numbers. As soon as a certain number of Copies have been

sold in England, the price will be advanced.

Messrs. Dalzeel have been engaged on this Series of Bible Illustrations for many years ;

all the Drawings were made expressly for them, and have never before been published.

The Work is now ready for delivery.

J^OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,
And may be Provided against by m Policy of ths

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY.
The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Compur.

Right Hon. Lord KINNAIRD, Chairman.
Subscribed Capital. 1.000,0001. Moderate Premiums

Bonos allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing-.
A fixed mm in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance

In the event of Injury.
ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local Arena, or 64.

Corahlll. London. WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

THE ANGLO- EGYPTIAN BANKING COM

PANY (Limited).
CAPITAL PAID VP, 1,900.0001. ; RESERVE FUND, lOO.OOOf.

HEAD OFFICE: 27, CLEMKNT'8-LANE, LONDON. E C.

Branches : Alexandria, Cairo, and Larnaca (Cyprus).

This Bank trxnaaets every description of Banking
■rants Letters of Credit, ami affords

■ in Egypt,

ccedlng to Egypt and the Nile.
Ti, Clement s-lane, E C

facilities to Travellers pro-■ 'lA, Sc
O. FOA

rpiE LONDON DECORATING COMPANY,

LIMITED.

London: GEORGE ROUTLEDGE Sc SONS.

Capital. 100,000... divided Into 30,000 Shares of R, each, of which 10.000
Shares are offered at par—payable, 11. on application, and U. 10*. on

allotment.

DIRECTORS.
The Right Honourable Lord WALLSCOURT, J. P. D.L., Ac., Ardfry,

Oranmore, and Travellers' Club, London.
A.N. KHERSON. Esq., D.L..late Chief Superintendent. British Division,

International Exhibition, Army and Navy Club, London.

J. N. FA7.AKERLEY. Esq., J. P., Powys Lodge, Folkestone, and
Travellers' Club, Loudon.

MANAGING DIRECTOR
C. LANGDON DAVIES, Esq. (successor to Szerelmey), 28, Martin s-Ianc,

Cannon-street, London, sod Kemslng, Sevenoaks.
(Tlie Shareholders have power to add Four Directors.)

SCIENTIFIC ADVISER.
WILLIAM CROOKES, Esq.. FR8., 7, Keualngto

London, W.

ART SUPERINTENDENT.
WALTERCRANE, Esq., Beaumont Lodge, Shepherd's I

BANKERS.
London: City, The IMPERIAL BANK. Lothburv ; West End. Messrs.
HERH1KS, FAKUUHAK A CO.. 16. St. James l-street. Piccadilly, W.

Manchester: The MANCHESTER and KALPORD BANK.

SOLICITORS.
Messrs. LEWIN ft CO., 32, Sou thampi m-street. Strand, W C.

AUDITORS.
Messrs FREDK. B. SMART ft CO , chartered Accountants, S3, Cannou-

n. KC.

SECRETARY.
Mr. THOMAS GRANVILLE JAGGS.

OFFICES.

FACTORIES.
FANONIA CHEMICAL WORKS.

FORD STEAM MILLS,
liermondsey. London ; and FLAT-

ARRIDOED moSPSCTl'S.

This Company is established to combine the Business of Contractors
for all kinds of Decorating and Painting with that of Manufacturers of
the Materials employed, and to add aurh efficient Scientific and Artistic
supervision as thall secure compliance with the principles of SCIENCE
ART, and HEALTH.

Its work, designed by Its own Artists, and executed by Its own Work
men, with materials made in it* ow n Factories, will comprise the Artistic.
Decoration of Interiors with uninjurom materials calculated to protnute
health and facilitate cleanliness; the Waterproofing and l*reservutlon of
Masonry, and Its Exterior Decoration; the Preservation from rust of
Ironwork of all descriptions ; and Ecclesiastical Decoration of every
kind. '
The Company purchases as a going concern the old-established Psint

Manufacture of Sxerchney ft Co , paying a round sum of 6 .IMS', lor the
Factories, Machinery, Stock-in-Trade . ftc, standing at ti.rosV (the stock
leaving a further margin of NO per cent ). The exclusive right* to the
manufacture will be paid for by a Conditional Royalty only This being
a going concern, immediate profits will accrue, aud the CUi. ■<»,.- I
commence Bunnett at the present addrett the moment the Shuree are
allotted. The additional premises necessary for new department* will bu
Immediately secured, and Provincial Blanche* opened when desirable.
These manufactures show an average profit exceeding so per. cent. :

the work done by the Company will yield further large profits, aud it
would be easy to turn over the capital many times In a year.
The full payment of the Royalties on a property which has cost manr

thousands of pounds, and uf the remuneration to Directors and Salarie*
of Officers, are contingent on a minimum profit of 10 per cent, on the
Capital. The Directors, however, look for much larger Dividends, »mt
do not Intend to issue more than lo.au shares at par, reserving the
remainder for future Issue at a Premium.
No Promotion Fees will be paid.

'THE LONDON DECORATING COMPANY,
X LIMITED, will supply, In a really comprehensive and practical
manner, the great public need lor Artistic Decoration, scientifically
carried out at moderate cost.

rrHE LONDON DECORATING COMPANY,

X LIMITED.—The Manufactures of the Company are Used by the
ofF -

I^HE LONDON DECORATING COMPANY,
LIMITED.—The Manufactures of the Company are Used by the

frlncipal Railways In California, South America, Russia, India, England,
reload, Japan, ftc. See details accompanying Prospectus.

rTHE LONDON DECORATING COMPANY,

X LIMITED.—The Manufactures of the Company are Used by the
European Commission of the Danube, the Borneo Company, the ltahta
Steam Navigation Company, numerous Corporations. Gas, Wuter.
Steamship, and other Companies, and public bodies throughout the
world, further details of which accompany the PROSPECTUS, which
may he had free from the Office, a*, Martin's- Jane, Cannon-street,

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

Sold br all
s
TEEL PENS.
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"BURNISH your HOUSES or
A THROUGHOUT on

HOEDEK'S HIRE SYSTEM.
The Original, Beit, and mott Liberal.

Cash Price*.
Ho estra. charge for time gives.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particular* of terms, post free.
F. MOEDER, 348, 249. 250. Tottenham Court-road i and It). ». and L'l

Morwell-etreet. W.C. Established IM

Tf MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
• the above Premiaw hare recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

Cor the Furniture Trade, and now form one of the mott commodious

Warehouses in the metropolis.
Bed-room Suite*, from 01. f>> to 00 Guinea*.
Drawing-room Suite*, from 91. 9*. to 45 Guineas.
Dining-room Suite*, from "I. 7s. to 40 Guineas.

And ail other Goods in great variety.
F. MOEDER, 248, 249, 230, Tottenham Court-road : and 19, 20 and 21

Morwell-street, W.C. Established 1862.

JJEAL & SON.

BED-ROOM FURNITURE.

DINING-ROOM FURNITURE.

DRAWING-ROOM FURNITURE.

IF

!AL & SON, „.„ _
195 to 188, TOTTENHAM COUBT-KOAD. YT.

w

ILLIAM S. BUBTON, General Furnishing
Ironmonger, by appointment, to H.K.H. the Prince ot Wale.,

BENDS • CATALOGUE GRATIS Mid POST PAID.
onward, of 850 Illnatratlon. of his unrivalled Stock, will
,„ of Price, and plan, of the 30 targe Show-rooms,
.ru-strcel . 1, U. S. 3, and 4. Ncwman-strcet 1. 5, and 6,

i ' 1 i K'.,m.n.niTd London. \1

-ESTIMATBS FREE.

H .
sn o
20 0
10 0
20 13
lit 0
10 0
10 0

li 10
15 1U

NEXT WEEK WILL BE PUBLISHED,

ECHOES FROM THE COUNTIES.

In large crown 8vo. cloth, price 9*.

Bradbuby, Agnew & Co. 8, 9, 10, Bouverie-street, B.C.

THE NEW NOVEL BY MISS EUSSELL.

Now ready , at all Libraries, in 3 t '-• Now ready, at all ldbranee, in t«».

QUITE TRUE. By Dora Russell, Author of ' Foot-

prints In the Snow,' Ac. SECOND EDITION —Now ready, price U. boards; cloth gilt, 2*. 6d. (postage, id.),

The VICAR'S GOVERNESS. By Dora Russell,

Author of ' Footprints in the Snow, Ac" Undoubtedly a clever and well-written story. Miss Russell may fairly be congratulated on having written a book which contains a (rood ilea '

that is interesting, and indicate* a reserve of something still better."—Times.

London: J. & R. Maxwell, Milton House, Shoe-lane, E.C.

u

At 39, OxJord-*trc« ; 1, U. 2, 3, ai : n-« .i..-.
Perry's-place ; and 1, Newman-yard. .London. W.

FENDERS, FIBE-IEONS, STOVES, RANGES.&c
£. >. d. £. s. d

KEGIRTER STOVES from O »

CHINA-TILED ditto 3 8
DOG-STOVES „ 0 11
PKNDEKS. lironsed or Black 0 3
Ditto STEEL and ORMOLU 2 J
FENDEK FRAMES lor TILE HEARTHS .. „ 1
MARBLE ditto, ditto 2
I'lEKL'ED BRASS FENDERS 2
FIRE-IRONS. Set of Three 0 4
Ditto RESTS for TILE HEARTHS, per Fair. . .. 0 12

OAS and HOT-WATER WOKX.-E

JgEDSTEADS, BEDDING, and FURNITURE.

BEDSTEADS of Best Make only, from 10.. Go*.
REDDING of every description made, on the PremliM, and gua

ranteed of pure material,and good workmanship.
AMERICAN WALNUT machine-made CABINET FURNITURE.
Alaree stock of CHEAP, USEFUL, and SOUND FURNITURE

of the abore make on view at prices usually charged for ordinary

deal.FURNITURE for BED, DINING, and DRAWING ROOMS, and
erary article necessary for HOUSE FURNISHING.

EASY TERMS of PURCHASE.—Special Arrangements made by
WILLIAM 8. BURTON with reference to CREDIT, without In any way
altering the system of PLAIN FIGURES and FIXED PRICES, thus
retaining to the PURCHASER all the advantages of prices arranged for

NKTT CASH.
COLZA OIL,
KEHOSLNE,

Five

ILLIAM 8.

. . 2s. 10<f. per gallon.
.. Is. U.
.. Is. Sd.

BURTON.

ALLEN'S SOLID LEATHER

A PORTMANTEAUS.
ALLEN'S VICTORIA DRESSING BAG.

iSS5 S^t^ed^l^tTespatch box
ALLEN'S NEW CATALOGUE of S00 Article. Continental Travel-

S7,

APOLLINARIS WATER.
" Laurca donandue Apulllnari. ' '—lloract. Book iv. Ode 2.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1870.

ANNUAL SALE, 8,000,000.
APOLLINARIS COMPANY, Limited. 1», Regent-street. London, S.W.

/CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.—Nothing is so highly
\J appreciated asa Cose ofGRANT'S MORELLACHERRY BRANDY,
which can be ordered of any Wine Merchant, or direct of T. GRANT,'
Distillery. Maidstone (in. quality, as supplied to Her Majesty!
41's. per dozen nett ; Sportsman's special quality, 3US. per doseu Pre
payment required. Carriage free in England

1)

IN NE FORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profusion for over Forty Years have

■woriived oi Ihls Pure Solul on as the best remedy lor
KFinrn' of the stomach, hkahtiiuhn head-
A(HF GOUT and INDIGESTION, and as the safest
Aperient for mUeaieCoMUtuOons, Ladles, Children, and

Infants.
DINNEPORDS MAONE8IA.

RP'MARKABLE CURE (This Week) of

CLERGYMAN'S SORE THROAT;b, »«f™^

but m7ll".w t-JPned lo touch it until I ad* .sod him to try Dr. LOCOCh. b
WAFERS, and less than one box cured him

They laate pleasantly. I*rlce Is. lj<f

'HROAT IRRITATION.—Soreness and dryness,
tickling and Irritation, inducing cough and nftetlng the voice.

IliiHUiura uw

EPPS'S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.
nivcrrlne In these agreeable confections, being In proslmlty to the

Eon. * Co , llonm-opathic chemists, London.
A letter recelv-d :-" Gentlemen.- It mav. nerhaps Interest you to

.* ,£ a?ur an estended trUd. I have !oun<i your Glycerin. Ju'utH-s
!ule^Luera le benefit »uh or without medical treatment) In almost all
lorSS of throat They ...lien and dear the voice It, no caj.
•anTh« " any harm. Your, faithfully. Gordon Holmes 1, RC P.E.,
rinlor llyslclai to the Municipal Throat and Ear InflnMry.

Now ready, super-royal 8vo. cloth elegant, sunk centre, 12.

ENGLISH LAKE SCENERY:

A SERIES OF TWENTY-FOUR PLATES

IN THE HIGHEST STYLE OP COLOTJIt PRINTING, FEOJI DRAWINGS BY A. P. LYDON.

WITH DESCRIPTIVE LETTER-PRESS.

London: John Walker & Co. 96, Farringdon-street, E.C.

On LORD MA YOR'S DA Y (November 9 price One ShUling,

GRAND CHRISTMAS NUMBER

OP

LONDON SOCIETY,

CONTAINING

THE PIRATES DIAMONDS:

A TRUE STORY OF WONDERFUL LUCK;

AND

HOW WE GOT MARRIED.

RALPH DE BRUTON'S SWORD-HILT.

THAT TERRIBLE DENTIST.

MR. BLOSSOM'S CHRISTMAS PAETY.

SNOWED UP.

SANDY THE TINKER.

OUR HERO IN BLACK.

SEEN IN THE MIRROR

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY

Percy Macquoid, M. E. Edwards, A. W. Cooper, Adelaide Claston, D. H. Friston,

Miriam Kerns, &c.

Sampson Low, Mabston, SlABM. ■* RmNCTQH, 188, Fleet-street.
OAmrDvi' n'MT ,

NEXT WEEK will be published, SWITZERLAND:

its Scenery and its People, Pictorially Represented by eminent

Swiss and German Artists. With Historical and Descriptive

Text, based on the German of Dr. Gsell-Fels. Illustrated by

above 300 Engravings, printed in the text, and 60 Full-Pa^

Pictures, 16 of which will be in Tints. In 1 vol. large ^to.

liandsomely bound in cloth, gilt edges, price Two Guineas.

London : Blackie & Son, 49 and 50, Old Bailey

E
p P S'S

G
H

O C O L A T

E
S

S E N C E.

Product of a special refiniw

process. It is Chocolate devoided

of its over-richness and substan

tiality. Sugarless,and,when made,

of the consistence of Coffee. An

Afternoon Chocolate. Each packet

is labelled

JAMES EPPS & CO.

Homoeopathic Chemists, London.
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BUTTON, STANLEY & CO.'S

LAND, HOUSE, AND APAKTMENT " REGISTRATION OFFICE,"

NO. 1, GRAND HOTEL BUILDING

(FRONTING CHARING CROSS AND TRAFALGAR-SQUARE), LONDON.

NOTICE.

IMPORTANT to those having PROPERTY " FOR SALE," or HOUSES, <te., " TO LET."

BUTTON, STANLEY & CO. would announce to Estate Agents, Auctioneers, Solicitors, and others

having Property FOR SALE, or Houses and Apartments TO BE LET, that the First Number of their

"LAND, HOUSE, and APARTMENT INDEX"

■will be issued in November (other Editions each month hereafter), and Particulars of Property Registered

upon their Books will be inserted, under appropriate headings, FREE OF CHARGE, when said particulars

do not exceed forty words. Additional words will be charged One Halfpenny each for every monthly

insertion.

" THE INDEX" will be distributed gratuitously by Local Agents and the "Corps of Commissionaires"

at all of the Principal Hotels of the Metropolis, and throughout London and the Provinces.

CHARGE FOR REGISTRATION.

LAND, HOUSES, or APARTMENTS "FOE SALE" or "TO LET," with all the privilege of Qfce (a* enumerated in

PROSPECTUS), including an ADVERTISEMENT in " THE INDEX."

£. t. d.

ONE MONTH 0 2 0

THREE MONTHS 0 5 0

The above rates are inclusive, no Commission being charged for service* or assistance in the negotiation of Property registered.

For the sum of Ten Shillings we Register Houses or Estates uxtil Sold or Let (no Commission being charged), but, nevertheless,

under the express condition that the Owner thereof, or his Agent, shall during the first week of every mouth oommunicate with us by letter

(to avoid mistakes) so long as the said Property remains unsold or unlet ; failure so to do will be considered as an intimation that the

Property registered has been disposed of, and it will therefore be erased from our .Books, in order that applicants may not be misled, and thereby

put to trouble and expense in regard thereto.

This Special Registration Feo of 10*. include* the insertion of an Eighty-Word Advertisement in "The Ixbex " for three months without

extra charge.

Registration also entitles Patrons to have Photographs at our Office for Exhibition in Portfolios, we giving the Public, who may call

upon us, full and gratuitous information in regard thereto, and any Advertisement inserted in Newspapers regarding the Property Registered

may direct applicants to our Establishment for information. Patrons who do not wish their Name and Address given to the Public, can send

or receive communications through us incognito, and, when desired, may meet their Correspondents at our Office for consultation, or may have

their Correspondence directed to our care, and we will forward same, under seal, if requested, charging simply the cost of Postage and

Envelopes used therefor.

We desire to call the attention of Owners of Property to the importance of our Position as a means of communication with the best

portion of the British and Foreign Public.

It has been computed, by actual reckoning, that over One Hundred Thousand persons pass our door each day (we shall be glad to

demonstrate this fact, at any time, to the incredulous). It is admitted that these persons comprise the best portion of the British Public as

well as Foreigners from all portions of the world, owing, in part, to the Grand Hotel Building being in close proximity to the Charing Cross

and Metropolitan Railway (Stations, the National Gallery, principal Hotels, loading Club-Houses, Theatres, and Her Majesty's Opera-House ;

hence an Advertisement in our Index or the Newspapers calling attention to any particular Property registered upon our Books is likely to

attract the attention of those who would be interested, and naturally induce them (from the fact of our central position) to call on us for

information. The benefit arising therefrom will suggest itseB;.

Property other than Houses and Estates will be registered as for Sale or Exchange, if, on personal examination, we find the articles first

class and offered bond fide, at fair rates, and space will be allotted for the exhibition of same, if desirable. Particulars on application.

N.B.—Agents Wanted (LocalJ throughout London Suburban Districts and the Provinces. For particulars

address

BUTTON, STANLEY & CO. No. 1, Grand Hotel Building, London.
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MR D. CHEISTIE MURRAY'S NOVEL.

WILL BE AT THE LIBRARIES ON WEDNESDAY NEXT.

A LIFE'S ATONEMENT.

Three volumes, 31s. 6d.

The appearanoe o£ this powerfully-written novel in serial form in the

pages of Chamberit JourAal has already made a marked and favourable

impression.

' A Life's Atonement ' is Mr. Murray's first three-volume novel, and in it

he has attempted to blend romance with realism, as, according to his belie:

they blend in life. He has striven to avoid what is vulgarly called " sensa

tionalism," but he has chosen a stirring theme, and has told a story in which

there are large elements of terror and pathos.

MR D. CHRISTIE MURRAY'S NOVEL.

BOOKS FOE BOYS.

By JAMES F. COBB.

WORKMAN and SOLDIER: a Tale of Paris
Life daring the Siege and the Rale of the Commune. Br JAMBS
F. CORK, Author of ' Watchers oa the Longships," &c. Fully Illus
trated, cloth, 3s. ; or bevelled board*, gUt edges, 6s.

" The book li very usefully Illustrated."—Standard.
" It Is well written and well put together."—Timet.
"The whole tale li full of vivid Intentl.*'—Art Journal,
" The story Is told with spirit."—Truth.

The YOUNG
Peninsular War
J.
7«. fci.

By O. A. HENTY.

BUGLERS : a Tale of the
By O. A. HENTY. With 8 Full-page Pictures by

Plates of Battles. Large crown 8ro. cloth,

"An extremely valuable and accurate history of the great Duke's
Spanish (-ampalsa i and is told by Mr. Henty with a lucidity and sim
plicity which are beyond praise."— World.

" His military facts, dates, and places are all strictly accurate."
Times.

" One of the best boy's books of the jeax."—Graphic.
" Both entertaining and instructive."—Examiner.

By THB LATE W. H. O. KINGSTON.
Cloth elegant, 3*. ; or gilt edges, 3s 6d.

OUR SOLDIERS ; or, Anecdotes of the Cam

paign* and Gallant Deeds of the British Army during the Reign of
Her Majesty Queen Victoria. With Frontispiece.

"Worthy to be placed In a boy's hands."—Times.

OUR SAILORS; or, Anecdotes of the En

gagement* and Gallant Deeds of the British Navy during the Iteign
of Her Majesty Queen Victoria. With Frontispiece.

"Full of life and exciting descriptions of gallant deeds."
School Guardian.

Cloth elegant, 61. . or bevelled boards, gilt edges, 7*. 64.

The THREE MIDSHIPMEN. New Edition,
with 21 Page Illustrations by various Artists.

"A rattling sea story."—Daily Telegraph.

The THREE LIEUTENANTS; or, Naval
Life in the Nineteenth Century.

" WeU calculated to Interest boys."—Athenmvm.

The THREE COMMANDERS; or, Active
Service Afloat la Modern Days.

" Will be a fnvourite with boys."—Art Journal.

The THREE ADMIRALS, and the Adven-
turns of their Yonng Followers.

"A capital Btory of ad venture. "—Timet.

WILL WEATHERHELM; or, the Yarn of

an Old Sailor about his Early Life and Adventures.

"There Is not a dry page in the volume."—Asm*.

TRUE BLUE; or, the Life and Adventures

of a British Seaman of the Old School.

"As altycnture'as an egg Is fall of meat."— Vanity Fair.

Tnii MISSING SHIP; or, Notes from the
Log of the Ousel Galley.

" A moving tale or adventures by aea and land."—Saturday Rexirw.

HURRICANE HURRY; or, the Adventures

f u Naval Officer Afloat and on Shore during the American War of

BOOKS FOR GIRLS.

Miss Edwards has depleted, with her wonted quiet grace' and finish of
literary style, the characters, the surroundings, and the achievements ef
her subjects, without wasting space on matters which can have interest

A CHARMING PRESENT FOB A YOUNG LADY.

SIX LIFE STUDIES OF FAMOUS

WOMEN.

By M. BETHAM-EDWAHDS,

Author of * Kitty,' * Dr. Jacob,' ' A Year in Western
France,' Ac.

With 6 Portraits engraved on Steel, cloth, Is. M.

Contents.

Fernan Caballero (Spanish Novelist)—Alexandrine Tinne" (African
Explorer)—Caroline Herschel (Astronomer and Mathematician)—Marie
Pape—Carpantler (Educational Reformer)—Elizabeth Carter (Scholar)—
Matilda Betham (Litterateur and Artist).

"Quite worthy of her reputation....The book, is full of Information,
and is to be thoroughly recommended."—Graphic.

"A readable and Instructive collection of studies....The studies are
marked by care and neatness."—Mature.

1 The book is, to our thinking, a model of what biography should be.
aco and finish of
i achievements ef

....... ... _ . ,.„. . on iiutlwi i\ iiii:h
for only a tew readers."—Scotsman".

"Of the manner in which Miss Bethara-Edwards has dealt with the
half -dozen ' Life Studios ' she here puts forward, wo must speak, in terms
of unaffected praine. The writer gives us skilled and conscientious
workmanship.... Her style is excellent, her language that of pure and
vigorous English. "—Literary World.

"These figures make a delightful and noteworthy group, and the
sketch of their lives abounds with interest."—Daihj Chronicle.

" All who love books as Matilda Betham loved them, should certainly
read this book by her niece and godchild."—Notes and Queries.

KIND HEARTS.

By Mrs. J. F. B. FIBTH,

Author of * Sylvia's New Home," &c.

With Frontispiece, cloth, 65.

*#* New Volume in the M Stories for Daughters at Home "

Series.

"The Bowmans are very natural."—Athtnmum.

"A simple and wholesome story of English life.... Vary pleasant read
ing." '—Scotsman.

"The story Is well worked out, and Is full of Incident....Perfectly
healthy In tone.1'— Church Times.

" A pleasant story."— Nottingham Duly Guardian.

"A well written book, and although the plot is a familiar one, It is
very well utilized by Mrs. Firth."—Examiner.

"The story is well told throughout.-'— Pictorial World.

"The charm in 'Kind Hearts' lies in the unaffected, straightforward
way In which the story is developed. . . .There are not many love stories
more sweetly told."—Leeds Mercury.

"Written with ease and grace, the characters are interesting, and a
wholesome lesson may be learned from the story of their lives."

Daily Chronicle.

VERY GENTEEL.

By the AUTHOR of • Mrs. JERNINGHAM'S JOURNAL.'

Cloth, 6#.

*»* New Volume in the " Stories for Daughters atHome"
Series.

"A bright and unconventional style, a keen sense of fun, genuine
feeling, delight tnyountt life."—SI. James's Gazette.

"An entertaining and instructive hook ."—Graphic.

" It eminently dewrves to be reckoned among ' Stories for Daughters
at Home.' "—Saturday Review.

A very interesting Irish domestic story. ,. .Will nuke a capital' School Board Chronicle.

" Will be sure to afford amusement."—Daily Chronicle.

"There is no doubt about this being a lively and pleasant story.'

FORTHCOMING BOOKS.

BELLE'S PINK BOOTS. By Joanna H.

MATTHEWS, Author of the "Bessie Books." With JS Catoertd
Illustrations by Ida Waugh. Cloth elogant, 9$.

The GUESTS of FLOWERS : a Botanical
Sketch. By Mr,. MBETKERKE. With Prefatory Utter by Dr.
TKEODOHE KKRNEK. Cloth, aiuall Ito. 2t. «Vf.

The LETTER H, PAST, PRESENT, and

FUTURE: Rules for the Silent H, based on Contemporary Usage,
and an Appeal in behalf of WH. By ALF. LEACH. Cloth limp,
leap. Bvo. Is.

A WOODLAND IDYLL. By Miss Phoebe

ALLEN. It is dedicated to Principal Shairp.aad is an attempt to
represent allegorlcally the relative positions of Nature, Art, and
Science in our World. Cloth. [Iu the press.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED BOOKS.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION OF

The BIRD and INSECTS' POST-OFTICE.
By ROBERT BLOOMFIELD. Author of 'Rural Tales.' Ac 111s*-
tratcd with 35 Wood Engravings. Crown 4to. paper hoards, with
Chroiuo Side, 3s. 6ot . The 6s. Edition may still be had.

" The letters are entertaining A splendid gift-book.
" One of the pretti est books we have seen for a long tii

Chunk Asms.

LITTLE MARGARET'S RIDE to the ISLE
of WIOHT : or, the Wonderful Rocklng-Horse. By Mrs. FREDERICK.
BROWN. With 8 Illustrations in Chromo-lithograpciy by Helen S
Tatham. Crown 4to. cloth, 3s. 6d.

"A charming book for little children."—Chunh Times.

NIMPO'S TROUBLES. By Olive Thorne

MILLER.Author of ' Little Folks In Feather and For. ' Illustrated
by Mary Hallock and Sol. Eytlnge. Cloth, Zs. <W.

" A pleasant little story.... Interesting to young readers."—StoUmau.

MUDGE and HER CHICKS : a Story of

Children's Home Doings. By n I1ROTHER and SISTER. Cloth
elegant, with 15 Illustrations, 3s. 6d.

TWO ROSE TREES: the Adventures of
Twin Sisters. By Mrs. MINNIE DOUGLAS. With 10 Illustration*,
cloth elegant, 2s. (id.

" The book is sure to be a popular one, as It deserves to be."
Whitehall Rrtcw.

HILDA and HER DOLL. By E. C. Phillips.

Author of 'The Orphans, '
ctoth olegant, ?». 6d.

'Bunchy,' *c. With 14 Illu
[/•0«

The HOUSE on the BRIDGE, and other
TALES. By C. E. BOWEN. Author of ■ Am™, the BriaaixV
Crown «to. with 13 Illustrations by A. H. Collin., cloth, 2,.

"A more admirable gift-book could hardly be found."

GRIFFITH & FARRAN, West Corner St. Paul's Churchyard, London.

Editorial

/•WW

Printed by E. 1. Flunu,

for BCOTLAWD,

The Miter"—AdTartieemenu and BusinoM Letter, to " The PnfclMur "—at the Otaee, 20. TVellliurto»«treet, Strand, London, W.C.

Praia, Took'e-court, Chancery-lam, E.C. ; oad Pubhobed by Jean FaAjrcia, at No. JO, WaUlagtoa-etreet, Strand. W.C.

& Bradfute, and Mr. John Meniiee, Edinburgh r-lor Iauuxs, Mr. Jobs Bobenm, Dahlia -Saturday, Oototwr 30, 1880.
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PRICE

THKBBPBNOB

BEQISTHRED AS A NEWSPAPER

MINING. — ROYAL SCHOOL of MIXES,
JeTrariMtrrrt - Mr WAK.IXOTON W SMYTH. (1 ».«.».,

■wUl raMwin • tonne of SIXTY I.E0TIRX8 oo MINING. at Half-

P"a* TaMWw o'docl ri,n MONDAY NEXT, November Kth . to be con-
ttnoed at the una* Hoar on each Bueceedlu TneadBT. Tharadar. Friday,
mud Honda,, i tr fur ibe C'ourae, at. r W, KVDLBK. Keflatrar.

"IJOYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY, 22, Albemarle-
-i.* atrea*. W — MONDAY, Norember 1Mb. Four ra. ITofoawr
NiiMHIi WILLIAMS, D.C.L. C.I.K, wUl read • llper Ob Indian
"rnriatlc Ketormen.' W. 8. W. VAtJiTibC. RA 8,

SACRED HARMONIC SOCIETY. — Conductor,
Nr MICHAEL CORTA -The FORTY NINTH 8BAXON will COM

MENCE ml At. Jimni Hall oa FRIDAY. December 3, wltb Reel-
moTvn'B Mm la C. Mradruaohn - laud, mob.' and ' CbrUtoa '

Hnlam|ifii« fur *<-r!*. of Nine Cuoceru. ft MM-, X| and 3 Oulneaj each.
mtmmm Kruwrtia now read?

oftVc 7, Johnalrw t. AuPlphl Open from Ten till Fire o'clock.

ROYAL ALRERT HALL CHORAL SOCIETY.
I-reaMrot- II R H Tor HIKE of IDINBVROH. K.O.

Conductor— Mr. BAHNBY —TENTH SEASON.
Ttnt CciBcrt. THI R8DAY. Noreniber 11. at I -hi JUDAS MAC-

CABKCS : Mua Anna Williams. Mia, Marion William.. Madame Mar?
CummUara. Mr. Edward Lloyd. Mr T. Haiuon. and stance Poll.

Prlcel: Kindle Tu-keu 7*. 64. 5m.. Am.. Sc., and la, Snbarrlptlon for
■eriea of Six Cunrene Ttck.u tran.fer.ble i. 33, . Mm.. 1H. , and 11m
Heata may bow be ..cared and I'ru.pectuaea obtained at the Royal

Albert Hall.
There are .till a few Vacant l« for rood Voire. In the Chora.

JUDAS MACCABEUS, with a MILITARY RAND
(Coldstream Guard., by perrabalon i. at the ROYAL ALBERT

HALL, oa THURSDAY. NoTcmber 11. at Klibt Hand and Chonu. I.UUU
—Admiealon. It.

MR. ERNEST PAUER will deliver SIX LEO
TTTtlW oo the HISTORY ol PIANOFORTE FLAYIXO la th*

l^tum Theatre <■( thu South Kensington Muwum. The Pint Lecture
will be given on FRIDAY. November 13th, at J 30 p i

Tickets Ijr Um Coirtr 10* . Schools, 7s. W ; Single Tlrk<
tu be itt-iJiiii.il of to- Hod .hi ! Rev Pui-cis Btmo, Hon
and at to* Catalogue Stall. South Kroslngton Museum.

PRACTICAL ZOOLOGY. — A COURSE (Two
Hays a Week from February to July > fnmmenrft. sfter (?hrl*tmas,

in IWeasarlANKF-STBRr. LABORATOltY. University College. Oower-
pjn 1 1 Foe. Four Guincu Inquire at the College.
The Ornml Course of Lectures on 7.<.>»\>fej and Comparative Anatomy

is continued during January, February, and March.

MR. ALFRED H. 8. TAYLOR begs to inform
thr rVrgy. Secretaries of Institutes, Proprietors of Schools, and

i.ihe-r- tli-t he I* r>repar«*d <i urtna: the coming season, to resume his
HI MOKO 1'J* aad DRAMATIC RP.AD1NGH Sp^-ial terms for chari
table object*.—Addreae 9. Essex-terrace, **'-»fcKTiTh

ARTHUR TOOTH & SON'S ANNUAL WINTER
EXHIBITION of High-claa, 1'ICTI HE.H by Brttllh and ForeUtn

ArtUH I" NOW OFEN at ». H.ymarket. opposite Hot Majtaty ■ Theatre
Atlmluion. One Mhillina, including Catalogae.

LALMA TADEMA, Bji.—The BATH (Strigles
• and fiponjrea>. Etched by PAL'I. RAJON. Ramarque Arttau'

l*n*)fi of thU majyulflrant Kichlna are now ready, and ran be Been at
L H LEFBVKK H OALLRKY. U, Kin* ■ itreet, St. Jamuei square
and particulara of l'rlcea ubtalned. Bach Copy bears the Autorraph of
b-Mh Arttau.

MR. SAMUEL PALMER.
OPENING the FOLD. U

SOCIETY. U\ N-w Kond-atreet
aorlety are now the eole PuMlthera
Wi.rts - The Earlj I'luuithniaii.' The IteUnian
Willow.'

A NEW ETCHING,
now publlshlna; by the FINR-ART
Fifty Remarque Proofs, a. U. The
in of the following of Mr. Palmer ■

' ChrUttaai,' ' Tha

MESSRS. LEONCE & MALLET.—Painting on
CHINA illarbotttne -The ACADRMY for LADIEH U NOW

Ol'KN —1, Langham Chambers, I'urtlsnd place.

FACSIMILES in COLOUR, produoed by the
ARUNDEL SOCIETY from tha OLD MASTERS, are Sold to tha

Public as well as to Members, at prices varying from 10«. to 48a., aad
Include the Works of (jlotto, Pra Angelico, Perncina, Andrea del Sarto,
Michael Anjrelo. Raphael, Ho)bain. Albert JJfirer, -kc.—Priced l.lsu]
with partii ulan of membership, will be sent, post free
.it -24. Old Bond-atreei. London. W.

WANTED, WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS by
the late Uavid Cm, Ik- Wint Copley Fielding. George Barrett

William Hunt. -THOMAS M LEAN Is desirous of PURCHASING
WOUKS by any of the sbore-named Artlatt.—Apply at 7, Haymarket.

LD CHINESE BRONZES.—Some fine Spbci-
0 MENS for SALE, porehoard direct from the Importer, a well-known
<'.>nnol»seur. Price moderate —Apply to Mr. Alls* Cottuiu, Art
Btudlo, 143, 1nremcss-terrace, W.

(V
,LD WEDGWOOD.—ADVERTISER wishes to

PURCHASE good SPECIMENS, at enrrent Talue, for Cash
Vawa. l.unu, nanues, and M«-dalliona only. State colour, slxe. con
dition, and marks —Address 0. W., at C. H. May * Co.'s General AdTer-
tlilng offlcea, 78, Gracechurch-atirct, Londoa.

PARE ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS, and DRAW-
-LV INOS, by the moat esteemed OLD MASTERS, may be obtained at
GEOUOE LOVE'S OLD PRINT SHOP, 81, BUNHILL-KOW, "
A CATALOG UE sent on receipt ot two penny postage

,V EsUblUhed abore Sixty Yean.

THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with erery

•eifsrd io the sab-st and moet cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R

THOMPSON. Studio. 43, George-street. Portinan-square, W.

(^.EMS and PRECIOUS STONES, Mounted, can
V* be PURCHASED at adTantageous prices.—Barcr-WaioaT. Mlne-
rnlotriM nnd Kiw-rt In Genu and 1*1-001008 Stones 90 Great Rusacll-
btrwi, Loudon, w.C.

T)E SIGNS for CHRISTMAS CARDS, *c—
- Being dealroui or purchutng genuine Works of Art, I Inrite
Artists to submit DESIGNS suitable for tbs purpose named. The price
is not so much an object aa to get really atrulag. good, and novel
subjects, In Flowers. Figure*, landscapes, Jta. All Designs submitted
will receive prompt attention, and, if not suitable, will be returned free.
BaajiH4ai> OtxcxDoarr, Publisher, AS, JewlB-etreet, EC.

SITUATION WANTED as AMANUEN8I8 or
tO Companion for Elderly Oentleman. by a Y0UNO MAN, thoroughly
Educated, first-class Header and Writer, and with knowledge of French.
-Address J H , gl, Camp-street. Lower Broughton, Manchester.

A GENTLEMAN, of considerable literary expe-
A rlence as an Editor and Author, wlanes aa APPOINTMENT as
RDITOR of a POLITICAL or LITERARY JOURNAL, or as UeTtslag
Editor of a Publishing Firm. A sum ot from 3.000.. to lo.uoot. might be
advanced so that a permanent Interest might be obtained. No corre
spondence except with principals —Address 4, Sheen Villas, Richmond-
hill. Surrey.

"\\r.\NTED, LITERARY WORK, by an ENGLISH
TT GENTLEMAN living In St Petersburg, and who. from a

Residence of some year*
the language,
any I>earned Society
Eai.ttxiurne.

I.TIUf. Ill 1-.. ICiniVIU|, -H1U "HV, '< »
s In the Country. Is thoroughly acquainted with
act SB Translator or Occasional Correspondent to
Address Axrsu.G 4 R Lavis, 71, Terminus Road,

A JOURNALIST, of twenty years' experience,
desires RE-ENOAG EMENT as SUB-EDITOR of a DAILY. Would

accept the Editorship of an established Weekly. Leader, Verbatim
Shorthand, and Descriptive Writer — Address Dblta. Messrs. Adams ft
Francis, Advertlslag Agents, JO, Fleet-street. B.C.

w
ANTED, a

letter, to the
Charing Criw.. W.C

i Rood REPORTER. — Apply, by
Pali Malt OtnwttM Offlee, 3, Northamberland^treet.

ANTED, a well-educated YOUTH, of decided
LiUrarr ability, with knowledge of Bhortnand.—Send full par

ticular, and •peclmena to V.. Oothle Villa, Woodland.. Ialeworta.
w

AN OXFORD (JRADUATE (aaeaical Honours)
wUhea for I.ITKHAKY or POLITICAL WOKK on a Liberal

J-iiirnol Mixlerate raUrj Ailtlrra.il w N ..J Iluke-.trert, l'ortland-
ptaea, W.

THE PRESS. — A Practised JOURNALIST, of
wide experience, now engaged In London, hris time to supply One

or Two LEADING ARTICLES Weekly Politics Liberal Terms mode
rate —Address Lston-Waina, care of Messrs C. Mitchell ft Co., Red
I.ii.n-court, Fleet-street. E ('

TO NEWSPAPER PROPRIETORS.—The Adveh-
TISEK. who has had considerable experience on the London,

Colonial, and Provincial Prcsa. would be glad to hear of an APPOINT
MENT as Publisher, Manager, or Assistant-Manager of a Dallv, Weekly,
or other Paper Having knowledge of all departments of Newspaper
Work, could take entire charge of Weekly. No objection to going
Abroad —Address NcwsrArxa, care of May's Advertising Offices, 1W,
Piccadilly.

T ADIES and GENTLEMEN will find every
Xj comfort In the NEWS ROOMS, Reading and Writing
VICTORIA HOUSE. Catherine-street. Strand. London and <
Newspapers Filed Advertisement, Address, and Inquiry Office.

TO EDITORS of HIGH-CLASS PERIODICALS.
—For HALE, the MS. ot an Original and highly-attractive STORY

of IRISH LIFE, by an experienced Writer. — Address Dilt*,
Revenue Offices, Grantham, Lincolnshire.

IX) PROFESSORS of MUSIC — TO BE SOLD,
a Well-established aad high-class VOCAL and PIANOFORTE

CONNEXION In a populous Town of the North of England, from which
an Income of OWi. has been received.—Further particulars may be had
on application to Faanaaic H. Borer, Estate Agent, 4, Cook-street,
Liverpool.

w
HAT WILL THIS COST to PRINT ? The

'promptly supplied by FiTzatUHoNsft Sons, Steam Printers,
Careful work at moderate prices.Islington, N

c.

MITCHELL 4c CO., Agents for the Sale and
Purchase of Newspaper Property, beg to direct attention to the

following Announcements. Newspaper Properties for Disposal, both
In Lendon and the Province*.

c.

MITCHELL & CO. are favoured with instruc
tions for INVESTMENTS from Clients for mims varying from fiOOi.

to .,000.., either for Partnership or for the Purchase of lit
Properties. All communications strictly confidential.

C MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to ARRANGE
• a PARTNERSHIP la a LIBERAL WEEKLY (Provincial;

PAPER. Capital required 1,0001. Excellent opportunity for a

C,
MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to DIS-

• POSE of the COPYRIGHT aDd PLA^T of a SCOTCH WEEKLY
NEWSPAPER. In a Border County. Jobbing Business attached. IVice

MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
! of Newspaper Properties, undertake Vi"

ie, Inreatlgatiotu, and Audit of Acconni

12 and 13, Red Lion-court, Fleet-street, E C.

HIGH-CLASS INSTRUCTION for LADIES and
GENTLEMEN, in connexion with the Dilettante Club, 7, Argyll-

street, Regent-street —The following PROFESSORS have been elected
by the Committee to represent the Club :—Mr. Isidore de Lara, Singing-
Mr. Isidore de Holla, Singing and Harmony—Dr. N. Hefneraann.F.R.G S.
F.R. Hist. Soc , German ; Political Economy—M. Henry Logl, Piano and
Harmony—Mr. George Neville, Acting and htage Preparation—Mr. Harry
St. Mau'r, Voice Production ; Elocution; Acting—Mr. Albert Tisettl,

sas, at the Club.

QUEEN'S COLLEGES, IRELAND.—The
PROFESSORSHIP of LATIN In the Queen's College. Galway,

being now VACANT, Candidates for that Office are requested to forward
their testimonials to the Under-Secretary. Dublin Castle, oa or before
the 13th day of NOVEMBER, 1WU. In order that the same may be sub
mitted to His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant.
The Candidate who may be selected for the above Profeesorahlp will

have to enter upon his duties forthwith.
Dublin Castle, 28th October, 1880.

taiTRATFORD-ON-AVON.—TRINITY COLLEGE
tO SCHOOL —The Warden, RICHARD F. CURRY, M A. Is assisted
by Seven Resident Graduate Masters. Special attention paid to Modern
Languaji
boys.
slum. Five*
Waanaw.

n. RICHARD
» Masters. Bpt

wig!-.. Classical and Modern Sides
Exhibitions to the Universities. Large

Courts, Ac. Terms, Fifty and Sixty Guineas —Apply to the

MARYBOROUGH GRAMMAR SCHOOL,
QUEENSLAND, Australia —Applications bv letter, accompanied

by testimonials, for the Appointment of HEAD MASTER to the above
School will be received by the Bncnn.aT to the Board of Trustees, at
his Office, HeIsam's Buildings, Kent-street, Maryborough, Queensland,
until MONDAY. February 28, 1881. Salary, 300.. a rear, with a Slx-
r.i'inntl Residence w it bin the School G rounds i Gas and Water laid on)
Similar Applications for the Appointment of SECOND MASTER, at a

Salary of 3AM. a year, without Residence, will be received at thu same
lime and place.
No Clerk In Holy Orders or Public Minuter of Religion will be eligible

for either Appointment.
School Duties will begin about August. 1881.
A Copy of the School Regulations, as approved by the Queensland

Government may be inspected and further information obtained on
plication at the Offices of the Agent-General for the Colony, 22, Charingiipphc

Cross,

A
PUBLIC-SCHOOL and UNIVERSITY MAN,
Classical Medallist, experienced In Paper-Work, desires to COACH,

by Correspondence, for all Examinations, in thorough Classics, French,
and German. Resident some years in France and Germany. High
references. Resident Pupils received. Twelve Guineas per Month.—
Coach, S, Albemarle-creacent, Scarborough.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
Ml, OXJX>RD^TREBT, LOXDON, W.C.

AUTOTYPE represents Permanent Photographic
Printing by several distinct Processes :—

FIRST —PIOMENT PRINTING, under Swan ft Johnson's Patents —
The Photographic image la built up of Carbon, Charcoal, and other
permanent pigments. These materials permit a wide range of Mono-
chromic expression Itctures copied up to a feet by 3 fet-t Autotype
Art Is known throughout Europe; its productions are absolutely Per
manent.
SECOND -COLLOTYPE, or FHOTOGRAPHY in the

PRESS.—A Process perfected by tbe Company, and adapted for

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS.

This Process Is employed by tbe Trustees of tbe British Mui
graphical. Numtematlcal, Archu-ologlcal , and other Le-rned |
and by the leading Publishers In London and Paris. It aff'irUa tbe fol
lowing advantages: —The ItinU direct on the paper, with suitable
margins, ready for binding i the Fac-simile character of the results p the
cht-apnc** for Editions of 250. 000, ftc.
THIHD -WOODBURYTYPE. or RELIEF PRINTING, in which a

iber of Prints —This Process is cheap,
rs'and Manufacturers" samples, and

; High Lights or vignettes

Matrix yields a large nu
well adapted fur Portraits, Eng
subjects of continuous gradation. Where pure
are required the Process Is unsuitable. W oodburytypes require mount-
Ins;. Woodburytype forms an addendum to the more Important Collutype
Process, and enables the Company to execute Orders by the o
suited to the particular Work.

For terms and Specimens spply to the Majiaoik.

THE AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY
displays a noble COLLECTION of COPIES of the OLD MASTERS,

selected from the principal Art-Galleries nnd Museums of Europe,
among which may be enumerated :— IB Examples after Fra Angelico,
2<) llurtolummeo, 30 Corregglo. 57 DUrer. 20 Holbein. 179 M. Augelo,
14U Raphael, 2U Rubens. 14 I VI Sarto. K Titian, 35 Da Vinci, ate.
Examples after Poynter, R.A , Meissotinier, Rossetti, Corot, Bume-

Jones, De Neaville, Shields, Cattermole, Elmore, Rowbutnam, Care
Thomas, ftc. Pictures Cleaned. Restored, and Framed.
NEW CATALOGUE, price tW. free by post ; Gratis to Purchasers.

To adorn at little cost the Walls of Home with Artistic Masterpieces,
Visit the AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY, 531. Oxford-street. W.C.

Director of Works, J. R. SAW VER.
•, W. 8. BIRD.

ANEW CATALOGUE of RARE BOOKS,
TRACTS, Old Historical Papers, Literarv Curiosities. Scarce Views.

Portraits. Ancient Maps, ftc . Is NOW READ. . and sent free per return
* H. Fekxell, 14, lied Lion-Ipt of address "and two stamps -

i, Red Lion-square, London. C

1^0 BUYERS of FINE BOOKS.—Will be ready
DECEMBER 1. a CATALOGUE of BOOKS (classified in three

divisions)—!. Choicely Bound Books ; 2. Finely Illustrated Books;
3. Books Published at High Prices, and now offered at Cheap Prices.
Forwsrded on receipt of one penny stamp.—Kuvt.hd Howkll, 26 and 28,
Church-street, Liverpool.

HARLE8 HUTT'8 CATALOGUE of IN-
_ TEl'.ESTINO and St'AKCE BOOKS, juit pabllahed. Tide NoUm

and Qiuriu, October 30th, and forwarded poat free on receipt of three
C1

Libraries Purchased for Immediate cash In Town and Conntry.

Clements Inn-gateway, Strand, London, W.C.

O1
,LD REVIEWS for SALE. — Contemporary,

1875 to '79 ; Nineteenth Century, 1877 to '79; Edinburgh. 1S67 to
."4, and 7ft and '79; Fortnightly. 1877 to 79, and Two or Three Years of

several others, oil in good condition.—Apply to SscarruiT or Riu.DnrQ
Soc i itt, Brigf.

IRELAND and the LAND QUESTION. — 50
Hook, and 110 lamphleu, thr- Occasional Collection of anlrlab Oeo-

FiftT Yean. ftfe. UK. -List for lnapecUon at Ko 1,
■eet, K.C.
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FOR SALE, THREE SETS, on large Plate
Paper, of PROOFS of NEW GLEANINGS from GLADSTONE

<now one of print), and the LIBERAL MIS-LEADERS i onlj Ten Seta
printed. Price One Guinaa per Sat of Twenty-night Piatt*.—Address
Ttpo, Messrs. Robertson ft Scott, Edinburgh.

AGGRAVATING LADIES; being a LIST of
WORKS published under the pseudonym of " A Lady," with Pre

liminary SuKfresttons on the Art of describing Books Bibliographical)?.
By the Author of the 1 Handbook of Fictitious Names.' Price is. OU.

Uuasitch, Id, Piccadilly.

THE AUTHOR of a successful DICTIONARY
of REFERENCE, the First Edition of which Is exhausted, is unable,

trom press of professions.! avocations, to give the time required lor a
Second Edition. He has been Twelve Years collecting the present maU;-

' a to sell, price One Hundred Guineas, including;
auO valuable Riotrrapbical and Bibliographicaltunny for a Literary Gentleman

Address, by letter only, Mr.

SBjMa opportunity I
good subject for
r. IUuh Thomas, 38 , W.C.

SCIENTIFIC PRESENTS. — In the Student's
'ELEMENTS of GEOLOGY,' by Lyell (1974), he says: — " As It

is Impossible to enable the reader to recognise rocks and minerals at
sight by the aid of verbal descriptions or figures, he will do well to
obtain a welt-arranged collection of specimens, such as mat be pro
cured from Mr. TENNANT (148, Strand), Teacher of Mineralogy at
King's College, London " These Collections are supplied on the following
terms, in plain Mahogany Cabinets :—

100 Specimens, in Cabinet, with 3 Trays £2 S 0
200 Specimens, in Cabinet, with 6 Trays 5 5 0
g00 Specimenii. In Cabinet, with B Drawers, 10 10 0
400 Specimens, in Cabinet, with l.t Drawers 21 0 0

More extensive Collections at 40 to 1,000 Guineas each.

Mr. Taxxairr gives Practical Instruction In Geology and Mineralogy
at 140, Strand. W.C.

yi<OLLNS, Violoncellos, Tenors, Bows, 4cc.

Fine COLLECTION, the Property of an Amateur, for SALE.

On View at EDWARD WITHERS', 24, WARDUUR-STRKET, LEI
CESTER-SQUARE I—

VIOLINS--! by Anton in* Etradlnarius ; 8 by Joseph Guornerius ;
4 by Nicholas Araatl; 3 by A. and H. A mat! , 1 by Carlo Bera;onzi ;
2 by J. B. Gnadagnlnl; 4 by Gagllano; 1 by Nicholas Lupot; 1 by
Ci run Cremona; 1 by Edward Withers; 3 by Jacob 8talnart 3 by
Sebastian Riots i 1 by Peter Wamsley i 1 by Tobin i 2 old French t

three-quarter French; 1 German; 2 Una old Violins, 2 Cases nod
3 Bows ; 7 Old English.

TENORS—1 by Nicholas Amati, finest specimen known ; 1 by J. B.
Guadwiuinl; 3 by W. Forater ; 1 by Edward Withers; 1 by Old Hill ,
I by Duke ; 2 fine old Tenors . 2 Old English.

TIOLONCELLOS—2 by Carlo Bergonsl ; 1 by A. and H. Amati;
1 by Gaspar da, Salo . 1 Italian , I by B. Banks . 1 by Kennedy ; 1 German ,
4 Old B&gliah.

; 2 Dodd YioUn Bows j several old Violin,i Bows; 2
■r Bows.

-2 Pernomos; 2 Guitars, very fine; 1 Harp Guitar;
1 Mandoline , 1 Zither \ 1 new mahogany VIdin Case.

For Information respecting the above apply to EDWARD WITHERS,
Violin, Violoncello, and Bow Maker, 24, WARDOLR-STREET, LEI
CESTER-8QCAHE, LONDON, W.

TO LET, LARGE STUDIO and TWO ROOMS;
(tood mtrance Suitable for Painter or Sculptor. Rent, bOt.—

Apply Mx. Bool, 86, Warwlca-etreet, Pimllco, 8.W.

X> ARTISTS.—TO LET, Unfurnished, a STUDIO
and Part of the House of a well-known Artist.—Applr first, by

—1 Stcdio, care of Mr. Badger, 49, Donwtrstreet, Baker-

TO ARTISTS.—FITZROY-SQUARE.—The Lbabk
for 7{ Years, at 121 per Annum, of One of the best Houses in this

Square (with Room suitable for Painting), nnd Stabling, TO BE HOLD.
Home Artistic Properties, and the whole or part of the handsome Furni
ture, would also be sold at a valuation, if required.—Apply at No. 1 ; or
to Mr. Cuu, House Agent, 8, New Carendish-street.

Salts bp Ruction

Portion of the extensive and valuable Library of WILLIAM
BRAGGE, Esq., F.S.A.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will BELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13, Wellinrton-

street. Strand, W.C, on WEDNESDAY. November 10, and Thrre Fol
lowing Days, at 1 o clock precisely, a PORTION of tho Extensive snd
valuable LIBRARY of WILLIAM BRAGOE.Esq., F8 A • comprism*
Early-printed Works, with woodcuts—splendid Books of Prints-impor-
Unit Manuscripts-Rare Bibles snd Liturgies-Publications adorned with
Emittriusand Standard Auihors In the English. French, Dutch German
Italian. Spanish, snd other Languages; including Alpnabeta, Liters;'
I'lutraetcns et Habitus Variorum Populorum, 4 vols., Manuscript with
valuable Drawings—Angelis Colecclou de Obrss relatlvas a la Hlstorla
del Rio de la Plata, 6 vols —Barcelona Privileges, Manuscript In the
(Vlaian Dialect- Ironick von Nurmberg, with numerous wixxicuts—
Escobar(Juatrocienlos Kespuestas. 2 vols.—Goya s Etchings—Hamilton's
Campi Phlegnci— Holtrop, Mooomens Typographiques dea l*avs-ltas —
Humphrey*. I Illuminated Books —Jones ■ Grammar of Onuuuent —
McKt-nney snd Hall's History of the Indian Tribes, 3 vols.—Mouradia
d'Ohsson. Empire Ottoman, l! vols large paper, with double set of plates,
unlettered proofs sod coloured, unique—Paris Klege Caricatures In
3 vols.—Perring s Pyramids of Gizch—Roberts's Sketches of the Holy
Land, the artist's own copy, Ac., both series, 4 vols.—Russell s Naval
Architecture, 3 vols.—WeigePs Anfange der Druckarkunst, 2 vols —
Westwoods Par-similes of Miniatures—Henres d'Anne de Bretagne.
3 voss., with beautiful 111aminations—Notes and Queries. 66 vols —
tSeboolcraft s Indian Tribes, 0 vols —Transactions of the Institution of
Naval Architects, 19 vols. Ac To which is added, a COLLECTION of
Important LITl'RGICAL and other MANL'SCRIITS, from the Cister
cian Abbey of Cbnumvalle, near Milan.

May be viewed two days prior, and Catalogues had : If by post, on
t of six stamps.

A valuable Collection of Paintings, part the Property of a Gen
tleman, removedfrom his residence at Liverpool.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their Hoase, 47, Lekaater-aquare. W C. on

MONDAY, November 8. at 1 o'clock, a valuable COLLECTION of

Hulme

PAINTINGS, consigned from Liverpool, the Property of a GENTLE
MAN, with another COLLECTION removed from Upper Uolloway i
comprising deatrabts Examples by

Tenlers
W illume
Wilson
Wynauts
ZofUay
Ac. Ac.

J. R Pyne
C. Leslie
MorlaDd
Morris, sen.
Mtiller Tassl
Nssvnyth

On view the Friday and Saturday preceding.

A large Cellar of choice Wtnes—Ports, Sherries,

Champagnes, &c.

"VfESSRS. PTJTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
-L*X AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C, on WED
NESDAY, November 10, at 2 o'clock precisely, a large CBLIAR of
choice WINES ; including pale and golden Sherries—fine Dessert Wines,
shipped by Duff Gordon, Cosens, Mackenzie, Ac.—fine vintage Ports,
mostly being old wines, in bottle, of the celebrated firm of Martinez A
Co.—rare Madeira, Clarets, still Hock and Burgundy, Perrier Jouet's,
and other first quality Champagnes—Port and Sherry in the wood—
30 boxes Havana Cigars,
The Wines may be tat

M1

on receipt o!

tasted the day prior to the Sale, and Catalogues

Library of the late Rev. Canon MILLER, D.D.,$c.

ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
. AUCTION, at tbair House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C, on

THURSDAY, November 11, and Following Day, at ten minutes pant
1 o'clock precisely, a COLLECTION of BOOKS, consisting chiefly of
HIGH-CLASS THEOLOGICAL WORKS, Including the LIBRARY of
the Rev. CANON MILLER, D.D., deceased, late vicar of Greenwich,
Canon of Rochester, Ac. ; comprising Clark's Theological Library—
S Augustine's Works, by Dods—The Speaker's Commentary on the Bible
—Smith's Dictionaries of the Bible, Christian Biography and Antiqui
ties, Ac.—Cambridge Shakespeare, by Clark and Glover—Alford a Greek
Testament—Wordsworth's Bible—Ante-Nlcene Christian Library—Pub
lications of the Calvin Translation Society, 61 vols.—Keil and Deiitzsch'a
Commentaries. 30 vols.—Parker's Glossary of Architecture—Shaw's
Dresses and Decorations—Tracts on the Gorham Controversy. 20 vols.—
Ruskln's Seven Lamps—Jenning s Landscape Annual, 10 vols.—Storer's
Antiquarian Itinerary, largest paper, 7 vols.—Commentaries on the
Bible—Mahogany and other Bookcases, Ac.

Catalogues on receipt of two stamps.

Scientific Property, Dissolving- View Apparatus, Sfc.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C, on MON

DAY, November 15. at 1 o'clock, SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS,
MICROSCOPES. TELESCOPES. Ac.—Dissolving-View ;
well-painted Slldoa, Plate, Jewellery, and Miscelli

Catalogues are preparing.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 4". Leicester-square, W.C. on TUES

DAY, November 16, and Following Day, at ten minutes past 1 o'clock
precisely, a valuable COLLECTION of HOOKS and MANUSCRIPTS ,
comprising Rare and Curious Works In English, French, and Italian—
Illuminated and other Manuscripts, by Nimou Vostre. Verard, Hardouin,
Godard, Plgouchet, Ac,, some on vellum—fine specimens of Early Typo
graphy, from the Presses of Mcntelln. Jensun, Martin Flach. Crcuszner,
and other Printers of the Fifteenth Century—a Series of Editions of La
Fontaine—Works of Rett f-de-la-Bretonno—Old Books Illustrated with
woodcuts—First Editions of Shelley, Keats. Byron, Browning, and other
Modern Poets—Shelley 's Queen Mab, wltli Ms. Notes by Mrs. Shelley-
numerous Works in superb Bindings, by Bedford, Bozeraln, Hardy,
Mennil, Bauzoonet, I«gascon, Simler, and other eminent Binders—
Books on the History and Theory of Engraving, Ac.—1.000 Drawings of
Plants by John Martin, executed for the Marquis of Bute—a Collection
of Plays by Authors not hitherto reprinted, Ac.

Catalogues on receipt of two stamps.

The Library of the late Venerable Archdeacon BLAND.
Durfiam.

MR. THOMAS WETHEREL, Silver-street, Dur
ham, will SELL by AUCTION, at the residence, The College,

Durham, on WKDNESDAY, November 17, and Two Following Davs,
the choice LIBRARY of the late Venerable Archdeacon BLAND, In
cluding Ancient and Modern Standard Literature ; consisting of Classical,
Theological, and Topographical Works—Strype's Memorials, Including
Lewis s Sequel, 15 vols, call—Chrysostorn i Opera, 17 vols, full morocco—
Delphin Classics, Vsjpy's, 190 vols, full calf—Pope's Works, 20 vols.—
Houteil's Monumental Brasses—Elgin Marbles—Noail and Lekeux's
Churches, 2 vols.—Stothard "s Monumental Effigies of Great Britain—
Skelton's Antiquities of Oxfordshire, 3 vols.—Blore's Monuments—
Ingram's Oxlord, 3 vols.—Bacon's Works, by Speddlng, 7 vols, true
calf, Ac.
Catalogues to be had at Mr Thomas Wetherel's Office, Silver-street,

Durham , or of Andrews A Co., or Proctor A Son, Booksellers, Durham ;
sixpence oach, post free.

Finn
'ant of the Pub
of Messrs. W. 7'EGG & CO.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Rooms, 115. Chancery lane, W.C, on WEDNESDAY,

November 10. and Two Following Days, at 1 o'clock, the ENTIRE
STOCK and PLANT of the PUBLICATIONS of Messrs. WM, TEGG A
CO,, Publishers, of Panera*-lane, Cheapdde . comprising 300 Dr. Adam
Clarke's Commentary ou the Bible, 6 vols, (sells St. St.), and the Stereo
Plates^—tSD Doddridge's Expositor (10*. 6d )—880 Cruden's Concordance
(7s. 64.). and the Stereo Plates—4A0 Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History
(Kt. M j. and the Stereos—Fuller's Church History, 9 vols, crown 8ro.,
the Stereos—lO Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy (8s. 6A), and the
Stereos—375 Lavater's Physiognomy (I2s.), and the Stereos—the Stereos
and Woodcuts of Hone's Popular Works, 4 vols.—500 Christopher Tad-
poie(3s. Sd). and the Stereos—800 Parley's Universal History (5*.), and
the Stereos of this and other of Parley's Books—the Stock and Stereos
of Tegg's School Series—24.000 vols. "

15.000 vols, of the Family Libi
of the Howltt Series, and the

Valuable Miscellaneous Books; Portrait of Charles Lamb, by
W. Hozlitt, and other Oil Paintings; Coloured Autotypes i->
frames; Choice Photographs by Frith; Autographs if

Artists, S(C.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Rooms, 115, Chancery-lane. W.C, on MONDAY, Novem

ber' 15, and Four Following Days, at 1 o'clock, valuable MISCELLa
NEOUS BOOKS; comprising Roberts'* Holy Land. Ac. 6 vols. Mta—
Cunova's Works, 2 vols, largest paper—Harlelan Miscellany, by Para,
10 vols.—Wllkio Gallery—Thomson's Portraits. India proofs, 3 vois.
law paper—Jennings's Landscape Annual, India proofs. 10 vola. l*nr-
paper—Lane's Arabian Nights, " -Fishet
T"roofs, 5 vols.—Lady Guest's Mablnogion.
Z vols.—Carlyle's Works. Library

Portrait Gallery-, ladsn
vols.—Fronde's Enjrtaad.

, Edition, 34 vola. hall-calf—Alison's
Europe. 14 vols. large paper—Knight's English Cyclopaedia, 22 vola.—a
Collection of Autographs and Franks in 2 vola —Fine OU Portrait afl
Charles Lamb, by W. Hazlitt—Cabinet Oil Paintings and Coloacvd
Autotypes. In frames—«bok» Photographs by Frith, and 2 hanrtaosrw

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, for
NOVEMBER, 1W0. Price 2s. 64.

LEGISLATION for IRELAND. By the Right Hon. Lord Sherorooke.

The SABBATH. By Professor Tyndall.

EVILS of COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS. By the Rev. A. R Gram
(late H.M. Inspector of Schools).

The PHILOSOPHY of CONSERVATISM. By W. H. Mallock.

FICTION : Fair and Foul. TV. By John RuskIn,
OUR NEW WHBATFIELDS at HOME By Major Hallett.

The GOVERNMENT of LONDON. By W. M. Torrena, M.P.

The CREEDS—OLD and NEW. II. By Frederic Harrison.

The WORKS of Sir HENRY TAYLOR. By H. G. Hewlett.

CORRUPTION. By Sydney C. !

Supervised by Professor Ha

C Kegan Paul A Co. Ixiadon.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE, for N
1880. No. DCCLXXXJ. price ?s. W.

Contents.

The PRIVATE SECRETARY. Part L

ARMY REFORM.

Dr. WORTLE S SCHOOL. Part VII.

A JEWISH RABBI in ROME. With a C
W. W. 8.

VOYAGES In the P. and 0. i 1

FROM AFRICA. By 1

The CLOSE of the AFFGHAN CAMPAIGN.

The UNLOADED REVOLVER—The DIPLOMACY of TANAT

Wi ilium Blackwood A Sons, Edinburgh and London.

N

Every Thursday Afternoon, price Sd.; post f

A T U

Tho Xumbtr for Thti Week comtowu

Pro! IIT-M.KY. F.K.S., ou the WORK of Ike
EXPEDITION.

Prof. QEIKIB on a MBW THEORY of VOLCANIC ACTION, explain
ing the GREAT LAVA-F1ELD6 ol NORTH WESTERN EUROPE.

An ACCOUNT of GRAHAM BELL'S PHOTOPHONB i with ipecial
Information and IUuattation. furnished by Proleator Graham beU.

REVIEWS of NEW BOOKS. — NOTES. - Tne PROCEEDINGS of

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES, Ac.

Office : 29, Bedford-afreet, Strand, W.C.

Ready, price iu . pott tree, 3JJ.

THE NOVEMBER NUMBER OF

E
u N.

1. EDUCATION at the CONO

1. ELEMENTARY TEACHERS ou t

3. PROFESSIONAL HONOURS.

i. The COLLEGE of PRECEPTORS' BILL.

S. NOTICES of BOOKS and MUSIC.
e. MONTHLY NOTES:—The t niY.-r.it CoUagiata and General

—Muaio—Literature—Science and Art.

7. CORRESPONDENCE.

8. OFFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, Ac.

London : SeU by W. Retvre. IU, Fiaet4treet, B.C. ; and by all Bank.

READERS OF FICTION,

BIOGRAPHY, HISTORY, TRAVEL, FRENCH AND GERMAN LITERATURE, AND WORKS OF

EVERY CLASS, ARE

INVITED TO INSPECT THE CLUB PREMISES

AND THE CIRCULATING LIBRARY

(WHICH CONTAISS A LARGE SELECTION OF VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC) OP

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY,

NEW BOND-STREET.

The following are a few of the advantages offered by the Grobvexor Gallkry I.iukakv :—

1. The Books asked for at once supplied.

2. TWO VOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS for ONE GUINEA a year.

3. THREE VOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS for ONE-and-a-HALF GUINEAS a year.

4. FOUR VOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS, delivered free, for TWO GUINEAS a year.

6. SIX VOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS, delivered free, together with the Use of the Club, for

T1UUX GUINEAS a year.

N.B.—Specially advantageous terms are quoted to Country Subscribers.

All information promptly supplied on application to Mr. CHARLES ALLEN,

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY (Limithb), NEW BOND-STREET, W.
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NEW BOOKS AND NEW EDITIONS.

By the Bishop of RANGOON.

PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS of BRITISH BURMA. By the Right Rev.

J H.TITCUMB. D P. »ro. papar board*, cloth tut, Is. M.

By the Bishop of £ASTO.V, U.S.A.

STUDIES in the CHURCH ; being Letters to an Old-Fashioned Layman. By
the Right R*r. H. C. LAY, D D. l9mo cloth bar*. 2* td.

By Canon DANIEL.

The PRAYER-BOOK: its History, Language, and Contents. By the Rev.
■VAN DANIEL, Sf .A. Principal of thfl National Society'! Training College, Hattenea. Crows Iro. cloth board*. 6f. [34mm Edition.

" Thi* r*ry excellent will bo of the utmost raloe to thoeo engaged la the Uucruetlon of adolt clutes, whether in Sunday aehooi, training
complete aad satis!

By tht

Th

the Ret. THOMAS FARRAR.

e CHRISTIAN MINISTRY: a

THOMAS FARRAR. R«rtor of Rt. Paul's. Outana. a
In the Faith,' Ac. Third and Enlarged Bdltloa Crown 8to c

1 satisfactory that we hare."—Guardian.

of Chnrch Doctrine.

1 Bishop of I
OS.

By the Rev.

By the Right Rev. William

By the Bishop of CALIFORNIA.

The DOUBLE WITNESS of the CHURCH.
INORAHAM XJP. D D. Crown Bto. doU baud*. &t. Raviaed by th* Author.

" Bishop Kip in an I Iw •■< I m ■■! High Cttirebmnn. . . -A romxwm of pariah moH bind on Blahop Kip's lecture* would be 1
Gardner ■ issue has been printed from the twenty second aditloa. The book has met an acknowledged want, and has been of good service

[CWH. Timtt.

With INTRODUCTION by the Bishop of CARLISLE.

HOLINESS to the LORD : the Character of the Christian Priest. Adapted
from the Preach of the Abb* DUBOIS, for the I s. of th* BasjLhra Clwgy. Crown -to cloth boards. 7s. u.

By the Right Rer. W. WALSHAM HOW, D.D^ Buhop of Bedford and Suffragan of London.

DAILY FAMILY PRAYER. Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, Is. 6d. Ninth Edition,
Revised and P.nlsrxed.
{A RUpennv Edition. In large type, cloth boards, is bow ready. This Volume will be found most suitable for parochial distribution, and is

the Cheapest Book of Family Prayers yet published ]

By the Rer. D. W. BARRETT, M.A.

LIFE and WORK among the NAVVIES. Illustrated. Crown 8vo. cloth boards,
3a. Ad [Serond Edttvm.

By the Rer. J. G. NORTON, il.A.

HEARTY SERVICES ; or, Revived Church Worship. Revised, with Additions.

Ctvwn Sro. cloth. Is. M. [aWrond aUifu*.

By the Rer. G. ROBERT WYNNE, A.M.

SPIRITUAL LIFE in its EARLIER STAGES. Five Lectures delivered in the
Parish Church, llolywood. Lent, 1*80. Fcap. ero. cloth board*, U. «d.

By the Rer. R. G. BOODLE, M..X.

The LIFE and LABOURS of WILLIAM TYRRELL, D.D., First Bishop of
Newcastle, NSW Crown Bra cloth board*, with Illuatratlona and Map*. [Jhorify.

By the Rer. PHILLIPS BROOKS

LECTURES on PREACHING. Fifth Thousand. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 4s.6d.

By Prebendary AINSLIE.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS on the ACTS of the APOSTLES. By the Rev.
A. C. AINSLIE, M A , Vicar of Henstridge. Fcap §ro. cloth boards. Is. [Aorfty.

This Volume contains Fifty-two Lessons, and Is uniform with Lessons on the Gospels, by the same Anther.

By the Rer. E. N. DUMDLETON, M.A.

PRAYERS and MEDITATIONS, for the Morning and Evening of Each Day
of th* Week. Chiefly In the Words of Hole Scripture. Fcap. 8ro. cloth. Is. 9d.

THE CHANGED CROSS SERIES.

The LAND of LIGHT. A new Transcript from the Rhythm of Bernard de
XORLAIX. With Outline Illustrations by H. i. A. Mile*. Sonar* lfttno cloth, berelled board*, Is. td. [Jmmtowt.

The CLOUD and the STAR. By the Hon Mrs. C. Hobart, Author ofthe ' Changed
Cross.' With Outline Illustrations by H. J. A. Mile*. Square lflmo. cloth, berelled board*, lilt edire*, Is. 6d.

LITTLE LAYS for LITTLE LIPS. With Outline Illustrations by H. J. A. Miles.
Square lOmo. cloth, berelled boards, flit edges, Is. M. ItytM Uttwa.

DEARE CHILDE. A Village Idyll. By the Rev. S. J. Stone, M.A., Vicar of St.
Paul's, Dnlston. With Outline Illustrations by II. J. A. Miles. Square lflmo. cloth, bevelled boards, Is. W.

The CHANGED CROSS. By the Hon. Mrs. C. Hobart, nee "N. P. W." With
Outline Illustrations by H. *T. A. Miles. Square Mmo. ctotti, bevelled boards, jritt edges, Is. <-t [SifhUm** Mmkn,

" The poem needs no praise, and the Illustrations art a poem In themselves."—S. 8. Ifisnwnssbr.

The KING in his BEAUTY. By Florence C. Armstrong. With Outline

Illustration* hy H. J. A Mil**. Square IDmo cloth, berelled boards, (lit edge*. U. W.

NEW BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.

GREAT BRITAIN for LITTLE BRITONS. By Mrs. Bulley. With upwards of
-<> Original Illustrations and Haps. This Volume Is Anecdotal and Geographical, and written specially lor very Young Children. Crown Hro.
extra cloth boards, Ss. fid [Shortiy.

UPS and DOWNS, ALL SMILES NO FROWNS. By F. J. Tilsley. A Volume

of Quaint Verses. With Numerous Colonred Illustrations on each pace, 4to. price Ss.

PICTURES and PRATTLE for the NURSERY. Upwards of 280 Full-Page

Illustrations, and Short Descriptive Letter-press. Coloured Frontispiece, extra cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 6s.; rasper boards, Ss. 6d.

CHATTERBOX ALBUM ofANIMALS. Upwards of 280 Full-Page Illustrations

by llarrlson Weir, W. H Boot. I*ercy htacquoid, and F. W. Key I. 4to. cloth extra, bevelled boards, paper boards, 3a. oat.

ROBIN and LINNET. By the Authors of 'Honor Bright,' &c. With Coloured
Illustrations by T. Pym. Square l«rao extra cloth boards, Is. Orf.

" Full of fresh and childlike incidents."— Chtireh Tims$.

WE are SEVEN : a Tale for Children. By Carolina Birley. With Coloured
Illustrations by T. Pym. Square lflmo extra cloth boards, la. 64.

" Delightfully quaint and true to life."— O'ttordtwi.

DOGGED JACK. By Frances Palmer, Author of 'True under Trial.' With

Full-Page Coloured Illustrations. Crown Svo doth boards.. 3s. est.

London: WELLS GARDNER, DARTON k CO. 2 Pat^oster-buildings.

of the Art-world published, and a very Rood one
t end Journalism.

Price Sd. , by post. 6±d.

1 NUMBER FOR NOVEMBER. OF

H E

185,

Ma X. ready November LI, price 6sT.

SCIENTIFIC BOLL.

i. i n riiODCcnoN.
J. BB8AY I. On the DIURNAL PERIODICITY.
3. GENERAL B1BLIOG1LAFHY on CLIMATE from 1485 to 1830.

Subscriptton price for Vol. I. "s. W., payable In advance to A. i
6, Kent Gardens, Ealing.

London: Bradbury, Agnew & Co. Bouvede-street.

KENSINGTON': a Monthlv Magazine, price
Sixpence. Edited by Mrs. LUTH ADAMS. The NOVEMBER

Number contains — 1. Aunt Hepsy's Foundling. Book III. Chapters
3 and 4. By the Editor.—3. A Dead Faith (Poem). By " M. L. B."—
3. The Ary»n Soul-I-and. Part 11. (concluded). Br w. K Sullivae,
Ph.D., President ol Queen • College. Cork —4. l^ri* in November. \H70.
By C. A. Gordon.—5. A Memory of the Commune. By F. W. Lelth-
Adams —«. To the Ideal fPoem). By "F. W. L. A."—7. Chtt-Chat :
Literary, Artistic, and Theatrical.

London: Cecil Brooks* Co.. 12, Catherine-street, Btraud Manchester:
John Heywood. Excelsior Works. Edinburgh : John Menzios <ft Co.,
12. Hanover-street. Aberdcetir John Avery <£ Co , NetherklrkgstC-
And ell Booksellers and Ballway Stalls.

COLOGNE and its INFLUENCE.—See the
BOILDRB. (44 , by post 4|d. ) t also for Views of the Monument in

Freiburg; Pudsey Mechanics Institute (with Plan); Residence near
Liverpool—Decorative Suggestions—Practical Architecture and the
Institute—the President s Address—Munich— Interference with Air—Sir

Art and English Example, &c.—4o, Cathcrine-

rVUK MUSICAL TIMES, for November, con-

X tain*:—Home Music-Worship—The Father of the Symphony—The
Great Composers: Spohr—Marchetti 's Opera. ' Don Giovanni d'Austria 1
—Leeds Musical Festival—Jacques Offenbach—Crystal Palace Concerts,

Hevlews, Foreign and Country News, *c. Price 3d. ; post free, id.—,4s., r *- ■

THE
tain

MUSICAL TIMES, for November, con-
Thus speakest the Lord of Hosts," Anthem "

by Dr. Btalaer. Prtoe, s

Ixmdon : Novello, 1
Uncen-strert, B.C.

ANEW NOVEL, onUtled BOUND by the LAW,
by ill* Author of ' !^>ral aofl Trnft ' and ' Mar ^trfax." *T . will- IU**r*. ElluaM * Co. ol 10, TTpeatroet.

NOVEL BY THB AUTHOR Ot ■JAHUg
VTIFK ■

MARJORY : a Study. By the Author of ' James
Qoraoa's WU*.'

1 Tft.Qnal UuerMtreot, London, W.C.

LATS and LEGENDS of ANCIENT GREECE.
Br JOHN STUART BLACKIB.

Professor of Or™* ta th* UairaraUr of Bdlnbargh.

Second Edition, fcap. Sro. fts.

1«P

Price Is. ; by post 13 stamps,

ONDON SMOKE and FOG. With some Ob-
• on tbe Country Parson s Grate, and other Modern Fire-

Author ol 'Our
By FREDK. EDW

Domestic Fireplace* '
EMWAKD8, Jun..

"aces/'A*^
em.

I^mdon : Lenrmsns, Green & Co

R

Just published, demy Bvo. price 12s. Gd.

OUND the WORLD in 124
Bjr It. TV. LBYLANU. F.K.O.8.
With Map and lUm

London : Hamilton, Adam* A Co. '

DAYS.

Price to Kubsoribera, 2*. fid. ; Noo-Subscribcra, At. Gd.

EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES of a
REPOKTElt. GlrlnK Twenty Years' experience on the Press,

showinr tbe Easiest and Surest Method of becoming an Efficient and
Rapid Phonojrntphlr Shorthand Writer, and containlns; valuable Hints
on all Branche* of Reporting. Amusing and Interesting 10 Members of
the Press, and Invaluable to Young Phonoxraphera and Tyros In the

Keportlng. Wrluei
Author of "The Rinpimtn *
Art of 1
' thor

it,' '

by FRANCIS J.

' (30.00U), i

a)*.. Market-street, Leicester.

J, LOCK,
an Bxpert

"^ALL Sc INGLIS'S NEW PUHLICATION8.

New EdttJaa. crow* Sro. cloth, 3*. Gd.

GEMS of GREAT AUTHORS; or, the Philosophy
of Ucadlna and Thinking. Selected by JOHN T1LLOTSON. With
Red LtneBoTder.

SEW HOOK by W. n. O. KINGSTON.—Ei. fcap. Sro. cl. gilt, 2».

NORMAN VALLEBT ; or, How to Overcome Evil
wish Good. With lb Ulastrationa

NBW WORK by A. L. O. B —Heap. 8vo. cloth gilt. 1*. ed.

LITTLE BULLETS from BATALA. With i Dius-

NEW SERIES ILLUSTRATING NATURAL I

Small fcap. Sro. 1M pp. cloth, each 1#.

WONDERS of the OCEAN. With 17 Blustrations.
By W. H. O. KINGSTON.

WONDERS of the MINES. With 13 Woodcuts.

By W. H. G. KINGSTON.

WONDERS of the VOLCANO. With 13
Hons. By ASCOTT R. HOPB.

1 25, Paternosi
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS.

Fresh Copies are added daily of McCarthy's History of our Own Times; Japan, by Miss

Bird, and by Sir E. J. Reed ; New Guinea, by L. M. D'Albertis ; Trevelyan's Life of C. J. Fox ;

Memoirs of Frances R. Havergal ; Guizot in Private Life ; Thoughts in My Garden, by Mortimer

Collins ; Kinglake's War in the Crimea, Vol. VI; Christie's Memoir of Etienne JDolet ; Life

of Sir Anthony Panizzi ; Life and Letters of Cicero, by G. E. Jeans ; Lady Eastlake's Sketch

of Mrs. Grote ; Faiths and Fashions, by Lady Violet Greville ; A Tramp Abroad, new edition;

Ephphatha, by Canon Farrar ; The Manifold Witness for Christ, by Canon Barry ; Sunshine

and Storm in the East, by Mrs. Brassey ; and every other Recent Work of General Interest.

SEE MUDIE'S LIBRARY CIRCULAR FOR NOVEMBER.

NEW EDITION NOW READY, POSTAGE FREE ON APPLICATION.

THE TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION TO MUDIE'S LIBRARY,

ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM AND UPWARDS,

Are the lowest on which it is possible to furnish

A CONSTANT SUCCESSION OF THE BEST NEW BOOKS.

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS AND UPWARDS,

For the Free Delivery of Books in every part of London.

BOXES AND PARCELS OF THE NEWEST BOOKS

Aro forwarded daily to Families and Book Societies in every part of the Country on the following liberal terms:—

FIFTEEN VOLUMES OF THE NEWEST BOOKS, FIVE GUINEAS PER ANNUM,

And Three Volumes for every additional Guinea.

THIRTY VOLUMES OF OLDER BOOKS, SIX GUINEAS PER ANNUM,

And Five Volumes for every additional Guinea.

CHEAP AND SCARCE BOOKS.

Clean Second-hand Copies are now on Sale of the Life of the Prince Consort, by Sir Theodore

Martin; Canon Farrar's St. Paul ; The Letters of Charles Dickens ; Memoirs of Dean Hook,

Bishop Selwyn, and Mrs. Tait ; and more tlian a Thousand other Works of General Interest.

SEE MUDIE'S CLEARANCE CATALOGUE FOR NOVEMBER.

NEW EDITION NOW READY, POSTAGE FREE ON APPLICATION.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (LIMITED), New Oxford-street.

CITY OFFICE: 2, KING-STREET, CHEAPSIDE.
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ON NOVEMBER 15th

Will be published, in super-royal quarto, price 31s. 6d.

Nearly 400 PICTURES, luxuriously printed on fine paper, in Red and Black,

"OUR P E O P L E,"

SKETCHED BY CHARLES KEENE.

FROM THE COLLECTION OF

"MR. P U N C H."

Is there anywhere a people so transparent as we are—or any race of men to whom the

truth about themselves is so much desired ? Do we keep any skeletons in our national

cupboards ? Do not we all tell tales of each other out of school ? Is it not our manner to

cleanse our soiled habits in the face of all the world ? Are we not always praying for the

gift to see ourselves as others see us ? Is not the critical profession the most successful now

adays ? Do we not delight to honour and put in our high places those who are our severest

censors ? And is not that critic the most admired amongst us who is the least merciful,—

who says the hardest things of us,—and who probes us even to our very marrow ?

Is not " Mr. Punch " our kindliest and wisest critic, and are not all " Our People " his

disciples ? Do we not sit humbly at his feet listening to his words of wisdom, and when

we have been naughty,—as even those of us who are the most virtuous will be sometimes,—

are we not ashamed at his reproof? And do we not devour with eagerness the pictures of

ourselves that he makes,—revealing all our absurdities, our weaknesses and vanities,—and

do we not hold them in our lasting remembrance ?

How many such pictures has our perennial friend made of us and for us altogether?

When our good Queen was young, and when as yet the plague of Exhibitions had not fallen

upon the land, withering up the dearest of our insular prejudices—did not Mr. Richard

Doyle, aided by the ingenious " Mr. Pips," exhibit to all the world the doings of Society in

those days, in a procession of pictures, marked all over with the chaste feeling and fine fancy

which were that artist's especial gifts ? And did we not, in the persons of our well-known

countrymen, Messrs. Brown, Jones, and Robinson, display our native graces and our school-

taught parlance to the eyes of a wondering continent, who could not understand and would

not appreciate them ? And did not, at a later day, that most genial critic and observant

artist, Mr. John Leech, give us a whole gallery of pictures, revealing us to ourselves with

such wonderful intelligence as to make us better acquainted with each other than ever we

were before, and for which we now hold him in our most affectionate memory ? And did not

Mr. George Du Maurier give us his collection of pictures last year, letting us into the secrets

of the very highest "Society," and making us acquainted even with Duchesses? What

luxurious houses that artist did introduce us to, to be sure, and what intensely respectable

company he made us keep !
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And now comes Mr. Charles Keene with his collection of pictures, and

shall we not give him also a hearty welcome ? His folk are people whom we

meet every day and know a good deal about already, but Mr. Keene knows

them much better than we do. And what is very nice, he knows all their

humorous points, and he does not scruple to make us the sharers in all his

knowledge. Let us enjoy the good tilings he provides, and as we turn over

the pages of his pictures, let us laugh and never be weary.

CONTENTS.

OUR PEOPLE.—AT HOME.

OUB PEOPLE.—STREET-LIFE.

OUR PEOPLE.—IN THE COUNTRY.

OUR PEOPLE.—TRAVELLING.

OUR PEOPLE.—PROFESSIONAL.

OUR PEOPLE.—OFFICIAL.

OUR PEOPLE.—m THE ARMY.

OUR PEOPLE.—ART AND ARTISTS.

OUR PEOPLE.—VOLUNTEERS.

OUR PEOPLE.—AT BUSINESS.

OUR PEOPLE.—DOMESTICS.

OUR PEOPLE.—WORKING FOLK.

OUR PEOPLE.—IN IRELAND.

OUR PEOPLE.—IN SCOTLAND.

&c. &c.

London : BRADBURY, AGNEW & CO. 8, 9, 10, Bouverie-street.
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GEOKGE BELL & SONS' STANMED PUBLICATIONS.

Enlarged Edition, S vols. 21. 12s. M.

History of Modern Europe, from the Taking of

Constantinople to the Establishment of the German Empire, a.d. 1153-1871. By

Dr. T. H. DYER.
Second Edition, much Enlarged,

A History of England during the Early and

MIDDLE AGES. By C. H. PEARSON, M.A., Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. In

2 vols. Vol. I. 8vo. li». Vol. II. to the Death of Edward I. 8vo. 11».

Imperial folio, Second Edition, 17. lis. 6(7.

Historical Maps of England during the First

THIRTEEN CENTURIES. With Explanatory Essays and Indices. By C. H.

PEARSON, M.A.

LIBRARY EDITION, with Portraits, Autographs, and Vignettes, 8 vols, large post 8vo.

7s. 6(7. each,

Lives of the Queens of England. From the Nor

man Conquest to the Reign of Queen Anne. By AGNES STRICKLAND. Also a

Cheaper Edition, in 6 vols. 5s. each.

An ABRIDGED EDITION. With Portrait of Matilda of Flanders. In 1 vol. crown

8vo. cloth, 6s. 6(7.

Illustrated with Plans and Wood Engravings taken from Photographs,

Ancient Athens: its History, Topography, and

Remains. By Dr. T. H. DYER. Super-royal 8vo. cloth, 17. 5s.

With nearly 300 Wood Engravings, a Large Map, and a Plan of the Forum,

Pompeii : its Buildings and Antiquities. Account

of the City, with full Description of the Remains and Recent Excavations ; and also
an Itinerary for Visitors. By T. H. DYER, LL.D. Fourth and Cheaper Edition.
Post 8vo. 7*. 6d.

With numerous Engravings, Maps, and Flans,

Rome and the Campagna: an Historical and

Topographical Description of the Site, Buildings, and Neighbourhood of Ancient
Rome. By K. BURN, M.A. Handsomely bound in cloth, Ito. 37. 3s.

With Illustrations, Maps, and Plans, demy 8vo. 10s. 6(7.

Old Rome : a Handbook of the Ruins of the

Ancient City and the Canpagna, for the Use of Travellers. By B. BURN, M.A.

With 495 Illustrations, including 14 Full-Page Inserted Plates, handsomely bound, cloth,

gilt edges, imperial Ito. 27. 12s. 6d.

Venice : its History, Art, Industries, and Modern

Life. By CHARLES YRIAHTE. Translated by F. BITWBLL.

BY THE LATE GEORGE LONG, M.A.

The Decline of the Roman Republic. 8vo. in

5 vols. lit. each.

Epictetus, the Discourses of. With the En-

cheiridion and Fragments. Translated, with Notes, a Life of Epictetus, a View of
his Philosophy, and Index. 5i,

Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, the Thoughts of.

Translated literally, with Kotos, Biographical Sketch. Introductory Essay on the
Philosophy, and Index. Revised Edition, 3s. Gd.

History of English Dramatic Poetry to the Time

of SHAKESPEARE, and ANNALS of the STAGE to the RESTORATION. By J.
PAYNE COLLIER, Esq., F.S.A. New Edition, Revised. Uniform with Mr. Collier's

Reprints. 3 vols. fcap. 4to. Roxburghe binding.

*,* The price of the Remaining Copies of this Work is now raised to 32. 10?. nett.

Addison's Works. With the Notes of Bishop

Hurd. A short Memoir, and a Portrait. 6 vols, at 3s. 6(7., sold separately.

Vol. 1. POEMS—POEMATA—DIALOGUES on MEDALS—REMARKS on ITALY.

2. TATLEK and SPECTATOR.

3. SPECTATOR.

4. SPECTATOR—GFARDIAN—LOVER-STATE of the WAR—TRIAL of COUNT

TARIFF—WHIG EXAMINER—FREEHOLDER.

5. FREEHOLDER-CHRISTIAN RELIGION—DRUMMER, or HAUNTED HOUSE
—VARIOUS SHORT PIECES hitherto unpublished—LETTERS.

6. LETTERS — POEMS — TRANSLATIONS — OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS — ADDI-
BONIANA.

Imperial Ito. 2 vols. 47. Is. each.

Notes on Irish Architecture. By the late Earl of

DUNRAVEN. Edited by MARGARET McNAIB STOKES, Lady-Associate of the
Scottish Society of Antiquaries. With very numerous fine Photographic Illustrations

and Wood Engravings.

With numerous Illustrations, imperial 8vo. 17. Is.

Early Christian Architecture in Ireland. By

MARGARET McNAIR STOKES, M.B.I.A.

A Handbook to the Coinage of Scotland. Giving

a Description nf every variety issued by the Scottish Mint in Gold, Silver, Billon, and
Copper, from Alexander I. to the cessation of the Mint under Anne. With an Intro
ductory Chapter on the Implements and Processes employed. By J. D. HOBERTSOX,
Member of the Numismatic Society of London. 4to. Roxburghe binding, 9s.

Sir Arthur Helps's Works, including :—

The LIFE of MR. BRASSEY. With Illustrations. Fifth Thou

sand. 10s. 6(7.

The LIFE of HERNANDO CORTES and the CONQUEST of

MEXICO. 2 vols. 16s.

The LIFE of COLUMBUS. Fourth Edition. 6*.

The LIFE of PIZARRO. With some Account of his Associates in

the Conquest of Peru. Second Edition. 6«.

The LIFE of LAS CASAS, the Apostle of the Indies. Third

Edition. 6*.

Boswell's Life of Johnson and Johnsoniana, in-

eluding his Tour to the Hebrides, Tour in Wales, Correspondence with Mrs. Thrale.
Edited, with numerous Additions, by J. W. CROKEB ; Revised and Enlarged under
the direction of J. WRIGHT. With Index, Autographs, Fac-similes, numerous Views
of Places, and Portraits of Persons mentioned in the Work. 5 vols, cloth, 20*.

Fly Leaves. A Volume of Humorous Verse. By

C. S. CALVEBLEY. Sixth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 8(7.

Verses and Translations. A Volume of Humorous

Vorse. By C. 8. CALVERLET. Fifth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 6».

Uniform with the Aldlne Edition of the British Poets,

Shakespeare's Dramatic Works. Edited by S. W.

SINGER. Witli a Life of the Poet by W. WATKISS LLOYD. Fcap. 8vo. 10 vols.

2ff. 6(7. each ; or in half-morocco, 5s.

Aldine Edition of the British Poets—The Editors

of the various Authors in this Series have in all cases endeavoured to make the Col
lections of Poems as complete as possible, and in many instances Copyright Poems are
to be found in these Editions which are not in any other. Each volume is carefully
edited, with Notes and a Memoir. A Portrait also is added in all cases where an
authentic ono is accessible. The Volumes are printed on toned paper, in fcap. 8vo.

sire, and neatly bound in cloth, price 5s. each (except Collins, 3*. 6(7.).

A CHEAP REPRINT of these in neat cloth, Is. 6(7. per volume, or the 52 vols, bound in

half-morocco, 9/. tU.

The following Poets are Included in the Series :—Akcnside, Beattie, Burns, Butler,
Chaucer, Churchill, Collins, Cowper, Dryden, Falconer, Goldsmith, Gray, Kirke
White, Milton, Parnell, Pope, Prior, Shakespeare, Spenser, Surrey, Swift, Thomson,

Wyatt, Young.

NEW SERIES of the ALDINE POETS. The following volumes have lately been

issued, price 5*. each :—

BLAKE — ROGERS'— CHATTEBTON, 2 vols.—CAMPBELL—KEATS—HERBERT-

RALEIGH, and'WOTTON.

Coventry Patmore's Poetical Works.

AMELIA, TAMERTON CHURCH TOWER, &c With Essay on

English Metrical Law. Post 8vo. cloth, 6s. ; Roxburghe, 7*.

The ANGEL in the HOUSE. Fifth Edition, post 8vo. cloth, 6*.

Roxburghe, Is.

The VICTORIES of LOYE. Fourth Edition. Fost 8vo. cloth, 6».

Roxburghe, 7s. •

The UNKNOWN EROS, I.—XLVI. Crown 8vo. cloth, 7s. U.

Roxburghe binding, 8*. 6(7.

UNIFORM EDITION, complete in 4 vols, post 8vo. Roxburghe, 28».

Florilegium Amantis : a Selection from Coventry

Patmore's Poems. Edited by R. GARNETT. Fcap. 8vo. 5». ; Roxburghe, 6«.

A Dictionary of Artists of the English School :

Painters, Sculptors, Architects, Engravers, and Ornamentists. With Notice* of their
Lives and Works. By SAMUEL REDGRAVE, Joint Author of 'A Century of Painters
of the English School.' Revised Edition, demy Svo. 16f.

The Art of Sketching from Nature. By P. H.

DELAMOTTE, Professor of Drawing at King's College, London. With 24 Woodcuts
and 25 Coloured Platos, arranged progressively, from Water-Colour Drawings by
Prout, E. W. Cooke, R.A., Girtin, Varley, De Wint, Birket Poster, G. Thomas, and

the Author. Imperial 4to. &. &.

Delamotte's Drawing Copies. Oblong imperial

Svo. 12s. ; sold also in Parts at Is. each.

This Yolumo contains 48 Outline and 43 Shaded Plates of Architecture, Trees, Figure*.
Fragments, Landscapes, Boats, and Sea-pieces. Drawn on Stone by Professor DELAMOTTE.

Third Edition, ent irely Revised, with Descriptions of all the Species hy the Editor,

Sowerby's English Botany. Containing a De-

Edited, nnd brought up toscription and Life-size Drawing of every British Plant,
tile present standard of scientific knowledge, by T. BOSYYEUv, r.
With Popular Descriptions by Mrs. LANK-ESTER. In 11 vols. 221. 9t. cloth.

Volumes sold separately; or, In 83 Parts, 6», each.

London : GEORGE BELL & SONS, 4, York-street, Coyent-garden.
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MARCUS WARD & CO., PUBLISHERS.

THREE POPULAR NOVELS AT ALL LIBRARIES.

Opinions of the Press on 'GRISEL EOMNEY.'

The IHudrnUd London Xeicl Mrs :—" A picture of rfal lite, uledamoa

In Two Volumes,

GRISEL ROMNEY.

! V

M. E. FRASEK-TYTLER.

Ia One Volume,

CROSS PURPOSES.

BY

CECILIA FLN0LAY.

In Two Volumes,

MATE

OF

THE JESSICA.

IIY

F. FRANKFORT MOORE.

The Standard uji •' A very Interesting D

The Hail* Xnc* mti :—"The itory U pretty, i
and charmintr litile tykrL Th<* deaerlpikm ot her first ball is e
Tbs whole ot ihe Komney interior Is good."

The Scotsman calls It "astudr of English apper-class social life....
fresh and pieasant marked by genuine refinement ul tnmtment and
•trie."
The St. Jnmest OatstU says:—"Plot full of Interest .narrative

ory told with purity and simplicity bright,

In Two Volumes,

id animated ;....stOTyti
,, and very nmlabk-."

The Academy says : — " Gracefully told;. ...the social sketches are
clever, and the two girl dgurt» both well drawn."

The Morning Advertiser tays:—"Told in very pure English, and with
infinite tenderness. . . .many of the descriptions are exceedingly skilfully

GRISEL ROMNEY.

M. E. FRASER-TYTLER.

Opinions of the Presi on 'CROSS PURPOSES.'

The I'.rai hir says :—" A peculiarly charming work , written with grace
and freshnt-tt full of Interest and though she has introduced many
characters, she has drawn them all to nature, and made them all gentle
men and women in the hlghx-st sense of the word."

The Academy says :—" The style Is agreeable, and some of the descrip
tions of the scenery of Auvergne are graphic and Interesting."

The Examiner says :—" There is genuine power and orltctnnltty both of
Invention and description manifested, ana the working of the 'Cross

In One Volume.

Else will win other hearts than Frank's,
la cast are worthy the companlonsl

while their story takes us into pleasant places graphically sketched."

Purposes 1 Is well led up to.
and those with whom her lot Is cast are worth;

The Scotsman says
tained to the close ..
< l<-:irne>ji i>f undine, i

, is untlagglngly sua-
on, as well as vigour and
B story: and a more truth-
young lady of the

time than is presented in her heroine, Els* Bertram, need not be i

'- The Glatgote lltrmld says :—" First to last the story shows signs of a
healthy, fresh view of life A pleasant picture of English home-life.
well grouped amidst the sunlight and the colour of a skilfully palntod
landscape."
The Whttthaii Review says :—" A love-story: and every one will hope

that Frank and Else were happy. Alice is really a well-drawn study of

CROSS PURPOSES.

CECILIA FINDLAY.

ppy

The World says :—" Bright and wholesome.

The Spectator says :—" It la
and natural fashion."

and the people talk in a lively

Opinions of the Press on 1 MATE of the JESSICA.1

The Morning Pott says :—" Exceptionally well written and Interesting.
. . . .Told In a dashing, hearty style, only too rare."

The (irapkic says:—"He has told his tale with much ct
with a spirit and animation that never flags for an instant.'
The '■■-■<, JVewfl calls it A book of stirring Incident never

tedious."

The S}>trtfitor aays :—" A dashing, delightful story of the sea ; full of all
the (harminjr Impossibilities, desperate villainies, hairbreadth escapes,
anffcllr Innocence, Incomparable bravery, dreadful suspense, subtle
■rhaaalng, and itmple upsetting of it all by the force of love, honesty,
and strength of purpose, which are associated with our earliest and
happlost recollections of ' the high seas ' and the heroism of piracy."

The Edinburgh Courant says :—"The adventures ot the stolen ship,
and the romance of the nrst mate and the passenger's daughter, who are
the hero and heroine of the story, are told with artistic power, which la
firmly sustained to the close."

In Two Volumes,

MATE

THE JESSICA.

BY

F. FRANKFORT MOORE.

JUST PUBLISHED.—Noiv ready at all Libraries, Ito. gilt edges, handsomely bound in cloth, price 21*.

TASMANIAN FRIENDS AND FOES,

FEATHERED, FURRED, AND FINNED.

By Mrs. LOUISA A. MEREDITH, Author of * My Home in Tasmania,' 'Some of my Bush Friends in Tasmania/ 'Our Island Home,' &c.

Illustrated by 8 Coloured Plates from Drawings by the Author, and numerous Woodcuts.

In this book the Author has gathered and woven Into connected sequence some of the most interesting incidents and observations which a residence of thirty-nine J6*™ m Tasman
has served to collect. Every adve nture narrated is strictly true, and the anecdotes of birds and animals are facts, set down simply from the experience of the Author and her family.

The Author confutes the statement generally accepted by Xaturallsta, that the Marsupials, in accordance with their low development of brain, show a low degree of intelligence,

the Preface she states i—

sedater manner ; but at the sound of an opening gate lie would quickly and warily rear him
self erect, and glance round, with his ever alert and mobile ears intently listening, and should
an unfamiliar step approach, lie invariably took flight, leaping away at racing speed to hide
himself amongst the shrubs. Here, surely, was evidence of clear discrimination.

My tame bandicoots, which used to*run up, like great mite, into the folds of my dress,

la

" I am fain to rejoice over those pages of my unpretending book, which I think will
ngaging and affectionate animals whose brief memoirs they <

or creep Into my sleeves, never attempted such familiarities wit h any other person ; and the
one which died would cry uneasily if any hands but my own touched it after it became sick.

" A great forest kangaroo, which long ago belonged to the wife of one of Mr. Meredith s
servants, always accompanied her everywhere, as a faithful dog would do, but never followed
any one else ; and the wombat attaches itself to particular persons w ith touching fidelity.

"My simple, truthful records relating to individuals of the marsupial tribes cannot
prove aught as to their conformation of brain, but may, I venture to believe, in some degree

vindicate them from the suspicion of stupidity or ingratitude.**

supply evidence that the engaging ana affectionate animals whose brief memoirs tbey_ con
tain were far from deficient In intelligence. The gentle usage and freedom they enjoyed
with us would very probably be more favourable to the manifestation of sense and attachment
than the dreary lives they would pass in large zoological collections, where the bestowal of a
daily dole of food might be all the kindly notice they would receive. The young brush kangaroo,
of which the longest account is given, showed most decided knowledge of, and preference
for, certain individuals. In a morning, before his breakfast of bread and milk was given to
him, he would follow me or the parlour-maid from place to place until we fed him ; but he
only so followed kj because no one else was in the habit of feeding him at that hour. In the
garden he hopped round and round in merry races with our sons (then children), seeming as
fond of the fun as they were, or with his little fore-paws took hold of one of my husband's
hand* or mine, licking them fondly, and evidently liking to pace the walks with us In our

*.* No more appropriate book as a presentfor young people could be desired.

JUST PUBLISHED—Nvw ready at all Libraries, price bs.

HOW THEY WERE CAUGHT IN A TRAP:

A TALE OF FRANCE IN 1802.

By ESME STUART, Author of ' Mimi,' ' The Good Old Days,' ' Master Trim's Charge,' &c.

With a Frontispiece introducing Napoleon L and another character in the Story. Price S».

The /Vforini World says :—" The story is thoroughly interesting, and though presumably_written for young people, we doubt not that very few older refers, having once taken ap the
book, will be inclined to part with it until they have finished reading the record of .r

The Sunday Timet says :— A charmingly*written tale.'
The Graphic says :—" Simply

Joyce and Patience Dacre's adventures during the troublesome times dealt with."

and unaffectedly written, the story is sure to please."

APPLICATION.MARCUS WARD $ CO.'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF NEW PUBLICATIONS POST FREE ON

67 and 68, CHANDOS-STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.; and ROYAL ULSTER WORKS, BELFAST.
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The Iron Gate, and other Poem*. By Oliver

"Wendell Holmes. (Boston, U.S., Hough

ton, Mi Win & Co.; London, Triibner & Co.)

Ultima Thule. By Henry Wadsworth Long

fellow. (Eoutledge & Sons.)

Of the fllLI choir which was supposed a

generation ago to make Boston almost as

musical as was Paris in the time of the

Fleiade two voices are yet heard. A thin

pamphlet from Mr. Longfellow, and a not

much thicker volume from Mr. Holmes,

come to prove that the song is not quite

hushed. When men have passed the limits

assigned by the Psalmist to human life, and

have seen most of their friends and contem

poraries fall off from them, it is natural

that their utterances should deal with regret

and loss. In one case, however, at least, the

voice of triumph prevails over that of wail

ing. Following the example of Erasmus,

who called his masterpioco ' Moriao En

comium,' Mr. Holmes might style his latest

work ' Encomium Senectutis.' Never before,

in fact, have the compensations, it may

almost be said the advantages, of age been

set before the world in so comforting a light.

Not a few of the poems now collected have

been written for anniversary commemora

tions, and most of them, if we may trust

our recollections, have been given to the

world in the Atlantic Monthly. The names

assigned the poems are not seldom indica

tive of their origin. Such titles as ' For

the Moore Centennial Celebration,' ' Wel-

como to the Chicago Commerciiil Club,'

'American Academy Centennial Celobration,'

and ' For Whittier's Seventieth Birthday '

are frequent, and seem to hint that poetry

flows loss freely and exacts a little tilting of

the barrel. Quite clear and sparkling is,

however, the stream, and the draught, if

it is not copious, is at least refreshing.

A strict application of canons would result

in placing Mr. Holmes's poems in the cate

gory of vert de tociete. So much the better

for vert de tociiti if this is done, sinco that

pleasant and popular form of literature can

boast nothing quite equal to the best of

these pieces. ' My Aviary ' is our favourite.

From his north window, overlooking the

river, the poet contemplates the birds :—

I see the solemn polls in council sitting

On some broad ice-floe, pondering long and late,

While overhead the home-bound ducks are flitting,

And leave the tardy conclave in debate,

Those weighty questions in their breasts revolving

Whose deeper meaning science never leams,

Till at some reverend elder's look dissolving,

The speechless senate silently adjourns.

Singularly graceful and charming is this,

and the last line is quite admirable. With

humour of a more marked type the poet,

after describing the proceedings of the gulls,

continues :—

Such is our gnll : a gentleman of leisure,

Less fleshed than feathered ; bagged yon 11 find

him such ;

His virtue silence ; his employment pleasure ;

Not bad to look at, and not good for much.

With a feeling akin to that of Burns he

describes the proceedings of the " cockney"

sportsmen, for America, it is sad to hear,

has such. This leads up to the termination

of the poem, which is in Mr. Holmes's

happiest vein :—

Shrewd is our bird ; not easy to outwit him !

Sharp is the outlook of those pin-head eyes ;

Still, he is mortal and a shot may hit him,

One cannot always miss him if he tries.

Look ! there s a young one, dreaming not of

danger ;

Sees a flat log come floating down the stream ;

Stares undismayed upon the harmless stranger ;

Ah I were all strangers harmless as they seem I

JJabet I a leaden shower his breast has shattered ;

Vainly he flutters, not again to rise ;

His soft white plumes along the waves are scattered ;

Helpless the wing that braved the tempest lies.

He sees his comrades high above him flying

To seek their nests among the island reeds ;

Strong is their flight ; all lonely he is lying

Washed by the crimsoned water as he bleeds.

0 Thou who carest for the falling sparrow,

Canst Thou the sinless sufferer's pang forget 1

Or is Thy dread account-book's page so narrow

Its one long column scores Thy creatures' debt .'

Poor gentle guest, by nature kindly cherished,

A world grows dark with thee in blinding death ;

One little gasp—thy universe has perished.

Wrecked by the idle thief who stole thy breath!

Is this the whole sod story of creation,

Lived by its breathing myriads o'er and o'er,—

One glimpse of day, then black annihilation,—

A sunlit passage to a sunless shore ?

Give back our faith, ye mystery-solving lynxes I

Robe us once more in heaven-aspiring creeds I

Happier was dreaming Egypt with her sphynxes,

The stony convent with its cross and beads !

How often gazing where a bird reposes.

Rocked on the wavelets, drifting with the tide,

1 lose myself in strange metempsychosis

And float a sea-fowl at a sea-fowl's side,

From rain, hail, snow in feathery mantle muffled,

Clear-eyed, strong-limbed, with keenest sense to

hear

My mate soft murmuring, who, with plumes un

ruffled,

Where'er I wander still is nestling near ;

The great blue hollow like a garment o'er me ;

Space all unmeasured, unrecorded time :

While seen with inward eye moves on before me

Thought's pictured train in wordless pantomime.

—A voice recalls me.—From my window turning

I find myself a plumeless biped still ;

No beak, no claws, no sign of wings discerning,—

In fact with nothing bird-Like but my quill.

So characteristic and so admirable is this

the length of the quotation will be excused.

This may not be very high work ; it is,

however, of a kind that appeals most

strongly to the most cultivated minds, and

has met with a success that a more serious

statement of the same truth might fail

to obtain. It is, of course, easy to find

in Wordsworth's fine sonnet commencing,

" The world is too much with us," a sug

gestion for one verse at least in the poem.

Like other poems the names of which

we have mentioned, ' The Iron Gate ' is

memorial. It was read on the occasion of

a breakfast given in the author's honour.

In this we find most distinctly advanced his

cheerful theories concerning age. Has not,

he inquires, -32sop shown him old age asking

the aid of Death, while " sad Ecclesiastes "

Sighs o'er the loosened cord, the broken bowl 1

To this query he responds :—

Yes, long, indeed, I 've known him at a distance,

And now my lifted door-latch shows him here ;

I take his shrivelled hand without resistance,

And find him smiling as his step draws near.

What though of gilded baubles he bereaves us.

Dear to the heart of youth, to manhood's prime ;

Think of the calm he brings, the wealth he leaves us,

The hoarded spoils, the legacies of time !

Altars once flaming, still with incense fragrant,

Passion's uneasy nurslings rocked asleep,

Hope's anchor faster, wild desire less vagrant,

Life's flow less noisy, but the stream how deep !

Still as the silver cord gets worn and slender,

Its lightened task-work tugs with lessening strain,

Hands get more helpful, voices, grown more tender,

Soothe with their softened tones the slumberous

brain,

Touth longs and manhood strives, but age re

members,

Sits by the raked-up ashes of the past,

Spreads its thin hands above the whitening embers

That warm its creeping life-blood till the last.

* * # *

But, O my gentle sisters, O my brothers,

These thick-sown snow-flakes hint of toil's release

These feebler pulses bid me leave to others

The tasks once welcome ; evening asks for peace.

Time claims his tribute ; silence now is golden ;

Let me not vex the too long suffering lyre ;

Though to your love untiring still beholden,

The curfew tells me—cover up the tire.

Few readers of the volume will quarrel

with Mr. Holmes for having forgotten his

own counsel and left his fire for a short time

uncovered. Another poem which puts the

same views in a light not less cheerful is

entitled 'The Archbishop and Gil Bias: a

Modernized Version.' In the verses which

deal with academy centennials and tho like

some of the references are of course incom

prehensible to Englishmen. From these,

however, passages of signal interest may be

detached. How pensive and how humorous

are the two verses which follow !—

Child of our children's children yet unborn,

When on this yellow page yon turn your eyes,

Where the brief record of this May-day morn

In phrase antique and faded letters lies,

How vague, how pale our flitting ghosts will rise

Yet in our veins the blood ran warm and red,

For us the fields were green, the skies were blue,

Though from our dost the spirit long has fled,

We lived, we loved, we toiled, we dreamed like

you.

Smiled at our sires and thought how much we

knew.

If it cannot add to its author's reputation,

this volume will at least consolidate and con

firm it.

' Ultima Thule ' will scarcely do the same

for Mr. Longfellow. The subjects of the

verses are occasionally similar to those in

' The Iron Gate,' acknowledgment of con

gratulations or gifts, a tribute to friends

who have died, and so forth. So inferior is,

however, the workmanship to that of Mr.

Longfellow's best days, that few, we imagine,

would on internal evidence ascribe the

work to him. Except the dedication and

the address to the late Bayard Taylor, there

is nothing in the volume that calls for notice.

In later poems Mr. Longfellow sinks to the

level of those minor minstrels who confuse

piety with poetry, and think rhyme is a

means of enforcing reason. It is difficult to
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understand how the man who gave us ' The

Golden Legend ' could subside into writing

' The Sifting of Peter.' Of this extraordi

nary poem the three opening stanzas may

be quoted :—

In St. Luke's Gospel we are told

How Peter in the days of old

Was sifted ;

And now, though ages intervene,

Sin is the same, while time and scene

Are shifted.

Satan desires us, great and small,

As wheat to sift us, and we all

Are tempted ;

Not one, however rich or great,

Is by his station or estate

Exempted.

No house so safely guarded is

But he, by some device of his,

Can enter ;

No heart hath armour so complete

But he can pierce with arrows fleet

Its centre.

Three sonnets which are included in the

volume are not happier in workmanship

than the remaining contents.

Primitive Folk -Moots ; or, Open-Air As

semblies in Britain. By George Laurence

Gomme, F.S.A. (Sampson Low & Co.)

Fanciful speculations have been indulged

in by many persons who might have been

better employed as to what would have

been the course of history had gunpowder

and the printing press been discovered a

thousand years before their time came. We

cannot tell, and it is a most useless expendi

ture of thought to make fancy pictures. Mr.

Gomme's book will, however, if we are not

much mistaken, lead some persons to waste

their energies in a very similar manner.

What would have been the effect on society

if the discoveries and speculations of Sir

Henry Maine, M. flmile de Laveleye, and

Mr. Gomme had been before the world

when Eousseau took the figment of the

" social contract " from the hands of the

lawyers and made of it a mighty political

force ? To such a question there can, of

course, be no answer given, but there is

little reason to doubt that the stream of pro

gress would have hollowed for itself very

different channels. Dr. Whewell has said

somewhere that the "social contract" was

perhaps a " convenient form for the ex

pression of moral truths." We are by no

means sure that he was correct, but, even

admitting that tho phrase and the idea it

contained were well adapted for use in the

conflicts of the moment, when men were for

the most part so densely ignorant of remote

political facts that any light in the great

darkness—a Jack-o'-lantern even—was

better than none, it is difficult not to believe

that the true origins of our social systems,

had they been known, might have softened

intellectual acrimony, and that, if the path

of reform or revolution had not been

smoothod in the moment of conflict, the

work of reconstruction would have been

rendered easier, and, in somo countries at

least, men would have built on a much more

stable foundation. It is necessary to affirm

this with earnestness because there is a wide

spread opinion abroad that investigations

such as those recorded by Mr. Gomme are

matters of antiquarian interest only, of which

it is of littlo consequeneo if tho governors

and the governed are alike ignorant.

That the village community is the earliest

form of political life to which it is possible to

trace back any of the races which now in

habit Europe is admitted by all persons who

are capable of using their reason on this

subject ; that it presupposes an earlier stage

or stages may be regarded as certain, but

there is no direct evidence for them, and it is

extremely improbable that, either here or

among savage races, facts should be dis

covered which will tend to throw anything

beyond the faintest glimmer of light on the

state of our forefathers before family rela

tionships were regarded, or before the

diverse households springing from a common

ancestor united themselves into a rude

political unity.

That village community life existed at

some time or other among all the various

offshoots of the Aryan stock may be received

as certain ; whether it was ever planted in

England, and if it was, to what extent and

by what races, is a point calling for investi

gations of extreme delicacy and difficulty.

Mr. Gomme has undertaken to demonstrate

that it was planted and did flourish here,

and after weighing the large amount of evi

dence which he has gathered from all kinds

of sources and all manner of places, we are

bound to say that we believe that he has

proved his case. Exceptions may be taken

to this or that point of detail, but there are

far too many lines converging on one point

for the argument to be appreciably weakened

if a few of the strands be broken.

At first sight it seems extremely unlikely

that the village community should have ex

isted here, at least since the Roman occu

pation, and one would have thought that

those hard masters would have stamped out

every sign of such a simple organization

long before their four hundred years of

rule were over. The next objection is also

serious. We know, or are almost cer

tain, that the village community existed in

the lands from which the people we have

been accustomed to call Saxons came, yet it

has been confidently assumed—and the

chronicles and contents of Teutonic barrows

seem to give some countenance to the con

clusion—that they came here rather as bands

of freebooters than as colonizing families.

If so, if there were no women and children

among them, or if these impedimenta accom

panied them but in small numbers, it is im

probable that they should have been in a

position to establish the institutions of home

on a foreign soil. To these objections must

be added another of no little weight. It is

this : although the Roman armies and offi

cials, and, as we suppose, also the greater

part of the colonists, had withdrawn from

the island, Roman influence, imperial and

ecclesiastical, had not become obsolete.

Romo, though the limits of her acknow

ledged dominion were curtailed, was still

the civil and spiritual mistress of the

Western world—the point to which men

looked for guidance, to heaven if thoy were

within the Christian fold, in secular matters

only if they were still worshippers of the

old gods, or had shaken themselves free

from their ancestral mythology without em

bracing the religion which Rome was teach

ing. Tho Papacy has been called " the

ghost of the deceased Roman Empire sitting

crowned upon the grave thereof." It would

be more accurate if the meaning of the

phrase were widened, so as to include

Roman influence as a whole, civil and eccle

siastical alike. This extended for ages over

Britain and the other lands which soonest

fell from her grasp, and even far away

into Scandinavia and Germany, where the

legions had never planted their eagles. It

is but just that the more weighty arguments

against Mr. Gomme's conclusions should be

indicated, for although he meets some of

them, it is a defect in this book that they

are not dealt with in detail.

The evidence on which Mr. Gomme relies

to prove his case is necessarily cumulative,

each little fact not being of much value in

itself till put in its right place among others.

Britain is a country which has under

gone many political and social changes, and

it was not to be expected that we should

find any direct living survival of the primi

tive village life. Had interest been awakened

in these matters before the days of the

great enclosures, it is probable that English

specimens might have been adduced which

would have compared in perfectness with

those of Russia and India. Even now, if

our manor court rolls and their customals

were printed, or even placed in some central

office where they might be consulted hy

scholars, it is likely that very much new

knowledge in confirmation of Mr. Gomme's

deductions would be forthcoming-. Re has

come upon one instance, that of the manor

of Pamber in Hampshire, where it would

seem the tenants have progressed or retro

gressed—we know not which word to use—

very little beyond the ancient limits. There,

instead of the head man of the village

having made his position hereditary, en

grossing unto himself the people's land

under the name of " the lord's waste," and

turning the same into a real estate, the

commonalty of the village have succeeded

in keeping him in his ancient, or very nearly

his ancient, position. Their court leet is

held in the open air, on a plot of ground

called Lady Mead, and there the lord of

the manor for the year is elected ; during

his term of office he has, like other lords

of manors, rights of sporting, and the un

claimed stray cattle which are found within

the limits of the franchise belong to him.

The elective character of the lord is, of

course, the most interesting point here ; but

the meeting of the court in the open air is

very noteworthy. On this latter subject

Mr. Gomme has been marvellously successful

in gathering information. Few people have

hitherto seen the importance of these old

open-air meetings, and those who have

known better, possessing no collection of

examples to which to refer, have been too

apt to think of them as of the rarest possible

occurrence—so rare, indeed, that it was safer

to put them down as local accidents rather

than as true cases of survival from a time

when the village, the hundred, the wapen

take, the riding, and the county were self-

governing communities, the men of which

Were in the habit of discussing their busi

ness, trying their criminals, and making

their laws sub dio. It is obvious that the

larger assemblies could not have found room

within any building existing in the early

time, but need of space will not account for

more than a small fraction of the British

examples which are here brought together,

nor for the many others which maybe found
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by those who 'will have the patience to

look for them in the chronicles and records

of our continental kinsmen. Thero was,

we may be sure, some reason, grounded

on the religion or superstition of the people,

which taught them that important public

business was transacted more sacredly under

the vault of heaven and in the eye of day

than when they were cabined within a

building made with hands. The dread of

spells may have been, and in some instances

undoubtedly was. another reason for delibe

rating in the open air. The well-known

account which Bede gives of the reception

of St. Augustine by King Ethelbert dis

tinctly tells us that tho king received the

missionaries out in the open, not in a

house, for fear lest if they practised

magic they might get the better of him.

It is but reasonable to accept this as

an explanation of many occurrences of a

like nature. Why magic was held to be

more potent under the cover of a roof than

out in the open is not, <eo far as we are

aware, capable of being explained beyond

reach of cavil. We think that the belief, or

rather group of beliefs, known as Animism

explains it. A part of the spirit of the man

enters into the building where he dwelt and

the things he has handled. Hence a house

or other building would be possessed by the

spirits of all who had dwelt there. If those

spirits were malignant they would, it was to

be dreaded, cast spells on the assembly; even

if not, the haunted place, from the fact of its

already being in the possession of spirits,

might more readily become the abode of

the malign dead or of evil beings which had

never been human. This explanation may

not be satisfactory, inasmuch as we have

no direct statement of it from the lips of a

believer, but it is in harmony with the

animistic way of viewing nature.

Among the numerous examples of open-

air meetings, many are extracted from early

charters. If the genuineness of some few

of these records may be justly called in

question, it in no way lessens their value as

evidence for this purpose, for tho forgers

would not have inserted the passages quoted

had they not thought that they would seem

to be a note of genuineness. A charter

which we have good reason for believing

authentic, granted by Edgar to the monks

of Ely, shows that tho fact of its being given

in the open was considered worthy of em

phatic notice. "Non clam in augulo, sed

sub divopalnm evidontissime," are the words

used. An Abingdon charter of a.d. 801,

which we have not observed in Mr. Gomme's

collection, contains the words, "Hocc autem

donatio in villa puplica firmata est et

peracta." We cannot doubt that this means

something more than the execution or

solemn reading of the c harter in tho " town

street." Some form of giving seisin was

no doubt gone through in the presence of

the assembled villagers. Secular meetings

in churches are but slightly noticed; they

certainly were not outdoor assembhes, but

they have an intimate connexion with the

subject, for the reason that the church was

in many instances built on or hard by the

spot where the parish moot was held, and

it is evident that as time went on the out

door assembly moved into the sacred build

ing. This was an intrusion which the eccle

siastical authorities resented. In Myrc's

' Instructions for Parish Priests ' we find

the following directions :—

lial and bares and suche play

Out of chyrcheyorde put a-way ;

Courte holdynge and suche maner chost

Out of seyntwary put thow most.

It is not certain whether " seyntwary "

here signifies church or churchyard. If, as

we suspect it does, it means the latter, it

would appear that open-air meetings in

churchyards were in the fifteenth century

sufficiently common for the clergy to be

warned against them.

We are somewhat surprised that nothing

is said about the old courts of Pie Powder,

whose function it was to give quick justice at

fairs. We believe that they were commonly

held in the open market.

Mr. Gomme is usually to be depended

upon when he ventures on an opinion of

his own, but those which he quotes from

others are sometimes wide of the mark.

It is to be regretted that he did not

sometimes add a word or two of caution

when it was necessary to reproduce doubtful

things. The passage in which many of the

place-names of England that begin with

" Eaven " are given is hopelessly wrong.

It is a matter nearly capable of proof that

by far the greater part of these places

take their name either from the bird

or from some personal cognomen. The

Anglo-Saxon raed and Keltic ribheann aro

in most of the instances given quite out

of the question. He is wrong in a great

degree, but not wholly, in another

matter. The name "Lady," in conjunc

tion with another word, as Lady Field,

Lady Hill, Lady Mead, is of common

occurrence in all parts of England. Mr.

Gomme would interpret this to mean Law-

Day, and holds that these places have been

places where folk-moots have been held.

This is in some instances the truo state of

the case, but in tho greater number we

believe that the places in question have

taken their name from the Blessed Virgin.

In almost all our churches sho had before

the Reformation a special altar, and many

of these altars were endowed with small

portions of land for supplying them with

lights. If Mr. Gommo pursues his studies

in the present direction, he will find several

other saints, Katherine, Ninian, and Helen,

for example, have had their names given to

natural objects.

MODERN GREECE.

Oreeet. By Lewis Sergeant. With Illus

trations. (Sampson Low & Co.)

Collection de Romans Grecs, en Langue Ful-

gairt et en Vers. By Spyridion P. Lam-

bros. (Paris, Maisonneuve & Co.)

Mr. Sergeant is a Philhellene, and takes

no troublo to disguise the fact. But if the

reader conclude from this admission that

his contribution to the series of works on

foreign countries edited by Mr. F. S. Pul

ling is a mere panegyric upon Greece he will

do the author an injustice. Mr. Sergeant

has striven, and striven successfully, to

present us with a true picture of modern

Greece, its people, political institutions, and

social condition. Whilst pointing with jus

tifiable satisfaction to the great advance in

material wealth which has taken place since

the emancipation from the Turkish yoke,

and dwelling with evident pleasure upon

the numerous educational institutions, he by

no means hides from his readers the shadows

which rest upon his picture. "Patriotism

in Greece," he says, " implies an ambition

for extended frontiers"; and we can glean

from his pages how this "ambition," not

altogether unjustifiable, seeing that a majo

rity of the Greeks still dwell outside the

pale of the existing kingdom, calls for the

maintenance of an army stronger than the

people can afford, embarrasses the finances,

and prevents the development of the re

sources which the country already possesses.

Nor is the author blind to the evils engen

dered by inordinate political ambition, and

to the corruption prevalent amongst poli

ticians. Much may be learned from Mr.

Sergeant's book, and even those who feel

no sympathy with Hellenic aspirations may

read it with advantage.

Prof. Lambros, of Athens, deserves the

thanks of his countrymen, and of Hellenic

students in general, for his careful editing

of mediaeval Greek works, and none of

his publications is likely to be more widely

interesting than this collection of four

metrical romances in the vulgar tongue.

The poems in question are ' The Love

Story of Kallimachos and Chrysorrhoe,'

'The most Beautiful Tale of Brave Di

gene,' ' The Choice Foreign Love Story of

the Wondrous Emperios and the Damsel

Margarona ' (i.e. Pierre and Maguelonne),

and ' The Consolatory Discourse of Dys-

tychia and Eutychia.' Tho history of the

manuscripts on which Prof. Lambros has

based his text is noteworthy. All four of

tho romances are published now for the first

time ; and as for ' Kallimachos and Chry

sorrhoe,' there is no evidence that the

uniquo codex in the Library of Leyden had

ever come into the hands of a scholar

between 1614 and 1876, when Prof. Lam

bros seems to havo set about the restoration

of the text. It is mentioned by the glossarist

Meursius in the second edition of his

' Glossarium Grajco-Barbarum,' at the former

date ; and succeeding references to the poem

are manifestly based on Meursius. The

late Dr. Wagner, in his ' Mediaeval Greek

Texts' (1870), expressed a doubt whether tho

work wero still in existence. But by good

hap tho present editor in 1876 came across

the title in tho rare catalogue of the Leyden

Library which is preserved in the Library of

Vienna ; and at Leyden, accordingly, he was

fortunate enough to find a manuscript in the

Scaliger collection, containing, in addition

to the romance now reproduced, that of

' Lybistros and Rhodamne.' It is assigned

by Prof. Lambros to tho sixteenth century,

and its caligraphy, with other internal evi

dence, points to the island of Cyprus as its

source.

The arguments of these romances, it need

scarcely be said, are not altogether new.

The third, as its title implies, is only a

Byzantine rendering of the French poem

of ' Pierre de Provence et la Belle Mague

lonne.' The story of Digene is almost

purely Greek, but it has come down to us

in various forms, and it has more claim than

any other to be considered the characteristic

epic of mediarval Greece. The exploits of

Basil Digene Akritas, a latter-day Achilles

and Hercules, have furnished the subjects

for a whole cycle of myths, and survive in
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turies read like a romance. After his death

he was worshipped as a saint, and hefore

the Reformation swept away the treasures

from our churches many beautiful and costly

objects were suspended around his tomb in

the minster. The spot where the archbishop

was beheaded was outside the walls, at a

place now called Scarcroft, but the old name

for which was Carr Croft—Car is the north-

country name for unenclosed land subject

to be flooded by water. A chapel was built

at the place where he was beheaded, but

this has long been swept away. Although

he was an object of much popular devotion,

Richard Scrope never received Papal canon

ization. It would be interesting to know

whether the Vatican archives contain any

memorial of application having been made

to the Pope that he should be added to the

list of saints.

Mr. Davies has given some curious notes

on the executions for high treason which

took place at York after the rebellion of 1 745.

He has suppressed most of the more horrible

details, but he gives enough for those who

know about what the high treason punish

ment was to fill up the picture. Two of the

traitors' heads were fixed upon spikes on the

top of Micklegate Bar. There they remained

until January, 1754, when William Arundel,

a York tailor, took them away. It is not

easy to comprehend what legal offence he

committed by doing so. It could hardly be

theft, and certainly was not high treason.

It appears, however, that it was considered

a. most horrible crime. The Duke of New

castle wrote a solemnly pompous letter to

the Lord Mayor on the occasion, in which

he speaks of this act as a " wicked, traitrous,

and outrageous proceeding." Arundel was

discovered, tried at the assizes, and sen

tenced to be imprisoned for two years. A

report of the case, if one exists, would be an

historical and legal curiosity.

We cannot give even the most cursory

glance at these pages without sharing Mr.

Davies's conclusion that much wanton mis

chief has been done to the old domestic

architecture of York without any adequate

plea. Pine old timber houses have been

swept away within our memory which were

as strong as on the day they were built.

Ecclesiastical objects have fared little better;

not to mention church restorations, the land

on which the Augustinian Priory stood has

been purchased as a building speculation,

and the result has been that every vestige

of it is now swept away. On Hob Moor is

a sepulchral statue which, from the arms

thereon, must have been intended to repre

sent one of the family of Roos. It has been

on the present spot from the year 1717, but

has certainly been taken out of some church,

probably that of one of the monastic founda

tions for which York was famous. It is now

called Long Hob, and Drake, the historian

of the city, is quoted in proof that it was

placed where it now is by the ' 1 pasture-

masters" who had the care of the moor.

We get occasional glances of the old civic

splendour which are not a little amusing.

Sir Arthur Ingram, of Temple Newsam and

of Hatfield near Doncaster, was one of the

richest men in the north in the early part

of the seventeenth century. A contemporary

account of a visit to his house is given, from

which it would seem that he lived in almost

royal splendour. His house and almost all

its contents have passed away for ever. The

"lively pictures" which his guest saw are

some of them probably at the present time

ornaments of the gallery at Temple Newsam.

NOVELS OF THE WEEK.

Sarah de Berenger. By Jean Ingelow.

3 vols. (Sampson Low & Co.)

Belles and Ringers. By Hawley Smart.

(Chapman & Hall.)

Adam and Eve. By Mrs. Parr. 3 vols.

(Bentley & Son.)

A Peal of Merry Belli. By Leopold Lewis.

3 vols. (Tinsley Brothers.)

Life'> Seven Ages. By Mrs. Hibbert-Ware.

3 vols. (Skeet.)

Mehalah. 2 vols. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

The Red Rag. By R. M. Jephson. 2 vols.

(Bentley & Son.)

Der BTeilige. By Conrad Ferdinand Meyer.

(Leipzig, Haessel.)

Miss Ingelow is a good story-teller, but

an indifferent novelist—that is to say, her

characters are possible and pleasing, her

incidents interesting, her conversations not

too unlike those which we hear from the less

commonplace of the people with whom we

come in contact ; in short, her books are not

unpleasant reading. But she has not learned

—probably never will learn—how to com

bine her materials so that every page may

have some bearing on the progress of the

story. She puts in threads which do not

go in any way towards the formation of the

fabric, pretty as they may be in themselves.

The general idea of her present story is

strange and pathetic, and, so far as we

know, original. For the advantage of her

daughters, a mother belonging to the work

ing class deliberately renounces her parent

age, and brings her children up under the

belief that she is their nurse. Chance puts

her, not with her own will, in a position where

she can have them brought up as young

ladies of good family, the family insisting,

in spite of the mother's somewhat ambiguous

disclaimers, on the relationship of the

children to them. Miss Sarah de Berenger,

who, oddly enough, gives the book its title,

is only important in so far as it is chiefly

owing to her obstinate persuasion of their

genuineness that the little cuckoos are im

ported into the nest of the De Berengers (a

purely English family, by the way), whose

name their mother has by the merest acci

dent chosen for them. There is a good deal

too much " temperance " business, and the

last chapters are made unnecessarily painful.

Moreover, it is always an objection to a

novel when, supposing all the events

narrated in it to be true, there are some

which could by no possibility have been

known to any one. This can only occur

when the person who holds the secret dies

without divulging it in the course of the

story; but when it does occur, as in the

present case, it forms a disagreeable re

minder to the reader that he is reading

fiction. Now this to your true novel-

reader means the loss of nearly all his

pleasure. We have one further remark to

make. This novel was, if we mistake not,

published in the United States several

months ago, but its publication in this

country has been delayed, apparently for no

other cause than to suit the convenience of

the proprietors of a popular magazine. Such

a proceeding shows little regard for the

reading public, and surely Miss Ingelow

should not have sanctioned it.

Mr. Smart's novelette is a lively story of

two pairs of lovers and the anxieties of a

match-making mamma. It is the slightest

and frothiest of social sketches, tinged a

little with the " horsey " tone which one

remembers in the author's earlier books,

and locally coloured in the manner current

in such haunts as Hurlingham and the Row,

Kensington mansions, and wealthy country

houses. A little of so limited a topic goes

a long way, but Mr. Smart knows when to

stop, and if there is nothing very edifying

in his theme, it is at any rate skilfully

handled, and the result is neither a libel

nor a burlesque. When an author knows

his ground, and refrains from cynicism or

exaggeration, it is not unwholesome that

the better side of conventional life should

sometimes be presented. The dramatis per

sona, though occasionally frivolous, are

straightforward, honest specimens of Eng

lish men and women of their class ; and even

Lady Mary and the intriguing old bachelor

Fansey have kind hearts beneath their

worldly crust of small diplomacy. The

heroines are well contrasted, and the denoH-

ment is as happy as befits a merry tale.

The author of ' Dorothy Fox ' has written

an old-world story, though not so archaic as

its title might be supposed to imply. Adam is

the stalwart son of a Cornish smuggler, and

his father's second in command, and Eve his

London cousin, whose rather delicate train

ing heightens the contrast between her and

the rough country kinsfolk among whom for

a time her lot is cost. It is her misfortune

to inspire with love two strong but dissimilar

characters,—the ardent uttachment of the

undisciplined seaman being rivalled by the

equally warm passion of Reuben May,

artisan and Methodist, the companion of her

girlhood in the City. On the effect of so

fierce an influence on two jealous natures

the author dilates with skill. The re

morse felt by both for the treacherous

part to which they are impelled by passion

is tragic enough, though to the smuggler

the pang is heightened by the sense of being

a traitor to his own family, and to the uni

versal sentiment of those to whom he is

bound by all his early training. Poor

Jerrem, whose life is forfeited on the in

formation of Reuben and Adam, is a simpler

and softer character, for whom one feels the

sort of sympathy that might be extended to

a savage or dumb animal suffering for some

cause it is unable to apprehend. But

Joan's unselfish attachment—wide enough

to embrace the rough old uncle, her simple-

minded lover, and her rival Eve, and yet

concentrated upon the rather domineer

ing hero who has no lover's response to

her affection—is the most pleasing subject

treated of. The uncouth, unlettered Cornish

" maiden" is the real heroine of the book.

Though prolix in parts, and sombre in its

conclusion, there is much food for medita

tion in the tale, but in sustained interest it

scarcely equals some previous works by the

same author. The peculiarities of western

scenery and dialect seem to be truthfully

preserved.

Mr. Lewis's volumes of tales have too far

cical a ring about them to have much literary

merit. Such burlesque as is contained in
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the long-winded story of ' My Aunt's Um

brella,' 'A Golden Opportunity, 'or 'TheGen-

tleman with the Lily,' requires a determined

effort to assimilate, though, the agonies

suffered by the man who enters the family

circle of the lady who has attracted him

under a feigned name, and thus lays himself

open to a number of embarrassing introduc

tions, are described in an amusing manner.

Certain defects and absurdities in the law

as it was some years since are ably exposed

in ' Squigsby the Lawyer ' and ' Doing a

Deed,' though the style is a travesty of

Dickens, and the sound of " the bells " is by

no means a merry one. Some of the better

imagined stories might be successful as broad

farces on the stage, but upon the whole the

plots are too remote from real life, and the

style too broad and exaggerated, to admit

of successful treatment from the novelist's

point of view. Mr. Lewis had better stick

to " the drama."

Mrs. Hibbert-Ware has hit upon the idea

of framing her new story on the suggestions

of the Melancholy Jaques. From the mewl

ing infant to the lean and slippered pan

taloon, she traces the drama of Jonathan

Hartop's career; and additional interest is

given to the seven acts of her fiction by

starting the play in the time of the Com

monwealth, and ending it well on in the

Georges. A liberal measure of this his

torical background is appropriated by our

author, who is not satisfied until she has

brought into contrast the republican alder

man of the seventeenth century and English

admirers of the French Revolution, includ

ing both in the compass of a single life.

It is not often in a novel that we are intro

duced to two hundred and fifty descendants

of the hero ; but Mrs. Hibbert-Ware, who evi

dently has not a proper dread of Mr. Thorns,

relieves herself from the charge of extrava

gant invention by quoting as her envoi a well-

known passage from Hargrove's 'History

of Knaresborough,' which records the death

of Hartop, at Aldborough, at the patriarchal

age of a hundred and thirty-eight. She does

not, however, make any comment on the note

worthy statement of Hargrove, that Jona

than Hartop, dying at that age in 1791,

had married as his third wife an illegitimate

daughter of Oliver Cromwell, "who gave

with her a portion amounting to about

500£." An " extraordinary man " he must

clearly have been to take his third wife

at the mature age of five, which he

must have done in order to receive his

5007. from a flesh-and-blood Cromwell.

But this, which might be fair criticism if

we were deabng with sober history, is hyper-

criticism when applied to romance or to

ultra - centenarianism. After all, many

readers will believe that Squire Hartop was

a most venerable old man, that he had

two hundred and fifty descendants through

five wives, that he walked nine miles to his

dinner in 1789, that he played good cribbage

to the last, that his only beverage was milk,

that he saw the outbreak of the French Revo

lution, if he did not remember the Plague.

It is manifest how much interest would bo

crowded into tho life of such a man, and

how rich are the materials from which a

cunning novelist may weave the texturo of an

engrossing story. It must be granted that

Mrs. Hibbert-Ware has not done badly in this

respect. ' Life's Seven Ages ' is pretty and

attractive. Historic truth is nowhere very

seriously violated, and the historical per

sonages whom she causes to strut upon her

stage behave with much semblance of actu

ality. She has consulted and duly quotes

authorities for her several periods, and has

been far from unsuccessful in her attempts

to catch the spirit of one generation after

another.

The author of ' Mehalah ' is better at de

scription than at the interpretation of the

thoughts of his characters by words. His

dialogues, especially those between the

heroine and her mother, are stiff and un

natural, which is the more to be regretted

because Mehalah herself is nobly conceived,

and stands out clearly in spite of the draw

back. Old Mrs. Sharland, though she has

her good points, and at least the elements

of a distinct characterization, is but a feeble

creation. Her daughter wins upon us, and

maintains our interest in her fortunes, but

she talks the talk of a dictionary rather

than her natural mother-tongue. And yet

nothing could be better than the opening

of this story. Even the words of the widow

and her daughter and of their brutal land

lord have a genuine ring; whilst the de

scription of the salt marshes of Essex, with

the little oasis of the Ray, which was Meha-

lah's home, is admirable :—

"A more desolate region can scarce be con

ceived, and yet it is not without beauty. In

summer, the thrift mantles the marshes with

shot satin, passing through all gradations of

tint, from maiden's blush to lily white. There

after a purple glow steals over the waste, as the

sea lavender bursts into flower, and simul

taneously every creek and pool is royally fringed

with sea aster. A little later the glass-wort,

that shot up green and transparent as emerald

glass in the early spring, turns every tinge of

carmine."

This is really good, and there are many such

fragments of word-painting throughout the

two volumes. The author is at home with

nature—with human nature as well as with

the outer world ; and indeed his power of

reproducing what he feels increases steadily

as he adds chapter to chapter of what seems

to be his first serious attempt at fiction. The

character of Elijah Rebow is worked out

with indisputable force ; there is something

grand in the fierce, outrageous man,

who tortures and fascinates Mehalah, who

loves and hates with indescribable fury,

and whose mad soul overmasters both him

self and her. The main fault of this story

has been indicated above. But it remains

to be said that 'Mehalah' is full of in

dication of more than ordinary talent, and

that it is one of the most promising works

of fiction that the present season has pro

duced.

In the good old days, when officers were

appointed direct to the army, without pre

liminary examinations or a year's residence

at the Royal Military College, Mr. Jephson's

novel would have attained a certain amount

of popularity among subalterns. But it

would bo d*ing the youngest officer in Her

Majesty's army an injustice to suppose that

this very poor composition could interest

him now. Yet it may bo assumed that the

book was written more to please soldiers

than any other class of readers. The story

is full of incidents connected with an officer's

life. A town mayor is the bull which tho

"red rag" irritates into blind madness.

The tale is a contrast between soldier and

civilian. It is full of improbable absurdi

ties and stilted, ridiculous talk. Fortunately

for the reader, the type is large and the

margin broad; each page is quickly read.

Here and there are traces of wit, humour,

and study, but they are faint and not easily

discernible.

C. F. Meyer, a young German novelist,

has been acquiring some reputation for his

torical romances in his own country, "where

the taste for this form of writing still exists.

' Der Heilige ' is a fancy account of the life

of Thomas a Becket. The form of the story

is clumsy, and the treatment laboured and

heavy. The novel is scarcely likely to meet

here with the favour it has found in the

Fatherland.

OUR LIBBAEY TABLE.

Messrs. Routledgk send us The Works of

Father Prout, edited by Mr. Charles Kent,

who has contributed an enthusiastic introduc

tion and a series of enthusiastic prefatory notes.

As regards the " works " themselves, it is to be

noted that they do not include either the 1 Facts

and Fancies from Italy' or the clever little

'Sermon to the Irish Peasantry,' and solely

consist, in fact, of Mahony's serial contributions

to Fraser—the " Reliques of Father Prout," as

they are called—and of a number of stray verses

and translations, reprinted from the early num

bers of Bentley, Fraser, and the Cornhill. They

are pleasant reading in their way, and a certain

number of idle hours may not unprofitably be

spent on them. They are mere literary curio

sities, it is true, but their interest is not small,

and, rightly regarded and used, they are of some

little value. Productions of a bygone time,

they carry back the mind to a period when

Charles Dickens was but Boz, and when Victor

Hugo was not an elderly god, but only a young

and brilliant poet. While he turns them over,

the reader's thoughts revert to the Bohemia of

a generation or two ago, the Bohemia of George

Warrington—"stunning George Warrington!"

—and Capt. Shandon, of Greek and gin, of

chops and toasted cheese and slashing articles ;

to an epoch when publisher Bungay was end

lessly at loggerheads with publisher Bacon ;

when Clarence Bulbul and Bedwin Sands were

possible and renowned ; when Bigby was and

Jellaby Postlethwaite had not begun to be ; and

when ' Sam Hall ' and ' The Bed-Cross Knight '

were popular ditties. Mahony, a scholar and

a wit, was a neat hand at parody, had a turn

for rough and somewhat petulant satire, was

master of a certain gamesome and whimsical

Latinity, and wrote three or four languages

rather better than he did his own ; and everyone

approves of his pleasant ' Bells of Shandon,' his

capital paraphrase of 'Malbrouck,' and his fancy

for " upsetting " the songs of Moore and Lover

and Horace and Gresset and Berangerinto foreign

tongues. But there admiration ends ; so much

of the fun seems forced and flat, so much of

the wit seems laboured and pedantic and stale.

Where is the sport, indeed, of turning Dean

Burrows's dirge, " The night before Larry was

stretched," into halting French verse and a

monody on the death of a kind of Socrates ? of

making ' Nora Creina ' read like a theft from some

lilting odelet in monkish Latin ? of producing

polyglot versions of ' The Groves of Blarney,

and solemnly putting forth sham originals of

Tom Hudson's ' Judy Callaghan,' and Wolfe's

fine lines on the hero of Corunna, and Lover's

pleasant rhymes in praise of Molly Carew—

Hoc culpa fit tua

Ml, mollis Carua.
Sic mihi illudens,
Kec pudens,

and all the rest of it 1 Fifty years ago these

elaborate waggeries were, doubtless, apt and

pertinent enough. But in fifty years there is
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room and to spare for times to alter, and " as

the times change, men change too." Bohemia

is of another fashion now ; so is literature, so

is the idea of humour, so are the proprieties,

so are a hundred matters more. And to regard

the " works " of Father Prout, not as the his

torical documents they really are, but as a

weighty and serious contribution to English

letters, is to claim for them far higher honour

than they deserve. Mahony himself was a

great deal more interesting than his books. A

just and faithful portrait of him would be a

welcome addition to our gallery of literary gro

tesques, and a useful note to students of our

literary story.

We have received from Messrs. Longmans

two editions of Goethe's Faust, the one in an

Knglish, the other in a German, dress. The

latter, prepared by Dr. Albert M. Selss for the

use of students, is a useful work, containing

besides the German text an accurate exposition of

all the different points of exegesis which occur

throughout the poem. The former is yet another

attempt to accomplish the impossible and render

(loethe's great poem into English verse. One

and only one of thoso who have attempted the

feat has in a measure succeeded, and that

is Shelley in his 'Fragments.' Then a

master mind strove to render a master mind ;

and yet even Shelley, in a note to the literal

version he has appended to his fine rendering of

the Prologue in Heaven, complains that " it is

impossible to represent in another language tho

melody of the versification." "No one but

Coleridge," he says elsewhere, " is capable of this

work." Mr. Birds has merely presented his

readers with the caput moriuum spoken of by

Shelley. Goethe's meaning is given with tolerable

accuracy, but the spirit has evaporated. Nor is

the rendering always even correct The heroic

remedy of a prose version has alone enabled

Mr. Hayward to escape from the dangers of

looseness of interpretation and redundrjicy of

diction which beset almost all translations in

verse. Nor has Mr. Birds avoided certain mis

apprehensions into which all English translators

have persistently fallen. Dr. Selss, in his in

troduction, gives a list of choice specimens, and

had he seen Mr. Birds's version he could have

enlarged the number. On the one hand, Goethe's

essentially German turn of thought and occa

sional obscurity of language perplex translators,

while on the other his habit of dropping into

colloquialisms has led them astray. They have

given pompous and far-fetched translations to

homely expressions. Thus in the Prelude Mr.

Birds, like all his predecessors, renders

Und mlt gewaltig wiederholten Wehen

by " travail labours," conceiving the word to be

the noun " Wehen," while it is in truth the

dative plural of " Weh, " woe, and is here

used to express the physical sufferings of a

crowd of people struggling to got into the theatre.

To translate " Werdendo " by "Nature" is

distinctly wrong, since Goethe uses it as an

active, growing element in contradistinction to

anything fixed and visible. It is evident from

Mr. Birds's careful notes (which show much

industry, though little originality, since they

are mainly based upon German authorities) that

he has a thorough appreciation of and love for

Goethe's work. His own rendering, however,

is scarcely likely to make the magic of the poem

clear to readers not conversant with the original.

In one word, bis version is prosaic.

Me-ssrs. Bickers & Son send us a pleasant

little volume by Mr. H. B. Wheatley, Samuel

Pepys and the World he Lired In. It gives

an interesting account of London life in

Charles II. 's day, and of Pepys's share in it.

It is to be hoped, however, that it may not have

a result which Mr. Wheatley would be the first

to deplore, that of keeping people from reading

the immortal diary itself.

Good Thoughts in Bad Times, and other Papers,

by Thomas Fuller, have been reprinted by Messrs.

Hodder & Stoughton. The type, the paper, and

the size of the book are all equally to be well

spoken of ; as to the work itself, praise would

be as superfluous as would be a recommen

dation of the contemporary ' Pilgrim's Progress. '

Every one who likes to read good thoughts

expressed in vigorous and plain English will

welcome this reprint. We do not remember to

have seen it anywhere remarked, but the style

and method in which Fuller introduces his

Thoughts not only remind us of the old ' Gesta

Romanorum ' and the ' Festival,' but make it

almost certain that he was well read in those

books.

Credulities Past and Present. By William

Jones, F.S.A. (Chatto & Windus.)—Mr. Jones

has spared no pains in exploring several rich

fields of superstition, and in bringing together

a large mass of information for the benefit of

the numerous readers to whom folk-lore is dear.

The result is a book which is interesting and

amusing, and which is all the more acceptable

inasmuch as the writer has no particular theory

to support. Mr. Jones is perfectly impartial, and

chronicles with equal fairness the superstitions

of all classes of mankind. No thread but that

of human folly runs through and connects the

fragments which he has collected from all parts

of the earth in order to form a memorial to the

credulity of mankind. Beginning with the sea

and seamen, Mr. Jones gives a long list of such

fancies as are still cherished by mariners. Then

he dives into the bowels of the earth, and

records the beliefs to which the imagination of

miners has given rise. Thence he passes on to

the subject of talismans, deals anew with the

" finger-ring lore " to which he has already

devoted a special volume, dwells for a time on

" word and letter divination," and reveals some

of the mysteries connected with numbers. One

chapter is devoted to the " trials, exorcising,

and blessing of animals," and another to the

numerous stories and traditions associated with

birds; a third deals with tho subject of eggs,

and a fourth with luck.

Dr. Giuseppe PiTRfe, of Palermo, has just

published a new section, forming vols, viii.-xi.,

of his " Biblioteca delle Tradizioni Popolari

Siciliane." The merits of the preceding sections

of that collection, devoted to the popular songs

and the popular tales of Sicily, are well known,

those works having been universally received by

scholars with an appreciation well deserved by

the industry and judgment which they evince.

His present instalment is devoted to the pro

verbs of Sicily, and bears the title of Proverbi

Siciliani (Palermo, Lauriel). Some idea of the

richness of the collection may be gathered from

the fact that the proverbs, with their variants

in the other dialects of Italy, occupy no less

than 1,624 pages, classed under ninety headings.

Prefixed is a long preface, in which Dr. Pitre

gives an account of his labours in the field of

Sicilian proverbial philosophy ever since the

year 1858, when, at the age of seventeen, he

was attracted by Giusti's ' Raccolta di Proverbi

Toscani.' This is followed by a complete biblio

graphy of Sicilian proverbs, a list of the prin

cipal works on the proverbs of the various

dialects of Italy, and an interesting essay on

proverbs in general and those of Italy in par

ticular. The next volume of Dr. Pitre'a excel

lent " Biblioteca " will be devoted to ' Spettacoli

e Festo Popolari'

Messrs. Ward & Look's Universal Instructor

promises to be, like the Popular Educator, of

much service to those who are forced to educate

themselves. The publishers have been, gene

rally speaking, fortunate in the contributors

they have secured. For instance, M. Eunz,

whose excellent grammar we noticed a few weeks

back, writes the French lessons, Miss Touhnin

Smith teaches English grammar, Mr. Neison

discourses on astronomy, and Mr. Curwen on

music The only portion of the work that seems

unsatisfactory is the German lessons, in which

space is wasted in explaining terms common to-

all grammars, such as " declension," telling what

cases the German hat not, and dealing with

German handwriting—surely rather superfluous

matters with which it was unwise to trouble the

learner. On the whole, the work is excellent,

and it is to be hoped it may meet with the popu

larity it deserves.

We have on our table Speeches of Lord Erskme,

with a Memoir of his Life, by E. Waiford (Reeves

& Turner),— T7ie Laws of Health, by W. H. Cor-

field (Longmans),—The Atomic Theory, by A.

Wurtz, translated by E. Cleminshaw (Kegan

Paul),—The Deterioration of Oyster and Trawl

Fisheries of England, by J. P. Hoare and E. Jex

(Stock),—Horses and Roads, by Free-Lanco

(Longmans),—History of Duelling, by Sir L.

O'Trigger (Newman),—Popular Recreation : The

Theatre as It Is, by the Rev. C. Bullock ('Hand

and Heart ' Office),—The New Werther, by Loki

(Kegan Paul),—The Camp of Refuge, edited by

S. H. Miller (Simpkin),—A Thousand Thought*,

from Various Authors, selected by A. B. Davison

(Longmans),—Heroes of History and Legend, by

A. W. Grubbe (Griffith & Faming—Mericas,

and other Stories, by C. Black (Satchell & Co.),

—A Guiding Star, by A. Clare (S.P.C.K.),—

Through theRough Wind, by C. Temple(S.P.C.K.),

—How They were Caught in a Trap, by E. Stuart

(Marcus Ward),—Left to Starve, and No One

wants the Blaine, by Mrs. E. A. Germains

(Simpkin),—Marie Antoinette (Kegan Paul),—

Breezes of Song from Mount Pleasant, by G.

Johnson (Poole),—" Our Charity," by F.

McGeorge (Dean & Son),—The New Truth and

the Old Faith, by a Scientific Layman (Kogarr

Paul),—Hausrath's New Testament Times : The

Time of Jesus, Vol. II., translated by C. T.

Poynting and P. Quenzer (Williams & Norgate),

—In Christo, by J. R. Macduff (Nisbet),—The

Inspiration of the New Testament, by W. R.

Browne (Kegan Paul),—Studies in Genesis, by

the Rev. S. Leathes (Stock),—Ecce Veritas, by

the Rev. J. H. Hitchens (Haughton <fe Co.),—

Leo the Great, by the Rev. C. Gore (S.P.C.K.),

—Geschichte des Modernen Geschmacks, by J. von-

Falke (Leipzig, Weigel),—Einleitung in das

Studium des Angelsachsischen, by K. Korner

(Heilbronn, Henninger),—L'Idealismo e la

Letteratura, by N. Gailo (Rome, Forzani & Co.),

— and Ueberseeische Politik, by Hiibbe-Schleiden

(Hamburg, Friederichsen & Co.). Among

New Editions we have The Institutes of Law, by

J. Lorimer (Blackwood),—and T)ie Englishman $

Briefon Behalfof his National Church (S. P.C.K.).

Also the following Pamphlets : The Church Asso

ciation : its Policy and Prospects, by J. Bateman

(Ridgway),—TlU English Universities and John.

Bunyan, and the ' Entyclopadia Britannica' and

the Gipsies, by J. Simpson (Bailliere),—and Sug

gestions for the Teaching of Reading, Writing,

Arithmetic, Grammar, and Geography (Laurie).

LIBT OF NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Thmhff.

Bodley's (G. W.) Short Readings for the Christian year.
Part 1, Advent to Baiter, cr. Bvo. 5/ ol.

Commentary on the Book of Proverbs attributed to Abra
ham ibn Esra, edited by 8. R. Driver, cr. 8vo. 3/6 swd.

Molesworth's (Mrs.) A Christmas Child, 12mo. 4/8 cl.
Navllle's (E.) The Christ, Seven Lectures, translated by Rev.

T. J. Dospres, cr. 8vo. 4/6 cl.
Proctor's (Rev. T. B.) How Eeadest Thou? a Berk* ot

Practical Expositions, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Revelation (The) of St. John the Divine Practically Con

sidered, by O. B., er. Svo. 3/6 cl.
Bacred Books of the East: The Qur'an. translated by B. H.

Palmer, Parte 1 and 2. Svo. 10/6 each. cl.
Sermons for Boys and Girls, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.

Fine Art and Archeology.

Flandre's (C. de) Monograms of Three or More Letters, De
signed and Drawn on Stone, folio, 63/ cl.

Goethe's Faust, translated by T. Martin, Illustrated by Prof.
A. von Kreling, folio, 31/6 cl.

Norton's (C. E.) Historical Studies of Church Building in
the Middle Ages, Svo. 16/ cl.

Poetry and the i

Bell's (Bev. 0. DJ
Vaughs

Yerey's

History and Biography.

Fare! (Win.), by F. Bevan, 16mo. 2/4 cl.

i (Rev. C. D.) Bongs In the Twilight, 12mo. 3/6 cl.
(ban's (V.) The New Era, a Dramatic Poem, or. Svo. 7'*
y's (J.) Poems Grave and Gay, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.

9
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Foreign Classics for Bnglish Benders : Cervantes, by Oliphant,

l_'mo. 2/6 cl.
Hannay's (J.) History of Acadia, 8vo. 12/6 cl.
O'Brien's (B. B.) Parliamentary History of the Irish land

Question, 1829-1869, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Warren's (E.) Savonarola, the Florentine Martyr, cr. 8vo. 3/6
Watson (J.), a Memoir, by W. J. Linton, cr. 8vo. 3/ cl.
Wellington's (Dnke of) Despatches, Memoranda, and other

Papers relating to India, a Selection from, edited by

S. J. Owen, 8vo. 24/ cl.
Whcatley's (H. B.) Samuel Pepys and the World he Lived

In, cr. 8vo. 7/6 d.

Geography and Travel.

Adventures round the World, cr. 4to. 5/ cl.

Philology ,

Buddhist Birth Stories, or J&taka Tales, edited by V. Faus-
boll. translated by T. W. R. Davids, Vol. 1, 8vo. IS/ cl.

Hitopadesa, a New- Literal Translation, from the Sanskrit
Text of Prof. F. Johnson, by F. Pincott, imp. 8vo. 6/

Lichtenberger's (F.) How to Teach and Learn Modern Lan
guages Successfully, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

Science.

Descriptive Atlas of Anatomy, roy. 4to. 25/ cl.
Health Lectures for the People, delivered in Manchester,

1878-79-80, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Meredith's (L. A.) Tasmanian Friends and Foes, Feathered,

Furred, and Finned, sm. 4to. 21/ cl.
Teuton's (Dr. Glraud) Elementary Treatise on the Func

tion of Vision, translated by L. Owen, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Thompson's (H.) Clinical Lectures and Cases, with Com

mentaries, 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Witkowski's (Prof. 6. J.) Movable Atlas of the Male Organs

of Generation and Reproduction, the Text translated by
Dr. C. Black, folio, 7/6 bds.

General Literature.

Arnold's (C.) Index to Shakespearian Thought, Svo. 7/6 cl.
Ballantyne's (K. M.) The Bed Man's Revenge, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Braekstad's (H. L.) Northern Fairy Tales, 4to. 8/ cl.
Butler's (Lieut.-Ool. W. F.) Far Out. Rovings Retold, 10/6 cl.
Child's First Story-Book, sm. 4to. 3/6 cl.
Church's (A. J.) Stories from the East, from Herodotus, 5/ cl.
Farley's (J. L./New Bulgaria, 8vo. 2/6 swd.
Fragments of Knowledge for Little Folks, 4to. 3/ cl.
Oiberne's (A.) Mv Father's House, 16mo. 2/6 cl.
Goldsmith's (O.)'Vicar of Wakefteld, illustrated, 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Greene's (F. V.) Sketches of Armv Life in Russia, cr. 8vo. 9/
Jones's (Major) The Emigrant's Friend, cr. 8vo. 2/4 cl. swd.
Kingston's (W. H. G.) Roger Willoughby, or the Times of

Benbow, or. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Kingston's (W. H. G.) Voyages and Travels of Count

Funnibos and Baron Btllkin. sm. 4to. 4/ cl.
Lennep's(J. Van) The Count of Talavera. translated from the

Dutch by A. Arnold, cr. 8vo. 2/6 swd.
Linton's (E. L.) The Rebel of the Family, 3 vols. 31/6 cl.
Marjory, a Study, by Author of 'James Gordon's Wife,'
■ 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.

Marshall's (E.) Heather and Harebell, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Mateaux's (C. L.) Tim Trumble's Little Mother, fcap. 4to. 5/
Meade's (L. T.) Andrew Harvey's Wife, cr. Svo. 2/6 cl.
Merry Nursery (The) Pictures. Poems, and Stories to Please

the Little Ones, sm. 4to. 6/ cl.
Murray's (D. C.) A Life's Atonement, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Nursery Companion, 4to. 3/ cl.
Russell's (W. C.) John Holdsworth, Chief Mate, cheap

edition, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Saunders's (J.) The Two Dreamers, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Smart's (H.) Social Sinners, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Spiclhagen's (F.) Quisisana, or Rest at Last, translated from

the German, cr. 8vo. 2/6 swd.
Stanton's (E. B.) Good Little Daughters, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
TVollope's (Anthony) The Duke's Children, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Walker's (B.) Future of Palestine, cr. Svo. 5/ cl.
Watson's (J. L.) Grey Craigs, or Auld Lang Syne, cr. Svo. ft/
Year after Year, a Birthday Autograph Book, compiled by

E. H. R., ISmo. 2/ cl.
Young Folks' PIcture-Book, folio, 2/6 cl.
Zimmern's (H. and A.) Half-Hours with Foreign Novelists,2 vols. cr. 8vo. 25/ cl.

FOREIGN.

, Theology.

Acta Pontificum Romanorum Inedlta, ed. J. v. Pflugk-
Harttung, Vol. 1, Parts 1 and 2, 13m.

Kreyher (J.) : Die Brscheinungcn d. Seelenlebens u. die Bib-
lischen Wundcr, 8m.

Fine Art.

Panhard (F.)j Joseph de Longueil, Graveur du Hoi (1730-
1792), sa Vie—son CEuvre, 60fr.

History and Biography.

Fontane (M.) : L'HIstoire Universclle, Vol. 1, 25fr.
Roulliet (A.) : Wolowski, sa Vie et ses Travaux, 7fr. 50.

Geography and Travel.

Leolereq (J.) : Voyage aux lies Fortunees, le Pic de Teneriffe
et les Canaries, 3fr.

Philology.

Arohlmedls Opera Omnia, rec. J. L. Heiberg, Vol. 1, 6m.
Husohke (£.): Die Neue Oskische Bleitafel, 2m. 40.
Prym (B.) u. Socin (A.) : Der Neuaramaeische Dialekt d.

Tur 'Abdln, 16m.
Science.

Agardh (J. G.): Species, Genera, et Ordlnea Aigarum,
Vol. 3, Part 2, 10m.

Cantor (M.) : Die Gescbichte der Matbematik, Vol. 1, 20ni.
Klugge(C): ilygienische Untersuchungsmethoden, 16m.
Focke (W. O.): Die Pflanzen-Mischlinge, Urn.
Miiller (N. J. O.) : Handbuch der Botanik. Vol. 2, Part 2, 20m.
Preyer (W.)i NaturwissenschafUiche Thatsacheu u. Pro-

bleme, 9m.
Schrotcr (H.): Theorie der Oberflachen, 2. Ordnung u. der

Raomkurven, 3. Ordnung als Erzeugnisse projeklivischer
Gebilde, 16m.

NOTES FROM OXFORD.

November, 1880.

The Commissioners are once more at work

among us. In the course of the last week

Balliol, New College, and Exeter have all been

before them, and it is believed that they mean

to sit regularly for some time longer. The

substitution of the Master of University for

Lord Selborne will probably facilitate the com

plete abolition of clerical restrictions, but beyond

this it is difficult to predict what the effects of

the change will be. And desirable as it is that

such of these restrictions as remain should dis

appear, no one but politieians pure and simple

will deny that their removal is neither so im

portant nor so difficult a question as many of

those with which the Commissioners have to deal.

The few restrictions that still linger cannot linger

long, when every year makes them more absurd

in theory and more inconvenient in practice.

The great problem which the Commission has

to solve is wholly different. It is expressly

charged with the duty of determining what

modifications are necessary in the relations at

present existing between the University and the

colleges, and it is by its legislation in this

direction that it will be judged. Unfortunately,

it is just here that the greatest uncertainty exists

as to the Commissioners' intentions. Now,

however, that so much progress has been made

with the separate college schemes, we may fairly

look for some light on the point, and possibly

by the end of the year it will be known whether

they intend seriously to establish a wide and

effective system of university teaching, or to

leave matters pretty much as they are. For,

as I have said before, the creation of additional

professorships and readerships will do little or

nothing in this direction, so long as the present

college educational system is left untouched. If

the change is to work, professors and tutors

must be brought into rational and, I may add,

compulsory co-operation ; otherwise the pro

fessoriate will probably be, so far as the educa

tional activity of the place goes, simply the ex

pensive luxury which its enemies predict that it

must be. It cannot be too clearly understood

that, without in the least undervaluing the good

which the college system does by securing the

effective personal supervision of the students,

by stimulating competition, and by the dis

cipline of collegiate life, it has already broken

down so far as the interests of higher study or

organized and adequate teaching are concerned.

The voluntary system of co-operation at present

partially in force is a confession of weakness,

but little more, while anything in the shape of

more advanced learning is as completely ex

cluded from college routine as if it belonged to

another world, and is thus implicitly condemned

as unworthy the attention of the Oxford under

graduate.

As to the question of compulsory Greek, there

is little or nothing new to report. There is no

doubt a general feeling that something ought

to be done, but there is also a considerable per

plexity as to what precisely to do—a state of

mind which appears to be almost equally pre

valent at Cambridge.

The energies of those connectedjwith Somer-

ville Hall (ladies) are just now concentrated

upon an effort to raise the money necessary for

the purchase of the freehold of their present

premises. The hall, like its sister institution,

Lady Margaret's, gives every promise of success ;

but there can be no doubt that the fulfilment

of this promise largely depends on its being

securely established where it now is, and the

Committee earnestly appeal for assistance to all

who are interested in women's education. P.

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE.

November 1, 1880.

It may interest some of your readers to

know that there is no truth in the anec

dotes about Nathaniel Hawthorne quoted in

your " Literary Gossip " last week. An anec

dote, however, though untrue in itself, may

sometimes be so characteristic as to justify its

invention. Had such been the case in the

present instance, I should not have troubled

you with this note. But these anecdotes

are inconsistent with any possibility of troth.

Nathaniel Hawthorne had a healthy aversion to

bores ; but—as those who knew him need

scarcely be told—no bore was ever able to make

lum forget his habitual courtesy ; on the con

trary, he treated such persons with even more

than ordinary consideration. It is true that the

presence of Mr. Bronson Alcott was attended

with especial drawbacks for him, and that he

never sought opportunities of converse with

that gentleman ; but, on the frequent occa

sions of Mr. Alcott's visits to his own house,

he invariably met him with a composure and an

affability which, under the circumstances, were

little less than heroic. And when, in the course

of human events, it became necessary for him

to accept one of Mr. Alcott's invitations, he

bore himself with an outward serenity and

geniality that nothing could disconcert. Of

such childish and petulant behaviour as is at

tributed to him in the quoted anecdotes he

was incapable. I have never known a man

less open to the charge of neglecting the minor

social amenities. The only defence which he

allowed himself against the attacks of undesir

able persons was to keep out of their way.

Julian Hawthorne.

THE DIARY OF THOMAS CARTWBIGHT. BISHOP
OF CHESTER.

Stretford, Manchester, Oct 30, 1380.

The diary of this favourer of the proceedings

of James II. was edited for the Camden Society

in 1843 by the Rev. Joseph Hunter (voL xxii).

The original was a small octavo volume in black

leather, containing the book-plate oi " George

Watkin, B.D., of Lincoln College, Oxford"; it

came into Mr. Hunter's possession through the

hands of "a bookseller at Northampton"; and

it is now, I suppose, in the British Museum.

The volume begins abruptly on August 11th,

1686, and it ends in the same way on October

25th, 1687, in the midst of an interesting his

torical episode. The date of the bishop's death

was April 15th, 1689. A man who kept so

complete an account of his doings for fifteen

months would not suddenly cease the habit

Is anything known of the missing por

tions? One of my friends has a copy of the

Camden edition, in which a former owner has

thus written : " Charles Leslie, Answer to King,

p. iii, quotes a passage from Cartwright's Diary

alluding to March 14th, 1689 ; but the Diary as

here published ends October 25th, 1687. "

John E. Bajxet.

THE BIOGRAPHERS OF LOCKE.

Prof. Fowler's note in the last number of

the AUieiwum renders it necessary for me

to recur to the complaint which I made a

fortnight ago, especially as he asserts that

the use he has made of my ' Life of Locke ' is

" such a use as every author has a right to

make of the works of his predecessors." That

is an attempt to establish a precedent for the

convenience of any one who wishes to write a

book with least trouble to himself, wliich seems

to render the question between us one of some

general interest, apart from its importance to

myself.

Mr. Fowler appears to be of opinion that in

making that assertion he has sufficiently

answered my complaint that his book is almost

entirely an epitome of mine ; but he has ven

tured on a few apologetic remarks which throw

considerable light on the position he has taken

up.

Mr. Fowler claims that "at least three-

fourths " of his " biographical matter "

"would have been written had Mr. Fox

Bourne's work never been published"; and he

justifies this assertion by saying that three

recently published volumes, besides Le Clerc's

' Eloge,' Lord King's ' Life,' and Locke's pub
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liahed correspondence, were " well known " to

him before my book appeared. 1 am quite

willing to believe that, had not my book been

such a convenient one for him to compile

from, he would have taken the trouble to use

these "well-known " volumes, and, to adopt his

phrase, to "reduce their material to chronolo

gical order " for himself. He found it much

easier, however, to avail himself of the compila

tion I had already made therefrom, and from a

great many other printed books, correcting their

errors, supplying their deficiencies, and har

monizing their discrepancies as I went along.

This already published material was comprised

in very much less than "three-fourths" of my

book, as I compressed it as far as I thought con

sistent with my plan of tracing Locke's whole

career, in order to make room within the

compass of two volumes for the altogether

new material at my command. Mr. Fowler's

assumption that I regard this already published

material as my "private property" is too pre

posterous to need denial. It was, of course,

quite as available to Mr. Fowler as to myself,

and I suppose I must take it as a compliment

that he preferred almost invariably to epitomize

my epitome of it instead of using any notes that

he had made, or should, could, or might have

made, from it for himself. But he admits, by

implication, that something like a remaining

fourth of the " biographical matter " contained

in his book would not have been written had

mine never been published. If he is justified in

now asserting that my book did not " bring to

light any facts of capital importance either in

the life or character of Locke which were not

previously known," it is surely a pity that he

should have cumbered his book with about

twenty-five per cent, of useless or unimportant

matter merely because I had placed it within his

reach. If, on the other hand, he considers that

this new material, as well as the old material I

had digested for him, was really valuable, I am

unable to understand the sentence in which he

says, " I am anxious not to disguise or dis

parage the debt which I really owe to his ' Life

of Locke."'

The formal courtesy of Mr. Fowler's letter

appears to me only to aggravate the offences of

"disguising and disparaging" with which I

charge him. The " disguising " appears in the

terms in which he makes such a "general

acknowledgment " in his preface, and such spe

cial "acknowledgments" in the body of his book,

as must lead his readers to suppose that ho has

put original work into a sketch of Locke's life

which, except in a very few minor details, is a

barefaced compilation from mine, and that it is

-a book which, both for cheapness and for excel

lence, ought to supersede mine. He is patro

nizing enough to say, " I was actuated by

a desire to draw attention to a book which I

thought had not obtained the circulation which

was its due." But my book having, in Mr.

Fowler's opinion, failed to obtain the proper

amount of circulation or attention, he regards it

as so much antiquarian lumber, of which it is

■only necessary that two or three copies should be

shelved in the British Museum or the Bodleian,

there to be used by any subsequent hack writers

who have the effrontery to rival Mr. Fowler in

his " perfectly honest " use of my researches.

The "disparagement" is illustrated in Mr.

Fowler's penultimate paragraph in the Atlie-

iwum. "With respect to accuracy," he says,

I will ask any one acquainted with Oxford to

•compare Mr. Fox Bourne's notices of Locke's

Oxford life with mine, or any one acquainted

with Latin to compare our respective transla

tions of any documents the original of which

is in that language. "

The second clause of that sentence contains a

grave insinuation against me, which Mr. Fowler

ought to substantiate if he can. In the extracts

I made from Locke's Latin correspondence

throughout my book I followed a rule thus

expressed on p. 27 of my second volume : "I

have endeavoured, while retaining the sense of

the originals, to avoid as far as possible the

pedantic tone inevitable in a very literal trans

lation of letters written in Latin." I believe

that is a perfectly legitimate plan to adopt, and

one more just to the author translated from,

and more convenient to the reader, than any

rigid observance of verbal accuracy, which is

more likely to veil than to exhibit the writer's

thought ; and, though I have not taken the

trouble to go through my translations since Mr.

Fowler made his charge against me, I do not

think he can convict me of departing from it

through ignorance or carelessness. Without

taking up more space on this question, I will

ask " any one acquainted with Latin " to com

pare Mr. Fowler's translation and mine of the

first Latin passage quoted by him, which I

select merely because it is the first. Writing

to Limborch in 1085, Locke said: "Si omnia

qua) in sacris libris continentur pro theopneustis

pariter habenda sine omni discretione, magna

sane praibetur philosophis de tide et sinceritate

nostra dubitandi ansa. Si e contrario qu.-edam

pro Bcriptis pure humanis habenda, ubi

constabit scripturarum divina autoritas? sine

qua corruet religio Christiana ; quodnam erit

criterium I quis modus '. " This I had thus

rendered : "If everything in the sacred

books is to be indiscriminately adopted by

us as divinely inspired, great opportunity

will be given to philosophers for doubting

our faith and sincerity. If, on the other

hand, any part is to be regarded as of merely

human composition, what becomes of the divine

authority of the Scriptures, without which the

Christian religion falls to the ground? What

is to be the criterion f what the rule ? " For

which Mr. Fowler substitutes: "If all things

which are contained in the sacred books are

equally to be regarded as inspired, without any

distinctions, then we give philosophers a great

handle for doubting of our faith and sincerity.

If, on the contrary, some things are to be

regarded as purely human, how shall we estab

lish the divine authority of the Scriptures,

without which the Christian religion will fall

to the ground.' What shall bo our criterion?

Where shall we draw the lino ? " Is Mr.

Fowler's rendering any better than mine 1

Again, Mr. Fowler challenges my " notices of

Locke's Oxford life." I have carefully com

pared the portions of his book touching on this

subject with mine. On p. 7 he sneers at me for

" attempting to supply a detailed account of the

lectures which Locke attended, and the course

of studies he pursued, during his undergraduate

and bachelor days." That is an unfair descrip

tion of my " attempt. " I certainly devoted a

few pages of my book to an account of the

studies prescribed at the time, and of some of

the teachers then in office, with a view of show

ing what university work Locke would have had

to do if the rules had been strictly observed, and

perhaps I was not sufficiently careful to warn

the reader, in that connexion, that in the rough

times of the Commonwealth the rules were not

likely to be at all closely observed ; but the

tenor of my whole chapter implied as much.

It would be a grievous misfortune to me to

"betray" on any subject "an innocent belief"

that Mr. Fowler "cannot share"; but this

particular "innocent belief" is one that Mr.

Fowler has invented for me ; and I am glad

to find that, with one exception, all my other

" innocent beliefs " about Locke's life at Oxford

are faithfully repeated and hardly at all added to

by Mr. Fowler. The only exception I can trace is

on p. 26 of his book, where he says that Locke

took his M.B. degree on February 6, 1674-5. I

had quoted two dates (February 6, 1673-4,

and June 27, 1674) from two contradictory

authorities, which were all I had access to, and

between which I was not competent to decide.

I have no doubt that as soon as I have an oppor

tunity of verifying Mr. Fowler's unvouched

assertion, I shall find the date given by him to

be the true one, and I am grateful to him for this

correction ; but, standing alone as it does, it

seems hardly enough to warrant his insinuation

that my "notices of Locke's Oxford life" are

untrustworthy.

I must, however, give Mr. Fowler credit for

one other discovery. On p. 41 he prints a letter,

written in 1684 by order of Charles H. , to the

Dean and Chapter of Christchurch, pressing for

Locke's expulsion from the college ; and he pre

faces his quotation with the words, " As I have

never seen an exact transcript of it, I here sub

join one." The " exact transcript " is from the

original in Christ Church Library, and is in

teresting ; but as my book contains an " exact

transcript " from a draft in the Record Office,

except that the words " in the six and thirtieth

year of our Reigno," after the date, are wanting,

this almost solitary instance of any attempt at

original research does not, perhaps, amount to

very much.

In other parts of his book Mr. Fowler's occa

sional affectations of original research are apt

to mislead. When he says, as on p. 17, "we

find," &c. , and on p. 44, "we are not able to

trace," &c., it must not be supposed that the

discoveries or the failures to discover are the

results of any labour of his own ; he only speaks

on behalf of those previous collectors of out-

of-the-way information who, according to his

startling theory, "must be content and should

be glad that it should be used by subsequent

writers."

Mr. Fowler insinuates in the last paragraph

of his letter that I have anticipated him in bor

rowing from other authors. He is evidently

familiar enough with my ' Life of Locke ' to

know that I have there followed what is with

me an invariable rule, in specifying in a foot

note every such debt as it occurs. Perhaps he

will consider me very foolish and very extra

vagant in the use of note-paper and postage

stamps when 1 tell him that 1 also make it a

rule never to use the published material of any

living author or editor, especially where there

is the smallest risk of my interfering with any

literary plans he may have, without first obtain

ing his sanction. Of course, there is no place

for such rules in the new Oxford code of

"honesty," but they work well among the
■vulgar herd of authors, and are not found, as

Prof. Fowler "observes" in his last sentence,

to reduce literature " within a very narrow

compass indeed. " H. R Fox Boukne.

M, Sutherland Gardens, W., Oc t. 30, 1880.

I should like with your permission to say

something in reference to the charges of injus

tice and discourtesy brought against Prof.

Fowler by Mr. Fox Bourne, which will let your

readers behind the scenes while Mr. Fox Bourne

was rehearsing the newest parts in his ' Life of

Locke' before he presented himself to the public

in the character of the author.

Early in the year 1875 Mr. Fox Bourne called

upon me, and at this our first interview told

me that Mr. Alex. Burrell had handed over to

him some valuable materials for a new life of

Locke, which he had been long collecting, and

that Mr. Burrell had told him I also had been

collecting original materials for a similar pur

pose. I then told Mr. Fox Bourne that it was

my ambition to write a life of Locke, but that

as it was very doubtful when I should be able

to complete such a task, in consequence of my

official duties, he should have the benefit of all

my private notes and memoranda. At the same

time I told Mr. Fox Bourne that in my official

capacity I had completed a catalogue of the

valuable collection of "The Shaftesbury Papers,"

which had been presented by the present Earl to

the Public Record Office, and was printed in the

Deputy-Keeper's Thirty-third Report, and which

had not then been consulted by any one ; and I

drew Mr. Fox Bourne's particular attention to

some treatises and other pamphlets by Locke and

in his own handwriting in Section VIII. of that
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collection, which until then were unknown or

had never been published—a collection so rich

that no new biographer of Locke need despair

even now of finding fresh matter of interest.

The first public use which Mr. Fox Bourne

made of these documents was to deliver a lec

ture at St. George's Hall for the Sunday Lecture

Society, ' Locke on Religious Liberty,' in which

he gave an account of " some unpublished

treatises by the great philosopher which he had

discovered (vide report in Daily News, March

loth, 1875). 1 thought at the time it would

have been more correct to have said "which

had been brought to light among the Shaftes

bury Papers in a Report of the Deputy-Keeper

of the Public Records," but I concluded that

when his ' Life of Locke ' was published Mr.

Fox Bourne would acknowledge whence and

from whom he had derived all his new materials,

for he had very frequently consulted me, as Mr.

Burrell had done before him, as to different

episodes in Locke's life; and Mr. Fox Bourne

will remember that when giving him my private

notes, which I had been collecting for years, I

requested, and ho agreed, that he would refer

only in a cursory manner to Locke's connexion

with English colonization, as that was a chapter

in Locke's life which I had studied, and hoped

one day to lay before the public.

Those who consult Mr. Fox Bourne's preface

to his ' Life of Locke ' will scarcely think that

author should complain of Prof. Fowler, who

has most courteously acknowledged Mr. Fox

Bourne's labours in the same field as his own.

Why, in a 'Life of Rubens 'by Mr. C. W. Kett,

M.A. , lately published by Sampson Low & Co.,

one of the series of "Illustrated Biographies of

Great Artists," there is no other acknowledg

ment of previous authors in the same field than

a simple list of the works upon which that 'Life'

has been founded, which list is printed at the

end of the book.

Though Mr. Fox Bourne may suffer from the

publication of a cheaper and more popular

edition of Locke's life than his own, I

submit that his patriotic flourish at the end

of his plaint against Prof. Fowler, that his

' ' main object in devoting much time and energy,

which could ill be spared from more remunera

tive occupations, to the study of Locke's life and

writings was to stir up in the minds of nine

teenth century Englishmen some interest in

one of the greatest and most neglected teachers

of the seventeenth century," is open to discus

sion; for why should not Mr. Fox Bourne,

while stating the grounds of his complaint

against Prof. Fowler, take so excellent an

opportunity to welcome the professor's efforts

to assist his own in his " main object," "to stir

up in the minds of nineteenth century English

men some interest in one of the greatest and

most neglected teachers of the seventeenth

century I (This sentence is worth repeating. )

W. Noel Sainsbury.

ILueiatn Gossip.

A xev volume of ballads and other

rhymed poems by Mr. Tennyson will be

published by Messrs. C. Kegan Paul & Co.

during the present month. It will, -we

believe, contain various " English Idylls "

and poems in the northern dialect, after

tho manner of ' The Northern Farmer.'

In the Fortnightly Review of next month

will appear an art essay by Mr. Swinburne,

in which Chaucer, Spenser, and Milton are

discussed.

Mr. R. B. Kxowles, having concluded

his final report to the Historical MSS. Com

missioners on Lord Denbigh's family papers,

has beon actively occupied during the year

with a preliminary survey of Lord Ashburn-

ham's MSS., the results of which will, it is

hoped, shortly be made public.

Db. Alexander Bain, late of Aberdeen

University, is about to take up his residence

in London, and will shortly be engaged in

editing a series of manuals connected with

mental philosophy.

The second volume of the records of the

English Catholics under the penal laws will

be published with the title of ' The Letters

and Memorials of Cardinal Allen' (1532-

1594). It will contain all the letters of

Cardinal Allen which are obtainable, as well

as letters addressed to him, and other docu

ments calculated to illustrate his life and

actions. They will amount in all to about

213, of which 172 will be printed for the

first time. Some of these letters and docu

ments are in English, many in Latin, and

a few in Spanish and Italian. They are

principally derived from the archives of the

Vatican, of tho English College at Rome,

of Stonyhurst College, and of Simancas, as

well as from the Public Record Office.

There will be an introduction by Father

Knox and a complete index.

Tira issues of the Early English Text

Society for next year will include Mr. Herr-

tage's largely annotated edition of the

' Catholicon Anglicum,' an English-Latin

dictionary dated 1483, well known from the

extensive use made of it by the late Mr. Way

in his edition of the ' Promptorium Parvu-

lorum ' for the Camden Society. Two MSS.

only of the ' Catholicon ' are known to exist,

one belonging to Lord Monson, who has

kindly lent it for the purposes of this edition,

and the other (imperfect) in the Addit.

MS. 15,562. Mr. Herrtage has adopted

Lord Monson's MS. as the basis of his text,

and has collated it throughout with the

Addit. MS. In order to make the work as

useful as possible, while at the same time

avoiding needless repetitions of notes, Mr.

Herrtage has carried out his work on the

plan of a supplement to the ' Promptorium,'

confining his annotations almost exclusively

to words which are not found or are not

annotated in the latter work. The ' Catho

licon ' is written in a northern dialect, and

contains a large number of new and in

teresting words and forms. The sheets

down to R have already passed the press.

Mr. Alfred J. Butler, • Fellow of

Brasenose College, Oxford, will shortly

publish a volume of English poems rendered

from tho Greek Anthology. Mr. Butler is

also engaged in preparing a work upon the

old Coptic churches of Cairo.

The Chaucer Society has just sent out its

books and autotypes for this year, con

sisting of ' Supplementary Parallel Texts of

Chaucer's Minor Poems,' part ii. (which

reprints part i.) ; ' Odd Texts of Chaucer's

Minor Poems,' part ii. (those which could

not be got into the 'Parallel Texts'); 'A

One-Text Print of Chaucer's Minor Poems,'

part ii., being a separate issue of the best

text of each poem in the ' Parallel Text '

edition (these complete the Society's edition

of the minor poems) ; two autotypes of the

Campsall MS. of Chaucer's 'Troilus,' the

MS. belonging to Henry V. when Prinoe of

Wales and nowto Mr. Bacon Frank, of Camp

sall Hall, near Doncaster ; one autotype of

tho Sion College MS. of Chaucer's 'ABC,'

in the hand of his contemporary Shirley,

who has written Chaucer's name in the

margin.

Mr. W. G. Marshall's new workr

'Through America,' will, we understand,

contain a full account of Mormon life as-

witnessed by him during his visits to Salt

Lake City in 1878 and 1879. The work will'

be embellished by nearly one hundredwood

cuts illustrative of scenes in the Utah country

and in the famous Yosemite Yalley, the Giant

Trees,. &c.

The latest issue of the Spenser Society

consists of a reprint of George Wither'*

'Britain's Remembrancer,' London, 1678.

This is one of the least rare of Wither's-

volumes, but has, of course, to be included

in the collection of his works. It forms the

twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth issues of

the Society, and occupies close upon three-

hundred pages.

The Quarto fac-simile of ' Love's Labour's-

Lost,' 1598, with "Forewords" by Mr,

Furnivall, will be ready next week. It is-

the fifth of the series of "Shakspere Quarto-

Fac-similes " prepared by Mr. Griggs, of

Peckham, under the superintendence of Mr.

Furnivall. The Roberts Quarto of the-

' Merchant of Venice,' 1600, and the-

' Merry Wives' Quarto of 1602, are both

on the stone, and the "Forewords " to them,

by Mr. Furnivall and Mr. Daniel respec

tively, are printed. Twenty-two more quartos-

have been fac - similed from the originals-

belonging to the Duke of Devonshire, Mr.

Alfred H. Huth, and the British Museum,

and will be produced in due course.

Mr. Gairdner's continuation of the late

Mr. Brewer's Calendar of Papers re

lating to Henry VII.'s Reign is in the

binder's hands; it includes the years 1531

and 1532.

The fifth and concluding volume of the

' Calendar of Irish State Papers of the

Reign of James I.,' edited by the late

Dr. C. W. Russell and Mr. J. P. Prender-

gast, of Dublin, will very shortly be issued.

Its appearance has been much delayed by

the long and fatal illness of the lamented

President of Maynooth. The volume will

contain abstracts of papers in the Record

Office, the Bodleian, and elsewhere, relating

to public affairs in Ireland between 1615

and 1625.

The Times of India takes occasion, on the

retirement of Dr. Buhler from the Bombay

Educational Department, to sketch the pro

gress made in the advancement of the study

of Sanscrit during his seventeen years' ser

vice. When Dr. Buhler arrived in India in

1863, as Professor of Oriental Languages at

the Elphinstone College, the scientific study

of Sanscrit was still in its infancy. He first

turned his attention to supplying a want

much felt at the time by the preparation of

authoritative editions of standard Sanscrit

works. He next rendered valuable assist

ance to Government in collecting and pre

serving the records of ancient Sanscrit lite

rature, not only in the Bombay Presidency,

but throughout the native states of Guzerat

and Rajputana. In his researches in the

latter states he collected, moreover, for

Government some 5,000 MSS., most of them

very rare, relating to the Jain and Brah-

manical religions. Dr. Buhler, it is said,

brings with him to Europe a large and

valuable private collection of MSS.

Messrs. Wells Gardner, Daston & Co.

have in the press a 'Dictionary of the
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English Church, Ancient and Modern '; a

' Life of Dr. Tyrrell,' thirty-one years Bishop

of Newcastle, New South Wales, by Mr.

R. O. Boodle, M.A.; ' Soldiers and Subjects

of the Great King.' with introduction by Dr.

"Walsham How ; and ' Great Britain for Little

Britons,' by Mrs. Bulley, a book for children

to read to themselves. Messrs. Sonnenschein

& Allen announce a volume by Mr. J. M.

Darton.

Miss E. M. Harris, author of 'Four

Messengers ' and various books for young

people, has in the press a volume of verse,

which will be published by Messrs. Bell.

Miss Harris is also the author of a novel

which was received with favour two years

ago, viz., 'E8teUe,' a tale of Jewish domestic

life in England.

Our Naples Correspondent writes :—

" Two yean ago, it may be remembered by

the readers of the Aihtnaum, the widow of

Carlo Troya presented to the National Library

of Naples printed copies of the works of her

deceased husband, as also other volumes in

manuscript, containing studies, observations,

and notes for the printed works. Included in

the donation were all the letters which had

been written to him by many learned and dis

tinguished men of the time. Signora Troya has

now presented to the same library the academic

diplomas of Troya ; a gold medal which bears

his name, and which was presented to him by

the King and Queen of France in 1830, in

acknowledgment of the first volumes of the

'History of Italy'; and an entire copy of the

GiorruUe Uffieiale of the Kingdom of the Two

Sicilies for 1800."

An influential committee has been formed

in London for the purposo of promoting a

memorial from non-resident members of the

Senate of the University of Cambridge in

favour of granting the B.A. degree to

women. The memorial is addressod to a

Syndicate appointed by the TJnivorsity to

consider certain memorials relating to tho

encouragement to be given to the higher

education of women. The committee in

cludes the Bev. J. Llewelyn Davies, Mr.

W. Forsyth, Q.C., Yiscount Harberton, Mr.

Francis Galton, F.K.S., Mr. J. W. Mellor,

Q.C., M.P., and Mr. John Westlake, Q.C.;

and among the signatures already received

are those of Earl Spencer, Canon Barry,

Mr. J. E. Gorst, M.P., &c. Members of the

Senate who may desire to add their names

are requested to communicate with the Hon.

Sec., Mr. 11. Swan, 7, New Square, Lincoln's

Inn.

M.Tissot, French Ambassador at Constan

tinople, was elected last week a member of the

Academie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres.

M. Gennadics, late Greek Charge d'Af-

faires in London, is engaged in translating

into English a Greek novel, entitled ' Louki

Laras ; or, Reminiscences of a Sciote Mer

chant during the Greek War of Independ

ence.' M. Gennadius has undertaken the

translation at the request of the author,

whose story has already been published in

French, German, Danish, and Italian. The

French translation is the work of the Mar

quis de Queux de Saint-Hilaire, the German

that of Dr. Wagner. The Greek Society

for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies has

now republished ' Louki Laras ' for the

second time as a book for use in Greek

schools of the higher class. M. Gennadius's

introduction will include a brief account of

the author and some remarks on Greek

works of fiction. The tale was reviewed in

the Athenaum last January.

Messrs. Chapman & Hall have in the

press a new novel by Mrs. Leith Adams,

entitled ' Aunt Hepsy's Foundling,' the

scone of which is laid in New Brunswick.

Some timo ago we announced a change in

the old-established publishing house of Wm.

Oliphant & Co., of Edinburgh, occasioned

by the retirement of Mr. Bobertson, since

which time Mr. Robert Anderson has been

the sole member of the firm. He has just

taken as a partner Mr. J. S. Ferrier, till

lately a bookseller in Elgin. In future the

firm will be known as Oliphant, Anderson &

Ferrier.

Messrs. Sampson Low & Co. are about to

republish for this Christmas the first and

most successful of the works of " E. V. B."

(the Hon. Mrs. E. Boyle), entitled ' Child's

Play,' in a form better adapted to the hands

of children. To this will be added the series

of drawings more recently published as ' A

New Child's Play,' and many new designs

from "E. V. B.'s" sketch-book. In all there

will be fifty-six illustrations, and about two

hundred of the best of the old nursery

songs, in a small and handy volume ut a

low price.

SCIENCE

Island Life ; or, the Phenomena and Causes of

Insular Faunas and Floras, including a

Revision and Attempted Solution of the Pro

blem of Geological Climates. By Alfred

Bussel Wallace. (Macmillan & Co.)

The new science of zoological geography

almost owes its existence to Mr. Wallace,

and this his latest volume is a fresh and

valuable contribution to the study for which

he has already effected so much. Its title,

indeed, like that of its predecessor, 'Tropical

Nature,' is somewhat too unambitious and

unassuming in the case of a work which

covers so large a field, for only a little more

than one-half the volume is devoted to the

restricted question of insular Faunas and

Floras, while tho first two hundred pages are

occupied with the discussion of the great

problems of zoological and botanical dis

tribution in their more general aspects. But

it is easy to pardon so pleasant and genial

a writer for giving a littlo more than ho

holds forth on his title-page, and tho present

volumo, though in some respects intended

as a popularization of Mr. Wallace's previous

works on the distribution of animals, yet

contains an iminenso amount of new and

important matter for tho man of science, as

well as much delightful reading for the less

instructed public. It is, in fact, the final

outcome of its author's most mature thought

and research on tho special subjoct which

he has made most peculiarly his own.

Mr. Wallace begins by pointing out a

few of the most striking problems of dis

tribution, which call for a solution even on

the most casual 6urvey. Why should the

Fauna of remote Japan be so strikingly like

that of Britain, while the Fauna of New

Zealand is so totally unlike that of neigh

bouring Australia? Why should two islands

of the Malay Archipelago, separated by a

strait only fifteen miles wide, differ more

from one another in their forms of life

than England and Yezo? Why should

the animals of sunny Florida resemble

those of frozen Canada more closely than

they resemble those of neighbouring and

tropical Cuba ? Why should tapirs be found

in Brazil and in Sumatra, while they occur

in no intermediate country ? To answer

these questions requires a wide knowledge

of physical conditions, as well as of local

Faunas and Floras over the whole world,

and perhaps the case of islands offers the

best field for their solution and illustration

within easy limits. After thus stating the

scope of his inquiry, Mr. Wallace goes on

to define the six great zoological regions

with which his previous works have already

made us familiar—the Palsearctic region,

including northern and eastern Asia, the

whole of Europe, and northern Africa ; the

Ethiopian, lying in Africa south of the

Sahara ; the Oriental, in India and the

Malay Archipelago ; the Australian, whose

name at once describes its limits ; and the

Nearctic and Neo-tropical, in North and

South America respectively. Taking evolu

tion as the key to distribution, he points out

that discontinuity is a proof of antiquity.

Hence we find few if any discontinuous

species, because if sufficient time has elapsed

to get rid of intermediate individuals the

species will probably have varied at either

end from diversity of circumstances and

want of mutual intercourse. Discontinuous

genera are more common, and discontinuous

families frequently occur.

In dealing with the geographical and

geological changes which have affected dis

tribution, Mr. Wallace introduces much

fresh matter. Arguing in favour of his old

thesis, the relative permanence of continents

throughout geological time, he points out,

from the dredgings of the Challenger, that

shore deposits, containing material denuded

from the land and deposited as sediment,

are almost always confined to a distance of

fifty or a hundred miles from the coast.

Beyond these limits tho only deposits are

organic, consisting of small calcareous or

siliceous shells. Accordingly all stratified

rocks which include sand or pebbles must

have been formed in the neighbourhood of

existing continents, and often in the beds of

shallow inland seas. Now the stratified

rocks in the very centre of the great con

tinents are all of this class, being either

sandstones, limestones, conglomerates, or

shales. As Prof. Geikie maintains, the

stratified rocks of the earth comprise no

formations which can be legitimately re

garded as deep-sea deposits. Thus, instead

of believing, with tho older geologists, that

every now and then the basin of an ocean

like tho Pacific is lifted up to form a plateau

like that of Central Asia, we must suppose

that each part of each continent has at

various times formed part of a sea or of the

ocean, but at the same time has been not

far from land. The present state of the

Baltic, the Mediterranean, and the Caspian

will best illustrate these conditions. As to

the chalk, so long claimed as a deep-sea

formation, Mr. Wallace shows with much

care that it resembles rather shoal-water

deposits of Globigerinre than the similar

oozes found at great depths,—an opinion cor

roborated by Mr. J. Murray from the results

of dredgings, and by Dr. Gwyn Jeffreys from

the character of the chalk fossils, which he
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declares to be shallow, not deep, sea forms.

Hence Mr. Wallace concludes that during

the Cretaceous period the site of Europe was

not occupied by the bed of a profound ocean,

but that, on the contrary, only those por

tions of the continent were slightly sub

merged by local depression in which we

now find Cretaceous deposits. Instead of

being a vast expanse of water with a few

scattered islands, it was just as much a part

of the great northern continent as it is at

the present day. The immense number of

freshwater and shore deposits in all stratified

formations, with remains of land animals

and plants, he holds to be in like manner

proofs of the comparative permanence of

continents. On the other hand, the per

manence of the great oceans is similarly

vouched for by the absence of Palaeozoic

and Secondary formations, even in the

merest fragments, on oceanic islands ; while

the want of terrestrial mammals on such

islands clearly shows that they cannot be, as

is often supposed by the ill-informed, small

remaining portions of submerged continents.

Mr. Darwin's facts and arguments with re

gard to the Fauna of the Azores have long

since demolished the theory of "the lost

Atlantis," while Mr. Wallace's reasoning in

the present volume disposes of the hypo

thetical Lemuria in an equally satisfactory

manner. "Upon this question of the per

manence of continents and oceans hangs the

whole theory of zoological distribution.

With regard to glacial epochs, Mr. Wallace

has a great deal to say that is new and in

teresting. Agreeing in the main with Dr.

Croll's convincing astronomical explanation,

that glacial periods depend upon the pre

cession of the equinoxes and the motion of

the aphelion, and tend specially to recur at

the epochs of greatest eccentricity, he sug

gests that they are also largely influenced

by the particular distribution of land and

water which happens to prevail in either

hemisphere at such exact moments of cos-

mical time. Without high land there can

be no permanent snow and ice. Even in

polar regions ice is found at sea level

throughout the year only where glaciers

descend to the water's edge from neighbour

ing mountains or elevated table-lands. Ac

cordingly the alternate phases of precession

could not produce a complete change of

climate except in the case of a country which

was partially snow-clad, while a totally

glaciated area might continue its perpetual

cold even with winter in perihelion. Mr.Wal

lace also argues a priori against tho frequent

existence of glacial conditions in earlier

geological periods ; but he does not refer at

all to Prof. Ramsay's positive arguments on

this subject in his Swansea address, which

was probably not delivered till the present

volume was ready for publication. This

portion of his reasoning will doubtless meet

with considerable criticism, but we think

his general contention against the necessary

recurrence of glacial phenomena with every

recurrence of Dr. Croll's period is quite con

clusive. The warm Arctic climates, which

we know to havo prevailed during the

greater part of the Secondary and Tertiary

periods, aro similarly accounted for by the

numerous currents of warm tropical water

which are shown to have then penetrated

the land of the northern hemisphere, and

reached the polar sea by several channels.

Mr. Wallace thus reverses the parts ordi

narily assigned to geographical and astro

nomical factors in the problem of geological

climates, and his arguments seem for the

most part satisfactory and convincing.

More doubtful, we think, is his treatmont

of geological time, which he reduces within

very slender limits. His modest estimate for

the whole period covered by the fossiliferous

formations, from the Cambrian upward, is

no more than 28,000,000 years.

The second and larger portion of the work,

dealing with insular Faunas and Floras, con

tains less that is at once novel and important,

though it is worked out with the author's

accustomed insight and wide grasp of facts.

The oceanic islands are first passed in review,

and it is shown that their zoology and botany

depend wholly upon their relative position

towards continents and the means of trans

port afforded by prevalent winds, hurricanes,

or currents. None of them possesses any

indigenous mammals. The Azores and Ber

muda show the importance of a stormy

position ; for, though situated 900 and

700 miles from Europe and America re

spectively, the Fauna of each is essentially

European or American in type, and constant

new arrivals, blown by tempests, keep up

the connexion with the parent species.

Nevertheless, even here a few birds,

beetles, and land-snails have varied speci

fically, and even in one case generically.

The Galapagos Islands, though less distant

from South America, are yet practically more

inaccessible through their position in the

stormless equatorial belt, and accordingly

their Fauna, though still unmistakably

South American in origin, displays far

greater speciality of type. St. Helena and

the Sandwich Islands, isolated in the midst

of great oceans, show no such resemblance

in Fauna and Flora to any one con

tinent, but are peopled by waifs and strays

from all quarters, some of which cannot

bo traced to their original habitat. The in-

frequency of fresh arrivals and the great

antiquity of their first population have ren

dered their inhabitants generically distinct in

a very high degree. Passing to continental

islands, Mr. Wallace deals first with Britain,

as an instance of a land recently isolated,

and shows by a wide collection of instances

that, though its species still remain for tho

most part identical with those of neighbour

ing Europe, a fewpeculiar species and several

peculiar varieties have already begun to

show themselves.. This tendency to local

differentiation is strongest in Ireland, and

in the smaller islands—Wight, Man, Shet

land, and Lundy. Borneo and Java, though

not, perhaps, more anciently separated from

their mainland than Britain, yet exhibit a

higher degree of organic speciality, owing

to their larger area, richer Fauna and Flora,

and greater distance from the continent.

The explanation now given of the pecu

liarities of Java in this respect is an advance

and improvement upon that suggested by

Mr. Wallace in his previous work. Japan

and Formosa, again, are decidedly a little

older islands, and show a corresponding

peculiarity of organic forms ; while Mada-

sure of competition from more advanced

and successful forms originated in the gTeat

continents. As to the hypothetical Lemuria,

Mr. Wallace urges against it that the

outlying islands, such as Bourbon, Mauri

tius, and Rodriguez, are purely oceanic in

their Fauna, and therefore not parts of a

wider submerged land ; while the existence

among them of the wingless dodos and

solitaires proves the antiquity of their pre

sent condition. Finally, New Zealand and

Celebes are classed as anomalous islands,

and various ingenious explanations are

suggested of their peculiarities. The chap

ters on New Zealand in particular are full

of clever theories, which certainly account

admirably for the existing zoological and

botanical features of that very puzzling'

country; but though the intricate series of

changes which Mr. Wallace supposes to

have taken place would amply and satis

factorily account for the actual anomalies,

they are, porhaps, too hypothetical to be

unreservedly accepted in the present state

of our knowledge.

The work throughout abounds with in

terest, and even the facts themselves with

which it is richly stored would be of high

value without the theories which they en

force and illustrate. But, taken as a whole,

'Island Life' represents the very fullest

outcome of its author's researches, and it

cannot fail to add to his recognized position

as the greatest living authority on the ques

tions with which it deals. It may be read

with equal pleasure by those who are already

acquainted with the general principles of

distribution and by those who wish for the

first time to learn something about modern

biological geography.

gascar serves as an illustration of the very

ancient continental islands, with a peculiar

Fauna of an antiquated type, the relic of

one which has long since died out in almost

all other parts of the world, under the pres-

OEOGKAPHICAL SOTES.

Col. Pbejevalsky's recent journey is not sur

passed in interest by any of his previous achieve

ments. He has traversed the western Gobi

desert from the frontier station of Zaisau to

Su-chau, he has examined the eastern Thian-

shan and the mountains south of Su-chau, and,

crossing the fertile plain of Tsaidam, has ascended

the stupendous Tibetan highlands and surveyed

the bleak and rugged northern caravan route

to Lhasa as far as Nak-chu village. Portions

of this exploration lie in tracts of which we

knew nothing positively beyond the scanty and

somewhat grotesque topography derived from the

Jesuit fathers' and the Lamas' surveys. The

most interesting passages of his last letters refer

to his attempt to ascend the Hoang-ho river to its

sources in the famous Sing-su-hai, or Starry Sea

of the Chinese geographers. The country tra

versed by the head waters of the Hoang-ho

appears to be characterized by huge precipitous

ravines, which made further progress an im

possibility ; while to tho west towers the mighty

fiurkan-Buddha range, marking the east<?rn

escarpment of the plateau of Tibet, in which the

Hoang-ho, like its mightier, rival the Yang-t*e-

kiang, takes its rise. Prejevalsky's numerous

observations and collections are a moat gratify

ing feature in his travels, which will connect

in most interesting fashion his previous work

in 1872 with the late journeys of Count Bel»

Szechenyi. The general effect of all these

travels when combined will be to furnish ui

with an enormous addition to our knowledge oi

High Asia.

We regret to announce the death of M. Brhard,

which occurred at Paris on the 23rd of October.

The deceased was a native of Freiburg in 15aden,

but came to Paris when a lad, and attained there

a well-deserved reputation as a cartographer.
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M. Mushketof, known for his geological

in the region of the Thian-shan and

Ains, haa just reai just read a paper before the

Mineralogical Society of St Petersburg on his

recent visit to the great glacier which forms the

principal source of the Zarafshan river, in

Ferghana. The glacier proved to be four-and-

twenty versta in length, and barely one and

a half in breadth, while its upper portion was

surmounted by a semicircular mountain ridge

open only in the direction of the Alai range.

Westward the mountains are described as pre

senting an imposing appearance, their base being

concealed by clouds, while peaks of 20,000 feet

in height appeared to be suspended in mid-air.

The valley leading up to the glacier was found

to be inhabited by denizens of that curious

Tajik race the Galchas, whom M. Mushketof

describes as of direct Persian descent. No

doubt the secluded habits of these mountaineers

have enabled them to preserve their Irani cha

racteristics in greater purity than their lowland

brethren, but most philologists agree in referring

many of their words to an older Aryan type.

The origin of these Tajik nationalities in Central

Asia is involved in much obscurity, and our

information is as yet too scanty for any one to

pronounce decisively on the subject

The German African Association has been

more successful in its recent ventures than when

it first started. At the last meeting of the

Berlin Geographical Society Dr. Nachtigal was

able to announce that Dr. Lenz had reached

Timbuktu, that Dr. Buchner had left the Muata

Yamvo's capital for an unknown destination,

and that Herr Flegel had arrived at Lukoja, at

the confluence of the Niger with the Chadda.

RohJfs and Stccker have left for Abyssinia.

Their mission is political rather than otherwise.

A Berlin correspondent thus writes, somewhat

indignantly, about its origin : " The king of

kings, blood-stained Johannes of Abyssinia, has

bombarded his ' brother ' Wilhelm with four

letters, claiming his friendship. Our Wilhelm

I to reply to these missiles. He sends for

Bismarck sends for Rohlfs ; and

Rohlfs is ordered to go out to Abyssinia, and

told to get the African Association to pay

his expenses. Worse, Dr. Stecker, already on

the road to Bornu, is recalled and ordered to

join Rohlfs. ' What is the use of sending a

man through a desert 1 ' Bismarck is reported to

have said. The African Association, like every

body else in Germany, is afraid of Bismarck.

It consents as a matter of course, and thus a

considerable portion of the 100,000 marks which

the Reichstag voted for scientific purposes is

thrown away upon a mission to a barbarian

despot." We may add that a mere visit to the

camp of Johannes is not likely to yield geogra

phical results at all in proportion to the money

and labour expended. The case would bo differ

ent, however, if the German travellers penetrated

into the Galla and Somal countries.

Prof. Kiepert announces the early publication

of a new map of Turkey.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

American science has sustained another loss

in the death of Prof. Benjamin Peirce, of Har

vard University, who died at Cambridge, Mass. ,

on the 6th of October, in the seventy-second

year of his age. His father had been a librarian

at the same university, and he has been a pro

fessor there for the last thirty-rive years. His

works on mathematical subjects have been nume

rous, and his Lunar Tables are used in the Ame

rican BjsVaWI it and Nautical Almanac. He

succeeded Prof. Bache, who died in 1867, in

directing the operations of the American Coast

Survey, and in 1863 was President of the Ame-

He was elected an Associate of the Royal Astro

nomical Society in 1849, and a Foreign Member

of the Royal Society of London in 1862.

The Leonid meteors are due at the end of

next week, but the display is not likely to be

conspicuous, and the bright moonlight will inter

fere the greatest part of the night with the visi

bility of faint ones. However, the moon will

set on the 13th at three and a half hours after

midnight, and from that time until daylight

watch should be kept for bodies belonging to

this most interesting meteoric stream.

From the Observatory for this month we learn

that a large refractor, of twenty-three inches

aperture, is being made by Alvan Clark & Sons

for the Halsted Observatory of Princeton Col

lege, New Jersey, with which Prof. Young

proposes to take up spectroscopic work, particu

larly stellar ; also that a new 10-inch equatorial,

with object-glass by Merz, has been presented

to the Geneva Observatory by its Director, Prof.

Emil Plantamour.

M. Thollon renewed his spectroscopic observa

tions of the solar protuberances at the Paris

Observatory in the month of July last, con

tinuing them until the beginning of October.

The Comptes Rendu* for the 18th of that month

contains a note by him, accompanied by draw

ings, describing some of the most remarkable

of these. "Le soleil," he says, "est entre"

dans une periode d'activite* dont il faut tirer le

meilleur parti possible. Je me suis done borne

a dessiner les protuberances qui, par leurs di

mensions, leur eclat, leur structure, ont plus

particulierement attiro" mon attention." And

the height and rapidity of development and

change of those here drawn are certainly very

remarkable indeed. Some of the details, M.

Thollon adds, are so numerous and so variable

that to reproduce them faithfully in a drawing

is impossible—photography alone being capable

of representing them in a truly scientific way.

In the Atheuaum for July 31st we mentioned

the discovery in June, by fierr Ceraski, of the

Moscow Observatory, of the variability of a

star less than 9" from the north pole ; and on

September 11th we referred to Dr. Julius

Schmidt's observations of the star at Athens

from which he considered the period of vari

ability to be somewhat less than five days. It

now appears, by the observations of Prof. Picker

ing, of Cambridge, U.S., that the true period

is only half this, to that there must have been

a minimum between the minima observed by

Schmidt and supposed by him to be consecutive.

The actual period is 2 days 11 hours 47 minutes,

and the rapidity of change is probably greater

than that of any other known variable, exceed

ing a magnitude in the course of an hour. The

whole variation takes place in less than three

hours, the star being at all other times of the

seventh and a half magnitude, periodically di

minishing to the ninth, and increasing again in

this remarkably short space of time. The place

of the star for 1881, January 1st, is R.A.

0- 51m 48', N.P.D. 8° 45' 9.

SOCIETIES.

Royal Institution.—Nov. 1.—G. Busk, Esq.,

Treas. and V.P, in the chair.— Mr. L. E. Ames was

elected a Member.

Aristotelian.— Oct. 25.—F. G. Fleay, Esq., V.P.,

in the chair.—Mr. Frederic Harrison and Mr. K. A.

Chubb were elected Members.—A paper by Mr. J. A.

Cooper was read, 'On the ^Scholastic Philosophers.'—

A paper, 'On the Arabian Philosophers,' was then

read by Mr. Harold Senier. The author traced the

general court* of Oriental philosophy from the

eighth to the thirteenth century, treating at length

the theories of Algazzali, Averroes, tec. Finally,

he traced the effect of the Arabian philosophy

upon succeeding schools.

MEETINGS FOR THB RN8L1NG WEEK.

Ron] AraderiiT, H.— ' Chemistry,' Mr. A- H. Church.
Aristotelian. B.—' Racon.' Mr. w. A. Caason.
Geographical. «4 — ' Journey to the Lukuga Outlet of Lake Tan-

- -lyina, rid the North End of Lake N vaMa.' Mr. J. Thomson.
8.

, « —' Anthropological Colour-Pheno-
... .jlscwhere,' Dr. J. Rep" "

b Development of the Art of Musi
Mr. J. K. Kowboiham; 'Neolithic

a.' Prince P. I'outtatin
Civil Engineers, s,— ■ Machinery for Steel-Making by the Bes

semer and the Siemens Processes.' Mr. B. Walker
English Spelling Reform Association, s.—' Necessary Conditions

in a Hotter System of Spelling intended tor Use in
Schools,' Mr. B. Jones.

Wbd. Literature. 4,.—Council.
— Telegraph Eugmeers. 8.
— Microscopical. * — • AcanthrometridaV Mr. C. Stewart ; ' A Nsw

Work Ins; Microscope.' In- Carpenter

t . ' Bl-c
Three

lluarttce. w
Foci, all i

liouhle Focus
of them Collinear.' Mr. H. M.

Jeffrey ; ' Further Rcmitrks on the Oeometrlcal Method of
Reversion,' Rev. C Taylor.

Fai. Quekett Microscopical, 7.
— Astronomical, 8.
— New Khaaspere, 8.—'Three Passages in "Henry v.": 1. The

"Guidon ' Rmendntiuii ; L' Staunton s Explanation of " tha
turning o" the tide " (the time of KalsialTi death i : 3 llstol's•• n,]iT< th.r i. m.ii • iw n Mi.k^n 'Some Notes on

Sat

'Doll, * that is. NeU,' Dr. R. Nicholson ;
" Henry V.," ' Mr. J. Spending.

Physical. 3 — ' Rents of Misluni^ Consonsnces of the Form h : 1,'
Mr. H. H. M. Rvjsaanmat ; ' Note on Prof. Exner's Paper on
Contact Electricity,' l'rofs Ayrton and l'erry : 'Action at a

' Mr W. R. Browne
"flection of Fellows.

Sicitnct tSossirj.

A project is on foot for the erection of a

meteorological station on Ben Nevis, as a

public acknowledgment of the services of Mr.

David Hutcheson to the Highlands. The com

mittee already includes the Duke of Argyll, the

Earl of Breadalbane, Mr. Milne Home, Dr. Angus

Smith, F. R. S. , Arc. The Royal Society of London,

the Meteorological Department of the Board of

Trade, and other public bodies, have warmly

advocated such a Highland station as a scheme

of national value and importance.

On Wednesday evening next the Ronald's

Library will be opened at the rooms of the

Society of Telegraph Engineers.

The Museum and Galleries Committee of the

Glasgow Town Council have resolved to devote

the Corporation Galleries during the ensuing

winter season to an exhibition of models and

apparatus connected with naval architecture, &c.

The objects will be arranged in the following

sections : 1. Shipbuilding ; 2. Equipment ;

3. Engineering ; 4. Royal Navy Models,

Ordnance and Arms ; 5. Navigation ; 6. Arti

sans' Department ; 7. Historical Models, in

cluding objects illustrating the history and pro

gress of shipbuilding, marine engineering, and

navigation.

Mr. Searlbs Valentine Wood died at

Martlesham on the 26th of October in the

eighty-third year of his age. Mr. Wood was

elected a Fellow of the Geological Society in

1839, and he was awarded the Wollaston medal

on the 17th of February, 1800, for his investi

gations in the Crag formations and his memoir

on ' Crag Mollusca and Eocene Mollusca,' which

was published by the Palaiontographical Society.

In delivering the medal to Mr. Wood, Prof. J.

Phillips, as President of the Geological Society,

speaking of the advantages to science of study

ing one subject with especial care, said to the

recipient, " By the monograph of the Crag mol

lusca you have accomplished this object in

regard to one of the most remarkable of the

British strata, and completed a research for

which no one had equal opportunities." The

President concluded by complimenting Mr.

Wood on labours so "patient, persevering, and

successful."

Prof. Moor, of Heidelberg, at a recent con

gress of orology, held at Milan, showed an ex

cellent preparation of a portion of the ear, and

gave statistics showing that engine-drivers on

railways are peculiarly subject to certain affec

tions of that organ, which might compromise

the safety of travellers. The congress moved

an address to all governments, recommending

serious periodical investigations into this matter.

The Museums and Lecture Rooms Syndicate

at Cambridge find they are not even now able with

2,0002. a year to maintain all the science museums

with proper cleaning, apparatus, warmth, and

due supervision, in addition to the care of labo

ratories and lecture rooms. They have had to

bear the charges of new and enlarged dissecting

rooms and chemical and biological laboratories,

and have necessarily spent 8202. over their

receipts. They can scarcely find a penny to buy

specimens that turn up opportunely ; and they

ask for an immediate increase of income to

3,0002. a year.
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been broken through—but the most curious

pieces of sculpture -which turned up were

a series of Medusa heads accompanied by

ornament simulating serpontine contortions.

These had formed part of the frieze, which,

decorated with a double band of ornament,

must have presented the most original fea

ture of the entire edifice. As to the recon

struction of the Great Altar, the remains

showed that it had been surrounded by an

outer wall of irregular shape and workman

ship, and that the altar itself had been a

rectangular building raisod from the ground

on a buse of three stages, each of which was

about 23 centimetres in height and 40 in

projection. These points clearly estabhshed,

the whole of the after labour of reconstruc

tion has had to be based entirely on the

measurement and comparison of the scat

tered and broken remains of the marbles

with which the whole of the building was

veneered. By these arduous means Bonn

has arrived at a plan, of which the per

spective elevation is given in tho accom

panying plates. This shows the altar raised

on a base of vast extent, which is decorated
■with the Gigantomachia, the sculptured

band turning in in front, and clothing the

two sides of the flight of steps by which

access is obtained to the platform above.

This platform appears to have been com

pletely surrounded on three sides by a Doric

colonnade, tho interior of which seems to

have been coated by the smaller serio3 of

reliefs which represented the story of Tele-

phus. Time and further examination may,

of course, tend to largely modify the details

of this conjectural scheme ; nor can we, in

deed, at present pretend to say in what

direction, nor to what discoveries, the study

of the reliefs and othor monuments now at

Berlin may eventually lead us. The activity

and energy displayed on this occasion by

the Prussian Government make it pro

bable that the wish with which the leaders

of tho expedition partod from their work

men on the 3rd of March—"Auf wieder-

sehen hier zu nouer Arbeit" — will soon

be fulfilled, and that they will return to

Pergamus to glean their harvest. Another

firman from the Porte will be readily ob

tained, nnd the Turks will be glad, as on

the present occasion, to abandon all their

rights in the find for a trifling sum in cash.

We may expect that, in no distant future,

not Pergamus only, but all tho other buried

cities of Asia Minor, will be reclaimed to the

glory of Berlin, unless, indeed, the Greek

inhabitants of Turkey's Asiatic provinces

succeed in making their dissatisfaction felt ;

for Herr Jlumann tells us that the Greeks,

and specially the Greeks of Smyrna, looked

on the Prussian operations with a jealousy

•which we cannot blame, and grieved that

the earth no longer covered the monuments

of Pergamus, and reserved all discovery

for the Jays when they should once more be

lords of the land. And when one couples

this ardent regret with the disinterested

statement of the Prussian explorer that the

Greek population at Pergamus, as elsewhere,

has been doubling, whilst the Turks have

been dwindling to less than half their ori

ginal proportions, there is something piteous

in his remark that, in his motley gang of

Turks, Armenians, fugitive Bulgarians, and

Greeks, the Greeks distinguished themselves

by their skill, and to the Greeks alone was

allotted the front rank in tho field of labour

and the delicate work of actual contact with

the marbles in their removal from the soil.

The importance of the great discoveries

made at Pergamus casts the other matter

of the Jahrhuch, interesting as it is, into the

shade. Something, however, must be said

of the remaining papers : of Friedlander's

' Italienische Schaumiinze '; of Bode's

' Adam Elsheimer '; of Hermann Grimm's

brilliant article in support of an ingenious,

if not very sound, conjecture respecting

Michel Angelo's original intentions as to

the tombs of the Medici. Something must

be said, too, of the excellent article by

Herr Lippmann, the Director of the Berlin

Print Room, on a unique Italian print, the

work probably of a goldsmith, c. 1440-50,

in which he sees a partial justification of

Vasari's statement as to Finiguerra's dis

covery. Horr Lippmann writes also on three

specimens of Diirer MSS. now preserved in

the Print Room : two of these, a letter to

Kress and a leaf from his diary, which is

given in fac-simile, were published, without

reference, by Campe in 1828, and Herr

Lippmann now comes forward to tell us

where tho originals may be found. Dr. Max

Jordan, the Director of tho National Gallery,

has also an important fact to communicate,

for he has actually ascertained the existence

of the lost treatise by Piero della Francesca

on the proportions of tho human body, and

his examination of the MS., now in the

Vatican, places beyond doubt tho truth of

tho accusation of plagiarism and theft

brought by Vasari and Egnatio Danti

against Piero's pupil Luca Pacioli. Even

the minor articles—such as Lessing on the

stamped stutfs of the Middle Ages ; Schultz

on a list of paintings onco existent in a

monastery at Brandenburg, which shows

that as early as tho middle of the fifteenth

century theology, philosophy, poetry, and

law were considered the correct subjects

for the docoration of a library ; and Dobbert

on the early history of tho crucifix—afford

matter for serious consideration.

Space, however, forbids us to dwell on the

points raised by tho various contents of the

Jahrhuch, although it is impossible to close

our notice without some comment on the

remarkable number and boauty of the re

productions of the medals of Pisano which

accompany Friedlander's articles, and with

out calling special attention to the fact that

Dr. Bode, under the modest title of ' Adam

Elsheimer,' has producod a new biography,

in which the diligent sifting of the facts of

Elzheimer's life is accompanied by a no less

diligont examination of his works. Elz-

heimer was certainly the most distinguished

of that small group of German painters who,

born in tho later years of tho sixteenth cen

tury, fell upon evil times, and worked on,

like Poussin, in Pome under the disadvan

tages which denationalization always seems

to entail on an artist. He is a representa

tive of a curious epoch in the history of

modern art, and Dr. Bode's labours are the

more needed as, through the superficial

negligence of previous writers, our know

ledge of Adam Elzheimer and his works

was both inaccurate and defective. The

illustrations to this article also are excellent,

and the liberality shown in this respect is,

it must be confessed, maintained in respect

of paper and style of printing. The Prus

sian Jahrhuch, in short, with its dry cata

logues and strictly technical treatises, comes

to us in the guise of an ouvrage de luxe.

EXHIBITION OF PICTURES BY BRITISH AND FOREIGN

ARTISTS, FRENCH OALLERY, PALL MALL.

Ilf this gallery there are a few paintings of

note, and there are, too, a greater number than

usual of meritorious works which have not

hitherto attracted much attention. Foremost

in the former class is the tine life-size figure of

an acolyte seated on the floor of a sacristy,

and polishing a silver crucifix which lies on

his knees. It is by Madame H. Browne,

and was, we believe, originally shown at the

Salon, and afterwards -in Pall Mall, whero it

now reappears. Preparations for the Festival

(24)—such is the name it bears—is a masterly,

broad, and solidly painted study in red and

its allies and contrasts, deep brown, and warm,

silvery grey. The flesh is excellent, the

draughtsmanship first-rate. The absence of

anything like an attractive subject is no novel

shortcoming in the art of Madame Browne,

although this example is unusually deficient

in that respect. Artists, however, delight

in technical qualities without caring for the

absence of a subject.—Leu Enereis de Jumieges

(05) is the picture by M. Luminals which we

described in criticisms on the last Salon. We

need repeat no more of this description than

is involved in saying that the subject of the

painting, M. Luminais's best work, is the

crippled sons of Clovis II. descending the Seine.

This work is a capital example of spectacular art,

bold and superficial, showing good and powerful

colour in parts, as in the pillows behind the

heads, and remarkable for the force and spirit

of the drapery painting. The horror of the sub

ject is the condemnation of the picture.

Among the minor works may be mentioned

two small examples by M. Sell, called respec

tively Prussian Skirmishers (2), troops on horse

back, and " Vet Victis " (4), French cuirassiers

returning over a winter landscape after a lost

battle. Both these little pictures are good

in their way, and contrast favourably with Mr.

E. Crofts's An Outpost (7), a man in English

military costume of the seventeenth century

sitting on a short-legged horse. Mr. Crofts

paints military subjects cleverly, but ho lacks

the Frenchman's spirit and his brilliant execu

tion.— Who Killed Cain? (12) is by Mr. J.

Morgan, and represents one of Her Majesty's

Inspectors of Schools in the act of examining a

"class." Tho design is not without spirit of a

commonplace sort. The general treatment re

minds us, at a distance, of the art of M. E.

Frero. The execution is flimsy, and the

painting is thin and poor.—No. 19, The Lover

and his Lute, a middle - aged gentleman

practising a serenade, is by M. A. Reinberg. It

is marked by deft handling and taste in

grouping tints of olive and grey, while the ex

pression is good.—A Reverie (55), by M. Seiler,

is of the same class. The figure of a gentleman,

in the costume of the seventeenth century,

seated by a table, is well foreshortened, and the

piece of tapestry behind him is cleverly painted.

This little picture belongs to the school of M.

Meissonier, and though not otherwise important,

proves the value of a training which is rarely

attempted in England ; tho firmness, precision,

and neatness of the draughtsmanship, to say

nothing of the keeping of the entire picture,

and its effective tones and colours, are interest

ing on this account.

A Flitting Gleam before the Storm (59), by Herr

Heflner, depicts a low coast of pale sands, with

sloping cliffs, dark verdure, shining pools of sea-

water, a steel-like and level sea, all overborne

by gathering clouds, through a rift in which a

brilliant light descends to creep along the vista.

The sharp definition of the nearer objects, the

clearness of the distance, are characteristic of

nature in this effect of light. The effect is very
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solid, attractive, and truthful ; much good draw

ing appears throughout, but the workmanship

is thin. The same painter has sent the capital

In the Gloaming (75), comprising a well studied

sky and perspective of calm water shining still

in the light which fades ; it is a first-rate sketch

of clear evening after sundown.—Market-Day,

Hungary (63), Leaving the Homestead (192), and

Scheveningen (194), all by Herr G. Von Boch-

mann, are to be admired because of the abund

ance of incidents, a good, broad, and bold system

of painting, much action, and an energetic con

ception of the subjects.—Mr. J. Pettie has a

clever but unpleasing sketch for a picture of two

marauding commanders seated and studying

a map ; as one of these truculent fellows ha3

been badly wounded, his head is bandaged,

much to the injury of his looks. The work is

flimsy and pretentious, coarsely spirited, and

repulsive. — No. 106, Straduarius, by Herr

Zimmermann, shows an ugly, sottish old Fran

ciscan friar with a fiddle. Gross as it is, the

face is very spirited.—A Lady of the Seventeenth

Century (107), by Herr F. A. Kaulbach, com

prises a head in a white coif of the sixteenth

(not seventeenth) century, neatly and smoothly

painted. The expression of the features is over

sweet.

We recommend to the visitor M. Munthe's

Ice-Bound (125), a wintry landscape ; M. A.

Vely's In Maiden Meditation (139), the popular

engraved picture ; Herr Blommers's Fislierman's

Family, Scheveningen (164). It is impossible to

praise the big picture called A Satyr Family

(162), by M. L. Priou, or Mr. F. Goodall's

tame Rebekah at the Well (147).

THE FINE-ART SOCIETY, NEW BOND STREET.

The collection of works of art which will be

opened on Monday next in the gallery of the

Fine-Art Society is of more than usual interest.

It comprises about one hundred and twenty-five

water-colour drawings and woodcuts by John

Bewick. The originals of the famous illustrations

to the ' British Birds ' have been lent by the

Misses Bewick, and the extreme delicacy, beau

tiful elaboration, and fidelity of not a few of them

will surprise those persons who know the New

castle artist as a wood engraver only. These

drawings are generally, but not invariably,

superior to the cuts for which they were made,

and their colour is often charming. Henceforth

every one must give a high place to the author

as a master in small, especially in regard to

style, an important quality which few would

look for in studies such as these.

Nothing can exceed the pathos and sardonic

humour which are to be found in some of the

vignettes and tail-pieces. Among the most

attractive of them is the drawing for the

Poachers or Men Shooting (No. 9), which was

made for the cut on p. 147, vol. i. of ' British

Birds. ' Here is a charming snowy landscape ; a

hare flies all amazed across a meadow, and is

followed by a man with a gun and dog. The

man has put the long skirt of his coat over

the lock of the gun, to keep the priming

dry, or keep the chilly metal from his

freezing fingers. This is one of Bewick's most

"natural touches." The background of the

vignette, where the geese go up a path after

drinking from a brook, and announce the fact

by quacking vociferously, is delightful for truth

and delicate draughtsmanship. A cut of a

farmyard, where a woman winnows grain with a

sieve, and a crowd of poultry eagerly pick up

food, while disinterested quadrupeds, who do

not eat corn, look calmly on, is well known to

the student of Bewick's art. The projection of

the shadow of a ladder in differing angles on the

sloping roof and the upright wall of a barn

against which the ladder leans is proof of

Bewick's subtle knowledge of nature. Wealth

of character is expressed by the birds in this

drawing, each differing in expression and atti

tude from its neighbours. In this respect, too,

the geese, mentioned above, are perfect studies

of character; although they are all doing the

same thing, each bird does it in its own

way. In short, the visitor may spend hour

after hour most pleasantly in looking at these

vignettes.

Among the famous "Birds" proper, no one

Bhould overlook the drawing for the famous

' Kitty Wren 1 (' Birds,' i. 227), a gem-like piece

of sober lustre in colour, and a masterpiece of

solidity ; the Wliite Owl (8) is immeasurably

finer than the woodcut ; The lioyston Crew (30)

is a noble study of colour ; The Nutcracker (71),

The Bed-Legged Crow (83), The Snipe (109), The

Wryneck (117), Tlie Stormy Petrel (118), are all

first rate. The drawings for the famous Feathers

of the Water-Crake (1) and Feathers (55) are

much better than the cuts which reproduced

them, yet even these have been ranked with

Hollar's superb ' Shells ' and ' Muffs. ' With the

above are to be seen the very famous Chilling-

ham Bull, and T. S. Good's portrait of T.

Bewick.

The above-named drawings are portions of

the collection of the works of Thomas and John

Bewick which, as the best monument to the

memory of their father and uncle, the Misses

Bewick have by will bequeathed to the nation,

so that the whole may be preserved in the

British Museum. Besides these examples, this

noble bequest includes two large volumes of

impressions from the blocks engraved by the

artists, moro, we believe, than a thousand

in number, all duly arranged so as to supply

standards of reference for testing the genuine

ness of workB which may be attributed to the

two draughtsmen.

In the same gallery may be seen a large

number of etchings, being a complete collection

of the works of Mr. S. Palmer, including a new

plate, with some examples we have already

described at length. There are also collections

of etchings by Mr. J. C. Hook and Mr. J.

Whistler, and a considerable number of speci

mens of the skill and learning of Mr. F.

Seymour Haden ; these are most interesting as

marking the progress of the draughtsman from

careful and elaborate studies to the more recent

and courageous works. The visitor should espe

cially notice Brentford Ferry, Greenwicli, Tlie

Three Sisters, Battcrsea, and Erith Marshes.

The catalogue of this exhibition has been

enlarged beyond the common practice, so that

it may have permanent value. It includes a

terso and readable memoir of T. Bewick, an

analysis of his artistic achievements and powers,

and special notes on examples from the drawings

and cuts by this artist, selected to show some

of their more noteworthy qualities and charac

teristics.

NOTES FROM NAPLES.

Oct. 26, 1880.

Prof. Novi, the discoverer of the site of the

extinct Casilino, is now reported bythe Gazetta de

Najwli to have made yet richer contributions to

archajology. On the Via Gabinia he has dis

covered the necropolis of the Pago di Diana,

containing many tombs with inscriptions—re

mains of Ionic columns, Corinthian cornices,

hemicyclos for funereal rites, objects in terra

cotta, statues and fragments of various kinds.

Traversing the sides of Mount Tifata, Novi

found, at two and a half metres under ground,

vestiges of a very ancient race which seems to

have some analogy with that which was estab

lished in Suessola. In fact, the vases, of rough

unpolished clay or with black enamel, have

designs not formed by the brush, but with a

pointed instrument made for scratching. The

tombs are formed of two strata of large cal

careous stones, and ornaments of coral, of Greek

glass, fibulie, and copper rings adorn the remains.

Under the mountains of Gerusalemme and

Palombara Novi has laid open the ancient Via

di Diana. It was buried under a stratum of

compact argillaceous earth nearly three metres

in depth. On the mountains which rise above

this antica via once rose Sicopoli, a city founded

by the Lombards in 827 a. d. The only remain

ing vestige of this city is an inscription, referred

to in the critico-diplomatic annals of the king

dom of Naples. The vertical section now

executed by Novi shows the probability of

gathering fuller and more certain information

about Sicopoli. At the depth of three metres

there have been found broken tiles, plaster

with frescoes, columns, broken arms, fragments

of glass cups, of "dolii," of cinerary vases, and

a large quantity of human bones as well as those

of horses, as if they were the relics of a great

battle fought on the heights above. The sec

tion where these discoveries were made was on

the old road of Bellona-Cajazzo, in the province

of Caserta. These studies of Prof. Novi, at tie

same time that they offer a new contribution to

epigraphy, clear up many controverted points

of the ancient geography of Campania, and it is

to be hoped that he will continue investigations

which may lead to important discoveries.

H. W.

COLOGNE CATHEDRAL.

West Dulwich, Not. 3, 1880.

In your last week's issue Mr. Edward Scott

publishes a document which he describes at

"the original contract made by the Dean and

Chapter of Cologne with the Burgrave of

Drachenfels to quarry stones out of Mount

Drachenfels to be employed in the building of

the church." This statement does not tally

with the account given by the late Dr. L.

Ennen, Archivarius and Librarian of Cologne,

in a very interesting essay on the cathedral now

appearing in the popular Garteriaube.

Dr. Ennen says :—" Zur Gewinnung der

nothigen Quadersteine hatte das Dom-capitel

einen eignen Steinbruch am Drachenfels ange-

raumt und in Betrieb gesetzt, und mittelst Ver-

trages vom 26 August, 1267, erwarb es von

dem Burggrafen von Drachenfels einen von

diesem Bruche in gerader Richtung zum Rheine

fuhreuden Weg. lm Jahie 1274 ward mitdem

Burggrafen ein Abkommen getroffen, wonach

sechs Arbeiter, von denen drei Steinbrecher

und drei Vorschlager sein sollten, fortwahrend

beschaftigt sein miissten. Wiederholt wird

dieser Vortrag erneuert und 1294 die Zahl der

Steinbrecher auf vier erhbh t ; ebenso tritt 1306

eine Vermehrung der Arbeitskrafte ein, nach-

dem das Capitel den Dombruch durch Ankauf

eines Weinberges erweitert hat."

According to Dr. Ennen, it would appear that

the Chapter in 1267 acquired from the Burggraf

a road leading from their quarry to the Rhine,

and that in 1274 he promised to supply them

with six workmen, which number was in 1294

raised to seven. J. Loraine Heelis.

' Jacob's dream. '

Villn Novello, Genoa, Oct. SO, 1S80.

Permit me to offer corroboration of the just

protest made by your correspondent " Septua

genarian" in the Athentvum for October 23rd,

1880, on behalf of the poetical picture by Rem

brandt in the Dulwich Gallery. William Hazlitt,

himself an accomplished amateur painter and an

acknowledged fine judge of painting, writes thus

in his volume entitled ' The Picture Galleries of

England,' published in 1824, when discussing

the gems in the Dulwich Gallery :—" This room

is rich in masterpieces. Here is the ' Jacob's

Dream,' by Rembrandt, with that sleeping

figure, thrown like a bundle of clothes in one

corner of the picture, by the side of some

stunted bushes, and with those winged shapes,

not human, nor angelical, but bird-like, tread

ing on clouds, ascending, descending through

the realms of endless light, tliat loses itself in

infinite space ! No one else could ever grapple

with this subject, or stamp it on the willing

canvas in its gorgeous obscurity but Rem

brandt ! " Mary Cowden Clarke.
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Considerable works have lately been in pro

gress in the interior of the National Gallery.

The floor of the Wynn Ellis Room has been

relaid with oak ; the pictures have been tem

porarily placed in an adjacent gallery. The

atudents practising in water colours now work

in the Rembrandt Room. Many of the English

pictures have been advantageously rearranged.

The private view of selected pictures in

Messrs. Agnew's "Old Bond Street Galleries,

Piccadilly," is appointed for to-day (Saturday) ;

the collection will be opened to the public on

Monday next.

A picture of Constable's has found its way

into "the custody" of a churchwarden. The

following announcement, signed by the vicar

and churchwarden, appeared on the doors of

the parish church at Nayland a few days ago :

" The altarpiece of this church (having been

pronounced by a competent authority to be

Buffering rapid deterioration from the damp) has

been removed, and is at present in the custody

of the churchwarden. Steps will shortly be

taken with a view to its complete restoration."

The picture, says the East Anglian Daily Timet,

ia highly prized, and very valuable. It is one

of the only two portraits painted by Constable ;

the subject is our Lord at the Last Supper. The

picture was painted by this celebrated artist

whilst staying with a friend at Nayland, in the

1801. Ue presented it to the church, and

it was placed over the communion table. A

reredos of Caen stone was placed in the chancel

in 1869, and the painting was retixed in this.

The picture is to be put in the hands of Mr.

Grace, of London, to whom the task of restoring it

has been entrusted. Constable's other example

of portrait painting is in Bentham parish church.

The last fragment of the wooden shed which

has so long disfigured the facade of the British

Museum is being removed.

Our learned contributor Dr. Wilhelm Bode

has been appointed Director of the Gallery of

Mediaeval and Renaissance Sculpture at the

Berlin Museum.

Ox the recent occasion of the fiftieth anni

versary of the establishment of the Berlin

Museum a ' Fiihrer durch die Koniglichen

Museen ' was published. It gives a short and

comprehensive account of the various galleries

of painting, sculpture, prints, drawings, casts,

&c. , pointing out the most important works.

To the student of art visiting Berlin it will be

invaluable. It also indicates the admirable and

scientific system of arrangement and classifica

tion which prevails there.

W« regret to hear that General di Cesnola,

the celebrated Cypriote excavator and Super

intendent of the Metropolitan Museum of New

York, is seriously ill.

The fine statue of the elder Dumas by M.

H. M. Chapu has been erected in the Place

Malesherbes, Paris, near which he lived.

A special gallery is to be appropriated in the

building in the Champs Elyse'es to a temporary

exhibition of works by M. Puvis de Chavannes,

reduced cartoons of the painter's works in the

Pantheon, studies for the decoration of the

Musee d'Amiens and the Musee de Marseille,

and other works at Poitiers and elsewhere.

It is proposed to erect statues of Theodore

Rousseau and Millet in the Forest of Fontaine-

bleau. A committee of amateurs of art and

artists has been appointed to promote the exe

cution of this idea.

Tub French artistic journals add an interest

ing note to our knowledge of the late M. Jules

Jacquemart. It appears that this artist was an

indomitable collector of shoes and foot coverings

in general, and that he possessed one of the

richest museums of these articles which has

been formed, including sandals, a cothurnus, pro

ductions of medieval sons of St. Crispin, and of

their successors of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. Ladies' boots were fully represented.

General Sir F. Roberts's march from Cabul

to Candahar has been the means of bringing

us some recent information respecting the

famous tomb of Mahmud of Ghuzni, who lies

buried amid the ruins of the old city, three

miles north-east of the present city of Ghuzni.

This great conqueror, who is said to have in

vaded India eleven times, now reposes in a rude

and humble structure surmounted by a mud

cupola, and formerly closed by the famous carved

sandal-wood gates which Mahmud removed from

the temple of Somnath in Guzerat in 1024. As

is well known, these gates (or rather, it should

be said, those that occupied the place and were

traditionally reported to be the original gates)

were carried back to India after General Nott's

dismantling of Ghuzni in 1842. Those which

now occupy their place are of a wood closely

resembling sandal-wood, and are richly carved,

while hundreds of horseshoes and other tokens

nailed on to the lintel of the door attest the

superstitious veneration of the numerous wor

shippers.

M Rajon has in hand an important etching

from the portrait painted in 1776 by Sir Joshua

Reynolds, exhibited in that year, and well

known as 'Master Crewe as Henry VIII.,' being

a whole-length figure in a masquerade costume

after a work attributed to Holbein, and repre

senting King Henry in the characteristic atti

tude of that monarch. The picture belongs to

Lord Crewe, and remains at Crewe Hail. It was

engraved by J. R. Smith.

Tub Academic des Beaux-Arts has elected M.

Chapu, sculptor, to the chair vacant by the

death of M. Lemaire.

An important sale of antique and medieval

ivories was advertised for the 29th ult. , at

2 p.m., in the auction rooms, 10, Corso V.

Emanuele, Florence. It has been postponed

until the 2nd of December next. These ivories

are part of the public collection of works of

art belonging to the city of Volterra, and are

to be sold in order to procure funds for the estab

lishment of the museum of that place. Among

them is a rectangular coffret with a flat top, of

the fifth or sixth century, and comprising a series

of heads in profile, seemingly copies of Roman

coins, alternating with rosettes ; the front is

enriched with figures of a Roman warrior armed

with a buckler and falchion, a woman fighting

a bear with a lance, Hercules bearing his mace,

a young warrior, Eurystheus with a lance, a

bearded soldier and his enemy, Ganymede,

Hercules with Hippolyta, Nessus with Dejanira,

and a third warrior. In the middle of the top is

a long plaque representing a combat at the gate

of a city, including charioteers and horsemen.

A second coffret is similar in form and of some

what later date, and enriched with panels repre

senting, in somewhat high relief, monsters, lions,

stags, dogs, a huntsman, Ac. The sculptured

head of an abbot's crook, painted and gilt,

formerly belonging to the Abbey of St. Just, is

of florid thirteenth century work, and contains

in the volute figures of the baptism of Christ.

In the radially disposed neurons of the head are

busts of God the Father and the Prophets ; a

fleuron is lost. The head issues from the throat

of a grotesque dragon ; figures of SS. Paul and

Peter and the Evangelists occupy niches of

tabernacle work on the bouton of the staff proper.

The head of a Gothic crook, which belonged to

Benci Aldobrandini, Bishop of Gubbio, 1331, is

a fine specimen of Italian art of its time and of

great interest. In the volute the Adoration

of the Magi is represented. With this relic is

an itui, or case, of cuir boulli, impressed with

the arms of the bishop. There is likewise a

leaf of a diptych of Lombard sculpture, dating

from the beginning of the ninth century, and

representing incidents in the life of David. Three

marriage coffrets of Italian origin, dating from

the fourteenth century, complete the list.

The Louvre has recently obtained two very

interesting additions, being a fresco by Fra

Angelico, brought from a convent near Fiesole,

and a work by Ghirlandajo, representing an old

man and a child.

Archaeologists will rejoice to learn that M.

Clermont Ganneau has received the appoint

ment of French Vice-Consul at Jaffa. He will

arrive in Palestine at the beginning of the year,

and will at once renew those researches which

have already given the world, among other

things, the stone from Herod's Temple, the

boundary inscriptions, the Head of Hadrian,

the vase of Bezetha, and the ancient cemetery

north of Jerusalem, any one of which is enough

to make the reputation of an archaeologist. His

appointment appears in the Journal Offidel of

November 3rd.

The death of the able French landscape

painter M. Leon Herpin is recorded as having

occurred last week. After beginning his career

as a land-measurer, he practised painting with

such success that he devoted himself thereafter

to art and attained considerable distinction. M.

Herpin was a pupil of MM C. F. Daubigny and

Busson. He received a medal of the second class.

The recent conflagration at the Pavilion de

Flore and consequent danger to the Louvre has

roused the attention of French writers—and, it

is to be hoped, the Government of their country

—to another peril to which the picture galleries

of the great Musee itself are exposed with an

olficial fatuity which would be incredible if the

fact were unique. The National Gallery was ex

posed to equal risks while the curator's apart-

incnta,including nurseries and rooms for servants,

were below the galleries which held the greatest

treasury of art in England. The new danger to

the Louvre, the French journals say, is owing

to the " installation " of the officials of the fine-

arts department in the rooms which extend

under the galleries occupied by Flemish and

French paintings. The risks attending such an

" installation " as this are truly terrible.

Papers accumulate in the bureaux, lamps are

used, open fires are burning, and officials cannot

be kept from smoking. There are dozens of

open fireplaces in the British Museum, but

nobody lives under the galleries there, and as

for danger, there is nothing more threatening

in the neighbourhood of the Elgin marbles than

a gigantic series of furnaces employed for warm

ing the building.

M. Louis Noel's statue of David d'Angers

was uncovered with the usual ceremonies and

many speeches in the Place de Lorraine,

Angers, on Saturday week.

MUSIC

THE WEEK.

Has Majwit's Theatre.—' Bigoletto.'
CRTSTAii Palace.—Feurth Saturday Concert.
St. James's Hall.—Mr. Walter Baclie's Recital.

The most noteworthy feature of the per

formance of ' Rigoletto ' at Her Majesty's

on Saturday last was the unlooked-for ex

cellence of Signor Aldighieri in the title

r6le. This artist made no great impression

on his first visit to this theatre twenty-three

years ago ; but he has since developed his

powers, and is now entitled to rank as one

of the best baritones of the day. Except for

a slight tendency towards the tremolo, his

vocalization on Saturday was all that could

be desired, and the demands made on the

dramatic capacity of a representative of the

unfortunate jester were fully met. On the

other hand, Miss Eosina Isidor disappointed

those who had heard her on the previous

Saturday in ' Lucia.' The character of

Gilda is one of the most sympathetic in the

operatic repertoire, but Miss Isidor failed to
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realize either its vocal or its dramatic pos

sibilities. Her shortcomings were, it is true,

negative rather than positive ; but they were

none the less apparent. The rest of the

performance need not be dealt with, and for

obvious reasons the promised debut of

Madame Giovannoni Zacchi in ' Les Hugue

nots ' on Thursday must be reserved for con

sideration next week. Now that the chorus

and the conductor have established a mutual

understanding, the improvement in the

voices is more noticeable than it was at the

beginning of the season.

Three novelties were produced at the

Crystal Palace Concert of Saturday last.

These were Mr. Thomas Wingham's new fes

tival overture, entitled ' Mors Janua Vita),'

which was recently produced at the Leeds

Festival, a Pianoforte Concerto, composed

and played by Herr Bonawitz, and two

orchestral movements from M. Massenet's

' La Vierge.' None of the new works, how

ever, was fortunate enough to obtain more

than a succes d'estime. Mr. "Wingham's over

ture, like everything else which has pro

ceeded from his pen, is a thoroughly mu-

sicianly and carefully written work ; but it

labours under the great disadvantage of an

almost entire want of contrast, both in the

subjects and in the orchestral colouring.

The themes are elegant and pleasing in

themselves, but their treatment becomes

monotonous beforo the end of the piece.

This is especially the case as regards the

instrumentation. Nearly every important

melody is given to the strings, the wind

being employed in a very subordinate capa

city, excepting in the introduction. The

result is that the impression produced upon

the ear is somewhat analogous to that made

upon the eye by a well-executed but sombre

drawing in sepia or neutral tint. Herr

Bonawitz's pianoforte concerto cannot be

considered in any respect a remarkable

work. It is correctly written, showy for the

solo instrument, and- the orchestration,

though in no way striking, is effective

enough; but the ideas are of little indivi

duality and of even less interest. The word

"commonplace" will best describe the

music, and, it may be addod, the player

also. Herr Bonawitz is a sound pianist,

and evidently a good musician ; but wo do

not consider him a great virtuoso, and it

would be easy to name at least a dozen

pianists resident in London who would be

quito as well worth hearing at the Crystal

Palace. Herr Bonawitz gave a specimen of

good average playing, and nothing more.

The two movements by M. Massenet are en

titled respectively "Dernier Sommeil de la

Vierge" and "DanseGaliloenne." The former

is a dreamy and mystical andante for muted

strings with a solo violoncello, pleasing in

its melody ; but tho device of dividing the

violins and using the mutes is one which

modern composers have so frequently em

ployed that it is almost worn out. Tho

" Danse Galileenne" is a very original move

ment, in which great use is made of the

percussion instruments; its principal theme

is quaint, almost to grotesqueness, and it is

at least open to question whether M. Mas

senet has not secured originality at the

expense of beauty. Tho remaining orches

tral pieces of the afternoon were Schumann's

Overture to 'The Bride of Messina' and

Beethoven's c minor Symphony. Mdlle.

Louise Pyk, the vocalist at this concert,

fully confirmed, on her second appearance,

the favourable impression produced a fort

night previously.

A few lines will suffice in speaking of Mr.

"Walter Bache's pianoforte recital, which

was given at St. James's Hall last Monday

afternoon. There is no more genuine artist

now before the public than Mr. Bache ; but

we venture to question whether the severe,

almost ascetic, devotion to his art which he

shows is not occasionally carried to an

excess. "We refer in this to the selection of

his programmes. Por example, on Monday

Mr. Bache performed Bach's fifth ' Suite

Anglaise,' Liszt's 'Benediction deDieu dans

la Solitude,' Chopin's Sonata in b flat minor,

Op. 35, two short pieces by Tschaikowsky,

and a transcription by Liszt from Handel's

opera ' Almira.' Now in the whole of this

programme there is not one item which can

fairly be termed " popular"; and while we

should be the last to advise Mr. Bache to

lower in any degree the character of his

performances, we think it worthy of his

consideration whether he could not on an

other occasion include some piece or pieces

more likely to attract the general public,

without in the least pandering to a depraved

taste. Of course Chopin's Puneral March,

which is the slow movement of his sonata,

is a favourite piece enough ; but this is only

one short fragment ; and there was nothing

else in the programme likely to interest any

but musicians. The same remark may be

made of the vocal music given by Miss

Anna "Williams. The ' Christmas Songs '

by the late Peter Cornelius are charming

little pieces ; but they are entirely unknown,

and the announcement of them would cer

tainly not " draw "; while the same may be

said of Dr. von Biilow's two romances.

We make these remarks not in an unfriendly

spirit, but because we feel that Mr. Bache

so thoroughly deserves public support that

it is a pity he should not use all means in

his power to secure it. Of his excellent

playing it is superfluous to speak; it will

suffice to say that ho has probably never

played better than last Monday.

glusiral ©ffssijj.

From a musical point of view very little is to

be said concerning the new productions at the

Globe and Imperial Theatres last Saturday.

' Les Mousquetaires au Couvent ' was produced

at the Boutfes Parisiens in March of the pre

sent year. The librettists, Messrs. Prevel and

Fevrier, found their materials in a vaudeville

of 1835, ' L'Habit ne fait pas le Moine,' and the

music was the joint work of Messrs. Louis

Varney aud Mansour. For the Globe the piece

has been remodelled, and now consists of two

acts only. The escapades of military officers

among the inmates of conventual and scholastic

institutions have formed a fruitful theme for

playwrights, and the present treatment shows

some humour, though occasionally it approaches

dangerous ground. M. Varney's music is not

without promise. It is his first important effort,

and the want of freshness is thus easilyexplained.

But the composer is happily at his best when he

avoids the bovffe element, and his part-writing

and orchestration are tasteful and musicianly.

Messes. H. P. Stephens and Edward Solo

mon's so-called comic opera, 1 Billee Taylor,' at

the Imperial, is an obvious imitation, both in

its dramatic and musical features, of the style

invented by Messrs. Gilbert and Sullivan. Some

slight success has been achieved in the charac

terization, but the music is, on the whole, dis

appointing. Mr. Solomon evinces no skill in

development, and his orchestration is of the

baldest description. This is probably due to

insufficient study, and he should seek to remedy

this defect, as his melodies are graceful and have

a thoroughly English flavour.

The prospectus of the Sacred Harmonic

Society for the coming season at St. James s

Hall has been issued. From it we gather that

nine concerts will be given, on the following

dates: December 3rd, Beethoven's Mass in c,

Mendelssohn's ' Lauda Sion' and 'Christus';

17th, 'The Messiah'; January 21st, Handel's

" The king shall rejoice," Cherubini's ' Requiem,'

and Mendelssohn's 'Athalie'; February 11th,

the ' Lobgesang,' and Mr. Sullivan's ' The

Martyr of Antioch'; March 4th, Costa's

'Naaman'; 25th, Benedict's 'St. Cecilia,' and

Rossini's ' Stabat Mater '; April 8th, ' Sam

son'; 29th, 'Elijah'; May 20th, 'Moses in

Egypt. ' Judged by itself it cannot be said that

this scheme is extraordinarily rich in novelty

or interest, but as compared with those of recent

years an improvement is noticeable. It is a pity

that the directors should have waited until

forced by circumstances to adopt a more vigor

ous policy ; but if a sincere desire to move with

the times is now manifested, previous short

comings will be readily overlooked. The state

ment that, "while the committee regret the

reduction in the number of the members of the

orchestra which their removal from Exeter

Hall will involve, they believe this will be more

than compensated by the new conditions under

which the work of the Society will now be

carried on," may therefore ba received as evi

dence of a determination to face the inevitable

with due courage and enterprise. Sir Michael

Costa remains at his post as conductor, and Mr.

Willing is again the organist.

The first of Mr. F. H. Cowen's four orches

tral concerts at St. James's Hall is to be given

next Saturday evening, the 13th. A special

feature of these concerts will be the production

of at least one important work by an Engliih

composer on each evening. The prospectus

announces as the novelties of the season Sir.

Cowen's Third Symphony, a Violin Concerto by

Mr. Arthur H. Jackson, a " tone-poem," en

titled ' Tho Ebbing Tide,' by Mr. J. F. Bamett,

and overtures by Messrs. W. Shakespeare, Julian

Edwards, and H. C. Nixon. Such a scheme

deserves, and we hope will obtain, warm support

from the public.

Miss Theresa Beney, a pupil of the National

Training School for Music, will give an organ

recital at Lancaster Hall, Notting Hill, on

Wednesday, the 17th inst. Among other in

teresting items of the programme is an Adagio

by Merkel, for violin and organ—a somewhat

unusual combination.

At Mr. Stratton's second chamber concert,

given at the Masonic Hall, Birmingham, last

Tuesday evening, the programme included Mr.

Villiers Stanford's Piano Quartet in f, Saint-

Saens's Piano Trio in the same key, Haydn's

' Emperor ' Quartet, Max Bruch's Romance in

a minor for violin, and piano solos by Henselt

and Schumann.

The Glasgow Choral Union has issued its

prospectus for the coming season. The com

mittee has been fortunate enough to secure for

the second time the sendees of Mr. Manns as

conductor. Ten concerts—six orchestral and

four choral—will be given in St. Andrew's Hall

during the months of December and January.

At the choral concerts the works to be performed

are 'The Creation,' 'The Messiah,' Rossini's

' Moses in Egypt, 'and Schumann's 'Paradiseand

the Peri.' Among the more important features

of the orchestral concerts are Berlioz's ' Harold '

Symphony, Mendelssohn's ' Reformation ' Sym

phony, and Schubert's No. 9 in c, besides a

Wagner selection, and a programme consisting

entirely of Beethoven's works. Novelties by
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Dvorak, Mozart, Massenet, Saint-Saens, Brahms,

Schumann, and Mackenzie are also announced.

Rossixi's opera ' Le Comte Ory,' which was

originally produced at Paris in 1828, and which

had not been heard since 1863, was revived on

the 29th ult. at the Paris Opera with great

success. The principal parts wore sustained by

Mdlles. Daram and Janvier, and MM. Dereims,

Mulchisse'dec, and Boudouresque.

Oxe of the most extensive and valuable musi

cal libraries which has for some years come under

trie hammer is to be sold at Berlin at the end of

this month. It is the property of Dr. F. Gehring,

and comprises nearly 1,700 Iota, including a

number of extremely scarce theoretical and his

torical works. The library is also particularly

rich in dramatic music.

M. Massenet is engaged upon an opera in

four acts, ' Werther,' which is destined for the

Ope>a Coroique, and which it is expected will

bo produced in the winter of 1881-82.

M. Syxvain Saijit-Etienne, well known in

France as a librettist and musical critic, died at

Paris on the 23rd ult. , from injuries received by

falling in the dark into an open sewer, which the

workmen engaged had left imperfectly guarded.

M. Saint- Ktienne was seventy-three years of

age.

Here vox Dinoelstedt, the director of the

Vienna Opera, having from ill health resigned

his post, Iferr Jahn, of Wiesbaden, has been

appointed his successor.

The prospectus of the Philharmonic Society

of Vienna, of which Hans Richter is the con

ductor, announces the following interesting

scheme for performance : Beethoven's Third,

Fifth, and Eighth Symphonies, and Overture to

' Fidelio,' Berlioz's Overture to ' Les Francs

Juges,' Brahms's two new overtures, Gade's

Symphony in b flat, Goldmark's Overture to

' Pentesilea,' Liszt's ' Festkliinge,' Mendels

sohn's Symphony in a, Schubert's Symphony

in c, Schumann's Symphony in c and Overture

to 4 Julius Cn?sar,' Volkmann's Symphony in d

minor, and Wagner's Introduction to ' Tristan

und Isolde.'

The Governor of Bombay was present lately

at an entertainment given by a native musical

society at Poona. After the performance he

spoke in high terms in praise of the efforts

made by the society for the preservation and

study of national music.
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TIIE WEEK.

Pbixce or Wales's.— ' Anne-Mie,' an English Version of
a Drama in Four Acta of Rosier Fa&seen.
Haymabket.—Revival of ' The Rivals ' and "The Toodles.'

The first direct and incontestable proof

of the influence exercised over the English

stage by the visit of tho Dutch comedians

is afforded in the production at the Prince

of Wales's Theatre of Mr. Rosier Faassen's

drama of ' Anne-Mie.' To the rivalry in

spired by those admirable artists the cha

racter of the performance at the St. James's

is in part attributable. What, however, in

that case was emulation is in the present

instance direct imitation. In the perform

ance of ' Anne-Mie ' now given, the apparent

aim of the management has been to repro

duce with minute fidelity every feature in

the original entertainment. Where a work

is, like the Dutch performance of 'Anne-

Mie,' all but perfect, and where its special

features are such as cannot be equally well

realized elsewhere, " the sincerest form of

flattery " is the most conscientious and

artistic method of work. Adherence to pre

cedent seems, however, slavish when the

obvious defects of an original aro copied,

and when slight manifestations of careless

ness or perfunctoriness are treasured up as

though theywere supreme efforts in art. Tho

English version is easy and natural, and

one or two trifling alterations in the con

duct of the story seem justifiable and even

judicious.

It is, then, as a copy of a picture tho per

formance of 'Anne-Mie' has to be judged.

Regarded in this light, it has singular in

terest. Like all copies, it is necessarily,

inasmuch as it it a copy, inferior to the

original. Apart from this, however, it

cannot be pronounced sustainedly equal to

the well-remembered representations at the

Imperial. To that level it occasionally rises,

but for a brief time only. One performance

alone may claim to be as good as that pre

viously seen. The miser Dirksen of Mr.

James Fernandez is a singularly fine pioce

of acting, which may stand comparison with

the original exposition of the character. It

is even more powerful, if perhaps less deli

cately shaded. In merit the two represen

tations are about equal. Mr. Flockton as

Jan Schuif, the villain, acts with grim

power. A totally different type of wicked

ness is, however, shown. In place of a

man whose badness is almost pathetic, so

"down on his luck " does he seem, we have a

stage villain of a conventional type, with

one or two good instincts which lead to

nothing, and showing a tendency to com

plain of fortune with very little cause. Mr.

Flockton's is nevertheless a good perform

ance, though the character is mado up to

look eight or ten years too old. Mr. Robert

son's Koenrad Deel, the young boer, is

gallant and earnest. That it should be less

typically Dutch than that of Mr. van Zuylen

can scarcely be imputed as a shortcoming.

The Englishman, Herbert Eussell, played

with much care by Mr. Edgar Bruce, has

undergone such alteration that comparison

is not possible. Mrs. Leigh Murray as

Neeltje, afterwards the wife of the inn

keeper Kwak, was the most thoroughly

Dutch figure in the representation, the inn

keeper himself being praiseworthily played

by M. de Lange, an actor whose only fault

was that he drank off successive glasses of

" schnapps " so rapidly as to take away the

breath of the spectator instead of his own.

The veriest drunkard that ever lived would

not drink quite so quickly and joylessly as

does Kwak, who is not a drunkard at all.

The young girl Lise, one of the most attrac

tive characters in the piece, was played by

Miss C. Grahame with much tenderness and

pathos.

There remains the central character of

Anne-Mie. In this Miss Genevieve Ward

plays with singular force and breadth of

style. Her performance is artistic and

powerful, and is such as no other English

actress probably could give. It has not,

however, the melting and overflowing tender

ness of Miss Beersmans, a quality in which

that actress stands, so far as our experience

extends, pre-eminent. To their unutterable

tenderness and tearfulness the scenes be

tween mother and daughter owed their

almost magical influence over those to whom

the words spoken were incomprehensible. In

the absence of these qualities explanation of

the fact that a small portion of the audience

was moved to annoyance or derision may be

found. The Dutch songs and dances were ad

mirably given, and so muchof the spirit of the

original was caught, that the mind was con

stantly carried back to that notable perform

ance. In the manner in which the interest

of the spectacle was kept alive, and the

action generally was informed with life, a

complete triumph was obtained.

' The Rivals ' has been revived at the

Haymarket. In the representation that is

given of the play there is much that from

the standpoint of modern possibilities i3

admirable. That a young actor of to-day

should show to perfection the beau of the

last century would argue a power almost divi-

natory, seeing that noopportunityof studying

the part is ever afforded. Mr. Conway must

be credited, however, with much gallantry

and some distinction as Capt. Absolute.

Mr. Kemble presents a good picture of Sir

Lucius. The merits of Mr. Clarke's Bob

Acres have received full acknowledgment.

This character in Mr. Clarke's hands is

a masterpieco of drollery. Mr. Howes's

Sir Anthony is now a ripe and eminently

satisfactory performance, and the Mrs.

Malaprop of Mrs. Stirling is perfect. So

far as regards the two characters last named

proof is afforded how constantly actors

ripen into excellence. So far back as the

days of the elder Farren modern experience

may be held to extend. During that period

a dozen actors, commencingwith Farren him

self, have begun to display ripe powers at a

period when in another profession decline of

intellectual orphysical capacitymight be anti

cipated. Against these not more than three

or four men who have sprung into considera

tion while still young can bo shown. In

some cases, at least, it is true that the loss

of energy which comes with ripening years

is responsible for improvement. A man has

more than once been known to overdo his

art as long as he was able, and time has

made an actor of him in his own despite.

In 'The Toodles,' which has also been given

at the Haymarket, Mr. Clarke repeats his

very laughable performance of Toodles.

grsmatir €>0s«hj.

The reopening of the Princess's Theatre,

postponed from last Saturday in consequence of

the restoration of the house not being then com

plete, is fixed for to-night. Mr. Edmund Loathes

will play Horatio instead of Mr. Harcourt,

whose unfortunate death occurred in consequence

of falling through a trap while rehearsing at

the Haymarket for the opening performance at

the Princess's.

A buklesqtjb of Lord Byron's poem of ' Don

Juan' has been produced at the Royalty Theatre,

with the title of ' Don Juan, jun.' It is wholly

without literary pretensions, but obtains a suc

cess on the strength of bustling action and one

or two clever performances.

The revival of ' Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme '

of Molifere has brought to a conclusion the in

teresting performances at the Come'die Francaise

in honour of the bicentenary of that institution.

M. Thiron was M. Jourdain, and M. Delaunay

Cle'onte. MM. Got and Coquelin cadet, an"

Mdlles. Croizette, Rcichemberg, and Samaiy, a»so

took part in the representation.
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The drama of ' Delilah,' founded by Mr.

James Willing upon Ouida's novel of ' Held in

Bondage,' and first produced at the Park Theatre,

has now, with a slightly changed cast, been

given at the Olympic.

It is rumoured that Miss Harriet Jay, the

novelist, is about to make her cUbut as an

actress in the Olympic version of her own

novel, ' The Queen of Connaught. ' She will

appear for the first time in London at the

Crystal Palace Matinee, on November 17th, and

will play the part originally sustained by Miss

Ada Cavendish.

To Cobpesposdexts.—P. D. F.—C. P. 8.—H. V. B.—
T. H. C—P. G. H.—received.

J. B.—Too late.

No notice can be taken of anonymous

i.—P. M5, col. 3, line 10 from bottom, for " Court
house" read Shorthouse.

Just published, price 21.

PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS.—The Fel
lows ol the ROYAL SOCIETY are hereby Informed that the

Second Part ot the PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 171, for
the Year IbflO, is now published, and ready for delivery on application at
the Office of the Society, in Burlington House, dally, between the Hours
of Ten and Four. WALTER WHITE, Assistant-Secretary, U S.
Burlington House.

MR. KINGLAKE'S

HISTORY OF THE INVASION OF THE CRIMEA.

This day U published. Vol. VI.

"THE WINTER TROUBLES."

Demy 8to. with a Map, 1C*.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.

8 FOREIGN CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH

Edited by Mrs. OLIPIIAKT.

This day is published.

Vol. XI.-CERVANTES.

By Mrs. OLIPHANT.

Crown 8vo. 2s 6d.

Tkt Salts msteiiM .—DANTK. by the Editor -VOLTAIRE, by Major-
General Sir E. 11. Humify, K.C ft —PASCAL, by Principal Tulloch —
I'MIKAJICH. by Henry Reeve. C.U —GOETHK b'v \ Havwwd QC —
MOLIKRE. by the K.lltor and F. Tarver. M.A —MONTA1GNB bv Rev
(town Collins, M.A -RABELAIS, by Walter Besiint -CALDERON nv
E. J. HaseU.-SAtNT SIMON, by Clifton W. cioUjis. M.aT^^ ' 7

E and RACINE, by Henry M.
Author of 'Life of Leasing-.*

in vrtpm.
Trollupe.-HL'IIILLER,
RDUSSKAU, -- "SAU, by Henryt.-MADAMr ■ a FONTAINE, by Bar CunonT'ol-

and MADAME de STAEL, by Miss

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD A EONS, Edinburgh and London.

A NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION.

This day is published,

A MANUAL OF ZOOLOGY.

FOR THE USE OF 8TCDENTS.

With a General Introduction on the Principle* of Zoology.

By TIEXRY ALLEYXE NICHOLSON. M.D. l>.Re. Ph.D., &C,
Profeasor of Natural History In the University ol St. Andrews.

Sixth Edition, Rarlsed and Enlarged, with Glossary of Scientific Terras,
and Index. Illustrated with 4X1 Engravings on Wood. Crown 8vo-
pp. 866, 14k.

"It is the best manual of Zoology yet published, not merely In
England, but in Europe. "-~}'ajl M bnuttt.
"The best treatise on Zoology In moderate compass that wc possess."

Lanett.
Jost published, by the fame Anthor,

A MANUAL of PALAEONTOLOGY. For

*' - With a Oeneral Introduction on the Princl-the Use of Students. , „ .„,,,..,.,..,,..„ ,,„ [m. ,..
pies <>f 1 ..la™tology. Second Kdltion. Revised throughout nru
greatly Enlarged. Illustrated with 722 Engravings. 2 toV evo 42s

nuiucr ins* u may claim to De eoMldei
new book - v JIVfmw, 25th Sept.

I ;. the same Author.

TEXT-BOOK of ZOOLOGY. Third Edition. 6».

INTRODUCTORY TEXT • BOOK of ZOOLOGY.
Foarth Edition, *».

OUTLINES of NATURAL HISTORY. Second
Edition Is W.

ANCIENT LIFE HISTORY of the EARTH.

10s. M.

ON the STRUCTURE and AFFINITIES of the
••TAW-LATH CORALS" of the PALXOZOIC PERIOD. Royal

8vo. ills.

Wm. Blackwood k Sons, Edinburgh and London.

HOT1CE TO Ai>TUtTTKERS.

A DAMS 4: FRANCIS insert ADVERTISEMENTS
\ in all Newspapers, Msgaxlaee, and Periodic, -

V Terms for transacting business, and List of London Papers, can be
had on .pplleatloB to

Adsmi al FaiMcls, SO, Fleet-street, E.C.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO.'S

NEW BOOKS.

In 2 vols, demy 8vo. cloth extra, with Maps. Coloured Plates, and
numerous very fine Woodcut Illustrations, price 4'2s.

NEW GUINEA: What I Did and
what I Saw. Hy L. M. ALBEKTIS, Officer of the Order ol the
Crown of Italy, Honorary Member and Gold Medallist of the LR.G.S.
C.M.Z.S , Ac.

"Long looked for come at last."—Pali ifaB Uazattt.
" A book that has long been looked forward to.. ...If enthusiasm, the

ardent spirit of Inquiry, resolution, love of nature so Intense as to jar
with the sportsman s instinct of destruction, courage to wrestle with
bodily Infirmity, keen observation of the minutest facta, a practised
habit of scientific exactness. and those qualities of the imagination which
guide and support the intellect In pursuing actual definite knowledge,
make a perfect traveller, here, surely, is th« veritable type "

Baily Tdigrnph.

PEASANT LIFE in the WEST of
ENGLAND. By FRANCIS GEORGE HEATH, Author of 'The
English Peasantry,' 'The Fern Paradise.' 'Sylvan Spring,' ' The
Fern World,' 'Our Woodland Trees,' • Hurnhnm Beeches , ' 'Trees
and Ferns,' &c. Crown fcvo. about 150 pages, 10*. 6d. [JUitdf.

In 3 vols, crown 8vo. 31i. &f.

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART. By

W. CLARK RUSSELL, Author of ' The Wreck of the Grosvenor,'
' John Holdsworto,' Ac.

From t/u ' .Yew York Times ' Mtview of (As American Edition
" The some vivid power of description as was found in the ' Wreck of

the Grosvenor ' meets one at every page In the book Very certainly
* A Sailor's Sweetheart,' like the ' » reck of the Grosvenor,' will be read
In many a drawing-room, as It will be devoured in the lore-hatch of

A Second Edition is nearly ready of

JULES YERNES NEW STORY.

The TRIBULATIONS of a CHINA-

MAN. Fully Illustrated, cloth extra, gilt edges, price '* Gd.

" No admirer of Jules Verne's writings will be disappointed with hla
latest work The translator bus done her part well.

Manchester Examiner.

A SHORT HISTORY ofthe BRITISH

SCHOOL of PADiTIMC. lly GEO. U. SHEPHERD. Post see.
cloth, price 3s. flu*. [In (Ae pr.it.

Specially Suitable for Presentation.

An entirety NEW EDITIONit LUXEfar Christmat, Ac., of

WASHINGTON IRVING'S LITTLE
BRITAIN, together with the 8PECTHE BRIDEGROOM, and a
LEGEND of SLEEPY HOLLOW. Illustrated by IliU very fine En
gravings on Wood by Mr. J. I) Cooper, designed by Mr. Charles O.
Murray. Square crown tiro, cloth extra, gilt edges, price 10s. tid.

CHEAP: SERIES OP

ENGLISH PHILOSOPHERS.
Edited by IWAN HCLLXR, MA. New College, Oxford.

Price and Size : ISO to ax) pages. 81ze, crown 8ro. Price. St. As.

ADAM SMITH, J. Fakbeb, M.A., Author of
1 PriinltlTe Manners and Customs.' [Juttrxody.

Edition de luxe or

The EVE of ST. AGNES. By John

Murray Polio,KEATS. Illustrated by
cloth extra, 21s.

The GREAT MUSICIANS. A
Series of Biographies of the Great Musicians. Edited by F.
HUEFFKR. '

1. WAGNER. By the Etotob. iawi, r«rf,.

The STORY of the ZULU CAM-
PAIGN. By Major ASHE {late King's Dragoon Guards), Author of
'The Military Institution* of Fiance,' &c, and Captain the Hon
E. V. WVATTEDGKLL ( 17th Lancers, killed at Ulundlj. Dedicat

Fncc 16*.

<ULL (17th Lancers, killed at Ulundlj. Dedicated
□ to Her Imperial Highness the Empress Eugenie.

The NAVAL BRIGADE in SOUTH
AFRICA. By HRNRT F. NOKBL'RY, C.B. B..N. Crown Svo. cloth
extra, price 10s. «d.

The PARLIAMENTARY HISTORY
of the IRISH LAND tit EST ION. f 9 to IhW : and the Origin
and Results of the Ulster Custom. By R. HARRY O'BRIEN, of the
Inner Temple. Itarrister-at-Luw. Author of 'The Irish Land Question
aM English Public Opinion,' Price (it.

NEW NOVELS.

New Novel. By Jean
[JiraJs.

A PLOT of the FBESENT BAY. By Kate Hope.

8ABAH de BEHANGER
IKGELOW. STOls.

BLACK ABBEY By M. Crommelin, Author of
•Queente.'s>c. 8 vols. [Ready.

The GRANDIDIEBS : a Tale of Berlin. Trans
lated from the German by Captain WM. AAVILE. 8 Tola. [Rmdf.

The STILLWATEB TRAGEDY. By J. B. Aldrioh.
1 To1- [iisnd».

London :

Sampson Lew, Marbton, yRABXE & Bjvmtgtoh.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

Crown 8vo. 670 pp. cloth, 12s. 6d.

THE PROGRESS OP THE WORLD,

US ABTS, AGRIClTLTCKE, COMMEHCE,

MANUFACTURES, INSTBUCTIOrT, RAILWAYS. AWD

FUfiUC WEALTH, SINCE THE BEGINNING OF

THE NINETEENTH CENTCBY.

By MICHAEL G. MULHALL, F.8.8.,
Author of ' The English In South America.' ' Handbook to the Hirer

Plate Republics,' ' Handbook to Ifrazil,' &

"This Is, in many ways, a remarkable book. It gives statistical inlor-
mation in a highly condensed form respecting every country in ttta

i can be obtained. The staxemeats sires
The topics dealt with includu almost
1 to the welfare of mankind Its

world whence such 1:
are well arranged i
every subject of mat
be difficult, U a

s description in so small a space.
which Rivesso tunes
ace."—Eeotwmtrt

Large post Svo. cloth pi It, 21s. each,

STANFORD'S COMPENDIUM of

GEOGBAPHY and TRAVEL for GENEBAL READING.
Based on Hellwald's * Die Erde und Hire Volker.' Trans
lated by A. H. KEANK, B.A. A Series of Volumes
descriptive of the Great Divisions of the Globe.

AFRICA.
JOHNSTON.

Edited and Extended by Keith
F.R.Q.8., late Leader of the Royal Oeofraphical

(Society's East African Expedition.
Appendix, and 6$ Illustrations.

With 16 Maps, Ethsoit^k-*!

CENTRAL and SOUTH AMERICA. Edited
and Extended by H. W. HATES, Assistant-Secretary of the Royal
(.eopraphicul Society. Author of ' The Naturalist on the Amuon.'
With 13 Maps, Ethnological Appendix. and 73 frustrations.

AUSTRALASIA. Edited and Extended by A. B.
F.R.O.8., Author of ' The Malay Arrhipcia&a. ' WftA

* Appendix, and M Illustrationa.

" The English reading public may be congratulated oa piswsiliiji, la
these Tolumes a compendium of geography and tntvel um
this or any other language."—(Jeoyrtipk%cnl Mugaiuu.

Li)

Second Edition, Revised, demy Svo. with Maps and

Illustrations, cloth, 24s.

THE GREAT ICE AGE,

AND ITS RELATION TO THE ANTIQUITY OF MAS.

By JAMES GEIKIE, LL.D. F.B.S., Ac.
Of H M.'s Geological Survey ol Scotland.

"The hook shows everywhere the marks of acute observation, wide
reftcairh, and sound reasoning. It presents In a readable form the chief
features of the Great Ice Age, and illustrates them very amply frcs
those great tracts of Scotland in which glaclation has left its nuat
dmtinet mid must endurinsi- iiutrka "—Snrst.it. .r

Post 8vo. cloth, with 40 Illustrations and Maps, 1*.

GEOGRAPHY FOR LITT.LE

CHILDREN.

By ANTONIA ZIMMERN.

" The language is simple, the type large and clear, while the pares arc
enlivened by some good maps and many LI lustrations. These, ws an
sure, cannot fall to prove very winning to all such little folk as the
* Dolly, Fantie, and Too-Too,' to whom this little volume is dedicated."

Salurdaf Rtrtne
" In a very simple and interesting war attempts to show the use o

map, and toach some of the elementary points of physical (
Its numerous attractive and quite o-' "

Second Edition, crown 8vo. with 77 Illustrations, cloth, 7*. 6d.

A SHORT HISTORY OP NATU.R^

SCIENCE,

AND OF THE FBOGBESS OF DISCOVERY FBOM THE

TIME OF THE GREEKS TO THE PRESENT DAY.

For the Use of Schools and Young Persons.

By ARABELLA B. BUCKLEY,
Authoress of 1 The Fairyland of Science.' ' Botanical Tables far the Usees*

Junior Students.'

" Miss Buckley supplies in the present volume a gap in our educsrionsl
literature. Guides to literature abound ; guides to science, similar m
purpose and character to Miss Buckley's history, are snkaowm. The
writer's plan, therefore, is ortginaj, and her execution of the plan is
altogether admirable She has hod a lung training in science, and then-
are signs on every page of this volume of the careful and
manner in which she has

' It is an admirable "
—Pall MaU (itattU.

_ written with a fulness and accuracy -which
arc rarely to be found in compendium* of this sort. Any one w»o reals
carefully to the end will have got a fair general notion of the vns-Uiess ot
physical science, and tits ~ ~ >f pursuing more t

. jd. It is an exec,
people, and one. not to be despised by their elders.'

. . 2ompletelr ssnr ,
region of it which may be desired. It is an excellent book for young

Crown Svo. cloth, 2s.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON

THE FRENCH GRAMMAR.

For the Use of Students Preparing for the Local and

other Examinations.

By V. LAUBENT, B.L.,
Of the VnlvcTBlty of Paris | French Teacher at the Walsall and

Grammar Schools.

" It may safely be said that any student who can answer all t
" ■ himself, without reference to the key at the endquestions lor himscir, without n-ferenve to the key at the end <

hook, has fairly mastered all the elementary part of the lYrnch Una
and may forthwith enter himself as a candidate is this subject.
' Local ' without fear of a disastrous result. ' —Examiner,

London :

Edwabd Stanford, 6«. Charing Cross, S-W.
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THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC SEMES.

AMOS (SHELDON).

The SCIENCE of LAW. Fourth Edition.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5#.

BAGEHOT (WALTER).

PHYSICS and POLITICS ; or, Thoughts

on the Application of the Principles of Natural Selection and Inherit

ance to Political Society. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 4*.

BAIN (ALEXANDER), LL.D.

EDUCATION as a SCIENCE. Third

Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5».

BAIN (ALEXANDER), LL.D

MIND and BODY ; the Theories of their

Relation. With 4 Illustrations. Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price 4s.

BASTIAN (H. CHARLTON), M.D.

The BRAIN as an ORGAN of MIND.

With 1 84 Illustrations. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6*.

BERNSTEIN (Professor JULIUS).

The FIVE SENSES of MAN. 91 Woodcuts.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5i.

BLASERNA (Professor PIETRO).

The THEORY of SOUND in its RELA-

TION to HCSIC. With numerous Illustration*. Second Edition

Crown 8vo. cloth, price St.

C00EE (Professor JOSIAH P.), Jan.

The NEW CHEMISTRY. 31 Illustrations.

Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6>.

COOKE (M. C), LL.D.

FUNGI : their Nature, Influences, and Uses.

Edited by the Ecv. M. J. BERKELEY, F.LJ3. 108 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5i.

DRAPER (JOHN WILLIAM), M.D.

HISTORY of the CONFLICT BETWEEN

RELIGION and SCIENCE. Fourteenth Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price 5».

HUXLEY (Professor T. H.).

The CRAYFISH : an Introduction to the

Study of Zoology. With 83 Illustrations. Second Edition. Crown

8vo. cloth, price 6i.

JEV0N5 (W. STANLEY), F.R.S.

MONEY and the MECHANISM of EX-

CHANGE. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price S>.

LOCEYER (J. NORMAN), F.R.S.

STUDIES in SPECTRUM ANALYSIS.

With 6 1'hotogTaphic Illustrations of S[>ectra,and numerous Engravings

on Wood. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6*. M.

LOMMEL (Professor EUGENE).

The NATURE of LIGHT, with a General

Account of Physical Objects. 188 Illustrations. Third Edition.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5*.

MAREY (Professor E. J.).

ANIMAL MECHANISM. 117 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5».

MAUDSLEY (HENRY), M.D.

RESPONSIBILITY in MENTAL

DISEASE. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5*.

PETTIGREW (J. BJ. M.D.

ANIMAL LOCOMOTION; or, Walking,

Swimming, and Flying. 130 Illustrations. Second Edition. Crown

8vo. cloth, price 5*.

QUATREFAGES (Professor A. de).

The HUMAN SPECIES. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5».

ROOD (Professor OGDEN N.).

MODERN CHROMATICS. With Applica-

tions to Art and Industry. With 130 Original Illustrations. Crown

8vo. cloth, price 6*.

SCHMIDT (Professor OSCAR).

The DOCTRINE of DESCENT and DAR-

WIN ISM. 26 Woodcuts. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5*.

SCHUTZENBERGER (Professor F.).

ON FERMENTATION. 28 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6#.

SMITH (EDWARD), M.D.

FOODS. 156 Illustrations. Sixth Edition.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5*.

SPENCER (HERBERT).

The STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. Eighth

Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6*.

STEWART (BALFOUR), LL.D.

The CONSERVATION of ENERGY ; being

an Elementary Treatise on Energy and its Laws. 14 Engravings.

Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

THURSTON (Professor R. H.).

A HISTORY of the GROWTH of the

STEAM ENGINE. With 102 Illustrations. Second Edition. Crown

8vo. cloth, price 6*. Gd.

TYNDALL (JOHN), LL.D.

FORMS of WATER: a Familiar Exposi-

tion of the Oripin and Phenomena of Glaciers. With 26 Illustrations.

Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price ot.

VAN BENEDEN (M.).

ANIMAL PARASITESand MESSMATES.

83 Illustrations. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, prioe 5*.

V0GEL (HERMANN), Ph.D.

The CHEMICAL EFFECTS of LIGHT and

PHOTOGRAPHY. 100 Hlustrations. Third Edition, thoroughly

Revised. Crown 8vo. cloth, prioe 6*.

WHITNEY (Professor W. DWIGHT).

The LIFE and GROWTH of LANGUAGE.

Third Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price B».

WURTZ (Professor A.).

The ATOMIC THEORY. Translated by

E. CLEMINSHAW, F.C.S. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6».

C. ZEGAN PAUL & CO. 1, rATERNOSTER-SQUABE.
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A REMAINDER LIST OF

STANDARD AND ILLUSTRATED WORKS

OFFERED AT LESS THAN HALF THE OKIOIKAL

PUBLISHED FUICES BY

BICKERS & SON.

V 411 guaranteed to be new and perfect.

ADAMS'S SMALLER BRITISH BIRDS. With Descriptions
of their Nettt, KgR», &c 3^ Coloured nates, royal ttvo.
cloth, gilt edges (pub. 14a.}.. .. .. •• •• 0 I

AMERICA. A Journey Across South America, Irom the
Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean. By PAUL MAKCOY. Over
640 Engravings on Wood. 4 Tola, folio, large paper copy,
cloth gilt { pub. 4t.4s.) II

BIRDS. Ih-awn from Nature by Mrs HDOH BLACKBURN.
43 Plutea, copied from Stone on Zinc Plates, Engraved by
the Artist, folio cloth (pub. 42«.) 0 1

CADORE ; or, Titian's Country. By JOSIAH GILBERT, ono
of the Authora of 'The Dolomite Mountains,' Ac. With
Map, Illustrative Drawings, and Woodcuts, large 8vo. cloth

(pub. 11*. 64.) 0 1
CERAMIC ART of GREAT BRITAIN, from Prehistoric Times

down to the Present Day. By LLEWBLLYNN IBWXTT,
Nearly I'.OOO Illuatratlona, 2 vols, large Svo. (pub. 21. 12s. Cd.) 1

CHURTON and JONES'S NEW TESTAMENT. Plain Expla
natory Comment, with Views from Sketches and Photos.
2 vola. Hvo. cloth, gilt top (pub. 90s.) .. .. .. 0

CLUB CAMEOS: Portraits of the Day. With 111 nitrations,
medium Svo. (pub. Ws.J .. .. •• 0

EDWARDS'S (AMELIA Bj UNTRODDEN PEAKS and UN
FREQUENTED VALLEYS: a Midsummer Ramble in the
Dolomites. 27 Illustrations and Map, 4to. cloth (pub. 21s.}.. 0

PIGUIER—REPTILES and BIRDS. Best Library Edition.
907 Illustrations, demy 8vo. cloth (pub. 14s.) ■■ ..0

FRERHFIELD S (DOUGLAS W.) TRAVELS In the CENTRAL
CAUCASUS and BASHAN. With Maps and Illustrations,
demy tsvo. cloth (pub. Kj.J .. .. .. .. .. 0

GELL and CANDY'S POMPEIANA; or, the Topography, Edi
fices, and Ornaments of Pompeii, with upwards of 100 Line
Engravings by Goodall. Cook, Heath, Pye, &c. Demy Svo.
cloth, extra gilt (pub. 18s.).. .. .. ..01

HLNCHCLIFF'S OVER the SEA: a Narrative of Wanderings
Round the World. 14 Full-Page Illustrations, engraved on
Wood, large 8vo. cloth (pub. 21s.) .. .. .. .. 0

HEAD'S (Sir F ) BUBBLES from the BRUNNEN of NASSAU.
Post8vo. (pub. 7«.©d.) -. >* •• •• 0

HOGARTH'S WORKS. 150 Permanent Reproductions from
very fine Impressions of the Original Engravings, with
Essay by Charles Lamb. 2 vola. imperial 4to. (pub. 2 '.

HORATII OPERA. Curm H. H. MILMAN. 100 Illustrations,
crown 8vo. cloth (pub. 7s. 6d.) . . . . . . 0

NDIA and its NATIVE PRINCES: Travels In Central India
and in the Presidencies of Bombay and Bengal. By LOUIS
ROTJ8SEI.KT. Jlti Illustrations and 6 Maps, folio, cloth gilt,
(pub.3i.8s.) •• .. .. .. .. 1

JACUUEMART'S HISTORY of the CERAMIC ART. Trans-
luted by Mrs. l'ALLISER. Numerous Etchings, royal Svo.
cloth extra (pub. 2bs.) .. .. .. .. .. 0

MARSH'S LECTURES on the ENGLISil LANGUAOE. 8vo.
(pub. 15s.) .. .. .. .. .. .. 0

MASTERPIECES of FLEMISH ART. 36 Photographs, with
Memoirs of the Artists by Mrs. HEATON. 4lo. cloth gilt,
(pub. 43s.) .. -. .. .. .. .. .. 0

MAYHEW8 ILLUSTRATED HORSE DOCTOR, 400 Illustra
tions, Svo. (pub. 18s. M.) .. .. .. .. 0

MAYHEWSILLUSTRATED HORSE MANAGEMENT. Edited
by Lupton. 40U Illustrations, Svo. (pub. 12s.) .. .. 0

MAYHEW S GERMAN LIFE and MANNERS. Crown Svo.
(pub. 7s.) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0

MORAL EMBLEMS of all AGES and NATIONS. By CATS
and FA1RLIE. Quaintly illustrated by John Leighton,
F.S.A. 4to. (pub. 31s. ©d.) .. .. .. .. 1

NARJOUX'S NOTES and SKETCHES of an ARCHITECT in
the NORTH-WEST of EUROPE. 214 Illustrations, Svo.
cloth extra tpub. IS*.) .. .. .. .. .. 0

PLANCHE S EXTRAVAGANZAS, 1827-71. Testimonial Edi
tion. 5 vols. Svo. (pub. 21. 12j. W.) . . .. .. 1

READES (W1NWOOD) AFRICAN SKETCH-BOOK. Maps
and Illustrations. 2 vols, crown Svo. (pub. 11. 4s.) .. ..0

REYNOLDS (Sir JOSHUA) as a PORTRAIT PAINTER. Illus
trated by ti Series of Portraits of Distinguished Beauties of
the Court of George 111. Reproduced by the Autotype
Process from proof Impressions of the celebrated Engravings.
Folio, hjUI-morocco, (pub. U. 5s.) .. .. .. 1

ROYAL ACADEMY ALBUM (The). 48 Photo Print* from
Works of Art in the Exhibition of 1870. Folio, In Portfolio
(pub.Cl. Us.) .. .. ..

BALA'S (GEO. AUGUSTUS) PARIS HERSELF AGAIN,
1878-79. 400 Illustrations, 2 vols. Svo. (pub. 23*. ) . .

SANDERS'S (Dr. NICOLAS) RISE and GROWTH of the
ANGLICAN SCHISM. Translated by LEWIS. 8yo. (pub.
14s.) 0 4

SHAKESPEARE SCENES and CHARACTERS. A Series ot
Illustrations beautifully engraved on Steel, from Designs by
eminent German Artists, with Explanatory Text by Prof.
DOWDEN. 4to. (pub. 2f. 12s. Got) .. .. ..11

STREET LIFE In LONDON DESCRIBEDand ILLUSTRATED.
With 90 Permanent Photographs, 4to. cloth gilt (pub. 25s.) 0 9

SWITZERLAND, its MOUNTAINS and VALLEYS Described
by WOLDEMAR RADEN. With 418 Uluatratlona by
eminent German Artists, royal 4to. cloth, super-elegant
(pub .42*.) 11

BYMOND'S RECORDS of the ROCKS. Notes on the Geology
and Antiquities of North and South Wales, £c. Cuts, crown
Svo. <pub. 12«.) .. .. .. ..0 3

THOMPSON'S (STEPHEN) The OLD MASTERS. 19 Autotype
Reproductions of Prints in the British Museum, with
Biographical Notes. Folio (pub. 31. 8*.) . . . . . . 1 10

THOMSON'S STRAITS of MALACCA. 1NDO-CHINA, and
CHINA. Map and CO Wood Engravings, Svo. cloth extra
(pub. 2l«.) ..

1 «

01*

0 7

TYROL and the TYROLESE. The People and the Land In their
Social, sporting, and Mountaineering Aspects. By V*.
BA1LLIE OHOHMAN. Numerous Illustrations on Wood,
crown mvo. (pub. 14s.)

VIOLLET-l.E-DUC S ANNALS or a FORTRESS. Translated
by BIXKNALL. Coloured and other Illustratlona, Svo.
(pub. lis ; .. •• •• •• ■•

YIOL1.KT-LE-DUCS HABITATIONS ot MAN. Translated by
BUCKNALL. Illustratlona, 8vo. (pub. 16*.)

VIOLLET-LE-DUC S MONT BLANC.
NALL. 130 Illustrations, Svo. (pub. 14s.) ..

WEINHOL1VS INTRODUCTION
PHYS1CH, THEORETICAL and PRACTICAL. Coloured
Plates and over 400 Woodcuts, Svo. (pub. 31*. Qd.) •> ■• 0

Bickerb & Son, 1, Leicester-square, W.C

J. C. NIMM0 & BAINS NEW BOOKS.

THE MODERN FOREIGN LIBRARY.

QUISISANA.

From the German of F. SPIELEAGEN. By H. E. GOLDSCHMITZ, Fettes College.

From the TIMES.

" It seems to us that Spielhagen improves in his art, and ' Quisisana ' is unquestionably one of tie

most finished and pathetic of his productions It is singularly compact ; the characters group them

selves artistically round one grand central figure ; and all the ideas converge toward the dominating

conception Qui H tana—'Here you have your cure'—is the name of a little inn that stands in tie

shade of the orange groves on the sunny cliffs of Capri. But though we fancy that we are to have a

Southern tale, set off by Italian scenery, we are speedily undeceived. We hear of the hostelry in ques

tion at the opening of the story, and it figures again in the closing chapter, poetically rather than in real

stone and stucco. The scenes take place in the romantic environs of a conntry town in the Thuringian

forest, and the plot, like the people, with a single exception, is strongly and essentially German. It deals

chiefly with the passions and the deeper feelings, yet there is vigorous delineation of subordinate

characters, with vivid sketches of life and manners, and some slight infusion of more sensational

elements."
Alto ready,

The COUNT of TALAVERA. From the Dutch of J. van Lennep,

By A. ARNOLD.

The CHASE : a Tale of the Southern States. From the French

of J. LERMXNA. By A. SERGEANT.

A SHEEP in WOLF'S CLOTHING. From the French of C.

DEBAN8. By EVELYN JEHEOLD.

The SERGEANT'S LEGACY. From the French of E. Berthet

By GILBERT VENABLE8.

The RIVAL DOCTORS. From the French of A. Lapointe. By

HENRI VAN LAUN.

Each, French paper, 2s. 6d. ; cloth, 3*. M.

by BUCK-

NEW EDITIONS,

ILLUSTRATED WITH ETCHINGS, OF TSE OLD SPANISH ROMANCES.

Cloth, rough edges, per volume, 7s. 6d. ; parchment boards, do., 7*. Qd.

The HISTORY of DON QUIXOTE DE LA

MANCHA. Translated from the Spanish of Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, by

MOTTEUX With copious Notes (including the Spanish Ballads), and an Essay on

the Life and Writings of Cervantes, by JOHN G. LOCKHART. Preceded by a short

Notice of the Life and Works of Peter Anthony Motteux, by HENRI VAN LAO.

Illustrated with 16 original Etchings by E. de Los Eios. 4 vols, crown Svo.

LAZARILL0 DE T0RMES. By Don Piego

MENDOZA. Translated by THOMAS R0SC0E. And GUZMAN DALFARACHE.

By MATEO ALEMAN, Translated by BRADY. Illustrated with 8 original Etchings

by R. de Los Rios. 2 vols, crown 8vo.
" There are very few books which have had so great an influence on English literature ; an effect

indirect, it is true, but not the less distinct for that reason. The effect of the ' Lazarillo ' was, as we

have already said, to form a new school of fiction. Cervantes was laughing out of court the unreality ot

the old romances, and showing the practical anachronism involved in talking high chivalry in a wood

which had become obstinately prosaic ; while the example of the Lazarillo was demonstrating how need

less it was to go in search of outlandish knights and impossible shepherds, when there were far more

entertaining heroes to be picked up in any market-place in Spain. There is no single production of any

Spanish writer except Cervantes marked with the same originality, invention, and truth to nature."

The ADVENTURES of GIL BLAS of SAN-

TILLANE. Translated from the French of Le Sage, by TOBIAS SMOLLETT. Sew

Edition, carefully Revised. Illustrated with 12 original Etchings by R. do Los Rios.

3 vols, crown Svo.

The BACHELOR of SALAMANCA. By Le Sage.

Translated from the Frenoh by JAMES TOWNSEND. Illustrated with 4 original

Etchings by R. de Los Rios. Crown Svo.

ASMODEUS. By Le Sage. Translated from the

French. Illustrated with 8 original Etchings by R. de Los Rios. 2 vols, crown Svo.

14, KING WILLIAM-STREET, STRAND, W.C.
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MISS BRADDON'S CHRISTMAS ANNUAL.

ON NOVEMBER 10, PRICE ONE SHILLING,

Illustrated with 8 Whole-Page and other Engravings,

THE MISLETOE BOUGH.

THE CHRISTMAS ANNUAL.

By the AUTHOR of ' LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET,' ' YIXEX,' &o.

*»• The New Annual will be the best in Literary and Artistic quality, and the largest in quantity, of

any similar work hitherto produced.

MISS BRADDON'S ILLUSTRATED ARABIAN NIGHTS.

Superbly illustrated by Gustavo Dor* and other Artist*, and thoroughly Revised by the Author of 'Lady Audley's Secret/
Ac., ornamental cover, 3». W. cloth gilt, bevelled edges.

1. ALADDIN ; or, the Wonderful Lamp.

± SINDBAD the SAILOR ; or, the Old Man of

the Sea.

3. ALI BABA ; or, the Forty Thieves.

N.B.—The above Work is the most gorgeous and the cheapest Gift-Book ever produced.

NEW EDITIONS OF MR. O. A. SALAS GREAT WORK ON LONDON.

Frloe 2*. id.; cloth gilt, 3». td.; illustrated with 47 Whole-Page Engravings, from deaigna by M'Connell, forming the most

attractive description of the hours of the Day aud Xlght in London ever published, and the cheapest,

TWICE ROUND THE CLOCK.

By GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA.

Opinion of the DAILY TELEGRAPH.

" As we go with Mr. Sala ' Twice Round the Clock,' and as hour by hour he, Asmodeus-like, exposes

the inner life of this bewildering city, we are more than instructed, we are also entertained. No more

genial and chatty guide did ever sightseer have. Philosopher and friend is he, as well as guide—a laugh

ing philosopher often, a weeping one sometimes, a friend always, as he is a friend who points a moral

even when adorning a tale. How craftily as well as pleasantly be talks. Does he take us to Billingsgate,

he diverts our attention from strong smells and stronger language by quoting Wordsworth, making inci

dental reference to Voltaire, Racine, and Madame de Sevigne, and an excursion to Lodore. Do we watch

with him in Covent Garden Market, he crowds the historic purlieus with all the men who have made them

famous. In the Mall he conjures up for us an interminable procession of majesties and dignities who

once knew that spot. In Kegent-street he throws a tierce light upon type after type of humanity, shabby

and spruce, false and true ; and at a charity dinner, amid turtle soup and Macedonian jellies, he reminds

us of the Pot of Ointment which was put to a better use than though it had been sold for an hundred

pence and given to the poor. But, indeed, everywhere and always, Mr. Sala is equal to the occasion, and

us we read on we marvel more at the versatility he displays. Facts are crowded upon facts, in sometimes

reckless profusion, yet so rarely is a slip made that when our author speaks of Mozart as dying at Salzburg

instead of Vienna our faith in the master's biographers receives a shock. No more than this need be said.

On all hands ' Twice Round the Clock ' will meet with a hearty welcome, for none who read its teeming

pages can do so without adding vastly to their knowledge, or without benefiting both mind and feeling."

Vide Daily Telegraph, August 5, 1879.

CHEAP EDITION OF MISS BRADDON'S LATEST NOVEL.

Price 2i.\ cloth, 2«. td.; postage, id.

THE STORY OF BARBARA:

HER SPLENDID MISERY AND HER GILDED CAGE.

By the AUTHOR of ' LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET,' kc.

JUST AS I AM. By Miss Braddon.

THE NEW NOVEL BY FREDERICK TALBOT.

At nil Libraries, in 3 vols.

THE SCARSDALE PEERAGE :

A NOVEL.

By FREDERICK TALBOT,

Author of * Sophie Crewe,' Jtc.

HISS BRADDON'S NEW NOVEL.

At all Libraries, in 3 vols.

JUST AS I AM:

THE NEW NOVEL.

BY THE

Author op ■ LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET; &c.

Opinion of the WOULD.

" ' Just As I Am,' Mis*; Braddon'a latest novel, ia as fresh, aa wholesome, as enthralling, as arousing, as any of the
FfT'!es with whioh, for a series of years, she has proved her title as queen of the circulating library ; and the thought and
I ..li;h which mark her more recent fictions in no way interfere with tlie verve and ' go ' which originally made her reputa
tion, 'Just As I Am' is an excellent example of the author."— Vide World, Oct. 13.

Opinion of the SPECTATOR.

" ' The Scarsdale Peerage ' is a creditally constructed and well-written story of the romantic kind, very much to be
preferred to the doubtful morals and sickly sentiment of much that we are condemned to read."— Vide Spectator, Oct. 23.

THE SCARSDALE PEERAGE. By Mr. F. Talbot.

London: J. & E. MAXWELL, Publishers, Milton House, Shoe-lane, E.C.

MR. DAVID BOGUE'S

PUBLICATIONS.

BRITISH PAINTERS of the
EIGHTEENTH sad NINETEENTH CENTURIES. Illustrated
with SO Examples of the Work of L. AInia-Tadema. R.A., K. J.
Poynter. R.A.. 1'. K. Momi, A.R.A., Kir J. N. Paton. R.S.A., Sir E.
l.andsecr. K.A., W p. Frith, K A . J. M W Turner. R.A.. J. Con
stable, R. A.. W Malready, HA. W Etty, R.A., Sir J. Gilbert, H.A..
David Cox, H Siarv Marks. R.A., F. Hoi I. A."" *
A.R A . P. Walker, AH A, Ac. Demy 4to.
cloth silt, 21*.

LITTLE WOMEN; or, Meg, Jo,

Beth, and Amy. By LOUISA M ALCOTT. Illustrated with oyer 200
New and Original Woodcuts, and a Portrait of the Author. ""
•to. cloth, 18j. {/>. .v

LIKENESS of CHRIST, The. Being

an Enquiry into the verisimilitude of the received Llkene** of our
Blessed 1-ord. ny THOMAS HF.APHY. Edited by WYK.E BAY-
LI8B, K B A. Illustrated with 12 Photographs Coloured by Hand ,
and 50 Engravings on Wood from ih-iginal Frescoes. Mosaics, I'atene,
and other Works of Art of the first Sax Centuries. Handsomely
bound la cloth gilt, atlas 4U>. U. is.

SW0RB and SURPLICE ; or, Thirty

Years' Reminiscences of the Arm? and the Church. Ily the Her.
H. J. WALB, M A. With Frontispiece, demy 8vo. lis.

MANUAL of the INFUSORIA. In-
eluding a Description of the Flagellate, dilate, and Teniaenilferous
Protosoa, British and Foreign, and an Account of the Organ 1union
and Affinities of the Sponges By W. SAV1LLE KBNT, F.L.8.
>'.Z 8. F R.M B., formerly Assistant In the Nat. Hist. Department of
the British Museum. To be completed lu Six Monthly Parts, 10s. 64.
each. Parts I. and II. now ready.

UNCONSCIOUS MEMORY : a Com-
parison between the Theory of Dr. Kwald Herlng. of Prague, and
the ' Philosophy of the Unconscious' of Dr. Edward von Hartmann.
With Translations from these Authors, and Preliminary Chapter
bearing on ' Life and Habit* and 1 Evolution, Old and New.' By
SAMUEL BUTLER, Author of ' Erewhon,' ■ Life and Habit,' Ac

Crown sto. cloth, 7s. M.

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS by
NATURAL ANALYSIS. Being a Complete Series of Illustrations
of their Natural Orders and Usuera. Analytically Ananged. By
FREDERICK A. MESSER. Demy Bvo. cloth, lus. 64.

PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY.-
DEMONSTRATIONS la PHYSIOLOGICAL and PATHOLOGICAL
CHEMISTRY. Arranged to meet the requirements for the Practical
Examination ia these Subjects at the Royal College of Phvsiclans
and College of Surgeons. Ily CHARLES HENRY RALFE. M A.
M.D. Cantab; F it CP Loud , late Teacher of Physiological Che
mistry, St. George's Hospital, Ac. Feap. «vo. cloth, it.

VOICE and SPEECH, the PHYSIO-

LOGICAL and PATHOLOGICAL RELATIONS of. By J. S.
BRISTOWE, M.D FRCP, Seuiur Phini'-ino and Joint lecturer aa
Medicine, St. Thomas's Hospital. Demy ovo. cloth, it. Qd.

BIRDS, FISHES, and CETACEA

commonly frequenting Belfast Lough. By ROBERT LLOYD
PATTERSON. Vice-President of the Belfast Naturfira.1 History fc
A. With a Map and Tables, demy wvo. cloth, 10s. M.

"This Is a very Interesting book. In which the nstnrallst and the
sportsman will find much to suit their tastes, and which the render who
has no particular liking except for sights of nature will read with
pleasure "—Spectator.

HOME NURSING, and HOW to

HELP In CASES of ACCIDENT. By SAMUEL BENTON, L R.C.P.
M H.C.S., Examiner to the St. John Ambulance Association, Ac.
Illustrated with 19 Woodcuts. Crown bvo. cloth, •£». 6d.

LONDON CHARITIES, 1880-1881,

ROYAL GUIDE to. Showing in Alphabetical Order thpir Name.
Date of Foundation, Address, Objects. Auuual Income. Chief
Officials. Ac. By HERBERT FRY. Seventeenth Annual Edition.
Crown bvo. cloth, 1*. 64.

NATURE'S BYE-PATHS: a Series
of Recreative Papers In Natural History. By J. E. TAYLOR,
F.LS. F.G.S., Editor of Same* tiottip. Crown 8vo. cloth, fa, lid.

HOLIDAYS in HOME COUNTIES.
By EDWARD WAUORD. M A. Uniform with ' Pleasant Days In
Pleasant Places.' With numerous 111ustrations. Crown svo. cloth
extra, 5*.

OUR ACTORS and ACTRESSES:
Biographical Sketches of all the Principal Living Actors and
Actresses of the British Stage. By CHARLES E. PASCOE. New,
Enlarged, and Cheaper Edition. Crown nvo. cloth, 3s. 6o*.

MUSIC and MORALS. By the Rev.

11 K II AW 1 Is, M V Slat,. MUhm. Crown mo. cloth. 7». <Sd.

BYRON BIRTHDAY BOOK, The.

Compiled and Edited by JAMES BURROWS. Second Edition.

lOmo. morocco, gilt edges, 3s. 6d.

LETTERS from a CAT. Published
by her Mistress, for the Benefit of all Cats and the Amusement of
Little Children. illustrated with numerous Woodcuts. Second

Thousand. Small sto. cloth, gilt edges, ac.

London: David Bogcb, 3, St. Martina-place, W.C.
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This day is publisht.1, crown 8ro. 9«.

SKETCHES OF ARMY LIFE IN RUSSIA.

By F. V. GREENE,

of Engineers, TJ.B. Army; laM Military Attach* to the U.S. Legation in St.

and Author of ' The Ruaaian Army and its Campaigns in Turkey, 1877-8."

London : Wll. H. ALLKir & Co. 13, Waterloo-place, 8.W.

HQ5NIX FIRE OFFICE, Lombakd-steekt

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF 'ST. OLAVE'S.'

Now ready at all the Libraries, In 3 vols.

DIMPLETHORPE.

By the AUTHOR of 1 ST. OLAVE'S/ ice.

Also, juat published, in 3 vols.

STRICTLY TIED UP.

A NOVEL.

" ' Strictly Tied Up ' is entertaining. It is In every sense a novel conceived in a light and happy vein. The scheme
of the story is well proportioned, and worked out in all its complications with much care and skill.1*—Atfunueum.

" This novel may be described as a comedy of life and character, and in the changing society to which we are Intro
duced the author shows abundant knowledge of the world. There is humour as well as excitement lu the volumes, and not
a few of the descriptions of people and scenery are exceedingly graphic and piquant."—Saturday Review.

Hurst k Blackett, Publishers, 13, Great Marlborough-street.

In 1 vol.

NOW EEADY,

in cloth, gilt edges* price Two Guineas,

SWITZERLAND:

ITS SCENERY AND ITS PEOPLE.

PICTORIALLY REPRESENTED BY EMINENT SWISS AND GERMAN

ARTISTS.

With Historical and Descriptive Text, based on the German of Dr. GSELL-FELS.

Illustrated by above 300 Engravings printed In the Text, and (SO Full-Page Pictures, 18 of which are in Tints.

London : Blackie k Sons, 49 and 60, Old Bailey.

Price OWE SHILLING, ready on the 12th,

WARNE'S ILLUSTRATED

INTERNATIONAL ANNUAL.

With Original Contributions by English and Foreign Authors, and Choice Illustrations.

CONTENTS.

ISTRODCCTIOrT. Joseph Hatton.

STORIES to TELL. Joseph Hatton.

80SG—" I 'm SITTTNG ALONE at MY WINDOW." "C."

WITHIN the SPELL, sirs. B. H. Buxton and W. W

Fenn.

A 8TORT of a RED SHIRT. Joseph Cowen, M.P.

CHRISTMAS CAROL. J. O. Holland.

The LAST of the NARWHALE. John Boyle O'Reilly.

PASTING : a Poem. John O. Baza.

HIDE-AND-SEEK TOWN. "H. H."

The LAST TOKEN. Edmund Clarence Btedman.

WALDEMAR'S VIOLIN. Lady Lindsay (of Balcarres).

The BETTER CHRISTMAS. Guy Roslyn.

Frederick Warne k

I The SYMPOSITTMattheOOHNERGROCERV. F.B.WIlkie.

I The GUILDER and the PANTOMIME. Stephen Fiske

("Seraph").

" FOR THOUGHTS "; a Poem. Celia Thaxter.

A CATAMARAN VOYAGE. P. G. Hamerton.

The MAGIC WAND. G. R. Sims.

DOMESTIC MUBIC in AMERICA. W. L. Alden <A>u>

York Timet).

STORY of REBELLION. Miss J. Cowen.

AT the WINDOW. Richard Henry Stoddard.

PAPA HOOBN'S TULIP. R. V. C. Meyers.

ALONG the SEA-WALK. Barnet Phillips.

The FATEFUL FIRST. Hon. Lewis Wlngfleld.

Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

EPPS'S COCOA.

GRATEFUL AND C0MF0ETIN6.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nntritlon,

and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our

breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong

enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us ready to

attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well

fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."—Civil Service Gazette.

James Epps lc Co. Homoiopathic Chemists, London,

MAKERS OF EPPS'S CHOCOLATE ESSENCE FOR AFTERNOON USE.

PH(E
BBS CROSS. LONDON —Established 1781.

t and Liberal Loss eettlemeou
ed Id all parts ot the World.
JIIHN J. HHOOMKIKI.il, Secretory.

s
UN LIFE OFFICE, LONDON.

Established 1810.
CHIEF OFFICE -63. Threadnoedle-itrect.
BRANCH OFF1CE-00, Charing Cram.

And at Oxford-street, corner of Vere-etreet.

Life Assurances of all deacrlpttons.
Ssweially Low Hates for Young Lives, and for Nun -Participating

Prompt Settlement of Claims.
A uw and greatly ■in.pl.nixl form of Proposal, also the Society's
ewly-rerised Prospectus, will be forwarded on applicant—

J. G. PRIESTLEY, Actuary

BONUS YEAR,

PBLICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
OFFICES—

70, Lornbonl-street, E C (Head Office, ; and 57. Charing Cross, 8.W.
Established In the year 1797.

SPECIAL NOTICE,
The next Bonos will be declared uut of the Profits accrued up to

Slat lferember neat All Policies effected on or before that date on the
" With Profit Hystem " will share in such Bonos.
Forma of Proposal and Prospectuses will be sent at Once to intending

Astiurttrs, on application to Roaaar C. Ttcxsa, Actuary and Secretary .

OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,
And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PAtWENGBKS' ASSURANCE COMPANY.
The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon. Lord EINNAIRD, Chairman,
Subscribed Capital. 1.000,0007. Moderate Premiums.
Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing.

A fined ram la case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance
In the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local Agents, or 64

Oerahill. London. WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

J
OSEPH OILLOTT S

tSTSllB
s
TEEL PENS.

FURNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
THROUGHOUT on

with full I
F MOBDRK. MS. MS, 230. Tottenham (

aUa-wall-street. W.C. Eit.bll.bgd lata.
1 . sad IB, SO, and 31,

I1 MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
• the above Pujmlsss have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture Trade, and now lurn oae of the most commodious
in the metropolis,

bed-room Suites, from aj. a,, to SO Onlneas .
J tr. wins-room Bulls*, from 9t 9s. to 4S Outness.
Dining-room Suites, from .(. 7f. to 40 Ou

And all other Good, in great v
r. MOEDElt, W», Hit. l»u. TMl.-i.HAin Court-road . and 1», fO, and II,

Harwell-.to-set. W.C. XstahUehed 1W2.

APOLLINARIS WATER.
*' Laurca donandus Apollinarl."—Horaet, Booh It. Ode 2.

£CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.-Nothing is so highly
appreciated as a Case of GRANT S MORELLA CHERRY HRANDV ,

which can be ordered of any Wine Merchant, or direct of T. GRANT,
Distillery. Maidstone. Queen's quality, as supplied to Her Majt-wty,
4St. per doren nett ; Sportsman's special quality, SO*, per dozen. Pre
payment ret) Hired. Carriage free in England

J*

ROTECTION FROM FIRE.

RYANT k MAYS

>ATENT SAFETY MATCHES.
EIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

ADVANTAGES >—
Are not POISONOUS.

Are free from SMELL.
Are roanufarturrd
Wltaout Pliusphorua
Are perfectly harmless
To the Operative* employed.
Arc very DAMP PROOF.
I I ONLY O.N THE BOX.
EIGHT PRIZE MEDALS.

)ROTECTION TO HEALTH.

1)
INNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.

The Medical Profession for OTer Forty Years hare
approred of this Pure Solution as the best remedv for
ACIDITY of the STOMACH, HKARTMtltN. HEAD
ACHE. GOUT, sad INDIGESTION ; and as the safest
Aperient for Dedicate Constftntions. ladles. Children, and
batata

DINNEFORIVS MAGNESIA.

Soreness and dryness,
the Toice.

THROAT IRRITATION
tickling si

For these symptoms use

EPPS'S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.

Glycerine, In these agreeable confections, being in proximity to the
glands at the moment they are excited by the act of sucking, becomes
actively healing. Sold only In boxes, l^d. and Is. ljd., labelled "James
Epps & Co., Homoeopathic Chemists. London."
A letter recelr^d :—" Gentlemen, — It may. perhaps, interest you to

knuw that, after an extended trial, I have found your Glycerine Jujubes
ot considerable benefit (with or without medical treatment) In almost all
forma of throat disease. They soften and clear the voice. In no case
can they do any harm. Yours faithfully, Gordon Holmes, L R.cr.lJ,,
henior Physician to the Municipal Throat and Ear Infirmary."
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SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

JUST PUBLISHED, in Two Volumes, imperial 8vo.

R O M O L A.

By GEORGE ELIOT.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY SIR FREDERICK LEIGHTON,

President of the Royal Academy.

The number of Copies Printed is limited to One Thousand, each copy being numbered. The mode of publication

adopted is that of Subscription through Booksellers. Information regarding the Terms of Subscription may be obtained

from any Bookseller.

THE WORKS OF W. M. THACKERAY.

the Edition de luxe.

Complete In Twenty-four Volumes, imperial 8vo.

Containing 248 Bteel Engravings, 1,473 Wood Engravings, and 88 Coloured Illustrations.

♦ The Steel and Wood Engravings are all printed on real China Paper.

Only 1,000 Copies printed, each set numbered.

The mode of Publication adopted Is that of Subscription through Booksellers.

Particulars regarding the Terms of Subscription, &c, may be obtained of any Bookseller.

Now ready, royal 8vo. 23*.

The POWER of SOUND. By Edmund Gurney, late Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge.

Now ready, crown 8vo. 10*. 6rf.

The POETRY of ASTRONOMY. By Richard A. Proctor,

Author of ' The Borderland of Science,' ' Science Byways,' Ac.

FARMING in a SMALL WAY for PLEASURE and PROFIT.

By JAMES LONG. Crown 8vo. 7«. 6d. [In the press.

LYRICS and ELEGIES. By Charles Newton Scott, Author of

* The Foregleams of Christianity.' Crown 8vo. 4s. [Immediately.

NEW EDITIONS.

A HISTORY of ENGLISH THOUGHT in the EIGHTEENTH

CENTURY. By LE3LLE STEPHEN. Second Edition. 3 vols, crown 8vo. 38s. [ShorUij.

LIFE of LIEUTENANT-GENERAL SIR JAMES OUTRAM.

By Major-General Sir FREDERICK J. GOLDSMID, C.B. K.C.S.I. Second Edition. 2 vols, demy 8vo. 32j. with
Illustration! and Maps. [In the press.

NEW NOVELS.

The TRUMPET MAJOR. By Thomas Hardy, Author of ' Far

From the Madding Crowd,' Ac. 3 vols, post 8vo. [Just published.

MEHALAH : a Story of the Salt Marshes. 2 vols, post 8vo.

\Just published.

MATRIMONY. By W. E. Norris, Author of ' Heaps of Money,'

' Mademoiselle de Mersac,' Ac. 3 vols, post 8vo. [/it the press.

HAROLD SAXON. By Allan Muir, Author of 'Children's

Children : a Story of Two Generations.' 3 vols, post 8vo. [In the press.

NEW STORIES.

NOTICE—The CORNHILL MAGAZINEfor JANUARY, 1881, Kill contain the First Parts of

Tito Nem Stories,

One entitled,

A GRAPE from a THORN. By James Payn, Author of ' Lost

Sir Massingberd,' * By Proxy,' Ac.

The other,

LOVE the DEBT. By a New Author.

The Stories will be illustrated by Mr. Du Maurier and Mr. W. Small.

Now ready (One Shilling), No. 251,

THE CORNHILL MAGAZINE,

For NOVEMBER.

With Illustrations by George Du Maurier and W. Small.

Contents.

JOHNNY. (With an Illustration.MT FAITHFUL
Chaps, i -l.

QUETEDO.

The NATURAL HISTORY of DRESS.

LORD MACAULAT and Dr. JOHNSON'S WIFE.

The BURMESE. By Shway Toe.

DECORATIVE DECORATIONS.

SOCIAL LIFE AMONG8T the ANCIENT GREEKS.

WASHINGTON SQUARE. By Henry James, Jr. (With

an Illustration.) Chaps. 30—35.

WORKS BY MATTHEW ARNOLD.

PASSAGES from the PROSE WHITINGS of MATTHEW
ARNOLD. Crown 8y». Qd.
Content*:—1. Literature—2. Politics and Society-.3. FhilawfiT

and Religion.

LAST ESSAYS on CHUBCH and EELIGION. With a Pre
face. Crown 3vo. 7s.

MIXED ESSAYS. Second Edition

Demrx

Crown Svo. 9*.

Content* —Democracy-Equality-lriah Catholicism and ft-itiah
LibenUUm — Pott» I.-rM urn est Neer**arium — A Quid* to EnriWi
Literature—Falkland—A French Critic on Milton—A French CnBc
on Goethe—George Sand.

LITERATURE and DOGMA: an Essay towards a better
Apprehension of the Bible. Fifth Edition. tVownSro.fi.

. The Rcferotice* to all the Bible
added for the tint time.

GOD and the BIBLE : a Review ot Objections to* Litera
ture and Dojrnia.' Reprinted from the Contemporary £«n*w. En
tirely Rovised. With a Preface. Crown Sto. 9i

ST. PAUL and PROTESTANTISM. With an Essay on Pnri-
tanfoiu und the Church of England. Third Edition, RcTbted. Saiall

crown 8vo. 4*. 6d.

CULTURE and ANARCHY : an Essay in Political and Social
CriticUm. Reprinted from the CornkiU Magasine. With a Preface
and Alterations. Second F.dition, J*.

ON the STUDY of CELTIC LITERATURE. avo.St.6i

FRIENDSHIPS GARLAND. Being the Conversation^
Letter*, and Opinions of the late Armimun Baron Von Tbaader-TeE-
TroncLth. Collected and Edited, with a Dedicatory Lett« W Ada-
Icaceni Leo, Esq., of the Daily Telegraph. Small crown Sto. 1j. w

WORKS BY JOHN ADDINGTON

SYMONDS.

RENAISSANCE in ITALY.
AGB ol the DWOTB. Second Edition Peruy Sro Ns,
The REVIVAL of I.EABNINO. Demy STO. 15..
The FINE ARTS. Demy STO. las.

STUDIES of the GREEK POETS.

First Series. Second Edition. Crown STO. 10*. ad.
Second Scries. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 10«. x'J.

SKETCHES in ITALY and GREECE. Second Edition.

Crown Syo. ft.

SKETCHES and STUDIES in ITALY. WiUi a Frontispiece.

Crown Bvo. loa. 6tf.

MANY MOODS : a Volume of Verse. Crown 8vo. 9«.

The SONNETS of MICHAEL ANGELO BUONARROTI and
TOMMASO CANFANELLA. Now lor Ibe first Uruc Translated ifitu
lthymcd English. Crown sto. 7f.

NEW and OLD : a Volume of Verse. Crowra 8vo. 9s.

WORKS BY SIR ARTHUR HELPS, K.C.B.

COMPANIONS of MY SOLITtTDE. Crown 8ro. 3«. M.

FRIENDS in COUNCIL : a Series of Readings and Da-
courses thereon. F.r*t Scries. '2 vols, crown Svo. 7s.

FRIENDS in COUNCIL. Second Sories. 3 Tola, crows

STO. 19.

ESSAYS WRITTEN in the INTERVALS ol BUSINE*
To which Is added, An Essay on organisation In Daily Lite. Ore**

8T0. 3.. Srf.

Also a New Edition, 3 vols, crown flvo.

FRIENDS in COUNCIL. First Series. 1 vol. crown 3v(>.

7..0J.

FRIENDS in COUNCIL. Second Series. 1 vol. crown 9's>-

7> (id.

COMPANION'S of MY SOLITUDE,
the Intervals of Business. An iiseay on
1 Yol. crown bvo. Is. Od.

written dur'ns

Tendon: SMITH, ELDER & CO. 15, Waterloo-place.

nnlcatlon* ihonld be addreaved to "The Editor "—AdYertuwmentt and Business Letters to "The Publisher"—at the Office, 20, Welliwrton-street. Ptrand, London, W.C.

>d by E. J, Fa*j*cia, Athentrnm Prcaa, Took a-court, Chancery-lane, E.C. ; and Published by Johk Fkutcis, at No. 30, Wellington-street. Strand, W.O.

: for booTLAWD, Messrs. Ball ft Bradfute, and Mr. John Menxles, Edinburgh j—for Imlajio, Mr. John Bobertaon, Dublin.--Saturday, November 0, 1880.
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PRICE

THREEPENCE

REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

z
OOLOOICAL SOCIETY of LONDON.—The

-of ttiu SOCIETY for the
SESSION 1M0-81 wlU be held un TUESDAY, UalUd Norember, «t
half-paat » r.a , at the Society a llouae. 11. HunTfnqUR. W

P. L SC'LATEK F K 8 . Be

|>KITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.—
-mJ Tlx OPENING MEETING of the SESSION lijHO-el wUl bo kohl
«it ». SacatrlllMlraM. Piccadilly, W., OD WEDNESDAY. Norembsr
17th. Chair to bo token at 8 r m.
AnUqnlliee will be exhibited, end the following Papere toon t—
' Renew of the Derlae. l unirre. ' Ht Thus Morgan. Eiq., F S. A.
■ The Krai. .ration ol the Martin Tower. Tower of London.' Br C. H.

Kaq
Remalao la the Tower of London,'

E F. Lett ill Hrock. FB A
W UE OKAY BIRCH. 11:-!
E P LOFTU8 BROCK, F.8.A. | Honorary Berretarloi.

A8CHAM SOCIETY.
JAMES ANTHONY FROl 1>E, MA. Prealdrat.

The FIRST of the W INTER COCRSB of LECTURES will be dellrrred
In the Kooma of the Society, Id. BaaeT-alreel, w . on WEDNESDAY.
>uveinber 17th. at K 30, by l'r UICHAUDSON. FB.8. 'On Teniprra-
luente in Uelatlon to Education.'—Card, of ediulaaloa on application to
FnzuaAica Pore, Hon. Sec.

HANOVER GALLERY, 47, New Bond-street
(KntniUN! from Maddox-street i -The WINTER EXHIBITION

or Oil Fainting*, by British Artists, and of Original lrr»wlL,g« for Pr-acA,
m ill be OPENED uo MONDAY, the 1Mb last.

ARTHUR TOOTH & SON'S ANNUAL WINTER
BXHIHITION of High-class PICTURES by Rritlsh and Foreign

Artists is NOW OPEN nta.llayuiarket, opposite Her Majesty ■ Theatre.
Admission, One Shilling, iBCJadlng Catalogue

EXHIBITION of DRAWINGS and ENGRAV-
INOS by THOMAS BEWICK (lent by fats Daughters;, and of

Y.u hlng* by Whist Irr. Seymour I laden . Samuel Palmer. Hook. Herkomer,
KaJo*. Rracqaemoad. and others. NOW ON VIEW at the Fine-Art
Socletr'*, 149. New Bond-street- — Admission (including Descriptive
Notes of 40 pssjes). Um Shilling

IETCHINGS and WOODCUTS. — The Process of
J I'HINTINO ETCHINGS is shown by Mr OOULDINO on WED

NESDAYS and SATURDAYS, and of BEWICK H ORIGINAL WOOD-
I i " rx - on the other Days of the Week, from Ten to Fire, at the FINE-
ART SOCIETY » EXHIBITION, lift. New Bond-street.

f ALMA TADEMA. R.A. — The BATH (Strigel
1 J* and Sponges, . Etched by PAUL RAJON Remarque AriUu'
iTuotsot this niagniflcent Etching sxs now ready, and ran be seen at
L. H LEFEVRE S OALLEKY. U, Klnf -street. St James •- square.
..nd parti*- u Lars of Price* obtained. Bach Copy bears the Autograph of
fceta Artists

17AC-S1MILES in COLOUR, produced by the
JT ARUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the
labile as well at to Members at prices varying from 10s to 4*. and
include the Works of Giotto, Fra Angellco, Perugino, Andrea del Sarto,
Michael Anjtelo. Raphael. Holbein. Albert Dtirer, Ax.—IV—1
with partlctilars of membership, will be sent, post free, en
«t it. Old Rood -street. London. W.

WANTED. WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS by
the late David Cos. De Wlnt. Copley Fielding. Oeonts Barrett.

William Hunt - THOMAS M LEAN Is desirous of PURCHASING
WORKS by any of the abovs-aauoed Artisan.—Apply at 7, HaymartsA._

MESSRS. LEONCE & MALLET.—Painting on
CHINA fBsjbottlneJ-The ACADEMY for LADIES Is NOW

OPBM.—I, Langbam Chambers. Portland-place.

OLD WEDGWOOD.—ADVERTISER wishes to
PURCHASE good 8PBCIMENS, at current value, for Cash.

Vanes Busts. Plaques and Medallions only State colour, slse, con
dition, and marks -Address O. W . at C. H. May A Co s General Adver
tising office*. *s, Graceehnrch-street, London.

1>H0TOGRAPHS for " SCRAP" ALBUMS, Ate—
Parcels of Fifty (500 sent by post for Selection). Carte. Cabinet, and

larger alien, from lid. each. Send .Id fur CATALOGUE and Specimen.
« oplea of celebrated Pictures, Engravings, statuary. landscape Views,
< aihedral*. Abbeys. Ac. Large variety of Subjects—Historical. Sacred,
Mythological. Female Figures, Female Heads, Animals. Sporting, I«o»e-
se'enes—nil from Pictures by eminent Artists, English and Foreign.
Portraits of 6W Celebrities, Poets. Statesmen, Ac . Living and Dead.
These Photos, mounted In a Scrap Album, form a handsome Volume for
presentation or the Drawing-room Table Srrap Albums suppllsd. —
Address R. Saianzn, Publisher, Wandsworth, London.

GEMS and PRECIOUS STONES, Mounted, can
be PURCHASED at advantageous prices —Bn .cs-Waianr, Mine

ralogist and Expert In Gems and Precious Stones, Su, Great Rustell-
■ireet, London, W.C.

CCIENTIFIC PRESENTS. — In the Student's
O 'ELEMENTS of OBOLOGT," by Lyell (1874), he savs : — " As it
U Impossible to enable the reader to recogniie rocks and minerals at
*lcht by the aid of verbal descriptions or figures, be will do weU to
obtain a well-arranged collection of specimens, such as may be pro
cured from Mr TBNNANT (1*9. Strand). Teacher of Mlneralf—
King's College, London " These CoI lections are supplied on the fol
tonne. In plain Mahogany Cabinet* i—

100 Specimens, in Cabinet, with 3 Trayi £3 2
200 Specimens, in Cabinet, with 3 Trays & B
900 Specimens, in Cabinet, with 9 Drawers 10 10
400 Specimens, In Cabinet, with U Drawers 21 0

More extensive Collections at AO to 5.000 Guineas each.
Mr.Tr-VNtxT glvsa ~

at 149, Strand, W.C.

'THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
J- WORK am i ess i j to their PRESERVATION, effected with every
reirard tu the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHBW R.

»n Musi.i.ti i.^.'^r>smet,iNsniau4qB>n,W.

C1HURCH LECTURES.—Mr. FORSTER begs to
^ Inform the Clergy that he has ready LECTURES on the TABER-

N M : I ...ul HKRRBVV FESTIVAL. Illustrating their eaoBexlim with
tiicCiurvh.—.* "" FRST1VAI>, Illustrating their connexion with

- 1 of Messrs. Di aa ut r A Co., Uhelmsfurd,

]VTU- HENRY BLACKBURN'S LECTURES.—
ATA Mr. HENRY BLACKBURN, Editor of 'Academy Notes,' Ac.,
will deliver TWO ILLUSTRATED ART-LECTURES In the Season
1H80-1. 1. - The Art of Popular Illustration.' 1. 'Life In Algeria; or.
Sketching In Sunshine ' Illustrated by Sketches and Diagrams. In Sun
derland. Durham. and the North In January and February.—For particu
lars address to 103, Victoria-street, London, 8.W.

MR. ALFRED H. 8. TAYLOR begs to inform
the Clergy. Secretaries of Institutes, Proprietors of F

ithers, that he is prepared, during the coming season, toothers, that he is prepared, durlntf the roiumg seu-to
HUMOROUS and DRAMATIC READINGS. Special
table objects —Address 9, Essex -terrace, Blackheath.

■"RANSLATING WANTED.—A

la anxlotw to obtain EMrLOYMENT In
YOUNG LADY

CHRISTMA8 ANNUALS. — CONTRIBUTIONS
REQUIRED. PROSE and VER8E Send

particular..—EDrroa, 335, Regent-atreet, London.

T\) AUTHORS.—WANTED, a SERIES of SHORT
X COMPLETE TALES, bright and healthy In tone and of distinct
literary merit. Not to exceed : Words each. Send Specimen, return
of which will indicate non-acceptance.—H. J. InnaLD, 1(K>. Fleet-street.

COCIAL and THEATRICAL ESSAYS, (^aracter
O Sketches, Stories In Dramatic Form, Social Lyrics, and London
Letters lupplled by a Journalist on very reasonable terms Specimens
sent —Address Puck, City News-rooms, 4, Ludgate Circus-buildings, E.C.

tfOR SALE, SERIAL RIGHTS of a FULL-
LENGTH SERIAL by a Popular Author Has run successfully In

r Paper, for which It was written. -B. 8., 1, Westbury-

TO PROFESSORS of MUSIC—TO BE SOLD,
X a well-established and High-class VOCAL and PIANOFORTE
CONNEXION, In a populous town In the North of England, from which
an Income of fOOt has been received —Further particulars may be had

H. lloi-LT, Estate Agent, Ac., 4, Cook-street,

rVO NEW8PAPER PROPRIETORS and Others.—

X TO BB SOLD, a RAROAIN. flrst-class MARINONI PERFECTING
ROTARY MACHINE, equal to New In every detail Prints lft.00Ucop.es
duplicate per Hour; with Counters to Quire Ink-Rollers and Stereo
Apparatus with Machine Can be seen running -Apply to Echo Office,
Xi. Catherine-street, Strand, W C

TO NEWSPAPER PROPRIETORS.—The Advkk-
TISER, who has had considerable experience on the London.

Colonial, and Provincial Press, would be glad lo hmr of an APPOINT
MENT as Psbllsher. Manager, or Assistant-Manager of a Dally, Weekly,
or other Paper Having knowledge of all departments of Newspaper
Work, could taae entire charge of Weekly. No objection to going
Abroad —Address Mswarirsn, care of Maya Advertising Offices IW
Piccadilly.

TO EDITORS of NEWSPAPERS, Ac—FOR
SALS, the SERIAL RIGHTS In several WORKS of FICTION by

well-known Authors, which appeared In Volume Form some years ago —
A P. Watt, 34, I'*iernoster-row.

T°4
EDITORS. A Graduate of Dublin, who is

to obtain EVENINUdlnenjtaeed at 5 o'rlork dallj, la moot anxloi
EMPLOYMENT. Would make hlmaelf general!;
with amall rrrooneratlon. Afe ™
D Dlrlanl, 1U0, Btrand, W.C.

kutrra, care of Hon..

SUB-EDITOR WANTED for a leading Morning
Paper — First-rate opening for energetic, reliable, thoroughly qnalT-

"sb, Summaries, and
. with age, com-
aal explicitly with
A Son. 73. Market-

Reviews,
menclng salary

State length of Bub-editorial experience, with
and references. Applicants must df 1

all these point* —Address H 0.,care of W. H. Smith
street, Manchester.

H0N0UR8 MAN (Mod. Hist., Oxford) seeks
EMPLOYMENT In REVIEWING or CRITICISM. ~

rate. -A. 11.. care of Mr. Srorr. 16a, Okfoid-atroet, W.

T ITERARY ASSISTANT REQUIRED by a
Xj Gentleman eiigaged In Editing Magi
Work. Premium required, or liberal tcrmi
Qualification given to occupy future remunerative Appointments.—
Address only Publisukb, West View House, Chrlstchurch, Hamp*lead.

AN experienced JOURNALIST desires an En
gagement as HDITOR or SUB-BDITOR. Able Leadei^Wrlter,

and good Descriptive Writer, Reviewer, Condenser. Ac First-class
references.—T. F., Library, Bouthboruugh, Tunbrldge Wells.

A JOURNALIST, of twenty years' experience,
desires RE-ENGAGEMENTas SUB-BDITOR of a DAILY. Wonld

accept the Editorship of an established Weekly. Leader, Verbatim
Shorthand, and Descriptive Writer.—Address Delta, Messrs. Adams A
Francis, Advertising Agent* , SO, Fleet-street, E.C.

A GENTLEMAN, thoroughly experienced
Newspaper Work, energetic and reliable, would be glad to heNewspaper Work, energetic and reliable, would be glad to hear of

an uPENING on a Provincial Journal, with a view, if l osslble, to an
interest in the same. Particulars at Interview.—C. H B., Messrs. A
A Francis, Advertising Agents. 69, Fleet-street, B.C.

APUBLIC-8CH00L and UNIVERSITY MAN,
Classical Medallist , experienced In Paper-Work . desires to COACH,

by Correspondence, for ail Examinations, in thoroush Classics, French,
and German. Resident some years in France and Get
references. Resident Pupils received. Twelve Guineas
Coach, 0, Albemarle-crescent, "

Germany,
eat per Mot

THE PRESS. — A Practised JOURNALIST, of
wide experience, now engaged in London, tin* time to sapply One

or Two LEADING ARTICI.BH Wet kly Politics Liberal. Ttrrms mode
rate —Address LaAnu-W airam, care of Messrs. C. Mltcnell A Co., Red
Lion-court, Fleet-street, E.C.

s

HORTHAND.—To Editors, Authors, &c—An
1 experienced WRITER of Pitman's System Is I>isengaged. Very

legible Longiiand, good Correspondent, Condenser, Ac.; knowledge of
German and French. Terms moderate —Majius, 61, Giwer-atreet, W.C

T ADIES and GENTLEMEN will find every
-Li comfort In the NEWS-ROOMS. Reading and Writing I
VICTORIA HOUSB. Catherine-atreet, Strand London and C
Newapnpera Filed. Adrertiaement, Addreae, and Inquiry Office.

MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
Pnrrhaae of Newipeper Property, beg to direct attention to the

foUowlng .* —
la I

c.

c.
MITCHELL & CO. are favoured with instruc-
tlona for IN VESTMENTS from Cllenta for anma Tarring from HXX

H. olNe.to 2.0001., either for Fartnerahlp or for the Purchaae i

p MITCHELL k CO. are instructed to ARRANGE
* . a PARTNERSHIP In a LIBERAL WEEKLY .it. vm.nl
PAPER. Capital required, l.OOH. Excellent opportunity for a Reporter

c.
MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to BIS-
POSE of the COPYRIGHT and PLANT of a SCOTCH WEEKLY

NEWSPAPER In a Border County. Jobbing Business attached. Price
l.UOOi.

C MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
• Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

Probate or Purchase, Investigations, and Audit of Accounts, Ac.

12 and 13, Red Lion-court, Fleet-street, B.C.

PRINTING.^JOHN BALE & SONS, Printers of
the I >■->:■■ Jts*i«w. the BHfHihwoman'i Review, and other Period

icals, are prepared to undertake the PRINTING of Magaslnes, I'amnhleta,
Bookwork, Catalogues, Ac, on the most reasonable terras. Estimates

Printing Offices, 87-49, Great T itchfield-street, Oxford-

TO SOCIETIES, AUTHORS, AND OTHERS

MESSRS. WYMAN & SONS, Printers and Pub
lishers, invite attention to the faculties offered by their Estab

lishment for the complete PRODUCTION of ROOKS of every descrip
tion, sj) Departments uf the Business being carried on nnder the pereonal
superintendence of the Finn. Inclusive Estimates promptly forwarded,
and liberal arrangements made with Authors for the Publication of tbelr
MSB., whether Scientific. Artistic, or Works of Fiction —Wiham A Boas.
74 and 75, Great Uueen-street, Lincoln's Inn, London, W.C.

AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
631, OXroRr>STREET, LONDON, W.C.

AUTOTYPE represents Permanent Photographic
Printing by several distinct Processes :—

FIRST -PIGMENT PRINTINO, under Rwan A Johnson * Patents —
The Photographic Image is built up of Carbon, Ciutru-Htl, and nthor
permanent pigments. These materials permit a wide range of Mono-
chromic expression. Pictures copied up to 4 feet by 3 feet. Autotype
Art Is known throughout Europe! its productions are absolutely Per
manent.
SBCOND.-COLLOTYrE, or PHOTOGRAPHY In the PRINTING

PRESS.—A Process perfected by the Company, aud adapted tor

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS.

This Process la employed by the Trustees of the British Museum. Pals$o-
graphlcal. Numi>matlcnl, Archs>oloirical . and other Learned Societies,
ana by the leading Publishers In London and Paris. It affords the fol
lowing advantages: — The Prints direct on the paper, with suitable
margins, read r for binding; the Fac-aimlle character of the results; the
cheapness for Kditlnnn of W0. 5<i0, Ac.
THIRD —WOODRURYTYPE, or RELIEF PRINTING, in which a

Metal Matrix yields a large number of Prints.—This Process Is cheap,
well adapted for Portraits, Engineers' and Msnufacturem' samples, and
subjects of continuous gradation. Where pure High Lights or Vurtiettes
are required the l*roeess Is unsuitable. ^ oodburytypea require mount
ing. Woodburytype forms nn addendum to the more important Collotype
Process, and enables the Company to execute Orders by the method best
suited to the particular Work.

For terms and Specimens apply to the Manages.

THE AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY
displays a noble COLLECTION of COPIES of the OLD MASTERS,

selected from the principal Art-Galleries and Moseums of Burope.
among which may be enumerated :—16 Examples after Fra Angelico,
a) Rartolommeo. 30 Coiregglo. 57 Durer, 30 Holbein, 179 M. Angelo,
149 Raphael, 'JO Rutins. 14 Del Sarto. ."VI Titian, 35 Da Vinci. Ac.
Example* after Poynter. R.A , Meliwonnler, Koseettl, Oorot, Burne-

Jones, Dc Neuville. shields. Oattermole, Elmore. Rowbotham, Care
Thouas. Ac. Plctares Cleaned, Restored, and Framed.
NEW CATALOGUE, price 6d. free by post ; Gratis to l>nrchAser<..

To adorn at little cost the Walls or Home with Artistic Masterpieces,
visit the AUTOTYPB FINE-ART GALLERY, 631, Oxford-street, W.C.

Director of Works, J. R. SAWYER.
General Manager, W. 8 BIRD.

STRATFORD-ON-AVON.—TRINITY C0LLKGK
SCHOOL —The Warden, RICHARD F CURRY. M A., la nasi "

by Seven Resident Graduate Masters. Special attention paid to Hoi
Languages. Classical aud Modern Sides. Junior Department for j
boys. Bxhtbltlons tothe U '
stum, Fires Courts, Ac. ™

niversifies Large Playing Fields, Gymno
rms, Fifty and Sixty Guineas.—Apply to the

PRIVATE TUTORSHIP.—An Oxford First Class
man desires a PRIVATE TUTORSHIP In or near London. Bix

years' experience. Highest rufcrem-es. Classics, Modern Languafes,
&c—R. G. L, Adams A Francis, Advertising Agents, Wt Fleet-street, B C.

RUSSIAN thoroughly TAUGHT, and Proficiency
in Reading. Writing, and Speaking the Language guaranteed

within a coraparatfretv short time. Lessons by Correspondeinoe carried
on, and TranslaUons p-o-ipUy done. Terms moderate —Address Ivia,

\S.W.
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JJRIGHTON COLLEGE.

The NEXT TERM will commence on TUESDAY, January 23, 1881.
F. W. MADDEN, M.R.A.S-.JiccretlUT.

MARYBOROUGH GRAMMAR SCHOOL,
QUEENSLAND, Australia —Applications by letter, accompanied

by testimonials, for the Appointment of HEAD MASTER to the above
School will be received by the SrcarrAaY to the Board of Trustees, at
hi* Office. Hebron's Buildings, Kent-*treet, Maryborough, Queensland
until MONDAY, February 1381. Salary, 6001. a year, with a Six
roomed Residence within the School Ground's (Gas and Water laid on;.

.Similar Application* for the Appointment of SECOND MASTER, at a
Salary of 3.VW. a year, without Residence, will be received at the same
tiute aud place.
No Clerk in Holy Order* or Public Minister of Religion will be eligible

for either Appointment.
School Duties will begin about August, 18*1.
A Copy* of the School Regulation*, as approved by the Queensland

Government, may be- instsseted and further information obtained on
" ~,be Agent-General for the Colony, 3J, Charing

HIGH-CLASS INSTRUCTION for LADIES and
GENTLEMEN, in conneriomwlth the Dilettante' Club, 7, Argyll

street, Kearent-streat—The fallowing PROFESSORS have been elected
by the Committee to represent the Club :—Mr Isidore de Lara, Singing—
Mr. Isidore de Sol la. Singing and Harmony—Dr. N. Heinemann, F.R.G.S.
F.H Hist Soc .German-. Political■Economy—M. Henry Loge\ Piano and
Harmonv—Mr. George Neville, Acting uud Stage Preparation—Mr Harry
St. Maur, Voice Production - Elocution; Acting—Mr. Albert Visettf,
Singing.—Address the Prorowean, at the Club.

SWISS PROTESTANT LADY, with whom
a Young EmrlUh Lad Lea of Gentlemen's Families are living,

has TWO VACANCIES. Escort provided. 8he resides in a beautiful
part of Switzerland, in a Country House a Mile from the Town of Ziirich,
where excellent Music. Singing, and Drawing Masters can be had. She
teaches English in all it* Branches-, Italian, superior French , and German
(bavins long resided in Hanover and Pari*),and offers all the comforts of
a rp fined Eagliak Homo with the advantages of a School. French and
German, which are constantly spoken, may be acquired in a very short
time. References i The Very Rev. the Dean of Norwich ; the Her. Sir
Henry Gunning, Bart., Horton House, Northampton-, Rev. C. Far-
quharson, Langton Rectory, Blandford ; Col. Manse). Smedmorc, Ware-
ham ; British Chaplain, Zurich ; and the Rev. Dr. Burrowcs, KJmeridge
Hector*, Warcham —Address Mrs1. Mowao, L'S.Tburlow-road, Hampstcad.

BOOKS, PICTURES, WAR MEDALS, COINS,
AUTOORAPHS, and CURIOSITIES.—Send for CATALOGUE,

pott free.—A. JJowker & Son, 27, Retuhaw, Liverpool.

iY-PATHS of LITERATURE.— CATALOGUE,
No. 2, of Quaint and Curious Hooka, including Strange Tracts,

. for one stamp, of A.
lo. 1!, of Quaint and Curious Books, inel
,r. Topography, Antiquities, Prints, Ac.
, G, Orange street, Red Lion-square, W.C.

RARE and CURIOUS BOOKS, County Histories,
Bibliography, Drolleries, Ballads, Jests, Wit. Trials, singular

Collection of Belles-Lettres, and Curiosities of Literature of every
"—-riptlon. CATALOGUE port free free for penny stamp.—Thohm

, 15, Conduit-street, Bond-street, * — ' - "'

ANEW CATALOGUE of HARE BOOKS,
TRACTS, Old Historical Papers, Shnkospearlana, Literary Curiosf-

ties, Scarce Views, Portrait*. Ancient Maps. Ac, is NOW READY, and
sent free per return on receipt of address, and two stamp*.—J. H.
Fmnnbll, 14. Red Lion-passage, Red Lion-square, London. W.C.

SECOND-HAND BOOKS. — Just published, a
CATALOGUE of Illustrated and other Book* on Architecture,

Painting, Sculpture, Engraving, Portraits, Costume. Scenery, Woodcuts,
Antiquities, Archaeology. Poetry, Ac., post free of James Rikell A Sox,
*J0, Oxford-street, London, W.

YE CHEPE BOOKE and PRINT STORE. -C.
WtLD. 188, Xlngs-road, Chelsea. S.W. (from Notting Hill-gate).

CATALOGUE of BOOKS and PRINTS just oat, sent gratis.

IONDON LIBRARY,
J 12. 8T. JAMES S-SQUARE —Founded in IML

Patron—H.R.H. THE PRINCE OP WALES.
President—THOMAS CARLYLE, Esq.

This Library contain* 90,000 Volumes of Ancient and Modern Lite
rature, In various Languages. Subscription, 3t. a year, or 2f., with
Entrance-fee of 61.; Life "Membership, 367.
Fifteen Volumes are allowed to Country, and Ten to Town Member*.

Hcndlng-Room open from Ten to half-past m\ Prospectus on appli
cation. ROBERT HARRISON, Secretary and Librarian.

rVO COLLECTORS of OLD ENGLISH FUR-

X NTTURE.-A magnificent English OAK MARRIAGE COFFER,
about Sjo years old, caned in bold relief and In excellent preservation.
Recently exhibited at Bethnal Green. A Photograph can be
Apply at Mr. Am.cn ConraeLLa Art Studio, 143, Invemeet-i
Hyde Park, London, W.

rSalrc> bj) Action

A Select and Important Cabinet of Coins and Medals, t/ie

Property of a Nobleman.

\fESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
1TX will HELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington-
street. Strand. W.C, on MONDAY, November 13, and Four Following
Davs, at 1 o clock precisely, the verr Select and highly Important
CABINET of COINS and MEDALS, the Property of a NOBLEMAN.
This beaniiful Collection comprises fins specimens of Greek and
Roman Coins, principally from the Canipana Sale in 1846—Rare Early
British Gold and Silver Coins In the Series of English Gold and surer
Coinage will be found the Sovrraign or Double Rial of Henry VII.- Gold
Ryal of Queen Mary, and Angels of Philip and Mary—the Spur Ryal and
Fifteen Shilling Pieces of James I, -fine Treble Unte* of Charles 1.,
Angels, Ac.—Milled Gold Coins, in the most perfect state, from the
Marshall Collection. In Silver an unrivalled Collection of the Siege
Pieces of Charles I.—Sets of Scarborough, and Inchinquin Rebel and
Dublin Crown* and Half Crowns— numerous Pattens, Ac. The Scotch
Series intluds* th« Gold Noble of David II. (ouly two others known)—
Twenty l'ound Piece of James VI, and other rare Pieces—Ryal asd Half
Rvat of M:trv it line Acrlea of the sliver Testoon* of Mary Queen of
Scots, and other rare Pieces, Anglo-Gallic Colas In Gold, especial I V rurw
and interesting, of Edward III. and the Black Prince, including the
Gold Hardtt, Chaise. Leopard, Guiennols. 4c.—ta AngeioC of Henry V —
<.oid A i) uimine Florin of Edward III., Ac. A very line Collection of
Ran* Gold and Wrver Medahr. from the Devonshire, Cuff, and Holruwlale
Collections.

May be viewed two day* previously, and Catalogues had , if br post,
on receipt of sis stamps.

Collection of the Etchings of Rembrandt.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No 13, Wellington

street. Strand, W.C, oa SATURDAY, November 20, at I o'clock
pPfclsely^ an import*** COLLECTION of the ETCH1NOS of HKM-
RBANDT. the I'roperty of a GENTLEMAN relinquishing the pursuit.
Msy be viewed two days prior, and Catalogues bad: if by port, on

receipt of three stamp*.

The DE LA SALLE Collection of Cinaue-Cento and later
Artistic Portrait Medallions and Medals of t/te lagliest

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL br AUCrnoW, at their House, No. 13, Wellington,

street. Strand, W.C.'oo MONDAY, November M. and Three Following
Days, at I o'clock precisely, most select and valuable- COLLECTION of
CINQUE-CENTO and later ARTISTIC PORTRAIT MEDALLIONS and
MEDALS (chiefly signed), in Bronxe. Ac, PLAQUES, FRIEZES,
ANTIQUE and RENAISSANCE BRONZES; including some of the
beautiful Productions of Vlttore Pisano, Domenlco dt Polo. Melioli,
Coradioi, Enzola, Roberto. Cellini. Anti, Matteo de' Pastl. Hlcriinbi,
F. di G. Dal Prato, Bertoldo, Gaidianui. Boldu, Carmdosso, Sperandlo,
Guacclalottl, Delta Robbia. Vklerio Vlcentlno, Bernardo dl Castel
Bolognese, Grechctto. l'ompeo Leoni, Pollaiuolo, the Medallist ft l'Kspef-
imce, Cavlno. San GaUo. Camello, FOmedello, Baccio Bandinelli. Zacchl,
Pastorino, Leone Leoni, Caprarola, Donatello, Matteo del Naa&aru,
G. Dupre, Warm, Spinellt, Powrhii, Zagar of Hoiland. Bontagna,
Gfo. delle Cornlole, Modern!. F. Briot, and other eminent Artist* of the
lnat four centurtes, A few are in Silver, all of the period, and some are
unpublished. Formed during the last lilty veara by the late ~"" if Tarfe.
HIS DE LA SALLE, of
May be viewed two days i

receipt of six stamps.
1; if

Modern Etchings and Drawings, the Property of an Artist,
deceased.

ESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SBLL bjr AUCTION, at their Houie, No. 13, WdlUwrton-

■trwt. Strand, W.C. on FRIDAY. NOTember 26, at 1 o'clock prwiwlv,
MODKltN ETCHINGS and IJKAWINGS. COLOURED PKINTS ILLUS
TRATIVE ol COACHINO. I1UAWINGS ol CEI.E11KATED VIEWS or
BUrtDINQS ol OLD LONDON, *c., the I'roperty ol an ARTIST,

M1

May be viewed two days prior, i
receipt of two stamp*.

Catalogues had ; if by post, on

Valuable Object* of Art, the Property of a Gentleman, deceased.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13, Wellington

street. Strand. W.C, on MONDAY, November 29. and Following liny
at 1 o'clock, precisely. VARIOUS OBJECTS of ART, tho Property of a
GENTLEMAN, deceased, consisting of Sevres. Chelsea, and other Euro
pean Porcelain—a line Collection of Champ-IOvc* Enamels of the
fhirtcenih Century—Ancient Venetian and German Glass—German and
Flemish Ores, many with Inscriptions and Dates—Oriental China,
Bronxe*, and Antiquities—Ornamental Furniture, Clocks, Ac.; umong
these may be especially noted : a flnci Rahl Clock and Pair of Cabinets,
some tine German Enamelled Wiedcrkom*. Sevres Vase* and Cabarets
Pewter Dum by Briot, Sixteenth Century, a tine Champ-leva Crosier,
Basin, Ac., of the Thirteenth Century, from the celebrated De Bruge
Collection—Thirty Choice and Rare Bag-shell Plates, with Ruby Backs—
a Rare Venetian Pax of the Sixteenth Century, In Silver and Enamel—
Chinese Bronzes—Egyptian, Roman, and Medtteval Antiquities, &c.

May be viewed two days prior, and Catalogues had; U by post, on
receipt of four stamps.

Satswna and other Japanese Faience, Jmari Ihrcelain and
Bronzes, collected by a Gentleman long resident in Tokio and
Yeddo.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. LI, Wellington-

street, Strand, W.C. on WEDNESDAY. December l,at 1 o'clock pre
cisely, RARE RATSUMA and other JAPANESE FAIENCE. IMARI
PORCELAIN and BRONZES, collected by u GENTLEMAN resident in
Tokio una Yeddo during- and since the Revolution In the Islands.
May be viewed two day* prior. Catalogues may be- had; il by post, on

receipt of two stamps.

A Collection of English Portraits, engraved i» Usui and
Mezzotint, the Property of a Gentleman.

TV/fESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON' & HODGE
1xJl will SELL by Al'CriON, at their House, No. 18, Wellington-
street. Strand. W.C. on THURSDAY. December J, and Two Following

' ' '" ' . 1 tn Lino
cwuiRiar, nuiiur, ihe PfUSCS,

w«ii. ittiuiwui.-, ouir.nn.1. Glover, l-ftiubrjiken , Vertue,
Vorstcrman. White. Van Hove, Hturt, Fabcr, Smith, WcArdell, Houston,
Baillie, Green, Watson. Basire, Sherwin, Reynolds, and other eminent
Artists, chiefly In the choicest state, and chronologically placed according
to Bromley's arrangement.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had ; li by post, on

receipt of six stamps.

The choice Collection of Engravings and Etchings formed

by the Rev. /. /. HEYWOOD.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, WoUinRton-

sireet, Strand, W.C, on MONDAY, December C. and Two Following
Days, at 1 o'clock preciaelv, a choice COLLECTION of ENGRAVINGS
and ETCHINGS formed by the Rev J. i. HEYWOOD, now relin-
u,ui*)untr the pursuit , compriMna: tine Examples of the Earlier Matters.
Albreclit Dtirer, Lukas Van Leyden, Rembrandt Van Rhvn, Ac. ; also a
very remarkable Series of the Work* of the later Dutch Etchers, Paul
Potter, Nicbolus Bcrghem, Ostade, Jean Le I) acq. Karl Du Jardin, Jean
Livens, Waterloo, F. Mot. A. Platoon, Ac., comprising Early State* of
the utmost rarity ; a Series of beautiful Etchings of the French and
English Schools. Ancient and Modern, including rare Specimen* of
Claude Lorraine In Early States, and choice Proofs of the Works of
Braequemond. L. Flameng, Rajon, Le Groa, Jacquemart, Seymour
linden, J. M Whistler, sie. ; several important Works of the Mezzotint
Emrravcrs. McArdell, Watson. Snilsbury. Ward, J. R. Smith, Ac , in
splendid Froof state* •. a remarkable Collection of the Work* of George
Venue in Proof States, &c.
Maybe viewed two days prior, and Catalogue* had; if by post, on

receipt of six stamp*.

IIARK MUSICAL LIBRARY.
SALE BY AUCTION AT RERUN.

MR. RUDOLPH LKI'KE, of Berlin, will SELL
by AUfTION, on MONDAY. November LV, tho valuable

MUSICAL LIBRARY of Dr. F. GKHRING. Professor at the University,
Vienna, with Contributions frnm other Collections ; the most important
Sale for the taut twenty years, inciudina; many rai-e Works on Musical
lliotorv and Theory, l'raciicai Music, the Art of Dancing- Opera
Texts. Ac.
Catalogues on appllcatfnn to Messrs. Aimer & Co. 13. Bedford-street,

Covent-piu-dra, who will attend the Sale and receive Commissions.

Valuable Miscellaneous Ttooks; Portrait of Charles Lamb, by
W. HozuU, ami otlmr OU Paintings ; Coloured Autotypes in
frames; Chotc* Photographs bt/ Frith ; Autographs of

Artists; Two Glazed Bookcases, Jjc.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Room*. 115, Chanrcry-laue. W.C, on MONDAY. Novem

ber 15, and Four Following Days, at 1 o'clock, valuable MISCELLA
NEOUS BOOKS; conipriwna Roberts's Holy Land. Ac. >'< vols, lulio—
Cauuva s Works, 2 vtpl*. lareeit paper— Harleian Miscellany, by Park,
10 vols —Wilki* Gallery—Thomson** Portraits, India proofs, - vds.
"amden Ssciety's Publications, 133 vol*.—Annual Register, 107 vols.
-Jennings'* Landscape Aunoal, India proofs, lft vol* lartre paper
-Lane* Arabian Nights, S vols. — Fisher** Portrait Gallery, India
■roofs, 5 vols.—Lady Guest's Maotaogion, 3 vols.—Froude's England.
2 vols.—Cariyle's Works Library Edition, 34 vols half-calf—Alison's
Europe, u vot*. large paper—Knignt's English Cyrlopssdia,
Collection of Autograph* and Pranks in 2 vol* —Fine Oil Portrait of
Charlc* lamb, by W. Haxlitt—Cabinet OU Phlntlngs and Coloured
Aniotype*. in frames—choice Photographs by Frith, and 2 handsome
Albums of Photo-scraps—two neat Mahogany Bookcase*. Ac.

To be viewed, and Catalogues had.

M

■operty, Model Engines, drc.

Sale No. 5,732.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTIOX,
. at bis Great Rooms, 38, King-street. Covent-garden. on FK IDAY,

Niwemiwr 19, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, MISCELLANEOUS PBO-
FERTY ; consisting of Telescopes—Microscopes, and Object* for same-
Cameras and Lenses, and other Photographic Apparatus—two expen
sively made Model Locomotive Engines—Model* of Hoats—DlssoWms-
Vtew Ijuiterna and Slides—Opera and Race Glasses—Electric Belts—
Alarms—a valuable Chemical Balance.
On view after two o'clock the day prior and morning of Sale, isi

Scientific Instruments, Dissolving - View Apparatus, and other
valuable Property.

MESSRS. PCTTI0K & SIMPSON will SEUbr
MICTION, at thein House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C, ubK>£

DAY, November 15, at 1 o'clock, a large ASSEMBLAGE of ru***>
PROPERTY ; comprising Microscopes and Telescope* by Rca

"ibim

Miniature*—Jewellery—Silver-plated Goods, Ac.
Catalogues (by post), two stamp*.

Bare and valuable Books and Manuscripts,

]ITESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL br
-i-'i AUCTION, at thedr House. 47. Leiceater-aqnare, W.C. n :\ ■:•
DAY, November 16, and Following Day, at ten minutoe past 1 o'dKk
precisely, a valuable COLLECTION of BOOKS and MA.Nl SClUrTS ,
comprising Rare and Curious Work* in English, French and Iia'iu-
IllumiuaXed aud other Manuscripts, by Simon Voatrc. Verard, Hardoala,
Godard, 1'lgouchct, Ac., some on vellum—fine specimens of EvJt lyso-
graphy, from the Presses of Mentelln, Jenson, Martin Flarh Cnnin r.
and other Printers of the Fifteenth Century—a Series of Editiost^ Is
Fontaine—Works of Retlf-de-la-Bretonner—Old Hooks illusmad vttk
woodcuts—First Editions of Shelley, Keats. Byron. BrownlBg, tairtz-
Modern Poet*—Shelley'* Queen Mab, with MS. Note* by Mrs SheU^-
numcrous Works in superb Bindings, by Bedford, "
Menntl, Bausoonet, Legwu'on. Simier, aad otner ■
Books on the History and Theory of .Engraving', Ac -
i'lants by John Martin, executed for the Marquis of 1
of Plays by Authors not hitherto reprinted, du.

Catalogues on receipt of two stamp*.

Engraving* and Water-Colour Drawingt, including the Stock of
a Printseller, deceased.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
auction, at their House, 47, Leiemta^aoMrm. W.C, on

FRIDAY, November IB, at 1 o'clock, s Lara*- COLLECTION of EN
GRAVINGS, including the Stock of a PrintseUar, deceased, comprising
Portraits, Topography, Old Masters, Humorous Subjects, Osricstires.
Historical, Theatrical, and Musical Prints, Woodcuts, Ac

Catalogue* ( by post), two scamp*.

I 'akuxbla Musical Instruments, including t he ctUbrated C
of Rattan Violins, Violas, Ac, chsejty by Caspar di Solo, of
the late Dr. STEWARD, of Wolverhampton.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47, l^iceKler-sciisre, W.C, on

TUESDAY. November 23. at 1 o'clock, a large and raluabl? Kf#EM-
HLAOB of MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS; including Pianjtcrtt* br
liroadwood, Klrkmasi, Krard, CoUard & Collard. Ar.— |Lim<iCJunsv-
Ameriean Organ*—a small Finger Organ, Ac -, also Violins. Vksss. **d
ViolnncelUsi, including the celebrated Collection ol Italian Instramesa.
chiefly by Caspar di Salo, of the late Dr. STEWARD, of Woltcrtsaipto*.
together with the Bows, Cases, and Fittings. Also (on XUM'W.
November 21'), a LIBRARY of MUSIC.

Catalogue* ( by post), two *

M

Libraries of a Literary Gentleman (deceased) and a well-

known Genealogist.

ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47, Lcices«sreqaare, W.C, o* WED

NESDAY, November 24, and Two Following- Davs, at lea minutes past
1 o'clock prrchssly, the LIBRARY of a LITERARY GENTLEMAN,
deceased, removed from Hammersmith, consisting of Standard Worts i:i
all the various branches of Literature, especially Histoni-al. Cl2»i'ii.
and Critical—First Editions of Dickens's Works—Fin ts-Art Books, Gslie-
ries, Ac.; also the LIBRARY of a well-known GENRALOGBcf, can
f'rising Heraldic, GenenlogicAl, and Archa^ologkal Works. larlaJinf
>ugdnle's Monastlcon and Baronage—Rolls of ParUanasmt—» large Col

lection of Peerage Caaes—Baker's Northampton--Kymert FoMtni J»y
Clarke and Holbrook—Domesday Book—Herald, and (jeormkvrt'I— Frcr*-
naui'h Norman Conquest—Foley 's Hugtlsh Provlnce-of the S J.—*4
clo* and Memorials of Great Britain—Books illustrated bv G T

em.
Catalogues are preparing.

PALL MALL.—Choice Pictures and Water-Colour Draxangit,
by eminent Belgian and other Continental Artists, the Pro

perty ofa LADY.

MESSRS. FOSTER rcsrpectfuUr announce for
SALE by AUCTION, at the Gallery, &t' Pall Mall, on WBIV

NESDAY NEXT, the 17th inat, at 1 o'clock precisely. HiGH-CLAf*
PICTURES, viz.. Cattle Reposing in a Pastunage, i|
of the eminent Painter, Eugene Yerbouckhoven-H
Work by the same—twenty-fl vc boautiful Drawuipi by the t
six Landscapes by various Artists, with Cattle Introduced, by Verbsect-
hoven—also nine talented Works by Henry Conipotuato (one ol whirl"
was exhibited Royal Academy)—eight graceful Composition* by Oct*"
Curapoios***—several tine genre* Picture*, by Ernest \ honenktrekso"
< iunUtrr de Jonghe, and de ia Hue**—the Blaek Farets, by Tbeodor

others by
Gcnlsson A. deRioncho Vandenbo*-li
A. M. Lynen Roblra L Znrcou

On view Monday and Tuesday next, when Catalosuc* may be b-vJ.-
M, I Mall.

ROUEN CATHEDRAL SPIRE. — See the
BUILDER. (4d. ; by post. 4$d. i. View and Plans—Bcrmoadw.-

Town Hail—Decorative Suggestions— Modern Study of Classic Archeo
logy- Churches and Clerical Criticism—Holyrood Glass Works— Arr»;
tectural Association— Princess's Theatre—Bristol -Edmund Sharp* *
Works—Early Norman Keeps, Ac. —4o, Catkarineetneet; aad all News-

THK MUSICAL TIMES, for November, con-
OkImwt—mstn* XtwtoWorahip—The Fnther of the Symphony—Ta*

Groat Composers: Spohr—Marchctti's Opcm, 'Don Giovanni d'Anstrts
—Leeds Musical Festival—Jacque* Offenbach—Crystal r
Ac,—ReviesvR, Foreign and Country New*. A*. Price

A tnin* :

MUSICAL TIMES, for Notem-BKR? con-

by Dr. Stakner. Price, separately, 1+rf.

London : Novello, Ewer A Co. I, 1
uecn fitrcet, E C.
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THE UNITED LIBRARIES,

307, REGENT-STREET, NEAR LANGHAM-PLACE.

All the BEST BOOKS of the NEW SEASON mre in CIRCULATION at the UNITED LIBRARIES, and

FRESH COPIES are ADDED DAILY.

at one time. Two Guineas per annum, and TwoREVISED TERMS FOR TOWS
Volumes for every additional Guinea,

OODSTRY SDB9CRIPTIOir8.—I ; Volumes for every additional

CATALOGUES of RECENT BOOKS |

THE UNITED LIBRARIES, Thomas Russbll, Manager, 307, Regent-street, W.

The special attention of the Reading Public is called to the fact that the

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY

ALLOWS

TWO VOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS for a Subscription of ONE GUINEA per

annum.

FOUR VOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS, with free delivery, for a Subscription of TWO

GUINEAS per annum.

SIX VOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS, with free delivery, together with all the Club

privileges of the Institution, for THREE GUINEAS per annum.

CLUB MEMBERSHIP only, TWO GUINEAS per annum.

N.B.—Sets of Books are divided to meet the convenience and wishes of Subscribers.

Specially advantageous terms offered to Country Subscribers. The Public are invited to

Inspect the Reading, Writing, and News Booms, the Ladies' Drawing-Room, Refi

Library, &c.

Full particulars forwarded promptly on application to Mr. CHARLES ALLEN,

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY (Limited), NEW BOND-STREET

Just published. In crown 8vo. price 6s.

THE CROOKIT MEG:

A SCOTTISH STORY OF THE YEAR ONE.

of Shirley/By JOHN SKELTON, LL.D., Advocate, Author of * The Essays

and, to a considerable extent,"The story is Illustrative of life on the wild tea
days, and plot and romanec are introduced with the skill of one who loves his work, and
But the book is valuable particularly for the sketches it gives of 4 racy characters,' who an

of daring deeds of th
ho knows how to u

i A: Co.

smuggling

eii
Daily Mevietc, Edinburgh.

hit talent
descri)>ed In the happiest vein

published."— Vido Pr»$t.

Price 6*2. Eighty pages
ee SerlaLNo

^HE CARISBUOOKE.
X of Letter-press Photograph of Celebrity,
well-known Authors.
Published st 29, Quay-street. Newport, Isle of Wight

Marshall ft Co. Stationers' Hall-court, London, E C.

Novels by

"The only newspaper of the art world published . sad s Terr good oat
I • ' imd ' "irn ,. p ■■■
" What we want In Enorland badly,'*—/. /." Boehm, A.R.A
" Exactly what the students require."—Lotttr from Kentmfton.
" Your paper Is fulfilling a moat valuable work . and every mouth I

belleTe it la more and more appreciated."— Wyks Bayiitt.
" i'ull of interesting matter, aud ought to be widely appreciated."

Pro/ttoor Church, R.A
nt within oar

1 of art

decant little paper."—Lady
uch to those In any way int
t L rtrr from trmdttrr

In the well-being

lanuare written in a liberal, eatholic spirit."
Madame Rmnnifrr.

able hands, and the care with which it
adornf Ronn

" Its litersrr directtoi
Is edited don Infinite credit —Pnblithen Cirrular
"The art notes from abroad arc ample, and altogether this Is a moat

sensible publication."—Amtric** Art Journal (New York,).
" It contains a well-written summary of news that artists care to know,

l otavssj>iafB, exhibitions, academies, and art sales—a very inter-
feature ; letters from correspondents in the provlnci

■as on works In the Uoyai Academy . obituary notices of i
of lectures, leading articles and reviews, and a variety of i

of current and permanent value. **
rty o

lue. We hope the enU
d of a monthly issue 1 1

rifracomk* CkromtU

nt exhibitions
rreated by a given artli
art abroad, art in the j

• pagr is that devoted to " Collated Opinion on Art
does the spirit of the principal criticisms on the

At a glance can be seen the general Impression
i s work. There are also reviews, notes of art,

art in the t

Price M. , by post aid

ndy farm."
lorkthirt Post.

'J'HE ARTIST, and Journal of Home Culture.

W.Oteewas, 185, Fleet-street, London.

E FOURTH PARTY.
NUMBER of VANITY FAIR.
NBS1JAY, the 1st of December, will contain s large Cartoon,
entitled the FOURTH PARTY, In which Portraits are tntro-

The WINTER
be published on WKI>-

T ORD GRANVILLE.—The WINTER NUMBER
JLi will also contain Portraits of the Duke of Arg> 11,

to the above, a Tale,
lad the SAVIOURS of

together with various Articles by eminent Writers

and Mr

THE SAVIOURS of SOCIETY. — The WINTER
NUMBER will contain, in add
written specially fortius Number
SOCIETY . together with various

THE FOURTH PARTY. — The WINTER
Number of VANITY PAIR wilt be published oa the 1st of
Dsaeaber. Price is.; or by post. I*. ofof.

ADVBITIfUlMKNTS Intended for insertion in the WINTER
NL'MHBR should reach the Office of lanUy Fair not later than
the Kth of NOVEMBER.

Loadon i Vanity Fair Office, 12, Tavistoc

READY,

LIFE AND HER CHILDREN:

GLIMPSES OF ANIMAL LIFE FROM THE AM(EBA TO THE INSECTS.

ARABELLA. B. BUCKLEY,

Authoress of ' The Fairyland of Bcieni .

Crown Svo. with

,' ' A Short History of Natural Science,' ' Botanical Tables for the

Use of Junior Students.'

cloth gilt, gilt edfjes, 8<.

Extract from Preface.

11 The main object is to acquaint young people with the structure and liaMta of fclie'lower form* of life, an
in a more systematic way than is usual in orrllnav works on natural history, and more simply than in text-books
For this reason I have adopted the title ' Life and her Childswi ' to express the family bond uniting nil living tl
use the term ' Nature and her Works ' to embrace all organic and Inorganic phenomena : and I have been mor
sketch in hold outline the leading features of eaoh division than to dwell'on the minor differences by which It Is separated

I have made use ul British exam tiles in illustration wherever It was possible, and emailinto groups.
the marine animals figured may be found upon our coasts at low tide."

CONTEXTS.

I specimens of most of

Ca>r.
1.

3. I : how they Lire, and

LIFE and HER CHILDREN.

LIFE'S SIMPLEST CHILDHi
Hove, and Build.

3. HOW SPONGES LITE.

4. The LASSO-THROWERS of the PONDS and OCEANS.

5. HOW STARFISH WALE and SEA-URCHINS

6. The UANTLK-COVEHED ANIMALS, uud II(
Live with Heads and without them.

7. The OUTCASTS of ANIMAL LIFE ; and the
ringed Animals by Sea and by Land.

The MAILED WARRIORS
Bodies and Jointed Feet.

if the Bea, with Ringed

ID.

11'.

The SNARE-WEAVERS and their HUNTING RELA

TIONS.

INSECT SUCKER8 and BITERS, which Change their
Coats but not their Bodies.

INSECT GNAWERS and SIPPER3, which Kemodel
their Bodies within their Coats.

INTELLIGENT INSECTS with
aHEN, as Illustrated by the Ants

" A portrait will inl Mil yuu un fvu w.iit (u knirw aouul a tu.u. but
It throws Important light upon his character, and supplies a clue to
much that might otherwise bcdaflt and hidden. It tsthhwhich invests
th. admirable carlcatursn of I'amtf Fair with s kind of historical value.
They are an abstract or brief chronicle of the age*—a i
meat to the Tinus and the now. of the day."—Saturday

NOTICE.

Will he ready at all Booksellers' early la Decombcr, price Three
Guineas,

VTANITY FAIR ALBUM. Twelfth Series, 1880.
V Containing the whole of the Portraits published during the Year

together with the Letter-press Notices thereto relating, by JHHU
JUNIOR, and Special Drawing* of the Earl of UEACONSFIELI) and
Lord ROWTON, and the TREASURY BENCH (with Portraits of Mr.
Gladstone, Lord Hartlivgtun, and Mr. Chaniberlain).
V A List of the Hortralu oaatained.ia each Herlea of the ' Album'

will be forwarded free on application.

London i Vanity Fmi> Oface, IV, Tavistock -street. Corent-rarden

Price to flohscrlben, Is. t l ,

J^XTRAORDINARY

Non-Subscribers, it. 6d.

ADVENTURES of a
REPORTER. Oiring Twenty Years' experience on she ¥fess,

showing the Easiest and Surest Method of becoming an Efficient snd
Rapid Phonographic Shorthand Writer, and containing valuable Hints
on all Kranehes of Reporting. Am using and interesting to Members of
the Press, and invaluable to Young Phonographers and Tjros in the
Art of ReportInc. Written and published by FRANCIS J. LOCK,
Author of 'The Rifleman's Companion,' ' How to become an Expert
Shot,' 1 Martini v. Hntder ' (80,000;, Ax.

Market-street, Leicester.

Now readj . 2 vols, at all Libraries,

POLITICAL and SOCIAL, in ProseTIRES,
and Verse. Edited by W. H. C. NATION.

There are bits of character hit off to admiration."
JVsws of the World.

olumes ore mighty pleasant read*' Bright, and smart The i
law.'
" Knocks over shams and impostors like so many ninepins falling

before a skilful bowler."—Reynolds' * NmoMpapmr.
" Really amusing, while exposing the abases of the times, the poems

being especially terse aad telling "—Brighton Examiner.
"TiqusQt and refreshing, and may be read with pleasure. The folliis

at which they strike ought to suffer some damage.'*
Western Daily Mercury.

London s ProToat ft Co 40, Tsvistock-street, w r

By the SAlfE A(rTHORBSSt uniform in size and price,

THE FAIKYLAUD OF -SCIENCE.

London: Edward Staki-ord, 55, Charing .Cioss, S.W.

THE MINIATURE LIBRARY OF THE POETS.
Now ready, Id 12 vols, demy 32mo. cloth, gilt edges, in cloth box,

price Us.

THE COMPLETE WORKS of SHAKESPEARE.
—This la the Fourth Work in this beautiful Series of Standard

Books, rJssnTty printed on fine toned paper, and which, for price and
attractiveness, are unequalled —The former Works are MILTON 'S COM-

POKT1UAL WUKa>. 1' vols -W . POBttSof WOR1XSWOKTH,
2 Tola 2s. 6d.; POEMS or LONGFELLOW, 2 vols. 2s. Hd. Other Popular
Works will be Issued from time to tlme. The Three last named are kept
in 6 vols, in cloth box, 7s. 6d , and in handsome cloth box. lettered. 9*.;
or Two of them, in 4 vols, cloth box, 3s. All are kept also in French
morocc&aad rnssla, at moderate prices.

W. Kent ft Co. Paternoster-row , sad all Booksellers'.
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STANMKD WOKKS IN HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY

PUBLISHED BY MESSRS. LONGMANS & CO.

The EARLY HISTORY of CHARLES JAMES FOX. By George Otto

TREVELYAN, H.P., Author of ' The Life and Letters of Lord Macaulay.' 8vo. price 18s.

The CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY of ENGLAND since the ACCESSION

of GEORGE III. By Sir THOMAS EB8KINE MAY, K.C.B. D.C.L. Sixth Edition. 3 vol*, crown 8vo. 18».

DEMOCRACY in EUROPE: a History. By Sir Thomas Erskine May,

K.C.B. D.C.L. 2 vols. 8vo. 32s.

HISTORY of ENGLAND in the EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. By W. E. H.

LECKY, M.A. Vols. I. and II. 1700-1760. Second Edition. 3 vols. 8vo. 36s.

HISTORY of EUROPEAN MORALS, from AUGUSTUS to CHARLEMAGNE.

By W. E. H. LECKY, M.A. Cabinet Edition. 3 vols, crown 8vo. lit.

HISTORY of the RISE and INFLUENCE of the SPIRIT of RATIONALISM

In EUROPE. By W. E. H. LECKY, M.A. Cabinet Edition. 3 vols, crown Svo. lit.

The HISTORY of ENGLAND from the FALL of WOLSEY to the DEFEAT

of the SPANISH ARMADA. By J. A. FROUDE, M.A. Cabinet Edition, 12 vols, crown 8vo. 31. 12s. Library Edition, 12 vols, demy 8vo. «. 18s.

SHORT STUDIES on GREAT SUBJECTS. By J. A. Froude, M.A.

3 vols, crown 8vo. 18s.

CAESAR: a Sketch. By J. A. Froude, M.A. With Portrait and Map.

8vo. 16s.

HISTORY of CIVILIZATION in ENGLAND and FRANCE, SPAIN and

SCOTLAND. By HENRY THOMAS BUCKLE. Cabinet Edition. 3 vols, crown Svo. 24s.

CONYBEARE and HOWSON'S LIFE and EPISTLES of ST. PAUL,

copiously Illustrated with Steel Plates, Landscapes, Vignettes, Coins, Maps, Ac.

LIBRARY EDITION, with all the Original Illustrations, Maps, Landscapes on Steel, Vignettes, Woodcuts, Ac. 3 vols. 4to. 42s.

INTERMEDIATE EDITION, with a Selection of Maps, Plates, and Woodcuts. 3 vols, square crown 8vo. 31s.

STUDENTS EDITION, Revised and Condensed, with 48 Illustrations and Maps. 1 vol. crown Svo. 7s. id.

THE LIFE AND WORKS OF LORD MACAULAY.

The COMPLETE WORKS of LORD MACAULAY.

Edited by his 81ster, Lady TREVELYAN.

LIBRARY EDITION, with Portrait, 8 vols, demy 8vo. SI. 5s.

CABINET EDITION, 16 vols, post Svo. U. 16s.

HISTORY of ENGLAND from the ACCESSION of

JAMES II. i—

STUDENT'S EDITION, 3 vols, crown 8vo. price 12s.

PEOPLE'S EDITION, 4 vols, crown 8vo. 8s.

CABINET EDITION, 8 vols, post 8vo. 48s.

LIBRARY EDITION, 5 vols. 8vo. il.

CRITICAL and HISTORICAL ESSAYS contributed

to the Edinburgh Review :—

STUDENTS EDITION, 1 vol. crown 8vo. «s.

PEOPLE'S EDITION, 2 vols, crown 8vo. 8s.

CABINET EDITION, 4 vols. post8vo. 24s.

LIBRARY EDmON, 3 vols. 8vo. 36s.

CHEAP EDITION, 1 vol. crown Svo. 3s. id. sewed, 4s. id. cloth.

SIXTEEN ESSAYS, Reprinted separately:

Addition and Walpole, Is.
Frederick the Great, Is.
Croksx's Boswell'a Johnson, Is.
Hallam's Constitutional History,

16mo. Is. ; fcap. 8vo. id.

Warren Hastings, Is.

Pitt and Chatham, Is.
Ranke and Gladstone, Is.
Milton and Machiavelll, id.
Lord Bacon, Is. Lord Clive, It.

LORD BYRON and the COMIC DRAMATISTS of the RESTORATION, Is.

The ESSAY on LORD CLIVE annotated by H. Courthope Bowen, M.A. Fcap. 8vo.
with Map, price 2«. id.

LAYS of ANCIENT ROME :

With IPSKand THE ARMADA. New Edition, with 41 Wood Engravings by G.
Pearson from Original Designs by J. R. Weguelin. Crown Svo. puce 6s. cloth
extra, gilt edges.

With IVRY and THE ARMADA, 16mo. 3s. id.

ILLUSTRATED from the ANTIQUE by G. SCHARF, fcap. 4to. 21s.

The SAME, MINIATURE EDITION, imperial 18mo. 10s. id.

SPEECHES CORRECTED by HIMSELF:—

PEOPLE'S EDITION, crown 8vo. 3s. id.

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS:—

LIBRARY EDITION, 2 vols. 8vo. Portrait 21s.

PEOPLE'S EDmON, I vol. crown 8vo. 4s. id.

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS andSPEECHES:—

STUDENTS EDITION, 1 vol. crown 8vo. price 6».

SELECTIONS from the WRITINGS of LORD

MACAULAY. Edited, with Occasional Notes, by G. O. TREVELYAN, M.P. Crown

8vo. 6s.

The LIFE and LETTERS of LORD MACAULAY.

By his Nephew, G. O. TREVELYAN, M.P.

CABINET EDITION, 2 vols, post Svo. lit.

LIBRARY EDITION, 2 vols. 8vo. with Portrait, 36s.

London: LONGMANS & CO. Paternoster-row.
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THE OXFORD BIBLE FOR TEACHERS.

IN NINE SIZES CORRESPONDING PAGE FOR PAGE WITH EACH OTHER.

JUST READY.

EXE R C ISES in PRACTIC A.L.

CHEMISTRY. Vol. I. (ELEMENTARY EXERCISES.) By A. G.

VERNON HARCOURT, M.A. F.R.S., Senior Student of Christ

Church, and Lee's Reader in Chemistry; and H. G. MADAN, M.A.,

Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford. Third Edition, Revised and

considerably Enlarged. Crown 8vo, cloth, 9s.

A COMMENTARY on the BOOK of

PROVERBS, attributed to Abraham Ibn Ezra. Edited from a

Manuscript in the Bodleian Library, by 8. R. DR1VER, M.A., Fellow

of New College, Oxford. Crown 8vo. paper cover, 3s.6d.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

PRIMER ofFRENCH LITERATURE.

By GEORGE SAINTSBURY. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2s.

“This is a book which is not only indispensable to the beginner in

French literature,but most useful to the er who has wandered at his

will, picking and choosing at random in the garden which Mr. Saints

bury made completely his own. So much recent writing on French

literature has been scandalously inaccurate, flippant, and dull, that

Mr. Saintsbury and the Clarendon Press confer a really rare benefit on

the public in this little introduction to a wide subject.”—Daily News.

A SHORT HISTORY Of the NORMAN

CONQUEST. By E. A. FREEMAN, M.A. D.C.L. LL.D., Honorary

Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford; Corresponding Member of the

Imperial Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg. Extra fcap. 8vo.

cloth, 2s. 6d.

*The little book has all the interest of a romance, with, as we be

lieve, all the accuracy of sound history. It will be a delightful school

book, and it will be good reading for many who are not now at school.”

Scotsman.

SHAKESPEARE.—The TRAGEDY of

RICHARD the THIRD. Edited by WILLIAM ALDIS WRIGHT,

M.A., Fellow and Bursar of Trinity College, Cambridge. Extra

foap. 8vo. stiff covers, 2s. 6d.

HOMER.—ILIAD, Book XXI. With
Introduction and Notes. By HERBERT HAILSTONE, M.A., late

Scholar of St. Peter's College, Cambridge. Extra fcap. 8vo, 1s. 6d.

ARISTOPHANES.-The ACHAR

NIANS. With Introduction, Notes, and a Dialectical Glossary. By

W. W. MERRY, M.A., Fellow, and Lecturer of Lincoln College,

Oxford. Extra feap. 8vo. cloth, 2s.

LESSING'S MINA VON BARN

HELM. A. Comedy. With a Life of Lessing, Critical Analysis,

Complete Commentary, &c. Edited by C. A. BUCHHEIM, Phil.

Doc., Professor in King's College, London. Third Edition. Extra

feap. 8vo. cloth, 3s.6d.

ENGLISH PLANT-NAMES, from the
Tenth to the Fifteenth Century. By J. EARLE, M.A., Professor of

Anglo-Saxon in the University of Oxford. Small feap cloth, 5s.

“Indispensable to the student of plant-names.”-Notes and Queries.

INTERNATIONAL LAW. By
$: EDWARD HALL, M.A., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo.

oth, 21s.

The CONSTRUCTION of HEALTHY

DWELLINGS-namely, Houses, Hospitals, Barracks, Asylums, &c.

By DOUGLAS, GALTON, late Royal Engineers, C.B. F.R.S., &c.

Demy 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

“Great simplicity of language and a liberal supply of woodcuts bring

all the subjects discussed within the reach of those readers who are

altogether without special knowledge; while the mastery displayed over

all the applications of physical and physiological laws of hygiene entitles

the book to a standard place in technical literature.”—Academy.

The CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY

of ENGLAND, in its ORIGIN and DEVELOPMENT. By william

STUBBS, D.D., Regius Professor of Modern History. Library

Edition, 3 vols. demy 8vo. cloth, 2.8s. [Also crown 8vo. Edition,

3 vols. cloth, 12s. each.]

“The most valuable contribution to the knowledge of English con

stitutional history and law in our generation.”-Westminster Review.

ITALY and HER INVADERS, A.D.
376-476. By T, HODGKIN, Fellow of University College, London.

Illustrated with Plates and Maps. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth,#

“To his task Mr. Hodgkin has brought scholarly precision and work

manlike skill. But he has done more than this." He has brought also

keen interest and power of realization of the events with which he

deals. His book is one of a class which only an Englishman can write.

It bears on every page the mark of being written by a man who is not

only a scholar, but is also conversant with affairs. Everything in it is

vital with the life of our own day; occurrences are paralleled and cha

racters illustrated from modern politics.”-Times.

IN A FEW DAYS.

The QUR'AN. Translated by Professor
E. H. PALMER. Being Volumes VI, and IX of the SACRED

Books of the EAST: , Translated by various Oriental scholars,

and Edited by F. MAX MULLER. 2 vols. demy svo, cloth, ii. i.

A SELECTION from the DES

PATCHES, MEMORANDA, and other Papers relating to INDIA

of Field-Marshal the DUKE of WELLINGTON, K.G. Edited by

SIDNEY J. OWEN, M.A., Reader in law and History, and Tutor at

Christ. Church . Reader in Indian History" in the Unive: ''

Oxford; formerly Professor of history in #. Elphinstone College,

Bombay. With an introduc Essay, Ma lans.8vo, cloth, 1.4s. tory y ps, and P Demy

THREE NEW AND EXTREMELY THIN AND LIGHT EDITIONS, PRINTED ON

INDIA PAPER.

Description of Binding. 73

Paste grain morocco, limp ..........................................

Persian morocco, limp ................................................

Turkey morocco, limp ................................................

Ditto with circuit edges ..............................

Levant morocco, lined calf, with flap ..........-

Ditto very flexible, silk sewed, solid edges ...

With Apocrypha, extra..................-

With Prayer-book, extra ..............

Minion 8vo. thin. Ruby 16mo. thin. Pearl 16mo. thin.

(No. 2A. (No. 5A.) (No. 6A.)

by 53 inches, 63 by 4} inches, 5} by 4 inches,

1 inch in thickness, 1 inch in thickness, 1 inch in thickness,

22 ozs. in weight. 15 ozs. in weight. 123 ozs. in weight.

42. s. d. C. s. d. £. s. d.

0 13 6 0 9 0 0 7 0

0 15 6 0 1 1 0 0 8 0

0 18 0 0 12 0. 0 10 0

1 1 0 0 15 0 0 12 0.

1 4 0 0 18 0 0 14 6

1 11 6 1 2 6 0 18 0

0 3 0 0 2 3 0 2 3

0 2 3 0 2 3

The minion 8vo. thin Edition (No. 2A) is the Memorial Edition, which was printed to commemorate the Centenary

of Sunday Schools.

celebration at Lambeth Palace, before the Prince an

The Archbishop of Canterbury presented a copy of it to each school which took part in the great

J' of Wales and the royal children.

The pearl 16mo. thin Edition (No. 6A) is the smallest of the Oxford Bibles for Teachers.

Specimen Pages of these thin Editions on India paper will be sent post free on application.

SIX EDITIONS, PRINTED ON BEST RAG-MADE PRINTING PAPER.

#
~ -> -

* >
~ ~

# = .. 5 5 -s: # , = . 5

####| # 53.5 #| #:
**** * ** * | **, *, *ś5 # => #52 £s 2.

Description of Binding. 3.3353. 3.35. £8.5 |#85 ##. * 6° *- s:

#####| ### ### 3:######| ###

# ### = < | * * *# * * * | * *
#"& g | S = S $ £

£. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. | E. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d.

Cloth boards, red edges ..................................--- 0 12 0 || 0 8 0 || 0 5 6 - 0 4 6 || 0 3 0

French morocco, gilt edges ................................................ - 0 10 0 || 0 7 0 - 0. 5 6 || 0 4 0

Paste grain morocco, limp................................................... - 0 10 6 || 0 7 6 - 0 6 6 || 0 4 0

French morocco, circuit edges..........--- - 0 12 0 || 0 9 0 - 0 7 6 || 0 5 0

Persian morocco, red under gilt edges......--- 0 18 0 || 0 12 6 || 0 9 0 || 0 12 0 || 0 8 0 || 0 6 0

Best Turkey morocco, limp ................................................] 1 4 0 1 0 15 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 15 0 || 0 9 0 || 0 7 0

Ditto ditto flaps ................................................] 1 10 0 1 0 19 6 || 0 13 6 || 0 19 0 || 0 12 0 || 0 9 0

Levant morocco, lined calf, with flap edges ................- 1 16 0 || 1 1 0 || 0 18 6 || 1 1 0 || 0 16 0 1 0 12 0

Ditto very flexible, silk sewed, solid edges .........] 2 5 0 || 1 8 6 1 2 6 1 6 0 || 1 1 0 1 0 15 o

With Apocrypha, extra ...........•*-...................| 0 3 0 || 0 2 3 || 0 2 3 || 0 3 0 || 0 | 6 || 0 1 6

With Prayer-book, extra ................................- - - 0 2 3 || 0 3 0 || 0 1 6 || 0 || 6

Prospectuses giving Specimens of Types and full particulars post free.

The OXFORD BIBLE for TEACHERS is recommended by—

The ARCHBISHOP of CANTERBURY.

The ARChBishop of YORK.

The BiSHOP of LoNDON.

The BISHOP of WINCHESTER.

The BISHOP of BANGOR.

The BISHOP of CARLISLE.

The BISHOP of ChICHESTER.

The BiSHOP of ELY.

The BISHOP of GLOUCESTER and BRISTOL.

The BISHOP of LICHFIED.

The BISHOP of LLANDAFF.

The BISHOP of MANCHESTER.

The BISHOP of 0xFORD.

The B18HOP of PETERBOROUGH.

The BiSHOP of RIPON.

The BISHOP of ROCHESTER.

The BISHOP of SALISBURY.

The BISHOP of 8T. ALBANS.

The BISHOP of ST. ASAPH.

The BISHOP of ST. DAVIDs.

The BISHOP of WoRCESTER.

The BISHOP of SODOR and MAN.

The BISHOP of BEDFORD.

The DEAN of CANTERBURY.

The DEAN of DURHAM.

The DEAN of BANGOR.

The DEAN of WELLS.

The DEAN of ELY.

The DEAN of EXETER.

The DEAN of HEREFORD.

The DEAN of LICHFIELD.

The DEAN of LLANDAFF.

The DEAN of MANCHESTER.

The DEAN of NortWICH.

The DEAN of PETERBOROUGH.

The DEAN of Ripon.

The DEAN of ROCHESTER.

The LATE DEAN of WORCESTER.

CANON LIDDON.

CANON GREGORY.

The ARChBI8HOP of ARMAGh.

The ARChBI8HOP of DUBLIN.

The Bishop of MEATH.

The BISHOP of DOWN and CONNOR.

The Bishop of KILLALOE.

The BiSHOP of LIMERICK.

The Bishop of TUAM.

The Bishop of DERRY and RAPHOE.

The Bishop of CASHEL.

The Bishop of KILMORE.

The Bishop of CoRK.

The Bishop of OSSORY.

The Ven. ARCHDEACON REIChEL.

The PRINCIPAL of the THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE, GLOU

CESTER.

The PRINCIPAL of the NATIONAL SOCIETY's TRAINING

COLLEGE, BATTERSEA.

The CANON in CHARGE of the DIVINITY SCHOOL, TRURO.

The PRINCIPAL of ST. BEES COLLEGE.

The PRINCIPAL of the THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE, WELL8.

The PRINCIPAL of LICHFIELD THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE.

The PhilNCIPAL of ST. DAVID'S COLLEGE.

The Right Hon. WILLIAM EWART GLADSTONE, M.P. LL.D.

Dr. ANGU8.

Dr. StoughTon.

Dr. RiGG.

Dr. LANDELS.

Dr. KENNEDY.

Dr. SAMUEL NEWTh.

Rev. C. h. SPURGEON.

Rev. W. MoRLEY PUNSHON, LL.D.

Dr. GEORGE OSBORNE.

Dr. ALEXANDER MACLAREN.

Rev. J. BALDWIN BROWN.

Rev. EDWIN PAXTON hood.

Rev. Principal McALL, of Hackney College. -

Dr. CHARTERIS, Professor of Biblical Criticism in the University

of Edinburgh.

Dr. LEE, Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of

Glasgow.

Rev Professor BINNIE, D.D.

Rev. Principal RAINY, D.D., of New College, Edinburgh.

Rev. HORATIUS BONAR, D.D.

Rev. DAVID BROWN, D.D., Principal of Free Church College,

Aberdeen.

Rev. Professor BLACKIP. D.D.

The Right Hon. JOHN INGLIS, D.C.L. LL.D., Chancellor of the

University of Edinburgh, &c.

See PROSPECTU.S.

London: HENRY FROWDE, Clarendon Press Warehouse, 7, Paternoster-row.
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Crosby Lockwood & Co.'s List.

STATIONARY ENGINE DRIVING
a Practical Manual for Engineers In charjre of Stationary Engine*.
By MICHAEL KKYNOLDS ("The Engine - Driver"* Friend"),
Author of • Locomotive Bnglne-DrlrtnK.' 'The Model Locomotive-
Bnfflncer,' Ac. With Plates and Woodcuts, and Portrait of James
~Watt. Crown 8ro. 4s. fid. cloth. [ iiend?

A TREATISE on METALLIFEROUS
MINERALS and MINING. Tty D. C. DAV1K.S, F.G.S.. Author of
■A Trvatiseon Slate and Slate Quarrying.' &c. With numerous

Wood Engravings. Strcoud Edition, Revised. Crown (Syo 12j Gd.
Cloth. [Ready

ENGINE-DRIVING LIFE; or, Stir-

rins- Adventures and Incidents In the Lives of Locomotive-Engine
Drivers.' By MICHAEL REYNOLDS ("The Engine - Driver's
Friend"), Author of 'Locomotive Engine-Driving,' ' The Modern
Locomotlve-EuKlneer,' &c. Crown 8vo. [Xeariy ready.

V AChristinas Volume for Engine-Drivers, Firemen, &c.

MINE DRAINAGE ; being a Complete

and Practical Treatise on Direct-Acting Underground Steam Pump
ing Machinery. With a Description of a large number of the beat-
known Engines, their General Utility and the Special Sphere of their
Action, tho Mode of their Application, and their Merits compared
wit* other forms of Pumping Machinery. Bv STEPHEN MICHELL,
Joint- Author of 'An Essav on the Best Mining Machinery'
• The Cornish System of Mine Drainage.' With numerous ifr

tloos. Demy Hvo. [ Xearly ready.

The BOY'S OWN BOOK: a Complete

Encyclopaedia of Sports and Pastimes, Athletic, Scientific, and
Recreative. A New and greatly Enlarged Edition, Including the
Newest Games and Amusements ; with more than six) Illustrations
(many of them quite new), 10 Vignette Titles printed In gold, and
over 700 pages. Imperial ldmo. 6s. 6d. handsomely bound In cloth.

[Ready.

MERRY TALES for LITTLE FOLK.

XUwtratad with more than 300 Pictures. Edited by Madame DE
CHATELAEN. 3s. 6rf. cloth elegant . 4s. gilt edges. [Ready.

RIVER BARS: an Account of the

Successful Removal of the River Bar at Dublin by the Method of
Induced Tidal Scour. Prefixed br a Consideration of the Geneval
Principlos of River Bars. By I. J. MANN, C.E. With Illnstrations.
'Demy 8vo. [Kearly ready.

The LADIES' MULTUM-IN-PARVO

"FLOWER GARDEN, and AMATEURS' COMPLETE GUIDE. With
Illustrations. By SAMUEL WOOD, Author of ' Good Gardening,

■■Ac. Crown 8to. (in the ;»•***.

The GERMAN PREPOSITIONS;

By S GALINDO,
/ 1 i the fret*.

In 2.300 Useful Colloquial
Cor. l&mo.

uial Phrases.

GERMAN COLLOQUIAL PHRASE

OLOGY. Exemplifying all the Rules of the German Grammar. By
S. GALINDO, Professor of Lauguages, Exeter, l&mo.

ffii the prt$s.

WEALEDEtUDIMENTARY SERIES.

New Vols and New Edition!.

Slate and Slate Quarrying: Scientific

Practical, and Ooirnnwcial. Br U. C. DAVIES, F.O.8. 8econ<
Bdltlon, carefully KeTlied.

Hr D C. DAVIES, F.O.8. SMand
8f. [R^tJf.

Pioneer Engineering : a Treatise on

Enfttnccriofr Operation. Id New Countries. Br KDWARI>
l>01tt>ON7Xl.CB. Second Edition, Rc\ toed. 4ji. lid. toady

Coal and Coal Mining. By Waring-
TON W. SMYTH. M A. FE * *> . Chief Inipectorof Hie Minca
of the Crown. Fifth Edition, Revised and Euglarged. 3j. lid.

ttmif.

Materials and Construction. A Theo-
retleal and Practical Treatise on the Strains. Desltrninx, and
Erection of Works of CoDStructlou. By FRANCIS CAMPIN.C.B.

[S'eartf ready.

Sewing Machinery ; being a Practical

Manual of the Sewing Machine. By J. W. URQUHART, C.B.
With numerous Illustrations. [Xeariy ready.

Civil Engineering, Rudimentary
TREATISE on. ByLAWandBL'RNELL. With I at?c Additions
on Recent Practice Id CItU Engineering, br I) KINNF.AK
CLARE, M Inst. C.E. !Mrrsw,.

Measures, Weights, and Moneys of all
NATIONS Bj■ W . H. B._WO0LH0U8E, F.R.A.S. F.S.S., 4o.i

[In Uu prtti.

Magnetic and Angular

)lj WILLIAM LINTEltN, Mining £
Surveying.

Ac. [In the prett.
I

The Boiler Maker's Assistant, in

Drawing, TemplaUng, and Calculating; Boiler Work and Tank•Work. By jfirlNCOURTNEY. Edited by D, Jv CLARK,

H.LC.B. 2|. [f**t publisJied.

House Painting, Graining, Marbling,

and SIGN-WRITING. With 9 Coloured Plates of Woods and
Marhlra, and nearly I.V> Wood Engravings. By ELLIS A.
DAVIDS-JN. Third Edition Is.

Manual of the Mollusca : a Treatise
" "*i«all Sheila By It. H P WOODWARD, A.L.SJ

br RALPH TATE v tth S umerous 1*Lutes and
"ourth Edition. r#. - 4

With A
SCO w

T-ondon : Crosby Lockwood Sc Co. 7, Stationers'

Hall-co'-ir., E.G.

MESSRS. MACMILJiM^jCOJUBLICATIONS.

Now ready, crown 8vo. 3*. M.

The CHURCH of the FUTURE : its Catholicity—Its Conflict

with the Athaist—Its Conflict with the Deist—Its Conflict with the nationalist—Its Dogmatic Teaching—Practlcil
Counsels for its Work -Its Cathedrals. By ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL, Archbishop of Canterbury.

ISLAND LIFE; or, the Phenomena of Insular Faunas and

Floras, with their Cause, Including an Entire Revision of the Problem of Geological Climates. By ALFRED
RU33EL WALLACE, Author of 'The Malay Archipelago/ 'The Geographical Distribution of Animals,* Ac. Medium

8vo. with Illustrations and Maps. 18*.

" Mr. Wallace has long devoted himself to the problems of geographical distribution, and his new volume gives
us the cream of his latest thinking in a pleasant and eminently readable form. No other living naturalist hat the
same union of high literary excellence with profound scientific knowledge. His wonderful grasp of detail, depth of
insight, and breadth of view, remind one at every turn of Darwin 'Island Life' is a work to be accepted almost

without reservation from beginning to end Whoever reads his book must be cliarmed with it."

"The work throughout abounds with interest It may be
already -acquainted with the general principles of distribution, and
something about modern biological geography."—Atherueum.

St. James*.* Gazette.
read with equal pleasure by those who are
by those who wish for the first time to lean

A VISIT to WAZAN, the SACRED CITY of MOROCCO.

By ROBERT SPETSCE WATSOff. Svo. with Map and Illustrations, 10?. 8d.

" Mr. Watson's aocount of his experiences in Morooco is mnch more pleasant than that of any other traveller's w
know of And as a record of an independent and unprejudiced observer his little book is of value."— Times.

The NECKLACE of PRINCESS FI0RIM0NDE ;

and other Stories. By MABY DE MOHOAN. With 25 Illustrations by Walter Crane. Extra foap. 8to. St.

Also an Edition printed on hand-made paper, with the Illustrations on India paper, and mounted in the Uit.

The Edition is limited to Oxk Hi'.xdbep Copies. Fcap. 4to.

"Mr. Walter Crane's characteristic Illustrations combine, with Miss De Morgan's pretty fancies, to form >

charming gift-book."—Graphic.

A CHRISTMAS CHILD: a Sketch of a Boy-life. By Mrs.

MOLESWOBTH, Author of ' Carrots,' ' The Cuckoo Clock,' Ao. Illustrated by Walter Crane. Oiobe Sro. it. U.

PANSIE'S FLOUR -BIN. By the Author of 'When I was a

Little Girl,' 4c. Illustrated by Adrian Stokes. Globe 8vo. is. M.

ENGLISH MEN of LETTERS. Edited by John Morley.

Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

LOCKE. By Professor Fowler. [Neic TdLum.

""In the case of Locke's biographer we venture to say that Mr. Morley has been exceptionally fortunate.^ A pen

more competent than Professor Fowler's for this particular work might have been sought and sought in vain."

FOOD for the INVALID, the CONVALESCENT, the DYS-

"PEPTIC, arid"the GOUTY. By J. MILNEB POTBLBBGILL, M.D., Author of 'The Practitioner's Handbook.' it
Crown 8vo. 3s. M [/mnmhirttly.

A TEXT-BOOK of the PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY of the

ANIMAL BODY, including an Account of the Chemical Changes Occurring in Disease. By ARTHUR GAMGEE,

M.D. F.R.S., Professor of Physiology in Owens College. Manchester. Medium Svo. Vol. I. 1&».

" The arrangement and plan of the whole work are excellent, and the student has here for the first time a book
in the English language which is available for the study as well-as the laboratory Professor Gamgee has produced
a work which will to emphatically the text-book for the advanced student, and will be invaluable as -a work of

reference to the scientific physician."—Lancet.

The STORY of ACHILLES, from HOMER'S ILIAD. Edited,

with Notes and Introductions. By J. H. PRATT, M.A., Pellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, i

Harrow ; and WALTER LEAF, M\A., Pellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Fcap. 8vo. 6s.

NEW NOVELS READY AT ALL LIBRARIES.

By GEORGE FLEMING, Author of 'A Nile Novel' and 'Mirage.'

The HEAD of MEDUSA. 3 vols, crown 8vo. 31s. 6d.

" * The Head of Medusa ' is far better tlian the common ruck of novels The book is full of talent."

Saturday Renn:.

By WILLIAM BLACK.

WHITE WINGS : a Yachting Romance. 3 vols, crown 8vo.

31s. Gil.

" Mr. Black can translate his vocabulary into an 1

r the gift of annovelist who has more completely t

By Mrs. 0LIPHANT.

HE THAT WILL NOT

of tints and tones. Nor do we know any living
s through the medium of printer's ink.'

WHEN HE MAY. 3 vols, crown

8vo. 31s. 6d.

" There is a great amount of beautiful work in this book."—Athenttiim.

" This is a novel which no one can read without pleasure. She writes from the fulness of experience, with
the mastery of methods. We do not know where to look among her sister novelists for any one who oould—
considering all things~-have told thestory so well."—Spectator.

By CHARLOTTE M. Y0N0E.

LOVE and LIFE : an Old Story in Eighteenth-Century Cos-

tume. 2 vols, crown Svo. 12s.

" This is a study in grey and amber, with just enough tint of a shadow in one corner to give brightoess to the
prevailing hues."—Fall Mall Gazette.

MA0M1LLAK & CO. London.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

T H E N EVV S E A S O N.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY was established in 1842, in order to meet the growing demand

of the age for a Higher Class of Books than could then be readily obtained on moderate terms from the

ordinary Circulating Libraries.

From its commencement the original purpose of the Library has been kept steadily in view. The best

Books of every shade of opinion, on all subjects of general interest, have been taken in large numbers—

Hundreds, and in some instances Thousands, of Copies of the Leading Works of every Season having been

placed in circulation on the day of publication.

In the selection of Books great care is taken to study the wishes of Subscribers, and to make the

Library not only ‘Select, but comprehensive.

Additional Copies of all the best New Works in History, Biography, Religion, Philosophy, Travel

and Adventure, and the Higher Class of Fiction continue to be added as the demand increases; and

arrangements are made with the leading Publishers for an ample supply of the principal Works already

announced for the New Season, and of all other Forthcoming Books of general interest as they appear.

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM,

For a constant succession of the Newest. Books.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS AND UPWARDS,

According to the number of Volumes required.

NEW BOOKS IN GENERAL DEMAND.

McCarthy's History of our Own Times (One Thousand Five Hundred Copies); Unbeaten Tracks

in Japan, by Miss Bird (One Thousand Copies); New Guinea, by L. M. D'Albertis, Trevelyan's

Life of C. J. Fox, Life of Sir Rowland Hill (nearly ready); Memoirs of Frances R. Havergal, Guizot

an Private Life, Kinglake's War in the Crimea, New Vol., Christie's Memoir of Etienne Dolet,

Life of Sir Anthony Panizzi, A Tramp Abroad, by Mark Twain (One Thousand Copies), Life

and Letters of Cicero, by G. E. Jeans, Blaikie's Life of Livingstone (nearly ready); Lady Eastlake's

Sketch of Mrs. Grote, Faiths and Fashions, by Lady Violet Greville, New Ireland, by Sir C.

Gavan Duffy, History of Japan, by Sir E. J. Reed, Island Life, by Alfred R. Wallace, A

Tour in Corsica, by Gertrude Forde, Echoes from the Counties, The Church of the Future, by the

Archbishop of Canterbury; Ecclesiastical Essays, by Dean Stanley (nearly ready); English Studies,

by Professor Brewer; The Manifold Witness for Christ, by Canon Barry; Duty, by Samuel

Smiles (nearly ready), all the Best New Novels, and every other Recent Work of General Interest.

SEE MUDIE'S LIBRARY CIRCULAR FOR NOVEMBER.

NEW EDITION NOW READY, POSTAGE FREE ON APPLICATION.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (LIMITED), NEW OXFORD-STREET.

CITY OFFICE: 2, KING-STREET, CHEAPSIDE.
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RIGHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

NEW WORKS.

-e

THE CORAL LANDS OF THE

PACIFIC.

Being an Account of nearly all the Inhabited Islands of

the Pacific, their People, and their Products.

By H. STONEHEWER COOPER.

In 2 vols. demy 8vo. with Illustrations, 28s.

A LADY'S TOUR IN CORSICA.

By GERTRUDE FORDE.

In 2 vols. crown 8vo. 21s.

DEAN HOOK: HIS LIFE AND

LETTERS.

Edited by the Rev. W. R. W. STEPHENS.

The Popular Edition, in 1 vol. crown 8vo. with a new

Portrait, 6s. [Thursday next.

THE HISTORY OF ANTIQUITY.

From the German of Prof. MAX DUNCKER, by Dr.

EVELYN ABBOTT, Balliol College, Oxford.

The Fourth Volume, demy 8vo. 21s.

A TRIP UP THE NIGER AND

BENUEH.

By ADOLPHE BURDO.

Translated by Mrs. GEORGE STURGE.

In demy 8vo. with Illustrations, 10s. 6d.

D OR OTHY FOX.

By Mrs. PARR,

Author of “Adam and Eve.”

Crown 8vo. 6s,

J O H. N. N. Y. L. U D L 0 W.

FIRST SERIES.

By Mrs. HENRY WOOD,

Author of ‘East Lynne,’ &c.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

N E W N O V E L S

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

A D A M A N D E V E.

By Mrs. PARR,

Author of ‘Dorothy Fox.’

3 vols. crown 8vo.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF “GEORGE GEITH.

THE MYSTERY IN PALACE

GARDENS.

By Mrs. RIDDELL,

Author of “George Geith,’ &c.

In 3 vols. crown 8vo.

MR. JEPHSON'S NEW NOVEL.

THE RED RAG.

By R. MOUNTENEY JEPHSON,

Author of “A Pink Wedding,” “The Girl he Left Behind

Him,” &c.

2 vols. crown 8vo.

NEW WORK BY MRS. HENRY WOOD.

SECOND SERIES.

By Mrs. HENRY WOOD,

Author of ‘East Lynne,’ &c.

3 vols. crown 8vo.

“Fresh, clear, simple, and withal, strong in purpose,

these stories have won admiration as true works of in

ventive art. The present gathering is better than that

which preceded it.”—Daily£

“These most exquisite studies.”

Aonconformist and Independent,

RICHARD BENTLEY & Son, New Burlington-street.

J'u'lishers in Ordinary to Her Majesty the Queen.

13, Great Marlborough-street.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

I, I S. T.

---

An ACTOR ABROAD; or, Gossip,
Dramatic, Narrative, and Descriptive: from the Recollections of

an Actor in Australia, New Z nd, the Sandwich Islands, Cali:

fornia. Nevada, Central America, and New York. By EDMUND

LEATHES, 8vo, 15s

“A readable, gossiping, agreeable record of the chances and changes

of an actor's career in far distant lands Many of the sketches of

character display considerable literary skill.”—Era

“A very readable book. It is a combination of the experiences of the

voyager with those of the artist.”—Academy.

MONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE

LIFE (1787-1874). By his Daughter, MADAME DE WITT. Trans

lated by Mrs. SIMPSON. 1 vol. 8vo, 15s.

“Madame de Witt has done justice to her father's momory in an

admirable record of his life.”—Saturday Review

The VILLAGE of PALACES; Or,

CHRONICLES of CHELSEA. By the Rev. A. G. L'ESTRANGE.

2 vols, crown 8vo. 21s.

“These volumes show some out-of-the-way research, and are written

in a lively and gossiping style.”—Times, Oct. 21.

MYJOURNEYROUND the WORLD,
via Ceylon, New Zealand, Australia. Torres Straits, China, Japan,

and the United States. By Capt. S. H. JONES-PARRY, late 102nd

Royal Madras Fusileers. 2 vols. 21s. [Just ready.

CHEAP EDITION of YOUNG Mrs.

*ARDINE. By the AUTHOR of JoHN HALIFAx Forming the

New Volume of HURST & BLACKETT'S STANDARD Libralty.

5s. bound and illustrated.

THE NEW NOVELS.

---

LITTLE PAN.SY. By Mrs. Randolph,
Author of ‘Gentianella,’ &c. 3 vols.

DIMPLETHORPE. By the Author
of ‘ST. OLAVE'S,’ &c. 3 vols.

STRICTLY TIED UP. 3 vols.

-£ Tied Up" is entertaining. It is in every sense a novel con

ceived in a light and happy vein."—Athenaum.

“This novel may be described as a comedy of life and character, and

in the changing£ to which we are introduced the author shows

abundant knowledge of the world.”—Saturday Review.

“‘8trictly Tied Up is a very cleverly constructed novel, as amusing

as it is ingenious.”—St. James's Gazette.

ROY and VIOLA. By Mrs. Forrester,
Author of ‘Viva, “Mignon, &c. SECOND EDITION. 3 vols.

“An admirable tale, told by one who can vividly describe the manners

and£ of modern society."—The World.

"Roy and Viola" may be recommended as an interesting story, con

taining very well drawn sketches of character.”—John Buu.

LORD BRACKEN BURY. By
AMELIA B, EDWARDS, Author of ‘Barbara's History,’ &c.

SECOND EDITION. 3 vols.

“‘Lord Brackenbury' is a very readable story. The author has well

conceived the purpose of high-class novel writing, and succeeded in no

small measure in attaining it. There is plenty o variety, cheerful dia

logue, and general perve in the book.”—Athenaeum.

“Pleasant reading from oeginning to end."-Academy.

ST MARTIN'S SUMMER. By
SHIRLEY SMITH, Author of ‘His Last Stake,’ &c. 3 vols.

“A novel of no common merit.”—Pall Mall Gazette

GERALDINE and HER SUITORS.

By Mrs. SIMPSON, Author of “Winnie's History,’ &c. 3 vols.

[Just ready.

CHEAP EDITIONs.
Each Work complete in 1 vol. price 5s. (any of which can be had

separately), elegantly printed and bound, and illustrated by

Sir J. GILBERT, MILIAS, HUNT, LEECH, POYNTER, FosTER,

TENNIEL, SANDYs, E. HUGHES, SAMBOURNE &c.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

STANDARD LIBRARY

Of CHEAP EDITIONS of POPULAR MoDERN WoRKS.

Sam Slick's Nature and Human I Barbara's History. By Amelia

Natu B. Edwards
re.

John Halifax, Gentleman.

The Crescent and the Cross. By

Eliot Warburton.

Nathalie. By Miss Kavanagh.

Woman's Thoughts about

Women. ... By , the Author of

"John Halifax."

Adam Graeme. By Mrs. Oliphant.

Sam Slick's Wise Saws.

Cardinal Wiseman's Popes.

A Life for a Life. By the Author

of ‘John Halifax."

Leigh Hunt's Old Court Suburb.

Karet and her Bridesmaids.

Sam Slick's Old Judge.

Darien. By Eliot Warburton.

Sir B. Burke's Family Romance.

The Laird of Norlaw. By Mrs.

Oliphant.

The Englishwoman in Italy.

Nothing #. By the Author of

ifax."

Freer's Life of Jeanne d'Albret.

The Valley of a Hundred Fires.

Burke's Romance of the Forum.

Adèle. By Miss Kavanagh.

Studies from Life. By the Author

of ‘John Halifax."

Grandmother's Money.

Jeaffreson's Book about Doctors.

Mistress and Maid. By the Author

of ‘John Halifax."

Les Misérables. By Victor Hugo.

St. Olave's.

Lost and Saved by the Hen. Mrs.

Norton.
-

wards.

Life of Irving. By Mrs. Oliphant.

No Church.

Christian's... Mistake... By the

A'":: ‘John Halifax."

ec Forbes. By George MacDonaiu, LL.D. y rg

Agnes. By Mrs. Oliphant.

A Noble Life. By the Author of

‘John Halifax.’

££ America.

Robert Falconer. By George MacDonald, LL.D. y g

The Woman's Kingdom.

Author of ‘John Halifax.

Annals of an Eventful Life. By

G. W. Dasent, D.C.L.

David Elginbrod. By George Mac

dDonald, LL.D.

A Brave Lad By the Author of

Hannah. By the Author of ‘John

By the

y.

‘John Halifax

Halifax.

Sam Slick's Americans at Home.

The Unkind Word. * By the Author

of ‘John Halifax.

A Rose in June. By Mrs. Oliphant.

* Little Lady. By E. Frances

£Phoebe, Junior. By Mrs. Oliphant.

Life of Marie Antoinette. By

Professor C. D. Yonge.

Sir Gibbie.

Donald, LL.D.

Sam Slick's American Humour.

Young Mrs. Jardine. By the Author

of ‘John Halifax."

A. & C. BLACK.

-

In demy 8vo. pp. 720, price24s.

AN INTRODUCTION T0

THE STUDY OF FISHES.

By ALBERT C. L. G. GUNTHER, F.R.S., &c.,

Keeper of the Zoological Department in the British Museum.

Illustrated with 320 Wood Engravings.

[Ready.

In 8vo. with Portrait and Fac-simile of Sermon, price 12s. 6d.

MEMORLALS OF

ROBERT SMITH CANDLISH, D.D.,

Late Minister of St. George's Free Church, and Principal

of the New College, Edinburgh.

By WILLIAM WILSON, D.D.,

With Concluding Chapter by Principal RAINY.

[Ready.

In crown 8vo. price 7s.6d.

THE WAY TO THE CITY,

AND OTHER SERMONS.

By the late ALEXANDER RALEIGH, D.D.,

Author of “Quiet Resting Places,’ &c.

[Ready.

NEW ISSUE

*- OF THE

WAVERLEY NOVELS.

CENTENARY EDITION (Copyright). In 25 vols, crown 8vo.

This popular Edition of the Waverley Novels,

edited by the late DAVID LAING, LL.D., con

tains several Notes by Sir Walter Scott which are

to be found in this Edition only, and is enriched

with 158 Steel Plates.

VOLUME I. to XIII, now ready. Price 3s.6d, each.

THE

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA.

Edited by Prof. T. SPENCER BAYNES, LL.D.,

Assisted by 500 Contributors, and illustrated with Engravings

on Wood and Steel.

Price 30s. in cloth; or 36s. half-russia.

Volume I. A-Ana.

WoLUME II. Ana—Ath.

VoluME III. Ath-Boi.

VOLUME IV. Bok-Can.

Volume V. Can–Cle.

VolumE VI. Cli—Day.

WoLUME WII. Dea-Eld.

WoLUME VIII. Ele-Fai.
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Mr*. Grote: a Sketch. By Lady Eastlake.

(Murray.)

We are glad to meet Lady Eastlake again in

the world of letters, and we should have heen

Btill more glad had we been able to congratu

late her on a success. But this little book

must rather be classed among the literary

mistakes of accomplished authors. It is less

surprising that (as is stated in the preface)

the publisher should have delayed its pub-

bcation owing to the political excitement of

the spring, than that he should not have

found some equally good reason for a further

indefinite delay. Mrs. Grote herself ex

pressed a doubt whether " any biography

could be satisfactorily put together," and,

though Lady Eastlake replies that " this

small work represents no biography," the

reply really makes the matter worse. What

this book would appear to be is an estimate

of character—in short, a "study" of Mrs.

Grote. But Mrs. Grote was neither remark

able enough nor well-known enough for such

a study. When, for example, M. Scherer

gives us an etude on Diderot, he is throwing

the light of a trained intellect on the picture

of an illustrious writer, the details of whose

life are supposed to be familiar to his readers.

When Lady Eastlake puts together this

sketch of Mrs. Grote, sho is speaking of a

lady who left behind her no important work,

and of whom a large number of people, out

side a certain section of cultivated London

society, will never even have heard. Indeed,

Lady Eastlake owns all this. She says :—

"She was no celebrated authoress ; she had

performed no extraordinary actions ; sho had

personally taken part in no great public event.

Her fame, if such it could be called, was con

fined to a comparatively small sphere, and

rested on grounds which never took her beyond

the limits of private life."

But then she adds :—

"Nevertheless, the fact remains that she

was so remarkable a woman, both in character

and attainments, as to call as strictly for the

tribute of a record as if she had been historically

eminent"

This volume, then, contains a mere sketch,

with very few dates, with few incidents, and

a vast amount of eulogy^ One thing Lady

Eastlake might surely have given her readers

—a list of Mrs. Grote's very miscellaneous

writings, of which ' The Personal Life of

George Grote,' to which Lady Eastlake

makes little or no reference, is the only

one likely to be remembered. That is cer

tainly a very singular book. It is a life

by a most admiring wife, written with an

absence of tact and taste, and with a frank

egotism, almost without a parallel in bio

graphy. In some aspects it might, perhaps,

be compared with the old Duchess of New

castle's life of her husband, but the great

Margaret is constantly forgetting herself in

the contemplation of her husband's perfec

tions, wheroas Mrs. Grote never forgets

herself at all. " The Historian of Greece,"

as she is always calling him, scarcely appears

without the wife of " the Historian " Dy his

side. In short, it is hardly unfair to say

that the book is as much autobiography

as biography, and, if we could suppose that

all Lady Eastlake's readers are conversant

with it, it would be the best excuse for the

meagreness of the present sketch.

The most interesting part of this book is

the second chapter, which really does contain

some new facts of Mrs. Grote's early life,

drawn up from notes of her own. Lady

Eastlake begins by telling us that

" Mrs. Grote was an aristocrat in mind and

also in lineage, especially on her mother's Bide,

and she prided herself on coming of a good

stock, on the principle that noblesse oblige,"

and she does not at all approve of M. Guizot

having spoken of her heroine as belonging to

the bourgeoisie. This is particularly delight

ful, considering Mrs. Grote's intensely demo

cratic opinions, but it is most undoubtedly

true, and her case is by no means uncommon.

She was always fond of great people, and in

the lifo of George Grote she mentions with

a charming naivete how their old Radical

friends fell out of favour with them, and

how she and her husband "even went so

far as to accept friendly overtures from

Lord and Lady Holland," and she adds a

list of the guests she met there at dinner.

But that Miss Lewin (Mrs. Grote's maiden

name) should have prided herself on being

" an aristocrat in lineage " is extremely

droll. Her father, Mr. Thomas Lewin, had

been in the Madras Civil Service, and her

mother was a daughter of a General Hale,

the "younger son of an ancient and opulent

family in Hertfordshire, connected with

several families of our nobility." Her

parents were in fact well-to-do people of the

upper middle class, and that was all. Mr.

Lewin seems to have been a little wild

in his youth, and one of his friends was

Madame Grand, afterwards Madame Talley

rand, whom he met when on her way back to

Paris after her love passages with Sir Philip

Francis. Mrs. Grote used to speak of her

father as "a true specimen of the fine

ntleman of the day," while her mother

d a "totally undeveloped and uninterest

ing character."

Harriet Lewin was born in 1792 near

Southampton. She was a strong and high-

spirited girl, and she was called "the

empress." She seems to have led her

governesses a sad life, and they tried in

vain to stop her as she^p^ode horses bare

backed," or went out arone^eith a sister in

a fisherman's boat. In London it was almost

worse :—

" We used to 'dazzle' with looking-glasses the

inmates of the upper stories of the Duke of

Grafton's house (opposite to ours) in Clarges

Street, or we flew a sort of light paper kite

across into their open windows, till tho Ladies

Fitzroy lodged a complaint against us."

" After these confessions," says Lady

Eastlake,

"we can better understand the high-spirited

woman, who hated all precocious proprieties,

warmly encouraged active sports for girls as well

as boys, and especially for both together, and

herself dared do all that might become a strong,

healthy, artless human creature ; turning her

fine hands to everything ; even seizing, as Bhe

was once known to do, the handles of a certain

agricultural implement [why cannot Lady East-

lake call it a plough at once?] and herself tracing

a furrow."

Certainly there never was a child more com

pletely the mother of tho woman.

In 1820 Miss Lewin, who had been en

gaged to Mr. Grote for two years, grew

tired of waiting for her father's consent,

and one March morning she slipped away

to a neighbouring church, got married with

out any one knowing, and came bock to

breakfast as if nothing had happened. It

was a sort of runaway match, in which it is

difficult not to believe that it was the hus

band who was run away with. In fact, the

ordinary position of husband and wife often

seemed inverted in their case ; but it is

clear that they were warmly attached, and

she was always a true, good wife to him.

We will again quote from Lady Eastlake:—

"They differed as to society, for he was both

reserved and shy—she, as we have observed,

neither, though awfully ' stately ' while little

known. But her character in this respect over

bore his Each gave and took an education.

He endowed her mind with a more solid basis,

she fashioned, mounted, framed, and glazed

him."

Harriet Martineau has described them as

" full at all times of capital conversation ; she

with all imaginable freedom ; and he with a

curious, formal, old - fashioned, deliberate

courtesy, with which he strove to cover his

constitutional timidity and shyness."

But the best of all descriptions was one

Sydney Smith once gave, "I do like them

both so much, for he is so ladylike, and she

is such a perfect gentleman."

No sooner was Mrs. Grote married than

she set to work industriously to improve her

mind. She tells us herself in the ' Life ' of

her husband :—

"Mrs. G. Grote was habitually studious,

after her fashion, under the direction of her

husband, who laid great stress upon her culti

vating the ratiocinative vein of instruction—

above all, logic, metaphysics, and politics ; and

she accordingly Btrove to master theso subjects,

out of deference to his wish, and in order to

qualify herself to be associated with his intel

lectual tastes and labours as time wore on."

There is an old story of Lord Monboddo

expressing deep regret to Mrs. Garrick that

Hannah More had refused to marry him,

"for I should have so liked to teach that

nice girl Greek." Mr. Grote had a better

fortune, and no doubt proved an excellent

preceptor. It is certain that it was at his

wife's suggestion that, later on, he undertook

the ' History of Greece.' She one day said

to him :—

" You are always studying the ancient authors

whenever you have a moment's leisure. Now

here would be a fine subject for you to treat.

Suppose you try your hand^! "

But neither thisjpr other characteristic

anecdotes are to beTound in Lady Eastlake's

sketch, which^lfter the description of Mrs.
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Grote's early life, is little more than a pane

gyric, in -which there is scarcely any shade

to tone down the strong lights of admiration.

Still the reader can see for himself pretty i

much what Mrs. Grote was like. She was a

very practical woman, knowing " how every

thing should be done, from the darning of a

sock to the building of a house "; and Lady

Bastlake tells how, when any one wished

to borrow a book from her, she would reply,

" I '11 trouble you for a sovereign," and the

sovereign was kept till the book was returned.

Then she was a masterful woman, who

knew her own mind, and what she liked,

and how to get it. Without being by any

means " a perfect woman," she was no

doubt

nobly planned

To warn, to comfort and command,

though the capacity for warning and com

manding would be more apparent on the

surface than that of comforting. Still she

was a true friend and made true friends.

Was there a flavour of patronizing in her

treatment of some people,—it might well bo

forgiven for the sake of the good and honest

purpose which lay beneath it. She was

Jenny Lind's earliest friend, and she never

tired of being of service to those who in

terested her. On the other hand, she was

not particularly tolerant of uninteresting

people, and they had some excuse for look

ing upon her as an ungraceful and mas

culine woman. Lady Eastlake tells us that

" Mrs. Grote prided herself once to Sydney

Smith on her patienee lie enduring bores.

' That may be, dear ' Grata ' (a name by

which he always called her), ' but you do

not conceal your sufferings.' " Sydney

Smith seems to have been fond of a joke at

her expense. On one occasion when Mrs.

Grote appeared at an evening party in a

turban, he whispered to a friend, as ho

pointed out the headdress, " There you see

the origin of the word ' grotesque.' "

If the reader wishes to form an estimate

of Mrs. Grote's intellectual powers, Lady

Eastlako will not help him very much. She

comparos Mrs. Grote botli to Madame de

Sevigne and Madame de Stael, but she

acknowledges that she cannot make much

of either comparison, and, in fact, the

attempt to compare them is a little absurd.

Mrs. Grote's letters were very slirewd and

sensible, but certainly not brilliant, and her

only important book, ' The Life of George

Grote,' is (as has been said) singular and

eccentric rather than well written.

Mrs. Grote's reputation really rests

on her conversation, and that in the

very nature of things is tho least en

during foundation for any reputation.

She was a bright, clever woman of the

world, with few prejudices, somewhat

audacious, extremely well read, and gifted

with a perfect memory. She was excellent

in the give and take of conversation, and if

she said few memorable things, she 6uid

much that throw a strong or humorous

colour on tho matter which at the moment

was discussed. But conversation will not

boar repeating, and such conversation as

Mrs. Grote's was especially dependent on

the tone, the gesture, and the readiness of

retort. As years passed on her qualities

became more widely recognized, and it was

a privilege to bo numbered among her

friends. De Tocqueville was one of those

who thought most highly of her, and his

death and that of Mendelssohn were the

two great sorrows of her, life, till a still

deeper and more enduring sorrow fell upon

.'her at the death of him whom she had truly

loved and honoured for more than fifty

years.

New Guinea : What I Did and What I Saw.

By L. M. D'Albertis. 2 vols. Map and

Hlustrations. (Sampson Low & Co.)

The publication of Signor D'Albertis's work

on New Guinea has been looked for with

much interest, and, although the geo

graphical results of his explorations have

already been published, it was expected that

'he would give a graphic and instructive

account of the island, and more especially

of its natural history. Tho author has spent

altogether nearly three years in New Guinea

and its immediate neighbourhood ; he has

penetrated into the very heart of the island,

and throughout his various explorations he

has been indefatigable in forming his

valuable collections and gathering infor

mation about the native population. His

labours have been amply rewarded. Mainly

owing to him, tho interior of New Guinea

no longer figures as an almost complete

blank upon our maps, whilst ornithology

has 'been enriched by him with sixty-one

new species belonging to forty-two distinct

genera. Two of these genera are new. The

HarpyopfU Novce Guinea, a handsome hawk,

akin to the Thrascttus harpia of South

America, and Drepanormix Albertim, a bird

with plumage inferior in brilliancy only to

that of the true birds of paradise, were dis

covered by him.

The author left Genoa on the 25th of

November, 1871, and first set foot upon

New Guinea on the 9th of April, 1872, when

he- shot his first bird, saw kangaroos hopping

along, and was able to enjoy the beauties of

a tropical forest :—

"I was so pleased at finding myself in a

primeval forest that I wanted to run about

■everywhere. But I suffered for my inex

perienced impulse ; now a thorn pierced my

clothes and tore my skin ; now a liane,

stretched across my path, would throw me

down, gun in hand, damaging my hand and

knees, and putting me in peril of my life from

the gun ; again, a spider's web, which had

widely spread its insidious snares, would cling

to my face and beard, while tho spiders fell on

my hands, neck, and face, producing a singularly

unpleasant sensation. After a ramble of several

hours, I had to acknowledge that, after all my

dreams, a primeval forest is not the earthly

paradise. It was long, nevertheless, before I

made up my mind to return on board with the

birds I had killed, and which, being the first

shot by me in New Guinea, are among my most

cherished treasures."

At Masinam and Dorey, places well known

from the descriptions of older explorers,

D'Albertis found two Dutch missionaries at

work, their schools being filled with puny,

sickly, and deformed children, who would

probably have died of neglect had they been

loft with their parents. The attendance

at church was small, and tho congregation

inattentive, notwithstanding that all who

stayed to tho end of the service were re

warded with a little sago. Tho author is

clearly no great advocato of Christian

missions. Ho thinks that greater things

might bo achieved by agricultural and in

dustrial missions. He admits, however,

that the Dutch missionaries have almost

" tamed " these savages.

There can hardly be a doubt that the

savageness exhibited by the natives of

North-eastern New Guinea is largely due

to tho incursions of Malay slave dealers.

The author remarks on this subject :—

" Although the traffic in slaves has not

assumed here the proportions which it has

attained in other parts of Africa [sic], it is

sufficiently active to call for the attention of

European governments, as it numbers many

victims every year. The Dutch, who claim to

be the masters of this territory,'ought surely,

for the honour of civilization, to be foremost in

putting down the slave trade here—unless,

indeed, they tolerate it from policy, as a means

of keeping in subjection the chiefs who carry on

that infamous traffic. If the inhabitants along

the coast of New Guinea, from Sorong to the

Straits of Dourga, have such an aversion to

strangers, it may fairly, I think, be accounted

for by the fact that for centuries past they hare

been exposed to the incursions and rapine of tie

rajas, who are dependent on the Sultan of Tidor

and the Dutch. Who does not know that there

are slave markets in Temate, in Misor, in Timor,

in Ke, and Arru ! If the negroes of Africa in

spire so much interest, why should those of New

Guinea be forgotten ? The Dutch Government

and the officers of the Dutch navy, who officially

visit Arru, Goram, Ceram, Ke, and many of

the islands which form archipelagoes in the wcat

of New Guinea, ought not to ignore what every

one who visits these islands sees clearly."

On his return from North-eastern "New

Guinea Signor D'Albertis fell in with a Dutch

man-of-war, which had been commissioned

to visit every point along the coast where

he and his friend Beocari had been, and to

distribute Dutch flags in the villages. More

welcome to the Italian explorer was the un

expected appearance of the Yettor Pisani,

as it enabled him, through the kindness of

the captain, Count Lovera, to pay flying

visits to Ke, Arru, and Orangerie Bay,

near tho eastern extremity of New Guinea,

before he returned to Europe.

Thus ended the first expedition. Tar

more extensive, and in their results more

important, were the expeditions made

between 1875 and 1878. Nearly seven

months were devoted to Yule Island and its

vicinity ; and the Fly river was ascended

thrice : first in the company of the Eev. Mr.

Macfarlane, in December, 1876, and subse

quently in the steam launch Neva, which

had been furnished through the liberality of

the Government of New South Wales.

His long residence in the country not only

enabled the author to add greatly to his

natural history collections, but it also

afforded numerous opportunities for study

ing the customs of the natives. A large

number of skulls was gathered in various

parts of the island,, but more especially

amongst tribes who are " head hunters,"

and are willing to part with their trophies

for a consideration. The author likewise

succeeded in obtaining two coniplato

skeletons from a deserted house on the

Upper Fly river, and this sacrilegious act

may in part account for the hostility ex

hibited by tho natives. Similar conduct in

civilized countries would certainly lead to

very serious consequences, and in the interest

of science itself it is needful to discourage

such ' ' irregularities ' ' on the part of explorers.

The author fails in bringing order into
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the chaos of New Guinea tribes, and vaguely

talks of " Arab," " Malay," " Negroe," and

other types. But this much may be gathered

from his measurements of skulls (many of

which figure amongst the illustrations), that

the type in the west and throughout the in

terior is clearly " Papuan." The crania arc

dolichocephalic, the facial index prognathous,

the noses flattened, the hair woolly, and the

complexion black. Numerous varieties occur,

however, but in two instances only do we

hear of brachycephalous and orthognathous

crania. The most remarkable case is that of

the natives of Amberkaki (west of Dorey),

whom the author speaks of as "real Al-

furos." These people axe described as tall

and black, with round faces and curly hair.

Their physiognomy "was characterized by

the absence of prognathism." Far fuller

information is afforded on the inhabitants

of Yule Island, who are clearly Polynesian

(Maori), brachycephalous and "distinctly

not prognathous," with long glossy hair,

and chestnut and in some cases almost grey

eyes. The author thus confirms the ob

servations of his predecessors. The true

Papuans occupy the centre of the island

and many parts of the coast : Malays have

intruded in the west, Polynesians or Maori

in the east, and from an intermixture of

these elements has resulted the great variety

of types, which has not yet been quite satis

factorily unravelled.

The Italian explorer discovered no traoee

of cannibalism, nor did he find any idols

amongst the mainland tribes. He feels

justified in stating that there exists a belief

in a future state and in evil spirits, and his

description of an Arfak chief rising in the

stillness of the night, and taking aim at an

invisible "settan" hovering round the camp,

is one of the most graphic sketches in his

book. Superstition is rife. The people

believe in witchcraft and the evil eye, and

divination is practised with a pebble attached

to a string, as in Italy. The author did not

hesitate to act upon the superstitious fears

of the natives in order to inspire them with

dread of his person, and "if there is an art,"

he says, "my ignorance of which I regretted

more than another in New Guinea, it was

that of sleight of hand." Let intending

travellers make a note of this.

At Epa, where a chief inimical to him

was practising divination through a tame

serpent, he struck terror into the hearts of

the natives, and proved himself the better

sorcerer, by secretly setting tire to a little

gunpowder which lie had strewn over the

ground. After this exhibition a reconcilia

tion was quickly effected, and sealed, more

italico, with a kiss, which must have as

tonished a people who are accustomed to

rub their noses together as a sign of affec

tion :—

" To Bhow that I really meant to be friendly

with Aira and his people, I embraced and kissed

him in the open place in the village, and after

wards, amidst general laughter, I proceeded to

kiss all the women. The scene was cortabily

a very comical one ; some of the most timid

wanted to repel my embrace, but were urged

by the others to submit. Although it was in

cumbent on me, in order to prove my impar

tiality and to give a ceremonial appearance to

the performance, to kiss all the old and ugly

women, in reality I kissed the youngest and

prettiest only. The men also wished to seal

their friendship by a kiss, but I explained to

them that only the chief and the women had a

right to this observance."

But lost the reader should fancy that this

ceremony may have proved in any way

repulsive to the author, it is right to

add that in many parts of his work he

speaks of the comeliness, attractiveness, and

even beauty of the women. One of them,

whom he calls a Papuan Venus, he describes

as follows :—

" I shall not soon forget her beautiful eyes,

which were a marvel of beauty and vivacity,

nor her good manners, nor the air of intelligence

in all her gestures and words. She burst out

laughing when she saw herself in my looking-

glass, and then put on a necklace 1 had given

her."

It is to be presumed that this girl, who

"need not have been afraid to compete with

many a fair European in beauty," was

amongst the crowd whom Signor D'Albertis

treated so impartially.

Of information strictly geographical these

volumes contain little that is new. The

natural history portion is, however, abun

dant, but it is scattered, and, as there is no

index, difficult of reference. The narrative

is frequently full of interest, and there are

passages in it which arrest the attention ;

but, owing to the introduction of many

details and matters of no interest, it is in

the end fatiguing. The author admits this

when he says:—

" To write the history of a day which has got

no history is neither pleasant nor easy, and it is

especially difficult to begin. When the first

step is taken we can ^o on to the end of the

page, and if the reader find what has been written

is neither useful nor amusing, it has nevertheless

served to amuse and interest the writer."

Tho illustrations are a charming feature

of the book, the coloured plates of birds,

from the designs by G-ould and Hart, being

more especially deserving of admiration.

The map, however, is defective, and tho

author's route is inaccurately laid down

upon it.

As a whole, the work can scarcely be

called entertaining. Signor D'Albertis

might easily have compressed the two

volumes into one, without omitting a single

fact of scientific interest, and made his

narrative far more readable.

Collected Sonnets. By Charles Tonnyson

Turner. (C. Kegan Paul & Co.) »

The sonnet is distinctly what may be called

the amateur's form of poetry. Many great

poets have, of course, written sonnets* but,

with the one exception of Petrarch', no great

poet depends upon his sonnets for his repu

tation. For a man otherwise occupied, how

ever, who has at the same time a share of

the poetical faculty, there is no doubt that

the sonnet offers by far the most convenient

mode of expression. It is easily portable ;

that is to say, a man can make a sonnet in

his head, on his way to or from his business

—the country parson, let us say, can put

into this form any thought which strikes

him on his road to an outlying cottage1—and

carry it in his head until he is again within

reach of pen and ink. He can correct and

polish it at odd intervals. H it does not

wholly please him, he can suppress it with

out the feeling of labour lost. On this

principle, Mr. Charles Tennyson—his adsci-

titious name of Turner may be, and probably

will be, dropped in this connexion—is the

master sonneteer of the present century, as

in point of number he is, by virtue of his

341 sonnets against Petrarch's 317, the most

copious since sonnets were.

It must, of course, be allowed that Mr.

Tennyson's sonnets are only to be included

in that class of poetry by the help of a very

comprehensive definition ; in fact, so far as

outward form goes, they possess only that

one of the properties of the sonnet which

was originally the least essential, namely,

the restriction to fourteen lines. The

arrangement of the rhymes is quite arbi

trary, and the rhyming couplet at the end,

which of all departures from the type is that

most contrary to the true sonnet nature, is

frequently found, sometimes with the addi

tional aggravation of a terminal alexandrine.

We cannot deny that this, pace Mr. Spedding,

to some extent diminishes the pleasure with

which we read many of these otherwise

charming pieces. The sonnet thought is so

markedly present that the ear instinctively

demands the sonnet form. Mr. Tennyson

is at his best when his inspiration comes

directly from external impressions, though

he also deals felicitously at times with

"states of feeling." Of the former class

the following, in which he seems to occupy

a position somewhat between Wordsworth

and his own illustrious brother, is a good

specimen;—

RBSUSOITATION OP FANCY.

The edjre of thought was blunted by the stress

Of the hard world : my fancy had wax'd dull,

All nature seeni'd less nobly beautiful,

ltobb'd of her grandeur and her loveliness ;

Methought the Mnse within my heart had died,

'fill, late, awakened at the break of day,

Just as the East took fire, and doff'd its gray,

The rich preparatives of lijjht I spied ;

But one sole star—none other anywhere ;

A wild-rose odour from the fields was borne :

The lark's mysterious joy fill'd earth and air,

And from the wind's top met the hunter's horn ;

The aspen trembled wildly, and the morn

Ilreathed up in rosy clouds, divinely fair !

The picture here is very Tennysonian,

and except, perhaps, for the "hunter's

horn," which is not apt to be heard when

" wild-rose odours " are about, true to

nature.

Of the more "subjective" sonnets No. xiii.

is a fair average example :—

No trace is left upon the vulgar mind

Ily shapes which form upon the poets thought

In instant symmetry : all eyes are blind

Have his, for ends of lower vision wrought ;

Think'st thou, if Nature wore to every gase

Her noble beauty and commanding power,

Could harsh and ugly Doubt withstand the blaze

Or front her Sinai presence for an hour I

The seal of Truth is beauty -when the eye

Sees not the token, can the mission move ?

The brow is veiled that should attack the lie

And lend the magic to the voice of Love :

What wonder then that Doubt is ever nigh,

Urging such spirits on to mock and to deny ?

This is pure Shakspeare as to form ; the

thought and mode of expressing it rather

recall Michael Angelo. The sonnet belongs

to that earlier series published before the

author had completed his twenty-third year.

They enjoyed tho high privilege of being

read with critical attention by Coleridge,

whose estimation of them, as may be seen

from his marginalia printed in this edition,

was decidedly favourable. Mr. Spedding,

in the "Introductory Essay " prefixed to this

volume, points out with much truth that

" professional critics, whose business it is to
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pronounce judgment without delay upon all

volumes that are brought before them," are

not the best people to direct public taste in

regard to a collection of sonnets, which

' ' should be read one by one, with intervals

between long enough to let the impression

of each get out of the other's way. It is,

of course, manifestly unfair to the writer to

treat these sonnets—embodying as they do

the fancies and meditations of a long life,

during which a thought will often recur in

a varied form, and perhaps be not less often

contradicted—as if they formed one con

nected " cycle." The reader who does this

will in all probability lay the book down

with a confused impression of sunsets,

nightingales, and other " common objects

of the country," entangled with a little

theology to bewilder his brain. But if he

will do as Mr. Spedding advises, and turn

over the pages, reading a sonnet here and

there, where a line or a word attracts his

attention, he will not have to make many

trials before b'ghting on something which

will go near to justify both the opinion

formed by Coleridge as to Charles Tenny

son's early promise and that expressed by

a no less competent judge than the present

Laureate in regard to his more mature work.

It should be added that the volume con

tains by way of preface a little poem and

a brief memoir, signed respectively "A.

Tennyson" and " Hallam Tennyson." Of

the second it will suffice to say that it is

gracefully and affectionately written ; the

first, consisting of seven short stanzas,

will be welcomed by all those—and they

are the great mass of cultivated Englishmen

between early youth and old age—who can

say to their author :—

Tu primo m' inviasti

Verso Parnaso a ber nelle sue grotte.

Those will rejoice to find that the Tenny-

soniun lyre of forty years ago is yet not

wholly mute.

MIDNIGHT, JVNE 30, 1879.

Midnight- in no midsummer tunc

The breakers lash the shores :

The cuckoo of a joyless June

Is calling out of doors :

And thou hast vanished from thine own

To that which looks like rest,

True brother, only to be known

By those who love thee best.

Midnight —and joyless June gone by,

And from the deluged park

The cuckoo of a worse July

Is calling through the dark :

Hut thou art silent underground

And o'er thee streams the rain,

True poet, surely to be found

When Truth is found again.

And now to these unsummcr"d skies

The summer bird is still,

Far off a phantom cuckoo cries

From out a phantom hill ;

And thro' this midnight breaks the sun

Of sixty years away,

The light of days when life begun,

Tlie days that seem to-day,

When all ray griefs were shared with thee.

And all my hopes were thine—

As all thou wert was one with me,

May all thou art be mine 1

Studies in Deductive Logic. By W. S. Jevons

(Macmillan & Co.)

Ov all the so-called "moral sciences," logic

alone admits of definite answers for examina

tion purposes. A question in metaphysics

or ethics, or frequently even in psychology,

may be answered, and answered correctly,

in two or three different ways according to

the standpoint of the examinee. But most

questions in logic admit of only one answer,

and the subject thus becomes capable of

definite "marking"—an important quality

for any study in these days of competitive

examinations. It is, therefore, natural that

Prof. Jevons, who has had the courage to

defend "cram," should prepare a series of

questions on the subject in which he has

won his greatest triumphs. In the book

before us he has done this with complete

success ; he has compiled nearly six hundred

and fifty questions ranging over almost all

the topics of deductive logic, and, as many

of the questions have a number of appli

cations, another four hundred and fifty must

be added before we have exhausted the

extent of Prof. Jevons's perseverance.

But this is not all ; the professor offers to

students 220 models of answers to questions,

and rightly claims some credit for having

thought of this method of explaining diffi

culties. In this expedient he is not alto

gether without predecessors; the 'Shorter

Catechism ' and ' Hangnail's Questions '

are very popular experiments on some

what the same lines. But the Socratic

method has hitherto been neglected in

scientific manuals, and the innovation has

the merit of giving the self-taught student

models upon which to frame his own answers.

We doubt if the professor would obtain full

marks for all his answers—question 6 of

chap. xiv. is not fully answered ; but as a

rule they are clear, concise, and to the point,

and in every way worthy of their author's

reputation. This method has enabled Prof.

Jevons to answer the criticisms that have

beon made by his fellow specialists on his

most important logical work, the ' Principles

of Science.' Thus he still remains in the

opinion that proper names are connotative,

assuming that logic can take cognizance of

knowledge or ignorance in individual minds.

He would have to grant that " Augustus de

Horgan," to use his own example, would

not be connotative to the mind of a great

number of people, and if so, how far can

we term it connotative ? Again, exception

has been taken to Prof. Jevons's claim that

the conclusion " potassium metal=potas-

sium floating on water " is logically superior

to the Aristotelian form, ' ' some metal floats

on water." His answer here (p. 90) does

not meet the point raised : logic, as the

science of discursive reasoning, aims at dis

carding the middle term. Even with regard

to his most flagrant heresy, that two negative

premises may give a valid conclusion, the

professor shows that, if convinced, he has

been convinced against his will.

The professor likewise takes the oppor

tunity afforded by these answers to refer to

and criticize the views of his predecessors.

At times these references are somewhat

superfluous: Levi Hedge and Wesley, e.g.,

are scarcely accessible authorities, though

it is pleasant to see a reference to Bowen's

excellent manual. It is to be regretted that

Prof. Jevons has thought fit to disparage

Sir William Hamilton's labours, to which

most of the interest now taken in logic can

be traced. Criticism cannot be objected to,

but it might have been more generous in

its tone. There can be no doubt that

Hamilton's doctrine of the quantification

of the predicate was the first step towards

the foundation of equational logic, in which

Prof. Jevons has made his fame as a

logician. And if it be objected that

Hamilton was anticipated by G. Bentha.ni.

the objection comes with an ill grace from

one who confesses that his system is based

on that of Boole, and who is thought by

many to have marred it in the transference.

While Prof. Jevons's system is more adapted

for ordinary minds, it has adapted itself too

readily to their inaccuracy ; the ambiguous

use of the disjunctive is decidedly a falling

off from the original.

Besides these answers to questions, which

greatly increase the value of the book and

make it almost an independent manual of

the subject, Prof. Jevons has taken occasion

to supplement his previous works in various

directions. He gives a full account of Mr.

Cunynghame's logical cards, an invention

quite after the professor's own heart. Bj

their means the working of a syllogism

can be performed mechanically. ProS.

Jevons had been led by Hr. A. J. Ellin's

views to obtain a further theoretical aid

in equational logic, which he terms the

" criterion of consistency." Connected with

this is a new view of the professor's with

regard to the measure of logical force which

has not yet been developed to maturity.

Finally, a logical index is given, by which

the inverse process may be performed with

any result involving only three terms ; the

logical index for four terms would fill a

volume of 1,024 pages.

It will thus be seen that the book is some- *

thing moro than a mere collection of pro

blems, analogous to Hr. Wolstenholme's

classical volume of mathematical "nuts fo

crack." It will be indispensable to the

many students of the higher logic who have

been brought into existence byProf. Jevons's

other excellent books ; and it may be hoped

that it will aid them in rendering more

popular a subject which vies with mathe

matics for training in accuracy and definite-

ness, and is superior to them in the uni

versality of its application. A word of

praise should be added on the aptness of

many of the examples, which are drawn

from a very wide range of knowledge.

Some signs of professorial humour appear,

for which the author's previous works had

not prepared us, and the subject has rarely

given occasion. It may not be amiss

to quote one question which displays this

quality and, at the same time, conveys an

interesting piece of information with regard

to the author of a familiar quotation:—

" vii. 5. Criticize the following definition:—

A gentleman is a man having no visible

means of subsistence (Orton)."

Foreign Classics for English Readers.—

Cervantes. By Hrs. Oliphant. (Black

wood & Sons.)

Hrs. OLiriiANT has written for English

readers the best life of the author of the

' Don Quixote ' that has appeared up till

now. It is not so full as the life prefixed to

Jarvis's version, written by Sefior Hayans

y Siscar, and translated by Ozell, but it is

better, because written in a finer spirit and

with a deeper sympathy. It surpasses for the

same reason the dull and laboured accounts

of Smollett and Lockhort, Ticknor and
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EoBCoe, and yet the writer's knowledge

of the language of Cervantes is less

than that possessed by the least of these.

The reason of her success is not far to

seek. During the past quarter of a cen

tury "the learned and the curious" have

been looking deeper than ever into the

works of the great Spaniard, into the

stirring times when he lived and fought

and suffered and wrote, into the influence

which his writings have had over English

literature as well as French ; whilst dis

coveries have been made that have

stimulated inquiry and provoked con

troversies, not yet concluded, which have

resulted in greater light being thrown upon

the life of a man of whom it may be said

that he is now far less known in his own

country than among ourselves. Many of

these discoveries have been published from

time to time in literary journals, reviews,

and magazines—some of them in our own

columns ; and Mrs. Oliphant has made

abundant, perhaps unconscious, use of them

all. We mention this because she feels

scant gratitude to "the few but devoted

students " without whom she could not have

written this new life nor have gained for

it the attention which it unquestionably

deserves. Mrs. Oliphant has caught a

glimpse of the real Cervantes ; and her con

ception of his character is rendered with a

clearness, a vigour, and an accuracy that

will make the hero of Lepanto, the captive

of Algiers, and the author of the ' Don

Quixote ' as well known as any one of the

heroes of her own novels. This is the best

part of the book, and the only part that can

call forth hearty praise. " What Dante was

to Italy," she says, "and Shakspearo to

England, Cervantes was to Spain. Shak-

speare has a more splendid breadth and

grasp, but it is in the nature of Shakspoare

that Cervantes was made." " He was a man

to whom it was a delight to stand for others

—to answer for them," and "he does

this out of pure nobility and daring of

nature, with positive pleasure in the risk he

runs." This is in allusion to his attempt

at escape from captivity in Algiers. In

company of some sixty of his fellows, Cer

vantes hoped to gain his liberty by a daring

flight, but he was betrayed by a wrotehed

renegade, once a Dominican friar. All

such attempts at escape were visited, as is

well known, with satanic cruelties. Some

noble Spaniards were impaled, and those

that were not hanged were beaten in the

most shocking way; while many a faint

hearted grandee of Castile to save his body

from stripes made over his soul to Mohammed

and perdition. It was this which moved

Cervantes to take upon himself the whole

blame and responsibility of the plan of

escape, because his courage alone was equal

to bearing the penalty attached to it. " The

strange thing is that he was always -per

mitted to do so, and that no other generous

soul, touched by his example, ever stood up

by his side and claimed a share "; " but,

as Mrs. Oliphant remarks, with the keenness

of vision we have pointed out, "he knew

the character of the people for whom

he was so willing to stand substitute."

Another part of the book, which tells

how Cervantes erected his own tribunal

of justice in order to vindicate his personal

character and put a stop to any possible

peradventures about himself in the future,

is rendered in the very spirit of romance.

The wearisome details of the petitions to

the king for some office, if only that of a

stipendiary magistrate in Peru ; the stupid

imprisonments ; the household embarrass

ments and constant disappointments, are

relieved by reflections which are as full of

sympathy as of truth :—

" How much better it was for us and Spain

that great Philip paid no attention to his peti

tions.. .4..Far better .'—if he had not gone roving

about through those farms and villages, dusty

and weary, and lodged in these poor little inns,

and lived on that hard fare, not knowing, per

haps, from week to week, how the poor women

were managing to get bread to eat at home,

we should never have had our Sancho Panza,

nor known that old Spain—that big piece of

Christendom, with all the good and evil in it

No man in all the round of genius has borne this

fate [of one man suffering for the people] with

the same good humour and dauntless laughing

courage as Cervantes. Most of them grumble,

it must be allowed ; he never. He made a

fight now and then for his rights ; but not get

ting them, never sat down to complain, but

laughed and trudged on. ' A merry heart goes

all the way ; the sad tires in a mile-a. ' "

This is excellent, but Mrs. Oliphant too

often challenges us to notice the little title

she has to indulge in original criticism on the

life and labours of Cervantes. She speaks

of his poverty in a way that cannot fail to

leave an impression on the reader who is

not " learned and curious " that it was

a poverty both disgraceful and repulsive—

disgraceful because he lived on the manual

labours of his wife and daughter, and

repulsive for the meanness of the house in

which he lived and the straits to which

he was reduced, writing his stories by the

same poor candle that lighted the women to

stitch for his daily bread. There is as much

truth in this as in the notion that " the torn

bits of printed paper in the streets," which

he was fond of picking up and reading, were

like to the tattered newspapers and other

worthless trash which litter our own green

lanos and country sides of to-day. The

stray leaves that were to be picked up now

and again in the streets of Toledo or Sala

manca, Seville or Saragossa, in the times of

Cervantes would be leaves of some book that

had just been cursed by the Pope, or, may

be, rescued by a favouring wind from the

fires of the unholy Inquisition—delightful

rarities perhaps. At any rate, printed books

were not yet common ; and if Mrs. Oliphant

had known more of those times she would

have taken care to guard her readers from

falling into any errors with regard to

local colouring, and especially such an

error as suggests that the poverty of Cer

vantes was at all like to the miserable

complaining poverty of the literary hack of

our own time. But if you do not know the

language which a man spoke nor the

land in which he lived, you have no claim

to write of, much less attempt to describe,

his domestic circumstances. This is one

of the grave defects of the book. Cer

vantes was poor, there is no doubt, but

it was not tho poverty which our own

poor authors regard with so much horror,

and which it is impossible for a man to

acknowledge to his friends and survive in

their esteem ; he was, from his earlier to

his hater years, the companion of high-born

gentlemen who loved and honoured him,

and whatever his poverty, it must have been

of a peculiar kind, as it most certainly was

borne with nobleness of mind and heart of

grace.

Mrs. Oliphant has ventured to give her

own view of the 'Don Quixote' and the

motive which led to its being written. It

is not the right one. ' The Ingenious

Knight of La Mancha ' was the first novel

with a purpose ever written, and the only

one of that class that has enjoyed a long life.

That purpose is abundantly set forth by its

author, and how it was achieved history tells

without the slightest uncertainty. Mrs.

Oliphant's view of the matter cannot, there

fore, be accepted. Another mistake is that

she has included the "Tia Fingida'

among the works of Cervantes, and writes

such apologies for it as " that it is a

sketch. . .not outwardlyindecent or licentious,

and might be gone through by an inno

cent reader without any clear understanding

as to what" certain references are made.

Had Mrs. Oliphant read the original of

this questionable little novel for herself,

she would have been the last thus to speak

of it ; had she been better acquainted with

the history of the Spanish tongue, she would

have known that this pretended work by

Cervantes is an impudent forgery. But she

sins in fashionable company: Ticknor has

no hesitation in accepting it as the genuine

work of the noble soldier poet, who in his

novels opened as a test

A way whereby the language of Castile

May season fiction with becoming zest ;

Gallardo also, in his ' Criticon,' thinks that

to doubt ' The Feigned Aunt ' to be the

work of Cervantes is to doubt the existence

of common sense ; and other critics of more

or less note make no question that he who

declares of himself that he never wrote a

line that was not thoroughly Catholic and

wholesome wrote this disgusting tale. One

of the saddest incidents in modern Spanish

history is the eager delight with which the

degenerate Spaniard of to-day recognizes in

the lofty, pure-minded Cervantes the author

of a book that might have been written by

the imitators of 'LaCelestina,' the 'Coloquias

de las Damas,' or the Arch-priest de Hita.

The ' Tia Fingida ' comes to us from a

highly tainted source ; it was first made

known to the world by the same famous

literary society of Berlin that " dis

covered" two missing chapters of the

' Don Quixote,' chapters which set forth

the loves of the Don with the ladies

of Don Antonio's house during his brief

and fatal stay in Barcelona. Happily the

writer had not at all mastered the Spanish

idioms peculiar to the literature of the six

teenth century, and the critics of Madrid had

no difficulty in detecting him. But five years

later the same hand had acquired more

cunning, and we were then favoured with

the ' Tia Fingida.' It is much better written

than any of the other forgeries ; it is even

more skilful in the marshalling of Cervantian

phrases than the very successful imposture

of the ' Buscapie '—or the ' Cracker,' as we

should call it—which appeared, of course,

very much later. But there is one palpable

blunder which is fatal to it. Spanish

readers ore familiar with the forms of

politeness practised in Ollendorff and the

grammars of to-day, " Tiene Usted mi

cuchilla?" In the time of Cervantes,
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and for half a century after his death,

quite another form than this was in use ;

" Usted " is never found in the ' Don

Quixote,' or any of the writings of its

author, but only " Vuestra merced"; the

latter is never used in the ' Tia Fingida,'

while the other form is the only one that the

forger knows how to use. AH the metaphors

are also painfully overdone; there is no "ex

ample" in the story of which Cervantes could

boast, and he never makes the least allusion

to it in any of his works. There is nothing

to show that he was ever ashamed of any

thing that he wrote, and whilst he invariably

made known the children of his brain to his

friends, not the slightest mention is made of

it by any of them. It obviously belongs to

the period when the " Indexes " of our own

Bowie made the Spaniards for the first time

acquainted with the work of their renowned

countrymen, and, being the greatest forgers

in the world, they straightway set to work to

produce that which would bring the highest

price to the most successful cheat. It is true

that some unnamed friend pointed out some

thing of this to Mrs. Oliphant, and a saving

clause is therefore hastily inserted in the

introduction to her book. The mention of

Bowie reminds us of the absence of his

name and all notice of his great and

singular work from Mrs. Oliphant's pages,

an omission which is as inexcusable as any

fault of commission that we have named ;

but being one of the "learned and curious"

to whom she is, though she know it not,

indebted for authentic knowledge of her

subject, the Rev. John Bowie remains

secure from any gratefid notice from her.

Had Mrs. Oliphant known more of her sub

ject she might have written a book as long,

as interesting, and as enduring as any of

the creations of her own fancy; and had she

known less she might have fallen into fewer

errors- than she has in producing this the

latest fruit of her prolific pen.

NOVELS OF THE WEEK.

The Two Dreamers. By John Saunders.

3 vols. (Chapman & Hall.)

From the Wings. By B. H. Buxton. 3 vols.

(Tinsley Brothers.)

Social Sinners. By Hawley Smart. 3 vols.

(Chapman & Hall.)

Mildred Forrester. By Adma. (S. Tinsley &

Co.)

Mother MoUy. By F. M. Peard. (Bell &

Sons.)

The Croolit Meg: a Story of the Year One.

By J. Skelton. (Longmans & Co.)

Mr. Saunders's new story is written with

much of the power which characterized his

earlier novels, but in some respects, such as

probability of plot and character, it is un

like, and perhaps unequal to, them. It is

of course possible that a young girl should

have contracted a passing fancy for a "detri

mental " lover so strong as to involve her in

a clandestine marriage, and that that passion

should so pass away as to leave her anxious

to get rid of her trammels as soon as possible.

The mixture of remorse, ambition, and few

of her father's anger might be too strong

for her fidelity ; but that before the birth

of her first child she should neglect her

husband so far as to hasten his end, and

then absent herself from his deathbed, is

difficult to imagine in one who long after

shows herself by no means without natural

affection, and a devoted wife to a man who

has no qualities to attract passionate attach

ment. Senguin, the speculative merchant

and Liberal M.P., is a dreamer of a different

calibre from the gentle artist and poet to

whom Caroline's first vows were given.

The transactions, commercial and political,

which build up the edifice of his fortunes to

a height the fall from which is as terrific as it

is inevitable, are described with a good deal

of skill ; and the strategy employed at the

election and the discomfiture of the venal six

who hail from the Fox and Grapes are told

with much humour. A little more of that

quality might have relieved the portrait of

the sentimental Hamilton, Caroline Senguin's

ill-used son, who, coming from his adopted

father in Australia with a large fortune at

his back, asserts the legitimacy of his claim

to his grandfather's property, and, what is

more important to him, brings his mother

to tenderness and repentance. If the pro

cess by which this last change is brought

about appears a little too fine-drawn and

unnecessarily deliberate, the results are

complete, and the denoAment natural and

pathetic. In real life Hamilton's attachment

to Effie would have brought things to a

more rapid climax.

' From the Wings ' is gracefully dedi

cated to the gentleman "who was the first

to help and encourage" the author. No

doubt he was quite right in his encourage

ment, for it is undoubtedly true that the

writer of 'Jennie of "the Prince's" ' showed

considerable promise. But encouragement

often has the unfortunate effect of making

an author over-estimate his powers and be

come too confident of success to take the

pains which alone make success deserved.

' From the Wings ' is one more book to

add to the list of the author's unsatisfactory

works. Its object is to show, what nobody

surely can want to learn, that there may be

perfectly virtuous and simple-minded girls

playing quite subordinate parts in even

second-class theatres. To render a story

with such an object interesting the most

obvious device would certainly be to show

forcibly the difficulties and temptations to

which a girl is exposed, and to some extent

the author of ' From the Wings ' has tried

to do this ; but there is a marked want of

power or of work in the carrying out of the

task. Though the dangers are stated with

more or less distinctness, they are not made

essential to the story ; the reader is not

forced to tremble for the heroine, nor even

to feel his sympathy strongly drawn out for

her, and the impression left upon his mind

is that her troubles were very slight indeed.

That may be perfectly true, but, if ao, the

story was hardly worth telling. Besides

the weakness of the main part of the story,

there are faults in the episodes. An episode

when once introduced should be carried out

to the end, and not be left incomplete, to be

hastily patched up on the last page. Nor

is ' From the Wings ' by any means free

from faults of detail. A little thought or

pains would have saved the author from

saying that women are "kittle kattle," and

writing " cum otium dignitnte," and from

making an advertisement in the Times of

a marriage begin thus: " Hetheringham—

Lee." Perhaps if the author meets with a

little less encouragement after showing on

so many occasions that it is not deserved, it

may seem worth her while to write with

more care, to bestow more labour upon

the construction of a plot, and more

thought upon delineating something better

than the very commonplace characters ex

hibited in ' From the Wings ' and its im

mediate predecessors.

A very sinful set are Mr. Hawley Smart's

social puppets. We cannot think the author

so successful in his new experiment of on-

earthing the skeletons and garbage below the

social surface as he usually is in disporting

himself on the outside of that glittering

field. Despite the attraction of the title,

there is nothing exciting or suggestive

in the doings of the hardened gambler

Riversley and the unhappy woman who

believes herself for a time his wife. The

murder of the captain by his creature and

accomplice Solano, a dull villain of a lower

social type, throws a lurid light over the

end of the book. The best characters are

of the lighter order, and have a strong

family likeness to the sahreurs and sports

men we have been accustomed to in the

author's earlier books. Ralph Leslie, the

Indian colonel, is of a higher type, and well

deserves success with his heroine, who on

her side is clearly in need of his fatherly

advice and example. Ethel's plot against

Hainton is certainly unworthy of her cha

racter. The style is lively enough, but

shows great marks of hurry. " Miss Clo-

thele and her Paide de camp," "he had come

to the determination to what our French

neighbours term range himself," are speci

mens of this fault.

'Mildred Forrester' is a work of the

slenderest possible texture. It relates the

troubles of a young lady whose father in

troduces an obnoxious "companion" to her,

and makes the lady by marriage his own

companion after she has ousted the daughter,

taken possession of the keys, and dismissed

the old servants. Moreover, the younglady's

brother adds to her troubles by marrying

a gamekeeper's granddaughter, while her

father peremptorily refuses her hand to the

charming Hugh Trevor, and commands her

to accept in place of him an odious lord.

Of course, the father dies shortly after

consummating his iniquitous marriage, the

gamekeeper's granddaiighter turns oat a

paragon of refinement, the gardener is re

instated, and Hugh returns from the battle

of Ulundi to find his Mildred unmarried

and unchanged. It is impossible to cavil

at such satisfactory results, though there is

nothing striking in the method of their

achievement.

Miss Peard is probably wise in coming

to her own country for the scene of her

new story. The little domestic drama of

French provincial bfe, tinged with a

tender melancholy, which has had such

attractions for her, and which she could

so delicately set forth, is nearly "played

out " ; and, indeed, it was perhaps hardly

sufficiently robust for healthy, growing

English girls. It is with satisfaction,

therefore, that we observe that Miss

Peard has left the rose gardens of Bayonne

and the orchards of Normandy for the more

invigorating airs of Plymouth and Dart

moor in the stirring times of 1779. There

is little room for the employment of sub

dued tints (of which one may have enough in
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all branches of art) when a French spy or a

British man-of-war is to be described, and

Dartmoor scrambles do not encourage " self-

analysis," which iB apt to result in self-

consciousness. Instead of being engaged

or married to some French Robin Gray,

the " Mother Molly " of the story has a

good, straightforward English sweetheart

on board her own father's ship, and need

have no shame in talking to iier younger

sister, in whose mouth the story is put,

about their plans for the future, when the

French shall have been safely beaten off.

Altogether this is a pretty picture of a quiet

Devonshire household, not without those

excitements which must have fallen to the

lot of most families whose fortune it was to

live within sight of French ships at the end

of the last century.

Mr. Skelton deals with a somewhat later

part of the same stirring period, and takes

us to a very different portion of the island.

Whether it be that broad Scotch is less

melodious to southern ears than broad

Devonshire, or that he deals with less

attractive developments of human nature,

it is certain that his story, though no less

well written, is less pleasant reading than

Miss Foard's. It contains one really effec

tive scene—a somewhat sad one perhaps,

for a reader is apt to feel sympathy for a

pretty heroine, even when he is constrained

to admit that she has got no more than her

deserts. Unluckily, however, her punish

ment comes upon her just as she is within

reach of reformation, and this, though dra

matically justifiable, seems a little, cruel.

Probably, however, her lover, distressed as

he is at the moment, would not have gained

by a more fortunate conjunction of circum

stances. Mr. Skelton might have spared his

reader a long note, quito irrelevant to the

story, relating to the character of a friend of

his who fell in some of the recent fighting

at the Cape. A tribute of this kind is out

of place in a novel.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS.

Stories of the East from Herodotus. By the Rev.

A. J. Church. (Seeley & Co.)

My Lowly Lassie. By Annette Lyster. (Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge.)

Bernard Hamilton. By Mary A. Shipley.

(Same publishers.)

The Necklace of Princess Fiorimonde, and other

Stories. By Mary de Morgan. With Illus

trations by Walter Crane. (MacmUlaii & Co.)

Mudife atid her Chicks. By a Brother and Sister.

(Griffith & Farran.)

The many friends whom Mr. Church made by

his stories from Homer and Virgil will be glad

to welcome him this year under his new title of

professor. He provides for this Christmas a

collection of anecdotes and descriptions trans

lated or paraphrased from the earlier books of

Herodotus. He begins with the history of

Croesus, which is followed by that of Cyrus and

the incidental account of Babylon. We then

have some portion of the famous description of

Egypt, with tales of Psammetichus and other

Egyptian kings, and the history of the conquest

of that country by the Persians under Cambyses.

The scene now changes to Persia, and the story

is given of the usurpation of Smerdis the Magus

and the accession of Darius the son of Hystaspes.

The expedition of Darius against the Scythians

introduces the latter people, and the book con

cludes with an account of their manners and

customs, the crannogs of the Pseonians, and

aimilur marvels. It is probable that this volume

will be the most popular with grown-up persons

of Prof. Church's productions in this kind, for

Herodotus has hitherto been far less accessible

than the ancient poets to ordinary English

readers, and Prof. Church's extracts comprise,

besides the most charming old-world tales of

the historian, the chief of his many contribu

tions to ethnology and archaeology. The simple

and antiquated style of the paraphrase, more

over, is much more nearly representative of

Herodotus than it was of the artifices and com

plexities of Virgil or tire Greek tragedians. To

young people, who perhaps care little for these

niceties, the book is a storehouse of strange and

fanciful scenes, pretty or amusing tales, and

exciting histories. The illustrations, taken

mostly from frescoes or bas-reliefs in the

British Museum, are not the less interesting

because they are not specially appropriate to

the incidents of the text.

The " lovely lassie " is an admirable young

governess, who turns out to be an earl's grand

daughter in disguise. She is, of course, exem

plary in all relations of life, and her successful

struggles with an unamiable and ill-bred set of

youngsters are not badly described. There is

more human nature in her character than in

many of the heroines of the schoolroom, and

nothing morbid, if nothing very edifying, in her

story.

The same class of youthful readers who are

strongly attracted by the virtues of governesses

will, it may be supposed, be deeply interested

in the trials of curates. Mr. Hamilton's woes

are rather of the crumpled rose-leaf kind. He

is much hurt by the scandalous tongues of two

old ladies whom he is impelled by duty to visit,

and not being, we suppose, a deep student of his

mother-tongue, is greatly puzzled and disgusted

by the provincial dialect of his parishioners.

The existence of a parish clerk is also a grievance

to him. He manages, however, to survive his

misfortunes, become a rector,, and marry an

amiable girl.

Miss de Morgan's stories are of a different

type. They are slightly didactic, but the moral

is highly gilded with allegory, and set off by

(esthetic illustrations, in which low-browed and

wide-mouthed princesses, intense-looking swains,

and Warded magicians play the leading parts.

The woes of Arasmon and Chrysea will be too

high-flown for little readers, but some of the

fairy stories deserve popularity in the nursery.

The title is, perhaps, the silliest part of the

of ' Mudge and her Chicks. ' The said

are far from exemplary ; their conduct

and language with regard to two poor old

maiden ladies next door would have earned

them a scourging in the consulship of Plancus.

But their "home doings" are natural enough,

if not very remarkable, though it does not seem

desirable that children should consciously model

themselves, even at play, upon literary examples.

THEOLOGICAL BOOKS.

The Congregationalism of the Last Three Hun

dred Fears, us seen in its Literature. In Twelve

Lectures. With a Bibliographical Appendix.

By H. M. Dexter. (Hodder & Stoughton.)—

The author of this bulky volume prints

twelve lectures on Congregationalism, prepared

in the first instance for the students of an

American theological seminary, and repeated

in various places of the United States. He goes

to the sources of the history which he gives with

much minuteness of detail ; he has consulted

libraries, deciphered MSS., and sought tho aid

of all who could in any measure further his

object. The rise and early fortunes of the

Independent churches are faithfully described.

The reader will find the story of Robert Browne,

the Martin Mar-Prelate controversy, the martyrs

of Congregationalism, the exodus to Amsterdam,

with the fortunes and misfortunes experienced

there, John Robinson and his doings in

Leyden, the early and later Congregationalism

of New England—all painted in distinct colours.

Congregationalism in England is more briefly

treated. The volume is enriched with a large

appendix of 286' pages, containing " collections

towards a bibliography of Congregationalism."

The whole work furnishes sufficient evidence

of industry, labour, and research. .Mr. Dexter

writes as an intelligent advocate of Congrega

tionalism who believes in its Scriptural authority

and final success. He has added to our know

ledge of this system's origin and early advance

various particulars hitherto unknown, and lias

corrected some mistakes made by previous

writers. The best lecture is that on Robert

Browne, whom he judges charitably and kindly,

though we cannot agree with his general esti

mate of the man. To assign him a " natural

primacy among the great thinkers of Liberalism

and of modern Congregationalism " is extra

vagant praise. The lecture on councils, a part

of American Congregationalism which the author

commends, might have been omitted without

loss to the volume. It reveals the weakness of

the system in the frequent "dismission" of

ministers from their congregations, and their

repeated removals from one position to another.

The causes of dismission are many—some

curious, such as that of the Rev. H. P. Strong

in 1810, whom a council dismissed chiefly on

the ground that "he appeared to be much more

interested in having the best animals of the

male gender, of all the domestic kinds, 'han in

advancing the interests of his Master in the

vineyard of the Lord." Mr. Dexter fails to see

the deviation implied in these councils from

Independency proper. Are they not a feature

borrowed from Presbyterianiam ! When they

refuse to ordain an elected pastor, as happened

not long since in New Hampshire, on the

ground of defective theology, is such arbitrary

ruling consistent with the boasted freedom of

Congregational churches \ The literature of

Congregationalism as displayed in this volume

is of little value or excellence. It might have

made a better show had it embraced the writings

of men belonging to the denomination, though

even then it would have been poor beside that

of the Anglican Church The author meant to

give nothing more than books or pamphlets dis

tinctly advocating sectarian opinions held by men

belonging to his own communion. Mr. Dexter is

sanguine about the future of Congregationalism.

He extols its all-embracing character, and its

peculiar adaptability to a regenerated age of

Christian culture. His enthusiasm carries him

far towards a Congregational millennium, when

episcopacy and presbytery shall have disappeared.

It is not easy to share his expectations, just as

it is difficult to concur in his glorification of the

denomination at the present day. The author

attaches paramount importance to a theme of

comparatively little significance. Ecclesiastical

politics, not to speak of ecclesiastical creeds,

change and disappear ; nor do we suppose that

any existing system has perpetual vitality. We

can smde at the bright picture floating before

the mind of this American lecturer when he

speaks of Congregationalism as the millennial

polity, "all childish things, bishops, presbyteries,

liturgies, which had their use once as crutches

for the lame, as tonics for the feeble," being

abolished. The volume contains numerous

specimens of this inflated sort of writing, and

its general style cannot be commended. It

sutlers from its consisting of lectures prepared

for audiences more or less popular. It pro

ceeds from an earnest-minded man, who is fully

impressed with the conviction that Congrega

tionalism as a polity, with its evangelical creed,

is destined to be the salt of the earth. But his

range of vision is limited ; neither has he any

claim to be considered a philosophical thinker,

a liberal theologian, or a good writer. He is

the ardent partisan of a sect.

M. Halevy's article on Cyrus ei le Retour de

VExil, Etude tur deux Inscriptions CuneHformts

relatives au Begne de Nabonide et a la Prise de

Babylone par Cyrus, read before the Academic
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des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres on the 25th of

Jose last, will appear, as already mentioned in

the Athenozum, in the forthcoming first number

of the Hemic des Etudes Junes. After having

given a revised translation of the two inscrip

tions, and having spoken of Cyrus as not being

of Persian, but of Susan or Elamite origin—a

conclusion arrived at recently and independently

by Prof. Sayce—M. Halevy gives a full account

of the prophecies and the psalms written on the

occasion of the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus.

First of all he says that since Nabonidus was

the last king of Babylon, who died, accord

ing to the inscription, eight days after the con

quest of Babylon, the reign of Belshazzar cannot

be historical unless we admit that Nabonidus

and Belshazzar are identical ; and even in that

case, we may add, the words in Daniel v. 30,

" In that night was Belshazzar the king of the

Chaldeans slain," do not agree with the death of

Nabonidus as reported in the inscription. Hethen

rejects the supposition of Sir H. Rawlinson that

Belsarougour, a son of Nabonidus (a name which

may be identified with that of Belshazzar), was

killed at the head of the Kutien rebels when

they organized a resistance in the Temple of

Bel-Kitti, on the ground that from a more accu

rate translation of the text of the inscription it

results that Cyrus found Babylon pacified, and

that no siege was necessary, as related by Hero

dotus. That Isaiah xiii.-xiv. (which M. Hale'vy

calls Isaiah iii.), xliv. to xlviii. (which he calls

Isaiah ii. ), refer to the conquest of Babylon by

Cyrus, is beyond doubt ; the passage in Isaiah

xiii. 17, " Behold, I will stir up the Medes

against them," &c. , alludes certainly to tho

Median army under the command of Cyrus. The

game is the case with Jeremiah 1. and 1L, where

the conquerors are again "the nations of the

kings of the Medes," and with Psalm exxxvii.

Not so certain is it that Psalms xlii. to xliv.

refer also to the same epoch, although we con

fess that neither the language nor the con

tents of them are opposed to that idea. M.

Hale'vy thinks that these are not the only

psalms written during the captivity of Babylon,

but he chooses to analyze these only because the

modern critics have assigned them to the time

of the Maccabees, written on the occasion of

the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes. We

disagree, however, with his conclusion about the

date of the composition of the Pentateuch. After

having shown, probably against some French

critics, that the point of departure of mono

theism cannot be seen in the rise of the empire

of Cyrus, but that the origin of this dogma

must be much older, he says : " Partout et en

tout temps, les religions ne deviennent vraie-

ment vivaces que lorsqu'elles s'appuient but un

code inspire dont elles cherchent & realiser

l'ideal. Comment done imaginer que la plus

originate et la plus profonde Evolution de l'ide'e

religieuse, le monotheisme des prophetes, se fut

de'veloppe'e sans un livre de fond qui en sanc-

tionnait le principe ! Cela me parait impossible.

II y a des soi-disant critiques qui attribuent a

Esdras la redaction du Pentateuque, ce serait

peut-etre possible si l'ave'nement des Ache'me'-

nides avait donne* la premiere impulsion au

monotheisme. La haute antiquity de ce dogme

entralne naturellement une antiquitd encore plus

haute pour le code, du moins pour les parties

essentielles. Et cela avec d'autant plus de pro

bability que l'ide'e religieuse est loin d'y avoir

l'dpanouissement et la largeur qu'elle a chez les

prophetes."

Herr Salomon Buber has just published an

interesting part of Midrashic literature, viz. , the

Midrash Leqah Tub on Genesis and Exodus by

R. Tobiah ben Eliezer, of Castoria in Mace

donia, composed at the beginning of the twelfth

century. It seems that, just as the compila

tions of the Talmud were made by the Geonim

down to Maimonides (ninth century to the

twelfth) for the convenience of persons and con

gregations who could not easily obtain copies of

the voluminous Talmud, so the Midrashim have

been amplified in various countries, with this

difference, however, that whilst the Halakhah

of the Talmud was in a certain sense limited

by tradition, the homily of the Midrashim re

ceived additions from the compilers. In many

cases they excerpted Midrashim which are at

present either lost or hidden in some remote pri

vate libraries in the East. In editions of later

Midrashim it is, therefore, absolutely necessary

to give references to older Midrashim of which

the compiler made use, to indicate the varia

tions of the passages in question, and, when the

opportunity presents itself, to mention the dif

ferences in the application of them to the Bible

by the original Midrash and by the compiler.

This, we are glad to say, is fully done by Herr

Buber for this inedited part of the ' Leqah Tob,'

on the same plan as in his excellent edition of

the ' Pesiqtha ' of B. Kahna some years ago. For

the text the editor has made use of three MSS. :

(1) of the National Library of Florence, dis

covered by Dr. Neubauer some years ago ; (2) of

the Imperial Library of St. Petersburg, dis

covered by R. N. Rabbinowicz, the editor of the

varicB lectiones of the Babylonian Talmud ;

(3) of a library in Jerusalem, procured by Herr

S. J. Halberstam. It is a pity that Herr

Buber did not consult the Bodleian MS. con

taining this Midrash on Exodus, which seems

to be the oldest of all, and most probably

contains better readings than the other MSS.

Anyhow, the text of the ' Leqah Tob ' which we

have before us is fairly correct, and scholars

will thank an indefatigable worker for the new

addition which he has made to the Mid

rashic literature. His commentary, which also

contains the references to the original sources,

will help much towards the understand

ing of Tobiah's Midrash, although he has

not always been happy in his interpreta

tions. The foreign words, which naturally

are mostly Greek since the author lived in

a Greek-speaking country, are also explained.

In the literary and bibliographical introduction

in Hebrew nothing is omitted. We understand

that the parts of this Midrash on Leviticus,

Numbers, and Deuteronomy have been re

printed from the Venice edition in the same

shape and with a similar commentary ; this

edition has not yet reached us.—We take the

opportunity of mentioning the critical edition

of the Pesiqtha Babbathi, the great Pesiqtha,

another Midrashic book, by Herr Friedmann,

of Vienna. The editor had unfortunately no

MSS. at his disposal, and had, therefore, to

rely on previous editions of this Midrash ; but

his commentary is so complete that his edition

will be considered the standard one of this

Midrash, unless sooner or later some MSS.

turn up.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

Messrs. Caswell & Co. have sent us a very

pretty little volume, 27ie Praise of Books as

Said and Sung by English Authors, selected by

Dr. John Alfred Langford. It is preceded by

a preliminary essay, or rhapsody, in praise of

books, from which tho reader proceeds to a

series of fine and, as a rule, unhackneyed pas

sages from the greater authors. We are glad to

find included the noble eulogy on the Muse from

Ben Jonson's ' Epistle to Elizabeth, Countess

of Rutland.' The author specially deprecates

the supposition that these selections are the

only ones that occurred to him or seemed appro

priate, and of course every reader who has

any familiarity with literature will be able to

suggest other passages. Only on one occa

sion will he be inclined to quarrel with what

Dr. Langford has given ; surely the obscure

and lengthy quotation from Davenant's ' Gondi-

bert ' is a little out of place in bo small a book,

although it is redeemed by one magnificent line,

which describes the truth of heaven as

The garment seamless as the firmament.

This tasteful little volume will prove particularly

appropriate as a gift for thoughtful children who

are beginning to show an independent taste for

reading. It is a pleasant collection of pieces of

classic English in prose and verse.

Ms. Bkntley sends us A Lady's Tour in

Corsica, by Miss G. Forde. The writer possesses

many of the qualities of a successful traveller,

activity, good humour, sympathy, and a genuine

love of nature, but she has not sufficient literary

skill to make her account of an uneventful tour

interesting. However, her two volumes will

supply some useful hints to intending travellers

in Corsica, more especially as she discusses at

length the merits and demerits of every inn she

entered, and her remarks should not be neglected

by the editor of Mr. Murray's promised handbook

to the Mediterranean islands. Her summary of

Corsican history Miss Forde had better have

omitted. It is by no means accurate.

Many attempts have been made to establisA

a publication which should give periodically an

abstract of all Blue-Books and other Parlia

mentary Returns. The late Mr. Toulmin

Smith, Prof. Leone Levi, Mr. Hertslet, md

several other experienced persons have tried

their hands at an undertaking of this kind,

but without obtaining the support which they

were entitled to expect. Yet Mr. Toulmin

Smith's digest—to refer to the one which per

haps had the longest lease of life—exhibited so

much research, and was in every way so admir

ably done, that it practically left nothing to

be desired. We hope that the Precis of Offi

cial Papers issued during the session of 1880,

which Messrs. W. H. Allen & Go. are now pub

lishing, may meet with greater public apprecia

tion. This monthly issue gives a careful outline

of the contents of the "Command" Papers pre

sented to both Houses of Parliament, as well as

of the Lords' and Commons' Papers. In many

instances the information is conveyed in so com

plete a form as to render it unnecessary for the

reader to refer to the original documents. Of

course it is impossible for the editors to sum

marize large Blue-Books on so extensive a scale,

but, at the same time, the contents of these

works are clearly and, so far as we can judge,

impartially described.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Boyce's (W. B.) The Higher Criticism and the Bible, 9/ (L
Canterbury's (Archbp. of) Church of the Future, cr. 8Vo. ^iS

Dod's ( M . D.D.) Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph, cr. 8vo. Zh\
Hall's (W.J.) Some Sceptical Fallacies of certain Modem

Writers Examined, 16mo. 6/ el.
Hon son's (Rev. J. 8. ) The Evidential Value of the Acts of

the Apostles, 12mo. 2/6 oL
Japp's (A. H.) Master-Missionaries, Chapters in Pioneer

Effort throughout the World, cr. 8vo. 4/6 d.
Maclachlan's (Mrs.) Notes on the Prophecies of :

8vo. 2/6 el.
Maclachlan's (Mrs.) Notes and Extracts on

Texts, 8ve. 3/6 cl.
Robertson's (Rev. F. W.) The Human Race, and other

Sermons, cr. 8vo. 7/6 el.
Ruskin's (J.) The Lord's Prayer and the Church Letters to

the Clergy, edited by Rev. F. A. Malleson, cr. 8vo. 7/6 et.
Southgate's (H.) Suggestive Thoughts on Religious Subjects.

8vo. 10/6 cl.
Talmudlc (A) Miscellany, a Thousand and One Extracts from

the Talmud, compiled and translated by P. I. Hersboo,

8vo. 14/ cl.
Law.

Burnell's (H. B.) The London (City) Tithes Act, 1879, and

the other Tithe Acts, with Notes, tc., Sro. 10/6 cl.
Harrison's (J. C.) An Epitome of the Laws of Probate and

Divorce, 8vo. 6/ cl. lp.

Fine Art and Archtrology.

British Painters of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Cen
turies, with Eighty Examples of their Work, 4to. 21/ cl.

Cooper's (C. H.) Memorials of Cambridge. Vols. 2 and 3, 25/
Fcnn's (W. W.) After Sundown, or the Palette and the Pen,

2 vols. er. 8vo. 21/ cl.
Keats's (J.) The Eve of Saint Agnes, illustrated in Nineteen

Etchings by C. H. Murray, folio, 21/ cl.
Bwitierland, Its Scenery and People, Pictorially Represented

by Eminent Swiss and German Artists, with Descriptive
Text based on the German of Dr. GseU Fels, folio, 42/ cl.

Poetry.

Holmes's (O. W.) The Iron Gate, and other Poems, cr. 8vo. 6/

Slms's (G. R.) Ballads of Babvlon. cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Tennyson's (A.) Works, Royal Edition, with Portrait and

25 Illustrations, royal 8vo. 21/ cl.
Thomson's (J.) Vane's 8t«ry, Weddah and Om-el-Bonain.

and other Poems, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
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Philosophy.

Turner'" (G. L.) Wish and Will, an Introduction to the
Psychology of Desire and Volition, cr. 8vo. 7/8 cl.

History and Biography.

Duffy's (Sir C. G.) Young Ireland, 8vo. 11/ cl.
Leader s (J. D.) Marv Queen of Scots in Captivity. 8vo. 91/ cl.
Niroll'a (H. J.) Great Orators : Burke, Pitt, Sheridan, Fox, 2/6
Page's (H. A.) Leaders of Men, a Book of Biographies for

Youth, cr. 8vo. 4/6 cl.

Geography and Travel.

Burdo's (A.) The Niger and the Benueh, Travels in Central
Afriea, from the French by Mrs. G. Sturge, cr. 8vo. 10/«

Eden's (C. H.) Africa seen through 1U Explorers, cr. 8vo. 6/
Forde'sCO.) A Lady's Tour In Corsica, 2 vols. cr. 8vo. Il/cl.
Sonnenschein A Al'len's Royal Relief Atlas of all Parts of the

World, 4to. 31/ hi. bd.

nisjiifi.

Cicero Pro Lege Manilla, literally translated by C. H.
Crosse, er. 8vo. 2/8 swd.

Btorr of Achilles from Homer's Iliad, edited by the late
J. H. Pratt and W. Leaf, l'.'mo. 8/ cl.

Science.

Bartholomew's (R.) Treatise on Practice of Medicine, for Use
of Students, Ac., 8vo. 21/ cl.

Daugenet's (Dr.) Manual of Ophthalmoscopy, translated by
C. 8. Jeaffreson, 12mo. f>/ cl.

Leaning's (J.) (Quantity Survey, for the Use of Architects,
Builders, and Engineers, cr. 8vo. 9/ cl.

Proctor's (E. A.) The Poetry of Astronomy, cr. 8vo. 1078 cl.

General Literature.

Aunt Milly's Childhood, cr. 8vo. S/cl.
Away on the Waters, cr. 8vo. 2M cl.
Blackmore's (R. D.) Mary Anerley, a Yorkshire Tale, 8/ cl.
Bourne's (S.) Trade, Population, and Food, a Series of Papers

on Economic Statistics, 8vo. 12/ cl.
Butler's (S.) Unconscious Memory, cr. 8vo. 7/8 cl.
Cooper's (T. ) Old- Fashioned Stories, Popular Library Edit., 3/8
Consecrated Women, by Claudia, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Diprose's Book of Epitaphs, Humorous, Eccentric, Ancient,

and Remarkable, cr. 8vo. 2A cl.
Dorothy, a Country Story, in Klegiac Verse, 8vo. 5/ cl.
Dorothy Compton, a Story of the 16, cr. 8vo. 7/6 cl.

Dunphle (C. J. )and sling's (A.) Free-Lance Tiltlngs in Many
Lists, or. 8to. 7/8 cl.

Echoes from the Counties, cr. 8vo. 9/ cl.
FenU.n's (J.) Early Hebrew Life, 8vo. ft/ cl.
Fit igerald'a ( F. J. ) The Lancasters and their Friends, 2/* cl.
Oit«rne's (A. ) Duties and Duties, cr. 8vo. 8/ cl.
Gosse'stR. W.)The Path of the Just, 12mo. 3/<J cl.
Gray's (E. C.) Wise Words and Loving Deeds, or. 8ro. 4/8 cl.
Guest Book (The), An Autograph Record of Arrivals, Ac., 91
Hocking's (8. K.) Reedyford, or Creed and Character, 3/8 el.
Hodders (E.) Tom Heriot, his Adventures and Misadven

tures, cr. 8vo. 2/ cl.
Hood's lE. P.) Vignettes or the Great Revival, imp. 18mo. 4/
Hope's (A. R.) Stories of Long Ago Retold, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Hunt's (M. B.) Little Empress Joan, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
James's (H., jun.) Confidence, cr. 8vo. 3/8 cl.
Japp's (A. H.) German Life and Literature, 8vo. 12/ cl.
Johnson's (V. W.)The Catskill Fairies, illustrated. 5/ol.
Kingston's I W. H O.) The Boy who Bailed with Blake, 3/6 cl.
Prosser's (Mrs.) Oakby, and ^mber Twenty-Nine, 2/8 cl.
Keaiv-v's (Mrs. G. 8.) Rose Gurney's Discovery, cr. 8vo. 8/6
Rust's (C. T ) Break of Day in the Eighteenth' Century, 2/8
8mith's (J. M.) The Wooing of the Water Witch, 6/ cl.
Three Cups (The), or the Girls of St Andrews, cr. 8vo. 3/t cl.
Umphellv's (Mrs.) A Mother fur a Daughter, er. 8vo. 2/ cl.
Winchester's (M. E.) A Nest of Sparrows, cr. 8vo. ft/ cl.

FOREIGN.

Theology.

Lippert (J.): Der Seelencult in selnen Beziehungen mr
Althebraischen Religion. 3m. 80.

Luthardt (C. E.): Gnade u. Friede, Predlgten, 7th series. 2m.
Weber (F.) : Die Altsynagogale PaUsttnlsche Theologie, 7m.

Law.

WAchter (C. G. v.)i Pandekten, edited by O. v. Wachtcr,
Part 1, 12m.

Fine Art and Archtrolooy .

Leasing (O. ) : Bau-Omamente der Neuzeit, Part 1, 20m.
Stark (K. B-): Vortrage u. AufsAtie aua dem Gebiete der

Arcliaologie, edited by G. Kinkel, 12m.
Yriarte (C.) i Florence, Part 1, SOfr.

Prolsx (R.): Geschichte des Neueren Dramas, Vol. 1, Part 2,

10m.
Philosophy.

Harms (F ): Die Philosophic in threr Geschichte, Part 2,
4m. 80.

History and Biography.

Friesen (R. Frhr. v.) : Aus Mtinem Leben. 2 vols. 15m.
Hartwig (O.) : Forschungen zur altcsten Geschichte der

Stadt Florenx, Mm.
Louth (F. J.) : Aus Aegyptens Vorzeit, Parts 4 and ft, 2m.

Philology.

Adam (L.): Die Odyssee u. der Epischc Cyklus, 3m.
Carpenter (W. H.): Neuislandische Grammatik, 4m.
Hil^ard (A.): De Arte Grammatica Dionysii Thracls, 2m.
Justi (F.): Kurdische Grammatik, 3m. 70.
Kdrner(K.): Ange)sachsi<che Grammatik, Part 2, 9m.
Plotinl Enneades. edited by H. F. Mueller, Vol. 2, 9m.
Popovic (G.): Wortexbucu der Serbiscben u. Deutschen

Sprache, Vol. 2, 7m. 20.

Science.

Beilstein (F.): Handbuch der Organischen Chemle, Part 1,
3m.

Coglievina (D.): Centigrad-Photometer, 2m. 20.

Koukoly (N. v.) : Beobaclitungen am Observatorium in
OGvalla. Vol 2, 9m.

Measerer (O.): ElasUcitAt u. Festigkeit der Menschlichen
Knochen, 9m.

General Literature.

Ti ller (E.) et Senne (C. le) : Monsieur Candaule, 3fr. 90.
Vincent (J.) : Mise Fereol, 3fr. 50. I

THE BIOGRAPHERS OF LOCKE.

Oxford, Nov. 8, 1880.

It is no fault of mine if in this letter I should

appear to be changing from an attitude of

friendliness towards Mr. Fox Bourne to one of

at least temporary hostility. In writing my

book I endeavoured to seize every opportunity

of paying him a compliment, and, even after his

passionate and unreasonable letter to you, I

hoped that I had replied to him with the utmost

courtesy. But he now repeats his attacks with

increased bitterness, and I am obliged, there

fore, so far as is consistent with self-respect, to

meet him on his own ground.

Mr. Fox Bourne, notwithstanding the state

ments in my former letter, persists in describing

my book as a "barefaced compilation" from his.

This I can only regard as a slanderous assertion

thrown out for the mere purpose of annoyance.

If my book be simply a compilation from his ho

has a legal remedy, and, unless he be prepared

to try that remedy, he has, by the laws which

govern the correspondence of gentlemen, no

right to reiterate a statement which I have

emphatically denied. There are many indi

vidual pages of what Mr. Fox Bourne is pleased

to call an " epitome " which were not composed

till I had spent several hours, a few even till I

had spent some days, in the consultation of

authorities ; and I certainly could not estimate

the aggregate time spent in the preparation of

my biographical chapters alone at less than four

months of continuous labour. I believe that I

have not taken a single fact contained in any

other printed book on Mr. Fox Bourne's sole

authority. And, though I do not in the least

pretend to put the time spent by me in the ex

amination of MSS. against that spent by Mr.

Fox Bourne himself, I have not been idle in

this respect. Thus, if Mr. Fox Bourne will

compare our extracts from the papers of the

Board of Trade, he will not find that mine were

copied from his, and, on recurrence to the

original authority, he may possibly even be

willing to correct one of his extracts from mine.

But I am perfectly aware that in a case of this

kind, where there is a ruling passion which, to

use Locke's phrase, has entered the mind like

"the sheriff of the place with all the posse," it

is in vain to employ argument. It is a curious

instance of the strength of a preconceived idea

that Mr. Fox Bourne is so fully possessed with

the notion that I can know nothing of Locke

except what I have derived from his book, that,

when he detects me (on p. 17) using the ex

pression " we find " in reference to an entry on

the Fire of London in Locke's ' Register,' he

exults in having discovered a startling example

of my unfounded " affectations of original re

search." I had no idea that this innocent ex

pression implied so much meaning as Mr. Fox

Bourne reads into it. But perhaps I may tell

him that I was by no means first indebted to his

book for a knowledge of Locke's ' Register.' It

is contained in Boyle's 'Collected Works,' the

pages of which I was constantly turning over

years ago in preparing my edition of Bacon's

' Novum Organum. '

It is particularly ungenerous of Mr. Fox

Bourne to represent my book as designed to

supplant his. My book is intended as a popular

delineation of Locke's life, character, and works ;

Mr. Fox Bourne's is an elaborate compilation of

all the materials which he could find for an

exhaustive life of Locke. I cannot conceive

any one, who would otherwise purchase Mr.

Fox Bourne's volumes, contenting himself with

the possession of the 126 pages to which the

biographical matter of my book is confined. On

the other hand, I hope that many of my readers

will be led on by interest in the subject to pos

sess themselves both of some of Locke's works

and of Mr. Fox Bourne's life. Nor do I see

why the publication of my book should in any

way prevent Mr. Fox Bourne from reproducing

his own in a compressed and cheaper form.

There are undoubtedly many persons who would

be glad to have a life of Locke, as of many other

great English authors, in one thick volume

when they do not care to buy two.

Mr. Fox Bourne has compelled me to revert

to two topics which I would gladly hare passed

over with merely the slight allusion which I

made to them in my former letter. In his first

letter he challenged me to state any important

respects in which my book was more precise

than his, and in my reply I instanced (without

intending them to be exhaustive) two points,

the account of Locke's Oxford life and the

translations from Latin. As regards the first,

he seems to be still unaware of the ridiculous

character of some portions of his account of

Locke's student life at Oxford as contained in

his second chapter (a chapter, I am bound to

say, standing alone in his book, but unfor

tunately calculated to deter academical readers

from proceeding any further). This being the

case, I can hardly be surprised that Mr. Fox

Bourne fails to appreciate the points, both

positive and negative, in which I regard my

account of Locke's connexion with Oxford

as superior to his own. In his second letter

Mr. Fox Bourne insists upon my giving speci

mens of his translations from Latin, an ex

posure which I had hoped to spare him. As,

however, he says I have made a "grave in

sinuation" against him which I ought to "sub

stantiate," I have no alternative but to " sub

stantiate" my "insinuation" by at least one

instance. On p. 155 of his second volume Mr.

Fox Bourne thus begins a translation from one

of Locke's letters to Limbnrch, bearing dato

June 6th, 1689 : "I doubt not you have heard be

fore this that toleration is now established among

us by law ; not with such breadth as you and true

men like you, free from Christian arrogance and

hatred, would desire ; but 'tis something to get

anything." The original runs as follows : "Tole-

rantiam apud nos jam tandem lege stabilitam to

ante hsec audisse, nullus dubito. Non ea forsan

latitudine, qua tu et tui similes veri et sine am-

bitione christiani optarent. Sed aliquid est

prodiro tenus." I do not at all deny that Mr.

Fox Bourne has here succeeded in avoiding " the

pedantic tone inevitable in a very literal trans

lation." But any of your readers who havo

received the rudiments of a classical education

will, I think, agree with me that he has hardly

" retained the sense of the original." This feat

of translation by no means stands alone. Any

one interested in collecting curiosities of the

kind will find a still more valuable possession in

vol. i. p. 48. And, generally, I think it may be

said of Mr. Fox Bourne's translations that they

are more successful in avoiding "pedantry '

than in "retaining the sense of the original."

Mr. Fox Bourne's reiterated complaint that

I did not communicate with him during the

progress of my work resolves itself, I suppose,

simply into this : that I did not apply for a per

mission which was not needed, in order that he

might have the opportunity of refusing it.

I have only to add that I have no intention

of engaging in a protracted controversy with

Mr. Fox Bourne. According to the strictest

laws of chivalry, a man may decline to prolong

a combat with an antagonist who does not

observe the rules of the lists. Should you con

tinue to open your columns to Mr. Fox Bourne's

attacks upon me, you can henceforth' do so

without the slightest fear that I shall encroach

upon them in return.

I will now leave Mr. Fox Bourne in the hands

of Mr. Noel Sainsbury, whose charge of appro

priating a mass of unpublished material without

any acknowledgment whatsoever is incomparably

graver than the charge which Mr. Fox Bourne has

brought against me, of employing some of his pub

lished materials, and only making seven acknow

ledgments of the fact. Thomas Fowlse.

I VKRYmuch regret having to encroach yet again

on the space of the Athenaeum, but Mr. Sains-

bury's note of October 30th requires an answer.
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artist, and that consequently I never have had

an opportunity of criticizing his works ; except

in two or three instances, when the works ex

hibited were of secondary importance, and the

reviews were correspondingly slight." This

statement is strictly true, and I here reaffirm it.

The "two or three instances " in question were

of the remote date 1850 to 1852.

Such is the extent to which Mr. Quilter can

justify, in his final answer, his assertion that

I wrote criticisms on my brother's pictures. His

final answer passes in total silence his original

statement that 1 wrote criticisms on my brother's

poems. W. M. Rohsjstti.

li'trrarp ffiossip.

Messrs. PrrncK & Simpson will sell by

auction on the 17th inst. a copy of the first

edition of Shelley's ' Queen Mab,' -with

copious manuscript emendations iu the auto

graph of Mrs. Shelley, altering the poem to

the ' Dfemon of the World.' Mr. Buxton

Forman in his edition of Shelley's works,

vol. iii. pp. 459-G8, doubts the existence of

a second annotated copy. We have not

examined the copy announced for sale, but

may it not be that seen by Medwin, whose

statement is looked upon with so much

doubt ?

We are glad to hear that Mr. Thomas

Hardy is recovering from the severe illness

which has caused much anxiety to his

friends.

Prof. Sayce will leave England in the

course of the present month for a tour in

Rhodes, Cyprus, and Phoenicia. He will,

we understand, pay a special visit to Tyre

and the Wady Akkabah for the purpose

of inspecting the prehistoric remains dis

covered by M. Lortet.

Messrs. Bes.vnt and Eice have completed

a new novel for the Graphic, to run for six

months, the publication of which will begin

on December 4th. The title is ' The

Chaplain of the Fleet,' and it will be pub

lished simultaneously in the American Queen

(New York), Melbourne Argue (Australia),

Toronto Globe (Canada), and in a German

version in a Berlin paper. The German trans

lation is from the pen of the well-known

scholar Herr Paul Jungling, who has been

engaged upon the translation of Messrs.

Besant and Bice's other novels. An Italian

version of the novels of Messrs. Besant and

Bice is being prepared by Signora Marta

Saffratti, the latest of the novels published

being ' Al Pergolato di Clelia,' which

appears in La Frueta, Naples.

As for some years past, Messrs. Besant

and Bice have again written the Christmas

number of Charles Dickens's All the Year

Round. The title this year is ' Over the Sea

with the Snilor.' The number will be issued

early in December. A leading feature of

the Christmas number of the World will

likewise be from the pens of Messrs. Besant

and Eice. ' The Ten Years' Tenant ' is the

title of this story, which contains a narrative

of events as marvellous as those related in

' Tho Case of Mr. Lucraft,' by the same

authors, which appeared in the World

several years ago. The Christmas number

of Home will contain contributions by Mrs.

Oliphant, Miss Thackeray, Mr. Laurence

Oliphant, Mr. Frederick Locker, &c.

It is notable that the present month has>

witnessed the first issue of a London Uni

versity list in which the B.A. degree is

granted to lady candidates, two being placed

in the first class, and two in the second.

In the sale of Messrs. W. Tegg & Co.'s

stock, which took place this week at Messrs.

Hodgson's rooms, upwards of sixteen thou

sand volumes of the " Family Library" were

catalogued. These books, which many years

ago were popular, have long been lost sight

of by the booksellers. We hear that, not

withstanding the sale of the entire stock

of books, copyrights, &c, belonging to the

firm of W. Tegg & Co., Mr. Tegg intends

to continuo in business as a publisher on his

own account.

The new comprehensive ' Eeference

Catalogue,' which has long been in pro

gress in the hands of Mr. J. Whitaker, the

onergetie editor of the Bookxeller, is ex

pected to be ready at the end of this month.

Tho index, which will be more extensive

than was expected, has caused the delay

which has occurred.

Prof. Bain writes :—

"As you liave given a wide currency to a

rumour, founded no doubt on my resignation of

my chair in Aberdeen University, that I am

about to settle in London, with the view of

editing a series of manuals in mental philosophy,

I bei; you will allow me to say that I have formed

no such intention. It may concern some persons

to know explicitly, that the task assigned to me

is one that I nevur contemplated, and am very

unlikely to undertake."

Messrs. W. Blackwood & Sons will

shortly issue a Scotch story, in pamphlet

form, by tho author of ' Flitters, Tatters,

and the Counsellor.' It will appear simul

taneously in America. The tale, which is

a "School Board" experience, is entitled

' Buubie Clarke,' and is to be illustrated by

the author of ' Gleanings from Gladstone, '

Mr. G. E. Ualkett.

The catalogue of tho library of Baron

James de Eothschild in Paris, of which the

Athena urn hnd a notice some time ago, is in

the printer's hands.

The Armenian inscriptions, which have

long defied the skill of decipherers, have, it

is suid, been read by Prof. Sayce. He lias

for somo considerable time been engaged

on tho work of decipherment, and has, we

believe, succeeded in translating the greater

portion of them. His labours have been much

hampered by the inaccurate nature of the

copies, those of M. Schultz being the only

ones accessible ; the copies made by Sir Henry

Lnyard, which were far more accurate as

well as more copious in the number of in

scriptions, being unfortunately lost. The

decipherment of theso inscriptions was

attempted by the late Dr. Mordtmann,

but with little success, owing to his scanty

knowledge of Assyrian, and also to his having

formed a theory as to the language being

akin to Armenian. The inscriptions being

in script and in construction based on models

of the middle Assyrian Empire, a knowledge

of Assyrian has greatly assisted in the de

cipherment. The language has but scant

affinities to any existing dialect, but in some

few points resembles the Georgian. The

translation of these inscriptions will fill up

an important gap in Western Asiatic history,

and will possibly lead to the decipherment of

the Hittite texts, which, there seems reason

to suppose, are in a degree akin to the lan

guage of the tribes of Western Armenia.

The proposed elevation of the Punjab

University College to the status of a uni

versity was discussed at a recent meeting of

the Committee of the Indian Association at

Lahore. The Committee recorded their dis

approval of the educational system of the

Punjab University College, and their opinion

that the severance of the connexion between

the colleges of the Punjab and the Calcutta

University would be a calamity.

Mr. Cobiiam, Commissioner at Larnaca

in Cyprus, has discovered a Phoenician in

scription on the new road from Scala to

Nicosia, dedicated to Esmun by Sirdal,

grandson of Eeshipiathon and interpreter

of the two courts. It is of the period of

Melkiathon, King of Citium and Idalium,

who reigned about B.C. 350. Other inscrip

tions of Eeshipiathon ore known.

Thz Danish patriot and political writer,

Peter Christian Koch, died at Copenhagen

on the 2nd inst. He was born at Gram in

North Slesvig, February 19th, 1807, and

greatly distinguished himself by his advo

cacy of the Danish cause during the wars of

1818 and 1864. His most popular work was

his so-called ' 220 Danish Proverbs.'

The Folk-lore Society has undertaken

tho publication of a new work by the Eev.

Walter Gregor, of Pitsligo, entitled ' Folk

lore of the North-East of Scotland.' Mr.

Gregor is tho author of an exhaustive

glossary of Banffshire words, published by

the Philological Society.

A member of the Manchester School

Board, Mr. Joseph Gillow, is engaged in

the production of an historical treatise on

tho Eoman Catholic colleges and Bchools of

England from the time of Queen Elizabeth

to the restoration of the Eoman Catholic

hierarchy in England in 1850. Mr.-Gillow

has been able to obtain for his wonjf infor

mation from original sources at Ushaw and

other well-known Catholic seminaries in

England.

It is at last proposed that an omission

of ordinary courtesy to honorary graduates

of Cambridge University shall be remedied,

so far as library privileges go. Hitherto

honorary graduates, however distinguished,

even though residing in Cambridge, have

had only the privileges of respectable

strangers in the library. If the University

honours men with a degree, it ought to be

willing to give them all its privileges.

The Ascham Society, formed to promote

social intercourse among persons engaged

in educational work, will Jfold its' first meet

ing in the rooms of the Society, 18, Baker

Street, Portman Square, on Wednesday

next, at 8.30, when Dr. Bichardson, F.E.S.,

will read a paper on ' Temperaments in Eo

lation to Education.' The future meetings .

of the Society will be held on the second

and fourth Wednesdays in each month.

The last volume of Gustav Freytag's

' Ahnen ' is in the press.

Don P. de Gayaxgos has discovered in

the course of his researches at Simancas in

teresting notices of Cervantes, and also of

other great writers of the golden age of

Spanisb literature, more especially of Lope

de Vega and Calderon. *

The article in the current number of the

Quarterly Review on the. newspaper press is

said to be from the pen of Mr. J. F. Hitch-

man.
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Russian translations of Bunyan's 'Pil

grim's Progress ' and ' Holy War ' are to be

published shortly, along with the illustrations

\rhich appear in Messrs. Cassell's editions.

Messrs. Masters & Co. will shortly pub

lish sundry stories for children : ' Our Next-

Door Neighbour,' by Stella Austin ; ' The

Little Blue Lady, and other Tales,' by Mrs.

Mitchell ; and ' Auld Fernie's Son,' by the

author of ' The Chorister Brothers,' &c.

Prof. H. Gijaetz is engaged upon a com

mentary on the Psalms, which will most

likely not be out before the end of next year.

Mr. de Soyres's edition of Pascal's ' Pro

vincial Letters,' which we mentioned some

time ago, will be published shortly by Messrs.

Deighton, Bell & Co.

We have received a letter from Mr. P.

Lecky, denying that Dean Burrowes wrote

" The night before Larry was stretched."

The song is attributed to the dean by Lever

and other writers, but Mr. Lecky appears to

have disproved the ascription in Notes and

Queries, 5'h S. xi. 277.

Mr. Postoate, of Trinity, Cambridge, has

become Professor of Comparative Philology

at University College, Gower Street. Prof.

Jevons intends to rosign the chair of Poli

tical Economy.

SCIENCE

A Physical Treatise on Electricity and Mag

netism. By J. E. H. Gordon, B.A.

2 vols. (Sampson Low & Co.)

Mr. Gordon, the Assistant Secretary of the

British Association, has here given, in two

handsome octavo volumes, a clear and in

teresting account of the best modern instru

ments and methods of experiment in elec

tricity and magnetism. The illustrations

are particularly good ; and to students who

have not the opportunity of inspecting such

collections as that of the Cavendish Labora

tory, it is no small advantage to hav(

good drawings of first-class instruments.

The descriptions of the use of the instru

ments are clear and businesslike. The

author is evidently an enthusiastic worker

in tho subject which he has undertaken to

expound.

There is no other book from which so

much information can be obtained respect

ing tho electrical researches of the last few

years ; those, for example, relating to spe

cific inductive capacity with its relation to

index of refraction, equipotential lines in a

plate, the phenomena of discharge in vacuum

tubes, Crookes's radiant matter, Plante's

secondary batteries, contact electricity, com

parison of the static and magnetic units of

, electricity, magnetic effect of a rapidly

movod static charge, magnetic rotation of

plane of polarization, double refraction

produced in glass by electro-static strain,

polarization of light reflected from a magnet,

and variation of resistance of selenium under

the action of light.

The book also gives a clear notion of

some of the latest steps in electrical hypo

thesis ; for example, Maxwell's electro

magnetic theory of light. We may give a

quotation on this point as a specimen of the

author's style :—

" Prof. Clerk Maxwell's theory is briefly this :

Electro-magnetic induction is propagated through

space by strains or vibrations of the same ether

which conveys the light vibrations, or, in other

words, ' light itsolf is an electro-magnetic dis

turbance. ' Let us examine the evidence which

causes us to believe that the luminiferous and

the electro-magnetic ethers are one and the

same. The first point of resemblance between

the modes of propagation of light and of electro

magnetic induction is that in both cases it can

be shown mathematically that the disturbance is

at right angles to the direction of propagation.

It is known that the waves of light take place in

directions at right angles to the ray. Prof.

Clerk Maxwell has shown that the directions of

both the magnetic and electric disturbances are

also at right angles to the line of force

Another argument in favour of the theory is

that it gives a real mathematical reason for the

fact that all good true conductors are exceed

ingly opaque. All metals, for instance, conduct

and are opaque. The conduction of electricity

by transparent liquids takes place in a different

manner from the conduction by metals, and

does not affect the deduction, which can be

shown mathematically to be a necessary conse

quence of the theory, namely, that all good true

conductors must be opaque to light. But far

more important evidence in favour of the view

that the ethers are not two, but one, is obtained

by comparing the velocities with which optical

and electro-magnetic disturbances are propagated

under different circumstances. If it can be

shown that the velocity of electro-magnetic in

duction is sensibly the same as that of light, not

only in air and vacuum, but in all transparent

bodies, we shall be quite sure that there are not

two ethers, but one ; for it would be unreason

able to suppose that the whole of every part of

space is filled with two ethers which are identical

in the only properties which we can examine,

but which are yet different and not the same.

And further, if the velocities nearly agree, but

not quite, wo must reserve our judgment ; but

we may be allowed to speculate on the possibility

of the same ether vibrating somewhat differently

when disturbed by electricity and by light On

the whole, a sufficiently close agreement has

been observed to give us fair hope that some

day the discrepancies may be explained and

eliminated ; and meanwhile the close agreement

of the velocities of light and electro-magnetic

induction in air and in gases, and the numerous

direct relations which exist between light and

electricity, leave us but little doubt that they are

very closely related, and that their effects are

but two forms of that common energy whose

nature is unknown, but which certainly under

lies all physical phenomena."

Besides these noveltios there is a tolerably

full statement of the leading facts and con

ventions in electrical science, systematically

arranged, and given with as much precision

as can be reasonably expected from one who

does not profess to be a mathematician. The

clear and lively style of the book makes it

pleasant reading for a learner, and the large

amount of information and reference regard

ing modern work which is collected in it

renders it a most valuable book to the pro

fessional investigator.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

The supplementary number of the Monthly

Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society has

been published. The most interesting paper

in it is by the Astronomer-Royal, and is itself

supplementary to one communicated by him to

the April meeting of the Society, ' On the

Theoretical Value of the Acceleration of the

Moon's Mean Motion in Longitude produced

by the Change of Excentricity of the Earth's

Orbit.' He remarks that in completing the

calculation for that paper he had limited him

self to the expressions for the change of magni

tude of the force which (historically) had been

adopted in the earliest investigations. In this

he has employed the more complete formula,

and the result diners but little from the vab;

found by Prof. Adams. In fact, the amomt

of the acceleration in longitude now finalit

determined by Sir George Airy is 6" '4773 in a

century, and he remarks that he cannot tern

nate his investigations without offering to Prot

Adams his " very hearty congratulations on hi'

success in making a correction so large to i

theory so important." We must give in his

own words the Astronomer-Royal's reflections

on the present state of this difficult point in

the theory of the moon's motion. " I think,'

he says, "that the lunar theory is now placed

in a difficult position. With the elemenU

formerly received the ancient eclipses were tot

well explained. With the modified theory the

agreement cannot be so good, and perhaps

is impossible. I am unwilling to abandon the

interpretation of the ancient eclipses, and I

think that reconciliation must be sought is

some new secular term, or in some alteration

of the mean motions either of the sua or of

the moon." It is at any rate satisfactory to

find the highest authorities now in agreement

with regard to the theoretic value of the hnu

acceleration. To tho late M. Delaunay is due,

as is well known, the suggestion that part of

the larger observed value is apparent, and pro

duced by a real retardation of the rotation of

the earth, which he thought might arise from

tidal action.

The same supplementary number of the

Monthly Notices contains Mr. Gill's complete

observations of the large comet (Comet I. 1880)

observed last February in the southern hemi

sphere ; the tail only being seen at the Cape

Observatory in the early days of that month

(commencing February 2nd), and the actual

observations of the nucleus extending from

February 10th to 15th. There is also a curious

paper by Mr. R. H. M. Bosanquet and Prot

A. H. Sayce, giving a translation of the in

scriptions on a Babylonian tablet recording

different appearances of the planet Venus under

the name Nin-si-anna, i.e., "Lady of the

defences of heaven."
The planetary discoveries of Herr Paliaa and

Prof. C. H. F. Peters announced in the Athe-

nctum of October 16th refer, in fact, to the same

planet, which was first discovered by Palis* at

Pola on September 30th, and afterwards inde

pendently by Peters at Clinton, New York, on

October 10th, who estimated the magnitude at

that time to be 9 -3. The known number of this

large family of small planets is, therefore, now

219.
No. 2346 of the Astronomische Xa&richtt*

contains Dr. Julius Schmidt's account of his

observations of the remarkable variable star dis

covered by Ceraski in the constellation of

Cepheus, to which reference has been made.

The period of variability is very nearly two daji

and a half, and the minima occurred during

October at times which correspond in Western

Europe to about midday and midnight alter

nately, so that the latter only could be observed

in Europe. The two next night minima w1-1

occur on the 17th inat. at 9h b6m p.m., and oi

the 22nd at 9" 36m p. m. , Greenwich time, aft

Knott observed a minimum at Cuckfield, Sussm

on October 23rd, at 11" 10" p.m. " When near

minimum," he remarks, " the colour of the

variable was thought by me to be slightly

ruddy. As it regained light this tint was

lost, and the colour appeared to be white °'

bluish white." Schmidt asks the attend

of observers to a very fine black spot in the

most northern belt of Jupiter, which appe»"

to indicate a rotation period five minutes shorter

than do tho strongly marked white clouda »

the central zone of the planet. The oppot

tunity is now favourable to test tho unequ*

length of the planet's rotation as shown by ™"
ferent spots, and it is desirable not to oonhnf

our interest exclusively to the red «P°t.
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Mr. H. Draper, of New York, announces to

the Frencli Academy {Compttt Hendtu for

October 26th) that he lias succeeded in photo

graphing the brilliant part of tho Orion nebula

the duration of exposure being fifty minutes.

*' Tho photographs, ' he says, " show very dis

tinctly the mottled appearance of the regions

near the trapezium, and will serve as a standard

of comparison for evidence of any future change

in this part of the nebula."

The first part of the seventh volume of the

Annate* of the Observatory of Moscow has been

published, under the superintendence of Prof.

Bredichin.

A Dun Echt circular from Lord Lindsay an

nounces the discovery by Mr. J. G. Lohse on

Sunday night of a faint comet in the constella

tion Lacerta. The place at half-past three

o'clock on Monday morning was R A. 2211 46™,

r; N. P.D. 47° 26', decreasing.

SOCIETIES.

GEOGRAPHICAL.—A'or. 8.—Lord Aberdare, Presi

dent, in the chnir.—The following gentlemen were

elected Fellow* : Sir (.'. F. Shand, Major-General

W. A. Fyers, t'o). R. Harrison, Messrs. R. Bavly,

W. Callow. H. Collier, C. Cooper, G. H. Drew, C. R.

Fenwick, W. Powell, and S. S. I'horburn.—The paper

read wu 'Journey to the Lukuga Outlet of Lake

Tanganyika, rid the North End of Lake Nyassa,' by

Mr. J. Thornton.

Geological.—Aor. 3.—R. Etheridge. Esq., Presi

dent, in the chair.—Mr. B. B. Woodward was elected

a Fellow.—The following communications were read

' On the Serpentine and Associated Rocks of Anglesey,

with a Note on the so-called Herpentiue of 1'orth

dinlleyn (Caernarvonshire),' by Prof. T. G. Bonney,

—'Note on the Occurrence of Remains of Recent

Plants in Brown Iron Ore.' by Mr. J. A. Phillips,—

and ' Notes on the Locality of some Fossils found in

the Carboniferous Rocks at T'ang Shan, situated, in

a N.N.E. direction, about 120 miles from Tientsin,

in the Province of Chib Li, China,' by Mr. J. W.

Carrail, with a Note by Mr. W. t'arruthers.

Arch.fological Institute.—A'or. 4.—Sir John

Maclean in the chair.—On this, the opening meeting

of a new session, the Chairman congratulated the

members upon the success of the second meeting of

the Institute at Lincoln, and on the exhibition of

helmets and mail held at the rooms of the Institute

in June.— Mr. C. D. E. Fortnum read a pa|>er 'On

Finger-Ring* and on some Engraved Gems of the

Early Christian Period,' which was in fact a con

tinuation of former papers by the author on the

same subject, which have been printed in the

ArchtrnUigical Journal. The paper treated re

spectively of Christian finger-rings, rings Christian

or otherwise, and engraved gems of various kinds.—

Prof. Westwood read a paper * On an Earthenware

Posset-pot inscribed "Job Heath, 17(12,"' and gave

an interesting account of the potters of the Heath

family in .Staffordshire, mention being also made of

earthenware gravestones which may be seen in the

district of Burslem.—Mr. Fortnum then read a

second paper, entitled 'Notes on other Signacula of

St. James of Compostella,' this subject being treated

by the author for the second time. It would appear

that jet — t lie azatache of the Spaniards—is in

digenous to Spain as well as to France and England ;

and Mr. r'ortnum's fine examples of figures of St.

James carved in this intractable material, and

emanating from Compostella about the middle of

the sixteenth century, show that the material was

both plentiful and held in high estimation. The

closing of monastic institutions in Italy appears to

have brought to light many hitherto hidden objects

of rarity and value.—Mr. l^parvel-Bayly read a

paper ' On Hadleigh Castle in Essex,' giving a care

ful historical and architectural account of this

little-known fortress. Its whole history, it was

shown, may, however, be found inscribed upon

the public records, and it seems probable that

Hadleigh Castle owed its erection to the master

mind of William of Wykeham. But Wykeham's

building took the place of an older structure, built

by Hubert de Burgh in the early part of the

thirteenth century. It finally passed from the

Crown in the time of Edward VI.—The Chairman

exhibited some fine enamels and bronzes from the

Summer Palace, and personal ornaments from the

South Sea Islands.—The Rev: A. Orlebar sent a fine

tilting-helm with the wooden crest of Sir John

Uostwick, Master of the Horse to Henry VIIL, as

well as a close helmet of the time of Charles I., of a

later member of that now extinct family, from their

tombs in Wellington Church, Beds.—Mr. Thompson

Watkin sent a photograph and notes on a remarkable

inscribed stone of the time of Septimus Severus,

found at Brough, Westmoreland, the Vetera; of the

llomans.

Chemical.—A'or. 4.— Prof. H. E. Roscoe in the

chair.—The following papers were read : ' On the

Compounds of Vanadium and Sulphur.' by Mr.

E.W. E.Kay,—'On the Atmospheric Oxidation of

Phosphorus, and some Reactions of Ozone and Per

oxide of Hydrogen,' by Mr. C. T. Kingzett : the

author concludes that in the above oxidation both

ozone and peroxide of hydrogen are formed ; the

former passes on in the current of air, the latter

remains in the water in which the phosphorus is

oxidized : in several experiments the proportion of

peroxide of hydrogen to the ozone formed was as

1 to 2,—' On the Action of Zinc Ethyl on Benzoylic

Cyanide,' by Messrs. E. Frank land and D. A. Louis,

—' On Bismuth and Bismuth Compounds,' bv Messrs.

M. M. P. Muir, G. B. Hoffmeister, and C. E.Robbs,—

1 On the Colour Properties ami Relations of the

Metals Copper, Nickel, Cobalt, Iron, Manganese, and

Chromium, by Mr. T. Bayley,—' Action of Diazo-

naphthalin on" Salicvlic Acid.' by Mr. P. Frankland,

—'On the Bari-Sulphates of Iron ' by Mr. S. Picker

ing,—'Fourth Report on Researches in Chemical

Dynamics,' by Messrs. C. R. A. Wright and A. E.

Menke,—' On some Nophthalin Derivatives,' by

Messrs. C. E. Armstrong and N. E. Graham,—and

' On Acetylorthoamidobenzoic Acid,' by Messrs. P. P.

Bedson and A. J. King.

Philological.—AVr. C—Mr. A. J. Ellis, Presi

dent, in the chair.—Mr. H. Sweetopened the adjourned

discussion on spelling reform. He reviewed the

temporary decisions arrived at by the meetings last

July, read from his printed 'Further Notes on Eng

lish Spellings,' that had been sent to all members,

passages from ( axton and Shakspeare in his altered

spelling, but in the pronunciation of their respective

times, and moved his printed resolutions on " Imme

diate Reforms of English Spelling." After much

discussion, the first three of these were carried in

the following form : 1. That an immediate partial

phonetic reform of English spelling is both desirable

and practicable. 2. That one of the chief objects

of such a reform is to facilitate the acquisition of

English spelling. 3. That the Society does not

pledge itself not to go beyond the principle of

etymological limitation in certain cases.—The dis

cussion will be resumed on November lHth.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—.Aw. 9.—Mr.

W. H. Barlow, President, in the chair.—The paper

read was 'On Machinery for Steel-making by the

Bessemer and the Siemens Processes,' by Mr. B.

Walker.—The Council reported that they had, since

the last announcement, transferred six gentlemen

from the class of Associated Members to the class

of Members, and had admitted thirty-eight Students.

Societv of Biblical Archeology—AV. 2.—

At the opening meeting of the session 1880-81, the

Secretary, in the absence of the author. Rev. A. H.

Sayce, read the following communication : ' On the

Bilingual Hittite and Cuneiform Inscription of

Tarkondemos.' Dr. Mordtmann appears to have

been the first (18fi2) to describe the boss bearing

the inscription of Tarkondemos. At that time it

was in the possession of M. Alexander Jovanoff, of

Constantinople, who had obtained it at Smyrna.

Made of very thin silver, 16j "English lines" in

diameter, circular in form, like half an orange, he

thought it must have served as the knob of a staff

or dagger. The outer surface was divided into two

fields, the inner and larger of which had the figure

of a clothed warrior standing erect in the centre,

holding a spear in the left hand, and surrounded by

a series of "symbols." Mr. Sayce, having come

across the description, and recognized the Hittite

character of the object, with some difficulty found

the periodical iu which the copy of it appeared, but

his doubts as to its genuineness were not satisfied

until he had compared Mordtmann's plate with the

various casts extant. This comparison at once

satisfied him that the copy we possess is as good as

the original itself. The cuneiform legend he read as

follows, "Tarrik Timme, King of the country of

Krme."—Mr. T. Tyler, M.A., read a paper 'On the

Inscription of Tarkutimme, and the Monuments

from Jerablus, in the British Museum.'—Remarks

were added by Rev. W. Wright, R. Cull, Rev. C. J.

Ball, Dr. Birch, and the Secretary reminded the

meeting that those who had seen the original silver

boss had pronounced it a forgery ; under any circum

stances it could hardly be thought to be of the age

stated. He also mentioned that the Society had a

quantity of "Hittite" type in progress of manu

facture, and hoped at an early date to publish

correct plates of both the inscriptions from

Hamath and Jerablus.

English Spelling Reform Association.—

Aov. 9.—Mr. A J. Ellis in the chair,—Mr. E. Jones

read a paper on the necessary conditions in a better

system of spelling intended for use in public ele

mentary schools. These conditions were that each

recognized sound should have a distinctive symbol ;

that the new spelling should be one that could be

easily and readily printed ; that it should be adapt

able to both writing and printing ; and that children

taught by it should be enabled to pass readily to the

ordinary spelling. The language at present was to

a large extent spelled phonetically, and the excep

tions could he levelled with comparatively small

change. If, therefore, reformers confined themselves

to adapting the existing material which was suffi

cient for the purpose, a better system could be

devised without difficulty.

M.iv
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MHBTTXOS FOR THH EN 8 1'ISO WEEK

Asiatic. 4.—' Indian Thelstlc Reformers.' lint M WUlu
Royal Academy , 8.—' Chemistry.' Mr A. 11 Church
Statistical, 7|. — President's Inaugural Adiimi; ' Tenth I

(if the United State* ot America.' lir F. J. Mouat.
Zoological. P.—' Additions to the Society's Menagerie daring;
June, July, August, and September,' the secretary ; * structure
and Ileyelopment of the skull of the ( rodeles.' Mr. W. K.
Parker j ' Pauraretlc and Ethiopian Species of llufo,' Mr. O. A.
Boulenger.

CItU Engineers, 8.—Renewed Discussion on 1 Machinery for
Steel-Making'; 'New Zealand Hallways,' Mr. J. P. Maxwell;
'Ceylon hallways,' Mr J. H. Mouse.

Meteorological, 7.—'Table of Helatlrr Humidity,' Mr. E. E.
llymond ; 'Rainfall in South Africa.' Mr. J. O. Gamble .
' Meteurology of Mackay, Queensland.' Mr H. L. Roth ; ' Ther-
mometrtcal Observations on board ship.' Capt. W F. Caborue.

Society ot Aria, 8.—The Chairman's Opening Address
Geological, 8 —' Abnormal Geological Deposits iu the Bristol

District.' Mr. C. Moore; ' Interglaelal Deposits of West
Cumberland and North Lancashire,' Mr J. li. Kendall.

British Archaeological Association. 8. -'The
Tower of 1 ■.. ,' Mr. C. 11. Conipton . - Hemalns of a i
WaU, Tower of London.' Mr B P. L. Brock.

.Royal, i' twiii mi Properties and chemical Character of
Beryllium' and 'Molecular Heat and Volume of the Rare
Earths and their Sulphates,' Measrs 1. F, Sllsou and O

'Absorption Spectra of (Intuit Salts.' Dr. W. J.
' IRolId f '

retteracn; 'Arieurpllnn spc(
Russell ; ' Friction of Water against Solid Si
Degroee of Roughness,' Prof. W. C. Unwux.

— Numismatic, 7.
Royal Academy, 8.—' Chemistry,' Mr. A H Church.
Lliinoan. 8 —' Classification of Gasteropoda.' Dr. J. D McDonald j

* Proliferous Condition of l*eroa«cuwi Nigrum,' Ree. O. Henslow ,
' Mrt'ihdrtia McDonaldii. the Type of a New Order of Vermes,'
Dr. O. Dobson ; ' tioritntt* Capmnt.' M<*»rs I'. McOwan anil
H. Bolus : ' Australian Fungi,' Rev. M. J. Berkeley.

Chemical. 8. — ' Oxide of Manganese.' Mr s Pickering; 'Alu
minium Alcohols. l*art I. Their Preparation by means of the
Aluminium Iodine Reaction.' Measrs. J. 1{. Gladstone and A.
Tribe, ' Synthetical Production of Sew Acids of the Prruvk-
Serlee,' Part II., Mr. E Moriti.

Philological, » -Spelling 1

jJrirnxf 6/Jnsiu.

On St. Andrew's Day, November 30th, the

anniversary meeting of the Royal Society will

be held and the Council elected for the year

ensuing. The following nomination paper has

been issued to the Fellows : President, W.

Spottiswoode ; Treasurer, J. Evans; Secretaries,

Prof. G. G. Stokes and Prof. T. H. Huxley ;

Foreign Secretary, Prof. A. W. Williamson ;

Other Members of the Council, W. H. Barlow,

Rev. Prof. T. G. Bonney, G. Busk, Right Hon.

Sir R A. Cross, E. Dunkin, A. J. Ellis, T. A.

Hirst, W. Hugging, Prof. J. Marshall, Prof.

D. Oliver, Prof. A. Newton, Prof. W. Odling,

H. T. Stainton, Sir J. Paget, Bart., W. H.

Perkin, and Lieut. -Gen. R Strachey.

The new number of the Bulletin of the

Imperial Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg,

among chemical, astronomical, and natural his

tory papers, contains two by Mr. A. Famintzin

on a subject which has of late given occasion

for much experimental research, namely, 'De

la Decomposition de l'Acide Carbonique par les

Plantes sous l'Kclairago Artiticiel' and ' EfFet

de l'lntensitcS de la Lumiere sur la Decomposi

tion de l'Acide Carbonique par les Plantes.'

M. Poirot, in a note to the Acadernie des

Sciences ' Sur les Effets produits par la Culture

de 1' Absinthe comme Insectifuge et sur son

Application Preventive contre le Phylloxera,'

states that no insect is ever found in the

neighbourhood of Artemisia absinthium, and

that branches of wormwood laid upon the soil

act as fertilizers, and rid tho vines of the

phylloxera.

Dr. Salvator Vinci, of Catania, announces

to scientific societies, by " proclamation," that

a great revolution in the physical sciences is at

hand, and that he has discovered, and will demon

strate ere long by indubitable and invincible

proofs, that the essence of heat, of light, of elec

tricity, of magnetism, and of life is—oxygen.

The Graham Medal in gold, value about 121.,

will be awarded for the best paper in pure or

applied chemistry at the end of the present
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session by the Chemical Section of the Philo

sophical Society of Glasgow. Papers are to be

sent not later than February 1st, 1881, to the

secretary of the section.

The forthcoming number of the Zeitschrift der

Deutsch - morgenldndischen Gesellschaft will con

tain an interesting article by Prof. August

Muller, of Halle, ' On Arabic Sources for the

History of Indian Medicine.'

Spallanzani, the celebrated professor of

natural history at Padua, who died on the 30th

of February, 1799, is at last likely to have a

monument to his memory erected in his native

town, Scandiano, in the duchy of Modena, where

he was born on the 12th of January, 1729. The

secretary of the Acade'mie des Sciences, at the

Seance of October 26th, announced the opening

of a subscription for this purpose.

M. Panchon on October 26th made an in

teresting communication to the Acade'mie des

Sciences on the influence of light on germina

tion. He measured the quantities of oxygen

absorbed by identical lots of seeds in light and

darkness. Light accelerates the absorption in a

very constant manner, regulated by the degree

of illumination, the absorption being accelerated

by low temperatures. M. Panchon states that

the absorptive acceleration produced by day

light is continued for several hours in darkness.

FINE ARTS

The BrXTT.ENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of WATER-COLOUR
DRAWINGS U NOW 01"EN at THOMAS M'LEAN'S Gallery, 7,
Haymarket. next the Theatre —Admission, including Catalogue, 1 •

DORR'S GREAT WORKS. 'CHRIST LEAVING the PRfTORIUM,'
* C1LR1ST ENTERING JERUSALEM.' and ' The BRAZEN SERPENT '
(the latter Just completed), each 33 by 22 feet, with ' Dream of Pilule's
Wife,' 'Soldier* of the Crow,' 'Night of the Crucifixion,' 'House of
OilaphM,' &i . at the DORS GALLERY, 35, New Bond Street. Dally,
Ten to Six.— la.

GIFT-BOOKS.

Dateiel's Bible Gallery : Illustrations from the

Old Testament. (Routledge & Sons.)—This

large and costly volume is handsomely bound

in white vellum and cloth, and is ornamented

with decorations in gold and red. It con

tains woodcuts of at least average merit, re

producing designs by some of the noteworthy

artists of the day. The best known of them

are Sir F. Leighton, Messrs. Poynter, F. M.

Brown, H. H. Armstead, S. Solomon, G. F.

Watte, E. B. Jones, and W. H. Hunt. All the

designs were cut by, or for, Messrs. Dalziel

Brothers. The subjects of the illustrations

have been chosen for their dramatic and pic

turesque rather than their didactic, ethical, or

historical qualities. A prefatory notice Bays that

"these Bible pictures' are from original draw

ings made expressly for this publication, and

never before published. The fact is that

several of them have been reproduced from

pictures and designs made long ago by the

artiste, but they are not the less valuable on

that account. The most liberal and powerful

contributors to the series are the P.R.A. and

Mr. Poynter. Messrs. Solomon, Armstead (not

" Armistead," as the Contents has it), and E.

Amiitage (not " Armytage ") have given full

measure. Mr. F. M. Brown's 'Death of Eglon'

retains all its startling and quaint elements, but

few of those characteristics which give force

and passion to a wonderfully dramatic and

energetic work ; nor are the colour and chiar

oscuro of the original picture adequately repro

duced in the cut. This artist's vigorous and

most original ' Elijah and the Widow's Son ' lias

suffered less, but it by no means retains all its

value. 'Joseph's Coat,' by the same painter, is

the most fortunate of three reproductions of Mr.

Brown's pictures, but even this might be better

than it is. The prefatory note declares that the

promoters of this book have been engaged on it

for many years, and there is proof of this in the

date " 1803" on Mr. Hunt's single design of

' Eliezer and Rebekah at the Well,' the fine and

sound draughtsmanship of which, e.g., the bare

leg of the male figure, has hardly obtained

justice at the wood-cutter's hands. The figure

of the messenger is too " intense," and that of

the damsel is somewhat self-consciously graceful ;

but it has much beauty, and is, above all, marked

by nobility of style, a certain stateliness which

is taking. Among the best of Sir F. Leighton's

contributions is ' Cain and Abel,' the conception

of which is highly original. ' The Death of the

First-born,' by the same painter, is a remark

ably sculpturesque composition, admirably suited

to the subject, and reminding us of a Cinque-

cento bas-relief ; the boldest and most impressive

of all is ' Samson carrying the Gates,' which

evinces so powerful a grasp of the subject that

the idea deserves to be painted on a large scale,

for which its simplicity and energy are adapted.

' Samson and the Lion' is less fortunate, but this

may be owing to the scale of the figures ; it lacks

nothing of passion. Every one will admire

'The Sun and Moon Stand Still,' by Mr.

Armstead ; it is full of movement, is com

posed m a picturesque manner, and tells the

story perfectly. Hardly less admirable is ' The

Fall of the Walls of Jericho,' by the same

artist, the motive of which recalls the

grandly monumental character of ono of Blake's

pictures of still passion. This book has been

so long delayed that we recognize with fresh

zest Mr. Solomon's skill and just feeling for

Biblical subjects. Every one must admire

his ' Melchizedek blesses Abram. ' The figure

of the boy in ' Abraham and Isaac ' is first-rate,

but that of the old man and the conception of

the subject are not acceptable. Much better is

' The Infant Moses,' where pathos and a dainty

grace unite with picturesque composition. There

are considerable disproportions in ' Naomi and

Obed,' which mar a good design. The best of

Mr. Solomon's designs is ' Hosannah ! ' that

figure of the young Jewish priest with the harp

which we all know well. We regret that it is

impossible to devote to Mr. Poynter's contribu

tions so large a share of our space as their

merits deserve. They are all remarkable for

dramatic conception, characteristic accuracy of

draughtsmanship, costume, and details ; they

abound in incident and are extraordinarily well

arranged, i.e., each figure has been placed in

right relationship to its fellows and accompani

ments. The last is a quality of the highest im

portance, and imparts a strong individuality as

well as verisimilitude to the compositions, which

in consequence look unusually like nature. The

position—by which word we do not mean the

attitude—of Joseph in 'Joseph before Pharaoh,'

especially with regard to the colonnade behind,

is proof of careful study and the uncommon

solidarity of the designer's view of his subject.

Here, however, the important figures lack

grandeur and dignity ; their subordinates are of

much greater value. ' Pharaoh honours Joseph '

would make a splendid picture, because it

exhibits potentialities of colour in combination

with a simple and stately design of a subject

which suits the mind of the artist much better

than ' Moses keeping Jethro's Sheep. ' But Mr.

Poynter's most picturesque and dramatic con

tribution is the remarkable ' Moses and Aaron

before Pharaoh,' a varied and complex com

position, which in painting would " come

out " wonderfully. We should also like to see

' Miriam ' dancing painted. When we have

further mentioned Mr. E. B. Jones's 'Parable

of the Boiling Pot,' we have named the best

of these designs. Most of the others are very

inferior.

The Schools of Modern Art in Germany. By

J. B. Atkinson. Illustrated. (Seeley, Jack

son & Halliday. )—This volume consists of a

reprint of articles contributed to the Port

folio, with the corresponding etched versions

of chosen pictures. Mr. Atkinson has stated his

opinions about German art and artiste of this

century clearly and carefully, and in doing so

has imparted the results of a large stock of

knowledge, many inquiries, and wide study.

He has wisely dealt with his subject from

a geographical point of view. After a general

discourse on the history of German art and the

effect of historical events on the modern deve

lopment of design in that country, especially the

transplantation from Rome to Munich of the *>

called " revival " of that guasi-classicism which

was created by Cornelius and Overbeck, he pro

ceeds to treat of painting as it exists in the ceatn

of culture in the Bavarian, Prussian, and Austrian

dominions, in Munich, Dusseldorf, Berlin, and

Vienna, treating each as a distinct province

of art. In no other way does it seem possible

for a writer to grasp the true general charac

teristics of a theme such as this. German

art, with a few splendid exceptions, is marked

by timidity rather than by greatness, by demon

strative action rather than by dignity or energy,

and that reserve which never fails where cul

ture is something more than learning, where

education does not mean acquirements, where

artists are not professors. Our author has

given a comprehensive view of his subject,

not selecting only those masterpieces Thich

stand out in a dull world of mediocrity. His

sympathies are wide, but he has studied

in academies rather than in the workshops

of the naturalists. His mind has not been

disturbed by over-sensitiveness, and his opinions

are scholarly. We like his estimate of the

greatest of modern German masters, Alfred

Rethel, although it appears to us that the

influence of Durer on the designs of the

frescoes in the Town Hall of Aix-Ja-Chapelle,

'Death the Avenger' and 'Death the fViend,'

was of no account, while the art of Holbein is

supreme in the conception and execution of

these tremendous but unequal compositions.

A certain tendency to be sententious as well as

didactic mars many pages of a book which has

been prepared with creditable industry, and is

in every respect worthy of its subject, large and

ambitious as that is.

The Gianta and the Cam, from Byron's Pod

to Ely. Drawn and Etched by R. Farrer.

(Macmillan & Co.)—Here is a series oi neat

and pretty etchings, taken from those pic

turesque points of view on the river and its

banks in which all Cambridge men delight

Although the graceful sketches are not devoid

of artistic merit, their associations are more

noticeable than their technical value, and

therefore we place the work of Mr. Farrer among

the "gift-books" rather than with engravings

and etchings. In thirty-five views the clever and

neat-handed draughtsman leads us down the

Cam. After many struggles with excessively

troublesome scraps of loose tissue paper, need

lessly placed to protect the prints, we can select

for special praise ' Byron's Pool,' ' Grandchester

Meadows,' ' King's Bridge,' and the very bril

liant and pure ' Trinity Bridge,' the reflections of

which in the smooth water are capitally drawn.

' Magdalene College ' is delicate and broad. The

sky in ' Stourbridge Common ' is meritorious,

and the etching is the most solid of a series

of which the chief defects are occasionally weak

draughtsmanship and amateurishness.

THE VOLTERRA OASKET.

Oldlands, Ucltfield, Nov. «, 1S»-

Many years ago the late M. Lenormant, of the

Bibliothuque (then) Royale at Paris, showed me

a cast of the ivory casket described in the Athe

naeum of to-day (p. 615), which cast M. Lenor

mant had procured from Voltcrra.

Instead of being of the fifth or sixth century,

the probable date of this casket is the eleventh

or twelfth. A casket in many respects similar

is in the public museum at Arezzo, another in

the sacristy of the cathedral of Lyons, another

was in the sacristy of the monastery of La Cava,

and I have seen some twenty or more in public

or private collections elsewhere. The finest I

have seen is that now in the South Keiisington

Museum, which once belonged to the collegiato
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church of Veroli ; the sides of another, taken to

pieces and badly put together (some of the

figures being upside down), have been used to

cover the front of the "Cathedra Petri" pre

served in St. Peter's at Rome.

In the memoir which I wrote in 1870 to

accompany plates of the Cathedra Petri pub

lished by the Society of Antiquaries, 1 went in

Appendix III. at some length into the reasons
■why ivory carvings of this class should be

assigned to the eleventh or twelfth century for

their date and to Constantinople as their place

of origin. I then said of them : "They are all

characterized by certain peculiarities and man

nerisms. Among these are an exaggerated

slendemess of limb, a marked prominence of

the knee-joints, and a way of rendering the hair

by a mass of small knobs. The subjects are

generally taken from some mythological story,

and some work of classical art has, in many

cases, evidently been copied by the ivory carver,

but the story is often misunderstood and mis

represented, and the movement of the figures

copied with so much exaggeration as to become

ridiculous ; animals are generally represented

with much truth and spirit and in very natural

attitudes. The execution is usually remarkably

neat and sharp, and the state of preservation of

the ivory very good." Alei. Nksbitt, F.S.A.

P.S.—Carvings of this class have been very

generally supposed to date from the classical

period. The fact that the labours of Hercules

form the subjects of many of the tablets attached

to the Cathedra Petri has been used as an

argument to prove that the chair was probably

the curule chair of the Senator Pudens, but

they are not really constituent parts of the

It is said that Mr. Harry Quilter, whose

monograph on Giotto we reviewed a short

time since, has succeeded to the place long

occupied by Mr. Tom Taylor in connexion

with " Fine Art " and the Time*.

In addition to the drawings by British and

foreign painters which were mentioned in these

columns as likely to be included in the forth

coming Grosvenor Gallery Exhibition, Sir

Coutts Lindsay has obtained promises of the

loan of a considerable number of designs and

studies for decorations made by Messrs. E.

Bume Jones, Walter Crane, W. B. Richmond,

and others.

*** w« simply copied the date given in the

official catalogue.

.-(Fine- "rt v'esnip.

The Royal Academicians and Associates will

meet on the 18th inst. to elect a Treasurer. In

the course of January they will probably choose

four new A.R.A-s.

The approaching Winter Exhibition of the

Royal Academy will be exceptionally rich in

interest through the liberality of several owners

of fine pictures. For instance, Mrs. Hope has

agreed to lend the whole of that large collection

of Dutch pictures which is famous all over

Europe. A large selection will be mado from

the gallery of the Earl of Carnarvon. Lord

Cowper's collection at Panshangcr will furnish

many great attractions, including the little

Raphael. Many drawings by Flaxman, com

prising those the Academy has bought, and ex

amples belonging to the Flaxman Gallery, Uni

versity College, London, will be arranged in

a separate room at Burlington House. The

Academy will open its doors on the first Mon

day in January next, as usual.

The "sale season" may be said to begin on

the 27th inst., when Messrs. Christie, ManBon

& Woods will offer by auction a collection of

ancient and modern water-colour and other

drawings and pictures. Many of these works

represent the modern, not the current, French

school, and include examples by Gericault, such

as studies for the 'Race of the Barberi in Rome,'

from the antique and the nude, groups pre

pared for the ' Wreck of the Medusa,' horses

drawn for ' Le Marechal - Ferrant,' ' Adelphi

Wharf,' and the like. There are drawings by

P. Potter, G. Romano, G. da Bologna, Par-

megiano, Claude, Le Sueur, N. Poussin, Girodet-

Trioson, Decamps, Charlet, and Gros. Among

the pictures are works ascribed to Bonington,

Charlet, Gericault, Girodet-Trioson, Gros,

Marilhat, T. Rousseau, Van Dyck, Poussin,

Rembrandt, Luini, Mantegna, Marcellis, and

Rubens. Most of these examples belonged to

the late M. His de la Salle.

The private view of the Hanover Gallery

Exhibition, 47, New Bond Street, is appointed

for to-day (Saturday). It contains oil paintings

by British artists and original drawings and

sketches for Punc/i. The collection will be

opened to the public cn Monday next.

General di Cesnol* has so far recovered

from his recent illness as to be able to take

carriage exercise.

Messrs. Ao.tew & Sons are about to publish

the under-mentioned engravings from popular

pictures : ' Imprisoned,' by Mr. S. Cousins,

after Mr. Briton Riviere ; the same painter's

' Persepolis,' which was at the Royal Academy

in 1878, has been engraved by Mr. F. Stac-

poole. M. Waltner lias made great progress

with a large and vigorous etcliing from F.

Walker's ' Wayfarers,' which represents a

youth leading a blind man in a land

scape. Mr. Millais's portraits of Mr. W. E.

Gladstone and Mr. John Bright, as engraved

by Mr. T. O. Barlow, are nearly ready for pub

lication, together with ' The Bride of Lammer-

moor,' by the same artists, a companion to their

' Eftie Deans.' M. Waltner has in hand an

etching after Mr. E. B. Jones's picture 'A

Sibyl,' which was lately at the Grosvenor Gal

lery Exhibition.

The system adopted for free admission on

Sundays to the exhibition of pictures at the

Royal Institution, Manchester, this season is

by ticket, and for last Sunday, the first free

one, about 3,000 tickets were issued, but a

portion only of the holders availed themselves

of the privilege of entry, owing presumably to

the bad state of the weather in Manchester.

The rooms, however, were well filled.

At Messrs. Agnew & Sons' Gallery, Old Bond

Street, may be seen a considerable number of

pictures, the more important of which we have

already criticized. Our readers will, however,

not regret to have an opportunity for seeing the

following examples, some of which are novelties.

There are two luminous and rich waterfalls

painted by W. Davis of Liverpool, ' The Moun

tain Stream ' (No. 3) and ' Near Bettws-y-Coed '

(8). ' Odd Fish ' (4), by Mr. J. E. Hodgson, is

acceptable on account of the beautiful painting

of fish in an Algerian shop. ' The Doctor's

Visit ' (17), an interior with an Algerian lady,

by the same, will be remembered. ' Young

Eyes for the Old ' (21), a child threading a

needle for an aged woman, is by M. E.

Frere ; likewise 'The Young Translator' (60),

'The Little Drummer' (117), and 'A House

at Antwerp ' (158). 'A Winter's Morning '

(27) is a glowing snow - piece by M. L.

Miinthe. Hurr Schenck's masculine ' Goats in

Distress ' (31) we admired at the Salon some

years ago. Signor H. Corrodi's ' Moonlight,

Venice,' (53) has many charms. ' The Con

noisseur examining a Painting ' (57), by M.

E. Fichel, shows the best form of a hack

neyed subject, and is careful and delicate.

' Brothers of the Brush ' (66), painters at work

on the front of a dismal London house, by Mr.

E. Crowe, impressed us long ago at the

Academy. ' The Concert ' (80), a musical

party, is among the more refined of the works

of M. Tissot. Although it is deficient in bril

liancy, and to be improved by additions to the

beauty of the ladies, there is abundance of cha

racter in this noteworthy picture. By the

same is ' Blue and White ' (87), a party at

breakfast in the bay window of au old room.

Mr. Edwin Ellis has painted with power, richness

of tone and colour, but with each element

pitched too high for refinement, and every

part exaggerated, an interesting coast scene

called ' Towing Timber, Barmouth ' (89). ' The
Wroodlands ' (93), though hot in colour, has

most of the fine qualities of the art of its

painter, Mr. Linnell. Besides these we noticed

' Half Hours with the Best Authors ' (102), girls

asleep over "good books," by Mr. Calderon ;

two sketches—' Study of Trees ' (126) and

' Study of a Horse ' (129)—by G. Mason ;

'Moonlight' (134), by J. Stark ; 'A Study

from Nature ' (138), by Constable ; ' The

Festival of Pomona ' (153), the energetic dance

of a Roman family in a garden, by Mr. Alma

Tadema ; and other works by Messrs. T. Faed,

J. Bertrand, J. D. Watson, F. Heilbuth, H.

Hardy, B. Riviere, P. A. Protais, L. Fildes,

G. Morland, Crome, Nosmyth, Bonington, J.

Holland, and John Brett.

We have been overwhelmed with letters

regarding Constable's picture in Nayland

Church, with which we have no space to deal

this week.

MUSIC

THE WEEK.

Hkr Ifajesty's.—' Lea Huguenot* ' and ' La Favorita.'
Cktstal Palace.—Fifth Saturday Concert.
Ht. James's Hall.—Monday Popular Concert*.

TnE cognotcenti of the opera have waited

long for the advent of a new dramatic

soprano worthy to ho accounted a legitimate

successor of Pasta, Schroeder Devrient,

Grisi, and Tietjens. That Madame Qio-

vannoni Zacchi will fill the vacant place

does not seem likely, for she lacks some of

the attributes which are most desired in a

great lyric artist. But it is doing her no

more than justico to say that her assump

tion of the r6le of Valentine in ' Les

Huguenots ' last Thursday week was more

satisfactory than any witnessed of recent

years on a London stage. She is possessed

of a full, powerful, and penetrating voice,

unalloyed by vibrato, and apparently under

good control. Madamo Zacchi refrained

from attempting that great test of vocal

enduranco, the sustained c in the duet

with Marcel ; but at other times the compass

of the music did not appear to occasion her

any inconvenience. Her style is essentially

dramatic, although she did not manifest the

possession of any extraordinary histrionic

powers. A further opportunity of gauging

her capacity will be afforded by her em

bodiment of Lucrezia Borgia, advertised

for Thursday evening. The less said about

the general interpretation of Meyerbeer's

masterpiece the better. With the exception

of Madamo Trebelli, the whole of the per

formers were unsatisfactory, and some of

them beneath criticism. On Friday Signor

Manfrini, another debutant, essayed the

difficult rile of Fernando, with very indif

ferent success. It was stated in the house

that the singer had only arrived from Italy

on the same day, and much may be excused

under the circumstances. But Signor Man

frini has obviously passed the plenitude of

his natural powers, and, though still capable

of good declamation, cannot render justice

to such an air as " Spirto gentil." The public,

thanks to Mr. Armit, is being enabled to

form a decisive opinion of the present status
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of lyrical art in Italy. The experiment is

instructive, and in a certain degree interest

ing; but it is far from pleasing. Com

parisons may be invidious, but they are

sometimes necessary ; and if we contrast

the present performances at Her Majesty's

Theatre with those given under Mr. Carl

Rosa's management last winter, it becomes

a question whether the time has not arrived

for hackneyed Italian operas performed by

third-rate artists to give place to something

infinitely superior in lyric art. Public sup

port is a matter of certainty ; it is the enter

prise alone that is wanting.

After many years of undeserved neglect

the works of Hector Berlioz seem at length

to be taking the position to which, in spite

of occasional eccentricities, they are fairly

entitled. It is only a few months since his

' Harold ' Symphony was given at St.

James's Hall, under the direction of Mr.

Ganz, and last Saturday it formed the

opening number of the programme at the

Crystal Palace, where it had been previously

given in November, 1878, just two years

ago. Every fresh opportunity of hearing

this most interesting work enhances our

opinion of its great musical value. Much

that on a first acquaintance appears vague

or crude becomes clear as we grow more

familiar with it. This is especially the case

with the " Orgy of Brigands," which forms

the finale, and absolutely demands study

and repeated hearing for its proper appre

ciation. We still adhere to our opinion that

the second and third movements (the " Pil-

frims' March" and "Serenade") are the

nest parts of the work ; but we feel sure

that the whole symphony needs only to be

well known to become, in the best sense of

the term, a favourite with the public. The

performance on Saturday was most excellent,

the solo viola part being admirably ren

dered by Herr Straus. A very interesting

novelty was produced at the concert in

Mozart's charming serenade for stringed

orchestra, entitled ' Eine kleine Nacht-

musik.' This is one of a class of pieces of

which Mozart produced at least a dozen,

hardly any of which are generally known in

this country. The work in question was

written in 1787, four years before the com

poser's death, and a month or two before

'Don Giovanni'; it therefore dates from

its composer's ripest period. It is but a

small piece as regards length, but every

movement bears the genuine Mozart stamp

and reveals its author at once. The charac

ter of the melodies, the simplicity and, at the

same time, the perfect finish of the work

manship, are as characteristic of the com

poser as anything to be found in ' Don

Giovanni ' or ' Figaro.' Though the work

is published among Mozart's quartets, it is

evident, both from the inscription on the

autograph and from the style of the music,

that it was not intended for solo instru

ments, and that therefore the performance

at the Crystal Palace by the whole of the

strings was not open to the objection eo

frequently and justly urged against the

performance of chamber music by full

orchestra. Madime Koch-Bossenberger,

from the Royal Opera, Hanover, made her

first appearance at the Crystal Palace on

Saturday. She possesses a soprano voice

of sufficient power and very remarkable

compass, ascending with apparent ease to

f in alt. She gave a concert aria by

Mozart, "Ma che vi fece, o stelle," with

great brilliancy, and subsequently songs

by Jensen, Schubert, and Eckert, besides

Philine's air from Thomas's ' Mignon.'

M. Saint-Saens's clever Overture to ' La

Princesse Jaune ' concluded the concert.

With the resumption of the Monday

Popular Concerts at St. James's Hall

last Monday the London musical season

may be said to have commenced in earnest.

The history of Mr. S. Arthur Chappell's

enterprise, which has now entered upon its

twenty-third year, is too familiar to need

recapitulation. Happily the Popular Con

certs are now an established institution, and

they have done more to promote a taste for,

and a knowledge of, high-class music than

any other concerts in London. The pro

gramme of Monday last included one item

of great interest. This was Mozart's Sere

nade in e flat for two oboes, two clarinets,

two bassoons, and two horns, written in the

year 1781, immediately after 'Idomeneo.'

A somewhat later work for the same com

bination of instruments—the Serenade in

o minor—was produced last February at

one of the Saturday Popular Concerts,

and noticed in our columns (Athen. No. 2730).

The serenade given on Monday, while

in no way inferior to its companion, is

even more attractive in style, being less

serious in tone and much more brilliant.

It was originally written for six instruments

only, the addition of the oboes having been

an afterthought. Hence the clarinet parts

are much more important in this work than

in the Serenade in c minor, and the music

gains in proportion. Of the five move

ments of which the work consists it is diffi

cult to select one for special praise ; but the

favourite number will probably be the adagio

—an exquisite conversation between the in

struments, of which Mozart knew so well

how to show off the distinctive features. The

serenade is by no means easy for any of the

executants; but the performance by Messrs.

Dubrucq, Horton, Lazarus, Egerton, Wotton,

Haveron, Mann, and Standen was perfection.

Finer playing could not have been desired.

It is to be hoped that Mr. Chappell may con

tinue his researches among Mozart's Sere

nades and Divertimenti ; he will find many

works which are well worth reviving. There

is, for instance, the delightful Serenade in

b flat for thirteen wind instruments, which

as a piece of tono colour is superior to

either of the works he has yet given us ; and,

to name but one other, there is a charming

Divertimento in d for strings, one oboe, and

two horns, recently published for the first

time in the new edition of Mozart's works,

which would well repay his attention. The

rest of Monday's programme consisted of

familiar pieces. Mdlle. Janotha played

Mendelssohn's Variations in e flat ; Signor

Piatti gave Locatelli's Sonata in d ; and

Beeethoven's Trio, Op. 11, in which the

pianist was joined by Mr. Lazarus and

SignorPiatti, concludedthe concert. Madame

Koch-Bossenberger, of whose debut at the

Crystal Palace we have already spoken, was

the vocalist.

tion has now entered on the eleventh year of ia

existence, and we cannot doubt it has been the

means of promoting improvement in the musical

arrangements of many churches. Forty-two

choirs took part in the afore-mentioned service,

the total number of voices amounting to 65?,

or 273 boys and 386 men. The music was,

as usual, composed expressly for the occasion.

The double chants were by Mr. F. G. Ogboiirne;

the ' Magnificat ' and ' Nunc Diinittis by Mr.

C. E. Stephens ; an eight-part anthem, " The

Lord hear thee in the day of trouble," by Mr.

Hamilton Clarke ; and hymn tunes by Messrs.

W. H. Bayne, J. B. Calkin, J. R Murray,

J. F. Bridge, and F. E. Gladstone. Mr. H. R.

Bird was the organist, and Mr. J. R Murray

the choirmaster.

The prospectus of the Royal Albert Hall

Choral Society, which reached ua just too late

for notice last week, announces a series of eight

concerts for the coming season, the first of

which took place on Thursday, when 'Judas

Maccabseus ' was given. The other worts

selected for performance are the 'Messiah/

'Elijah,' the 'Hymn of Praise,' Rossini's

' Stabat Mater,' and Macfarren's ' St John the

Baptist,' which has not before been heard at the

Royal Albert Hall. The prospectus further

states that arrangements are pending for a

grand performance of Sullivan's '.Martyr of

Antioch.' Mr. Joseph Barnby will continue to

hold the post of conductor, and Dr. Stainer will,

as heretofore, preside at the organ.

Haydn's ' Creation ' was given si the first

concert of the Brixton Choral Society, con

ducted by Mr. W. Lemare, last Monday

evening.

At Mr. George Riseley's fourth Monday

Popular Concert at the Colston Hall, on the 1st

inst. , Schumann's Symphony in b flat, and the

overtures to ' Ruy Bias,' ' Tannhauser,' ' Semi-

ramide,' and ' Der Freischutz,' were the chief

works performed.

It iB intended next May to give three com

plete performances of Wagner's 'Ring dea

Nibelungen ' at Berlin, in the Victoria Theatre.

The Leipzig Opera company is to be engaged,

and to be supported by Frau Materna, Herr

and Frau Yogi, and Herren Jager and Reichen-

berg. Herr Seidl is to be the conductor.

DRAMA

LYCEUM THEATRE.
SOLE LESSEE and MANAGER, MB. HENRY D1YDTO.

The CORSICA* BROTHERS' Eyerr Night »t 9X1 LOUS."1
FABIEN DEI FKANCHI. Mr IRVING. At J30. X*r'0?,p>v

Igfasiral ©flsssirj.

The annual festival service of the London

Church Choir Association was held in St. Paul's

Cathedral on Thursday, the 4th. This associa-

Doors at ;
IRVING.

MOBNING PERFORMANCES of '
SATURDAYS, November 13th and 20th: aJ*, M WI>
:'£. November 17th, at 2 30. Box Office <Mr. Hunt) up"NB8DAY NEXT. November 17th at 2 30. Box Office < Mr. 1

lotos. Scau booked by letter ortclegnun.

THE WEEK.

Princess's.— ■ Hamlet.' Hamlet, Mr. Edwin Booth.

There are two sources from which a light

of illumination may be directed by an in

dividual actor upon a character such as

Hamlet. From accumulated stores of

analysis and criticism there may be drawn

a conception which, embodying the latest

conclusions of scholarship, is to the play

goer what a critical text is to the student,

or the passionate temperament and the

insight of an individual exponent may

charge a representation with a fire which

burns through it and reveals what before

was hidden. A man capable of the htta

effort is a great actor, one who accorn-

plishes the former and easier task is ordi

narily described as a sound artist. Mr.

Booth is a sound artist.

So far as the present generation is con

cerned, Signor Salvini's representation 01

Othello is the principal, if not the only,

instance that has been witnessed of revela
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tion emanating directly and wholly from the

actor. Since the retirement of Macready a

dozen more or less competent artists—Eng

lish, French, German, Italian—have brought

to bear upon the character of Hamlet a large

amount of very varied reading and of intelli

gent speculation. Before the arrival of

Mr. Booth—dismissing all thought of his

brief season at the Haymarket in 1861, and

regarding the present performance as his

debut—four men may be held to have con

tributed during the present half century

to the adequate interpretation of Hamlet.

These are Emil Devrient, who from Ger

man sources threw a strong light upon the

manner in which certain scenes are to be

played ; Charles Kean, who, foraging in

the past, selected and discarded with judg

ment ; Fechter, who brought a large amount

of intelligence to bear upon stage business,

and as an iconoclast did good service ; and

Mr. Irving, who, with an insight subtler

than any of his predecessors whom we have

named, went near informing the character

with something before unrecognized, and

would probably have succeeded in so doing

had not a curiously erratic and occasionally

grotesque method impaired the value of his

efforts, and drawn on him a kind of criticism

which discouraged further experiment.

Mr. Booth's chief merit consists in giving

a most temperate, thoughtful, and judicious

rendering of Hamlot. The latest conclusions

of scholarship are accepted by him and repro

duced upon the stage ; there is no attempt to

force upon the public new readings solely

on account of their novelty ; variations from

former practice are enforced by a certain

amount of authority; and there are few

recent suggestions of criticism the value of

which has not apparently been tested. From

the German stage Mr. Booth has thus taken

the idea of holding the sword in front of

him like a cross while following tho Ghost,

while the idea, which also found favour in

Germany, that Hamlet should cover his

face with his cloak while listening to his

father's condemnation of his mother's con

duct, is dismissed. It is impossible to

follow teriatim the numerous instances of

conformity with precedent or departure

from it which are exhibited. One change

that is made in the representation, that of

introducing tho Player Queen in the second

act in the costume of a boy, was first recom

mended in these columns. Mr. Booth may

claim the credit of being the earliest to

profit by it.

The cardinal fault in Mr. Booth's concep

tion of Hamlet seems to be that it shows an

almost slavish respect for the letter, and treats

as formal and significant utterances what

axe, in fact, mere expressions of temporary

and transitory feeling. This is frequently

illustrated. "When Hamlet says to his

mother, " Look on this picture and on

that," there is some justification for bring

ing forward two paintings, since such may

easily have been at hand. When, however,

addressing Rosencrantz and Guildenstern,

he says, d propog of the poor repute into

which the players are said to have fallen,

"It is not strange ; for my uncle is King of

Denmark, and those that would make mows

at him while my father lived give twenty,

forty, fifty, a hundred ducats apiece for his

picture in little, ' '—we quote from Mr. Booth's

acting version,—there is something prosaic in

assigning a directly offensive application to

these words bymaking Hamlet lift miniatures

of Claudius from the breasts of his two collo

cutors. It is needless, moreover, to draw

the dagger from its sheath on the words " a

bare bodkin." Perhaps the strongest in

stance of this kind of over-caution consists

in bringingHamlet on the stage in the last act

in a suit of sables. Not at all an improper

or an unbecoming dress is this, though its

effect is not in proportion to its costliness.

It suggests, however, in connexion with the

general treatment of the text, that the actor

has read as a diroct declaration of purpose

the words spoken by Hamlet when he is

told by Ophelia that his father's death

occurred two months ago, and not within

these two hours, as he has wildly stated.

"So long?" says Hamlet. "Nay, then,

lot the devil wear black, for I '11 have a suit

of sables." To take these words seriously

is treatment altogether too matter of fact.

One more instance of a similar kind is more

important, seeing that, in order to force

upon a passage a meaning it does not bear,

a speech of Ophelia ordinarily given is

excised. " You are as good as a chorus,

my lord," says Ophelia, in answer to some

explanation of the murder of Gonzago which

Hamlet affords. To this he answers, " I

could interpret between you and your love

if I could see the puppets dallying," and

Ophelia once more retorts, " You are keen,

my lord ; you are keen," words which pro

voke Hamlet into coarseness. Mr. Booth

speaks the first half of the sentence as an

aside, and, conjoining the second portion

with a subsequent speech, forces on it a new

meaning. "I could interpret between you

and your love " is inaudible to Ophelia, and

is spoken with a sort of melancholy. "HI

could see the puppets dallying " is then

delivered as an expression of impatience,

and is at once followed in the same strain

by "Begin, murderer; leave thy damnable

faces and begin."

This alteration, which a keen, excellent,

and generally judicious critic, Mr. \V.

Winter, incorporates in tho acting edition

of ' Hamlet,' has for result to substitute a

wrong meaning for one that, besides being

right, is just as intelligible, and to detract

from the value of the exposition of Hamlet's

character which is afforded. That Hamlet,

while giving up his claim on Ophelia, whom

he thinks in league with his enemies, is

strangely tortured is evident, and the utter

ances to her in which in the play scene he

indulges, though ascribable to his assumed

madness, are, in fact, outbursts of restless

ness, jealousy, and discontent.

It is needless to multiply instances of

departure from the character of Hamlet.

Mr. Booth's method is interesting, but not

altogether satisfactory. The extreme tem

perance and sweetness of his Hamlet seem

at times out of place. In his dealings with

Ophelia, and even in his conduct towards

Horatio, they are defensible, and their effect

is pleasing and satisfactory. At other times,

as in the closet scene and the graveyard

scene, they are less good. His delivery is

admirable, not only in intelligence, but in

elocutionary ability, in which respect it

stands altogether apart from most English

performances. The attitudes employed are

almost always well chosen. No attempt is

made to force "points," and no eccentricity

or affectation disturbs the audience. The

shortcomings that chiefly interfere with the

hold of the actor are that his performance

strives vainly by restlessness to escape the

charge of monotony, and that there is a lack

of passion, command of which is apparently

outside Mr. Booth's resources. It would be

easy to adduce instances of scenes which

receive from the actor added beauty. Such

are, to mention one or two only, the lines

concerning the shapes of the clouds, which

are spoken while Hamlet looks through a

window, the addresses to the players, and

especially the passage from familiarity to

earnestness in tho injunction not to mock

Polonius, and the start on the recognition

that the obsequies he contemplates are those

of Ophelia. On the other hand, the scenes

of action and of strongest passion, the close

of the play scene and the death scene, lose

a portion of their effect. Many assumably

competent actors had been secured to sup

port Mr. Booth. It cannot, however, be

said that they rendered him much service.

The chief object of the Ghost appeared to be

to reveal in the strongest light the stalwart

and substantial form of his exponent. Mr.

Leathes's intelligent conception of Laertes

was marred by the affectations of manner

into which during the past year or two he

has been betrayed. Mr. Farren's Polonius

might almost have been mistaken for Adam

in 'As You Like It,' and Mrs. Yezin's

Gertrude showed none of the gifts we expect

from an actress of her stamp. During the

closet scene she fell into that feeblest of

errors of never once following the direction

of Hamlet's distracted gaze, a thing in real

life absolutely impossible. Miss Maud

Milton's Player Queen was good, and Miss

Gerard's Ophelia developed towards the

close high excellence. During the early

acts nothing beyond formal prettiness was

shown. In the closing scene, however, of

her appearance, in which she distributes

flowers to those around her, she displayed

singular intelligence. Her manner of caress

ing her brother and the Queen as by some

instinct of remembered tenderness, and the

pulseless falling off of vacant fingers when

the transient light of emotion died from her

eyes, wero fine, as was her momentary

shriek upon recognizing her brothor. The

play is, on the whole, effectively mounted.

Jlraruatif ©unsijr.

In spite of the feeling of excessive height

which is produced in the Princess's Theatre, and

in spite of some confusion of styles in the

decorations, the general impression produced by

the new theatre is favourable, and Mr. Phipps,

tho architect, maybe congratulated upon having

efficiently discharged his task of including a

now theatre within the walls of the old. The

approaches and lobbies are excellent, and the

entire portion of the house which is without

both the stage and auditorium, and includes the

foyers, dressing-rooms, smoke-rooms, and the

like, is excellent. A special feature is the hand

some entrance hall. In many respects the new

building is satisfactory, and in some it is in

advance of most existing theatres.

Emil Palleskb, the author of an excellent

and far-famed book upon Schiller and his works

which has passed through repeated editions, died

at Eisenach on October 28th, at the age of fifty-

six. He was born at Tempelburg in Pomerania,

and, after studying philosophy at the universities

of Berlin and Bonn, turned hia attention to
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history and the drama. For seven or eight

years he acted at the Oldenburg Stadttheater,

and assisted powerfully in elevating the

character of that stage, mainly by persuading

the actors to meet together regularly for the

common study of their parts. In 1851 he left

the stage, and began to give dramatic readings

in the great cities of Germany, Austria, and

Switzerland, with brilliant success. His own

plays, although some of them were acted at

Oldenburg, were regarded by himself as studies.

After his retirement as a public reader he lived

at Weimar and devoted himself chiefly to the

study of Shakspeare. Two of his own dramas,

' King Monmouth ' and ' Oliver Cromwell,' bear

witness to his interest in English seventeenth

century history.

The revival at the Odeon of 'Charlotte

Corday,' the historical drama of Ponsard, has

been accomplished with some eclat. Costumes

of the utmost exactitude are obtained, and the

representatives of Robespierre (M. Francois),

Danton (M. Dumaine), and Marat (M. Clement-

Just) reproduce faithfully the likenesses of

these personages. Madame Tessandier is Char

lotte Corday, and Madame Alice Chene, Madame

Roland.

A catalogue of books to be sold on Tuesday

and Wednesday next by Messrs. Puttick &

Simpson includes some scarce theatrical works,

among which are collected editions of dramatists

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

whose works have never beon reprinted.

To OosREsroxpENTS.—C. E. B.—E. P.—W. B.—J. B. D.—
J. B.—T. H. C—W. L.—V. 8. L.—L. O.—A. F. M.—received.

No notioe can be taken of anonymous communications.

Just published, price I2j. 6d.

CANTERBURYin the OLDEN TIME.
SECOND EDITION. copiously Illustrated.

By JOHN BRENT, F.S.A.

" The visitors to the old city would And Mr. Brent's book an entertain,
jng and profitable companion. ' '—Daily Stmt,

" Mr. Brent's admirable work Is a perfect storehouse of Information
on matters connected with the past history of Canterbury."—Reliquary,

" The book is foil of amusement for those who are fond of the social
history of Old England."—Rramintr.

" To say that Mr. Brent's volume is the best (wide to Canterbury 1* but
e and stat 't praise. It ruav be read with pleasure a

C. R Smith, F.8.A., ■ Collectanea Antiqua,' Part 3, Vol. VII.
1 studied with profit."
itiqua,' T

Mmpkin. Marshall & Co. London.

M
R. JAMES THOMSON'S WORKS.

Price 5s. each ; large paper, 10*.

VANE'S STORY, and other POEMS. [jmmnmi,.

The CITY of DREADFUL NIGHT, and other
POEMS.

" There can, we think, be no doubt that ' The City of Dreadful Nlfrht '
contains many passages of great beauty. The Impress of real genius is
upon it—He Is both a scholar and a thinker His muse takes a very
wide and bold sweep."— Westminster Review.

See also an article entitled " A New Poet " in the Fortnightly Review for
September.

Reeves A Turner, 196, Strand.

w
ALTER SMITH'S

l Lute MOZLEY & SMITH.)

MARCUS WARD & CO.'S

PUBLICATIONS.

THREE POPULAR NOVELS, AT ALL LIBRARIES.

CROSS PURPOSES.

By CECILIA FINDLAY.

One Volume.

healthiest stories we have read for" One of the brightest, \
me tttao."—Dntiu Xews.
'•Fresh, vivid, full of animation, and full of character."—Nonconformist.
*' Written with grace and freshness, full of interest."—irra/thic.

GRISEL ROMNEY.

By M. E. FRARER-TYTLER.

Two Volumes.

" Very interesting novel."
" Plot full of interest, narrative brink and animated, story told with

purity and simplicity ; bright, pleasant, and very readable."
" Gracefully told. —Academy. St. Janus' s iiaxettt.

LIST.

GREEK and GOTHIC. Progress and Decay in the
Three Arts of Architecture, Sculpture, and Fainting. Ity the Iter.
R. 8t. JOHN TYKWH1TT, Christ Church, Oxford. Crown «vo.
cloth. A'mW, rttidt.

The ART SCHOOLS of MEDLEVAL CHRISTEN
DOM, lljr A. C OWEN. Edited by J. BUSKIN, M.A., Sladc Pro
fessor. Crown ttTO. 7s. orf.

NEW WORK,

Tv the Author of'Mske up for Lost Time,' "The Secret Trials of the
Chrlatisu Life,' Ac.

The CONSOLATIONS of the CHRISTIAN
SEASONS.
Pan 1. —ADVENT to EASTER. Crown 8T0. 6*.
Part II — EARTF.lt to ALL f-AINTB.

IlT (iEOUOB EDWARD JKLF. M.A.,
ltuchesler, and Vicar of Saffrun Walden.

f.Vuw ready.
\ In th» vrttt.

' ntutry of

The DOCTRINE of the INCARNATION of OUR
LOW) JKSUH CHRIST. By the late Archdeacon WILBERFORCE,
A M. New Edition. Crown kvo. 7*. od.

WOMANKIND. Third Edition. Bv Chablotte
M. YONGE, Author of 'The Heir of Redclyftc.' Crown Mvo. U. fc4

By the same Author,

RURNT OUT: a Storv for Mothers' Meetings.
Second Edition. Fcap, Bvo. 2s. <kf.

'* The story will please a far lunnr circle of readers than those for
whom it is professedly wrilbn."-John Bull.

London : Walter Smith (late Mozlcy ft Smithj, 8, Paternoster-row.

MATE OF THE JESSICA.

By F. FRANKFORT MOORE.

Two Volumes.

" A dashing, delightful story of the sea."—Spectator.
" Exceptionally well written. "—Morning Post.
"AcikkI, healthy, smack of the sea about it."—Scotsman.
" A nook of stirring lncideuts, never tedious."—Daily JVf.cs.

NEW HISTORICAL FICTION, JUST PUBLISHED.

HOW THEY WERE CAUGHT IN

A. TRAP:

A TALE OF FRANCE IN 1802.

By ESME STUART.

A very suitable Present for Young People (Girls as well as Boys) ;
excellent for reading aloud in the Home Circle. Prhw a«.

" A charmingly written tale."—Sunday Times.
'The character sketches and the glimpso of the Emperor are trood."

Aatdtmy,
" Simply and unaffectedly written, the story Is sure to please."

Graphic.

THE MOST ORIGINAL GIFT-BOOK OF THE SEASON.

STORY OF A DEWDROP.

By l t. J. R. \ D.D.

A Fulry Story, whoso centre of interest is a dew-drop, and In which
Nature, by means of bird and flower and sunshine, is irmde the inter
preter of one of Iter most beautiful laws. l"rint«d in brown ink. upon
one side of the paperonly. Each pose nut-rounded by n handsome border.
Illustrated with Four Page-siied Coloured I'lates, replete with fancy,
and executed in the highest style of art. Price 5s.

ENTERTAINING, ORIGINAL BOOK OF NATURAL HISTORY.

TASMANIAN FRIENDS AND FOES:

FEATHERED, FURRED, AND FINNED.

By Mrs. L. A. MEREDITH.

Illustrated with 8 superb Coloured Plates of Tasiuanfan Flowers,
Fruits, Butterflies, ;ui i Fishes, and with numerous Woodcuts. Every
adventure narrated is strictly true, nnd the anecdotes of birds and
animals are facts set down simply from the experience of the author and
her family. The volume is very handsomely bound, and forms a most
excellent gift-book. Price 21*.

" The coloured illustrations are admirable—a credit alike to artist and
printer. There can be but one opinion as to the beauty and sterling
worth of this splendidly got-up book, which, thanks to its author and to
Messrs. Marcus Ward, has come out just in time for Christmas. It will
make a choice present for voung people. ' I <r ■ i ■ ;
"To all youthful lovers "of Natural History this will be the gift-book

of the season. We have been tempted to take large extracts from it,
but must rest sat rifled with a hearty commendation, and a desire that
before Christmas it may be in the hands of many a youthful and doliglited
reader.' —Isittd nnd Water.

•• We have not seen a book of its kind for a long time which we can
recommend so thoroughly."—Animal World.

" Welcome the coming, speed the parting guest."

THE GUEST BOOK:

for GUESTS to RECORD their VISITS at FRIENDS'
HOUSES.

The pages ore divided by lines into spaces, which the Guests will fill
up under the following printed holding* : -Name, Residence, Am
Left. Going to. Events, Adventures. Remarks. With appropriate
mottoes. Printed on the best writing paper, ittrongly bound, gilt edges.
A necessary and valuable book for every town and country house,
eventually 'becoming an interesting and useful record. Forms a most
acceptable present, and la particularly appropriate for a wedding gift.
Price Us.

NEW EDITION OF MISS HAVERGAL'S BIRTHDAY BOOK.

RED LETTER DAYS:

A REGISTER OF ANNIVERSARIES AND BIRTHDAYS.

With Text* and Original Verses Wri
HAVKRGAL, for each J:

en by FRANCES RIDLEY
each Day in t

The Nineteenth Thousand is now ready in a N
Binding, price 2s.; or with gill edge*

•w and Artistic stylo of
, price 2s. Get.

CHILD'S LIFE OF OUR LORD.

By SARAH GERALDINA STOCK.

■ Children. Illustrated with

ten in an easy, simple Style.
tilt edges, price 6s.

A CHEAPER and SMALLER EDITION for the use of Sunday Schools

A New and Ori final Book foi
Woodcuts. Written
Handsomely bound.

Ac. , can also be obtained, price Us.

MARCUS WARD & CO.'S
DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF XEW •PUBLICATIONS,

RuitaM* for Christmas Pri-sents, Rehool 1Tiles, Ac. sod for Homo Kva-i-
Lug, will be sent, post free, to any

C7 and 68, Chandos-street, Charing Cross, London,

W.C.

31, SOUTHAMPTOS-STBEET, 8TRAKD, Nov. 13th. 1880.

SAMUEL TINSLEY & CO.'S

NEW PUBLICAHONS.

TWO POPULAR NOVELS OF THE DAY,

AT ALL THE LIBRARIES.

THE DEAN'S WIFE.

By Mrs. EILOART.

8 vols. 31s. 6d.

WITH CUPID'S EYES.

By FLORENCE MARBYAT.

3 vols. 31s. 6tL

Samuel Tinbley & Co. 31, Southampton-street,

Strand, W.C.

EACH IN THBEE VOLUMES.

The Burtons of Dunroe. By

M. W. RREW. 3 Tola. 81s. 6d.

The Scotsman says " The book is a specimen of careful and intciljrni
literary workmanship."

Charlie : a Waif's History, told

by Himself. By Mrs. WOODWARD. 3 Vols. Sis. 6d.

The Dean's Wife. By Mrs.

EILOART, Author of 'The Curate's Discipline," 'How He Woa
Her,' 4c. 3 vols. 31s. 6d.

John Bull says ;—" Any reader who wants a good story thoroughly well
told cannot do better than read ' The Dean s Wile.' "

Octavia's Lovers, By the Author

of ' Lauure.' 3 TOls. 31s. 6d.

Amy Wynter. By Thomas A.

PINKERTON, Author of * Crawford." 3 toU. 31«. 6i

" A pleasant story of simple English life Almost every duacwr 1*
freshly and distinctly drawn.' '—Athstunun.

" A capital book to read."—Daily Setet.

Carmela. By the Princess Olga
CANTACl'ZENE. Author of ■ In the Spring of My Life.-
by EUGENE KLAUS, with the Author's approval. 3 vols. Sis td.

The Daily News says :—" Can be read from beginning to emd with
interest, rising frequently to admiration."

After a Dark Night—The Sun.

By C. O. HAMILTON. 2 YOls. 21,.

With Cupid's Eyes. By Florence

MABHYAT. 3 TOls. f rmmutHaUlf.

EACH COMPLETE Df OXE VOLUME.

Civil War in Home and Land.

By the Author of 4 A Bride from 1

Under the Rose : a Prose Idyll.

Ry Mrs HERBERT DAVY. Crown 8ro. 7s. 6d.

The Graphic says :—' ' The work of i gentlewoman who has the s*t* of
a poet and the refinement of gcui >s A pleasantcr com]saunas (or *
railway or yachting journey than 1 U ider the Rose ' wecmnuotcaBotrrc
It is impossible to find any fault wit ■ It."

DonaPerfecta: a Tale of Modern

Spain. Ity li. PKREZ OALD >S. Translated by D. P. Vf. Orowa
Hvo. 7s. 04.

Mildred Forrester: a Tale of

Our Own Times. By"ADMA." Crown Bro. It. 6a*.

The Red Cros^. Translated from

the German by B. J. FELIX) .'BS. Crown ffro. 7s. 6d.

The Minister's Daughters. By

s. FRANCIS. Crown Sto. h, U.

Whom Did She Love ? By Adair.

Crown rtvo. It. 6o".

London: Samuel Tinbley & Co. 31, Southampton-

street, Strand.
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SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

JUST PUBLISHED, in Two

R O M O L A.

By GEORGE ELIOT.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY SIR FREDERICK LEIGHT0N,

President of the Royal Academy.

TV-' number of Copies Printed is limited to On* Thousand, each copy being numbered. The mode of publication

dopted is that of Subscription through, BookiclUrt. Information regarding the Terms of Subscription may be obtained

rom any Bookseller.

THE WORKS OF W. M. THACKERAY.

THE EDITION DE LUXE.

Complete in Twenty-four Volumes, imperial 8vo.

Containing Steel Engravings, 1,473 Wood Engravings, and 83 Coloured Illustrations.

WORKS BY ELIZABETH BARRETT

BROWNING.

POEMS by ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING.
5 yoU. Twelfth KdlUoa. With Portrait. Crown 9to. 30s.

AURORA LEIGH. With Portrait.
Edition. Crown Bto. 7i. td. ; flit edges, 8s. td.

Sixteenth

A SELECTION from the POETRY of ELIZABETH

The Steel and Wood Engravings are all |

Only 1,000 Copies printed,

The mode of Publication adopted is that of Suiiscbiptiox tiisouoh B0OK8ILLRES.

Particulars regarding the Terms of Subscription, Ac., may be obtained of any BookWler.

The POWER of SOUND. By Edmund Gurney, late Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Royal 8vo. 35s.

The POETRY of ASTRONOMY. By Richard A. Proctor,

Author of • The Borderland of Science,' ' Science Byways,- Ac. Crown 8vo. 10». td.

HAllRKTT JsUUWNINO. With Portrait sad VUaetts.

Flm Series. Ninth Edition. Crown Bto. 7s. 6a. ; gilt
8s td.

Bscond series. Crown 8ro. 7s. td. : (tit sages, Ss. td.

WORKS BY ROBERT BROWNING.

The Two Poets of Croiaic Fcap.

PHILOSOPHY of CHARLES DICKENS. By the Honourable

ALBERT 8. G. CAXNIXG, Author of ' Philosophy of the Waverley Novels,' 1 Religious Strife in British History/ Ac.
Crown Sro. 7f. W.

w Mr. Canning has produced a pleasing hook ; tie has eh

r thank him for his volume."—Bntuh QuarUrly Renew.
light on Dickens's .

LYRICS and ELEGIES. By Charles Newton Scott, Author of

s of Christianity.' Crown Sro. is. [Tata slay.

FARMING in a SMALL WAY for PLEASURE and PROFIT.

By JAXK8 LOHO. Crown Svu. 7t. td. [htKtjmu.

NEW EDITIONS.

A HISTORY of ENGLISH THOUGHT in the EIGHTEENTH

CEHTURY. By LESLIE STEPHEN. Second Edition. 2 vols, orown Sro. 38s. [Shortly.

LIFE of LIEUTENANT-GENERAL SIR JAMES OUTRAM.

By Major-General Sir FREDERICK J. OOLDSMID, C.B. K.C.S.I. Second Edition, 2 vols, demy 8ro. 32*. with
Illustration, and Map*. [In the prut.

NEW NOVELS.

The TRUMPET MAJOR. By Thomas Hardy, Author of 'Far

From the Madding Crowd.' ate. 3 vols, post 8vo.

41 Mr. Hardy la bit latest dots) has produced, perhaps, * finer ttadr or character, to a c
hero. . . .compels ad miration and irmpathj, and this central tliture Is surrounded brothers, dra*
Havrdj to the high place be occupies among novelists of oar time. ' —Satitrdaf Heviim.

ini', tbao he has before (firen to his readers. His
i with the truth and InalRht which has raised Mr.

MEHALAH : a Story of the Salt Marshes. 2 vols, post 8vo.

" Full of Indication of more than ordinary talent, and one of the most j . omlslng works of Action that the present season 1

HAROLD SAXON. By Allan Muir, Author of 'Children's

Children : a Story of Two Generations.' 3 vols, post 8vo. [Shortly.

POETICAL WORKS of ROBERT BROWNING.
New and Uniform Edition. 0 toU. fcap. 6to. 4*. each.

DRAMATIC IDYLS.

First Series Fcap, Sto. hi.

Second Series . Fcap. 8to &t.

A SELECTION from the POETICAL WORKS of

KDRKRT BKOWNIHO.

Pint Srries. Fourth Edition. Crown 8ro. 7s. M.; gilt edges.
8s. M.

Second Series. Crown Sro. 7s. 6rf. ; gilt edges, Ss. «d.

LA 8AISIAZ
gr*. 7s.

The AGAMEMNON of ^ESCHYLUS. Transcribe d

»7 KOHBKT BROWinifO. leap. Sto. Ss.

PACCHIAROTTO, and HOW HE WORKED in
DISTBMFRR. With other l'oeais. Fcap. Pra, 7t. td.

The INN ALBUM. Fcap. 8vo. It.

RED COTTON NIGHT-CAP COUNTRY ; or, Turf

and Towers. Fcap. 8to. 9j.

BALAUSTION'S ADVENTURE ; including a Tran-

MTlpt from Euripides. Fcap. 8yo. ht.

ARISTOPHANES' APOLOGY: including a Tran-
■rrlpt from Burlpides, being the last Adventure of Balanstion. Fcan.
Sto. 10s. M.

FIFINE at the FAIR. Fcap. 8vo. 5».

PRINCE HOHENSTIEL - SCHWANGAU,

SAVIOUR, of SOCrETY. Fcap. sro. Ss.

The RING and the BOOK. 4 vols. fcap. 8vo.

WORKS BY MATTHEW ARNOLD.

PASSAGES from the PROSE WRITINGS of
■IATTHBW AKNOLI). Crown Hto. 7s. td.

i .«.u- i Literature—S. 1'oUtlcs and Society—3. I'hilosophr
and Hcllglou.

LAST ESSAYS on CHURCH and RELIGION.
Bj MATTHEW ARNOLD. With a Fretace. Crown Sro. 7s.

MIXED ESSAYS. Crown 8vo. 9t.

ConttMt :—Democrncy—Eauslltr—Irish Catholicism and British
Liberalism — rWo Vnum lit Ntvmaimmm — A Guide to K.ntltsh

ch Critic

NEW STORIES.

HOTICE.—TKe CORNUILL MAGAZI.VE for JANUARY, 1881, will contain the First Parts of

Two A'ew Storiet,

One entitled,

A GRAPE from a THORN. By James Payn, Author of ' Lost

Sir Masaiagberd,' ' By Proxy,' to.

The other,

LOVE the DEBT. By a New Author.

The Stories will be illustrated by Mr. Du Maurier and Mr. W. Small.

LITERATURE and DOGMA. An Essay towards
a better Apprehension of the Bible. Fifth Edition. Crown Sro. 9s.

V The References to all the Bible Quotation* are, la this BdUtoo,
added for the first shoe.

GOD and the BIBLE : a Review of Objections to
" 1 from the Cont*mporarf Rentw.Doenui '

. With a Preface. Crown Sto. Uj

ST. PAUL and PROTESTANTISM. With an Essay
on l^rteniexn and the Church of Bagland. Third KdiUsa, Revised.
Small crown 8to. 4j. Gd.

CULTURE and ANARCHY : an Essay in Political
and Social Criticism. Reprinted from the CornhM MtagaxiHe. With
a Prel&L-u and Alterations. Second Edition, 7*.

ON the STUDY of CELTIC LITERATURE. 8vo.

FRIENDSHIP'S GARLAND. Reing the Conver-
nations. Letters, and Opinions of the late Armlnlus B»ron Von
Thunder-Ten-Tronckh. Collected snd Edited, with a lodlcototv
Letter to Adolescens Leo, Esq , of the Dtnit Teityrmph. Small crown
8to. if. W.

London : SMITH, ELDER & CO. 15, Waterloo-place.
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CHARLES DICKENS'S WORKS.

EDITION DE LUXE.

N OT I C E TO TH E T R A D E.

PROSPECTUSES, and SPECIMEN PAGES with ILLUSTRATIONS, may be obtained on

application to the Publishers on and after the 25th inst.

CHAPMAN & HALL, LIMITED, 193, Piccadilly.

N EW B O O K.S. NEW EDITIONS.

-

The INDUSTRIAL ARTS of INDIA. By George C. M.
SOUTH AMERICA. By Antonio Gallenga. With a Map. ' C.S.I. With£...'#. 14s.

Demy 8vo. [This day.

-

The RACEHORSE in TRAINING. With some Hints on
LIFE Of C I CER 0. By Anthony Trollope. 2 vols. Racing and Racing Reform. By WILLIAM DAY. Demy 8vo. Third Edition. 16.

crown 8vo. [December 1.

- SKETCHES in the HUNTING-FIELD. By A. E. T.

WATSON. Illustrated by John Sturgess.

S0CIOLOGY BASED upon ETHNOGRAPHICAL PRIN- T" (Third and cheaper Etition in the press.

£*****#|The "A. D. C.", being Personal Reminiscences of the
University Amateur Dramatic Club, Cambridge. By F. C. BURNAND, B.A., Trin.

- Coll., Cam. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 12s.

*£,#'TEN LECTUREs on ART. By E. J. Poynter, R.A.
crown 8vo. 2s. 6d. Second Edition. Large crown 8vo. 9s.

• for thWALKS THROUGH the CITY of YORK. By Robert The LETTERS of CHARLES DICKENS. (Now for the

first time published.) Edited by his SISTER-IN-LAW and ELDEST DAUGHTER.

DAVIES, F.S.A. Edited by his WIDOW. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. ***** ** **

NEW NOVELS AT ALL LIBRARIES.

solor:#,at the VICTORIAN AGE. By C. R. Low. *****

- S O C | A L S | N N E R S.

ON DUTY: a Ride Through Hostile Africa. By Parker * Hawk' swar
GILLMORE, Commandant of Native Levée during the late Zulu War. Demy 8vo. 16s.

BY THE AUTHOR OF ‘ABEL DRAKE'S WIFE."

• T H E TWO D REAM E. R.S.

HISTORY Of the ZULU WAR, and its ORIGIN. By By JOHN SAUNDERS.

FRANCES E. COLENSO, Assisted in those portions of the Work which touch upon 3 vols

Military Matters by Lieut.-Colonel EDWARD DURNFORD, Demy 8vo. 18s. **

BY THE AUTHOR OF • THE PARSON O' DUMFORD."

CURIOSITIES of the SEARCH-ROOM. A Collection of THE CLERK OF PORTWIC K.

Serious and Whimsical Wills. By the Author of ‘Flemish Interiors, &c. Demy By GEO, MANVILLE FENN,

8vo, 16s. 3 vols.

CHAPMAN & HALL, LIMITED, 193, Piccadilly.
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TRUBNER & CO.'S LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.

NOW READY.

Demy 4to. pp. xvi-93 and 62, cloth, 10s. 6d.

GULSHAN LRAZ: the Mystic Rose Garden
of Sa'd-ud-Din Mahmud Shabistari. "The Persian Text, with an

English Translation and Notes, chiefly from the Commentary of

Muhammad Ben Yahya #'. h ... H. WHINFIELD, M.A.,

Parrister-at-Law, late of H.M. Bengal Civil Service.

Vol. II. post 8vo, pp. viii-400, cloth, 10s. 6d.

An ACCOUNT Of the POLYNESIAN RACE :

its origin and Migrations. By A. FORNANDER.

SIXTH EDITION, with a New Preface and Steel Engravings, crown 8vo.

pp. xiv-132, cloth, 2s. 6d.

SAPPH0: a Tragedy, in Five Acts. By Stella,

Author of ‘Records of the Heart, &c.

“It presents us with a vivid picture of the violet-crowned Lesbian.”

Daily Telegraph.

“The play is full of fire and force, and is thoroughly reliable."
Graphic.

Post 8vo. pp. xxiv-102, cloth, 5s.

EARLY HEBREW LIFE: a Study in Socio
logy. By JoHN FENTON.

NEW WOLUMEs of TRUBNER'S ORIENTAL SERIES.

Post 8vo. pp. xxviii-362, cloth, 14s.

A TALMUDIC MISCELLANY; or, a Thou
sand and One Extracts from the Talmud, the Midrashim, and the

Kabbalah. Compiled and Translated by P. I. HERSHON, Author of

‘Genesis according to the Talmud, &c. With Preface by the Rev.

F. W. FARRAR, D.D., Canon of Westminster.

Vol. I. post 8vo. pp. civ-350, cloth, 18s.

BUDDHIST BIRTH STORIES; or, Jataka

Tales. From the Original Pali of the Jatakatthavannana, now for

the first time Edited by Prof. V. FAUSBOLL. Translated by T. W.

it. HY's DAVIDS.

SECOND EDITION, post 8vo. pp. xxvi-244, cloth, 10s. 6d.

The GULISTAN; or, Rose Garden of Shekh
Mushlin'd-din Sadi of Shiraz. Translated for the first time into

Prose and Verse, with a Preface and a Life of the Author. From

the Atish Kadah. By EDWARD B. EASTWICK, F.R.S. M.R.A.S.,

&c.

CHEAP EDITION OF MR. ARNOLD's POPULAR POEM ON BUDDHA

AND BUDDHISM.

Crown 8vo. pp. xvi-238, limp parchment wrapper, 2s. 6d.

The LIGHT of ASIA; or, the Great Renun

ciation. Being the Life and Teaching of Gautama, Prince of India

and Founder of Buddhism. Told in Verse by an INDIAN BUD

DHISr. By EDWIN ARNOLD, C.S.I., Author of ‘The Indian Song

of Songs.”

NEARLY READY.

Post 8vo. cloth,

Dr. APPLETON: his Life and Literary

Relics. By JOHN H. APPLETON, M.A., late Vicar of St. Mark's

staplefield, Sussex; and A. H. SAYCE, M.A., Fellow of Queen's

Coliege, Oxford, and Deputy Professor of Comparative Philology.

Post 8vo. with Illustrations, parchment,

The ENEMIES of BUOKS. By William

BLADES, Typograph, Author of , ‘The Life and Typography ofWilliam Caxton,’ &c. * Second Edition. phy

Demy 8vo. pp. 256, with mut": by Wolf, Whymper, and others,

cloth,

BRITISH ANIMALS which have become
ExTINCT within HISTORIC-TIMES...with some Account of

British Wilds. White Cattle. By J. E. HARTING, F.L.S. F.Z.S.

Post 8vo. cloth,

The HISTORY of ESARHADD0N (Son of
Sennacherib), King of Assyria, n.c. 681–668. Translated from the

Cuneiform inscriptions upon Cylinders and Tablets in, the British

Niuseum Collection. Together with a Grammatical Analysis of each
Word, Explanations of the Ideographs by Extracts from the Bi

Lingual syllabaries, and List of Eponyms, &c., By ERNEST. A.

BU E, '' R.A.S., Assyrian Exhibitioner, Christ's College, Cam

bridge, Member of the Society of Biblical Archaeology.

Post 8vo. cloth,

The HISTORY of PHILOSOPHY. By Aston
LEIGH. Post 8vo. cloth,

The CLASSICAL POETRY, of the JAPA
NEsE. By BASIL HALL CHAMBERLAIN, Author of Yeigo

Henkaku Ichiran.

NEw voluMEs of THE ENGLISH AND FOREIGN

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY.

CONTRIBUTIONS to the HISTORY of the
DEVELOPMENT 9t the HUMAN RACE. Lectures and Disserta

tions. B LAZARUS GEIGRR, Author of “Origin and Evolution of

Hunnan Speech and Reason. Translated from the German by

#XVII ASHER, Ph.D.

Vol. III. post 8vo. cloth,

A HISTORY of MATERIALISM, and
Criticism of its Present Importance. By FREDERICK ALBERT

£ late Professor of Philosophy in the Universities of Zürich

£burg.Author:a by PRNEST C. Thomas,
Tate scholar of Trinity College, Oxford.

NOW READY.

Sixth Edition, with a New Preface and fine

Steel Plate Frontispiece, price 2s. 6d.

S A P P H 0 :

A TRAGEDY, IN FIVE ACTS.

By STELLA,

Author of ‘Records of the Heart, ‘The King's

Stratagem; or, the Pearl of Poland,’ &c.

London: TRUBNER & CO, Ludgate-hill.

Now ready, price is.

The ANNUAL FOR The hoME CIRCLE.

* DOW BELLS' CHRISTMAS ANNUAL.

EMiNENT AUThorts. EMINENT ARTISTS.

London: John Dicks,313, Strand.

This day is published, price 3s.

N M U S I C A L E D U CAT I O N.

By ALBERTO B. BACH.

Wm. Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

E W E. R Y D A Y.

“It tantalises us.”-Pall Mall Gazette.

.#" throughout, a touch of nature, and a catholic taste for what is

.*-ptuft,

“Pleasant, and by no means dull.”-Court Journal.

Cloth, 3s., boards, 1s. 6d.

Remington & Co. 133, New Bond-street, W.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION.

Just published, Two Parts, in 1 vol. 7s.6d.

ARMONIES of POLITICAL ECONOMY.

By FREDERIC BASTIAT. Translated from the French, with

a Notice of his Life and Writings, by PATRICK JAMES STIRLING,

LL.D. F.R.S.E., Author of ‘The Philosophy of Trade.”

“Bastiat speaks with the greatest force to the highest order of intel

lects; at the same time he is almost the onl itical economist whose

style is brilllant and fascinating.”—Richard -

“Dr. Stirling's excellent translation.”—Professor Cairnes.

Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd. London: Simpkin, Marshall & Co.

CECIL. BROOKS & CO.'S

NEWand FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS.

Now ready, demy 8vo. cloth, pp. viii-226, price 7s.6d.

EGYPT for the EGYPTIANS: a Re

trospect and a Prospect.

“The whole book abounds in curious revelations....The work is

admirably printed and bound, and reflects credit on Messrs. Cecil Brooks

& Co., who are rapidly assuming an excellent position among publishers

of serious works of this class.”-Morning Post.

“Nothing but£ is due to a writer who lays before us so lucid

an account of thelate political and financial affairs of Egypt.”-Examiner.

Now ready, erown 8vo. stitched, pp. 32, price is.

The CATHOLIC CHURCH and

MODERN SOCIETY. By H. E. HENRY EDWARD CARDINAL

MANNING.

“A trenchant£ to Mr. Froude's attacks on the influence of the

Catholic Church in Ireland....A model of good taste in the typography

and binding.”-Freeman's Journal.

Nearly ready, crown 8vo, with Frontispiece,

ONE YEAR in his LIFE, and other
Poems. By J. E. PANTON.

Now ready, crown 8vo, price 1s.

The JOHNSONS. By a Friend of the

Family. Edited by CHARLES BURNELL.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

The Daily Tel “It presents us with a vivid picture of the

violet-crowned

The Graphic says:—“The play is full of fire and force, and is tho

roughly readable.”

The Echo says:-"Into Sappho's character Stella has thrown herself

with very much power, through all her phases of passion and jealousy

and pain, to her suicide at the fatal rock of Leucaté.”

The Noned ist says:—“‘Sappho" shows distinct dramatic power.

It has not only the profound interests of ion, but it has variety, and

reach, and distinct grasp of contrasted individualities.”

The Liverpool Mercury says:-"In the present tragedy the well-known

American poetess, under the nom de plume of Stella—, the female Petrarch'
of Lamartine, and not unjustly styled herself the£ America'

has enshrined the beauty and woes of her heroine in a five-act drama,

cast throughout in a most classical mould, and reviving in the nineteenth

century the very structure, as well as the spirit of Sophocles and the

Greek stage. A work like this implies holdness of no ordinary character;

but from the opening scene, at ‘Sappho's' house in Mitylene down

through all the phases of her life and sorrow, to her suicide at the fatal

rock of Leucaté, from which she springs into the sea, the ambition is

thoroughly sustained, theresult being a composition of marvellous power

and energy, reminding us of Talfourd's “Ion, and not unfrequently of

Shakespeare himself.'

The University Magazine says:-"There are many charming lyrics

scattered over this tragedy....There is force in the drama as a whole.

It would do excellently well for a theatre.”

The Western Mailsays:—“Since Justice Talfourd published his wonder

ful play of “Ion, without a perusal of which a celebrated author said no

education could be£ complete, no Greek play has received so

much attention as the ‘Sappho" of Stella.”

The Northern Whig says:–“Stella's verse is at once elegant and

vigorous, and it is gemmed with passages of which the truth and beauty

render them worthy to become proverbs.”

The Liverpool Daily Post says:—“The work follows closely the incidents

of the life of the Lesbian£ as recorded in the generally received

narratives. The style and diction are£ Grecian. Many of the

speeches have a grace and richness of imagery which are most charming,

while in the crises of the play “Stella' manifests an almost masculine

vigour and power.”

Public Opinion says:—“A play which has solid merit enough in it to

stand any test. The student of ancient Greek plays may discover in it a

very ripe and ready acquaintance with the characters of the old Greek

drama; the versifier will find in it lines which ring with the rise and

fall of the Greek chorus and semichorus; and the playwright will find a

number of incidents that will undoubtedly afford scope for the introduc

tion of the most striking situations.... It is sufficiently evident that

‘Stella' is thoroughly imbued with the£: of good versification.

No mere criticism of the difficulties which usually attend the manipula

tion of ancient Greek plays by the modern stage manager could daunt

the career of a play that has y gone on a Greek stage.”

La République des Lettres says:—“Jusqu'à Stella, Sapho n'a point

trouvé d'interprète parmiles personnes de son sexe.”

The Athenaeum says:-"The tragedy of ‘Sappho has been translated

intoGreek by a native of Athens, and is to be played upon the Hellenic

stage.”

Cambouroglo, the Greek Poet, says (in his journal, Ephéméris):

“Stella's ‘Sappho" is the incarnation of the bian muse which I

study in my dreams. With the aid of an English scholar I have accom

plished a perfect translation of it for the Hellenic stage, which all

Greece is discussing and admiring.”

Galignani's Messenger says:–“‘Sappho" is a work of great merit,

written with unusual vigour, replete with classical allusions, and founded

on a series of stirring incidents. The authoress has evidently drunk

deep of the Castalian spring, as her£ is everywhere modelled on

the writings of the most admired Greek and Latin authors.”

On November 20 will be ready,

Second English Edition, crown 8vo. cloth, with Six Steel

THE * *

RECORDS OF THE HEART,

By STELLA,

Author of ‘Sappho, “The King's Stratagem, &c.

This Work originally appeared in America, and soon ran

through Nine Editions. The first English Edition was pub

lished in 1866, and has long been out of print. The readers

of ‘Sappho, the latest Work of the same Authoress, have

made so many and earnest inquiries after the ‘Records of

the Heart, that “Stella” has at length been induced to

re-arrange the Poems, add some new ones, and re-issue

the Work.

“The author is a humourist and a satirist, and he is as keen in his

satire as he is amusing in his humour.”-Brighton Herald.

“We have seldom been more amused and gratified by the perusal of a

work of this nature.”—Brighton Eraminer.

Nearly ready, price is.

ODDITIES of a ZULU CAMPAIGN.

By WARNEY BURTON. Illustrated by Wallis Mackay.

In the press, 3 vols.

SHADOWS in the SUNLIGHT: a

Novel. By E. oweNS BLACKBURNE.

Nearly ready, price 5s.

ENGLAND from a BACK WINDOW.

By J. E. BAILEY, the Danbury Newsman. Abridged English

Edition.

Now ready, price la No. XXII.

The HIOU SE: DECORATOR and

SChool of DESIGN.

Contents: Design for Panels-Every-day Art (Illustrated)-Electric

Bells, their Application to Domestic Purposes (Illustrated)-Plumbers'

Work and Lead-Working (Illustrated) - Elements of Carpentry and

Joinery (Illustrated)-Drawing in Board Schools—Proposed Sanitary

Association-Garden Decoration-Noter and Queries- Scientific and

Useful Notes-Contracts—Patents—Exchange and Sale, &c.

"." The Fourth Monthly Part (price 6d.), containing upwards of 150
Illustrations, is now ready. Post#: 8d.

“Full of matter interesting to the general reader, as well as those for

whose use it is especially constituted."-Sunday Times.

“A beautifully illustrated publication.”-Coventry Times.

“Contains much information, and is full of interest to other classes

than those for which the publication is especially designed.”-Citizen.

“It is well illustrated and well printed.”-Newsvendor.

“An excellent industrial art publication.”- Lloyd's.

“It contains a variety of useful information in connexion with the

practical arts and mechanics.”–4cademy.
“It contains an abundant ''': of useful matter, is liberally supplied

with woodcuts, and is calculated, we should say, to attain a large circu

lation.”-Bazaar.

Now ready, price 1d. No. III. of

The LADIES ILLUSTRATED PAPER.

Contents: A Rare Revenge: a Novel. By E. Owens Blackburne.

(Continued.)—When Autumn Leaves were Falling. Music by Wellman;

words by Frank Sharp. (With Illustration.)—Fashions (Illustrated).—

Notes on News-Home Pets.—Music and the Inama-The library.—

New Music.– Hints to Housewives. --The Garden.-Medical Notes.

Gems of Thought.-Exchange and Sale, &c.

*...* Messrs. CECIL. BROOKS & Co. undertake the Publica

tion, on Commission, of approved Works of Fiction, Travels,

Science, &c., and possess exceptional advantages for introducing

the same to the Public and the Trade.

London:

CECIL BRooks & Co. Catherine-street, Strand.
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Price I j. t by post, 13 stamps,

ONDON SMOKE and FOG. With some Ob
servation! on the Country- Parson's Orate, and otter Modern Fire-

By TREDK. EDWARDS, Jan..
Author of ' Our Domestic Fireplaces,' ' ATrentine on Smoky Chimneys, '

Ac.
London-. Loiia/maiia. Green & Co.

H

TWO NEW MUSICAL BOOKS.

With Portrait, thick crowo 8ro. 10». «d.

ENEY SMART: his Life and Works.
Br I>r. SFAHK. (ol Leeda;.

s

SECOND SERIES, very thick crown dro. 10s. &/.

CHTJHANN'S MUSIC and MUSICIANS,
ESSAYS and CRITICISMS. Edited by F. ft. HITTER.

Alio Vol. I. Second Edition, S« M.

W. Kit vra, Musical Publisher, Fleet-street.

B
A G 8 T E R'S BIBLES.

The FAC-SIMILE POLYGLOT SERIES comprises
Greek, Latin, Oerman. French, Italian, Spanish,Vonua-uese, and English ,
which can be interpaged two languages together In any desired coui-

Catalogues tree by post.

S. Ragster & Sons, 15, Paternoster-row, London.

B. "WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the
only Successful Method of Coring this Disease. By ROBERT O.

WATTS M.D F.R.S.L. F.C.8., &c, 6, Bulstrode-street. Carendlsh-
•quare, London, W.

London : C. Mitchell A Co. Red Llon-eoi

Second Edition, One Shilling, or thirteen stamps by post,

.KIN DISEASES TREATED HOMCEOPATHI-
CALLY. By WASHINGTON"BPPS.L.R.C. P. One Hundred Cases,

forty distinct varieties of Skin Diseases.
: James Epps A Co. 48, Threadneedle-street, and 170. Piccadilly.

Second Edition, with Maps, price 10s. ad. pp. 447,

EPIDEMIOLOGY; or, the Cause of Epidemic
Disease, of Murrains, of Blight, of Hurricanes, and ol Abnormal

Atmospherical Vicissitudes. With u Histury of Epidemic Disease!., and
of the Phenomena that accompanied them. By JOHN PARKIN, M.D.

!, St. Martin s-plaee, London W.C.

ow

New Edition, very much Enlarged, 21*,

to WORK with the MICROSCOPE.
By LIONEL S. BBALE, F.R 8.,

President of the Royal Microscopical Society.
The FIFTH EDITION,

K>und, and Enlarged to .VW pages, with 100 Plates, some of
which are Coloured, Is now ready.

Harrison A Sons, Pall Mall.

NEW WORK BY LIONEL S. BKALE.
Now ready, demy two. pp. 230. price As.

SLIGHT AILMENTS : their Natnre and Treat-
ment. By LIONEL 8. BBALE. ICR F.R.S. F RCP.,

„( the Principles and Practice of Medicine in King • College, T

1. A A. Churchill.

0N!

Now ready, price 5«.

LIFE and on VITAL ACTION.
LIONEL BEALE, F.R.8.

J. * A. Churchill.

By Prof.

Just published, price 7s. W. 8vo, cloth,

STUDENT'S HEBREW GRAMMAR.

GESENIUS'S HEBREW GRAMMAR. Trans
lated from Reodlger's Edition by BENJAMIN DAVIBS, LL.D.

Thoroughly Revised and Enlarged, with the help of Prof. E.-Ksutxi:h »
Oerman Edition and other Recent Authorities, by EDWARD C. MIT
CHELL, D.D. With full Subject, Seripture, and Hebrew Indexes.

Just published, price 12*. 6vo. cloth,

STUDENT'S HEBREW LEXICON.

A COMPENDIOUS and COMPLETE HEBREW
and CHALDEE LEXICON to the OLD TESTAMENT. With an

Knsrtl&h- Hebrew Index, chiefly founded on the Works of Gesenius aud
Fnrn, with Improvements from Dietrich and other Kourr-es Edited
by BENJAMIN DAVIBS, Ph.D. *"
•Titos, or Student's Hebrew CJramt

. LL.D,, Translator of RoTdlger's ■ Gese-
max' Third Edition. caralully Revised.
>e Principles of Hebrew Grammar, hy

EDWAltDC. MITCHELL, D.D.
London : Asber A Co. 13, Bedford-street, Covent-garden, W.C.

UXTORFII (JOHANNIS) LEXICON
CHALDAICUH TALMUD1CUM et RABH1NICUM denuo edidlt

vtannotatlsnuxlt B. FISCHER. 4to. cloth, SJ.

" To the Talmudlst It Is absolutely necessary ; to the Semitic scholar It
Is of great value. Both will And the new edition not merely a more

~ ' *: of reference than its predecessor, but one enriched with

rj^HE ANGLO ■ EGYPTIAN BANKING

PANY (Limited).

CAPITAL PAID UP, 1,000,000/. , RESERVE FUND, 100.000/.

HEAD OFFICE: 27, CI^MENTS-LANE, LONDON, B.C.

Branches: Alexandria, Cairo, and Larnara (Cyprus).

This Bank transacts every description of Banking Humnww in Egypt,
trrants Letters of Credit, and nHunls other lai-ili (..** to Travel lent pry-

O. FOA, i'

I^AGLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
J 79. PALL MALL.

For LITER ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1W7.
Accumulated Funds £3,043.542
Also a Subscribed Capital of more than . . £1,340.000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the Office, or from
fltnv of the Company s Ajjenu, post free

GEORGE HUMPHREYS, Actuary and Secretary.

/COLONIAL, INDIAN, and FOREIGN A8SUR-

V> ANCR — The SCOTTIHH IMPERIAL INSURANCE COMPANY
has made important Reductions la the Premlnms chargeable for Foreign
Residrnce. Immediate Reduction to Horns Rates ou the Assured leaving

— other temperate rltmate.
Offices-. Glasgow, til. Great George*tret t

London : 'J- King William-street, E C.
Jl AMimuM. SMITH, Secretary and Actuary.

PHOCNIX FIRE OFFICE, Lombard-street
and CHARING CROSS, LONDON.—Established 17S2.

Prompt and Liberal Loss Settlements.
Insurances effected in all parts of the World.JOHN J. BROOMFIEL1). Secretary.

BONUS YEAR, 1880.

PELICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
OFFICES—

70, Lombard-street, E.C. (Head Office i ; and 5", Charing Cross, S.W.
Established in the year 1797.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The next Bonus wilt be declared out of the Profits accrued up to

31st December next. All Policies effected on or before that date on the
" With Profit System " will share in such Bonus.
Forms of Proposal and Prospectuses will be sent at once to Intending

Assurers, on application to Robzbt C. Ticker, Actuary and Secretary.

J^OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY,

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIMS.

And may be Provided against by a Policy of the
RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental

Right Hon. Lord KLNNAIRD, (

Subscribed Capital, 1,000.000/.

Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five"Y«
A fixed sum In case sf Death by Accident, sum! a Weekly Alksux

in the event of Injury.
ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as OOMPBHSkTm
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local Ansa c i

Cornhiil. London. WILLIAM J. VIAN, Saasr

NEW WORE BY THE AUTHOR OF 'THE GREAT LONE LAND.'

Now ready at all the Libraries,

FAK OUT: Kovings Retold.

By Lieut.-Col. W. F. BUTLER, C.B., Author of * The Great Lone Land,' Ac.

Post 8vo. 10*. id.

Wm. Isbister, Limited, 56, Ludgate-hill, E.C.

WILL BE PUBLISHED NOVEMBER *>,

la 2 handsome volumes, demy 8vo. price 32*., with a Portrait by Paul Bajon, and other Illustrations,

THE LIFE OF SIR ROWLAND HILL,

K.C.B. D.CX. F.R.S. F.R.A.S., &c.

AND THE

HISTORY OF PENNY POSTAGE.

By Sir ROWLAND HILL,

AXD BIS NEPHEW,

GEORGE BIRKBECE HILL, D.C.L., Author of * Dr. Johnson : his Friends and his Critics,' 4c.

London : Thos. De La Rue & Co.

SCRIBNER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,

Fob NOVEMBER, price Is. 4d.

Orden received t;

The First Edition of 13,000 having been completely exhausted, a

be ON SALE in about TEN DATS' time. The NOVEMBER SCBIBNEB Commences a New

all Booksellers.

Frederick Wabne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

Price ONE SHILLING, ready on the 12th,

WARNE'S ILLUSTRATED

INTERNATIONAL ANNUAL.

With Original Contributions by English and Foreign Authors, and Choice 111!

CONTENTS.

INTRODUCTION. Joseph Hatton.

STORIES to TELL. Joseph Hatton.

BONG—" I 'm SITTING ALONE at MY WINDOW." " C."

WITHIN the SPELL. Mrs. B. H. Buxton and W. W.

Fenn.

A STORY of a BED SHIRT. Joseph Cowen, M.P.

CHRISTMAS CAROL. J. G. Holland.

The LAST of the NARWHALK. John Boyle O'Reilly.

PARTING : a Poem. John G. Saxe.

HIDE-AND-SEEK TOWN. "H. H."

The LAST TOKEN. Edmund Clarence Stedman.

WALDEMAB'S VIOLIN. Lady Lindsay (of Balcarres).

The BETTER CHBI8TMA8. Guy Boslyn.

Frederick Warne &

The SYMPOSIUM at the CORNER GBOCERY. F. B. Wffi'-

The GUILDER and the PANTOMIME. Stephen Ksk-

(" Seraph").

" FOR THOUGHTS ": a Poem. Delia Thaxter.

A CATAMABAN VOYAGE. P. G. Hamerton.

The MAGIC WAND. G. B. Sims.

DOMESTIC MUSIC in AMERICA. W. L. Aides (S*

York Times).

STORY of REBELLION. Miss J. Cowen.

AT the WINDOW. Ricliard Henry Stoddard.

PAPA HOOBN'S TULIP, fi. V. C. Meyers.

ALONG the SEA-WALK. Barnet Phillips.

The FATEFUL FIRST. Hon. Lewis Wingfield.

Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

NOTICE.—The POPULAR NOVEL, in 3 vols, at all Libraries,

AMY WYNTER. By Thomas A. Pinkerton.

The Spectator says :—" A clever and eminently readable book It is really excellent .The merit* of the book -

everywhere ; the reader may open it where lie may choose, and will be amused to a certainty."

The Athenttum says The prologue ii a romance in itself, and serves, as a good prologue must, to stem '

interest of the reader for the more detailed narrative which follows."

The Pall Mall Gazette says :—" It is by no means one of those stories which a reviewer can 'sample' with a glu

or gauge at sight, or label with assurance it possesses the great attraction of originality and freshness. It contain* "
excellent passages Another excellent creation, for the mere sake of making whose acquaintance the book i* H '

perusing, is Basil Stillingwood, a middle-aged ' gynothrope,' ait an ingenious writer has it, who is deservedly adore i 1} -

the women who know him."

The Glob* says t—'* Pull of humour and good spirits."

The Dally News says:-" A capital book to read."

The Graphic says :—" A very clever and amusing book."

Samuel Tinsley & Co. 31, Southampton-street, Strand.
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Vow ready, super-royal Svo. cloth elegant, sunk centre, 12*.

ENGLISH LAKE SCENERY:

A SERIES OF TWENTY-FOUR PLATES

IS THE HIGHEST STYLE OP COLOUR PRINTING, FROM DRAWINGS BY A. F. LYBON.

WITH DESCRIPTIVE LETTER-PRESS.

JOHN Walker k Co. 0C, Farringdon-street, E.C.

Now ready, clotli elegant, 10*. 6d\

SUGGESTIVE THOUGHTS ON EELIGIOUS

SUBJECTS.

your HOUSES or APA RTMENTS
THKOL'OHIIUT on

MOEDEII S HIKE 8Y
The Original I(est. sad mntt 1

Cash Prices.
No extra charge (or time green.

niaatratsd Friend Catalogue, with (nil particular* of terms, pott free.
F. MOEDBK, MB, £49. Tottenham Court road ; and 19, 30, and II.

MorweU-strees. W.C. Baeabllsbsd IMS.

FMOEDER begs to annoonoe that the whole of
• the above l>remlaee have recently haen .Rebuilt, specially a"

for the furniture Trade, and now lor
Warehouses In the metropolis.

I Bad-room Suite*, from 61. «■. to 50 Guineas.
ui Sultea. from W. 9s. to 45 Oulneas.
Huttes, from ~t la to 49 Guineas.

And all other Goods in great variety.
i and is, JO, and 21,

A DICTIONARY OF QUOTATIONS AND SELECTED PA88AGES PROM THB BE8T

MODERN. FOR THE USE OF THE CLERGY AND OTHERS.

Compiled and Analytically Arranged by HENRY SOUTHGATE,

Author of 'Many Thoughts of Many Minds.'

In square 8vo. printed on Toned Paper.

London : Charles Griffin k Co. Stationers' Hall-court.

ANCIENT AND

IN MEMOEIAM: W. J. MACQTJORN EANKINE.

Nearly ready,

MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC PAPERS.

By W. J. MACQTJORN RANKINE, LL.D. F.R.S.,

Late Regius Professor of Civil Engineering in the University of Glasgow.

With Memoir by P. G. TAIT, M.A.,

Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh.

Edited by W. J. MILLAR, C.E.,

Secretary to the Institute of Engineers And Shipbuilders in Scotland.

In 1 vol. royal 8vo. with Fine PORTRAIT on Steel, Plates, and Diagrams.

London : Charles Griffin k Co. Stationers' Hall-court.

MR. TENNYSON'S NEW VOLUME.

NOTICE.—A New Volume by Mr. TENNYSON,

entitled ' BALLADS and other POEMS,' is now in

tfie press, and ivill be ready for j^lication in the

course of the present month, price 5s.

C. Ke&a.n Paul & Co. 1, Paternoster-square.

WITH 25 LLUSTRATIONS AND PORTRAIT.

NOTICE.—The BOYAL EDITION of TENNY

SON'S POETICAL and DBAMAT1C WOBKS, in

One Volume, with Portrait and Twenty-five Illustra

tions, is now readj, sujyer-royal Svo. clotli extra,

bevelled boards, gilt leaves, price 21s.

C. Kegan Paul k Co. I, Patornostpr-sqnare.

E p p s's

CHOCOLATE

ESSENCE

Product of a special refining

process. It is Chocolate devoided

of its over-richness and substan

tiality. SugarlesE,and,when made,

of the consistence of Coffee. An

Afternoon Chocolate, Each packet

is labelled

JAMES EPPS k CO.

Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

gTEEL PENS.

Hold by all Stationers throughout the World.

pURNISH

24a, 249. HO. Tottc.1
W.C. Established. 1

[EAL Jr. SOX.

BED-ROOM FURNITURE.

DINING-ROOM FURNITURE.

DRAWING-ROOM FURNITURE.

HEAL & SON,
199 to 198, TOTTENHAM OOUBT-BOAD, W.

J£ N I V » 8, PORKS, and SPOONS.

rPHE PKRFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.—

J- Ths KEA1. NICK.M. SII.VKU, whan ■
u sllvsr.
ige this quality will v

Table Forks perdoa
Table Spoons perdoa.
Dessert Forks

Fiddle Bead King's
or Old or or
Silver Thread Bhell

£. «. d t. >. d. £.tl.
1 1 10 U X 1

;. | 1 10 0 •• 1

1 2 0 19
, 1 t 0 1 0

Tea Spoon* perdue. 14 Oil 0
A SECOND QUALITY 0f Fiddle Pattern Tabic

, 17*. Teaspoons, 12$.

10 2 5
0 2 6 0
01 1 11 0
0 1 11 0
01 1 3 0

QTJTLERY W'AItliANTKD.

1landim. Screwed or IUmtsd.
blade* of the Floe*. Steel.

M-ln Ivnrr lliiiidlcs. per do* .
li do. do. .
3| do. to baJrmce. do .

Table : DiTsaertiCarreirs
Knives hLnl tp* I per pr.

fine do.
extra larfte
African
silver Ferrule*

CAHlilAOK FAID to any Hallway Station.

WILLIAM S. BURTON, General Furnishing
Irotunonger, 39. Oxford-street, W . Ac.

Catalogue*, cnomlning 8*0 Illustrations, post free.

ALLEN'S SOLID LEATHER

PORTMANTEAUS.
AI.IJrN'H VICTORIA IlltUKSIKG 1IAO.

Al.lJiN K STRONG DKBSH BASKET*.
A1.1J4N H KKGlHTBltKO ALBERT DESPATCH BOX.

ALLBN'K HEW CATALOGUB of 600 Articles for Continental Travel
ling, post free. Cash Discount, 10 per cent.

37. West strand, London.

A
POLL
" IjiureA dom

N A
a Apolll

R I WATER.
i. Book It. Odo 2.

1979.
ANNUAL

APOLI.TNARH ("OMl'ANT. I.

VL. l'AKl:
tftaXB, 8.00V.009.

nlted. 19. Kegent-strcet. London. S.Vf
/■CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.—Nothing is so highly

V.-' appreciated iih ,i t-nw ofGKANT S MOKELLA fliKIIRY BRANDY,
which can be ordered ol any Wine Merchant, uueen's quality, as
supplied to Her Majesty. 4?#. per doxen ; Sportsman A special qualitv,
60s. per dozen. Mauulacuirer, X. GRANT, Distillery, Maidstone.

D
INNE FORD'S MAGNESIA.

The Medical l*n.fe**ion for over Forty Years have
approvnl uf mis l*ure Solution a* the ban reinedr lor
ACNHTY of the STOMACH, HBAHTJiUltN, HfeAD-
ACHR. GOUT, and INIMI.KnTION ; and as the *aie*u
Aperient for UelJuate Cooatitutiu

' lU.
DINNFFORP'S MAGNKSIA.

U T CAN hiphlr recommend Dr. LOCOCK'S PDL-

X MONIC \V.\FKH# f T-nil Throat Irritation and Cheat Iliimm.1'
(Sinned) J Nw*,n, M 1' s . Mill-t-treet, Liverpool.
They Instantly relit:ve mil rapidly cure Asthma.

Kronel. f tiff, Courtis. Cold*. Shortntw of Hreath, I'hloym,
Cheat, lUiemnatijan

I U. iff.
Uy.

and 2s. flrf. per box.

rrHKOAT IKUITATlONs—Soreness and dryness,

X. ticklinK nnd Irritation. indnrlnK cou^h aud affecting the voice.
Fur these ■) nipuiiii* ut*

EPPS'S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.

Olycertne, Id them ajrreeahta roni!eetron*. betnir In proximity to the
Rlands at the monieiit tlicy are excited by the act of sucaiiur. become*
actively bealinir. Sold only In boxes, JU. and la, l^d., labeiied "Jamea
Kpps \ » i , M Cliemist*. Loodoa.''
A letter reeeiv*^ :—*■ Gentlemen, — It may, perhaps, interest yon to

kn jw that, niter nn extended trial. I have found your Olyeerlne Jujube*
of cuuHtderable Ivencvlt i with or without medical treatment; In nlmu*t all
forms of throat uiaenae. They suften and clear the voice. In no t-**e
can tbev do any harm. Yours faithfully, Gordon Holmes, L.K.C.F.F..
Ikuior Fhyklclan to Ibe Municipal Throat and Ear Infirmary."
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SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE & RIVINGTONS LIST.

IMPORTANT WORK NOW READY.—To. 2 vols, demy 870. cloth extra, with Maps, Coloured Plates, and numerous

very fine Woodcut Illustrations, price 42*.

NEW GUINEA: What I Did and What I Saw. By L. M.

D'ALBERTIB, Officer of the Order of the Grown of Italy, Hon. Member and Gold Medallist of the I.B.G.S. C.M.Z.S., to.

PEASANT LIFE in the WEST of ENGLAND. By Francis

GEORGE HEATH, Author of ' The English Peasantry/ « The Pern Paradise,* ' Sylvan Spring/ 1 The Pern World,'
* Our Woodland Trees/ 4 Burnham Beeches/ Ac. Grown 8vo. about 350 pages.

" The author trusts that, so far, at least, as representative facts are concerned, this volume may be considered to furnish

something like a record of the9 life-history of the peasant labourer of the Western districts of England during the last half-

century."—Extractfrom Introduction.

CHEAP SERIES OF

ENGLISH PHILOSOPHERS. Edited by Iwan Muller, M.A.,

New College, Oxford. Price and Size : 180 to 200 pages ; Size, crown 870. ; price, 3j. 6d.

Adam Smith. J- Farrer, M.A., Author

tire Manners and Customs."

Bacon. Professor Fowler.

Berkeley. Professor T. H. Green.

Hamilton. Professor Monk.

J. S. Mill. Miss Helen Taylor.

Mansel. The Bev. H. J. Hnckin, D.D.

Bentham. Mr. G. E. Buckle.

of ' Primi-

[Jutt r«od>.

Austin. Mr. Harry Johnson.

Shaftesbury and Hutcheson. Professor Fowler.

Introduction to the Study of Philosophy.

Professor H. fjldgwlck.

Hobbes. A. H. Gosset, B.A., Fellow of New

College, Oxford.

Hartley and James Mill. G. S. Bower, B.A., late

Scholar of New College, Oxford.

Arrangements are In progress for volumes on LOCKE, HUME, PALEY, EEID, *c, and will shortly be announced.

SEVEN YEARS in SOUTH AFRICA. Travels, Researches,

and Hunting Adventures. By Dr,.rig
and

EMIL HOLTJB. With some Hundreds of Illustrations from the Doctor's own

Translated by ELLEN E. FKEWEB. In demy 8vo.

NEW

New Novel.SARAH DE BERANGER.
JEAN l.NGELOW. 3 Tola. [.

PUBLISHING IN FARTS.

SUNRISE: a Story of These Times. By

WILLIAM BLACK. Publishing in 15 Monthly Parts (commenced
April, 1880).

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART. By W. Clark

RVSSBLL, Author of ' Wreck of the GroBvenor,' ' John Holds-
worth,' &c. 3 Toll. [Rmdf.

LISA LENA. By Edward Jenkins, Author
ol ' Gloss Baby.' 3 Tola. [ lUedy.

The GRANDIDIERS: a Tale of Berlin.
Translated from the German by Captain WILLIAM haVILE.
3 TOli.

NOV

By

ELS.

A PLOT of the PRESENT DAY. By Kate
HOPB. STols. (Beady.

BLACK ABBET. By M. Crommelin, Author
of ' Queenie,' *c. 3 toU. [Rwdf.

FLOWER o' the BROOM. By the Author of
'Rare Pale Margaret.' 3 Tola. [Y«irJy ready .

ERRANT : a Life Story of Latter - Day
Chivalry. By PERCY GREG, Author of ' Across the Zodiac,' Ac.
3 Tola. I-Krndy

The STILLWATER TRAGEDY. ByT. B.

ALDRICH. [Stad,.

PRINCE FORTUNE and PRINCE FATAL.
I! v Mrs. CAKKINOTON, Author of 1 Mr Cousin Maurice,' dx.
3 TOls. (SAorMy.

THE NEW ADDITIONS TO LOWS STANDARD SIX SHILLING NOVELS ABE

JOHN H0LDSW0RTH (Chief Mate). By W. Clark Russell,

Author of ' The Wreck of the Orosvenor,' 4c. Cheap Edition. Small post 8vo. cloth extra, price 6s.

A STORY of the DRAGONNADES ; or, Asylum Christi. New

and Cheap Edition, price 6«.—" A book of remarkable promise."—Sptclator.

SPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR PRESENTATION—An entirely New Edition de Luxe, for Christmas, Ac.

WASHINGTON IRVING'S LITTLE BRITAIN ; together with

The SPECTRE BRIDEGBOOM and A LEGEND of SLEEPY HOLLOW. Illustrated by 120 very fine Engravings on
Wood by Mr. J. D. Cooper, designed by Mr. Charles O. Murray. Square crown ,-vu. cloth extra, gilt edges, price lUs. M.

EDITION DE LUXE OF

The EVE of SAINT AGNES. By John Keats. Illustrated in

19 Etchings by Charles O. Murray. Folio, cloth extra, 24*. Large-Paper Edition, Proof Impressions on Japanese
Paper, bound in vellum, of which only fifty copies exist, are ready, price 31. 3s.

The GREAT MUSICIANS: a Series of Biographies of the
Great Musloians. Edited by P. HCEFFEB.

1. Wagner. By the Editor.

2. Weber. By Sir Julius Benedict.

Mendelssohn. By Joseph Bennett.

4. Schubert. By H. F. Frost.

[X*arlf ready. Rossini, and the Modern Italian School.

II. Sutherland Edward*.

By

C MarcellO. By Arrigo Boito.

7. Purcell. By W. H. Cummings.

•#* Dr. 1ULLER and other distinguished Writers, both English and Foreign, have promised Contributions. Each

Volume will be complete in itself. Small post 8vo. oloth extra.

A SHORT HISTORY of the BRITISH SCHOOL of PAINTING.

By GEO. H. SHEPHERD. Post 8vo. cloth, price 3s. 6<f.

The STORY of the ZULU CAMPAIGN

King
r.uu
Eugenie. 16>.

The NAVAL BRIGADE in SOUTH AFRICA. By Henry F.

NORBURT, C.B. B.N. Crown 8vo. cloth extra, IDs. id.

The PARLIAMENTARY HISTORY of the IRISH LAND

By

ig's Dragoon Guard
EDOELL (17th Lance

[November 15.

By Major Ashe (late

is), Anthor of ' The Military Institutions of France,' Ac; and Captain tho Hon. E. V. WYATT
rs, killed at Ulundi). Dedicated by special permission to Her Imperial Highness the Empress

i^'ESTION, from 1829 to ; and tho ORIGIN and RESULTS of (he ULSTER CUSTOM.

O'BRIEN, Barrister-at-Law, Author of ' The Irish Land Question and English Public Opinion. 6«.

London : SAMPSON

FOR

SELF-HELP IN ART-EDUCATION.

" Art Longa, Vita Breeit."

ILLUSTRATED BIOGRAPHIES 0!

THE GREAT ARTISTS.

" Few things In the war of small books upon great subjects. aveauCr
cheap and necessarily brief, hare been hitherto so weU dose at :hr
biographies of the Great Masters In painting."—Tim*a.

" A deserrlng series "—Edmbvrak lUvitm.

" Most thoroughly and tastefully edited."—Spectator.

Each Volume is illustrated with from twelve to twenty Fall-IV*

Engravings, printed In the best manner, and bound la ornamental £att

coyer, price St. 6rf.

Thefollowing BIOGRAPHIES art new ready :-

HOGARTH.
TUKNEK.
RUBENS.
HOl.HEIN.
TINTORETTO.
LITTLE MASTERS of
GERMANY.

RAPHAEL
VAN DYCK and HALS.

TITIAN.
REMBRANDT.
LEONARDO da VlriCl
MICHEL ANGBLO
riOI RB PA INTEE- '
HOLLAND.

DELAROCHEa
LANIWEER.
REYNOLDS.

FRA

The NEW VOLUMES are:-

ANGELICA and MASACCI0. Early

Florentine Painter* of the XVth Century. I1t CATHEKfVR VLKV. V
lHlLLIMORE. Author of The legend of ■

FRA BARTOLOMME0 and ANDBBA del
lory. ByLBAI
• Ilia*in,tod with

namested cloth, price I*-

*#* Others in preparation.

8ART0. FlorentiDS Phlnterv of the XVth Ccoturr. By LBADHR
SCOTT, Author of *A Nook In the Apennines."
numerous Kngrmrings. Bound In

MR. POYNTER'S TEXT-BOOKS

OF ART-EDUCATION.

"Within the last few yean an Interest In Art—not -nfrei,Bpaar
Kenulno enough—htu sprung up, which it rery widr«pr*«iJ, ud vhiea v
increasing far beyond the circle of the few hlghiy-cnUiT*if*lpe*oc>'<^
at one time constituted the amateur clanee. But If this lntrmt u t« V*
more than a fashion, a definite and systematic know ledge el Ait

~ object of this liloriLrated t^rlee is tfl prortie llui
d form part of general education."

i'ram Mr. Peynitr t 1*,'*'

belts
such a knowledge should

ILLUSTRATED TEXT-BOOKS OF

ART-EDUCATION.

Edited by EDWARD J. POYNTER, EX

Each Volume contains nnsaerons Illustration., and is strawy KsK --'

the Use of Students, price 5s.

The VOLUMES now ready are:-

PAINTING: Classic and Italian. By Edward

J. POYNTER, R.A., and Pl'.ltcr u HEAD. Urals Coller'
Oxford. Upwards of do FulL-page an! other Illustrations, soul ■
extra cloth limp.

ARCHITECTURE : Gothic and Renaissance.

Br T. ROGER SMITH, F.R.I.U.A. With 120 LUostrations

The VOLUMES nearly ready are:—

GERMAN, FLEMISH, and DUTCH PAINT

INC. Bj H. WILMOT BUXTON. M.A .and K .1 POTNTEE. tl «
With Hi illustrations of many of the most Important Wuru Jl~'
Masti-Ts.

ANCIENT SCULPTURE, EGYPTIAN and

GREEK My GEORO KEDFORD. PRCS lUustmrrl
HO Ensravlutrs of the most cdebrabjd Sui-jos. la^rturh ^
Lnsraved Gems now known.

WITH THE SANCTION OF TI1I1 BCIRNCE ANH AKt

. UBTARTali-NT

The SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

EtrhtncH and many IVood Rna<raTfiHre cf KxaMtpl^ !^
avd of the Oi-con;tons o! tbv llalidin.*
lfundtomely bondd In clJtfc. with fitt sts

Art In the Museum, awl *>l the IK^orjUons ol the Hal
Brief Description,
price His.

K. BAKBY

LOW, MARSTQN, SEARLE k RIVINGTON, Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet-street, E.C.

A SH0KT HISTOriY
KCHOOL of FAINTING.
cloth, 3s. tW.

of the BRITISH

llf GEO n 6HEPHERH l1"1 "'
[lalarf"'

aVUtorlal Oommunicatlons should be addressed to "The Alitor"—AdTSrtieemenB and Business Letters to "Tho Pnbltaher"-at tho Office, », Wclllnmon^treet, StranI, London, W.C.

Printed by B. J. Famcis, Alhene?ora Press, Took's-covrt. Chancerr^ane. E.C. i and Published by Johm Faajrcsn, at No. 20. Wellington-street, Strand. W.C

Agents: for 8roTL.!«ii, Xea.r» IteM ft Rmdlut- nnd Mr. John Menrles. Bdtnburch for I.muid, Mr. John Robertson . Dublin —Saturday. November 13, Il«.
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ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES. — Professor F.
GUTHRIE will commence a Course of about SIXTY LECTURES

' On Physics.' at the Sci'-nee School*. South K>-nsin*tun, on TUESDAY
KKXT, the 3rd inst. .at Hill pwt Thrw o'clock f m. ; to be continued
at the mm* hour on every Week-day, except Saturday*. — Fee for the

r iTactice, I*. F. W. KUDLER. !Course, 41. , lor Laboratory I

R
OYAL SOCIETY of LITERATURE.

The Society will MEET on WEDNESDAY. November 34th. at 8 r m.
precisely, when Mr F O. FLEAY. M.A.. will read a paper, entitled
' The Living kej to English Spelling Reform now found In Hlstorr and
TlJiSSlssj W. 8. W. VAUX, Secretary.

4. rU Martin s-plaee, W C . 1W

ROYAL INSTITUTION of GREAT BRITAIN.
ALBEMARLE-HTKEET, Piccadilly, W.

LtCTrHE AR*.lXtiSVKXTS BEFORE KASrSR, IS81.
LLcrUHB HOUR. TMKi:E U CLOCK r.K.

CHHLSTMAS LECTURES.
lTOfeasor DEW All. MA F.R S —Six Lecturea (adapted to a Juvenile

Aadluryi on ■ Aterm on Dec St (TCESDAYj, Dee 3D. 1W;
Jaa 1.4 (it l-*l. One Guinea; Person* under \6, Half-a-Gulnra

rEDWARD A HCHaFEH, F RS Fullertan Professor of Phy
R.I - Twelve Lectorea on • The Blood,' on TUESDAYS-

& to April 1. Use Guinea ,
■ TYM'ALL, DC L F R.8 —Six Lectorea, on THURSDAYS,

Jan 3D to F*' »-n>' Guinea
Her. WILLIAM HOUGHTON, M.A PLR, Rector of Preston-oa tne-

Weald Mu»n hhropehlre —Two L»*ctares on * The Picture Origin of
the Cuneiform Characters, on THCKsDA . s. March 3, 10. H*ll-a
Guinea
II STATU* M. Esq -Four Lecture* on 'Ornament. Historically

Mory.
n it t

II [. Esq -Four Le
Critically Considered,' on THURSDAYS. March 17,

April 7. HaJI-o-Guinee.
Hnlf-a-1 our Lecturea uu SATt RDAY8, Jan. 23. 39, and Feb. 5, 12.

Ooiaea.
REOINAI 1) sti'ART POOLE. Esq —Foar Lecturea on 'Ancient

Egypt In It* lomparattve Helathm*,- on SATURDAYS, Feb. 19, 36,
ana March 5, r.' Haif-a-Oaiaea.

Xrr. H. R. HAWLIS - Poor Lectureton 1 AMERICAN HUMOURISTS, '
oa SATURDAY M. March IV, 35. aod April z, 9. Half-a-Oulnae

Subscription (to Non-Memben; to all the Courses daring the Season,
Two Guineas. Tickets issued daily.

Member* mar purchase But lea* than three Single Lecture Tickets,
available lor any I-eomre, for Half-a-Gulnea
The FRIDAY EVENING MEETINGS will BEGIN on January ?lat,

at 0 r.H. Mr Warren De La Rue will give a Discourse on the Phe-
nomenn of t tic Electric Discharge with many thousand Chloride of
stiver Cells, at 9 r.u. Succeedlog Discourse* will probably be given by
l*r Andrew Wilson Dr. A. Schuster, Professor R 8 Hall, Mr. Alex
ander bachan. -ir John Lubbock. IT J S hordon-Sandersoo, Dr Win
H. Stooe, Protestor Tyodail, and other Gentlemen To these Meetings
Members ansl their Friends enly are admitted.
Persons cIp»u <jus of tiecoinlng Members are requested to apply to the

Secretary W l.i Q proposed they arc Immediately admitted to all thr
lectures, to U.c Friday Bvrnmg Meeting*, and to the Library n 1

Payment - First Year. Ten Oulm
iposition of Sixty G

ieas j afterwards.
eading

seduced charge.
Five Guineas a Ys

rOTTINGHAM ARTS SOCIETY. — Mr. Johk
FOKHKS-ROBEKTSON will LECTURE ' '»» the Historic Heist Ion

<>f Secular to Sacred Art.' before the Nottingham Arts Society, In the
l.oog Gallery of the Castle Museum, on TUESDAY EVENING, the 33rd
■oat.

ARTHUR TOOTH & SON'S ANNUAL WINTER
BXHIlilTION of High-class PICTURES by British and Foreign

Artists Is NOW OPEN at ft. Haymarket, opposite Her Majesty's Theatre.
Admission, One shilling, Including Catalogue.

EXHIBITION of DRAWINGS and ENGRAV
INGS by THOMAS BEWICK (lent by his Daughters), and of

Etching* hy Whtatlr-r. Seymour Haden Samuel Palmer. Hook. Herkomer,
Kajoa. Bracqucmond. and others, NOW oN VIEW at the Fine-Art
Society's. 14b, New Bond-street. — Admission (Including Descriptive
Notes of 40 pages j, One Shilling.

"ETCHINGS and WOODCUTS. — The Process of
XJ PRINTING ETCHINGS Is shown by Mr GOULDINO on WED-
NWDATS snd SATURDAYS, and of BEWICK S ORIGINAL WOOD
BLOCKS on the other Days of the Week, fram Ten to Five, at the FINE-
IRT SOCIK1 V > KMtlHH ION I V » Bund street.

ETCHINGS.—THOMAS McLEAN has the honour
to amtoonre he has ON V I BW a fine COLLECTION of ETCHINGS,

tiy Waltner, Hrunct- Debalne, Rajoa, Flameng, W. S. Coleman, Ac —
Taowss McLzsjc, 7, Uaymarket.

LALMA TADEMA, R.A.-The BATH (Strigel
• and Sponees) tou hed hy PAUL RAJON Artists' Proofs of ibis

magnificent Etching, signed by both ArtlstH are now ready, and ran be
had of u>e Puhhsiier, l H. Lsrkvac, 1, King-street, St. James s, price
6t. as. each, and of nil Prtntseller*

RARE ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS, and DRAW
INGS, hr the most esteemed OLD MASTERS, may he obtained at

CEOROtt LOVE'S OLD PRINT SHOP. 81. BUN HILL-ROW, London.
A CATALOGUE sent on receipt ol two penny posi age-stamps.

'.* Established above Sixty Year*

IfAC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
ARUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, art Sold to the

Public as well us 10 Memliers, at price* varying from 1U*. to 48s.. and
Include the Works of Giotto. Fra Angelico, Perugino. Andres, del Sexto.
Michael Angelo Raphael, Holbein. Albert Durer, Ac.—Pi
with particulars of membership, will be sent, post free, on
at 34. Old Boud-slreet. London, W.

MESSRS. LEONCE & MALLET.—Painting on
CHINA (Barbottine) —The ACADEMY for LADIES Is NOW

OPEN.—1. Langham Chambers, Portland-place.

EMS and FKECIOUtS STONES, Mounted, can

ExtMTt Id G«nu ind l'reciuus htoue*, M). Ormt BBMell-
a, W.C.

PRACTICAL ZOOLOGY. — A COURSE (Two
liny* a Week from February to July ) commences, after Christmas,

In Professor LANKESTEH'S LABORATORY, University College, Gower-
street. Fee, Four Galneas. Inquire at the College.

I he General Course of Lectures on Zoology and Comparative Anatomy
la continued during January, February, and March.

CHEMICAL and PHYSICAL RESEARCH.—A
GENTLEMAN or YOCTH dmlrom of PURRUINQ It m»T com-

munlcato wlthX., care of H. M. Chlchpster. 07. Bet^niTe-rouil, S W.

PENGLISH GENTLEMAN, age 36, desires an
J ENGAGEMENT as SECRErARY or otherwise. Is conversant

with Spanish Would prefer Tutorage of Entrlish I*nguas:e in Spain.
Hi/h"*! reference*.—Apply, by letter, to M., 13, Bllrer-Btreet, Kensing
ton, W.

THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

"ward to the tafest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R.
niOMPSON 1

X) the BOOKSELLING TRADE. —The Pub-

TRANSLATING WANTED.—A YOUNG LADY
Is anxious to obtain EMPLOYMENT In

and French Into English.--Address O. M., Mrs. Adams. 0
Kensington. W.

DRAMATIC CRITIC, &c—The ADVERTISER,
who hold* an Appointment on a high-class Artistic Journal. Is

desirous of obtaining an ENGAGEMENT as Dramatic Critic to a Weekly
Journal or Newspaper (either London or Provincial). Excellent creden
tials will be given, and a moderate remuneration accepted.—Address
Taxarts, Cnchton Club. 3, Adelphi-terrace, W.C.

WANTED, LITERARY WORK, by an ENGLISH
GENTLEMAN living in St. Petersburg, and who. from a real-

dence of some years in the country. Is thoroughly acquainted with the
I^uiguaae Would act as Translator or Occasional Correspondent to any
learned Society. —Address Atrus, Messrs. Lav!*, 71, Terminus-road.
Eastbourne.

A JOURNALIST, of twenty years' experience,
desires HB-ENGAGEMENTa* St'B-BDlfoR of a DAILY Would

accept the Editorship of an established Weekly. Leader, Verbatim
Shorthand and Descriptive Writer --Address Delta, Messrs Adams *
Francis, Advertising Agents, 69, Fleet-street, EC.

A YOUNG MAN, desirous of LEARNING to be
a COMPOSITOR, would willingly give his services for a very

small salay. Good Hhorthand Writer Country paper or otherwise —
Further particulars from J. Loots, 23, Nerth Lindsay-street, Dundee.

TO EDITOR8.—A Graduate of Dublin, who is
disengaged at 5 o'clock daily. Is most anxious to obtain BVENING

EMFU>YMENT Would make himself generally useful, and be satisfied
with small remuneration Age 39.— Please address Ksrrs. care of Mens.
D Dlvtani, 100. Strand, W C,

IEXPERIENCED EDITOR SHORTLY at
J LIBERTY Brilliant Writer Highest-class references Would

undertake a Weekly If In London.—Address Dklts, care of Messrs. Long
mans A Co 3S, Paternoster-row.

REPORTER
it-—Apply Eorroa,

ASSISTANT SUB-EDITOR and
WANTED Capital opportunity for improverm

Ea%t AnfUan Daily Tim**, Ipswich.

WANTED, SHORT PITHY ARTICLES on
Leadlnjr Social Topics for a WEEKLY PAPER —Address R. X ,

Advertising Offices, ISO, tlueen VlctorU-street, E C.

, Studio, 43, C

PRIZE NOVELS.—The Glasgow Weehly Herald
PROPRIETORS offer THREE PRIZES of L'rfV . NWf , and of 7U.

for the First. Second, and Third best Novels respectively, suitable for a
Newspaper of large Circulation. The Successful Competitor to have
the rltrht of Republication For particulars, Ac , see the OUiUj/ow Herald
or H'trnklf Herald —London Ortlce*. 85, Fleet-street, E C.

AFGHAN WAR.—ALI MUSJID to KANDAHAR.
—All TELEGRAMS r Reuters and Specials), Letters, T^-aders.ftc

iper. ARRANGED lu HANDY B'tOKS. and
History of the Campaigns, Lowest price,

ty's, liw, Piccadilly.

^HE PROPRIETOR of a WEEKLY CONSERVA-
T TlVE NEWSPAPER will be glad to treat for the supply of ONE
or TWO LEADERS WEEKLY.—Address Alpha, care of Mr. A. Gill,
Hootou-road, Kllnhurst, Hothcrham.

ONEY ARTICLE REQUIRED for a Weekly
Journal Also Leading Articles on Financial. Economic. Com

mercial, Kmlway. and Industrial Subjects, by practised Writers.—
i, with relercnces only to Printed Specimens, A., Ki, Canterbury-

M
mercl .
Address, w
road, Croyi

c

-JL llshlng and Bookselling Ruslnrsa, trading under the Name of
Messrs. W. Tegg 4 Co., is now DISSOLVED, and will henceforth be
carried on by Mr. WILLIAM TEGG-
cras-lane, Cheapslde, London, EX.

MITCHELL At CO., Agents for the Sale and
_ e Purchase of Newspaper iroperty, beg to direct attention to the

following Announcements. Newspaper Properties for Disposal, both
In Lendon and the Provinces.

C MITCHELL & CO. are favoured with instruc-
e tlons for INVESTMENTS from Clients for sums varying from 5001.

to 3.000f., either for Partnership or for the Purchase of Newspaper
Properties. All communications strictly confidential.

C.
MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to ARRANGE
• PAKTNEllSHIF In a LIBERAL WEEKLY (ProrlDClal)

PAl'EK. Capital required, 1.U0W. Excellent opportunity for a Hupurler.

C MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to DIS-
• POSE ol the COPYRIGHT and l'LANT ol a SCOTCH WEEKLY

NEWSr-AfKH Is a Border ConotJ-. Jobbing Uuainen attached. Price
1,00.x.

MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
i of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

>, Investigations, and Audit of Accounts, 4c.

12 and 13, Red Lion-court, Fleet-street, E.C.

William Two, 12, Pan-

PUBLISHER.—WANTED, a PUBLISHER for
an EVENING PAPER. Must be thoroughly acquainted with his

business. Good references required —Apply, by letter, to E 8., Office of
the St- Jamet * Ounite, Dorset-street. Fleet-street.

^TO MAGAZINE and NEWSPAPER PROPRIE-
X TORS.—WANTED, bra Yonag Writer oi Fiction, wiih about 7<*v
at hi* command, a KHAKE in a prosperous MAGAZINE or NEWS
PAPER, to which he might become an occasional Contributor.—Address
II. 11., Henley-on-Thames.

"|7"0R SALE, the COPYRIGHT, or Right of Serial
-T Uee only, of tbe Enfrlikh Translation of a Dramatic and Henntlona]
French NOVEL, in Twenty-four Chapter..—Addrees K., 31, Nichols-
quare, Hackney-road, E.

C'OPYRIGHT, with Plate, Stereos, and Stock of a
' reliable MAP of LONDON, with Commercial Directory attached.

Price moderate —Address O Q . at Homcaatle's. 81. Chcapslue. E C

WHAT WILL THIS COST to PRINT? The
T T answer promptly supplied by FinsiasioxsA 8oms, Steam Printers.

Isllmcton, N. Careful work at moderate prices,

TO PROPRIETORS of NEWSPAPER8 and
PERIODICALS —WYMAN A HONS. Printers of the Bvilder, the

Prinfia^ Timet, TrsttA. the Furniture (iatttte, the Revise. Brief of tht
Week' i K4wi, and other high-class Publications, call •mention to the
facilities they possess for the Complete, Economic, and Punctual Produc
tion of Periodical Literature, whether Illustrated or Plain. Estimates
furnished to Projectors of New Periodicals tor either Printing, or Print
ing and Publishing.— 74, and 76, Great Queen-street. London. W.C.

T ITHOaUAPHY.—GOW, BUTTE KFIELD & CO.
Xj (late Butterfleld A Mason) are prepared to execute Fim-clasa
WORK In FACSIMILES of OH Painting, Water Colours, Rook Illus
trations, Show-Cards, and Trade Emblems. Specimens may be seen at
their Works, Howling Green-Lane Buildings, Farrlngdon-road, E.C.

LADIES and GENTLEMEN will find every
comfort In the NEWS-ROOMS. Reading and Writing Rooms,

VICTORIA HOUSE, Catherine-street. Strand I*ondon and Country
Newspapers Filed. Advertisement, Address, and Inquiry Office.

TO PROFESSORS of MUSIC—TO BE SOLD,
a well-established and High-class VOCAL and PIANOFORTE

CONNEXION, in a populous town In the North of England, from which
an Income of OOUi. has been received — Further particulars may be had
on application to Fmsnsaic H. Hot li, Estate Agent, ttc., 4, Couk-street,
Liverpool

A PUBLIC-SCHOOL and UNIVERSITY MAN,
Classical Medallist, experienced In Paper-Work, desires to COACH,

by Correspondence, for all Examinations. In thorough Classics Frcnrh,
and German Resident some years in France and Germnnv. High
references. Resident Pupils received Twelve Guineas per Month —
Cosea, 9, AlDemarle-crescent, Scarborough.

PRIVATE TUTORSHIP.—An Oxford First Class-
man desires a PRIVATE TUTORSHIP In or near London. Six

years' experience. Highest references. Classics. Modern Languages.
Ac.—R. G. I., Adams ft Francis. Advertising Agents, 5t», Fleet-street, B C

A YOUNG GERMAN, who has studied Philology
at a German University, desires an ENGAGEMBNT as Private

Tutor.—For further Information address Mr F. Reap, l'archlm, Meck
lenburg.

AGRADUATK of CAMHRIDUE, in High Mathe-
matlcal Honours, who has had manv years' experience to preparing

for University Scholarships, Woolwich Lxaiulnnlions, dtc.. Is open to an
ENGAGEMENT as Mathematical or Head Master. — Address Tutu,
Messrs. Hodgson ft Son, 1, GouRh-scj uare, Fleet-street.

V1
ISITING MASTER, Graduate. First-Class
Honours, Medallist, has limited time for ENGAGEMENT in good

School. Mathematics, Classics, English - Hev. H A., 3D, Munafleld-ruad,
Gospel Oak, N. W.

A GENTLEMAN, an Archfjeologist, intends going
to Rome after Christmas, for Two or Three Months, and would be

glad to take the CAKE of a YOUNG MAN who wishes to finish his
studies In French and Italian —Address II. M. W\, tare of George Bell,
Publisher, York-street, Covent-garden.

A LADY can RECOMMEND her late GERMAN
GOVERNESS, who wishes & HE-ENGAGEMENT at Christmas In

a Nobleman's or Gcntlemnn's Family She teaches fluent French,
German, Italian. Latin, English, and excellent Mush-. A liberal Salary
required —Address Mrs. 8 , The Rectory. Winchllcld, Hants.

COLLEGE.J^RIGHTON

The NEXT TERM will mence on Tuesday, January 25, 1881.
F. W MADDEN, M.R.A.8., Secretary.

MARYBOROUGH GRAMMAR SCHOOL,
QUEENSLAND, Australia —Applications by letter, accompanied

by testimonials, for tbe Appointment of HEAD MASTER to the above
School will be received by the Secbltart to the Board of Trustees, at
his Office. Helsain s Buildings, Eeut-street, Maryborough, Queensland,
untU MONDAY, February at. l*il. >*lary, 5001. a year, with a Six-
roomed Residence within the School Ground* (Gas and Water laid on).

Similar Applications for the Appointment of SECOND MASTER, at a
Salary of 350.. a year, without Residence, will be received at the same
time and place.
No Clerk in Holy Order* or Public Minister of Religion wUI be eligible

for either Appointment.
School Hulie* will hepln about August, 1881.
A Copy of the School Regulations, as approved bv the Queensland

Government, may be inspected and further information obtained mi
I leation at the Offices of the Agent- Creucrai lor the Colony, 32, Charingappllc

Cross,
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STRATFORD-ON-AVON.—TRINITY COLLEGE
SCHOOL —The Warden, RICHARD P. CURRY, M A., is twisted

by Seven Resident Graduate MaHters. Special attention paid to Modern
Languages. Classical and Modern Sides. Junior Department for young
ooys. Exhibitions to the Vniversities. Large Playing Fields. Gymna
sium. Fives Courts, ftc. Terms, Fifty and 6Uty Guineas.—Apply w the
vY*a.udex.

REY COAT HOSPITAL (Endowed School),
..<■ Westminster.—An ASSISTANT-MISTRESS is REQUIRED fur
Next Term, to teach Harmony and Class-Slnglng. and to help in some
English Subjects Must be a Church woman Salary to begin at 80f.—
Apply immediately to the Knu> Mistress, stating age and experience, and
enclosing copies of testimonials.

G

'HE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
631, OXFORD-STREET, LONDON, W.C.

AUTOTYPE represents Permanent Photographic
Printing by several distinct Processes:—

FIRST.—PIGMENT PRINTING, under Swan ft Johnson's Patents —
The Photographic Image is built up of Carbon, Charcoal, and other
permanent pigments. These materials permit a wide range of Mono-
chromic expression. Pictures copied np to 4 feet by 3 feet. Autotype
Art is known throughout Europe; its productions arc absolutely Per
manent.
SECOND. — COLLOTYPE, or PHOTOGRAPHY in the PRINTING

PRESS.—A Process perfected by the Company, and adapted for

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS.

This Process is employed by the Trustees of the British Museum, Palato
graph leal. Numlamatical, Archaeological, and other Learned Societies,
and by the leading Publishers in London and Paris. It affords the fol
lowing advantages: —The Prints direct on the paper, with suitable
margins, ready (or binding ; the Fac-slmlle character of the results ; the
cheapness for Editions of 230. too, ftc.
THIRD —WOODBVRYTYPE, or RELIEF PRINTING, in which a

Metal Matrix yields a large number of Prints.—This Process is cheap,
well adapted for Portraits. Engineers' and Manufacturers' samples, and
subjects of continuous gradation. Where pure High Lights or Vignettes
are required ttoe Process is unsuitable. Woodburytypes require mount
ing. W oodburytype forms an addendum to the more*important Collotype
Process, and enables the Company to execute Orders by the method best
suited to the particular Work.

For terms and Specimens apply to the Manager.

THE AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY
displays a noble COLLECTION of COPIES of the OLD MASTERS,

and manv tine Examples of Modern Art.
JUST PUBLISHED, INDIA, Two Sires. 42s. and 21j—"COME unto

THESE YELLOW SANDS," after the Painting by Walter Field, Esq
Exhibited at the Royal Academy, 1WS, and at the Parts Universal Ex
hibition, 1870. This fine Autotype combines the merits of an Engraving
with the Fac-slmlle of the Artist's touch ; Mr. Field baring transposed
his subject into Monochrome expressly for Autotvpe.
Will be ready in January. AUTOTYPE REPRODUCTIONS of TWELVE

DRAWINGS and PAINTINGS by P. G. Hamerton. Esq
NEW CATALOGUE, price M. tree by post ; Gratis to Purchasers.

To adorn at little cost the Walla of Home with Artistic Masterpieces,
Tlslt the AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY, 431, Oxford-street, W.C.

Director of Works, J. R. SAWYER.
General Manager, W. 8. BIRD.

)HOTOGRAPHS for " SCRAI
Parcels of Fifty (600 sent by post for Se

ALBUMS, &c—
Carte. Cabinet, and

II

larger sixes, from lid. each. Send 3d. for CATALOGUE and Specimen.
Copies of celebrated Pictures, Engravings. Statuary, Landscape Views.
Cathedrals, Abbeys, ftc. Large variety of Subjects—Historical, Sacred,
Mythological. Female Figures, Female Heads, Animals, Sporting. Love-
Scenes—all from Pictures by eminent Artists, English and Foreign.
Portraits of 600 Celebrities, Poets, Statesmen, ftc. Living and Dead.
These Photos, mounted in a Scrap Album, form a handsome "
presentation or the Drawing-room Table. Scrap Albums
Address R. Shrakkk, Publisher, Wandsworth, London.

TO PRINT COLLECTORS.—Mr. L. BIHN, 67,
Rue Richelieu, Paris, has issued the following CATALOGUES :—

CATALOGUE 13 An extensive Collection of Historical 1'ortrulu, chiefly
of celebrated Women, Painters, and Musicians —CATALOGUE U. Views
and Plans of French Towns and Chateaux. Early Maps, Historical
Documents. — Catalogues may be obtained from, and Orders will be
executed by, Mr. D. Nutt, 270, Strand.

FAWCETT'S CATALOGUE of CHOICE
• ENGRAVINGS and ETCHINGS, by the Great Masters of

En-lung, Mexxotlnt, and Line Km.'ravtug—Fine and Rare Portraits.
Old Woodcuts, by Albert Durer, ftc.—Italian Chiaroscuros—Examples
ul Palthurne, Raphael Morghen, Wille, Woullett, Strange, Sharp, &c—
Etchings by Rembrandt. Ostade. Van Dyck, Hollar, Waterloo, Ac—
Mezzotints by Becket. Wallerant, Vaillant, M'Ardell, Earlom, ftc—Post
ir. !■ uu receipt of mo stumps to 11, King-street, Covent garden, London,
W.C.
V Large and Small Collections of Engravings and Watcr-Oolour

Drawing* purchased In Town or Country.

HENRY PURCELL. England's greatest Musician. From the last and
best Portrait in the possession of the Royal Society of Musicians.
After Closterman, by Zobel. Mezzotint. 17 by 13, India paper, 6j.

H. Fawcett, 14, KJng-atreet. Coveni-garden, London, W.C.

CECOND-HAND BOOKS.—JOEL ROWSELL'S
KJ CATALOGUE of 18,000 Volumes.—A most valuable and interesting
Collection of Miscellaneous. Standard, and Historical Works, splendidly
illustruted ; also, a large Collection of 2.000 Articles in Botany, Ento
mology. Ornithology, ftc.; and Miscellaneous Natural History, including
Transactions of Scientific Societies, illustrated with Coloured Plates To
all persons Interested in Books It will be sent, and no idea can be formed
of its contents except on inspection. Please send two stamps for postage.
Libraries purchased for cash.

9, King William street. Strand, W.C.

ANEW" CATALOGUE of RARE BOOKS,
TRACTS. Old Historical Papers, ShaJteapeariana. Literary Curiosi

ties, Scarce Views. Portraits, Ancient Maps, ftc, is NOW READY, and
sent free per return on receipt of address and two stamps.—J. H.

SECOND-HAND BOOKS. — Just published, a
O CATALOGUE of Illustrated and other Books on Architecture,
Painting. Sculpture, Engraving. Portraits, Costume. Scenery, Woodcuts,
Ant muitie*. Archaeology, Poetry, ftc, post free of *
■Uif, Oxlurd-Hrcet. London, W.

l>OOKS, PICTURES, WAR MEDALS, COINS,
.1) AUTOGRAPHS, and CURIOSITIES.—Send lor CATALOGUE,
pt*t Iree.—A. Ue.iu ft Son, 27, Heiuhaw, Liverpool.

(

COLLECTION of ANCIENT COINS for SALE at

THOMAS THORNTON'S, Esq.. 3M, Wood-street, E.C. The Col
ic, [ion t oii»>ni« in Consular and Itupt-rtal Roman Coins. Roman Colonics
01 s^j.iu. Cclllberiens, Phenlclens, Greek, ftc. Also very rare Ancient
ChtiKitc, Japanese, MatsrIan, Siamese, ftc. Coins and Idols, ftc.

OLD WEDGWOOD.- ADVERTISER wishes to
PURCHASE good SPECIMENS, at curreut value, lor Cash.

"Vases, Runts, Plaques, and Mfdidlionn only State colour, size, con-
dltiui:, and marks —Address O. W„ at C. H. May ft Co. '• General Adver
tising Oflii.es, ;k, Gratechunh-strcct, London.

A PRIVATE GENTLEMAN wishes to SELL a
small hut choice COLLECTION of ANTIQUE GEMS in Intaglio

and Cameo.—Address As-noi/Aav, car© of Messrs. Adams ft Francis,
Advertising Agents, 50, Fleet-street, E.C.

TO COLLECTORS of OLD ENGLISH FUR-
X NITURE -A magnificent English OAK. MARRIAGE COFFER
about 300 years old. carved In bold relief and_in excellent preservat!—
Recently exhibited at Heth:
Apply at Mr. Ai.«w CottE!
Hvde Park, London, W.

A Photograph can Oe sent.—
Art Studio, 143, Inverness-ternue,

STUDIO TO BE LET.—Studio, in the immediate
Neighbourhood of Bedford-square, suitable for a Painter or Sculptor,

TO BE LET. — Apply to Mrs. Val. Bhoklky, 25, Charlotte-street, Bed
ford-square, W.C.

MALVERN WELLS, WORCESTERSHIRE.—
The ABBEY —TO BE LET with immediate possession, an impor

tant and commodious FAMILY RESIDENCE, conraining Drawing-room,
50 ft by IS ft.. Secondary ditto. 30 ft. by 18 ft. ; Dining-room. 50 ft. by
19 ft . Secondary ditto. 22 ft by 19 ft ; Morning-room and Study; hand
some Entrance-Hall and Staircase ; Twelve best Bed-rooms ; Two Dress
ing-rooms; large Ball-room, fitted, also smaller ones; Servants' Bed
rooms, together with ample and approprite Dgmeslic Offices. At a
convenient distance is Stabling for Three Horses, Coach-house. Lort. and
Man's Room over. ftc. The Grounds are tastefully laid out, and include
a fine Lawn-tennis Ground, and a productive and well-stocked Kitchen
Gnrden. There is a splendid supply of the fnrned Hill-water by gravi
tation, and the sanitary arrangements are perfect. Three Packs oi
Hounds hunt th-j district. This Property Is eminently suited for a
family of distinction, a Indies' College, or a Hydropathic Establ
—Messrs. Harper ft Sons, Estate Agents, Great Malvern, will
all further particulars.

<Salcs bg Ruction

The DE LA SALLE Collection of Cinque-Cento and later
Artistic Portrait Medallions ana Medals of the highest

quality,

AT E6SRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
iTX will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Welllngtou-
struet, Strand, W.C, on MUNDAY, November 22. and Three Following
Dnys.ni 1 o'clock precisely, most selt-ct and valuable COLLECTION of
CINQUE-CENTO and later ARTISTIC PORTRAIT MEDALLIONS and
MEDALS (chiefly signed i. In Bronze, ftc., PLAQUES, FRIEZES.
ANTIQUE and RENAISSANCE BRONZES; including some of the
beautiful Productions of Vittoro Pisano, Domenico di Polo, Melloli,
Coradtni, Enzola, Ruberto. Cellini. Anti. Matteo de' Pastl. Hlerirala,
P. di G Dal Frato, Bertoldo. Guidixanl, Boldu, Caradosso, Sperundio,
Guacclalotti, 1 « I hi Robbia. Valerio Vlcentino, li'-mardo at Castel
Rolognese. Grechctto. PompeoLeonl. Pollajuolo, the Medallist a I'Esper-
ance, Oavino. San Gallo, Caincllo, Pomedello. Baccio Bandlnelli, Zaccht,
Pastorlno, Leone Leoni. Caprarola, Donatello, Matteo del Nassaro
G. Dunn?, Warin, Spinelli. Pogglni, Zugar of Holland, Bomaarna.
Gio. dclle Corniole, Moderni. F. Briot, and other eminent Artists of the
last four centuries. A few are in Silver, all of the period, aad some are
unpublished. Formed during the last fifty years by the late Monsieur
HIS DE LA SALLE, of Paris.
May be viewed two days prior, and Catalogues had ; if by post, on

receipt of six stumps.

Modern Etchings and Drawings, the Property of an Artist,
■ deceased.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13. Wellington-

street. Strand. W.C. on FRIDAY. November 26. at 1 o'clock precisely,
MODERN ETCHINGS and DRAWINGS, COLOURED PRINTS ILLUS
TRATIVE of COACHING, DRAWINGS of CELEBRATED VIEWS or
BUILDINGS of OLD LONDON, ftc, the Property of aa ARTIST,
deceased.
May be viewed two days prior, and Catalogues had ; if by post, on

receipt of two stamps.

Valuable Objects of Art, the Property of a Gentleman, deceased.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No 13, Wellington-

street, Strand, W.C., on MONDAY. November 2a, and Following Dav,
at 1 o'clock precisely, VARIOUS OBJECTS of ART, the Property of a
GENTLEMAN, deceased, consisting of Sevres, Chelsea, and other Euro
pean Porcelaiu—a fine Collection of Champ-leX Enamels of the
Thirteenth Century—Ancient Venetian and Orman Glass—German and
Flemish Grcs, many with Inscriptions and Dates—Oriental China,
Bronses.and Antiquities—Ornamental Furniture, Clocks. Ac.; among
these may be especially noted : a fine Buhl Clock and Pair of Cabinets,
some fine German Enamelled Wlederkoms, Sevres Vases and Cabarets,
Pewter Dish by Briot, Sixteenth Century, a fine Champ-leVe Crosier,
Basin, ftc, of the Thirteenth Century, Irom the celebrated De Bruge
Collection—Twenty Choice and Rare Egg-shell Plates, with Ruby Racks—
a Bare Venetian Pax of the Sixteenth Century, in Silver and Enamel-
Chinese Bronzes— Egyptian. Roman, and Mediaeval Antiquities, ftc
May be viewed two days prior,

receipt of four stamps.
1 Catalogues had ; if by post, on

Hare Satsuma, Inuiri, and other Japanese Faience, l^rcelain
and Bronzes, collected by a Gentleman long resident in 2'okio
and Yeddo.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. IS, Wellington-

street, Strand. W.C on WEDNESDAY. December l.at 1 o'clock pre
cisely. RARE SATSUMA. IMAR1, and other JAPANESE FAIENCE,
PORCELAIN and BRONZES, collected by a GENTLEMAN resident in
Tokio and Yeddo during and since the Revolution in the Islands.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had ; if by post, on

receipt of two "

English Portraits, engraved in Line and Mezzotint, the
Projjerty of a Gentleman.

"MESSRS. SOTIiEBY, WILKINSON k HODGE
1TA will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington-
street. Strand. W.C on THURSDAY. ] >i-remuer 2. and Two Following
Days, at I o'clock precisely. ENGLISH PORTRAITS, engraved in Line
and Mexsotlnt, by Hogeuheig. Delaram, Elstracke. Hollar, the Passes,
De Jode, Masson. Faitliorne. Marshall, Glover, Houbraken, Vertue,
Vomerman. While. Van Hove, sturt. Fnber. Smith, McArdell, Houston,
Ralllie, Green. Wutsnn. Itasire, Sberwin, Reynolds, and other eminent
Artists, chiefly in the choicest state, and chronologically placed according
to Bromley's arrangement.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had ; If by post, on

receipt of six stamps.

The choice Collectollect 'on of Engravings and Etchingsformed
by the Iter. J. J. JIEYWOOD.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington-

Street, Strand, W.C, on MONDAY, December G. and Two Following
Days, at 1 o clock precisely, a choice COLLECTION of ENGRAVINGS
and ETCHINGS formed by the Rev J. J. HEYWOOD, now relin
quishing the pursuit ; comprising hne Examples of the Earlier Masters,
Albrecht Dlircr. Lukus Van Leyden. Rembrandt Van Rhyn. ftc. ; also a
very remarkable Series of the "Works of the later Dutch F.tcliers, I*aul
Potter, Nicholas IkTidn-ni. OsUule. Jean Le Ducq. Karl I>u Jardin Jean
Livens, Waterloo, F. Bol A. l'lamen. Ac, comprising Early States of
the utmost runty ; a Scries of beautiful Etchings of the French and
KngHHh Schools, Anrh-nt snd Modern, including rare Specimens of
Claude Lorraine in Early States, and choice Proofs of the Works of
Brat-quemond, L. Flatueng, Rajon, La Gros. Jacquemart, Seymour
lluden, J. M Whistler, &v ; several important Works of the Mezzotint
En*ruvers, McArdell, Wutson, Kpllshury, Ward, J. R. Smith. Ac, in
splendid Prcof states, a remarkable Collection ol the Works of George
Venue in lToof states, ftc.
May be viewed two days

receipt of six stamps.
1 Catalogues had; if by post, on |

Miscellaneous and Scientific Property.

PR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION",

graphic Appanitus—Opera and Race Glasses—a <-> >
Bronzes. Antique Vases, Ac. — and a great variety of I
Property.
On view the day prior, after two o'clock, and morning of Sale.ssi

Catalogues had.

Great Sale of Musical Property.— Thirty Pianofortes and Bv~
monimas, Organ, Harp by Erard, rare Italian Hebst,
Tenors, and D Basses, Musical Boies, Wind JnstrumenU, Jr.

MESSRS. PUTTICK k SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at thoir House. 47, Leicester-square, VC.i

TUESDAY. November M. at I o'clock precisely, valuable Ml'SILU.
PROPERTY ; including Grand and Cottage full compass Piaaofarta*
Broadwood. Erard, OoHsird, Kirkman. Wornum, HoMemeace, Rosnttn
Delamere, and other makers—Harmoniums—a small Chamber or(*i»-l
Organ—Musical Boxes—Brassand Wocid Wind Instrument
Violins, Tenors, Violoncellos, D Basaes, Bows. Cases, Ac

Catalogues (by post), two stamps.

The Collection of High-class Stringed Instruments by Ganjori
Salo, tlie Property of the late Dr. STEWARD, <f Wotxr-

hampton.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will include
in the a1>ove SALE by AUCTION the valuable COLLBCnoV ot

ITALIAN VIOLINS. Violas, and Basses chleflv by that emf
Gaspar dl Salo. lormed by the late Dr. STEWAKD. of Wul'
together with the bows by Tourte and Dodd, Cases, Ac

Catalogues (by post), two stamps.

Libraries of a Literary Gentleman (deceased) and ofawt^
known Genealogist, <&c

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELLbr

AUCTION, at their House. 47. Leicester-square, W.C <a
THURSDAY. November 25, and Two Following Days, at tea ram*
past 1 o'clock precisely, the valuable LIBRARIES of a UTElL^f
GENTLEMAN deceased, removed from Hammersmith, and of s wfr
known GENEALOGIST, removed from Westminster. Ac, forntas i
Collection of Standard Historical, Critical, and Antiquarian Works-
Books on Art and Architecture—a Scries of First Editions of if*
Writings of Charles Dickens and W. M. rhackeray, same with extra
Illustrations—a large Collection of Peerage Cases. Id j0 vols—WD
Engravings by Jacques Callot—a Volume of clever Indian Drstriiji.
including, amongst other valuable Works, the following. In Fouc : Pirti
and Florence Galleries—Royal Gallery of Art—Anticalta di Erevan*-
Holinshed's Chronicles, 1577—Richardson's Monastic Rains—Doinesdsy
Book—Dugdale'sBai-onage. original edition—Rymer sFirtlera-Ifisrsrt.'i's
Works—Audsley s Kerauiic Art of Janaa—Prissc d Arennes, f '*n
Arabe—Place, Ninivc et Assyrie—Caricatnres 6y H. K- Mailt a! :-*r-
1 lament—Morant's Essex. In Quarts : Larsler s Phrsiapnoniy-/iaIerie
Theairale—Viel Castel, Costumes, Ac —Bsskerrilie's Addisoo-t rose's
Antiquities, large paper. 12 vols.—Waters'* Chesteri of Chjrhelj-
Curmer, Lea Evangiles—Collier's Repmts-Miltoo's Paradise 1/Kt,flm
edition—King's Mediieval Architecture—llercuri Oostames HJsMrtqae*
—Real Museo Borl)onicu. lu Octavo: Johnson's Poets, <i8 vols—Real
Life in London—Kit Marlowe's Works. Pickerine—Joason's Works, by
Gifford—Swilfs Works, bv Scott—Abbotalord Waverley - Frerasji s
Norman Conq uesc—Celebrated Trials—Gladstone s Homct - Spenser ■
Works, bv Collier—Chronicles nnd Memorials of Great Britain, M vols.
—Foley's" Records of the English Province of the Society of Jews—
Smith s Oabilogue Ralssone:e, a vols.—Hamerton s Etchiag and Kicltm,
first edition—Ruskin's Modern i'ainters, original edition-IUgao
tale, par Dupuls—Lodge's Poriraita.

Catalogues on receipt of two stamps.

Autograph Letters and MSS., the Property ofaxj

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47. Leicester-square. WC aa

TUESDAY, November 30. at 1 o'clock, aCOLLECTlON of AGTOeUJH
LE1TERS and MSS.. chiefly Musical, Dramatic, and LUasrj, tas
I 'roperty ot an Amateur.

of two stamps

Curious and Bare Books, including a Selection from theLibrarj

of UAHGHA VEJENNIXGS, Esq.

"MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
™tL»Ai?£TI£N' at tnelr How,<*' Leicester-square, W.C. si
IHLKKDATt. lkecember 2. and Following Day at ten minnMs past
1 o'clock prerlM-ly.a COLLECTION of RARE.'CCRIOl'S and VAl I-
AIILL HOOKS, including ■ Selection from the Library of HARGKAVB
JENNINGS. Esq . Author of ■ The Rosicrueians *; comprL<ti&£ BwA» SB
Spiritual urn, Mysticism, Alchemy, the Philosophers Ktaae. Hemebe
I tillosophy.Hiid the Occult Sciences generally—Reprint* of Karlj Frewn
I octry—Editions de Lemerre—Lytton*S Works, Library Editiaa-Ou-
lyle s Works, 34 vols b. b. ed —Scott's Novels. 4-* vola~RiMH>CB*qse
Elzevfrienne- French Facetlu?—Books relatlnx to CsiaettsafkBtttJ
—Osurioni and

NOTTINGHAM. — Two COLLECTIONS of Iligh-Oass

PIC1 URES (removedfrom private residences), together nf*

60 PICTURES belonging to an Estate in Ltqunlntu*,
order of the Chairman of the. Committee. The GMtd*MS
include two Works by Hen ry Dawson , sen . ; three /as

Examples of E. J. Niemann: Jour by G. Turner, of Derby:
four by A. Brandish Holte, of Worcester; a grand Gatltnf
Work and two ot/iers by James Peel; others by E. M. nard,

R.A., John Martin, R.A., Sir D. Wdkie, 7. .S. Oxpv,
R.A., James Webb, John Syer, and oilier eminent Arusti,

the whole to be submittedfor SALE by AVCTIOH,

Ty NEALE (late Pott & Neale), at his Gallerr,

• Whosier Gate, Nottingham, on THURSDAY". November 3, «
II o'clock.
Catalogues will be forwarded on application, by post, to the Aae-

Nottingham.

Collection of Rare Books and Manuscripts.

MR. ROBERT STEWART will SELL by AUG-
TION, at his Mart. 101 . Victoria-street. Belfast. on WEDNEsD-O .

December 1. a valuable COLLECTION of BOOKS; comprisiru iar>
and curious Works connected with Irish History and the iirbcih»"^
1 798- First Editions of the Early English Poets and Dramatists, in.-lu^n-
B^n Jonwn Spenser, lteaumnnt and Fletcher — Books illustrate
Bewick. Cruikshank, ftc —also a few valuable Autographs, inelafluif a

Poem in the Autograph of the Poet Burns, ftc.
Catalogues (by post), one stamp.

Valuable Law Books, including the Library of Cl.EMhST
MILWARP, Esq., Q.C., retiring from Practice, Set fy

Hansard's Debates, 2S6 Vols. #c.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION",

at their Rooms. 110. Chancery-lane. W.C. on TUE-DAY .
ber 33, and Following Day. at 1 o'clock, valuable LAY* BW *- ■
eluding a line Set oi the New Law Reports, complete to i^'--':^
u.~i~".# .1... I .... I. .„„,,.! H^nM^-Cmnmnu lietU'h Re|H>rLS. .» *»>is .

Exchequer C-.uws. 33 vols -House of Lords Cases. IS
Maritime Cas s 3 *ol« -Hansai-d * Parliamentary History and i1";'
to mh 4 »tth Vict. 2*W vols —Revised Statutes. 13 vols.—ana

useful Text-Books and Reports.
To be viewed, and Catalogues h;td.
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Valuable Law Librury of the Right Hon. ALFRED HENRY
THESIGER, decerned, lata one of the Lords Justice* of
Appeal- embracing also thmt of the late Ru/ht Hon. Lord
CHELMSFORD, formerly Lord Chancellor of England.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Rooms 115. ChMecry-lmae. W C , on Tt ESPAY. Dec m-

fcer 7 at 1 o'clock, the valuable LAW LIBRAKY of the la:e Lord
Justice THE$H»KK, In. luding al»o lhatof the late l*>rd I'HKLM^FORll
Morruerty Lord Chancellor of England j ; comprising Howell's **tate
Trials M vol* — the New Law Report*, complete to l"**' — tlie Irish
K"poru 1*7 to I**' a capital Series of Report* In Kin* * Ami uueen'a
Beneb Common Picas and Common Bench, Exchequer. Chanrerv and
House ill Lord*. Privv Council, Ecclesiastical and Admiralty Ca*M a

' 1 Modern ) Tactical Work*, tmlutUng »evrraJ on
,«u handsome Mahogany Bookcases, *e.
Catalogue's are preparing.

The DE LA SALLE Collectum of Pictures and Drmcmgs.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON 1c WOODS
rrspeetfuUv gWe notice thai they will SELL by AlhTIOS. at

their Great Ronm* Kin<-street. St. Jame* *-W|Uare. on Wl I KHAV
N.>Temr*r SI at 1 o'clock precisely, the valuable COM.Kt.TlON of
ANCIKNT and MODKKN DRAWINGS. WATEH COLOl'lt*. and PIC
TURES left by th- late Monsieur HIS DE LA HALLE, of Part*;
Including Work* of R. P. aVauiifto*, N. T Ciiarist. T. Oerlcanlt,
L Robert T Rou**eaa. N. Poussin. Van Dyck. Rubra*. Hemhrandt,
M Botticelli. O. Cordrgllagal, B. Lulni. F. ManU*na, 1. Ortolano.
B. ZenaJe Ac.

The Duztntry Park Library, the Property of the late W. T.

M1

CARR STASDfSH, Esq.

ESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS

respectfully (Tire notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at
their Great Room*, King-street, St. James s-eqanre, on WRUNESDAY,
December 1. at I o clock precisely, the valuable LIBRARY of W. T.
CARK STANDISII. Esq . deceased (removed from Duxbury Park, Lan
cashire); comprising Books of Prints—Picture Galleries—Pictureaqoe
Voyages—Works on the Fin* Arts—Publications of the French GovernJ
ment ( Presentation Copies from Kins; Louis Philippe and Napoleon III )
—and many vmJaable Works in English. French, and Italian Literature,
Including Musce Francals, 5 vols, proofs before letters, morocco extra—
Description do I* Egypt*, original edition—Yoyaires PUtnnsqaes dans
l'Aiicienne France. 17 vols, morocco extra — Document Inedlts sur
l'Hlstolre de France, 131 vols —Cabinet dn Hoi, 40 vols —Galeriea Hta-
torlques de Versailles. IB vols —Collection Orletitale de la Blbllotheque
Royale. 7 voli morocco- fiacre" de Napoleon- Freycinet, Voyage antour
du Monde. 13 vol* — Doparrey, Voyage notour du Monde, 0 vols—De
Clarac. Musee de Sculpture, 12 vols.—Du Sommerard, Lea Arts du
Moyen Age. 5 vols — Bory de St. Vincent, Expedition de More*. 7 volt -
Lahorde, Voyage Plttaresqae de l'Bspagne, 4 vols. —Cheetham Society'!
Publications, 105 vols. — Tresor do Ni

IS voli., Ac

BARE MUSICAL LIBRARY.
SALE UY AUCTION AT BERLIN.

MR. RUDOLPH LEPKE, of Berlin, will SELL
by AUCTION, on MONDAY. November 29. the valuable

MUSICAL LIBRARY of Dr F GEURING. Professor at the University.
Vienna, with Contributions from other Collections ; the most Important
Sale for the last twenty years. Including many rare Works on Musical
History and Theory, Practical Music, the Art of Dancing Opera
Texts, Ac.
Catalogues on application to Messrs. Asher A Co. 13, Bedford•street,

Covent-garden. who will attend the Sale and receive Comminion*.

EW .SUBMARINE TELEGRAPHIC OFFICE.NE^J
the BUILDER (4d ; by post. iid ); View of Doorways

Cologne-, of Snelntoo Church Institute; and Manchester and County
Bank—Architecture In Cyprus—Art Companies—Bewick's Works—The
Flood Question—Builders' B nevolent Institution-Burrucks Planning,
Ac.—46, Catherine-street ; and all Newsman.

NUT TREE FARM.
NEW STORY, by Mrs J. H. RIDDBLL.

BEE DOUBLE CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF

KENSINGTON.
Ready 27lh November. Price One Shilling;.

London : Cecil Brooks A Co. Manchester : John Heywood.
burgh : J
Railway

Msnute* A C i. Aberdeen: John Avery & Co. And
Stalls and Booksellers'.

This day is published, 2 vol*. Svo. doth, with 26 Illustrations, price 32*.

TURKEY, OLD AND NEW:

HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHICAL, AND STATISTICAL.

By Sl'THRRLAND MENZIES,

Author of ' Royal Favourites,' Ac.

London: Wm. H. Allex & Co. 13, Waterloo-place.

With 13 Illustrations, price 5s.

NOTDJB TO AMATBUR MECHANICS, Ac.
A NEW WORK by the Popular Author of ' The Lathe and its Uses '

' The Amateur Mechanics' Workshop,' Ac. will be commenced in an
Early Number of

rTHE HOUSE DECORATOR and SCHOOL of

1 DESIGN.

One Penny, Weekly ; Sixpence, Monthly.

ConUnit of Current .VumW .* The Labour Market—Machine for Turn
Ing Wood (Illustrated j—Sanitary Engineering in France—Congress of
Electricians—Sewnteenth Century Furniture—Bricklaying f Illustrated)
-Design for Church Window— Miniature PainUna—Elements of Car
pentry and Joinery ( illustrated,- Monograms ( lliurtrated/—Plumbers'
Work and Lead Working (IHu*truted> — Birmingham Architectural
Association—Dry-Rot io House* -Scientific Note*—Notes and Queries—
Oleanings—Contracu—Pan nta. Ac

V The FOURTH MONTHLY PART, containing over M» columns of
Letter-prc«s and upward* of luu Illustrations, is now ready, ItIco 6d. j

THE CONJUIIER'S DAUGHTER :

A TALE.

By J. W. SHEBKB, CSX

'*"nw Incident* are well connected, the ilialo^uc is ratiooal, and the author'i narrative stjle is mat

" It mint be said that the volume U eminently readable, and that it should come into popular favour."

London: Wm. H. ALI.KN k Co. ]3, Waterloo-place.

Nearly ready, feap. 8»o. cloth gilt. Is.

OUR VISITORS;

AND HOW TO AMUSE THEM.

AFFORDING I1OTS A3TD BTGGBSTION'B FOR CAHRYiyG Ol*T WITH PEBFEC7T SUCCESS EVERY DK8CRIFTI0N

OF ENTERTAINMENT AT HOME.

" Life Is fortifinl by many friendship*."—Sydney Smith.

Now ready, crown 8vo. sewed. If.

OUR JEMIMAS.

BESPECTFULLY ADDRESSED TO THE GREAT MIDDLE CLASS.

By "A VICTIM."

" Deals humorously with a subject that is very seriously considered by thousands of housekeepers—the vagaries and
■shortcomings of domestic servant*."— 7ttnei.

London : HoruiTON * Sons, Paternoster-square, E.C.

THE FINE-ART WORK OF THE SEASON.

In sinall 4to. price 6>. Picture Boards,

AFTERNOON TEA:

RHYMES FOR CHILDREN.

With Original Illustrations by J. O. Sowerby and H. II. Emerson.

Tliis Yolr.me marks the progress of Colour Printing to the Season 1880-81
d places on thi

tliat it should be

THE CHRISTMAS BOOK OF THE YEAR.

Wakxe & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

Price 1*.; post free, Is. 3d.

WARNE'S INTERNATIONAL ANNUAL.

FULLY ILLUSTRATED.

In imperial 8vo. 128 pages, Picture Covers, with Original Contribution* by English and Foreign Authors.

8TORIES to TELL,

A STORY of a RED

The MAGIC WAND. G. R, Sims.

M.P. | Th« FATEFUL FIRST. Hon. Lewis

Twenty other TALES, STORIES, POEMS, ate., by Popular Authom.

Frederick Warnk Jc Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

" Pull of matter Interesting to the perioral i
whose use It is especially constituted .' —Sunday TVmsx.

*A bssmillully ill unrated pubUcatlon."— Coventry Times.

Coatalns mu li information, and Is full of interest to s
than those for which the publication is especially designed."

• It is well Illustrated and well printed "—Am

" An excellent Industrial art publication."— Lloyd

"It contains a variety of useful Information In <
practical am and mscbaolc*."—Aws*****.

" It contains an abundant supply of useful matter. Is liberally supplied
'culated, we should amy, to attain a large clrcu-

i with the

with woodcuts, and is calcul

Cecil i Co

THE ARTIST.
" The only newspaper of the art world published , and a very good one

too."—Journal* and Joumaium "What we want in England badly."—
/ E Boehm, ALK e\. " Exactly what the students i-equire. '—i**t#r from
KtnttnfUm "Your paper is fulfilling a most valuable work ; and every
mouth I believe it i* snore and snore appreciated." — H'pks BayMss.

wting matter. ''—Profiteer Church, Jt A. " The best thing
of the kind that has appeared within our n-colkt iiun, now running over
fifty years."—JfsssM - • \. ■ ah exceedingly elegant little

paper "—Lady Comsf>ondent " Worth ever so much to thoso in any way
interested In the well-bring and promotion of art ' — Lrttrrfrom H'lndtor .

• Its literary direction Is iu uipHblo hands, and the care with which it Is
edited does Infinite cmllt."—AsWiMw*' Orn'iir • The art notes from

b ample, and altogether this is a inp«t sensible publication
trt Journal ( New York ). " ft coatainsa wsll-written summary

of news that artists care to know reports of meetlugs, exhibitions,
academies, and art aalea—a very interesting featar«; letters from corre
spondents in tbe provinces j collator! opinions oa works In the HoyaL
Academy ; obituary notices of artists ; Botes of lectures, leading articles

1 reviews, and a variety of miscellaneous matter of current and per-
nent value."—ti/rttcombt Chron.rit " A very interesting page Is that
roted to 'Collated opinion on Art Work,' giving as it does Iha spirit
the principal (Tiucisms ou the important exhibitions. At a glance

can be seen the general impression created by a given artist's work.
There are also reviews, art abroad, art in the provinces, art in the
bouse, art in the trade- in fact, an unusual amount of art matter in a
very handy form."— i'orkthire lost.

Price fld. ; bynost.Gia*.

TUB NOVKMllEll NtaUiER OF

'J'HE ARTIST, and Journal of Home Culture.

W. Reeves, IW. Fleet-street. Ixindon.

ORES MAGISTERIAL FORMALIST.

SIXTH EDITION*.

Thta day U published, in 1 voL Svo. 3r*j cloth,

'8 MAUISTKRIAL FOBMULIST ; being a
Complete Collection of Forms and Precedents for l*raetlral la

I Cases out of Quarter seanions. and In larochlai MatU-rs, by Magis
trates, their Clerks. Hollckors. and Constables Sixth Edition. By
THUMAH W. SAUNl>EJta. Esq . Metropollian Police Magistrate

London : Butterworthe, 7. Fleet-street. Her Majesty's Taw Publishers.

jg to tlie Seamn 1880-81. It la the work of two Artists whose Pictures
find plarrt «>ii tlie Hue of the Ruyal Academy , and has bet-u produt-od by the Publishers regardless of outlay, with the desire

POPULAR EDITION.

Now ready, Svo. cloth, price <Ss.

HE V I 0 L I

ITS FAMOUS MAXEKS AND THEItt IMITATORS.

N :

GEOHOK HART.

Illustrated with numerous Wood Engravings from Photograplis.

Dulau & Co 3;. Soho-square; Bchott tt Co ISO. Regent-street.

KEADY.-Co nplete In Six Parts. 2,000 pages, 4to.

A CONTEMPORARY HISTORY of AFFAIRS
In IRELAND, from * d. IM1 to r 52. now for the first time pub

lished. With Portnuts iaid Illostrationa. Edited by J.T.GILBERT.
F.S.A. M R LA , for the Irish ArcheolotTical and Celtic Society.
" We know what the bngln-h had to say about the Irish . but we did

not an <w what the Irisli had to s.iy about iliemselves ; the editor of this
work has to a gnat extent removed this obstacle. Soeii volumes may
be read with pleasure and advantage."- Academy.

* A very small number of Copies has been printed, and solely for
■ctus apply, bv letter, to the Hon. Secretary of
iiiuclvrock, DubiiB; or to M. Qaarltch, li, i*ic-YiUa Nova,
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MEN OF LIGHT AND LEADING.

A. J. SYMINGTON.

The aim of the volumes of which this Series is

composed is to give an intelligible account of the

authois included in it, and of their writings, accom

panied with specimens of their works.

While no formal biography is attempted, the

details of the life and career of each author are

given in sufficient fulness to enable the reader to

form a clear conception of the man ; and while no

attempt has been made to give a complete collec

tion of the writings of any one, a sufficient number

of characteristic extracts is given to enable an

adequate idea to be formed of the spirit and style

of each writer, and the general scope of his works.

The Series will, therefore, it is hoped, be helpful

to that large class of readers in every part of the

realm who desire to gain a knowledge of our prin

cipal authors, but whose leisure precludes the

attempt to study elaborate biographies or complete

collections of literary works, whether in poetry or

prose.

NOW HEADY,

THOMAS HOOKS. In 1 vol.

SAMUEL LOVER. In 1 vol.

W. C. BRYANT. In 1 vol.

WILLIAM WORDSWORTH. In 2 vols.

[Nearly ready.

London : Blackib & Son, 49 and 60, Old Bailey.

NEW NOVELS

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

BY THE AUTHOB OP ' DOROTHY FOX.'

ADAM and EVE. By Mrs. Parr,

Author of 1 Dorothy Pox.* In 3 vols, crown 8vo.

"'Adam and Eve' has all the merits that have dis
tinguished the author's former novels. The characters are,
without exception, carefully conceived, and the leading ones
dramatically thrown into the foreground. Mrs. Parr's more
finished portraits abound in subtle but effective touches, nor
is she by any means wanting in the quality of humour."

Times, November 13.

BT MRS. BIDDELL.

The MYSTERY in PALACE GAR-

DEK8. By Mrs. BIDDELL, Author of ' George Keith,'

Ac. 3 vols, crown 8vo.

MB. JEPHBON'S NEW HOVEL.

The RED RAG. By R. Mounteney

JEPHBON, Author of 'A Pink Wedding." The Girl he
Left Behind Him,' Ac. In 2 vols, crown 8vo.

"Mr. Jephson's bright animal spirits infect his reader.
We cannot criticise the story bat we can enjoy it. Mr.
Jephson evidently had the stage before him as he wrote."

Queen.

BT MBS. HENBY WOOD.

JOHNNY LUDLOW. Second Series.

By Mrs. HENBY WOOD, Author of ' East Lynne,' Ac.

In 3 vols, crown 8vo.
" Fresh, Hear, simple, and withal, strong In purpose and

execution, these stories have won admiration as true works

of inventive art."—Daily Telegraph.

IMMEDIATELY,

FOLLY MORRISON.

BABllJiTT. 3 vols, crown 8vo.

By Frank

NEW KD1TION OP

DOROTHY FOX. By Mrs. Parr,

Author of ' Adam and Eve.' Crown 8vo. with IIlus
trations, ft#.

CHATTO & WINDUS, PUBLISHERS.

MBB. LINTON'S NEW NOVEL.—3 vols, crown 8vo. at every Library,

The REBEL of the FAMILY. By E. Lynn Linton, Author of

' Patricia Kcmbaii,' Ac.

JAMES PAYN'S NEW NOVEL.—3 vols, crown 8vo. at every Library,

A CONFIDENTIAL AGENT. By James Payn, Author of

' By Proxy,' Ac With 12 Illustrations by Arthur Hopkins

mb. fbanctixon's new novel.

QUEEN COPHETUA. By R. E. Francillon. 3 vols, crown 8vo.

MRS. HUNTS NEW NOVEL.

The LEADEN CASKET. By Mrs. Alfred W. Hunt. 3 vok

crown Sto. JULIAN HAWTHOHNE'8 NEW NOVEL.—S vols, crown 8to. at OTary Library,

ELLICE QUENTIN, and Other Stories. By Julian Hawthorne.

Complete In 1 toIs. demr Sto. 12s. each.

A HISTORY of OUR OWN TIMES. From the Accession of

Queen Victoria to the General Election of 1880. By JUSTIN MCCARTHY, M P.
" Criticism is disarmed before a composition which provoke* little but approval. Thii is a really good book on a really Interesting ■object. uJ

words plied on words could say no more for it " Saturday Htvitw.

Crown Sto. cloth extra, with 314 Illustrations, 7s. M.

A TRAMP ABROAD. By Mark Twain.
" A piece of work that is not only delightful as mere reading, bat also of a high degree of merit as literature. . . .The book Is full ni p*

To be Completed In Five Volumes, crown Sto. cloth extra, 6s. each,

BRET HARTE'S COLLECTED WORKS.
Vol. I. COMPLETE POETICAL and DRAMATIC WORKS. Vol. II. EARLIER PAPERS—LUCK of ROARLXO CAMP, Ac. Vol. Ill

TALES of ARGONAUTS-EAbTERN SKETCHES. Vol. IV. GABRIEL CONROY. (In the press.) Vol. V. ST0RIli5-C0.VUE.VSEI »

NOVELS, Ac. (In the press.)
Crown Sto. cloth extra, 6s.

CRIMES and PUNISHMENTS. Including a New Translation

ol Beccarlas * DelDellttl e dalle Pens.' Br JAME3 ANSON FARRER.

MISS Q. BOWER8S NEW HUNTING SK etches —Beautifully Coloured, and handsomely hsll bound, oMaa// Wo. tU

LEAVES from a HUNTING JOURNAL. By G. Bowers, Author

of 1 Canters in Crainpshlrc/ Ac. Coloured In Fac-simile of the Originals.

Now ready, crown Sto. cloth extra, 3s. <W. a New Edition of

CONFIDENCE. By Henry James, jun.

Crown Sto. cloth extra, 6s.

SONGS and POEMS from 1819 to 1879. By J. R. Planche.

Edited, with an Introduction, by his Daughter, Mrs. MACKARNBSS.

A HANDSOME GIFT-BOOK.—Small Sto. cloth extra, 6s.

The WOOING of the WATER WITCH: a Northern Oddity.

By EVAN DALDORNB. With U5 line Illustrations by J. Moyr Smith.

Now ready, crown Sto. cloth limp, 2*. Cd.

A SIMPLE TREATISE on HEAT. By W. Mattieu Williams,

F.B.A.B. F.C.B., Author of ' The Fuel of the Sun.'

Post Sto. cloth limp, 2s. W. each.

The SPEECHES of CHARLES DICKENS. With Chapters on

Sickens as a Letter-Writer, Poet, and Public Reader.

LITERARY FRIVOLITIES, FANCIES, FOLLIES, and

FROLICS. By WILLIAM T. DOBSON.

A HANDBOOK FOB POTTKRY-PAINTERS.—Crown Sto. cloth extra, 6s.

PRACTICAL KERAMICS for STUDENTS. By C. A. Janvier.

Demr Bre. Illuminated CoTcr, pries One Shilling,

THE GENTLEMAN'S ANNUAL.
Containing The POSY WHO. By Mrs. AUred W. Hunt.-SKELETON KEYS. By D. Christie Murray.-LOYB th»« PURIFIES. By B«srW«

Duff.

Demy 8vo. beautifully Illustrated, price One Shilling,

BELGRAVIA ANNUAL. Containing—

SYBIL. By B Montgomerie Ranking. Illustrated by H. Gaudy.
The YOUNG LADY In OREY. By P. W. Robinson.
BALLAD ol ANTIQUE DANCES. By TV. E. Henley. Illustrated by

E. J. Wheeler.
PRINCE SARONI'8 WIFE. By Julian Hawthorne. Illustrated by

T. C. Heath.
MAX RBINEKB'S GREAT BOOK. By E. C. QrenvUle-Murray.
A CHANT for WINTER. Illustrated by Rudoll Illlud.

The COLONEL. By H. W. Lucy.

The REDUCED DINNER PARTY. By James Payn.
IS SHE an HEIRESS? By Percy HtsgeraW. Illustrated by u- »

Seymour.
The CHINESB PLAY at the HAYMARKET. By J.

WllMra. ..
A PROVERB. By J. Ltbbsl. Illustrated by T. 8. W slker.
SO LIKE the PRINCE. By A Egmont Hake.
The TRANSACTIONS of the CATO CLUB. By Dutton Coos.
A CHRISTMAS NIGHTMARE. By T. P. Thlsnltou Dyer.

BELGRAVIA for 1881. — A New Serial Story, entitiedJA

numbbrV,^^^• JOSEPH'S COAT.' Illustrated by Fred. Barnard ; an 1 the Vlr«t ot a Series ol Illustrated Papers by AL1RJSU
Old Country Towni,' entitled • ROUND ABOUT ETON and HARROW.'

The GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE -The January Number^

this Periodical In addition to many other features ol Interest, will contain the First Chapters ol a New Serial Stoiy. enuueu

a SEASON,- by JUSTIN MCCARTHY, M P., Author ol ' Donna Uuixote,' 4c.

Richasd Bentley 4: Soit, New Burlington-street. CHATTO & WINDUS, Piccadilly, W.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

NEW BOOKS IN GENERAL DEMAND.

Endymion, by the Earl of Beaconsfield (3,000 copies, in afew days) ; McCarthy's History of

our Own Times (1,500 copies); Unbeaten Tracks in Japan, by Miss Bird (1,000 copies);

Trevelyan's Life of C. J. Fox (1,000 copies); Memoirs of Frances Ridley Havergal; Young Ireland,

by Sir C. Gavan Duffy; Guizot in Private Life; Kinglahe's War in tlie Crimea, New Vol.;

Christie's Memoir of Etienne Dolet ; Life of Sir Anthony Panizzi ; A Tramp Abroad, by Mark

Twain (1,000 copies); Memorials of Dr. Candlish ; A New Volume of Poems, by Alfred Tennyson

(in a few days) ; A New Volume of Sermons, by Rev. F. W. Robertson; Coral Lands of the

Pacific, by H. S. Cooper; History of Japan, by Sir E. J. Reed; Island Life, by Alfred R. Wal

lace ; A Tour in Corsica, by Gertrude Forde ; Echoes from the Counties ; The Church of the

Future, by the Archbishop of Canterbury ; The Manifold Witness for Christ, by Canon Barry;

Duty, by Samuel Smiles ; all the Best New Novels, and every other Recent Work of General Interest.

SEE MUDIE'S LIBRARY CIRCULAR FOR NOVEMBER.

NEW EDITION NOW READY, POSTAGE FREE ON APPLICATION.

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM,

For a constant succession of the Newest Rooks.

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS PER ANNUM,

For the Free Delivery of Books in every part of London.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS PER ANNUM AND UPWARDS,

According to the number of Volumes required.

BOOK SOCIETIES AND INSTITUTIONS SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS.

THE NAMES OF NEW SUBSCRIBERS ARE ENTERED DAILY.

Revised Catalogue of Works recently added to the Library, and of Surplus Copies withdrawn for Sale at greatly reduced prices, are now

' ready, and will be forwarded, postage free, on application.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS AND SCHOOL FRIZES.

A NEW EDITION of MUDIE'S CATALOGUE of Works of the best Authors, in Morocco, Tree-Calf'

Oalf Extra, Vellum, and other Ornamental Bindings, adapted for Gentlemen's Libraries or Drawing-Room

Tables, and for Christmas, Wedding, or Birthday Presents, and College or School Prizes, is now ready, and

will be forwarded on application.

All the Books in Circulation and on Sale at MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY may also be obtained by all Subscribers to

MUDIE'S LIBRARY, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER,

And (by order) from all Booksellers in connexion with the Library.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), NEW OXFORD-STREET.

CITY OFFICE : 2, KING-STREET, CHEAFSLDE.
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R. J. MITCHELL & SONS'

SPECIAL LIST OF BECENT PURCHASES OF IMPORTANT WORKS,

Many RARE and CURIOUS, Now on SALE at the Nett Cash Prices affixed.

Autographs. — A Collection of over Greenwich Hospital, a Series of Naval

Eleven Hundred Original Letter* ud Franks of Royalty. Nobility.
Statesmen. flntT. Poets. Historians, Theatricals. Naval and Mili
tary Celebrities, including • **ry unMlaf I**tter by Pierre K«id a
copr w( our ol Mwl[spe»*re t Love-Let tors, and the Diploma from the
A> -ik-.\p'.nr at MiLid granted to C J Mathews. Architect (afterward!
Comedian), with his Slgnatare at foot, 9 toU. tuiall folio, half-calf.

Anecdotes of the late Samuel Johnson,

LI. D , during tbt laat Twenty Year* of hlf Life, by H L. Flonl,
crown 8to half-morocco, Ks. 6if. Lond. 1780

A Pacquet of Advices and Animadver-

sbms tent from Ixmdon to the Men of Shaftesbn:
Seditlou* Pamphlet, intituled. A letter from a
to hi» Friend In the Country,' 8 to. cloth, 5*. On*.

Sketches descriptive of the Life of a Man-ol-Wur s Man, with l>oul>le
Set of Plate* by (J forge Cruikshank, 4to. hall-morocco, gilt top*.
If. &a. Load l«9i

Heme (Samuel), Domus Carthusiana;

or, an Account of the Charter House, near Srulthfleld, before and
since the lie formation, curious Old 1'laUss and MS. Notes, crown
8vo. calf, 8a. 6d Loud 1«77

Hogarthiana.—Illustrations of Hogarth

frutn l*aasagcs In Autho-s he never read and could not understand,
Ms. Note* and Portrait, Bvo half-morocco, 13*. tki. Load. 1817

Hone (William), The Queen's Letter to

the King, signed Caroline It.. 8vo cloth, 5*. 64. Land. 1830

A Treatise of the Bights of the Crown, I Hunt(Leigh\ Juvenilia ; or, a Collection

of Poems. Written between the Ages of Twelve and Sixteen, Etching
by Hartulozzi, Fourth Edition. 8?o. calf, 12s 6d Loud. 1MB

declaring how the King of England may •apport and Increase h
Annual Revenues, by W, Owan, l2mo. calf, 7s. M. Lond- 1751

jEsop Naturalized, in a Collection of s Husbandrie. — Five Hundred Points of

Diverting Fable* and Stories Luck man. Pilpay, and
Kco. H*. W.

Lond. 1771

Bloom field (Robert), Rural Tales, Bal-

lads, and Songi. Pint Edition, large paper, Portrait, numerous Cnti
by Bewick. 8vo. call. It* Gd Lond. 1*02

Burnet (John), F.R.S., Treatise on Faint

ing, consisting of the Education of the Bye. and Practical Hint* on
Composition. Chlanwn'u and Colour illustrated by Examples from
the Italian, Venetian Flemish and lJutch Hi "
India Proofs, thick 4to half morocco. 51. 5*.

Caulfield (J.), Portraits, Memoirs, and
Characters of Itemarkable Prrson* from the Herniation In 1WW to
the End of the Reign of George II., 155 curious Portrait* of Eccen-
tru Hod Notorious 1'ersoos ol Ureat Britain, 4 vols, royal 0vo. calf,
V- 14*. Load. 1819

Chappell (W.>, F.S.A., Popular Music of

the Olden Time, a Collection of Ancient Bongs. Ballads, and Dance
Toacs, also a short account of the aUnatrats, 2 vol* royal avo. cloth,
to*.

Clark (J.), A Series of Practical Instruc

tions In landscape Painting la Water Colours. 11 lustrated by 55
beautifully Coloured Views from Nature. Iteactintlv* Object*, dec.,
mounted In imitation of drawings. «lo. half-calf, 5t. Ss. Lond. 1827

Clark (N ), D.D., The Way of Truth; or,

a Body of Divinity, Consonant to the Doctrine of the Church of

Cooke (John), Monarchy no Creature

of God's Making*, wherein 1* proved by ftcrtpture and Reason, that
Monarch lal Government is against the Mind of God, crown *vo half-
calf. 5j Gd. Lond. 1794

Cunningham (J. W.), A.M., A World

without Souls. Fourth Edition, crown 8vo half-morocco . •'■« f-d
Lond 1813

Drake N. . Essays, Biographical, Criti

cal, and Historical. Illustrative of the TatJtr. Sptrlmter, and Guar-
dim Portrait, Second Edition, S vols. 12mo. hall- morocco, gilt top,

Lond 1814

t Perpetual

Act take*
yal of
imlth,
1767

1

Dramatic or,
Monitor being ■
In the p "

Time-Piece ;
or being a Calculation of the length of Time every
performing In all the Acting Plays at the Theatre
lane. Covent Garden, and Hay market, by J. Bn

cloth, is. fld. La

Declaration of His Majesties Royall

re
Pleasure, in what Sort He thlnketh fit to Eolai
■safe in Matter of Bountisj, crown ovo. cloth, i

Hlm-
Lond. ieiy

Eclipses. — Philosophical Dissertation
on The Doctrine of Bel ■ pee* explaining the Physical Cause therof In
each Luminary, also a lew Word* on the Pythagorean 8ys
an Enquiry into the >ature and Law* of Comet*, hy
FTeaai. M D ,8ro cloth, at. tot Loo

Evil Consequences of Attending the
Bace Course. — OeofTry Wlldgoose In Cheltenham \ or. a Discourse on
a Hace Course The R*ces Condemned a* Contrary to Christianity.
Speech delivered by Col. Berkeley during the Gloucester ICaces, Ac,
ifmo. half-calf. 10«. fiat. v. b.

Foreign Field Sports, Fisheries, Sport

ing Ane<-dotes, Ac. from Drawing* by Howitt. Atkinson, Clark,
Mausklrch, Ax , with a Supplement of New South Wales, containing
11 beautifully Coloured Plate*, small folio, morocco, gilt edges,
61 15*. Load. 1810

Galloway (J.), Commentaries upon the

Revelation and other Prophecies** Immediately refer to the Present
Time*, contalnlmr the Prophetic Histori s of the Beast of the
Bottomless Pit. the Be.ist oi the Earth, the Grand Confederacv. or
Babylon the Great, the Man of bin. the Little Horn, and Antichrist,
8to half calf . 25*. Lond. 18U2

George the Third.—Pedigree of King

George the Third, lineally deduced from King Egbert, first sole
Monan h of England, compiled by R, Wewluer, illustrated with
Portraits, Kvo. cloth, 5s. 6d. Lond. 1912

Good II usbandrle. a* well for the Champion or Open Countrte aa also
for the Woodland or several), mixed In every Mouth with
Huswlferie over and beside the Booke of Huswifcrte, Ac , set forth
bv 1 homo* TuMcr, partly in MSB. , Hro. lialf-antluue morocco, '£>*.

Lond. WU

Important Collection of over Six

Hundred Sketrhe* Drawing*, Etching*. Ac. attributed to some of
the greatest of Old Masters, via., Konuuto. Tintoretto, Novo**I,
Himin.tlde, Bottnettl, Hoquitta, A. Hack*. GuMo Reni. Camblosi,
P. Veroneae Caracci, M Angelo, flalraU Rosa. Corrlgio, Itiwano.
Huaaapcrrato. Flamingo Titian. Klmonelll. Rembrandt. Paul Martin.
V Govcn. Van Iak>. D Maa*. Leonardo da Vkncl, Pr Hals, A Dtrrer,
C KeliMMrti. Soldy, H Boll, R. Meng*. Rubens, Watteuu. Caaanova.
Cipriani, BonchT. M de Voa, M Hobbema. lavater. Oreuse, C.
Ria»l. Romanelll, and numerous others, all Id good preservation. In
6 large portfolios, price 37if. A bargain.

Infernal Conference; or, Dialogues of

Til and Religious
crown Hvo. half-

Darby, 1816

Ireland.—My Pocket-Book; or, Hints

Isrvil*. on the mar
World, by John MaVG<

for a Rrghte Merrie and Coneritede Tonr of *The fttranger in
Ireland In 1805, hy a height Errant, curious Old Plate*, crown 8vo
half-iuurocco. 15*. Lond. l*w

Jardine (Sir WJ, Naturalist s Library,

Complete, containing valuahle Works on every branch of Animated
" Naturalists, with upwards o! 1,200Nature, by the t

beautllol Coloured Plate*. 4U vol*, in so, c
7 J 15s.

i hvo. half-calf gilt,
FAlln. IS4'.'

A very fine Set ; early I

John Gilpin, Set to Music by W. A.

.Nleld. and Illustrated by Crulkshank, tliin 4to cloth, 7s. «d.
l.ond.

La Fontaine, ses CEuvres Completes,

avec des note* par Walckenner, Fine Edition, printed by Dtdot, with
Portrait and numerous highly-finished Engraving*, b vols Hvo. calf,
31 18*. larla, 1M22

L'E strange (Roger), Caveat to the

Cavalier*, Fourth Edition, crown flvo. cloth, 44. 6at. Lond. 1661

Lever (Christopher), History of the

Derendorsof the Catholluue Faith, wheareunto are added, Observa
tion*. Divine, Politique, and Morrall, beautifully engraved Title,
ovo. morocco antique, 21*. Land. 1627

Life and Extraordinary Adventures of

ed by Pierre Bean and
lxmd. a t>.

Life in London ; or, the Day and Night

Rcenes of Jerry Hawthorn. E«q , and hla elegant Friend. Corinthian
Tom. accompanied by Bob Logic, the Oioulan, In their lCamble* and
Bpree* through the Metropolis, hy Pierce Reran embelllahed with
.tu S4-anes from Real Life, Designed and Etched by J. R. and George
Crulkshank, and enriched also with numerous Original Designs on
Wood by the fame Artist*. First Bdltlon, roval Hvo. half-morocco,
gilt edgea : also. FINISH to the ADVENTl RES of TOM. JERKY,
and LOGIC, Hvo. In the orlgnal cloth, 2 vols. 71. 15s. Load. 1921

Military Adventure of Johnny New-

Vtdorq. the French Jonathan Wild, i
other*, hvo. half-morocco, 12s. Ud.

COME with an Account of his
Pall Mall, by an OfflVer, with nus
PU etches by Rowlandsen, 8vo. half

on the Peninsula and I
d Humoroui
Lond. I -li

Miscellanea Aurea; or, the Golden

Medley, consisting of a Voyage to the Mountains of the Moon, a
Description of New Athena, vindication of Cardinal Alberonl, Ma-

Mystagogus Poeticus; or, the Muses

Interpreter, explaining the Historical! Mysteries, and Mystlcall
Historic* of the Ancient Greek and Latine Poets, by Alexander Ross,
12mo. half-morocco, 15s. Lond. 1647

Old Nick's Pocket-Book; or, Hints for
'• A Rvghte

rockvt-took
Pedttntlqne aude Mangleinge" P

Old Frontispiece, 12mo.
lion, called ' My

:-morncco. 15*.
Lond. 1806

Passages from the

HOOD, illustrated by the Jul
folio, cloth, 51. 5*.

of Thomas

: Club In M Plate*. nn&U

Penn (G.>, The Bioscope; or, Dial of

Life, explained, ftocund Edition, crown hvo. htlf-
Lond. 1814

Pierce Egan's Account of the Trial of

x, disclosing tome
on of the Editor,

half-morocco, 21s.
Lond. l&M

Pomet (Monsieur), A compleat History
of Drugs*, Vegetable. Animal, and Mineral, with their nee In Phyalck,
ChyniUttry, rharmuiy. and several otner Arts, with Additions by
Messrs. Lemery and Toumefort. over 40U lllnatrallons. rurtoualy
done from Life, and an expl ination of their different Names, Place*
of Growth, and Conmri«a irom whence they are brought. Second
Edition, small 4to. calf. 31. 3*. Lond. 1735

Pope (Alex.), Works, Complete, with the
Commentare and Notes of Bishop Warburton. and his Transliition of
Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, Plate* after Wale, 20 vols flvo. calf gilt,
fsi 8s. Lond. KtXMM

A fine old genuine sot, with Anns and Inscription of the Earl of I

Roscoe (William), The Nurse: a Poem,

Tranalated from the Italian of Lulgi Tauaillo, lUustrsted by Bewick,
royal Bvo. calf, 9s. 6d. Ixind. 1H04

Rose (Rev. H. J.), B.D , General Biogra-

phlral Dictionary, the Articles contributed hy the most eminent
(Scholars of the Day, Edited by Hose, containing upwards of 20,700
Names, 12 vols. 8vo. calf. 51. 15j. Lond. 1857

Sala (George Augustus), a

the late Frederick Robson, 12mo. cloth, 4s. Gd.

Sketch on

Lond 1864

Sala (George Augustus), Essays on

Wlllbun Hogarth, the Man, the Work, and the Time, Uluntrauvl,
crown 8vo. cloth, 5s. 0d. Lond. 1605

Sala (George Augustus), A Trip to Bar-

bary by a Roundabout Route, Bvo. cloth, 10s. 6d. Land 1866

Sharp (T.), D.D., The Rubric in the

Book of Common Prayer and the Canon* of the Church of England,
etc., crown 8vo. calf, 0*. 6rf Lond 1753

Skelton (John), Poetical Works, with

Notes, and some Account of the Author and hla Writings, by tha
Iter. A. Dyce, 2 vols, bvu, haif-morocco. gilt tops. 21. 10s.

Lond. 1843

Spencer (Edmund), Poetical Works,

complete, with Illustrations of various Commentators, Notes. Life,
and Glossary, by H. J. Todd, 8 vols. 8vu. calf, 21. 18*. Lond. 1805

Spirit of Law (The), Translated from

i, Sixth BdltlonP
Kdlnb. 1752

Tales of My Grandmother, crown 8vo^

half-morocco, 0*. M. Edinb. n. n.

The Cautious Lady ; or, Religion the

Chief Happiness in a Married State, Ac, 12mo. half-morocco. 6*. 6d.
Lond. 1760

The Observant Pedestrian Mounted -

the French of M. de Kecondat, I
) voh). crown 8vo. calf, 8s. oat.

or, a Donkey Tour to llrightoi . hall-morocco, 12
Lond 1815

Tom Tell-Troth ; or, a Dialogue between

the Devil and the Pope, thin 8vo. half-calf, 5*. 6d* it. s.

Trial of Lord Paget for Crim. Con. with

Lady Charlotte Wellesley, by Ramsay and Blanchard, 8ve, cloth,
Is. M. Lond. lt-09

Visions of Don Francisco de Quevedo

Villegns. Knight of the Order of 8t James, or a Satyr on Astro
logers, Attourners, Apothecaries, Misers. Beggars, Barber*. Brokers.
Flatterers, Lyars, Muslelans, Poets, Pettifoggers, and numerous
others, made English by Mr Roger L'Efttruoge. 12mo calf antique,
tl*. Dublin. 1700

Walton and Cotton's Complete Anglerr

Edited, with Original Memoirs and Notes, by Sir Harris Nicolas,
Illustrated with upwards of 6n beautiful Engraving* from designs
by Htot hard and loskipp, 2 vols. Imperial bvo hall-morocco, top
edges gilt. 31. 18*. Lond. 1860

Re-Issue of Pickering* splendid Edition, handsomely printed on vellum
paper by Whltlingnam, and beautifully illustrated.

Wiseman (Cardinal), Lectures on the

Connexion between Science and Revealed Religion, delivered in
Rome, Fourth Edition, 2 vols. 12iuo. cloth, illustrated, 1 >.< fld

Load. 1S51

Withy CR.\ The Laws and Customs,

Rights, Liberties, anl Privilege* of the City of London I'.'mo calf
6i. Gd. Lond. 1765

LIBRARIES PURCHASED, ARRANGED AND CATALOGUED. OR VALUED FOR PROBATE.

ACTS OF PARLIAMENT AND PARLIAMENTARY BLUE-BOOKS SUPPLIED AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

Address, 50 and 36, TAELIAMENT-STREET, "WESTMINSTER, S.W.
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W. SWAN SONNENSGHEIN & ALLEN'S

NEW CHRISTMAS

AND PRIZE B00KS, 1880.

-

2s. 6d. SERIES, Fully Illustrated.

Crown 8vo. extra bevelled cloth gilt, gilt edges, 2s. 6d. each.

A NEW HANS ANDERSEN.

RICHARD GUSTAFSSON'S STORIES.

“These stories are genuine stories; their fancy is delicate and original:

and shows a true vein of poetry. The book is far above the average of

such works, and should please all minds and tastes."—Times.

“It is well that so charming a raconteur should at last have found

welcome in England. Indeed, we could ill have spared these tales.

Those children with whom Andersen finds favour will assuredly like

Gustafsson too; for in manner as in matter he strongly resembles that

author....It is their freshness, their poetry, their delicacy, that gives

them charm....In addition to being tastefully bound, the volumes con

tain many excellent illustrations. Evidently the publishers have spared

no effort to make the book attractive.”-Academy, November 13.

CHIT-CHAT by PUCK. Tea-time Tales for

Young Little Folks and Young Old Folks. From the Swedish of

R. GUSTAFSSON. 2s. 6d.

R0SELEAVES; being a Second Series of
Tea-time Tales. By R. GUSTAFSSON. 2s. 6d.

W00DLAND NOTES; being a Third Series

of Tea-time Tales. By R. GUSTAFSSON. 3s.6d.

CAPTAIN'S D0C, The. By Louis Enault.

With numerous Original Illustrations, 2s. 6d.

“All dog lovers must heartily sympathize with the faithful Zero of

this pathetic story.”—Graphic.

“Well illustrated and beautifully bound.”—Journal of Education.

FABLED STORIES from the Z00. By
ALBERT ALBERG. 2s. 6d.

“A lively companion for a ramble in the Regent's Park, in which the

birds, beasts, and reptiles retail their experiences and opinions of man

kind.”-Graphic.

FISHERMAN of RHAVA, The; or, Djal.
mah's Voyage to Etlan. By C. E. BOURNE 2s. 6d.

“This allegory is prettily told, and contains salutary examples of

self-denial and perseverance.”—Graphic.

SHE RW 00 D S (Mrs.) J U VEN II, E

LIBRARY. 3 vols. Each volume complete in itself, and containing

Four Tales, illustrated, 2s. 6d. each.

3s.6d. SERIES, Fully Illustrated.

Crown 8vo. extra bevelled cloth gilt, gilt edges, 3s.6d. each,

BRAVE BOYS WHO HAVE BECOME

ILLUSTIOUS MEN of our TIME. By J. M. DARTON. New

Edition. Illustrated by Harrison Weir. 3s.6d.

CARLYLE - RUSKIN – THOMAS EDWARD- Dr. ARNOLD-J.

BRIGHT-8. MORLEY, &c.

FAMOUS GIRLS WHO HAVE BECOME

ILLUSTRIOUS woMEN, of our TIME. By J. M. DARTON.
Nineteenth Edition. 3s.6d.

HARRIET MARTINEAU – FREDERIKA BREMER - PRINCESS

LouisE—DUCHESS of SUTHERLAND, &c.

GRANDMAMMA'S RECOLLECTIONS. By
Grandmamma PARKER. 3s.6d.

“A handsome volume, containing amusing incidents and moral

maxims judiciously combined.”—Journal of Education.

W00DLAND NOTES. (See 2s. 6d. Series.)

Crown 8vo, with Plates and Cuts, cloth extra gilt, gilt edges, 4s. 6d.

ALICE, and other Fairy Plays for Children.
By KATE FRELIGRATH-KROEKER. Second Edition, including a

Dramatized Version (under sauction) of Lewis Carroll's ‘Alice in

'' and ‘Through the Looking-Glass, and three other

ys. 4s. 6d.

Crown 8vo. illustrated, cloth extra, gilt edges, 5s.

NEW BOOK BY J. M. DARTON.

The HEROISM of CHRISTIAN WOMEN

of our TIME: What they have Done and are Doing. By J. M.
DARTON. 5s.

818TER DORA-MARY CARPENTER-FRANCES HAVERGAL

LADY HOPE, &c.

Extrademy 8vo, rich cloth gilt, gilt edges, with many fine Illustrations,

price 7s 6d.

ASGARD and the GODS: Tales and Tra

#" of our Northern Ancestors. Edited by W. S. W. ANSON.
5, -

“Will be as valued by grown-up men and women as it will be band girls.”—Scotsman. p y boys

Double feap, folio, rich cloth gilt, gilt edges, 42s.

GLIMPSE of BIRD LIFE, pourtrayed with
Pen and Pencil. By J. E. HARTING and L. P. ROBERT. 20 Full

Page, Chromo-lithographic Plates, in the highest style of Parisian

Art, by Lemercier & Cie, 42s.

“We hail with delight the advent of an artist who can produce such

work as this....The plates ar, far in advance of anything of the kind

that has hitherto appeared in England.”—Zoologist.

“Mr. Robert has been very happy, and has managed to infuse a good

teal of character into his portraits....Particularly vigorous and lifelike

drawings."—Times.

W. Swan SoNNENSCHEIN & ALLEN, Paternoster

square. -
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NEXT WEEK,

PRE-HISTORIC EUROPE: a Geological Sketch.

By JAMES GEIKIE, LL.D. F.R.S., &c.,

Of Her Majesty's Geological Survey of Scotland, Author of ‘The Great Ice Age.”

Medium 8vo. with Maps and Illustrations.

“The object of these pages is to give an outline of what appear to have been the most considerable£ changes

experienced in our continent since the beginning of the Peistocene or Quarternary period. Several general works, by some

of our most accomplished geologists and archaeologists, have already dealt with the subject in part, but none quite cover

the ground I have endeavoured to occupy. While some of my predecessors have examined the evidence principally from
the point of view of the archaeologist, and others from that of the palaeontologist, my aim has been to describe in a more

systematic manner than has hitherto been attempted that succession of changes, climatic and geographical, which, taken

together, constitute the historical geology of Pleistocene, Post-glacial, and recent times.”—Extract from Preface.

London: EDwARD STANFORD, 55, Charing Cross, S.W.

IN A FEW DAYS,

TEIE COAL-FIELDS OF GREAT BRITAIN :

THEIR HISTORY, STRUCTURE, AND RESOURCES; WITH NOTICES OF

THE COAL-FIELDS OF OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD.

By EDWARD HULL, M.A. F.R.S.,

Director of the Geological Survey of Ireland, Author of ‘The Physical Geology and Geography of Ireland."

Fourth Edition, demy 8vo. with Map and Illustrations.

“This edition has been largely rewritten. It contains an entirely new chapter on Carboniferous Plants, kindly drawn

up by Professor Williamson, F.R.S., of Manchester. The classification of the Carboniferous Series of Beds has been modified

in accordance with the views enunciated in my paper on this subject, read before the Geological Society of London in 1877.

The account of the various coalfields has been modified in accordauce with more recent investigations as far as my informa

tion extends, and the statistical portions have been brought down to the date of 1878.”—Ertract from Preface.

London: EDwARD STANFORD, 55, Charing Cross, S.W.

JUST PUBLISHED,

LIFE AND HER CHILDREN :

GLIMPSES OF ANIMAL LIFE FROM THE AMCEBA TO THE INSECTS.

By ARABELLA B. BUCKLEY,

Authoress of ‘The Fairyland of Science, “A Short History of Natural Science, “Botanical Tables for the

Use of Junior Students.”

Crown 8vo, with upwards of 100 Illustrations, cloth gilt, gilt edges, 6s.

Extract from Preface.

“The main object is to acquaint young people with the structure and habits of the lower forms of life, and to do this

in a more systematic way than is usual in ordinay works on natural history, and more simply than in text-books on zoology.

For this reason I have adopted the title ‘Life and her Children to express the family bond uniting all living things, as we

use the term “Nature and her Works’ to embrace all organic and inorganic phenomena; and I have been more careful to

sketch in bold outline the leading features of each division than to dwell on the minor differences # which it is separated

into groups. I have made use of British examples in illustration wherever it was possible, and small specimens of most of

the marine animals figured may be found upon our coasts at low tide.”

CONTENTS.

Crtar. CHAr.

1. LIFE and HER CHILDREN. 8. The MAILED WARRIORS of the Sea, with Ringed

2. LIFE'S SIMPLEST CHILDREN: how they Live, and Bodies and Jointed Feet.

Move, and Build. 9. The SNARE-WEAVERS and their HUNTING RELA

3. HOW SPONGES LIVE. TIONS.

4. The LAsso-THRowERs of the PONDs and ocEANs. | 10. INSECTsUCKERs and BITERs, which change their
5. HOW STARFISH WALK and SEA-URCHINS GRow. Coats but not their Bodies.

6. The MANTLE-COVERED ANIMALs, and How they | 11. INSECT GNAWERS and SIPPERS, which Remodel
Live with Heads and without them. their Bodies within their Coats.

7. The OUTCASTS of ANIMAL LIFE; and the Elastic- | 12. INTELLIGENT INSECTS with HELPLESS CHIL

ringed Animals by Sea and by Land. DREN, as Illustrated by the Ants.

By the SAME AUTHORESS, uniform in size and price,

T H E FAIR Y L. A N D OF SC IEN C E.

London: EDWARD STANFORD, 55, Charing Cross, S.W.

NEARLY READY,

H O U S E HOLD SC I E N C E :

READINGSIN NECESSARY KNOWLEDGE FOR GIRLSAND YOUNGWOMEN.

Edited by Rev. J. P. FAUNTHORPE, Principal of Whitelands College.

Dedicated by permission to his Grace the Duke of Westminster, K.G.

Post 8vo.

London: EDWARD STANFORD, 55, Charing Cross, S.W.
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FULL CATALOGUES SENT ON APPLICATION, POST FREE, TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

BOHN'S LIBRARIES.

Containing Standard Works of European Literature in the English Language, on History, Biography, Topo

graphy, Archaeology, Theology, Antiquities, Science, Philosophy, Natural History, Poetry, Art, Fiction, together

vrith Dictionaries, Atlases, and other Books of Reference, comprising in all Translations from the Anglo-Saxon,

French, German, Italian, Spanish, Scandinavian, Latin, and Greek. The Volumes are of a convenient size,

and are well printed on good paper.

3*. 6d. or 5«. per Volume (with exceptions). Sold separately. A COMPLETE SET, in 623 Volumes, price 139Z. 10«. 6d.

ADDISON'S WORKS. With the Notes of
Blahop Hard. A short Memoir, ud a Portrait. 0 toU. at 34. 6d\,
sold separately.

Tol. 1. POEMS-POEMATA-DIALOOUES on MEDALS-REMARKS
on ITALY.

J. TATLER ami SPECTATOR.
3 SPECTATOR.
4. SPECTATOR-GIARDIAN-LOVBR—STATE of the WAR—

TRIAL ol COUNT TAR1FF-WHIU EXAMLNBK-FRBB-
HOLURR

I. FREEHOLDER — CHRISTIAN RELI OION — DRUMMER, or
HAUNTED HOUSE -VARIOUS SHORT PIECES hitherto

t. LB-ITKIM-POSMS-TILUISLATIONS-UFFICIAL DOCU
MENTS, Ac.

BEAUMONT and FLETCHER; their finest

Scenes, Lyric* and other Beauties, selected. With Notes and Intro
duction by LBIUH HUNT. 3*. 6d\

BREMER'S (FREDERIKA) WORKS. Trans-
laud by MARY HOWITT. With Portrait, 4 toU is. U each.

VoJ. L Tha NBIOHBOURB-HOPES-TWIrJS — SOLITARY — COM
FORTER—SUPPERS—and TRALLNNAN.

■ Tha PRESIDENT'S DAUGHTERS. J Part*,

i. Tha HOME, or LIFE In SWEDEN, and STRIFB and PEACE.
4. A DIARY-Tha H FAMILY-AXEL and ANNA.

BROWNE'S (Sir THOMAS) WORKS. Edited
by SIMON WILKIN With Dr. Johnson's Ufa ol Browne, a Sup
plementary Memoir, ftnd a Portrait altar White. > Tola. Sc. 64. each.

Vol. 1. VULGAR ERRORS.
1. REUGIO MEDICI, ftnd OABDEN of CYRUS.

BURKE'S WORKS. 6 vols. 3s. 6d. each.
Vol.1. NATURAL SOCIETY— The St BLIME and BEAUTIFUL —

POLITICAL MISCELLANIES.
2. FRENCH REVOLUTION—The BRISTOL ELECTION—FOX S

■AST INDIA BILL. Ac.
3. APPEAL from the NEW to the OLD WHIOS-The NABOB of

ARCOT'S DEBTS—CATHOLIC CLAIMS, Ac.
4. REPORT on the AFFAIRS of INDIA—ARTICLES of ClfAROE

acalnat WARREN HASTINGS.
5. CONCLUSION of the ARTICLES on the AMERICAN WAR—

A REGICIDE PEACE-Tha BMPRBSS of RUSSIA.
6. MISCELLANEOUS SPEECHES — LETTERS — FRAGMENTS—

ABRIDGMENT, *c. With GENERAL INDEX.

BURKE'S SPEECHES on the IMPEACH-
MENT of WAKHEN HASTINGS , and LETTERS. With Index.
3 Tola. 3j. Hd each.

BURKE'S LIFE. By J. Prior. With a

CHAUCER'S POETICAL WORKS. With
rmcrly printed wUh hli or attributed to hlin. Edited, with
'. Introduction. Notes, and a Glossary, by ROBERT BELL,
md Improved Edition, with a Preliminary Essay by Rer.

W. W. SKEAT, M A. With Portrait of Chaucer. 4 Tola. 3s. 6d. each.

COLERIDGE'S (S. T.) FRIEND. Essays on

Morala, Politic!, and Religion. With Portrait of Coleridge, 3j ad.

COLERIDGE'S (S. T.) BIOGRAPHIA LITE-
RARIA i or. Biographical Sketches of my Literary Life and
Opinions , together with Two Lay Sermons. 3j. OoL

DEFOE'S WORKS. With Prefaces and Notes,

including those attributed to Sir W. Scott. 7 Tola. 6d. each.

Vol. 1. CAPTAIN SINGLETON—LIFE of COLONEL JACK. With
Portrait of Defoe.

S. MEMOIRS of a CAVALIER-MEMOIRS of CAPTAIN CARLE-
TON—D1CKORY CRONKE. Ac

3. LIFE of MOLL FLANDERS, and the HISTORY of the DEVIL
4. ROXANA or the FORTUNATE MISTRESS; and LIFE of

Mra. CHRISTIAN DAVIES.
3. HISTORY of the GREAT PLAGUE of LONDON. 16A1 do

Which la added, the FIRE of LONDON, lttoo, by an Anony-
tnnus Writer, -The STORM (I/O*;—and the TRUE-BORN
ENGLISHMAN.

8. LIFE and ADVENTURES of DUNCAN CAMPBELL—NEW
VOYAGE ROUND the WORLD, and TRACTS relating to
the HANOVERIAN ACCESSION.

7. ROBINSON CRUSOE With a Short Biographical Account of

EVELYN'S DIARY and C0RRESP0N
ipoodence of Charles I. and Si
Edward Hyde (afterwards Earl of
i. Edited Irum the Original MSS.
4 Tola, with coplona Index (115

. each.
fashion, no alu
or can impair,
and liia reputa

DENCB. With the Prirftte Correspondence of Charlee I. and Sir
Edward Nichoiaa. and between Sir Edward H]
Clarendon j and Sir Richard Browne,
at Wottoo by W. BRAY, FA.S.
pages, and 43 Engravings, Js. each.

"No change of fashion, no alteration of taate, no revolution of science,
have impaired, or ran impair, the celebrity of Evelyn. His name la
freah In the land, and liia reputation, like the tree* of an Indian Paradise,
estate, and wilt continue to exist. In lull strength and beauty, uninjured
by time. ' ' — QumrUrip JUvtrte ( SctUhtf).

FATHER PKOUT'S RELIQUES. Collected
and Arranged by OLIVER YORKE {Rev FRANCIS MAHONYl.
With Iliuatrationa by D. Macliae, RA. Copyright Edition, with
the Author'! latest Corrections. Si.

FLAXMAN. -LECTURES on SCULPTURE,
as delivered before the President and Members of the Royal Academy.
By JOHN FLAXMAN, HA. With an Introductory Lecture and Two
Address— to the Royal Academy on the Death of Thomas Banks and
of Antoolo Oanova. and an Address on the Death of Flaxman, by Sir
RICHARD WESFMACOrr R A. New Edition, with Index, and
brief Memoir of Flaxman. Portrait and 53 Plates, es.

FIELDING'S ADVENTURES of JOSEPH
ANDREWS and his FRIEND Mr. ABRAHAM ADAMS. With
Thomas Roscoe's Biography and George Crulksliank'l Illustration*,
3j Ui.

FIELDING'S HISTORY of TOM JONES,

a FOUNDLING. Roscoe's Edition, with George Cruihahanks
2 vols. 3j. Od each.

■ of ' Tom Jones ' was burled no writer of fiction
among us has been permitted to depict to the utmost a Ham."

Mr. Thackiraf, in (As Prtfac* to ' Pendmntt. '

FIELDING'S AMELIA. Roscoe's Edition,

Revised. With 8 Illustrations by George CrulItshank, 3i. 6d.

GIBBON'S DECLINE and FALL of the
ROMAN EMPIRE Complrte and Unabridged, with Variorum
Notes. Including, in addition to the Author's own. those of Gnlsot,
Wenck Niebuhr. Hugo. Neander, and other Scholars. Edited bv an
ENGLISH CHURCHMAN. 7 vols, with copious Index and Maps
and a Portrait of Gibbon, 3s. Gd. each.

GOETHE'S WORKS. Translated into English.
i vols 3*. 6d each.

Vols. 1 and 2 AUTO BIOGRAPHY fWAHRIIEIT
IT Books. Ed
ALY and S

DICIITUNO t
meinem LKHES), Twenty B-aiks. Edited by John Oi en ford.

ITALY and SWITZERLAND. WithAnd LETrElts from
Portrait of Goethe.

3. FAUST Two Parts. Complete. The First Revised, and the
Second newly Translated, by Anna Swanwick.

4. NOVELS and TALES Containing Elective Affinities, Borrows
of Werther, The German Emigrants. The Oood Women, and a
Novelette. Translated by R. D BoyUn.

5. WILHELM ME1STERS APPRENTICESHIP. Translated by
R. D. Boylan.

6. CONVERSATIONS with ECKERMANN and SORET. Trans
lated by John Oxenford.

7. POEMS and BALLADS In the ORIGINAL METRES, In
cluding HERMANN and DOROTHEA. Translated by B. A
Bowring. C B.

8. GOTZ von BERLICHINGEN, TORQUATO TASSO. BOMONT,
IPHIGBNIA. CLAVIOO, WAYWARD LOVER, and FELLOW
CULPRITS. Translated by Mir Walter Scott. Miss Swanwick,
and E. A. Bowring, C.B. With Engraving of Got* von Ber-
lichen.

GUIZOT'S ORIGIN of REPRESENTATIVE
GOVERNMENT In EUROPE. With Index, 3j ad.

GUIZOT'S ENGLISH REVOLUTION of

Win. Tranilsted hy W. HAZLITT. With Portrait of Charles after
Vandyke- With Index, 3s. &d.

GUIZOT'S HISTORY of CIVILIZATION,

from thn Fall of the Roman Empire to the French Revolution.
Translated by W. HAZLITT. With Portraits of Gulxot, Charle-
nia;fue (after Melsaouier), and Louis IX. 3 vols, with Index, 3j. tfd.
each.

HAZLITT'S TABLE-TALK; Essays on Men

and Mannera. Bj W HAZLITT. 3». 6d.

HAZLITT'S LECTURES on the LITERA-
TURK ol the AOE of ELIZABETH, and on Character! ol Bhako-
ftpeare'a Plays. 3f. oil.

HAZLITT'S LECTURES on the ENGLISH
POETS, and on the ENOLISH COMIC WRITERS. 3j. 6d.

HAZLITT'S The PLAIN SPEAKER:
Opinions on Books, Men, and Things. 3s. 6d.

HAZLITT'S R0OND TABLE: Essays on
Literature, Men, and Manners. Together with the Conversations of
■Tames Northcote, R.A.j Charecteruttics, Commonplaces, and Trifles
Light as Air. 3«. < ;

MANZONI.-The BETROTHED; being a
TranslatioD of ' I Prompesl Snosl.' With numerous Woodcut Illus
trations. 1 vol. (733 pages;, 5«.

"Of Manxonl's celebrated novel, 'I Promesal Bposi.' 118 Italian
editions have been issued -37 printed at Milau. 19 at Florence, II at
Naples. 7 at Lugano. 6 at Turin. 3 at Parma, 3 at Mendrlalo, '2 at Leipzig.
2 at Malta, 1 each at Lewhorn. Placeutla, Pesaro, Vienna, Rome, Bruratols,
and London, 'JO in Paris. Of translations, 17 in German, 19 French,
10 English, 3 Spanish. 1 Greek. Swedish. Dutch, Russian, ]
and 1 Armenian."—Athtnaum, August 19, 1877.

This la the only complete English Translation now to be had.

MILTON'S PROSE WORKS. With Preface,

Preliminary Remarks, by A. J. ST. JOHN, and Inaex, 5 YOU. St. 6d.
each.

VoL 1. A DEFENCE ol the lT.OlT.F. ol ENGLAND—The SECOND
DEKESCB-EIKONOKLASTES. With 1'ortralt ol Milton.

2. TENURE ol K1NOS an 1 MAGISTRATES—AKEOPAOITICA—
LETI BRS on the COMMONWEALTH-OKMOND S PEACE
—l.Kri'ERS of STATE-MANIFESTO ol the LORD PRO
TECTOR-BRIEF NOTES on l)r ORIFFITHS S SERMON -
Ol REFORMATION In ENOLANO—Ol PRELATICAL EPIS
COPACY—REASON ol CHl'KCH GOVERNMENT uraed
aialnat PRELACY — 01 TRUE RELIGION, UERKSV.
SCHISM. TOLERATION—Of CIVIL POWER In ECCLE
SIASTICAL CAUSES. With Frontispiece of Cromwell and
Mlltoa-

3. MEANS to REMOVE HIRELINOS ont of CHURCH-RE
MONSTRANTS' DEFENCE afalnst SMECTVMNUB-APO-
LOOV forSMECTVMNL'S—OflMVORCE-TETRACHORDON
— COLASTBRION — On EDUCATION — ELECTION af
JOHN III . KINO of POLAND — FAMILIAR LETTERS.
With Portrait of Arehblahop Laud (after Vandyke).

A A TREATISE on CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE, compiled from the
Holy Scriptures alone Translated by CU. R. SUMNER, D.D.,
Loril Bishop of Winchester.

5. TREATISE on CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE — HIBTORY of
BRITAIN—HISTORY of MOSCOVIA—ACCEDENCE com
menced URAMMAR- And INDEX to the 6 volumes.

PLANCHE S HISTORY of BRITISH COS-
TUME, from the Earliest Time to the Close of the Eighteenth
Century. By J. R. PLaNCHE, Somerset Herald. With Index and
upwards of 400 Illustrations, is.

REYNOLDS'S (Sir J.) LITERARY WORKS.

afesalonal Character. Ulus-
f H. W. BRBCHY. 3 Tola.

With a Memoir. I
trail ve ol his Principles and Practice.
3s. Cif. each.

Vol. I. INTRODUCTION — MEMOIR, and DISCOURSES I.—VIII.
With a Portrait (after Stuart).

J. DISCOURSES IX -XV —MISCELLANEOUS SHORT ESSAYS
on AUTISTIC SU1UEC rS—CHRONOLOGICAL aud ALPHA
BETICAL LISTS of PAINTERS, and INDEX.

PEPYS' DIARY and CORRESPONDENCE.
Deciphered by the Iter. J SMITH. MA. from the Original Short
hand MS In the Pepyslan Library. Edited, with a Short Life and
Notea. by RICHARD LORD BRAY BROOKE With Appendix
containing Additional Letters, an index, and 31 Engravings, 4 vols.

STAUNTON'S CHESS PLAYER'S HAND-
BOOK : a Popular and Scientific Introduction to thp Game of Chess,
as exemplified In Games actually played by the greatest Masters, and
illustrated by uumrrous Diagrams of Original and Itemarkable
I'uaitlous, and ft Coloured Frouuspiece, Ss.

STAUNTON'S CHESS PRAXrS: a Supple-

meut to ' The Chess-player's Handbook.* Containing the most
Important modern Improvements in the Openings, illustrated by
actual Games; a Revised Code of Chess Laws; and a f '
Mr Morphy's Games in England and France, critically
(t>36 pages ) With Diagrams. 6j.

STAUNTON'S CHESS-PLAYER'S COM-
PANION. Comprising a New Treatise on Odds, Collection of Match
Games, including the Kreat French Match with Minis. St. Amant.
and a Selection of Original Problems. With Diagram and Coloured
Frontispiece, it.

STAUNTON'S CHESS TOURNAMENT of
1831 : a Collection of Games played at I
With Introduction, Notes, Critical and 1
Diagrams. 5*.

NEW EDITION, WITH SUPPLEMENT OF 4,600 NEW WORDS AND MEANINGS,

WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY.

With 1,576 pages and 3,000 Illustrations, 1 vol. 21s.

PROSPECTUSES WITH SPECIMEN PAGE POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

London: GEORGE BELL & SONS, York-street, Covent-garden.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

LIST OF NEW WORKS.

NOTICE.—The New and Popular

Edition of The LIFE and LETTERS of

BEANHOOK is now ready at all Book

sellers1, in crown 8vo. 626 pp., with Index

and a New Portrait, price Six Shillings.

LADY FLOBENCE DIXIE'S WOHK.

ACROSS PATAGONIA.

With Illustrations and Sketches by Julius Beerbohm.

Engraved by Whymper and Pearson.

In demy 8vo. [//i a few days.

PAST HOURS.

By the late Mrs. SARTOBIS (Adelaide Kemble).

and with a Preface, by her Daughter, Mrs. GOBDON.

In 2 vols, small crown 8vo. [A afew days.

THE CORAL LANDS OF THE

PACIFIC.

Being an Account of nearly all the Inhabited Islands of

the Pacific, their Peoples, and their Products.

By H. STONEHEWEB COOPEB.

In 2 vols, demy 8vo. with Illustrations.

A LADY'S TOUR IN CORSICA.

By GEBTBUDE FOBDE.

In 2 vols, crown 8vo. 21*.

THE LIFE OF THE REV.

RICHARD HARRIS BARHAM,

Author of 'The Ingoldsby Legends.'

A New Edition, Revised and Rewritten, by his Bon,

the Rev. DAI/TON BARHAM.

In 1 vol. crown 8vo. 6*.

A TRIP UP THE NIGER AND

BENUEH.

By ADOLPHE BUBDO.

Translated by Mrs. GEOEGE BTURGE.

In demy 8vo. with Illustrations, 10s. 6d.

THE TEMPLE OR THE TOMB.

By CHARLES WARREN,

Author of ' Underground Jerusalem.'

In demy 8vo. with Illustrations, 10«. 6d.

STUDIES IN ENGLISH ART.

By FREDERICK WEDMORE.

The Second Series.

In crown 8vo. price 7«. 6d.

TENT WORK IN PALESTINE.

By Lieut. CLAUDE R. CONDER, R.E.

A Popular Edit ion, In crown 8vo. with Illustrations, 7«. 6d.

XS, Great Marlborough-street,

HURST & BLACKETTS

LIST.

An ACTOR ABROAD; or, Gossip,

Dramatic, Narrative, and Descriptive : from tin? Recollection* of
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Young Ireland : a Fragment of Irith Uittory,

1840-1850. By Sir Charles Gavan Duffy,

K.C.M.G. (Cassell & Co.)

Sir Gavan Dctfy's " fragment of Irish

history " turns out to he even more of a

ent than the title-page of the book

indicates. The dates 1840-1850,

which immediately succeed the above de

scription of its contents, should mean that

its subject matter embraced the whole or

nearly the whole of the intervening time.

It is as well to make it known at once that

this is not the case. The narrative, so far

as the present volume is concerned, stops

short about the autumn of 1845, and a fly

leaf fronting the concluding page announces

that Part II. of ' Young Ireland,' " com

pleting the work," is " in preparation."

Whether this discovery tends to create

disappointment in so much of the history as

is to hand may or may not be the case, but

that something approaching to that feeling is

likely to be experienced byan ordinaryreader

before he has perused the seven hundred and

seventy odd pages of which this instalment

alone consists is but too probable. Sir

Gavan Duffy has a story to tell, and in many

Tespects and in many parts a story of great

interest, and he is pre-eminently qualified

by position, by ability, and by familiarity

with the events, for the task he has set

himself. He, moreover, advances a further

and a just claim to public confidence when he

urges that "a larger experience of mankind,

the responsibilities of political office, and

leisure for reflection " have enabled him to

scrutinize the events recorded ' ' from a new

point of view, and to revise whatever was

rash or ungenerous in earlier judgments."

But, unfortunately for his readers, Sir Gavan

Duffy is unnecessarily diffuse in telling his

tale. The superabundance of quotation and

somewhat wearisome legal details, which

he introduces and dwells upon excessively,

can be interesting only to the few who, as

actors in the scenes or as experts, have

a special interest in them ; they are not

likely to secure the sympathy and attention

of the reading public generally. There

is a common want also of unity of de

sign rather too conspicuous throughout ;

and the " Birdseye View of Irish History,"

which he inserts after his first three

chapters, is not only a wholly needless

and inartistic interpolation, but scarcely

characterized by the spirit of forbear

ance towards political opponents which

distinguishes the rest of the work. Had

the book been curtailed by one half, or,

better still, the two volumes which we are

promised melted into the one which we are

given, a greater success might have been

predicted for the venture.

For the theme is in itself—as has been

said—one in many respects of great, and in

some of even pathetic, interest. The r6U

which that party which was called, rather

than called itself, the Young Ireland party

set itself to perform in Irish politics was a

r6le which in its inception, at all events, was

pure and noble. It may fairly be doubted

if Sir Gavan Duffy does not somewhat

exaggerate its after influence when he

ascribes to the controversies of those days

"for the most part the opinions which in

fluence the public mind of Ireland at present,

or promise to influence it in any considerable

degree among the generation now entering

on public life "; but that they had a whole

some as well as unfortunate influence on

the Irish character need not be denied. To

raise the people to political fitness for self-

government, and to procure them the oppor

tunity of it, by educating their intelligence

instead of merely stimulating their passions;

to appeal to them rather by the history of

the past than through the hardships of the

present ; to free them from the slavish de

pendence upon leaders, either lay or clerical,

to which they were only too prone ; to evoke

the spirit of national pride, and put it in

the place of the blind instinct of resent

ment,—something like this was the ideal

that the Young Ireland party set up,

and towards the attainment of which

it worked with a consistency, ability, and

devotion in themselves admirable. The

typical Irishman of that day, it should be

remembered, did really bear some resem

blance to that typical Irishman of the stage

with whom the present generation is familiar

(there and nowhere else) : ho of the lower

class ragged, reckless, and vindictive, while

brimming over all the while with native

humour ; he of the higher class a swagger

ing, fox-hunting, dissipated squire, ever in

advanco of his means and rack-renting his

tenants, who nevertheless looked up to him as

a sort of chieftain with clannish faithfulness.

How sorry a political unit was either one of

these types, and how ill fitted to secure the

honest working of representative institutions,

it needs not to say. The Roman Catholic

Emancipation Act had rather lowered than

raised the political character in the brief in

terval since it had become law. In the days

of the penal code the bitter bondage in which

three-fourths of the inhabitants were held

had spared them, at all events, the humilia

tion of begging from the bounty of their

oppressors, by placing the temptation to

do so quite beyond their reach. Neither

the legislature nor any office of emolument

under the Crown was open to them. But

after the Belief Bill not only might a

Catholic aspire to be a member of the

Imperial Parliament, but the becoming so

placed at his disposal an amount of govern

ment patronage considerable at any time,

but especially considerable just at this

juncture, when O'Connell was in firm

alliance with the Whigs in office. The con

sequence was that Irish representatives—

and their constituents still more—were gene

rally shamefully venal. " The time had

not yet come," writes Mr. Sullivan (' New

Ireland,' chap, vii.), "when personal

integrity and purity of private life and

charaoter were weighed in estimating a

man's title to public confidence and esteem.

The ' popular member ' in those days was

returned by a combination of patriotic

enthusiasm and religious influence, supple

mented by the necessary amount of bribery

and intimidation." Against this condition

of things it was that the Young Ireland party

took the field and waged unremitting war-

faro. All their weapons were at first both

professedly and actually of a purely literary

nature. Men for the most part of perfectly

stainless character, ardent, industrious, and

absolutely sincere, in the first bloom of youth

(the oldest of the original members was

under thirty), they brought to the conflict

considerable powers of sarcasm, of reasoning,

and of invective, and they were aided by an

outburst of genuine national poetry, which

flowed in Ireland for the first time for cen

turies. Their medium of communication with

their countrymen was the Nation newspaper,

at the commencement their sole medium,

though later on some of them took a

prominent part in public meetings too. Sir

Gavan Duffy gives an interesting account of

how this celebrated periodical was projected

and started. A casual meeting in the Irish

courts of law brought him into communica

tion with two young barristers, ardent

patriots like himself, Thomas Davis and

John Blake Dillon.

"Thoy put off their gowns, and we strolled

into the neighbouring Phoenix Park. I learned

that they had abandoned the Morning Register.

After a long conversation on the prospects

of the country, we sat down under a noble elm,

within view of the park gate leading to the city,

and there I proposed a project which had been

often in my mind from the first time I met

them, the establishment of a weekly newspaper,

which we three should own and write. They

listened eagerly to the proposal, but they had

no money to spare, and were unwilling to accept

any responsibility which might involve them in

debt. I was able to find capital to a moderate

extent, and I solved the difficulty by undertak

ing to become sole proprietor if they aided me

in the management, and in this arrangement

they gladly concurred."

Duffy was the editor as well as proprietor,

but the leading spirit was Davis, a man by

universal testimony of a singularly gentle,

amiable, and affectionate nature. A single

stanza of his—not given in the present work,

but taken nearly at random from among the

many hundreds of similar ones which he

continued to contribute to the Nation, almost

to the day of his death, with unflagging

energy—may be quoted to show the spirit

which he sought to infuse into his party at

this time :—

Freedom comps from God's right hand

And needs a godly train ;

Tis righteou* men can make our land

A nation once again.

To what extent, and from what causes,

these sentiments were afterwards ignored,

and the humane and moral policy here fore

shadowed was perverted ; by what melan

choly events the Young Ireland party was

hurried into the excesses for which it

was responsible later on—for this portion

of the narrative we must wait for that second

volume of Sir C. G. Duffy's work which w"
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axe informed is " in preparation." The pre

sent one ends with the death of Davis, a not

inappropriate point at which to pause, for

with him died the brighter and more con

ciliatory and less-known phase of the Toung

Ireland agitation, and the darker and better

known one began in which he had no part.

Spinoza : his Life and Philosophy. By Frede

rick Pollock. (C. Kegan Paul & Co.)

Ever since Lessing said, " There is no other

philosophy than the philosophy of Spinoza,"

the fame of the Jewish thinker has been

steadily rising. For this the reasons are

not far to seek. In the first place, Spinoza

is, as it were, the Dante of philosophers,

inasmuch as his life is interesting apart

from his thoughts. With the possible ex

ception of Fichte, Spinoza is the only post-

Cartesian philosopher whose career has any

romance about it, while at the same time it

is the ideal of the philosophic life in its

renunciation of all external goods. And

further, Spinoza has the advantage over

martyrs of free thought like Bruno or

Vanini, whose fate was more tragic, that

the ideas for which he scorned delight were

worthy of the sacrifice. His speculation

seems to have attained to something of a

prophetic strain, and anticipated in a re

markable manner certain of the most striking

tendencies of modern thought. By a method

which appears at first sight entirely opposed

to that of modern science, he arrived at re

sults which curiously coincide with the out

come of two centuries of investigation.

Mr. Pollock's volume does full justice to

both Spinoza and Spinozism. To say that

it is superior to anything which has hitherto

appeared in English would be to give him

but scant praise. The essays of Mr. Froude

and Mr. Arnold are the only contributions

in English at all worthy of the subject, and

these are put out of competition by the small

scale on which they were designed. If we

must indulge in the futile luxury of a com

parative estimate, we must seek beyond the

Channel for worthy rivals of Mr. Pollock's

book. Of the enormous literature which has

gathere.l round Spinoza, two works alone

compete with this volume in fulness of treat

ment and in sympathetic insight : Dr. van

Vloten's ' Benedictus de Spinoza naar Leven

en Werken ' and Kuno Fischer's monograph

contained in his ' History of Modern Philo

sophy ' (in the revised form published this

year). Mr. Pollock appoars to us to have

surpassed the latter by his clear insight into

the scientific bearings of Spinoza's views,

while Dr. van Vloten's treatment is dis

figured by an antitheistic bias which ob

scures his vision on many important points.

For the general reader, then, Mr. Pollock's

' Spinoza ' is the best book extant, and it

contains in addition many important innova

tions that will attract to it the notice of the

professed student of philosophy. Indeed, it

would be difficult, and probably impossible,

to point to any English book on a philo

sopher and his writings which can be put

on a level with this one. It should be

added that Mr. Pollock has prefixed to his

book an excellent bibliographical list of all

tho works on Spinoza which deserve special

attention, and in this has shown generous

appreciation of the labours of his prede

cessors.

Spinoza's life and character are treated

of in the first two chapters of the book with

full sympathy. Too much stress has hitherto

been laid on the solitary and isolated cha

racter of Spinoza's life; comparisons to

"a Dutch picture of still life" or to one of

Euysdael's cold skies are quoted by Fischer,

who accentuates the isolation. Mr. Pollock,

on the other hand, calls attention to the

social side of Spinoza's life, his relations

with De "Witt, his courageous conduct during

the tumult against him, his friendly dealings

with his landlord, &c. The point is of some

importance as it to some extent prejudges

the practical bearings of Spinozism, which

is usually regarded as tinged with egoism.

Mr. Pollock has done wisely in giving in

an appendix the old English translation of

Colerus's life, in which these more pleas

ing traits occur. Admirable as is the por

trait given in the text, we have, as it were,

a proof before letters in Colerus's frank

admiration of the man whose doctrines he

abhorred. Something might have been said

about a rather repulsive trait mentioned

by Colerus, who reports that the philosopher

used to divert himself by making spiders

fight ; the late G. H. Lewes suggested that

he was examining the curious inversion of

sexual selection among arachnides, and this

is confirmed to some extent by the reference

to microscopes which follows immediately in

Colerus's text. Mr. Pollock might, too, have

corrected the misapprehension of Colerus

with regard to the conduct of Dr. Meyer,

who was with Spinoza at the last. Colerus

roundly accuses him of stealing some coins

and a silver knife, but Dr. van Vloten points

out that they may very possibly have been

his fee and a memento given to him by the

dying philosopher. Colerus would naturally

have little sympathy with the editor of the

' Opera Posthuma.' The second chapter

supplements the outer events of the life by

supplying the personal details of the letters,

and gives the philosopher's opinions on

subjects not immediately connected with his

own theories.

The next chapter deals with the sources

of Spinoza's philosophy. This is a question

still subjudice. While Kuno Fischer declares

that Spinoza was not only a Cartesian, but

never ceased to be one, Dr. M. Joel, of Bres-

lau, attempts to affiliate him to Don Chisdai

Creskas and other Jewish philosophers of

the Middle Ages, and Prof. Sigwart would

trace the germs of Spinozism in Giordano

Bruno. Mr. Pollock sides with the last two

critics to a great extent : he gives reasons

for holding that Spinoza was never a Carte

sian, however much he may have been in

fluenced by Cartesian method and physics.

An excellent summary of Spinozism is given

(pp. 84-88), which shows Mr. Pollock to be

completely master of his subject, and then

the three chief elements are assigned to their

respective sources : pantheism to the Jewish

philosophers, monism and the conatus to

Descartes. This view appears to be as just

as it is novel, and at the same time due care

is taken to insist that Spinoza is in reality

original in his welding together of the

borrowed doctrines. Mr. Pollock has had

the good fortune to discover an additional

connexion with mediaeval Jewish philosophy

with regard to the most perplexing part of

the 'Ethics,' the "eternity" of the mind.

The connexion of this with the Averroistic

doctrine of the vous ttoitjtikos has hitherto

escaped even the learned Orientalists who

have dealt with the subject. Mr. Pollock

traces it to Gersonides, and assumes that

Spinoza might have met with it there.

There is no need of any "assumption" that

Spinoza was " not unacquainted with the

writings of Gersonides" (p. 291), since

Spinoza mentions him by name in one of

the additional notes to the ' Tractatus Theo-

logico-politicus,' discovered by Bohmer and

reprinted in Ginsberg's edition. This shows

that Spinoza kept up his reading in Jewish

philosophy later than 1670, and confirms

the general position held by Mr. Pollock

In treating of Spinoza's indebtedness to

Descartes's physics, the error of the latter

in taking quantity of motion to be constant

is pointed out (Prof. Clerk Maxwell was

the first to do so, if we remember rightly,

in the article "Atom" in the 'Encyclopaedia

Britannica '), and it is suggested tkt

Spinoza saw its erroneousness towards the

last. We may perhaps be allowed to re

mark that the late Prof. Clifford's influence

on his friend has given a reality to Mr.

Pollock's criticisms on physical matters

which is utterly lacking in the foreign cri

ticisms of Spinoza.

The next six chapters supply an admirable

analysis of the ' Ethics.' The subject pre

vents any criticism in detail of this part of

the book, but a word or two must be devoted

to the general treatment. Mr. Pollock has

overcome the difficulties of expounding the

' Ethics ' most thoroughly. He effects this

by translating Spinoza, so to speak, into the

language of contemporary science. The

feat is remarkable in every way. Fischer

and Camerer content themselves with a

somewhat laborious analysis of Spinoza's

views in their original form, but Mr.

Pollock is so penetrated by the spirit of

Spinozism that he enables his readers not

only to understand Spinoza more clearly,

but likewise to apply his views to contem

porary problems. As a result his account is

more full of life, more capable of compre

hension, and, above all, more readable, than

any we are acquainted with. By this

method Spinoza is rendered more modem

than any of the classical philosophers; he

appears to live again. At the same time

the plan has its dangers ; and it is diffi

cult to avoid thinking that Mr. Pollock

has made Spinoza too scientific, though it

must be allowed that he has effected an

immense improvement by insisting on the

scientific strain in Spinozism. He has, it is

true, avoided the temptation to take the

doctrine of conatus as an anticipation of

evolution, which was, we believe, his view

in his earliest essay in the Fortnightly Review.

But he has explained away all Spinoza's

mysticism by this means ; after the manner

of the Broad Church theosophists, he has

"defecated Spinoza's idea of God" (the

phrase is Mr. Mark Pattison's) till it has

exceedingly little content. Tho vital im

portance of the idea in Spinoza's system is

allowed by Mr. Pollock, yet it does not come

out as a vitally important principle in his

modernization of Spinozism ; in this respect

the old wine loses its savour in the trans

ference to new bottles. Apart from this,

however, Mr. Pollock's exposition is excel

lent; the treatment of the test of truth,

causation, relation of mind and body, and
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pleasure and pain, may be specially referred

to. Again, the exposition of the practical

aspects of Spinozism is a distinct advance ;

Mr. Pollock is here most sympathetic. Alto

gether this part of the book is quite unique

in the power with which the doctrines are

presented without their dress of antique

phraseology ; to use a favourite expression

of the philosopher, they are presented " sub

epecie a»ternitatis."

The remainder of the book deals with

Spinoza's ' Tractatus Politicus,' his relations

to theology, and the history of his influence.

As regards the first of those subjects, the

author of a legal classic can speak with

authority, yet we are afraid that Mr. Pollock

somewhat overrates the value of the frag

ment, which he places above Hobbes in

philosophic value, though he grants its

inferiority in style and subsequent influence.

Again, Spinoza's relations to theology are

not treated with that sympathy which informs

the earlier part of the book. Throughout

the work Mr. Pollock deals in somewhat

unsatisfactory fashion with the ' Tractatus

Theologico-politicus,' which he looks at

more in its political aspects. Spinoza is the

father of modern Biblical criticism, and no

account of him can be completo without

adequate recognition of the fact. It may

be mentioned that the only serious omissions

in the bibliographical list are connected with

this subject, viz., Siegfried's ' Spinoza als

Ausleger des Alten Testaments ' and Dr.

Joel's monograph on the ' Tractatus.' For

the English reader the omission is not so

important, since Mr. Matthew Arnold's

essay supplies the deficiency, but the com

pleteness of Mr. Pollock's account is impaired

by the inadequate treatment which the sub

ject receives. The neglect of this aspect has

somewhat marred the last chapter of the

book, on Spinoza's influence This is alto

gether too detailed : no individual who can

be proved to have been influenced by Spinoza

is omitted (some, e.g. Boerhaave, are intro

duced on very superficial grounds), yet there

is no account of tho manner and kind of the

influence exerted by Spinozism, nor is any

attempt made to "place" Spinoza in the

general history of philosophy. To sum up

our impressions, the book appears to give

the best existing account of the Spinozistic

tone, the vital principle of Spinozism, and

is only inadequate in its dealings with

Spinoza's theology.

It would be unfair to part from Mr.

Pollock without speaking of the litorary

merits of his book. His complete sym

pathy with his subject gives his style at

times a dignified fervour which adds life

to the exposition. He has besides care

fully studied the question, "What is an

index?" and given a full answer at the end

of his book. Finally, the bountiful trans

lations from the Latin are artfully couched

in English that might well be contemporary

with Spinoza. It would have been easy for

Mr. Pollock to have palmed off his trans

lations as excerpts from a contemporary

translation of the ' Opera Posthuma,' which

had hitherto remained unknown.

Sketches of Army Life in Russia. By F. V.

Greene. (Allen & Co.)

A year ago we reviewed Lieut. Greene's

able but somewhat dry record of the

Eusso-Turkish war of 1877-78. The pre

sent work may be viewed as a sort of

supplement of a much lighter and far more

interesting nature. In his official work

personal adventures and anecdotes were

excluded, but what he then omitted he has

collected in the present little volume.

Lieut. Greene, though not endowed with

great descriptive powers, is evidently a

keen and careful observer. He witnessed

some of the most stirring scenes of the war,

and, owing alike to his official position and

the popularity of his nation in Eussia,

enjoyed great opportunities of intimacy with

Eussian officers of all ranks and of learning

many facts and opinions inaccessible to other

foreigners. No wonder, indeed, that he

was a persona grata in the Eussian army,

for he sympathizes with Pan-Slavic ideas

and hates England more warmly than the

Eussians. According to him the Turks

possess no merit save courage. The English

are selfish obstructives who have vainly

striven to arrest the Czar's civilizing

mission. Lord Beaconsfield is a second

Machiavelli, and " the most crafty and

unscrupulous leader that England has had

for many generations" ; " who never has been

troubled by scruples of humanity, or any

other scruples to gain his end."

Obnoxious to good taste, however, as is this

vituperative style, there is much in the work

before us which will be read with the highest

interest, though it must be admitted that

there is a good deal of padding and more

or less irrelevant matter. Two chapters,

namely, one on " The Eussian Soldier, the

other on " Eussian Generals," constitute the

cream of the book. When the peasant

joins tho army the first thing he learns is

unquestioning obedience, and too often his

officers treat him as if he were nothing

better than an animal :—

"I have only too often heard officers, par

ticularly of the lower grades, call a Boldier on

slight provocation a fool, an idiot, a dog, a pig,

and follow it up with blows. I have even Been

the first sergeant knocked down and cursed by

one of the company officers in front of the whole

company in line, for some slight misunderstand

ing of his instructions. Such cases are, of

course, rare exceptions, but one of them leaves

an impression on the memory not easily eradi

cated ; and the deed is all the more flagrant

because an instanco of a soldier striking his

officer is, so far as I know, wholly unheard of.

Yet in spite of this humility in outward forms,

it cannot be said that the soldier degenerates

into being servile. Side by side with this un

bending discipline there exists a peculiar feeling

of good-fellowship and mutual dependence

between the officers and men. The men are

jovial and good-natured among themselves, and

have their own glee songs and dances, in which

the officers are daily spectators. They freely

discuss the movements of the campaign, and try

to reason out—often arriving at a very just

appreciation—the causes and effects of their

marches and battles. The officers, when in good

humour, are always offering some banter or

jest, and receiving in turn quite as good as they

give—the answers being never disrespectful, but

often framed with very great cleverness and wit,

and so aptly pointed as to bring down shouts of

laughter from the men at the officer's expense."

The regimental officers possess many both

of the good and bad qualities of their

soldiers. Owing to the want of education

in the country generally, it is difficult to

find 25,000 officers (the number commis

sioned) all possessing what in other armies

is deemed an indispensable amount of

mental culture. In fact, a large proportion

of the Eussian officers of the line are in

tellectually very little superior to the men

whom they command. Now the latter being

good machines, but wanting in initiative

and individuality, these qualities are even

more essential in the Eussian than in other

European officers. Unfortunately, the Eus

sian officers, partly owing to their want of

education, partly to the centralization to

which they are subject, are not gifted with

the power of dealing with unforeseen

emergencies, and often, when placed in

novel situations, let things take their course.

The chapter on Eussian generals deals

principally with the characters and careers

of Generals Gourko and Skobeleff, whose

names came much before the public during

the late war. Gourko was forty-nine

years of age at the beginning of the

campaign. He had been all his life in

the Cavalry of the Guard, and had seen

service both in the Crimea and in the

Polish insurrection. During the Eusso-

Turkish war he distinguished himself first

as commander of the advanced guard which

pushed over tho Balkans; secondly, when, at

the head of an army including forty-four

battalions, he captured the redoubts which

guarded the communications with Plevna.

At the capture of the principal redoubt,

garrisoned by 4,000 Turks, Gourko em

ployed 16,000 men, and lost 116 officers and

over 3,000 men. This result created a great

sensation in St. Petersburg society, for the

troops engaged belonged to the Guard.

Gourko was so much impressed by his losses

on that occasion that during the remainder

of the campaign he never led his soldiers to

a vigorous assault, always having recourse

to turning movements in preference. Lieut.

Greene sums up his character as follows :—

"Gourko is the least popular of the Russian

generals : his manner is brusque, he is very

harsh with his men, and never pays personal

attention to their wants. The men worshipped

Skobeleff as a legendary hero, they loved

Radetzky as a kind-hearted father, but they

never developed any personal affection for

Gourko. He is a man of restless, untiring

energy, a high order of abilities, and he has

rendered services of the greatest value ; but he

never made himself one with his men. He has

the brains of a leader, but lacks those qualities

which gain men's affections."

Skobeleff resembles a hero of romance

rather than a modern general. He began

life in the Guard, saw some service in the

Polish rebellion, went through a course at

the Staff College, spent two or three years

in the Caucasus, and commanded a regiment

of Cossacks in the Khivan war, which ob

tained him the rank of full colonel ; two

years later he accompanied General Kauf-

mann in the first expedition against Khokand,

becoming at its close, when only thirty, a

major-general, and the next year, at the head

of an independent force of only 4,000 men,

completed the conquest of Ferghana, of

which he was made governor. This appoint

ment he retained till a few months before

the Eusso-Turkish war. At first he had no

special command, but at the passage of the

Danube he obtained permission to accom

pany the leading division, and passed the

river by swimming his horse across it. This

brought him into notice, and his exploits

during the remainder of the campaign are
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well-known matters of history. In the

great assault on Plevna he established him

self in the Turkish works at a cost of 8,000

men out of the 18,000 under his orders,

and was driven out next day. The failure

was not his fault, for he simply carried out

his instructions, and

" from that day his name was spoken of among

the soldiers of the entire army in words of

fables, as a man whose bravery could not be

described. I have heard them speak of him as

a general under whom they would rather fight

and die, than fight and live under another ; for

with him they knew they could never come to

disgrace, but were sure they would achieve the

fame of military heroes whether they gained or

lost the day, whether they lived or were killed. "

For his exploits at the assault of Plevna,

Skobeleff was promoted to the rank of

lieutenant-general, and given the command

of the 16th Division, which soon acquired

under his leadership such renown as to be

spoken of to this day as "the famous 16th

Division." He won the affections of his

men not only by his romantic courage and

unrivalled skill as a commander, but by his

unceasing care for their wants and comforts,

and by the profuse liberality with which he

advanced money from his own purse for

their needs whenever public funds failed.

"In return for his care of his men he de

manded of them, first of all, unhesitating, un

flinching, unquestioning obedience to his orders.

If he ordered a man to do anything, where im

mediate death was as certain as the sun in

heaven, he expected to be instantly obeyed,

without so much as even a look of question or

surprise. Himself a man of wide reading,

speaking many languages, and having travelled

in many lands, he gathered about him, in his

personal staff, as rough and uncultured a lot of

men as I ever saw in officers' uniform ; but they

answered his purpose to carry orders, and, as he

said, if he ordered one of them to ride his horse

against the muzzle of a discharging cannon, he

would do it instantly."

As regards discipline he was pitiless. Ji

the slightest depredation was committed on

the inhabitants, instantaneous and severe

punishment ensued. He admitted that he

cared nothing for the sufferings of the

peasants, but would not allow them to

be ill-treated without orders. Speaking of

his soldiers, he said, "I want them to feel

that they are merely my creatures—that

they exist simply by my will." His courage

was almost superhuman. Firmly convinced

that he should not survive the campaign,

he was only anxious to turn his few remain

ing weeks or months to the most brilliant

account. Lieut. Greene says of him :—

" His personal bravery was not only of the

most reckless character, but at times it seemed

to partake of the merest bravado, in which only

extraordinary luck prevented him from reaping

in death the well-earned reward of his foolish

ness. He always wore a white coat, a white

hat, and rode a white horse in battle, simply

because other generals usually avoided these

target-marks. He was perpetually riding at

breakneck speed over some fence or ditch,

leaving half his staff and orderlies sprawling in

it. He never lost an opportunity of displaying

courage. He went into battle in his cleanest

uniform and fresh underclothing, covered with

perfume, and wearing a diamond-hilted sword,

in order, as he said, that he might die with his

best clothes on. For a long time he wore, with

evident affectation, a coat in which he had been

wounded, and which had a conspicuous patch on

the shoulder. Yet all this was not mere bravado

and nonsense, but was the result of thought and

almost cold-blooded calculation. It was intended

to impress his men, and it did so. They firmly

believed he could not be hit, and whenever they

saw a white horse, coat, and cap among them,

they knew that was Skobeleff, and so long as

he was there they felt sure that everything was

going well."

From the above extracts it is easy to see

that Skobeleff is a very remarkable man, and,

should he he spared, his name will probably

occupy a brilliant place in history. Our

author anticipates that he will some day be

the Russian commander-in-chief in a war

on the Eastern Question, and in that case he

will be classed with "the five great soldiers

of this century, side by side with Napoleon,

Wellington, Grant, and Moltke."

Z'Ane. Par Yictor Hugo. (Paris, Cal-

mann Levy.)

To say of this book that it is full to over

flowing of poetry and brilliance, eloquence,

tenderness, and all kinds of beauty, is

almost superfluous, seeing by whom it is

written. It is not merely that it dazzles

the reader till he fairly sighs for a little dull

writing, but every line is as musical and

as deeply steeped in colour as though the

intellectual substance of the poem had

been made to yield to the sensuous expres

sion, after the fashion of Baudelaire and

Gautier. This, indeed, is the great triumph

in French verse, to grapple with the warring

forces of metrical music and of prose pre

cision, and fuse them so masterfully that

each seems born of the other. These ex

cellences are specially shown, as might

have been expected, in the poet's impeach

ment of society in regard to its treatment of

children :—

Pedagogues ! toujours e'est ainsi que vons faites.

Tout l'esprit humain doit se mouler sur vos Kites ;

Pegase doit bronter dans votre basse-cour,

L'aile morte, et manger de votre foin. Le jour

Oil, de votre perruque arrangeant les volutes,

Fiers, perches sur Zo'ile et Battcux, vous voulutes

Definir le gfenie, expliquer la beaute,

Les mauvais estomacs ont dit : Sobriete ;

Les myopes ont dit : Soyez ternes ; la clique

Des precepteurs, geignant d'un air metancolique,

A decrete : Le beau, e'est un mur droit et nu.

Done Rubens est trop rouge et Puget trop charou ;

L'art est maigre ; Venus serait plus belle, euque.

Shakspeare, ce Satan de votre art poetique,

Prodigue image, idee et vie a chaque pas ;

La nature, imitant Shakspeare, ne voit pas

Sur une vieille pierre une place vacante

Sans la donner a l'herbe ou l'offrir a l'acanthe ;

Le lierre enorme ou l'art mysterieux se plait

Emplit Heidelberg commc il emplit Hamlet;

Vous coupez cette ronce auguste qui soupire ;

Vous tombez a grands coups de serpe sur Shakspeare,

Marauds, et vous frappez, jusqu'a n'en laisser rien,

Sur le grand chOne ou flotte un hymne aerien.

A qui done croyez-vous persuader, 6 cuistres,

Que le beau, que le vrai vous ont pris pour ministres,

Et qu'Horace va dire : Hie lucidus ordo,

Parce que vous tirez des cretins au cordean !

N'est-il pas odieux, 6 Jean-Jacque, 6 Moliere,

O d'Aubigne, du droit puissant auxiliaire.

Qui disai.s en vojant un roi : Qu'est-ce que e'est ?

Montaigne, 6 bon Michel que son pere faisait

Eveiller le matin au son de la musique,

Diderot qui raillais tout le vieil art phthisique,

O libre Hoffmann, planant dans les reves fougucux,

N'est-il pas dfeolant, dites, de voir ces gueux

Tatoues de latin, de gTec, d'hflbrcu, ces cancres

Don t l'lirae prend un bain dans la noirceur des encres,

Executer l'enfance en leurs blemes couvents I

Ne sont-ils pas bideux, ces faux docteurs, savants

A donner au progres une incurable en torse,

Commencant par 1'ennui pour finir par la force,

Du baillement allant. volontiers an baillon,

Logiques, de Boileau concluant Xrestaillon,

Vantant Bonald, couvrant de Mates exergues

Piet, Cornet, d'Incourt et Clausel de Coussergues,

Tachant d'eteindre l'astre au fond des bleus ethers!

N'est-il pas monstrueux de voir oes magisters.

Casernes dans l'horreur de leur Isis occulte.

Poser sur l'avenir qui s'envole en tumulte

Avec l'emportement d'Achille et de Koland,

Ayant dans l'oeil leclair de Vasco s'en allant

Ou de Jason partant pour la plage colchiqne,

Leur baton de sergent instructeur nionarchique,

Et crier aux esprits : A droite ! alignement !

Even here, however, we see the difference

between an intellect such as M. Hugo's—

tender, feminine, passionate, and unpenetra-

tive—and the masculine grip of such an

intellect as Rabelais' s when dealing with

the same question—the education of young1

Gargantua ; anintellectthat, withoutanyont-

cries, without any of those frantic gesticula

tions which are best expressed by the word

"French," seizes the sophism by the throat,

so to speak, and, after choking it, passes on.

What a people is this to have once produad

a Rabelais !

Indeed, M. Hugo's radical infirmity—and

it is the radical infirmity of the modern

French temper—is seen in the conception

no less than in the structure of this

poem. It is an astounding fact that, while

other countries grow older, France grows

in the matter of subtlety younger, if.

Taine is great in generalizations upon

national characteristics as the outcome of

air, clothing, and food ; why did he never

light upon this, the most interesting gene

ralization of all? " The Greeks are always

children," said the Egyptians. "Tie

French become so with the years " will be

the verdict of the future Taine.

That this book—consisting of the argu

ments of a donkey against Kant, who, it

seems, represents the modern temper

usually affiliated upon Comte—is being

received in France as the perfection of all

that is powerful in satire is a striking

illustration of the change that has come

over the French since the Revolution. They

were a humorous if not a subtle people

once; but from that ocean of blood and

tears France has arisen a new nation : earnest

and energetic now as any Teutonic nation

can possibly be ; brilliant and witty beyond

comparison, but humorous no longer. That

badinage which serves for humour in

France is not humour at all, either in the

Rabelaisian or the Moliereian sense; it is

nothing but a form of wit—wit in solution

perhaps. And the reception of this book

is a notable instance of that astonishing

simplicity of character which now underlies

the French mind, and is at the basis even

of its brilliance. It is the great charm of

a Frenchman that he never knows when he

is ridiculous, as it is the great fault of an

Englishman that his morbid consciousness

of what an absurd creature the human

animal really is makes him shy. None but

Frenchmen of the nineteenth century would

have dreamed of attacking Kant as typify

ing the society of our day ; none but French

men would have dreamed of putting the

attack into the mouth of a donkey; and

assuredly none but a French public could

read a pago of such a satire without smiling

—smiling, not with the poet, but at hiinr

as a man possessing power without know

ing how to use it.

The conception of the poem is, in fact, an

illustration of that obtuseness to the ridi
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culous side of things which, if his fecundity

of wit is considered, makes M. Hugo a

phenomenon in literature. That the donkey

in the poem is to be taken as typifying

unsophisticated man is true ; but where

is the force, and especially where is the

humour, of symbolizing unsophisticated man

by the creature which, fairly or unfairly,

has been for ages considered the type, not

of unsophisticated intelligence, but of

stupidity ? This is just the kind of mis

take into which always falls the man who,

without the gift of humour, tries to be

humorous. M. Hugo has somehow appre

hended the fact that incongruity is at the

bottom of humour. Now a donkey is con

sidered the type of stupidity. It is incon

gruous, therefore, to use him as a symbol

of the contrary of asinine stupidity—human

common sense ; therefore it is humorous so

to use him ! The poet writes his denuncia

tions against things in general, puts them

into the mouth of an ass, and thinks that

this mechanical incongruity has made them

humorous. Suppose that Shakspearo had

clapped the ass's head upon Oberon's

shoulders instead of bully Bottom's, and

that Oberon's poetical utterances had issued

from the ass's mouth, would an incongruity

such as that have added humourto the poetry ?

But here is just the difference between the

great humourist and the man who tries to

manufacture humour. That wisdom from

the mouth of harlequin is humorous Rabe

lais has shown, but serious and savage invec

tive gains no humour and loses emphasis

from being put into the mouth of an ass.

M. Hugo does not at all understand the

requirements of the form of satire ho has

adopted. Among satiric methods that of mar

shalling the actual conditions of civilization

as they exist at any place or time, and ar

raigning them before the bar of an outside

intelligence unsophisticated by those condi

tions, has been a favourite in all literatures.

And no wonder: it isa method at once piquant

and by a certain kind of satirist easily

handled. It is a perfectly legitimate and,

indeed, admirable method, involving as it

does that kind of incongruity which (ac

cording to a definition we once ventured

upon in these columns) is essentially the

incongruity of humour, as distinguished

from the kind of incongruity at the basis of

mere caricature. That is to say, the forms of

lifetreated by the humourist afterthis method

are tested by what may almost be called an

absolute standard, and not by a relative and

conventional one, as is the case in caricature.

The distinction wo are speaking of is easily

illustrated : it is the incongruity of carica

ture, for instance, which makes the English

man of to-day (dressed in his frock-coat and

chimney-pot hat) smile as much at Eliza

bethan ruffs as at the fantastic roll collars

and pantaloons of the first quarter of this

century. But it is the far deeper incongruity

of humour which would make an angel or a

donkey smile at all English costumes alike.

If the imaginary critic is a donkey, he must

think like a donkey, not like a man, or where

is the humour of calling him a donkey ?

With regard to the form of satire under

discussion, the principal faculties required

for its successful production are lightness of

hand, entire self-dominance, and, above all.

playfulness of temper. The incongruity

between the form of life satirized and the

ideal standard of the unsophisticated intelli

gence observing and criticizing it should

come out naturally and inevitably, and

should seem as little as possible to be an

artistic result arranged by a satiric wire

puller. Unless the satirist secures this

kind of success he secures no success at

all, and his work has that quality of hard

ness which is the great defect of Edgar

Quinot, and which killed the brilliant

satirical fancies of Douglas Jerrold as soon

almost as they were born.

Tho goal before the eyes of the satirist

should be to appear as unconscious of satire

and of a satirical marshalling of the condi

tions satirized as actually was the real

Chinese poet - philosopher Pin, in whose

diary are recorded tho adventures and the

comments on English society of the Chinese

embassy to London some few years ago—

by far the most deliriously humorous pro

duction, we may add, that has appeared

in our time, unless perhaps we except the

equally unconscious humour of the pictures

of English eighteenth century life in

' L'Homme qui Hit,' or the still more

splendid sketches of British aristocracy

furnished by American interviewers and

novelists of the fashionable kind. It can

not be said that in this style of satire the

French have ever excelled, in the way that

some English writers have excelled, such as

Goldsmith in his 'Citizen of the World,' and

Hawthorne in the ' New Adam and Eve.'

Even La Fontaine in ' Le Paysan du Danube '

shows, every now and then, that Gallic

eagerness and emphasis which are fatal to

this kind of work. Yet it is the best thing

of the kind in French. The requisite temper,

however, for this method is in its essence

Spanish—philosophic, shrewd, lazy, and

calm ; and perhaps it is only in those French

writers where Spanish influence is seen—

writers like Moliere, for instance, and Le

Sage—that we may expect to find even a

latent capacity for the kind of humour re

quired in this special form of art. This is

not to disparage modern French writers.

There is no more interesting person than

a Frenchman, but it would bo as un

generous as it would be idle to look for

anything Cervantic from him.

In saying so much as this we have

pretty broadly hinted that the faculties

requisite for the production of the kind of

satire in question are exactly the opposite

of those for which M. Victor Hugo has

become justly famous. His splendid genius

is beyond all cavil, but he is nevertheless

a standing example of what a powerful

factor iu literary success is mere emphasis.

There is no nonsense so absurd that it will

not gain vogue, if promulgated by an em

phatic writer. And in real life emphasis

rules the world, or did until, of late, irony

has begun to supplant it in some countries.

Even France herself—who, from some

reason or another, has, we say, lost

since the Revolution what leaven of the

Spanish temper she had under the old

regime—seems to be struck now and then

with astonishment at the temper, so markedly

anti-Spanish, displayed by M. Victor Hugo.

As anything other than a purely local satirist

he is perhaps the most unsuccessful writer of

satire that has ever lived ; not, assuredly,

owing to any lack of intellectual power and

brilliance—much of what is called his poetry

is his brilliant wit—but because he is as a

satirist born out of his time. Scolding, in

short, has ceased to be an effective satirical

weapon. Outside France the people of

the nineteenth century have become too

knowing for the ingenuous scoldings of

M. Hugo to rouse in them anything

deeper than a smile, whether he scolds

on the right side or the wrong. That there

have always been two kinds of satire, the

radical opposites of each other—the satire

of direct invective and the indirect satire of

irony—is no doubt true ; but we have out

grown the former kind of satire. Man as

he gets older ceases to be scared by thunder.

It may not be for good that this change

of temper has come about in England ; it

it may not be for good that Macaulay's essay

on Barire is instanced now, not as a proof

of Macaulay's power, but of his simplicity ;

but it is obvious that the change has come

about, and it explains why it is necessary

to pronounce this latest production of one

of the greatest poets and one of the most

generous souls of our time a failure as a

weapon of attack no less than as a work of

art. Remembering as we do the nobility

of the man and the splendour of the poet, it

is pathetic to see the earnestness with which

he belabours the air with what he takes to

be a formidable club, whereas all that the

reader can see is a giant brandishing a flail,

whose rebound bruises his own august head,

and bruises nothing else.

With regard to his objurgations about

Kant, the reader will most likely be per

plexed in some parts of the poem as

to whether he should not read Comte

for Kant. It must not, however, be

supposed that the word "Kant" in the

poem is anything more than a word of

ornament. It is not to be taken as re

presenting any concept in the poet's

mind of the Kiinigsberg philosopher.

It is no impeachment of Victor Hugo

to suppose that he never read a chapter

of Kant in his life, or that if he

did read one he failed to understand it.

There is no reason in the world why he

should read and understand Kant. Cole

ridge tried to do so, and caused all true

lovers of poetry to be very angry with

Kant. It is true that Alfred de Musset

turned to absinthe and metaphysics,

studied Descartes, Spinoza, Cabanis, and

Maine de Biran, and obtained " un grand

prix de philosophic " ; but that was when

metaphysics was still, like fencing, a

fashionable accomplishment of French

youth. All that M. Hugo knows of Kant

is that he has the reputation of being not

only a philosophe, but a German, and that

his name, like that of Thales, Words

worth, Young, Xenarchus, Tiraboschi, and

the hundreds of others that adorn his

pages, is useful as an ornament of this

the latest of his " poetic runs." The

phrase " poetic runs " requires to be defined,

as we are in hopes it may supply a want

always felt by the critic when seeking to

classify M. Victor Hugo's more characteristic

productions. The Australian bower -bird

builds, besides its legitimate nest, a series

of long and brilliant "runs" or arcades

in which to play, decorating them with

every glittering thing it can find—coloured

shells, gay feathers, minerals, and, in default

of these, with rags and bones ; but the bones
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to give her heroine to the better man ; are

we doing her an injustice by supposing that

this decision was arrived at after she had

made considerable progress with her story ?

However this may be, it is certain that there

are all the makings of a villain of romance

in the less worthy lover ; and there are

sundry touches in his portrait which it might

have been more artistic to omit in view of

the effect which has finally been aimed at.

Claude Lorraine, the fortunate hero, does

something very like repeating and amend

ing ; and this, it may be freely confessed, is

the disappointment of the story. Men cast

in his mould, with his settled selfishness,

callousness, and cynicism, do not rej>ent, and

become self-denying and forgiving, espe

cially when all the temptations which it is

possible to imagine are heaped and dangled

before them. The fact is that Fortune is

made to smile on the characters which in

terest the reader the least, and only when

Fortune has made them her permanent

favourites do they dovelope the moral qua

lities which may seem to adorn high rank

and vast wealth. If it were not for this

flaw Mrs. Carrington's story would be more

decidedly attractive and pleasing than it

actually is.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

Far Out : Borings Retold, by Lieut. -Col.

W. F. Butler, C.B. (Isbister), as its title indi

cates, is a reprint of various magazine articles.

The author has considerable powers of pic

turesque description, and brings before his

readers with equal ease the desolate North

American region, with which he has already

made them familiar, the unique wonders of the

Yosemite valley, and many fair scenes in South

Africa and Cyprus ; but his exceptional facility

of style and unlimited command of metaphor

and illustration form a snare which he does not

always avoid. He discusses the political and

social action of England in the countries he

describes, and his general verdict is very un

favourable. The faults we detect in the

American are, he says, only those of the English

character under altered circumstances. Our

raco is always ungenerous to a fallen foe ;

there is an "innate absence of religion in the

Anglo-Saxon mind," Beldom even one touch

of sympathy with the prayers of any people or

the faith of any creed, hence our rule in the

East has ever rested on the bayonet "j we have

developed India " only for the usurer," no other

race has ever been the better for our rule, and

so on. He gives us no credit even for good

intentions, and the element of truth in his in

dictment is weakened by such exaggeration. A

slight repetition of the oft-told story of the first

Afghan war, ending with the curious misstate

ment that it was undertaken ' ' in search of a

scientific frontier," was hardly worth repeating.

His speculations on South Africa arc more in

teresting, and throughout the book there is a

fair sprinkling of amusing "personal narrative."

Messrs. Longmans & Co. send us Faiths

and Fashions, by Lady Violet Greville. Lady

Violet Greville seems to have been rendered

sleepless by the fame of the social essayists

of the beginning of the last century, and to

have desired to see what she could do in

the same kind, but in the more cynical vein

fashionable in the present day. Unfortunately

her cynicism is so lame, so devoid of the "bite

which truth to nature can alone give, so lack

ing in literary attractions, that her essays simply

have the effect of very commonplace lay sermons

of the kind which, were they not lay, a judicious

roctor would soon request his curate to cease

preaching. Certain lady satirists of the pre

sent day seem to forget that, except in the case

of an extraordinary genius here and there,

satire loses all its sting when it divorces itself

from truth of observation. There are plenty

of things, for instance, to be said against

Ritualism, but when Lady Violet talks of the

" Ritualistic curate gathering up his skirts as

he passes the reeling drunkard in the street,"

she is talking nonsense, for no human being

who knew anything about the matter has ever

charged the High Church party with pharisaic

neglect of the poor. When she says that in

England " it is held gentlemanlike to be in

debt, to be hunted down by creditors," &c, she

is again simply talking nonsense, and repeating,

parrot fashion, the stale satire of an elder time.

Nor can we say that Lady Violet's literary em

bellishments make up for the dulness of her

matter. "The loves of the antique Philemon

and Baucis," says she, " are respectable enough

in Ovid's verse, but in real life Pickwick and

Mrs. Bardell only raise a laugh." We really

should like to see Lady Violet work out the

parallel. Did she never read ' Philemon and

Baucis ' or did she never read ' Pickwick ' I for

we must do her the justice M believe that, if she

had read both, even in a book so silly as ' Faiths

and Fashions ' she would nob have penned this

astounding sentence.

From Mr. King's The War-Ships and Navies of

the fPorW(Spon)—an admirable and compendious

volume—the British taxpayer may gather some

slight idea what becomes annually of ten millions

or so ; and, without the trouble of wading through

piles of Blue-Books, he may draw instructive,

if not satisfactory, comparisons as to the relative

economy practised in our own and foreign dock

yards, and gain some insight into the practical

workings of the various systems of naval construc

tion and maintenance. The author's experience

as chief engineer of the New York Navy Yard and

superintendent of construction of U.S. armour-

clads stamps him as the best possible authority,

and his present work is a most impartial review

of the actual state of all modern navies up to

the present date. In fact, we have here the

most interesting portions of Mr. King's own

original reports, made to his Government during

a two years' tour of observation through the

principal dockyards in the world. The illus

trations are ample, and accurate details of

measurement are given. It is satisfactory to

learn that Sir Robert Spencer Robinson's de

spondent article in the Nineteenth Century

(March, 1880), on ' England as a Naval Power '

(in comparison with France), is contradicted.

Mr. King, after quoting this article, Bays :—

" That the foregoing comparison is a very

erroneous and misleading one is apparent to

any one at all acquainted with the condition of

the two fleets In reference to armaments, it

may be safely said that the Woolwich guns are

superior, weight for weight, to the French in

every respect, unless it be in method of loading ;

while the steel-faced armour with which some

of the British ships are plated represents a con

siderably greater power of resistance to pene

tration than iron armour of the same thickness.

In regard to the other considerations there is

a greater, or at least equal, excellence in the

British armoured fleet as compared with the

French The average Bpeed of the British

ship is undoubtedly higher than that of the

French." Of the Italian navy we learn :—" If

the Duilio and the Dandolo prove to be entirely

successful, Italy will possess the most powerful

ships in continental Europe ; and should the

still larger ships, the Italia and the Lepanto, turn

out as calculated by the designers, Italy will

possess a fleet of fighting ships more than a

match for any continental power, France ex

cepted. These, in addition to her cruisers of

the rapid type, will cause her co-operation to

be valued and her enmity to be feared even

by England, France, or Russia, and certainly

by any other European power." An instruc

tive account is given of the actions in which

the Huascar was engaged with the Shah

and the Amethyst, when not a single shot

from her (the Huascar's) 300-pounder gun

struck either of her antagonists ; and, again,

with the Chilian armour-clads, when she

was captured, when "out of the seventy-six

300-pound projectiles fired by the two Chilian

vessels at the Huascar only twenty-five struck

her, and of the forty heavy projectiles fired by

the latter ship only three struck one of her

antagonists, and not one struck the other," and

this was at ranges from 500 yards to 160 yards

only ! It is to be hoped that the perusal of

this book may open the eyes of Lord North-

brook and his successors at the Admiralty to

the urgent necessity of associating with our naval

attache's in foreign embassies skilled and prac

tical mechanicians both of the constructive and

engineering departments. The naval constructors

should also practically study the behaviour and

stability of our ships at sea ; and, above all, the

status of the engineer must be raised, and all

the prestige of combatant rank allowed to

those who nowadays in reality control the

manoeuvring and fighting capacity of fleets.

The engineer students on board the Marl

borough should look forward to having as good

a chance of some day commanding an ironclad

as the naval cadets on board the Britannia.

Mr. Warne sends us neat editions of Gray,

Beattie, and Collins, and also of Percy's Reliques.

These " Lansdowne Classics " are well suited to

popular use. The same series includes a collec

tion of verse called Gems of National Poetry.

The selection seems, with one exception, to be

eminently judicious ; but the terrible woodcut

depicting Arethusa leaping down the rocks

should be omitted.

Messrs. Bickers & Son send us a new edi

tion of the late Mr. Dyce's Shakespeare. For

people who are contented with one edition of

Shakspeare's works—and most people do well

not to trouble themselves with the disputes of

commentators—this is the best, and Messrs.

Bickers have improved this new issue by putting

the notes at the foot of the page instead of at

the end of each play.

Messrs. Mansell & Co. have sent us a

number of Christmas cards, which are marked

by a good deal of taste. They are more refined

than such cards often are, and although the

refinement is a little artificial it is pleasing, and

they may fairly rank among the better class of

Christinas cards.

We have on our table Some Heroes of Travel,

compiled by W. H. Davenport Adams (Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge),—Greece

and the Greeks, by the Hon. T. Talbot (Low),—

M. Tullii Ckeronis Cato Major sive de Senectute,

by the late G. Long (Whittaker),—M. Tullii

Ciceronis Lalius sive de Amicitia Dialogus, by

the late G. Long (Whittaker),—Geography of

Southern Europe, by the Rev. C. E. Moberly

(Rivingtons),—Outlines ofPhysiography, Part II.,

by W. Lawson (Edinburgh, Oliver & Boyd),—

Ideal Chemistry, by Sir B. C. Brodie, Bart.

(Macmillan),—Health Lectures for the People,

delivered in Manchester, 1878-79-80 (Manchester,

J. Heywood),—Early History of the Chinese

Civilisation, by Terrien de Lacouperie (E. Vaton),

—Four Flirts, by E. Warren ('Judy' Office),—

Clerical Reminiscences, by Senex (Seeley),—

Little Bullets from Batala, by A. L. O. E.

(Gall & Inglis),—The Children's Picture Annual,

by Mercie Sunshine (Ward & Lock),—Little

Chimes for All Times (Cassell),—Hilda and her

Doll, by E. C. Phillips (Griffith & Farran),—

Princess Myra, by F. S. Potter (Society for Pro

moting Christian Knowledge),—The Lonely

Island, by R. M. Ballantyne (Nisbet),—The

Wrath of Ana: a Poem, by E. D. Fawcett

(Hamilton),—Bethlehem to Olivet, by J. Palmer

(C.E.S.S.L),—Christ in Joseph: a Reply to

" Anglo-Israelism," by a Watcher (Rivingtons),—

The Consolations of the Christian Season, Part L,

by G. E. Jelf, M.A. (W. Smith),—Triune-Life,

Divine and Human: being a Selection of James

9
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Pierrepont Greaves (Stock),—The Manifold Wit

ness for Christ : being the Boyle Lectures for 1877

<md 1878, by A. Barry (Murray),—Tlie Angel-

Messiah of Buddhists, Esscncs, and Christians, by

Ernest de Bunsen (Longmans),—'Evening Post'

Essays in Review of ' The Bible for Learners ' (New

Vork, ' Evening Post ' Office),—Mythologie de la

•Grice Antique, by P. Deehanne (Paris, Garnior

Freres),-—Aurzgcfcmtes Ej-egetisches: Handbuch

:um Alien Testament, Part XII. *Esodvs utui

Leviticus, by D. A . Knobel and Dr. A. Diilmann

{Leipzig, S. Hirzel),—EngliscJies Lesebnch fur

Hiihere Lehranstalten, by Dr. F. J. Wershoven

{Leipzig, F. A. Brockhaus),—Der Positivismus im

Mosaismus, by S. S. Simchowitz (Vienna, M.

Gottlieb),—and G'tidc to the Study nf Political

Economy, by Dr. Luigi Cossa (Macmillan).

Among New Editions wo havoFansf: a Tragedy,

by Goethe, translated into English verso by

J. S. Blackie (Macmillan),—AUialie: a Tragedy,

by Racine, translated by D. R. O'Sullivan (Simp-

kin),—and Life of Field-Marshal Count Slolike,

edited by Capt. H. M. Hozier (Sonnenschein).

Also the following Pamphlets: John Ruskin:

his Life and Work, by W. Smart (Glasgow

Wilson & M'Cormick),—An Account of the Per

secution of the Protestant Mission among the Jews

at Mogador, Morocco, by the Rev. J. B. Gins-

burg (E. G. Allen),—and Dress: its Sanitary

Aspect, by B. Roth (Churchill).

LIST OF NEW BOOKB,

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Abbott's (E.) The Authorshipof the Fourth Gospel, 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Book of the Psalms, with Explanatory and Critical Commen

tary by Q. II. S. Johnson, C. J. Ellicott, and F. C. Cook,

8vo. 10/6 cl.
Burns's (Rev. 8. C.) The Prophet Jonah, Rvo. 7/8 el.
.Buxton's (Rev. H. J.) The Lord's Song, Plain Sermons and

Hymns, cr. Svo. 5/ cl.
Dulton's (R. O.) Plain Words for Christ, cr. 8vo. 2' cl.
Green's (E. H.) Lessons on the Life and Epistles of Bt. Paul

8vo. 2/ cl. Ip.
Harris's (H.) Death and Resurrection, 12mo. 3/ cl
Martin's (Abbe* P.) Anglican Ritualism, as seen by a Catholic

and Foreigner, 8vo. 5/ cl.
Morton's (Mrs. G. E.) The 8tory of Jesus for Little Children

cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Pulpit Commentary : Genesis, Introductions by Canon F. W.

Farrar, 8vo. 15/ cl.
St. Augustine's Manual, or Little Book of the Contemplation

of Christ, l«mo. 2/<S cl.
Wallace's (It.) Doctrine of Predestination, fas., I2mo. 2/6 cl.

Law.
Jenkins's (J.) Laws relating to Religious Liberty and Public

Worship, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.

Fine Art.

Happy Moments in Picture Lund, sm. 4to. 4/ cl.
Murray's (A. S.) History of Greek Sculpture, 8vo. 21/ cl.
Our People, Sketches from Punch, by Charles Keene, 31/8 cl.
Walks through Picture Land, sin. 4to. 4/ cl.
Wedmore's (P.) Studies In English Art, 2nd series, 7.U cl.

Vanity Fair Album, 12th series, 83/ cl.

Poetry.

Lcighton's (R.) Records, and other Poems, cr. Svo. 7/6 cl.
Plauche's (J. B.) Songs and Poems from 181SI to I87S), 0/ cl.

Tennyson's (A.) Ballads, and other Poems, I2mo. 5/ cl.

Music.

Operas of the Great Masters, illustrated by M. O. flchwind,
with Explanatory >iotes by Dr. Ed. Hanslick, obi. fo. 21/

Philosophy.

Blackwood's Philosophical Classics: Descartes, by J. P.

Mahaffy, 12mo. 3,6 cl.

Ihstnry and Biography.

Ashe (Major) and Edgell's (Capt. the Hon. E. V. W.) Story
of the Zulu Campaign, with Map, Svo. 16/ cl.

Dixon's (R. W.) History of the Church of England from the
Abolition of the Roman Jurisdiction, 8vo. 16/ cl.

DuneIter's i Prof. Max) History of Antiquity, from the Ger
man by E. Abbott, Vol. 4,"8vo. 21/ cl.

Geiger's (L.) Contributions to the History of the Develop
ment of the Human Race, translated by D. Asher, 6/ cl.

Gilliat's (Rev. E.) The Dragonnades, or Asylum Chrfsti, 6/ cl.
Guixot's History of France, Vol. 7, edited by Madame de

Witt Guiiot, roval Svo. 24/ cl.
Hill (Sir Rowland), 'Life of. and the History of Penny Post

age, by Sir Rowland Hill and his Nephew, G. B. Hill,

2 vols. Svo. 32/ cl.
Life of Mister Rosalie, bv M. le Vicomte de Melun, 2' cl
Mason's (C. M.) The Forty Shires, their History, Scenery,

Arts, and Legends, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Menzlcs'a IH.) Tnrkev, Old and New, Historical, Geogra

phical, and Statistical, 2 vols. Svo. 32/ cl.
Bister Augustine, 8u|>crior of the Sisters of Charity at the

St* Johannis Hospital at Bonn, authorized translation,

Svo. 7/0 cl.
Geography and Travel.

Conder's (C. R.) Tent Work in Palestine, cheap edit ion, 7/6 cl.
Cooper's (H. B.l Coral Land, illustrated, 2 vols. 8vo. 28/ cl.
Gallenga's (A.) South America, 8vo. 14/ cl.

Philology.

Mitchell's (E. C.) Guide to the Study of the Greek New
Testament, cr. flvo. 3/6 cl.

Science.
Buckley's (A. B.) Life and her Children, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Smith's (A.) Ringworm, it* Diagnosis and Treatment, 2/6 cl.

General Literature.

Adamson's (H. T.) The, Three Sevens, cr. 8vo. S;« cl.
Ainsworth's (W. H.) Old Court, illustrated, cr. Svo. 3/6 cl.
Beaconsfield's (Earl of) Endymion, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Boys' and Girls' Book of Science, illustrated, 8vo. 5/ cl.
Carrington's (Mrs.) Prince Fortune and Prince Fatal, 3 vols.

cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Day of Rest (The), Vol. 1880, 7/6 cl.
Dickens's (C.) Pickwick Papers, cr. 8vo. 2/ cl.
Dowling's (R.) Under St. Paul's, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Fell's (A.) Gold and Gilt, or Maybee's Puzzle, cr. Svo. 5/ cl.
Following of the Flowers (The), or Musings in my Flower

Garden, 18mo. 2/ cl.
Francis's (B.) The Child's Zoological Gardens, cr. 4to. 5/ cl.

Golden Hours, Vol. 1880, roval Svo. 7/8 cl.
Greenup's (W. T.) Stories for Standard Six. 12mo. 2/ cl.
Oullstan (The), or Rose Garden of Shekh Mushlin'd-din Sadi

of Shlraz, translated by E. B. Eastwlck, Svo. 10/6 cl.

Hamilton's (H. L.) Holiday Times, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
History of Don Quixote de la Mancha, translated from the

Spanish by Motteux, edited by Lockhart, with 16 etch

ings, cr. 8vo. 4 vols. 30/ cl.
Hogg's (James, The Ettrick Shepherd) Tales, Library Edi

tion, 2 vols. Svo. 18/ cl.
Life and Adventures of Lazarillo de Tormes, translated by

T. Rosooe, and Life and Adventures of Guzman d'Alfa-

rache, by Mateo Aleman, from the French by J. H.

Brady, with Etchings, 2 vols. 15/ cl.
Lynton'a (E. L.) Witli a Silken Thread, and other Stories, 3«
Maid Marjory, by the Author of ' Little Hinges,' cr. Svo. 2/
Parr's (Mrs.) Dorothy Fox, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl. (Bentley's Favourite

Novels.)
Pearce's (J.) The Merchant's Clerk, 12mo. 2/ cl.
Poor Nelly, by the Author of "Tiny Houses,' cr. 8vo. 2/ cl.
Randolph's (Mrs.) Little Pansy, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.

Saunders's (J.) The Tempter Behind, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Skinner's (T.) Stock Exchange Year-Book, 1881. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Vauglian's (E. M. C.) Pinafore Pictures and Rhymes, illus

trated, folio. 3/6 el.
Verne's (J.) The Steam House: Part 1, The Demon of Cawn

pore, cr. 8vo. 7/6 cl.

FOREIGN.

Fine Art and Archeology.
Havard (H.): La Hollande a Vol d'Oiseau, Eaux-fortes et

Gravures par Maxime Lalanne, 25fr.
Vieil-Oastel (H. de): Collection de Costumes, Armes

Meubles, pour servir a 1'Histoire de la Revolution Fran-

caisc et de l'Emplre, 1789-1816, 140fr.

History.

GIndely (A.): Geschichte des Drcissigjahrigen Krieges,

Part 2, 10m.
Hanserccessc, Div. 1, Vol. 5, 20m.

Philology.

Forehhammcr (P. E.): Die Wanderungen der Inachostochter

Io, 3m.
Telfy (J. B.) : Opuscula Gnrca, 2m. 80.

(Science.
Aeby (C): Der Bronchialbaum der Baugethlerc u. d.

Menschon, 10m.
Pfcil (L. Graf) : Mathematische u. Physikalische Entdeck-

ungen, 5m.
Pierre (L.): Flore Forestlfcre de la Cochinchine, Part 1, 30fr.

Techmer(F.): Phonetik, 18m.
Vulpian (A.) : L'Action Physlologioue des ' Substances

Toxlques et Me\iieamenteuses, Vol. 1, Part 1, 8fr.

General Literature.

Malot (Hector) : La Boheme Tapageusc : Part 3, Corysandre,

3fr.
Sainte-Beuve (C. A.): Le Clou d'Or—La Pendule, avec une

Prdfacc de M. Jules Troubat, gfr. 50.

started

ago,

uncle, Dr. William Chambers, who

Chambers's Journal nearly forty-nine

and still continues to conduct that

with unabated energy.

While by no means disparaging Mr. S. C.

Hall's long-continued literary services, I think

it is only fair to my uncle and to all who are

interested in the history of literature that the

foregoing fact should be publicly stated.

Robert Chambers.

THE

THE VOICE OF THE HILLS.

What power is this ? What witchery wins my feet

To peaks so sheer they scorn the cloaking snow.

All silent as the emerald gulfs below,

Down whose ice-walls the wings of twilight beat 1

What thrill of earth and hcav'n -most wild, most

sweet—

What answering pulse the guardian senses know,

Comes leaping from the ruddy Eastern glow

Where, far away, the skies and mountains meet ?

Mother, 'tis I once more : I know thee well,

Yet thy voice comes, an ever new surprise !

0 Mother and Queen, beneath the olden spell

Of silence gazing with that deep surmise !

Dumb Mother, struggling with the Years to tell

The secret at thy heart through helpless eyes !

Tubodork Watts.

THE LONGEVITY OF EDITORS.

339, High Street, Edinburgh, Nov. 16, 1880.

In his "Words of Farewell" to the public by

Mr. S. C. Hall, the following sentence appears :

"1 do not think the history of literature sup

plies a parallel case—that of an editor com

mencing a publication, continuing to edit it

during forty-two years, and retiring from it

when it had attained vigorous age, its value aug

mented, and not deteriorated, by time."

In penning these words the venerable jour

nalist must have forgotten the existence of my

'QUARTERLY REVIEW ON THE ^SEWSPAPES

PRESS.
Hull. Nov., 1-

The article in the last number of the Quarterly

on ' The Newspaper Press,' although conveying

a great deal of information, and better thin

most similar articles, is not perfect. The writer

is correct in repeating that the history of the

newspaper has yet to be written, and it is in

order to make his own contribution of more

value that I venture to make a suggestion and

one or two corrections. In accounting for tie

great increase of British newspapers since 1824

the author mentions the repeal of the stimp

duty, but makes no mention of the repeal of

the paper duty and the duty on advertisements

or the removal of registration difficulties. The

increase of newspapers in 1801 from 562 to 1,102

was due, in part at least, to these causes, ami

to the abolition of the paper duty on the 1st

of October in that year. More penny dailies

started within a few months of that date than

within a liko period during the last fifty years,

although it is to be remarked that several well-

known provincial dailies were started just before

the repeal of the paper duty took effect, simply

in order to get into the field. Another circum

stance that contributed to the increase of news

papers at about that period was the reduction

in the price of paper consequent upon the use

of esparto grass and other cheap material in its

manufacture, whilst in addition the introduc

tion of comparatively low-priced foreign paper

had much to do in stimulating newspaper enter

prise. The general extension of railways and

the application of telegraphy to news are also

circumstances which cannot be overlooked in

considering the subject of the development of

the newspaper press.

In referring to the improvements in the

mechanical processes of printing, the writer is

considerably behind events in his description oi

stereotyping. The heating of the "forme "for

taking the matrix lias been abandoned in many

offices, and will be abandoned by all the others

before long, as that process injures the type,

and is attended by other disadvantages. There

are now several processes of cold stereotyping

In my office that patented by Messrs. Byies i

Allan has been in use for nearly twelve months.

By this process the matrix is taken from the

" forme cold and dried in an oven. In the

Daily Keics and some other offices it is dried on

a heated surface.
Passing to a somewhat different branch of the

subject, tho reviewer in noticing the Central

Press, originated by Messrs. Saunders& Spender,

the proprietors of the Western Morning JT«**i

for the purpose of supplying that paper with

London and general news, is quite right in

saying that it was carried on at the corner o'.

Charles Street, Hatton Garden ; but he i*

wrong in saying that a change of owners led t»

tho removal of the business to 112, Strand, the

office of the Globe. No. 112 was never the office

of the Globe, but of the Sun during many year*

of Mr. Murdo Young's proprietorship and thai

of his successor, Mr. Charles Kent. Mr

Spender's connexion with the Central Pres."

from an early date in its existence was simply

editorial. The Central Press was removed froo

Hatton Garden for the convenience of the busi

ness, and at 112, Strand, the Sun was for son*'

time published by Mr. Saunders, the proprietor

of the Central Press before, as the reviewer

the "Central Press became the P*0"
says,
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petty of a committee of Conservatives. " The

news collection and telegraphing portion of the

business was separate from the- supplying of news

papers with news in MS. and stereotype, and was

•arried on by Mr. Saunders at No. 2, Telegraph

Street. The Central News is the continuation

and extension of this service. Mr. Saunders was

one of the founders of the Press Association,

but separated from it because he did not con-

aider that it attached sufficient importance to

the collection and distribution of general news

—that is, news from all parts of the United

Kingdom. The wisdom of this view has been

amply justified by the result. The Central

News business has grown from the first, and

had to remove from Telegraph Street to 107,

Fleet Street It is now located in Ludgr.te

Circus and in the hands of a limited liability

company, consisting of Mr. Saunders and those

who have worked for him in the development

of the business. In addition to providing

London and general news, supplied by some

hundreds of correspondents in all parts of the

kingdom, it sends reporters and correspondents

to every place at home and abroad where events

of public interest are occurring. Thus the

Central News correspondents were in South

Africa during the war, with the Prince of Wales

in India, in North Wales directly after the last

freat colliery explosion, and they are now in

reland reporting the present crisis. This

agency has recently commenced an interchange

of news between England and America, sending

and receiving news regularly to and from the

United States. It had previously supplied news

to continental and colonial papers.

As regards the Press Association, the reviewer

puts it that it was "launched " under the ex

clusive care of Mr. John Lovell. This was

hardly so. The builder launches the ship, and

he was not the builder, but rather the able and

clever captain who has sailed it with an amount

of skill and smartness and tact that cannot

be over-estimated. The Press Association

originated thus : so far back as 1864 news

paper proprietors began to be so much dis

satisfied with the supply of telegraphic news by

the telegraph companies that meetings were held

to discuss the situation, and in that year the

leading Scottish papers associated to seek an

improvement. In 1866 and 1807 this movement

was extended to England, and meetings of daily

newspaper proprietors in England, Ireland, and

Scotland were held in Manchester and London.

I was present, and a party to these meetings,

and therefore write from personal knowledge.

The companies' service of news was deemed

wholly unsatisfactory. Mr. J. E. Taylor, of

the Manchester Guardian, presided on several

occasions. Amongst other proposals submitted

to us was one for the erection of wires all over

the country for the use of the press, and I

remember a civil engineer reporting on the

subject. In 1808, however, the acquirement of

the telegraphs by the Government came to be

regarded as feasible, and newspaper proprietors

began to hope for relief in that direction, and

after conferring together they gave evidence

before Parliament and otherwise worked for

that end. When it became evident that the

Government would take the telegraphs and send

news which the newspaper proprietors them

selves collected, the Manchester meetings turned

their attention to the collection of news. Thus

the foundation of the Press Association was

primarily laid at a meeting at the United Hotel,

Haymarket, London, in July, and still more

formally at the Palatine Hotel, Manchester, on

the 15th of September, 1808, at which the follow

ing gentlemen were present : J. E. Taylor and

P. Allen, Mandiester Guardian ; J. Sowler,

Manchester Courier ; A. Ireland, MancJiester

Examiner ; J. Maitland, Liverpool Mercury; J.

Law, /Scotsman; W. Saunders, Northern Daily

Express ; A. Ritchie, Leeds Mercury ; W. Hunt,

Eastern Morning News, Hull ; A. Feeny, Bir

mingham Post; and F. D. Finlay, Northern Whig,

Belfast. Under this arrangement a secretary, Mr.

Irvine, was appointed, and an office opened at

112, Strand ; and in the Newspaper Press for

December 1st, 1868, we read : "The organization

of the new Press Association (Limited) is pro

gressing favourably. The first members are

Messrs. Taylor, of the Manchester Guardian;

Jatfray, of the Birmingham Daily Post; Saunders,

of the Northern Daily Express ; Harper, of the

Huddersfield Chronicle ; Clifford, of the Sheffield

Telegraph ; Wescomb, of the Edinburgh Courant;

Ireland, of the Manchester Examiner; Sowler, of

the Manchester Courier. The Board of Directors

comprises the same names, to which are added

Dr. Cameron, of the North British Mail ; Sir

John Gray, MP., of the Dublin Freeman's

Journal ; F. D. Finlay, of the Northern Whig,

Belfast; J. Glover, of the Royal Leamington Spa

Courier; and S. W. Naylor, of the Cambridge

Chronicle. The Committee of Management con

sists of Messrs. Taylor, Jaffray, Saunders,

Harper, and Clifford." It was after this (in

October, 1808) that the committee advertised

for a manager. Mr. Lovell, who was then with

Messrs. Cassell, Petter & Galpin, was one of the

many applicants. The other strongest men were

Mr. Dymond, late editor of the Morning Star,

and Mi-. J. M. Le Sage, of the Daily Telegraph.

Mr. Lovell was appointed manager and entered

upon the duties, and, as the reviewer remarks,

conducted the business with great ability and

excellent judgment until a few months since,

when he joined the Liverpool Mercury as its

editor. For some years previous to the spring

of 1868 Mr. Lovell had been connected with the

Birmingham Daily Post, and was well known to

Mr. Jaffray, who was a diligent and influential

member of the Press Association Committee.

Your readers will admit, I think, that these facts

help to make the reviewer's article of increased

value as a contribution to the much-desired his

tory of the newspaper. William Hust.

THE BIOGRAPHERS OP LOCKE.

M>, Sutherland Onrdenj, Nov. 15, 1880.

1 antkipated the tenor as well as the tono

of Mr. Fox Bourne's answer to my remarks in

the Athewtum of November 0th, which arequite

in accordance with my previous experience of his

accuracy and his courtesy.

The " points on which ho touches " are, how

ever, simple matters of fact and not questions

of memory, and I repeat most emphatically, what

I can readily verify, that Mr. Fox Bourne " had

the benefit of all my privato notes and memo

randa" while writing his ' Life of Locke.' True,

I had collected most of these from our State

Papers and other sources which are open to any

one ; but the search and discovery of them cost

many hours of my own private time, for I hoped,

as before stated, to gratify an " ambition " to

write myself a life of the great philosopher.

My giving up these notes to Mr. Fox Bourne,

and my rendering him assistance "in clearing

away difficulties, identifying handwritings, and

such other work as his long and wide acquaint

ance with manuscripts made easy to him" (these

are Mr. Fox Bourne's own words), must have

been a very great saving of time and labour to

him, even if he knew where to find the MS.

materials he made use of, which he certainly

did not.

Mr. Fox Bourne—who has himself been one

of those officials of whom he now so cour

teously speaks—knows very well without my

telling him, and your readers will, I am

sure, discriminate whether such " duties "

require any acknowledgment simply because

they are performed by a public official. At

all events, I can conscientiously assert that,

during thirty-three years of official life, Mr.

Fox Bourne is the one solitary instance of any

want of courtesy to myself, and therefore, I

suppose, I have thought the more about it ;

nevertheless, I Bhould not have intruded upon

the columns of the Atheturum had not Mr. Fox

Bourne made accusations in them against Prof.

Fowler which I submit can more justly be made

against Mr. Fox Bourne himself.

While thanking you for allowing my remarks

to appear in the columns of the Athenceum, I

wish to add that it is not my intention to again

encroach upon them in reference to this subject,

of which I suspect your readers have already had

quite enough. W. Noel Sainsbuky.

A COPT OP ' QUEEN MAB.'

46, Marlborough Hill, Nov. 16, 1880.

The copy of 'Queen Mab' mentioned in your

issue of the 13th inst. has no bearing on the

question (scarcely a question) whether Medwin

and Middleton described one and the same book.

The copy now lying at Messrs. Puttick &,

Simpson's rooms is, so far as the manuscript

marks are concerned, a simple transcript of the

volume described in my appendix to which you

refer. The writing is not Mrs. Shelley's, and

docs not bear the faintest resemblance to Mrs.

Shelley's. I cannot at this moment say whose

it is : but whoever performed the task of tran

scription was a very painstaking person, for all

the erasures, queries, numberings, and even

faces drawn by Shelley, are carefully reproduced.

The transcriber has tried to place every manu

script mark in its exact position, but has made

no attempt to disguise his handwriting, which

could probably be identified if it were thought

worth while. I Bhall be happy to show the

original to any one who may become possessed

of this transcript. H. Buxton Forman.

BALES.

The sale of a portion of the extensive library

of Mr. William Bragge, F.S.A., was com

menced on Wednesday, November 10th, at the

rooms of Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge,

and concluded last Saturday with a collection of

liturgical manuscripts from the Cistercian Abbey

of Chiaravalle, near Milan. Amongst the rarer

articles were the following : Bible in German,

printed in 1483 byKoburger, 172. ; Heures d'Anne

de Bretagne, 25'. ; Goya's Etchings, 17'. lO.s. ;

Mouradja d'Ohsson, Tableau de l'Empire

Ottoman, vols. i. and ii., on large paper, 301. 10s. ;

Paris Siege Caricatures, 252.; Roberts's Holy

Land, 20T 10*. ; Fry's Reprint of Tyndale's

First Testament, on vellum, 132. 10*., &c. Most

of the Cistercian manuscripts brought high

prices, e.g., Missale Cisterciense, 172. 5s. ;

Graduate Cisterciense, 152. 10s. ; Graduate

Cartusiense, printed in 1578, on vellum, 512.;

Antiphonarium Romanum, 172. ; Apocalypsis

cum Commentario Pascasii, 122. , &c. The entire

sale produced 1,8042. 10s. 672.

The sale, at Messrs. Hodgson's rooms, of the

entire stock, copyrights, and plant of Messrs.

W. Tegg & Co., which wo mentioned last week,

presents some features of interest to the pub

lishing and bookselling world. The stereotype

plates and copyright, irrespective of the stock,

of Dr. Adam Clarke s well-known Commentary

on tho Old and New Testaments, in 0 vols.,

imperial 8vo., was knocked down for 1,1002.,

the sum originally paid for the copyright only

by the late Mr. Thomas Tegg being 0,5002.

Tho "Family Library," originally published by

Mr. Murray at five shillings per volume, com

prising 10,129 volumes, realized only 1802., the

woodcuts and casts of the series not being sold.

The stereotype plates and steel plates of Albert

Smith's Christopher Tadpole, not including

copyright, were knocked down at 402. The

stereotype plates, the stock being sold sepa

rately, of King's Interest Tables realized 205/.

Hone's Works, consisting of a small stock of

oddments and the stereotype plates and wood

blocks, produced 5102. The less important lots

may be said, on the whole, to have produced

fair prices.
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NOTES FROM CAMBRIDGE.

Cambridge, Nov. 17, 1880.

Although the Senate's rejection of the report

of the " Greek Syndicate " has been announced

in the daily papers, a few details may have an

interest for your academic readers. It will be

remembered that the report, together with

selections from the evidence collected from

schoolmasters and others, was circulated and

discussed in the May term. After the long

vacation no material addition was made to the

arguments on cither side. On the part of the

agitators it was still urged that the existing

obligation to satisfy the examiners in the Previous

Examination or Little Go in two dead languages

excludes from the university many young men

educated either in modern schools or in the

modern departments and classes of classical

schools, to the serious injury not only of the

universities, which are deprived of promising

students, but also of the students themselves,

who lose the advantage of an academic training,

and of the schools and departments of schools

which are left beyond the range of the uni

versities' influence. On the other side it was

still argued that in the interests of learning it

is necessary that the study of Greek should be

artificially encouraged ; that to all students,

and especially to students in theology, the

modicum of Greek which is required in the

Previous Examination is valuable in a degree

disproportionate to its amount ; and that, even

in the case of boys who do not proceed to the

universities, there would be a serious educa

tional loss if Greek, being no longer indis

pensable at Oxford and Cambridge, were to

drop out of the curriculum of schools in which

it is now taught. Neither last term nor this

has the proposal to establish a " scientific de

gree" found much favour hero, as we cannot

bring ourselveB to regard mathematics as art or

as science, according as it is or is not accom

panied by a smattering of Greek.

Till the very day of the Congregation many

of the reformers continued to be sanguine of

success. It was thought that the practice of

bringing up non-residents, often not specially

versed in academic questions, to overpower the

resident vote had, in educational matters at all

events, fallen into disuse. The non-residents,

however, mustered in force, and although a few

of them, schoolmasters or parents of boys who

had hoped to take advantage of the proposed

relaxation, had come to support the Syndicate's

scheme, a very large majority took their Beats

on the "non-placet" side of the Senate House.

With our curious method of voting, which is as

slovenly as it is tedious, it is impossible to con

struct any exact analysis of the votes ; but there

can be no doubt that the academic residents

who voted in the minority far outnumbered the

academic residents who voted in the majority.

I conjecture that the academic residents who

voted for the report were at least twice as many

as tho academic residents who voted against it ;

even with the addition of tho non-academic

residents, the report would, in the absence of

the strangers, have been confirmed.

It has been said that " the classicists " formed

a considerable clement in the majority. If the

term is taken to include all who attach a great

value to a small knowledge of Greek, it may of

course be applied to all who voted in the

majority. But if it is restricted either to the

teachers of classics or to those who have taken

high degrees in classics, the statement is most

certainly erroneous. A very large majority of

the classical teachers and of the classical first-

class men who voted on Thursday were on the

defeated side, and it may be worth while to note

that in the list of the memorialists classical

learning is well represented, and that of the

twelve syndics who signed the report, seven are

first-class men in classics, and either axe or have

bean classical teachers.

I observe that some of your contemporaries

condemn tho details of the report. The relaxa

tion, they say, should have been granted to pass

men as well as to honour men, and the substi

tute for the dead language omitted should have

been one modern language, not two. It is fair

to say that four of the syndics limited their

assent to the principle of the report, and that,

had the result of the vote upon the principle

been different, many of the members of the

Senate who supported the principle would have

voted against the details of the scheme. X.

ILfterarp ffiossfp.

The coming week will be unusually in

teresting from a literary point of view, as

Lord Beaconsfield's novel and the Laureate's

poems will both be published before Satur

day next. ' Ballads and other Poems ' is

the title of Mr. Tennyson's volume. It will

contain ballads, sonnets, and translations.

' The First Quarrel ' is the title of the

opening piece.

Lord Beaconsfield's new tale, which

will fill the orthodox three volumes, as

' Lothair ' did ten years ago, commences

in the years immediately preceding the

first Beform Bill, and covers a space

of about a quarter of a century. The

chief characters are said to be the young

Endymion and his sister Myra. The trade

has already subscribed for seven thousand

copies. This is among the many signs of

improvement in the bookselling world.

Another is that the entire impression of Mr.

Charles Keene's pictures from Punch en

titled ' Our People ' has been taken up. Sir

Gavan Duffy's book has also gone off well.

A new edition of Mr. Matthew Arnold's

poems is in the press. May we express a

nope that some poems omitted in the last

"complete" issue will find their place—

such, especially, as 'Men of Genius,' which

appeared in the Cornkill many years ago ?

In the new instalment of Mr. Meredith's

story, 'The Tragic Comedians,' he has

added a second title, "a new version of

an old story." It may be interesting infor

mation to some of our readers that the old

story referred to is the tragic end of Fer

dinand Lassalle, the great Socialist leader.

We reviewed last year " Clothilde's " version

of tho affair.

The third and fourth volumes of Mr.

T. H. Ward's ' English Poets ' will appear

in about a fortnight. Vol. iii. goes from

Addison to Blake, and thus covers the

whole of the eighteenth century ; vol. iv.

begins with Wordsworth, and goes down to

Sidney Dobell. Among the contributors

may be mentioned Mr. Matthew Arnold,

who has dealt at some length with Gray

and Keats ; Mr. Swinburne, who has taken

Collins ; Mr. Mark Pattison, who treats of

Pope; Dean Church, who has written on

Wordsworth ; Dean Stanley, who deals with

the Wesleys and Keble ; Lord Houghton,

who deals with Landor ; Mr. Goldwin Smith,

who writes on Scott ; and Sir Henry Taylor,

who has treated Southey, Rogers, and

Campbell. To Mr. J. A. Symonds has been

assigned Byron; to Mr. Pater, Coleridge;

to Mr. Frederic Myers, Shelley; to Mr.

Courthope, Addison, Johnson, and Crabbe ;

to Mr. Comyns Carr, Blake ; to Mr. Gosse,

Lady Winchilsea, Moore, Beddoes, and

Emily Bronte, with some minora sidera ; to

Mr. Austin Dobson, Prior, Gay, Hood, and

Praed ; to Prof. Nichol, Swift and Dobell ;

to Mr. Saintsbury, Thomson, Blair, and

Young ; to Prof. Minto, Allan Ramsay and

the Scotch song-writers who preceded Burns;

to Mr. W. E. Henley, John Byrom and

Kingsley; to Miss Mary Kobinson, Mrs.

Hemans and some others. Mr. Theodore

Watts has written on Chatterton ; Dr. Ser

vice, of Glasgow, on Fergusson and Burns ;

Mr. W. T. Arnold on Mrs. Browning ; and

the editor on Cowper and Clougb.

M. Emile de Laveleye will publish

shortly a volume embodying his views on

the agrarian question in Ireland.

Mr. Gostwick, already known as ft

writer on German literature, is preparing

for publication a book entitled ' German

Culture and Christianity.' It is intended

to give in outline a history of the

main controversy in which, for more than

a century, German culture—especially in

philosophy and Biblical criticism—has been

engaged in opposition to certain Christian

tenets. The chief aim of the book is to show

that the attack, masked at times by various

auxiliary movements, has always been di

rected mainly against the central tenet of

Christianity. The history begins shortly

before the time of Lessing, and ends with

the date 1880.

Messrs. Macjiillax & Co. have in the

press and will shortly publish, under the

title of ' The Life's Work in Ireland of a

Landlord who tries to do his Duty,' a col

lection of papers bearing upon the Irish

Land Question, which have been contributed

during the last twenty years to various

newspapers and periodicals by Mr. W.

Bence Jones, of Lisselan. The volume will

include the two articles which have ap

peared during the present year in Mac?

millan's Magazine.

A daughter of Mr. Frith, the well-known

E.A., is going to pubbsh a volume of poems.

A son of Dr. Charles Mackay is treading in

his father's footsteps, and has just brought

out a volume of verse, to which, however,

he does not put his real name. Dr. Mackay

himself is writing a pamphlet called ' The

Liberal Party : its Present Position and

Future Prospects,' which will be published

shortly.

Messrs. George Bell & Sons are about

to publish an illustrated work on ' Book

binding of all Ages,' in which examples will

be given from tho libraries of Maioli, Grolier,

Henry II. and Diana of Poitiers, President

de Thou, and other noted collectors. It will

also contain specimens of the workmanship

of various noted binders. The work is edited

by Mr. Joseph Cundall, who read his first

essay on bookbinding at the Society of Arts

just thirty-three years ago.

Mr. Wemyss Eeid, the editor of the

Leeds Mercury, who has just returned from

a visit to the East, is now publishing the

result of his inquiries into the political

situation in a series of articles under tho

title of ' The Turks of To-day.'

Messrs. T. & T. Clark will publish in

December 'The Incarnate Saviour: a Life

of Jesus Christ,' by the Eev. W. E. Nicoll,

M.A. The new life will give special pro

minence to the Incarnation and Atonement.

Under the title of 'In the Derbyshire

Highlands,' Mr. E. Bradbury has in the

press a volume of sketches descriptive of
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the wild and picturesque parts of the Peak

country that lie out of the beaten tourist

track.

The death is announced at an advanced age

of Mr. Daniell, a well-known bookseller at

Uppingham, who for many years wrote a

4 Poor Richard's Almanack.'

Mr. Rassam has returned to Mossoul

from Van.

M. Chwolson, of St. Petersburg, has pre

pared for publication a collection of Hebrew

inscriptions in the square character, with

the sepulchral inscriptions found in the

Crimea and elsewhere.

The issue of typographical and illustrated

works of a costly and "luxurious " character

is as yet too perilous an enterprise in Spain to

be of frequent occurrence. Publishers are

chary of risking capital in such speculations.

Still, the presses of Madrid and Barcelona

have turned out illustrated works of consider

able artistic as well as typographical merit.

It is proposed to publish at Madrid an

edition of some of the poems of Sefior Nunez

de Arce, illustrated by Domingo, Jimenez y

Aranda (Jose), Raimundo Madrazo, Melida,

Palmeroli, Plasencia, Pradilla, and Sala y

Vierge. The poems proposed for illustration

will bo ' Misore,' ' La Selva Oscura,' ' La

Vision de Fray Martin,' ' La Lamentacion

de Lord Byron,' and others inedited. It is

also proposed to issue the poem of Campo-

amor entitled ' £1 Rio Piedra,' illustrated

by Villegas. It is to be hoped that these

attempts to unite the sister arts may prove

such a success as to induce further ventures

in the same direction.

Dr. JJaupt, of Gottingen, is preparing a

Reader of the Sumerian or Accadian cunei

form inscriptions.

The first part of the fifth volume of ' The

Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia,'

consisting of thirty-five lithographic plates,

is almost ready for issue.

SCIENCE

The Zoological Recordfor 1878. Edited by J. C.

Rye, F.Z.S. (Van Voorst.)

Wb are sorry to learn from the preface to this

volume that Mr. Rye's time is now so much

occupied that he will be unable in future to

undertake the large share of the 'Record' relat

ing to the Insecta, which has hitherto been pre

pared by him with so much advantage to entomo

logists. In the present part he undertakes the

Coleoptera only, and next year the whole Insecta

will be divided between Mr. W. F. Kirby, of

the British Museum, and Mr. McLachlan, F. R. S. ,

who, as usual, reports on the Neuroptera and

Orthoptera. The work on the Arachnida is

omitted from the present volume, but will be

recorded in the next issue. Steps are being

taken by the Zoological Record Association to

expedite the publication of the annual volume,

and if possible to bring out the record of one

year's work during the succeeding year. It is

confidently expected that the ' Record ' of 1879

will be published in the beginning of 1881,

notwithstanding the necessary gradual increase

in bulk of the Records year by year. Mr. E R.

Alston, the zoological secretary of the Linncan

Society, records as specially to be noted amongst

the separate works on Mammalia published

during the year 1878, Dobson's 'Catalogue of

the Chiroptera,' the first parts of Elliot's

'Monograph of the Felidie,' and Feilden's appen

dices to Sir G. S. Nares's ' Voyage to the Polar

Sea.' Mr. Howard Saunders contributes the

part on birds, Mr. O'Shaughnessy that on rep

tiles, which by some extraordinary oversight is

made to include the Amphibia. It is, indeed,

startling to find at this period of the nineteenth

century the Batrachia ranged with the croco

diles, snakes, and turtles under the heading

Reptilia. Prof, von Martens records as to the

Mollusca and Crustacea, and, as usual, pays more

attention to embryology and general biology

than his colleagues. Amongst the Crustacea

may be noted as one of the most important

results recorded the confirmation, by P. Mayer,

of Mr. J. F. Bullar's curious discovery that in

the Cymothoidte each individual is in its early

stage male and afterwards female. Prof. Jef

frey Bell reports on the Vermes ; Prof. Lutken

on the Echinodermata and Coelenterata ; and

Mr. J. O. Ridley, of the British Museum, on

the Sponges and Protozoa.

Studies from the Morphological Laboratory in the

University of Cambridge. Edited by F. M.

Balfour, F.R.S. (Williams & Norgate.)

This publication consists of various papers on

animal development, reprinted from the (Quar

terly Journal of Microscopical Science and the

Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical

Society. Three of the papers contained in it

are by the indefatigable editor himself, and a

fourth by him in conjunction with one of his

pupils. The value of his researches is too well

known to need comment here. He has made

for himself a world-wide reputation amongst

biologists. All the papers, however, embody

valuable observations of a novel character, and,

taken as a whole, they testify to the importance

of the additions to the knowledge of animal

morphology contributed at Mr. Balfour's labo

ratory. Sir. Adam Sedgwick contributes three

papers to the work ; and another, ' On the Early

Development of the Common Newt,' is by two

American naturalists who have been studying

under Mr. Balfour, Messrs. W. R. Scott and

H. F. Osborn, of Princeton, New Jersey.

Blackie's Comprehensive School Series.—Animal

Physiology. Book I. (Blackie & Son.)

This little anonymous work is intended as a

school-book for the use of children preparing to

satisfy the requirements of H. M. inspectors in

the special subject, animal physiology. It is

misnamed, since it treats almost entirely of

human anatomy, and only secondarily of phy

siology. The woodcuts aro very good, and the

names of the various bones, etc. , are printed on

them in red, which makes matters very plain.

The pamphlet is, on the whole, satisfactory, but

not without errors. It is annoying to find the

spinal cord described as consisting of whitish

marrow, and as extending down the whole length

of the vertebral column, and to find the elephant,

horse, sheep, rhinoceros, and ox placed together

as a class of animals. The usual picture of the

distortion of the ribs by tight-lacing is given, and

no opportunity of inculcating moral lessons is

lost. It is, however, quite labour lost to teach

boys that cracking nuts and biting anything

hard should be avoided, as well as too many

sweets ; and we fear girls will hardly be deterred

from beautifying themselves by the picture of

the misshapen thorax.

GEOGRAPHICAL MOTES.

Col. Prejevalsky happily reached Urga at

the beginning of this month. In the course of

last summer he surveyed a portion of the basin

of the Upper Hoang-ho and the environs of the

Kuku Nor. On his return journey he once

more passed through Alashan.

Herr R. E. Flegel, instead of at once going

up the Binue, will first explore the Niger as far

as Say, and visit Sokoto and Kuka. The latter

town he will make his basis of exploration, and

his principal object will be to determine whether

there exists any communication between the

Shari and Binue, which would enable steamers

of Bmall draught to reach Lake Tsad. The

presumption is against such a connexion, and

we much regret that want of means should have

prevented Herr Flegel from carrying out his

original plan of exploring the Upper Binue.

J. M. Larsson's Karta bfver Sverige-Norge,

Danmark och Finland (Stockholm, Hjalmar

Linnstroms Forlag), is drawn on a scale of

1 : 3,000,000, with inset maps of the more

densely-peopled portions of Scandinavia on an

enlarged scale, and an index of 3,000 names. It

is evidently based upon trustworthy materials,

and if its somewhat too gaudy colouring be

offensive to an (esthetic mind, it certainly helps

to render clear the political divisions. There

are no altitudes, and the delineation of the hills

leaves much to be desired, but for general pur

poses of reference the map will prove useful.

Cora's Cosmos publishes a lengthy report on

Dr. Hayden's explorations in the Rocky Moun

tains, accompanied by a neat map of the Yellow

stone Lake.

The first part of the Boletin de la Comision

del Mapa Geoldgico de Espaha is published. It

contains a geological survey of the province of

Cordova, a 1 Nota Geo ogica referente a la Isla

de Tenerife,' ' Resena Ffsica y Geologica de las

Islas Ibiza y Formentera,' and ' Formacion

Cretacea de la Provincia de Oviedo,' with de

scriptions of fossils. The lithographed plates

which illustrate the fossils are remarkably well

executed.

The Comprehensive Atlas of Modern, His

torical, Classical, and Physical Geography (Col

lins & Co.) consists of one hundred and twenty

maps, and is prefaced by a treatise on physical

geography by Dr. James Bryce, and followed by

an index of 50,000 names. The maps have

been published before, but this edition of

them possesses an undoubted advantage above

previous ones, inasmuch as the maps have been

enlarged by photo-lithography, and are thus

much easier to decipher. Unfortunately Messrs.

Collins have neglected to get their maps and

letter-press revised by some competent person

and brought up to date. Even in their own

neighbourhood, in Western Scotland, the pub

lishers fail to give the information we have a

right to expect. On the railway map of Scot

land we look in vain for the new Highland line

to Oban, opened last season, and if thus un

trustworthy on their own ground, what can be

expected in the case of foreign countries) There

is a physical map of Africa which altogether

ignores the discoveries of Stanley and Cameron !

These physical maps more especially require

careful revision. They are supposed to indicate

by brown and green tints the extent of " High

lands " and " Lowlands.'' These, of course, are

somewhat elastic terms, and it would have been

better to adopt a contour of a given height as a

line of separation. But what are we to think of

the compiler of the map of Asia, who covers

Lake Balkash, which undoubtedly forms part

of the " lowlands," notwithstanding its being

close upon 800 feet above the level of the sea,

with a brown tint, whilst he buries the lofty

mountains which are close to the eastern shore

of the Caspian under a tint of green ? The atlas

is certainly handsome in appearance ; it will

form a useful drawing-room ornament, and

prove of sorvico in numerous instances; but

until its maps have been carefully revised we

cannot recommend it.

Mr. Alex. Forrest's Journal of Expedition

from Be Grey to Port Darwin has been pub

lished at Perth, Western Australia, by the

Government of that colony. It is in the form

of a Blue-Book in boards, with coloured litho

graphs of scenery and incidents of travel, and

a large map. Fine grassy tracts were discovered

along the course of the Fitzroy river, and Mr.

Forrest believes that "auriferous areas will be

discovered sooner or later" towards the hefl-i

of that river. The views of King Leopold

Ranges convey a fair idea of rocky Mils as

rugged, tortuous, and difficult as a mountaineer

or cragsman could desire.
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NOTES FROM TOKIO.

Aboct the middle of last year tho Athenaeum

mentioned the establishment in Tokio of a

Japanese Geographical Society. It may interest

many of your readers to learn that the infant

institution has passed through its first year with

considerable success. The report which has

recently been issued shows that there are now

143 members, of whom about half a dozen are

foreign residents. The number and amount of

donations and voluntary subscriptions show the

warm interest which the wealthy and influential

class take in the objects of the society. As one

of the "signs of the times," it may be men

tioned that the largest donation is made by the

head of one of the Buddhist sects.

The Transactions of the year are contained in

ten small pamphlets, which, if bound together,

would form a very respectable volume. The

event of greatest general interest during the

year was the banquet to Baron Jsordenskiold

and Capt. Palander, under the auspices of the

society. A complete report of tho proceedings

on this occasion, together with an account of

the Vega's voyage, occupies one of tho numbers.

Turning to the papers, we find, as might have

been expected, . that they deal chiefly with the

geography of the countries of the extreme east

of Asia. Among the principal are travels in

Manchuria and Mongolia, tho extent of China

under the Yuen dynasty, the official system of

China, Russian harbours on the Pacific (trans

lated from Col. VeuiukofFs work), the geography

and history of the Loochoo archipelago. The

papers, however, which, if translated, would

doubtless prove of most interest in England are

those on Corea, of which there are four. Our

knowledge of the geography of this, the last of

the isolated kingdoms of the remote Orient, is

confined to the meagre accounts of the few

Jesuit missionaries who have succeeded in

escaping from the country, more especially to

Monsignor Ridel, whose pamphlet, published

after his recent release from captivity, is little

known beyond his own order. The Japanese

are the only people at present permitted to

reside in Corea, and they seem to be using dili

gently their opportunities for adding to our

knowledge of that strange country. Z.

by observing the times of transit with a meridian

instrument.—Mr. Knott read a paper entitled 'Ob

servations of Ceraski's new Variable Star in Cephus.'

The star is of the Algol type, and comes to its

minimum every two and a half days ; it remains

constant in brightness for the greater part of the

period, and then suddenly decreases in brightness,

remaining for a short time at its minimum bright

ness, and then rapidly increases again.—Mr. Common

read a paper on the method of mounting his great

3-ft. reflecting telescope.—Mr. E. .1. Stone read a

paper ' On a Determination of the Coefficient of the

Parallactic Inequality in the Expression for the

Moon's Longitude *; and Capt. Noble read a note ' On

a Phenomenon of Jupiter's Satellites.1 He mentioned

that on recently observing the planet when the

shadows of two satellites were projected upon the

disc, he had noticed that one of the shadows was of

a chocolate brown colour, while the other appeared

perfectly black.—Mr. Campbell corroborated dpt.

Noble's observation with respect to the difference in

tint of the two shadows.

ordered to be published in the Proceeding*.—-Mr.

H. M. Jeffery read a paper 'On Bieircular Quartics,

with a Triple and Double Focus and Three Sinjls

Foci, all of them Collinear."—Mr. Tucker read pirts

of a paper by the Kev. C. Taylor, entitled "Further

Remarks on the Geometrical Method of Reversion.'

Asiatic—Nov. 15.— Sir H. C. Kawlinson, Presi

dent, in the chair.—Sir \V. R. Robinson, Mr. S. S.

Thorburn, Capt. R. Gill.R.E., and the Kev. M. Argles

were elected Resident Members ; and the Bishop of

Lahore, Lieut. H. E. McCallum. Dr. S. W. Bushell,

and Ahd-er-rahman Monlvie Syed Non-Resident

Members.— Prof. Monier Williams read a paper ' On

Indian Theistic Reformers.'

SOCIETIES.

ABTBONOMICAL.—Not. 12.—Prof. Caylev, V.P., in

the chair.—MesBrs. H. A. Severn. B. F. Cobb, and the

Rev. F. B. Allison were elected Fellows.—The Astro

nomer-Royal described an instrument of Flamsteed's,

of which he possessed an engraving that appeared to

be unique. He stated that he believed this instru

ment marked an epoch in the history of astronomy.

Before the invention of clockswhich could be relied

upon for the determination of time over periods of

a day or longer, right ascensions had to be measured

by the triangulation of stars ; there was n6ver any

difficulty in determining the polar distances of stars

with a graduated arc in the meridian. Having deter

mined the polar distances of two stars, the distance

between them was measured with a movable arc,

and the difference of right ascension found by cal

culation. Tycho possessed au instrument for mea

suring such distances, but it was only provided with

sights, and it was mounted on a vertical axis. This

instrument of Flamsteed's was mounted on a polar

axis, which projected beyond its bearings. On the

top of the axis was a movable "J~ head, carrying the

graduated arc with two telescopes. The movable

"J" head could be inclined by a rack and screw

motion, so as to enable the observer to measure the

distance between two stars which diifered in declina

tion. The instrument was only used for determining

the places of the principal stars, and a clock which

would go pretty well for some hours was used for

determining the differences of right ascensions of

smaller stars as measured from the larger ones.

Flamsteed was succeeded by Halley, who relied

entirely upon the places of principal stars a? deter

mined by Flamsteed, and tilled up the interspaces

by means of observations made with a curious

transit instrument, with axes of unequal length.

The great reform in the method of determining the

positions of stars was brought about by Graham, the

clockniaker, who invented the dead-beat escapement

and the gridiron pendulum, which enabled right

ascensions to be determined all round the heavens

LlNNEAN.—A7w. 4.— Prof. Allman, F.R.S., Presi

dent, iu the chair.—Messrs. Edw. Brown, H. E.

Dresser, and F. Pippe wen.1 elected Fellows of the

Society.—Mr. H. 0. Sorby showed drawings of some

British sea anemones, with habitat on the upper

fronds of long seaweeds in deep water ; and he

recorded having seen a solitary cream-coloured

Cetacean ou the English coast.—Mr. Arthur Bennett

drew attention to a new British Cham (V. gtetligera),

remarkable for the presence of stellate bulbils ou

the stems.—Mr. E. M. Holmes exhibited two marine

Alga; new to Britain, viz., Uanya Gibbvxii from

Berwick-on-Tweed and £ctocarpus terminal™ from

Weymouth ; and also species of Callithaminon with

antheridia and trichophorc on the same branchlet.—

Prof. T. S. Cobbold exhibited a remarkable Trcmatode

from the horse, discovered by Dr. Simsini at Zaga-

zig during the Egyptian plague, with which out

break, however, the parasite had no necessary con

nexion. The worm (Gastrodiscux Stinjiinimis) ap

pears to be an aberrant Amphistome furnished with

a singular central disc, whose concavity was lined

with about two hundred small suckers, altogether

having a tesselated aspect. In this respect its

nearest approach was a worm infesting a genus of

spiny-finned fishes (Catapbractus) belonging to the

Triglidie. According to Prof. LeucharL's recent

anatomical investigation doubts, however, are thrown

on its amphistomoid affinities.— Mr. G. F. Angas

showed the leaf of Herman yigantra, an umbelli

ferous plant of the Cnpe, used as tinder by the

Hottentots.—Mr. E. A. Webb exhibited a monstrous

bramble (Mubvs frvticuxv*), with flowers repre

sented by elongated axes covered with minute

pubescent bracts and apices fasciated.—A paper by

Dr. Geo. Watt, 'Contribution to the Flora of North-

West India,' was read. He divides the district into

three areas. Tho first range, Ravee-Basin, with

forests of Cednu deodara ou its northern slopes,

has on the southern ones vegetation with au Indian

facies, being barely outside the humid influence of

the tropical rains of the plains. The second range,

comprising Pangi, Lower Lahore, and British Lahore,

has a flora altogether changed, dry short summers and

snow-clad mountains giving a climate and plant life

of quite a different cast. Iu the third range the

flora assumes a Thibetau type. Some three hundred

species of plants are noted, four being new.—A

paper ' On the Papilionidic of South Australia,' bv

J. G. Otto Tepper, was read. The butterflies of this

part of Australia are comparatively few, and sombre

colours prevail.—' Notes ou a Collection of Flowering

Plants from Madagascar' was read by Mr. J. G.

Baker. The flowering plants are less known than

the ferns from this interesting island ; two new

genera are now denoted, viz., 1. Kitchingia, belong

ing to the Crassulacese, a succulent herb with fleshy

sessile leaves and large bright red flowers in lax

terminal cymes ; 2. Rodocodon, a liliaceous plant

with red flowers and peculiar spurred bracts ; it

comes between Muscaria and Urguiea. Thirty new

6pecies are described.

Mathematical.—AVr. 11.—C. W. Merrifield,

Esq., President, iu the chair.—After the Treasurer's

and Secretaries Reports had been read and adopted,

the meeting proceeded to the election of the new

Council.— Mr. G. Roberts, the new President, having

taken the chair, Mr. Merrifield read his valedictory

address, ' Considerations respecting the Translation

of Series of Observations into Continuous Formula;.'

On the motion of Prof. Cayley the address was

AXTHBOPOLOGICAL INSTITCTK. — AffC. 9.— Dr-

E. B. Tylor, President, in the chair.—A paper was

read 'Ou Anthropological Colour Phenomena in

Belgium and Elsewhere,' by Dr. J. Beddoe. Within

the last few years the numerical method had been

extensively applied to the determination of ethno

logical colour-types, the Anthropometric Committee

of the British Association having set the example. The

continental nations were, however, now far ahead of

us. In Germany Prof. Virchow had procured the

tabulation as to the colour of the eyes and hair of all

the school population, with the exception of Ham

burg, which had proved Philistine in this matter as

in so many other instances. In Switzerland Dr.

Guillaume, of Neuchatel, had obtained school sutw-

tics. For Belgium an elaborate monograph had

been written on the subject by Prof. Vander

Kindere, who, by the aid of the National Geo

graphical Society, had induced the Minister of

Public Instruction to include questions on the

colour of the children's eyes and hair iu the educa

tional census. The results obtained have been of

considerable importance, and bring out a remari;-

able contrast between the Flemis.li and Walloon

provinces of Belgium.—Mr. J. F. Rowbothani reada

paper 'On Different Stages in the Development of

the Art of Music in Prehistoric Times.' Musical

instruments, though their varieties may be counted

by hundreds, are vet readily reducible" under three

distinct types : 1. The drum type ; 2. The pipe type;

3. The lyre type ; and these three types are repre

sentative of three distinct stages of development

through which prehistoric music passed. More

over, the stages occur in the order named : that is

to say, the first stage iu the. development of instru

mental music was the drum stage, in which drums

aud drums alone were used by men; the second

htage was the pipe stage, iu which pipes as well as

drums were used ; the third stage was the lyre stage,

in which stringed instruments were added to the

stock. The three stages answer respectively to

rhythm, melody, and harmony. And as in the geo

logical history of the globe the chalk is never found

below the oolite nor the oolite below the coal, so in

the musical history of mankind is the lyre stage

never found to precede the pipe stage, r.or the pipe

stage to precede the drum stage.—A paper was read

'On Neolithic Implements in Russia,' by Prince P.

Poutiatine. From the evidence of certain finds on

his estate the author came to the conclusion : 1. That

the Slav Scythians existed there iu the stone period;
2. That they possessed instruments resembling those

of the Celt Scythians and burned their dead:

3. That the old iron period of that neighbourhood

was a continuation of the stone period ; 4. That they

supported themselves partly by hunting : 5. Tha'

they understood corn growing.

New Shakspebe.—Nov. 12.—J. N. Hetherington

Esq., in the chair.—Dr. Nicholson read papers on five

points in ' Hen. V.,' -0n the Emendation of "Guidon

for "Guard : on" iu IV. ii. 61' (strongly condemning

the emendation) ; 'On "Qualtitie cahuie custure

me," IV. iv. 4' (contending that the changes of the

first two words to "Qualite calino" were necessary);

' Did Pistol say " Doll " or " Nell " in V. i. 74? ' (con

tending that Pistol called his Nell " Doll " as a name

of endearment); 'On Quickly's"a parted eu'u iust

betweene Twelve and One. eu'n at the turning o'

th' Tyde," II. iii. 12, 13,' contending that the tide

was that of the Thames, aud not that of the day, as

Staunton suggested. — The former interpretation was

supported by the Chairman, whose mother knew a

case iu which a man was very near dying, aud a

woman in the room sent for an almanac to see

when the tide turned that day, aud tcld the by

standers they need not be afraid, the sick man would

not die till the tide turned.—Mr. Furnivall read

some 'Notes by Mr. J. Spedding on Daniel's Intro

duction to the "Parallel Texts" of "Henry V.,'" con

tending that in the Quarto the night-scene of HLvu.

was meant to be moved forward to IV. ii, ana

made consistent with "the sun is high" tag to IV. ii.

Mr. Spedding also urged that certain Quarto cor

rections of the historical mistakes in the Folio were

due to the licenser of the version from which the

Quarto was abridged. He also j usti fied, as a dramatic

improvement, Shakspeare's uuhistorical change of

making the Dauphin present at the battle.

Institution of Subveyobs.—Afar. 8.—The Presi

dent, Mr. E. Ryde, opened the session with an

address.— Mr. R. Keirle was elected a Member.

PHY8lCAL.-iV«». 13.—Prof. W. G. Adams, Presi

dent, in the chair.—Mr. Bosanquet read a paper 'On

the Nature of the Sounds occurring in the Beats of
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Consonances,' and gave the mathematical theory of

the curves drawn by the harmonograph.—Mr. J. M.

Gray read a long paper 'On the Mechanical Nature

of the Forces called Attractions,' and explained

them on the hypothesis of a universal ether

pressure.—Profs. Ayrton and Perry read a note

controverting the chemical theory of " contact "

electricity enunciated by Herr Exner.— Prof.

Hinchin showed by experiment the photo-electric

current set up by a Wain of light falling on a sheet

of tinfoil immersed in a solution of acid carbonate

of calcium, the system forming a new photo-electric

celt

_ Folk-lore Society—-Vot. 12.—Mr. H. C. Coote

V.P., in the chair.—The Chairman read a paper ' On

certain Stories in the " Thousand and One Nights." '

The tales refened to were 'The Two Envious
Sisters,' ■ Prince Ahmed and the Fairy Pari Banou

'Alaildin,' and 'AJi Baba.' The originals of these

four tales have never been found, but as they un

questionably breathe the genuine Oriental spirit,

they cannot be taken to be pure inventions of the

French translator, M. Galland, brilliant as he was.

Mr. Coote held the opinion that they were taker

down by Galland from oral recitations in Constan

tinople and Smyrna, in both of which cities he long

resided. Mr. Coote supported his view by showing

that identical stories are still orally told in Greece,

from which country he believed they found their

way long ago into Italy, where they are all favourites

among the peasants. 'The Two Envious Sisters ' has

been provably current in Italy before and since

Straparola's time, and the original is a well-known

Hindoo story.—The Rev. \V. S. Lach-Szynna read a

paper'On Folk-lore Traditions of Historical Events."

The paper was divided into two portions : 1. Eng

lish, and especially West of England, traditions of

historical events and personages of importance ;

2. Slavonic traditions of a similar character, which

were compared with the English. Two of the most

remarkaole personages in Cornish folk-lore, Job

Militon and John Tregeagle, were real persons,

around whose true history ancient Aryan myths had

clustered. The traditions of Vikings, of the Jews in

Cornwall, of the 8|>nniar<ls and the Armada, and of

several events in English history, were examined.

A great deal more might be done on this subject, not

onlv in England, but on the Continent, where the

traditions of the French, the Italian, and especially

the Greek peasants, if collected, would form curious

fields of study. The conclusions suggested were

that<|-l. These folk-lore traditions mainly refer to

a period between the fall of the Western Empire

and the First Crusade, the legends of the Cornish

saints and the Arthurian myths belonging to an

epoch which also is particularly fruitful in Slavonic

legendary lore ; 2. The true Middle Ages are singu

larly poor iu existing folk-lore traditions of a secular

character ; 3. This comparative silence of popular

tradition about the Middle Ages is the more striking

when we consider the richness of the Renaissance

epoch in folk tales The caseB of Drake. Militon,

and Tregeagle were compared with Faust and Twar-

dowski. Most of those sixteenth or seventeenth

century legends gather round stories of magicians.

—Among those who took part in the discussion of

"hese papers were Rev. J. Long, Messrs. Vaux, Nutt,

id Gomme.

Aristotelian.—Xor. U.S. H. Hodgson, Esq.,

President, in the chair —A paper was read by Mr.

W. A. Casson on ' Francis Bacon.'

MEETINGS FOH THH ENSUING WEEK.

Hon. Royal Academy. 8.—' Anatomy,' :
— Aristotelian . .H I>e*rartea. ' Mr.

Ir 1. Man
H Pullen

Society of Arm. « — ■ Some I'otnts of C(

tlllr and Artistic Aspects of ~
i the Sclen-
Lectuie 1.,

Quantity
Prof. A. U. Cburch iCNiitor Lecture)

Institution of Surveyor*. p.—'The Law as
surveyor*,' Mr. F. Turner.

Geographical, Si.—' Temperate Sooth Africa considered as a
Route to the Central Equatorial Kcsion,' the Right Hon. sir
II Haiti* E. Frere.

Anthropological inatltnte. ' Anthropometry,' Dr. P. Topl-
sard ; ' Origin of the Malajnuy.' Mr. C. 8. Wake

CItII Engineers. 8 —' New Zealand OoTemmeDt Hallways,' Mr.
J. 1'. Maxwell; 'Ceylon Government Railways, Mr. J. X.

Wan. Royal Academy. «.—' Anatomy.' Mr. J. Marshal!
— Telegraph Engineer

Light.' Mr. J. W I

glneers, 8 —• System of Subdividing the Electric

Literature. 8 — ' The Lti
now found in

Society of Ana, e.— •

I. C Oarr.
Moral. 4j.
Antliiuaries, «]—'Prehistoric Congress of Lisbon. ' Dr. J Evans ;

' Diamond SQraet of H< nrierta Maria, Queen of Charles I .'Mr.
C. 1) K. Fortnum, ' 'the stowe Miaaal ' Rev. J. K. Warren;
Tape*try irom St Mary's Hall, Coventry

Royal Academy. 8.—' Anatomy,' Mr. J. Marshall.
Quekett Microscopical. 8
Physical, 3 -' Kefrartion Equivalent*.' Dr. 3. H. Gladstone;

' Kate of Loss of Liiht fruai l'hutiphoresccnt Surfaces.' Lieut.
L. Darwin ; ' Minor Applications of Electromotors,' Mr W. H.

SScitnu 6ossiji.

Prof. J. J. Sylvester, at present of the

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, is

known as an industrious, highly ingenious, and

profoundly learned mathematician, merits which

the Council of the Royal Society recognized by

the award of a Royal Medal in 1861. They have

now conferred on him the highest distinction

in their gift—the Copley Medal. Mr. Huggins,

who has also had a Royal Medal, and who has

done so much good spectroscopic work in his

observatory on Tulse Hill, determining the

radial component of the velocity of the heavenly

bodies relatively to our earth, mapping the

photographic spectra of stars, and showing that

it is possible to detect the heat of the stars, is

to have the Rumford Medal. The Davy Medal

goes to Prof. Charles Friedel, of Paris, for inves

tigations ranging over widely remote fields of

chemical inquiry. Capt. Andrew Noble is to

have a Royal Medal, in recognition of his mathe

matical researches and his application of them

to physical questions of great importance, par

ticularly his experimental inquiry (jointly with

Mr. Abel) on explosives. And a Royal Medal

is allotted to Prof. J. Lister for his numerous

and valuable contributions to physiological and

biological science, extending over thirty years.

The presentation will take place at the forth

coming anniversary meeting of the Society.

Mr. Grant Allen is about to republish in a

collected form his papers on natural history

which have been appearing in the St. James's

Gazette. Tho volume will be entitled ' The

Evolutionist at Large,' and will be published

by Messrs. Chatto & VVindus.

The late Mr. J. Miers, F.R.S., during his resi

dence in Brazil made a large collection of the

insects of that country. This collection has been

deposited in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford,

and is now being classified by Prof. Westwood.

As Faye's comet is still visible under favour

able circumstance with a moderately good tele

scope, we give its approximate places from Prof.

Axel Mollor's ephemeris during the next fort

night, after which tho increasing moonlight will

again interfere with its observation :—

Fat/c's Comet (Hcrkn midntght).

Date. K.a. N.P.D.
h. m. s. # ,

Nov. 22 23 1.1 17 91 52
„ 23 23 14 3« 91 63
„ 24 23 1.') M 91 55

„ » 23 17 18 91 M
„ 2D 2.1 18 41 »1 5rt

„ 27 23 20 « 91 57
„ 28 23 21 33 91 57
„ 29 23 23 1 91 57
„ 30 23 24 31 91 57

Dec. 1 21 M 2 Bl ftft

„ 2 23 27 35 91 58
„ .1 23 29 9 »l 5*
„ 4 23 30 44 91 53

It will bo noticed that it is now in the constella

tion Pisces, and on the meridian about seven

o'clock in the evening. It is not likely that

much more will be seen of it after the last of

these dates until the next appearance, in the

year 1888.

The small planet, No. 217, discovered by M.

Coggia at Marseilles on August 30th, has re

ceived the name of Eudora, one of the Hyades.

iNSTrrtrr du Progres et de la Vulgarisation

Scientifique is the name given to an institution

now in progress of formation in Paris by M.

LeVm Jaubert, who brought his scheme in the

first instance before the Acadernie des Sciences

in 1878. Investigators, students, and the public

generally are to find an observatory with several

telescopes and other instruments, a photographic

laboratory, another for general physics, and a

workshop for the construction of instruments

ready for their use. Since December last this

project has been in the hands of an influential

committee, and M. Leon Jaubert has presented

them with a list of the instruments which he

engages to supply. All who desire to help this

liberal scheme are requested to communicate

with M. LeVm Jaubert, Trocadero, Paris.

Mr. John Trowbridge, of Harvard Univer

sity, Cambridge, Mass., has published some

very interesting results respecting tho behaviour

of the earth's surface as a conductor of elec

tricity, and its capacity for transmitting

electric signals without the aid of a conducting

wire. The experiments were made between

Boston and Cambridge. It is stated that, on

completing the circuit through a telephone and

the ground, the existence of an electric current

was plainly apparent from the ticking which the

making and breaking of the circuit produced in

the telephone, and that the time signals of the

observatory clock were distinctly heard. Mr.

Trowbridge concludes that theoretically it is

possible without a cable to telegraph across the

Atlantic Ocean.

Mr. J. H. Collins has in tho eighteenth

part of the Mineralogical Magazine a valuable

paper on the wood tin and tin capels of Corn

wall, illustrated by good engravings.

M. Aube is attracting much attention in

France by his new process of converting iron

into steel, and producing an illuminating gas by

the process. The iron is heated to 900" Cent in

a retort with coke or charcoal ; fatty matters

are then injected, and dry steam forced over the

heated mass ; thus steel of high quality is formed

and carburetted hydrogen gas evolved.

M. Faye brought before the Acade'mie des

Sciences on the 2nd of November a memoir on

volcanic thunderstorms. He refers them to the

vast ejection of steam during the paroxysms of

eruptive activity, in many respects resembling

the discharges from the electrical steam boiler

of Armstrong.

M. Janssen has placed all the instruments in

the observatory at Meudon at tho disposal of

Prof. Bell, for the purpose of determining if

the photophone is applicable to a study of the

sounds which are supposed to occur on the

surface of the sun. The result of some pre

liminary experiments is stated by M. Janssen to

be hopeful in his notice brought before the

Academy of Sciences on the 2nd of November.

Dr. F. Battaolia-Rizzo invites the attention

of naturalists to his recently published account

of the finding of a large undescribed fossil

bivalve at Termini-Imerese, Sicily. As seen in

the lithojrraphs which accompany the page of

text, tho strange rolic resembles a gigantic

oyster ; the dimensions are 8 in. by 10 in.

The Journal of the Liverpool Polytechnic

Society is devoted to a report of the sixth

meeting of the forty-second session, which was

occupied by a most valuable statement of

experimental trials on ' The Strength and

Ductility of Iron and Steel and other

Materials,' by Mr. J. Armstrong, of Birken

head. 144 pajes are devoted to the publication

of tables, the result of experiments with a test

ing machine, by consulting which the engineer

will be enabled to avoid the use of uncertain

material.

FINE ARTS

The SIXTEENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of WATER-rOLOUR
DRAWINGS Is NOW OPEN at THOMAS M'LEAN'S Gallery, T,
Haymaraet, next the Theatre.—Adinlsslou, including Catalogue, Is.

HANOVER GALLERY, 47. New Bond Street. Entrance front
Maddox Street.-NOW OPEN, the WINTER EXHIBITION of OIL
PAINTINGS by English Artists, and of Original Drawings and
Sketches for Funrfi.

l>OKF. S ORKAT WORKS, 'CHRIST LEAVING the PR-KTORH'M,'
CHRIST ENTERING JERUSALEM." and ' MOSES before PHARAOH,*

each 33 by TJ feet, with ' Dream of Pilate's Wife.' • Soldiers ol the Cross,'

'A Day Dream.' " Rainbow Landscape ' (Loch Catron, Scotland), Ac. at
the DORS GALLERY, 35, New Band Street. Dully , Ten to Six.—Is.

ART FOR THE NTJRSKRY.

Ups and Downs, All Smiles, No Frowns. By

M. J. Tilsley. (Gardner, Darton & Co.)—This

is a collection of coloured " cuts " with baby

verses, suited for little children. The illustra

tions are weak, still they are rather pretty.

Tho same may be said of the verses. The

colouring of the cuts is more acceptable than the

drawing. All the painted children are too small

for the furniture and other accessories of the

designs.
Another popular book comes to us with
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new illustrations ; it contains Little Britain,

The Spectre Bridegroom, and The Legend of

Sleepy Hollow, all by Washington Irving, with

designs on wood by Mr. C. O. Murray. The

cuts are numerous, very pretty in execution,

spirited, and well adapted to the letter

press, to which they give additional brightness.

The volume is published by Messrs. Low &

Co. The same publishers have issued Pretty

Peggy and other Ballads, illustrated by Miss

Rosina Emmet. The cuts are printed in low-

toned colours of a nondescript character ; the

greater number of them were designed with

much animation ; they abound in character, and

little touches of humour occur here and there

which are welcome. It is a capital book for a

little girl or boy.—The Two Bears (Waterston

& Sons), an illustrated legend, will suit children ;

the cuts are a little too showy and crude in

colour, but they are not without a considerable

share of spirit.

Among the gift - books with coloured illus

trations none has yet come before us more

agreeably than Afternoon Tea: Rhymes for

Children, with illustrations by Messrs. J. G.

Sowerby and H. H. Emmerson (Warne & Co.).

It is a gracefully got-up little volume, enclosed

in a pretty and very original cover. But the

affectations of the writing, comprising false

archaisms in what may be called the Ice

landic manner, are regrettable. A consider

able number of initial letters, in the Irish,

Scandinavian, Anglo - Saxon, or some similar

manner of design, are as pretty as they are

elaborate.

In The Merry Ballads of the Olden Time,

illustrated (Warne & Co.), some of the de

signs are very commonplace, although the

birds and foliage which abound in them are

commendable. Generally speaking, the coloured

plates are crude and garish. Our Little

World of Child-Life (same publishers) may

be criticized in the same terms. The verses

are better than those in the former volume.

The pictures differ in execution. From the

same publishers we have Aunt Louisa's Magic

Modeller, two parts, a book of coloured cuts

intended to be pasted on blocks and thus serve

as models. The examples are good in their

way, and would be likely to amuso very young

children.—Messrs. T. Nelson & Sons send us

Little Lottie's Picture Gallery and Papa's Picture

Album, small books filled with very common

woodcuts besides a few of superior quality.—

Messrs. Griffith & Farran have published The

Bird's and Insect's Post-Office, by Robert Bloom-

field. This contains "letters " by the author of

* The Farmer's Boy ' and his son, with nice

little drawings of birds, some of which are first-

rate, e. g., the sparrows and duck facing p. 48,

the magpie facing Letter I. From the same

firm we have received thirteen little books for

children, copiously illustrated with wood en

gravings of unequal merit, and entitled Our

Boys' Little Library and Our Girls' Little Library.

The cuts seem to have been picked up at random,

and provided with a few lines of description for

each. Although rather "goody," infants will

be thankful for the books.—Messrs. T. Nelson

& Sons have also sent us With Hie Birds, poems

by Mary Howitt, with capital drawings of animals

and some pretty vignettes by Mr. Giacomelli.

Songs of Animal Life is by the samo author,

published by the same firm, and deserves equal

praise. —We heartily welcome Mr. R. Caldecott's

spirited and pretty designs for The Three Jovial

Huntsmen and Sing a Song of Sixpence. The

designs are first-rate, full of grace and cha

racter, piquant in their wilful, "old-fashioned"

freakishiiess. They contain very graceful and

original motives, are capitally drawn, coloured

with delicacy, and marked throughout by good

taste. They are published by Messrs. Rout-

ledge & Sons, who have likewise issued a

numerous collection of sketches made with ink

and called Splashes of Ink, explained by G. and

J. Lillie. Some of the landscapes thus for

tuitously produced are capital. The book will

amuse girls and boys.

NEW PRINTS.

We have received from Mr. Lefevre a proof

on vellum, with the re-marks of the first state,

from a plate etched by M. Rajon after Mr. Alma

Tadema's beautiful water-colour picture called

' The Bath.' As the painting will be fresh in the

memory of those who saw it at a recent exhi

bition of the Society of Painters in Water Colours

there is no need to describe the design. With

characteristic skill M. Rajon has reproduced the

draughtsmanship proper to his model—that is,

the large style of drawing and modelling, the

finely balanced tones of the flesh, clear and richly

varied as they are, the flatness of the marbles,

the strength of the contrasting bronze, and the

perfect keeping of the carnations, the statues,

and the wall. Nor has he been less happy

in expressing the animation of the attitudes ;

the vivacity of the face of the lady who stoops

while she looks up, enjoying the briskness of

the little cascade which tumbles from her back,

is of the truest quality ; the niorbidezza of the

nudities is perfectly reproduced. This is a

real triumph of draughtsmanship. The re

marks in this case are the heads of the painter,

his wife, and two daughters, and that of M.

Rajon himself ; the first wears a fillet, the last

has drapery, something like part of a toga, cast

over his head. The second re-mark consists of

the heads of Mr. Tadema, his wife, and the

damsel in the centre at the foot of the plate ;

the engraver's head and that of the damsel on

our left having been removed. The third re

mark consists of the girl's head at the foot

only. Of the first and second states there are,

we are told, twenty impressions ; of the third

twenty-five ; after these one hundred ordinary

artist's proofs were taken. Then followed the

prints.

Wo have received from M. Rajon himself a

proof on India paper of the portrait he has

recently engraved of Mr. Smiles, taken, we be

lieve, from life, a successful portrait, full of cha

racter and animation, delicately and learnedly

drawn and modelled, showing a fine sense

of the contrasts of the flesh, semi-luminous as

it is, with the texture and tint of the whiskers,

the solidity of the tones of the coat. The

"colour " of the print could not be better. We

have likewise from the artist a similar portrait

of the late Sir Rowland Hill, which, by its

sharp and marble-like solidity, the firmness, crisp-

ness, and precision of the forms, and the mono

chromatic quality of the flesh, suggests that the

typeofthelikeness wasasculptured bust. Another

fine portrait is that which the same engraver has

reproduced from Mr. G. F. Watts's half-length

figure of Herr Joachim, which, being painted

some years ago, represents the musician in his

middle age. The picture is well known as ex-

pressivo and painter-like ; it is one of a class

which includes as many as may be of the note

worthy men of letters and art of this time. We

have already named most of this noble group of

portraits. Herr Joachim holds a violin with

one hand, while, slowly drawing the bow with

the other, he evokes notes from the instrument

to which, in their profound sedateness, the

attentive features seem to listen, and the

absorption of the senses is marked upon the

face. A fine and sober pieco of chiar

oscuro in the mode of Tintoret, the solemnity

of the picture is in harmony with the motive

of the design, of which that chiaroscuro is

an essential part. The massive face and its

rapt air pertain to the design. M. Rajon, by

subtle and careful study of this chiaroscuro, has

preserved the motive of the work while he re

produced the peculiar technique of the painter,

which combines some of the softness of Guer-

cino with the thoughtful type of Robusti's

art. _ Set as they are, and absorbed in the

music, there is mobility in the ample lips and

bulky, meditative brows. It is a work of art

which grows upon us while we study it It

is one of the most " musical " of portraits.

The re-mark is a portrait head on our right,

a sketch of village and mill on our left

Messrs. R. Tilley & Co., 118, Talbot Road,

Bayswater, have sent an artist's proof of a plate

etched by M. L. Richeton as a portrait of Mr.

Spurgeon. It resembles a picture by one «'

those painters whose productions bo terribly exer

cised the mind of Hogarth. Bassano in his max

murky mood was never a " darker master " than

the etcher of this piece of false " effect" Lack

of power, superficial reading of character, crude

and uncultivated draughtsmanship, mar a work

to which the printer has imparted tone, and in

which ink does duty for force and subtlety. Of

drawing properly so called there is none to

be seen.

An artist's proof of a mezzotinted plate by

Mr. S. Cousins has been sent to us by the Fine-

Art Society. It reproduces with exceptional

success the pretty head of a little girl called

' Ninette,' which was painted by Greuze, and is

more than usually enjoyable because the picture

is quite innocent of those under-meanings which

are but too frequent in Greuze's girls. This child

is as naive of aspect as childhood could make

her, and the painter's power was never better

employed or more effectually proved than by

this example. The print charms with its candid

eyes, pure lips, and air of absolute repose in

simplicity. From the same publishers we

have a re-mark proof of a plate, being a

portrait by Mr. Herkomer, taken from a picture

for which Mr. Ruskin sat to him. It is an

excellent and successful representation of the

features of the critic when meditating and in

repose. The last characteristic is seldom seen

in Mr. Ruskin's energetic and excessively

mobile countenance, which reflects the work

ings of an ever-active, combative, and sensi

tive mind. There is, therefore, something

unusual in the expression of the face, and

this, while it is not untrue, interferes with

the satisfaction of the observer. Except a

portrait which was long ago produced by a very

distinguished painter, but never engraved, this

plate is, it appears, likely to Bupply posterity

with an answer to the question, " What was

Ruskin like 1 " As an engraving, it is essentially

a mezzotint. The workmanship demands almost

unmixed praise; it is clear, solid, luminous,

broad in effect ; the eyes, in differing, are

specially well drawn, but we think the side-long

position of the mouth is somewhat exaggerated;

the handling of the shaded side of the face is

capital. The scale of the plate, being unusually

large, gives exceptional importance to the pub

lication. The re-mark, on thirty impressions,

is a finely-drawn figure of Justice, seated, and

bandaging or uncovering her eyes ; the artist's

proofs are signed by him, and seventy-five

in number. One hundred autograph proofs bear

Mr. Ruskin's signature.

NOTES FROM NAPLES.

Naples, Not. 8, 1880.

Excavations have been carried on for some

months in the ancient Sybaris, the results of

which have from time to time been very rich. It

is announced now that three plates of gold of

different dimensions, with inscriptions in Greek,

have recently been discovered there. They are

now in the National Museum in this city, and

having been examined by Prof. Comparetti, the

inscriptions are supposed by him to be a sacred

hymn relative to the condition of the souls of

the dead. They are founded on the mystic

Orphic doctrine, and seem to be part of the

sacred book of the initiated in those mysteries,

which were much in vogue in the last years of

Athens when she was free, and were rapidly

diffused, first in Magna Gnecia, afterwards in

Etruria, and finally in Rome, where they were

severely and rigorously opposed by the govern

ment.
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I must not omit to speak of excavations which

are being made in the Island of Capri, where

the subsoil is one mass of ruins. The results

in this instance are not of any artistic import

ance. A native of the island, wishing to build

a house on a small property belonging to him,

on turning up the ground discovered a vasca, or

reservoir, 42 palms in length, 17 palms in width,

and of a considerable depth, which it is difficult

to measure as it is full of dfbris. It belonged

to an ordinary dwelling-house, of which the

traces of several chambers remain, but no

mosaic floors have been found, and few marbles.

The only object of art worth mentioning is a

small statuette, or bust rather. Little vases

of terra-cutta were matters of course. As it

was evidently not a house of the first order,

every one must be struck with the provision

made for the water supply, thus marking a broad

distinction between modern Italians and their

ancestors. Close to the site of which I have

spoken are the remains of a Roman villa, which

have for some time been laid open. Much yet

remains to be done in the same ground ; and,

judging from the rich marbles which have

already been discovered there, the labour of the

archaeologist would be well repaid. H. W.

THE ANCIENT PHAROS AT ALEXANDRIA.

Cairo. October, 1880.

Since sending my former note upon the site

of the Pharos, I have seen on the first page of

Prof. Ebers's 'Egypt' an engraving of the tower

as it stood entire. I am curious to know whether

this engraving has any historical value, or is a

mere fancy sketch from Abdellatif's description.

But there are two points which deserve notice :

First, that the position and shape of the doorway

in the engraving correspond with those of the

doorway in the keep of Kaitbey's fortress at

present ; secondly, that the walla of the base

ment story of the Pharos are represented as

"battening," and that the walls of the keep

also batten. I have seen no other instance of

battening walls in Arab architecture, and if the

engraving is really historic, the conclusion would

seem to be that the keep of the fortress was

actually the basement story of the Pharos.

Perhaps Prof. Ebers or his publishers can

resolve the doubt.

But another interesting question has occurred

to me. Before I received the engraving, I was

one day looking at a minaret in Cairo, and

having Abdellatif's account of the Pharos fresh

in mind I was struck by the remarkable coinci

dence between the details of the minaret before

me and those of the Pharos in his description.

He says the Pharos stood at that epoch in four

stories, the first square, 121 cubits in height,

the second octagonal (814 cubits), the third

round (314 cubits), and, lastly, a " lantern " (10

cubits). The minaret also rose in four stages,

square, octagonal, round, and on top a lantern

or small cujKila. Since then I have noticed

dozens of other minarets with the same four

divisions in the same order, and have no hesita

tion in saying that Abdellatif's description of

the Pharos is, in all except absolute altitude,

the typical description of the early minaret. In

fact, it is quite exceptional in Cairo to find an

early minaret which does not reproduce in minia

ture the colossal tower of Sostratus. So singular

and so universal a coincidence cannot be the

result of accident It must be remembered

that the Mohammedan conquest of Egypt took

place shortly after the Hegira. There is his

toric evidence that the Pharos existed for at

least six hundred years subsequently, and I

have no doubt whatever that it served as a

model for Mohammedan architects. The Pharos

is the origin of the minaret.

Alfred J. Butler.

,dfnu-&rl Sossijr.

The private view of the exhibition of cabinet

pictures in oil, Dudley Gallery, is appointed for

to-day (Saturday), the gallery will be opened to

the public on Monday next.

The International Committee which is trying

to influence public opinion in favour of the pre

servation of St. Mark's, Venice, has issued a

statement and list of those who have agreed to

support its objects. These are stated in an

eloquent circular written by Mr. Street, which

recounts the unfortunate fate of the Fondaco dei

Turchi and that church of Sta. Maria at Murano

which was second only in interest to the Fon

daco itself. The former, which was dear to all

who saw it as well as to those who read ' The

Stones of Venice,' has been entirely rebuilt ; the

church has been so restored that its facade has

lost almost all its charm of colour. Now no one

cares to see either building. The basilica of

St. Mark has suffered in various ways from the

same kind of treatment; the northern facade

has been refaced, and all its architectural

charms, all its historical value, have been

effaced ; the southern facade has met with

the fate of its neighbour ; the old pavement

within has been renewed, the mosaics of the

baptistery have been almost entirely replaced by

new, and each of these operations has had the

effect of making the new work unlike the old

work and wanting in nearly all the qualities

which gave it interest. Further operations on

St. Mark's were, for a time at least, stayed by

the memorial in which English and French

artists and statesmen united to deprecate the

attempt to change old lamps for new. To

endeavour to avert by all possible means the

continuance of these deplorable proceedings is

the object of the Committee, who wish to pro

mote the sympathetic co-operation of those

numerous and influential Italians who hold the

same views as their own, to maintain all possible

respect to the sentiments of the Italian nation,

without taking exception to what are plainly

necessary repairs to St. Mark's. The names of

the Committee include those of MM. Alma

Tadema, T. Ballu, and Baudry, Membres de

l'lnstitut ; C. Blanc, VV. Bode, F. W. Burton,

Challeuiel-Lacour, Cecchetti, Director of the

Archives, Venice ; Charton, Membre do l'ln-

Btitut ; E. Christian, Dohme, C. Gamier, J. L.

Gerdme, J. J. Homier, J. P. Laurens, J. E.

Lenepveu, J. R. Lowell, W. Von Liibke,

J. L E. Meissonier, G. W. Reid, J. Ruskin,

M. Thausing, C. Vosmaer, J. Tourgudnief, C.

Yriarte, and the Conte Zorzi, whose able

pamphlet on this subject was opitomized in

these columns soon after its publication. The

secretary is Mr. H. Wallis, 9, Buckingham

Street, Strand.

Mr. Alma Tadema has just received from

the Berlin Exhibition a small and extremely

brilliant picture, which, with others, he proposes

to exhibit in London during the next season.

It is a new and improved revision of the famous

' Claudius,' of which M. Rajon made an etching.

Considerable changes have been introduced. The

trembling emperor has been placed with greater

effect and expressiveness amongst the folds of the

curtain ; the action of the saluting legionary is

more demonstrative ; more figures have been

introduced, thus giving a more forcible repre

sentation of the subject. A new and telling

element of the background consists of a row of

busts of the earlier Caesars placed against the

wall, and crowned with laurel. A prodigious

improvement has been effected by dispersing the

light and shade in a stronger contrast, with

greater brilliancy of lustre and colour. The

chiaroscuro has been strengthened by subtle

combinations of the local colouring with the

lights and shadows, thus enhancing the effect

and vigorous tonicity of the picture in a most

remarkable manner. The same artist has like

wise in hand two pictures, showing differing

modes of treating the same subject, the parting

of a Roman youth and his mother. The back

grounds differ in materials as well as in motives ;

the effect of one picture is independent of that

of the other ; the schemes of colour vary en

tirely. The attitudes of the figures are nearly

alike, but there is a considerable change in the

expressions.

Mr. Whistler has returned from Venice,

after an absence of more than a year, with a

series of etched plates, which will be on view

to-day (Saturday) at the Fine-Art Society's

gallery, 148, New Bond Street.

The session of the Society of Antiquaries of

London will open on Thursday next, the 25th

inst., when Mr. John Evans, F.R.S. , F.S.A.,

will give some account of the Prehistoric Con

gress at Lisbon, where he attended as a delegate

of the Society. The Rev. J. E. Warren, B.D.,

will give a description and exhibit seven photo

graphs of the famous Stowe Missal. Miss Rosa

Wallis's coloured drawings of the Ashburnham

Book of the Gospels will also be on view.

Not only on Thursday evening, but during

the whole of next week, Fellows of the Society

of Antiquaries and their friends will have an

opportunity of soeing at Burlington House,

between the hours of ten and four, the famous

old tapestry from St. Mary's Hall, Coventry—

30 feet lone by 10 feot deep—which has been

sent up to London to clean and repair. This

tapestry has been fully described by Mr. George

Scharf, F.S.A. , in the Archaologia, vol. xxxvi.

p. 438. The historical portion of it is supposed

to represent Henry VI.—or, as some think,

Henry VII.—and his Queen and Court. On its

removal from Burlington House, this tapestry

will be exhibited at the South Kensington

Museum.

The autumn exhibition of the Arts Associa

tion of Newcastle-upon-Tyne closed on the 4th

inst., after having been open two months.

About 700 pictures were exhibited, of which 135

were sold in the district for 5,200i.

As if to confirm the fears expressed in Paris

and repeated in our columns lately, a fire,

happily of no great extent, broke out in one of

the official chambers under the Louvre on

Sunday week. It was soon extinguished.

M. Dci'lessis has nearly finished an elaborate

monograph on the life and works of Martin

Schoengauer, illustrated by numerous photo

graphic reproductions by M. Durand. Among

these are some examples of great rarity which

are now in the British Museum.

The death is announced of M. de Saulcy,

a Senator under the Empire and a Member of the

Institute : he died of apoplexy. M. de Saulcy's

fame as a numismatist was world-wide. His

amiable character won the affection of all who

came in contact with him.

An amusing story is related by some of the

continental artistic journals, which we may trans

late without attesting its truth. Herr Munkacay

was not long ago walking in one of the streets

of Karlsbad, when, in the window of a picture-

dealer's shop, he noticed a horrible daub bearing

his own name. Entering the shop, he demanded

of the proprietor his authority for naming the

painting. An off- hand reply brought a few hot

words from the artist, and after these, "with

a vigorous shove he sent the Jew rolling to the

bottom of his shop.'' The police then appeared.

Mr. John Collier is engaged upon a Primer

of Art, which will bo published by Messrs. Mac-

millan & Co.

Here is a note, from Gray Road, Col

chester, on Constable's picture:—•" Perhaps the

last ten years' history of the picture by John

Constable, R.A., lately removed from the church

of Nayland, Essex, to undergo the trying ordeal

of restoration, may interest your readers. A

description of the picture may be found on p. 21

of the ' Memoirs of the Life of John Constable,'

by C. R. Leslie. It was painted in 1809, and

was placed in an oak reredos, where it remained

till its removal in 1869, at which time it was in

an excellent state of preservation. Our history

begins with its removal : it was then decided to

erect a Caen stone reredos, and the picture was
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we have named. M. Musin gave an intelli

gent rendering of the music, but his tone is

not remarkably fine, -while frequently his

intonation was painfully faulty. The third

novelty of the evening was a selection from

Brahms's new set of Hungarian Dances for

pianoforte duet, played by Mr. Oscar

Beringer and Mr. Cowen. Theso graceful

little pieces are similar in style to those in

the earlier set, now so well known, and will

probably become popular. Mr. Oscar

Beringer's Andante and Presto for piano

and orchestra was noticed by us on the

occasion of its recent performance at the

Crystal Palace. We have nothing to add

to what was then said, and must content

ourselves with once more eulogizing Mr.

Beringer's admirable and most artistic play

ing. The orchestral performances, under

Mr. Cowen's direction, were marked by great

correctness of detail ; yet they can hardly be

called wholly satisfactory, as there was a

want of life and spirit in them. The effect

was somewhat similar to that which would

bo produced by a very fine piece of

machinery. The vocalists of the evening

were Mrs. Osgood and Mr. Santley, both of

whom were warmly and deservedly ap

plauded. We heartily wish Mr. Cowen

success in his excellent and spirited enter

prise.

The programme of tho first Saturday

Popular Concert was attractive, including

Schumann's Quartet in a, Op. 41, No. 3;

Beethoven's Sonata Appassionata, played

by Mdlle. Janotha ; Mendelssohn's Sonata

in d, Op. 58, for pianoforte and violoncello ;

and Moliquo's Saltarella in a. Op. 55, for

violin, played by Herr Straus. Madame

Antoinette Sterling was the vocalist. On

Monday Mendelssohn's Posthumous Quartet

in f minor headed the programme. This

work, for obvious reasons, is less popular

than its companions, and this was only the

third performance at these concerts. For

musicians the quartet must ever possess a

melancholy interest, as being the last con

certed work of importance written by the

gifted composer ; and though it bears scarcely

a trace of the vivacity and geniality most

characteristic of Mendelssohn, it is em

phatically a creation of genius, tho adagio

being especially fine. Mdlle. Janotha gave

a truly superb rendering of Chopin's

Polonaise in f sharp minor. The Polish

pianist is not invariably equal in her per

formances. Sometimes she adopts a dreamy

and abstracted manner, which to the super

ficial listener may easily be mistaken for

coldness of style. But on Monday she dis

played unaccustomed power, and a more

charming and effective interpretation of

Chopin's beautiful work could not be

imagined. Signor Piatti gave Valentini's

Sonata in e, Op. 8, which he introduced last

season ; and the concert ended with Mozart's

melodious Trio in e. Miss Annie Marriott

contributed songs by Handel, Schumann,

and Schubert.

gTnstral Gmtig.

Walter Scott's ' Bridal of Triermain '—a

story of chivalric and supernatural adventure,

with a nucleus of the legend of the Sleeping

Beauty—has been made the subject of a can

tata. The composer is Mr. Emanuel Aguilar,

and the work was produced at the Bedford

Musical Society's concert of October 27th, and

was received witli marked favour.

As already announced in these columns, M.

Alphonse Duvernoy's prize cantata, ' La Tem-

peto,' was produced at the Chatelet theatre,

Paris, last Thursday. The performance was

private, only those invited by the Municipal

Council of Paris being present. The work is to

be repeated to-morrow, at ono of M. Colonne's

ordinary concerts at the Chatelet, and we shall

give an account of it in our next issue.

At M. Pasdeloup's Popular Concert last Sun

day week a new violin concerto, by an almost

unknown Belgian composer, M. Balthazar-

Florence, was produced with much success by

Mdlle. Marie Tayau.

It is stated that M. Gounod has been offered

the sum of 10,000 marks (500/.) to conduct two

performances of his own music at Berlin, but

that he has declined, on the ground that the

rehearsals of his ' Tribut de Zamora,' which he

is superintending, will render it impossible for

him to leave Paris.

The celebrated flautist Jean Rernusat died in

September last at Shanghai, at the age of sixty -

live. He was one of the most brilliant pupils

of Tulou, and for many years held the posi

tion of first flute at the Opera and at the

Theatre Lyrinue in Paris. He composed a large

number of pieces for his instrument.

Weber's ' Euryanthe ' was revived at the

Stadttheater, Leipzig, on the 7th inst. The

principal parts were sung by Frauen Sachse-

Hofmeisterand Reicher- Kindermann and Herren

Lederer, Schelper, and Wiegand. In spite of

the nonsensical libretto, the opera, which most

musicians agree in considering Weber's master

piece, produced a great impression.

Carl Friedrich Weitzmann, one of the most

distinguished German musical theorists and

historians of the present generation, died in

Berlin on the 7th inst., at the age of seventy-

two.

The committee of management of the Cin

cinnati (U.S.) musical festival have offered a

prize of 1,000 dollars for the best composition

for chorus and orchestra. Only native or natu

ralized Americans will be allowed to compete.

The umpires will be Messrs. Theodore Thomas,

Carl Pvcinecke, and Camille Saint-Sacns.

Dr. Otto Bach, director of the Mozarteum

at Salzburg, has been appointed conductor of

the orchestra to the Gesellschaft der Musik-

freunde in Vienna.

Herr Otho, of Leipzig, a member of the

orchestra of the Gewandhaus Concerts, has con

structed a new kind of double-bass, with five

strings, the lowest of which is tuned down to c,

thus avoiding the necessity which sometimes

exists m modern music for double-bass players

to alter the tuning of their instruments.

Rubinstein's opera ' Der Damon ' was pro

duced at Hamburg on the 3rd inst. , under the

direction of the composer. In the current

number of the Musikaliaches Wodienblatt the

work is severely criticized, as undraniatic, in

effective, and tedious.

DRAMA

LYCEUM THEATRE.

SOLE LESSEE and MANAGER, UK. HENRY IRVING.

'The CORSICAN BROTHERS' Etott Night at K ,m. LOUIS and
FAR1EN DEI FRANCHI. Mr HIVING. At 7 3). 'BYGONES.'
Doora open at 7. MORNING PERFORMANCES of 'The CORSICAN
imoTHERS.' SATURDAY, November -.Attn and SATURDAY, November
27th. at 2:W. Box Office (Mr. Hum) open 10 to 5. Soau booked by

gramslif gossip.

Holcroft's comedy, "The Road to Ruin,' has

been revived at Sadler's Wells, Mr. Charles

Warner resuming the character of Harry Dorn-

ton, in which he has been previously seen at

the Vaudeville. Mr. Warner's method is more

suitable to comedy than to romantic drama, and

the gaiety and recklessness of the young spend

thrift and his outbreaks of fierce penitence are

distinctly shown. In the demonstrations of love

for Sophia Mr. Warner is less successful, and

the performance lacks balance. Mr. Lyons was

good as old Dornton, and Mrs. W. Sidney

struggled bravely with the unsympathetic role

of Widow Warren. Miss Isabel Bateman was

Sophia

Mr. H. A. Jones's new comedietta, ' An Old

Master,' which serves as lever de rideau at the

Princess's Theatre, is well written and pleasantly

conceived. A character of a footman who is at

once conventional and impossible displeased,

however, the audience, and the reception of the

play was not altogether favourable. Mr. Jones's

idea in the introduction of this character is good,

but from the dramatic standpoint difficult of

comprehension. Mr. Calhaem played with some

pathos as the old master.

A revival at a Gaiety Matinee of ' Chronon-

hotonthologos,' a burlesque of Henry Carey, first

produced at the Haymarket in 1734, had little

interest. Such very moderate amount of mirth-

giving power as the piece possesses needs for its

expression a kind of acting wholly unlike that

exhibited by the Gaiety company, some of the

members of which are not at the trouble to

speak correctly the names put into their mouths.

If Mr. Hollingshead seeks to prove that the bur

lesque of past days is inferior to that of to-day,

it is possible he may carry his point with the

public. It is but fair, however, that the pro

ductions which are to be held up to derision

should have an exposition equal to that assigned

those it is sought to exalt at their expense.

Though the original cast of ' Chrononhoton-

thologos ' is lost, it is known that actors like

Quick, Dowton, Lee Lewes, Parsons, Edwin,

Liston, and the elder Mathews have taken part

in the play. The present revival is the only

performance since 1815 we can trace. With the

burlesquo Douglas Jerrold's ' Black-Eyed Susan '

was given in two acts.

The promised appearance of the Saxe-Mein-

ingen dramatic company on the 30th of May

next, at Drury Lane Theatre, will constitute the

first visit of German actors to London since 1852.

In the summer of that year a troupe headed by

Herr Emil Devrient, and including Herr Kuhn

and Herr Westhaler, played, with success so in

different no temptation was offered to a renewal

of the experiment, a twelve nights' engagement

at the St. James's. Among the plays they then

produced were Schiller's ' Robbers ' and his

Kabale und Liebe '; Goethe's ' Faust ' and his

Egmont'; Schlegel's version of ' Hamlet'; and

a comedy by the Duchess Amelia of Saxony,

entitled 'Der Majoratserbe.' 'Julius Cwsar'

is, it is stated, to be the piece with which the

new-comers will open.

Among the latest novelties at the Parisian

theatres may be counted ' L'Article 7,' a three-

act comedy of MM. Louis Bataille and Henri

Feugere, at the Athene"e Comique, in which

Madame Mace"-Montrouge reappeared, after a

long absence from the stage ; ' Le Mannequin,'

a three-act vaudeville of MM. Gilford and Bra

bant, at the Dejazet ; and ' Bastille-Madeleine,'

" revue omnibus en trois actes et six stations,"

at the Fantaisies Parisiennes. The piece last

named marks the commencement of the season

of revues in Paris.

Tee death is announced from Paris of Saint-

Agnan Choler, a dramatist of some capacity,

whose fame has, however, been swallowed up in

that of his more proline brother, M. Adolphe

Choler.

M. Worms, of the Comcdie Francaise, has

assumed the functions of Professor of Declama

tion at the Conservatoire, in place of M. Mon-

rose, who has resigned.
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A new adaptation, by MM. Elzear and Lea-

clide, of the ' Bug Jargal ' of M. Victor Hugo

has been produced at the Theatre du Chateau

d'Eau.

M. Gkoffroy has reappeared at the Palais

Royal in ' Une Corneille qui abat des Noix. '

'Les Braves Gens' is the title of a new

comedy of M. Edmond Gondinet, which is to

follow ' La Papillonne ' at the Gymnase Dra-

matique.

To Cobbkspondests.—W. N.—G. B.—B. B.—P. M.—T. B.
—J. A. W.—received.
W. T. D.—We cannot answer such questions.

No notice can be taken of anonymous communications.
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PROFESSOR WACE'S HAMPTON LECTURES.
Now ready, demy 8vo. price IS).
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"HANTZICK; and other TALES.
XJ By ALBERT H. BENCKE, M A, l'roscnose Coll. Oxford.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
'*• It is difficult to aay which of the pieces Is the best , bat they are well

and carefully composed ; are very readable, and arc quite interesting,
'Silent Love.' the longest poem, thounh not a new title, is novel In its
treatment and will be duly appreciated We have pleasure In recom-
ntendiiig the book *— Queen
" Ihere Is an cleim-ut of political, as well as of poetical, interest in

this volume of vtrwn, entitled •DHntsick.' Ac. ...The author....
expounds the theory that the true friends ul Itrltain on the continent are
Crernuiny and Austria It Is not. however, necessary to assent to this
View to be able to enjoy the spirited and musirul verse in which tho
writer tells the story of the stirring episode In the history of Itantzlrk."

"There is so admirable rendering of Heine's poem,' The lloguu of
Bergen,' in ' iMiitxu L . and other Tales,' "—Graphic
"Many stirring etoii'S cluster round the history of Dant*lck, but none

more full of int. rest than that of John Von Kvck '« marvellous picture,
■o long preserved in the Minster ' The Bell Founder ' is written with
powers of colouring which o. casiuoally rise to a point of great merit.

.rrange-m."; „r;„cldTnl iiS^LVj KJtTO

" liantilck tales,

Liverpool Mercury.

a. toU b. ° t,,C qU'"Kl «»"»»•• show that the
as toio by Mr. Bcnckc. pouess muchTiterary excellence. "

Liroritoo
Slnipiln, Marshall £ Co. Sutloners' Hull-court.

READY AT ALL LIBRARIES,

In 3 vols. 31«. 6d.

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART:

AN ACCOUNT OP THE WRECK OF THE SAILING

SHIP WALDEBSHAKE.

By W. CLARK RUSSELL,

Author of ' John Holdsworth, Chief Mate,' ' The Wreck of

the Grosvenor,' Ac.

Vanity Fair.

*' If one could conceive readily of such a queer combination
as a great artist and stylist grafted upon an intelligent
merchant seaman, we should get a good image of Mr.
Russell's literary personality. We can only promise those
who read the novel a few sensations such as they cannot
often have had before. Along with all this artistic accom
plishment, 'A Sailor's Sweetheart' is a healthy, honest,
innocent book."

Graphic.

" It Is possible that our estimate of Mr. Clark Russell's sea-
stories may seem extravagant to those who have not yet
read them. It is, therefore, almost necessary to say that it
is out of no inclination to give one grain of praise without
ample cause that we have no hesitation in giving to the
author of 'John Holdsworth, Chief Mate* and now of a
'Sailor's Sweetheart' the very highest place among all
authors, living or dead, who have written of sailors and the
sea. We are anxious not to qualify the thoroughness of our
estimate by a single limitation. There are few things finer
in the whole range of English fiction, from the days of Defoe
downwards, than the account in the work before us of how
the sailing ship Waldershare doubled Cape Horn. It is not
like a powerful picture, but is a tremendous reality If its
author were half as good on shore as he is off it, and as much
at home in love affairs as he is in sea-craft, his liands would
be stronger than any one man's have a right to be."

New York Times.

*' The time of the Marryat sea-novel has passed away, and
* Snarleyow ' might find few readers to-day, for a sea-book
such as Mr. Russell only writes has taken their place. Very
certainly 'A Sailor's Sweetheart,' like *The Wreck of the
Grosvenor,' will be read in many a drawing-room, as it will
be devoured under the fore-hatch of morethan one merchants
man."

Morning Post.
u Nobody who has not read this story can form any con

ception of the many wonderful episodes which cluster
around the main facta, and all that remains to be said is
that every reader with a healthy mind will find Mr. Clark
Russell's latest novel one of the most exciting and engrossing
of which it is possible to conceive."

American Literary World.

"Four years ago there appeared in England an anony
mous story of sea adventure, entitled 4 The Wreck of the
Grosvenor,* the exceptional merits of which the Literary
World was the first, as far as we know, to discover and
announce in this country. The like of it we did not expect

,(C miWu nay Hutu in a Bailors oweetricart' Mr. W. Clarl
Russell has surpassed even ' The Wreck of the Grosvenor,'
and told a tale which, for originality of plan. Inventive
skill, descriptive power, and romantic interest, comes near
to being the most remarkable marine novel we have ever
read. The profound realism with which it is conceived, the
technical accuracy w ith which its details are wrought out,
the vividness of its pictures of storm and shipwreck, the
individuality with which ita characters are drawn, audita
succession of exciting incident, from the fog in the English
Channel to the overhauling of the Eagle In the South
Pacific, combine to produce a work of extraordinary power.
In one sense, no narrative could be more sensational; but
its style is so simple and straightforward that it reads like a
veritable history ; indeed, the author assures us it is founded
on actual facts. Rut only a consummate art could present
such facts with such intensity of imaginative form. The
scenes of this story live in our minds with the vividness of

personal observation The portraits of all the people on
board are wonderfully well done The interest of the story
intensifies as it proceeds, and culminates by a remarkably
Ingenious succession of highly dramatic events Not the
least remarkable feature of this story is its incidental
descriptions of marine landscape—especially the aspects of
skies and clouds, some of which are so full of brilliancy and
power as to make the reader think instinctively of the
triumphs of Turner's pencil We have purposely given
but a bare outline of *A Sailor's Sweetheart ' in order not to
spoil it for its readers, who, we trust, will be many. In its
field it is a singularly successful performance, and, coming
as it does after ' Tho Wreck of the Grosvenor,' fixes its
author's place in tho front rank of nautical novelists in the
English language."

London :

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE *fc RiyiNGTON.

Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet-street, K.C.
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By STEPHEN BOURNE, P.8.8.,
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Demy 8vo.

MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS, D7

CAPTIVITY:

A Narrative of Events from January, 1569, to December, UN,
whilst George, Earl of Shrewsbury, was the

Guardian of the Scottish Queen.

By JOHN DANIEL LEADER, F.S.A.

Medium 8vo. 21s.

HORACE'S ODES.

Englished and Imitated by various Hsndi.

Selected and Arranged by C. W. F. COOPER.

Crown 8vo. 6s. 6<f.

" This is an extremely good idea well carried out"

... , . Abf« and Oama.
A very interesting compilation."—Pail Mall Gaxttt.

SYLVESTRA:

STUDIES OP MANNERS IN EXGLAND FROM 1J70-1SC0.

By ANNIE RAINE ELLIS,

Author of ' Marie,' ' Mariette,' &C.

2 vols, crown 8vo. 21s.

With Frontispiece bv H. Giaoomelll, and numerous Illustra
tions by J. D. Watson, A. W. Bayes, W. Friedrioh, and
others, "handsomely bound in cloth, 7uw pages, imperial
16mo. price 8s. 6d.

AUNT JUDY'S ANNUAL

VOLUME.

Edited by H. K. P. GATTT.

Containing a Serial Story, * Princess Alethea,' by ibt

Author of ' The Rose Garden," Ac. ; and Contributions from

J. H. EWING, ASCOT R. HOPE, C. S. CALTERLET, F.A. 9.

FRANKS, M. F. O'MALLEY, Major EWING, the Author

of 1 Snap's Two Homes/ and others. Songs, with Musk*, by

A. 8. GATTY—Fairy Tales—Biographical Skctches-Tenel

—A Christmas Extravaganza, by A. 8. GATTY—Competition

Studies—Translations from the German—Book Notices, Ac

*.* Former Volumes may still be had, some at ReducedPrices.

NEW VOLUME BY MRS. EWING.

WE AND THE WORLD.

A 8TORY FOR BOYS.

With 7 Illustrations by W. L. Jones, and a Pictorial Dftgn

on the Cover. Smull post svo. 6s.

NEW VOLUME by F. M. PEARD, Author of 'Th

Garden, 'Cartouche,' ' Una«arcs,' &c.

MOTHER MOLLY.

A STORY FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

With 8 Illustrations, by Chas. Green, and a Pictorial

on the Cover. Small post Svo. 6s.

OUR PETS AND PLAYFELLOWS

cr

AIR, EARTH, AND WATER.

By GERTRUDE PATMORE.

With 4 Illustrations by Bertlia Patmore. Crown 8vo. 3». M.

" Stories about animals if written with simplicity s**i
vivacity arc always pleasant rending, antl Miss Patniore*
history of household pets is one of the pleasantcst."

St. Jumes't Gaxtte-

4. York-street, Covcnt-garden.
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MESSRS. MACMILLAN & CO.'S NEW AND FORTHCOMING WORKS.

ETCHING and ETCHERS. By P. G. Hamerton. New Edition,

Revised, witii 49 Plates. Colutnbier Svo. [Immediately.

The text of the New Edition hu been thoroughly revised, and increased by one-fifth. Several new Chapters
and a new Preface have been added, whilst matter wnlcU had become unnecessary or disproportionate has been
removed to make room for studies of more importance.

LIFE of WILLIAM BLAKE. With Selections from his Poems

and other Writers. Illustrated from Blake's own Works. By ALEXANDER GILCHRIST. A New and Enlarged
Edition. With additional Letters and a Memoir of the Author. 2 vols, medium 8vo. [Immediately.

The CHURCH of the FUTURE : its Catholicity—Its Conflict

with the At'i-i.f. — Its Conflict with th" Deist—Its Conflict with the Rationalist—Its Dogmatic Teaching—Practical
CounseU lur us Work—Its Catkedrals. By ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL, Archbishop o( Canterbury. Crowu Svo. -is. 6d.

RIQUET of the TUFT : a Love Drama. By Stopford A. Brooke,

M. A. Small 4to. 6*.

** The author has a real power of poetic expression, and a vein of genuine melody."—Athentrum.
"Th.* author of this little work shows himself considerably superior to the average of verse-writers. There are

passa2*M w!i:;h evn powers both of perception and description."—Full Mall G*izette.
** We can, iiuhe&ilatingly, declare his work to be a poetical gem of the purest water. It is, in its way, unique."

Examiner,

The IRISH LAND LAWS. By Alexander G. Richey, Q.C. LL.D.,

Deputy Rugius Professor of Feudal and English Law In the University of Dublin. Crown 8vo. 3*. 6d.

FOOD for the INVALID, the CONVALESCENT, the DYS-

PEPTIC, and the OODTY. By J. MILNEB FOTHEEOILL, M.D., Author of "The Practitioner's Handbook/ *c.

Crowu 8vo. 3s. id.

A VISIT to WAZAN, the SACRED CITY of MOROCCO. By

ROBERT 8PENCE WATSON. With Maps and Illustrations, Svo. 10>. M.

" Is decideJly Interesting and pleasantly told As a reoord of an Independent and unprejudiced observer his
little book is of value."—Times.

ISLAND LIFE; or, the Phenomena of Insular Faunas and

Floras, with their Cause. Including an Entire Revision of the Problem of Geological Climates. By ALFRED
(Geographical Distribution of Animals,' &o. WithR17:44 EL WALLACE, Author of 'The Malay Archipelago.' 'The

Illustrations and Maps. Medium Svo. 18*.

"'Island Life' Is a work to be accepted almost will
his book must lie charmed with It."—St. James's Gazette.

"The work throughout abounds with Interest."—Athenteum.

t reservation from beginning to end Whoever reads

The ARYAN VILLAGE. Modern Village Life in Bengal.—The

Agricultural Community in Ceylon.—«
By Sir JOHN PHEAK. Crown Svo. 7*

0_ 0
lupposcd Rise and Growth of the Indo-Aryan Village System and Social Grades.
*. 6d. [Immediately.

The LIFE and LETTERS of M. T. CICERO. Being a Trans-

latlon of the Letters in Mr. WATSON'S Selection. With Historical and Critical Notes by the Rev. G. B. JEANS,
M.A. Svo. lu*. 6d.

" Mr. J**na*s translation deserves to take its place side by side with Davies and Vaugnan's * Republic 1 and Church

and Brodribb's ' Tacitus.' "—tit. James's Gazette.
"The translation gives evidence of a great deal of labour and careful scholarship The style Is lifelike, and shows

literary power; nor is it superfluous to add that it is for the most part really English and idiomatic."—Academy.

ENGLISH MEN of LETTERS. Edited by John Morley.

Crown Svo. 2*. 64.

LOCKE. By Frofessor Fowler.

" In the case of Locke's biographer we venture to say that Mr. Morley has been exceptionally fortunate. A pen
more competent than Professor Fowler's for this particular work might have been sought and sought in vain."

Examiner.

WITH TWENTY FIVE ILLUSTRATIONS BY WALTER CRANE.

The NECKLACE of PRINCESS FIORIMONDE ; and other

Stories. By MARY DE MORGAN. Extra fcap. Svo. 6>.

Also an Edition on hand-made paper. The Illustrations on India paper, limited to 0*e Hundred Copies. Fcap. 4to.

"The stories display considerable originality, and Mr. Crane's characteristic Illustrations combine, with Miss De
Morgan's pretty fancies, to form a charming gift-book."—Graphic.

A CHRISTMAS CHILD: a Sketch of a Boy-life. By Mrs.

MOLESWOBT1I. Author of ' Carrots,' 'The Cuckoo Clock,' Ac. Qlobe Svo. illustrated by Walter Crane, Is. 6if.

PANSIE'S FLOUR -BIN. By the Author of 'When I was a

. Little Oirl,' Ac. Illustrated by Adrian Stokes. Globe 8vo. 4«. M.

" Worthy to be classed with ' Alice in Wonderland,' and in some respects is better adapted to juvenile compre
hension."—Morning lJost.

GUIDE to the STUDY of POLITICAL ECONOMY. By Dr.

LUIG-I COSSA, Professor in the University of Pavia. Translated from the Second Italian Edition. With a Preface
by W. STANLEY J BV05B, P.B.8. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6<f.

STUDIES in DEDUCTIVE LOGIC: a Manual for Students.

By W. STANLEY JEVOXS, LL.D. P.B.S., Frofessor of Political Economy in University College. London. Crown
Svo. 6s.

" It Is Indispensable to the many students of the higher logic."—Athenaum.

NEW NOVELS READY AT ALL

LIBRARIES.

By GEOEQE FLEMING, Author of 'A Nile Novel'

and 'Mirage.'

The HEAD of MEDUSA. 3 vols.

crown 8vo. 31*. 64.

"The striking feature of this novel is the character
of Count Cesco Lalli, a type of the modern Italian.

We have some quarrels, Indeed, with Mr. Fleming,
which, did occasion serve, we might urge. But we
prefer to take leave of this really tine work of art with
an expression of sincere admiration and pleasure."

l*aU Mail Gazette.

By WILLIAM BLACK.

WHITE WINGS: a Yachting

Romance. 3 vols, crown 8vo. 31*. Gd.

"Mr. Black can translate his vocabulary into an
infinity of tints and tones. Nor do we know any
living novelist who has more completely the gift of
awakening the bodily senses through the medium of
printer's ink."— Time*.

By Mrs. OLIPHANT.

HE THAT WILL NOT WHEN HE

MAY. 3 vols, crown 8vo. 3U. 64.

" There is a great amount of beautiful work in this
book."—Athen%rum.
"This is a novel which no one can read without

pleasure."—Spectator.

By CHARLOTTE M. TOKOS.

LOVE and LIFE: an Old Story in

Eighteenth Century Costume. 2 vols, crown Svo. 12*.

" This is a study in grey and amber, with just enough
tint of a shadow in one corner to give brightness to the
prevailing hues."—Pall Mall Gazette.

Now ready, 44 pp. 8vo. 1«.

CORRECTIONS, together with

NOTES, CRITICISMS, RECENT MEA8URE8 and DIS
COVERIES, 4c, to the HANDBOOK of DOUBLE

STARS. The Bibliography has also been brought up to
date.

A HANDBOOK of DOUBLE STARS.

With a Catalogue of Twelve Hundred Double Htars, and
extensive Lists of Measures. With additional Notes
bringing the Measures up to 1879. For the Uag of
Amateur*. By EDWAKD CliOSSLEY, F.R.A S.,
JOSEPH GLEDHILL, F.R.A. B., and JAMES M. WIL
SON. M.A. F.R.A. 8. With Illustrations. Svo. 21*.

"The volume is one which may be expected to find It*
way to the shelve*, of most amateurs and student* of
astronomy."— Nature.

'This Is a truly delightful work, and one which will
admirably supply a want. Into the hands of abler, more
impartial and painstaking ot>servers and compilers than
the authors' its preparation could not have fallen.'

Astronomical Register.
" Will be welcomed by all who take an interest in the

subject of double stars."—Academy.

** The names of the authors, noted authorities on the
subjects treated of, will lead the reader to open this
volume with the feeling that In it he has a treasure of
lore on t he knowledge brought to light in the last hun
dred years respecting the relative motions of physically
connected stars, nor will he be disappointed."—Athentrum.
" One of the most valuable additions to the library of

the amateur astronomer that has been made for many
years. It Is full of information of perennial Interest to
the student and the practical observer, and assuredly
ought to be upon the table of every single observatory
in the United Kingdom, and of all those in other part*
of the world where the language in which it is written
Is intelligible."—English Mechanic.
"The book is well and clearly printed, and we heartily

recommend It to our readers as a most valuable contri
bution to the literature of double-star astronomy."

Observatory.

KEY to EXERCISES in EUCLID.

By I. TODHUNTEB, M.A. F.R.8., Honorary Fellow of

St. John's College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. Gs. 6<f.

The STORY of ACHILLES, from

HOVER'S ILIAD. Edited, with Notes and Introduc
tions. By the late J. H. PRATT, M.A., Fellow of Trinity
College, Cambridge, Assistant-Master at Harrow School ;
and WALTER LEAF, Fellow of Trinity College, Cam

bridge. Fcap. Svo. ft*.

MACMILLAN'S PROGRESSIVE

FRENCH COl'RSE. Third Tear. Containing a ST"
tematic Syntax and Lessons in Composition. By
ECGENE-FASNACHT, Author of ' Progressive ■

Reader,' Ac. Fcap. Svo. 2s. M.

MACMILLAN & CO. LONDON.
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THE

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY.

The Directors do not consider it necessary to add to the following list of newly-published Works, for the

sufficient reason that every book which Subscribers can reasonably demand is promptly supplied. This rule

of the establishment applies not merely to English publications in the different departments of Historv,

Biography, Travel, Fiction, and General Literature, but also to the extensive and constantly increasing

Foreign Library, as well as to the Library of Vocal and Instrumental Music. At the same time, Standard

Works of Reference which are never found in Circulating Libraries are daily added to the Reference Library.

The rapidly increasing List of Subscribers is a convincing proof that the public appreciate an institution

which gives them, in addition to all the best features of a Circulating Libraiy, the numerous advantages of a

High-Class London Club.

ENGLISH SECTION:—

The Life of Sir Anthony Panizzi, by Louis Fagan—The Early Life of C. J. Fox, by G. 0. Trevelyan—Italy and her Invaders, by

Thomas Hodgkin—Baird's Rise of the Huguenots—Two Worlds are Ours, by Hugh Macmillan—Seguin's Country of the Passion Play—

Early Man in Britain, by W. Boyd Dawkins—Some Heroes of Travel, by W. H. D. Adams—Ingram's Life of Edgar Allan Pot—A Riit

in Petticoats and Slippers, by Captain Colvile—Rest Awhile, by Dean Vavghan—Travels in Albania, by E. F. Knight—A Trip to

Manitoba, by Mary Fitzgibbon—Japan, by Miss Bird— The Ode of Life—A Visit to Wazan, by Robert S. Watson—Sketches of the

Women of Christendom, by Mrs. Charles—Memoirs of Madame de Re.musat—Pictures from Ireland, by Terence McGrath—Soldiers of the

Victorian Age, by C. R. Low—Senior's Conversations—The Evangelical Revival, by Rev. R. W. Dale—The New Truth and the Old Faith,

by a Scientific Layman—Up the Amazon, by E. D. Matthews—A Tramp Abroad, by Mark Twain—New Guinea, by L. M. D'Albertu—

Guizot in Private Life—Round About a Great Estate—Parker Gilmore's Ride through Hostile Africa—Renouf's Origin and Growth of

Religion—Sketch of the Life of Elihu Burrilt—Dr. Stoughton's Introduction to Historical Theology—Glimpses through the Cannon Smoke,

by Archibald Forbes—Thoughts in My Garden, by Mortimer Collins—Mind in the Lower Animals, by Dr. Lindsay—Parables of Our

Lord, by Dr. Calderwood—Byron, by John Nichol—Faiths and Fashions, by Lady Violet Greville—Mackenzie's History of the Nineteenth

Century—Campaigning in South Africa, by Capt. Montague—Renan's Hibbert Lectures—History of Japan, by Sir E. J. Reed—Justin

McCarthy's History of our Own Times— Memoirs of Sir James Outram—The River of Golden Sand, by Captain Gill—History of the

Zulu War, by Frances Colenso—Browning's Dramatic Idyls —Kinglake's History of the Crimean War (New Volume)—and all the Newest

Works of Fiction as they appear.

FOREIGN SECTION:—

About (E.), Le Roman cCun Brave Homme—Amando, Le Nihilisme et les Nihilistes—Belot (A ), La Grande Florine—Bouvier (A.),

Le Club des Coquins ; La Grande Iza—Camp (M. du), Les Convulsions de Paris—Cherbuliez (V.), Les Amours Fragiles— Cotteau, Prome

nades dans I'Inde—Daudet (E.), Le Mart—Dumas (A. fils), La Question du Divorce—Erckmann-Chatrian, Le Grand-pire Lebigre—

Gautier (Th.), Tableaux d, la Plume—Glouvet (Jules de), Le Forestier—Greville (H.), Croquis ; L'Heritage de Xenie—Hattvy (L), Les

Petites Cardinal—Hugo (V.), Religions et Religion—Klaczko (J), Causeries Florentines—Malot (H.), Rapha'elle ; Sans FamiUe—Marie,

Reine d'Angleterre, Epouse de Guillaume III., Leltres et Memoires—Montcpin (X. de), Le Fiacre No. 13; Jean Jeudi—Offenbach (J.),

Notes d un Musicien en Voyage—Renan (E.), Conferences d'Angleterre ; L'Eau de Jouvence, suite de Caliban—Riviere (H.), Le Roman dt

Deux Jeunes FUles—Rochefort (H.), Le Palefreniei—Rude (Max), Une Victims du Couvent—SclUrer, Diderot—Seguin (L.), La Prochaint

Guerre—Theuriet (A.), Toute Seule— Tissot, Le Pays des Tsiganes—Ulbach (L.), Le Tapis Vert— Verne (J.), Les Cinq l ent Million* At

la Begum— Witt (Mme. de), M. Guizot dans sa FamiUe et avec ses Amis; Scenes d'Histoire et de Famille—Zola (E.), Le ft*""1

Experimental—Amengriiher (L.), Dorfganger—Auerbach (B.), Brigitta—Busch, Neue Tagebuchsblatter—Dahn (F.), Odhin's Trott, eii

Nordisc.her Roman—Francois (L. von), Stufenjahre eines Gliicklichcn—Hombergcr, Italidnische Novellen—Kirchbach (W.), Saltator

Rosa, ein Roman—Spielhagen (F.), Quisisana.

MUSIC SECTION:-

Vocal Scores of the following recently produced Operas, &c, are now in circulation. The principal ones may also be obtained, arranged for Pianoforte So'"1

Faust, by Berlioz— Mefistofele, by Arrigo Boito—Olivette, by Audran—The Taming of the Shrew, by Goetz—La Fille du Tamhour

Major, by Offenbach—Madame Favart, by Offenbach—The Martyr of Antioch, by Arthur Sullivan—The Building of the Ship, by J. ?•

Barnelt—Aida, by Verdi—Les Cloches de Corneville, by Planquette—Polyeucte, by Gounod—Le Roi dt Lahore, by Massenet—Mig»on,k

Ambroise Thomas—Carmen, by Bizet—II Talismano, by Balfe—H.M.S. Pinafore, by Arthur Sullivan—The Sorcerer, by Arthur Sullivan

The Pirates of Penzance will be added on the day of publication.

The Music Library also contains a large and varied Selection of the Works of all the Classical and the best Modern Composers, arranged for Pianoforte

Solo, Pianoforte Duet, and Piano and Violin. The Vocal Music in circulation includes all Standard Operas, Oratorios, &c. ; and a number of volumes of frorp

and Duets by the best known composers.

TEHIMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Subscription to the CIRCULATING LIBRARY, from One Guinea per annum.

Subscription to all the CLUB Privileges, available for both Ladies and Gentlemen, and comprising READING, WRITING, SMOKING, and NE^i"

ROOMS, a RKKERKNCE LIBRARY, DINING and LUNCHEON ROOMS, the LADIES' DRAWING-KOOM, fee., Two Guineas per annum.

Subscription to all the CLUB Privileges as above, combined with Six Volumes delivered free from the CIRCULATING LIBRARY, Three Guiae&B

per annum.

Country Subscriptions, from Two Guineas P" annum.

Cheques and Post- Office Orders should be made payable to Mr. CHARLES ALLEN, the Librarian, who will promptly

furnish all further information upon application.

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY, LIMITED, New Bond-street, W.
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NEW NOVEL BY LOSD BEACONSFIELD.

On FRIDAY NEXT, the Mth imtant, will be publUhtd, in 3 voIj. pott 8vo. price 31,. M. clotli,

ENDYMIOK

By the Right Hon. the EARL of BEACOXSFIELD, K.G.

" Quiequid agunt kominet.''

London : LoNSMAirs A Co.

NEW WORK BY O. O. TREVELYAN, M.P.

Second Edition now readj, in 1 vol. 8vo. price IS*, cloth,

THE EARLY HISTORY OF CHARLES

JAMES FOX.

By GEORGE OTTO TREVELYAN, M.P.,

Author of 'The Life and Letter! of Lord ]

London: Longmans 4c Co.

DELARUE & CO.'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

BUNHILL-ROW, LONDON, EC.

November 33, la 2 liaadsora? vol*, demy 8vo. price 33 t. with a Portrait by Paul Rajon, and other Illustrations,

THE LIFE OP SIR ROWLAND HILL, K.C.B.,

AND THE

HISTORY OF PENNY POSTAGE.

By Sir ROWLAND HILL, and his Nephew, GEORGE BIRKBECK HILL, D.C.L.,

Author of ' Dr. Juiinaon : hi. Friend, and hi. Critic,' Ac.

Now reaily, in royal 4to. cloth, extra gilt, price U.—XEW ILLUSTRATED CHILDREN'S BOOK.

THE STORY OF PRINCE HILDEBRAND AND THE

PRINCESS IDA.

By Major T. S. S E C C O M B E,

With upward* of 110 Illustrations by the Author.

Sow ready, crown 8vo. cloth, prloo It. IW.

VOYAGES OF THE ELIZABETHAN SEAMEN

A SELECTION FROM THE ORIGINAL NARRATIVES IN HAKXDTTS COLLECTION.

Edited, with Historical Introduction, by E. J. PAYNE, M.A., Fellow of University College, Oxford.

Shortly, demy Sv-o. c-lotb, with Maps, and numerous Original Etching, on Stone,

THE SHORES AND CITIES OF THE BODEN SEE :

RAMBLK8 IN 1879 AND 18S0.

By SAMUEL JAMES CAPPER, Author of • Wanderings in War Time,' &c.

Bhortly, NEW WORK BY DR. OtJT, F.R.8. Crown 8vo.

THE FACTORS OF THE UNSOUND MIND,

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE PLEA OF INSANITY IN CRIMINAL CASES, AND THE AMENDMENT

OF THE LAW.

lty WILLIAM A. GDY, M.B. F.B.C.P. F.R.S.

Short 1 7, cro vn 8vo. cloth, price 5>.

HISTORY OF GERMANY, POLITICAL, SOCIAL,

AND LITERARY.

BROUGHT DOWN TO THE PRESENT DAY.

By the Rev. Dr. E. COI3HAM BREWER, Trinity Hall, Cambridge,

Author of ■ History of France,' ' Guide to Science,' 4c.

Shortly, a New and Improved Edition, fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 3*. M.

LAWS OF SHORT WHIST, AND A TREATISE ON THE

GAME.

By JAMES CLAY.

Thor. De La Rue & Co. London.

'PHI
A B

MICROSCOPE in MEDICINE.
Ion 2U. Br ITuf. LIONEL 8. BEALE, F.K.8.

J Jt A. Chmrtlll.

Fourth

I IFE THEORIES and RELIGIOUS THOUGHT.
I ' it. td. lij LIONEL a\ MS.VLB. F.K.8.

J. A A. Churchill.

PROTOPLASM. Third Edition. Plates, 10*. lid.

lit LIONEL » UEALE, F.H.S.

J. A A Churchill.

Tuuth Edition, port rrM, lj.

DR. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the
only Successful Method of Curing this Disease. Br KOHBKT O.

watts, m.d f u - i. n • as.. », rssJ—easj sarsss, CeTendtsn-
squar*, London. W.

London : C Mitchell a Co. U«d Llon-coun. Fleet-street.

Enlarged Edition, pp. 300, bound, or 14 stamps,

"OMlEOPATHIC FAMILY INSTRUCTOR.HOMlEOPJ
Br Dra. 1

for a H undi
London: James Epps a Co. sfl. Threadneedle-etreel. and 170, Piccadilly.

New Edition, 9to. price is.

PLAYS for YOUNU PEOPLE ; with Songs and
Chartuee suitable for Privets Theatricals. By J. BARMBY, B.D.,

lace Fellow of Magdalen College. Oxford. The Music Adapted. Arranged,
1 partly Composed by T. ROGERS, M.A., New College, Orlord; Fre-
i tor of Durham

■ a Oo.

Price It. ; by post. 13 atainps,

ONDON SMOKE and FOG. With some Ob-
serrations on the Countrr Panon'e Orate, and other Modern Flre-

Br FRBDK. EDWARDS. Jan .
Author of ' Oar DomesLie Fireplaces.' * A Treatise on

Ac.
London : Longmans, Oreen A Co.

B
A G S T E R'S BIBLES.

The FAC-SIMILE POLYGLOT SBKIBS comprises Bihlee In Hebrew,
Greek, Latin, German. French, Italian, Spanish. Portuguese. and English,
which can be In torpaged two languages together in anr desired cosa-
blnatiju. Catalogues free br poet.

S, Bagster a Sooe, IS, Paternoster-row, London.

E
K

•■ It Untalleee nj."—Pall Matt Oosctt*.

" In It, throughout, a touch of
good '—tun

■■ Pleasant, and br oo meant dull.

Cloth, 3*.; boards, U. os.

Remington A Co. 133. New Bond-st

II

TWO NEW MUSICAL BOOKS.

With Portrait, thick crown 8to. lOe. 04.

ENEY SMART: his Life and Works.
Br Dr. SPARK (or Leeds).

SECOND SERIES, Terr thick crown 9ro. If*

SCHUMANN'S MUSIC and MUSICIANS,
ESSAYS sad CRITICISMS. Edited br F. R. HlTrER.

Also Vol. L Second Bdition. (U. 6rf.

W. Reeves. Musical Publisher. Fleet-street.

Price to Subscribers, 2a. GJ. - Non-Subscribers, 4m. Od.

EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES of a
REPORTER. Giving Twentr Years' experience on the l*reea,

•howlas the Easiest and Surest Method of becoming nn Efficient and
Rapid Phonographic (Shorthand Writer, and containing valuable Hints
on all Branches of Reporting. Amusing and interesting to Members of
the Press, and Invaluable to Young Phonographies and Tyros in the
Art of Reporting Written and published br FRANCIS J. LOCK,
Author of ■ The Rifleman 's Companion,' " Hum to become an Expert

Shot,' ' Martini e. Snider ' (30,000), Ac.

20*. Market-street. Leicester.

M
R. JAMES THOMSON'S WORKS.

Price 5*. each ; large paper. 10s.

VANE'S STORY, and other POEMS. iJmmmmm,.

The CITY of DREADFUL NIGHT, and other
POEMS.

"There can, we think, be no doubt that ' The City of Dreadful Night '
contains many passages ol great beauty. The impress of real genius is
upon it. . . .He is both a scholar aud a thinker Hut muse take* u very
wide and bold sweep. ' — W'matminttmr Jtsvisw.
fMn also an aruUu entitled ■' A -New l'ocl " in the Fortntjhtiw lU-jtoc lor

J air-
Reeres * Turner, 196, Strand.

(Tost published, price 7s. M. Sro. cloth,

STUDENT'S HEBREW GUAM M Alt.

G<ESENIUS'S HEBREW GRAMMAR. Trans-
T lauil from Hu<dlgers Edition br BENJAMIN HAVIr-S. LI. 1).

Tlioroughlr Revised una KulurKed, with the Uulp of Prof E Kaut/ch e
German Edition and other Recent Authorities, by EDWAH1) C *"
(JHELL. D.D. With full Subject, buripture, and Hebrew '

Copyright Edition.

Just published price 12k. 0to. cloth,

STUDENT'S HEBREW LEXICON.

A COMPENDIOUS and COMPLETE HEBREW
snd CHALDEE LEXICON to the OLD TEM A.MENT. With an

English-Hebrew Index, chiefly founded on the Works ol Geaenlu* aud
>iirst, with Improvements from Dietrich and other Sources Edited
by BENJAMIN DA VIES. Ph.D. LL D., TransiaTor of Rajdigers Gese-
mus.or Stadant s Hebrew Grammar.' Third Koition, carefully Reyuwd.
with a Concise Statement of the Principles of Hebrew Grammar, by
ED WARD C. MITCHELL, D D.

London : Asher a Co. 13, Bedford-street, Corent-jrarden, W.C

UXTORFII (JOHANN1S) LEXICON
CHALDAICUM TALMUDICUM et RABHINICL'M denuo edidit

etannotaus aux.it B. FISCHER. 4to. cloth, iL
'• To the Talmudist it is absolutely necessary ; to the Semitic scholar it

is of great Tains. Both will find the new edition not i

., W.C.
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KERBY & ENDEAN'S

NEW BOOKS.

Now ready at all Libraries,

DOROTHY COMPTON : a Story ofthe

'15. By 3. R, HEN8LOWE Moat interestinn narratlTe of Scenea
and Incidents in the Jacobite Insurrection. Cruwn 8vo. doth, '.». erf.

The PATH of the JUST; or, the

Christian's Pilgrimage to Glory. By the B»T. K. WILKES G08SK'
B.A. , Hasting*. Fcap. svo. clott, 3s. W.

On PRESERVATION of HEALTH in
INDIA : a Lecture addressed to the Students at the Royal Indian

Hill. By Sir JOSEPH Fa7
may 8vo. is.

Engineering College at
0.8.1. LL.D. F.K.8. 6

r'AYliEK,

New and Cheap Edition, crown 8ro. Is.

WHAT is the ETERNAL HOPE of
CANON FAKKAK ? Are not the Doctrines Morally and Spiritually
Dangerous? By J. RU8SBLL ENDEAN.

" This refutation Is characterized by singular ability."—Com

" Drives the Canon hard, and is worth reading."—Fountain.

" Specially interesting to students. "—Mtrcury.

The

Crown 8vo. price Is.

REGENERATION of ROU-
MANIA. By KALIXT WOLSKI. From the Original, by T. LOUIS
OX.LEY, Author of ' From Calais to Karlsbad. '

An interesting Sketch of Historical Causes in operation in Kxmmania,
leading to its regeneration and deliverance.

RADICALISM: its Effects on the
English Constitution. Translated from the Journal det D/bntt by
T. LOU IS OXLEY , and Dedicated to Earl Grey, E.G. Crown 8vo. 3d.

Liberal allowance for quantities for distribution.

New Edition, fcap. 4to. Is.

The SIMPLE8T HOUSE ACCOUNT
BOOK. Weekly Bills for 1881. Greatly improved, with Table. lor
Wage, and lor Checking Butchers' Charge..

Thl. i. the almpleat and moat useful book to pnt Into the hand, of

Kbrby & Endean, 190, Oxford-street.

''HE

MB. HERBERT SPENCER'S WORKS.

DOCTKXNE OF EVOLUTION.

FIRST PRINCIPLES. Fourth Edition, lot.

PHINCIPI.ES of BIOLOGY. 2 Toll. Ml.

PRINCIPLES of PSYCHOLOGY. 2 Tola. 36s.

PRINCIPLES of SOCIOLOGY. Yol. I. 21a.

CEREMONIAL INSTITUTIONS. 7l.

The DATA of ETHICS. It.

OTHER WORKS.
The STUDY of SOCIOLOGY. Ninth I

SOCIAL STATICS. 10a.

EDUCATION, si. Cheap Edition. 2*. M.

ESSAYS. 2 Tola. 18*.

ESSAYS (Third Seriea). St.

Alao, Mr SPENCER'S

DE8CRIPTIVE SOCIOLOGY. CompUed and
Abstracted by Prof. DUNCAN, Dr. 8CHEPPIG, and Mr. COLLIER.

Folio, boards.
1. ENGLI8H. I8«.

X ANCIENT AMERICAN RACES. Ids.

I. LOWEST RACES, NEGRITOS, POLYNESIANS. 18>.

4. AFRICAN RACES. Us.

5. ASIATIC RACES. 18s.

S. AMERICAN RACES. Us.

7. HEBREWS and PHOENICIANS. 21».
V A Detailed List of Mr. Spencer's Work, may be had on application.
William, A Norgale. U. llcnrlctta^treet, Covent garden, London ; and

20, South Frederick-street, Edinburgh.

THE ANGLO - EGYPTIAN BANKING COM-
PANY (Limited).

CAPITAL PAID UP. 1,800,0001. ; RESERVE FUND, 100,0001.

BEAD OFFICE : 27, CLEMENT S-LANE, LONDON, EC.

Branches : Alexandria, Cairo, and Tarora (Cyprus).

This Rank transacts every description of Banking Business in BVypt.
grants Letters of Credit, and affords other facilities to Trav—
cee»lin(C to Eirypt and the

27, Clement s-lane, E C.
Nile. O. FOA, Secretary.

COMPANY.

BONUS YEAR, 1880.

PELICAN LIFE INSURANCE
OFFICES—

70, Lombard-street, E C. (Head offlce> ; and S7, Charing Cross, B.W.
EstablUbed In the year 1797.

HFECIAL XOTICS.
The next Bonus will be declared out of the Profits accrued up to

flat DecernbCT next. AU Policies effected on or before thai date 00 the
•■ With Profit System " will .hare in such Bonus.
Forms ol prupuau! and Pr<wp<ctuw« will be sent at once to Intending

Assurer., on application to Koasar C. Tucaaa. Actuary and Seoretary.

E^GLB IN8UBANCJC COMPANY.
79. FALL MALL.

For LIVES ONLY. EKTAELISHSD 1807.
Accumulated Fun.li £3.04.1,M3
Also a Subscribwd Capital of more than ■■ £1,MU,0U0

Keporte, L'f ' -'" and Forms may be had at the Office, or from
any of the Company *• Kt- i.t- post tree.

OEOItUE Ht MFiutBYS, Actuary and Secretary.

Now ready, cloth elegant, 10*. Gd. ; Library Edition, 12*. §d.

SUGGESTIVE THOUGHTS ON RELIGIOUS

SUBJECTS.

SELECTED PASSAGES FBOM THE BEST WBITEBS, ANCIEKT A2S"D MODElOr.

AnalyticaUy Arranged by HENRY SOUTHGATE, Author of. ' Many Thoughts of Many Minds.'

In square 8vo. printed on Toned Paper.

" The topics treated of are as wide as our Christianity itself ; the writers quoted from, of every section of the m
Catholic Church of Christ."—Author's Preface.

London : Chakles Gkipfin k Co. Stationers' Hall-court.

MB. S. BUXTON'S POLITICAL QUESTIONS.

SECOND EDITION, 8vo. 6».

A HANDBOOK TO POLITICAL QUESTIONS

OF THE DAY;

BEING THE ARGUMENTS ON EITHER SIDE.

By SYDNEY C. BUXTON.

SECOND EDITION, Revised, with some Additional Arguments, and one New Subject, ■ OBSTBUCTTOT. '

" The plan of Mr. Buxton's little book, a worthy successor to his father's manual, is a rational and useful
book of reference for party speakers and writers."—Saturday Review.

John Murbat, Albemarle-street.

SMITH, ELDER &

NEW BOOKS.

CO.'S

The POWER of SOUND.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Royal 8vo. 26s.

By Edmund Gurney, Jate Fellow of

The POETRY of ASTRONOMY. By Richard A. Proctor,

Author of ' The Borderland of Science,' ' Science Byways,' 4c. Crown 8vo. 10s. id.

TWO POPULAR NOVELS.

MEHALAH : a Story of the Salt Marshes. 2 vols, post 8vo.

" Full ol Indication of more than ordinary talent, a ■ ol fiction that the pre*

The TRUMPET MAJOR. By Thomas Hardy, Author of 'Far

From the Madding Crowd/ Ac. 3 vols, pott 8vo.

" Mr. Hardy In his latest novel hat produced, perhaps, a finer study of character. In a certain tense, than he has before given to hi* rrmifr* K»
hero.... compel* admiration and sympathy, and the central figure U surrounded by other*, drawn with the truth and Insight which has raised X-
Hardy to the high place he occupies among novelists of our Ume."—Satii,daf Rmino.

Smith. Kldkb & Co. 16, Waterloo-place,

MR. TENNYSON'S NEW VOLUME.

NOTICE.—A New Volume by Mr. TENNYSON,

entitled 'BALLADS, and other POEMS,' is now

in the press, and will be published on Wednesday

next, price 5s.

C. Hegan Paul & Co. 1, Patemoster-square.

NEW WOKE BY THE AUTHOR OF 'THE GEEAT LOME LAND.'

Now ready at all the Libraries ,

FAR OUT: Rovings Retold.

By Lieut.-Col. W. F. BUTLKB, C.B.,

Author of ' The Wild North Land/ Ac.

Post Svo. 10*. 6rf.

"Written in the vigorous style which has secured the author so many admirers, and full of spirit, deep appreciation .
the beauties of nature and a spirit of justice to his fellow men, no matter what the colour of their hides may be-..
Col. Butler tells some truths which will be very unpalatable to our colonial friends and to the chauvinism wbich our ruicn
do so much to encourage under the specious pretext that greed of other men's goods is another name for civilisation."

A rmy and iVaty t^crrfie.
" Col. Butler has not merely glanced at the scenes of which he writes—he lias lived In them ; and not a week of tke

many months which he has spent alone on the prairie or under the frozen pines of northernmost America has been vittK<*l

its result in his pictures of them The introductory chapter on the colonial policy of England is also worthy of care*j!

attention, for Col. Butler Is as liberal and original a thinker as he is a poetical describer."— 'lablet.

"Col. Butler is always striking and vigorous, and with the master-touch of a great painter presents to his readers a vivW

picture executed in a few bold strokes."—Jiecord.

Wm. Isbisteb, Limited. 56, Ludgatc-hill, E.G.
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MEW WORK B7 THE AUTHOR OF 'EREWHON.'

Now ready, crown 8vo. Is. 6dT.

UNCONSCIOUS MEMORY.

By SAMUEL BUTLER, Author of ' Erewhon,' kc.

i 0<nntn, and Chapter* on " Life and Habit " ; " Evolution, Old and 5ew " ;

Darwin's Edition of Dr. Krauss's ' Erasmus Darwin.'

London : David Booue, 3, St. Martin's-place, W.C.

and Mr. Charles

DAVID DOUGLAS,

9, CASTLE-STREET, EDINBURGH.

In a few days, 1 vol. small 8vo. with Maps and Illustrations,

THE WILD COASTS OF NIPON.

WITH CHAPTERS ON CRUISING AFTER PIRATES IN CHINESE WATERS.

By HENRY C. ST. JOHN, Captain R.N.

9. SINGING BIEDS and FLOWEE8, 4c

10. CD8TOMB and HABITS.

11. FAST and PRESENT.

13. KORES.

13. CRUISING AFTER PIRATES.

14. SHOOTING in CHINA.

16. MORE CRUISING .

lo. RESUME.

>. INLAND SEA REVISITED.

3. CURRENTS and TYPHOONS.

4. A SUMMER'S WALK in KIUBIT7.

8. DEER-SHOOTING at

6. The KII COAST.

7. INSECTS,

a. SHOOTING, Ac.

Now ready, 1 very handsome folio vol. 42*.

SPORT AND PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE

ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

By ANDREW WILLIAMSON.

Illustrated by 18 Full-Page Plates of Large Game, Ac., taken on the spot by the Author, and
Permanent PhoW-Tiut.

COMPLETION OF MR. SKENE'S 'CELTIC SCOTLAND.'

Now ready, 1 vol. demy 8vo. with Map, l&i.

CELTIC SCOTLAND : a History of Ancient Alban.

By WILLIAM F. SKENE.

Book HI. Volume HI. LAND and PEOPLE.

Now ready, 1 vol. demy 8vo. with 143 Woodcuts, lot.

THE PAST IN THE PRESENT;

WHAT IS CIVILIZATION?

RHUfD LECTURES rN ABCHiEOLOQY, DELIVERED IN 1876 AND 1878.

By ARTHUR MITCHELL, M.D. LL.D., kc,

Secretary to the Society of Antiquaries* of Scotland.

Whatever difference* of opinion, however, mar be held on minor points, there can be no question that Dr. Ifitchella
is one of the ablest and most original pieces or arclueologlcal literature which has appeared ot late years."

St. James's Gazette.

Now ready, 1 vol. demy 8vo. 16*.

LIFE OF JAMES HEPBURN,

EARL OF BOTHWELL.

By FREDERICK SCHIERN,

Professor of History In the University of Copenhagen.

Translated from the Danish by the Rev. DAVID BERRY, F.S.A. Scot.

Edinburgh : David DOUGLAS ; and all Booksellers.

EPPS'S COCOA.

GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our

breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong

enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us ready to

attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well

fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame.'*—Civil Serrice Gazette.

James Epps Sc Co. Homoeopathic Chemists, London,

MAKERS OF EPPS'S CHOCOLATE ESSENCE FOR AFTERNOON USE.

PHCENIX FIRE OFFICE, Lombahd-btbket
«ad CHARING CHOSR, LONDON.—Established 1782.

Prompt ud Liberal Los* Settlement*.
Insurance* effected in all part* of the World.

JOHN J. RROOMFIELD,

of Vcre-etrcet.

SUN LIFE OFFICE. LONDON.
Established 1810.

CHIEF OFFICE—63, Threadaeedle-street.
BRANCH OFFICB—60, C

And at Oxford-street, conn

Life Assurance* of all description*.
Specially Low Kate* for Young Llret, and for Non-Participating

Policies.
Prompt Settlement of Claims.
A new and greatly ■impltfled form or Propoaal. alto the Society-*

newly-reYised Wospectus, will be forwarded un applicant,
J. O. PRIESTLEY, Actnary.

COLONIAL, INDIAN, and FOREIGN ASSUR-
ANCB. — The SCOTTISH IMPERIAL INSURANCE COMPANY

ha* made Important Reduction* In the Premiums chargeable for Foreign
Residence. Immediate Reduction to Home Kates on the Assured 1carina;

other temperate clltnat*.
Office*: Glasgow, 151. Great George-street.

London : U, King William-street, B.C.
H AMBROSE .SMITH, *4ecretary and Actuary.

OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIMB,

And may be Provided against by a Policy of the
RAILWAY PASSENGERS' AS8URANCB COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon. Lord KINNAIRD, Chairman,

■ubscrlbed Capital. 1,000,000*. Moderate Premium*.

Bono* allowed to Insurer* of Five Year*' standing.
A fixed sum In case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance

in the event of Injury.
ONE MILLION and a HALF baa been paid as COMPENSATION.

Apply to the aura* at the Railway Stations, the Local Arent*. or U.
CoraJiiil. London. WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

FURNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
THROUGHOUT oa

MOBDBR'S HIRE SYSTEM.
The Original, Best, and most Liberal.

Cash Price*
No extra charge for time given,

ninatrated Priced Catalogue, with full particular* of terms, peat free.
P, MOEDER, 248, MS. M0. Tottenham Court road } and 19, 30, and 21,

Morweil-etreet. W.C. Established IMS.

MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
the above Premises have r

i one of the mostfor the Furniture Trade, and i
Warehouse* In the metropolis.

Bed-room Suite*, from 61. 8a. to SO Guineas
Drawing-room Suites, from M. B*. to 4ft Guineas.
Dining-room Suites, from 71 7i to 40 Guineas.

F. MOBDBR, 349, 240, 250, Totli
W.C. Established

Tottenham Court-road, and 10, St. and Si,

PROTECTION FROM FIRE.

J^RYANT k MAY S

PATENT SAFETY MATCHES.
BIGHT PHIZB MEDALS.

ADVANTAOBS :—

Are not POISONOUS.
Are fro. from SMHLL.
Are manufactured
Without Phosphorus.
An perfectly harmless
To th. OpsretlTM employed.
Are Tory DAMP PHOOP.
LIGHT ONLY ON THK BOX.
BIGHT PKI7.B MEDALS.

"PROTECTION TO HEALTH.

pHRISTMAS PRESENTS.- Nothing is so highly
appreciated as a Case ofORANT S MOKELLACHKHKY BRANDY,

which can be ordered of any Win. Merchant. Quean's quality, a.
supplied to Her Majesty, *i.'i per duten . Sportsman's special qualltr,
AOs. per dosea. Manufacturer, T. GRANT. Distillery, Maidstone.

APOLLINARIS WATER.
" Laorsi donandn* ApoUtnarl.--—Horac*. Book iv. Ode S.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1879.
ANNUAL SALE, 8,000,000.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY, Limited. 19. Regent-street, London. B.W.

THE GOUT and RHEUMATIC WATER.
PLEASANT and PALATABLB

A combination of all those Continental Waters that are of any repot©
In Goat or Rheumatism, in such proportions as " shall constitute ' —la
the words of one of the first authorities upon this subject (a F.R 8. and
F.R.C.P.)—"a Water of Inestimable value in esse* of Oout, Rheumatism,
and kindred complaints."

Of Chemists. Foreign Mineral Water Depots, and of
LINDEN ft Co. 37, Bloomsbury- street, Oxford -street.

D
INNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.

The Medical Profession for orer Forty Years have
approved of this Pure Solution as the best remedy for
ACIDITY of the STOMACH, IIRARTJHJIlN, HEAD
ACRE, GOVT, and IMDK'.KSTION ; and as th. safest
Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies, Children, use
Infants.

Delicate Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and

DINNEFORDB MAGNESIA.

T'HROAT IRRITATION.—Soreness and dryness,
-1- tickling and irritation, inducing cough and affecting the voice.
For these symptom* use

EPPS'S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.

Glycerine, In these agreeable coofectlons, being in proximity to the
gland* at the moment they are excited by the act of eucklng. becomes
actively healing. Sold only in boxes. 7jt/ and Is. \\d., labelled - James
Epps A Co , Homoeopathic Chemists, London."
A letter received :—" Gentlemen, — It may. perhaps, interest you to

know that, after an extended trial. I have found your Glycerine Jujubes
of considerable benefit (with or without medical treatment; In almost all
forms of throat disease. They soften and clear the voice. In no esse

do any harm. Yours faithfully. Gordon Holmes, L.R.C.F.E.
to the Municipal Throat snd Ear Infirmary.''
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NEW AND RECENT BOOKS.

Just published, In 2 vols, crown 8vo. cloth, 21«.

EDGAR ALLAN POE

HIS LIFE, LETTERS, AND OPINIONS.

By JOHN H. INGHAM.

With Portraits of Poo and his Mother.

11 Remarkable experiences are usually confined to the inner
life of imaginative men, but Poe's biography displays a
vicissitude and peculiarity of interest such as Is rarely met
with A man whose remarkable genius it were folly to

deny."—James Russell Lowell,

Dedicated by permission to the Bight Hon. W. E. Gladstone,

M.P., to.

PLAIN LIVING and HIGH THINK-

ING- ; or, Practical Self-Culture : Moral, Mental, and

Physical. By W. H. DAVEKPORT ADAMS, Author of

' The Secret of Success,' &<

price 3s. td. ; gilt edges, is.

Small crown 8vo. cloth,

PRESS NOTICES.
M This Life of Poe contains much that is interesting, with

some information that is new to us Mr. Ingram appears
to have taken a creditably dispassionate view of the com
plex and wayward character of the unhappy subject of his

memoir."— J imes.
" Mr. Ingram is to be congratulated upon his industry,

for he has collected a great many particulars in regard to the

life of Poe."—New York Herald.
" There is no character that offers more scope for analysis

than Poe's, and Mr. Ingram is the only writer who has
provided us with all the necessary material for the study.
His most interesting work bears upon it the double stamp of
conscientious thoroughness and impartiality, that is not
lessened because it is sympathetic."—Galigmni's Messenger.

"Justice has at length been done to a very singular aud
very wonderful genius. Pew works of greater interest than
this have been published, because Mr. Ingram knows bow to
write biography in such a way as to enable us to see the
gradual development of Poe's heart and mind, his nature as

poet and man."—Broad Arrow.
" Mr. Ingram's Life of Poe we may commend as ' full and

faithful.' The author has exhibited uncommon industry and

patience in the collection of his materials."
Nine York Tribune.

' It is pleasant to congratulate Mr. Ingram upon the »;loso
of his labours. Seldom has a duty so arduous and necessary
been performed with equal loyalty and seal Profoundly
interesting from commencement to close is the biography
now given to the world."—At/ieneeum.

" Mr. Ingram has taken up arms against fearful odds ; has
boldly proclaimed that he would vindicate Poe, and has
triumphed Both volumes are replete with letters, anec
dotes, personal recollections of the poets contemporaries,
and extracts from the opinions of competent critics, inter
woven in a manner that most effectually relieves the tedious-

ness too often attaching to biographies'"
Richmond Standard (U.S.A.).

"In these two volumes wo have the result of many years'
research, set forth with all the energy and skill of a practised
and conscientious biographer. Never, perhaps, has there

been a more paradoxical tate than that ol Poe Mr.
Ingram's merits are very great, and his book is very wel
come While he is resolute to make an end of the vile
calumnies by which Poe's biography has Iwrn enveloped, lie
is ready to admit Poe's faults and lapses. We thus feel that
we are brought into contact with a real man, and not with a

shadow."—Spectator,
"The work is a valuable contribution to the literature of

biography. We may even call it with truth the most satis
factory Life of Poe that exists."—New York Evening Post,

"The literary merits of the work, well sustained to the
close, are on a par with the wealth and accuracy of material
of which it is composed. It will command, as it deserves to
<lo, a high position as an impartial and able biography of one
who was as unfortunate in death as in life, but whose place
in literature—so far as graceful aud musical versilication is
concerned, together with a weird glamour of which he was
master—has not yet been tilled."—Aberdeen Free Press.

" No feature of the book is more valuable than the letters
which it contains written by Poe. He was, indeed, a mar

vellous letter-writer."—Scotsman,
"The thorough and exhaustive nature of Mr. Ingram's

work is a matter for congratulation He hasdone his work

excellently, and in doing it has rendered a service to English

literature."—litrnungkam Post.
"The value of Mr. Ingram's book lies in its copiousness,

no single work containing so much of what is extant in
periodicals and private collections."—New York Times.

" The two volumes contain such a good account, with ex
tracts, of Poe's writings, that, having read them, we know
more not only of the facts of his life but of his works than
we are otherwise likely to do. He made his mark. We
heartily recommend Mr. Ingram's book to all who want to

know all alwut Poe."—Graphic,
" Mr. Ingram has a distinct title to write the book which

he has written and has succeeded in clearing Poe of
almost all the most odious and discreditable of the charges
under which he has laboured, and in presenting a really
pathetic picture of the terrible state of mental excitement

and bodily suffering into which he linallv {Hissed."
hill Mall Gazette.

*' Certainly Mr. Ingram's life been unmistakable evidence
of painstaking research, and we should think it as ' full and
faithful ' as he could make it There cannot be a question
as to the extraordinary character of Poe's genius. Many
have, perhaps, thought that he resembled Bvron in a marked
degree. One cannot help thinking of Shelley, Keats, and
Byron. There were features in an three which found a
correspondence in Poe. But he was not really like one of

them. —Littrarf World.

Contents.

Part I.—MORAL SELF-CULTURE. Chap. 1. At Home.

Chap. 2. Life Abroad. Chap. 3. Character. Chap. 4. Conduct.

Part II.—MENTAL SELF-CULTURE. Chap. I. How to

Read. Chaps. 2 to 9. Courses of Reading in English Poetry,

History, Biography, Fiction, Travel and Discovery, Theology,

Philosophy and Metaphysics, Miscellaneous, Science and

Scientific Text-Books. Chap. 10. How to Write : English

Composition.

Part III.—PHYSICAL SELF-CULTURE. " Mens sana in

corpore sano."

" We like the thorough way in which Mr. Adams deals
with ' Self-Culture : Moral, Mental, and Physical.' His
chapters on the courtesies of home life, and the true relation
between parent and child, are specially valuable nowadays.

As an incentive to mental culture, Mr. Adams gives a
fairly complete list of famous English authors, with brief
and often very pertinent criticisms He certainly answers
the question, 'Is life worth living?' in a most triumphant
affirmative, and his book is sure to do real good to any young
person in whose hands it may be placed."—Graphic.

" Books for young men are constantly appearing—some oE
them genuine, earnest, and useful, aud many of tnem mere
products of the art of book-making. We have pleasure in
saying that this volume by Mr. Adams deserves to take its
place among the best of the Hrst-mentioned class. It is
fresh, interesting, varied, and, above all, full of common
sense, manliness, and right principle. The young man who
takes up this book will tind that he is neither preached at
nor scolded, but directed to true and elevated aims, and
braced up to persevering effort."—Inverness Courier.

" We can trace the same energy of purpose, wide views,
and laborious research which distinguished Mr. Davenport
Adams's previous work (' Woman's Work and Worth') It
is a book which may be put into the hands of young men
with the greatest confidence that it will be a help to them
in the work of self-culture and discipline The book is a

thoroughly healthy one."—Church limes.

The GLASS of FASHION : a Uni-
venal Handbook, of Social Etiquette sod Home Culture for L*fi.i
and Gentlemen. With Copious and Practical Hints upon tbt Mas

• of e
iters]

crown 6vo. cloth, price 3*. 6d. ;

'THE

1.

SECRET OF SUCCESS"

SERIES.

The SECRET of SUCCESS; or,
How- to Get On in the World. With some Remarks apes Tret
and False Success, and the Art of making- the Best Car of IiV
Interspersed with numerous Examples and Anecdso*. Br
W. H. DAVENPORT ADAMS. Author of ' Plain Uriac ad
Blffh Thinking,' 4c. Second Edition, Small crows era js*?;.
cloth, price 3: Qd. ■ (flit edges, «j.

" Mr. Adams's work is in some respects more practical tfcsn Mr
Smiles'* He takes his illustrations mora from tkta woritf at b»:i-«
and commerce, and their application is unmistakabJ«....Ta*re is nura
originality aud power displayed in the maatier in which he impresses £ii
advice on his readers."—Aberdeen Journal.

THE AFGHAN AND ZULU CAMPAIGNS

2. OUR REDCOATS and BLUE-
JACKETS: WAR PICTURES on LAND acl SEA Fc^siB/
a Continuous Narrative of the Naval aad sUIjouy Rutarj «f
England from the Year 179S to the Prevent Tub* isefadbr rts
Afghan and Zuln Campaigns. Interspersed wits kattaata tsJ
Accounts of Personal Service. Hy HENRY STWaKt,
of 1 Highland Regiments and their Hit: ' - '1 h- He tsi ■' "

Sea,' £c. With 2 Coloured Plates, and a Cfcrsoologiol Lat of
England's Naval and Military Engagement*. Second. EsUko.

Small crown Svo. 400 pp. cloth, price 3*. Gd. \ gilt edges, 4*

"A capital collection of graphic sketches of plarky and bri'itut
achievements afloat and ashore, and has, moreover, the a : ■ . .". sf
being a succinct narrative of historical crests It Is. la tact, the uni
and military history ol England told in a series of emotive ubk-j-n

3. The PARLOUR MENAGERIE:

wherein are Exhibited, in s Descriptive and Anecdotlcal Fen
the Habits. Resources, and Mysterious Instincts of the nr."
Interesting Portions of the Animal Creation With aywarss 44
300 Engravings on Wood, chiefly by Bewick and Two of h-i

Pupils. Third Edition. Large crown Svo, doib. :i* :

edges, 4s,
" The ' Parlour Menagerie ' is well named. Full ss aa rtgtf inf *•

mation and most agreeable reading and engravings, wbare before »si
there such a menagerie ? "—Animal WoAd.

4. BOYS and their WAYS: a Book
lor and About Boj». By ONE WHO KNOWS THSM. Small

gil I •

,* A Bibliography Poe's Works and a Copious Index are

' in the Appendix.

WOMAN'S WORK and WORTH in

GIRLHOOD, MAIDEN/HOOD, and WIFEHOOD. Illus

trations of Woman's Character, Duties, Rights, Position,

Influence, Responsibilities, and Opportunities. With

Hints on Self-Culture and Chapters on the Higher

Education and Employment of Women. By W. H.

DAVENPORT ADAMS, Author of 'The Secret of Suc

cess,' &c. Crown 8vo. 57t3 pp. cloth, price 6s. 6d. ; gilt

edges, 7*.

"A perfect gem ; full of information without being prosy,
abounding in pleasant anecdotes of literary persons, stories
of filial love, heroic wives and husbands, together with a
concise account of almost every artistic and literary woman

Irom the earliest periods to the present time."
Dundee Advertiser.

" We like the key in which the author pitches the leading
note of his work. He is no mere advocate of so-called
'Women's Rights,' but is a sober exponent of an education
which teaches women—whether maidens, wives, or mothers
—the purpose for which they should work, the spirit in
which they should work, and the manner in which they
should train themselves to be lit for work The book is not

only very interesting, but most thoroughly useful.**
iAterary Churchman.

"As an aid and incitement to self-culture in girls, and
pure and unexceptionable in tone, this book may be very
thoroughly recommended, and deserves a wide circulation."

Kngiishtront'in's Review.
"Women who read the book may well be inspired with

pride and Iiojjc when they survey such a record of the con
tributions of their sex to human culture and progress."

Scotsman.
" Many a girl will be benefited by it, and many a parent

may be sided by the chapters on education and on occupa
tions for women at the end, with many practical hints."

Nonconformist.

" It is a noble record of the work of women and one of
the very best books which can be placed In the hands of a

girl."—Scholastic World.

MANUALS of SELF-CULTURE, for

YOUNG MEN and WOMEN.

L The SECRET of SUCCESS. 3t. M.

2. PLAIN LIVING and HIGH THINKING.

3. WOMAN'S WORK and WORTH. «s. M.

*. HOOD'S GUIDE to ENGLISH VERSIFICATION. 2s. M.

The Boy at Hoi
The Boy in hU "

How

ho Boy at School—The Boy l« Of FU?«jo*»l-
Houri-Bail Boya- Friendship, j! Bojv-TejW»
and What to Head—Boyhood o! Fam«» *«"in the Country

The Ideal Boy.
•• Tho table ot eontcnte glTen »nch a bill ol tare ■» will M**'!*, ' .'
■to whole haml» thl« book falla eaaer to enjoy the Icai! P^*j™.;

to boyi thenwr.m
ilMWau'wno'have to do with boy., and we restore to Wdjntt'- _
charming book a popularity equal to Scll-Ilclp. — •>« ™*,,*.\
could be put Into a boy '8 hand* and It will become a luniaia -
the school library."—ScAohutK- World.

RIGHT HO*. w I

into
hi in

DEDICATED, BY PERMISSION. TO THE R
GLADSTONE. Ml «c

5. PLAIN LIVING and HIGH

THINKING; or, Practical Self-Cultur*. Moral, MesUl- *■*

Physical. Price 3s. 6(f. ; gilt odgos, 4s. ( Set oypvstit

6. The GLASS of FASHION : a Uni-

Yoraal Handbook ot Social Etiquette aad Home Csftsre Iff
Ladies and Gentlemen. Price Si. 6d.. ffllt edfts.4* i&a**eM)

7. GIRLS and their WAYS : a Book

for and about OirU. lly O.NB WHO KNOWS THEX
crown Uvo. 334 pp. price 3c. 6d. ; Kilt edges, 4j. [Iiwf*

OTHER VOLUMES lit PREPARATION.

A HANDBOOK OF REFERENCE AND QfOTaTIOS

MOTTOES aDd APHORISMS from

8HAK8PKAUK: Alphabetical!? arranged. With a Coptf* ^
of 9.4)00 RctVrenoes to th^ lnt.Dltelj' Tarled Words aad W*^'"**
Mottoes. Any word or Maa can be traced at once and tati***"-
Uuotation (with name of \°lnj. Act. and Scene) had withtai

further. Second Edition. Fcap. Svo. cloth . price Sr. Sd.
"The collection 1*. wo believe, unique of It* kind. ...It wlie* ■*

moment the often dimeult question ol where n proverb, uc
quotation from Shnkniware can be found."—Orford Timet:

"As neat a casket of Shaksperian geni
With."—Pwiiic Opinion.

t.verb! or sptwr^
. d Times

'we erer reme»ber

A PRACTICAL GUIDE to ENGLISH

VERSIFICATION. With a Compendlou, Dictlonarr o. K»)
ilnutlon ot Clamlml Mea.urrs. and Cinmran upon n» ■

:omlc Ver*. Ver. do SocieU'. and Sona «rllio« >»

ilaraed Edition. To which.
HOOD. A Ne anil F.u

Zs. 6d.

sad*d,Br*-!'

rT'LES FOR MAKING ENGLISH "vF^SK, "to. Pea.

price 2». ad. , i 1 1 ..i i In, -* ■
" We do not healtate to any that Mr. Hood » -

place on the •helve, ol all who take an

" A datnty little book on Erurllil
Rhymoi will be lound one ol the i

London : JOHN HOGG, 13, Paternoster-row, E.C.
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SAMUEL TINSLEY & CO.'S NEW PUBLICATIONS.

THE NEW WORKS OF FICTION AT ALL LIBRARIES,

EACH IN THKKE VOLUMES.

NOTICE.—Sew Novel by the popular Author of ' Love's Conflict.' ' Woman Against Woman/ 1 Petronel,' Ac.

WITH CUPID'S EYES. By Florence Marryat,

Autlior of ' Love's Conflict," Woman Against Woman,' 4c. 3 vols. 3L». id. [7'Aii day.

AMY WYNTER. By Thomas A. Pinkerton. 3 vols.

31s. id.

The Spectator says •—" A clever and eminently readable hook It Is really excellent The merits of the book are

everywhere ; the reader may open it where he may choose, and will be amused to a certainty."

The Athenaeum say? :—" The prologue is a romance in Itself, and serves, as a good prologue must, to secure the

Interest of the reader for the more detailed narrative which follows."

The Pall Mall Gax-tt<* says :—" It is hv no means one of those stories which a reviewer can ' sample ' with a glance,

or gauge at sight, or label with assurance It possesses the great attraction of originality and freshness. It contains many
excellent passage* Another excellent creation, for the mere sake of making who«e acquaintance the book is worth
perusing, is Basil Stillingwood, a middle-aged ' gynothrope,' as an Ingenious writer lias it, w ho is deservedly adored by all

the women who know him."

The Globe says :—" Full of humour and good spirits.**
The Dally News says :—'• A capital book to read."

The Ormpkie says:—" A very clever and amusing book."

The BURTONS of DUNROE. By M. W. Brew.

3 toIs. 31*. tVf.

The Scotsman says : " Hie book la a specimen of careful and intelligent literary workmanship."

The Spectator snys :—" An unusually clever and interest ing story The author potwe&ses qualities which are almost
mj ram as they are valuable : keen sympathy, vivid imagination, strong feelings, and a poetical temperament ; the power
of observation, and a fiery indication against wrong and wrongdoers which is attractive and wholesome ' The Burtons

of Dunroe ' is a remarkable book."

The Morning; Post says :—" There Is plenty In the three volumes to repay the judicious

CHARLIE : a Waif's History, Told by Himself. By

Mrs. WOODWARD. 3 vols. Sl». id.

The DEAN'S WIFE. By Mrs. Eiloart, Author of

'The Curate's Discipline/ ' How He won Her,' 4c. 3 vols. 31*. (W.

Joha Bull says :—" Any reader who wants a good story thoroughly well told cannot do better than read ' The Dean's

The Scotsman says :-—" • The Dean's Wife ' is by no means wanting in interest."

The Graphic says :-—" ' The Dean's Wife ' must be classed as a decidedly good if not a satisfactory novel."

OCTAVIA'S LOVERS. By the Author of < Lalage.'

3 vol... 31». id.

The Athenaeum says :—" ' Octavia's Lovers ' shows a great deal of ability in Its author."

CARMELA. By the Princess Olga Cantacuzene,

r of • In the Spring of My Life.' Translated by El'GENE KLAUS, with the Author's approval. 3 vols. 31s. id.

The Dally Nmwm says :—" Can be read from beginning to end with interest, rising frequently to admiration."

The Bcotamau says :—" It is superior in interest to much of the fiction of the day."

AFTER a DARK NIGHT—The SUN. By C. G.

HAMILTON. 2 vols. 2U.

John Ball says :—" It is a book which can be placed without hesitation in the

doubt will attain considerable popularity in family circles,"
hands of young girls, and we have no

Civil War in Home and Land.

i Ij the Author of * A Bride from the Rhlnelani,* Crown ■»* j. it. td.

Under the Rose : a Prose Idyll.
By Mrs HERBERT DAVY Crown Svo. 7*. «a\

The GRAPHIC mj* :—"The work of a ircn tiewoman who ha* the «oul
of a poet and the refinement of Kenlu* A pleawnier companion for a
railway or ym-htlnjt journey than Inder the Bute ' we cannotconcelve.
It is lmpaatible to hod anj fault with it."

DonaPerfecta: a Tale of Modern
ftpain. By B. PEREZ OALDOS. TraaiUted by D. P. W. Crown
svo. 6J

The LIVERPOOL aXBXO.V sars :—" It Is trash sad accurst"."

EACH COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME.

Mildred Forrester: a Tale of
Our Own TIiiipb. Hy ■* ADMA." Crown 8va. U. M.

The JVELSHJUAS mwn • — ■• The «tylc Is plrarant and entertaining, and

tuch at to recommend it to all lovers of novel reading."

The Red Cross. Translated from
the German by E. J. FELLOWEfi. Crown Bro. 1*. 6d.

The GRAPHIC my. -.—'"The Bed Croat' is a novel of some pre
tension*, iiml I* worth readlne."
JOUS BULL t*yt:—"The talc Is worthy of recommendation."

IN THE PRESS.

The SECRET OATH; and a

Fresh Translation of the Secret Instructions of the

Order of the Jesuits. With a slight Sketch of the

Society. In wrapper, Is. post free.

The TWO VICTORS. By E.

BEDELL BENJAMIN. Crown 8vo. 7«. M.

REASON and RELIGION.

By Dr. JULICS RUPP. Translated from the German,

with a Biographical Sketch of the Author, by Madame

A. C. BABCHE. Crown 8vo. 7». W.

An A UTHOR'S STORY, and

Tales. By EMILY FOSTER. Crown 8vo. 7s. id.

REMINISCENCES of GIB-

RALTAR. By FLORA CALPENS1B. In Wrapper, 2». id.

A TALE that is TOLD: a

Story for Christmas. Paper boards, 2s.

AMICO'S LITTLE GIRL.

By M. MONTGOMERY CAMPBELL. Crown Svo. 7». M.

UNTO the THIRD and

FOURTH GENERATION; a Story. By Mrs. A.

BRIGHT. Crown Svo. 7«. ii.

BRAEMAR: a Story. 2

vols. 21s.

GRUMBLEBY HALL. By

E. LLOYD. 3 vols. 31«. id.

OUR LITTLE GIPSY. By

Mrs. STEIXMAN. 3 vols. 3U. id.

NEVER FOUND OUT. By

G. BERESFORD FITZGERALD. Crown 8vo. 7». id.

The Minister's Daughters. By

S. FRAN'CIS. Crown 8to. 7». 6a*.

Whom Did She Love ? By Adair.

Crown 8vo. 7*. W.

FLORA HEPBURN'S

MARRIAGE. By LAURENCE BROOK, Author of

' The Queen of Two Worlds.' 3 vols. 31». id.

ADVICE to a SISTER. By a

BROTHER. In boards, 2».

London: SAMUEL TINSLEY & CO. Publishers, 31, Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. ;
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PRICE

THKBBPBNCB

REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

TENDERS for GOVERNMENT PRINTING.—
The Controller of BH Stationery Office desires to receive Ten

der* for providing certain Printed Forms including I'uper. fur the Inland
Revenue I>epanm*nt
xuiipUvof the ["aper and Printing, with relative particulars of Con-

tr*ct an4 descriptive Schedules of Forma. Ac., may be seen and Forms
•f Tender obtained, at H M Stationery Office. Princes-street, Storey's-

Mvmq the hoars of twelve and four, on and after Friday, the
IMh instan:
Tenders must be delivered at this address on or before TUESDAY, the

last* rw.mDer> 1*-J. by 12 o'clock noon.
atmctery Office, IYtnces-street. Storey 's-gate,
Westminster, 17ih Mot., UNO.

CHRISTMAS LECTURES.

OYAL INSTITUTION of GREAT BRITAIN,
II

Professor DP. WAR. ht A P R 8.. will dellTer a
i adapted to a Jsvenlle Anditory > on ATOMS,
lx-cemher at Three o'clock , to bs
and January 1, 4, 0, s, lnsi.

Subscription <fur Nun- Memberst to this Coarse, One Onine* f Children
under Sm»*n. Malta Guinea, ; to all the Coarse* In the Season, Two
Outness —Tickets may now be obtained at the Institution.

BRITISH ARCHiEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.—
TW SECOND MEBTIHO of U« SESSION will to toM at SI,

sar-aTlllc-etreei. pirraduly, W , on WEI1NE.-II.VV NEXT. IMatar 111
Chair Co be taken at H r a .

Antiquities will be exhibited, and the following l*spers read :—
'The Result, of the Exploration at the Human station of Vlnnrlum

iBIneheater) by Mr. 1 Frowd, la the Yean KMo; by the Rer. Dr.
Hovppell ' A Notice of tome Roman Kemalna from Nanjing', Haau,'
by Dr. Waha Sasart.

W DEORAY birch. r.E.1 L.l___„ ,.„_
B. P. LOFTUS HROIK, F s A / "oMrary Recretarlas.

EXHIBITION of CABINET PICTURES in OIL.-
liuolerOallei

ANNtAL EX111M1
1< ; Catalogue, M

Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly - The FOIRTRRNTH
OS. Open Dally, from Ten till fixe —Admission,

R P. M'NAIB. Secretary

^HK ANNUAL WINTER EXHIBITION of high-Tl
elaat PICTrKES by British and Foreign Artists li NOW OPEN at

ARTHIH TOOTH * »O.N> OALLERY. 4. "

OLD BOND -STREET GALLERIES, 39b, Old
Knnd-strew. Piccadilly. W -Special EXHIBITION of high-data

PHTt Iths NOW OPEN DAILY, from Ten till Five —Admission, In
cluding i atalogoe. One ShlUlog -Tioxu Aoiftw at Sons

EXHIBITION of DRAWINGS and ENGRAV-
INOS bv THOMAS BEWICK, and of Etching by Whistler, Sey

mour 1 laden, Samuel Palmer, Hook, Herkomer. Katun Urn- 1( uemo.il,
Waltnar Tlssot. Cbattork. Menpea, and others. NOW UN VIEW at the
Vine-Art Society's. 14*. New Hond^trset-Admission (including Ihjscrlp-
tlve Notes of 40 pages). One Shilling.

ETCHINGS and WOODCUTS.— The Process of
PKINT1N0 ETCHINOS Is shown by Mr. GOULOINO on WED-

NESDAYS and SATURDAYS, and of HEWKKS OKIOINAI. WOOD-
f.U>CKS on the other Days of the Week, trsm Ten to Fire, at the FINE-
ART SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION, 148, New Bund-street.

ETCHINGS.—THOMAS McLEAN has the honour
to announce he has ON VIEW a floe COLLECTION of ETCHINGS,

by Waltner, lirunet-Deboine, Rajon, Flatueng, W. 8
Thomas McLsaj., 7. lisymarket

LALMA TADEMA, R.A.—The BATH (Strigel
• and Swinges,, Etched by PAUL RAJON Artists Proofs of this

signed br both Artists, are now ready, and can be
of the Publisher. L. H. Lsrkva*, t, King-street, St. James a. price

of. S«. each, and of all Printsellers

I^AC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
ARUNDEL SOCIETY from Us OLD MASTERS, art Sold to tbs

Public as wall as to Members, at prices varying from 10s to 48. . and
Include th* Works of Giotto, Pra Angchro, Fcruirinn, Andrea 'lei Sarto,

' "~'a, Raphael, Holbein. Albert Dtirer, Ac.—Pr'
• of membership^will bs sent, post free, on

hllcbasl Angel. >.
with particulars i
at 34. Old llond -si

HUBERT HERKOMER, A.R.A., would like to
recommend a Young ART-sTl'DENT, aged a. In a Firm wham

hecan hare CONSTANT EMPLOYMEN I at about X per week. He Is a
«tnni pitture Draughtsman, and would be Invaluable to a firm requiring
good artistic help, either In working out designs or In copying. Mr.
Herkomer will be most happy to answer any letters of Inquiry -
Address Drawam, Bushey, Herts.

MR. HKNRT BLACKBURN'S LECTURES.—
Mr. HENRY BLACKBURN, Editor of Academy Notes.1 Ac.,

will deliver TWO ILLUSTRATED ART-LECTURES In the Season
IW-l. 1 "The Art of Popular Illustration.' ». 'Life In Algeria; or,
Skeuhlng In Sunshine." Illustrated by Sketches and Diagrams. In Sun
derland. Durham and the North In January and February. — For particu
lars address to 103, Victoria-street, London, 8. W.

MR. ALFRED H. S. TAYLOR be^s to inform
the Clergy, Secretaries of Institutes, Proprietors of Schools, and

others, that he ii prepared, during the coming season, to resume his
HUMOROUS and DRAMATIC READINGS. Special terms for chari
table objects. -Address It, Essex -terrace. HLack heath

TO MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT.—PRIVATE
SECRETARYSHIP for a few hours dally WANTED by a retired

Public Accountant, who la a good Writer. Correspondent, and Phono-

ornwy-road. N.

CUB-EDITOR or CONFIDENTIAL (SECRE-
a7 TARIAL) ASSISTANT -Reen both. EnglUhman. twenty-eight.
Educated Public School ; many distinction*. Bight yean' unexception
able reference., tncladiai: London. Salary. 3/. Disengaged I>ecenit>er.

•.-O. L. W., O. I. Allen, t,rmm

CHEMICAL and PHYSICAL RESEARCH.—A
(lENTLKKAN or YOUTH desirous of PURSUING It may com-

mnalcata with X., care of H M Chichester. 97, BelgraTe-road, If.

nRAMATIC CRITIC, &c—The ADVERTISER,
wbo holdi an Appointment on a high-class Artistic Journal, Is

desirous of obtaining an ENGAGEMENT as Dramatic Critic to a Weekly
Journal or Newspaper (either London or F
tiali will be given, and a moderate re
A. L. O., 14, South Park, Canoabary. N.

GENTLEMAN, Contributor of Sporting News
r Piper. Is open to supply ARTICLES
terms to Cknixb, 1S3. Deniuark-road.

LONDON CORRESPONDENCE. — A GENTLE
MAN on the Staff of a loading I^ndon Daily will be glad to treat

for the supply of a LONDON LETTER to Provincial Weekly.—A<k
Alhs, care of Mr. Martin, M, Fleet-street, B.C.

A HIGH-CLASS JOURNALIST, enraged on a
London Dally laper, U open to write LEADINO ARTICLES, Poli

tical, Social, or Critical Would undertake Weekly Letters for Indian
or Colonial Journals, Ac —Address Lbadsb, rare of Messrs. Adams A
Francis, Advertising Agents, SO, Fleet-street. E.C

ADDITIONAL WORK WANTED by an expe
rienced JOURNALIST and London Correspondent. Oood Descrip

tive Writer and Sub-Editor. Verbatim Shorthand, thorough French and
German. — Address Hinoaio
London.

1 isdfate rirrns.

REPORTER (22), on Provincial Daily, desires
RK-ENGAGEMENT. Verbatim Note-taker. Used to " all-round *'

Work. BjtpsTvejiced.-C W. Poi-sroao, 3, Upper rtevern-teiTace, Wor

W
ANTED,

Verbatim Ni
-Apply to

SITUATION as REPORTER.
d larsgraphlst. Excellent re-
Ice, lloston.

IEXPERIENCED EDITOR SHORTLY at
-J LIBERTY. Brilliant Writer Highest-elans references. Would

undertaken Weekly If in London. — Address Dilt*,, care of Messrs. Long
mans A Co. SO, Paternoster-row

THE I
from

HE Editor of the Oracle would be glad to hear
.preferably In the Book Trade) wbo could
e ANSWERS to QUESTIONS relating to
Itlcsl, Educational, and General Publisher,BOOKS -H.

100. Pit
Ikvibld, Political, Educational, i
, 1C.

WANTED, on an old-established DAILY, EVKN-
VT INO.and WEBELY NEWSPAPER. a GENTLEMAN as Chief of

Reporting SUIT, and to Edit Weekly. Must be experienced and ener-
■stlc, Verbatim Reporter and good Descriptive Writer —Address sUtlng
Salary required and full particulars, Msxsokb, JSlaffordthm SmttttH,
Hanley.

IADIES and GENTLEMEN will find every
J romfort In the NEWS-ROOMS, Reading and Writing Rooms,

VICTORIA HOUSE, Catherine-street. Strand. London and Country
Newspapers Filed. Advertisement, Address, and Inquiry Office.

MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
per Property, beg to direct attention to the
Newspaper Properties for Disposal, both

MITCHELL & CO. are favoured with inatnic-C MITCHELL
a tions for INVBS* sums varying 1

to J.0001., either for Partnership or fur the Purchase of Ni
l*ropcrtles. Ail communications strictly confidential.

C.
MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to ARRANGE
a PARTNERSHIP In a LIBERAL WEEKLY (Prorlnclal)

PAPER Capital required, 1,0001. Excellent opportunity for s ~

MITCHELL * CO. are instructed to DIS-
POSK of the COPYRIOHT and PLANT of a SCOTCH WEEK I V

NF.WSI'APER la a Border County. Jobbing Hualniws attached. Price
1.0001.

CMITCnELL Ic CO., Agenta for the Sale and
• Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake Viiluatlons for

Probate or Purchase, Investigations, and Audit of Accounts, Ac.

12 and 13, Red Lion-court, Fleet-street, E C.

IITHOGRAPHY.—GOW, BUTTERFIELD & CO.
J (late Butterneld A Mason ) are prepared to execute Fixst-cLass

WORK in FAC-SIMILEE of Oil Painting. Water Colours, Book Illus
trations, Sbow-Omrds, and Trade Emblems. Specimens may be seen at
their Works, Bowling Oreen-lane Buildings, Faxringdon-road, E.C.

PRINTING.—JOHN BALE ic SONS, Printers of
the Dsntel Aeetete. the EnoHthvotnmn' $ Eeview, and v

icala, are prepared to undertake the PUINI'INO of Magn/lnes
Bookwork, Catalogues, Ac. on the most reasonable terms. «aWn
tree. — Steam Printing Offices, 87-ew, Great Titchfl eld-street, Oxford-
street, London.

TO SOCIETIES, AUTHORS, AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. WYMAN k SONS, Printers and Pub
lishers, invite attention to the facilities offered by their Estab

lishment for the complete PRODUCTION of BOOKS of every descrip
tion. all Departments of the Business being carried on under ths personal
superintendence of the Firm. Inclusive Estimates promptly forwarded,
and liberal arrangements made with Authors for the Publication of their
MSB,, whether Scientific. Artistic, or Worts of Fiction —Writ A Sons,
74 and 75, Great Queen-street, IJncoItt's inn, London, W.C.

PUPIL TEACHER.— A YOUNG LADV
JL nearly Eighteen. Is desirous of pi
where she may obtain experience In Teach n

aged
nearly Eighteen, is desirous of placing herself In a SCHOOL
she may obtain exptTlencelnTeaching. She'

lug Young Children In Ectdlsh and Music Wtlhr
She is capable of li
lling to eive hern

for a time for Board and a small allowance for Pocket-Money. —A
H , Messrs. Adams A Francis Advertising Agents. SO. Fleevstreet, B C.

A LADY offers a pleasant HOME to one or two
YOUNG LADIES, to share great educatiot*al advantages with

two others HI*heat references exchanged. — Address Miss M >
Combe Down, Bath.

"I ADYof great experience desires RE-fiNGAGE-
■M.J MKNT as Resident Governess In Family, or Companion Amanuensis,
after Christmas. Thorough good Teacher, high principled, conscientious,
firm English, French. German, Music. Drawing. Fainting. Highly
recommended —Miss Addisos, Chanting Hall, Hamilton, Ianartshlre

TO PARENTS and GUARDIANS. — A superior
EDUCATION (for Boys), In all its Branches, is offered in a Private

Family at SCHWERIN. Germany. The opportunities for studTin*
Music and German are special. Orphan Children would here flii<l a
Horns and a true Mothers care Terms arranged according to n-
menu. References and Inquiries are permitted to the Rev. J. H. Smith
and Mm Palmer Smith, 15, Warwick-place. Leamington.

A PUBLIC-SCHOOL and UNIVERSITY MAN,
Classical Medallist, experienced In Paper-Work, desires to COACH,

by Correspondence, for all Examinations, in thorough Classics. French,
and Oertnan Resident some years in France and Germany. High
rvlervnces. Resident Pupils received, Twelve Guineas per Month —
Coach, 6, Albemarle-crescent, Scarborough.

PREPARATION for the PUBLIC and other
SCHOOLS —SONS of OENTLEMEN received from Six to Fourteen

years of age, carefully and successfully Taught by Two Sisters, assisted
by a Resident and other well-qualified Masters. Every arrangement
made for the care and comfort of Boys whose Parents are in India
Detached house, Tory healthv situation. References to Parents of
present iind fnrmer Pupils.—Address Ladt FaiKciiML, Remenhani House,
Worthing, Sussex.

rVHR HEAD MASTER of a PUBLIC SCHOOL

X wishes to take CHARGE of ONE or TWO HOYS, with a view to
Holidays In the South of France or Italy. -
tl Dawsss.* Sons, IVl, Cannon-street. City. E.C

A YOUNG GERMAN, who has studied Philology
at a German University, desires an ENGAGEMENT as Tutor in

a Private Family or tk:hooJ.-Address Mr. F. Kvur, larch1m, Mecklen-

ifRAULEIN JUNGST, 1, Tauben Strashr, DCs-
SELDORF, Ukes a limited number of YOUNG LADIES to finish

their Education.—For particulars apply to Mrs. J. Laxtn, 4, Holland
Park, London.

IEDUCATION in GERMANY.—SCHOOL for the
J SONS of GENTLEMEN —Family Life, constant opportunities of

sneaking French and German , large House, with splendid Garden and
Grounds Terms. mO Guineas per annum. Principal — Dr. A BAS-
KEKVILLE, whose Nephew Is now in London. Pupil* cnu be accom
panied to Germany early in January —Apply to Herr Leopold Hoeiuli.,
0, Weetbonrne-square, W. Highest references given

JJNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

Tha PROFESSORSHIP of POLITICAL ECONOXY will become
VACANT at the close of the present session Application* for Hi-
Appointment will be recelred. on or before MARCH 21el, at rli^ Olflce of
the Cllege, Oower-street. W.C. TALFOURI) ELY, M A . s,-creiary

B R I G H T 0 N COLLEGE.

The NEXT TERM will commence on TUESDAY, Januarr isniF. W, MADDEN. M R.A.8., SocreUry.

STRATFORD-ON-AVON.—TRINITY COLLEGE
SCHOOL—The Warden. RICHARD F. CURRY. M A.. Is nssisted

by Seven Resident Graduate Masters. Special attention paid to Modern
languii*es Classical and Modem Sliles. Junior Department for young
boys. Exhibitions to the Universities Large Playing Fields, Gymna
sium. Fives Courts, Ac. Terms, Fifty and Sixty Guineas.—Apply to the
Wabdkh.

MARYBOROUGH GRAMMAR SCHOOL,
QUEENSLAND, Australia.—ApplIcat ions by letter, accompanied

by testimonials, for the Appointment of HEAD MASTER totheaborn
School will be received by the S»-asT*ar to the Board of Truiteea, at
his Ofllee. Helonm's Buildings. Kent-street. Maryborough, Uu-i-nslaim .
until MONDAY, February ». 1881. Salary. a year, with a Six-
roomed Residence within the School Grounds / Gas and Water laid on)
Similar Applications for the Appointment of SECOND MASTER, at a

Salary of 9&m. a year, without Residence, will be received st the same
time and place.
No Clerk in Holy Orders or Public Minister of Religion will be eligible

for either Appointment.
School Duties will begin about August, lfBl.
A Copy of the School Regulations, as approved by the Queensland

Government, may be Inspected and further information obtained on
application at the Offices of the Agtml- General fur the Colony, 32, (^lvorlng
Cross, London.

LONDON LIBRARY.
11, ST. JAhra'S-SQUARE.-Foaikded In 1S41.
Patron—H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

President—THOMAS CARLYLB, Esq.

This Library contains 80.000 Volumes of Ancient and Modern Lite
rature, In various Lsng'nagea. Subscription, 31, a year, or 21,, with
Entrance-fee of «... Life Membership. 361,

rd to Country, and Ten to Town Members.Fifteen Volumes are allowed t
to half-past Six. Prospectus on i
HAKKISON. Secretary and Libran

EARLY PRINTED
wishes to DISPOSE of .

PRINTED ENGLISH BIHI.ES i
Folio Shskespenr —Address M. A

ts, M, Fleet-street, E.C.

BIBLES. — A Clergyman
i choice COLLECTION of EARLY
nd SERVICE BOOKS, also a Third
, car* of Adams A Francis, Advertising
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rpRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN.

PROHIBITION OP ALL EXPERIMENTS ON LIVING ANIMALS.
Friend* to the cause will be gratified by the following extract from the

BrititJi Medical Journal of the Cth Inst., as to Trinity College, Dublin, and
the Prohibition of all Experiment* on I,i ring Animal*. Maythisgreat
example be imitated by London, Cambridge, Edinburgh, and all Unlver-
aitlea In the kingdom, and a practice which is not merely unnecessary,
bat misleading— unphilosoph ical . and degrading to the operator, be
•oon universally regarded as one of the aberrations of the human m
from the path of reason and rectitude.

The BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, Not. 6. I&W:—

"THE NEW PHYSIOLOGICAL LABORATORY OF TRINITY
COLLEGE, DUBLIN.

"The Provost and Senior Fellow of Trinity College hare again shown
the importance they attach to their School of Physic by their liberality
In providing suitable means and opportunities of instruction for Its
students. Within the last few yean—and chiefly, if not entirely, it
should be staled, owing to the exertions of the Rev Dr. Haughton. the
laic medical registrar—a new dissectiag-room, chemical ln.>oratory. arid
anatomical and pathological museum have been added to their Medical
School, immediately adjoining the latter magnificent building the
Board a bulld-l have now erected a large and handsome
lng, at a east of S.OOOf
"The number of physiological apparatus as yet provided is but small,

and it Is much to be regretted that original work on the part of the able
proleasor and his pupils is much hampered by the PROHIBITION of all
EXPERIMENTS on LIVING ANIMALS. We trust, however, that
from the enlightened spirit the Board have hitherto shown it will soon
still further add to Its reputation by freeing Itself altogether from any
connexion with the Antl- vivisection party . since, by their present course
of action, they Impede the progress of that most Important branch of
rrelical study which now they have done so much to promote."

These expressions of the British Medical Journal, as to the practice of
" Experimenting " on Living Animals, and the prohibition of the prac
tice by that distinguished seat of learning. Trinity College. Dublin, arc
consistent with the antecedents of that journal, but, we believe, rontrary
to the opinion of able men in the noble profession of medicine and
surgery
We hope that the expressions of the present conductor of the British

Medical Journal are not endorsed by the ft
<i by thatWill, c

" Publicity hi the soul of justice."—Bentham,

SOCIETY for the TOTAL ABOLITION and
trTTBR SUPPRESSION of VIVISECTION.

R. Jesse. Honorary Secretary and Treasurer, Henbury, near
Macclesfield. Cheshire, Nov. 11, 1890.

' L Farquhar ft Co., 16, St. Jamcs*s-strcct.J i.S.W.

'HE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
531, OXFORD-STREET, LONDON, W.C.

AUTOTYPE represents Permanent Photographic
Printing by several distinct Processes t—

FIRST —PIGMENT PRINTING, under Swan ft Johnson's Patents —
The Photographic Image is built up of Carbon, Charcoal, and other
permanent pigments. These materials permit a wide range of Mono-
chromic expression. Pictures copied up to 4 feet by 3 feet. Autotype
Art is known throughout Europe; its productions are absolutely Per
manent.
SECOND- COLLOTYPE, or PHOTOGRAPHY in the PRINTING

occss perfected by the Ootnpasiy, i '

This Process is empi

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS.

graphical, Nu
and by t"

nployed by the Trustees of the British Museum, Paltco-
amatleal, ArrhotuUigical, and other Learned Societies,

f the leading Publishers in London and Paris. It affords the fol
lowing advantages: — The Prints direct on the paper, with suitable
margins, ready for binding ; the Fac-simlle character of the results ■ the
cheapness for Editions of ItfO. 5O0, Ac.
THIRD -WOODBURYTYPE. or RELIEF PRINTING, In which a

Metal Matrix yields a large number of Prints —This Process is cheap,
well adapted for Portraits. Engineers' and Msnufacturers' samples, and
subjects of continuous gradation. Where pure High Lights or Vignettes
are required the Process is unsuitable. Woodborytypcs require mount
ing. Woodburytvpc forms on addendum to the more important Collotype
Process, and enables the Company to execute Orders by the method best
suited to the particular Work.

For terms and Specimens apply to the Majiaoxb.

THE AUTOTYPE FINE-AKT GALLERY
displays a noble COLLECTION of COPIES of the OLD MASTERS,

and ir jmv hue Examples of Modern Art
JUST PUBLISHED. Indie, Two Sires, 42s. and 31s., "COME unto

THESE YELLOW SANDS," after the Painting by Walter Field. Esq
Exhibited at the Royal Academy, 187W, and at the Paris Universal Ex
hibition, 1878 This fine Autotype combines the merits of an Engraving
with the Facsimile of the Artist's touch t Mr. Field having transposed
his subject into Monochrome expressly for Autotvpe.
Will be ready in January. AUTOTYPE REPRODUCTIONS ofTWELVE
DRAWINGS end PAINTINGS by P. G. Hamerton. Esq.

N EW CATALOGUE, price fid. free by post , Gratis to Purchasers.
To adorn at little cost the Walls of Home with Artistic Masterpieces

Visit the AUTOTYPE FDXE-ART GALLERY, Ml, Oxford-street, W.C.

Director of Wort*. J. R. SAWYER
it, W. 8. BIRD.

SECOND-HAND BOOKS.—JOEL ROWSELL'S
CATALOGUE of 1H.O0O Volumes.—A most valuable and Interesting

Collection of Miscellaneous, Standard, and Historical Works, splendidly
illustrated : also, a huge Collection of 2.000 Articles In Botany, Ento
mology. Ornilholo?v, ftc.; and Miscellaneous Natural History, including
Transactions of Scientific Societies, illustrated with Coloured Plates To
all persons interested In Hooks it will be sent, and no idea can be formed
of it* contents except on inspection. Please send two stamps for postage.
Libraries purchased for cash.

9, King William street, Strand, W.C.

H.

W.C.

Drawings

FAWCETT'S CATALOGUE of CHOICE
ENGRAVINGS and ETCHINGS, by the Great Masters of

Etrhlntr, Mezxotlnt. and Line Enaravlng—Fine and Rare Portraits,
Old Woodcuts, by Albert Ddrer. Ac—Italian Chiaroscuros—Examples
of Falthornc. Raphael Morghen, Wllle, Woollett, Stranee, Sharp, dec —
Etchings bv Renibraudi. Ostade. Van Dyck, Hollar. Waterloo, ftc—
Mezzotints 'by Recket. Walk-rant, Vaillant, M'Ardell. Barlom, Ac.—Post

receipt of two stamps to 14, King-street, Covent garden, London,

Large* and Small Collections of Engravings and Water-Colour
{s purchased In Town i

HENRY PURCELL, England's greatest Musician. From the last and
best Portrait In the possession of the Royal Society of Musicians.
After Closterman, by Zobcl. Mexxotlnt. 17 by 13, India paper, 6«.

H. Fawcett, 14, King-street, Covent-garden, London, W.C. '

UNIQUE ILLUSTRATED COPY of DOUGLAS'S
PEERAGE of SCOTLAND, enlarged by WOOD 2 vols, folio,

1813; trebly Interleaved and illustrated with One Thousand Portraits
and Views, bound in 11 vols, folio, SM.

ART JOURNAL, 1849 to 1778 complete. 30 vols, half green morocco, full
gilt, gilt edges, very handsome set, 20f.

DUGDALE'S WARWICKSHIRE, folio, calf , 71. 7s. 1765

HUTCHINS'S HISTORY of DORSET, last Edition, large-paper copy,
complete In 15 parts. 121.

SETS of EDINBURGH, QUARTERLY, BLACKWOOD, FRAf
REVUE des DEUX MONDES. Ac., with many good old Folios.

Catalogue containing full description of above, and 1,500 iota of good
sent on receipt of 1and useful Books,

Jonathan Nirxn (successor to Olive Lasbury), 42, Baldwin - street.
Bristol.

BOOKS at a Discount of 3rf. to 9d. in the Shilling,
or 25 to 75 percent —GILBERT ft FIELD have just issued their

CATALOGUE of HOOKS, from the Published Prices of which they
allow the above liberal Discount. Catal'ttrnes gratis and postage free.—
Gilbert & Field, 07, Meorgato-street, and 18, Graccchnrch-atreet, B.C.

("1HEAP BOOKS. — GILBERT ft FIELD, 67,
Moorgate-street, and 18, Graccchurch-street, EC Threepence

Discount in the Shilling allowed off the Published l*rfces of all New
Rooks, School-books, Bibles, Prayer-books. Church Services, Annuals,
Diaries, Pocket-books, Peerages, ftc. A large and choice Stock, well
dlsplaypd In Show-Rooms to select from Export and Country Orders
punctually executed —Gilbert ft Field, 67, Moorgate-etreet, and 18,
Gracechurch-street, London, E C. Catalogues gratis and postage free.

HISTORY of the CERAMIC ART: a Descriptive
and Philosophical Study of the Pottery of all Ages and all Nations,

by ALBBKT JACQUEMART, containing 200 Woodcuts by H. Catc-
naccl and Jules Jacquemart, 12 Engravings In aquafortis by Jules
Jacquemart on papier de luxe (Halllne*). and 1,000 Marks ana Mono
grams, Translated by Mrs. BURY PALLISBR. Author of 'Historic
Device*.' ftc. Second Edition, royal 8vo. very tastefully bound in cloth
gilt, gilt top, gold block on side. pp. upwards of tioO (originally pub.
21. 2s ), 12s. Bd.—C, Hxmaaar, 60, Ooswell-road, "

(Sales bg Quttion

The Duxbury Park Library, the Property of the late W. S.

CARR STANDISH, Esq.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
respectfully give notice that they will SRLL by AUCTION. %i

their Great Rooms. King-street, St. Jamcs's-squarr. on WEDNESDAY,
December 1. at 1 o'clock precisely, the valuable LIBRARY of W. fc.
CARR STANDISH, Esq ,, deceased (removed from Duxbury Park. Lan
cashire); comprising Books of Print*— Picture Galleries—Pictaresu*e
Voyages— Works on the Fine Arts—Publications of the French Go-nrs-
ment (Presentation Copies from King Louis PhLlippeand Napoleoa III |
—and many valuable Works in English. French, and Italian Literature.
Including Musce Prancais, 5 vols, proofs before letters, morocco extra—
inscription de PEgypte. original edition—Voyages Pittoreaqaes da&i
t'Ancienne France, 17 vols morocco extra — Doeunsena laedits it
l'Hlxtolre de France, 131 vols —Cabinet du Rot, 49 vol*.—Oalerle* Ha-
toriquesde Versailles. 10 vols —Collection Orientate do La lUMioth
Royale, 7 vols morocco—Sacrd de Napoleon—Freycinet, Voyage aaV-sr
du Monde, IS vols.—Duperrey. Voyage autour du Monde, 9 vol* —TV
Clarac, Musee de Sculpture. 12 vols—Du Somraerani. I ea Arts as
Mnyen Age, 6 vols.—Bory de St. Vincent. Expedition de Morwe.Tvsts —
Laborde, Voyage Httorcsque de rEspagne.4 vol*—CheeUnus Sorter*'!
Publications, 106 vols. — Tresor de Numismatic ue et de Oln" "
18 VOlS., ftC

May be viewed two days preceding, and Catalofmea Y

The Pictures, Drawings, and Ennravings of I

Mr. W. EVERITT.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON Sc
respectfully give notice that they will BELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street. St. James's-square. on SATUalikV
December 4, at 1 o'clock precisely (by
valuable COLLECTION of MODERN* I
DRAWINGS, and ENGRAVINGS of Mr.
moved from Bath, Including Works of
J. Absolon R. Evans F. R. Lee. R.A.
G. Cattermole H. Hardy D. H_ M*I"
W. Cook J. Hardy, tun. 8. Rayner W W««t
A Cooper, R.A. A Herbert T. L. Rowbottea H. »"rJlstasn.
W. Duffleld H Jutsum J. hyer ftc
Also Engravings after Sir E. Landseer. R.A., and F Txyler,

May be viewed two days preceding, and Catalogues had.

The Collection of Pictures of the late GEORGE GIPPS, Esq.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
respectfully give notice that thev will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street, St. James *-*quare, on SATURDAY.
December 11, at 1 o'clock precisely (bv order of the Executors) a
valuable COLLECTION of ANCIENT and MODERN PICTURES. th*
Property of GEORGE OIPP8, Esq., deceased, late of Howtett*. near
Canterbury, including Works of
Allori Carraccl

WOODS

Cignanl
Botticelli Dolce MarzoUno Ttepalo,
Also a few by old Dutch and Flemish Masters. t*ro beautiful Works of
Lancret, and a few Works of the Modern Belgian and Freoch Schools.

UNITARIAN BOOKS and TRACTS on SALE
al thd UNITARIAN ASSOCIATION KOOH8, S7,

Strand, London.—dialogue lent fme.

CATALOGUE (No. 74, December) of AUTO-
ORAniS and HISTORICAL DOCUMBNT8. on SALE bj P

NAYLOK. 4. Milliiian-street, Bedford-row. London.—Sent on application .

EOOKBUYERS should send to B. DOBELL, of
82, Qneens-crescent, Haverstock-hill, London, for his CATA

LOGUE, which include*, beside* a good Collectien of Books by Popular
Authors, many Scarce and Curious Works.

OST RARE, CURIOUS, and VALUABLE
ICOOK8. Ulack Letter, and Early Printed Volume*

of Relies- Let tres, Rallads, Jests, Wit. Ih-ollerf
tree far asamy stamp.—Thoxs* Bkj

h singulitr
:c. CATA-

Condult-*treet,

ANEW CATALOGUE of RARE BOOKS,
TRACTS, Old Historical Papers, Rhakespeariana, Literary Curiosi

ties, Bearvc Views. Portrait*. Ancient Map*, ftc.. Is NOW READY, and
■rot Iree per rvturn on receipt of .
FtNNLLL, U, Red Lion paasugc, Red Li

B.

PATHS of LITERATURE.—CATALOGUE,
" of Quaint and Curious Rooks, Including curious old l?mos ,

one stamp, ofHumour. Topography, Prints, ftc., from Is. each'
A. Ruora, o, Orange-street . Red Lion-aqamrc, W.C.

T>ARE and CURIOUS BOOKS, in fine condition.
.ll -ADAM HMAIL. UookKller. I». North BnuittOeld place, Kdin-
bnnth. o»^m the umlrr-notnl at the affiled Utah price., carruute fret- to
Loidnnj-llu. Hook ol Mormon, Flm European Kdltion. Li.erpool.

l.mo l,.M,od. —Oucvarae CommentarU In Habacur. .mall 4to
nnniped rait. Madnon IAH6, Vi, —HaaHalMto Enchiridion Theolouu urn'
Liho bound, VitctH-rne, UM, laj.-Heiden (tieb.) rMaml. Scho-'
wi'^ Noribrtmo, U65, lus —Ueuartea, LliKoura de la
Meihode. *r .roall <u> rail. Paria. l«at. B» —Bruno. S.ipra le Med.utlie
nuuij ane noodcun. lano TeJlum, VeaeUa, 15». S. -Orlalnuni uc
bermanlcaruin Anuouiuunm hbrl. Lege. rli. Analloruni. <te. edidit
llerolil. luho. limp vellum, Ranlleo!, 1557. 13j.
l J.',' 2?UTg'. Ma°,on hi" Work., ai Plate.. lollo, cloth. Edinbirih.
MM), hit. iprlratelT prinuat;, ride • The Portlollo,' Norembcr, 1SB0.

A
and
I C.

CLERGYMAN'S LIBRARY, containing some
Old and Curious Books. TO BE BOLT), for the benefttof his Widow

T. 137, Messrs. Deacon a, 154, Lcadenhall-atreet,

TIMES NEWSPAPER.—WANTED, VOLUMES
prertous to lMT.and ODD NUMBERSbetween 1847 and 1872.— Lilt

will be forwarded on application to Eliot Stock, 62, Paternoster-row,
London, EC.

ANCIENT MANUSCRIPTS, with Miniatures and
Church Music, from the Ninth to the Sixteenth Century, for SALE.

Price of the Catalogue Ralsonnl, 1 :< -.. -. \ >, ■• Qt'inrmi, IS, Piccadilly,
London.

OLD WEDGWOOD.—ADVERTISER wishes to
PURCHASE good SPECIMENS, at current ralue, for Cash.

Vases, Bust*, Plaques, and Medallions only. State colour, alse. con
dition, and marka —Address O. W.. at C H May ft Co.* Oeneral Adver
tising iHii... - 7a, Gracechurch-street, London.

GEMS and PRECIOUS STONES, Mounted, can
be PURCHASED at advantageous prices.—Barca-WaioHT. Mine

ralogist and Expert In Gems and Precious Htones, 90, Gnat Russell-
street, London, W.C.

THE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

regard to the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R
THOMPSON, Studio. 43. Gt>orire-srreet, Porttnan-square, W.

The Private Stock of Wines of the late G. T. RL'CK, Esq.,
and somefine Fort, the Property of tke late J. 5. VOVNG,

Esq.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON Ac WOODS
respectfully give notice that thev will HELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street, St. James's-square. on MONIMV.
December 13, at 1 o'clock precisely (by oider of ch«- Execators, the
valuable PRIVATE STOCK of WISE* of G T RUCK. Esq , deceased,
late of St. Dunsran's-hlll; comprising OS dozens of Oid Bast and West
India Madeira, and 74 dozens of Port of the Vintsge of 1S34. I<46. and
1*1 and 10U dozens of MarteU'a Bn.wn Brandy of letf. Ahto 140 docea*
of tine Port, of the Vintage* of 1847, istfl. and 1*3. the Prcp*m of
JAMES SIMPSON YOUNG. Esq.. deceased, late ot Abbot Hail Grange
over Sands, Carnforth—30 doxens of Old Madeira, the Piuyettj ot a
West India Merchant, deccascd—aiid 40 dosens of Qarvt, Caatsmo Mar
gin*, of the Vintage of 180S, buttled at the chateau, the Property cl a
Gentleman in Hertfordshire.

Works of the late WILLIAM REXJVETT, and a Inrft (V
lection of Australian Views, by W. Bennett, pat.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS
respectfully give notice that they will BELL by AUCTION, ai

their Great Rooms. King-street. St. James's-square, on SATl'RI'AT
lK*cember 18, at 1 o'clock precisely, the whole of tbe REMaINIM,
DRAWINGS and PICTURES of the late WILLIAM BENNETT mem
ber of the Institute of Painters In Water Colours \ al*o a lew Boots
Engravings, ftc. Also a large Collection oft* J
Colour Drawings, by W. Bennett, jun.

Autograplis of Celebrities, and Coins of James If. and (
Anne period in Gold, Silver, and Copper.

MESSRS. ROGERS, CHAPMAN & THOMAS
are directed by the Executors of the late E s SNEI E*. '

SELL by AUCTION, on WEDNESDAY. December 8 {s»er«id Wsiy*
Sale), some valmble AUTOGRAPHS and COINS, late the Property ol
the deceased gentleman.
Catalogues at the Auction-offices, 50, Belgrave-road. Behzraria , and

78, Glouecster-road, South Kensington S.W.

gTUDIO TO BE LET.—Studio, in the immediate

TO
W.C.

Neighbourhood of Bedford-square, suitable for a Painter or Sculptor,
BE LBT^--- Apply to Mrs. Val. BaoMLav, 2j, Charlotte-street, Bed-

Sale of the Superb Collection of Modern lectures formed by
GEORGE B. SIMPSOiS, Esq., of Settfield, Brxm^kty Ferry.

MESSRS. T. CHAPMAN k SON beg to inuniate
that they will SELL by AUCTION, within their Ores* Roans*,

No. 11. Hanover-street. Edinburgh, on SATURDAY. Deoerabcr 4, at
12 o'clock, the above choice COLLECTION of MODERN PICTURES «J
the English, Fn>nch, Belgian, and Scottish Schools This Collect to* »
the most valuable and important ever brought before the po>a a

~ e Pictures by English Artist* Include "The Star of Bs*a*>-
of great Importance, by Sir Frederick Lebrhtoa, r :-; \

TO PAINTERS or SCULPTORS.—FINE LARGE
STUDIOS TO LET, with Sky and North Lights, good Entrance,

Gas and Water.—Apply, lu to 4, Tudor Lodge, Albert-street, Mornlngton-

WELLS, WORCESTERSHIRE.-MALVERN
The ABBEV.-TO HE LET with immediate n__

tant and commodious FAMILY It ESI DBNOB, containing DrawinK-room,
ati ft. by 18 ft., Secondary ditto, 30 ft. by 18 ft ; Dining-room, SO ft. by
18 ft., secondary ditto. ft by 19 ft ; Morning-room and Study ; hand
some Entrance-Hall and HLaircase : Twelve best Bed-room* , Two Dress
ing-rooms ; Large Ball-room, fitted, also smaller one*; Servants' Red-
rooms, together with ample and appruprite Domestic Offices. At a
convenient distance is Stabling for Three Horse*. Coach-house. Loft, and
Man's Room over. ftc. Hie Grounds arc tasutfully laid out, and Include
a tine Lawn-tenois (tmaud, and a productive and well-stocked Kitchen
Garden. There is a splendid supply of the- famed HiU-water by gravi
tation, and the sanitary arrangements arc perfect Three Packs of
Hounds hunt the district. This Property Is eminently suited for a
family of distinction, a ljulles* College, or a Hydropathic Establishment.
— Mt*srs. Hsarra ft Snus, Estate Agents, Great Malvern, wiU forward
all further particulars.

hem,' a work of great importance, by 8
'The Nubian Slave.' by F. Ooodall, R.A.—" Manfaloot on the Nil*, bs
Win. Mtiller— ■ Cannle Posta. Venice 1 by J. B. Pyue ; and other* fey
Richard Beavis, J. C Bentley, F. LeeBrideil. G. E. Hieaa.F. R. Lee.K A ,
E. J. Niemann, C. J. Stanlland, ftc. French School embraces brilidust
Works by Bakalowlex, Bercherc, Juliette Honheur, Ciceri. Cha^ent.
Zamacois, and others. Belgian School t
a grand work by .1. H. L. De F
by Haron Irfrrs—and ether 11
by ScoUish Artists.

Catalogues will be forwarded on application

__ . 'Paturage en 1
I >r Haas—' Marguerite of Pami* Giviasr i
t fine Works ; as also highly important \

Sale of the Collection of Art Treasures. Old Porce&iin, A*£ifme
Silver, Rock Crysttil and Enamel Caps, Old Watches mad
Jewels, Art Snnff-Roxes, Miniatures, War Mededs, OW
Bronzes, Limoges Enamels, Carvings in Ivory, Rare Oid
MS. Missals, and other Objects of Vertu and Art,
GEORGE B. SIMPSO.V, Esq., o/ "

Jerry.

MESSRS. T. CHAPMAN & SON beg to intimate
that they will SELL by AUCTION, within their Great Rocea*.

No lf.Iianover-stTevt. Edinburgh, on MONDAY. TUESDAY WEDNES
DAY', and Till ItSDAY', 1'iHi rnber U, 7, 8, and D, the above m tli—il
and very valuable LOLLEtTION
Catalogues are now ready, and will be forwarded an aprdbnattaa tv>

Messrs. Chapman, price One Shilling each

A'o£*.—A Limited Number of Catalogue*, with niu**ratios» of a fsw s*T
ttic principal Objects of Art, are also ready, and may be had, price Hail
a-Crown each.

11, Hanover-street, Edinburgh, November, 18*>.
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By order of the Mortgngte. — Claphain Junction. — Excellent

FREEHOLD PROPERTY (M« Shop* and //mum),
mostly let upon Lease, and being No*. US to 6* (errn numbers),
H*insta* ley- road ; No. IS, Speke-road, and Nos, 1, t, 2nd A,
Liimgstone-road ; in Ten Lot*.

MESSRS. PHILLIPS, LEA k WHITELEY will
8BI.L Che AhoTc by AHTION. on WEDNESDAY, December 1.

at the Mart. Tokenhouse-yard. at 1 fur 2 o'eiock.
>. 5, Pliubury-sqiiars. B.C.

Valuable Object* of Art, the lJrvperty of a Genttemtn, deceased.

FK88RS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON ft HODGE
M1 Wplllufton-

4 low in*- I)ey,
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No

*t. Strand. W C , oa MONDAY, November al. and
at 1 o clock precisHr, VARIOUS OBJECT* of ART. ih
CRNTLBMAN. deceased, conatstinc of W»rw. Chelsea, aod other Euro
pean Purr*lain a fine Collection of Clump-lcvl Enamels uf the
Thirteenth Century—Ancient Venetian and German Glass— iiei-roan and
Flemish Gres. many with Inarriptiuoa and Dares-Orieatal china,

, Ac , anion**
I Cablni'ta,
1 Cabarets,

Pewter I>Uh by Knot, Sixteenth Century, a tine Champ- le.e Crosier,
Basin. Ac .of the Thirteenth Century, from the celebrated l>e Hruge
Collection—Twenty Chuire and Hare EgR-shell Plates, with Huby Hack,.-
a Kara Venetian Pax uf the sixteenth Century. In Silver and Enamel—
Chineae Bruuxea— Etfyptian, Roman, and Medla-rsl Antiquities. Ac.
May be Tiewed two days prior, and Catalogues had it by punt, on

receipt of four •tampa.

Ore*. maoT
Ma. and Antiquities—Ornamental Puniitura. Clocks. i> ,
may be especially noted : a fine bnhl Cluck and Pair uf t
fine German Enamelled Wlederkoane, Sevres Vases and <

Rare Srtsunui, Imart, and other Jujtanese Faience, Ibrccuiin
and Bronzes, collected by a Gentleman long resident in Tokio

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON k HODGB
will HELL by AUCTION, at their House. No 13. Wellington-

street. Strand. W C . on WEDNKMMY. December 1. at I o clock pfe-
cisely HARK SATSCMA. IMAKI, and other JAPANESE KAlENi E,
PORCELAIN and BRONZE* collected by a GENTLEMAN resident la
Tokto and Veddu during and since the Revolution in tlo- Inlands
May be viewed twu days priur. Catalufcuea uuiy be had , it by post, on

receipt of two sta

English Portraits, engraved in Line and MemAttU, the
Property of a Gentleman.

ESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON 4c HODGE
will HELL by Al'CTlON, at their Hons*. No. II, Wellington-

Mreet. Strand. W.C.. on THURSDAY. December and Two Following
Days, at I o dock precisely. BNOI.ISH PORTRAITS. emrra*«d in IJne
and Mexxutlnt. by Hogenbeig. Delaram. Elstracke, Hull

M

I>e J ode, Ms—on. Pa Ithome. Marshall. Glover. Houbraken, Verti
Yorsteriaan. White. Van Hove, sturt. Paber. Smith. MrArdell. HoustoL.
lalllie. Green. Watson, Basira. Sherwtn. Reynolds, and other eminent
Artisu. chiefly In the
to Hromiey ■ arraiucei
May be viewed two

receipt of six stamps.
dayi Drier. Catalofruea may be had *, If by post, oa

The choice Collection of Engravings and Etching* Jurmed
by the Rev. J. J. HEVWOOI).

MESSRS. SOTHKBY. WILKINSON * HODGE
will ftBI.L by AUCTION, at their Hones. No. IS. Welllaeton-

slrest. Strand. WC, on MU.MiAV Dereaibr 6. ami Two lollowing
1*sts. at I orlock precisely, a rholce COLLECTION uf ENGRAVINGS
and ETCHINGS formed by ths Rev J. J. HEY WOOD, nuw ralln-
IulthinK the pursuit , i •■niprUlne flue Examples of On- Earlier Master*.
Ibracht Iturer. Lnkss Van Lejden. Rembrandt Van Rhyn. Ac

r Series of the Works of the later Duu-ii Ki> hers, Paul
letter, Nli holaa lk-nrhem. Ostade, Jean Le Irocq. Karl Du Jardln, Jean
LI reas, Waterloo, F. Bol. A. Plamen, Ac., comprising Early sunes of

a Series of beautiful Etchings of the French andt rarity . _
h Schools. Ancient and Modern, Including rare Specimens of
Lorraine In Early State*, and choice Proofs of the Works of

. leniond L. Flameng. Rajon. Le Gros, Jacquemsrl. Heymeor
Hades, J. M Whistler, Ac . several Important Works of the Mezzotint
Engravers. MeArdell. Watson, Spllsbury. Ward, J. R. Smith. Ac, In
splendid Proof stales, a remarkable Collection of the Works of (, forge
Vertue In Proof States, Ac.
May be viewed two days prior, and Cataloguea had ; If by post, on

receipt of six •lamps.

7

M

duable Libraries of the late Archdeacon WILEINS, of the
tat* Air. J. C. WEBB, and of th* late ALEXANDER
BLAIR, Esq. LL.D.

ESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON St HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13, Wellington-

street, Strand, W.C., on FRIDAY, December 1". and Three Following
Ihiys. at 1 o'clock precisely, the Valuable LIBRARIES of the late
Anhdearon Wll.KINS. of the late Mr. J C. WEllll. and of the late
ALEXANDER KLAIR, Esu. LL.D. ; comprising Important Theoloflcal
Publlratlons—splendid Books of Prints - Topography aud Heraldry —
Northern Llteratore— Dictionaries and (irammars lliblingmphy and
Sale Catalogues, and Standard Worki in Englioh and Foralgn Ijtiiicuages,
including Ttndalr ■ New Testament, I j>t- Ml) loo » l'srsdin' Lost. Drst
edition— Library of A□glo-Cathol u Thtidogi , n7 vala,— Uark's t'ureign
Theological Library. 03 vohv — HoberU s views In the Holy land, lt>
parts, floely coloured—-Munich Gallery — Perrario, Costume Antlco e
Moderno, 'A volt, vellum paper, with coloured plates- Coliet tloo of IW
Coloured Caricature* and Etchings by G. Crulkshaok -Chippendale's
Designs lor Household Furniture—Baker* Nurlhaniptnnihlre, t vols,
large paper -Oeat • Publications—VlsiUtions—Dantke Viscr. 5 volt -
I Ifllas— Edda—Sagas—Ihrunet. Manual du I.lbralrr. 7 vols - and % very
extensive Series of Auction Catalogues, with Prices and Names of Pur
chasers—various Editions of (Utakespeare—Works of Scutt, Dickena,
Thackeray. Surteea. Ainsworth. Ac.
May be viewed two daya prior. Catalogues may be had ; if by post, on

receipt of four stamps.

The Remaining Engravtngt and Boohs of th* late GEORGE

RAPHAEL WARD, and other Collections of Engravings.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No la, WetHngton-

straet. Strand. W C , on WEDNESDAY. December I V and Following
Dar. at I o'clock, precisely, the REMAINING ENOKAVIViH and
HOOK* of the Inte GBOKOR RAPHAKL WARD, to which tin- added
an ASSFMItLAOE of ENGRAVINGS fn.m seveml l*rivati< < ^illeetiuna,
InrlU'ling llluntraled Kmki anil Itook* con<iectcd with tlx- Fine Arts -
she Duplicate Hi- irk of Portraits engraved by the lal» Gourtcv. Raphael
Ward— Illustrations to Mrs eameeon's Works, including Minn of the
Original Drawings—Engravings by Old Masters—Examples of Modern
Italian and other Kngrs« Including Specimens of IS'snoyers Porster,
I,onghl, H Merit hen. Huhommr. Mulier. a nearly complete net of the
Curragle Frescoes, by Toschl. Ac —Portraits after 81r J. He.tmdd* Pub
lication* of the Arundel Society-llouk Illustrations, Draw iiik». Prumed
Engravings. Ac.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be lual if by post, on

receipt of two ttamps

Autographs, chwftg of Musical Celebrities, the i*ropcrty of tin

MESSRS. rUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
Al'tTION, at their House. 47, Leicester-square, W.C , on TUES

DAY, November 30. at ten minutes past I o'clock precisely, a choice
COLLECTION of AUTOGRAPHS, principally of Musical Dramatic
and Literary Celebrities, the Property of an AMATEUR ; including flne
Specimen* of the Princess Amelia, Honaparte Family. Lord Nelson. Mrs.
Gordon (mother of Lord Hjron). General Bouillon, Dr. Burney. Cuvier,

Mrs. Salmon,
Painters,
c Churth

Ooldoni. Metasiasio. Malihnui. PaaU.
spohr. Miss Stephens. Grlai. T. Purcell. Beethoven. Haydn. Painters,
Liur ravers. Royalty. Nobilnv, and SUitesiueu. Diftniurits "ot the
—CoUectiont of Franks. Court Rolb), Ac.

itbrpost),^

Books, chiefly Rare nnd Curious, icith a Selection from the
Libraru of HARGRAVE JENNINGS, Esq., Author of

' The Rosierucians.'

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, s7. Leicester-square. WC, on THUUH>

DAY, December ?, and Following Day. at ten minutes past 1 o'clock
precisely, a COLLECTION of HOOKS, Including a Selection from the
Library of HARGRAVE JENNINOS, Esq . Author of The Rosicru-
clana.' comprising a few curious Books on Spiritualism, Mysticism,
Alchemy, the Philosopher'* Stone, Hermetic Philosophy, and the
Occult Sciences geoerailr — Reprlntt of Karly French Poetry — Editions
de Lemerre— Lvttoa s Works, Library Edition—Carl vie ■ Works, M
vols. Library Edition—Scott's Novels, se vols —Ribiiothcque Elzevir-
lenne— French Facetis?—Rooks with Autograph* of Member* of the
Coleridge Family — Monuments de La Vic 1'riree das douse Ca-aars,
Orignal Edition—Grnnville, Proprietaire des chwaee. Parts, 1534—Poll-
phlle. Hypurrotomachte, Paris. 1U4—rkarca Tracts on Witchcraft In
IjigtUb Counties, Ae.

of two »tamps.

M1

Drawings.

ESSRS. PUTTICK k SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47, Leicester-square. W.C, oa

FRIDAY. December 10, at ten minutes past 1 o'clock precisely, a valu
able COLLECTION of ENGRAVINGS from a Private Source ; also a
small Collection of Choice Water-Colour Drawing*.

Catalogues (by post), two stamps.

Theological Library of th* late Rev. JOHNSCOTTPORTER
(removedfrom Belfast), and other*.

MESSRS. PUTTICK k SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47. Leicester-eq uare. W.C, oa WED

NESDAY. Ikeeember », and Following Day. at ten minutes past 1 o'clock,
precisely, the THEOLOGICAL L1BRARIKH of the late Rev. JOHN
KCOTT PORTER (removed from Hel fast ) , and others ; comprising a good
assortment of Buoki In the various Branches of Theological Literature—
Walton* Polyglott Rlbla, with Castell's Lexicon - Wetstein t Greek
Testament— Hieronymi Operu-Hlblcs and Testajueats In many Lan
guages— Lexicons- Works of ths Fathers, and of Roman Catholic
Divines, Ac.

Catalogues are preparing.

M

Scientific Instruments, Dissolving- View Apparatus, drc.

ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at thrir House. 47. Leicester-square, WC, on MON

DAY'. December 13. at ten minutes past 1 o'clock precisely, a large
ASSEMBLAGE of ^'IENTIFIC PROPERTY-Diasolving-View Lanterns
und Sliders— Photographic Apparatus. An.

Entries ran be recei up to Ih

Surplus Stock of Modern Rooks : Copper and Zinc Plates of
Owen's Odoutogrttphy and Brown's Domestic Architecture,
Uto. ; Illustrtittd Gift-Rooks; Useful and Pancy Stationery ,
Marble 1 imepteces, A-c,

\f ESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Rooms. 114. Chancery-lane, WC. on WBDNKfDAY,

Decern l<er 1. and Two Following Daya. at 1 o'clock . hURPLUH STOCK
of MODERN BOOKS in Cloth and Uuiree; including Religious Publi
cations-Theological Writings of the Late Dr. Kaaeaiy— numbers
of the Quarterly Theological Review— 'St Foxe s Martyrs, bv Cummlng,
.1 vols imperial Hvo —370 vols, of Christian Age, and The Dauy. 4to —
1.JU0 vols of My Honday Friend, small 4to. — Popular Juvenile and Edu-
caUonal Works- Recently l*ubllsbed Novels -a,mi Moxon't Novelettes
-HO Lawsona Scotland I>ellneated, 4to — 8 Palestine and Jerusalem
Photographed , 4to — Family and Devotional Bibles. Ln morocco —
47 Useful Knowledge Series of Quarto and other Atlases Illustrated
Gift-Rooks — Useful and Fancy Stationery — Marble and other Timc-

To be vlewel, and Catalogues had

'HE

Monthly, price Haifa-Crown,

CONTEMPORARY REVIEW.

0» th* LIMITS ol II I'M AN KNOWI.EIX5B. (Th« Vnltr ol Nature
No IV) By the Duke ol Argyll

PORT* CORNEK. By Alfred Austin.

YOt'NO BENGAL at HOME By W KnlghtoQ. LL.D.

fit" I; OHKIN »■ a CRITIC. By Richard Hodgson, Jun.

NIHILISM la HUH8IA. By the Ray M

VILLAOE LIFE In NEW ENGLAND

WHAT Is the HOUSE ol LORIW ? By Profeaaor Bonamy Prlee.

CHINA and Its FOREIGN RELATIONS. By Sir Rutherford Alrork,
K C II

The LAND LBAOCB and Ha WORK By T. P. O'Connor, Mr

An AUTUMN RAMBLE. By lady Verney.

Ilr l'ISKY on EVERLASTING PUNISHMENT. By Profeaaor J. B.
Mayor.

Htrahan A Co. Unsltod. 34, Patemoster.row.

IJLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE, for DECKMBEB,
I > UH0. No. DCCLXXXII. price U. Ad.

rajsalaaea,

The PRIVATE •ECRBTAilY. Tart II

Mr. K1NGI.AKE S NEW VOLUME.

Ire. WORTLE fl SCHOOL. Conrlualoa.

The INDIAN FAMINE REPORTS.

From the SICILIAN of V1CORTAI

W INTER SPORTS and PLBASUHBS.

PAULO POST FUTURUM POLICY.

IRELAND OLK RF.I-HOACH.

Willlani Blacavrood & Hons. Edinburgh and London.

LEASER'S MAGAZINE, Dkcembbb,1880,No.612,
I New Series, No. CXXX1I. IMatla, Id.

ENDYMION.

The NATIVES of INDIA. By the Right Hon. the Earl of Northbrook.

The " AFFAIR SIMPSON ' By H. J. M.

PRISON VISITING By F. M F. Skene.

A FORGOTTEN HERO. By the Author of ' A Canadian Heroine.'

HORSES and their FEET By sir George W. Cox, Bart.

The PROBLEM of RAILWAY SAFETY. By F. R Condor.

ONE DAISY and TWO VIOLETS. By Alexander Anderson.

A VISIT to the OLDEST STATE ln EUROPE. By J. Theodore Bent.

The FENITENCB of HAJAH YAYATI. By 1

The IRISH LAND QUESTION. By T. E. CUITe Leslie.

A Co.

CHILD'S NEW BANK. — See the BUILDER
fast i by post, «jrf.) for View; also of St. Swlthen's, Lincoln:

Monument to French Republic . St. Leonard Tourer. Mailing ; and
Decorative Kuggrstions-On Art Abroad— " Karly Greek Sculpture "—
Architecture in Germany— Points in Building Contrnetfr—The Use of
Cements, tc.—lo, Catharine-street ; and all Newsmen.

N

NBW 8TOBIE8.

OT ICE.—The CORNHILL MAGAZINE, for
JANUARY. 1S81, will contain the First Parts of Two New Stories.

One entitled—

A GRAPE from a THORN. By James Patn,
Author of ' Lost Sir Massingberd,' ' By l*roxy,' Ac.

The other—

LOVE the DEBT. By a New Author. The
Stories will be illustrated by Mr Du Maimer and Mr W. Small.

London : Smith, Elder & Co. 15. Waterloo-place.

On November 29th (One Shilling), No. 252,

THE CORNHILL MAGAZINE, for December.
With Illustrations by George Da Maurier and W. Small.

FINA RAUNT. Some Passages from Miss Williamson's Diary. (With
an Illustration.) Chapters 1—7.

RAMBLES AMONO BOORS. No. I. Country Books.

Mrs. VAN STERN.

LYME REGIS i a Splinter of Petrified History.

BUDDHISTS and BUDDHISM ln BURMA. By Shway Yoe.

My FAITHFUL JOHNNY. (With an Illustration., Chapters 5-4

London I Smith, Elder ft Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

THE ARMY and NAVY MAGAZINE.
Price One shilling

DECEMBER. U80.

By Dcinrtrius Charles Bonlger.

A few Practical Suggestions.

1 THOMAS, TENTH KARL of DUNDONALD, O C R.. Rear-Admiral
of the Fleet By Lieut. C H Low, I.N. F.R.O.S. With Photo
graph from Life

2 HERAT and the TURCOMANS.

3 The 1 milr HIGH ADMIRAL
Robert O Byrue. Esq F R OS , Harrisler-at- Law.

4. WHY WE SHOULD KEEP INDIA: a Reply. By General Orteur
Cavaoagh.

5. DERVAL HAMTTON: a Story of the Sea. Continuation. By James
Grant. Author of ' Homance of War.'

6. BURSIA'S DECADENCE as a NAVAL POWER. By Charles Marvin.

7. AFTER the BATTLE. From the French of Victor Hugo ('La
Legende dea oledea ' ). By Mrs. Newton Crosland.

B. The INDIAN ARMY By an Indian officer.

D. NAVAL ARTILLERY. By Oeorge Holmes

Reviews and Notices—Service Literature aod Gossip, Ac.

London : Wm It Alien Jt Co. U, Waterloo-place,

T^HK FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW, for Decembeb.

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION ln GENERAL. By Herbert Spencer
YOUNO IRELAND. By P J. Sesyth, M.P.
SHORT NOTES on ENGLISH POETS. By Algeron Charles Swinburne
The TWO HOUSES of PARLIAMENT. By W. St. John Brodriek, M P.
INDUSTRIAL SHURTCOMLNOS : an Address By Rev. Mark Paulson.
Mr POLLOCK. 8 SPINOZA. By Leslie Stephen.
WALLACE'S ISLAND LIFB. By Grant Allen.
The TRAGIC COMEDIANS. Chapters 8, ». By (
HOME and FOREIGN AFFAIRS

NBW PtTBLICATIONR.

THE LIFE of CICERO. By Anthony Trol
lops. 1 vols, crown Sto. [OaLwf

SOUTH AMERICA. By Antwio Gallknoa.
Demy 8vo. wltb a Map, lis.

8'

NBW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF '

OCIAL SINNERS. By Hawlsy Smart.

NEW NOVEL BT THE AUTHOR OP ■ ABEL DRAKE'S WIFE.'

T"HE TWO DREAMERS. By John Sauhdebs.

NBW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF ' THE PAKSON O' DUMFORD.-

T'HE CLERK of PORTWICK. By George
X MANVILLE FENN 3 vol,

ChapmanA Hall, Limited, llO, Piccadilly

Now ready, In 2 vols, crimson cloth, 21,., and at all Libraries,

SATIRES: Social and Political. In Prose and
Verse. Bdlted by W H C. NATION.

London : Provost A Co. 40, Tavistock-street, W.C.

J^OTES axd QUERIES. (Sixth Series.)

This Day's tiumter contains—

NOTES:—The Codrinfrton Library at all Souls College, Oxford—The
DescsAdanta of sir Thomas BodicT s Sister—Thomas Osteon.v\
Bookseller—Anttlo-Baxoa Flbolse—" mag "—Heralds' Visitation of
Staffordshire. Ac — " Hobson'i cholcs Coinen ''—-faster Day
fallins; on Ht. Mark's Day—An EpiUph—Wltcbcralt ln w
Folk-lore—Pulpit l*ninuiii'iution.

QUERIES:—H.T Q It.—Velanuex -Thomas Moore—St Mary's, Doyer—
William III at Tort*,—Norfolk Turkeys—A Hook-plate—(ichoouc-
lieck'a Military Ordrrs — llrothcrton of lirathrrton — Archibald
Campbell, Bishop of Aberdeen— '• Kita "— Jacobltism — Bloody
Bridge Bloody IIU1—Churchwardens' Accounts—Norrii of Basing
Park — Punstan and Pickpockets — Conacre — Local Tokens —
" Cravat," Ac. — Protcslannnni In the Tyrol — An Inscription at
Ostend — Kobln I.ythe'a Hide — " By note." Ac.—"Cross, Ac. —
" Plaidoyers Historiques "— Authors Wanted.

REPLIES :— Thomas Bell —Stratford de Rcdrliffe PediRTee - Irtrtog
Family—Lincoln Cathedral Hells—Old Houses—"Knob '—J. Kcndinte
—J. 1. 1. in wile— ■ The Brides of Buuerby ' —The Mystery of Berkeley
Square—W. CYurlpn—Hebbort— l»e Normanvilln—'l"he A lition of Onn-
stsntine- Hupniilsui -Kansouit'—" The (rood old cause "— Book 1

t I in,.
.. . Lend

ing—Sir R Phillips—" The Blue Bonnets"—Scrap-book Oum—Blegy
by Marquis Wehesley — Gray'- ■ Klegy ' — ■■ Muacles for iools ' —
Historical Inkntaods—Inn Signs—Old Snuffbox—' Pacata Hlbernia '
—Authors Wanted

NOTES on BOOKS :—' Dorothyhy '—Sandyi's ' Bacchs '—Bent's - Freak of
Freedom '— Breitschwert's ' AquUela —De AmicU's HulJsvnd.'

Notice* to Gwrespondents.

Published by John FiancU, 30, Welllrigton-street, Strand, W.C.
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SIR WALTER SCOTT.

AUTHOR'S EDITIONS.

THE WAVERLET NOVELS.

COMPLETE BETS.

1. Price U. is. Sixpenny Edition, in 4 vols.

byq. doth extra or half French morocco. The same in hall-calf,

price U. 7s.

2. Price 1/. 13*. Railway Edition, illustrated

with 125 Woodcut Engravings, In 12 Tola, leap Syo. cloth. The

same in half-calf, price SI. 12s.

3. Price 11. lis. Pocket Edition, illustrated

with a Steel Portrait of Scott and Woodcut Vignettes, in 25 Tola.

12mo. cloth. The tame In limp Cape morocco, price 31. 5s.

4. Price 41. is. Centenary Edition (Copy

right), with Additional Notes, Illustrated with 1 >■ Steel Plates

and 25 Woodcut Vignettes, In 25 toIs. crown 8to. cloth. The

same mar hv !ia<1 half-calf or morocco.

5. Price 6/. Roxburghe Edition, illustrated

with 1,600 Woodcuts and 96 Steel Plates, from Drawings by

artists of the highest standard. Each Novel is generally dlTlded

into two volumes. In 48 vols. fcap. 8to. cloth, paper label. The

samo in cloth lettered, gilt tops, li. 7s.; or half leather binding ,

price 81 8s.

6. Price wi. 12*. 6d. New Library Edition,
illustrated with about 200 Steel Engravings by the most eminent

artists of their time, many of whom are Royal Academicians.

In 25 vol*, large 8vo. cloth. Each volume contains an entire

Novel printed in large type.

THE POETICAL WORKS.

1, Price 3*. Handy Edition, complete, with

all the Author's Notes and Introduction, and with several Wood •

cut Illustrations, In fcap. 8vo. cloth, gilt edges. The same in full

morocco, price 6s. M.

2. Price 6*. 6d. Crown Edition. Printed on

fine paper, and Illustrated with 35 Woodcuts, a Facsimile, and

a Steel Portrait. The same in morocco antique, price 12s.

3. Price io#. 6d. Select Edition, in box. The

Poems, in 6 vols. 18mo. doth. The same, box and vols. In

4. Price 16s. Abbotsford Edition, illustrated

with 26 Steel Engravings by Turner, and a Portrait, 1 vol. super-

royal 8vo. cloth. The same in morocco extra, price 35#.

5. Price l/. 10s. Roxburghe Edition, in

IS vols. fcap. with Steel Frontispieces and Vignettes, cloth, paper

label . or 21. 2s. in half French morocco. This is the only Edition

which contains the " Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border."

The Lady Of the Lake. Illustrated by Birket

Foster and Sir John Gilbert. Printed on superfine paper, and

containing 11 Photographs of the Trosaachs district. In 1 vol.

crown 8ro. price 12j. Qd. extra cloth, gilt edges , 25s. in morocco ;

or Sis. Od. In clan tartan.

TALES OF A GRANDFATHER.

1, In I vol. 8vo. double columns, price 2s. Gd. in

cloth.

2. In 1 vol. crown 8vo. with Illustrations, and

larger type, price 7s. W. in cloth.

3P In 3 vols, for the Pocket, with Woodcut Vig-
" nettcs, price 4s. (W. in cloth.

SCOTT'S LIFE. By J. G. Lockhart.

Crown Edition, with Prefatory Letter by the

late J. B. HOPE SCOTT, of Abbotsford, In 1 vol. cloth, price Cs.

NOTICE.—As certain incomplete Editions

vf the Waverley Novels and other Works of Scott

have recently been, issued, the Public arc rcarned

against all but the Author's Editions, which are

published by A. $ C. BLACK, of Edinburgh

Edinburgh : Adam k Charles Black

Published Monthly, price Is. In crown 4to- tastefully printed on hand
made paper, with rou^h edges, and occasionally illustrated.

No. XII Is now ready.

THE ANTIQUARY : a Magazine devoted to the

Study of the Past.

Edited by EDWARD WALFOUD, M A.

Contents aftht DECEMBER .Vumicr.
1 jh.1v Agnes Hnngerford. By William John Hardy.—The " Grub

Street Journal." Part II. By Lord Talbot de Malahide —" Mr. Thomas
Jenyns' Booke of Armes." Strangman's Version. Edited by James
Oreenstreet.—Old Rural Sonifs and Customs—A Mediaeval PilKTimage to
the Shrine of St. Alban. Hy Itldgway Lloyd. M.R..S.O.S,—Letter to Sir
Willlani Maurice. From William ap William.—Gems and Precious
Stones. Part II, By Edward J. Watherston, F.S.S. — Extracts from
Parish Registersand Account Books. EUham. Kent.—Reviews—Meetings

of Antiquarian Soeieti
Me

III IHK>t>». minium, acu*.— » -— --n-
-The Antiquary's Note-Book—Antiquarian
—y Exchange Column, Ac.—Index.

London : Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster-row.

Price 3a*.; post free, 3Jrf ,

THE DECEMBER NUMBER {No. 0, VOL. II.) OF

DUCATION:
AMonthly Review of Educational Work and Workers.E

Printipal CohUtUm.
CURRENT TOPICS:—The "Competitive Examination Evil "—A Pro

fessor of Scottish History—The Society of Arts Musical Committee-
Women and the B.A. Degree—Dr. B. w. Richardson on Education-
Mr. Sims Reeves's Offer—The Greek Question.

CORRESPONDENCE:—<The College of Preceptors !
MONTHLY NOTES :—Education — Music — Literature— Science — and

Art.
LEADING ARTICLES :—Musical Examinations—Readers and Reading.

"POLARIZED LIGHT." By W. Spottlswoode, D.C.L., P.R.S.

Dr. HUEFFER on "MUSICAL CRITICISM."

OFFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, Ac.
London i 185. Fleet-street, E.C.; and of all Booksellers.

Price Id.

QHAMBERS'S JOURNAL, for December 1.

Prediction In a Scientific and Com-The Irish Difficulty. By W.
Chambers.

My Holiday in Jamaica.
Acclimatization of Salmon at the
Antipodes.

Amusing Mistakes.
Eruptions of Volcanic Ash.
The Woodcock .
The Extended Use of Vegetable

Diet.
The Weather Service of the United

States.
Autographic Printing Process.
The Mysterious House.
A Few Words about Tunnels.
Old Folks.

W. & R. Chambers, London and Edinburgh

the
InGlV-,
Professional Etiquette of

Bar.
The Landslip at Nynee Tal.
An Expensive Hoax.
Ocean Relief Depots.
Cliristophcr Corduroy.
Remarkable Remedies.
The Month : Science and Arts.
Postage-Stamp Savings and Govern
ment Stocks.

The Sea -Shell Mission.
English Pay-HospiUilb.
Four Poetical Pieces.

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE, No. 254, far

BECEMHKH, price If.

1 The roKTKAIT of a LADY. l)y Henry James, Jan.

X The NEW INGUSH VNIVEHSITY. By FraUmoi

3. A NEW ANTIPODEAN PERIODICAL,

i. FH02BU8 with ADMETCS By George Meredith

5. WHAT CAN BE DONE FOtt IHELAND ? By W. I

6. The NOVELS ol FEKNAN CABALLEKO

Edwards.

7. The ETHICS of COPYRIGHT. By Grant

Macmlllan & Co.

Just published, price 3». M. Roxburghe binding.

iHE THREIPLANDS of FINGASK. :

A Family Memoir.

By ROBERT CHAMBERS, LL.D.

■W. ft R. Chambers, London and Edinburgh.

To fecure Insertion, AdTertlsemenu must be forwarded at once.

TWEKTY-BECOSD YEAH.

Price If. : per post, If. 3d

On the 30th December will be published,

THE YEAR-BOOK of PHOTOGRAPHY, and
PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS ALMANAC for ISM. Edited sr

BADEN PRITCHARD, F.C.S.

It will contain—

A Photograph of Dagnerrc, reproduced from a Daguerreotype, aavf
entirely Untouched—The Gelatine Process In a Nutshell, being a Ingest
of the most recent Improvements during the Year—Standard rrasJa*
and Processes, drawn from the moat trustworthy sources—£itf7-4*y
Experiences of Experienced Men — A List of all the Phxorrxph- :
Societies and Photographic Journals In the World—Original Articles on

all Subjects, by the most eminent Photographers of the day.

Owing to the increased popularity of the YEAR-HOOK, a anoch larger
edition wUl this year be issued than on any previous occfunoaL

To secure Insertion, Advertisements must be forwarded at once.

Photographic .Y, i, . Office, Piper ft Carter, 5, (

CAPITAL CHRISTMAS OR NEW YEAR'S PRESEXT.

LETTS'S POPULAR ATLAS. Completion of
First 8eries. An entirely Original snd complete Work oi

(U by 14). printed In Colours from Steel Plates, with ftafu.'ucx- Index or
23000 Names. The best ever published st «y price. H^uioroeco or
calf 17«. Od.; cloth, bevelled boards, lfc. 8i; stiff boardt. 1m. ft*

Indestructible Edition on cloth, 3l«. ed. and S5t. respectlTely.

For details of every Map. Notices of the Press, and ITospectui ol next,

year's Issue, apply to auy Bookseller. ^

NOTICE.

NOW READY,

VOL. I., SIXTH SERIES,

OF

NOTES AND QUERIES.

With Copious Index, price 10*. 6tf.

JOHN FRANCIS, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

LORD BEACONSFIELDS 1 ENDYMI0N,'

THREE THOUSAND COPIES;

McCarthys 'history of our own times;

ONE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED COPIES;

AND MANY COPIES OF EVERY OTHER LEADING WORK,

ARE IX CIRCULATIONATMUDIE'SSELECTLIBRARY.

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM

COMMENCING AT ANY DAIE.

PROSPECTUSES POSTAGE FREE ON APPLICATION.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), New Oxford-street.

CITV OFFICE : 2, KINO-STREET, CHEAPSIDE.
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CHAKLES GRIFFIN & COMPANY'S LIST.

Now ready, SEVENTH EDITION, price *2i.

The SCIENCE and PRACTICE of MEDICINE.

By WILLIAM AITKEN, M.D. Edin. F.B.8.,

n the Army Medical School ; Examiner in Medicine for the Military Medical Services of the Queen ;
y Institute of Great Britain ; Corresponding Member of the Royal Imperial Society of Physicians

of Vienna, and of the Society of Mi*iicine and Natural History of Dresden.

Professor of Pathology In
Fellow of the Sanitary

SEVENTH IDITIOlf.

To a great extent Rewritten ; Enlarged, Remodelled, and carefully Revised throughout. Among the more Important
features of the New Edition the subject of Diseases of the Brain and Nervous System may be specially mentioned.

In 2 vols, royal 8ro. cloth, illustrated by numerous Engravings on Wood, and a Map of the Geographical

Distribution of Diseases.

"The 8TANDAKD TEXT-BOOK in the English language There is, perhaps, no work more indispensable for the
practitioner and student."—Edinburgh Medical Journal,

IN MEMORIAM : W. J. MACQUOBN RANKINE.

On December 4th, price 31*. W. cloth,

MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC PAPERS.

By W. J. MACQUORN RANKINE, LL.D. F.R.8.,

Late Regius Professor of Civil Engineering in the University of Glasgow.

With Memoir by P. G. TAIT, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh.

Edited by W. J. MILLAR, C.E., Secretary to the Institute of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland.

In 1 vol. royal 8vo. with fine Portrait on Steel, Plates, and Diagrams.

WORKS BY PROFESSOR RANKINE.

In crown 8vo. cloth,

L A MANUAL of APPLIED MECHANICS. Xinth Edition. 12*. M.

II. A MANUAL of CIVIL ENGINEERING. Thirteenth Edition. 16*.

III. A MANUAL of MACHINERY and MILL-WORK. Fourth Edition. 12*. 6d.

IV. A MANUAL of the STEAM-ENGINE and other PRIME MOVERS. Mnth Edition. 12». 6d.

V. A MANUAL of USEFUL RULES and TABLES for ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS,

Ac. Fifth Edition. i>«.

VL A MECHANICAL TEXT-BOOK. By Prof. Macquoen Rankine and E. F. Bambeb, C.E.

Now ready, cloth elegant, 10s U.

SUGGESTIVE THOUGHTS

ox

BELIGIOUS SUBJECTS.

A DICTIONARY OF QUOTATIONS AND SELECTED

PASSAGES PROM THE BEST WRITERS,

ANCIENT AND MODERN.

For the Use of the Clergy and Others.

Compiled and Analytically Arranged by

HENRY SOUTHOATB.

" The topic* twntod of are as wide as onr Christianity itself ; the
writers quoted from, of every Rectton of the one Catholic Church of
JEM'S CHH1ST."-iutluw-t frtfac:

• The MECHANICAL TEST BOOK forms an INTRODUCTION to Prof. RANKINE'S SERIES of MANUALS.

PUBLISHED WITH CONClTiRENCE OF THE SURVEYORS-GENERAL FOR N.S. WALES AND VICTORIA.

Half bound, folio, price 30s.

TRAVERSE TABLES:

Computed to Four Places Decimals for every Minute of Angle up to 100 of Distance. For the Use of Surveyor, and Engineers.

By R. LLOYD GURDEN,

Authorised Surveyor for the Governments of New South Wales and Victoria.

' Mr. Gurden Is to be thanked for the extraordinary labour which he has bestowed on facilitating the work of the
syor .An almost unexampled instance of professional and literary Industry."—Athenavm.

"Those who have experience in exact survey-work will best know how to appreciate the enormous amount of labour
represented by this valuable book."—Engineer.

" These tables are characterized by absolute simplicity, and the saving of time effected by their use is most material."

Builder.
" Up to the present time no tables for the use of surveyors have been prepared which, in minuteness of detail, can be

compared with those compiled by Mr. Ourden With the aid of this book the toil of calculation is reduced to a minimum ;
and not only is time saved, but the risk of error is avoided. Mr. Qurden's book has but to be known, and no engineer's or
surveyor's office will be without a copy."—Architect.

Recently published, SECOND EDITION, Revised and Enlarged,

THE SURGEON'S POCKET-BOOK:

INTERNATIONAL PRIZE ESSAY ON THE BEST TREATMENT OF THE WOUNDED IN WAR.

SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE PUBLIC MEDICAL SERVICES.

By Surgeon-Major J. H. PORTER,

Hon. Assoc. of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem ; late Assist. Prof, of Military Surgery in the Army Medical School.

16mo. roan, with 152 Illustrations, price It. W.

" A complete vade-mecum."—British Medical Journal.

" A valuable addition to our military text-books So fully illustrated that for lay readers and ambulance work it will
prove eminently useful."—Medical Times and Gasette.

Every medical officer is recommended to have the 'Surgeon's Pocket-book,' by
>• his memory and fortify his judgment."—I'ricu of Field Sen-ice Medical At

Major Porter, accessible to
for Afghan War.

THE STANDARD DICTIONARY OF QUOTATIONS.

First Series : THIRTIETH Edition. Second Series : BiXTH Edition.

MANY THOUGHTS OF MANY

MINDS.

from the Best Author, and Analytically Arranged bj

HENRY SOUTHGATE.

Cloth and Gold

Each Serlos complete in itself , and Sold separately

" The produce of yean of research. '

" Mr. Sonthgate bat the catholic to*tea dealrable In a good editor.
Preachers ana public speakers will And that the work has special oecs
for them."—Edinburgh Daily J'

"A ■

PROFESSOR RAMSAY'S ROMAN

ANTIQUITIES.

ELEVENTH EDITION, Ss ad

ROMAN ANTIQUITIES (A MANUAL OF):

LAW, CONBTITUTION, ARMY AND NAVY. PUBLIC AND SOCIAL
J. 11 1.. AGRICULTURE, RELIGION,

By WILLIAM RAMSAY. H A,
late rrofeesor of Humanity In the University

of Glasgow.

Qua Engrarings, and very

In crown 8to. cloth.

With Map, i

CRUTTWELL'S ROMAN

LITERATURE.

Second Edition, crown 8vo. cloth, 8s. fid.

L A HISTORY of ROMAN LITERATURE,
from the Earliest Period to the Times of the Antonines. By
C. T. CRUTTWELL, M.A., Fellow of Menon College, Oxford,
Head Master of Malvern College.

" Nothing at all eqoal to It has hitherto b en published In England *'
flrittsA Quarterly Rtnnc.

Indispensable—guide for the
will be both charmed and Instructed."

StUurdat fU ! . , .

COMPANION VOLUME.

2. SPECIMENS of ROMAN LITERATURE,
from the Earliest Period to the Times of the Antonines.

Part I. ROMAN THOUGHT—Religion, Philosophy and Science,
Art and Letters.

Part II. ROMAN STYLE-Descriptive, Rhetorical, and Humorous
Passages.

With Synopsis and Indices complete Edited by C. T. CRUTT
WELL, M.A.. Morton College. Oxford . and PEAKK HANTON.
M A., some lime Scholar of Jesus College, Cambridge. Crown

of Its own.... .Not only useful, but
.The sound iw*

PROF. CRAIK'S ENGLISH

LITERATURE.

A HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE AND OF THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE FROM THE NORMAN CONQUEST.

With numerous Excerpts and Specimens.

By GEORGE LILLIE CRAIK, LL.D-,
Late Professor of History and English Literature, Queen's Coll., Bellast,

LIBRARY EDITION, in 2 vols, royal 8to. handsome doth, -.v.*. .Yew
Edition.

STUDENT'S EDITION 'abridged from the larrer Work) Crown 3to
7s. 6d. Eighth Editwn.

CHARLES GRLFFIN & CO. 10, Stationers' Hall-court, London.
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SCRIBNER'S

ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,

For DECEMBER,

Will be ready on MONDAY NEXT.

Order of all Booksellers.

Upwards of 150,000 of 8CRIBNEB"8 ILLUSTRATED
MAGAZINE are now sold every month hi England and

America. Price Sixteenpence.

FBEDEBICK WABNE ft CO. Bedford-street, Strand.

SCRIBNER'S

ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE.

Contentsfor DECEMBER.

1. GLIMPSES of PARISIAN ART. L Henry Bacon,

Frederick H. Allen.
2. SHEBIDAN'S ' RIVALS.' J. Brander Matthews.

3. JEAN FRANCOIS MILLET, PEASANT and PAINTER.

IV. Alfred Sensler.
4. FOUR LETTERS. Inscribed to Oliver Wendell Holmes.

Julia C. R. Dorr.
6. HUNTING the HONEY-BEE. Rowland E. Robinson.

6. PETBR the GREAT as RULER and REFORMER. II.

Eugene Schuyler.

7. EMBRYO. Mary Ashley Townsend.
8. UNDER the GLACIER. Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen.

9. ONE DUCK : a Potomac Sketch. John Burroughs.

10. A STUDY in APPARENT DEATH. Francis Gerry

Fairfield.

11. ELSINORE. Nellie G. Cone.
12. The RAILROAD8 and the PEOPLE. F. B. Thurber.

13. TIGER-LILY. II. Julia Schayer.
14. ALB8SANDRO GAVAZZI, PATRIOT and EVANGELIST.

John B. Thompson.
15. MONTENEGRO as WE SAW IT. Athol Mayhew.

18. The MUSICIAN'B IDEAL. Gustav KobW.

II. An AMERICAN GIRL. Arthur Peon.
18. An ENGLISH WAR CORRESPONDENT. (Archibald

Forbes.) Kate Field.

19. EAST and WEST. Marion Mulr.

20. SECRETS of CONJURING. Henry Hatton.

21. 8HAK8PEBE. Minnie Irving.
22. TOPICS of the TIME-33. OOMMUNICATION8-21.

HOME and SOCIETY—26. CULTURE and PRO

GRESS—28. The WORLD'S WORK—27. BBIC-A-BRAC.

FREDERICK WARNE ft CO. Bedford-street, Strand.

SCRIBNER'S

ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,

For NOVEMBER.

COMMENCEMENT of a NEW VOLUME.

The First Edition having been completely exhausted, a

further supply will be on sale in a few days.

Price Sixteenpence.

The sale of SCRIBNER in England and America exceeds

150,000.

FREDERICK WARNE ft CO. Bedford-street, Strand.

MR. MURRAY'S

LIST OP NEW WORKS, NOW READY.

SKETCHES of EMINENT STATESMEN and WRITERS jrith

o4er E«ays. Reprinted from the Quarterly Xevi™, with Addition, and Common,. By A. HAYWARD. (J.C.

2vols.8vo.28,. 0mtmU

Price ONE SHILLING (post free, U. id.),

ST. NICHOLAS ILLUSTRATED

MAGAZINE FOR GIRLS AND BOYS.

THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER

Of the above

WU1 be, without any exception, the grandest production in
Juvenile Literature issued in the year 1880.

FREDERICK WARNE ft CO. Bedford-street, Strand.

Price ONE SHILLING (post free. Is. 2d.\

ST. NICHOLAS ILLUSTRATED

MAGAZINE FOR GIRLSAND BOYS.

The DECEMBER NUMBER

Will be the

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY NUMBER for 1880.

It will appear in a beautiful New Christmas Cover, and
will contain more than ONE HUSDHKD FINE ILLUS
TRATIONS. Interesting Stories and Tales of Adventure
will especially abound ; also a capital Operetta for Young
Folks will I* given. For the rest, there is room onlv to sav
that it Is designed to be the finest Number of ST. NICHOLAS

yet Issued.

FilEDKRICK WARNE 4 CO. Bedford-street, Strand.

Price ONE SHILLING (post free, 1«. 2d.),

ST. NICHOLAS ILLUSTRATED

MAGAZINE FOR GIRLS AND BOYS.

The NOVEMBER NUMBER of ST. NICHOLAS com
mences a New Volume, contains THIRTY ARTICLES for
GlllLSaud BOYS, and upwards uf FIFTY ILLUSTRATIONS.

THIERS.

BISMARCK.

CAVOUR.

METTERNICH.

MONTALEMBEBT.

MELBOURNE.

WELLESLEY.

BYRON and TENNYSON.

VENICE.

ST. SIMON.

SEVIGNE.

DU DBFFAHD.

HOLLAND HOUSE.

STRAWBERRY HILL-

UNBEATEN TRACKS in JAPAN : Travels of a Lady in the Interior,

including Visits to the Aborigines of Yezo and the Shrine of Nikko and Ise. By ISABELLA BIRD, Author of 'A

Lady's Life in the Bocky Mountains,' ic. With Map and Illustrations. 2 vols, crown 8vo. 24*.

JAPAN : its History, Traditions, and Religions. With the Narrative

of a Visit to Japan in 1879. 'Uy Sir EDWARD J. REED, K.C.B. With Map and Illustrations. 2 vols. 8vo. 28*

ILIOS :

Frederick Wabne 4 Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

Illustrations. Imperial 8vo. 50s.

MEMOIRS of the PERSONAL LIFE of DAVID LIVINGSTONE,

LL.D., from his Unpublished Journals and Correspondence. By W. G. BLAIKIE, D.D. With Portrait and Map.

8vo. 15s.

The MANIFOLD WITNESS for CHRIST. Being an attempt to

Exhibit the Combined Force of Various Evidences of Christianity, Direct and Indirect. The BOYLE LECTURES

for 1877-8. By Canon BARRY, D.D. 8vo. 12».

Part L CHRISTIANITY and NATURAL THEOLOGY.

Part XL The POSITIVE EVIDENCE of CHRISTIANITY.

A HISTORY of GREEK SCULPTURE. From the Earliest Times

down to the Age of Pheidias. By A. 8. MURRAY, of the British Museum. With Illustrations. Royal 8vo. Us.

Mrs. GROTE: a Sketch. By Lady Eastlake. Second Edition.

Post 8vo. 6s.

SIBERIA in EUROPE : a Naturalist's Visit to the Valley of the

Petoliora in North-East Russia. With Notices of Birds and their Migrations. By HENBY SEEBOHM, MM

With Map and Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 145.

A HANDBOOK to POLITICAL QUESTIONS of the DAY ; being

the Arguments on Bither Side. By SYDNEY C. BUXTON. Second Edition, Revised, with some Additional

Arguments, and one new subject, 41 Obstruction." 8vo. be.

DUTY. With Illustrations of Courage, Patience, and Endurance. By

SAMUEL SMILES, LL.D. A Companion Volum to ' Self-Help,' ' Character,' and ' Thrift.' Post 8vo. ««.

A POPULAR ACCOUNT of PERUVIAN BARK, and its Intro-

ductlon into British India, Ceylon, ftc, and the Progress and Extent of its Cultivation. By CLEMENTS R MAxS
HAM, C.B. With Maps and Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 14«. [JVfcrX mat.

MEMOIRS of the LIFE and EVENTFUL CAREER of the DUKE

DE 8ALDANHA, Soldier and Statesman. With Selections from his Correspondence. By the CONDE Dl

CARNOTA. With Portrait and Maps. 2 vols. 8vo. 32s.

The POWER of MOVEMENT in PLANTS. By Charts Dabwb.

F.R.8., assisted by FRANCIS DARWIN. With Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 16».

The PSALMS of DAVID. With Notes, Explanatory and Critical.

By the DEAN of WELLS, CANON C. J. ELLIOTT, and CANON F. C. COOK. Medium Svo. (Reprinted from the

* Speaker's Commentary.') 10*. 6d.

The GARDENS of the SUN ; or, a Naturalist's Journal on the Moun-

tains and in the Forests and Swamps of Borneo and the Sulu Archipelago. By F. W. BURBIDGE. With IUustra-

tions. Crown 8vo. lis.

HISTORY of EGYPT under the PHARAOHS. Derived entirely

1 —«u*-b Mm Ro-vntlan Monuments Bv' from the Monuments. With a Memoir on the Exodus of the Israelites and the
HENRY BRUG8CH. Second Edition, Revised. With New Preface and Notes by the Aul

Monuments. By
Maps. 2 vols. 8vc

HANDBOOK to the MEDITERRANEAN. Describing the principal

a •»._._ t.„h. .1.. r!„,..„ of Africa. Snain. Italy, Dalmatla, Greece, Asia M|nor

u, ftc. B
[J&triytn

:le-stre«t.

PLAYFAIR. With nearly 50 Maps, Plans, ftc. Post 8vo.

JOHN MURRAY,
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TINSLEY BROTHERS' NEW PUBLICATIONS.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.—The Number subscribed for

the FIRST EDITION of TINSLEYS' ANNUAL being mvch larger than usual, it was

impossible to supply all Orders in full A SECOND EDITION is HEADY THIS DA Y.

TINSLEYS' ANNUAL FOR 1880.

HIGH-WATER MARK.

By RICHARD DOWLING,

Under Bt. Paul's,'
The Weird Sinters * • Tlie Storv of Fate,' to.

Author ol ' Strawberry Leaves,' 'The Mystery of Kill&rd
- iwr ■

THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF

TINSLEYS' MAGAZINE.

Numerous Illustrations by Harry Furniss. Prii-e One Shilling. At nil Booksellers' and News Agents'.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

Each Work In 1 vol. price 5*. Uny of which can be had separately),
rh irantly printed and bound, and iHostrated by

SIR J. UILHEKT, M1I.LAIS. HOLMAX HINT, LEECH,
FOYNTEK, FOSTER, TEJINIBL, BANDYS, E. HUGHES, Ac.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

STANDARD LIBRARY

01 C1IEA1' EDITIONS of POPULAR MODERN WORKS.

The SILVER GREYHOUND. By Captain Martin E.

HATWOKTH, late 9th Rifles, Queen's Foreign Service Messenger, and M F H. 1 vol. crown 8vo. [Immediately.

FREE-LANCE: Tiltings in Many Lists. By Charles J.

UmrPHIK and ALBERT KING. Now ready, in 1 vol. price 7*. M.

" Lively, even brilliant essays."—Qunrtrrly Iterinc.

" Bright, genial, fanciful, elegant in style, and scholarly, without pedantry.,
competitors, few equals, no superiors."—Cird Service GiuetU.

..Mr. C. J. Dunphte has. amidst a host of

LONDON TOWN : Sketches of London Life
and Character. By MAJtCCS FALL. X toU crown ftro. Ulastrated.

*"Tb*9 man of many raw%j[fmm%.' 'the man that wanta an idra,
orraiioaally mnlad m of TharkrrsT—There la Bothtnff to latittue,
uxl «omethlnir 10 tratlfT. the Mir r*wd«r ."—Ewwvr
" JUay plea«ant boar* may be spent In the ;

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS of an OLD

ACTOR By F. BKLTON. 1 toI

" One uf the moat amusing hook* weerer came across."—TSgaro.
■• .V more aiuuting book has not appeared for a Ions; time."— Olobt.

SEASIDE MAIDENS. By G. A. Henty, Author of 'The

March to Magdala,' Ac. Ten pages of Illustrations by Harry Furniss. Price 1*.

"Ten capftal stories."— Worid.

THE NEW NOVELS.

EYRE of BLENDON. By Annie Thomas (Mrs. Pender

Cudllp), Author of ' Denis Donne,' Ac. 3 vols. [ This day.

STUBBLE FARM; or, Three Generations WHAT WILL SOCIETY SAY ? a Story of
of English Parmer*. By the Author of 'Erne* Struggle*,' Ac Korlety and th'< siakc By H, C. OOAPE, Author of The RlsiKvroodB
2ToU of Klngwood,' Ac. 3yoU.

■• Of the llrlt lit v of the whole book to fat t and nature there run be nn \ „_ . . , . ... .
doubt Ereu iw h as do Dot know what Ncrirultural life wm under Oo€ oI lhe mott wnn,ill« n0Tel» which

•oditlons must see that these pictures are faithful and

fd of take "
Court Journal.

r«-4*ll*lic Irian-rlpls) " - AthrHerurti.

UNDER ST. PAUL'S. By Richard Dowling, Author of
■ The Mystery of Killard,' ' The Weird Sisters,' ' High-Water Mark ' (Christmas Number of rineiejw'), Ac. 3 vols.

HONOR. By Miss Alford, Author of INNOCENCE at PLAY. By Jean Middle
' Nethrrtoo-on-Sea,' Ac. 3 vol*.

' Honor Knwe ia a delishtfut damsel. "—Athtnsram
Healthy, pure, and we may add. In no spirit of Insular prejudice or with the mean* of pawing

- - pride of iI race. Boglimb. - Datig Tt tyraph.

MAS, Author of Sealed by a Kiss,' ' Wild Oeorxie,' Ac. I rota

MIm Middlenwui la entitled to owr thank■ for hartnK soppMed us
r time Hfrrceably."

FROM the WINGS. By B. H. Buxton, Author of 'Jennie

of " The Prince's," ' ' Many Loves,' ate. 3 vols.

"It would be difficult to tind within the range of modern fict ion n more lovable character than that of her present
heroine, or to name a plot containing more genuine or legitimate attractions for the reader."—Morning /W.

The SILENT SHADOW. By Jessie Sale I A PEAL of MERRY BELLS. By Leopold
LLOYD, Author of ' The Haxeiborst Mystery .' 3 vols. I.KWI8, Author of the In-atna of ■ The MBS.' 3 sols.

LARRY LOHENGRIN. By William Westall, Author of
•Tales and Traditions of Saxony," Ac. 3 vols. [ ImmHttotOy.

TINSLEYS' MAGAZINE for December, No. 161,

WlH contain the opening Chapters of a New Serial Story by

B. H. M'XTON,
Author of * From the Wings,' 4 Jennie of " The Prince's," ' ' Great Orenfell Gardens/ &o.,

SCEPTRE AND RING.

Also the opening Chapters of a New Serial Story by

RICHARD DOWLING,
Author of ' High-Water Mark' (Christmas Number of 7u«fcy«'), ' Under 8t. Paul's,' ' The Mystery of KiUard,' Ac., entitled

STRAWBERRY LEAVES.

Continuation of the New Story by

ANNABKL GREY,
Author of ' Margaret Dunbar,' ' Wait nnd Win,' Ac, entitled

MARATH'S MYSTERY.

COMPLETE STORIES, ESSAYS, AND POEMS BY POPULAR AUTHORS.

PRICE OXE SHILLING.

TINSLEY BKOTHERS, 8, Catherine-street, Strand.

1. Sam Slick's Nature and Human Nature.

2. John Halifax, Gentleman.

3. The Crescent and the Cross. By Eliot

TVARBURTON.

4. Nathalie. By Julia Eatanaoh.

5. A Woman's Thoughts About Women.
BT Ihe Attthur of 'JOHN HALIFAX.'

6. Adam Graeme. By M™. Oliphant.

7. Sam Slick's Wise Saws.

8. Cardinal Wiseman's Recollections of
the POPES.

9. A Life for a Life. By the Author of

'JOHN HALIFAX."

10. Leigh Hunt's Old Court Suburb.

11. Margaret and her Bridesmaids.

12. Sam Slick's Old Judge.

13. Darien. By Eliot Warbcbtoh.

14. Sir B. Burke's Family Romance,

16. The Laird of Norlaw. By Mrs. Oliphant.

16. The Englishwoman in Italy.

17. Nothing New. By the Author of 'John

HALIFAX.-

18. Freer's Life of Jeanne d'Albret.

19. The Valley of a Hundred Fires. By the
Author of * MARGARET sad her RRinB&MAIDtV

20. Burke's Romance of the Forum.

21. Adele. By Julia Katanagh.

22. Studies from Life. By the Author of
•JOHN HALIFAX.'

23. Grandmother's Money.

24. Jeaffreson's Book About Doctors.

25. No Church.

26. Mistress and Maid. By the Author of
'JOHN HALIFAX.'

27. Lost and Saved. By the Hon. Mrs. Norton.

28. Les Miserable^;. By Victob Hugo. Author-

tied English TranaUuloa.

29. Barbara's History. By Amelia B. Edwards.

30. Life of Edward Irving. By Mrs. Oliphant.

31. St. Olave's.

32. Sam Slick's Traits of American Humour.

33. Christian's Mistake. By the Author of

'JOHN HALIFAX.'

34. Alec Forbes of Howglen. By Geobgb Mac
DONALD, LL.D.

35. Agnes. By Mrs. Oliphant.

36. A Noble Life. By the Author of 'JOHN'

HALIFAX.'

37. New America. By W. Hepworth Dixon.

38. Robert Falconer. By George Mao Donald,

LL.D.

39. The Woman's Kingdom. By the Author of
JOHN HALIFAX.'

40. Annals of an Eventful Life. By G. W.

DA8ENT, d.c.l.

41. David Elginbrod. By George Mao Donald,

LL.D.

42. A Brave Lady. By the Author of 'John

HALIFAX,'

43. Hannah. By the Author of ' John Halifax.'

44. Sam Slick's Americans at Home.

45. The Unkind Word. By the Author of 'John

HALIFAX '

46. A Rose in June. By Mrs. Oliphant.

47. My Little Lady. By E. Frances Poyntbb.

48. Phcebe, Junior. By Mrs. Oliphant.

49. Life of Marie Antoinette. By Professor

c. d yoxoe.

60. Sir Gibbie. By George Mac Donald, LL.D.

61. Young Mrs. Jardine. By the Author of
■ JOHN HALIFAX.'

Hurst k Blackett, 13, Great Marlborongh-street.
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RICHARD BENTLEY &

NEW WORKS.

SON'S

Vow ready, price One Shilling,

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE.

Contents Jor DECEMBER, 1S80.

1. ADAM and EVE. (Concluded.)

2. LORD BDWARU F1TZQEB.AU>.

3. YES.

4. QIltL and GRANDFATHER.

B. BHERIDAN.

«. MANSLAUGHTER.

7. FRANCE In Hie DYKES

8. 8KBT0HES from a MILK-AND-WATERING PLACE.

». POLPERRO and DUKE DANIEL.

10. The REItEL of the FAMILY. By Mrs. Lynn Linton. ^Concluded

'.* Cases for binding the volumes of Temple Bar con be obtained at all
Booksellers', price One Shilling each.

LADY FLORENCE DIXIE'S

WOBK, ACROSS PATAGONIA. With Illustrations by
Julius Beerbohm, engraved by Whymper and Pearson
In demy 8vo. 15s.

PAST HOURS. By the late Mrs,

SABTORIS (ADELAIDE KEMBLE). Edited, and with
a Preface, by her Daughter, Mrs. OOEDOlf. In 2 vols,
small crown 8vo. 12s. [In afew days.

DEAN HOOK : his Life and Letters,

The New and Popular Edition, in crown 8vo. with Index
and a new Portrait, price Bj. Edited by the Eev.
W. E. W. STEPHENS, M.A.

The CORAL LANDS of the PACIFIC

being an Account of nearly all the Inhabited Islands of
the Pacific, their Peoples, and their Products. By
H. 8TONEHEWER COOPER. In 2 vols, demy 8vo
with Illustrations, 28*.

The TEMPLE or the TOMB. By
CHARLES WARREN, Author of • Underground Jeru-

In demy 8vo. with Illustrations, U>.s. fid.

The LIFE of the Rev. RICHARD

HARRIS BARHAM, Author of 'The Ingoldtby Legends.
A New Edition, Revised and Rewritten, by his Son, the
Rev. DALTON BARHAM. In 1 vol. crown 8vo. 6s.

The POET and the MUSE; being

a Version of Alfred de Musset's ' La Nuit de Mai,' ' La
Nuit d'Aout," and ' La Nuit d'Oetobre.' With an Intro
duction by WALTER HURRIES POLLOCK. Price
1). 64.

NEW NOVELS

AT THE LIBRARIES.

BY PRANK BARRETT.

FOLLY MORRISON. By Frank

BARRETT. 3 vols, crown 8vo.

BY THE AUTHOR OF ' GEORGE GEITH."

The MYSTERY in PALACE

GARDENS. By Mrs. RIDDELL, Author of ' George
Geith,' &c. 3 vols, crown 8vo.

BY MRS. PARR.

ADAM and EVE. By Mrs. Parr,

Author of 1 Dorothy Fox.' .1 vols, crown 8vo.

The times, November 13.
'" Adam ud l v.- htm nil the merit* that have dtminfrulnhnl the

author's former novels. The chaintu*m, without exception, are care-
lully conceived, and the leading om* dranmUrallr thrown into the fore-

"Mn. I*arr*B more ttuifthed portrait* abound in nubtli- but efTec-
r 1s the by any mnuu wanting in the quality of humour.'

Kround.
tire toui

MR. JEPHSON'S NEW NOVEL.

The RED RAG. By R. Mounteney

JEFHSON, Author of ' A Pink Wedding,' 'The Girl He
Left Behind Him/ Ac. 2 vols, crown 8vo.

" The lied Hag ' will help to while away the dullest afternoon "

Richard Bentley & Son, New Barlington-street,

JWirfiert tn Ordinary to Her Mnjesty f> Qveen.

13, Great Alarlborough-ttreet.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

LIST.

MYJOURNEYROUND the WORLD,

Tla Ceylon, New Zealand. Australia. Torres Straits. China. Japan.
- and the United States. By Cu.pt. 6. H. JONES-PARKY, lure Unyal
Mudr&s Finllcers. 2 toIs. 21*. [Next went.

An ACTOR ABROAD; or, Gossip,

Dramatic, Narrative, and Itocrlpttve : from the Recollections of
an Actor in Australia, New Zealand, the Sandwich Islands. Cali
fornia. Nevada, Central America, and New York. By EDMI'M)
LEATHE8. Bto. 15s

"A bright and pleasant volume—an eminently readable hook. Mr.
I«enthos has the great merit of being never dull. He has the power of
telling a story clearly and pointedly."—Saturday Review.

MONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE
LIFE (1787-187«). Bf his DaunhWr, MADAME I>E WITT. Trans
lated by Mrs. SIMPSON. 1 vol. 8vo. 15t.

THE NEW NOVELS,

NOW READY AT ALL THE LIBRARIES.

GERALDINE AND HER SUITORS.

By Mrs. SIMPSON,

Author of ' Winnie's History,' Ac. 3 vols.

LITTLE PANSY.

By Mrs. RANDOLPH,

Author of ' Oentianella,' Ac. 3 vols.

" This novel Is sure to be popular. It is a most amusing story. Little
Pansy is a charming creature. —Sunday Times.

DIMPLETHORPE.

By the Author of ' ST. OLAYE'S.' 4c. 3 vols.

" ' Dlmplethcrpe ' Is a well written, ingenious, agreeable, and Interest
ing story. The characters are naturally drawn."—St. Jtmesg Gmetis.
•'The study of character which the author proposed to herself Is

exhibited with considerable skill. She describes the better sort of
village people with pleasant humour.1'—Athenmtm.

STRICTLY TIED UP.

3 vols.

" ' Strictly Tied Up ' Is entertaining. It Is In every sense a novel con*
celved in a light and happy vein. The scheme of the story is wel'
proportioned, and worked out in all its complications with much care
and nit ill."—Athetumum.
" This novel may be described as a comedy of life and character, and

in the changing society to which we are Introduced the author shows
abundant knowledge of the world. There is humour as well as excite
ment tn the volumes, and not a few of the descriptions of people and
scenery are exceedingly graphic and piquant."—Saturday Review.
"' Strictly Tied Up ' is a very cleverly constructed novel, as amusing

as it is Ingenious.'-—St. James' » Gazette.
" 'Strictly Tied Up ' Is a readable novel. The author is execedlnglv

clever, has seen a good deal of the world, and knows u good deal of
society."—Datiy Ifacs.

THIRD EDITION.

LORD BRACKENBURY.

By AMELIA B EDWARDS,

Author of 'Barbara's History, Ac. 3 vols.

' Lord Brackenbury ' is a very readable story. The author has well
conceived the purp fse ot hl^h-class novol writing, and succeeded In no
small measure In attaining ft. There is plenty of variety, cheerful dl_
loguo, and general veres in the book. Its great charm is the cheerful
view of humanity generally taken by the writer."—Athinmtm.
" A story that can be read with not a little Interest. The plot Is con

trived with much skill, and in the double hero and heroine the reader is
provided with a great deal of both exciting and tender reading. The
good people all have their trials, but everything turns out for the best
n the end."—Saturday Review.
" It Is exciting to a degree, and any render who falls to finish the three

volumes as quickly as possible must be singularly wanting both in
curiosity and in the capacity for enjoyment of a thoroughly romantic
story."—Pes*.

" Miss Edwards la far too clever and experienced an author not to
have produced a pleasant book, and 1 Lord Brackenbury ' is pleasant
reading from beginning to end."—Aeademy.

" A very good story. Plenty of reading, plenty of variety, and some
amusing sketches of modern society."—Daily Xetcs.
"The merits of this book are manifold. In the Hrst place it fulfils the

first duty of a novel tn being exceedingly Interesting and amusing.
Then some of the character drawing is very good . Our lost, but not least,
words of praise must be for the love-scenes in the story."—Standard.

THIRD EDITION.

ROY AND VIOLA.

By Mrs. FORRESTER,

Author of 'Viva,' 'Mlgnon,' Ac. 3 vols.

An admirable tale; told by one who can vividly describe and In
cisively comment on the manners and personnel of modern society."

World.
" Mrs. Forrester has a very bright, animated way of writing, and a

knock for dialogue amounting to talent."—Doily Newt,
" ' Roy and Viola ' may be recommended as an interesting story, con

taining rcry wcli-drawn sketches of character."—John Butt.
" ' Roy and Viola ' rivets the attention of the reader to such a degree

that he Is loth to put down the book even for a moment. Thecharacters
are genuine men and women, true types of human nature, in whose

* '", whose lives the reader cannot fall to be deeply in-

WORKS ON THE PRAYER-BOOK.

PUBLIrjfteD BY

PARKER & CO. Oxford and London.

ST. MARTIN'S SUMMER.

By SHIRLEY SMITH,

Author of 'His Last Stake,' Ac. 3 vols.

" There Is freshness and variety In this story. The book Is well worth
reading.' '-

- A novel of no common merit. It is brightly and vivaciously written ;
and abounds In sprightly cleverness. —Pail Matt.

JEANNETTE.

By MARY C. ROWSBLL,

of ' Love Loyal,' Ac. 3 Vols. [Just ready.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE

HISTORY OP THE SUCCESSIVE

REVISIONS OF THE BOOK OP

COMMON PRAYER.

By JAMES PARKER, Hon. M.A. Oson. Crown Sro.
pp. 564, cloth, 12s.

*' To review this book in detail, or to do anything lis*
justice either to the value of its contents, or to the eitrs
ordinary labour and skilful pains bestowed on it by Its com
piler, would require a lengthy and extended article-"

Church Quatteriy Review. April, 1*77.

THE FIRST PRAYER-BOOK OF

EDWARD VI.

Compared with the Successive Revisions of the B»k of
Common Prayer, together with a CONCORDANCE tad
INDEX to the RUBRICS in the several £Zttaca
Crown 8vo. pp. 576, cloth, 12*.

" This is really the first time that we have had any sinris
publication from which we could* ascertain at a planet tn*
whole scries of variations in the successive revision* al the
Prayer-book from 1549 to 1662.''

Church, Quarterly Reviete, January, 1577.

DID QUEEN ELIZABETH TAKE

"OTHER ORDER" IN THE

"ADVERTISEMENTS" OP 1566 P

A Letter to Lord Selborne, by JAMES PARKER. Hon. M.A.
Oxon. loo pp. 8vo. sewed, &. 6d.

" He lias endeavoured to prove, and he has shown a very
strong case indeed, that the ' Advertisements' of Elizabeth
do not follow in the least degree the precedent which was
set for taking ' Other Order ' in 1561."

Atheiutum, April, 1378.

A POSTSCRIPT to a LETTER addressed to Lord

SELBORNE in Reply to his Lordship's Criticisms on
the * Introduction to the Revisions of the Book of

Common Prayer.' 102 pp. 8vo. sewed, 2*. 6a*.

"This Postcript offers in a forcible way some further
proof in support of the argument that the ' Advertisements *
have no such authority as would enable them to override
the distinct order about the word ' ornaments ' in the rubra*
of the existing Prayer-book."—Atkenamm.

ON DIVINE SERVICE;

Or, an Inquiry concerning the True Manner of Understand
ing and Using the Order for Morning and Eroding
Prayer, and for the Administration of the Holy Com
munion in the English Church. By the Rev. PHIL1?
FREEMAN, M.A., Archdeacon of Exeter, Av. A C
Re-issue. 2 vols. 8vo. cloth, 16*.

ON THE THIRTY-NINE ARTICLES.

With an Epistle Dedicatory to the Eev. E. B. PUSET, D TJ
By the late A. P. FOKBES, D.C.L., BUhop oi Brewix
Second Edition. In 1 vol. post 8vo. 12#.

THE CONSTITUTIONS

CANONS ECCLESIASTICAL OT

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.

Referred to their Original Sources, and Illu.tratevi
Explanatory Notes. By MACKENZIE B.C. WALOJTT.
B.D. F.8.A., Praoentor and Prebendary of Ctaichesl;T
Fcap. 8vo. cloth, U.

Oxford and London : J. Parker At Co.

MESSRS. PARKER & CO.,

In consequence of the termination of the Lease of rhrsr
Wholesale Premises in the STRAND and EXBTEB-ST8EET.
are compelled to remove toothers nearly adjoining. Thr-ir
address in future will be 6, SOUTHAMPTON STREET
STRAND, LONDON, W.C. (i.e. Four Doorsfrom the Strra )

Messrs. PARKER also beg to state that their RETAIL
BUSINESS will be transferred to 6, SOUTHAMPTON
STREET, STRAND, where will be kept for insperoca &
supply of the new Theological Publications of tb* duet
Publishers; a variety of Books for Parochial Use: and a
carefully-selected Block of Bound Books for Presents, in
cluding Bibles, Prayer and Hymn Books, Sacred FWir*.
Devotional Works, Ac. Catalogues of each of the above
Selections are in preparation, and will be sent on aptd.<-mt*«-.
a liberal Discount from published prices being slloarod ft*r
Cash payments.

TO THE LONDON BOOKSELLING TRADH. — THr
Wholesale entrance to Messrs. PARKER'S New Pretni*-^
will still be from EXETER-STREET. STRAND, but Fr-wr
Doors higher up than the former entrance.
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LITERATURE

Endymion. By the Earl of Beaconsfield.

3 vols. (Longmans & Co.)

There was once a malicious person who

said that the sentence in which Mr. Wagg

in ' Pendennis ' sketches a fancy novel for

the Hon. Percy Popjoy was the best descrip

tion that could possibly be given of Lord

Beaconsfield's fictions. It must be owned

that " the cardinal in disguise, after being

converted by the Bishop of London," has

rather a habit of "proposing to the duchess's

daughter." Nor is 'Endymion ' false to the

well-known principles of its author. But it

is in every sense of the word a much quieter

book than most of its predecessors—quieter

in style, in incident, in personal allusions, and

in assaults. The lovers of the ' Codlingsby '

styl<3—by the way, Lord Beaconsfield has

taken, a terrible revenge for ' Codlingsby '

in this very book—may perhaps mourn over

the subdued and almost severe tono of the

language and setting of ' Endymion.' The

lovers of personality will be rather disgusted

at the perverse way in which, as it will

seem to them—the ingenious way in which,

as it will seem to others—the author has

mixed and blended the traits of his gallery

of portraits. In a curiously happy or a

curiously provoking manner, Lord Beacons

field has so altered tho fates of his person

ages while preserving many of their charac

teristics, and has combined so many later

living figures with so many earlier, that it is

hardly possible to set down this person as

that in the fashion dear to gossips. There

is no need to givo an elaborate analysis of

the story of ' Endymion ' ; indeed, from tho

crowded condition of the canvas, Buch an

analysis would take up altogether too much

room. It would not, indeed, detract much

from tho interest of the book, for that in

terest does not consist in any revolutions or

discoveries, but rather in the successive

sketches of the various characters intro

duced, in the reflections put in their mouths

or given, more rarely, as the author's own,

and in the adumbration of not a few impor

tant historical figures and incidents. Still,

a short argument can be given. The hero,

Endymion Ferrars (it may be observed that

those who stumble at the name Endymion

show a surprising ignorance of English

history and an equally surprising ignorance

of Lord Beaconsfield's fancy for well-sound-

ing names), comes of a race of place-holders

whose fortunes collapse at the first Reform

Bill. Retirement into the country only

postpones tho final catastrophe, and the

twin children, Myra and Endymion, are

left, when scarcely more than girl and boy,

with nothing but a certain connexion and,

on Endymion's side, a clerkship in Somerset

House. There for some time Endymion

lives in nondescript but pleasant society,

consisting partly of his fellow clerks, partly

of the frequenters of the house in which he

lodges—frequenters who range from peers

of the realm through crotchety young men

of genius to successful tailors. The

crotchety young man of genius, George

Waldershare, is perhaps the most unmis

takable portrait of the book, and certainly

one of the very best. He wanders about

Europe, suggesting to the Duko of Modena

the importance of Deing ready to take part

in a Jacobite revolution in England ; the

education of his landlady's pretty sister

Imogene " occasions him several sonnets " ;

and his views of the merits of Toryism are

wholly delightful :—

" Occasionally there was only conversation,

that is to say, Waldershare held forth, dilating

on some wondrous theme, full of historical

anecdote, and dazzling paradox, and happy

phrase. All listened with interest, even those

who did not understand him. Much of his talk

was addressed really to Beaumaris, whose mind

he was forming, as well as that of Imogene.

Beaumaris was an hereditary Whig, but had

not personally committed himself, and the

ambition of Waldershare was to transform him

not only into a Tory, but one of the old rock, a

real Jacobite. ' Is not the Tory party,' Walder

share would exclaim, ' a succession of heroic

spirits, " beautiful and swift," ever in the van,

and foremost of their ago ?—Hobbes and Boling-

broke, Hume and Adam Smith, Wyndham and

Cobham, Pitt and Grenville, Canning and Hus-

kisson ?—Are not the principles of Toryism

those popular rights which men like Shippen

and Hynde Cotton flung in the face of an alien

monarch and his mushroom aristocracy /—Place

bills, triennial bills, opposition to standing

armies, to peerage bills 1—Are not the traditions

of tho Tory party the noblest pedigree in the

world f Are not its illustrations that glorious

martyrology, that opens with the name of Falk

land and closes with the name of Canning ? ' 'I

believe it is all true,' whispered Lord Beaumaris

to Sylvia, who had really never heard of any of

these gentlemen before, but looked most sweet

and sympathetic. ' He is a wonderful man—

Mr. Waldershare,' said Mr. Vigo to Rodney,

' but I fear not practical.' "

As George Waldershare is the most pro

minent of Endymion's friends out of office,

so Mr. St. Barbe is the most remarkable of

his associates in it. St. Barbo is a clover,

but as yet unsuccessful, novelist of a cynical

kind. But personally he is devoured with

envy of Gushy, his rival, whose works sell

by the thousand ; of the aristocracy, who do

not invite him to dinner ; of the under

secretaries and permanent officials at the

heads of departments, who receive salaries

which would keep men of genius in comfort.

We wish we had not to say that the original

of Mr. St. Barbe is as clearly recognizable

as the original of George Waldershare ; the

retaliation for ' Codlingsby,' to which we

have alluded, hardly excuses the merciless

exaggeration of faults which after all made

up but a small part of the character of the

greatest English novelist of his day. How

ever, mercy, as his warmest admirers will

admit, is not exactly Lord Beaconsfield's

distinguishing quality.

" ' I hate the craft,' said St. Barbe, with an

expression of genuine detestation ; ' I should

like to show them all up before I died. I sup

pose it was your sister marrying a lord that got

you on in this way. I could have married a

countess myself, but then, to be sure, she was

only a Polish one, and hard up. I never had a

sister ; I never had any luck in life at all. I

wish I had been a woman. Women are the only

people who get on. A man works all his Life,

and thinks he has done a wonderful thing if,

with one leg in the grave and no hair on his

head, he manages to get a coronet ; and a woman

dances at a ball with some young fellow or

other, or sits next to some old fellow at dinner

and pretends shu thinks him charming, and he

makes her a peeress on the spot. Oh ! it is a

disgusting world ; it must end in revolution.

Now you tell your master, Mr. Sidney Wilton,

that if he wants to strengthen the institutions

of this country, the government should establish

an order of merit, and the press ought to be

represented in it. I do not speak only for my

self ; I speak for my brethren. Yes, sir, I am

not ashamed of my order. ' "

While Endymion is thus living pleasantly,

but in comparative obscurity, his more enter

prising sister Myra has taken upon herself

the task of rescuing herself and her brother

from their evil fate. She becomes com

panion to Adriana Neuchatel, the only child

of a great financier. The Neuchatel house

hold is very carefully drawn, and is one of

the pleasantest sketches in the book. In a

more agreeable sense than that in which

the term has been just used, Lord Beacons

field's Mr. Neuchatel may be said to b» a

retaliation for Balzac's Nucingen, though, of

course, the originals are not absolutely

identical. Her position here, which is

altogether that of a friend and equal, intro

duces Myra, and with her Endymion, to very

lofty society, and the political portraits,

already sufficiently thickly strewn about the

book, come thicker and thicker. A great

marriage is clearly Myra's only chance, and

she finds the convenient and fortunate person

in Lord Roehampton, who is very plea

santly, we had almost said affectionately,

sketched. That Lord Roehampton is Lord

Palmerston in the main is, perhaps, the

most positive "tip" that can be given to

obtuse but curious persons. Yet Lord

Palmerston certainly did not when he was

middle-aged marry a peinsi|«*as girl for love,

nor did he die soon afterwards in the midst

of his work. This, however, is a good in

stance of the embroilment (an embroilment

quite justified, and indeed demanded, by all

the laws of art) in which Lord Beaconsfield

has involved his borrowings from the actual

portrait gallery of history.

More elaborate even than Lord Roe

hampton—and, indeed, more elaborate than

any other portraits in the book, hardly ex

cepting Waldershare—are the sketches of

Lord and Lady Montfort, though here, too,

the strokes cross and mingle in an inextric

able manner. Lady Montfort—Berengaria

—is tho queen of Whiggism; she holds the

»alon of the party, and very soon becomes the

patroness, more active even than his sister,

of Endymion. Her husband, whom she at

least believes herself to adore, is a curious

person who has travelled oil over the world,

who gave up his boroughs at the Reform

Bill without any compensation, and who,

having married Berengaria, allows her to
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collected much information concerning the

witch doctors, who, in spite of the palpably

fraudulent nature of their tricks, constantly

manage to impose upon the credulity of the

Kaffirs. At the same time he admits that

they have acquired the knowledge of a few

valuable drugs. "For instance," he says.

" they have discovered with us the use of

the male fern root, and they have various

powerfully stimulant and aromatic barks,"

a statement which is fully confirmed by a

recent writer of experience in Natal. The

witch doctors play an important part in

every native war. For instance, Gneto,

Kreli's medical attendant, as we suppose he

may be called, sold three thousand war

charms among the Galekas at the rate of

about one shilling each. Mr. Norbury, in

describing the extraordinary delusion which

in the year 1856 cost the Kaffirs 20,000

lives and 200,000 head of cattle, says that

it originated with Kreli, who, in order to

force the Kaffirs to fight, "prevailed on a

witch doctor, Umhlakazi, to predict that

should they destroy all their crops and

cattle, their forefathers, with their de

parted cattle, would rise from the earth

and drive the white race into the sea."

It is certain that Umhlnknzi played a

mischievous part in this tragedy, but Mr.

Brownlee, the then Gaika Commissioner,

states positively that the delusion was not

in the first instance instigated by Kreli, but

was conceived in the brain of a young

woman of the tribe, who, after the manner

of some of the spiritual mediums of our own

country and time, professed to s icak under

inspiration. Mr. Norbury says that " the

Kaffirs are often very figurative in their

ideas." This is quite true, and, indeed, he

might have said that the Zulus are very

rich in proverbs, many of them being both

wise and humorous. Many of the bullocks

employed in the war transport service

were called " Inglemaun," a corruption of

Englishmen, and Mr. Norbury remarks that

animals bearing this name wcro popularly

supposed to receive more flogging at the

hands of their native drivers than any others

in the span. This, wo suspect, is a new

version of the well-known story that the

emigrant Boers wero accustomed to give to

their worst ox the name of "England" as

an expression of their contempt for John

Bull. The following incident is delightfid

in its way :—

" Some peaceably disposed Galekas once sent

two bullocks to a company of our troops

stationed near : one possessed a perfectly white

body with a black head, to denote that it was

a present from the black to the white man ; the

other was a red bullock with a white head, to

indicate that it was sent to the white-faced men

who wore red coats."

Most readers know that the Galeka war

began in a beer-drinking quarrel between

the Galekas and the Fingoes. On the

authority of "many persons," Mr. Nor

bury suggests that the disturbance was

premeditated on the part of Kreli. As

he does not mention his authority for this

extraordinary statement, it is only fair to

remark that it rests upon no better founda

tion than conjecture. Probably on better

grounds he is convinced that the starving

women who swarmed into our camp supplied

information and food to the enemy, whereby

the war was prolonged. His remedy for

this state of things is hardly likely to bo

adopted by any English general. He says :—

" All the women of a tribe on the outbreak

of a war should, on pain of death, be made to

assemble in a certain part of the country, where

they should be fed and placed under the sur

veillance of a strong guard, which should per

mit egress to none."

It would, however, be unfair to judge

Mr. Norbury by his abstract view of what

would justify the infliction of capital

punishment upon Kaffir women, for th )ro

is ample proof that he behaved with great

humanity towards these poor creatures when

they wero found to be wounded or suffering

from exhaustion. A Galeka woman, who is

described as a " very intelligent-looking

feinule," remarked to him that " they [tho

women] were never afraid to go to a white

man'scamp, it wasthe Fingoes they dreaded."

Such a remark, confirming as it does all

that has been rumoured concerning the

brutal conduct of many of our Fingo allies,

justifies a doubt as to whether in tho beer-

drinking quarrel the Galekas wero really the

aggressors. Mapassa, an influential Galeka

chief, refused to take up arms against the

English. His loyalty being suspected—

although it woidd appear unjustly—he was

required to leave the neighbourhood of the

Kei. Mr. Norbury, in a matter-of-course

way, says :—

" We burned all his kraals which were on our

line of march to give him a hint to clear out

and to convince him that we were in earnest."

This, no doubt, would greatly assist to con

firm Mop:iBsa in his loyalty. To what a

depth of destitution tho war reduced his

people will be seen from the following

extract :—

" We afterwards struck our tents to return to

Il>eka ; whilBt this was being clone a number of

Mapassu's people came into the camp to see

what they could pick up. They were very badly

ott for f" (1, and seized with avidity the mealies

which the horses had left. One woman spoke

intensely grammatical English ; Bhe seemed a

respectable female, and had several children

with her. She informed me that she belonged

to Anta's people in the Ciskei, but that she had

married a Galeka ; that she had been educated

at the seminary at Lovedale ; that Mapassa's

people were starving, and she longed for the

war to be over, for she was quite certain that as

the Xosa were beaten in every engagement they

must succumb in the end, and that their con

tinuing to fight was madness. All the family

were very thin, and one of the daughters

pinched up the skin over her stomach to signify

how empty she was; so I procured a lot of spare

biscuit and crave the mother, which she at once

distributed."

Mr. Norbury was present when >Sir Bartle

Frere's ultimatum was handed to Oety-

wayo's messengers, and ho frankly acknow

ledges that " the bearing of tho Zulu In-

dunus was, on the whole, dignified, collected,

and courteous, without the least exhibition

of temper or bravado." He makes the

remarkable statement, which we do not

remember to have seen before, that the

Indunas, in returning to Cerywayo, desired

to be accompanied by a British representa

tive in order that he might explain the grave

demands which his Government had made

upon tho king. This request was not

acceded to, but tho duty of explaining the

position of affairs was left to Mr. John

Dunn, who, when he saw that war wag

impending, lost no time in quitting the la .

of his adoption, and seeking a new location

on the Natal side of the Tugela. Mr. Nor

bury says :—

" The procession reminded me strongly of

the Biblical pictures of Abraham and the old

patriarchs ; there was Mr. Dunn, with his wives

and concubines, his wild-looking men, armed

with spears, driving forward the flocks and herds,

his women and children, many hundreds in

number, carrying their mats and cooking

utensils on their heads, and the mothers with

their little ones at their backs—a pastoral people

migrating from one district to another."

As we have already remarked, an authentic

account of the services which the Naval

Brigade rendered in the two rocent South

African campaigns was well worth compil

ing, but Mr. Norbury would have shown

moro judgment if he had confined himself

to that task, instead of introducing into his

book topics which are not only highly con

troversial, but altogether foreign to his main

objoct.

The Brothers Wiffen: Memoirs and Miscellanies.

Edited by S. E. Battison. (Hodder &

Stoughton.)

Ai,i. those whose library, in their early days,

included Mr. Howitt's charming ' Boy's

Country Book ' remember the name of

WifTen, and associate it with the delightful

sketch there given of Ackworth School.

The volume before us gives some account,

with abundant specimens, of the poetical

work not merely of J. II. Wiffen, the trans

lator of Tasso, to whom the ' Boy's Country

Book ' notice refers, but of his brother

Benjamin, who, long afterwards drifting

into literary pursuits, won himself an honour

able reputation among students of sixteenth

century letters by his recovery and publica

tion of many of the rarest works of the

curly Spanish reformers. The book con

tains lives of both brothers, in the case of

J. H. Wiffen written by his daughter, in a

style which perhaps too obviously emulates

Mr. Carlyle in places ; in tlie case of Ben

jamin by Mr. l'attison himself. The latter

is the more interesting, because it includes

long autobiographic extracts in which the

book-hunts of the retired ironmonger (for

such was Wiffen's unpoetieal trade) are

recounted with great simplicity and fresh

ness.

Jeremiah Wiffen, the elder brother, was,

though shortlived, rather a fortunate man

in his way. The Wiffens were born and

bred under the shadow of Woburn Abbey,

and after a short period of trial as an usher

the Duke of Bedford made Jeremiah his

librarian, and thus secured to him a life of

literary leisure. The editing of Rachel

Lady Russell's letters and the ' Historical

Memoirs of the House of Russell ' were

ample but not undue repayment. Wiffen

married in 1828, and died suddenly in 1836

at the ago of forty-four, after what appears

to have been a singularly happy life. His

brother shared his early literary enthu

siasm, and some interesting particulars are

hero given of visits which they paid to

Southey and Wordsworth during a tour

to the Lakes. But Benjamin subsided

into ironmongering, and it was not till

long afterwards that he became actively

engaged in literary pursuits of any kind,

though he seems to have always kept up

the habit of composing fugitive verse. Some
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time after his brother's death he retired

from business, owing to ill health, and being

then no more than forty-three he naturally

wanted occupation. It was supplied to him

in the odd way in which things are occa

sionally supplied at the right moment. His

brother had been a Spanish as well as an

Italian student, and had translated Garci-

lasso de la Vega as well as Tasso. Accord

ingly a Spaniard of rank and fortune who

was interested in the early Spanish re

formers, coming over to England with in

troductions to some prominent Quakers (to

which body, as the mention of Ackworth has

indeed sufficiently intimated, the Wiffens

belonged), inquired after Jeremiah ; he was

referred to the surviving brother, then in

London, and the result was a partnership

of nearly thirty years in the exhumation

and reproduction of the ' Eeformistas Anti-

guos Espanoles.' We have said that the

autobiographic record of the progress of

this work is perhaps the most interesting

thing in this volume. Wiffen spent im

mense labour on his pursuit, usually copy

ing out such unique or scarce works as

ho managed to get hold of and sending

them to his friend Don Luis, who had them

printed, though occasionally the printing

was done in England. The bibliography

of the subject being quite unstudied, and

the books themselves (owing to persecution,

and perhaps to the long interval of want

of interest in them) very rare, the work was

one of perpetual novelty and discovery;

while in some instances, notably in the case

of Juan Valdcs, the intrinsic value of the

matter recovered was not unworthy the

labour spent on its recovery. Benjamin

Wiffen died in 1 867, at the age of seventy-

three. Portraits of both brothers are given

here—of the elder in his youth, Byronically

handsome ; of the younger apparently in

late middle age, a thoughtful and somewhat

severe face.

We have not as yet said anything about

the "remains," which occupy a considerable

space in the volume, and we shall own

frankly that the biographical interest

seems to exceed the literary. The poems

hero printed are frequently graceful enough,

but they are distinctly minor poetry, and of

that special class of minor poetry where the

discerning reader can see that the writer

was under the special influence, now of this

■author, now of that, and was, consciously or

unconsciously, endeavouring to follow in the

footsteps of one or the other. Jeremiah's

poems are perhaps more finished and pos

sess more deliberate attempt at poetic orna

ment; Benjamin's are more spontaneous,

and perhaps testify to greater originality

of mind. A good specimen of the former

is to be found in the linos :—

O lady, wear this wreath for me,

Though gathered from the cypress tree.

Porhaps this scquaciousness, as it may

be pardonably termed, was not a bad equip

ment for a translator, and we shall not

attempt to determine whether after Fairfax

and Hoole, a curious enough pair, a third

translator of Tasso was wanted. Benjamin's

pooms consist of two of some length : ' The

Quaker Squire,' deriving partly from Cowper

and partly from Crabbe, and ' Tho Warder

of the Pyrenees,' loss definitely suggested

by Scott. In ' The Quaker Squire ' there

are'passages of very decided merit. Some

thing not dissimilar may be said of his few

minor poems, though his command of lyric

metres was by no means equal to his

brother's. To both, however, if the title

of poet must be grudged them, that of man

of letters can be unhesitatingly granted.

The Quakers have always been honourably

distinguished among Nonconformist sects

by their contributions to literature, and the

two Wiffens bore a worthy part in sustain

ing this reputation.

Tasmanian Friends and Foes, Feathered, Furred,

and Finned : a Family Chronicle of Country

Life, Natural History, and Veritable Adven

ture. By Louisa Anne Meredith. (Marcus

Ward & Co.)

This is a very excellent book for children,

and many older folk will find much to

interest them in it. This is high praise,

but there is that in the book which makes

us wish that we could praise it yet more

highly. Its great fault is that it is woven

of three inartistically blended threads of

interest.

It is well known how great is the ten

dency in settlers to surround themselves

with the birds and animals natural to their

new home. The dwelling and enclosure

of the colonist more often than not form a

menagerie in which the animals are allowed

to roam almost at will, thus affording

splendid opportunities for study of their

habits. During nearly forty years spent in

Tasmania Mrs. Meredith has availed her

self to the utmost of the facilities she

enjoyed. Moreover, she has evidently loved

and studied not only her own pets, but also

all living things with which she has met.

" Careful scientific descriptions of all these

creatures," she says, "have been written

by learned naturalists for learned people ;

the only ground on which there is room

for our pens is the familiar every-day know-

lodge of little habits and peculiarities

which tho greatest professors at home

cannot always observe for themselves."

Accordingly in the present book she

has recorded innumerable personal expe

riences of the animals and plants of Tas

mania in a way that is sure to interest

intelligent children, and if not scientifically,

yot with such evident truthfulness and

detail as to compel the attention of natu

ralists. She herself writes:—"I do not

presume to offer scientific information on

any subject, but have given the proper {i.e.

scientific) names of most objects alluded to,

so that works of authority may readily be

consulted by the inquiring or studious

roader." These experiences form the chief

attraction of the volume.

If the above were a full description the

book would be much better than it is. Un

fortunately the author has chosen to mingle

her facts with a slight and uninteresting

thread of fiction. She presents the experi

ences which Bhe has to offer not as her own

—though she says in her preface, and we

fully believe, that they are her own—but as

those of tho family of Tasmanian settlers

which supplies the chief characters in her

fiction. The name of this family is Merton ;

and its members are in the habit of indulging

in conversation so didactic, and of stringing

together such leading questions, that, though

he is not so told, the reader feels sure that

they have some connexions of the name of

Sandford. Mrs. Meredith's information ij

administered as is wholesome medicine—in

very insipid jam. This maybe well enough

for some children; but for others, and for

all older readers, the medicine -would have

been more welcome without the jam. In

short, the fiction both obscures ttie fact and

makes it distasteful.

But the difficulty which the reader feels

in precisely distinguishing the facts is in

finitely increased by the knowledge, acquired

from the preface, that the characters in the

fiction are, with some exceptions, real. It

would have been better if the author had

simply recorded what she has to say ; or, if

she must have fiction, that she had allowed

us to believe that her fictitious characters

were fictitious. As it is, the reader's atten

tion is constantly distracted by the endeavour

to understand the circumstances under which

facts very valuable to the naturalist really

happened.

Another point of interest in the book is, it

may be suspected, from the publishers' point

of view, the chief reason for its existence. It

is illustrated by certain coloured plates of in

sects, flowers, and fishes from drawings bythe

author. These are pretty, and will without

doubt please many child readers. Some of

the figures of fishes are valuable if they are

as accurate as they appear, but it would be

necessary to see the fish -while as fresh as

when drawn by the artist to confirm this.

There are also certain black - and - white

sketches of animals which, we confess, please

us more than the coloured plates. The

sketch of " Dumpy the Wombat " is really

charming. But it is now time that we

should turn from the fiction and the illustra

tions to the stories of animal life which form

the most valuable part of the volume.

That the indigenous animals of Tasmania

are fast disappearing is a well-known fact,

but none the less it is sad to hear from so

good an authority as Mrs. Meredith that

the mischief has gone so far. Scarcely an

animal is mentioned by her without the

addition of the remark that "it is now never

seen," or at least that "it is now much more

seldom seen than formerly." It is rather

strange that while she laments the exter

mination of nearly overy other animal, she

writes almost with satisfaction of the dis

appearance of the natives of Tasmania

Her testimony differs from that com

monly received in that she attributes

the blame for the extermination of the

natives to themselves, and not to the white

settlers. The blacks, she intimates, began

to murder the whites, and only after that

did the whites retaliate by exterminating

the blacks. Yet she herself says that the

blacks did not become ferocious till some

time after the arrival of the whites ; and a

story which she tells of the risk which some

native women ran, tlirough gratitude, to

save the lives of a party of settlers, shows

that, long after strife between the two colours

had broken out, Tasmanians were at least

capable of feelings not entirely degraded-

Some of the anecdotes of animal instinct

are most curious, and bear the stamp ol

truth. Regarding the intelligence of mar

supials, which is usually considered to be

not great, she writes :—

" Whilst regretting that so unjustifiable an

opinion should be held by men of science, I am
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fain to rejoice over those pages in my unpre

tending book which I think will supply evidence

that the engaging and affectionate animals whose

brief memoirs they contain are far from deficient

in intelligence The young brush kangaroo, of

which the longest account is given, showed most

decided knowledge of, and preference for, cer

tain individuals. In the morning, before his

breakfast of bread-and-milk was given to him,

he would follow me or the parlour-maid from

place to place until we fed hini ; but he only so

followed us because no one else was in the habit

of feeding him at that hour. In the garden he

hopped round and round in merry races with

our sons, seeming as fond of the fun as they

were, or with his little fore-paws took hold of

my husband's hands or mine, licking them

fondly, and evidently liking to pace the walks

with us in our sedater manner ; but at the sound

of an opening gate he would quickly and warily

rear himself erect and glance round, with his

ever alert and mobile ears intently listening, and

should an unfamiliar step approach, he invariably

took flight, leaping away at railway speed to

hide himself among the shrubs. Here, surely,

was evidence of clear discrimination. My tame

bandicoots, which used to run up like great

mice into the folds of my dress, or creep into

my sleeves, never attempted such familiarities

with any other person ; and the one which died

would cry uneasily if any hands but my own

touched it after it became sick. A great forest

kangaroo, which long ago belonged to the wife

of one of Mr. Meredith's servants, always accom

panied her everywhere, as a faithful dog would

do, but never followed any one else ; and the

wombat attaches itself to particular persons with

touching fidelity."

There aro two stories which we should

especially like to quote, but want of space

compels us to condense the words in which

Mrs. Meredith tells them. The first con

cerns a kid and a lamb, which, being brought

up together as house pets, became insepar

able, and so continued until they were about

fourteen months old. The sheep was then

taken away for an hour to be shorn, the

goat being much disturbed during the

absence of her friend. When the sheep

returned without his coat the goat turned

on him furiously,

" butted him off as an impertinent interloper,

and still went on running from place to place,

seeking anxiously for her lost sheep, ever and

anon turning round to butt poor Billy, who ran

after her in answer to the well-known call, only

to meet the cruellest repulse and insult. Nor

could all our endeavours effect a reconciliation.

The Billy of Nanny's affection was gone—lost to

her for ever with his woolly coat ; and she evi

dently believed that the shorn sheep, so patiently

trotting after her, was a total stranger.

After a fortnight spent in this way, the

goat refusing to recognize her old com

panion, and pining because of her supposed

loss, the sheep was still so miserable that

he was sent away to find companions of his

own kind. Mrs. Meredith adds that the

goat was never puzzled by any alterations,

however great, in the clothing of her human

friends.

The second story relates how a pair of

carriage horses, noted during many years

for their mutual affection, one day suddenly

quarrelled for no assignable cause, and,

after fighting viciously with heels and teeth,

separated ; nor did they ever renew their

old kindly relations.

Finally, we notice a few misprints in the

book, especially in the scientific names. For

example, " tetrad* -capolis" and "papilis"

are odd forms; and " Bruchi Zema Jervia

Jameson it," as the name of one bird, is

still more odd. Moreover, the reader is

referred on p. 40 to an appendix, which is

nowhere to be found. The publishers have

prefixed a note to the book in which they

bespeak indulgence for such mistakes, on

the plea that the author is in Tasmania.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS.

Family Honour. By Mrs. C. L. Balfour. (Cas-

sell & Co.)

Better than Good. By Annie E. Ridley. (Same

publishers. )

Not Quite a Peck of P—». By "Sator."

(Simpkin, Marshall & Co.)

Pansie's Flvur-bin. By the Author of ' St.

Olave's.' (Macmillan & Co.)

Frank Powderhorn : a Story of Adventure in the

Pampas of Buenos Ayres, tfce. By J. Sands.

(Nelson & Sons.)

Fabled Stories from the Zoo. By Albert Alberg.

(Sonnenschein & Allen.)

The Wilds of Florida. By W. H. G. Kingston.

(Nelson & Sons.)

Roger Willoughby; or, the Times of Benbow.

Same author. (Nisbet & Co.)

Peacock Alley. By the Rev. F. Langbridge.

(Hatchards. )

Every Boy's Annual. Edited by E. Routledge.

(Routledge & Sons.)

Elfin Hollow. By F. Scarlett Potter. (Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge.)

Voyages and Travels of Count Funnibos and

Baron SHlkin. By the late VV. H. G. King

ston. (Same publishers.)

The Fortunes of Hassan. By the Author of

' Our Valley,' &c. (Samo publishers.)

yimpo's Trimbles. By Olive Thome Miller.

(Griffith & Farran.)

Beatrice Melton's lHscipline. By Maud Jeanne

Franc. (Sampson Low & Co.)

Our Pets and Playfellows. By Gertrude Patmore.

(Bell & Sons.)

' Family Honour ' is a rather pointless story,

except so far as it may be supposed to enforce

a moral against false pride. An impossible sort

of old lady conceals the misalliance of a brother,

who on his deathbed entrusted her with the

duty of taking care of his orphan children. Her

pride takes the form of providing for them at

a distance and under a false name. A general

confusion of relations takes place, in spite of

her efforts, in the Austwicke family, and the

proud old lady commits suicide. There seems

nothing in the story that can possibly commend

it to youth.

Miss Ridley's " story for girls " is of a whole

some sort, and shows some knowledge of girlish

character. The gradual improvement in the

temper of poor Beatrix, a high - spirited girl

who by an accident is reduced to blindness, is

the leading subject of the story ; but Rose, May,

Madge, &c. , all contribute to the general in

terest.

" Sator's " story is an alliterative homily on

patience, perseverance, prudence, and the like,

diversified by the broken English of an infant

and the provincial accent of a north-country

nurse, both more laboured than effective. In

spite of its merits, the book is heavily handi

capped by such occasional lapses into imbecility

as children are the first to resent.

' Pansie's Flour-bin ' is an imitation, at a dis

tance, of ' Alice in Wonderland. ' A little girl

dreams of fairyland, in which key-boys and

thimble-girls, flour-bins and toadstools, get

mixed in dreamy fashion. The manner of the

tale is happy enough, and occasionally there

seems to be a thought, or a half-thought, of a

wholesome kind.

' Frank Powderhorn ' is a cheerful story, and

that part which relates to a sheep-farmer's life

in Buenos Ayres and the Fauna and other pecu

liarities of that country is interesting to older

readers than those to whom the Patagonian

adventures and the experiences on shipboard

will appeal. The rather farcical sketch of the

old lieutenant and his friends is not unamusing.

Some of the sentimental autobiographies of

the beasts in "the Zoo" are not bad, though

we doubt the value, for instance, of the tale of

the martens, and think the frontispiece an ugly

exception to the other illustrations.

Mr. Kingston's tale of warfare and hunting

carries the reader to the Southern States of

America at a period when the Red Indian was

still in the land. The adventures of the Irish

hero, and those of his friend and countryman

Rochford, who arrives in Florida with an en

thusiasm for the aborigines, will be read with

zest by young lovers of adventure, who will not

criticize too closely the verisimilitude of the

tale.

In ' Roger Willoughby ' the author, whom we

are sorry to have to call the late Mr. Kingston,

deals not only with some stirring sea fights of

old Admiral Benbow, but also with Monmouth's

rebellion, the Bloody Assize, &c. , and so far

lends himself to the purpose of combining in

struction with amusement. His modest hope

that the book may be found not less interesting

than its predecessors has certainly been realized.

Mr. Langbridge's book is well written, and it

is no doubt desirable that well-cared-for children

out of the nursery should be acquainted to some

extent with the harder lot of their contem

poraries among the poor. A story dealing with

life in a squalid court in a city, with drunken

ness, misery, and crime, is not to be lightly put

into the hands of youth ; but when they are of

an age to be edified, and not merely terrified, by

the knowledgo of such horrors, they cannot

make acquaintance with them through a better

medium than Mr. Langbridge provides ; and,

after all, Joe and Heather have the good for

tune to come happily through their troubles.

' Every Boy's Annual ' is, as usual, excellently

adapted to the readers for whom it is designed.

For instance, Mr. Frith's "Ascents and Adven

tures " are sure to interest boys. A little more

attention might be bestowed with advantage on

the woodcuts ; there are a great number of them,

some good, but many bad.

' Elfin Hollow ' will be deservedly popular

among young children who are at the stage at

which good thoughts are most easily inculcated

by means of good pictures and good stories.

The adventures of Ragged Robin in the country

of the Gnomes, the Happy Dogs, &c. , are simply

and prettily told, and bear with them an excel

lent moral. The illustrations are particularly

good.

The travels of Count Funnibos and his friend

are also prettily illustrated, though the pictures

are occasionally grotesque, which seems a mis

take. Surely the slang and sordid side of life

will make its impression soon enough. The

story is but slight, and is simply a vehicle for

the geography of Holland, a country of which

English children perhaps know less than they

should.

Hassan is a pariah dog who tells, from the

canine point of view, his adventures in Bulgaria

during the horrors of the late war. The worst

features of the time are but slightly glanced at,

but enough is told to give a sufficiently graphic

sketch for youthful readers of that terrible

winter.

Nimpo is an American young lady aged thir

teen, who, with her younger brothers, is sent

out "to board" with a rough-tongued lodging-

house keeper during her parents' absence from

home. Her troubles arise from the contrast

between the grandeur of independence which

she promises herself and the coarse living and

rough discipline of Mrs. Primkins. The story

presents a curious picture of American life, but

the scrapes into which the children get, their

joys and sorrows, are in no way very remark

able. We doubt the tale being very attractive

to English children.

'Beatrice Melton's Discipline' is a religious
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tale. The heroine, an Australian schoolmistress,

undergoes several severe trials, the result of

which, and of a happy marriage, is to confirm

her piety. The book is written in an excellent

spirit, but as a story is not specially interesting.

Miss Patmore has recorded in the simplest

style a number of interesting anecdotes of her

dumb favourites, which will be read with great

Best by children, and contain curious facts for

boy naturalists. The battle between the frog

and beetle is an extraordinary atfair, which one

could hardly believe on less respectable testi

mony.

SCHOOL-BOOKS.

History of Scotland for Schools. By W. F.

Collier, LL.D. (Isbister.)

Scotch history, taken seriously, is perhaps

rather difficult to make either clear or interest

ing. It must be confessed that Dr. Collier, if

he intended to fascinate his youthful readers, is

hardly likely to succeed. Even Scotch boys—

we assume that English boys are out of the

question—will have to be unusually patriotic

or unusually industrious if they are to take

much interest in history treated as it is in

this little book. It is for the most part a

dry narrative of events in chronological order.

Considerable attention is given to the earlier

medueval times, and four-fifths of the work

are occupied with the history of Scotland be-

foro the union of the crowns. So appalling

is the list of State crimes before that date,

that the student is likely to fancy he is read

ing a Newgate Calendar on a gigantic soale.

"Henceforth," as Dr. Collier says, "the turbu

lent stream of Scottish history, too often run

ning red with blood, joins the broader current

of English story." It is perhaps a pity that

the more peaceful but not less interesting times

after 1603 have not received an attention pro

portionate to their importance. The arrange

ment of the book has nothing modern about it.

Generally speaking, each reign has a chapter to

itself, and the longer periods are made to depend

on the duration of a dynasty. There are no de

scriptive titles to mark the characteristics of an

epoch, nor is sufficient prominence given to the

leading events on which the attention of the

Student should be fixed. Mythical or romantic

stories are mingled with more solid facts in

order to give colour to the picture, but we may

be allowed to suggest that selections from ' Tales

of my Grandfather ' and an abstract of Burton

form a somewhat incongruous mixture. The

illustrations are obviously intended, like the

stories, to make the book more palatable. The

sketches of famous localities, such as Iona and

Stirling Castle, are excellent in their way, and

increase the value of the work. Other cute, of

more or less antiquarian interest, are scattered

about, often Apropos de rien, and the book would

not have suffered much by their omission. The

unwilling student will hardly be beguiled by such

sops to his curiosity. A concession is made to

modern prejudice by the insertion of short

chapters on social matters at propor intervals,

but the reader will look in vain for any account

of constitutional affairs. He might almost re

main in ignorance that such a thing as a Scotch

Parliament had existed. No allusion is made

to its origin and growth, or to the changes by

which its authority was practically annihilated

under James L and Charles I. Although the

narrative is generally correct, it is here and

there somewhat loose in statement. The re

mark, for instance, on p. 20, that "up to the

ninth century Scotia or Scotland meant Ireland,"

is, to say the least, misleading. We also notice

some important omissions. Edward I.'s claim

to the Scotch throno is left unexplained in its

proper place, and the bases on which it rested

are alluded to elsewhere as doubtful statements.

We should have thought that, whatevor may be

■aid of the claim, the homage to Edward the

elder and the grant of Cumberland to Malcolm

were tolerably well-authenticated facts. On

many other points of interest, such as the weak

ness of the government under the earlier Stuarts

and the connexion between Scotland and France,

the inquiring student meets with insufficient ex

planation. The account of the Union, however,

is fairly good. The style in which the book is

written is unadorned but respectable. Such

sentences as the following, on p. 34, " The rock

of which it [the stone of Scone] consists belongs

to the geology of Western Scotland," are fortu

nately rare. It should be observed that though

the position of important places is explained in

notes at the end of the chapters, there is only

one very meagre map. We could have dispensed

with most of the illustrations for the sake of a

good map or two and some plans of the principal

battle-fields. There are, on the other hand,

plenty of genealogical tables, with biographical

notices and other apparatus likely to prove

useful to any one who is unfortunate enough to

be " cramming " for an examination.

Elementary Classics : P. Vergili Maronis Georgi-

con, Liber Secundus. Edited for the Use of

Schools by the Rev. J. H. Skrine. (Mac-

millan & Co.)

The main features of this edition are the intro

duction on the motive of the ' Georgics ' and the

English headings which givo the drift of the

divisions of the subject. The notes are sensible.

One mistake we notice, namely, the explanation

of a dativus termini (1. 41) as a dativus commodi.

We are glad to see sundry happy illustrations

from English poets in the notes. It is to be

hoped that future editors of classical works will

follow so good an example. Those who con

sider the ' Georgics ' to be " Elementary Classics "

and only want the second book will do well to

avail themselves of Mr. Skrine's assistance.

Xenophontis Memorabilia Socratis. Edited with

Introduction and Notes by A. It. Cluer, B.A.

(Macmillan & Co.)

This is more than a mere school-book. It far

surpasses in every respect all other English

editions of the ' Memorabilia.' Mr. Cluer shows

an intimate acquaintance with the voluminous

literature of the Socratic philosophy. The

notes evince considerable scholarship. There

are a marginal analysis and indexes, and five

excellent introductory essays including the pre

face. We can strongly recommend the work to

students and teachers.

Via Latina. By E. A. Abbott, D.D. (Seeley,

Jackson & Halliday.)

In spite of the multitude of similar works

already in existence, a new " First Latin Book "

by so distinguished a schoolmaster as Dr. Abbott

will excite much attention. The author states

in a short preface the nature of the want which

ho has tried to supply. He does not pretend

that other primers are bad, or that his own

contains anything substantially new, but he

complains that pupils are too generally allowed

to learn accidence without using it and by use

understanding the purpose of inflexions : " Tho

Latin sentences placed before beginners are so

easy that a pupil soon finds he can construe

without the trouble of parsing; and he thus

early contracts the fatal habit of ' plunging ' at

the meaning instead of reasoning it out. To

provide against this evil is one of the principal

objects of the ' Via Latina. ' " For this purpose,

on Dr. Abbott's plan, accidence should be learned

in small doses and applied at once, in as many

ways as possible, to construing and composing.

The chapter on the first declension will show

more clearly than any other the method of this

' Via Latina. ' The pupil, presumably ignorant

of Latin, is first taught a few nouns of the first

declension and a few finite verbs with their

meanings. The ordinary functions of the cases

are then explained and illustrated, and the de

clension of insula in the singular follows. The

first exercise is on the parsing of single words,

with translation from Latin and English. The

second exercise is much more difficult. The

pupil is required to translate such sentences as

"Femina? patientia nautae violentiam superat "

and "The daughter gives the queen's money to

the sailor," and every Latin noun is to be care

fully parsed. It is obvious that the stupidest

boy cannot leave these two exercises without a

very clear notion of the use of the cases generally

and a thorough knowledge of that small part of

Latin accidence which he has at present had

occasion to learn. The subsequent lessons and

exercises are all constructed in a similar manner,

and require no further quotation. It will be

seen that the exercises are at first more difficult

than those of most Latin primers, but the

author manages with great adroitness to aroid

anticipating information and explanations that

should more properly come later on in the

book, and yet to accustom his pupils from the

first to the belief that it is possible to talk sense

in the Latin language. Hints on style are fre

quently introduced and exemplified, and copious

vocabularies and other appendices are supplied.

The materials employed are, of course, precisely

the same as those of othor books of the class

and the lessons are arranged in precisely the

same order, except that the simpler uses of the

subjunctive are taught rather earlier than is

customary ; but the merit of Dr. Abbott's book

is that his exercises are so nicely adjusted to

the facts supplied and the explanations given

that with its help it would seem impossible to

teach Latin badly.

Homer's Iliad, Book XXL By Arthur Sidg-

wick, M.A. (Rivingtons.)

A neat edition, admirably adapted for beginners,

with plenty of sound instruction in elementary

etymology. The book is above the average in

point of interest.

White's Grammar School Texts : Xenophon's

Anabasis, Book IV. With a Vocabulary.—

Homer's Odyssey, Book I. With a Vocabulary

and some Account of Greek Prosody. By

John T. White, D.D. (Longmans & Co.)

The vocabularies are well prepared excepting

as to some of the etymology, which is not always

sound, and refers too much to Sanscrit. The

contents of each chapter of Xenophon are given

in headings. The Homeric Prosody should

prove most useful.

Selections from Cvesar : The Gallic War. By

G. L. Bennett, M.A. (Rivingtons.)

Mr. Bennett's aim has been to "select s

number of chapters sufficient to give an idea of

the whole of Ctesar's government of GauL"

He supplies a short sketch of Caesar's life, a neat

map of Gaul, short, sensible notes, and a bio

graphical and geographical index. The type is

good.

" Unseen Papers" in Latin Prose and Verse,

irith Examination Questions. By T. Collins,

M.A. (Bell & Sons.)

These selections are easy, being meant for the

use of candidates for the Cambridge Local Ex

aminations. The book is offered to "brother

masters," therefore references should have been

given. Mr. Collins's labours will be appreciated.

A First Greek Writer, vHth Exercises and Voca

bularies. By A. Sidgwick, M.A. (Riving

tons.)

This excellent little book is intended partly to

"serve as a first stage to Mr. Sidgwick's 'In

troduction to Greek Prose Composition.' " The

exercises are progressive. As in the more

advanced work, they consist of amusing narra

tives. If it is worthy of Mr. Sidgwick's posi

tion and reputation to spend his time on such

elementary work, it is owing to the extremely

thorough and judicious way in which he does it.

A Primer of G-reel; Grammar : Syntax, By

E. D. Mansfield, M.A. (Rivingtons.)

It is hard to compile an easy syntax without

enunciating paradoxes. A boy would be puzzled
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at the notion that " him " in " I left him " was

an accusative of "motion to." If "void of

sense " gives us a genitive of separation, what

are we to make of "full of nonsense," a common

case which Mr. Mansfield seems to have neg

lected / According to him following actual

contact. It is impossible to say that Mr. Mans

field has been very successful in dealing with

the difficulties of his task. He should study Mr.

Sidgwick's works on Greek prose composition.

Elemeixtary Classics : Extract* from the Greek

Elegiac Poets, from Callinus to Callimachus ;

to which are added a few Epyfram*. Selected

and Edited for the Use of Schools by Herbert

Kynaston, M.A. (Macmillan & Co.)

This capital selection supplies an obvious need,

and should be used in all schools where Greek

is taught, and by senior students who cannot

afford complete editions of the poets in question.

A.n Elementary Treatise on Geometrical Drawing.

By the Rev. J. H. Robson, M.A. (Relfe

Brothers.)

In the military examinations the obligatory sub

ject of geometrical drawing is, in reality, the one

most readily learned . yet examiners generally

find that it is the one least perfectly compre

hended by the competing students, because it

cannot be crammed. The manual before us

contains easy and concise methods of working

out simple examples of geometry, such as are

ordinarily found in the papers set in the pre

liminary examinations for entrance to Woolwich

and Sandhurst. The directions for the con-

of plain and comparative scales are

' and simple ; and altogether this small pub

lication is suited for the class-rooms of army

tutors.

An Introduction to Logic By W. H. S. Monck,

M.A. (Dublin, Hodges, Foster & Figgis;

London, Longmans & Co.)

We are sorry to be unable to speak of this work

a* a whole in the same terms of praise that

some parts of it, or rather some remarks in it,

deserve. It would be better used, not by be

ginners as an introduction to logic, but by more

advanced students as a book in which they may

find here and there a useful criticism or sug

gestion. For an instance of such, the writer

insists often, and very usefully at the present

time, on the essentially separate characters of

logic and mathematics. In logic, as he points

out (p. '■'•»), terms are used as a rule distribu

tive^- , whereas in algebra they are used collec

tively. Thus, "All armies = all soldiers" is a

correct algebraic equation, but as no army is a

soldier, such a proposition is inadmissible in

logic. And again, the logical terms "all" and

"some," unlike the algebraic symbols x, y, z,

are seldom numerically definite quantities. But

against two or three useful remarks such as this

we have to set faults which, in our judgment,

take greatly from the value of the book. To

pass over faults of general conception—e.g. the

limitation of logic to deduction, i.e. to what the

writer calls conclusive and indisputable inference,

with its implied assumption that by deduction

it is possible to extract from the major premises

furnished by induction conclusions of greater

certainty than induction gives to the major pre

mises ; in other words, that induction and de

duction admit of being opposed in respect of

the certainty they give, whether such certainty

be hypothetical or real—to pass over this funda

mental misconception and all that follows from

it, we have faults of what one is tempted to call

positive ignorance. The "few words as to the

history of the science of logic " which close the

preface have in more than one point a very odd

look, and the writer would have done better to

omit them, But our suspicions become graver

when in the body of the work it is stated that

Aristotle's categories ' ' seem to have beenfounded

on the parts of speech which were recognized by

the grammarians of the day. " A few words more,

naming the parts of speech recognized by " the

grammarians of the day" and showing their

connexion with the categories, would establish

Mr. Monck's claim to have made a real contri

bution to the history of logic, and one which,

by its detiniteness, would supersede at once the

halting and tentative suggestion of Trendelen

burg as to the origin of the categories. Gram

marians, too, who have hitherto believed that

the parts of speech were founded on the cate

gories, in later days than those of Aristotle, will

likewise be pleased if the statement above

quoted can be made good. Of equal value with

the above is the statement that Aristotle's first

division of the categories " should have been "

into substances and accidents, or attributes,

and it is not surprising to find Mr. Monck re

peating Mill's criticism on the category 7r/.ov rt,

relative terms, as if relative terms and rela

tions were the same things. And the criticism

of Aristotle's account of the head of predicables,

property, and the account of Porphyry's heads

of predicables leave the reader wondering where

the writer has picked up his knowledge of ancient

logic, anil why he has thought proper to print

what will be of so little value to any one, whether

acquainted with the history of logic or not

OUR LIBRARY TABLS.

The readers and admirers of the late Mortimer

Collins will probably themselves have noted not

a few of the epigrammatic sayings thrown to

gether by Mr. Kerslake in a convenient volume

called Attic Salt. If in some cases sentences

have been admitted which scarcely fulfil the

requirements of an epigram, and others which

are merely rearrangements of some favourite

idea, in the main a wise discretion has been

exercised by the compiler, and the collection is

fairly representative of the best thoughts of one

who thought well. His humour was not alto

gether in unison with popular taste ; in politics

and religion his wit did not "keep the road

way " ; but we do not envy the man, how

ever differing in opinion, who can rise from a

perusal of this little book without increased

respect for the late author uud a more genial

feeling to humanity. It were needless to quote

sentences which have often been quoted in

this journal. One is "Youth is a lyric, man

hood an epic, age a philosophy." Collins was

perhaps more a lyrist than a philosopher, but

the youthful spirit he maintained till his primo

is tempered by much insight into matters of

profouudest interest. The publishers of this

volume are Messrs. Robson & Co.

The Nnova Rivitta Intemazionale has adopted

a new plan of publishing some of its articles in

a separate form under the title of " Biblioteca

della Nuova Rivista Internazionale. " The first

number of that series, just published, contains

a translation of Prof. Max Miiller's address 'On

Freedom,' delivered at Birmingham in 187U-

The title is Delhi Liberia Indicidiuile, Discorso

di Max Miiller, Firenze, 1880.

Messrs. Bemroke & Son send us their Daily

Calendar and their Scripture Calendar. The

former is excellent, but wo strongly object to

the latter. The samo firm send us a neat

Monthly Diary.

Messrs. Field & Tuer send us the first

volume of the Printers' International Specimen

Exchange, an attempt to raise the standard

of printing by putting together samples of

work contributed by various printers in the

United Kingdom and America. The under

taking has been blessed by Mr. Ruskin, who

says : "I have the most entire sympathy with

your objects, but believe that people will have

bad paper nowadays, bad printing nowadays,

and bad painting nowadays—and nothing else. "

Some of the specimens given here are very bad,

while others are excellent. The examples of

" old style " printing supplied by the publishers

of the book are all of them good. Mr. Caddell,

of Gravesend, sends some neat " Japanesque "

ornaments ; and a circular executed by Messrs.

Peddio, of Edinburgh, is tasteful.

Messrs. Db La Rue have sent us an assort

ment of Christmas Cards, which it is almost

needless to say are gorgeous specimens of their

class. Some of them are exceedingly good The

comic cards are the least happy.—We have also

before us four tasteful Floral Cards by Mrs. Duf-

field, which are accompanied by indifferent verses.

We have on our table Memoirs of Field-

Marshal the Duke de Saldanha, 2 vols., by the

Conde da Carnota (Murray),—Great Orators :

Burke, Fos, Sheridan, Pitt, by H. J. Nicoll

(Edinburgh, Macniven & Wallace),—How to

Manage a Steam-Engine, by M. P. Bale (Wyman

it Sons),—Electric Lighting: a Lecture, by J. W.

Swan (Newcastle-on-Tyne, Mawson & Co.),—

The Obelisk and Freemasonry, by J. A. Weisae

(Dulau & Co.), — Discontent and Danger in India,

by A K. Cornell (Kegan Paul),—Pictures from

Ireland, by T. McGrath (Kegan Paul),—Autobio

graphy of an Italian Police Officer (Maxwell),—

Asgard and the Gods, edited by W. S. W. Anson

(Sonnenschein & Allenl,—The Twa Miss Daw-

sons, by the Author of ' The Bairns' (Hodder &

Stoughton),—Pose-Leaves, by A. Alberg (Son

nenschein & Allen),—Dot's Story Book (Caasell),

—Nehemiah Nibb's Goose, by C. W. Bardsley

('Hand and Heart' Office),—Life Chords, by

Frances Ridley Havergal (Nisbet),—The Stories

of the 30th of January, 1649, and the 29th of

May, 1000, Told in Rhyme (J. T. Hayes),—The

Prince of Life, arranged by H. Twells (Clowes),

—The Churcliman's Life of Wesley, by R. D.

Urlin (S.P.C.K.),—Sketches of the Women of

Christendom (S.P.C.K.),—The Churches of Asia,

by W. Cunningham (Macmillan),—Isaac, Jacob,

and Joseph, by M. Dods (Edinburgh, Macniven

& Wallace),—Treasure -Book of Consolation,

edited by B. Orme (Marshall, Japp & Co.), —

Elementary Lessons on the Old Testament, by

Emily E. ' Deedos (C.E.S.S.I. ),—Guillaume de

Tyr el ses Continuateurs, byM. P. Paris (Firmin-

Didot it Co. ),•—and Fische, Fisckerei, nnd Fisch-

zucht in Ost- uwl Westyreussen, Part I., by

Dr. B. Benecke ( Konigsberg, Hartung).

Among New Editions we have Peasant Life in

the West of England, by F. G. Heath (Low),—

A Book about Hoses, by S. R. Hole (Blackwood),

—The Gospels, arranged by the Rev. E. Fowle

(Relfe Brothers),—findLessing's Minna von Bam-

hclm, by J. A. F. Schmidt (Williams & Norgate).

Also the following Pamphlets : Our Land laws

of the Past, by the Right Hon. W. E. Baxter,

M.P. (Cassell),— The Ground Game Act, 1880,

by 0. Grant (Land Agent's Record Office),—

Insanity : its Treatment and Prevention, by

J. A. Campbell (Carlisle, Thurnam & Sons),

—and National Association for the Protection of

the Insane and Prevention of Insanity (Boston,

U.S., Tolman & White).

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Bartholomew's (C.) Liie anil Doctrine of Our Blessed Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ, roy. *vo. 15/

Popular Commentary on the New Testament, edited by P.
Hcliaff, D.D., Vol. 2, roy. 8vo. 18/ cl.

Thompson's (Kev. L. O.) The Prayer Meeting and ita Im
provement, or. 8vo. 4/6 cl.

Wood's ( Kev. F. H.) Guide to the Study of Theology, 2/6 cl. lp.

hoc.

Eddis's (A. B.) Principles of the Administration of Assets in
Payment of Debts, 8vo. 6/ el.

Blcheys (A. G.) Irish Land Laws, cr. Svo. 3/6 cl.

Weekly Notes (The), Digest of Cases not Reported in the Law
Reports, compiled by G. M. White, roy. 8vo. 5/ cl.

Fine Art and Archaology.

Janvier's (C. A.) Practical Keramics for Students, cr. 8vo. 6/

.My Own Picture Book, in Two Parts, 4to. 2/6 each, cL; com
plete, 4/ cl.

Bchliemann's (Dr. H.) Ilios, the City and Country of the
Trojans, imp. Svo. 50/ cl.

Shepherd's (G. H.) Short History of the British School of
Painting, cr. 8vo. 3/6 el.

Tyrwhitt's (Rev. R. St. John) Greek and Gothic, Progress
and Decay in the Three Arts of Architecture, Sculpture,
and Painting, 8vo. 12/ cl.

Poetry.

Chamberlain's (B. H.) Classical Poetry of the Japanese, Sto.

7/6 el. (Oriental Series.)
Book's (C. N.) Lyrics and ilegies, 12mo. 4/ cl.
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Thirty Years, being Poems New and Old, by Author of

' John Halifax, Gentleman,' cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.

Music and the Drama.

Barmby's (J.) Flays for Young People, with Songs and
Chorus, the Music adapted by T. Rogers, 8vo. 5/ cl.

Grove's (O.) Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Part 12, 3/6

«wd.; Vol. 2, 8vo. 21/ cl.

History and Biography.

Calendar of State Papers : Letters and Papers, Foreign and
Domestic, Henry VIII., 1531-32, arranged by J. Gairdner,

imp. 8vo. 15/ cl.
English Men of Letters : Wordsworth, by T. W. H. Myers,

or. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Illustrated Biographies of Great Artists: Fra Angelico,

by C. M. Phlllimore; Fra Bartolommeo, by L. Scott,

or. 8vo. 3/6 each, el.
Men of Light and Leading, edited by A. J. Symington :

Thomas Moore, Samuel Lover, William C. Bryant, 12mo.

2/6 each, cl.
Phear's (Sir J. B.) The Aryan Village in India and Ceylon ,

cr. 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Stephens's (W. K. W.) Life and Letters of Walter F. Hook,

D.D., Popular Edition, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Threiplands of Fingask (The), a Memoir, written in 1853 by

Bobert Chambers, LL.D., 12mo. 3/6 cl.
Victoria Cross (The), an Official Chronicle of Deeds of Per

sonal Valour, 1856-1880, edited by K. W. O'Byrne, 5/ cl.

Geography and Travel.

Burbidge's (F. W.) Gardens of the Sun, 8vo. 14/ cl.
Half-Hours in Many Lands, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
St. John's (Capt. H\ C.) Notes and Sketches from the Wild

Coast of Nipon, 8vo. 12/ cl.
Seebohm's (H.) Siberia in Europe, 8vo. 14/ cl.

Philology.

Cassal's (C.) Glessary of Idioms, Gallicisms, Ac., contained
in Senior Course of Modern French Reader, 12mo. 2/6 cl.

Macmillan's Progressive French Course: III., Third Year, by
G. Eugenc-Fasnacht, 12mo. 2/6 cl.

Sykes's (U. F. H.) First Readings in Latin, 12mo. 2/6 cl.
University 8eries, edited by Pierce Egau and A. C. May-

bury : Ovid's Metamorphoses, Lib. 5 ; Ovid's Epistolaj
ex Ponto, Lib. 4, 2/6 each, swd.

White's (J. W.) Series of First Lessons in Greek, adapted to
Goodwin's Greek Grammar, cr. 8vo. 4/6 cl.

Science.

Darwin's (C.) Power of Movement in Plants, cr. 8vo. 16/ cl.
Fothergill's (J. M.j Food for the Invalid, the Convalescent,

the Dyspeptic, and the Gouty, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Geikie's(J.) Prehistoric Europe, 8vo. 25/ cl.
Hart's (D. B.) Structural Auatomy of the Female Pelvic

Floor, fol. 10/6 cl.
Key to Exercises in Euclid, by J. Todhunter, cr. 8vo. 6/6 cl.
Muthews's(W.) Flora of Algeria, with coloured Map, 2/6 cl.
Popular Science Review, new series. Vol. 4, 8vo. 12/ cl.

General Literature.

Aimard's Indian Tales, edited by Percy B. St. John, fourth
series, cr. 8vo. 2/ cl.

Austin's (8.) Our Next-door Neighbour, 12mo. 3/6 cl.
Boys' and Girls' Book of Travel and Adventure, illus., 8vo. 5/
Bradford's (C.) Ethel's Adventures in the Doll Country, 5/
Bricks without Straw, a Novel, by A. W. Tourgee, 12mo. 7/6
Daudet's (A.) Letters from my Mill, trans, by Mary Carey, 2/
Don Quixote de la Mancha, translated by P. A. Motteux,

Vol. 2, 8vo. 18/ cl.
Dulcken's (H. W.) Old Favourite Tales, illus., cr. 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Greenwell's (L. E.) The Chevalier's Daughter, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Greg's (P.) Errant, a Life Story of Latter-Day Chivalry,

3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Half Sisters (The), by Author of ' Deepdale Vicarage,' 4c,

cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
History of Tommie Brown, and the Queen of the Fairies, 4/6
Jacob's Ladder, by B. Wordsworth, with Musical Illustra

tions by A. H. Brown, 5/ cl.
Keralake's (F.) Attic Salt, or Epigrammatic Sayings from

the Works oi Mortimer Collins, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Leaden Casket (The), a Novel, by Mrs. A. W. Hunt, 3 vols. 31/6
Little Women, by Louisa M. Alcott, illustrated, 18/ cl.
Macduffs (J. R.) Story of a Dewdrop, illustrated, sm. 4to. 5/
Macmillan's Magazine, Vol. 42, 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Meetkerke's (C. E. ) The Guests of Flowers, with Prefatory

Letter by Dr. Kemer, 2/6 cl.
Mother's Treasury, Vol. 1880, 8vo. 2/ cl.
Old House (The) and iU Inmates, by Author of ' Ben's Kit,'

4c., 2/6 cl.
Osborn's ( Y.) Jack, a Chapter in a Boy's Life, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Pearse's (M. G.) Homely Talks, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Report of the Proceedings of the International Congress on

Education of the Deaf, read by A. A. Kinsey, 8vo. 5/ cl.
School-Boy Life and Incident, illustrated, 8vo. 4/6 cl.
Beamer's (M.) Shakspcare's Stories Simply Told, cr. 8vo. 3/6
Thomas's (Rev. J.) Beacon Flashes, 2/ cl.
White Bat (The), and other Stories, by Lady Barker, illus

trated, 12mo. 4/6 cl.

FOREIGN.

Theology.

nar (H. T.): Lchrbuch der Dogmatlk, Part 2, Section 2,
8m.

Wolf (C. A.): Commentar zu den drei Briefen St. Johannis,

6m.
Fine Art.

Kraus (F. X.): Syncbronistlsche Tabellen zur Christllchen
Kunstgeachichte, 4m. 60.

Balnte-CroTx (Le Roy de) : Monographic de la Cathedral? dc
Strasbourg, 76fr.

Poetry and the Drama.

Hettinger (Ft.) : Die Oottlichc Komddie d. Dante Aligbieri
.4* nil* Cdargestellt, 5tn.

Marbach (O.) : (; Goethe's Faust erklart, 8m.

P/ltlGKO))hy.

Fmlckenberg (R.) : Die Philosophic d. Ntcolaus Cusanus, 4m.

Buttory.

Mullcr(E.): LfJour de l'An ct lei Etrennes. nistoire des
Fetes et des Ceremonies de la Nouvelle Annee, luf r.

Geography and Travel.

Matkovic (P.) : Reisen durch die Balkan-Halbinsel w. d.

Mittelalters, 3m.
Nordau (Max) : Paris unter der dritten Republlk, 6m.
Ompteda (L. Fr. v.) : Bilder aus dem Leben In England,

7m. 50.
Philolegy.

Egger (J.) : Zur Geschichte d. Indogermanischen Con-

sonantismus, lm. 80.
Foerster (P.) : Spanische Sprachlehre, Part 1, 5m.
Hugonis Ambianensis Opuscula, edited by J. Huemer, 2m. 40.
Muller (F.): Grundriss der Sprachwissenscliaft, Vol. 2,

Part 2, 3m. 60.
Tomaschek (W.) : Centralasiatische Studien, Farts 1 and 2,

6m. 60.
Science.

Henle (J.): Anthropologische VortrSge, Part 2, 2m. 40.
Mittheilungen aus der Zoologischen Station zu Neapel, 7m.

General Literatuie.

Burty (Ph.) : Grave Imprudence, 3fr. 50.
La Comtesse Mourenine (un Scandale Russe), 3fr. 50.
Ninous (P.) : Cffiur-de-Neige, 3fr. 50.
Rochefort (H.) : Mademoiselle Bismark, 3fr.
Bacher-Masoch : Galizische Geschicliten, New Series, 3m.

SHAKSPEARE NOTES.

31, Matthaikirch Strasse, Berlin.

The " wondrous strange snow " in Shak-

speare's ' Midsummer Night's Dream,' V. i. 58

et seq. ,—

Merry and tragical ! tedious and brief !
That is hot ice and wondrous strange snow,

haunts even to-day the emendational conscience

of the editors ; it has not yet come to rest,

perhaps, because the error was always looked

for in the word "strange," and only there. Is

not " wondrous " a very weak expression, and

would not ' ' ponderous be much more to the

purpose? The contrast between heat and ice

is not more striking than that between pon-

derousness and a gliding down flake of snow ;

and so I may ask you what you think about

' ' ponderous flakes of snow " instead of ' ' wondrous

strange snow." A shorthand writer with a weak

mind and a weak organ of hearing might easily

have understood and written something about a

" wondrous strange snow," while what the actor

said was quite in keeping with the situation,

namely, hot ice and heavy snow.

Concerning the "strange black," "swarthy,"

"staining," and " sable snow, the question is

to be put whether in Shakspeare's London the

fogs were even but half as dirty as they are

to-day ; if this question is to be answered in the

affirmative, Shakspeare could not have found

any " wonder" in the fact of snow being dirty.

For Shakspeare's use of " ponderous in the

sense of "heavy" see 'Measure for Measure,'

III. ii. 290, 'Hamlet,' I. iv. 50; concerning

" flakes," see ' Lear,' IV. vii. 30.

'Midsummer Night's Dream,' III. ii. 149 ff. :—

Can you not hate me as I know you do
But must you join in souls to mock me too P

The proposed emendations for "in souls " are :

" in flouts," "in soul," " ill souls," " but must

join insolents," "in taunts." 1 propose the

reading "insults": "Are you not contented

with hating me, but must you join insults to the

hate by mocking me?" I know that Shak

speare has not used the same word, but we find

its different forms several times, and are allowed

to understand it there, at least in a few passages,

in the sense here required. F. A. Leo.

THE DANISH PASSIONAL.

11, King William Street, West Strand, Nov. 17, 1880.

My attention has just been called to the

Latin ' Passionate ' included in Luther's 'En

chiridion ' as being the original of the Danish

version ; and I readily acknowledge that it had,

for the time, escaped my memory, although the

work itself repeatedly occurs in my catalogues.

There are, however, certain differences betwixt

them, which I venture to think leave my general

inference untouched.

For example, in the preface the last para

graph of the Danish—"Therefore we ought

to pray to God that he might soften every

man's heart, and give us grace that we may

fruitfully consider the death and pains of

Jesus Christ. For it is not possible that

we ourselves can properly and thoroughly

consider the death and pains of Jesus Christ

without so be that God gives us that gift

in our hearts. So there neither is this con

sideration nor any other teaching given thee

for this cause, that thou shouldest at once take

to it, and think that thou of thyself canst carry

it out. But thou must seek and covet the grace

of God, that thou mayest through his grace, and

not of thyself, perfect it,"—is not in the Latin.

Again, although the number of the illustra

tions agree, for that, in the Latin, of the raising

of Lazarus, the Danish substitutes our Lord

before Herod ; and that of David, which con

cludes the Danish, is not in the Latin. But oi

more importance still, the prayers, which in the

Danish accompany each subject, are entirely

absent in the Latin. C. J. Stewart.

THE BIOGRAPHERS OF LOCKE.

Prof. Fowler has convicted me of a very

stupid blunder, but in doing so has himself

shown carelessness which I think reasonable

critics will regard as a set-off to my offence. In

the sentence that he quotes from my trans

lation of one of Locke's letters to Limborch I

presume that he objects especially to my having

rendered the phrase, " Tu et tui similes veri et

sine ambitione vel invidia christiani," as "You

and true men like you, free from Christian

arrogance and hatred," whereas it should have

been " You and men like you, true Christians,

free from arrogance and hatred " (or, if Mr.

Fowler prefers it, "without ambition or envy").

I can only account for the blunder by attributing

it to some confusion in working up my notes,

which were made at wide intervals, and often

several times reshaped before my \>ook was

actually written. I do not ask to be excused

for the blunder, but I trust less censorious

persons than Mr. Fowler will not attribute it

to ignorance of "the rudiments of a classical

education"; especially as in copying this very

phrase Mr. Fowler has shown that it is possible

to make a mistake without being grossly ignorant.

In transcribing Locke's sentence he has omitted

the words "vel invidia." I am quite sure that

he did this through mere carelessness ; but I

should have as good a right to charge him with

maliciously falsifying a quotation, in order to

lead the reader to suspect me of a worse fault

than I have committed, as he has to imply that

1 do not know the difference between an abla

tive singular and a nominative plural.

I am as anxious as Prof. Fowler can be to

bring this controversy to a close, and shall there

fore Bay nothing that can tempt him to break

his rule of silence, although by taking no notice

of several details in his last letter I leave him

with the advantage of having diverted atten

tion from the broad question between us by

raising a number of side issues. But I must

indignantly repudiate his assumption that I

have made any "slanderous assertion for the

mere purpose of annoyance," and I must

also repudiate his other assumption, that my

complaint against him was prompted by any

fear (which I never had) that the publication of

his book would damage the Bale of mine. It was

not a question of money, but of literary reputa

tion ; and, rightly or wrongly, I felt, and still

feel, that Mr. Fowler has not treated me well

in writing a book about Locke which made

so slight a "general acknowledgment" of the

large debt it owed to me, and which contained

bo little evidence in Bupport of the prefatory

assertion that, by "referring to several other

authorities," he had produced in any important

respect a "more precise account" than I had

given. If the purport of his introductory

"note" was not, to use his own terms, "to

supplant " my book, I think any one who reads

it will say it was badly worded.

I have only one thing more to say. I have

not, and I never had, the least doubt that Prof.

Fowler was quite unconscious of the injustice
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(as I regard it) that he wm doing me. In so far

aa he is to be exonerated, however, it appears

to me that the lax notions which are abroad

aa to the rights (not the legal, but the moral

rights) of authors are to blame. In his first

letter Mr. Fowler frankly claimed to have made

only such a " perfectly honest " use of my book

as " every author has a right to make of the

works of his predecessors." The question is

thus transferred from personal to general

grounds, and I shall the less regret having

troubled the readers of the AUteixeum with a

complaint which, as regards myself, must have

wearied them, if it serves to direct attention to

what appears, in these clays of cheap compila

tions, to be an increasing neglect of authors'

rights. H. R. Fox Bocrni.

P.S. —The above was written and in the

editor's hands a week aso ; but at my request

he held it back, in order that I might see

whether Mr. Sainsbury had anything to say

which called for a reply from me. I need not,

however, add much. I am really very sorry

that I have provoked Mr. Sainsbury 's wrath, all

the more as it appears to have been seething

for more than four years, when, had he either

privately or publicly informed me of it, I could

probably have easily appeased it at the time.

I am most, anxious to render him full justice,

but he must first show how I have wronged him.

He says he can " readily verify " his assertion

that I " had the benefit of all his private notes

and memoranda." I ask him not only to do

that in any way he finds convenient, but also,

in fairness to me, to prove that these "notes

and memoranda," or anything else for which he

thinks me indebted to him, were of any greater

service to me than 1 have indicated. His first

letter was to worded as to lead I'rof. Fowler,

and doubtless many others, to suspect mo of

"appropriating a mass of unpublished material

without any acknowledgment whatsoever." He

ought either to "verify" or to withdraw that

accusation.

*#* We cannot insert any more letters on this

subject.

JEREMIAH RICn.

Fsli-on Court. Fieri Mn-rt, E.C.

Tbb statement in Mr. Bailey's interesting

letter (September 18th) is quite correct so far

as regards a family likeness between the alpha-

beta of many of the earlier shorthand systems,

but his communication does not solve the pro

blem I propounded, viz., whether Jeremiah

Rich is entitled to be considered the inventor

of the system known as ' Art's Rarity,' seeing

that it is palpably a copy—not a modification,

unless an important omission makes it so—of

'Semography' by William Cartwright.

Mr. Bailey has obligingly furnished me with

a copy of the alphabet known as Arkisden's,

which ho referred to in his letter. It differs

from Cartwright's alphabet in respect to ten of

the characters. On the other hand, it bears a

closer resemblance to the alphabet of Edmond

Willis (1618), the difference being only in regard

to six characters. Rich's alphabet, on the con

trary, corresponds in every character to that of

Cartwright, and, what is still more curious, the

system is worked out in detail on the exact lines

of Cartwright, and occasionally in the latter's

own words. There is, however, one curious

omission, viz., the absence from 'Art's Rarity' of

a device which Cartwright adopted for express

ing such phrases as "the sons of God," "the

servants of God,'' tfcc, by means of dots (or

"tittles," as the old writers called them) in

different positions around the principal cha

racter—the word "God" or any other word to

which the device was applicable. Yet in the

' Pen's Dexterity '— Rich's second book—which

contained the former alphabet and most of the

details of ' Art's Rarity,' the before-mentioned

device of Cartwright was appropriated by Rich

without acknowledgment, and to him has been

awarded special commendation for it by Mr.

Lewis and other historians of the art.

Mr. Bailey's suggestion that the scheme was

worked out in common by Cartwright and Rich

is unfortunately incompatible with Rich's dis

claimer in his preface to Cartwright's ' Semo

graphy,' and also with the contrary statement,

vouched by six persons, in the preface to ' Art's

Rarity,' viz., that the latter was the invention

of Rich alone. Unless further evidence is forth

coming, it would seem that the honour so long

enjoyed by Rich must be now attributed to

Cartwright. Edward Pocknkix.

THE LON-GEVITY OF EDITORS.

Harli-y Lodge, Clii-lti-nliam, Nov. 23. 18S0.

Permit me to add a provincial illustration of

the longevity of editors to the metropolitan in

stances noticed in last week's Atkeiut.um. In

1833 I commenced the publication of a little

weekly paper entitled The Cheltenham Looker-

On, and have conducted it uninterruptedly ever

since, through now very nearlyforty-cight years.

Henry Davies.

7TIE PROGRESS OF ETRCSCAN DISCOVERY.

The last two numbers of the Gelehrte An-

znyen of Gottingen (November 10th and 17th)

call for a few words of notice. They are almost

wholly occupied by a most able digest by Dr.

Deecke of the progress of Etruscan dis

covery during the last two years. Dr. Deecke

analyzes the 930 Etruscan inscriptions in

Gamurrini's appendix to Fabretti's ' Corpus In-

Bcriptionum Italicarum ' (1880), as well as the

320 new inscriptions in Fabretti's third supple

ment (1878). He also registers the results

obtained in Pauli's ' Etruskische Studien '

(1879). In this tract of forty pages, which is

a marvel of compression, the reader is thus

presented with the substance of the results

attained in three important volumes, and is

made acquainted with the bearing of all the

new inscriptions on the five departments

of epigraphy, grammar, vocabulary, nomencla

ture, and mythology. Of special interest are

pp. 1442-1445, as showing at what a rapid pace

our power of interpreting Etruscan inscriptions

has lately been advancing. Six years ago

Etruscan was almost an unknown language ;

now, however, the great bulk of the shorter in

scriptions can be read with certainty, and as

to the general meaning of several of the longer

records there is no serious doubt. Inscriptions

which have hitherto been regarded as hopeless

riddles are, one after another, surrendering

their meaning ; the signification of every

frequently recurring word is now known with

certainty ; every grammatical form, every fresh

word that is gained, becoming in its turn a tool

by means of which other locks are picked.

THE ENGLISH DIALECT SOCIETY.

The English Dialect Society will next week

issue to its members the publications for the

present year, as follows :—' A Glossary of Words

in Use in Cornwall,' with Map : I. West Corn

wall, by Miss M. A. Courtney ; II. East

Cornwall, by Thomas Q. Couch ; ' A Glossary

of Words and Phrases in Use in Antrim and

Down,' by Wm. Hugh Patterson, M.R.I. A.;

' An Early English Hymn (Fifteenth Century),

with a Phonetic Copy soon after,' by F. J.

Furnivall, M.A., and A. J. Ellis, F.R.S.; ' Old

Country and Farming Words, gleaned from

Agricultural Books,' by James Britten, F.L.S.

The first publication of the Society for 1881 is

nearly ready. It is 1 The Dialect of Leicester

shire,' by Sebastian Evans, LL.D. ; and, besides

a glossary, it has chapters on Pronunciation,

Grammar, Literature, Place-names, and the

Domesday Measurement, a List of Local Names,

and some Proverbial Sayings and Rhymes.

This volume will be found specially interesting

as illustrating the dialect used by George Eliot

in ' Adam Bede,' which is largely quoted

in the course of the work. In his chapter

on "Literature," Dr. Evans says:—"Biahop

Latimer's sermons abound in Leicestershire

phrases, and the works of Bishop Hall, Herrick.

Cleaveland, the Beaumonts, the Burtons, and

other Leicestershire authors, are none of them

wanting in words and idioms smacking of the

Boil. The author of ' The Anatomy of Melan

choly ' seems, indeed, to have been rather proud

of what he calls his ' Dorick dialect, and

occasionally ventures on phrases and spellings

which even in his own day must have seemed

rather obtrusively provincial. None of the

Leicestershire writers, however, are so rich

in illustrations of the Leicestershire dialect

as Shakspere and Drayton, while in our own

time by far its best literary exponent is the

Warwickshire author of ' Adam Bede ' and

' Middleman:!!.' "

Iftrrarg (Biossfp.

Mr. Froube, we learn, is about to publish

his ' Personal Reminiscences of the High

Church Revival.' They are given in the

form of letters to a friend, and will first

appear in Good Words, beginning in the

January number. The first letter deals

with the Church of England fifty years

ago ; subsequent ones with the Tractarians,

John Henry Newman, Tract XC. and its

consequences, the ' Lives of the Saints,' &c.

Goon news for Shelleyites : Mr. Garnett

has undertaken to edit, for Messrs. Kegan

Paul & Co.'s " Parchment Series," a selec

tion from the letters of Shelley, to include

only such matter as is really good in a

literary sense (and the better part of Shelley's

correspondence is good indeed), and aiming

at the same time to exhibit the writer fully

in all aspects of his character and work. Not

withstanding what has recently been so care

fully dono by Mr. Forman in this direction,

there is ample room for the publication pro

jected by Mr. Garnett, and it will be wel

comed by many to whom Shelley's corre

spondence is as yet but vaguely known.

The copy of ' Queen Mab ' which we

mentioned a fortnight ago was sold last

week for 30/. Mr. Forman, as shown by

his letter in last week's Athm<rum, questions

the genuineness of the MS. alterations, and

his view is shared by many, although, as the

price obtained shows, others are of a con

trary opinion. Mr. Simpson, when the lot

came up, frankly stated Mr. Forman's

opinion, and said that in consequence the

volume would be sold not subject to return.

Mn. Edmund "W. Gosse is about to pub

lish a small selection of the best English

odes from Spenser to Swinburne, with a

critical introduction. It is the first time

that such a selection has been attempted.

The volume will be published by Messrs.

Kegan Paul & Co., and will form part of

their " Parchment Library."

Mi:. JosErn Thomson, the young African

explorer, who accompanied and afterwards

succeeded Mr. Keith Johnston, is now-

writing some papers for Good Word*, giving

an account of his travels. The first, 'To>

Usambara and Back,' will appear in the

January number.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. have in the

press a new volume of collected lectures and

essays by Prof. Huxley. It will contain,

besides the recent address at Birmingham

on Science and Culture, which will give its

name to the volume, his lectures on the

9
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coming- of age of Darwinism, on evolution,

on technical education, on universities,

actual and ideal, on Joseph Priestley, and

others whioh have appeared in various

periodicals during the last few years.

The revised version of the English New

Testament will he issued in February next,

and a ' Companion to the Revised Version

of the English New Testament,' by the

Rev. Alexander Roberts, D.I)., Professor of

Humanity, St. Andrews, and member of the

New Testament Company, will be published

simultaneously by Messrs. Cassell & Co., ex

plaining the reasons for the changes made

in the Authorized Version.

We greatly regret to hear of the death of

that distinguished antiquary Dr. Guest.

His 'History of English Rhythms' has long

been a standard work, and it is not too

much to say that in his special lines of study

he was quite unrivalled. Ho resigned only

a few weeks ago the Mastership of Caius

College, which he had held since 1852.

An interesting relic of Charles Lamb was

sold on Friday, the 19th inst., at Messrs.

Hodgson's sale rooms. This consisted of a

portrait of the essayist by his friend Haz-

litt. Originally in the possession of 8. T.

Coleridge, the portrait passed at his death

into the hands of Mrs. Oillman, from whom

it was purchased by the late Mr. Edward

Moxon. Started at 10/., the portrait was

ultimately sold for 60/.

TnE vacancy for a Government Trustee

on tho Council of tho National Library of

Ireland, at Dublin, caused by the death of

tho Very Rev. C. W. Russell, President of

Maynooth College, has been filled by the

appointment of Mr. John T. Gilbert, F.S.A.,

editor of the ' National Manuscripts of

Ireland,' &c.

" Surfaceman " (Mr. Alexander Anderson),

with whose verse many of our readers are

familiar, has been appointed an assistant

librarian in Edinburgh University.

Mr. David Bogce will publish a fac-simile

reprint of the earliest edition of Delaune's

' Anglia) Metropolis ; or, the Present State

of London,' a book just two hundred years

old, showing the condition of the City of

London under the later Stuart sovereigns,

and embodying much interesting matter

relating to its government, companies,

postal arrangements, watermen, carriers,

&c, and a chapter on "The New Lights."

Tho reprint will bo edited by Mr. Edward

Walford.

In commemoration of the hundredth

anniversary of Josoph II. 's accession to the

imperial German throne, a Viennese literary

society has issued a collection of poems

written in honourof thatphilosophic monarch.

The poems number in all forty-five, of

which most are here published for the first

time. They include contributions from older

writers, such as Herder, Klopstock, Grill-

parzer, as well as contributions from tho

younger Austrian poets. It has given par

ticular satisfaction in Vienna that so many

purely Gorman writers aro represented in the

<x>Hoction, such as Gregorovius, Klaus Groth,

Wilhelmine von Hillern, and Lingg, all

anxious to add their testimony to the worth

of this monarch. Tho poem that, however,

excites most interest is one ontitled ' Em

peror Joseph and tho Student,' which tells

an anecdote of the king's life, and is written

by the once popular actress of the Burg

Theatre, Friedricke Gossmann, now better

known under her married name of Countess

von Prokesch Osten.

The able and original Swiss novelist

Gottfried Keller will commence a new cycle

of stories in the January number of the

Deutsche Rundschau.

Last year 52,263 cwt. of printing

paper, worth 1,257,528 rupees, was im

ported into India. The value of the

writing paper imported was over 1 fourteen

lakhs of rupees, and of other kinds of paper

over four lakhs. Want of enterprise, it is

said, is the only thing that prevents India

from supplying itself with paper, the mate

rials being ready to hand.

A new volume of poetry by the author of

' Olrig Grange,' entitled ' Raban ; or, Life-

Splinters,' will be published immediately by

Mr. MacLehose, publisher to the University

of Glasgow. Messrs. Sonnenschein & Allen

will publish next week a new volume of

verse. ' Drifting,' by Mr. Buchanan Reid, the

well-known American poet.

Messrs. Hansard's Monthly List of Par

liamentary Papers for October commences

with a Return (Athen. No. 2718) of great

value to the student of history ; it is a

list of the names of every member

returned to serve in each Parliament from

the year 1213 to 1874 (in two volumes),

specifying the names of the county, city,

borough, or place for which returned ;

(Vol. II.) Parliaments of Great Britain,

1705 to 1796; Parliaments of the United

Kingdom, 1801 to 1874 ; Parliaments and

Conventions of the Estates of Scotland, 1357

to 1707 ; Parliaments of Ireland, 1559 to

1800. There are ten other Reports and

Papers in the List, and fifteen Papers by

Command. Among the latter are the Agri

cultural Statistics for Great Britain, with

abstract returns for the United Kingdom,

1 880 ; a Report by James Caird on the

Condition of India ; and Part II. of the

Report of the Indian Famine Commission,

containing Measures of Protection and Pre

vention.

We regret to hear of the death of Mr.

G. W. Yapp, after a few days' illness. Mr.

Yapp was a contributor to tho Penny Cyclo

paedia as early as 1837, but ho became more

generally known as the compiler of the

Official Catalogue of the 1851 Exhibition.

He was also employed on tho Paris Exhibi

tion of 1855, and he translated the catalogue

of that of 1867. He was an occasional

contributor to a great many journals—the

Architect, Engineer, Building News, Gardeners'

Chronicle, nnd tho Athenaum. At one time

he was Paris corespondent of the Daily

Telegraph, and during tho siego he sent

some interesting letters to this journal. He

never recovered tho hardships he endured at

the time of the blockade, and, returning to

England, ho devoted himself mainly to con

tributing to the Art Journal, and to the com

pilation of a work called ' Art, Pictorial

and Industrial.'

The European edition of Harper's Magazine

to be issued by Messrs. Sampson Low &

Co. commences with the December number,

which will contain, amongst its score of con

tributed articles, several which aim at literary

or art interest. The first of a serios of

papers on " The English Lakes," illustrated

by an English and an American artist,

contains some new reminiscences of Words

worth, gleaned by Mr. M. D. Conway.

Another of a Tseries of full-page wood

engravings, in which Mr. E. A. Abbey has

tried to illustrate many of Herrick's poems,

will be given in this issue. Among the

poems is- one by Rose Hawthorne Lathrop,

Nathaniel Hawthorne's daughter, and the

wife of his biographer. The " Easy Chair, '

one of the editorial departments, contains,

in connexion with some remarks on Mr.

Hughes's American Rugby, a hitherto

unpublished early letter by the late Dr.

George Ripley, the head of the Brook Farm

Association, and afterwards for many years

literary editor of the New York Tribune,

relating to community experiments.

It is not quite clear if English publishers

are alive to the significance of this under

taking of Messrs. Harper. Their magazine

is published over here at a less price than

it is in the States, and it is, therefore,

obvious that it may be difficult for our maga

zines to compete with it. Even if the maga

zine is published at a loss over here, its

proprietors will be recouped by their home

sale, while their English competitors are

practically shut out from the American

market, and are dependent on the British

public for support.

Mr. F. Myers's volume on Wordsworth,

in Mr. Morley's series of "English Men of

Letters," will be published on December 1st.

Mr. Saintsbury's ' Dryden ' is in the press,

and will be published in January. Prof.

A. W. Ward has undertaken to prepare a

volume on Dickens, Prof. Masson one on De

Quincey, and tho Rev. Alfred Ainger one

on Lamb.

We understand that the Greek novel

' Louki Laras,' which we mentioned some

weeks ago as having been translated by Mr.

Gennadius, will before long be published

here by Messrs. Macmillan & Co.

We hear of the death, which occurred on

Monday last at Kelso, of Mr. Thomas Tod

Stoddart, the author of the ' Angler's Com

panion ' and other works on angling ; he

was also known as a poet, having published

'Songs and Poems,' &c. Mr. Stoddart

reckoned amongst his friends Hogg, tho

Ettrick Shepherd, Prof. Aytoun, Christopher

North, Sheriff Bell, and other celebrities in

literature. It is said that Mr. Stoddart has

left an autobiography which is intended for

publication.

Mariette Pacha has left Paris for Egypt,

but in a very indifferent state of health, we

aro sorry to say.

We understand that the Count do Grene-

ville, son of the Emperor of Austria's Grand

Chamberlain, is writing a work on Cyprus,

which island ho lately visited. The local

government is said to have placed a large

amount of official information at his dis

posal.

A ' Guide ' to tho Great North of Scotland

Railway is in preparation, the letter-press

of which will be exocuted by no lees an

authority than the chairman of the com

pany, while sketches of landscape will be

furnished by Mr. George Reid, R.S.A.

Mr. Douglas, of Edinburgh, has in the

press the two sories of lectures on Early

Christian Art in Scotland lately delivered
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by Mr. Joseph Anderson, of the Edinburgh

Museum of Antiquities, as Bhind lecturer,

in succession to Dr. Arthur Mitchell. It

is stated that another Edinburgh publisher

has in preparation a complete and luxurious

edition of the works of Allan Ramsay.

' Jeanwette,' a novel by Mary C. Eowsell,

author of ' Love Loyal,' will be shortly pub

lished by Messrs. Hurst & Blackett, in three

volumes.

In the course of this month will be pub

lished at Weimar the correspondence of the

Brothers Grimm. The brothers, as is well

known, were separated little during any

part of their lives, not at all in later life.

The letters about to be issued, therefore, only

embrace the period that lies between 1805

and 1815, when Jacob was at Paris and

Vienna, and Wilhelm at Halle and Berlin.

Falling, however, as these letters do, in

the earlier portion of their career, they

are of especial interest us showing how the

studies with which their names have become

bound up came to be embraced. The cor

respondence throws much interesting light

upon the history of the younger German

romantic movement, besides furnishing in

sight into the character of the two brothers.

The Early English Text Society will send

out to its members next week its books for

this year, two in each series.

SCIENCE

A Monographic Revision and Si/>wpnis of the

Trichoptera of the. European Fauna. By

Kobert MI..achlan, F.R.S. (Van Voorst.)

In this important monograph, issued in

parts, of which the first appeared six

years ago, we have the fullest and most

satisfactory account of the insect order or

sub-order Trichoptera, familiarly known as

" cuddis-flies," that has yet been given to

the world. It is the outcome of many years'

absorbing and painstaking study, and is in

every way a credit to English biological

literature. The somewhat portly volume

-consists of 630 pages, besides 59 very full

plates containing 2,000 figures in outline,

illustrating the curious modifications in

essential parts of the external anatomy of

nearly all the species, and all drawn under

tho microscope by the author himself. The

whole of the known species, 474 in number,

are fully described.

A work of this nature is, of course, chiefly

occupied with technical descriptions of the

families, genera, and species ; in the Tricho

ptera this requires much greater detail than

is necessary in other orders of insects, owing

to tho important part played by tho veining

of the wings and the form of the abdominal

segments and nn:il appendages in the dif

ferentiation of the genera and species. It is

evident that the author has not shirked any

part of the severe labour thus entailed.

Tho descriptions are full without being

verbose, and all are drawn up afresh for

■the purposes of the work from the speci

mens themselves. The larva) and the

curious cases they construct are described

whenever they are known, and the nature

of the streams or pools in which they live

always specified. With regard to this

Mr. M'Lachlan makes the interesting obser

vation, founded on much personal investi

gation in many parts of the Alps, that

streams and pools derived from glaciers are

nearly always destitute of Trichopterous

larvae, although water fed by land-springs

at the same altitudes abounds with them.

An interesting feature of the work is the

completeness and exactitude of the details

given with regard to the localities and

geographical range of each species, for

which the author has been indebted in

great part to the co-operation of many

willing fellow labourers in various parts of

the Continent, particularly in Finland, Scan

dinavia, Switzerland, Saxony, and Austria,

and to the recent entomological researches

of the Rev. E. A. Eaton in the Pyrenees

and south of France and in Spitsbergen ;

all stimulated by tho work itself in the

course of its publication, if we may judge

by the fact that nearly half the described

species have come to the author's know

ledge since the appearance of the first part.

In connexion witli this Mr. M'Lachlan

cordially acknowledges tho help afforded

by the curators of many public museums

on the Continent, who entrusted to him

all their material in this department. The

general results of distribution are sum

marized and tabulated at the end of the

volume. We here learn that Franco, with

its varied configuration and climate, heads

the list in the number of species it contains,

namely, 201, Switzerland following with

183, Saxony with 155, Finland with 151,

and the British Isles and Scandinavia with

148 apiece. Although tho Trichopterous

Fauna has been little studied in the Medi

terranean region and in Northern and

Central Asia (all included by Mr. M'Lachlan

within the range of tho European Fauna),

it is evident, notwithstanding the author's

hesitation in drawing a conclusion, that

boreal and alpine regions are more favour

able than warmer latitudes to the increase

of these insects, a largo proportion of tho

species being peculiar to high northern lati

tudes and the more elevated valleys of tho

Alps. Of the whole 474 species described, 409

have been found within the geographical

limits of Europe as commonly understood,

the remaining 65 occurring in Northern and

Central Asia und Asia Minor and in the

island of Madeira. Some of tho European

species have a range extending far beyond

the European boundaries into boreal

and Central Asia, and a few pass over to

boreal and Arctic America ; one, Limno-

philux djfinis, tho most widely spread of all,

is found throughout Europe, and in Iceland,

Mudeira, and Amur Land.

In the introduction Mr. M'Lacldan dis

cusses the knotty points connected with the

systematic position of the Trichoptera, a

quite different question from that of their

natural relations to the rest of tho com

posite Linnean order Neuroptera. The

difficulty arises from the want of homo

geneity of the Neuroptera in structural

characters and in mode of individual de

velopment or metamorphosis, and, at the

same time, the absence of differences suffi

cient to warrant the separation of tho com

ponent parts as so many independent orders.

It is a question of rank in classification, and

concerns chiefly the pure systematist, whose

fine sense of symmetry and proportion is

not satisfied without some approach to uni

formity in the value of groups of the same

denomination. Mr. M'Lachlan inclines to

the separation of the Trichoptera as a dis

tinct order. He does not, however, wholly

neglect the far more important question of

real genetic relations, and states his reasons

for believing in a proximate connexion be

tween his favourite group and the Lepido-

ptera. The introduction also contains

a full account of the external structure

of the group, and a few remarks regard

ing the parts to be selected for generic and

specific characters and the mode of treating

the specimens for preservation in collections.

A complete systematic catalogue, besides

index of families, genera, and species (with

synonyms), concludes the volmne.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Sionori Matteucvi and Massaki, not being

able to penetrate Wadai, propose now to explore

the countries to the south of Dar Fur, and to

settle more especially the lower course of the

Welle, concerning which we have learned but

little from Dr. Potagos's extensive travels.

Senhor Estanislao S. Zeballos, President of

the Argentine Geographical Institute, has

returned from an excursion into the south

western portion of the confederation, in the

course of which he met with high mountains,

inhabited by Araucans, instead of the boundless

Pampas which still 6gure upon our maps. He

has carefully mapped the country traversed, and

brings homo with him sixty-four large photo

graphs.

The Revue de Olographic publishes the con

cluding portion of M. P. Gaffarel's paper on the

voyages of the Zeni. The author's conclusions

are as follows : tho voyages actually took place :

Zichmi is a corruption of " thegn " or " thane,"

and stands for Henry Sinclair, lord of the

Orkneys ; Frislanda is the Fiiroer ; Estland ii.

Shetland ; Icaria is Anticosti, or some other

island in its neighbourhood ; Estotiland is New

foundland ; Droguo is continental America ; the

people spoken of as living to the south-west of

Drogeo, and having towns, temples, and idols,

are the Mexicans. Estotiland had at that time

a European colony, and tho author is inclined to

agree with M. Beauvais that these colonists wcro

Escoci, i.e. Irish Scots.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

The comet found by Mr. Lohsu at Dun Echt

on the night of the 7th inst. has proved (as is

now pretty generally known) to be identical

with that discovered by Mr. Lewis Swift at

Kochester, N.Y., on the 10th of last month.

There seems to be little doubt that it is, in fact,

a reappearance of a comet discovered by Herr

Tempel (now Director of the Royal Observatory

at Arcetri) at Marseilles on the 27th of Novem

ber, 1869, and reckoned as Comet. III. 18G9.

Dr. Bruhns, who computed its orbit on that

occasion, remarked that the observations, ex

tending over about a month, indicated deviation

from parabolic path ; and this surmise of elliptic

orbit appears now to be established. As the

perihelion passage in 1809 occurred on Novem

ber 20th, and on this occasion on November 7th,

the period is very nearly eleven years. There

is no record, we believe, of any previous appear

ance having been observed. According to the

ephemeris of Mr. S. C. Chandler, of Boston, U. S.,

the comet was nearest the earth on the 17th

inst. , at a distance of about seventeen millions

of miles ; but it would seem that the actual

apparent brightness began to diminish before

this, and even before the perihelion passage.

The perihelion distance from the sun was about

1-10 in terms of the earth's mean distance. The

comet is now in the constellation Perseus, but is

probably out of the reach of any but powerful

telescopes. According to an ephemeris calcu

lated by Herr Zelbr and Dr. J. von Hepperger,
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with Descriptions of New Species.'—Mr. E. Saunders

read a paper entitled ' A 8ynopsis of British Hetero-

gyna and Fossorial Hymenoptera.'—Prof. Westwood

read a paper containing descriptions of new species

of Exotic Diptera, with a supplement containing

descriptions of species formerly described by the

author in somewhat inaccessible publications.

Chmical.—A'or. IS.— Prof. H. E. Eoscoe, Presi

dent, in the chair.—It was announced that a ballot

for the election of Fellows would take place at

the next meeting (December 2nd).—The following

papers were read: 'Notes on the Oxides of Man

ganese,' by Mr. S. Pickering.—' On Aluminium

Alcohols,' by Messrs. J. H. Gladstone and A Tribe.

When aluminium foil and iodine are heated with

alcohol, the latter is decomposed, two new or

ganic aluminic compounds being formed, aluminic

iodoethvlate (CsHjO^IsAI;, and aluminic ethylate

AMCsHjO)*. The authors have applied this reaction

to other alcohols, and have thus prepared aluminic

methylate, ethylate, propylate (isopropylate could

not be obtained), isobutylate, amylate, cetvlate,

phenvlate, cresylate, and thymolate.—Mr. W. H.

Perkin then gave an account of the artificial pro

duction of indigo by Prof. A. Baeyer, and prepared

some before the Society. The steps in the process are,

toluene C;H.O. dichloride of bemyl UHj, CHCIs.

cinnamic acid CeUnOj, orthonitrocinnamic acid

C»H7(NOj)Oj, orthonitrodibromhydrocinnamic acid

C»H;BruO-(NO») ; by the action of caustic potash

orthonitrophenylpropiolic acid C»Hj(NOs)0» is

formed, which on reduction, in alkaline solution,

with grape sugar, furnishes indigo CnHioNzOj.—

'On the Synthetical Production of new Acids of

the Pyruvic Series,' by Mr. E. Moritz.—' On the old

Alum Well at Harrogate,' by Mr. B. H. Davis.—

' On the Absorption Spectrum of Ozone,' by Prof.

W. N. Hartley.—' On the probable Absorption of the

Solar Kays by Atmospheric Ozone,' by Prof. W. N.

Hartley. The author has photographed and measured

the absorption spectrum of ozone ; he suggests that

the shortening of the solar spectrum at the violet

end is due to the presence of ozone in the atmo

sphere, also that the blue colour of the sky mav be

ascribed to the same cause.—' On Peppermint Cam

phor,' by M. Moriya, of Tokio.

Microscopical.—Jfov. 10.—Dr. Beale, President,

in the chair.— Dr. Carpenter described Wales's work

ing microscope with iris diaphragm, which he highly

commended as combining many novel and excellent

points for a student's microscope.—Mr. Lettsom

described Abbe's stereoscopic ocular, and Dr. Mad-

dox his apparatus for collecting particles from the

air.—Notes were read ' On Monobromide of Naphtha

line,' for mounting diatoms to increase their " index

of visibility."—'On Ebonite for Microscopical Appli

ances,'—and ' On Aperture exceeding IMP in Air.'—

Also papers by Mr. Stewart. 'On the Echinometrida,'

and by Dr. K. Pigott, ' On Testing Object-Glasses.'

Metbobolooical.—/for. 17.—Mr. G. J. Symons,

President, in the chair.—The following gentlemen

were elected Fellows : Capt, M. Parry, Messrs. G.

Corden, E. T. Dowson, F. Hepburn, C. M. Hepworth,

J. Mulvany, T. H. G. Newton, E. P. Phillips, and

H. L. Roth.—The papers read were : 'Table of Rela
tive Humidity,' by Mr. E. E. Dymond,—• Rainfall in

South Africa,' by Mr. J. G. Gamble,—'On the

Meteorology of Mackay, Queensland,' by Mr. H. L.

Roth,—and 'Thermometrical Observations ou board

Ship,' by Capt. W. F. Caborne.

PHILOLOGICAL.—Aov- 19.—A. J. Ellis, Esq., Pre

sident, in the chair.—The discussion on Spelling

Reform was continued, and the following additional

resolutions passed : The Society expresses its approba

tion of the following reforms, and authorizes their

adoption by any writer in the Society's printed Trans

action* ana papers :—(a) The dropping of final or in

flectional silent e when the pronunciation will not

be affected by it ; (i) the restoration of the final t

of the past tense ana participle when possible ; (c)

the spelling in the same way (with r) of all endings

in ant.ent, ance, etice; (d) a more extended use of
t, leaving inflectional * alone ; (<■) the substitution

of ee for ie and ex where these have the sound of

long e ; (/) the substitution of simple e for ea when

it has the sound of e in net; (g) the restoration of

the historical « for o and ou in all words having the

sound of v in cut ; (A) the substitution of f for ph

and gh when they sound as/; (i) the omission of

silent b in limb, ic; (j) the omission of unetymolo-

gical and un phonetic consonants in at least the fol

lowing words : deAt, douftt, suMle ; ie'iga, foreign,

sovereign ; gAost, agAast, burgAer, rAyme ; coufd ;

receipt ; demesne, Uland ; scythe, scent ; tAyme ;

whole. It was also resolved that the retention of

distinctive spellings of words having the same

sound but different meanings must, for the present,

be left to individual opinion.—Special general meet

ings for continuing and ending the discussion were

ordered to be held on November 26th, 1880, and

January 28th, 1881.

Society of Arts.—Atoc. 17.—F.J. Bramwell, Esq.,

in the chair.—The opening address was delivered by

the Chairman, and the medals and prizes awarded

during the previous session were presented.

Ifor. 22.—The lirst lecture of a course of Cantor

Lectures ' Ou some Points of Contact between the

Scientific and Artistic Aspects of Pottery and Porce

lain ' was given by Prof. Church. The lecture, the

earlier portion or which was of an introductory

character, dealt with bricks, tiles, terra-cotta, and

unglaz ' <! earthenware in general, and the various

chemical and physical properties of the materials

used in their manufacture.

Nov. 24.—Sir H. Cole in the chair.—A paper ' On

the Influence of Harry on English Art' was read by

Mr. J. Comyns Carr.

Institution of Civil Encinekes.—Nov. 23.—

Mr. W. H. Harlow, President, in the chair.—The

papers read were: 'On the New Zealand Govern

ment Railways,' by Mr. J. P. Maxwell,—and ' On the

Ceylon Government Railways,' by Mr. J. R. Mosse.

MEETINOS FOIt TUB ENSUING WEEK.

Iiutltate of Actuaries, 7—President's Address.
Royal Academy , » — ' Anatomy,' Mr. J. Marshall.
Society of Aria, 8.—' Socio Points of Contact between t

tiflc and Art wile Aspivta uf Tottery and 1'orcclaln,' Lecture li.
l'rof. A 11. Church (Cantor Lecture).

Royal. 4.—Anniversary
Zoological, ft — ' Land and Freshwater Sheila from the Transvaal
and Orange Free state, with Descriptions of Nine New Species,'
and ' Three New specie* of Land shells from rape Colour and
Natal,' Mr. A. B. Craven ; ' Collection of Reptiles and Amphi
bians from Baluchistan, made by Dr. c. Duke,' l'rof. A. A. W.
Hubrecht.

Clrtl Engineers, 8.—Discussion on New Zealand and Ceylon
Government Railways.

Royal Academy. » — ' Anatomy.' Mr. J. Marshall.
Geological. * Remain* of a small Lizard from the Neocomlan
Rocks of the Island of I^slns, In Duimatta, preserred In the
Geological Museum of the University of Vienna.' l'rof. H G.
Keeley : ' Beds at lleadon Hill and Colwell Hay, In the Isle of
Wight.' Messrs H Keeping and E. H. Tawnev.

. . _ L •- —nf A. O Bell.

' Exploration of the
I.' Rev. Dr. Hooppell .

' Komsa Remains at Nursling. Hants,' Dr. w. Smart
i Llanean. R —' An Erythrssn new to England,' Mr. F. Townsend ,

' Conifers of Japan,' Dr. M Masters.
Chemical. * --' Communication from the Laboratory or the Uni

versity College, Bristol.' Mr W. Kamsay ; ' Specific Volume of
Chloral.' Mr 1, M Pasaavsnt . * Formation uf Carbon Tetra-
broniide In the Manufacture of Bromine,' Mr. J. W. HamUton ;
Ballot for the Election of Fellows.

Society of Antiquaries, »,.—Report of the Bradlng Villa Com
mittee.

Royal Academy, 9 _' Anatomy.' Mr. J. Marshall.
Philological. 8 —-Latin Element In the Neo-lUlle Dialects
H-I.hT Prince Lonls Luclen Bonaparte , ' Visible Speech.' Prof.
G Belli ' New Latin and Greek Dertvstlons,' Mr. J. 1'. l'ost-
gat*.

Wight.' Messrs H Ivei.inic and E. H. Taw
— Society of Arts, 8.—' The Thotophone,' l'rof .
— British Arehicologlcal Association, (* -' E

Roman sutlon of Vivorlum iBlnchesteri.'

Zcittxct Soisiff.

Tub monthly Record of results of observations

on meteorology and terrestrial magnetism taken

at the Melbourne Observatory during May has

been forwarded by the Government astronomer.

The general abstract shows some curious points.

The mean of the barometer for this month was

29 '887 inches, being 0 108 inch lower than

the average for the preceding twenty-two years.

The mean temperature was 63' ^beingO"^ higher

than the average of the preceding twenty-two

years.

M. SoMzfiE, a Belgian engineer, proposes to

utilize the safety lamp for revealing the pre

sence of fire-damp in collieries. It is well

known that the namo of the lamp elongates

and acquires a higher calorific power when in

air which contains light carburetted hydrogen, or

marsh gas. A piece of metal is so placed as to

be elongated by this flame ; this produces

electric contact, and causes a bell to ring.

Several of these lamps should be placed in

different parts of the mine, and the bells

numbered.

M. d'Almeida, Secretary of the Paris Societe

de Physique, and the originator of the Journal

de Physique, died in Paris last week. Many

memoirs by M. d'Almeida are in the Comptes

Rendus of the Academy of Sciences. He pub

lished a ' Traite" de Physique,' in which work he

was aided by M. Boutin.

MM. Hautefeuille and Chappdis, on the

evening of November 8th, brought before the

Acadt'mie des Sciences ' Researches on the Trans

formation of Oxygen into Ozone by the Electric

Effluve in Presence of a Foreign Gas.' They

state that chlorine entirely prevents the forma

tion of ozone from oxygen, that nitrogen in

creases the transformation, but that hydrogen

leads to the production of a larger quantity of

ozone than even nitrogen.

Mr. Stuart Cumberland lectured on Tues

day on spiritualism, Sir E. Beckett in the chair.

The lecturer reproduced, under the same " test

conditions," the manifestations given through

the mediumship of Miss A. E. Fay, which

delighted Mr. Crookea. It is satisfactory to

find that the faith in spiritualism is declining.

The main organ of the believers complains of

lack of support, and the funds of their associa

tion are getting low.

M. Berthelot has in the Annates de Chimie

et de Physique for October a series of papers,

commencing with one on ' Becherches sur l'Eau

Oxyge'ne'e,' which form a fairly complete ex

amination of the chemical action of this com

pound and of the results of the chemical

changes effected by its agency.

Mr. E. T. Cox, of Tucson, Arizona Territory,

supplies to the American Journal of Science a

paper on ' The Discovery of Oxide of Antimony

in extensive Lodes in Sonora, Mexico.' This

discovery is one of the most remarkable of the

present time. One company controls nine mines,

the lodes in which are from four to twenty feet

wide, and the exploitation work, carried on to a

depth of thirty feet, "shows that the fissures

are filled from wall to wall with the oxide of

antimony, almost pure, and remarkably uniform

in character. " The value of this discovery will

be evident to all who are acquainted with the

importance of antimony in type metal and some

other alloys.

FINE ARTS

The SIXTEENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of WATER-COLOUR
DRAWINOS is NOW OPEN SI THOMAS M LEAN S Gallery, 7,
Haymarket, nest the Theatre.—Admission, including Catalogue, It.

HANOVER GALLERY, 47, Nri Bond 8treet.
Maddox Streel.-NOW Ol'E.N, the WINTER EXHIBITION of OIL
1'AINTINOS by English Artists, and of the Original Drawings ana
Sketches published In — Lighted at Dusk.

DORE'S GREAT WORKS, 'CHRIST LEAVING the PRJ5TORIUM.'
' Cll KIKT ENTERINO JERUSALEM.' and ' MOSES before PHARAOH.'
each 33 by '£1 feet, with ' l>ream of Pilate's Wife.' ' Soldiers of the Cross,'
' A I>sy Dreeni.' ' Rainbow landscape ' (I,orh Carron, Scotland). Ac., at
the DORfi GALLERY, Ji, New Bond Utrset. Dally, Tan tosix.—Lj.

Chuic and Italian Painting. By E. J.

Poynter and 1\ R. Head. Iliustrated.

(Sampson Low & Co.)

Tins nicely-printed volume is the first of a

series intended to provide knowledge which,

may serve as part of general education not

for ordinary readers only, but for boys. Apart

from skill in drawing or painting, which

" adds unquestionably a great zest to the plea

sure to be derived from pictures, an acquaint

ance with the history of art, combined with a

good general education, is a better preparation

for forming a genuine taste for the arts than

the very moderate amount of practical skill

which can be acquired during the ordinary

school course."

Mr. Poynter adds that practical skill should

be cultivated in every school, and he points

out that skill in drawing opens the mind to

the true aspects of nature. This is true, but

the value of drawing as a branch of educa

tion does not stop here. It is really the key

to a much greater knowledge than that of

the history of art, of the idiosyncrasies of

painters, and of the characteristics of schools.

For the formation of true taste we should

rely more on technical skill and less on his

torical knowledge. By a happy combination

of the two means, or possibly without any

of the latter, the student may secure that

faculty which Mr. Poynter describes as the

power of

"appreciation, which, to the possessor of a

cultivated mind, so far compensates for the

imperfect means of expression that the sil

houettes of figures on an archaic Greek vase

lose for him their grotesqueneas, and foreshadow

the beauty which receives its full expression in

the Panathenaic frieze ; and that he can discern
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in the sober and limited simplicity of Giotto's

groups in the Arena Chapel the profound

thought and feeling for the grander aspects of

nature which are more obvious in the completely

developed art of the Sistine Chapel and the Stanze

of the Vatican."

Technical knowledge will enable a student

to criticizo the masterpieces of Michael

Angelo and Raphael much more justly

than omniscience as to the history of art.

Surely, too, a man thus technically and his

torically informed is already ' ' the possessor

of a cultivated mind," whatever his attain

ments in letters or science may be.

Wo say this to supplement, and not

to controvert, what Mr. Poynter has

written ; no one has a deeper respect

for technical skill than he. We agree

with him in what follows on the precious-

ness of primitive art and of due appre

ciation for it. With his exaltation of the

Parthenon sculptures far abovo " the most

renowned Italian art of the sixteenth cen

tury" everyone ought to agree. We desire,

with Mr. Poynter, the formation of a museum

in which casts from the great sculptures of

antiquity may be a means of familiarizing

" our future Mummiuses " with the fact that

works of beauty have a price beyond their

commercial value. It is impossible not to

admire the clever manner in which the ex

pression of this desire is made to lead to

condemnation of the "barbarous demo

lition and looting " of the Summer Palace

of the Chinese emperor, which might have

been prevented if respect for the beautiful

work of men's hands had been taught as a

lesson in the boyhood of our military heroes.

Such respect is, indeed, as Mr. Poynter

affirms, one of the most desirable lessons to

be learned from the history of art.

A history of painting which deals with

the subject from the Egyptians to Tiepolo

must needs be brief. Nevertheless there is

in this volume a vast amount of knowledge

carefully put together by Mr. Head's pen.

The book is, of course, a compilation, but

it is enriched with special notes by Mr.

Poynter, whose hand is to be recognized in

the concise and appreciatory analyses of the

art of Mantegna, Michael Angelo, and a

few other painters. There are slips here

and there which may well be corrected by-

and-by ; for example, we hear again on

p. 79—for the last time, let us hope—

of Pietro Cavallini, who has been identified

by " some " with the " Italian artist who

designed the shrine of Edward the Con

fessor in Westminster Abbey, and the

crosses in memory of Queen Eleanor." This

is a sentence in which there are about as

many exploded blunders as words. On

the whole, however, this book is the best of

its class in English, and ought to be valued

accordingly.

GIFT-BOOKS.

Messrs. Longmans send us a new edition of

the Lays of Ancient Home, with illustrations

on wood by Mr. J. R. Woguelin. Its pub

lication attests the apparently undying popularity

of Lord Macaulay's Lays, and the cuts attached

to it are of unusual merit, and suffice to

give a now charm to the verse. Especially notice

able are the youthful " messeuger of war,"

blowing his trumpet and waving his javelins

towards the Etruscan warriors, the girls treading

the grapes, and ' ' The Three. "

English Lake Reentry (Walker & Co.) com-

prises coloured plates from drawings made by

Mr. A. P. Lydon. Some of the plates are very

good in their way, others are garish and weak.

Among the former are the pretty panoramas of

' Windermere and Esthwaite ' and ' Windermere. '

To thoBe who are not determined to reject

"coloured plates" altogether this little volume

may prove acceptable as a somewhat more than

tolerable gift-book from an artistic point of

view. As an " ornament for the drawing-room

table" it will be quite in its place.

Dw. Magazine of Art, Illustrated (Cassell &

Co.), is the third yearly volume of a copiously

illustrated periodical, the chief aim of which is

to be popular—cultured if possible, but, above

all, "popular." As the work is characterized

by grace and sweetness, and there are many

elements of merit in it, we can with a good

conscience commend it to the public whom it

addresses with considerable success. There are

no sins against good taste, and some of the wood

cuts are charming ; for instance, the portrait

of the Countess Polocka from the Berlin Gal

lery. A series of biographies of artists is the

most acceptable portion of the letter-press. The

portraits attached are of very unequal value.

Men of Mark: a Gallery of Contemporary

Portraits. Fifth Series. (Sampson Low & Co.)

—This series, like its predecessors, deserves

praise. The portraits are, as before, due to

Messrs. Lock & Whitfield ; the biographical

notices which accompany them were written

by Mr. T. Cooper. A defect which greatly

mars the value of the portraits has already

been noticed in these columns ; it arises

from the practice of "touching on" the faces

of the likenesses, smoothing out the creases

and furrows of time, labour, and sorrow,

prevailing in the works. Notwithstanding this

most of the examples are very good ; that of

Lord Cairns is excellent, the pose of the head

and features being exceptionally happy and

energetic. Mr. Roebuck could hardly be better,

unless it had been let alone. With these let us

class Sir J. D. Hooker and Mr. Vicat Cole.

Switzerland, its Scenery and its People, Pit-

toriaUy Represented. (Blackie & Son.)—This is

one of the most richly illustrated books of the

class, a member of which appears every year,

and it may be fairly ranked with the ' Rome '

of M. Wey, and the sumptuous volumes on

India, Spain, and other countries which we

have already noticed. The woodcuts are of the

kind we are accustomed to find in the Tour dn

Monde, and neither in typography nor binding

does this book differ from those which owe their

existence to that capital publication. It is not

equal to the best of them, but it is better than

some of them. Neat, precise, conventional,

brilliant, but rather mechanical than artistic,

these woodcuts can hardly be called works of

art, but they have some of the merits of photo

graphs, with few or none of the defects proper

to camera pictures. There is no poetry about

the cuts. Yet it is impossible to deny that they

give a tolerable idea of the outward semblances

of the places they represent, and they are quite

sufficient for those who do not care for more.

A large part of the letter-press is historical

and very neatly and carefully written, in a

clear but somewhat chilly style. This part

of the work is associated with numerous his

torical illustrations, which are the least com

mendable, because they are the most ambitious,

of the decorations of the volume. On the other

hand, where more than portraiture has been

aimed at the results are very satisfactory.

There is, for example, a telling view of the

Staubach facing p. 238, where the efl'ect of

light and chiaroscuro has been made very

serviceable. One of the best of the vignettes

is on p. 215, where the Gauli glacier is very

ably treated ; the representation of the Axen

Strasse is acceptable. It would occupy too much

of our space to describe all the bright and

pleasing views in which the book abounds so

richly that nearly every page is enlivened by

their presence. The volumo deals with the

country in sections, including the Rhone valley,

the lakes of Geneva and Lucerne, and the Ober-

land.

British Painters of the Eighteenth and jVY»ie-

teenth Centuries. Illustrated. (Bogue. )—This

volume does not profess to give a detailed or

complete account of the art of the periods in

dicated by its title. It contains brief and very

popular accounts of some of the better-known

artists, whose careers and works afforded subjects

so various that it is easy to see that no rule

of choice was observed when the selection was

made. As a collection of "all sorts" the book

will be acceptable, but a finer taste would not

have placed side by side some of the least worthy

artists and some of the worthiest England has

produced during the two centuries. The wood

cuts are sometimes good, occasionally their sub

jects are admirable enough to give a charm to

them and brighten the pages on which they

appear. Readers of very catholic tastes wiU.

find the biographies pleasant to read, and will

even linger over many of the cuts. Startling

statements puzzle the reader here and there, as

where he is told to recognize a connexion be

tween the doings of the Royal Academicians and

the passing of the Reform Bill. Some of the

criticisms are "odd" and most of them are

" old-fashioned," but none of them is un

generous.

The Wooing of t}ie Water-Witch: a Northern

aDitty. By J. M. Smith. (Chatto & Windus.)

—This little book contains a legend of a bold

Viking and his love, the mer-maiden of the

northern isles, the wanderings and adventures

of the hero. The text is made to be excessively

tiresome by means of an affectation of " Norse "

phraseology for the earlier part, and the

prevalence of a false local colouring which is

derived from that circumstance. Needless pains

have been taken to keep up this whimsical

blunder, a crotchet the author had better avoid

in future. Translated into English the legend

is readable, but not sufficiently so to justify

any one in mastering the absurd jargon employed

for part of the narrative. Some of the cuts are

laughable, but many more do not deserve that

name.

THE WINTER EXHIBITION, DUDLEY GAllEBY.

This well-used gallery contains nearly five

hundred paintings in oil, which are mostly

sketches made during autumn holidays, and

embody studies from nature of an easy

going sort, that involve a very small amount

of design — that is, thinking, invention, or

technical experiments. The level attained by

the painters is respectable, but there are few

remarkable pictures. If any difference exists

between this collection and its forerunners it

is to the disadvantage of the present exhibi

tion. There is even less solid and searching

workmanship here than hitherto—fewer signs

of active inspiration. The best pictures here

are two by Mr. G. D. Leslie, two by Mr.

Aumonier, one by M. Lhermitte, and one by

Mr. H. S. Marks. A few of less importance

are mentioned below. We shall notice the

whole in the order of the catalogue, and

therefore take first Mr. T. R. Macquoid's Old

Courtyard, Italy (No. 28), which, though rather

painty, is sunny in effect and dexterously

handled.—It may be compared with No. 33,

by Mr. Perkins, Tlte Shrimper's Cottage, a group

of whitewashed buildings in sunlight, of which

the shadows are black to excess. The compo

sition is excellent. — Mr. Auinonier's Winter

Hill, near Great Marlow, (51) is a charming study

of the Thames in rainy weather, noteworthy for

richness of colour and atmospheric effect, and

for the clever handling of the grey or shining

levels of the water, its shadowed ripples and

bright undulations. Cookham on Thames (23(i),

by the same, is a capital painter's sketch,

resembling No. 51 in its good qualities, and

quite as true to nature.—M. Fantin's Panier dt

Fleurs d'Automne (63) shows a departure from
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the painter's ordinary practice with cold grey and

opposed tints in favour of warmer greys and

ruddy hues. The artist shows his characteristic

appreciation of the textures and local colours

of the flowers, and we never saw a better

specimen of his skill, except when he has paid

more attention to the composition of the masses.

Here the composition is awkward. The same

artist sends Aiufurfiumt (116). —A Spanish

Lady (61), by Mr. Burgess, a dashing dame,

standing and looking at ub with an arch ex

pression, has, despite its roughness, unusual

refinement of touch and colour, and, although

but a sketch, is animated in treatment, action,

and expression. —Sisters (83), by Mr. J. Clark,

two children seated side by side, reading, and

seriously at play, is rather coarse and painty,

and there is over much brown in all parts ;

the heads are curiously disproportioned, but

the painter's feeling for simplo and childlike

character, which has never yet failed him,

gives a charm it is hard to resist. — The Thames

at Hurley (94) is by Mr. J. S. Hill, and,

like numerous sketches here, shows that our

artists, who like to find their subjects ready

made, and seek to represent beauty in land

scape rather than to be able to deal with

technical problems such as exercised Turner,

have deserted those purlieus of BettWB-y-

Coed which are Bacred to the memory of

David Cox in favour of the pretty scenes

which F. Walker and others seem to have

discovered for them. With these amateurs the

subject makes the picture, not, as with true

artists, the picture the subject. Mr. Hill's

painting is pretty and effective ; it shows a

cloudy evening over a marsh, a wind-beaten

river, and much foliage.

In Mr. Heywood Hardy's Study of Fox

Hounds (96) the dogs' heads are very cleverly

" pencilled " ; in fact they are a capital example

of dexterous manipulation, and a considerable

success in canine portraiture. —A promising

student in portrnituro is Mr. A. A. Caldernn,

who has produced No. 109, called The Lady

of the Present, which is carefully painted, in

good form and style, with excellent dis

crimination of character.—The Scarlet Ibis

(128) is by Mr. M. Hale, and depicts a re

cumbent figure in red -and-white drapery,

caressed by the sacred bird ; it is too nearly

like a "study in red'' by Mr. A. Moore to be

acceptable. The questionable drawing is no de

parture from the type affected by Mr. Hale,

although it is a regrettable element of a picture

of considerable merit. — 77ie Monastery Wall

(142), a landscape containing a vista of a road,

bounded by a hedge and an old red-brick garden

wall, would have been more charming than

it is if the painter had allowed himself to deal

with the brilliancy of sunlight on the scene in

something like the force and with the richness

of nature. As it is, the greyish sunlight is

better defined than coloured. The handling,

which is not without vigour, is rather heavy.

It is the work of Mr. A. do Breanski.

Apple Dumplings (150) is a good example of

Mr. Leslie's style, but it is mannered to the

core. Still, there is much that is decidedly

delightful in the figure of the pretty housemaid

who sits on a kitchen table and deftly peels a

sour apple. The colouring is a repetition of

that of a piece of old Nankin blue china, with

complementary tints. Rough as the little pic

ture is, and monotonous as are the tones and

tints of the background, the vivacity of the ex

pression and originality of the motive of the

figure will ensure a welcome for the work.

Cherry Pie (1<52), by the same artist, the pen

dant to the last, is much less acceptable. A

plump cook is contemplating a newly-made

pie with all the pride of art ; the draughts

manship of the tart is honourable to both

artists, the modeller and the painter. Mr.

Leslie's share in the still-life accessories has

been performed to admiration. — The Old

Squire's Favourite (157), a large picture of its

class, is not worthy of Mr. Heywood Hardy.

The figures of the gentleman and boy, who are

riding in a woodland road, are disproportioned

to each other, and the background, though

cleverly painted, is slight. A more important

defect is the failure to represent the action of

the boy's pony, which is supposed to be trotting ;

its legs are much too small. —In Linsella (152),

by Mr. Maclaren, a head is drawn with ex

ceptional firmness, but not perfectly. It is

excellently modelled. — M. Lhermitte, always

happy in respect to tone, was never more so

than in Le Calvaire de Mont St. Pert (190), a

vista of a village street of old white cottages,

with an ancient cross and a group of trembling

sycamores. The grey colour is almost pathetic,

so truly in keeping with the subject is it. The

composition is less happy. — We have had

pleasure in looking at Mr. Lucas's crisp

and clear, bright, and dexterously treated

" Should auld acquaintance be forgot?" (209),

a group of tattered books, boys' toys, a slate,

and cane.—A pretty vista of a canal, called The.

Northern Venire (219), by Mr. A. G. Bell, is

acceptable on account of the warmth and

softness of its bright effect on lines of old

houses and shining water.—Mr. H. S. Marks's

The Miller of Dee (228), a half - length

figure of a man leaning on the hutch of the

entrance to his mill, could hardly be truer or

fuller of humour and spirit without demonstra-

tiveness. The face of the miller is perfect in

its way. We do not see why his hands should

be free of flour.—Near the Land's End (248)

is a brilliant and solidly modelled little coast

view, resplendent with sunlight on the deep

azure seas and ruddy cliffs. It is by Mr. C. P.

Knight, and deserves a much better place. —A

Summer Storm, Venice (255), by Mr. J. Mac

Whirter, shows that it is possible to vulgarize

Venice.—Mr. H. Moore's sea-view, A Break

—after a Wild I)ay (281) presents nothing

new, and it is not worthy of him.—We com

mend No. 290, The VUlaf/e Mill, by Mr. C. D.

Brockman ; Chrysanthemums (311), by Mr. A.

Ward ; Lore among the Hoses (313), by Miss J.

Hayllar, and her two neat and firm views of

rooms, called A Day's Sport (420) and The Rival

hats (i38).—Lucretia (421), by Mr. Rooke, is

a design for decoration, and depicts the heroine

flourishing the fatal knife most awkwardly, not

to say affectedly. Her expression is artificial

to grotesqueness, and there is much in it that is

unwholesome and puorile. A charming study

in tints of rich blue, it is a pity the bad drawing

mars the picture for artistic eyes.

m. leon cooniet.

In the person of this distinguished painter

European art has lost one of the ablest of its

professors, a man remarkable, as a painter and

almost as remarkable as a teacher. Leon Cogniet

was born in Paris in 1794, and in due time be

came one of the pupils of Guerin, from whom he

received that inheritance of learned art which

he imparted to many of the more accom

plished living artists of France. Among his

pupils are MM. Meissonier, J. P. Laurens,

Lucien Melingue, L. Bonnat, Jules Lefebvre,

Hillcmacher, Feyen Perrin, and Luminais, and

Mdlle. Ntilie Jacquemart. In 1817 Cogniet

obtained the Grand Prix de Rome, and while

occupied at the Villa Medici sent to the Salon

of 1822 a noteworthy picture, called ' Metabus,

King of the Volscians, expelled by his Sub

jects.' Next came that learned and masculine

work which has long decorated the Luxem

bourg, the 'Marius in the Ruins of Carthage,'

which was engraved by Gele"e and S. W. Rey

nolds. His 'Numa ' was likewise bought by the

Government, and was, we believe, burned during

the Communo in the hall of the Conseil d'£tat,

of which it was long an important ornament.

Appointed Professor of Drawing in the

Lyceum of Louis le Grand and the Polytechnic

School, Cogniet settled in Paris, and devoted

himself to teaching art in the French manner, i

He continued to exhibit remarkable pictures,

about the merits of which there has been from

first to last not a little discussion. In succession

appeared ' The Murder of the Innocents,' 1824,

which attracted much attention ; ' The Charity of

St. Stephen,' which is in the church of St. Nicolas

des Champs ; and ' The National Guard marching

to join the Army in 1792,' a highly dramatic

and expressive picture. The ' Battle of Rivoli '

is at Versailles, where are his illustrations of

episodes of the campaign in Egypt, in producing

which other painters had shares. Pictures of

Russian and Spanish subjects followed the

above. ' A Scene at the Barricades ' was in

spired by the troubles of 1830, when it ap

peared at the Luxembourg. Cogniet's best-

known work is the extremely impressive ' Tin

toretto painting his Dead Daughter,' 1845, which

is now at Bordeaux, and has been more than

once engraved. He was a member of the

Council of the ficole des Beaux-Arts, and re

ceived a medal of the second class in 1824, of

the first class in 1855. He became a Knight

of the Legion of Honour in 1828, and Officer in

1846 ; a member of the Institute in 1849.

NOTES FROM ROMS.

The Via di S. Sabina, on the Aventine,

follows the line of an ancient street, the pave

ment of which has been found Beveral times.

It was seen and described by Nerini in the year

1775, between the churches of S. Alessio and S.

Sabina. It came to light again in 18U7, when,

after the battle of Mentana, the Aventine was

fortified by General Kanzler, and surrounded

with moats and ditches. In July last it was

discovered for the third time, near the church of

S. M. del Priorato, just opposite that famous

garden gate, the keyhole of which has seen more

lovely eyes than any other keyhole in the world.

I never happened to be at that out-of-the-way

spot without meeting groups of Anglo-Saxon

girls trying to spy the cupola of St. Peter through

the keyhole of II Priorato. The ancient street

was one of the most aristocratic in that aristo

cratic quarter of the Aventine. It was lined

with the stately mansions of L. Asinius RufuB,

the friend of Pliny the younger ; of Cfecina

Decius Maximus Basilius, Prefect of the Pne-

torium in 458 ; of Sex. Cornelius Repentinus,

son-in-law of the Emperor Didius Iulianus ; of

M. Valerius Bradua, cos. 191 ; of Publia Valeria

Comasia, daughter of Valerius Comazon, cos.

220 ; and so on. During our latest excavations

we came across the remains of a circular build

ing, with columns and entablature beautifully

cut in whito Carrara marble. The bas-reliefs of

the frieze represent groups of sea monsters and

tritons holding a medallion of Faustina the

elder, or else of a lady resembling d s'y mi-

prendre to that empress. We have found also

a marble tripos, four feet high, ornamented

with scenic masks, gorgonic heads, dancing

fauns, &c , the broken hand of a colossal bronze

statue, some terra-cotta friezes, lead pipes, &c.

The foundations of the left tower at the

Porta del Popolo have been dug out, as was

done two years before with those of the right

tower. They were built with the remains

of the magnificent tombs which formerly lined

the Via Flaminia. We have found many

blocks belonging to the friezes, pediments, and

other architectural parts of the mausolea, and

the tombstone, six feet long, of Q. Trebellius

Catulus, qurestor of the Provincia Narbonensis,

commander of the sixteenth legion under

Claudius, &c.

Another tombstone mentions the names of

C. Gallonius Maritimus, and of Q. Marcius.

Turbo, a famous captain under the reign of

Hadrian.

Near the church of S. Bibiana, thirty-five feet

below the level of the Viale Principessa Mar-

gherita, we have discovered the archaic stone

quarry from which the materials for the Puticuli,

of Horatian fame, have been taken. The bed of

rock, which is called " cappellaccio," is cut into
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several parallel galleries ; there are many blocks

ready for transportation. Others have been cut

on two or three sides only ; the size of others is

marked on the rock with grooves or lines. The

quarry seems to have been abandoned in the

tirst or the second century of the republican era,

because the pottery found within the galleries i3

of a primitive workmanship, and contemporary

with the pottery found within the early tombs

of the Esquilino.

The line of the Servian walls has been dis

covered, save a few interruptions, all along the

northern slopes of the Quirinal, in the Piazza

Magnanapoli, in the Antonelli Palace, in the

Colonna Gardens, in the Via della Dateria, and

bo on, as far as the Porta Collina, near which

the ordinary walls were substituted by the

Agger. The vacant spaces are being filled up

by new bits coming to light at frequent intervals.

On September 21st a beautiful fragment of the

fortification was discovered in the garden of

Signor Feliciani, 17, Via de' Giardini. The

fragment occupies the whole space between the

Via do' Giardini and the Quattro Fontane ; it

corresponds very nearly to the site of the Capi-

tolium Vetus. A mithriac bas-relief in marble,

representing the usual scene of the sacrifice of

the bull, lay buried at the foot of the wall.

The English colony is building a church at

the corner of the Via Babuino and Gesu e

Maria, on very difficult ground indeed. Two

steam engines are not sufficient to keep the

foundations dry and pump out the spring waters

which collect here from all the surrounding hills.

Underneath the space reserved for the bell tower,

and nineteen feet below the level of the

Babuino, a handsome group of antique bronzes

was found on September loth. The workmen

carried off many pieces, and sold them to Scalam-

brini, the dealer in antiquities opposite ; they

were soon after seized by the trustees of the

new church. The most remarkable fragments

are the head of a bronze statue, larger than life

size, which is thought to represent Augustus,

and to have some connexion with the mauso

leum of that emperor ; a mask, with the eyes

perforated through ; the profile of another head ;

and many other pieces of less consequence. They

have suffered great injuries, either from fire or

from the secular exposure to the action of

water.

The Tiberine Museum was opened to the

public on Monday, November 15th. It com

prises four halls and a garden. In the garden

are kept the remains of the Pons Valen-

tinianus, of its parapets, of its inscriptions,

of the triumphal arch which stood as a tete de

pont on the cis-Tiberine side. Within the halls

are exposed the set of paintings found in the

Farnesina grounds, the set of stucco ceilings

found in the same place, the bronze statues, the

coins, the marbles, the potteries, the mis

cellaneous bric-a-brac found within the bed of

the river, and the inscriptions, urns, statues,

and busts found in the tomb of C. Sulpicius

Platorinus.

The Ministry of Public Instruction has taken

possession of the vineyards and gardens which

occupy the site of the Baths of Titus. As soon

as the legal formalities are over, the place, turned

pro tempore into a promenade, and ready for

future excavations, will be thrown open to the

public. The same thing has been done with the

Batlis of Caracalla. The ministry has bought

the whole space of ground between tho main

building and the piscina. It will be arranged

as a public promenade.

The winter campaign was opened simultane

ously at Ostia and at Hadrian's Villa with the

last days of October. As regards Hadrian's

Villa, I am glad to state that the discovery of its

noble monuments will not interfere with the

preservation of its groves of olive trees, cypress,

and stately pines. The utmost care is bestowed

by the excavators in dealing gently with the

trees, which, according to the opinion of many,

are nearly as charming and beautiful as the

ruins themselves. As a rule, any tree interfering

withthe progress of the excavations istransplanted

to a more secure spot. The usefulness of these

proceedings is easy to understand. Hadrian's

Villa was not a mere group of buildings, neither

a plain park in the modern acceptation of the

words. It was a park thickly covered with

imitations of the most famous buildings of the

Roman world, which, accordingly, were sepa

rated one from the other by thickets of trees,

flower gardens, lawns, &c. It is easy to under

stand that the system followed by the authorities

in clearing the ruins of the villa will restore to

the place its original character and its mani

fold attractions. The programme for the winter

campaign contemplates the discovery of the

group of buildings between the Vale of Tempe

on the east, the Pcecile and the Canossum on

the west. This space is occupied mainly by the

private apartments of the emperor and by that

round portico which is called in guide-books

"teatro maritimo." Whatever this building may

have been, certainly it was one of the most sump

tuous. Every bit of marblo found in the excava

tions of the teatro is being restored to its original

place—of course, whenever this place is known

beyond doubt. Eight columns of the Ionic order,

with their capitals and entablature, have been

raised ; five more are waiting to be raised.

Columns among ruins are just like figures in a

landscape—they vivify it, they make it alive and

cheerful. After wandering through the solitudes

of the villa, the silence of which is faintly broken

by the distant voice of the " prceceps Anio,"

and through ivy-clad ruins, shapeless and name

less, which are more picturesque than interest

ing, one feels most pleasantly surprised and

charmed with the aspect of this lovely building,

with its rows of columns, exquisitely cut capitals

and friezes, marble pavements, &c.

The programme for Ostia contemplates the

discovery of the whole quarter of the town

between the theatre and the temple of Vulcan.

The first cartload of rubbish was removed from

the cavea of the theatre on the morning of

October 29th ; at nightfall of the same day the

following monuments had been discovered :—

A marble pedestal, six feet high, with a long

inscription in honour of a Marcus Licinius

Privatus, a town councillor, who had presented

his fellow citizens with the handsome sum of

fifty thousand sestertii : he was quiestor of the

Corporation of the Bakers from Ostia and

Porto, and president of the Company of Car

penters (Jabri iignarii) ; another pedestal with

two inscriptions (the one on the front will never

be read because the block of marble has been

built into one of the pilasters of the theatre ;

the one on the side contains the date of the

dedication of the pedestal, the 19th of Septem

ber, a.d. 173, under the consulship of Severus

and Pompeianus); a life-size statue of a magis

trate, very likely of the same Marcus Licinius

Privatus ; and many fragments of less con

sequence.

The slopes of the Tusculan Hills, facing Rome

and the Campagna, were more densely crowded

with villas in ancient times than they are now.

This difference is easily understood. Aristo

cratic families were then more numerous and

wealthy ; they cherished their native land ;

travelling abroad in summer was more difficult

than pleasant ; the country around Rome

was then more healthy and fit for summer

residence than it is now. The lowest of modern

villas at Frascati, tho Pallavicini, although

built at a height of 303 m. above the sea, is

subject to malaria from June to October. In

ancient times the salubrious region began at

a height of 100 m., thus affording an im

mensely wider space for summer resid

ences. The villa of the Caecilii, now called

I Grottoni, stands at 132 m. ; the beautiful

villas called Cisternolo, S. Matteo, Bevilacqua,

&c, rango between 100 and 200 m. above

the sea. To this lower region, actually satu

rated with malarious sporulte, belongs the

villa of the Emperor Galba, the ruins of which

ought to be better known and more frequently

visited by the student or the tourist. They

cover a wide space east of the railway station

of Frascati. The piscina of this villa is one

of the largest in Latium. It is 120 feet square,

30 feet deep, divided into six galleries by five

rows of pilasters, and holds 70,000 cubic feet of

water. Such capacity was not deemed sufficient

for the wants of the place. Another reservoir,

135 feet long, 42 feet wide, was added close by,

thus bringing the storage of winter water for

summer purposes to 130,000 cubic feet. Between

the piscina and the palace a lead pipe was found

in 1705, inscribed, " Felix arkarius imp. Sergii

Galbae," a document which leaves no doubt as

to the site of the villa, mentioned twice by

Suetonius, in chapters iv. and xviiL of

Galba's life. The imperial palace stood where

stands now the "Campitelli" farmhouse—a

perfect labyrinth of reticulated walls, with

mosaic or marble pavements, niches for statues,

fountains, etc. On the hill called Floriano

are remains of other buildings, enclosed by a

wall 2,000 feet long. Here, some months

ago, a crypto-porticus was discovered, with

stucco bas-reliefs, on the ceiling of the finest

workmanship. They represent panoplies of

Roman and Eastern weapons, crowns of laurel

and oak, sea monsters, and other miscellaneous

subjects. I have mentioned this " Tusculanum "

of Galba because it will be explored and searched

in a scientific way in the course of the winter,

and because of its connexion with the history of

malaria, the summer plague of the Campagna.

Two things are absolutely certain : first, that

the site of the villa is now utterly unhealthy,

and subject to the influence of pernicious fevers

from June to October ; secondly, that in

ancient times it was healthy and fit for a

summer staying. Suetonius tells plainly that

Galba abstivare consnerat in this place, which it

would have been foolish to do unless its hygienic

condition were altogether different.

The same thing may be said as regards

Hadrian's villa at Tibur, Geta's at Baccano,

M. Aurelius's at Castel di Guido, Commodus's

at S. Maria Nuova, and so on. Pliny says

that the jucunditas of his Laurentine villa

at Tor Paterno (the most pestilential district

of the " ora maritima ") was maior aestate

than in winter. Would the most eccentric of

our patricians or financiers ever think of

building a villa, worth some millions, in the

open Campagna 1 We . may fairly assume

that the hygienic state of Latium was, if not

normal, certainly better under the empire than

it is now. In the second place, considering

that the nature of the soil has not changed since

the sub-Apennine period, we may state that our

fathers had done something which actually pre

vented the annual outbreak of malaria, or at

least diminished its violence. Let us find out

what that something was ; let us do the same,

taking advantage of our skill in chemistry and

mechanics ; the results cannot fail.

R. Lancianl

SALES.

Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge dis

persed last week a collection of coins and medals

formed by a nobleman. Most of the specimens

in the cabinet were in a fine state of preserva

tion, but more especially the English and Scotch,

which were considered unusually good. The fol

lowing are some of the higher prices realized.

Greek silver :—Metapontum, tetradrachni : obv.,

head of Ulysses with helmet and quadriga on the

top ; rev. , an ear of wheat, 621. Syracuse, the

medallion, usual type 481. 10s. English gold :—

Henry VII. sovereign : obv. , the king seated on

his throne, holding a sceptre; rev., full-blown

rose with the French arms in the centre, 267. 10s.

Henry VIIL pound sovereign, struck in the

thirty-fourth year of his reign : obv. , king seated

on his throne ; rev. , the arms of England, 34/.

George noble : obv., St. George on horseback
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killing the dragon ; ret., a ship with a rose on

the mast, 34/. Edward VI. sovereign of his

third year : obr. , kins seated on state chair ;

rev. , the royal arms, 267. 10*. Double sovereign,

or a jiattt-m for 31.: obv., king seated on his

throne with a portcullis under his feet; rev.,

the full-blown double rose and shield of anus ;

m.m. ou both sides a dragon's head, 175/.

Queen Mary rial : «hr. , the queen holding a

sword and shield of arms, standing in a ship ;

rev. , a sun in the centre of eight arches, 08/.

Elizabeth rial : obv., tho queen in a ship; rev., a

sun and lions, 18/. James I. spin- rial : ubv.,

the king armed in a ship with a rose at the side ;

rev. , rose and sun in treasure of eight arches,

15/. 10s. Fifteen-shilling piece: obv., the

Scottish lion sejant ; rer., rose and sun, 27/.

An^el : obv. , angel ; rev., a ship, 17/. Charles I.

unit : obv., bust in armour with short hair ;

rer., shield of arms, 21/. Anne five-guinea piece,

1705, 14/. George III. pattern two-guinea piece,

1768, 12/. 15s. George IV., William IV., and

Victoria, a complete set of the coins of each

sovereign, struck in the years 1826, 1831, 1839,

realized respectively 19/., 16/. 16s., 14/. 15*

English silver :—Elizabeth, a set of the port

cullis money ; obv. , arms crowned ; rer., a jiort-

cullis crowned, 36/. 3*. 6d. Charles I. twenty-

shilling piece struck at Oxford : obv., king on

horseback, 1642, 131. Siege pieces: — Rebel

half-crown : obv., a plain cross, 11/. 15s. Rebel

crown of the same type, 10/. 10s. Beeston

shilling, an irregularly-shaped piece with a

castle stamped on it, 20/. Scarborough crown,

a quadrangular piece of plate stamped with a

castle, 30/. Scarborough half-crown, an oblong

piece with a castle, 16/. 5s. Scarborough two-

shilling, of a very irregular form, 12/. 5*.

Scarborough one shilling and nincpence, a plate

stamped with a castle, 16/. 17s. 6V/. Scarborough

sixpence of tho same type, 10/. Colchester

shilling, an octagon stamped with a castle,

15/. 10*. Dublin crown, 17/. Dublin half-

crown, 131. Victoria, nine proof florins of

various types, struck in the year 1848, 21/. 10s.

Scotch coins :—Malcolm III. silver penny : obv. ,

the king's full face ; rer., cross floury, 27/.

David I. silver penny : obv. king's profile ; rev ,

plain cross, an unpublished coin, 22/. Alex

ander II. silver penny: obv., bare head ; rev.,

a double cross, 10/. David II. silver groat:

obv. , profile and a sceptre ; rev., a cross with a

mullet in each angle, 22/. Gold noble : obv.,

the king standing in a ship with a sword and

shield ; rev., a cross tleury in eight curves, 81/.

James II. gold St. Andrew : obv., St. Andrew ;

rev., arms, 27/. 10s. James III. gold unicorn :

obv., a unicorn without the chain ; rev. , a flaming

star on a cross, 21/. 15s. James IV. gold half

rider : obr. , the king on horseback ; rev. , a

crons and shield, 32/. James VI. silver forty-

shilling piece: obv., three-quarter bust with a

sword ; n r., the arms crowned, 30/. 10s. Gold,

two-thirds of a lion: obv., a lion seated, hold

ing a sword, 36/. 10s. The sale produced

3,958/. l'ts.

The same firm sold, on the 20th inst., a small

collection of Rembrandt's etchings formed by

an amateur. The sale comprised only 105 lots,

but nearly every etching was in a good state,

and had formerly been in some celebrated collec

tion. The sale produced 1,804/. li. (id. The fol

lowing are the highest prices realized :—The

Adoration of the Shepherds, second state, on

india paper, 25/. The Flight into Egypt, from

the Schloesser collection, 35/. The " Ecce

Homo," third state, from the Esdaile collec

tion, 3!)i. The Descent from the Cross, second

state, from the Debois collection, 45/. Christ

Entombed, first state, 25/. St. Jerome, second

state, from the Lanckrinck and Schloesser col

lections, 00/. St. Francis Praying, second state,

29/. The Persian, second state, 27/. The

Flute-Player, second state, from the De Fries

collection, 287. The Woman with the Arrow,

second state, 287. Six's Bridge, second state,

from the Schloesser collection, 37/. A Peasant

carrying Milk-Pails, second state, with margin,

44/. 10«. A Village near tho High Road, fourth

state, and with a square margin, 50/. A Land

scape with a ruined tower, third state, from the

Cannenburg collection, 357. A Cottage with

white pales, second state, 28/. 10s. John

Lutma, third state, from the Knowles col

lection, 34/. Ephraim Bonus, second state,

41/. 10*. John Cornelius Sylvius, from tho

Schloesser collection, 34/. 10*. The Burgomaster

Six, third state, from the La Motte Fouquet

collection, 301.

£iat-&rt ftcrisip.

A collection, nearly fifty in number, of the

works of the late Mr. Dodgson will be shown

at the Winter Exhibition of the Water-Colour

Society.

The Society of British Artists has issued cards

of invitation to the private view of its Winter

Exhibition, which is appointed for to-day (Satur

day), at the gallery in Suffolk Street.

Six cases of antiquities have arrived at the

British Museum from the excavations at Babylon.

They consist chiefly of inscribed tablets and small

objects. With them is a Phoenician inscription.

The discovery of a Roman villa at Brading,

in the Isle of Wight, which has more than once

been tho subject of communications in our

columns, will be brought before the Society of

Antiquaries on Thursday next. A committee

having been formed, composed mainly of resi

dent landowners in the neighbourhood of the

villa and of Fellows of the Society of Antiquaries,

the Report of that Committee will be read to

the Society by the Director, Mr. H. S. Milman.

The Report will be accompanied by an exhibi

tion of plans and drawings, as well as of the

actual objects found during tho excavations,

which have been collected with great care by

the assiduous labours of Mr. J. H. Price and

Mr. J. E. Price, to whoso energy and ability

the public are indebted for the preservation of

these remains. The Council of the Society of

Antiquaries has subscribed 20/. towards the

excavations.

Students and collectors will be glad to hear

that Mr. Reid has undertaken to produce during

his next vacation a catalogue of the extra

ordinarily numerous and choice collection of

prints in the Duke of Devonshire's library at

Chatsworth, which is one of the finest gatherings

of the kind, and has never yet been thoroughly

searched, still less described.

The building in course of erection in Man

chester for tho School of Art is, we hear, pro

gressing rapidly, tho exterior being finished.

The Earl of Derby, it is anticipated, will take

part at the opening of the edifice next mid

summer.

Mr. G. E. Tuson, a son of the late Mr.

Tnson, tho anatomist, died lately in Monte

Video. He painted the first picture for the

new Town Hall in Manchester, ' The Reception

by the Sultan in Buckingham Palace of the

Corporation of Manchester.' In Turkey he had

painted local genre subjects, and at Monte Video,

where ho had lately gone, he was busy with

portraits and with Argentine scenes. He is

stated to have died of apoplexy, brought on by

the heat of the climate.

M. Guillaume, tho famous French sculptor,

is caning a statue of Bossuet for the Chateau

de Chantilly, of which critics write in terms of

high admiration.

Count Zorzi, whose brochure on the restora

tion of St. Mark's we referred to last week, is

about to publish an illustrated work on the

monuments of Venice.

M. St. Marceaux, who obtained the Prix du

Salon, 1879, is designing and sculpturing a cup

destined as the prize for the races at Long-

champs, 1881.

Mr. E. Burns Jones desires us to say that

his design, ' The Parable of the Boiling Pot,'

which is included in ' DalzitTs Bible,' a work we

recently noticed, was made sixteen or eighteen

years ago.

The new Fine- Art Society at Simla, to which

we referred a short time since, promises to be a

success. It already numbers forty members, of

whom many are natives of distinction. Amongst

the latter is the Gaekwar of Baroda.

It is well known that a large number of

monumental brasses were sold as old metal soon

after the fall of the western tower of Hereford

Cathedral in 1780. Some of them were pur

chased by that able antiquary John Gough, who

visited Hereford soon after that event, and they

remained in his family until recently. The late

Mr. John Gough Nichols inherited them, and

expressed a wish to restore them. But in con

sequence of his death difficulties arose in carry

ing out his design. Through the assistance of

Mr. Stephen Tucker, Somerset Herald, no fewer

than forty fragments have been secured from

the walls of Mr. Nichols's house in Parliament

Street, and have been entrusted to Pre

bendary Havergal, who has removed them to

Hereford Cathedral. There are two fine

effigies, several inscriptions, eight shields, and

several small figures and fragments from the

fine brass of Precentor Porter, who was also

Warden of New College, Oxford, all in a good

state of preservation. It is proposed to secure

the brasses to the walls of the north-east tran

sept (the original matrices being lost or destroyed),

with a record in brass of this interesting restora

tion. Full details will be given in Mr. Haver-

gal's volume, now ready for the press, on the

' Monumental Inscriptions in tho Cathedral

Church of Hereford. ' Tho Prebendary will, no

doubt, not fail to notice the success which

attended the restoration of the famous brass

called "The Gorleston Knight" to its matrix

in Gorleston Church, near Great Yarmouth.

This work, after a separation from its place

lasting, we believe, nearly a hundred years, was

recognized in a dealer's shop, recovered by

Dawson Turner, and replaced in the slab, and

now stands against the wall of the church.

Here is a characteristic anecdote of Con

stable, sent by a correspondent whose father

sat to Constable:—"My father, who was

something of an invalid in 1829, found him

self seated on a bank under a tree, with his

hat by his side, during a sharp shower, and

rallied Mr. Constable about the background.

' Anybody,' Constable answered, ' could paint

your portrait, Mr. Lea ; no one but myself could

paint that sky ; and the picture will prove of

value when there is no one living who has known

you.'"

The Sunday visitors to the Royal Institution,

Manchester, augment in number, last Sunday

showing a considerable increase. More than

3,000 were admitted, most of them being

decently clad artisans and boys.

Mr. J. B. Atkinson, whose ' Schools of

Modern Art in Germany ' we noticed lately,

desires to say that it is more than a reprint of

articles in the Portfolio, and contains additional

engravings and woodcuts.

The new National Gallery of Art was opened

at Sydney on Wednesday, September 22nd last,

with ceremonies worthy of the event. The

Trustees of the Academy of Art have secured

commodious galleries, parts of the building

erected for the late International Exhibition,

and by buying works of art they hare more than

doubled the value of their collection of examples.

In the first room are water-colour drawings. In

the large room are many pictures, including a

work of Mr. Madox Brown's, by English,

French, and Belgian artists. Autotypes, prints

and etchings, statuary and casts occupy

other parts of the building. The site is beau

tiful, overlooking the Botanical Gardens and the

best part of the city.
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Among the objects recently added to the

Musee de Cluny are, says the Chronique des

Arts, several fine works acquired at the late

San Donato sale. In the great hall, where the

drawings of Viollet-le-Duc were exhibited, has

been erected a fine chimney-piece of carved

stone of the sixteenth century, decorated with

a bas-relief of the Casa Santa of Loreto ; near

it is a ceiling of sculptured wood, brought from

an ancient house at Rouen. From the Hotel

Dieu at Auxerre has been removed to the Musee

de Cluny a fine tapestry in four pieces, repre

senting incidents in the life of St. Stephen,

which was given to the cathedral at Auxerre by

Bishop J. Bailler in the later part of the fif

teenth century. Sold out of the cathedral, this

valuable example was secured by the Hotel

Dieu, which has now ceded it to the nation.

That curious and numerous collection of shoes

of all times and countries, to which we recently

referred as having been formed by Jules Jacque-

mart, has been placed in the same museum,

having been bought on inadequate terms for

this place, according to the wish of the artist

who gathered it. M. Sommerard's catalogue of

the treasures under his charge is nearly ready

for publication.

The results of the renewed excavations at

Olympia have proved more fruitful than was

expected. Much has been discovered relating

to the internal arrangement of the Temple of

Zeus. A fragment of the statue of Theseus

belonging to the western pediment has been

recovered.

MUSIC

THE WEEK.

Heb Majesty's Theatre.—Various Operas.
Crystal Palace.—Saturday Concerto.
St. James's Hall.—Berlioz^s ' Faust. The Popular Con-

As the production of Signor Tito Mattei's

opera ' Maria di Gand ' occurred too late for

notice in this week's Athcn&um, we have

only to record a few changes of cast at Her

Majesty's Theatre, scarcely needing more

than formal mention. Mdlle. de Bressolles

replaced Mdlle. Widmar as Rosina in ' II

Barbiere ' on Friday week, and rendered

mqre justice to the music, though there

was but little charm in her impersonation.

On Monday Mdlle. Isidor essayed the rdle of

Marguerite in ' Faust,' and acquitted hersolf

tolerably well without making any special

impression. Her best effort was in the prison

scene of the fifth act. ' II Trovatore ' was

played on Tuesday for the first time this

season, with Madame Colombo, Madamo

Amadi, Signor Manfrini, and Signor Aldi-

ghieri in the principal characters.

Last Saturday's Crystal Palace concert

may be dismissed with but few lines of

criticism, the novelties being comparatively

of subordinate interest. An orchestral

piece, entitled ' The Sentinel,' by Ferdinand

Hiller, arranged, it is said, from a set of

military pieces for the piano, pleased greatly

and gained an encore. It is but a little

cabinet picture, but far more effective than

many works of greater pretensions with

which we have been oppressed from time to

time. Two excerpts from Berlioz's ' La Prise

de Troi,' the companion work to his great

opera, ' Les Troyens a Carthage,' made no

remarkable impression. They were a Tas

des Lutteurs (Dance of Wrestlers) and a

Marche Triomphale, both scored with all the

French composer's wealth of colour, but con

taining comparatively little freshness of idea.

The symphony was Haydn's in b flat, No. 4

oftheSalomonset, awork thoroughlyfamiliar

to musicians. The performance of a portion

of Beethoven's music to ' Egmont ' sug

gested the idea that the visit of the Meiningen

Dramatic Company next season would offer

a favourable opportunity for a hearing of

Goethe's tragedy with the Bonn master's

incidental music. Madame Frickenhaus's

rendering of Mendelssohn's Serenade and

Allegro giojoso, Op. 43, was neat and unpre

tentious, but not striking in any respect.

The vocalists at this concert did not give

unqualified satisfaction. Madame Sophie

Lowe was not in possession of her usual

powers, and Madame Isabel Fassett, a mezzo-

soprano from the United States, afforded

evidonce of the imperfect cultivation of her

voice.

Berlioz's great work, ' La Damnation de

Faust,' was noticed at such length when it

was produced at St. James's Hall, under

Mr. Charles Halle's direction, in May last

(Athenteum, No. 2744), that it is not requisite

to refer again in detail to its striking merits.

Although the public at that time showed

some indifference towards it, there was no

rashness in assuming its eventual popu

larity. Music so full of original and taking

melody, so conspicuous for breadth, humour,

and freshness, and so splendidly orches

trated must make its way, and it would

seem that interest has already replaced

apathy, for there was an overflowing audi

ence at St. James's Hall last Saturday

evening, and the performance is announced

for repetition on the 11th prox. In one

important respect an adverse comparison

was inevitable between the rendering of

last week and that of six months since. It

will be remembered that, in order to give

the fullest effect to the work, Mr. Halle

obtained the aid of his choir from Man

chester on the earlier occasion. This excep

tional enterprise could not, of course, be

maintained, and the choral force last week

consisted for the most part of the members

of Mr. Leslie's disbanded choir. Totally

unused to music of this kind, these singers

were placed in a somewhat false position,

and under the circumstances they acquitted

themselves remarkably well. But the im

mense verve and spirit of the Lancashire

choristers were sadly missed. Several of

the numbers went smoothly and correctly,

and that is about the highest praise that

can be given. Regarding the principals,

Miss Mary Davies and Mr. Edward Lloyd

resumed the parts of Marguerite and Faust,

Mr. Pyatt replaced Mr. Hilton as Brander,

and Mr. Santley sang the music of Mephis-

topheles, in place of Herr Henschel. The

latter change was for the better, in respect

of vocal charm, and refinement of style.

Mr. Halle's orchestra was as praiseworthy

as ever, with the reservations which it is

generally necessary to make as regards this

body of instrumentalists.

The Popular Concert of Monday evening

was one of most unusual importance for those

who feel a sincere interest in the develop

ment of native musical art. We are accus

tomed to draw our supply of instrumental

performers of high rank so steadily and

undeviatingly from abroad, that the first

appearance of a new English pianist is a

noteworthy event, if only for its rarity. But

in the present instance there are further

reasons why last Monday should be con

sidered a red-letter day in the annals of

English music. If the South Kensington

National Training School should prefer no

other claim on our sympathies, it can &'

least boast of having nurtured one of the

most promising young musicians of the

time. Mr. Eugene D'Albert is the Queen's

Scholar at Kensington. This is not a mere-

coincidence, as some have been led to sup

pose, for the royal scholarship chanced to

become vacant, and Mr. D'Albert, as the

most gifted pupil in the school, was pro

moted to the position. At the students'

concerts some foretaste of his exceptional

gifts has been displayed, but Monday was

virtually his first public appearance before

a critical and representative audience. A

pianist intent upon manifesting his execu

tive capacity in the most prominent light

could not select a more fitting work than

Schumann's 'Etudes Symphoniques,' Op. 13.

The difficulties of the composition are in

surmountable except to performers of the

highest calibre, and Mr. D'Albert's easy

mastery of the mechanical portion of his

task was therefore in itself no mean accom

plishment. But the intellectual grasp over

his subject shown by this lad—for he is as

yet only halfway through his teens—was still

more pleasing to observe. It would be an

exaggeration to say that Schumann's extra

ordinary ideas were interpreted with uniform

success throughout. Some of the variations

did not receive full justice, while others—

notably No. 9 and No. 11—could scarcely

have been given more effectively. Taking

the performance as a whole, it has only been

exceeded within our remembrance by those

of Madame Schumann and Herr Rubinstein,

and it will be acknowledged that this is very-

high praise indeed. We have still to make

the acquaintance of Mr. D'Albert as a com

poser, in which branch of his art it is under

stood he exhibits equal promise. Monday's

concert, apart from this interesting debut,

contained nothing of special significance ;

Mozart's Serenade in c minor, for wind

instruments, and Beethoven's Sonata in a.

Op. 69, for pianoforte and violoncello, were

the concerted works, and Miss Leonora

Braham, who gave great satisfaction,

the vocalist.

Mdlle. Janotha gave a pianoforte recital in

St. James's Hall on Wednesday afternoon. Her

programme was, unfortunately, so devoid of

interest that the occasion attracted but little

attention. Beethoven's Sonata Pastorale,

Op. 28, and Mendelssohn's Fantasia in r

sharp minor, Op. 28, were the works of largrat

calibre, but the Polish pianist was most suc

cessful in Chopin's Nocturne in c sharp minor,

which she played with much poetic charm. The

recital lasted barely an hour.

Mr. John P. Jackson's forthcoming work

' Lohengrin, Musically and Pictorially Illus

trated,' will form No. 1 of "The Illustrated

Opera Series," to be published in about ten days

by Mr. Bogue. In it he has given the text of

Richard Wagner's dramatic poem, ' The Legend

of the Swan Knight,' and full-page illustrations

by celebrated German artists. He has given all

the principal musical pieces for voice and piano.

The work will mako sixty-four pages.

The Cambridge University Musical Society,

assisted by other choirs in the town, announced

a performance of Handel's 1 Israel in Egypt ' on

Thursday last, to which especial interest was

attached from the fact that the composer's own
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trombone parts, published for the first time

some years since in the German Handel Society's

edition, were used. The same Society purposes

next May to perform, under the direction of

Mr. Stanford, Mr. Hubert Parry's 'Prometheus

Unbound,' which was produced at the Gloucester

Festival in September last.

The Borough of Hackney Choral Association

grave its first concert for the present season at

Shoreditch Town Hall last Tuesday evening,

under the direction of Mr. Ebenezer Prout.

The principal works performed were Mendels-

aohn'a ' Hymn of Praise,' Schumann's ' Nacht-

lied ' (first performance in England), and Mrs.

Meadows-White's 'Ode to the North-East Wind. '

The soloists were Miss Anna Williams, Madame

Clara West, and Mr. Henry Guy.

The appointment of Mr. Frederick Corder

as conductor of the music at the Brighton

Aquarium, which was announced in these

columns some months ago, is already beginning

to bear fruit. The directors now announce* a

first series of four classical orchestral concerts,

to be given on Saturday afternoons. From the

programmes which hare been forwarded to us,

the concerts appear to be modelled upon those

of the Crystal Palace, without, however, falling

into the too common mistake of undue length.

The chief wcrks announced are the following :

Symphonies, Beethoven in c minor, Mendels

sohn s Italian, Raff's ' Lenore,' and Schubert in

B minor ; Overtures, ' The >'aiads ' (Bennett),

'Oberon,' 'William Tell,' and ' Tannbauser ';

Concertos, Jic, Mendelssohn in r. minor (violin)

and o minor (piano), Liszt's ' Fantaisie Hon-

groise '; Miscellaneous, Corder's ballet music

from ' Morte d'Arthur,' the 'Danse des Sylphes'

and ' Rakoczy March ' from Berlioz's 'Damna

tion de Faust,' Wagner's 'Siegfried-Idyll,'

Gounod's ' Funeral March of a Marionette,'

and Saint-Saens's 'Le Rouet d'Omphale.' The

orchestra is to be largely increased, and soloists

of eminence are engaged for each concert. We

trust that this excellent enterprise will be as

warmly supported as it deserves. The first

concert is to take place this afternoon.

Thb Norwich Musical Festival, which is to be

held next year, has been fixed to take place

during the week commencing Monday, October

10th. Signor Randeggcr will be the conductor.

Thb Acocks Green Musical Society, number

ing about sixty voices, is preparing for perform

ance, with orchestral accompaniments, E. J.

Loder's opera ' The Night Dancers.'

After our going to press last week it was an

nounced that, owing to the indisposition of M.

Faure, the first performance of M. Duvernoy's

' Tempete ' had been postponed. The work was

given at the Chitelet Theatre last Wednesday

afternoon, with the cast of soloists already men

tioned in our columns, under the direction of M.

Colonne.

The two fine tenors mentioned in Hart's

' History of the Violin,' p. 113, together with a

violin and a chamber double-bass, made by

Gaspard de Salo, have been recently sold by

auction by Messrs. Puttick & Simpson, and

produced the sums of 7b7., 91/., 41/., and 21/.

respectively. They were the property of the late

Dr.JSteward, of Wolverhampton.

Mdllk. Marie Vanzandt, who has been sing

ing in ' Mignon ' with such success at the Paris

Opera Comique, is shortly to appear at the same

house as Dinorah.

M. Etiense Girod, the head of an old estab

lished music-publishing firm in Paris, has

recently died in that city at the age of fifty -s; v
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THE WEEK.

Princess's.—Mr. Booth's Appearance In Lord Lytton's
■ Richelieu.'

Gaiety (Matlneee,).—'Captain Cuttle,' a Dramatic Sketch

from Dickens in Three Acta.
Criterion.—' Where 'a the Cat?' a Comedy lu Three Acts.

From the German by Jamea Albery.
Folly.—'The Light Fantastic,' an "Absurdity" in One

Act. By H. J. Byron.

Mr. Booth's Richelieu is tin admirably

conscientious, thoughtful, nnd artistic per

formance. In this character the signifi

cance of Mr. Booth's method is revealed,

and the reputation it has won for him in the

United States becomes comprehensible to

the English public. Almost for tho first

time in recent days the full value of an

artistic method has been made apparent by

an English-speaking actor to an English

audience. Those actors who, like Mr.

Irving, Fechter, or even iSignor Salvini,

have won warmest recognition, have done

so apparently on the strength of personal

gifts and of a species of magnetic or sym

pathetic influence, which enabled them to

dispense with apparent method and, in cer

tain instances, overleap it. In the caso of

Signor Sidvini, what looked like nature was

probably an outcome of highest art ; with

Mr. Irving, and in a certain degree with

Fechter, what was best was a direct out

come of individuality. Through a direct

inspiration Mr. Irving attained the really

splendid effect which is witnessed in

' Hamlet ' when he springs, after the play

scene, into the throne vacated by the king, or

that not leas fine effect in ' Richelieu ' when,

after the departure of the baffled murderers,

he puts his head through the curtains of his

bedroom. By much slower, and it may bo

surer, processes Mr. Booth reaches a result

not less fine. To use an illustration which

is highly honouring to both actors, while

Mr. Irving, like Mr. Swinburne, seems to

have what is best in him as a possession,

Mr. Booth, like Mr. Matthew Arnold, seems

to show that what is regarded as inspiration

may come as a result of labour.

Mr. Booth's Richelieu is a sustained and

an exquisite performance. At one or two

points it displays electrical passion, anil it is

throughout admirable in finish. Those

passages in which Richelieu confronts the

cowering minion of the king and defies him

to touch the woman around whom is thrown

the protection of the Church are naturally

tho favourites with the playgoer. Far

higher, however, than tho merit of these

passages is that of the grace, beauty, and

completeness of the whole. There were no

points and few effects. All that was seen

was the fierce, subtle, and indomitable pre

late in the very guise in which he has been

conceived by Lord Lytton. The appearance

was singularly like the best-known pictures

of Richelieu, and the character of the astute,

unscrupulous man was presented to the life.

Tho support afforded Mr. Booth was singu

larly and painfully inadequate. Mr. Ryder

was a burly Capuchin and Miss Gerard a

pretty Julie de Mortemar. In the part of

Joseph there is, however, little demand

upon an actor, and to the requirements of

Julie Miss Gerard showed herself wholly

inadequate. Her voice is weak and thin,

and her whole performance never gets

beyond prettiness. Except the Francois

of Mr. W. Younge there was nothing in

the remaining characters which calls for

praise, and one or two performances were

discreditable to English art.

Very poor stuff is tho adaptation from

' Dombey and Son ' which, under the name

of ' Captain Cuttle,' has been given at

the Gaiety. Throe acts, each including

half-a-dozen scenes, serve to bring upon the

stage a score of the principal characters in

' Dombey and Son,' and to indicate a kind of

action which is comprehensible to those only

who retain vivid recollections of the novel.

Without such familiarity the whole is

meaningless. Mr. John Brougham, by

whom the adaptation has been made, has

apparently had two ideas—to crowd into a

species of dramatic picture as many of

the best - known characters as his canvas

can hold, and then to place Capt. Cuttle

in the centre. It is fortunate for the

experiment that Mr. Florence's Capt.

Cuttle is admirably comic and unctuous.

Not altogether deficient in pathos is it.

In one scene, indeed, a distinct vein of

sympathy is opened out. Ripe drollery is,

however, its chief characteristic, and this

renders the whole performance irresistible.

Some attempt is made to realize the ex

teriors of such well-known characters as

Mr. Dombey, Carker, Toots, Florence,

Walter, and the like. With the exception of

Jack Bunsby, however, Mrs. Skewton, Susan

Nipper, and Rob the Grinder, the resem

blances did not extend beyond externals.

To investigate the causes which have led

in England to the substitution of farce for

comedy as the most popular form of dramatic

entertainment, and to the gradual abandon

ment of all that constitutes the strength and

tho ration d't'tre of the drama, is a task for

the historian or tho sociologist rather than

the critic. That the class of pieces set

before the public becomes lighter and

flimsier with each successive year, and that

the limits of the empire of nonsense are con

tinually widonod at the expense of the empire

of common sense, are facts which must strike

the most casual observer. To explain a

phenomenon which is as familiar as daylight

would, however, need a series of processes

at every one of which opposition would be

challenged. It remains only to say that the

week's contribution of novelty belongs to

the most trivial forms of what, by courtesy

or through inadequacy of phrase, is termed

art. ' Where 's the Cat ? ' which has been

produced at the Criterion, may be held to

occupy in regard to pieces of its class the

position among his fellows assigned to Shad-

well by Dryden:—

The rest to some faint meaning make pretence.

But Shadwell never deviates into sense.

A piece more hopelessly nonsensical has

never perplexed and amused an audience.

In the fact that amusement is afforded tho

vindication of the play is supplied. The

amusement, moreover, which is obtained

is harmless, since, though rather startling

propositions are advanced, the spectator

who, sitting in the light, sees others in

darkness, knows that the apparent reckless

ness of speech is, in fact, the result of

bewilderment. A large portion of the

hold upon the audience which the play

possesses is attributable to a capable inter

pretation. Besides collecting a company

which, so far as regards the performance

of farce, could not easily bo surpassed

on the Continent, the management of the
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Criterion insists upon adequate rehearsals,

and gives a first representation a briskness

and a completeness which, until within recent

years, were unknown in England. The

general cast with which 1 Where 's the Cat ?'

is presented is excellent, and such perform

ances as those of Mr. Hill and Mrs. John

"Wood are altogether admirable. Mr. Wynd-

ham has a kind of bustling energy which,

when accompanied as it is with a stolid

gravity maintained under the most 'prepos

terous conditions, is thoroughly ludicrous.

Mr. Giddens is developing into a genuine

comedian, and Miss Eastlake is an excellent

ingenue. It might almost be maintained

that the preposterous farce to which this

piece belongs serves a purpose, since it com

pels our young actors to get out of that

species of amateurish quietude which is now

too common on the stage. We fear to state

how large a proportion of modern actors are

no more than fairly competent and intelligent

amateurs.

Two lines from the 'MacFlecknoe' of

Dryden have served to describe the farcical

comedy which Mr. Alberytranslated from the

German for the use of Mr. Wyndham at the

Criterion ; a third line from the same poem

may be applied to the dramatic trifle with

which Mr. Byron has supplied Mr. Toole at

the Folly. In this Mr. Byron has shown

once more his possession of the art to

Torture one poor word ten thousand ways.

There is in ' The Light Fantastic ' scarcely

a pretence of a plot, and the piece is nothing

more than a framework to bear the largest

possible quantity of puns. Mr. Toole, in

this piece emphatically himself, speaks these

verbal pleasantries in such a manner as to

assign them their full point, and delivers a

lecture upon Terpsichore which, though

more than a little strained, is mirthful. Mr.

Toole's performance constitutes the piece,

the remaining r6le% making slight demands

upon the exponents.

grawatu Snssig.

Ms. Booth's next appearances will take place

in ' Othello ' and ' The Fool's Revenge.'

Tobin's comedy, ' The Honeymoon,' was re

vived on Wednesday at a Gaiety Matinee.

Miss Hilton as Juliana shows promise, but

requires study and practice. Mr. Beveridge

was fairly successful as the Duke. The general

performance was not entitled to rank above

amateur effort.

M. Charly, who was well known for his per

formances of villains at the Porte Saint Martin

and the Ambigu, has died in hospital. So asso

ciated with parts of this class was he that ho

recalls Sandford, of whom Colley Cibber tells

that the attempt to present him as an honest

man resulted in the audience damning the play

in which he appeared, as though " the author

had impos'd upon them the most frontless or

incredible absurdity." The last character M.

Charly created was the Due d'Albe in ' Patrie. '

4 Michel Stroooff,' the spectacular piece ex

tracted by M. d'Ennery from a novel of M.

Jules Verne, has had a complete success at the

Chatelet. Madame Marie Laurent distinguishes

herself in a principal role. The remarkable gifts

of M. Dailly arc lost, so far as the English public

is concerned, in his attempt to exhibit an Eng

lish journalist. M. Marais plays the hero.

A version of ' Michael Strogoff ' will shortly be

produced at the Adelphi.

To Cobrmpohdkxts.—L. W.—B. O. J.—F. M.—8. C. B.—
C. W.—received.

A. G.—Received too late.
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HEALTHY SKIN and HAIR. By Erasmus Wilson, F.R.S.,

r of Dermatology in the Royal College of Surgeon*. Eighth Edition. Fcap. '•to. 2j. fitf.

MEDICAL EDUCATION and PRACTICE in all PARTS of

taw WORLD. By HERBERT JUNIUS BAROWIOU, M.D. M.R C P , Physician to the Sheffield labile

Hospital for Skin Dlaeaaea. 9TO. IOi.

CLINICAL LECTURES on DISEASES of the URINARY
OftOANH By Sir HENRY THOMPSON, PRCS, Surgeon Extraordinary to H.M. the King of the

, Emeritna Professor of Surgery to University College. Fifth Edition. With 2 Plates and 71

*js, »vo. 10a. oaf.
By the SAME AUTHOR,

PRACTICAL LITHOTOMY and LITHOTRITY; or, an

• of RemoTing Stone from the Bladder Third Edition, Revised and In part

LECTURES on ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY. By Bernard

nV HRODHURST, F.R C S , Surgeon to the Roval Orthopssdlc Hospital, late Surgeon to the Orthopaedic

t of. and Lecturer on Orthops-dlc Surgery at, St. George's Hospital. Second Edition. With

CHEMISTRY, INORGANIC and ORGANIC, with

Experiment* By C. L. BLOXAM, Professor of Chemistry In King's College, London. Fourth Edition.

With 2W EngraTlngs on Wood, 9vo 10s.

By the SAME AUTHOR,

LABORATORY TEACHING; or, Progressive Exercises in

Practical Chemistry. Fourth Edition. With 96 EngraTlngs, crown Sto fts. 6d.

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY, including ANALYSIS. By

JOHN E. BOWMAN. Edited by CHARLES L. BLOXAM, Professor of Chemistry in King s College,

Loudon. ScTcnth Edition. With 98 Engravings, fcap. 8to. 6s. W.

PRACTICAL and ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY, specially
for Schools and Colleges, and for Beginners. By FRANK CLOWES, D Sc...

at the High School, Newcastle-nnder-Lyme. Third Edition. With 49 EngraTlngs, post 9to. 7s. 9d.

HEADACHES: their Causes, Nature, and Treatment. By

W. H. DAY. M I), Physician to the Samaritan Hospital for Women and Children. Third Edition.

With Engraving!, crown 8vo. 6s. fid.

DIPHTHERIA: its Nature and Treatment. By Morell

MACKENZIE, M O. Load., Senior Phyalelan to the Hoipltal for Dlaeaaea of the Throat and Cheat,

Lecturer on Dlaeaaea of the Throat at the London Hoapltal Medical College. Poet 8 TO. U.

HANDBOOK of UTERINE THERAPEUTICS, and of

DIKEA*Eft of WOMEN. By EDWARD JOHN TILT, M.D., Peat Praeklrnl of the Ohatetrlcal Society

of London. Fourth Edition. Poet Mvo. 10i.

Bf the SAME AUTHOR,

The CHANGE of LIFE in HEALTH and DISEASE : a

Ptaetleal Treatise on the Nervous and other Affections Incidental to Women at the Decline of Life.

The SURGERY of the RECTUM: with Cases Illustrating

fine Treatment of Hs-morrholds and Prolapsus by the Improved Clamp I.l?TTSOMIAN LECTURES.

By HENRY SMITH, I - of Surgery tn King's College, and I i to King a College Hospital.

SORE THROAT: its Nature, Varieties, and Treatment;

Including the Connexion between Affections of the Throat and other Diseases. By PROSSER JAMBS,

M.D., Lecturer on Materia Medlca and Therapeutics at the London Hospital. Physician to tbe Hospital

s of the Throat. Fourth Edition. With Hand-Coloured Plates, crown 8to. 6$ 64 .

ADVICE to a MOTHER on the MANAGEMENT of her

CHILDREN, and on the Treatment on the Moment of some of their more pressing Illnesses and

By PTE CHAVASSE. F.R.C S. With Notes and Annotations by Sir C. LOCOCK, Bart., M.D.
■rMy-eighth Thousand. Fcap. 8to. 2s. M.

By the SAME AUTHOR,

ADVICE to a WIFE on the MANAGEMENT of her

own HEALTH, and on the Treatment of some of tbe Complaints Incidental to Pregnaney, Labour, and

EwCkUng. With an Introductory Chapter especially sddressed to a Young Wife. One Hundredth

Fcap Svo. Is. <W.

The ORTHOPHRAGMS of the SPINE : an Essay on the

Cnratlre Mecban lama applicable to Spinal Carralore. exemplified by a Typical Collection lately preeented

to the Parkea Mnarnm of Hyrtae, Cnirexalty College, London. By ROBERT HEATHER BIOO, Aaaoc.

Inat. C.B. Sto it.

COTTAGE HOSPITALS-GENERAL, FEVER, and CON-

VALESCBNT: their Progress, Management, and Work. With an Alphabetical List of every Cottage

Hospital at present Opened, and Chapters on Mortuaries, the relative Mortality of Large and Small

and Cottage Hospitals In America. By HENRY C. BUKDETT. Second Edition, Rewritten

with many Plans and Illustrations Crown 8vo. lis.

INDIAN NOTES. The Voyage Out-Travelling in India-

BT P. K. HOOO, M.D.,

The RIVIERA: Sketches of the Health-Resorts of the North

Mediterranean Coast of France and Italy, from Hyeros to Spexla ; with Chapters on the General Meteo

rology of the District, its Medical Aspect and Value, Ac. By EDWARD I. SPARKS, M A. M.R Oxon,

FJt.C.P. Lond. Crown 8tq. 8s. W.

A MANUAL for HOSPITAL NURSES and OTHERS
ENOAOED In ATTENDING on the SICK. By EDWARD J DOXVILLE, L it C P. M R U S., Surgeon

to the Eseter Lying-in Charity. Third Edition. Crown Sto. 2s. Go*.

NOTES on FEVER NURSING. By James W. Allan, M.B.,

Physician to the Uelvidere Ferer Hospital, Glasgow. With Engravings, crown Svo. 'It GJ

On GOUT, RHEUMATISM, and the ALLIED AFFEC-

TIONB. With a on thi" Atulnmeatof Longevity. By ] I HOOD, M.D. Second Edition,

A COMPENDIUM of DOMESTIC MEDICINE and COM-

PANION to tbe MEDICINE CHEST. By JOHN SAVORY, M.S.A. Ninth Edition, l.'mo. is.

The WIFE'S DOMAIN. By Philothalos. The Young

Couple—The Mother—The Nurse—The Nursling. Third Edition, with Emendations. Crown Svo. if*- Co*.

FISTULA, HEMORRHOIDS, PAINFUL ULCER, STR1C-

TURK. PROLAPSUS, and other DISEASES of the RECTUM: their Diagnosis and Treatment. By

WILLIAM .W.I. INGRAM, F.R.C 8., Surgeon to 81. Mark s Hospital for Fistula. Third Edition, Revised

and In part Rewritten. Svo. 10s.

PRACTICAL HINTS on the PRESERVATION of the

TEETH. By N. STEVENSON, Member of the Royal College of Surgeons, and Licentiate in Dental

Surgery. 8to. 6d.

On the EDUCATIONAL TREATMENT of INCURABLY

DEAF CHILDREN. By W. B. DALBY, F.R.C.8. M.B. Cantab . Aural 9urgeon to St. Ocorge'a Hospital.

Sto. U.

LONDON: NEW BTJRLINGTON-STEEET.
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CANON DIXON'S WORK ON THE CHURCH.

In demy Svo. clotb, price 16s.

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND,

FROM THE ABOLITION OF THE ROMAN JURISDICTION.

By RICHARD WATSON DIXON, M.A„

Vicar of Hayton. Honorary Canon of Carlisle.

Vol. II.—HENRY VIII. and EDWARD VI.

Georqe RorTLKDOK k Sons, Broadway, Ludgate-hill.

GREEK AND GOTHIC.

PROGRESS AND DECAY IN THE THREE ARTS OF ARCHITECTURE, SCULPTURE,

AND PAINTING.

By the Rev. R. ST. JOHN TYRVVHITT, Christ Church, Oxford.

London : Walter Smith (late Mozley Smith), 6, Paternoster-row.

[Just ready.

BEETON'S CHRISTMAS ANNUAL.-TWENTY-FIRST SEASON.

JUST BEADY, In Picture Wrapper, price Is.

ENTITLED,

THE FORTUNATE ISLAND.

COXTAISIKO CONTRIBUTIONS BY

MAX ADKLER (Author of ■ Out of the Hurly Burly,' Jcc), HENRY FRITH, G. R. EMERSON,

J. U. MONTEFIOUE, Jcc.

HUMOROUSLY ILLUSTRATED BY ATHJELSTAN BUSDEN.

London : Ward, Lock A Co. Warwick House, rUili.sbury-sqtiare, K.C.

Now ready, In i I Svo. pp. 730, price 34*.

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF FISHES.

By ALBERT C. L. G. GONTHER, M.A. M.D. Ph.D. F.R.S.,

Keeper of the Zoological Department in the British Museum.

Illustrated with 320 Wood Engravings.

Edinburgh : ADAM ic CHARLES BLACK.

THIS DAT,

PRE-HISTORIC EUROPE: a Geological Sketch.

By JAMES OEIKIE, LL.D. F.R.S., &c,

Of Her Majesty's Geological Survey of Scotland, Author of ' The Great Ice Age.'

Medium Svo. with Maps and Illustrations, cloth, 25*.

"The object of these pages Is to give an outline of what appear to have been the most considerable physical changes
experienced in our continent sinoe the beginning of the Pelstocene or Quarternary period. Several general works, by some
of our mast acoomplished geologists and arctiirologists. have already dealt with tile subject ill part, but none quite ©over
the ground I have endeavoured to occupy. While some of my predecessors have examined the evidence principally from
the point of view of the archieologlst, and others from that of the paleontologist, my aim has been to describe in a more
systematic manner than has hitherto been attempted that succession of changes, climatic and geographical, which, taken
together, constitute the historical geology of Pleistocene, Post-glaeial, and recent times."—Extractfrom Preface.

London : Edward Stanford, 5i>, Charing Cross, S.W.

NEXT WEEK,

THE COAL-FIELDS OF GREAT BRITAIN:

THEIR HISTORY, STRUCTURE, AND RESOURCES ;

WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF THE COAL-FIELDS OF OUR INDIAN AND COLONIAL EMPIP.E,

AND OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD.

By EDWARD HULL, M.A. F.R.S.,

Director of the Geological Survey of Ireland; Author of 'The Physical Geology and Geography of Ireland.'

FOURTH EDITION, Revised, embodying the Reports of the Royal Coal Commission.

Demy Svo. with Maps and Illustrations.

"Tills edition has been largely rewritten. It contains an entirely new chapter on Carboniferous Plants, kindlvdrawn
up by Professor Williamson, F.R.S., of Manchester. The classification of the Carboniferous Series of Beds has been modified
in accordance with the views enunciated in my paper on this subject, read before the Geological Society of London in 1877.
The account of the various coal-tielda has been modified in accordauce with more recent investigations as far as my informa
tion extends, and the statistical portions have been brought down to the date of lard."—Extract/ran Preface.

London : Edward Stanford, 65, Charing Cross, S.W.

MESSRS. NELSON'S NEW BOOKS.

BBAUTIFT I, CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR GIFT-BOOK.

The LAND and the BOOK. Southern Pales
tine mod Jerusalem By W. M. THOMSON, I> ]> Imperial 8vo.
502 pare*, with 140 Illustration* and Map*. Two Indices. Cloth
extra, richly gilt, price 21s.

Or. Thornton hu traversed and retravened the tecum which he de
scribes, and in thia volume we hare the ripe result of careful observation
for nearly Afty year*.
The pictorial ill mirations are entirely new, prepared *peela!ly for this

work from photographs taken by the Author and from original Draw
ings. They have neei. drawn and engraved unties hit tu| ' ~
by artists in London, Paris, and New York

'The Tolame incorporates the most valuable result* of
irch and discovery with the keen, accurate, and pictorial l
one who has spent a lifetime in the couutry itself."

Retard, Not. 3, 1880.

FAMILY FORTUNES: a Domestic Story.

By KDWAKD OARRETT, Author of ' OooupaUons of a Retired
Life,' Ac. Crown Dyo. cloth aura, price (is. 64.

The EASTERN ARCHIPELAGO: aDescrip-

tlon of the Scenery, Animal and Vegetable Life, People, and Physi
cal Wonders of the Islands In the Eastern Seas. By the Author of
The Arctic World, dtt. With VJ l^cmvings and a Map. Crown
Hvo. cloth extra, price Sa.

■ latinos

IN the WILDS of FLORIDA : a Tale of War-
fare and Hunting. ByW.H.O KINGSTON, Author of ' Old Jack.'
Ac. With 37 Engraving*. Crown Uro. cloth e

" A rolnme sure to become a great favourite with boys."
Journal *f Bducatom.

FRANK P0WDERH0RN : a Story of Adven-

turc In the Pampas of Buenos Ayres. and In the Wild* of Vtt
A Hook for Boys. By J. SANDS. Author of 'Out of the

by the Author awl by F. A. F.

SHAKESPEARE'S STORIES SIMPLY
TOl.D. By MARY SBAMEK. With Tinted Frontispiece and 130
EaitravluK* by the late Frank Howard, K.A- Post avu. cloth extra,
gilt edges, price 3s. M.

" The plou of the great dramatist's stories are admirably retold and
illustrated."—Literary Churchman.

JENNY and the INSECTS ; or, Little Toilers

ond their Industrie. With 36 IUustration* by Giaromclli. Post
"»vo. cloth extra, gilt edges, price 3i 0d.

"This book represents th
sad well they tali them, too

tnsocta a* teliine their
'—Journal of HUucutiun.

CALIFORNIA and its WONDERS. By the

Rev. JOHN TODD. D.D. New Edition, rarefutlv Revised and
With 17 Illustndown to the

i extra, price

WITH the BIRDS. Poems by Mary Howitt.

With 00 Illustrations by Glacomclli. ltoyai Itfruo.
price 1* Gd.

"One of the most charming Little glft-bookt we have ■
while."—S. S- r

WITH the FLOWERS. Poems by Mary

HOWITT. With 100 Illustrations by Glacomclli. Royal Hmo.
cloth extra, price Li. W.

SONGS of ANIMAL LIFE. Poems by Mary

HOWITT. WlthHOIlluinaUus bf OiaeaaieUL Koral Isnjo. doth
extra price U. tid.

ANIMALS and BIRDS of the BIBLE. A
Iptions by Mrs.

Pictures of A
Descriptions

Coloured Picture-Book , with Descriptions by Mrs. HVRR. In C
mental Cover, tto. f 'price Is.

This book contains 24 Oil
nit-ntlontd In the Bible, with

NEW STORIES FOR THE YOUNG.

WORKING in the SHADE; or, Lowly Sow-

lag brlngt
Author '

igt Gloriout Heaping. By the Rev. T P. WILSON, M A.,
of ' True to his Colours,' drc. With Frontispiece and
!. Koyal ISmo. clotb, price 1*. HJ.

ROE CARSON'S ENEMY; o-, the Struggle

for Self-Conquest. By the Ri
' Two Voyages,- Ac. With Frontiepl
cloth, price Is. 64.

R. N. HOARK. MA, Author of
Ri'.val 18mo

MAY'S SIXPENCE ; or, Waste Not, Want

Not. A Tale. By M A. PAI'LL, Author of - Tims Troubles,' Ac
With Frontiopiectt ami VigneiU1. Royal IHaio clt*th, price Is. ttd.

GODLINESS with CONTENTMENT is
GREAT GAIN. A Tale. With Frontispiece printed in Colours.
Royal I Hmo. clotb, price In.

The HARRINGTON GIRLS: or, Faith and

Wttewro. A Tale. By SOPHY WINTHHOT With Frontispiece
printed In Colours. Royal l«uu>. cloth, price la.

LITTLE CROSSES; or, " Let Patience have

her Perfect Work." With Frontispiece printed in Colours. Rorst

T. NELSON $ SONS' Illtutrated Dencriptirc Lift

of Booltt pott free on application.

Thomas Nelson & Sons, 85, Paternoster-row,

London, K.C. ; Parkside, Edinburgh; and New York.
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FREDERICK WARNE & CO.'S

LIST.

NEW BOOKS. NEW EDITIONS.

A FINE-ART WORK.

In demyUo. price 6*. picture boards.

AFTERNOON TEA. Rhymes
Children. With Original Illustration* by L. O. SOWEK.BY and
H. H. EMMKKSON. Printed in the highest style of Colour Printing.

for

In demy 4to. price 5a. cloth, extra gilt -, or gilt edges, 6*.

MERRY BALLADS of the OLDEN
a Combination of Eight quaint and well-known Rhyml:

Ballads. Illustrated with 33 Page
. nlng

atcti, printed in Colours, and
1 Tints, with Text.

OUR

In demy tto. price 8s. W. cloth, fancy binding,

LITTLE WORLD of CHILD
LIFE : a Scries of Pimple Stories. "With 25 large Pictures printed in
15 Colours, coloured CoTers, with appropriate Letter-press, Ac.

In crown 8to. price 3*. M. cloth gilt,

HIS FATHER; or, a Mother's Legacy.
By SILAR K. HOCKING, Author of « Her Benny,' • Alec Green,' Ac.
With Original Illustrations.

In crown 8to. price 15*. cloth gilt ; or gilt edges, 18*.

ABBEYS, CASTLES, and ANCIENT

HALLS of ENGLAND and WALES : their Legendary Lore and
Popular History. By JOHM TIMltS and ALEXANDER OUNN.
"With Steel Frontispieces and numerous IlluatrationB. Vol. I. South.
Vol. II. Midland. VoL III. North. Each Volume complete In

Entirely New and thoroughly Revised Edition of

THE BOY'S MODERN PLAYMATE.'

In square crown Sro. price 8s. 84. cloth gilt ; or with gilt edges, 0s.

The BOY'S MODERN PLAYMATE:
a Book of Games, Sports, and Diversions for Boys of all Aces.
Compiled and Edited by Kef. J. G. WOOD. With 600 Original
illustrations.

Frederick Wabne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

PUBLISHED BY J. MASTERS & CO.

Just published, small 8to. cloth, 3s. 64.

OUR NEXT-DOOR NEIGHBOUR. By Stella

AUSTIN, Author of ' Pat,' ' Stumps,* ' Bags and Tatters,' dec.

In a few days, small 8ro. cloth, 4*. 6d.

The LITTLE BLUE LADY, and other
Talea. Br Mrs. MITCHELL, Author of "The Beautiful Face,' Ac.
With Illustrations by C. O. Murray.

The BEAUTIFUL FACE. By Mrs. Mitchell.
Fcap. Bvo. cloth, 4*. Gd.

" This is a very charming imaginative tale. Mr*. Mitchell has treated
It with vigour, poetry, and here and there a little humour, which make

child into whose hands we have put it hastfoL
by lt."-C

CHEAPER HE-ISSUE.-Small 4to. cloth, gilt edges, 6s.

MORAL SONGS ILLUSTRATED. By Mrs.

C. F. ALEXANDER. With 86 Engravings on Wood, from Draw
ings by E. M. Wlmperis, W. H. J. Boot, K P. Leitch, P. 8k el Ion.
Miss E. F Manning. Miaa M. Kerns. Miss F. M. Cooper, and other
Artists. The Illustrations have been arranged and engraved by
J. D. Cooper.

" This admirably illustrated edition of a popular book Is more than
welcome to our table. We have rurely received t1 a work so entirely

HEROES of the CROSS. A Series of Biogra

phical Studies of Saints, Martyrs, and Christian Pioneers. By W. H.
DAVENPORT ADAMS. Crown Rvo cloth, 7s. 6d.

"The story Is In every case well told. The book is pleasantly written,
and conceived in a broad and impartial spirit "—Athewtum.
"No one who reads 'Heroes of the (roes' will be disappointed.

Parish libraries will do well to place the book upon their shelves. "
Literary Churchman.

Elegantly bound in cloth gilt, Is. ; Wrapper, 6d.

GOLD DUST : a Collection of Golden Counsels
for the Sanctiflratlon of Dailv Life Translated from the French.
With Preface by CHARLOTTE M. YONGE.

" ' Gold Dust ' Is a dainty little book both without and within. It in
translated and abridged with great judgment, omitting all that would

■ditylng to Anglican readers—perhaps to carry on the analogy,
( a fresh sifting, so as to retain only the truly pure gold."

Uuardian.

Second Edition, crown 8vo. cloth, 6*

The FALL of CONSTANTINOPLE; or,
Theodora Phranra. By the Rev. J. M. NEALE, D.D.

id.)-. Interleaved , 6d. (postage, Id.); cloth, 10<f. ;
roan tack, u.

The CHURCHMAN'S DIARY: an Almanack
for the Year of Grace 1861 , and Directory for the Celebration of the
Service of the Church.

London : J. Masters & Co. 78, New Bond-street.

In crown Svo. price 2s. 6d. cloth gilt,

PAKTY-GIVING ON EVERY SCALE;

Or, the COST of ENTERTAINMENT, with the FASHIONABLE MODES of ARRANGEMENT.

BY THE AUTHOH OF

' MANNERS and TONE of GOOD SOCIETY,' ' SOCIETY SMALL TALK,'

" 'The MANAGEMENT of SERVANTS.'

Frederick Wakxe & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

W. ENOELMANN.

BIBLIOTHECA SCRIPTORUM CLASSICORUM.

Volume I.—AUTORES GRAECI.

EIGHTH EDITION, comprising the Literature Published from 1700 to 1878.

Edited by Dr. E. PREUSS.

Hoyal 8vo. 1/.

Dulau & Co. 37, Soho-square, London. W. Engelmann, Leipzig.

SECOND EDITION,

AT ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSELLERS",

THE

LIFE OF SIR ANTHONY PANIZZI, K.C.B.,

Late Principal Librarian of the British Museum, Senator of Italy, &c.

By LOUIS FAGAN.

Two vols, demy 8vo. handsomely bound, with Frontispiece and numerous

Illustrations, 25«.

" Mr. Fagan has made good use of the materials bequeathed to him, and has produced a

work of great and probably lasting interest."—Athenaeum.

"A singularly interesting work."—Daily News.

" Interesting throughout and from every point of view."—Examiner.

" While the portion of Mr. Fagan's volumes devoted to the British Museum will possess

the more enduring interest for posterity, their fund of political correspondence and anecdote

will be more eagerly scanned by the readers of the day."—St. James's Gazette.

" The life of such a man cannot fail to be full of interest."—Scotsman.

" A valuable contribution to contemporary history, and its value is much enhanced by the

many etchings with which it is adorned."—Literary World.

" A Panizzi biography, should Mr. Fagan accomplish his task, would have an importance

hardly inferior to any of the works added during this last half-century to the heavily-burdened

shelves of our great book repository."—Times.

Remington & Co. 133, New Bond-street, W.

1XIETS, MUSICIANS, AND DRAMATISTS.—Boyal 8vo. cloth, price 14«.

STUDIES OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY IN ITALY.

By VERNON LEE.

"One of the moat fascinating books that It hat been our good fortune to meet with for a v 17 long lime."— We$tmi*ster Review.
" Of the fascination of this work there can be no question."—Daily Anes.
•• Vtc shall be surprised If this eminently suggestivo book has not the effect of turning many other inquirers into the s
" Can be cordially recommended as treating an Important and little-known theme with conspicuous anility."—

NEW VERSE.—Crown 8vo. 10 fine Plates, cloth extra, price 6s.

GODS, SAINTS, AND MEN. By Eugene Lee-Hamilton.

■ will find him. as before, a Browning without his obscurity."—Qraphie
" Quaint, medieval legends and traditions, most of which have a strong savour of the s jpjrn itural, in t

ENLARGED EDIT/OX.—Medium 8vo. price 12s.

THE FOLK-LORE OF THE NORTHERN COUNTIES.

By WILLIAM HENDERSON.

" We congratulate the Folk-Lore Society on the new edition of this excellent book."—Athtnttmn
"The new and enlarged edition of an old farourlte, the work of 'a foU-iure student belore folk-lore came Into vogue as a pun

number of students who make this interesting subject their principal pursuit. We hibe welcome, to the large and increasing number of students who make this inten
material, the accumulation of years of search and Inquiry "—Hates and Queries.

" Bo largely Increased by Important and valuable additions as to be virtually a
entertainment which Is well-uigh inexhaustible."—2>aUy Tettaraph.

. .No mere dry compilation, but a store of delighti ai

W. Satchell & Co. 12, Tavistock-street, Covent-garden, W.C.
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READERS OF FICTION,

BIOGRAPHY, HISTORY, TRAVEL, FRENCH AND GERMAN LITERATURE, AND WORKS OF

EVERY CLASS, ARE

INVITED TO INSPECT THE CLUB PREMISES

AND THE CIRCULATING LLBRAEY

(WHICH COBTAUfS A LARGE SELECTION OF VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC) OF THE

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY,

NEW BOND-STREET.

The following are a few of the advantages offered by the Grosvejjor Gallery Library :—

1. The Books asked for at once supplied.

2. TWO VOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS for ONE GUINEA a year.

3. THREE VOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS for ONE-and-a-HALF" GUINEAS a year.

4. FOUR VOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS, delivered free, for TWO GUINEAS a year.

6. SIX VOLUMES of the NEWEST BOOKS, delivered free, together with the Use of the Club, for

THREE GUINEAS a roar.

N.B.—Specially advantageous terms are quoted to Country Subscribers.

Ail information promptly supplied on application to Mr. CHARLES ALLEN",

GROSVENOB GALLERY LIBRARY (Limitto), NEW BOND-STREET, W.

NEW NOVEL BY LORD BEAOONSFIELD.

Now readj, In 3 roll, pott 8vo. price 31#. 6<f. cloth,

ENDYMIOK

By the Bight Hon. the EARL of BEACONSFIELD, E.G.

" Quicquid agunt homines.''

London : Longmans U Co.

NOTICE TO BOOKSELLERS AND THE PUBLIC.

Messrs. WABD, LOCK & CO. beg to announce that

they have been appointed Sole Agents for the Sale of the Publi

cations of Messrs. WILLIAM TEGG & CO., and that all

letters and orders should be forwarded to them at Warwick

House, Salisbury-square, London, E.G.

SMITH, ELDER &

NEW BOOKS.

CO.'S

The POWER of SOUND. By Edmund Gurney, late Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Royal Bvo. 26s.

The POETRY of ASTRONOMY. By Richard A. Proctor,

Author of ' The Borderland of Science,' ' Science Bywayg," Ac. Crown 8vo. I0i. M.

NEW EDITION.

A HISTORY of ENGLISH THOUGHT in the EIGHTEENTH

CESTCRY. By LESLIE 8TEPHEN. Second Edition. 2 vols, crown 8vo. 2S-. [0» November X).

NEW NO VELS.

MEHALAH : a Story of the Salt Marshes. 2 vols, post 8vo.

" Foil of indication of more than ordinary talent, and one of the e

" A Terr powerful novel. The whole work is one of the beat irao n's crop of fiction."— Lt '*.

The TRUMPET MAJOR. By Thomas Hardy, Author of ' Far

From the Madding Crowd,' Ac. 3 vols, poat Svo.

" PeHsape Mr. Hardy hae nerrr sbown more literary and artistic skill than In this story. Humour and pathos, shrewd insight and obaerratlon"
srr to be found la every paw "—DaHp *V«w*.

" We must pronounce - The Trumpet-Major to he one of the beat novels of the season, and most corJlally congratalate? Mr. Hardy on a success
which we hope be may repeat, though it will be difficult for him to surpass It."—/eAn Hull.

London: Smith, Elder & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

MEN OF LIGHT AND LEADING.

EDITED BY

A. J. SYMINGTON.

The aim o£ the volumes of which this Series is

composed is to pive an intelligible account of the

authors included in it, and of their writings, accom

panied with specimens of their works.

While no formal biography is attempted, the

details of the life and career of each author are

given in sufficient fulness to enable the reader to

form a clear conception of the man ; and while no

attempt has been made to give a complete collec

tion of the writings of any one, a sufficient number

of characteristic extracts is given to enable an

adequate idea to be formed of the spirit and style

of each writer, and the general scope of his works.

The Series will, therefore, it is hoped, be helpful

to that large class of readers in every part of the

realm who desire to gain a knowledge of our prin

cipal authors, but whose leisure precludes the

attempt to study elaborate biographies or complete

collections of literary works, whether in poetry or

prose.

The Volumes mil be published in /cap. ivo. cloth,

price 2s. 6d. each.

NOW READY,

THOMAS KOOBX. In 1 vol.

BAMUUL LOVES. In 1 vol.

W. C. BRYANT. In 1 vol.

WILLIAM WORDSWORTH. In 2 vols.

[Nearly ready.

London : Blackie Ic Son, 49 and 60, Old Bailey.

rrHK DIALECT of the ENGLISH GYPSIES.

-L Br 8MAKT and CROFTON. Containing Onaur, Bibliography,
ud copious Vocabularies, BumplH. lilalogues. Tales, Ac. Asher A Co.,
London. 1(176 . Bvo. pp. xxlll—Son. cloth. Us. | reduced to 5*.
"The work Is admirable ; Terr honestly done, with great labour "

Jemtemm.
•' obaervaot of strict scientific method."—JSwStm (New York).
" Contains copious materials fur the stud, of their ethnological pecu

liarities A valuable addition to the literature of a subject of dally
Increasing Interest."—Arturda. Jteeisis.
"The moat complete of it* kind "—r
" Contains an enormous amount of L
" An excellent work."—Examiner.London : Asher A Co. 13, Bedford-street.

THE ANGLO- EGYPTIAN BANKING COM
PANY (Limited!.

CAPITAL PAID OF, 1,000.0001 , RESERVE FUND, 100,0001.

HEAD OFFICE: Zl, CLEMENTS-LANE, LONDON. EX.

Branches: Alexandria, Cairo, and Lamaca (Cyprus).

This Bank transacts every description of Banking Business In Egypt,
grants Letters of Credit, and affords other facilities to Travellers pro
ceeding to Egypt and the Nile.

Clement s-lane, B.C.
O. FOA, Secretary.

BONUS YEAR, IBM.

"PELICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
JL OFFICES—

10, Lombard-street, B.C. (Head Office) ; and 57. Charing Cross, 8.W.
Established In the year 1797.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The next Bonus will be declared out of the Profits accrued op to

31st December next. All Policies effected on or before that date on the
" With Profit System " will share in such Ron us.
Forms of Proposal and Prospectuses will be sent at once to Intending*

Assurers, on application to Koexar C. Tccaaa, Actuary and Secretary.

EAGLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
79, PALL HALL.

Tor LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1807.

Accumulated Fundi £3,04.1M2
Also* Subscribed Capital of mora than .. £1,900,000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the Office, or from
anj uf tbe Company's Agents, poat free.

GEOROE HUMPHREYS. Actuary and Secretary.

PH05NIX FIRE OFFICE, Lombard-street
tad CHARING CROSS, LONDON -Eatabllahcd 17HJ.

J^OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY-

ACCIDENTS CAC8E LOSS OF TIME,
And may be Prorided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY.
The Olden and Large*. Accidental Aaturanc* Company.

Right Hon. Lord KLNNA1KD, Chairman.
Snbacrlbed Capital, 1,000,0001. Moderate Premioma.
Bonus allowed to Insurer* of Fire Yean' standing.

A fixed sum In case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance
In the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, tbe Local Acenta, or U,

Cornhlil. London. WILLIAM 9. VIAN, Secretary
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COLONIAL, INDIAN, and FOREIGN ASSUR
ANCE. -The SCOTTISH IMPEKIAL INSURANCE COMPANY

has made Important Knluctloo* In the Premiums chargeable lor Foreign
Kcaldroce. Immediate Reduction lo Home itatea oa the Assured Icavijlg
tor Europe or other temperate climate.

Ofticea : Glasgow. 151, Great Oeorjre-street.
London : 2. King Willlam-ntreet, E.C.

H. AJUUlOSB SMITH. Secretary and Actuary.

FURNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS

THROUGHOUT on
MOEDEHB HIKB 8Y8TBM.

The Original, Beat, and moat Liberal.
Caau Price*.

No extra charge (or time glren.
Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with {oil particular! of terras, peat tree.
F. MOBDBB, 24*. 340. 260, Tottenham Court mud ; and 10, 20, and 21,

Uorweu-atreet. W.C. Hatabliahed 138*.

II1 MOEDER bega to announce that the whole of
• theaboYe Premiaee have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture Trade, and now (orm one of the moat eommodloua
Waxehouaea In the metropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from tit. 6s. to 50 Onineas.
Drawing-room Suites, from 01. 9s. to 45 Oulneas.
Dining-room Suites, from 71. 7s. to 40 Oulneaa.

And all other Ooods in great variety.
P. MOBDRR, 248, 249, 250, Tottenham Court-road ; and 19, 20, and 21,

Morwell-.trert, W.C. Established 1862.

JJEAL & SON.

BED-ROOM FURNITURE.

DINING-ROOM FURNITURE.

DRAWING-ROOM FURNITURE.

HEAL St SON,
195 to 198, TOTTENHAM COURT-ROAD, W.

"VyiLLIAM S. BURTON, General Furnishing
V T Ironmonger, by appointment, to H.R.H. the L*riQoe of Wales,

SENDS a CATALOGUE GRATIS and POST PAID.

It contains upwards of 830 Illustrations of bU unrivalled Stock, with
Lists of Prices, and plans of the 30 large 8how-rooms,

At 39, Oxford-street ; 1, t\, 2, 3, and 1, Newman-street . i. 5, and 0,
Perry s-place ; and 1, Newman-yard, Loudon, W.

FENDERS, FIRE-IRONS, STOVES, RANGES.&c.
£. >. a!. £. s. d.

REGISTER STOVES from 0 0 O to 36 (
CHINA-TILED ditto 3 8 0 „ 36 I
DOG-STOVES 0 12 0 ,, 20 (
FENDERS. llronicd or Black 0 3 9 „ 10 <
Ditto STEEL and ORMOLU 2 2 0 „ 20 15 0
FENDER FRAMES for T1LB HEARTHS .. „ 1 1 0 ,. 10 0
MAK1ILB ditto. ditto 2 0 0 „ 10 0
PIERCED BRASS FENDERS 2 2 0 „ 10 0
FIRE-IRONS. Set of Three 0 4 3 „ 6 10
Ditto RESTS for TILE HEARTHS, per Pair. . ,. 0 12 0 ,. 15 10

OAS and HOT-WATER WORK -ESTIMATES FREE.

JJEDSTEADS, BEDDING, and FURNITURE.

BEDSTEADS el Beat Make only, from 10s. 6d.
BEDDING of every description made on the Premiaee, and gua

ranteed of pure materials una good workmanship.
AMERICAN WALNUT machine-made CA11INBT FURN1TURB.
A large Stock of CHEAP, USEFUL, and SOUND FURNITURE

of the above make on view at pricce usually charged for ordinary

deal.
FURNITURE for BED, DINING, and DRAWINO ROOMS,

every artk-le necessary for HOUSE FURNISHING.
EASY TERMS of PURCHASE.—Special Arrangements made by

WILLIAM S. BURTON with reference to CHEDIT, without In any way
altering the system of PLAIN FIGURES and FIXBD PRICES, thus
retaining to the PURCHASER all the advantages ol prices arranged lor

NETT CASH.
COLZA OIL, highest quality 2s. lorf. per gaUon.
KBROSLNB, ditto Is. 60*.

,, Five Gallons and upwards . . Is. 5d. „

^ ILLIAM 8. BURTON.

ALLEN'S SOLID LEATHER

PORTMANTEAUS.
ALLBN'8 VICTORIA DRESSING BAG.
A l.I.KN * STRONG DRK8S BASKETS.
ALLEN'S REGISTERJB1> ALBERT DESPATCH BOX.

ALLEN'S NEW CATALOGUE of St*) Articles fur Continental Travel
ling, post fre«. Cash Discount, ID per cent.

87, West Strand, London.

/CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.-Nothing is so highly
" appreciated at a Case of GRANT 8 MORBLLACMKRRY HUANDY,
which can b« o»d«red ol any Wine Merchant. Uuccn s quality, as
supplied to Her Majeaty. 4b. per duieo i Sporrxnuui's special quality,
JO». per dofva. Manulacturar, T. GRANT, Distillery, Maidstone.

APOLLINARIS WATEE
" Lauren donandus Apollinari."— 7/erors. Rook lv. Ode 2.

GOLD MEDAL. PARIS. 1979.
ANNUAL SALE, 8,000,000

ArOI.LINARU COMPANY. Limited, 19, Hagent-alraet, London. S.W.

I)INNE FORD'S MAGNESIA.
' ' The Medical Profession for over forty Yean nave

approved of this Pure Solution as the best reiuedv for
ACIDITY of Uu STOMACH. llKAKTIlt/KK. HEAD
ACHE, GOl'T, and IMiHjK.NT.ON t and as the fcufost

tUtutiuus, Ladies, Children, and

MAGNESIA

nMUiOAT IRRITATION.— Soreness atid dryness,
X ti.-klina and IrriLation, inducing cough mid aifectlnK the Tolce.
For these symptoms use

EPPS'S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.

Glycine, in these agreeable confections, being in proximity to tho
g!nn<is at the mom-m tm v are eicKttl bv the act of siM-fctng. become*
•(Lively h(«llng Sold ouly iu boxvs. 7fci. nnd I*. !£•*., labelled 'James
Rpps A Co . Homo opatbic C'hcniiau, Louden."
A letter receiT-d —•• Gentlemen, — It inar, perhaps, interest you to

anjw that, aiu-r an eiLended trial. I have found your Glycerine Jujubes
of considerable benefit / with or without iiiedtral treatment) in almost all
'onus uf thruat diM-ase. They soften nod clear the voice. In no case

i ther do any hanu. Yours faithfully. Gordon Holme*, L.R.C.P h
nlor Physician to the Municipal Thruat and Ear Inflrinary."

Now ready, super-royal 8vo. clotli elegant, sunk centre, 12s.

ENGLISH LAKE SCENERY:

A SERIES OF TWENTY-FOUR PLATES

IN THE HIGHEST STYLE OF COLOUB PRINTING, FliOM DBAWISGS BT A. F. LYDON.

WITH DESCRIPTIVE LETTER-PRESS.

London: John Walker & Co. 9G, Farringdon-street, E.C.

DELAEDE & CO.'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

BUNHILL-ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Now ready, in 2 handsome vols, demy 8vo. price 32*. with a Portrait by Paul Rajon, and other niu^tntloos,

THE LIFE OF SIR ROWLAND HILL, K.C.B.,

AM) THE

HISTORY OF PENNY POSTAGE.

By Sir ROWLAND HILL, and his Nephew, GEORGE BIRKBECK HILL, D.C.L.,

Author of ' Dr. Johnson : his Friends and his Critics,' So.

Now ready, in royal *to. cloth, extra gilt, prioe 6s.—KEW ILLUSTRATED CHILDREN'S BOOK.

THE STORY OF PRINCE HILDEBRAND AND THE

PRINCESS IDA.

By Major T. S. SECCOMBE.

With upwards of 110 Illustration by the Author.

Now ready, crown 8vo. cloth, price Is. to.

VOYAGES OF THE ELIZABETHAN SEAMEN:

A SELECTION FROM THE ORIGINAL NARRATIVES IN HAKLUYTS COLLECTION.

Edited, with Historical Introduction, by E. J. PAYNE, M.A., Fellow of University College, Oxford.

Shortly, demy 8vo. cloth, with Maps, and numerous Original Etchings on Stone,

THE SHORES AND CITIES OF THE B0DEN SEE :

RAMBLES IS 1879 AND 18S0.

By SAMUEL JAMES CAPPER, Author of ' Wanderings in War Time,' &c.

Shortly, NEW WORK BY DR. GUY, F.B.B. Crown 8vo.

THE FACTORS OF THE UNSOUND MIND,

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE PLEA OF INSANITY IN CRIMINAL CASES, AND THE AMENDMENT

OF THE LAW.

By WILLIAM A. GUY, M.B. F.R.C.P. F.R.S.

Shortly, crown 8vo. cloth, price 6*.

HISTORY OF GERMANY, POLITICAL, SOCIAL,

AND LITERARY.

BROUGHT DOWN TO THE PRESENT DAY

By the Rev. Dr. E. COKHAM BREWER, Trinity Hall, Cambridge.

Author of ' History of France,' ' Guide to Science,' 4c.

Bhortly, a New and Improved Edition, fo»p. 8vo. cloth, price 3s. to.

LAWS OF SHORT WHIST, AND A TREATISE ON THE

GAME.

By JAMES CLAY.

Thos. De La Rue & Co. London.

E p p S's

CHOCOLATE

ESSENCE

Product of a special

process. It is Chocolate- deroide 1

of its over-richness and substan

tiality. .Sugarless.and.when made,

of the consistence of Coffee. An

Afternoon Chocolate. Each packet

is labelled

JAMES EPPS Ic CO.

Homoeopathic Chemist*, London.
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HARPER'S MAGAZINE.

The First Number of the European Edition of this most popular of

American Illustrated Monthlies (Established 1850) will be ready December 1,

1880. 160 pages, profusely Illustrated, price One Shilling.

{The December Number commences the New Volume.)

THE DECEMBER NUMBER INCLUDES, AMONG OTHER CONTENTS:-

CHRISTMAS CARILLONS, Twelve Original Poems, from Christmas to

Twelfth-Night. Illustrations by Alfred Fredericks.

THOMAS HARDTS NEW NOVEL, 'A LAODICEAN: (First Part.)

11 Thou art neither cold nor hot : I woidd thou ivert cold or hot."

Illustrations by George Du Maurier.

A NEW AMERICAN NOVEL (First Part), [ANNIE: By Constance

Fenimore Woolson, one of the most promising of new American writers.

Illustrations by C. S. Reinhart.

The ENGLISH LAKES, and their Genii. Richly Illustrated, including many

Portraits. Illustrations by E. A. Abbey and Alfred Parsons.

A Paper on The CITY of PITTSBURGH, the BIRMINGHAM of AMERICA,

with above Twenty Illustrations. Illustrations by Walter Shirlaw.

The CHINESE NEW YEAR. A description of its observance in San

Francisco, under the title of The SIXTH YEAR of QWONG SEE.

Illustrations by P. Frenzeny.

Papers on ' The Queen, Ministry, Lords, and Commons'; on 'Recent Movements in

Woman's Education'; numerous other Descriptive Articles, Short Stories, Poems, &c, with Illustrations.

Hie EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS, under the direction of an English Editor,

comprise the "Editor's Easy Chair," discussing men, manners, and events; the "Editor's Literary

Record," a resume of recent literature, with reviews of the latest leading books ; the u Editor's Historical

Record," an epitome of the history of our own times, exceedingly useful for daily reference; and the

" Editor's Drawer" long known as a popular repository of anecdote and humour.

*#* Messrs. SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO. Jiave pleasure in stating that in consequence of the orders

received from all parts of the country, they have had to increase the First Edition of the December

Numberfrom Five Thousand to FIFTEEN THOUSAND COPIES.

Examine the Magazine at any Bookseller's or Railway Bookstall.

When copies cannot be had at the nearest Bookseller's or Railway Station, the Publishers ivill send one copy,

Post free, on receipt of Is. 2d. in postage-stamps. Illustrated Prospectus Postfree on application.

*#* Applicationsfor Advertising Space in the January Number should be made at once to the Publishers.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE & RIVINGTON, Crown Buildings, 1 88, Fleet-street, London, E.C.
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MESSRS. C. KEGAN PAUL & CO.S NEW PUBLICATIONS.

MR. TENNYSON'S NEW VOLUME IS NOW READY.

BALLADS, and other POEMS. By Alfred Tennyson, Poet Laureate. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 5s.

WITH TWENTY-FIVE ILLUSTRATIONS AND PORTRAIT,

The ROYAL EDITION of TENNYSON'S POETICAL and DRAMATIC WORKS. In 1 vol.

super-royal Sro. cloth extra, bevelled boards, gilt leaves, price 21*.

SONGS AND MUSIC.

TENNYSON'S SONGS, SET to MUSIC. By Various Composers. Edited by W. G. Cusins.

Dedicated by express permission to ITER MAJESTY THE QUEEN. Royal 4to. cloth extra, gilt leaves, price 81*. ; or half-morocco, price 25*. ■

The TlMF.fi mm—"Mr. Cusiot, the editor of the collection, hat called to hi* aid do less than ttilrt7-.tx composer*, BDfUsti and foreign. Including tome of the moot renowned musicians now living "
The ATIIFX.El?Mmya It will Bufiice to say that he must Indeed be hard to please who can And nothing here suited to his special taste.... its clear printing, tine naner and elejrant binding make it a most soJtaa>and attractive present." ■

The A CAUEMY saya :—" A more suitable Christmas present for persons of musical proclivities could not be desired.'
The 1'ALL MALL UA7.F.TTE says:—" This beautifully-bound volume cannot be too strongly recommended to loven

<

3 vols, demy 8vo. cloth,

DON QUIXOTE de la MANCHA. By Cervantes. Translated from the Original by A. J. Duffield.

With an Introduction and Illustrative Notes. [Nut week.
With 18 Illustrations, demy Bvo. cloth, price 18s.

GENOA : How the Republic Rose and Fell. By J. Theodore Bent, B.A. Oxon., Author of 'A Freak

of Freedom ; or, the Republic of S. Marino.'
With numerous Illustrations, demy 8vo. cloth, price 9*.

NEW COLORADO and the SANTA FE TRAIL. By A. H. Hayes, Jun., M.A. F.R.G.S.

Large post 8vo. cloth, price 12*.

SHAKSPEARE and CLASSICAL ANTIQUITY : Greek and Latin Antiquity as Presented in

Shakspeare'a Plays. By PAUL 8TAPFBB. Translated from the Frenoh by EMILY J. CAKEY.

Post 8vo. cloth, price "it. 6d.

The HUMAN RACE, and other SERMONS, Preached at Cheltenham, Oxford, and Brighton. By

the late Rev. P. W. ROBERTSON".

Large crown 8vo. cloth, 7*. 6rf.

SISTER AUGUSTINE : Superior of the Sisters of Charity at the Johannis Hospital at Bonn.

Authorized Translation from the German Memorials of AMALIE Von LASAULX.

NEW PRESENTATION EDITION, WITH PORTRAIT.

The EPIC of HADES. By the Author of ' Songs of Two

Worlds.' dto. cloth extra, gilt leaves, price 10s. 6d.

" Another gem added to the wealth of the poetry of our language."
Mr. Brujht's Speech on Cobden.

" The passage in which Apollo's victory over Marsyas and its effect are described is full
of exquisite beauty."—Spectator.

" A simple, lucid style, a spontaneous power of song, and a bright, fearless fancy enable
him to seize and retain the sympathies of his audience. —Saturday Review.

New Edition, demy 8vo. with Photographic Portrait, cloth, price 10s. M.

A SHEAF GLEANED in FRENCH FIELDS. By Toru

DCTT.

" 'The Sheaf Gleaned In French Fields' would have been an extraordinary feat had it
been performed by an English lady of high education ; from a Hindu gtrl It was little short
of miraculous."—Saturday Review.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 7». id.

COLLECTED SONNETS, Old and New. By Charles

TENNYSON TURNER. With a Prefatory Poem by ALFRED TENNYSON; also
some Marginal Notes by 8. T. COLERIDGE, and a Critical Essay by JAMES 8PEK-
DING.

With Portrait, crown 9vo. cloth, price 7*. 0d.

RECORDS, and other Poems. By the late Robert

LEIGUTON, Author of 1 Reuben,' ' Scotch Words,' 4c.

Demy 8vo. cloth, price 5s.

DOROTHY : a Country Story in Elegiac Verse. With
a Preface.

SECOND AND CHEAPER EDITION.

ENGLISH SONNETS: a Selection. Edited by John

DENNIS. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 2s. 6d.
M Mr. Dennis has shown great judgment In this selection."—Saturday Review.

" The volume is one for which English literature owes Mr. Dennis the heartiest thanks."

Spectator.
Large post 8vo. parchment antique, bevelled boards, price Be.

MARY MAGDALENE: a Poem. By Mrs. Richard

GREENOUGH, Member of the Society of the Arcadia, and of the Royal Academy of
St. Cecilia of Rome.

" We are hound to commend very much the literary merit of the poem."—Queen.
** Full of tender pathos."—Scotsman.

Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 6f.

The CARDINAL ARCHBISHOP : a Spanish Legend in

Twenty-nine Cancions. By Colonel COLOMB, Author of ' Donnington Castle ' (a
Royalist Story).

EMILY PFEIFFER'S WORKS.

16mo. hand-SONNETS and SONGS. A New Edition.
nomely printed and bound In cloth, gilt edges, 4*.

" These poems are the very plants and flowers of light."—James Ru^seU IjnceU.
" Mrs. Pfeiffer"a sonnets are, to our mind, among the finest in the language."— Speetattr.

SECOND EDITION, Revised and Enlarged, crown 8vo. 6s.

GERARD'S MONUMENT, and other POEMS.

" * Gerard's Monument' lias stopped and held me In the midst of most pressing occupa
tions, as the wedding guest was stopped and held by the eye of the Ancient Mariner."

Lord Ijetton.
"I think it a remarkable production, and hope it will be republished here."

Professor 11. J. W. LnnqfsUam:.
"An original and well-told story, with an entrancing plot To a delicate taste and

refined feeling is added a high degree of literary skill and genuine imaginative power. Mr*.
Pfeiffer pleases palates that scarcely care to quench their thirst with anything less than the
nectar of the gods."—Times.

"A picture which Mr. Mlllals might transmute into canvas and colour."—Spectator.

SECOND EDITION, Revised, crown 8vo. 6s.

GLAN ALARCH: his Silence and Song.

"We read It with keen and continuous interest. It is vigorous In picture, profound b
Its lessons with rare constructive powers and subtle use of metre."—British QttarUrty.

"It makes a real addition to our jxissc&slons."—Academy.
A distinct and valuable contribution to modem poetry Mrs. Pfeiffer has a fair

■' Passion and strength, and the lines flow on with sweetness and grace.'
chance of herding with the immortals."— Contemporary Review.

id strength, ■

SECOND EDITION, crown 8vo. 6*.

POEMS. Including the 1 Red Ladye,' ' Ode to the Teuton

Women,' 'The Dark Christmas, 1874,' Ac.

" Scarcely a poem whlcl not full of beauties of thought and expression, and some are
masterpieces of lyric poetry."—Scotsman.

" Mrs. Pfeiffer has undoubtedly the true spirit of a singer."—Saturday Review
fes-leo,! Ku. l.irvl, (rn.erinnfinn " ... H~)l uJit f ».»- 9"Marked by high imagination."—Pall Mall Gazette.

QUARTERMAN'S GRACE, and other POEMS.

Including 'Madonna Dunya," The Vision of Dawn,' and ' Translations from Heine'
8vo. bfi.

nceptlon of the young girl Grace. The Heine
the mingled fancy, wit, and diabierie of Heine &•

"Nothing could be better than tl

translations come as near to doing justit
we may expect."—Spectator.

" 'Madonna Dunya* lives within one like an influence."—Geraidine Jewsbury.
" ' Madonna Dunya ' one Is inclined to learn by heart, so as to have it always with one.

" The Heine translations have a fidelity and felicity unequalled by any previous authorScotnm.

LONDON: 1, PATEIINOSTER-SQUAR]

■ Letters to " The Publisher • •—« tho Offloe, 20, Weluaitoe-stnot, Strand, London , W.C.Editorial Commonicitlon. should be addressed to ■' Th« Editor •-Advertisements and I

mated »7 E.J. Fnurcu, Athena-urn Press, Torts-court, Chaucerr-lane, B.C. , and Published b, Jon. Fautcis, at No. SO, WeUlnatonire«r8o^~ W C."
Afeutsi for 8corto.D. Knars. B.U a -.rotate, au l Mr. John Mensles, Bdluburfh ;-lor laiLu-n, Mr. John Robertson, Dubua.-Suturdsr, November ft, ISM.
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PRICE

ThPEEPENCE

REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

ESSRS. LEONCE & MALLET.–PAINTING on

CHINA (Barbottine).—The ACADEMY for LADIES is NOW

OPEN.—1, Langham Chambers, Portland-place.

AC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
ARUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the

Public as well as to Members, at prices varying from 10s. to 48s., and

include the Works of Giotto, Fra Angelico, Perugino, Andrea del Sarto,

Michael Angelo. Raphael, Holbein. Albert Dürer, &c.—Priced. Lists,

with particulars of membership, will be sent, post free, on application

at 24. Old Bond-street, London, W.

R. ALFRED H. S. TAYLOR begs to inform
T the Clergy, Secretaries of Institutes, Proprietors of Schools, and

others, that he is prepared, during the coming season, to resume his

HUMOROUS and DRAMATIC READINGS. Special terms for chari

table objects.—Address 9, Essex-terrace, Blackheath.

RAMATIC CRITIC, &c.—The ADVERTISER,

who holds an Appointment on a high-class Artistic Journal, is

desirous of obtaining an ENGAGEMENT as Dramatic Critic to a Weekly

Journal or Newspaper (either London or Provincial). Excellent creden

tials will be given. and a moderate remuneration accepted.-Address

Tursris, crichton club, 3, Adelphi-terrace, W.C.

C# and PHYSICAL RESEARCH.—A

GENTLEMAN or YoUTH desirous of PURSUING it may com

cate with X., care of H. M. Chichester, 97, Belgrave-road, S.W.

CRETARYSHIP WANTED by a GENTLEMAN

(27), compelled to give up his Business through want of Capital.

Thorough Business routine and College. Education, Accustomed,to

Travel, and speaks several Languages. Either in Club or with Pri

Gentleman, or as Travelling Companion. First-class references.—Ad

H. G. 25, Messrs. Deacon's, Leadenhall-street, E. C.

mu

UB-EDITOR or AUTHOR'S SECRETARY.

Ten years in Newspaper office, Excellent references. Town or

Country. es Work for Press D, 1, Westbury-terrace, West

bourne-square, *" -

HE RIVIERA.—A respectable Man, of middle

age, desiring to pass the next Five or Six Months in the South of

France,OFFERS his SERVICES, on very moderate terms, as ASSISTANT

to any Gentleman going there, interested in scientific pursuits (Botan

ONDON AGENT. – The PROPRIETOR of , a

largely c lated Provincial Daily requires the SERVICES of

acompetent AGENT to work up the London Advertisements. Liberal

terms to a capable Man. Experience and a thorough knowledge of the

Work essential.—Address, giving terms, references, and full particulars,

in strict confidence. Aors' care of Messrs. Adams & Francis, Advertising

Agents, 59, Fleet-street, E.C.

THE PROVINCIAL PRESS.-A Journalist, of
good position and experience, and closely connected with the

OYAL INSTITUTE of BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

-The£ Meeting will be held on MONDAY, 13th

December, at Ei P.M., when a Paper will be read on the REMAINS

of ROMAN BUILDINGS at BRADING, ISLE of WIGHT. The Paper

pre d by John E. Price, F.S.A., and F. G. Hilton Price, F.G.S., wiii

embody the first Report of a Committee recently formed for the purpose

of continuing the Explorations commenced by Captain Thorp; and it

will be fully illustrated by drawings of the Mosaic Pavements as well

as by a Plan of the Walls, &c., already exposed. Various objects dis

covered in the different chambers will be exhibited.

J. MACVICAR ANDERSON, Hon. Sec.

WILLIAM H. WHITE, Secretary.

reet, Hanover-square, W

RoyAL INSTITUTION of GREAT BRITAIN.

ALBEMARLE-STREET, Piccadilly, W.

LECTURE ARRANGEMENTs before EASTER, 1881.—(correcTED.)

LECTURE HOUR, THREE O'CLOCK P.M.

CHRISTMAS LECTURES.

Professor DEWAR, MA. F.R.S.-Six Lectures (adapted to a Juvenile

Auditory) on “Atoms, on Dec. 28 (TUESDAY), Dec. 30, 1880,

Jan. 1, 4, 6, 8, 1881. One Guinea; Persons under 16, Half-a-Guinea.

Professor EDWARD A. SCHAFER, F.R.S. Fullerian Professor of Phy

siology, R.I.—Twelve Lectures on ‘The Blood, on TUESDAYS,

Jan. 18 to April 5. One Guinea

FRANCIS HUEFFER, Esq.-Four Lectures on ‘The Troubadours, on

THURSDAYS, Jan. 20 to Feb. 10. Half-a-Guinea.

Professor ERNST PAUER —Two Lectures on ‘The History of Drawing

Room Music," on THURSDAY8, Feb. 17,

Rev. WILLIAM HOUGHTON. M.A. F.L.S., Rector of Preston-on-the

Weald Moors, Shropshire.—Two Lectures on ‘The Picture Origin of

£Cuneiform Characters, on THURSDAYS, March 3, 10. f-a

uinea.

H. STATHAM, Esq.-Four Lectures on ‘Ornament, Historically

and Critically Considered, on THURSDAYS, March 17, 24, 31, and

April 7. Half-a-Guinea

SHDNEY COLVIN, Esq., M.A., Slade Professor of Fine Art, Cambridge.

—Four Lectures on ‘The Amazons: a Chapter in the Study of Greek

Art and Mythology.” on SATURDAYS, Jan. 22 to Feb. 12.

REGINALD STUART POOLE .-Four ctures on “Ancient

Eg ' in its Comparative l'elations, on SATURDAYS, Feb. 19, 26,

and March 5, 12. Half-a-Guinea.

Rev. H. R. HAWEIS, M.A.-Four Lectures on "AMERICAN HUMOUR

IST.S. on SATURDAY.S. March, 19, 26, and April 2,9. Half-a-Guinea.

Professor TYNDALY and DEWAR will give Courses after Easter.

Subscription (to N

Two Guineas Tickets issued daily.

Members may*: not less than three Single Lecture Tickets,

available for any Lecture, for Half-a-Guinea.

The FRIDAY EVENING MEETINGS will BEGIN on January 21st,

at 8 P.M. Mr. Warren De La Rue will give a Discourse on the Phe

momena of the Electric Discharge with 14,400 Chloride of Silver Cells, at

9 P.M. Succeeding Discourses will probably be given by Dr. Andrew

Wilson, Dr. A. Schuster, Professor R. S. ll, Sir John Lubbock, Dr.

J. S. Burdon-Sanderson, Sir Wm. Thomson, Dr. Wm. H. Stone, Mr.

Alexander Buchan, Professor£ other Gentlemen. To these

Meetings Members and their Friends only are admitted.

Persons desirous of becoming Members are£ to apply to the

Secretary. When proposed they are£ admitted to all the

1.ectures, to the iday Evening Meetings, and to the Library and

Reading Rooms; and their Families are admitted to the Lectures at a

reduced charge. Payment: First Year, Ten Guineas; afterwards, Five

Guineas a Year; or a composition of Sixty Guineas.

n-Members) to all the Courses during the Season, -

M U S I C A L A S S O C I A T I O N.

27, HARLEY-STREET, W.

on MONDAY NEXT, two Papers will be read by W. H. CUMMINGS,

Esq., (1) “On a Neglected Musical, Benefactor'; (2), A Few Words

about Handel. The First Paper will be read at 5 o'clock punctually.

9, Torrington-square, W.C. JAMES HIGGS. Hon. Sec.

NSTITUTE of PAINTERS in WATER

- CoLours.–the FIFTEENTH WINTER EXHIBITION of

skEtches and STUDIES will OPEN on MONDAY NEXT, the 6th

December. H. F. PHILLIPS, Secretary.

Gallery, 53, Pall Mall, S.W.

XHIBITION of CABINET PICTURES in OIL.—

Dudley Gallery. tian Hall, Piccadilly.—The FOURTEENTH

ANNUAL EXHIBITION. Open Daily, from Ten till Five-Admission,

1s., Catalogue, 6d R. F. M.NAIR, Secretary.

TH: ANNUAL WINTER EXHIBITION of high
class PICTURES by British and Foreign Artists is NOW OPEN at

ARthun Tooth & SONS GALLERY, 5, Haymarket, opposite Her

Majesty's Theatre.—Admission, one Shilling, including Catalogue.

LD BOND -STREET GALLERIES, 39B, Old

Bond-street, Piccadilly, W-Special EXHIBITION of high-class

PiCTURES NOW OPEN DAILY, from Ten till Five.—Admission, in

cluding Catalogue, one Shilling.—Thomas AGNEw & Sons

M R. WHISTLER'S ETCHINGS of VENICE.—

This Series, upon which Mr. Whistler has been engaged during

the past year, are now on VIEW at the FINE-ART SOCIETY'S, 148,

New Boud-street.

TCHINGS. – ALONG the THAMES. First

series. From PUTNEY to TWICKENHAM. By A. BALLIN.

Published by RomeRT DUNTHoRNE, Vigo-street, W.

MTCHINGS.–THOMAS MCLEAN has the honour

to announce he has ON VIEW a fine COLLECTION of ETCHINGS,

by Waltner, Brunet-Debaines, Rajon, Flameng, W. S. Coleman,

Thomas McLeAN, 7, Haymarket.

TH: JOLLY POSTBOYS, from the celebrated/

Picture by H. STACY MARKS, R.A., Etched by V. LHUILLIER,

Remarque Artist Proofs of this fine Etching, signed by both Artis

are now ready, price 8l. 8s.—To be had of the Publisher, L. H. LErhvar,"

1A, King-street, St. James's, S.W.; and of all Printsellers'.

EMBRANDT'S MILL. Etched by BRUNET
DEBAINES.—A few of the finest Artists' Proofs can still be had of

the Publishers. Also, choice Proofs of the best Works of Waltner, Rajon,

Brunet-Debaines, Seymour Haden, Méryon, and Whistler.

P. & D. Col.NAGH1 & Co. 13 and 14, Pall Mall East.

IS EMINENCE CARDINAL NEWMAN.–

Now ready, an ENGRAVING. by S. COUSINS, R. A., from the

Drawing '. Lady Coleridge-A PROOF of the Plate and the ORIGINAL

DRAWING are NOW on VIEW at the Publishers', P. & D. ColNAGH1

& Co., 13 and 14, Pall Mall East.

ional , desires to gives his exclusive services as LONDON

LetTER - Witt't to a first-class Conservative Newspaper.-Q. C.,

May's, 159, Piccadilly.

A HIGH-CLASS JOURNALIST, engaged on a
london Daily Paper, is open to write LEADING ARTICLES, Poli

tical, Social, or tical. Would undertake Weekly Letters for Indian

or Colonial Journals, &c. –Address LEADER, care of Messrs. Adams

Francis, Advertising Agents, 59, Fleet-street, E.C.

O PERSONS accustomed to the PUBLICATION

and REVIEWING of WORKS.–WANTED, competent OPINION

and ADVICE with regard to Manuscript Pamphlet.—Send terms and

address to N. D. B., care of W. Fuller, Tenbury, Worcestershire.

NEWSPAPER EDITOR and PUBLISHER, of

experience and some influence, desires a CHANGE. Advertiser

could work up a Business or invest. References and interview. Prin

cipals only.—PREss, Messrs. Kirby & Woodcock, Solicitors, Leicester.

ANTED, RE-ENGAEMENT as-SUB-EDITOR

of a Daily. Experienced, efficient, and reliable. Would take

the Editorship of an established Weekly –Address B, care of Messrs.

dams & Francis, Advertising Agents, 59, Fleet-street, London.

UB-EDITOR and REPORTER. — A Morning
Daily in the Provinces has a VACANCY for an Assistant Sub

Editor and Reporter. Verbatim Note essential.– Address, enclosing

testimonials and references, O. C. O., care of Messrs. G. Street & Co.,

30, Cornhill, London, E.C.

RE''. WANTED at a Branch Officé of a

Provincial Daily. Must be a Verbatim Shorthand Writer and

an£ Paragraphist.—Address N. E. S., Messrs. G. Street & Co., 30,

Cornhill, London, E.C.

TH: PRESS.–Efficient REPORTER WANTED

for a Provincial Daily. Must be a Verbatim Note-taker.—Address,

with copies of testimonials and references, Box 179, care of Messrs. G.

Street & Co., 30, Cornhill, London, E. C.

ExTENSION or TIMETILL THE END or MAY, issl. "

RIZE NOVELS.–The Glasgow Weekly Herald
PROPRIETORS offer THREE PRIZES of 150l., 100l., and of 75l.,

for the First...Second, and Third best Novels respectively, suitable for a

Newspaper of large Circulation The Successful Competitors to have

the right"#" ation. For particulars, &c., see the Glasgow Herald

or Weekly Herit ondon office, 65, Fleet-street, E.C. -

k __ ------— - ---

NEW'The WHOLE or a HALF

SHARE in a High Class WEEKLY NEWSPAPER of long

standing to be DISPOSED OF. - Address Flavius, Street Brothers,

Serle-street, W.C.

A N INFLUENTIAL and HIGH CLASS

ENGLISH NEWSPAPER, published on the Continent, requires

from 2,500 to 3,000. to establish a new and most lucrative branch of

business. A Gentleman with the required Capital may obtain either an

Active or Sleeping Share in the Paper.—Address CoNTINENT, care of Foss

& Legg, 3, Abchurch-lane, E.C.

N./

Microscopy, Photography).—Address G. B.,65,£: -

"A

O BOOKSELLERS.– In answer to numerous

inquiries, Mr. WILLIAMTEGG begs to say that his WHOLESALE

CATALOGUE, in which will be found many Books published by the firm

of Messrs. W. Tegg & Co., lately sold by auction, is in£
and will be sent free by post on application to William Trou, Publisher

and Bookseller, 12, Pancras-lane, London, B.C.

HE NEW LIBRARY and BOOK - SHOP. –

Readers, and Bookbuyers...are, respectfully informed that the
NEW LibRARY will be opeNED NEXT WEEK. Subscribers' Names

can now be enrolled.

FREDERICK. W. WILSON.

WILLIAM 8. M'CORMICK, M.A.

120, Saint Vincent-street, Glasgow, December 4, 1880.

C MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and

''':"########ollowin - *£. ewspaper Properties

MITCHELL & CO. are favoured with instruc

• tions for INVESTMENTS from Clients for sums varying from **u.

to 2,000l., either for Partnership or for the Purc of Newspaper

Properties. All communications strictly confidential.

C MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to ARRANGE

• a PARTNERSHIP in a LIBERAL WEEKLY. (Provincial)

PAPER. Capital required, 1,000l. Excellent opportunity for a Reporter

C MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to DIS

• POSE of the COPYRIGHT and PLANT of a SCOTCH WEEKLY

NEWSPAPER in a Border County. Jobbing Business attached. Price

C MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and

• Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

Probate or Purchase, Investigations, and Audit of Accounts, &c.

12 and 13, Red Lion-court, Fleet-street, E.C.

LADY offers a pleasant HOME to one or two

OUNG LADIE8, to share great educational advantages with

two others. #" references exchanged. – Address Miss Mosley,

Combe Down, Bath. :

A YOUNG GERMAN, who has studied Philology
at a German University, desires an ENGAGEMENT as Tutor in

a Private Family or School.—Address Mr. F. Rumr, Parchim, Mecklen

burg

A YOUNG LADY wishing to Study the GERMAN

LANGUAGE can be RECEIVER in the simple but cultivated

FAMILY of a GERMAN CLERGYMAN. Terms, Thirty Pounds per

Annum.–Address Frau SEYruarh, 12, Grosse Erfurter Strasse, Gotha,

Thuringia. Germany.

RU' successfully TAUGHT by Mr. OssiPoEF
WOLFSON (late of Moscow) Teacher at the Birkbeck. Practical

System. References from his Old and Present Pupils.

–57, Marylebone-road.

DUCATION.— REQUIRED, a SITUATION as

Governess, in a School in London or South of England preferred

Good references, and Certificates for English. French, Music, and

Drawing.—Address E. H., 28, Brixton-road, London, S.W.
-à

EP'. (Superior), Lon S.W. – A

CLERGYMAN wishes to RECOMMEND a 80HOOL in which his

Daughters now are. The House, situated in its own Grounds of three

acres, offers all Home Comforts. Church of England; no extreme views

Careful Religious and MoralTraining. Resident Parisian and Hanoverian

Governesses University Examinations.—Address L. L. D., Kerby &

Endean's, Publishers, 190, Oxford-street.

DUCATION in GERMANY.—SCHOOL for the

SONS of GENTLEMEN.–Family Life; c instant£ of

: French and German; large House, with splendid Garden and

rounds. Terms, 80 Guineas per annum. Principal – Dr. A. BAS

KERVILLE, whose Nephew is now in London. Pupils can be accom

panied to Germany early in January.—Apply to Herr Leopold Hoechle,

9, Westbourne-square, Highest references given.

RAULEIN JAUNGST, 1, TAUBEN STRASSE, Düs

SELDORF, takes a limited number of YOUNG LADIES to finish

their Education.—For particulars apply to Mrs. J. Leech, 4, Holland

Park, London.

H. APPY HOME and SOUND INSTRUCTION

oFFERED (after Christmas) to THREE LITTLE GIRLS, by a

Lady and Gentleman of position, resident in a

of Worcestershire. Superior Educational and No.

teed.–Address M.A. Oxon., care of Major-General Batten, 14, Notting

Hill-square, London, W.

PUBLIC-SCHOOL and UNIVERSITY MAN,
Classical Medallist's perienced in''. desires to COACH,

by Corresp for all - n Classics, French,

and German. Resident some years in France and Germany. High

references. Resident Pupils received Twelve Guineas per Month

Coach, 6, Albemarle-crescent, Scarborough.
L - -

CAMERIDGE M.A. (active, cheerful, and pains.
"taking) desires immediately a Resident or Non-resident TUTOR

ShIP to one or more YOUNG PUPi LS. Sons o Gentlemen. A backward

Pupil would find his services invaluable. Religious instruction accord

ing to the wish of the Parents or Guardians. If necessary, Advertiser

would undertake Secretary Work also in his leisure moments, according

to arrangement Satisfact references and testimonials – Address

Iora, care of Messrs. Dawson & Sons, 121, Cannon-street, London, E. C.

Terms moderate.

REPARATION for the PUBLIC and other

SCHOOLS.–SONS of GENTI.EMEN received from Six to Fourteen

#: of age, carefully and s ·ssfully Taught by Two Sisters, assisted

oy a Resident and other well-qualified Masters. Every arrangement

made for the care and comfort of Boys whose Parents are in India

Detached house, very healthy situation. References to Parents of

W'and: Pupils.—Address LADr PatNctral, Itemenham House,

, Sussex.
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B
KIGHTON COLLEGE.

The NEXT TERM will commence on TUESDAY, January M, 1881.
1 F. W, MADDEN, M.R.A.8., Secretary.

STRATFORD-ON-AVON.—TRINITY COLLEGE
SCHOOL—The Warden. RICHARD P CURRY, MA, is assisted

by Seven Resident Graduate Masters, Special attention polo, to Modern
LaatruaEes. Classical and Modern Sides. Junior Department for young
boys. Exhibitions to the Universities Large Playing Fields. Gymna
sium, Fives Courts, dec. Terms, Fifty and Sixty Guineas.—Apply to the
Wasdem.

URTON-ON-TRENT. —ALSOPFS GIRLS'
SCHOOL.B

WANTED, n LADY to take the Management of the above Endowed
School on the 21th of JANUARY NEXT. She will be required toteach
Latin, French, and German, and the usual branches of an English Edu
cation. She will receive a fixed Stipend otjil a Year; also-a Capitation
Fee of 2(. Yearly on each Pupil Them are now aboat Hi Pupils. The
School was built to accommodate- ISO, and was opened at Michaelmas,
1875. A Residence Is provided.—Applications und Testimonials to be sent
to Mr. William Small, Solicitor. Iltrton-on-Trent, the Clerk to tho
Governors, itn or before the 14th day of DECEMBER NEXT. Personal
canvas of the Governors is not allowed.

M
ARYBOROUGH GRAMMAR SCHOOL,
QUEENSLAND, Australia,—Applications by letter, accompanied

by testimonials, for the Appointment of HEAD MASTER to the above
School will be received by the Sneutrsav to the Hoard of Trustees, at
his Office, Helsam's Buildings, Kent-street, Maryborough, Queensland,
until MONDAY. February 28. 1881. Salary, 50W. a year, with a Six-
roomed Residence within the School Grounds f Gas and W'ater laid on).
Similar Applications for the Appointment of SECOND MASTER, at a

Salary of Sow. a year, without Residence, will be received at the same
time and place
No Clerk lu Holy Orders or Public Minister of Religion will be eligible

for cither Appointment.
School Duties will begin about August. 1881.
A Copy of the School Regulations, as approved br the Queensland

Government, may be inspected and further information obtained, on
application at the Offices of the Agent General for the Colony, 32, Charing
Cross, London.

LITHOGRAPHY.—GOW, BUTTEHPIELD & CO.
(hue Rutterfleld A Mason) ore prepared to execute First-class

WORK in FAC-SIM1LRS of Oil Painting. Water Colours. Book Illus
trations, Show-cards, and Trade Emblems, Specimens may be teen at
their Works, Bowling Green-lane buildings, Farringdon-road, E.C.

w
HAT WILL THIS COST to PRINT . The

iswer promptly supplied by Ft tzstMwnmrA*Boms, Steam Printers,
., N. Careful work at moder•derate prices.

THE PRINTERS of Society, The Citizen, Four
other Newspapers, Twenty Monthly Periodicals, and other Publi

cations, possess unrivalled facilities both at Loadun and Chtlworth for
the production of this class of work. Estimates furnished.—Umwim
BaoTHBBs, the Greaham Frees, 109a, Cannon-street, E.C.

PRINTING.—JOHN BALE & SONS, Printers of
the Dental Renew, the Engtithtouman't Rewiev, and other Period

icals, are prepared to undertake the PRINTING of Mogasiues, Pamphlets,
Book work. Catalogues, Ac., on the most reasonable terms. Estimates

— Steam Printing Offices, 87-88, Great Tltchfield-strtet, Oxford-

TO PROPRIETORS of NEWSPAPERS and
PERIODICALS—WY MAN * SONS, Printers of the Builder, the

Printing Times, Truth, the rumitw* Uautte, the Htrine, Brief of the
WeeJt't A'«<rs, and other high-class Publications, call *ttantiun to the
facilities they possess for the Complete. Economic, and Punctual Produo-
tlon of Periodical Literature, whether Illustrated or Plain. Estimate*
furnished to Projectors of New Periodicals for either Printing, or Print
ing and Publishing.— 74, and 73, Great Queen-street, London, W.C.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
531, OXFORD-STREET, LONDON, W.C.

AUTOTYPE represents Permanent Photographic
Printing by several distinct "

FIRST —PIGMENT PRINTING, under Swan * Johnson's Patents —
The Photographic Image is built up of Carbon. Cbarcual. and ctfter
permanent pigments. These materials permit a wide range of Mono-
chromic expression. Pictures copied up to 4 feet by 3 feet. Autot) pe
Art la known throughout Europe i lu productions ar« absolutely Per
manent.
SECOND. — COLLOTYPE, or PHOTOGRAPHY in the PRINTING

PRESS.—A Process perfected by the Company, and adapted for

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS.
This Process Is employed by the Trustees of the British Museum, Palsao-
graphicol, Numismatic*!, Archaeological, and other Learned Societies,
and by the leading Publishers In London and 1'arts It affords tho fol
lowing advantages:— The Prints direct on the paper, with suitakle
margins, ready for binding , the F*c-almile character of the results ; too
cheapness for Klitlons of STO. A0O, Ac
THIRD -WOODBURYTYPE. or RKT.IEP PRINTING, in which a

Meial Matrix fields a large number of Prints —This Process Is cheap.
ted fur Portraits. Englneent' and Manufacturers' Bumplin. and
f continuous gradation. Where pure High Lights or \ ignettes

are"required the Process Is unsuitable Woodburytypes require mount
ing W oodburyrvpe f
Process, and enable* '

s an addendum to the more important Collotype
e Company to execute Ordera by the method best

suited to the particular Work.

For terms and Specimens apply to the Mahaoxx,

^HE AUTOTYPE FINK-ART GALLERY
J. displays a noble COLLECTION of COPIES of tha OLD MASTERS,
and manv tine Examples of Modern Art
JUST PUBLISHED, India, Two Sizes, 42s. and 21*., "COME UNTO

THESE YELLOW SANDf." after the Painting by Walter Field. Esq.,
Exhibited at the Royal Academy, IKS, and at the Paris Universal Ex
hibition. 1*70 This fine Autotype combines the merits of an Engraving
with the Fac-eimilc of tho Artist's touch ; Mr. Field having truuepobed
his subject into Monochrome expressly for Autotvpe.
Win be ready in January. AUTGrYPERKPRODUCTIONS ofTWELVE
DRAWINGS sad PAINTINGS by P. O. Hamerton. Esq.
NEW CATALOGUE, price fco*. free by post , Gratis to Purchasers.

To adorn at little cost the Walls of Home with Artistic Mas'erpierps,
visit the ALTO'lYl'E FINE-ART GALLERY, 531, Oxford-street. W.C.

Director uf VYoras, J. it. hAWVKK.
General Manager, W. S. BIRD.

TJARE ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS, and DRAW-
-AV INOS, by tho iiiowcKtecmed OLD MASTERS, may be obtained at
GEORGE LOVF, K OLD PRiy""*"1— " "
A CATALOG LE sent c

EftiabU«hed ii bo

, BUNH1LL-ROW, London,
cony post age*etamps.
Uxty Years.

T> FRIEDLANDKR ft SOHN, Berlin, N.W,
-* » • Carlstrasae II, Natural History and Natural Science Booksellers.
Eatabtlined since 1*27 Ijirresi stork of the whole Literature of Nutural
History and the Exact Sciences. Apply for Classified Catalogue m
XXV. Parts (each one special Department of Science,, price 6s!. Just
published: Port IX Entomology, 1, Scripta Miscellanea, Culeoptera.
*> rages. I'ort X. Entomology, if. l^'pldopiera, 23 paxes Iltrt XI
Entomology 3, Hyasenaptera. Nevropiera. Onhopura, Dfptera,
Hi-tnipu-ra. Paraslia, 30 pages. These Caialogucs comprise the Ent imo-
' arical Library of Prof. C. Stat, of Stockholm.

SAVE TIME and MONEY by asking your Book
seller for LETTS'S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of DIARIES and

TIME-SAVING MANUFACTURES and PUBLICATIONS.

LETTS'S DIARIES nre the best, the cheapest, the m<
Hundreds of thousands use thera.

S
TILLIE'S ANNOTATED CATALOGUE.

With Illustrations, price frf.

'2:2, Hanover-street, Edinburgh.

TO B00KBUYEKS.—James Thorpb, 4, Union-
street. Brighton, has just published his ANNUAL CLEARANCE

CATALOGUE of Second-hand Hooks, in all Branches of Literature, at
grently reduced prices, to be had post free.

MOST RARE, CURIOUS, and VALUABLE
HOOKS. Black Letter, and Eartv Printed Volumes ; a singular

Assemblage of Belles-lettres, Ballads. Jests, Wit. Drolleries, Ac. CATA
LOGUE post free for penny stamp.—Thomas Beet. 15. Conduit-street,
Bund-street, London, W. Libraries Bought ; full value given.

FINE and SCARCE BOOKS.- Jnst published
ALBERT JACKSON'S CATALOGUE, Part 13. Gratis and Post

free. Specialities in Extra Illustrated Books. Libraries or small Colloc
tions of Books and Engravings Purchased.—221, Great Portland-street
London, W.

RARE BOOKS on ASTROLOGY.—For SALE, a
COLLECTION of 27 VOLUMES, including Tabula; Primi Mo-

bills—Opus Reformatum—Campanells Astrologlcorum, Ac. Clean and
perfect, and many in uniform Russia binding.—Offers to E. W. Socth-
wood. Fakenham, Norfolk.

B
00KS at a Discount of 3c?. to 9d. in the Shilling;,

<ir 25 to 75 percent.—GILBERT & FITTED have Just Issued their
CATALOGUE of BOOKS, from tho " 'Prices of which they
allow the above liberal Discount. Catalogues vrails ami postage free.—
Gilbert £ Fm.ii, t>7, Moorgate-street, and 19, Oracechurch-street, E C.

pHEAP BOOKS. — GILBERT & FIELD, 67,
yy Moorgate-street. and 18. Graeechureh-street, E.C Threepence
Discount in the Shilling allowed off the Published l*rlces of oil New
It inks. School-books, Bibles. Prayer-books. Church Services. Annuals,
Diaries, Pocket-books, Peerages, ate. A lane and choice Stock, well
displayed in Show-Room* to select from Export and Country Orders
punctually executed.—Giliicst & Field. 67, Moorgate-street, aad 18,
C-rac©church-street, London. E C. Catalogues gratia and postage free.

HISTORY of the CERAMIC ART: a Descriptive
and PhiiovnphfcaJ Study of the Pottery of all Ages and nil Nations,

by ALBERT JACQUEMART. containing 2U0 Woodcuts by H Cate-
naeci and Jules Jacquemart. 12 Engravings In aquafortis by Jules
Jacquemart on papier de luxe (Hallines). and 1,000 Marks and Mono
grams. Translated by Mrs BURY PALLISER. Author of ■ Historic
Devices.' Sc., Second Edition, roval Bvo. very tajtefnlly bound In cloth
gilt, gilt top, go'd block on fide, pp, upwards of W0 f originally pub.
21. 3a ), 12s. tut —C. Uiuut, 60, GosweU-road, London.—Culaiogue free
for two

O1
LD WEDGWOOD.—ADVERTISER wishes to
PURCHASE good SPECIMENS, at current value, for Cash.

Vnses. Busts, Plaques, and Medallion* only. State colour, size, con
dition, and marks —Address O. W.. at C. H. May ACa't General Adver
tising Offices. 78, Graccchurch-atrect, London.

A NTIQUE GEMS.—A PRIVATE
A wishes to SELL a small liat choir© COLL

GENTLEMAN
COLLBOTtON of ANTIQUE

GEMS tn IatMlio nod Ouneo.—Address Awtiqcakt. rare of Metro
Adams & Francis, Advertising Agents, 59, Fleet«ere«Ct B.C.

iEMS and PRECIOUS STONES, Mounted, can
GV/ be PURCHASED at advantageous prices —BKVct>Wai«RT, Mine
ralogist and Expert in Gems and Precious Stones. M, On
street, London, W.C.

, Great Kuwll-

c
10INS and MEDALS for SALE ; also Nnmis-

' matlc Books. Ac —DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS Issnednt frequent
lie obtained on sending address and n postagx'-stuiup
lK'vonshire-street. (iucen-square. London , \V < '.

O

o

LD ENGLISH FURNITURE. — A PAIR of
CHIPPENDALE CHAIRS tor SALE, formerly the Property of

Colonel Townley. the Short-Horn Breeder. Also an old Oak English
Marriage Coffer.—Apply to Mr, Alls* CorrTttrai., Art Studio, 143, In-
vernees-terruce, London, W.

LD PICTURES. — FOR SALE, SIX PALNT-
INGS. Including Works by P. Mlgnard, F Zuccaro.and S. Pether.

- May be si-^n, by appointment only, by addressing J. L. Ears, 38,
Chelshom-road, Claphntu, S.W.

MUSIC and PICTURE BUSINESS for DIS
POSAL.—Eastern Counties. No opposition. Returns. I.&00! , at

full I Profits Nt'K'i and Goodwill, about 9U07. Easy terms.—M., 1, Ath-
hurtou House, Fulham, Middlesex.

rFHE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any

I WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every
rceard to the safest and most cautious treatment, by MV1THEW It".
THOMl'SON. Studio. «. Geonre-street. Peatman-square. W.

CCiENTIKIC PKESENTS. — In the STUDENT'S
KJ -ELEMENTS of OEOI^GY,' by Lyell (18T4). he says; — ■• As II
Is impossible to enable the reader to recognize rocks and minerals at
sight by the aid of verbal descriptions or figures, ho will do well to
obtain a wcll-nrrnnKiM collpctlon of specimens, such as may be pro
cured from Mr TESNANT i U\i, strand). Teacher of Mineralogy at
Kind's College, London " These Collections ore supplied on the following
terms, in plain Mahogany Cabinets:—

too XpeHmenJ, in Otbiaet, with S Trays £2 2 0
2iP0 spci-jniens, in ( ablnet, with iTTavs 5 $ 0
800 Specimens, in Cabinet, with 9 Drawers 10 10 0
400 Specimens, lu Cabinet, with 1.1 Drawers 21 0 0

More extensive Collections at so to 6,000 Outness each.

Mr.Trnv<vr trives Praetloal Instruction iu Geology and Mineraiogr
at Utt. Str.ind, W.C.

MALVERN WELLS, WORCESTERSHIRE.—
The ABBEY.—TO BE LET with Immediate iHMsessinn, nn Impor

tant and i-omniodions FAMILY REM DENCB. containing Drawlnir-room.
w ft. by IS ft , Secondary ditto. 3o ft. by 13 ft. -, Dining-room, AO It. by
18 ft , Secondary ditto, 22 ft by 19 ft. ; Morniug-room and Study ; hand
some Entrance-Hall and Staircase ; Twelve beat Bed-rooms ; Two Ihrss-
Inir-rooms; large Ball-room, fitted, also smaller ones. Servants' lted-
rnoms, toif' ther with ampv and appropriate Dfmwmc Ofllres. At a
con * »•□ lent distance Is b tabling for Three Horses. Coacli-houM-. Loft, nmt
Mmu's Kojm over, &c. The (trounds arc tastefully laid out, and 1trrlu<fe
a fine Lawn-tennis Groand. and a productive and well-stocked Kitchen
G»rdeo. There is a splendid supply of td« famed Hfll-waU-r bygravi-
■ ati'm. and the »aiiit*ry arrangemeats are perfect. Three Packs of
Hounds hunt tho district. This Property Is eminently suited for a
family of distinction, a Ijtdlet' College, or a Hydropathic Establishment.
— Messrs. HAarea A Sokh, Estate Agents, Great Malvern, will forward
all further particulars.

eSfths 2lttct<<m

Valuable Law Library of the Right Hon. ALFRED HENRY
THES/GER, deceased, late one of the Lord* Justices of
Appeal, ewtbracina also that of the late Right Hon. Lard
CHELMSFORD,formerly Lord Chancellor of England.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
nt their Rooms. 115. Chancery-lane. W.C. on TUESIJAY. De

cember 7. at 1 o'clock, the above valuable LAW LIBRARY ; campnaiv
Howell's State Trials, 34 vola—the New Law Reports, complete to l«-t
—a capital Scries of Reports In King's and Queen's r
Pleas, and Common Bench. Exchequer, Chancery, and '
Privy Council. Ecclesiastical, and Admiralty Cases ar
tical Works—two handsome Mahogany Bookcases. Ac.

To be viewed, and Catalogues hod.

Miscellaneous Books, including a Selection from the Library ofa~
GENTLEMAN.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION;
at their Rooms, 115, Chancery-lane. W a, on THURSDAY,

December 9, and Following Day, at I o'clock, MISCELLANEOUS
BOOKS ; including Babers Greek Testament. 6 voul—Gum's !:,-■■-

ham—Watt's Blbliotheca, A vols.—<iwen's Memoir of the Mylodoc—
Hisire's Giruldns, 2 vols -British Museum Catalogues, comprising tfa-
Arundel and Burney MSS illuminated— ForstraH's Oriental M.M aad
Greek l*apyri — Coombe's Coins — Hansard's Parliamentary Debates,
KjO vols — Journals of the House of Commons, to 3rd A tth Victoria,
103 vols.—Tracts and Pamphlets relating to Ireland, the Slave Trade,
and Political Uuestlons— illustrated and other PeriodicaJa. Ac.

To be viewed, and Catalogues had.

Standard Books in General Literature, including Portvm <n* tns
Botanical and Scientific library of the late JOHN M/ERS.
Esq., F.R.S. F.L.S.,$c. . Oil Wrtraxt of Samuel Rogen Ike-
Poet, by S. Lawrence.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Rooms. 115. Chancery-Una, W.C, on TUESDAY

December 11. and Two Following Days, at 1 o'clock. STA.VfltKD
BOOKS In GBNEKAi. LITERATURE. Including a PORTION of iho
BOTANICAL and SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY of the late JOHN M1ER.-*,
Esq.—Library Editions of the Works of Recent Htstociaaa, Poet*, aod
Novelists, in handsome bindings. Also a Fine Oil Portrait of nanawssj
Rogers, the Poet, by S. Lawrence.

Extensive iJbrary by Auction, at the MART, ROSEMARY
STREET, Belfast, commencing on MOSDA Y, December lSt

at 11 o'clock.

BY DIRECTIONS of the EXECUTORS of the
late ROBERT J.TENNKNT, Esq., D.L. J P.. we will DISPOSE of

the Important LIBHARY'. removed lrom Rustrpark , cosaprising over
6,000 Volumes, on above and Following Days.
Catalogues are now ready, and the Library will be on View on

THURSDAY, December 9.
Terms Cash, and 5 per cent Commission.

HUGH C. CLARKE A SON, Auctioneers and Valuers

The choice Collection of Engravings and Etchingsformed

by the Rev. J. J. HEYWOOD.

\\ESSRS. S0THKBY, WILKINSON & HODGB
1TJL will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13. Welling! xi-
street. Strand, W.C, on MONDAY. December 6. and Two Following
Days, at 1 o clock precisely, a choice COLLECTION of ENGRAVINGS
and ETCHINGS formed by the Rev J. J. HEYWOOD, now relin
quishing the pursuit ; comprising tine Examples of the Earlier Masters,
Albrecht DQrer, Lukaa Van ljeyden, Rembrandt Van Rhyn, Ac. ; also a
very remarkable Series of the Works of the later Dutch Etchers, I*anl
Potter, Nicholas Berghem, Ostade, Jean Le Ducq. Karl Du Jaxdln, Jean
Livens, Waterloo, F. Bol. A. Flamen, Ac., comprising Early states -jf
the utmost rarity ; a Series of beautiful Etchings of the French and
English Schools, Ancient and Modern, including rare Specimens of
Claude Lorralno In Earl j States, and choice Proofs of the Works of
Brarxiuemond, L. Flameng, Rajon, Le Oros, Jacquemart, Seymour
Hades, J. M Whistler, Ac. ; several Important Works of the Messotint
Engravers, McArdeU, Watson, Spllsbury, Ward. J. R. Smith, Ac , :n

Collection of the Works of George

bad; if by post, on

.plead id Proof States ;
Venue In Proof States,
May be viewed two

receipt of six stamps.

Valuable Libraries of the late Archdeaco* WtLKlNS, of the
lite Mr. J. C. WEBB, and of the laU ALEJCAXDtAi
BLAIR, Esq. LL.D.

MESSRS. S0THEBY WILKINSON tc HODGB
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 15. WeMsurtoa-

street. Strand, W.C., on FRIDAY', December 10, and Three Follow:na:
Days, at 1 o'clock precisely, the Valuable LIBRARIES of the late
Archdeacon WILKINS, of the late Mr. J. C. WEBB, and of the late
ALhXANDER BLAIR, Esq. LL.D. , comprising Important ThecJogkol
Publications—splendid Books of Print*—Topography and Heraldry-
Northern Literature—Dictionaries and Grammars—Ribliagrnphy and
Sale Cataloicuea, and Stundord Works iu English and Fureurn l^inruajtrv
including Tindaie s New Testament. 1536— Milton s l'aradiae IamA. lint
edition—Library of Anglo-Catholic Theology, 87 vola—Clark's Foreign
Theological library, tui vols. — Roberts s Views In the HoJt lAnd,
id parts, tlncly coloured—Munich Gallery —Collection of ISu Ooloarrd
Caricatures and Etchings by G. (rulksiuiak — Chippeadase'a Designs
lor Household Furniture — Bakrrt Northampunsbire, 2 Tubx large
paper — Gent's Publications — Visitations — Danako Viaer. t vols -
l 'In Irs—Edda—Sagas— Brunet. Manual du Libraire, 7 vols.—and a verv
extensive Series of Auction Catalogue*, with Prices ■
i Lasers— various Editions of Shakespeare--Works o
Thackeray. Surtees. Alnsworth, Ac.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues inay be had ; if by post, on

receipt of four stamps.

The Remaining Engravings and Books of the late GEORGE
RAPHABL WARD, and other Collections of Emgrurtngs.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE
wHI SELL by AUCTION, at their House. No. 13. W«Ulagton-

1NESDAY, December 15. and Follow
the REMAINING ENGRAVINGS i

street, Strand, W.C , on WEDNESDAY. December 15. and Following
Dav. at 1 o'clock precisely, the REMAINING ENGRAVINGS and
BOOK* of tho late GEORGE RAPHAEL WARD, to which are added
an ASSEMHLAGE of KNORAVINOS from several Private Collections.
Including Illustrated Books and Books connected with the Fine Arts-
Die Duplicate Stock of Portrait* engraved by the late Georgii Raphael
Ward—Illustrations to Mrs. Jameson's Works. Including sosne «f the
Original Dmwings— Engravings by Old Masters— Btample* of Modem
liali'in and orher Engraver*. Including Specimens of Deanoyer*. Forswr.
I^mght. R Merghen. Bichoinme. Miiller. a nearly complete set of the
Cutregiu' Frescoes, bv Tosehi. *c —Portrait* after Sir J. Iteynr>ld4~ l"ut>-
llrations of the Arundel Society—Book III nitrations, Drawtng*, Frasaei
Engraving*. Ac.
May be viewed two day* prior. Catalogues mar be had , If try post. os>

receipt of two stamps.

Valuable Collection of Engraving* ; also
Drawing*,

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMTSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leloestar-sqoara. WC, on

TIU'ESDAV. iHt-ember !), at I o'clock prectteir. a largsraad TaiuaNe
COLLECIlON of ENGRAVINGS from a PRIVATE tiOUKCE ,
prising scarce Mezzotint Portrait*—tine Original Impression* ul 1
uwii and his School—carieatarea by Rowlandaon aad- GUIrar— I
alter Moiiand and Ward—line r__"
Early Masters-Old KnatHuY
Antiquities. Ac. Also a C
by Ennltsh Artists.

Caialoguea (by post), two*

■nre* oy nowi
* Engmvlngs.
IjindBCapes- '1
Mrtlon of Wat
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Theological Libraries of the late Rev. JOHN SCOTT

PORTER and others.

MES', PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C., on

FRIDAY, December 10,and Following Day, at ten minutes past 1 o'clock

Precisely. the THEOLOGICAL LIBRARIES of the late Rev. John

SCOTTPoRTER (removed from Belfast), and others; comprising a good

assortment of Books in the various Branches of Theological literature

Walton's Polyglott Bible, with Castell's Lexicon-Wetstein's Greek

Testament-Bibles and Testaments in many Languages-Lexicons

Works of the Fathers and of Roman Catholic Divines, &c.

Catalogues on receipt of two stamps.

Scientific Property, Works of Art, and Miscellaneous Effects.

ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leices uare, W.C., on MON

DAY, December 13, at 12 o'clock precisely (in consequence of the e

number of Lots), valuable SCIENTIFIC PROPERTY, WORKS of ART,

and MISCELLANEOUS EFFECTS; including Microscopes—Telescopes

-Opera and Race Glasses-Dissolving-View Apparatus and numerous

Sliders for same-Cameras and Lenses, &c.–China-Antiquities and

Works of Art-Enamels-Miniatures—Bas-Relievos—Persian Cabin

Antique and Modern Silver Plate-Jewellery, &c.

Catalogues (by post), two stamps.

Extensive Cellar of Wines in Lots to suit Private Buyers.

ME'. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by

AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C., on

TUESDAY, December 14, at 2 o'clock precisely, an extensive CELLAR

of Choice WINES, about 1,000 DOZENS, including fine Vintage Ports,

Dessert Sherries, Madeira, Clarets, first-quality Sparkling Champagnes,

Hock and Moselle, Still Wines, &c. Also several Cases of Choice

Brandy, and a few Lots of Liqueurs.

Cataloguess (by post), two stamps.

Miscellaneous Books,":: Library of a Gentleman,

Ceased.

ME$. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C., on

THURSDAY, December 16, and Following Day, at ten minutes past

1 o'clock precisely, a COLLECTION of MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS in

all the various Branches of Literature, including the LIBRA1:Y of a

GENTLEMAN, deceased; comprising Standard Works in History,

Poetry, Biography, Travels, Science, &c.—a few rare and curious Books

—Foreign Works—Books of Scenery, &c.

Catalogues are preparing.

Copyrights and Remainders of Popular Novels, &c.

ME'. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C., on

THURSDAY, December 16, at about 3 o'clock, the COPYRIGHTS,

STEREOTYPE PLATES, and entire REMAINDER of the Printed

Stock of the following£ NOVELS, viz.:-Charlie Carew, by

Annie Thomas–For the Old Love's Sake, by Iza D. Hardy–Diana Gay,

by Percy Fitzgerald–Her Father's Name-The Fatal Inheritance, by

Gertrude Townshend Mayer-A Wingless Angel, by J. E. Muddock-A

Woman Scorned, by E. Owens Blackburne - The Master of Rivers

wood, by Mrs. Arthur-A Chieftain of High Degree, by Sarah Tytler

The Adventures of Dr. Vander Bader-Cyprus, by Mrs. Clarke.

talogues are preparing.

The valuable Musical Library of the late J. G. MARSH, Esq.

MB'U'SIM''ON will SE'' by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square

MONDAY, December 20, at ten minutes Fast 1 o'cloc
interesting and valuable LIBRARY of MUSIC of the la . G. MARSH,

Esq., removed from the Warrington Museum and Library, where it wasdeposited by way of Loan. ing y

catalogues are preparing.

Extensive Sale of Musical Instruments.

ME'. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester-square, W.C., on

TUESDAY. December 21, at ten minutes t 1 o'clock y, an

extensive ASSEMBLAGE of MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS of nearly every

*#i Goods intended for this Sale should be sent not later than the 10th

ns.t.

MUDIE's sRLECT LIBRARY,

NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS.—NOTICE.

All the BEST NEW WORKS in HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, RELIGION, PHILOSOPHY, TRAVEL

and ADVENTURE, and the HIGHER CLASS of FICTION, are in CIRCULATION at MUDIE'S SELECT

LIBRARY, and arrangements are made with the leading Publishers for an ample Supply of all Forth

coming Books of General Interest as they appear.

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM, for a Constant Succession of the Best

New Books.

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS PER ANNUM, for the Free Delivery

of Books in every part of London.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS and UPWARDS, according to the number of Volumes

required.

B00K SOCIETIES AND LITERARY INSTITUTIONS SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS.

REVISED LISTS of WORKS recently added to the Library, and CATALOGUES of SURPLUS

COPIES withdrawn for Sale at greatly Reduced Prices, are now ready, and will be forwarded, postage

free, on application.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS AND SCHOOL PRIZES.

A NEW EDITION of MUDIE'S CATALOGUE of WORKS of the BEST AUTHORS, in morocco,

tree-calf, calf extra, vellum, and other Ornamental Bindings, adapted for Gentlemen's Libraries or Drawing

Room Tables, and for Christmas, Wedding, or Birthday Presents, and College or School Prizes, is now

ready, and will be forwarded on application.

All the BOOKS in CIRCULATION and on SALE at MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY may also be

obtained by all Subscribers to

MUDIE'S LIBRARY, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

And (by order) from all Booksellers in connexion with the Library.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), New Oxford-street.

CITY OFFICE: 2, KING-STREET, CHEAPSIDE.

Dissolving-View Lanterns, Slides, and Miscellaneous Property.

MR: J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King-street, Covent-garden, on FRIDAY

December 10, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, lotssof VING-VIEW

LANTERNS and SLIDES-Telescopes, Microscopes, and Objects for

same-Cameras, Lenses, and other useful Ph ic App

Show-Cases- Surgical Instruments– Opera and Race Glasses; also

about 60 Lots of good Furs and Skins for present use, and a great

variety of Miscellaneous Property.

On view after two o'clock the day prior and morning of Sale, and

Catalogues had.

Ancient and Modern Engravings.

ESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS

respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street, St. James's square. on MONDAY

December 6, at 1 o'clock precisely, valuable ANCIENT and MODERN

ENGRAVINGS, framed and in the portfolio, from different COLLEC

TIONS, including choice proofs after Sir J Reynolds, J. M. W. Turner,

R.A., Sir E. Landseer, R.A. J. E. Millais, R.A.-a number of Etchings

by Charles Méryon-Coloured Publications of the Arundel Society

Books of Prints, ''', &c. Also a small COLLECTION of

B00KS of PRINT8 and ENGRAVINGS, the Property of Captain

HAMILTON, deceased, late of the 71st Regiment.

May be viewed, and Catalogues had.

Books and Autograph Letters from different Private Libraries.
- -

MF' CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS

respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street, St. James's-square, on TUESDAY

December 7, and Following Day, at 1 o'clock precisely, a COLLECTIO

of Books and AutogluAPH i.ET"trebts from different private

LIBRARIES, including Books on the Fine Arts, Picture Galleries, and

Works in General Literature; comprising Musée Napoléon, 10 vols,

paper, proofs before letters-Royal Gallery of Art, 4 vols., India

proof lected Pictures from Galleries in England, 4 vols., India

roofs—Turner's Views in England and Wales, 2 vols., large paper-Art

* vols., mo Hills's Etchings of Animals, 6 vols.—Books

Illustrated by George Cruikshank-Ruskin's Works-Gentleman's

Magazine, 185 vols., calf gilt-Dibdin's Bibli phical Works, &c., and

a Collection of Autograph Letters and MSS. of Robert Burns.

May be viewed, and Catalogues had.

The Collection of Pictures of the late GEORGE GIPPS, Esq.

ESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS

respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street, St. James's-square, on SATURDAY,

December 11, at 1 o'clock preciselv (by order of the Executors), a

valuable COLLECTION of ANCIENT and MODERN PICTURES, the

Property of GEORGE GIPPS, Esq., deceased, late of Howletts, near

Canterbury, includingw" of

CarraceAliori Domenichino Palma

Boltraffio rravaggio Guercino Primaticcio

Bonifaccio nani Guido Serani

Botticelli Dolce Mazzolino #
Also a few old Dutch and Flemish Masters, two beautiful Works of

Lancret, and a few Works of the Modern Belgian and French Schools.

May be viewed two days preceding, and catalogues had.

Wines and Brandy, from the Private!Cellar of the late G. T.

RUCK, ., and some fine Port, late the Property of J. S.

YOUNG, Esq., deceased.

MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS

respectfully give notice that th: will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street, St. James's-square, on MONDAY,

mber 13, at 1 o'clock precisely (by order of the Executors), valuable

WINES and BRANDY, from the private cellar of G. T. RUCK, **

deceased (late senior partner of Ruck, Fenwick & Ruck, of St. Dunstan's

hill); comprising 14 dozens of fine old brown Sherry, 68 dozens of Old

East and West India Madeira, and 60 dozens of Port of the '#' of

1834, 1846, and 1851—and 100 dozens of Martell's Brown Brandy of the

vintage of 1857. Also 140 dozens of fine Port, of the vintages of 1847,

1851, and 1863, late the Property of JAMES SIMPSON YOUNG, Esq.,

deceased, of Abbot Hall, Grange-over-Sands, Carnforth-some choice

bins of Sherry, Madeira, Port, and Hock—and 40 dozens of Château Mar

£ the vintage of 1868, the Property of a Gentleman in Hert

o re.

les may be had, on paying for the same, one week eding the

s' Catalogues at£ CHRisrir, Mansox &: 8,

King-street, St. James's-square, S.W.

The Second Portion of the Ertensive and Costly Stock of

Jewels of Messrs. MACKAY, ct/NAINGAAM & Co., of

anburgh.

M£ CHRISTIE. MANSON & WOODS

give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street, St. James's£ on ThuhsioAY,

December 16, at 1 o'clock precisely, the SECOND PORTION of the v

extensive and costly STOCK of JEWELS of Messrs. MACKAY CUN
N HAM & Co., of Edinburgh; comprising Bracelets, Brooches,

Necklaces, Pendants, and Lockets—a handsome Diamond Cluster Brooch
- Ini _* ri – a fine large Black Opal Pendant, set with

Diamonds-good Half-Hoop and Cluster Rings, set with Diamonds,

Rubies, Sapphires, Emeralds,and Pearls-Pins and Studs, set with Opals,

Diamonds, and Pearls-Suites and Half Suites set with Brilliants and

other Precious Stones—also very handsome Topaz and Pearl Jewellery.

Works of the late WILLIAM BENNETT, and a large Col.

ction of Australian Views, by W. Bennett, jun.

ESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS

respectfully,give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street, St. James's-square, on SATURDAY,

December 18, at 1 o'clock precisely, the whole of the REMAINING

DRAWINGS and PICTURES of the late WILLIAM BENNETT.mem

ber of the Institute of Painters in Water Colours; also a few Books,

Engravings, &c. Also a large Collection of Australian Wiews in Water

Colour Drawings, by W. Bennett, jun.

HE NINETEENTH CENTURY, for

DECEMBER, 1880. Price 2s. 6d.

The IRISH CRISIS. (1). By Justin MeCarthy, M.P.

Charlotte O'Brien. (3) By the Right Hon. Lord Lifford

A CURE for EXPLOSIONS in COLLIERIES. By Samuel Plimsoll.

MUSIC and the PEOPLE. By Mrs. Marshall.

SOUTH AFRICA. By the Right Hon. Earl Grey.

The CHASE: its HISTORY and LAWS. II.

Justice of England.

BUDDHISM and the NEW TESTAMENT. By Prof. J. Estlin Carpenter.

EARL RUSSELL during the EASTERN QUESTION. By Hallam

Tennyson.

The SCULPTURES of OLYMPIA. By A. S. Murray.

The PROBABLE RESULT8 of the BURLALS BILL. By the “Rev. J.

Guinness Rogers.

PARLIAMENTARY OBSTRUCTION and its REMEDIES. By Henry

Cecil Raikes.

(2) By Miss

By the Lord Chief

C. Kegan Paul & Co. London.

Monthly, price Half-a-Crown,

THE C ON TEM PORA RY RE VIEW.

on the LIMITS of HUMAN KNowLEDGE. (The Unity of Nature.

No IV.) By the Duke of Argyll.

POETS' CORNER. By Alfred Austin.

YouNG BENGAL at HOME. By W. Knighton, LL.D.

PROFESSOR GREEN as a CRITIC. By Richard Hodgson, jun.

NIHILISM in RUSSIA. By the Rev. M. Kaufmann.

WILLAGE LIFE in NEW:ENGLAND. By a Non-Resident American.

WHAT is the HOUSE of LORDS : By Professor Bonamy Price.

chn'£ its FOREIGN RELATIONS. By Sir Rutherford Alcock,

The LAND LEAGUE and its WORK. By T. P. O'Connor, M.P.

An AUTUMN RAMBLE. By Lady Verney.

Dr.*: on EVERLASTING PUNISHMENT. By Professor J. B

ayor.

Strahan& Co. Limited. 34, Paternoster-row.

LACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE, for DECEMBER,

1880. No. DCCLXXXII. price 2s. 6d.

Contents,

The PRIVATE SECRETARY. Part II.

Mr. KINGLARE'S NEW WOLUME,

Dr. WORTLE'S SCHOOL. Conclusion.

The INDIAN FAMINE REPORT8.

From the SICILLAN of WICORTAI.

WINTER SPORTS and PLEASURES.

PAULO POST fuTURUM POLICY.

ineland outt REPROACH.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

JFBASER's MAGAZINE, DECEMBER, 1880,No. 612,

New Series, No. CXXXII. Price2s. 6d.

Contents.

END fMiON.

The NATIVES of INDIA. By the Right Hon. the Earl of Northbrook

The “AFFAIR SIMPSON.” By H. J. M.

PRISON VISITING. By F. M. F. Skene.

A FORGoTTEN HERO. By the Author of “A Canadian Heroine.'

*Hon.SE8 and their FEET. By Sir George W. Cox, Bart.

The PROBLEM of RAILWAY SAFETY. By F. R. Conder.

oNE DAMSY and TW0 WIOLETS. By Alexander Anderson.

A v181T to the OLDEST STATE in EUROPE. By J. Theodore Bent

The PENITENCE of RAJAH YAYATI. By Frederika Macdonald.

The IR1SH LAND QUESTION. By T. E. Cliffe Leslie.

London: Longmans & Co.

ACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE, No. 254, for

| DECEMBER, pricels.

Contents.

1. The PORTRAIT of a LADY. By Henry James, Jun. Chaps. 11-14.

2. The New ENGLISH UNIVERSITY. By Professor William Jack.

3. A NEW ANTiPooBAN PERIODICAL.

4. PHOEBUS with ADMETUS By George Meredith.

5. WHAT CAN BE DONE FOR IRELAND? By W. Bence Jones.

6. The Novels of FERNAN CABALLERO. By Miss M. Betham.

Edwards.

7. The ETHICS of COPYRIGHT. By Grant Allen.

Macmillan & Co. London.

THE MUSICAL TIMES, for DECEMBER, con

tains:-Limited Liability in Music-The Great Composers: Gluck

-TheFather of the Symphony-Pouchielli's Opera, "I Promessi Sposi"

—Her Majesty's Opera-Monday Popular, Crystal Palacc, Saturday

Orchestral Concerts-Berlioz's "Faust'-Occasional Notes. Correspon

dence, Reviews. Foreign and Country News, &c.

4d. -Annual Subscription, 4.s., including postage.

Price.3d.; post free,

HE MUSICAL TIMES, for DECEMBER, con

tains: “A New Year's Carol,” by James Shaw. Price, separately,

lid.

* *Novello, Ewer & Co. 1, Berners-street, W.; and 80 and 81,

Queen-street, B.C.
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C. KEGAN PAUL & CO.'S

LIST.

MS. TEXXTSOJT8 HEW TOLU1CB.

BALLADS, and other POEMS. By

Fcap. Svo. cloth,ALFRED TE51NYSON, Poet-J

3 vol*, demy Svo. cloth, price 42*.

DON QUIXOTE de la MANCHA.

By CERVAXTE9. Translated from the Original by
A. J. DCFFIELD. with Introduction and Notes.

Large pott Svo. cloth, price 12*.

SHAKESPEARE and CLASSICAL

AJi'TIQl'lTY: Greek and Latin Antiquity as presented
in Bhake»i«re'» Pl«v». By PAUL 8TAPFEK. Translated
by EMU. i J. CAREY.

Medium Byo.

HISTORY of PAINTING. From the

German of the late Dr. ALFRED WOLTMANIT and Dr.
KARL WOERMANN. Edited by SIDNEY COLVIJT.
M.A. Vol. I. Painting in Antiquity and the Middle
\ _• • With 1M Illustrations. Cloth, price 28i.; cloth

extra, bevelled boards, gilt leaves, price 30s.

With 2 Maps and 106 Woodcuts, crown 8vo. price of.

The NATURAL CONDITIONS of

EXISTENCE as they AFFECT ANIMAL LIFE. By
EARL SEMPER.

V To). XXXI. of the International Scientific Series.

With IS Illustrations, demy 8vo. cloth, price 18s.

GENOA : how the Republic Rose and

Fell. Bv J. THEODORE BENT, B.A., Oxon, Author of
* A Freak of Freedom ; or, the Republic of B. Marino/

With Map and 60 Illustrations, demy Svo. tfloth, price Vs.

NEW COLORADO and the SANTA

FE TRAIL. By A. II. HAYES, Jun., MA. F.R.G.8.

With Portrmit, demy 8vo. cloth, 16*.

SPINOZA: his Life and Philosophy.

By FREDERJ CK POLLOCK.

" Mr. Pollock'* book miwt undoubtedly be
the moat w-holarlv and workmanlike
po—irsa in this difficult kind."—i>aU Ai

" To say that Mr. Pollock's volume is mpertor to anything
which has hitherto appeared in English would be to give
him but scant praise."—Athenttum.

THE PABCHME5T LIBRARY.

OF THE IMITATION OF CHRIST.

By THOMAS A KEMPIS. A Revised Translation.
Elsevlr Svo. with Frontispiece, from a Design by VV. B.
Richmond, limp parchment antique, price 5*. ; vellum.
Is. 6d.

Fifty Copies of this volume have been
paper, and are all numbered and signed,
paper wrapper for binding, price 10*. 6d.

.printed on large
These are issued in

Large crown Svo. cloth, price 7#. 6d.

SISTER AUGUSTINE : Superior of

the Sister* of Charity at the Johannls Hospital at Bonn.
Authorised Translation from the German Memorials of

AMALIE YON LASAL'LX.

Post Svo. cloth, price 7*. tW.

The HUMAN RACE, and other

Sermons. Preached at Cheltenham. Oxford, and Brigh

ton. By the late Rev. F. W. ROBERTSON.

Sew Edition, demy Svo. with Photographic Portrait,

price 10«. «d.

A SHEAF GLEANED in FRENCH

FIELDS. By TORU DATT.

"The ' Sheaf Gleuned in French Fields ' would have been
an extraordinary feat had it been performed by an English
lady of high eduration ; from a Hindu girl It was little short
of miraculous."—Saturtiay Review.

Small crown Svo. cloth, price 5*.

DOLORES : a Theme with Variations.

In Three Parts.

A BOOK FOR BOYS.

A JOLLY FELLOWSHIP. By Frank

R. BTOCKTOX. With 30 Illustrations, crown Svo.
cloth, 5*.

London: 1, Paternoster-square.

BLACKIE & SON'S

PUBLICATIONS.

JUST PUBLISHED,

In 1 vol. large 4to. handsomely bound In cloth, gilt edges,

price Two Guineas,

SWITZERLAND:

ITS SCENERY AND ITS PEOPLE.

PICTORIALLY REPRESENTED BY EMINENT

SWISS AND GERMAN ARTISTS.

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE TEXT,

BASED OS THE GERMAN 07

Dr. GSELL-FELS.

Illustrated by nearly 400 Engravings, of which 60 are

Full-Page site.

ATHENAEUM.

" One of the moat richly illustrated books of the class

It would occupy too much of our space to describe all the

bright and pleasing views In which the book abounds so

richly that Dearly every page Is enlivened by their presence."

ACADEMY.

" Taken as a whole this handsome volume may be con

fidently recommended to Swiss travellers and lovers of

illustrated books, bot h for the number and general excellence

of IU woodcuts and the substantial merit of the letter-press

which accompanies them."

SATURDA V REVIEW.

"Among the large illustrated books of foreign countries,

* Switzerland : its Scenery and its People,' seems one of the

most commendable The letter-press Is replete with infor

mation.'*

OLD GLASGOW; the Place and the

People. From th#* KomiD Occupation to the Eighteenth Oeniury
Hy ANDREW MACOKOIU.K, Illustrated by floe Engravings.'
Demy Uo, dock, gtlt top, 41a.

"Mr. Margeorges pictures of life and manner* in the dark, the dim,
sad tha middle *ges. give evidence of very careful study Thn Illustra
tions arc highly characteristic, and, In general, admirably executed "

Timtt.
" The work, beautifully printed and well illuatrafd, la written by one

competent to make Independent Investigation."—Ath*n*um.

MEN of LIGHT and LEADING.

Edited by A. J. BYMINOTON. In Volumes, leap. thro, cloth price
U. 6o\ each.

The aim of this aeries It to give an Intelligible account of the aothors
Included In It, and of their writings, accompanied with specimens of
thejr works, to meet the want of that large culm of readers who dealre
to gain a good knowledge of our principal writers, but who are unable
to study elaborate biographies or complete collection* of their works.

THOMAS MOORE, in 1 vol. now ready.

HAMUEL LOVEH, do. do.

W. C. BHYANT. do. do.

WILLIAM WORDSWOHTH, in 2 TOJj. nearly ready.

The UNIVERSE ; or, the Infinitely

Oreatand thelnfloltelr LltUe. By P, A. POUCHBT.M D. Illustrated
by Tl'i Engraving* on Wood (of which tt are Pull-rage sixc>, and a
Frontispiece In Colours. Filth Kdiiiuii. Medium Bvo, cloth extra
gUt edges, lit. fid.

" We can honestly commend this work, which is as admirably as it Is
copiously Illustrated."—runts.

The GARDENER'S ASSISTANT.

By ROBERT THOMPSON, of the Horticultural Society's Gardens
Chtswlck New Edition Revised and greatly extended by THOMAS
MOORE. F.L.H.. Curator of the Chelsea Botanic (iardena assisted by
eminent Practical Gardeners. Illustrated by numerous Engravings
and Coloured Plates. Large Svo. cloth. Sis.

"The beat book on general practical horticulture In the English
language.'*—Gardener*' CAromtU.

The IMPERIAL GAZETTEER: a

General Dictionary of Geography, Physical, Political, Statistical and
Descriptive. Edited by W. O. HLACKIB, Ph.D. PRO S. With a
Supplement, bringing the Oeograhical Information down to the
Latest Dates. Uluatrated by nearly 800 Wood Engravings of Views
Costumes. Maps, I'Uns. Ac. Two large Volumes, Including the
Supplement, Imperial 8vo. cloth, 41. lis.; or hall-morocco, 51. 10s.

" This excellent booh of

BOOKS FOR PRESENTS.

Crown 8vo. with upwards of 100 Illustrations, cloth gilt, gilt
edges, 6a.; or in calf extra, marbled edges, lis.

LIFE AND HER CHILDREN.

Glimpses of Animal Life from the Amoeba to the Insects.
By ARABELLA. B. BUCKLEY, Authoress of 'The Fairy
Land of Science,' 1 A Bhort History of Natural Science,'
' Botanical Tables for the Use of Junior Students.'

Rrtrart from Preface.
" The main object Is to acquaint young people with the structure and

habit* of the lower forms ol life, and to do this Id a more systematic,
way than is usual In ordinary works on Natural History, and
■imply than In text- books on Zoology. For this reason I have i '
the title • Life and Her Children.' to express the family bond i
Hvlog things, as we use the term ' Nature and Her Work*.'
all organic and Inorganic phenomena, and I have been more —
sketch In bold ootHne the leading features of each division than to dwell
apoo the minor difference* by which tt is separated Into groups. I have
made use of British examples In illustration wherever ft was possible,
aad small specimens of moat of the marine animals figured may be loui
apon our coasts at low tide."

Eighth Thousand, crown 8vo. with 17 Illustrations, cloth gilt,
gilt edges, 6s.; or in calf, extra marbled edges, lis.

THE FAIRYLAND OF SCIENCE.

By ARABELLA B. BUCKLEY, Authoress, of 'Life and Her

Children/ Ac

__ certain facts and phenomena difficult to
striking, and adnilrablv calculated to enable

uir reader to realise the truth. As to the Interest of her story, we have
tested it ia a youthful subject, and she mentioned It In the same breath
with - Grimm's Fairy Tales.' We are sure any of the older children
would welcome It as a Christmas present ; but It deserve* to take a

'the literature of youth."'—Timet

Post 8vo. cloth, 3*. 6d.

HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE:

Readings in Necessary Knowledge for Girls and Young
Women. Edited by Rev. J. P. FAUKTHORPB, Prin
cipal of Whitelands Training College. Dedicated by
permission to His Grace the Duke of Westminster, K.G.

Oontentt:
and iu Materials-- The Dwelling : its Warming, i
—Washing Materials and their Use Rules f<
ment of the 81ck-Koom—Cottage income1 and E

London : Blackie & Son, 49 and 60, Old Bailey.

By

Fcap. folio, each 7*. 6d.

INSTRUCTIVE PICTURE-BOOKS :

A Series of Volumes Illustrative of Natural History and of
the Vegetable World, with Descriptive Letter-press.

Ho. I. NATURAL HISTORY of ANIMAL8.
ADAH WHITE. With H folio Coloured Haua Tenth Bdl

No. 2. LKSSON8 from the VEGETABLE WORLD.
Bt the Author of ' The Heir of Kedilyffc.' With 91 Double-l'ise
Pistes. Fifth Edition.

No. 3. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION of
AN I MM.- 00 foUo Coloured Plates. Third Edition.

No. 4. PICTURES of ANIMAL and VEGETABLE
I . I n ; la all LANDS. Second Edition 48 folio Coloured Plates.

No. 5. PICTORIAL LESSONS on FORM, COM-
PAKISON. end NIMBEIt For Children under Seren Yean of1ft 1.1(11 III " ■

" Three Toluroes
have seen, and we k
the appetite of the y

of none better calculated to exclU' and i
K for the knowledge ol nature. TisMt.

• Also, uniform In size and prioe,

THE INSTRUCTIVE ATLAS OF

MODERN GEOGRAPHY.

Intended for the Use of Young Pupils. Containing 17
Coloured Haps, each 17 Inches by It.

Page :
Copies, with the Illustration Hand Coloured," cloth gilt,
gilt edges, lis.

BOTANY TOR CHILDREN.

An nlustrated Elementary Text-book for Junior Classes and
Youno; Children. By the Rev. GEORtife. 1.KN8LOW,

If.A. F.L.S. F.G.8., Author of ' Floral Dissections.'

"Just such an elementary text-book of botanr as might be put Into
practical use In schools without the slightest doubt that children would
take to it."—J "

Second Edition, crown Svo. with 77 Illustrations, cloth,
7*. 6d.; or in calf extra, marbled edges, 13s.

A SHORT HISTORY OP NATURAL

SCIENCE,

And of the Progress of Discovery from the Time of the
Greeks to the Present Day. For the Use of Schools and
Young Persons. By ARABELLA BUCKLEY, Authoress
of ' The Fairyland of Science,' 1 Botanical Tables for the
Use of Junior Students,' kc.

guides t
History '

r la purpose
and character to Miss Buckler's 'History ' are unknown. The writer's
plan, thereiore. is original, and her execution of the plan is altogether
admirable—she sees clearly what she describes, and the interest felt
by the author la imparted to the reader. IMaxrams and illustrations of
the letter press add to the ralue of the compendium."

PaU Mall GazetU.

London :

Edwabjj Stanford 55, Charing Grose, S."W.
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RICHARD BENTLEY &

NEW WORKS.

SON'S

The CORAL LANDS of the PACIFIC;

feeing an Account of nearly all the Inhabited Islands of
the Pacific, their Peoples, and their Products. By
H. 8TONEHEWEB COOPER. 2 vols, demy 8vo. with

Illustrations, 28/*.

A LADY'S TOUR in CORSICA. By

GERTRUDE FORDE. 2 vols, crown 8vo. 31».

DEAN HOOK:

Edited bv the Rev. W. R. W. STEPHENS.Crown 8vo. with a new Portrait, (is.

his Life and Letters.

Popular

The HISTORY of ANTIQUITY.

From the German of Professor MAX DUNOKEB, by
Dr. EVELYN ABBOTT, Balliol College, Oxford. The

J*ourth Volume, demy 8vo. 21*.

The TEMPLE or the TOMB. By

CHARLES WARREN, R.E.. Author of 'Underground
Jerusalem.' Demy 8vo. with Illustrations, 10s. 6d.

STUDIES in ENGLISH ART.

(Second Series.) By FREDERICK; WEDMORE. Crown

8vo. 7s. 6d.

A TRIP UP the NIGER and

BENUEH. By ADOLPHE DURDO. Translated by
Mrs. GEORGE STUBGE. Demy 8vo. with Illustrations,

10*. 6d.

POPULAR NOVELS

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

NEW NOVEL BY MRS. RIDDELL.

The MYSTERY in PALACE

GARDENS. By -Mrs. RIDDELL, Author of ' George

B. 3 vols, crown 8vo.

BY FRANK BAKRETT.

FOLLY MORRISON. By Frank

BAUHKTV. 3 vols, crown Svo.

MB. JEPHSON'S NEW NOVEL.

The RED RAG. By R. Mounteney

JEPH80N, Author of 'A Pink Wedding," "The Girl He
Left Balrind Htm,' Ac. 2 vols, crown 8vo. A Second

Edition will be ready shortly.

" "TheRed Usx ' will iH-lp to while awar the c
hainoar u tfiMa.nauu«tt aatl wtU behaved.'*— Wo

ALSO, IMMEDIATELY,

The MYSTERIES of HERON
DYKE. By the Author of • In the Dead of Night,' Ac.

THE NOVELS OF

Iu crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s. each.

HAST T.YSm: imh Ttiouwv! )
The CHANrUNOK. (35lh Tliuu-

ANNK BEltKVOBD.
liKHfiY HANK.
IIB.NK HOLLOW.

SlttHA.
XUrTBR'a FOLLY.
8KOKI1I! OANTEUHULY K
WILL

JOHNNY LVDLOW. (Ill Scrips.;

LADY ADELAIDE.

likkk anaurr, A.

I.OB11 UAKIIUKN'8 DACQH-

MASTKlt at C.HEYI.ANDR.
MILllttEn A11KELL

Mrs HALLIBURTON'S THOU-
11LE>.

(UIVI1.I.K COLLEGE.
I OSWALO CKAY.
1'ABKWATHIt

l'OMKKOY ABBEY.

I COURT FARM.
1 ROLAND YOKKK.

SHADOW of A8HLYDYAT.
ST MARTIN'S BVK.

I TREVLYN HOLD.
] VERNERU rRIDE.

: WITHIN tUe MAZK.

lUoiiAr.i) Pektley & Son, New Burlington-street,

PuMuhcrt u Ordinary to Her Majetty the Hutan.

MESSES. MACMILLAN & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

LIFE of WILLIAM BLAKE. With Selections from his Poems
and other Writings. Illustrated from Blake's own Works. By ALEXANDER GILCHRIST. A New and Enlaurg"!
Edition, with Additional Letters and a Memoir of the Author. 2 vota. cloth gilt, with Designs by Frederick J

Shields, after Blake, medium 8vo. 21. 2*.
Several new Illustrations have been added to this Work. Among others, the following may be mentioned s—Tl.e

Phillips Portrait of Blake; Two new Portraits by Blake of his Wife ; anew Plate from the 'Jerusalem ' ; a newly,
discovered Design to ' Hamlet '; and a Drawing of Blake's Cottage at Felpham. New Photogravures of the ' Inven

tions to the Book of Job ' arc given. Some Thirty Additional Letters are Included in the Biographical Portion ol tae
Work, forming a new link to the already interesting life of Blake. Mr. W. M. Rosaetti has Revised. Enlarged, Mad
ii the Annotated Catalogue of Blake's Works that appeared in the First Edition of the Book.

The IRISH LAND LAWS. By Alexander G. Richey, Q.C. LL.D.,

Deputy Regius Professor of Feudal and English Law in the University of Dublin. Crown 8vo. St, ou.

The CHURCH of the FUTURE. Its Catholicity—its Conflict

with the Atheist—Its Conflict with the Deist—Its Conflict with the Rationalist—Its Dogmatic Teaching—Practical
Counsels for its Work—In Cathedrals. By ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL, Archbishop of Canterbury. Crown Svo. 3«. tJ.

ISLAND LIFE; or, the Phenomena and Causes of Insular

Faunas and Floras, including a Revision and attempted Solution of the Problem of Geological Climates. Bv ALFRED
RU8SEL WALLAOE, Author of ' The Malay Archipelago,' ' The Geographical Distribution of Animals," Jtc. With

Illustrations and Maps, medium Svo. 18*.
"Thework abounds with interest 'Island Life' is a work to be accepted almost without reservation fan

beginning to end Whoever reads his book must be charmed with it."—Atheiurum.

" We have said enough to show that Mr. Wallace Is led to discuss subjects of great interest to speeulatiTe mind*

With its numerous special maps, ' Island Life ' ought to prove as iu teresting as it is instructive."
Poll Moll G*=*tU

A DICTIONARY of MUSIC and MUSICIANS (A.D. 1450-
1878). By eminent Writers, English and Foreign. With Illustrations and Woodcuts. Edited by GEORGE GBOYE.

D.C.L. In 3 vols. Pans I. to XII. 3s. id. each. Vols. I. and II. cloth, 21«. each.

Vol. I. A to IMPROMPTU.

Vol. II. IMPKOPERIA to PLAIN SONG.
" Dr. Grove's Dictionary will be a boon to every intelligent lover of music."—Saturday Review.

ENGLISH MEN of LETTERS. Edited by John Morley. Crown

•to. 2s. fld. New Volumes.

WORDSWORTH. By F. W. H. I

LOCKE. By Professor Fowler.

'» biographer we venture to say that Mr. Morley has been exceptionall;
3 competent than Professor Fowler's for this particular work might have been sought, and sought ln_vain.

"In the case of Locke's
y fortunate. A pen

FOOD for the INVALID, the CONVALESCENT, the DYS-

PEPTIC, and "the GOUTY. By J. MILNER FOTHERGILL, M.D., Author of 'The Practioner's Handbook,' ke

Crown 8vo. 3». 6d.

The ARYAN VILLAGE in INDIA and CEYLON. By Sir John

B. FHEAR. Crown 8vo. It. 6d.

WITH TWENTY-FIYE ILLUSTRATIONS BY WALTER CRANE.

The NECKLACE of PRINCESS FI0RIM0NDE, and other

Stories. By MARY DE MORGAN. Extra fcap. svo. Os.
Also an EDITION, printed on hand-made paper, the Illustrations on India paper, limited to ONE HUNDRED

COPIES. Fcap. 4to.

" Mr. Walter Crane's characteristic illustrations combine, with Miss De Morgan's pretty fancies. In Terming a

charming gift-book."—Graphic.
" We have seen too little of Mr. Walter Crane's work lately, and it Is pleasant to welcome him again in ssrvi

poetic drawings."—Horning Post.

A CHRISTMAS CHILD : a Sketch of a Boy-life. By Mrs.

MOLESWORTH, Author of ' Carrots,' ' The Cuckoo Cloak,' Ac. Illustrated by Walter Crane. Crown Svo. is. 6 i.

The WHITE RAT, and some other Stories. By Lady Barker.

Illustrated by W. J. Hennessy. Globe Svo. 4s. id.

PANSIE'S FLOUR -BIN. By the Author of 'St. Olave's,

' When I was a Little Girl/ &c Illustrated by Adrian Stokes. Globe 6to. i .. 6d.

" The best praise that we can give to this little romance is to say that it is really worthy to be classed with * Alirr

imWonderland,' and in some respects is better adapted to juvenile, comprehension."—Morning Post.

GUIDE to the STUDY of POLITICAL ECONOMY. By Dr.

LUIGI COSSA, Professor in the Universitv of Pavia. Translated from the Second Italian Edition. With a Pre:a.r

by W. STANLEY JETONS, F.R.S. Crown Svo. 4... 6d.

STUDIES in DEDUCTIVE LOGIC: a Manual for Students. By

W, STANLEY JBVON8, LLJ>. F.R.8., Professor of Political Economy in University College, London. Crown Bro. t»*.

" It is indispensable to the many students of the higher Logic"—Atlutnttum.

KEY to EXERCISES in EUCLID. By I. Todhunter, M.A. F.R.S.,

Honorary Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. Crown Svo. ds. 6d.

FIRST LESSONS in GREEK. Adapted to Goodwin's Greek

Grammar, and designed as an Introduction to the Anabasis of Xeuophon. By JOHX WILLIAMS WHITE, Ph.D.,

Assistaut-Profesaor of Greek in Harvard University. Crown 8vo. 4x. 6d.

MACMILLAN & CO. Bedford-street* Strand.
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STANDARD WORKS.

KEITH JOHNSTON'S DICTIONARY of GEOGRAPHY,

or complete Quetteer of the World. Medium 8vo. 42*.

ROGET'S THESAURUS of ENGLISH WORDS and

1 to facilitate the Exprrslon of

MAUNDERS POPULAR TREASURIES.

The TREASURY of KNOWLEDGE and
LIBRARY ol REFERENCE. Prices.

Tho SCIENTIFIC and LITERARY TREA8TTRY,
with I cm additional Articles bj J. Y JOHNBOK. Prtreoe.

AYRE'S TREASURY of BIBLE KNOWLEDGE;
or. Dictionary of Holy Scripture. Price 6*.

LINDLEY and MOORE'S TREASURY of
BOTANY, Two Peru, wltli nun and Woodcuta, prlee Ue.

A SYSTEM of LOGIC. By John Stuart Mill. Tenth

Edition, 2 Tola. 8vo. M».

PRINCIPLES of POLITICAL ECONOMY.

8TCABT HILL. 2 vol*. 8to. 30». ; 1 vol. crown ivo. it.

TheTREASURYof BI03RAPHY,
wiUalx>>el.iiuo additional Memoirs, Prlceoi.

The TREASURY of GEOGRAPHY, Physical,
Historical. Ueacnplln, and Political Price «•

The HISTORICAL TREA8URY, Corrected and
Li traded bj ties Ret. O W. COX, M- A. Price ft#.

The TREASURY of NATURAL HISTORY : a
l.osary of Aalmated Nature Prlc« 6a.

NEW WORKS AND NEW

EDITIONS.

FRASER'S MAGAZINE for DE-

CEMHRK. Price U. M.

Bodymlon
The Native* nf India fir the Right
Hod the Earl of Northbrook.

The -AfTalrsimpMB.'' KvH.J.M.
Prison Visiting. Hy F. X. F.
Skene.

The Problem of
By F R Conder.

One Daisy and Two Violet*. By
Alexander Anderson.

A Visit to the Oldest State in
Europe Hy J. Theodore Bent.

By John

HAMILTON'S PHILOSOPHY. ByEXAMINATION of

JOHN STTABT HILL. 8vo. 16..

LIFE and WORKS of LORD MACAULAY.

The COMPLETE WORKS of LORD MACAULAY :
LIRHARY' EDITION, with Portrait. vole. U. Se.
CABINET EDITION. 10 YOU. 41. ld«.

HISTORY of ENGLAND:—
kTI'IHTr* RDITION. 1 Tola 11a.
PEOPLE S EDITION. 4 Tale. Me.
CABINET EDITION. H vole 4»<
LIBRARY EDITION. S Tola U.

CRITICAL and HISTORICAL ESSAYS:—
STI DENTa EDITION, 1 toI. 6a.
PEOI'I E S EDITION. 2 met fte.
IA1IINKT EDITION 4 Tola 21.
LIBRARY EDITION. 3 role Mi.
CHEAP EDITION, Je. <d erwed , 4a. ad. doth.

SELECTIONS from the WRITINGS of LORD
MAI A I LAY Cnmno.Hi.

3*. 6d.

LAYS of ANCIENT ROME:—
With irttymad The AKMADA. llluatrated by J
With Jl'Jtl'aad 7»e ARMADA, li t*.
Illuetrated by O. Sratar. fcap. 4to. 71j.
The SAME. Ulalature EdIUoa. Iu> ad.

SPEECHES. People's Edition.

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS:—
I.1HNAHY EDITION. I Tola TU.
PEOPLES EDITION. I vol 4i.M.

MlbCELLANKrH S WRITINGS and SPEECHES
STUDENTS EDITION crown "to. oe.
CA1IINET EDI HON. Inrlndlaa Lara and Pome, 4 Tola Me.

LIFE and LETTERS of LORD MACAULAY.
« O TKBVKI.YAN, M.F.

CAEINKr EDITION. 3 vols. ITS
M1IUAIIY EDITION,! Tola 111.

By

A Forgotten Hero By the Author i Die Penitence of Kajah VayaH.
of ' A Canadian Heroine.' I Hy Fredcrika Mat-dotiakl.

Hon*** and their Feet. By Sir The Irlwh Kind Question ByT/B.
George W. Vox, Bart I Olffe Leslie.

ENDYMION. By the Right Hon.

the BAULof BBACON8FIEX.D, K.O. ''QuteqaM ag«M homlnea '

The EARLY HISTORY of

CHARLES JAMES FOX ByOBOHGE OTTO TREYELYAX, M P.
Second Edition. t>vo. price 18*.

LAYS of ANCIENT ROME, with

rVRT RBd the ARMAPA By Lord MACAULAT. With 41 Illue-
tralion, cngrav-d on Wood by 0 P»-ar»on from Original Drawing*
by J. It. Wegueltn. Crown svo. price 64.

The MISCELLANEOUS

WHITINGS, SPEECHES, LAYS ol ANCIENT ROME, and other
POEMS of LOHD MACACLAY. Cabinet Edition (ISSU), In 4 Tola,
crown 8to. price -4a.

The SCHOOLS of CHARLES the

CHEAT, and the KR.4TOR ATION of EDT'CATION In the NINTH
CENTURY. By J. HA88 MULL1NUEK. M A. 8ro. 7a. M.

" Hay be safely reroramended as a useful help to special students of
the Dark Age* ' --Suturdab, Revine.

The VOYAGE and SHIPWRECK

of ST PAUL. Bt the late JAMES SMITH. F R S. Foarth Edition
llr-edlt«l br W. E SMITH, with Portrait, Charts, Wood Ennrlaaai
ate. Crown Sto. la ed.

BUCKLE'S HISTORY of CIVILIZATION in ENGLAND

ami FKASCK, SPAIN and SCOTLAND. 3 vola. crown 8vo. -'4».

The HISTORY of ENGLAND, from the Fall of Wolsey to

the Defeat ol the Spanish Armada. By J. A. FHOCDE, H.A

The LIBRARY EDITION, In 13 vola. demy 8vo. #. \St. | The CAB1NKT EDITION, in 12 Tola, crown Svo. 31. 13>.

SHORT STUDIES on GREAT SUBJECTS. By J. A.

FROCDE, H.A. 3 vola. crown 8vo. is..

CAESAR : a Sketch. By J. A. Froude, M.A. With Portrait

and Map. 8vo. 16*.

The CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY of ENGLAND since

the Accession of George III. By Sir THOMAS ER8KINE MAY, K.C.li. D.C.L. Sixth Edition. 3 vola. crown 8vo. 18a.

Mrs. JAMESON'S LEGENDS of the SAINTS and

MARTYRS. With 19 Etchings and 187 WoodouU. 2 vols. :il«. M.

Mrs. JAMESON'S LEGENDS of the MONASTIC ORDERS.

With 11 Etchings and 88 Woodcuts. 1 vol. 21s.

Mrs. JAMESON'S LEGENDS of the MADONNA. With

27 Etchings and 18S Woodcut*. 1 vol. 21s.

Mrs. JAMESON'S HISTORY of the SAVIOUR. With

13 Etchings and 281 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 42*.

GANOT'S NATURAL PHILOSOPHY for GENERAL

READERS. Translated by E. ATKINSON, F.C.8. Plates and Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 7«. 6a\

GANOT'S ELEMENTARY TREATISE on PHYSICS,

Experimental and Applied. Translated by E. ATKINSON*, F.C.S. Plates and Woodcuts. Large crown Svo. 15».

LIGHT SCIENCE for LEISURE HOURS. By R. A.

PROCTOR, B.A. 2 vols, crown 8vo. 7>. 6d. each.

NEW STAR ATLAS, for the Library, the School, and

the O'jservatory. By R. A. PROCTOR, B.A. Crown Svo. 5».

ANGLO - ISRAELISM and the

GREAT PYBAMID: an Examination of the Alleged Claims of
H M Queen Victoria to the Throne of David, and of the Reasons for
Fixing; the End of the Age In UBS. By the Rev. B. W. 8AV1LR,
M A. 8yo. If. 6tf.

ZELLER'S STOICS, EPICU-

KKANM. and HCEFTIC3. Translated by the Iter. O. J. REICUBI.
H.A. Crown Hvo. 15s.

The ELEMENTS of MECHAN-
ISM. By T M GOODEVE. M A , Lecturer on Applied Mechanics
at the Hoyal school of Mines. New Edition, Rewritten and En-
larged, with 341! Woodcuts. Crown svo. 6s.

HEAT a MODE of MOTION.

By JOHN TYNDA1.T.. F It S. Sixth Edition fThirtecnth Thousand)
Re.lsed and Eniargod. Crown 8to. \'2».

FRAGMENTS of SCIENCE. By

JOHN TYNOALL. V U.S. Sixth Edition, RcrlMd and Angniented
'2 vols, crown bto 10a.

The CABINET LAWYER: a

Popular Dlgfwt of the laws of England, Civil. Criminal, and Con-
stltutlunal. Twenty-tilth Edition Fcap. Hvo. 9s.

Tho DOG in HEALTH and

PIKEASB. Br STONEHENOE. Third Edition, with 78 Wood
Kngravlugs. (M|uare i rown t<vu. 7a. 6d.

The THEORY of the MODERN

BCIBNTrnc GAME of WH18T. By W. POLE, F R.8. Twelfth
Edition. Fcap. Bvo. fa. 6d.

Mrs. BRASSEY'S VOYAGE in the

M'NKEAM. our Home on the Ocean fur Eleven Months. With Map
and tij Wood Engravings. Crown Bvo. 7s. Sd

The CROOKIT MEG: a Scottisli

ILTOW. LL.D., A
a 8vo. price G».

8 by EL^

Ten \ olutncf. :—

Story of the Year One. By JOHN SKBi.TON. LL.D., Advocate,
Author of ■ The Essay* of Siilrley." Crown Svo. price S*.

STORIES and TALES by ELIZA-

BETH M. SEWELL Cabinet Edition, In T

AMY HERBERT. ?< td.

OERTBVDE 2». M

The EARL S DAt'ftHTKR. 2«. M.

TheEXPElUENCBofLIFE. 2».«d.

I.CLBVEHALL.

IVORS. 2j M.

KATTIAHINF. ASITTOV. 2«. 6d

MARGARET PERCIVAL. 3t. U.

LANETOS PARSONAGE. 3t. tid.

CRSULA. 3* <U.
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London: LONGMANS, GREEN & CO. Paternoster-row.
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KITH AND KIN,

A NEW NOVEL,

BY THE POPULAR AUTHOR OF ' THE FIRST

VIOLIN ' AND * PROBATION,'

WILL BE COMMENCED IN THE JANUARY NCMBEE

or

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE;

IK WHICH NUMBER WILL ALSO BE COMMENCED

TEE FBEBES,

A NEW NOVEL,

By Mrs. ALEXANDER,

AUTHOB OF ' THE WOOING OT.'

V The JANUARY NUMBER of TEM

PLE BAR will be published on Tuesday,

December 21, price One Shilling.

Richard Bentley & Son, New Burlington-street.

LADY FLORENCE DIXIE'S TRAVELS.

In demy 8vo. price 15*.

ACROSS PATAGONIA.

By LADY FLORENCE DIXIE.

With Illustrations from Sketches by Julius Becrbohm,

Engraved by Whymper and Pearson.

Richard Bbntley & Son, New Burlington-street.

NEW NOVEL, AT ALL LIBRARIES.

ADAM AND EVE.

Bj Mrs. PARR, Author of 1 Dorothy Fox.'

3 vols, crown 8vo.

The TIMES.

**'Adam and Eve. * lion all the merit* that have distin
guished the author's former novel*. The characters without
exception are carefully conceived, and the leading ones
dramatically thrown into the foreground. Mrs. Parr's more
finished portraits ai<ound in subtle but effective touches,
nor is ahe by any means wanting in the quality of humour."

The ACADEMY.

"This charming writer has never excelled some of the
graphic scenes to be found in 'Adam and Eve.' Mrs.
l'irr excels in truthful pictures of life."

Richard Bbntley k Son, New Burlingion-strcct.

1 IS, Great Alarlborough-strcet.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

LIST.

MYJOURNEYROUND the WORLD,

via Ceylon. New Zealand, Australia. Torres fitralts, China. Japan,
and the United States. By Capt. 8. H. JONES-PARKY, lute Royal
Madras Fusileers. 3 vols. 21*.

An ACTOR ABROAD; or, Gossip,

Narrative, and Descriptive: from the Recollection* of
an Actor in Australia. New Zealand, tho Sandwich Islands. Call-
Dramatic.

fornia. Nevada, Central America, and New York. By EDMUND
LEATHES. svo. 15«

"A bright and pleasant volume—an eminently readable book Mr.
Leathes has the great merit of being never dull He has the power of
telling a story clearly and pointedly. "—Saturday Rerun-

MONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE

LIFE (1787-1B74).
laud by Mrs. Sir

his Daughter, MADAME DE WITT.
'N. 1 YOl. 8yo. 15».

THE NEW NOVELS.

GERALDINE AND HER SUITORS.
By Mrs. SIMPSON, Author of 1 Winnie's History ,' Ac. 3 vols.

LITTLE PANSY. By Mrs. Randolph.

Author of ' Oentlanella,' Ac. 3 vols.

" This novel la sore to be popular. It is a moat amusing story. Little
Pansy U a charming creature. '—Sunday Timet.
" ' Little Pansy ' will assuredly tako precedence of all Mrs. Randolph's

works, brilliant as they were. Her characters are thoroughly true to
nature "—Court Jonrnal.

DIMPLETHORPE.
of 1 ST. OLAVE S.' Ac. 3 vols.

11 ' Dimplothorpe ' Is a well written. Ingenious, agreeable, and interest
ing story. The characters are naturally drawn."—St Jamtt a Out. tt>
"The study of character which the author proposed to herself is

exhibited with considerable skill. She describes the better sort of
village people with pleasant humour."—Athin-rum.
" For quiet humour, careful observation, and cultivated style, ' Dlm-

plethorpe ' Is equal to any of the author's previous workB,"—John Bull.

STRICTLY TIED UP. 3 vols.

" * Strictly Tied Up ' Is entertaining. It is In every sense a novel con
ceived in a light and happy vein."—Athtnaum.
" This novel may be described as a comedy of life and character, and

In the changing society to which we are Introduced the author shows
abundant knowledge of the world "—Saturday Renew.

" ' Strictly Tied Up ' is a very cleverly constructed novel, as amusing
as It Is ingenious."—St. Jamtt s Oautt*.

By the Author

THIRD EDITION of LORD
BRACKENBURY. By AMELIA B. EDWARDS, Author of 'Bar
bara's History,' Ac. 3 vols.

" ' Lord Brackenbury ' Is a very readable story. The author has well
conceived the Durp <se of hiwh-class novel writing, and succeeded In no
small measure In attaining It. There Is plenty of variety, cheerful dia
logue, and general verve in the book."—Atheiutum.
"Pleasant reading from beginning to end."—Academy.
" An exceedingly interesting and amusing novel."—Standard.

THIRD EDITION of ROY and
VIOLA. By Mrs. FORRESTER, Author of ' Viva,' Ac. S vols.

" An admirable tale . told by one who can vividly describe the manners
and personnel of modern society." — World.

" ' Roy and Viola ' may be recommended as an interesting story, con
taining very well-drawn sketches of character. "—John Bull.

ST. MARTIN'S SUMMER. By

SHIRLEY SMITH Author of 1 His Last Stake,' arc. 3 vols.

" A novel of no common merit."—Pull Mall Uaictt*.

JEANNETTE. By Mary C. Rowsell,

Author of ' Lovo Loyal,' Ac. 3 vols. [Aarf week.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

Each Work complete In 1 vol. price it. (anv of which can be had
separately), elegantly printed and bound, and illustrated by

Sir J. GILBERT, MILLAfS, HUNT, LEECH, POYNTER, FOSTER,
TKNMLL. SANDYS, B. HUGHES, SAMBOURNE. Ac.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

STANDARD LIBRARY

Of CHEAP EDITIONS of POPULAR MODERN WORKS.
Sam Slick's Nature and Human
Nature.

John Halifax, Gentleman.
The Crescent and the Cross. By

Eliot Warburton.
Nathalie. By Miss Kavanagh.
A Woman's Thoughts about
Women. By the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Adnm Graeme. By Mrv OUphant.
Sam Slick's Wise Saws.
Cardinal Wiseman's Popes.
A Life for a Lite By the Author

of 'John Halifax.'
Leigh Hunt 's Old Court Suburb.
Munraretand her Bridesmaids.
Sum Slick s Old Judge.
Danen. By Eliot W arburton.
Sir B. Burke's Family Romance.
The Laird of Norlaw. By Mrs,
OUphant.

The Englishwoman In Italy.
Nothing New. By the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Freer "s Life o( Jeanne d'Albret.
The Valley of a Hundred Fires,
Burke's Romance of the Forum.
Adelc. By Miss Kavanagh.
Studies from Life. By the Author

of 'John Halifax.'
Grandmother's Mooev.
Jcuft'n-Min's Book about Doctors.
Mistress and Maid. By the Author
of 'John Halifax.'

Ij-* Miw rubles. Itv Victor Hugo.
St. OlaveV
I.o«t and Saved. Br the Hen. Mrs.
Ntirtoa.

Barbara's History. By Amelia
B. Edwards.

Life of Irving. By Mrs. OUphant.
No Church.
Christian's Mistake. By the
Author of 'John Halifax/

Alec Forbes. By George Mac
Donald. LL.D

Agnefi. By Mrs. OUphant.
A Noble Life. By the Author of
'John Halifax, '

Dixon's New America.
Robert Falconer. By George Mac
Donald. LL.D.

The Woman's Kingdom. By the
Author of 'John Halifax.'

Annals of an Eventful Life. By
G W. Dasent, D.C.L.

David Elginhrod. By George Mac
Donald. LL.D.

A Brave lady. By the Author of
' John Halifax.'

Hannah. By the Author of 'John
Halifax.'

Sam slick's Americans at Home.
The Unkind Word. By the Author
of " John Halifax. '

A Rose In June. By Mrs Oliphant.
My Little Lady. By £. Frances
Toy uter.

Phtt'be, Junior. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Life of Marie Antoinette. By
lYoftwor C. D Yonire.

Sir Gibbie. By George Mac
Itonalrt, LL D

Sam Hlii-k 's American Humour.
Young* Mrs. Jardlne. By the Author
of Jo

GEORGE BELL & SONS'

BOOKS.

TRADE, POPULATION, and FOOD .

a Series of Papers on Economic Statistics. By STEPHEN"
BOURNE, F.S.S., of the Statistical Department of H-lf.

Customs. Demy 8vo. 12t.
To any one who wishes to obtain an Insight Into the ee<w-»<-nu te
stlons that have been most prominent during the late depression m

trade, Mr. Bourne's
questions that have been most prominent during the 1

" irne's book will be Invaluable."—Statu*.

MARY QUEEN of SCOTS in CAP-

TIVITY: a Narrative or Events from January. 15*9, to
December, 1584, whilst George Earl of Shrewsbury >™
the Guardian of the Scottish Queen. By JOHN DANLEX

LEASEE, F.8.A. Medium 8vo. 21«.

PASCAL'S PROVINCIAL LET-

TERS. Edited from the Original Text, with Introduction
and English Notes, by J. DE BOYRE8, M.A., Gonrille
and Caius College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. Us.

(Cambridge: DEIGHTON, BELL I CO.)

An EASTERN AFTERGLOW; or,

Present Aspeeta of Sacred Scenery. By W. 8. WOOD,
of St. John's College, Cambridge. 8vo. price 16».

" We can confidently recommend Mr "Wood's ' Afterglow 1 to omr
renders as a book full of interesting information and sure to rr^aj a
pernio!."—Literary Churchman.

(Cambridge: DEIGHTON, BELL 4 CO.)

The GOLDEN HIND: a Story of

the Invincible Armada; THESSALE, and other Poems.
By CHARLES ROBINSON, M.A., of the Inner TempJe,
Barrister-at-Law, Author of ' The Cruise of the Widgeon,'

Ac. Square fcap. chintz binding, 7s.

SYLVESTRA: Studies of Manners in

England from 1770 to 1301). By ANNIE RAINE ELU9,
Author of ' Marie,* * Marietta,' Ac. 2 vols, crown Svo. 'Jit.

" Of all the books that we have read it reminds us most of Sootlwy's
'Doctor.1 Much of It Is as delightfully discursive, and full, not of the
same kind of learning, but ol mutter hot less quaint, remote from
modern ways of thought, and entertaining It would be a pity that aey
one should think that ' Sylveatra ' because it has the form wf a survea ss
anything less than a book of the tirst merit. "—Pali Mall OetetU.

NEW VOLUME BY MRS. EWING.

WE and the WORLD: a Story for

Boys. With 7 Illustrations by W. L. Jonca, and a

Pictorial Design on the cover. Small post Svo. 5*.

New Uniform Editio

JAN of the WINDMILL. By Mrs.

EWING. With 11 Illustrations by Mrs. Allingham.

New Uniform Edition,

Mrs. OVERTHEWAY'S REMEM-

BRANCE8. By Mrs. EWING. With 9 Illustrations hy
Pasquier and Wolf, and a Pictorial Design on the c

1 Tho most delightful work avowedly written for children UuX we
,"—L»aitt.have ever read."

NEW TOLUME BY P. M. PEARD, AUTHOR OF ■ THE

ROSE GARDEN,' ' CARTOUCHE," ' UNAWARES.' Ac.

MOTHER MOLLY: a Story for

Young People. With 8 Illustrations by Charles Green,
and a Pictorial Design on cover. Smalt post 8vo. 5s.

OUR PETS and PLAYFELLOWS,

in Air, Earth, and Water. By GERTRUDE PATMORB.
With 4 Illustrations by Bertha Pat more. Crown Svo.

8s. 6d.
"Heal stories about dogs, nnd birds, ponies, cats, kittens, dursMo.

rabbits aud other dumb creature*, which the writer snd her ftumir
circle have del ighted to tame and domesticate. This Ik a plee*in*- iittis-
book, written with good taste, and calculated to engage tht sttetitiuB ut
tho young in a healthy way. "—Daily Hewn.
"Stories about animals, ft written with simplicity and Terncltv sr*

always pleasant rending, and Miss htmore * history of bsMbbbssssI parts
is one of the pleasuutesi."— *"

With Frontispiece bv If. Giacomclli, and numerous Illus
trations bvJ. D" Watson, A. W. Bayncs, W. PriedrU-h,
and others, imperial 16ino. pp. 700, handsonitly bouud

in cloth, 8s. 6d.

AUNT JUDY'S ANNUAL VOLUME.

Edited by H. K. P. GATTT.

4, York-street, Covent-garden.
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LITERATURE

Ballad* and other Poents. By Alfred Tenny

son. (C. Kegan Paul & Co.)

TnE contents of this volume are various in

value no less than in subject. We have

always said that, despite superficial appear

ances to the contrary, Mr. Tennyson has

moro real variety of mood than any of his

contemporaries, English or foreign ; for to

search heaven and earth, as the French

poets do, to find now subjects and new

problems, in order to scrutinize them and

adjudicate upon them, always in one's own

special temper and after one's own special

fashion, is not to display variety of mood.

To say the truth, the poet is nowadays

not quite so various as other people. The

fine egotism of the poet, which impels him

to express his emotions in song, naturally

deafens his ears for the most port to

those deeper harmonies, "musical as is

Apollo's lute," to which the ears of the

philosopher are attuned, and blinds his eyes

to the wonderful drama—harlequinade and

tragedy—in which the mere man of tho

world plays with such gusto his part.

But then we used to set this right :—

we used to starve our poets once and

force them to hold horses at the theatre

door. AVe coddle them now. The poet's

intercourse with tho world is through

art and through books. His experience

of men is second-hand. No man is so

little ablo " to put himself in another's

place." And this proves especially awk

ward for him when he comes to write

dramas. Still, as has been said, Mr.

Tennyson, for a nineteenth century poet,

has remarkable variety of mood. It is

astonishing that the man who wrote the

' Morte d'Arthur ' and ' Ulysses ' wrote also

'The Northern Farmer,' and that he

wrote ' The Lotos Eaters,' and, again, such

a lyric as ' Tears, idle Tears.' "Who could

have believed before tho publication of

'The Northern Farmer' that the poet of

'Locksley Hall,' as he once used to be

called, was all the while one of the first

humourists that England can boast of?

For it must always be remembered that the

humour of ' The Northern Farmer ' is the

deep humour of truthful representation,

and not the humour of satire, or whim, or

caricature, and that consequently it is,

though so small in quantity, to be placed

in the samo class as the humour of Cer

vantes, Shakspeare, Sterne, and the creator

of Sir Boger de Coverley. And the poems

in Northern dialect published in this volume,

though not equal to it, are worthy of the

hand that produced it. ' The Northern Cob

bler ' and ' The Village Wife ' are delicious

reading. It is impossible to refrain from

turning to them again and again. May the

author live long to give us more of such

work ! Indeed, that this volume—full of

power, beauty, and all kinds of poetical

riches—should be the work of a poet in his

seventy-second year would of itself be a

subject for surprised comment at any other

period. The author of ' The Earthly Para

dise ' has said some severe things about our

age, on account chiefly of its steam en

gines, stuccoed houses, and Tottenham Court

Boad furniture. Undoubtedly our "day" is

rather " empty," and the voice of Mr. Buskin

was needed in the land. Yet there is a homely

proverb that declares the proof of the

pudding to be in the eating; and in the

matter of paradises, earthly or other, the

main question, after all, is, How do the

paradisal fruits eat ? how do the eaters

flourish on their food? Certainly the honour

of discovering tho "Fountain of Youth"

(which Mr. Morris must own was never

really found by any mediaeval explorer)

may be claimed by the age that has pro

duced Victor Hugo and Mr. Tennyson

among poets, and Moltke among generals,

to say nothing of the statesman, novelist,

and epic poet in one to whom we are in

debted for the most youthful novel of our

time, ' Endymion.'

Time was when youth—as he and the late

Lord Lytton went on declaring till a riper

experience taught, them the superior beauty

of middle age—was tho only energy that

could do the work of the world ; and as to

poetry, it has been the fashion among critics

of Milton, down even to Mr. Mark Pattison,

to disparage ' Samson Agonistes,' on the

ground that its baldness of style arose from

an exhaustion of what Shakspeare calls the

poetic " gum." And as late as Byron and

Shelley, poets at thirty were wont to speak

of themselves as old men. Wordsworth,

however, set the fashion of living long and

produced poetry as long as he lived. The

fashion was excellent, for publishers no less

than for the public, and has been so suc

cessfully followed that at the age when

Shelley and Byron would have considered

themselves patriarchs, and long after the age

when Shakspeare retired from dramatic

businoss to Stratford, the poets of England,

France, and America are either making a

youthful beginning or branching out into

new lines.

In one of the poems in this volume,

Mr. Tennyson has, in our judgment,

attained his highest reach, as a poet dealing

with the large issues of individual human

life. It is called 'Bizpah,' and although the

heroine is an English peasant of the last cen

tury whose son had been gibbeted, the motif

is identical with that of tho beautiful Bible

story of her who, when her sons were hanged

" in the hill before the Lord," "took sack

cloth, and spread it for her upon the rock,

from the beginning of harvest until water

dropped upon them out of heaven, and suf

fered neitherthe birds of the airto rest on them

by day, nor the beasts of the field by night."

When we say that Mr. Tennyson in naming

his poem after her who, as a pathetic figure,

stands alone even among the sad sisters of

Niobe, has not done a presumptuous thing,

we are of course saying that he has pro

duced a poem which has no equal in the

tragic poetry of our time. It is impossible

to read it without, as the poem goes on,

being overwhelmed by a pity that is almost

intolerable for the heroine of the poem.

Having read it, it is impossible to recall it

without a feeling of reverence for the great

poet whose genius and deep heart called her

into dramatic life.

RIZPAH, 17_.

Wailing, wailing, wailing, the wind over land and

sea—

And Willy's voice in the wind, " 0 mother, come out

to me."

Why should he call me to-night, when he knows

that I cannot go ?

For the downs are as bright as day, and the full

moon stares at the snow.

We should be seen, my dear ; they would spy us out

of the town.

The loud black nights for us, and the storm rushing

over the down,

When I cannot see my own hand, but am led by the

creak of the chain,

And grovel and grope for my son till I find myself

drenched with the rain.

Anything fallen again ? nay—what was there left

to fall ?

I have taken them home, I have number'd the bones,

I have hidden them all.

What am I saying 1 and what are you? do you come

as a spy /

Falls ? what falls 1 who knows ? As the tree falls

so must it lie.

Who let her in ? how long has she been 1 you—what

have you heard ?

Why did you sit so quiet ? you never have spoken

a word.

O—to pray with me—yes—a lady—none of their

Bpies—

But the night has crept into my heart, and begun

to darken my eyes.

Ah—you, that have lived so soft, what should you

know of the night,

The blast and the burning shame and the bitter frost

and the fright ?

I have done it, while you were asleep—you were

only made for the day.

I have gather'd my baby together—and now you

may go your way.

Nay—for it 's kind of you, Madam, to sit by an old

dying wife.

But say nothing hard of my boy, I have only an

hour of life.

I kiss'd my boy in the prison, before he went out to

die.

" They dared me to do it," he said, and he never has

told me a lie.

I whipt him for robbing an orchard once when he

was but a child—

" Tho farmer dared me to do it," he said ; he was

always so wild—

And idle—and couldn't be idle— my Willy—he

never could rest.

The King should have made him a soldier, he would

have been one of his best.

But he lived with a lot of wild mates, and they

never would let him be good ;

They swore that he dare not rob the mail, and he

swore that he would ;

And he took no life, but he took one purse, and

when all was done

He flung it among his fellows— I '11 none of it, said

my son.

I came into court to the Judge and the lawyers. I

told them my tale,

God's own truth—but they kill'd him, they kill'd

him for robbing the mail.

They hang'd him in chains for a show—we had

always borne a good name—

To be hang'd for a thief—and then put away—isn't

that enough shame 1
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Dust to dust—low down—let us hide ! but they set

him so high

That all the ships of the world could stare at him,

passing by.

God "ill pardon the hell-black raven and horrible

fowls of the air,

But not the black heart of the lawyer who kill'd

him and hang'd him there.

And the jailer forced me away. I had bid him my

last goodbye ;

They had fasten 'd the door of his cell. " 0 mother ! "

I heard him cry.

I couldn't get back tho' I tried, he had something

further to say,

And now I never shall know it. The jailer forced

me away.

Then since I couldn't but hear that cry of my boy

that was dead,

They seized me and shut me up : they fasten'd me

down on my bed.

*' "Mother, O mother 1 "—he call'd in the dark to me

year after year—

They beat me for that, they beat me—you know

that I couldn't but hear :

And then at the last they found I had grown so

stupid and still

They let me abroad again—but the creatures had

worked their will.

Flesh of my flesh was gone, but bone of my bone

was left—

I stole them all from the lawyers—and you, will

you call it a theft ?—

My baby, the bones that had suck'd me, the bones

that had laughed and had cried—

Theirs ? 0 no ! they are mine—not theirs—they had

moved in my side.

Do you think I was scared by the bones ' I kiss'd

'em, I buried 'em all—

I can't dig deep, I am old—in the night by the

churchyard wall.

My Willy 'ill rise up whole when the trumpet of

judgment 'ill sound,

Bat I charge you never to say that I laid him in

holy ground.

They would scratch him up—they would hang him

again on the cursed tree.

Sin? 0 yes—we are sinners, I know—let all that be,

And read me a Bible verse of the Lord's good will

toward men—

" Full of compassion and mercy, the Lord "—let me

hear it again ;

" Full of compassion and mercy—long-suffering."

Yes, O yes I

For the lawyer is born but to murder—the Saviour

lives but to bless.

Se'll never put on the black cap except for the

worst of the worst,

And the first may be last—I have heard it in church

—and the last may be first.

Suffering—O long-suffering- -yes, as the Lord must

know,

Year after year in tho mist and the wind and the

shower and the snow.

Heard, have you ? what ? they have told you he

never repented his sin.

How do they know it ! are they his mother ? are

you of his kin 1

Heard 1 have you ever heard, when the storm on

the downs began,

The wind that 'ill wail like a child and the sea that

'ill moan like a man ?

And here it may be worth while to discuss a

question which is, we think, important at this

time, when foreign influences are doing our

literature no good ; and, moreover, it is to be

feared that we shall have after this poem a

run upon gibbets. How is it that so few poets

could, even granting them the genius, produce

work to affect the reader as this does ? The

answer is that it is because a story in which

is contained such a vast amount of pity and

terror cannot be treated in any way that is

tolerable at all save by a poet who is entirely

superior to the infirmity common to most

poets—pride of poetic power.

It is one out of many proofs of the em

pirical nature of criticism that pride of power

has never yet been treated as an important

agent of poetical production. It may be

said, no doubt, that after vanity, which is

first, pride is the great motor of human

action. Just as a man with an exceptional

power of wind and limb takes pride in risking

his neok on Mont Blanc, and just as a rich

citizen takes pride in displaying the length

and strength of his purse, so the poet, the

moment he is hailed as the possessor of

poetical power, feels impelled at once to

pose as a poetical athlete. He knows well

enough, of course, that his duty as an artist

is to use pity and terror merely so as to pro

duce an effect which is at bottom pleasurable.

But he cares nothing at all about giving his

readers pleasure. He wants to display his

power. He must give us pictures of the

"Furies'" so terrible that he narrowly

escapes being torn to pieces by the real

furies he has awakened in the breasts of his

audience. He must give us pictures of hell

that make Christianity itself seem wicked. He

must harrow us. He must, in short, show

in the style of ' Titus Andronicus,' ' The

Duchess of Malfi,' ' Manfred,' ' The Cenci,'

'Le Eoi s'Amuse,' how strong he is at the

expense of all the holiest sanctions of art, till

mankind becomes sickened at the display, and

is inclined to beg the poets to return to their

golden clime, and not turn our clime into a

pandemonium of unholy passions or into

shambles of blood and bones. Now, from

this kind of pride Mr. Tennyson has always

been free—so free that it has not un-

frequently been" questioned whether he had

the power to be proud of. From the first

his power has been, with a very few excep

tions, as far above what his subjects de

manded as the reverse has been the case

with some of his contemporaries in England

and France. And the result of this training

is that, terrible and harrowing as is the

subject of 'Rizpah,' there is not a single

outrage of our sensibilities—not a single

false note.

It must be said, however, for English

poets, that the difference between English

artistic instincts and French is never more

strikingly exhibited than in the treatment

for artistic purposes of the maternal instinct.

There is no people in the world among whom

the relations between mother and child

aro so deep, true, and poetic as among the

French ; it is by far the most beautiful

thing in French society ; but compare the

treatment of the subject of maternal love as

a passion at bay, in this poem, and again in

such stories as Scott's 'Highland Widow,'

with its handling by so great a writer as

Victor Hugo in the death of La Esmeralda,

in the tooth-drawing of Fantine, and above

all in the great scene in ' Quatre-vingt-treize.'

Victor Hugo is tho most splendid genius of

the three, and has as deep and tender a heart

as any in the world, but how ineffective is

all his elaborate machinery of pathos when

set against the simjdicity of Scott and Mr.

Tennyson ! Pride of power has ruined M.

Hugo's finest work, as it has ruined so much

good work in France.

Tho historical ballads printed in this

volume (of which there are two), are suc

cesses, no doubt, and yet not brilliant suc

cesses. In the historical ballad tho first

requisite is " business." Whatever in the

smallest degree interferes with this, whether

it is tho importation of unbusinesslike matter

or the use of unbusinesslike metre, is in

jurious. Unexpected metrical effects—fun

damental irregularities of pause and stanzaic

arrangement—are dangerous. IS, for in

stance, we are waiting for the expected

striking down of the hero, we demand that

the rhynies and their arrangement shall be

aids in our rush towards the catastrophe .-

and if we are suddenly brought to a hah

by finding no answering rhyme where we

expected one, and have to ask ourselves

when this expected rhyme is to come, our

imaginative pleasure is baffled and thwarted

to a certain extent. The otherwise fine

ballad, 'The Revenge,' is very seriously

injuredby forgetfulness of this most obvious

law. Long lines and short lines, long stanzas

and short stanzas, are mixed up without

the slightest principle at moments when the

reader's imagination has no time to wait ;

and, moreover, some of the lines are so harsh

as to be with difficulty scanned. It is a

pity, for the ballad has every requisite but

this one. Yet it is doubtful whether

Mr. Tennyson's genius—energetic always,

but never brisk—is suited to the historka?

ballad. There are symptoms of a spurring

of Pegasus in the lines of 'The Defence

of Lucknow'—a rather oxclamatory style,

which an ungallant criticism would call

feminine, and which makes us think that,

varied as are his gifts, this kind of work is

hardly in harmony with them.

Nor can we think any of the blank-verse

poems particularly successful. The mono

logue of ' Sir John Oldcastle, Lord Cobham,'

is the best of them, but even here we get

that stiff, inflexible kind of verse which seems

to have grown upon Mr. Tennyson since the

latest of the ' Idylls of the King '—a stiff

ness which arises, it would seem, from an

attempt to artificially hold up his sentences

by forcing into them parenthetical matter,

and so producing an artificial cadence, instead

of suffering no sentence to be elevated save

by the only natural means of elevation—

that of the thought or emotion which gives

the sentence birth. We wish that our poets

could see that no subject is fit for treatment

in blank verse unless it can call from the

writer sufficient glow of emotion to raise it

to, and sustain it at, the elevation required

for cadence without any resort to artifices

such as that of parenthetical interpolation

or antithetical balancing.

Our great fear is, however, that Mr.

Tennyson has got so thoroughly into the

custom of writing thus that, even where the

subject is such as to call up the requisite

emotive glow, he relies, unconsciously and

unnecessarily, upon the artifice which has

become a habit. There can be no duubt

that when Mr. Tennyson wrote his dedica

tory poem to Princess Alice, he felt most

deeply tho pathos of the subject. Yet

what can possibly seem more cold and

artificial than these carefully balanced anti

thetical lines ?—

Dead Princess, living Power, if that, which lived

True life, live on—and if the fatal kiss,

Morn of true life and love, divorce thee not

From earthly love and life— if what we call

The spirit Hash not all at once from out

This shadow into Substance—then perhaps

The mellow'd murmur of the people's praise

From thine own State, and all our breadth of realm.

Where Love and Longing dress thy deeds in light.

Ascends to thee.

There seems to be a fatality about the

writing of English blank verse. The
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fundamental difference betweenrhymed verse

and blank verse is that while rhymed verse

has for support harmony, melody, rhyme,

colour, and what not, and can, in the level

and working passages of a poem, dispense

with mere distinction or style, blank verse,

though it has all these save rhyme, cannot

without distinction or style exist at all ; and if

the mere working portions of a poem are too

level in matter to call up the glow requisite

to give this distinction, an artificial distinc

tion has to be manufactured for blank verse

to distinguish it from prose. Moreover, as in

other matters of distinction or individual

accent, the poet's style is sure to reach its

culmination, and then it is liable to at once

degenerate into mere manner—to afforwards

sink further still into mannerism. The poet

begins by modelling his stylo upon that of

previous writers or a previous writer1—strikes

out at last a style of his own, works in it,

elaborates it, brings it to perfection, and

then overdoes it. Shakspeare is an illus

trious example of this. lie began by

imitating Marlowe, but finding (what most

likely Marlowe would have found had

he lived) that the "mighty line" is quite

unfitted to render the varied and fluc

tuant life of drama (being really an epic

movement), he invented a style of his own.

The miracle of this style is that the plea

sure we get from it is a something between

the pleasure afforded by perfect prose rhythm

and the pleasure afforded by poetic rhythm.

And when we consider that tho pleasuro

afforded by poetic rhythm is that of expect

ing tho fulfilment of a recognized law of

cadence, while the pleasure afforded by prose

rhythm is that its cadences shall come upon us

by surprise, it is no wonder if Sliakspeare is

the only poet who can catch and secure both

these kinds of pleasure and alternate them.

Hut even Shakspeare was human: the older

he got and the more ho drank tho delight

of faithfully rendering Nature, the more he

felt inclined to make the expected cadence

(the cadence of art) yield to the unexpected

cadence (that of nature) ; and in some of his

latest plays there are often between tho

great passages tracts of matter which, so

far as any metrical music goes, might as well

have been written in prose. And in tho

same way Milton, beginning also with

Marlowe's movement, carryiug it to its

highest possible point in tho early books

of ' Paradise Lost,' could hardly finish the

poem without being overmastered by the

style natural to his own didactic instincts,

which in ' Paradise Regained ' flattened the

lines and produced his mannerism.

In the ' Morte d'Arthur ' Mr. Tennyson

had reached a stylo exceedingly noble of its

kind : it seemed to combine the excellences

of "Wordsworth and of Milton. And the

blank verse of ' Guinevere ' was also very

fine, though there were unpleasant affecta

tions—such obvious tricks, for instance, as

that of seeking perpetually to get emphasis

by throwing a long pause after the first foot

of the line, a device which Milton had already

made so stale that it is surprising any suc

cessor dared to venture upon it. But from

the publication of ' Guinevere' Mr. Tenny

son's style stiffened with every poem, became

more mannered and more cold, and it almost

seems from the blank-verse pieces in this

volume as if it will not revive. It is, how

ever, rash to prophesy anything of a poet

who hag shown such amazing power of re

juvenescence as Mr. Tennyson has displayed

in some of these poems.

South America. By Antonio Gallenga.

(Chapman & Hall.)

Tnis account of a tour through a consider

able part of South America originally ap

peared in a series of letters to the Timet

newspaper. The fact is not mentioned by

Mr. Gallenga, but the work is dedicated "to

John Walter, Esq., M.P., by whose desire"

the tour " was undertaken and accomplished."

When read in the columns in which they first

appoared the letters compared favourably

with the loading article that invariably kept

them company, and which was but the faint

echo of the stronger voice. Now that they

are presented to the reader in a collected

form, ho looks at them in a different light,

and the interest they excited on their first

reading gives place to critical examination.

Errors there are, but not important ; they do

not in the least affect the story which Mr.

Gallenga has to tell—tho story, namely,

of what he saw with his own eyes as he

journeyed at full speed from Panama to

Collao and Lima, staying a fortnight in the

latter place before making an excursion to

the molilalia of Peru, and then steaming

south to Valparaiso, the land of Valdivia,

the Straits of Magellan, the cities of the

Plate, and the empire of Brazil.

While reading Mr. Gallenga's eloquent

descriptions of lake and mountain scenery,

and enjoying his cultivated satire, the reader

will be reminded again and again of the

Pizarros and tho Almagros of times pone by ;

of that arrogant firebrand the monk Valverde,

who was the real murderer of Atahuallpa;

of the restless, ambitious Alvarados, and

those roistering dare-devils the Carvajals ;

for as we travel with our special corre

spondent, he, though unwittingly, recalls to

our recollection " the deeds ot violenco, the

avarice, ambition, bigotry, cruelty, and

jealousy which marked and marred" those

times, togetluir with "tho utter disregard

of all faith, honour, and conscience in what

ever there was most admirablo and most

execrable in the old Spanish character,"—

all is still there in its full, unmitigated ugli

ness, except, indeed, that element of heroic

courage which sufficed to raise the adven

turers of the past above tho level of the

present cutthroats. If any reader desires to

see a proof of this he should read the letter of

Mr. Gallenga on Paraguay, which contains

a picture of •' Lopez II., a monster cast in

the mould of the most loathsome tyrants- of

tho ancient Greek and medhovol Italian

republics."

Mr. Gallenga risked his neck on the

" Grand Central Trans-Andean Line,"

commonly known as the Lima and Oroya

Pailway. "The gallant littlo special en

gine " which carried him went

" rattling up at full speed against a maze of

huge rocks where you absolutely see no issue,

when slits suddenly backs, and threads her way

on a higher zig-zag path on the right, then on

another still higher zig-zag path on the left, and

so on for four or five zig-zags and as many

tunnels, one above the other ou the same

mountain-side,"

till he reached the height of 16,000 foet

above the level of the sea ; and all that our

special correspondent gained for his pains

seems to be the momentous belief

' ' that there is actually nothing that skill may not

achieve, and that could any Titan pile Pelion

upon Ossa, and both on Olympus, nothing could

prevent the locomotive from reaching the steps

of Jupiter's throne. "

It was not necessary to go to Peru to come

to that conclusion, but we quote Mr. Gal

lenga's words in order to show with what

fondness a special correspondent is apt to

report upon what is nothing else than a

stupendous folly, and what little regard he

pays to the useful if its proportions are

too lowly to figure in a newspaper letter.

For example, the railway across the Isthmus

of Panama is "altogether a North American

contrivance," "commonplace, anything but

comfortable, and 'tantsoit peu blackguardy,'

asayoung Danish fellowtravellerobserved" ;

"the ticket costs hi. sterling, the distance

is forty-seven miles, and the time taken

in crossing from end to end is four hours."

But when once the train penetrates the " um

brageous multitude of leaves " which hang

above it, pierced by columns of twenty-one

different palms, standing in thousands,

whose fronds are mingled with those of

the banana, tho mangrove, the cacao,

the sugar-cane, fruit trees of every kind,

bread trees, cotton trees, and the mighty

codar, whose crests assume every Protean

shape. &c, Mr. Gallenga is in his element,

and B whole column is forthwith added to

the Times. This is one of the complaints to

be made of Mr. Gallenga's letters—he tells

chiefly of the marvels which catch his eye as

he is whirled past them at full speed, but

takes littlo trouble to inform his readers of

what they fain would know. This "com

monplace " railway, as ho calls it, is worth

twenty such railways as the magnificent

" Grand Central Trans-Andean Line." The

Panama Railway connects the Atlantic

and Pacific Oceans ; the Grand Central

Trans-Andean connects Lima with some

bright and glistening snow 16,000 feet

above the sea level. The former, though it

cost much to construct, has saved a hundred

times more lives than it slew, though it

slew thousands of labourers ; tho construc

tion of the latter has done nothing but

help to land a whole people in hopeless,

irretrievable bankruptcy, vanity, and self-

conceit. A quarter of a century ago, if it

had been Mr. Gallenga's lot to cross the

Isthmus of Panama, he would have been

only too glad to pay, not 51. for a seat

among " barefooted negroes" in the pre

sent crowded cars, but ten times that

amount.

Mr. Gallenga discusses at some length

and with much calmness the plans of

the canal which M. Lesseps proposes

to cut across the Isthmus of Panama,

"the benefits of which," he says, "would

exceed all human calculations, and even

surpass those conferred on mankind by

tho Suez Canal." If, after reading Mr.

Gallenga's volume, any sane person pute

his money into that great scheme, or,

indeed, any other scheme of lesser or

greater magnitude in South America, let

him not apply to the British Government

for help to recover him of his losses: he will

simply deserve to lose every penny.

The interest which Mr. Gallenga's volume

deserves to excite among the reading public

i
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is increased by the struggle still raging

between Chili and Peru, the issue of which

is not doubtful, and never has been, to

those well acquainted with both countries.

Into the origin or merits of this war it

is not our purpose to enter, except so far

as to say that, simple as the question is,

Mr. Gallenga has hardly grappled with

it as he might have done, and as will

be expected of him by those who con

sult his pages ; while not a little dis

appointment will fall upon those readers

who look for accurate information on

what is described as the wealth of Peru.

Sugar, nitrate, guano, silver, gold, and

copper mines, to say nothing of healing

balsams, quinine, and very precious wools,

are the main sources of the wealth of Peru,

but of these Mr. Gallenga tells nothing.

When travelling on the " Grand Central

Trans-Andean Line " he glanced at a sugar

estate on his way to the summit, but that is

all. " The vicunas, huanacos, and alpacas,"

he says, "roam the hills untamed, but are

hunted and killed for their skins, their furs

fetching high prices." Surely a man so well

informed as Mr. Gallenga must know that

the alpaca has been a domesticated animal

in Peru from time immemorial, and that if

the Peruvians, instead of figuring before the

world as statesmen, generals, and Free

masons, had attended to the cultivation of

the alpaca, they might now be in the

enjoyment of a steady nett income of

more than twenty million pounds sterling

a year, even had they left every other

branch of native industry untouched.

Further, we should be glad to learn on

what authority the statement is based that

the gunno at Iluanillo, Point Lobos,

Pabellon de Pica, and Chipana Bay " was,

two years ago, reckoned at about 1,800,000

tons " ; and that it " is inferior in quality,

mixed up with sand and stone, and deficient

in ammonia." If Mr. Gallenga could have

given information about these things

founded on personal knowledge it would

have been of much value. Guano boing

the one thing which forms the founda

tion of all Peruvian greatness, includ

ing the " Grand Central Trans-Andean

Railway," he might have taken a little pains

to toll his readers at least how it looks out

there, and what, at a rough guess, might be

the amount of this precious commodity, say,

for instance, at the Pabellon de Pica. It is a

moro serious matter than Mr. Gallenga sup

poses ; for if it should turn out, after a calm

examination into facts, that the, say, in round

numbers, 2,000,000 tons of Mr. Gallenga's

guano amount to more than 10,000,000 tons,

then the issue of the conflict at present raging

■on tho west coast of South America may

be moro important than he imagines. We

do not enter into these things, but that a

special correspondent, sent out to Peru at a

critical period in her history to report to a

great commercial journal on her civilization

and way of life, should tell nothing about

guano except what he repeats on hearsay,

must prove a sore disappointment to many.

Mr. Gullenga writes in better spirits when

he gets far south of Peru, and finds himself

under a canopy of foliage, " hour after hour,

and day after day," going " through the

midst of tall straight timber [*/<■] shooting up

to tho sky in glorious clusters, opening into

vistas, solemn as the aisles of some grand

Gothic minster," round the bays of Lake

Llanquihue. Chapters x. and xi. will be

read with unwonted attention, for they un

consciously associate themselves with what

is too painfully pressed upon our attention

in the London daily papers at the present

moment. Mr. Gallenga observes :—

" Much of the improvident method of agri

culture in the ' Vale of Chili ' is ascribed to the

fact that the land, originally taken from the in

digenous races by right of conquest, was allotted

to a few great proprietors, whose descendants

have held and still hold enormous estates, pass

ing from generation to generation, from father

to son, and that these, being assured of per

manent affluence, were satisfied with such

revenue as might be got from the land with the

least possible trouble or expense. The class of

these wealthy hacendados, or landowners, have

been looked upon as the bane of Chili, as fatal

to this country as the Borghese, the Chigi, the

Barberini, and other princes are, or were, to the

untitled Roman Campagna ; like these perpetua

ting the evil by those laws of primogeniture

which tended to concentrate all property, as

well as the government of the country, into the

interested hands of a few privileged families."

Here, too, we are again brought face to face

with the far-off romantic past; and those

who know that noble poem of Ercilla, ' La

Araucana,' will return to it after reading

Mr. Gallenga's pages with redoubled in

terest and admiration.

We have no wish to part company with

a companion so agreeable as Mr. Gal

lenga. We should be glad, did space

permit, to go with him to the "Magel

lanic State," the " Plate Republics," and to

Brazil, with its twenty provinces, its coffee,

sugar, cotton, tobacco, maize, matt', india-

rubber, hides of beasts ; " tho tercentenary

of Camoens" ; the tramways of Rio, which

carry " 40,000,000 passengers a year" ; "the

Amazon and its tributaries, navigable for

24,500 miles " ; and the " able-bodied negro,

who fetches from 200/. to 300/. at a public

auction." But there is no space for all these

things ; the reader will have pleasure in

reading them for himself; and he may

rest assured that if the book contains

much that was already well known, yet

the writer discourses in so excellent a

way that he will not fail to commend

to a fresh consideration many things with

which the instructed reader was previously

well acquainted. Perhaps Mr. Gallenga's

work will produce its greatest effect on that

generation of men who just now are called

upon to study great national events; for

here they can see as in a glass, not darkly,

the result of three hundred years of misrule

on the part of politicians and of the false

teaching of immoral priests, the destruction

that is in store for all who work unrighteous

ness, and the disgrace and infamy that are

contained in all false dealing, and which must,

sooner or later, fall upon the transgressors,

be they black or white, learned or simple.

Horace's Odes : Englished and Imitated by

Various Hands. Selected and Arranged by

Charles W. F. Cooper. (Bell & Sons.)

Mk. Coor-ER has chosen an interesting

subject, and has produced a suggestive

little book. lie certainly, however, does

not exhaust the materials which lie ready at

hand, and we can well imagine a volume of

translations of Horace at once more useful

and more attractive.

What Mr. Cooper has given is a series of

selected translations of the odes, " limited

to [Mr. Cooper means extending no further

than] the waiters of the earlier part of the

present century, the latest in point of date

(with the exception of an ode by Barry

Cornwall) being those of Leigh Hunt and

the Rev. John Mitford." A second part

contains a number of imitations and

parodies, and these are often exceedingly

amusing. Now, by limiting himself to the

older translators, Mr. Cooper has deprived

his readers of some of the best and most

vigorous translations. To name no others,

we have here no specimen of Lord Lytton,

Lord Ravensworth, Prof. Newman, Sir

Theodore Martin, Whyte Melville, or Prof.

Conington. Then there have been capital

translations of single odes by the late Lord

Derby, Lord Denman, and Mr. Gladstone.

Mr. Calverley, moreover, has written brilliant

renderings of some fifteen of the best-known

odes. All these and many more hare been

omitted.

Nor is the list complete of the oltei

translators. Walsh and Otway and others

translated single odes, and we have here no

example of them, nor of Green or CoxwelL

who translated the whole. Coxwell's trans

lations are particularly amusing. He ad

dresses Mcecenas :—

Great Sir, that did'st from Hoyal Hace descend.

My safeguard, dear and honoured friend ;

and his " Persicos odi " begins :—

When I, my boy, beneath the shade

T' enjoy my friend sit down.

Let not thy wreath be shining made

Like Ariadne's crown.

Indeed, all throughout, he takes liberties

with his author of the most surprising

kind. And there are still two other points

where Mr. Cooper has made an error of

judgment. He has not given an entire

translation, and he has often failed to give

the best translation of a particular ode.

Why does he supply no translation of

Ode i. 24, that beautiful ode to Virgil, or

i. 28, on Archytas, or i. 37, "Nunc est

bibendum "? and the omissions in the other

books are at least equally flagrant. That

Mr. Cooper has been right in giving more

than one version of an ode in several cases

is undeniable, but no ode should have been

left out in the cold entirely. Nor is it

possible to believe that he has always

selected the happiest rendering of an ode.

To take the very first, was Broome's diffuse

Maecenas, whose high lineage springs

From a long race of ancient kings,

really the best procurable version of

Maicenas, atavis edite regibus ?

Accepting, then, this book as a mere pledge

and promise of something better to come,

we would recommend a competent scholar

to arrange a complete translation of Horace,

supplying the best versions of every ode,

and illustrating them with engravings from

the most appropriate gems. Such a book

would be in every sense a treasury of poetry

and art, and would popularize Horace as be

has nover yet been made popular.

Those translations from the older poets

which Mr. Cooper has printed—we are not

speaking now of the imitations—are seldom

particularly happy. They are often quaint,

and sometimes fairly accurate ; but they aiv

more often laboured, and show singularly

little poetic fire. Then the metres seem
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almost always matter of complete indiffer

ence, and instead of choosing the best

English equivalents for the Latin versifica

tion, the translators for the most part seem

to take the first thing that comes to hand,

and utterly fail in giving any impression of

the original poem.

There are, it need hardly be said, two

theories as to the best way in which to

translate Horace, or, indeed, any ancient

Eiet. In the one case the effort is to trans-

te as closely as possible, and to reproduce

the curiota felicitas of each expression. In

the other the aim is rather to sacrifice exact

ness of expression to fidelity of impression,

and to produce a version which, if less satis

factory to the scholar, shall more clearly

show the unscholarly in what the charm of

the poem consisted when men first heard it.

The two most popular translators of our

own day have been Sir Theodore Martin

and Prof. Conington, and they represent

very fairly the advantages and disadvantages

of these two theories of translation. Nothing

can be better than many of Prof. Coning-

ton's separate renderings, and nothing less

graceful than the general effect too often is.

In Sir Theodore Martin we have verve and

swing enough, but the tone is sometimes

quite too modern, and the translation is

occasionally loose and inadequate. We

may venture to quote a few lines from

a private letter of Prof. Conington's when

sending a copy of his ' Horace ' to a friend,

as it expresses very generously his estimate

of his own deficiencies. He says his

4 Horace '

"is intended to remind people of the original,

not to produce the effect of the original on those

who don't know Latin ; that in, it seems to me,

the work of an original poet, and is certainly

beyond me. If you know Theodore Marlins

translation, which is, perhaps, tho only one that

has had much success, you will see what I mean

by contrast. He will remind you of Moore and

other English poets. I shall, I fear, remind

you of nothing."

Then, supposing it possible to combine

the best parts of each scheme of translation,

there are further difficulties ahead. What

metres will properly represent sapphic or

alcaic or nscfepiad ? We may at once set

aside the idea of writing English sapphics

or alcaics. 'The Needy Knife-Grinder'

is all very well in its way, but these Latin

metres give little or no pleasure to an

ordinary Englishman, and even the English

hexameter remains (what some one once

called the potato) " a precarious exotic."

Then come the unrhymed metres, of which

Milton's ' Pyrrha ' is the best-known ex

ample, and which Lord Lytton used exclu

sively in his translation. We know all that

can be said in their favour, but the fact

remains that they will only be agreeable

to a very cultivated ear. Prof. Conington,

like most translators, falls back on rhymes,

but he gives far too great prominence to

iambic over the lighter and gayer trochaic

measures. Sir Theodore Martin employs

all sorts of metres, some of them effective

enough, but many which do not in the least

represent the original. What can be less

like a sapphic stanza than

Persia's pomp, my boy, I hate,

No coronals of flowerets rare

For me on bark of linden plait.

Nor seek thou to discover where

The lash rose lingers late ?

Perhaps the nearest approach we can get

to an English metre representing the sap

phic would be such a trochaic measure as :—

Boy, I hate these Persian deckings,

Me the linden chaplets fret :

Seek no more if rose late blowing

Linger yet.

For the alcaic we know nothing better than

the metre of Coleridge's 'Christabel,' and the

first asclepiad might fairly be turned into

such rhyming trochaics as Keats's ' Robin

Hood.' But, again, when the matter of

metre has been disposed of, there is the

collocation of the words in Horace, which

means so much, and is so difficult to main

tain in any translation. How much depends,

in the first two lines of the first ode, on

the antithetical endings of " regibus " and

" meum " ! Maecenas's ancestors were kings,

but nevertheless he is " prajsidium et dulce

decus " to the humble poet. It is the same

in countless instances, but few translators

even attempt to preserve these finer shades

of poetic diction. Lastly, there are in

Horace expressions full of meaning to a

Roman, but which, if literally translated,

either give no idea at all, or at most an idea

that is inadequate and often even unpleasing.

Let us take, for instance, an expression in

the Ode to Neobule. This young lady is in

love with a certain young athlete of the

name of Hebrus, and Horace recounts all his

perfections. It is delightful to see him swim

ming, as he plunges his "unctot humeros"

in the river. How is this to be translated ?

Creech, in Mr. Cooper's volume, speaks

of " his oyl'd arms ; Lord Lytton has

" anointed with oil," Sir Theodore Martin

?refers " balm-dropping shoulders," and

'rof. Conington has:—

O, to see him when anointed he is plunging in the

flood !

Perhaps the only way of getting rid of

difficulty and absurdity together is to trans

late by some such word as "shining" or

" glossy" ; but this instance only illustrates

one of the perils which beset the translator

of Horace.

But we must now turn to the second part

of this volume, the imitations and parodies.

The first imitation which Mr. Cooper gives is

Marvell's fine Horatian Ode to Cromwell,

but, magnificent as it is, it is rather after the

style of Horace than an imitation of any one

ode ; there is, however, though Mr. Cooper

does not mention it, probably a reminiscence

of the passage in Ode i. 37, on Cleopatra's

death, in Marvell's memorable lines on

Charles I.'s execution. The most amusing

parodies in this collection are from ' Horace

in London,' by the two Smiths, and there

are bits hardly inferior to the best in the

' Rejected Addresses.'

Mr. Cooper has omitted one capital parody

on the "Lydia, die, per omnes ; it was by

Lord Holland (Charles James Fox's father),

and was addressed to Lady Sarah Bunbury,

once the Lady Sarah Lennox of George III.'s

youthful admiration, and afterwards the

mother of all the Napiers :—

Sally, Sally, don't deny.

But, for God's sake, tell me why

You have flirted so, to spoil

That once lively youth, Carlisle !

He used to mount while it was dark,

Now he lies in bed till noon ;

And you not meeting in the park,

Thinks that he got up too soon.

Manly exercise and sport,

Hunting and the tennis-court,

And riding school no more divert :

Newmarket does, for there you flirt !

But why does he no longer dream

Of yellow Tiber and its shore ;

Of his friend Charles's favourite scheme

On waking think no more ?

Why does he dislike an inn ?

Hate postchaises, and begin

To think 'twill be enough to know

His way from Almack's to Soho ?

Achilles thus kept out of fight

For a long time ; but this dear boy

(If, Sally, you and I guess right)

Will never get to Troy.

We must find room for one other parody,

which is particularly neat in its execution

and has not been published. It is on the

" Persicos odi," from which we have already

quoted :—

Jane, I hate scsthetic carpets.

High Art curtains make me swear,

Pray cease hunting for the latest

Queen Anne chair.

I care nothing for improvements

On the simple style of Snell,

Which will suit both you and me ex

tremely well.

NOVELS OF THE WEEK.

The Bebel of the Family. By E. Lynn Linton.

3 vols. (Chatto & Windus.)

A Sailor's Sweetheart. By W. Clark Russell.

3 vols. (Sampson Low & Co.)

The Mystery in Palace Gardens. By Mrs.

J. H. Riddell. 3 vols. (Bentley & Son.)

The Glen of Silver Birches. By E. Owens

Blackburne. 2 vols. (Remington & Co.)

A Day of Fate. By the Rev. E. P. Roe.

2 vols. (Ward, Lock & Co.)

Hilary's Love Story. By Georgiana M. Craik.

"Blue Bell Series." (Marcus Ward & Co.)

In ' The Rebel of tho Family ' Mrs. Lynn

Linton appears to much greater advantage

than in that tract in three volumes which she

styled 1 Under which Lord ? ' Tho public are

now pretty well acquainted with the author's

merits and defects. Her novels are exceed

ingly well written, the dialogue is full—

perhaps too full—of point, the descriptions

are carefully worked up, and every effort is

made to develope an interesting plot. On

the other hand, she possesses little of the

novelist's most precious gift—the power of

creating characters. Most of her dramatis

persona are carefully constructed lay figures,

who speak and act consistently, but fail to

impress the reader with a sense of their

reality. In this respect, however, ' The

Rebel of tho Family ' is more successful than

most of Mrs. Linton's books. Perdita, the

heroine, is really a charming character, and

her worldly mother is excellently drawn.

On the other hand, Leslie Crawford is dread

fully wooden ; and a most conventional

French viscount, who has figured in scores

of English novels, mars a work that might

otherwise be pronounced a brilliant success.

As it is, ' The Rebel of the Family ' cannot

rank above the second class of novels, but

among them it merits a high place. So good,

however, is it that Mrs. Linton would do

well to eliminate her villain and recast the

work, confining it to two volumes.

The title 'A Sailor's Sweetheart' will

hardly lead people to expect the sort of book

that Mr. Clark Russell has written. A

second title explains that the story is that

of the wreck of the ship Waldershare, told

by the second mate. The book is very much
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unobjectionable ; its tone is good if any

thing ; it is not didactic ; and it is written in

unaffected language. But, like the previous

volumes of this serios, 'Hilary's Love 8tory'

does not quite answer the expectations

formed from the announcement with which

the publishers began the "Blue Bell Series."

It is a book for girls, and will not in any

way compete with the ordinary three-volume

novel. Nor does it in England at all corre

spond to the one-volume novels published in

France. Moreover, the price is by no means

low. No doubt the type is good and tho paper

thick—too thick, in fact, for convenience, for

it bursts the binding in one reading ; but

compared with the railway editions at the

tamo price, a volume of the ' ' Blue Bell

Series ' is about twice as expensive. The

publishers' design as announced was ex

cellent. It is to be sincerely hoped that they

may in time see their way to carry it out.

rllRISTMAS BOOKS.

Heather ami Harebell. By Emma Marshall.

(Nisbet & Co.)

Grandmother s Recollection*. By Grandmamma

Parker. (Sonnenschein it Allen.)

Holiday Times. By H. L. Hamilton. (Hatchards.)

The Fisherman of lihava. By C . E. Bourne. (Son-

nenschoin & Allen.)

Workers at Home. By Mrs. W. H. Wigley.

(Nisbet & Co.)

In Mischief Aijain. By the Author of ' Hugh's

Heroism,' &c. (Cassell & Co.)

A Nest of Sparrows. By M E. Winchester.

(Seeley & Co.)

What Girls can Do. By Phillis Browne. (Cassell

& Co.)

Poor Nelly. By the Author of ' Tiny Houses.'

(Same publishers.)

Through Peril to Fortune. By L. F. Licaching.

(Same publishers.)

A Banished Monarch, ami other Stories. (Same

publishers.)

Aunt Tabitha's Waifs. By Madeline Bonavia

Hunt. (Same publishers.)

Jeff and Leff, and otiier Stories. (Same pub

lishers. )

Tom Morris's Error, ami other Stories. (Same

publishers.)

Through Flood, Through Fire, and other Stories.

(Same publishers.)

The Oirl with the Golden Locks, and other Stories.

(Same publishers.)

Heathbk and Harebell are two little bnys

whose life and adventures on a fine Devonshire

moor will be much read by the young children

for whom they are related. The illustrations

are good, and the moral is healthy, showing how

a manly and obedient lad may influence a less

robust playmate.

In spite of the author's good intentions we

fear that childish critics will find ' Grandmother's

Recollections' rather "goody-goody." There is

too much harping on the dangers of the water,

to which most children take like ducks, and

generally too much metaphorical water thrown

upon everything in the direction of adventure.

But some of the tales are passable, and the

" pictures " are pretty.

Miss Hamilton's children have a good deal

of fun altogether with their excellent uncle

"Bobbie-Tom," who is better than his name.

The burning of their house is a trouble not with

out its alleviations. Being lost in the fog on

Arthur's Seat is an experience which certainly

few children could have survived. A good many

quotations in verse are put in requisition, notably

that curious ballad which begins with the cha

racteristic line, " Our fathers were high-minded

men " 1

The fisherman of Rhava, who gains the

wiaued-for jdiorcs of Etlan as the reward of a

life of self-sacrifice, is an allegorical figure. His

adventures will be appreciated by boys, though

possibly they may miss the allegory. It is a

very circuitous method of impressing a doctrine

which has often been more plainly, and not less

poetically, conveyed.

Mrs. Wigley's book, though replete with

truisms, one can well imagine may be useful to

young wives and mothers, especially of tho

artisan class. It contains a good many sound

remarks on health and morals, some simple

medical recipes, and some good precepts both

for housewives and mistresses.

' In Mischief Again ' is a bright, boyish story.

With the hero most boyB will sympathize, for

there is nothing mawkish in his nature. His

reclamation from the paths of pure mischief is

natural, as he has some manly groundwork of

character to work upon. The moral is unspoiled,

and the story will win boyish sympathies.

The "nest" is a wretched garret in one of the

worst parts of Liverpool, and the "sparrows"

arc three poor little waifs and strays of the great

town who, by strange and merciful chance, are

kept from the evil that is around them, and,

after a hard struggle, at last work their way into

decent comfort and well-doing. Jim is an Irish

boy, a worker in the mills, a stunted and delioate

lad, who is left at the death of his parents to

support himself and his baby sister. The boy

manages to earn enough to feed the two mouths,

but his great difficulty is the care of little Lizzie,

for he resolves, whatever happens, not to let her

come under the evil influence of their bad neigh

bours. Tho tiny girl, locked up all day in the

bare and lonely room, is a touching picture. In

time another waif comes to their rescue—Jinny,

a homeless outcast, just big enough to take care

of Lizzie—and becomes the little house-mother.

The three children struggle on, tho elder two

always hoping to raise themselves, until trouble

coines in the shape of dangerous illness to Lizzie,

their little savings are swallowed up, and there

is despair. How kind people come to the rescue

and how the memory of a hymn brings the

children good luck is a long tale and worth the

reading.

The writer of 'What Girls can Do' has under

taken a difficult task. Saddened by the thought

of the time and powers wasted by the young

women of the day, she sets forth, at length and

in detail, all the works, " for duty," " for plea

sure," and "for necessity," which may be accom

plished by young people with time on their

hands. Many of the remarks—as, for instance,

on household management and on philanthropic

work—are excellent, but a good many are, to say

the least, inadequate. In the chapter on arith

metic we find, for example, "Of coursw, the first

thing is to get a child to take in the idea of one

—one chair, one table, one book, one horse. A

week or a fortnight may be very profitably spent

in going over and over this lesson. When the

child really comprehends it, one and one, or two,

may be introduced Once make a child realize

clearly the idea first of one, and then that one

and one make two, and you may go on by easy

gradations to rule of three, compound interest,

and the higher mathematics." Tho mind posi

tively quails at this picture. We are almost

tempted to think that it would be better for the

unemployed young woman to remain unemployed

for a week or a fortnight than to spend her time

in thus stupefying a child's mind and deceiving

her own. But the writer herself says, " I have

taken a variety of employments into considera

tion. It is obvious that I could not speak from

personal acquaintance with each one." It is pro

bable that with regard to teaching she has little

experience to go upon. But notwithstanding an

occasional lack of intelligence and the general

absence of all pretensions to literary skill, the

book is well meaning, and may be of use.

The other books on our list are all reprints

from volumes of Messrs. Cassell's periodicals—

Little Folks, Cassell's Magazine, and the Quiver—

which are now out of print, and will doubtless

be welcomed by their old friends. They axe

children's stories and are chiefly about children.

Theadventures of "poor Nelly" will be followed

with interest by many little readers, who will

probably wonder with us at the apparently aim

less villainy of Jane Snooks. ' Poor Nelly ' has

pretty illustrations, snme few of which seem to

be by a well-known hand. The other books con

tain less attractive pictures, though the head

pieces and tailpieces are generally good.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

Although it is the business of a critic to

judge a work according to its intrinsic merits,

he is not the less bound, in fairness both to the

author and to his readers, to call attention to

any exceptional difficulties which may have at

tended its production. Accordingly in noticing

the second series of Mr. W. W. Fenn's col

lected papers, After Sundown; or, the Palette

and the Pen, in two volumes (Sampson Low

& Co.), we gladly recall the fact of his

gallant struggle against a great misfortune,

related in his former work, and referred to in

the present, which must dispose any generous

mind in his favour. Mr. Fenn's most successful

productions are certainly those which spring

most directly and spontaneously from his remi

niscences. His sketches of the joys and troubles

—tho former by far predominating—of a

landscape painter's life and work during the

sketching season have all the freshness and

value of personal experience ; the descriptions

of scenery which has remained so long graven

on the "mental retina alono are vivid and artistic.

But though a lover of nature in all its aspects

he is also a true Cockney, and he sings the

praises of noise in a discriminating account

of the sounds of London. A paper entitled

' Ritlo and Brush ' contains a pleasant descrip

tion of his experiences with the Artists' corps

in the early days of the volunteer movement,

and on the subject of holidays he has some

sensible, if not very original, remarks. His

stories, though varied enough, have a strong

family likeness. All are more or less sensa

tional (his "acute sensational story" is perhaps

a less distant parody on them than he imagines).

The dialogue is generally of the same order,

and almost everything turns on a violently im

probable coincidence—a defect which, though

of less consequence when each story appeared

by itself, is necessarily forced on the reader by

their juxtaposition. The tales are very short,

and we are inclined to think their effect would

have been better had they been somewhat longer.

Whether these stories, and certain other papers

which as to matter and calibre recall that pro

lific and most respectable writer A. K. H. B.,

are worth reprinting, can be decided only by

that roughest of all tests, success. We think

success is probable, and in one sense at all

events is richly deserved. Let us keep our

tempers—let us make the best of things—above

all, let us not be snobs. Certainly the teaching

of these moral essays is unexceptionable. And

there is a large number of excellent people who

like truth best in the form of a truism, not to

say a platitude. But the author's best sermon

by far is his life, as revealed to the reader in

occasional though direct glimpses throughout

these as well as his former volumes.

Index Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-

General's Office, United States Army, is tho title

of a big volume of 888 pages recently published

by the Government at Washington. It combines

authors and subjects in alphabetical order from

A to Berhiiski, an arrangement distasteful to

the traditional librarian, but in this instance,

by confronting a long-standing difficulty, pro

ductive of a very useful book. The compilers

have evidently taken a lesson from the ' Cata

logue of Scientific Papers ' brought out by the

Royal Society, for they print 126 pages of ab

breviated titles of Transactions and other

periodicals, out of which they have gathered
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34,604 titles of papers and articles, besides

9,000 author-titles representing 8,031 volumes

and 6,398 pamphlets, and 9,000 subject-titles of

separate books and minor publications. This

for a first instalment is very praiseworthy, and

makes us impatient to see what the whole work

will be when Z is reached. Lieut. -Col. and

Surgeon J. S. Billings, U.S. Army, whose

report ia printed as preface, tells us that the

work was begun in 1873 ; that it is not to be

regarded as a complete medical bibliography,

inasmuch as it represents a single collection

only, but "a collection so large and of such a

character that there are few subjects in medicine

with regard to which something may not be

found in it"; and he hopes that "the many

physicians, both in America and in Europe, to

whom the library is under obligations for con

tributions and influence, will find in the volume

a proof that their aid and sympathy have not

been wasted."

Messes. W. Kent & Co. are continuing their

laudable enterprise—the publication of neat

pocket editions of English classics. They now

send us an edition of Shakspeare, twelve small

volumes in a cloth case. The volumes are so

small that they can without inconvenience be

carried in the pocket. They are printed in a

nice clear type, and will form an excellent

Christmas present.

Messrs. Partridge & Cooper have sent us

a selection of Diaries, excellently adapted for

the wear and tear of business, strongly bound

and well arranged.-—We have also on our table

The Cosmopolitan Masonic Calendar and Diary

(Kenning), which, as its title shows, will interest

Freemasons.

Here Rothe has sent us a number of in

teresting Christmas Cards. The floral designs

are the most successful.

LIST OP NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Batchelor's (Rev. H.) The Incarnation of God, and other
Sermons, er. 8vo. 7/6 cl.

Charteris's (A. H.) Canonlcity. a Collection of Early Testl
monies to the Canonical Books of the New Testament,
based on Kirchhofer's Quellensammlung, 8vo. 18/ cl.

Children's Daily Bread, 2/6 cl.
Dorner's (D. J. A.) System of Christian Doctrine, translated

by Rev. A. Cave and Rev. J J. B. Bank, Vol. 1. 10/6 cl.
Hagenbach's (Dr. K. R.) History of Christian Doctrine, with

Introduction by E. H. Plumptre, D.D., Vol. 2, 10/6 cl.
Meyer's Commentary on tile New Testament : Ephesians and

Philemon, by A. P. Dickson ; Thessalonians, by Prof.
G. Lunsmann, Svo. 10/6 each, cl.

Pearson's (C. R.) Counsels of the Wise King, Vol. 1, January
to June, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.

Kyle's (Right Rev. J. C.) Boys and Girls Playing, and other
Addresses to Children, royal 16mo. 2/6 cl.

Btrange's (T. L.) What Is Christianity? an Historical Sketch,
Illustrated with a Chart, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

Fine Art and Archaalogy.

Adams's (R. and J.) Architecture, Decoration, and Furni
ture, folio, 25/ bds.

Clark's (J. W.) Cambridge, Brief Historical and Descriptive
Notes, with Etchings and Vignettes, imp. 4to. 21/ cl.

Ibchen Valley (The), from Tichborne to Soutliampton,
Twenty-two Etchings by H. Sumner, imp. 4to. 31/6 cl.

Portfolio (The), Vol. for 1880, 4to. 38/ cl.
Read's (T. B.) Drifting, illustrated from Designs by Hiss

B. Humphrey, 5/ cl.
Smith's (B.) Sketches Abroad, folio, 25/ bds.
South Kensington Museum, Examples of the Works of Art,

folio, 16/ cl.
Warren's (C.) The Temple or the Tomb, 8vo. 10/6 cl.
Winter's (C. L.) Pictorial Bible Reading-Book, cr. 8vo. 2/ cl.

Drama.

Stopfer's (P.) Shakspeare and Classical Antiquity, translated
from the French by E. J. Carey, cr. 8vo. 12/ cl.

Philosophy.
Leigh's (Aston) Story of Philosophy, 8vo. 6/ cl.

History and Biography.
Blalkie'a (W. C.) The Personal Life of David Livingstone,

with Portrait and Mais 8vo. IS/ cl.
Budge's (E. A.) History of Esarnaddon, ll.c. 681-668, 8vo.

lu/6cl. (Oriental Series.)
Hayward's (A.) Sketches of Eminent Statesmen and Writers,

and other Essays, 2 vols. 8vo. 28/ cl.
Memoirs of the Rev. Dr. II. MaeQIll, 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Mtkw's (H. D.) Pugilistic*, the History of British Boxing,

Vol. 2, Svo. 10/0 cl.
Wren's (E.) Intermediate Education History of England,

Part 1, a.v. 1485, cr. Svo. 3A) cl.

Geography and Travel.
Calpensls's (F.) Reminiscences of Gibraltar, cr. 8vo. 2/6 swd
Hayea's (H. A.) Illustrated Letters to my Children from the

Holy Land, imp. Svo. 5/ cl.

Phiioltgy.
Bell's (A. M.) Faults of Speech, 2/tt cl.

Science.
Bergen's Use of Great Circle Sailing, with Chart and Pro

tractor, 4/
Campin's (F.) Materials and Construction, 3/ cl. (Weale's

Series.)

Elliot's (J.) Complete Key to Advanced Algebra, for the Use
of Schools and Colleges, 8vo. 6/ cl.

Familiar Garden Flowers, figured by F. E. Hulme and de
scribed by 8. Hibberd, first series, cr. 8vo. 12, 6 cl.

Markham's (C. R.) Peruvian Bark, cr. 8vo. 14/ cl.
Thomson's (Sir W.) Elasticity and Heat, 4to. 6/ cl.
Urquhart's (J. W.) Sewing Machinery, 2/ cl. (Weale's Series.

General Literature.
Allen's (P.) A Woodland Idyll, or Nature, Science, and

Art, an Apologue, 12mo. 2/6 cl.
Bell's (C. M.) Cruise of Ulysses and his Men, 12mo. 2/6 cl.
Bent's (J. T.) Genoa, how the Republic Rose, illustrated, 18/
Boys' and Girls' Book of Enchantment, numerous illustra

tions, 8vo. 5/ cl.
Boy's King Arthur, being Sir Thomas Malory's History of

King Arthur, edited by Sidney Lanier, illustrated, 7/6 cl.
Brown School Series : Sales Account, Scliool Board, 4to. 6/ cl.
Clayton's (L.) Heart Lessons, cr. Svo. 2/6 cl.
Complete Manual of Coat Cutting, 2 vols, royal 4to. 20/ cl.
Darton's (J. M.) Heroism of Christian Women of our Own

Time, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Foster's (E.) An Author's 8tory, and other Tales, cr. 8vo. 7/6
Glass of Fashion (The), a Universal Handbook of Social

Etiquette, by the Lounger in Society, 12mo. 3/6 cl.
Jamieson's Political Economy for Business People, 12mo. 5/
Leisure Hour, Vol. 1880, roy. 8vo. 7/ cl.
Leslie's (E.) Before the Dawn, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Marryat's (F.) With Cupid's Eyes, a Novel, 3 vols. 31/6 cl.
New Commandment (The), or Ella's Ministry, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Reaney's (Mrs. G. S.) Our Daughters, their Lives Here and

Hereafter, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Bearle's (E.) Noonday Meditations, republished by her

Friend, M. L. M., 18mo. 2/6 cl.
Simpson's (M. C. M.) Geraldlne and her Suitors, 3 vols. 31/6
Smifes's (8.) Duty, with Illustrations of Courage, Patience,

and Endurance, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.
Sunday at Home, Vol. 1880, roval 8vo. 7/ el.
Thomas's (A.) Eyre of Blendon", a Novel, 3 vols. 31'/6 cl.

FOREIGN.

Theology.
Landerer (M. A.): Neueste Dogmengeschichte, 7m. 60.
Maybaum (8.): Die Entwickelung d. Altisraelitischen Pries-

terthums, 2m. 80.
Michelis (F.): Katholische Dogmatik, 12m.
Revillout (E.): Le Concile de Nicee d'apres lea Textes

Coptes et les diverses Collections Canoniques, Parts
1 and 2, 12fr.

Schoeberlein (L.): Princip u. System der Dogmatik, 16m.
Scriptorum Graecorum qui Christianam impugnaverunt

Religionem quae supersunt, collegit C. J. Neumann,
Fasc. 3, 6m.

Law.

Lex Balica, ed. A. Holder, 4 Parts, 8m.

Fine Art and Archaology.
Lefenestre (G.): LeLivred'Or du Salon de Peinture et de

Sculpture, Second Series, 25fr.
Manuscrlts (Les) Ue Leonard da Vinci : Le Manuscrit A de la

Bibliothoque de 1'Institut, published in fac-simile and
translated by Charles Ravaisson-Mollien, lOOfr.

Reiss (W.) and Stiibel (A.): The Necropolis of Ancon, Part 1,
30m.

Poetry and the Drama.
Lotheissen (F.): Moliere, sein Lebcn u. seine Werke, 10m.
Scartazzini (J. A.) : Abhandlungen iiber Dante, 5m.

Philosophy.
Mendelssohn's (Moses) Schriften zur Philosophie, &c., edited

by M. Brasch, 2 vols., 12m.
Schmidt (H.) : Exegetischer Commentar zum Theatet,

3m. 20.
Slebeck (H.): Geschlchte der Fsychologie, Fart 1, Section 1,

6m.
History and Biography.

Bonnin (Th.): Cartulaire de Louviers, 4 vols. 60fr.
Kekule (K.): Das Leben Welcker's, 10m. 80.
Petcrten (W.): De Historia Gentium Atticarum, 3m.
Zielinski (T.) : Die letzten Jahre d. 2 Punlschen Krieges, 4m.

Philology.
Noldoke(T.): Syrische Grammatik, 12m.
Paul (H.): Principien der Sprachgeschichte, 6m.
Wulcker (R. P.) : Altengliscbes Lesebuch, Part 2, Section 2,

2m.
Science.

Rambert (E.) and Robert (P.): Les OUeaux dans la Nature,
Vol. 2, 40fr.

Bolland (E.): Faune Fopulalre de la France, Vol. 3, lOfr.

General literature.
France (H.): Le Peche de Sumr Cunegonde, 3fr. 60.
Jacolliot (L.): Voyage au Pays des Fakirs Charmeurs, 4fr.

BONNETS.

NATURA. MALIGNA.

The Lady of the Hills with crimes untold

Followed my feet, with azure eyes of prey ;

By glacier-brink she stood, or cataract-spray,

When mists were dire, or avalanche-cchoes rolled.

At night she glimmered in the death-wind cold,

And if a footprint shone at break of day,

My flesh would quail, but straight my soul would

say:

'Tis hers whose hand God's mightier hand doth hold.

I trod her snow-bridge, for the moon was bright,

Her icicle-arch across the sheer crevasse,

When lo, she stood ! God bade her let me pass ;

Then fell the bridge ; and, in the sallow light

Adown the chasm, I saw her, cruel-white,

And all my wondrous days as in a glass.

Theodore Watts.

THE TWOFOLD COED.

Singly we fight against enormous odds,—

Dulness, and Cowardice, and Fate, and Chance,

And the wild bowman, purblind Ignorance,

And Heaven with all its lazy brood of gods ;

How, then, above the congregated clods,

Can one man rise, and out of clay advance,

Alone, against the sleepless countenance

Of that huge Argus-host that never nods ?

So must we fall upon the fields of life.

And bleed, and die ? Nay, rather let us twain.

Marching abreast, against that army move.

Each harnessing the other for the strife,—

You with my will for helmet, and my brain

For sword, while I for buckler bear your love.

THE TWOFOLD VOICE.

A double voice cries in the spirit of Man,

As though upon a mortal stage he saw

Apollo's wailing daughter, crazed with awe.

Change parts, and shout as Clytemnestra can ;

For in the blaze of life he turns to scan

The dim ghost-haunted face of outraged law.

And feels the flames rise, and the serpents gnaw

Through the gilt tissue of his hope's bright plan ;

And thus the heavy animal part of him,—

Never at rest to ponder and rejoice,—

Sways, blindly shaken by that twofold voice ;

Beneath the axe of Pleasure, void and dim

The dull brain reels, and the vext senses swim.

Or Conscience thrills him with her piercing noUe.

Edmund W. Uosse.

DR. EDWIN GUEST.

As was announced in the AOieruxvm for Nov.

27th, the resignation of Dr. Guest, which took

place but a very short time ago, was followed by

his death last week. It is about a year and a

half since Dr. Guest took any part in the busi

ness of the University, as his health, which had

for some years been feeble, began to fail very

seriously. He left Cambridge for his estate at

Sandford, near Oxford, and it soon became

evident that he would return to his college no

more. Finding this, Dr. Guest, on the 8th of

October last, resigned the mastership which he

had held for twenty-eight years.

Dr. Guest was born in 1800, entered Cains

College in 1820, and took his degree as eleventh,

wrangler in the Mathematical Tripos of 1824,

the same year as the late Lord Hatherley. He

was elected Fellow of his college, and, having

chosen the law as his profession, he was called

to the bar ; but his tastes were literary and

antiquarian rather than legal, and, holding his

fellowship, he was free to follow those studies

on which he became so great an authority.

His ' History of English Rhythms ' was

published in 1838, and is, as was said long

since, " unhappily the only book, strictly so

called, that this great scholar has put forth."

It was given to the world at a time when all

the labour of examining the MSS. of our old

English poetry had to be borne by the author

himself. Since that day societies have arisen

to place abundant materials at the disposal of

any writer on that or kindred subjects. But

Dr. Guest was his own collector, and most

zealously and carefully he did his work. The

first volume had been printed off two years

before the second went to press, and in his

brief preface he apologizes for the few addi

tional notes at the end of each volume, which

further examination had rendered necessary.

But any one who looks over these notes, and

observes the slight modification of judgment

they exhibit, will at once recognize the careful

work which, in a field then comparatively un

known, had left so little to be altered, and

will be able to appreciate the pains that Dr.

Guest bestowed on everything he wrote.

If, however, he issued no more books, the

late Master was ever diligent in investigating,

and writing on, subjects connected with the

early history and literature of our country.

The learned historian of the Norman Conquest,

than whom few can judge more accurately of the

worth of Dr. Guest's labours, speaks of him as,
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on these subjects, " one of the first of living

scholars." Dr. Guest's contributions to the

history of England and the English are to bo

found scattered about in such works as the

Arcfuroiogical Journal and the Tramactions of

the Archaeological Institute, and in the Pro

ceedings of other antiquarian societies. Perhaps

the best known among them is his valuable

essay on the ' Early English Settlements in

South Britain. ' But this is only one out of a

great number, to give even a list of which would

occupy considerable space. Wo subjoin the

titles of a few of them, that the earnest labours

of a diligent student and great scholar may be

recalled to the minds uf those who value such

work as Dr. Guest has left behind him. He wrote

' On Earthworks in Britain,"On the English Con-

2uest of the Severn Valley,' ' On Julius Ciesar's

nvasion of Britain ' (an essay in which the late

Emperor Napoleon was greatly interested), 1 On

the Saxon Conquest of West Britain,' ' On the

Boundary-Dykes of Cambridgeshire,' ' On the

Campaign of Aulus Plautius,' ' On the Four

Roman Ways," 'On the " Belgic Ditches "and

on the Probable Date of Stonehenge,' ' On the

Boundaries that separated the Welsh and Eng

lish Races during the Seventy-five Years which

followed the Capture of Bath, a.d. 677,' and

numerous other papers. It is much to be

wished that these could be collected, and there

could hardly be a more fitting memorial of the

late Master than such a collection of his scat

tered works, to say nothing of the boon which

would be bestowed in this way on students of

early English history. Indeed, it was Dr. Guest's

intention to have himself gathered them to

gether.

The late Master was elected in 1862, on the

death of Dr. Chapman, and in the following

year took the degree of LL. D. He was elected

a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1841, and the

University of Oxford conferred on him the

degree of D. C. L. He married in 1869, and has

left a widow, but no children. He was Vice-

Chancellor of the University in 1854, but his

studies made him more known to scholars at a

distance than within the academic body. His

death was alluded to in a few eloquent and

touching sentences after the sermon in St. Mary's

last Sunday by the Bishop of Long Island. He

was buried on Tuesday last at Sandford, whither

the new Master (the Rev. N. M. Ferrers) and

some of the Fellows went to pay their last

tribute of respect to one whose work has been

of that high character which they achieve who

work from love of their labour.

THE PROVINCIAL PRESS.

Wot. », 1880.

As a supplement to the remarks of Mr. W.

Hunt in a recent number of your journal, criti

cizing portions of the article on ' The Newspaper

Press ' in the October number of the Qitarterly

Revieic, and amplifying the statements of the

writer on several matters, permit me to add a

few observations relating to partly-printed news

sheets. The writer of the article in the Quarterly

Review states that the originator of these sheets

was Mr. W. Eglinton, of Bartholomew Close.

This is incorrect. Partly-printed sheets were

being supplied to newspaper proprietors several

years before Mr. Eglinton embarked in this par

ticular business.

I have recently been in communication with

the proprietors of several London and provincial

journals on the subject, and the result of the

correspondence is that I have no hesitation in

asserting that the honour of introducing partly-

printed news sheets in this country belongs to

a company that was formed in London for the

purpose in the year 1850, and which bore the

name of the Champion News Company, of which

Mr. Hans Busk was the principal member.

Before Mr. Eglinton was in business this com

pany was supplying sheets to the Dover Telegraph,

Herts Guardian, and the Cirencester and Swindon

Express, afterwards amalgamated with the Wilts

and Gloucestershire Standard. By means of the

partly-printed newspaper system many small

towns now possess journals that would doubtless

be unrepresented in the newspaper world had

not the system been originated in consequence

of the great expense and risk attending the

entire production of a journal. By means of

these sheets newspaper proprietors are enabled

to give their readers as much reading matter

as the proprietors of old-established papers,

and sheets equal in size. However, it is gene

rally found, when a newspaper has secured a

moderate advertising revenue and an increasing

circulation, that the partly-printed system is to

a great extent a barrier to the further progress

of the journal. This arises in consequence of

the limited space at the disposal of the local

editor, and the fact that the order for the

sheets has to be given several days before the

parcels ore despatched from London. Great

inconvenience is thus experienced in supply

ing extra orders and in meeting demands for

copies when events of great local importance

transpire. There can be no doubt the present

system of partly printed news sheuts is capable

of great improvement and still further develop

ment. As a rule, the intelligence in the best-

compiled partly-printed sheet is, comparatively

speaking, old news, the most recent items refer

ring to events that have transpired several days

before the publication of the paper. Each of

the three firms that now supply partly-printed

sheets discard dates and days in the reports and

the paragraphs they print, so that the majority

of readers know not whether they are reading

recent or old news. This arises in consequence

of utilization of the same news for papers that

are published on different days in each week.

In justice to advertisers and the proprietors

of newspapers that are entirely produced " at

home," I think that Messrs. Mitchell & Co.

should in future issues of their admirably com

piled Newspaper Press Directory indicate the

partly-printed newspapers from the others. As

the partly-printed system has done bo much

during the past thirty years in giving an impetus

to provincial journalism, facts appertaining to its

origin cannot be otherwise than interesting to

the large number of persons who are directly

associated with the press, and the still larger

number who place no mere sentimental value

upon its history. As a slight contribution towards

a complete record of that history, and in the hope

that further information will be afforded on the

partly-printed newspaper system by others, I

have ventured to moke these few observations.

W. S. Voller.

■TASMANIA!* FRIENDS AND FOES.'

67, Chandos Street, Nov. 30, 1880.

Allow us to refer briefly to one point in the

review of Mrs. Meredith's book which appears

in your last issue. Your reviewer, in alluding to

the coloured plates of certain Tasmanian fishes,

most naturally throws doubt upon the vividness

of the colouring being true to life. The same

doubt presented itself to us when we received

the original water-colour drawings, the colours

being so remarkably brilliant. Mrs. Meredith,

however, informed us—and she is such an

admirable observer that on such a subject it is

hardly possible to question her accuracy—that

when alive the colouring of these fishes quite

defied the utmost resources of her paint-box to

properly portray them in all their lustre and

brightness. We merely reproduced, as closely

as the mechanical process would permit, the

wonderfully brilliant water-colour drawings

placed in our hands.

Mabcus Waed & Co.

" BTELLA " (S. A. LEWIS).

Another of Edgar Poe's rapidly diminishing

troop of friends has just passed away, and in a

shockingly sudden manner. "Stella," as she

desired to be called, the authoress of ' Sappho,

a Tragedy,' now in its sixth edition, ' The Re

cords of the Heart,' the eleventh edition of

which work is on the eve of publication, ' The

Child of the Sea,' ' The Myths of the Minstrels,'

and several other works in prose and verse, died

last Wednesday, the 24th of November, at Bed

ford Place, W.C. She had been seen in the

library of the British Museum on Tuesday, the

23rd, apparently in good health, but arrived

home in the evening suffering severely.

Medical advice was obtained, but so little was

danger apprehended that Bhe was left unattended

during the night, and in the morning was found

dead in her bed. Her many friends in London

have been doubly grieved by the fact that her

sudden death should have taken place in the

very way which, many years ago, she had fore

boded in her poem of ' The Forsaken ':—

It hath been said—for all who die
There is a tear ;

Some pining, bleeding heart to sigh
O'er every bier ;

But in that hour of pain and dread.
Who will draw near

Around my humble couch and shed
One farewell tear?

Her funeral took place on Monday, the 29th ult,

at Kensal Green Cemetery ; there the body will

find a temporary resting-place, prior to its re

moval to Greenwood Cemetery, New York.

Mr. Hoppin, Secretary to the United States

Legation, was present, as were also several pri

vate and literary friends of the deceased, but,

owing to no notification of the time and place of

interment having been given, many who would

have liked to attend were absent.

John H. Inoram.

A COPT OF '(JUEEN MAD.-

46, Marlborough Hill, 81. John's Wood, Nov. 37, 1880.

The copy of ' Queen Mab ' sold by Messrs.

Puttick & Simpson was probably bought as a

document having a place in Shelley history ;

both the buyer and the underbidder knew from

me that the writing was not Mrs. Shelley's. It

will be remembered the Shelley biographer

Middleton announced the revision of ' Queen

Mab ' for publication. Mr. Garnett, who has

examined this copy more closely than I have,

tells me there is a note against one of the

revisions signed "C. S. M.," the initials of

Middleton. We may presume, therefore, that

it was he who took the pains to make this tran

script ; but I do not know his handwriting.

H. BUXTON FoRMAN.

literal?) <£oss(p.

As tho papers have been announcing

various sums from 10,000/. to 30,000/. as the

price paid for 'Endyniion,' it may be as well

to say that Lord Beaconsfield will eventually

receive 10,000/. It may also be added, for

the benefit of the curious, that the novel was

begun some ten years ago. Our statement

that the subscription amounts to 7,000 copies

is, despite assertions to the contrary, correct.

Mr. Charles Marvin, the author of 1 The

Disastrous Turcoman Campaign ' and ' Grode-

kofFs Ride to Herat,' has completed this

week a new volume, entitled ' Merv, the

Queen of the World, and the Scourge of the

Man-stealing Turcomans.' Besides contain

ing a history of Merv and the Turcomans,

the work embodies all that has been written

by EngUsb and Russian travellers about the

Turcomans, including an account of Akhal

and Merv by General Petroosevitch, now

governor of Krasnovodsk ; and a military

description of Merv, and the Turkestan

march-routes thither, by Col. Kostenko,

chief of Kaufmann's staff at Tashkent.

None of the latter information has yet been

placed before the English reader. Petroose-

viteb's description of a short, easy road from
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Askabat to Merv, avoiding Rawlinson's

route past Sarakhs, and hia account of

Russian annexation in Khorassan, are likely

to occasion some sensation. Mr. Marvin ap

pends to his compilation an exposition of the

Khorassan question, showing that Russia

has designs on Meshed as well as on Merv,

and that the solution of the Russo-Indian

frontier question cannot bo accomplished

•without an English occupation of Herat !

Ten maps accompany the work, a Turcoman

glossary, and a Turcoman chronology from

the foundation of Merv to the present time.

Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co. have arranged

with the author for its immediate publica

tion.

Mr. Laurence Olipuaxt's ' Land of I

Gilead,' of which we made mention some

time ago, will be out next week. It con

tains an account of the author's recent

travels in the Lebanon, and his explorations

on the east of the Jordan, with a view to the

settlement of Jowish colonies under a scheme

of limited liability. The desired concession

has not yet been secured from the Porte, but

Mr. Oliphant's observations on the much-

neglected resources of Palestine will be read

■with interest. Messrs. Blackwood are the

publishers.

The Hon. Lewis Wingfield has almost

completed a romance, the title of which is to

be ' The Haven of Unrest.' In this he will

try to show the rottenness of the lunacy laws

and the evils of private lunatic asylums.

With a view to working into his plot (which

is more dramatic than that of his previous

work, 'In Her Majesty's Keeping') true

sketches of character, Mr. Wingfield has

been studying carefully in Broadmoor

Criminal Lunatic Asylum, and other asylums,

public and private, in various parts of the

country, and has been shut up daily for many

hours with different pationts. Arrangements

have been mado for the appearance of the

work in a series of newspapers. English and

German. This will retard until next autumn

its publication in the customary three-volume

form.

We are requested to state that Miss Rhoda

Broughton has no connexion whatever witli

Mrs. Reeves's new magazine, The Burlington.

A new fortnightly journal will appear on

the 6th of January next. It is to be devoted

specially to the interests of charities and

works of phdanthropy. The title of the

new paper will be The Charity Record and

^Philanthropic News.

' The New Yibgixtaxs,' by the author of

* Estelle Russell,' which Messrs. Blackwood

advertise, has, it seems, nothing to do with

Thackeray's novel, and is an account of the

life of English settlers in the Southern

States. The tone of the work is not compli

mentary to tho American eagle.

Messes. C. Regax Paul & Co. have in

the press a ' Guide to the Study of English

History.' The first part, which is by Prof.

S. R. Gardiner, consists of a sketch of the

social and political progress of tho country,

in which special attention is directed to those

new ideas which have from time to time

exercised the most marked influence on the

development of tho nation. The eecondpart,

which is by Mr. J. Bass Mullinger, is

designod to furnish a concise critical account

of tho original sources, and also of the best

modern authorities, for our knowledge of

successivo periods. The object of the whole

work is to meet the requirements of those

who, having already gone through the

ordinary handbooks, are desirous of making

the history of their country the subject of

more thorough and systematic study.

LippincoWs Magazine is now edited b}'

Mr. John Poster Kirk, author of the ' History

of Charles the Bold,' and for many years

private secretary to the distinguished his

torian W. H. Prescott.

A new story by the author of ' Ginx's

Baby,' &c, will shortly appear in the weekly

edition of the Leeds Mercury.

The November number of Robert Weber's

Helvetia contains an original letter from

Goethe to Prof. Hottinger, of Zurich. It

was found at Berne amongst the archives

of the short-lived Helvetic Government,

and is dated 1799.

Messes. Hurst & Blackett have, like

Messrs. Blackwood, in the press a work of

travel in the Holy Land, entitled ' Our

Holiday in the East,' from the pen of Mrs.

George Sumner, to be edited by the Rev.

G. H. Sumner, Hon. Canon of Winchester,

and Rector of Old Alresford. A new novel

called ' Pixed as Fate,' by Mrs. Houstoun,

author of ' Recommended to Mercy,' &c,

will be published this month by the same

firm.

The first volume of a ' History of China,'

by Mr. Demetrius Boulger, i« announced for

publication early in January. It concludes

with tho fall of the Yxien or Mongol

dynasty. The author's principal object is

to popularize the subject for the general

reader at the same time that the facts are

stated in greater detail than in any other

history, with, of course, the exception of

Mailla's voluminous work. It will be dedi

cated, by permission, to Sir Rutherford

Alcook.

Early in February Messrs. Williams &

Norgate will publish the first two volumes

of a now work by Mr. Gerald Massey, upon

which he has been engaged for ten years.

It is to be entitled ' A Book of tho Begin

nings ; containing an Attempt to recover

and reconstitute the lost Origines of the

Myths and Mysteries, Types and Symbols,

Religion and Language, with Egypt for the

Mouthpiece and Africa as the Birthplace.'

The first volume will contain Egyptian

Origines in tho British Isles; the second

Egyptian Origines in the Hebrew, Ak-

kado-Assyrian, and Maori mythology and

languages.

Me. George Augustus Sala has written an

amusing Introduction to yet another annual,

to be issued in a few days, ' Tho Showman's

Panorama.' Mr. Sala says :—

" 'The Showman's Panorama,' to begin with,

is a reproduction of the choicest cartoons and

light lectures wherewith ' The Showman ' lias

for more than two years yielded amusement to

an immeasurably large circle ; and it may be at

once stated that the idea of ' The Showman '

originated with Mr. Latey (otherwise ' Codlin'),

whose newsy notions for each sketch in the

Show are so happily and divertingly delineated

by the clever pencil of Mr. Wallis Mackay. So

be pleased to take note, ladies and gentlemen,

that both Codlin and Short are the friends in

, ' The Showman's Panorama.' "

SCIENCE

A Pop\dar History of Science. By Robert

Routledge, B.Sc. (Routledge & Sons.)

To write a history tracing the development of

the various branches of natural and experimental

science in such a way as to be intelligible to the

general reader is an undertaking which requires

not only a good deal of scientific preparation,

but considerable literary tact. If the writer be

tempted to follow his subject too far into detail,

he may secure the sympathy of the specialist,

but the ordinary reader closes the book in

despair, if not in disgust. If, on the other

hand, he merely skims the surface of his sub

ject, he is sure to bring down the wrath of his

scientific friends. It is pleasing to find that

Mr. Routledge has skilfully contrived to follow

a middle course. On first looking at his book

we were inclined to think that he had erred m

the direction of popularization. The gilding

on the cover and the nature of some of the

illustrations produced an impression not favour

able to the scientific character of the work.

But on carefully examining the volume it he-

came clear that the author possessed a viae

and exact knowledge of science. Whatever

he happens to be writing about—be it the Car

tesian geometry on one page or the Darwinian

hypothesis on another—he gains the confidence

of the reader by showing that he has a

firm grip of his subject. His ' History ' is not,

of course, to be compared with such a work u

Whewell's, but it is, nevertheless, a very useful

volume : substantial without being tedious, and

attractive without being vulgar or puerile. In

the first chapter the writer deals with early

Greek science, from Thales to Theophrastus. By

the way, we may fairly complain of a little in

justice to Theoplirastus, inasmuch as he is here

mentioned only as a botanist, while in truth his

treatise ' On Stones ' is the earliest niineralogical

work which we possess. Mr. Routledge notices in

succession the Alexandrian Greek, the Arabian,

and the Mediaeval schools of science ; but, for

the rest, the classification is rather obscure.

Part of the subject is arranged under successive

centuries, from the sixteenth to the nineteenth,

and part under the names of epoch-making- men,

Buch as Galileo, Bacon, and Newton. In fact, a

strong feature in the work is the introduction

of short biographical notices of eminent men of

science. The author has thus imported into his

work an element of human interest, and ha*

found an opportunity for embellishing his

pages with a large number of portraits.

Although these are not altogether unsatisfac

tory, it would have been better if there had

been fewer of such engravings, and if a little

more care had been bestowed upon their execu

tion. In closing the book we do not hesitate t •

say that any educated reader, without being a

scientific specialist, may readily gain from its

pages a clear insight into many of the gnat

scientific questions of the day. He will here

find, for example, short but sound descriptions

of such modern subjects as spectrum analysis,

the dynamical theory of heat, the new chemical

philosophy, and the doctrine of organic evolu

tion. To an intelligent lad with scientific

leanings few books would be more acceptable,

or more likely to bear fruit, than Mr. Rout-

ledge's ' Popular History of Science.'

SIR BENJAMIN COLLINS BRODIE.

The son of Sir Benjamin Brodie, the cele

brated surgeon, and the second baronet of the

same name, died on Wednesday, the 24th of

November, at Torquay, Devonshire, in the

sixty -fourth year of his age.

Benjamin Collins Brodie was born in London

in the year 1817. He was educated at Harrow

under Dr. Longley, and afterwards took hii

Bachelor's degree at Balliol College, Oxford, in

1839, and became M.A. in 1M2. He was
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appointed Professor of Chemistry in the Uni

versity of Oxford in 1855, and was President of

the Chemical Society in the years 1859 and

1860. Mr. Brodie was elected a Fellow of the

Royal Society on the 7th of June, 1843, and

that body awarded to him the Royal Medal in

1850. In 1862 he succeeded to his father's

title, and he was created a D.C.L. in 1872.

In the * Catalogue of Scientific Papers ' pub

lished by the Royal Society we find Sir Benjamin

Collins Brodie credited with twenty-five im

portant memoirs and papers on various chemical

subjects, ono of the most important being 'On

the Calculus of Chemical Operations,' which

was read before the Royal Society on the 3rd of

May, 18(36. This was a method for the investi

gation by means of symbols of the laws of the

distribution of weight in chemical change, the

first part of which occupied seventy-eight pages

of the quarto volume of the Philosophical Tram-

actions. About a year after this he delivered a

lecture before the Chemical Society, in which

he gave a very clear abstract of his views on this

branch of chemical philosophy. A period of

thirteen years was allowed to elapse, when,

under the title of ' Ideal Chemistry,' he pub

lished a volume which is a philosophical ex

amination of, and an exceedingly clever attempt

to establish, the hypothesis to account for the

existence of the more simple forms of matter,

the laws regulating the combinations of matter

with matter, and the existence of matter in

space. Prof. Brodio says himself, " This

method is quite independent of any atomic

hypothesis as to the nature of the material

world." "This method maybe regarded as a

special application of the science of algebra,

and in its construction I have been guided by

the similar applications of that science to geo

metry, to probabilities, and to logic." His views

be gathered from the following summary :

e talk of elemental bodies as though they

were existing things, but where is hydrogen,

or chlorine, or fluorine f They are locked up

in such a way that it is only within the last

hundred years that the art of the chemist has

revealed them to mankind." Prof. Brodie s

investigations 'On the Allotropic Changes of

Certain Elements,' ' On the Formation of

Hydrogen and its Homologues,' 'On the

Action of Iodine upon Phosphorus,' and ' On

the Reduction of the Metallic Oxides by the

Peroxide of Barium,' all of which are published

in the Transactions of the Royal Society, give

strong evidence of the tendency, so strikingly

marked in the above extract, of Prof. Brodio's

mind towards transcendental physics.

In the Annates de Chimie for 1855 ho published

a ' Note sur un Nouveau Proce'dti pour la Purifi

cation et la Desagregation du Graphite.' In

this he showed that graphite, although unalter

able when heated in closed vessels, and in other

points resembling the ordinary forms of carbon,

differed essentially from them when subjected

to the action of certain oxidizing agents, being

converted into a peculiar acid—graphitic acid.

The importance of this drew considerable atten

tion to the discovery at the time. It was thought,

too, to place in the handR of the manufacturer

a process for purifying graphite so as to fit it

as refined plumbago for the pencil manufacturer.

Beyond this the inquiry led to a new deter

mination of the atomic weight of graphite.

We hope we have in this short notice suffi

ciently shown the exalted nature of Prof.

Brodie's mind. He would, had he been sub

jected to severer training, have become a far-

seeing philosopher, and probably have advanced

his science, beyond the purely inductive state

in which chemistry exhausts itself, to a sys

tem of enlarged deductions, from which alone

we can hope for any grand discoveries as to

the constitution of matter.

THE ' ZOOLOGICAL RECORD' FOR 1878.

May I be permitted, with reference to the

presumed "extraordinary oversight" on the

part of Mr. O'Shaughnessy in ranging the

Batrachia under the heading " Reptilia," men

tioned in the notice of the Record in the Atlie-

nceum of November 20th, to point out that it

was no oversight at all, as the recorder has

followed the plan originally adopted by his prede

cessor, Dr. Giinther, for mechanical convenience

in various ways ? As regards confusion of the

Amphibia and Reptilia in the nineteenth cen

tury, the two groups are still ranged by Troschel

under one heading in the corresponding con

tinental record of long standing, viz., Wieg-

mann's Archivfiir NaturgescJiicfite. Dr. Peters,

whose authority as a herpetologist is unques

tionable, in one of his most recent papers

(Mouatshericht Ak. Wist. Berlin, March, 1880,

p. 305), also ranges under one name, " Amphi-

bien," tortoises, lizards, serpents, and frogs.

E. C. Rye, editor Zoological Record.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

The subject of the next evening meeting of

the Royal Geographical Society, December 13th,

will be a paper ' On the Geographical Results of

the Afghan Campaign,' byCapt. T. H. Holdich,

R. E. , chief survey officer during the recent

military expeditions. Mr. Leigh Smith's recent

discoveries in Franz Josef Land will be discussed

on the 17th of January next. A map of his ex

plorations is to appear in the MittheUungen.

' The Voyage of the Vega,' giving an account

of Baron Nordenskiold's experiences and obser

vations in the accomplishment of the North-East

Passage, is now in the press, and will be published

in Swedish, at Stockholm, as a handsome work,

containing several hundred illustrations besides

maps and engraved portraits. The work will be

translated into English by Mr. Alexander Leslie,

of Aberdeen, who is the author of a volume

giving an account of the previous voyages of

the well-known Swedish savant and Arctic ex

plorer. An edition in French will be published

by Hachette & Cie. , Paris ; ono in German, by

F. A. Brockhaua, Leipzig ; one in Danish, at

Copenhagen ; one in Finnish, by the Finnish

Literary Society ; one in Polish, at Warsaw ;

a Dutch version, at Amsterdam; a Spanish, at

Barcelona, and one in Italian, at Milan. Nego

tiations : it is understood, are also in progress

for a Czech edition.

It has been finally resolved by the General

Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund to

complete the survey of the Holy Land by ex

tending it to the east of the Jordan. An expedi

tion will be organized and sent out as soon as the

Committee can mako arrangements.

The success of Dr. Lenz's journey to Timbuktu

(Athen. No. 2767) is considered mainly attri

butable to his having secured for his travelling

companion Hadj Ali, nephew of Abd-el-Kader.

Major Laing was the first to reach Timbuktu in

1820, but lie was murdered, and two years later

M. Rent; Caillie" was the first to bring an account

of it to Europe, while Dr. Barth spent some

months there in 1853-4. Dr. Lenz, it will be

remembered, was originally commissioned by

the German African Society to carry out ex

plorations, chiefly of a geological nature, in the

Atlas Mountains. Dr. Lenz reached Medina on

the 2nd of November. He is returning via

Senegal, as his life was threatened should he

attempt to return by the way he came.

Dr. Junker is reported to have reached the

residence of King Ndoruma, in the Niam-niam

country. He writes hopefully of his chances

of reaching Adaman, a country far to the south,

said to be inhabited by Mohammedans.

With reference to the note in our last issne

on the subject of Dr. Matteucci's expedition to

Central Africa, it may be well to mention that

a telegram has reached Alexandria to the effect

that Dr. Matteucci has succeeded in traversing

Wadai, and is making his way north to Tripoli.

Lieut. Massari is presumably with him, but

Prince Giovanni Borghese, who bears the ex

penses of the expedition, is on his way back to

Mr. Pinkerton, an agent of the American

Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,

has lately gone from British South Africa to

found a mission station in the mountainous

region near Tsamatshama, in Umzila's country.

Should his expedition prove successful we may

expect a large addition to our knowledge of this

little-known but interesting region.

A rumour has reached Havre, where she was

> equipped for her voyage, that the American

Arctic exploring vessel Jeannette has been

totally lost, after having been cut through by

the ice. The information had been obtained

from natives, and brought to Petropaulovsky

by a vessel returning from the whale fishery,

and thence it was conveyed to Hakodadi. Though

the disaster is by no means improbable, the

news, of course, requires confirmation.

Mr. Oswald J. Cattley, the first Englishman

to trade with Siberia via the Kara Sea, has just

left England to undertake an overland journey

to the Obi Gulf. His object is to make prepara

tions and arrangements for a regular trade next

summer through the Kara Sea with the Siberian

river system. Mr. Cattley contributed an in

teresting letter on this subject to the October

number of the Royal Geographical Society's

Proceedings.

The Director of the Magnetic and Meteoro

logical Observatory of Zi-ka-wei, China, has

for some time endeavoured to associate a large

number of stations in observation of weather

and of storms, taking for example the systematic

method of the Weather Department of the

United States Government, and of the Meteoro

logical Office in this country. In the May

number of his monthly Bulletin he makes known

that forty-four stations are now in co-operation,

twelve of which are the principal lighthouses on

the coast of Japan. From the observations

already accumulated a remarkable similarity is

found between the storms of the North Atlantic

and of the North Pacific ; the general direction

of the one as of the other being from west to

east with a slight deviation to north east, and

their range comprised between the thirtieth and

fiftieth parallels. Moreover, the direction of

Chinese typhoons corresponds to that of At

lantic hurricanes, namely, from south to north.

With East and West engaged in the same good

work we may hope that our knowledge of the

meteorology of the northern hemisphere will be

largely increased and rectified. The observations

made at the stations above referred to are dis

cussed at Zi-ka-wei, and with every monthly

Bulletin will be published a chart showing a

portion of the track of each storm observed.

SOCIETIES.

Royal.—.W. 25.—The President in the chair.—

Mr. liercsford-Hope was admitted into the Societv ;

the Master of the Rolls was elected a Fellow.—The

following papers were read : ' On the Chemical Com

position of Aleurone Ginins, II.,' by Mr. S. H. Vines,
—•On the Ossification of the Terminal Phalanges of

the Digits,' l>v Mr. F. A. Dixey,—' On a Sun-spot

observed August 31st, 1880." by Mr. J. N. Lockyer.—

and 'On Methods of preparing Selenium and other

Suhstances for Photophonic Experiments,' by Prof.

G. Bell.
ffor. 30.—Anniversary Meeting—■The. President in

the chair.—The report of the auditors, showing a

satisfactory balance-sheet, was presented.—In de

livering his address, the President stilted that in the

past session more papers had been sent in for read

ing than in any previous session; that the change

in the hour of the Society's ordinary meetings from

8.30 P.M. to 4.30 hail met with general approval and

increased the attendance ; that in the administration

of the Government Fund of 4.UI01., " one of the points

which is perhaps beset with the greatest difficulty is

that of the so-called personal grants " : that the Koyal

Commission on Accidents in Coal-Miues are still

collecting evidence and trying experiments, among

which is blasting rock and coal by methods which

will check the production of name ; that the volume

of zoological memoirs of the Challenger expedition

will shortly be published ; that preparations are

already being made for observing the transit of

Venus in 1882; and that the longitude of localities

in Australia is to be determined by connecting one

of the observatories, probably Adelaide, with Madras.

m.iv

" W
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A brief notice and review was given of progress in

astronomical and electrical science, the medals were

then presented, and the proceedings terminated with

the election of Council and Officers for the year

ensuing.

Society op Antiquaries.—Nut. 25.—E. Fresh-

field. Esq., V. V.. in the chair.—In reply to a letter from

the Eari of Carnarvon, President, a resolution was

passed by the Society expressing regret that consider

ations of health had'conipelled his lordship to winter

abroad, and hoping that he might soon return per

fectly restored.—JI r. J. E vans communicated a snort

account of the Prehistoric Congress at Lisbon, where

he had attended as a delegate of the Society.—Mr. A.

Hartshorne presented a drawing of an effigy of Sir

Peter Grandison, in Hereford Cathedral, which had

been erroneously assigned to a member of the

Bohun family.—The Mayorand Corporation of Coven

try exhibited the famous Coventry tapestry repre

senting Henry VI. and his queen with the principal

personages of their Court. The whole subject has

been fully described by Mr. G. Scharf, Keeper of the

National Portrait Gallery, in a paper read before the

Society in February, 18T>G,and published in the ArcJue-

ologia—ilr. Scharf also exhibited this evening a most

beautiful but unfinished coloured drawing of the

tapestry which he had executed many years ago. He

further favoured the meeting with an extempor

ized address on the tapestry.—The Rev. F. E. Warren

read a paper ' On the Stowe Missal, in the Ashburn-

hnm Collection,' and exhibited seven photographs of

pome of the most interesting pages.—Mr. C. D. E.

Fortnum exhibited the diamond signet of Henrietta

Maria, and iu an elaborate paper traced the history

of the signet from the earliest record of the order

for engraving it, which figures in the Privy Seal

books of the Office of the Clerk of the Pells, down

to the time when it came into Mr. Fortnum's own

possession. For many years this signet had been

erroneously attributed to Mary. Queen of Scots, and

is so engraved by Astle in the "Vetusta Monument*,'

vol. iii. plate 2(i. Iu Astle's time the signet, as he

states, was iu the possession "of the French king,"

Louis XVI.. to whom it had no doubt descended

from Louis XIV., into whose possession it may have

come on the death of Henrietta Maria.

stone read a paper 'On the Refraction Equivalents

of Isomeric Bodies.'

Royal Society of Literature.—Nor. 24.—C.

Clark, Esq, VP., in the chair.—Sir H. S. Giffard,

Messrs. Rnmehundra Gliose. H. Allpass, R. VV. Boyle.

Capt. W. 1). Seymour, and Dr. Altschul were elected

Members.— Mr. V. G. Kleay read a paper entitled

'The Living Key to English Spelling Reform now

found in History and Etymology.' The object of

Mr. Fleay's paper was to show that the objections

to spelling reform are principally founded on an

exaggerated estimate of the amount of change re

quired. This exaggeration has. been caused by the

revolutionary proposals of the leading reformers,
•who neglected the history of our language and the

etymological basis of its orthography in favour of

philosophical completeness. Mr. Fleay,on the other

hand, proposed a scheme which was developed in

two forms, one, perfectly phonetic, for educational

purposes, the other differing from this only in

dropping the- use of the accents and the one new

type required in the former. He showed that even

in the vowel sounds not one-tenth would need

alteration, w hile in the case of the consonants the

alteration required would, of course, be much less

Aristotelian.—Nor. 22.—S. H. Hodgson, Esq.,

President, in the chair.—Mr. \V. C. Barlow was

elected a Member.—A paper was read by Mr. H.

Pullen ' On Descartes.'

Tie

Wxn.

Society op Arts.—Nov. 29—Prof. Church de

livered the second of his course of lectures 'On

some Points of Contact between the Scientific and

Artistic Aspects of Pottery and Porcelain.' The

lecturer dealt principally with the subject of

enamels and glazes, including vitreous, plumbiferous,

boracic, and felspathic, aud also referred to the

iridescent aud metallic lustres, and other colouriug

substances used by the artist arid potter.

Dec. 1.— V. J. Bramwell. Esq., in the chair.—An

important paper ' On the Photophone ' was read by

Prof. A. (J.Bell.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Mow. London Institution, 5.—' Relation ot Morality to Literature,'
Mr. L. Stephen.

— Royal Institution. 5.—General Monthly.
' — Musical Association. 5.—■ On n Neglected Musical Benefactor, '

' A Few Words about Handel,' Mr. W. H Culnmlngs.
— Society of Engineers. 7J
— Aristotelian. 8.—' Hobbes.' Mr. I! Clarkson.
— Victoria Institute, 8.—' Modern Science of Religion,' Rcy. G.

Blencowe.
— Society of Arts, 8.—'Some Point* of Contact between the Scien

tific and Artistic Aspect* of Pottery and Porcelain,' Lec
ture Hi., Prof. A. H. Church {Cantor Lecture).

Institution of Civil Engineers, 8.—' Different Modes of Erecting
Bridges.' Mr. T Keyrig.

Society of Biblical Arcli«?olouy. 81.—' The Book of Hndes. being
a 'Translation of the Egyptian Text engraved upon tho Belzonl
Sarcophagus preserved In the Sonne Museum.' Mr. E Lc-
febure ; ' Notes on a New List of Babylonian Kings,' Mr. T. G.
Pinches.

Literature. 4J.—CenncU.
Education Society. 74-—' Anthropometric Observations on School

Children.' Dr P. Leoshaft.
— Royal Academy. 8.—' Anatomy,' Mr. J. Marshall.
— Telegraph Engineers, s.—• The Photophone and tho Conversion

of Radiant Energy into Sound,' Mr W. H. Precce.
— Microscopical, 8.—' FlnuvUrria tri/otium. New Species,' Dr.

Hudson i ' Structural Features of Echlnomctrtuie,' Mr. C.
Stewart ; 1 Notes on the Movements of Diatoms.'

— Society of Arts, 8.—' London Fogs,' Dr. A. Carpenter.
Thuus. Royal, «}.

London InsUtution, 7.—' Germination and Propagation of
Disease.' Dr. L. S. Beale.

Mathematical. R.— ■ Note sur Derivation des Determinants,'

Prof Telxelra; 'Solution or the Inverse logical Problem, '
Mr. W. B. Grove ; * Motion of a Viscous Fluid,' Mr. T. Craig ;

' The Binomial Equation x1* —\=o : Uulnqulseclion,' Prof.
Cnyley.

Society of Antiquaries. 81.—' Account of Excavations on tho Site
of Ctesar's Camp at Folkestone,' General P. Rivers.

Quekelt Microscopical. 7.
Astronomical. 8
New Rhakspere. 8.—' First and Second Quartos of "Romeo and
Juliet." ' Mr. J. Speddlng , * Bottom's " Tongue, lose tby light," 1
*c , Dr. B. Nicholson.

Folk-lore. 8.—' The Birth of a Deity ; or, the Story of Unkulun-
kulu.' Mr. J. Fenton.

Physical. 3.—'Rate of Loss of Light from Phosphorescent Sur
faces.' Lieut L Darwin : ' Determination of Chemical Affinity
in Terms of Electromotive Force,' Dr. A. Wright.

Botanic, 3j.—ElecUon of Fellows.

Fai.

Museum of Natural History in Paris, his

fiftieth course of lectures on chemistry applied

to the study of organized beings.

Sir Henry- Bessemer on the 1st of Decem

ber commenced the course of lectures arranged

for delivery by the Cutlers' Company in their

hall during the ensuing winter. Sir Henry

Bessemer s lecture was ' On the Manufacture

and Uses of Steel. ' The lectures, which are free,

but by ticket, will be continued on the first

Wednesday in each month.

Prop. Graham Bell is said to have discovered

that melted Bulphur acts similarly to selenium

with respect to electricity, but only at a tempe

rature below which it becomes viscid,

M. J. Salleron on October 26th, by the

agency of M. Freidel, called the attention of the

members of the Academic des Sciences to

'Certain Modifications undergone by Glass,

which cannot be too widely known. Glass it

not merely modified when heated to 300' C. ; h

undergoes true deformations at far lower tem

peratures. The hydrometers used in sugar

refineries by exposure to a temperature of 95° C.

are completely modified. Their weight decreases,

and they become erroneous to the extent of 7' or

8° B. In chemical works it becomes necessarj,

therefore, to submit all hydrometers used for

hot liquids to frequent comparison with a

standard instrument.

Quf.kett Microscopical.—Nov. 26.—T. C.White,

Esq., President, in the chair.— Four new Members

were elected.—l)r. T. 8. Cobbold gave a description

of some species of Strongylus, an entozoic worm

found in the lungs of sheep and cattle, and giving

rise to the disease known as the "husk."— Further

observations upon the subject were made by Mr.

Beaulah, v. ho testified to tho increasing havoc by

tbis disease amongst the sheep upon his own and

other farms in Lincolnshire.

Phtmcal.—Nov. 27.—Prof. Adams in the chair.—

Mr. H. (J. Jones was elected a Member.— Prof. G.

Bell exhibited his photophone for transmitting

audible speech and sounds along an undulating ray of

light,— Mr. S. Bidwell also showed a cheap photo

phone suitable for lecture purposes.—Dr. J. H, Olad-

FINE ARTS

SOCIETY of BRITISH ARTISTS.—WINTER EXHIBITION .VOW
OPEN, from Ten to Five Dally, at the Suffolk Street OaUariea. Pall
Mall East. -Admission, 1>. THOS. ROBERTS, f

Messrs. Williams & Noroate are about to

publish a work on the Fishes of Great Britain

and Ireland, by Dr. Francis Day, late Inspector-

General of Fisheries in India. This work deals

with their economic uses, modes of capture,

diseases, breeding, life-history, &c. , with an in

troduction on the structure of fishes generally,

their functions and geographical distribution.

The first part is to appear this month, and will

be illustrated with twenty-seven plates. The

whole will form a work of 700 pp. and over 200

plates, and be issued at intervals of six months.

E. Schwkizerbart, of Stuttgart, advertises a

complete edition of Mr. Darwin's writings (' Ch.

Darwin's Gesammelte Werke '), to be completed

in fifty weekly parts, with 143 woodcuts, seven

photographs, and a portrait of the author. The

series will afterwards be issued in six volumes.

The publication opens with the ' Voyage of a

Naturalist. '

The City and Guilds of London Institute have

issued their programme for 1881. The most im

portant alterations in the regulations are that

candidates can now be examined in two subjects

instead of one, and that certificates from the

professors of certain colleges will be accepted by

the Institute in lieu of the certificates of the

Science and Art Department. Again, no teacher

will be registered as a teacher in "technology"

who shall not have obtained the Institute's cer

tificate in the advanced grades of the subject to

bo taught. Examination in blowpipe analysis

is abolished, on the ground that neither in

theory nor in practice is such mode of analysis

adopted by any trade sufficiently important to

be separately recognized in the present scheme

of examination. Surely, as the Institute con

tributes the sum of 100J. per annum for three

years to the Miners' Association of Cornwall,

towards the support of the classes teaching

chemistry to the working miners, it is most

unwise to discourage teaching the use of the

blowpipe to a large class of men, to whom this

ready means of detecting minerals is of the first

importance.

M. Chevreul has just completed, at the

The SOCIETY of PAINTERS in WATER COLOURS —The WI>
EXHIBITION . including a Loan Collection of Works by the late
Dodgson, will OPEN on Mondav, December 0th. a. Pall Kali ~

ALFRED D. FBJPP, "

The SIXTEENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of WATER COLOUR
DRAWINGS Is NOW OPEN at THOMAS MIEA.X'S Gallerr 7.
Haymarkct. next the Theatre.—Admission on presentation of Address

DORE'S GREAT WORKS, 'CHRIST LEAVING the PR.TTTORIUV
•CHRIST ENTERING JKIt ISALKM.1 and ■ MUSES brtore PHARAOH
each 3.1 by K feet, with ' Dream of Pilate's Wile.' ■ Soldiers ot ths C

' A Day Dream,' ' Rainbow landscape ' ( Loch Carron, Scotland!, see. si
I DORR GALLERY, 85, New Bond Street, lastly. Tew to Six —Is

Uios : the City and Country of the Trojan* :

the Results of Researches and Discovert'*'

on the Site of Troy and throughout the Troed

in the Years 1871-3, 1878-9, including an

Autobiography of the Author. By Dr.

Henry Schliemann, F.S.A. With a Pre

face and Appendices and Notes by Profs.

E. Yirchow, Max Miiller, &c. (Murray.)

(First Notice.)

This work is sound and satisfactory in the

highest degree. It deals with the varied

aspects of a subject of permanent interest

with a skill and comprehensiveness that

entitle it to a permanent place in the library

of all who are interested in the poetical,

historical, and physical associations and

characteristics of the Troad. The study of

it may fairly be expected to lead to a more

extensive agreement than has obtained

hitherto respecting the site of the town

which is best entitled to be regarded as the

nucleus of "the tale of Troy divine," the

condition of the plain of Troy in dap

long before Homer, and the knowledge

which the poet evinces as to its characteristic

features in his own day. Evidence is, at

least, now before the critics to which no

material addition is to be expected, and of

which they are bound to make the best.

The notices of the Fauna and Flora of the

district as well as of its meteorology and

scenery are derived from a thoroughly scien

tific survey, while the discoveries due to

the pickaxe and spade, sagaciously directed

and carefully supervised, have added an

entirely new chapter to archaeology, and
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give some considerable aid towards synchro-

nizingthe early civilizations of Troy, Mycenro,

Cyprus, and Attica. The book has claims as

genuine on the attention of the admirers of

the masterpiece of Greek poetry for its own

Bake as on the respect of those students who,

indifferent to the charms of the noblest of

ancient poems, turn eagerly to scrutinize

new illustrations of a stage in the struggle

of " unaccommodated man " to earn the title

of a tool-making animal.

The sympathetic interest which his labours

excite justifies Dr. Sehliemann in prefixing

an autobiographical sketch. The story of

bis life would nave been well worth telling,

even if his unselfish enthusiasm had been

disappointed at Mycente and Ilium as it was

at Ithaca. It is the story of a self-made man,

who started from something like indigence,

and acquired rapidly a considerable for

tune ; but also of a self-educated man, who

pursued knowledge concurrently with for

tune, and prized both chiefly as means for

realizing an early dream of liberal ambi

tion, and who has realized it while yet well

on the better side of the grand climacteric.

Mere industry and resolution and sagacity

even when conjoined with fervour do not com

pass all this without some aid from excep

tional endowments ; and one of these cer

tainly was a marvellous facility in acquiring

languages. The style of this book is through

out Dr. Sehliemann' s own. The charm which

relieves and enlivons the recital of the pro

gress of the works, and the descriptions of

the numberless objects found, is due to a

frankness and earnestness that gain upon

the render, who, so fur from being offended

by intrusive egotism, may well be dis

appointed that the portrait which should

ever accompany an autobiography has been
■withheld. Ah we read chapter after chapter

of equablo nml spirited exposition, it comes

upon us br a surprise to find from the essay

of Dr. Yirchow that the disinterested exca

vator wns at one time exposed not merely

to a perverted depreciation of the value of

his startling discoveries, but to a charge so

irritating as direct imputation of imposture.

Tho contributions of Dr. Yirchow to the

work of his friend are a preface, an appen

dix of great interest on Troy and His-

sarlik, and another on Medical Practice

in the Troad—an experience forced upon

him ever im reasingly after he had given

relief to some of Dr. Schliemann's workmen.

It is interesting to find that the habits of sober

observation of the accomplished physicist

and naturalist confirm the conclusions upon

which Dr. Sehliemann seemed to rush with

such hasty enthusiasm as to awaken mis

trust.

The basis of nil discussion about the early

condition of the plain of Troy is the map

of Troas, from the survey of Graves and

Spratt, 1810, revised and completed by

Jiniile Burnouf, 1879, supplemented as it is

by special local descriptions. The Mendere

river, the ancient Scamander, issues from the

mountains into the plain of the Troad about

seven miles from the line of coast between

the promontories Sigeum and Rhoeteum.

As it approaches the sea it runs so close to

the line of western heights as to leave no

intermediate plain of any consequence, and

thus falsifies all the Homeric local indica

tions, which give space for the ships and

camp of the Greeks and the conflict of the

armies on the west of the Scamander. At

present we miss also the confluence of the

Simois mentioned by Homer, who would thus

appear to have known nothing of the locality

personally, and to have owed nothing to

either hearsay or genuine tradition. But

the investigations of Dr. Sehliemann and

his friends make it clear that tho river has

changed its course and how it changed it :

that it originally followed a channel on

the eastern side of tho plain, received the

Simois below Ilium, and discharged by

the eastern promontory of Ilhocteum. The

extreme interest of this conclusion lies in

its vindication of the familiarity of Homer

with the scene of his poem ; it pro

vides sufficient extent of shore west of

the embouchure of the Scamander for the

fleet to be hauled up, or rather to be

described as hauled up, and for the camp,

a fair battle-field on the same side of the

river, and another eastward below tho walls

of Ilium, between the Scamander and the

Simois just above their confluence. But it

may seem futile to endeavour to reconcile tho

topography with Homer if Homer is incon

sistent with himself ; and this to a certain

extent he is, though not quite 60 far as Dr.

Sehliemann himself is prepared to admit.

Priam, on his way from the city to tho camp

of the Greeks, passes the river at a ford

(xxiv. 351, 692). "When Hector has driven

the Greeks back within their wall, his army

bivouacs between the Scamander and the

ships (viii. 560) ; and when ho is disabled by

Ajux in the buttle near the Greek wall, he

is taken, on his way to the city, to tho same

ford and laid on the river bank (xiv. 433).

When Patroclus has driven back the Trojans

beyond the trench, he turns those who were

foremost back again, and coops them " be

tween the ships, the river, and tho high

wall" (xvi. 394). This must bo the Greek

wall, not that of Troy, as interpreted by Dr.

Sehliemann (p. 92), for otherwise Troy

would be on tho same side of the river as

the Greek ships. But then, in the course

of the battles, as fortune fluctuates, the

Greeks go backwards and forwards over and

over again between tho ships and up to tho

city wall, and no mention whatever is made

of crossing the river.

In the battle, which pauses for the meeting

of Glaucus and Diomed, the Trojans had

been driven back to the city (vi. 74), and it

is quite consistent, therefore, that the fight

should be described as raging between the

Xanthus or Scamander and tho Simois

(vi. 4). Nothing, it is true, has been snid

of the passago of the Scamander, but tho

seeming neglect is no doubt due, in this

case as in the others, to poetical hcence ;

the poet chose to ignore the river here alto

gether, as he chose to make the most of it

when he prepared a striking adventure for

Achilles and depicted him as contending with

it in sudden flood. Homer deals with space as

unscrupulously for his purpose as with time,

when, after a day unconscionably long, he

represents the sun as only setting at last in

consequence of being hurried by the wife of

Jove. The characteristics of the stream lent

themselves to such arbitrary treatment.

" Although the Scamander has a large

volume of water in winter and spring, it is

in the dry season generally reduced to a very

shallow brook." Indeed, when rain in the

mountains, in April and May, melts the snow

unusually early, in August and September

there is no flowing water whatever. "We

have here a natural suggestion of the burn

ing up of the river, and consequent distress

of its fishes, by the fire of Hepheestus (xxi.

353). On the other hand, Homer must be

vindicated from one charge of inconsistency

which Dr. Sehliemann thinks himself bound

to admit respecting the position of the

tumulus of Ilus. The position of this as

marked on the map would have been on tho

left of the original course of tho Scamander;

but it has no claim to be brought into tho

argument ; " the shaft sunk into it gave no

proof of its claim to be a sepulchre ; it rather

appears to have been a mere hill of river

sand." Homer, indeed, only refers to the

tumulus as at most a low mound with a stele

upon it, from behind which Paris wounds

Diomed with an arrow, while still near

enough for an interchange of taunts (xi.

372-80). "We are thus not called upon to

identify it anywhere ; but it is of more

importance to 6how that it had a definite

position in the scone as conceived by the

poet. In two allusions (xxiv. 319, ii. 369-

379) it is distinctly placed on the right of the

river ; and that it is from his position by it

there that Hector despatches the luckless

Dolon on his night expedition (x. 415) is

quite consistent with his having previously

held a council of war in the midst of the

battle-field beyond the Scamander (viii. 490).

The occasions are different, and Dr. Schlie-

mann's difficulty comes from confusing

them.

But Prof. Yirchow expresses himself as

more surprised at the reflection of the

general characteristics of the country than

even at the proofs of familiarity with the

plain of Troy itself :—

" I must say I think it impossible that the

Iliad could ever have been composed by a man

who had not been in the country of the Iliad...

In the Iliad we are struck on the one hand by

the truth of the general impression of what is

an extensive district, and on the other by the

number of distinct views which present to us

ever fresh spots of the landscape. I do not refer

merely to Homer's oft-noticed characteristic

description of all objects by means of short and

apt distinctive epithets, as ' Ida rich in springs,'

' the eddying Scamander,' ' the windy Ilium,'

but far more to his almost surprising knowledge

of the meteorology of the district, of the Flora

and Fauna, and the social peculiarities of its popu

lation. Three thousand years have not sufficed

to produce any noteworthy alteration in these

things. "

ART FOR THE NDRSERY.

The. Story of Prince Hildebrand and the

Princess Ida, by Major T. S. Seccombe, with

Illustrations by the Author (De La Hue &

Co.), contains verses of a romantic and

humorous sort, and neat and spirited designs

in outline. The book will suit young girls.

—Northern Fairy Tales, Illustrated (Sampson

Low & Co.); The Favorite Album of Fun and

Fancy, with Illustrations by E. Griset and

Others (Cassell & Co.); Tim Trumble's "Little

Mother" (same publishers) ; Pictures to Paint for

Little Folks (same publishers); and The Natural

History Series, consisting of eight little gaudily-

bound books (Griffith & Farran), all deserve

praise. The last contains many spirited little

woodcuts by Mr. H. Weir. The ' Album ' is

much enlivened by numerous designs of a

highly amusing and energetic character by M.

Griset. These alone should attract all whom

they may concern.

Messrs. G. Boutledge & Sons have published
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Little Buttercup's Picture Book, which contains

numerous woodcuts of cats and dogs, sketches

of laughable character, and legendary illus

trations of ' Tom Thumb ' and the like. Some

of these things are pretty, others are silly.

The cover is original, and consists of buttercups

printed in colour on a blue ground; if it were

not for the figure of a boy reading, which is not

decorative and is quite out of proportion to the

flowers, the design would be an example of

good taste. The same publishers send us Rout-

ledge's Singing Quadrilles, with music by M. B.

Foster, and Children's Singing Lancers, with

music by L. N. Parker, the whole cleverly illus

trated by Mrs. Staples, Mr. A. C. Courbould,

and Mr. A. D. Longmuir. The music is very

cheerful and easy. The cover is stupid Wliat

the Blackbird Said : a Story in Four Chirps, is

sent by the same firm. The tale is told with

taste, animation, and tact by Mrs. F. Locker,

although her narrative is not free from "goodi-

ness." There are four illustrations, drawn on

wood by Mr. R. Caldecott. As pieces of draughts

manship they have considerable merit, being care

ful and solid even to hardness and dryness, and

the designs are full of spirit and excellently con

ceived ; the background of the frontispiece, com

prising a garden wall with a gate and foliage,

could hardly be better than it is. The silhouette of

the blackbird in the foreground is capital. These

cuts lack " colour." Little Wide Awake Picture

Book, by Mrs. S. Barker, has a hideous cover,

but it is surpassed in vulgarity by the cover of

Prince Darling's Story Book. Both of these

books come to us from the above-named firm.

The former, with a good deal of pictorial trash,

contains a few superior cuts, such as ' Good Re

solutions,' p. 159, ' Granny and Baby,' p. 41.

There are many pretty little verses which would

suit older members of the human race than those

who affect picture books. Here are the thoughts,

not of children, but of adults about children.

The ' Story Book ' contains more than three

hundred illustrations to four legends translated

from the French. Many of the cuts are extremely

good. The stories are of tho legendary and

romantic kind required.

An abominable cover does injustice to Messrs.

Cassell's.fami/tar.PViewi(,by O. Patch, illustrated

with numerous capital woodcuts of animals. Of

these may be mentioned the truly humorous

and pathetic group of dogs, " in a strange

115, a touching " study " in tho

' Nobody's Dog,' on p. 112, is a
r\lf*tnrrt TTi» 4i frionHo Q£Q all

cats to

Allow me to offer a short personal explanation.

Mr. Hyde Clarke remarks {Journ. Anthrop.

Inst, May, 1880, p. 374) upon the Hittite

inscriptions that he had at once determined

them not to be "cattle-marks, as proposed by

Capt. Burton." What I said and repeated in

print was (' Unexplored Syria,' vol. i. p. 341) :

' ' My conviction is that the Hamah inscriptions

form a link between picture-writing and alpha

betic characters ; and I would suggest that the

most feasible way of deciphering them would be

by comparing them with the wusiim (brands)

of the several Bedawi families." This is a very

different thing : neither my lamented friend

C. Tyrwhitt-Drake nor I fancied that mere

cattle-marks would be cut in cameo upon the

hardest basalt. I added instances of an old and

forgotten alphabetic form surviving amongst the

Anezeh of North-Central Arabia.

In conclusion permit me to congratulate Mr.

Dunbar Heath for the admirable acumen which

has supplied the "Hittite hieroglyphs " with a

syllabarium ; and to hope that by future studies

he will compel scholars to accept his system of

transliteration. I would also request him, in

case he should republish his ' History of the

Hittite Inscriptions ' (Pal. Expl. Fund, Oct. ,

1880), kindly to refresh his memory with a

glance at ' Unexplored Syria' (vol. i. pp. 341-42).

Richard F. Burton.

home," on p.

Dogs' Home,

heartrending picture,

domesticated

guinea pigs.

The "friends'

ranging from

MIDIANITE AND HITTITE INSCRIPTIONS.

Trlrste, Now 24. 18SO.

Certain accidents and occupations have pre

vented my noticing at an earlier date two com

munications to you which possess a poculiar

interest. The first is from Prof. W. Robertson

Smith (No. 2734, March 20th) ; and tho second,

in the next number, is from the Rev. A. H.

Sayce. Both treat of inscriptions from Taif,

and both determine them to be Egyptian.

I have nothing to say against the theory of

Nilotic origin ; but I would point out the identity

of many characters with those of the inscrip

tions in ' The Gold Mines of Midian ' (pp. 209

to 213). Compare the circle, plain and bisected,

simple and ending with one, two, or three tails ;

the figure called in heraldry a " label," with

and without the central leg ; the cross and the

trident, both of many varieties ; the divided

parallelogram ; tho » with detached perpendi

cular, generally converted to a horizontal ; and

the stone- hatchet, by which the hieroglyphs

denote " Neter" (a god).

I supposed these epigraphs to be Nabatlusan.

Should other finds confirm the suspicion of their

Egyptian origin, they will prove that the old

Nile dwellers extended through Midian, north

and' south, to El-Hijaz and to Yemen.

SALES.

Messrs. Christie, Manson & Woods sold on

Saturday last the collection of drawings and

pictures formed by the late M. His de la Salle.

The following prices were realized for the

most important lots :—Drawings—T. Gericault,

Studies for the Race of the Barberi in Rome,

11. Is. ; Study of a Female Figure, in colours ;

on the reverse, a Nude Male Figure, 7s. ; a

Soldier on Horseback, probably after Carl

Vernet, and Sketch for the ' Chasseur de la

Garde,' 13s. ; an Oriental with his Horse, and

Study of the Picture of ' Diligence,' 6s. ;

Studies of Groups for the ' Wreck of the

Meduse,' 4!. 15s. C. N. T. Charlet, Standard

Bearer of the Chasseurs de la Garde, and

Study of a Man holding a Child in his

Arms, 10s. Decamps, Sketches of Oriental

Subjects, and a Carnival Scene, 1/. 10s. N.

Poussin, The Nurture of Jupiter, 107. 16*. F.

Goya, A Man playing the Tambourine, 1?. 5s.

A. L. Girodet-Trioson, Four Studies of Nude

Figures, 51. 10s. Charlet, Sapeur de la

Garde Nationale, 11. 10s. ; Study of an English

Peasant, 10s. Gd. Gericault, Studies of Horses

for his well-known lithograph, ' Le Marechal-

Forrant,' 67. ; another Study for the same,

61.. ; Study of a Dray Horse, on the reverse

Sketches of London Sweepers, 7/.; The Coal

Waggon, study for ' Adelphi Wharf,' Sketches

on the reverse, 11. Is. ; Portraits of the

Wifo and Children of the Shoemaker at

whose house Gericault lived when in London,

41. 10s. Pictures—R. P. Bonington, A View in

the Pyrenees, 52/. 10s.; Gil Bias in the

Study of the Archbishop of Toledo, 101. 10s.

N. T. Charlet, A Soldier of tho First Republic,

20?. T. Gericault, Horse Race in Rome, 5?. 5s. ;

Horses and Grooms, a sketch painted during

his stay in England, 41. ; Head of Belisarius,

a copy after the painting by David in the

Louvre, 21. 2s.; Head of a Negro, 21. 2s.;

A Lion, a study from the life, 11/. lis. ; A

Horse in a Stable, 5?. 5s. T. Rousseau, Land

scape, Sunset, 73/. 10s. Rembrandt, Study of a

Naked Woman, 200/. Sandro Botticelli, The

Holy Family, 357'. Bernardino Luini, The

Nativity, 215/. Francesco Mantegna, The Re

surrection, 204/. L'Ortolano, The Adoration of

the Kings, 105/. A different property—-Otto

Marcelles, Flowers, Insects, and Reptiles,

11/. lis. Lubernictski, The Senses (set of five),

105/.

The His de la Salle collection of Cinquecento

and later medallions, plaques, friezes, antique

and Renaissance bronzes has just' been dispersed

under the hammer of Messrs. Sotheby, Wil

kinson & Hodge, at prices much beyond the

average. We quote the following :—Lionel of

Este, with bust of the Duke of Ferrara, by

Pisano, 25/. 10s. Lionel of Este, by the same

artist, 80/. Lucretia Borgia of Este, Duchess

of Urbino, 51/. Gonzaga, Marquis of Mantua,

21i. Malatesta Novello, by Pisano, 41/. MaLa-

testa, with female seated, by Matteo di Paati,

32i. 10.«. Malatesta Isotta da Rimini, 40?.

Piccinino, commander at Perugia, by Pisano,

81Z. Alphonso of Aragon and Sicily, by

Hierimia, 31/. Alphonsus II. of Aragon, by

Guaccialotti, 63/. Victorinus Feltre, by Pisano,

71!. Visconti, by the same, 59/. Alberti, in

ventor of the camera obscura, by Mazzuchelli,

89Z. Mahomet II. , by Bertoldo of Florence, 671-

Picus de la Mirandola, by Petrecini, 751. Boldu.

by himself, 40/. ; another specimen, with bust

to left, 36/. Sforza, fourth Duke of Milan, by

Sperandio, 96/. Riario Sforza, Lord of Forh,

120/. Santucci of Urbino, Bishop, by Guaccia

lotti, 502. Sixtus, bust to left, 30?. Savanarola,

hand issuing from the clouds, holding a dagger,

267. Julius II , Cardinal Bishop of Ostia, 3liL

Julius II., by Caradosso, 52/. 10s. InnocensVHL,

by Pollaiuolo, 30/. Clemens VII. , 29/, Pius IIL,

bust to the right, 67/. Bentivoglio, by Spe

randio, 125?. Tartagni, by the same, 807. Car-

bone, poet, by the same, 152?. Vechietti, 130/.

Tornabuoni, 80?. Albizza, wife of the preceding,

141/. Sarzanella, by Sperandio, 63?. Salviati,

152?. Cardinal Grimani, 27?. 10s. Moro of

Venice, by Pomedello, 43?. Stefano Magno of

Venice, by tho same, 110/. Giovanni

by the same, 45/. Jacoba Correggia, by

same, 36Z. Averoldus Altobellus, 81?. Pizamani,

bust to left, 70?. Astallia Diva Julia, 91!.

Aretino's Wife and Daughter, 41?. Cosmo II. ,

29?. Louis XII., rev. , arms of Brittany, 140?.

Francis I. of France, in silver, 70?. Henri

Quatre and Mary de' Medici, 367. Cardinal

Richelieu, by Warin, 31/. 10s. Memmo, Doge

of Venice, by Dupre', 31/. 10s. Charles Quint,

of German work, 45/. Philip, son of Charles

Quint, 30!. Faustina, sen. , nearly full-faced,

43?. From among the plaques and bronze*

the following may be deemed worthy of note :

Madonna and Child, by Moderno, 36?. Judith

placing the Head of Holofernes in a Bag, 101!.

A frieze, with female on her knees before a

saint, 120!. ; the companion, 124!. Bacchants

assaulting Silenus, 50!. An actor, 47!. The

Olympic Zeus, 44!. Venus, semi-nude, 38L

Venus dressing her Hair, 70!. Camillus, the

celebrated general, 50!. A Faun, wanting an

arm, 111!. Greek Comedian, in sheep's skin,

220?. Athleta, in the act of running, 30J.

Statuette of Hermes, 31?. Head of a Mule,

with silver eyes, 75!. Hermes, holding up his

right hand, 119?. Satyr, with fruit, 42?. Female

bust, 46/. Naked man, seated, 40?. Antique

head of the Olympian Zeus, 71?. Bust of a

Roman soldier, 30?. Female head, 311. A

youth, plucking a thorn out of his foot, 46?.;

another specimen, 33?. Lais emerging from

the Bath, 70/. Alcides, with club, 81/. Akides

killing Antaeus, 125/. Alcides shooting an

Arrow, 44/. Youth seated on a rock, 41/. Semi-

nude female seated on a rock, 152/. Roman

seated, 66/. Figure of Pomona, CO/. Figure

of Flora, 30/. A Faun wrestling, 45/. Dying

Gladiator, 37?. Farnesian Faun, 49?. Pomona,

finely draped modern statue, 100?. The God

Pan, with horns, by Riccio, 1547. Cinquecento

bronze statue of a nude female figure diademed,

170?. The sale was numerously attended by

English and foreign amateurs, including spirited

competitors from France and Germany. The

443 lots produced in the aggregate 9,709!. 3s.

The annual elections of officers and distribu

tion of medals to the Students of the Royal

Academy will take place on the 10th inst. at

Burlington House.
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Thr private views of the Winter Exhibition of

the Society of Painters in Water Colours and of

the Institute of Painters in Water Colours are

appointed for to-day (Saturday); the galleries will

be opened to the j.ublic on Monday next

After this week the public will be admitted

after noon to the National Gallery on the

students' days, Thursdays and Fridays, on pay

ment of sixpence each person, on the plan which

has been found valuable at South Kensington.

As the practice of closing the Gallery during

the month of October lias been abandoned,

the public will now have much more frequent

access to it than formerly. The public is

largely indebted to the efforts of Mr. Heury

Wallia and a few others who followed him for

these concessions.

From circumstances beyond the contro of

the Council, the Report of the Brading Villa

Committee was not laid before the Society of

Antiquaries on Thursday evening last.

Mr. £. Walford has ceased to be connected

with the Antiquary, which he has edited since

its commencement.

The French papers announce the death, on

the 20th ult., of M. Charles Timbal, which fol

lowed a severe surgical operation. Born in

Paris in 1822, he studied under Drolling, and

made his first appearance in the Halon of 1847.

In 1848 be produced ' La Vierge et Madeleine

au Calvaire.' This work was followed by

* L'Agonie du Christ aux Oliviers,' ' Resurrec

tion de la Fille de Jaire,' ' La Vierge au Pre'-

toire,' 'Jesus montant au Calvaire,' 'Savonarole,'

'Lies Fune'railles,' 'L'fcglise Trioinphante,' and

' La Presentation do la Sainte Vierge au Temple,'

which is in the church of St. Etienne-du-Mont.

This painter decorated a chapel in the church of

St. Sulpice ; he obtained a second-class medal

in 1848 ; two rappels in 1807 and 1859 ; a lirst-

class medal in 1800 ; the Legion of Honour in

1804. He was fortunate in forming a consider

able and very curious collection of ancient works

of art, pictures, enamels, ivories, and jewellery,

which he sold to M. G. Dreyfus. It is said that

he was moved to part with theso treasures by

the siege of Paris and the fight with the Com

mune. A second collection was made by him,

which is said to be richer than the former one.

A fine bust of a child in marble, Italian work

of the fifteenth century, has been placed in the

Salle de Michel Auge, Louvre.

It is reported that the Baron Charles de

Rothschild, of Frankfort, has lately added to his

collection a superb cup of silver gilt, a marvellous

work of Jamnitzer, the prioe of which, it is said,

was 750,000 francs.

Dr. Humans—he has been made a Doctor for

his discoveries—has unearthed at Pergamus a

marble statue of Athene, headless, but retaining

both its arms. Fragments of the Gigantomachy

continue to be found.

Mr. Alfred Marks, of Long Ditton, the Hon.

Sec. of the Society for Photographing Relics of

Old London, writes to us:—''Many of your

readers will be interested to learn that the

famous 'Sir Paul Pindar,' in Bishopsgate Street,

will before long be pulled down, the house

having, with others, been bought by the Metro

politan Free Hospital as the site of a new

hospital. This public-house is the last remain

ing relic of the splendid mansion built by Sir

Paul Pindar at about the end of the reign of

Elizabeth or the early years of James I. The

ceilings in this and the adjoining houses to the

south, pulled down four years ago, were

described by the Rev. Thomas Hugo, in his

admirable paper on the Ward of Bishopsgate,

as ' some of the most glorious ceilings which

our country can furnish.' The South Kensing

ton Museum possesses the ceilings removed from

the adjoining houses, and I hope may acquire

thatstill remaining in the 'Sir Paul Pindar, 'as well

as the admirable and thoroughly characteristic

external woodwork of what Mr. Hugo called

' by far the finest edifice of the kind in

London.' I may add that for the present the

house will, I believe, be freely shown to any one

interested in antiquities."

It has been officially announced that the pic

tures to be exhibited in the next Salon shall

not exceed 15,000 in number, about a quarter

less than the number which wearied the

world this year. M. E. ALout lias shown

much good sense in proposing that the best

500 paintings shall be set apart in a single

room or rooms. A committee was appointed

to consider this merciful proposition. Expe

rience shows that selection is absolutely in-

despensable and inevitable. The only question

is whether a more or less educated committee

shall make a selection for the benefit of the

public, or each visitor shall pick for himself,

the operation of choice being thus performed

some hundreds of thousands of times. It

would be better for everybody, especially for

the painters of bad and indifferent pictures, if

public exhibitions were reduced to half their

present dimensions, and occurred about half as

often.

MUSIC

THE WEEK.

Hkh Majk*ty'8 Tiikatkk.—' Maria di (land.*
Cuvstai. Palace.—Kiglith Saturday Concert.
Sr. James's Hall.—Mr. Cowen'a Second Concert.

DlFHCULT as the position of an opera

Impresario must of necessity be in many

respects, no extraordinary foresight would

seem to be required in the selection of

novelties likely to huve a beneficial influence

on tho managerial treasury. For years the

current of popular opinion has set so strongly

against new works based on the conventional

lines of Italian opera, that it would appear

comparatively easy to avoid mistakes. The

successes of the past twenty years, such as

'Faust,' ' Lohenjjrin,' 'Carmen,' 'Eicnzi,'

' Mefistofelo,' 'Tho Taming of the Shrew,'

' Aida,' and perhaps one or two others, bave

been operas in which increased dramatic

interest, orchestral colouring, tho abandon

ment of stereotyped forms, and greater unity

between music and drama, are more or less

conspicuous. Many masterpieces of modern

musicians are still unknown in Loudon, any

one of which, it might be confidently pre

dicted, would handsomely repay the cost of

production on an adequate scale. Leaving

Wagner out of account, the timo is surely

ripo for one of tho works of Hector Berlioz ;

or, if this bo considered overweening am

bition, Gounod's ' Polyeucte ' and Goetz's

' Francesca di Rimini ' are ready to band, as

are also tho scores of Boito's talented coun

trymen, Poncbielli and Franco Faccio.

Public taste having indicated with tolerable

clearness the course to be pursued, tho pro

duction of such an opera as Signor Tito

Muttei's ' Maria di Gand ' at Her Majesty's

Theatre would excite surprise were it not that

opera managers are sometimes swayed by

other considerations than the simple laws of

demand and supply. But wo have no right

to take into account any such considerations,

and, viewed either from an art or a com

mercial standpoint, Mr. Armit's policy is

wholly indefensible. ' Maria di Gand '

being destined beyond all question to a brief

existence only on the stage, it would be a

profitless task to devote more space to its

description than is necessary as a more

matter of record. Tho title may be sug

gestive to some of Mary of Burgundy, wjio

played a prominent part in the troublous

history of Ghent ; or perhaps of Maria,

sister of Charles V. Neither of these, bow-

ever, is the heroine. The librettist, Signor

G. T. Cimino, has taken bis ideas from

Sardou's play, ' La Patrio,' in which the

principal female figure is Dona Dolores.

The marital relations of George of Ghent

and Mary—the Count Eysoor and Dolores of

the original—and the guilty love of the latter

for Eichord Orley (Karloo van dor Noot in

Sardou), form the motive of the opera, the

oppression of the Flemings by the notorious

Duke of Alva being introduced merely for

spectacular reasons. The duke himself, a

terrible personage in history, is a mere lay

figuro, and even the principal characters

are drawn with such a feeble hand, and

speak in such commonplace language, that it

is impossible to feel the slightest interest in

their movements. In other words, the book

is of the old flaccid type, as if nothing had

been written and nothing said concerning

the necessity for vital improvements in the

hterary portion of the lyric drama. If

the statement be true, however, that the

work is already twelve years old, this weak

ness is to be accounted for to some extent.

Tho opera was tried at St. George's Hall

two years ago, and has since then undergone

extensive revision and elaboration at the

hands of the composer, with the object of

rendering it more suited to the tastes of

present audiences. But no amount of patch

work will serve to make a work acceptable

which is grounded on false principles uud

written in a worn-out style ; nor will it give

vitality to music in which freshness of idea

is conspicuous by its absence. Eemenibering

that Signor Tito Mattei is the author of some

charming songs and agreeable piano pieces,

the complete want of individuality in ' Maria

di (Jand ' is surprising. Now it is Donizetti

or Rossini, now Verdi, and now Meyerbeer,

under whose influence the composer illus

trates the subject-matter before him. But

for a single phrase, or even a harmonic

progression, to strike the ear with the

force of novelty, we listen in vain from tho

first bar to the lost. It must be allowed, how

ever, that if the music is wholly without

interest, it is also without offence. Signor

Tito Mattei does not seek to cloak his poverty

of invention by adopting a misty and con

fused stylo of utterance, and for thus avoid

ing tho besetting sin of many modern com

posers he deserves approbation. He writes

easily and naturally, apparently quite con

tent to follow humbly in the footsteps of

greater men. He expresses strong emotion

by tho means generally thought to be

appropriate in Italian opera, and his melo

dies would be pleasing if they were not so

full of reminiscences. Nothing in the first,

second, or fourth acts stands out with

sufficient prominence to merit individual

comment. In the third act there is a march,

based on a bright and tuneful subject, and,

with the usual adjuncts of a military band

and crowds of supers on the stage, the

etuemble of this scene is effective. The

finale of the act is undeniably well written,

though its pattern is very conventional.

With this exception the concerted music is

weak, the part writing being of the simplest.

Signor Tito Mattei's orchestration is superior

to that of Bellini and Donizetti, and ap-

to that of Meyerbeer and
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The third act gives us the triumph of genius

over prejudice, envy, and obtusencss. Walther

has dreamed a song in a dream ; he confides his

inspiration to Sachs, who feels confident that

this tinio he can safely defy his detractors.

Sachs, whose part was admirably filled on

this occasion by Herr Scaria, is a pathetic

figure, deeply true to nature, a trusty shoe

maker, a mediocre poet, but a sincere lover

of the beautiful, and therefore ready to acknow

ledge and honour the real master singer where-

cver he meets him. Beckmesser, finding on

the table the words of Walther's dream-

song, noted down by Sachs, appropriates the

poem, believing it to be Sachs's work. Now

follows the musical composition. Beckmesser,

trying to adapt the words he has stolen to his

own ridiculous melody, makes nonsense of the

]>oem, falters, breaks down, and covers himself

with disgrace. When he retorts on his derisive

audience that the poet is no other than their

favourite, Sachs, the latter names Walther as the

composer, and calls upon him to sing the song

as sung it should be. Walther comes forward,

and his beautiful Preislied carries masters and

mob before it alike. The mastership, the prize,

and Eva are unanimously accorded him, amid

general applause.

The opera is one that makes great demands on

all concerned in its representation. The per

formance at Vienna is satisfactory in every

respect. The rendering of the choruses espe

cially is calculated to fill the English opera-

goer with envy. Wagner's masterly treatment

of this feature is perhaps nowhere more happily

displayed than in this work. The flippant and

festive songs of the apprentices, the choruses of

the different guilds, the street tumult, the well-

known chorale, " Wach auf," Nnrnberg's homage

to Sachs, so full of beauty in various styles, can

but raise regret at the absence of the chorus

element from the composer's later, more strictly

conceived, lyrical dramas. The precision and

firmness of execution of Herr Richter's band

are beyond all praise. Among the singers,

besides Herr Scaria, mentioned above, Herr

Schmitt, in the comic part of David, the shoe

maker's apprentice, and Herr Kokitansky as

Pogner, deserve special notice. The Grand

Opera at Vienna holds a high place among in

stitutions of the kind—perhaps the highest,

taken altogether. With Mesdames Pauline

Lucca, Malvrua, and Bianchi for jrrime dtmnc,

none here can complain that "stars" are

wanting, nor yet, seeing that none of the

subordinate features is neglected, and the

instrumental is never sacrificed to the vocal

department, that the "star system" is in

vogue. Here, again, nightly performances, on

a scale quite equal to that of Covent Garden,

and with an even greater variety of programme

(in the last twenty-one days twenty-one different

operas have been given), are found compatible

with a superior standard of execution. It is the

custom to stigmatize the Viennese as a most

frivolous people, but it must be owned they

take their music in earnest. Nowhere, perhaps,

even in Germany, does it form so intimate and

so prominent a part of social life, and on this

and its results I propose to say a few words in

a future letter. H. Z.

glusiral Sossip.

The programmes of the Saturday and Monday

Popular Concerts consisted entirely of familiar

works, and, therefore, need only formal record.

On Saturday, Beethoven's Quartet in F, Op. 50,

No. 1 ; Rubinstein's Sonata in d, for pianoforte

and violoncello, Op. 18 ; three of D. Scarlatti's

Piano Sonatas, and Beethoven's Romance in o,

for violin, were given. On Monday the items

were Schubert's Ottet, Haydn's Trio in c,

Chopin's Barcarolle for piano, and Molique's

Saltarella in A, for violin. Herr Straus was the

leader and Mdlle. Janotha the pianist on both

occaduns. Miss Tlu indike was the vocalist on

Saturday, and Miss Marian Mackenzie on

Monday.

The first of four Trio Concerts, given by Herr

Max Laistncr (pianoforte), Herr Emil Mahr

(violin), and Herr Anton Bounian (violoncello),

took place at St. George's Hall on Wednesday

afternoon. The programme included Beethoven's

' Kreutzer ' Sonata for piano and violin ; a Violon

cello Concerto, by M. S. de Lange ; Rubinstein's

Trio in B flat, Op. 52, &c. Miss Hilda Wilson was

the vocalist. The next concert will take place

on Thursday evening, March 10th, 1881.

The accounts of the recent festival at Leeds

have been closed, and show even more gratify

ing results than were anticipated. The atten

dance was 14,854, an increase of 1,454 over the

festival of 1877 ; and the nett profits 2,3712.,

against 8001.

The programme of Mr. George Riseley's sixth

Monday Popular Concert, given at the Colston

Hall, last Monday, included Haydn's 'Clock'

Symphony, the Overtures to the ' Calm Sea

and Prosperous Voyage ' (Mendelssohn), ' Rosa-

niunde ' (Schubert), and ' Die Felsenmiihle '

(Iteissiger), and Gounod's Entr'acte from ' La

Colombo ' and ' Funeral March of a Marionette.'

Miss Emily Lawrence gave an evening

concert, with a very good miscellaneous pro

gramme, at the Royal Academy of Music last

Tuesday.

At the recent annual meeting of the Edin

burgh University Musical Society, tho president,

Sir Herbert Oakeley, announced the fulfilment

of a long cherished wish that each of the

Scottish Universities should possess a Students'

Musical Society of its own.

The first of a series of Trio Concerts was

given at Oak Tree House, Branch Hill, Hamp-

stcad, on Tuesday last, when the chief items of

the programme were Schubert's Trio in B flat,

Beethoven's Trio in B flat, Op. 1, No. 1,

Handel's Violin Sonata in a, and a selection

from a MS. Suite for piano duet, by Miss Mary

G. Carmichael. The remaining concerts of the

series are fixed for December 14th, January 11th

and 25th.

Mr. John Boosey has successfully commenced

his fifteenth series of Ballad Concerts at St.

James's Hall, two concerts having already been

given—on the 26th ult. and the 1st inst. The

steady support given by the public to Mr.

Boosey is fairly deserved, for, though not

appealing to tho highest musical tastes, these

entertainments are excellent of their kind. A

special feature of the present series has been the

finished part-singing of the Glee Choir of the

South London Association, conducted by Mr.

L. C. Venables.

Mr. Aptommas, the well-known harpist, an

nounces a recital on his instrument, to be given

at the Steinway Hall next Tuesday afternoon,

on which occasion he will make his first appear

ance in London after an absence of five years.

M. Henri Reber, a distinguished French

composer and theorist, died in Paris on the 24th

ult., at the age of seventy-three. He was a

native of Mulhouse, in Alsace, and studied

music at tho Conservatoire in Paris, where for

several years past he had been one of the pro

fessors of composition. The list of his works

includes five operas, four symphonies, several

instrumental quintets, quartets, and trios,

besides various songs, pianoforte pieces, &c.

He also published a treatise on harmony.

At the special desire of the King of Bavaria,

the prelude to Wagner's new music-drama

'Parsifal' was performed by the orchestra of the

Munich opera during the composer's recent stay

in that city.

M. Victor Mass£; has resigned his Professor

ship of Composition at the Paris Conservatoire

in consequence of ill health, and has been suc

ceeded by M. Ernest Guiraud.

DRAMA

LYCEUM THEATRE.

BOLE LESSEE and MANAGER. MR HENRY IRVDfO.

'The CORSICAN HKOTHEKR " EYPTT Night lit 8 30. LOUIS and
FAniEN DEI FHANCHI. Mr. IRVINO At 7.30. •BYGONES'
Doors opn at T. MOHN1NO PERFORMANCES of "The COH81CAN
BROTHERS, ' SATURDAY. December 4th. and SATURDAY. December
11th, at 730. Doori open at 2. Box Office (Mr. Humtjupen 10 to ft.
Scat* booked by letter or telegram.

THE WEEK.

Haymarket.—Revival of 'The Vicarage' and 'School.'
Gaikty.—Revival of ' The Musical Box,' by F. C. Buruand,

and ' Kerry,' by Dion Boucicault.
AliKlJ'fil.—Revival of ' The Green Bushes.'
Gaiety (Matinees).—Revival of ' Andy Blake.' Debuts of

Miss Sothern and Mr. Dion Q. Boucicault.

The only novelty, if such it may be called,

introduced into the programme with which

the Haymarket Theatre has reopened under

the Bancroft management, consists in the

revival of the domestic comedietta of ' The

Vicarage.' This pleasant little piece, adapted

by Mr. Clement Scott from ' Le Village ' of

M. Octave Feuillet, and produced three

years ago at the Prince of Wales's, shows

at their very best the more prominent mem

bers of the Haymarket company. It would

be unkind, but would scarcely be unjust, to

say that 'School,' which follows, shows them

at their worst. In spite of the tender

and sympathetic wooing of Mr. Conway and

Miss Marion Terry as Lord Beaufoy and

Bella Farintosh, the performance as a whole

is extravagant and farcical.

Extravagance, that great and constant

blemish of English acting, is even more ap

parent at the Gaiety in the performance of

Mr. Burnand's play of ' The Musical Box.'

When first seen, three years ago, at the same

theatre, this piece, which is a version of the

delightful comedy of M. Gondinet, 'Le

Homard,' received from its principal ex

ponents— the same who now appear— an

interpretation which, though preposterous,

appears moderate by that now supplied.

Neither Mr. Terry nor Mr. Royce seems to

bo aware how complete a confession of inca

pacity is made when, in order to produce

the laughter which MM. Geoffroy and Gil

Perez obtained by perfectly legitimate

means, he is compelled to resort to the

wildest kind of physical extravagance. Arm

ing himself with a roll of paper, which he

uses as a species of stick, Mr. Eoyce con

stantly belabours with it the back or the

head of his associate. At one time he sits

down upon a hat, at another he has a species

of duel with Mr. Terry, the weapons being

umbrellas. A performance such us that now

given at the Gaiety is enough to justify the

severest things that French criticism has

found to say concerning English acting. In

' Kerry,' a version by Mr. Boucicault of ' La

Joio fait Peur ' of Madame de Girardin,

Mr. Terry as the old servant, a r6h created

by Mr. Boucicault, displays somo acting of

a very different stamp. The kind of humour

with which Mr. Boucicault enlivened the

character Mr. Terry does not possess. His

performance is none the less creditable. Con-

corning some of those by whom Mr. Terry is

supported it is difficult to speak with the

equanimit}' befitting criticism.

In consequence of tho disappearance of

Mr. Boucicaidt, the Adelphi has revived the

old drama of ' Tho Green Bushes.' The

cast includes some capable actors. So extra

vagant are, however, the story and incidents

of a piece that is yet less than half a century

old, that the interest inspired by the poi
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formance is that which, attaches to the

presentation of a dramatic curiosity.

At a Matinee at the Gaiety Mr. Dion G.

Boucicault, a son of the well-known drama

tist, appeared as Andy Blake in his father's

play of the same name. Mr. Boucicault, jun.,

showed himself a competent actor, possessing

a combination of humour and pathos kindred

with that for which his father has long been

known. Very little practice will suffice to

secure Mr. Boucicault, jun., a prominent

position in the art he has adopted. As the

heroine of the same piece, Miss Eva Sothern,

a daughter of the well-known comedian, made

a modest debut. Her performance revealed

grace and tenderness.

graraaiic (Sossijj.

A translation, by Mr. W. Archer, of Ibsen's

play ' The Pillars of Society,' will, we under

stand, be produced at the Gaiety Matinees in

the course of the present month. As this will

be the means of introducing to the English

public a prominent and an original poet, we

venture to ask of Mr. Hollingshead a cast for the

piece worthy of the occasion. Recent Matinees

at the Gaiety have been far from satisfactory.

The Media of Athens has lately given some

extracts from the translation into modern Greek

of Shakspeare's ' Macbeth,' now preparing by

Mr. D. Bikelas. The whole play with a transla

tion of ' Hamlet ' will soon be published at

Athens as a sequel to the first volume of Shak-

spearean translations by the same eminent lit-

iirateur, which appeared some four yeara ago,

containing ' Romeo and Juliet,' ' Othello,' and

' King Lear.' These translations, which are the

first of any note ever attempted in the modern

Greek idiom, are spoken of very highly.
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and Ferns,' Ac. Crown evu about 350 pages 10«. Cd [Rtadp.

A SHORT HISTORY ofthe BRITISH
SCHOOL of PA1NTLNO. Hy GEO. H. SHEPHERD. Post '•vo.

rloUi, price 3s. Uf.

THE NEW VOLUMES OF THE

ILLUSTRATED BIOGRAPHIES of

the GREAT ARTISTS are—

FRA ANGELICA and MASACCIO. Earlv Flo
rentine Painters of the XVth Century. By CATHHUINB MAKY
PHILLIMOHE. Author of ' The l-eHriid of the CVnacolo.' Ac_
trated with t
j>ru.e o.s. u/.

i Uus-
cloth.

FRA BAUTOLOMMEO and ANDREA del SARTO.
Florentine Painters of the XVth Century. By LEADER SCOTT,
Author of'A Nook, in the Apennines.' Illustrated with
Eugi livings. Bound In ornamented cloth, price ."is. (<4.

*," Others in

Now ready, crown sto. elegantly printed on
price us.

ATTIC SALT: or, Epigrammatic Saying Health
ful. Humorous and Wise. Co leeted from the Works of MOR

TIMER COLLINS By FRANK KEUSLAKB.
■ - Ao an ep ijr rammat) *t he has had few t quals and only one superior in

his time This choice little hook has come like a little bunch of Held
and Harden flowers for his tomb." Unit* Ttitgrauh.

" A marvellous combination of epigram, humour, wisdom, sod
refWtiuo."—Prrtsand St. Jaunt's Chronic*.

" Prrnn the works of many writers of far wider popularity it would be
dithcult to make an equally attractive collection -Graphic

Robson A Co. 43. Crant>«urn-stTeet. Leicester-square, W.C.

Now nitdy. 1'vols. at all Libraries,

SATIRES: Political and Social. In Prose and

1 Verse. Edited by W. H. C. NATION.
- alright, pithy, and smart, the volumes are mighty plcnsant reading."

SuHi&rf Timtt.
•• The foibles and vanities if our time are frequently commented upon,

and i \powt-d in Imsgiuury conversations, in ■ reflect ions' culled, for in-
ivt..ut't , Irom ' a st ret*t lamp.' which is supposed to know a (treat deal of
tu.my p.i»^ing events, a * train of thought, the train being that of a rail
way Ttse i-nthe* are piquant and refreshlnr, and the f>>llie* at which
Cney strike ■ night to satfer sou*1 damage. ' '— H'fttcrn 1> . * r *

London : Frovost A Co 40, TavlstocH-street, W.C.

EXPEULMKNTS ON AXIMALB.

1<MFTH ANM'AL HKi'ORT of the SOCIETY for
J. the TOTAL ABOLITION of VIVWKCTJON.
HriMsh Asmis ution— Huntertaa Society — Prolessor Owen -Dr. Pre

**Mith n>e llei J O. Wood- Lewes Siudenuhlp— Idceiices itrunt«'<t.
Mm l , ,«ei ••wnf« iwrf'.rmed, under "Cruelty to Animals Art "—Hlbbcrt

HeuAn— The It-.jal »«n-iety for tae Prevention of
nee Ser

The STORY of the ZULU CAM-
PAIGN Hy Major ASHE 'Isle Klnjj's Dragoon (iuardsi, Author of
'The Military liif-ritutioiis of Fiance," Ac.; and U1j.t11.1n the Hon.
E V WYATr EDOKLLdTthlaiiuwis . killed at Cltiudli. Dedicated
by special permission to Her Imperial Highness the Empress Euucnie.

lit.

The NAVAL BRIGADE in SOUTH

AFRICA. By HENRY F. NORKl'RY, C.B. R.N. Crown Bvo. cloth

The IRISH LAND QUESTION: its

History, from 1S'J9 to lSii9; and the Origin
the Ulster Custom By R. BARRY O'BRIEN,

ih land Question and English

Parliamentary
and Ke*uli* of the

w. Author of ' The I
becond Edition. •

■eries — Ova lotomy -1., Aium.aU Earlh.im TnnpeTUl
V l.i* and Mr Spencer Wells, F It C.S.-
IVt-T^ir'.ugh— r-irl of Pembroke «c

Hvo. pp. Iin, price Is. cd.
1'irkering A Co IfH. lie.mi illy. London, W. , and Mr. George R.

•'••'•me. M-noraTT Hevietary and Tn«surer, J) enbury, near Macclestleid ,

EDITION" DE LUXE.

Sir EDWIN LANDSEER, By Frede-

RICK G. STEPHENS. lArgv-Papcr Edition, crown 4to. with
l'crnianent Reproductions of Hi K:i^r.ivincs, after Sir Edwin's most
famous Puinttiigft, and Ftu'-slmlles ol many of his Elehings Hand
somely bound in cloth, bevelled IxKinJsaod gilt edges, price 21s.

[Jbaa!*

MEN of MARK. Volume V. Contain-
ini; :w> \ -rv rim- l'l-i luain'tit i " I'lini i.i-ir.n Photographs ctl Men of l he
Day. taken specially from Life hy Lock A Wtmiield. With brief
Bioerapni'alN"til-esby THOMrsON COOPER, FS.A. Square 4to.
cloth extra, gilt edge*, price ais. [Ready.

"The photographs are very line specimens of their art."— T\,n*t.

WITH THE SANCTION OF THE SCIENCE AND ART
DEPARTMENT.

The SOUTH KENSINGTON

MCSEt'M. W Etchtnirs and
Works of Art In the Mum-ud
Ing, with brief Description,
tup, price lbs.

■ Ines of Examples of

he Decorations of the Build-
ely bound in cloth, with gilt

WARNE'S

LANSDOWNE POETS.

With Original Notes, 8t«-l Portraits,

Full-Page Illustrations, and Bed-Line Border.

London :

Sampson Lew, Maustox, Seable k Rivington.

In crown 8vo. cloth gilt, gilt edges.

Price THREE SHILLINGS and SIXPEXCEeach ;

or in morocco, price EIGHT SHILLINGS.

1. SHAKSPEARE.

2. LONGFELLOW.

3. BYRON.

4. ELIZA COOK.

5. SCOTT.

6. BURNS.

11. MOORE.

12. COWPER.

13. MILTON.

14. WORDSWORTH.

15. HEMANS (Mrs.).

17. HOOD.

21. SHELLEY.

23. POPE.

24. MACKAY.

25. GOLDSMITH.

26. DODD'S BEAUTIES of SHAKSPEARE.

27. MONTGOMERY (JAMES).

30. BISHOP HEBER.

31. GEORGE HERBERT.

32. KEBLE S The CHRISTIAN YEAR.

33. GRAY, BEATTIE, and COLLINS.

34. PERCY'S RELIQUES.

35. GEMS of NATIONAL POETRY.

Also, uniform in size, without Red Line,

7. SONGS, SACRED, &c.

8. GOLDEN LEAVES, Sec.

9. LAUREL and LYRE.

10. LEGENDARY BALLADS.

16. POET'S YEAR.

18. CAMPBELL.

19. KEATS.

20. COLERIDGE.

28. JOHNSON'S LIVES of the POETS.

36. SPENSER.

From the TIMES.

"The ' Lansdowne Poets,' comprising the works of two-

dozen or more English poets—not to mention the American

Longfellow and Johnson's 'Lives'—several of them very

great, and all of them popular, should form a most accepts

able present at any time. Brightly bound, legibly printed,

with portraits and original illustrations, each volume con-

taininsx the whole of a poet's works, and all of a price within,

the reach of everybody*! means—the series makes us marvel

liow there can be purchasers enough to make such an enter

prise profitable to the publisher, and yet so little apparent

study or appreciation of poetry among the youthful genera

tion of English men and women. At all events, it is not

Messrs. Warne's fault."

From the STA .VDARD.

"Hie 'Lansdowne Poets.' This series is well printed on

good iiajKT, and well Iwund. We may add that it is also

well selected. The volumes before us comprise the works of

almost nil the popular English poets, as well as Dr. Johnson's

critical analysis of those of them who had lived liefore his

time. None hut a very epicure in the matter of luxurious

books for I is librarv wrnitd wish for anything better than

this edition of English poets, uniform in everything but

the colour of the binding. The illustrations have ajt 7

the advantage of coming from good hands. Th« T

edition of English poets ought to be popular."

WAIIYE'S COMPLETE CATALOGUE of

STANDARD WORKS. CHOICE GIFT-BOOK*,

elei/nnt PRESENTATION WORKS, JUVENILE mi

PICTURE TOV'ROOKS, m pnoss from 80t. to6d., cm

tie hud on application, orforictrded post free.

London :

Frederick Warne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.
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SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

TWO POPULAR NOVELS.
A HANDSOME GIFT-BOOK.

R O M O L A.

By GEORGE ELIOT.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY SIR FREDERICK LEIGHTON,

President of the Roy*U Academy.

In 3 vo

The number of Cople* print*J U limited to One Thousand, each Copy being numbered. The mode of

adopted is that of Subscription throttjh BookteUers. Information regarding the Term* of Subscription may be

A MAGNIFICENT PRESENT.

The EDITION DE LUXE of

THE WORKS OF W. M. THACKERAY.

Complete In Twenty-four Volumes, Imperial 8vo.

Containing 34* Steel Engraving*, 1,4*3 Wood Engravings, and H-i Coloured Illustration*.

The Steel and Wood Engravings are all printed on real China Paper.

Only Loot Copies printed, each aet numbered.

The mode of Publication adopted In that of Subscription tukoi uh Bookskll*: ks.

* regarding tlie Ternu of Subscription, Ac, may be obtained of any Bookseller.

"A remarkable book."—Daily

MEHALAH:

A STORY OF THE SALT MARSHES.

2 volt, post 8vn.

From the ATHENAHUM.

" Pull of indication of more than ordinary talent, and one
of the most promising works of fiction that the present
season lias produced."

SCOTSMAN.

tost powerful that has, so far as

From th

" The book is one of the
we know, appeared for many years. It will remind many
readers of Emily Bronte's wonderful story, 'Wuthering
Heights,' and indeed in some respects it is even more power

ful?
From the QUEEN.

"The book is full of smart epigrammatic writing, and has
also a good deal of humour. The strange w ild poetry of the
locality is well brought out, and the characters are well sus
tained. The book is by do means a commonplace one, and
will suggest as well as amuse."

From the DAILYNEWS.

" ' Mehalah ' is far above Ute ordinary level of novels. The
writer possesses strength, and strength is one of the rarest

fiction."

! of the

From LIFE.

'A very powerful -novel. Th
*t among ttiis season's crop of

The POWER of SOUND. By Edmund Gurney, late Fellow of

Trinity College. Cmmltridgr. Boyal 8vo. 2is.

The POETRY of ASTRONOMY. By Richard A. Proctor,

Author of 'The Bor>terlaiid of Science, ' 'Bcienoe Byways,' Ac. Crown 8vo. 104. <W.

to be very popular.'
Queen.

JOHXBULL.

Though by no" A very powerful and striking novel,
means a mere imitation of Emily Bronte, there is~mueh in
it which reminds us of ' Wuthering Heights,' and we are
liardly saying too much when we put it un a level with that
weird and glui&tly storv."

"The look contains must valuable reading, and Is in such a clear and pleasant style that It

LYRICS and ELEGIES. By Charles Newton Scott, Author of

' The Foregleams of Christianity.' Crown 8vo. 4*.

PHILOSOPHY of CHARLES DICKENS. By the Honourable

ALBERT S. G. CANNING, Author of ' Philosophy of the Waverley Hovek," fieligious Strife in British History.' *C-
Crown Mvu. »«. M.

" Mr. Canning has produced a pleasing book ; he has shed much light on Dickens's genius and methods, and we heartily
thank him for his volume." -British Quarterly Recutu.

FARMING in a SMALL WAY for PLEASURE and PROFIT.

By JAMlift LOSU. Crown Svo. 7«. W. [In the prrss.

NEW EDITION.

Now ready, Seeniid Edition, 2 vol*, deny- 8ra. 33..

A HISTORY of ENGLISH THOUGHT in the EIGHTEENTH

CEBTI BY. By E .STEPHEN.

NOVEL IN TEE PRESS.

MATRIMONY. By W. E. Norris, Author of ' Mademoiselle de

Me™.-.' ke. 3 vols, po.t Kto. [Haidy December 6.

XKW STOBIES.

X O TICK. — The CORNIIILL

MAGAZINE, for JANUARY, 1881,

vrill contain the Firtl Part* of Two New

•Storv*.

One entitled—

A GRAPE from a THORN. By James Payn,

Author of ' Lost Sir Maaslngberd,' ' By Proxy,' Ac.

The other—

LOVE the DEBT. By a New Author.

» « The Stories will be illustrated by Mr. Du Maurier and
Mr. H Small.

Now ready {One Shilling), N'o. 252,

THE CORNHILL MAGAZINE,

For DECEMBEIt.

With Illustrations by George Du Maurier and W. Small.

Content*.

FINA'9 AUNT. Some Passages from Miss Williamson^

.) Chapters 1-

Nn. I. Country Books.

Diary. (With an II

RAMBLES AMONG BOOK

Mrs. VAN STEEN.

LYME BEGIS : a Splinter of Petrified History.

BUDDHIST and BUDDHISM in BURMA. By Shway Yoe.

MY FAITHFUL JOHNNY. (With an Illustration.) Chap
ters 5—8.

THE TRUMPET-MAJOR.

By THOMAS HARDY,

Author of ' Far from the Madding Crowd,' Ac.

3 vols, post Svo.

From the SA TURDA VREVIEW.

" Mr. Hardy, in his latest novel, has produced, perhaps, a
finer study of character, in a certain sense, than he has
Iwfore given to his readers. His hero compels admira
tion and sympathy ; and this central figure Is surrounded by
others, drawn with the truth and insight which has raised
Mr. Hardv to the high place he occupies among novelists of
our t ime.1'

From. the ATBENAKUM.

"John Loveday, the trumpet-major, from whom the Ixrak
takes its title, is the beat character ttiat Mr. Hardy has ever
drawn. Indeed there are fa*v figures in all fiction more
pathetic and, in a quiet way, more heroic than this simple,
loyal, and affectionate soldier."

oi

From the WORLD

"Specially remarkable for its accura
the events and associations of the time. Excellent in work
manship, and with a well-balauoed and skilfully-developed
plot, it is notable for the character-drawing, which certainly
equals, and, we are disposed to think, surpasses, anything

X its author has achieved I '1 before.'

From the JOHN BULL.

"We must pronounce ' The Trumpet-Major ' to be one of
the best novels of the season, and must cordially con
gratulate Mr. Hardy on a success which we hope he may
repeat, though it will be difficult for him to surpass it."

From the PALL MALL UA'/.Kl IF

"The chief attractions of the book will be found in its
descriptions; its scenery, touched with an exquisite truth of
derails; and its pictures of manners, vivid, and not seldom
enriched with delicate shades of satiie and humour."

From the COURT CIUCULAR.

"A mere sketch can give no idea of the real beauties of
this ln>ok. They consist in tiie line drawing of character
and the singular quaint felicity of Mr. Hardy's style."

From the DAILYNEWS.

"Perhaps Mr. Hardy has never shown more literary mid
artistic skill than in this story. Humour and pathos, .s.inwd
insight and observation are to be found in every ]w<;t\"

From the QUEEN.

"Mr. Hardy has lost none of his powers of description :
his art of making the reader familiar w ith the local.ty ot hit
story is as remarkable in the present instance hs in any of
his previous tales."

London : SMITH, ELDER & CO. 15, Waterloo-place.
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MESSRS. SEELEY & CO.

Save just Published :—

SCHOOLS of MODERN ART in GER-

MANY. By J. BEAVINOTON ATKINSON. With IS Etchings and
numerous Woodcut*. Cloth, gilt edgei, price II. II*. €<L Lurgo-
Papcr Copies (50 only), with Plates on India Paper, price 91. 3s.

" In every respect worthy of its subject, large and ambitious us that

"In this work Mr. Atkinson has furnished us with his most substan
tial contribution to critical knowledge."—Academy.
"A very beautiful folio. .. .Etchings and engravings of the highest

merit."—Oaily Telegraph.

CAMBRIDGE. By J. W. Clakk, M.A. With
12 Etchings, and numerous Vignettes, by A. BHUNET DEHAINES
and H. TOl'SSAINT. Cloth, 2U, large-Paper Copies, with Prools,

The ITCHEN VALLEY. From Tichborne
to Southampton. 22 Etching* by HEYWOOD SUMNER. Cloth,
(Tilt edges, price II. lis. (W. Large-Paper Copies, with l'rools, price
41. U.

The PORTFOLIO for 1880. Containing

numerous Etchings and Engravings, Aul (-morocco, 21. 2t. ; cloth,
gilt edges, 11. 15*.

CLERICAL REMINISCENCES. By Senex.

Crown Hvo. price 4*. Qd. cloth.

" We have heartily enjoyed Its true and kindly humour. Its fund of
good stories, of which there are enough to set up half a dozen diners-
out at clerical tables."—Literary Churchman.
" A book that Is In some ways the most interesting book of its kind."

Churchman.
" Books such as this clothe with flesh the bones of Church History."

Saturday He vieto.

LIFE of ALBERT DURER. By Mrs.

CHARLES HEATON. New Edition. With 10 Illustrations. 8yo.
10s. 64. doth.

STORIES of the EAST, from HERODOTUS.
By the Rev. A. J. CHURCH. With Coloured Illustrations. Price &$.;
or gilt edges, 6s.

" It Is probable that this volume will be the most popular with grown
up persons of Professor Church's productions In this kind. To young
people the book is a storehouse ol strange and fanciful scenes, pretty
or amusing tales, and exciting histories."—AUunuum.

" Por a school prize or a Christmas present a mure suitable book will
hardly be found."— Literary Churchman.
"This volume will prove a sterling present for classically inclined

lads."—Graphic.

The STORY of the LAST DAYS of JERU-

BALEM. By the Key. A. J. CHURCH. With Coloured IUustra-
tions Price St. 6rf.

STORIES from the CLASSICS. By the

Rer. A. J. CHURCH.

STORIES from HOMER, is. and 6s.
STOHIER from the GREEK TRAGEDIANS. Si. and C«.
STORIES from VIRGIE. Ss. and 6s.
A TRAVELLER'S TRUE TAL , from Lucutn. 3s. M.

A NEST of SPARROWS: a Tale. By

M. K. WINCHESTER. Frontispiece. Crown 8vo. price B*. cloth.
" The tale Is told with a graphic minuteness and pathos which cannot

fall to inttrest."—Jtecord.

DUTIES and DUTIES : a Tale. By Agnes

GIBERS E. Frontispiece. Crown 8to. price Ss. cloth.

Tales by the Same Author.

The RECTOR'S HOME. Ss.
The CURATB 8 HOME. Ss.
The HILLSIDE CHILDREN. 3s. 6d.
AMONG the MOUNTAINS. 3s. 0d.
NOT FORSAKEN. 2s. 6d.
MURIEL BERTRAM. St.
FLOSS 8ILVERTHORNE. 3s. Srf.
DRURIE'S OWN STORY. Ss.
COULTNGE CASTLE. Ss.
WILL FOSTER ol the FERRY. 2s. "J.

My FATHER'S HOUSE ; or, Thoughts about

Heaven. Bj AGNES GI11ERNE. 16mo. cloth, gilt edges, price 2s. 6i.

VIA LATINA. A First Latin Book. By

the Rev. Dr. ABBOTT. Crown flvo. price 3*. W.
"The merit of Dr. Abbott's book Is that his exercises arc so nicely

adjusted to the facts supplied and the explanations given, that with its
help It would seem Impossible to teach Latin badly."—Athrnmum.

MEMORIES of TROUBLOUS TIMES. Being

the History of Dame Alicia Chambcrlayne. By 3
With 6 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. it. cloth.

i many jiIhikiiut stories, but none of them
of Troublous Times."—Guardian.

STORIES BY MRS. MARSHALL.

JOB SINGLETON'S HEIR. Ss.

LADY ALICB. (a.

JOANNA'S INHERITANCE. 5j.

LIFB'S AFTERMATH. Ss.

NOWADAYS. Ss.

A LILY AMONO THORNS. Ss.

HEIGHTS and VALLEYS. Ss.

Mrs. MAINWAKING'S JOURNAL. 5j.

BROTHERS and SISTERS. Is.

HELEN S DIARY. Is.

The OLD GATEWAY. Ss.

MILLICENT LEOH. Ss.

VIOLET DOUGLAS. Ss.

EDWARD'S WIFE. Ss.

CHRIRTABEL KINOSCOTE. Sj.

A SHILLING EDITION OF

AGATHOS. By Bishop Wixberfokcb. With

g lMuMraUons. Cloth.

LITTLE FACTS for LITTLE PEOPLE.

With » Coloured Illustrations. Boards, price 1*.

LITTLE ANIMALS DESCRIBED for

LITTLE I EOPLB With 8 Culonred IUoatraUona. Boanls, price Is.

Sekley & Co. 64, Fleet-street, London.

NOTICE.

Now ready, in 1 vol. royal 8vo. pp. 1,038, cloth extra, gilt edges, price 21«.

A SPLENDID AND MOST APPROPRIATE CHRISTMAS PRESENT!

A LIBRARY OF RELIGIOUS POETRY.

A COLLECTION OF THE BEST POEMS OF ALL AGES AND TONGUES.

WITH BIOGRAPHICAL AND LITERARY NOTES.

EDITED BY

PHILIP SCHAFF, D.D. LL.D., and ARTHUR GILMAN, M.A.

It has been the aim of the Editors to make the present Collection truly catholic. It embraces a body of representative
Poems of all Ages, Denominations, and Countries.

While there are Specimens of the Poetry of almost all the masters of English Composition, the Minor Poets hare not
been forgotten.

recently dead, whose Copyrights still exist in the hands of Publishers or Relatives, may be named Catherine Winkworth,
A. A. Proctor, J. M. Neale, H. F. Lyte, John Keble, Charles Kingsley, Frances R. Havergal, Elizabeth B. Browning, Ac.

London: Sampson Low, Marston, Seable & Rivington, Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet-street, K.C.

DAVID DOUGLAS,

9, CASTLE-STREET, EDINBURGH.

Now ready, in 1 vol. small 8vo. with Maps and Illustrations, 12*.

•THE WILD COASTS OF NIPON.

WITH CHAPTERS ON CRUISING

By HENRY C.

1. ROUND YE8SO.

2. INLAND SEA HEVISITED.

3. CURRENTS and TYPHOONS.

4. A SUMMER'S WALK in KIU8IU.

,i. DEER-SHOOTING and other MATTERS.

B. Tlie KII COAST.

7. INSECTS.

8. SHOOTING, &c.

AFTER PIRATES IN CHINESE WATERS.

ST. JOHN, Captain R.N.

0. SINGING BIRDS and FLOWERS, 4c.

10. CUSTOMS and HABITS.

11. PAST and PRESENT.

12. KOREA.

13. CRUISING AFTER PIRATES.

14. SHOOTING In CHINA.

16. MORE CRUISING AFTER PIRATES.

16. RESUME.

Now ready, in 1 very handsome folio vol. 42*.

SPORT AND PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE

ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

y ANDREW WILLIAMSON.

Illustrated by 18 Full-Page Plates of Large Game, «fcc., taken on the spot by the Author, and Reproduced in

Permanent Photo-Tint.

"Mr. Williamson's photographs of stag, mountain sheep, dead grizzlies, and scenery at large, are worthy of a book t
should be a favourite in every shooting lodge from Lews to Braemar."—Saturday Review.

COMPLETION OF MR. SKENE'S 'CELTIC SCOTLAND.'

Now ready. In 3 vols, demy 8vo. with Maps, 15s. each,

CELTIC SCOTLAND : a History of Ancient Alban.

By WILLIAM F. SKENE.

Book 1, Vol. I. HISTORY and ETHNOLOGY.

Book 2, Vol. II. CHURCH and CULTURE.

Book 3, Vol. HT. LAND and PEOPLE.

" As a solid monument of scholarly labour, it will long remain the leading authority on the subject of which it treats."
St. James's Gazette, Nov. 20, 1880.

" Mr. Skene is to be congratulated on having brought his labours so successfully to a close ; there is no doubt that bis
three volumes form by a long way the most complete, the most «ritical, and the most scholarly work that has yet appeared

on Scotland during the Celtic period."—Scotsnvm, Dec. 1, 1S80.

Now ready, 1 vol. demy 8vo. with 148 Woodcuts, 15*.

THE PAST IN THE PRESENT.

WHAT IS CIVILIZATION?

BUNS THE RHISD LECTURES IN ARCHAEOLOGY, DELIVERED IN 1876 AND 1873.

By ARTHUR MITCHELL, M.D. LL.D.. to.,

Secretary to the Soi-iety of Antiquaries of Scotland.

" Whatever differences of opinion, however, may held on minor points, there can be no question that Dr. Mitchell'*
work i* one ul tin- iibles! and most original pieces of archaioloirienl literatuie which has iu>pee.rcd of late years."

8 y<7;iiM-. Gazette.

Edinburgh : David Douglas; and all Booksellers.
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SPRUNEEVS HISTORICAL ATLAS.

Joat completed, the Tbird Edition, price if. lit. 6d. half ruseia,

HISTORICAL ATLAS

OF THE

MIDDLE AGES AND MODERN TIMES.

By K. v. SPRUNER.

Gotha: Justus

Edited by Dr. T. MENKE.

{ also 376 Detail lfapa and Plans In their margins, half-russia, 47. lit. Crf.

London: Williams ic Noeqatb; D. Nutt; Dulau k Co.

Edinburgh : WILLIAMS Sc NoBQATK.

LAURENCE OLIPHANT'S NEW BOOK.

On Tuesday, 7th December, will be published,

THE LAND OF GILEAD.

WITH EXCURSIONS IN THE LEBANON.

By LAURENCE OLIPHANT, Author of ' Lord Elgin's Mission to China,' ' PiocadLUy,' Ac.

In 1 large toL demy 8vo. with Illustrations and Maps, price 21s.

William Blackwood A Sons, Edinburgh and London.

KINGLAKE'S HISTORY OF THE INVASION OF THE CRIMEA.

THE NEW VOLUM E,

"THE WINTER TROUBLES,"

IS NOW PUBLISHED. 8vo. price 16«.

SUMMARY OF COXTKXTS.

Winter on the Chersonese Heights.—The War Administration of France and of England.—The way in which France
and England Ministered to their Armies In the East.—State of the Allied Armies before the Hurricane.—The Hurricane of
the Utli of November.—The Bufferings of the Armies during the Winter.—Demeanour of the State and the People of
England.—The Allied Armies after Mid-Winter Recovering Health and Btrength.—Sequel of the Dispositions made by the
French and English for the Care of their Sick and Wounded.

William Blackwood & Sons. Edinburgh and London.

NEW POEM BY THE AUTHOR OF 'OLRIG GRANGE.'

Next week will be published. In 1 vol. extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 7s. <W.

KABAN ; or, Life Splinters : a Poem.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

OLRIG GRANGE. Third Edition. 6a. 6d.-BORLAND HALL. Second

Edition. 7s.—HILDA. Second Edition. 7s. 6d.

Glasgow : James MacLehobe, Publisher to the University. London : Macmillan A Co.

Now ready. Second Edition, royal 4to. price U. 6*.

A HISTORY OF THE FAMILY OF FORTESCUE

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

Hy THOMAS (FORTESQUE) LORD CLERMONT.

With 42 Portraits, Engravings, Monuments, Ac.

M The history of the family is traced through all its branches, and everything that could be recovered concerning the

Uvea of the more distinguished Fortescues has been collected and preserved. The labour was no doubt one of love ; yet the
mere arrangement of materials so extensive, and gathered from so many quarters, cannot but have taken much time and
cmre. and the power of producing from them a narrative >o pleasant and so readable is not given to every writer of family
history."—Kdinburyh liewnc.

Ellis & White. 20, New Bond-street, London, W.

Now ready, demy 8vo. 046 pages, price 16*.

AN ANECDOTAL HISTORY OF

THE BRITISH PARLIAMENT,

FROM THE EARLIEST PERIODS TO THE PRESENT TIME.

WITH NOTICES OF EMINENT PARLIAMENTARY MEN, AND EXAMPLES OF THEIR ORATORY.

Compiled from Authentic Sources by GEORGE HENRY JENNINGS.

"Contains a great deal of information about our representative system In past and present times which It behoves all
persons to know, and not a few useful political lessons may be learnt'from its pages."—Daily Xeu s.

** Aa pleasant a companion for the leisure hours of a studious and thoughtful man as anything In book sliape since
Sclden."—/Mi.y Teu-yrtiph,

" It would be sheer affectation to deny the fascination exercised by the * Anecdotal History of Parliament.' "
Saturday Review.

" A compendions history of constitutional liberty. Just now such a work is doubly valuable,"— Graphic.
'* Ax charming collection of anecdotes. No book Is more fitted to He near one's elbow, so as to be taken up for a half-

hour's i nst ruction and amusement."—Sheffield Daily Telegraph.

London: HORACE Cox, Xswr Times Office, 10, Wellington-street, f?tiand.

MESSRS. THOS. AGNEW & SONS'

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

IMPRISONED.

After BRITON EIVIBRE. A.H.A.

Engraved by SAMUEL COUSINS, R.A.

Artist ■ Prools, 10 Guineas; Plain

[Suf r

PERSEPOLIS.

They tar the Lion and the Lizard k e*»p
The Courta where Jurnth) d juried and drank deep.

After BRITON RIVIKRE, AHA

Engraved by F. STAC POOLE, A.R.A.

i, 2 Guineas.

[/MSI rr :Jf

HERR JOACHIM.

Alter O. F. WATTS, H A.

Etched by PAUL RAJON.

10 Autograph Itoofa. IS Guineas each ; 15 Remarque Proof.. 10 Ouluea*
.per. ft Ch j 25 Artist's Proof, on Japanese paper,

75 Artist'■ Proof*, 3 Guiot-a. a
■ Guiueus enrh ;

(Jwfr

SIGNOR PIATTI.

After FRANK HOLL, A.R.A.

by FRANCIS HOLL.

THE WIDOW'S MITE.

Companion to The GAMBLERS WIFE.

Altar J. E. MILLAI8, R.A.

Etched by CHARLES WALTNER.

HAULING THE LINE.

Drawn and Etched by R. ANDERSON, R.S.A.

Artist1. Proofs, 4 Guineas ; PUin Impressions, 1 C

EFPIE DEANS.

Altar 1. E. at I L LA 18, R.A.

Engraved by T. OLDHAM BARLOW, A.R.A.

THE GAMBLER'S WIFE.

After 1. E. H.ILLAI8, R.A.

Etched by CHARLES WALTNER.

HARMONY.
Alter FRANK DICKSEE.

Etched by CHARLES WALTNER.

THE WAYFARERS.

After the celebrated Work bj the late FRED. WALKER, A.R.A.

In process of Etching by CHAKLES WALTNER,

Artist's Proofs, 12 Guineas.
[riBssr^r'aJanaorr.

THE BRIDE OF LAMMERMOOR.

Companion to EFF1E DEANS.

Alter 1. B. M I L I, A I 8, U.A.

Engraving by T. OLDHAM BARLOW, A.R.A.

Artists Proofs, 10 Guineas.

{Will I* mil "1

SAMUEL COUSINS, R.A.

Alter FRANK HOLL. A.R A.

In process of Etching by CHARLES WALTNER.

SYMPATHY.

Alter the popular Picture by BRITON RIVIERE, A.R.A.

Exhibited In the Royal Academy, 1878.

Engraving by F. 8TACPOOLE, A.R.A.

Artlsl'i Proois, 8 Guineas ; Plain Iroprettiotu. ZGulonui.

£ Witt 6* rtadf next Staio*,

Rt. Hon. W. E. GLADSTONE, M.P.

Alter the celebrated Picture by J. K. MILLAIS, R.A.

Exhibited In the Rots) Academy, 1879,

Engraving by T. OLDHAM BARLOW, A.R.A.
[ Witt in read} tnrlf in ItWt.

Rt. Hon. JOHN BRIGHT, M.P.

Companion to the above.

a 1. E. MILL I AS, K.A.
Artist's froofs, 8 Guineas. [.VssC

Thos. Agnew & Sons, Publishers.

London : Old Bond-street Galleries, 39b, Old Bond-

street, Piccadilly, W.

Liverpool : Exchange Art Gallery, 2, Dele-street.

14, ExcLange-street.
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MICEOSCOPE in MEDICINE. Fourth
Edition, ill. Br Prof. LIONEL S. BEAXE, F.U.S.

J. & A. Churchill.

LIFE THEORIES and RELIGIOUS THOUGHT.
Sj. Od. By LIONEL S. BEALE. F.K.8.

J. & A. Churchill.

)ROTOPLABM. Third Edition.
By LIONEL 8. BEALE. F.K.B.

J. & A. Churchill.

Plates, 10*. 6d.

Second Edition, with Maps, price 10*. ed. pp. 447,

EPIDEMIOLOGY; or, the Cause of Epidemic
Dlaeaae, of Murrains, of Blight, of Hurricane!, and of Abnurmal

Atmospherical ViciMltudes. With a History of Epidemic Discuses, and
of the Phenomena that accompanied them. By JOHN PAItKIN, M.D.

David Boftue. St. Martin 's-place, London, W.C.

D1

Tenth Edition, pus t free, U.

WATTS on ASTHMA : a Treatise on the
only Successful Method of Curing this Disease. By KOHE11T G.
re, M.D F.K..S.L. F.C.8., Ac, 5, Bulstrode-street, Cavendish-
LODdOQ, W.
London : C. Mitchell A Co. lied Lion-court, Fleet-street.

Enlarged Edition, pp. 300, bonnd, Is.; or 14 stamps,

HOMEOPATHIC FAMILY INSTRUCTOR.
By Dr*. HICHARD and WASHINGTON EPFS.

Describes folly and Prescribes lor a Hundred Diseases.

London : James Epps & Co. 48, Threadneedle-street, and 170, Piccadilly.

Third Edition, greatly Improved, price Ids.

O'SHEA'S GUIDE to SPAIN and PORTUGAL.
Including the Balearic Islands and Morocco. With Map, Plans of

Towns, and Kailway Charts.
Edinburgh : A. & C. Black. London : Longmans.

Just publish.nl, crown Hvo. cloth lettered, gilt edges, price 45,

SCENERY and THOUGHT, in Poetical Pictures
ol various Landscape Scenes and Incidents. By EDWIN LEES,

F.L.8. Author of 'The Botanical Looker-Cut in England and Wales/
* Pictures of Nature around ttie Malvern Hills and In the Vale of Severn/
■fte.

London : Henry Frowde. Oxford University Press Warehouse, 7, Pater-

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF 'LOYAL AND TRUE' AND
' MAY FAIRFAX."

BOUND by the LAW. By Helen Wesche.
3 vols, cloth.

At all Libraries and Bookcellers'

Ellissen ± Co. 10, Type-street, Flnsbury, Publishers.

Recently published, price 12s. 6d.

ERASER'S ETRUSCANS: an Examination of
some Celtic Elements In the Etruscan, the Roman, and the Greek

Language itud Mythology.

This book has already obtained for its author no honorary appoint
ment as a Member of the institution Ethnographique of Pans.

" A marvel of learning and ingenuity."—Scottm/iu.

London : Slrapkln, Marshall & Co.

TENTH THOUSAND WILL BE READY AT CHRISTMAS.

Now ready, In demy 4to. cloth, 6s. post free,

HEBREW and GREEK LEXICONS, containing
every Word in the Kcri^tures with their Varied Renderings ;

also a Treatise on the True \'se of the Tense*; bele,tc a Companion or
REVISED INDEX to the ANALYTICAL CONCORDANCE («s.J. Br
ROBERT YOUNG, LL.D.

.Edinburgh : G. A. Young & Co. 18, Nieolson-strect ; and all Booksellers.

Just published, price 7s. Gd. t*vo. cloth,

STUDENT'S HEBREW GBAMMAIi.

/^.ESENIUS'S HEBREW GRAMMAR. Trans-
VT lated from ltecdlgers Edition by BENJAMIN DAVIES, LL.D.
Tliorouithly Revised and Enlarged, with the help of Prof. E KauUch's
Otrman Edition and other -Recent Authorities, br EDWARD C. MIT
CHELL. D.D. With lull Subject, Scripture, and Hebrew In
Fourth Copyright Edition.

Just published, price 12*. 8vo. cloth,

STUDENT S HEBREW LEXICON.

A COMPENDIOUS and COMPLETE HEBREW
and CIIALDEE LEXICON to the OLD TESTAMENT. With an

Kmrllsh-Hebrew Index, chiefly founded on the Works of Geeenius and
Fuist. with Improvements from Dietrich mid other Sources. Edited
by BENJAMIN DAVIES. Ph D LL.D.. TrunsJatur of lla-diger's 1 Geee-
nius.or student's Hebrew Graumuit:-' Third Ealtiun,carefully Revised.

Principles of Hebrew Oiaminnr, bywith u Concise Statenu-nt of the
EDWARDC. MITCHELL, 1) D.

r 4 Co. U, V.C

UXTO RFII (J OH ANN IS) LEXICON
CHALDAICUM TALMUDICUM et RAI1B1NICLM denuo edidlt

tannotattsuuxit 11. FISCHER, eto. cloth, at.

" To the Talmudlst It Is Absolutely necessary ; to Uie Semitic scholar It
( of great value, ikilh will Had the new edition uot merely n mure

" ' book of reference than Its predecessor, but oue ourlcbed with

London : Aaher £ Co. 13, Bed turd-street, Covent-garden, W.C.

rVllE DIALECT of the ENGLISH GYPSIES.

-L By SMART and CKOITON. Containing Grain mar. Bibliography,
i copious Vocubulam-s. Examples, Duih^uts, Title*. sip. Aaner<fc Co.,

* , li;.1[ *vo. pp. xxiil— cloth, 15*. , rcdui-ed toSs.

" The work is admirable -, very honestly dttne, with great labour."
Academy.

" Ot»wrvant of strict scientific method . "—Xatio- (New York ).
" Contains copious maln-ialM for tlie study of their ethnological p**cu-

Jlaritin*. A valuaMe addition to the literature of a subject of daily
Increasing interest. ' Stiittrda* Hr*t**r

■' '1'lie mot (.oiuplete ol it* hind." — Sentswan.
" Cuoiuinn an enorioou* auiount of laJoraiatlun."—r«U VaU UrntUe.
"An extellcnt work."—/>.nMi»rr.

London: AslierA Co. 13, llnl ford-street.

rPHK ANGLO - EGYPTIAN RANKING COM-

J. PANY .United)

CAPITAL PAID UP. l.tfuu.-XAV ; RE8KAVE FUND, lOO.OOOi.

JLBADOFFICK: V,, CLEMENT S-LANK. LONDON, EC.

Branches-. Alexandria, Cairo, and Lumaca rCjprusi.

This Bank tninwrU every description of Banking Haslm-w in Egypt,
gntau letters of Credit, and a0»ru* other faculties to Travellers pro
ceeding to Egypt and the Nile. U. FOA, "
X, Cienseot s-lana. E.C.

In fcflf>.<8y0. price 6*.

THE SOUTH OF FEANCE :

WINTER RESORTS ON THE MEDITERRANEAN.

By C. B. BLACK.

Illustrated with Maps and Flans.

Edinburgh : A. & C. Black. London : Longmans.

DELARUE & CO.'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

BUNHILL-ROW, LONDON, B.C.

Now ready, in 2 handsome vols, demy 8vo. price 32*. with a Portrait by Paul Rajon, and other Illustrations'.

THE LIFE OF SIR ROWLAND HILL, K.C.B.,

AND THE

HISTORY OF PENNY POSTAGE.

By Sir ROWLAND HILL, and his Nephew, GEORGE BIRKBECK. HILL, D.C.L.

Author of 'Dr. Johnson: his Friends and his Critics,' Ac.

Now ready, in royal 4to. cloth, extra gilt, price 6s.—NEW ILLUSTRATED CHILDREN'S BOOK.

THE STORY OF PRINCE HILDEBRAND AND THE

PRINCESS IDA.

By Major T. S. S E C C 0 M B E.

With upwards of 110 Illustrations by the Author.

Xow ready, crown 8vo. cloth, price Is. 6rf.

VOYAGES OF THE ELIZABETHAN SEAMEN:

A SELECTION FROM THE ORIGINAL NARRATIVES IN HAKXUYT'S COLLECTION.

Edited, with Historical Introduction, by E. J. PAYNE, MA, Fellow of University College, Oxford.

Shortly, demy 8vo. cloth, with Maps, and numerous Original Etchings on Stone,

THE SHORES AND CITIES OF THE B0DEN SEE :

RAMBLES IN 1879 AND 18S0.

By SAMUEL JAMES CAPPER, Author of ' Wanderings in War Time,' &c.

Shortly, NEW WORK BY DR. GUY, F.H.8. Crown 8vo.

THE FACTORS OF THE UNSOUND MIND,

WITH BFECIAL REFERENCE TO THE FLEA OF INSANITY IN CRIMINAL CASES, AND THE AMEND:

OF THE LAW.

By WILLIAM A. GUY, M.B. F.R.C.P. JF.R.S.

Shortly, crot

HISTORY OF GERMANY, POLITICAL, SOCIAL,

AND LITERARY.

BROUGHT DOWN TO THE PRESENT DAY.

By the Rev. Dr. E. COBHAM BREWER, Trinity Hall, Cambridge,

Author of ' History of France,' ' Guide to Science,' *c.

Shortly, a New and Improved Edition, leap. 8vo. cloth, price S». 6J.

LAWS OF SHORT WHIST, AND A TREATISE ON THE

GAME.

By JAMES CLAY.

Thos. De La Rue ic Co. London.

EPPS'S COCOA.

GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutri ;i t,

and by a careful application of the line properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided oi.r

breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It -

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until etroi j

enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us ready i -

attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves we.,

fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."—Ciril Sermce Gazette.

James Epps & Co. Homceopathic Chemists, London.

UAKKHS OF EPPS'S CHOCOLATE ESSENCE FOB AFTERNOON USE.
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CHATTO & WINDUS, PUBLISHERS.

NEW NOVELS AT EVERY LIBRARY.

The REBEL of the FAMILY. By E. Lynn

LINTON, Author of ‘Patricia Kemball, &c. 3 vols.

A CONFIDENTIAL AGENT. By James
PAYN, Author of ‘By Proxy,’ &c. 3 vols.

QUEEN COPHETUA. By R. E. Francillon.
3 vols.

The LEADEN CASKET. By Mrs. Alfred
HUNT. 3 vols.

ELLICE QUENTIN, and other Stories. By
JULLAN HAWTHORNE. 2 vols.

Complete in 4 vols. demy 8vo. 12s. each,

A HISTORY of OUR OWN TIMES. From

the Accession of Queen Victoria to the General Election of 1880. By

JUSTIN McCARTHY, M.P.

“Criticism is disarmed before a composition which provokes little but

approval. This is a really good book on a really interesting subject, and

words piled on words could say no more for it.”—Saturday Review.

2 vols. crown 8vo. cloth extra, 21s.

OLD DRURY LANE : Fifty Years' Recollec

tions of Author, Actor, and Manager. By EDWARD STIRLING.

[In a few days.

MISS G. BOWERS's NEW HUNTING SKETCHES.

Half bound, oblong 4to. 21s.

LEAVES from a HUNTING JOURNAL. By
G. BOWERS, Author of Canters in Crampshire,’ &c. Coloured in

Fac-simile of the Originals.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

SONGS and P0EMS, from 1819 to 1879. By
J. R.PLANCHE. With an Introduction by his Daughter, Mrs.
MACKARNESS.

Small 8vo. cloth extra, 6s.

The W0OING of the WATER WITCH: a

Northern Oddity. By EVAN DALDORNE. With 125 fine Illustra

tions by J. Moyr Smith.

Crown 8vo. cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

A SIMPLE TREATISE on HEAT. By
w. MATTIEU WILLIAMS, F.R.A.S. F.C.s., Author of ‘The Fuel

of the Sun."

Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 6s.

PRACTICAL KERAMICS for STUDENTS:

a Handbook for Pottery-Painters. By C. A. JANVIER.

NEW WOLUME OF THE MAYFAIR LIBRARY.

Post 8vo. cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

PENCIL and PALETTE; Biographical Anec
dotes, chiefly of Contemporary Painters, with Gossip about Pictures

Lost. Stolen, Forged, and Discovered; also Great Picture Sales. By

itoBERT KEMPT.

Demy 8vo. Illuminated Cover, One Shilling,

The GENTLEMAN'S ANNUAL, Containing
—The POSY RING. By Mrs. Alfred W. Hunt. - SKELETON

KEYS... By D. Christie Murray.-LOVE that PURIFIE8. By

Henrietta A. Duff.

Demy 8vo, with 6 Illustrations, price One Shilling,

BELGRAVIA ANNUAL. Containing—
Sybil. By B. M. Ranking.—The Young Lady in Grey. By F. W.

Robinson.-Ballad of Antique Dances. By W. E. Henley-Prince

saroni's Wife. By Julian Hawthorne–Max Reineke's Great Book.

Iby E. C. Grenville-Murray -A Chant for Winter.—The Colonel. By

H. W. Lucy:-The Reduced Dinner-Party. By James Payn.–Is She

an Heiress? By, Percy Fitzgerald.—The Chinese Play at the Hay

market. By J. Arbuthnot Wilson.—A Proverb By J. Libbel.–So

like the Prince. By A. Egmont Hake.—The Transactions of the

Cato Club. By Dutton Cook. - A Christmas Nightmare. By

thiselton Dyer.

Price One Shilling,

The GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE, for

DECEMBER.

Contents. –Queen Cophetua (end). By R. E. Francillon –Charles

Kingsley as a Fisherman. By Rev. M. G. Watkins, M.A.—The Captive

of Castile. By Alex, C. Ewald, F.S.A. –Charles Kean. By Dutton Cook.

After Eight Months. By the Member for the Chiltern Hundreds—

snakespeare as a Frose-Writer. By J. Churton Collins-Science Notes.

By W. Mattieu Williams-Table-Talk. By Sylvanus Urban.

Price One Shilling, Illustrated,

B E L G R A WIA, for D E C E M BER.

contents.--A Confidential Agent (end). By James , avn 1.1 trated

by Arthur Hopkins–Our Old Country Towns : X I1 with Fou Illus

trations by A. Rimmer-Coinages of the Brain idy Andrew v iison,

F.R.S.E.-Justise in the Punjab. By A:fred Har out —cruel # 1 bara

Alien. By D. Christie Murray -In Chint Town. By 1za Dumus 1 ardy.
*The Leaden Cusket (end). By Mrs. Alfred W. Hunt.—A Madrigal.

By Austin Dobson.

BELGRAVIA FOR 1881.

A New Serial Story, entitled A ROMANCE of the NINETEENTH

CENTURY, by W. H. MAL1.0CE. Author of The N w Republic, will

be begun in the JANUARYNUMBER of BELGRAVIA, which Number
will contain also the First. Chapters of a New Novel by D. CHRISTIE

MURRAY. entitled JoSEPH'S COAT, illustrated by Fred. Barnard :

£d the First of £eries of Illustrated Papers by ALFRED RIMMER.
Author of Q"Old Country Towns, entitled ROUND ABOUT Eton

£d HARROW.

THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE.
The JANUARY NUMBER of this Periodical, in addition to many

other features of interest, will contain the First Chapters of a New

serial Story. entitled THE COMEr of a SEASON, by JUSTIN

McGARTHY, Mi'i.Author of 'Bonna Quixote,' &c., SCIENCE No FES,
by W. MATTLEU WILLIAMS, F.R.A.S., will also be continued monthly.

DR. GORDON HAKE'S POEMS.

IMAIDEN ECSTASY.

Crown 4to. cloth extra, 8s.

“Dr. Gordon Hake's work is imaginative rather than

fanciful. With bold and steady outlook he gazes into the

mystic realms of speculation, and presently gives the result

of the inspection in strong, nervous, and elevated language,

graced and enriched at times with imagery at once stately

and appropriate, strong originality of conception, massive

dignity and solidity of execution, an evident and easy

mastery of large issues, and a command of illustrative

material at once unusual and effective—these are charac

teristics of a true and lofty poetical soul.”

Fraser's Magazine for November.

“Dr. Hake holds a separate position in modern poetic

literature, of which, indeed, he is an interesting pheno

menon.”—Pall Mall Gazette.

“Dr. Hake has won for himself a distinct place amongst

the poets of the day. His individuality, no less than his

originality, mark him off from the crowd. He imitates no

He borrows from no one. He refuses to be classified.”

Westminster Review.

“Dr. Hake's manner gives witching mystery to what in

other hands would be simple and direct narration......Dr.

Hake when occupied with sensuous subjects is neversensual.”

Guardian.

one.

“The paths laid out are pleasant ones for the lovers of

poetry, and they will not fail to walk with delight in them.”

Academy.

“Again and again, in language of unsurpassed felicity

Dr. Hake flashes that very light which illuminates his own

vision upon the mind's eye of the reader.”—Eraminer.

I, E. G E N ID S

0.

IMI O R. R. O. W.

Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 6s.

T H E

“Dr. Hake continues to follow that almost solitary

course in modern poetry to which his ‘Parables and Tales’

and his ‘New Symbols' first drew attention.”—Athenaeum.

“Whatever may be thought of Dr. Hake's position as a

poet, there is one thing about his verse which must win the

respect of all lovers of poetry. It is full of idiosyncrasy.

No one who has in the least accustomed himself to noting

the individualities of writers can take Dr. Hake's work for

the work of any other poet of the present day or even of any

other day.”—Academy.

N EW S Y MI B O L S.

Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 6s.

“Dr. Hake is rich in parable, and possesses the open

sesame to many of the hidden meanings of life.”

- Morning Post.

“There is a grave sweetness of touch and suggestive

thoughtfulness in Dr. Hake's writings which produce a kind

of dreamy satisfaction, and they certainly deserve atten

tion.”—Saturday Review.

“In “New Symbols’ Dr. Hake more than maintains the

place among English poets to which he strode with the

publication of ‘Parables and Tales.”—Sunday Times.

CHATTO & WINDUS, Piccadilly, W.

•=-T

HOENIX FIRE OFFICE, LOMBARD-STREET

and CHARING CROSS, LONDON.—Established 1782.

Prompt and Liberal Loss Settlements.
Insurances effected in all of the World.

John J. BROOMFIELD, Secretary.

SUN LIFE OF FIC E, L ON DO N.
W. Established 1810.

CHIEF OFFICE–63, Threadneedle-street.

liltANCH OFFICE–60, Charing Cross. -

And at Oxford-street, corner of Vere-street.

Life Assurances of all descriptions.

r: 'lly Low Rates for Young Lives, and for Non-Participating

cles.

Prompt Settlement of Claims.

A new and greatly simplified form of Proposal, also the Society's

newly-revised Prospectus, will be forwarded on application.

J. G. PRIESTLEY, Actuary.

EA G L E IN SU R A N C E COMPANY.,

79, PALL MALL.

For LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1807.

Accumulated Funds - - - ... £3,043,542

Also a Subscribed Capital of more than ... £1,500,000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the Office, or from

any of the Company's Agents, post free.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS, Actuary and Secretary.

BONUS YEAR, 1880.

PELICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

70, Lombard-street, E.C.G.' ... and 57, charing cross, sw.

Established in the year 1797.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

The next Bonus will be declared out of the Profits accrued up to

31st December next. All Policies effected on or before that date on the

“With Profit System "will share in such Bonus.

Forms of Proposal and Prospectuses will be sent at once to intending

Assurers, on application to Robear C. TuckER, Actuary and Secretary.

Col'NIAL, INDIAN, and FOREIGN ASSUR
ANCE - The SCO I'TISH IMPERIAL INSURANCE COMPANY

has made important Reductions in the Premiums chargeable for Foreign

Residence. Immediate Reduction to Home Rates on the Assured leaving

for Europe or other tem te climate.

Offices: Glasgow, 151, Great George-street.

London: 2. King William-street, E.C.

H AMBROSE SMITH, Secretary and Actuary.

Loss OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,

And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon. Lord KINNAIRD, Chairman.

Subscribed Capital, 1,000,000. Moderate Premiums.

Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing.

A fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance

in the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.

# to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local Agents, or 64.

Cornhill, London. WILLIAM J. VLAN, Secretary.

N OTICE.-MARKS, DURLACHER BROS.

395, oxFORD-STREET, W.

ANTIQUE WORKS of ART and general Objects of Decoration. The

authenticity of every Object guaranteed.

FURNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
‘th ROUGHOUT on

MoEDER'S HIRE SYSTEM.

The Original, Best, and most Liberal.

Cash Prices.

No extra charge for time given.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars of terms, post free.

F. MOEDER, 248,249, 250, Tottenham Court road; and 19, 20, and 21,

Morwell-street, W.C. Established 1862.

F MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of

• the above Premises have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture Trade, and now form one of the most commodious

Warehouses in the metropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from 6l. 6s. to 50 Guineas. |

Drawing-room Suites, from 91.9s, to 45 Guineas.

Dining-room Suites, from 71.7s. to 40 Guineas.

And all other Goods in great variety.

F. MOEDER, 248,249, 250, Tottenham Court-road; and 19, 20, and 21,

Morwell-street, W.C. Established 1862.

C#As PRESENTS.–Nothing is so highly
appreciated as a Case of GRANT'S MORELLACHERRY BRANDY,

which can be ordered of any Wine Merchant. Queen's quality, as

supplied to Her Majesty, 42s. per dozen i Sportsman's special quality,

50s. per dozen. Manufacturer, T. GRANT, Distillery, Maidstone.

P O L L I N A R I S W. A. T E R.

“Laurea donandus Apollinari."—Horace, Book iv, Ode 2.

GoLD MEDAL, PARIs, 1879.

ANNUAL SALE, 8,000,000.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY, Limited, 19, Regent-street, London, S.W.

D INN.' M A G N E S I A.

- The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have

approved of this Pure Solution as the best remedy for

ACIDITY of the STOMACH, HEARTBUltN, HEAD

ACHE GOUT, and INDIGESTION; and as the safest

Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and

Infants.

DINNEFORD's MAGNESIA.

“T HAVE witnessed some striking Cures of

Bronchial and Chest Cases by Dr. LOCOCK's PULMONIC

WAFERS" (Signed) J. F. Ash, M.P.S., 7, Holloway Head, Birmingham.

Dr. LOCOCKS WAFERS instantly relieve and rapidly cure Asthma,

Consumption, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Shortness of Breath, Phlegm,

Pains in the Chest, Rheumatism—and taste pleasantly.

Sold at 1s. 144., 2s. 9d., 4s 6d., and 11s. per box by all Druggists.

HROAT IRRITATION.—Soreness and dryness,

tickling and irritation, inducing cough and affecting the voice.

For these symptons use

EPPS'S GLYCIERINE JUJUBES.

Glycerine, in these agreeable confections, being inI' to the

glands at the moment they are excited by the act of sucking, becomes

actively healing. Sold only in boxes, 73d and is 134., labelled “James

Epps & Co., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.”

A letter received:-" Gentlemen, - It may,''. interest you to

know that, after an extended trial. I have found your Glycerine Jujubes

of considerable benefit (with or without medical treatment) in almost all

forms of throat disease. They soften and clear the voice. In no case

can they do any harm. Yours faithfully, Gordon Holmes, 1...R.C.P.E.,

senior Physician to the Municipal Throat and Ear Infirmary.”
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EDITION DE LUXE

OF

THE WORKS OF CHARLES DICKENS.

IN THIRTY VOLUMES, IMPERIAL 8vo.

PROSPECTUSES, with SPECIMENS of the ILLUSTRATIONS and STEEL

PLATES, may now be had of all Booksellers, of whom full particulars as to Subscriptions may

be obtained.

As this Edition is Limited to ONE THOUSAND COPIES, numbered in the order of

Subscription, an early application is requested.

The PICKWICK PAPERS, in 2 vols., will appear on MARCH 31, 1881, to be followed

by a complete work every Month until the whole is issued.

THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW,

For DECEMBER.

^ . Contents.

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION In GENERAL. By Herbert Spencer.

YOUNG IRELAND. By P. J. Smyth, M.P.

SHOUT NOTES on ENGLISH POET8. By Algernon Charles Swinburne.

The TWO HOUSES of PARLIAMENT. By W. St. John Brodrick, M.P.

INDUSTRIAL SHORTCOMINGS : an Address. By Rev. Mark Pattison.

Mr. POLLOCK'S SPINOZA. By Leslie Stephen.

WALLACE'S ISLAND LIFE. By Grant Allen.

The TRAGIC COMEDIANS. Chapters 8, 9. By George Meredith.

HOME and FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

THE LIFE OF CICERO.

By ANTHONY TROLLOPE.

2 vols, crown 8vo. 2*». {.This day.

SOUTH AMERICA.

By ANTONIO GALLENGA.

Demy Svo. with a Map, lis.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS OF INDIA.

By GEORGE C. M. BIRDWOOD, C.S.I.

With Map and 174 Illustrations, Large-Paper Edition, 14*.

NEW NOTEL BY THE AUTHOR OF 'BREEZIE LANGTON.'

SOCIAL SINNERS.

By HAWLEY SMART.

3 vols.

NEW NOTEL BY THE AUTHOR OF 'ABEL DRAKE'S WIFE.'

THE TWO DREAMERS.

By JOHN SAUNDERS.

3 vols.

SEW NOVEL BT THE AUTHOR OF 'THE PAHSON O" DUMFOBD.'

THE CLERK OF PORTWICK.

By GEORGE MANYILLE B'ENN.

3 vols.

CHAPMAN & HALL,

CHARLES DICKENS'S WORKS.

THE ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY EDITION.

In 30 vols, demy 8vo. cloth, 15/. ; separate Volumes, 10s. each.

The LIFE of CHARLES DICKENS. By John Forster.

Uniform with this Edition. 2 vols, demy 8vo. cloth, 28s.

THE "CHARLES DICKENS" EDITION.

21 vols, crown 8vo. 31. 9s. (W. with Illustrations.

Volumes at Ss. G>l.

PICKWICK PAPERS.

MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT.

DOMBET and SON.

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY.

DAVID COPPERFIELD.

BLEAK HOUSE.

LITTLE DORBIT.

OUR'MUTUAL FRIEND.

BARNABY RUDGE.

OLD CURIOSITY SHOP.

A CHILD'S HISTORY of ENGLAND.

EDWIN DROOD, and other Stories.

CHRISTMAS STORIES, from
Household Woras.

Volumes at Ss.

TALE of TWO CITIES.

SKETCHES by BOZ.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS.

AMERICtN NOTES and REPRINTED

PIECES.

OLIVER TWIST.

UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER:

GREAT EXPECTATIONS.

HARD TIMES and PICTURES irom

ITALY.

LIFE Of CHARLES DICKENS.

Edition. 2 vols. 7s.

Uniform with this

THE HOUSEHOLD EDITION.

Now Complete, with Life by JOHN FORSTER. 22 vols, crown 4to. cloth, 31. It', td. ;
ditto, in paper wrapper, 21. 15s.

THE POPULAR LIBRARY EDITION.

Complete In 30 vols. post8vo. 5/. 5?. ; separate vols. .V 6tf. curb. The List of Yolu
the same as in " The Illustrated Library Edition," and each contains 16 of the best '"'
from *' The Household Edition," printed on plate paper.

THE POCKET EDITION.

30 vols, small fcap. cloth, sold in sett only, 21. Very small Volumes and very clear typi\

THOMAS CARLYLE'S WORKS."

LIBRARY EDITION.

34 vols, demy 8vo. I'd.

CHEAP AND UNIFORM EDITION.

vols, crown 8vo. 11. £«.

PEOPLE'S EDITION.

37 vols, small crown

SARTOR RESARTU8.

FRENCH REVOLUTION. 3 vols.

LIFE of JOHN STERLING.

OLIVER OROMWELL'S LETTERS and

SPEECHES. 6 vols.

On HEROES and HEEO WORSHIP.

CRITICAL and MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS.
1 vols.

LIMITED, 193, PICCADILLY.

Svo. clot i, S>. eioh.

PAST and PRESENT.

LATTER-DAY PAMPHLETS

LIFE of SCHILLER.

FREDERICK the GREAT. 10

WILHELM MEISTER. 3 to

TRANSLATIONS from MU!
and R1UHTER. 2 vols.

GENERAL INDEX.

TIECK.

PTin"-«6 by F. J. FnAnnn,

AfenU- lor StQTLuiD,

to "The Kdltor''—Adrertloemeiits

Athpnrom Prew. Took't-conrt,

»«M * Bradlute, ud Mr. Jtf

"Tbe Publisher "—«t the Office, 20. Welitnjrton-rtrret.HtTiind, Londoa, W.C

E.C. ; and PabMihed by John Fauccit, at No. 30, WeULngton-ctrepl, Stramt. W.C.

Bdlsburtb tor IiKLufD,|Hr. John KoberuoD, Dublin.—Satarrttr, December 4, 1880.
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IVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.—OPEN COM

PETITION in London, Edinburgh, and Dublin, for one SITUA

TION as Second Assistant Astronomer in the Royal Observatory, Edin

burgh, January 18. Age 17-33.-For ulations and Forms of Applica

tion address the SECRErAar, London, S.W.

E N D E R S for B O O K S.

The Controller of H.M. Stationery Office desires to receive Tenders for

the supply of Books bound in Cloth for use in the libraries on board Her

Majesty's Ships.

Samples of the£ binding may be seen, and relative particulars

of Contract, Descriptive Catalogue of the Books, and Forms of Tender,

may be obtained at the Stationery Office, between the hours of 12 and 4,

down to the 18th inst. Tenders must be delivered at this address by 12

o'clock noon, on Monday, the 20th inst.

H.M. Stationery Office, Princes-street, Storey's Gate,

Westminster, December 6th, 1880.

OYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.—MONDAY, Dec. 20,

4 P.M.-A Paper will be read, contributed by Prof. Dowson,

entitled ‘The Invention of the Indian Alphabet."

W. S. W. WAUX, Sec. R.A.S.

YOPOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY of LONDON.—A

REPORT of the INAUGURAL MEETING, held at the Mansion

House on Thursday, October 28th, is now ready, and can be obtained on

application to Mr.,T. F., ORDish, Hon. Sec., 52, Devonport-road, She

herd's-bush, W.; who will receive the Names of those who wish to jo

the Society as Members.

>

NGLISH SPELLING REFORMASSOCIATION.

—At the MEETING of the ASSOCIATION, at 20, John-street,

Adelphi, on TUESDAY, December 14, at Eight r M., a D18CUSSION,

on the expediency of Recommending for Adoption some Partial Changes

in the existing£ will be opened by Mr. HENRY SWEET, M.A.

-Tickets of admission may be procured on application to the Secastaar,

at the Offices, 20, John-street, Adelphi, W.C.

HE GROSVENOR GALLERY.–EXHIBITION

of WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS and DECORATIVE DESIGNS

by Living Artists will OPEN on JANUARY 1st, 1881.—Admission, one

Shilling, Season Tickets, Five Shillings.

XHIBITION of CABINET PICTURES in OIL.–

'## tian Hall, Piccadilly.—The FOURTEENTH

ANNUAL EXHIBITION. Open Daily, from Ten till Five.—Admission,

1s. ; Catalogue, 6d. R. F. M'NAIR, Secretary.

THE ANNUAL WINTER EXHIBITION of high

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1880.

class PICTURES by British and Foreign Artists is NOW OPEN at

ARTHUR.TooTH & SONS GALLERY, 5, Haymarket, opp

Majesty's Theatre-Admission, One Shilling, including Catalogue.

TTCHINGS.–THOMAS McLEAN has the honour
to announce he has ON VIEW a fine COLLECTION of ETCHINGS,

3ry Waltner, Brunet-Debaines, Rajon, Flameng, W. S. Coleman, &c.

"Homas McLEAN, 7, Haymarket.

T "HE JOLLY POSTBOYS, from the celebrated

Picture by H, STACY MARKS, R.A., Etched by v. LHUILLIER.

Remarque Artist Proofs of this fine Etching, signed

are now ready, price 8l. 8s.--To be had of the Publisher,

u.A. King-street, St. James's, S.W.; and of all Printsellers'.

EMBRANDT'S MILL. Etched by BRUNET
DEBAINES.—A few of the finest Artists' Proofs can still be had of

the Publishers. Also, choice Proofs of the best Works of Waltner, Rajon,

Prunet-Debaines, Seymour Haden, Méryon, and Whistler.

P. & D. ColNAGH1 & Co. 13 and 14, Pall Mall East.

both Artists,

. H. LErhvar,

Now ready,

FI' SERIES of ETCHINGS. - ALONG the

- THAMES, from Putney to Twickenham. By A. BALLIN.

Published by R. DUNIHoRNE, Vigo-street, W.

I IS EMINENCE CARDINAL NEWMAN. —

Now ready, an ENGRAVING, by S. COUSINS, R.A., from the

Jrawing by Lady Coleridge.—A PROóFof the Plate and the oRióINAL

TortAWING,are NOW on VIEW at the Publishers', P. & D. Col. Naomi

< Co., 13 and 14, Pall Mall East.

ARDINAL NEWMAN.—An ETCHING, by M.

RAJON, of the PORTRAIT of CARDINAL NEWMAN, by Mr.

oULESS, A.R.A., will be issued shortly by the ErchEas' 'Socier,

J9, Arundel-street, Haymarket, W.

"." This historic portrait is the only one of John Henry Newman since

Jhe became a Cardinal.

FA&# in COLOUR,

ARUNDEL SOCIETY from the OLD MASTERs, are sold to the

1’ublic as well as to. Members, at prices varying from 10s. to 48s, and

include the Works of Giotto, Fra Angelico, Perugino, Andrea del Sarto,
Michael # elo,£ Dürer, &c.-Priced. Lists,

ith partic of mein w sent, post free, on applicati£w. , on application

ME'. LEONCE & MALLET.–PAINTING on

CHINA (Barbottine).—The ACADEMY for LADIES is Now

*PEN.—1, Langham Chambers, Portland-place, W.

RT-MANAGER REQUIRED.—A GENTLEMAN

of tact, energy, and wide connexions, familiar with dealing in

Taintings and all other Works of Art, REQUIRED, to take the Com

mercial control of an Association under the highest patronage, of which

the Secretary is a Cambridge Graduate. Must invest at least 750. Salary

and emoluments liberal.-DioxEDE, C. W. Price, Esq., 17, Throgmorton

street, B.C.

~ EMS and PRECIOUS STONES, Mounted, can
X be PURCHASED at advantageous prices.–Bmxce-WRIGHT, Mine

ralogist and# in Gems and Precious Stones, 90, Great R

<:reet, London, W.C.

rTHE RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
woHK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

regard to the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATTHEW R.

THOMPSON, Studio, 43, George-street, Portman-square

roduced by the

ussell

* * * *

A CULTIVATED, experienced ARTIST (a Gen

tlewoman), frequent Exhibitor at the Royal Academy, French

Gallery, &c., wishes to pay ART and SKETCHING WISITS (nominal

terms) during alterations in her Studio. High references.-A. C. A.,

May's, 159, Piccadilly.

HEMICAL and PHYSICAL RESEARCH.—A

GENTLEMAN or YOUTH desirous of PURSUING it may com

municate with X., care of H. M. Chichester, 97, Belgrave-road, S.W.

ECRETARY, AMANUENSIS, or LITERARY
ASSISTANT.-A well-educated GENTLEMAN (22) desires AP

POINTMENT. Classics, French, German, Shorthand. Good Lit

ability. Excellent references. 130'. per annum.—Address Trao, City

News-rooms, Ludgate-circus, E.C.

A. HIGH-CLASS JOURNALIST, engaged on a
London£ Paper, is open to write LEADING ARTICLE8, Poli

tical, Social, or Cr#" ould undertake Weekly Letters for Indian

or Colonial Journals, &c. -Address Leadea, care of Messrs. Adams &

Francis, Advertising Agents, 59, Fleet-street, E.C.

EADER-WRITER WANTED for CONSERVA

TIVE PAPER in the NORTH-Must be vigorous in style, and

well up in Domestic Politics.-Send Specimens and references to D.A.,

care of Messrs. G. Street & Co., 30, Cornhill, London.

O AUTHORS and EDITORS. — A LADY (30),

accustomed to Literary Work, good Linguist, Amanuensis, and

£ desires further ENGAGEMENTS, or will give Four Half-Days

Weekly in return for good Home.—WEarTAs, May's, 159, Piccadilly.

EP'. who is also a fully-qualified Reporter,
WANTED for a CONSERVATIVE -NEWSPAPER. - Address

(stating when disengaged, sala required, and references), K.T., Ken

• & Co., 2, George-street, ion House, E.C.

DITORSHIP.—WANTED, by a Gentleman of

large Journalistic experience, both Provincial and Metropolitan.

the EDITORSHIP or SUB-EDITORSHIP of an influential Liberal or

Independent Journal. Isa telling Leader-Writer, Graphic Descriptionist

and a terse and attractive Summarist.—Address VERAx, care of Messrs

C. Mitchell & Co., 12, Red Lion-court, Fleet-street, London.

ANTED, RE-ENGAGEMENT as SUB-EDITOR

of a Daily. Experienced, efficient, and reliable. Would take

the Editorship of an established Weekly –Address B, care of M

A.

essrs.

dams & Francis, Advertising Agents, 59, Fleet-street, London, E.C.

NEWSPAPER EDITOR and PUBLISHER, of

experience and some influence, desires a CHANGE. Advertiser

could work up a Business or invest. References and interview. Prin

cipals only.–Parss, Messrs. Kirby & Woodcock, Solicitors, Leicester.

O NEWSPAPER PROPRIETORS and PUB

LISHERS.-Advertiser requires RE-ENGAGNMENT as CLERK

or ASSISTANT. Three years' experience in the office of a leading daily

ournal, and Three years' experience in one of the largest pub:
#: Adare" for further particulars Mr. J. AbAMs, 1, Lower-roud,

xton.

ONEWSPAPER PROPRIETORS.—Experienced
South African Journalist, just returning to Cape Colony, offers to

act as CORRESPONDENT for£ English Newspaper.

much experience in War and Special Correspondence.—Terms, ll.1s, per

Letter of about a column. Telegrams by special arrangement.—Address

CoRREsroxDENT, care of Messrs. Adams & Francis, 59, Fleet-street, E.C.

O TRADE JOURNAL PROPRIETORS and

Others.-The Advertiser,# of taking entire ement, is

desirous of arranging for an APPOINTMENT where his twelve years'

experience can be well applied to the organization and development of

the Advertising Department of a good paper. k-keeper, Corre

ndent, and Canvasser. Excellent references as to character and

ability.—PREss, 2, Shrubland-road, Dalston, E.

ANTED, an efficient REPORTER and

WRITER to take the MANAGEMENT of a NEW PAPER.

Remuneration, salary, and commission to a steady, industrious n;

# permanent situation.—Address, with all particulars, to H., care

of Messrs. G. Street & Co., 30, Cornhill, E.C.

EWSPAPER.—The WHOLE or a HALF

a','l',': '''I'''1'.'be DISPOSto OF.-Address Flavius, Street Brothers,

Serle-street, W.C.

MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
• hase of Newspa Property, beg to direct attention to the

following Announcements.*: Properties for D both

in London and the Provinces.

MITCHELL & CO. are favoured with instruc

• tions for INVESTMENTS from Clients for sums v. from 500.

to 2,000l., either for Partnership or for the Purchase of Newspaper

Properties. All communications strictly confidential.

C MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to ARRANGE

• a PARTNERSHIP in a LIBERAL WEEKLY (Provincial)

PAPER. Capital required, 1,000. Excellent opportunity for a

MITCHELL & CO. are instructed to DIS

;s'#'"''''":ß:srares in a Border County. Jobbing Business attached.

C MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
• Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

Probate or Purchase, Investigations, and Audit of Accounts, &c.

12 and 13, Red Lion-court, Fleet-street, E.C.

PRICE

THREEPENCE,

REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

PENING of PARLIAMENT.– First-class

LONDON LETTER, Daily or Weekly, 5s. per column. If tele

£ 10s. Specimen free.—Londox Comansroxnext, 3, Belvoir-road,

rdship-lane, 8.E.

LADY, intending to winter in Rome, and to

visit Naples, Florence, Venice, the Italian Lakes, and Switzerland,

wishes to meet with some LADIE8 to join her. Knowing Italy so well,

she is able, for a Six Months' Tour, to make the terms moderate.

Address, in first instance, H. H., Farmer's Library, 1, Edwards-terrace,

Kensington, W.

GERMAN PROFESSOR, whose wife resided

some years as Governess in England, and who is thoroughly ac

quainted with English Home-life, desires a few BoARDERs, to Educate

with his two Sons, at the Real-Gymnasium, Itzehoe, Holstein. Un

exceptionable references in Eng and Germany. Terms, 40' to 50'

r annum. Pupils can be taken c e of in January. - Address

*ALLEHRER WrokMANN, care of Messrs. Spon, 16, Charing , S.W.

RU' thoroughly TAUGHT, and Proficiency

in Reading, Writing, and Speaking the Language guaranteed

within a comparatively short time. Lessons by Correspondence carried

on, and Translations promptly done. Terms moderate.

469, Wandsworth-road, S.W.

EP'. (Superior), London, S.W.-A
CLERGYMAN wishes to RECOMMEND a 8CHOOL in which his

Daughters now are. The House, situated in its own Grounds of three

acres, offers all Home Comforts. Church of England; no extreme views.

Careful Religious and MoralTraining. Resident Parisian and Hanoverian

Governesses. University Examinations.-Address L. L. D., Kerby &

Endean's, Publishers, 190, Oxford-street.

*

DUCATION in GERMANY.—SCHOQL for the
SONS of GENTLEMEN.-Family Life;£: of

speaking French and German; large House, with splendid Garden and

rounds. Terms, 80 Guineas per annum., Principal-Dr.

KERVILLE, whose Nephew is now in London. Pupils can be accom

panied to Germany early in January.—Apply to Herr Leopold HorchLE,

9, Westbourne-square, W. Highest references given.

IvaN,

FF'N JUNGST, 1, TAUBEN STRASSE, Düs

SELDORF, takes a limited number of YOUNG LADIES to finish

their Education.—For particulars apply to Mrs. J.

Park, London.

PUBLIC-SCHOOL and UNIVERSITY MAN,

Classical Medallist, experienced in Paper-Work, desiresto COACH,

by Corresp for all Examinations, in thorough Classics, French,

and German. Resident some years in ce and Germany. High

references. Resident Pupils received, Twelve Guineas per

Coach, 6, Albemarle-crescent, Scarborough.

REPARATION for the PUBLIC and other

SCHOOLS.-SONS ofGENTLEMEN received from Six to Fourteen

I' of age, carefully and successfully Taught by Two Sisters, assisted

y a and other ll-qualified Every

made for the care and comfort of Boys whose Parents are in India.

Detached house, very healthy situation. References to Parents of

W:and: Pupils.—Address LADY Paisciral, Itemenham House,

, Sussex.

RMY and CIVIL SERVICE, SOUTH

KENSINGTON.—THOMAS SHEDDEN, Esq., M.A., late Gis

borne Scholar, St. Peter's College, Cambridge, of the Inner Temple,

Barrister; and late Captain and Instructor of Musketry in the Worces

tershire Militia (Hythe Certificate–First Class extra), and Examiner to

the Civil Service Commission; and the Rev. EDWARD SEYMOUR

STOCKER, M.A., First Class in Classical Honours, double University

Prizeman, late Foundation Sch , Gisborne Scholar, and Fellow of the

University of Durham, PREPARE CANDIDATES for Admission to

Sandhurst, Woolwich, Cooper's Hill, and the Home and Indian Civil

Services; and Lieutenants of Militia for Commissions in the Army.

Prospectuses, with terms, &c., on application to 32, Trebovir-road, Sou

Kensington, S.W.

RYSTAL PALACE COMPANY'S SCHOOL of

PRACTICAL ENGINEERING-The NEXT TERM OPENS on

MONDAY.# 3rd. 1. The MECHANIC COURSE. 2. C1VII.

leNGINEERING division. 3. ColonIAL SECTION. Students of

Civil and Mechanical Engineering are prepared by systematic Practical

Instruction for Professional Articles, so that on entering an Engineer's

Offices or Works the Pupil may be at once useful to his Principal, and

enabled to take advantage of the opportunities for learning open to him,
he has he y details of his fession.

Gentlemen are£ for Colonial and Foreign enterprise. Prospectus

on application to the undersigned, in Office of the Crystal Palace Com

y's School of Art, Science, and Literature, in the Library, Crystal

#. F. K. J. SHENTON, Supt. Literary Department.

UN 1 v E R S IT Y of L O N D O N.

The following are the Dates at which the several EXAMINATIONS in

the UNIVERSITY of LONDON for the year 1881 will commence:

Matriculation.–Monday, Jan 10, and Monday, June 20.

Bachelor of Arts.–First B.A., Monday, July 18; Second B.A., Monday,

October 24.

Master of Arts.—Branch I., Monday, June 6, Branch II., Monday,

June 13; Branch III., Monday, June 20.

Doctor of Literature.—First D.Lit., Monday, June 6, Second D.Lit.,

Tuesday, December 6.

ural Examinations.—Tuesday, November 22.

Bachelor of Science.—First B.Sc., Monday, July 18; Second B.Sc., Mon

day, October 17.

Doctor of Science.—Within the first twenty-one days of June.

Bachelor of La First LL.B., Second LL.B., Monday, January 3,

Doctor of Laws.-Thursday,January 13.

Bachelor of Medicine.—Preliminary Scientific, Monday, July 18; First

M.B., Monday, July 25, Second M.B., Monday, November 7.

Bachelor of Surgery.–Tuesday, November 29.

Master in Surgery.–Monday, November 28.

Doctor of Medicine.-Monday. November 28.

Subjects relating to Public Health –Monday, December 12.

Bachelor of Music.–First B.Mus., Monday, December 12; Second B.Mus.,

Monday, December 19

Doctor of Music.–First D.Mus., Monday, December 12.

The Regulations relating to the above Examinations and Degrees may

be obtained on application to the REGIsrRAR of the University of London,

Burlington Gardens, London, W.

Decem th, 1880. ARTHUR MILMAN, M.A., Registrar.

Lezca, 4, Holland

onth

th

A. B.As- -
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wines and Brandy, from the Private Cellar of the late G. T.

RUCK, Esq., and some fine Port, late the Property of J. S.

YOUNG, Esq., deceased.

MF' CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS

respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUC sto', at

their Great Rooms, King-street, St. James's-square, on MONDAY,

pecember 13, at 1 o'clock precisely (by order of the Executors), valuable

WiNES and bitANDY, from the private cellar of G. T. RUCK, Esq.,

deceased (late senior partner of Ruck; Fenwick & Ruck, of St. Dunstan's:

hill): comprising 14 dozens of fine old brown Sherry, 68 dozens of Old

East and West India Madeira, and 60 dozens of Port of the Vintage of

1834, 1846, and 1851—and 100 dozens of Martell's Brown Brandy of the

vintage of 1857. Also 140 dozens of fine Port, of the vintages of 1847,

1851, and 1863, late the Property of JAMES SIMPSON YOUNG, Esq.,

deceased, of Abbot Hall, Grange-over-Sands, Carnforth-and some choice

bins of Sherry, Madeira, Port. and Hock.

Samples may be had, on$: for the same, and Catalogues at

Messrs. CHRistie, Manson & Woons' offices, 8, King-street, St. James's

square, S.W.

Chinese Ware of C. Pfoundes, Esq., late of Japan, F.R.G.S.,

F.R.S.L., F.R. Col. Inst., F.R. Hist. Soc., F.R. Asiatic

Soc., &c.

M ESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS

respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms. King-street, St. James's-square, on WEDNESDAY,

December 15, at 1 o'clock£, a COLLECTION of JAPANESE and

other WORKS of Alt'T, formed by C. PFOUNDES, Esq. (a resident of

many years in Japan), and used by him to illustrate his lectures,

exhibited at the Mansion House, London, Society of Arts, Windsor,

Birmingham School of Art, &c., comprising numerous specimens of the

various Japanese Porcelain and Wares, Bronzes, a large number of

specimens of Lacquer, Chinese Porcelain, &c.

May be viewed two days preceeding, and Catalogues had.

The Second Portion of the Ertensive and Costly Stock of

Jewels of Messrs. MACKAY, CUNNINGHAM & CO., of

Rainburgh.

ESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS

respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street. St. James's-square, on THURSDAY,

December 16, at 1 o'clock precisely, the SECOND PORTION of the ve

extensive and costly STOCK of JEWELS of Messrs. MACKAY, CUN

NINGHAM & Co., of Edinburgh; comprising Bracelets, Brooches,

Necklaces, Pendants, and Lockets—a handsome Diamond Cluster Brooch

– Diamond Earrings–a fine large Black Opal Pendant, set with

Diamonds—good Half-Hoop and Cluster Rings, set with Diamonds,

Rubies, Sapphires, Emeralds, and Pearls—Pins and Studs, set with Opals,

Diamonds, and Pearls-Suites and Half Suites set with Brilliants and

other Precious Stones—also very handsome Topaz and Pearl Jewellery.

May be viewed two days preceding, and Catalogues had.

A Collection of#: Porcelain, Lacquer, and Bronzes, and

Works of the late WILLIAM BENNETT, and a large Col

lection of Australian Views, by W. Bennett, jun.

ESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS

respectfully give notice that they will SELL by AUCTION, at

their Great Rooms, King-street, St. James's square, on SATURDAY

išecember is at 1 o'clock precisely, DRAwiNGS and PICTUREs of
the late WILLIAM BENNETT, Member of the Institute of Painters

in Water Colours. Also a large Collection of Australian Views in Water

Colour,'' Bennett, jun.

y be viewed two days preceding, and Catalogues had.

800 Dozens of Wines, the Property of Messrs. HUB HURTER

d: Son.

M respectfully give notice that they are instructed by Messrs.

HUB__HURTElt & SON, of Adam-street. Adelphi, to SELL by

AUCTION, at their Great Rooms, King-street, St. James's-square, on

wRDNESDAY, December 22, at 1 o'clock precisely (in £onsequence of

the rebuilding of the premises), the Valuable STOCK of WINES lying

in the cellars of Nos. 68 and 69, Strand, comprising about 800 dozens,

including Port, Sherry, Claret, Champagne, Hock, Brandy, &c.

ESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS

The Remaining Engravings and Books of the late GEORGE

RAPHAEL WARD, and other Collections of Engravings.

MF' SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE

will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, wellington

street, Strand, W.C., on WEDNESDAY., December 15, and Following

Day, at 1 o'clock precisely, the REMAINING ENGRAVINGS and

books of the late GEORGE RAPHAEL WARD, to which are added

an ASSEMBLAGE of ENGRAVINGS from several Private Collections,

including Illustrated Books and Books connected with the Fine Arts

the Duplicate Stock of Portraits engraved by the late George Raphael

ward-Illustrations to Mrs. Jameson's Works, including some of the

original Drawings-Engravings by Old Masters—Examples of Modern

Italian and other Engravers, including Specimens of Desnoyers, Forster,

longhi, R. Merghen, Richomme, Müller, a nearly complete set of the

corregie Frescoes, by Toschi, &c.–Portraits after Sir J. Reynolds-Pub

lications of the Arundel Society—Book Illustrations, Drawings, Framed

Engravings, &c.

May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had; if by post, on

receipt of two stamps.

The Valuable Library of the late Rev. W. DALTON, B.D.,

of Lloyd House, Wolverhampton, Prebendary of Lichfield,

and Incumbent of St. Philip, Penn. -

- - * - ~ * -

MPS' SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE

will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington

street. Strand, W.C., on MONDAY, December 20, and Two Following

idays, at 1 o'clock precisely, the LIBRARY of the late Rev. W. DAL'roS.

B D., comprising valuable Theological and other works, including

Calvin Translation Society's Works, 50 vols.-Dibdin's Bibliotheca

Spenceriana, 4 vols- James the First's copy of the Breeches Bible, 1611

- Athanasii Opert, 5 vols.-Augustini opera, 9 vols.—Biblia Sacra Poly

glotta. edente B. Waltono, cum Castelli Lexicon Weptaglotton, 8 vols –

Tiolie Bible, First Edition, of Archbishop Parker's or Bishops' Version,

1568–1 rentii Opera, 8 vols.-Calvini opera, 9 vols.–Gilfillan's Edition

of the British Poets, 48 vols.-Library of the Fathers, 41 vols.-Con

ciliorum ab Initiis Erie Christianae ad Annum MDCCXXVII. cura

N. Coleti, 29 vols.-Gallandii, Bibliotheca, 14 vols.–Ephraim Syri Opera,

6 vols-Holinshed's Chronicles, 2 vols.—Joannis Chrysostomi opera, i3

vols. best edition-Knight's Ecclesiastical Architecture of lully, 2 vols.

Lapide, Commentaria in Vetus et Novum Testamentum, 17 vols.

parker Society Publications, 55 vols.–Strype's Works, 27 vols.—and

numerous other Standard Works in all Classes of Literature.

May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had ; if by post, on

receipt of four stamps.

Standard Books in General Literature, including Portion of the

Botanical and Scientific Library of the late JOHN M/ERS,

Esq., F.R.S. F.L.S., &c., Oil Portrait of Samuel Rogers the

Poet, by S. Lawrence.

M. ESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
I at their Rooms, 115, Chancery-lane, W.C., on WEDNESDAY,

15ecember 15, and Following Day, at 1 o'clock, STANDAR1, Books in

*ENERAL LITERATURE, including Annals of Natural History, the

Four Series, 77 vols –Linnaea, 42 vols.- Linnaean Society's Transactions

and Journal—Hooker's Journal of Botany, 16 vols.-Seemann and

|Moore's ditto, 17 vols -Copies of Miers's, Botanical Works, 7 vols

Hooker's Flora Antarctica, 2 vols-Lacordaire, Coléoptères, and other

£ntomological Works-Oxford English Classics, 44 vols-Montagu's

#con 16 vols-Mitford's Milton, 8 vols.—Pepys's Diary, 5 vols—Edition
de Luxe of Thackeray's Works, 24 vols.—Lord Lytton's Novels, 26 vols.

Y' 'Trollope's Novels, 34 vols.-Lever's Novels, 34 vols–Hood's Works,

10 vols., &c.,for the most part in morocco and calf bindings. Also a

fine Portrait of Rogers the Poet, by S. Lawrence.

To be viewed, and Catalogues had

Waluable Law Books, including a Portion#the Library of a

BARRISTER, deceased.

f

M
ESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,
at their Rooms, 115, Chancery-lane, W.C., on FRIDAY, Decem

ber 17, at 1 o'clock, valuable LAW BOOKS; comprising the Law Journal

from 1823 to 1870. 103 vols.–the Jurist, 1837 to 1866, 55 vols.—Public

General Statutes, 1831 to 1868–Hawkins's Pleas of the Crown, 2 vols.—

and a capital Selection of recent Editions of useful Text-Books. Reports

in Common Law and Equity, including Modern Chancery, House of

Lords, Indian Appeals, Privy Council, and Crown Cases.

Tobe viewed, and Catalogues had.

Modern Books in Cloth and Quires; 68 Engraved Steel Plates

George Cruikshank; Remaining Stock of Cruikshank's

'airy Library; Stationery, &c.

ESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION,

at their Rooms, 115. Chancery-lane, W.C., on TUESDAY, Decem

ber 21, and Following Days, at 1 o'clock, MODERN and MISCEL

LANEOUS BOOKS; comprising Popular Juvenile Gift-Books, new, in

cloth–5,000 vols. of recently published Novels—the Remaining Stock of

Cruikshank's Fairy Library, and 68 Engraved Steel Plates by, George

Cruikshank. To which is added a small Stock of Stationery in Account

and Memorandum Books, Note Paper, and other Useful Items.

Catalogues are preparing.

Ertensive Library by Auction, at the MART, ROSEMARY

STREET, Belfast, commencing on MONDAY, December 13,
at 11 o'clock.

Y DIRECTIONS of the EXECUTORS of the

late Robert J. TENNENT, Esq., D.L. J.P., we will DISPOSE of

the Important LIBRARY, removed from Rushpark; comprising over

6,000 Volumes, on above and Following Days.

Catalogues are now ready, and the Library will be on View on

THURSDAY, December 9.

Terms—Cash, and 5 per cent. Commission.

HUGH C. CLARKE & SON, Auctioneers and Valuers.

Re T. H. GLA DWELL, deceased.—20 and 21, GRACE

CHURCH-STREET.—On View, the Valuable Collection of

Water-Colour Drawings, Choice Artist's Proof and other

Modern Engravings, to be Sold in consequence of arrange

ments recently sanctioned by the Court of Chancery.

ESSRS. FOSTER respectfully announce for

SALE by AUCTION, on the Premises, on TUESDAY NEXT,

December 14, and Following Days, at 1 o'clock# each day,

several hundred choice WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS, being a£
tion of the Stock of the late Mr. T. H. GLADWELL, and including

examples by

Absolon Callow Pierbert Richardson

Andrews Davidson G. L. Hall Rowbotham

Birtles Dewint Hardy J. C. Reed

Bouvier Dibdin Jackson Shalders

Buckle Duncar Jutsum Soper

Guido Bach # Kilburn Salmon

Cole De l'Aubinière Leitch Skill

E. W. Cooke Goodall Mole • #

D. Cox. sen. Herring Nash H. Tenkate

Cattermole Hart Oakley J. Varley

and many others. Also a Collection of Modern Line and Mezzotint

Engravings, Etchings, &c., mostly in fine Proof States, and, including

not only well-known Works after Turner, Landseer, Millais, Rosa

Bonheur, and others, but nearly all the mostR.' Engravings of the

immediate present time; also Sporting Subjects and Chromo-Litho

#". On view at No. 20 and 21, Gracechurch-street; and Catalogues

ad.–54, Pall-mall.

Valuable Library of the late Rev. HENRY BOUCHER, %
Thornhill House, Stalbridge, Dorset, consisting of nearly

3,000 volumes.

M ESSRS. FRANK LEWIS & CO. will SELL

by AUCTION, on wenNESDAY and THURSDAY, December

15 and 16 (the third and fourth days of their Sale), at the above Resi

dence, the very VALUABLE LlBRARY, comprising important Theo

logical. Historical, Biographical, Topographical, Classical, Poetical, and

Scientific and other Works, many in quarto and folio, rare, and of early

date, with plates and engravings,££: Collection of

Articles, &c., 1684-Homeri Ilias, 1729—Petri Lombardi Sententia, black

letter, 1516-Miracles of Paris, wellum, 1745—The Doctrine of Morality.

103 copper-plates by Monsieur Daret, 1721–Harris's the Four Books of

Justinian's Institutions-Voltaire, La Henriade, 1728–Hutchins's History

of Dorset, 1774–Josephi Opera, 1720–Tanner's Notitia Monastica, 1787–

Stoneheng, by InigoJones, 1725–Holyoke's Latin and English Dictionary,

1677–Dugdale's Monasticum Anglicanum, 1655-Juvenalis Satyrae, 1761–

Bentivolio and Urania, 1660 – Dictionnaire . Historique, 1720 --Piinii

Epistolae, 1625–Sancti Gregorii, 1610-0xonia Antiqua Restaurata,

170 Engravings—Hesiod, 1737–Etymologicon Lingua: Anglicanae, 1671–

Ferretii Musae Lapidariae, 1672–Anthologia, 1566, fine copy-Weever's

Funeral Monuments, 1631-Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia, ié13-AEsop's

Fables, 1601–Eusebii Pamphilii. 1611–Irenaeus Adversus Haereses, 167

St. Chrysostomi Opera, 1612–Chaucer's Canterbury Tales –Turner's

History of England, 7 vols.-Pyne's Royal Residences, 100 coloured en

gravings—Lodge's Portraits—British Gallery of Engravings-Ditto, from

the Old Masters—Stafford Gallery, and many other interesting Works.

Catalogues (price 6d each) may be had on the premises; of Messrs.

Pickert & MYTroN, Solicitors. 3, King's Bench-walk, Temple; and of

Messrs F.A.N. fr.wrs & Co., Auctioneers, Land and Estate Agents, 95,

Gresham-street, London, E.C.

The Collection of Paintings in Oils and choice Engravings of the

ate Re". HENRY BOUCHER.

- - - r * -

ME'. FRANKLEWIS & CO. will SELL by
AUCTION, in their Sale at Thornhill House, Stalbridge. Dorset

(by order of the Executors of the late Rev. HENRY BOUCHER), on

FRIDAY. December 17 (being the Fifth Day of their Sale), the valuable

COLLECTION of PAINTINGS, including signed and other Pictures, by

the following Old Masters:

A. Adriansen Brower, 1634 E. Le Moine, 1787 Stothard

Gerard Berk- A. Gryef J. D. Meyer, 1701 Van Goyen, 1645

heyden Jan Miel M-Naughton Van de Velde.

The Judgment of King Solomon, a fine specimen of Chiaroscuro, by Ru

bens, purchased from the Collection of Mr. Winklemann of Amsterdam

An Interior of a Greek Church, dated 1604, a grand Gallery Picture-A

Farmyard, with Girl feeding Poultry, by Hondekoeter, and others; also

series of Frescoes by Johan, Ottaviani, and Volpatti, after Savorelli

Ang. Campanella and Petrus Vitali, after Raphael and Antonius Maron

Engravings after Old Franck, Nicholas Poussin, Cortonensis, Guido,

Schenau, Teniers, Jordaens, Gerard Douw, Vandyck, and others; also a

set of Prints, in 2 vols. engraved after the most capital Paintings in the

Collection of Her Imperial Majesty the Empress of Russia, lately in the

on of the Earl of Orford at Houghton, Norfolk—elephant folio in

morocco, Boydell, 1788.

Catalogues as above.

TH: MUSICAL TIMES, for DECEMBER, con

tains:-Limited Liability in Music-The Great Composers: Gluck

—The Father of the Symphony-Ponchielli's Opera, “I Promessi Sposi'

–Her Majesty's opera-Monday, Popular, Crystal Palace, Saturday

Orchestral Concerts–Berlioz's "Faust –Occasional Notes, Correspon

dence, Reviews, Foreign and Country News, &c. Price 3d.; post free,

4d. Annual Subscription, 4s., including postage.

HE MUSICAL TIMES, for DECEMBER, con

134 tains: “A New Year's Carol,” by James Shaw. Price, separately,

*"London: Novello, Ewer & Co. 1, Berners-street, w.; and so and 81,
Queen-street, E.C.

ST. NICH o L.A.S CHRIST MAS NUMBER.

Price 1s. Picture Cover (post free, 1s. 2d.),

THE WONDERFUL CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF

S T. N I C H O L A S.

100 full of original pictures of the highest order of merit. A

£ operetta (libretto and music) for children, and£:
splendid contributions by well-known Authors, First edition, 105.000.

The English supply is limited, and all who desire a copy of the finest

roduction ever produced in juvenile literature are requested to make
mmediate application to their Booksellers

The 1880 Volumes (November, '79 to October, '80) are ready for de

livery. 2 vols. cloth gilt, 16s. 1,000 pages, 1,000 pictures.

FrederickWarne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

ODERN THOUGHT. Monthly, price 3d.
The JANUARY Number will contain

The FIRST of A SERIES of ARTICLES

By Dr. EDWARD von HARTMANN,
ON

RELIGIOUS DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA.

A PREFACE to this Series appears in the DECEMBER Number, which

also contains Articles on Shelley, by Dr. E. B. Aveling-The Church and

Modern Thought, by Frederick Relton–The Whitewashing of Shylock,

by C. E. Maurice–Small Truths and Great Truths, by J. M. Sinyanki:

B.A.-Londonafter Dark 150 Years Ago, by G. Harris, LL.D.F.S.A.-and

Government Interference with Individual Liberty, by J. C. Earle, B.A.

The 1880 Volume of MODERN THOUGHT will be ready early in

December, price, in cloth, 4s. 6d.

London: Richardson & Best, 5, Queen's Head-passage, Paternester-row.

THE CIRCULATION EXCEEDS 82,000 MONTHLY.

Yearly Subscription, one Shilling; each Copy, One Penny.

I F E A N D W 0 R K,

A MonThly ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE.

Published under the Supervision of a Committee of the General

Assembly of the Church of Scotland.

The Arrangements for 1881 include a series of Twelve Sermons by

Ministers of the Church of Scotland—a Complete Story, 'Dinah's Son,'

by L.B. Walford–a Series of Essays by A. K. H. B.-Contributions by

the Author of ‘John Halifax, Gentleman'-R. M. Ballantyne-Principal

Shairp, LL.D.—Mrs. Stanley Leathes-Miss Sarah Tytler-David Win

gate-and numerous other well-known Authors

Volume II., for Year 1880, is now ready, containing “Wallyford," a

Tale in twelve chapters, by Mrs. Oliphant, and numerous Papers on

Religious Subjects. "Twelve Sermons. Biographies, Poems, Stories for

old and Young, and numerous Illustrations. A Suitable Christmas or

New Year's Gift. Prices, in cloth, 2s. 6d. in Stiff Paper Boards, 1s. 9d.

Publisher, David Douglas, 9, Castle-street, Edinburgh; or the London

Agent, A. P. Watt, 34, Paternoster-row, of whom also the Monthly Parts,

ld. each, may be obtained.

Now ready, price 6d.

OME for CHRISTMAS. Being the Christmas

Number of HOME. Edited by Mrs. J. H. RIDDELL.

Contents.

THAT LITTLE CUTTY. By Mrs. Oliphant.

MY HoME-RULER. By the Author of ‘John Halifax, Gentleman.'

An EPISODE from a STAGE-BOX. By Miss Thackeray.

A WISH. By Margaret Veley.

PoPULAR FOREIGN POLICY. By Laurence Oliphant.

The TWINS. By Frederick Locker.

COCKLECHAYNE'S FOLLY. By Edmund de la Pole.

TWO POEMS. By a Soldier's Daughter.

The OLD HOUSE in WAUXHALL-WALK. By Mrs. Riddell.

Ellissen & Co. 15, Wine Office-court, E.C.

“A portrait will not tell you all you want to know about a man, but

it throws important light upon his character, and supplies a clue to

much that might otherwise be dark and hidden. It is this which invests

the admirable caricatures of Vanity Fair with a kind of historical value.

They are an abstract or brief chronicle of the age—a necessary supple

ment to the Times and the news of the day.”—Saturday Review.

Notice.

Now ready at all Booksellers', price Three Guineas,

WAN: FAIR ALBUM. Twelfth Series, 1880.

Containing the whole of the Portraits published during the Year
1880; together with the Letter-press Notices thereto:# by JEh U.

JUNIOR, and special Drawings of the Earl of BEACONSFIELD and

Lord ROWTON, and the TREASURY BENCH (with Portraits of Mr

Gladstone, Lord Hartington, and Mr. Chamberlain).

"." A List of the Portraits contained in each Series of the ‘Album'

will beforwarded free on application.

London: Vanity Fair Office, 12, Tavistock-street, Covent-garden.

HE DUKE of westMINSTER’s RESIDENCE.
–See THE BUILDER (4d.; by post, 43d.) for Large View and Plan

of Eaton Hall–Warming and Ventilation-Study of the Venus-A Great

£ Servants—The Imponderable Forces—Water-Colour

Exhibitions – Architects of the Renaissance– Condition of Superior

Lodgings, &c.—46, Catherine-street, and all Newsmen.

B A G S T E R 's B I B L E S.

The FAC-SIMILE POLYGLOT SERIES comprises Bibles in Hebrew,

Greek, Latin, German. French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese,and English,

which can be interpaged two languages together in any desired com

bination. Catalogues free by post.

S. Bagster & Sons, 15, Paternoster-row, London.

Fcap. 8vo, cloth, price 3s 6d.

IFE THOUGHTS and LAYS from HISTORY.

By BENJAMIN G00UCH, B.A.

“The best efforts of the book are full of tender grace....There is

dramatic power of a high order.”—Week.

“Pleasing thoughts and passages, musically, clearly, and correctly

expressed.”—Society.

"The verse is full of merit.”-Court Journal.

“All its subjects are interesting, betokening right and pure sym

pathies.”—Spectator l

“Excellent poems. The volume is, in all respects, worthy of a placein every library "-Windsor Gazette. y p

London: Provost & Co. 40, Tavistock-street, Covent-garden.

Just published, crown 8vo, cloth, price 5s

R A Y M O N D,

LORD OF VER:

A Drama, in Five Acts.

“There is considerable merit in this play....The versification is

always good, while at times passages of great force and real eloquence

occur....The interest of the reader is sustained until the end.”

Literary World

“The ‘Lord of Ver' is a romantic drama, chiefly in blank verse....

Here and there the author, whoever he be, shows power and poetic

taste,”-Brief.

“Shows a considerable dramatic talent.”—Pen.

London: Provost & Co. 40, Tavistock-street, Covent-garden.
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At ail Booksellers', Stationers', and Bookstalls,

► UNCH POCKET-BOOK for 1881.
With many amusing Pictures and much pleasant reading.

Now ready, price in. 6d postage free.

London: Punch Office. 65, Fleet-street, E.C.

Third Edition, greatly improTed, price 15s.

O'SHEA'S GUIDE to SPAIN and PORTUGAL.
Including the Balearic Islands and Morocco. "With Hap, Plans of

Towns, and Hallway Charts.
Edinburgh : A. St C. Black. London : Longmans.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF 'LOYAL AND TRUE' AND
' MAY FAIRFAX.'

BOUND by the LAW. By Helen Webche.

3 vols, cloth.

At all Libraries and Booksellers .

EUlssen A Co. 10, Type-street, Flnsbnry, Publishers.

THROUGH ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSELLERS,
In 2 vols, now ready,

ILDED SHAME.

By OWL.
Literary Publishing Society, 12, Catherine-street, Strand .

Second Edition, One Shilling, or thirteen stamps by poet,

iKLN DISEASES TREATED HOMCEOPATHI-
CALLY. By WASHINGTON EVPS. L.R.C.P. One Hundred Cases,

including forty distinct varieties of Skin Diseases.
n : James Epps & Co. 43, Thrcadnecdle-street, and 170, Piccadilly.

A G

S1

Tenth Edition, post free, If.

DR. WATTS on ASTHMA: a Treatise on the
only Socttwlol Method of Coring this Dtmue. By ROBERT G.

WATTS. M D FR.S.L. F.C.S., 4c, 4, BulMrode-rtreet, CTendlih-' • n. W.

n : C. Mitchell * Co. Rod Lion-court,

New Edition, verr much Enlarged, 31*.

HOW to WORK with the MICROSCOPE.
By LIONEL 8. BBALE. F.R.S.,

rrcildent of the Royal Microscopical Society.

The FIFTH EDITION,
Strongly bound, and Enlarged to .'vio page., with 100 Plate, tome of

which are Coloured, la daw ready.
Harrlaon ft Son., Pall Mall.

NKW WORK BT LIONEL 8. BKALK.
Now ready, demy 8vo. pp. 230, price &t.

1LIGHT AILMENTS : their Nature and Treat
ment. By LIONEL 8. REALS, M.B. F.R.8. F.R.C.P., Professor

of the Principle, and Practice of Medicine In King'. College, London,

J. A A. Churchill.

S1

0N!

Now ready, price 5s.

LIFE and on VITAL ACTION.
LIONEL BEALB, F.R.S.

J. * A. ChurchUl.

By Prof.

" The Talue of auch information aa is contained in thi. book, both to
eacher. and learners, can scarcely be overrated."—Satvrt.

Now ready, Second Edition Revised and Enlarged, crown 8ro.
Illustrated, 6*. M.

PHYSIOLOGY and HYGIENE of the VOICE,
with especial reference to its Cultivation and Preservation, for the

Cse of Speakers and Singers. By GORDON HOLMES, L.R.C.P.E.
Physician to the Ifunlclpal Throat and Ear Infirmary.
'•Will prove most valuable In a truly scientific spirit "—Athtnmum

"Admirably (riven."—Vmtmrt. "Well written."—Lane*. "Of great
excellence.*'—Dublin Medial Journal. "Marked by sound sense."—
Saturday Reriet "A valuable book."— Western Review. " Much more
clear and satisfactory than ordinary books of physiology. "—Xm York
Medical Journal " Both classes will derive great "benefit from studying
it and following its precepts."—Philadelphia Medical Times.

J. & A. Churchill, New Burlinntoo-Krect.

Just published, Imperial 4to. In elegant cloth binding,
price 2t. 6*. nett,

A GRAMMAR of JAPANESE ORNAMENT
and DESIGN. illu*tmted by S3 Plates, many in Colours and Gold,

representing all Classes of Natural and Conventional Forms, drawn from
the originals, with Introductory. Descriptive, and Analytical Text.

By T. W. CUTLER, F.R.I.B.A.
Dedicated, by special permission, to H.R.H. the Princess Louise,

Marchioness of Lome.B. T. Batsford, 52, High Hoi born, London.

MR. WILLIAMSON 8 DIFFERENTIAL ANDINTEGRAL CALCULUS.

New Edition, now ready, in post 8vo. price 10*. 6d.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE on the In
tegral CALCULUS, containing Applications to Plane Curves

and Surface* . with numerous Examples. By BENJAM
HON, M A.. FR.S., Fellow and Tutor, Trinity College,
Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

By the same Author, Fourth Edition, price 10j. 6d*.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE on the DIFFER
ENTIAL CALCULUS, with numerous Examples.

t Co.

BENJAMIN WILLIAM-
Third

THE SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF THE VOYAGE OF H.M.S.

CHALLENGER.

Now ready, copiously illustrated, in imperial 4to. price 37s. 9d.

REPORT on the SCIENTIFIC RESULTS of the
VOYAGE of H.M.S. CHALLENGER, during the YEARS 1M73-U,

under Uu> command of Captain G S. NARKS, R N. P R 8 , and Captain
Y T THOMSON, K.N Prepared under the superintendence of Sir C.
WYVILLE THOMSON, Knt. F R.S.&c. (Provisional Title) ZOOLOGY.

- Vul 1 (contanintr a Provlnional Introduction to the Zoological Section
by Sir C. WYVILLE THOMSON, and Six Memoirs).

".' Tills volume may be had also in Six separate Parts, as follows : —

art I. BRACHIOPODA. (Thomas Davidson, FR 8., *c.) Price 7s. 6d.

Part 2. 1'ENNATULIDA. (Prof. Albert Kolliker.F.M R.8.,*c.) Price 4s.

Part -l OSTRACODA. ,G. Stcwardson Brady. M.D., *c.) Price Uf.

Part 4. BONES of CETACEA. (Win. Turner, M.B. Lond., Ac.) Price 3s.

Part 5. DEVELOPMENT ol the OREKN TURTLE. (Win. Kitchen
Parker, F.R.S- ) Price 4s. <Sd .

Parte. The SHORE FISHER. (Albert OUnthcr, M.A., Ac.) Price 10s.

V Published by Order of H.M. Government, and printed for H M.
Stationery Office.

ZOOLOGY.—Vol. IL containing Memoirs on certain Hydrold, Alcyoua-
n.in, and MadreporarUn Corals, and on the Birds, la nearly ready.

Irondon : Longmans A Co. , John Murray; MacmUlandt Co. ; Slmpkin
Mar-lull ft (;o.; Trubntr st Co. ; B Stanford; J. D, Potter and C
Kfk'.tn l*aul & (o Edinbunch A * C. Black ; and Douglas ft Foul Is
Dublin A. Thorn A Co. , ana Hodges, Foster A Flails.

KITH AND KIN,

A NEW NOVEL,

BY THE POPULAR AUTHOB OF ' THE FIBST

VIOLIN ' AND ' PROBATION,'

WILLBE COMMENCED IS THE JANTABY NUMBER

OF

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE;

IN WHICH NCMBEE WILL ALSO BE COMMENCED

THE FBEBES,

A NEW NOVEL,

By Mrs. ALEXANDER,

AUTHOB OF * THE WOOING OT."

V ^ JANUARY NUMBER of

TEMPLE BAR will be published on Tuesday,

December 21, price One Shilling.

Bichabd Bentley & Son, New Burlington-street.

NEW WORKS AND NEW

EDITIONS.

ENDYMI0N. By the Right Hon.

the EARL of REACONSFTELD, K.G. Quicquid agunt homines."
3 vols, post 8vo. price 31*. Go*.

The EARLY HISTORY of

CHARLES JAMES FOX. By GEORGE OTTO TREVELYAN, M.P.
Second Edition. Hvo. price 18«.

The CR00KIT MEG: a Scottish

Story of the Year One. By JOHN SKELTON, LID, Advocate,
Author of ' The Essays of Shirley.' Crown 8vo. price 6s.

LAYS of ANCIENT ROME, with

rVRY and the ARMADA. By T-ord MACAULAY. With 41 Hlus-
trations engraved on Wood by O Pearson from Original Drawings
by J. R. WegueUn. Crown Bvo. price (St.

Mrs. BRASSEY'S VOYAGE in the

SUNBEAM, our Home on the Ocean for Eleven Months. With Map
and 03 Wood Engravings. Crown Hvo. 7s. 6d.

ROGET'S THESAURUS of ENG-

LISH WORDS and
the expression of Ideas
8ro. 10*. 6a*.

classified and arranged to ficllltatc
assist in Literary compos! t ton. Crown

The THEORY of the MODERN

SCIENTIFIC GAME of WHIST. By W. POLE, F.R.S. Twelfth
Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. tW.

STORIES and TALES by ELIZA-

BETH M. 8EWBLL. Cabinet Edition, in Ten \ olumcs :—

AMY HERBERT. 2.. (kf.

GERTRUDE. It.U.
The EARL'8 DAUGnTEH. Ji. M

The EXl'EKIKNCEof LIFE, lt.td.

CLEVE HALL. It. M.

IVOK8. 2«. M.

KATHA111NF. ASHTON. 2s. id.
MARGARET PERCIVAL. S«. 6i.

LANETON PARSONAGE, la, U.

URSULA. St. Ot.

» • Atoms. LONGMANS # Co. Kill forward gratis, post
frte, a CATALOGUEof WORKS suitjiblefor PRESENTA
TION. This OUalogue is earefu'ly -printed, and illustrated by

Fifty Wood Engravings.

London : Lonomaxb Jc Co.

Published br Subscription. Price Three Guineas,

AN OEDINAKY of I1RITISH ARMORIALS:
a Dictionary of Coats nf Arms, so arranged that the Naraee of

Families whose Shields have been placed upon Buildings. Heals. Plate,
Glass, Ac, can be readily ascertained. By the late J. W. PAPWORTH,
and Edited from p. tt« by A. W. MORANT, F.S A

In 1125 pages. 8vo. double columns, stitched, to bind In I or 2 vols.Address Mr. W. Papworth. 33, Bloomsbury-srreet. W.C.

CAPITAL CHRISTMAS OR NEW YEAB'S PBESENT*.

LETTS'S POPULAR ATLAS. Completion of
First Series. An entirely Oritlnal and complete WorV. of

(17 by 14), printed In Colours from Steel Plates, with Consulting '
23.0OU Names. The best ever published at any price. Half-mo
calf, 17s. (id ; cloth, bevelled boards. Its, Grf.; ■tifrlNards, l" 6d.

Indestructible Edition on cloth, 31*. 6d. and Sis. respectlveiy.

For details of every Map, Notices of the Press, and Prospectus of next
year's Issue, apply to any Bookseller.

Next week wilt be published,

TRISH LAND as VIEWED from BRITISH
X SHOKRS.

A Short Catechism on Irish Land Legislation.

*' Audi alteram portem.'*

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

GEORGE ELIOT.

THE COMPLETE WORKS of GEORGE ELIOT.

CABINET EDITION. Uniform and Complete in
30 vols. Printed from a New and Letzlble Type, in Volumes of a
convenient and handsome form, price

"Adellghtful edition of George Eliot's works In size, type, and
paper everything that could be wished."—aS^rSSMsram

CHEAP EDITIONS. Novels by George Eliot.

ADAM BEUE. With Illustrations. 3s GJ
The MILL on the FLOSS. With Illustrations. !>. CJ.
FELIX HOLT, tbe RADICAL. With llluatratha. So. id.
SCENES of CLERICAL LIFE. With Illustrations. Is.
SILAS MARNEU. With Illustrations. St. 6d.
ROMOLA. With Vltnette. 3>. U.
DANIEL DERONDA. With Vignette. It. Od.
MIDDLEMARCH. With Vignette. 7j. M.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION.

IMPRESSIONS of THE0PHRASTUS SUCH.

Crown 8vo. Si.

SPANISH GYPSY. Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo.

7a. Oat.

JTJBAL ; and other Poems. New Edition. Crown

BTO. OS.

WISE, WITTY, and TENDER SAYINGS, in
Prose and Verse. HeLocted from the Works of Oeorge Eliot . Foarth
and Enlarged Edition. Crown tlvo. 6$.

The GEORGE ELIOT BIRTHDAY BOOK.
Printed on Fine Paper, with red border, and handsomrly boand, in
cloth gilt. fcap. tiro. 3s. 6d ; or in elegant leather binding, fa.

Wm. Blackwood & Sous, Edinburgh and London.

THE

Stationers' Company's Almanacs

FOR 1881.

The BRITISH ALMANAC : containing

the Calendar of Remarkable Days and Terms; Monthly Notice* „
Hundoy Lessons ; Meteorological Tables and Keiuurku: A*mmt.aiiral
Facts and Phenomena ; Tables of the Hun, Moon, and Tides ; with a
Miscellaneous Register of Information connected witli GorerDnK-ni.
I^Rislation, Commerce, and Education, nnd various useful Tables.
Price is.

The COMPANION to the ALMANAC :

a Year-Book of General Information on ISubjeclt, Fine Arts, Political
Geography,

, Legislation, Statistics, Ac. Price 2s. tirf.

The BRITISH ALMANAC and COM-

in cloth, price Is

The STATIONERS' COMPANY'S

SHEET ALMANAC, on super-royal paper. Is equally adapted for ths-
Countlng-House and the Library; containins: laists of the Chlrf
Uftlcers of Ktale, Judges. Public Offlcea, London Bunkers, with
copious Postal Information and Stamp Duties. It is enibt^lllshcd
with a View of Ely Cathedral. Price 2s.

The LONDON SHEET ALMANAC,

on thick drawing paper for the Table. This elcgxnt sad unique
little Almanac, containing much information, I* also pnoted on t\
thin paper, to adapt It for binding in a variety of stales, oalted to all
tastes and fancies. It is this year ornamented With a View el the
Cavalry Barracks in Hyde l'ark. Price tad.

GILBERT'S CLERGYMAN'S AL-
MANACand WHITTAKER'SCLERGYMAN'S DIARY. This Almasasc
couuilns u complete Calendar of thu Festivals, rtr . of the Church of
England, with the Lessonssppolnted for everyday In the year, accord
ing to the new Lerllonarr . a Diary of 90 page* for Mi-moraoda . a
Complete List of the Jllnn'lied Clergr of earn Diocese la England.
Wales. Ireland, and the Colonies, with the OfflYial Armorial i- . r -
each Archbishop and Bishop, nnd other Information ncct-ssary for the
Clergy. Price 2s. Qd. cloth , &s. roan tuck j 6s. morocco tack.

GOLDSMITH'S ALMANAC. Elegant,
useful, and portable, It is ess ■ntially adapted for the pocket, not only
from Its miniature slse, but from Its contatnltur a vast amount of
useful and valuable mattir for occasional reference. Price 6d.

sewed ; 2s. roan ; 3s. morocco.

The Statioxebs* Company, Ludgate-hill, London.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM,

For a constant succession of the Newest Books.

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS PER ANNUM.

For the Free Delivery of Books in every part of London.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS AND UPWARDS,

According to the number of Volumes required.

V THE NAMES OF NEW SUBSCRIBERS ARE ENTERED DAILY.

LITERARY INSTITUTIONS, READING ROOMS, AND BOOK SOCIETIES

IN EVERY PART OF THE COUNTRY

ARE SUPPLIED WITH THE NEWEST BOOKS ON THE LOWEST POSSIBLE TERMS.

The following Lists and Catalogues are now ready for delivery, and will be

forwarded, postage free, on application:—

i.

A CATALOGUE OF NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS ADDED TO THE LIBRARY DURING THE

PAST AND PRESENT SEASONS.

ii.

A REVISED LIST OF RECENT FRENCH AND GERMAN BOOKS.

in.

A LIST OF JUVENILE BOOKS IN CIRCULATION.

IT.

A LIST OF REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES IN CIRCULATION AND ON SALE.

A CATALOGUE OF SURPLUS COPIES OF POPULAR BOOKS WITHDRAWN FOR SALE.

%* This Catalogue oontains :—The Life of the Prince Consort ; Canon Farrar's St. Paul ; Mrs. Brassey's Voyage ; Letters of Charles

Dickens : Life of Bishop Selwyn ; Sister Dora ; White Wings, by William Black ; The Duke's Children, by Anthony Trollope ; Mary Anerlcy,

by R. D. Blackmore ; The Greatest Heiress in England, by Mrs. Oliphant ; Just as I Am, by Miss Braddon ; Belles and Ringers, by Hawley

Smart ; Iteata ; A Modern Greek Heroine ; and more than a thousand other Popular Books at the lowest current prices.

VI.

A CATALOGUE OF BOUND BOOKS AT REDUCED PRICES.

%* This Catalogue consists chiefly of the Works of Hallam, Thackeray, Macaulay, Dickens, Carlyle, Scott, Kingsley, Lord Beaconsfkld,

Lord Lytton, Marryat, Wilkie Collins, Charlotte Bronte, Mrs. Gaskell, Mrs. Henry Wood, Mrs. Oliphant, George Eliot, and other Standard

Authors, newly and strongly half bound, and well adapted for circulation in Literary Institutions and Pubbc Libraries.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS AND NEW YEARS GIFTS.

A NEW EDITION of MUDIE'S CATALOGUE of Works of the best Authors, in Morocco, Tree-Calf,

Calf Extra, Vellum, and other Ornamental Bindings, adapted for Gentlemen's Libraries or Drawing-Room

Tables, and for Christmas, Wedding, or Birthday Presents, and College or School Prizes, and New Year's

Gifts, is now ready, and will be forwarded on application.

All the Books in Circulation and on Sale at MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY may also be obtained by all Subscribers to

MUDIE'S LIBRARY, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER,

And (by order) from all Booksellers in connexion with the Library.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), NEW OXFORD-STREET.

CITY OFFICE : 2, K1NG-STEEET, CHEAPSIDE.
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THE

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY.

The Directors do not consider it necessary to add to the following list of newly-published Works, for the

sufficient reason that every book which Subscribers can reasonably demand is promptly supplied. This rule

of the establishment applies not merely to English publications in the different departments of History,

Biography, Travel, Fiction, and General Literature, but also to the extensive and constantly increasing

Foreign Library, as well as to the Library of Vocal and Instrumental Music. At the same time, Standard

Works of Reference which are never found in Circulating Libraries are daily added to the Reference Library.

The rapidly increasing List of Subscribers is a convincing proof that the public appreciate an institution

which gives them, in addition to all the best features of a Circulating Library, the numerous advantages of a

High-Class London Club.

ENGLISH SECTION:-

Endymion, by Earl of Beaconsfield—History of Japan, by Sir E. J. Reed— Young Ireland, by Sir C. Gavan Duffy—Quizot in

Private Life—Kinglake's History of the Crimean War {New Volume)—Japan, by Miss Bird—Round About a Great Estate— Memoirs of

Sir James Outram—The Life of Sir Anthony Panizzi, by Louis Fagan—Italy and her Invaders, by Thomas Hodgkin—Baird's Rise of

the Huguenots—Seguin's Country of the Passion Play—Some Heroes of Travel, by W. H. D. Adams—Ingram's Life of Edgar Allan Poe

—Rest Awhile, by Dean Vaughan—A Trip to Manitoba, by Mary Fitzgibbon—The Ode of Life—A Visit to Wazan, by Robert S.

Watson—Pictures from Ireland, by Terence McGrath—Soldiers of the Victorian Age, by C. R. Low—A Tramp Abroad, by Mark Twain

—New Guinea, by L. M. D'Albertis—Parker Gihnore's Ride through Hostile Africa—Renouf's Origin and Growth of Religion—

Glimpses through the Cannon Smoke, by Archibald Forbes— Thoughts in My Garden, by Mortimer Collins—Mind in the Lower Animals,

by Dr. Lindsay—Parables of Our Lord, by Dr. Calderwood—Byron, by John Nichol—Faitlis and Fashions, by Lady Violet Greville—

Mackenzie's History of the Nineteenth Century—History of the Zulu War, by Frances Colenso—Browning's Dramatic Idyls —A History

of Greek Sculpture, by A. S. Murray—Darwin on the Power of Movement in Plants—Garden of t]ie Sun, by F. W. Burbidge—Madam*

de Maintenon, a Memoir—Duly, by Dr. Samuel Smiles—Across Patagonia, by Lady Florence Dixie—A Lady's Tour in Corsica, by Ger

trude Forde—Past Hours, by the late Mrs. Sartoris—Studies in English Art, by Frederick Wedmore—The Coral Islands of the Pacific, by

H. Stonehewer Cooper—Dean Hook, his Lift and Letters—Tent Work in Palestine, by Lieut. Claude R. Conder, R.E.—Dr. Livingstone, a

Memoir of his Personal Life, by Dr. W. <?. Blaikie—Mrs. Grote, a Sketch, by Lady Eastlake—Tennyson's Ballads, and other Poems—and

all the Newest Works of Fiction as they appear.

FOKEIGN SECTION:—

Hugo [Victor) L'Ane—About (EJ), Le Roman oVun Brave Homme—Malos (II.), La Boheme Tapogense : 1, Raphaelle ; 2, La Duchesse

d'Arvergues ; 3, Corysandre Montesin—La Balladine Verne (Jules), La Maison a, Vapeur—ThiandQre (E.), Le Roman dun Bossa—

Timon (Paul), Baptcme de Sang— Vast-Reeoriard, La Vieille Garde—Belot (A ), La Grande Florine—Bouvier (A.), Le Club des

Coquins ; La Grande Iza—Camp (M. du), Les Convulsions de Paris—Cherbuliez (V.), Les Amours Fragiles—Daudet (E), Le Mari—

Dumas (A. fils), La Question du Divorce—Erckmann-Chatrian, Le Grand-pe're Lebigre—Glouvet (Jules de), Le Forestier—Greville (H.),

Croqvis—Hal'tvy (L.), Les Petites Cardinal—Hugo (V.), Religions et Religion—Klaezko (J.), Cauteries Florentines—Malot (H.), Raphaelle

—Marie, Reine d'Angleterre, Epouse de Guillaume III., Lettres et Mimoires—Montepin (X. de), Le Fiacre No. 13; Jean Jeudi

—Offenl>ach (J.), Notes d'un Musicien en Voyage—Renan (E.), Conferences d'Angleterre ; L'Eau de Jouvence, suite de Caliban—

Riviire (H), Le Roman de Deux Jeunes Filles—Rochefort (H.), Le Palefreniei—Rude (Max), Une Victime du Convent—Seherer, Diderot—

Seguin (L.), La Proc/caine Guerre—Theuriet (A.), Toute Seuk—Tissot, Le Pays des Tsiganes—Ulbach (L.), Le Tapis Vert—Verne (J.),

Les Cinq Cent Millions de la Begum—Witt (Mme. de), M. Quizot dans sa Famille el avec see .Amis ; Scenes d'Histoire et de Famil/e—

Zola (E.), Le Roman Experimental—Anzengriiber (L.), Dorfgdnger—Auerbach (B.), Brigitta—Busch, Neue Tagebuc/tsbldtler—Dahn (F.),

Odhin's Trost, ein Nordisclier Roman—Francois (L. von), Stufenjahre eines Glucklichen—Homberger, Itali'dnische Novellen—Kirclibach

(W.), Salvator Rosa, ein Roman—Spielhagen (F.), Quisisana.

MUSIC SECTION:-

Vocal Scores of the following recently produced Qperas, &c, are now in circulation. The principal ones may also be obtained, arranged for Pianoforte Solo :

Faust, by Berlioz— Mefislofele, by Arrigo Bo'ito—Olivette, by Audran—The Taming of the Shrew, by Goelz—La Fille du Tambour

Major, by Offenbach—Madame Favart, by Offenbach—The Martyr of Antioch, by Arthur Sullivan—The Building of the Ship, bp J. F.

Barnett—Aula, by Verdi—Les Cloches de Corneville, by Planquette—Polyeucte, by Gounod—Le Roi de Lahore, by Massenet—Mignon, by

Ambroise Thomas—Cat men, by Bizet—II Talismano, by Balfe—H.M.S. Pinafore, by Arthur Sullivan—The Sorcerer, by Arthur Sullivan—

The Pirates of Penzance, by Arthur Sullivan—Les Mousquetaires, by Varney.

The Music Library also contains a large and varied Selection of the Works of all the Classical and the best Modern Composers, arranged for Pianoforte

Solo, Pianoforte Duet, and 1'iano and Violin. The Vocal Music in circulation includes all Standard Operas, Oratorios, kc. : and a number of volumes of Songs

and Ducts by the best known composers.

A large and varied Collection of Handsomely Bound Books suitable for Christmas Presents, School Prizes, dr., now on Sale.

TEKMS OF SXJ13SORIPTION.

SuU-cription to the CIRCULATING LIBRARY, from One Guinea per annum.

Subscription to all the CLUB Privileges, available for both Ladies and Gentlemen, and comprising READING, WRITING, SMOKING, and NEWS

ROOMS, a REFERENCE LIBRARY, DINING and LUNOHEON ROOMS, the LADIES' DRAWING-ROOM, ic„ Two Guineas per annum.

Subscription to all the CLUB Privileges as above, combined with Six Volumes delivered free from the CIRCULATING LIBRARY, Three Guineas

per annum.

Country Subscriptions, from TWO Guineas per annum.

Cheques and Post-Office Orders should be made payable to Mr. CHARLES ALLEN, the Librarian, wlw will promptly

furnish all further information upon application.

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY, LIMITED, New Bond-street, W.
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BOOKS FOR PRESENTS.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES SENT POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

imperial 4to % lit. 9d.

VENICE : its History, Art, Industries, and

By CHAKLEA TRIARTE. Translated by F KITWELL

Thl» book orcuple* Ik* vary Msriasnt rank ta its clan . u a gift-book it U worthy of a prince's or aa

TaSsSSfl•struts* book -n—*.
II toafbinl ■•peril Uos» to prater M. Yrtarte * ' Venice

With to Steel Engravings aftrr Hetsarh s dealgna,

GOETHE'S FAUST. In Two Parts. Translated by

ANNA RWAXWTTK ito hadfbownal, ft*.
- Thw wboto boot, with Ratssruafln* ontllnea makes on* ol Use dmi beautiful poetical rendering* of a

I cHgn port wrth watch ww arr fHHt"—^wWh*.

Irons. 4to csofti gilt, J > and Mb, rsapsetlvety.

RAFFAELLE'S and MICHAELANGELO'S ORIGINAL

RTt-DIC* ta tk* l°XTYBK«ITT OALLKKIER, OllOtn Etched ul Esnrnnl ay JOHBPH FISHER
« tin I atrudaa-Uat, Xnr BdlUoaa, IteYta -X and Impranrnl

llluatrafd with Pima* and Wood Krutnt.lnff.. t.ara from Photograph*,

ANCIENT ATHENS: its History, Topography, and

KrataJaa By I*r T 11 DYER Roper-royal It*. rJoth, li. 5*.

With nearly 30u Wood Engravings, a large. Map. ant a Plan of tbr Forum,

POMPEII: its Buildings and Antiquities. Account of

th*»1tv, with full iMrrlptfoo of thr Remain* and Keren t Ftcarat, una, and alto an Itinerary for Visitor*.
ByT H DYER, LL D. Foarth and < Tiraprr Edition Poat Kvo. 7«. oal

OLD ROME : a Handbook of the Ruins of the Ancient

re by H. Glacomelll, and numerous Illustrations by J. D. Watson,
and other. . handsomely boand In cloth, 7uu pages, imperial lflmo j

AUNT JUDY'S ANNUAL VOLUME

A. W. Bgpaa.l

Edited by
H. K. F OATTY .

Containing a Serial Story, * Prince** Alethca. br the Author of ' The Rose Garden,' Ac., and Contributions
from J H Kw.ii*. Ascott R. Hope. C. 8. Calvertey. F. A. 8. Frank*, M F O Malic v, Major Hwlnv. the Author
of ■ Snap ■ Two Home*,1 F H. Fursdott, C C. Hoplry, and other*. Songs with Music by A. 8. Qatty- Fairy

Tale* -Htofrraphlral Sketches—Venea—A Christmas Ex travagnnna by A S Oattv—Competition Studios
Intn-lntions from the German-Notices of English and Foreign Hooks—Reports of the Patients In 'Aunt
Judy's Intr,' nt me Children's Hospital, dec.

V Former Volume* may * rill be hud , some at reduced prices.

MRS. EWING'S POPULAR TALES.

sense."—Sat it Ki>ay Review'
is full of talent, and rdso full of perception and t

With a Pictorial Design on the c 1 post 8to. As.

WE and the WORLD : a Story for Boys. With 7 Illus-

untlona br W L. Jotwa, X. r/Xatw/HuW

ROME and the CAMPAGNA : an Historical and Topo-

rrmpiilml Description of thr site, HulHingo and Neighbourhood of Ancient Rome. Ry U HiTIN, M A.
Handsomely boauad In cloth. 4to 31. 3*.

(Cambridge: Deiohtox, Bell Ac Co.)

City sod theCampagna for the t ** of TravMlcr* Hy H 111 KN, M A
" It is M-arrety Jnat however ta nail It an epitome, for the author appears to hare rewritten moe* of the

old .nat t<-r and ha* al*o tnlroduci-d •nrmr fresh information OM Home.' which la amply illustrated, coataJas
everything llkclr U» be of lmmi><llatf ■^rrlre to the traveller, bat the handbook, useful thosssh it be. does not
Id »n» dfifrr* l^n the Importance .,| the larger work. The one is lor the portasantsau ■■ the other deserves a
place tnerery wn4l srliTaed library. -Puff JTfasT Ommm.

(Cambridge: Dkightox, Bell k Co.)

I.IRRARY EDITION, wtth rVartraits. Autograph*, and Vignettes, s Tout, lance post Svo. 7*. 6d. each,

LIVES of the QUEENS of ENGLAND. From the

N.-rniEin ( .^intieat tothe llclca of Uneen Anne Hy AdSKS KTHU'KLANl) Also a Cheaper Rtlitlon,
la it Tula i* eswh.

Ad AHRItHJKD BDITION. With K)rtrmit of Matilda of Flanders. In
1 vol. crown 3vo cloth. A* ssf.

Kalanred VAMrm. 1 vol*. 21. II* GoT

HISTORY of MODERN EUROPE, from the Taking of

Constantinople to ifc* Rstabliskasewt of the narnaan Bnrplsv, *.n lam-lkTl Hy !>r. T H 1>VRR

A roan, clock. 30*.

BOSWELL'S LIFE of JOHNSON and JOHNSONIANA,

tn<-|ajrttn* his Tone to the Hehrtd**. Tnnr in Wales, ' 'rwreapondenee with Mrs Thrnle. Edited, with
numerous Additions, by J W CKOKER Rrvl*M and l-^itanred under the direction of J. WllUiHT
With latf\ Auio(irupK«, t-'ac-siiiillcs, oameruui Views of I'lacca, and I'urtraiLsoI 1'crsooa mentioned la
thr Work.

A DICTIONARY of ARTISTS of the ENGLISH

SCHOOL-. Painters. 8calp'ors. Arrhltecu Kmtrarera nod Omamentlsta With Notices or their Uvea
andVtiirk* lu *. \MI F1, HKIH1KAVK Joint Author of - A (rntury of Painters of thr "

boe* it far* full of adrenturw, imiphtcnily told. The style Is jnat what it shodM he, simple,
but not bnld full of pleasnnt humour, and with some pretty touches of feeling Like ail Mrs. Rwina's tales,
it is sound, senaihle. iind whoteamhe' -' "

"The asme unaccountable capacity, so rare even In men. so all but invariably absent er«n in the moat
—l. of getting Inside a boy's mind, think in* his thought*, and being then able tepot them

it as itrtroorge Eliot t
riyof '

tat everv one at once worn
l Mrs. £wing has displayed

their photographic truthfuin
is evinced here."—Ax

Uniform wllti theuliove. l ifth I-Mitlon, .'.«.

SIX to SIXTEEN:

br Hra. AllltiKham

a Story for Girls. With 10 Illus-

" It Ua baautllullr toldatorj. !»" of humour and i>atlio«, and bright nkptrhe. ol arenrry and rharactfr ."

e rsrerr met. <m sneti a modeat scale, with characters so ably and simply drawn " AtAeiurttm
te of the ■"The tone i ' boo* M plspsant and healthy, and singalarir free from that sentimental . net to sa?

1 mawkish.' stain which la apt Wd^ufljfure such prod uetious. illustrations by Mrs Allingham add a

Vbllonn with the above. Ninth Edition, 5s.

A FLAT IRON for a FARTHING; or, some Passages in

the lite of awOnty- Weatv With 13 Illustrations by H. Allinffbant.

" 1-eC every parent and guardian who wishes to be amused, and at the same time to please a chlW, purchase
' A Flat Icon fur s Farthing ' We will answer for the delicht with which they will read it thetnaelres, and we

~i dautHJ that tlte yonrnr and fortunate roclplenu will also like IL The story Is qnalnt, .

rnlform with ihe abnv*. with a Ifctorlai Design rm the cover. Third Edition, 6>

MRS. OVERTHEWAY'S REMEMBRANCES. With 10

Illustrations by Pasqulerand Wblf

" Without eieeptlon, ' Mrs. Ovcrthewny's _.
for children that we hare ever read. There are
!«■ j>n>'id !•> own

Remembrances ' Is the i dellehtful work avnwwol^ written
the genius of OeoT/a Kffat would

I'nlforu i i t h Ih

JAN of the WINDMILL : a Story of the Plain. With 11

Illustrations by Mrs Altlngtuuu. Also a Larger Edition, crown Rvo. **. tkf.

we have read anything In lis way so good . . .
(food as MissAlcott's

Such a book is like a

r Lduiou, Ucrbwd. IM

I NIFfHtM wmi THE AI.WNE EDITION OF THE HHITI8H lt>BTB

SHAKESPEARE'S DRAMATIC WORKS. Edited by

8 W. SINOER With a Life of the Poet by W. WATK18K 1.I.OYD. Tcap. »ro. 10 Tola. Ss. ost. each ; or
In half- tih pro* fo, 5*

"A thoroughly readable and companionable edition of the poet. The print, like that of the well-known
* Mtluir Poets.' is beautifullv cl.nr . the not*
which it b> prodUA-ed, la one of tb

wful and concise; the eduji
r published - —Pa* MaU U<rz*tU.

uiidiring the style iu

With ?) Full-i'age Illnatmtlooa by Tennfel. Otnlich, Du Mhnrler, sad other Eminent Artists, 4to 31.*.

LEGENDS and LYRICS : a Book of Verse. By A. A.
PliiH-rfin With latnarartln bjr CHAK1.E1 DIOKRSR. and a Portrait of rf* Atrthoi
2 Tola. laaa. »»o. Vol. 1. Txcatjr-olotli I lioaaand, aa. -. Vol. II. _

»w VAu\<m, with Additional I'amhln and Nolra, and a Short M.niolr It. J 11. P.WINO.

PARABLES from NATURE. By the late Mrs. A. Gatty.

With Note* on the Natural History, and numerous Full-Page IHnatrnilons by Hohnan Hunt. Hornet
JuiM*. Teanlel. and other Eminent Artists. IVap. 4to. .1-.

I'nlform Edition, in fcap. «vo. 3s. Oaf. per Volume,

MRS. GATTY'S WORKS:-

PAKAItLKS from N ATI RE With Portrait. 1' vols —WORLD8 NOT ItEAMZED nnd PltOVERBR
ILI.l KTHlTEIt —IMlMWTIC PICTVRE* and TALE*.-Al'NT Jl'DY 8 TA I.E8. Seventh F>Iltiim
At NT Jl l>\ l.KriKltS Fiflh Edition -The HI' MAN FACE DIVINE Second Edition —The
FAIRY GODMOTHERS. Fifth Edition «d - The HINDUEDTH HIHT11DAY. New Edition.

The above in a neat cloth box, 31s. tirf.

CAPTAIN MARRYAT'S BOOKS for BOYS. Cheap

Cniform Edition, with numerous Illustrations on steel and Wood, after 8tanflelJ, Ollbert, Dalzlci,
8t<>tl..ir<i. and others. Eac h 3s. 6rf ; gilt edges, 4s. dst.

P1HJU JACK. I The PRIVATEERHMAN.

MAS I KKMAN READY. The MISSION . or. Scenes In A fries.

Thr PIRATE and THKBE CITTKB8 | SBTTl.EItS in CANADA.

._ -jytl
as anything1 can be

juvenile beside luch writing U this • -A.Htne

Vnlfjrm wlih the ^bove. As.

A GREAT EMERGENCY, and other Tales. With 4

.1 lustration*.

' Never has Mrs. Ewlruj published a more charming volnme of stories, and that is saying a very great
deal From the first to the last the book overflow* with the *tmnge knowledge of chlld-rwrnre wTtleb so rarely
survives childhood ; and, moreover, with Inexhaustible ouiet humour, which Is never any thing but Innocent
and well-bred, never priggish, and never clumsy."- Acudemf.

The BROWNIES, and other Tales. With 4 Illustrations

by George CrnTkshftnli: Third" Edition Imperial IGmo. :>.<.

" Really charming writing. The frontispiece by the old friend of our childhood, George Crnlkshnnk, Is no
less pretty than the story."- Sutunlng Jienew.

LOB-LIE-BY-THE-FIRE ; or, the Luck of Linghorough.

And other Tales, lllostrared by George Cruikslutnk 8eennd ICdition. Imperial IGmo. 5s.
*' Mrs Earing has written•as good a storv n» her - Brownies.* and that is saying a great deal. ' Lob-I.ic-by

the-Fire' has hnmour and pathos, and teachrs what is right without making children think they a
JlerirKr.

NEW VOI.VME ItY F. M PEARD, ACTHOR OF*- THE HOSE OARDEN*,' ' CARTOTCHE.
'VNAWAKES; *c.

MOTHER MOLLY : a Story for Young People. With

aver. Small post SH IlluKtmlions l>y Charles Oreo tnd a Pictorial Design on the
Devonshire household, nst without those excitements which must

it of French ships at the end of
the Inst century." - ^.fAe»i*>ion.

"The story Is to other Christmas books what Mr. Wnefc more s m<
little quaint, and is in fac t a charming idyl of the latter end of t!ie Las

■Thfa Is a prefTy rdetne* of a qu
have fallen to the lot of meat families wlimc fortune it was to It1

ary novels. It is I
Hti*tnl.

By the Same Author,

THROUGH ROUGH WATERS: a Story for Young

small post 9vo.

OUR PETS and PLAYFELLOWS in AIR, EARTH,

nnd WATER Hy OMrTRVTJft PATMOHE. With 4 Illustrations hy Herths Patmore, erowa 8ro. 3*. td.

'Real stories shout dogs, and birds, ponies, eats, kiren*. dormice, nthbirs. nnd other dumb creatures.

The BOY'S LOCKER; being a Small Edition of the

a»OT» Slorlra. 13 roar incluled la a Boa. fcap. 8to. 21..

London : GEORGE BELL & SOXS, York-street, Covent-garden

rlter and her famHy circle have delighted to tnnie and domesticate This is a pleasing Utile book,
good taste, and calculated to engage the attention of the young In a healthy way. "— /M.ly Yew's,
about animals, if written with slmpUeiiy nnd ventetre* nre always pleasant rending-, and Miss

written with
" Stories

Patmore * history of household pets is
simplicity and vernrtrv.

I the pleaaantest."— -St. Jain
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THE

CHANDOS POETS.

ELEGANT PRESENTATION WORKS.

A COMPLETE SET of TWENTY-SIX VOLUMES,

CLOTH GILT, £9 1S«. ;

Or In MOROCCO, VERY HANDSOME, £20 16«.

THE CHANDOS POETS.

Ia square crown 8vo. cloth gilt And gilt edges, Steel

Portraits, or with numerous Illustrations,

price 7t. 6tf. cloth gilt ; or morocco, 16*.

1. LONGFELLOW'S POETICAL WORKS.

2. LEGENDARY BALLADS of ENGLAND and

SCOTLAND.

3. SCOTT'S POETICAL WORKS.

4. The POETS of the NINETEENTH CENTURY.

5. ELIZA COOK'S POEMS.

6. The SPIRIT of PRAISE. Collection of Hymns.

7. CHRISTIAN LYRICS. With 250 choice Illus

trations.

8. MOORE'S POETICAL WORKS.

». COWPER'S POETICAL WORKS.

10. MILTON'S POETICAL WORKS.

11. WORDSWORTH'S POETICAL WORKS.

12. BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS.

13. Mrs. HEMANS'S POETICAL WORKS.

14. BDRNS'S POETICAL WORKS.

15. HOOD'S POETICAL WORKS.

16. 8HAKSPEARE. The Plays and Poems.

17. CAMPBELL'S POETICAL WORKS.

18. COLERIDGE'S POETICAL WORKS.

10. SHELLEY'S POETICAL WORKS.

20. POPE'S HOMER'S ILIAD and ODYSSEY.

21. MONTGOMERY'S POEMS, Ac.

22. POPE'S POETICAL WORKS.

23. MACKAY'S POETICAL WORKS.

24. HERBERT'S (G.) POEMS and PROSE.

25. HEBER'S (Bishop) POETICAL WORKS.

26. KEBLE'S CHRISTIAN YEAR.

Tlie above Series of Poets are fully Illustrated, well

Edited, with Explanatory Notes, Memoir, Ac., and form at

any time most acceptable Presentation Volumes.

FREDERICK WARNE & CO. Bedford-street, Strand.

THE ARUNDEL POETS.

Elegantly printed on special thin paper, with a Red-line

Border and Original Illustrations, In fcap. 4to. cloth,

red under gilt edges, IDs. 6tf. each ;

or morocco, 25s. each.

1. SHAKSPEARE S POETICAL WORKS.

2. MILTON'S POETICAL WORKS.

3. SCOTT'S POETICAL WORKS.

4. LONGFELLOW'S POETICAL WORKS.

5. BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS.

C. WORDSWORTH'S POETICAL WORKS.

A COMPLETE SET, CLOTH GILT, 31. 3s.;

Or in MOROCCO ELEGANT, 7/. 10>.

WAllXES COMPLETE CATALOGUE of

STANDARD WORKS, CHOICE GIFT-HOOKS,

elegant PRESENTATION WORKS, JUVENILE and

l'ICTURE TOY-BOOKS, in prices from 80s. U>6d., can

be had on application, or forwarded postfret.

Frederick Warne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand,

EDWARD STANFORD'S

NEW BOOKS.

Post 8vo. cloth, 3s. M.

HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE:

HEADINGS IN NECESSARY KNOWLEDGE FOR GIRLS

AND YOUNG WOMEN.

Edited by Rev. J. P. FAUNTHORPE,

Principal of Whitelands College.

Dedicated by permission to His Grace the

Duke of Westminster, E.G.

" It is a thoroughly efficient and comprehensive manual, and contains
more information than half-a-dozen primer* of health or social science.
It would be a useful book to add to village lending libraries, or to gire
as prizes in Sunday schools, or as presents to young servants. It Is
indood a pity that this, or some other book of the same sort, is not more
commonly in use In so-called ladies' schools and private schoolrooms."

Crown 8vo. with upwards of 100 Illustrations, cloth gilt, gilt

edges, Of.

LIFE AND HER CHILDREN.

GLIMPSES OF ANIMAL LIFE FROM THE AMCEBA TO

THE INSECTS.

By ARABELLA B. BUCKLEY,

Authoress of 'The Fairyland of Science,' * A Short History

of Natural Science/ ' Botanical Tables for the

Use of Junior Students.'

Extract from Prefact.
" The main object is to acquaint young people with the structure and

habits of the lower forms of life, and to do this in a more systematic
way than is usual in ordinary works on Natural History, and inoro
simply than In text-books on Zoology. For this reason I have adopted
the title ' Life and Her Children,' to express the family bond uniting all
living things, as we use the term ' Nature and Her works,' to embrace
all organic and Inorganic phenomena, and I have been more careful to
sketch In bold outline the leading features of each division than to dwell
upon the minor differences by which It Is separated into groups. I have
mado use of British examples in illustration wherever it was possible,

' mens of most of the marine animals figured mav be found
at low tide."

By tihe SAME AUTHORESS, uniform in size and price,

THE FAIRYLAND OF SCIENCE.

Eighth Thousand.

Medium 8vo. with Maps and Illustrations, cloth, 25*.

FRE-HISTORIC EUROPE:

A GEOLOGICAL SKETCH.

By JAMES GEIKIE, LL.D. F.R.S., Ac.

Of H.M. Geological Survey of Scotland; Author of 'The

Great Ice Age.'

Extract from Preface.

"The object of these pajres is to give an outline of what appear to have
been the most considerable physical changes experienced In our Con
tinent since the beginning of the Pleistocene or Quarternary period.
Several general works, by some of our most accomplished geologbibi and
archaeologists, have already dealt with the subject in part, but none
quite cover the ground I have endeavoured to occupy, while some of
my nrwieoewors have exsmlnrd the evidence prlncfoally from the point
of view of the archaeologist and others f i om that oi the palaeontologist,
my aim has been to describe in a more systematic •nanncr t^on has
hitherto bet
graphical, w
Heiatocenc,

hitherto hwn"attenVpte4 that" succession of* changes, climatic and geo-
whlch, taken together, constitute the historical geology of

* " and recen

Fourth Edition, Revised, embodying the Reports of the

Royal Coal Commission, demy 8vo. with Maps and

Illustrations, cloth, 16s.

THE COAL-FIELDS OF GREAT

BRITAIN:

THEIB HIBTOBT, STEUCTTJHE, AND RESOURCES.

With Descriptions of the Coal-Fields of Our Indian and

Colonial Empire, and other Parts of the World.

By EDWARD HULL, M.A. F.R.8.

Director of the Geological Survey of Ireland; Author of

' The Physical Geology and Geography of Ireland.'

" This Edition hat been larp-lT rewritten. It contains an cntirrIt npw
chanur on Carboniferous Plant*. Hndly drawn up dt Prufiimor W llliani-
»on P K K of Manchmtnr The ClaMlncatlon of the Carboiuf.>! oun
Keri™ of IMi hs» been modified In arvonliuire with toe»le». c nuiic iiited
In oil paper on the subject, read before the Geological Society of London
in UH' The account of the Tarlous conl-licldl has been modillcd in

ice with more recent InTcslimiliona aa far at my Inl'irinatlon
and the statistical portion* haTe been brought down to the dato

•I1B7B."

London :

Kdwabd Stanford, 55, Charing Cross, S.W.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

ON JANUARY 1st, 1881,

A

NEW SERIES

OF

THE EXPOSITOR

Will be commenced, in which will appear many

Worh offirst-rate importance, by the Dean of

Peterborouoh, the Dean of Canterburi-,

Canon Fabrar, Prof. Plumptre, Dr. Sandat,

Prof. W. Robertson Smith, Dr. George

Matheson, Prof. Henri Wace, R. H. Hutton,

Esq., and other Members of a Staff tckich

includes Scholars of all Branches of the Chris

tian Church.

Edited by Rev. SAMUEL COX.

A CAPITAL OPPORTUNITY

Will thus be offered to

NEW SUBSCRIBERS,

Which cannot recur for several years.

All who love the Scriptures, and wish to secure the

best help for studying them, should take and keep

THE EXPOSITOR.

Price 1*. Monthly; or 12s. per annum, post free.

This day, In Sro.'prlce "i. Gd. cloth,

THE EXPOSITOR, Vol. XII.

Th« publication of this Volume

COMPLETES THE FIRST SERIES.

The TWELVE VOLUMES form h most valuable Library of Biblical
Commentaries and Expositions, a few of which ar» the followuts; r—

The EDITOR'S Commentary on Job.

The EDITOR'S Commentary on Ruth.

Professor FAIRBAIRN'S Studies in the Life of

Christ.

Professor PLUMPTRE on the Epistles to the

Seven Churches.

The DEAN of CANTERBURY on Jeremiah and

Dr. SANDAY on the Patristic Writings.

Dr. RAWSON LUMBY on Peter.

Dr. RAWSON LUMBY on the Gospel in the

Epistles.

CANON FARRAR on the Septuagint and the

Talmud.

Rev. J. HAMMOND on the Vindictive Psalms, &c.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—The EDITOR says in his

Preface to Vol. XII., just completed,—

" During the six years of its existence, the

Staff of TnE Expositor has been doubled;

and I hate still to announce ttco most welcome

additions to it. R. S. Sutton, Esq. [Editor

of the Spectator), one of the first of tiring

Biblical critics, and the Rev. Henry Wace,

tchose Boyle and Bampton Lectures hare placed

him in the front rank of the expositors and

defenders of the Christian Faith, hare both

promised early contributions to the New Series.

The NEW SERIES commences in

January. Monthly, Is. post free.

London : HODDEB k Stouohton, 27, Paternoster-

row.
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WM. H. ALLEN & CO.'S NEW PUBLICATIONS.

TURKEY, OLD and NEW. Geographical, Historical, and

SKETCHES of ARMY LIFE in RUSSIA. By P. J.

GRfcKN E. UtiHaut of Eagiaamn, U H. Army, late Military Attach* to the t 8. Legation In Bt. Petert-

barf, ud Aathor of 1 The Kuasiaa Army and lu Campaigns in Turkey La l»TT-l*7(*. ' Crown »ro. vs.

KANDAHAR in 1879 ; being the Diary of Major A. Le

>U»H KIEK, K. B , Brigade-Major K B. with the Uoctta Column. Crown Bto. S».

COLONEL GRODEKOPF'S RIDE from SAMARCAND

AT, throueb Uavlkh and the Cibuk States of Afghan Turkestan. With his own Map of the March -

the Oxat to Herat By CHARLES MARVIN. Aothor of

attains. ihe Ahhal Tekkr Tui-komane.' Crown B"Vo. with Portrait, ha.

LORD LAWRENCE : a Sketch of his Public Career. By

. J. TBOTTBK, Author of ' Warm IMbp,' ' *■ Bl.tory of India,' «c. Fcep. la. M.

The IRRIGATION WORKS of INDIA, and their

FIMANCIAL. BESILTS. By KOBKKT B. Bl'CKLEY, India Pnblk Worka IMpartmam. 8ro. with

TO CABUL with the CAVALRY BRIGADE : a Narrative

of Personal Bxperien«ea, with the Force under General Sir F. 8 RoberU, CCD. With Map and

Illustration* from Sketches by the Author, liy Major R. C. W. MITFORD, 14th Bengal Lancers, hvo. 9s.

The VICTORIA CROSS: an Official Chronicle of Deeds

of l'cntonal Valour acbteTed In the pretence of tfaa Enemy during the Crimean and Baltic Cnnipalgne

Amicis. Translated

1836 to UNO. Crown »T0. with Piatt, Sr.

HOLLAND. By Edmondo de

from the Italian by CAROLIMB TI1.TON. Crown 8ro. lOi. M.

HISTORY of the INDIAN MUTINY, 1857-1859. Com-

mcncing from the close of the (Second Volume of Sir John Kaye's ' History of the Sepoy War.' By Colonel

O. 11. MALLB80N, C.B.I , Author ol 'History of the French in India,' Third and CoBcladUhj

Volume. 30«.

The CONJURER'S DAUGHTER: a Tale. By J. W.

8HEKXB, C.S. I. , Anther of ' Who la Mary T 1 Crown 8to. with 12 UloatraUoni, it.

CHIUSHINGURA; or, the Royal League. A Japanese

Romance TTannlatod by F. V. DICKENS. Hc.B , with Notea and Appendix, and nnmerooa Bngrayinge

on Wood by Japanara Artlata. frro. lot. M.

NEW BOOKS IN THE PRESS.

In ZULULAND with the BRITISH throughout the WAR

of By CHARLES L. 1HORRIH-NEWMAN, Special Correepondent of the London Standard, Cape

Town St**d*rd Mt} Ma*l, aad the Tlaw* of Metal. 8vo with Plan* end Illustrations

SKETCHES from NIPAL, Historical and Descriptive ;

with Aaardataa of the Coon Ufa and Wild gporta of the Conntry In the Time of Maharaja Jang Bahadur.

O.CI. , to which hi added, aa many on Mlpaleee Boedhlem By the lata A. A. OLDF1BLD, M.D., many

yaara Kealdent at Kalhmaadu . 2 Tola. Uluetrated.

WITH the KURRUM VALLEY FORCE in the CABUL

I'AMFAK.N af is;«-le7» By Major JAB COLQlHOOTf, B.A.

The EXPIRING CONTINENT : a Narrative of Travel in

ae aegambla. with Onaerratloaa on Native Character | Preaeut Coodltloa and Fotnre Proepecta of Af rlra

aad Coloeualiou. By ALKX. WILL. MIECHIMfWM.

OIR3 of a GRIFFIN; or, a Cadets First Year in

Ry Captala BELLEW. Uluetrated from I>eshrae by the Author. A New Edition.

A DICTIONARY of ETHNOLOGICAL and PHILO-

LOGICAL OEOOBATHT. By R. G. LATHAM, M A M.D. V R H , *c.

A TREATISE on the PERSONAL LAW of the MAHOM-
MKUAN.i By SVEO AMEEK ALI, MOl'LVI. MA I I it BarrlMer-at-Lew. lTeeldcncy MagUtratc.

The HISTORY of CHINA. By Demetrius Charles Boulger,

Author of ' England end KateLa la Central Asia,' dec.

STORIES of the CITY of LONDON : Retold for Youthful

Readera By Mra. NEWTON CBJWLA.ND

Tbeae Rtorlea range from the early daya of Old London Bridge and the Settlement of the Knights Trmplara

to the time of the uorden Biota ; with lncldrnta In the Life of Brunei In relation tj the Thamea

The LYRICAL DRAMA : Essays on Subjects, Composers,

and Executante of Modern Opera. By H. srTHERLAND EDWARDS, Author of "The RuMian. at

Home and Abroad,' Ac.

ANALYTICAL INDEX to Sir JOHN KAYE'S HISTORY

of the SEPOY WAR, and Colonel G, B. MALLBSON'R HISTORY of the INDIAN MLTINY. Combined

In One Volume. By FRHDKRIC PINCOTT, M.R.A.8.

The HISTORY of INDIA, as Told by its own Historians ;

the LOCAL MUHAMMADAN DYNASTIES. Vol. I. Guzerat. By JOHN DOWSON, M.R.A.B., lata

r of the Staff College. Forming a Sequel In two or more Volumca to Sir H. M. Elliott's Orl^'iuul

Work on the Muhammadan Period of the Hlatory of India ; already edited, annotated, and amplified ty

the mine Author. Publlahed under the Patronage of H N 'I Secretary of State for India.

Subscription, 32*. per annum, postage free. In Monthly Parts, price 3*.

PRECIS OF OFFICIAL PAPERS;

BEING ABSTRACTS OF ALL PARLIAMENTARY RETURNS DIRECTED TO BE PRINTED BY

BOTH HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

SESSION 188 O.

" Messrs. Allen have...,-
s loos; time, though until now no

*ed the publication of a
one has had the courage to atteanot it

work, the need of which has been felt for
It. . . The vrtei* Is very well done."

ournal of the Statistical Sortetf, June, 1880.
iB,n«T?!T J* "° 1°^ " LVJ* Taln? °l mmt l^ritementarr publications, hut few persons hare the time or
OT~«o^ h I. Si. pwti. Meesrs. Allen

. "" f.™*** Allen* Co • book U couponed of abMracte of all return, directed to be printed by either or both
of the Hou-M nl Parliament and the work ha. evidently been done by practlaed .rerun riter. who undrreuui,
how to reach the Important feature, of OoTerniuent paper. -L„,rpml Dail, Courtrr.

for^cV'^^^^s^^S1'" * ""t Wt thi. work, both for ~*-« "<

" The pap*" are carefully eoadKued."Sritith Mail.

U Is eepeclally (rood. "-CamMdff* Chronifi*.

it

" la the case of s

" This U not a 10 ue-Kook, bnt n

This is a very Important work, end its
- - with tew -

f .Yctf ".

and its perusal will pin*1* readers on a far hi*her intellectual lerel and
papers than most embryo members of Parliament paesees,''

/'ifMinct Chromrlc and Inauranc* Circular.

" This serial is calculated to be of much service. "—Iron.

" The above contains a vast amount of valuable Information and statistics."—Sunday Tiines.

" We scarcely need add that it is a valuable work.' —Hrrapath s Xailtray Journal.

"As a book of reference, promisee to be of Inestimable value tn public men. Journal i»t8 econ
historical studeou, and, Indeed, all who are interested in national progress and contemporary politice."

"The difficult work of summarizing is extremely well executed. Both paper and type arc good. " *'

" An excellent publlcatiOT.''-r»»w4er. B™*

with the
' with

Messrs. Allen A Co. earn the gratitude of all who require to keep themselves acquainted wit
lenu of parllanientary papers by the publication of this ;.r««cf*. The compilation baa been made
retion, and will be found extremely valuable and useful for reference —Vundee AdMrtitr.-.

" As a handy work of reference, and a means of saving time and labour, It will be hifthly appreciated. "

Allen' » Keening itad.
''The utility oftheniiMsuw by an admirable table of contents numerically
alphabetically arranged. —Railway AWi and Joint- Stoek Journal.

■' The print of official papers will give new value to the parliamentary returns " -Liverpool Courier.

'Nous crayons reudre service an public et a ceux de nos confrom qui ne la
ilant cette publication nouvelle. Monittur det Irtertts Materiel s, Brunei*.

London : WM. H. AXLEN & CO. 13, Waterloo-plac<>.
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The Life of Sir Rowland Hitt, K.C.B., mi

the Mitiory of Penny Pottage. By Sir

Rowland Hill and his Nephew, George

Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L. 2 vols. (Do La

Hue & Co.)

Titers is no living Englishman, scarcely

indeed an inhabitant of any civilized state,

who does not owe a debt of platitude to

Sir Rowland Hill. His discovery—for it

was a difw-overy in the best sense of the

word—of the jtenny post has brought un

told blessings to the world. The poorest

cottage has been made happier by it. It

has augmented the revenue of nations. It

has tended to diffuse learning throughout

the land. It has helped to keep alive the

home ties and the home affections. Since

the discovery of the art of printing, pro

bably no one agency has done so much

social, moral, and intellectual good. We

are already so used to the benefits which

the penny post n {funis that it is difficult

to recall, or at least to realize, the time

when letters by post were comparatively

rare and infrequent, and when their cost

was so great that the rich man looked

upon them as a luxury, while the. poor

man was often altogether unable to receive

them.

It is right, then, on every ground that Sir

Rowland Hill should be held in honour

and remembrance. It is only fitting that

statues should be erected to his memory,

and that he himself should lie among the

great and pood who consecrate Westminster

Abbey with their dust. It is well, too, that

a record of his life and life-struggles in

pursuance of his one great aim should be

laid before those whom he has so largely

served.

The more siieh a record is circulated and

rend the better. It is the history of a brave

and single-hearted man, absorbed by one

idea, often discouraged, but never despair

ing, working on, with but little aid or sym

pathy, till at last he had achieved his work.

Recognition came late in life to him, but so

long as the penny post was successfully

established he cared little about himself.

It was a comparatively small matter what

became of him if only his great thought

should take root and flourish. So his lifo

remains a monument of patient, hopeful

labour and of unselfish aims.

But the book before us cannot possibly

do what we should have wished it to do.

These huge, ponderous volumes, how widely

will they be circulated and read ? They are

to the readable books of to-day what the

bulky and costly epistles of the past are to

the letters of the penny post. Sir Rowland

Hill was an excellent man and a great

benefactor, and we would glady recall his

memory ; but a book like this appears to

crush it. Most people were dismayed

by the size of Matthew Davenport Hill's

biography, but that was nothing to this

memoir of his brother. When will bio

graphers remember that " the half is better

than the whole," and that books are success

ful in proportion as they are read with

interest, and not as they are merely weighed

and measured ? And this work is unfor

tunately heavy in other than a physical

sense. Though there are interesting pas

sages in it, there is much that is trivial

and much that is dull ; and very few and

very weary will be those who read steadily

through to the end of the last appendix.

Apart from the noble life itself there is

little to excite curiosity. Thero are hardly

any stories worth repeating, or estimates of

character worth remembering. The book

shows no want of care, but a terriblo want

of judgment. In one word, it will repel

instead of attracting readers, and we are

heartily sorry that it should bo so.

The work is divided into three parts.

In the first Ih\ Birkbeck Hill relates his

uncle's early life, and in doing so quotes

lorgely from a " Prefatory Memoir " which

Rowland Hill himself wrote. Then follows

Rowland Hill's own account of ' The History

of Penny Postage ' ; and then the editor

again takes up the thread of the story.

Lastly, there are long appendices, some of

which, being much less readable than the

ordinary contents of a Bluc-Book, might

really hnvo been spared us.

The first thirty pages of the book are

taken up with an account of the grand

father!*, grandmothers, and other progenitors

of the Hill family. They seem to have been

extremely worthy people, and the history of

their sayings and doings might have been

conveniently printed for the use of their

own relatives. Others, who nro not fortunate

enough to have been related to them, will

probably think the narrative might have

been shortened. However, at p. 134 Row

land Hill is born, and the lifo may be

said to begin at last. Rowland Hill's

father was a Birmingham man, and, being

a champion of Priestley's, managed to

get his arm injured in the disgraceful

Church and King riots, in which Priestley's

house was burned down. He married and

removed to Kidderminster, where Row

land Hill (the third son) was born. The

family then moved to Wolverhampton ;

they were exceedingly poor, and

glad to take am old famili >use,

they got cheap as it had the n putation of

being haunted. However, they do not seem

to have been disturbed by ghosts, and little

Rowland was happy enough, playing with

a little girl who, twenty- 1 ivo years after

wards, was to be his wife, and making

models of water-wheels and other mechanical

contrivances. When Rowland Hill was

seven years okl his father left Wolver

hampton, and went to the outskirts of Bir

mingham, where he opened a school, in

succession to Mr. Thomas Clark, who had

been an early frieud of his. The terms i

certainly moderate enough, for boarders

only paid from twenty to five-and-twenty

guineas. Here Rowland Hill was educated,

and here was to be his home for the next

sixteen years. He was a delicate boy,

but full of ingenious plans, and always

most trustworthy and most anxious to be of

use. The first book he ever bought was Miss

Edgeworth's ' Parent's Assistant,' and he

used in after life to say that nothing helped

to form his character so much as her stories.

" He said, and the tears came into his eyes as

he spoke, that he had resolved in those early

dayB to be like the characters in her stories, and

to do something for the world. "

Another reminiscence is interesting on dif

ferent grounds :—

"'I early saw,' said Rowland, 'the terrible

inconvenience of being poor. My mother used

to talk to me more than to all the others

together of our difficulties, and they were very

grievous. She used to burst into tears as she

talked about them. One day she told me that

she had not a shilling in the house, and she was

afraid lest the postman might bring a letter

while she had no money to pay the postage.' "

A few years passed, and Rowland Hill was

at work with his brother Matthew, teaching

boys at a neighbouring school, and soon

| afterwards the two brothers took their

father's school into their own hands. Row

land's powers were now rapidly develop

ing, and he had attained remarkable pro

ficiency in mathematics, and especially in

mental arithmetic. Ho was also ambitious

as regards the school, and had many

schemes, some sensible enough and some

very fanciful, in reference to the manage

ment of boys. The brothers published a

book on ' Public Education ' which made

some little sensation, and their school, which

was now established at Haziewood, near

Birmingham, became famous. Educa

tionalists and philanthropists were frequent

visitors, and with this new fame grew up

new duties and responsibilities, under which

Rowland Hill's health began to suffer. The

site of his school was again removed to Bruce

Castle, Tottenham, and here Rowland Hill

(married to the little girl who had been

his playfellow years before) remained till

he finally gave up school-keeping, and

undertook the task which was to earn

for him a lasting reputation. And here

ends the first part of this biography, which

is qtiite too long, though there are passages

here and there—such as the visit to Edge-

worthstown—that are worth reading. The

extracts about other tours be made are for

the most part simply irritating ; who wants

to know that

" T left London at six in the evening for South

ampton. The road lay through Brentford and

Staines. Near to the latter place, in a field, I

saw the place where King John signed Magna

Charta,"

and a great deal more equally puerile ?

The most characteristic thing about Row

land Hill's early life was the way in which

he and his brothers always worked together.

The family affection was singularly strong,

and no strain was great enough to break it.

For many years they had all their property

in common, and lived, as the editor tells us,

bke "the early Christians." After the divi

sion of property, which came later on, the

brothers established a sort of mutual in-
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in freedom and lightness of style. Among

the ample explanations and illustrations

of the actual play there are sundry

very useful advemaria on points of general

scholarship ; e.g., on 1. 1 132 we have several

parallels to the construction yv Si vaa-' opov

/9o>j, o fiif ortvafat . . . . ai 8' i)kdka(ov, " the

implied subject split into its component

parts, and each of those parts placed in the

nom. in opposition to that implied subject "

(though Soph., 'Ant.' 260, <£rAo£ iktyxwv

<f>vKa« . presents a variation from the two

nominatives): on 1. 455, oi'— vdkrjs viro,

are several good instances of ov to be taken

closely with a substantive ; and on 1. 1288,

to fiikkov KapSia mjoij/i' t\(i, wo have a

collection of similar objects to a phrate

which has a transitive sense. One of Mr.

Sandys's best suggestions for the improve

ment of the text is on 1. 1002, where the

MS. gives yviopav crio<f>pova tidvaros airpo<t>d-

<rurro% ei's to Ofiov itfiv f3por<lta t i\nv dAiiros

fiioi. Mr. Sandys joins Heath's ailx^pov a

OvaroU with Elnislo}-^ fjporttav for fipo-

r€tif, proposes dirpo^xuTunoKi, and renders

the passage, " Life becomes painless if we

keep a temper befitting mortals, a temper

which belongs to mortal men who are prompt

in their obedience to things divine." The

citation of Elnisley's reference to 1 Ale' 802,

ovrai Si #nrrovs, Ovijra. xal <.'•/... i. > \ptiuv,

does not help us much as to fjportlav yvwpav,

for Hercules clearly means, " Let us eat and

drink, for to-morrow we die." Cf. rather

its ov\ vwtpfjxv OmjTuv ovra xpi) <f>pon ■ yEsch.,

' Pers.' 820 ; ov yap lad' "nrias to. OiCtv fiov-

Xtvfiar' iptvvdmi (ipoTta <f>ptvi' Ovaras 8' otto

/tarpii t<f>v, Pindar, ' Frag.' (33), Donaldson.

We doubt the soundness of the suggestion

on 1. 2, ov TtKTti rori .... -t/ii\rj ,\„y >;,„.,

wvpl, that "the aorist ko\€vd€ttra, as well

as the particle vori, indicates the past

time," 4c. Now, even if tho verb wore in

the future, so momentary an action as

delivery by a flash of lightning, if expressed

by a participlo, would naturally be by the

aorist participle. We venture to suggest an

alternative interpretation of 1. 326, kovt€ .>.,,.

fidxois oktj kd/3oi% ok, ovr* drtv rovroiv votrtls.

Mr. Sandys and others take tovtiov to refer

to <j>app.dKiov, and our editor suggests the

correction oViaTcus ; we take toitiuv to refer

to the Thebans generally, "nor does thy

disease fail to affect the state." Is it not

probablo that in 1. 278 -ijkdtv hrl is a cor

rection of —>j piv iv from the line above,

which had ousted tho right word or words ?

It seems all but certain that 11. 200-203 are

out of place, and they should perhaps be

put after 1. 271. Cadmus's worship of his

own grandson has nothing to do with

rarpiovs iraoaSo)^a9 as ff o/it/AtKOf xpovip

KtKn'jiLtff, nor was the belief in Dionysus

"received" at Thebes, hence the long note

on 1. 200, ov&iv o-o<f>i{6fj.to-8a rouri Salpoai,

rendered " We don't philosophize (do not

rationalize) about the gods," loses some of

its point. These four verses are quite appro

priate in Teiresias's speech to Pentheus, and

lead up well to ovtos S' 6 Salpiuv 6 vtos, k.t.A.

The proposed transfer enables us to give a

legitimate construction to L 200, "Our

shrewdness is nought in the regard of the

deities." It is a pity that the good note on

1. 395 should be disfigured by the misprint

To\vira(h)ti) for irokvpuxdrjitj in Heraclitus's

well-known maxim. The fragments of Eng

lish translation scattered through the notes

are generally elegant, but their extraction

from a metrical version is a detriment to

some. For instance, on 1. 386 prose would

be preferable to

Unbridled lips and lawless folly

Can only end in hapless doom,

Itut the gentle life and wisdom's ways

Endure unshaken and hold fast the home.

We are compelled by our limits to pass by

many points which we should like to discuss,

e.g. the relation of the subjects of paintings

on Greek vases to the drama (2). evil), and

the question whether Euripides had ever

been an artist (p. xcv), not to mention

sundry items of textual criticism.

From a dilettante point of view the wood

cuts are interesting, and scholars will find

some of good service in illustrating par

ticular points, e.g. the effeminate Dionysus,

p. 26, the horned Dionysus, p. 55, and the

bas-relief of the death of Pentheus, p. xciii ;

but archaeologists will probably feel that the

selection is not entirely happy. One cut,

that on p. 7, may be seen in Smith's

'Classical Dictionary,' another in Smith's

' Dictionary of Antiquities ' (see p. lix). One

or two others, e.g. the terra-cotta lamp

(p. 238), are not worthy of their position.

The Capitoline head of Dionysus (p. 25)

is wrongly described as horned, though it

is omitted from the list of horned Dionysi

given p. exxxiii. The representation of the

death of Semele, p. 1, gives occasion for

the following obviously misleading re

marks :—

" The god is represented with wines, that

most natural expression of the idea of omni

presence with which all archaic art, whether

Greek or Etruscan, following its Assyrian models,

Pliny's ' Asiatic School,' loved to equip every

divinity."

That Mr. Sandys should betray comparative

unfamiliarity with archaeological lore will

not be surprising to those who know the

abundant evidence of his devotion to pure

scholarship. With regard to this depart

ment, in which our editor is so thoroughly

at home and turns out such first-rate work,

it ought to be noticed that, in addition to

the j udicious display of his own rich stores

of erudition, Mr. Sandys sets before us

many valuable adversaria by the late Mr.

Shilleto, the Master of Trinity College, and

Mr. J. S. Reid. Under such circumstances

it is superfluous to say that for the purposes

of teachers and advanced students this

handsomo edition far surpasses all its pre

decessors. The volume will add to the

already wide popularity of a unique drama,

and must be reckoned among the most im

portant classical publications of the year.

Duty. By Samuel Smiles, LL.D. (Murray.)

Earnestness and high moral purpose have

gained for Dr. Smiles's writings a popularity

which has been denied to works of greater

literary power. The same valuable qualities

which earned for ' Self-Help ' its extensive

circulation are conspicuous in 'Duty,' and,

like the former book, it presents an anec

dotal commentary on the virtues which it

inculcates. Its central idea is that obedience

to duty is the essence of the highest life,

and all periods of history furnish illustra

tions of the maxim. The store of anecdote

which Dr. Smiles has at his command is

abundant, and, though few of the stories

are new, they are almost all pointedly told.

Examples of the noble lives of men and

women who at various times have immor

talized their names by devotion to duty may

well excite a glow of enthusiasm, and cannot

but exercise a wholesome influence. From

this point of view ' Duty ' may be cordially

recommended.

But the good intentions and merits of the

book do not wholly condone its faults. The

reader will find, even from a hasty perusal

of its pages, that the anecdotes are some

times told in a misleading, if not inaccurate,

manner, and that occasionally truth is sacri

ficed to point. Thus, on p. 75, the charge

of venality against Demosthenes is sustained

by the familiar story of Harpalus. But when

Prof. Jebb states that the accusation against

the Athenian orator is beyond all reasonable

doubt untrue, the slander should not be per

petuated among anecdotes of undoubted

authenticity. Dr. Scott's negotiations with

Goldsmith and the refusal of the latter to

become, as Dr. Smiles phrases it, "the

hackwriter of political prostitutes," are cited

to prove that "poor and noble" Gold

smith could not be bought (p. 81). To

heighten the effect of his magnanimous

refusal, the depth of his poverty is illus

trated by Johnson's sale of the MS. of ' The

Vicar of Wakefield' to release him from

arrest. The date of Scott's visit, which was

really made in 1767, is thus fixed : "In the

time of Lord North, Junius was in opposition.

It was resolved to hire Goldsmith to baffle

his terrible sarcasm." The passage quoted

leaves the impression, in both cases false,

that in 1767 Lord North was at the head of

the Government and Junius his formidable

antagonist. Finally, in 1767, three years

after the sale of ' The Vicar of Wakefield,'

Goldsmith was earning about 800/. a year in

the present value of money. Historians have

discerned as much self-interested prudence as

generous self-denial in Pitt's appointment of

Barro to the clerkship of the Pells (Dr.

Smiles calls the office the clerkship of the

Bolls), but at any rate it gives a false colour

to the facts to style the recipient "a poor,

blind friend" (p. 82). Barro was then neither

"poor" nor " blind," for he enjoyed his eye

sight and a pension of over 3,000/. a year. It is

stated on p. 194 that Dante's gallantry at the

battle of Campaldino was one of the reasons

which caused his banishment from Florence,

and that Chaucer served under Edward III.

in France in 1379. The first is surely a mis

leading statement, and the second a palpable

error. The contrast between the obscurity of

Cervantes during his lifetime and his post

humous glory is sufficiently strong without

stating (p. 197) that it is not known where

he was born, and that several towns, among

which the successful claimant is not men

tioned, still contend for the honour of his

birthplace. For the last 120 years Alcala

de Henares has been recognized without

dispute as the place of his birth, and the

statement can only have been introduced

to render the contrast more effective.

These instances sufficiently illustrate our

meaning, though they might probably be

multiplied by careful study of the book.

There are also several minor inaccuracies,

in themselves slight, but collectively not

unimportant. Socrates (p. 16) died in his

seventieth not his seventy-second year;

Dion (p. 1 7) was the brother-in-law, not the
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brother, of Dionysius the elder. It is diffi

cult to recognize in the French disguise of

Louis de Saint Angel (p. 113) the receiver

of ecclesiastical revenues in Aragon, Luis

de Santangel. The name of Columbus's

second son could never have been Fernand

(p. 115), and Alonzo de Yillejo should not

be called de Villego (p. 115). The Due de

Mayenne (p. 191) appears on p. 103 as

the Duke de Maienne. Jeanne Dare may

without objection be styled Joan of Arc

(p. 125), but she should not on the next

page be called Joan d'Arc ; her birthplace

was Domremy, not Domremy ; and Des

cartes was not quartered at Neuberg on the

Danube, but at Neuburg.

Lastly, there are a number of errors of

which probably Dr. Smiles's recent illness

is the cause, and a few may be noted for

correction in the next edition. They com

mence with " Pulleney's guinea" in the

table of contents. The victory of Henry

of Navarre appears as Argues, not Arques ;

the massacre of Vassy as Voissey ; Deira

as Deiria; Marmont as Marmot; Almeida

as Almedia ; the Simple Ducours of Courier

as the Simple Deseours ; and Fray Jose

Indio, who wrote the inscription on the fly

leaf of the ' Lusiad,' as Judis.

Across Patagonia. By Lady Florence Dixie.

(Bentley & Son.)

Several English and many Spanish women

have crossed the Andes at different

points. Some have ascended the Mag-

dalena to the Meta, descending to the

Orinoco, and passing through the dangerous

wilds of El Rio Negro ; others have gone

up the Guayaquil, and over the escarp

ment of Chimborazo. More than one

English woman has ridden to Cuzco, and

charmed the hearts of hundreds of swarthy

children on the way by the sweetness of her

looks, and what appeared to these simple,

believing people, the heavenly beauty of her

manners ; and not a few, in the long course

of the last three centuries, have scaled the

wondrous peaks which look down upon the

mightiest rivers that roll beneath the sun ;

but not one of them lias written so well as

Lady Florence Dixie. Catalina do Arauso

encountered the terrible perils of the Andes,

suffered hunger and thirst, and did more

heroic deeds than Lady Florence Dixie ;

but she wroto with singular plainness of

speech, and killed men—purely in self-

defence—rather than birds and huanacos,

as she more correctly spells the name of

that fleet and beautiful creature. There is

this in common between Catalina and Lady

Florence Dixie : that they both dressed like

men, rode horses, explored the Andes, were

equally courageous, and that each has given

an account of her travels ; and although it

may be true, as Lady Florence supposes, that

she and her companions "were the first

who ever burst on to that silent sea " which

lies at tho foot of the three red peaks called

"Cleopatra Needles," yet she should not

be so sure of that. Greenwood, the hermit,

who still wanders about there, might have

had the same conviction ; and so might tho

lady of Arauso. The fond conceit had

therefore been better kept for private boast

ing.

There is no scenery in tho world that can

be likened to that of Patagonia, and Lady

Florence Dixie describes it like one who

feels sympathy with and thoroughly enjoys

Nature, and is at the same time an accurate

observer. The following is a fair specimen

of her powers :—

" Of a totally different aspect was this new

country on which we were entering from that

we had just quitted, for the woods closed in on

all sides, and huge masses of rocks rose from out

their leafy tops, giving the appearance of ruined

strongholds to those who beheld them for the

first time. Sunny glades, carpeted by rich green

grass, opened out here and there, as though they

had been cleared and fashioned by the hand of

man, while a lovely little stream, which made its

appearance from out of the woods on our right,

continued its course towards a deep ravine,

which we could distinguish in the distance.

Away to our left, and Burrounded by thick woods,

glittered the clear sparkling waters of an immense

lake, which we judged to be about two miles

distant, and beyond all rose up like a huge

frowning barrier, the lofty snow-clad peaks of

the Cordillera. Not a sound disturbed the

deathlike stillness which reigned over every

thing ; no animal life was stirring, and the

impression conveyed to an eye-witness who be

held this scene for the first time was a sense of

utter loneliness and desolation."

Her descriptions of ostrich hunts are ex

cellent :—

" ' Choo ! choo ! Plata ! ' I cry to the dog

who followed at my horse's heels, as a fine male

ostrich scudded away towards the hills we had

just left with the speed of lightning But the

ostrich suddenly doubles to the left, and com

mences a hurried descent. The cause is soon

explained, for in the direction towards which he

has been making a great cloud of smoke rises

menacingly in his path, and, baulked of the

refuge he had hoped to find amidst the hills, the

great bird is forced to alter his course, and make

swiftly for the plains below. But swiftly as he

flies along, 60 does Plata, who finds a down-hill

race much more suited to his splendid shoulders

and rare stride. Foot by foot ho lessens the

distance that separates him from his prey, and

gets nearer and nearer to the fast sinking, fast

tiring bird. Away we go, helter-skelter down

the hill Plata is alongside the ostrich, and

gathers himself for a spring at the bird's throat.

' He has him, he has him ! ' I shout to Gregorio,

who does not reply, but urges his horse on with

whip and spur. ' Has he got him, though ! 1

Yes—no-—the ostrich with a rapid twist has shot

some thirty yards ahead of his enemy, and

whirling round, makes for the hills once more.

And now begins the struggle for victory. The

ostrich has decidedly the best of it, for Plata,

though he struggles gamely, does not like the

uphill work, and at every stride loses ground.

'Can he stay V I cry to Gregorio, who smiles

and nods his head. He is right, the dog can

stay, for hardly have the words left my lips

when, with a tremendous effort, he puts on a

spurt, and races up alongside the ostrich. Once

moro the bird points for tho plain ; he is begin

ning to falter, but he is great and strong, and is

not beaten yet Unconscious of anything but

the exciting chase before me, I am suddenly

disagreeably reminded that there is such a thing

as caution, and necessity to look where you are

going to, for, putting his foot in an unusually

deep tuca-tuca hole, my little horse comes with

a crash upon his head, and turns completely over

on his back, burying me beneath him in a hope

less muddle. Fortunately, beyond a shaking,

I am unhurt, and remounting, endeavour to

rejoin the now somewhat distant chase. The

ostrich, Gregorio, and the dog have reached the

plain, and as I gallop quickly down the hill I

can see that the bird has begun doubling. This

is a sure sign of fatigue, and shows that the

ostrich's strength is beginning to fail him

Away across the plain the two animals fly, whilst

I and Gregorio press eagerly in their wake

Suddenly the stride of the bird grows slower,

his doubles become more frequent, showers of

feathers fly in every direction as Plata seizes him

by the tail, which comes away in his mouth. In

another moment the dog has him by the throat,

and for a few minutes nothing can be distin

guished but a gray struggling heap. "

Not less vivid is the account of the pursuit

of a wounded huanaco, or guanaco :—

" At last my husband got a shot at a little-

knot of four or five, who were standing together,

almost out of range. One fell, and the other*

took to their heels. With a cry of triumph we

galloped up to the wounded one, but to our

dismay, at our approach, he sprang to his feet

and started off full speed after his companions,

to all appearance unhurt. Spurring our horses,

we followed closely in his wake, down steep

ravines, up hills, over the plains, at times losing

him altogether, but always catching sight of him

again, going as fresh as ever, till at last we

began to despair of ever running him down

Gradually, and no wonder, our jaded horse*

began to show signs of exhaustion ; we had run

them almost to a standstill, and, reflecting on

the distance we had to ride back to the camp,

we were just going to rein in, when the guanaco

suddenly stopped and lay down But when

we had got to within about six yards of him, up

he got, and galloped off again, distancing us at

every stride. Hesitating what to do, we kept in

his wake, though all the time we were wishing

we had never started after him. Slower and

slower our panting horses struggled towards a

ravine, down the side of which the guanaco had

disappeared. We came to its edge and looked

down. The guanaco was nowhere to be seen.

We were at a loss to imagine what could have

become of him. He had not climbed the other

side, or we should have seen him emerge on the

plain, nor could he have gone along the ravine,

either to the right or the left, as we commanded

a view of it in both directions for a long dis

tance. In this dilemma we were staring open-

mouthed with astonishment about us, when

something moved in the long grass below, and

directing our steps thither we came upon our

guanaco lying stretched out in a pool of blood.

The movement that had drawn our attention to-

him had evidently been his last effort, for he

was now quite dead. Examining him, we found

the bullet had entered his side, and passing

through the lungs and lights, had lodged near

the spine ; and yet, thus severely wounded, he

had gone quite ten miles at a cracking pace ! "

The writer of these vigorous sketches went

to Patagonia because she became wearied of

"the shallow artificiality of modern

once," when what was once excitement

ceased to be so, and a longing had grown up

within her " to taste a more vigorous emotion

than that afforded by the monotonous round

of society's so-called ' pleasures.' " Looking

round for some country which possessed the

qualities necessary to satisfy her, she finally,

as she tells us, decided upon Patagonia

as the most suitable. And so she hurried,

to the " scenes of infinite beauty and gran

deur" which "might be lying hidden in

the silent solitude of the mountains which

bound the barren plains of the Pampas, into

whose mysterious recesses no one as yet

had ever ventured." So long as the fair

writer keeps to these scenes her book is beau

tiful and even touching, but in other passages

sho makes it but too plain that although

she has escaped from " the monotonous round

of society's so-called ' pleasures,' " she has

scarcely shaken off "the shallow artificiality

of modern existence." Her companions '

her husband, her two brothers, Lord Q

berry and Lord James Douglas,
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J. Boerbohm, an experienced Patagonian

traveller. In chapter vi. we are told of an

unceremonious visit which they made to an

Indian camp, which is well described. In

the quietest way Mr. Beerbohm proceeded

at the request of Lady Florence to make

a sketch of a very " handsome son of the

Cmpa," which after it was finished the

I tore to pieces, much to the travellers'

astonishment. In chapter viii. this visit is

returned by the Indians, and how they were

received is only too frankly told ; the nar

rative is a painful exhibition of unbecoming

pride. One of these miserable, mannerless

Indians asked for a little coffee. " As may

be imagined, he met with an indignant re

fusal." At last the whole party were induced

" to go away by means of a small offering

of whisky." If now we turn to chapter xx.

■we find that one of the lady's brothers and

Mr. Beerlwbm reached a farmhouse in the

beech wood at Cubo Negro, and,

" without speaking a word, rushed oS° to the

kitchen, and laid their hands on and utterly

devoured what was to have been the breakfast

of the farmer and his family,''

demolishing " the morning meal of a whole

household." The insolence of this proceed

ing is surely its own sufficient condemnation.

Lady Florence Dixie and her companions

may have been the first to feast their eyes

on some of the wonders of Patagonia—it is

at best a doubtful fact : we only wish that

they may be the last who shall go on a

similar errand and not know how to give

and take in a generous spirit, befitting an

occasion the memory of which will pro

bably endure as long as life itself.

The sketches by Mr. lieerbohm are ac

curate both in outline and treatment. The

horses in " Crossing the Cabeza del Mar "

are a little too much like huanacos, but

the " Ravine Entrance to the Cordilleras,"

" Cleopatra Needles," and " Tho "Wild

Horse Glen" are rendered with singular

truthfulness.

NOVELS OF THE WEEK.

Under St. Paul't. By B. LWling. .J vols.

(Tinsley Brothers.)

A Confidential Agent. By James Payn. 3 vols.

(Chatto & Windua.)

Errant : a Life-Story of Latter- Day Chivalry.

By Percy Greg. 3 vols. (Sampson Low

& Co.)

Marjory. By tho Author of ' James Gor

don's Wife.' •'! vols. (Wyman & Sons.)

''Twixt Friend and Foe. By M. A. Wacker-

barth. 2 vols. (Remington & Co.)

The Orandidiert. From the German of

Julius Rodenberg by William Saville.

3 vols. (Sampson Ix>w & Co.)

' TJnuek St. Faul's ' begins well if oddly.

In a private hotel near the cathedral there

are assembled, among others, a cosmopolitan

young lady in sufficiently comfortable cir

cumstances to have her own maid and to

have travelled over Europe and America,

a young American who has travelled still

more and been in every sort of adventure,

and a handsome young Englishman with

1,500/. a year, who has just come to London

for the first time, after spending his life at

Stratford-on-Avon without ever having been

more than fifty mdes from home. The

young lady is very lively and rather amusing

until she falls in love, of course with the

handsome Englishman. No doubt she then

became doubly interesting to the fortunate

person, but the author is too true to nature

in making her very uninteresting to others.

Then the author breaks down. He has

himself observed that one does not hear of

difficulties and differences in religious belief

having much -effect upon people who are in

love, and yet he actually ventures to make

the remainder of the story entirely depend

upon vacillations between religion and

Darwinism. At times his writing is clear

and vigorous, but he has studied M. Victor

Hugo either too much or too little. Two

passages may be given as justifying this

remark. The first is this :—

" The North invents, the South supplies the

tools, the East the hands, the West the patrons

and critics of the work, while out of the yellow

heart of tho city conies the gold, the incentive

to the North, South, and East. As St. Paul's

is the spiritual centre of London, the Bank

is the commercial centre. All the moneyed

eyes of tho Empire are fixed on that un

sightly block of building in Threadneedle

Street. If it had any pretensions to architec

tural beauty or grace—if it had a dome, or a

campanile, or a minaret, or anything less tame

than its dull, dreary, uninformed walls—that

characteristic feature would be looked upon all

over the world as the symbol of England's

wealth, as the dome, ball, and cross of St.

Paul's are regarded as the insignia of the Anglo-

Saxon race."

Tho other is a soliloquy made on Westmin

ster Bridge :—

" London Bridge, which I crossed this morn

ing, is the bridge of commerce. This is the

bridge of conquest and of power. At London

Bridge begins the sea England rules ; at West

minster Bridge lies the nrst rood of land Eng

land owns and legislates for. That is the

bridge of enterprise, this of dominion. This is

the bridge of contrasts."

Mr. Dowling has not succeeded in writing

another book so good as his first.

Mr. James Payn, on the contrary, is

one of the few novelists who improve.

It is only recently that he has como into

the front rank, and Buccess has not made

him cureless. ' A Confidential Agent ' is

a well-contrived story, full of incident,

and sufficiently intricate to mystify the

reader. Though the explanation shows

that the event which is the first link in

the mjntery was highly improbable, it is

so well kept back and the reader is so well

satisfied with the interesting and amusing

story that he can feel no resontment. Mr.

Payn has given us no chance of guessing the

solution of the plot, and it is perhaps com

forting to a reader's vanity to find that he has

not been baffled owing to any dulness of his

own. Besides, the explanation is very short,

and leaves room for imagination, or, at least,

suggests that if time wero allowed the de

tails could be satisfactorily filled in. Mr.

Puyu's irrepressible good humour carries the

reader very easily through his volumes.

Even his jokes, some of which are very in

different, are generally good enough to raise

a smile. One reads ' A Confidential Agent '

with something of the same sort of pleasure

as one feels in meeting an agreeable person

in society. Mr. Payn does not put his book

into circulation to instruct or to attack, but

to amuse and be pleasing to bis readers ;

and he certainly possesses the art, which is

as necessary in novel-writing as Lord

Beaconsfield has just said it is in conver

sation, of clothing grave matters in a motley

garb.

Mr. Greg reminds his readers in his new

novel, which may be described as an epic

of Conservatism, a little of himself, and a

great deal of Paul Feval and the late George

Lawrence. Lionel Darcy, Marquis of

Ultramar, is the last scion of a house that

dates from Charlemagne, or thereabouts;

his hands and feet are " notably small"; his

face is an epitome of the signs of aristocratic

race ; he is as accomplished as Jean-Diable,

as tremendous as Guy Livingstone, as

elaborately rational as Mr. Greg in his most

argumentative and intellectual mood. At

twenty or so he pistols a ravening tiger ; he

rescues his enemy's children from a blazing

bungalow ; he wins the Victoria Cross by

gloriously defending a fort against over

whelming odds ; and, while recovering from

his wounds, he becomes a power in the land

by contributing leaderstoan influential morn

ing journal. He is nobly and chastely in love

with a damsel of high degree ; but, out of pity,

he permits himself to become the ami iniime of

a beautiful Eurasian, who dies of an oppor

tune affection of the lungs, and leaves him

free to wed the lady of his dreams. This,

on principle and on account of general

height of moral tone, he declines to do ;

he prefers instead to kill his enemy—the

vulgar son of a Glasgow shopkeeper, as

bestial in habit as low-born foils to high

bred heroes are expected to be—in a duel

with sabres, and to quit the service a ruined

man. After settling an annuity on his

enemy's widow and babes, he proceeds to

Louisiana, where he exhibits some astonish

ing pistol practice, and purchases a planta

tion and a troop of slaves, among them a

whole family of lovely octoroons. To these

ladies he behaves in a manner distinctly

suggestive of Sir Galahad and Dr. Johnson.

In the war he takes the side of the chivalrous

South, raises a regiment of cavalry, and

becomes a real American colonel—a grade to

whioh his author, with something of the true

boyish sentiment for the title and its asso

ciations, makes him cleave unto the end.

The marquis is for some time content to

perform prodigies of merely legitimate

valour ; but after he has avenged an

attack on his estate, and outrage done upon

the eldest and loveliest of the octoroons,

the Guy Livingstone comes out in him.

He takes to bestriding a coal-black steed,

to brandishing a desperate blade, to crying

"Charge!" in trumpet tones on all

sorts of momentous occasions, and, at

the head of his terrible company, "The

Devil's Own," to offering up whole heca

tombs of Yankee scum to the shade of the

ill-starred octoroon. And in the end, having

dreamed a wonderful dream—and proved

himself not less heroic as a dreamer than as

a marksman—he calls ' ' Charge ! " in trumpet

tones for the last time, and is in his turn ex

terminated with his band somewhere in the

neighbourhood of Appomattox Court House.

As he is a romantic kind of creature, one

reads of him with a feeling of amused in

terest ; as he is passably inhuman, and

given, even in his most romantic moments,

to utterances long-winded and didactic in no

mean degree, one lays aside the record of

his adventures without regret. As a novel,

indeed, 'Errant,' carefully as it is wrought

and earnest as are its tone and intention, is
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of little merit ; as a proof of what, in the

matter of ideals, indignant Conservatism

is sometimes capable, it is of some value.

The author of ' James Gordon's Wife '

enters in the Btory of ' Marjory ' upon a

field of speculation which is, perhaps, too

important for the pages of what is otherwise

purely a novel. The effect of sudden and

crushing misfortune and the apparent

denial of all their wishes in regard to

temporal well-being act upon Hugh Vivian,

the careless son of rich parents, and Mar

jory, the piously educated niece of a clergy

man, in different ways. Hugh rejects

religion, and writes against it with the zeal

of one endeavouring to persuade himself

against a half conviction which irritates

him ; Marjory, after a struggle, gives up

her faith in despair. But in the mean

time the influence of Marjory's character

has worked a revolution in Hugh's senti

ments, and in his turn he comes to the

relief of Marjory's mental distress. The

exoneration of her lover from certain

charges which circumstances long pre

vented him from disproving completes the

cure ; and the hero and heroine begin their

married life in cheerful accord. That they

are also largely recouped for the loss of their

worldly fortunes, though in a sense satisfac

tory, does not add to the force of the moral.

The story is well written in its way, though

the nature of the subject puts it outside the

range of merely literary criticism.

' 'Twist Friend and Foe ' is a tale of re

venge, and it has in consequence some un

pleasant features, which might frighten away

the reader who prefers a bright romance or

a straightforward love story. It is also a

little loose in diction, improbable in parts,

and a trifle overdrawn, so that the balance

of first impressions may turn against it. But

in spite of all this there is sufficient in the

book to tempt any one who has begun it,

and caught sight of the plot, to read steadily

through to the end. The least pleasing

aspect in the story is the motive of the re

venge, which is imposed on a noble and

generous man by a hot-blooded "West Indian,

the sufferer of the original wrong, as a dying

bequest. As the wrong was inflicted at

school, and was the result of boyish cow

ardice rather than malice aforethought, there

is clearly no adequate reason why an officer

in the army should accept from one of his

privates tho duty of hunting down a man

whom he had not previously known, and

who had done him personally no harm.

There must be much that is good in the

story to overcome the prejudice caused by

such a feeble motive for such a cruel pur-

poso ; and, on the whole, this prejudice is

overcome. ' 'Twixt Friend and Foe' is

decidedly interesting, and its substance

is better than its conception or its manner

of relation. The hero is well drawn for

a central figure. Many of the incidents

are sensational, but there is a power in

details which prevents the sensationalism

from being often offensive; and, after all,

though we have called this novel a tale of

revenge, it will be found that the author's

bite is not so bad as her bark.

' Tho Grandidiers ' is a story of Berlin

middle-class life. Its chief defect is to be

found in the laboured and long-drawn-out

S-otesquo which too frequently passes in

erman novels for humour. A half-crazy

but amiable revolutionary, who calls himself

(goodness knows why) the colonel, and

imagines it to be a joke to call his starveling

servant the major, his horse the lieutenant,

and his dog the corporal, is at least charac

teristic. The family which gives name to

the book is an old refugee family, estab

lished in Berlin as hatters ever since the

revocation of the Edict of Nantes. A breach

in the succession is threatened by the insubor

dination of Edward Grandidier, but of course

all comes right, and the book closes amid

the rejoicings at the reunion of Alsace to

Germany " for ever." The last two words,

by the way, express, perhaps, a little over

confidence on the part of Herr Rodenberg.

For ever is a very long time. ' The

Grandidiers ' is, on , the whole, fairly well

translated.

ORIENTAL LITERATURE.

Linguistic and Oriental Essay*. Written from

the Year 1846 to 1878. By R N. Oust, I.C.S.

(Trubner & Co.)—Mr. Oust has often done

good service to the cause of Oriental learning

by an opportune article in an Indian or

European periodical, which has helped to

awaken public interest in some new discovery

of science ; and we are glad to see these scattered

reviews thus collected in one volume. They

are very varied in subjects : thus some treat

of the ' Ramayana,' ' The Languages ' and ' The

Religions of India,' ' Egyptology, ' ' The Phoeni

cian Alphabet,' and ' Monumental Inscriptions,'

while others are devoted to topics of more

immediate and practical interest, as ' Sikhland ;

or, the Country of Baba Nanak,' 'The Col

lector of Land Revenue in India,' 'Civil Justice

in the Panjab,' 'An Indian District during a

Rebellion,' 'Oriental Congresses,' and 'Oriental

Scholars.' The best articles of the former

series are those on the religions and languages

of India, which give a capital survey of these

wide and difficult subjects, and they well

deserve the honour they have received in being

translated into French as one of the recent

volumes of the " Bibliotheque Orientate Elze"-

virienne." It is, however, the latter series

which will be most likely to interest the

English reader. In many of these the author

speaks with the authority of personal experience ;

and the reader can easily understand that the

words of the preface are literally true where it

is said that "some of the essays were written

in the tent under the shade of the mango grove,

or in the solitary staging bungalow ; notes for

others were jotted down on a log in a native

village, or in a boat floating down one of

the five rivers on the track of Alexander the

Great, or on an excursion in the mountains

of the Himalaya. " It is this constant associa

tion with the country and the people described

which gives such a vividness to many of the

pages. The scientific articles are clear and

accurate risumis of their respective subjects,

but they contain little which is original ; each

of these Indian essays is an episode in an Indian

career, and tells us something of that far-off

land which must always seem strange to those

who have never lived in it. The most interest

ing of these essays are those on ' The Collector

of Land Revenue ' and ' Civil Justice in the

Panjab.' The author has, perhaps, been un

avoidably tempted to view the achievements of

British rule with too favourable an eye ; some

readers may be inclined to doubt whether all

his bright colours are deserved. Mr. Cust

sometimes touches lightly on problems which

to a home-abiding Englishman do not seem so

easily solved ; but he always writes with a kindly

heart, and he has the unspeakable advantage of

knowing his subject from a continued experi

ence of years. It is with especial interest that

we quote the generous words of the preface :—

" Some of the last words of my master, Lord

Lawrence, in India were, 'Be kind to the native*.*

I would go even further, and say, ' Take an in

terest in, and try to love them.' They are the

heirs (perhaps the spendthrift heirs) of an

ancient but still surviving civilization. And

how far superior are they to the modern Egyp

tian or the dwellers of Mesopotamia, the bank

rupt heirs of a still more ancient but exhausted

civilization ! How superior are they to the

equatorial and tropical African, who never

had any civilization at all!" This is the spirit

with which Indian civil servants should be

imbued. Our competitive examinations will

not give them this, one of the most essential

requisites ; but they should land in India with

the feeling already implanted, and it is such

essays as these of Mr. Cust's which may well

help to kindle this generous enthusiasm in the

young man when he first looks forward to an

Indian career.

It is not generally known in Europe that

Nawal Kishor, the enterprising publisher in

Lucknow, has been lately issuing cheap editions-

of the most celebrated Persian classics, which,

if they were only procurable by European

scholars, would help more than anything else

to awaken an interest in the treasures of Persian

literature. We have seen copies of his editions

of Nizamf's five epics (the ' Makhzan ul Asrrir'

with a commentary) ; the entire works of An-

warf ; the 'Dlwan' and 'Kasfdahs' of 'Urff (the

latter with a commentary); and the little-known

'Masnavi' of Zuktlf—the history of Mahmud and

Ayaz—with a copious commentary. Beside

these he has also printed editions of the ' Seven

Thrones ' of Jitmf, the entire works of Khakani,

and the poems of Shams-i-Tabriz. The texts

printed differ in accuracy ; some of Nizamf*

poems, for instance, are badly edited, but some

of the editions are well printed and accurate.

Can no enterprising English bookseller be found

who will carry out the old wish of the stage

heroine,

Ye gods, annihilate but space and time
And make Persian lovers happy?

London and Lucknow are surely within reach

of some intercommunication ; and fairly accu

rate texts, lithographed so as to be easily legible,

are the great want of Oriental scholars in

Europe.

Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers.

With an Introduction, Prose Versions, and

Parallel Passages from Classical Authors. By

John Muir, D.C.L. (Triibner & Co.)—This

volume, one of Messrs. Trubner's "Oriental

Series," is a reprint of Dr. Muir's ' Religious

and Moral Sentiments from Sanskrit Writers,'

with the addition of other collections of the

same kind hitherto unpublished, and of the

metrical pieces in vols. ii. and v. of the author's

' Original Sanskrit Texts. ' The body of the

work consists entirely of metrical translations,

and in two appendices Dr. Muir gives prose

translations of the same passages and parallels

from the Bible and classical writers. The ex

tracts are almost entirely gnomic, and the

metrical translation does not pretend to any

high poetic merit. It may be doubted how far

the eight-syllable line of Scott, Dr. Muir's

favourite metre, is fitted to represent the eloka

or any common form of Sanscrit metre, and

there are, perhaps, too many lines like

Who first investigates the facts,
And then deliberately acts. P. Ul.

The immense majority of the extracts come from

the ' Mahabharata,' which, whether in its ori

ginal form or not, was a repertory of wisdom as

well as an heroic poem ; the rest of the book is

made up mostly from the ' Rig Veda,' ' Manu,'

the 'Ramayana,' and the ' Pancatantra. ' San

scrit philosophy never seems to have concerned

itself much with ethics, and Indian moral philo

sophy remained in a condition of gnomic pre

cepts, such as are familiar from Greek poets

like Theognis and form so prominent a feature

in Euripides. The scope and tendency of these

precepts are usually quite practical, "thoughtful
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men pursue two aims, duty and prosperity";

sometimes they are Antinoniian, as xxv., though

such views are generally refuted immediately

after ; and sometimes they take high ground,

and insist on the purest and most unselfish

motives for action. But there is no ethical

system ; the only rule to follow is custom (xxri. ) :

So muni old, however wlar.
A aura unerring norm aupplie* .
Tlie only rule la,—ne'er fomke
Ttie beaten road the many take.

Most of the classical parallels are supplied, as

might perhaps be expected, from Euripides, but

many more could be got from such authors as

Seneca, who reproduce the gnomic precepts of

an earlier time from the point of view of a com

plete philosophical system. Extract v. is the

remarkable impeachment and vindication of the

Divine Government from the ' MahubliArata ' :

Draupmli attacks in words that remind us of

Omar Khayyam (the "tanta stat prredita culpa "

of Lucretius), and Yndhiahthira replies in an

optimistic strain. To illustrate the fatalism of

Draupadi might be quoted the most remarkable

expression of Stoic fatalism, Cleanthes' lines :—

"Ayoi' otu' J Z«u »toi trv y' ij irtirptopixij

oroi tov vp.iv tlp.1 SiaTfTayfuvos,

ties i\j>opai y ao>trt)V jji- &i pi) 6tKu>,

Kami* ytvofitvo%, ovSiv rfrrov ifopau

The passages of Plato quoted here are, of course,

so far in point, but it might be well to explain

how they are due to his dualistic view of God

and matter, which is evil. There are many other

coincidences with Greek philosophies on various

points ; xlvii. gives a rule on virtue, much like

the is doctrine of Aristotle ; L reminds us of

the position held by Plato and Aristotle, that

part of yVi'^i/ was common to men and beasts ;

parts of Ixx iv. give not only an ontology like the

Stoics', but also an approach to their ethical

doctrine of harmony with nature and avrapxtia ;

clxxx.iv. suggests the 8it£io&€i<p4in] iriBavori)* of

Cameades :—

A hounded vault the irther aeiina;
With (Ire the Arefly aeema to nhlne ;
And yet no bound* the *kv pontine ;
Tla not with fire the lirenY gleam*.
Bo other aenae-perreptiona too.
Which elae might cheat, aliould Ant I* tried ;
And thoae whlt-h every teat abide
Should only then be deemed aa true.

cxeiii. is a curious contradiction of the Scriptural

view ; it is hard for the poor man to attain

heaven, for he cannot duly perform the proper

rites. It is an interesting question how far

Buddhism affected this great mass of sentiment

found in the ' Mahahhurata.' The deprecation

of oxoeasive caste feeling in lxxviii.-xci. and the

high tone of many other precepts are very pro

bably due to Buddhist influences ; cxxxv. , one

of these, is from the ' Pancatantra,' where such

influence has for some time been recognized.

Dr. Muir's introduction is directed to a dis

cussion of Lorinser's well-known theory that

the ' Bhagavadgita ' is full of Christian morality

drawn from Christian sources. The different

views especially of Lassen and A. Weber are

stated with great fairness, and Dr. Muir's

opinion is evidently not in favour of Lorinser.

Indeed, it is one implicit purpose of the book

to show how much Indian morality of a high

kind must be, in all probability, independent

of Christian influence, ccxli. gives at length

one of those singular parallels between the

legend of Buddha and the New Testament

which have been at least sufficiently insisted on

by writers on Buddhism.

We have received Mr. Driver's edition of A

Commentary on the Book of Proverb* attributed

to Abraham tint Ezra, from a MS. in the Bod

leian Library (Oxford, Clarendon Press). This is

the third commentary which has been attributed

to the famous Abraham ibn Ezra, the two others

being really by Joseph Kimhi and his son Moses.

It is curious, as Mr. Driver points out in his pre

face, that only one hundred years after Abraham

ibn Ezra's death, Raymundus Martini, in his

' Pugio Fidei,' quotes two passages as from the

commentary of this author which in reality

belong to that of Joseph Kimhi. That Abraham

ibn Ezra wrote a commentary on Proverbs is

proved from his own commentaries on other

Biblical books, and we may perhaps conclude

that his commentary was eagerly sought for

from the fact that scribes gave out as Ibn Ezra's

commentaries by other authors, apparently for

I the purpose of satisfying the demands of col-

I lectors of books. This third commentary, so

| well edited by Mr. Driver, bears in many passages

| striking resemblance to the style and the inter

pretation of Ibn Ezra. Who the author is, and

j whether the forger is the scribe or the author

himself, remains at present unknown.

The first volume of Dr. Ginsburg's splendid

edition of the Matsnralt alphabetically arranged

j contains the letters Aleph to Yod. It is

. a labour of great learning and patience, and

deserves, no doubt, the attention of Hebrew

scholars. Wo must, however, postpone our

I review until the text is complete and the pro

legomena published, in order to be able to

give a full account of the MSS. made use of

by the editor and of his theories on the origin

of the Massorah and on the various Massoretic

schools.

Die InscJiriften Tit/lath-Fileser* I. By Dr.

W. Lotz. (Leipzig, Hinrichs.)—This volume

will be found of great value by the Assyrian

student, since it contains a very considerable

number of important additions to our knowledge

of the Assyrian syllabary and lexicon, contri

buted partly by the author himself, partly by

his teacher, Prof. Friedrich Delitzsch, as well as

corrections of the meanings hitherto assigned to

certain words. Not only have the published

texts, as revised by Prof. Delitzsch, been used for

the purpose, but also a good many unpublished

ones copied by Prof. Delitzsch at the British

Museum. The book will be equally valuable to

the historian, as it presents him with a transla

tion of the long cylinder inscription of Tiglath-

Pileser I., brought up for the first time to the

level of our present knowledge of Assyrian.

The inscription was chosen in 1857 as a test of

the reality of Assyrian decipherment, and the

substantial agreement between the independent

translations of it made by Sir II. Rawlinson,

Dr. Hincks, Mr. Fox Talbot, and Dr. Oppert

was considered a fair proof that the decipher

ment rested on a solid foundation. Since then,

in spite of the great progress made in Assyrio-

'°gy> no revised translation of the inscription

has appeared, so that the one now published by

Dr. Lotz is particularly welcome. As Tiglath-

Pileser I. lived in the twelfth century before our

era, and has left us a detailed account of his

campaigns in Western Asia, Cappadocia, and

Kurdistan, the importance of an accurate trans

lation of it for ancient history and geography

cannot be easily over-estimated. Among the

many new facts contained in the volume is one

which will have a special interest for zoologists.

Dr. Lotz has proved that the Assyrian word

which has generally been translated ' ' horses " has

really been borrowed from the ancient Accadian

language, and means " an elephant," while the

compound ideograph usually supposed to signify

"a wild bull" also denotes the same animal.

As Tiglath-Pileser states that he hunted these

creatures in the neighbourhood of Carchemish,

it is plain that the elephant, which was hunted

in the same locality by the Egyptian king

Thothmes III., continued to exist in this part

of Western Asia at least three or four centuries

later.

Dr. G. Oppert, of the Madras Educational

Department, contributes to the Madnus Journal

of Literature and Science, of which he is the

editor, an elaborate article on The Weapon*,

Army Organization, and Political Maxims of the

Ancient Hindus, with Specurt Reference to Ovn-

powder and Firearm*. He endeavours to prove

that the use of gunpowder and its application to

the discharge of missiles from projectile weapons

were known in India from the earliest times, and

endorses the opinion that the knowledge of it

was brought to Europe from India by the

Saracens. WTiether China received the know

ledge from India, or vice versd, he thinks that

there is now no means of deciding. He quotes

a prescription for making gunpowder from the

Sanscrit work ' Sukraniti,' which work he con

siders to be anterior to or contemporary with

our revision of Manu's ' Dharmasastra. He

makes no attempt, however, to fix more defi

nitely the date of this newly-discovered work,

and we fear that he has been imposed upon

by some modern forgery. The whole article,

in fact, bears on its face too many marks of

haste and carelessness to inspire much con

fidence in the author's judgment on a point

of criticism. Still we believe, like Dr. Oppert,

in the early acquaintance of the Hindus with

gunpowder and its use in war. India produces

all the component parts of gunpowder, and the

Hindus are very likely to have discovered and

used the compound as early as Dr. Oppert

believes.

Etude* mr la Religion de* Soubbas ow Sabtens.

Par M. N. Siouffi. (Paris, Leroux.)—Although

not a portion of Arabic literature, M. Siouffi,

who is French Vice-Consul at Mosoul, has made

a very interesting work from the oral communi

cations received about the Soubbas from Adam,

one of the sect. Their language is a corruption

of the Chaldee, that is, the neo-Chaldee, not the

old language of the Assyrians or Babylonians,

mixed, as can readily be conceived, with nume

rous Arabic words. The same may be said of

their religion, which is a mixture of an ancient

paganism with Christianity andMohammedanism.

Theyabhor,however, the peculiar rites of Judaism

and Islam, although observing some of the cere

monies of Mohammedanism, as the Ramadan,

and retaining the Judaic rite of sacrifice and the

baptism of Christianity. Although some of

their traditions show traces of an older reli

gion, they are so blended with later notions that

they are of little or no historical value. The

ideas of hell of this people resemble those of tho

Egyptians and Buddhists, and are apparently

derived from pagan sources.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

Mihh Helen and Miss Alice Zimmkk.v have-

gathered together in their two volumes, Half-

Hour* with Foreign Novelist* (Remington & Co.),.

a goodly company of foreign novelists, of whom,

by dint of translated specimens and critical and

biographical introductions, they endeavour to

give some idea to English readers. George

Sand, Murger, Daudet, Cherbuliez, Feuillet,

Balzac, Gaboriau, and Sandeau represent France ;

Auerbach, Stifter, Spielhagen, Sacher-Masoch,

Hackliuider, Freytag, Marlitt, and Heyse, Ger

many and Austria ; Busken-Huet and Bosboom-

Toussaint, Holland ; Farina, Italy ; Carlen,

Sweden ; Jokai, Hungary ; Tourgutfnief and Kras-

zewski, Russia ; Caballero, Spain ; Bjornson,

Norway ; and Keller, Switzerland. This enu

meration of the fare provided is probably in such

a case the best criticism to offer on the book,

though there is perhaps room for some demur

as to insertions and omissions. The selectors

confess that they hare had, especially in their

French list, to exclude several names of secondary

importance. Among these they specify M.

About, and we must say that there is more than

one name in the list of the accepted whose

" primariness," as compared with M. About's

secondariness, we feel inclined to deny. Be

sides, what is to be said as to the exclusion of

Flaubert, who is easily excerptible, and whom

not a few critics of weight regard as the greatest

not merely of French but of European novelists

during the last quarter of a century ? George

Sand and Balzac, too, are authors scarcely to be

"sampled" in some twenty pages. However,

these are objections to which almost all volumes

of selections are exposed. It would have

been well, as a matter of convenience, if

the comment and introduction had been dis-

9
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tinguished from the translations by some dif

ference of type, or at least by some greater

breach in the printing than we see here.

The authors are not always happy in their

criticisms, bnt differences of opinion in such

cases are unavoidable. A heavier charge is that

the extracts are frequently, if not always, too

short for enjoyment or for really intelligent

appreciation of the peculiarities of the originals.

But if the book sends readers to those originals

it will have deserved well. There are some

awkwardnesses of style in it ; " lengths," for

instance, is not English in the peculiar sense

in which in French there are said to be

longueurs in a book.

Messrs. Hodder & Stoucihton send us a

biography of Henry Afartyn, by Canon Bell,

which is neither better nor worse than the usual

run of what are termed religious biographies.

Mr. Warne has done a service by reprinting

in his " Chandos Classics " Gibbon's delightful

autobiography and some of his letters ; but why

add a fragment of the ' Decline and Fall ' which

has no connexion with the life of Gibbon, and

printed thus by itself has little value ! It

would have been better to give more of the

letters.

The annual volumes of the Leisure Hour and

Sunday at Home call for no especial notice.

Both periodicals deservedly retain the favour of

their special public, and do credit to the Religious

Tract Society. Some of the woodcuts are good,

but the coloured illustrations are not so pleasing.

—Little FoMa (Cassell & Co.), Little Wide Axcake

(Routledge & Co. ), Golden Childhood (Ward, Lock

& Co.), and the Sunday Scholar's Companion

(Church of England Sunday School Institute)

are addressed to younger readers. Of the four,

Little Folks and Little Wide Awake are the best.

The Sunday Scholar's Companion is in many

respects well done. Golden Childliood also con

tains much that is good, but it is disfigured by

"beautiful coloured illustrations" which are

simply deplorable.

The Economical Housewife, which Messrs.

Ward, Lock & Co. send us, is one of the many

treatises written with the laudable object of in

structing young and ignorant housekeepers. It

contains some excellent recipes, and much good

advice, given, however, in rather a confused

fashion.

Almanacs are beginning to appear, and some

established favourites, published by the Com

pany of Stationers, are on our table : Whitaker's

Clergyman's Diary and Gilbert's Almanac and

The British Almanac and Companion. The Com

panion opens with a good article on weather fore

casting by Mr. R. H. Scott, and a sketch of the

history of the Greenwich Observatory by Mr.

Lynn.—Eason's Almanac for Ireland contains

some valuable statistical information. Messrs.

W. H. Smith & Son publish it.

No Christmas Cards we have seen this year

are better than those sent us by Messrs. Marcus

Ward & Co. They are of all kinds and suited

to varied tastes. Some of them are particularly

splendid. — Mr. Ackermann has sent us two

delightful Fairyland Cards by Miss Thomson,

as well as a selection of Prang's American

Christmas Cards, one or two of which are ex

cellent.

The Pocket-Books and Diaries of Messrs.

De La Rue & Co. are, as usual, luxurious in

the extreme. No firm turns out more dainty

work than they, and they never, in seeking

after splendour, pass the limits of good taste.

Nothing could be more satisfactory in every way

than the publications now on our table.

We have on our table A History of English

Literature, by F. A. Laing (Collins & Sons),

—The Beginner's Latin Exercise Book, by Rev.

C. S. Dawe (Rivingtons),—The First Four

Hooks of Xenophon's A nabasis, edited by W. W.

Goodwin and J. W. White (Macmillan),—Ele

mentary Algebra, icith Brief Notices of its

History, Part L, by R. Potts (Longmans),—

Thoughts on Education, by the Rev. L G.

Smith (Parker),—A Simple Treatise on Heat,

by W. M. Williams (Chatto & Windus),—27k

Plum, by D. T. Fish (' The Bazaar ' Office),—

On Musical Education, by A. B. Bach (Black

wood),—The Misletoe Bough, edited by Miss

Braddon (J. & R. Maxwell), — Faith's Father,

by F. M. Holmes (Cassell),—His Father, by

S. K. Hocking (Warne),—Peggy Oglivie's In

heritance (Cassell),—The Count of Talatera, by

J. van Lennep, translated by A. Arnold

(Nimmo & Bain),—Stories and Romances, by

H. E. Scudder (Triibner),—The Poetiad Works

of J. Greenleaf Whittier, edited by W. M.

Rossetti (Ward & Lock),—The Classical Poetry

ofthe Japanese, by B. H. Chamberlain (Triibner),

—7)i BMe Lands, by Rev. R. Newton, D.D.

(Nelson),—The Age of the Great Patriarclis,

Vol. II., by R. Tuck (Sunday School Union),—

In Prospect of Sunday, by the Rev. G. S. Bowes

(Nisbet),—Bibliotheque de I'Ecole des Hautes

Etudes, 2 vols., by L. Havet (Paris, Vieweg),

—L'Eau de Jouvence, by E. Renan (Paris,

Le"vy),—and Reise Briefe eines Diplomaten von

Charikles (Wismar, Hinftorff). Among New

Editions we have Tent Work in Palestine, by

C. R. Conder, RE. (Bentley),—Chit-Chat by

Puck, by A. Alberg (Sonnenschein & Allen),—

and The Captain's Dog, by L. Enault (Sonnen

schein & Allen).

LIST OP NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Cooper's (Rev. J.) Jesus Christ's Mode of Presenting Himself
to the World, cr. Svo. 6/ el.

Decm's (Rev. C. P.) The Home Altar, an Appeal in Behalf of
Family Worship, cr. 8vo. MAS el.

Jones's (C. A.) Stories on the Catechism, Vol. 3, 16mo. 3/6 cl.
Missionary's (A) Dream, being a Discussion on Foreign

Missions by a Missionary, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Rupp's (Dr. J.) Reason and Religion, cr. 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Sermons delivered in Times of Persecution in Scotland by

Sufferers for the Royal Prerogative of Jesus Christ, 7/6

Fine Art.

Hunt's (J.) Grand Book of Scripture Illustrations, folio, 7/6
Landseer (Sir Edwin), by F. G. Stephens, sm. 4to. 21/ cl.

Poetry.

English Poets, edited by T. H. Ward, Vol. 3, Addison to
Blake ; Vol. 4, Wordsworth to Dobell, cr. 8vo. 7/6 each, cl.

Evans's (Anne) Poems and Music, with Memorial Preface by
A. T. Ritchie, cr. 8vo. 7/ cl.

Library of Religious Poetry, edited by P. Schaff and A.
Oilman, roy. 8vo. 21/ cl.

Smith's (W. C.) Raban, or Life Splinters, 12mo. 7,6 cl.
Williamson's (J.) Pilgrim Lays for the Homeward Bound, 3 6

History and Biography.

Benvenuti's (F. F.) Episodes of the French Revolution from
1789-1795 Examined, 8vo. 7/6 cl.

Cicero (Life of), by Anthony Trollope, 2 vols. cr. 8vo. 24/ cl.
English Philosophers : Adam Smith, hy J. A. Farrer, 3/6 cl.
Herries (Right Hon. J. C), Memoir of the Public Life of, by

his Son, Edward Herries, 2 vols. 8vo. 24/ cl.
Hodge (C), Life of, by his Son, A. A. Hodge, cr. 8vo. 12/6 cl.
Reynolds's (M.) Engine-Driving Life, or 8tirring Adventures

and Incidents in the Lives of Locomotive Engiue-Dri vers,

cr. 8vo. 2/ cl.
Geography and Travel.

Coles and Tomlin's Geographical Reader, School Edition, 2/
Day's (8. P.) Life and Society in America, First and Second

Series, 8vo. 12/6 each, cl.
Dixie's (Lady Florence) Across Patagonia, 8vo. 15/ cl.
Eastern Archipelago, by Author of 'The Arctic World,' 5/ cl.
Geddie's (J.) Lake Regions of Central Africa, cr. 8vo. 3,6 cl.
Hayes's (A. A.) New Colorado and the Santa Fe Trail, 9/ cl.
Letts's Popular Atlas, Vol. 1, fol. 19/6 bds.
Mitford's (Major R. C. W.) To Cabul with the Cavalry

Brigade, 8vo. 9/ cl.
Ollphant's (L.) The Land of Gilead, with Excursions into the

Lebanon, 8vo. 21/ cl.
Oswald's (F. L.) Suminerland Sketches, or Rambles in the

Backwoods of Mexico and Central America, 8vo. 14/ cl.
Parry's (Capt. 8. H. Jones) My Journey round the World,

i vols. cr. 8vo. 21/ cl.
Tregelles'8 (8. P.) Notes of a Tour in Brittany, 12mo. 2,6 cl.
Voyages of the Elizabethan 8eamen to America, from the

Collection of Hakluyt, selected and edited by E. J.
Payne, 8vo. 7/6 cl.

Philology.

Dyce's (Rev. A.) Glossary to the Works of Shakespeare, 7/6 cl.
Maclean's (C. D.) Latin and Greek Verse Translations, 21 cl.
Macmillan's Progressive French Reader : II. Second Year,

by G. Eugont-Fian icht, 12oio. 2/6 cl.
Ovid,' Stories from, in Hexameter Verse, with Notes by

H. W. Taylor, 12mo. 2/6 cl.

Science.

Burton's (J. E.) Handbook of Midwifery for Midwives, 6/ cl.
Semper's (K.) The Natural Conditions of Existence as they

affect Animals, cr. 8vo. 5/ cl.
Lunge's (G.) Treatise on the Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid

and Alkali, Vol. 3, 8vo. 24/
Rankine's (W. J. M.) Miscellaneous Scientific Papers, with

Memoir by P. G. Tait, edited by W. J. Millar, 8vo. 31, 6 cl.

General Literature.

Adventures of Working Men, from the Note-Bookof aWork
ing Surgeon, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

Anderson's (R.) The Coming Prince the Last Great Monarch
of Christendom, Svo. 7/6 cl.

A Tale tliat is Told by Oliver, cr. 8vo. 2/ swd.
Brodrick's (Hon. G. C.) English Land and English Land

lords, 8vo. 12/6 cl.
Cervantes's Don Quixote, a new translation, by A. J. Dui-

Held, 3 vols. 8vo. 42/ cl.
Child's Play, Old and New, by E. V. B., cr. 8vo. 3/« cL
Deepdale vicarage, by Author of ' Mark Warren,' cr. 8vo. &/4
Dolores, a Theme with Variations, in Three Parts, cr. Svo. 5/
Duff's (H. A.) My Imperialist Neighbour, i '

cr. 8vo. 10/8 cl.
Egan's (P.) The Poor Girl, 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Elyot's (Sir Thomas) The Boke Named the U.

from the first edition of 1531 by H. H. F. Croft, 2 n
sm. 4to. 507 cl.

Family Circle Picture-book, Illustrated, 4to. 5/ cl.
FitzGerald's (G. B.) Never Found Out, cr. 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Francillon's (R. E.) Queen Copbetua, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 3I/S cl.
Francis's (8.) The Minister's Daughters, cr. Svo. 7/6 cl.
Garrett's (E. ) Family Fortunes, a Domestio Story, cr. 8vo. <y«
Harte's (Bret) Complete Works, Vol. 4, cr. Svo. 8/ cl.

Household Science, Readings in Necessary Knowledge for
Girls and Young Women, edited by Rev. J. P. Faun-
thorpe, cr. Svo. 3/8 cl.

In Duty Bound, by Author of ' Mark Warren,' cr. 8vo. 3AJ cL
Kempt s(R.) Pencil and Palette, being Biographical Anec

dotes chiefly of Contemporary Painters, 12mo. 2fi d.
Lawrence's (A. M.) Oliver Loringa Mission, cr. 8vo. 3$ ci.
Matham's (W. J.) Bristles for Brooms, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Onley's (M.) Fred Bright and his Adventures by .

by Sea, cr. 8vo. 3/ el.
Pascal, The Principal Letters of, ed. by J. De Soyres, 8vo. 12/
Paull's (Miss M. A.) Blossom and Blight, cr. Svo. 2/ cl.
Schoolgirl Life and Incident, 8vo. 4/6 cl.
Stockton's (F. R.) A Jollv Fellowship, cr.8vo. 5/ cl.
Tandy's (Mrs. J. M.) Lizzie Sydenham and the Wrong

Turning, 12mo. 2/8 cl.
Uncle Joints Anecdotes of Animals and Birds, sm. 4to. 5/ cl.

Walker's (R. G.) Instead of Many, imp. 16mo. 3/8 cl.

FOREIGN.

Theology.
Altkatholiken Congress in Mainz, 1877, 2m.

Seuse's (H.) Schriften, Part 1, Sm.

Fine Art.
Becker (F.) : Die Heidnische Welheformel D. M. i

lichen Grabsteinen, 2m. 40.
Schmarsow (A.) : Raphael u. Pinturicchio in Siena, L2n
Tliausing (51.): Livre d'Esquisses de Jacques Callot, de la

Collection Albertine a Vienne, 90 fr.

Philology.

Aelfrics Grammatik u. Glossar, edited by J. Zupitta, Part 1.
7m.

Diwan (Der) d. Lebid, edited by Jusuf Dlja-Ad-Din Al-Ctilittt-,
7m.

Opuscula Nestorlana, tradidit G. Hoffmann, 20m.
Porta Liuguarum Orientalium, Fart 5, 5m. 40.
Hoeder (W.): Kritlk d. Isaios, 2m.
Wlndisch (E.) : Irische Texte, 21m.

Biography.

Buhtlingk (A.): Napoleon Bonaparte's Jugend u. Em-
porkommen, 8tn.

Science.
Bischoff (T. L. W. v.) : Das Hirngewicht d. Menachen, 7m.
Cleve (P. T.) u. Grunow (A.): Die Arctischeu Diatomeeu,

14m.
Cohen (E.) : Die Mikroskopische Stru.tur v. Miueralien u.

Gcsteinen : Mikrophotographien, 16m.
Wuudt (W.) : Physiologische Psychologic second ed., 18m.

General Literature.
Bodenstedt (F.): Omar ChajjAni verdeutacht, 6m.
Bouvler (A.) : Iza, Lolotte et. Cie., 3fr.
Catalogue de rExposition du Cercle de la Librairie, Bfr.

NOTES FROM OXFORD.

December, 1880.

The one absorbing topic of conversation just

now is the proposed scheme of reform put out

by the University Commissioners. First came

the Professorial Statute, and now we have the

draft statutes of eight important colleges, —

Balliol, Christ Church, Lincoln, Magdalen,

Queen's, All Souls, Exeter, and Corpus. We

have thus for the first time something like

adequate materials for forming a judgment

upon the new constitution which is to be

imposed upon us. These first official utter

ances of the Commissioners have naturally

caused a considerable flutter. The main body

of the professors especially is in a high state of

indignation at the regulations newly devised for

their benefit, and a lively fire of broadsheets

and memorials has commenced, which threatens

in some degree to obscure the most important

issues at stake. As to certain points in the

general scheme not much difference of opinion

exists. Only a small and a dwindling minority

will regret the almost entire disappearance of

clerical restrictions. The creation of fresh

professorships, notably one of classical archaeo

logy, and the provision enabling colleges to

elect to fellowships without examination " per

sons engaged in some literary and scientific

work," are welcome indications that the interests
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-of learning have not been wholly disregarded.

In the proposed "Councils of Faculties" it is

.reasonable to recognize the germs of what may

in time develope into an effective organization

of the teaching power in the University ; and,

lastly, the prize fellowships, limited in value to

'2001. a year, tenable for seven years only, and

reduced in numbers, will fully answer their

purpose as prizes, without unfairly taxing the

resources of a college.

Undoubtedly the great blot upon the new

scheme, so far as it is known, is the uncertainty

in which it leaves the all-important question of

the relation to be established between university

and college teaching. Co-operation between

them is of the first importance, and can only

be established by some snch external authority

as that of the present Commission. Such co

operation might have been secured in one of two

ways. It would have been possible for theCommis

sioners to have laid down explicitly the principle

that collegiate teaching should stand nrst, to have

made this teaching as complete as possible—en

forcing, where necessary, a certain amount of

inter-collegiate combination—and then to have

limited the functions of the professoriate to

filling up such gaps as still remained. A pro

fessoriate so entirely auxiliary need not have

been numerous, and it must have been care

fully subordinated to the principal machinery.

Such a scheme would have been utterly dis

tasteful to many of us, as involving a sacrifice of

the higher education to the lower, but it would

have found admirers, and would at least have

been consistent. A far better plan would have

been to recognize tho university teaching as en

titled to the tint place, to have created a uni

versity staff, capable at once of representing the

different departments of knowledge and of

covering the entire area of study, and to have

placed in its hands the general control of tho

education of our students. On this plan room

would still have been found for college tutors as

subordinate assistants in the work of lecturing,

and, above all, as ]iersonally supervising the

private studies of undergraduates, and adminis

tering the internal discipline and economy of
•their respective colleges. Hut their numbers

would have been materially reduced, and their

autonomy in the matter of teaching considerably

restricted. What we complain of is that the

Commissioners have failed to see that their

choice lay between these two alternatives, and

have attempted instead an impossible compro

mise. With the very best motives they have

increased the numerical strength of the pro

fessoriate, raised the scale of payment, added an

auxiliary cohort of readers, and have insisted,

reasonably enough, that this |>owerful body shall

como forward and take an active part in the

instruction of undergraduates. But human

nature is weak, and it is clear that when they

found themselves face to face with the represen

tatives of the various colleges, and discussed one

by one the separate college schemes, they yielded

to the natural demands of collegiate ambition and

.energy, and sanctioned in each case the establish

ment or the retention of a collegiate staff on a

scale utterly inconsistent with the ample provi

sion theywere independently making for the same

needs. Thus, with an infinite waste of money

and power, and to the confusion of all economical

minds, we have two rival and costly systems set

-to work on much the same ground. The com

petition which must ensue between them is in

itself a serious evil, but those who deplore the

extent to which the best energies of the Uni

versity have hitherto been absorbed by under

graduate education of a rather narrow and

special kind will see with regret and alarm that

this absorption is likely to be more complete

than ever. For, in addition to a large body of

college tutors, appointed and paid for this work,

the tendency of the new scheme will be to

turn the efforts of the professoriate in the

same direction. If the professors are to act

up to the spirit of the new regulations, and

till their lecture rooms with undergraduates,

they must outbid the college tutors, and

offer lectures still more practical and still more

nicely adapted to the requirements of the

examinations. Into the more special grievances

complained of by the professors as created by

this scheme I need not enter, as they have

already been amply ventilated in the press, and

they are, after all, of secondary importance as

compared with the radical defect which has been

discussed above.

For other local matters a passing notice must

suffice. It is now settled that the University

shall endow Prof. Monier Williams's Indian In

stitute with 250i. a year on certain conditions.

No site, however, has yet been found for the

building, nor has any one more than a very

vague notion what the Institute is really to be,

while opinions as to what it ought to be vary

almost indefinitely. The " Greek question" is

still in abeyance. The adverse vote at Cam

bridge was a serious discouragement to those

who have been advocating the remission of

Greek in certain cases, but fresh efforts will, no

doubt, be made, and it is hoped that some con

certed action between the two universities may

be arranged.

It will be remembered that early in this year

we were enabled, by the generosity of a member

of the University, to take one step in the direc

tion of establishing archaeological schools abroad

on the French and German plan by sending out

a single travelling student. Mr. Ramsay, who

was selected for the post, was despatched to

Smyrna, and it is gratifying to be able to point

to his articles in the first number of the new

Journal for Hellenic Studiai as evidence that

so far the experiment has been thoroughly

successful.

It is also pleasant to be able to notice the

increasing vitality displayed by our Philological

Society here. The number of meetings has

been increased, the average attendance is larger,

and there is no lack of papers. P.

AITH0K8 AND PRINTERS' READERS.

Dm. «, im>.

Thkke are few authors who do not require to

be sub-edited. The very familiarity of a man

with the matter he has written causes him to

overlook blunders in his proofs, and detection

distresses him only when his book is stitched

and bound and in the hands of the critics. An

author has some right to look for help to the

printer's reader. In times not so ancient, for

I can recall them, proofs used to reach authors

well noted with points of interrogation, preg

nant with interlinear criticism, and abounding

in suggestions for punctuation. One was not

always particularly obliged for these hints ; but

they proved caro and even solicitude on the part

of the printer's reader. Now, proofs come to

one almost in their raw state. The author has

not only to do his own, but the work of the

printer's reader also. Worse still ; whether,

because he is not uniformly expert in the sym

bolism of the trade, or because compositors have

developed of late years decided opinions of their

own on the subjects of grammar, spelling, and

punctuation, the author finds that a good many

of the corrections he makes are not attended to ;

but this he only discovers when it is too late

to mend the errors, for printers are no longer

liberal in revise-slips, and when an author

returns what used to be called a first proof, he

commonly hears no more of it until reviews of

his book, kindly posted to him by friends, begin

to reach him. All this is my humble experience

of several printers, and I don't doubt other

authors could top my testimony with painful

stories. Perhaps you will think I have some

right to complain, for had all the corrections made

by me in the proofs of ' A Sailor's Sweetheart '

been attended to, or had I been favoured with

second proofs, not only two of the three errors

your critic indicated, but half a dozen others

which he has been kind enough to pass over,

would not have appeared ; and a generous and

encouraging reviewer would have been spared

the necessity of ending a notice singularly

agreeable to me by a caustic reference to " over

sights." Much, indeed, may be said in favour

of a printer's reader who has to read a sea-story.

The indignation excited by a mass of nautical

terms is* only to be appeased by letting " stem "

stand for "stern," to the confusion of the

author ; and if " track " can be sneaked in for

"top" and "main stay" for "main sail "the

thirst of vengeance may be taken as almost

satisfied. Still I would respectfully submit that

even a nautical novelist is entitled to some con

sideration from printers' readers. At all events,

I am pretty sure in making my complaint that I

am stating the case of a good many authors who,

like myself, are wretched proof-readers.

W. Clark Ri>wkll.

MOCTfT ATHOS.

Prop. Lambros, of Athens, has published

a statement, addressed to the Greek Senate,

of the results of his mission to investigate the

libraries of the monasteries of Mount Athos.

These, he confesses, are to some extent dis

appointing, as he found no hitherto unknown

works of distinguished classical writers. The

following may be mentioned as the most im

portant discoveries :—(1) a treatise on natural

history, by the Emperor Constantine Porphyro-

genitus, consisting of excerpta from Aristotle,

.-Elian, and other ancient authors ; (2) several

collections of classical proverbs ; (3) an ancient

grammatical treatise on Greek dialectic pecu

liarities ; (4) thirteen mediaeval popular songs,

with accompanying music. These and many

others M. Lambros and his fellow labourers have

copied, and propose to publish ; and he has also

compiled a catalogue of the MSS. of all the

monasteries except the two largest, Lavra and

Vatopedi, and these, too, he hopes to investigate

at a future time. The catalogue, which is also

to be published, already contains 5,760 MSS.

He does not think that the imperial bulls which

exist on Athos have any great historical or

philological value, and some of them he found

to be spurious, so that they would require to bo

edited with circumspection. The most valuable

of the printed books were Aldines, and books

in modern Greek earlier than the War of In

dependence, copies of which are not to be met

with elsewhere. By the help of M Gillieron he

also obtained copies of some of the most impor

tant frescoes, and of illuminations in various

MSS. Many hard things have been said of the

monks for their carelessness in respect of the

contents of their libraries, but hardly anything

so severe as M. Lambros's condemnation of

them. He compares his work of investigation

to cleansing an Augean stable.

Xfttrarp fflossfp.

Tue two volumes (III. and IV.) of Prince

Metternich's Memoirs -which Mr. Bentley

has in the press -will contain some interest

ing letters, exhibiting the great statesman

amid the sorrows and enjoyments of private

life, as well as comments on the occurences

of the eventful years 1816-1829. The

political movements which occupied Met-

ternieh's attention during these years were

the revolutions in Italy and Spain, the first

restoration in France, the revolution in

Greece, and the opening of the Eastern

Question. The letters abound in remarks on

the distinguished persons who then appeared

on the theatre of European history. The

Emperor Alexander again occupies a pro

minent position, and the accounts of Metter-

nich's relations with the English statesmen

Wellington, Castlereagh, and Canning are

especially interesting. It is curious to notice
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the fear and dread with which Canning's

measures were invariably regarded.

Major Serpa Pinto, who has recovered

from his protracted illness, has come to

London to Dring out his book descriptive of

his journey across Africa. It is satisfactory to

find that the title is altered from ' The King's

Eifle' to 'How I Crossed Africa.' 'The

King's Eifle ' might be a good name for a

boys' book of adventures by Mayne Eeid

or Gustave Aimard, but it seems rather out

of place on the title-page of a serious book

of African travel.

A project has been started for marking,

by some suitable monument, the spot where

the corpse of Shelley was burned in 1822 on

the sea coast near Viareggio. Some gentle

men belonging to Shelley's own college in

Oxford, University College, whence he was

summarily expelled in 1811, are taking the

first steps in this matter: a fitting and

laudable act of expiation.

Prof. Monier "Williams, C.I.E., will

contribute a paper on the religion of

Zoroaster to the January number of the

Nineteenth Century.

Prof. Huxley is preparing a volume on

Berkeley for Mr. John Morley's series of

" English Men of Letters."

The second volume of the selected de

scriptive portions of Mr. Buskin's ' Stones of

Venice ' is in the hands of the printer, and

will probably be ready early in the new

year.

Messrs. Macmilla-N' & Co. will shortly

republish in a small volume the letters on

the Irish Land Question recently contri

buted to the Daily Telegraph by Mr. Charles

Eussell, Q.C., M.P.

The Manuscript Library of Corpus Christi

College, Cambridge, has recently received

two notable additions in (1) a folio volume

on vellum of the eleventh century, contain

ing a manuscript of the Vulgate (Genesis

xxxiv. 10—4 Beg. xviii. 27),—the very

copy which has been classed by Vercellone

as Codex U ; and (2) a small volume (3J in.

by 5i in.) containing extracts^from Gregory

of Nyssa, Dionysius of Alexandria, and

other contemporary writers, copied out in

the twelfth century. The binding appears

to indicate that the volume was once in the

Imperial Library at Constantinople.

Messrs. "Ward, Lock & Co. will publish

before Christmas a story by Mrs. Holman

Hunt, entitled ' Children at Jerusalem : a

Sketch of Modern Life in Syria.' The work

will contain a frontispiece by the author.

M. Elie Beroer, of the Ecole Franchise

at Borne, is engaged upon a book with the

title of ' Les Eegistres d'Innocent IV., Eecueil

des Bulles de ce Pape,' from MSS. in the

Vatican Library and the National Library

at Paris.

Prof. H. Muller, of Vienna, is engaged

upon a grammar of the Sabean language.

Spanish commentators and critics have

presented to the reader Cervantes as a theo

logian, a moralist, a philosopher, a lawyer,

a doctor, a geographer, a sailor, a soldier,

a political economist, and as the moral re

former of his age. The last to enter the lists

is Seiior Foronda, who has now printed ' Cer

vantes a Traveller.' His pampldet is accom

panied by a map indicating the localities

visited and described by the nuthor of

'Don Quixote.' "Cervantes," writes our

author, "merits this appellation not only

on account of his journeyings in Spain, but

because he visited Italy, Greece, Turkey,

Portugal, the Azores, and the coast of

Africa, and tells us all he found noteworthy

in those countries."

At a recent meeting of the Lisbon

Academy of Sciences, Mr. Henry H.

Howorth was nominated a Corresponding

Member, on account of his work 'The

History of the Mongols.' Mr. Howorth has

a connexion with Lisbon, as he was born

there, his father being the head of a well-

known Manchester firm of those days. On

the same occasion Senhor Luiz Garrido read

some chapters of a critical study he has pre

pared on Mr. Froude's 'Life of Julius

Caesar.' The work is written in French,

and will shortly be published.

Herr Spieliiage;,- will shortly publish a

new novelette, which is defined by himself

as a pendant to his latest work, 'Quisisana.'

The _ name is to be ' Angela,' after the

heroine. The scene is laid in the autumn

of 1871, on the shores of the Lake of

Geneva.

The Saale Zeitung states that Prof. Arndt,

of Leipzig, is the fortunate discoverer of a

hitherto unknown work by Goethe. The

news is confirmed by a Leipzig correspondent

of the flatter Nachrichten. The new dis

covery is a "Singspiel" in prose, and it

■will shortly be printed. Prof. Arndt has

for some time been occupied in the study

of Goethe's life and writings.

The monthly publication of the Benares

College called the Pandit having been dis

continued, a new series of Sanscrit texts is

to be issued in its place. The series will

consist of hitherto unpublished texts, edited

mainly by the Pandits of the college, under

the superintendence of Mr. E. Griffith, M.A.,

Director of Public Instruction N.W.P. and

Oudh, and Dr. Thibaut, Principal of Benares

College. Explanatory notes and indexes,

&c, will accompany the texts when deemed

necessary. English translations of the texts

and new editions of texts already published

will from time to time be introduced. The

series will be issued in parts similar to those

of the flibliotheea Indica.

The Indian Mirror says that a Bengali

gentleman has applied to the London Uni

versity for permission to compete for its

B.A. examination from India. It considers

that the granting of such an application

would have a most injurious effect on the

progress of Indian universities. Owing,

amongst other things, to the fact that Indian

educational corporations are not recognized

by English universities, an Indian would

prefer to take the London degree, if it

could be obtained without his coming to

this country.

By order of the Sultan Arabic news

papers are to be started at Mecca, Bagdad,

and Aleppo.

SCIENCE

BLEMENTARY books.

Life and her CltUdren. By Arabella B. Buckley.

(Stanford. )

This is an excellent book for children, written

in a charming and at the same time lucid style.

Books for children about vertebrate animalB arc

common enough ; the present work, however,

treats of invertebrates only, and tells childre

all about monads, amoebee, sponges, starfish,

insects, and Crustacea, giving a good deal of

interesting information on anatomy. The in

struction contained in the book appears to be

sound throughout, and here for the first time

in a book of the kind we find the structure of

sponges properly described, and the ancient

fallacy as to their being colonies of Amoebae

given up. The book is full of illustrations,

most of them drawn by Dr. Wild, late artist

of the Challenger expedition. Some of them

appear to be typo etchings, and not woodcuts,

and thus look somewhat rough, although they

are all very effective. We have not noticed any

errors in the book, but some of the terms used

might, we think, be altered with advantage.

We object most strongly to the term " lasso-

cell" for the thread-cells of Coelenterata. A

lasso is a cord or thong with a slip noose at the

end of it, and nothing else ; the noose is the

essential part of the instrument. There is

nothing in any possible way resembling a slip ■

noose or noose of any kind in the thread-

cell," and when the Coelenterata come to be

called the " Lasso-throwers," as they are by-

Miss Buckley, the absurdity of the term

becomes more than ever apparent. The action

of the thread-cell, if employed to catch hold of

an object, is rather that of a harpoon. Again,

it would surely have been better to have spoken

simply of the scorpion's " sting" rather than of

its " poisoned dart." A dart is a weapon thrown

from a distance, or, at all events, left sticking in

the body of the victim, and the use of the term

might lead to false impressions. These are,

however, small matters, and, on the whole, we

congratulate Miss Buckley most sincerely on

her book, and recommend it as an excellent

Christmas gift for all intelligent children.

Many adults will also read it with advantage

and instruction, and we are sure with pleasure.

A Smaller Manual of Modern

Physical and Political. By John

M.A. (Murray.)

This is a condensation of the author's ' School

Manual ' intended for use in the junior classes.

We dare say that many of our more conservative

teachers of geography will find it a useful book,

for it supplies them with a vast array of " facts,"

these facts for the most part consisting of mere

names, which might far more advantageously be

picked out on a map. The author claims credit

for having unremittingly striven after accuracy

as to details. We regret not being able to state

that he has been successful. Cursorily turning

over the ~

Belgium

and many i . , *wui*

millions of the people speak German, Albanian,

or Greek"; that Saxony is no less famous for

its wines than the Rhine and the Moselle ; that

Constance is the capital of the Thurgau, and

Frankfort of the Prussian province of Hesse-

Nassau. Bristol, we are told, ranks next to

London and Liverpool as a port ; and the

"climate and productions of Rhenish Bavaria

arc similar to the climate and productions of

Bavaria proper." The author appears to believe

that Ofen and Buda are distinct towns. He

calls Fort Garry the capital of Manitoba, tells

us nothing about the railways of Algeria, and is

frequently in error as regards area and popula

tion. His style (to our thinking a matter of

some importance in a school-book) leaves much to -

be desired Of Canada he says : " In 1871 the

population was 3,670,577, consisting of French,

Irish, English, Scotch, and other European

nations." "The drainage of Canada belongs

chiefly to the basins of the Arctic Ocean, Hudson <

Bay, the Atlantic Ocean, and the Pacific Ocean,"

which makes it appear as if some of the rivers

found their way into the Indian or Antarctic

Ocean. This looseness of style, superadded to

palpably erroneous statements as to well-estab-
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liahed facta, most greatly depreciate the value

of thia 1 AlMinul ' as a guide for teachers or

pupils.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTBS.

Admiral A. P. Ryder, Commander-in-Chief at

Portsmouth, recently offered to the Royal Geo

graphical Society a sum of money for the founda

tion of three medals, to be annually awarded by

the Council to such nautical geographers, in

cluding officers of the Royal Navy and Marines

and mercantile marine, as should send in the

best surreys, with sailing directions, meridian

distances, meteorological observations, <fcc. He

further expressed a wish that such medals should

be named after a zealous surveyor, Commander

Bird Alien, who died during the Niger expedi

tion of 1840. We understand, however, that the

Council of the Society, while fully appreciating

the feelings which prompted Admiral Ryder's

liberal offer, hare thought it beyond their sphere

of action to undertake the duty of awarding the

medals.

M. Charles Wiener, who was recently ap

pointed Vice-Consul for France at Guayaquil,

was instructed to undertake certain explorations

to ascertain the possibility of opening a com

mercial route to Quito by way of the Amazon

and its affluent the Napo. Having accomplished

his journey to Para, M. Wiener has addressed

a report on his work to the Minister for Foreign

Affairs at Paris, and he divides the information

furnished into three parts : the study of the

Rio Napo from a geographical point of view ;

the importance of such study from a commercial

standpoint ; and statistical data concerning com

merce in the Amazon region and their rela

tions to French trade and navigation. M.

Wiener considers that ho has settled the hydro

logy of the Rio Napo, having taken more than

2,000 soundings and numerous observations

during his study of its course, and he says that

vessels drawing about 6 ft. of water can ascend

it to the mouth of its affluent the Misahally,

which is below the rapids and 1,200 miles dis

tant from the Atlantic. To this point he traced

a practicable route from Quito, which he states

is preferable to the one used by the missionaries

on all grounds, and especially because the latter

reaches the Napo above the rapids. M. Wiener

reports that the missionaries, who are all-powerful

in that part, did everything in their power to

hinder his explorations, inducing the Indians

to retire into the forest, so that he might not

obtain porters for his baggage.

From the December number of the Royal

Geographical Society's Proceedings we learn that

the Council have informed the Central Arctic

Committee that Commander Cheyne's scheme

of a North Pole expedition, as recently sub

mitted to them, does not meet with their ap

proval. The number also contains Mr. Joseph

Thomson's account of the journey of the

Society's East African expedition, illustrated by

a map, and a paper by Capt. A. H. Markham,

entitled ' A Visit to the Galapagos Islands in

1880.'

SOCIETIES.

Geological.—Dm. 17.— R. Etheridge, Esq., Presi

dent, in the chair.—Kev. A. Rose. Messrs. W. H.

Bell, W. Jackson, P. 1*. Lewes, W. Libbey, iun.,

D. M. Llewellin. J. Marshall, C. Parkinson, ('. M'L.

Percy, T. J. Robinson, B. Thompson, and S. C. War-

dell were elected Fellows.—The following com

munications were read : 1 On Remains of a small

Lizard from the Neocomian Rocks of the Island

of Lesina. Dalmatia, preserved in the Geological

Museum of the University of Vienna,' by Prof. H. G.

Seeley,—and 1 On the Beds at Headon Hill and Col-

we'J Bay in the Isle of Wight,' by Messrs. H. Keep

ing »nd "E. B. Tawney.

So^bty op Antiquaries.—Dec. 2.—H. Reeve.
E.8".. ^P., in the chair.—Mr. H. S. Milman expressed

his :egi[ that from causes beyond his control it had

not leenry his power to fulfil his engagement to lay

t? P v- Sooety this evening the Report of the
Knui iigvi k Committee—M rs. Hartshorne presented

an autotype ,duction 0f a drawing made by herself

in 1828 of the portrait of Queen Mary presented to the

Society by her late father, the Rev. T. Kerrioh, Princi

pal Librarian of the University of Cambridge.—Mr. E.

Freshfield communicated a paper on the present con

dition of the Christian antiquities at Constantinople.

The following is a list of the buildings to which Mr.

Freshtield called special attention : The church of

the monastery of the Studiuin ; the church of the

Lesser Santa Sophia ; the church of Santa Sophia

itself, where Mr. Freshfield discovered traces (which

had hitherto escaped attention) of the IkonoBtasis—

an erection manifestly subsequent to the building of

the edifice ; the church of St. Irene ; the church of

the Ifoneteschoras ; the church of the Kalender

Haue Dgami, of a date very little posterior to the

Emperor Justinian ; the church of the Pantokrator ;

the church of the Budrurn Dgami ; the double

church of the Fenare Jesa Mcdjidi ; the chapel of

St. Nicholas ; the church of the monastery of

the Emanuel ; the church called Mustapha Pacha

Dgami ; the mosque of Meheinet Pacha. The whole

paper afforded ample illustration of the words of the

Psalmist, which Mr. Freshfield had inscribed on one

of his photographs, " O Lord, the heathen have

entered into Thine inheritance ; Thy holy temples

have they defiled." Mr. Freshfield also called atten

tion to the condition and gradual destruction of the

walls of Constantinople, a subject on which ten years

ago (see Proceeding*, vol. iv. p. 479) Lord Clarendon,

at the instance of this Society, and upon information

supplied by Sir C. Trevelyan, had addressed urgent

remonstrances to the Ottoman Porte, which for the

time had arrested the hand of the destroyer. Mr.

Freshtield, however, gave it as his opinion (subject

to further inquiry, which he undertook to make at

the request of the meeting and on behalf of the

Society} that the ever-increasing demoralization of

the Turkish Government left little ground for hoping

that similar remonstrances would now be productive

of the slightest result In the course of this paper,

which was profusely illustrated by photographs of

which Mr. Freshfield was the sole possessor, Mr.

Freshfield called special attention to the vast and

architecturally interesting water-cisterns which in

many cases underlie the churches, and into some

of which, through special facilities at his command,

he had succeeded in penetrating. He also gave the

results of a careful examination of masons' marks on

the stones of Santa Sophia and other churches.

Bkitish Archaeological Association.—Dec. 1.

—Mr. T. Morgan in the chair.—Mr. O. M. Hills ex

hibited a large collection of Itoinano-British frag

ments of pottery found at Manor Farm, Wanborough

Plain, Wilts, where foundations of buildings have

been met with, and others are believed to exist.

Mr. Hills described the position on the line of the

thirteenth Iter of Antoninus, and suggested that it

was the site of a lost Roman station, being where one

■nay reasonably be supposed to exist in relation to

Spina', the next one on the line of road.— Mr. Way

exhibited some Roman coins recently found at

Exeter. — Mr. Butcher produced a fragment of

Roman Snminn ware from the wall of London, now

opened at the back of America Square, and the

Chairman a perfect tile from the same place. It

measures 17 m. by 12] in., and is 2 in. thick.—Mr.

L. Brock exhibited a drawing of the wall, and, after

a description of the discovery, pointed out its re

semblance to the wall in the Tower of London, which

was then described in a short paper.—The Rev. Dr.

Hooppell described at length the discoveries that

have rewarded the exploration of the Roman station

of Vinorium (Binchester). This costly work has

been undertaken by Mr. J. Proud, of Bishop's Auck

land, under Dr. Hooppell's directions. The external

walls have been traced, and found to be built on an

earlier British wall. The plinth is chamfered similarly

to the wall in America Square. A paved road, 30 ft.

wide, extends through the station, and the walls of

many private dwellings still remain, many of the

doorways having bases of pillars in position. A large

circular building was cleared out, and here and else

where the walls were found to be lined with hot-air

flues of terra-cotta, kept in position by T" irons.

Traces of reconstruction were found in every direc

tion, and a mutilated statue of Flora was found

serving as a support to some paving. The lecture

was illustrated by a series of large coloured drawings,

which gave a clear idea of these important and ex

tensive discoveries. A large portion of the station

remains to be opened out, although so much has been

done.

Archaeological Institute.—Dec. 2.—Rev. R. P.

Coates in the chair.—The Chairmin spoke of the

loss that the Institute and historical archaeology

had sustained by the death of Dr. Guest.—Mr. O.

Morgan sent a paper on an inscribed centurial stone

found last year ou the shore of the Channel at

Goldcliff, near Newport, Monmouthshire. After

giving a very careful description of the district in

the neighbourhood of the Goldcliff embankment

and the object of this great work, Mr. Morgan spoke

of certain vast floods which, in spite of it, had

taken place, and particularly the great inundation

of 1606, by which twenty-six parishes were sub

merged. He then dealt with the question as to who

were the makers of the tallum in question, noticing

the different theories that had been brought forward

in respect of it, and stating his conviction that it

could be the work of no other people than the

Romans, an opinion which had become fact by the

discovery of this centurial stone. Mr. Morgan went

at some length into the geological and manorial

history of the district in describing the spot where

the stone was found, and gave the translation of

the inscription, which he had received from the

Rev. C. W. King, showing that it recorded the con

struction of a certain number of thousand feet,

apparently two Roman miles, of the vallum by the

soldiers of the first cohortof the centurion Statorius,

and that the date was later than the Gordian epoch.

—Sir J. Maclean sent some notes on the recent

opening of a long barrow at Cranham in Gloucester

shire.—Mr. M. H. Bloxam communicated a paper on

a silver chalice and paten of the latter part of the

fifteenth century, found at Hamstall Ridware, Staf

fordshire.—Mr. E. Walford gave an account of the

discovery of a Roman altar and figures at York.—

Mr. Morgan exhibited a rubbing of the Goldcliff

stone.—Mr. Hartshorne sent a painting on glass,

representing the joys of the Virgin, of the early

part of the sixteenth century.—Mr. Hinks exhibited

some very fine examples of Irish plate.—Capt. E.

Hoare sent an Egyptian figure from Thebes in

glazed earthenware, covered with hieroglyphics.

Zoological.—Not. 30.—Dr. E. Hamilton, V P., in

the chair.—Papers and letters were read : by Mr. A. E.

Craven, on a collection of land and freshwater shells

from the Transvaal and Orange Free State in South

Africa, with descriptions of nine new species, and

on three new species of land shells from Cape Colony

and Natal,—from Prof. A. A. W. Hubrecht, on a cot-

lection of Reptiles aud Amphibians made by Dr. C.

Duke in Beloochistan,—from Mr. J. H. Gurney, on

the immature plumage of Dryotr.nrchii tpcctabilti

(Schleg.), a very scarce raptorial liird from Gaboon,

now living in the Society's collection,—from Mr. R.

Trimen, on an undescrilred Laniarius, obtained by

Dr. B. F. Bradshaw on the Upper Limpopo, or

Crocodile river.in Southern Africa, which he proposed

to name Laniarivx atrocrocetu,—from Dr. G. Hart-

laub, on five new birds that had been collected by Dr.

Kmin Bey in Central Africa : these were proposed

to be called Triclwlai* ftarntorquata, Cutieola

hypoxnntha, Eminia Irpitia, Dri/nuicichla in-cana,

and Mtuicapa infulata.—and by Mr. W. A. Forbes,

on the external characters aud anatomy of the Red

Ouakari Monkey (Jirurhyuru* rubicundus), more

particularly the liver and brain.

Chemical.—Dec. 2.-Dr. Gilbert, V.P., in the

chair.—The following papers were read : ' On the

Volumes of Sodium and Bromine at their Boiling

Points,' by Mr. W. Kainsay.—' On the Volume of

Phosphorus at its Boiling Point,' by Messrs. D. O.

Masson and W. Kainsay. The authors have deter

mined the atomic volume (the atomic volume—the

specific volume x atomic weight) of the following

elements in the free state : bromine 27135, sulphur

21-60, phosphorus 20 91, sodium 3100. The authors

discuss the formula of oxytrichloride of phosphorus,

and conclude that in that substance phosphorus is

a pentad, and that the constitution of that substance

is O—P^Clj. The atomic volume of phosphorus in

this compound is therefore 211.—'On the Specific

Volume of Chloral,' by Laura Maude Passavant.

Great care was taken in purifying the chloral ; the

specific volume, determined according to the method

of Thorpe, was found to be 10737.—' Note on tho

Formation of Carbon Tetrabromide in the Manu

facture of Bromine,' by Mr. J. C. Hamilton. A

quantity of a white crystalline substance was ob

tained as a residue after distilling a quantity of

commercial bromine ; it melted at 90°, and contained

97 per cent, of bromine.—' Researches on the Rela

tion between the Molecular Structure of Carbon

Compounds and their Absorption Spectra,' by Mr.

W. N. Hartley. Part 1. General conclusions as to

the nature of actinic absorption exerted by various

carbon compounds. Part 2. Experiments which

prove the diactinic character of substances con

structed on an open chain of carbon compounds.

Part 3. The actinic absorption exerted by various

closed chains of carbon atoms. Part 4. The absorp

tion spectra of condensed benzen nuclei. Part 5.

The cause of absorption bands in the spectra trans

mitted by benzene and its derivatives.

Philological.—Dec. 3.—A. J. Ellis, Esq., Presi

dent, in the chair.—The President paid a tribute to

the memory of the late Dr. E. Guest, first honorary

secretary.and foryearsavice-presidentof the Society.

—Prince L. L. Bonaparte read a paper ' Ou NeuterNeo-

Latin Substantives.' He showed by exhaustive lists

that the Italian language and dialects alone pre
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same may be said of the larger designs. On

the whole, indeed, these impressions are

brighter than those in the magazine. Of the

invention or designing it is no mean praise to

My that it suits the text as perfectly as some

of Cruikshank's " cuts " suit ' Oliver Twist,' and

other books on which that incomparable illus

trator employed his genius. ' Romola ' and Sir

F. Leighton s designs are in such perfect har

mony that our ideas of the novel may be

said to crystallize round the illustrations.

This is as it should be. The only difference

between the two is that the designs are even

more "Italian" than the romance, and truer in

their local colouring, while they are as rich in

incident and as severe. We need but remind

readers of the ' Supper in the Rucellai Gardens,'

a true and elegant piece of old Florence ; ' Tessa

at Home' is most charming; 'Going Home,'

where Tito returns to Romola, expresses exactly

what there is in the text, using, so to say, the

choicest Tuscan— that is, "picked touches, every

line,"—that art of this kind can employ.

Drifting, by T. B. Read, published by Messrs.

Sonnenschein & Allen, is remarkable for its

beautiful cover of greyish gold—i. e. , Dutch

metal, adapted with sundry improvements from

the 'Salon lllustre" of 1870 — and flowers

stamped in black, gold, and silver. The illustra

tive designs are by Miss L. B. Humphrey, and are

all distinguished by good taste, genuine feeling

for the pathos of the text and of nature, and skill

in drawing.

The Ere of St. Ajna, by John Keats, illus

trated in nineteen etching* by C. O. Murray

(Sampson Low & Co.), is handsomely printed on

tine paper, and is enriched with many neat and

some poetical etchings of a somewhat amateurish,

that is to say, immature cast, by a draughtsman

who has not training enough to express himself

in a manner altogether satisfactory. This is

proved by a drawing of a corbel on the title-page.

The subject is excellent and even admirable,

for it is derived naturally from the poem,

and the design is sympathetically conceived.

But the student's pleasure is instantly marred

when he sees that one wing of the sculptured

cherub is out of drawing, out of proportion, out

of perspective, and out of keeping with its fellow.

On the other hand, this " carved angel,1' " eager

eyed,"' that thus stares at the ominous festival

of St. Agnes, is introduced with rare tact and

taste, although the base of the respond which

its head sustains is as ill drawn as the moulded

cap of the corbel itself or the wing before men

tioned. The owl crouching in the cold church

tower among the ivy, the moonlit fold among

barren hills, the march of trumpeters, and half-

a-dozen more vignettes, have a gracefulness

which sometimes is charming. The moro

ambitious groups of figures, which are

essentially dramatic illustrations of the work,

are not equal to the subjects they represent. It

must be admitted that so much first-rato art

has been employed on ' The Eve of St. Agnes,'

that it would be difficult to satisfy the public

with new attempts which do not at least aim at

new achievements.

NEW PRISTS 1HD BK HINOM.

Messrs. Thomas Acmtw & Sonk have sent

us an engraver's proof of M. Waltner's plate

reproducing Mr. Millais's picture called ' The

Widow's Mite,' bein^f the companion to ' The

(iainbler's Wife,' which we recently noticed.

A tall and handsome lady in reduced circum

stances is putting her mite into tho box of a

charitable institution. She carries a milliner's

box on one arm, and looks from the picture

with an expression the pathos of which made

the painting very popular. We prefer the

sentiment, and even the execution, as well as

the engraving, of the companion work. The

original of 'The Gambler's Wife' lent itself

men completely to the process of etching.

The face of the widow, though more beauti

ful, has not so much character, and it is not

so intensely biographical as that of the wife,

nor is the action so dramatic nor the attitude so

natural. On the other hand, though the new

plate suffers by comparison with its companion,

there is no lack of merit in it, except it be

that the black skirt is not quite differently dark

enough from the background and its shadow,

with which, in the chiaroscuro of this design,

they are associated. The slightly fallen con

tours of the bust are true to nature, so is the

reduced plumpness of the face. The features,

serious and pathetic as they are, are beautifully

drawn and modelled ; the very poise of the head,

the neatness of the white cap and black bonnet,

its floating veil, and the carefully arranged

hair are signs of suppressed coquetry proper to

the subject. The brilliancy of the "colour"

throughout, but especially of the box, gloves,

and bust, is first-rate.

Messrs. Agnew & Sons have also published

two prints, artists' proofs of which lie be

fore us, from pictures by Mr. B. Riviere, the

one engraved in mezzotint by Mr. S. Cousins,

the other produced by the same process by

Mr. F. Stacpoole. The former shows a pretty

little girl standing by a window, in snowy

weather, and depressed by the dreariness of the

season, her own troubles being suggested by

her costume ; a large deerhound, the chef-d'teuvre

of the design, stands by the child, and fondly

sympathizes with her emotions. It is pretty

and sentimental ; tho face of the child and her

air and expression are in complete accord with

the suggestions of the subject and the title, which

is ' Imprisoned. ' The other print reproduces a

jtainting called ' Persepolis,' which our readers

will remember to have seen at the Royal Academy,

representing lions and lionesses roaming bymoon-

light in the empty, roofless halls of the palace

in the imperial city, long after Alexander

Uirnud it. Tho print fully and successfully

translates the sentiment of the original, which,

though melo-dramatic, is poetical in its way.

But, artistically speaking, it does not by any

means exhaust the finer technical qualities of

tho picture, in which, it is true, there was a

large proportion of spaces which were some

what "empty" of form and varieties of tone

and colour. For examples, the painted Bky by

no means "throbbed" with rich varieties of tone

or tint, although it was not in this respect

nearly so mechanical as a David Roberts ; the

broad shadows of the architecture were dignified

and expressive, but, if they lacked anything, it

was variety of tones and tints, diversified inci

dents and play of illumination. These elements

are in the print all but quite empty and flat.

Mr. W. A. Smith, of 14, Charles Street,

Middlesex Hospital, has published a folio con

taining six etchings, called ' London Thorough

fares,' representing interesting localities in the

metropolis. Most of these views have been ex

hibited in London ; some of them have already

been admired in these columns as the works of

Mr. Charles J. Watson. The foreshortened

view of one of the fronts of London Bridge,

with a great shadow in the foreground, could

liardly be better drawn or treated more happily,

but we feel that the distant buildings are too

conspicuous. ' Temple Bar ' is a first-rate piece

of effect and colour, given with good draughts

manship, so that the building is quite solid and

very rich in tone. Grimy, but picturesque, ex

traordinarily wealthy in " colour " and incidental

play of light and shadow, local colour and varied

lines, and finely delineated is the ' Entrance to

Clare Market. ' Nor is ' Holywell Street ' in

ferior, U chn'cally speaking. ' Trafalgar Square '

could hardly be better than it is. We hope Mr.

Watson may be encouraged to continue the pro

duction of these excellent works of art.

' LA VIERGE AUX ROCHERS. '

Mr. Burton's tenure of office in the National

Gallery has again been signalized by the acqui

sition df a famous and beautiful picture, one of

those which every student would covet for the

English collection. It is the large Leonardo da

Vinci known as ' La Vierge aux Rochers,' which

was lent by the late possessor, the Earl of

Suffolk, to the Royal Academicians in 1870,

when it was No. 6, and hung in Gallery No. I.

at Burlington House. It is well known that

there are two versions of the design : that which

is now in the National Gallery, waiting to take a

place on a wall in one of the public rooms, and

that other which is in the Long Gallery of the

Louvre, and belonged to Francis i. Desnoyers

engraved and Bodmer lithographed the latter

version ; and Desnoyers's print is a masterpiece.

It has been much disputed which is the superior

picture ; there is a preponderance of opinion

in favour of the former, a judgment in which,

having carefully examined both, we are able

to concur. To take the highest element of

the painting, the faces are better in the work

from Charlton Park, and the drawing through

out is better. Dr. Waagen, however, was

probably right in recognizing the hand of a

pupil in much of the background, and the

picture has gained nothing from a flood of

brown varnish, which might, we suppose, be

safely removed. Lomazzo, who, within seventy

years of Leonardo's death, saw the painting

in tho Capella della Concezione in the

church of St. Francesco at Milan, described

it as the work of Da Vinci, and by the name

of the ' Concezione. ' In 1796 Mr. Gavin

Hamilton bought it out of the chapel for

thirty ducats, and some time afterwards sold

it to the Earl of Suffolk for a much larger

sum. Wo believe the nation has paid 9,000?.,

a price which is decidedly below the value

of this important work. It was at tho

British Institution in 1851, and again

in 185G. In Mr. Holford's collection is a

head of tho Virgin painted in brown, and so

closely resembling that in this picture as to

justify the idea that it is tho study for the

principal portion. The head was No. 144 of

the Manchester Art Treasures. ' La Vierge

aux Rochers ' is supposed to have been exe

cuted in 1483. Two angels at the side are

represented in the Melzi Collection at Milan.

There are several copies in public museums, e.g.,

at Nantes. There aro drawings in the gallery at

Turin and at Windsor Castle which evidently

refer to this picture, and exhibit some varia

tions in the design. Nagler, ' Kunstler- Lexicon,"

xx. 329, says that other drawings of this order,

executed in black chalk on blue paper, are at

Chatsworth.

the society op painters in water colottrs.—

winter exhibition.

This collection of "sketches and studies" is

of average merit, and while some young con

tributors who have been recently elected have

done much to secure the success of the exhibi

tion, on the other hand a few of the better-

known artists are not represented. The pictures

of absentees like Messrs. Alma Tadema, Boyce,

A. W. and W. H. Hunt, and H. C. Whaite

would alone suffice to make an exhibition. We

shall take the examples in their order on the

walls, after grouping each artist's works. The

collection of drawings by the late Mr. Dodgson

is extremely interesting, but by no means ex

haustive.

Mr. W. Eyre Walker is a new-comer who is

welcome. His merits will be recognized in the

bright and pleasant sketch called Benches—

October (No. 3), a sunlit and chequered slope of

woodland. The clear and solid draughtsman

ship, the firm outlining of the trees, and the

faithful beauty of their local colouring are great

charms. His On the North Devon CoaM (395), a

little woody and sandy nook, is first-rate ; an

excellent study of a lovely place we like too well

to name.—A Sunflower (7), by Mr. E. K. Johnson,

is one of a class of drawings that show creditable

care ; but they are not interesting nor spon

taneous nor beautiful. A young girl in a well-
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painted white muslin dress stands before a lofty

sunflower, and brings its huge yellow discs down

to her face. Her expression is not animated

enough to tell us why she does this. The exe

cution is broad and agreeable, and not without

vigour, and the flowers are capitally drawn ; but

when this is said the merits of the picturo have

been told. LUium Auratum (05) is by the same

artist ; it is of the same class, and has similar

merits and shortcomings. The artist's affection

for red-brick walls has been repeatedly shown

in such pictures as A Rustic Scene (14), which

gives us a wayside cottage, with rather awk

wardly grouped figures of children, all painted

without care for harmony of colour, and

with some excess of hardness. The tones

are crude. The poultry are capitally exe

cuted, but they are not well placed on

their feet.—Mr. 0. W. Brierly has found a

new subject for his skill in representing the

hurried movements of craft during an Autumn

Squall in the Lagoon at Venice (22), which,

although not unmarked by the lamp, is ani

mated enough, thanks to the fluttering of the

richly painted sails of the barges. The water

is mechanical and artificial in modelling and

colour.—Mr. T. Danby sends several of his

scholastic landscapes of romantic subjects, in

which the scenic elements overpower those which

are merely natural, without, however, imparting

pathos to them or proving spontaneity. In

Looking down the River Sarrine (29) we have a

pretty vista of a shallow valley. In spite of

the mannerisms of the work, the tender grace

of the mid-distance and the distance is enjoy

able. The foreground lacks solidity, and has

the look of manufacture. The close likeness

between this picture and such works as The

Banks of tlie Earn (12) and On the Welsh

Coast (93), which differ only in their outlines,

shows how uniform is the impression made by

nature on the mind of the painter, whose very

skill is against him, for it is facile and cultivated,

but not inspired. Mr. Danby does everything

equally well, so that wo have no sympathy with

him.

The difference between style and manner may

be appreciated at once by the visitor who will

turn from Mr. Danby's works to the contributions

of Mr. A. D. Fripp. Although they do not differ

from each other more than Mr. Danby's do, yet

they are all marked by individuality, and there is

more in them than mere variety of subject. The

Beach at Lnlworth (30) is a beautiful study of the

opalescent hues of a vapour-charged atmosphere

when suffused by sunlight and unmoved by the

wind. Unfinished as it is, it renders the air and

distance with an irresistible charm ; the boats

and lofty half-shrouded promontory of chalk,

the greyish verdure, and the calm sea occur in

reposeful harmonies of tones and tints. For

similar qualities and similar characteristics, and

an almost identical effect, see The " Constance "

Beached, Lidworth, (225) and The Slip, Lnlworth

(408), where a capital subject has been heed-

fully studied.

From these serene, idyllic glimpses of nature,

which in their refined simplicity are classical,

we may turn, not without profit and instruc

tion, to the clear, precisely defined, and ex

tremely humorous study—no mere sketch, but

a learned and solid piece of workmanship, as

firm as it is faithful, like a vigorous piece of

humorous prose—which represents young pen

guins, and which Mr. Marks calls The Two

Dromios (35), while he puts into the mouth of

one of them the saying,

Methlnks you are my
And not my brother.

The penguin babies are toddling along a pave

ment in the odd, sidelong fashion of their

kind, the one after the other. They are not

quite alike ; in the difference between them

lies the humour of the subject, to say nothing

of the grotesqueness of their expression, the

Uncouthness of their attitudes, the ungainli-

- of their gait, if gait that can be called

which consists of lurches like those of a compass

over a sheet of paper. The verisimilitude of

the plumage is to be admired not less than

the clearness of the local colour of the same.

In the simple gravity of the colour and breadth

of effect of the little landscape which Mr. Marks

has named A Suffolk Iioad (308) is to be found

a pathos equal to the humour of his 'Dromios.'

His Southwold Mill (392) is sober, solemn in its

simplicity, and perfectly serene. —These pic

tures, sincere and spontaneous as they are,

afford contrast to Mr. G. H. Andrews's Moon

light on the Rotter (39), which, although redolent

of the lamp, must not be overlooked. Its whitish-

grey clouds, its turquoise sky, and its vaporous

mid-distance aro almost charming. But the light

on our right is too common an element to be

worthy of the rest of the picture, and, consider

ing the local colour of the moon's lustre, it is

of too red a redness.—A little hard and dry, the

manipulation of Mr. O. Weber's English Cart-

Horses (42) brings us back to the verisimilitude

of Mr. Marks's art, which it resembles in

solidity of modelling and textural imitation.

The grouping, however, is commonplace, and

the foreshortening is incorrect.

In Mr. Albert Goodwin's Salisbury (43) there

is a white stone bridge of most exquisite tints

and tone, most admirably drawn, and alto

gether wrought with so much spontaneity that

its local truth is noble. We cannot say much

for the sky, but the houses are worthy of the

bridge. In his Tavistock (56) a wan gleam

of day is departing from off the church and

town, while the very ghost of a moon grows

radiant wherever the clouds allow her light to

escape. The whole is beautiful in keeping.

The English Cemetery at Rome (240) shows

resplendent concentric cirri over the dark,

gaunt cypresses and many tombs of that

famous place, and is a thorough picture. Sands-

end, Yorkshire, (330) is a grave and dignified

study of twilight on shore and sea.—Of Mr.

J. W. North's pictures, Autumn (72) is the best.

An Algerian landscape, it renders faithfully and

yet delicately the effect of a dream-like light over

a pool, water meadows, trees, and dying flowers,

with a sky of the warmest grey. No. 81, Pond

by the Desert, by the same artist, is marred by the

too common defect of work such as this, excessive

slightness and a weak, indecisive touch, which

is almost tricky.—Dnrliam from the River-Side

(90), by Mr. Lockhart, is extremely enjoyable on

account of the skill and brilliancy displayed in

painting the real bridge over, and the bridge

reflected by the surface of, the Wear. The

composition of the whole suggests the idea that

the picture might be advantageously cut in half.

Aquila and Priscilla (94) is a cartoon made

for a stained-glass window to be placed in the

chapel at Eaton Hall, one of a series of fine

decorative designs by Mr. Shields, which we

have already described. Its grand style claims

the reader's admiration.—Launching a Yar

mouth Hawse-Boat (109) is the first of the works

of Mr. H. Moore which deserve attention.

It is remarkable for the sympathetic way in

which the tremendous grandeur of great masses

of cumuli has been painted, the skill and

learning displayed in the flying veils of rain,

lustre, and shadow which occur between the

clouds and the tumultuous waves beneath them.

The handling is rough. Let the reader notice

the clever painting of the Study of Orey Horses

(146), and by no means let him omit to look at

the novel tragedy which is represented in The

last Berth (157), a picture of a smack which

has gone ashore, and now, heeling with decks

open to the sea, lies battered on the beach.

The drawing of the hull, the strength and rich

ness of the local colour, the modelling of the

waves and the wreck itself are unsurpassed by

anything in the room. We think the shadows

on the hull are too black for daylight. The

work is rather hard. Glen Durer (356) is in

tensely brilliant and effective as a study of

deep and lustrous blue water, with whitish

ashy hills behind. The drawing of the masses

of clouds and mountains in the vista beyond

the lake is highly artistic.—In the perfect calm

of the river in At Hurley (135) Mr. C. Davidson

has been fortunate.

The late Mr. Dodgson's numerous drawings

have given a special character to this exhibition,

but it is not incumbent on us to do more

than record our admiration of their vigorous

and yet delicate style, the brilliancy of the

illumination, the richness of their local colour

ing, their perfect keeping, their almost classic

taste, their prevailing and characteristic Bilveri-

ness, and their pure execution, which, with then-

breadth and keeping, reminds us of frescoes.

We notice as new to us A Bit of the Mumbles

(136), a panorama from the cliffs, including a

darkish wan sea of yeasty waves breaking on a

low, rocky, russet and green promontory. This

is in the painter's recent manner. Not so

the two fine and precise architectural studies,

which were made in the early days of the

artist for Prof. Cockerell. These are Bow

Church (453) and St. Bride's Church (459).

Among the recent drawings let us name On Hv

Yorkshire Coast (424), The Morning after the

Wreck (427), A Summer Morning on the Lfyn

(435), and Crawley Wood and Oxwich Castle

(442).

Mr. E. Waterlow's White Clover and Poppiet

(153) is an artist-like and broad picture of a field

clad in white, red, and green herbage, sloping

upwards and clad at the summit with trees. The

outlines are firm, the atmosphere is good.—Sir

J. Gilbert's Battle of the Standard (182) has the

dramatic qualities that distinguish his dashing

compositions, but it is unusually confused and

forced in colour and effect and terribly mannered

—Mr. G. Fripp's Study in a Backwater on the

Thames (186) exhibits low tones and colour, and

very delicate foreshortening of the grey river's

surface in the vista of a creek.—Monte Salvador*,

Lugano (199), by Mr. W. M. Hale, has a fine

subject in the pyramidal rock standing on a pro

montory of the lake, on the surface of which the

reflection of the hill is beautifully depicted—

MrB. Angell's Spring Gatherings (213), apple-

blossoms in a jar, are brilliant, solid, pure, and

lustrous, but they have not been composed with

art, so as to make a picture proper. Her Chry

santhemums (247) is better pictorially, an elaborate

study of yellow and white flowers. Foreign Birds

(318) are intensely brilliant, magical in respect to

the vivid blue and green colours of their plumage.

Like the flowers, the study has too much of

"still life."—Mr. T. J. Watson's In a Wood

(217) is a masculine, well-drawn picture of

beeches and dry herbage in a darkling thicket.

Able as it is, we fancy much of it was done at

home.—Among the pretty drawings here let us

note Mr. B. Foster's On Hambltdon Common

(234).

Mr.Wallis has contributed an interesting study

of colour and effect called In the Uffia Gallery

(237), where the warm and semi-lustrous white

of an antique statue in full light contrasts with

the almost dusky shadows and deep coolness of

the wall. The contrast may be a little too

positive for harmony in composition, but it is

curious and fine, the local colouring is rich and

broad, the picture luminous. By the same is A

Study (258), a noble drawing in black and white

chalks on blue paper, showing trees lying pros

trate in a gloomy wood at evening after a

storm, with glare between the distant trunks.

The Marriage Settlement (381) comprises a some

what uninteresting group of figures, clad in

costumes of the eighteenth century, brilliantly

and purely coloured, and exceptionally rich in

tone. The deep blue of the lady's dress is as

beautiful as the rosy hue of that of the bride

groom. No. 404, A Manuscript, a study of the

interior of a room, is very delicate in colour and

firm in painting.—Mr. T. J. Watson's powerful

Sketch on the South Coast (269) represents an old

mill, at gloomy evening, on the margin of the sea.

—Mr. F. Powell's Becalmed (316) depicts a yawl
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drifting on a calm sea, half shrouded in opalescent

mist of most delicate colour. Such art as Mr.

Powell's can hardly be mannered, but he repeats

his subjects, which is not desirable.—Mrs. Alling-

ham is a liberal contributor ; her dozen drawings

are all and each of them charming, but their

claims on our admiration are unequal. It might

have been well to send fewer. Of the most attrac

tive the following may be named : Retting (320), a

perfect study of nature, beautifully drawn, and

solid to a marvel ; the subject is a wood with

pretty figures. The Letter (334), a damsel in

white, in a meadow, near trees, is quite equal

to the last, but not so pleasing. Hilly (338) is a

deliciously fresh and sweet drawing of a. little girl

in a white hood ; the |>ure expression of her face

is charming. Mrs. Allingliain's work is always

remarkable for its " wholesomeness": here is this

characteristic in perfection. We heartily enjoy

Driving Ui Market (375), children with a barrow,

a fine silvery picture.—These fresh English

idyls assort themselves well with the solemn

and profoundly pathetic " Dorian " mood of Mr.

■Samuel Palmer's grave morning scene, the sub

ject of his Aurora (323), in which he has painted

the tine romantic theme of an etching lately

published by the Fine-Art Society under the

title of 'Opening the Fold.' The morning

•ends long rays of ruddy lustre towards the

zenith from behind isolated mountains, which

on the horizon seem to guard a plain, where a

river flows in a ravine. Twilight breaks the

shadows of the night on the wooded banks,

while the dawn strikes the backs of sheep which

issue from a fold while a shepherd pipes to them,

and the radiance veils the stars. So much for the

sentiment of the design. Technically speaking,

Mr. Palmer never surpassed this work in respect

to the treatment of the atmosphere, the richness

and deep softness of the shadows, the breadth of

the effect, the splendour of the light.—Mr. O. A.

Fripp is quite himself in reproducing the pearl-

lustre of an English atmosphere in his Hayfield

Xtwly (345), a summer picture. His Hayfirld

Sketch ( 180) matches the last in nearly all respects

of quality and merit His study of a calm, rosy

evening, called On the Banks of the Thames

(358;, is sober and tender.—Mr. Brittan Willis's

Ecening on the Essex Marshes (308) has the force

and many more of the qualities of oil painting.

His Gleam of Evening Sunshine (397), a girl

trudging after cows, is noteworthy for solidity,

brightness, and care.

(fint-^rt 6ossip.

Tub first results of admitting the public to

the National Gallery during students' days took

the form of one hundred and fifty-four sixpences

on the first day last week, and one hundred and

fifty-seven sixpences on the second day. No

inconvenience was experienced by anybody in

the Gallery in consequence of these admissions.

Thb vacant galleries of the British Museum

are being gradually replenished. Dr. Birch's

Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiqui

ties, which is to occupy part of the space lately

tenanted by the palieontological collections, has

i"ust begun to transfer its archives ; and Mr.

iewton is getting ready a room which will be

entirely devoted to the display nf Etruscan sculp

ture and other examples of the fine arts.

The Burlington Club proposes to arrange that

its next exhibition of works of art shall consist

of a representative collection of choice mezzo

tints, chosen and arranged so as to afford means

of studying the rise and progress of this mode of

engraving from the earliest examples to those

of the culmination of the art, both here and

abroad.

At a meeting of the Provisional Council of the

Society of Painter-Etchers, held on November

29th, a resolution was passed to the following

effect :—" That, with a view to obtain an

adequate representation of the art of original

engraving in all its forms (painter-etching), as

well as to provide a constituency out of which

to elect the first Fellows of this Society, an

exhibition, as comprehensive as possible of the

works of the best living etchers, be opened in

London not later than the first Monday in

April, 1881, and that negotiations for the use

of a gallery for the purjx>se of such an exhibi

tion be entered upon by the Provisional

Council." It will be perceived by this resolu

tion that the contemplated display is not

merely to demonstrate the status of painter-

etching as it exists, but to furnish a test by

which a conclusion may be arrived at as to the

material existing for the personnel of such a

society as has been proposed. The exhibition

will be looked forward to, therefore, with pecu

liar interest—an interest which will be increased

by the fact that several eminent painters who

have not yet essayed the use of the etching

needle have promised to contribute to it.

Tub picture called ' The Vision of Ezokiel,'

bequeathed to the nation by Mr. P. F. Poole,

has been hung in a good place in the National

Gallery, where considerable improvements have

lately been effected in the arrangement of ex

amples of the English school. By careful hang

ing and the removal of a few of the less im

portant paintings to the stairs and the vestibule,

the whole of the small room at the top of the

entrance staircase has been cleared, and awaits

further improvements and the introduction of

new acquisitions, such as those early Flemish

examples which were lately obtained, to say

nothing of other works which Mr. Burton's

good fortune may secure during that journey

in Italy which has now nearly coino to its end.

The current obituary records tho death, on the

28th ult., at the age of eighty-nine years, of Mr.

Charles Sackvillu Bale, the distinguished col

lector of works of art and antiquities, a liberal

lender of his acquisitions for public enjoyment,

a man of considerable acquirements and a fino

and curious taste. He long ago declared his

wish that after his death his collections should

be sold.

The church at Escombe, in the county of

Durham, recently identified as Saxon, has just

been repaired, let us hope judiciously, and its

decay arrested. Several Roman inscribed stone

slabs have been found enclosed in the outer

wall by the builders, who appear to have drawn

extensively upon the neighbouring Roman town.

Some frescoes of the school of Raphael are

said to have been discovered behind the apse

of the church of St. Rocco and Sta. Maria del

Vivario in Frascati.

Thb annual general meeting of the Glasgow

Archieological Society was held last week. The

annual report was read and approved, and the

office-bearers elected for the ensuing year. Mr.

William George Black was elected Honorary

Executive Secretary, in place of Mr. J. D.

Duncan. A papor was read by Mr. St. John

V. Day, F.R.S.E.

Mr. Walford intends to start in January a

new magazine, called the Antiquarian Magazine.

The Antiquary will, we are told, in future be

conducted by two Fellows of the Society of

Antiquaries.

The forthcoming Journal of the British

Arclueological Association will contain, among

other papers, the following :—' Rotherham and

its Ecclesiastical and Collegiate Buildings,' by

the late J. Guest, F.S. A. ; ' Terra-Cotta Tablets

of Babylonia and Assyria,' by T. G. Pinches ;

'St. Andrew's Church, Norwich,' by F. R,

Beecheno ; ' The Trinitarian Arrangement of

part of Norwich Cathedral,' by Rev. J. Gunn ;

'Cup-markings on Burley Moor,' by C. W.

Dymond ; ' Ancient Coins of Norwich,' by

H. W. Henfrey ; ' A Portrait of King Henry

VI. in Eye Church, Suffolk,' by H. S. Cuming ;

and ' A Resume' of the Devizes Congress,' by T.

Morgan, F.S. A.

The Cabinet des Estampes, Paris, has lately

bought a collection of all the states of all the

plates produced by the late Jules Jacquemart,

comprising 1,500 pieces in all, and contained in

fifteen portfolios. The family of the artist

generously accepted for this collection a price

which is said to be considerably below its com

mercial value.

M. P. Bat/dry lias been commissioned to

execute a series of decorative panels in the

Chateau de Chantilly for tho Due d'Aumale.

The famous Chateau of Blois is undergoing

important restorations at the hands of M. de

Baudot, the architect who was formerly em

ployed to execute similar works on the church

of St. Laumer at Blois. The upper portions

of the buildings of Francis I. , roofs, chimneys,

and dormers, which are much decayed, are

selected for repair.

MUSIC

THE WEEK.

Sr. Jamks'h Hall.—Sacred Harnumie Society.
Crystal Palace.—Oo«ti's Symphony.
St. James's Hall.—Mr. Cowen'tf Orchestral Concerts.

The Sacred Harmonic Society may be

said to have made, on the whole, an auspi

cious commencement of their first season at

St. James's Hall. It was a matter of some

interest to learn whether the necessary

reductions in the chorus would result in the

retention of a force competent to give effect

to the grandest choral works. Of that,

happily, no doubt need any longer exist.

As the works performed on Friday week

were not so familiar us some in the Society's

repertoire, tho choral force was put fairly to

the test, and it issued from the ordeal well

nigh scathless. Mendelssohn's ' Christus '

is so seldom heard in public that comparisons

are scarcely possible ; but regarding the

same composer's ' Lauda Sion ' and Beet

hoven's Mass in c, it may be said with safety

that no recent performance of either work at

Exeter Hall gave such satisfaction as that

of last week. The voices proved fresh and

powerful and the attack was generally good.

In a well-known chromatic passage in the

Sanctus of the Mass the intonation was bad,

but, speaking generally, the singing was

worthy of considerable praise. The execu

tants still number nearly 300, the exact

proportions being 55 sopranos, 55 altos, 45

tenors, and 45 basses, with an orchestra of

72. This is a force sufficiently large to give

due effect to any works, with the exception,

perhaps, of those oratorios of Handel which

contain double choruses. If considered

advisable, special performances of these

might be given from time to time at the

Albert Hall, the usual chorus being rein

forced from the ranks of the Handel Festival

Choir. There was little for the principal

vocalists to accomplish in the works per

formed on Friday. Mrs. Osgood was warmly

and deservedly applauded for a very artistic

rendering of the air " Lord at all times " in

' Lauda Sion,' and she was efficiently sup

ported by Miss M. Hancock, Mr. Henry

Guy, and Mr. F. King.

The only symphony composed by the late

Hermann Goetz formed the special attrac

tion of last Saturday's concert at the Crystal

Palace. We have more than once recently

had occasion to speak of the undoubted

genius of the young composer ; in none of

his works are the peculiar characteristics

and excellences of Lis style more clearly

observable than in the Symphony in f. For
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a first hearing of the work London amateurs

are indebted to Mr. Weist Hill, who, in

December, 1878, included it in the pro

gramme of one of Madame Viard-Louis's

concerts at St. James's Hall. It was given

at the Crystal Palace on the oth of April,

1879, and the performance of Saturday last

was the second at these concerts.

From the lines of Schiller,—

In des Herzens heilig stille Iiiiume

Musst du flichen aus des Lebens Drang,

prefixed as a motto to the score, it may be

anticipated that the general style of Goetz's

symphony is meditative and reflective ; and

such we find to be the case. The bias of

the composer's genius was towards the

dreamy and imaginative rather than in the

direction of the vigorous and passionate ;

and though it is true that in some parts of

his music—for instance, in the finale of the

present work, and in certain scenes in the

' Taming of the Shrew'—we find abundance

of energy and life, yet such passages are

comparatively so rare that they may almost

be called exceptional. The quiet emotions

of the heart were evidently more congenial

subjects for Goetz's muse than the storm

and stress of life. The opening allegro of

the symphony has some affinity of character

with the first movement of his pianoforte

concerto recently noticed by us ; there is the

same poetical charm and freshness of idea,

the same mastery of the technique of com

position, the same sweet and rich (though

seldom brilliant) orchestral colour. The

intermezzo which forms the second move

ment is one of the most delightful pieces

which Goetz has written. Its themes are

specially attractive, and its instrumentation

most felicitous. The adagio is pervaded by

a feeling of deep melancholy, relieved by an

occasional gleam of sunshine, as at the entry

of the horns in the episode in c major ; the

whole movement is full of poetry, but some

what diffuse. The finale, overflowing with

life and spirit, is but little inferior in charm

to the allegretto, whilo for sustained power

and masterly workmanship we consider it

the finest portion of the symphony. The

whole work was magnificently played under

Mr. Manns's direction, and enthusiastically

received. The only other item of the con

cert to which it is needful to advert was

Chopin's Fantasia on Polish Airs for piano

and orchestra, which was given for the first

time at these concerts. This very little

known composition is founded on three

national melodies, two of which are pecu

liarly quaint and characteristic ; the piano

forte part, which is excessively difficult,

abounds in those passages of elaborate em

broidery to which Chopin was so partial.

Of instrumentation the composer unfor

tunately know very little ; and here, as in

his concertos, he has frequently blurred the

outlines of his work by tho very injudicious

way in which ho has accompanied the piano

by the orchestra. In spite of this draw

back, the composition is very charming and

well deserved a hearing. Mdlle. Janotha's

rendering of the solo part can hardly be

over-praised—it was magnificent. The fair

pianist is always heard at her best in the

music of hor compatriot, and she has never

played moro finely than on Saturday.

The third of Mr. F. H. Cowen's orchestral

concerts, which took place last Saturday

evening, was even more interesting than

either of those which preceded it, and the

programme was admirably arranged, its

only fault being a superabundance of

material. Contrary to rule at orchestral

concerts, a very small proportion consisted

of works familiar to musicians. Indeed, the

only item which may be so considered was

Schumann's Symphony, No. 1, in B flat,

which was played with much spirit, though

with a deficiency of refinement. Taking

the order of the programme, Mr. Harold

Thomas's overture, ' Mountain, Lake, and

Moorland,' came next, and the favourable

impression made by the work at the initial

performance last February, under the

auspices of the Philharmonic Society, was

fully confirmed. The overture contains

some charming ideas, which, despite their

imperfect treatment, afford circumstantial

evidence that if the composer had persevered

with orchestral writing he might have made

a high reputation. The first actual novelty

was a Pianoforte Concerto in I) by Mozart.

It has been remarked that the reputation of

Mozart, especially in this country, rests upon

a very small proportion of his voluminous

compositions. This may be said with em

phasis of his pianoforte concertos, of which

there are about twenty-six of undoubted

authenticity. With the exception of the one

in d minor, they may be said to form a terra

incognita to the framers of concert pro

grammes. The Concerto in d is one of six

written in 1784, when Mozart was busy eon-

cert-giving in Vienna. Like its companions,

it is in tho customary threo movements, each

in regular form, and, though by no means

a striking work, contains enough of beauty

to amply justify its introduction to the

Iiondon public. It was interpreted in a

fairly creditable manner by Miss Bessie

Richards. The next instrumental piece was

the Bacchanale from the first net of ' Tann-

hiiuser.' In speaking of this as a "newly-

composed scene," the writer of the analytical

programme may have unwittingly misled

some among the audience. It was composed

in 18C2, when "Wagner's opera was per

formed at the Paris Academic Royale, and

is merely an amplification of the original

first scene, necessitated by tho rules of the

French establishment. With the scenic ac

cessories the effect would doubtless be very

striking, but the music is ill suited to the

concert room, especially the first portion

accompanying the demoniac orgies of the

Bacchantes. Further, it cannot bo said that

Mr. Cowen's orchestra was altogether at its

best in tho performance ; but, despite theso

drawbacks, the piece was received with loud

applause. Perhaps the most important

novelty of tho evening was Mr. A. H. Jack

son's Concerto in e for violin. The com

poser, who was formerly a student at the

Royal Academy of Music, is already favour

ably known by some promising works,

especially a pianoforte concorto which was

introduced at a Philharmonic Concert last

season. Tho ideas in this were of consider

able beauty, and in tho violin concerto theyare

certainly less attractive ; but the later work

shows breadth and vigour in construction,

the subjects being treated with much skill

and elaboration, even to tho verge of labour.

The work must bo heard a second time in

order to gauge its precise value, but oven at

the lowest estimate it is one of the most im

portant compositions of its class presented to

our notice for some time. The vocal music

was contributed by Miss Mary Davies and

Miss Orridge, the most interesting selection

being a solo, " Fac me vere," from Haydn's

' Stabat Mater,' sung by the last-named lady.

But Miss Orridge should endeavour to check

a growing and painful defect in production,

which threatens to mar the prospect at one

time apparently open to her of obtaining

eminence as a contralto of the first rank. Mr.

Cowen's last concert of the present series

will take place next Saturday, when the

programme will include his new Symphony,

No. 3, ino minor ; an overture, 'Titania,' by

Mr. H. C. Nixon ; a tone picture, ' The

Ebbing Tide,' by Mr. J. F. Barnett ; and a

triple concerto for pianoforte, violin, and

flute, by Bach, all for the first time.

NOTES FROM VIENNA.

Xov. 27. IB9.

Talk to almost any Englishman of music in

Vienna, and he is certain to respond with soms

cherished reminiscence of the strains of Strauss's

band, the single musical impression tho majority

of our countrymen carry away with them from

the Austrian capital— the single one they ever

seek there, as something peculiarly local and

characteristic of the place and people. So, no

doubt, it is. An ideal of dance music, if we

may say so, has here been created and realized.

Flimsy though it may be, an element of poetry

has been breathed into it, and these " People's

Concerts " at Vienna serve a purpose beyond

that of tickling the ears of idlers. They form a

sort of musical " Kindergarten " for those whose

musical faculties are dull or undeveloped, and

may impart a taste that will seek better cultiva

tion. Still they must rant lowest in the scale

of musical enjoyments in a city which abounds

in others of a higher order. For instance,

nowhere in Germany, which is as much as to say

nowhere in the world, can musical services be

heard in greater perfection than at the Chapel

of the Imperial Palace, to which the public are

freely admitted. A small orchestra—but suffi

cient for the limited size of the building— and

a picked choir, give here on Sundays and festi

vals performances of an excellence it would be

difficult to overrate. On the last two occasions,

respectively, we have heard Beethoven's Mass

in c and Schubert's in k fiat rendered with

astonishing precision, finish, and refinement of

expression. At many other of the leading places

of worship the church music is most admirable,

many eminent singers, male and female, assist

ing in the choirs ; but the ensemble at the Burg

Kapelle, where the soprano parts are taken by

boys, remains unequalled as a model of its kind.

Boys' voices, when, as here, so exceptionally

fine as to be equal to the demands of the music,

seem best adapted to its sacred character, as we

then get, perfect purity of tone combined with

simplicity and self-forgetfulnesB on the part of

the singer.

Of orchestral societies, tho Philharmonic, under

Hans Kichtor, is the most prominent. The first

concert of the season included an item of peculiar

interest—a novelty so far as the audience were

concerned.—Bach's Concerto in i" major, for two

horns, three oboes, bassoon, and violin. All the

parts were very successfully executed. The

second opened with Berlioz's Overture to the

' Francs Juges.' If we find in this early work of

the composer's less sustained originality than in

his riper productions, it still possesses many

characteristic features, and, faultlessly and bril

liantly performed, it proved thoroughly effective.

For exactitude, careful nuances of colouring,

unflagging spirit, and unity of ensemble, Herr

Richter's orchestra has no rival to dread. The

brevity of programme which is here the ord« of

the day has the advantage of ensuring dno

reBpect and attention to each work performed.

Such a concert rarely exceeds an hour and a half
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in length, whereas in London it is common for

two symphonies, two overtures, a concerto, and

several vocal pieces to be included in a single

evening's bill of fare, the first and last items

serving chiefly to play the audience into and out

of their places.

The opening concert of the Gesellscbaft tier

Musik Freunde, another notable orchestral

society, was marked by a superb performance of

Brahma's Schicksalslied. Therichness and beauty

of the female voices especially was very striking.

But we are in the land of fine voices. It would

be curious to count up how many of the eminent

" cantatricee " of the day belong to the Austrian

dominions. Such a list, headed by Mesdames

Pauline Lucca, Materna, lima de Murska, and

Etelka (lerstor, would be long and brilliant.

The choir gave also some pieces without accom

paniment, among which it was interesting to

tind a madrigal by John Dowlaud and a part-

song by Henry Morley. The genius for part-

song writing is one that nobody can deny to our

countrymen. No nation, Germany excepted,

is richer than our own in spontaneous charac

teristic compositions of this kind. The splendid

concert-room of the Musik-Verein, the St.

James s Hall of Vienna, is superior acoustically

to the latter building. On occasions such as

those described it is crowded to excess. An

overture of Berlioz's, a concerto of Beethoven's,

a symphony of Mendelssohn's, suffice to draw

together such an audience as in London could

only be commanded by some phenomenal pianist

or singer. The hall, as well as a smaller concert-

room for performances of chamber music, forms

part of the building of the Coiiservatoriitm.

Among quartet concerts, those of the veteran

leader Hellmesberger are held in high repute,

and a special interest attached to their last pro

gramme, which included Brahma's Quartet in
<• minor, the composer himself assisting at the

piano. His masterly interpretation rendered

material aid to the success of the composition,

which was on this occasion unqualified.

The one hundredth anniversary of the birth

of the composer Kreutzer was celebrated here

on Wednesday last by a representation of ' Das

Nac lit lager von Granada,' the single opera of

his that can be said to have kept the stage. Its

permanent continuance there seems unlikely.

It owed its popularity to its suiting the taste of

the day rather than to more sterling and endur

ing qualities, and now that the day and the taste

have changed, a want of backbone is severely

felt. But it contains some spirited choruses,

which, as also the trio in the _/i««/r, were well

received. Vienna opera-goers have infinite

variety to choose from. Among forthcoming

novelties of the winter Beason wo find Leon

Delibes's new work, 'Jean de Nivelle,' in which

it is said Madame Lucca is to perform the chief

rile, and a new opera by Ignaz Briill, entitled

' Biauca,' is to be produced on December loth.

Wagner's 'Siegfried 'and 'Gotterdamnierung'are

promised later. The tenor part of Siegfried is to

be taken by Herr Winkeunann, from Hamburg,

who makes his first appearance here. H. Z.

gjusiral <5os«ijr.

The Italian opera season is advertised to close

this (Saturday) evening. The only event calling

fur notice this week is the performance of ' Aida,'

which was more satisfactory than most of

the representations given during the present

series. The Aida of Madame Zacchi and the

Amonasro of Signor Aldighieri were embodi

ments of considerable artistic merit, and the

etuemlile was nearly all that could be desired.

On Saturday last Madame Norman Neruda

made her first appearance this season at the

Popular Concerts. Her solo was Rust's not

very interesting Sonata in l>, which she plays

rather too often. But the finest performance of

the afternoon was that of Schumann's Quartet in

a minor, a more splendid rendering of which

cannot be imagined. Chopin's Rondo a la

Mazur, Op. 5, played by Miss Agnes Zimmer-

mann.and Rheinberger's favourite Piano Quartet

in B fiat, Op. 38, were also in the programme.

Mr. Santley was the vocalist. On Monday the

works performed were Mozart's Quartet in i>

minor, Schumann's Quintet in e flat, Op. 44, and

Mendelssohn's Fantasia in f sharp minor, Op. 28.

Mdlle. Janutha was the pianist and Mr. F.

King the vocalist.

The Bach Choir announce three subscription

concerts, to be given at St. James's Hall on

March 3rd, April Cth. and May 18th. The list

of works to be performed is excellent, including

Bach's Mass in js minor, his tine cantata " Ich

hatte viel Bekiunmerniss," and his Sanctus

in d, Brahms's ' Deutsches Requiem,' the

"Gloria" from Cherubim's Mass in i> minor,

Handel's ' Alexander's Feast,' with Mozart's

additional accompaniments, Schumann's ' Re

quiem for Mignon,' and the finale to ' Loreley,'

besides motets and madrigals by Palestrina,

Vittoria, and Pearsall.

From a preliminary " Invitation for Subscrip

tion," issued by the managers of tho Richter

Concerts, we learn that nine concerts will be

given at St. James's Hall during the months of

May and June. The works announced for

production are the Ninth Symphony and the

' Missa Solennis ' of Beethoven, the same

composer's ' Eginont ' music complete, the whole

of Schumann's ' Manfred,' of which only a few

fragments have as yet been heard in this country,

the 'Midsummer Night's Dream ' music by Men

delssohn, and selections from Wagner, Liszt, and

Berlioz. A more inviting scheme has never

been offered to the public ; and we trust that

the concerts will be warmly supported.

The Philharmonic Society announces a series

of six concerts, to be given at St. James's Hall

on February 24th, March 10th and 24th, April

7th, May 12th and 20th, 1881. No further

details are as yet published ; but it is to be hoped,

in the best interests of one of our oldest and

most honoured musical institutions, that some

radical changes will be made in its policy. It

has for some time been obvious to all unpre

judiced observers that the course pursued of

late years can only result in the ultimate, if not

in the speedy, collapse of the Society—an issue

which all musicians would deplore.

It is Raid that Herr Rubinstein will visit

London next season, and will appear at the

Musical Union Matinees, to be given under the

direction of M. Lasserre.

H. R. H. the Di;kb ok CoNNAiUiHThasgraciously

consented to preside at the 143rd anniversary

festival of the Royal Society of Musicians,

which will be held in St. James's Hall on

Thursday, February 10th.

Tub first performance in London of Mr. Sulli

van's ' Martyr of Antioch ' is to be given at the

Crystal Palace this afternoon, under the direc

tion of the composer.

' La Korbioane,' a ballet in two acts, the

music composed by M. Widor, was produced at

the Paris Opera on the 1st inst. , with great suc

cess. The French musical journals speak in the

highest terms of the music.

Ai ber's opera ' Le Scrment ' has lately been

revived at the Stadttheater, Hamburg, and has

been very favourably received.

Wagner's ' Meistersinger ' has recently been

given for the first time in Magdeburg. It is

stated that not fewer than 179 rehearsals were

held for the work, viz. , 75 for principals, 80 for

the chorus, 4 for eiisemWe, 3 for the mi.se en

scene, and 17 for orchestra.

Cherubim's 'Medea' was revived at the

Vienna Opera on the 26th ult. , after an absence

from that stage of sixty years. The port of the

heroine was finely rendered by Frau Materna.

Raff's tenth symphony, entitled ' Zur Herbst-

zeit,' has recently been performed for the first

time at a concert at Wiesbaden.

A new amateur musical society has been

established at Vienna, for the performance of

choral and orchestral works by modern com

posers.

DRAMA

LYCEUM THEATRE.

SOLE LESSEE and MAMAOEll, MR HENKY IKVINO.
•The CUHSICAN HitOTHERS ' E»«TT Night at SJ0. LOUIS and

FA1UEN DEI FKANCHI. Mr 1RVINO At 7J0. ■ BYGONES.'
lloora open at 7 MORNING l'EKFOHMASCBS of The COKSICAN
I1KOTHEHH.' SATURDAY, December llth.and SATURDAY, December
IHth. at 2 St. Doort open at 'I. Uox Office (Mr. Hunt j open 10 to 5.
Seat* booked by letter or telegram.

THE WEEK.

Sr. James's.—'Good Fortune,' a Comedyin Three Acts.
From the French of Octave Feuillet by C. F. CoghUn.

Badlke's Wells.—' The Son of tn« Wilderness.'

Coubt.—' Two Old Boys,' a Comedietta. From the French
of Henri Meilhau by James Mortimer.

How ticklish are, in managerial estima

tion, the times in which we live may he

guessed from the sparing use that is made

of novelty. Like youth between wisdom and

pleasure, the manager stands between the

untried and the proved, and of the cajoleries

of each he is equally mistrustful. With the

latter the triumph more commonly rests.

Even this, however, must be worn, like the

rue distributed by Ophelia—the suggestion,

if unkind, is at least natural—" with a dif

ference." Douglas Jerrold must be read

justed to suit the patrons of the St. James's,

and Schiller rewritten to please the followers

of the Court. When a piece so familiar as

' Le Roman d'un Jeune Homme Pauvre ' of

M. Octave Feuillet has to come once more on

the stage, it must be in a new version, though

three are already in existence. That the

rendering which was produced in the United

States, and that Oxenford's adaptation, ' Ivy

Hall,' played in 1859 at the Princess's, a

few months after the production of the

original play at the Vaudeville, should not

commend themselves is natural. The former

is a mere bald translation, conserving all

that is most U-allic in the original, and the

latter could not succeed at its first perform

ance in winning a favourable verdict. ' A

Hero of Romance,' however, in which Mr.

Sothern played in 1868 at the Haymarket,

might, as the successful work of ono of our

most competent dramatists, have been sup

posed to commend itself to the St. James's

management. Not at all. A spick-and-

span version is held to be safer than one

already tried, and a fourth rendering of

an indifferent play is supplied by Mr.

Coghlan. In this, in spite of the trans

ference of the scene to England and the

alteration effected in one or two of the cha

racters, the original is followed with fidelity,

and such curious episodes are preserved as

that in the first act in which the hero, when

explaining to a friend who is under deep

obligation to him that he is penniless, is con

soled with a cigar. Mr. Coghlan's workman

ship is, however, moderately successful, and

the points in which the performance fails to

commend itself to the public are those for

which he is scarcely responsible. In every

version the heroine is to a certain extent

repugnant, her character, to be natural,

needing the explanations which are afforded

in the novel, but for which the play does

not furnish space. The termination is
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necessarily weak, since, after the great

situation of the second act—the third of the

original—it is scarcely possible to find a

denoument wholly in keeping. To Mr.

Coghlan it cannot in justice be attributed

that the hero is a " faultless monster which

the world ne'er saw." In mercy, however,

to human powers of credulity, the author

of the fourth version might have diminished

somewhat the splendour of his central cha

racter. To unite in one personage all that

is best, noblest, most heroic, and most

exemplary in those whom the world has

chiefly honoured is to overtax the faith of a

not too credulous age.

That the termination seems weaker than

before is attributable in part to the manage

ment. It is an unavoidable consequence of

the system now adopted that the necessity to

accept the conventional which faces the

spectator meets him at the most awkward

point. That the conventional can ever, in

pieces of any dramatic value, be wholly

dismissed is inconceivable. From small

pieces like ' Old Cronies,' recently removed

from the bill at the St. James's, or 'The

Vicarage,' now in course of performance at

the Haymarket, it almost disappears. To

more important dramas it is indispensable.

When the action of a play is carried on by

men and women whom we recognize as

identical with those around us, when the

scenes are those with which we are familiar,

and when there is nothing to tell us we are

not contemplating real proceedings, im

probability of story, when we have to front

it, administers a shock. Thus in the present

drama the public will not believe in the

species of bouleversement that transfers to

the penniless hero the entire fortune of the

heroine, and so renders possible a unionwhich

under circumstances previously existing was

inconceivable. These matters must not be

ignored by managers or by dramatists. The

play was received with favour, though the

later scenes were scarcely to the taste of

the public.

Mrs. Kendal, who during the last two or

three years has effected a revolution in

style, played with much force as the heroine.

Mr. Kendal, in whom improvement is

even more noteworthy, since it takes the

shape of the creation of a style instead of its

modification, was also worthy of praise. In

other characters—with the single exception

of a country baronet, unhappily conceived

by the author, and not more successfully

rendered by the actor—Mr. Hare's excel

lently trained company was seen to advan

tage. One performance, that of a poor

relation by Mrs. Stephens, was excellent.

' Good Fortune ' is admirably mounted.

A curious experiment has been tried at

Sadler's Wells in mounting ' The Son of the

Wilderness' ('Der Sohn der Wildniss'), a

once familiar drama of the Baron de Miinch-

Bellinghausen, better known under the nom

de plume of Frederick Halm. Originally

produced at Drury Lane while that theatre

was under the management of Mr. Anderson,

this strange piece obtained a certain amount

of vogue. Times have changed since the

middle of the century, and the play, though

it is still occasionally revived in Germany,

and especially in Vienna, in which city its

author died a decade ago, is in this country

almost a byword. Its action supplies a new

setting to the story of Cymon and Iphigenia

told by Boccaccio and Dryden, and shows a

maiden of the Phocroan colony which tradi

tion affirms to have founded Marseilles sub

jugating and civilizing by her charms a

prince of the Tectosages. Mr. Warner

shows savage energy as the young chieftain

Ingomar. Miss Isabel Bateman is Par-

thenia, the heroine. The translation we

assume to be that of Mrs. Lovell. From

the acting version of Charlton it differs in

many respects.

A version, by Mr. Mortimer, of ' Suzanne

et les Deux Vieillards,' a one-act comedy of

M. Meilhac, produced in 1868 at the Gym-

nase, has been played at the Court, under

the title of 'Two Old Boys.' It adheres

pretty closely to the original, and is well

acted by Mr. Anson, Mr. Price, and Miss

Emery.

gramtftit (SuBsip.

One of those miscellaneous performances

which are seldom seen except on the occasion of

benefits, was given on Monday at Drury Lane,

in aid of what is known as the Harcourt Testi

monial Fund. Recitations by Mr. Irving and

Mr. A. Stirling, a comic lecture by Mr. Toole,

and scenes from the pieces now in course of

performance at the various theatres constituted

the programme. A sum not far short of two

thousand pounds was taken in the shape of

subscriptions or payments at the theatre.

The burlesque of ' Robbing Roy,' by Mr.

Burnand, has been revived at the Imperial. It

is performed by the company which originally

presented it at the Gaiety.

The forthcoming production of ' La Morte

Civile,' of Signor Giacometti, at the Prince of

Wales's Theatre, will show Mr. Coghlan, who

will appear as the hero, in an ambitious and a

difficult r6le. The first performance is fixed for

Saturday next.

' The Honeymoon ' of Tobin has been revived

at three consecutive performances at the Gaiety.

The representations, however, have little in

terest.

The Italian poet Pietro Cossa has just com

pleted a new tragedy, which he intends to call

'The Neapolitans of 1799.' The principal

characters are the notorious Cardinal Ruffo,

King Ferdinand, Admiral Nelson, and Lady

Hamilton. The first representation is to take

place at Bologna, under the management of the

excellent actress Virginia Marini.

Heinbich Lacbe, the late well-known director

of the Vienna Court Theatre and dramatic

author, has, since his retirement from Btage life,

devoted himself to writing novels. The septua

genarian, after achieving a success with his

longer work, ' Die Bohminger,' is now engaged

upon a novelette, ' Louison,' which will shortly

appear in a German magazine.

Every now and then we hear of an actor

slain by a piece of reprehensible carelessness.

Such a case is now reported from Poictiers,

where, in a performance of ' Les Pirates de la

Savane,' one actor was shot dead by his fellow.

Now assuming, as we are justified in doing, that

there has been no malicious purpose, we may

ask, How is it possible that such a thing as a

ball cartridge ever finds its way into a theatre ?

In place of gunpowder, which needs wadding,

in itself sufficiently dangerous, could not

theatrical managements employ for stage pur

poses some species of detonating ball, the effect

of which would render impossible such loss of

life and sight as now occasionally occurs ?

To CoBBrapoTOKirrs.—T. H. W.—C. M F —W K —A
-J. P. K.-A. E. H.-received. '

No notice can be taken of anonymous communication!.

A LIST OF NEW BOOKS

SUITABLE FOB

OHEISTMAS AND NEW YEAE'S PBE8ENT8,

PHIZES, AND TOR WINTER READING,

PUBLISHKD BY

SAMPSON LOW, MAESTON, SEAHLE 4

RIVINGTON.

CHEAP 8ER1E8 OP

ENGLISH PHILOSOPHERS. Edited

bylWAN MULLER, M A . New College. Oxford. Price and ftw
180 to 'MO pages ; site, crown Svo. ; price, 3*. Gd.

ADAM SMITH. J. Fabreb, M.A., Author of
' Primitive Manners and Customs.' ysvrssdi

8PECIALLY SUITABLE FOR PRESENTATION .
An entirely NEW EDITION de LUXE, for Christmas, Ac

WASHINGTON IRVING'S LITTLE
BRITAIN; together with the SPECTRE BRIDEGROOM and a
LEGEND of SLEEPY HOLLOW. Illustrated by 130 wy as*
Engravings on Wood by Mr. J. D. Cooper, designed by Mr. CbartaO.
Murray. Square crown 8vo. cloth extra, gilt edges, price Ms. 5a.

The Time* of November 30 says :—" Ibm Hanipson Lew £ O
publish a charming edition of Washington Irving s ' Little Rrttaia ' 1*.
was bat the other day we noliccd the superb Library Edition of as
collected works, which is In course of publication by this arsa. Mr
Charles Murray's Illustrations form a most appropriate" m i nin—iiaisa l
and we can pay them no higher praise than to say that they notstidjac
remind us of Mr. Caldecott s admlruble designs to the k* . mm
• Bracebrldge Hall.' "

"The volume Is one of the prettiest and best of its kind that ec_k s»
given at this time of year."—Scotanwn.
"The illustrations are exceptionally good."—Curt J^u.-. !.
"A very pretty volume."—Spectator.
" The illustrations are gems both of design and execution " — .tnui-iri
" It cannot fall to be among the most popular of the gift-books of ti ■

season."—John Bull.

Edition de luxe of

The EVE of ST. AGNES. By John

KEATS. Illustrated in 19 Etchings by Charles O Murray. Fata,
cloth extra, 21 s.

LARGE-PAPER EDITION, Proof Impressions on Japan*** paper, boad
in vellum, of which only 50 Copies exist, are ready, price sL la.

THE TWO ENTIRELY NEW BOOKS BY THE LATE W. H. C.
KINGSTON ARE—

The HEIR of KILFINNAN: a Tale
of the Shore ami Ocean. By W II G. KINGSTON. Fully tllnv
trated. cloth extra, gilt edges, price Ts. ttd.

DICK CHEVELEY: his Adventures
and Misadventure*. By W. H. G. KINGSTON. Fall,
clotli extra, gilt edges, Ts. 6d.

The Time* of November -TO says of these two hoe** :— '
first volume* to our hand ore these bearing on the
known and honoured name of W. H. G. Kingston,
may take rank among Mr. Kingston's best."

THE TWO ENTIRELY NEW WORKS BY JULES VERNE ASK—

The TRIBULATIONS of a CHINA-
MAN. By JULES VERNE. . Fully illustrated, clotli extra, f*
edges, price 7s. 6d.

The STEAM HOUSE.-I. The Demon
of Cawnpore. By JULES VERNE. Fully Illustrated, cloth extra,
price 7s. tirf.

Jules Verne's stories arc, as the Tinus says, " terribly thrilling sad
absolutely harmless."
The Times of November .10 says:—"In his latest work. 'The Trite

latlons of a Chinaman,' he ts as daring, as ingenious and as leanec! ts
ever, and has, moreover, been allotted a more than common prufwrtlsa
of illustrations of the most startling and appropriate nstttrr M
Frewerlsthe translator, whose skilful pen has become the recs*
medium for transferring these wonderful talcs across the Channel.

THE NEW BOOK BY THE ATTH0RES8 OF ' LITTLE
• LITTLE WOMEN,' Ac. IS—

JACK and JILL: a Village Story.

Br LOUISA M. ALCOTT. With Illtutmioni, cloth «tti, prat i,
(Copyright.)

NEW EDITION OF ' CHILD'S PLAY ■ AND 'A NEW CH11J>^ PLAT '

CHILD'S PLAY. By E. V. B. A

Selection of the Oldest and Best Nursery Songs for Children. Ill
traled with 48 Pictures by E. V. 11. This Edition contains the IS
Original Drawings as first published, as well as the 16 Drawing* at
' A New Child's Play.' reproduced by the Dawsoa Process, and l*i
Fanciful and I>ecorative Engravings. In all 48 IIIust ration*, by
E. V. R., handsomely bound, prlue 3d. Gd.

The BOY'S KING ARTHUR. Being

Sir Thomas Malory's 1 History of King Arthur and his Knights ->'.
the Round Table* Edited, with an Introduction, by fiVPNBY
LANIER. With 12 Illustrations by Alfred Kappas Square crosm
8vo. cloth extra, gilt edges, price In. Gd.

AOir HEADY.

NEW NOVELS.

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART. By

W, CLARK RUSSELL, Author ol ' The Wreck of the Grosrvnor '
' John Holdsworth,' &c. 3 vols.

ERRANT : a Life Story of Latter-Day

Chivalry. By PERCY GREG, Author of 'Across the Zodiac.' A,
3 vols.

PRINCE FORTUNE and PRINCE

FATAL. By Mrs. CARRINGTON. Author of ■ My Cousin Maurice'
Sec. 3 vols.

The GRANDIDIERS: a Tale of
u. 1 1 in Rjr Dr. JULIUS KODENllEltG. Translated from (k* Oer-
uutn by Cuptuin W.M. SAV1LB.

London :

Sampson Low, Mabston, Sbarle 4: Hivisgto*.
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THE ATHENAEUM

A Selection of Volumesfrom CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN dCO.'S Catalogue,

Suitable for Christmas and New Tear's Gifts, Eewards, Prizes, &c.

The Magazine of Art. Vol. III. With
avateart 300 lllnasxarioaa ay the Firs* Artlata or the Day. ud I
fur KTvfttiapuc*. lUaib.iiia.a'i bound la doth gilt, gilt edgm

"Tava Timm of lomibfr gOth, 1M0, - "Mn
< rati pat a A Co publish iM third volume of their ' Hagastae of Art' The
UUr la do miMtmrr for the book, within a pooTvai-rat co
a irrr etaranoear of art. Tba liloMntluna ara. af com
raarinr from the frrvat »f rtralaga and wi-odruta up to
r»««- rartrnviap th# fn>«ltapl«t:e retaining a partiralar

il Th* Irtirrpraae U particularly good am
lalt ail taataa. from tba moat lo th- laaat anlatic

J* R —The astro of Vole. I. u4 II.. each eoatalalng about 300 Illae-
a been raiatd traaa 7» W U KM. W. anea

SEVENTEENTH THOUSAND.

Canon Farrar's Life and Work of St.
PAUL. Br tha Iter P. W. FAKRAB.. D D. F.R.8., Canon of Weat-
miiuu-r. and ( ua plain In Ordinary to the Quean. Author ol ' Tha

good etbshtaa;
Tarird, being

Coaaaeete IB 1 awnI *.'-«•■« rola royal 4ia cloth. * 2>. aacb hali-
Korutco. 3i J*, aacb , or la taorooro, hi. it. aacb.

Picturesque Europe. With 65 exquisite

Mfd riaiaa. fraai Original Drawlag*. aad aaarly 1.000 < >ri*toaJ

Now ready, Vol* I aad II price U. <W each,

Our Own Country. Each containing

about 300 OrtfftnaJ IllnatraUooa aad Steel ProaUaplara.

no doubt. aaver-a] works on different
apwial gulda-booka to particular

lat *i know of ao comprehensive la lu
work la rradltabla to author, draughta-

TV» Ttmtt aire- — " Tb^rw are
aiarrU of ihcar laianda. and Bum
d •trkrU bat thrrv Is ao work tf
a m as the on* before ue. The

Now randy, rctra crown tto clock, fla.

lorooco: its People and Places. By
VOMOMM) he AMK IS TraaaUlad or C KOLLIN TILTON
WtU aaarly 3B0 OrtglaaJ iyaatratloaa

t ta ItoU. dnay 4to r

The International Portrait Gallery.
Bach Volataa containing rurtrmiu ta Colours, aaerwted la tba boat
aijl<- of (Turoo- lithography wlU Biographies from authentic

The Dore* Pine Art Volumes, published

by CASWELL, PBI 1KR, OAXPIM A OO , eoaaa*1a*i—

Tha DORA BCaUPTURB OAIXERT. U. 10a.

Tha DORE OALLRRT. if. as.

MILTON K PAKADMB LOHT. K. 10j

DANTB B INFXRNO. 3t Km.

PTROATORIO aad PARAD1BO S. 10«

LA FONTAINES FABLBS. U 10a.

DON QC1XOTB. Ua. Champ Edition

American Painters. With 83 Illustra-
lions. 0*0.7 ito. rluth gilt, "Is

Pleasant Spots Around Oxford. By

ALFRED RIMMKR WIUl 71 Original Woodcut*. Second Edition.
CloU flit, IU.

Now reedy. 3M pure*, nln crown 4to price a*.

Science for All. Yearly Volume for
lam. Edited by Dr. KOBKKT BROWN, I t F.L.S. WlU about

Now ready, complete In 3 vols. price 7*. ad each.

Great Industries ofGreat Britain. With

Lite ol Chrlat.'

TWHNTY-EIOHTH EDITION.

Canon Farrar's Life of Christ. Library
Editloe. S Tola cloth. Ma. ; or headiomelr bound In morocco, af. If.
ILLUSTRATED EDITION, cloth gilt, 31* i elegantly bound In
call or morocco, 9. 8*. .

Now randy, price 12a.

A History of Modern Europe. Vol. I.

By C A FYFFB. M A.. Fellow of UalTorelty Collar*. Oiford.

Thla new and orlrlnal work will conalat of Three Volume*, which will
conuln a hlatorr of Barop* from tha time of tha French Kerolution
down lo Ua pwaaat data.

SECOND EDITION, now ready, ante* Mm.

Yonng Ireland. By Sir Gavan Duffy,

K.C.M.O.
" Combine* the narration of wetrhty and Important hlatorlcal facta

with the pleaeinc tourhc. and hiippily dutracllnr Incident* of ■ charm
lnic tale ' -Jfwaiap Pomt.

KECOND EDITION. Ida.

England: its People, Polity, and Pur-

surra. By T. U. 8. KBCOTT. J yola. damy »yo.

SEVENTH EDITION, it

Gladstone, Life of the Right Hon. W. E„

MP DCL By OHOROR BAKNETT SMITH. Author of ' Shelley :
a Critical Blorrapky,' ' Poet* aad Norelau*,- Ax WlU i Btaal
Portralu.

Damy flro. cloth, price 10*. 6d.

Memories of My Exile. By Louis
KO88UTH.

B10RTH AND CHEAP EDITION. 10*. M.

Russia. By D. Mackenzie Wallace.

MA 1 Tol. with Coloured Map*.

CHEAP EDITION, sow randy, eitra trap. ito. doth, 10*. A*

English Literature, Dictionary of.

Itelnc* <'omprehrn«t«p r.mj* to "
By W DAVENPORT ADAMS.

Phrase and Fable, Dictionary of. By

Ue Bar. Dr BRErnUL New and Cheap Edition (Twelfth Edition*,
to. ad.

Decisive Events in History. By Thomas

ARCHKB. WlU 10 Otiflaal lUaacraUoaa. Fifth Thousand, ft*.

Old and New London. With 1,200

Complete la 6 vols, price 0*. each ; or, la

England (Cassell's Illustrated History

of) With wpwarda of l',U00 III
la library blading, 4L 10a.

9 vola. cloth. 4/. 1« ; or,

Now raady, crown 8vo. price 5*.

What Girls Can Do. A Book for

Mothera nod Daughter*. By PHILLfS BBOWNE. Author of 'A
Year'a Oookery.' tot.

" Clever gtrla, girls who are not clever, those who have money to
spend, and those who want to earn It. will And good, practical advice to
suit each aad all of them la this careful a r., 1 t.raphu.

BEVENTH THOUSAND, cloth gilt, 3*.

A Tear's Cookery. By Phillis Browne.

" A year's cookery, with bill, of fare for every day In the year, with
directions for cooking, for marketlnjr. and for iiukins arrange
the next day. makes np aa Invaluable present for yuung house

At
Now raady, &s.

Jane Austen and Her Works. By Sarah

TYTLHR, WlU Steal Portrait and Steal Title.

Now ready, prlca 3*.

Better than Good. A Story for Girls.

Four Full-Page Illuitratlon*. By ANNIR E. RIDLEY.

. S*. U. i doth, (Ut edrea, Si.

Little Folks' Christmas Volume, con

taining a Coloured Frontispiece and nearly SOO Illnitratioaa, formIn.
Ua moat charming Gift-Boo*, of Ue tteaaon, for Children of all Age*.

Tim Trumble's " Little Mother." By

C L MATTEAUX. WlU 19 Illustration* by

Familiar Friends. By Olive Patch.

lUuttrated throughout, crown 4to cloth gilt, It.

The Favourite Album of Fun and
FANCY. Illa*tr*ted by Ernest OrUet. 3*. Srf.

New Half-Crown Story Books. By

LITTLE EMl'HBSS JOAN. Price 3i. Sd.

ADVENTURES of WORKINO-MEN. Price **. U.

FRIENDS I HAVE MADE. Price 2«. M.

OOLDEN DAYS. Price 3*. M.

NOTABLE SHIPWRECKS. Prlre 6i.

Tha WONDERB of COMMON THINOS. Price 3*. drf.

New Two-Shilling Story Books.

ithor* lUnatral
By

Now ready, Vola. LtaT. price 7*. 6d each.

The Countries ofthe World. By Robert

BROWN. MA Ph.D., F.UB. FR.O.B. Bath Volume contain*
aboal UO UlnatraUona.

The Races of Mankind. By Robert

BROWN. M A Ph.D. F.L.8. F.R.G.S. Complate la 4 Tola, containing
upwud* of OCO Uliutratioaa, extra crown 4to cloU gilt, 6*. par

Natural History (Cassell's New). Edited
by Prof P. MARTIN DUNCAN, M B. (Lond ). F R 8. Uloatratad
ihruuiibout. Vola, I., IL, Hi., aad IV., (a. each.

United States (History of the). With

nn 1 11 oatrations aad atapa. Complete la 3 vols, cloth, W. 7s. ; or, ta
library bladiag. li. lot.

India (the History of). With about 400

Illostratloaa and Maps. Complete la 2 vols, cloth, IHj ; or, in
library bladiag, IL

British Battles on Land and Sea. With
La S vols, doth, U. ~m.\ or, In

By

about oTjO Illuatrntioi
, U. I

Now raady, in 2 vols. 7*. ML each,

Heroes of Britain in Peace and War.
»j E DWIN HODDE1L. With about 300 Original Llluatratlons.

Now ready. Vols. I. to III. 7*. id. each,

The Sea : its Stirring Story of Adven

ture, Peril, and Heroism l)y F. WHYMl'KK. Kach volume
containing opwards ol lu* Original Illustrations. Extra crown 4to.
doth.

Now ready, price 13s. 6d. each,

Familiar Wild Flowers. First and
Second Herlea. By F. E. HI LME. F L.& FS.A Each Heries U
complete In one volume, and contaias 40 Full-Page Coloured Plate*

Now ready, price 12j. M.

Familiar Garden Flowers. First Series.
With Ilncrlptlre Text by SHIRLEY HIIIBEKD. and to Full l"age
Colonred Plate* from Orbtiual 1'i.iDilnK* by F. B. Hulme, F.L.8.
F.B.A.

THROVOH PERIL to FORTUNE. Trl;e J*

AUNT TABITHA'S WAIFS. Price 3*.

IN MISCHIEF AOAIN. Prlca 3*.

TWO FOURPKNNY BITS. Price 3a.

POOR NELLY. Price !*.

TOM HBRIOT. Prlca 3*.

MAID MARJORY. Price 3*.

New Eighteenpenny Story Books.

ithor*. Illustrated throughout. If. Go", each.

FAITH S FATHER. Price la. fat.

By LAND and SEA. Price la. U.

The YOUNO BERRINOTONS. I rice la. Saf.

TOM MORRIS'S ERROR. Price la. od.

JEFF and LEFF. Price 1.. 6d

WORTH MORE than OOLD. Price la. Si.

THROUGH FLOOD—THROVOH FIRE. I rice la. M.
The CHIP BOY ; and other STORIES. Trice 1 . 6d.

The OIRL with the OOLDEN LOCKS. Prtea la. dd.

ROSES from THORNS. Price la. od.

RAOOLES, RAOOLES. and the EMPEROR, la. 6d.

HTORIES of the OLDEN TIME. Price la. «d.

DICK'S HERO | and other STORIES. Trice 1*. M.

New Volumes of the "Cosy Corner"

SERIES. IUuatrated throughout. ClothgUt.glltedgr*. 2*. od. each.

LITTLE CHIMBS for all TIMES. Price 2a I d.
DOT'8 STORY BOOK. Price 2*. od.

New Shilling Story Books. By Popu

lar Author*. IUuatrated throughout, la. each.

AMONG the REDSKINS. Price I a

The FERRYMEN of BRILL. Prlc* la.

HARRY MAXWELLi and other STORIES. Price 1..

MAOIC MIRROR. The. Price la.

The COST of REVENOE. Price la.

CLEVER FRANK. Price la.

A BANISHED MONARCH. Price la.

V CHRISTMAS and NEW YEAR'S GIFTS, PRIZES, REWARDS, ka-COMPLETE CATALOGUES of CASSELL, PETTER, Galpin

A CO.'i Publication!, containing a Lift of tneral Hundred Volumes, eomUting of Bibles and Religious rf*or*i, Fine-Art Volumes, Children's Book*, Dictionaries

Educational Works, History, Aiitwal History, Household and Domestic Treatises, Handbooks and Guides, Science, Travels, $c, together irith a Sytwj/sii of their

Hiimcrtus Illustrated Serial Publications, sent post free on application to CASSELL, FETTER, GALPIN & CO. Ludgate-hill, London.
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B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.'S

LIST.

SUMMERLAND SKETCHES; or,

Rambles in the Backwoods of Mexico and Central
America. Bv FELIX L. OSWALD. Illustrated by
76 Original Wood Engravings. 8vo. cloth extra, gilt

top, pp. 425, lis.

" Worthy of the opportunity which the writer has en
joyed of describing to the public a region and a people

almost unknown, and at any rate unfamiliar."

Sixpence Monthly, beautifully Illustrated,

GOOD WORDS.

EDITED BY

DONALD MACLEOD, D.D.,

One of Her Afojesty's Chaplains.

The BEEF BONANZA; or, How

to get Rich on the Plains : a Description of Cattle-
~ 7ing and Sheep-farming in the West. By General

" Illustrated. 12mo. cloth, 6».

THEODORA; or, Star by Star: a

Novel. 12mo. cloth, 7*. 6d.

1 A romance that will be enjoyed.'

UNDER the TRICOLOR; or, the

American Colony in Paris. By Mrs. L. H. HOOFER.

12mo. cloth, 6*.

"An admirably written novel, teeming with flashes of
wit and humour, with lifelike characters and graceful

incidents.'*

KING LEAR ; being the Fourth Play

of the New Variorum Edition of Shakespeare. Edited
bv HORATIO HOWARD ITRXESS. 1 vol. royal 8vo.

cloth, gilt top, 18s.

V ROMEO and JULIET, 1 vol. ; MACBETH, 1 vol.

and HAMLET, 2 vols., are still to be had.

"This edition of ' King Lear' strikes us as, for all
practical purjwses, perfect. "—SjMfctator.

The REFUTATION of DARWIN-

ISM ; and the Converse Theory of Development, hased
exclusively upon Darwin's Pacts. By T. WARREN

O'NEILL." Crown 8vo. cloth, 12».

"A thoughtful, earnest, elaborate, and scholarly con

tribution to the extensive literature of Darwinism."

OUTLYING EUROPE and the

NEARER ORIENT. By JOSEPH MOORE, Jun.
Thick crown 8vo. cloth, 12*.

" The unpretentious, but vigorous, simple style will
ommend it tJ intelligent readers."

The UNITED STATES GOVERN-

METfT: its Organisation and Practical Working. In
cluding its Constitution, and a Dfseription of the
Legislative, Executive, and Judicial Departments. By
GEORGE N. LAMPHERE. 8vo. cloth, 15s.

" Concise, clear, accurate, it is precisely what a great
many people have long been wanting."

The AGRICULTURAL ANT of

TKXAS: it* Natural History. A Monograph of the
Habits. Architecture, and Structure of Porfonomyrmex

Harbatus. Bv H. C. McCOOK. With 24 Plates, con
taining 127 Figure*. 8vo. extra cloth, ]/. 1*.

LIFE of BENJAMIN FRANKLIN :

Written by Himself. Now first Edited from Original
MBfl. and from his Printed Correspondence and other
Writings. By .JOHN" BIGELOW. JVew and Cheaper
Edition. 3 vols, crown 8vo. cloth. U. Is.

*'A book destined to remain a classic for all English-
speaking iteople."— Contemporary JieHew,

A HANDBOOK of NURSING; for

Family ;ind ftem-ml Vse. Published under the Direction
of the* Connecticut Training School for Nurses. Crown
Hvo. cloth, <*.

"So sound and so forcibly stated, that It cannot fall to

be popular."—Lttncet.

16, Sonthampton-strcct, Strand, London ; and

715, Market-street, Philadelphia, U.S.A.

MR. RLACKMORES NEW STORY.

CHRISTOWELL : a Dartmoor Romance.

By H. D. BLACKMORE,

Author of ' Lorna Doone.'

Illustrated by W. J. Hennessy.

MR. FROUDES NEW WORK.

REMINISCENCES of the HIGH CHURCH

REVIVAL. By JAMES ANTHONY FROUDE, M.A.

1. The CHURCH of ENGLAND FIFTY YEARS AGO.

2. The TRACTARIANB.

.1. JOHN HENRY NEWMAN.

4. TRACT XC.

5. The LIVES of the SAINTS.

6. INTELLECT and the CATHOLIC CHURCH.

DR. R. W. RICHARDSON, F.R.S.

HEALTH at HOME. Second Series. By

B. W. RICHARDSON, M.D. F.R.8.

IN THE HEART OF AFRICA.

By JOSEPH THOMSON

(Suooessor to the late Mr. Keith Johnston as Leader of the

Royal Geographical Society's last Expedition).

SHORT STORIES. By

BRET HARTE.

CHARLES GIBBON, Author
of ' Robin Gray.'

Lady VEHNEY, Author of

' Stone Edge.'

L. B. WALPORD, Author of
' Troublesome Daughters.'

ELLICE HOPKINS, Author
of ' Rose Turquand.'

Madame GALLETTI.

The above are a few of the arrangements already made for

the New Volume of

GOOD WORDS.

6a. Monthly, Illustrated.

*,* The JANUARY PART, the first of the New Volume,

will be published on Dec. 22nd, and will contain :—

CHRISTOWELL : a Dartmoor Romance. Chaps.

1-8. By R. D. DLACKMORE, Author of 'Lorna

Doone.'

The CHURCH of ENGLAND FIFTY TEARS

AGO. By JAMES ANTHONY FROUDE, M.A.

LUCCA.
By AUGU8TUS J. C. HARE, Autlior of 'Walks in

Home.'

RECREATION.
By the Rev. HARRY JONES, M.A.

The SKYLARKS SONG.

By AUGUSTA WEBSTER.

The BLESSING of GOD'S PRESENCE.

By Arch. WATSON. D.D., Moderator of General Assem

bly, Church of Scotland.

TO USAM11ARA and RACK.

By JOSEPH THOMSON.

HEALTH at HOME.

By Dr. B. W. RICHARDSON, P.R.S.

RELIGION and SECULAR LIFE.

By Principal GRANT, D.D.

DORY.
By CHARLES GIBBON, Author of ' Robin Oray.'

LOCH CORUISK.
By WALTER C. SMITH, D.D., Author of 'Olrig Grange.'

&c. &c. Ac.

With Illustrations by W. J. Hennessy, C. Blatherwick, F.

Dicksee, Gordon Brown, G. A. Laundy, and others.

TRUBNER & CO.'S

List of Publications.

NOW READY.

The STORY of PHILOSOPHY.

PostBvo. pp xii—210, cloth, 8*.LEIGH.

By

LETTERS from MY MILL. From the French

of AI.FHONSE BAUDET. By MARY (
cloth, 3*. ; boards, 'U.

CHEAP EDITION- OF MR. ARNOLD'S FOPIXAB

BUDDHA AND BUDIJHI8M.

The LTGHT of ASIA; or, the Great

elation Being the Life and Tench In* of Gautama, Print* ol is ^U,
and Founder of lliiduhinn. Told in Verne by an Indian B l r D L»H . *> -

By EDWIN ARNOLD. C 8. 1., Author of 'The Indian SsoaguY
Crown 8vo. pp. xvl—Xis, boards, 2*. Qd,

NEW VOLUMES OF

" TRCBNERS OMENTAL SEH.IBR,"

The HISTORY of ESARHADDON fSon of
., hi ne of Assyria, ax. Ml—«K Translated fro* tst

Cuneiform Inscriptions upon Cylinder* and Tablets In the BtIcmi
Museum Collection. Together with a Grammatical Analysis of mr-
Word, Explanations of the Ideographs by Extracts from the fi-
Ungual Syllabaries and List of Eponyms. Ac. By E. A W7DG1L
M1LAS,, Assyrian Exhibitioner, Christ's College, Cam brim**
Hvo. pp. xvl—KM, cloth, 10s. 6d.

The CLASSICAL POETRY of the JAPA-
NESE. By BASIL HALL CHAMBERLAIN. Author of - Telg»
IIenk.uk u Ichirun.' Tost Wto. pp. xii—SS8, cloth, 7s. 6d.

A TALMUDIC MISCELLANY; or, B

Thousand and One Extracts from the Talmud, the Mid
the Kabbalah. Compiled and Translated be P. I.
Author of ■ Oenesi< according to the Talmud ' *r. With ]
the Iter. F. W. FARRAR, D.D., Canon of Westminster rsN **»
pp. xxTiii—flftt, cloth, 14*.

BUDDHIST BIRTH STORIES; or, Jataki

Tales. From the Original Pali of the JatakarthaTai.n»ni Bsv for
the tirst time Edited by Prof. V. FACSKOLL Translate bv ~ W
RHYS DAVIDS. Vol. I. Post 8to. pp. civ—330. cloth, IS*.

The GULISTAN; or, Rose Garden of

slick h Moshliu d-dln s.ini of Shlrax Translated for the Ant taw
Into Prose and Verso, with a Preface and a Life of the A at* or frsra
the AtUh Kedah. By EDWARD H EASTWICK. F.RK. V ii A S
4c. Second Edition. Post wto. pp. xxvi—3M, cloth, 10a. t>J.

NEW VOLUMES OF

"THE ENGLISH AND FOREIGN PHILOSOPHICAL Lin&AJLY.*'

CONTRIBUTIONS to the HISTORY of the

DEVELOPMENT of the HUMAN HACK Lectores and Disserta-
UosrS Ay IA7.ARUS GEIGHR, Author of ' Origin and EroJatisncf
Human Speech and Reason." Translated from the Gertoaa Is/
DAVID ASHER, Ph.D. Post frro. pp. x—IM, . loth, 6s.

AN ACCOUNT of the POLYNESIAN RACE:

Its Origin and Migrations By A FORNANDES. Vol. II. Past
r-vo. pp. vlil—100, cloth, 10s. 6rf.

NEARLY READY.

Dr. APPLET0N: his Life and Literary

RellCT B]T JOHN H. APPLBTON. M A., lute Vicar of St. Mart ,.
Staplefleld. Suhwx ; and AH. sal B. MA . Fellow «t
Collea-e. Oxford, nnd Deputy l*rofeaaor of Cimparallre phUotugf.
I'oat 9vo. cloth.

The ENEMIES of BOOKS. By William

BLADES. Typograph, Author of 'The Life and Typnsrraphv d
Win i. ii. i Caxtou,' Ac. Second Edition. Post l»vo. with IlInsEratKsss,
parchment.

BRITISH ANIMALS which have become

F.Vl'INCT within HISTORIC TIME*-, with some t
Wild White Oittle. llf i. E HAKTING. F L S.. i' 1. S Uemj «a
with Illustrmtlotu by Wolf, Whymper, end o

KING'S COLLEGE LECTURES on EL0-

Ct'TION ; or. the Phvslolojrv and Culture of Voice awl Bpeeeh. aad
the Expression of the Emotions by Language, Cituntenance, irt
Gesture. Being the Substance of th*- Introductory <".\irvot l^eeturrs
annually delivered by CHARLES JOHN PLUMPTRK. Lev-turer aa
1'ublic lieadtng and Speaking nt Kinjr > College. I^oadon. m lac
Evening Classes Department. J>edicnted by permission to H R,H
the Prince of Wall*. New and grcatlv cnliirged lllwtrsvlW rlditlon,
to which is added a Special Lecture on the Causesand Cure of Insprdi-
ments of Speech. Demy svo. cloth, 15j.

Isbisteb & Co. Limited, 66, Ludgate-hill, London. I London: TbObnee k Co. Ludgate-hffl.

NEW PUBLICATIONS OF

" THE ENOI.1RH DUI.ECT SOCIBTT."

A GLOSSARY of WORDS in USE in C0RN-

WALL. With Map. I. WEST CORNWALL Br MkB M A
OOliRTNEY. II. EAST CORNWALL. By TIIOXAS U. COICH.
l^lcc 6«.

A GLOSSARY of WORDS and PHRASES

in I'SF. in ANTRIM and DOWN. By WM. HUGH PATTRJtfttN.
M.R.I.A. Price 7r.

AN EARLY ENGLISH HYMN (FiftpenVn

Century). With a Phonetic Copy soon after. By F. J. FVBNIVAU*
M.A, and A. J. ELLIS, Fits. Price oat

OLD COUNTRY and FARMING WORDS.

—i, r.ta
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Now ready, crown 8vo. cloth (uniform with Platt's Money, Business, &c.).

price 1s., post free, 1s. 3d.

HE ANATOMY of WEALTH: or, the A B C

of Every-Day Life. By J. Gou LTON CoNSTABLE.

London: Simpkin, Marshall & Co.

img: 8vo. price 36s. handsomely bound in cloth, pp. *: with Map,

-

*h hy),

b

highly Plates in Lith phy (one in Ch

y Hanhart, and nearly 200 fine Wood Engravings by Jewitt,

N HISTORICAL and DESCRIPTIVE AC

Count of the old STONE CROSSES of SOMERSET. By

CHARLES PoolEY, F.S.A., Author of ‘Notes on the Old Crosses of

-Gloucestershire.”

London: Longmans, Green & Co.

E W E R Y D

“It tantalises us.”–Pall Mall Gazette.

A Y.

“In it, throughout, a touch of nature, and a catholic taste for what is

ood."-Fun.

go:£ and by no means dull.”—Court Journal.

Cloth, 3s., boards, 1s. 6d.

Remington & Co. 133, New Bond-street, W.

Eighth Thousand, Enlarged, 80 pp. 8vo. pricels. post free,

WHOUGHTS on THEISM; with Suggestions

towards a Public Religious Service in Harmony with Modern

Science and''

“An exceedingly interesting pamphlet.”-Echo.

“The compilers of this able and suggestive treatise have recognized

and endeavoured to meet a manifest need of the times.”

Susser Daily News.

London: Trübner & Co. Ludgate-hill.

A CHRISTMAS voluME FOR ENGINE-DRIVERS, FIREMEN,

AND THEIR FRIENDS.

This day, crown 8vo. 2s cloth (postage 2d.),

NGINE-DRIVING LIFE ; or, Stirring Adven

tures and Incidents in the Lives of Locomotive Engine-Drivers.

By MICHAEL REYNOLDS, M.S.E. (“The Engine-Drivers' Friend”),

Author of “Locomotive Engine-Driving,' ‘Stationary Engine-Driving,"

<c.

Crosby Lockwood & Co. 7, Stationers' Hall-court, London, E.C.

• TENTH THOUSAND WILL BE READY AT CHRISTMAS.

Now ready, in demy 4to, cloth, 8s. post free,

EBREW and GREEK LEXICONS, containing

every Word in the Scriptures with their Varied Renderings,

also a Treatise on the True Use of the Tenses; being a Companion or

REVISED INDEX to the ANALYTICAL CONCORDANCE (i2s.). By

ROBERT YOUNG, LL.D.

Edinburgh: G. A. Young & Co. 18, Nicolson-street; and all Booksellers.

CHAMBE's ENCYCLOPAEDIA: a Dictionary

of Universal Knowledge for the People.

10 vols. royal 8vo. cloth .................. *4 15 0

- ** half-calf - 6 6. 0

The Work contains 27,000 distinct Articles, 3,400 wood Engravings, 39

Coloured Maps, and Index to 17,000 incidentally mentioned subjects.

The Articles have undergone thorough revision, and have been brought

up to the present time, many of them having been entirely rewritten.

HAMBERS’S CYCLOPAEDIA of ENGLISH

LITERATURE

FOURTH EDITION.

In 2 vols. royal 8vo, cloth........ -

half cult .....- --- 1 7 0-
**

HE BOOK of DAYS: a Repertory of Popular

Antiquities, Folk-Lore. Curious Fugitive and Inedited Pieces,

Curiosities of Literature. Oddities of Human Life and Character, &c.

Edited by ROBERT CHAMBERS, LL.D.

In 2 vols, imperial 8vo. cloth.............. *1 1 0.

- half-calf....... 1 10 0

1 1s. 0.
. halfrussia or half-morocco......

Just published,

TH: GALLERY of NATURE :

Descriptive Tour through Creation.

MILNER, M.A. F.R.G.S.

a Pictorial and

By the Rev. THOMAS

NEW EDITION.

Illustrated with Steel Plates, Star Maps, and wood Engravings.

In 1 vol. cloth................... to 15 0

- half-calf................ - - 1 0 0

W. & R. Chambers, London and Edinburgh.

Ready, cloth, 8vo. with Map and Coloured Illustrations, price 10s. 6d.

FI: and NEW CALEDONIA: Notes of Travel

there. With further Remarks on South Sea Islanders and their

Language. By J. W. ANDERSON, M.A.

Ellissen & Co. Publishers, 10, Type-street, Finsbury, E.C.

Now ready,

AS MAN CREATED ! By HENRY A. MoTT,
W Jun., E.M. Ph.D., &c., Author of the "Chemist's Manual,"

“Adulteration of Milk,’ &c. In 1 vol. bound, red cloth, price 8s.

This interesting book should be read by all students of the Darwinian

theory.

The International News Company, 11, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street, E.C.

S T o R Y
O F A S I N.

THE NEW NOVEL,

BY THE AUTHOR OF

‘CoMIN THRO THE RYE.'

SEE THE NEW MAGAZINE,

THE BURLINGTON.

PUBLISHED DECEMBER 14th. Price 6d.

REMINGTON & Co. 133, New Bond-street, W.

W H E FOR T N IG HTLY REVIEW.–

Advertisements for the Fortnightly Review should be sent to

ADAMs & Faascis, 59, Fleet-street, E.C.

LL the YEAR ROUND.—Conducted by Charles
Dickens.-Advertisements for All the Year Round should be sent

before the 16th of each Month to

ADAMs & FRANcts, 59, Fleet-street, E.C.

IN AND OUT OF LONDON.

The New Alphabetical Railway Guide (price 4d.) for Travellers.

On the First of every Month,

HE LONDON and PROVINCIAL BRADSHAW :

by Alphabetical and TabularArrangement.—Advertisements should

be sent to

AbAMs & FRANcts, 59, Fleet-street, E.C.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

APA's & FRANCIS insert ADVERTISEMENTS

in all Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals,

"," Terms for transacting business, and List of London Papers, can be
had on application to

ADAMs & FRANCIs, 59, Fleet-street, E.C.

INDIA PAPER PROOF EDITION.

DALZIELS’ BIBLE GALLERY.

SIXTY-NINE ILLUSTRATIONS FROM

THE OLD TESTAMENT.

FR )M ORIGINAL DRAWINGS BY

SIR FREDER!CK LEIGHTON, P.R.A., E. J. POYNTER, R.A., HOLMAN HUNT,

AND OTHER EMINENT ARTISTS.

ENGRAVED BY THE BROTHERS DALZIEL.

1,000 Copies, handsomely bound in vellum and leatherette ...

mounted on hand-made paper, in Portfolio100 ,,
. £5 5 0 per Copy.

10 10 0 -

The ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS, 27th November, 1880, says:

“During the coming season; if any one desires to make a Christmas or New Year's present in the form of a book, he will

Surely be attracted by Dalziels' Bible Gallery, which is a book of the noblest proportions and of most artistic quality.

Messrs. Dalziel have evidently done their part as engravers and printers with a determination that this should be the

The ARTJOURNAL says:

crowning work of their successful career.”

“Thanks are due to Messrs.

illustration of the Bible;
Dalziel for engraving and compiling such a work as the foregoing, for it is more than an

• 1... --> - * : it is an almost complete illustration of the best art of the centre of the century.

may be issued this Christmas, but none of them will surpass ‘Dalziels' Bible Gallery.’” - Many fine works

London: GEORGE RouTLEDGE & SoNs.

GIFT-BOOKS FOR THE

SEASON.

-

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED BY SIR NOEL PATON,

R.S.A.

LAYS of the SCOTTISH CAVA

LLERS, and other Poems. By W. EDMONSTOUNE

AYTOUN, D.C.L., Professor of Rhetoric and English

Literature in the University of Edinburgh. ith

Illustrations from Designs by Sir J. Noel Paton, and

W. H. Paton, R.S.A. Engraved by John Thomson,

W. J. Linton, W. Thomas, Whymper, Cooper, Green,

Dalziel, Evans, &c. Small 4to. in elegant cloth binding,

with gilt edges, 21s.

ANOTHER EDITION, being the Twenty-sixth, in feap. 8vo.

cloth, bevelled boards, 7s.6d.

The C O M PL E TE WOR K S Of

GEORGE ELIOT. Cabinet Edition. Uniform and

Complete in 20 Volumes, in a convenient and handsome

form. Printed from a new and legible type, bound in

cloth, price 5l.

Also to be had in various styles cf elegant leather binding.

WORKS Of GEORGE ELIOT.

Illustrated Edition, comprising ‘Romola, ‘Adam Bede,"

‘Mill on the Floss, “Scenes of Clerical Life, ‘Silas

Marner,” “Felix Holt. 6 vols. crown 8vo. 19s. 6d. cloth.

Sold also in half-calf extra, bound in 5 vols. 33s.6d.

ANCIENT CLASSICS for ENGLISH

READERS. Edited by W. LUCAS COLLINS, M.A.

28 vols. tastefully bound in 14, with vellum or leather

back, price 3!. 10s.

TALES from “BLACKWOOD." New

Series. Complete in 12 vols. handsomely bound in extra

cloth, 30s.; or in leather back, Roxburghe style, 37s.6d. ;

or in half-calf, richly gilt, marbled edges, 52s. 6d.; and

in half-morocco, marbled edges, 55s.

Mr. KINGLAKE'S HISTORY Of the

CRIMEAN WAR. Cabinet Edition. Illustrated with

numerous Maps and Plans. Wols.I. to VI. price 36s.

GIFT-BOOK FOR COUNTRY GENTLEMEN.

The M00R and the LOCH. Con

taining Minute Instructions in all Highland Sports.

With Wanderings over Crag and Corrie, Flood and Fell.

By JOHN COLQUHOUN. Fifth Edition, Revised; to

£ is added, Recollections of the Author's Early Life.

2 vols. post 8vo. with 2 Portraits and other Illustrations,

price 2ös.

B00K about R0SES. By S.
REYNOLDS HOLE. Seventh Edition, Revised, with

a Coloured Frontispiece by the Hon. Mrs. Francklin.

Crown 8vo. 7s.6d.

A.

The B00K of BALLADS. Edited

by BON GAULTIER. New Edition, with numerous

£ by Doyle, Leech, and Crowquill. Richly

bound in cloth, with gilt edges, post 8vo. 8s. 6d.

The POEMS of FELICIA HEMANS.

Complete in 1 vol. royal 8vo. with Portrait by Finden,

5s.; with Illustrations, cloth extra gilt, 7s.6d.

SELECT POEMS of Mrs. HEMANS.

Beautifully printed on toned paper, cloth gilt, 3s.

The GEORGE ELIOT BIRTHDAY

BOOK. Printed on fine paper, with red border, and

handsomely bound in cloth gilt, fcap. 8vo. 3s.6d.

WISE, WITTY, and TENDER SAY

INGS, in PROSE and VERSE. Selected from the

Works of GEORGE ELIOT. Fourth Edition. Hand

somely bound in cloth, 6s.

LIFE in a GERMAN VILLAGE.

By the Hon. Mrs. HENRY WEYLAND CHETWYND,

Author of “Neighbours and Friends, ‘Janie, ‘Mdlle.

d'Estanville, &c. Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 5s.

TOM CRINGLE'S LOG. By Michael

SCOTT. Illustrated with numerous Engravings, cloth.

price fis.

WILLIAM BLACKwood & SONS, Edinburgh and

London.
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L. REEVE & CO.’S

NEW WORKS.

-

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF THE GOVERNMENT OF CEYLON.

Now ready, Part I. with 18 Plates, 31s. 6d. Coloured;

16s. Uncoloured. [Part II. nearly ready.

The LEPIDOPTERA of CEYLON. By
FREDERIC MOORE, F.Z.S., &c. To be Completed in 12 Parts,

forming 3 vols, 4to, with 215 Coloured Plates.

£: to Subscribers for the Complete Work only. On subscri

tions for the entire Work paid in advance a discount of 10 per cent will

be:* the price to 17l. per Copy, Coloured, and 8l. 12s. 6d.

Uncoloured.

New Volume for 1880, with 72 Coloured Plates, 42s.

The BOTANICAL MAGAZINE; Figures
and Descriptions of New and Rare Plants of Interest to the Botanical

Student, and suitable for the Garden, Stove, or Greenhouse. By Sir

J. D. HOOKER, C.B. F.R.S., Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew.

Royal 8vo. Published Monthly, with 6 Plates, 3s.6d. Coloured.

Annual Subscription, 42s.

RE-ISSUE of the THIRD SERIES in monthly vols. 42s. each; to Sub

scribers for the entire Series, 36s. each.

New Volume for 1880, with 48 Coloured Plates, 42s.

FLORAL MAGAZINE. New Series. En

larged to royal 4to. Coloured Plates and Descriptions of the choicest

New Flowers for the Garden, Stove, or£ ited by

£", F.R.H.8. Monthly, with 4 beautifully Coloured

tes, 3s.6d.

Now ready, Part VII. 10s. 6d.

FLORA of BRITISH INDIA. By Sir J. D.
HOOKER, K.C.S.I. C.B., &c.; assisted by various Botanists.

Vols.I. and II.32s. each.

Now ready, Vol. VI. with 488 Wood Engravings, 25s.

The NATURAL HISTORY Of PLANTS,

By Professor H. BAILLON. Super-royal 8vo, Vols. I. to V. with

2,300 Wood Engravings, 25s. each. [Vol. VII. in the press.

The LARVAE of the BRITISH LEPIDO

PTERA, and their Food Plants. By OWEN S. WILSON. With Life

size Figures. Drawn and Coloured from Nature, by Eleanor Wilson.

Super-royal 8vo., With 40 elaborately Coloured tes, containing

upwards of 600 Figures of Larvae on their Food Plants, price 63s.

ILLUSTRATIONS of the BRITISH FLORA:

a Series of Wood Engravings, with Dissections, of British Plants.

Drawn by W. H. FITCH, F.L.S., and W. G. SMITH, F.L.S. Form

ing an Illustrated Companion to Bentham's ‘Hand and other

British Floras. Crown 8vo. 1,036 Wood Engravings, 12s.

HANDBOOK of the BRITISH FLORA: a

Description of the Flowering Plants and Ferns Indigenous to, or

# in, the British Isles. By G. BENTHAM, F.R.S. Fourth

tion, 12s.

OUTLINES of BOTANY, as Introductory to
Local Floras. By G. BENTHAM, F.R.S. 1s.

WEST YORKSHIRE : an Account of its

Geology, Physical£ Climatology, and Botany. J. W.

DAVIS, F.L.S., and F. ARNOLD LEES, F.L.S. Second ition.

8vo. 21 Plates, many Coloured, and 2 large Maps, 21s.

CONTRIBUTIONS to the FLORA of MEN

TONE, and to a WINTER FLORA of the RIVIERA, including the

Coast from Marseilles to Genoa. By J. TREHERNE£5&#
F.L.S. Royal 8vo. complete in 1 vol. 99 Coloured Plates, 63s.

BRITISH INSECTS. By E. F. STAVELEY.
16 Coloured Plates, 14s.

BRITISH SPIDERS. By E. F. STAVELEY.
16 Coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

BRITISH BEETLES. By C. E. Rye.
Coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

BUTTERFLIES and MOTHS. By H. T.
STAINTON. 16 Coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

16

BRITISH BEES. By W. E. SHUCKARD.
16 Coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

BRIT IS H F E R N S.

16 Coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

BRITISH G R ASSES. By M. PLUEs.
16 Coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

BRITISH SEAWEEDS.

16 Coloured I'lates, 10s. 6d.

BBITISH WILD FLOWERS. By T. MooRE.
24 Coloured Plates, 16s.

By M. PLUEs.

By S. O. GRAY.

L. REEVE & Co. 5, Henrietta-street, Covent-garden.

T H E UNIT E D L I B R A R IES,

307, REGENT-STREET, NEAR LANGHAM-PLACE.

ALL the BEST BOOKS of the NEW SEASON are in CIRCULATION at the UNITED LIBRARIES,

and FRESH COPIES are ADDED DAILY.

REVISED TERMS FOR TOWN SUBSCRIBERS.—Four Volumes at one time, Two Guineas per annum, and Two

Volumes for every additional Guinea.

G COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTIONS.—Nine Volumes for Three Guineas per annum, and Three Volumes for every additional

":Talogues of RECENT BOOKS postage free on application.

THE UNITED LIBRARIES, THOMAS RUSSELL, Manager, 307, Regent-street, W.

NEW NOVEL BY W. E. NORRIS.

Ready this day, in 3 vols. post 8vo.

M A T R I. M. O N Y.

By W. E. NORRIS,

Author of “Mademoiselle de Mersac,’ &c.

London: SMITH, ELDER & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

T H E L IF E O F C I C E R. O.

By ANTHONY TROLLOPE. 2 vols. crown 8vo. 24s.

S O U T. H. A. M. E. R. I. C. A.

By ANTONIO GALLENGA. Demy 8vo. with a Map, 14s.

CHAPMAN & HALL (Limited), 193, Piccadilly.

G. R. E. E. K. A. N. D. G. O. T H I C :

PROGRESS AND DECAY IN THE THREE ARTs oF ARCHITECTURE, sculPTURE.

AND PAINTING.

By the Rev. R. ST. JOHN TYRWHITT, Christ Church, Oxford.

Demy 8vo. cloth, 12s. UNow ready.

London: WALTER SMITH (late Mozley & Smith), 6, Paternoster-row.

NEW POEM BY THE AUTHOR OF ‘OLRIG GRANGE.'

THIS DAY IS PUBLISHED, in 1 vol. extra feap. 8vo. cloth, price 7s.6d.

RABAN; or, Life Splinters: a Poem.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

OLRIG GRANGE. Third Edition. 6s. 6d.—BORLAND HALL.

Edition. 7s.—HILDA. Second Edition. 7s. 6d.

Glasgow: JAMES MACLEHose, Publisher to the University. London: MACMILLAN & Co.

Second

Now ready,

T H E G O L D E N QU E E N :

A TALE OF LOWE, WAR, AND MAGIC.

By EDWARD A. SLOANE.

Elegantly bound in cloth, gilt edges, price 6s.; or plain edges, price 5s.

A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS PRESENT.

Sixth Thousand, now ready,

A M BU L A N C E L E C T U R E S;

OR, WHAT TO D0 IN CASES OF ACCIDENTS OR SUDDEN ILLNESS.

By LIONEL WEATHERLY, M.D.,

Lecturer to the Ambulance Department, Order of St. John of Jerusalem in England.

With numerous Illustrations, cloth, thoroughly Revised, price 1s.

GRIFFITH & FARRAN, West Corner St. Paul's Churchyard, London.

“There is much to praise in the ‘Merry Ballads'; the illustrations, both coloured and tinted, are admirable; whilst O-:

Little World’ consists of short tales and verses, plentifully adorned with pictures.”—Morning Post.

In demy 4to, price 5s, cloth gilt; or gilt edges, 6s. In demy 4to. price 3s.6d. cloth, fancy binding.

MERRY BALLADS OF THE OLDEN | OUR LITTLE WORLD OF CHILD

TIME. LIFE.

A Combination of Eight quaint and well-known Rhyming | A Series of Simple Stories. With 25 large Pictures, pri"

Ballads. Illustrated with 32 Page Plates, printed in in Colours, Coloured Covers, with appropriate is a "

Colours. press.

“‘Merry Ballads' is a capital gift-book for little ones.”—Standard. “The chief charm of the book, however, will be found in thef*

“Full-page illustrations, all of the bold and brightly coloured sort.” twenty richly coloured pictures by which it is adorned."--Cars Press

Daily News. “Splendidly printed in tints and colours.”-M*ehester Cearse.

“Essentially a book for children.”—Nottingham Guardian. “A very prettily got-up picture-book.”—Standard.

FREDERICK WARNE & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

—s
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LAURENCE OLIPHANT'S NEW BOOK.

Thu day is published,

THE LAND OF GILEAD.

WITH EXCURSIONS IN THE LEBANON.

By LAURENCE OLIPHANT,

Author of ' Lord Elgin's Minion to China,' ' Piccadilly,' *c.

With Illustrations and Maps, 8vo. price 21s.

Wl i i. mm Blackwood & Boss, Edinburgh and London.

NOW BK1NU ISSI KD,

PHILOSOPHICAL CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS.

by WILLIAM KNIGHT, LL.D.,

In crown 81

of Moral Philosophy, University of St. Andrews,

with PortraiU, price 3». M. rach.

ThU day is published.

Vol. I. DESCARTES.

By Professor MAHAFFY.

With Portrait, crown 8vo. price 3t. M.

Tht/otUnrug Volxmtt art m preparationfor this Stria, and ktU be pubtiiked at thort intervals :—

BtTLER, by Rev. Canon Collins, M A. (in Janwaryy-BERKELEY, by Professor Fraaer, Edinburgh (in February)—

P1C1CTE. I'v Pn.lM.or idiimoii. Owens College, Manchester—HAMILTON, by Professor Vciuh, Glasgow—HUME, by the
K.litur -BACON, by Professor Niciiol, Glasgow—HEGEL, by Professor Edward Caird, Glasgow—HOBBE8, by Proiessor
Croon Rohertaon. London—KANT, by William Wallace, Merton College, Oxford—aPINOZA,l>y Sr. Martineau, Principal

of Manchester Sew College—VICO, by Professor Flint, Edinburgh.

t Volumes will include LOCKE, LEIBNITZ. COMTE, 4c.

Wiluam Blackwood A: Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Vow ready, superroyal 8vo. 12..

ENGLISH LAKE SCENERY

A SERIES OF TWENTY-FOUR PLATES

IN THE HIGHEST STYLE OP COLOUR PRINTING, FROM DRAWINGS BY A. F. LYDON.

WITH DESCRIPTIVE LETTER-PRESS.

London: John Walker k Co. 96, Farringdon-street, E.C.

In fcap. 8vo. price .V.

THE SOUTH OF FRANCE:

WINTER RESORTS ON THE MEDITERRANEAN.

By C. B. BLACK.

Illustrated with Maps and Plans.

Edinburgh : A. & C. Black. London : Longmans.

MR. MURRAY'S HANDBOOKS.

JCST OUT,

HANDBOOK—MEDITERRANEAN : its Principal

CI tie*, fteapnrtii, and Harbour. : the CnaaU of Africa. Spain, Italv, Dalmatia, Greece, Asia Minor. Forming a Complete
Ouiile to Corsica. Sardinia. Sicily. Malta, the Balearic IsLandi, Crete, lthodes, Cyprus, ftc, for Travellers and Yacht*
men. With nearly flu Map* and Plain, post 8vo.

Also, NEW EDITION, now ready,

HANDBOOK—ROME and its ENVIRONS. With

more lluui '*0 Map* and Plan*, post 8vo. 10*.

John Murray. Albemarle-street.

THE TWO BEARS ; or, the Bears and the Bees.

With Coloured Illustrations by Charles A. Doyle, and Borders and Devices illustrative

of the Story by William S. Black.

4to. pric 1«. ; or Mounted on Linen, 2*.

" No book will provoke more fun or cause more excitement than ' The Two Bears.' The story is capitally illustrated,

and la altogether an excellent advance upon the miserable things usually known as children's toy -books "

British and Colonial Printer.
" The gTOt«squeness of the Illustrations and the genuine hu nour of the libretto « ill hardly fail to ensure for ■ The Two

Pears ' a long and favourable career."—Paper and Print.

" A new series of nursery booki of a hl^h class It is ea iy to see at a glance that it will at once be a favourite."

liritwh Mail.
" A humorous story in rhyme The Illustrations are of a very 1 Igh class."—Aberdeen free Preu.

Geobge Wateboton Jt Sons, London and Edinburgh ; and sold I y all Booksellers.

s

Now ready,

ONNETS and MISCELLANEOUS POEMS.
lly MAURICE PKNDKItUli K Umu.cloIb.4j.

Slmpkin, Marshall £ Cu.

II

BPRUNERS HISTORICAL ATLAS.
Just completed, the Third Edition, price 41. lis. 6d. half-rnssia,

ISTORICAL ATLAS of the MIDDLE
AUKS and MODERN TIMES,

liy K. v. Brut' NEK.

Third Edition, entirely Re-Engraved.

Edited by Dr. T. MENKE

90 Coloured Haps, containing also 370 Detail Maps sod Plans la their
margins, half-russls, 41. Us 94.

Gothi : Justus Perthes. London : Williasns A Norgate i D. Nutt i
Dulan A Co. Edinburgh : Williams A Norgate.

G
E R MAN CLA8SICS,

With NOTES and VOCABL'LAHIES.

LESSINGS MINNA VON
German Text With Kxpl.nnt<iry Note, for Tnuislarini: into Enirh.h
and s roiuplot. Vocabulary, by J

BAHNHELM. The
Baalish,

F. SCHMIDT. So.oncl
Edition. lZioo. cloth. 2i. ad.

CHAMISSO'S PETER SCHLEMIHL. The German
Ttxt. With copious Explanatory Notes and a Vocabulary, by M.
FOKSTKK. Cruwa »to. cloth, :'«.

GOETHE'S HERMANN und DOROTHEA. With
Oramawtlcal and Explanatory Notes, and a complete Vocabulary,
by M. F0U8TKH. lano. cloth, It. U.

GOETHE'S EGMONT. The German Text. With
Explanatory Notes und a complete Vocabulary, by U. APHL. L2mo.
cloth, 2s. tW.

ANDERSEN (H. C.).—BILDERBUCH OHNE
BILDBR. The Oerman Text. With Explanatory Notes, dec., and a
complete Vocabulary, for the use ol Schools, by ALFHONS BECK.
lSmo. cloth limp. Is.

NIERITZ.—DIE WAISE : a German Tale. With
numerous Explanatory Notes for Beginners, and a complete Vocabu
lary, by E. C. OTTB. 12mo. cloth. 2s. 64.

HAUFF'S M-ERCHEN: a Selection from Haar»
Fairy Tales. The German Text. With a Vocabulary In Foot-Notes,
by A. HOARS, B.A. Crown Svo. cloth, 3*. 6a*.

Williams A Norgate. U, Henrietta-street, Covent-gnrdrn, London;
and 30. South Frederick-street. Edinburgh.

Now ready, 6vo. price 12s.

PASCAL'S PROVINCIAL LETTERS.

EDITED B¥

JOHN DE SOYREK. MA.
Of Gonvllle and Cuius College, Cambridge.

Also, by the SAME, price *#.

MONTANISM and the PRIMITIVE CHURCH :

A Study In the Ecclesiastical History of the Second Century.

" Em if here sad there we sre not quite of the same opinion as Mr.
I* Soyres. we must admit that he has produced a work which no futur*
student of the church history of the second rentury can afford to neglect."

H Cheelham In ConUtnjtorartt Rentw.
"Dns Ergebnlss, xu welchem dcr Verfasser dieser tiichtinen Arbeit

gekonimen 1st nlcht neu : es 1st von O. Arnold, Wemsdorf, Ritachl
u. A. angebahnt. reap fesrgcsleiit. Der Verfasser bat das Seinige dazu
getban, urn es noch elnmal und ptinktllch zu hegrtinden."

Ad. Harnack in Tkrol. Lit. Ztitung.
"The task has l«een performed with careful research, united with a

hnaxd outlook and the preiierratlon of a catholic spirit, which make the
Tolumeone ot real value."— Thrniofficnl JUvrnw.
" A storehouse of varied, well-selected, and digested learning on the

subject."—Ltammtr.

Cambridge i Deighton, Bell ft Co. London : George ltd I ft Sons.

THE ANGLO - EGYPTIAN BANKING COM
PANY (Limited).

CAPITAL PAID VP, 1,000,0001 . ; RESERVE FUND. 160,000/.

HEAD OFFICE: 27, CLEMENT S-LANE, LONDON, E C.

Branches : Alexandria, Cairo, and Larnaca (Cyprus).

This Bank transacts every description of Banking BuMncM In Egypt,
grunt* Letter* of Credit, and affords other facilities to Travellers pro
ceeding to Egvpt and the Nile. O. FOA, S

27, Ctetnent s-lane, E C.

I>H(K.
X and

'1NKNIX FIRE OFFICE, Lombard-i
CK.VRINO CROSS, LONDON —Established 1783.

Prompt and Liberal Loss Settlements.
" ted lo all parts of the World.

JOHN J. BROOMFIEl.il.

UAOLK INSURANCE COMPANY,
-Li 79, PALL MALL.

For LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1807.
Accumulated Funds £3,043,542
Also a Subscribed Capital of more than . . £1.squ,000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the Office, or from
any of the Company's Agent*, post free.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS, Actuary and Secretary.

BONUS YEAR. 18t».

"PELICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
X OFFICES—

70, Lombard-street, E C. (Head Office i ; and 57, Charing Cross, S.W.
Established In the year 17S7.

SPECIAL K0TICM.
The next Bonus will be declared out of the Profits accrued up to>

31st December next. All Policies effected on or before that date on the
" With l*ruflt System " will nhsrc In such Ronui.
Forms of 1'roposal and Pronpectuws will be sent at onre to intending

Amurers, on application to Ruaxar C. Ti taxa. Artunry and Secretary.

1 OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME,
And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY.
The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon. Lord KINNA1RD, Chairman.
Subscribed Capital. l.OOO.OOW. Moderate Premiums.
Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing.

A fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance
in the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Station*, the Local Acenta, or 64,

ComblJ], London. WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.
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COLONIAL, INDIAN, and FOREIGN ASSUR
ANCE. — The SCOTTISH IMPERIAL INSURANCE COMPANY

has made Important Reduction* In the l*remlums chargeable for Forelfro
Residence. Immediate Reduction to Hume Rates on toe Assured leaving

or other temperate climate.
Office*: Glasgow, 1R1, Oreat GeorKC-strcet.

i : 2. Kins WUllam-etreet, EX'.
H AMBROSE SMITH. Secrelarv and Actuary.

N"
OTICK -MARKS, DURLACHER BROS.

S, OXFOHD-8TKEET, W.

ANTIQUE WORKS of ART and general Object! of
aotbcnliL-Uy of every Object fuaranteed.

Decoration. The

FURNISH your HOUSES or APARTMENTS
THROUGHOUT on

MOEDER'S HIRE SYSTEM.
The Original, Beat, and meet Liberal.

Cash Price*.
No extra charge for time given.

Ill nitrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars of terms, pest free.
P. IfORDER, 349. 249. 290, Tottenham Court road ; and 19. 20, and 21,

UorwelUtreet. W.C. Established lsbH.

FMOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
• the above Premises have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture Trade, and now form one of the m«t commodious
Warehouses In the metropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from 81. 8*. to 50 Guineas.
Drawing-room Suites, from 9(. 9*. to 45 Guineas.
Dining-room Suites, from 11. 7j. to 40 Guineas.

And all other Good* in great variety.
F. MOEOER. 248, 249. 250. Tottenham Court-road; and 19, 20, and 21,

Morwell-street, W.C. Established 1WJ2.

EAL & SON.

BED-ROOM FURNITURE.

DINING-ROOM FURNITURE.

DRAWING-KOOM FURNITURE.

H

HEAL k SON,
185 to 198. 1195 to 19B, TOTTENHAM COURT-ROAD, W.

J£ N I V E S, FORKS, and SPOONS.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.—
The REAL NICKEL SILVER,

cannot be distinguished from silver.
With ordinary usage this quality will wear 20 yean.

Best Quality, strongly Plated.

Table Forks pcrdos.
Table Spoons per dox.
Dessert Forks perdox.
Deiwert Spoons per dox.
Tea Npouns perdox.

A SECOND QUALITY of Fiddle l>attcrn Table
23j. per doxen. Dessert, 17«. Tea Spoons, lfi.

Piddle Bead King',
or Old or or
surer Thread Shell

£. I. d £. a. d. t. f. d.
1 10 0 2 1 0 2 3 0
1 10 0 2 1 0 2 5 0
ISO 10 0 1 11 0
12 0 1 0 0 1 11 0
14 0 1 0 0 1 2 0

£JUTLERY WARRANTED.

Handles. Serewe>
Blades of the 1

i or Rlvettcd.
Talile Dessert Carvers

'ineat Steel.
Koirea. Knives. perpr.

a. Irorjr Handle,
•. d. ». d. «. d.

do. do
12 6 o a 6 0

do. to IxUa
in 6 12 0 o a

do. do
18 6 19 6 a a

fine do.
24 0 IS 0 7 6

extra large
a? o 21 0 8 0

Afrlciui
36 0 26 0 10 6

Sliver Ferrules
40 0 X! 0 U 6
40 0 ]2 0 U 0

81-ln. Ivory 1
*] do
j| do.

CARRIAOE I'AID to but RaUwuy Station.

Sample* at above rates pott free.

W1
LLIAM S. BURTON, General Furnishing

Ironmonavr. 39. Oxford-street, W., Ac.
Catalogues, containing 8*1 Illustrations, post free.

ALLEN'S SOLID LEATHER

PORTMANTEAUS.
ALLEN'S VICTORIA DRESSING RAO.
ALLEN'S STRONG DRESS BASKETS.
ALLEN'S REGISTERED ALBERT DESPATCH BOX.

ALLEN'S NEW CATALOG LK of MO Article, for Continental Travel
ling, peat frsjv. Cash Discount. 10 per vent.

37. Wl

/CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.—Nothing is so highly

\j spprarlaled as a Case of GRANT S MOltELLA C11EKRY BRAN DY,
s»lnch can l.e ordered of any Wine Merchant. Queen's quality, as
supplied to Iter Majesty. 41V per dosen ; Sportsman'* special quality,
40. per dozen. Manufacturer. T. GRANT. Distillery. Maidstone.

A~~F~0 L L I N A R I b WAT E R.
" Uiurci Uuiiandu* A|". II marl "- ll-rnrr. Hook iv. Ode 2.

OOI.D MEDAL. PARIS, 1879.
ANM AL SALE. 8.U00.O00.

ArOLLINARIS COMPANY. Limited, if. Regent-street. London. K.W.

1 N N E F O R D ' S W A G N K S J A.
The MvdK-al Prufrasioo for over Forty Yean have

approved ol thio Purr Solutlua a* the lH-»t rcuuxlv lor
ACIIMTY of the STOJlAfll, UKARTHtllN. in \h-
ACHE. OULT. and INMOJiKTlON i ad a* the safest
Aperient fur Initiate Coustitutiuiu, Ladius, Children, and

I)

Infants.
DrNNRTI MAGNESIA.

M'HROAT IRRITATION.— Soreness and dryness,
X. tirhlknK and irritation. Inducing cough and affecting the voice,
nor these s) mpioina use

EPPS'S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.
.,°.!^'.^n.'i; •»"*»''><• eoofectlons. being in proximity to the

I n.el. i ™N^""'i'",a"" *f V"""1 bf «»' so, king, ieeoine.
?, .- *'t " °ld.>.':"'.TJ° •"«'"■ 71'' and I. lK.laoeJlod "Jamea
Lp|t* * Co . lloiiiirvpathlc I'htmlsla, Loudon."

kn j.
letter received Gentlemen _ It may. perhaps. Interest yon to

found >uur Glycerine Jujubes

BajllorI-ly.lc.ua to the Municipal Throat and La^ Infirmary.''

DE LA RUE & CO.'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

BUMULL-ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Now ready, in 2 handsome vols, demy 8vo. price 32«. with a Portrait by Paul Eajon, and other Illustrations.

THE LIFE OF SIR ROWLAND HILL, K.C.B.,

AND THE

HISTORY OF PENNY POSTAGE.

By Sir ROWLAND HILL, and his Nephew, GEORGE BIBKBECK HILL, D.C.L.

Author of • Dr. Johnson : his Friends and his Critics,' Ac.

Now ready, in royal 4to. cloth, extra gilt, price 6«.—NEW ILLUSTRATED CHILDREN'S BOOK.

THE STORY OF PRINCE HILDEBRAND AND THE

PRINCESS IDA.

By Major T. S. SECCOMBE.

With upwards of 110 Illustrations by the Author.

How ready, crown 8vo. cloth, prioe 7*. 6rf.

VOYAGES OF THE ELIZABETHAN SEAMEN:

A SELECTION PEOM THE ORIGINAL NARRATIVES IN HAKiUYTS COLLECTION.

Edited, with Historical Introduction, by E. J. PAYNE, M.A., Fellow of University College, Oxford.

Shortly, demy 8vo. cloth, with Maps, and numerous Original Etchings on Stone, price 16#.

THE SHORES AND CITIES OF THE B0DEN SEE :

RAMBLES IN 1879 AND 18S0.

By SAMUEL JAMES CAPPER, Author of * Wanderings in War Time,' &C.

Shortly, NEW WORK BY DR. GUY, F.R.S. Crown 8vo.

THE FACTORS OF THE UNSOUND MIND,

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE PLEA OF INSANITY IN CRIMINAL CASES, AND THE AMEXDH"EyT

OF THE LAW.

By WILLIAM A. GUY, M.B. F.B.C.P. F.R.S.

Shortly, crown 8vo. cloth, price 5*.

HISTORY OF GERMANY, POLITICAL, SOCIAL,

AND LITERARY.

BROUGHT DOWN TO THE PRESENT DAY.

By the Rev. Dr. E. COBHAM BREWER, Trinity Hall, Cambridge,

Author of ' History of France,' * Guide to Science,' Ac.

Shortly, a New and Improved Edition, fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 3s. 6d.

LAWS OF SHORT WHIST, AND A TREATISE ON THE

GAME.

By JAMES CLAY.

DE LA EVE & CO.'S INDELIBLE RED-

LETTER DIARIES, PORTABLE DIARIES, CONDENSED

DIARIES, and TABLET CALENDARS, for 1881, in great

variety, may now be had of all Booksellers and Stationers. Also the

"FINGER-SHA FED SERIES," in neat ca.ses, extra gilt. Whole

sale only of the Publishers,

Thos. De La Rue It Co. London.

E p p S'S

CHOCOLATE

ESSENCE.

Product of a special refining

process. It is Chocolate devoiiletJ

of its over-richness and substan

tiality. Sugarless.and.when mutlc

of the consistence of Coffee. As:

Afternoon Chocolate. Each packet

is labelled

JAMES EPPS Si. CO.

Chemists, London.
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A NEW ILLUSTRATED SHAKSPERE.

Messrs. Casskll, Petter, Galpix & Co. will publish

IN MONTHLY PARTS, PRICE SEVENPENCE,

THE ROYAL SHAKSPERE.

WITH NUMEROUS

FULL-PAGE STEEL PLATES FROM ORIGINAL DESIGNS BY

F. BARNARD.

V. W. BROMLEY.

CHALOW.

CIPRIANI.

F. BARNARD.

FRANK DICKSEE.

FRANK DICKSEE.

M. E. EDWARDS.

C. GREEN.

C. GREGORY.

J. HOLMES.

A. HOPKINS.

J. McL. RALSTON.

RICHTER.

WOOLMKR.

AND ORIGINAL WOOD ENGRAVINGS BY

A. FREDERICKS.

C. GREGORY.

C. GREEN.

A. HOPKINS.

H. C. SELOrS.

P. SKELTON.

A. H. TOURRIER.

J. D. WATSON.

H. M. PAGET.

J. McL. RALSTON.

PART I. READY DECEMBER 21, 1880.

TnE exceptional value of THE ROYAL SHAKSPERE will be that it will be printed

in bold, clear, readable type, with Illustrations, principally Steel Plates, engraved from

Originals by the eminent modern Artists whose names are given above.

This ROYAL SHAKSPERE will be a Complete Edition of the great Dramatist's

Plays and Poems, arranged in chronological order from the Text of the eminent Shaksperian

scholar Professor Delius. 'Edward III.' and ' The Two Noble Kinsmen' will be included.

There will also be an Introduction and Life of Shakspere by Mr. F. J. Furnivall, Founder

and Director of the New Shakspere Society, who shows the proper method of studying

Shakspere, recounts the story of the Poet's life, and presents a chronological arrangement of

the Plays and Poems. The growth and unity of Shakspere's thought, the links between his

successive Plays, the light thrown on each by comparison with the others, and the treatment

of the same or like incidents in the different periods of Shakspere's life, are all traced with

minuteness, care, and skill. Of this Introduction it has been justly remarked, that " for the

general and even s molarly reader it supersedes nearly the whole vast library of works on this

well-worn yet ever-new theme."

In producing, therefore, the Works of Shakspere in the form, with the advantages, and

at the price above announced, the Publishers have every confidence that it will be widely

welcomed on its merits, and be regarded as pre-eminently the most complete Fine-Art

Edition of SHAKSPERE yet published.

CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN & CO. Ludgate-hill, London.
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MESSRS. MACMILLAN & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

LIFE of WILLIAM BLAKE. With Selections from his Poems and

Writing. Illustrated from Blake's own Works. By ALEXANDER GILCHRIST,
cloth gilt, with Designs by Frederick J. Shields, after Blake, medium 8vo. 21. 3s,

Several new Illustrations have been added to this Work, which has long since
mentioned :—The Phillips Portrait of Blake; Two new Portraits by Blake of i
Drawing of Blake's Cottage at Pelpham. New Photogravures of the ' Inventions
Portion of the Work, forming a new link to the already Interesting life of Blake. Mr.
Works that appeared in the First Edition of the Book.

A New and Enlarged Edition, with Additional Letters and a Memoir of the

nee taken Its position as the standard authority on Its subject. Among o
of his Wife; a new Plate from the * Jerusalem'; a newly-discovered
Jons to the Book of Job ' are given. Some Thirty Additional Letters are

; others,
sd Design

* given. Some Thirty Additional Letters are included in the
M. Rossetti has Revised, Enlarged, and Perfected the Annotated Catalogue

The IRISH LAND LAWS. By Alexander G. Richey, Q.C. LL.D.,

Deputy Regius Professor of Feudal and English Law in the University of Dublin. Crown 8vo. 35. 6d.

" To all who, either as legislators or publicists, are called on to take part In the present controversy, the book will
prove invaluable. The relation of the work to the discussions whioh now occupy so much attention is well ex-

It would be difficult to And any series of legislative problems stated with greater clearness, sequ
mmend this little book to all who speak, write, or seriously think upon this question i

pre*
precision. We can re
out of Parliament."— Time*.

ISLAND LIFE; or, the Phenomena and Causes of Insular

Faunas and Flora,, Including an entire Revision of the Problem of Geological Climates. By ALFRED RUSSEL
WALLACE, Author of ' The Malay Archipelago,' ' The Geographical Distribution of Animals,' Ac. Medium 8ro. with
Illustration, and Map,, 18s.

" Mr. Wallace has written nothing more clear, more masterly, or more convincing than this delightful volume
As a whole ' Island Life ' is almost above criticism. Mr. Wallace brings to hi, task a rare combination of qualities
not usually compatible with one another."—Fortnightly Review.

The CHURCH of the FUTURE. Its Catholicity-its Conflict

with the Atheist—Its Conflict with the Deist—Its Conflict with the Rationalist—It, Dogmatic Teaching—Practical

Counsels for its Work—It, Cathedrals. By ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL, Archbishop of Canterbury. Crown 8vo. 3.. 6o\

A DICTIONARY of MUSIC and MUSICIANS (A.D. 1450-

1*78)^ By eminent Writers, English and Foreign.^ With Illustrations and Woodcuts. Edited by GEORGE GROVE,

8vo. 2». M. New Volume.

WOBDSWORTH.

Vol. I. A to IMPROMPTU. Vol. II. IMPKOPERIA to PLAIN SONG.

" Dr. Grove's Dictionary will be a boon to every intelligent lover of music."—Saturday Review.

FOOD for the INVALID, the CONVALESCENT, the DYS-

PEPTIC, and the GOUTY. By J. MILKER FOTHERGILL, M.D., Author of 'The Practloner's Handbook,' &c.
Crown 8vo. 3s. 64.

The ARYAN VILLAGE in INDIA and CEYLON. By Sir John

B. PHEAB. Crown 8vo. 7«. 6d.

ENGLISH MEN of LETTERS. Edited by John Morley. Crown
q. aj nr«- vni..m« */ **

By F. W. H. Myers.

The HEAD of MEDUSA. By George Fleming, Author of 'A

Nile Novel ' and 1 Mirage.' 3 vols, crown 8vo. Six. 6<f.

" The striking feature of this novel is the character of Count Ccaco Lalll, a ( vpe of the modern Italian We have
some quarrel,, indeed, with Mr. Fleming, which, did occasion serve, we might urge. But we prefer to take leave of
this really fine work of art with an expression of sincere admiration and pleasure."—Pall Mall Gazette.

The NECKLACE of PRINCESS FI0RIM0NDE, and other

Stories. By MARY DE MORGAN. With 35 Illustrations by Walter Crane. Extra fcap. 8vo. 6#.

Also an EDITION, printed on hand-made paper, the Illustrations on India paper, limited to ONE HUNDRED
COPIES. Fcap. 4to.

*' Mr. Walter Crane's characteristic Illustrations combine, with Miss De Morgan's pretty fancies, In forming a
charming gift-book."— Graphic.
" We have seen too little of Mr. Walter Crane's work lately, and it is pleasant to welcome him again in such

poetic drawings."—Morning Post.

A CHRISTMAS CHILD : a Sketch of a Boy-life. By Mrs.

MOLE8WOBTH, Author of ' Carrot,,' ' The Cuckoo Clock,' Ac Illustrated by Walter Crane. Globe 8vo. 4s. 8d.

" Mrs. Molesworth has struck out a new line In this charming little book. This is really a study of a child's
character. The picture altogether n one of singular reality and singular betuity."—Spectator.

The WHITE RAT, and some other Stories. By Lady Barker.

Illustrated by W. J. Henncssy. Globe 8vo. 4s. 8<f.

PANSIE'S FLOUR - BIN. By the Author of ' When I was

a Little Girl,' Ac. Illustrated by Adrian Stoke,. Globe 8vo. 4s. lirf.

" The best praise that we can give to this little romance Is to say that It Is really worthy to be classed with ' Alice
in Wonderland,' and in some respects Is better adapted to juvenile comprehension."—Morning Post.

GUIDE to the STUDY of POLITICAL ECONOMY. By Dr.

LL'IOI COSSA, Professor in the University of Pavia. Translated from the Second Italian Edition. With a Preface
by W. STANLEY JEVON8. F.R.S. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.

" The translator of Professor Cosaa's Guide has conferred a great boon upon the English student of political
economy."—Nature.
"It would be impossible to find a more compact and better written sketch of the history of political economy and

of its latest development. It Is an admirable compendium."—Notes 2nd Queries.

STUDIES in DEDUCTIVE LOGIC: a Manual for Students. By

W. STANLEY JEVONS, LL.D. F.R.8., Professor of Political Economy In University College, London. Crown 8vo. 6s.

" It la Indispensable to the many student, of the higher logic."—Athemrum.

* •

THIRTY YEARS; being Poems,

and Old. By the Author of ' John Halllax, Qentlenun.
lcap. 8to. cloth gilt, 6*.

Now ready, 3 Tola, medium 8to. handsomely bound In cloth, gilt cap-
price 25j, per Volume,

BE-IS8TJK OF COOPER'S LE KEUX'S

MEMORIALS of CAMBRIDGE,
Greatly Enlarged and Rewritten from the Work of LB XStX. »
the late C. H. COOPER. P.8.A. , Author of ' The Anaal* of Cto-Tiijr
and ' Athena; Cantabrlgiensis.' 1,179 pages, 90 WoooV-un in the .- -
l!A Platea by Le Keux, Storer, dec., Including 20 Etching* by Room
Farren.

" One need not be a prophet to foretell that 300 v«wr*
hence Mr. Cooper's works will be more often cited thin

any other Cambridge books of our time."
Professor John K. B. Mayor.

Large imperial 4to. 36 Etchings printed on Dutch paper, haa'anme-jy
bounil In cloth, 38*.

The GRANTA and the CAM, fr—\
BYRON'8 POOL to ELY. Drawn and EtcSad by R. Fnrxe*.

' In some of t he smaller plates thereakeapttal *

The large drawings are, however, there
BrTdi "

| and of these.
Trumpington BiTdge (3), Paradise (fJBTrinitr Bridgp-
(13), Grassy Corner (27), Uorningsea Jki'h Sear CU .
hithe (31), and Ely, the last stageftl this pleasant
journey, are particularly good."— Ttmft.

" Here is a collection of etchings which are a pore
delight to every lover of river scenery, and which rauat
be an especial joy to every Cambridge man We do

not know how to praise Mr. Parian sufficiently for h£s
beautiful and melancholy ' Queen's Bridge ' and his
1 Magdalene College.' These are etchings worthy of
being framed and hung where they can always be ia
view."—Saturday Rtview.
" The book will have a sale this Christmas, and It is

not unworthy of it."—Academy.

TWENTYETCHINOS by R.FARREN

for the MEMORIALS of CAMBRIDGE. SO proota signed anifSrat
with ' The Graata and the Cam,' 31. 3a.

Crown 8to. about 400 pp. price 3s. So".

The CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY

GENERAL ALMANACK and REGISTER for the TEAS, MKT
('uotatnln* a List of the Ofacera of the r Diversity sad C«a\ege*.
Examination Papers, and Lists for Prerlout and General Trip o—a
nnd Specials. Scholarship Papers of Trinity and KL John s CoUe*».
List of Freshmt-n. Register of Boat Hurt*. Cricket Mitrim. A*. h> t l*r»
for the Past Year, with List of Officer* of the Clubs, and other
ioformatIon.

KEY to EXERCISES in EUCLID.
My I. TOIiHUNTER, M A P E S , Honorary Fellow of M. : a ■
College, Cambridge. Crown 8ro. 6*. 6o\

MACMILLAN'g CLASSICAL SERIES.—NBW VOLUMKS.

PLINY'S LETTERS. Book III. The

Text ol H. KM!., with • Commentary by JOHN E. B XATOS,
M.A., Fellow of St. John's College, and Profravir of Latin la the
I'nlTcrstty of Cambridge; and a LIFE of PUNT, bf U. EL
KENDALL, MA, Fellow of Trlaity College, Cambridge. Ftm»
Sro. 5*.

The STORY of ACHILLES, from

HOMRRH ILIAD. Edited, with Notes and In trod or live*, by the
late J. H. PRATT. M A . Fellow of Trlqlty CoUere. CsjnbrWx*
AssUtant-Master at Harrow School ; and WALTER LLAl M.A ,
Fellow of Trinity Collefe, Cambridge. Fcap. 8to &>.

XENOPHON.-ANABASIS, Books

L—IT. Edited, with Notes adapted to GOODWINS GRF.F.V
OKAMMAK, by Professors W. W. GOODWIN and J. W.WHITE.

1 Umveof Harrard University. With a Map. Fcap. Sro. Sa

" This is an excellent school book. There are many
editions of the 'Anabasis ' or its parts, but we are inclined
to think that this is the best for a young scholar wbo is

bent on making himself a good one."
Dublin Evening Mail.

FIRST LESSONS in GREEK:
adapted to GOODWIN S GREEK GRAMMAR, and dr*.en*d as an
Introduction to the Anabasis of Xcnophon. By JOHN WILLIAM**
WHITE. Ph.D., Atwlstant-Professor of Greek In Harvsnl laOrcrs.tr.
Crown tiro. 4s. Gd.

The HANNIBALIAN WAR; being

pnrtef the Twenty-Brut and Twenty-second Book* of l.iry.
for the Use of Beginners, with Introduction and Notes, by G C.
MACAULjVY M.A. Amittant- Muter at Rugby, and furnicsiy Fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge. 18mo. 1*. 6d.

[IS'etc Volmmt EUm*nt«r$> Ctaasirs.

MACMILLAN'S PROGRESSIVE

FRENCH COURSE. Third Year. Containlnc a SysWmatie
and Lessons in Composition. By G. EUGENE-FASNACHT, Ai
of ' FrogresslTe French Reader,' dec. Fcap. Hto 2». &d.

... Messrs. MACMILLAN & CO.'S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of GIFT and PRESENTATION

BOOKS is now ready, and may le obtained on application.

MACMILLAN & CO. Bedford-street, London, "W.C.

ats and Business Letters to "The Publisher"—at the Office, 30,Editorial Communication, should he addressed to ■■ The Editor •■—Ad,ei

1 by B. J. Faucis, Athene-urn Preen, Tooka-court, Chancery-laae. E.C. . and Paoushed by Joan Faurcts. at No. 90, Wellington street. Strand, W.C

. Bell 4 Bmdfute, and Mr. Jean Manila,, Bdlnburgh —lor Iaslana, Mr. John Kobertson, DubUa.—Saturday, lieeeatber II, 1
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PRICK

THREBPBNOB

REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

MVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,
J prrrnox in i

I Assistant .Utri

Opkx Com-
for on« 8ITCA-

The Controller of ][ M PutUnrry irffire (taint to receive Tenders for
the .upplT of Itouks bound in Uoth for uw to the h brums on bwM Her
Majesty * 8hipe
sample of the «ppror«d blading may b« seen, and relative partirulars

trf ( .«irj.-f tv-* r.pllre Catalogue of the Hooks, tod I'urmiol Tender,
ro*y be ul tai At the stationery office, bftVM-n the hours of 13 and 4.
dots to ine i**h In.t Tender* moat be delivered at thij addresa by 13

M M >UlluOr.. >'tl r IYlnc«»-«
Westminster. Item '

"OOVAL StM'IKTY of LITERATURE. — Mr.
-IV WALTER I)K GRAY BIRCH will road a PAPER, on WED
NESDAY, Isrresaber 33. at Bight r ■ , entitled ' Pictures of the Life of
M Guthi* a I v.rlfth-Crutory Hull la the Hntlsh Muirunt '

VT M W VAI X. See. I I L

ROVAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of
KNGLJlND.

ESSAY PRIZE.

A PRIZE of « has been oaTersd by the Countess de Noaillm for the
best K-^VY tin the Benefit of Flock* and Herds which would arrrae
from siting them access to Running Water to drink Id place uf th*
Waier uf StagBant Poons ' Competing EaauTi must be sent la before
»oruar* tat — Other Condition* mar be obtained on application to
H II Jwum, Secretary, I?, Hanover-square. London.

ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY.—Lecture
Tta» South ReaAlna-to. Murnra - Thta APTP.KNOOX. at Three,

Itr ZKKKri will lerture on U» HCIB.NI E of (iKSKHM H1S1UUV
(.yllabaa Th* Hebrew,, from a acridlT Hletorlcal point t>r *lew-Thelr
lBI]acBr<-lB Hulor* Their rlet-te- Koeae at the Advent '
Po'.Ik admitted at If IW par Lactan.
Tat *Ki <»Mr cot/HSE of TKN LBCTl'KES will

HATl Kink . January lXh. leal.

'HE OROSVENOR QALLERY.-EXHIISITION
of WATKH-OOUH R ItBAW INIMIaad IIKCOKATI V p. DKH10.N8

Ll.ioa Arti.ia will ot'P.S on JAM'AllY lot, leal.—JuimUeloo, Oaa
a Ticket., Pl.r Shilling.

In Ll.io
>bllltnic

IEXHIBITION of CABINET PICTURES in OIL.—

i lioJIey (.alien. BiypUaa Hall. PlomiUlr -T»a roURTBKNTH
ANHl A I. r:\lllliITIU.V Opco Dallj. frota l>o till H» - Aoialaalon,
I. ^ ... M U r at NAUt. SaclWMT.

"tUTCHINOS.—THOMAS McLEAN has the honour
US VIEW a ana COLLECTION of KTCHIXOB,

« Hruaat-lobaUam. Hajoa. Flaauaf , W. 8. Colauuui. Ac -
imu Mi L t . » :, Haymafart.

TH8 JOLLY POSTBOYS, from the celebrated
Ptctutr t.r H STACT MARKX. K A . Btchad ky V LHl'lLLIKR.

It.i. \r< -< it—h ..I im. Ilaa Bh-hltm •wnxl i.j both Aroau,
aro »o« rrmij, ptM «- «< -To bo had of th* I'alSlahor. L. H. Lirhraa,

bT w
Twin

I v. king riitrl, BC Ja aod of all l'rlotarllon.

|> KM BRANDT'S MILL. Etched by Bbvnbt-
M.X DRHA1NKA —A fawof the flacat Artlata Proofl ran attll be had of
tbr Publitl.T* Alffo.t-holre Proofa of the beat Workaof "

t-lirbaion. Srvnour Haden. Merroa, aad WhlaUer.
P * I> Couiual * Co. U and 11. Pall Kail Rait.

Now ready,

L^IRST 8ERIES of ETCHINGS. — ALONG the
L THAMKS. from IMtaer to Twickenham By A RALLTM.

Pobllahed by R. mtmoaaa, VbjMtreet, W.

" I have acaln and afaln taken up your Etrhlnaa. They are full of
power. - J RoMbia, Rranlwood, Conlaton, Lancaahlire.

1j»TCHINGS from NATURE and IMAGINATION.
J hy UUIROX R. JRH8X Henbnry, aUccleaneld, Cheahlra.-To ha

- i of the Artist. Price 1l>j each.

^ H K ETCHING CLUB
ETCH INQ8,

</utiM*ttDj[ of ?1 Important Etchiojn by the followlnir ArttfU : —
K AmdeU, H A , P H. GaMaroa, SLA., C. W. Cope, H A . J. P. Heael-

iLjw, J. E K.jdjraon. K A . J C Hook, E.A.. J. C. Hartley, HA., W
Holman Hunt, J. E. MlUala, B.A.. O. B. O'Neill. Haaiuel l'almcr, J.
fetue, R A , 11 Redirrave, H.A., F. Tayler
Thr nholr iiiounted. complete In Kolioa ; only a few Copiea now re-

H Hi ua Axipfi
3D, Duke-atreet

i. The HarMe Row (iallery, 33, Bar Lie- row , and i
Jamea a, b.w.

II
IS EMINENCE CARDINAL NEWMAN. —
Now ready, an RNOHAVINO, by 8. COCRIN8, R.A . from the

Hrnwirur »>t Ij«ly Cuierld«e - A 1'KOOKof the 1'Ute and the OKIOINAL
IiKAWlNO are NOW on VIBW at the Fubllahera , E. ft I). Couttt.ai
ft Co . 13 and 1 4, fall Hall East

"LUC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
X AKIN DEL SOCIETY from the OLD MAHTER8, are Sold to tba
fuMi. u well at to Members, at prices Tarring from 10* to 4*4 . aad
lat'lude lav Wuraa of Olotto. fra Angelico. 1'eruftino, Andr
Mirhaal Arucelo. Baphael. Holbein. Albert L>urer, fte.—In
wiiii jjirt . <uj*r» of membenhlp, will ba aent. in*t free, on
at .'4 uli Jv^ta-atreet. London, W.

'EMS and PRECIOUS STONES, Mounted, can
* be PCKCHASEDat adTantajreoua prlcea.-Bavca-Wbiurt. Mine-

ind Expert In Ot'iua and l'rvcluua "* " • " "
iudk>n, W.C.

rPHK RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any

A WORK neceaamry to their PRESERVATION, effected with erery
r^"1, tbe aaftwt and moat cauiioua treaia.Mii, by MATTHEW R.
1 IIOMP80N, Stwdto, 43, "

T?SSEX ART.—The COMMITTEE of the ESSEX
J.J and CHKI.MM-X)KI> MISECM hare arraoited to hold an EXHIBI
TION of PICTURES by EissEX AHTlSTb, or Scenes In Easex painted

Artlata, at the Shire Hall. Chelmsford, on January
Four Followlnir l*ayt —

lit are rrauestcd to commuulrate
t and Clielmaford Mi

willing to
with the Hoj(iiiasv StrBcri,aiBB,

MR. DANNREUTHEll begs to announce Music
. at 12. Ormc-atiuare, W., on THl KST)AY EVENINGS, January 30,

February 3 and 17, and March 3 fciccutanU : Violin. Mr. Henry
Holme* aod Herr Joaef Ludwlar . Second Violin. Mr Alt Otbaon i Viola,
Heir Carl Junu ; Violoncello. Moiis Ijuaeire , Pianoforte. Mr Ikann-
mtheqr. Vocalists. Mlaa Annie Hutterworth and Miss Anna WHllama —
For particulars apply to Mr Damm ait Taxa, at tbe above address.

FIFTEEN HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ACTHORITA-
TIVE PKOMl LGATION OF THE 1XKTHLNE OF THE TRINITY.
-A D, 3«1.

ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS. — Two Prizes of
Fifty Oulaoaa each will be m v* n by the Editor of the CAnsliaw

/ Newapaper, for the Heat Essays on the followlnir subjects :— 1. 1 The
on*in of the I h* trine of the Trinity in the Christian Church.' 2. 'The
Injurious Effect of that Doctrine upon the Simplicity, l*ower, aad
Success of Christianity.' Each Essay must be limited to about Five
Thousand YYurda A Candidate may compete either for one or for both
Essays. Eaaaya are to be aent. not later than the 1st of May. 1JW1, to the
Rer. Koiur Hrr.u, 19, Murnlngtuo-ruad, How-road, London The
name of the writer must he enciuacd with the Essay in a separate sealed
envelope, which will not be opened until the Judges hat ~
award The copyright In the aucceasful Essays will w~'

of the Prlie.- Further Information may be had on i
to Mr. Srs.aa.

by letter

(ieocrml Adrertlsing

I>RIArATE SECRETARY. Amanuensis, or Literary

Assistant -APPOINTMKNT desired hy well-educated GENTLE
MAN (27). Classics, French, German. Shorthand. Clerical and Indian
Connexions Excellent references —Ttbo, 31, Solon-road, Brixton, B.W.

I ONDON CORRESPONDENT.—An experienced
J London Correspondent, engaged In the I'srluimentary Gallery,

baring ai n-s» to the Lobby, and a valuable connexion with gotd sources
of News. Political and General, desires to ACT for a PROVINCIAL
JOURNAL, or conjointly fur several, during thi
Address T. D . ore of Messrs. R. F. White ft Son,
Agents , 33, Fleet street , E C.

ONE HUNDRED P0UND8. — A YOUNG
JOURNALIST, baring this amount, wishes to obtain a SMALL

PARTNF.RHHIP in an established Concern, Town or Country —Addresa
Arm. can of Mr. Piper. 113, Prince of WalesVruad, Kentish-town. N.

A HIGH-CLASS JOURNALIST, engaged on a
London Daily Paper, Is open to write LEADING ARTICLES. Poli

tical. Social , or Critical. Would undertake Weekly Letters for Indian
or Colonial Journals, fte — Address Lsai>kb. rare of Messrs. Adams ft
Prmnels, Ad«rrti»ing Agents, 30, Heet-atreat, R.C.

AN ACCOMPLISHED JOURNALIST, of wide
and thorough experience, will shortly be at liberty to undertake

SUE-EDITORSHIP of a Liberal Daily Faper Telling "ih.
Writer
May a Advertising Offices, ISO, Piccadilly

Leader-
Daily, care of

A LITERARY MAN, having some spare time,
would be glad to CONTRIBUTE REVIEWS of current Literature,

Critical and other Eaaaya, to a Daily or a Weekly : Is also open to Maga
zine Work - Address o,25. at C. H. May ft Co. '■ General Advci-llaing
Offices, TH, Gracechurrh-strect. London.

IEDITORSHIP.—WANTED, by a Gentleman of
J large Journalistic experience, both Provincial and Metropolitan,

the EDITORSHIP or SLH-KIHTORSH1P of an Influential Liberal or
Indriu ndent Journsl. la a telling Leader- Writer, Graphic Dvscrititiontst,

ariet —Address Vbka\, care of Miasrs.aad a terse and attract! re Su
C Mitchell ft Co , 1?. Red L ourt. Ileei-sireet, London.

IEDITOR for an Established WEEKLY CON-
J SERVAT1VE NEWSPAPER Able Lender, Note, and Review

Writer, and good Reporter.—Apply G. E.. care of Grosvenor ft Co., 68,
- E C.

i for ability and

EDITORIAL. — A GENTLEMAN, retiring from
the conduct of a London Dally Paper, dealres EDITORIAL

PLOYMEN P. partial or otherwise. Flrit-class re
character.—P. 0>., R. F. White, 33, Fleet-street.

SUB-EDITOR.—A pood SUB-EDITOR is open to
accept an ENGAGEMENT. Is a Man of Judgment and experience,

and thoroughly known hia Work. Weekly Paper preferred.—Addresa
D. S A . care of May s Advertising Offices, L30, Piccadilly.

tsiUB-EDITOR of experience WANTED for first-
KJ class PROVINCIAL MORNING PAPER —Send Specimens of quite
recent Summaries, leaderettes, and Criticisms. State age. Salary ex
pected, and, definitely, length of experience as Sub-Editor, with Names
of lnpers Give references as to reliability and character generally.
Only explicit applications entertained Applicants treated confidentially
— Addre*s 8. P. U R , care of C Mitchell ft Co., Advertising Ageuts, Rod
Lion-court, lleet-itreet, London.

WANTED, RE-ENGAGEMENT as SUB-EDITOR
T T of a Daily. Experienced, efficient, and reliable. Would take

the Editorship of an established Weekly —Address B., care of Messrs.
Adams ft Francis, Advertising Agents, 50, lleet-atreet, London. E C

WANTEI)» for a Liberal Weekly, an ARTICLE
TT on CURRENT POLITICS—Address, in strict confidence, atatlng

terms and experience, to Libexal, care of Messrs. Adams & Francis,
Advertising Agenu. ."41, Fleet street, EX.

MANUSCRIPTS, several, suitable for Periodicals,
TO HE SOLD , Author going Abroad -List aent on application to

hla Agent, Mr. Oemu ell. 61, Cross-street, London, V

FRENCH TRANSLATION. — WANTED, a
TRANSLATOR accustomed to read French Works. — Address

P. A. X_, care of Mr. Moore, 36, Cnaruje-siley, E.C.

NOTES and QUERIES. — The CHRISTMAS
Number i ready Dwembcr ?4, price Foorpence) of NOTES aud

QUERIES will cootaln-Cursory Notes on 'Twelfth Night,' by J. O
Halllwell-Philllpps Esq -Lord of Misrule, hy Rot E Marshall—Pro
nunciation of *-Er," Ac . by Prof. Bkeat—A Promise to appear after

"erful Properties of the Elder-
Tree, by Shirley Hibberd. Esq —Christmas Verses of the City or London

- in 1730, by F

Published by Job 0. Wellington-street, Strand.

A NEWSPAPER EDITOR and PUBLISHER, of
experience and some influence, desires a CHANGE. Advertiser

could work up a ltustness or Invest. References and Interview. Prin
cipals only -Padm. Messrs Klrby ft Woodcock. Solicitors, Leicester

ADVERTISEMENT CANVASSER WANTED
for a first-class FINANCIAL PAPER, extensively circulated ;

ed with iiv years ; could be worked
cants must Mate fully their qualifications and terms rcq
Makaoeb, First Floor, », aiangt-allty, Lombard street, B.C.

ly circulated ;
Paper.—Appli-
i* required to

I'O NEWSPAPER PROPRIETORS. — Excellent
poaltlon iwd facilltlea for PUBLISHING by COMMISSION, or

Auvrrliarr la willing- to l'urchaae a good Property.—Addreaa T. H. H.,
care of Mwimi. (i Street £ Cw.. 3), Corohlll. R C

"U'OR DISPOSAL, a WEEKLY PERIODICAL,
-T with good Advertising connexion, requiring but a moderate out
lay to ensure a large circulation.—Addreas Paorairroa, ll», Btooinsbury
street, London. W.C.

c

"I MITCHELL 4c CO., Agents for the Sale and
Purchaae of Newapaper IToperty, bee to announce that they

New.paper Propertlea for Ulapoaal. both in Landon and

p MITCHELL Ic CO., Agents for the Sale and
* ■ Purchase of Newspaper Propertlea. undertake Valuations for
Probate or Purchaae, Investigations, and Audit of Accounts, fte.

13 and 13, Red Lion-court, Fleat-atreet, E C.

PARIS.—To ART STUDENTS.—A STUDIO for
LADIES having recently been opened by the eminent aod well-

known artist, M LEON GLAIZE. of 86, Rue de Vaugirard. near the
Luxembourg, Madame I.RVASSEUR, Direotrice of an excellent and com
modious establishment (or Young Ladles, within easy walking distance
of the Atelier, begs to Inform Ladr-Si udenta that she can offer them a
COMFOHTAHLE HOME and GOOD HOARD at moderate terms. Close
to omnibus and tram.—For terms apply Madame. Lav .noses, 333, Ruede
Vaugirard.

qX) INVALIDS.—A Lady, who obtained at Pisa
-a. the perfect recovery from Pulmonary Disease. whlc*i hid affect *d
some member of her family, offers the BENEFIT of her EXPERIENCE
to persons who under auch clrcu instances might wish to find In a Pension
comfort, wholesome snd abundant nourishment, and beat profuasional
advice. Tbe sanitary conditions of the climate of Pisa are particularly
enhanced by Its vicinity to the sea and to great pine fonnta, where
African camels are bred and thrive. Terma moderate. References re
quired —Address Mrs. Fbases, 184, 8. Jacopoalle Plaxze, Pisa. Italy.

REQUIRED, by a GENTLEWOMAN and a
CHURCHWOMAN, remunerative EMPLOYMENT for n porliou

of the Day i not teaching Work In connexion with a Charitable or
Benevolent Institution preferred. References given and required —
Apply, by letter, to A_ Z., lleeching's Library, Upper Baker-etreet,
Portman-square, W.

"JJNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

The raOFKsSORSHIP of POLITICAL ECONOMY will become
VACANT at the close of the present Session Applications for the
Appointment will be recelvtd on or I«fore MARCH 21st. at the Office of
the College, Gower-strcet, W.C. TALFOURD ELY. M A,, Secret

PRELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC EXAMINATION.
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

A CLASS in all the Subjects [including Practical Work) for this Exa
mination is held at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, continuing till the
Flxaminatlon In July. The Class Is open to Candidates who are not
Students of the Hospital as well as to Students, and will begin on TUES
DAY, January 18th.
Botany—Rev O. Henslow, MA, Christ's CoiLCamb, Lecturer on Hotany

to the Hospital.
Zoology—Norman Moore, M.D., St. Cath. Coll. Camb , Lecturer on

Comparative Anatomy to the Hospital
ChemiBtry—H. E. Armstrong, Ph.D. F.R S , Demonstrator of Chemistry
Phyaica— Donald M AIiater. B.A., Fellow uf St. Johns Coll. Camb..

Demonstrator of Physics.
Fee for the whole Course (Including Chemicals;, to Students of the

Hospital. (U 8s.; to others. 101. ID*.
Particulars may be ascertained on application, pcrsnnallv or br letter,

to the Wabdek of tbe College, St. Bartholomew * Hospital, EC. A
Handbook forwarded on application.

FRAULEIN JUNGST, 1, Taubkn Stbasm, DCs-
SBLDORF, takes a limited number of YOUNG LADIES to finish

their Education.—For particulars apply to Mrs. J. Leech, 4, Holland
lurk, London.

EDUCATION (Superior), London, S.W. — A
CLERGYMAN wishes to RECOMMEND a SCHOOL in which hh

Daughters now are. The House, situated In its own Grounds of three
acres, offers all Home Comforts. Church of England ; no extreme view*
Careful Religious and Moral Training. Resident Parisian and Hanoverian
Governesses University Examinations. — Address L. L. D., Kerby ft
Budean'a, Publishers. 190, Oxford-street

EDUCATION in GERMANY.—A GERMAN
PROFESSOR, whose wife resided some years as Governess In

England, and who la thoroughly acquainted with English Home-life,
desires a few BOARDERS to Educate with his two Sons, at tbe Heal
Gymnasium, Itxehoe, Holsteln. Unexceptionable references in England
and Germany. Terms, 40i. to SOL per annum. Pupils can be taken charge}
of In January.—Addreas Reaaxeubbb Wecbmann, care of Messrs. Spou,
16, Charing Cross, 8.W.
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EDUCATION in GERMANY.—SCHOOL for the
SONS of GENTLEMEN,—Family Life ; constant opportunities of

1 s House, with splendid Garden and
~ A. BAS-

French and German; large■peaking
Grounds. Terms, SO
KERVILLE,
pan led to Germany early :
9, Westbourne-square, W.

0 Guineas per annum. Principal — Dr. fi
Nephew Is now in ljondon. Pupils can be
srly in January.—Apply to nerr Lzoroui H. -Apply t

Highest references given.
HoKCHLE,

w

A PUBLIC-SCHOOL and UNIVERSITY MAN,
Classical Medallist, experienced In Paper-Work, desires to COACH,

by Correspondence, for all Examinations. In thorough Classics, French,
and German. Resident some years in Prance and Germany. High
references. Resident Pupils received, Twelve Guineas per Month.—
Coach, 6", Albcmarle-crcscent, Scarborough.

IESBADEN. — TWO or THREE YOUNG
GENTLEMEN only taken. Comfortable Home, 100
Good English and German reference*.—Ad. Ft. Lieut.
I by Herrn. G. W. Wieso, 19, Albrechtstrosso.

PREPARATION for the PUBLIC and other
SCHOOLS —SONS of GENTLEMEN received from Six to Fourteen

{ears of age, carefully and successfully Taught by Two Sisters, assisted
y a Resident and other well -qualified Masters. Every arrangement
made for the care and comfort of Boys whose Parents are In India.
Detached bouse, very nealthv situation. Reference* to Parents of
present and former Pupils.—Address Lady PaiirarAL, Remenham House,
worthing, Sussex.

B
R I G H T O N COLLEGE.

The NEXT TERM will commence on TUESDAY, January 25, 1881.F. W. MADDEN, M.R.A.S., Secretary.

STRATFORD-ON-AVON.—TRINITY COLLEGE
SCHOOL —The Warden, RICHARD F. CURRY, M.A.. Is assisted

by Seven Resident Graduate Masters. Special attention paid to Modern
languages. Classical and Modern Sides. Junior Department for young
boys. Exhibitions to the Universities. Large Playing Fields. Gymna
sium, Fives Courts, &c. Terms, Fifty and Sixty Guineas.—Apply to the
Wasdbw.

MARYBOROUGH GRAMMAR SCHOOL,
QUEENSLAND, Australia —Applications by letter, accompanied

by testimonials, for the Appointment of HEAD MASTER to the above
School will be received hy the Sreamav to the Board of Trustees, at
his Office, Helsam's Buildings, Kent-street, Maryborough, Queensland,
until MONDAY, February 28, 1881. Salary, SOW. a year, with a Six-
roomed Residence within the School Grounds (Gas and Water laid on).
Similar Applications for the Appointment of SECOND MASTER, at a

Salary of 3901. a year, without Residence, will be received at the same
time and place.
No Clerk in Holy Orders or Public Minister of Religion will be eligible

for either Appointment.
School Duties will begin about August, 1881.
A Copy of the School Regulations, as approved by the Queensland

Government, may be inspected and further information obtained on
application at the Offices of the Agent-General for the Colony, 32, Charing
Cross, London.

LITHOGRAPHY,—GOW( BUTTERFIELD & CO
(late Buttcrfleld ft Mason) are prepared to execute First-class

WORK in FAC SIMILES of Oil Painting, Water Colours, Book Illus
trations, Bhow-Cards, and Trade Emblems. Specimens may be seen i
their Works, Bowling Green-lane Buildings, Farringdon-road, E.C.

WHAT WILL THIS COST to PRINT ?
answer promptly supplied byFirzsTirMOxsftSoKs.S

Islington, N. Careful work at moderate prices.

The

PRINTING.^JOHN BALE & SONS, Printers of
the LhmUU Review, the Enaligfuooman's Rerinc, and other Period

icals, are prepared to undertake the PRINTING of Magazines, Pamphlets,
Book work, Catalogues, ftc., on the most reasonable terms. Estimates
free. — Steam Printing Offices, 87-ftp, r
street, London

TO PROPRIETORS of NEWSPAPERS and
PERIODICALS.^WYMAN ft SONS, Printers of the BviUer. the

Printing Times, Truth, the Fitmitttr* Gawette, the Review. Brief of the
Week's Xeus, and other high-class Publications, call attention to the
facilities they possess for the Complete, Economic, and Punctual Produc
tion of Periodical Literature, whether U lustra ted or Plain. Estimate*
furnished to Projectors of New Periodicals for either Printing, or Print
ing and Publishing.— 74, and 75, Great Queen-street, London, W.C.

THE PRINTERS of Society, The Citizen, Four
other Newspapers, Twenty Monthly Periodicals, and other Publi

cations, possess unrivalled facilities both at London and Chilworth for
the production of this class of work. Estimates furnished.—Unwiw
Brotiieju, the Greshuiu l*ress, 109», Cannon-street. B.C.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
631, OXFORD-STREET, LONDON, W.C.

AUTOTYPE represents Permanent Photographic
Printing by several distinct Processes :—

FIRST —PIGMENT PRINTING, under Swan ft Johnson's Patents.—
The Photographic Image is built up of Carbon, Charcoal, and other
permanent pigments. These materials permit a wide range of Mono-
cbromlc expression. Pictures copied up to 4 feet by 3 feet. Autotype
Art is known throughout Europe , Its productions are absolutely Per-

- COLLOTYPE, or
tocess perfected by

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS.
This Process is employed by the Trustees of the British Museum, Pals?o-
graphical, Numlsmatical. Archstologlcal, and other Learned Societies,
ana by the leading Publishers in London and Paris. It affords the fol
lowing advantages: — The Prints direct on the paper, with suitable
xoargina, ready for binding t the Fac-slmlle character of the resnlts , the
cheapness for Editions of L'SO. 500, Ike.
THIRD —WOODBURYTVFK. or RELIEF PRINTING, In which a

Meui Matrix yields a large number of Prints —This Process is cheap,
well adapted for Portraits. Engineers' and Manufacturers' samples, and
subjects of continuous gradation Where pure High Lights or vignettes
are required the l*rocoss is unsuitable. ^ oodburyiypes require mount
ing. Woodburytype forms an addendum to the more Important Collotype
Process, and enables the Company to execute Orders by the method beat
suited to the particular Work.

For terms and Specimens apply to the Minion.

THE AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY
displays a noble COLLECTION of COPIES of the OLD MASTERS,

and many fine Fvrtmple* of Modern Art.
JUST PUBLISHED, India, Two Sizes, Sit. and 1U, "COME VNTO

TIIKsE TELU>W HANDS/ alter the Painting by Walter Field. Esq..
Exhibited at the Royal Academy. 1k?h,

— . W9. This noe Autotype combines th*- m
at the Paris Universal Ex-

f an Engraving
l having transposedwith the Fac-slmlle of the Artist's touch

hliautiject into Monochrome evpmwlv fur Autotype
Will be readv in Jan mry. AUTOTYPE REPRODUtTIONSof TWELVE
Drawings and PAINTINGS by P. G. Hasnerton. Esq.
NEW CATALOGUE, priceest. free by post; Gratia to Purchasers.

To adorn at little cost the Walls of Home with Artistic MaMerpieeee
visit the ALTOTYPB FINE-ART OALLERY, &31, Oxford-street. W.C.

Director of Works. J. R, SAWYER
sr, W. S. BIRD.

RARE ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS, and DRAW
INGS, by the most esteemed OLD MASTERS, mav he obtained at

GEORGE LOVE'S OLD PRINT SHOP, 81. BUNHILL-R*OW, London.
A CATALOGUE sent on receipt of two penny postage-stamps.

".* Established above Sixty Years.

CAVE TIME and MONEY by asking your Book-
KJ seller for LETTS'S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of DIARIES and
TIME-SAVING MANUFACTURES and PUBLICATIONS.

LETTS'S DIARIES are the best, the cheapest, the most universal-
Hundreds of thousands use them.

STILLIE'S ANNOTATED CATALOGUE,
With illustrations, price Sot.

Edinburgh.

ALL lovers of Literature shonld read DUR-
RANT'S 'LITERARY BUDGET.' for DECEMBER, containing

Original Articles, Reviews, ftc. ; also a choice Catalogue of Second-hand
Books, gratis and post free, of Messrs. E. DcaaA.tr ft Co., Antiquarian
Booksellers, Chelmsford.

" We would call attention to the Catalogue of interesting and scarce
Books issued by Mr. CHALES HUTT. Clement's Inn Gateway, London,
W.C."— Tide Note* and Queries, October, 1880.

NO. 13, containing Rare First Editions of most
Esteemed and Popular Authors :—Lamb, Tennyson, Shelley,

Keats. Bvron, RuskIn ; also. Dickens, Thnckcrary. Cruikslumk—Choice
Books of Etchings and Standard Literature. Ready next Monday, and
post free on receipt of^three sUi nips. _

*,' The full market value always given by Mr. Ch.ibi.b~ Hrrr for
Books suitable for his Stock.

FOBBIGN THEOLOGY.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE'S THEOLOGICAL
CATALOGUE, Including Philosophy and Metaphysics, post free

for one stamp.
Willuks ft Noroatr, 14, Henrietta street, Covent-garden, London;

and I'D, South Frederick-street, Edinburgh.

POBBIGN BOOKS AT FOREIGN PRICES.

HLLIAMS & NORGATE'S FOREIGN BOOK
CIKCULA.R. No. &5. Port frw, one stamp. fTHEOT.OQY,

CLASSICS. OKIKNTALnnd KVROl'KAN PHILOLOGY. GERMAN and
FRENCH RECENT LITERATURE.)

SCIENTIFIC BOOK CIRCULAR, No. 39. Post
frw. one mump. (NATURAL HtSTORY. PHYSICS. ASTRONOMY.
CHEMISTRY, MED1UINB and SURGERY.)

14, Hcniietta-itreet, Covent-garden, London ; and 20, South Frode rick
street, ™ " '

ESSRS. BTOKEKS & SON'S New CHRIST
MAS CATALOGUE should be consulted by everv Purchaser of

Gift-Books. Allhough many of the Works are offered at less than half
their original cost, they guarantee them to be Perfect, Clean, in hand
some Bindings, the same as If purchased at the original published prices.
Complete Lists post free.—1, Leicester-square, W.C.

M1
ESSRS. BICKERS &
MAS CATALOGUE contains ;

Books on SALE, at about half the or!
New Books of the Season, A choice Selection of Children
ftc., at reduced prices, post free.—1, Lelce*t*r-*qtmrc, W.C,

SON'S New CHRIST-
List of Standard and Illustrated
inal published prices. The chief

BOOKS at a Discount of Zd. to 9*1 in the Shilling,
or 25 to 75 per rent.—GILBERT ft FIELD have Just Issued thelilust I

from the Published Prices of which they
5 per

CATALOGUE of BOOKS.
allow the above liberal Discount. Catalogues gratis and postage free.-
Gixbtjlt ft Field, 67, Moorgate-street, and 16, Graccehurch-street, E C.

pHEAP BOOKS. — GILBERT & FIELD, 67,
Moorgate-street. and 18, Graeeehurch-street, E.C. Threepence

Discount in the Shilling allowed off the Published 1 'rices of all New
Books, School-books, Bibles, Prayer-books. Church Services, Annuals,
Diaries, Pocket-books, Peerages, ftc. A large and choice Stock, well
displayed in Show-Rooms. to select from. Export and Coontry Orders
punctually executed —Oilbebt ft Firm, 67, Moorgate-street. and 18
Grucechurch-sireet, London, E.C. Catalogues gratis and postage free.

Co-(OPERATIVE BOOKSELLERS and
STATIONERS.

All the NEW CHRISTMAS HOOKS supplied at Co-operative prices
for cash only.—Harrison * Sokm, Booksellers ioTIerMaje*tv and HKH
the Prince of Wales, 59, Pall Mall, S.W.

'.' The new Catalogue post free.

HISTORY of the CERAMIC ART: a Descriptive
and Philosophical Study of the Pottery of all Ages and all Nationi

KT JACQV*by ALBERT JACQUKMART, containing 200 Wooden
nacci and Jules Jacqupmart. 12 Engravings in aquafortis by Jules
Jacquemart on papier dc luxe rHalltnes), and 1,000 Marks and Mono
grams, Translated by Mrs. BURY PALLISER, Author of ' Historic
Devices,' ftc, Second Edition, royal f*ro. very tastefully bound In cloth
gilt, gilt top. gold block on side, pp. upwards of 600 foriginally pub
'21, IV.;. 12s. &/.—C. HcaiiaaT, 80, Goswell-road , London.—Catalogue free
for two r*-— ■ •

T HACK ERA Y.—fSDITION DE LUXE.
—A Subscriber 's Copy, with the Large Portrait for Framing, uncut

and unopened, just as received, carefully packed in a new box, for

FOR SALE, CAMDEN'S BRITANNIA, 1695,
strongly bound, and SALMON'S HISTORY of HERTFORDSHIRE

172H; both In capital order —Offers to LiTrnnKi.D Gbebn, Churrh-sireet.
Shoreham

IPARLY PRINTED
J wishes to DlSl'OsB of

PRINTED ENGLISH HIltLES

BIBLES. -A Clergyman
choice COLLECTION of EARLY■ SERVICE BOOKS, also a Third

"olio Shakcstxnr —Address M. A., care of Adams ft Francis, Advertising
Agents. 59, Floei-stnet, K.C.

A
•ntiin^

Bavarian 1

side, Munich.

UNICUM Tfor SALE.—CHRIST
CROSS. Original Oil Painting; also
tres. Bust by Chrlstoph Schwarz, Pa

BEARING
. 79 by

incipallty, born 1550, died 150;
, Bank -Bookkeeper,

to the
Price 2,000i.—Address to Mr.

Maxitiiilianstrasac, No. 29, II., right

OLD WEDGWOOD.—ADVERTISER wishes to
PURCHASE good SPECIMENS, at current value, for Cash.

*s. Bunts. Plaques, nnd Mrrfiilltons onlv. State colour, size con
dition, and marks —Address O. W., at C. H May ft Co.'s General Adver
tising Offices, Oractrhurch-street, London.

(Salts bs faction

Miscellaneous and Modern Books; 68 E^nnraved Steel Plates hi/
George Cruikshunk ; remaining Stock of Cruzkshank's Faxrg
Library ; Stationery, fyc.

MESSRS. HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION",
at their Rooms, 115. Chancery-lane, W.C, on WEDNESDAY-.

DecembiT 22, and Following Day, at 1 o'clock. MISCELLANEOl <
BOOKS; comprising Scott Russell's Naval Architecture. J vols —Scott
Burn's Machinery and Architecture, 2 vols.—Ulustrated News, i4 vols —
Abbotsford Waverley, 12 vols, morocco—Scott's Prose Works. 3 vols.
The Modern Books comprise Popalar Juvenile Gift-Books, asm, ma
cloth—5,000 vols, of recently published Novels—the Remaining Stork off
the Fairy Library, and 68 Engraved Steel Plates bv George Oulk-
shank—the Copyright and Cuts of the Bodley Family ; to wklfh t» a^ded .
a smalt Stock of Stationery in Account and Memorandum Itoofca, Jtfoce-
Paper, and other Useful Items.

To be viewed, and Catalogues bad.

The valuable Musical Library of the late JOHN FITCHET7

MAHSfL, Esq.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House. 47, Leicester - square. W.C. aa

ten minutes past
ION of MUSIC; ii
Fltchett MARSH. 1

MONDAY
rare

DAY, December 20, at ten minutes past I o'clock, precisely, a
and curious COLLECTION of MUSIC; including the valubk

LIBRARY of the late John Fltchett MARSH, Esq., deposited by hira,
by way of Loan. In the Warrington Museum and Library ; corn pricing-
scarce Works of the Great Masters, with others by the less-known Com
posers; also Original MSS., Works bearing Interesting Au
number of capital Standard Compositions, History, Theory, 4

Catalogues (by poet), two

Musical Instruments.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION, at their House, 47. Leicester-square. W.C. on

TUESDAY, December 21, at ten minutes
large and valuable ASSEMBLAGE of MUSK

;r-square, W.C. e
past 1 o'clock precteeJy, _
[CAL PROPERTY . iprJai-

lng full-compass Pianofortes by Broadwood, Kirkman, HolderiKmr A
Holderncssc Dussek, Cudby, Stodart, and other Eminent Manufacturers
—a very handsome Rosewood Planaforte-Me4.aniu.ue, by Debain—a self-
acting Organ—Harmoniums, Including a beaotilul 2-manuai Drawing-
room Model by Laurent—Brass and Wood Wind Instruments—Mas)ral
Boxes—a Collection of Italian and other Violins, Violas, and Violoncellos
—a capital Double Bass—a select Stock of New and other Standard
Music—a few Lots of valuable Copyright Plates, ftc.

Catalogues (by post), two stamps.

A Collection of Books, including the Library of a
GENTLEMAN (deceased).

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON will SELL byAUCTION- at their Howe, 47, Leicester-square. W.C. on

ber 22, and Following Dav, at [en minutes nast
precisely, a COLLECTION of Valuable BOOKS ; including the
V of a GENTLEMAN (deceased); comprising s. Collection of

WEDNESDAY, Deceit
I o'clock precisely, a COLLECTION of Vela
LIBRARY of a GENTLEMAN (deceased) ;
Tracts (some on America) — Bentley's Miscellany — Scott's
Author's and Abbotsford Editions — Sporting Nsgsr.ine — Faradav «.
Scientific Experiments—Recs's Cyclopa-dia— Encyclopaedia Britannii*.
Eighth Edition—Cuvier's Animal Kingdom, by Griffiths, largest paper
—Angus's New Zeaiaiiders— I^unorniant's Monument* lY-ramogrjapuqaes-
—Stafford Gallery ; and many other Standard Works in all Cusses of
Literature.

Catalogues on receipt of two stamps.

77ie Valuable Library of the late Rev. W. DALTON, B.D.,
of Uoyd House, Wolverhampton, Prebendary of Lichfield^
and Incumbent of St. Philip, Penn.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY. WILKINSON & HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No 13. ^ "

street. Strand, W.C, on MONDAY. ~December 20, and Two Following
Days, at 1 o'clock precisely, the LIBRARY of the late Rev. W.DALTUN.
B.D.. comprising valuable Theological and other Works; Including
Calvin Translation Society's Works, 50 vols.—Dibdin's BbUoUeca
Spcnceriana, 4 vols.— James the First's copy of the Breeches Bible. 161 1
—Athanasli Opera. 5 vols —Augustini Opera, 9 vols.—Riblla Sacra Poly-
glotta. edente B. Waltono, cum Castelll Lexicon Weptagtotton, b vola.—
Holie Bible. First Edition, of Archbishop Parker's or Bu hops' Versioa,
LjtiH- Brent 11 Opera. H vols.—Oalvlnl Opera, 9 vols.—Gilflllaa's Edition
of the British Poets, 48 vols.—Library of the Fathers, 41 vols.—Ooo-
clilomm ab Inltiis ^ne Christiana? ad Annum MDCCXXvn, enra
N. Coleti, 20 vols.—Galland ii Bibliotheca. 14 vols.—Bphraim Syri Opera.
6 vols.—HoiInshed's Chronicles, 2 vols.—Joannls Chrysostomi* Opera, l!t
vols, best edition—Knight's Ecclesiastical Architecture of Italy, 2 vols.
I^apfde, Comrocntaria in Vetus ot Novum Testamentam, 17 vols—
Parker Society Publications, 55 vols —strype's Works. 77 vols.—and
numerous other Standard Works in all Classes of Literature.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had \ If by post, oa

receipt of four stamps.

English, War andA Collection of Coins and Medals, chieflx
other Medals, Precious Stones, and ' *"

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON k HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their Honae. No. 13. Wellington-

street, Strand. W.C . on THURSDAY. December 23, at 1 o'clock precisely,
COINS and MEDALS, chiefly English, In Gold, Silver, Copper, sad
Bronze, the Property of a GENTLEMAN; Including Queen Anne's
Silver Pattern Farthing—Cromwell's Pattern Sixpence, Ninepenre. and
Medals—Siege Pieces—a Thirty-Shi IHng Sliver bcotrh Piece— Anglo-
Saxon Silver—Angels—Nobles, Quarter, Half, and Rose Noble— Byzan
tine Gold and Copper—Hrhrrw shekels—War and other Medals; mho
Roman Gold, Silver, and Copper—Precious Stones, cut and nncat—
Numismatic and other Books.
May be viewed two days previously. Catalogues may be had; if by-

post, on receipt of two stamps.

THE JANUARY NUMBER COMMENCES A NEW TOLUMR

ished Monthly, price Is. in crown 4to tastefully printed on hand
made paper, with rough edges, and occasionally Ulustrated.

No. XIII Is now ready.

THE ANTIQUARY : a Magazine devoted to the
Study of the Past.

CoHtentt of the JANUARY Number.

Prologue for ltwt. By Austin Dobson.—The Roman Villa at Reading.
By C. Nicholson, F.S.A —Some Traditions and Superstitions connected
with Building*. By G, L. Oomme. F.S.A —The First lYinting- Press at
Oxford. By Willi*. in Blades.—Onr Colonies under the Merry Monarch
Part II —The Orthography of Shakespeare's Name By R. A Douglas
Lithgow. LL D. F R S L —The Wedd log-Ring. Part I Quail Papers of
the Reign of Henry VIII- The Chorch of Brou and Margaret of Austn*.
l*art II Bv B L. Lewis —An An-htrologir.il Tour In Norfolk. Part I.
By A. G Hill -Ueviews—Meetings of Antlquariao Societies— Tkr Aali-

~ "ews—Correspondence. Ac.query's Note- Book—Antiqu

t Stock. 62, 1 s. E C.

Now ready, In handsome Roxburgh binding, gilt top, price 7i, fist
post free,

THE SECOND VOLUME of the ANTIQUARY,
containing many Articles. Papers. Notes, dtc., on subjects of Inter

est to all students of the lYurt i also Correspondence, Jottings. New*.
Reviews, Reports of Meetings, Ac.

"The completion and publication of the first vslome of this stork
offers us an opportunity of congratulating the anttqoarian world upon
the successful establishment of an organ devoted to Its interests."

ytsses.
London : Elliot Stock, fll, I*a tern oster-row, E.C.
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BLACKwoop's MAGAZINE, for

1881. No. DCCLXXXIII. price 2s. 6d.

Contents.

AUTOBIOGRAPHIES. No. I. Benvenuto Cellini.

The PRIVATE SECRETARY. Part III.

BEFORE and AFTER the BALLOT.

The BISHOP ASTRAY.

On SOME of SHAKESPEARE'S FEMALE CHARACTERS. By One

who has Personated Them.–OPHELLA.

The SEER.

OUTDOOR SONNETS.

The LAND of GILEAD.

The MINISTRY of MISERY.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

JANUARY,

Ready December 21, price 1s.

HE MAGAZINE of ART, for JANUARY

(being Part 3 of the ENLARGED SERIES), containing—

**VANDYCK PAINTING the CHILDREN of ChaltLES I.” From the

Picture by Hermann Schneider. Frontispiece.

TREASURE-HOUSES of ART.—TRENTHAM HALL. With Five Illus

trations.

MR. ALMA-TADEMA SEVEN YEARS AGO and NOW. With Two

- Illustrations.

The DECORATION of the HOME. With Four Illustrations.

The SPECIAL EXHIBITION of SCOTTISH ART. With Three Illus

trations.

FRANCIS ARAGO.

BUNDLES of RUE: Lives of Artists recently Deceased.-ELIJAH

WALTON, F.G.S. With Illustration.

EBERS'S EGYPT. With Two Illustrations.

The EXPOSITION NATIONALE at BRUSSELS. With Four Illustra

tions.

A SMILE of COMPLACENCY.

The EASEL in the FIELD.

WOOD CARWING. With Fou Illustrations.

OUR LIVING ARTISTS.—HENRY WILLIAM BANKS DAVIS, R.A.
With Portrait and Two Illustrations.

On #sorra LIMITS and FUNCTIONS of the GROTESQUE in

“The FINISHING TOUCH.”

ARTNOTES.

"." The large demand for the December Part of the MAGAZINE OF

ARTnecessitated a reprint on the day of publication, and the SECOND

EDITION of the DECEMBER PART, together with the FOURTH

EDITION of the NOVEMBER PART,are now on sale at all Booksellers'.

Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co. Ludgate-hill, London.

Ready December 21, price 7d.

CASSELL's FAMILY MAGAZINE, for JANUARY,

containing—

SOME HINTS to PROPERTY BUYERS.

The ART of PAINTING on CHINA.

HOW WE SAVE TIME and LABOUR.

CHILD of the CITY.

THROUGH MOROCCO to FEZ.

The NORFOLK. BROADS: a Holiday Resort.

FooD and MEDICINE for CHILDREN. By a Family Doctor.

GARDENING in JANUARY.

ART-FURNISHING for the DINING-Room.

WILD WINTRY WINDS are BLOWING. Music and Words.

oNE HUNDRED POUNDS REWARD. Short story.

A “NICE LITTLE DINNER.”

WHAT to WEAR. Chit-Chat on Dress. By our Paris Correspondent.

The GATHERER:–Hot Ice-New Electric Lamps—The Ventilation of

Ships-A New Fire-damp Indicator—New Fog-horns—Photographing

Nebulae – Paraffin, as a Wood-preserver- Automatic Washing

machine-Artificial Marble-A, Self-Acting Fire Extinguisher—A

Cure for Smoke-A Moving Railway Station, &c.

PRIZE ANNOUNCEMENTS, &c.

SERIAL STORIES: The PROBATION of DOROTHY TRAVERS

The TROUBLE IT BROUGHT.

Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co. Ludgate-hill, London.

BNTIRELY NEW WORK

T H E E X P O S I T O R.

Edited by Rev. SAMUEL COX.

Contents for JANUARP.

1. SECULAR18M. By R. H. Hutton.

2. The TETRAGRAMMATON. By Rev. Samuel Cox.

CHRIST and the ANGELS. By Rev. Professor Robertson Smith.

The CORINTHIAN SADDUCEES. By Rev. Joseph Agar Beet.

The HISTORICALCHRIST of St. PAUL. By Rev. G. Matheson, D.D.

. The SUPBEMACY of LOVE. By Rev. Professor Wace, M.A.

. BRIEF NOTICES of BOOKS.

:

:

T H E E X P O S I T O R.

The FIRST SERIES is now complete, in Twelve Volumes, price 7s.6d.

each, handsomely bound in cloth, forming a most valuable and appro

priate Present for Clergymen and Ministers.

A NEW SERIES of The EXPOSITOR will commence with the

Number for JANUARY, 1881. Arrangements have been made for many

important Contributions from eminent Biblical Scholars. The Issue of

this New Series will furnish a capital opportunity for New Subscribers

such as cannot recur forsome years to come. Price ls. monthly, post free.

London: Hodder & Stoughton, 27, Paternoster-row.

MoDERN THoUGHT. Monthly, price 3d.
The JANUARY Number will contain

The FIRST OF A SERIES OF ARTICLES

By Dr. EDWARD von HARTMANN,

RELIGIOUS DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA.

Crown 8vo. cloth gilt, gilt edges, 3s.6d.

CHILD RE N A T J E R U S AL E M.

A SKETCH OF MODERN LIFE IN SYRIA.

By Mrs. HOLMAN HUNT.

WITH FRONTISPIECE BY THE AUTHOR.

London: WARD, Lock & Co. Salisbury-square, E.C.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF ‘MADEMOISELLE DE MERSAC.'

Now ready, in 3 vols. post 8vo.

M A T R T M O N Y.

By W. E. NORRIS,

Author of ‘Mademoiselle de Mersac,’ &c.

London: SMITH, ELDER & Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

Just published, small folio, price 12s. 6d.

A REPRODUCTION OF THE RARE AND BEAUTIFUL

NOWA ALP H A BE TI E F FICTIO.

By THEODORE DE BRY.

As issued by him at Frankfort in 1505. One of the rarest of this Artist's Works; consisting of a highly CHARAC

TERISTICALPHABET of EMBLEMATICAL LETTERS of high value to all interested in the ART of DESIGN. Prefaced

by a Notice of the Artist and his Works.

GEORGE WATERSTON & SoNs, London and Edinburgh; and all Booksellers.

At all Booksellers', Stationers', and Bookstalls,

UN C H 'S PO C K E T - B O OK for 1881.

With many amusing Pictures and much pleasant reading.

ow ready, price. 3s.6d. postage free.

London: Punch Office, 85, Fleet-street, E.C.

THROUGH ALL LIBRARIES AND B00KSELLERS,

In 2 vols. now ready, 21s.

G. I. L. D. E. D S H. A. M. E.

By OWL.

Literary Publishing Society, 12, Catherine-street, Strant.

A.

A PREFACE to this Series appears in the DECEMBER Number, which

also contains Articles on Shelley,' Dr. E. B. Aveling–The Church and

Modern Thought, by Frederick Relton–The''' Shylock,

by C. E. Maurice–Small Truths and Great Truths, ". J . Sinyanki,

B.A.—London after Dark 150 Years# by G. Harris, LL.D. F.S.A.-and

Government Interference with Individual Liberty, by J. C. Earle, B.A.

The 1880 Volume of MODERN THOUGHT will be ready early in

December, price, in cloth, 4s. 6d.

London: Richardson & Best, 5, Queen's Head-passage, Paternoster-row.

OMAN REMAINS, ISLE of WIGHT. – See

The BUILDER (4d. ; by post, 43.); Views, Russian Church,

Dresden; Room in Sion House; Boys' shool, Arundel; and Decorative

Suggestions– Coloured Light in Architecture–Japanese Ornament

Subsidence in Towns—Panama Canal–Lecture on Dwelling-Houses, &c.

–46, Catherine-street; and all Newsmen.

Ready, cloth, 8vo. with Map and Coloured Illustrations, price 10s. 6d.

FI: and NEW CALEDONIA: Notes of Travel

there. With further Remarks on South Sea Islanders and their

Language. By J. W. ANDERSON, M.A.

Ellissen & Co. Publishers, 10, Type-street, Finsbury, E.C.

THE SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF THE VOYAGE OF H.M.S.

CHALLENGER.

Now ready, copiously illustrated, in royal 4to, price 37s.6d.

EPORT on the SCIENTIFIC RESULTS of the

VOYAGE of H.M.S. CHALLENGER during the YEARS 1873–6,

under the command of Captain G. S. NARES, R.N. F.R.S., and Captain

F.T. THOMSON, R.N. Prepared under the superintendence of Sir C.

WYVILLETHOMSON, Knt., F.R.S., &c. (Provisional Title) ZOOLOGY.

–Vol. I. (contaning a Provisional Introduction to the Zoological Section

by Sir C. WYWILLE THOMSON, and Six Memoirs).

"." This volume may be had also in Six separate Parts, as follows:

Part 1. BRACHIOPODA. (Thomas Davidson, F.R.S., &c.) Price 2s. 6d.

Part 2 PENNATULIDA. (Prof. Albert Kölliker, F.M.R.S., &c.) Price 4s.

Part 3. OSTRACODA. (G. Stewardson Brady, M.D., &c.) Price 15s.

Part 4. BONES of CETACEA. (Wm. Turner, M.B. Lond., &c.) Price 2s.

Part 5. DEVELOPMENT of the GREEN TURTLE. (Wim. Kitchen

Parker, F.R.S.) Price 4s. 6d.

Part 6. The SHORE FISHES. (Albert Günther, M.A., &c.) Price 10s.

"." Published by Order of H.M. Government, and printed for H.M.

Stationery Office.

ZooLOGY.-Vol. II. containing Memoirs on certain Hydroid, Alcyona

rian, and Madreporarian Corals, and on the Birds, is nearly ready.

London: Longmans & Co.; John Murray; Macmillan & Co.; Simpkin,

Marshall & Co.; Trübner & Co.; E. Stanford; J. D. Potter; and C.

Kegan Paul & Co. Edinburgh: A. & C. Black; and Douglas & Foulis.

Dublin: A. Thom & Co.; and Hodges, Foster & Figgis.

BY MRS. HOLMAN HUNT.

- -- - - - - --- *-
-------

Now ready,

ONNETS and MISCELLANEOUS POEMS.

By MAURIee PENDERR1CK. 12mo, cloth, 4s.

Simpkin, Marshall & Ce.

HE CAVE TEMPLES of INDIA. By JAMEs

FERGUSSON, D.C. L. F.R.S., and JAMES BURGESS, Archaeolo

gical Surveyor and Reporter to Government Western India. Contains a

Statistical and Descriptive Account of all the Buddhist, Brahmanical,

and Jaina Caves now known to exist in India. Royal 8vo. pp. 536, with

Map, 98 Plates, and 75 Woodcuts, half-morocco, price 2!. 2s.

Iondon: William H. Allen & Co. 13, Waterloo-place.

Now completed, by the publication of the Third Volume,

AT', and PRACTICAL TREATISE

on the MANUFACTURE of SULPHURIC ACID and ALKALI,

with the COLLATERAL BRANCHES. By GEORGE LUNGE,

Ph.D., F.C.S., Professor of Technical Chemistry at the Federal Poly

technic School, Zurich, formerly Manager of the Tyne Alkali Works,

South Shields.

Vol. 1.658 pages, 309 Illustrations, ll. 16s.

Vol. 2. 708 pages, 267 Illustrations, 17. 16s.

Vol. 3. 438 pages, 135 Illustrations, 11. 4s.

John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster-row.

NOTICE.-Now ready, crown 8vo. price 5s.

AMIESON'S POLITICAL ECONOMY for BUSI

NESS PEOPLE. By ROBERTJAMIESON.

“Men who are e ged in large financial transactions may probably

derive interest, and possibly even profit, from his pages, which, we

repeat, bear the mark of a shrewd and, we should say, eminently com

petent mind.”—Examiner.

London: Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange.

NOTICE–Now ready, pricels.

MITH'S SILVER and the INDIAN EX

CHANGES, discussed in Question and Answer, with a Few Words

upon Bimetallism. By Colonel J. T. SMITH, R.E. F.R.S., formerly

ter of the Mint, Madras and Calcutta.

London: Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange.

THE OPERATIONS OF THE COUNTING-HOUSE.

NOTICE.—Now ready, price 2s.

EARCE'S MERCHANT'S CLERK: an Expo

sition of the Laws and Customs regulating the Operations of the

Counting-House, with Examples of Practice. By JOHN PEARCE.

London: Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange.

A NEW WORK BY DR. BAYNE.

Two G R E A T E N G L IS HW O MEN:

Mrs. Browning and Charlotte Brontë.

With an Essay on Modern Poetry.

By PE TER BAYNE, M.A. LL.D.

Crown 8vo. price 7s.6d.

London: James Clarke & Co. 13 and 14, Fleet-street, E.C.

Just published, A New volume of

ODERN BALLADS, price 2s. 6d. Paper Cover;

4s. cloth, gilt edges, containing Fifty Songs and Ballads by the

most eminent Composers. The Volume includes the following favourite

Songs, in addition to a number never before published:–“She wan

dered down the mountain side,” “It was a dream,” “Then and Now,”

“The Fisher,”“Who shall be fairest?” “Birds in the night,” “As you

like it,” “He doesn't love me,” “Old Cottage Clock,' &c.

Boosey & Co.205, Regent-street.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS IN MUSIC.

HE ROYAL SONG-BOOKS, handsomely bound

in cloth, gilt edges, price 4s. each. Now ready,

SONGS of ENGLAND. 2 vols. BEETHOVEN'S SONGS.

SONGS of SCOTLAND. MENDELSSOhN'S SONG8.

SONGS of IRELAND. SCHUBERT'S SONGS.

SONGS of WALES. SCHUMANN'S SONG8.

SONGS of FRANCE. RUBINSTEIN'S SONGS.

SONGS of GERMANY. RUBINSTEIN'S DUETS.

HANDEL'S OPERA. SONGS. DUETS for LADIES.

SONGS from the OPERAS, SACRED SONGS.

2 vols. HUMoRoUs soNGs.

Also the ROYAL 0PERATICALBUMS for Soprano, Contralto, Tenor

and Baritone. Price 7s.6d. each, handsomely bound, gilt edges.

Boosey & Co. 295, Regent-street.

A SUMMER SHOWER.

SUMMER SHOWER. By the Composer of

‘Twickenham Ferry, sung by Miss Mary Davies at the Ballad

Concerts.

Boosey & Co. 295, Revent-street.

Now ready, 8vo, price 12s.

PA scAL's PROVINCIAL LETTERS.

EDITED BY

JoHN DE SoYRES, M.A.,

Of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge.

Also, by the SAME, price 6s,

MONTANISM and the PRIMITIVE CHURCH

A Study in the Ecclesiastical History of the Second Century.

“Even if here and there we are not quite of the same£ as Mr.

De Soyres, we must admit that he has produced a work which no future

student of the church history of thesecond century can afford to neglect.”

S. Cheetham in Contemporary Review.

“Das Ergebniss, zu welchem der Verfasser dieser tuchtigen Arbeit

gekommen....ist nicht neu: es ist von G. Arnold, Wernsdorf, Ritschl

u.A. angebahnt, resp. festgestellt Der Verfasser hat das Seinige dazu

gethan, um es noch einmal und punktlich zu begründen."

Ad. Harmack in Theol. Lit. Zeituno.

“The task has been performed with careful research, united with a

broad outlook and the preservation of a catholic spirit, which make the

volume one of real value."—Theological Review,

“A storehouse of varied, well-selected, and digested learning on the

subject.”-Examiner.

Cambridge: Deighton, Bell & Co. London: George Bell & Sons.

------
---
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E MICROSCOPE in MEDICINE.
Edition. «ls. By Prof. LIONEL 8. BEALE, F.H.S.

J. * A. Churchill.

Fourth

LIFE THEORIES and RELIGIOUS THOUGHT.
Ss. Sd. By LIONEL 8. BEALE, PJt.8.

J. ft A. Churchill.

PROTOPLASM. Third Edition. Plates, 10». 6d.
By LIONEL 8. BEALE, Eli .8.

1. ft A. Churchill.

Enlarged Edition, pp. 360, bound, Is.; or 14 stamps,

HOMEOPATHIC FAMILY INSTRUCTOR.
By Ttrt. RICHARD and WASHINGTON EPFS.

Describes fully and Prescribes for a Hundred Diseases.

London : Jamos Epps ft Co. 48, Threudneedle-screet, and 170, Piccadilly.

Tenth Edition, post free, 1*.

DR. WATTS on ASTHMA : a Treatise on the
only Successful Method of Curing this Disease. By ROBERT G.■WATTS M.D. F.R.S.L. F.C.S., 4c., 5, Bulltrode-stree't, Cuvendish-

square, Ixjndon. W.
London : C. Mitchell ft Co. Red Lion-court, Fleet-street.

Now ready,

T\rAS MAN CREATED ? By Henry A. Mott,
TT Jan., EM. Ph.D., ftc, Author of the 'Chemist's Manual,'

'Adulteration of Milk; ftc. In 1 roi. bound, red cloth, price 8s.
This Interesting book should be read by all students of the Darwinian

The International News Company, 11, BouTeric-etreet, Fleet-street, E.C.

A CHRISTMAS VOLUME FOR ENGINE-DRIVERS,
AND THEIR FRIENDS.

This day, crown 8ro. 2s. cloth (postage Id. ),

ENGINE-DRIVING LIFE ; or, Stirring Adven-
turea and Incidents In the Live* of Locomotive Enirlne-Drivera.

By MICHAKL REYNOLDS, M S B. ("The EDitlne-Drlvem' Friend ").
Author of ' Locomotive Engine-Driving,' ' Stationary Engine-Driving,
■fee.

Crosby Lockwood A Co. 7, Stationers' Hall-court, London, E.C.

TENTH THOUSAND WILL BE READY AT CHRISTMAS.

Now ready, In demy «to. cloth, St. pott free,

EBREW and GREEK LEXICONS, containing
every Word in the Scripture* with their Varied Renderings"

also a Treatl*e on the True V*e of the Tense* ; being a Companion or
REVISED INDKX to th,- ANALYTICAL CONCORDANCE <&t.) Jlv
ROBERT YOUNG, LL.D.

Edinburgh: O. A. Young & Co. 18, Nlcolaon-street ; and all Booksellers.

H

Eighth Thousand, Enlarged, 80 pp. 8vo. price If. post free,

THOUGHTS on THEISM; with Suggestions
towards a Public KWiglom Service In Harmony with Modern

Science and Philosophy.
" An exceedinKly mtVrestlng pampMcl.' - — Echo.
"The compilers of this able and suggestive treatise have recognized

aud endeavoured to meet u muni (est need of the times."
Sussex Daily Xnrs.

London : Triibner & Co. Lndgate-hiU.

just published,
rVHE GALLERY of NATURE: a Pictorial and

J- Descriptive Tour through Creation. By the Rev. THOMAS
MILNER, M.A. F it O S.

NEW EDITION.
Illustrated with Steel Plates, Star Maps, and Wood Engravings.

In 1 vol. cloth £0 13 O
,, hall-calf 10 0

W. A R. Chambers, Edinburgh and London.

TWENTY-SECOND YEAR —Is. ; by post, Is. 3d.

Will be published on 20th instant,

WITH A PHOTOGRAPH OP DAGUERBE,

THE YEAR-BOOK of PHOTOGRAPHY and
PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS ALMANAC.

An Every-day Manual for the Photographer.

Photographic Xnrs Office, Piper & Carter, 5, Castle-street, E.C.

Just published, Imperial 4to. In elegant cloth binding,
price 'ii. 6s. nett.

A GRAMMAR of JAPANESE ORNAMENT
and DESIGN. Illustrated by 66 Plate*, many In Colours and Gold,

representing all Classes of Natural and Conventional Forms, drawn from
the originals, with Introductory, Descriptive, and Analytical Text.

By T. W. CUTLER, P.B.I B A.
Dedicated, by special permission, to H.R.H. the Princess Louise,

Marchioness of Lome.B. T. Bataford. 62. High Ho)bom, London.

Published by Subscription. Price Three Guineas,

AN ORDINARY of BRITISH ARMORIALS
a Dictionary of Coats of Arms, so arranged that the Names of

Families whose Shield* have been placed upon Building*. Seals, Plate
Glass, Ac., can be readily ascertained. By the late J. W. PAPWORTli
and Edited from p. «« by A. W, MORANT, F.S.A.

CHATTO * WINDUS, PUBLISHERS.

Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 7#.

STUDIES in SONG. By Algernon Charles

SWINBURNE. [Readf.

Complete In 4 Tots, demy 8vo. cloth extra, 12s. each,

A HISTORY of OUR OWN TIMES. From
the Accession of Queen victoria to the General Election of 1880. By

justin McCarthy, mjp.

2 vols, crown 8vo. cloth extra, 21s.

OLD DRURY LANE : Fifty Years' Recollec-
tions of Author, Actor, and Manager. By EDWARD STIRLING.

[Just ready.

Crown Svo. cloth extra, 6*,

SONGS and POEMS, from 1819 to 1879. By

J. R. PLANCHE. Edited with an Introduction by his Daughter,

Mrs. MACKARNESS.

In 1135 pages. 8vo. double columns, stitched, to bind in 1 or 2 vols.

Address Mr. W. Papworth. 33, Bloomsbury-street, WC.

Feap. 8vo. cloth, price Si. W.

LIFE THOUGHTS and LAYS from HISTORY.
By BENJAMIN GOOUCH, HA.

"The best efforts of the book are full of tender grace....There Is
dramatic power of a high order."— HWi

" Pleasing thoughts and passages, musically, clearly, and correctly
expn-Mod. —Soeisty.

" The verse is full of merit. "—Court Journal.
"All Its subjects are Interesting, betokening right and pure *ym-

pathles." — Spectator
*■ Etcellrut poems. The volume is, In all respects, worthy of a place

In every library."— Windsor Gautle.
London : Provost <fc Co. #0. Tavistock-street, Cerent-garit d.

Now ready, 2 vols, at all Libraries,

JATIRES, POLITICAL and SOCIAL, in Prose
^ and Verse. Edited by W. tL C. NATION.

" Bright, pithy, and smart. The volumes are mighty pleasant road-
Ing ." — Sunday Times.
"Knock* over iham* and Impostor* like *o many ninepins falling

before a skilful bowler. Pturiaairal piety 1* roughly rubbed down, ana
ail that are not what they would baye the werld believe them arc not
spared- ' '—Reynoldt'e Wtkly Srwtpaper.

" Does sot tight with gloved hand* against cant, hypocrisy, and hum
bog. Some useful lesson may be drawn from every satire."

DeroM Tours
Loadon : Provost ft Co. 40, Tavistock-street, W.C.

Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 6s.—A New and Cheaper Edition of

IS LIFE WORTH LIVING ? By W. H. Mai-

LOCK, Author of ' The New Republic.'

Crown Svo. cloth extra, with Etched Frontispiece, It. 6d.

CREDULITIES, PAST and PRESENT. By
WILLIAM JONES, F.8.A., Author of ■ Finger-Ring Lore,' *c.

NEW NOVELS.

ELLICE QUENTIN, and other Stories. By Julian
HAWTHORNE. 2 vols.

A CONFIDENTIAL AGENT. By James Payn,
Illustrated by Arthur Hopkins. 3 vols.

The EEBEL of the FAMILY. By E. Lynn Linton.
3 vol*.

QUEEN C0PHETTTA. By E. E. Francillon. 3 vols.

The LEADEN CASKET. By Mrs. Alfred W. Hunt.
3 Tola.

OUIDA'S NEW WORK.

A VILLAGE COMMUNE. By Ouida. 2 vols.
[ Xearly ready.

Crown 8ve. cloth extra, with 314 Illustrations, price 7s. 6d.

A TRAMP ABROAD. By Mark Twain,

Author of * Tom Sawyer,' * The Innocents Abroad,' Ac.

Five Volumes, crown 8vo. cloth extra, 6s. each.

BRET HARTE'S COLLECTED WORKS.
Arranged and Revised by the Author.

Vol. 1.—COMPLETE POETICAL and DRAMATIC WORKS.
Vol. 1—LUCK of ROARINO CAMP—AMERICAN LEGENDS, 4c.
VoL 3.-TALES ol the ARGONAUTS-EASTERN SKETCHES.
Vol. 4.-QABRIEL CONROY.
Vol. 5 —STORIES—CONDENSED NOVELS, 4c. [In (As tress.

Crown Bto. cloth limp, 2s. Sd.

A SIMPLE TREATISE on HEAT. By

W. MATTIEU WILLIAMS, F.R.A.S. F.C.S., Author of "The PneJ

of the San.'

Demy 8vo. cloth limp, 2j. fid.

CHAUCER for SCHOOLS. By Mrs. Haweis,

Author of ' Chaucer for Children.'

NEW VOLtME OF THE MAYFAIR LIBRARY.

Post Svo. cloth limp, 2s. Gd.

PENCIL and PALETTE; Anecdotes chiefly

of Contemporary Pointers, with Gossip about Pictures Lost. (

and Forged ; alio Great Picture Sales. Hy ROBERT REMIT.

Also, uniform in size and price,

The SPEECHES of CHARLES DICKENS.

LITERARY FRIVOLITIES, FANCIES

FOLLIES, and FROLICS. By WILLIAM T. DORSON.

Crown flro. cloth extra, Cs.

PRACTICAL KERAMICSfor STUDENTS:

a Handbook for Pottcry-Puintcrs. By C. A. JANVIER.

Square Svo. cloth gilt, profusely Illustrated. 10a. Bd.

In the ARDENNES. By Katherine S. Mac-

Ql'OlD. With 50 Anc Illustrations by Thomas R. Macquoid. Uni

form with ' Pictures and Legends from Normandy and Brittany. 1

[Starty ready.

Small Svo. cloth extra, 6a.

The WOOING of the WATER WITCH : a

Northern Oddity. By EVAN UALDORNE. With 123 fine IlUftra-

tlons by J. Moyr Smith.

Beautifully coloured, and handsomely half bound, oblong sto, 21*.

LEAVES from a HUNTING JOURNAL. By

G. BOWERS, Author of ' Canters in Crampshtre,' ftc. Coloured in

Facsimile of the Originals.

Crown Wyo, cloth extra, 6s.

The EVOLUTIONIST at LARGE. By Grant

ALLEN. I .Vffjr.'y read* .

Crown Svo. cloth extra, 6*.

LARES and PENATES ; or, the Background

oI'Llte. By FLORENCE CADDY. [AVorfy ,

NEW NOVEL BT THE AUTHOR OF ' THE NEW REPUBLIC

B E L G R A V I A, for JANUARY, 1881,

Contains the First Parts of Three New Serials, vii. i—

1. A ROMANCE of the NLNETEENTH CENTURY. By W. H. Mallock, Author of ' The Ken- Republic.'

2. JOSEPH'S COAT. By D. Christie Murray, Author of ' A Life's Atonement." Witli Illustrations by F. Barnard.

3. BOUND ABOUT ETON and HARROW. By Alfred Rlmmer. With numerous Illustrations.

NEW NOVEL BY JUSTIN MCCARTHY.

The GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE, for JANUARY, 1881 (price

One Shilling), contains the First Chapters of a NEW NOVEL, entitled 'The COMET of a SEASON,' by JUSTIN

MCCARTHY, M.P., Author of 'A History of Our Own Times," Dear Lady Disdain,' &c. SCIENCE NOTES, by

W. MATTIEU WILLIAMS, F.R.A.8., will also be continued Monthly.

On the 21st Ins'., price Is.

The GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE,

For JANUARY.

Contents.

The COMET of a SEASON. By Justin McCarthy. M P.
The •• FIFTEEN " PUZZLE. By Richard A. Proctor.

The DISCROWNED JINGO. By the Member for the Chlltcrn
Bondreds.

On a CATTLE STATION. By Itedsplnner.

The INVINCIBLE ARMADA. Ily Alex Charles Ewald. F.S A.

10 ANIMAL BIOGRAl'HIES. Ily Andrew Wilson, F.R.8.E.

SIR THOMAS DOCWRA. By Major F. Duncan.

BISHOP'S TRANSCK11TS. By John Atnphlctt.

SCIENCE NOTES. By W. Mnttiou Williams.

TABLE TALK. By SylTanus Urban.

'.« Now ready. Vol. CCXLIX. (JULY to DECEMBER, 1880), cloth
extra, price as. M.

On the 21st Inst, price Is. Illustrated,

BELGRAVIA,

For JANUARY.

Contents.

By D. Christie Murray. Illustrated by FYed.JOSEPH S COAT.
Barnard.

DOES WRITING PAY ?-The Confessions of an Author.

" RIGGED with CURSES DARK." Ily Mrs. AHted Hunt.

MONACO and MONTE CARLO. By 4. Arbuthnot W llaon.

RAMBLES about ETON Ily Allrcd Rlmmer. Illustrate! ly f. «.
Walker and the Author.

ARCHERY in SCOTLAND. By Robert Macgragor.

A DREADFUL CASE. By William Jameson.

The DYINO TREES In KENSINGTON GARDENS. By W. Mattka
Williams.

A ROMANCE of the NINETEENTH CENTURY. By W. H Mallock.

V Now ready. V< !. XIII. cloth Jilt, 7l. Set.

CHATTO & WIND UP, Piccadilly, W.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

LIST.

KITH AND KIN,

A NEW NOVEL,

BY THE POPULAR AUTHOR OK 'THE FIRST

VIOLIN 1 AND ' PROBATION,'

WILL BE COMMENCED IN THE JANUARY NUMBER

or

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE;

IS WHICH NUMBER WILL ALSO BE COMMENCED

THE FRERES,

A NEW NOVEL,

By Mrs. ALEXANDER,

AUTHOR OP • THE WOOING OT.'

V The JANUARY NUMBER of

TEMPLE BAR will be published on Tuesday,

Decemtar 21, price One Shilling.

ON TUESDAY NEXT, AT ALL LIBRARIES,

THE SECOND EDITION OF

THE

MYSTERY in PALACE GARDENS.

By Mrs. RIDDKLL.

Author of • George Ocith,' Ac. 3 voU. crown 8vo.

At all Booksellers',

A LADY'S TOUR IN CORSICA.

By UKHTIIUDK FORBES.

9 roU. crown 8vo. 21*.

** These two volumes bavr In them many that are
botll lively and interesting. "— Saturday Herule.

BY ADELAIDE KEMBLE.

PAST HOURS.

By the late Mrs. SARTORIS (Adelaide Kemble).

Edited, and with a Preface, by her Daughter,

Mrs. GORDON.

In 3 voif . amail crown 8vo. 12*.

At all Bookseller!',

THE

CORAL LANDS OF THE PACIFIC;

Being an Account of nearly all the Intiabited Islands of

the Pacific, their Peoples, and their Products.

By H. KTONEHEWER COOPER.

2 vols, demy 8vo. with Illustrations, 28».

"The bonk is full of interesting information about little-
known places, and is excellent reading from the first page
to the last."—Sf. J imps'I Gazette.

TUE NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION OP

SECOND THOUGHTS.

By RHODA BROUGHTON,

Author of "Red as a Rose is She," Cometh Cpas

In crown 8vo. price 6>.

'.'4c

BOOKS SUITABLE FOR

PRESENTATION.

JUST PUBLISHED.

In 1 vol. large 4to. handsomely hound in oloth, gilt edges,

price Two Gi'iveas,

SWITZERLAND:

ITS SCENERY AND ITS PEOPLE.

PICTORIALLY REPRESENTED BY EMINENT

SWISS AND GERMAN ARTISTS.

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE TEXT,

BASED OX THE GERMAN OF

Dr. GSELL-FELS.

Illustrated by nearly 400 Engravings, of which 00 arc

Full-Page six*.

A THENAKUM.

" One of the most richly illustrated books of the class

It would occupy too much of our space to describe all the

bright and pleasing views In which the hook abounds so

riglily that nearly every page is enlivened by their presence."

ACADEMY.

"Taken as a whole this handsome volume may lie con.

fidently recommended to Swiss travellers and lovers of

illustrated books, both for the number and general excellence

of Its woodcuts and the substantia] merit of the letter-press

which accompanies them."

8ATURDA Y REVIEW.

the large Illustrated books of foreign countries,

: its Scenery and its People,' seems one of the

..Tlie letter-press is replete with Infor-

atlon."

OLD GLASGOW ; the Place and the

People. From the Roman Occupation to the Eighteenth Century.
hy ANDHKW MACUKOKOK. llluatratad by fine. Kmrravlnim.
l*mr 4lu cloth. Kilt top, i

" Mr. Macfaorass pictures of life and manner* In the dark, the dim,
and the middle axes, give evidence of very careful ■tody The illuMn.-
tiooa are highly characterltUc, and, in general, admirably esocuted."

IKsms.
.Is written by one

MKSSKS.

The work, beautifully printed and well Hint
ipeteat to make Independent Inveatlvittluri "

LONDON, PAST and PRESENT.

With ou
gilt eats*, Si.

i authentic Illustrations. Fcsp. Bto. cloth, 2i. W.; or

MEN of LIGHT and LEADING.

Bdlted by N. J. SYMINGTON. A Herlr. of Rketche. of eminent
English writer., with aprchnvna of th^lr work.. In vol.. each com
plete In itMlf, trap Bvo. cloth, u ed , or gilt edits. 3..

THOMAS MOORE. [A'oio ready.

SAMUEL LOVBB. [Now natty.

W. C. BRYANT. [Now ready.

EPISODES. A Series of Books for

Youns l>opl«- In Tula, each complete In Itself, fcsp. 8*0. cloth,
Zj. or allt edses.Sf.

The following nre now ready

EPISODES of PERSONAL ADVENTURE.

EPISODES of DISCOVERY In all AOE8.

EPISODES of the SEA In FORMER DAYS.

EPISODES of HISTORY.

EPISODES of FOREIGN LIFE and MANNERS.

The UNIVERSE; or, the Infinitely

Great and the Infinitely Little By V A. roUCHET, M.I). Illus
trated by IT- Ensravltitrn on Wood (of which nfty-dveare Pall-Page
■lite), and a Frontlipitvc In Colours. Fifth Edition, medium tsvu.
cloth extra, gilt edge*. 12*. 6aT.

" We ran honest. r commend this work, which is as admirably as It is
copiously illustrated."—limts.

The GARDENER'S ASSISTANT.

Itv ItnilKItT THOMPSON, of the Hurtif ultural Society a Gardena.
Cnlswtck. New Edition. KovUcd and sreatly extended by THOMAA
MOOKE, F.L.K.. Curator of the Clielnea Botanic Gardena, awim^t by
eminent ITactk'aJ (iardenera. IHuatrated by numerous hiUcruYirj£S
and Coloured Plate* L«rge thro, cloth, X>*.

The beat book on general practical horticulture in the English

BLACKWOOD & SON'S

NEW LIST.

Tills day is published,

The LAND of GILEAD. With Ex-

cursions In the Lebanon. By LAURENCE OLIPHANT,
Author of ' Lord Elgin's Mission to China,' ' Piccadilly,'
tic. With Illustrations and Maps. 8vo. 21s.

This day is published.

The NEW VIRGINIANS. By the

Author of 'Junta.* 'Private Life in Galilee/ Ac. 3
vols, post 8vo. 18s.

Tliis day Is published.

The SHAKESPEARE TAPESTRY

WOVEN In ENGLISH VERSE. By C. HAWEET.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

DESCARTES. By Professor Mahaffy,

Dublin. Being Die First Volume of "Philosophical
Classics for English Headers." In crown 8vo. with
Portrait, 3». 6rf. [ 7*i» day.

MR. KINGLAKE'S NEW VOLUME

of the INVASION of the CRIMEA. The Sixth—
" WINTER TROUBLES." Demy 8vo. 16s.

[Just published.

A HANDSOME GIFT-BOOK.

TALES from 'BLACKWOOD.'

N«w Series. Being a collection of the most interesting
Tales contributed to JilaeJcwood's Magazine, by well-

known Authors.

To be had in thefollowing styles of binding

Handsomely bound in 12 volumes, extra cloth, 30*.; leather
back, Roxburgh© style, 37s. M.; half-calf, richly gilt,
marbled edges, 62«. &/.; half-morocco, marbled edges, 55s.

THE COMPLETE AND UNIFORM EDITION OF

The WORKS of GEORGE ELIOT.

CABINET EDITION. Printed from a new and legible
type, in Volumes of a convenient and handsome form.

30 vols, price 5i.

Romola, 2 vols.—Silas Marner, The Lifted Veil, Brother
Jacob, 1 vol.—Adam Bede, S vols.—Scenes of Clerical Life,
2 vols. -The Mill on the Floes, 2 vols.—Felix Holt, 2 vols.—
Middleman-!], .1 vols.—Daniel Derouda, 3 vols.—The Spanish
Gypsy, 1 vol.—.Jut mi, and other Poems, Old and New. 1 vol.
—impressions of Theophrastiu Such, 1 vol.

Each Volume, price 5s. may be had separately.

LAYS and LEGENDS of ANCIENT

Eichabd Bestley k Son New BojUngton-street. I London : Blackie it Son, 49 and 50, Old Bailey.

GREECE. By JOHN STUART BLACK1K, Professor of
Greek in the University of Edinburgh. Second Edition.
Fcap. 8vo. 6s. [Just published.

A HISTORY OF

The REIGN of QUEEN ANNE.

By JOHN HILL BURTON, D.C.L., Historiographer-
Royal for Scotland ; Author of u ' History of Scotland."

Ac. In 3 vols. ? vo. 3e>.

A NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION'.

IMPRESSIONS of THE0PHRAS-

TUB SUCH. By GEORGE ELIOT.
Crown Bvo. 5*.

Cabinet Edition.
[Just published.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED BY 8IB NOEL PATOX,

R.S.A.

LAYS of the SCOTTISH CAVA-

LIERS, and other Poems. By W. EDMONSTOUNE
AYfOUV. D.C.L., Professor of Bhetorii and English
Literature in the University ot Edinburgh. With
Illustrations engraved by the best Artists. Small 4to.
in elegant cloth binding, with gilt edges, '2ls.

The GEORGE ELIOT BIRTHDAY

BOOK. Printed on fine paper, with red border, and
handsomely bound in cloth gilt, fcap. Bvo. Zs. tfd.

WISE, WITTY, and TENDER SAY-

INGS, In PROSE and VERSE. Selected from the
Works of GEORGE ELIOT. Fourth Edition. Hand

somely bound in cloth, 6«.

POEMS and BALLADS of HEIN-

RICH HEINE. Done into English Verse. Bv SIR
THEODORE MARTIN, K.C.B. Printed on J•upur term-;

crown 8vo. is.

CERVANTES. By Mrs. Oliphant.

Being the Eleventh Volume of " Foreign Classics for

English Readers." Crown 8vo. Js. 6tf.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and

London.
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JAMES RIMELL & SON, Booksellers, 400, Oxford-street, London, have just

Published a CATALOGUE of SELECTED BOOK

others, the following Books:

ACKERMANN’S Histories of the Universities of

Oxford and Cambridge, the Colleges of Winchester, Eton, West

minster, Schools of Harrow, Rugby, Christ's Hospital. &c., upwards

of 200 Coloured Plates, 5 vols. royal 4to. half-morocco, *''',
8.

ARCHAEOLOGIA of the Antiquarian Society of
London, 1790 (commencement) to 1873, complete, many Hundred

Engravings, 4to. 37 vols. half-russia and 17 cloth, capi # los

ARMORIAL Général des D'Hozier; ou, Registres
de la Noblesse de France, quantity of Heraldic Illustrations, 25

thick Divisions, folio, wrappers, Paris, 1865-70 (pub. 335 francs to

Subscribers) .. - - - - ... 71. 10s.

The BARONIAL Halls of England, 72 fine Plates
by Prout, Harding, &c., and many Woodcuts, Descriptions by

S. C. Hall, large paper, 2 vols. imperial 4to. purple morocco,
super-extra, 1858, a very handsome book - ... 6l. 15s

BARTOLOZZI'S Splendid Series of Illustrations

to Thomson's ‘Seasons, 25 large Plates, folio, half bound, '',
. J.8.

BAYEUX Tapestry, The, in a Series of 17 large

Coloured Plates, published by the Society of Antiquaries,#"
- - - - - .6s.copy, unbound, 1819 - -

BEAUMONT and FLETCHER, The Works of,

Edited by Alexander Dyce, 11 vols. 8vo, cloth, uncut, 1843, 91.15s.

BEHN (Mrs.).—Plays and Works, First Edition,
6 vols. 8vo. original calf, 1724, rare .. - - ... 5".

BLANC(Charles).—Histoire des Peintres des Toutes

les Ecoles, several thousand wood Engravings, beautifully

executed, thick paper copy, 14 large vols. folio, Subscriber's Copy
(pub. 40l.), 1876-79 .. - - - - - - ... lol.

BLAKE.—The Grave, a Poem, illustrated by
William Blake, 12 large Plates, royal 4to. half-morocco, 1809... 3".

BLAKE.—Night Thoughts, by Edward Young,

illustrated by William Blake, folio, half-morocco, edges uncut,

1797, rare - - - - - - - ... 10'. 10s.

BRITTON'S Architectural Antiquities of Great

Britain, 300 Plates, First Edition, large paper, 5 vols. imperial 4to.

new half-red morocco extra, gilt edges, 1807–26 ... 12. 12s.

BRIDGESS (Sir Egerton) Restituta; or, Titles,
#". and Characters of Old Books revived, 4 vols. *'''"

BURNEY'S (C.) History of Music from the

Earliest Ages, Plates by Cipriani, &c., 4 vols. 4to, calf, 1789. 5l. 5s

BYRON.—Finden's Illustrations to, about 150 Plates

by Turner, Stanfield, Roberts, Harding, &c., with Text, large

paper, proofs on India paper, 3 vols, 4to. purple morocco, gilt

edges, 1833 - - - - - - - ... 64.6s.

The Proof Copies contain about 30 beautiful Vignettes by Turner not

in the ordinary Copies.

CAMPBELL (Lord).—Lives of the Chancellors,
8 vols.; Lives of the Chief Justices, 3 vols.; Townsend's Lives of

the Judges, 2 vols.; together, 13 vols. 8vo. cloth, 1846, &c.

7t. 17s. 6d.

CANOVA (Antonio).—A Grand Collection of 94

very large Plates (many proofs before the letter), engraved by

Raphael Morghen. Bettelini, &c.; also ll of the Finest Works of

Thorwaldsen, Original Italian Edition, in costly scrap-Book (Rome,

1810) - - - - - - - - - - 10s.

CARICATURES (Old) by Rowlandson, Woodward,

and others, 208 Plates, mostly Coloured, and many of great scarcity,

in an old Scrap-Book .. - - - - ... 71.

CERVANTES (M.).—Don Quixote, 74 exquisite
Plates by Smirke, 4 vols. large paper, royal 8vo. boards, uncut edges,

1818 (pub. 15l. 15s.).. - - - - - ... 71.7s.

COOKE (E. W.).—Shipping and Craft, 65 Plates,

Proofs on India paper, large paper, folio, half-morocco gilt,

1829 - - - - - - - ... 61.6s.

COSTUME.—Iconographie Générale du Costume

qu, IVe au Xixe Siècle, par Jacquemin, 200 large Plates, finely

Coloured, folio, half-morocco extra, 1871 - - - ... 9.

COURTISANES.–Miroirdes plus belles Courtisanes

de ce. Temps, 40 curious Plates of Fair women, engraved by Passe,

with Verses, small 4to, morocco extra, 1631 - - ... 64.6s.

CROMWELLIANA, with 85 extra Portraits and

Views inserted, folio, morocco extra, gilt sides, 1810 . 5l. 10s.

DIBDIN (T.F.).-AEdes Althorpianae, large paper,
- ... 12!. 12s2 vols. imperial 4to. boards, uncut edges, 1822

DI' (T.F.), :- Bibliographical Tour in the

#*******:

DIBDIN (T.F.).—Bibliotheca Spenceriana, a De
scriptive Catalogue of the Library of Earl Spencer, fine Plates, 4 vols.
imperial 8vo.russia gilt, 1814 - - - ... 10'.

DIXON (Hepworth).—Her Majesty's Tower, 4 vols.
sy". With 144 extra Portraits and views inserted, unique copy, half

crimson morocco, richly gilt, 1870. - -- ... 6l. 6s.

- boards, 1833 - -

DORÉ (Gustave).—La Sainte Bible, avec les Dessins
de Gustave Doré, 2 vols., folio, splendidly bound in morocco extra

£ First Edition, with brilliant impressions of the numerous

'lates, 1866 - - - - - - - - öl 15s.

DRAWINGS by W. Young Ottley.—One Hundred
and Ten Original Drawings from celebrated Pictures, all mounted in

portfolio - - - - - - - - - - ... 10. 10s.

DRAWINGS by W. Young Ottley.—Another Col

lection of 43 large Drawings from celebrated Pictures, in Port
folio - - - - - - - - - - - - 7i. 7s

ENGRAVINGS.–Proofs from the Annuals, 80 ex

quisite Engravings (24 by Turner), folio, half-morocco gilt, 41.4s.

ESQUEMSLING.—Bucaniers of America, with the

rare Fourth Part, so often wanting, Portraits and Maps, large paper,

small 4to, original calf, 1684 - - - - - ... 7l. 15s.

BRAYBROOKE (Lord).—History of Audley End,
1836and Saffron Walden, Essex, Plates, 4to. half-morocco, , 21. 18s.

ETCHINGS.–CEuvres de Weirotter, Peintre Alle

mande, 260 brilliant Etchings, folio, half-morocco, 1771 .. 81 10s.

ETCHINGS and Engravings by and after William
Collins, R.A. 10 charming Plates, Proofs, in Portfolio ... li. 10s.

LA GALERIE de Florence et du Palais Pitti, par
Wicar, 400 most beautiful Engravings of the celebrated Pictures and

Sculptures, 4 vols, royal folio, crimson morocco, richly gilt and
tooled, 1819 - - - - - - - - - ... 18l. 15s.

FRAUNCE (Abraham).—The Lawiers Logike (black\

letter), small 4to. morocco gilt, fine copy, 1588 . 2. 18s.

FROISSART'S Chronicles, with the Illuminated

Plates, 2 vols. imperial 8vo. half-morocco gilt, 1868 . 4l.

(": (Thomas).—Church History of Britain,
with the scarce Index, Plates by Hollar, folio, calf extra, choice

copy of the best Edition, 1655 .. - - - - ... 41. 10s.

GAINSBOROUGH. – Collection of 44 Plates of

Landscapes and Figures in imitation of Chalk Drawings, folio, half

calf, 1802 - - - - - - - - - ... 21.

GILPIN.—Picturesque Works on Forest Scenery,

Mountains, and Lakes, many Plates, 11 vols. royal 8vo. calf gilt,

1808, &c. .. - - - - - - ... 31. 15s.

GROSE'S Antiquities of England and Wales, and
£ Antiquities, 10 vols. many Plates, 4to. half": uncut

es, ** - - - - - - - - - - . 4ss

'# of Heraldry, Sixth and best
Edition, with many Portraits and Coats of Arms, thick *:::".
neatly rebacked, 1724 - -

AMPSHIRE.—Berry's County Genealogies, folio,

- - - 3.10s.

HARLEIAN Miscellany, or a Collection of scarce

and curious Tracts in the Earl of Oxford's Library, 12 vols. 8vo, calf

- gilt, 1808 - - - - - - - - - ... 31. 12s. 6d

HEATH (Baron).—Some Account of the Worship
ful Company of Grocers. Third and best Edition, fine Plates, royal

8vo, green morocco extra, privately printed, 1869 . 4". 10s.

HOGARTH'S (William) Works.—A grand Collection

of 285, Engravings, including all his principal Plates in rare and

early States, mounted in 2 large folio volumes, half-russia 3ol.

HOLLAR.-Theatrum Mulierum, &c., 48 Etchings
- - . 2i. 5s.of Female Costume, small 8vo, calf neat, 1643

CHIPPENDALE'S Cabinet-maker, Original Edition,
- ... lll.with 160 Plates, folio, old calf, scarce, 1755 ..

HOPE (Thomas). — Household Furniture and
Interior Decoration, 60 Plates, folio, half-calf - ... 18s.

The VICTORIA PSALTER (Psalms of David),

beautifully illuminated by Owen Jones, original embossed binding,

folio (pub. at 8l. 8s.) - - - - - - ... 2. 15s.

ITALIAN CLASSICS.–Dante, 4 vols.; Petrarca,
2 vols.; Tasso. 2 vols.; Ariosto, 1"#": 9 vols. folio, boards,

:** ts by Raphael *:

JAMESON

|

|

|

|

I'– Legends of the Monastic
Orders, First Edition, 8vo, cloth, uncut, 1850 .. ... 2. 15s.

JAMESON (Mrs.).—Beauties of the Court of Charles

-:******

JOHNSON. (Dr. Samuel).—Works, best Edition,
with the Debates, 11 vols. 8vo. half-calf, 1825 - ... 31. 10s.

SHAKESPEARE, Knight's Pictorial, with several

Hundred fine Illustartions; also Mrs. Cowden Clarke's Concordance;

together, 9 vols. imperial 8vo, cloth, 1839, &c. ... 9.

Choice Original Copy of the First Edition. -

LANDSEER (Sir Edwin).—The Mothers, a Series

of Pen-and-Ink, Sketches, 8 Fac-simile Etchings by Charles Lewis

India proots, folio, in Portfolio .. - - sy ... li. 10s.

, sent gratis and post free, containing, with many

The ARABIAN NIGHTS, Edited by E. W. Lane,

illustrated by Harvey, 3 vols. royal 8vo. calf gilt, 1839 .. 41.15s.

LAVATER on Physiognomy, several Hundred
i, Holl , &c., 5 vols. i

#:##".""",":"

The LINNEAN Society's Journal, Botany, 1863 to

1878, Zoology, 1868 to 1877, forming 17 vols. in numbers, many plates

and Woodcuts, 8vo. (pub. 13. 3s.) - - - ... al.

The LINNEAN Society's Transactions, 1864 to
1875, with General Index, &c., many Coloured Plates (pub.
39'. 10s ) .. - - - - - - - - - - ... 12.15s.

LONDON.—Copious Index to Pennant's Account
of, with 218 Plates added, some folded and scarce, thick 4to. half

calf, 1814 .. - - - - - - ... 34.15s.

LYSONS'S Magna Britannia, containing Histories
of Beds, Bucks, Berks, Cambridgeshire, Cheshire, wall, Cum

berland. £ , itnd Devon"many Plates, large paper, 9 vols.

imperial 4to, cloth, uncut, 1806, &c. - - - ... i2l. 12s.

McIAN'S Costumes of the Clans of Scotland, 72

full-length coloured Plates, Original Subscriber's Copy, in Parts,

folio, 1847 .. - - - - - - - - - - ... 71. 7s.

MEYER'S Illustrations of British Birds and their

Eggs, nearly 400 Coloured Plates, 7 vols, royal 8vo. half-morocco,

gilt top edges, 1842 - - - - - - - - ... 131. 10s.

MUSEE ROYAL, par Laurent, 161 magnificent
Plates, from the celebrated Pictures, brilliant impressions, 2 vols.

atlas folio, green morocco extra, 1816, &c. .. - ... 26.

NICHOLS (J.).—Literary Anecdotes of the Eigh

teenth Century, 9 vols.; and Illustrations of the Literary History

of the Eighteenth Century, 8 vols., together, 17 vols. many Por
traits, 8vo, calf gilt, 1812–38 - - - - - - ... 171. 10s.

PORTRAITS, engraved by George Vertue.—A Col
lection of 112 fine Plates, some fine, neatly mounted in a folio Scrap

book, folio, half-morocco - - - - ... bl.

PYNE (W. H.). –Picturesque Groups for the Em
bellishment of Landscape, above 1,000 Subjects, 2 vols. in 1, oblong

folio, half-morocco, 1843 .. - - - ... 41.4s.

RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW, The, complete in
16 vols. 8vo. half-calf gilt, 1820-28 - -- ... 7t. 10s.

REYNOLDS (Sir Joshua).—Life and Times, by
Tom Taylor, illustrated $'; with 76 extra Portraits inserted

(chiefly Autotypes), 2 vols. 8vo, half-morocco, *: 1:",

ROSCOE'S NOVELIST'S LIBRARY, illustrated

by George Cruikshank, 19 vols. small 8vo, new half green morocco,
richly gilt, choice set - - - - - ... 141. 14s.

ROWLANDSON.—The Microcosm of London, with

104 Coloured Plates, 3 vols. imperial 4to. boards, uncut, 1811 .. 5l.

SCOTT (Sir Walter).—Waverley Novels, Author's

Favourite Edition, numerous Illustrations, 48 vols, fcap. 8vo, calf

gilt, 1860 .. - - - - - - - ... 8l. 15s.

RUSKIN'S Seven Lamps of Architecture, First
, Edition, with Etchings by the Author, imperial ". cloth

RUSKIN'S Stones of Venice, First Edition, with

numerous fine Plates, 3 vols. imperial 8vo. calf gilt, 1851,

RUSKIN'S Modern Painters, many Plates, Firs

and Best Editions, 5 vols. imperial 8vo, cloth, uncut edges .. 28!

SCOTT (Sir W.).—Waverley Novels, Abbotsford

Edition, nearly 2000 illustrations, 12 vols. imperial 8vo, original

cloth, marbled edges - - - - - - ... 131. 13s.

SHAKSPEARE'S Comedies, Tragedies, and His
tories, Second Edition, Portrait, inlaid on title, folio, russia extra

raised sides,

1632 -

&c. (a remarkable specimen of bookbinding),

- - - . 171. 17s.

WATTSS (R.).—Bibliotheca Britannica;
General Index to

uncut edges, 1824

YARRELL (W.).—History of British Birds, with
- ... 6.6s.Supplement, 3 vols. 8vo. cloth, 1843

or, a

British and Foreign Literature, 4 vols “...'",
- - - - - - - . 8s.

Just published, in imperial 4to. cloth, price 14s.

MONOGRAPH of Acton Hall, Warwickshire, by
W. Niven, Architect, 15 Plates, only 250 copies printed, 1880.

PROUT (Samuel).—Hints on Light and Shadow,
18s.20 Plates, containing 83 subjects, folio, cloth, 1880 ..

PR OUT (Samuel). — Microcosm, the Artist's

Sketch-Book of Groups of Figures, Shipping, and other Picturesque

Objects, on 24 Plates, folio, New Edition, cloth, 1881

PERCY Society's Publications, a complete Set,
with Index, 30 vols. 8vo, calf gilt, 1840, &c. .. ... 26.

... 18s.

OXFORD.—Sixty-seven Original Pencil and other
Drawings by W. A. Deiamotte, made for Ingram’s “Memorials' and

other Books; also, 40 Engravings in Portfolio 7i. 10s.

BEAUTIES of England, Wales, and Scotland,

with Introduction, many Hundred Engravings, brilliant impressions,

large paper,31 vols. imperial 8vo. half-russia, gilt, 1801–23 .. 81. 10s.

T 4 Select Stock of Second-hand Books and Old Engravings always on Sale. Catalogues gratis and post free.

Books and Engravings of all kinds Bought by the Large or Small Collection, in any part of the Kingdom. Full

Value given in Cash, or Exchanged.
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BOOKS FOR PRESENTS.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES SENT POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

With i >' IUusLrfttlooa^includlng 44 Full-Pnge Inserted Plates, handsomely bound, cloth, gilt edge*,
• Imperial «o. 3. 12s. Sd.

VENICE : its History, Art, Industries, and Modern Life.

By CHARLES YHIARTE. Translated br P. SITWELL.

" This book occupies the very highest rank In Its class ; as a gilt-book It U worthy of a prince's or an

artist's acceptance.' —Athetneum.

"This superb illustrated book."—71iWs.

" It is almost supcriluous to praise M. yriarto's * Venice.' "—Saturday Review .

NOTES on IRISH ARCHITECTURE. Edited by

MAROAUET McNAIR RTOKES, Lady Associate ot the Scottish Society of Antiquaries. With very
numerous hnc Photographic Illustrations and Wood Engravings, Imperial 4to. 2 vols. 4J. 4s each.

" Under the unassuming title of ' Notes.' Lord Dunravon and his accomplished executrix. Miss Stokes, have
put forth not only a most elegant, but a most elaborate and valuable contribution towards the study of Irish
architecture, from Its rude, though even then remarkable, beginnings, down to the period of the English Invasion
and settlement, after, and in consequence of which. It ceased to bear an exclusively Irish character."

Archaeological Journal.

EARLY CHRISTIAN ARCHITECTURE in IRELAND.

By MAROARET STOKES, M.R.I.A. With very numerous Woodcut Illustrations. Imperial 8vo. 1/. Is.

" In the p'-^nt work Hiss Stokes has brought within the reach of the general reader the truth, and pro-
blv the wlolfl ti
-People who en
"Hgn lands, s/> popular

seas u."—Sati rdae Revietc.

r the wl.ole truth, S3 far as It can ever be known, about the ancient ecclesiastical architecture of Ireland,
"eople who enjoy graphic descriptions, prettv pictures, and a subject as romantic as any of the travels into

fo<-Mgn lands. *>\ popular with subscribers to circulating libraries, will find this one of the best books of the

2 vols. 4to. cloth gilt, 21s. and 15i. respectively,

RAFFAELLE'S and MICHAELANGELO'S ORIGINAL

STl'DIB* lu the UNIVERSITY GALLERIES, OXFORD. Etched aad Engraved by JOSEPH FISHER.
With Introduction. New Elltioos, Revised and Improved.

Illustrated with Plans and Wood Engravings, taken from Photographs,

ANCIENT ATHENS: its History, Topography, and

Remains. By Dr. T. H. DYER. Super-royal 8vo. cloth, U. 3s.

With nearly 300 Wood Engravings, a large Map, and a Plan of the Forum,

POMPEII: its Buildings and Antiquities. Account of

the City, with full Description of the Remains and Recent Excavations, and also an Itinerary for Visitors.
My T. H. DYER, LL D. Fourth and Cheaper Edition. Post Svo. Ts. 6d.

With numerous Engravings, Maps, and Plans,

ROME and the CAMPAGNA : an Historical and Topo-

graphical Description of the Site, Buildings, and Neighbourhood of Ancient Rome. By R. BURN, M.A.
Haudsomcly bound In cloth, 4to. 31. 3s.

(Cambridge : Deighton, Bell & Co.)

The OLD DERBY CHINA FACTORY : the Workmen

and their Productions. Containing Biographical Sketches of the chief Artist Workmen, the various
Murks used, Fac-similes from the old Derbv Pattern-Books, and Original Price Lists of more than 100
Figures and Oroups, Ac. By JOHN I1ASLEM. With 12 Coloured Plates and numerous Woodcuts,
imperial bvo. 3Ii. Gd.

Enlarged Edition, 5 vols. 21. 12s. 04.

HISTORY of MODERN EUROPE, from the Taking of

Constantinople to the Establishment of the German Empire, a.d. 1453-1*71. By Dr. T. IL DYER.

UNIFORM WITH THE ALDINF. EDITION OF THE BRITISH POETS.

SHAKESPEARE'S DRAMATIC WORKS. Edited by

s W. SINGER. With a Life of the Poet by W. WATKISS LLOYD. Fcap. 8vo. 10 vols. 2s. <W. each ; or
iu lioll-morocco, .V

"A thoroughly readable and companionable edition of the poet. The print, like that of the well-known
Aldine I'oets.' Is' beautifully clear; the notes ore useful and concise; the edition, considering the style In
nhJeh n u produced, is one of the cheapest ever published. "—PuH Mail Gtactt*.

With 20 Full-Page Illustrations by Tennlcl, Frohlich, Du Maurlcr, and other Bmtnent Artists, sto. 21*.

LEGENDS and LYRICS : a Book of Verse. By A. A.

PROCTOR. With Introduction by CHARLES DICKENS, and a Portrait of the Authoress. Also, In
a \ola. leap. BtQjJUbVI. Twenty:nialiLThousand, 8s. ; Vol. II. Twenty-tli^"1, Thnnrrin. , &* y/ ^ '

New Edition, with Additional Parables and Notes, and a Short Memoir by J. H. EW1NG,

PARABLES from NATURE. By the late Mrs. A. Gatty.

With Notes on the Natural History, and numerous Full-Page Illustrations by Holman Hunt, Burne
J ones, Tcnniel, and other Eminent Artists. Fcap. 4to. 21s.

The ART of SKETCHING from NATURE. By P. H.

IM-XAMOTTE. Professor of Drawing at King's College. London. With ?4 Woodcuts and 25 Coloured
Plata, arranged protrrensi vely , from Vvater-Colour Drawings by Front, E, W. Cooke, R.A., Glrtln, Varley,
lie Mint, Itirfcet Foster, U. Thomas, and the Author. Imperial 4to. 31. 8s.

DELAMOTTE'S DRAWING C0PD3S. Oblong imperial

two. 12s. Hold also in Parts, at 1*. each.
This Volume contains 4* Outline and 4"* Shaded Dates of Architecture, Trees, Figures, Fragments, Iand-

wnp«. Itoals. and ■Sca-l'leces. Drawn on Stone by Itufttsor Delamottc.

2 vols hiuiclsomrly bound, with upwards of 200 Illustrations, Gs. each,

ANDERSEN'S 'FAIRY TALES,' and 'TALES for

CHILDREN.' The**- Two Volumes form the most Complete English Edition or Andersen's Talcs.

GUESSING STORIES ; or, the Wonderful Things Seen by

thn Man wl'l.thx L\tra Pair of Ejes By the late Archdeaiou FREEMAN. Fourth Edition. 2*. 6d.

Fcap. Svo. 4|. dd^^"^

ENGLISH SONNETS by LIVING WRITERS. Selected

and Arranged, with a Note on the History of the Sonnet. By SAMUEL WADDINGTON.

Fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

GREEK WIT: a Collection of Smart Sayings and Anec-

dotal from Greek Proie Writers. Br I. A. PALEY, M A.

NEW VOLUME BY P. M, PEARD, AUTHOR OP ' THE ROSE GARDEN,' ' CARTOUCHE.'
■ UNAWARES,' 4c.

MOTHER MOLLY: a Story for Young People. With

8 Illustrations by Charles Green, and a Pictorial Design on the cover. Small post 8vo. 5s.

" This Is a graeoful little tale, full of a tender, homely interest, and told with a charming esse and sim
plicity of language."—Times.

"The story Is to other Christmas books what Mr. Blackmore's stories are to ordinary novels. It is fresh, a
little quaint, and is in fact a charming idyl of the latter oaJ of the last century."—Standard.

OUR PETS and PLAYFELLOWS in AIR, EARTH,

andWATER. By OERTRUDE PATMORE. With 4 Illustrations by Bertha Patmore, crown Sto. 3*. <W

"Real stories about dogs, and birds, ponies, cats, kittens, dormice, rabbits, and other dumb creature*,
which the writer and her family circle have delighted to tame and domesticate. This Is a pleasing little boot,
written with good taste, and calculated to engage the attention of the young in a healthy way."—D,..;* .V«w«.

With Frontispiece by H, Glacomelli, and numerous Illustrations by J. D. Watson. A. W. Bares, W. Frieirfeh.
and ot hers, handsomely bound in cloth, 700 pages, Imperial lifmo price 8*. tu.

AUNT JUDY'S ANNUAL VOLUME. Edited by

H. X. P. OATTY.

MRS. EWING'S POPULAR TALES.

" Everything Mrs. Evnng writes is full of talent, and also full of perception and common-

r^nse."—Saturday Review.

With a Pictorial Design on the cover, small post Svo. 5*.

WE and the WORLD : a Story for Boys. With 7 Illus-

tratlons by W. L. Jones, 5s. [Jutt pnbtidud,

" A very good book It Is, full of adventures, graphically told. The style is just what It should be. simple,
but not bald, full of pleasant humour, and with some pretty touches of feeling. Like all Mrs. Ewing's tales,
it is sound, sensible, and wholesome."—rimes.

"M'ciiavchad many books of adventure, but nothing better; very little so good as this."—PaU MaU Gaze**

Uniform with the above, Fifth Edition, 5s.

SIX to SIXTEEN: a Story for Girls. With 10 Illus-

tratlons by Mrs. Ailingham.

" It Is a beautifully told story, full of humour and pathos, and bright sketches of scenery and character . "
Pail Mail GiizHte

** We have rarely met, on such a modest scale, with characters so ably and simply drawn."—AiKetneum.

"The tone of the book Is pleasant and healthy, and singularly free from that sentimental, not to my
' mawkish.' stain which Is apt to disfigure such productions. The illustrations by Mrs Allingham add a special
attraction to the little volume."—Timrt.

Uniform with the above, Ninth Edition, 5s.

A FLAT IRON for a FARTHING ; or, some Passages in

the Life of an Only Son. With 12 Illustrations by H. Allingham.

" Let every parent and guardian who wishes to be amused, and at the s
' A Flat Iron for a Farthing.' "—Athenatum.

i time to please a child, purchase

Uniform with the above, with a Pictorial Design on the cover. Third Edition, 5s

MRS. OVERTHEWAY'S REMEMBRANCES. With 10

Illustrations by Pasquier and Wolf.

Without exception, ' Mrs. Overtheway's Remembrances ' is the most delightful work avowedly wrtttpn
" "t?d that we have ever read. There are passages in this book which the genius of George Eliot would

to own."—Leader.

Uniform with the above, Second Edition, .V

JAN of the WINDMILL : a Story of the Plain, With 11

sweet t
juvenil

Illustrations by Mrs. Allingham. Also a Larger Edition, crown Svo. 8s. 6a*.

i long ttmo since we have read anything in its way so good S
jlesomo as anythli

jcside such writing as this. '
i be. ...Good i

-American Church Union.

Uniform with the abov

Miss Alcutt a breezy
is like a day In J
are, evea they art' but

A GREAT EMERGENCY, and other Tales. With 4

Illustrations.

"Never has Mrs. Ewlrm published a more chinning volume at stories, and that is a
deal. From the first to the lost the book overflows with the str 1
survives childhood ; aud, moreover, with Inexhaustible quiet
and well-bred, never priggish, and never clumsy. "—Academy.

rolnme at stories, and that is saying a very treat
trunae knowledge of child-nature which so mrrlj
t humour, which Is never anything but Inaoerat

Uniform Edition, In fcap. Svo. 3f. Go*, per Volume,

MRS. GATTY'S WORKS:-

1'ARAHLES from NATURE. With Portrait. 2 Toll.—WORLDS NOT REALIZED and PROVERB?
ILLUSTRATED.—DOMESTIC 1'IL'Tl HES and TALKS -AI N'T JUDY'S TALES. SerenUi Edition -
Al'NT JUDYS LETTERS. Fifth Edition -The HUMAN FACE DIVINE. Second Ei
1 A1KY GODMOTHERS. Filth Edition :'s. U/.—The HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY. Ne» I

The above In a neat cloth box, 3b. Go*.

CAPTAIN MARRYAT'S BOOKS for BOYS. Cheap

Uniform Edition, with numerous Illustration! on Steel and Wood, alter stanfleld, Gilbert, DeijLU-t,
Slothard, and others. Each 3d. lid.; gilt cd£es, 4s. Gd.

POOR JACK.

MASTERMAN READY.

The PIRATE and THREE CtTTF.US

The FHIVATEERSMAX.

The MISSION ; or, Scenea In Africa.

SETTLERS In CANADA.

London : GEOl.UE BELL & SUNS, York-street, Covent-garden.
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ELLIOT STOCK'S AITIQUARIAN PUBLICATIONS.

•THE ANTIQUARY 1 FOR JANUARY, 1881, COMMENCES A NEW

VOLUME.

Published Monthly, price One Shilling, in crown 4to., tastefully printed on

hand-made paper, with rough edges, and occasionally illustrated,

THE ANTIQUARY,

A Magazine devoted to the Study of the Past.

The Publisher of The Antiquary has much pleasure in announcing that,

among the articles and papers which have been arranged to appear in the

Magazine during 1831, the following will occur :—

ITlOLOOrE for 1881. By Aistix Dobsox,

ANCIKXT MfSICAI. ISSTIil MKXTS.
JOHN STAIN EH. Eiq.. Moa Due., MJL.

Uv

Th- FIRST PRINTERS at OXFORD. Bv
WILLIAM BI-U>t>. K»! . Author o! ■ Llla aa*

ANCIENT JAPANESE PALMISTRY »nd
WITCHCKA1T llj CRAHLEM I-POl'MIKM. K«|

An ARCH.BOLOGICALTOUR In NORFOLK.
By A O HILL, Esq

CHAUCEB8 ROMACNT of the ROSE. By
A A BUAE, Kkj

SOME EARLY BRIEFS. By 8. R. BlRI>.The ROMAN VILLA »t BRADINO. Bv bq y ' '

COR-NKLIl K MCHIILDON. bq., F a.A , Author of
■ Tbt human. In Wraltti'irtland

1 MI8CELLANEOCB ACCOUNTS of the PIPE
SOME ANCIENT FORMS of the CROSS . \ -*™"°™<*» * «« hall.*,

iB^-srs-TV.1" 5EVILL MONUMENTS .t STAIN-
.>.■'!' Bj W BKAILSI-UKB, Eaq.

AN I_1xriITF.il LKTTKR BT
Dr. PARR on BELLS and BELL-RINOINO. I ^^m?™!**^ BE88ION KE"
ByTHOMAKNOKTIIB., ISA, Author of The OTKU I* J. I I H» M. Baa.

Hctlaof KaUaadahUT. Ac.

ARMORIAL CHINA. By Oeohhk W_JfAR-
The TYPOGRAPHY, HISTORY, and PRO- ■ ^*UALL, B»i , LI. 1) . P.! * , tailor of the G,*„.
IltTTItlNR of MM of the COINTHY MINTS ol .•»■»*• _
ENGLAND Ul EARLY TIMES My H W HEN- I .
rREY. laq. Mnaha- of omukU ol s MORNfNOB in mm of the PRIVATE

■ LIBRARIES ol ENGLAND Bt E. H UUAVEK

;
The WELSH and BORDER COUNTIES
COLUrriON ol book* at ol ANOVRjt, CHE8- ON some ANCIENT STYLES of BOOK-
TEH. Hj UpUl.l' H SAI.IhH. UY. | BINIJINU By H B WIIEATI.EY, lag . ISA

Maa.Ik ol the ladea fascistr.

FOLK LORE RELICS of PRIMITIVE LIFE
F A A..la BRITAIN. By O L OOMME. iMq . >

Author of lYtmltlvr 1'i.lh M<kjI. to British
Hob dec ol the Folk-lx>re Society.

FOLK-SPEECH In our OLD AUTHORS.
By J. H. NODAL, Bun., Hob. sac. ol the hnirliali
Dialect Society.

"w^.0.? v.V'Loi'1 A'ir.l^Sfl1'.??;.^'' aOME ROYAL »nd SOTED LETTERSWHAT WE KNI1W of THEM. By K !■ LOFTIs
BetOCX. Ban . FM A . Hoa. Sec of the BrltUh
AreavolosU-al AMoclhUoa.

By Thomas Keralare,

By Wil-
Thc TfTMULUS at KARN BREA.

LIAM C. BOHL.VSE. Eeq , F.A.A. , M.F.

A WALK HOUND OLD ST. PAUL'S CATHE
DKAL la r.ln. By Dr W. BPARROW SIMPSON
FA A., Author of 'Documeau Illaecratlar tht
History of si l*uul • ' it'uiudcu Society.,

BRIOHT and tha EARLY SHORTHAND
WRITER*. ByJE BAILEY, Eeq.FK A.

The ONLY TOWN CHARTER ORANTED
hy CKOMWELL. end the HI-TORY of lu 1>IS-
(XIVEKY. By Coioael GRANT FRANCIS, F.8A.,
Author of ' The Charter! of hwuuni.

the I.AMHKTH PALACH LIBHAKY.
KERSHAW, Eaq., F.B.A. - -

SOME OLD ANQLINO BOOKS. By R T
westWOOD, rJaq, Author of • Blbllotheca l'lam

Tlic HALLIWELL BROADSIDES at the
( MKKIIIAM LIBRARY By W. B. A. AXON
KM|., IX- I.

The FOLK-LORE of FLOWERS. Bv Rev
T. F. THISELTON-DYEH, Author ol • Etwlikh I olk-
Lortr '

3 BY. By Rev. M. al

Tlie BYZANTINE ART of OLD RUSSIA.
By JOHN LEIORTON, Esq., F.8 A., Author of
The Life of Msa," Ac

On CORNISH ANTIQUITIES. By the Bev.
W. LAI II SZYRMA, M A.

PA IMC CELTS In INDIA. By Rev.

DOGS In DAYS GONE
WATKINB, M.A.

EARLY BOOKS about GYPSIES. By H. T
CKOFTON. Eaq . Author of "The Dialect ol the
Eogilau tjypuea.'

SOME ODDnTES of the OLD TOKENS of
the CITY of LONDON. By WALTER HAM I ..TON ,
Eaq.. Autliur of ' Tho Porta Laureate of Euxloud.'

SOME OLD BOOKS RE-STUDIED. By
Her. A. B. OROSAKT, LL.D., F.8.A., Editor of
Ueorgo Herbert * Wurka, Ac.

OLD TIME TERRORS of TERMAGANT
WOMEN By THOMAS B. TROWBDALE, Eaq.

In addition to these contributions, many other interesting papers, by well-

known writers, will find their places in the pages of The Antiquary. The

other departments of the Magazine w hich have proved acceptable to its readers

will be maintained with equal interest during the coming year.

A Protpectut mil be lent onvpplication.

UNIFORM WITH 'THE TREATYSE OF FYsSSHYNGE WYTH AX

ANGLE.'

Shortly will be published, in demy 4to. printed on liand-m.tde paper, an.l handsomely
bound In vellum,

A FACSIMILE OF

By Dame JULIANA BERXEltS.

Containing the TREATISES on HAWKING, HUNTING, and HERALDRY. Printed
at Bt. Alban'a, by the Schoolmaster-Printer, in UM. With an Introduction by WILLIAM
BLADES, Author of the ' Life and Typography of Caxton.'

Thi« fac-rimtfe la faithfully reproduced by photography ; It is being printed on rough

mporary
by Mr. Bladei's Preface, which treats at length, in separate chapters, of i lie AUTHORSHIP,
TYPOGRAPHY, BIBLIOGRAPHY, SlIBJrXT-.MAlTKR, and PHILOLOGY of the Work.

V A FULL PROSPECTUS CONCERNING THE PUBLICATION

OF • THE BOKE OF SAINT ALBAN'S' WILL BE SENT ON

APPLICATION TO THE PUBLISHER.

i paper similar to that of the original, and will bo bound in hsiMisome con-
binding. The interest and value of this reproduction will be ^rcarly enhanced

COMPANION VOLUME TO ' THE BOKE OF SALVT ALIIAN'S.'

THE FIRST ENGLISH BOOK ON FISHING.

How ready. In demy 4to. print*. 1 od liand-made paper, and bound In antique vellum, price 18*.

an gntfle.

By Dame JULIANA BERNERS.

A fac-rimik Reproduction of the First Edition, printed bv Wynkvn dp Word*?, at Wcst-
minater, in U9tf. With an Introduction by the lie v. M. (i. WATK1NS.

Tiie extreme rarity of thli work, and the great interest taken in it by f .nnnisviirs, lias
niftgented to the Publulier the advisability of producing a fac-mmue itepr.it; tor the use of
those Collectors and Anglers who can never hope to possess t he almost priceless original.
The present facsimile it reproduced from a copy of the original editiju in the British
Museum by means of photography, and consequently renders every i>eculiarity of the
original in faithful detail: the rude Illustrations which adorned tlie flr<t edition of this
'* lytyll plaunflet" are here given in all their quaint roughness. The vo-ti is printed on
hand-made paper of tiie same texture and colour as that on which the Hrer c-lition appeared,
and the binding Is of contemporary pattern and material, mo that the reader of to-day in
hiuidling this volume <»n realize the form and appearance of tlie oriuiiuil. « hii ti must have
delighted tlie eyes of those w '
belongynge vnto noblesse."

the eyes of those who studied " treatyses jwrteynyiige to dvuers playMunt matters

In crown 4to. handsomely printed and beautifully lltuotnted f/om Pit it i^r.ip'is, price 1*.

<a ©escripttije Account of djc itloman

^tlla at 3Bratims, $.m.

By CORNELIUS NICHOLSON, Esq. F.S.A.

In crown 8vo. uniform with "The Bibliography of Dickens,' price d*. cloth,

Cfjc Btbltojsrapf)" oi Cljadurap,

Order, of the Published Writings in
f WM. MAKUPKACE THACKKKAY,

A Bibliograpliical List, arranged In Clironological Order, of the FuMislied Writings in
Prose and Verse, and tlie Drawings and Sketches, of WM. MAKKPKAC
from 1824 to 18HO. A Companion and Supplement to Thackeray's V\ orks.

250 COPIES ARE PRINTED ON LARGE PAPER, UNIFORM

IN SIZE AND STYLE WITH THE EDITION DE LUXE OF

THACKERAYS WORKS, FOR THE USE OF SUBSCRIBERS

TO THAT EDITION, AND CAN BE HAD UX APPLICA

TION TO THE PUBLISHER.

Now ready, price ( or in French gray wnippvr. ■

Cjjc Btbltocjrapi)p of 33tclun0.

A Bibliographical List of the Published Writings in Prose and Ters*' of CIIAKLE3 DICKENS,
from 1834 to 1880, including his Letters and Speeches.

" A most laboriously compiled and minute bibliography."—Jii*>f.st ■ V--r.

" This lit tle work will be prized by all who admire the gen in* ct Dit kens, and desire to
be comprehensively acquainted with his books, magazine contributions, speeches, and
letters. Mr. Shepherd's well-known accuracy is a voucher for the correctness of his speci
fications."—Literary World.

LONDON: ELLIOT STOCK, 62, PATERNOSTER-ROW, E.C.
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BOOKS TO CHOOSE FROM.

DEAN HOOK : his Life and Letters.

Edited by the Bev. W. E. W. 8TBPHEN8, Vicar of
Woolbtding, Author of ' Life of St. John Chrysostom,'
Ac. The Popular Edition. I vol. crown 8vo. with

Portrait, 6*.

LADY FLORENCE DIXIE'S WORK.

ACROSS PATAGONIA. With

numerous Illustrations from Sketches by Julius Beer-
bohm, and Engraved by Whyniper and Pearson. Demy
8vo. 1ft*.

The INGOLDSBY LYRICS. By the

Kov. RICHARD HARRIS BAlillAH, Autlior of ' Tlie
Ingoldsby Legends.' Edited by his Son, tiie Rev. R.
DALTON BAKKAM. Crown 8vo. 3a. id.

ROUND ABOUT NORWAY. By

CHARLES W. WOOD, Author of ' Through Holland,'
Ac. Demy 8vo. with 60 Illustrations, 12*. --

STUDIES in ENGLISH ART. By

FREDERICK WEDMORE, Author of ' Masters of Genre
Fainting,' Ac. The Second Series, containing Romney,
Constable, David Cox, George Cruikshank, Meryon,
fiurne Jones, and Albert Moore. Large crown 8vo. 7*. 6d.

The HEAVENS : an Illustrated Hand

book of Popular Astronomy. By AMEDKE GUILLE-
MIN. Edited by J. >OR'MAN LOCKYER, F.R.A.S.
An Entirely New and Revised Edition, embodying all
the latest Discoveries in Astronomical Science. Demy
8vo. with over 200 Illustrations, 12*.

At all Booksellers',

THE INGOLDSBY LEGENDS.

THE ANNOTATED EDITION.—A Library Edition, with
a History of each Legend, and other Notes. The Illustra
tions by Cruikshank and Leech. 2 vols. tivo. 24*.

THE ILLUSTRATED EDITION.-In crown 4to. with
G3 Illustrations by Cruiksliauk, Leech, and Tenniel. 2U.

THE CARMINE EDITION.—In crown 8vo. with Carmine
Border, and 6 Illustrations by Cruikshank and Leech. Gilt
edges, 10s. id.

THE EDINBURGH EDITION.—In large type, crown
8vo. with 32 Illustrations by Cruikshank, Tenniel, Leech,
and Du Maurier. Specially lie-Engraved for this Edition by
George Pearson. Price 6*.

THE POPULAR EDITION.—In ciown 8vo. 3». 6rf.

THE VICTORIA (Pocket) EDITION.—Red edges, 2s.

BUCKLAND'S CURIOSITIES OF

NATURAL HISTORY.

The PEOPLE'S EDITION, with Illustrations. All the
Series together, 14s.; or separately as follows :—

1st SERIES.—Rats, Serpents, Pishes, Frogs, Monkeys, 4c.
Bmall 8vo. 3s. 64.

2nd SERIES.—Fossils, Bears, Wolves, Cats, Eagles, Hedge
hogs, Eels, Herrings, Whales. Small 8vo. 3s. id.

3rd SERIES.—Wild Ducks, Fishing, Lions, Tigers, Foxes,
Porpoises. Small 8vo. 3s. id.

4th SERIES.—Giants, Mummies, Mermaids, Wonderful
People, Salmon, Ac. Small 8vo. 3s. 6tf.

THE NOVELS OF JANE AUSTEN.

{The only Complete Edition.)

Each Volume in crown 8vo. cloth, price 6*.

SENSE and SENSIBILITY.

EMMA.

PRIDE and PREJUDICE.

MANSFIELD PARK.

NOKTHANGEU ABBEY and PKRSCASION.

LADY SLSAN an. I The WATSONS.

SIR EDWARD CEEASY'S FIFTEEN

DECISIVE BATTLES of the WORLD, from Marathon
to Waterloo. Crown Kvo. with Plans, <•*. Also a

LIBRARY EDITION, 8vo. with Plans, 10.. id.

SUCCESS : and How He Won It. By

ERNST WERNER. In crown 8vo. price t*.

MISS MONTGOMERYS STORIES.

MISUNDERSTOOD. Nineteenth Thousand. Crown 8vo. 5s.

The TOWN-CRIKR, Ac. Fourth Thousand. Crown 8vo. lis.

THROWN TOGETHER. Eighth Thousand. Crown 8vo. Bs.

THWARTED. Sixth Thousand. Crown Hvo. 5*.

A VERY SIMPLE STORY and WILD MIKE. Small crown

8vo. 2s. id.

MISUNDERSTOOD. The Illustrated Edition, with 8 Foil-
Page Illustrations by George Du Maurier. Fcap. 4to. (V.

BEAKORTH. Popular I'd! : ion. Croanfvo. «*.

HERBERT MANNERS and The TOWN CIIIER. Bmall
crown 8vo. 2s. id.

ItlCHAtn Bkntlf.y ti Son, New Burlington-street,

PuUitlim n Ordinary to Iter ilajttty the tauten.

IS, Great Marlborough-street.

HURST & BLACKETTS

NEW WORKS.

MYJOURNEY ROUND the WORLD,

Til Ceylon, New Zealand, Australia. Torres Straits, China, Japan,
and tlie Vnited States. Hjr Capt. S. H. JONES-l'AKKY, late Royal

' s Fusileen. 2 toIs. 2\».

An ACTOR ABROAD; or, Gossip,

Dramatic, Narrative, and DwcrlpttTc : from the Recollections of
an Actor In AtutmUa, New Zealand, tho sandwich Islands, Cali
fornia, Nevada, Central America, and New York. By EDMLh'D
LBATHE8. Hvo. 1 .

"A bright and pleasant volume—nn eminently readable book. Mr.
Leatbcs has the (creat merit of beinfr never dull."—Saturday Review.

MONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE
MFK (1787-1874). Br his Daughter. MADAME DE WITT. Traas-
Uui by Mrs. SIMPSON. 1 vol. 8T0. 15«.

LODGE'S PEERAGE and BAR0-

NKTAOK for 1881. Under the especial patronafi-e of 1IKK MAJHSTY.
CorrecUxl by the NobUUy. .VJth Edition, ltoval tjvo. with the Arms
beautifully engraved, 31*. Gd. bouud. Kilt edges. [Xtxt week.

THE NEW NOVELS.

JEANNETTE. By Mary C. Rowsell,

Author of ' Love Loral,' Ac. 11 voU.

GERALDINE AND HER SUITORS.
By Mrs. SIMPSON, Author of ' Winnie's History.' Ac. 3 vols.

"Mrs. Simpson's novel display! considerable literurv merit. The
descriptions of scenery, men, and manners ore lifelike. The interest Is
well sustained from first to liut."—Court Journal.

LITTLE PANSY. By Mrs. Randolph.
Autlior of ' Oentianella,' &c. 3 vols.

This novel Is sure to be popular. It h> a most amuilng story. Little
is a charming creature. '—Sunday Tims*.
itile l*an«y ' will assuredly take precedence of all Mrs.

chaructent a

By the Author

Pansy is a charming creature. '—Sunday Tii.in.
" * Little l*an«y ' will assuredly take preeeden

workH, brilliant aa they were. Her chaructent ore thorouKhly true to
nature "— Court Journal.

DIMPLETHORPE.
Of • ST. OLAVB'S,' &C. 3 vols.

" * Dlmplethorpe ' is a well written. Ingenious, agreeable, and interest
ing story. The characters are naturully drawn.' '—St. Jam** » Gaz,Ur.
"The study of character which the author proposed to herself to

exhibited with considerable skill. She describes the better sort of
village people with pleasant humour."—Athenfttm.

" For quiet humour, careful observation, and cultivated ntyle. ' IHm-
pletliorpe ' is equal to any of the author ■ previous works. ' —John Hull.

STRICTLY TIED UP. 3 vols.

" ' Strictly Tied I'p ' is entertaioing. It Is in every sense a novel con
ceived in a light and happy vein."—Athena-um.

"* Strictly Tied Up' is a very cleverly constructed novel, as amusing
aa it is Ingenious."—ST James a Oazette.

THIRD EDITION of ROY and
VIOLA By Mrs. 1 iHlHKSTKR, Author of ' Viva,' Ac. 3 vols.

" An admirable tale ; told by one who can vividly descritie the aianners
and pmonnel of modern soelety."— World.

THIRD EDITION of LORD
BKACKKNIIURY. By AMELIA B EUWARD8, Author of • Bar

bara's History,' Ac. 3 vols.

'"Lord Hrackenbury ' is a very readable story. There in plenty of
variety, cheerful dialogue, and general \ervr in ll.e book."—Atltenaum.

" An exceedingly Interesting and amusing novel."—Standard.

FIXED as FATE. By Mrs. Houstoun.

Author of ' Recommended to Mercy,' Twenty Yearn in the Wild
West,' Ac. 3 vols. [Just read*.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.
Each Work complete !n 1 ■

■eparatcly), elegantly pi
Sir J. OILREKT. MILLAR

1, pric
ited at
HUNT, POYNTE1

TKNNLEL, t.A_NDVS, B. Hl'OiLEtt, SAMBOL1UNE 4c

HURST & BLACKETTS

STANDARD LIBRARY

Of CHEAP EDITIONS of POPULAR MODERN WORKS.
Sam Slick's Nature
Nature.

John Halifax, Gentleman.
The Creaeeul and the Cross.
Eliot Warburton.

Nathalie, lly Minn Knvnnagh.
A Woman s Thought* aThoughts

By the Author
'John Halifax.'

Adam Graeme. By Mr*. 01 i phani.
Sam Slick's Wise baws.
Cardinal Wiseman's Topes.
A Life for a Life. By the Author
of 'John Halifax.'

Leigh Hunt's Old Court Suburb.
Margaret and her Hridct.nialds.
Sam Slick's Old Judtce.
Durleo. By Eliot Warburton.
Sir It. Huike t Family Romance.
The Laird of Nurlaw. By Mrs.
Ollphmit.

The Kngli--|iwnmnn in Italy.
Notlnug New. By the Author of
■John Halifax.'

Freer'i Life ot Jeanne d'Albret.
The Valley of a Hundred Fires.
Burks's Romance ot the Forum.
Adrle By Miss KavHii.tgh.
Stud ins from Life. By the Author

ol 'John Halifax '
Grandmother s Mooev.
Jt-:iiirtiuiii r. Hook about Doctors.
Misir-w and Mala. Hy the J
of 'John Hal. lax.*

Lea Miwrables. By Vic
St (>la>.- «
L««t ami Sa>ed. By the Hen. Mrs.
N >rioa.

Lan Barbara's History. By
| B. Edwards,
i Life o! Irving. By Mrs. Ollphant.

By ' No Church.
I Christian's Mistake. By the

Author of 'John Halifax/
Alec Forbes. By George Mac

of iH-nald, LL.D.
Agnes. By Mrs. Oliplwint.
A Noble Life. Hy the Autho

i IN
of

Oeorge Mae

•m. Hy the

By

Dixon's New An
Robert i'alconet
Donald, 1.L1).

The Woman's 1
Author of 'Jo*

Annuls of an Eventlul Life
G W Ikuwnt, 11.C L.

lXivid Kl^'inbrud. By George Mac
Jtuiutld. LL.D.

A Brave Ludy. By the Author of
' John I v

Hannnli lly the Author of 'John
Hsli lax.'

Sam Mirk n Americans at Home.
The L uk Ind Word By the Author

of 1 John Halifax.'
A K<M' ill June. By Mrs. Ollphant.
Mr Little Lady. By E Fruucea
Poj ntrr.

rhu-U-, Junior. By Mrs :>liphant
Llle of M.ine Antoinette. By

I'rotVMor C. 1> VontTP.
Sir Olhbie By George Mac
DIMM, l.L 1)

Sam Sin k s American Humour.
Young Mrs. Jajdiue. By the Author
of John Halifax.'

ENTIRELY NEW AND TH0K0UGHLY

KEVISED EDITION OF

THE

BOYS' MODERN PLAYMATE.

" The descriptions and rules of the various games

are brought down to the present day, and are most

exhaustive."—Morning Pott.

" No recommendation on our part is needed for a

book so well known. It is a perfect vade-mecum

for boys, and contains an extraordinary mass of

information upon every point upon which a lad is

likely to want information as to his games or

diversions."—Standard.

" Every game, pastime, outdoor and indoor, and

every sort of art or scientific study which is capable

of being made attractive and interesting, seems

here to be treated of in a systematic way, with

numberless useful illustrations."—Daily Ifewt.

" We would not give a rap for a boy who did not

like play; and if he wants to understand all about

play, of any rational and beneficial kind, he cannot

do better than buy, or get some one to make him a

present of, the ' Modern Playmate.' "

Birmingham Mail.

In square crown 8vo. price 8s. id. cloth gilt ;

or with gilt edges, 9s.

THE

BOYS' MODERN PLAYMATE.

A BOOK OF GAMES, SPORTS, AMD

DIVERSIONS FOR BOYS OF ALL AGES.

Compiled and Edited by Rev.

J. G. WOOD.

WITH SIX HUNDRED ORIGINAL

ILLUSTRATIONS.

The Editor believes that in ttie pages of the BOYS'
MODERN PLAYMATE are found the rules and modes of
playing every game which is in vogue at the present day,
besides those oi games which have yet to make their way,
and of those which have been neglected, but will assuredly

resume the position which they once occupied.

Such accomplishments as Archery, Boating, Bailing, Shoot
ing, Fishing, Swimming, Skating, Bicycling, Tricyclinjf,
and PedestrianIsm have been entrusted to Authors equally*
skilful iu practice and theory; while the whole of the series
entitled "The Young Workman" has been written by
Authors who have been trained to their various subjects.

The department which includes Science has been executed
by Authors who have obtained a wide reputation by their
practical and theoretical knowledge; such names as ADAMS,
CHERJtrXL, COOKE, DRAYSON, PREECE, and ROW-
HELL being a sufficient guarantee for the excellence of their

work.

The entire volume has been su]>erintended by those who
have had very many years' experience of English boys and
their games, and the Editor confidently trusts that a book
of this nature—original in every possible point—will supply
a hitherto existing want, and become tlie constant com

panion of every boy.

FREDERICK WARXE & CO.

Bedford-street, Strand.

A COMPLETE CATALOGUE of STAN

DARD WORKS, CHOICE GIFT-BOOKS,

elegant PRESENTATION WORKS, JUVE

NILE and PICTURE TOY-BOOKS, inprice*

from EIGHTY SHILLINGS to SIXPENCE,

can he had on application, or forwarded pott free.

FREDERICK WARNE St CO.

ISedford-street, Strand,
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Arrow of the Chart : bring a Collection of

Scattered Letter*. Bv John Ruskin.

Edited by an Oxford Tumi. With Pre-

face by the Author. 2 vols. (Orpington,

Allen.)

The Lord'i Prayer and the Church: Letter*

to tht Clergy. By John Rankin. Edited

by the Roy. F. A. Malleson. (Strahan

& Co.)

8ora very pleasant conclusions are en

forced by the appearance of ' Arrows of the

Chace.' ( >ne is that in the matter of pub

lishing the village of Orpington is in

advance, so far as taste and elegance and

decent luxury are concerned, of an over

grown and disdainful London. The material

design and execution of this welcome and in

teresting book are nothing less than artistic.

The two volumes are bound in plain grey

boarding, with a simple label at l>ack ; they

are beautifully printed on fair, smooth

paper; their edges are liberally rough; their

wide margins tempt the reader irresistibly

to argument and annotation. No braver-

looking tomes, nor moro workmanlike and

serviceable, have of late issued from an

English press. Evidently Mr. Ruskin's

ublisher is a man after Mr. Ruskin's own

cart; he has done hid work as well as it

could be done.

Another conclusion is that the " Oxford

Pupil " has the gift of editing. Nothing

more careful and discreet, more diligent and

at the same time more intelligent, than his

arrangement and annotation of these letters

can well be conceived. The illustrious

writer is responsible in the publication for

no more than the title, the preface and the

epilogue, and the permission to publish. All

the rest is the work of the " Oxford Pupil."

The book was suggested, it appears, by the

' Bibliography of Ruskin ' of Mr. R. H.

Shepherd. On the hint contained in this

volume the " Oxford Pupil " went to work,

and the residt of his self-imposed task, which

has occupied him for more than two years,

is ' Arrows of the Chace.' Out of the

doeps of periodical literature, from among

the shot-rubbish of well-uigh forty years of

journalism, he has recovered one hundred

and fifty-seven public letters, on matters

of interest either imperial or parocliial,

by the ablest and most vigorous correspon

dent of the epoch. These ho has arranged,

not chronologically, but topically, in appro

priate sections and 6ub-sections, each pro

vided with its proper table of contents. At

tho beginning of each of his volumes he has

placed a chronological list of the letters

contained in it, in which he sets forth not

only the date, the subject, and the source,

but, whenever practicable, the place of com

position also, and at the end of the second

a similar list, combined and edited from the

two smaller ones, of all the letters con

tained in the book, together with a full and

sufficient index of subjects and proper

names ; so that his work may fairly be

described as a perfect example of the art

and mystery of explanatory and illustrative

arrangement. As regards the notes he has

contributed, they are almost painfully exact

and scrupulous. The process of annotation

is at all times difficult ; it is not easy to hit

the mean between discretion and imper

tinence, nor to know when to speak and

when to be silent, when to stop and when

to go on, when to be exhaustive and when

to be merely suggestive ; nor is it every one

whose character presonts that happy com

bination of enthusiasm and tart, of capacity

and unselfishness, which makes this skill

and knowledge possible. And if the process

be difficult in the case of ordinary men, its

difficulty is increased tenfold when the

subject of it is a writer so ingenious and

allusive, so fertile of metaphor, and so

lavish of reference as Mr. Ruskin.

Assuredly the "Oxford Pupil's" task was

of the hardest, and it is infinitely to his

credit that he should have thus triumphantly

emerged from it. Mr. Ruskin has only to

talk in his large way of "the best Tintoret

on this side of the Alps " ; his editor is in

stantly at hand with the supplementary

information that the work is the 'Susanna

and the Elders,' now No. 349 in the

Salon Carre. A picture imposingly but

vaguely described as ' ' Angelica's highest

inspiration" is instantly recognized in an

unobtrusive foot-note as " ' The Cruci

fixion, or Adoration of the Cross,' in the

church of San Marco." Mr. Ruskin's

description of a pre-Raphaelite landscape

in the exhibition of the Royal Academy for

1864 makes it a certainty for all time tluit

not only was there such a landscape to be

seen in that year, but also that it " was

bought from the walls of the Academy by a

prize-holder in the Art Union of London,"

and that "as the purchaser resided in

either America or Australia," the picture

is now, in 1880, "presumably in one or

other of those countries." It is the same

throughout. The "Oxford Pupil" furnishes

exactly the information necessary to tho

elucidation and the apprehension of his

author's text, and of information he ad

ministers no more than exactly the proper

dose. It is all one to him whether he is

correcting a lapxux calami of his master's, or

explaining the occasion of a certain frag

ment of correspondence, or reintegrating the

text of a line from Wordsworth, or tracking

homo an unfamiliar quotation to its place in

Shenstone, or verifying the date and title of

a translation, or telling the name and story

of a picture, or analyzing a certain state of

politics. And the consequence is that the

public are beholden to him for one of the

best edited books it has ever been their

good fortune to see.

The contents of ' Arrows of the Chace '

are multifarious. Mr. Ruskin writes, and

has always written, '• de omni re scibili et

quibusdam aliis," with better reason and a

better grace than most ; and as there are to

be found in these volumes "the indices of

everything I have deeply cared for during

the last forty years," their texture is, as may

be imagined, uncommonly varied. That they

aro wonderful reading we do not need to say.

At his worst Mr. Ruskin is a better writer

than most men ; at his best he is incompar

able. He has a magnificent vocabulary, a

perfect and unerring sense of expression,

a wonderful instinct of rhythm. He has

much to say, and he knows so well how to

say it that people are apt to value his

sayings even more for their manner's sake

than for the sake of their matter. It is the

common lot of most of those who deal in

prose to be either useful at the expense

of beauty, or ornamental at the cost of

serviceableness. With Mr. Ruskin it is

otherwise. To him the instrument of prose

is lyre and axe, is lamp and trowel, is a

brush to paint with and a sword to slay, in

one. A great artist in speech, he is a living

and working exemplification of the theory

which holds that English prose is of no

particular epoch, but that in all its essentials,

and allowing for the influence of current

fashions of Bpeech, it is one and the same

thing with Snakspeare and with Addison,

with Bunyau and with Burke, with Browne

and Bacon and with Carlyle and Sterne.

There are few manners in literature at once

so affluent and so varied, so copious and so

subtle, so capable and so full of refinement,

as that of the author of ' Modern Painters.'

The reason why it is felt to be so is, we

take it, that Mr. Ruskin, in fact, is not

only great as a writer, but great as an in

telligence and a man. To a mind extra

ordinarily active yet capacious, extraordi

narily vigorous yet subtle, to an imagination

unwontedly rich and vivid and splendid, he

adds tho precious attributes of a noble heart,

a sweet aud earnest temper, and a boundless

goodwill. These attributes are perceived

in his work, and impart to it, however

questionable its aim and however dubitable

its conclusions, a certain fine and human

quality of reality, which is one secret of

its prodigious force. Mr. Ruskin may

err, and flagrantly ; but he is true to

himself, and he always feels true to his

readers. His influence, direct and indirect,

may very possibly have been for evil rather

than for good; but in intention, and his

premises being granted, it has been unim

peachable. Much of his work may be futile

in the end, but in the doing he has been

passionately in earnest. His sagacity, his

common sense, his aesthetic sentiment, may

be to the thinking public as justly suspicious

as is his theory of the universe to the bench

of bishops, but to him they are realities ;

he has adopted to make them palpable all

the aids that absolute conviction, coupled

with a genius for expression, can lend; and

we need only to have no definite point of

view ourselves, or, having one, to set our

selves for the nonce at the point of view

that is his, to perceive that he is right, and

that wo and all the world are wrong. The

absolute has nothing to do with it. For the

moment we are not ourselves, we are dis

ciples of Mr. Ruskin, listening to sentences

instinct with a noble veracity, now radiant

V

h
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in aspect and triumphant in movement as

the most royal verse of Shakspeare, now

serene and equable and full of import

as " some golden-tongued oracle of the

wise gods." If we are so minded we may

Euskinize ourselves in all seriousness, and

reflect, with perfect truth so far as life is

concerned, that we cannot easily do hotter.

If we are not so minded we may pass

on to other things. But in either case we

have to acknowledge the writer and the

man. In either case we are forced to con

clude that the one completes the other, and

that just as, but for the writer, the man

would wield an influence but puny at its

strongest and but limited at its widest, so

without the man the writer, incomparable

as he is, would be, humanly speaking, as

perfect a futility as Theophile Gautier him

self.

This being the case with Mr. Euskin and

his works generally, it will easily be under

stood how great is the attractiveness of Mr.

Euskin and his ' Arrows of the Chace ' par

ticularly. It is a privilege to have to do

with such a man at any time and under any

circumstances, and the privilege is mag

nified greatly when, as now, he is through

out at his best and strongest. "I am

resolved," says Mr. Euskin in his Author's

Preface—a charming example of his latest

manner, and a model of pure, sweet, equable

English—"to pay several extremely fine

compliments to myself, upon the quality of

the text." "In the entire mass," he goes

on to declare,

" there is not a word I wish to change, not a

statement I have to retract, and, I believe, few

pieces of advice, which the reader will not find it

for his good to act upon."

Thus much for the matter of the book.

Mr. Euskin is net less definite as to the

manner of it. "In the building of a

large book," he says, with the wise-browed

amiability peculiar to him,

" there are always places where an indulged

diffusencss weakens the fancy, and prolonged

strain subdues the energy : when we have time

to say all we wish, we usually wish to say more

than enough ; and there are few subjects we

can have the pride of exhausting, without weary

ing the listener. But all these letters were

written witli fully provoked zeal, under strict

allowance of space and time : they contain the

choicest and most needful things I could within

narrow limits say, out of many contending to be

said ; expressed with deliberate precision ; and

Tecommended by the best art I had in illustra

tion or emphasis. At the time of my life in

which most of them were composed, I was fonder

of metaphor, and more fertile in simile, than I

am now ; and I employed both with franker

trust in the reader's intelligence. Carefully

chosen, they are always a powerful means of

concentration ; and 1 could then dismiss in six

words, ' thistledown without seeds, and bubbles

without colour,' forms of art on which I should

now perhaps spend half a page of analytic vitu

peration ; and represent, with a pleasant accuracy

which my best methods of outline and exposition

could now no more achieve, the entire system of

modern plutocratic policy, under the luckily

remembered image of the Arabian bridegroom,

bewitched with lus heels uppermost. ''

Nor is this all. Mr. Euskin adds, perti

nently and truthfully :—

" It is to be remembered also that many of

the subjects handled can be more conveniently

treated controversially, than directly ; the answer

to a single question may be made clearer than

a statement which endeavours to anticipate

many ; and the crystalline vigour of a truth is

often best seen in the course of its serene col

lision with a trembling and dissolving fallacy."

Moreover, he continues :—

" There is a deeper reason than any such acci

dental ones for the quality of this book. Since

the letters cost me, as aforesaid, much trouble ;

since they interrupted me in pleasant work

which was usually liable to take harm by inter

ruption ; and since they were likely, almost in

the degree of their force, to be refused by the

editors of the adverse journals, I never was

tempted into writing a word for the public press,

unless concerning matters which I had much at

heart. And the issue is, therefore, that the

two following volumes contain very nearly the

indices of everything I have deeply cared for

during the last forty years ; while not a few of

their political notices relate to events of more

profound historical importance than any others

that have occurred during the period they cover ;

and it has not been an uneventful one. "

Mr. Euskin concludes with one of the finest

and loftiest, and at the same time the

sweetest and most urbane, sentences to be

found in the whole range of purely personal

eloquence.

" Whether," he says, " I am spared to put

into act anything here designed for my country's

help, or am shielded by death from the sight

of her remediless sorrow, I have already done

for her as much service as she has will to receive,

by laying before her facts vital to her existence,

and unalterable by her power, in words of

which not one has been warped by interest nor

weakened by fear ; and which are as pure from

selfish passion as if they were spoken already

out of another world."

If a preface of this sort (it is dated "Eouen,

St. Firmin's Day, 1880") does not put a

reader on good terms with his author and

with his author's book, he is hard to please.

In ' Arrows of the Chace ' the expecta

tions raised by this excellent piece of work

are not belied. There are a great many hot

headed adjectives, it is true, and a great

many utterances which, ' ' expressed with

deliberate precision" or not, have nowadays

a flavour in them that is distinctly comic :

as, for instance, that one with reference to

certain works in the Eoyal Academy Exhibi

tion of 1851,—" There has been nothing in

art so earnest or so complete since the days

of Albert Diirer,"—which offers up Eem-

brandt with Delacroix, Ingres with Bubens,

Watteau with Theodore Eousseau, Franz

Hals with Sir Joshua, Millet with Velasquez,

in one tremendous sacrifice to the glory of

young Mr. Millais. But these explosions of

opinion have at least the merit of being

personal and peculiar, they have the right

Euskin ring, and they are interesting

accordingly: as in their way, and for the

same reason, are such exercises in interpre

tation as those of ' The Light of the World '

(i. 98-103), and ' The Awakening Con

science ' (i. 104-107), and the 'Notes on a

"Word in Shakespeare' (ii. 257-261). For

the rest, there is not a letter in the book

of which it can be said that it is not

interesting ; not one but is distinguished

by the presence of some notable feature,

as a touch of fine and pleasant wit, or a

stout stroke of satire, or a piece of wisdom

nobly thought and luminously phrased, or a

passu po of sonorous and splendid rhetoric,

or a fling of whimsical temper. To follow

their author through his many moods of

irony and reproof, of indignation and of

culm, of fun und suggestiveness and scorn,

is, therefore, an intellectual exercise not

only as agreeable as can be imagined, but

as serviceable also. Mr. Euskin, whether

quizzing the Scotch, or using St. Paul and

the " Powers of Heaven " as arguments

likely to tell on the editor of an evening

paper, or talking of the Derby, or de

scribing the statue of Frederick the Great,

or defining the public, or setting forth

the limits of a scientific education, is

incomparably good company. In the space

of a few pages you can note that between

the Euskin of 1840 and the Euskin of 1880

there are differences in tone and style as

marked and significant as those between

the Shakspeare of 'Eiehard II.' and the

Shakspeare of the 'Winter's Tale.' In

one breath you can hear him talk of war in

accents like the noblest of Burke's, and in

the next you may find him reminding a hap

less gentleman in Sheffield that, as he has

often said, " you can't have art where you

have smoke ; you may have it in hell,

perhaps, for the Devil is too clever not to

consume his own smoke, if he wants to,"

with the tremendous addition, "But you will

never have it in Sheffield " (ii. 181). Then

his theme is servants, and he discourses of

them (to the editor of the Daily TehgrapK)

in such sentences as these :—

" Sir, there is only one way to have good

servants ; that is, to be worthy of being well

Berved. All nature and all humanity will serve

a good master, and rebel against an ignoble one.

And there is no surer test of the quality of a

nation than the quality of its servants, for they

are their masters' shadows, and distort their

faults in a flattened mimicry. A wise nation

will have philosophers in its servants' hall ; a

knavish nation will have knaves there ; and a

kindly nation will have friends there. Only let

it be remembered that 'kindness' means, as

with your child, so with your servant, not in

dulgence, but care:"

phrases that speak and sound like the

utterances of an English Plato. To say

that this book is the best of its year is but

a poor way of putting the truth about it.

About the " Letters to the Clergy" little

need be said. They were written, at Mr.

Malleson's request, as prelections to the

Clerical Society, on which body they were

designed to act as a kind of healthy moral

irritant, stimulatingdiscussion andprovoking

activity. It would have been better for the

" Letters " if the " Oxford Pupil " had in

cluded them among his ' Arrows of the

Chace,' where they would certainly have

had a more attractive environment. The

volume in which they are contained consists

of some 371 pages, of which but 41 pages are

given to the "Letters" and but 32 pages

to the " Epilogue," the remainder being

occupied by Mr. Malleson's " Essays and

Comments," and with the several answers

from divers priests and laymen. The letters

are written with Mr. Buskin's wonted union

of lucidity and charm, of grace and earnest

ness. The " Epilogue," on the other hand,

is not in Mr. Buskin's happiest manner.

Mr. Malleson's contributions to the common

stock are earnest in feeling and refined and

expressive in form ; he has read Mr. Buskin

deeply, and his reading has profited him

much. The " Eeplies," some thirty-one in all,

dated from several parts of the world—from

Carlisle and from Washington, from Liver

pool and Brighton, from Edinburgh and

Tyrone and Philadelphia—are chiefly in
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teresting as showing the nature and extent

of Mr. Kuskin's influence. That in outward

show and quality of material the volume

has nothing whatever in common with

' Arrows of the Chaco ' we need hardly to

say. It is. however, the complement in

some sort of that work, and they who own

and read the one will certainly wish to own

and read the other.

Coral Land*. By H. Stonehewer Cooper.

2 vols. (Bentley & 8on.)

Hittorical Sletche* of Savage. Life in Polynetia,

with Illustrative Clan Song*. By W. Wyatt

Gill. (Wellington, New Zealand, Govern

ment Printing Office.)

Uxder a fanciful title Mr. Stonehewer Cooper

furnishes a sensible and rather dry estimate

of the commercial value of Polynesia. There

is in his volumes little of geological or

ethnological speculation, a fortunate circum

stance, as it would seem that these sciences

aro not the author's strongest points. In

stead of dealing with such subjects he gives

sn exhaustive account of Fiji. In his antici

pations of a marvellous future for these

islands he is supported by the sanguine

views of Sir Arthur Gordon, who about

six months ago told the members of tho

Royal Colonial Institute that in the year

after Fiji came under the British Govern

ment the exports amounted to 92,286/.,

that in three years they had reached

192,868/., and that,

" after a careful investigation extending over

more than a year, it has been reported to mo

by most competent and moat cautious scientific

authority that the annual value of tho agri

cultural exports of the colony, when ita powers

of production have been fully developed, will

probably exceed 10,000,0001. sterling."

Of the aggregate of exports in 1878 not

less than 122,000/. consisted of copra, or

cocoa-nuts dried by a new process, and

1 8,000/. of sugar. As all the islands compete

in these productions, and as the consumption

of cocoa-nut oil, and even of lollipops, is not

unlimited, it is fortunate for Fiji that her

future is not dependent on copra alone.

The production of sugar and of cotton seems

to be capalilo of indefinite increase ; the

sugar-cane is said to be indigenous, and our

author thinks that all the countries of the

East were supplied with canes from Fiji.

The cotton is declared to rival that grown in

ihe sea islands of Carolina. Tea, coffee, and

tobacco flourish. These assertions may be

made with equal truth of other tropical

countries, but Mr. Cooper contends that

Fiji possesses a climate in which English

men can work, and that an abundant supply

of cheap native labour may be obtained.

We are always sceptical as to the possibility

of the English race becoming acclimatized

between the fifteenth and twenty-second de

grees of latitude, and it is more than doubtful

whether the adjacent islands, from their scant

and decreasing population, can supply labour

to realize such sanguine predictions. The

Xingsmill and the Gilbert groups are at

present the chief sources of supply ; the

former has a population of 3,000, the largest

of the latter only numbers 5,000. In many

of the others the inhabitants can be counted

not by thousands but by hundreds. Should

the British Government follow the example

the Sandwich Islands, and offer a bonus

of twenty-five dollars for each Chinaman

landed, the result might be different. Even

without this aid the Mongolian may find his

way to Fiji.

Mr. Cooper's second volume is of greater

interest to the general reader. In it he

tells the story of Col. Steinberger's attempt

to establish himself as governor under a pre

tended commission from the United States.

King George of Tonga opens his Parliament

dressed in a uniform costing 200/. ; the

royal speech closely resembles that to which

we are accustomed ; a royal salute of

twenty-one guns is duly fired when an

excuse can be found ; and his Majesty was

careful to proclaim his neutrality in the

Franco-German war. This Pacific power

has already entered into treaties with Eng

land and with Germany. The latter enter

tains ulterior designs in this quarter of the

world, and France, in addition to her posses

sion of Tahiti and of New Caledonia, has

extended a nominal protectorate over the

Marquesas. Mr. Cooper urges England to

follow these examples, both for her own

commercial benefit and in the interest of

the islanders, who, he declares, love the

English and Americans, and dislike all

other nations, more especially Spaniards.

But iu time of war the defence of such

settlements would be impossible, they pre

sent vulnerable points, and a nation might

injure its prestige without any prospect of

an adequate advantage. Whatever power

predominates at sea must be mistress of these

islets. The white scamps who, as "Beach

combers," have pollutod these Edens and

debauched their inhabitants are well por

trayed. The career of " Bully Hayes " and

of others like him proves that civilization is

not the only gift imparted by Europeans to

tho natives.

A residence of twenty-six years in the

islands of the Southern Pucific has given to

Mr. Gill a clear insight into the manners,

habits, and religion of their inhabitants, and

the extreme isolation of the Hervey Isles,

in which our author lived, has tended to

preserve the purity of their traditions ; their

general truth may be inferred from the

agreement of narratives derived from dif

ferent islands, and from tho verbal accuracy

with which they have been handed down

from father to son.

In one respect Mr. Gill's experience leads

him to differ from the conclusions of other

travellers as to the future of the Polynesian

race : he does not anticipate its speedy ex

tinction. In his ' Life in the Southern Isles '

he tells his readers that in Samoa, Aitu-

taiki, and other islands population is in

creasing, notwithstanding the ravages of

disease, of intemperance, and the introduc

tion of European clothes—a fruitful cause

of diminished vitality. Ho tells us of the

great progress of civilization : that sixty-five

years ago all these islands were heathen,

that now three hundred are christianized,

that half a million of their inhabitants are

under instruction, and that their commerce

amounts to 3,000,000/. annually. In all

probabilitythe suppression of "kidnapping,"

the extension of English influence in Fiji,

of French settlements in Tahiti and the

Marquesas, and of German colonization in

other islands, will promote the interests of

humanity.

Mr. Gill is of opinion that the brown

Polynesians are identical with the Malays,

as contradistinguished from the Papuans.

The latter are thought by Prof. Huxley to

have an ethnological connexion with the

South Africans, while the former are clearly

Asiatics. There is a strong similarity be

tween the brown Polynesians in language,

colour, hair, physiognomy, habits, and cha

racter. These facts satisfy our author, Mr.

Whitmee, and others who have resided

amongst the natives. However, Messrs.

Alfred Wallace, Rankin, and other distin

guished ethnologists consider that they are

both Mongolians of kindred races, that they

separated from the parent stock at a very

early period, and that the language is

essentially different.

All agree in thinking that they arrived

through New Guinea, and gradually spread

over Oceania, and that such a dispersion

would be easy is proved from facts within

Mr. Gill's own knowledge : he saw a canoe

which had drifted 1,250 miles without the

loss of one of its crew. Other instances

are given of voyages of 1,200 and 1,400

miles. Williams, another missionary, drifted

from Rarotonga to Tongatabu, and from

Tahiti to Aitutaiki. These facts are not

mentioned by Mr. Gill, although they

strongly corroborate his views, and give

colour to the local traditions of many

expeditions from the central Samoa to

various islands.

It is difficult to share his views about

the colonization of New Zealand:—

" It is believed that they reached the northern

island of New Zealand in safety, that the

Tekaraka referred to is the veritable Tekaraka

who figures in Maori story. It may be a cor

roboration of this that the New Zealanders at

once fraternize with the Hervey islanders, and

address them as 'ai tuakana' or 'elder brethren.'

Besides, there is a remarkable correspondence

between various Maori names and the names of

places on the south of Mangaia : Mongonui,

Waikato, Waitongi, Waitotora, only in the

Hervey group dialect we print t> for u: The

pronunciation of these names is identical "

It is possible that this party of exiles in

two canoes may have arrived at New Zea

land, but local tradition is very explicit that

at least six hundred years have passed since

the first settlers arrived from Hawaiki, in

the Samoan group, and that thirteen double

canoes arrived, the names of which and of

the chiefs who commanded them, and of the

places where they landed, are all carefully

preserved. The number of generations has

been recorded upon notched sticks kept by

their " Tohungas," the descent of various

tribes being distinctly traced to different

canoes.

Difficult as is the question of the origin

of the present population of the Pacific

islands, it is insignificant in compari

son with those connected with the extinct

race which formerly inhabited them. Even

those small specks of land, Pitcairn and

Easter Islands, the latter situated 1,300

miles from the nearest land and 2,400 from

the coast of South America, were peopled

by a prehistoric race, of which no record

remains except hundreds of statues and

images, varying from five to forty feet in

height, and executed with great care. Some

very similar remains are to be found at

Cuzco, to which the attention of ethnologists

might well be directed. They may afford a

clue to this " mystery of the Pacific."
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EECKKT WORKS ON PHILOSOPHY.

Unconscious Memory. By Samuel Butler.

(Bogue.)

Epicureanism. By "William Wallace, M.A.—

Stoicism. By Bev. W. W. Capes. (Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge.)

In reviewing Mr. Butler's 'Evolution, Old

and New,' last year, we had reason to

complain of the gradual decline in the

literary qualities of his books. The same

complaint applies to ' Unconscious Memory.'

This can scarcely lay claim to the title of

book at all ; it is merely a collection of

pamphlets bound into one volume. First

comes Mr. Butler's apologia pro libris

suis, a literary autobiography of some in

terest, in which Mr. Butler tells his readers

how he came to write ' Life and Habit '

and 'Evolution, Old and New.' Then

he gives a translation of Prof. Hering's

lecture on memory as a universal function

of organic matter, which contained views

agreeingwith and anticipating the main prin

ciples of ' Life and Habit.' After this comes

a translation of Von Hartmann's chapter on

instinct in his ' Philosophy of the Uncon

scious,' introduced to show that the German

philosopher does not agree with nor anti

cipate the main principles of ' Life and

Habit.' Finally come some rather rambling

chapters of general objections to Mr.

Butler's views, in which it is somewhat

difficult to discover which are the objec

tions and which are Mr. Butler's answers.

Mr. Butler, indeed, seems not to be quite

conscious of the stage at which his views

have arrived. It would be time enough

to give the world the history of his own

opinions, and of the agreement or disagree

ment of others with his views, when these

were fully matured and had received a cer

tain amount of verification. Mr. Butler takes

as the motto of his present book an account

of the first reception and ultimate acceptance

of Young's theory of light. The analogy

he would wish his readers to draw is

obvious ; but the analogy certainly does

not hold good with regard to the book

before us, which is a piece of work usually

left for an author's scientific posterity.

What Mr. Butler has hitherto done

with respect to evolution comes to this :

he has put forward an hypothesis with

regard to the causes of modification by

descent. But he should know that the

logical process is not yet concluded—he

has yet to verify his hypothesis. Till this

has been done, either by himself or others,

no definite conclusion can be como to about

its scientific merits. The general and

d priori reasons he has given for his views

are no doubt plausible, and are certainly

sufficient to gain him a hearing ; but he

has no right to expect general acceptance of

his views till verification by induction and

experiment has been at least attempted.

He has much to say about Mr. Darwin

which thero is no need to discuss here ;

but one thing he might learn from his

opponent—patience and careful examination

of the facts of the case. Thus one of the

crucial differences between his view and

Mr. Darwin's is whether instinct can be

formed by habit and transmitted to the next

generation. Why does not Mr. Butler set

to work in order to determine this question

by observation and experiment? Let him

take Mr. Darwin's experiments on pigeons

as his model, and if he succeeds in his veri

fication of his own views far more will have

been gained than by showing the coinci

dences discovered between his views and

those of some German physiologist. He

would do well, besides, to come to some

clear understanding as to what he means by

the words "conscious" and " knowledge."

No doubt the verification of Mr. Butler's

theories could best be attempted by a

trained naturalist, but there is no reason

why he himself might not do his best.

We have felt ourselves at liberty to give

this advice to Mr. Butler because we treated

his views as of more serious importance than

did most of our contemporaries ; but at

the same time we were careful to point out

that the value of his work consisted in

the questions it raised rather than in the

answers it gave. In its present stage

Mr. Butler's theory of evolution is but an

ingenious speculation, which may or may

not be an advance on Mr. Darwin's. Even

if it be the true theory, Mr. Butler can at

present only claim to be a prophet.

The series describing the chief systems of

ancient thought is intended to deal with

them not merely as dry matters of history,

but as having a bearing on modern specu

lation. There would seem to be good reasons

why the Christian Knowledge Society should

issue trustworthy manuals on Epicureanism

and Stoicism more especially, for on few

subjects has more been written and spoken

with less knowledge. Stoicism is habitually

exalted, Epicureanism held up to contempt

and scorn, by many whose Knowledge of

either is limited to a verse or two of Horace

and the modern meaning of the name.

Moreover, if we regard both as moral

systems, not obsolete because connected with

physical or other speculations now more

curious than valuable, they have their

analogues in the present day—Stoicism in

the writings of the Kantian moralists, and

Epicureanism in those of Bontham and his

followers. They therefore offer many points

of comparison, and even of connexion, with

modern speculation, and lend themselves

readily to such treatment as the publishers

of the series prescribe. But such a project

on the part of a religious society involves a

danger of its own. Experience has shown

too often that Christianity, in expounding

Epicureanism and Stoicism, is apt to dwell

on the superiorities of Christianity, to the

almost total exclusion, or sometimes to

the distortion, of the facts relating to Epi

cureanism and its sister system. The pro

fessional Christian writer, in fact, appears

usually to conceive himself to hold a brief,

and the scientific value of his exposition

suffers accordingly.

The only security against this is to en

trust the various subjects to scholars of

adequate learning and trained impartiality.

From this point of view the Committee of

the Christian Knowledge Society is to be

congratulated on the choice it has made.

Both the books before us are works

of positive value. They go over much

of the same ground, and we are thus

able to compare the different method and

style of treatment followed by the writers.

The account of the circumstances among

which Stoicism arose and of its external

fortunes given by Mr. Capes is full of pic

torial incident and life, and is written with,

an easy mastery of the subject and a ful

ness of knowledge which are not, perhaps,

equally apparent in his exposition of the

Stoic philosophy, adequate though that

be. And we look in vain for anything

in the account of Stoicism corresponding to

Mr. Wallace's historical sketch of Epicurean

ism. In the latter we find due and sugges

tive notice of the mediaeval and modern

analogues of Epicureanism, whereas in Mr.

Capes's book we have perhaps more about the

bearing of Stoicism on Christianity than on

modern speculation. We should have liked,

too, to see a separate chapter devoted to a

statement and philosophical estimate of the

documentary sources of Stoicism, such as Mr.

Wallace gives for Epicureanism. In short,

bearing in mind that we are speaking of a

philosophical series, we should say that Mr.

Capes has written a fairly adequate account

of the Stoic philosophy, together with a

highly interesting and suggestive setting of

historical incident, while Mr. Wallace gives

in ' Epicureanism ' an admirable piece of

philosophical exposition. It is saying little

of the latter to add that it is the best, fullest,

and most impartial account of Epicureanism

accessible to the English reader, since it is

practically the only one.

As a commentary on the popular use of

the term Epicurean, and on many pulpit

declamations in which the Epicureans have

figured, it may be well to quote Mr. Wal

lace's final summary of his conclusions :—

" But whatever it may be, modern hedonism

is unlike Epicureanism, whose grave simplicity

contrasts with the re6nements of aesthetic emo

tion,—whose sober humanity puts selfish plea

sure to shame,—and whose plainness of speech

dispenses with the ratiocination of utilitarian

systems. What Epicureanism taught was the

unity and harmony of human nature ; and its

aim was to make life complete in itself, and

independent of all external powers. Cheerfully,

though gravely, the Epicurean took this present

world as his all, and in it ho hoped by reason

to make for himself a heaven. Many things

were ignored by Epicureanism. But in its

frank acceptance of the realities of our human

life and of the laws of universal nature,—in its

emphasis on friendly love as the great help in

moral progress,—and in its rejection of the

asceticism which mistakes penance for discipline,

Epicureanism proclaimed elements of truth

which the world cannot afford to lose."

The Personal Life of David Livingstone, chiefly

from his Unpublished Journal* and Corre

spondence in the Possession of his Family.

By W. Garden Blaikie, D.D. (Murray.)

Most of us have already constructed for

ourselves a more or less definite impression

of tho "personal life" of Livingstone.

We know that ho is beyond dispute, as Sir

S. Baker says, "the greatest of African

travellers," that as such he was necessarily

a man of steadfast purpose and iron courage,

and that his friendship was valued by many

of the most eminent men among us. But

much more than this is necessary to com

plete the picture of the man as he was, for

his singular modesty often studiously con

cealed his generous actions. The motives

of his journeys were misunderstood or un

appreciated by those who might have known

better, while the long and apparently aim

less wanderings which closed the scene,

following on the brilliant success of his
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earlier undertakings, leave involuntarily

on the mind a sense of incompleteness and

inconsequence. To supply the fuller know

ledge which might harmonize these seeming

contradictions, and to construct a faithful,

consistent, breathing picture of the in

dividual man, was the task of the bio

grapher, and Dr. Blaikie has fulfilled it

witfi much ability. To have withstood the

obvious temptation and the many evil ex

amples before him, and to have written one

volume instead of two. alone shows n sound

discrimination, which is fully confirmed by

the work itself. He has made such skilful

use of Dr. Livingstone's published narra

tives that, while delineating and illustrating

by their help his personal character, he at the

same time gives a clear and sufficient idea of

the countries and people Livingstone visited,

of the difficulties he underwent, and of the

objects and n 'suits of each journey. lie-

ferring to the common charge brought

against him, that he had " sunk the mis

sionary in the explorer," Dr. Blaikie shows

clearly how, partly from a naturally superior

intellect, aided by a self-culture which opt >ned

to him many now fields of interest, and

partly under the spur of opposition, he was

gradually led further afield, and the "mis

sionary journeyman" developed into the

" missionary statesman." He may also have

been influenced by the fact that as a

working missionary he had achieved no

great or decisive success. He had a strong

feeling about shams, and the unsatisfactory

and superficial character of the average

converts led him to feel that a general im

provement of tone was, jierhaps, a worthier

object of aim than individual conversion,

and in the long run more effectively fulfilled

the purpose desired, by inducing a state of

feeling or culture in which Christianity

bocume, at any rate, intellectually com

prehensible. But while he was a working

missionary he laboured indefatigably among

his people, and pathetically records that the

only pang of regret he felt on looking bock

was because he had not felt it his duty to

devote a special portion of his time to playing

with his children. His ideul of the missionary

culling- was exceedingly high, but side by

side with enthusiasm we find his maxims for

dealing with the natives to be founded on

broud common sense, on tact and fine

feeling. He recommends his brethren to

combat the effect on the mind of an atmo

sphere of immorality and degradation by

cultivating a love of the beautiful, and to

enlarge their comprehension of the works

of God by study of the natural sciences.

According to his views, there were too

many missionaries concentrated in Cape

Colony, unwilling to encounter the hardships

of a wilder life ; and his own advance into

the interior was made from no mere lovo of

adventure or discovery (he had, besides,

lately married), but from a sense of duty.

"When there he found himself face to face

with the horrors of the slave trade, and

seeing that the only hope for the people to

whose interests he had devoted himself lay

in its suppression, he undertook his first

journey to the coast in the hope of opening

a road for that legitimate trade by which

alone the other could be counteracted. On

arriving at iSt. Paul de Loanda he found him

self famous ; but instead of going home to

enjoy his fame and recover his shattered

health, he determined to encounter the

fatigue and danger of a return journey to

the interior, so as to escort safely through

the intervening hostile tribes the natives who

had accompanied him. 8uch was the spirit in

which he devoted himself to his work. Sir

Roderick might well use the story to "bring

down the house " at geographical meetings,

but the fame of it went further ; even the

negro could appreciate a man who dealt

with him in such a spirit, and the deed was

fittingly requited by the band of devoted

followers who, when his long fight was over,

carried back his body, under almost over

whelming difficulties, from the heart of

Africa.

Livingstone had a great belief in humour.

Its presence no doubt indicates a certain

breadth of mind, and " he never was afraid

of a man who had a hearty laugh." His

own letters abound in it. "When a lady

friend remonstrated with him on his falling

away from a high missionary standard, he

answered :—

" My views of what is missionary duty are

not so contracted as those whose ideal is a

dumpy sort of man with a Bible under his arm.

I have laboured in bricks and mortar, at the

forge and carpenter's bench, as well as in preach

ing and medical practice. I feel that I am

' not my own. ' I am serving Clirist when

■hooting a buffalo for my men, or taking an

astronomical observation, or writing to one of

His children who forget, during the little moment

of penning a note, that charity which is

eulogized as 'thinking no evil' ; and after having

by liis help got information, which I hope will

lead to more abundant blessing being bestowed

on Africa than heretofore, am I to hide the

light under a bushel, merely because some will

consider it not sufficiently, or even at all, mis

sionary f"

The strain in which ho treats even his

own sufferings is as playful as it is

pathetic :—

" I hope to present to my young countrymen

an example of manly perseverance. I shall not

hide from you that I am mado by it very old

and shaky, my checks fallen in, space round the

eyes ditto ; mouth almost toothless,—a few

teeth that remain, out of their line, so that a

tmile is that of a he-hippopotamus,—a dreadful

old fogie, and you must tell Sir Roderick that

it is an utter impossibility for me to appear in

public till I get new teeth, and even then the

less I am seen the better."

And side by side with such passages,

without any transition, mingle acute ob

servations on natural history or on the

terrible slave trade, geographical specula

tions, affectionate messages to his friends or

children, and thoughts on the unseen world,

familiar through the intensity with which

he realizes it. His letters were extra

ordinarily voluminous, and it is difficult to

understand why the composition of his

first work " tried the patience of Living

stone more than any task ho had yet under

taken," so that "he usod to say that

he would rather cross Africa than write

another book." Dr. Blaikie says he was

pressed for time when writing it, and that

he greatly under-estimated the natural

merits of his own style, which his biographer

pronounces, fairly enough perhaps, to be

" clear, simple and idiomatic, well fitted to

record the incidents of a journey—some

times poetical in its vivid pictures, often

brightening into humour, and sometimes

deepening into pathos."

The hearty appreciation he met with on

his return to England was much increased

by the appearance of his book. Great cities,

learned societies, mercantile associations, men

eminent in various walks of life, combined to

welcome and do him honour. The flattery

loft him unspoiled, while he laboured in

cessantly to enlist all this sympathy and

interest in the service of the cause itself. He

pointed out the great openings for legitimate

trade, suggested plans for colonies, half mer

cantile, half missionary, on the healthy pla

teaux of the interior, obtained the support

of Lords Palmereton and Clarendon in the

form of treaties with Portugal, and returned

to Africa at the head of a Government mission

with consular authority. It seems hardly

necessary to argue that a policy calculated

not only to render possible a vast extension

of missionary enterprise, but also to give the

preachers a better chance of success, might

be fairly classed as " missionary " work. It

was, at all events, the statesmanlike concep

tion of a master mind ; but it was also a very

unselfish line to adopt for one who, Dr. Blaikie

says, felt the '■' overwhelming consequence "

of conversion to every individual man. The

ordinary missionary lives quietly among his

people, and sees the result of his labours ;

but Livingstone was under no happy illusion

on this head. He regarded himself as simply

a pioneer ; he was only to sow, the reaping

of the harvest was for others. Indeed, his

" whole life was a commentary on his own

words, ' The end of tho geographical feat is

only the beginning of the enterprise.' " In

tracing tho gradual development of Living

stone's views, his biographer also points out

how tho candid and well-disciplined mind,

when brought in contact with new influences,

was ablo to divest itself of class prejudices

while retaining all its simplicity. This gave

peculiur value and point to his addresses to

the artisan class, for whom his sympathy

remained always warm. And the feeling

was reciprocal. When Livingstone went

with his daughter to see the launch of a

Turkish frigate on the Clyde,

" the Turkish Ambassador, Musurus Pasha,

was one of the party at Shandon, and he and

Livingstone travelled in the same carriage. At

one of the stations they were greatly cheered by

the Volunteers. ' The cheers are for you,' Living

stone said to the Ambassador, with a smile.

' No,' said the Turk, ' I am only what my master

made ine ; you are what you made yourself.'

When tho party reached the Queen's Hotel, a

working man rushed across the road, seized

Livingstone's hand, saying, ' I must shake your

hand,' clapped him on tho back, and rushed

back again. 'You'll not deny, now,' said the

Ambassador, ' that that 's for you.' "

Dr. Blaikie naturally appeals on behalf

of his hero to the maxim ' ' Noscitur e sociis."

Of the value of his scientific work we have

the emphatic testimony of men like Prof.

Owen, Murchison, and Sir T. Maclear ; and

we have, besides, abundant evidence of the

strong personal regard und admiration felt

for him by these and many other distin

guished men. It must have been gratifying

to him to have had the essentially Christian

character of his work distinctly recognized

by such men as Profs. Owen and Sedgwick.

Tho letters and other testimonies quoted

are tliroughout selected with great judg

ment. Prof. Sedgwick's letter is especially

striking.

Dr. Blaikie relates temperately and sue-
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gether consistent with the author's first pic

ture of him. All this discounts the praise

that may be freely bestowed on Mr. Barrett's

book ; and it is the more worth mentioning

because such a story as ' Folly Morrison '

wants but a little more finish and a littlo

more careful and painstaking elaboration

to enable it to take high rank.

Mr. Henslowe begins by telling his

readers that, " ever since the Groat Un

known first published ' Waverley,' and

inaugurated the era of historical romance,

that field has been pretty well worked."

It is fortunate that the author has a better

notion of how to weavo historical facts into

a romantic fiction than he has of the

romancers who preceded Scott. Indeed,

his story of " the '1 5 " is readable enough

and legitimately constructed. The fiction is

a love story on the old lines. Dorothy

Compton has two lovers—Randal Elliot, a

Jacobite, to whom she decidedly leans, and

her cousin, Dick Fenton, who is a traitor

to the cause. Acting from a combination of

motives, Fenton betrays his rival into the

hands of his enemies ; and, as Elliot makes

a dash to escape, the villain of the story

fires at the hero. Of course, Dorothy is in

the way, and the false bullet glances aside,

and kills her instead of her lover. This is

a slender thread, but Mr. Henslowe has

hung upon it a number of lively incidents

and dramatic scenes. One of tho latter,

where Bolingbroko and Oxford quarrel

violently in the presence of Queen Anne,

forcing from her the bitter complaint that

her counsellors had killed her, is full of

spirit, and not without historical warrant.

If Mr. Henslowe writes again, he should be

more careful in his quotations. He has

made a bad beginning in this respect even

on his title-page. Nor do we quite see the

appropriateness of decorating the cover ofappro j;

the bo<be book with the trinket and posy presented

to the heroine by the betrayer of her lover

and her own murderer.

Among the posthumous works of Sainte-

Beuve are some by no means creditable to

their author or acceptable to his admirers.

One of these is ' Le Clou d'Or.' The volume,

which is prettily printed on excollent paper,

beingone in format with the ' Tiphaine ' noticed

in these columns some weeks back, is com

posed of a sketch of little worth, 'Le Ten-

dule,' and of the fragments of an unfinished

novelette in epistolary form, 'LeClou d'Or,'

the heroine of which is understood to have

been a real personago, and to which there

consequently attaches a certain scandalous

interest. Sainte-Beuve's position throughout

is that of " un homme qui tire la langue—

esurientis et titientis " ; the lady is described

as a "timoree"; and the story is a de-

Telopment of this one of Sainte-Beuve's

reflections : " Posseder, vers l'age de trente-

cinq ou quarante ans, et no fut-cc qu'une

seule fois, une femme qu'on commit depuis

longtemps et qu'on a aimee, e'est ce que

J''appelle planter ensemble le clou iTor de

'amitie." If we add that the great artist

in love, and applying his critical method to

the lady's character, is a singularly un

sightly object, and that M. Troubat's pre

face, which is part smirk and part sneer,

is written in the worst possible taste, we

shall have said enough of this most un

pleasant and most superfluous little pub

lication.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS.

A Silver Key to a Golden Palace. By Alton

Leslie. (Routledge & Sons.)

Uermy: the Story of a Little Girl. By Mrs.

Moleiworth. (Same publishers.)

The Secret* of Stage Conjuring. By Robert

Houdin. (Same publishers.)

The Demon of Caxmpore. By Jtdes Verne.

(Sampson Low & Co.)

The Mountain Sprite's Kingdom, and other

Stories. By Lord Brabourne. (Routledge A

Sons.)

Yellow-Cap, and other Fairy Stories for Children.

By Julian Hawthorne. (Longmans & Co.)

Greek Hero-Stories. By B. Hoppin. (Shaw & Co.)

Pepper's Playbook of Science. Revised by T. C.

Hepworth. (Routledge & Sons.)

Eminent Soldiers. By W. H. Davenport Adams.

(Same publishers. )

Eurl Hubert's Daughter. By Emily S. Holt

(Shaw & Co.)

Ida Vane : a Story of the Restoration. By the

Rev. A. Reed, B.A. (Same publishers.)

^>ii*er Pets and their Doings. By Olive Thome

Miller. (Same publishers.)

Erery Girl's Annual. Edited by A. A. Leith.

(Routledge & Sons.)

' A Silver Key to a Golden Palace ' is rightly

called a medley. Visions of ' Alice in Wonder

land' float before us in reading of Lily, who finds

her way, a little truant, into the Crystal Palace,

a sixpence being her silver key. She falls asleep

in a snug corner, and dreams all manner of

things. Strange beasts contend together in a

spelling-bee, and we think of Alice and the

Caucus race. The game of tennis played with

living balls is not unlike Alice's famous croquet

party, and the various parodies of well-known

children's rhymes are no new idea. But the

vision of Shakspeare is pretty, though the affec

tations of the Shakspearean talk are not to be

commended. The medley will probably delight

many children, as is, no doubt, its object.

Mrs. Molesworth gives us in ' Hermy ' another

of her pretty pictures of child life. The descrip

tion of school and its ways is good, but the tone

of the book is somewhat sad and depressing, and

the sorrows of a misunderstood child are not a

very good theme for children.

The posthumous work of Robert Houdin is

entertaining, but sadly incomplete. Some of

its defects are well supplied by Prof. Hoffmann,

the translator, the exposure of " mediumistic "

tricks being instructive as well as amusing.

A book bearing the well-known name of Jules

Verne needs no recommendation, but we feel

that a word of caution may not be out of place.

The stately progress of the steam house drawn

by its wondrous elephant will delight young

readers, and they will eagerly look for the pro

mised sequel. But it would have been well if

M. Jules Verne had refrained from dwelling so

repeatedly on the horrors of the Indian Mutiny,

scarcely a fit subject for a child's Btory-book.

Lord Brabourne's new book is in much the

same style as his old ones. Those who liked

the former will welcome a new tale by the same

hand, but we doubt if they will be the majority

of children.

It is possible that Mr. Hawthorne's fairy tales

may please some " children of a larger growth,"

but it is impossible that real children will like

or even understand the greater part of them.

Mr. Julian Hawthorne does not seem to

know what a fairy tale really is, and he has

given us a series of allegories instead. A

fairy tale should be natural and unconscious,

without obvious moral or didactic purpose.

It should take us lightly into the land of

dreams which " bonny Kilmeny " once saw,

and leave behind only happy impressions of that

fair realm. If there be wickedness, it will be

punished ; if there is goodness, it must be re

warded. Deeper moral than this destroys the

simple character of a genuine fairy tale. Now

in what Mr. Hawthorne has written there is

ingenuity, subtlety, and fancy, but each tale is-

as distinctly a religious, almost as distinctly a1

theological, allegory as though it were written'

by Bishop Wilberforce himself. But Bishop

Wilberforce's allegorical stories were always

direct to the point, and always graceful in their

style, and, most important of all, always adapted

to the understanding of a child. In all these

essentials the stories before us are, with but

one exception, singularly deficient. ' Rumpty-

Dudget,' which is quite the best and most in

teresting, is an allegory to show how vicarious

suffering will atone for sin. ' Calladon ' is am

allegory shewing how disobedience leads to sin,

then to suffering, then to remorse, and then to

repentance ; it is a sort of story of the Garden'

of Eden with a sequeL ' Theeda '—" a fairy

tale for children" (!)—is an allegory of Material

ism destroying Faith. And as for ' Yellow-

Cap ' itself, it is a perfect nightmare of an-

allegory, with its alternate pictures of homely-

virtue and hideous vice which affects and dis

torts the form of virtue. This ' Yellow-Cap ' is

quite the worst of the four stories, and we are

not sure that Coleridge's well-remembered

criticism of a poem which is bound to be

For 'tis incomprehensible.
And without head or tale,

would not be the truest criticism in this case

also. One character says—and again this is a

fairy tale for children—" ' The Seven Brethren

are the outcome of an artificial civilization. It

is our strength and also our weakness that we

never seem to be what we are. Our laws are

binding because they are irrational. Our power

is great because it is an imposition. Our re

spectability is perfect because it is a fraud. We

gain our ends because our ends are ourselves.

Our union is strong because it depends on

mutual distrust. In a word, we are the Ever

lasting Unreality ! Have you understood me 1 '

'Not in the least,' replied Yellow-Cap." And

Yellow-Cap's reply strikes us as the most

sensible thing in the whole story. And now,

having shown Mr. Julian Hawthorne at his

worst, it is only fair to show him at his best.

The fancy of the Golden Ivy, which is to over

throw the wicked enchanter's power, is ex

tremely graceful and effective :—" A strong

stem, with leaves of glistening gold, had pushed

itself out of the earth, and was creeping along

tho ground towards Rumpty-Dudget's tower;

hardly creeping, either, for it moved faster than

a man could run. The cat helped Hilda and

Harold to a seat on two of the largest leaves,

while he himself clung to the stem ; and so

away they went through the forest merrily

In a wonderfully short time the Golden Ivy had

brought them to the gates of Rumpty-Dudget's

tower. ' Jump down now,' said Tom, ' and

leave the Golden Ivy to do the rest.' Down

they all jumped accordingly, and stood at one

side, near the castle gates. But the Golden Ivy

kept on, and threw itself across the moat, and

clambered over the portcullis, and forced its way

into the courtyard, and writhed along the pas

sages and up the staircases, until (in less time

than it takes to write about it) the Ivy had

reached the room with the hundred and one

corners." But what the Golden Ivy does there

must be read in the book itself.

'Greek Hero-Stories' is a translation of a little

volume which Niebuhr wrote in 1822 for the

amusement of his son Marcus, and which the

latter afterwards published for the benefit of other

children. 4 The Expedition of the Argo,' ' The

Life and Exploits of Hercules,' and 'The His

tory of the Heracleidae and Orestes ' are the tales

selected. The narrative, except in the story of

Hercules, which has many good touches, is

rather prosaic, and it appears that the author

was accustomed in reading to his son to-

add many picturesque details extempore. It

would be hard, however, to make such stories

uninteresting. The illustrations to the present

translation are by Mr. A. Hoppin, and, though
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often poor in technique, have a vigour and an

originality which remind us somewhat of Mr. R.

Doyle.

Mr. Pepper, of Polytechnic fame, provides for

aspiring youth a splendid choice of experiments,

and inculcates not a few elements of more per

manent knowledge. The additions in the pre

sent issue are numerous and valuable.

Mr. Adams's biographies of great soldiers

from Wallenstein to Grant and Moltke are

good reading for older persons than boys, though

boys will be specially attracted by them.

Miss Holt has attempted, with more success

than usual, to draw a modern moral from the

days of the thirteenth century. A good deal

must of course be purely fanciful in the picture

she draws of the daughter of Hubert de Burgh

and her companions, but she has avoided any

obvious falsification of history, and on some

points, notably Jewish manners and customs,

shows special knowledge.

Mr. Reed's book is not without interest,

though the Plague and Fire of London are

themes which have been handled before. He

is more zealous than historical, and the book

would hardly be placed in the hands of youth

by any but a sturdy partisan. It is a curious

specimen, however, of the wild work that may

"be made of " historical novels," 'especially by

writers polemically disposed.

Miss Miller's collection of anecdotes of birds,

beasts, and fishes will be highly approved in the

nursery, and a good many of the specimens

treated of will have even more novelty for

English than American children.

A charming frontispiece by Miss Greenaway

fitly introduces ' Every Girl's Annual,' a serial

excellently adapted to its readers. Miss Leith

makes an excellent editor, and the volume

deserves a welcome in families as full of sound

and readable matter.

noted. Mr. Postgate's pamphlet on the Politus

has also been passed over.

Messrs. Kelly send us the new issue of the

Post Office London Directory, one of the rare

books of reference that are in every way

thoroughly satisfactory. The changes made

this year are not many, but they are improve

ments. The regularity with which such a vast

mass of information is published yearly on a

given date is not the least surprising thing about

this colossal directory.

First and foremost among the almanacs that

crowd our table is the Almanack de Gotha

(Gotha, Perthes), which contains a mass of

matter such as places it above any other almanac.

The census returns are carefully kept up to date

—the reader will find the census of Liechtenstein

taken in last March—the superficies of a large

number of states have been carefully calculated,

and at the same time the genealogies of " kings,

archdukes, and tremendous people of that sort "

are as elaborately noted as ever.—The Railway

Diary of Messrs. M'Corquodale is a very cheap

publication, well suited to its purpose.—The

Country Pocket-Book, published at the Bazaar

Office, is somewhat luxurious, but none the less

practical.

From Messrs. Marcus Ward & Co. we have

received a couple of Calendars, one of which is

excellent. The Scripture one we do not care

for.—Messrs. De La Rue send us, besides the

diaries noted last week, some Wall Calendars

irreproachable in taste.

Mr. Raphael Tuck, whose prizes for Christ

mas Cards recently made much stir among the

younger race of artists, sends us a selection of

Cards of considerable excellence. They display

a more than usually delicate taste.

OUB LIBBAEY TABLE.

The new part of the Transactions of the Royal

Society of Literature, just being issued, con

tains papers on ' The Ethnology of Modern

Midian,' by Capt. R. F. Burton ; ' The Paris

International Literary Congress, 1878, and the

International Literary Association,' by C. H. E.

Carmichael; 'Some Aspects of Zeus and Apollo

Worship,' by C. F. Keary ; ' A Theory of the

Chief Human Races of Europe and Asia,' by

J. W. Redhouse ; ' Early Italian Dramatic

Literature,' by R Davey ; and 'Praxiteles and

the Hermes with the Dionysos-Child from the

Heraion in Olympia,' by Dr. C. Waldstein.

The Merchant's Clerk, compiled by Mr. J.

Pearce and published by Mr. Effingham Wilson,

is a carefully written introduction to the mys

teries of Bills of Exchange, Bills of Lading,

Particular Average, &c, which has already

appeared in a shorter form.

To Messrs. Macmillan we are indebted for

handsome reissue of that standard book, Cooper's

'Le Keux.' The Memorials of Cambridge is I

work interesting to every member of the Uni

versity.—To his "Parchment Library" Mr. C.

Kegan Paid has added a tasteful reprint of the

Imitation of Christ.

The first instalment is before us of a new

edition of Engelmann's Ocriptorum Classicorum

Bibliotheca, edited by Dr. Preuss (Dulau & Co.).

There is no need to praise this exhaustive work

but the new edition gives fresh occasion for

admiring the untiring industry with which the

book is kept up to date. We have discovered

very few omissions. While Mr. Jackson's papers

on passages of the Nicomachean Ethics in the

Journal of Philology are recorded, his recent

edition of the fifth book seems to be unrecorded

Mr. Wilson's recent brochure has also escaped

the editor ; the new editions of Bernays'i

' Grundzuge der verlorenen Abhandlung ' and of

Mr. Wallace's 'Outlines of Aristotle's Philo

sophy' appeared, we* suppose, too late to be

LIST OP NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.
Benson's (Rev. R. M.) Spiritual Readings for Every Bay

Christmas, 12mo. 5/ el.
Dykes'* (J. O.) Daily Prayers for the Household for a Month,

cr. 8vo. JV6 cl.
Hawkes's (H.) A Service for Commemorating the Ann!

versary of our Saviour's Instituting the Lord's Supper,
cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

Law.
Tristram's (T. H.) Contentious Practice of the High Court

of Justice in respect of Granta of Probate, Ac., 8vo. 21/ cl

Fine Art and Archeology.
Brown's (R. W.) Eenna's Kingdom, a Ramble through

Kinglv Kensington, rr. 8vo. 5/ cl.

Fenn's (G. M.) Friends I have Made, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.
Gibbon's (C.) In Honour Bound, 12mo. 2/ bds.
Kingston's (W. H. G.) The Golden Grasshopper, roy. l«mo. V
Mac Donald's (G.) Thomas Wingfteld, Curate, chemp e*i- *7 cL

Mitchell's (E. H.) Little Blue Lady, and other Tales, «,« cL
Money's (E.) Woman's Fortitude, cr. 8vo. 2/ bds.
Rowsell's (M. C.) Jeannette, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 31/6 cl.
Sherlock's (F.) Heroes in the Strife, or the Temperance

Testimony of some Eminent Men, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.
Sloane's (E. A.) Tin- Golden Queen, a Tale of Love. War. and

Magic, cr. 8vo. 8/ cl.
Unto the Perfect Day, a Homely 8tory, by Eona, 3/6 cl.

FOREIGN.

Fine Art.

Estampes de Fragonard, gravees par De Mare, 50fr.

Begum's (L. G.) A Picturesque Tour in Picturesque Lands,
imp. 'to. 147/ cl.

TothiU's (M. D.) Pen and Pencil Notes on the Riviera and
in North Italy, oblong folio, 10/6 bds.

Poetry and the Drama.
English Sonnets by Living Writers, Selected and Arranged

by 8. Waddingtou, 12mo. 4/6 cl.
Haweis's (Mrs. H. R.) Chaucer for Schools, 8vo. 2/6 cl.
O'Brien's (C. G.) A Tale of Venice. Drama and Lyrics, 3/6 cl.
Penderrick's (M.) Sonnet* and Miscellaneous Poems, 4/ cl.
Swinburne's (A.) Studies in Song, cr. Svo. 7/ cl.

Music.
Edwards's (C. A.) Organs and Organ Building, or. 8vo. 5/ cl
Wagner's (R.) Lohengrin, the Musical Gems of, trans

lated and arranged by J. P. Jackson, Music by F. M.
Jackson, 4to. 2/6 swd.

History and Biography.
Bayne's (P.) Two Great Englishwomen, Mrs. Browning and

Charlotte Bronte, 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Church's (Rev. A. J.) Story of the Last Days of Jerusalem

from Josephus, cr. Svo. 3/6 cl.
Gladstone's Life and Times, by L. Apjohn, cr. Svo. 2/6 cl.
Gough's (J. B.) Sunlight and Shadow, or Gleanings from

my Life Work, 8vo. 7/6 cl.
Macklnnon (J. P.) and Shadbolt's (8.) The South African

Campaign, 1879, 4to. 50/ cl.

Geography and Travel.

Jennings's (L. J.) Rambles among the Hills in the Peak of
Derbyshire and the South Downs, cr. Svo. 12/ cl.

Murray's Handbook to the Mediterranean, its Cities, Coast*,
and Islands, by Lieut.-Col. R. L. Playfair, cr. Svo. 20/ cl.

New Virginians (The), by Author of ' Junia,' Ac., 2 vols. 18/

Philology.
Bonnechote's (E. de) Lasare Hoche, with Introduction and

Commentary, by C. Colbeck, 12mo. 2/ cl. (Pitt Press
Series.)

March's (H. C.) East Lancashire Nomenclature, 12mo. 2/6 cl.
Xenophon's Anabasis, Book 7, with English Notes by A.

Pretor, IZmo. 2/6 cl. (Pitt Press Series.)

Science.
Carter's (A. H.) Element* of Practical Medicine, cr. 8vo. B/.
Klein (E.)and Smith's (E. N.) Atlas of Histology, 4to. 84/ cl.
Warren's (J. H.) Hernia, Strangulated and Reducible, 16/ cl.

General Literature.
Bulley's (E.) Great Britain for Little Britons, cr. Svo. 3/6 cl.

n's Pilgrim's Progress, with Life of Bunyan by Rev.
B. Cheever, engravings by D. and W. Scott, 12/6 cl.

Gonse (L. ) : Eugene Frame
Guichard (Ed.): Dessins de

Maltres, 128fr.
Ornements de la Perse, Series 5, 30fr.
Sensier (A.) i La Vie et l'CEuvre de J. F. Millet, 50fr.

Drama.

Nivelet (F.) : Molten- ct Gui Patin, 2fr. SO.
Welschinger (H.): Le Theatre de la Revolution, 1789-1 TVS.

3fr. 60.
History and Biography.

Briefwechsel Zwischen Gauss u. Bessel, 16m.
Briefwechsel Zwischen J. u. W. Grimm, 10m.
Herquet (K.): Cyprische Kdnigsgestalten des Hauses

Lusignan, 5m.
Lacrolx (P.) : Nouveaux Contes du Bibliophile Jacob sur

l'Histoire de France, lOfr.
Memoirea de Philippe de Commynes, edited by B. Chant*-

lauze, Illustrated edition, 20fr.

Philology.

Aeschyli Tragoediae, ed. A. Kirchhoff, 2m. 70.
Aristophanis Ewlesiazusae, ed. Blaydes, 4m.
Burdach (K.): Reinmar der Alte u. Walther v. der Vog"l-

weide, 5m.

Science.

Wlllkomm(M.): Elustrationes Florae Hispaniae, Part 1, 12m.
Zittel (K. A.): Handbuch der Falaeontologle, VoL 2>.

Part 2, 3m.

General Literature.

Bentzon (Th.) : Amour Perdu—Galatee, Jacinte, Yvonne,

3fr. 50.
Ulbach (L.) : Le Mariage de Pouchkine, Imlte de Maurki-

Jokai, 3fr. 50.

A CAXTON MEMORIAL.

Successful offorts are being made to

funds for a new Caxton Memorial, to take the

shape of an illuminated window to fill the west

end of St. Margaret's Church, Westminster.

The opportunity should not be lost, for the

church, which has juBt been thoroughly repaired,

requires the window, which if not now filled in

with an appropriate subject will, in all pro

bability, be taken up for some private family

memorial.

In the parish of St. Margaret, William Caxton

took up his abode when, laden with his printing

materials, he left Bruges to return to his native

countryand become its proto-typographer. In St.

Margaret's Church he went to mass, and there

also the guild of which he was a member had

their chapel, the records of which may still be

seen in the vestry.

In most people's minds Caxton's name is

associated more intimately with the Abbey than

with his parish church ; but this is a popular

error, originating in a misconception of the

word " Abbey " as used before the Reformation.

There is no evidence that Caxton had any con

nexion with the Abbey, nor that any patronage

or favour was extended to him by the Abbot of

Westminster. On this ground alone there is a

singular appropriateness in the proposed place

of the memorial, for he taw a parishioner of St

Margaret's ; there he passed the last eleven

years of his life ; there he was borne to his grave

with more than the usual ceremonial ; and

there, in the parish register, is the entry of his

burial.

The idea of the memorial originated with Mr.

Powell, proprietor of the Printer*' Register, and

is warmly supported by the Rev. Canon Farrar,

the rector, by Dean Stanley, and by the chief

publishers and printers of the metropolis, from

whose ranks an influential committee has been

formed. The memorial, however, is truly

national, and assistance from all quarters is

desired.

The sum requisite is 800?., towards which

donations may be sent to the Secretary, Mr.

Arthur Powell, 0, King's Bench Walk, Temple ;

or to the Treasurer, Mr. G. A. Spottiswoode,

Great New Street, E.C. William
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BHAK8PEARE NOTES.

With all appreciation of and deference to

Prof. Leo aa a known Shakspearean, I cannot

Tefrain the thought that his two proposed

changes are of the " tame cheetah " for the

Falstaffian "tame cheater" type. "Wondrous"

is not an attributive of " snow," but an intensa-

-tive attributive of "strange," or rather of the

adjective represented by "strange." As such
■it was and is idiomatic English both then (and

used pretty frequently by Shakspeare himself)

and now. " Ponderous strange " is not

idiomatic, or if. as Prof. Leo seems to say, he
•would change it to " ponderous flakes of," such

a total change admits all the vagaries of a Becket

or Zachary Jackson, or the rewriting of Shak

speare altogether, and the transformation of

the tragedy of ' Hamlet ' into the comedy of

' Telmah. ' Not only also must the man of

" weak mind and a weak organ of hearing " be

discovered or rendered probable, but it must be

proved or rendered probable that the two quarto

•copies of 1600 were both taken down by him.

As to the line III. ii. 140, no Englishman of

•ordinary intelligence and culture could ever be

at a loss for its meaning. Possibly, if educated

•only in nineteenth century English, he might at

first feel a little put out by the now strangeness

of " join in souls " in the plural But he would

not hesitate in the slightest at " join in soul,"

•or "in wish," or "in intent,' or "in one."

But as " join in souls" is a more correct expres

sion than " join in soul," there is no necessity

for a change. The "in flouts," Ac, enume

rated may be advantageously swept aa unneces

sary litter into the same dustbin with Becket

And Keightley's absurdities. B. Nicholson.

AUTHORS AND PRINTERS' READERS.

Der. 13, 1*80.

Mr. W. Clark Kmu writes : "An author

has some right to look for help to the printer's

reader." I reply, as one of twenty -five years'

experience, that an author has no such right :

if an author needs help to prepare his work for

the press, he has a right to provide it at his own

expense, not at that of the printer. Publishers

allow not a penny in the estimates for reading,

which in these days of speed and competition

becomes therefore an expensive luxury to

printers. Proof-readers' help is only to be

•claimed as a ri.-ht in order to detect (where

possible) compositors' errors through ignorance

or inadvertence. Errors through malice pre

pense are not one in a thousand. Detection is

often a difficult task, through sheer inability to

ascertain what was passing in the author's mind.

But though no right exists, printers' readers are

always most anxious to help authors, so far as

duty to their employers' interests will allow it.

Too often the reader s intelligent suggestions are

requited with a grudging acceptance, a rebuff, an

insult, a request not to make queries, or by no

answer at all. A word of thanks is as rare as a

big ripe gooseberry in April. As Mr. Russell

confesses : " One was not always particularly

obliged for these hints ; but they proved care

and even solicitude on the part of the printer's

reader." Just so. If authors would more care

fully prepare their MS. and correct their proofs

without ambiguity, or else get competent persons

to do it for them before sending to the printers,

much trouble, annoyance, and expense would

be saved to all concerned. For observe, the

great cause of error is authors' own cacography.

"Stem "for "stern," and the converse, is one

of the commonest errors, due to authors' own

illegibility, or assumption that printers should

at their own cost employ post-office " blind

clerks " of encyclopaedic knowledge—Admirable

Crichtons for whoui a grateful country provides

no pensions when worn out or disabled. Again,

corrections are often sent when too late, say for

a periodical which the printer is bound to print

within a certain time. If Mr. Russell's cor

rections were undone, perhaps he omitted to

write "Revise" on his proof, as an indication

that he wished to see it again. Technical infor

mation is easily obtainable. To insinuate that

one word is intentionally "sneaked in" for an

other by a printer's reader, through a " thirst

of vengeance," may perhaps appear to Mr. W.

Clark Russell to be a gentlemanly action. "Still

I would respectfully submit " to others than he,

that the successors of Alexander Cruden, M.A.,

of Concordance repute (he was Woodfall's proof

reader), of M. Wright (the Greek lexicologist),

and P. Austin Nuttall, LLD. ,—men in whose

London Association of Correctors of the Press

are enrolled university graduates, a Fellow of

the Royal Asiatic Society who is no tyro as an

Orientalist, an F.C.S., an F.G.S., men otherwise

publicly distinguished for scientific, linguistic,

mathematical, or other useful knowledge, men

who are courteous and conscientious, patient

and painstaking, technically competent by proper

training for their semi-literary calling,—deserve

better treatment as a class than the abusive

epithets contained in Mr. Russell's letter in last

week's A then<rum. The late Charles Dickens

knew better, and gracefully acknowledged his

obligations to printers' readers.

Francis Lynch.

HITTITE 8YLLABARICM.

Enlier. Surrey, December, 1880.

Capt. Burton having expressed a hope

(AUtnutum, No. 2771) that I shall "compel

scholars to accept my system of transliteration,"

it may, I think, be advisable to state the two

foundations on which the system is built, and

also to inform you, as a matter of fact, that no

competing system has appeared yet in the field.

In the first place, then, I have been able,

even in the small amount of material which has

been already brought to England, to make con

siderable use of the orthodox system of variants

so well known to Egyptologists. In this there

is surely nothing peculiar. In one case no less

than six symbols correspond to one letter, quite

in Egyptian fashion. This is itself something

solid to have found.

The second part of my system depends

upon the Semitic use of suffixes. Let us sup

pose a language of which we know nothing

except that it is Semitic. It is really not very

difficult, after a little practice, to recognize the

roots and the formatives. As an example, I have

found a certain root-word and the same root

dressed in three different developments of

formatives. I make out, without any doubt or

hesitation, that the suffixes are Aramean, viz..

the language in which part of the book of Daniel

is written. Let any one find other suffixes who

can. These three suffixes give mo seven letters,

after which progress is comparatively easy.

Dunbar J. Heath.

LEIGH HUNT ON HIMSELF.

I have before me a copy of the first number

of theExaminer, published Sunday, January 3rd,

1808, and with it there is stitched up a sketch of

Leigh Hunt, written by himself in the year 1810,

at the request of the editor of the Monthly Mirror.

This memoir brings before us in a few graphic

touches not only the writer who made so many

delightful additions to English literature, but

the man who bravely battled for the liberty of

the ).r»s when to do so was to incur social

ostracism and a public prosecution with all its

consequences. As this sketch is no doubt quite

new to many readers, and as it differs in many

respects from tho 'Autobiography' published

some years before Leigh Hunt's death, a

few extracts from it may not prove unaccept

able. The details of the birth and ancestry

of this distinguished man of letters I pass over

as being tolerably well known. "At seven,"

says the writer, "I was admitted into the

grammar school of Christ's Hospital, where

I remained till fifteen, and received a good

foundation in the Greek and Latin languages.

On my departure from school, a collection of

verses, consisting of some school exercises and

of some larger pieces, written during the first

part of 1800, was published that year under the

title of ' Juvenilia,' and in a manner which,

however I may have regretted it, it does not

become me perhaps to reprobate. My verses

were my own, but not my will. The pieces were

written with sufficient imitative enthusiasm, but

that is all : I had read Gray, and I must write

something like Gray ; I admired Collins, and I

must write something like Collins ; I adored

Spenser, and I must write a long allegorical

poem, filled with ne's, whilonu, and personifica

tions, like Spenser. I say thus much upon the

subject, because as I was a sort of rhyming young

Roscius, and tended to lead astray other youths

who mistook reading for inspiration, as in fact

has been the case, I wish to deprecate these

precocious appearances in public, which are

always dangerous to the taste, and in general

dissatisfactory to the recollection."

After spending some time in a lawyer's office,

" studious all night and hypochondriac all day,"

Hunt became theatrical critic on a newly estab

lished paper called the News, working with an

ardour " proportioned to thewant of honest news

paper criticism, and to the insufferable dramatic

nonsense which then rioted in public favour."

For four years, 1805-9, he occupied a post in a

Government office, but this he voluntarily gave

up, " not only from habitual disinclination, but

from certain hints, futile enough in themselves

yet sufficiently annoying, respecting the feelings

of the higher orders, who could not contemplate

with pleasure a new paper called the Examiner,

which, in concert with one of my brothers, I

had commenced the year before, and in which

I pursued the very uncourtly plan of caring for

nothing but the truth. This paper, which it is

our pleasure to manage as well as we can, and

our pride to keep as independent as we ought,

is now my only regular employment ; but I con

trive to make it a part of other literary studies,

which may at a future time, by God's blessing,

enable me to do something better for the good

opinion of the public ; and as to its profits,

with constitutional reform for its object, and a

stubborn consistency for its merit, it promises,

in spite of the wretched efforts of the wretched

men in power, to procure for me all that I wrah

to acquire, a good name and a decent com

petency."

Attacks upon himself Hunt thus cleverly and

humorously dealt with:-—"It is in vain, how

ever, that I write as clearly as I can for the

comprehension of the Ministerialists ; nothing

can persuade them, or their writers, that all I

desire is an honest reputation on my own part and

a little sense and decency on theirs. It is to no

purpose that I have preserved a singleness of

conduct, and even kept myself studiously aloof

from public men whom I admire in order to

write at all times just what I think. The cor-

ruptionists will have it that I am a turbulent

demagogue, a factious, ferocious, and diabolical

republican, a wretch who ' horrifies the pure

and amiable nature ' of royal personages, a

plotter with Cobbett, whom I never saw in my

life, and an instrument of the designs of Home

Tooke, whom I never wish to see. It is equally

in vain that I have taken such pains to secure

the gratitude of the dramatists. I understand

they never could be brought to regard me in the

proper light ; and a variety of criticisms, as well

as the reports of my ' good-natured friends,'

have conveyed to me, at divers times, most posi

tive assurances that I was an uninformed, an

unwarrantable, and an unfeeling critic,—a malig

nant critic,—a bad critic,—no critic at all,—

nay, a black-hearted being who delighted in tor

menting—a sort of critical Rhynwick Williams

who went about slashing in the dark—and,infine,

—what I must confess I really was, at one period

of my life—a boy. The worst publications that

attacked me I abstained from noticing, not only

from a proper respect to myself, but upon the
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principle that their own vices had already given

them their death-blow. However, they still

continued fighting, like the vivacious deceased

in the romance, who had not time, you know,

to discover he was dead :—

II pover" uom clie non sen era accorto,
Andava combattendo, vd era morto.

Orlaiulo I/mnni.

But you see they die off, one after the other.

The process is tho same, though slower, with

those ' living dead men,' the dramatists : and

even the Attorney-General and his right honour

able friends, whoso vigour consists in the per

secution of newspapers, and whose genius in the

waste of their country's blood, will recollect, I

trust, that the inevitable hour awaits them also,

and a much more serious one than can be con

templated in jest." There is the ring of true

manliness in Hunt's closing sentences:—"As

I began, I shall proceed. I am not conscious

of ever having given praise for policy's sake, or

blame for malignity's ; and I never will. A

strict adherence to truth, and a recurrence to

first principles, are the only things calculated

to bring back the happier times of our literature

and constitution ; and however humble as an

individual, I have found myself formidable as

a lover of truth, and shall never cease to exert

myself in its cause, as long as the sensible will

endure my writings, and the honest appreciate

my intentions. " G. Barnett Smith.

literati? fflossfp.

In our next number, that for December

25tb, we shall give a series of articles on

Continental Literature of the Year. Among

them will be Belgium, by MM. E. de

Laveleye and P. Fredericq; Bohemia, by

Prof. Sehulz ; Denmark, by M. Petersen ;

Prance, by M. G. Masson; Germany, by

Hofrath Zimmermann ; Holland, by E. van

Campen; Hungary, by Prof. Vambery;

Italy, by Prof. De Gubernatis ; Norway, by

M. Jteger ; Poland, by Dr. Beleikowski ;

Portugal, by M. Braga; Spain, by Seiior

Piano ; and Sweden, by M. Ahnfelt.

Me. Swinburne will contribute an article

to the next number of the Fortnightly

Review, entitled ' Tennyson and Musset,' in

which he takes up the gauntlet thrown

down by M. Taine.

A new work by Ouida, entitled ' A Tillage

Commune,' is now in preparation. It con

sists of a passionate protest against the

application to regenerated Italy of the Code

Napoleon and a picture of the kind of

oppression to which, according to the author,

the peasants are now subjected. Messrs.

Chatto & Windus will be the publishers.

Adjoinino the outsido of the church of

Stratford-on-Avon, on the north of the

chancel, and withina fewfoet of Shakspeare's

grave, were the covered remains of the crypt

of the old charnel-house. "When the latter

building was removed, in the year 1801, the

lower portion of the crypt and the accumu

lated bones of generations were left un

touched. The new vicar, however, has not

only had the crypt opened, but hastransferred

a load of the bones to a pit in the church

yard. When we bear in mind the number

of interments in the chancel after Shak

speare's death, and consider this fact in

conjunction with the local practice of

removing bones from old graves into the

charnel-house, the possibility of the relics of

the poet being thus maltreated is not a

pleasant subject of contemplation.

The 'New Gleanings from Gladstone,'

which appeared last Christmas, and had a

sale of nearly 70,000 copies, is to be fol

lowed this season by ' More Gleanings from

Gladstone,' by the same artist and author.

The new brochure, which will be published

by Messrs. Blackwood & Sons, is to have

a highly finished frontispiece, printed in

colours.

Mark Twain's 'A Tramp Abroad' has

been a remarkable success in a pecuniary

sense. Though by no means cheap, it has

reached its eightieth thousand in the United

States, while the Canadian appropriators

have sold about 20,000 copies of their reprint.

In this country also the work has enjoyed

a large circulation through the three editions

which have been published. The Canadians

have not failed on this occasion to add their

contribution to the cumulative argument

in favour of international copyright. They

are said to have managed to get advance

sheets from tho steam press at Hartford,

Twain's own town, and to have been in the

market almost as soon as his own publishers.

Mr. Gardner, of Paisley, has in the

press something which will perhaps excite

interest among lovers of Burns. About

twenty years ago, Mr. William Jolly, one of

H.M. Inspectors of Schools, met William

Patrick, once a herdboy employed by the poet

at Mossgiel, and took notes of his conversa

tions regarding the poet. These notes he

has now put into shape, and the result

should be interesting to Burnsites. The

sketch will be entitled ' Robert Burns at

Mossgiel, with Reminiscences of the Poet

by his Herdboy,' and will probably contain

an etching of the original cottage at Moss

giel. Mr. Gardner will issue next week

Mr. Irving's ' Book of Eminent Scotsmen.'

This work has much exceeded in size the

original intention, but the public will be the

gainers by the delay. It is brought down

to the 13th inst. The same publisher has

nearly ready ' Health Haunts of the Riviera,'

by Dr. R. fl. Story, and a volume of verse,

entitled ' Nugse Poeticse,' by the Rev. J.

Johnston.

Mr. Edwin Arnold, C.S.I., is going to

publish a translation, now for the first time

made, of the two concluding parvas of the

great Hindoo epic, the ' Mahabharata.'

The seventeenth parva, entitled ' The Great

Journey,' will appear in the International

Review for January, and the eighteenth

parva, ' The Entry into Heaven,' in the num

ber of the following month. Mr. Arnold's

striking poem, ' The Light of Asia,' has

been widely read and much admired in the

United States.

Mr. Austin Dobson will contribute a poem,

entitled ' The Virgin with the Bells,' to the

January number of the St. James's Magazine.

The same number will also contain four son-

nots in French by Mr. John Payne, under

the heading of ' Les Soirs de Londres ' ; the

sub-headings being " Hyde Park," I. and

II., " Kensington Gardens," HI., and " To

Stephane Mallarme," IV.

It is said that a new edition of Mr.

John Payne's translation of ' The Poems of

Master Francis Villon of Paris,' the first

edition of which was printed for the Villon

Society in 1878, will shortly bo published,

with such expurgation as may be necessary

to render tho work suitable to tho general

public.

The next number of La Revue Celtigue

will contain a reprint of the important Irish

Glossary of O'Clery, a work of the eeven-

teenth century.

The Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, who

died at Florence on Monday last, was known

in literature as the author of ' The Lives of

the Lindsays,' a work deservedly of high

repute as a contribution to the history of

Scotland.

Messrs. Cassell & Co. will publish

early in the new year a selection of

British ballads, old and new, under the-

title of ' Illustrated British Ballads,' with

several hundred original wood engravings,

by Messrs. Ernest Crofts, A.R.A., A. Bar-

raud, G. Clausen, C. Green, C. Gregory,

H. Holiday, W. B. Hole, R.S.A., A. Hop

kins, E. B. Leighton, R. W. Macbeth, P.

Macquoid, W. Ralston, W. Small, and other

artists.

Prof. Trumpf, of Munich, will shortly

bring out a volume on the religion of the

Sikhs.

The Societe pour l'Etude des Questions

d'Enseignement Superieur will issue from

1881 a monthly review instead of the three-

monthly Bulletin.

Upwards of 1,200 candidates, 647 of

whom belonged to the Bombay centre,

applied for permission to attend the matri

culation examination of the Bombay Uni

versity which commenced on the 15th of

last month.

The first list of subscriptions to the

building fund of 30,000/. being raised for

the Yorkshire College amounts to 13,500/.

Amongst the donors are the following :

Edward Baines Memorial Fund, 3,000/.; the

Duke of Devonshire, 1,000/. (2,000/. pre

viously) ; Sir Andrew Fairbairn, 1,000/.

(2,000/. previously) ; Messrs. Beckett & Co.,

I,000/. (2,000/. previously); Edward Baines-

& Sons, 500/.; Mr. Edward Crossley, 500/. -y

and Lord F. C. Cavendish, M.P., 250/.

The Richmond Free Public Library, which

enjoys the distinction of being the first free-

public library established under the Public

Libraries Acts in the London district, is-

rapidly approaching completion. As the-

present possible income from the rate is

only 500/. per annum to cover all expenses,

the Committee are appealing to authors,

ublishers, and others for donations of

ooks in all branches of literature.

Mr. J. T. Slttoo, of Manchester, will

shortly publish a book giving his recollec

tions of Manchester as it was fifty years ago,

recording the events then occurring and

naming the chief actors in them.

The Rev. J. P. Barnett, of Oxford, has

been appointed to succeed the Rev. W. G.

Lewis as editor of the Baptist Magazine.

Next January the Magazin fiir dif

Literatur des Auslandes will begin the fiftieth

year of its existence by a radical change in

its name and nature. In future it is to bo

known as Das Magazin, and will criticize

German as well as foreign literature. The

initial number for the new year will include

articles by Auerbach, Paul Heyse, Felix

Dahn, Bodenstedt, Alfrod Meissner, Dr. E.

Engel, and other well-known literati. Herr

Meissner's contribution will be on the Heine

Memoirs, Dr. Engel's on 'Endymion,' and

Herr Franzos will write on the Russian,

poets.

)
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Messrs. Soxnkxschecs' & Allen will pub

lish soon the first volume of their pro

jected " Illustrated Fairy Library of all

Nations." It will bo a translation of HauiFs

• Marchen,' by Mr. Percy Pinkerton.

Mb. William Petersox, a former scholar

of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, now

acting as Assistant Professor of Humanity

in Edinburgh University, is preparing a

translation of Cicero's ' Pro Cluentio.'

Two sonnets by Mr. Lowell, written while

in Spain, will bo included in the January

Harper1! Magazine, together with a bio

graphical and critical paper on the poet and

his works by his neighbour at Cambridge,

Mr. F. H. Underwood, illustrated with a

large portrait, a smaller one of the poet at

thirty-six, and views of his home, " Elm-

wood," and of the scenes of some of his

poems.

The memorial from 567 non-resident

members of the Senate of Cambridge

University, expressing their concurrence

with the national and other memorials in

favour of granting the B.A. degree to

women, is signed, among others, by the

Duke of Wellington, the Earl of Derby,

Earl Spencer, Viscount Harberton, Lords

Houghton, E. Fitzmaurico, and Henniker,

the Bishops of Bath and Wells andof Carlisle,

Drs. E. A. Abbott, Abdy, A. Barry, Cowie,

and E. Thring, Sir I). Wedderburn, Messrs.

Leonard Courtney, W. Forsyth, J. E. Gorst,

A. Cohen, J. Heywood, J. T. Hibbert, A. W.

Kinglake, G. Shaw Lefevre, A. G. Marten,

H. J. Roby, J. Spedding, J. Westlake,

Francis Galton, Profs. W. S. Aldis, A. T.

Bentley, T. W. Bridge, A. 8. Herschel, C.

Niven, and A. S. Wilkins. Altogether the

various memorials presonted in connexion

with this matter have been signed by or re

present 10,000 persons (including numerous

councils and societies which have presented

memorials signed by their chairman). It is

not often that a university or any body

except a parliament has the opportunity of

rejecting the prayer of so many and so

influential memorialists. But this is to a

large extent the effect of the Syndicate's

report.

SCIENCE

The Power of Movement in Plants. By Charles

Darwin, LL.D., F.R.S., assisted by Francis

Darwin. (Murray.)

It is a singular fact that whilo this country

can count comparatively few physiological

botanists, thoso we have had have been men

of unusual eminence. Germany boasts of

her physiologists, and numbers them by

scores ; France largely exceeds us in this

particular; while in most European countries

provision exists for practical instruction

m this department far beyond anything

we have. But whilo this is so, England

has no reason to be otherwise than proud

of her representatives. Grew and Hales

may be considered as almost the founders

of the science. Hooke, Priestley, and

Thomas Andrew Knight largely contributed

to it, while in our own times Eobert Brown

was without a peer—the princeps botani-

corum ; moreover, his physiological work

will probably bo in future more highly

esteemed than even his essays in mor

phology and classification. Still more re

cently Mr. Darwin has stepped into the

front ranks of vegetable physiologists,

and by his unweared patience in experi

ment and observation, his laborious re

search and clear statemont, has contributed

in no ordinary degree to the progress

of the science. Hitherto he has confined

himself to certain specialities, and has not

given us any work of a general character,

but, with the experience he must have

gained and the assistance he could always

command, surely no one could be better

fitted to produce a comprehensive treatise

on the general life-history of plants.

The tendency nowadays seems to be to treat

the plant too exclusively from the point of

view of pure chemistry or pure physics. The

result is that we get to know more what the

chemist does in his laboratory, and what

the physicist effects in his experiments,

than what the plant itself does in its own

workshops and with its own machinery.

Now it is precisely in this department that Mr.

Darwin's experiments have been most valu

able : he has set before us the mechanism

and the methods of working of flowers ; he

has shown how some plants, under some

circumstances, feed in a special manner by

means of their leaves ; he has investigated

the movements of climbing plants and of

tendrils. He has explained how close is the

relationship between plants and animals,

and how attributes once considered the

exclusive possession of the one are shared

also by the other.

Mr. Darwin's latest volume is an exten

sion, as it were, of his previous treatise on

climbing plants. He shows us that every

growing part of every plant is continually

moving round—" circumnutating " as he

calls it. The movements of climbing plants,

tho upraising and depression of leaves, the

movements of certain parts towards or from

tho light, all aro modifications of this cir-

cumnutatory tendency. The most novel

portions of the treatise are those relating

to the movements of seedling plants, the

upper part of which is alone sensitive to

light and transmits an influence to the

lower part, causing it to bend. If, there

fore, the upper part be shielded from the

influence of light there will bo no movement

of the seedling, even though the lower por

tion be exposed to the light for hours.

Here is another experiment for Dr. Siemens

to make with the aid of the electric light.

Still more novel and remarkable are the

facts that Mr. Darwin brings forward with

reference to the movements of the radicles

and minute root-fibres. These, as it appears,

are in constant movement, so far as the

obstacles in their way will permit, and it is

easy to see of what use this rotating move

ment is in enabling them to penetrate be

tween some obstacles or to avoid others.

The tip of the root, moreover, is sensitive to

the touch and to various stimuli, and when

thus excited it transmits an influence to the

upper part, causing it to bend from the

pressed side. On the other hand, if the tip

be exposed to a current of watery vapour

on one side the upper part of the radicle

bends to that side.

The bulk of the book consists of the record

of a series of elaborate experiments proving

the existence and nature of the movements

alluded to. The experiments were made

by affixing to the part to be examined,

by means of shellac, a fine thread of

glass tipped by a minute dot of sealing-

wax. A card with a similar black dot

was affixed close by, and so arranged that

on beginning an observation the block

dot on the glass filament and that on the

card coincided in position. As tho plant

or part of the plant moved, while the card

was fixed, the relative position of the two

black dots of course varied, and the degree

of variation was marked upon the horizontal

or vertical glass plate through which the

plant was observed by a series of marks,

which, when subsequently connected by

lines, represented to some extent the course

of the moving object. It is probable that

some more accurate and "self-recording"

register will hereafter be devised ; but for

Mr. Darwin's present purpose, for the mere

establishment of the facts in their broad

outlines, this plan is sufficient. Another

mode was indeed adopted by the author in

cases where it was requisite to, as it were,

magnify the movement. In the preparation

of the work special assistance has been given

by Mr. Francis Darwin, who has on more

than one occasion shown a marked hereditary

tendency to follow up those experimental

researches in which his father lias, wholly

apart from his evolutionary theories, gained

such well-founded repute.

Very numerous diagrams are given, but

from the causes we have already mentioned,

as well as from the necessary employment

of a plane surface whereon to present the

indications of the movements, these dia

grams, as pointed out by the author, aro

of no value to those who desire to know

the exact amount of movement or the pre

cise courso pursued, but they serve to show

whether tho part moved at all, and what

was tho general character of the movement.

It is clear from this that in order more

correctly to ascertain the relation between

these movements to light, temperature,

moisture, &c, some more accurate method

of experiment must hereafter bo adopted,

and the apparatus by means of which the

rate of growth of plants is automatically

measured and recorded suggests the possi

bility of devising a method by which this

result may be obtained.

The tendency of modern investigation has

been to break down in many points the

alleged distinctive marks between plants and

animals. One by one tho old supposed dis

tinctions have been abandoned, so that at

present the prevalent belief is that all life is

essentially one, and that its manifestations

are exerted through the medium of machinery

fundamentally identical in character. In

accordance with these views Mr. Darwin

points out the resemblance between the

movements of plants and many of the-

actions performed unconsciously by the

lower animals, the most striking illustra

tion being in the kind of imperfect reflex

action which is shown to occur when a cer

tain portion of a plant is stimulated by a

touch or otherwise, the influence being

transmitted from the point of contact to

some other point, which, as a direct con

sequence of this transmitted influence,

moves just as the telegraph needle moves

when a current is generated in the far-off

battery.

In alluding in these columns to the work
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of a specialist the reviewer can only point

out the general nature of the hook and

its hearing on the main subject. Criti

cism on points of detail is, except to a very

limited extent, out of place. As a matter

of minor moment so far as the meaning

intended to be conveyed is concerned, hut

as a point of some consequence from a lite

rary or philological point of view, we may

allude to the terms used by Mr. Darwin.

For most of these he is not individually

responsible, hut the word "hypocotyl,"

to indicate that portion of the axis of the

plant below the cotyledons or seed-leaves

and between them and the erubryo root

or radicle, is a coinage of the author's

own upon which we cannot congratulate

him. Written in full the word should

be " hypocotyledon," but as in the familiar

converse of botanists the inconveniently

long "dicotyledons" and "monocotyledons"

are frequently shortened into "dicots"

and " monocots," so it would seem

Mr. Darwin has adopted the abbreviated

form "hypocotyl." Advocates of verbal

purity will object to this on their own

grounds, while botanists will regret that

another and, as we think, useless term

has been adopted for what is already

known as tigellum or cauliele. But this

is, as we have said, a minor matter. It

is far more important that a substantial

addition has been made to our knowledge

of the life-history of plants, and it is not

altogether unpleasing to know that it has

been made on this side of the German Ocean.

the comprehension of the junior students who

are preparing only for the elementary examina

tion. We believe the present examination sys

tem has no tendency to advance knowledge : it

cultivates a dangerous tendency to " cram."

Memory is taxed for a brief season ; the trial

being over, and the student passed, the im

pressions made on the mind in very transient

colours rapidly fade out, and all is forgotten.

Inorganic Chemistry. By Dr. W. B. Kemshead.

(Collins & Co.)

This little volume is well adapted for the

students in the elementary classes of the Science

and Art Department, for whose use it is pro

fessedly written. There is very satisfactory

clearness in all the definitions of terms, and

the explanations of the physical and chemical

conditions of matter are given with great

lucidity. There are few things more difficult

of easy explanation than the laws of chemical

combination, the atomic theory, or volume

weights. Yet we find these matters rendered

intelligible to the ordinary student who can

devote a little thought to these subjects in a few

clearly written pages of tins volume. We wish

we could say the same of the chapter devoted

to chemical nomenclature. But this is not the

fault of the author. Our modern chemists have

unsettled the system of naming chemical com

pounds which had been long in use ; they have

produced a system which is in every respect

opposed to the rules regulating the construction

of names in our English tongue ; and the whol

matter is now in an exceedingly involved con

dition. Notwithstanding the clearness with

which Dr. Kemshead has treated his subject,

inorganic chemistry, he necessarily leaves it in

a very unsatisfactory state. He has opened

his instructive description of chemical phenc

tnena with simplicity, and the early student can

have but little difficulty in understanding him ;

but he is found very soon to be wandering into

the consideration of subjects which can only be

appreciated by, as the phrase is, " students of

the advanced grade." This has arisen from the

circumstance that the book has been written to

meet the requirements of a certain system of

examination. The author himself adroitly ex

cuses himself for introducing the theory of

atomicity and of its graphic representation

on the above ground, evidently feeling at the

same time that these subjects require some

knowledge, at least, of the highest branches of

chemical philosophy, which must be far beyond

PROF. JAMES CRAIG WATSON.

We regret to have to announce the death of

Prof. James Craig Watson, who was for over

twenty years Director of the Observatory of Ann

Arbor, near Detroit, connected with the Univer

sity of Michigan. The observatory was estab

lished at Ann Arbor in the year 1854, its founda

tion being due to the energy of Dr. Tappan, who

raised the funds for that purpose whilst occupy

ing the office of President of the State Uni

versity. When completed, it was placed under

the charge of Dr. Brunnow, and on his removal

to the directorship of the Royal Observatory at

Dunsink (Dublin) in 1858, he was succeeded at

Ann Arbor by Prof. Watson, who had previously

been assisting there, and had also been a student

at the University of Michigan, although a native

of Canada. Whilst at Ann Arbor Prof. Watson

discovered a very large number of small planets,

commencing with Eurynome in 18C3, and finish

ing with Clytemnestra in 1877, which raised the

number of his planetary discoveries to twenty-

two. One of these, named Juewa, was discovered

at Pekin in 1874, whither Prof. Watson had

repaired as chief of an expedition sent by the

American Government to observe the transit

of Venus in December of that year. He came

to Europe to observe the total eclipse of the

sun which took place in December, 1870, and

witnessed it at Carlentini, near Catania, in

Sicily. He had previously observed the solar

eclipse which was total in part of the United

States in August, 1809 ; and his observations

of that of July 29th, 1878, at Rawlins in

Wyoming Territory, and the discussions which

arose as to whether intra-Mercurial planets were

seen on that occasion, will be in the recollection

of all our astronomical readers. Prof. Watson

left Ann Arbor (he was succeeded by Prof.

Harrington) in July, 1879, to take charge of the

new observatory at Madison, Wisconsin, erected

and equipped by ex-Governor Cadwallader C.

Washburn, and called the Washburn Observa

tory. His death took place there at the end

of last month, before he had completed his forty-

third year. He was born on the 28th of

January, 1838, in the county of Middlesex

(now Elgin), Canada West, to which place his

father had removed from Pennsylvania, and

from which he afterwards went to Michigan.

The subject of our notice early showed his

mathematical talent, and was made Professor of

Astronomy at the University of Michigan in

1859, and of Physics and Mathematics in 1860.

Ho received the gold medal of the French Aca

demy of Sciences, in recognition of his dis

coveries, in 1870. As an author he is best known

by his 'Theoretical Astronomy,' published at

Philadelphia in 18G8, which is a work of great

merit, and is, accordingly, highly esteemed.

He had also published a ' Popular Treatise on

Comets' in 1800.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Dr. Oscar Lenz, it appears, is not coming

direct to Europe from Senegambia. He reached

St. Loins on November 22nd, and goes first to

Tangier, which he will leave for Berlin in

January.

We understand that Miss A. F. Yule, daughter

of Col. H. Yule, is now engaged in investigations

regarding the physical geography of some parts

of Greece and Turkey.

On the 17th of January Mr. Leigh Smith will

read to the Geographical Society a paper on his

recent voyage to Franz Josef Land. On tliat

afternoon the Council of the Society will, it is

said, be asked to appoint an Arctic Committee,

to reconsider the whole question of the explora

tions of the last five years.

At a special meeting of the Marseilles Geo

graphical Society, held last month, medals were

awarded to M. Verminck and MM. Zweifel and

Moustier, as the promoter and leaders of the late

expedition to the sources of the Niger.

An Algerian missionary expedition is to be

sent to Mwata Yanvo's country, via Lake Tan

ganyika. A second party of the same mis

sionaries is to ascend the Congo, and settle on

the great northern bend of the river.

Major von Mechow, who left Malanje on the

12th of June with 115 carriers and a portable

boat, has descended the valley of the Camdo as

far as the Quango, and having launched his

boat below the rapids, he proposes to descend

the latter river as far as the Congo.

The Jesuit missionaries at Shanghai have

lately printed two volumes of considerable in

terest, one of which contains a collection of

imperial edicts and the rescripts of viceroys ;

other officials in favour of Christianity, ii

ing also the treaties between France and C

The other volume is on the subject of the famous

inscription at Si-ngan-fu (discovered in 1625),

and contains the text of it, accompanied by

critical remarks, &c.

Dr. F. Hirth, of the Chinese Maritime

Customs' Service, who has some reputation as

a sinologist, has in preparation some notes on

the history and origin of the word "typhoon,"

which has been the subject of a controversy in

the East for the past ten years, some deriving

it from the Greek rv<j>wv, and others from the

Chinese iai-feng, or great wind. Dr. Hirth,

we understand, has lighted upon a passage in

a Chinese work giving a detailed description of

the wind, and calling it throughout " the wind

Ta4," which he suggests might be rendered

"the wind of Formosa," on the ground of the

prevalence of the scourge in the neighbour

hood of that island. Dr. Hirth is also busy

with a Chinese grammar, which will deal more

especially with the documentary style used in

official papers.

The Geoyrafisk Tidskrift publishes interesting

information on Eastern Greenland by Lieut. G.

Holm, the leader of this year's exploring expe

dition. There exist about fifteen Eskimo settle

ments, that furthest north being Kelalualik, in
about 66J 30' N. Some of those are only ocea

sionally inhabited during winter. The nativ

informant had never seen nor heard of the

ruins of European buildings, but spoke of look

outs on many of the capes, and of camping

grounds fin the Fjelden, of whose origin the

present inhabitants know nothing.

M. d'Arnaud, who led two expeditions to the

Upper Nile in 1840-42, is about to publish the

large map (1 : 500,000) which resulted from his

explorations. This publication, though some

what tardy, will nevertheless be hailed with

satisfaction by geographers ; for although the

Nile has for several years past been navigated

by steamers, even beyond the "furthest''

reached by the memorable expeditions des

patched by Mehemet Ali, it has never been

carefully surveyed. M. d'Arnaud, in a paper

read before the Paris Geographical Society,

points out that his map gives the original

nomenclature of the country, since superseded

in a large measure by Arabic designations. It

also shows the former extent of Lake No, at the

confluence of the Bahr el Ghazal with the Bahr

el Gebel, or Upper White Nile.

The Portuguese Government has determined

upon founding agricultural colonies of Europeans

in Angola, and the customs' duties levied upon

wine and spirits are to be set aside for that pur

pose. A loan of l,000,000i. , to be repaid by the

African colonies, is to be raised for the construc

tion of roads and public works ; and in order

still further to show the interest which the heme

Government takes in the colonies, Don Carlos,
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the Crown Prince, will pay them a visit, attended

by the Minister of Manne.

M. Alph. Milne Edwards contributes to the

Annate* de* Science* fiaturelle* a most valuable

memoir, ' Recherche* but la Faune des Regions

A ustrales,' This is a careful examination of all

that has been done by the various expeditions

sent from England and from America towards

Uje exploration of the glacial Antarctic Ocean.

It is not completed in the present volume, but

will be continued in the next.

We havo received Mr. Wyld's ' Map of the

Gold-fields of Southern India' (1: 169,000),

which has been produced under the supervision

of Mr. bmugh Smyth, and appears to be trust

worthy. It very distinctly exhibits the gold

reefs and washings in Wynaad and the Neil-

gberry Hills, and is to be followed by similar

maps illustrating the other gold-bearing regions

of India.

ASTRONOMICAL HOTK8.

The comet discovered by Prof. Swift at

Rochester, N.Y., on October 10th, and after-

wanls found to bu identical with Comet III.,

1869, is now receding rapidly from the earth and

becoming continuously fainter. The perihelion

passage took place on November 8th, the nearest

approach to the earth on November 17th. The

first European observations of it at this return

appear to have been made by Herr Block at

Odessa, on the '25th and 31st of October ; the

last observation hitherto published was made at

Kiel on the 2nd inst. by Dr. C. F. W. Peters.

Winnecke's periodical comet (first discovered by

Pons in 1H19, and reckoning as Comet III. of

that year) passed its perihelion on Saturday,

the 4th inst., but its position at this return

is exceedingly unfavourable for observation.

If seen at all, it must be at more southern

latitudes in the last week of this or the first

week of next year, an interval about which time

Prof, von Oppnlzcr, who has calculated an

ephcmeris (published in A*tnmomi*ehe Nach-

riektrn. No. 2326), remarks that there will be

offered a slight glimmer of hope (" einen kaum

berechtigten Hoffnungschimmer ") of observing

the comet. The next return, however, in the

year 1886, will occur under much more favour

able circumstances. As we are now within a

"measurable distance" of 1881, it may be

mentioned that two of the known periodical

comets will return to perihelion during the

course of it. The first of these is Faye's, which

is due in perihelion on the 22nd of January,

but, as we have already remarked, the nearest

approach to the earth took place some time ago ;

the comet has been well observed, and is not

likely to be seen again at this return after

the present month, or perhaps (with the best

telescopes) in the first week of January. The

other comet returning next year is the well-

known and highly interesting one called

Encke's, which will ]>ass its perihelion in

November. The last passage occurred on

July 26th, 1878. At that return it was only

observed, we believe, by Mr. Tebbutt, of

Windsor, New South Wales, and by Dr.

Gould and Mr. J. M. Thorne at Cordoba, the

last-named gentleman following it until the 6th

of September. This comet has been observed

at every return since the first predicted one in

1822.

There will lie a partial eclipse of the sun, visible

in Western Europe, on the last day of the present

year (at Greenwich beginning at lh 40™, and

ending at 3" 28m in the afternoon) ; and next

year a partial eclipse, visible in North-eastern

Asia and North-western America, on May 27th,

snd an annular eclipse, visible only on land in

the southernmost part of South America and

the adjacent islands (and that only as a partial

eclipse, the central line being confined within

the Antarctic circle), on the 21st of November.

There will also occur in 1881 a total eclipse of

tha moon on the 12th of June, to be seen best

in South America, and a large (almost total) •

one, visible wholly or in part over a great

portion of the eastern hemisphere, on the 5th

of December ; also a transit of the planet

Mercury over the sun's disc on the 7th of

November, not to be seen in Europe, but most

favourably in Australia and the adjacent islands.

We have received the Memoirs of the Italian

Spectroscopical Society for June, July, and

August, containing the continuation of the solar

observations of Prof. Tacchini at Rome, and of

Prof. Ricoh at Palermo, up to the end of June.

The number for July has, besides, a description

by Prof. Ricco of the remarkable metallic solar

eruption observed on the 31st of that month,

which was seen also by tho Rev. J. G. Hick ley

at Walton Rectory, near Bridgwater, and is

briefly described by him in the Obsermtory for

September. And in the number for August is

a paper by Prof. Tacchini on those curious

phenomena observed with the spectroscope on

various occasions near the sun's limb by Mr.

Trouvelot, who denominated them fugitive

ttprelra, and came to the conclusion that their

origin was solar or cosmical—a view which

Prof. Tacchini here gives reasons from his own

observations for not being able to accept, and

for ascribing a terrestrial origin to the appear

ances in question.

The Nautical Almanac for 1884 has been

published ; its contents and arrangement are

tho same generally as in preceding years. The

sun's equatorial horizontal parallax at the

earth's mean distance is still taken as 8" '848.

The moon's places are again given as altered

from those computed from Hansen's Tables by

Prof. Newcombs corrections, the amount of

correction so applied to the longitudes and

latitudes respectively being set down in a small

table at the end of the Almanac, There will

be three partial eclipses of the sun in 1884, all

invisible at Greenwich, and two total eclipses

of the moon, one of which, on October 4th, will

be visible at Greenwich. Places of stars are

given which are convenient to be observed with

Mars near its opposition at the end of January ;

the planet will bo at the time at high northern

declination. The Almanac contains, as usual, a

list of the best available determinations of the

latitudes and longitudes of the principal obser

vatories, both English and foreign.

BOCIETIEB.

Royal.—7>c. 9.—J. Evans, Esq., Treasurer, in

the chair.—The Bishop of Limerick and Prof. Asa

Gray (Foreign Member) were admitted into the

Society.—The following papers were read: 'On a

Simpblied Form of the Torsion Oravimeters of

Broun and Rahinet,' by Major Herschel.— ' Note on

the Microscopic Examination of some Fossil Wood

from the Mackenzie River,' by Mr. 0. Schroter,—

'Electrostatic Capacity of Glass,, II.,' by Dr. Hopkin-

son,—and ' On the Cochlea of the OenitAar/lgnctu

jriatyjm* compared with that of ordinary Mammals

and of Birds,' by Dr. V. Pritchard.

Astronomical.—Z*r. 1(1—.1.1$. Hind. President, in

the chair.—M r. E. Simpson- Baikie and Col. 11. T. Rogers

were elected Fellows.— Mr. Kanyard read a paper ' Ou

the Velocity of Gaseous Matter projected from the

Sun.' On the 7th of October Prof. C. A.Young ob

served a prominence, which at 1 1.30 A.M. bail reached

a height of 8' above the sun's limb, and before noon

it bail extended to a height of over l.T, an altitude

altogether unprecedented in the history of the ob

servations of solar prominences. Supposing the

prominence to have risen vertically from a part of

the photosphere upon the sun's limb, and not to have

been foreshortened, the matter of the prominence

must have risen from an altitude of 212,."/)0 miles to

an nltitude of 345,300 miles above the photosphere in

less than half an hour. Mr. Kanyard calculated that

a projectile thrown vertically upwards under the in

fluence of solar gravity, and unchecked by aresisting

atmosphere, would occupy 36min. 35 sec. in passing

from an altitude of S> to an altitude of 13' ; and he

consequently argued that the gaseous matter of the

prominence must have been thrown up within a re

sisting medium, so that its initial velocity must have

been greater than that which would have been neces

sary to carry matter in free space to an altitude of

13'. The question of the existence of a resisting

atmosphere in the region of the corona is one of con

siderable interest, not only in connexion with solar

physics, but also in connexion with comets, several

of which are believed to have passed when at peri

helion within a distance of a solar radius from the

photosphere.—Dr. (ion Id gave an account of the zone

observations on which he has been occupied at

Cordoba during the last ten years. He has observed

the places and magnitudes of the stars in a series

of zones extending from 23" south declination to

80" south declination. The work was commenced by

Bessell, and carried on by Argelander down to the

thirty-first parallel of south declination. Dr. Gould's

observations are not merely relative observations,

but the astronomical constants and the instrumental

constants have been separately determined for each

series of zone observations. During his stay at

Cordoba he has succeeded in obtaining photographs

of some thirty or forty clusters in the southern

heavens ; many of the plates show stars down to the

ninth magnitude.—Mr. Hind read a letter, which will

be published in the Monthly Nutters, with respect to

a uniform code for transmitting telegraphic mes

sages with respect to astronomical discoveries.—Mr.

Marth read a note on an ephemeris which he had

constructed for the satellites of Uranus. It appears

that the earth will cross the plane of the orbits of

the satellites nbout October 1st, 1881. The earth will

remain upon the other side of the plane till March,

18X2, and in July, K82, it will finally pass to the

other side of the plane, where it will remain till

1923. Valuable observations mav be made at the

time when the earth is passing through the planes

of the orbits for determining the elements of tho

orbits of the satellites.—Mr. Christie showed a dia

gram of a remarkable absorption spectrum of a solar

s|>ot which he had recently observed at Greenwich.

It contained eighteen broad lines between the region

of the B and the F line, none of which appeared to

correspond with the lines of any of the terrestrial

elements.

E.vtomoi.ooical.—Dee. 1.— Sir J.Lubbock, Presi

dent, in the chair. —Mr. Pascoe exhibited a large

series of Amens kutrio from Pern, to show the ex

treme variability of the elytral markings in this

species.— Mr. Billups exhibited four species of

l'czomachns new to Britain, viz., P. .Viilleri, P.

jueenili*, P. iittermedin*, and P. incretn*; and also

exhibited twenty species of Coleoptera found in a

small parcel of corn refuse.—The President exhi

bited two specimens in alcohol of a species of

Phasmidie, forwarded by a correspondent in St. Viu-

cent.—Mr. Cansdale exhibited a specimen of Tit-

eheria ganaeella, a s|>ecies of 1'ineina new to

Britain ; and also a remarkable variety of Cidaria

ru**ata.—Mr. .). Scott communicated a paper 'On a

Collection of Heiniptera from Japan.'— Mr. C. O.

Waterhouse read a paper entitled ' Description of a

New Species of the anomalous Genus Polvctenes,'

and exhibited a diagram illustrating the structure of

this insect.

Microscopical.—Dec. 8.—J. Glaisher, Esq., in

the chair —Eight new Fellows were elected.—A

paper by Dr. Hudson was read on a new (Ecistes

(Janus) and a new Kloscularia (trifolium), found by

Mr. Hood, of Dundee, in Loch Lundie. The trochal

disc of the former formed a link between that of

Mcliccsta and (Kcistes. The latter was remarkable

in having only three lobes, ami being much larger

than any Floscuraria hitherto known.—Mr. Stewart

explained some peculiar structural features of the

Ecninometridie, illustrated by specimens and draw

ings.

Society op Arts.—Dec. 13.—The fourth of the

present course of Cantor Lectures on 'Some Points

of Contact between the Scientiticand Artistic Aspects

of Pottery and Porcelain ' was delivered by Prof.

Church. The subject of the lecture was the history

anil artistic development of soft paste porcelains,

European and Oriental.

Dee. 15.—Prof. J. Tvndall in the chair.—A paper

' On the Use of Sound for Signals ' was read by Mr.

K. P. Edwards.

Inrtitcte of British Architkct&—Dec. 13.—

J. Whichcord, Esq.. President, iu the chair.—The

following communication was read : ' Remains of

Roman Buildings, near Brading. Isle of Wight,' by

Messrs. J. E. Price and F. G. H. Price.

Mathematical.—Dee. 9.—S. Roberts, Esq., Pre

sident, in the chair.—Messrs. W. R. Roberts and

R. A. Roberts were elected Members.—The follow

ing communications were made : 'Note sur la Deri

vation des Determinants,' by Prof. Teixeira

(Coimbra, Portugal),—'Solution of the Equation
*<■ —l^-o,' by Prof. Cayley,—'A General Theorem in

Kinematics,' by Prof. Minchin,—' On the Solution of

the Inverse Logical Problem.' by Mr. W. B. Grove,—

' Motion of a Viscous Fluid,' by Mr. T. Craig,—and

' On the Electrical Capacity of a Conductor bounded

by Two Spherical Surfaces cutting at any Angle," by

Mr. W. D. Niven.
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Folk-lore. — Dec. 10.—The Right Hon. Earl

Beaucliamp, President, in the chair.—A paper was

read by Mr. J. Kenton, entitled 'The Birth of a

Deity ; or, the Story of Unkulunkulu.' Unkulun

kulu is the Zulu word for a great-grandfather, but

its meaning had expanded until it meant any

ancestor of a fumilv or tribe. In course of time

the Zulus evolved a kind of cosmogony, accounting

for the existence of the world and the creation of

man. This involved the conception of a first man,

and Unkulunkulu became gradually connected with

this conception, until from meaning "great-grand

father " it came to be almost exclusively the per

sonal name of the first man. Simultaneously the

Zulus had conceived the idea of a lord in heaven

to w hom they prayed for rain on the crops. Gradually

Uiikuluukulu the lirst man became identified with

the lord in heaven. But the fusion was incomplete,

and Unkulunkulu was therefore a transitional form

between humanity and deity, and in this lay his

value to us, transitional forms of species being, as

Mr. Darwin had found, very rare.—Bishop Callaway

differed from the author of the paper as to the

identification of Unkulunkulu with the heaven-

father of the Zulus.—Dr. E. B. Tylor thought per

haps the traditions of the Zulus were hardly yet

perfect enough to make a thoroughly satisfactory

comment, but pointed out that the argument of the

author was advanced by a nearly parallel legend in

Brazil. Dr. Tylor took the opportunity of asking

Bishop Callaway about the completion of his work

on Zulu folk-lore.—The Bishop, after giving some

specimens of his MS. collection, which relate to

the medical charms of the Zulus, expressed a hope

that he would be able to publish it boou.—The Presi

dent pointed out that the English grandfather,

great-grandfather, &c. was an exact, and he believed

the only, parallel of the Zulu reduplication in the

name Unkulunkulu.

Aristotelian.—Dec. 6.—S. H. Hodgson, Esq.,

President, in the chair.—A paper on 'Hobbes' was

read by Mr. E. Clarksou.

English Spelling Reform Association.—

Dec. 14.—Mr. A. J. Ellis in the chair.—Mr. Sweet

opened a discussion on the expediency of recom

mending for immediate adoption some partial

changes in the existing spelling. Mr. Sweet gave

a brief sketch of the reasons which had led to the

idea of a partial reform as the first step towards

a complete reformation. He went seriatim

through his proposals, which were freely criticized,

but eventually generally accepted by the meeting.—

The Chairman said that he could only regard the

proposals as a sop given to Cerberus to encourage

him to swallow more. As a preparatory step he

approved of them ; but he hoped no one would

regard them a3 at all final.

meetings for the bnsuino

Sclen-
Lec-

Wao.

Tnui

London Institution, 3.—' Growth from the Egg.' Prol E Ruv
Lankester.

Aristotelian. 8.—' Spinoza.' Mr. J. Kenton
Society ol Arte. «.—■ Some Points of Contact between the I

title and Artistic Aspects ol Pottery and Porcelain.'
ture V., Prof. A. H. Church (Cantor Lecture).

Statistical. "The Rod uclion ol the present Postal Telegraph
TarlfT,' Mr R. P. Williams. r

ClTil Engineers. 8.—Annual Meeting.
Telegraph Engineers, ? -Annual Meeting.
Literature. 8.—' pictures from the Life of 8t. Guthlac. a Twelfth
Century Roll In the British Museum,' Mr. W. De Gray Birch

t. London institution, :.— ■ A "Storytelling,"' Mr. W R S

%c'unct ftriBip.

The list of Fellows deceased read at the anni

versary meeting of the Royal Society on the

30th ult. shows a heavy mortality among the

veterans within the preceding twelvemonth.

Commencing with the least aged, we find J. R.

Napier, 58, followed by the sexagenarians, Sir

B. C. Brodie, G3 ; Dr. Lockhart Clarke, 64 ;

D. T. Ansted, 66 ; Dr. W. Budd, 68 j E. VV. Cooke

and Dr. A. J. Stephens, each 69. In the next

decade appear Dr. A. S. Taylor, 74 ; Dr. Guest

and Dr. Sharpey, each 78; and Prof. W. H.

Miller and Lord Belper, each 79. The octo

genarians are Lord Hampton and Mr. Lassell,

each 81 ; and Mr. T. Bell, Sir W. Erie, Rev.

H. P. Hamilton, and Sir John Macneill, each 87.

And the year's necrology ends with Mr. Chicheley

Plowden, aged 93. Sir Edward Sabine, now in

his ninety-second year, is the father of the

Society.

A meeting of the Mineralogical Society of

Great Britain and Ireland will be held at the

Museum of Practical Geology on Thursday next,

at eight o'clock p. m. The chair will be taken

by the President, Prof. Forster-Heddle.

Daguerre, the discoverer of tho photographic

process which bears his name, which he reported

to the world in January, 1839, was photographed

by Mr. Mayall in 1846. This interesting por

trait has been printed in Woodburytype, and

forms the frontispiece of the 1 Year-Book of

Photography' for this year.

The volume of Abhandlungen for 1879, just

published by the Royal Academy of Sciences,

Berlin, contains, in the physical section, the

second part of Rammelsberg's paper ' On the

Chemical Nature of Meteorites,' a contribution

by Roth to the ' Petrography of Plutonic Rocks,'

and one by H. Virchow ' On the Landeskunde

of the Troas.' In this last the question of

the sito of ancient Troy is shown to be inti

mately connected with the relations between

the land and sea, mountain and plain, and rivers

and springs of the district. In the philosophic-

historical section there are papers on the Kitai

and Karakitai, as bearing on the history of

Eastern and Inner Asia ; on archaic bronzes

from Olympia; on the ordinal numbers of the

Mexican language, and an argument on the

moral principle of Kant.

The Prince of Wales is spoken of as the pro

bable President of the Congress of Electricians

and the Exhibition of Electrical Apparatus,

Machinery, and Lights, which will be opened at

the Palais de l'lndustrie, Paris, on the 1st of

August, 1881, and will close on the 15th of

November.

The Rev. Taliesin Jones, of Rhymney,

brought before the South Wales Sliding Scale

Committee on the 8th inst. a scheme, which

he says has occupied him experimentally for five

years, for preventing explosions in coal-mines.

Some material is distributed through a colliery

which is said to decompose the gas escaping

from the coal, and thus render fiery collieries

workable with naked lights. Arrangements were

made to test these experiments in one of the

collieries in the Rhondda Valley. A sad corollary

to this is tho explosion on the morning of the

10th at one of the most important collieries in

this valley, by which upwards of one hundred

men were killed.

Prof. Morton, of the Stevens Institute,

America, has examined and described a new

electric lamp, the invention of H. S. Maxim.

It consists, like Edison's and Swan's, of a carbon

ized fibre, but this is placed in a globe contain

ing gazoline vapour. When the electric current

passes through the fibre it decomposes the gazo

line, and freed carbon is deposited upon and

strengthens the fibre, increasing the light.

The death of Prof. Rymer Jones, the well-

known naturalist and physiologist, is announced.

M. Panchon reported to tho Acade'mie des

Sciences on November 24th the continuation

of his experiments on the influence of light on

the growth of plants. His experiments with the

seeds of tho castor-oil plant proved that more

carbonic acid was exhaled in darkness than in

light. Those with tho haricot bean gave a con

trary result.

A list of the flowering plants of Dumfries

shire and Galloway is being prepared under the

direction of the Antiquarian and Natural

History Society of Dumfries. This will form

the first portion of a proposed scheme covering

tho entire Fauna and Flora of the district, and

will, we believe, appear in the next biennial

volume of the Society's Transactions.

FINE ARTS

„i!P£rF;TY "K'TISH ARTISTS -WINTER EXHIBITION NOW
OPEN, from Ten to Five Daily, at the Suffolk Street OaUerlos Pall
MaU East.-Admlaslon, Is. THOS. ROBERTS, Secretary.

™.JSj,^.OCI?T.1L2' PAINTERS In WATKR COLOUR8.-The NINE
TEENTH WINTER EXHIBITION. Including a Loan Collection of
Works by the late Oeorge Hodgson. Is NOW OPEN. 4. Pall Mall East
from Ten till Fire. ALFRED D. FRU'P, Secretary. '

INSTITUTE of PAINTERS In WATER COLOURS -The FIF
TEENTH WINTER EXHIBITION 1, NOW OPEN from Ten till Wl

_o2SSt.°«, Pail^Tw "' " F' VHILLlr»>

EXHIBITION of CABINET PICTURES
Egyptian Hall. Piccadilly —The FOURTEENTH ANNUAL'
TlON. Open dally, from Ten tUl

Dadlry Gallere.

The SIXTEENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of
DRAWINGS is NOW OPEN at THOMAS M'LEAN'S
Haymarket, next the Theatre.—Admission on presentation of .
Card.

HANOVER GALLERY, 47, New Bond Street. Entrurcw traee
Maddox Street.—NOW OPEN, the WINTER EXHIBITION of On.
PAINTINGS by English Artiste, and of Original Drawuftar* ass.
Sketches published in Punch.—Lighted at Dusk.

BORE'S GREAT WORKS, 'CHRIST LEAVING the PRImHrTK
■ CHRIST ENTERING JERUSALEM.' and • MOSES before PHAk.t /1

each 33 by 22 feet, with ' Dream of Pilate's Wife.' ' Soldiers of da* Cream,'
'A Day Dream,' 'Rainbow Landscape ' (Loch Carroo, Scotusadk ane_, at
the DORS GALLERY, 85, New Bond Street. Dally, Ten to Six la.

llios : the City and Country of the Trojan* :

the Results of Researches and Discoveries

on the Site of Troy and throughout the Troad

in the Tears 1871-3, 1878-9, including an

Autobiography of the Author. By Dr.

Henry Sehliemann, F.S.A. "With a Pre

face and Appendices and Notes by Profs.

E. Virchow, Max Miiller, &c. (Murray.)

(Second and Concluding Notice.)

If this book enables us to verify the

familiarity of Homer with the Troad, it also

helps us to realize how very remote in origin

must have been the traditions of the city of
■which he sang the ruin. The hill of His-

sarlik, which became the acropolis of the

later Greek city of Ilium, was first recognized

as the most reasonable claimant to be the

site of Troy by C. Maclaren in 1822, in his

' Dissertation on tho Topography of the

Plain of Troy,' and his views were adopted

by Grote in 1846, and Dr. L. Schmitz in

1857, and, sooth to say, deserved reception

generally. However, the long list of advo

cates for the impossible Bonnarbasbi in

cludes such authorities as Col. Leake, 1 824 ;

Field-Marshal von Moltke, 1835; F. G.

Welcker, 1 844 ; Kiepert, 1854; Ernst Curtius,

1871-74. The vast operations of Dr. Sehlie

mann in excavating the hill have brought to

light a most surprising history. Fifty-three

feet of ruins and made ground cover the

remains of the first occupation, and between

this and the Macedonian ruins at the summit

were interposed the stratified ruins that

testified to as many as five other distinct oc

cupations. Thus are made out the seven

cities of Sehliemann, and the phrase is justi

fied by what we know of the limited extent

of tho original fortresses that grew into Borne

and Athens. Tho first two settlements are

witnesses for a copper age anterior to the

knowledge of bronze, but, strange to say, the

examples of pottery most advanced in fabric

and shape and with inlaid patterns were

found in this most ancient settlement, and

the only gilded object found at all. The

pottery, however, was all baked at open fires,

and is hand made, with the exception, it is

said, of some small vessels clearly wheel made.

We confess that we should wish for very

precise verification of these exceptions ; at

this day the Kabyles of Algeria produce re

markable pottery, exclusively by hand, with

such truth of lino as to sometimes defy any

thing short of a close scrutiny. The second

city had certain walls of defence, and the

third more important still. This is the

" BurntCity"—thecityof thegolden treasures

—Ilios. In comparison with it the remains

of the two that succeed it are unimportant ;

but betweenthese and the seventh occupancy,

where remains of archaic Greek pottery are

mingled with late Greek work, was interposed

a settlement of some population which left

behind pottery contrasting with all that had

gone before, and analogous to archaic Etrus-
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can, butstillgenerallyhandmade. Onareview

of the remarkable series of objects rescued

by l>r. Schliemann from the third city, and

of his description of the ruins, especially as

compared with the comments of Dr. Virchow,

it becomes clear that this fortified settle

ment has the best claim, and has sufficient

title to be considered as having furnished

the basis for the story of tho prosperity of

the rulers of the plain of Troy and their

destruction by enemies. It is certainly as

tonishing to find how truthfully legend has

clung to the fact, so strongly attested by

the ruins, that w hen Ilium fell it was involved

n a tremendous conflagration. This is

foreshadowed in the Iliad, where the river

Xanthus is tormented by the fire of

Hephaestus until he promises that when

Troy shall be in flames he will not con

tribute a drop of water to quench them ;

and the description of the fire in Virgil was

prompted by the Greek cyclic poems, to

-which he owed so much else.

" Here was a great devouring fire, in which

the clay walls of the buildings were molten, and

made fluid like wax, so that congealed drops of

glaaa bear witness at the present day to the

mighty conflagration. Only at a few places are

cinders left whose structure enables us still to

discover what was burnt—whether wood or

straw, wheat or pease—almost the whole is

burnt to ashes."

Il.mistlv. :i>;d yi-t not without a natural

pang, Dr. Schliemann recognizes that the

Troy of his early imaginations is in ruins

as utter as any that he has excavated ; yet

he may well tuko comfort in the conscious

ness of having cleared the Homeric question

for all time of embarrassments that have

long retarded the appreciation of tho poetry,

either as poetry or as in itself an historical

monument of the time intermediate between

legendary and strictly historical Hellas.

" I wish," he says, " I could have proved

Homer to have been an eye-witness of the Trojan

war ! Alas, I cannot do it ! At his time swords

were in universal use and iron was known,

whereas they were totally unknown at Troy.

Besides, the civilization he describes is later by

centuries than that which I have brought to

light in the excavations. Homer gives us the

legend of Ilium's tragic fate as it was handed

down to him by preceding bards, clothing tho

traditional facts of the war and destruction of

Troy in the garb of his own day. My excava

tions have reduced the Homeric Ilium to its

real proportions."

It is certainly remarkable that the relics

of the " burnt City " of the Troad favour

in the most significant manner a syn

chrony with the graves in the acropolis

of Mycenie—all theory as to the identifica

tion of Agamemnon apart. The grand

characteristic of the absence of iron is

common to both, while bronze is abundant.

A double-edged bronze hatchet, at p. 606,

is the very counterpurt of the Mycenaean.

A pair of gold discs, again, with otar-flowers

within circles, correspond with Mycenaean

examples very accurately. Still more re

markable is the exact agreement in pattern

and construction of the gold tubes with

attached spirals, Nos. 836, 838, and 853,

with the objects, Nos. 297 and 299, found at

Myconse; these are so peculiar that they

must needs bo derived from the same ante

cedents. On the other hand, no example

occurs at Ilium of the proper Mycenaean

treatment of the spiral, which is continued

from the gold ornaments and tombstones of

the acropolis of Mycenae to the decorations

of the treasuries of much later date ; this

consists in combining two, or even three,

spirals about a common centre and making

the lines of two at least continuous, as if

doubling round a central pin.

We have said nothing of those curious and

abundant objects the "owl-head vases,"

vases which exhibit female breasts, some

times arms, sometimes ears, but of which

the conspicuous featuros are gogglo eyes

below strongly marked brows, and on either

sido of what is merely typical if taken as a

nose, and scarcely less so if, from the uniform

absence of any indication of a mouth, we

agree with Dr. Schliemann to interpret it as

a bird's beak. Be it enough here to remark

that this symbol appears fully developed in

the second city, and is found in abundance in

the third, while that it is continued through

its two successors proves the tenacity with

which the original stock of the population of

this district clung to the hill of Hissarlik, a

tenacity which it is as reasonable to ascribe

to religious associations as to any par

ticular advantages that it offered for a

defensible post.

Enough has now been said to indicato tho

value of this handsome and well-arranged

work ; and the index, it may bo added, is a

model of what an index ought to be. Tho

book introduces the reader to new fields of

speculation, whether as scholars or pure

antiquaries, and for these particular fields,

by the very nature of tho case, it must re

main the established guide. We may refer

those who aro still eager for more dotailed

scientific guidance as to the natural cha

racteristics and changes of this renowned

region to Prof. Virchow's ' Beitriige zur

Landeskunde der Troas,' in the volume of

Transactions of the Berlin Academy recently

published.

ILXC8TRATBD BOOKS.

The Itchtn Valley from Tirhbtrrne to South

ampton (Seeley, Jackson & Halliday) contains

twenty-two etchings by Mr. H. Sumner, repre

senting with great care, frequent brilliancy, and

constant originality as many pretty scenes in

tho course of one of the prettiest rivers in Eng

land. Mr. Sumner is not content to be topo

graphically correct. Ho studies with exemplary

patience and keen zest for nature the difficult

and ever-varying effects of light, as in the

charmingly true delineation of autumn evening,

just after sundown, on 'Alresford Pond,' where

the character of tho illumination has been re

produced with Biich extraordinary success that

we almost see tho colour and absolutely possess

tho mystery of the gorgeous twilight aud its re

flections on the meadow and tho water. The sky

is very luminous. Hardly less fortunately faithful,

and not less poetical in its truth, is the scene

' Near Avington,' where the landscape vanishes

in a dimmer twilight than that which glows in

the other print. It is impossible not to admire

the excellent ' Winchester,' a vaporous effect

on a snow-covered land. Mr. Sumner's power

of dealing with light and its effect on diverse

surfaces, colours, and substances is very happily

shown in 1 Tho Lady Chapel ' of Winchester

Cathedral ; but hero we miss that solid draughts

manship and firmness which architecture de

mands. Very lustrous is ' The Soke Bridge,'

where water and old buildings glow in full sun

light, and have an equal charm to that which

is displayed in ' Royal Oak Passage,' distinguished

as that etching is by means of its solidity and

richness of local "colour." 'St. Catherine's

Hill ' has a tenderness of tona and subtly dif

ferentiated solidity of its parts which are charm

ing in artistic eyes. Regretting that we cannot

name all the etchings in the book, we heartily

commend it to artists and lovers of the mysteries

of light, shadow, and tone. A pleasant text

goes well with the plates.

The Vanity Fair Album. By "Jehu Junior."

Vol. XII. (Vanity Fair Office.)—There is no

need to dwell on the rather acrid letter-press of

this instalment of a well-known and popular

satirical serial, the only one which maintains the

traditions of stinging satire. The portraits are

freer than the comments from that exaggeration

which is called caricature, and which is rarely

worthy of the attention of the true satirist, who

is most proficient when most faithful to the life.

While the writing is decidedly mannered, the cuts

are varied and spontaneous to a degree which has

not been observable in Vanity Fair for several

years. To begin with the most striking portraits

of statesmen, in his caricature of Mr. E. Clarke

"Ape" lias done his best; "Spy's" 'Iconoclast,'

being Mr. C. Bradlaugh, is a bitter satire, but

not unfair, and tho artist distinctly refuses to

dwell on the meaner elements of a very curious

face. " T. 's " head of the portrait of Sir A. Paget

is capital, though meretricious. Lord Randolph

Churchill, by " Spy," deserves the same praise,

and it is more animated. " T. 's " Mr. J. Russell

Lowell, however, borders on caricature. The

same draughtsman's ' Mr. L. H. Courtney ' do-

serves unusual attention, although 'it is a little

coarse. " Ape's " ' Sir John T. Sinclair' is de

liriously quaint, with a dash of tho lemon, while

his colleague "T.'s" 'Mr. C. S. Parnell ' is ter

ribly flat, yet derives a sting from its dog

matic air. 'M. Emile Zola,' a simple and well-

Btudiod portrait, could not be better in that

respect, but it is no satire. Neither is the

good and spirited likeness of Sir F. Roberts, in

which only the uniform is absurd. Of the

draughtsmen taken individually it may be said

that "T." is too good an artist to be a cari

caturist, though there is no lack of what may

be called sub-satire in his mind. " Ape " does

not improve—his ' Mr. Spofforth ' seems his

best. Practice has enabled "Spy" to draw

better than before ; and friction with the world

has almost, but not quite, raised his taste above

exaggeration.

Military Misreatlings of Shakspere. By

Major Seccombe. (Routledge & Sons.)—There

is more playfulness than humour in Major

Seccombe's very mild jokes. His designs are

clever ; they are fairly well drawn, and coloured

with propriety. The disasters of horse and foot

are accompanied by " but too familiar " quota

tions from Shakspeare. The best of the designs

—there is no appreciable difference in the jokes

—is that which shows the drilling of an awkward

squad of men of various sizes. In this there is

character.

Leaves from a llunting Journal. By G.

Bowers. (Chatto & Windus.)—The volume of

"hunting sketches" is by no means the worst

example of a remarkably numerous class which

are published in this country, but nowhere else.

It is a curiously characteristic example, because

it shows how very little wit, even liveliness, and

how small a degree of draughtsmanship suffice

for such volumes. After thorough examination

we have discovered one faint shadow of a joke

too weak to bear transplanting. We leave it ?

the buyer of the book, who will find it on p.
Artistically speaking, a group of huntsnV'?n

p. xviii, lighting their pipes is the bes'

designs.

vt30tOURS.
INSTITUTE OF PAINTERS IN WAT/

WINTER KXHIBITIK

Although this collectionries an(j s^fj-^^

fosses to be composed of "sjfdifferB f'f,'
the only respect in whjfne g^i^ ^ & ne

"""" m^i»rgesiz and 11
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of importance. There are very few studies, and

not half-a-dozen “sketches.” Deliberate criti

cism of such an exhibition becomes yearly more

difficult, because on each occasion the critic is

expected to write something new, while the art

remains nearly the same, its motives are not

novel, and even its materials vary but slightly,

and are never radically changed. The freshest

addition to the ranks of the Institute is Mr.

Fulleylove, whose brilliant pictures of old

gardens, palaces, and groves are strengthened

by association with equally meritorious repre

sentations of Italian churches and their pre

cincts. Other recent, if not late, elections—

such as that of Mr. Walter Wilson—have en

hanced the attractions of the gallery by intro

ducing several skilled draughtsmen in well-used

modes; yet the Institute, not being the artistic

body which declared that it had room for no

more “female ” members, might have elected

a few more clever ladies besides Lady Lindsay

and Miss Gow.

We shall select from more than three hundred

examples twelve instances of artistic value, sifted

carefully from the mass. In the order of the Cata

logue the first of these is Miss Gow's “Beggar my

Neighbour” (No. 8), girls seated at cards by a

couch. The brightness of the lighting is com

mendable, the colour clear, expression animated,

and the modelling frank and precise. —Mr.

Harry Hine's Shillington (26), a sunny street of

old cottages, ending at a large church with a

red-brick tower, is capital in all pictorial re

spects except the disproportionate figures. The

clearness of the shadows and the breadth of the

effect are highly artistic.—Interrupted (58) is by

Mr. C. Green, and represents, in the manner

known as that of M. Meissonier, a gentle

man rising with an expression of impatience

from his chair because an intruder appears.

The painting of the brocaded silk dressing-gown

proves unusual care; well-trained skill and con

siderable power in design are displayed in the

spontaneity of the action and the spirited ex

pression.

No. 60 is Mr. H. G. Hine's fine, broad, and

poetical landscape called Dunstable Downs,

which may be classed with No. 61, a repre

sentation of Moonlight at Eastbourne. Both

are beautiful, and full of the pathos of mystery

and the dignity of noble and simple forms that

are grandly massed. The former shows the

effect of a vaporous daylight on the chalky

uplands, which, in the distance, are almost lost

in the purplish atmosphere. The latter depicts

the mist-laden twilight of the half moon per

vading the dark sea-beach and lofty cliffs.

A well-known name is appended to the

powerful study in deep yellow and red which

Mr. J. D. Linton calls Autumn (64). The

execution is rich and solid, but there is

some excess of darkness in the shadows. The

imitation of textures here is admirable.—Mr.

Clausen's Waiting for the Ferry (71), a Dutch

girl with her gleaming milk-cans, standing on

the bank of a canal in twilight, while reapers

troop along the higher dyke, their figures

sharply defined against the sky, repeats a tech

nical motive, and approaches even the incidents

of a former picture. It is welcome on account

of its strength of colour, breadth of chiaroscuro,

and vigorous illumination, which is of the Rem

brandtish sort. The sky is weak in modelling

"' empty.

Loggia, Siena (85), by Mr. Fulleylove, is a

fine and solid piece of painting, made valuable

by the clearness and depth of the large purple

and grey shadows, the brightness of the lustre on

the stone walls of the ancient city, with sculp

tures in white marble in the half-light, which is

reflected in warm golden tints. With this let us

place The Cathedral, Siena (108), by the same

artist, where purple and grey tones abound

on the striped architecture of the Duomo, and

are interchanged with sunlight and clear reflec

tions. These pictures are really “studies”—

that is, they prove thought, care, and the

exercise of taste, discrimination, and skill on

the part of the artist. Cypresses, Siena, (246) is

a view which applies force, simplicity, richness,

breadth, and fidelity of tone, local colour,

and solidity to a fine and peculiar subject.

From a grass-clad space near the Campo Santo

a line of deep, warm green trees raise their tops

out of the cool shadows of the buildings to the

still glowing levels of the air.--Durham Cathe

dral, from Framwell Gate, (194) is another pic

ture of Mr. H. Hine's. It is a clean, pure,

bright, and broad view of the most magnificent

group of buildings in England. The water

seems to be unfinished.—Mr. J. Aumonier's

Bit of the Yorkshire Cliffs (218) shows with much

brilliancy and spirit a brood of gulls swerving

in and out of the light and shadow of a deep

cleft. The effect is striking. The power and

freedom of touch and colouring shown in the

herbage of the foreground are admirable.

In addition we may mention the following:—

Mr. J. Fahey's Whitby (5), which lacks little but

the richness and peculiar intensity of the local

colour of the place; Mr. J. Mogford's Valley of

the Tavy (39) is a good, if somewhat conven

tional, not to say mannered, pastoral; Mr.

J. G. Philp's Cornish Bulwark (42), the Land's

End, although a little mechanical in touch, is

distinguishable for true recognition of the

colour of the rosy granite; Mr. H. G. Hine's

Bexhill (43) is worthy of the painter, and in his

poetical manner; A Study (45) is by Mr.

J. D. Linton ; Mr. G. H. Boughton's Autumn

Ramble by the Spey (47) is marked by capital

painting of distant hills and warm white clouds;

a clever sketch is Mr. T. W. Wilson's The

Toilet of “Blanche et Louise” (57), French

sailors painting the stern of a schooner in

harbour; a dashing sketch of the Wye is Mr.

H. Johnson's The Wyndcliff (87); Mr. G. G.

Kilburne's Unprotected Female (95), a landscape,

is bright and good, but a little hard; Mr. G.

Clausen's Cleaning Day, North Holland, (160) may

be added to the list of his successful studies; the

late Mr. J. H. D'Egville's Venice (181) recalls the

agreeable qualities and the extremely mannered

character of his paintings. We conclude with

Noon (243), by Mr. F. J. Skill; Mr. E. H.

Fahey's Sketch from Nature (261); Mr. H. G.

Hine's Twilight (296); and Twilight (229), by

Mr. L. P. Smythe.

ROMAN SPAIN.

2, Eastern Villas, Anglesey, Gosport.

ADMIRAL Wood, who manages the Duke of

Wellington's estate at Yllora, near Granada,

writes:–

“There are evidences about here of several

Roman villages, as, before I came, they found

a leaden coffin with a skeleton inside and a

massive gold ring. He must have been some

chief, and buried more than eight hundred

years ago. -

“The other day, whilst ploughing a field ad

joining this property (La Torré, Yllora), they

came upon a pedestal about 3' feet high, very

neatly wrought, and as perfect as possible. It

had the following inscription in letters that

might have been cut yesterday, so fresh and

clear are they:—

D. M. S.

C’AFMIIIWS

CANTABRINVS

SIX . SIIANVS

ANN. IXII

PIVS IN SVIS

HS . ISI

S. III.

This is exactly as it is cut in the stone.

‘‘I think that the pedestal must have been

for some large funeral urn or large vase, as it

appears too short for a statue.”

This votive stele, Diis Manibus Sacrum, must

have been in memory of some Cantabrine officer

from the Asturias in the north, who had left

the Windian Mountains to have his bones or

ashes deposited by the banks of the Singulis

Fl., within sight of the snowy peaks of th:

Ilipula range. “Yllora.” may be identical with

Ilipula laws. I cannot make out the final ab

breviations; perhaps some of your readers may

kindly supply the interpretation.

S. P. OLIVER, Capt.

NOTES FROM ATHENS.

THE excavations and discoveries of the las

few months have been very interesting. Espe

cially noteworthy is the circumstance that the

have been made at various points outside Athens

and this is the more remarkable as in Greece

it has been the custom to go on for years

together excavating the Athenian soil. A

remarkable change in this respect has been

observable of late years. The great undertaking

of German science, the excavations at Olympia,

and Schliemann's discoveries at Mycenae have

led to this. In the last few years the excava

tions made at Spata, Nauplia, Tanagra, Delos,

Chaeronea, Tegea, and the Piraeus have

attracted general attention; while at Athens

itself the excavations of the Dipylon and of the

Temple of Athena-Nike have not been without

important results. The extension of the field

of excavation was highly necessary. Of course

the excavations at Athens were of great value to

art and archaeology. Still it was also to be hoped

that interesting discoveries made throughout

Greece would throw light not only on the

general history of Greece, but also on the

Athenian finds. From an historical point of

view, the laying bare of Olympia, Mycenae,

Orcho-Menus, and Delos was a great gain, and

the lovers of ancient history and art can only

rejoice at the new direction of the excavations.

I shall try to inform the readers of the Athenaeum

of some of the results of the various excavations

made throughout the country.

The excavation of the Lion of Chaeronea has

been of late busily prosecuted. A few weeks ago

the result was the discovery of 260 corpses; some

forty only of the glorious dead are missing. Two

of the corpses lately dug up still bear upon them

the marks of having died for freedom and country.

The one bears in his breast a spear, the other was

pierced by two spears, which still remain in the

pelvis. M. Stamatakis, who from his various

excavations is well known as superintendent of

such works, has used a method similar to that

employed by Fiorelli on the bodies found at

Pompeii in order to preserve the corpses slain at

Chaeronea in gypsum, and they are to be placed

in the museum at Athens. They will be as

nameless as the corpses preserved at Pompeii.

but they will not be obscure slaves and women

who could not escape the fury of the elements.

The spectators will behold the noble remains of

those who, if they did not save their native land,

yet died gloriously for her. The museum which

is adorned with their remains will, therefore,

serve its true purpose of a Walhalla.

If we turn from the relics of a glorious defeat

to the island devoted to the worship of Apoll.'

there, too, we find that the results obtained by

Prof. Homolle at the expense of the French

Government have been as interesting as those

of three years ago. Besides the marble statues,

the discovery of which has already been an:

nounced to the readers of the Athenaeum, and

of which the one represents a Roman, Gaius

Ophellius Marcus,—according to the inscription

the work of two Attic sculptors, Dionysius

the son of Timarchides, and Timarchides

the son of Polycles,—I have to mention that

a private house has been laid bare at D'".

not unlike the dwellings at Pompeii. The

walls are covered with plaster, and divid:

into larger and smaller divisions by parallel

graffito bands. The mosaic floors which "
house formerly boasted have disappeared.

and only the bed in which they lay ren".

In the opinion of the young inspector of :
fielian excavations, Dr. Cavvadias, if the *

hill on which the house was found.'
cleared, there would be every chance of finding
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a part of the old town, with iU streets, squares,

and houses. He urge* the Greek Archaeological

Society to take up the work, since the excavations

which the French Government had in view are at

an end, now that it has settled imi>ortant topo

graphical questions, and found a number of

statues and especially inscriptions. For the pre

servation of these treasures the Greek Govern

ment has determined to found a special museum

on the neighbouring island of Mykonos, for Delus

is at present uninhabited. A house has already

been hired for the purpose, and the objects will

gradually be brought over from Delos and

arranged.

I have as yet refrained from telling your

readers that a rich Greek settled at Alexandria,

M. J. Demetriu, some months ago made a hand

some present to the Greek Government He

gave it his world-renowned Egyptian collection

of object* of art and coins. Of this collection,

which has already arrived at Athens in several

cases, I shall be able to give a more exact account

when it is open to the public. It will 1h> arranged

and shown in the large rooms of the Polytechnic,

where the Mycena- museum has also found a

place. The commission charged with the exhi

bition of the collection is at present occupied in

examining the cabinet of coins, which is most

important. According to the catalogue prepared

at Paris some years ago by Feuardent, it consists

of 4,1th) coins, of which iiM belong to the days

of the Ptolemies, o.li-'j to Koman times. Since

then the collection has been enriched with over a

thousand additional coins. Sr. P. Lambkos.

hale*.

Ox Monday. Tuesday, and Wednesday of last

week a collection of engravings and etchings

formed by the Kev. James J. Heywood was

■old by auction by Messrs. Sotlieby, Wilkinson

Jt Hodge. A few of the higher prices realized

will be found below. S ', is Iterchem, La

Vaclie qui s'Abreuve, first state, the name etched

in large letters without the address, M. John

Dean, a portrait of Mrs. Jane Dalrymple Elliot,

after (iauislxiroujli, proof with a large margin,

42/. IU*. W. Dickinson, Benedicta ltamus, or

Lady Day, after Itomney, a very early proof,

2TW. lu. Alhrecht Durer, The Virgin and the

Monkey, lA'J. L (iau tier, Louise of Lorraine,

wife of Henry HI. of France, under the por

trait the artist's signature, with date, 15K",

36J. 10». Portrait of Mary Panton, Duchess

of Ancaster, in a masquerade dress, after Hud

son, proof, 41/. A. van tistade, Le Peintre, ou

Ostade lui-meme <lans son Atelu-r, early impres

sion, before the letters in the margin, and with

the high cap, 24/. 10*. Paul Potter, Le Vacher,

the large plate in the first state, and with eight

cows, 1o4j, 31/. 10*. Rembrandt, Angels ap

pearing to the Shepherds, third state, from the

Brentano Collection, 2H/. Portrait of Jau

Asselyn, third state, from the Aylesford Collec

tion, 24/. 10*. J. 1 ; .Smith, The Leveson Gower

ChUdren, after Komney, a proof of the engrav

ing of Komnev's masterpiece, !IH/. James

Ward, The Daughters of Sir T. Krankland,

after Hoppner, pr(M>f touched by Hoppner,

20/. 10*. The collection realized l,t>4K/. 5a. Oof.

A collection of paintings and water-colour

drawings was sold on Saturday by Messrs.

Christie, Manson & Woods. A composition of

nine figures, entitled 'A Fete Chaiupetre,' by

Loucret, realized ttSUf., while another of eleven

figures, named ' The Swing,' by the same artist,

fetched 420/. ; a portrait of a lady, by Terburg,

fetched 'MAI. ; two landscapes, with figures, by

Cuyp, 241/. 10*. each ; a portrait of George

Gordon, Marquis of Huntly, by Yandyck, 200

guineas.

4'vat-Qit 6ossin.

Amoxo Sir F. Leighton's contributions to the

next exhibition of the Royal Academy will be

his own portrait, intended for the Uffizi Col

lection, which we mentioned last year. This is

a striking and vigorous picture of the P. K.A. ,

wearing over a black coat his Doctor's gown of

two deep reds, and the large gold medallion

which is the eturiyne of the presidentship. The

face is nearly in full front view, the light comes

from our left ; the head is characteristically

erect, and the expression marked by digni

fied candour. The modelling of the Hesh, the

carnations proper, and the harmony of the dress

with the face and background, leave nothing to

be desired. It is an even liner portrait than

that of Capt. Burton which Sir F. Leighton

exhibited lately. The artist has likewise a large

picture of an idyllic subject, suggested by a

passage in Theocritus, and comprising figures

of nymphs seated and reclining. A sylvan pipe-

player sits near them on an upland meadow

lieside a group of trees. Beyond these figures

appears a vast open landscape. Portraits of

the Countess of Rosebery, in white, and Mrs.

Rashleigh, in black, do not exhaust the list of

this painter's recent labours.

Amonu Mr. E. 1). Jones's contributions to the

Grosvenor Gallery Exhibition will be a series of

superbly designed and exquisitely coloured car

toons for the stained glass in several churches.

< >f these the more important are as follows :

—No. 1 is a Judgment window of three

lights for Easthampstead Church, in which St.

Michael is at the top of the centre light,

holding his banner and scales, while record

ing angels appear below, with four angelic

trumpeters. The bottom of the design is occu

pied by men and women rising from the grave.

Two women in the light on our left represent

the quick ; there is a garden at the back

of this group ; the backgrounds of other groups

are appropriate to the subjects. No. 2 is a large

window designed for a church in North

umberland; the subject is Paradise, with the

Lamb on a hillock (according to the mode

of Van Eyck's great picture), with four rivers

issuing at his feet and passing through the

accessory lights of the window, near it are the

four symbolic winged animals of the Evangelists ;

the rest of the window is filled with angels and

men and women. All these paintings have

lovely sentiment and delicate coloration. Grace

of attitude, serenity which is beautiful in itself,

complete repose and purity, pervade these fine

*' inventions. " No. 3 consists of two wide lights

executed for the cathedral at Salisbury. They

comprise figures of angel pilgrims travelling with

their staves in stony landscapes. These are

called " angeli miuistrantes " ; two others are

" anguli laudantes," and furnished with harps ;

they walk in grassy landscapes. No. 4 consists

of a circular picture of Christ, showing his five

wounds, and borne on winged Thrones. The

latter figures are of a purple hue, according to

the old tradition of painting. The robe of

Christ is ultramarine. The loveliness and

purity of these faces will distinguish this

picture, which is in water colour. Besides the

above are two designs for tapestry. The sub

ject of No. 5 is a Dryad. She is represented

as a young girl in a bluish-white robe, with a

thick bush surrounding her. No. 0 depicts a

Nereid playing with fishes, which she is taking

out of the sea and tossing back again. The

treatment of the foliage and water is adapted

to tapestry. No. 7 is a panel of raised glass,

gilded and enriched with colours, repre

senting a Cupid hunt, with a blindfold Cupid

stringing his bow and girls rushing away from

him. In addition are a few figures for stained

glass, and two small designs for metal-work, being

a Nativity and a Pieta. These designs represent

some of the labours of the artist during the last

ten years.

Mr. Georoe Dennis has begun excavations

at Smyrna which it is hoped may yield valuable

results.

The managers of the Essex and Chelmsford

Museum are going to hold an exhibition, on

January 18th and following days, of paintings

by Essex artists and of Essex scenery by other

than Essex artists. We hope the promoters will

publish a catalogue of the exhibition, which

would be a valuable contribution to English

art history, and worthy of imitation by other

counties.

Messrs. Blackie & Son will publish imme

diately the drawing - books which, as we have

said, are to be issued under the superintendence

of Mr. E. J. Poynter, R A.

An exhibition of historical portraits has been

opened in the Kiinstlorhaus at Vienna. The

collection numbers about nine hundred works,

by Gorman, Italian, and French painters.

It is expected that, except the decorative

works, the new Hotel de Ville, Paris, will be

finished before the end of next year.

A French Monsignore has discovered a great

catacomb before the S. Pancrazio gate at Rome.

It has ten chapels, and extends as far as the

foundations of the Villa Doria Pamphily. All

the graves have been previously opened, but the

discoverer hones that he may still come upon

some which nave been left undisturbed. He

believes the catacomb to be connected with that

of St. Julius, Pope.

The first part of ' Modern Artists,' a series

of twelve illustrated biographies, which we have

already described as edited by M. F. G.

Dumas, will appear in January next. The

biographies of Sir Frederick Leighton, P.R.A.,

Mr. Millais, R.A., and Mr. Herkomer, A.R.A.,

will make up the first part issued. The portrait

of Sir Frederick, by Mr. Watts, has been etched

by M. Raj on, and M. Waltner has rendered

the portrait of himself painted by Mr. Millais

for the Uflizi ; Mr. Herkomer has written his

own text and etched his own portrait, as well

as two other large plates of ' The Poacher's

Fate ' and 'The Woodcutters,' which accompany

his biography. A number of reproductions of

original sketches of various descriptions are in-

corj>orated in the text, which is further enlivened

by drawings of the interior of the houses in

habited by these three painters, of their studios,

and of the rare works of art which have found a

place in their collections.

M. Ei'tikuE Mi ntz has just corrected the last

proofs of his expected work on Raphael, which

is to be brought out immediately. The volume

is illustrated with great profusion by the best

methods of reproduction recently perfected,

and in the text M. Miintz will, wo hope, put an

end to the confusion recently introduced into

the biography of Raphael by the brilliant, but

not always trustworthy, hypotheses of Prof. Her

mann Grimm.

Tiiekk died at the pretty village of Goodwick,

near Fishguard Bay, on the 3rd inst. , Mr.

William Frederick Harrison, whose drawings

and paintings, especially of coast scenery, were

occasionally exhibited at the Royal Academy,

the Dudley, and other galleries. He was the

eldest son of the late Mrs. Harrison, the flower-

painter, whom he outlived only five years.

On the 10th inst. died at Stockholm the well-

known Swedish painter, Johan Kristoffer Bok-

lund, in his sixty-third year. He was Curator

of the National Museum at Stockholm and

Director of the Academy of Fine Arts. He

was a pupil of Couture. His best pictures were

scenes from Swedish history in the sixteenth

century, which he had made his particular study.

MUSIC

THE WEEK.

Hkh Majesty's Theatre. — ' Mtu-itnna ' ; the autumn
season.
Cbvstal Palace.—Sullivan's * Martyr of Antioch.'
Bt. James's Hall.—The Popular Concert*.
Highbuky Atiikx.«.i;m.—Dr. Gladstone's ' Nicodemus.'

By the production of Wallace's 'Maritana'

for the first time in Italian, with recitatives

by Signor Tito Mattei, another of the
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pledges set forth at the commencement of

the autumn opera season at Her Majesty's

was fulfilled. Judging by the state of the

house at each of the two performances, this

singular proceeding was successful in a

managerial sense, hut from an art point of

view its value was less than nothing.

Signor Tito Mattei's recitatives are in the

conventional style, and very little can be

said either for or against them, but they

serve to heighten the incongruity of

"Wallace's feeble ballads as integral portions

of a lyric drama. The performance, in

which Mdlle. Widmar, Madame Trebelli,

Signor Vizzani, Signor Ghilberti, and Mr.

Barrington Foote took part, may be dis

missed without comment. A glance at the

general features of the opera season just

concluded must result in conclusions the

reverse of pleasing. The modest pro

gramme put forward has been carried out

except as to the revival of ' Semiramide,'

and of the nonfulfilment of this clause no

one is likely to complain. But the mistakes

made have been many and serious. The

confidence and support of even our long-

suffering public are likely to be forfeited

by the continued representation of faded

operas, by the appearance of singers without

any pretensions to even mediocre ability,

and t>y performances often disgracefully

slipshod, and sometimes beneath criticism.

Regarding the production of ' Maria di

Gand,' Signor Tito Mattei's published letter,

acknowledging the work to nave been com

posed twelve years ago, before the influence

of modern theories of opera had begun to

be felt generally, sets the matter right as

regards himself, but it does not explain the

acceptance of the opera at the present time.

It would serve no useful purpose to give a

list of all the new singers who have appeared.

Some failed egregiously at the outset, and

others who made a favourable impression at

their dihut did not succeed in maintaining

it at subsequent performances. Madame

Giovannoni-Zacchi and Signor Aldighieri

are alone likely to be re-engaged on account

of their artistic excellence. There was un

doubtedly a considerable improvement in

the chorus, but, owing to the lack of ade

quate rehearsals, it was on some occasions

imperceptible. In the present temper of the

public the establishment of a permanent

lyric theatre, with performances in different

languages at different periods of the year,

and without any state or municipal subven

tion, would appear to be a practicable under

taking, but its realization is apparently as

far off as ever.

The first performance in London of Mr.

Sullivan's ' Martyr of Antioch,' produced in

October last at the Leeds Festival, attracted

to the Crystal Palace last Saturday a far

larger audience than has been seen in the

concert-room on any previous occasion during

the present season. The work was so fully

criticized in these columns on its first per

formance that it is needless to add much to

what was then said. Further acquaintance

with tbe music strengthens the impression

that, though described on the title-page as

a "sacred musical drama," the music has

about it very little that is dramatic, and still

less that is sacrod. We are not disposed to

blame the composer for this, because it is

very doubtful whether tho work would have

gained had Mr. Sullivan, instead of allow

ing his ideas to flow in their natural chan

nel, forced them in some other direction in

order to satisfy conventional ideas as to

what is sacred and what is dramatic. Mr.

Sullivan's genius is essentially lyrical, and

those portions of ' The Martyr of Antioch '

in which this element predominates are

precisely those in which the greatest effects

are made. We may instance the whole of

the opening hymn to Apollo, the tenor song,

" Come, Margarita, come," and Margarita s

first air, to say nothing of such numbers as

the chorus " Come away with willing feet "

and the " Io Ptean," in proof of this state

ment. The choruses are in general superior

to the solo music, because in the former the

dramatic sinks mostly into merely a subor

dinate position; the only really dramatic

chorus — the short "Blasphemy," p. 178

of the score—is one of the least original, sug

gesting both the " Barabbas ! " in Bach's

' Passion according to Matthew,' and the

choruses of the people in Mendelssohn's

'Christus.' 'The Martyr of Antioch'

deserves, and will no doubt achieve, popu

larity, because, though an unequal work, it

is very tuneful and melodious throughout,

the workmanship is excellent, and further (a

point of no slight importance), it is most

gratefully written for soloists, chorus, and

orchestra.

The performance on Saturday was in

some respects most admirable. The cast of

soloists included Mrs. Osgood, Madame

Patey, Mr. Edward Lloyd, Mr. F. King,

and Mr. Henry Cross. As all these, except

ing the first named, sang the work at Leeds,

it is only needful now to say that they

repeated at the Crystal Palace the successes

they had obtained in Yorkshire. Mrs.

Osgood, who replaced Madame Albani in the

part of Margarita, sang the whole of her

music delightfully. We have no more

thorough or more conscientious artist now

before the public thanthe American soprano,

and we think that this season she is singing

better than ever. The orchestra was admir

able, with the one reservation that the brass

was sometimes too obtrusive ; but the Crystal

Palace Choir, to whom the important choral

work was allotted, proved itself—we fear we

must say as usual—altogether unequal to

the requirements of the music. It was not

so much that they sang inaccurately, though

in the unaccompanied hymn, "Brother,

thou art gone before us," the false intona

tion was in places absolutely distressing;

buttho great fault was a totalwant of spirit, a

feebleness, wemight almost say ' ' flabbiness, ' '

about the choruses, which to those who had

not heard the music at Leeds must have

conveyed a most inadequate idea of the

power and beauty of some of the numbers.

It would be far better for the reputation of

the Crystal Palace Concerts that choral

music should be excluded altogether from

their plan of operations than that it should

be rendered in such an unsatisfactory man

ner. The choir do well enough in familiar

music, such as the ' Hymn of Praise ' ; but

the listening to novelties performed by them

has been for the most part a painful

experience. Mr. Sullivan, who conducted

his own work, was warmly and deservedly

applauded at the close.

At the Popular Concerts of Saturday and

Monday last Mdlle. Janotha made her final

appearances for the present season. She

played on Saturday Beethoven's ' Wald-

stein ' Sonata, and on Monday Chopin's

Ballade in G minor. The objectionable

practice has grown up at these concerts of

encoring the pianist, whatever may be the

length or character of the work performed.

The blame for this must be equally distri

buted between the artists and the audience.

It is, perhaps, vain to expect the latter to

exercise moderation in the matter, but a little

firmness on the part of the former might

serve to counteract what is fast becoming an

absurdity. A notable feature of Monday's

concert was the performance of Brahms's

Sonata in a, Op. 78, for piano and violin,

by Madame Norman-Neruda and Mdlle.

Janotha. Notwithstanding the dreamy,

meditative nature of this work, it has become

an established favourite, and its beauties are

more apparent at each successive hearing.

The admirable singing of Mr. Arthur Oswald

also deserves mention. This young bari

tone has the making of a first-rate artist.

The Highbury Philharmonic Society, under

the direction of Dr. Bridge, is distinguishing

itself by the production of novelties from

English pens. Last season tho late Henry

Smart's ' Jacob ' was given by this society for

the first time in London, and Dr. Bridge's

cantata ' Boadicea ' was also produced. At

the first concert of the present season, which

was given at the Highbury Athenaeum last

Monday, another new work, the sacred can

tata 'Nicodemus,' composed by Dr. F. E.

Gladstone, was performed for the first time.

Dr. Gladstone is the organist of Norwich

Cathedral, and has hitherto been chiefly

known as a composer by various collections

of pieces written for his instrument, which

evince the possession of a considerable

amount of pleasing melody, and of tho

rough technical training. The present is,

so far as we are aware, his first important

vocal composition. Tho cantata is divided

into three short parts, and occupies about

fifty minutes in performance. The words

are mostly selected from the Scriptures, but

verses of more or less familiar hymns are in

terspersed. In its general style the music

shows traces of the influence of Mendelssohn,

but without anything that can be called a

plagiarism, or even a reminiscence. The

choruses are excellently written and very

pleasing, and Dr. Gladstono may be compli

mented on being able to compose fugues

which are clever without being dry. The

solos are very melodious, and well written

for the voice. The duet "Jesu, Lord, may

such devotion," deserves the epithet charm

ing. The instrumental preludes to the first

and third parts of the work are very good,

especially the latter. In these numbers Dr.

Gladstone shows a good feeling for tone-

colour, but we think he might with advantage

reconsider the instrumentation of some of the

solo numbers (especially Nos. 4, 6, and 16).

in which too exclusive use of the strings gives

a certain monotony to the accompaniment.

It is only fair to the composer to say that a

cathedral organist can have in general but

little opportunity of acquiring that practical

acquaintance with tho orchestra without

which it is almost impossible to become a

master in the art of scoring, and the present

work contains sufficient indications of natural

ability in this direction to warrant the predic

tion that with further practice Dr. Gladstono

may far surpass this his presumably first
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attempt on a large scale. The solos in the

cantata were sung by Miss Thornthwaite and

Mr. Alfred Kenningham. Handel's 'Acis

and Galatea ' and a miscellaneous selection

completed the programme of the concert.

gftusiral 601219.

Mr. Charles Halle will shortly introduce

Berlioz's sacred trilogy ' L'Enfance du Christ '

at his Manchester concerts, and the work will

subsequently be performed in London. The

rocal score with English words is already pub

lished by Messrs. Forsyth Brothers. The next

performance of 'Faust' at St. James's Hall is

fixed for Saturday, January 8th

Ox the occasion of the opening of the Mel

bourne International Exhibition, in October last,

a prize was offered for the composition of the

best cantata, to )>e |>erformed at the inaugural

ceremony. We have had an op|>ortunity of ex

amining the prize work—the cantata ' Victoria,'

by Leon Caron—and are sorry to have to express

an unfavourable opinion on it It is impossible

honestly to describe it as anything but trash ;

and the conclusion is forced upon us that either

the standard of musical ability .it Melbourne

must be very low, or that the judges, who, we

arc given to understand, were mostly amateurs,

were altogether unqualified for their work.

Mr. E. DanmebXTHER announces another

aeries of Musical Evenings, to be given at his

residence, 12, Orme Square, on January 20th,

February :trd and 17th, and March 3rd. The

programmes, as usual, are most interesting. On

the first evening Sgambati's Quintet in n flat,

Chopin's Sotiata, Op. 65, for piano and violon

cello, and Beethoven's great Sonata, Op. 106,

are to be given ; while for the remaining con

certs, in addition to more or less familiar works

by Beethoven and Bach, Urahms's Piano Quartet

in a, Mr. Hubert Parry's Quartet in a flat,

Dvorak's Trio in o minor, and a Sonata and

Quartet by Edvard Grieg are promised.

Mdlle. Janotha gave her second and last

pianoforte recital this season on Wednesday

afternoon at St. James's Hall. Her programme

included Beethoven's Sonata in e flat, < >p. 27,
No. 1, Bach's Fantasia in <• minor, three of

Chopin's Preludes, Mendelssohn's Variations

Serieuses, and Schumann's ' Carnaval. '

The North London Philharmonic Society,

conducted by Mr. Henry J. B. Dart, gave their

first concert for the season on Thursday evening

last, at St. Andrew's Hall, Newman Street,

when Mr. J. F. Harnett's cantata, 'The Building

of the Ship,' and a miscellaneous selection formed

the programme.

At the thin! of Mr. Stephen S. Stratton's

Chamber Concerts at Birmingham, last Tuesday

week, Mozart's Clarinet Quintet, Spohr's Duo,

Op. 13, for violin and viola, Alfred Motion's

String Quartet in r, and Goetz's Trio in o minor,

were the principal works performed.

Wi have received from Messrs. Rudall, Carte

& Co. the ' Professional Pocket-book ' for 1881.

This publication is now so well known for its con

venient arrangement and its general utility to

the musical profession, that it needs no recom

mendation from us. It will suttice to say that

the issue for the coming year shows no falling

off in value.

Hesr Wilhelm Treiber, the conductor of the

Euterpe Concerts at Leipzig, has been appointed

conductor to the theatre at Cassel, and enters

upon his duties at the new year.

A new pianist, Fraulein Eugenie Mcnter, a

younger sister of the distinguished pianist Sophie

Menter, has recently appeared with success in a

concert at Munich.

At the National Theatre in Pesth a new opera

by Fran* -1, ' A Ne'vtclen Hosiik,' was pro-

dv ' * "-«t. The music is said to be

onyinai iu ^

Herr Pi dor's Conservatorium at Dresden

will celebrate, on the 26th of January, the

twenty-fifth anniversary of its foundation by a

performance of Bach's great Mass in b minor,

in which the chorus and orchestra will consist of

present, and the soloists of former, pupils of the

institution.

The Mitsikalinchet Wochenblatt makes, on the

authority of the musical correspondence of a

Riga paper, the hardly credible statement that

at a performance of ' Lohengrin ' in St. Peters

burg an air from Verdi's ' Luisa Miller ' was

interpolated in Wagner's opera.

A new "secular oratorio," entitled 'Alaric,'

by Georg Vierling, was produced with great

success at Bremen last month, under the direc

tion of Herr Reinthaler.

Rubinstein's ' Nero ' wa? given at tho Berlin

Opera on the 3r<Unit.,[aiid met with a somewhat

cool reception.

DRAMA
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CorRT.—'Adrienne LecmiTreiir,' a Drams in Five Acta.
From the French of Scribe and Legouve.

It can scarcely be said that in ' Adrienne

Ijocouvreur ' Madame Modjeska exhibits

any new phase of her powers. In it, how

ever, she Rhows for the first time the full

value of her method. That special grace

and charm of womanhood which she is able

to convey is not less apparent and not less

effective in ' Adrienne Leeouvreur ' than in

' Marie Stuart.' Its effect is even more

powerful, as it is bulancod by no display

of queenly dignity or state. With it, more

over, is coupled in the last act of tho play

an amount of interest such as, in degree at

least, has not before been exhibited.

Very heavily handicapped is an actress

who attempts to play Adrienne Leeouvreur

in English. To our public the recitation of

the fable of La Fontaine, which constitutes

the chief feature in the second act, is mean

ingless, and that oven of the famous denun

ciation from ' Phcdro ' is not much more

significant. Of the public frequenting the

theatre not a third knows, probably, of the

existence of ' Phedre,' and of that third,

even, a singularly small per-centage is aware

of the meaning of the recitation afforded.

The same difficulty attended the one actress

who before Madame Modjeska essayod this

role in English. In October, 1849—the year

in which tho drama of MM. Scribe and

Legouve was given at tho Cbmedie FrancaiBe

—Mrs. Stirling played the heroine of an

adaptation by John Oxenford, entitled ' The

Beigning Favourite.' In this, as in the

present adaptation, the scenes on which

Rachel, and after her Madame Itistori and

Mdlle. Sarah Bernhardt, relied for their

strongest effects fell comparatively flat, and

the hold on the public had either to be

obtained in the comedy of the earlier acts

or in the great concluding situation.

In the opening scenes the singularly arti

ficial nature of the play was strongly felt.

This fact may bo taken as proving that the

impression made by the actress was scarcely

profound. If this conclusion be accepted,

un ample revenge was subsequently taken.

Recalling many successive interpretations of

Adrienne by artists of highest mark, we do

not hesitate, so far as the last scene is con

cerned, to award Madame Modjeska the

precedence. Less passionate and less subtle

than some of her predecessors, the latest

interpreter was neither less powerful nor less

successful. To argue, as is sometimes

attempted, concerning the character of

Adrienne Leeouvreur is mere futility. All

that we know of the heroine is that she was

an actress and that she loved. To one with

imagination these facts are everything;

to those devoid of that not too commonly

accorded gift they are nothing. Each suc

ceeding exponent is free to treat the cha

racter as she pleases. In place, then, of

wild burst and mad impulse, Madame Mod

jeska shows a beautiful, tender, and trusting

being, to whom love is the breath of her

nostrils and sacrifice the rule of her life.

By the thought of rivalry she can be raised

to something approaching fury ; but love

holds her in too fervent clasp to jJermit

of her wasting much time upon hate.

This is as good a conception as another,

and it is presented with admirable art.

Not until the death scene is reached is

the influence upon the audience quite

electrical. At that point, however, the

effect is irresistible. Not more remark

able is the triumph itself than are the

moderation and legitimacy of the means by

which it is reached. A conception equally

thoughtful, intelligent, and beautiful has

not often been realized with success so com

plete. With those demonstrations of physical

horror which are tho resource of actresses

incapable of higher and more intellectual

effort Madame Modjeska entirely dispenses.

In no previous performance of Adrienne

Leeouvreur which we recall has the death

scene been so picturesque, so beautiful, so

artistic, and so touching. The detail through

out is carefully studied, and the varying and

contrasted phases of suffering are admirably

shown.

For the highest gifts of tragedy 'Adrienne

Leeouvreur' affords no scope. It is, as it

was intended to be, a drama of real life, or

life which is ji«7»i-real, and of times which

are almost modern. In the rendering of the

scenes of delirium, an exaltation the effect

of which comes little short of terror is dis

played. Pity is, of course, presont through

out . Very far tho finest performance Madame

Modjeska has yet exhibited is this. It needs

only a little more repose at the outset of the

fifth act to rank as a perfect exposition of a

poetical conception.

Moderate support is afforded. The want

of distinction, which is the chief fault in the

subordinate characters, is the more marked

by the contrast afforded by Madame Mod

jeska, who in this respect is admirable. Mr.

Anson acts with much power as Michonnet,

the prompter, but is too virile, especially in

his wooing. Mr. Lin Rayne presented in

tho right style the Abbo Choiseul, and Mr.

Robertson gave a conscientious rendering

of Maurice do Saxe. A little more attention

to the recitation of Adrienne Leeouvreur in

the fourth net is requisite. That the Prin-

cesse de Bouillon should seek to distract his

attention is conceivablo ; that he should

yield her attention almost undivided while

the woman he loves is reciting in her

most powerful style is not probable. Miss
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Amy Roselle as the Princesse had a rôle

but indifferently suited to her capacities.

Miss Emery was natural as the Duchesse

d'Aumont.

3ramatic 605sig,

Miss LITToN's appearance at the Gaiety

Matinées will take place about the 15th of

January in Wycherley's comedy, “The Country

Girl.” Performances will be given every day.

Goldsmith's ‘Good-natured Man’ and “The

Busybody’ of Mrs. Centlivre are also pro

mised. Each piece will be played for a fort

night. The company Miss Litton has engaged

includes Mr. Hermann Vezin, Mr. W. Farren,

Mr. Lionel Brough, Mr. Stephens, Misses Cress

well and Harris, and many other actors.

A New piece by Mr. Frank Marshall, with

music by Signor Orsini, will be played early in

the new year at the Olympic Theatre.

A onE-ACT comedietta by Mr. W. Ellis, en

titled “Our Relatives, has been produced at the

Olympic. It is familiar in story and conven

tional in treatment.

Miss GENEVIEvE WARD quitted England for

America in the Bothnia on Saturday last. A

sea-voyage has been recommended her for her

health. After her return, early in the new

year, she will appear in a comedy, the name and

nature of which are for the present withheld.

‘DIvoRçoNs, a three-act comedy of MM.

Victorien Sardou and Émile de Najac, produced

at the Palais Royal, has obtained a complete

success, for which the acting of Madame Chau

mont and M. Daubray in the principal rôles is

largely responsible.

THE Comédie Française has revived, with a

strong cast, “Jean Baudry, the dramatic chef

d'oeuvre of M. A. Vacquerie.

To CoRRESPONDENTS.–G. E. H.—W. B.—D. B.–M. Y.—

received.

F. L.-Too late.

No notice can be taken of anonymous communications.

NEW WORKS.

-

FRASER'S MAGAZINE, for
JANUARY. Price 2s. 6d.

A CULTURE GHOST; or, Winthrop's Adventure.

EMPEROR ALEXANDER's REFORMs. By o. K.

The PRoPHETIC PoweR of PoETRY. By Prof. J. C. shatrp.

PREHISTORIC SCIENCE en FETE.

HENRY JOHN CODRINGTON: Admiral of the Fleet.

POLK LULLABIES.

The LAST CHAPTER of IRISH HISTORY.

Brodrick.

OUR IDEALs. By Lady Violet Greville.

A PLEA for our DULL BOYS. By an oxford Tutor.

A VOICE from the BASTILLE.

RUMOURS.

ENDYMION. By the Right Hon.
the EARL of BEACONSFIELD, "Quico.uid as."3 vols, post 8vo, price 31s. 6d. Quicquid agunt homines

The EAR LY HISTORY of

CHARLES JAMES Fox. By GEORGE ofTo TREVELYAN, M.P.

Second Edition. 8vo. price 18s.

LECTURES on the SCIENCE of

LANGUAGE. By F. MAX MULLER, M.A., Professor of Compara

tive, Philology at Oxford. New Edition (1880), thoroughly Revised,

2 vols. crown 8vo. 16s.

BACON'S ESSAYS, with Annota
tions. By RICHARD WHATELY, D.D., some time Archbishop of

Dublin. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

HANDBOOK to the BIBLE; or,
Guide to the Study of the Holy Scriptures from Ancient Monuments

and Modern Exploration y F. R. CONDER and Lieut. C. r.

CoNDEit, R. E. Second Edition. Maps, Plates, &c. post svo. 7s 6d.

G. A NOT'S ELEMENTARY

TREATISE on PHYSICS. Experimental and Applied. Translated

by E. ATK iNSoN, Ph D F.C p" Ninth Edition": 4 Plates and

820 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 15s.

GANOT’S NATURAL PHILO

SOPHY, for GENERAL READERs and YoUNG PERSONS. T -

lated by E. ATK1NSON, Phio. F. C. S. Th' #'s.w'",
Coloured Plates and 454 Woodcuts, large crown 8vo. 7s.6d.

By the Hon. G. C

London: LoNGMANs & Co.

C. K E G A N PA U L & C O.’S

NEW L/ST.

--

3 vols. demy 8vo. cloth, price 42s. -

D0N QUIX0TE DE LA MANCHA.

Composed by MIGUEL DE CERVANTES SAAVEDRA.

A New Translation from the Originals of

1605 and 1608-

By ALEXANDER JAMES DUFFLELD.

With Notes.

2 vols. foap. 4to. cloth, price 50s.

THE BOKE NAMED THE

GOUERNOUR.

Deuised by Sir THOMAS ELYOT, Knight.

Edited, from the First Edition of 1531,

By HENRY HERBERT STEPHEN CROFT, M.A.,

Barrister-at-Law.

With Portraits of Sir Thomas and Lady Elyot, copied by

permission of Her Majesty from Holbein's Original

Drawings at Windsor Castle.

MR. TENNYSON'S NEW WOLUME.

BALLADS, AND OTHER POEMS.

By ALFRED TENNYSON, Poet-Laureate.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 5s.

With 2 Maps and 106 Woodcuts, crown 8vo. cloth, price 5s.

THE NATURAL CONDITIONS OF

EXISTENCE AS THEY AFFECT

ANIMAL LIFE.

By KARL SEMPER.

*** Vol. XXXI. of “The International Scientific Series.”

Demy 8vo. with 18 Illustrations, cloth, price 18s.

G. E. N. O. A :

How the Republic Rose and Fell.

By J. THEODORE BENT, B.A., Oxon,

Author of ‘A Freak of Freedom; or, the Republic of S. Marino.’

Demy 8vo, with Map and 60 Illustrations, cloth, price 9s.

NEW COLORAD0 AND THE

SANTA FE TRAIL.

By A. H. H.A YES, Jun., M.A., F.R.G.S.

Large post 8vo. cloth, price 12s.

SHAKSPEARE AND CLASSICAL

ANTIQUITY:

Greek and Latin Antiæ": as presented in Shakspeare's

ays.

By PAUL STAPFER.

Translated by EMILY J. CAREY.

Large crown 8vo. cloth, price 7s.

ANNE EVANS: Poems and Music.

With Memorial Preface by ANN THACKERAY RITCHIE.

Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 5s.

DOLORES: a Theme with Variations.

In Three Parts.

Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 2s.

LATIN AND GREEK VERSE

TRANSLATIONS.

By CHARLES DONALD MACLEAN, M.A.

London: 1, Paternoster-square.

W. SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & ALLEN.

-o

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

GRIMM'S TEUTONIC MYTHOLOGY.

Translated from the Fourth German Edition by J. S. STALLY

BRASS. In 2 vols. Vol. I., demy 8vo, cloth, 15s.

“The study of Folk-lore will, in consequence of this book, make great

advances.”—Notes and Queries. “An admirable piece of work.”

Acades”.

ASGARD and the GODS. Tales and Tradi

tions of our Northern Ancestors. Edited by W. S. W. ANSON.

Numerous Plates and Illustrations, demy 8vo. rich cloth, gilt edges,

7s.6d

“A delightful book, bright and picturesque.”–Literary Churchman

“Of all the books of the season this is that which combines, in a most

satisfactory manner, amusement and instruction."—Standard. “An

excellent book, and deserves to be thankfully received....All is skilfully

arranged and described in language poetic but clear."
Notes and Q=eries.

CAROLINE, Von LINSINGEN and KING

WILLIAM IV. Unpublished Love-letters discovered among the

Literary Remains of Baron Reichenbach. Cloth, crown 8vo.

“Claims to reveal a secret which has been kept for nearly a century

....Caroline was none other than the unrecognized first wife of our

King William IV.”-Academy. “Will certainly secure a placein general

literature.”—Eramin
er.

GLIMPSES of BIRD LIFE, Portrayed with

Pen and Pencil. By J. E. HARTING and J. P. ROBERT. Double

fcap. folio, magnificently bound in rich cloth, with numerous wood

cuts and 20 exquisite Full-Page Coloured Plates in the highest style

of Art, 2.2s.

“Mr. Robert has been very happy, and has managed to infuse a good

deal of character into the portraits. Most of his tit-mice are notable

instances of this, and his chattinch warbling its

budding spray is a particularly vigorous and lifelike drawing.”—rises

“We hail with satisfaction the advent of an artist who cars *-e

such work as this....Mr. Ro has made a special study of bird-life.

and we are not overrating his work when we say that these pictures are

far in advance of anything of the kind hitherto produced....The birds,

in all twenty species, are all life-size.”—Zoologist.

ALPINE PLANTS. Painted from Nature

by J. SEBOTH Edited, with descriptive Text and Introduction, by

A. W. BENN "...M.A. B.Sc., Second Series. Super-royal 16mo.

with 100 Coloured Plates, half-Persian extra, gilt top, 25s.

“The work is full of charms, and the painting of the plants is perfect.

and deserves the highest praise.”— Examiner. “The general fidelity to

nature is remarkable, and affords an illustration that special training is

requisite for the botanical artist. The plates afford a striking eontrast

to the blundering prettiness that amateur artists indulge in.”

Atheness.

ROYAL RELIEF ATLAS of all PARTS of

!he EARTH, 31.Maps,in Relief, with Text facing each Map, by
G. P. pp. F.s is framed in eardbeenri

htly song from the

*EVAN, F.G.S. F.S.S. Each Map

mounts, guarded, in a new style, and the whole half bound in 1vel.

gilt, 4to. 21s.

Count, Moltke writes of these maps:–“They meet with my cordian

approval....They are well£ to give a clear, general picture of the

structure and relation of the different countries....Their clearness and

tasteful execution are to be greatly praised,” &c. The feeher says:

“The only absolutely satisfactory way of teaching physical geography

is by means of relief maps... Messrs. Sonnenschein & Allen have gone

far towards removing the difficulty of their cost. This work is pub

lished at a price which brings it well within the reach of the middle and

upper classes. Every parent who wishes his children to understand

geography should buy the ‘Royal Relief Atlas. It will come as a

revelation to them.”

CHILDREN'S BOOKS.

Each volume fully illustrated, crown 8vo, elegantly bound in gilt cloth.

bevelled boards, gilt edges.

“All these volumes are well illustrated, and in every case the tons

and character of the work will be found well suited to young readers."

A NEw HANS ANDERséN."

RICHARD GUSTAFSSON'S POPULAR STORIES.

“It is well that so charming a raconteur should at last have found

welcome in England. Indeed, we could ill have spared these tales.

Those children with whom Andersen finds favour will assuredly like

Gustafsson too; for in manner as in matter he strongly resembles that

author....It is their freshness, their poetry, their delicacy, that gives

them charm.... In addition to being tastefully bound, the volumes eon

tain many exceilent illustrations. Evidently the publishers have spared

no effort to make the books attractive.”-Academy. “Very admirable

stories."—Times.

1. CHIT-CHAT by PUCK, Tea-time Tales for

Young Little Folks and Young Old Folks. Second Edition, 2s. 6d.

2. R0SELEAVES, Tea-time Tales. Second

Edition, 2s. 6d.

3. W00DLAND NOTES, Tea-time Tales,

3s.6d.

ALICE, and other Fairy Plays for Children.

By KATE FRELIGRATH-KROEKER. Second Edition, including a

Dramatised Version (under sanction) of Lewis Carroll's "Alice in

Wonderland' and “Thro' the Looking Glass, 4s. 6d

BRAVE BOYS Who have become Illustrious

Men of Our Time. By J. M. DARTON. New Edition, 3s.6d.

Carlyle-Ruskin—Thos. Edward-Dr. Arnold-J. Bright,and 21 others

CAPTAIN'S D0C, The. By L. Enault.

Second Edition, 2s. 6d.

ByFABLED STORIES from the ZOO.

ALBERTALBERG. Second Edition, 2s. 6d.

FAMOUS GIRLS who have become Illustri

£," Our Time. By J. M. DARTON. Nineteenth

H. Martineau—F. Bremer, and numerous others.

FISHERMAN of RHAVA, The ; or, Djalmah's

Voyage to Etlan. Second Edition. By C. E. BourNE es. 6d.

GRANDMAMMA'S RECOLLECTIONS. By

GRANDMAMMA PARKER. 3s.6d.

HEROISM of CHRISTIAN WOMEN Of OUR

TIME. By DARTON. 5s.

Sister Dora—Mary Carpenter-Frances Havergal-Mrs. Tait, and 1:

others.

SHERWOOD'S (Mrs.)JUVENILE LIBRARY,

in 3 vols, each vol. complete in itself, and containing Four Tai

2s. 6d. each.

W. SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & ALLEN, London.
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SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & C0.'S

NEW BOOKS FOR PRESENTS AND

N OT || C E.

Now ready, in 1 vol. royal 8vo. pp. 1033, cloth extra, gilt edges, price 21s.

receipt of P.O.O.)

A SPLENDID AND MOST APPROPRIATE CHRISTMAS PRESENT.

A L I R A R Y O F

R E L | G | O U S P O E T R Y.

A Collection of the Best Poems of all Ages and Tongues.

WITH BIOGRAPHICAL AND LITERARY NOTES.

(Carriage free on

EDITED BY

PHILIP SCHAFF, D.D. LL.D., AND ARTHUR GILMAN, M.A.

1t has been the aim of the Editors to make the present Collection truly Catholic.

Representative Poems of all Ages, Denominations, and Countries.

While there are Specimens of the Poetry of almost all the Masters of English Composition, the Minor

Poets have not been forgotten.

Amongst living Authors who have cheerfully sanctioned the use of their Poems may be mentioned Mat

thew Arnold, E. H. Bickersteth, H. Bonar, Robert Browning, Mrs. D. M. Craik, Charlotte Elliott, O. Wendell

Holmes, Lord Houghton, Jean Ingelow, John H. Newman, Archbishop Trench, Alfred Tennyson, J. G. Whit

tier, H. W. Longfellow, &c.; and of the recently dead, whose Copyrights still exist in the hands of Publishers

or Relatives, may be named Catherine Winkworth, A. A. Proctor, J. M. Neale, H. F. Lyte, John Keble, Charles

Kingsley, Frances Havergal, Elizabeth B. Browning, &c.

It embraces a body of

“This handsome volume will find a very extensive circle of purchasers who will give it a hearty reception.

We have nothing like it....The volume contains almost every good poem that could be named....The com

pilers have had a heart in their work, and have placed the religious world under a deep obligation to them.”

Bookseller.

NEW “ART TRAVEL SERIES” of CHEAP

HANDY VOLUMES for TRAVELLERS. Crown 8vo. cloth extra, price 7s.6d.

and

The First Volume (now ready) is

The PYRENEES. By Henry Blackburn. With 100 Illustrations
by GUSTAVE DORE, a New Map of Routes, and Information for Travellers corrected to 1881.

s ". This Edition includes a Description of Lourdes in 1880, and a Special Chapter on ‘The Flowers of the

*yrenees.'

PATHWAYS of PALESTINE: a Descriptive Tour
through the Holy Land. By the Hev. H. B. TRISTRAM, M.A. LL.D. illustrated with 44 large Per

manent Photographs of Scenes of interest in the Holy Land. Will be published in Twenty-two 4to.

Monthly Parts, each with 2 Photographs, price 2s. 6d. f Part I. shortlv.

Books of Adventure and Juvenile Books.
--

THE TWO ENTIRELY NEW BOOKS BY JULES WERNE ARE

The TRIBULATIONS of a CHINAMAN. Fully illus
trated. Cloth extra, gilt edges, price 7s.6d.

The STEAM HOUSE.

Fully illustrated, cloth extra, priee 7s.6d.

1. The Demon of Cawnpore.

JULES WERNE'S STORIES are, as the Times says, “terribly thrilling and absolutely harmless.”

THE TWO ENTIRELY NEW BOOKS BY THE LATE. W. H. G. KINGSTON ARE

The HEIR of KILFINNAN: a Tale of the Shore and

Ocean. Fully illustrated. Cloth extra, gilt edges, price 7s.6d.

DICK CHEWELEY: his Adventures and Misadventures.

Fully illustrated. Cloth extra, gilt edges, 7s.6d.

THE NEW Book BY THE AUTHORESS OF ‘LITTLE MEN,” “LITTLE woMEN, &c. Is

JACK and JILL : a Village Story. By Louisa M. Alcott.
With Illustrations. Cloth extra, price 5s. (Copyrig t.)

NORTHERN FAIRY TALES. A Selection of Asbjornsen's
• Norwegian Fairy Tales, and H. C. Andersen's Danish Fairy Tales. With 36 Full-Page coloured

Illustrations by R.T. Pritchett, F.S.A., and Clifford Merton. Cloth extra, gilt edges, price 5s.

NEW EDITION OF ‘CHILD'S PLAY AND ‘A NEW CHILD'S PLAY.”

CHILD'S PLAY. By E. B. V. A Selection of the Oldest
and best Nursery Songs for Children... Illustrated with 48 Plctures by E. W. B. This Edition contains

the 10 Original Drawings as first published, as well as the 16 Drawings of ‘A New Child's Play, repro

duced by the Dawson Process, and 16 fanciful and Decorative Engravings. In all, forty-eight Illustra

tions, by E. W. B., handsomely bound, price 3s.6d.

The BOY'S KING ARTHUR. With very fine Illustra
tions. Square crown 8vo. cloth extra, gilt edges, price 7s 6d. Edited by SIDNEY LANIER, Editor of

‘The Boy's Froissart.'

FOR GENERAL READING.

SEASONABLE AND

CHARMING ART GIFT-BOOKS.

ALL NEW.-

SPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR PRESENTATION.—An entirely New Edition de Luxe, for Christmas, &c.

WASHINGTON IRWINGS LITTLE BRITAIN; to
gether with The SPECTRE BRIDEGROOM and A LEGEND of SLEEPY Hol.Low. Illustrated by 120

very fine Engravings on Wood by Mr. J. D. Cooper, designed by Mr. Charles O. Murray. Square crown

* 8vo. cloth extra, gilt edges, price 10s. 6d.

“The readers of Washington Irving do not need to be told of the excellence of these stories. They may,

however, be told that in this form they are made more charming; that the illustrations, which are by Charles

O. Murray, are full of humour, and do justice to Washington Irving's conceptions, and that the volume is one

of the prettiest and best of its kind that could be given at this time of the year.”-Scotsman.

1.DITION DE LUXE OF

The EVE of ST. AGNES. By John Keats. Illustrated
in 19 Etchings by Charles O. Murray. Folio, cloth extra 21s. (Large-Paper Edition, Proof Impressions

on Japanese paper, bound in vellum, of which only 50 Copies exist, are ready, price 3. 3s.)

Imperial 4to, cloth extra, gilt edges, price 2. 12s. 6d.

The ETCHER. This Volume contains 36 Examples of
the Original Etched Work of celebrated Artists; amongst others: BIRKET FOSTER. H. R. ROBERT

SON, ROBERT W. MACBE1'H, J. E. HoDGSON, R.A., COLIN HUNTER, J. P. HESELTINE, R. S.

CHATTOCK, &c.

“The Etcher asserts its position with many examples, showing a good deal of technical accomplishment and

considerable pretensions to high artistic merit.”—Times.

Imperial 4to, cloth extra, gilt edges, price 36s.

The GREAT HISTORIC GALLERIES Of ENGLAND.

Edited by Lord RONALD GOWER, F.S.A., Trustee of the National Portrait Gallery. Illustrated.

“Deserves to be one of the most popular of drawing-room table books."-Athenaeum.

EDITION DE LUXE.

Sir EDWIN LANDSEER. By Frederic G. Stephens.
Large-Paper Edition, crown 4to, with Permanent Reproductions of 16 Engravings, after Sir Edwin's most

famous Paintings, and Fac-similes of many of his Etchings. Handsomely bound in cloth, bevelled boards

and gilt edges, price 21s.

“It is certainly completely and carefully compiled.”—Spectator.

With The SANCTION OF The SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT.

SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM 96 Etchings and
many Wood Engravings of Examples of Works of Art in the Museum, and of the Decorations of the

Building, with brief Description Handsomely bound in cloth, with gilt top, price 16s.

A TREATISE on ETCHING. Texts and Plates by
MAXIME LALANNE. Translated by S. R. KOEHLER, with Notes. Royal 8vo, cloth extra, price 12s. 6d.

"." This work is a complete practical description of the art of etching, and gives specimens of printings

from etched plates at various stages of completion.

COMPLETE IN ITSELF.

MEN of MARK. Volume V. Containing 36 very fine
Permanent Cabinet-size Photographs of Men of the Day, taken specially from Life by Lock & Whitfield.

With brief Biographical Notices by THOMPSON COOPER, F.S.A.

price 25s.

“The photographs are very fine specimens of their art.”-Times.

A SHORT HISTORY Of the BRITISH SCHOOL Of

PAINTING. By GEO. H. SHEPHERD. Post 8vo, cloth, price 3s.6d.

GENERAL BOOKS.

MEMORIAL voluME, wiTH 60 CABINET PHoToGRAPHS of THE BRITISH ofFICERs KILLED.

The SOUTH AFRICAN CAMPAIGN. By J. P. Mac
KINNON and S. H. SHADBOLT, 4to, cloth extra, price 2.10s.

"." This splendid volume has been largely subscribed for by friends of the British officers killed in the Zulu

war. It gives a biography of each officer and an account of the war generally,and a list of the services of every

officer engaged in the war.

PEASANT LIFE in the WEST of ENGLAND. By
FRANCIS GEORGE HEATH, Author of ‘The English Peasantry,’ ‘The Fern Paradise," Sylvan Spring,'

“The Fern World," “Our Woodland Trees,” “Burnham Beeches, ‘Trees and Ferns,' &c. Crown 8vo, about

350 pages.

Square 4to, cloth extra, gilt edges,

A Third Edition, Corrected and Revised, and with Additional Matter, is now ready, post 8vo, cloth extra,

price 6s. (post free for 6s. 2d. in stamps),

The IRISH LAND QUESTION: its Parliamentary
History from 1829 to 1869, and the origin and Results of the Ulster Custom. By R. BARRY O'BRIEN,

Barrister-at-Law, Author of . The Irish Land Question and English Public Opinion."

The Right Hon. W. E. GLADSTONE, M.P., in a Letter to the Author, says:-" I thank you for kindly

sending me your work, and I hope that the sad and discreditable story which you have told so well in your

narrative of the Irish Land Question may be useful at a period when we have more than ever of reason to

desire that it should be thoroughly understood"

NEW NOVELS.

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART. By W. Clark Russell,
Author of ‘The Wreck of the Grosvenor, “John Holdsworth,’ &c. 3 vols. [Second Edition in the press.

ERRANT: a Life Story of Latter-Day Chivalry. By
PERCY GREG, Author of ‘Across the Zodiac,' &c. 3 vols.

PRINCE FORTUNE and PRINCE FATAL. By Mrs.
CARRINGTON, Author of “My Cousin Maurice, &c. 3 vols.

The GRANDIDIERS: a Tale of Berlin. By Dr. JULIUS
RODENBERG, Translated from the German by Captain W.M. SAVILE. 3 vols.

London: SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE & RIWINGTON, Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet-street, E.C.
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BOOKS FOR PRESENTS.

Third Edition, 8vo. Portrait and 12 Plates, cloth gilt, 7s. 6i.

MY LIFE AS AN ANGLER.

By WILLIAM HENDERSON.

" No modern book about angling with greater chances of

charming."—Athena um.

"The sweet feeling which pervades these pages will be

their highest praise."—Daily Neivs.

** More entertaining than a novel."—Durham Chronicle.

41 Will amply reward the general reader."—Spectator.

\* Large-Paper Copies of the above Work, with 68

Engravings by Edmund Evans, Full-Page Illustrations on

India paper, Portrait and Etching, price Three Guineas

unbound, and Four Guineas in morocco. Small Paper, in

cloth gilt, One Guinea.

Enlarged Edition, medium 8vo. price 12s.

THE FOLK-LORE OF THE

NORTH COUNTIES OF ENG

LAND AND THE BORDERS.

By WILLIAM HENDERSON.

" A new edition of an excellent book."—Athenarum.

" So largely increased by important and valuable additions

as to be virtually a new book. No mere dry compilation,

but a store of delightful entertainment, which Is well-nigh

inexhaustible."—Daily Telegraph.

Imperial 16mo. elegant cover, price 3#.

TUSCAN FAIRY TALES.

" Sumptuously printed (in sepia) and prettily bound."

Atheneeum.

" A thoroughly delightful book."— Westminster Review.

Crown 8vo. cloth, gilt top, 10 Plates, 6s.

GODS, SAINTS, AND MEN.

By EUGENE LEE HAMILTON.

" Quaint, mediaeval legends and traditions, most of which

have a strong savour of the supernatural, in strong tunefu

and artistic verse."—Scotsman.

Royal 8vo. cloth, price 14*.

STUDIES OF THE

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

IN ITALY.

By VERNON LEE.

" One of the most fascinating books it has been our good

fortune to meet with for a very long time."

Westminster Review.

** Of the fascination of this book there can be no question."

Daily News

Fcap. 8vo. cloth gilt, 6 Plates, price 6*.

THE ANGLER'S NOTE-BOOK.

Containing Papers by WILLIAM HENDERSON, THOMAS

WESTWOOD, JOSEPH EEWIIALL, and many others.

"Wading through its pages is like wading up a Devon

shire trout-stream."—Fishing Gazette.

" A charming volume."—Professor Brou n Cootie, of tT.5,

TINSLEY BROTHERS' NEW PUBLICATIONS.

SECOND EDITION OF TINSLEYS' ANNUAL.

HIGH-WATER MARK.

THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF TINSLEYS' MAGAZINE,

By RICHARD DOWLING,

Author of 1 The Mystery of Killard,' ' Under St. Paul's,' &c.

Numerous Illustrations by HARRY FUBNIS8.

" Mr. Dow!in* works out hi* plot with the ease ofja practised writer, and
the numerous clever and characteristic sketches ol Mr. Furnlu....ald
the illumination of the reader."—Daily Telegraph.

" A story- of absorbing interest, in which the mysterious and romantic
are admirably interwoven."—Literary World.

"A capital story, told with much vigour and spirit, and with that
curious vein of semi-pathetic humour that is inseparable from Mr
Bowling's writings."—Lloyd's.

" Full of interest, which increases with every chapter "
Pittoriil FtM

" Full of incident, and introduces several exeepUumUj pWuut
characters '*—Court Circular.
" There Is an accurate knowledge of London life and s ndftdruai.:

Interest about the story that is very remarkable. It ii taTithly il»■ y Harry F~-
traced with some clever drawings by
"The incidents are worked out with great skill and Is a wij tin

cannot fail to arrest the reader's attention ."—Ctiy Pmi.

Price One Shilling;. Ready at all Booksellers' and News Agents'.

Shortly will be published,

LIFE and TIMES of KING GEORGE IV. from Published

and Unpublished Sources. By PEKCT FITZGERALD, Author of -The Life of David Garrick,' ' Lives of the Ken-

bles,' Ac. 2 vols, demy 8vo.

Now ready. In 1 vol. price 7s. Qd.

FREE-LANCE: Tiltings in Many Lists.

By CHARLES J. DUNPHIE nnd ALBERT KING
"We have seldom met with a more genial and readable book."

Era.

Now ready. In 1 toL 8vo.

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS of an OLD

ACTOR. By F. BELTON.
" A more amusing book has not appeared for a long time. "*— (flot*1-
" A very pleasant, muiabie book, abounding in uuecuoi«r

Now ready, 1 vol. crown 8vo. price 10*. 0d.

The SILVER GREYHOUND. By Captain Martin E.

HAWORTH, late Both Rifles, Queen's Foreign Service Messenger, and M.F.H.

NOVELS.

By Theo. Gift, Author of

THE NEW

A MATTER-OF-FACT GIRL.

' Pretty Miss Bellew,' &c. 3 vols.

LARRY LOHENGRIN. By William Westall, Author of

' Tales and Traditions of Saxony/ &c. 3 vols.

A TWISTED SKEIN. By Esther Ayr ARNOLD LEIGH: a Tale of Ireland of To

day. By Mm. DIQBY-LLOYD, Author ol ' HUll SkiUm-' I™1

crown 8vo.

UNDER ST. PAUL'S. By Richard Dowling, Author of

High-W ater Mark/ ' The Sport of Fate,' etc.

"Mr. Dowling is, in the highest sense of the term,
justice to the delicacy, the suggestivenesa, and the insight w

HONOR. By Miss Alford, Author of ' Nether-

tnn-on-Non," ate. 3 vols.
'- ' Honor ' is a charming character, and her fttrngRlpa and disappoint^

menu, with her ultimate success In the career she has chosen, are
brought out with admirable skill."—Court Journal.

an original writer It is impossible in any description to ^

1th which this plot is developed and wrought out. -bfihW

STUBBLE FARM; or, Three Generations

of English Farmers. By the Author ot ' Ernest Strangles,' *e • "*

" An excellent plot, and plenty of exciting iocidwU. ^ K
" Of the fidelity of the whole book to fact and nature there cm «

doubt."—Athenaum.

By Annie Thomas (Mrs. Pender

The SILENT SHADOW. By Jessie Sale

LLOYD, Author ol ■ The Huelhunt KjBer/.' S »oU.

EYRE of BLENDON.

Cudlip), Author of ' Denis Donne,' &c. 3 vols.

WHAT WILL SOCIETY SAY? a Story of

Society and the Stage. By H. C. COAl*E, Author of ' The Ktngwoods
of Ringwood,' Ac. 3 role.

FROM the WINGS. By B. H. Buxton, Author of 'Jennie

of " The Prince's,'" ' Many Loves,* &c, 3 vols.

ame as a novelist
an agreeable method of arranging her characters and elucidating i

' Mrs. B. H. Buxton's fame as a novelist seems based on an apparently inexhaustible fund of dramatic

^reeable method of arranging her characters and elucidating her plots."—Society.
'The author has never been seen to greater advantage than in this her latest work."—Morning Post.

action, allW t.

SHORTLY WILL BE PUBLISHED,
A New Work of Fiction, in 3 vols., by JEAN MIDDLEMASS, Author of ' Wild Georgie,' ' Innocence »t Fit* »•

ENTITLED,

FOUR IN HAND.

Also a New Hovel, in 3 voln., by BYRON WEBBER, Author of ' Pigskin and Willow," 4c., entitled

IN LUCK'S WAY.

And a New Novel, in 3 vols., by " RITA," Author of ' Like Dian's Kiss,' ' Countess Daphne,' 4c., entitled

MY LADY COQUETTE.

TINSLEYS' MAGAZINE, for January, containing Scfffltf

nnd RING, by B. H Buxton; STRAWBERRY LEAVES, by Richard Dowling; AllARTNTH'S ^^y,.
Annabel Gray ; A LESSON in ANATOMY, by John Augustus O'Shea j POE, by George Barnett Smith ; A ■

INTRODUCTION, by Jessie Sale Lloyd, 4c, will be ready on the 21st inst. Price Osk BmiLIJG.

W. Satchell & Co. 12, Tavistock-street. TINSLEY BROTHERS, 8, Catherine-street, Strand.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

All the BEST NEW WORKS are in CIRCULATION at MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, and

arrangements are made with the leading Publishers for an ample Supply of all Forthcoming Books of

General Interest as they appear.

FIRST-CLABS SUBSCBIPTION, ONE GUINEA PEE ANNUM,

For a Constant Succession of the Best New Books.

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS PER ANNUM,

For the Free Delivery of Books in every part of London.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTION, TWO GUINEAS AND UPWARDS,

According to the number of Volumes required.

V BOOK SOCIETIES AND LITERARY INSTITUTIONS SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS.

REVISED LISTS of WORKS recently added to the Library, and CATALOGUES of SURPLUS

COPIES withdrawn for Sale at greatly Reduced Prices, are now ready, and will be forwarded, postage

free, on application.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS AND NEW YEAR'S GIFTS.

A NEW EDITION of MUDIE'S CATALOGUE of WORKS of the BEST AUTHORS, in morocco

tree calf, calf extra, vellum, and other Ornamental Bindings, adapted for Gentlemen's Libraries or

Drawing-room Tables, and for Christmas, Wedding, or Birthday Presents, School Prizes, and New Year'

Gifts, is now ready, and will be forwarded on application.

All the BOOKS in CIRCULATION and on SALE at MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY may also be

obtained by all Subscribers to

MUDIE'S LIBRARY, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER,

And (by order) from all Booksellers in connexion with the Library.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), New Oxford-street.

CITY OFFICE : 2, KING-STREET, CHEAPSIDE.

Now ready, price td. ; poet tree, f id.

GOLD MINING IN INDIA

ITS PA8T AND PRESENT.

By JER. RYAN, Assoc. LC.E.

London : Kensington It Co. 2, George-street, Mansion House, E.C.

DR. SMILES'S WORKS.

Sow ready. TWENTIETH THOUSAND,

DUTY. With Illustrations of Courage, Patience, and

Endurance. Poet 8vo. &«.

ALSO,

SELF-HELP. With Illustrations of Conduct and Per-

•evenu.ee. 6«.

CHARACTER : a Book of Noble Characteristics. 6*.

THRIFT : a Book of Domestic Counsel. 6.9.

INDUSTRIAL BIOGRAPHY: Iron Workers and Tool

Makcra. 6».

LIVES of the ENGINEERS. 5 vols. 7s. 6d. each.

The HUGUENOTS : their Settlements, Churches, and Indus-

trlea in England and Ireland. 7#. td.

John Mubbay, Albemarle-strect.

E P P S ' S COCOA.

GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our

breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong

enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us ready to

attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well

fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."—Civil Service Gazette.

J Ames Epps at Co. Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

I OF KDPfpa.runw «•»■- »»Tvr«' row j FTftrvnov r«tjp .

POETICAL LICENSE.

Mnguiar nc-HUiy huh touching pathos, a
tore to say is unknown as a type in any <
that he has preferred to emba'm In hit
cruel tUnder, rather than 10 glorify the 1

From the British Medical Journal of Dec 4, 1880.

" In another column we quote a poem of Mr. Tennyson's
lasned in hi* new volume, entitled ' Ballads and other Poemi,'
published this week. This poem is likely to attract great
attention, because it deeply wounds the profession which poets-
and orators alike have commonly agreed to decorate with the
palm due to self denying virtues, pitying kindness, self-
devotion, and untiring ctariiy. Unless distinguished by
these virtues the medical pmfession Is false to Its mission

and belles its history. 1 hat all its members should
alike be patterns of those virtues Is hardly to be ex
pected, and cannot be predicated. It cannot be too
deeply deplored that the laureate poet of onr present time-
should devote his genius 10 embalm, though in language of
singular beauty and touching pathos, a figure which we Ten-

of our hospitals ; and
his verse a current and

, . .te living type which may
be found In every hospital lu Great Britain, and which belies
the standard which Tennitons verse seems to aim at establish
ing. It would be an evil day for humanity If that slander which
his lines embody were true ; and if there were. Indeed, to be
found iu any Children's Hospital, in anv clviliied country, a

surgeon 'with coarse red bair, big face, big chest, big
merciless hand, happier in using the knife than In trying*
to save the limb.' Not only does he hold up this type a*
that of the surgeon in the Children's Hospital, but he endorses
it by adding :—

"* That I can well believe ; for hi looke4 so annt and so r»d.
1 ooold trunk be was oue of tboae whu would brc*k their jests on the

dead.
And mangle the living dow that had loved him, and fawned at his

knee,
Dreoch'd with the hellish oorali— that ever such things should be.'

A verse more ungenerously contrived to insnlt a profession,
and to hold up to execration a class who. more than any other,
have devoted their lives to the service of humanity and their
labours to Its solace, was never written. Medical men wihl
feel bitterly the Insnlt which Is offered and the injustice which
baa been done ; but, fortunately, their work and their character
speaks for Itself, as it has spoken through centuries ; and not
even the angry words of one of the most accomplished of
modern poets will do more than raise a passing feeling of pain
and bitter regret that the character and motive of medical
work should be so shockingly misrepresented."

The foregoing extract from the Brit >th MedUal Journal, ef
the 4th of December, 1«M>, acentos tba Poet Laureate ef
"slandering" the whole medical profession. A more unjust
accusation, a more stupid calumny, could hardly be invented,

itioned utThe Journal 1 utterly ignores ihe
by certain physiologists before the Royal Commission on the

1 subjecting live animals to experiments for scientific
. while its assertion that Mr. Tennyson " holds up this

as that of the surgeon In tht Children's Hospital," is, we
believe, not merely untrue, but totally opposite to the truth.
And it is totally contrary to tact that Mr. Tennyson has

purposes
type as t)

trlved to Insult a profession and to hold up to execration a
class," 4c.

The Laureate describes the medical officer of the Children's
Hospital as " onr kindly old doctor, ' and contrasts him, with
all the poet's truth and power, against the surgeon fresh from
the" schools of France and of other lands"—scoffing atprayer,
sneering at Christ, faithless, heartless, pitllws, cruel. The
portrait In several points is not unlike Magendle, than whom
a more wantonly cruel miscreant seldom, if ever, disgraced tbo
human form. Magendle was rough in voice, of coarsest
manners, said things and discussed subjects before lsdies not
fit for women to hear, took pleasure in inflicting pain, and
even jested and mocked at sgony. We think the Laureate's
description of the vivlsectors capacity is too favourable.
Magendte's knowledge and reasoning powers were smalL Sir
Charles Bell. F.R.8., asserted that " those who are guilty of
protracted cruelties do not potsess minds capable of appre
ciating the laws of Nature." In the same number of the
Brttish Medicnl Journal Is an article on "THE INFLUENCE
OF MUSIC ON THE CIRCULATION." Dogs, cats, and
rabbits were " experimented " upon. The animals, after being
poisoned with curare ai>d strychnia, had " melodies " played
to them on violins, clarionet*, and flutes, while their blood
pressure was measured by a mercurial manometer placed In
connexion with the carotid artery. "The effect varied with
the breed of dog employed." We are finally informed that

these results are just what might have been expected from a
consideration of our know edge of the effects of stimulation of
other sensory nerves. These facts confirm the truth of the*
views of Aristotle, Plato, and Pythagoras as to the necessity
of the cultivation of music by children." f '.) Now, If all this
Is not what may be justly termed, in Professor St. George
Mirart's phraseology, "Fool's folly"—a mania for rand and
blood—a shame to fair science, and a deep disgrace to humanity

what is It :

Playing tunes to poisoned dogs and noting down their heart

beats I which varied with the different breeds ! .' confirms the
necessity of the cultivation of music by children ! ! ! And this
cool- blooded and stupid devilry is termed "science," and
occupies the pages of the Briixh Medical Journal, Not
even the Imagination of the great Michael Angelo in the * Last
Judgment' ever conceived, we believe, the idea of devils
playing melodies to the tortured damned and noting down their

It even out-Deggars Dante's ' Inferno.'

The public will be interested to learn what the majority of
the members of the British Medical Association think of such

matter as this, and how far tbo* e members consider it Is of a
nature to improve the practice of medicine and surgery and
advance the humanity and honour of their noble order.

GEORGE R, JESS R,

Hoaorarv Secretary and Treasurer.

Society Total Abolition of Vivisection.

Henbury, near Macclesfield, Cheshire, Deo. Ctb, 1880.

Bankers: Messrs. HERRI ES A Co., 16, St. James-street,
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Just published, oblong folio, 10s. 6d.

EN and PENCIL NOTES on the RIVIERA

and NORTH ITALY. The Journal of the Wanderings of Four

Wanderers. By MARY B. TOTHILL.

London: Simpkin, Marshall & Co. Bristol : J. W. Arrowsmith.

Now ready, handsomely bound in cloth and gilt, price 10s. 6d.

ThE FORTY-FIRST ANNUAL ISSUE OF

Do's PEERAGE, BARONETAGE, &c.,

for 1881. Containing Biographical Statements respecting every

Peer, Peeress, Bishop, Privy Councillor, Baronet, Knight, &c. Illus

trated with handsome Plates of the various Coronets, Badges, Stars, &c.

Thoroughly Revised and Corrected to latest date.

Whittaker & Co. Ave Maria-lane.

Eighth Edition, price 6d.

"HE SEARCH for a PUBLISHER; or, Counsels

for a Young Author.

Centents.—Publishers—Binding-Copyright, &c.—Sizes of Paper—Pub

lishing Arrangements—Typo-Marks for Proof-Sheets-Notices of the

Press—Illustrations—Advertising-Sizes of Books—Comparative Sizes

of Types, Books, Paper, &c.

London: Provost & Co. 40, Tavistock-street, Covent-garden, W.C.

E W E R Y D A Y.

“It tantalises us.”—Pall Mall Gazette.

“In it, throughout, a touch of nature, and a catholic taste for what is

good.”-Fun.

“Pleasant, and by no means dull.”-Court Journal.

Cloth, 3s., boards, 1s. 6d.

Remington & Co. 133, New Bond-street, W.

B A G S T E R 's B I B L E S.

The FAC-SIMILE POLYGLOT SERIES comprises Bibles in Hebrew,

Greek, Latin, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and English,

which can be interpaged two languages together in any desired com

bination. Catalogues free by post.

S. Bagster & Sons, 15, Paternoster-row, London.

SPRUNER'S HISTORICAL ATLAS.

Just completed, the Third Edition, price 41.14s. 6d, half-russia,

I ISTORICAL ATLAS of the MIDDLE

AGES and MODERN TIMES.

By K. v. SPRUNER.

Third Elition, entirely Re-Engraved.

Edited by Dr. T. MENKE.

90 Coloured Maps,£ also 376 Detail Maps and Plans in their

margins, half-russia, 41. 14s. 6d.

Gotha: Justus Perthes. London: Williams & Norgate; D. Nutt;

Dulau & Co. Edinburgh: Williams & Norgate.

SHAKS: QUARTO FAC - SIMILES.

Photo-lithographed from the First Editions.

HAMLET, 1603. 10s. 6d.

HAMLET, 1604. 10s. 6d.

MIDSUMMER N16HT'S DREAM, 1600 (Fisher). 10s. 6d.

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM, 1600 (Roberts). 10s. 6d.

LOWE'S LABOUR'S LOST, 1598 (W. W., for Cutbert Burly). 10s. 6d.

Or 6s. each to Subscribers of the Series.

Also the following and other

N D I A OF FIC E PUBLICATION S.

A List will be sent free on application.

KASHMIR (Cole), Map, 57 Photographs and Lithographs. 70s.

MUTTRA and AGRA (Cole), 54 Photographs and Lithographs. 70s.

TREE and SERPENT WORSHIP (Fergusson), 100 Photographs and

Lithographs, besides many Woodcuts. 105s.

A few sets of the Lithographic Plates used in this unique Work are for

sale, at perset of 50 Plates, 10s

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY of WEST INDIA (Burgess), Vol. I. 42s.

** ** ** ** II. 63s.

** ** ** ** III. 12s.

CAVE TEMPLES of INDIA (Fergusson and Burgess), 100 Plates. 42s.

STUPA of BARHUT (Cunningham). 63s.

Manuscripts, Rare Books, Pen-and-Ink Sketches, Textile Fabrics,
Curtains, Lace, &c., reproduced by Photo and Chromo£ and

printed by steam-power, in any quantity for Catalogues or Publications.

W. Griggs, Elin House, Hanover-street, Peckham, London, S.E.

THE ANGLO - EGYPTIAN BANKING COM

PANY (Limited).

CAPITAL PAID UP, 1,600,000l. : RESERVE FUND, 100,000l.

HEAD ofFICE: 27, CLEMENT's-LANE, LONDON, E.C.

Branches: Alexandria, Cairo, and Larnaca (Cyprus).

This Bank transacts every description of Banking Business in Egypt,

grants Letters of Credit, and affo other facilities to Travellers pro

ceeding to Egypt and the Nile. O. FoA, Secretary.

27, Clement's-lane, E.C.

SUN LIFE OF FIC E, L ON DO N.
Established 1810.

CHIEF OFFICE–63, Threadneedle-street.

BRANCH OFFICE–60, Charing Cross.

And at Oxford-street, corner of Vere-street.

Life Assurances of all''': - -

1'" Low Rates for Young Lives, and for Non-Participating

oilcles*s.

Prompt Settlement of Claims.

A new and greatly simplified form of Proposal, also the Society's

newly-revised Prospectus, will be forwarded on application.

J. G. PRIESTLEY, Actuary.

EA G L E IN SU R A N C E COMPANY.,

79, PALL MALL.

For LIVES ONLY. ESTABLISHED 1807.

Accumulated Funds - - - - - - ... £3,043.5:12

Also a Subscribed Capital of more than . £1,500,000

Reports, Prospectuses, and Forms may be had at the Office, or from

any of the Company's Agents, post free.

GEORGE HUMPHREYS, Actuary and Secretary.

Bonus YEAR, isso.

PELICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

OFFICES

70, Lombard-street, E.C. (Head office); and 57. Charing Cross, S.W.

Established in the year 1797.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

The next Bonus will be declared out of the Profits accrued up to

31st inecember next. All Policies effected on or before that date on the

... with Profit System "will share in such Bonus.

Forms of and Prospectuses will be sent at once to intendi

-an C. Tuckka, Actuary and Secretary.
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DE LA RUE & C0.'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

BUNHILL-ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Now ready, in 2 handsome vols. demy 8vo. price 32s. with a Portrait by Paul Rajon, and other Illustrations,

The LIFE of SIR ROWLAND HILL, K.C.B., and the HIS.
TORY of PENNY POSTAGE. By Sir ROWLAND HILL, and his Nephew, GEORGE BIRKBECK HILL, D.C.L.

Author of “Dr. Johnson: his Friends and his Critics, &c.

Now ready, in royal 4to. cloth, extra gilt, price 6s.—NEW ILLUSTRATED CHILDREN'S BOOK.

The STORY Of PRINCE HILDEBRAND and the PRINCESS

IDA. By Major T. S. SECCOMBE. With upwards of 110 Illustrations by the Author.

Now ready, crown 8vo. cloth, price 7s.6d.

WOYAGES of the ELIZABETHAN SEAMEN: a Selection

from the Original Narratives in Hakluyt's Collection. Edited, with Historical Introduction, by E. J. PAYNE, M.A.,

Fellow of University College, Oxford.

December 20, demy 8vo. cloth, with Maps, and numerous Original Etchings on Stone, price 16s.

The SHORES and CITIES of the B0DEN SEE: Rambles in

1879 and 1880. By SAMUEL JAMES CAPPER, Author of “Wanderings in War Time,’ &c.

Shortly, NEW WORK BY DR. GUY, F.R.S. Crown 8vo. price 5s.

The FACTORS of the UNSOUND MIND, with Special Refer.
£c'.'" of Insanity in Criminal Cases, and the Amendment of the Law. By WILLIAM A. GUY., M.B.

Shortly, crown 8vo. cloth, price 5s.

HISTORY of GERMANY, POLITICAL, SOCIAL, and
LITERARY, brought Down to the Present Day. . By the Rev. Dr. E. COBHAM BREWER, Trinity Hall, Cambridge,

Author of ‘History of France, ‘Guide to Science, &c.

Shortly, a New and Improved Edition, fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 3s.6d.

LAWS of SHORT WHIST, and a TREATISE on the GAME.

By JAMES CLAY.

DE LA RUE & C0.'S INDELIBLE RED LETTER DIARIES,

PORTABLE DIARIES, CONDENSED DIARIES, and TABLET CALENDARS, for 1881, in great variety, may now

be had of all Booksellers and Stationers. Also the “FINGER-SHAPED SERIES,” in neat cases, extra gilt. Whole

sale only of the Publishers,

THos. DE LA RUE & Co. London.

DE LA RUE & CO.'.S.

RECENT AND STANDARD PUBLICATIONS.

Twelfth Edition, 8vo. cloth, extra gilt, price 5s.

WHIST, The LAWS and PRINCIPLES of. By “Cavendish."

Second Edition, crown 8vo. price 7s.6d. with Portrait of Author,

CARD ESSAYS, CLAY'S DECISIONS, and CARD-TABLI
TALK. By “CAVENDISH.”

Elegantly bound in cloth, extra gilt, price 21s.

BILLIARDS. By the Champion, Joseph Bennett.
“CAVENDISH.” Second Edition. With upwards of 200 Illustrations.

Edited b.

Crown 8vo. 2 vols. cloth, price 15s.

STRANGE STORIES from a CHINESE STUDIO.

and Annotated by HERBERTA. GILES, of H.M.'s Consular Service. .

Translate

Demy 8vo. cloth, price 25s. with Map and Illustrations on Wood,

JUNGLE LIFE in INDIA.; or, the Journeys and Journals of 8
Indian Geologist. By W. BALL, M.A. F.G.S., &c.

Crown 8vo. 2 vols. cloth, price 10s. 6d.

ERNESTINE : a Novel. By the Authoress of the “Vultur
Maiden. Translated from the German by the Rev. S. BARING GOULD.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 10s.

A SIMPLE STORY, and NATURE and ART. By Mrs. Inc
BALD. With a Portrait and Introductory Memoir by WILLIAM BELL SCOTT.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 7s.

BOSWELL'S CORRESPONDENCE with the Hon. ANDRE

ERSKINE, and his JOURNAL of a TOUR to CORSICA. By GEORGE BIRKBECK HILL, D.C.L.

Crown 8vo. 2 vols. cloth, price 10s. 6d.

An ART STUDENT in MUNICH. By Anna Mary How:
WATTS. New Edition, Revised by the Authoress; with several New Chapters.

THOS DE LA RUE & C0, London

-- " - *-* - - - * - -- - -
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THE GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY.

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY.

BOXES of BOOKS, containing the Newest Works in all depart

ments of English and Foreign Literature, together with Volumes of

Music, are regularly despatched to Subscribers in the Country.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIBERS VISITING LONDON will find in

the GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY the advantage of a FIRST

CLASS CLUB. The Reading and Writing Rooms, the Reference

Library, the Luncheon and Dining Rooms, the Ladies' Drawing-Room,

and the Gentleman's Smoking-Room are open daily from Nine A.M. till

Ten P.M.

PROSPECTUSES, WITH TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION,

Forwarded, post free, on application to

MR. CHARLES ALLEN,

GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY (Limited), NEw BoND-STREET.

THE GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY.

HANDSOME BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

A large assortment of richly illustrated ARTISTIC PUBLICA.

TIONS, both English and Foreign, are now on SALE at the Library.

Also, a complete COLLECTION of the WORKS of STANDARD

AUTHORS, handsomely bound incalf and morocco.

THE GROSVENOR GALLERY LIBRARY (LIMITED),

NEW BoND-STREET.

CENIX FIRE OFFICE, LOMBARD-STREET

and CHARING ChoSS, LONDON.-Established 1782.

Prompt and Liberal Loss Settlements.

Insurances effected in all parts of the World.

JOHN J. BROOMFIELD, Secretary.

Loss OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE Loss of TIME,

And may be Provided against by a Policy of the

RA1LWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

Right Hon. Lord KINNAIRD, Chairman.

Subscribed Capital, 1,000,000l. Moderate Premiums.

Bonus allowed to Insurers of Five Years' standing.

A fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allowance

in the event of Injury.

ONE MILLION and a HALF has been paid as COMPENSATION.

to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local Agents, or 64.

WILLIAM J. VLAN, Secretary.#Cornhill, London.

NoTICE.-MARKS, DURLACHER BROS.

395, OXFORD-STREET, W.

ANTIQUE WORKS of ART and general objects of Decoration. The

authenticity of every Object guaranteed.

FURNISH your HoUSEs or APARTMENTS
ThrtoUGHOUT on

MOEDER’s HIRE SYSTEM.

The Original, Best, and most Liberal.

Cash Prices.

No extra charge for time given.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue, with full particulars of terms, post free.

F. MOEDER, 248,249, 250, Tottenham Court road; and 19, 20, and 21,

Morwell-street, W.C. Established 1862.

F MOEDER begs to announce that the whole of
• the above Premises have recently been Rebuilt, specially adapted

for the Furniture Trade, and now form one of the most commodious

Warehouses in the nuetropolis.

Bed-room Suites, from 64.6s. to 50 Guineas.

Drawing-room Suites, from 91.9s, to 45 Guineas.

Dining-room Suites, from 7t. 7s to 40 Guineas.

And all other Goods in great variety.

F. MOEDER, 248,249,250, Tottenham Court-road; and 19, 20, and 21,

Morwell-street, W.C. Established 1862.

ILLIAM S. BURTON, General Furnishing
Ironmonger, by appointment, to H.R.H.. the Prince of Wales,

SENDS a CATALOGUE GRATIS and POST PAID.

It contains upwards of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, with

Lists of Prices, and plans of the 30 large Show-rooms,

At 39, Oxford-street; 1, 1A, 2, 3, and 4, Newman-street; 4, 5, and 6,

Perry's-place; and 1, Newman-yard, London, W.

FENDERs. FIRE-IRONS, STOVES, RANGES,&c.
£. s. - - -

d. £. s. d

REGISTER STOVES .. 0 to 36 0 o

CHINA-TILED di 3 8 0 , 36 0 0

DOG-STOVES ... . , 0 12 0 , 20 0 0

FENDERS. Bronz , 0 3 9 , 10 0 0

Ditto STEEL and ORMOLU .............. ,, 2 2 0. 20 15 0.

FENDER FRAMES for TILE HEARTHS , 1 1 0 , 10 0 0

MARBLE ditto, ditto ...................... , 2 0 0 , 10 0 0.

PIERCED BRASS FENDERS , 2 2 0 , 10 0 0.

FIRE-IRONS, Set of Three .... ... , 0.4 3 , 6 10 0

Ditto RESTS for TILE HEARTHS, per Pa , 0 12 0 ... 15 10 0.

GAS and HOT.WATER wöRK~EsriMATEs FREE.

EDSTEADS, BEDDING, and FURNITURE.

BEDSTEADS of Best Make only, from 10s. 6d.

BEDDING of every description made on the Premises, and gua

ranteed of pure materials and good workmanship.

AMERICAN WALNUT machine-made CABINET FURNITURE.

A large Stock of CHEAP, USEFUL, and SOUND FURNITURE.

£e above make on view at prices usually charged for ordinary

FURNITURE for BED, DINING, and DRAWING RooMS, and

every article necessary for House FURNISHING.

EASY TERMS of PURCHASE.–Special Arrangements made by

WILLIAM S. BURTON with reference to CREDIT, without in any way

altering the system of PLAIN FIGURES and FIXED PRICES, thus

retaining to the PURCHASER all the advantages of prices arranged for

NETT CASH.

COLZA OIL, highest quality .................. 2s. 10d per gallon
KEROSINE, ditto ........................ ls. 6d. -

- Five Gallons and upwards ... 1s. 5d. -

W I L L 1 A M S. B U R T O N.

C#As PRESENTS.–Nothing is so highly
appreciated as a Case of GRANT'S MORELLACHERRY BRANDY.

which can be ordered of any Wine Merchant. Queen's quality, as

supplied to Her Majesty, 42s. per dozen;£ special quality,

50s. per dozen. Manufacturer, T. GRANT, Distillery, Maidstone.

P O L L I N A R I S W A T E R.

“Laurea donandus Apollinari."—Horace, Book iv. Ode 2.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1879.

ANNUAL SALE, 8,000,000.

APOLLINARIS COMPANY, Limited, 19, Regent-street, London, S.W.

I N N E F O R D 'S M A G N E S I A.

The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have
al ved of this Pure Solution as the best remedy for

ACIDITY of the STOMACH, HEARTBURN, HEAD

ACHE, GOUT, and INDIGESTION; and as the safest

£" for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and

ts.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.

“DECEMBER 13, 1880.—For more than Forty
Years I have recommended Dr. LOCOCK's PULMONIC,

WAFERS as a very excellent medicine for Coughs, Colds, Throat Irrita

tion, and all Disorders of the Chest and Lungs.” (Signed).W. Ireland,

Chemist, Egremont, Cumberland£: instant relief, and taste

pleasantly. Price is 144 and 2s 9d per box, of all Druggists.

THROAT IRRITATION.—Soreness and dryness,
tickling and irritation, inducing cough and affecting the voice.

For these symptoms use

EPPS'S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.

Glycerine, in these agreeable confections, being in proximity to the

glands at the moment they are excited by the act of sucking, becomes

actively healing. Sold only in boxes, 73d, and 1s. 13.a., labelled “James

Epps & Co., Homoeopathic Chemists, London."

A letter received:-"Gentlemen,- It may, haps, interest you to
Know that, after an extended trial, I have foun your Glycerine Jujubes

of considerable benefit (with or without medical treatment) in almost all

forms of throat disease. They soften and clear the voice. In no case

can they do any harm. Yours faithfully, Gordon Holmes, L.R.C.P.E.

Senior Physician to the Municipal Throat and Ear Infirmary.”
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REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER

CHRISTMAS LECTURES.

RoyAL INSTITUTION of GREAT BRITAIN,

Albemarle-street, Piccadilly, W.

Professor DEWAR, M.A. F.R.S., will deliver a Course of Six Lectures

£ to a Juvenile Auditory) on ATOMS; commencing on TUES

DAY NEXT, December 28, at Three o'clock; to be continued on Decem

ber 30, 1880, and January 1, 4, 6, 8, 1881.

Subscription (for Non-Members) to this Course, One Guinea (Children

under 16, Half-a-Guinea); to all the Courses in the Season, Two Guineas.

Tickets may now be obtained at the Institution.

oCIETY of BIBLICAL ARCH.EoLoGY. – No

MEETING of the Society will be held on JANUARY 4th, 1881, the

ANNIVERSARY MEETING having been postponed until JANUARY

11th, when the usual Business of the Meeting will be transacted, and a

Communication from Mr. THEO. G. PINCHES will be read “On a Newly

Discovered List of Early Babylonian Kings.”

W. HARRY RYLANDS, Secretary.

HILHARMONIC SOCIETY. – SIXTY - NINTH

SEASON.—Patroness, Her Majesty the Queen. Conductor, Mr.

W. G. Cusins. Six Concerts will given at St. James's Hall, on

THURSDAY, February 24, March 10 and 24 April 7, May 12 and 26, with

an increased Orchestra of Eighty Performers, the élite of the Musical

Profession. Two Rehearsals for each Concert. Subscriptions, Three

Guineas. Two Guineas, and One Guinea. Subscribers' Names received

at Stanley Lucas, Weber & Co.'s, 84, New Bond-street; Chappell & Co.'s,

50, New Bond-street; Moutrie & Son's, 55, Baker-street; Hays's, Royal

Exchange-buildings; usual Agents, and at Austin's Ticket Office, St.

James's Hall. HENRY HERSEE, Secretary, St. James's Hall.

R. DANNREUTHER begs to announce MUSIC

at 12, Orme-square, W., on THURSDAY EVENINGS, January 20,

February 3 and 17, and March 3. Executants: Violin, Mr. Henry

Holmes and Herr Josef Ludwig; Second Violin, Mr. Alf Gibson; Viola,

Herr Carl Jung; Violoncello, Mons. Lasserre; Pianoforte, Mr. Dann

reuther. Vocalists, Miss Annie Butterworth and Miss Anna Williams.

For particulars apply to Mr. DANNREUTHER, at the above address.

NHE GROSVENOR GALLERY-ExHIBITION
of WATER-COLOUR DRAWING8 and DECORATIVE DESIGNS

#. Living Artists will OPEN on JANUARY 1st, 1881.—Admission, one

Shñling; Season Tickets, Five Shillings.

ANOWER GALLERY, 47, New Bond-street,
-A WATER-COLOUR EXHIBITION will be OPENED at the

*ND of JANUARY.—For Forms, information, &c., apply to Mr. C. W.
DEsch-AMrs.

TCHINGS.–THOMAS MCLEAN has the honour

to announce he has ON VIEW a fine CollKCTION of ETCHINGS,
*y Waltner, Brunet-Debaines, Rajon, Flameng, W. S. Coleman, &c.—

THoxias McLEAN, 7, Haymarket.

HE JOLLY POSTBOYS, from the celebrated

Picture by H, STACY MARKS, R.A., Etched by v. LhuiLLIER.

Remarque Artist Proofs of this fine Etching, signed by both Artists,

are now ready, price Sl. 8s.—To be had of the Publisher, L. H. LErevae,

1A, King-street, St. James's, S.W.; and of all Printsellers.

EMBRANDT's MILL. Etched by BRUNET
DEBAINES.—A few of the finest Artists' Proofs can still be had of

the Publishers. Also, choice Proofs of the best Works of Waltner, Rajon,

Brunet-Debaines, Seymour Haden, Méryon, and Whistler.

P. & D. ColNAGH1 & Co. 13 and 14, Pall Mall East.

Now ready,

IRST SERIES of ETCHINGS. - ALONG the

THAMES, from Putney to Twickenham. By A. BALLIN.

Published by R. DuNTHoRNE, Vigo-street, W.

“I have again, and again taken up your£ They are full of

power.”—J. Ruskin, Brantwood, Coniston, Lancashire.

TCHINGS from NATURE and IMAGINATION.

By GEORGE. R. JESSE Henbury, Macclesfield, Cheshire.—To be

obtained of the Artist. Price 10s. each.

T H E E T C H IN G C L U B

ETCHINGS,

Consisting of 21 important Etchings by the following Artists:

R. Ansdell, R.A., P. H. Calderon, R.A., C. W. Cope, R.A., J. P. Hesel

tine, J. E., Hodgson, R.A., J. C. Hook, R.A., J. C. Horsley, R.A., W.

Holman, Hunt, J. E. Millais, R.A., G., B. O'Neill, Samuel Palmer, J.

Pettie, R.A., R. Redgrave, R.A., F. Tayler.

The whole mounted complete in Folios; only a few Copies now re

‘maining.

H., BLAIR ANsprll, The Savile Row Gallery, 26, Savile-row; and at

30, Duke-street, St. James's, S.W.

IS EMINENCE CARDINAL NEWMAN.—

Now ready, an ENGRAVING, by S. Cou'SINS, R.A., from the

Drawing by Lady Coleridge.—A PROOFof the Plate and the ORIGINAL

PitaWING are Now on VIEw at the Publishers, P. & D. Col.N.G."
< Co., 13 and 14, Pall Mall East.

IGNOR PIATTI, after FRANK Holi, A.R.A.
Engraved by FRANCIS HOLL.–Messrs. THos. AGNEW & SONS

have the honour to announce the completion of the Portrait of this

eminent musician. An Artist's Proof may be seen at their Galleries, 39B,

Qld Bond-street, Piccadilly, W., and at Messrs. Chappell & Co.'s, 40, New
Bond-street. -

AC-SIMILES in COLOUR, produced by the
ARUNDEL 80CIETY from the OLD MASTERS, are Sold to the

Public as well as to. Members, at prices varying from 10s to 48s, and
include the Works of Giotto, Fra Angelico, Perugino, Andrea del Sarto,

Michael Angelo. Raphael, Holbein. Albert Dürer, &c.—Priced Lists,

with particulars of membership, will be sent t free liat 24, Old Bond-street,#'w , pos , on application

TCHINGS.—AMATEURS who would like to

CONTRIBUTE to a Monthly Publication of Amateur Etchings are

invited to communicate with Mr. W. H. Max, Dorset-road, Merton, S.W.

TH: RESTORATION of PAINTINGS, or any
WORK necessary to their PRESERVATION, effected with every

# te the safest and most cautious treatment, by MATThEW R.

THOMPSON, Studio, 43, George-street, Portman-square, W.

AMES MEEK.—If this should meet the Eye of
the present REPRESENTATIVE of the late JAMES MEEK, Esq.,

who acted as Secretary to Admiral Lord Keith, he is requested to COM

MUNICATE with Mr. A. BALDERSTON, Solicitor, 32, Bedford-row,
London.

ECRETARYSHIP or LIBRARIANSHIP DE

SIRED by a GENTLEMAN. Age 27. Full references.—Address

T. L. W., Deacon's Advertising Offices, 154, Leadenhall-street, London.

ARLIAMENT. –WANTED, for a High-class

London Weekly Journal, a brightly-written, clever SKETCH,

WEEKLY, during the coming Session.—Address NoN-Pourrical, Watson's

Advertising Offices, 74, Fleet street, E.C.

INANCIAL.—The Proprietors of a largely circu

lated High-class Weekly are OPEN for influential ARTICLES on

MONEY and FINANCE; or would engage as CITY EDITOR a Gentle

man possessing a connexion amongst Promoters and Directors of Com

panies.—Address CITY, Watson's Advertising offices, 74, Fleet-street, E.C

ARTNER.—A Proprietor requires CAPITAL to
assist in working an old-established Daily and Weekly Newspaper

in a large and important Borough. The Property is one of the oldest

and soundest in the Kingdom. Full investigation invited.-Address M.,

Ivy Lodge, North-street, Wandsworth, Surrey.

O NOWELISTS.–WANTED, for a New Weekly

Paper, a good SERIAL STORY.—Apply SAMUEL S. LoRD, 72,

Ramsden-street, Barrow-in-Furness.

DITORSHIP.—WANTED, by a Gentleman of

large Journalistic experience, both Provincial, and Metropolitan.

the EDITORSHIP or SUB-EDITORSHIP of an influential Liberal or

Independent Journal. Is a telling Leader-Writer, Graphic Descriptionist,

and a terse and attractive Summarist.—Address Venax, care of Messrs.

C. Mitchell & Co., 12, Red Lion-court, Fleet-street, London.

UB-EDITOR:A good SUB-EDITOR is open to
accept an ENGAGEMENT. Is a Man of judgment and experience,

and£ knows his Work. Weekly £ referred.—Address

D. S.A., care of May's Advertising Offices, 159, P£

W ANTED, RE-ENGAGEMENT as SUB-EDITOR

of a Daily. Experienced, efficient, and reliable. Would take

the Editorship of an established Weekly.–Address B, care of Messrs.

Adams & Francis, Advertising Agents, 59, Fleet-street, London, E.C.

-
-

PU'L'NG: Young PUBLISHER of High
class Books, on CoMMISSION ONLY, desires to CONNECT

himself with a GENTLEMAN of experience in the trade, who can

influence business of the same character, and preferably with one who,

though without personal capital, is not under the necessity of seeking an

immediate income. The Advertiser has Books to the value of 3,000l. in

stock and press, and desires preliminary co-operation before concluding

a partnership.—Address Parra, 50, Downshire-hill, N.W.

To BE sold, the Goodwill and COPY.
RIGHT of a Weekly Satirical PAPER, published in one of the

largest Towns in the North of England.—For further particulars address

A. 37, care of Charles Birchall, Advertising Agent, Liverpool.

MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and
C. Purchase of Newspaper Property, beg to announce that they

have several Newspaper Properties for Disposal, both in London and

the Provinces.

C MITCHELL & CO., Agents for the Sale and

Purchase of Newspaper Properties, undertake Valuations for

Probate or Purchase, investigations, and Audit of Accounts, &c.

12 and 13, Red Lion-court, Fleet-street, E.C.

ITHOGRAPHY.—GOW, BUTTERFIELD & CO.

(late Butterfield & Mason) are£ to execute First-class

WORK in FAC-SIMILES of Oil Painting, Water Colours, Book Illus

trations, Show-Cards, and Trade Emblems. Specimens may be seen at

their Works, Bowling Green-lane Buildings, Farringdon-road, E.C.

RINTING.—JOHN BALE & SONS, Printers of

the Dental Review, the Englishwoman's Review, and other Period

icals, are prepared to undertake the PRINTING of Magazines, Pamphlets,

Bookwork, Catalogues, &c., on the most reasonable terms. Estimates

free. — Steam Printing offices, 87-89, Great Titchfield-street, Oxford

street, London.

OOK and MAGAZINE PRINTING.- UNWIN

BROTHERS, the Printers of Six-and-Twenty various Serial Pub

lications, furnish ESTIMATES on application. They have large Premises

both in London and Chilworth, Stereotype Foundry, and every modern

appliance for the production of high-class Work in Modern or Old Style.

–Address 109A, nnon-street, E.C. Telephonic communication with

upwards of 700 Firms.

TO SOCIETIES, AUTHORS, AND OTHERS.

|M ESSRS. WYMAN & SONS, Printers and Pub

lishers, invite attention to the facilities offered by their Estab

lishment for the complete PRODUCTION of Books of every descrip:

tion, all Departments of the Business being carried on under the personal

superintendence of the Firm, Inclusive Estimates promptly forwarded,

and liberal arrangements made with Authors for the Publication of their

MSS., whether Scientific, Artistic, or Works of Fiction.-WYMAN & SoNs,

74 and 75, Great Queen-street, Lincoln's Inn, London, W.C.

NDUCATION in FRANCE-Mons. MoschATRE,
A the French Protestant Minister of Elbeuf (half an hour from

Rouen). RECEIVES into his family a few YOUNG ENGL18H GEN

TLEMEN for EDUCATION, especially with a view to the acquisition of

the French language, for the Civil Service and other Examinations.

Special arrangements can be made with Masters for Music and Drawing.

'' Monchatre can refer to the following Ladies and Gentlemen, whose

sons have been under his care:—Sir Joseph FA, RFR, 16. Granville-place,

Portman-square, London; George SEros, Esq., St. Bennett's Green-hill,

Edinburgh, Mrs. ARMsTRoxo, widow of the Rev.John Armstrong. Rector

of Dinder, MANLEY Horkins, Esq., St. Michael's-buildings, Cornhill,

London; Mrs. STILEMAN, 32, Leinster-square, Bayswater.

OTES AND QUERIES.– The CHRISTMAS

Number (ready THIS DAY, price Fourpence) of NOTES AND

QUERIES will contain–Cursory Notes on “Twelfth Night, by J. O.

Halliwell-Phillipps, Esq.-Lord of Misrule, by Rev. E. Marshall-Pro

nunciation of “Er,” &c., by Prof. Skeat-A mise to#: after

Death not £,# Dr. Chance–The Wonderful Properties of the Elder

Tree, by Shirley Hibberd, Esq.-Christmas Verses of the City of London

£hter. in 1750, by F. Hendriks, Esq.; and many other Articles of
terest.

"." A Copy will be sent upon the receipt of 43d in stamps.

Published by JoHN FRANcis, 20, Wellington-street, Strand.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

Professor CROOM ROBERTSON will deliver a Course of LECTURES

: LOGIC in the SECOND TERM, beginning on JANUARY 5th, at

'our P.M

LECTURES (32) on TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, and THURSDAYS,

at Four, EXERCISES (21) on TUESDAYS and THURSDAYS, at Three

PM

Fee, 3!. 3s.

Prospectuses may be obtained from the Office, Gower-street, W.C.

TALFOURDELY, M.A., Secretary.

U | NIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—SCHOOL.

—The NEXT TERM will begin on TUESDAY, January 11th.

The school is close to the Gower-street station. Discipline is main
tained without corporalI' or£". Prospectuses may

be obtained from the Colloge, Gower-street, W.C.

TALFOURDELY, M.A., Secretary.

* -

RELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC EXAMINATION.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

A CLASS in all the Subjects (including Practical Work) for this Exa

mination is held at St. tholomew's Hospital, continuing till the

Examination in #. The Class is open to Candidates who are not

Students of the Hospital as well as to Students, and will begin on TUES

DAY, January 18th.

Botany-Rev. G. Henslow, M.A., Christ's Coll. Camb., Lecturer on Botany

to the Hospital.

Zoology—Norman Moore, M.D., St. Cath. Coll. Camb., Lecturer on

Comparative Anatomy to the Hospital

Chemistry—H. E. Armstrong, Ph.D. F.R.S., Demonstrator of Chemistry.

Physics-Donald M'Alister, B.A., Fellow of St. John's Coll. Camb.,

Demonstrator of Physics.

Fee for the whole Course (including Chemicals), to Students of the

Hospital, 81. 8s.; to others, 10l. 10s.

Particulars may be ascertained on"' personally or "g#":
to the WARDEN of the College, St. holomew's Hospital,

Handbook forwarded on application.

TRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON. – PRACTICAL

MUSICAL ExAMINATIONs.

Iocal Examinations in Instrumental and Vocal Music (Pianoforte,

Organ, Violin, Solo Singing, &c.) will be held in London, at various local

centres, on MONDAY, Jan 17th, 1881, and following days.

These Examinations were instituted by Trinity College in 1878, and

£ 2,500 candidates have been separately examined in the above

subjects.

The Regulations may be had of any of the Hon. Local SECRETAmirs,

or of the SecrerArr, Trinity College, London, W.

THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL college,
Spring-grove, Middlesex, W. (founded under the auspices of the

late Richard Cobden).—Latin, French, German, and Natural Science

## every Boy, in addition to Mathematics; Greek on the Classical

side only.

Two Laboratories for Practical Science, large Gymnasium, Baths, with
Hot and Cold Water.

Each Boy has a separate Bed-room.

Terms, 70, 80, and 90 Guineas, according to age.

The NEXT TERM commences Tuesday, January 18.

Apply to the Head Master, H. R. LAdell, M.A.

B R H G H To N C O L L E G E.

The NEXT TERM will commence on TUESDAY, January 25, 1881.

F. W. MADDEN, M.R.A.S., Secretary.

TRATFORD-ON-Avon.—TRINITY collBGE
SCHOOL-The Warden, RICHARD F. CURRY. M.A., is assisted

by Seven Resident Graduate Masters. Special attention paid to Modern

Languages..., Classical and Modern Sides. Junior Department for young

boys. Exhibitions to the Universities. Large Playing Fields, Gymna

W' Fives Courts, &c. Terms, Fifty and Sixty Guineas.—Apply to the
ARDEN.

EwcASTLE-UPoN TYNE school, BoARD.
-The Board invite applications for the APPOINTMENT of IN

SPECTOR of SCHOOLS, which will be made at an early date. Salary

3001. per annum. The gentleman appointed may or may not be required

to devote his whole time to the duties of the office. A printed list of the

Inspector's duties will be posted to Candidates on their applying to the

undersigned not later than the 31st inst., and enclosing a stamped

(addressed) envelope for reply. Applications, with testimonials under

cover, endorsed “Inspector of Schools,” should be delivered at this

Office not later than the 6th proximo

The Candidates selected for appointment will receive due notice to

appear before the Board Personal canvassing of Members is held to be

a disqualification. By order.

ALFRED GODDARD, Clerk to the Board.

Offices, 73, Northumberland-street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

December 20, 1880.

T. ANDREW S SCHOOL

ST. ANDREWS, N.B.

Under the Direction of a Council.

Chairman—The Very Rev Principal TULLOCH, D.D.

Head Mistress-Miss LUMSDEN, Certificated Student in

Honours of Girton College.

The Staff consists of five Certificated Students of Girton College,

and other qualified Mistresses.

This School provides for the Daughters of Gentlemen a thorough

Education at a moderate cost. Girls are received from the age of Seven

and upwards. The Head Mistress and Senior Assistant-Mistress receive

Boarders. The School and Boarding Houses are in a healthy Situation,

open to the south, with Gymnasium and Playground attached.
the NEXT TERM will begin on J.A.N.U.A.R.Y. 20th -

A SCHOLARSHIP of 50 yearly for three years to be held either at

Girton College or in studying for a Degree of the tiniversity of Lorton,

will be awarded on the results of the School Examination in Jul: , lawl

For further information apply to the HoN. Sit, Mansefield, St.

for GIRLS

| Andrews, N.B.
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MILL HILL SCHOOL, MIDDLESEX, N.W.—
LENT TERM, lttSl. will commence on THURSDAY, 'JOth ol

January, 1 1>>* 1 . at Six r.M.—Applications for mlmlMtion or Information to
be addreaaed to the Head Master, It. F. Wimoi-ru, Eaq., 1>. Lit.

MARYBOROUGH GRAMMAR SCHOOL,
QUEENSLAND, Australia.—Application* by letter, accompanied

by testimonial*, for the Appointment of HEAD MASTER to the above
School will bn received by the SrcHrr*RT to the Hoard of Trustee*, at
his Office, Hrlcam> Buildings, Kent-»treet, Maryborough, Queensland,
until MONDAMFehruury 28. ltfll. Salary, MXU. a year, with a Six-
roomed KesldeaK within the School G rounds (Gait and' Water laid on).
Similar ApulKbans for tin- Appointment ol SECOND MASTEH 11 I

Salary of 9^iff]nr, without Res • will be received at the suae
time and pUttb^
No Clerk In Holy Orders or Public Minister of Religion will be eligible

for either Appointment.
School Duties will begin about August, 1<W1.
A Copy of the School Regulations, as approved by the Queensland

Government, mar be Inspected aud further Information obtained on
pplicatlon at the Offices of the Agent-General for the Colony, at, Charingnppln-

Cross,

w
IESBADEN. — TWO
GENTLEMEN only taken. (.

or THREE YOUNG
tmfortnble Home, 100 Guineas a

EDUCATION (Superior). London, S.W. — A
CLERGYMAN wishes Lo RECOMMEND a SCHOOL In which his

Daughters now are. Tho House, situated in its own Grounds of three
acres, otters all Home Comforts. Church of England ; no extreme views.
Careful Religious and Moral Training. Resident Parisian and Hanoverian
Governesses. University Examinations. — Address L. L. D., Kerby &
Endean's, l*ublishers, 190, Oxford-street.

EDUCATION in GERMANY.—SCHOOL for the
SONS of GENTLEMEN.—Family Life; constant opportunities of

speaking French, and Gciiuan; large House, with splendid Garden and
Grounds. Terms, wO Guinea* per annum. Principal — Dr. A. BAS-
KERVILLE, whose Nephew is now in London, l'uplls can be accom
panied to Germany early In January.—Apply to Herr Leopold Hoixule,
0, Westbourne-equare, W. Highest references given.

A PUBLIC-SCHOOL and UNIVERSITY MAN,
Classical Medallist, experienced in }*ai>er-Work . desires to COACH.Classical Medallist, experienced in }*aper-Work , desires to COACH,

enee, for all Examinations, in thorough Classics, French,
nt some years in France and Germany. High

_. Pupils received. Twelve Guineas per Month.—
Coach. 0, Albcinarle-crescent, Scarborough.

INSTRUCTION in MATHEMATICS.—YOUTHS
or ADULTS ATTENDED at their Residence, on reasonable terms, by

an M.A. of Cambridge. Unquestionable references 11 required.—Address,
by letter, O. P. , Post-office, Turnham Green.

PARIS.—To ART STUDENTS.—A STUDIO for
LADIES having recently been opened by the eminent and well-

known artist, M LEON GLAIZE. of Iti, Rue de Vaugirard, near the
Luxembourg. Madame LEVASHEUR, Dlrectrice of an excellent and com
modious establishment for Young Indies, within easy walking distance
of the Atelier, begs to Inform Lndr-Students that she can offer them a
COMFORTABLE HOME and OOOl) HOARD at moderate terms. Close
to omnibus and tram.—For terms apply Madame. Lev asset a, 333, Ruede
VaugIrani.

MAYALL'S NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC ART-
STI'DIO, 164, New Bond-atreet, corner of 0 raftou-etreet, 18

NOW OPEN.

• of the Riant Hon. W. E. GLADSTONE nnd JOHN I1KIGHT
and of the late Dr. LIVINGSTONE, are now belmr Exhibited ; also, an
Original 1'ortralt of DAGCEREE.

'.' Duplicate Portrait, are at the Brighton Studio.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
531, 0XF0R1>8TREET, LONDON, W.C.

AUTOTYPE represents Permanent Photographic
Printing by several distinct Protests :—

FIRST —PIGMENT PRINTING, under Swan * Johnson's Patents.—
The Photographic Image is built up ol Carbon, Charcoal, and other
permanent pigments. These materials permit a wide ranee of Mono-
chromic expression. Pictures copied up to 4 feet by 3 feet. Autotype
Art Is known throughout Europe; its productions are absolutely Per-

j»g
Pro
suiud to

SECOND. — COLLOTYPE, or PHOTOGRAPHY In the PRINTING
PRESS.—A Process- perfected by the Company, and adapted for

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS.
This l*roccs* is employed by the Trustees of the Ihitlsh Museum. Paliro-
graphical, Numlsmatical. Archaeological, and other Learned Societies,
and by the lea-ling Publishers in Ixmdon and Paris It affords the fol
lowing advantages i — The lYints direct on the paper, with suitable
margin*, ready for binding , the For-stmilc character of the results , the
cheapness for Elitions of 250. fiOO, 4c.
THIRD -WOODKURVTYPE, or RELIEF PRINTING, in which a

Metst Matrix yields a large number of Prints.—This Process Is cheap,
well adapted for Portraits. Enxineers' and Manufacturers' samples, and
subjects of rontlituous gradation. Where pure High Lights or \ lunettes
are required the IToccss is unsuitable. W oodbun types require mount-

Woodburytvpe forms an addendum to the more Important Collotype
i. and enables the Company to execute Orders by the method best
to the particular Work.

For terms and Specimens apply to the Maxaoe*.

THE AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY
X el (spinys a noble COLLECTION of COPIES of the OLD MASTERS,
and manv tine Examples of Modern Art
JUST PUBLISHED, India, Two Sines. 42*. and tl*., "COME UNTO

THESE YELLOW SANDS," after the Painting by Walter Field. Esq ,
Exhibited at the Royal Academy. IS"*, ami at the 1-ari* Universal F,x-
hlbition. K« This flue Autotype combines the merits or an Engraving
with the Fac-simile of the Artist's touch ; Mr. Field having transftoscd
his subject Into Monochrome evpn-wlv for Autotvpe.
Will be rmdy In January. Ml OTYl'E REPROI H CTIONS ofTWELVE
DRAWINGS and PAINTINGS by P. G. Ilamerton. Esq.
NEW CATALOOUE, price 6d\ free by post; Gratis to Purchasers

To adorn at little cost the Walls of Home with Artistic Masterpieces,
visit the ALTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY. Ml, Oxford-street. W.C.

Director of Worxs. J. K. SAWYER.
General Manager. W. 8 BIRD.

SCIENTIFIC PRESENTS. — In the Student's
'ELEMENTS of OEOLOOY.' by Lyell (1874), he says : — " As It

is impossible to enable the reader to recognize rocks and minerals at
sight by the aid of verbal descriptions or figures, he will do well to
obtain a well-arranged collection of specimens, such as may be pro
cured from Mr TENNANT ,149, Strand), Teacher of Mineralogy at
King's College. London " These ( ol lections are supplied on the following
terms, in plain Mahogany Cabinets:—

la ■ Specimens, In Cabinet, with 3 Trays £2 2 o
spfcinic-na, iu (abluet, with ;. 'Inn - 5 5 0

y*i Specimen*. In Cabinet, with fl Ih-awrrt in 10 o
4UU Spcciatens, in Cabinet, with 13 Drawer* 21 0 0

More extensive Collections at SO to 5.UJ0 Guineas each.
Mr. TtctjcAVT gives Practical Instruction in Geology and Mineralogy

at liv. Strand W.C.

LONDON LIBRARY.
12, ST. JAMES S-SO.TJARE.—Founded In 1*41.

Patron—H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

President—THOMAS CARLYLE, Esq.

This Library contains 90.000 Yolumcs of Anclant and Modem Lite
rature, in various Languages. Subscription, 31. a year, or 2i., wish
Entranre-fee of ti/.; Life "Membership, 2<U.
Fifteen Volumes are allowed to Country, and Ten to Town Members.

Reading-Room open from Ten to half-paist Six. Prospectus on appli
cation ROBERT HARRISON, Secretary and Librarian.

and BOOK - SHOP.-
rFHE NEW LIBRARY

X Headers and Bookbuyeis ore respectfully informed that the
NEW LIBRARY is NOW OPENED. Subscriber*' Names are enrolled
daily. FREDERICK W. WILSON.

WILLIAM S. McCORMICK. M A.
120, Saint Vincent-street, Glasgow.

STILLIE'S ANNOTATED CATALOGUE.
With Uhi

22, Hanover-street, Edinburgh.

Now ready,

CATALOGUE of SECOND-HANI) BOOKS.
Will be dent free to any address.—James Fawx & Sox, Booksellers,

M
TEySRS. BICKERS & SON'S New CHRIST-

MAS CATALOGUE should be consulted by every Purchaser of
Gift-Rooks. Although many of the Works ore ottered at less than half
their original cost, they guarantee them to be Perfect, Clean, In hsad-
simic Bindings, the same as if punluuved at the original published prices.
Complete Lists post free —1, Leicester-square, W.C.

MESSRS. BICKERS & SON'S New CHRIST
MAS CATALOGUE contains a List of Standard and Illustrated

Books on SALE, at about half the original published prices. The chief
New Rooks of the Season. A choice Selection of Children's Gift-Books,
&c, at reduced prices, post free.— I, LeieeMer-square, W.C.

BOOKS at a Discount of 3d. to dd. in the Shilling,
or K to :.'> per cent.—GILBERT & FIELD have just issued their

CATALOGUE of BOOKS, from the Published Prices of which they
allow the uhove liberal Discount. Catalogues gratis uud postage free.—
GiLiiEaT& Fixi.0, 67, Moorgate-street, and 18, Gracechurch-street, E C.

HEAP BOOKS. — GILBERT * FIELD, 67,
Moorgate-*treet. and is. Graceehureh-street, EC. Threepence

Discount iu the Shilling allowed odT the Published ltlces of alt New
Books, School-books. Bibles, Prayer-books. Church Services, Annuals,
Diaries, Pocket-books, Peerages, Ac. A large and choice Stock, well
displayed in Show-Rooms to select from. Export and Country Orders
punctually executed.—Gilbert & Fiem>. i>7, Moorgate-street, and la,
Gracechureh-sireet, London, E.C. Catalogues gratis and postage free.

C
O-OPERATIVE BOOKSELLERS and

STATIONERS.

All tht NEW CHRISTMAS BOOKS mipplled at Co-operative pricM
for rn-sh onlv. — 1! ikkison A Son-, liooktellcTB toiler -Miijwtly uud it R H
the l'rince ol Walm, 50, Pall Mall, S.W.

■/ The new Catalogue post free.

NITARIAN BOOKS and TRACTS on SALE
at the UNITARIAN ASSOCIATION ROOMS, 3T,

Strand, London.—Catalogue sent frse.

LYDIATE HALL and its ASSOCIATIONS.—A
few remaining Copies of this Work, small 4to., 4 Photos ( Wood

burytype J and Vlicnette. will be sent by the Author, Rev. T E. Gib*ox,
6, Crusby-road, Birkdale, Southport, to any address, post free, lor lt>s.

fOR SALE.—A nice COLLECTION of BOOKS,
-I- cf various Classes of Literature, mostly in handsome Bindings,
will he SOLD a great Jlanrain to any one taking the Lot. Amongst them
are Reranger'h Complete Works, illustrated with tine Steel Engravings,
elegantly bound, a beautiful copy—Balwcr'i, Dickens's, Thaekeruysi
Disraeli s, De Quincey's. Ciirlyle's. and Scott's Complete Works, in tine
Bindings— Moltere's Works. Van Laun's Translations, with exquisite
Etchings by iJtlauze—Raskin's Stones of Venice, last edition, bound in
whole morocco -Froude a and Macnulay's England— Knight's Shake
speare, first edition—Rare Trials— Ia Fontaine, Contca on Vers, with
Linen's Engravinir*—Gillray 's and Hogarth's Caricatures, atlas folio,—
Printed Llsut forwarded on application to Mr. Wheun, 17, Vesey-place,
Kingstown, co. Dublin.

ANTIQUE GEMS.—A PRIVATE GENTLEMAN
wishes to SELL a small hut choice COLLECTION of ANTIQUE

GEMS In Intaglio and Cameo.— Address Ajmo.uA.aY, care
Adams &. Fram is. Advertising Agents, Si, Fleet-street, E.C.

(1EMS and PRECIOUS STONES, Mounted, can
V.X be PURCHASED at advantageous prices.—Beice-Wrjuhx, Mine
ralogist and Gem* and Precious Stoaea, yo, Great Rusaell-

B
A G S T E R ' S B I B L E S.

The FAC-SIMILE POLYGT/iT SERIES cornnrises Ribles In Hebrew,
Greek, Ijittn. German. French, Italian, Spaninh. Portuguese, a
which can be Interpoged two lanifuavcH together In any d>
blnatiuu. Catalogues free by poet.

S. Bagtter & Sous. 16, PaternosU-r-row, Londoa

rP U E EXPOSITOR.

X Edited by Rev. SAMUEL COX.

Contort* for JAXL'A&1\

1. 8ECVLAH1SM. BtR. H. Hulton.

3. The TEI'RARKAMMATON. By ReT. Snninel Col.

3 CHRIRT and ttie ANOELK. By Rev. lYofeawor RobOTtion Smith.

4 The CORINTHIAN KADDCCEE.S. Hy Iter. Jowpb AKar beet.

5. The HISTORIi ALCHRIST o[ST. 1'AVI. llj Key. O. MUkCMD, D.D.

«. The SUPREMACY ol LDVE. By lley.

7. HRIbe' NOTICES ol BOOK*.

T
H E EXPOSITOR.

, In Twelve Volumes, price Tf. OdT.
line a most

The FIRST SERIES Is now eompli
each, handsomely bound In ciotli. f<
priate Pn-M-nt fur cierxvmen and ML._ .
A NEW .sEKIEjs of Tho EXPOSITOR will eomnifnee with the

NumlKr for J AN I "Alt Y, lul. Arraugementa have been made for many
ImiMirUint C'mtrilititlotis from eminent Bibhral Scholars Tho Issue of
this New Series will furnish a capital opportunity for New Subscribers
nucli as cannot recur lor some years to come. Price is. monthly, post free.

Loudon : I {odder & Siounhtun, 2', l*alemoster>row.

M
ODERN THOUGHT. Monthly, price 3d.

The JANUARY Number will contain

The FIRST OF A SERIES OF ARTICLES

By Dr. EDWARD von HARTMANN,

RELIGIOUS DEVELOPMENT IX INDIA.

A PREFACE to this Serlei appeal. In the DECEMBER Number, wfa
also contninH Articles on Shelley, br IJr. E B Arehn«—The Cliareh a
Modern TIUMUnt, by Frederick lteiton—The WbltewaahloK of Hhylock,
by C. E Maurice—small Truth! and Great Truth., br J M KlnraAkt.
B.A.—LoiHioti alter Dark Year* Ago by G. Harrla. LL.D. F 8.A and
Government Interference with Individual Liberty, bv J. C. Rarle. It A.
The 1H80 Volume of MODERN THOCUUT wUl be ready early is

■— price, in cloth, 4r. 6d.

ItlchardBon & Best, i, Quoen'i Head-panaRe, Paternoater-row.

Price One shlUlnir, No. I. Third Scriea, JANUARY. 1861,

'HE MONTHLY PACKET. Edited by
CHARLOTTE M. YOKGX, Author of ' The Heir ol Rooclyffe.'

CbHtnttx

from NATURAL BEAUTY. By U. St. lata

CAMEOS from ENGLISH HISTORY.

TRANSLATIONS from the GREEK TRAGEDIANS. By Gerard W.
Smith.

The CAROL of the BARE JESUS By Frederick Langbiidge.

A CONVERSATION on BOOKS. By the Editor

STRAY PEARLS from the MEMOIRS of M.ARGARET de RTBAU-

MONT, V1SCOMTESSE de BELLAISE. Chap. L

KEEPINO the VOW. Part I. How the Vow waf Made. Chap.. 1. 2.

LITTLE QUEEN MARY ! a Fairy Tale. Bv the late Rev. Dr.
" thapa.hewcll. Edited by

men SCHOOLS.

A TANGLED TALE. By Lewla Carroll.

DISTRICT VISITING.

I. S.

The WAITING NATIONS.
Huniturlan Ill»tory,' ' Si

By Sellna Gave. Author of ' Sketche* lrom
luta and Dlatuunda,' &c.

London : Walter Smith (late Muzley ft Smith), C, l'atcrno.-teT-row.

c
OURT XKTHEBLBIGH,
Mrs. HENRY WOOD S NEW ILLUSTRATED SERIAL STORY.

JANUARY NUMBER OF * THE ARGOSY.'

Now ready,

^HE JANUARY NUMBER of Mrs. HENRY
WOOD'S MAGAZINE,

*T H B ARliOSY:

. COURT NETHERLEIOII, a New Illustrated Serial Story, by Mrs.
Henry Wood, Author of "East Lynne." Chap. I Mi»* Marycrr.
•J. The Miot In the Lett. 3. Loft to Robert. Illustrated by M.

Ellen Edwards. •

2. ALL FOR LOVE.

3. The STORY of DOROTHY GRAPE. By

4. In tho NEW FOREST. By Charles W. W,

5. LADY ENNERDALE'S DIAMONDS.

6. The FULNESS of the WORLD,
7. MADAME DE STAEL. By Alice Kins;.

8. WHITE SOON.

9. OWEN'S LOVER.

IU. THE NEW YEAR.

"There Is no monthly nuujaxine which Rives srreater pleasure."
Oxford I'Htvtrstfg Iltrald.

" Briftht and eharmlne."—Koath Journal.
" Best nnd eheapest of our mairaxine* "—Standard.
" Replete with exoelleut fiction. WHthmxn,
"A never-failiiu,' supply of pleasure. "—l)>rtfv Mercury.
" Interestlnir nnd spuritlinK.' ' — YarntoutM, Heastt*.
"It la safe to fitUrni that there is not a stnKlc s:ory ol Johnny Ludlow m

that will not tie read with pleasure by both sexes of all ages. "
lltitstrtitrd London Srw*.

tnRtoB-strcct, W.8, Nen

^. A HANDSOME lllESKNT.

if* Just completed, the Third Edition,

CPRUNER'S HISTORICAL ATLAS of the
kJ MIDDLE AGES and MODERN

By K. T. 8PRUNER.

/ Third Kdiiioo, entirely Re—acTaved

Edited by Dr. T. MENKE.

SO Coloured Maps, containing also 376 Detail Mane and Flans In
margins, halt

Gotha : Justus I'erthes. Load
Dulau & Co. Edinburgh :

In royal Mo. 1,600 pages, cloth gilt, price 12*.

The PEERAGE or BARONETAGE separate, gUt edgea. each 25*.

THE PKKKAOE, BARONETAGE, and KNIGHT-
X. AGE of the BRITISH EMPIRE for 1x81. By JOSEPH F""

The SECOND EDITION, for i --i. containing all New <
been considerably Enlarged, and carefully IXirreetcsl I
illustrated by upward* of 1.4UV
style of Heraldic Art.
In the i. .mi the CoUsUetsl 1tranches are more fully given than In

any other Work.
Westminster t Nichols 4 Sons, 35, Pari lament-street

l,4uu Woodcut* of Arms, &c., engraved in I

Now ready, *vo. cloth, price Is- Gd. or 2i. each Volume,

THE LONDON SERIES of GERMAN CLASSICS.
X With Introductions, &c , by H. SCUUNEMANN. Ph.D.. Leetnrer
In tn* Durham Cnix-eralty College of Science, N«wva*Ue-oo-Tyne
Author of ' The Genuan Manual,' oec-
1. Schiller's Wllhelm TeH. I 6. Schiller's Don Carlos,
L'.'Uastng's Minua von Barnhelm. "• HaufTh Wiruhaa*.
3. Hehel's" Treasure Bov" 8 Mxsoeus's Htuinme Hebe.
4. Iminemiiuin s olwrhor. I 9. KchlBer s Verbrecher
5. Schiller a Jungfrnn too Oriswasv | 10.*O*ietbe s Boyhoesi."
To be followed by "Gottkow's ' Zopt and Schwert *; Goethe's • nrrmann

nnd Dorothea.' * Egiuunt," • Iphlgenie auf Tanrt*'; SchUIer's 'Maria
stunrt,1 Jtc. * Subjectt for Oxford and -

London : Simpkin, Marshall & Co.



N» 2774, Dec. 25, '80 835THE ATHEN^UM

UNDER THE ESPECIAL PATRONAGE OF HEE MAJESTY.

Sow ready, Fiftieth Edition, 1 vol. royal 8vo. with the Arms beautifully engraved, 31>. M. bound, ({lit edges.

LODGE'S PEERAGE AND BARONETAGE FOR 1881,

CORRECTED by the NOBILITY.

HuRST At Blackett, Publishers, IS, Great Marlborough-street.

Just published, tastefully bound in extra cloth, price 10f. M. post free,

THE BKIDES OF ABDMORE.

A 8TOBT OF IRISH LITE.

By AGNES SMITH.

London : Elliot Stock, 62, PaU-rnoster-row, E.C.

ConlmlM /or JASVAMT.

ON the TRUTHFULN8S* of HUMAN KNOWLEDGE. (The Unity of
Nature—No. V.) By the Duke of Argyll.

TAXATION In the UNITED STATES. Br an
The JEWS In GERMANY By I he Author ot •

PLUTARCH and the UNCONSCIOUS CHRISTIANITY of the 1
TWO CENTURIES. By Julia Wedgwood.

RICHARD CANTTLLON and the NATIONALITY of POLITICAL
tCONOMY. By rrolaator W Stanley Jerom.

SUICIDAL MANIA By W. Knighton. LL D.

LATIN CHRISTIAN INSCRIITIONS By the Rer. George
Mr. HODGSON 'S ARTICLE, " lUOFEKx > I: GREEN as a

By Profeeaor Green.

The DEATH of ANAXAGORAS. By William Canton.

The CRISIS In IRELAND—
1. TOUNO IRELAND By the Rer Malcolm MacOoll.
J. FOREION OPINION on IRELAND By J. A. ]
3. The THREE P'i. By Lord Moeteagie.

Strahan A Co. Limited. 34 :

NEW WORKS ON JAPAN.

UNBEATEN TRACKS IN JAPAN:

TRAVELS OF A LADY IN THE INTERIOR OF JAPAN,

mCLCDISO VISIT9 TO THE ABORIGINES OF YEZO AND THE SHRINES OF

N1KKO AND ISE.

By ISABELLA BIRD.

,2 roll. i Sro. lit.

II.

JAPAN : its History, Traditions, and Religions,

WITH THE NARRATIVE OF A VISIT IN 1879.

By Sir EDWARD J. REED, K.C.B. F.R.S. M.P.

With Ma|> and Illustrations, 2 vols. 8vo. 2it.

John Ml-rray, Albtmarle-street.

DR. SMILES' S WORKS.

How ready. TWENTIETH THOUSAND,

DUTY. With Illustrations of Courage, Patience, and

Endurance. Post 8vo. ot.

ALSO,

SELF-HELP. With Illustrations of Conduct and Per-

wvermnoe. 6*.

CHARACTER : a Book of Noble Characteristics. 6*'.

THRIFT : a Book of Domestic Counsel. 6s.

INDUSTRIAL BIOGRAPHY: Iron Workers and Tool

LIVES of the ENGINEERS. 5 vols. 7s. 6d. each.

The HUGUENOTS : their Settlements, Churches, and Indus-

tries in England and Ireland. U. id.

John Murray,

WESLEY COLLEGE, SHEFFIELD.

{Affiliated to the London Unirersity, 1844.)

Governor and Chaplain—Rev. W. H. DALLINGER, F.R.S.

Head Master—H. M. SHERA, Esq. M.A. LL.D.

Second Master—R. SHINDLER, Esq. M.A. (Lond.)

And Eighteen Assistant-Masters and Professors.

The object aimed at In this Institution is a sound and comprehensive mental training. The course of study is fully
adapted to the requirements of the present time nnd tci the prospective wants of the pupils, who, whether in preparati
for the Universities, training for scientific pursuits, or for professional or commercial life, are provided with the mi
fttii-iont. aid.

BIOLOGY, PHYSICS, and CHEMISTRY, the Modem Languages of Europe, Hebrew and Syriac, Vocal and Instru
mental Music, and Drawing, are taught by accomplished Professors.

The Rev. W. U. DALUNOER. F.R.8., has undertaken the Professorship of NATURAL SCIENCE, and give* weekly
Lectures and Class Instruction in Practical Zoology, Biirany, Ac.

Physics and Chemistry are taught by A. H. ALLEN, E*i., F.C.S.

Scholarships are awarded worth 300/. a year.

Prospectuses by application to the Governor or Head I

Monthly, price Half-a-Crown,

'HE CONTEMPORARY REVIEW.

FRASER'S MAGAZINE, January, 1881, No. 613,
New Series, No CXXXI1I. Price It, 6d.

Oaasass.

A CULTURE OHORT; or. WlnthropS Adventure.

EMI'KKOR ALEXANDER'S REFORMS. By O K.

Toe PROPHETIC POWER of POETRY. By Pro!. J. C. Shatrp.

PREHISTORIC SCIENCE en FETE

HENRY JOHN CODRINOTON : Admiral of the Fleet.

FOLK LULLABIES.

The LAST CHAPTER ol IRISH HISTORY. By the Hon. O. C.
Brodrick.

OUR IDEALS By Lady Violet OrevUls.

A PLEA for our DULL BOYS. By an Oxford Tutor.

A VOICE from the BASTILLE

RUMOURS.
London : Longman. & Co.

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE, No. 265, for
JANUARY, price 1*.

Content*.

1. The PORTRAIT or a LADY. Hy Henry James, Jan. Chape. 15—19.

2. A 5TVDY of an OLD 1'AR Ittll REGISTER. Bjr the Rev. W. BaiiiuuLV.

3. The MISTLETOE.

"SL'HSOJUPTION." By the Dean of Westminster.

A ROYAL ZULU PROGRESS orrr HISHOPSTOWE. By ]
Ellen Colcnso.

fl. CHRISTMAS, and ANCESTOR WORSHIP, In the
TAIN. By Arthur J. Kvans

7. M0P8AS TALE. By E. H. Hickey.

8. Mr. TENNYSON'S NEW VOLUME Br Sidney ColTin.

MacmUlan A Co. London.

NEW BTORIES.

NOTICE. — The CORNHILL MAGAZINE, for
JANUARY, 1881. contains the First l*arU ol Two New Stories.

One entitled—

A GRAPE from a THOKN. By James Payn,
Author of * Lo« Sir Ma»Jni( beni,' * My Proiy,' Ac

The other—

LOVE the DEBT. By a New Author. The
Stories will be Illustrated by Mr I>u Maurier and Mr. W. I

London : Smith, Elder & Co. l.'i, Waterloo-place.

Now ready (One Shilling), No. SSI,

THE CORNHILL MAGAZINE, for January.
With Ulasiratlons by George I>u Maurier and W. Small.

Content*.

A ORAPE from a THORN. Br Jsme* I»syn. fWith an Illustration )
Chap. 1. On the Road 2 The Arrival. 3. The Ladles' Draw Lor -
Room. «. A Visitor. 5. Tin.' Map of the Country.

TO an OLD COAT i From Wranger ) By F. Doyle.

The MORAL ELEMENT In LITERATURE.

VAGABONDAGE and PEDESTRIANISM.

FINA'S AUNT. Some Passages from Miss Williamson's Diary. Chaps.
s—la. ""*"

IN the HEART of the HIGHLANDS.

LOVE the DEBT. (With an Illustration.) Chap. 1. In a
2. Revenge. 3. Rev. George Rneeshaw.

London: Smith, Elder ft Co. 15, Waterloo-place.

FHJS ARMY and NAVY MAGAZINE.

The JANVARY Number will contain a

CABINET PHOTOGRAPH OF

GESERAL BIB FREDERICK ROBERTS, T.C. G.C.B.,
For which he ha* Riven « Special Sitting-

With the JANUARY Number will be Issued a Urge Engraving of

TEE BATTLE OP KANDAHAR
London : Win. 11. Allen £ Co 13. Waterloo-place.

CRIUXER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE, for
' JANUARY. No. 3 of the New Volume, price SIXTEENFENCE,

contains TWENTY DISTINCT ARTICLES, and upwards of FIFTY
HIGH-CLASS ILLUSTRATIONS.

F. Warne & Co. Bedford-street, Strand.

SCRIBNER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE, for
JANUARY.

The LONDON THEATRES.
ILLUSTRATIONS, by K c WocrfTllle, H. Blom, and others : Mr.
and Mm. llancroft, In ' Nchoc.1 ' — .Mr.aBd Mrs. Kendul. in Tennyson's
l'lay of ' The Falcon '—Miss Ellen Terry at Ophelia—Henry Irving as
Vaaderdecken.

F. Warne A Co. nedfunlstrert. Strand.

SCRIBNER'S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE, for
JANUARY.

WELSH FAIRS.
ILLUSTRATIONS, by George Inner, ion , William MagTath, and
A. 11. Frost : Welsh Black Cattle—Dancing on the Green—" Britons.
Strike Home! "—The Shooting-Gallery—Aunt Sallv and her Friend—
Hiring-Fair Nlght-Hlring-Falr Moraiag-Tha AUn Cow and the
Green Lady.

F. Warne A Co. I
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- Gd. Monthly, Illustrated,

of REST, JANUARY PART, ready on
23rd DBCEMBEK, begins a Sew Volume.

8Cmbos ft Co.; and all Booksellers.

GOD and the MAN : a New Three-Volume Story.
By the Author of 1 The Shadow of the Sword.' With Illustrations

by Fred. Barnard. See

iY of REST for JANUARY.

TWENTY YEARS of a PUBLISHER'S LIKE.
By ALEXANDER STKAHAN. Sea

J_)AY of REST for JANUARY.

JDEALS. By Twelve Eminent Authors. See

J)AY of REST for JANUARY.

LETTERS to MY PARISHIONERS. By the
VICAtt of LOWLANDS. See

AY of REST for JANUARY.

" FkON JOHN": a London Story of To-day.
U New Three-Volnmc Work. By JEAN 1NOELOW. Witt

Illustrations by E. F. Brewtnall. See

JQAY of REST for JANUARY.

CITIES of the BIBLE. By Reginald Stuakt
POOLE. Bco

J)AY of REST for JANUARY.

THE COST of NOBLE WORK. By the Rev. J.
BALDWIN BROWN. Seo

D
AY of REST for FEBRUARY.

** C.ET to MUSIC." First of a Series of Stories,
KJ by Mm R. O'REILLY. With Illustrations by Robert Runes.

REST for JANUARY.J)AY of

gTRAHAN & Co. 34, Paternoster-row.

QHAMBERS'S JOURNAL, for January 1.

The Adventure* of a Lady amongst
the Nagas.

Thames Conservators and their
Duties.

The Huff and Reeve.
Some Yule-Tide Mysteries.
A Model Free Library Catalogue.
One of Aladdin's Children.
New Reporting Arruugciuenta in
the House of Commons.

Recollections of an Equestrian
Manager.

The Month i Science and Arts.
Four Poetical Piece*,
index and Title to Vol. XVII.

A London Fog. By W Chambers.
The ChcudU-wuoda Money.
An All-HMD Trading Station.
Amongst sharpers
Another Look at the Lion.
The Art of Making Expumh.
Exploring in the Fur North.
Industrial Migration*,
John Poltrlggun's Christmas Story.
Recollections of a London Fire-

Peaue and Goodwill.
Mischievous Effects of Vulgar
Wall-Posters.

The Physiology of Walking.

W. & R. Chambers, London and Edinburgh

N
ORTH LONDON CONSUMPTION HOSPITAL.

-Sec the BUILDER i Id by post, i^J.) for View and Plans:
Views, (Schumann Monument; Drawing - room, Derwent Hall-, and
Mcdiarval Belfry— Roman Building in England—Architecture ol Madeira
— Architecture and Custom — the Building of Blenheim— Decline of
Italian Rare—Architects in Germany, 4c.—No. le, Catherine-street, and
all Newsmen.

'•AUDI ALTERAM PARTEM."

This day Is published,

TRISH LAND as VIEWED from- BRITISH
J SHORES.

A Sbort Catechism on Irish Land Legislation.

In Illustrated Wrapper, price Sixpence.

William Blackwood ft Sons, Edinburgh and London.

CHAKSPERE QUARTO FAC-SIMILES.
KJ tliotc-lltbofrraphedfrom the First Editions.

HAMLET. 1603. 10s. W.

HAMLET. 10OL 10s. Qd.

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM, 1600 (FUher). 10s. U.

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM, 1600 (Roberts). 10s. U.

LOVE'S LABOUR '8 LOST, ism < W. W, for Cutbert Burly . 10s «i

Or 6s. each to Subscribers of the f

Also the following and other

TNDIA OFFICE PUBLICATIONS.
X A List will be sent free on application.

KASHMIR (Cole), Map, 57 Photographs and Lithographs, 70s.

MVTTRA and AORA (Cole), 54 Photographs and Lithographs. 70s.

TREK and SERPENT WORSHIP (Fcrgussonj, 100 Photographs and
Lithographs, beside* many Woodcuts. 105#,

A few sets of the Lithographic Plate* used In this unique Work arc for
sale, at per set of so Plates, lOi.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY of WEST INDIA ( Hurgess i, Vol. I. 42s.

.. m t» » «*•

IIL 12s.
' ■ \ \ l : TEMPLES of INDIA (Frrgnsson and Burgess), 100 Plate*. 42s.

HTLPA of 11ARHLT (Cunningham). 83s.

Manuscripts, Rare Books. Pen-and-ink Rk etches, Textile Fabrics,
Curtain*. l.ace. Ac . reproduced by Photo and Chromo Lithography, and
prinu-d by tteam-power. In any quantity for Catalogue* or Publications.

W. Griggs, Elm tlonse, Hanover-street, Pockham, London, b K.

IMPORTANT ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORKS ON SPAIN.

CARDERERA y SOLANO (Valentin).—IC0NO-

GRAFIA ESPANOLA, coleccion de Retratos, Estatuas, Mausoleos, y demas

Monumentos ineditos, de Reyes, Reinas, grandes Capitanes, escritores, y otros per

sonages celebres de la naoion, desde el siglo XI. hasta el XVII., copiados de los

originales ; con texto biografico y descriptivo en Espanol y Frances, 2 vols, royal folio,

92 fine Plates taken from Original Paintings and Sepulchral Monuments, nine of which

are beautifully Illuminated in Gold and Colours, half-morocco, gilt tops, uncut, Madrid,

1855-64 121. 12*.

The SAME, GRAND PAPIER VELIN, half-morocco, gilt tops, uncut,

1855-64 211.

One of the most magnificent Books on the Art-Monumeuts of Spain, and probably superior to any other in the accuracy

and learning of its author. The series of illustrations was selected from Works of Art which were excellent by reason of

their historical character or the beauty of their execution. Only 275 Copies were printed, of which about 159 were absorbed

by Subscribers amongst the aristocracy of 8pain. The book may therefore lie regarded as virtually unpublished, and as

likely before long, in consequence of its intrinsic worth and the short supply of copies, to become a costly rarity.

MONUMENTOS ARQUTTECT0NI-

COS de ESPANA9, Publlcados a Expensas del Estado

bajo de la Direccion de una Comiaion Especial oreada por

el Ministerio de Forneuto, Parts I. to LXXXIII., atlas

folio, with over 220 fine large Plates, of which more than

60 are beautifully printed In Colours, heightened with

Gold, Vignettes on Letter-Press and Capital Letters in

Colours, in Parts, 75/.

Madrid, Imprenta y Calcografia Nacional, 1859-80.

N.B.—The Monographs hitherto Incomplete are now being concluded.

Titles and Indices to them being Issued In the latter parts.

One of the grandest works erer published on the Architecture and

Architectural Decoration of any country. The Art-Treasures deposited

in a building are also described and figured. The additional range of

Bubject obtained by this means gives the publication an Interest to all

Artr-Lovers, for whose convenience the text Is written In both French

and Spanish. Mr. Quarltch Is the solo agent in England.

OWEN JONES'S ALHAMBRA :

Plans, Elevations, and Sections of the Alhnmbra, with

the Elaborate Details of litis beautiful Specimen of

Moorish Architecture, minutely displayed in 102 beau

tifully Engraved Plates, 67 of which arc highly finished

in Gold and Colours, from Drawings taken on the Spot

by Jules Gouty and Owen Jones, with a Complete Trans

lation of the Arabic Inscriptions, and an Historical

Notice of the Kings of Granada, by P. DE GAYANGOS,

2 vols, atlas folio (pub. at 24*'.), half red morocco, gilt

edges, 131. 13a. 1812-45

The SAME, LARGE PAPER, colombler folio, the

Chromo-lithographed Plates in Colours, the same as

those on Small Paper, but the Copper-plates printed on

India Paper (pub. at 367.), half-bound morocco, gilt

edges, 181. 18*. 1842-45

This is without exception one of the most sumptuous works ever

executed In any country, hut Its high price has hitherto kept It out of

hands of all but the wealthy. It Is of equal Interest to the Amateur,

the Architect, the Sculptor, and the Decorator, for nothing can exceed

the number, variety, and beauty of the Ornaments and Details. It Is

accompanied by a complete Translation, by Fasqual de Qayangos, of the

Arabic Inscriptions, and an historical notice of the Kings of Granada

from the conquest of that City by the Arabs to the Expulsion of the

Moors.

The Alhambra still exists—one of the most recent of European

ruins. It is the most perfect In repair and the richest In design, and is

still one of the most wonderful productions of Eastern splendour."

MURPHY'S ARABIAN ANTIQUI-

TIES of SPAIN, representing in 100 very highly finished

Line Engravings by Le Keux, Finden, Landseer, G.

Cooke, *tc., the most remarkable Remains of the Archi

tecture, Sculpture, Paintings, and Mosaics of the Span

ish Arabs now existing in the Peninsula, including the

magnificent Palace of Alhambra, the celebrated Mosque-

and Bridge at Cordova, the Royal Villa of Gener&liffc,

and the Casa de Carbon, accompanied by Letter-press

Descriptions, in 1 vol. atlas folio, fine impressions of the

Plates (pub. at 42/.) half-morocco, gilt edges, 6/. 6a.

/S13

The SAME, with a volume containing 60 Original

Drawings and 32 Plates, highly finished in Colours and

Gold, together. 2 vols, atlas folio, lialf red morocco,

richly gilt backs, 25/. 1813

" The most xplendid work of any period connected with that Interesting

kingdom, Spain, Is Murphy's magnificent folio devoted to its Moorish

Antiquities:—a work beyond all price. If the brilliancy and beauty ol

the plates be considered. Too much cannot be sold In commendation ol

this extraordinary and most exquisite publication.... The interiors

described, both by the pencil and the pen, have the effect of enchant

ment. A delicacy, brilliancy, singularity, and even dasxllng richness

arc the characteristics of most of t

MURPHY (J.).— PLANS, ELEVA-

TIONS, SECTIONS, and VIEWS of the CHURCH of

BATALHA, in ESTREMADUKA, with History and

Description by LUIS DE SOUSA, royal folio, 27 Plate*,

half-morocco, 20#. 1836

"One of the most perfect and splendid churches in Christendom—ch*

great Portuguese Abbey of RatalIia. This is known to have been

designed and mainly constructed by an English architect, and ainld the

gorgeous and most extraordinary medley of Gothic, Moorish, Renais

sance, and Hindoo ornamentation, which this unique work displays, a

pure thread of English Early Perpendicular Gothic art is manifested in

forms and details of admirable grace and beauty."—/. C.

The Dedication of the First Edition to the Bight Hon. Wm. Conyng-

ham—an Engraved Leaf with Portrait— is replaced In the Second by a

Dedication to Sir John Soane.

MAJOR (RICHARD HENRY) -The

DISCOVERIES of PRINCE EDWARD, the NAVI

GATOR, and their Results ; being the Narrative of the

Discovery by Sea, within one century, of more than

half the world, 8vo. illuminated Portrait, with Maps

and Plates (pub. at 15a.), cloth, 7*. 6d. 1877

Although many persons to whom the name of Prince Henry Is un

familiar might imagine that this book was one of limited interest, it

nevertheless Is the only exact and scientific History of Geographical

Discovery In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It does not end with

the life of the Prince, but pursues the results of the grand movement

initiated by him, and Is therefore indispensable In every library that

contains the records of early discovery in America. Eastern Asia, and

Australia. The voyages of Columbus. Vespucci, Cabot, Cabral, Yasce da

Gama, are critically reviewed, and the first navigation to the shore* ol

Australia is finally elucidated once for all by Mr. Major.

11EKNAKD QUAIUTCH. 15, Ticcadilly, London.
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MESSRS. MACMILLAN^& CO.'S LIST.

NEW BOOKS ON IRELAND.

NEW VIEWS on IRELAND ; or, Irish Land Grievances and

MmmUm i* charlxs rcshell, q.c. m p cwwn *vo. cloth, im ad.

" Tb» arg^metitn and reflections of the learned author are taw*, upon general knowledge of the country and the
fresh experience of a recent visit to the South It hi impossible not to recognise in his volume the candid and
moderate tone of a writer who, in giving expression to his opinions and convictions, desires to view the subject
from a calm and judicial standpoint."—JJormutg I ■■ • .

The LIFE'S WORK in IRELAND of a LANDLORD who
THIBD to do hie DITT. Br W. BBNCB JONES of "

The IRISH LAND LAWS. By Alexander G. Richey, Q.C. LL.D.,

Drpaty Keg i us Professor of Feudal sad Baglish Law In the I ulvervJty of Dublin. Crown Hto. 3s. M.

To all who, either as legislators or publicists, are called on to take part in the present controversy, the book will

prove invaluable We ran recommend this little book to all who speak, write, or seriously think upon this
question. In or out of Parliament/'— 7 unst.
"This book cannot fail to do good."—St. James's Gazette.

TUB aoCTsTTT FOR THB PROMOTION OF HELLENIC STUDIES
Now ready price 3Ds to thoM who arc not Members ot the society. Part* I. and II , constituting Vol. I. of the

JOURNAL of HELLENIC STUDIES. 8vo. with 4to. Atlas of

Ulnatmuos*.
Csifinfi -Hsilmtr ntudle* : an iBtrodorlory Address. C T Newton-IVIos It C Jebh-»wly-dt*roven>d Rim near Smyrna W. M

Ranuai Not** frosn JuvrBera In lb* Truad and 1-rdla A. H Payee—Htrphanl on the Tombs at Mycena*. Percy Gardner—On Hepreaenta-
ti««i i.f i vatinn la Ureas, Vaae-PalaUM **dney Gasvia— Pytltacoras of k(union and the Early Athlete Ktatuea Charles Walristein—An
ArrhaJr Van*, with l>pmrnU!i<>D of a ktarria<e ITurrtaioa. lis II Muilh—The Pentathlon of the Greeks Percy Gardner- The Erf. Iitheum.
AH Murray Th* Oracle Insrripttona discovered at Doduna. E S Koberu On wuir lamphyllan loa<-rlptlona W M Ramsay, wllh a Note
by A. H ftnyrc- tm sum* loon Elemeota la Attic Tragedy A W. Verrall— A Komalc Hillad W M lUm*aT — Bcrnay* I.unan and the
Cvnlrs I fly wafer A HlotUbUafrnphlcai Not* on Cony. I. By water - Media- tai Ubudian Lo\c Poema. 11. Y. Toser— Rules of the Society—
List of Ossrers and Membar*.

The Journal will be sold at a minced price to Uararies wtahlaf to Subscribe, bat official application must In each case be made to the
Council lafucmatlua oa this p<jlnt. and upon thr conditions of Mcmbermblp, may be obtained on application to the Hon. Secretary,
Mr George MsrmlHas. 9,

LIFE of WILLIAM BLAKE. With Selections from his Poems

In the Text. 2 sola, cloth
and other Writloin Illustrated from hlako ■ own Works By ALEXANDER OILCHKIST. A New and Enlarged Edition, with Additional
Letters and a Memoir of the Author Printed on lUnd-inade l*aper. th<- Illustrations on India laucr, and
fUt, wiU DceJgn* by fYaUericb J Khhrida. after Blake, medium Bvo. Jf. I*.

"One of the moat beautiful and Intcix-sting books of the season.' -Daily Neves.

The YEAR'S ART. A Concise Epitome of all matters relating

to the Arts of PAIVTTNO. ATt'LPTVRK, and ARCHITBfTt Rl. which hare occurred during the Year 1880, togcLber with LoiormaUoD
respecting; the Kimu of the Vw Lssl. Compiled by MARCUS B. HL'ISH, LL.R Crown Bvo. St. fln\

Now complete, in His Parts,

SYN0PTIC0N: an Exposition of the Common Matter of the

•jreoptlr Goepela. By W O KIMIRROOKE. M L FrlDted In Colour.. 410. lilt I. ta. *f. i Parte II. and III. »«. Pun IV.V.aad
TLlu U

"TO all who are concerned with Synoptic rritli'lam it ihould be invaluable."— />r. Sandy in Vie Academy.

Wllb a UliHCrmtlutu or Walter Craae.

The NECKLACE of PRINCESS FIORIMONDE, and other
Morion By MARY DB MORGAN. Frap Hro «i

AJsoaa EDITION of 100 Copies on Lame Paper. Fcap. sto.

*' Mr. Walter Crane's characteristic illustrations combine with Miss De Morgan's pretty fancies to form a charming
gift-book."—Graphic.

A CHRISTMAS CHILD: a Sketch of a Boy-life. By Mrs.

MOLESWORTH. Author of ' Carrots.' ' The Cuckoo Clock.' Ac. Illustrated by Walter Crane. Olobe Sto. 4s. Ad.

" It la a pretty story about a tiny boy, and would interest little people a very few years older. The illustrations
are extremely graceful, and are a great addition to the book."

PANSIES FLOUR-BIN. By the Author of ' St. Olave's,' 'When

I was a Little Otri.' ftc. I llostrated by Adrian Ptoses Globe Hto. 4*. 6*L

" Worthy to be classed with 'Alice in Wonderland.' "—Morning Post.

The WHITE RAT, and some other Stories. By Lady Barker.

Ulastrated by W. 3. II—assy. Olobe sto. 4j. 64.

It it one of the most pleasant books for children.**—Standard.

GILBERT WHITES NATURAL HISTORY and ANTIQUI-

It. by FRANK BtCXLAND ; a Chapter on Antiquities by Lord
i bto. 8s.

TIES of HRLHORNB. New Rdltloa. Edited, with Notes and
' Ulastrated by "

ENGLISH POETS. Selections, with Critical Introductions, by

Tmrtoo. Writm. ud a (1MMT.1 Iatrodactlon by MATTHEW AKNOLI). Kditwl by T. H. WARD. M.A. In 4 Tola, crown sto 7*. «d. rarh.

Vol L THAI CEK to Uu.NNC Vol. II. MEN JO.NSON 10 OHTDEN. Vol. III. ADDISON to BLAKE Vol IV. WOKDKWOllTH to
SYDNEY DOBELL.

" An excellent design admirably executed."—PnU Mall Gazette.

OOLDEN TRIARVRY SERIES. Now Volume.

ESSAYS of JOSEPH ADDISON. Chosen and Edited by John
RICHARD UREfcN, H A LL.D. lHaio.ta.il'.

A DICTIONARY of MUSIC and MUSICIANS (A.D. 1450-1878).
By emlneat Writers, Ewtllub and Forrbrn. With Illnstratlons and Woodcuts Rdited by GEOUOB GROVK, D.C.L. In 3 rols. 8to. Farts I.
to £11. 3s. od aach. Vols. I. sad II. sto cloth, 21s. sach.

Vol. I. A to IMPROMPTU. Vol II. IMPROPERLY to PLAIN SONG.

** Dr. Grove's Dictionary will be a boon to every intelligent lover of music."—Saturday Review.

ENGLISH MEN of LETTERS. Edited by John Morley. Crown

Ito la. M.

WORDSWORTH. By F. W. H. Myers. (Kew Volume.)

V Mans. MACMILLAN d- CO.'S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of GIFT cmd PRESEN

TATION BOOKS it new ready, and may be obtained on application.

MAC1ULLAN 4t CO. LONDON.

At sll Booksellers'. Stationers', snd Boo!

UN CHS POCKET-BOO
With mans amusing Plnum and roach pit

Now raid j. price 3s. ttd postage fi

London : Punch Office. 85, Fleet-stn

Now ready, handsomely bound In cloth and ft

TUB FORTY-FIRST ANNUAL IF

DOD'S PEERAGE, BARO!
far ItHl. Cuatalnlns: Blogrsphlral Htatcmettw

Vttr, Paereaa, Bishop, PrlTy Councillor. Baronet. Knight, u,
trated with handnome Platos of the sarlous CoroneU, Badges, I
Thoroughly EeTlscd and Corrected to latest date.

Whltu kcr * Co. Ave Maria lime.

CAPITAL CHRISTMAS OE NEW YEARS PRESENT.

IKTTS'S POPULAR ATLAS. Completion of
J First Beiies. Ad entirely Original and complete Work of 36 Maps

fi? by M>. printed in Colours from Steel Plates, with Consulting Index of
23.0UJ Namus- Th<- best ever published at any price. HalMnaroooo or
osif, 17s. 6d., cloth, beveiled boards. 12*. (id ; stilt boards, 10a. Gd.

Indestructible Kditlon oo cloth, 31s. 6d. and 25s. respectWely.

For details of erery Map, Notices of the Press, and ITospectos of next
year's Issue, apply to any itookseiler.

I)

Tenth Edition, post free,

R. WATTS on ASTHMA: I
only Kuccnaful Method of Curing I

WATTS, M.D. F.K.8.L. F.C.B., Ac., t,
K]iure, London, w

Loadoa : C. Mitchell it Co. Red Lion-coon. Fleel^treet.

Treatise on the
saw Bt KOIIERT O.

CaT.

E

Hocond Wition. One Shilling, or thirteen stamps by post,

CKIN DISEASES TREATED HOM<EOPATHI-
KJ CALLY. By WASHINGTON EPP8. L B C P. One Hundred Cases,
Including forty distinct varieties of Skin Diseases.
London : Janies Kpps <ft Co. 48, Threadneedle-street, and 170, Piccadilly.

Second Edition, with Maps, price 10s. 0d pp. 447,

PIDEMIOLOGY; or, the Cause of Epidemic
■ of Murrains, of Blight, of Hurricanes, and of Abnormal

Atmospherical Vicissitudes. With a History of Epidemic Disease, and
of the Phenomena that accompanied then*. By JOHN PABJUN, M.D.

David Ilogue. St. Martin s-place. London, W.C.

0\V to WORK with the MICROSCOPE.
By LIONEL 8. BEALE. F.B S.,

President of the Uoyal Microscopical Society.
The FIFTH EDITION,

Strongly bound, and Kntarged to *90 pages, with 100 Plates, some of
which are Ciiloured. Is now ready.

Harrison A Sons, lall Mall.

NEW WORK BY LIONEL 8. BKALE.
Now ready, demy tfvo. pp. 2)0. price 3a.

SLIGHT AILMENTS: their Nature and Treat
ment. Br LIONEL S. BBALB. M B. F.R.B. F R.C.P.L rrolel

of the I'rinclplea and Practice of Medicine In Kini

J * A Churchill.

0N,

Now ready, price S«.

LIFE and on VITAL ACTION.
LIONEL BEALE. ]' 8 »

1. ft A. Churchill.

By Prof.

TENTH THUV8AND WILL RE READY AT CHRISTMAS.

Now ready. In demy «to. cloth, 8a. poet free,

HEltREW and GEEEK LEXICONS, containing
every Word in the Scriptures with their Varied Itenderings ;

also a Treatise on the True 1'se of the Tenses ; being a Companion or
KKVISKK INDEX to the ANALYTICAL CONCORDANCE (42s.). By
HOBEKT YOUNG, LL.D.

Edinburgh : O. A. Young A Co. 18, Nlcolsonatreet ; and all Books

Eighth Thousand, Enlarged, HO pp. «vo. price Is. post free,

THOUGHTS on THEISM; with Suggestions
X towards a Public Religious Service in Harmony with Modem
Science and Philosophy.

"The compilers of this
1 to 1

suggest! v
. need of t

London: TrtibnerACo. Ludgatc-hill.

D Y.

" It tantalises us."—Pali Mall GmttU
'• In it, throughout, a touch of nature, and a catholic taste for what is

good "—Fun.
' and by ao means dull."— Court Journal.

Cloth, As.; boards. Is. 6a*.

Remington A Co. 133. New Bond-street, W.

Published by Subscription. Price Three Ouineas,

AN ORDINARY of BRITISH ARMORIALS:
a Dictionary of Coats of Arms, so arranged thst the Names of

Families whose Slilelds have been placed upon Buildings, Seals, Plate,
Glass. *c. can be readily ascertained By the late J. W. PAPWOilTH*
and Edited from p. t»6 by A. W. MORANT. F.8.A.

In 1125 pages, rtvo. double columns, stitched, to bind In 1 or 2 vols.

Address Mr. W. Papworth, 33, Bloomsbury-street, W.C.

Now ready. 6vo. price 12s.

>ASCALS PROVINCIAL LETTERS.

snmn sv

JOHN DE SOYRES, M A-,
Of Gonvllle and Caius College, Cambridge.

Also, by the SAME, price Ss.

M0NTANISM and the PRIMITIVE CHURCH :

A Study In the Ecclesiastical History of the Second Century.

" Even If here and there we are not quite of the same opinion as Mr
De Soyres. we niuut admit Lhat he has produced a work which no tut art;
student of the church history of the second eentury can afford to neglect."

' luun in Contemporary Asrists.
'asser dleser tuchiigeiDas htlgen Arbeit

gekotumen 1st nlcht nen : es 1st von G. Arnold, Wernsdorf, Rttsclil
n. A. angebalini. re#p festgestellt I»er \ eriasser hat das beinix-e daau
getban, uu es noch elnutal und piinktlicb zu tvgrunden. "

Ad Harnack in Ihtol. Lit. Zntunm.
"The task has Iveen performed with careful research, united with a

broad outlook and the prvBerv.iLion of a catholic spirit, which make ihe
volume one of real value."—Throiogtral Revine.
" A storehouse of varied, well-selected , and digested learning on U*

subject.' —A*«mnMr.

Cambridge Delghtoo, Bell ft Co. London : George Bell ft Sobs.
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JOHN WALKER & CO.'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Crown 8vo. Persian morocco, wood sides, price 10». 6d.

THE "ELSTOW" BUNYAN.

A NEW EDITION OF THE 'PILGRIM'S PROGRESS,'

With Memoir, Bibliography, Index, and numerous

Original Illustrations.

*#* The wood sides of this book are made of the Old Oak taken from Elstow Church

previous to restoration.

From the CHRISTMAS BOOKSELLER.

The " Elstow" Buktajt (John Walker & Co.).—" The new edition of Bunyan's ' Pilgrim '

has several features of a character so remarkable as to be certain to attract general attention.

A correct text has been secured by the careful collection of all the editions issued up to

Bunyan's death, which amounted to eleven. Bunyan was a man of second thoughts ; and, in

consequence, the third edition of his ' Pilgrim' was in point of fact the first complete issue of

his immortal dream. A memoir of the author has been specially prepared for this present

edition, including the results of the latest criticisms and investigations ; to which is appended

an account of all the editions before mentioned, with a narrative of the successive changes and

additions, either of text or engravings, which marked successive issues of the work among us.

Bunyan lived to superintend them. Upwards of thirty original illustrations appear in the

volume, designed and executed expressly for it—groups of the principal figures in the allegory

happily reproducing the characteristics assigned them in it ; and views of local interest around

Elstow and Bedford. Among these s an effective panoramic representation of the village and

its neighbourhood, as seen from the top of Elstow Church tower. These features, unique in

themselves, are not all that recommend the 'Elstow' Bunyan to public notice. It can boast

of material relics of the great English genius never before accessible to his numerous admirers.

In the course of centuries the wooden beams and pews of Elstow Church had grown old and

decayed, to such a point as lately te make a thorough restoration necessary. The publishers

of the 'Elstow' edition have secured as much of the old wood as had to be replaced by new

construction ; and portions of this have been applied to the binding of the new edition, in

panels countersunk on either side. The oak boards are unpolished, and set off by the contrast

of French crimson or blue (at the purchaser's option) ; the effect is as rare as it is artistic.

.... We have said enough to indicate the merits of this truly memorial edition of John

Bunyan. It claims a welcome from a much larger public than any one modern school of

opinion. There is no man, and, above all, no Englishman, who can appreciate literary genius

united to sterling worth, but must hold in deserved respect and even affection the honest and

gifted author of the ' Pilgrim's Progress.' Every such person ought to find a place on his

table for the ' Elstow' edition."

Mr. DAVID BOGUE'S

PUBLICATIONS.

THE ILLUSTRATED OPERA SERIES.

Just published, royal 4to. sewed, 2s. Gd.

WAGNER'S 'LOHENGRIN.'

MUSICALLY AND PICTOEIALLY ILLUSTRATED.

The Legend and the Poem Written and Translated by

JOHN P. JACKSON.

With the Musical Gems of the Opera for Voice and Piano

arranged by FBAKCES MANETTE JACK80N.

Just published, crown 8vo. cloth, 5s.

CONSCIOUS MATTER;

Or, THE PHYSICAL AND THE PSYCHICAL UNIVER

SALLY IN CAUSAL CONNECTION.

By W. STEWART DUNCAN.

Just published, crown 8vo. cloth, 5s.

KENNA'S KINGDOM:

A RAMBLE THROUGH KINGLY KENSINGTON.

By R. WEIR BROWN.

With a Photograph of Holland House.

ONLY 250 COPIES PRINTED.

Atlas 4to. cloth, price Fivo Guineas,

The LIKENESS of CHRIST;

BEING AN INQUIRY INTO THE VERISIMILITUDE OF

THE RECEIVED LIKENESS OF OUR BLESSED LORD.

Illustrated with 13 Portraits, Coloured by Hand, and

50 Engravings on Wood, from Original Frescoes, Mosaics,

Patero, and other Works of Art of the First Six Centuries.

By THOMAS HEAPHY.

Edited by WYKE BAYLISS, F.S.A.

Demy 4to. clotli gilt, 2l«.

BRITISH PAINTERS

OF THE EIGHTEENTH AND NINETEENTH

CENTURIES.

With 80 Examples of their Work engraved on Wood.

Fcap. 4to. cloth gilt, 1S».

LITTLE WOMEN;

Or, MEG, JO, BETH, AND AMY.

By LOUISA M. ALCOTT.

Illustrated with 205 Original Woodcuts.

Crown 8vo. cloth, Is. 6d.

NATURE'S BYE-PATHS:

RECREATIVE PAPERS IN NATURAL HISTORY.

By J. E. TAYLOR, F.L.S. F.G.S., &c.

Crown 8vo. cloth extra, bs.

HOLIDAYS in HOME

COUNTIES.

By EDWARD WALFORD, M.A.

With numerous Illustrations.

Second Edition, crown 8vo. cloth, 6*.

PLEASANT DAYS IN

PLEASANT PLACES.

By EDWARD WALFORD, 1LA.

With numerous Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. cloth elegant, price 55.

STORIES OF LONG AGO.

Retold by ASCOTT R. HOPE.

With 100 Illustrations by C. O. Murray,

Engraved by R. Faterson.

" Extremely interesting Handsomely got up."
Scotsman .

" Abounding In character, humour, and lively thought."
Western Times,

" The illustrations are exceptionally good."
Manchester Guardian.

•'The book Is charmingly got up."—ASornimj Advertiser,

Super-royal 8vo. cloth elegant, sunk centre, price I2#.

ENGLISH LAKE SCENERY.

A Series of 24 Plates in the highest Style of Colour

Printing, from Drawings by A. P. LYDON.

With Descriptive Letter-press.

"The illustrations are remarkable for the delicacy and
moderation of their colouring."— Times.

" A really choice work."—Bookseller.

44 Cannot fall to give pleasure to those who know and love
the fells and waters of Cumberland and Westmoreland."

Academy,

London: David Bogue, 3, St. Martina-place, W.C. London: JOHN WALKER &c CO. 96, Faxringdon-street, E.C.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

NEW YEAR'S GIFTS.

ONE OF THE MOST ACCEPTABLE NEW YEAR'S GIFTS TO ALL

READERS OF GOOD BOOKS IS

AN ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION TO MUDIE'S LIBRARY.

THE ONE GUINEA SUBSCRIPTION

Secures a constant succession of the Xewest Books.

THE TWO GUINEAS SUBSCRIPTION

Secures a Weekly Delivery of Books in any part of London.

THE COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTION OF FIVE GUINEAS PER ANNUM

Allows of Fifteen Volumes at one time, of the Newest Books, or Twenty-five Volumes at ono time of Older Books,

exi'lniipivible (in Sets) at pleasure.

PROSPECTUSES, WITH LIST OP RECENT BOOKS IN CIRCULATION,

Postage free on application.

BOOKS IN ORNAMENTAL BINDINGS.

The Public are respectfully invited to vi?w the large and Choice Selection of Books for Presents on Sale.

The following are some of the more Popular Books now in general demand:—

Lifo of Christ, by Canon Farrar, Illustrated Edition, half-morocco, 23s.—Life and Work of St. Paul,

by Canon Farrar, 2 vols, half-calf extra, 21s.—Life of the Prince Consort, by Sir Theodore Martin, 5 vols.

half-calf extra, 70s.—History of Our Own Times, by Justin McCarthy, 4 vols, lialf-calf extra, 52s.—

Letters and Memoirs of Canon Kingsley, 2 vols. Best Edition, half-calf extra, 24s.—Memoirs of Edward

and Catherine Stanley, half-calf extra, 7s.—Life of Frances Ridley Havergal, half-morocco, 6s. Gd.—

Duty, by Samuel Smiles, half-calf extra, 7s. Gd.—Ballads and Poems, by Tennyson, half-calf extra, 7s. Gd.

—Tennyson's Poetical Works, half-morocco, 7s. Gd.—Sunshine and Storm in the East, by Mrs. Brassey,

half-morocco, 12s.—Lifo of Bishop Selwyn, 2 vols, half-calf extra, 18s.—Memoirs of Mrs. Tait, half-calf

extra i 0s. 6</.—Thackeray's Complete Works, 12 vols, half-morocco, 78s.—Macaulay's Works, 4 vols, half-

calf extra, 32s.—Hallam's Historical Works, 10 vols, half-calf extra, 60s —Smiles's 'Self-Help' Series, 4 vols.

half-calf extra, 30s —The Christian Year, by Rev. J. Keble, half-morocco, 3s. Gd.—Conybeare's St. Paul,

half-calf extra, 9s.—Creasy's Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World, half-calf extra, 7s. Gd.—Life of Charles

Dickens, by John Forster, 3 vols, half-calf extra, 32s.—Letters of Charles Dickens, 2 vols, half-calf extra,

18s. — Livingstone's Travels in South Africa, half-calf extra, 9s. — Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome,

half-morocco, 5s.—Napier's Battles of the Peninsular War, half-calf extra, 10s. Gd.—Shakespeare, Globe

Edition, half-inorocco, 6s. ; Kent's Miniature Edition, 12 vols, grained roan, 2 Is.—Smith's Smaller Dic

tionary of the Bible, half-calf extra, 9s.—The Wavcrley Novels, illustrated, 25 vols, half-morocco, 63s.—

Works of Cliarles Dickens, " Charles Dickens" Edition, 21 vols, half-morocco, 96s.

Revised Catalogues, comprising more than Twelve Hundred other Books, well adapted for

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS AND NEW YEAR'S GIFTS,

are now ready, and will beforwarded on application.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (Limited), NEW OXFORD-STREET.
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RICHARD BENTLEY &

NEW WORKS.

SON'S

KITH AND KIN:

A NEW NOVEL,

BY THE POPULAR AUTHOR OF < THE FIRST

VIOLIN ' AND * PROBATION,'

IS COMMENCED IN THE JANUARY NUMBER

OF

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE;

IN WHICH NUMBER IS ALSO COMMENCED

THE FRERES:

A NEW NOVEL,

By Mrs. ALEXANDER,

AUTHOB OF ■ THE WOOING OT.'

Now ready at all Booksellers', price 1».

"One can never help enjoying Temple Bar."—Guardian.

PAST HOURS. By the late Mrs.

8ABTOBI8 (Adelaide Kemble). Edited, and with a
Preface, by her Daughter, Mrs. GORDON. In 2 vols,
post 8vo. 12s.

ACROSS PATAGONIA. By

LADY FLORENCE DIXIE. With Illustrations by
Julius Beerbohm, Engraved, by Whymper and Pearson.
In demy 8vo. 15*.

" Lady Florence Dixie has given the public a book which
U not only amusing, but really valuable as a contribution to
geographical knowledge, and ought to be read by every
body."—Morning Post.

ROUND ABOUT NORWAY. By

CHARLES W. WOOD, Author of ' Through Holland,'
Ao. In demy 8vo. with numerous Illustrations, 12*.

UNKNOWN HUNGARY. By Victor

TISSOT. Translated by Mrs. OSWALD BRODIE. In
2 vols, crown 8vo. 21s.

The INGOLDSBY LYRICS. By the

Bev. BICHARD HARRIS BARHAM, Author of 'The
Ingoldsbv Legends.' Edited by his Son. the Rev. R.
DALTON BARHAM. In crown 8vo. 3«. M.

THE NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION OF

SECOND THOUGHTS. By Rhoda

BBOUGHTON, Author of * Goodbye, Sweetheart,' Ac.
In crown Svo. 6*.

NOTICE.—A Second Edition

of Mrs. RIDDELVS New

Novel, < The MYSTERY in

PALACE GARDENS,' is now

ready at all Libraries, in 3 vols,

crown 8vo.

TWO NEW NOVELS.

BY FRANK BARRETT.

FOLLY MORRISON. By Frank

BARRETT. 3 vols, crown 8vo.

" Mr. Barrett's powerful story is full of strong situations,
which are described with a true dramatic instinct."

Athenaum.
"The book is full of interest and occasionally shows con

siderable power of moving the feelings. The central charac
ter, Folly herself, is, however, Mr. Barrett's greatest success."

Pad Mall Gazette.

By the AUTHOR of 'IN the DEAD of NIGHT.'

The MYSTERIES of HERON
DYKE. By the Author of • In the Dead of Night/ Ac.

3 vols, crown Svo.

UiciiAr.n Brntley k Son. Kew Burling-ton-street,
Pu'A<t.ltcT» in Ordinary to IJer Majesty the (Jueen.

73, Great Marlborough-street.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

NEW WORKS.

MYJOURNEY ROUND the WORLD,

via Ceylon, New Zealand, Australia, Torres Straltii, China, Japan,
and the United State* By Capt. S. H. JONES-PARRY, late Royal
Madras Futii leers. 2 vols. 'Jls.

An ACTOR ABROAD; or, Gossip,

Dramatic. Narrative, and Descriptive : from the Rcrollection* ol
an Actor in Australia, New Zealand, the Sandwich Island*. Cali
fornia. Nevada, Central America, and New York. By EDMUND
LEATHE8. tiro. I5j.

MONSIEUR GUIZOT in PRIVATE
LIFE (1787-W4,
latod by Mra.

hti Daufrhter, MADAME DE WITT. Trans-
»N. 1 vol. Svo. 15*.

OUR HOLIDAY in the EAST. By

Mrs. GEORGE SUMNER. Edited by the Itev. G. H. SUMNER.
Hon. Canon of "Winchester, Roctur of Old Alresford, Hants. 8vo.
with Illustrations, 15*. [Just ready.

THE NEW NOVELS.

JEANNETTE. By Mary C. Rowsell,

Author of ' Love Loyal,' fkc. 3 vols.
" * Jeannette ' ts a love story replete with deep interest and admirably

told, which emrrossefi the attention to the lost j>fu;e. The plot U true to
nature, the characters are drawn with a master hand, the descriptions
are cleverly delineated, and the language is forcible."— Court Journal.

GERALDINE AND HER SUITORS.
By Mrs. SIMPSON, Author of ' Wiunle's History,' &c. 3 YOls.

" This boolt Is both pleasing to read and pleasing to remember."
Pall Stall flavUe.

"Mrs. Simpson's novel displays considerable literary merit. The
descriptions of scenery, men, and manners are lifelike. The interest Is
well sustained from first to last."—Court Journal.

LITTLE PANSY. By Mrs. Randolph.

Author of 1 Gcntianella,' Ac. 3 vols.

"This novel is sure to be popular. It is a most amusing story. Little
Pansy is a charmlug creature. '—Sunday Times
"' Utile l*ansy ' Is a most taking story. Not only is the heroine a
rent and lovable girl, but the remaining characters are drawn with

artistic skill. "— Whitehall Review.

DIMPLETHORPE. By the Author
of ' ST. OLAVE'S,' Ac. 3 vols.

" ' Dimplethorpe ' Is a well written, ingenious, agreeable, and Interest
ing story. The characters are naturally drawn."—St. James's Oazttte.
"The study of character whi'*h the author proposed to herself it

exhibited with considerable skill. She describes the better sort of
village people with pleasant humour."—Athenian.

'• For quiet humour, careful observation, and cultivated style, ' Dlni-

plethorpe ' Is equal to any of the author's previous works."—John Bull.

STRICTLY TIED UP. 3 vols.
" ' Strictly Tied Up ' Is entertaining. It Is In every sense a novel con

ceived Inallghtana happy vein."—Athenerum.
" 'Strictly Tied Up" is a very cleverly constructed novel, as amusing

as it Is ingenious."—St. James's Gazette.

THIRD EDITION of ROY and
VIOLA. By Mrs. FORRESTER, Author of ' Viva,' Ac. 3 vols.

THIRD EDITION of LORD
BRACXKNBURW By AMELIA B EDWARDS, Author of Bar
bara's History,' &c. 3 vols.

FIXED as FATE. By Mrs. Houstoun.

Author of '
Weat.'&c. 3 vols.

to Mercy," 1 Twenty Years in the Wild
[Dec. at.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

Bach Work complete in 1 vol. price Ss. (any of which can be bad
separately), elegantly printed and bound, and illustrated by

Sir J. GILBERT, MILLAI6, HUNT, LEECH, FOYNTRK. FOSTER
TENN'lEL, SANDYS, E. HUGHES, SAMBOURNE, Ac.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

STANDARD LIBRARY

Of CHEAP EDITIONS of POPULAR MODERN WORKS.
Sam Slick's Nature and Human
Nature.

John Halifax, Gentleman.
The Crescent and the Cross. By

Eliot Warburton.
Nathalie. By Mi*» Kavanagh.
A Woman* Thoughts about
Women Hv the Author of
'John Halifax.'

Adam Graeme. By Mr". Olipliant.
Sam Stick 's Wise Saws.
Cardinal Wiseman s i'opes.
A Life for a Life. By the Author
of 'John Halifax.'

Leigh Hunt's Old Court Suburb.
Mmv&ret and her Bridesmaids.
Sam Slick's Old Judge.
lAirlen. By Eliot W arburton.
Sir B. Burke's Family Romance.
The Laird of Norlaw. By Mrs.
Ollphant.

The hnnlishwomon In Italy.
Nothing New. By the Aathor of
'John Halifax.'

Freer's Life of Jeanne d'Albrct.
The Valley of a Hundred Fires.
Burke's Romance of the Forum.
Adele. By Miss Kavanagh.
sturlirft from Life. By the Author

of 'John Halifax.'
Grandmother's Money.
Jitdnson h Ibiok about Doctors.
Mistress and Miiid. By the Author

of 'John Halifax.'
Lea MiWrables. By Victor Hugo.
Si f>la\-'«.
1**1 and ha\ed. By the Han. Mrs
N jrtoa.

History. By Amelia
B. Edwards.

Life of Irving. By Mm. Ollphant.
No Church.
Christian's Mistake. By the
Author of ' Jobn Halifax.'

Alec Forbes. By Georgs Mac
Donald. LL.D.

Agnes. By Mrs. Ollphant.
A Noble Life, By the Author ol
'John Halifax.'

Dixon's New America.
Robert Falconer. By George Mac
Donald. LL.D.

Tbe Woman's Kingdom. By the
Author of 'John Halifax.'

Annals of an Eventful Life. By
G. W. Daaent, D.C.L.

David Elginbrod. By George Mac
Donald, LL.D.

A Brave Lady. By the Author of
•John Halifax.'

Hannah. By the Author of 'John
Halifax.'

Sam sin k's Americans at Home.
The Unkind Word. By the Author

of John Halifax.'
A Rose in June. By Mrs Ollphant.
My Little Lady. By E. Frances

I'oynter.
Phasbe, Junior. By Mrs. Ollphant.
Life of Marie Antoinette. By

Professor C. I) Yonire.
Sir nibble. By George Mac
Donald. LL.D.

Sam Sli< k's American Hnmoni.
Young Mrs. Jardluc. By tbe Author
ol ' Joan Halifax. '

MESSRS.

BLACKWOOD & SON'S

NEW LIST.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE, for

JANUARY, 1831. No. DCCLXXXIII. price 3*. 6cf.

Contents.

AUTOBIOGRAPHIES. No. I. Benvenuto Cellini.

The PRIVATE SECRETARY. Part III.

BEFORE and AFTER the BALLOT.

The BISHOP ASTRAY.

On SOME of SHAKESPEARE'S FEMALE CHARACTERS. By Oae
who has Personated Them.—OFHELLV

Tho SEER.

OUTDOOR SONNETS.

The LAND of GILEAD.

The MINISTRY of MISERY.

This day Is published,

The LAND of GILEAD. With Ex-

cursions in the Lebanon. By LAURENCE OLLPHANT,
Author of * Lord Elgin's Mission to China,' 'Piccadilly,'
Ac. With Illustrations and Majis. 8vo. 21*.

This day is published.

The NEW VIRGINIANS. By the

Author of ' Junta,' ' Private Life of Galileo,' Ac. 2 vols,
post Svo. 18s.

uniform with *new gleanings from
gladstone.'

This day is published,

MORE GLEANINGS from GLAD-

STONE. Bv the same ARTIST and AUTHOR. With
highly finished Frontispiece in Colours. Price Sixpence.

This day is published,

The SHAKESPEARE TAPESTRY

WOVEN in ENGLISH TEHBE. By C. HAWKEY.
Crown 8vo. i\s.

DESCARTES. By Professor Mahaffy,

Dublin. Being the First Volume of " Philosophical
Classics for English Readers." In crown Svo. with
Portrait, 3s. 6d, [ This day.

MR. KINGLAKE'S NEW VOLUME

of the INVASION of the CRIMEA. The Sixth—
" WINTER TROUBLES." Demy Svo. Io>.

[Just published.

A HANDSOME GIFT-BOOK.

TALES from 'BLACKWOOD.'

New Series. Being a collection of the most I
Tales contributed to Jiltickwood's Magazine, by
known Authors.

To be had in thefollowing styles of binding ;—

Handsomely bound in 12 volumes, extra clot h, 30t.; leather
back, Roxburghe style, 37s. 6d.; half-calf, richly gilt,
marbled edges, 52s. 0</.; half-morocco, marbled edges, 55s.

THE COMPLETE AND UNIFORM EDITION OF

The WORKS of GEORGE ELIOT.

CABINET EDITION. Printed from a new and legible
type, in Volumes of a convenient and handsome lorm.
20 vols, price 51.

Romola, 2 vols.—Silas Marncr, Tho Lifted Veil, Brother
Jacob, 1 vol.—Adam Bede, 2 vols.—Scenes of Clerical Life,
2 vols.—The Mill on the Floss, 2 vols.—Felix Holt, 2 vols.—
Middlemarch, 3 vols.—Daniel Deronda, 3 vols.—The Spanish
Gypsy, 1 vol.—Jubal, and other Poems, Old and New, I vol.
—Impressions of Theophrastus Such, 1 vol.

Each Volume, price 5s. may be had separately.

A NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION.

IMPRESSIONS of THEOPHRAS-

tus SUCH. By GEORGE ELIOT. Cabinet Edition.
Crown Svo. 6*. [Just published.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED BT SIR NOEL PATO.V,
R.8.A.

LAYS of the SCOTTISH CAVA-

LIERS, and other Poems. Bv W. EDMON3TOTJNB
AYTOUN, D.C.L., Professor of Rhetoric and English
Literature in the University of Edinburgh. With
Illustrations engraved by the best Artists. Small 4to.
in elegant cloth binding, with gilt edges, 2ls.

The GEORGE ELIOT BIRTHDAY

BOOK. Printed on fine paper, with red border, and
handsomely bound in cloth gilt, fcap. Svo. 3*. dd.

WISE, WITTY, and TENDER SAY-

INGS. In PROSE and VERSE. Selected from tho
Works of GEORGE EI.IOT. Fourth Edition. Hand
somely bound in cloth, &r.

CERVANTES. By Mrs. Oliphant

Being the Eleventh Volume of " Forelgu Classics for
English Readers." Crown 8vo. 2s. «.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and

London,
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appeared this year. Under the title ' Niger

et BemuV M. Ad...Burdo has given us an

account of his travels in Central Africa in

1878. His book is illustrated with maps and

engravings. Another explorer attached to

the Belgian expeditions, Dr. Dutrieux, has

studied the African question from a com

mercial point of view, and after indicating

its difficulties and the means of surmounting

them, ho proposes the creation of a European

commercial confederation. Following the

example of Comte Goblet d'Alviella, M.

Jules Leclercq has given us an account of his

travels in his book ' Le Tyrol et le Pays des ,

Dolomites.' ExcTTflTonsin DenniarE, Sweden,

Norway, Turkey, Greece, and AsiaMinorhave

supplied to M. Alfred Bruneel materials for

two interesting volumes. M. J. Chalon has

published an account of his excursions in

Egypt and Tunis. The curious ' Souvenirs '

of Lieut.-Gen. Baron Lahure relate mostly

to his sojourn in Dutch Malaisia before the

year 1830. M. Emile de Laveleye has col

lected in one volume his ' Lettres d'ltalie,'

whic h appeared first in the Revue de Belgique.

In the department of jurisprudence there

is to be noticed tho first volume of a great

work, ' Le Droit Civil International,' pro

duced this year by tho fertile pen of Prof. F.

Laurent, a writer already so well known by

his ' Etudes but l'Histoire de l'Humanite '

and by his ' Frincipos do Droit Civil.' We

may name here tho ' Manuel Populaire des

Societes de 8ecours Mutuels,' by M. E.

Bedinghaus.

Books relating to our own national

history are, as usual, most numerous.

The Arthjjd3ta-.G6n6ral du Rqyaumej_M.

Gachard—one of our most illustrious veterans

in historical studios—has published an im

portant ' Histoire de Belgique au Commence

ment du XVILT" Siecle.' M. Leon Vander-

kindere, author of ' LeSiecledes^Artevelde,'

has given us the results of an anthro

pological inquiry made respecting the com

plexions of eliildren in Belgian schools.

Those whose idiom is Flemish hase mostly

liglit-c.'oloured haji. and blue eyes; whilo

those whose idiom is Walloon have brown

hair and dark eyes. The same writer,

in a rectorial address lately issued, ' Du

Role de la Tradition dans 1' Histoire do

Belgique,' gives us in a sort of sketch a

philosophy of our national history. M.

Arflmr J^iv..rgf>r Tina published an erudite

aucl "ttn",f'p» Y"«>y, '__ L'luqulsltian. .en N

BeTgfqup avant et pendant la XVI" Siecle.'

M: Alph. Wauters has devoted an interest

ing volume to describing the efforts made,

at the close of the seventeenth century, to

draw Belgium into union with the pro

tectionist system of that time. An Ultra

montane tone prevails in the work of M.

Francotte, where he gives the history of the

propaganda of the French Encyclopaedists in

the district of Liege during the last century.

Last year M. Kunziger gave us an expose

of the same facts, but written in a liberal

spirit. M. Per^meni has drawn a curious

picture of the ten years of national history

extending from the revolution of 1789 to

the coup d'etat of Napoleon I. For the

whole period extending from the sixteenth

century to the year 1831 Col. Wauwer-

mans has recounted many episodes in mili

tary history, all d propot of the two citadels

the Northern and the Southern at Antwerp.

M. Frere-Orban, the Prime Minister of

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 33, 1SS0.

CON'TKSTS.
rm

CoirrixrvTAL Literature iir 1880 — Belgium, Ml ;
Bohemia. »Ci ; Penmaks, 84s: Fhasce. Mi ■ Geb-

MAM. M7; HoL1.»M>. sM; lU.XGAKV, (143; ITALV,
8« ; Norway, K&i ; Polasd, 648 ; PoRTl gal, HS7 ;
BFAIX. *."><•; gWKl-KS. Ml—858

. M2

. m2
, 8*1

. 8M

Fyffe's Huron .» Mohum Europe, 17W-1SU
Novels or hie Wux
CHRlsTMts H
The LiitHAtt'HE or Economic St iescr
LlBBtRY TABLE —LlET OF NEW BOoES

Tin Karl or Craw»ori> ami Bali'arses; Authors
A!ll> PRIMERS* B>AI>I-K5; THK GRANDFATHER or

Caetor am> tue Paiueh of Chaucer

Literary Gossip
BfiEicR - Balfour's Comparative Embryology;

R>i ist Im'Ian i, i oIjm.ii ai. Pi hlications ; Astro-

romii ai. Nor»« ; Geoi.kaphkal Notes; Societies;
MiLUMrt; Uintir wis—870

Fwe Arts— I)i. Ham's ' L'Am iiroUK.ir Prehls-
torioi f'; Niw Bit msos. Photographs, Jto.; I's-
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CONTINENTAL LITERATURE IN 1880.

BELGIUM.

French literature in Belgium this year

has to deplore a great loss in the deceaso of

MM. Paul Devaux, Aug. Orts, and Eug.

van Bcmmel. The first and the second

were men of Liberal politics, whose services

to the State were most valuable; Van

Bemmol was a distinguished professor. All

three leave a name in literature. Paul

Devaux had just completed his remarkable

' fctudes Politiques sur l'llistoire Romaino,'

when death called him away before the

publication of the book. Eug. van Bemmel

had this year published an interesting

' Traiti' do la Littorature Franchise,' and a

curious ' Histoire de Belgique,' textually,

borrowed from tho contemporaneous writers

of every age^JrAAuXTthat of Julius Crosar

/ down to our own. Ho conducted also ' La

f Belgique Illustreo,' an excellent publication,

/ adorned with numerous engravings, and

\ composed of monographs on__our principal

^towns—and. districts. The first volume is

already completed, and the second is in

course of preparation for publication.

/ Foreigners who would make themselves

acquainted with our local history and monu-

I ments will not be able to find a work more

: attractive.

Poets and novelists havo not let the pen

rest idle this year. Among the former we

may name the new collections of MM. J.

Deiiioiilin, Bailly, Verdavaine, do Buillet,

GLUion," and Nizet ; among the latter the

stortos of MMTX'am. Trf-moiijier and Em.

Leclercq, also the ' (Euvres ' of Comte

MJoTTrT'^Pu<;hijsteI, which comprise poems

and^rainatic pieces. Our best living poet,

M. Ch. Pg£sin, has published, under tho

title ' Essais de Litterature Dramatiquo en

Belgique,' his historical dramns and his

tcenrs de moeurt. Wo may mention also ' Le

Theatre ' of M. J. Laburro and ' La Ber-

noise,' the libretto ofa comic opera by

M. Lucien Solvay ; the piece has been played

with success at tho Rojal^Theatre of Brussels.

M. Aug^Si^l^ler, the_ TTIirariari of the

King anu o£ the"..Comte ..de Flandre, has

edited1 flie second and last volume of the

' DicitonTraire £tymolbgique "dta Ja_Lflligue

WaHrjmiTi.'^by his" late friend, Ch. Grand-

gagnage. This is a work that will be very

interesting to all students of the Romance

dialects, all the more because the patois of

Liege, Namur, Mons, and Tournai have

hitherto been too much neglected by philo

logers. The posthumous verses (French and

Walloon) of the late A. Picard havo been

issued with a biographical notice by M.

Alphonso Le Roy. M. J. Vanden Gheyn has

produced an interesting notice on the primi

tive name of the Aryans. ThtV Denoitonent

de THistoii^rx4<,~l^uni^'"i*A dr»v.m>ENtrali slated

by MV^F. Neve froisvJhe Sanscrit of th$> poet

BhavabnCfti. M. C. de. Harlez has enriched

Orityital literature by\ his ' Manuel du

PehleY*,' the-., old Persian language of

sacred tfad hishncol literature. Tihe late

M. Uricoechea, \»;hom this year Bcience has

lost, had completed his improved editipn of

theVwell-knpwn Arttjfvic gruminar of O. P.

CaspWri. Or^ho ' Histories ' \of Tacitu\ a

new and critical edition\has beeti pubhshed

by M. riantr«llV. The itimoire V M. Ad.

do Ceuleaoer, entitled ' S(\ptime S6vero, sa

Vie et son licgneV a worlt\ crowned by tho

Royal Academy, isN^onscieutious and new.

All those works confer honour on Belgian

erudition. ■ .

In philosophy wo have to notice tho series

of 'Essais de Psychologie,' by M. Ch.

I^oomans, whose method is analytical ; also

tho original studies of M. J. Delbceuf,

entitled ' Le Sommeil et les Rcves.' The

' Elements d'Esthetique General©,' by M.

Guillaumo do Coster, will be very useful

to artists and critics of art. M. Earn. Y&n-

derstraeteji has given us the fifth volume

of hi8""curiouB monographs entitled ' La

Mugique aux Pap-Basayant lo XIX* Siecle.'

M^ Em. Tjoclercq ~lu ' LArt et lea A prisma '

gives, in connexion with studies of various

rosthctic questions, studies of the artists

Rubens, Jordaeus, Snyders, Van Dyck,

Wiortz, and De Groux. M. /Fredt)fic Fabor

has completed his ' Histoiro du Thoitre

Francais en Belgique,' q,- hook liearing evi

dence of numerous and minute4esoarches.

Bibliography has been oxceptiouully

cultivated this year. First to bo noticed

hero are the works of MM. Ferd. Van-

dcrhaeghen and Alplj^JJOllems. The latter

has given in 'Les Elsfiyier '—a book that

has made a sensation among the specialists

of all countries—a history of the celebrated

printers and their productions. M. Ford.

VnTwWlTjnjrVia,. '''-nirian of the Gh^niJJni-

versity ami. a scholar well known in Eng-

larttrrciiiitinues tho publication of his ' Bib-

.Jiotlu'cu Belgica,' in which ho enumerates,

iVlcsTrltTes, and estimates all the printed

Iiooks of the fifteenth and sixteenth cen

turies that were published in the Nether

lands or bear any relation to their history.

The work is a mine of unheard-of wealth

for all men of science and research in

Belgium and Holland. M. Alph. Goovaerts

has published two important works : the

first, a mcmoire crowned by the Royal

Academy, contains tho history and biblio

graphy of musical typography in the

Netherlands from the earliest times ; the

second is a bibliographical study, really

now, on ' Abraham Verhoeven d'Anvers,'

who is here described as the earliest Euro

pean journalist or "gazettier." The mono

graph is illustrated with fifteen phototypes,

reproducing several numbers of the Antwerp

Gazette as issued by Verhoeven at tho com

mencement of the seventeenth century. A

Flemish translation has been made, and one

in English is in course of preparation.

Many books of voyages and travels have
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both present and past, have been the chief

themes chosen, and, upon the whole, have

been fairly handled ; in individual cases it

may even be said that some are excellent

from an artistic point of view. Among the

works based upon subjects of national

interest are a cycle of narrative poems by

Julius Zeyer, the famous novelist, published

under the collective name of ' \ ysehrad '

(the Acropolis of 1Vague) ; and an epic by

the eminent poet Svatopluk. Cech, ' Vaclav

z Michalovic ' (' The Knave of Michalovic ').

Zeyer's work takes as its subject a cycle of

legends from Bohemian history relating to

the times of Libusa and Premysl ; and the for-

treae of Yysehrad on the Moldau, which forms

the centre of all the Czech national legends, is

the chief point of interest in Zeyer's verses.

The several closely connected parts of the

Km are named ' Libusa ' ( the daughter of

>k and the foundress of Prague), ' Zeleny7

Vitas' ('The Green Victor'), ' Vlasta* (the

loader *>f' the Amaxons in the War of the

Maidens), 'Ctirad' ('The Sacrifice of the

War'), and •Lumir ' (the earliest Bohemian

bard). Svatopluk Cech set himself the task of

poetically remodelling the ' Vaclav z Michalo

vic,' which may be termed the climax of the

entiro poetry of Bohemia, belonging to that

most terrible period in the history of the

people which succeeded the battle of the

White Mountain (November 8th. 1620).

This is the subliinest but also the most

difficult task that Bohemian history can

propose to our national poetry. Vaclav z

Michalovic is a pupil of the Jesuits, and a

son of Bohusluw z Michalovic, who was exe

cuted after the unlucky issue of the battle

of the White Mountain, and after he had

become acquainted with the political and

religious past history of his family. In the

poem we have a description of the double

eonllict into which the hero falls, owing

to the religious faith in which he has been

brought up, and also owing to his admira

tion of some Spanish beauty in spite of his

being destined to become a priest. These

incidents give the poet an opportunity

for exhibiting in the fullest light his eminent

talent in the handling of epic subjects. We

have a worthy pendant to this national

epos in a poeru which takes its theme from

the Slavonic history of the immediate post,

and which has been poetically remodelled

by a lady writer, Eliska Krasnohorska, in

her work 'K Slovanski'mu Jihu' ('To the

Slavonic South'). The events and heroic

deeds of the Smith Slavs in the late insur

rection in the Herzegovina and the Russo-

Turkisli war have inspired the poetess and

enabled her to produce a really noble nar

rative poem. In the form partly of a modern

ballad, partly of a South Slavonic heroic

poem (dunta), Eliska Krasnohorska extols

both the heroism of action (Montenegro)

and the heroism of martyrdom (Bulgaria).

The work of deliverance has its climax in a

grand perspective view which the poetess

sketches for the future ; the leaden balls

that ure gathered up from the battle-fields

shall bo r«>cast into lettors, and from these

the future Slavonic culture shall take its rise.

As descriptive of modern life, Svatopluk

Cech has also published a cycle of epic

poems entitled ' Ve Stinu Lipy' ('Under

the Shade of the Lime Tree'). These are

graceful and artistic idyls, depicting the

viBage life of his native land. Adolf Hey-

duk likewise has come forward with a most

successful pendant to his last year's epic

allegory, ' Deduv Odkaz' ('The Grand

father's Bequest '). in a work entitled ' Dre-

vorubec' ('The Woodman'). This is a

somewhat longer narrative poem describing

life in the Bohmerwold, which with its very

romantic, splendid, and yet, in part, awe-

inspiring scenery, forms the scene of the ex

citing tale of the ruin of a family. Jaroslav

Vorchlicky' has during the past year written

the second part of his ' Mythy ' ( ' The Myths ' ) .

In the first part (1878) this author took his

poetic motives from stories connected with

his native country, but in the second we

have legends from other countries as well,

which, however, owing to their humanitarian

and spiritual subjects, have become the pro

perty of the whole civilized world. There

are subjects from the Bible as well as from

the ancients: 'Israfel,' ' Narozem' Sakun-

taly' ('The Birth of Sakuntala '),' ' Smrt

Aischyla' ('The Death of yEschylus'),

' Sandalfon,' ' Maria Aegyptiaca,'. ' Pokani

Don Juona ' ('The Repentance •of Don

Juan'), 'Mythus o Vine' ('The Myth

about Wine '), and ' Eloa.' Every one of

these poems is an apotheosis of jtoetry and

of poetic ideals, of which tho love of woman,

which overcomee> all things, oven God him

self, is placed by Verchlicky' in the first

rank. There appeared at the beginning of

last year in the Slovak dialect, which is a

branch of the literary languago of Bohemia,

a collection of poems with a distinct epic

tendency and of true artistic value. A

young singer, Yajansky', appeared for the

first time before the literary world with a

work named ' Tatry a More' ('The Car

pathians and the Sea'), and, moreover, it

has proved undoubtedly a success. The

awakened Slavonic spirit in the North and

South ottered him good subjects for his

[towerful verse. The most approved of his

pieces is ' Majak ' ('The Beacon'). An

older countryman of Vajansky"s, John

Botto, in a poem named ' Snirt Janosikova '

(/The Death of Janosik'), has come forward

with a specimen of the modern style of the

national Slovak epos, as it is still to be

found in the Carpathian mountains. It

breathes a deeply mournful spirit, the result

of the political subjection of the Slovaks;

and this is the chief characteristic of Botto's

muse.

In lyric poetry the best contributions of

1880 are those by Jaroslav Verchlicky'.

His ' Eklogy a Pisne ' ('Eclogues and

Songs') are an echo of a first and

supremely happy love. A continuation

of this same strain is met with in his

last collection of poems, entitled ' Dojmy

a Rozmary ' (' Impressions and Fancies '),

which give expression to a genuine feeling

for lyric art. Of all the present writers in

Bohemia, Verchlicky' is the ono who has

devoted most time to the poetic master

pieces of other nations, and by his very

successful translations (of V. Hugo, Leo-

pardi, Carducci. Leconte de Lisle, and Dante)

has introduced them to the literature of

his own country. One of the younger lyrio

writers, Otnkar Mokry', in his book ' Jihoceske

Melodie' ('South Bohemian Melodies'), gives

us the impressions made upon his mind while

wandering through the southern part of his

native land. These are recollections of the

days of Huss, the leading personages of the

time (Huss, Zizka, Chelcicky') being men

who belonged to that part of the country.

By the publication of the literary remains of

Bohdan Jelinek we are made acquainted

with, and at the same time have to regret

the loss of, a lyric writer of great refinement

of feeling and aesthetic taste.

In dramaticmatters afresh phase of activity

will be encouraged in Bohemia by the open

ing of the new national theatre. Schubert's

' Vok of Rozmberk,' Emanuel Bozdech's

' Dobrodruzi ' ('The Adventurer'), and

Miroslav Krajnik's ' Jan Rohac z Dube '

('John Rohac of Duba') are the best speci

mens of plays that this year's Czech litera-

^ture has to offer.

Fiction has again, as in fact it has

during the last decade, been cultivated

with great zest, and, moreover, with de

cided success. At the head stands Alois

Jirasek with his three historical novels,

'UBytiru' ('Among the Knights'), ' Raj

Sveta' ('The World's Paradise'), and

'Obetovany" ('The Sacrificed Man'). By

his side we have A. Smilovsky' with his story

of the present day, ' Nebesa ' (' Heaven ! ') ;

Jos. Stolba's ' Allobeo Perer,' a story de

scribing life as it now is in Cuba ; Julius

Zeyer's ' Bajo Sosany ' ('Legends of the

Sosana'), and his tale of the faithful friend

ship of Amis and Amil; Francis Herites's

' Arabesques and Sketches ' ; Svatopluk

Cech's third volume of his ' Narratives ';

and V. Benes Trebizky's ' Historical Pic

tures.' • *

There have appeared several new and

valuable works in scientific literature durikg

last year. Many of the Prague professors

have been at work on their respective

subjects—Krejei on geology, Boricky ou

mineralogy, Celakovsky on botany, Fric

on zoology. These and other investigators

have contributed valuable papers to the

archives fur the general investigation of the

country. Of other and independent works

that have recently appeared I must

mention Dr. Seydler's ' Principles of Theo

retical Physics,' a book somewhat the same

in extent and character as the English book

by Thomson and Tait ; Prof. Ant. Belohou-

l>ek's monographs relating to chemical tech

nology and microscopic chemistry ; and a

• Compendium of Organic Chemistry,' pub

lished conjointly by Dr. Milan Nevole and

B. Rayman. Dr. Fr. Studnicka is just

beginning to publish a ' Geography,' astro

nomical, mathematical, and physical.

Lt. history I have to mention the

fourth volume of A. Gindely's compre

hensive work on the 'Thirty Years'

War.' Dr. Em. Holub's 'Seven Years

in Africa' is an important addition to

the list of books on travel. Philosophy

is attended to in the most thorough and

activo manner by Dr. Jos. Durdi'k, and

he has of late more particularly directed

his energy to (esthetics. In his last

work, 'The ^Esthetics of Poetic Art,' the

learned author most fully applies the general

principles of the theory of beauty to poetic

work. In his chapter on external form Dr.

Durdi'k has, I am glad to say, success

fully solved the old question respecting

tho relations between the quantitative (an

tique) and the accentuating (modern) pro

sody of Bohemian poetry, and has thereby

put an end to controversy on the point.

F. Schulz.
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DENMARK.

Our literary activity has been lay no

means inconsiderable in 1880; still there

are few decidedly remarkable hooks among

the large number that have been pub

lished.

Early in the year the quarrel between the

old tendencies in our poetry and criticism

and the new, which has lasted for some ten

years, broke out violently, owing to some

depreciatory criticisms promulgated by C.

Ploug, a journalist and poet belonging to

the former section. The paper warfare was

waged with vigour, especially by the latter

party, our so-called "literary Left," headed

by the poets Schandorph and Drachmann ;

but, like most struggles of the kind, it had

no particular result, and this all the more

because political differences were introduced.

Whatever be one's resthetic principles, no

unprejudiced person can deny that the

younger set of writers—the Realists as they

are styled (a name that denotes little) in

opposition to the Eomanticists—possess more

fertility and greater gifts than their rivals.

Their main characteristics are a habit of

free thought, an effort at emancipation

from the traditional ideals and authorities,

religious and social, as well as a fresher

and more vigorous style, and often a par

tiality for the portrayal of the life and

ways of the lower classes of the commu

nity. The faults of their writings are an

exaggeration of the tendencies I have

mentioned and a frequent lack of artistic

compression.

In lyrical and epic poetry the literature

is more abundant than usual ; still the

books published are most of them either

collections of older poems or insignificant

attompts of beginners. The numerous

poems of N. F. S. Grundtvig, the influential

poet and theologian who died a few yoars

ago, are now being issued in a collected

shape, and will fill eight volumes, the first

of which has appeared. His psalms are

not included in this edition, but a supplement

containing them is now in type. A small

volume of posthumous, mostly unimportant,

poems of our famous storyteller H. C. Ander

sen has come out ; C. Molbech has brought

out a new and enlarged issue of his verses ;

and E. Bogh, esteemed as the writer of suc

cessful caudeiilles and humorous songs, has

begun an edition of a definitive selection

of his numerous verses in three volumes.

Most of them are witty satires in light

forms. Chr. Richard has published, under

the title of ' Picture Texts,' a collection of

his fugitive verses in illustration ofpictures.

Among the new volumes of verse H. Drach-

mann's again take tho foremost place. His

fairy tale, ' Eastward from the Sun and

Westward from tho Moon,' and his national

epic, ' Tordeuskjold,' recounting the life of

our renowned navnl hero of the last cen

tury, are deserving of almost unqualified

praise, and while the former work delights

the reader by an ingenious and fanciful treat

ment of the fairy tale in charming verso, he

admires the latter for its fresh, impetuous

handling of a subject especially suited to

the idiosyncrasies of tho poet. There is

also much that is remarkable both in form

and content in his extensive collection of

lyrics called 'Youth,' but there are also,

unfortunately, a number of polemical and

spiteful pieces and confessions of purely

personal interest that had better have been

excluded. Finally, this untiring writer

has also produced a small book in prose,

1 Lars Kruse,' in which he endeavours to

obtain due recognition for the services

of a Jutland fisherman of this name, who

has saved many shipwrecked persons ;

and a version of Byron's ' Don Juan,'

the first that has appeared in Danish.

' Childe Harold ' also has just been trans

lated with success by Ad. Hansen. I have

further to mention a collection of ' Romances

and Songs,' by Carl Andersen, and a narra

tive poem, 'The Franciscan,' by the author

who adopts the nom de plume " Diodoros."

In spite of some beautiful passages and pro

found thoughts, it cannot, as a whole, be

compared with ' The Eternal Strife,' by the

same author, of which I spoke so highly

last year.

In drama we are as badly supplied in 1880

as in 1879. Only a couple of attempts by

young writers have appeared, which were,

however, not acted, and on which I have no

space to dwell. On the other hand, novels

are in this as in every other country the

favourite branch of literature both with

authors and the public. However, "many

are called, but few are chosen." In fact,

of the numerous fictions—mostly historical—

published this year, hardly one is a success.

I may mention an elaborate one by Carit

Etlar, ' Salomon Bootsman,' which de

scribes the adventurous deeds of Torden-

skjold and his companions, but, while pos

sessing a share of the well-known merits

of its author—a gift of narrative and a power

of drawing humorous characters in ordinary

life—is destitute of unity and connexion. In

H. F. Ewald's 'Short Tales' are to be

found very lifelike scenes from Danish life in

olden times ; his larger romance, ' Anna

Hardenborg,' I must this time content my

self with merely naming. ' Five Tales,' by

Schandorph, are often fresh and agreeable,

and contain good descriptions of character,

and the longer story, 1 Little People,' shows

power of acute observation and intelligent

sympathy with " little people," but is

almost too commonplace and objective ;

' Sketches of Life and Tales,' by a clergy

man, I. Friis, are sensible and unpreten

tious ; 'Five Tales,' by Johanne Sehiorring,

and a more elaborate work, ' Cinderella,' by

Elfride Fibigor, are both of them pretty, but

destitute of higher qualities ; finally, there is

a new volume of popular tales by Thyregod.

Of the younger novelists who have come to

tho front of late and are represented in

the records of 1880, K. Gjellerup is un

questionably the most distinguished. His

first production, ' An Idealist,' of which I

spoke highly last Christmas, was followed

by a novel called ' Young Denmark,' which,

though full of talent and abounding in

happy passages, was justly charged with in

discretion and want of satisfactory develop

ment. His last work, on the contrary, ' Anti-

gonos: a Story of the Second Century,' con

tains within the limits of a comparatively

simple plot an interesting picture of the

motley religious and social life of Rome and

the East at the period named. It is full of

proofs of clever studies and unusual gifts of

description. The main fault of our younger

writers, from which Gjellerup is not free,

is the strongly marked Tendenz which

too often makes of the leading personages

impossible characters or lifeless shadows.

These defects are more conspicuous in the

novels of Secher, ' Husbands,' and Ft.

Elbert, ' Fire and Ashes.' ' Sad Melodies,'

a collection of sketches by H. Bang, axe

mostly immature imitations, and I can but

name a longer story of his, ' Hopeless

Generations,' which has just come out. In

some measure in opposition to the modern

tendency stands M. Rosing's novel, ' A

Romanticist,' but the idealized hero is a

failure. To these should be added a rather

clever novel dealing with Tycho Brahe and

his times, 'Evil Stars,' by A. Hertz, and

a valuable contribution to folk-lore, the

collection of ' Sagas of Jutland,' by E. T.

Christensen.

Of strictly historical works there are but

few. The most important, or, at any rate,

that which will find the most readers, is

the ' History of Denmark and 'Norway at

the Close of the Sixteenth Century,' begun

by Troels Lund. Three volumes of it have

already appeared, and depict in a lively and

attractive, if not always critical, fashion tho

country and manners of the time. I have

further to mention a book on ' Yaldemar IV.

(Atterdag),' by Reinhardt, and a new volume

of 0. Nielsen's meritorious ' History of

Copenhagen.' Of new biographies and

autobiographies the most remarkable are

0. Vaupell's ' Peder Griffenfeldt,' a bio

graphy of the renowned Danish statesman

of the seventeenth century, of which only

the first volume has as yet appeared ; a

book by J. Hansen, important for the his

tory of recent politics, which has been trans

lated into English, ' Fifteen Years Abroad ';

finally, three volumes of the ' Posthumous

Papers ' of our great theologian and philo

sopher, Soren Kierkegaard. To the his

tory of culture and literature belong H.

Schwanenflugers short but clear ' History

of Ancient Civilization,' which is not yet

completed ; a popular ' History of Danish

Literature,' by Winkel Horn a second

instalment of a book I have previously

praised, ' Out of the Forties,' by 0. Borch-

senius, and 'Literary Fouilletons,' by the

same author. In his ' Realism and Realists '

H. Bang has given interesting accounts of

our newest poets, and sketches of our most

noted actors are contained in ' The Danish

Stage ' of E. Brandes, a spirited but rather

one-sided work. V. Hoskjar, who a little

time ago wrote a description of a ' Journey

in Greece,' has now issued a ' Journey in

China, Japan, and India.' The noted

artist Elisabeth Jerichau has begun a

vivacious and richly illustrated narrative of

her extensive travels.

In theology and philosophy there is but

little to mention. Sermons by Bishop

Martensen and by Grundtvig, belonging to

his last years, have been published. Hee-

gard has written a useful treatise 'On

Education,' not yet finished. Tho writer

who takes the nom deplume of "Theodorua"

has brought out a pamphlet, ' Religion and

Children,' in which he objects to the incul

cation of dogma in tho religious instruction

given in schools.

Of popular works in natural science I

can mention only ' The Forces of Nature,'

by A. Paulsen, and ' Descriptions from

the Animal Kingdom,' by Liitkon.

Viooo Petersen.
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FRANCE.

Since my last yearly retumc nothing has

appeared worthy of much notice in the

sphere of metaphysical science ; nothing, I

mean, sufficiently original in character and

in style to command attention and to chal

lenge criticism. It seems as if even the last

followers of Victor Cousin had said their

say, and as if the sceptre of philosophy had

passed for ever into the hands of positivists

and materialists. The crusade against re

ligion, and morn particularly against Chris

tianity, which had, at any rate, a scientific

character in the writings of MM. Havet and

Tacherot, becomes simply ridiculous when

advocated by MM. Dufay (' La Legende du

Christ') and Wilfrid de Fonvielle ('Les

Miracles devant la Science '). M. Ernest

Kenan's Hilibert I^ectures, followed by his

sketch of Marcus Aurelius, deserve, as may

well be imagined, to be singled out of the

mass of books recently published on eccle

siastical history, nnd they contain on the

relations between Christianity and Roman

civilization some remarks which, if not

exactly new, are put in a popular and very

clear form. Whilst M. Naville defends with

much learning and eloquence the great

religious truths which free-thinkers are

assailing on all sides (' Jesus Christ '), the

principal systems brought forward at various

times and in various countries to explain the

mysteries of creation and of man's place in

the general order of things are carefully

investigated, though not always without

a certain polemical bias. Thus M. Abel

Hovelacque's excellent volume on Zoroaster

and the 'Avesta,' the best account I know

of Zoroastrism, would have lost nothing in

scientific value if the author had left out his

theological crotchets. M. Sayous (' Jesus

Christ d'apr^s Mahomet ') discusses a curious

point in the history of the relations between

the Jews and the Arabs, and of the con

sequences which these relations produced,

so far as the development of Isfamism is

concerned. The religion of the ancient

Egyptians seems still to excite the same

interest as it did in the days of Champollion,

Young, and Roeellini. M. Pierret (' Essai

sur la Mythologie fcgyptienne '), starting

from a point of view entirely opposite to

that of M. Maspi'ro, considers the Egyptian

system of mythology as being the degrada

tion of primitive monotheism, whilst the

translator of Prof. Ebers, on the other hand

(' L'fegypte '), sees in it an advance upon a

primitive form of heathenism. M. Francois

Lenormant carriesback his researches further

still. He deals with the very origins of

humanity, and in a learned work, some por

tions of which have already been contributed

to reviews and magazines (' Des Origines de

l'Histoire d'aprcs la Bible'), he compares

the various incidents given in the book of

Genesis with the traditions which we gather

from the writings and monuments of the

Persians, Assyrians, and Babylonians. Not

withstanding the very explicit declaration of

faith prefixed by M. Lenormant to his in

teresting volume, I question very much

whether his critical examination and inter

pretation of the sacred text will be accepted

by the few remaining champions of the old

orthodox school. It is most encouraging,

at all events, to see the progress which has

been made during the last quarter of a

century in the study of Oriental literature,

and those amongst my readers who are

anxious to see the results obtained could

hardly do better than turn to the recueil of

articles for which we aro indebted to the late

M. Jules Mohl (' Vingt-sept Ans d'Histoire

des L'tudes Orientales '). and which, after

having enriched the pages of the Journal

Aniafique, now come before us, like those of

M. Garcin de Tassy, in a permanent shape.

When I have mentioned M. Barthelemy

Saint-ITilaire's dissertation on Aristotle's

metaphysical system I shall have exhausted

pretty nearly the subject of philosophical

literature in its serious form, leaving aside

books of a strictly theological nature, which

have never, perhaps, been more plentiful

than they are just now.

The nineteenth century might well be

called the ago of cyclopaedias. Dictionaries

of every kind abound, and scarcely a branch

of science can be named which has not been

cut up in alphabetical order, and made more

attractive by the help of woodcuts, steel en

gravings, and all the appliances of pictorial

skill. Take, for instance, the new archseo-

logieal glossary compiled by M. Victor Gay.

It is, so far as I can judge from the specimen

issued, nn exhaustive repertoire of mediaeval

and Renaissance art, and will utterly super

sede the ponderous and obsolete labours of

Ducange, Dom Mabillon, and Dom Mont-

faucon. "What M. Gay is doing so admirably

for the epoch included between the division

of the Roman Empiro and the beginning of

the sixteenth century, M. Sagliohas for several

years been carrying on for classical antiquity.

It seems a great pity that thiB gentleman's

' Dictionnaire des Antiquites Grecques et

Romaines ' should be issued in livraiiont

appearing at such distant intervals, and that

we should only now have the seventh fas

ciculus of a work which made its first start

nearly ten years ago. Can it really be that

we shall never live to see the last instalment

either of M. Saglio's dictionary or of M.

Vivien de Saint-Martin's splendid atlas, two

parts of which make us, by their beautiful

finish, their accuracy, and their complete

ness, long to possess a work fit to be placed

on tho same line as those of Spruner or of

Kiopert? Tho geographical dictionary on

which M. Vivien do Saint-Martin is engaged

proceods at n somewhat more rapid rate, for

the first volume is now entirely finished, and

as the collaboration of the wood engraver

is not required here, greater speed can more

easily be obtained. M. Elisee Reclus and

hit geographical labours naturally suggest

themselves to mo at this point, though tho

' Nouvelle Geographic Universelle ' does not

belong to the class of lexicons. The learned

author has taken leave of the continent of

Europe, and introduces us now to Asiatic

Russia. Finally, I shall complete my review

of geographical publications by an allusion

to the usual year-book, which also bore in

years gone by the name of M. de Saint-

Martin, but is now carried on, with equal

success and equal talent, by MM. Leger and

Maunoir. But revenom d not moutont, that is

to say, to our dictionaries. The ' Biographie

Universelle des Musiciens ' belongs to this

class ; it was a standard work even before

M. Pougin had undertaken to correct the

unavoidable errors into which the original

editor, M. Fetis, had fallen, and to post up

the compilation to the present time. If you

aro hesitating about tho choice of a career

you cannot do better than consult M.

Charton'8 ' Dictionnaire des Professions ' ;

if you want to know the mysteries of edu

cation, the history of the University of

France, and all the details of school-books,

school discipline, and school methods, take

up M. Buisson's ' Dictionnaire de Pedagogic.'

M. Vapereau's excellent ' Dictionnaire des

Contemporains,' M. Lalanne's ' Dictionnaire

de l'Histoire de France,' and M. Bouillet's

' Dictionnaire Universel d'Histoire et de

Geographic ' have appeared in a revised

form. Nor must I forget the third fasciculus

of the Abbe Ulysse Chevalier's ' Repertoire

des Sources Historiques du Moyen Age ' ; it

takes us as far as tho letter 0, and one more

instalment will complete the bio-biblio

graphical part. Another new archaeological

lexicon remains to be noticed, namely, M.

Ruelle's ' Bibliographic Generate des Gaules,'

the first livrauon of which is published.

When complete it is intended to illustrate

the history, the topography, and the an

tiquities of Gaul, from the earliest times to

the end of the fifth century.

The colossal dictionary of mediaeval French

begun by M. Godefroy is, within its special

limits, destined to rival M. Littre's celebrated

work in sizo. I cannot say that it alto

gether comes up to the standard of abso

lute perfection, but it will certainly cast

into the shade the lexicon of Sainte-Palaye,

which, excellent for the time when it was

composed, is now quite as obsolete as

Roquefort's, and should have been allowed

to remain in its MS. state. The discovery

of old texts and the labours of grammarians

founded upon the data supplied by the

science of comparative philology have ren

dered entirely useless even the books of M.

do Chevollet and M. Gustavo Fallot, much

more the erudition of eighteenth century

scholars. From glossaries and vocabularies

to tho writings which they are designed to

illustrate the transition is easy, and here I

have to notice the valuable publications of

the Societe des Anciens Textes. This year

the second volume of the Old Testament

mysteries and miracle playB and the chro

nicle of Mont Saint Michel in Normandy

bear witness to the Society's earnestness, and

to the sound scholarship of the editors it

employs. It would perhaps be desirable

that greater despatch might be realized in

the issuing of the various livraitons, and that

the annual instalments were delivered with

more regularity to the subscribers ; thus the

interesting ' Saint Voyage de Jherusalem,'

published only a few weeks ago, was really

due as far back as 1878. This, however, is

a mere administrative detail, which I trust

will speedily be remedied. In the mean

while the reprints of the French mediaeval

dramas have led to the good result of pro

ducing a history of dramatic literature.

Just as M. Felix Godefroy has replaced

Lacurne de Sainte-Palaye, so M. Petit de

Julleville bids fair to drive the brothers

Parfait's ' Histoire Gonerale du Theatre

Francais ' out of the field. The two volumes

now before me contain not only an admirable

history of mysteries and miracle plays, but

a catalogue raitonne of all these productions,

so far at least as I am acquainted with

them. The second and thoroughly revised

edition of M. Leon Gautier's ' Epopees Fran

chises ' must also be mentioned here as a
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proof that the literature of the Middle Ages

continues to be studied with unflagging en

thusiasm. Unfortunately, in some minds

an admiration for the old chansons de geste,

the fabliaux, sirtentes, ballads, &c, is indis-

solubly connected with political and eccle

siastical tendencies more or less reactionary,

and M. F. Brunetiere, for instance, has pro

tested loudly and repeatedly in the Revue

des Deux Mondei against what he calls the

mediaeval craze. M. Brunetiere, whose

articles collected in one volume (' fitudes

Critiques sur l'Histoire de la Litterature

Francaise ') have at once assigned to him

a distinguished position in the front rank

of reviewers, reserves his admiration for the

masterpieces of the last two centuries ; he

belongs to the school of Boileau, La Harpe,

M. Desire Nisard, and M. de Sacy ; his

standard of taste is the ' Art Poetique,' and

from that standpoint, of course, the whole

literary crop anterior to Montaigne has no

value whatever. It is tolerably certain that

M. Brunetiere's wholesale condemnation will

not be endorsed by the majority of critics;

certainly not by MM. Paul Meyer and

Gaston Paris, whose learned periodical

Romania is so full of interesting documents

on medisevalliterature inthevariousbranches

of the Romance family of languages. M.

Littre, too, is surely entitled to a hearing on

the side of Langue d'O'il compositions, and

I take the opportunity of just mentioning

here the ' fitudes et Glanures ' in which

old French lore has supplied the illustrious

Academician with the materials of impor

tant and suggestive articles.

Periodical literature in its steady increase

(the first numbers of the Revue £gyptologique

and of the Revue de VHistoire des Religions are

now before me) supplies the scientific reader

also with abundant materials for a better

knowledge of history in all its branches, and

I need only name the Revue Celtique, Romania,

the Revue Historique, and the Revue des

Questions Historiques as well-furnished store

houses of solid and thoroughly-digested in

formation. Foreign literature has not been

negleoted this year : M. Demogeot, whose

excellent ' Histoire de la Litterature Fran

chise ' is so deservedly popular, introduces us

in a couple of handy volumes to Italy and

Spain on the one side, and to Germany and

England on the other ; M. Hallberg contri

butes to M. Lemerre's useful library a short

review of English and Slavonic literature ;

M. Paul Stapfer's ' Etudes sur la Litterature

Franchise,' belonging to the same class as

M. de Pontmartin's ' Samedis,' may be named

here, and also M. Scherer's sketch of

Diderot, which would be unexceptionable

if the author had taken more account of

what English and German critics have had

to say about D'Alembert's friend and colla-

borattur.

In the sphere of political history the

most important works I have to mention

belong to comparatively modern times, for

M. Duruy's ' Histoire des Eomains,' the

third volume of which is only just out, can

hardly be considered as a new production,

although the beautiful illustrations lavished

upon it have almost entirely altered its cha

racter. Ecclesiastical history is still worthily

represented by M. Victor Palme's reprint

of the ' Gallia Christiana,' the bulky folios

of which appear in slow but steady regu

larity. M. Founder gives us, under the

title 'Les Officialites au Moyen Age,' an

admirable history of the ecclesiastical tri

bunals existing in France between 1180 and

1328 ; to the same class of writing belongs

M. Noel Valois's monograph on Gulielmus

Arvernensis (Guillaume d'Auvergne), who

was Bishop of Paris at the beginning of the

thirteenth century, and borrowed chiefly

from the Arabs the mystical character of

his philosophy. After an interval of many

years M. Barthelemy Haureau publishes at

last the second division of an important

history of scholasticism, taking us down to

the fourteenth century, when mediaeval in

stitutions are beginning to give way in the

sphere both of politics and of thought. It

is worth while asking the Middle Ages to

give an account of themselves and to see

what were really the conditions under which,

in those times, society carried on its daily

task. This has been carefully done by M.

de Calonne in his ' Vie Municipale au XV

Siecle,' and although his observations are

confined to the districts of Northern France,

yet we may fairly draw from them inferences

as to the remaining part of the kingdom.

But, after all, can any amount of learned

inquiry and sifting of evidence be put for

a single moment in comparison with the

photographs, if Imay use such an expression,

we find in the memoirs of contemporary

chroniclers and annalists ? There is Phttippe

de Commynes, for instance, whose immortal

autobiography gives us the fifteenth century

to the life, with its marked and broadly

defined contrasts; Louis XI. and Charles

the Bash, statecraft and a spurious kind of

chivalry, the philosophy of history as opposed

to the naivete of Villehardouin or the bril

liancy of Froissart. M. E. Chantelauze,

who has been fortunate enough to consult a

MS. formerly belonging to Diane de Poitiers,

gives us a new edition of Commynes,

plentifully illustrated, accompanied by notes,

glossaries, indexes, &c, and in every respect

worthy of a conspicuous place in the

series of historical works which includes

already Joinville, Guillaume de Tyr, and

Villehardouin. The previous labours of M.

Chantelauze had been concentrated chiefly

upon the minority of Louis XIV. and the

turbulent Coadjutor of Paris ; there is no

doubt that the two volumes this gentleman

has published on the Cardinal de Betz will

be completed by further instalments. In the

meanwhile M. Cheruel has finished his

' Histoire de France sous la Minorite de

Louis XIV.,' and M. Zeller, carrying out an

idea started some years ago by M. Cousin,

undertakes to rehabilitate in public opinion

the Constable de Luynes, who after enjoying

a short tenure of power as the favourite of

Louis XIII. was systematically calum

niated by the champions and admirers of

Cardinal Bichelieu. Viscount de Baillon's

monograph on Madame de Montmorency

belongs to the same epoch. History num

bers its "good haters" by hundreds, and

one of the busiest tasks of our generation is

to whitewash, or, speaking in a less invidious

manner, to put in their proper light, the

victimsof the generation before. Thus Saint-

Simon is one of the memoir writers who

have allowed themselves to be most unjustifi

ably carried away by prejudice ; now we

can discuss his appreciations en plcine eon-

naissance de cause, and correct them when

ever necessary, thanks to the labours of M.

A. de Boilisle, who has begun for MM.

Hachette's " Grands licrivains " an edition, of

the memoirs, supplemented from Dangeau's

journal and from all the other sources of

information, either printed or MS., which

our libraries can yield. The Saint-Simon

portfolios, too, till lately stupidly withheld

from students by the authorities of the

French Foreign Office, are beginning to teU

their tale, and M. Faugere has found in them

the materials for two interesting volumes.

M. Bourelly writes the life of Marshal

Fabert, a soldier whose career is the best

illustration of the difficulties of every kind

which roturiers met with under the reign of

Louis XIV. in their attempt to do their duty.

The present volume ends with FaberVs

appointment as governor of Sedan in the

year 1658. The Archives de la Bastille

continue to furnish M. Eavaisson with

evidence of the most terrible kind against

the grand monarque and his system of govern

ment. AVe have now arrived at the last few

years of the reign, and as we go on we find

the king's police more and more tracassiere.

Jansenists and Huguenots, foreign spies

and outspoken journalists, are closely

watched, and when caught immediately

punished, yet the general discontent has

arrived at such a pitch that seditious

meetings are held almost within a stone's

throw of the grim fortress. The day of

retribution was coming, but previous to its

dawning there was an era of songs and

vaudevilles, a number of which, preserved in

Clerembault's collection, are now reprinted

for the edification of readers who are fond

of the anecdotal side of history. The

' Chansonnier Historique,' annotated by M.

Eaunie, and of which four volumes are now

out, by its gossiping character reminds us

of the ' Eegistres-Journaux ' of Pierre de

L'Estoile, still in course of publication and

invaluable as a source of information re

specting the sixteenth and early seventeenth

centuries. Amongst the political characters

alluded to in the satirical pieces of

M. Eaunie's collection is the Marquis

d'Argenson, who held the important post

of Minister for Foreign Affairs under

Louis XV., and whose biography has lately

been written by M. Zevort.

For the history of the Eevolutionary epoch

and of the last century I have also a few

publications of varying importance to men

tion. The interesting memoirs of Prince

Metternich and of Madame de Eemusat hold,

of course, the most prominent place, but I

must not forget the three volumes of bio

graphy devoted to Marshal Davout by his

daughter, Madame de Blocqueville, nor M.

Jung's 'Bonaparte et son Temps.' This

latter work, taken up by an account of Na

poleon's early career, is the result of careful

investigations among the French archives,

and is only the first instalment of what pro

mises to be a valuable publication. M.

Lanfrey's severe attack upon thepetit caporal

was sure, however well founded, to produce

a reaction ; M. Amedee Edmond Blanc has

led the movement in a work meant to show

the merits of the civil and administrative in

stitutions of the first emperor. The library

of memoirs edited by M. de Lescure receives

a fresh addition in the shape of a handsome

volume containing the autobiography of the

Marquis de Ferrieres ; the correspondence

of the well-known Greek scholar Coray is
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full of interesting details on the Reign of

Terror : anil finally I have to mention the

monographs of I)r. Bobinet (' Le Proa's des

Dantonistcs ") and M. Dubost (' Danton et

la Politique Contemporaine ') on one of the

leading characters of tlie French Revolution.

M. Caro's 'Fin du Dix-huitii-inc Sicdo '

deals chiefly with literary characters and

social sketches, but M. Wnllon, taking up

the work left unfinished by the late M.

Mortimer-Tcrnaux, unfolds before us the

appalling events which marked the rule of

the Committee of Public Safety. On more

recent times we have M. du Bled's rather

one-sided history of Ix)uis Philippe, aud M.

Thureau-Dnngiu's view of the connexion

between Church and State during the era

of tho "July Government." The parliamen

tary speeches of M. Thiers and M. Gambctta

bring us to contemporary events, and the

year-book issued by M. Savary (' Histoire do

l'Annee 1879 ') is a very successful attempt

to condense and arrange in a methodical and

easy sha]>e a great deal of useful information.

Foreign history—I mean foreign from the

French point of view—is represented chiefly

by M. Forneron's scholarly life of Philip II.,

King of Spuin, M. Albert du Boys's history

of Catherine of Aragon, M. Louis Blanc's

'Dix Ans de 1'IIistoiro d'Angleterro,' and

Bosseeuw Saint-Hilaire's history of Spain,

the last two volumes of which have been

lately published. The duodecimo for which

we are indebted to Madame do Witt ('M.

Guizot dans sa Famille') is a fitting supple

ment to the illustrious statesman's memoirs ;

and M. Paid I^acroix, whoso ' Recite do

lTIistoire de France ' remind mo of Sir

"Walter Scott's ' Tales of a Grandfather,' has

given some curious details of Madame du

Kriidener, the mystic arenluriert of the Holy

Alliance. Illustrated works abound, as usual,

with the return of the C'liristmas season (M.

Marne's 'Saint Martin,' M. Charles Yriorte's

'Florence,' Madame de Witt's abridgment

of Froissurt's chronicles, &c), and also

publications of a less ambitious character,

intended for schools, and written for the

purpose either of vulgarizing the teachings

of science (M. Ilement's ' Les Inimiment

Potits ' ) , or of relating in an attractive manner

the lifo of great men (' Vie de Kleber,' ' Vie

de Bayart,' by D'Aubigne). I have not for

gotten the excellent series of memoirs und

documents published by the Societe de

l'Histoire de France ( 4 Gestes des Evcques

de Cambrai,' 4 Memoires do Goulas,' &c),

tho new edition of ' La Franco Protostante,'

M. Charavay's elegant and tasteful reprints

of curious documents, and the learned essays

on various points of archaeology contributed

by the pupils of the schools which the French

Government maintains at Borne and Athens ;

but want of space obliges me to leave many

items unnoticed, and to confine myself to

a bare mention of the principal publications.

In the domains of imagination and fancy,

on the other hand, there is very little of real

importance to record, although I cannot

observe any falling off in the way of quan

tity. M. Sardou's 4 Daniel Rochat,' M. de

Bonder's ' Noces d'Attila, ' and M . Deroulede's

' La Moabite ' have been the three dramatic

events of tho year. M. Zola's 'Roman

Naturaliste ' has fallen quite flat after the

scandal of 4 Nana,' nor is there much to be

said in favour of the ' Soirees de Medan.'

Henry Greville ('La Cite Menard') and

MM. Erckmann-Chatrian (' Le Grandpere

Lebigre,' ' Un Vieux do la Vieille ') still

hold their own in the first rank of con

temporary novelists, and M. Victor Hugo

does not allow us to forgot that the im

mortal poet of the ' Feuilles d'Autoinne '

has lost nothing of his vigour. Whilst ho

represents genius of tho highest order, M.

Alphonse Kurr, his fellow soldier in the

romanticist crusade, is still the embodiment

of wit, humour, and strong common sense.

The 4 Livro do Bord,' M. Sainte-Beuvo's

correspondence (a supplement to which is

now out), Alexandre Dumas's memoirs,

and George Sand's 4 Histoire de ma Vie,'

will certainly remain tho most interesting

pieces jwtificaticet relating to the literary

history of France during our own time. Tho

list of reprints would alone fill up a long

article. It includes authors of the sixteenth

century (' L'Heptameron,' by Marguerite de

Valois), of the grand siecle (Moliero, La

Fontaine, La Bruycre), and of the present

day (Paul Louis Courier, Chateaubriand,

&c). MM. Ilochetto's collection, "Les

Grands ficrivains," is more than a reprint,

as one can see by looking over the last two

instalments (Moliero, vol. v., and Cardinal

de Eetz, vol. v.), where a large number of

illustrative documents have been introduced.

M. Francois Victor Hugo's translation of

Shakspeare has reached its thirteenth

volume, and M. Dopret's literal rendering

of Charles Lamb's essays will familiarize

the French public with a writer till now

very little known on tho other side of the

Channel. Gustave Masson.

GERMANY.

Germany is the land where, as Goethe

says, " every one roads." In no other coun

try is tho proportion of those who cannot

read and writo so small—scarcely a half per

cent. And since, as the poet goes on to say,

there are many who tako a book in hand

only

I'm lesend darllber ein zweites zu schrciben,

tho yearly increase of literary productivity,

if not of literary excellence, gradually creates

a tlood of books which threatens to become

a deluge.

Poetry and science, amusing literature

and instructive reailing, have like share

therein. In both branchos, as may be sup

posed, tho modestcontingent of works of real

imagination or learning is overwhelmed by

a mass of ephemeral and popular effusions.

Two notable contemporaries, both belong

ing to a literary period now almost extinct,

have this year come before the public for the

lirst time in collected editions of their poeti

cal works. Tho one, George Buechner, long

since dead, bolonged to the band of youth

ful political enthusiasts whom the reign of

terror that prevailed in Germany after the

French revolution of J>dy, and its echoes in

Hesso and at Frankfort, drove to seek a

refuge abroad, and either spend long weary

years in exilo, or find, liko Buechner, an early

grave. The other, Ludwig August Frankl,

entered in 1880 his seventieth year, and is

one of the few surviving representatives of

the era of literary suppression, which down

to 1848 weighed most heavily on the most

lofty and earnest spirits in Germany, and

especially in Austria under Metternich's rule.

The censorship of those days forced poets

to take refuge from the effervescence of the

present in the shadows of the past, or, like

Riickert and Ilanimer-Purgstall, to forsake

German themes in favour of tho folk-lore of

Persia or India or Turkey. George Buech

ner, the whilom Giessen student and JJur-

tchenschafter, lives in ( icrman literature as the

author of the tragedy ' Julius von Tarent';

I. A. Leisewitz only through one work, 4 Dan-

ton's Tod,' a play written in his twenty-second

year. But the verdict of Lessing, 4 4 He

has like a lioness brought only one cub into

the world," niay be applied to him. In ten

dency, as well as in poetical form, pathos

of characterization, and fiery expression,

4 Danton's Tod ' resembles very closely 4 The

Bobbers ' of Schiller. Revolutionary hero

ism, however, appears to have passed from

the romantic half-lights of the German

student world and the Bohemian forests into

tho blood-red morning light of the historical

revolution. Whether the foaming must of

the youth who longed to pull down throne

aud altar would in riper years have cleared

as Schiller's did, and become a noble wine

enduring for centuries, is a point that the

early death of the writer left for ever un

settled. A fragment of another ambitious

drama found among the author's papers

has been published for the first time by his

editor, tho novelist K. E. Franzos. It

resembles its precursor in spirit and form.

Ludwig August Frankl, like so many

German writers since Heine and Boerne, a

Jew by birth, in so far deserves a notable

place among literary Hobrews that he has

not only, like B. Auerbach, remained a Jew

in creed, but has also celebrated Judaism in

epic and lyric verse, as L. Kompert and

K. E. Franzos have done in novels and tales.

His poetical tale 4 Der Primator,' a darkly

coloured picture of Christian hatred of the

Jews, is a remarkable supplement to Heme's

enthralling fragment 4 Der Rabbi von

Bacharach.' His Eastern legends, proverbs,

and pictures of travel deserve a place by

the side of tho gems with which Riickert,

Haninier-Purgstall, and Bodenstedt have en

riched German literature. On the other hand,

his epics 4 Colombo,' 4 Don Juan d'Austria,'

but especially the 4 Habsburglied,' in spite

of the smoothness of the language and the

bold gorgeousuess of the descriptions, bear

the impress of the Metternich period and of

the repressive system under which they saw

tho light, and which forced the poet to seek

compensation in purity and neatness of

expression for the lack of free ebullient life.

To the harvest of the past follows the

sowing of the younger and youngest genera

tions. Three poets who formerly, upon the

lamentable failure of the first efforts after

German unity in St. Paul's Church at

Frankfort, almost simultaneously stepped

forward and proclaimed a return to the

romantic days of knights and minstrels—

Oscar v. Redwitz, Otto Roquette, and Julius

Rodenberg—have again come together.

Otto Roquette, the author of 4 Waldmeisters

Brautfahrt,' and Julius Rodenberg, the

once youthful and sonorous singer, remain,

in spite of the locks that meanwhile have

grown grey, their own selves, that is,

eternally youthful. Tho third, the writer of

the maiden 4 Amaranth,' once extolled as

the revival of the Christian troubadour,

who used to carry from drawing-room to

drawing-room a lute suspended from an
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azure band, has changed. In the history of

the monk Odilo, who, in consequence of an

inward spiritual strife, flies from the cloister

and enters the life of the world, he has

given a poetical account of his own con

version from being an Ultramontane and a

foe of the Empire to being a Nationalist and

a herald of the new Ghibelline Empire.

As there are aloes that blooom but once,

so there are poets who become and remain

celebrated for one song if it passes into the

mouths of the people. Of this kind was

the amiable poet Julius Mosen, whose col

lected works have been published this year

by his son with a memoir prefixed. Mosen's

thoughtful epic 'Ahasuerus,' and also his

vigorous tragedies ' Kaiser Otto III.' and

' Rienzi,' are forgotten by the German

reading public ; but ' Die letzten Zebn

vom vierten Regiment ' and the ' Lied von

Andreas Hofer ' are sung and will be sung

—often without the author's name being

known—so far as "die deutsche Zunge

klingt," on both sides of the Atlantic, and

are now to be found in every German song-

book. The same may be said of the

Prussian ex-Minister of Public Worship,

Heinrich von Muehler, who has left an evil

name behind him as a reactionary both in

Church and State. His numerous poems

collected this year are known to nobody,

while his drinking song ' Grad aus dem

Wirthshaus,' which dates from the golden

period of the early Burschenherrlichkeit,

has been for half a ' century trolled forth

wherever "bemooste Haupter" and " alte

Herren," after the good old fashion, swal

lowed incredible quantities of beer or wine.

The Dionysiac frenzy, translated from

classical Greek to student German, has made

the author of ' Gaudeamus ' and of the

ever thirsty " Junker von Rodenstein,"

Victor Scheffel, the pet of the drinking

public, and the chosen model of the

" fahrenden Poeten." Arthur Eitger, the

poet of the " Fahrenden Leute," adopts

in the collection he has published this year,

' Winterniichte,' an earnest tone, as becomes

the author of a work remarkable for its

tendency and form, such as is his tragedy

'Die Hexe.' Julius Wolff, the author of

the ' Wilder Jager,' a piece which rapidly

attained a great popularity, has followed it

up with a ' Tannhiiuser,' couched in a simi

larly romantic strain. Rudolf Baumbach,

the most gifted of the many imitators of

Scheffel, has, under the title of ' Frau Holde,'

the German name of " Lady Venus " in the

saga of his native Thuringia, enriched the

poetical treasury of the German people with

a poem which in its subject matter is a

variation of the legend of ' Zlatorog,' which

he published some years ago, but, from its

spontaneity of tone and musical form,

belongs to the few pearls of this year's

literature.

Compared with this Bacchic tumult, the

' Lieder der Freude ' of Siegfried Lipiner,

which strive after depth, and the rather

turgid as well as ambitious, but somewhat

incomprehensible ' Woihgesiingo ' of the

once impressionable Adolf v. Schack, seem

to be inspired by Orpheus. But that, in

spite of this mystic origin, not in secret

darkness, but, according to the old saying, in

wine is wisdom to be found, has been again

gloriously shown by Fr. Bodenstedt in his

newest collection of sayings, the lays and

aphorisms of Omar Chadjah, an undoubted

relation of Mirza Schaffy of happy memory.

The poet made a tour this year in the United

States, and as a reader of his own verses

gained the applause of all the German

settlers in America. The latter do not con

tent themselves with feting the poets and

poetry of the Fatherland, but they begin,

as the poems of the German-American

Caspar Batz show, to write for themselves.

The Germans of the Transatlantic republic

thus tread the path which the Germans of

republican Switzerland, to their honour

and profit, have never quitted. In spite of

centuries of political separation, the German

citizens of Switzerland have formed, in a

literary point of view, a section of the great

German nation ever since the days of

Salomon Gessner and Albreeht v. fialler.

The current year, too, has produced a new

German lyric poet of Swiss nationality,

Rudolf Niggeler ; and Ernst Heller's collec

tion of 'Singers in Helvetia's Valleys' bears

witness to the goodly group of German

poets living in the land between the Rhine

and the Alps, many of whom, such as the

Byronic Ferdinand von Schmidt (of Berne),

August Corrodi (of Winterthur), Alfred

Hartmann (of Soleure), &c, have long been

in good repute in Germany.

To the drama of this year belongs Arthur

Fitger's tragedy ' Die Hexe,' not, indeed,

by date of composition, but by date of

representation. The author, a native of

Lower Saxony, has taken his material,

scene, and customs from the same powerful,

original East Frisian race from which

the remarkable dramatic sketcher of

character, Heinrich Kruse, has derived

the plot and characters of his play 'Die

Griifin.' Trifling circumstances, such as the

recurrence of the same or slightly altered

names, betray the fact that ' Die Griifin '

has not been without influence on Fitger's

tragedy. On the other hand, the conception

of the plot as well as the delineation of the

characters and the curt, dramatic prose are

original features. The heroine is a Frisian

chatelaine who, under the guidance of a

Jewish philosopher and after earnest study,

has broken both with her religion and with

all belief in a God, and thereby has not only

earned the reputation of a heretic among the

people, but has lost the lover of her youth,

who has returned after a long absence, and,

recoiling from the atheist, gives his heart to

her younger and orthodox sister. Convinced

that she is right, the heroine defies the de

luded people and her once-loved sister, forces

her faithless lover to follow her to the altar,

and, breaking down at the threshold of the

village church, declares before the excited

multitude her disbelief in the Church's creed.

She is besieged in her castle, and after she

has, of her own free will, given up her lover

and united him with her sister, she dies in

the moment of deliverance under the knife

of a fanatic Puritan, who regards the murder

of the heretic as a duty pleasing to God.

With great tact the author has fixed the

date of bis play for the time of the con

clusion of the Treaty of Westphalia, and

placed the scene on the borders of en

lightened Holland, where Lutheran Frisians

and Miinster Catholics come in collision.

Consequently ho can account naturally for

the influence of the Spinozistic philosopher,

who has fled here from Amsterdam, as well as

for the common hostility of the Lutheran and

Catholic peasantry—who are led by a zealous

schoolmaster and an unfrocked Jesuit father,

and in spite of differences of creed believe

in one God—towards their foe, the heretic

who abjures a God. The energy with which,

the poet has depicted the wild Frisian nature

breaking out in his heroine when she per

ceives her sister's love for the bridegroom

who has just been restored to her, and has

made her, instead of spending herself senti

mentally in weak emotion, stand upon her

own good right with unshaken firmness,

shows dramatic power. The organic con

struction of the action of the play, the gene

rally effective closes of the acts, the pic

turesque setting of the drama, and especially

the scenes before the church and in the

burning castle, show a theatrical knowledge

rare among German playwrights. Origin

ality of idea, forcible and concise dialogue,

and bold and sharply defined characteriza

tion, even in the subordinate parts, assure

to the writer his place among living drama

tists next to Ferdinand von Saar, the creator

of the powerful figures of the Emperor

Henry V. and of Pope Gregory VH. (in,

his double tragedy ' Heinrich IV.'), and

Heinrich Kruse, the author of the ' Grafin,'

'Brutus,' ' Moritz von Saehsen,' 'Rosa-

munde,' ' KSnig Erich von Sehweden,' and

the tragedy brought out this year, ' Der

Verbannte,' who in their turn do not disown

their indebtedness on the one side to H. v.

Kleist, on the other to the " kroftgenialen "

dramatists (Grabbe, Hebbel, &c). In the

latter there is this peculiarity : that the

action, which, according to the father of the

laws of poetry, is the first requisite in a

drama, " its soul," is with them the second,

and that the delineation of character,

which, according to Aristotle, is the second

requisite, is with them the first. The

action, which, according to Aristotle, not

only may be more philosophical than the

history itself, but ought to be more so, is

copied from the history as faithfully as

possible, andtho delineation of the characters

is worked out upon the leading outlines with

minute care ; on the other hand, the organic

construction and the limits of dramatic pro

priety are not unfrequently disregarded.

But neither here nor elsewhere has Kruse

gone so far as the author of ' Rosamunde '

is represented to have gone by the mistrans

lation of an expression in my last year's,

review of German literature. The passage

ran : " The queen is made to surrender her

self to a servant before the eyes of the

spectators." Nothing of the kind occurs in

the drama. The true sense was: "The

queen made a servant believe that she has

surrendered herself to him before spectators."

Probably the predominance of the narra

tive vein which runs through the situations

of Kruse's dramas, sharply chiselled as they

are as pictures of character, may account for

the fact that, with the exception of his

' Countess,' which has succeeded in getting

a footing on the German stage, none of his

other plays has found its way on to the

boards ; as a poet this is doing him great in

justice. The same narrative vein is met with

in his last work, which gives a representation

of the history of the well-known Danish

minister Count Korfitz Ulfeld, and of his

ambitious wife Leonora Christina, a princess

of royal blood. The piece is drawn care
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fully from the life, according to the memoirs

of the Countess Ulfold, and is rich in admir

able scenes and details of character. The

deiwument is true to history ; the banished

man meets his death in a lonely skiff

among the reeds of the Rhine ; but such a

solution is decidedly weak as the cata

strophe of a tragedy. An earlier drama

by the same author, ' Kiinig Erich,'

depicted the tragic fate of the Swedish

"peasant-king," the eldest son of Gustavus

Vosa, who chose a girl of humble origin

to share his throne, and who died in a

state of madness, ruined by the hatred of

his younger brothers and the jealousy of the

aristocracy. This drama has this year found

a pendant in a play of tho same name by

Josef Weilen, which by the side of Kruse's

richly coloured picture of character has the

api>earanco of a highly finished water-

colour. In the " mad but not ignoble

king—who is as reckless in his love

as in his liate, who prefers tho Swedish

peasant girl Karin to the maiden Queen of

England, who raises his own hand against

the rebellious aristocracy and strikes them

down by a bloody command, who loses his

reason at the sight of the blood which was

thus unwisely but not undeservedly spilt,

and who receives the poisoned cup from the

hand of the very rebel brother whom ho had

generously pardoned—we have an eminently

tragic character. His conduct on the throne

and his sufferings in prison reuiind one

somewhat ot Shakspeore's Richard II.

Kruse allows us to see Erich's bloody deeds

without any disguiso, but contrives to give

them a softening counterpoise by describing

the tenderness of his love and his generosity

towards his brother. AVeilen, on the other

hand, endeavours to bring the king nearer

to us as a human being by making him

lose his reason before the end of tho play,

and thus causing his fall and murderous

actions to ensue without his being actually

burdened by the guilt of bloodshed. Woden's

Erich is moro deeply affecting but also more

feminine, Kruso'smoretragic but manlier. In

his description of the growth of Erich's mad

ness and its sudden outburst Weilen has

been highly successful. Adolf Wilbrandt, in

his tragedy of ' Robert Kerr,' is not so suc

cessful in the motives he introduces to ac

count for the gradual transition and sudden

change from honest frankness and love of

truth to falsehood, deceit, treachery, and as

sassination. The history of tho favourite of

JaiuoS I. of England who was raised to the

rank of Duke of Somerset, and who, at the

instigation of his wife, causes his friend and

benefactor Overbury to bo cast into the

Tower and treacherously murdered, has

been made use of by the poet as a means

of depicting the character of a thoroughly

upright and trutliful young man, who,

through his love for his wife (a second Lady

Macbeth), allows himself to be led into

committing a most foul breach of friend

ship. The opening of the piece—the meet

ing between the young Scotchman and the

truth-loving king in the temple of truth

which the latter has built, and the courtship

of Frances—is most gracefid and captivating.

The portrait of James is a cabinet picture ;

the sudden change in the hero remains a

psychological enigma ; and the attempt to

reconcile us to the husband and wife, in the

face of death, by their mutual love for each

other, proves vain, owing to tho moral dis

gust aroused in us by their cowardly as well

as treacherous behaviour. Whereas in this

tragedy the point turns upon a common

species of crime, which ought rather to have

been brought before a law court than before

a theatrical public, in Ferdinand von Soar's

' Tempestn,' as in Lessing's ' Emilia Galotti,'

the point turns upon a " shadow," a

"nothing," which, through the jealousy of

the husband or tho over-sensitiveness of her

conscience, takes the impress of tragic guilt.

"Tempesta" is the name given to the Dutch

painter of sea-pieces Molyns, to characterize

his stormy disposition. Upon an unfounded

suspicion that his wife has given ear to whis

perings of love from his aristocratic friend

and host, he falls into a state of frenzy and

murders his innocent wife, to free her from

temptation. As Emilia Galotti, who cannot

answer for herself, beseeches her father to

take her life, Giovanna prays her husband

to send her to a distance. Tho finely con

ceived motive and the rhythmical prose,

which at times has a truo poetic ring in it,

are a sort of reminiscence of Lcssing ; yet

the meagre plot and the want of episodical

actions and figures make tho otherwise im

portant work appear too much like a mere

dramatic sketch. The latest dramatic work

of Martin Greif, the eminent lyric poet,

bears tho stamp of being an historical

piece written for some special occasion.

Its title is 'Prinz Eugen,' and it depicts

in glowing colours the triumph of that

" Prince Eugene, the noble knight," who in

the national ballad is celebrated as the con

queror of the Turks, over his detractors and

enemies at the imperial court at Vienna.

Another piece, called ' Das Dokumont,' from

the pen of the lyric poetess Wilhelmina,

Countoss Wickenburg-Almasy (whose hus

band, Albrecht, Count Wickonburg, has

this year published a very successful transla

tion of Tennyson's ' Harold ' into Gorman),

has for its subject a romantic occurrence in

the annals of tho Byzantine Empire, which

the author has handled in a very graceful

manner. It relates the story of the love of

the politic Empress Eudocia for her mili

tary commander Romanus, who was con

demned to death as a rebel, but whom she

raised from the prison to the throne as her

husband. This last piece, like Soar's

' Tempesta,' has not yet been brought before

the footlights. The ingenious writer of

fairy tales, Von Putlitz, has given us a

reminiscenco of the Inland family in his

' Rolf Bernd ' ; the humorous satirist l'uul

Lindau a serious " tendency piece " in his

' Griifin Lea,' a somewhat late variation of

the well-nigh antiquated theme of mis

alliance and Jewish emancipation ; and A.

L'Arrongo, tho genial-hearted Volfodichter,

a sentimental comedy called ' Haus Lonei.'

Tho first two have won a rather doubtful

success, tho last-mentioned approval some

what undeserved. Hamerling's ' Lord

Lucifer,' which is written in the form of a

dialogue, but is called by the author a

comedy, is garnished with wearisome philo

sophical problems and grotesque traits of

character ; the hero is a splenetic lord, and

the plot is borrowed from a well-known oc

currence in tho life of the once famous lady

painter Angelica Kauffmann.

The new novels present us with familiar

names, The gates of Freytag'a hall of

' Ancestors ' have finally closed tliis yeor.

Auerbach, Spielhagen, Ebers, and others

have contented themselves with works of

smaller size. Auerbnch's 'Brigitta' is

a simple but powerful delineation of

peasant life in Swabia, in dealing with

which his is a master hand. Spiel-

hagen's ' Qui si sana ' takes as its title

the comforting words from an inscription

over the door of an hospitable inn in the

island of Capri, and is a love story that is

tragic in its ending. The renowned Egypto

logist has added another volume to his

archiieological pictures from the country of

the Pharaohs in a simple 6tory, entitled

' Dio Schwestern,' from the days of the first

Ptolemy ; in this novel the principal figures

aro two charming Greek sisters who serve

in the temple of Serapis and a philosophical

recluse. Ferdinand Meyer, the author of

the historical novel 'Georg Jenatsch,' gives

us in his last novel, ' Der Heilige,' the bio

graphy of the politic minister of Henry II. of

England and the subsequent martyr of the

Romish Church, Thomas a Becket. It is

written in a simple, archaic style, with

some romantic additions, and is narrated by

an honest Swiss countryman, whose fate has

cast him upon the shores of the British Isles,

and who, as a skilful archer, is made

one of the king's body-guard, and thus

becomes mixed up with the tragic death of

the Chancellor. Alexander Schindler, a

romanticist of rather late date, whose

mediaeval tale, ' Schelm von Bergen,' enve

loped in a "moon-illumined, magic night,"

exhibited such sharp polemical features,

has this year published a tale entitled ' Die

Goldschmieds Kinder,' which is adorned

with all the charms description can give of

German and Italian middle-class life in the

days of the Reformation and the Renaissance.

Theodor Storm, tho Meissonier of the Ger

man stylo of novel-writing, has again, in

his 'Sohnon dos Senators,' given us a cabinet

picture of North Albingian middle-class life,

attractive in tho smallest of frames, owing to

its accurate delineation of character and truth

to nature. Of tho latest style of French ro

mance we have an echo in Rudolf Lindau's

' Ausder guten Gesellschaft,' which is marked

by the photographic accuracy of its descrip

tions; also in Theodor Fontane's finely spun

tale, 'L'Adultera,' descriptive of middle-class

lifo in Berlin, in which ho gives an undis

guised psychological exposure of social aber

rations. Heinrich Laube, a veteran in the

field of literature, has onco more vontured

upon its slippery ground with a threo-volume

novel, 'Die Boehniinger,' the hero of which

is a descendant of the philosophical shoemaker

Jacob Boehme of Gorlitz, who as a student

becomes involved in the raid against the

demagogues in Germany in the third decade

of tho present century. Friedrich Uhl, who

originally showed talent for describing

scenery, but has in his latest works exhibited

a decided turn for well-conceived artistico-

historical narratives, has come forward with

an historical novel, 'Die Botschafterin,' from

the days of the last kings of Poland ; Rudolf

von Gottschall, the publicist and literary his

torian, with a social romance, ' Das Goldene

Kalb,' the materials for which are taken

from the latest exhibitions of the financial

fever. Wilbrandt also, the productive dra

matist, and Franzos, the drastic delineator

of semi-Asiatic peasant life, have both con-

9
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tributed to this year's literature, the former

issuing a good-natured romance depicting

artist life, called ' Meister Amor,' and

the latter a Polish pendant to H. von

Kleist's classic novel ' Michael Kohlhaas,'

the title of which is 'Ein Kampf urn's

Eecht,' and, like the first mentioned, gives

the story of an honest fanatic who is driven

to help himself by crime when justice is

denied him. Among the writers of smaller

novels during the past year I may here

mention the clever novelist Marie von Ebner-

Eschenbach, who has likewise published

some hundred 'Aphorismen,' which, in part

are finely drawn ; her ' Lotti die TJhrma-

cherin ' is a carefully finished delineation of

character, which appeared in that excellent

periodical Die Deutsche Rundschau; also Paul

Heyse's profound and pessimistic idyl ' Die

Eselin,' which appeared in Lindau's journal

Nord und Slid. These two works are both

gems of their different kinds.

In the same way as a romance resembles

real life, many a life resembles a romance.

An inferior actor in a suburban Berlin

theatre did not receive at his cradle the

promise that he would one day become the

intimate friend of a king and the military

confidant of the greatest drill-sergeant

of his day, the Czar Nicholas. " Hofrath "

Louis Schneider's autobiography (in which,

in his vanity, he throws as much light

upon himself as possible) is worth reading

as a contribution to the history of his day

and of life at the Prussian and Russian

courts. The author, a born courtier and

flatterer, was reader to King Frederic Wil

liam IV., and a favourite of the Czar, who

invited him to his manoeuvres in order to

have his (the civilian's) opinion respecting

the demeanour and uniformsof his troops, and

also induced him, who was more Russian in

his feelings than a born Russian, to supply

confidential reports about the Prussian

court and state, and about his royal brother-

in-law, "the poet." What a contrast

between the merry-maker who stoops volun

tarily to become an informant, and the

inspired artistic spirit whose political enthu

siasm drew him away from the thoughtful

Eeacefulness of his studio, and led him to

ecome the head of the provisional govern

ment of his native Saxony during the insur

rection of May, 1849, in Dresden! The

architect of the Dresden Theatre and of the

Zurich Polytechnicum, the reviver of the

antique polychromy, and the author of the

classic work on ' Style '—the late Gottfried

Semper—has found a loving biographer in

his son, Hans Semper ; but the many-sided

ness of the father's extraordinary nature

has not been by any means exhausted by

him. Besides this work, we have the bio

graphies of the Swiss poet Albrecht von

Hailer, by Adolf Prey ; that of the Chancel

lor von Wiichter, the celebrated profossor of

law, by his equally famous pupil, Prof.

Bornhard Windscheid; and that of Benedikt

Waldeck, the German politician and leader

of the Liberal party in the Prussian Parlia

ment, from the pen of his no less well-known

political friend H. B. Oppenheim. The

well-nigh forgotten author of tho didactic

Eoem ' Die Alpen ' (Von Dialler) has had the

onour done him of being, as a didactic

poet, called Schiller's prototype, in whoso

poems we may find numerous echoes of

his predecessor, who had himself studied

medicine. Further, a new biography of

Goethe, by the industrious H. Duentzer, and

a pamphlet by Bielschowsky, on Friederike

Brion of Sesenheim, have also come to light,

without exactly bringing much light with

them. On the other hand, in Pirazzi's

'Aus Offenbach's Vergangenheit,' and in

L. Geiger's ' Goethe-Jahrbuch,' as well as

in the correspondence of the La Roche

family, there have appeared recently some

hitherto unknown letters of the poet and of

his mother, the " Frau Rath," to the family

Andre and their relative, Rahel d'Orville.

In the above-mentioned ' Jahrbuch ' the life

of the " child " Bettina v. Arnim has been

lovingly portrayed by her son-in-law, Her

mann Grimm, and the able Uterary historian,

Wilhelm Scherer, has presented new points

of view respecting unfinished and enig

matical poems of the great master, e.g.,

' Pandora ' and ' Satyros.' From the pen of

tho last-named ingenious literary historian

there is also appearing (in parts) a ' Deutsche

Literaturgeschichte,' which is almost the

only learned book on this subject that is

free from the pedantic dust of the school

room, and, in spite of many bold and ven

turous assertions, developes a clear and

unprejudiced picture of the beginnings of

German literature. As Scherer himself

belongs to the school of the fathers of

German literary history—the brothers Jacob

and Wilhelm Grimm—we have in Otto

Brahm, the author of some interesting

studies on German plays of chivalry (an out

come of Goethe's ' Gotz von Berlichingen '),

a disciple of Scherer's school. A pleasing

and characteristic picture of the above-

named two brothers has been revived in

the publication by Wendeler of a long

series of their letters to Von Meusebach,

the eccentric but learned bibliophil and col

lector of books, a figure d la Hoffmann.

The latter has awakened from a well de

served literary death-sleep a spur-clattering

dramatist belongingto the days of Gotz, Count

Toning Seefeld. The reviving fondness for

tho artistic and literary productions of by

gone times has called forth a flood of works

upon the one still existing remnant of the

mediioval style of drama, the Oberammergau

Passion Play, among others those of Ed.

Devrient and Aug. Hartmann. There has

also been published the earliest existing

text of the Passion Play, from an Augsburg

MS. of the year 1662 from the monastery of

SS. Afra and Ulrich. The history of art

alwa3's goes hand in hand with the history

of literature. In addition to tho compre

hensive works of Jac. von Falke, ' Costume-

geschichte der Culturvolker,' and Starke,

' Systomatik und Geschichte der Archaologie

der Kunst,' as also the artistico-historical

publications of numerous societies of art and

archicology, we have treatises of smaller

size, but valuable in substance, such as

Ernst Foerster's praiseworthy ' Farnesina

Studien,' Lermolieff's (a nom de plume of

Morelli, the Senator of the Italian kingdom)

' Worke Italienischer Meister in den

Gallerien von Dresden, Berlin, und Miin-

chon,' and likewise the small but ex

cellent ' Kateehismus der Kunstgeschichte,'

by Bruno Bucher. The comprehensive

collective work ' Kunst und Kiinstlor,' by R.

Dohme—a richly illustrated collection of, in

part, most carefully written biographies of

artiste, among which A. Springer's 'Rafael

und Michelangelo ' must rank first—is about

coming to an end. Ernst Guhl's praise

worthy collection of ' Kiinstlerbriefe ' ha*

been enriched by a new volume. Alfred von

Wurzbach, editor of the ' Goldene Bibel,* a

splendid edition of the New Testament

which is richly adorned with pictures by the

most eminent artists of every age and school,

without this being exactly an advantage to

the internal harmony of the book, has trans

lated Houbraeken's 'Schowburg,' the Dutch

Vasari, into German, and added a critical

commentary to it. The study of the his

tory of art has been on the increase in

Germany during the last few years, and

has been greatly encouraged by the Austrian

Museum for Art and Industry in Vienna (in

imitation of the South Kensington Museum

in London), most admirably managed by

Eitelberger, Falke, Bucher, and others.

These artistic and scientific efforts have for

more than sixteen years had a centre for

discussion in Liitzow's illustrated Zeittckrifi

far hildende Kunst, which periodical has for

some time past been followed by Janitechek's

Repertorium fur Kunstgeschichte. Alfred

Woltmann, one of the most active cham

pions of the Kunstwissenschaft, which has only

during the last few decades taken root in

Germany, died before his time last year.

To the large publications connected with

the excavations that have been carried on

by Conze and others, at the expense of

the Austrian Government, in the island of

Samothrace, where considerable remains of

foundations of the temples of the ancient

Cabiri have been brought to light, an

other volume was added this year, which

is the last of the series. Respecting

the much more important discoveries in

Olympia and Pergamus, which the German

Government have been making, the public

have as yet received only preliminary

reports. The "Trojan War" which for

more than ten years has been carried on

between Schliemann, the digger of the trea

sures of Priam, and the professors of Greek

in Germany, has through Schliemann's last

work, ' Ilios,' now taken a turn which may

lead to peace. Schliemann, who has on his

side eminent men such as Virchow and

others, still maintains that he has in the hill

of Hissarlik, ten metres below the surface,

found a burned city with a gateway towards

the west as well as a treasure of gold ; but

he no longer declares this town to be Troy,

the gate to be the Scsoan Gate, or the

treasure that of the king " skilled in hurling

the lance." Glaucus has exchanged his

golden armour for brazen mail.

The love of wandering shown by the old

Teutons is still displayed in their descend

ants. The Romerzuge of tho German em

perors have nowadays assumed the form of

a Culturhampf; but the journeys to Romo

of German artists, patrons of art, and poets

have not ceased with Carstens, Winkelmann,

and Goethe. Wilh. Rossmann's letters

from Southern Italy prove that even after

Gregorovius and Stahr one may give an

account of unseen things on " the shores

of the Cyclops and Sirens." Another book

by the same author, called " gastfahrten "

to Rome and the monasteries of Mount

Athos, which is devoted more to religious

than to artistic objects, shows that as a

Protestant "visitor" one acquires a sharp

eye for the peculiarities of the Catholic and
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Orthodox Greek Churches. The " old diplo

matist " who has published the impressions

of his travels in Persia and Turkey under

the phil-Hellenic name of " Charikles " was

evidently enticed to the Enst by the " black

spot" of the Eastern Uuestion. The danger

that within a short time the mysterious

pooplo of the future who herd around the

Kremlin, with its hundred towers, might

establish their sovereignty upon the ruins

of that faith which built the Alhambra, may

have induced the thoughtful and intellectual

traveller Max Nordau to write his instructive

and graphic account of travel, ' Vom Kreml

rur Alhambra '; Pigge's book carries the

reader to Africa ; Lauth, the learned and

caustic ..Egyptologist, perhaps intends his

' Bilder an* Aegyptens Vorzeit to be a supple

ment to (.i. EImts's splendid but almost too

poetic work, 'Aegypten'; this latter, again,

has its pendant in Emil Schlagintweit's

'Indien in Wort und Bilil'; the author is a

member of the celebrated family of Asiatic

travellers. A book that marks an epoch, by

another member of this family, ' Reisen in

Indien und Hochasion,' by Hermann v.

Schlagintwoit, has just been brought to a

close by a fourth volume. The highland

of Europe, Tyrol, tho stronghold of faith—

which by the number of its monasteries and

the piety of its inhabitants reminds one of

Tibet—has found unholy, but all the more

active, patrons in the good-natured satirist

L. Steub. who writes 'Aim Tyrol,' and also

in J. F. Lentner, with his ' Aus Tyrol und

Oberbayern'; the lust -mentioned author

has again appeared before tho public after

having for long boen undeservedly forgotten.

History belongs to geography as time to

space. An epoch-making work worthy to

take its place liy the side of those of ltililko,

MomuiHeit, Sybel, Droyson, &e., has not

ap]>earcd this year, although the historical

libraries, such as tho ' Geschichte in Einzel-

darstellungen ' of ( )ncken, and the quondam

Heeren-l'kert series of histories of individual

kingdoms and countries, have been actively

carried on. Historical monographs and

memoirs therefore come to the front. Not

able among the first class are a tasteful

lecture of Felix Dahn on ' Die Alemannen-

schlacht bei ijtrassburg'; atractateon Horzog

Albrecht von Brandenburg-Preussen and his

court preacher Funke, known by his tragic

end under tho charge of treason, by C.

Albert Hase, a sou of the Church historian

of that name, who was styled the Lutheran

Pope ; and an account, derived from the

State archives of Berlin and Vienna, of

the relations between Austria and Prussia

bofore and after the accession of Joseph II.,

by G. Wolf. Tho last-named brochure is a

sign of the historical interest which tho cen

tenary of Joseph's accession excited in that

ruler's life. Tho second half of the eigh

teenth century saw Plato's wish fulfilled—to

be sure, not in the senso that, as he desired, the

philosophers became rulers, but in that that

the rulers, nude and female, were philoso

phers. Frederick the Great, Catherine II.,

and the Emperor Joseph formed a philo

sophical trefoil. Of these enlightened

despots, all German born, Frederick was

the sharpest, Catherine the most spirituelh,

and Joseph undoubtedly the noblest. His

despotit-m, as An. Griin has said of him,

was like that of the day, whose sun will not

endure night and mist near it. Every step

he took as ruler of his dominions was an

advance against inherited circumstances and

ills, although, as his keen-sighted rival

Frederick remarked, he often took the second

step before the first, and therefore, towards

the close of his unfortunately short life, he

was forced to retrace many steps. The rulor

who first granted toleration in his Catholic

states to Protestants and Jews, dissolved

countless monasteries, and resisted the pre

tensions of the Papacy, whose memory is

consequently considered accursed by tho

Ultramontanos, has shared the lot of tho

saints. Round his person a cyclo of legends

has formed among the people. The Bohe

mian peasants, whom he had freed from

serfdom, would not, years after his decease,

believo that he was dead ; they thought that

his und thoir foes hold him prisoner some

where. Tho consequence is that he has

found only enemies or blind admirers. A his

tory of Joseph, such as Arncth has written

of Maria Theresa, has yet to be composed.

Collections of materials und anecdotes, such

as those of Bermann, Wendrinski, &c, in

spite of the abundance of their contents,

do not deservo the namo of histories—a

title which, on the other hand, is fully

merited by the thoroughgoing and tasteful

' Oulturbilder aus Oesterreich,' written by

Adam Wolf on the model of the classical

German ' Culturbilder ' of G. Froytag, and

also by tho similar ' Culturbilder ausBohmcn '

of J. Svatek. An interesting picture of

civilization is given by Adolf Streekfuss in

his ' Fiinfliundert Jahre Berliner Geschichte,'

which traces the development of tho " Me

tropolis of Intelligence from tho fishing

hamlet of Altkoln on tho Spree—where even

towards the end of the seventeenth century

the courtiers at tho court of the Groat

Elector went to his highness's palace on

stilts, on account of tho mire—to the cos

mopolitan capital of the empire, where,

instead of junkers of the Mark, crowned

heads and dukes flock to tho emperor's

court.

The brilliant period of the new era has

also found its critics. Herr v. Treitschke

will not be the only person to call Bruno

Bauer's ' Zur Orientirung iibcr die Bis

marck'sche Aera' a bitter, bod pamphlet.

The solitary adherent of the Hegelian State

absolutism, which paved the way for the

Ciesarism of to-day, subjects tho latter and

its foremost champion to a criticism the

pitiless tone of which might be envied by

tho apostles of "la revanche " on the other

side of tho Ithine. Tho Napoleonic Im-

perium and the new Gorman Empire

are to him tho beginning of secular, as

the Vatican Council is the beginning of

spiritual, Cirsarism. The foreign policy of

the Chancellor, vit-d-tu Napoleon III. and

Gortschakoff, appears to him a second edi

tion of the policy of Frederick William II.

of Prussia in relation to the French Republic

and the partition of Poland. The internal

policy of Bismarck seems to him to consist

in leading the domestic parties against one

another, and, when they have served his

purpose, reducing them to a passive con

dition. People and popular representation

worn out, tho power of initiative of the

whole nation in all branches of industrial

industry, science, and art, and that of the

Parliament in legislation, hampered, the

master himself sinks into ever-increasing

irritability, ill temper, debility ! This and

other lectures will, however, hardly de-

privo the "Enchanter of Varzin" of the

enjoymont of his afternoon pipe.

Absolutism in philosophy, as Bruno

Bauer's example proves, has been followed

by Nihilism in criticism ; the return to Kant,

which has of lato been the principal feature

of Gorman philosophy, has had for con

sequence a new critique of human cognition.

While English philosophy, under the influ

ence of Comte, strives to extend itself into

an encyclopaxlia of all human knowledge,

Gorman philosophy, as a general rule, places

itself at the point where English stood about

Locke's time. Positivists like Diihring,

mystics like Hartmann, and "criticists" of

the school of Lango, the author of tho

'History of Materialism,' like Liebmann,

Vaihinger, and others, strive with one

another for the mastery among the publica

tions of tho year. Gustav Biedermann's

three volumes on tho ' Philosophic als Be-

griffswissenschaft ' stand out as an ana

chronism in their endeavour to construct,

after the example of Hegel, the whole sum

of human knowlodge on the plan of a

trichotomic system of self-division. Tho

author who first became known by an ex

position of tho philosophical idea contained

in Humboldt's ' Cosmos ' makes the concept

of life the foundation of his philosophy, and

nature and spirit are designated by him

its equally legitimate modes of being and

phenomenon. The knowledge of these two

makes tho science of nature and spirit ; the

knowlodge of life, on the contrary, the

wisdom of life, in which three divisions

the content of philosophy exhausts itself,

according to this author. Here is a com

plete system. Tho ' Logik ' of Lotze, cer-

tuinly tho most distinguished of the Ger

man philosophers of the present day, which

has just roachod a second edition, is the first

part of a system of which the ' Metaphysik,'

which was published last yoar, forms tho

completion, and, liko the deservedlyesteemed

' Mikrokosmos' of tho same author, its bases

approach tho ' Mouudology ' of Leibnitz.

Eduard v. Hartmann, in his much-discussed

tractate upon ' Die Selbstzersetzung des,

Christenthums,' furnishes proof of the crisis

in which Christianity is involved by a caustic

c ritique of the latest orthodox and mediating

theology, which, liko tho expositions of

dogma by Piloiderer and Lipsius, stands on

the shoulders of Schleiermacher. Hartmann's

opponent, Julius Bahnsen — whose philo

sophy, like that of tho Unconscious, rests

on tho principles of Schopenhauer, but

defines tho " Ding an sich " of Schopenhauer,

the Will, pluralistically, and not, as Hart

mann does, monistically—has in his ' Real-

dialoktik ' expounded an original spirituel

paradoxical system, according to which the

Tragic is tho law of the world, and, in

opposition to Hegel's logical optimism, the

anti-logical only really exists. A ' Geschichte

dor Psychologic,' by H. Siebeck ; the second

volume of Windelband's ' Geschichte der

Philosophic'; and a second edition, enlarged

to twice the original size, of Thilo's short

' Geschichte der Philosophie,' have appeared.

R. Eucken has made a successful attempt in

his Festschrift, ' Ueber Bilder und Gleichnisse

in der Philosophie,' to justify the devil's

sarcastic remark that where thoughts fail

words take their place.
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a novel from Mr. Vosmaer. His nanio

is well known to foreign readers by his

study on Rembrandt. The novel is called

' Amazone,' and is written in his fluent,

graceful style. The heroine is called so

because, having suffered all the miseries

of an ill-assorted marriage, she has re

solved, after her husband's doath, to tear

all tender feeling from her heart, and never

to love or to yield to a man's love again.

Though a perfect woman, nobly planned,

and full of high feelings, I think she is not

heroic enough for an Amazon, and yields

pretty Boon. The man who wins her love

is a painter, who reminds me every now and

then of a great artist living in England,

but of Dutch birth. The characters of the

old gentleman always studying and quoting

Ovid and the poor cripple Salviati are very

amiable and attractive ; but the greatest

charms of the book are its style, the interest

ing conversations on sculpture, painting,

and poetry, and the Italian atmosphere that

seems to pervade all its descriptions of

scenery, and which gives an air of reality

to the whole book.

Though there is something indescribably

sad in the thought that there are so many

from whose fingers the pen has dropped for

good, there is consolation in the behef that

others will rise in their places.

E. VAir Camms.v.

HUNGARY.

Tire comparison is prosaic, still it is true

that the literature of 1880 has, like the

harvest, been a middling crop, inferior not

only in quantity but also in quality to that of

1879. Perhaps the most striking thing I have

to mention is a splendid translation into Hun

garian of the comedies of Aristophanes by

our greatest living poot, J. Arany, to whom

we also owe a version of the tragedies of

Sophocles. In neither has the form nor

the matter of the Greek poet suffered, for all

the beauties and attraction of the original

have been faithfully preserved in the trans

lation. Next to Arany I may mention M.

Jukai, the untiring and still brilliant novelist,

who is no stranger to the novel-reading

public in England, and whose last work,

' Asszonyt kiser, istent kisert,' gives a good

picture of the Nihilist movements in Hun

gary. It is, however, a great pity that M.

Jukai should busy himself with politics, for

in consequence he does not always bestow

upon his writings the necessary care and

tinisli. H politics are a hindrance to M.

Jukai, so is the official life to M. Charles

Szasz, who has produced only a few trifles,

unless I except a well -written notice of

the late Mr. G. 11. Lowes, in which that

English man of letters, who was a member

of our Academy, is spoken of with the

respe<t duo to the rare qualities which

distinguished the biographer of Goethe. A

writer belonging to the younger genera

tion, M. Gregory Csiky, has been much

talked of in consequence of two comedies

he has published this year, of which one is

called ' A Proletarok ' (' The Proletarians '),

and tho other ' Mukanyi.' In both the

abuses and faults of Hungarian social life

are ridiculed in a most merciless way, but,

I must add, at tho same time with a clever

ness that justifies the applause which the

plays have earned. Among dramatic com

positions I may mention further 'Rolandne'

(/Madame Roland'), a tragedy by M. G.

Szasz, in which the author has given ample

proof of his power of character painting and

of sublimity of diction. Amongst the novels

of the current year, ' Edmund Pdrbaja '

('Edmund's Duel'), by Cornel Abranyi, has

been much talked about, and it is indeed a

well-told story, containing many careful de

scriptions of character. A similar judgment

may be passed on E. Kazur's ' A Semmi ha

valamivo lesz ' (' The Nobody if he becomes

a Somebodv '), and on A. Balazs's ' Tarka

Kopek' ('Motley Pictures'). The last-

named author excels in short humorous

sketches, but his longer tales generally

lack smoothness.

The writing of memoirs is decidedly on

the increase. Mr. Pulszky, who occupies the

foremost place in this branch of letters, has

this year published the second volume of his

' Kletem es Korom ' ('My Life and my Ago '),

and it is superfluous to remark that his

sparkling style, his lively and sometimes

humorous manner of relating the stirring

episodes of a life rich in incident, and the

highly interesting topics he treats—the pre

sent volume contains the story of our war

of independence in 1848—are fitted to give

to our roading public a high notion of the

literature of memoirs, so much cultivated in

your country. Speaking of England, I cannot

omit to mention that the port of Mr. Pulszky's

book relating to London, whero he was sent

as a representative of Hungary by M.

Kossuth, fully deserves to be translated

into English, as it would highly interest

the British public to know something about

the relations between the Hungarian re

volution and the bate Lord l'ulmerston.

Memoirs have also been published by

M. Frankenburg, which deal mainly with

Hungarian literary matters, and by Count

Alexander Teleky, a man well known in

England, who gives the contents of his diary

in a kaleidoscopic form, without any affec

tation of literary skill. Still, his book is

attractive. It is much like the account a

private soldier gives of tho exploits of his

regiment.

A word will suffice for our poetry. Messrs.

J. Levay and John Yajda have both pub

lished collections of their verse. M. Yajda

particularly deserves attention. He is a most

original man, he has a great command of

passion, his imagination is powerful, and

his language of a truly classic typo.

My remarks on bellen-lettren will apply

also to the historical publications of the past

year. Tho most important book is M. Kos

suth's ' Irataim az Enugracziobul ' ('Me

mories of my Exile '), the style and contents

of which tho English public knows by this

time through tho English translation. The

work has naturally created a groat sensation

in Hungary, whero tho author still enjoys

the unbounded veneration of his country

men.

Among strictly scientific publications the

foremost placo must be allotted to M. F.

Pesty's ' Az eltiint Rogi Varmegyek ' (' Tho

old Vanished Counties'), a work based upon

long study and profound investigations.

From it we learn that Hungary, now divided

into fifty-two counties, consisted formerly of

seventy-two. This change in tho political

divisions of the country could be only traced

after an assiduous scrutiny among the ar

chives, and careful criticism of data was im

peratively needed. A similar spirit prevails

in Prof. Wenzel's ' Magyarorszag Banyas-

zatanak kritikai Tiirtenete ' ('Critical His

tory of Mining in Hungary '), tho learned

professor being also the best expounder

of the mining law of Hungary, and in Dr.

T. Pander's ' History of the Buda-Pesth

University,' which was published on the

occasion of tho centenary celebrated this

year. M. Thaly, the historiographer of the

Rakoczy period, has published a thick volume

on tho life and deeds of Ladislaus Ocskay,

who may bo called a simple eondottiere, and

of whom very little was known even in his

own country. It may be said that this

restless spirit was not worth the pains taken

by his biographer; but if Motley deemed

it worth while publishing two big volumes

upon the history of the United Netherlands

from the death of William the Silent to the

Synod of Dort, why should we not write

about Ocskay ? These are the chief his

torical publications of the year, but, in order

to make the list as complete as possible, I

must add Prof. R. Torma's ' Repertorium ad

Literaturam Dacia) Archfloologicam et Epi-

graphicam,' one of the greatest and most

valuable collections of material with which

our literature has been enriched in 1880.

Besides, allow me to say that, owing to the

exertions of Prof. Torma, the ruins of a

Roman amphitheatre have been discovered

in the precincts of the old Aquincum. The

excavations are proving fruitful, and will cer

tainly attract the attention of archaeologists.

Of courso there have been sundry minor

publications and detached papers relating

to history; I may further add that the his

tory of art is beginning to give signs of

life under the auspices of the learned Prof.

Honszelmann. M. V. Myskovszky's ' Me-

dituval Artistic Monuments of Bartfa' is

worth mentioning, and so are some contribu

tions by M. Charles Pulszky, the son of the

autobiographer. Here, as in many other

branches of our national culture, we ore still

collecting material and preparing for work ;

but there are unmistakable signs of progress

in every department of science, and this

could hardly be said fifteen years ago. The

Hungarian Natural Philosophical Society

is particularly flourishing, and the number

of its regular subscribing members amounts

to 4,000. The object of the said society,

to diffuse a knowledge of science, is attained

by the publication partly of original books

and partly of translations of important

French, English, and German works. Geo

graphical discoveries have also begun quite

recently to interest Hungarian men of science,

and the travels of Count B. Szechenyi to

the Kuku-Nor and Eastern Thibet, although

he failed to reach Lhassa, will undoubtedly

throw new light upon those little-known

parts of Asia. In particular the geological

investigations, which were entrusted to M.

Loczy, promise to fill up a gap.

Last but not least come the works of our

philologists, who—partly busy in investigat

ing the ancient grammatical forms of tho

Magyar tongue, partly also in the com

parative study of the related Finn-Ugrian

languages—have shown some signs of ac

tivity. Prof. Budenz has brought to a con

clusion the ' Comparative Dictionary ' of

which I spoke in my previous reports, and I

hope to review it in the columns of this paper.

M. Szilady has published ' Pelbart Elete es
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Munkai' ('The Life and Works of Pelbart'),

a book in which the place of Pelbartus de

Temesvar, a famous schoolman and author

of the 1 Catharine Legend in the Literature

of the World,' is discussed with learning and

critical judgment. Of a particular value is

Prof. Simonyi's treatise ' A Magyar Kotii-

Bzok,' to which the Academy has deservedly

awarded a prize.

There may have been some contribu

tions to the various branches of literature

which have escaped my attention, but the

omissions can scarcely be of great import

ance, and I may conclude with my intro

ductory remark, that taken altogether the

annual literary harvest must be called

meagre. H. VisiDEEY.

ITALY.

In Italy twenty years ago we had several

celebrated authors, though there was then

no general Italian literary movement. Now

we hear complaints respecting a dearth of

such classic books as then made our land

famous. The fact is we are now harder to

please, and much less given to admiring.

The number of workers is ten times as great

as it used to be. Owing to competition, we

have every day in the market what used to

appear once a year as a great event. I

have been myself astonishod on finishing

my ' Dizionario degli Scrittori Contem-

porane,' to find that the Italian writers of

whom I could obtain notices amounted by

themselves to almost two thousand, and I

am persuaded that another thousand, about

whom I could not procure information de

served to be included in such a dictionary.

An army of three thousand writers, most

of them busy, in a country which is just

reviving, seems to me a considerable fact.

I know that there are critics in England

disposed to blame us for excessive com

plaisance towards ourselves ; they think that

ours is a fault common t« the Latin races,

and deem it a proof of childishness and

inferiority. But there is no disputing facts,

and they seem to me to toll in favour of our

country. Naturally throe thousand make

a crowd, and in a crowd it is hard to excite

attention and not to be confounded with it.

This is the reason why many books are

now overlooked that forty years ago would

have made a sensation in Italy.

In regno cfccorum monoculus est rex.

Now we all have our eyes open, and we aro

all able to discover our imperfections. The

most formidable criticism always comes from

colleagues and pupils ; the number of col

leagues and pupils has increased enormously ;

books are perhaps selling more largely in

Italy, but they are loss hired, and, above

all, people are less in a hurry to crown tho

writerswithan undying laurel wreath. There

is less polish of style, but more natural writing;

there is perhaps less imagination, but there

is more good sense, much more critical judg

ment. What Italy seems to have lost in talent

she has certainly gained in knowledge. We

havo, perhaps, less originality than formerly,

but we are moro like other men who pass

for being highly civilized. Perhaps at start

ing there has been some feeling of the way.

Some fancied they could be independent of

foreigners and thought only of traditions of

the past ; others were seized with a rago for

imitating Btrangers and wished to become

learned in the Germanfashion in a single day ;

others wandered in empty space. Now the

excessive imitation of the Germans is at an

end, and in proportion as they feel their

strength, Italians assert their rights as a

nation in art, science, in everything. This

is excess in the other direction. Yet I have

hopes that presently an equipoise may be

established, and that the feeling for harmony

characteristic of our race will find quite

naturally a modus rivendi for Italian thought

in face of the universal progress. While

I am writing these lines I learn that a

young Tuscan philosopher and man of

letters, Prof. Giaeomo Barzellotti, is about

to deliver a lecture at the Circolo Filologico

at Florence on the actual aptitude of Italian

culture. It is a pity that all writing

Young Italy cannot hear him. I know the

ideas of Prof. Barzellotti on the subject,

and I am persuaded that ho will be listened

to with profit. In any case, I mention his

name because it may persuade those who

like to rail at our chauvinism that in the

home of the fine arts there are artists in

criticism, and Signor Barzellotti is an example

of it at Florence, as M. Gnoli is at Home,

M. Xumbini at Naples, and M. Bersozio at

Turin. Thero are many moro brilliant and

eloquent critics. But in all of these there

is more socking after effect than truth—too

much personality. The details are some

times good, but the general effect is ex

aggeration. Individualism, in spite of

political unity, is too powerful in Italy, and

only the sentiment of the ideal can raise

the Italian artist above his own personality

and make him generalize his work.

But tho ideal has bocomo a bore. It is

false, it is old. 80 our writers think. To

bo true we must be atheists, republicans,

socialists, nihilists. These theories, formerly

whispered, aro now preached aloud. I do

not seo yet tho beginning of tho end. I fear

worso things are in store for us. Still I havo

confidence in the future, and I am sure that

both in Italy and France there will bo a re

conciliation with reason and good sense. I

need not trouble myself with the names of

tho innovators, and I shall mention only tho

chief workers of the year with whose writings

I am acquainted. I know I shall omit a

great many in a rapid sketch, but I do not

aim at a catalogue or bibliography of Italian

literature. I only wish to indicato some of

tho books of the year to which my attention

has been drawn.

Among books of a higher class may be

first mentioned the Year-book of Italian

Literature, soon to be published by Barbera

of Florence, a work compiled by two pro

mising young Tuscan scholars, Guido Biagi

and Guido Mazzoni, in which will lie found

many details that hero must bo passed

over. Tho former has begun a new col

lection of raro and inedited Italian books,

to bo published by Sansoni of Florence,

with an annotated edition of the ' Novellino,'

to which ho has prefixed an exhaustive

introduction. Guido Mazzoni has already

given us a volume of elegant verse, besides

translations of Meleager's epigrams, and

three essays on tho works of Prof. Cesarotti,

whose life and character he intends to de

scribe in a monograph of importance. Ho

is a pupil of Prof. D'Ancona, who has

just republished his best essays under the

title of ' Studii di Critica 0 Storia Letteraria.'

We expect soon to see a book of much in

terest as regards the history of our popular

Italian theatre—' Scenari Inediti della Corn-

media dell' Arte,' by Prof. Bartob. This book

will contain some twenty sketches of comedies

as improvised by the strolling players of old

times. That independent critic Gaetano

Trezza has reprinted, under the title ' Nuovi

Studii Critici,' his essays, of which the

main characteristic is scepticism based upon

positivist philosophy. A Cambrian professor,

Giuseppe De Leonardis, gives us the poetry

of spiritualism in his lively book ' L'Arte e

la Vita dello Spirito.' Prof. Jacopo Ferrazzi,

author of the ' Enciclopedia Dantesca,' has

published this year an interesting book—

' Studii Biografiei-Critici-Bibliografiei sopra

Torquato Tasso.' In the Nuova AnMogia of

the year we have already read the letters of

A. Manzoni addressed to his friend Fauriel,

and now Luigi Venturi, of Florence, brings

out an excellent critique of Manzoni 's

tragedies and lyrical poems. A good

memoir of tho poet may be found in tho

' Scritti Biografici ' of Prof. Prina.

Among other biographical and historical

books that should be named is Prof. Otto-

lenghi's interesting memoir of Luigi Provana

del Sabbione, a precursor of the liberal move

ment in Piedmont. With some considerable

additions Carlo Cocchetti has republished

his book, ' II Movimento Intellettuale nella

Provincia di Brescia dai Tempi Antichi ai

Nostri.' The Sicilian philosopher Yincenzo

Di Giovanni has published a work entitled

' Severino Boezio, Filosofo, e i suoi Imi-

tatori.' An enlarged edition of Prof. A.

Valdarnini's monograph on Francis Bacon

has lately appeared. In 'Dante e la Statistic!!

delle Lingue ' the Deputy Filippo Mariotti

endeavours to show the causes of that har

mony of style which pervades the ' Divina

Commedia.' A book to be studied by all

lovers of Tuscan Italian is ' Delizie del Pur-

lare Toscano,' by Giambattista Giuliani, the

illustrious commentator on Dante. His col

lection of Sicilian proverbs has been com

pleted lately by Giuseppe Pitre ; and his

eminent coadjutor Salvatore Salomone-

Marino has collected in one volume tho

interesting ' Leggende Popolari Siciliane.'

The Bixty popular Tuscan stories lately

published by Gherardo Norucci have all

been collected in his native village, Montale.

Prof. S. l'rato of Spoleto has just illustrated

in an elaborate essay four hundred popular

tales of Leghorn and their variations. To his

collection of songs in the dialect of Bova

in Calabria the editor, A. Pellegrini, has

added an introduction and a useful glossary.

Here may be named a ' Yoeabolario dell'

Uso Abruzzese,' to which the compiler,

Gennaro Finamore, has prefixed a sort of

grammar of tho dialect. Prof. Napoleono

Caix has produced a useful linguistic book,

' Le Origini della Lingua Pootiea Italians :

Principii di Grammatica Storica Italiana.'

Another book of tho class is the ' Yolgare

Illustre dal Secolo VII. fino a Dante,'

by the Venetian philologist Andrea Gloria.

Prof. L. Sailer has prepared for the use

of young students an ' Introduzione alio

Studio della Letteratura.' Tho Nestor of

Italian Latinists, Prof. Vallauri, has col

lected in one volume all his Latin inscriptions,

to which Prof. Berrini has prefixed a study

of their style. Antonio Spoto, a Sicilian priest,

has given proofs jf astonishingly patient
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labour by translating into Latin hexameters

the poem ' I Lombardi alia Prima Crociata,'

by Tommaso Grossi, and has also translated

into Latin a poem on Adtle de Bourgogne, by

Prince Giuseppe De Spuches. The prince, an

elegant poet, has this year published a new

editionof his translation of Euripides. Among

the learned books of the year is a critical and

historical monograph on Epimenides of Crete

by Giuseppe Barone. An important cata

logue of tho Hebrew manuscripts preserved

in the University Library of Turin has been

edited by Prof. Bernardino Peyron. A

catalogue of the Roman coins belonging to

the second half of the third century has

been learnedly prepared by a young areha>o-

logist, Luigt Adriano Milani. Of the trans

lation of Plato undertaken by Ruggiero

Bonghi, already the ' Kuthyphro ' and the

' Apology of Socrates ' have appeared, en

riched with commentaries which add largely

to the value of the translation.

Turning to historical works, I have to

notice a conscientious study by Prof. Giuseppe

Morosi, ' Intorno al Motive Jell' Abdieazione

dell' Iin{>erutore Diocleziano.' ' La Storin di

Venezia nella Vita Privata,' an interesting

work, full of anecdotes, has won a prize

offered by the Institute of Venice. Con

noisseurs of faience will read with in

terest a book written by Carlo Malagola,

' Memorie Storicho sullo Maioliche di Fa-

enza '; and for the history of Flemish art

it will be well to consult A. Bertolotti's

' Artisti Belgi ed Olandesi a ltoma nei Secoli

XVI. e XVII.' To our library of voyages

and travels Giovanni Pelleschi lias added his

book, ' Otto Mesi nel Gran Ciacco'; and the

traveller Pellegrino Matteucci has given us

his ' Viaggio in Abissinia,' the same intrepid

travoller who has just returned with Prince

Borghoso from a journey of exploration.

Geography and ethnology applied to politics

have furnished Prof. Brunialti with au op

portunity for writing a most conscientious

book showing the greatest competence and

singular goodsenseinallquestions relating to

the partition of Turkey. This book is called

' Gh Credi della Turchia.' Paolo Lioy, poet

and naturalist, in his pleasant book ' In Mon-

tagna,' gives descriptions that may tempt

Alpine climbers, and they may also liko

1 Aria di Monti,' by Giuseppe Corona. Chil

dren will find an amusing Italian guide in

'II Viaggio di Giannettino,' by "Collodi"

(the nom de plume of C. l»renzini), a humor

ous and pleasant writer ; while for Naples

and its environs a lively guide has been sup

plied by Signora Cesira Pozzolini Siciliani.

Her husband, the well-known professor at

Bologna, gives us thisyearanothereducational

work—his 1 Massimi Problemi nella l'eda-

gogia Moderna.' The Institute of Lombardy

has lately awarded a prize to a book written

by Prof. Morselli—an essay on ' Suicide.' A

' Storia e Teoria Generale della Statistica '

has been published by Prof. A. Gabaglio,

and two books by Senator Rossi on social

economy, ' Perche una Legge ? ' (on the

question of employing children's labour)

and an essay entitled 'DelCredito Popolare.'

Prof. Albert Errera has written two im

portant essays on primary education, in

dustrial, professional, and commercial, in

Belgium. The Senator Louis Zini has

written eloquent letters on ' The Govern

ment of the Left.' Prof. Capello has edited

' La Logics,' a work left unpublished by G. M.

Bertini. A long lost ' Cantica ' by Gia-

eomo Leopardi has been edited by Zanino

Volta. Leopardi has also been the subject

of several, probably too many, articles. A.

Ranieri, the friend of Leopardi, has been

very communicative — too communicative,

perhaps—in publishing an account of his

own intimate converse with the poet in a

book styled 'Sette Anni di Sodalizio con

Giacomo Leopardi.'

My article would bo long were I to merely

mention all the novels and volumes of verse

which have come under my notice this year.

Of the former I may name ' IL Roccolo di

Sant' Alipio,' by A. Caccianiga; 'Vita dei

Campi,' by G. Verga ; ' Nella Lotta,' by E.

Castelnuovo ; and ' Prime Battaglie, Villa

Eugenia,' by " Cordelia." Among the second

are ' Sermoni,' by T. Massarani ; ' In

Solitudine,' by T. Cannizzaro ; ' Amore e

Dolore,' by M. A. Canini ; ' Poesie Minime,'

by L. Pinelli ; ' U Femminile Eterno,' by

David Levi ; a volume by " Ausonio Liberto "

(G. Levantini-Pieroni) ; and the ' Liriche di

A. Petofi,' translated by P. E. Bolla. Among

tho translations of Italian books published

abroad this yeur I may mention ono by

Salvatore Farina, issued by Hachette at

l'uris.

Is this nil:' I think not. Is it worth

signing this meagre enumeration of the

titles of Italian books 'i I am still less in

clined to think that. Yet, since the in

dulgence of the readers of the Atkenamm

encourages me, I sign. If 1 cannot mention

here all the names of my countrymen, it is

not my fault. In the course of ten years I

believe I have mentioned a great many, if

all are put together. People in Italy will

not suppose me prejudiced ; on tho other

hand, Englislunen will soe that in these ten

years Italian literature has not been the

insignificant thing thoy imagined it to be,

perhaps, before the Athenaum commenced

these annual summaries.

AjJOELO De GlBEHXATIS.

NORWAY.

About a generation ago tho lyrical form

of expression wus that most in favour among

tho best Norwegian writers. All Norse

poets then were lyrists, and their chief

masterpieces woro of the lyric order. This

was true in tho most opposite directions, in

"Wergeland as in Welhaven, in Jorgen Moe

no less than in A. Munch.

Now it is altogether otherwise. The lyric

has ceased to be tho favourite ; it is even

treated as the child of the bondwoman. It

would almost seem as though the singing vein

were exhausted in our literature. Henrik

Ibsen, who in his youth poured songs in

profusion out of his horn of plenty, has for

the last ten years confined his attention

strictly to the drama, wliich, indeed, has

always formed the chiof part of his re

pertory ; and Bjornstjerne Bjiirnson, who

twenty years ago was an excellent lyrist,

seems now to have lost both the power and

the will. The new edition of his ' Digte og

Sange,' which appeared last spring, shows

this in a very striking manner. Besides

the poems to be found in the issue of 1870,

the edition of 1 880 contains a small number

of a later date, and most of these are

singularly sterile in feeling and tome in

expression. Only one of our younger authors

has sought to win popularity as a lyrist.

This is Kristofer Randers, whose second

volume of poems, a series of erotic reflec

tions, has just appeared under the title of

' Vaarbrud.' His verses are easy and correct,

but too imitative to allow us to see much of

his own individuality.

It is, therefore, not the lyric, but the

drama and the novel, to which we must turn

to see what is best in the recent literature of

Norway ; and these two forms of imaginative

work have made great progress of late.

About twenty years ago a pastoral naivete"

was the thing most admired in Scandinavia,

just as in Germany at the beginning of the

century. From the complicated life of towns

e turned to the pleasures of solitude,

the culture of the present to the sim

plicity of the past. The Norse peasant, who

pursues his sequestered labours with an

utter indifference to the strife of cities, was

the hero of the moment, and to his glorifica

tion Bjiirnson dedicated his famous pastoral

idyls, whilst Ibsen in his historical dramas

magnified the primitive life and manners of

his ancestors. To these writers succeeded

their contemporary, but follower, Jonas Lie,

who in his first and best books painted the

stormy life of fisher-folk, pilots, and mariners

on the Norse sea-coast.

During the last decade, however, the

Norwegian writers have left these idyllio

themes, and have given themselves to the

relations produced by modern cultivated life.

Ibsen was the first to abandon history, and,

after a polemical period of transition, exclu

sively to dedicate himself to the service of

modern drama. Bjiirnson followed his ex

ample, and now only writes plays of to-day.

Lastly, and with least success, Jonas Lie has

undergone the snmo change. His novels

' Thomas Ross ' and 'Adam Schrrcder ' are both

taken from modern life, nnd in his drama,

published a month or two ago, ' Grabows

Kat,' ho has attempted to follow his two more

illustrious colleagues. The hero of the piece

is a clever young painter, who cannot concen

trate his talent on his art, and whose first love,

an attachment to his master's daughter, in

spires him with the necessary determination

to study. He produces a work so fine that he

is rewarded with the hand of his Bweetheart,

after the father, in a fit of irritation, has

destroyed the picture The idea of the

piece is not particularly new, and our age,

as Georg Brandes has said, does not look

upon genius as an inspired idler, but as an

inspirod worker. Moreover, the drama has

technical shortcomings, and may, in con

nexion with his recent novels, be taken as

proof that Jonas Lie does not possess the

peculiar gift needful for excellence in these

modern themes. In his latest work, a story

called 'Rutland,' which has just appeared,

he has, however, left this path, and gone

back to the field in which he won his early

laurels. The main figure, which gives name

to this novel, is an old North Sea brigantine.

On account of its age nnd weakness it is

degraded to the rank of sloop, and as such

carries on a coasting trade in Norway. It

is old enough and crazy enough for Mr.

Plimsoll to style it a coffin, but the captain

and his wife, who always accompanies him,

are so quaint and fresh a couple that life

seems very agreeable on board the old

Rutland. The construction of the plot, as

always with Jonas Lie, is rather weak, but

the attention of the reader is fascinated and
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retained by a whole series of bright and

vivacious studies of life on board and on

shore. A healthy and refreshing sea-breeze

seems to blow through the book, which

proves that the author has happily redis

covered the true bent of his genius.

The young author Alexander Kjelland

has produced another charming work in his

novel ' Garman & Worso,' which sketches

life in one of the large towns of the west

coast of Norway. Yet this novel also is

weakly constructed so far as the story goes.

The helplessness of the writer is as comic

and pathetic as the naivete of a mediaeval

painter. His characters stand all on the

same level, and are distributed through the

story without any unity in composition. In

other words, the author lacks perspective,

and his talent merely enables him to present

us with a series of masterly fragments.

Herr Kjelland made his debut as a novelist
two years ago ■with a little collection of

novelettes, which charmed the public -with

their delicacy and fineness of touch. This

year he has published a second collection of

novelettes, which, however, unfortunately

are much less interesting than the former.

Kjelland has also attempted dramatic work

in publishing last autumn a volume called

' For Scenen,' containing two proverbes

and a comedy in two acts. The prorerbes

alone have been publicly performed. The

interesting and promising qualities which

these dramatic pieces undoubtedly display

are injured by a lack of experience and

knowledge of stage requirements.

An elderly lady, Maren Vinsnes, has pub

lished in her ' In Drammen Seventy Years

Ago ' an agreeable and chatty sketch of life

in the town of that name. Another aged

author, Maria Colban, in her new story

' Cleopatra,' has drawn a picture of manners

among the oldltalian aristocracy. Fromltaly

also Johan Paulsen has taken the material

for several stories, which ho has collected

under the title of ' Langt fra Norge,' and

for a longernovel, 'Margherita,' in which he

shows himself an imitator of Emile Zola,

but without the genius of his prototype.

The old poet Andreas Munch, too, has taken

from Italian history the subject of an

historical poem, ' Pave og Reformatory the

hero of which is the pious Pope Adrian VI.,

who vainly attempted to prop the sinking

Church in the sixteenth century. Kristian

Gloersen has published a new novel, ' En

Frommed.'

In the historical literature of the year

should be mentioned first and foremost

the opening volume of Prof. 0. Rygh's

' Norske Oldsager ordnede og forklarede,'

a work of great importance in arehaxdogy.

A very important and interesting contri

bution to the history of archaic art has been

made by Prof. L. Dietrichson in his ' Chris-

tusbilledet,' an investigation of the origin

and development of the typical portrait of

Christ. Prof. P. 0. Schjiitt has published

a treatise on Athens before the time of Solon,

Dr. Yngvar Nielsen one on the constitution

of the Norse State Council, and Yngvald

Undset a work on the archaeology of the

Bronze Age.

The anxiously awaited work of Prof.

Sophus Bugge on the influence of Hebrew

and Greco-lioman religion on the Scandi

navian legends of gods and horoos is now

passing through tho press. In the first

volume of his book the author will treat

the myths of Balder and of Yggdrasil.

The Icelandic form of the Balder myth is,

in the opinion of the learned author, modi

fied by the story of the death of Christ,

whilst that preserved by Saxo bears more

relation to the story of Achilles. Prof. Bugge

gives reasons for his belief that Balder was

unknown among the Germans. In the

Yggdrasil myth he sees references to the

cross of Christ, which is identified with the

Tree of Life. In the opinion of Prof. Bugge

the myth was introduced during the Viking

period by sailors who met with the Christian

legends in the British Isles.

HeNKIK JiEOEB.

POLAND.

My review this year will again begin

most appropriately with a report of what

has been done in the domain of historical

literature. The most important work that

has appeared is certainly the first volume

of ' The Four Years' Imperial Parliament '

(1788-1791), by Valerian Kalinka, a clergy

man. It may be called a thoroughly classic

work, and, taken as a whole, worthy the

pen of a Macaulay, although it undoubtedly

shows some trace of the pessimistic ten

dency which is at present so prevalent

among Polish historians. The book treats

of one of the most important points in the

past history of Poland, i.e., the period in

which tho nation, seeing its political exist

ence threatened, endeavoured to save itself

by internal reforms. The FourYears' Parlia

ment, as is well known, ended with the pro

clamation of the so-called constitution of

May 3rd (1791), which may be regarded as

a spiritual legacy of the old Poland to the

future. The publication of the literary

remains of Jul. Bartoszewicz has been con

tinued throughout the past year, andfour new

volumes have appeared. Two .young men,

Tud. Wojeiechowski and Lud. Kubala, have

come forward as excellent historians : the

former in a treatise on ' The Polish Annals

from the Tenth to the Fifteenth Century,'

more particularly as a trustworthy and well-

informed investigator ; the latter in his ' His

torical Sketches ' as a powerful writer of

history. Dr. Anton J. (whose real name is

Dr. Bolle) has published ' Three Historical

Narratives ' and ' The Castles of Podolia,'

the latter of which has just reached a second

edition ; this author is distinguished for his

popular and attractive style of writing. Jos.

Szujski, an able profossor at the Cracow

University, who is looked upon as the leader

of the so-called Cracow school of history,

has produced a ' History of Poland ' in

twelve books. Among the monographs

must bo mentioned those by Ossolin'shi, the

Grand Treasurer of the Crown ; by Klem.

Kantechi ; those on the Electorate of the

House of Jagellon, by Count Kasimir

Stadinchi ; and the ' History of the United

Church,' by a clergyman, Edw. Likowski.

Among the works which illustrate, and will

serve as a source for inquiring into, the

immediate past, and particularly into the

revolutionary movements in Poland, may be

mentioned Sig. Milkowski's ' Galicia and

the East,' and the 'Memoirs of General Ant.

Jezioranski' (1848-1863), one of tho most

prominent figures in the insurrection of

1863. Other works on historical subjects

have been issued by Fr. Pickosinski, Wlad.

Wislocki, Fr. Kulcrycki, and Kas. Walis-

zewski ; the latter two have, moreover, taken

as their subject the times of John III., in

anticipation of the 200th anniversary of

the release of Vienna by this king, which

is to be celebrated in 1883.

Almost the only writer of lyrics during the

late troubled times is Adam Asnyk. Last

year there appeared the third volume of his

poems, and, like the two previous volumes,

they are distinguished by their exquisite

form and graceful vein of melancholy. By

his side I must also mention two gifted

ladies, Marie Bartus and M. Konopnicka,

and the anonymous author of a collection

of poems which were published in Cracow

under the title of ' Iwur : a Game of Chess,'

&c. When I further add that F. Falenski

has, with great artistic skill, made a com

plete translation of Petrarch into the Polish

language, and that Prof. Popiel has pub

lished a new translation of Homer's Iliad,

I have mentioned all the more notable works

in this branch of literature.

In the drama the first place must be

assigned to Count Alexander Fredro, who

died two years ago. There have recently

been published thirteen volumes of his works,

which, among other things, contain sixteen

comedies. The half of these have now been

published for the first time as his literary

remains ; his earlier comedies, however,

will retain their position of pre-eminence.

Fredro is called the Moliere of Poland, and

most justly so. He has not, indeed, written

a ' Tartufi'e,' but, owing to his inexhaustible

flow of humour and his pregnant delinea

tions of character, he will always rank

among the first of writers of comedy. E.

Lubowski's comedy, 'The Court of Honour,'

was performed in Warsaw with great ap

plause, and was specially praised as a suc

cessful gallery of different types of character.

A piece that likewise enjoyed great popu

larity was Wlad. Ancryc's 'The Peasants'

Emigration,' which is directed against the

ever-increasing desire shown by the Galician

peasantry to emigrate (especially to America).

Another popular piece of the same genus is

the work of an actor in Cracow, Galasiewicz,

and has as its title 'The Devil's Bench.'

Sig. Sarnecki, the well-known writer of

comedies, has published three of his earlier

plays in one volume, and others will no

doubt follow. Among the historical dramas

I must mention Vinz. Eapacki's ' Pro

Honore Domus ' ; Julian von Poradow's

' Tho Countess Goryslawa '; and from tho

pen of Bron. Grabowski, whose favourite

subjects are taken from Slavonic life, wo

have ' The Son of the Margrave ' and ' The

Prince Marks.' I should perhaps also

mention that translations have been made

of three of the tragedies of Euripides,

' Medea' (by St. Grabowski), ' Alceetis,' and

' Andromache ' (by S. Weclewski).

Jos. Ign. Kraszewski, whose name has

become so widely known throughout the

whole civilized world since last year's

jubilee, has not been resting upon his

well-earned laurels. During the past year

his pen has more particularly been devoted

to his cycle of historical romances, the

object of which is to illustrate the whole

history of Poland in a poetical form. The

last of these romances, ' Cracow in the Days

of King Ladislaus Lokietek,' already brings

us up to the fourteenth century, and is the
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twelfth of the series. A work by the same

author entitled ' The Troubled Spirits ' (two

volumes; is a faithful picture of the times,

and will certainly be regarded as one of the

best productions of this excellent writer.

An author who has suddenly entered the

front ranks of literature is a young man

named Sienkiewicz (whose nom de plume

is "Litwos"). The three volumes contain

ing his novels and letters (from America,

Rome, and Paris show him to possess de

cided and original talent as well as warmth

of feeling. The most humorous of Polish

writers, Job.. Lam, who invariably makes

political satire the background of his delinea

tions, has published a new novel, 'The

Wonderful Career '; and another humourist,

Al. Wilczynaki, who excels in his knowledge

of the life and customs of the aristocracy

of his country, has given us a work called

' The Mission of the Families.' Val. Przy-

borowski has been unusually active during

the past year, for within this period he has

published four historical novels. Stan.

Grudxinski has a large circle of readers for

his ' Tales of the Ukraine,' and so likewise

has Jos. Rogosz for his three new novels,

more particularly ' The Dreamers.'

In the other departments of literature I

have still to mention Prof. Anton Mulecki's

' Comparative Historical Grammar of the

Polish Language ' (two volumes), which, in

spite of some adverse criticism, must be

acknowledged to be a most valuable book ;

also, a ' Sanscrit Grammar,' by Xav. Mali-

now»ki, a priest and scholar; Oskar Kolberg's

ethnographical publication, 'The People'

the Poles), of which the thirteenth

volume has just appeared; 'The Jubilee

Book,' written in honour of Kraszewski,

which contains his bio>rraphy and criticisms

of his works by more than twenty different

writers ; further, the ' Geographical Lexicon

of Poland,' which was commenced iu War

saw ; and lastly the Corn, a publication with

illustrations of the same kind as the French

Pari*- Murcie, and written with a similar

purpose. Adam Bklcikowski.

PORTUGAL.

The year 1 880 has been one of the most

prolific in the annals of Portuguese litera

ture, and the festivals connected with tho

tercentenary of Camoens thoroughly roused

the national spirit. On all sides there were

given lectures and historical readings con

nected with tho sixteenth century, treating

of the life and deeds of the author of the

'Lusiada' and of the part taken by Portugal

in the development of European civilization.

Every one who could use pen, pencil, or

brush gladly contributed to this popular

expression of devotion to the embodiment

of our greatest national glory. Tho 10th

of July will ever remain in the history of

the Portuguese people as the date upon

which the national conscience unanimously

vibrated to the stimulus of a profound emo

tion. I will not dwell upon the grandeur

of the fete* in every part of the Portuguese

territory; they exceeded all expectations.

From the tercentenary of CamoenB are dated

many imjwrtaiit foundations, such as tho

Association of Portuguese Writers and

Journalists ; also several editions, more or

less valuable andornamental, of the ' Lusiads,'

and many poems and critical and historical

studies on the life and writings of the poet,

which of themselves form a vast collection,

and which the Camonians have religiously

gathered together. On the occasion of the

tercentenary of Camoens there were pub

lished two bibliographies of all the editions

of the ' Lusiads,' also enumerating the trans

lations and the essays on the poot, both Por

tuguese and foreign. The ' Bibliographia

Camoniana,' organized by Senhor Theophilo

Braga, was published at the cost of Dr.

Antonio Augusto de Carvalho Monteiro, aud

was gratuitously offered to all the public

libraries of Europe, as well as to all men

of letters noted for their appreciation of

the literature of Portugal. This edition is

certainly a magnificent one, and does honour

to our press. Dr. Carvalho Monteiro fully

comprehended tho value of this homage

to tho memory of Camoens, and it may be

said that without his assistance and stimulus

this biographical work would not have been

undertaken. The 'Bibliographia Camoniana'

is formed after the mode of Ferrazzi in his

bibliographies of Dante and of Petrarch.

During the celebration of the tercentenary

in Oporto there was also published another

1 Bibliographia Camoniauu, compiled by

Joaquim de Vasconcellos. These two works

exhaust the subject, and the extent of their

contents proves the vostness of the Camonian

literature.

Among the poems dedicated to Camoens

the principal aro ' A Fome de Camoes,' by

Gomes Leal, in ottava rima, which dis

plays some marks of inspiration; 'Cathcrina

de Athayde,' by Macedo Pupanca, a poem

which was recited before the members of

the University of Coimbra ; and tho ' Lyra

Camoniana,' by Teixeira Bastos, which has

a philosophical undercurrent. Thomaz

Ribeiro, Alexlindro da Coneeiqao, Jaymo

Seguior, in short, nearly all the chief Portu

guese poets, celebrated the genius of Camoens.

There was represented a drama, in five acts,

called ' Camoens,' and written expressly for

the tercentenary by Cypriano Jaruim. The

drama may be called ultra-historic, and con

sequently it seems dull when acted, but

nevertheless it was found worthy of eighteen

representations.

Tho Academician Senhor Latino Coelho,

who amongst us is noted for the excellence

and purity of his style, published the

opening volume of a series to be called " A

(ialeria de Varoes lllustres de Portugal."

It consists of a biographical study of Luiz

de Camoens; the book is remarkable for

want of knowledge of the subject, and

especially of tho critical works published

during the last twenty years. The Viscount

de Juromenha advertises an anah-sis of this

work, which, to tell the truth, is unworthy

of the fame of its author.

Mr. Robert Ffrench Duff published a

new English translation of the ' Lusiads,'

extremely well done and in no way inferior

to that of Mr. Aubertin. It must, more

over, be taken into consideration that Mr.

Duff used tho Spenserian stanza, which

does not assimilate well with the octave

rhyme of Camoens, which Mr. Aubertin

adopted. Prof. Wilhelm Starck published

a German translation of the lyrics of

Camoens, truly commendable for fidelity

and comprehension of tho Portuguese text ;

we may now assert that it is not Shakspeare

alone who has in the German tongue the

most beautiful of interpretations.

At present there exists a certain agitation

in Portugal, but an agitation purely of a

moral or mental character. The rising

generation seems to devote itself to the

work of a scientific propaganda. There

have just been held in this country two

congresses, one literary, tho other anthropo

logical, and consequently the reviews and

journals advocate the necessity of reading,

becauso there is no question that this

country owes its backwardness in a great

measure to mental apathy. The review of

the contemporary movement, A Era Nova,

is now in its sixth number ; it is publishing

' A Ilistoria do Romantismo em Portugal,'

in which is discussed the influence of the

three great writers Garrett, Herculano, and

Castilho. The admirers of Herculano, find

ing the strictures on their idol too severe,

have opened a national subscription to erect

a monument to his memory. It i9 certain

that Herculano exercised an evil influence

upon Portuguese society. Until 1836 he

always wrote in favour of tho monks in

the Panorama, and afterwards interrupted

on account of personal misunderstandings

his ' History of Pjrtugal '; he caused a

sort of prostration of public spirit, and

he embarrassed tho march of the Portu

guese conscience by his Catholic tendencies.

OliveiraMartins has just published a popular

treatiso on anthropology, a useful book,

considering we have little or nothing on the

subject, but, imperfect as its information is,

very superficial. There have just been pub

lished two romances, ' A Vida Atribulada,'

by Julio Lourenco Pinto, and 'OMandarim,'

by Eca do Queiroz. Tho first shows the

best intentions ; it has a style somewhat

artificial, and its author imitates a little

tho roalistic school of Zola, but falls into

tho defect of being carried away by tho

romantic adventures he depicts. 'OMan

darim,' on the other hand, reveals all the

qualifications of the great author of the

' Crime do Padre Amado ' and of ' Prinio

Busilio,' but the fantastic nature of the

subject renders it nothing more than a piece

of literary pastime, without plot or purpose ;

and it is really lamentable that a writer of

first-class talent should waste his energies

on such a trivial work, merely written for

tho occasion. Joaquim de Vasconcellos has

published tho celebrated manuscript of

Francisco de Hollunda, which used to be

kept in tho Academy of Sciences, where

nothing of importance ever seems to bo

accomplished. In this way private enter

prise corrects the torpor of this official

corporation. ' A Ilistoria das Ideias Demo-

craticas em Portugal' is finished; it contains

tho evolution of the idea of national sove

reignty from the Cortes of 1641 to the

actual formation of the republican centres

in which preponderate the theories of fede

ralism.

An Oporto house has commenced the pub

lication of a modern scientific library ; the

first volumo is called tho ' Origens Poeticas

do Christianismo.' In this work for the

first time are applied the fundamental

ideas of tho great English ethnologist Tylor.

The same house also announces the publica

tion of a book by the young professor Con-

seglieri Pedroso on ' A Constituicjao da

Familia.' There has also just been published

the third edition of the ' Theoria da nistoria

da Litteratura Portugueza,' in which use
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is made of the contents of the excellent

publication of Niemeyer of Halle, the

Portuguese Cancioneiro Colocci-Brancuti.

This Cancioneiro, recently found in Italy,

solves the question of the Portuguese

origin of 'Amadis de Gaul,' and besides

many historical particulars contains some

precious fragments of Provencal poetry,

which I suppose to have been written for

the study of King Dom Diniz. The great

lyric poet of the present Portuguese genera

tion, Joao de Deus, has in the press a new

book of verses, which is anxiously expected ;

the poets Chrystovam Ayres, Barros Seixas,

Fernando Leal, and Luiz de Magalhaes have

also contributed volumes of appreciable

verses, of which it may be said, as Lope de

Vega said of lovers, "They have a Portu

guese soul." Ethnological studies are gain

ing ground, and at present have given rise

to many publications on stories, songs, super

stitions, and popular Portuguese customs.

It is to be regretted that this country is so

badly governed. There has just been pro

mulgated a new law regulating secondary

instruction in schools, which is shamefully

reactionary in its provisions. Here, unfortu

nately, progress is only attained by the

divergence of men's minds.

TnEorniLO Beaga.

SPAIN.

I have for some time remarked that the

books which have appeared during each year

show a marked improvement in their efforts

to popularize subjects of a scientific kind.

This is even more the case in 1880. "We

find the same interest in looking out for and

publishing MSS. which had long lain for

gotten in libraries, or re-editing rare books

which were hitherto known only to a small

number of collectors ; these form in the pre

sent day in Spain an important series of

publications and one of great interest.

Translations from classical authors are be

coming every day more popular ; they have

been eminently useful in rendering familiar

to Spaniards a number of important works

which twenty years ago were only read by

a small circle of learned men. We find this

year whole editions exhausted of classical

authors, and some excellent studies on sub

jects relating to science. It is a great pity,

and does much harm by lowering the

standard of serious publications, that the

Government spends so much in purchasing

books. A large sum is set apart for this

purpose by the Ministry of Public Works

every year ; in some ways the expenditure

is praiseworthy, but the funds have gene

rally been most iiijudiciously laid out, the

works selected having been chosen mostly

on account of the influence possessed by the

authors, and not because of the merits of

the works themselves. The most important

book which has appeared this year is the

first part of ' Las Quinquagenas do la

Nobleza de Espana,' by Capt. Gonzalo

Fernandez de Oviedo ; it has been printed

at the cost of the Academy of History,

and edited with great care by the learned

Academician, Dr. Vicente de la Fuente.

Oviedo -was governor of the fortress of

Santo Domingo, and the first author of a

eneral history of the Indies. He knew

_ uring his long life (1478-1557) the most

important persons who figured in the

Spanish court; he was always a minute

observer of the customs of his time, and

a most industrious writer until the last.

He left two valuable works, which are

of the highest interest and illustrate the his

tory of his time, but which have never been

printed before. One is this volume of the

' Quinquagenas,' which is full of curious

details of the lives of Spaniards and foreign

persons of importance, the organization of

the councils in Spain during the early part

of the sixteenth century, the administration

of justice, the ceremonials and etiquette of

the palace, and even the fashions inside and

outside the Peninsula. The other book by

the same author, which is to be published

in the same manner when this one is finished,

is ' Batallas,' and contains exclusively the

biographies of celebrated Spaniards. Seiior

la Fuente has also brought out during the

present year two interesting works : ' His-

toria de la Ciudad de Calatayud,' which

gives a minute history of that town, the

birthplace of the poet Martial, and the

fifty-first volume of ' Espana Sagrada,'

begun by Friar Florez in the last cen

tury, published this year by the Academy

under La Fuente's supervision. The fifty-first

to the fifty-fourth volumes of " Coleccion de

Doeumentos Ineditos para la Historia de

Espana" have appeared this year. These

volumes are edited by the Marques de la

Fuen Santa and Seiiors Sancho Rayon and

Zabalburu. They contain the entertaining

narratives of Capt. Vazquez describing the

events which happened in France and the Low

Countries during the campaigns of Farnesio

from 1631 to 1658. These same gentlemen

have brought out the thirtieth and thirty-

first volumes of the " Coleccion de Docu

mentos Ineditos," relating to the discovery,

conquest, and organization of the ancient

Spanish possessions in America and Oceania,

chiefly from inedited MSS. in Spanish

archives. The fifth volume of " Biblioteca

Hispano Ultramarina " has also appeared ;

this publication is most excellent, and con

tains two learned works by the well-known

scholar Jimenez de la Espada ; the second

part of the ' Cronica del Peru,' by Cieza de

Leon ; and ' Suma y Narration de los Incas

del Cuzco,' by Juan de Betanzos. The

second volume of the ' Vida y Escritos de las

Casas, Obispo de Chiapa,' has been brought

out by Seiior Fabie, and the second

volume of ' Historia del Descubrimiento

de las Rogiones Australes,' by Fernandez

de Quiros, edited by Seiior Zoragoza.

Among books of a more entertaining kind

reproduced from rare editions may be men

tioned the ' Romancero de Pedro de Padilla,'

which forms the twenty-second volume of

the series of " Bibliofilos Espanoles."

These romances describe tho campaigns of

the Spaniards in Flanders during the reign

of Philip II.; those which allude to the

imprisonment and death of Count Egmont

and Count Horn are most interesting. The

rest of the volume is taken up with Spanish

legends, epistles, and songs.

A book of a similar style is the ' Pro-

paladia,' by Torres Naharro, most valu

able to students interested in tracing the

origin of tho Spanish theatre. It has

been edited and enriched with copious

notes by Seiior Canete, one of the best

Spanish critics. Photo-lithographic repro

ductions of the letters of Santa Teresa

and of the 1 Tratado de la Gineta,' by Ces-

pedes, have also appeared, and a reprint

of the curious volume by Father Mariana,

' Del Rey y de la Institution Real,' which

produced so much excitement when it first

appeared that it was burned in Paris in the

public place during the reign of Henri TV.

Seiior Tinajero has edited the quaint twelve

books on agriculture by Columella. A pro

fessor of the University of Strasbourg, Herr

Eduard Boehmer, has printed in Madrid

the ' Evangelio segun San Mateo, Declarado

por Juan de Valdes.' This edition is most

excellent. Hitherto the numerous bio

graphers of Valdes have considered that the

manuscript was lost, but Herr Boehmer was

fortunate enough to meet with a copy in

the Library of Vienna, and it is now printed

for the first time.

The Anales de Historia Natural give the

best idea of the progress made in natural

history and science Many of the articles

are not very important, but they show pro

gress ; for thirty years ago Spain was extra

ordinarily backward in such subjects. The

Commission appointed to draw up the

geological map of Spain has published

1 Geologico y Potrografico do la Provincia de

Sevilla,' by Macpherson; 'Reeonocimiento

Geologico de la Provincia de Badajoz,' by

Tarin ; ' Resefia Geologica de Ibiza,' by

Vidal ; and ' Mapa Geologico de Espana

y Portugal, 1 : 2,000,000,' by Botella,—

these productions are especially interesting,

for they are entirely on local subjects.

Besides the great number of translations

which have appeared this year of scientific

works, there are some few important and

original ones written by Spaniards. The

best are ' Flora de las Islas Boleares,' by

Barcclo, which is most valuable for botanists

to study the plants of the Balearic Islands ;

' Curso de Metalurgia,' by Barinaga ; ' La

Materia Eadiante,' by Monzelo ; ' Froblemas

de Calculo Algcbraico,' by Terry ; ' Geologia

Agricola,' by Vilanova ; and the exhaustive

' Tratado de Histologia Normal y Patologico,'

by Maestre, which, dedicated to Prof.

Schwann, the originator of cellular theories,

is especially interesting.

Although legal studies have produced in

Spain numerous discussions in clubs and

meetings, the books which have appeared on

these subjects are of little importance. The

best undoubtedly is Seiior Azcarate's second

volume of ' Ensayo sobre la Historia del

Derecho de Propriedad ' ; Costa's ' Derecho

Consuotudinario del Alto Aragon y Teoria

del Derecho Juridico ' ; ' Historia del Derecho

Romano,' by Crespo ; and Reus's ' Ensayos

Juridicos Politicos.'

There appears to be a revival of the study

of classic authors in Spain, which for so long

had been put on one side. A Mexican

bishop, Seiior Montes de Oca, has brought out

in Madrid an excellent edition of the Greek

Bucolic poets ; Baraibar, Aristophanes'

comedies ; Mier, the second part of Euri

pides' plays; Longui, Plato s Dialogues;

Ranz, Plutarch's Lives ; and Hidalgo. Vir

gil's Eclogues and Georgics. The students

of the Madrid University acted, at the

Teatro Espanol, Plautus's ' Captives ' with

singular success.

Some books deserve a favourable notice

which do not belong to any especial group.

Muiioz's ' Paleograna Diplomatica Espniiola

de los Siglos XII. al XVH.' is the best

study which exists in Spain of this subject.
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■ Imperio do Marrucoos,' by Liana y Rod

riguez ; ' Los Arabes,' by Sefior Urrestarazu ;

• Campafias del Duque do Alba,' by Sefior

Arbue ; and Sales's 1 Prehistoria y Origen

de la Civilizacion,' are all books worth read

ing. Amateurs of bull-tights will welcome

with interest tho ' Gran 1 >icc. Tauro Maquieo,'

by Sanchez ; ' Glorias del Toreo,' by Gon

zalez ; and 'Efenierides Taurinas,' by Vaz

quez.

Books in btUn-Mtm have not been par

ticularly successful this year. Two authors,

however, head the list with works of a very

high order : Sefior ( 'ollado with his ' Poesias '

and Nunez de Aroo with 'La Vision de Fray

Martin.' Some of the poems written of

late years by CoUado are charming, and so

pure in style that they remind the reader

of the best models of the Spanish language.

Arce has chosen for the subject of his poem

an episode from the life of Martin Luther.

It is treated in the grand and broad manner

of which he is undoubtedly a master.

The dramatic works of the year have not

been of great interest. Tho best are ' Lo

que Vale el Teatro,' by Echevarria ; ' La

Mariposa,' by Cano; ' IJovido del Cielo,' by

Vital ; and Echogarav's last drama, ' La

Muerto en los Lahioe.' The subject chosen

by this fertile author is Calvin's unjust per

secution of the Spanish doctor Servetus and

his death at Geneva, where ho was burned

at Calvin's instigation. The whole drama

is full of the most dramatic situations,

the second act being very tine. Mention

must also be made of tho excellent trans

lations of Shakspeare by W. Macpherson.

He has published during the lust year

'Macbeth and ' Romeo,' both translated

into Spanish verse, and so accurately that

it would be dillicult in any language to

find a better translation of the great dra

matist. It may even bear comparison with

Schlegel's admirable rendering of the

original.

The novels of tho year have not been

numerous. Alarcon's ' Nino de la Bola,'

although coarsely conceived and badly put

together, is full of charming descriptions

of Spanish scenery nnd local customs which

will render it acceptable to tho general

reader. Galdos hus added a volume to his

series, ' TJn Faccioso Mas y Algunos Frailes

Menos ' ; Trueba, 4 Nuevos ( 'uentos l'opulares' ;

and Melida a learned archaeological novel

in tho manner of Prof. Ebers, ' El Sortilegio

de Kamac.' Mesonero Romano's 'Memoriae

de un Setenton ' may well figure among this

group. It is a most charming and enter

taining book, and invaluable to tho student

of modern history. The author relates

the events which have occurred in Spain

during a period of about tifty years, begin

ning with the fusillading of the ill-fated

Spaniards on the 2nd of May, 1808, and

other episodes of the Peninsular War. The

unfortunate and disgraceful reign of Fer

dinand VII. is described in a most vivid

manner, and so are the numerous political

changes of the reign of Isabel II.

Castelar's admirable ' Discurso ' on enter

ing the Spanish Academy was sufficiently

commented upon by all the leading foreign

journals at the time not to require any

further description. Like other productions

of this gifted author, it is full of finely

written and most poetical passages. Gomez

Artecho read at the Academy of History an

excellent study on Alvarez and the defence

of Gerona against the French, nnd Moreno

Nieto an exhaustive linguistic essay at the

inauguration of the Ateneo.

Tho first volume has appeared of the

' Historia de los Hetereodoxos Espanoles,'

by M. Pelayo. The subject has often been

treated before, but never in so exhaustive

a manner, the principal object being to

illustrato tho doctrines of Francisco de

Encinas, Valdes, and other Spanish re

formers. In the present volumes Pelayo

begins his study from the earliest times,

previous to Priscillianus, anil continues it

through the Middle Ages. Besides describ

ing the leading events of the Albigenses,

Waldenses, and other sectarians, the author

has collected valuable information concern

ing tho heterodox personages of any im

portance who were connected with sects in

Italy, Germany, and France. Pelayo writes

from a strictly Roman Catholic point of view ;

he confesses that he is "partial in principle,

but impartial and true when describing

facts," and sums up his observations by re

marking that Spanish intellect is eminently

Roman ( 'atholic, and heterodoxy in Spain

only produced a passing flash. Pelayo has

also written in tho course of the j'ear a

number of interesting studies in different

periodicals on various subjects. ' Historia

del Renacimiento Literario Contemporaneo

en Catalufia, Baleares. y Valencia ' appears

at a moment when a most remarkable

revival has taken place in the study of the

Catalonian dialect. This movement began

with a review which appeared in 184:1 at

Barcelona, giving an impulse to theso studies ;

since then a great number of most creditable

works have appeared in Catalan, so many,

in fact, as to produco a renaissance of this

dialect. Juan F. Ria.no.

SWEDEN.

The representatives of tho free press of

Sweden celebrated on the Cth of December

the fiftieth birthday of the important news

paper Aftonblmlet. In honour of this occa

sion there appeared a biography of the

founder of Aftonbladet , L. J. Ilierta, issued

at the cxpenso of his successor in his publish

ing business, Mr. Hialmar Linnstriim, and

written by H. Wieselgren. With indefati-

gablo ardour and unfailing perseverance,

Ilierta, from early youth until his health

was broken by ago, struggled to make our

fundamental laws, acquired by the revolu

tion of 1809, a reality in our national life,

and to introduce institutions that would

form a truer expression of the wants and

desires of the people as distinguished from

the officials than the ancient representative

system. He died, surrounded by public and

general esteem, in 1872.

About the same time as nierta founded

Aftonbladet, another of our most celebrated

journalists, M. J. Crusenstolpe, started for

the service of tho Government Fiiderne*-

landet {The Fatherland), but it failed to gain

the sympathy of the public. After rather

a short existence it ceased to appear, and

Crusenstolpe devoted all his after life to

making war on tho system of government

and the dynasty at whoso disposal he had

formerly placed his eminent talents as a

writer. At last he found himself within the

precincts of the fortress of Waxhoku upon

a charge of high treason, and there he

had to stay for three years, but even in his

prison he continued his caustic attacks. A

circumstantial account of the life and doings

of this man has lately been published by the

writer of these lines, who has partly relied

on hitherto unknown collections of records,

that have further supplied him with mate

rials for another biographical work, viz.,

' Ur Svenska Hofvets och Aristokratiens

Lif ' (' From the Life of the Swedish Court

and Aristocracy'), of which two parts have

appeared during the course of the current

year. To modern history also belong ' Skild-

ringar ur det Offentliga Lifvet ' (' Pictures

from Public Life '), by the ex-Counsellor of

State O. H. Fiihrseus, and ' Beriittelser ur

C. 0. Palmstiernas Lefnad ' (' Narratives

from the Life of C. 0. Palmstierna ').

The productive author P. O. Bajckstriim

has traced the history of Charles XIV.

Johan in a volume of the large popular

work commenced by C. G. Starbiick, which

is to be continued until the present time.

And. Fryxell has recently concluded his

gigantic enterprise, ' Beriittelser ur Svenska

Historien' ('Tales from Swedish History'),

tho last volume of which ends with the

years immediately preceding Gustavo III.'s

accession to tho throne. Further I ought

to mention that the extensive illustrated

work entitled ' Sveriges Historia fran iildsta

Dagar till niirvarande Tid,' by Montelius,

Alin, Weibull, and several other writers,

is still in progress, and that H. Hilde-

brand has published the first part of a

great work connected with tho history of

culture in Sweden during the Middle Ages.

A descriptive account of the Swedish capital

in ancient times, entitled ' Gamla Stock

holm,' published by Claes Lundin and

August Strindberg, is readable and full of

varied information, and is adorned with

excellent engravings. Among tho most

conspicuous illustrated works are 'Ragnnr

Lodbroks Saga' ('The Tale of Ragnar

Lodbrok '), told by P. A. Godecke, and

illustrated hy August Malmstrom, and

'D.idens Engel' ('The Angel of Death'),

by Wallin, illustrated by Carl Larsson.

A prominent place is occupied by ' Winter-

qviillar (' Winter Nights '), stories and

talcs by Z. Topelius, since the death of

Runeberg Finland's most celebrated author.

Hia publisher has also undertaken a

series of original novelettes, such, for

instance, as a volume containing selected

stories by "Lea" (Mrs. Wettergrund), for

several years past a popular author; a novel

entitled ' Skattsiiknren ' (' The Searcher for

Hidden Treasures'), by the gifted young

Georg Nordensvan ; some lively sketches

entitled ' Ur Naturen och Samhiillet' ('Pic

tures drawn from Nature and Society'), by

A. G. Santesson ; ' Figurer och Handelser '

('Figures and Events'), by Axel Krook ;

and, besides, several little volumes, of which

a romantic picture of the rural life in the

provinco of Halland, by August Bon-

desson, deserves particular praise. He is

a new author and promising. Hitherto our

literature has been without a teller of

tales and painter of popular life such as

Asbjurnson in Norway. The life in our

northern provinces, especially the sad exist

ence of the Laps, has this year, as well as

in a preceding small volume, been treated

with freshness and truth to nature by
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" Gubben Noacb " in his ' Skogvaktarens

Berattelser' ('Tales of a Gamekeeper ').

The special literature created by Dr.

Nordenskiold's successful expedition, so

creditable to my nation, is too extensive to

notice in detail. Suffice it to say that the

first volume of the famous discoverer's own

account of his voyage has now appeared,

' Vegas Fiird kring Europa och Asien,' abun

dantly provided with illustrations, maps,

and steel engravings. As you have an

nounced, translations will appear in all the

chief languages of Europe.

A young native of TJpsala, K. Wicksell,

has taken it into his head to adapt the

doctrines of Malthus to our state of things

in a volume entitled ' Samhalls Olyckornas

Vigtigaste Orsaker och Botemedel ' (' The

Principal Causes of Social Calamities and

their Remedies '). Hereupon followed a

great many polemical and apologetic writ

ings, among them a critique by Hammar-

skjold, a Counsellor of State, and some

observations by P. Wikner.

At Upsala there has also appeared a

rather interesting book by Prof. Rudin,

entitled ' Soren Kierkegaards Person och

Forfattarskap ' (' Soren Kierkegaard's

Person and Authorship'). It is directed

against the celebrated Danish author Georg

Brandes's treatise on the same subject, but

is somewhat partial and uncritical. If Dr.

Brandes has handled Kierkegaard with

too little sympathy for liis religious

opinions, Prof. Rudin, on the contrary,

places him on a pedestal so high that he

disappears above the skies. Eudin is a

disciple of Kierkegaard, and he shows

rather too much anxiety "jurare in verba

magistri." The book is, however, lively

and well written. I must also notice a

manual of the literary annals of Sweden

from ancient to modern time by Karl War

burg. A work of particular importance for

historical investigators is an account of the

collections of Swedish letters belonging to

the manuscript department of the Royal

Library, compiled by Elof Tcgner.

In poetry the most conspicuous place is

occupied by a small volume of new poems

by C. D. af Wirson, and a collection of now

and old lyrical pieces by Emil von Qvanten.

The drama has, as is usually the case with

us, this year also been of little importance.

Tho sole piece worthy of mentioning is

'Gillets Hemlighet' ('The Secret of the

Corporation'), a comedy by Aug. Strind-

berg, the author whoso success in his

'Roda Rummer ('The Red Chamber ') I

mentioned last year. He has now also com

menced to publish a collection of his earlier

poems and stories under the common title

' I Viirbrytningen ' ('In the Dawn of

Spring').

A couple of our most distinguished prose

writers, Viktor Rydberg and A. Hedin,

have also this year enriched our literature.

The book of Viktor Rydberg is of a theo

logical character, a learned and fervent

treatise on tho doctrines of tho Last

Judgment and the things to follow, a new

appendix to his celebrated work ' Bibelns

Liira om Christus* ('What the Bible

teaches about Christ '). Hedin has con

cluded his work entitled ' Frauska Revo-

lutionens Qviunor ' (' The Women of tho

French Revolution '), and has besides pub

lished a pamphlet entitled 'Allmiin Viir-

nepligt och fritt Samhiillsskick ' ('On the

Duty of General National Defence '), in

which he states how the idea of this duty

has arisen and gained ground in opposition

to the monopolizing trade of arms.

The history of fine arts has this year been

comparatively barren. One of our poets,

F. Zander, has written a small volume

entitled ' Francesco Piranesi, Svensk

Konstagent och Minister i Rom ' (' Fran

cesco Piranesi, Swedish Art Agent and

Minister at Rome '). As a curiosity, it

may be mentioned that one of our most

distinguished artists, Georg von Rosen, has

recently made his debut as an author,

having in a somewhat fantastical form

presented the religious impressions he

derived from a sojourn in Palestine. This

essay has appeared in the ' Literary Album,'

a collection of tales and poems accompanied

by portraits of the authors. For the rest

the so-called Christmas literature is very

abundant—too abundant, in fact, to be

dealt with in a brief article like this.

Aevid Ahxfelt.

LITERATURE

A History of Modern Europe. By C. A.

Fyffe, M.A.—Vol. I. From the Outbreak

of the Revolutionary War in 1792 to the

Accession of Louis XVIII. in 1814. (Cassell

& Co.)

The first inquiry that should be made about

a nowwork on an historical subject iswhether

tho author has opened new sources of in

formation, or, if not, whether by a closer

examination of the facts already known he

has been led to new conclusions. In either

way he may porform tho proper and prin

cipal function of an historian, which is to

increase our knowledge of the events which

have happened in the world.

It is obvious at a glance that Mr. Fyffe

makes no pretension to do anything of the

kind. Ho has consulted no new documents,

he has drawn solely from the most accessible

sources, and he has found there nothing

but what might havo been expected. In

his preface he says not a word about anj'

authorities, and he only vory rarely in the

courso of his narrative condescends to tell

whence his information is derived. The book

leaves the pleasing impression that there is

nothing of the sceptic about Mr. Fyffe ; his

mind seems to have been agitated by no un

easy suspicions concerning the basis on which

history rests. At least we gather this from

his absolute silence on the subject, for we

think he could hardly have forgotten to tell

us of it if he had ever felt any difficulty or

undergone any struggles in arriving at his

conclusions. It is, perhaps, a natural con

sequence of the ease with which they have

been reached that tho conclusions themselves

have in no case anything very remarkable

about them. They are, in fact, almost in

variably adopted from other writers, and

Mr. Fyffe has reserved to himself only the

task of ascertaining that the writers on

whom he depends aro in good repute, and

then the task of clothing thoir decisions in

clear and decorous language.

In saying that the book is a compilation

we have no intention of disparaging it. It

does not profess to bo more, and nine-tenths

of tho historical works published are, and

must be, compilations. We only think it

necessary to mark the fact with some dis

tinctness because the unpractised reader

may easily overlook it. To the general

public histories differ from each other only

as they are amusing or heavy, because the

general public has scarcely any conception

of the process by which a history is made.

Any work on an historical subject, therefore,

if only it is of goodly bulk and written in

a stately style, will pass as a work of the

same order as those of Gibbon and Grote,

though essentially it may resemble them

only as some cardboard temple on the stage

resembles the massive and spacious fabric

of the architect. In no other department of

literature does there exist a distinction so

radical which is at the same time so wholly

inappreciable by the ordinary reader.

But though the best historical compilation

is a slight and trivial work compared with

the humblest history which truly deserves

the name, yet some historical compilations

are much better than others, and some are

very useful. There must be the shop for dis

tribution and display as well as the factory,

and, indeed, the ordinary customer will rarely

look further than the shop. Mr. Fj-ffe's

book is a handsome suite of rooms in which

the productions of the great historical fac

tories are exhibited to the best advantage.

His enterprise will be justified if it can be

shown that such an exhibition was needed,

that the objects of exhibition have been well

selected, and that they really are advan

tageously displayed.

His plan is to regard the disturbances of

the Revolutionary and Napoleonic periods

from the European point of view, and ho

starts from the principle that "the outbreak

of tho Revolutionary War in 1792, termi

nating a period which now appears far

removed from us, and setting in motion

forces which have in our own day produced a

united Germany and a united Italy, forms

the natural starting-point of a history of

the present century." The volume now

published embraces the period 1792-1814;

it is to bo followed by a second, which

is to "bring the reader down to the

year 1848," and a third, which will bring

him to the present time. The meaning of

this is that, as historical compilation must

always keep paco with history proper, it has

appeared to Mr. Fyffe that the timo is come

when the new results of historical investi

gators in this period shoidd be reported to

the general public in a new popular narra

tive. Such books as those of Taine and

Von Sybel on the Revolution, of Laufrey on

Napoleon, and the mass of German investi

gation which has been sifted and brought

before the English public by Mr. Seeley,

have placed the whole period in a now light,

and it is time that the new knowledge thus

gained should be put within the reach of all.

It is fortunato when a task of this kind,

which could bo performed in some fashion

by almost amybody, falls into the hands of a

man of real cidtivation. Mr. Fyffe not only

reads French, Italian, and a little German,

but writes English with clearness, correct

ness, and even elegance. He has composed

an agreeable narrative, which can be under

stood without the slightest effort, and yet

does sufficiently convey the information it

promises. This is something. Nevertheless,

without passing beyond the limits of intelli
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gent compilation, Mr. Fyffo might have

done more. On a subject so groat, and

hitherto so inadequately treated, much light

might hare been thrown by mere arrange

ment, combination, and firm impartiality,

even without original rosearch. The. French

Revolution, the wars which arose out of it,

the transformation of Europe, which it

caused, are subjects u]K>n which the English

public has still everything to learn. We

began by looking at them from a purely

English point of view, and then, as they

were suj>er8eded by newer changes, we

rather ceased to look at them at all than

liegan to look at them without prejudice.

The English view gave place not to an

impartial view, but rather to a faint re

flection of the French view.

It has been a great misfortune that Eng

lish Liberalism in the hist generation should,

without the least necessity, have adopted so

freely the popular legend of the Revolution

and of Napoleon that has grown up in

Franco. A firm distinction ought to have

lieen drawn from the beginning between

the Revolution of 1789 and the second

Revolution (wholly distinct, and includ

ing the whole Napoleonic drama) of

1792. We ought to have adhered reso

lutely to the first, in spite of its occa

sional acta of enormous rashness, but we

ou^ht to have resisted not less firmly all

the seductions of the poets, novelists, and

party orators who strove to win our sym

pathy for the socond. Now English Liberal

ism unfortunately committed itself to the

bud morality, the bastard poetry, and the

false history of the apologists of 1792.

Hence it has been obliged to make a series

of recantations as the new investigations

refuted ono after another the positions of

Jacobinism, and at the present moment the

languago of English Liberalism on the

wholo subject of the French Revolution is

not a little embarrassed and confused. Mr.

Fyffe has not shaken himself free from this

confusion. He handles the subject rather

in a fair and reasonable than in a vigorous

manner. Accordingly, whilo he notes care

fully and accepts candidly all that is urged

against the Jacobinical thoory, he has not

the resolution to break with that theory

altogether, and to recognize that the Liberal

party, though they were quite right in sym

pathizing with the Revolution at the outset,

ought to have perceived that a wholly new

departure was made in 1792, and that a

movement commenced then with which

Liberalism could have no sympathy. He

accepts in the main all that has lieen urged

by I>e Tocqueville, Lt'once do Lavorgne,

Taine, Yon Sybel, Mortimer-Tornaux, and

Lanfrey, and yet we are every now and

then surprised by some judgment which is

a mere survival from the Sturm-und-Drang

period of opinion about the Revolution.

Thus, after describing with perfect candour

the frightful condition of France in the

latter part of 1793, and after quoting with

approval the dictum of Burke, that French

society consisted at that time "but of two

descriptions, the oppressors and the op

pressed," ho passes, without the slightest

warning, from the language of good sense

into the wildest strain of Jacobinism, and

declares that

' ' »uoh a lystem was perhaps inherently not

more unjust than the normal order of society,

in which a few enjoy every earthly good, while

the many havo little more than suffices for their

animal needs ; nor was life sacrificed more freely

to a political ideal than at a later period it has

been sacrificed to dangerous and unwholesome

industries which enrich the capitalist."

It is curious to remark how easily our

writers fall into a French way of thinking

when they write on a French subject. Such

a judgment as this, if it had not referred to

French affairs, would almost havo mudo his

readers doubt Mr. Fyffe's sanity; as it is,

we perceive at once that he has been keep

ing wild company and that his style has

been for the moment tainted by it. Here

is another specimen of a similar bewilder

ment :—

"The new civil constitution of the clergy,

which was voted by the National Assembly in

1790, transformed the priesthood from a society

of landowners into a body of salaried officers of

the State, and gave to the laity the election

of their bishops and ministers. The change,

though a just, was not a wise one, for it threw

the whole body of bishops and a great part of

the lower clergy into revolt."

This judgment is apparently intended to be

in the spirit of a moderate Liberalism, but

it betrays an incredible confusion of ideas.

Mr. Fyffe not only approves of a system of

parliamentary religion much more thorough

going than that of the Anglican Establish

ment, but in expressing his approval seems

carefully to select tho words which may most

distinctly express his opinion that religion

ought to 1m) simply an affair of Govern

ment. This uncompromising declaration,

which Mr. Fyffo makes with perfect equa

nimity, amazes us so much that we forget

to \hi surprised at tho mildness of the

epithet in which he censures the act of the

National Assembly. We are so astonished

at hearing it described as just that we

forget to laugh when wo aro told that it

was not wife. The truth is that Mr. Fyffe

abandons himself to the guidance of his

French authorities. If he would for a

moment use his English common sense, he

would see the grotcsqueness of applying

such an epithet to that jrcrtentous act of

infatuation which darkened tho history of

Europe for twenty years. But we see

plainly by these examples the limit of Mr.

Fyffe's faculty. He has read and under

stood a fair number of books in two or three

languages ; he can reproduce their contents

in good style and with clear arrangement ;

but hiB mind does not work with any vigour

upon these materials ; ho hus no indepen

dent historical judgment.

At p. 99 Mr. Fyffo makes an attempt

at original historical reflection when he un

dertakes to tell his readers " what was new

to Europe in the Revolution." The reforms

proposed woro not new ; they had been

anticipated by Joseph in Austria and

Leopold in Tuscany ; whnt was new was

that in France " tho nation itself acted,"

" in France reform started with the Declara

tion of the Rights of Man, and aimed at the

creation of local authority to be exercised

by the citizens themselves." Tho reflection

is just as applied to the movement of 1789,

but Mr. Fyffe inserts it under the year 1795.

Under this date lie ought certainly to have

added that in 1 792 France abandoned this

system, returned to violently despotic

methods, abolished local liberties, ana so

ended by working out her problem in much

the same way as it had been worked out in

Austria and Hungary, Napoleon playing

the part of Joseph and Leopold.

The traditional tone of Liberalism which

Mr. Fyffe adopts is as recklessly harsh

towards the European sovereigns as it is

recklessly partial to the Revolution. It

might bo excusable thirty years ago to

speak as if every act of Prussia and Austria

was of tho samo nature as the partition of

Poland. Those powers had really been

guilty of great crimes, and then we had so

little information about them that we could

not avoid speaking somewhat at random.

But if wo ore now to make a serious attempt

to understand the Continent, we must begin

by abandoning the practice of speaking of

its sovereigns as crowned robbers, to be asso

ciated with whom is a disgrace to the spot

less purity of English ministers. Mr. Fyffe's

account of the First Coalition is too much in

this tone : " It was not the first instance

shown in tho war of a readiness to fight at

other people's expense." In the supposed

cause of Europe why was it unjustifiable

that ono power should find troops and an

other find money ? "The King of Prussia

now took up the part of the sturdy beggar."

The mistake of the King of Prussia was

of tho opposite kind ; it consisted in a

thoughtless chivalry which necessarily landed

so poor a state as Prussia in financial em

barrassment. Mr. Fyffe can hardly have

read the statement of the case given by

Ranke in his ' Life of Hardenberg.' He

has preferred to accept, in defiance of all

the rules of evidence, the wild invective of

Lord Mulmesbury as if it were impartial

testimony.

. In Bhort, beyond clearness and amenity of

style, there is not much to commend in this

book. For students it must be useless, for

the simplo reason that it gives no account

of tho authorities. There was room for a

handbook of this period, which, without

aiming at original research, might have

been most useful. Such a handbook would

have given a bare condensed narrative and

a copious list of references. Mr. Fyffe has

pursuod the opposite course. IIo has told

a pleasant tale, but when his readers ask

where ho obtained his information, he re

mains mysteriously silent, and leaves them

to conjecture that he received it, as some theo

logians consider that St. Paul received his

knowledge of the Gospel history, by direct

revelation. For whom, then, is the book in

tended, since it is neither on original history

nor a student's manual? It is, in fact, one

of those numberless historical compendiums

with which wo have lately been over

whelmed, which undertake to put busy or

lazy people in possession of historical results

without troubling them with historical pro

cesses. All such books assume that the

reader will not be too particular. To inter

rupt Mr. Fyffe, to ask him questions, is

simply not fair. Sceptics, students, must go

elsewhere. He is like a showman employed

to explain some panorama or similar exhibi

tion to the holiday crowd. He undertakes

to tell a clear tale, and he does it ; but he

undertakes nothing more. -

It is impossible to deny that such books

ought to be written, and that they are

almost indispensable. The knowledge they

impart must somehow be acquired; and

to acquire it in a satisfactory way most
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but he does not sacrifice the principle of honesty

which ho has somehow picked up from the only

people who ever showed him kindness. It is a

story which at the present season may suggest

to children in happier circumstances a timely

thought of the unfortunate.

' Marion Scatterthwaite ' raises hopes which

are not quite realized. The story begins well,

and there is a good deal of artistic feeling in the

description of Marion's country house and sur

roundings ; yet one feels that the author really

knows little of the country. Fancy an old family

mansion with its name on the gate, to be altered

by means of a paintpot and brush ! Further on

the history of Marion's daily work at South Ken

sington is told at great length, and is only relieved

by a misunderstanding with her lorer more un

necessary even than those which usually occur

in story books. " Coral became inculcated with

my spirit of wickedness" is less careful English

than the author can write.

' Ethel's Adventures in Doll Country ' are

a very palo and feeble reflection of Alice's ex

periences in Wonderland. The tale will meet the

tastes, perhaps, of very little girls, and the pic

tures will appeal to a larger circle of the in/ant

public.

Mr. Fenn professes to have a practical know

ledge of the labouring classes : The result of

my experience is that your genuine working

man, if he has been unspoiled by publicans and

those sinners the demagogues, who aro always

putting false notions into his head, is a tho

roughly sterling individual. That it the rule—

I need not quote the exceptions, for there

are black sheep enough among them, even as

there are among other classes. Take him all

in all, the British workman is a being of whom

we may well be proud, and the better he is

treated the brighter the colours in which he will

come out.'1 Mr. Fenn gives twenty-throe tales

illustrative of a physician's experience amongst

working men. Home of the stories are in

teresting ; most of them are well told.

Peter Parley, in this the fortieth year of

publication, fully maintains his character. His

mntter, all original, is good, the fiction is in

teresting, the facts are instructive, and the

illustrations are well executed.

THE LITERATURE OF ECONOMIC SCIENCE.

The Irish Land Laves. By Alexander O. Richey,

Q.C. (Macmillan & Co.)

The object of Mr. Richey's treatise is to lay

before the public in a brief and popular form

the leading principles of the existing Irish land

law, to show how it has grown to be what it is,

how it differs from that existing in England,

and to draw attention to the points in which the

Irish law and the Roman and French law on

the subject resemble or differ from each other.

Mr. Richey's explanation of the origin of the

English rule that anything annexed to the

premises became a fixture and part of the free

hold, which a tenant would be guilty of waste

in removing, though added to the premises by

himself, will be new even to many learned

readers. The English rule respecting fixtures

had not its origin in any feudal custom. It was

imported into English from Roman law by

Bracton, whoso incomplete statement of the

rule of Roman law rendered the English law on

the subject peculiarly inequitable. The most

interesting and important chapters of Mr.

Richey's work are those on Mr. Cardwell's

Landlord and Tenant Act of 1800 and Mr.

(iladstone's Act of 1870. The object of Mr.

Cardwell's Act was to make the relation between

landlord and tenant one simply of contract

The economic maxim of lainse: faire was then in

the ascendant, and the Act of 1800 treated the

rights and obligations of both parties as deter

mined strictly by the convention between them.

Mr. Richey's treatise is not controversial, yet

he plainly indicates an opinion that Irish society

had not reached a stage adapted to such a

land law. The tenants in general were with

out other means of livelihood, and could not be

said to enter into a freo contract, and they had

in many cases reclaimed land on the assumption

that they wouldbe allowed to remain its occupants,

at, it may be, a higher rent, but still as having

a property in their improvements. The Act of

18(0, in Mr. Richey's view, halted between two

extremes. It did not openly set aside the prin

ciple of the Act of 1860, that the relation between

landlord and tenant was one of contract, yet, on

the other hand, it circuitously gave the tenant

an interest in his holding which was not in the

bond. " The framers of the Act dared not to

state openly that the object of the statute was

to give the tenant any estate in the land. The

Act, therefore, apparently gave the tenant no

new rights, nor deprived the landlord of any,

but attempted to effect its object in a circuitous

manner by affixing a penalty to tho exercise of

rights which it admitted to be legal. " The con

sequence is a Btato of tilings unsatisfactory to

landlord, to tenants, and to the judge who has

to arbitrate between them. The framers of a

new Landlord and Tenant Act for Ireland will

do well to consider carefully Mr. Richey's criti

cism on tho Act of 1870, and the queries which

he submits to any one undertaking to construct

a statute on the subject. The first of these

queries is, "Whether or not it must be admitted

tliat tho doctrines of the political economists as to

freo trade in laud, when applied to tho relations

of tho Irish landlord and tenant, have proved

inapplicable, if not actually mischievous, so that

every approximation to the civil or French law

is discovered to be injurious to the condition of

tho peasantry and tho peace of the country ;

and, if so, whether, having regard to tho future

of the country, it is expedient to reform our

laws so as to assimilate them to those in use

among nations of an inferior social develop

ment ' Mr. Richey's treatise is opportune,

learned, and useful. Some of the remarks in

the appendix appear hypercritical, and to some

extent based on a misunderstanding of a well-

known writer on whose works he comments.

The Ptirlittmrntary History of the Irish Ixmd

Question and the Origin and Results of the

Ulster Custom. By R. Barry O'Brien.

(Sampson Low & Co.)

The parliamentary history of the Irish land

question involves much of its general history,

the legislation and efforts at legislation of suc

cessive statesmen having been based on the

actual situation of matters in Ireland resulting

from the chain of events. Mr. O'Brien's book

thus contains more than a reader, thinking only

of parliamentary proceedings, might anticipate.

It lies out of our province to pronounce an

opinion on Mr. O'Brien's view of the Land Act

of 1870, as having failed to protect tho tenant

sufficiently because it leaves to tho landlord

the power to raise the rent "capriciously."

We do not gather what Mr. O'Brien's own

opinion is with respect to the power of tenants

to sublet at the best rent. Supposing the pro-

sent landlords' rent to bo fixed by Act of

Parliament, and the tenant to get fixity of

tenure and free salo, the value of land will

nevertheless rise or fall. An outgoing tenant

who sold his interest outright would get the

benefit of a rise in the price paid by the in

comer. Is ho to be debarred from getting it in

another shape, by letting the farm at a higher

rent? If not, how is the old state of things

prevented from recurring ? No certain history

exists of the origin of the so-called " Ulster

custom " of tenant right, and Mr. O'Brien

candidly admits that his own view is in good

part speculative. It has been supposed by

several writers to have originated in native

customs anterior to James I.'s Ulster Plan

tation, but Mr. O'Brien rejects this sup

position. He likewise dismisses as untenable

the view that tho custom was directly estab

lished by the Plantation scheme. Neither Sir

Arthur Chichester nor Sir John Davies, he says,

contemplated either tho establishment or the

subsequent growth of any usage akin to the

Ulster custom. " What both sought to, and did

in a certain measure, establish was fixity of

tenure. But this alone is not the Ulster

custom." According to Mr. O'Brien, the Ulster

custom probably grew out of transactions

between the English tenants of the Plantation

and the Scotch. The English, discontented at

their treatment by the landlords, parted in many

cases with their holdings to the Scotch, and

thus the custom of the sale of his interest or

tenant right by the outgoing to the incoming

tenant originated. Mr. O'Brien makes no refer

ence to the different account of the origin of the

custom put forward twelve years ago by Lord

Dufferin. North and south, and not in Ulster

alone, it was the custom of landlords in

Ireland formerly to grant long leases for three

lives or sixty-one years, and the tenants dealt

with the leasehold accordingly when the value

of land rose. And in Ulster, where a solidarity

of interest between landlord and tenant existed,

the landlords seldom raised the rents when such

long leases expired, and thus the tenant got

practically on some estates a valuable interost

to dispose of. The custom was not, however,

universally recognized, and Lord Dufferin

denies altogether its existence in the middle of

the eighteenth century, regarding it as of

modern growth. What is quite certain is that,

however the germ of the custom originated, it

received its various shapes on different Ulster

estates from the landlords and their agents.

The Irrigation Works of India, and their Finan

cial Results. By Robert B. Buckley. (Allen

&Co.)

" There exists at present," Mr. Buckley remarks

with perfect justice, "no book which gives any

comprehensive account of the irrigation works

of India." This statement is not supported by

mere negative evidence alone. It is only neces

sary to turn to the thirty-six pages given to

the subject in Mr. Thornton's ' Indian Public

Works ' to seo how very inadequate is the in

formation which is accessible to tho English

reader. As to the importance of the irri

gation works, which possibly has been over

estimated by certain zealous advocates, it is

certain that there are few matters affecting tho

welfare of an area of more than two millions

of superficial miles more deserving of profound

and exhaustive study. Even apart from the

question of the industrial value to India herself

of the best system of irrigation attainable in

different parts of the country, there is, from

the point of view of the English capitalist, great

need for full information as to the valuo of

irrigation works as an investment. To take the

enterprise of tho Madras Irrigation Company

as an instance, it is a fact that intending and

even actual investors in this work have found it

to be a matter of the utmost difficulty to obtain

any thorough and trustworthy information about

the actual value of the undertaking. Without

going into moro detail than can be comprised

in a volume of two hundred pages, Mr. Buckley

has compiled, chiefly from Government Reports

and official papers, a systematic account of tho

general outline of the Indian irrigation works.

The map prefixed to tho volume is, we may

remark, a reproduction of the fourth map in

the ' Statement exhibiting theMoral and Material

Progress of India during the Year 1872-1873,'

with the addition in the margin of a list of the

irrigation canals. After an introductory chapter,

which concludes by a statement of rainfall in

different tracts of India, taken from the 'Report

of the Select Committee on Indian Public

Works, 1879,' Mr. Buckley describes in six

successive chapters the irrigation works of the

Madras presidency, Bombay, Sind, Bengal, the

North- West Provinces, and the Punjab. He

concludes by a temperate and able chapter on the

financial results, and the tests of the utility of irri
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gation works. According to a report from Major-

General Dickens, bythe year 1875-76 the total ex

penditure on productive irrigation works in India

had been 15,562,055/. On this sum the receipts

allowed the annual payment of 700,000/. in

interest at 44 per cent, of 396,750/. as working

expenses, and of a residual profit of 131,0242.

This, however, is exclusive of the outlay on the

works of the Madras Irrigation Company. The

Select Committee of 1879 remark on this state

ment that the return is almost entirely due to

some most successful works—those of Sind,

the Ganges, the East and West Jumna, the

Cauvery, the Godavery, and the Kistna. On

these works 5,492,688/. had been spent, and the

nett receipts, after paying working expenses and

interest, amounted to 555,771/., yielding a total

return of more than 14i per cent, on the capital.

Against this had to be set the expenditure of

10,069,967/., on which receipts had done little

more than pay working expenses alone, besides

the loss of 46,453/. (as compared with 44 per

cent, interest) on the 1,372,000/. of the Madras

Irrigation Company. On the other hand, it has

to be borne in mind that the return from irri

gation works is but slowly developed. And

according to the Budget Estimate for 1880-81,

while the direct receipts of all irrigation works

amount to 680,000/., the increase of land

revenue due to irrigation works amounts to a

further sum of 703,000/. " These figures show,

perhaps as simply as any, the slow and steady

progress which works of irrigation are making

in India." Mr. Buckley has attempted a work

which was much needed, and he has accom

plished it well.

Political Economy for Btisiness People. By

Robert Jamieson. (Effingham Wilson.)

The author of this little book has put before his

readers a theory of value and of prices which is

so far new that it is contrary to the one estab

lished, as we think conclusively, by the older

economists. Mr. Jamieson bases the whole

merit of his work upon the section of it con

taining the exposition of his views upon money

and value. Tried by this test he will be found

wanting ; but on other matters—such, for in

stance, as free trade, where he can free himself

from his favourite doctrine—he writes clearly

and forcibly, and with the advantage apparently

of practical business experience of the topics with

which he deals.

Trade, Population, and Food : a Series of Papers

on Economic Statistics. By Stephen Bourne.

(Bell & Sons.)

There is one characteristic defect in nearly all

books composed of series of papers each one of

which has been read by its author before an

audience. As the end of the paper approaches

the inevitable bit of eloquence in the peroration

oppresses the nervous reader like a nightmare :

however deep the author may be in the price of

tallow and raw sugars on p. 100, the reader

knows that he must work round to Christianity

and civilization by p. 102. Mr. Bourne has no

mercy in this respect ; as surely as his paper

draws near its end, the elements of which it is

composed "shall dwindle, shall blend, shall

change," like the soul's vision in Mr. Browning's

poem ' Prospice '; the tables of exports and im

ports melt imperceptibly into Scriptural quota

tions and phrases that would not be out of

place in a sermon or at a missionary meeting.

This defect does not, however, detract from

the substantial value of the book. Mr.

Bourne's official experience has given him great

facility in dealing with statistics, and many

readers who hesitate to plunge into the ' Sta

tistical Abstract ' and the ' Statesman's Year-

Book' will find "statistics made easy" in Mr.

Bourne's pages. A good example of Mr. Bourne's

careful and painstaking method of work will be

found in the last chapter, in which he discusses

the subject lately brought under public notice

by Lord Carnarvon and Mr, Blackley of com.

pulsory national insurance. Mr. Bourne ex

amines the scheme in its practical financial

aspects, and shows that a club formed under the

conditions described by Mr. Blackley would bo

bankrupt within the lifetime of its first members.

The difficulty of preventing fraud when the

weekly allowance in sickness is provided by the

State renders all calculations on the subject

liable to err on the side favourable to Mr.

Blackley's proposal ; leaving this consideration

aside, it must also be remembered that the

actuarial calculations on which ordinary in

surance companies and friendly societies act are

based on the power which exists to reject bad

lives and to charge extra premiums for doubtful

lives. A compulsory insurance of the whole

nation would necessarily offer terms much less

advantageous to the insurers. The weak and

sickly could not bo rejected, and their main

tenance would convert the proposed society into

a gigantic system of out-door relief, without the

guarantees which at present exist for its eco

nomical distribution.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

In Sword and Surplice; or, Thirty Years'

Reminiscences of the Army and the Church: an

Autobiography (Bogue), Mr. H. J. Wale has

drawn what seems to be a lively presentment of

himself, and, on the whole, he succeeds in in

teresting as well as amusing his readers. But he

shows himself to be no master of the art of com

posing a book. It is not that he cannot write

pleasantly ; on the contrary, when he is writing

about what he is best pleased to narrate his style

is bright and lively, but his book as a whole is a

medley not arranged in at all a happy disorder.

Especially in his Indian reminiscences does Mr.

Wale show a want of sense of proportion. He has

many pleasant little anecdotes to tell, but he is

wearisome when he devotes a whole chapter to the

description of a ram-fight. Mr. Wale was born at

Littlo Shelford, in a house well known to many a

Cambridge man, and he describes the old house

and his early childhood with an affection, a sim

plicity, and an amusing vivacity which at once put

his readers upon good terms with him. His life

in India is not so well done. He forgets possibly

that India is better known to English people now

than it was thirty or forty years ago. We hardly

need to be told that tiffin means lunch, chum a

bosom friend, and salaam a low bow ; nor are

such words as bungalow, compound, bund, and

tank anything but perfectly familiar to English

readers. How many officers would be glad if the

equivalent which Mr. Wale gives for 600 rupees

were only true at the present day ! The chapters

which contain the author's recollections of the

Crimea are well worth reading, though Mr. Wale

seems not to have been in action there. He tells

us details which have not been so often supplied,

and presents a vivid picture of the every-day life,

with its discomforts, its suspense, and its com

mon-place. He did not have much of it, however,

for very soon after his arrival he was attacked

with dysentery, and sent first to the hospital

at Balaclava, then to Constantinople, and then

home. While steaming up the Bosphorus he was

well enough tobo enchanted, as everybody is, with

the scenery, and made some remark about it to a

fellow passenger, who was a very practical man.

" ' What a rascally shame it is,' said Mr. S., 'these

Turk s should liave it. ' ' Well, but, ' Baid I, ' Mr.

S., it belongs to them.'—'Don't care, sir,' re

sponded he, ' I should take it away from them. '

' But what would you do with it, then ? ' asked

I.—' Do with it, sir ! Why, I should give it to

a joint-stock company, make a watering-place

of it, and light it with gas.'" That perhaps

would not bo a bad solution of the Eastern

Question. When this Mr. S. arrived at the

hotel at Constantinople, the first thing he did

" was to walk up to the chimney-piece and stick

a largo card, considerably larger than a lady's

visiting card, into the glass, the said card

, bearing the inscription in equally large print ;

' Mr. of London.' " And when he was told

the price of otto roses at a bazaar, he said,

" Tell the scoundrel we can do them ourselves

at half the price. " Mr. Wale's account of his

transition from soldier to parson is not given

with so much point as some of his earlier re

miniscences, and from this period his story

declines in interest, a falling oft" which is made

more noticeable by a newly acquired tendency

to sermonizing. Indeed, he Bets out at length

a large portion of a funeral sermon preached by

himself. One little story of his curate days may

be given : " D— S— was always glad to see the

curate, and I on my part endeavoured to ' put

in a word in due season.' So one day, after an

ordinary introductory conversation, I said to her,

' Well, Mrs. D—, I have not seen you at church

lately.' ' No, that you ain't,' answered she.

' In fact,' continued I, ' I do not remember ever

having seen you at church at all.' Upon this

she came up to me and gave me a slap on the

back, and, said she, ' There, don't you bother

yourself about church, do you see ? We bain't

no turncoats, we bain't ; if we don't go to church

we don't go to chapel ! ' " The story of the

old man who always read the " Churching of

Women," because it was so comforting, though

doubtless true, is not quite new. Mr. Wale

concludes his book with some papers on various

subjects, such as middle-class education and

temperance, which he would have done better

to omit.

We liave a number of almanacs on our table.

Of these the most noted and most popular is

Whitaker's Almanac (Whitaker). Among the

improvements introduced are " The English Citi

zen's Diary," an excellent idea ; and a list of

hoods, which will appease, perhaps, the curiosity

of churchgoers. The whole almanac is to be

reset, a proceeding characteristic of the energetic

editor. The other almanacs are of a more

special character. The Farmers' and Country

Gentleman's Almanac (' Farmer ' Office), edited

by Mr. Kains-Jackson, has a prosperous air, as if

there were no such thing as agricultural distress.

Might not the accounts of the crops of the year

be made a little more elaborate with advantage ?

Surely in these days " the foreign harvest "

needs more than a dozen lines.—The Gardeners'

Year-Book ('Journal of Horticulture' Office),

which Dr. Hogg edits, is, as usual, full of useful

matter. So is the Year-Book of Photography

(Piper & Carter).—Mr. Shirley Hibberd main

tains the high reputation of the Garden Oracle

(' Gardener's Magazine ' Office), but it is hard to

understand why " a design in the Early English

style" should be dubbed the "Queen Anne Win

dow Conservatory " !—Our list concludes with

the useful Agricultural Gazette Alnxanac (' Agri

cultural Gazette ' Office).

We have also some diaries on our table.

Fulclier's Ladies' Memorandum Book (Sud

bury, Pratt) retains the features which have

given it so long a lease of popularity.—The CUy

Diary (Collingridge), which has now attained

its eighteenth year, is one of the best shilling

diaries issued.

LIST OP NEW HOOKS.

ENGLISH.

Theology.

Bersler's(E.) Sermons, trans, from the French, cr. 8vo. 3/8 eL
Fairbaim'a (Rev. A. M i Studies In the Life of Christ, 8vo. 9/
Nieoll's (Rev. W". R.) The Incarnate Saviour, a Life of

Jesus Christ, cr. 8vo. 8/ el.
Pusey's ( Dr. ) Devotional Library : The Gospels distributed

into Meditations for Every Day of the Year, and arranged

by L'Abbe Duquesne, Vol. 1, \2mo. 3/6 ol.
Rushlironke's (W. G.) Bynopticon, an Exposition of the

Common Matter of the Synoptic Gospels, Part* 4, 5, and

6, folio, 10/8 swd.
Witherby s (H. F.) The Child of God, or. 8vo. 3,«5 cl.

Art.

De Bry's (T.) New Artistic Alphabet, sm. folio. 12/8 swd.

Decoration in Painting, Sculpture, Architecture, and Art
Manufactures, roy. 16mo. 2/iJ el.

Poetry.

Bendall's (G.) Scenes and 8oogs. I2mo. 3 o cl.
Harris's (B. M.) Verses, l2mo. 3/6 cl.
Hawkey's (C.) Shakespeare Tapestry woven In Terse, Rvo.
lpgoldsby Lyrics, by Thomas JngQldsbv, Esq., edited by bU

Son, cr, 8vo, 3/V. cl,
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Lees's (E.) Scenery and Thought in Poetical Pictures of various

Landscape Scenes and Incidents, cr. 8vo. 4/cl. -

Scott's (Sir W.) Poems, 2 vols. 32mo, 2/6 cl. (Miniature

Library Edition of the Poets.) .

Wilson's£5 Sonnets to the Queen, and other Poems, 12mo. 5/

History and Biography.

Cuthberht of Lindisfarne, his Life and Times, by A. C.

Fryer, cr. 8vo. 3/6 cl.

History of England under the Anglo-Saxon Kings, trans

lated from the German of J. M. Lappenberg by B.

Thorpe, 2 vols. cr. 8vo. 3/6 each, cl. (Bohn's Standard

Library.)
Landels (John), Biographical Sketch of, Memorials of a Con

secrated Life, by his Father, W. Landels, 12mo. 3/6 cl.

Men Worth Remembering : Philip Doddridge, by C. Stan

ford, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

New Plutarch (The): Haroun Alraschid, Caliph of Bagdad, by

E. H. Palmer, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

Pincott's (F.) Analytical Index to Sir J. W. Kaye's History

of the Sepoy War and Col. G. B. Malleson's History of

the Indian Mutiny, 8vo. 10/6 cl.

phy and Travel.

Braemar, or Two Months in the Highlands, 2 vols. 21/cl.

Capper's (S.J.) Shores and Cities of the Boden See, Rambles
£ 1879 and 1880, 8vo. 16/ cl.

Foreign Countries and British Colonies: Russia, by W. R.

orfill; Japan, by S. Mossman, 12mo. 3/6 each, cl.

Tissot's (V.) Unknown Hungary, translated by Mrs. A. O.

Brodie, 2 vols.cr. 8vo. 21/cl.

Wood's (C. W.) Round about Norway, 8vo. 12/ cl.

Philology.

Barnes's (F.) A German-English Dictionary of Words and

Terms used in Medicine and its Cognate Sciences,Vol. 16,9/

Science.

Cullimore's (D. H.)'' as a Contagious Disease, 5/

Duncan's (W. S.) Conscious Matter, or the Physical and the

Psychical Universally in Causal Connection, cr. 8vo. 5/cl.

Irvine's (J.P.) Relapse of Typhoid Fever, 8vo. 6/ cl.

Japp's (A. H.) Industrial Curiosities, cr. 8vo. 4/6 cl.

Petty's First Grade Geometry Test Papers, 4to, 2/6 pkt.

Potts's (R.) Elementary Arithmetic, with Brief Notices of

its History, 8vo. 4/6 cl.

Tanner's (H.) The Abbotts Farm, or Practice with Science,

12mo. 3/6 cl.

White's (G.) Natural History and Antiquities of Selborne,

new and cheaper edition, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.

General Literature.

Addison (Joseph), Essays of, chosen and edited by J. R.

Green, 18mo. 4/6 cl. (Golden Treasury Series.)

Auld Fernie's Son, a Story in Five Parts, by Author of ‘The

Chorister Brothers.’ cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.

Balfour's (Mrs. C. L.) The Manor-House Mystery, cr. 8vo. 2/

Bright's (Mrs. A.) Unto the Third and Fourth Generation,

cr. 8vo. 7/6 cl.

Broughton's (R.) Second Thoughts, cheapedition, cr. 8vo; 6/
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, with Memoir, &c., illustrations

by W. Gunston, Elstow Edition, cr. 8vo. 10/6

Confessions of a Frivolous Girl, a Story of Fashionable Life,

edited by R. Grant, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.

Drew's (C.) The Lutaniste of St. Jacobi's, a Tale, cr. 8vo. 10/6

Fell's (A.) Mrs. Thorne's Guests, cr. 8vo. 5/cl.

Greek Wit, a Collection of Smart Sa # and Anecdotes,

translated by F. A. Paley, 12mo.# -

Haworth's (M.E.) The Silver Greyhound, cr. 8vo. 10/6 cl.

Jones's (W. B.) A Life's Work in Ireland of a Landlord who

Tried to do his Duty, cr. 8vo. 6/ cl.

Little Pops, a Nursery Romance, by Auntie Bee, cr. 8vo. 2/6

Matter-of-Fact Girl (A), by Theo. Gift, 3 vols.cr. 8vo. 31/6

Meredith's (G.) The Tragic Comedians, a Study in a Well

known Story, 2 vols. cr. 8vo. 12/cl.

Montgomery's#5 Herbert Manners, and other Tales, 12mo.

2/5 cl. (Empire Library.)

Nunn's (Mrs. L. N.) Sybarite and Spartan, 3 vols.,31/6 cl.

Past Hours, by Adelaide Sartoris (Adelaide Kemble), 2 vols.

cr. 8vo. 12/cl.

Russell's (C.) New Views on Ireland, or Irish Land Griev

ances, Remedies, cr. 8vo. 2/6 cl.

Winter Nosegay, being Tales for Children at Christmas

tide, cr. 4to. 3/6 cl.

FOREIGN.

Theology.

Holsten (C.): Das Evangelium d. Paulus, 8m.

Kaufmann (D.): Die Spuren Al-Batlajúsis in der Jüdischen

Religions-Philosophie, 5m.

Fine Art.

Kunst und Künstler d. Mittelalters u. der Neuzeit, edited

by R. Dohme, Parts 76–78, 5m. 20.

Michiels (A.): Van Dyck et ses Élèves, 20fr.

Vischer (F. T.): Altes u. Neues, 4m.

History and Biography.

Chantelauze (R.): Louis XIV. et Marie Mancini, 7.fr. 50.

Lacombe (C. de): Le Comte de Serre, sa Wie et son Temps,

14fr.

Lettres de Catherine de Médicis, publiées par M. le Comte

Hector de la Ferrière, Vol. 1 (1533-1563), 12fr.

Philology.

Baumstark (A.): Erläuterung der Germania des Tacitus, 7m.

General Literature.

Discours et Plaidoyers Politiques de M. Gambetta, publiés

par J. Reinach, Part 1, Vol. 1 (14 Novembre, 1868–

1 Septem bre, 1870), 7fr. 50.

Ebers (G.): Der Kaiser, 10m.

Freytag (G.) : Die Ahnen, Concluding Part, 6m.

Hopfen (H.); Mein Onkel Don Juan, 9m.

wyl (W.) : Maitage in Oberammergau,3m.

THE EARL OF CRAWFORD AND BALCARRES.

ALTHOUGH little known to the outer world,

for he held aloof from politics and from public

life, the late Lord Crawford was highly esteemed

by a limited circle. Born in 1812, educated first

at Eton and afterwards at Trinity College, Cam

bridge, he developed even in his boyhood the

studious habits and the love for collecting books

which distinguished him throughout life, and

which were combined in him with gentle manners

and chivalrous feeling. His dominant idea was

the creation of a perfect library, embracing all

the best works in every language, and forming

a literary picture of the history of civilization.

He differed toto calo from other book-hunters—

those who usually amass rare books at random,

or else gather the whole of the literature relating

to some special subject. Even when at Eton,

before the year 1830, and at an age when most

boys think of little else than games and lessons,

he paid visits to dealers in old books, and bought

the nucleus of the De Bry collection, which was

afterwards one of the ornaments of his library.

The name of Lord Lindsay (the title which he

bore then, and which he retained till his father's

death in 1869) was well known to Thorpe, Rodd,

John Bohn, and the other booksellers of a former

generation. In 1831 he attached himself almost

exclusively to Mr. H. G. Bohn, and that redoubt

able bookseller acted for nearly a quarter of a

century as Lord Lindsay's agent. In 1855, when

Mr. Bohn had drifted out of his old business

and become a great publisher, the agency was

transferred to Mr. Quaritch, and for the next

twenty-five years Lord Lindsay was actively

engaged in collecting from all parts of the world

the scattered items which make up the famous

Crawford Library.

Lord Lindsay's natural love for historic studies

was intensified by his researches into the annals

of his own celebrated house. Before he was

twenty-three he printed (in 1835) for private

circulation ‘The Lives of the Lindsays,’ of which

we spoke last week (it was regularly published

in 1840, and again in 1849). A desire to gratify

his deep religious feelings led him to travel in

Syria and Egypt, and the literary result was his

‘Letters from the Holy Land, a successful

and fascinating book. In 1841 he printed

privately at Wigan a volume of ballads trans

lated from the German, and published a ‘Letter

on the Evidences of Christianity, serving to

supplement similar disquisitions in his ‘Letters

from the Holy Land, which had won the praise

of Dean Milman. In 1846 there appeared a

pamphlet by Lord Lindsay, entitled ‘Progression

by Antagonism, full of subtle abstractions,

formulated with the precision of the mediaeval

schoolmen. Crude and imperfect as was this

brief view of the development of humanity and

civilization, marred, too, by the usual defects of

preconceived theory, it yet showed him to be

an ardent student and the possessor of a keen

and flexible intellect. In 1847 he published the

book by which his name will be best remem

bered. His ‘Sketches of the History of

Christian Art” were the result of observations

made during his travels in Italy, Germany,

France, and the Low Countries, and were in

spired by the same religious fervour which had

guided his footsteps in the Holy Land. This

work represents, in fact, another side of his

investigations into the origin and history of

Christianity.

Lord Lindsay's library still continued to grow

in value as well as extent, the rule followed

being to procure the first edition and the best

edition of every important work in literature,

without limitation of language or period. He

would have everything which marked a new

discovery in knowledge, a new departure in

history or science, a new phase in opinion

or intellectual cultivation. In this spirit he

collected the original editions of all the

romances of chivalry. The earliest productions

of typography attracted him also, as well as

the writings upon that subject; and amongst

his most treasured volumes were the Bible

and the Catholicon printed by Gutenberg

(the latter a vellum copy), Fust and Schoeffer's

Latin Bible of 1462 (on vellum), the first printed

classic (‘Cicero de Officiis') by Fustand Schoeffer,

1465, and the famous blockbook, “Speculum

Humanae Salvationis, on which were founded

the Dutch claims to priority in the invention of

printing.

Lord Lindsay's earlier investigations had led

him to the acquisition of books on genealogy and

family history: he went on increasing his collec

tion by the addition of everything he could

obtain of value upon those subjects. He was

thus equipped with appropriate learning when

(in 1845), with the help of a professional lawyer,

he prepared the “Case” in assertion of his

father's claim to the premier peerage of Scotland,

the decision upon which, in 1848, added the

earldom of Crawford to that of Balcarres. A

similar claim to the title of Duke of Montrose

was advanced by Lord Lindsay on his father's

behalf in 1850, and sustained with equal force

and learning, but failed on the ground of incon

venience, as it would have involved the co-exist

ence of two dukedoms of Montrose.

He printed a couple of pamphlets in 1862 on

Scepticism and on the English Hexameter.

About 1863 he wrote a letter to the Times,

defending “the English aristocracy as a political

institution” against Mr. Bright. This inter

ference in political discussion he justified on the

ground that he was not only a peer, but also a

literary man. In 1868 Lord Lindsay printed

his only other contribution to politics in a

pamphlet on “Conservatism”; and the Vatican

Council of 1869 drew from him a treatise on

‘CEcumenicity in relation to the Church of Eng

land, published in 1870. In 1869 his father

died, and he succeeded to the title which he

bore henceforward.

In 1872 Lord Crawford published ‘Etruscan

Inscriptions Analyzed, in which he broached a

theory concerning that still enigmatical language

which has been universally rejected (Athen.

No. 2359). But the book showed him to be a

diligent student of philology. In 1876 Mr.

Murray produced a “metrical tale,” entitled

‘Argo : the Golden Fleece, in which the story

of Jason and Medea was rehearsed anew. The

work itself betrayed more poetic taste than

poetic power; but the introduction in blank

verse prefixed to it was a charming composition,

and revealed his inner life, the sweetness of his

domestic relations, the manner of his working,

better than any other writer could depict them.

It forms an exquisite piece of autobiography

without egoism.

His literary pursuits and his love for col

lecting books were considerably favoured by the

fact that Lady Crawford aided her husband in

the administration of his estates in Lancashire

and Scotland. With tastes akin to his own (and

inherited from a mother whose accomplishments

and appreciation of what was best in art and

literature were warmly admired by her son-in

law), she yet denied herself their full indulgence

in order to allow her husband leisure for the

studies in which he took delight and by which

she was proud to see him distinguished.

As a book collector and library creator Lord

Crawford possessed especial gifts in his extra

ordinary industry, memory, and systematic

mode of work. He was familiar not only with

the literary history of many nations, possessing

even a tolerable knowledge of Oriental history,

but made himself master in each department of

all the bibliographical details which would be

needed for guidance in the formation of such a

library as he aimed at making. He was, of

course, unacquainted with many of the languages

of which he possessed the literary records, but

he took care to have catalogues and analyses of

all the books which he could not read made by

special scholars. With theseexceptions his library

catalogue was compiled by himself; and as he did

this with great care, tracing the chronological

development of each section, he was able to note

most of the missing links in every chain, with

the# of supplying them in course of time.

Fresh lists of desiderata were constantly supplied

and furnished to Mr. Quaritch, so that no oppor

tunity should be lost. His agent and himself

were thus perpetually on the look out for rare
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books, and he read carefully every auction I

catalogue and every bookseller's catalogue which

he received. In works of pure science his

library is more deficient than in any other

department ; but the present earl, who is already

distinguished for his attainments in science, has

made a special collection of books on astronomy,

geometry, and the allied subjects, which when

added to the paternal library will make it

wonderfully complete. The taste for scientific

pursuits shown by the present earl was always

looked upon by his father as an instance of the

"interrupted and recurrent heredity" which has

been noticeable in various members of the

family.

AUTHORS AND PRINTERS' READERS.

Deo. 30, 1880.

I did not mean to trouble you with another

letter, but in closing this correspondence—so far

as I am concerned—I have only to ask Mr.

Lynch to bear in mind that my complaint was

of the grievance suffered by an author when

reprimanded by critics for errors he had cor

rected in proof. If Mr. Charles Dickens

"gracefully acknowledged his obligations to

printers' readers," 1 can only suppose that the

great novelist had something to thank them for,

and that had his corrections been skipped his

acknowledgments would not have been grace

ful. Of course if, as Mr. Lynch says, "pub

lishers allow not a penny in the estimates for

reading," then the matter, as regards printers,

ends. I had never heard that this was the case

and wonder that it should be so. What Mr.

Lynch means by my " abusive epithets" I can

not imagine. I Bhould be sorry indeed to think

that you or any of your readers take his view

of the temper of my letter.

\V. Clark Russell.

THE GRANDFATHER OF CAXTON AND THE FATHER

OF CHAUCER.

British Museum, Dec. 22, 1880.

Among the Additional Charters in the Depart

ment of Manuscripts are two documents con

taining brief notices of the Caustons of London,

which seem to have escaped the notice of Mr.

Blades in his ' Life of William Caxton,' where,

on p. 4 of his last edition, he speaks of the

various families of that name scattered over

England. Although ho states generally that

the name appears frequently in the early records

of London, it may perhaps be not uninteresting

to particularizo the two I have spoken of above.

On the twenty-fifth day of November, in the

thirty-eighth year of the reien of Edward III. ,

a writ was issued from the Privy Seal Office to

Adam de Bury, Mayor of London, and to John

de Cantebrigge. the City Chamberlain, ordering

them to furnish a complete return of all pro

perty in tho City given or bequeathed, "ad

manum mortuam," for religious purposes from

the earliest times up to the date of the writ, as

entered in their records. Appended to a copy

of this writ aro twenty-one rolls, containing the

returns made in accordance with its terms from

the seventh year of Edward I. up to the thirty-

eighth of Edward III. , a period of eighty-eight

years. On the back of the thirteenth roll is the

following entry:—"Ad hustengum tentum in

London die lune proxima ante festum Sancte

Margareto Virginis anno regni regis Edwardi

tertij post conquestum sexto decimo. Testa-

mentum Matildis de Cauxton de tenementis

legatis ad Cantariam vj marcas. In testamento

Matildis de Cauxton probato et irrotulato die et

anno supra dictis continetur quod legauit domos

auas quas inhabitauit in vico de Candelwekstrete

Et omnes domos suas in venella Sancti Swythini

Kectori ecclesie Sancti Swythini in Candelwek

strete qui pro temporo fuerit ad inueniendum

vnum Capellanum perpetuum in dicta ecclesia

pro anima sua celebraturuin. Ita quod dictus

Capellanus percipiat vj marcas annuatim pro

labore bum."

On tho front of the eighteenth roll is an

entry relating to Henry de Causton, viz. : —

" Ad hustengum tentum in London die lune

proxima ante festum Apostolorum Simonis

et Jude anno regni regis Edwardi tertij post

conquestum vicesimo quarto. Testamentum

Henrici de Causton vj marcas. Henricus de

Causton Ciuis et Mercator in testamento

suo probato et irrotulato legauit ad sustenta-

cionem vnius Capellani diuina imperpetuum pro

anima sua in ecclesia Sancti Thome Apostoli

celebraturi sex marcas quieti redditus Perci-

piendas de omnibus tenementis que perquesiuit

de Willelmo Galeys et Alano atte Munte in dicta

parochia imperpetuum."

Also, on the back of the same roll is an entry

relating to the will of John de Caustone, as fol

lows :—" Ad hustengum tentum in London die

lune proxima post festum Translacionis Sancti

Edwardi anno regni regis Edwardi tertij post

conquestum vicesimo septimo. Testamentum

Johannis de Caustone de tenementis legatis ad

Cantariam. Dictis die et anno probatum et

irrotulatum fuit testamentum Johannis de

Caustone in quo continetur quod legauit Jacobo

Andreu et Matildi vxori sue ad terininum vite

eorundem totum illud tenementum suum cum

shopis et alijs pertinencijs quod habuit in paro

chia Sancti Pancracij iuxta Sopereslane : Et

totum illud tenementum cum suis pertinenciis

quod habuit ex dono et feoffamento Simonis

Bond in parochia Sancti Antonij et post eorum

decessum remaneant imperpetuum Priorisse ot

Conventui de Haliwell : ad inveniendum inde

vnum Capellanum in ecclesia Sancti Pancracij

pro anima sua perpetuis temporibus celebra

turi, &c."

On the front of the nineteenth roll is mention

of William de Causton, mercer, whose will was

proved in 1354, and who may well have been

I the grandfather of the great William Caxton

the printer, if we accept (according to Mr.

Blades) the year 1422 as the date of his birth,

and whose occupation as a mercer may have

led his namesake the printer to be apprenticed

to the same company:—"Ad hustengum tentum

in London die lune proxima post festum Sancti

Luce Euangeliste anno regni regis Edwardi

tertij post conquestum vicesimo octauo. Testa

mentum Willelmi de Caustone x marcas. Willel-

mus de Caustone Mercer in testamento suo dictis

die et anno probato et irrotulato legauit ad

sustentacionem cuiusdam Capellani diuina im

perpetuum in ecclesia Sancti Pancracij pro

anima sua celebraturi decern marcas quieti

reditus percipiendas de toto capitali tenemento

cum domibus mansionibus shopis et alijs suis

pertinenciis quod perquesiuit do Johanna Corpe

vxore quondam Simonis Corpe, Johanne de

Duresmo et Thoma Corpe executoribus ipsius

Simonis in parochia Sancti Pancracij, &c."

" Testamentum dicti Willelmi xiiij libras vj

solidatas. Dictus Willelmus in testamento suo

legauit ad sustentacionem duorum Capellanorum

diuina in dicta Ecclesia Sancti Pancracij 'pro

anima sua imperpetuum celebraturorum qua-

tuordecim libras ct sex solidatas quieti redditus

percipiendas de tenementis subscriptis videlicet

de toto illo tenemento cum suis pertinenciis quod

quondam fuit Henrici le Gangcour Ciuis Lon-

doniensis in venella vocata le Wowelane in

parochia Sancti Michaelis de Paternoster church

vnam marcam Et de shopis Alicie quondam

filie Pvogeri Houseband cx parte orientali tene-

menti sui in parochia Sancti Mathei in Friday-

streto London octo solidos Et de omnibus

tenementis cum pertinenciis que Stephanus

de Cauntebrigge habuit in parochia beate Marie

de Stanynglane octo solidos et quatuor denarios

et de omnibus tenementis Rogeri le Ropere

ct de tota ilia shopa cum pertinenciis quam

Radulfus de Vptone quondam tenebat in

parochia beate Marie atte Wode duas marcas

Et de quadam shopa cum pertinenciis quam

Johannes de Bermyngham tenuit in parochia

beati Michaelis atte Corner London decern

solidos et tres denarios Et de tenementis

Radulfi de Lkelynghain cum pertinenciis que

idem Radulfus perquesiuit de Johanne de

Kyngestone in parochia beate Marie de Friday-

strete London quinque marcas Et de tribus

shopis cum pertinenciis quas Rogerus de Ely

tenuit in veteri Piscaria in parochia Sancti

Nicholai Coldabbey London tresdecim solidos

et no\rem denarios Et de toto illo tenemento

cum pertinenciis quondam Hugonis de Herdene

in Fletestrete vnam marcam Et de alijs tene

mentis suis in Ciuitate London prout in testa

mento suo continetur, &c."

Towards the foot of the same roll is another

bequest of the same William Causton, mercer :—

"Ad hustengum tentum in London die lune

proxima post festum Sancte Katerine anno

regni regis Edwardi tercij post conquestum

tricesimo primo. Memorandum de licentia

Regis. Dominus Rex concessit licenciam per

cartam suam dictis die et anno irrotulatam

executoribus Willelmi de Causton quod ipai

nomine dicti Willelmi duo Mesuagia et tres

shopas cum pertinenciis in London Rectori

ecclesie Sancti Pancracij ad certa pietatis opera

inde facienda libere possent ad manum mor

tuam assignare prout in dicta carta doniini

Regis plenius continetur."

Before I pass on to the second document of

which I spoke at the beginning of my letter,

I should like to draw attention to the name

of Richard Chaucer (who is believed by Speght

to have been the father of the poet Chaucer),

which occurs in the following entry on the front

of the seventeenth roll:—"Ad Hustengum

tentum in London die lune in festo Sancte

Margarete Virginis anno regni regi3 Edwardi

tercij post conquestum vicesimo tertio. Testa

mentum Ricardi Chaucere de tenementis legatis

ad Cantariam. Ricardus Chaucere in testamento

suo dictis die et anno probato et irrotulato

legauit parochianis et persone ecclesie de Aldir-

manbury totum tenementum suum cum Taberna

et alijs pertinenciis in vico vocato la Riole super

Corr.erium de Kyrounlanc ad Inueniendum vnum

Capellanum diuina in ecclesia de Aldirmanbury

pro anima sua imperpetuum celebrantem."

The second document belongs to the thirtieth

year of Edwardi., and is headed " Indenture

de nominibus diuersorum quibus Rex tenetur

pro frumento, pane, ceruisia, carnibus, pisce et

aliis rebus diuersis captis ab eisdem apud London

et in partibus circumiacentibus ad expensas

hospitij Regis tempore Parliamenti habit i apud

Westmonasterium mensibus Julij et Augusti

anno regni Regis predicti tricesimo cuius In

denture vna pars remanet in Garderoba et altera

pars penes Maiorem Ciuitatis London." Under

the heading "Butellere" occurs the entry,

" Johanni de Caustone pro eodem xviijs. iiijJ."

In the same document and under the same

heading is the entry, "Baldewyno le Chaucer

pro eodem xs." In the list of persons of the

name of Chaucer living in the fourteenth cen

tury, given by Sir N. H. Nicolas in his

memoir of Geoffrey Chaucer, no such name

as Baldwin le Chaucer is to be found.

Edward J. L. Scott.

literati} ffiosstp.

We regret to say that we are forced to

postpono tho publication of Mr. E. Schuyler a

article on the Literature of Russia during

1880.

Early in January, we are glad to say,

Prof. Max Muller ■will bring out two

volumes of ' Selected Essays on Language,

Mythology, and Religion.' Prof. Max

Miiller's former collection of essays, the

' Chips from a German Workshop,' filled, it

will Be remembered, four volumes, and have

run through several editions. "But now,"

says the professor,

" when a wish for a cheaper edition of some of

these essays had been frequently expressed, both
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■y teachers and pupils in schools and universities,

. thought the time had come to subject them

>nco a^fiun to a more careful sifting, to remove

hoae which had dotio their work and were

10 longer wanted, and to add a few which

lad been published in different periodicals

luring the last years, hoping thus to enable

Jicav two smaller volumes of ' Selected Essays '

o rind new friends in places where their

nusrw bulky pre<lecessors could gain no access.

[ have tried to improve these essays from

rear to year, with trie help of the excellent

rriticiams to which they have been subjected,

uid by the light of new researches, carried on

without interruption by myself and by others,

in the immense domain of the science of ancient

thought. In all that is essential they have

remained unchanged, but I behove that no

honest criticism which has reached me has ever

Iteen paused by unnoticed, and that no important

materials hare been overlooked which hare

been added to our stock of knowledge since the

lime when these essays first saw the light"

At a meeting last week of the Council of

the Society for the Promotion of Hellenic

Studies it was decided to hold in future

four meetings in Ix>ndon, in the months of

January, March, June, and October, for the

reading of papers and for discussion. These

meetings will take place at 5 p.m. in the

Society s rooms, 22, Albemarle Street. There

will also be held similar meetings in each

tiTia, one at Oxford and one at Cambridge.

The date* for the coming year will shortly

bo announced. The Society's Journal, which

ha* just been issued at 30«. to those who

are not members of the Society, will, we ure

informed, be supplied at a reduced rnte to

libraries and other public bodies wishing to

subscril>e, provided that in each rase official

application is made direct to the Council.

A prnnoj is circulating for signature in

the Unirersity of Oxford, to be submitted

to the Delegates of the < 'larendon Press, in

which they are requested to publish a

vearlv volume of ' Anecdota Oxoniensia,'

which should contain extracts or collations

from MSS. preserved in the libraries of

Oxford, and more especially in the Bodleian

Library, and be extended in course of time

to MSS. of other English libraries. The

Xottce* tt Extrmtt brought out by the

Academy of Inscriptions in Paris is men

tioned as a model. The petition concludes

with the following passage :—

" It is suggested that such a work is almost

imperatively called for if Oxford is to hold its

pro|«r place among the universities of Europe,

not only as an institution for teaching, but also

as a centre of learned discovery. And it seems

probable that if such an organ was well estab

lished, it would not only give a stimulus to the

study of MSS. here, but attract contributors

from other great libraries, such as the British

Museum, the Phillippa, the Ashburnham, Arc"

We hope that this time the Delegates may

give serious attention to this petition, and

undertake the important publication sug

gested to them.

The Weekly Rtginter will pass into the

hands of a new proprietary on the 1st of

January, when it will begin a fresh series

with a new and enlarged staff, Mr. Charles

Kent, who has had the direction of it for

the last seven years, still retaining the

editorship.

Between 1792 and 1795 Mr. Henry Maire

of lartington (afterwards Sir Henry Ijaw-

son! deduced the genealogies of the prin

cipal Roman Cathulic families in England.

There was, and is, great difficulty in com-

Siling the pedigrees of Roman Catholics

uring the period when, from recusancy and

other obstacles and disabilities, few of the

ordinary means of record were accessible to

them ; and it has been determined, with the

consent of its owner, Sir John Lawson, Bart.,

to print Mr. Maire's MS., with additions,

proofs, and evidences, elaborating the

descents not only anterior to their first

dating by Mr. Maire, and collaterally, but

bringing them down to the present time.

It will be edited by the Somerset Herald

and Dr. Jackson Howard.

A lady has again obtained a first-class at

Cambridge in the papers set for the Moral

Science Tripos.

The Rev. G. W. Collins, Keble College,

Oxford, is engaged upon an edition of the

' Sepher Hashshoham,' a Hebrew grammar

and lexicon by Rabbi Moses, of London

(lived about 1250 a.d.), from the unique

BxUeian MS. collated with a fragment of

it lately acquired by the St. Petersburg

Library. This is, we believe, the only literary

work in existence by an English Jew before

the expulsion of his race from England.

Indian- civilians, military mon.and Eastern

travellers generally have long felt the great

inconvenience of having no other means of

acquiring the modern vernacular Persian

than by actually settling themselves down

in the country and picking up the language

while mixing with the people. There is

no lock of Persian literature, but the lan

guage of those books best known to students

is as unlike the Persian of every-day life as

the French of Voltaire is unlike the patoi* of

the Channel Islands. The result is that

when "an accomplished scholar" has to

mako his first speech at the court of tho

Shah, that may happen which, it is said,

actually did happen to a distinguished per

sonage a few years ago—the question may

be politely asked what language his excel

lency is making use of. Travellers will

therefore be glad to hear that an intro

ductory handbook to modern Persian is in

an advanced state of preparation by two

competent Persian scholars, Mr.W. H. Hag

gard, Second Secretary to n.M. Legation ut

Teheran, and Mr. Guy Le Strange, who has

spent the last three years in travelling

through Persia. The work these gentlemen

have been engaged upon is a modern drama

by Mirza Ta'afar Korajeh-Daghi, entitled

' The Vizier of the Khan of Lenkoran.' The

play, which is said to abound in incident

and to contain a faithful picture of modern

Persian life, is to be published in tho

original, with an interpaged English trans

lation, nnd will be furnished with copious

explanatory notes, together with remarks on

pronunciation and a complete vocabulary.

The editors hope to go to press early in the

spring.

Mr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, junior, eon

of the well-known poet, is delivering a course

of twelve lectures, on the Common Law of

the United States, at the Lowell Institute,

Boston.

The Deuttchsi Moniagtblatt states that a

first edition nf the new volume of Gustav

Freytag's ' Ahnen.' consisting of 27,000

copies, was taken by the booksellers within

three days after publication. A second

edition of 6,000 copies will be ready in a

few days. Tho great majority of the readers

of Freytag are found in North Germany,

Silesia, and the Russian Baltic provinces.

The Senate of the Punjab University

presented an address to the Viceroy on the

occasion of his recent visit to Lahore, in

which they expressed a hope that the

promise made at the Delhi Durbar on the

1st of January, 1877, to raise the college to

the full status of a university, might be

fulfilled. In answer to the objection often

made, that the college does not sufficiently

encourage the study of English, they

pointed out that of the 1,747 students who

have presented themselves for the various

examinations in arts, 1,217 have come up

for the English examination, and that the

number of candidates for the entrance

examination in English has increased from

26 in 1873 to 193 at the present examina

tion. The tone of Lord Ripon's reply ap

peared to be favourable to the request of

the Senate.

Dr. Kohn, Rabbi at Buda-Pesth, will

shortly publish an essay in the Hungarian

language on Jewish sources for the history

of Hungary. He is also preparing a history

in German of the Jews in Hungary. We

hopo that his essay in Magyar will be con

tained in full in his German book.

We believe that Prof. Hartwig Deren-

bourg, of Paris, has made many discoveries

in the Escurial Library, where he went

lately on a mission from the French Govern

ment for Arabic history and literature. His

report will, no doubt, appear in the Archive*

dei Mission* Scientifiquet, published by the

Ministry of Public Instruction in Paris.

The Report just published on the pro

gress of education in Bombay for the year

1879-80 shows favourable results. The

total number of pupils on the rolls has

increased during the last fourteen years

from 117,547 to 275,133. During the

year the losses of the three previous years

of famine and scarcity were more than made

up. In connexion with the University, the

most important changes have been the ad

dition of a syndic to represent the sciences,

andthe issue, at tho instance of Sir R. Temple,

of new regulations for the B.A. course, by

means of which students are allowed to

specialize their studies. Some of the autho

rities of the University are opposed to the

now regulations, as tending to lower the stan

dard of general culture amongst the students.

The average attendance at the Elphinstone

College has slightly decreased, but it is

stated that the University class at the

Grant Medical College is the largest ever

reported. Dr. Cook declares that the college

only requires a Professor of Pathology in

the dead-house and pathological laboratory

to render it equal to the best medical

schools in Europe. In all institutions con

nected with Government there has been a

great increase in the number of students of

English.

The death is announced of the last of

the Misses Innes, who founded and edited

'Lodge.'

It is reported from Bombay that native

girls are being induced to present themselves

at public examinations, either for entrance to

the University or for admission to the public

service. One young lady, who obtained the
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scholarship offered a few years ago by Miss

Mary Carpenter to native girls, lately passed

the second-class examination for admission

to the public service. Another Parsee girl

presented herself at the recent matriculation

examination of the Bombay University.

THE gold medal, together with a prize

of ten guineas, offered by the Council of

Trinity College, London, for the best essay

on ‘Middle-Class Education: its Influence

on Commercial Pursuits, has been awarded

to Miss Agnes Amy Bulley, secretary of

the College for Women, Manchester.

JUST as we are going to press we have

received the tidings of a great loss to

English letters. Like Thackeray, “George

Eliot” has passed away during Christmas

week; she has died within two-and-twenty

years of the time when ‘Adam Bede’ re

vealed that another great novelist was ready

to delight the world.

SCIENCE

--

A Treatise on Comparative Embryology. By

F. M. Balfour, M.A., F.R.S. Wol. I.

(Macmillan & Co.)

PROBABLY no man has ever done more for

the advancement of the science of biology

generally by the time that he has attained

the age of thirty than has Mr. Balfour:

scarcely any have ever done so much. Cer

tainly no man has ever produced so much

valuable new knowledge in the special

department of embryology as has this dis

tinguished representative of the modern

school of natural science, which flourishes

with such abundant promise of a brilliant

future at Cambridge, and the development

of which in the biological department is

rincipally due to the untiring energy of

£ Michael Foster. The number of the

important papers on vertebrate embryo

logy which Mr. Balfour has produced is

truly astonishing. The principal of them

are embodied in his monograph on

“The Development of the Elasmobranch

Fishes. His ‘Elements of Embryology,”

which he published in conjunction with

Prof. Michael Foster, has already gone

through two editions. The work now under

consideration is an entirely new one, and

is by far the best on its subject existing in

any language. It embodies all that is

Known from the researches of the numerous

original workers at present engaged in the

study of embryology, but there is scarcely

any subject treated in it on which Mr.

Balfour has not valuable observations of his

own to add to those of other investigators,

or on which he is not able to speak as a

critic specially qualified by direct personal

acquaintance with the facts. The book is

profusely illustrated with excellent, wood

cuts, by far the larger part of which are

new, having been most carefully engraved

from original memoirs or from the author's

own papers or drawings by Mr. Collings.

A good many of them are in white on a

black ground—a very effective arrangement.

In others, white lines are introduced upon

more or less shaded backgrounds. These

are especially pretty and admirably suited

to the display of the details of embryological

structure, and strike us as novel in appear

ance. Full references to bibliography are

given at the ends of all the chapters, and

the value of the work is thus very greatly

increased. Certain less important details

are given in small print, in order that the

student may be guided in his reading. The

work is confined to the embryology of the

Metozoa—that is, all animals except the

Protozoa, the Infusoria, Rhizopoda, &c.—

and the present volume deals with inverte

brates only, the Ascidians not being in

cluded.

As stated in the introduction, “Great as

is the interest attaching to the simple and

isolated life-histories of individual organisms,

this interest has been increased tenfold by

the generalizations of Mr. Darwin.” Almost

all animals in their development from the

egg to the adult condition go through as

widely different a series of forms as is

familiar to all in the case of the butterfly.

In the majority of animals the series of

stages is much more£ the butter

fly's being a comparatively simple case. The

larval stages, as a result of Mr. Darwin's

theory, now so firmly established, stand to

us as a substitute for the missing links in

the series of organisms which are otherwise

lost, many of them absolutely, others for the

present, at all events, owing to the imper

fection of the geological record, or our

limited knowledge or possibilities of investi

gation of geological deposits. It becomes

more and more apparent that modern works

on any biological subject can be of compara

tively little value unless they are planned

and built up in direct accordance with the

teachings of the theory of evolution. If

such be not the case, the facts detailed will

not hang together and explain one another,

those of importance will not receive suffi

cient prominence, and the whole will be

more or less meaningless to the student.

Although Prof. Haeckel has treated

embryology from an evolutionary point of

view in his well-known popular works, Mr.

Balfour's is the first strictly scientific work

on embryology which has appeared in which,

as in Prof. Gegenbaur's ‘Comparative Ana

tomy, Mr. Darwin's theory is made the key

note of the whole. It is impossible here to

follow the author into the intricate details

of comparative embryology.

The aims of the science of embryology

are, as set forth by the author in the intro

duction: 1. “To form a basis for phylogeny,”

or the construction of the family tree of the

animal kingdom. 2. “To form a basis for

organogeny, or the origin and evolution of

organs.”

In the department of phylogeny the

following are the most important points

aimed at: 1. “To test how far comparative

embryology brings to light ancestral forms

common to the whole of the Metazoa.” 2.

“How far some special larval form is con

stantly reproduced in the ontogeny of the

members of one or more groups of the

animal kingdom, and how far such larval

forms may be interpreted as the ancestral

type for these groups.” 3. “How far such

forms agree with living or fossil forms in

the adult state, such an agreement being

held to imply that the living or fossil form

in question is closely related to the parent

stock of the group in which the larval form

occurs.” By the direct action of physical

causes, or these acting through natural

selection, animals are almost as much liable

to modifications of form during their e.

bryonic or larval life as during their ad

existence. In many cases stages of der

lopment have been lost, in others modifie

in other cases, again, special stages m:

have been developed anew to suit spe

conditions under which larval life

carried on. Hence the embryological r

cord is, like the geological, imperfect; at

it is only by dovetailing the two recor:

and taking advantage of those parts

them where gaps do not coincide the

in conjunction with the teachings of th

comparative anatomy of the adult animal

the great problem of phylogeny is bein.

gradually worked out. In no science is i

more easy to jump to conclusions, and so

distinguished authors have made them.

selves conspicuous by rather hasty genera.

izations in the phylogenetic£ t"

embryology, though we do not blame ther.

for important results are as often attained

by means of hasty speculations, subsequently

tested and worked up to, as by any slower or

more gradual process. Mr. Balfour, as will

be gathered from the above-quoted sentences

as the result of the great width and dep:

of his embryological knowledge, is ver,

fully aware of the possible fallacies whi:

may underlie what may appear at first sigt

to be most patent phylogenetic generali:

tions. He is extremely cautious, and weigh

his evidence with great deliberation an

judgment.

Perhaps the most interesting subje

dealt with in the book is the impre:

nation of the ovum, concerning whic

so many interesting discoveries have be:

lately made. The egg of Asterias glacia.

is taken as the type in the section devo:

to the subject. In this egg, as appears frx

the investigation of Fol, shortly before in

pregnation, a clear nucleus is formed, rout

which the protoplasm of the egg become

radiately striated. This is known as ti

female pronucleus. The most favoural

period for fecundation is about an he.

after the formation of this pronucle:

If at this time the spermatozoa a

allowed to come in contact with the ec.

their heads become enveloped in t!

investing mucilaginous coat. The e

responding to the stimulus of their presen:

a prominence grows up from the surface

the protoplasm of the egg, and rises to me

the nearest spermatozoon until it comes :

contact with it. Normally only this onesin

spermatozoon of the vast numbers availa:

is concerned in the fertilization. It mak

its way into the egg through the prominen

and at the same moment a distinct met

brane is raised from the surface of the e

all over, and prevents the entrance of ot:

spermatozoa. The spermatozoon within t

egg forms there a clear nucleus w.

radiate surrounding of protoplasm, ca

the male pronucleus. As soon as the sprea

ing rays of the male pronucleus to:

the female pronucleus, the latter rap

approaches the male pronucleus, appare:

by means of its inherent amoeboid contr

tions, and fuses with it. According *

Selenka, the female pronucleus sends c.

as the male pronucleus approaches it, "

toplasmic processes which embrace t

latter. From the fusion of the two me.

arises the first segmentation nucleus of :

impregnated egg, which soon divides a
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subdivides in the process of the formation

of the foundation of the embryo.

Mr. Balfour's book is indispensable to all

biological students and laboratories.

BEl TXT WDIAN OBOLOOICAL rUBUCATIONS.

Ml Wtjxi, of the Indian Geological Survey,

has contributed to the Memoir* an important

monograph on the Indian Salt Range, ut con

tinuation of a previous and fuller description

of the portion east of the Indus. Tha present

paper (which runs to about one hundred pages)

deals exclusively with the western or trans-Indus

extenu«n of th» Salt Range, which the author

describes as making a "sigmoid" curve from

Kalabagh on the Indus to a point north of Tank,

its outer edge being for the most part strongly

■carped towards the plains of the Indus. The

coincidence between the physical features and

the geological structure of the ground is inti

mate, the axial lines of the mountains carrying

on the Salt Range feature being also axes of

anticlinals lying for the most part along the

scarjKxl acclivities presented towards the Indus

plains. These plains are part of the great <ptcui-

descrt flat over which the Indus has in past

tames capriciously wandered towards the Arabian

Sea. W bother they are due in any degree to

marine erosion is uncertain, though the sea may

very p<«sibly once have covered the low ground

in question. The ridges of ibe Salt Range, as

they exist at present, doubtless mark the same

great later or post-Tertiary period of mountain-

forming activity in which originated not only

the remainder of the Salt Range, but also the

Western Himalaya and the Sulunan and Afghan

ranges. The geological structure of the trans-

Indus extension of the Sslt Range repeats in a

great measure that of the western portion of

the Salt Range proper, but with some consider

able differences. The Pabcoznic rocks, so far as

presented by the red marl, rock salt, and gypsum,

are quite the same, and so are the Carboniferous

and Tnassic groups, but others of the sub-

Carboniferous beds present themselves with a

different association from those cis- Indus. Mr.

\\ ynne assumes that in early Palicozoic times a

considerable uniformity of conditions prevailed,

giving rise to the formation over an extensive

area of a curiously unstratified soft earthy rock,

largely impregnated with iron and soluble salts,

the Utter frequently taking the shaiie of chemi

cally formed layers. This may be looked ujxm

as the physical origin of the range. The sub

sequent geological development of the region is

tolerably clearly indicated by Mr. Wynne in an

interesting summary, to which we must refer

our readers, as such geological treatises from

their very nature do not admit of !>eing intelli

gibly epitomized. The mineral productions of

the ran^e are valuable, and consist of the salt

of Kal.ioagh and the Lun Nullah, the alum of

Kalahari and the Chichali Pass, the coal or

lignite collected in small quantities at times

from the Jurassic be»ls of the Kalabagh Hills,

and the gold washed from the Indus gravel. The

gypsum of Kalabagh and tho Kliasor range is

not as yet utilized in India, and the alum in

dustry appears to have greatly fallen off. Build

ing stones, such as the various limestones of the

Carlioniferous, Jurassic, and Xummulitic forma

tions, occur in considerable variety.

The geology of the Ramkols and Tatapani

coal-fields, an area between the rivers Kunhur

and Rer, and comprising the north-eastern por

tion of the Sirguja State with some portions

of South Rewa, was examined in 1878-9 by

Mr. C. L. Grieabach, F.G.S., and its description

forms Part II. VoL XV. of the Memoir*. The

palaeontologies! works lately issued include a

description of the Siwalikh and Narbada pro-

boscidia by R. Lydekker, B. A. ; a supplementary

memoir on the crania of ruminants by the same

author, rendered necessary by a recent publica

tion by Prof. Kutimeyer on Tertiary ruminants,

and the acquisition of some new Siwalikh bovine

skulls by the Indian Museum ; and, thirdly, a

continuation of Dr. W. Waagen's description of

the Salt Range fossils, dealing with specimens

of the Cephalopoda and Gasteropoda classes.

These numbers of the 1'alaontologia Indira are

illustrated by excellent lithographs as usual.

Lastly, we note the publication of Mr. W. T.

Blanford s admirable memoir on the geology of

Western Sind, a brief notice of which we in

serted some little time back. It undoubtedly

forms one of the most important contributions

to Indian geological literature that have been

made for some time.

ASTKONOMICAL NOTES.

A raw astronomical periodical is to make its

first appearance early in January, edited by Dr.

Copeland, of Dun Echt, and Mr. Dreyer, of

Dunsink. Its title will be Uratiia: an Inter-

natunial Journal of Atironomy; it will be printed

in Dublin at irregular intervals, like the Astrono-

mitehe Xaehrichttn, the intention being to issue

a number whenever sufficient material has been

prepared. Like the valuable journal just re

ferred to, pa]>ers will be admitted in different

languages, so that, besides English, communica

tions in French, German, or Italian will appear

in their original form. The editors aim at a

high-class scientific circulation, and "to keep

their readers as fully acquainted as possible

with the progress of astronomical research,"

securing also early dissemination of ephemerides

of comets, Ac, by issuing occasionally, when

desirable, advance sheets on matters of pressing

interest Contributions for the first two numbers

are promised from Lord Rosse, Lord Lindsay

(now Earl of Crawford), Prof. Klinkerfues,

Prof. Schjellerup, Dr. Ball, Dr. Borgen, and

others.

A new comet was discovered by Dr. Pechiilo

at Copenhagen on the evening of Thursday, the

16th inst., when its place was, at 6 o'clock,

RA. 18* 49"', increasing about 6m daily,

N'.P.D. 79' 30', decreasing about 40' daily. The

discoverer described it as " small, bright, toler

ably brilliant."

Further investigations concerning tho motions

of Swift's comet by several astronomers con

firm the hypothesis that it is identical with

Comet III. 18<i9, but make it probable that the

period is about 5J years, and that an unobserved

return took place, therefore, in the spring of

1875.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Mbhseh. C. Keoan Paul & Co. will publish

next week an account of a visit to Algeria by

Mr. Alexander A. Knox, formerly police magis

trate in London. Whilst giving an amusing

description of life in "the new playground, '

the author has aimed at producing a practical

book for travellers.

We learn that the Abbe Beltrame, who was

engaged as a missionary for a number of years

on the White Nile, and had many opportunities

of visiting unexplored regions, is now engaged

at Verona in preparing an account of his jour

neys, and in compiling grammarsand dictionaries

of the languages of the savage tribes among whom

he has lived, and especially that spoken by the

Denkas.

M. Veniukof has just published in Russian

and French a ' Liste des Yoyageurs Russos en

Asie, depuis l'Occupation par les Russes du

Basain do 1'Amour et de Semire'tchie, 1854-80.'

The brochure is divided into two parts, one

giving the names of travellers and the regions

explored by them down to 1875, and the other

dealing with subsequent years. There are 212

names in the former category, and eighty-five in

the latter.

Mgr. Taurin Cahagne and Pere L. de Gonzague,

accompanied by six others, left Marseilles on

December 12th, on a missionary expedition to

the Galla country.

M. Henri Duveyrier has lately communicated

to the French Geographical Society a valuable

monograph on the subject of the sources of the

Niger or Joliba. Its basin, he points out, con

sists of two parts, under totally different meteoro

logical conditions. A large part of one lies within

the Sahara, and at the present time sends no

feeders to the main stream; it is consequently

only necessary to deal with the portion between

Adamawa on the east and the Kuranko and

Kong mountains on the west, whence from one

side comes the Joliba or Niger, receiving near

Lokoja the Benue*, which comes from the other

side of the region named and is undoubtedly

the shorter of the two main divisions. M.

Duveyrier then discusses the results of Major

Laing's explorations in Sulimania in 1822, when

that officer determined the source of the river

to be in a certain Mount Loma in 9° 45' W. long.,

9^ 25' N. lat. From an examination of Major

Laing's observations, however, M. Duveyrier is

of opinion that the position fixed by him should

be looked upon as merely provisional, as it was

taken from a point nearly 100 miles distant,

and the information as to the Niger rising there

was furnished by natives. Turning to MM.

Zweifel and Moustier's labours, lie says that

they found the Tembi-Kundusome seventy-nine

miles south-west of Major Laing's Mount Loma,

and that this river takes the name of the Joliba

after receiving the Faliko, which has a shorter

course. MM. Zweifel and Moustier place the

source of the Tembi-Kundu in 10° 30' W. long.,

8" 36' N. lat., in the peak of a mountain chain

also called Mount Loma. Though we have no

evidence of tho range being continued so far,

tho country being unexplored, M. Duveyrier

admits that the two Mount Lonias may belong to

the same system, but he seemingly inclines to

the belief that "Loma" probably signifies

"mountain" or "summit," and is a term

applied to the most prominent orographical

feature of a whole region. All things con

sidered, M. Duveyrier is of opinion that to MM.

Zweifel and Moustier belongs the credit of dis

covering what is, according to our present

information, tho furthest source of the Niger.

The Mexican authorities are stated to have

definitely refused to allow M. Desire- Charnay to

remove from the country any of the antiquities

discovered in the course of Ilia archieological

explorations in Yucatan.

A geographical society has lately been formed

at Oporto in connexion with that of Lisbon,

under the title of Sociedade Portuense de

Geographia.

SOCIETIES.

Royal.—Dir. 16.—The President, followed by Dr.

C. W. Siemens, in the chair.—The following com

munications were read : ' On Actinometrieal Ob

servations made in India, at Mussooree and Dehra,

in October and November, 1879,' by Mr. J. B. N.

Hennessey,—' On the Critical Point,' by Prof. VV.

Kameay,—' Further Researches into the Colouring

Matters of Human Urine, with an Account of their

Artificial Production from Bilirubin and from

Hiematin,' by Or. C. A. McMunn,—'Note on the

Determination of Magnetic Inclination in the

Azores,' by Dr. Thorpe,—' On Heat Conduction in

Highly Rarified Air,' by Mr. W. Crookes,—' On the

Tliermo-Klectrio Behaviour of Aqueous Solutions

with Platinum Electrodes." Influence of Voltaic Cur

rents on the Diffusion of Liquids,' and ' Experiments

"on Electrio Osmose,' by Dr. G. Gore.—The Society

adjourned over the Christmas recess to January 0th.

Geological.— Dir. ].").— K. Etheridge, Esq., Presi

dent, in the chair.—Rev. G. Clements, Messrs. W. E.

Benton, J. K. Gulland, F. T. 8. Houghton, G. B. Luke,

and \V. M. MacCulloch were elected Fellows ; and

I'rof. L. Bellardi, of Turiu, and Dr. M. Neumayr, of

Vienna, Foreign Correspondents of the Society.—

The following communications were read: 'On the

Constitution and History of Grits and Sandstones,'

by Mr. J. A. Phillips,—and 'On a New Species of

Trigonia from the Purbeck Beds of the Vale of

Wardour,' by Mr. R. Etheridge ; with a Note on the

Stratigraphical Position of the Fossil by the Rev.

W. K. Andrews.

Asiatic—Dee. 20.—Maior-General Sir H. C. Raw-

linson. President, in the chair.—Mr. A. H. Haggard

was elected a Resident Member ; and the Rajah
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of Beshwan, the Rev. C. Swinnerton, the Kev. J.

LoDg, J. Vindhyeswari-Prasad, M. Vinson, and Mr.

H. J. Allen, of H.M. consular service, China, were

elected Non-Resident Members.—A paper was

read, contributed by Prof. Dowson, 'On the Inven

tion of the Indian Alphabet,' in which he examined

the various views which have been held on this

subject by Drs. Weber and Burnell, Prof. Max

Miiller, K. Thomas, and others, and announced his

now definite opinion that the Indian alphabet was a

truly Indian invention, though there are reasons

for supposing that we do not now possess the

original alphabet. He added that General Cunningham

and Mr. Thomas had expressed very deci'ded opinions

in favour of this view. The art of writing was, he

thought, known long before there was any sign of

an alphabet in India, while he considered it not

unlikely that the first notion of it may have reached

that country from without.

Numismatic—Dec. 16.—A. E. Copp, Esq., Trea

surer, in the chair.—Mr. \V. Arnold and the Rev. S.

Maude were elected Members.—Mr. B. V. Head ex

hibited on behalf of Mr. A. Grant four Roman im

perial aurei : two of Julia Domna, one with the

reverse ivno, Juno holding a patera and sceptre, at

her feet a peacock, and the other with the inscrip

tion MATRI castrokvm, the empress standing

before an altar sacrificing in front of two military

standards, a type not uncommon on silver coins, but

of extreme rarity on gold ; one of Caracalla and

Geta, as Cohen, p". 451, No. 4 ; and one of Plautilla,

obverse, bust of the empress to right, reverse

PEOPAGO IMFEBI, Plautilla and Caracalla joining

hands.—Mr. Durlacher exhibited a specimen of the

silver medal formerly given by the Corporation of

London to sworn brokers.—Mr. Krumbholz showed

a Spanish dollar countermarked as a five-shilling

token by the Deanston Cotton Mills.—Mr. E. H.

Willett communicated a paper on the resident

character of the office of Monetarius in Saxon times,

and Mr. C. Roach Smith an account of certain large

finds composed chiefly of coins of Tetricus, which

are frequent both in this country and in France, and

which must have been concealed about the period

of the reunion of the provinces of Gaul and Britain

to the Roman Empire.

Zoological.—Dec. 14.— Prof.W. H. Flower, LL.D,

President, in the chair.—The Secretory read a Report

on the additions that had been made to the Me

nagerie during November.—Mr. Sclater exhibited

and made remarks on a skin of a brown female of

Pauxis guttata, formerly living in the aviary of the

late Mr. G. I). Rowley.— Dr. Giinther exhibited and

made remarks on "a skin of a new species of

Rbynchocyon from Eastern Africa, discovered by

Dr. Kirk.—Papers were read : by Prof. Huxley, ' On

the Application of the Laws of Evolution to the

Arrangement of the Vertebrate, and more parti

cularly of the Mammalia,'—by Lieut.-L'ol. H. H.

Godwin-Austen. 'On the Anatomy of Fernnmcia

Uronuriana, Risso, from Mentone,' pointing out its

general relationship with I#rca Tornatt/lina, Lowe,

of Madeira, and with Fernanda follicula, Gronov.,

from Algiers,—by Mr. A. G. Butler on a second cot-

lection of Lepiiloptera made in Formosa by Mr.

H. E. Hobson : thirty-three new species were found

in this collection,—by Mr. O. Thomas on a new species

of Reithrodon obtaiued in Venezuela by the late Mr.

D. Dyson, which was described as ltrithrodon

Alttoni —and by Dr. Giinther on some rare reptiles

and Batrachians now or lately living in the Society's

Gardens.

Chemical.—Die. lfi.—Prof. H. E. Roscoe, Pre

sident, in the chair.—The following communications

were made : ' On the Estimation of Nitrogen by

Combustion, including the Nitro Compounds.' by Mr.

J. Ruffle. The author recommends the use of the

following mixture instead of soda lime in the pro

cess of Will and Varrentrapp : two molecules of

sodium hydrate, one molecule of pure lime, and one

molecule of sodium hyposulphite, the substance

before burning being mixed with about its own

weight of a mixture of sulphur and wood charcoal.

By this process good results were obtained with

sodium nitrate, picric acid, &c—Dr. Carnelly then

showed some experiments as to the effect of pres

sure in raising the melting points of ice, camphor,

and mercuric chloride.—' On some Naphthalene De

rivatives,' by Dr. Armstrong and Mr. Graham.

Meteorological.—Dec. 1.—Mr. G. J. Symons,

President, in the chair.—Dr. J. W. Moore, Messrs. F.

Coventry, W. T. Paulin, J. Porter, and Capt. W. C.

Smith were elected Fellows.—The following papers
were rend : • Report on the Phenological Observa

tions made in the Yenr 1KHO,' by the Rev. T. A.

Preston. In February and June the weather was

such as has rarely been experienced for farm opera

tions. The cold winter broke up and mellowed the

soil, and the dry open weather enabled fanners to

clear their land. The dry May was not favourable for

the hay, but still a crop with far more real nourish

ment in it than would be obtained from a rank

growth would have been secured had it not been for

the terrible Moods of July in the Midland Counties.

The corn, again, which was looking most promising

till July, suffered much during that damp period,

and, had it not been for the subsequent fine weather,

would have been ruined. But the unfavourable

season of 1879 produced serious effects on vegetation,

especially on trees and shrubs and their produce.

The young wood of the trees was not ripened, and,

as a natural consequence, the severe winter injured

and killed enormous numbers. Laurustinus was

generally killed to the ground. The evergreens in

many cases lost large quantities of their leaves ;

hollies especially are mentioned by several observers,

and privet hedges were sometimes quite leafless. Of

fruit trees, apples and pears in some localities (but

not all) were hardly able to put forth any bloom.

Wall fruit was also a general failure, but this was

partially owing to severe weather when the trees were

in bloom, for in some instances the show of bloom was

splendid. Gooseberries and currants produced enor

mous crops, and strawberries were very fine, but

lasted an unusually short time. Seeds generally

ripened with difficulty ; much of the corn could not

be ground, and a great deal was mixed up with

roughly-ground Indian corn, and flavoured to induce

the cattle to eat it. The crop of ordinary garden seeds

was also far below its usual quality, and some of the

favourite garden flowers were consequently very

poor. Among the special features of the year may be

mentioned the quantity of certain insects. Aphis was

in astonishing numbers in the early part of the year.

The apple-shoots, before the leaves expanded, were

covered with this green fly, and among wild plants

the mealy guelder-rose was especially attacked.

The number of wasps appears to have exceeded all

previous experience. The larva; of the gooseberry

moth and of the gooseberry sow fly have also

been destructive, and, an undoubted result of the

wet of 1879, the larva) of the crane fly have been a

perfect plague in some localities, and sheep ticks in

others. Some small birds, no doubt, perished from

the cold, but vast numbers migrated. The enormous

number of larks which hastened to the Eastern

Counties on the outbreak of cold weather was

astonishing. — 'On the Variations of Relative

Humidity and Thermometric Dryness of the Air,

with Changes of Barometric Pressure at the Kew

Observatory,' and ' On the Relative Frequency of

given Heights of the Barometer Readings at the Kew

Observatory during the Teu Years 1870-79,' by Mr.

G. M. Whipple.

Philological.—Dec. 17.—Dr. J. A. H. Murray in

the chair.—Mr. R. Ware was elected a member.— Mr.

A.J. Ellis, President, read a letter from Miss Lloyd

(sister-in-law of the late Dr. Bleek, of the Cape) de

scribing a new Bushman language.—Mr. Ellis then

gave an account of his researches on the ' Dialects of

the Southern Countiesof England,' that is.those south

of the Thames from Great Marlow to the sea, and

south of the Bristol Channel, with Gloucester, Here

ford, Worcester, South Warwick, South Northamp

ton, and Oxfordshire, and also Middle and East Mon

mouth, Fast Brecon and Radnorshire in Wales, to

gether with the peninsulas of Gowcrland and South

west Pembroke in Wales, and of South-east Wexford

in Ireland. All these dialects are closely related in

idiom and pronunciation, the central portion of

Wilts being typical. The prevailing characteristic

is the "reverted r" (for which the tongue points

down the throat), with its varieties. The eastern

parts, containing East Sussex and most of Kent, are

distinguished by saying tie, di*. dut, item, dere, ice,

for the, thit, that. Hum, there. The western parts, in

cluding West Somerset, Devon, and East Cornwall,

have French wiu place of oo. West of Falmouth and

Truro and Perran Zabuloe, this and many other

peculiarities disappear, and the language, while

retaining several southern peculiarities, more re

sembles ordinary English spoken with a remarkable

sing-song. Mr. Ellis's paper, which was based on

3(10 documents, mostly original and unpublished,

collected during the last eleven years, was fully illus

trated by particulars and examples.

MEETINGS FOE THE ENSUING WEEK.

Ti:ts. Royal Institution, S.—' Atoms,' Prof. Dewar.
Wkd. Society of Arts. 7.—' Animal IntelUitcnce,' Mr. G. J.
Tmss. Royal Institution, 3.—' Atoms.' Prof. Dewar.
— Loudon Institution, 7.—' The Study of the

Storey.
o);il In&tl

Beautiful. Mr. G A

Sat. Royal 1 tltution, 3.—' Atoms,' Prof. Dewsx.

INSTITUTION OP CIVIL ENGINEERS.—Dec. 21.—

Annua! General Meeting.—Mr. W. H. Barlow, Presi

dent, in the chair.—The report was read and adopted,

and the premiums and prizes awarded at the close

of the last sessiou presented.—The following gentle

men were elected to till the several offices in the

Council for the ensuing year: Mr. J. Abernethy,

l'rctident; Sir W. G. Armstrong, Sir J. W. Bazalgette,

Mr. F. J. Bramwell, and Mr. J. Brunlees, Vice-

Pretidentt; Mr. G. Berkley, Mr. G. B. Bruce, Sir

J. Coode, Mr. E. A. Cowper, Mr. A. Giles, Sir 0. A.

Hartley, Mr. H. Havter, Dr. W. Pole. Mr. It. Rawlin-

son, Mr. A. M. Rendel, Dr. C. W. Siemens, Mr. D.

Stevenson, Sir W. Thomson, Sir J. Whitwortb, Bart.,

and Mr. E. Woods, other Member* of Council.

%titntt (Sossip.

Dr. Irvine, of Glasgow, exhibited and

plained before the Mining Institute of Scotland,

on Thursday, the 16th inst., his new i

lamp, which is constructed to emit a loud

when an explosive mixture of gas and ai

it, and thus consequently readily indica

damp in collieries.

Dr. Edward Hull has just issued a fourth

edition of his ' Coal-Fields of Great Britain. "

This book is too well known to require any

special notice from us. We may, however,

briefly state that the author has availed himself

of all trustworthy information, so as to bring his

work up to the most recent date.

M. Becquerel, whose labours in electrical

science are well known, is to have a statue.

The Paris Academy of Science have received

15,000 francs in reply to their appeal ; 15,000

more are required to complete the work.

M. Mercadier brought before the Academy

of Sciences a paper on " Radiophony," as he

names the phenomenon of using a ray of light

for the conveyance of sound. The sounds, he

thinks, are due to the direct action of calorific

radiations on the receiver, as he obtained the

maximum effect in the invisible radiations of the

red end of the spectrum.

Prof. Thomas Rtmer Jones, whose death we

announced last week, was born in 1810, and

studied for the medical profession in London

and Paris. He became a Member of the Royal

College of Surgeons in 1833, and was the first

professor appointed to the chair of Comparative

Anatomy at Kind's College. In 1840 Prof. Rymer

Jones became Fullerian Professor of Physiology

at the Royal Institution, and in 1844 he was

elected a Fellow of the Royal Society. He con

tributed largely to the ' Cyclopredia of Anatomy

and Physiology,' and in 1838 he published the

work by which he is best known, 1 A General

Outline of the Animal Kingdom.' Notwithstand

ing his deafness, which compelled him to abandon

the medical profession, he was an eloquent and

attractive lecturer on natural history. Beyond

the above named he was the author of several

papers on different forms of mammalia.

The deaths are announced of Mr. Frank Buck-

land, the well-known zoologist and Inspector of

Fisheries, and of M. Michel Chasles, the great

geometrician.

Prof. M. E. Plantamour contributes to the

Arcliices des Sciences Physiques ct Naturcllts for

the loth of November his usual excellent

' Re'sume' Me'te"orologique de TAnnee 1879, pour

Geneve et le Grand Saint-Bernard. '

Mr. Coleman Sellers publishes in the

Journal of the Franklin Institute a paper in

which he discusses ' The Metric System—Is it

wise to introduce it into our Machine Shops 1 '

which ho italicizes as " this inconvenient system

—this unhandy system of ten."

M. S. Grimaldi describes in Rivista Scientifico-

Iiubtstrale for October 15th a new rain-gauge,

which not only registers the quantity of rain

which has fallen, but the hour of the fall and the

duration thereof.

The liecords of the Geological Survey of India

for November contains an interesting paper by

Mr. W. Theobald, of the Geological Survey of

India, ' On some Pleistocene Deposits of the

Northern Punjab, and the Evidence they afford

of an extreme Climate during a portion of that

Period,' and other valuable papers, especially a

' Note on Rich or Alkaline Soils and Saline Well

Waters,' by Dr. VV. Center.

The Bulletin de I'Acadimie Imperial* des

Sciences de St. PUersbourg, Tome XXVI., third

and lost part for 1880, just received, contains
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Diagnoses des Plantes Nouvelles de l'Asie, by

J. J. Maximowlez, and five other important

memoirs.

MR. HUGH MILLER, F.G.S., publishes in the

Natural History Transactions of Northumber

and and Durham and Newcastle-on-Tyne an

2xhaustive memoir ‘On Tynedale Escarpments:

their pre-Glacial, Glacial, and post-Glacial Fea

tures, which will well repay a careful study.

FINE ARTS

-

sociFTY of British ARTISTS-wnNTER EXHIBITION NOW

DPEN. from Ten to Five Daily, at the Suffolk, Street, Galleries. Pall

Mall East.-Admission, 1s. THOS, ROBERTS, Secretary.

The SoCIETY of PAINTERS in WATER COLOURS.–The NINE

TEENTH wINTER EXHIBITION, including a Loan Collection of

works by the late George Dodgson, is NOW OPEN. 5: Pall Mall East,

from Ten till Five. ALF1:ED D. FRIP1’, Secretary.

INSTITUTE of PAINTERS in WATER COLOURS –The FIP

re.ENTH WINTER EXHIBITION is NOW OPEN from Ten till Six.

-Admission, 1s., Catalogue, 6d. H. F. PHILLIPS, Secretary.

Gallery, 53, Pall Mall, S.W.

ExHIBITION of CABINET PICTU 1. Es in or L –Dudley Gallery,

Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly --The Foultri.ENTH ANNUAL ExH1B1

£ Open daily, from Ten till Six.-Admission, 1s., Catalogue, 6d.

R. F. M'NAIR, Secretary.

The SIXTEENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of WATER-colourt

DRAwixGs is Now of EN at THOMAS M.I.E. v.N.'s Gallery. 7,

Haymarket, next the Theatre.-Admission on presentation of Address

Card.

47, New Bond Street. Entrance fromHANOVER GALLERY

Maddox Street.-NOW oi'EN. the wiNTER EXHIBITION of OIL

PAINTINGS by English Artists, and of Original Drawings and

Sketches published in Punch-Lighted at Dusk.

DoR£ s GREAT woltks, ‘CHRIST LEAVING the PR.EToRIUM.'

‘CHRIST ENTERING JERUSALEM, and “MOSES before 1'HARAOh."

each 33 by : feet, with 1, ream of Pilate's wife,' " Soldiers of the Cross,"

“A Day 1)ream, Rainbow landscape." (Loch Carron, Scotland). &c., at

the DoltF. GALLERY, 35, New Bond Street. 1)aily, Ten to Six-1s.

L’Archéologie Préhistorique. By Baron J.

de Baye. (Paris, Leroux; London, Trüb

ner & Co.)

THIS is a very important contribution to

prehistoric archaeology, on account of nume

rous facts which the author's researches

have brought to light, even if his deductions

from them are not always and entirely satis

factory. Many published works on anthropo

logy are filled with conjectures or arguments

in defence or support of debatable questions,

but here we have carefully conducted re

searches related with clearness, and a definite

perception of their importance in elucidating

one portion of this science. Occasionally,

it must be admitted, the author is led into

discussions not quite free from conjectures,

but it is generally with unprejudiced can

dour, and with the view of suggesting an

interpretation of a difficult problem which

his discoveries have given rise to, and not

for the purpose of doggedly sustaining any

unreasonable or improbable theory of his

own. The conjectures of others he also

introduces, that he may point out to what

extent they are illustrated or overthrown b

the facts he has noted with so much fidelity.

It appears that Baron de Baye has carried

on a great work of exploration in the valley

of Petit Morin, in Champagne (Marne), for

several years, and that from time to time

its results were communicated at anthropo

logical congresses and societies' meetings.

These communications originated discus

sions, and many different opinions were

expressed by the leading anthropologists of

the day. Meanwhile further discoveries

were constantly being made which demanded

a more complete and connected account.

During its preparation it was suggested to

him that greater interest would be taken by

the public, and the nature of his discoveries

would be better understood, if he entered

fully into the subject of prehistoric archaeo

logy, so as to assign to his newly discovered

caves their probable place among primaeval

abodes and sepulchres. Hence this well

written volume of 411 pages and its title.

The abundant flint and other stone im

plements scattered over the surface of the

Champagne district induced M. de Baye to

search for distinct traces of its permanent

human occupation, and soon “plusieurs

foyers des cavernes sépulchrales des grottes

habitations s'ouvrirent à la lumière.” Their

openings were so completely concealed by

the growth of plants that no suspicion of

their existence seems to have occurred to

any one until then. Research led to the

discovery of many groups of caverns on the

gently sloping and cultivated chalk-hill

sides of the valley of Petit Morin; and

twelve such groups, each containing a vary

ing number of caves, were found. In the

territory of Coizard the group on the slope

of Razet consists of as many as fifty. M. de

Baye stated at the Stockholm Congress in

1874 that he had discovered 120 caves. All

have been excavated in the chalk by means

of stone implements, which have left their

marks upon the walls. There appear to be

three distinct classes, viz., those intended

(1) for dwellings, (2) for storehouses, and

(3) for sepulchres. The process of reason

ing by which they have been distinguished

leaves little room for cavil. The undis

turbed condition of their contents supplies

indisputable evidence of their particular

uses. M. de Quatrefages wrote about them

in 1876 as follows: “Après une étude aussi

sérieuse que le permettait la brièveté de mon

séjour, je reviens bien convaincu que M. de

Baye à interprété avec beaucoup de justesse

deux des points qui ont soulevé le plus de

discussions. Je crois avec lui que les grottes

doivent étre distinguées en caveaux funé

raires et en grottes d'habitation plus ou

moins temporaires.”

The caves belong to a non-metallic

age, but on the question whether M.

de Baye is justified in attributing them

to the earliest portion of the neolithic

period, and to a much older date than

the dolmens of other parts of France,

there is room for some difference of opinion.

The seeming difference between the cave

sepulchres and the dolmens may be due, as

Dr. Broca has remarked, to geological con

ditions only. The implements and weapons

of stone and bone, rude clay vessels, and

personal ornaments differ neither in form

nor material from many of those which are

found in dolmens. The sculptures also do not

support M. de Baye's view. Indeed, if he is

right in every case in which he thinks a female

to be represented, which may be doubted, the

only difference between them and those of

the dolmens is that the latter are incised and

the former are in relief. The human face

and breasts which he found have been ob

served incised upon a vertical stone in the

Allée Couverte of Bellehaye (Oise); and

another example of an incised face (without

breasts) exists on a vertical stone in the

passage of the dolmen of Pierres Plates,

Locmariaker (Morbihan). The cave sculp

tures have been coloured, and it is said that

some of the dolmen sculptures show traces

of colouring matter. Are there sufficient

grounds, therefore, for the conclusion that

the caves must be considerably more ancient

than the dolmens? and is there reason to

think that the human face thus sculptured

is always intended for a female divinity, and

for Dr. Broca's impression, or rather asser

tion, that “ces sculptures grossières, mais

toujours les mêmes, qui représentent une

divinité féminine sur les parois des anti

grottes de Baye, prouvent que le culte des

temps néolithiquess'était déjà élevé jusqu'à

l'anthropomorphisme”?

A curious fact in connexion with the cave

sepulchral relics is the frequency of instances

of trepanning, and the employment of small

discs of human skull pierced for suspen

sion, to be worn as personal ornaments, or

tokens of prowess in combat, or superstitious

symbols. Dr. Broca, having adopted the

female deity theory, naturally regards tre

panning as possessing in some cases a reli

gious significance. “Un Dieu bien défini,

un Dieu a forme humaine,” he writes in

the Bulletin of the Société d'Anthropologie

de Paris, “doit avoir nécessairement des

# initiés et l'initiation par le sang,

'initiation chirurgicale,” adding that the

practice “se retrouve, on le sait, chez un

très-grand nombre de peuples, même

civilisés.” Instances of trepanned skulls

and skull amulets have been met with in

the dolmens of Lozère.

Incinerated bones are very rare in these

caves, and the inhumated bodies were found

to have been laid on the back at full length.

There is only one example of a contracted

body. It is supposed that some caves were

hastily dug expressly to contain the bodies

of young warriors who had been slain in

battle. They were deposited methodically

in layers, with no intervening earth or slabs

of stone, and from the multitude of square

ended flint arrow-heads discovered with

them it is conjectured that by means of

these weapons they had lost their lives. In

more than one instance a vertebra had one

of these flints firmly embedded in it. In

other cases the skeletons of old and young

of both sexes occupied a cave, and then it

was noticed that ashes and fine earth had

been carefully, and as it were lovingly,

strewn over the bodies at the time of their

interment. These were, therefore, family

sepulchres. A remarkable custom is re

corded. The body had been laid upon a flat

stone obtained from some distant place and

made red hot. This is proved by the flaking

of the stone caused by the fire and the calci

nation of the chalk floor on which it rested.

Another curious custom must also be men

tioned. Within the cavity of some perfect

skulls, the bones of infants, perforated

shells which had served for ornaments, and

flint arrow-heads had been intentionally in

troduced—how or why is a problem which

the author does not attempt to solve, and

which, with our present knowledge, must

remain a mystery.

We have drawn attention to several very

interesting particulars contained in this

volume, and from want of space can only

briefly allude to others of considerable im

portance, such as the finding of an amber

bead, which implies a commercial relation

with Northern people; of flint from

Grand Pressigny; of rock crystal beads;

of aragonite beads, probably from the

volcanic region of the Auvergne; of jadite,

from more distant lands; of callais or

green turquoise, from some quite unknown

locality. But discoveries of the like sub

stances have been made in dolmen ex

plorations in various parts of France, and
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notably in Armorica, where in one dolmen

8.£ of unshaped fibrolite and a lump of

volcanic pumice stone were found in 1867.

By comparing these and other finds with

those related by M. de Baye we are warranted

in expressing an opinion that there is little

or nothing which justifies his view that a

strong line of demarcation separates the

Marne caves and their contents from the

dolmens, and that the latter must yield pre

cedence to the former with regard to age.

NEW ETCHINGS, PHOTOGRAPHS, &c.

A CHROMO-LITHoGRAPH issued by the Arundel

Society as the “second annual publication for

1880” lies on our table; it is the work of M. Le

mercier, of Paris, and was produced under the

superintendence of M. Schultz, after a water

colour drawing which Signor Fattorini made from

Pinturicchio's painting representing “The Virgin

with Two Saints, in the church of Monte

Oliveto, near San Gimignano, in Tuscany. It

is in the centre of the choir of the chapel of

Paolo Tolosa, and was named by Vasari among

the works of a master to whom he did scant

justice. Although attributed by Rumohr to

acchiarotto, there is no reason to doubt that

this brilliant, somewhat over-defined, if not

hard, distemper picture on wood, with life-size

figures, is really the work of Raphael's comrade in

the atelier of P. Perugino. One of his best-known

and most admired pictures, this, the so-called

‘Assumption,” represents, in the manner of an

enlarged miniature, the appearance of the Virgin

in a vesica-shaped aureole to two saints whose

names have not been recognized, although one is

in full pontificals, his face being obviously a

portrait, and the other is a bishop in white, with

a white mitre on the earth at his knees. The

rays of the aureole terminate in, or are enclosed

by, a double iris, between the nimbi of which

the firmament is represented by a deep blue

band; nine cherubs' heads are on the band;

under the Virgin's bare feet are two similar

heads. The background is a landscape of the

school of Perugino, with rocks piled on our

right, a fortress in the mid-distance on the other

side. The face of the Virgin is dainty, ruddy,

the expression not pathetic, but it is better in

the picture than in the copy before us, although

the latter is tolerably good. The draperies are

hard, and, like those of the painter generally,

they are set and formal without being grand,

still less dignified. The gaiety of the colour,

the firm and careful painting, the brilliant

lighting and excellent preservation of this

example give to it unusual attractions. While

possessing not a little of the unimpassioned,

merely craftsmanlike character of Pinturicchio's

art, this picture in other respects takes a middle

place between Raphael's work at the time,

about 1504–6, and that of their common master.

Messrs. Seeley, Jackson & Halliday have sent

us a folio containing six capital examples, called

“Etchings in Old London, the work of M. Brunet

Debaines. The interior of the Temple Church

is fine and firmly drawn, solemn and vigorous.

Unluckily the scale of the drawing is too large.

It is wonderfully solid and rich in colour and full

of force. ‘The Temple Gardens’ renders, with

equal delicacy and sweetness, a spot which has

been sadly altered of late years. It is in chequered

sunlight and shadows, beautifully pencilled.

There is a daintiness and grace about “Lincoln's

Inn Fields' which, while it charms, may sur

prise frequenters of that dingy precinct. ‘St.

Paul's from Bankside’ comprises a group of

barges and buildings, happily composed, but a

little too “finikin’” in touch for the rough and

large suggestions of the scene.

Messrs. Rowney & Co. have sent us a coloured

print called ‘Psyche, which is well fitted for

popular use. Artistically it is nought.

The Autotype Company has produced a large

photographic copy from a picture, by Mr. W.

Field, called ‘Come unto these Yellow Sands,'

representing a group of lively, if not lovely,

children, gaily capering and racing on the sea

shore. The picture was at the Royal Academy

in 1878. The original was much more brilliant

than the copy is, the landscape and the figures

being very crude, the faces rough and deficient

in beauty.

We have received from Messrs. Mansell & Co.

a small selection of photographs from pictures in

the National Gallery. Some of these, especially

those from early Italian works, are all that could

be desired. As means of study they are far more

valuable than the best prints we know, and

besides, some of the pictures have never been

engraved. Others, such as the Hogarth from the

‘Marriage à la Mode, are complete failures. A

Perugino, the ‘Virgin adoring the Infant Christ,’

is not much better; nor is Van Eyck's ‘Jean

Arnoulphin and his Wife’ at all happy. On the

other hand, Del Sarto's portrait of himself is first

rate, and so is Pollajuolo’s ‘Virgin adoring

Christ.’

THE SOCIETY OF PAINTER-ETCHERS.

THE first exhibition of this Society will be

held in the Hanover Gallery, Bond Street, on

the 4th of April, 1881. Mean time some

apprehension is said to exist on the part of

etchers extensively engaged in the reproduction

of pictures lest the special encouragement given

by the new Society to original work may, in

some indirect way, prove detrimental to their

interests. This apprehension, we are assured,

will be seen, when the programme of the Society

comes to be published, to be without foundation.

The Society, it is true, has been established “in

promotion of original etching, and in the

interest of painters practising that branch of

art”; but there is nothing in this to prevent the

eminent etchers at present chiefly engaged in

copying from sending, which they are quite

capable of doing, original work to the Society,

and, on the strength of that work, becoming

eligible as Fellows.

UNDERGROUND CITIES IN SYRIA. *

TEN years ago, when the age of the mass of the

domestic buildings in the stone towns of Central

Syria was still to some extent an open question,

you were good enough to allow me to main

tain in your columns the theory regarding them

which has since been established.

I shall be obliged if you can now allow me, as

one of the two or three European travellers

referred to by Mr. L. Oliphant in his recent

book on Gilead as having visited Derat, to say

a few words on the fresh problem for trans

Jordanic explorers which has been opportunely

raised by Mr. Oliphant's quotation of a striking

passage from Herr Wetzstein's twenty years old,

but in England far too little known, “Reise

bericht uber Hauran und die Trachonen.’

Consul Wetzstein, whose book I have long had,

describes his exploration, by the light of two

composite candles, of a labyrinth of subterranean

chambers and passages at Derat. He believes

that these were the streets and bazaars of an

entirely underground city, and he refers to

Arab rumours of similar remains, of which Mr.

Oliphant also heard, existing elsewhere.

I have, I need hardly say, no intention or

wish to question Wetzstein's facts. He is

second only, if second, to De Vogüé in his

contributions to our knowledge of this region,

and he has proved himself a careful and

conscientious observer. Nor do I venture

positively to contradict his conclusion that

the underground remains he found at Derat

were the vestiges of a marvellous Trog

lodyte city, complete in itself and wholly sub

terranean. But before so startling an hypo

thesis is definitely accepted it requires to be

pointed out that the facts, as at present before

us, will admit of other explanations. It seems

possible, and not improbable, that what Wetz

stein saw may have been in fact the basem

or stables, possibly also the cisterns or necrop

of a town similar to those existing elsewhers

the Hauran.

Unluckily when at Derat in 1868 I did

see these underground marvels. Having

England without any prospect of penetrati

east of the Jordan, I had no special informatii

as to what to look for, and we halted in Den

only for a few hours. The most striking featul

about the place is the great bridge of the aqui

duct, the “Kanatir Fir'an.” of the Arabs, buil

according to Wetzstein, about A. D. 200, by |

king of the Gassanide dynasty, a fact pointing i.

the time of the district's prosperity. There is

important Christian church, in the constructi

of which many columns and capitals from old

buildings have been used up. But what the

superficial visitor first notices is the exte:

the town and the completeness of its ruin. A

many of the neighbouring stone towns houses

stand almost uninjured. At Derat the old

regular masonry has, so far as I remember, best

generally levelled to within a few feet of tra

ground. The present population dwells in bu:

rows, rudely roofed in with unhewn stones, so

that the dwellings resemble nothing so much as

low cairns. These burrows are probably, in

at least, formed in the substructures of older
houses.

It is certain that at Derat, as elsewhere,

accumulations and ruin of ages have raised :

level of the soil many feet above that of the M

town. Any argument from this circumstance

would, however, be met by the fact that whi:

Wetzstein saw was, in part at least, cut in the

solid rock. It is important, therefore, further:

remember that the houses described and pie.

tured by De Vogüé were in part excavated. I

quote the following passage from his “Introdu:

tion” (p. 10), “Une maison était-elle à bâtir, z.

creusait l'étage inférieur dans laroche vive.” In

other places he mentions underground stables

kitchens, &c., in detail.

The Palestine Exploration Fund has, I re

joice to know, made up its mind to fulfil t

long-deferred hopes of those who have wished:

see it turn its attention to the unmap and

half-explored regions beyond the Jordan. Is

able officers will no doubt take an early oppos.

tunity of thoroughly exploring Derat and the

other sites indicated, and so solve for us th:

interesting puzzle. In the mean time the pub:

will, I believe, do well to hold their judgment:

suspense as to the existence in Central Syria a

a new class of cities wholly, and in any stric

sense of the word, subterranean.

I take this opportunity to add two notes. Mr

Oliphant, when he says that there is nothing t.

show that stone architecture, like that of Syria

exists in Southern Arabia, in the native country

of the people who subsequently in the early ce:

turies of our era flourished in the Hauran, has,

think, overlooked Herr Wetzstein's statement t

the contrary effect, which I referred to in a

article on the ‘Stone Towns of Central Syria, i.

“Illustrated Travels' for 1870. I may also note

for the encouragement of travellers, that thos

ancient bugbears, the Sheikh of Suf and Sheik

Coblan, have been more than once defied i.

former years with perfect impunity.

DougLAs W. FRESHFIELD.

T

:

$int-3rt 60'ssig.

DR. SCHLIEMANN has come over to Englar

for the purpose of removing from South Ker

sington Museum his Trojan collections, whi:

have been exhibited there for the last thri,

years. A few days, therefore, only remain f.

any persons who have not yet seen them t

satisfy their curiosity.

IT is understood that Mr. Burton's journey:

Italy on behalf of the National Gallery has been
fruitful.

A PICTURE attributed to Hogarth has been
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wqueathed to the National Gallery. It is not

ert&in that the Trustees will accept the gift

Ml Stuct will deliver the aerie* of lecture*

in architecture to the student* of the Royal

Academy which the custom* of that institution

equire. The evenings of the 14th, 17th, 21st,

!4th, and -'8th of February, and of tho 6th of

rlarch next, are appointed for this purpose.

Ml Jakes Mil*, F.S.A.Scot, a record of

rhuse archaeological researches at Carnac from

*74 to 1«77 was published in 1877, has in

he press an account of his archjeological

r.irk for the past three years among the aiign-

ni>nU of Kermasio and the dolmens of that

it-iijhbourhood. Mr. Miln's more recent exca-

at loiu have resulted in some curious discoveries

rhich have an important bearing on several

lUfstions connected with the megalithic monu-

ui-iit«. The work, which will be issued shortly

>y .Mr. D. Douglas, will be profusely illustrated

from drawinsg by Mr. Miln.

Ml W. Nrvts proposes to bring out a collec-

i. ii of etchings illustrating the old domestic

irchiUcture of Staffordshire, upon a similar

•!an t<> that adopted by him in dealing with the

■ ■untH-s of Warwick and Worcester. Shrop-

hire ha* had its old country houses portrayed

iy Mrs. Slack house Acton ; Herefordshire by

he Iter. C. J. Robinson ; Cheshire and Derby-

hire have also been similarly celebrated, while

Stafford has hitherto received less attention,

'mler "old" hu means to include houses erected

H'tween tho |M.-ri<>d when they ceased their

mlitary character and became domestic, down

0 about the end of the seventeenth century.

The volume will l>e uniform in size with the

mthor s works on Worcestershire and Warwick-

ihire (forming the final volume of the series),

uui will contain at least twenty copper-plate

itching

M. Yvox has been elected Professor of Draw-

ng in the fccnle Polytechnique, a post which

iss l»-rii vacant sinco the resignation of the late

tf. L. Cogniet, many years ago.

Tint French paper* announce tho preparation

if the following pictures for the next M.

Ha<lra»> has three portraits in hand ; M. Honnat

s similarly occupied with likenesses of the

.'onit<'a«> Potocka, Mi.lame liishofsheim, and

mother lady ; M. J. P. Laurens is painting a

Mirtrait of Madame de Roquette. M. Bougue-

eau will contribute), it is said, ' Le Baiser

1 Aur<>re,' ' Lu Sommeil de la Vierge et de

Enfant,' and a Pieta. M. Francois will be

vpn-seiited by two landscapes, one being 'Lavoir

i t'lerrefonds,' the other ' L'Angclus. M. C.

>iran is painting a portrait of General Berck-

ii'im, ' I'ne Mise au Tombeau,' and ' Marino

Kaliero, Enfant'

The well-known picture by Millet, called 1 Le

Tueur de Cochons,' ha* been sold for 76,000

ranca.

Trr French Government ha* bought M. Jules

joupil's picture 'Madame Roland, which was

'xhibited in the last iialon. It will be placed in

he Luxembourg.

Thi inedited manuscripts by Da Vinci, twelve

n number, written in reverse, as was customary

nth the painter, which have long been among

he treasures of the library of the French In-

tit ute, are being published in fac simile, with

heir accompanying sketches and illustrative

Irawings and diagram*. The first volume con-

ains notes on painting, drawing, observations on

osmology, geography, the percussion, resistance,

ind movement of water, light, heat, Ac.

Thb picture by Constable which forma the

ltar-piece »t Nayland Church may now be

cen at the shop of Mr. Graves, the well-known

■nntseller, in Pall MalL The local paper from

cinch we quoted said it had been given to Mr.

jrace to restore ; it was really entrusted to Mr.

■raves, and has been cleaned by him.

Tnr. jewels of the French crown which it is

>rop.>sed to sell include none of artistie value,

and represent, it is estimated, about 5,000,000

franc*. With the proceeds it is intended to

establish a special fund, called the Caisse des

Musees, and available for the purchase of works

of art by the authorities.

It is proposed to erect by public subscription

a statue of M. Alexandre Dumas in the Place

Maleshcrbcs, Paris.

MUSIC

Br. Jamk*'* Hall.—Royal Academy Concert.
CKYnTAI. Pai.ai k..—Saturday Concert*.
Ht. Jamkh'4 Hall —Saturday Popular Conoert.
Sr. Jamu'i Hall.— Sir. Cowen's Fourth Orchestral

Conoert.

Bkixiox ClfoKAL 84M IKT v.—Weber'f 1 Preclota,' Ac.

The interest of the students' concerts of

the Royal Academy of Music generally con

sists in the opportunities they afford of

testing the value of the work carried on in

tho institution considered as a training-

ground for future executants and composers.

It is not too much to say, however, that at

the orchestral concert given on Thursday

week the conductor rather than the students

was regarded with the greatest attention

and expectancy. When the vacancy caused

by the enforced retirement of Mr. Walter

Mm-farren wus tilled up by the appointment

of Mr. William Shakespeare, the action of

the committee of management was naturally

regarded with some surprise. Its wisdom,

however, is not likely to be further disputed

hy those who were present at the above-

mentioned concert. Mr. Shakespeare then

showed his possession of qualities which,

with further experience, will probably place

him in a high position among conductors.

It was in his direction of the choir that his

ability chiefly doclared itself. In Mendels

sohn's 42nd l'salm, " As the hart pants," the

clearness and vigour of Mr. Shakespeare's

beat ensured an admirable performance,

tho attack and precision of the voices being

worthy of the warmest commendation.

The concert thus ably commenced was con

tinued satisfactorily, the work done being,

on the whole, above the average. Two

orchestral compositions by pupils wero in

troduced. The first, an ' Eclogue,' by Mr.

William Sowell, Js'ovello Scholar, wus a

vague and formless trifle, the feeling for

orchestral colour alone redeeming it from

complete failure ; the other, a vigorous and

thoughtfully written concert overture, by

Mr. G. J. Bennett, Balfe Scholar, proved

in every way moro satisfactory. Mention

must also bo made of a clever cadenza

to the first movement of Beethoven's

Pianoforte Concerto in c minor, which

was carefully played by Miss Beatrice

Davenport. Mr. Charlton T. Speer, not

withstanding evident ability, was unequal

to the task of grappling with the first move

ment of Rubinstein's Concerto in i> minor,

and it is a question whether musioof this class

shouldbe placed in thehandsof students. Re

garding another pianist, Miss Dinah Shapley,

Lady Uoldsinid Scholar, the guarded terms

generally applicable to those in a state of

ailage need not bo employed. This young

j interpreted the first movement of Schu

mann's Concerto with such perfect technique,

and such insight into the meaning of the

composer's exquisito ideas, that she may be

considered as already a competent artist.

The solo vocalists, who in general are weaker

than the pianists, were on this occasion of

greater promiso than usual. Miss Mar

garet Cockburn, soprano, would have done

better if she had been less oppressed by

nervousness, and her selection of " Qui la

voce " was not well advised. Miss Hilda

Wilson, contralto, and Mr. B. Davies, tenor,

have the making of capable singers. The

continued and increasing prosperity of the

Royal Academy, in the face of a larger

number of competitive institutions, is an

irrefragablo proof of public confidence ; and

such improvements as may still be necessary

will come better from within than in answer

to appeals from without by forces whose im

partiality and disinterestedness might easily

be called in question.

As Mr. Grove truly remarks in the pro

gramme of last Saturday's Crystal Palace

Concert, the number of violin concertos of

intrinsic value as music is exceedingly

limited. In too many instances composers

havo been content with writing a brilliant

solo part, the orchestral accompaniment

having no interest whatever. This fault

cannot be laid to the charge of Herr

Gernsheim as regards his Violin Concerto in

i), Op. 42, introduced by M. Emil Sauret on

Saturday. The themes on which the work

is founded are not very striking or original,

but they are cleverly treated in the sym

phonic manner, and the solo part forms an

integral portion of tho scheme. Again, the

composer shows a laudable feeling for con

trast, tho first movement being meditative

and lyrical, the second somewhat romantic,

and tho finale bright without flippancy.

The concerto is not a creation of genius, but

the musicianship displayed in its construc

tion is of a high order. It is the latest

work of a composer who, it may be said, was

hitherto known in this country chiefly by a

Trio in F, played at tho Popular Concerts.

M. Sauret's thin tono and perpetual tremolo

were objectionable in the first and second

movements, but the Belgian violinist played

the brilliant passages in the finale with

immense verve and passion, the applause

accorded him being fully deserved. There

was nothing else in the concert to demand

criticism, but a word of protest must again

be uttered against the artistic vandalism of

transforming a chamber work into one for

orchestra. Tho Theme with Variations in

Schubert's Octet is not usually heard when

the work is given at St. James's Ilall, and

for this reason its performance in the

manner intended by the composer would

have been interesting. Mr. Arthur Oswald's

vocal selections were not by any moans

praiseworthy.

The name of tho Bohemian composer

Anton Dvorak is gradually becoming

familiar to our concert audiences. Intro

duced at first by the performance of his

Slavonic Dances at the Crystal Palace, he

has since been favourably known through

a Sextet for strings given last season at

the Monday Popular Concerts ; a Slavonic

Rhapsody for orchestra was also brought

forward at one of the last series of Richtar

Concerts. Another work of his, a String

Quartet in e flat, Op. 51, was performed for

the first time at last Saturday's Popular

Concert in St. James's Hall. Dvorak is

one of the comparatively few composers of

the present day whose works show a pro

nounced individuality of style—at times, it

must be admitted, somewhat eccentric, but

frequently full of poetic beauty. How far
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the peculiarities to bo met with in his music

are the outcome of his nationality is a ques

tion the discussion of which would carry us

too far at present. That there are turns of

melody and rhythmical effects characteristic

of Czechish and Magyar national music is

indisputable, but this admission does not

detract from the merit of Dvorak's music ;

it simply indicates the direction in which his

genius tends. The new quartet is a very

interesting, though somewhat unequal, work.

It is too long—the prevailing fault of much

modern music—and the form is not always

as clear as might be desired, but many of

tho themes are of great beauty. The first

allegro and the finale strike us on a first

hearing as being the best movements ; the

finale especially is marked by astonishing

vigour and force. The first movement has

some general resemblanco of style to

Schubert's so-called 'Hungarian' Quartet in

a minor, and, were it somewhat compressed,

would be all but perfect. A fault of the

work is that it has two slow movements ; the

first of these, an elegy (' Dumka '), is, it is

true, interrupted by a waltz measure of

great beauty and much originality, but the

whole movement is very long, and it is

followed by an almost equally lengthy

romance. This wo think an artistic mistake

The inventors of the recognized quartet and

symphony form well knew what they were

doing when they followed the slow movement

by a minuet or scherzo. The necessity of

contrast was recognized. Here, to a large

extent, it is ignored, and the work suffers in

consequence. In spito of this blemish,

Dvorak's quartet is a most interesting work,

and Mr. Chappell has, we think very wisely,

announced its repetition on Monday, January

3rd. It need only be added that the

performance by Madame Norman-Neruda,

Messrs. Hies, Zerbini, and Piatti, was per

fection. Madame Norman-Neruda brought

forward at tho samo concert another of

Handel's violin sonatas, the pianoforte ac

companiment having been filled up from the

figured bass by Mr. Charles Halle. The one

in question (in d major) was published for

the first time last year in the German Handel

Society's edition of the composer's works. It

wasbrilliantly played by MadameNeruda, but

we cannot agree with her reading. Handel's

allegros are not prestissimo* ; and she took

them at a pace which, though not a note

was missed, entirely destroyed, in our opinion,

the dignity of Handel's music. Mr. Eugene

d' Albert made his second appearance at

these concerts on Saturday, fully confirming

the favourable impression previously pro

duced. His reading of Beethoven's Sonata

in e flat, Op. 7, was open to criticism in

some points, especially in the third move

ment ; but his performance of one of

Chopin's Nocturnes and of Mendelssohn's

Trio in c minor (with Madame Neruda

and Signor Piatti) left little or nothing to

desire. Madame Antoinette Sterling was

the vocalist.

It would have been difficult to improve

on tho programme of the concert with which

on Saturday evening Mr. Cowen concluded

his first scries at St. James's Hall. There

is so much outcry with regard to the non-

rocognition of native talent that it deserves

honourable mention that of the nine pieces

given on Saturday six were by English

composers. The concert commenced with

an Overture to 'Titauia,' by Mr. H. C.

Nixon, a professor of music residing at

St. Leonards. We confess to an inability

to see any connexion between the music and

the Queen of the Fairies, but this is a

matter of very secondary importance.

Speaking of the work simply as music, we

find much in it to commend and also some

thing to blame. Mr. Nixon's themes are

very pleasing and melodious, with an occa

sional slight suggestion of Sterndalo Bennett

and Mendelssohn ; his orchestration is effec

tive, being well balanced, sonorous, and by

no means deficient in contrast of colour. On

the other hand, the overture is decidedly too

long, and the departures from orthodox

form in which the composer has indulged

do not improve it. The performance was

excellent. A second novelty was a " tone-

picture," entitled ' The Ebbing Tide,' by

Mr. J. P. Burnett—an unassuming little piece,

written for small orchestra, full of grace

(like tho composer's music in general) and

charmingly scored. Bach's Triple Concerto

in d, for piano, violin, and flute, is so rarely

heard in public as to deserve to rank among

the novelties of the evening. It is in the

old master's most genial style—contrapuntal

throughout (for Bach could hardly be other

wise), but with the art so completely con

cealed that not the least stiffness or dryness

is apparent. The finale especially over

flows with melody. The pianoforte part

was admirably played by Madame Fricken-

haus, whom the music exactly suited, and

she was excellently supported by Mr. V.

Nicholson (violin) and Mr. W. P. Barrett

(flute). The scena ' Hero and Leander,' by

Mr. A. Goring Thomas, which came next

on the programme, gained the Lucas modal

last year at the Royal Academy of Music,

where Mr. Thomas is a student. It is a

work of very great promise, especially from

the dramatic instinct shown in it. It was

excellently rendered by Mrs. Osgood, who,

however, was not ill her best voico ; the

accompaniments, also, were at times too

loud.

The special feature of tho concert was

the production of Mr. Cowen's new Sym

phony, No. 3, in c minor. It is now up

wards of sevon years since his Second Sym

phony (in f) was produced at the Crystal

Palace ; and seven years at Mr. Cowen's

timo of life should count for a good deal in

tho development of his powers. "We are

glad to be able to recognize in the new

work a distinct advance on its predecessor.

The Third Symphony, wo learn from tho

book of words, is a record of a visit to

Scandinavia ; it is, in fact, Mr. Cowen's

' Scandinavian ' Symphony, just as Mendels

sohn's third is his ' Scotch.' There is, how

ever, this difference between the two—that

Mr. Cowen's is more distinctly programme

music, his second movement being intended

to depict "tho impressions of one who,

standing upon the margin of some Nor

wegian fiord, beholds mountain and water

bathed in the moonlight of a summer eve ";

while tho scherzo is a musical representa

tion of a sleigh-rido in winter. The first

movement of the symphony is charming

alike in its themes and treatment ; the

two principal subjects are particularly

felicitous. Tho adagio is little, if at all,

inferior; tho episodical passugo for the

horns which occurs in the middle of tho

movement is both new and striking. The

scherzo is undeniably pretty, but more ei

captandum than tho preceding movements;

while tho finale seems on a first hearing t he-

least satisfactory part of the work. The

subjects are cleverly doveloped, but are

deficient in charm—a fault which can per-

tainly not be found with the rest of the

symphony ; and the reintroduction of

phrases from the earlier movements Is so

managed as to produce an effect of incohe

rence) rather than of unity of style. The

symphony as a whole is so excellent that

we should advise Mr. Cowen to reconsider,

if not to rewrito, the finale. There is much

" local colour " imparted to the work by the

use of peculiar melodic progressions, and the

scoring throughout is masterly. The sym

phony was excellently performed, and en

thusiastically received. Mr. Cowen's suite

' The Language of Flowers,' produced at a

previous concert, was repeated by desire,

and the concert concluded with Beethoven's

third ' Leonora ' Overture. It is due to

Mr. Cowen to congratulate him not only on

the spirit and enterprise he has shown, but

on the decided improvement in his conduct

ing, and in consequence in the orchestral

playing, during the series. The perform

ance on Saturday gave very little room for

criticism.

Although the performances of the Brixton

Choral Society, under Mr. William Lemare,

at the Angell Town Institution, are imper

fect, inasmuch as they lack the full orchestra,

yet from time to timo novelties and revivals

are brought forward which tend to lift the

society above the level of merely local under

takings. Such was the case on Monday last,

when Weber's music to 'Preciosa' was given,

probably for the first time in England, in its

complete form. Wolf's drama, for •which

it was written, met with but little success,

but, as the music was too good to be lost,

the story was arranged by C. 0. Sternau

in the form of a monologue, and a translation

of this by the Rev. J. Troutbeck was recited

on Monday by Mr. Charles Fry. In the

case of the performance of a similar wort,

Schubert's 'Rosamunde,' such an addition is

unnecessary, but in 'Prociosa' it is inevit

able, owing to tho fragmentary naturo of the

music. The latter consists of an overture

and ballet airs, march, several gip5?

choruses, a soprano air, and some "melo

dramatic" music.
Weber'sdelightfulstroins,

in which local colour is introduced in just tho

right proportion, made a strong impress100'

and the performance was excellent.

' Song of Victory ' and

Killer's

Mendelssohn's

' Loreley ' were also well interpreted, though

more spirit might have been infused into the

finale of Mendelssohn's work. The accom

paniments were rendered by Miss Alma

Saunders and Mr. Humphrey Stark at the

piano, and Mr. Charles Wilkes at the organ.

Madame Worrell, the only solo vocalist,

sang exceedingly well throughout the

evening.

gfusiial Gmrif.

Mk. Stan-ley Lucas has resigned the mck-

taryship of the Philharmonic Society, and the

post has been offered to, and accepted by, Mr-

Henry Hersee.
The Sacred Harmonic Society's first perfonn;

ance of the ' Messiah' in St. James's Ball too*

place on Friday week. It might have been
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that the radical changes in the execu

tive would hare afforded an excellent opportunity

for the correction of those time-honoured mis

takes in certain choruses, namely, " And He shall

purify," and "He trusted in God"; but the

passages in question were once more wrongly

given. With these exceptions the choruses were

very finely delivered. ( >f the soloists, Mailame

Mary Cumming» and Mr. Bridson were the

most artistic, and in justice to Mr. T. Harper it

should be mentioned that his rendering of the

obbliyato in " The trumpet shall sound " was

exceptionally fine,

A* the students' concert of Madame Sainton-

Dolby s Vocal Academy occurred on the same

evening as that of Mr. Cowen, we can only give

a bars record of the event The pupils who

appeared for the first time were Miss Franklin

and Mim Kusselle tuyrani, and Miss Amy Carter

and Miss Winthrop cuntralti. Two former

pupils, Miss Daiman, who has now taken a high

position in her profession, and Miss Hlackwell,

took part in the programme, and the vocal music

was relieved by violin solos rendered by Mdlle.

Vaillant. Herr Leipold presided at the piano

forte, and M Sainton conducted the concerted

music

The difficulties which had arisen in connexion

with the projected representation of Wagner's

* NibeJungen King ' at Berlin have been sur

mounted, and the work will be produced at

the Royal Opera-house ; so, at least, rumour

has it,

Tub prejudice against Wagner's music would

appear to he slowly dying out in Pans. Last

Sunday at M. Pasdcloup's concert the beautiful

closing scene from ' Die Walkiire' was performed

and received with enthusiatic applause.

Berlioz's overture, ' King Lear,' an early

work, was revived at the Chatelet Concerts on

Sunday week, and received with immense

favour.

opera, on the subject of Moliere's

' L'Amour Mcdecin,' was produced at the Paris

Opera Continue on Monday. The music, by M.

Ferdinand Poise, is said to bo appropriately

quaint, simple, and elegant, and to bear a strong

contrast to the modern style.

A ltsw comic opera, entitled ' La Mire des

Companions,' by M. nerve', hat been produced

at the Paha Foues Dramatizes with but little

success.

Hbbr Adalmrt vox GoUMtrHXinT, the com

poser of an extraordinary work, ' Die sieben

Todsunden,' has published the libretto of a

new opera,' Uehantus. '

DRAMA

LVCZt'M THBATRI
SOLS I —II I .n.l MANAOBR. MR RBNRV IRVrXO

' Th" COKftK'AN III oTIIKMH- St*tt Nlghl at « » lol IH ud
VVH1BJI HP.I I'KIM III Mr 1HV1MJ At ID - lo h* '

om •! T M'lHMM) l-FRFOKMANCR of ' Ihi- I'DKiKAX
hUoTHKH* SATl rll*A\ Jsnu»rT l«t ml :K lK..r. .,| . i. at

MMWtu^ **mlm baokf«] by l«Ur-r ot to««iui

THE WEEK.

Ojuftt <MV n. ' >; i. <wl 1- ; or, the lMUr* of
Bocletv.' a May In F.mr ArM. Tr»n«l«le.l from l,n: Nor
wegian of Henrik Ibaen by William Archer.
Phim-i i>» W.L>«'«.— • A Se» Trial,'a Drama In Four Acta.

From the Italian of P. nrtti

As a dramatic satire the ' Pillars of

Society ' of Ibeen is worthy of the reputation

of its author. With a relentless vifjour—

which accounts for Ibsen's unpopularity

among his own countrymen — the most

fumiliar vices of modern society are scourged

and lashed. Those shams on which the

l«ises of society are supposed to rest, the

assumption that the end in matters com

mercial justifies the means, and the worship

generally of hypocrisy, respectability, and

success!, are attacked in a manner abso

lutely scathing. The developments of vice

which are depicted are characteristic of

a small country town, in which Ibsen has

placed his action. Far beyond these limits

extends, however, the irony which links

itself to the satire of all ages, and would be

as true of ancient Athens or modern London

as of the obscure and nameless town to

which it is applied. With the satire is

connected a good and telling story, which

introduces some nnval, if not very powerful,

tjpes of character, and which in its pro

gress reaches a point of interest altogether

poignant. In the manner in which the

story is rendered subservient to the teach

ing the hand of a master is shown. A very

high skill is exhibited in bringing by

commonplace temptations a commonplace

mind to a point at which it conceives,

plans, and executes what is, in fact, murder,

and then finds that in attacking the life of a

stranger it has brought about the death of

a son. An escape from the guilt of filicide

—if the word may be used—is provided,

and the play remains within the limits of

comedy. Extremely fine comedy it is, and

we shall be glad to know more of its uuthor's

workmanship.

Tho translation appears to be literal.

Our only fault is with the first half of the

title In giving to the ' Samfundets Stotter,'

literally ' Pillars of Society,' the preliminary

title of ' Quicksands,' tho adapter seems to

accentuate the serious interest of the play

at the expense of its satirical purpose It

is the so-called pillars of society that Ibsen

attacks ; the story is a mere means to an

end. Mr. Vernon played competently the

hero, and Mr. Dacro, Mrs. Billington, Miss

F. Addison, and Miss Orahame acted con

scientiously in other characters.

Of the greatest characters in the repertory

of Rignor Salvini, one character only, that

of Corrado in ' La Morte Civile ' of Giaco-

metti, was not presented by that actor during

his recent visits to Ixmdon. In Paris this

proved the most popular of Signor Sulvini's

jierfonnances, nnd the result of his success

in it was tho presentation next year at the

Odoon of a version of the play by M. Auguste

Vitu, the theatrical critic of Le Figaro. This

adaptation, the name of which was 'Conrad,'

seems to have rendered some servico to tho

author of tho English version which is now

set before the public. With some j udgmeut,

however, the latest adaptor has compressed

the piece as well as altered it. In its present

shape, with the character of Monsignorc

Ruvo considerably softened, and with the

dialogue and action quickened, the story

now called ' A New Trial ' is a powerful

aud impressive if rather a painful play. The

change of title is so far regrettable, thut

its effect is to add to melo-dramatio inci

dents, in themselves subordinate, tho import

ance of which it robs the problem to bo

developed. What rights, if any, has a

man who for crime is sentenced to imprison

ment for life? is the question to be answered.

That he has nono is indicated in the title of

' La Morte Civile,' which, however, could

not be used in England. Some rights, how

ever valueless or negative, a criminal, so

long as he lives, must under existing

laws be held to possess. He has a right

to rank as tho husband of a wife he may

never see, and so to prevent her from marry

ing again. The oppressiveness of the law

in this respect is shown in the play of

Giacometti. ' La Morte Civile ' presents a

husband escaping from the galleys, and

startling by his unexpected return his wife,

who, with her child, is enjoying the innocent

but compromising shelter afforded her by

a kind-hearted if heterodox physician. A

calm consideration of the subject leads the

escaped convict to the conclusion that the

best thing for him to do is to die, leaving

his wife free to contract a second marriage

and his daughter unaware of the stigma

attached to her name. He commits suicide

accordingly, and in so doing makes every

one happy except a malignant priest, who

from tho basest of motives has persecuted

the heroine. This is a hard losson to accept.

It is, however, taught in a play which is

powerful throughout, is impregnated with

the true dramatic spirit, and has some scenes

of remarkable and even harrowing intensity.

A scene in which the father, supplicating

with tears and prayers for one look

of affection from his daughter, finds he

inspires her with fright and aversion, and

sees her lavish on another the caresses for

which he pines, is almost too cruel for the

stage. Other situations, while less dis

tressing, have genuine power, and the

play, although some exercise of credulity

is demanded from the audience, is fine work.

It is well acted so far as regards the prin

cipal characters. Mr. Coghlan has not been

soon to such advantago as in the rdle of

Corrado, in which he shows with real

force the tortures of a passionate nature

torn to pieces by regret and remorse. At

one or two points Mr. Coghlan's action

approached intensity. It is to be re

gretted that the death scene is too long.

Miss Amy Rosello, who as the Princesse do

Bouillon in ' Adrienno Lecouvreur' was seen

last week in a r6le wholly unsuited to her,

was well fitted to the part of Rosalia, the

heroine, and played it with great power

and corresponding effect. Two pictures, each

admirable in its way, were afforded by Mr.

Flockton as the priest and Mr. Fernandez

as the benevolent physician. Mr. Flockton's

get-up was perfect, and his expression of

ferocity craftily concealed by sunctimony

was careful, accurate, and effective. Mr.

Fernandez may be said to have realized

the character of the benevolent physician,

whoso theological opinions subjected him

to constant persecution. Miss Eva Sothern

played agreeably enough in a small part.

THE ' AGAMEMNON' AT ST. OBOBGb's HALL.

Thb performance in Greekof the ' Agamemnon '

of *3£schylus which was got up in the summer

by some energetic Oxford undergraduates, and

given with deserved success at that university

and at three leading public schools, was last

week reproduced for the benefit of Londoners

at St. George's Hall. The interval that had

elapsed since tho play was last given (at Harrow,

where I saw it) had been by no means wasted

by the actors. There was a decided air of

maturity about the performance, and more

unity of action. This in a genuine attempt was

but natural ; for the idea was so novel that it

could not be expected to take satisfactory shape

all at once—to spring forth like Athene in full

panoply from the brain of Zeus. Even now

there are points which longer practice would

improve, but on the whole a high average of

excellence has been attained

Attention is naturally concentrated on the
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two female characters that give the play its

individuality, and afford one of the most effec

tive contrasts in the whole range of dramatic

literature. Both were interpreted with strik

ing success. In Mr. Benson's performance

were excellently conveyed the mingled dignity

and ferocity, the shamelessness and dissimula

tion of the Argive queen. He was the very

embodiment of the yuvaukös dvöpó8ovAov kéap.

The famous description of the beacon's course

from Troy to Argos# AEschylus, in spite of Dr.

Schliemann, persists in placing Agamemnon's

palace here and not at Mycenae), and of the

probable condition of the conquered city, were

particularly well given. If the scene of triumph

and defiance which follows the execution of her

fell purpose seemed almost too terrible, there

is, after all, in the situation itself and the words

of the poet, enough to justify an even stronger

method of representation. It was Mr. Benson's

merit that he showed himself no less skilful in

depicting the softer mood which Clytemnestra

assumes with a view to convincing the chorus,

and perhaps herself, of the justice of her

Crime.

The part of Cassandra presents greater diffi

culties, and is capable of far more various in

terpretation, than that of her rival. And these

difficulties are certainly enhanced when the

actor is of the sterner sex. On the Greek stage,

of course, there were no female actors at all.

But from a modern point of view it would seem

primá facie well-nigh impossible for a male actor

to represent adequately the tender pathos, the

rapt emotion, the dazed wonderment, which are

successively reflected in the utterances of the

inspired maiden in presence of the perplexed

but sympathetic chorus. And yet Mr. Law

rence must be acknowledged to have overcome

these difficulties, and to have created a most

intelligent and interesting conception of the

character. I doubt whether a finer rendering

of a really difficult part has been seen of late,

even on the public boards. It has been ob

jected that though his performance is admirable

in other respects, Mr. Lawrence has overlooked

one essential feature of the situation, and that

is the high birth of Cassandra. Though there

is pathos and inspiration, such critics say that

the dignity is wanting which accompanies high

born dames even into shame and exile. But

what is there to show that AEschylus had such

an idea in his mind at all in connexion with

Cassandra ! No word put in her mouth is cap

able of such interpretation. Her view of the

situation is, for the most part, purely impersonal,

and when towards the close she mournfully

touches upon her own imminent doom no

allusion whatever is made to her former state;

indeed, the very phrase, órav yvvi yuvaikos

àvt’ &po5.66wn, would seem rather to indicate
her indifference to such considerations. It is

not that a queen will die in turn for a princess,

but that for one woman slain another woman

must fall. In this respect, then, I cannot

think that Mr. Lawrence has neglected any

point really inherent in the character as con

ceived by AEschylus. We must beware of

introducing assumptions from the outside.

Because to our notion a captive princess ought

even in captivity to keep her fellow mortals at

a distance, we have no right to foist such an idea

into a play where it is neither justified by words

nor demanded by the “fitness of things.” If

we are to find any fault with a performance

which has given us such real pleasure, it would

be that the utterance of the inspired passages

was at times too slow. Anything like rapid

delivery would have marred the actor's con

ception of his part; but there is a medium

in all things, and if words in a sequence are

ronounced at too long an interval apart, they

£ their meaning altogether as far as the

audience is concerned.

Having devoted so much space to the pro

tagonists, I can necessarily touch but briefly

on the minor characters. Indeed, it is enough

to say that Agamemnon, AEgisthus, the Herald,

and the Watchman spoke their speeches with

the intelligence that might have been expected

from university students, and presented ade

quately what little action was called for. The

truth is that here, as in all the earlier Greek

plays, the secondary parts are not studies of

character at all, but merely strike the key-note

of the successive situations which the dramatist

wishes to impress upon the minds of his

audience. There is, therefore, little oppor

tunity for the actor to stamp his part with his

own individuality.

The representation of the chorus did credit

no less to the individual members than to their

organization as a whole. The words, both.

spoken and chanted, were clearly and effec

tively rendered, and the grouping was ex

cellent. In the English performance, which

took place in London some months ago, it was

generally felt that the chorus was a great blot

upon the piece. The members were not numer

ous enough for proper grouping, while the effect

of sonorous recitation in English without music

of the hardest of hard Greek choruses was dreary

to a degree. But Mr. Parratt's music gave in

the present case just the relief that was wanted,

and since the performances in the summer, the

rigid though not inappropriate monotony of the

Gregorian mode has been somewhat lightened

by the introduction, especially in the scene

which ushers in Agamemnon's entrance, of short

melodies of a simple character.

One is naturally led to reflect, after seeing this

very successful venture in a field hitherto un

attempted, upon the possibility of future efforts

in the same direction. If only some public

spirited people would give us in succession such

typical specimens of Greek drama as the ‘Anti

gone of Sophocles, the ‘Alcestis' of Euripides,

and, bestof all, the ‘Frogs’ of Aristophanes! There

is no doubt that such a performance reveals, even

to students most familiar with the text, many

points that, dependent on action alone, are

necessarily missed by the most careful reader.

But more than this. Thanks to the excellence

of the acting, and the very full argument which

was placed in the hands of the audience, a large

number of people to whom the Greek language is

a sealed book have thus been enabled to appreciate

and enjoy the main outlines of the greatest of

Greek tragedies. It may now occur to some of

these persons that a language in which this and

numerous other works of the highest excellence

were written is worth acquiring, even at the cost

of some effort. But whether in this or in less

direct ways, the representation can hardly fail to

give a healthy stimulus to the study of Greek in

England, and that at the time when, for reasons

which need not here be dwelt upon, such a

stimulus is specially needed.

One word in conclusion. If proof were needed,

it has to my mind now been given that our

barbarous pronunciation of the language of

AEschylus ought to be abandoned in favour of

a system more harmonious with that which the

Greeks themselves may be supposed to have

used. I am aware that there are wide differences

of opinion on this subject, but I believe that a

reasonable compromise might without difficulty

be arrived at by careful study of the system in

herited from their forefathers by the modern

Greeks, supported as it is not only by the Alexan

drian accentuation, but by the evidence of inscrip

tions and of the form which Greek words assumed

in Latin. Excellently as the Greek words were

spoken throughout the recent performance, no

one who has heard the language pronounced by

the Greeks of to-day can doubt that the effect

would have been far more rhythmic and melo

dious had their system or something like it been

in vogue among us. I'.
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Alban G. H. Gibbs, Esq.

James Goodson, -

Thomson Hankey, -

Richard M. Harvey, -

Manager of Fire Department—F. J. Marsden.

Actuary and Secretary-T. G. C. Browne

Share Capital at present paid up and invested

Total Funds"E: of ...........

Total Annual Income nearly ..

N.B. - Fire Policies which EXPIRE at CHRI

renewed at the Head Office, or with the Agents, on of belor

of JANUARY.

Beaumont W. Lubbock. Ea

John B. Martin, is

Henry John Norman, Es:

David Powell
E:

Henry Wigne, Eas

VOLUME 62, NUMBER 368. Now ready, price One Shilling, LONDON, Jamia', ''

HARPER'S MAGAZINE,

CONTENTS.

The ENGLISH LAKES and their GENII. II. Moncure D. Conway. . .
ILLUSTRATIONs.—Wordsworth's Walk, Rydal Mount—Eagle Crag-Rydal Water—The Knoll—Stickle Tan"

dale Pikes—Honey-mooning–Thirlmere-School-House–Hawkeshead—Rubbin of Wordsworth's Name-"

worth's Desk—Fox How—Dr. Arnold—Parson's Pleasure—Nab Scarr, Hartley Coleridge's Home.

The FAME of the CITY: a Poem. John Boyle O'Reilly.

OLD-TIME LIFE in a QUAKER TOWN. Howard Pyle.
ILLUSTRATIONs.—Old Swedes Church, Wilmington—Going to Church—At Evening—The Umbrella. " til

Present—William Cobbett's School—The Destruction of the Sign—The British in Wilmington.

The OLD NEW YORK VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT. G. W. Sheil

ILLUSTRATIONs.—James Gulick—Zophar Mills—Great Fire, December 16 and 17, 1835–The£:'
man your rope”–Charles Forrester—The Night Alarm : “Start her lively, boys"—The Race: Jump be,

jump her”—
e Fire: “Shake her up, boys”—Cornelius V. Anderson–The “Hay-Waggon," Empire Engin',:

—Southwark Engine, No. 38–Monument at Greenwood.

FROM EXILE: a Poem. Julia. C. R. Dorr.

With 2 Illustrations by F. D. Millet.

DOWN the THAMES in a BIRCH-BARK CANOE. James S. Whitman.

ILLUSTRATIONs.—Nuneham—Medmenham Abbey–Marlow–Windsor Castle—The Scold's Bridle.

ANNE : a Novel.

Hinsdale.

SOME GREAT VIOLINS. Barnet Phillips.

ILLUSTRATIONs.—Ole Bull—Ole Bull's Gaspar di Salo–A Nicolaus Amati-Neck and Scroll

di Salo–A Straduarius–Copy of Guarnerius, by W. E. Colton-A Jacobus Steiner-Neck an

Steiner.

Constance Fenimore Woolson.

ILLUsTRATIons.—“As she bent over the old volume”—“He seized Anne's wrist, and dragg" her
"

f Ole Bulls*

£e

PATIENT MERCY JONES. James T. Fields.
# *

ILLustrations—"I never had wood that I liked half so well: do see who has nice crooked**

TWO SONNETS: Mercedes; The Prison of Cervantes. James Russell Low"

CHRISTMAS-EVE: a Ceremonie.

With an Illustration by Abbey.

JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL. F. H. Underwood.

ILLusTRATIONs.—James Russell Lowell–Home of James Russell Lowell, Cambridge, Massach": Brû
Lowell in his Thirty-sixth Year-Beaver Brook—The Waverley Oaks—Wheel of the Old Mill on Beaver #9.

simile of Stanza from Lowell's Poem, “The Nest."

Robert Herrick.

setts-"

DOES LIFE INSURANCE INSURE P Titus Munson Coan.

OUR NEAREST NEIGHBOURS: a Story.

Thomas Hardy.A LAODICEAN: a Novel.

Alice Perry.

ILLUSTRATION by George Du Maurier—“Fine old screen, sir!"

EDITOR'S EASY CHAIR.

EDITOR'S LITERARY RECORD.

EDITOR'S HISTORICAL RECORD.

EDITOR'S DRAWER of HUMIOUR.

London: SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE & RIWINGTON,

Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet-street, E.C.
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THE GR0SVEN0R GALLERY LIBRARY.

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY.

BOXES of BOOKS containing tho Newest Works in all departments of English and

:or»'igm Literature, together with Volumes of Music, arc l-pgulnrly despatched to Subscribers

a the Country.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIBERS VISITING LONDON will find in the GROSVENOR

rALLERY LIBRARY «h° advantage of a FIRST-CLASS CLUB. The Reading and Writing

looms, the Refwiice Library, the Luncheon and Dining Rooms, the Ladies' Drawing-Room,

md the Gentleman's Smoking-Room are open daily from 9 a.m. till 10 r.n.

Prospectuses, with Terms of Subscription, forwarded post free on application to Mr.

7HARLKS ALLKN, <»r<xivk»or Gallkrt Library (Limited), New Bosd-strkei.

THIS DA Y,

MR. HUNTER'S SHILLING BOOK ON INDIA.

ENGLAND'S WORK IN INDIA.

By W. W. HUNTER, (U.K. LL.D.

Tr.1* fvtok prwat-nta. a rrtn*«»<^ t of BritUh rule In In-lla ; utatwi the pn>M«'nit which are now arising with rrjrnrd to the
f v»i * i| i >i % an*, iii** •» U ^owrti'iiftit ■ <■ th- ;-■«>[ tie ; einlrAtotu* to Kau^i* (tie |rrrci*«j d.nif iifl.oiia of thiiat* problems, and to

*lcttu.t»r» lunuum Umaxa* their uotuiuni.

London: SMITH. ELDKBtTo. IB. W*tor.oo-pUc*\

ENDYMION.

For A KEY to LORD BEACONSFIELD'S NOVEL,

'endymion;

see

NOTES AND QUERIES for 18th December, 1880.

\* A Copy will be sent upon the receipt of 4J<i. iu stamps.

JOHN FRANCIS, 20, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.

Juat j I, aoaall fullo, price 12a. <M.

A REPRODUCTION OF THE RARE AND BEAUTIFUL

NOVA ALPHABETI EFFICTIO.

By THK0DOBK DE DRY.

A< lamed hT him at Frankfort In 1306. One at Um nnrt of thla Artlat'a Work*: oonatoUoR ol a )tl«hlr CIIABAC-

TRRI-T1C ALI'IIAlll.T at KMBI.KMATiCAL LETTERS o( tilgU valuo to all intcreaUxl Id the ART ol DES1QX. FnUoad

'■Y a Seller of thr Aniat an<l hut Uorka.

(iBOROE Watejmtoii & Sons, London and Edinburgh; and all Booksellers.

CHRISTMAS GIFT-BOOKS by the Author of 'The Epic of Hades.'

ILLL8TRATKD EDITION.

The EPIC of HADES. With 17 Designs in Photo-Mezzotint by G. E. Chapman,

4to. cloth extra. Kill Iravra, price 2.">e.

PREHKXTATIOIT EDITION. WITH PORTRAIT.

The EPIC of HADES. 4to. cloth extra, gilt leaves, price 10s. 6d.

The EPIC of HADES. Price 7s. 6<L

THIRD 1

I

HrXTH EDITION.

SONGS of TWO WORLDS. Price 7s. 6d.

GWEN: a Drama in Monologue. Price 5s. rh. nnv ftf T tff"^™^
««Maan ana Ulanavt tai eauvh.1 I r . nor. baaatUul ,.»>,. Tile VUti 01 Iilr£i. FllCC 33.

smnn. " Fall uf beauty oltlioucat,

c- Ke«aJ» Pai l Co. 1, Paternoster-square.

E p p S'S

C H O C O Ia A

ESSENCE.

T E

Product of a special refining

process. It is Chocolate devoided

of its over-richness and substan

tiality. Hugarless.and,when made,

of the consistence of Coffee. An

Afternoon Chocolate. Each packet

is labelled

JAMES EPPS 4c CO.

Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

P1KKXIX KIRE OFFICE, LOMBARD
aad CUARrNO C1U1SS, LONDON.—Beutiii.hed 178J.

Prompt and Liberal Loaa Settlementa.
Inauram-e. effected in all parta of the World

JOHN J. RHOOMFIELD.

THE

LIVE 11 POOL AND LONDON

GLOBE

PIKE AND LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

The Fund, ol the Company exceed £0.800,000
The Net Income lor HT0 exceeded £1,500,000

The magnitude of the Company a Buakneaa unablea it tu accept In-
aarancea on the moat favourable tertna.

KatahUahod lift
Total Clnlma Paid £16.032,9011.

LlFk inuwttTMENT — In the new Farticlpatiag Kerlee r Table B) the
lnnrc rereraiunary lumw of 3i,». per cent, par annntn on the aunta
awurrri by Polu-iea lu that ubue waa declared far the uuinquennluja
rmlt-tl IVvi'iulw, 1-:-
No lnaarer la Involved In the aliahteat liability of Partnerahlp.

OFFICES :
Liverpool, l^mdon. Manehreter. Lfede. Rrlatol. Dublin, Glaagow,

Edinburgh, llirmlnabaui, and Nevrcaetle.
I'rnapertuaee and Furni. of l*ropoaal for Fire and Life Inanranre and

Anninlioa may b* obtained at the Company a OUtce, or from any of lta
Airfnta.- Application* for Agrneit-e Invited.
Fire Renewal Premium, lolling due at chrUlmaa ahould be paid within

tlfu-cn day. then fntin

London OnVea : CornhUl and Charing croak

j^OSS OF TIME IS LOSS OF MONEY.

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME.
And may be Prorldad agalaat by a Policy of tha

RAILWAY PAKSKNOBIUl- ASKl KANCE COMPANY.

Hlfthl Hon 1-ord hMNNAIRD, Chairman,
[bad Capital, l.ujo.ooot. Moderate l>remii

Honua allowed l« Inaurera of Fire Yf-Ara' Btanding.
A Hard aum In raae of Ih-alh by Arrident. and a Weekly Al

In the eveat of lajury.
ONB MILLION and a HA l.K baa lieen paid
Apply t-> the rirrk. at the luilway M-.mon., the Local Aeenta. or 01,

Curahlil. Lond .n WILLIAM 1. VIAN. Secretary.

NOTICE.—MAKES, DURLACHEB BROS.
S93, OXTOKD-STREET, W.

ANTIQUE WORKS of AKT and general Objecu of Decoration. The
authfntlclty of erery Objert guanantead

J^UltNlSU jour HOCSKS or APARTMENTS
J- THROl'OHOtT OS

MOBDER'R HIKE BYSTEM.
Tk« UrniiMil. Ilwt. aDd most Lilier&l.

Ouk I*iirsi.
No eztn chAj-Ke fur tine glTm.

Illuatrated Prt(*«d OatmlofriM. with full raartli bIavt. of t«rmt, pwt fre«.
F MOF.IJK.K, Mft M9. Tottrnliain Court road ; ud 19 30, awl 21

Murwrll-«trrfl. W tj. KnuMUhfu lid.

1^ MOEDEK twga to announce that the whole of
• tbaaborv l'ratrtlahM have r»«c«*nUf r>»»«?«n Rebuilt, apeetaJlT adapiM

f»r tha Furnltura 1
ninhontM la tha nirtrupolia.

Baa-room Bultcs. from N. 8a. to 90 nulnnaa.
IlrawlnK rtxiru .uutin, from W »t to 4.'< Oulnmai.
AJuuiif-room (*uiit». from ',1 7*. to 40 OaJnma.

And all iithrr Good* in irraat Taiiatf.
F MORPF.R, 14H, 5US». -JM, Tottenhan. C^on-rosdi and IB 30 and 21

Morwrll-aircet. W.C. Kaumialiod ImJZ.

JJEAL & SOX.

BED-ROOM FURNITURE.

DlXlN(i-KOOM FURNITURE.

DRAWING-ROOM FURNITURE.

II
EAL ii SON,

lMtu I». TOTTENHAM COVRT ROAD, W.

ALLEN'S SOLID LEATHEB

PORTMANTEAUS.

ALLRN 8 VICTORIA DRESKINO RAO.
ALLEN'S KTKONO DRESS BASKETS.
ALLEN'S NEW OIAIWTONE BAO.

Caah Dlacouat. 10 per ceat.
ALLEN'S NEW CATALOOl E of M0 ArUclaa for Continental TraTel

ling, poal fro. —47. West strand. London.

pHRISTMAB PliESENTS.-Nothing is so highly
VV appreciated aaalaat ofORANT'S MORBLLAtHEKKV 1IKAM1Y
which can be ordered of any Win* Merehant. Uueea'a quality. ;u>
supplied to Her HajMaty. Kl* per doaen ; Kportaman . .pcvlnl quality
3ii, per dozeu. MauuUu lurer. T. OUANT, Dlatillery, Maldatuna. '

POLLINARIS

OOLD MEDAL. PARIS. 1170.
ANNl'AL SALE. ».000,000.

APOLUNAKIS COMPANY. I.I m Ited . 1». J

WATER,
t It. Oda 1.

1)
INNE FORDS MAGNESIA.

The Medical Frofrnloa for oyer Forty Year, bare
approved of thla l*urc .viiutitm aa the. bem rrmedr for
ACIDITY uf the STOMACH, HEARTBURN, lifeAD-
ACHE. OOt'T. and INJjM.KkTION ; and i

titaUooj, Ladi

^HROAT IRRITATION.—Soreness and dryness,
X tk-ttllor aad IrritaUoo. induclna- couitri and alTectirafr the i '
For thote lyniptuiiia u»e

EPPS'S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.
Otrpprlne. in the*.- aimfablr con fecilooa. tteinji in |

B-laoda at the moment ther are excited by the act of luckine. 1>
artlTelv healinir Sold only lu boxea. T^d. and 1«. l|d., labt'iltd -
Kppa A Co , lluntu-opathlc Chemlata, London."

A letter recefT*d :—*' Gentlemen. — It mar, perhapa. lntereat too to
kn jw tha-at, alter an extended trial, I haxe found jour Glycerine Jiijubea
uf i <iniiilt'rat>li' benefit i with or without medical treatment , iu almo*t all
fornit of throat dlaeaae. They tofteu and alear the Toice. In no caae
can ther d«t any harm Youra faithfully, Gordon Holmes, L.EXM*.E.,
Senior I'hyiician to the Municipal Throat and Ear loflj-iiiaxy. ''
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VILLIAIVI S. BURTON, A

URNISHING IRONM^N Gr E R.

WIUIAM

GENERAL ¥

BY APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

SENDS A CATALOGUE GRATIS AND POST PAID.

It contain) upwards of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, with Lists of Prices, and Plans of the 80 large Show-Rooms,

At 39, Oxford street; I, la, 2, 3, and 4, Newman-street; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's-place ; and 1, Newman-yard, London, W.

F
THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.—

The real NICKEL SILVEK, Introduced thlrty-flve yean w tiy
WILLIAM a. BURTON, when strongly SUver-phitod, i* the best article

ttoSilrer that can be employed as such, cither usefully or orna-
* dly, an hy no teat can it be distinguished from Silver.

With ordinary usage this quality will wear Twenty Years.

12 Table Forks
12 Table Spoons
1 _ Dessert Forks
12 l>eiuwrt Spoons
12 Tea Spoons
6 Egg Spoons, glit bowls . . .
2 Sauce Ladles
1 Gravy Spoon .....£
2 Stilt Spoons, gilt bowls . . .
1 Mustard Spoon, gilt bowl .
1 Fair of Sugar Tongs
1 Fair of Fish Car. rs
1 Butter Knife ...fJ
1 Soup Ludle "
1 Sugar sifter \

Total ....j

Any Articl
An OAK CHEST to

KniTC», fee., 21. lis.
A Second Quality of

dox. i Dessert, 17*. ; Ti
CARKIAI

Fiddle Head King's
or Old or or
Silver. Thread. Shell.

£. s. d £. s d.£ i. d.
2 11 10 0 0 2 5 0

1 10 0 2 1 CI 2 5 0
1 2 u 1 9 0 1 11 0
1 2 0 1 9 0 1 11 0
0 U 0 1 0 0 1 2 0
0 9 0 0 12 0 0 13 6
0 « 0 0 8 0 0 9 0
o e 0 0 8 0 0 9 0
0 3 0 0 4 0 0 4 8
l-l 1 e 0 2 0 0 2 3
0 2 1 0 3 6 0 4 0
0 18 a 1 3 6 1 4 8
0 2 > 0 3 ■ 0 3 9
0 9 8 0 11 D 0 13 0
0 3 0 0 4 0 0 4 0

8 IB 11 19 i 13 0 8

the »a ; prices.
the above, and a relative number of

o Pattern Table Spoons and Forks, 23«. per

PAID to any Railway Station.
V Samples at above rates post free.

P1

SH KNIVES and FORKS.
WM. S. BUKTON.

per I
£2 5

Knives,
Doa.
5 0

Ditto " ditto Hichlj Chased Blades— 3 8 0
Silvered ditto ditto .... 3 0 0

Mahogany Cases for 12 knives, 8s. , 12 knives and forks,
FISH CAKVKH8. In CASES £0 16 0 to

Forks,
per Do*.
£1 19 0
2 8 0
2 14 0

15s.

TEA and COFFEE SETS. FOUU PIECES • 3 15 0
DISH COVERS, SET of FOUR 7 0 0
JDITKjB DISHES, SET of FOUR 5 10 0
BISCUIT BOXES 0 10 6
CRUET FKAMES 0 12
BUTTER COOLERS 0 5 o
CANDELABRA, per FAIR 8 8 0
CLAUET JUGS J 0 0
ICE JUGS, from 3 2 0
ICE FAILS 0 7 0
LiaUOR FRAMES, 3 BOTTLES 1 10 0
80UFFLET DISHES 2 5 0
TEAl'OTS 0 15 0
VEGETABLE DISHES. 3 DIVISIONS 2 2 0
WAITERS and TEA TRAYS 1 0 0

£4 4
21 0
24 0
18 18 '
5 10
10 10
3 3

18 0
a o

1 18
a o
2 is
9 5
5 15
18 0

D

C

ESSERT KNIVES and FORKS.

Fine Ivory Handles, Plain Blades, 12 pairs £2 14 0
Finest Carved ditto, Chased Blades, I -■ pairs 4 4 0

Pearl Handles. Plain Blades. 12 pairs 3 18 0
Floe Carved ditto, Chased Blades, 12 pairs 6 0 0
Silvered Handles, Plain Blades, 12 pairs 3 6 0
Silvered Handles, Chased Blades, 12 pairs 3 18 0

Mahogany Cases for 12 pairs, 9s. to 15s.
REPLATINQ by the PATENT PROCESS.

CARRIAGE PAID to any Railway Station.

U T L E R Y.—The most varied assortment of
Table Cutlery, all warranted.

WM. 8. BURTON.

The Blades arc all of the Finest Steel

31 -in. lvorv Handles, per dox
do

do. to balance, do.
fine do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. fine do.

do.
do.

finest African do
do. do. do
do. do. do
do. do. do
do. Silver Ferrules, do
do. do. do
do Electro-plated Blades

Nickel Electro-plated Handles, King's,
Bend, or Thread ]*attern, do

Black Horn Riveted Handles, do
Do. large slie do
Do. to Balance, do
White Bone do
Bent do do

CARRIAGE PAID to any
jwst free.

Table Dessert Carvers
Knives Knives perpr.

s. d. s. >. <f.
12 8 9 c 6 0
18 0 11 0 e a
18 6 11 a s a
25 0 19 0 7 a
21 0 16 0 7 a
24 0 is n 7 a
32 0 n 0 9 0
36 0 98 0 10 6
40 0 32 0 13 8
45 0 (6 0 14 a
48 0 34 0 14 0
51 0 to 0 17 0
40 0 ■I 0 15 0
SO 0 19 0 17 S
48 0 (5 0 —

23 0 19 0 7 a
7 a 7 0 3 0
9 8 7 a 3 0
12 6 11 0 4 a
12 6 10 a 5 a
17 6 u a a o

Railway Station. Samples at above ratoa

W1
Model

I^ENDHRS, STOVES, KITCHEN RANGES,
FIRE-IRONS, and CHIMNEY rIECES.

ILLIAM S. BURTON respectfully invites in
spection of his Stock of CHIMNEY-PIECES, Interiors, and

Modern Grates, Fenders, Tiles, and Curbs for Hearths

"VRATES — Register and Hob Grates with Tile

Panels.

INDEPENDENT or DOG GRATES, in Berlin
X Black, Black and Brass, all Brass, Steel and Ormolu.

(Upwards of 60 New Designs on Show.)

TILE PANELS for Ditto, Hand Painted or Printed.
(Several Special Designs.)

IRENDER CURBS for TILE HEARTHS, in Steel,
Brass, Berlin Black, and Marble of various kinds.

TTTLE HEARTHS. — An assortment of 50 Tile
A. Hearths, all differing In Design, ready laid for inspection.

CHIMNEY-PIECES in Foreign and English Mar
bles, Early English, Oak and Walnut, Inlaid China Tiles, Repousse'

or Engraved Bras* Panels, nod Bevelled Glass Plates.
Most of the above are so arranged as to give the Viewer a complete

idea of the general effect of the articles when fixed.

JJLACK REGISTER STOVES, 9*. to 151. 18».

BRIGHT REGISTER STOVES, with Ormolu
Ornaments. 21. 12s. 6VI. to 361.

CHINA-TILED REGISTER STOVES, 37. 8*. to

Ml

jyOG STOVES, in great variety, 12*. 6d. to 201.

BERLIN BLACK and BRONZED FENDERS,
for Bed-rooms, Dining-rooms, Libraries, &c, 3s 9d. to 101. 2s.

STEEL FENDERS, for Drawing-rooms, with
Ormolu Ornaments, from 21. 2s. to 301. 155.

MARBLE FENDERS for TILE HEARTHS,
from 40s.

piERCED BRASS FENDERS, 20*. to 10/.

T^IRE-IRON RESTS for TILE HEARTHS, 12*.
-1 to 15**. IDs. per pair.

J7IRE-IR0N STANDS, 12*. to 60*. each.

FIRE-IRONS, from 4*. 3d the Set of Three to

«. io...

J^ITCHEN RANGES, from 21. 2s. 6i.

JJATHS and TOILET WARE.

Sponge Baths, Best make 6s. 3d. to 28s.
Sitz do. do.
Plunge do. do.
Hip do. do.
Travelling do. do.
Gas Furnace do. do.
Travelling Trunks do.

JJOUSE FURNISHING.—! :'!.< i \I. A Hi: \\
MENT8 made with reference to CREDIT without la any war

12s. 19s.
14s. 55».
16s 25,. M
17s. „ 44s.

130«. „ 2451.
13,. M. „ 28..
lis. 40,.

A large assortment of Hoi aud Cold Plnnge, Vapour, and Camp Shower
statist.
Travelling Baths, with Cover, Strap, Lock and Key, 13s. to 48s.

COAL SCOOPS.—Iron, Oak, Walnut, Mahogany,
and Ebonized. New Stock of Four Hundred different Designs.

Japanned Iron, from 2s. Ad. to W. 6l. Solid Oak, Mahogany, Walnut,
or Kbouized, with Shovel and Lining, full size, 24s. to 165s.

PLOCKS, CANDELABRA, and BRONZES.
\j Drawing-room Clocks, from 31 ; Dining-room Clocks, from 21 10s ■
Hall Clocks, from X. j Kitchen Clocks, from Gs. 6d.

T AMPS.- WILLIAM S. BURTON invites atten-
-Li tlon to this Season's SHOW of LAMPS, comprising, among others,
the following varieties :—Keroslne. Patent Duplex, Suspending. Wall,
Queen's Reading. French Moderator, Ac., In Bronze, Porcelain, Crystal,
Ormolu. Ac., from 2s. tkf. to 14..

1>URE COLZA OIL of the best quality, 2*. lOd. a
gallon. Moderator Globes, 2s. 0d.; do. Chlmnoys, 6d. each. Cotton

Wicks, 3d. per dozen.

KEROSINE—This Oil is for burning in the
Duplex and other I-amps of a similar construction. Water-white,

inodorous, and safe Is. tid. per gallon; In Drums nf 5 gallons and
upwards. Is. bd per gallon. Duplex Globes, 2s. each ; Chlmnevs, Co*.

a:i.-, the iyfrten, 0r PLAIN FIGURES and FIXRD

™jj PURCHASER all the advantages ol Prices

W
ILLIAM s. BURTON.

150 PatternsBEDSTEADS, of Best Make only,
on Show.

Servants' Bedsteads from 10s. 64. to r<
French do from lis. 64. to .-■ . 64,
Do. Iron and Brass Bedsteads from 23s. to IQOs.

Hali-Tcstcr Bedsteads from S4s- to 07s. Ad.
Ditto, Iron and Brass from Its. 6rf. to 220s.

COTS, CHAIR-BEDSTEADS. COUCHES, 4c.

BEDDING MANUFACTURED on the Premises.
Extreme care Is taken, oven wheru the price, are the lowest, to

use only auch materials as will trear satisfactorily.

4 FeetFOB. BEDSTEADS.-Wide.

Rtraw Paillasses
Mattresses, Alva Under

Do. Best Coi-ou Fibre
Coloured Wool
Extra Thick
Kept Brown Wool
Good White do
Superior do
Good Hcrvlrenble Hair .
Good Horsehair .

Do.
Da.
Do.
I)i.
Do.
Dii.
Do.
Do.
Do.
IX,.
Do.
Do.
Do.

3 Feet.
6 In.

Super do.
Thick dExtra Thick do.

■Trench Wool and Hair ...
Superior do 2
SpriUK. with Top Mt»flujs ; 2
Super Horsehair do 3

. s. d
8 0

19 0
13 9 I
14 I
15 6

I 3 0
1 U 6
! 10 0
1 9 0
! 0 0
I 1 0
I IS 0

4 0
8 6
> 0
i 0

£. s. si.
ISO
W 6

10 0
110
ISO
i is a
16*
3 13 •
3 2 0
Z IS 0
4 13 0
5 IS 0
1 15 0
3 12 6
2 i; o
4 7 8

: s 4.
U 4

1 0 «
1 30
1 30
1 60
1 1; o
1UI
4 13
5 7 %
S 39
S 49

S 9s
IUI

OOOD SOUND

AMERICAN MACHINE-MADE FURNITURE,
In solid Walnut or Mahogany.

This Furniture costs only n trifle more than Painted Deal. All L.
of modern form and tastefully designed. The following items will c
an Idea of price I—

WALNUT or MAHOGANY. *. ». d-
3-ft. Hanging Wardrobe 3 12 «
Chest of Drawers 1 18 6
WHShstand with Marble Top, Towel Rails, and Drawers 1 g $
Dressing Table with Two Drawers 1 U 0
Toilet Glass with Patent Fittings 1 5 *
Two Chairs • » G

Complete Set £10 9 0

4-ft. Hanging Wardrobe, Plate-glass Door, and outside Drawer £7 5 0
y-ft. *-in. Chest of Drawers 1 6 0
4-ft. Knechole Washstand. with Marble Top and Five Drawers 3 15 0
4-ft, Dressing Tablu with Five Drawers 2 5 0
Pedestal, with MarMe Top. Drawer, &c 1 1 *
Toilet Glass, Patent Fastenings, &c 1 10 0
Towel Horse 0 6 0
Two Chairs 0 » «

Complete Set £13 la 0

6-ft. fS Wing; Wardrobe, with projecting Centre, Plate-glass.
Shelves, Sliding Trays, Six, Drawers, Hanging Space, and
Bonnet Box £14 10 0

3-ft. 4-in. Chest of Drawers 3 • 0
4-ft. Kneehole Washstand, Murble Top, Tile Back, Castors, ttc. 4 10 0
4-ft. Kneehole Table to match, Fire Drawers. Lock* on all

Drawers 2 1? 8
Toilet Glass, size of Plate 26 In. by 18 in 3 5 0
Pedestal, with Marble Tap, Drawer, &c 15 0
Towel Horse 0 6 0
Two Chairs 0 17 0

. £29 16 5Complete Set
Any single Article may be had at the abuve ;

"T.INING-ROOM FURNITURE.—Mahogany
\J CHAIRS, covered in Leather, stuffed Hair and Rprinc Seats, tna
25s ■ do do in Hair Cloth. Ifli. M. Mahogany COUCHES in Hsi-
Cloth, tJ2« W ; do. do In Leather, ISOs. Mahogany DINING TABU>,
telescopic action, best. 105s. ; do. do. second quality, H*. Mahogany or
Walnut SIDEBOARDS. Sis.; do. do PLATE-GLASS Backs, 115.
EASY CHAIRS, stuffed Horsehair, Spring Seats. 37i. Gd.

UURNITURE for DRAWING-ROOMS.—Couches.
JC Settees, Ottomans, Easy and Fancv Chairs, Centre Tables, Wsrt
Tables, Occasional Tables, and Card Tables, Chiffoniers and Cabtneo
Davenports and Whatnots, Music Cabinets and Stools. The above is
Walnut, Black and Gold, and Fnncy Woods.

GASALIERS in great variety, for Dining,
Drawing Rooms, Libraries, and Offices Comprising Bronze of

many Shades. Polished Brass, Ormolu, and Ormolu with China Dish sad
Vase. Also. Single, Double, und Treble Brackets, for slde-liKMing

2 lights Gasaliers. from 25*.; 3 lights, from SS».; 5 lights, from 80s
Brackets, from 2s ; Hall and Vestibule Lamps, from 12s.

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S VANS DELIVER GOODS IN LONDON AND ITS SUBURBS AS UNDER :-

TUESDAY, THURSDAY, and SATURDAY :—Borough, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY :—Crouch End, Hamp-

Brixton, Camberwell, Claphum, Dulston, ' Dulwieh Bill, stead, Highgate, Hornsey.

Hackney, Heme Hill. Knnninglon, Kingsland, Lambeth, THURSDAY :—Anerlev, Forest Hill, Norwood, Sydi
Peckham, Tulse Hill, Walworth.

and FRIDAY t — Finsbury Park, Holloway
iglon Park.

. Bayswater, Belsiie Park, Brompton, Camden
City, Chelsea, Haverstock Hill, Highbury, Holloway,

DAILY :

To
Islington, Kensington, Kentish Town, milium, Horn
Hill. Pimlico, St. John's Wood, Shepherd's Bush, West E

<BMONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and FRIDAY : — Fulham

Hammer-smith, and Walham Green.
MONDAY :—Chiswick Grove Park, Turnham Green

FRIDAY :—Acton, Barnes, Battersea, Blackheath, Castle
Bar, Eltham, Ealing. Greenwich, Lee, Lewisham, Putney.

Wandsworth, Wimbledon.

SATURDAY :—Stamford Hill.

TUESDAY
(Upper), Toll

WEDNESDAY :—Finehlpy,

Goods beyond the above-named places delivered by special arrangement,

it of delivering Goods to f be most distant parls of the Uniied Kingdom by Railway is trifling. WILLIAM S. BURTON undertakes delivery at a small fixed rate.

Editorial Conimnr,io;iUr,cs should be addmsrd to " Tbe Editor ••—AdTertlsMnentt awl Ko«in»55 Letters to ' The 1'ul'li.her '—at th» Offlc". T). Wrlllnirto'i.«trrc\ "trsnd, London. W.C.

I'rlnied by K. J. Fao< i . Aihi-nirom l*re«t. Toou'n-nun. Chaccery-l we. E.C. ; and Publish."*! by Johs Fasscu. at No. i», Wclllnirlon-Mreet, Strand. W.U.

Agents: tor Biotissu. Messrs. ltoll dt Brs.llute, nnl Mr. JoliD Mcn/ics, Ediiiburirh ; -lor Ibblakd, Mr. John Robertson . Dublin.—Saturday . lieoeinber 1P80
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